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GENERAL INDEX
[Illustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials thusf; Letters to

American

ABC
Academy

Plumb

of the

Plan.

101.

139t

(See American Academy
Accident (See also Safety First):
Automobiles at Grade Crossings,
Haltir.iore & Ohio near Parkersburg,
British Railroads in 1918. 72. 379

Pr<

Signal

Pacific

at

Decreare on
Derailment on an Industrial Track, 723t
Relmoi.t. X. Y
1037 + 1072
Europe. Collisions in, 710
Flagging and Collisions, 342 + 447}
Fusses and Collisions. 46f. 50t, 85t
Gasoline Transportation. 127
Government Operation, Record Under, 138t
Grade Crossing at Clarksboro, N. T ., 755
Grade Crossings in Chicago. 991
Bulletin Nc. 69, 63. 1381
I.
C.
Investigators, Puzzles of the, 904t
Monthlv Summaries: Tune, 474; lulv. 579;
August. 750; September, 904t. 939; OcKrie at

,

,

.

C

tober. 1037t. 1072: November. 1244
Motor and Hand Car. 1022

Muscatine,

New York
'-.

Iowa. 1081
Central at

228.

291 +

.

S61+.

40.

No-Accident Campaiens. 77. 7S. 124
Pennsylvania at Elwood. 431. 514. 724 + 738
Personal Injuries and Locomotive Failures,
.

113*
L. M. of France. 1216
Prevention Drive. 326. 753. 796, 903t
Railway and Other Fatalities Compared,
385+

P.

Throwing Articles Out of Windows. 137t
Accounting (See also Finance; also Valuation).
Machines,

Passenger
Revenue,
Apportionment of. 876
Logarithmic Chart. The. 570*
Act to Regulate Commerce:
Amending Section Four. G. W. Luce on, 887
Revised by L. F. Loree, 11, 105
Additions nnd Betterments. Sub-Committee on,
754
Administration (See United States Railroad)
Advances from War Finance Corp., 893
Advertising Campaign. Railroads'. 1204, 21191
Africa (See also South Africa)
Interline

Railroad Notes. 28. 379, 438, 713. 714. 953,
1082. 1172

Trans-Saharian Railwav Proposed, 1245*
Air Brake (See Brake)
Aishton. R. H. (See Northwestern Region)
Aitchison. Clyde B.. on Railroad Problem, 931
Alaskan Railroad:
Appropriation for. 39. 77. 176. 515. 710
Progress of. 1195*
Allegheny Region
833
Fuel Conservation in.
Markham. Charles H. Resigns. 700*
Alpine Tunnel. 953
Alsace-Lorraine Railways, 533
American Academy of Political and Social
-

Science:

:

tisti.s for 1918, 910
Americanization of Shop Men; I. C. 54
Americanization on Railroads, 723*
Amster, N. L.
Valuation Plan, 360
Analytical Organization Proposed, 37
Anderson. George W.: Plan for Unified Railroad
System. 422
Anderson, Judge A. B.: Coal Strike, 706
Angle Cock Closing and Dunkirk Collision, 92$,
:

Angle Cocks. Committee to Consider, 566
Anthracite Shipments for June. 127
Appropriation Bill Signed, 21. 59
Appropriation for Alaskan Railroad, 39, 77. 176,
515, 710
Apprentice (See Education)
Arabian Railway Construction, 380
Arbitration, Compulsorv, Opposed by A. F. of
L., 821, 1208
Argentina:
Coal Shortage Results in Use of Corn as
Fuel. 854
Railway Projects. 896
Armstrong Whitworth's Locomotive Shops. 1127*
Associated Business Papers, Inc.: Annual Convention, 612
Associated
General
Contractors of America:
Cost-Pius Contracts, 77
Association of Creosoting Companies of tli! Pacific
Coast: Timber Perforating Pat< t.
Association

236
Concrete

Annual

Company:

Foundry

&

Car

tion,

Institute:

Annual

Conven-

Anti-Strike Legislation
Compulsorv Arbitration
roads Opposed. 821.
Declaration of Rights.

Cummins

1208
1262

Plumb Plan Not Endorsed. 444f. 457
Scientific

Research

Advocated.

187t

1063
American Legion Post on Pennsylvania, 648
American Locomotive Companv: Annual Report.
538
American Manufacturers' Export Association:
Annual Convention. 701. 7231
facture

of

Steel

Protested.

Bill

500.

545

693

Topeka & Santa

Atchison.

lal

a Business Basis,
1049
Will New Legislation Cause Railroad Expansion? 735
American Railroad Association:
A. R. E. A. Co-operation Questions' 432
Co-ordination of Railroads Under Private
Operation. 678
Freight Claims— Section VII. 375, 738
Mechanical Section:
Arbitration RuleConvention in 1920. 698
General Committee's Meeting, 698

Per

Employee.

911

Service, 124, 176. 710. 893

New York-Toronto

Air Race. 478

Record Flights,

647

77.

B
Bad Order ar (See Carj
Baggage Trucks, Handling of, 765*
Baggage Trucks with Automatic Brakes
(

Baldwin, L.

W.

Regional

Director,

4 '9*

700*

Baldwin Locomotive Works: Mikado and Mallet

Type- C. C. & <)., 317*
Ballast Cleaning Machine, 576*
Baltimore \- Ohio:
Accident Near Parkersburg. W. Va
11 '5
Dividend Passed, If
Fuel Conservation Bulletins. 813+, 834
Maximum Wages of Engineers and
onductors, 468
Miami River Project, 1001*
Strike of Shopmen, 478
Beach, Samuel H.: Testimony Before House
Committee, 357
Bed Casting of Steel for Electric Locomotives:
Y., N. H. & H., 643*
.
„
Belgium:
British Freight Cars Bought, 804

V

Electrification,

28,

29,

93

Destruction of Railways by Germans, 13*.
597
National Railways Administration Bill. 109
Railway Material Needed, 301
Receipts for Five Months. 598
Reconstruction of Railways, 769*, 853
Standardization of Equipment. 169
nt X Y
Derailment; Erie, 1037*. 1072
n?ii ?
Hill (See Legislation)
Bills of Lading (See Freight)
Bi-Partisan Labor Boards, 212
Bituminous Coal Situation, 494*
Black Tom Disaster Lawsuits; L. V. 39
Blacksmith Shop. An Up-to-Date 426
Blanton, Rep. T. L.: Maximum Earnings
of
Engineers and Conductors, 468
Bledsoe, S. T.. on Land Grants. 42 1
Block Signals (See Signaling)
Board of Railroad Wages and Working Condi'

-

'

tions:

Demands. General, 370
Draftsmen Ask Increased Pav. 24
Firemen Given Hearing, 695
Trainmen's Demands, 238*. 267. 371
Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada
(See Canada)
Board of Wages and Working Conditions: Uniform Rules and Working Conditions. 25
Bolivia

iffice

for Noisv

Machines, 372*

Ret
tiction and Handling of, 70
Farmers Oppose CovOwnership of Railroads. 1240
Brig.-Gen. W. W.:

Pari
Atkeson,

:

nt

Atterbury.
Co-Operation,

French and

It.

8

Vmerican Railroads Contrasted,

Efficient. 526
Shops
it
Col. W. G.. on Serbian Railways, 73
Austin Companv: Design of Modern Locomotive
Rervir Shops. 261*

Atwood,

Australia:

\ut

als.

1082

Electrification in. 922
I.-KOrr tive Imports. 109

North and South Transcontinental. 1152*

Wage

Questions.

1170.

1171

Increased, 1082
Austria-_F
Sec Signaling)
Automatic -lgnaling
Automatic Straight Air Brake and Closed Angle
Cock in Collisions. 92t, 137t. 228. 291*
Anton:. i:
ontrol Committee: Inspection
i

of

Electrification, 1082

Railroad Construction, 654.

I

Automatic Train Control Devices Before House
Comi ittee. 620. 999J

1035

Boston & Maine:
Freight Rates Increased. 801
Reorganization. 1C38*
Boston Suburban Fares, Chances in. 75 7
Box Car (See Car, Freight)
Boyergrip. 1165*
Brake:
A. S. A. and Closed Angle Cock. 92+. 137t,
228. 291*
Development of Air Brake. 1114
Handling Air Brakes
Brake Beam Standardization, 1114
Brazil:
Electrification.

Fe:

R?port.

Rails.

American Mining Congress:
Putting Our Railwavs on

•

Engineers:

I

ert

American Institute of Mining Engineers: Manu-

Annual

Equipment Trust Certificates. 40, 46t. 687
Meeting of Standing Committee. 229
Principles for Return of Roads Outlined
use Committee, 553, 415
Kate Advance Refused by Director General.

Insi

Opposed. 691. 821
and Return of Rail-

Agents:

Railway Executives:
Advertising Campaign. 1204. 1219 +

\rn

American Federation of Labor:

Claim
65

of

668.

12

46t,

of Railway
Electrical
Annual Convention, 889

Report.

American

Railway

of

n.

Association

n

Monthly Compensation

:

Association

Return

291*.

228.

.

(

1197

of

Opposes

Woollev

Officers

American Spike Company: Sessler Spike, 1237*
American Steel Foundries: Annual Report, 898
American Steel Treaters' Society:
Convention in Chicago, 711
Heat Treatment of Railway Materials, 314
American Wood Preservers' Association
Sta-

137t,

<

;

M.-iil

Meet-

American Society of Mechanical Engineers: Development of Steam Locomotive, 1139,

Railroad Problems. 997f. 1145
American Association of Engineers:
Salaries of Engineers Adjusted. 339t, 352,
446 +
Trade Unionism. 1212
American Bankers' Association: A Conservative
View of Railroad Problem. 1075

Commissioner
Road -

Engineers:

Society of Civil
Mated, 710

to Authorize I. C. C. to Require. 747
Rowell. Benton
System of, 241;
Test- ,t Oroville, W. P., 55
Automobile Accidents (See Accident)
Automobile Stock-Car Traffic. 1262

904+,

American Railway Bridge and Building Association: Annual Convention, 977
American Railway Engineering Association:
Co-operation with A. R. A. Questioned, 432
Rail Studies. 929
American Railway Express Companies: Packing
Rules 712
American Railwav Guild: What Will Happen
When Railroads Are Returned: 815+, 817
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association:
Annual Convention, 471. 528
American Society for Testing Materials: Annual Meeting. 16

92*.

1

Bills

Aviation

1233

11741.

ing.

Automatic

Average

Convention, 604*. 613

ual

mher Meeting. 1057
June Meeting, 31
Specifications for Track Scales, 1098
Telegraph and Telephone Division's

American

Dunkirk,
H

Cost in Blacksmith Shops. 425
Insulating an Office for Noisv
372*

Division:

1125

Onawa, M<
Western Lines. 526

Canadian

.

Railroad Association
(Continued)
Interchange R
71u
Report of. 823
Subjects Assigned to Committees, 824
ons, 822

Editor thus%.]

28.

713,

1171

Railroad Notes. 28. 71. 531. 713, 804
Railway Rates Raised
Railroads Injured by War, 381
Standardization of Railways. 1170
Bridges and Buildings (Sec Also American Railway Bridge and Building Association;
Also Construction New):
Decline of Bridge Work. 1219*
Detroit River Bridge Plans, 1212
Fire, Protection Against, 1071
Inspection Methods. 977
uri
River Bridge; C. M. & St. P.,
12Q*. ii;-*
Span Lengths. Economic. 635
St. Charles Air Line Bridge Over Chicago
River. 1133*
Spans Reinforced. Kansas City So.. 497*
Brinson. George M:
Testimony on Midland
Railway Before House Committee, 605t
British (See Great Britain)
British
Westinghouse
Becomes
Metropolitan
1

Vu
Brooklyn and Belmont, 1037 +
Broschart Threadless Pipe Coupling, 990*
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers:
Appeal to President on Cost of Living
Problem. 225
Industrial Commission Proposed. 709
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Burma,

Railwaj

"Perfect." 919

Servici

Mail

\tncricani-

entral,

'

Mi-

es,

Casting (See Bed)
See Emploj
Casualties
Cement (See Concrete)
Taxation of Leased Roads,
Central of Georgia:
i

ty,

on,

Garj

11

I

Purchase*,

Railway

.i".l

itv

14.'

1006

Central Coal Committee, 705.
Central Railroad of Ni
388*
Central Western Region:

Supply,

Cai

.

Company

i

Attitude
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on

Wage

1

Certi

9/3

Situation,

Railway

ol

Ownership
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Acquisition of; 755. 909
Stationary Boilers, 802
Report on, 633
Car-. 586
r Sockets on
\ppliance Order Extended, 802.
Troop Movement Statistics. 802
\ ictory
Bond Campaign, 755

Trunk.

and

of

Inspection
Pay,

Wage

National:
647

Canadian

Pai

Occident

at

Robbery near Que-

Train

653

of
ship

1041*

Double Sheathe. Box, 257*
of Wales, Tour of, 332, 850
Stations Named After Employees, 799
Capital and Labor in Conference at Washing-

Car Strike- -Traffic

roads

Chicago

272*
River

226,

Calumet

&

667+

...

_,

„

Lancashire & \ orkshire,

Electric:

All-Steel

e^s*

Bad Order Car
54; +
798, 944
Coal Car Supply,

492+.

470,

Situation.

505,

.

470,

409.

368.

281,

494 +

,

501

Common

al.

V

se

of

138

1

Loading Heavy, 1226
Dining Seat Tickets: Pennsylvania. 8/4
Dumpers: C. of N. L, 388*
Heavier Loading Urged. 526
Instruction; Southern Pacific, 365
Interchange. Rules of, 1121
Lighting. 'Electric. 567. 890, 928
Lighting Generator Relts. 237t
Urged by Governor
Heavier.
Loading.
Shoup, 374
Marker Sockets in Canada. 586
Open-Top Cars. Status of. 469
Coal

a

on

Steam

Common

Rail-

Carrier,

552

Painting,

Passenger

and

Orders

Car

Increase
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Car.
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Company

in

971

Service,

Canadian

.0/

Pacific,

Standard. 1187*
Canadian Cars in U. S., 894
Convertible Stock: C. R. I.
Cost of Repairs. 1229
Door. Loc-Lever for, 1073*
Caboose,

Sheathed

Double
8S5*
Illinois

tory

Central
S52

Box;

C.

Box Car

of,

&

P.,

M.

of

&

1065*

St.

Sugar,

P.,

His-

Cars

Put in

Committees

Service,

Appointed,
1059

Utilization of Freight Cars,

Car Service Rules, 1061

Convention,

Rock

Island

&

Pacific:

Boyergrip,

Con-

Car,

Stock, 1065*
Interchange Car Inspectors' and
Foremen's Association: Meeting at
vertible

Chief

Chief
Chile:

Louis, 1121
Special Agents' Meeting. 648
Railroad Notes. 30, 334, 531,
1035. 1170, 1217

F.

805.

Car
St.

953.

Railway Building in, 71
Technical Advisor, 852*

H.,

Loan of $25,000,000. 714
Market for American Railway

Supplies,

411*. 541 + 557, 1216
Railroad Notes, 232, 438, 533
Chosen, Railway Construction in, 804
Claims (See Also Association of Railway Claim
Agents)
Freight Claims Section of A. R. A., 375
Live Stock Losses, 76
Loss and Damage Claims as of September
30, 1919. 797
Loss and Damage Claims in Northwestern
Region, 525

Package Loss and Damage. 70
Statement by, 565
E. E., Before House Committee.

.

Regions,

Maintenance and Operation, 1227
Minimum Weights in Grain, 690
Refrigerator; Canadian Pacific. 1041
Standard
754
Terminal

Annual

,

Freight:
llox:

Chicago.

Clark,

443T,

Emplovees'

1177*

525

Watt-hour Meters. 472*
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company:
'1165*

in

Travel. 671 +
1059

453

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul:
Bridge Over Missouri River, 1129+.
Gars. Double Sheathed Box, 885*
Electrification Progress. 431, 921*
Locomotive. Electric. 819*
Test of Electric Locomotive. 749*

China
American

Standard Caboose. 1187*
Tie Treating Plant; Pennsylvania,

Use

Chicago & North Western:
Concrete Tower for Water Tank. 473*
Handling Traffic During Chicago Street Car
Strike. 226, 272*
Safety First in Shops, 521
Fire and
Chicago Association of Commerce:
Accident Prevention Day. 603+, 647
Fuel Conservation,
Chicago Great Western:
849

Veteran

223,

944,

Clark,

660,
709,

948

Projt

S
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1

149*,

1205

F. II., Goes to China. 852*
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Clerk (See Employee
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Garfield, II. A, Resigns, 1144
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Settlement, 1094
Situation in Regions, 964
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Committee on Health and Medical Relief's
Report, 515
Commodity Rates, Comparison of. 1208
Commodity Values and Freight Rates, 660,
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Derailment (See Accident)
Desert of Sahara Railway, 1245*
Despatcher's Opportunities, The, 1000+, 1037t
Destruction (See War. The)
Detroit River Bridge Plans, 1212
Development. Railroad, and Cummins Bill, 676t
Dickinson's, Judge, Railroad Salary, 1129+
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Director General Hines:
Car Supply in Kansas, 875
Certificates of Indebtedness Retired, 59
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Draftsmen (See Employee Wages)
Drainage. Report on. 577
Drama Cavalla Railway of Greece, 713
Driving Rox (See Locomotive)
Drop Forging. 425
Duffv. A. F.. on Work of Safety Section, 1019
Duluth Oie Dock: D. M. \- N.. 345*. 1211
Duluth. South Shore & Atlantic: Michigan TwoCent Fare
Dumper. Car; Jersey Central, 388*
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Daylight Saving and Milk Trains, 1 371"
Daylight Saving in Philadelphia, 1031
Deep Etchings of Rails, 17
Deficit (See Revenues and Expenses)
Deflections of Staybolts, 1088*
Delaware & Hudson: Annual Report, 91
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western:
Freight Rates I. C. C. Ruling for Solvay
Process Company. 894
Raising Hoboken Train Shed, 609*
Demountable Mirror Unit for Headlight, 709*
Demurrage on Grain in 1916 and 1917, 894
Demurrage Rates and Car Shortage, 566
Demurrage Rules Recodified, 848
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Prepares for, 652
Marine and Shipyard, Cost of. 991
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New York Sub

Coast. 433.' 444f, 457, 479, 801
Printers of Trade Papers, 6031, 6591,
Pacific

667, 671 f. 675t
223, 237f, 2391. 248, 250, 320,
403. 444t. 457. 470, 513,
835.
999*.
1000+.,
1241

663.

Shopmen,

3861. 3871,
675f,
660.

E

(Agreement
Standard Steel Car Company, 432, 588
>

Earnings (See Revenues and Expenses)
Eastman, J. B.. an Advocate of Government
Operation, 57, 861. 94

Economic Span Lengths for Bridges, 635
Economy Watt-hour Meter, 472*
Education:

Funds

for the Universities, 997t
Instruction Car; Southern Pacific, 365*
Restoration of Injured Employees, 68
Scholarships; Pennsylvania, 430
Training of Shop Appentices, 765t
University for Shop Men; I. C, 54
Vocational Training for Mechanics and Apprentices in Railroad Shops, 306, 875, 1108
Efficiency (See Operating Efficiency; also Labor)
Efficiency Engineer on Electrification, 290t, 299
Egyptian State Railways: Locomotive Order.
958t
Eight-Hour Day Controversy, 237t. 768J
Eight-Hour Day in South Africa. 484
Eight-Hour Day on London Underground, Cost
of.

(

Demountable Mirror Unit, 709*
Locomotive Headlight Switches, 476*
Electric Trucks and Tractors, 924
Electric Welding. 890, 926*
Electrical Precipitation, Treater for, 477*
Electrification (See also Association of Railway
Electrical Engineers)
Australia, 922
Belgium, 28. 29, 93
Bolivia. 1082
Brazil, 28. 713. 1171
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 431, 749*.
:

819*, 921*

953
Coal Shortage of World, 87t, 111. 185t
Emerson, Harrington, on, 2901, 299
France, 93, 853
Germany, 1216
Great Britain, 462. 897
Illinois Central. 51*. 176
Italy. 379. 714
Jamaica. 28
Mauritius Railways, 1265
Melbourne Suburban System, 922
Multiple Unit Equipment for English Railway. 625*
North Eastern of England, 897
Norway, 654
Regeneration, 385t
Silesian Mountains, Railways in. 804
South African Railways. 759, 1051*
Spain. 483
Steam Railroads in 1919. 921*
Sweden. 61*. 80S
Switzerland. 170.. 334. 380
Elkhart (See New York Central)
Elliott, Howard: Testimonv Before House Committee, 417*
Elmquift, r harles E.
Federal and State Regulation, 93'
Government Ownership. 94
El Paso Terminal Committee, 948

651, 6591, 688,

Wages:
Average

Monthly Compensation. 9041,
911
Basic Eight-Hour Day, 2371, 768J
Bi-Partisan Labor Boards, 212
British
Demands and Increases, 380,
483. 534
Canada, Increases in, 431
Clerks, English. 953
Clerks Underpaid. 816t
Coal Miners, 6041, 845. 1094
Compensation for Supervision,
6751.

^99L
922

632.

825 (Senate Committee Report), 10371
Unauthorized. 386+
What Is a Strike? 6061
Winnipeg. 40
Train
Despatcher's
Opportunities,
1000t,
10371
Uniform Rules and Working Conditions, 25

"96

Electric Automechanical Freight Handling,
Electric Car Lighting 'See Lighting)
Electric Locomotive
See Locomotive)
Electric Operation Data. It
Electric Rivet Heater. 1018*
Electric Service Supplies Company:

Chile,

603f. 6061,

Steel.

1000?.

Cost

of Living. 225, 2381, 2391, 243,
2891. 3871. 403
Demands, General. 370
Director General's
Report to Senate,

9041 911
Draftsmen. 24
Engineers' Brotherhood Appeals to President on Cost of Living Problem, 225
Firemen Given Hearing Before Wage
Board. 695
Increases
Consumed Rate Increases.
1236
Japanese Laborers. 758
laintenance of Way Employees' Demands. 4431, 513, 574. 629, '767+, 835

(Agreement)

Maximum

Paid Engineers and Con468
Midvale Company's Resolution. 443+
Overtime for Engineers, 1881
Overtime for Express Employees, 942
Pullman Conductors, Increases for, 648
Section Foreman, 4431, 574
ductors,

Seniority

Rule,

7671,

836

Shop Hours Increased to Nine. 470
Shopmen's Demands. 223. 237 + 2391.
.

248. 250, 320, 3871, 403. 444+. 457.
513, 660. 6751, 835, 999+. lOOOt. 1241

(Agreement)
Steel Workers. 825
Technical Men in Northwestern Rejrion.
.•391. 352

Time

and

One-Half

for

Overtime

Freight Sen-ice. 753, 847, 1194
Demands, 238t. 2391.

Trainmen's
267,

in

243,

371

Wcmen

Employees. Nnumber of, 25. 976
Women's Uniforms: Pennsylvania. 162*
Women's Welfare Work; Pennsylvania, 11.8

Engineering Council:
Classification of Engineers in Census. 991
Engineer on I. C. C. Suggested. 385t, 433
Engineer Company Recruited tor European Service.

7

;

6

Engineer Corps:
National Department of Public Works. 608*
War Risk Insurance Held, 556
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ading, 24, 7 ». 943
Export Billi of
Freight Handling at New York, 1109
Kxport Trade fSee Foreign ft
Exports (Si.- Foreign Trade)
Express t'ars for Troop Movement, 224
-.
Consolidation of, 562
Express Employees. Overtime Pay for. 942
!
Strike at New York, 668. 710
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I

I

Nationalization of Railways. 598, 995
Plan of Railroad Control, 953
P. I.. M. Disaster, 1216
Railroads. New, 333
Railwav Material Returned to England,

758

Railway Supplies Needed, 301. 343
251*.
191*.
Reconstruction Program, 72,
758
Rolling Stock Conditions of, 532, 535. 1223
Standardization of Equipment. 169
Strike Propaganda, 852
Underground Railway for Marseilles. 896

Wage Demands,

953

Freight:
Bills of

F
Facilities (See Traffic)
Far East a Market for Railwav Supplies, 411*,

54 It,

557

Farmers Oppose Government Ownership, 1240
Federal Board for Vocational Education and
Railroads Co-operate, 306, 875. 1108
Federal Control (See Government Control)
Federal Incorporation, Compulsory, 151
Federal Trade Commission: Report on Private
Car Lines, 432
Finance (See also Revenues and Expenses)
Baltimore & Ohio Dividend Passed, It
Boston & Maine Reorganization, 1038T
British Railway Operating Results, 862
Certificates of Indebtedness Retired, 59
Credit. Commissioner McChord on, 699
Credit. Reconstruction of, 1149
Credit. Re-Establishment of, 206*
Creditorship Not Partnership, 1173t
Equipment Trust Certificates. 40, 46f, 687
Income for Six Months Ended Tune 30,
:

1919.

Net

Garfield.
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Operating
893*
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Income

by

Months,

228*,
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New York

Central Lines' Financing, 290t
Railroads
Charged,
Overcapitalization
of
667t
Securities. Report of Investment Bankers'
Committee on, 767t, 791
Securities, Sale of, 903f
Fire and Accident Prevention Day. 603t, 647
Fires (See also Railway Fire Protection Association)
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Losses in 1918, 795
Hre Lines Along Right-of Wav, 800
Miscellaneous, 227, 332. 430, 525
Protection Equipment, 980
Flagman. Elimiting the, 342t, 447J
Floods, Gulf Coast, 945
Administration
Railroad
Commerce,
Foreign
Activities in Connection with. 848
Department
of
Public
Countries.
Foreign
Works in, 372
Foreign Trade (See also Names of Countries):
'American Manufacturers' Export Convention, 701, 723t
British Locomotive Exports, 511
Coal Strike, 813t
Cost of British Locomotives, 958f, 1264
Cuban Cane Railways, 765f, 787*, 829*.
871*
Dutch East Indies, 461
Export Handling at New York. 1109
Exports of Car Wheels and Axles, 109,
185t. 334, 813f, 994
Exports of Cars, 109, 185f, 333, 597, 813t,
995. 1168
Exports of Locomotives, 109. 1851, 333,
654, 714, 813t. 1171
'Exports of Track Material, 171, 335, 598,
714, 715, 994. 1172
Far Eastern Markets, 411*, 541f. 557
International Trade Conference, 784
Fort Facilities, Development of, 1123
Russian Situation, 702, 723f
Signaling Practice in Far East, 557
England, France and Belin
Situation
gium, 301, 343
Foremen Classed as Officers, 1186
Forest Conservation and Wooden Ties. 289t
Durability
Laboratory:
of
Products
Forest
Green and Seasoned Timber. 1232
Forest Products Section: Tie Production, 1066

Lading, Export,

24.

79,

943

Charges and Commodity Values, 660, 1105
878. 942
Classification, Consolidated, 644,
Cost by Motor Truck, 112
Export Bills of Lading, 24. 79
Export Handling at New York, 1109
Handling by Electricity, 922
Shippers' Record Book, 78
Waybilling Instructions of Director Gen797
Freight Car Situation (See Car Shortage)
Freight Claims (See Claims)
Freight' Claims Section— A. R. A., 375. 738
Freight Handling. Electric Automechanical, 922
Freight Rates:
Advance After Government Control, 818
Advance and Cost of Living, 45t, 660,
1105
Advance and the Railway Executives. 664,
668, 693
Advance Refused by Director General, 693
Boston & Maine, Increases on, 801
British Railway Increases Possible, 72
Motor Truck Charges, 112
Value of Commodities, Relation to, 1105
Time and One-Half for
Service,
Freight
Overtime in, 753, 847, 1194
Freight Traffic Committees to Close Dockets.
565. 711, 754
Freight Traffic Statistics for May, 60; June
and Six Months, 223; July. 470; August,
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860t,
September, 944;
1044;
eral.
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Freight Traffic Statistics in 1920. 993
Freight Train Service. Cost of. 223, 513. 848,
1079, 1080, 1247
Freight Train Speed and Tonnage. 583
Fuel
Coal
Anthracite Shipments for June. 127
Argentina, Use of Corn in, 854
Bituminous Coal Situation. 494f
British

Situation, 87f,
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Car Loading Heavy, 1226
Distribution bv Director General. 703,
846, 963*
Methods of Reducing Bill, 833
Orders of H. A. Garfield. 847
Pier: C. of N. J., 388*
Powdered for Furnace Heating, 429
Resources of the World, 532
Shortage and Electrification, 87t, 111,
lS5t"
Senate Inquiry on Car Supply, 281,
368, 409. 470. 494t
Station at West Roanoke, 1225*
Strike CSee Coal Strike)

Economy:
Chicago Great Western's Record, 849
Locomotive Handling, 639
Stoking
Mechanical
Locomotives,
of
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Woodbridge. H. C. on, 813f, 833
Oil for Locomotives; 479. 647Oil. Use and Handling, of, 1069
Pulverized Fuel Equipment; L. Y.. 519*
Storage of, 980, 1221t
1011,
Fuel Conservation Section, Work of.
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Fuller Engineering Company:
Pulverized Fuel Equipment for Locomotives, L. V., 519*
Fusee (See Accident)
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Import* and

American
American

thusf; Letters to Editor thus%.]
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System

Germany:
Avoiding Prussian Railways, 994
Carbon Contract Trolley Bows, 1216
Complaints on Peace Treaty, 970
Cost of Living Reduced as Result of Strike,
283
Deficit on Railways. 853, 896
Deisel Locomotives for Electrified Lines,
1216
Destruction of French Railways and Loco-

motive Works, 13*, 170
Shunting, 1035

Hump

Locomotives in France and Belgium, 436
Locomotive Works at Essen, 758
Passenger Rates Raised, 597
Passenger Service Stopped, 852
Railway Deficit, 483
Railways Lack Equipment, 969
Rolling Stock Ordered, 334, 896, 1082
Sale of Railways Proposed, 1170
Traffic with Italy, 897
Glasgow, Scotland. Rail Order,
Globe, Vapor-proof. 634*

109

Gompers, Samuel:
Compulsory Arbitration Opposed, 821.

Cummins

Bill,

1208

623

Testimony Before

House

Committee.

664,

1208
Gospel of a Good Package, 70
Goss, O P. M.: Timber Perforating Patent. 1203*
Government Control (See Director General; also
United States Railroad Administration;

House Committee;

also

mittee)

also

Senate Com-

:

Accident Record Under, 138t
British

Labor

to

Participate

in,

758.

1083.

1173f

Chamber

of

Commerce Referendum,

221.

1049

Charges Against, 1016
Claim Departments Under, 66
Convention of State Commissioners, 931
Consolidation of Roads, 1077
Eastman, J. B., an Advocate or, 57, 86t, 94
Elmquist, Charles E., on, 94

Expenses Under, 47t

W.
W.

Hines,
Hines,

D., on, 18, 74
D., Services of.

1038t
New Federal Body? 241
Johnson, Alba B., on, 393*. 1049
Labor Leaders Ask Extension of, 1210
Labor Under, 818
Loree, L. F., on, 11, 105
Lovett, Robert S., on, 173, 197*
Motive Power Conditions Under, 349
National Conference on Railroad Problem,
346, 963*
Plumb Plan (See Plumb Plan)
Policy for Future Control, 1025
President's Message to Congress, 917
Problem of Returning the Roads, 491t
Railway Business Association on, 393*
Republican Party and the Railroads. 1130t
Return of Roads:
Claggett, Brice, on, 1015
Commissioner Woolley Opposes, 891
Conditions Following. 815t, 817
Director General Hines on, 815t, 817
January 1. 663f, 668. 678, 689
Labor Opposes, 243. 821
March I, 1920 1220f. 1255
Nat. Ind. Traffic League on, 1125
Permanent Legislation Needed. \22§r
President's Proclamation, 1209. 1255
Problems Involved 1015
Public Ownership I eague Protests, 1256
St. Paul Business Men on. 1214
Senite Disci-ssion, 1192
Smith, A. H, on, 1117
Tie Specifications, 999t
Senator I a Follette Urges Continuation, 842
Senator Lenroot's Railroad Bill, 410
Strikes Under, 339t
Transportation Board Proposed. 144, 186t,
206*. 21C
Two- Year Fxtensi^n Asked. 1210
Weak and Strong Road Problem, 242J, 767t,
791, 1150
Government Operation (See Government ConI.

C.

C. or

trol)

Government Ownership:
Alaskan Railroad, Progress

of,
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Coal Mines, 604t, 860t
Elmquist. Charles E., on,
Farmers Oppose, 1240

326
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Britain.

Italian

339f, 379
535

Railways,

Plumb Plan (See Plumb Plan)
Propaganda Mailed Under Senatorial Frank,

H
Grip, 1165*
Hand-Motion Signals,

Headlight

1176*

(See Locomotive)

Heat Treatment of Rail

Steel.

314

High Cost of Living (See Cost)
Highway Crossing Construction, 573
Highway Crossing Protection, 766t

S.,

Esch-Pomerene

1148

Merritt on.
on. 1181

149*,

118,

Bill,

619
Association

562,

Executives'
353, 415

325,
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479,

Principles,

Express Companies, Consolidation of, 562
Hearings Begun, 118
Johnson, Alba B., on Standardization, 1113
Legislation in Doubtful Stage, 663t
Memorial of Security Owners, 463
Plans for Remedial Legislation, 74, 143*
Plumb Plan Hearings, 275, 307*, 340t. 361,

Grand

755.

559,

—

Interline

Passenger Revenue, Apportionment

1138

Plumb Plan Protested by

E.

J.

Rich, 559

of Freight Charges to Value of
Commodities, 1105
Transportation Conference's Program, 144

Relation

Testimony

of:

Amster, N. L., 214
Anderson, George W.. 422
Beach. Samuel H., 357
Bledsoe, S. T., 422
Brinson, George M., 605f
Bryan, W. J., 467
Clark,

E. E., 149*. 660,
S. H., 361, 479

Cowan,

Thomas De

Cuyler,

W.

Doak,

N., 212,
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store,

Valuations, Tentative,
Interstate

Piez,
Post,
Rich,

Charles,

George
E.

Salmon,

L,

F.,

619

421

W.,

153

Smith. A. H., 562
Smith, Alexander W., 151
Thorn, Alfred P.. 420, 660, 781, 1207
Walter, Luther M., 354*
Warburg, Paul M., 206*
Warfield, S. Davies, 463, 664, 1207
Warfield Plan. 354*, 463
Wheeler, Harry A., 146*
Huffman Cut. 1001*
Hughes, C. E., Before House Committee, 1205
Hump Shunting in Rhineland, 1035
Hungarian Railways Handed to British. 1170
Hunt, Robert W.
Prize for Best Paper on
Manufacture of Iron and Steel, 947
Hydrogen Gas for Welding, 274
:

Tap Line
Western

Cases.

333

Pacific

Joint Passenger Fares BentS m Calif " rni a ;»><! Salt Lake
Cfcy " 596
Interstate Commerce Law, Revised.
105
Investment Bankers' Association: Annu al
Convention, 791
Ireland: Railroad Notes. 1082
Iron and Steel. Heat Treatment of. 314
Italy:
Electrification.

379, 714
Nationalized Railwavs, 535, 1216
Railroad Notes, 436, 483, 897, 953
Traffic with Germany. 897

Jack, Mill Type Smoke, 250"
Jack, Roundhouse Smoke; P. &

Conservation

Illinois

of.

I37t

Electrification

Electrification, 51*, 176
Handling Traffic During
Strike. 226. 272*

Pissenger

Terminal

in

Chicago Street Car
Chicago.

51*.

85t.

Ruling on, 894
Manufacturers' Association: "Our Country First Conference." 517. 588
Illinois Southern Discontinues Operation. 1256
Immigration (See Labor)
Imperator Takes Too Much Coal. 1097
Import Situation in England and France, 343
Improvements (See Construction, New)
Improvement Work, Report on Uncompleted or
Deferred 469
Income (See F'tiance)
India: Railway Notes. 713, 714. 758. 897, 1082
Indianapolis Union Grade Separation, 95*
Classification,

I.

C.

I..

F...

155*

Jamaica:

Central

Americanization cf Burnside Shop Men, 54
Bridge, St. Charles Air Line. 1133*
Car of Sugar. History of. 852

Illinois
Illinois

433

rier, 894
Competitive Bidding, 672
Consolidated Classification, 644, 878, 942
Freight
Traffic,
Statistics.
Report forms
for, i n
1920, 993
Illinois Classification, 894
Solvay Process Company vs. D. L. &

A., 358*
214, 559

W. W.,

172,

Commerce Commission Rulings:
& Calumet River a Common Car-

Chicago

Leigh, Edward B., 561
Lovett, Judge R. S., 415. 699

Benjamin

73/

Revenues (See Revenues and Expenses)
Signal Bulletin, Annual, 56, 138t
Statistics to December 31, 1918. 1045

Gompers, Samuel, 664, 1208
Hughes, Judge C. E., 1205
Johnson, Alba B., 393*
Johnson, Emory R., 210
Johnston, Forney, 356
Marsh,

797
Intermediate Transfer Roads at Terminals, 34
Internal Combustion vs. Steam Engines, 979
Internationa) Commission of the Rhine, 1265
International Railway Association, 636
International Railway General Foremen's Association: Annual Convention, 521, 587
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association: Annual C&nvention, 425
International Trade Conference, 784
*
Interstate Commerce Commission:
Accident Bulletin No. 69. 63, 138f
Accident Report; B. &• O. near Parkersburgv
1125
Accident Report; N. V. C. at Dunkirk, 86lt
Accident Report: W. J. & S. near El wood,
7241, 738
Annual Report, 877
Automatic Train Stop Tests at Oroville. 55
Automatic, Train Stops, Authority to Re?'
quire, 747
„
Bill of Lading Illegal, 127
Division No 4 on Valuation, 79
Eastman. J. B., on Government Control. 57
861, 94
Engineer as a Member, An, 385t. 433
Federal Body, a New? 241
Hours of Service Reports for 1919, 780
Increased Wages Consumed 97 Per Cent of
Increased Rates, 1236
legislative Program, 1145

Powers, Proposed Changes in, 11, 105
Rate Advances, Attitude Towards. 86t, 292t
Rate Powers, President Vetoes Bill to Re-

Witt, 353
664, 1209

Elliott. Howard. 417*
Elmquist, C. E.. 467
Garretson, A. B., 307*

Ice,

of,

Interline Waybilling of Freight.

Passage by the House, 739, 777, 814t
Provisions of, 814t, 983
Woman Stockholder on, A, 1040*.
508,

Injuries (Se<
Employee; also Accident)
Inland Waterways, Future of, -*!--'
Inspection of Bridges and Roofs, 97 7, 978
Inspection of Stationary Boilers in Canada, 802
Institute of Transport. 1171
Institution of Civil Engineers: Multiple
Unit
Equipment for English Railway, 625*
Instruction Car; Southern Pacific, 365*
Insulating an Office for Noisy Machines; A. T.
Fe, 372*
5.
Insurance (See Emplc;.
Automatic Signals, 492t
Intangible Savings
Inter-Allied Railway Systems. Ml*
Interest Rates on Railroad Securities, 790

876

Lovett, R.

Grate Crossing Elimination in Chicago, 991
Grade Crossings, Whistling at, 29U, 1131
Grade Separation Work at Indianapolis, 95*
Grain
Minimum Weights Increased, 690
Permit System, 21, 702, 933
Grand Central Terminal Traffic During New

Hammer

Yimsylvania,

699

Esch Bill:
Congressman

Governor Shoup Urges Heavier Loading, 374
Grade Crossing Accidents in 1919. 327
Grade Crossing Disaster at Clarksboro, N J., 755

897
Stockholders' Protective Association, 333
Strike. Nine-Day Railway, 659t. 661, 665,
727*. 758
Strikes, Unauthoized. 386t
Swedish Ferry Line, 110. 804
Timing Trains on 24-Hour System, 1171
Trade with Germany, 597, 896
Transport Bill, 30. 138t. 161. 445. 534
Transport Director for Ireland. 379
Wage Demands and Increases, 380, 483, 534,
853, 1083
Woolwich Arsenal to Manufacture Rolling
Stock, 1266
Great Northern:
Annual Report. 141t*
Concrete Packing Over Seattle Tunnel, 509*
Great Northern Railway of Russia, 1104*
Great Western of England: Aldington, Charles,
General Manager, 598
Greece:
Drama-Cavalla Railway, 713
Railway Between Rome and Athens, 953
Grip for a Pneumatic Hammer. 1165*
Guarantees, Labor Union, 1221 1
Gulf Coast Storm, Results of, 945
Gutheim. A. G.. on Coal Car Supply, 504

I

Commerce

931

Strike.

in

Chamber

George C, on, 785
Governor Allen: Car Supply in Kansas, 875
Governor Goodrich: Need for Rate Increase.

Steel

Signals

(See

1).

Automatic Train Control Devices, 620
of Commerce's Plan, 143
Commissioner McChord on Railroad Credit,

378

909
Locomotive, Six-Wheel Switcher, 7*
Graphic Charts, Use of. 541t, 570*
Gray. Carl R., President of Union Pacific. 1157 #
Great Britain:
Accidents in 1918. 72, 379
Allocation of War Locomotives, 436
Armstrong Whitworth's Locomotive Shops,
1127*
Automatic Versus Manual Signals, 29
Channel Tunnel, 380, 1216
Coal Shortage, 87 1, 111
Congestion in England, 758
Cost of Eight-Hour Day on Underground,
896
Cost of Locomotives. 958t, 1264
Deficit on Railwavs, 853, 862
Dividends Paid in 1918 and 1919, 380
Electrification on North Eastern Ry., 897
Electrification Problem, 462
English Channel Train Ferries, 110
Exports and Imports, 436, 599
Goods Traffic Rates Increased, 72, 758
Government Control and Strikes, 339t
Government Ownership in, 379
High Prices. 483
Holidays and Free Passes Wanted, 853
Import Regulations, 343
Institute of Transport, 1171
Labor to Participate in Railway Control,
758. 1083. 1173f
Locomotive Building, 896, 1127*
Locomotive Conditions, 109
Locomotive Exports and Competition, 511
London Subway Officials Visit America, 896
Mileage Figures, 953
Multiple Unit Equipment, 625*
Munition Factory to Produce Cars, 380
Nationalization of Mines Demanded, 896
Passenger Tickets of Metal, 786*
Pay Scale for Gerks, 953
Railway Material Needed, 301, 343
Railway Rates Advisory Committee, 994
Railway Station Roof Air Signs, 1264
Reserving Seats in Day Coaches, 859t
Revenues and Expenses of Railways, 862,
896
SaJe of Railway Material. 1266
Shopmen's Demands, 1083

W.

Director General Hines)
Hoboken Train Shed Raised; D. L. & W.. 609*
Hocking Valley: Annual Report, 240+*, 286
Hoist, Balanced. 1 154*
Holland: Railroad Notes, 71, 532, 1035
Holophane Company: Vapor-proof Globe, 634*
Hours of Service Reports for 1919, 780
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Sikes,

York City Subway Strike, 366
Trunk:
Acquisition by Canadian Government,

rossing
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Til

755

Hines,

French Railroads, 506, 598, 995
Great
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Indicator. Sellers Non-1. ifting Injector, 75*
Industrial Commission Proposed by Brotherhood
of locomotive Engineers, 709
Industrial Conference. New. 756, 991
Industrial Conference Without Result. 444t 457
648. 664, 839*
Industrial Plant and a Derailment, 723t
Injector Indicator. Sellers Non-Lifting. 75*

Railroad

Considered.

Nous.

109,

Japan:
Chinese Railway Building
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4n\ Sit
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enCan
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Rail " ay

Supplies,

"Railway Nationalization." 231
Shimonoseki Tunnel. 73. 1170
Steel Industry Developed

Wages

of

Laborers,
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Java, Railway Notes from, 379
Jerry Loc-Lever. 107.;
Jersey Central Coal Pier
383
Johns-Manville. II. \\\. Companj
Insulating an
ynice for Noisv Machines; A. T. & S.
Fe.
:

Johnson.

Aiba II
Currmins Bill

554
Relation of Standarization to Progress 1113
Restoration of Railway Development. 393*
Johnston. Forney: Testimony Before House
Committee, 356
Joint Concrete Culvert Pipe Committee. 1168
Jordan Spreader, Improvements on, 945*
Judge Anderson: Coal Strike, 706
Judge Dickinson's Railroad Salary, 1129t
Judge Hughes Before House Committee, 1205
Judge Prouty on Raising Capital. 998t
Jugo-Slovakia. Railway Notes of. 702, 804, 1170
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Commodity, 10851
Maintenance of Way Work, 574. 620
Industrial

266,

Conuress,

237t

Labor Dav and Plumb Plan. 228
Labor Savin- Device-. 576*. 1129+
La Follette for Continued Government Operation.

842

Lakewood Trucks.
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Prize

for

Report on. 893
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I
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Interstate
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Commerce Law

Equipment, 625*

Land Grants, S, T Bledsoe on. 422
Land Values Aided by Railroads, 1085t
Lanino. Pietro, on Italian Railways, 535
Law (See Legislation^
Lee, W. <"... on Salaries of Railroad Officers,
189t
Legal Decisions:
Alaska Northern Ownership, 993
Apportionment of Cost of Crossing and
Interlocking. 952
Assault on Passenger, 127
Assessment of Railroad Franchise, 1170
Assisting Alighting Passengers, 1263
Bill of Lading Cases, 1127. 1169, 1263
Cinn. Ind. & West. vs. Cinn. Hamilton &
Dayton re Bulking Yard, 126
Collecting LT ndercharges in Rates, 803
Contributory Negligence Left to jury, 1215
Volunteer,
Negligence
of
Contributory
1263
Crossing Accident, 1169, 1170, 1214
Delay to Live Stock, 803
Demurrage, 1214, 1263
Director General as Defendant, 482, 993
Doing Business in District, 231
Federal Control, Effect of, 993
Federal Employers' Liability Act, 127, 231,
654, 952, 1034, 1264
Fires, Damages from, 654, 803
Foreign Shipment Freight Refund, 1170
Fraud of Railroad's Agents, 952
Rate Contracts, Modification of,
Freight
1127
Garnishment, of Salaries, 1170
Georgia Railroad Taxation Case, 803
Grain Elevators and Interstate Commerce,
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Interstate

Edward
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Commerce Commis-
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39
Department of Public Works
Leighton, M. L.
in Foreign Countries. 372
Liberty
Bond Subscribers and Corporations.
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Lighting:

Car Generator Belts, 237 +
Car Lighting, Electric, 567, 890
928
Globe and Reflector, Vapor-proof, 634*
Headlights (See Locomotive)
Linseed Oil, Substitute for, 550
Lisman, F. J.: Interest, A Fair Rate of, 790
Live Stock, Handling and Loading of, 76
Living (See Cost)
Loc-Lever for Car Door, 1073*
Locomotive:
Care at Terminals, 640
Exports, 511
Cross Compounds to Simple;
P. & L. S. M., 1062
Converting to Oil Burners, 705
Cost of British Locomotives, 958+
Cost of Service per Mile, 223, 513, 848,
1079, 1080, 1247
Design, Operation and Maintenance, 639
Development of, 1139, 1197
Dutch Central Railway, 1035
British
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St.

Electric:
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Y.,
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P.,

Swiss Federal Railways, 29
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St.
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of Service Act, 231
I. C. C. Bill of Lading Illegal, 127
Indemnity from Loss of Goods, 127
Initials on Bills of Lading, 127
Injuries to Passengers, 333, 993. 1169
Liability for Defects in Boiler. 1169

Licensees on Railroad Premises, 803
Limitation of Liability. 596. 654, 1214
Mail Pay: N. Y. N. H. & H., 1215
Mileage Book. Refusal to Accept. 1127

Oil Fuel; M. K. & T., 479
Oil Fuel; S. A. L., 647
Oil Fuel vs. Coal. 1069
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Railroad Problem, Comments on, 173, 197*
Testimony Before House Committee, 415

Lubricating Oils. 1058
Amending Section Four of Act
Luce, G. W.
to Regulate Commerce, 887
Lundgren & Carlson: Insulating an Office for
Noisy Machines: A. T. & S. Fe. 372*
Lyon Steel Skid Leg, 990*

M

Locomotives Shipped Dead. 25

G.:

Expenses, Enormous Underestimate of, 47t
Passes from Railroad Administration, 168,
587
McChord, Commissioner, on Railroad Credit, 699
McCrea, Col. James A., Resigns, 45t
McGee, H. K., on the Flagging Rule, 85i
McManamy. Frank, on Bad Order Car Situation,
505. 542+
Machine Tools in Railroad Shops, 1101
Macon (Ga.) Prepares for Railway Strike, 652
Mail:
Aerial Service. 124, 176. 710. 893
Burleson Finds Service "Perfect," 919
Pay in Canada, 633
Postmaster General Burleson's Report, 919
Main Driving Box (See Locomotive)
Maintenance of Way (See also Roadmasters'
ard Maintenance of Way Association:
Cars Used in Company Service, 971
Employees' Convention at Detroit, 491+, 587
Employees' Wage Demands, 443t, 513, 574,
629. 767+. 835 (Agreement)
Expenditures and Traffic. 1175 +
Instructions to Regional Directors for 1919,
3+, 26
Labor Saving Devices, 576*
Labor Situation, 629
Track Work and Rains, 859t
Master Painters' Association: Annual Convention, 1107
Maintenance of Yards and Terminals, 572
Malaya, American Trade in, S33
Malay States: Railroad Notes, 532
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Canadian Lines, 906*, 1212
Central European Railways in 1914, 111*
Coal Fields of U. S., 963*
Marine Strikes, Cost of, 991

English Conditions, 109
Failures and Accidents, 113*
Pump and Heater, Worthington, 475*
France, Building in, 438
French Works Destroyed by Germans, 170
Fuel (See Fuel)
Headlight, Demountable Mirror Unit for,
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Headlight Switches, Keystone, 476*
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Testimony of George M.
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Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company: Attitude on
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Annual Convention, 931
National Association of Tie Producers:
Purchasing Methods, 9

National Civic Federation: Profit Sharing, 1040*.
National Coal Association
Coal Car Supply, 368, 409, 470. 494+, 501
Transportation Insufficient, 409
nal Conference at Chicago, 517, 588
Department of Public Works Versus
the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., 608t
National Equipment Corporation, 687
National Industrial Conference Board: Railway
Purchases and Business Prosperity, 171*
National Iidustrial Traffic League:
Annual Convention. 1013, 1125
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Pl-imb Plan Opposed, 379
Return to Private Control. 1125
National Live Stock Raisers' Association: EschPomerene Bill Protested, 479
National Park Travel in. 1919. 1180
National Railroad Accident Prevention Drive.
326. 753. 796
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Railway Accidents in 1917 Compared with
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Work During Shop Strikes. 386f
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Oil Fuel in South America, 896
Oil Land Suit: So. Pacific, 490. 800
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Turn Around Service. W. M.. 260*. 374
Unification of Puget Sound Terminals, 203
Operating Statistics Section:
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847*. 1030. 1112
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Permit System on Grain. 21. 702, 933
Personal Injuries and Locomotive Failures. 113*
Personal Department for the Railways, 1174+
Peru. Railroad Notes from, 805. 953
Philadelphia & Reading: Coal Consumption and
Freight Train Stops. 813+. 834
Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce: Reasons
for the Increase in Fmplovees 38
Pier. Coal; C. of N. J., 388*
Pierce Company: Rysco Third Wheel Truck Attachment. 1154*
Piles (See Ties and Timber)
Pipe Committee. Concrete Culvert, 116s
Pipe Coupling. Broschart Threadless, 900*
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Annual Report. 4+
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Unit Versus Percentage Basis, 64
Prince Edward Island Railway, 158
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Foreign Countries.
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Puget Sound Terminals, Unification of, 203
Pullman Conductors' Pay Increased, 648
Pulverized Fuel (See Fuel)
Purchases (See also Division of):
Centralized Buying, 1115
Organization for. 617, 860t
Rail for 1920. 815t
Ties. 9. 617. 999t
Puzzles of the Accident Investigators, 904t
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Quebec. Montreal & Southern: Passenger Fares
Increased. 802
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Rail:

A. R.. E. A. Studies. 929
Bids Submitted to Railroad Administration,
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Heat Treatment of Steel, 314
' Manufacturer.
Improving the, 1063
Orders for 1920. 815t
Railroad Administration (See United States)
"Railroad Democracy," Published by Plumb Plan
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Strong Road Pioblem, 242L 767t,
1150
Reading iron Companj Reorganized, 899*
Reclaiming Snap. 42H
Reconstruction of French Railways, 72, 191*,
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Re-Establishment of Railroad Credit, 206*
Referendum \'ote on Recommendations of U. S.
Chamber of Commerce, 221
Reflector Globes, Yapor-proof, 634*
Refrigerator Cars: C. P., 1041*
Regeneration. Electric, 385t
Regional Coal Committees, 705
791,

Regional Directors:
Allegheny Region:
Fuel Conservation, 8 1 3 f 833
Markheim, Charles H., Resigns, 700*
Central Western Region:
Common Use of Coal Cars, 1138
Terminal Committees Appointed, 653
Loss and Damage, Freight Claims, 565
Maintenance Instructions for 1919, 3f> 26
"No Accident" Campaigns, 77, 78, 124
Northwestern Region:
Engineers' Salaries Adjusted, 339f, 352,
446J
Fire Lines Along Right-of-Way, 800
Heavier Loading of Cars, 526
Loss and Damage Claims, 525
Preparing for Christmas, 852
Safety Record, 39
Transportation Committees Appointed,
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Railroad Facilities Below
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of Traffic, 736,
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Railroad Problem (See Government Control)
Railroad Hearings (See House Committee; also
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Railroad Legislation
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Railway Age, Emergency Bulletins, 6591", 663,
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Brotherhoods, 558
Clergy Tickets, 962
Coal Cars, Detention of, 558, 844
Coal Requirements and Storage, 558
Cotton, Marking of, 1240
Demurrage on Coal, 916
Demurrage Rates Reduced, 74
Drinking Water, Examination of, 265
Eastern Car Pool Gondolas, 518

Employees Filling Two Jobs, 631
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Recruiting Activities in Stations, 218
Rental Rates for Locomotives. 1231
Repaii of Hon and Refrigerator Cars, 12
Kip. in- to New Freight Cars, 475
Report of Operating < onditions, 884

Roadmasters Convention, 316, 424
Routing instructions, 108, 218. 475
Appliances on Freight <"ars,

Safety
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108, 218
Safety Chains on End Doors, 265, 475
Safety Devices on Locomotives. 218
Secret Service Department, 424
Shippers' Export Declarations, 424
Special Agents' Organization, 424
Standard Cross Ties, 108
Stationary Boilers, Testing, 424
Surplus Capacities of Armv Arsenals.
218
Tax on Telegraph Messages. 12, 424
Telegraph
Wires Used by ExpressAgents. 316
Ties, Disposition of Old, 518. 884
Train Despatchers, Pay of, 424, 962
Transportation Committee, 784
Transportation of Liquors, 316
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Relief Payments (See Employee)
Republican Party and the Railroads. 1130t
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Return of Railroads (See Government Control)-
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Statistics from March to July. 543t
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Ripken Automatic Drifting Valve, 1079*
Ripley. E. P., Chairman of Santa Fe. 1029*
Rivet Heater, Electric, 1018*
Road Building Dependent on Railroads, 850
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association Annual Convention, 572*. 652
Roberts & Schaefer Company: Coaling Station at:
West Roanoke; N. & W., 1225*
Rock Island Convertible Stock Car, 1065*
Roofs, Inspection and Repair of, 978

Roumania:
Locomotives Loaned by France, 73
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Roundhouse at Stark, Ohio; Pennsylvania, 863*

Roundhouse Smoke Jack; P. & L. E.. 155*
Automatic Train Stop, 241*.
Rowell, Benton C.
:

Rules of Interchange, 1121
Russia:
Condition of Railways, 283, 334
Great Northern Railway. 1104*
Railroad Notes, 436, 702, 713
Trade with, 702, 7231
Russian Railway Service Corps, The, 232
Rysco Third Wheel Truck Attachment, 1154*
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merene:
(See
also
V
Safety Council^
Baggage Trucks. Handling.

Safety

First

Bureau

Senator Underwood: I.abor Question. 498
Seniority Rule in V
\ 836

S
Work, 881
Claim Department's Co-operation. 69
"Don't Take Chances"
30+

Serbia
Rebuilding Railways.
ReoT.

"Don'ts.'
Effects of Campaigns, 6031, 647
History. 432

Shea

o:

I

1

'

Sahara Desert Railway Proposed. 1245*
St Charles Air Line Bridge, 1133
St. Louis Municipal Bridge, 1031
St. Louis Railway Club: Live Stock Losses, 76
St. Louis Scuthern Tracks Unsafe, 651
Paul (Minn.) Business Men on Railroads
St.
Problems. 1214
Salary (See Officer)
Salmon. W. W. Proposed Rule of Rate-Makin*
:

153

San Diego & Arizona Completed. 757, 859t
Sanders. M. J., on Inland Waterways. 482
Sangamo Electric Company: Watt-hour Meter
472*

A R. A Specifications for, 1098
Scholarship (See Education)
Schools (See Education)
Scientific Development of Locomotive, 1139, 1197
Scientific
Research and Increased Production.
188+
Scranton Club:
Lore*, L. E.. on Reward of
Being Conspicuously Good, 1
Scrap Reclamation, 428
Seaboard Air Line: Fuel Oil for Locomotives, 647
Seat Tickets in Dining Cars: Pennsylvania. 874
Seattle Tunnel, Concrete Packing Over, 509*
Section (See American Railroad Association)
Scales.

,

Cummins

B:ll

A. F. of L. on. 821
Amendments, 1194. 1251
Anti-Strike Legislation. 553, 606f, 623,
663+, 684. 690. 691, 725t. 1253
Association of Railway Executives on,
on, 500.
Chairman Cummins' Discussion, 1023
Development of the Railroads, 676t
House Committee's Hearing, 20, 175
Labor Protest Against. 606+. 622
Labor Provisions, 498, 1028
Limitation of Profits, 4931. 500, 541t.

663
Lovett. R. S.. on. 1183
Passage. 1249
Railway Business Association on.
National Industrial Traffic League
mittee Reports. 1013
Rea. Samuel, on. 1075
Revised. 663+. 668 672
Review of the Plan. 1026
Senate Debate. 920. 967. 1023,
1151. 1191. 1249 (Passage.
Senator La Follette on. 842
Senator Lenroot's Criticism
Summary of Provisions. 676t, 679
- :mmarv of
Tental
Thorn. Alfred P.. on.
Transportation Board. The. 1028
Director General's Report on Wages.
B..

em

1101

tion)

(See also American Railroad AssociaDivision):

Automatic Signals in Great Britain, 29
Automatic Signals in New South Wales,

Automatic Stops and Signals, 620, 999t
Block System and Accident Investigations,
904+
Block Signal Bulletin of I. C. C, 56, 138+
Delrys in Yard. Limits. 491 +
Distant Signals and Train Wrecks. 1037+
Emergency Train Protection, 1219 +
Flagman. Eliminating the. 342*. 447*
Fusees and Collisions. 46+. 50*., 85+

FHl-Crew Law.
Grade Crossing

P.

&

L.

F

Smoke

Annual

Meeting. 669

SHvav Piocess fompanv: Rates on D.

L.

W..

894

Illinois Central in Chicago. 51*. 85+.
Indianapolis Union Passenger, 95*
Posters in. 237 +
Station Agent's Services at Pembroke, N
Stationary Boiler Inspection in Canada, 80*

Statistics (See also Operating Statistics Sectio;
also Revenues and Expenses)
Bureau of Railway News and Statist.

1918, 1056
P.ureau of Statistics Work. 880
Casualties to Employees in April, 9~
I.
C. Statement for Senate, 1236
I.
C. C. to December 31. 1918. 1045
Ore Loading Docks on Great Lakes. 1211
Rail Failures. 929
Troop Movements. 60, 103
Staybolt Deflection in Locomotive Boilers. 10c-&*
Steam Railroad Section of National Safet

C

Annual Meeting. 1019*

Hunt

for

Warren S.
Cummins Bill. 624
Plumb

Stone.

Testimony on

Plan. 276
Wrrking for the Public. 603 +
Storage of Railway Fuel. 980. 1221 +
Storekeepers. Standard Stock Sheets for
Storey. W. B.. Jr.. President of Santa Fe. 1029'
Storm. Gulf Coast. 945
Street Railway Service at Less Than Cost. 2c<-r
Strike (See Employee)
Strong and Weak Road Problem.
791, 1150
Sugir Car. History of; I. C. 852
mtendent and the Trainmaster, 604+
Supervision, Compensation for, 675+, 999:
Surplus (See Revenues and Expi
i

i

of Railways, 759, 1051*
Railwav Material Ordered in U. S.. 233
Railway Note* from. 806. 954. 1264
America. Railway Construction in. 804
South Australia Railway Construction. 333. 531
Electrification

Electric Locomotives
314, 426

of.

Best Paper on Manufacture of, 947
Pittsburgh Price Base System. 1168
Report of Committee of American S
for Testing Materials. 16
Steel Strike. 603+. 606+. 632, 651. 65?825 (Senate Committee Report). 1037 +
Stock Car. Convertible; C. R. I. & P..
Stock Sheets. Standard. 1074
Stoker (See Locomotive)
Prize

len:
Electrification

1095.

Eight-Hour Day

596

Station

cil:

511
Tack, Mill

Precipitation of Solids from, 477*
Society of Railwav Financial Officers:

231.

Signals. 531. 596
Locomotives Run by Firemen.
Station Agent at Pembroke. 79
Pennsylvania'
Highway Crossing S..

Bed Casting for
Heat Treatment

Increasing Track Capacity, 185+
Intangible Savings. 492+
W,re Lines. 997+. 1233
Manual Versus Automatic Block. 29
Progress of Automatic Block Signals, 443+
Standard Designs. 1057
Trs'-k Circuit Operation. 188+
Trade Opportunities in Far East, 541+, 557
Silesian Mountains, Electrification of Railwavs
in. 8C4
Selling. T. C, on Safetv History'. 432
Bill (See Plumb Plan)
Sims Representative:
Salaries
of
Railroad
Officers in 1917, 751. 959+. 1 1 29+. 1221*
Smith. A. H.:
Te'timonv Before House Committee. 562
Why Railroads Should Be Returned. 1117
Smith. Alexander W.. on Federal Incorporation.

Tvpe. 250*
Haselton Roundhouse:

of Railwavs, 61*. 805
eland. 110. 804

Swift ft Co. Deny Charges, 126
Switch. Fncloscd Starting, 585*
Switch. Locomotive Headlight
Switzerland:
n Railways. 804
Ele
•

904t.

Southern Pacific:

•

Ann-ial Report. 89+*. 130
Car Instruction.
Mayo. H. M., on Handling Baggage Trucks.

en Government Operation.

W

r-.iel.

1082

legislation in Doubtful Stage. 663+.
McAdoo. Mr., on Operating Expenses
«<K), 1031
Piling Preserved at Oakland. Ca

Testimony of:
Gompers. Samuel. 623
Plumb. Glenn E.. 622
Stone.

Warren

S..

-

i

Senate Committee Report on Stee!
Senator Cummins' Appeal to Congress, 689. 1219t
Senator Curtis Opposes Transportati
Board,

•

1096

109
r for Electricity. 483
i and
Buildings)
-ack Scales. A. R. A., 1098
ed)
R
Purchasing and Stores De'rganizations, 617. 860+
I

Senator E. D. Smith: Increased Wages and Increased Rates, 1236
Senator Hoke Smith on Plumb Plan.. 651
Senator Kellogg on Government ):-eration, 1095
Senator La Follette on Cummins Bill, 842
Senator I.enroot:
Cummins a"d Sims Bill Cr::
Railroad Bill. 410
S'-ator Newberry: Passes Issued b>

Spencer.

Henrv

:

.

Terminal Commit;.
Terminal Transfer Railroad Oper.
Terminal? (Sec Yard- and Term

Automatic Trai:

'

Administration. 168, 431

333
Prepared for Privat(
Technical Schools. Fur.
Telegraph and Telephone Division.
11 74 +
1233
Tariffs

624

_•
Test
Power.
Spreader. Tordan. Improvements on. 945*
Spreader Plow, Bucyrus. 1119*
Standard Cars:

P.a\

Steel:

Hand-Motion Signals, 1176*
Highway Crossings in Pennsylvania. 755

at

East

vs.

596

.

Tack

Pacific

Company. 1034
Ventura Refining Company Awar
Kertucky: Station at Covington, 531
Massachusetts: Boston Suburban Fare'
New York:
Fxfress Company's Pick-Up 5<

.

911
T.

Car Shortage.
onsin: Grade Crossing Eliminatu
State Commission Rulings:
California:

Safety F:-

— Signal

.

Printing

f

of

Commissions:
Nebraska: Grain

Strike at Altoona; Pennsylvania. 669
Vocations!
Education for Mechanics and
•ntices. 306. 875
Wage Agreement, 1241
Wage Demands— Strikes. 223. 237+. 239+.
248. 250. 320. 386+. 387+, 403, 444 + 457.
513. 660. 675 + 835. 999t. lOOOt
Short Line Railroad's Plight, 6051
Siberia:
Railroad Notes from, 231, 282
Russian Railway Service Corps, 232
Signal Division (See American Railroad Associa-

tion

-

State

Locomotive. Armstrorig-Whitworth. 1127*
Locomotive Repair Shop Design. 261*
Pennsylvana at I.ogansport, Ind.. 863*

Sign a ling

I

1074

Stark Roundhouse; Pennsylvania, 863*
Starters for Squirrel Cage If

Hours Increased to Nine. 470. 492+
Labor 60 Per Cent Efficient, 526

554.

Com-

Essentials of,

eets.

and France, 169
Alba B
on, 1113

lization

Shors:
Americanization of Shop Men, I. C. 54
Blacksmith Shop. An Up-to-Date, 426

Smoke
Smoke

;

Eastman,

Johnson.

Wages

and Working
Shed (See Train Shed)
Shimonoseki Tunnel. 73
Shippers and the Railroads. 1145
rs' Record Rook
Shipvard Strikes, Cost of. 991
Shonts. Theodore P.. Death of. 621*

Securities (See Finance)
Sellers Non-Lifting Injector Indicator, 75*

Senate:
Coal Car Supplv, 281. 368, 409, 470. 494t,
501
Cummins Bill (See Senate Committee)
Labor Situation, 498
N-jmber and Compensation of Railroad Employees, 402
Pa's Hoiders. Railroad. 168. 431, 587
Statistics Prepared by I. C. C. 1236
Senate Committee on Education and Labor: Steel
Strike, 825
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce:

-

im

Efficiency.

Designs.

Signal

Stand.-,

•

'

I

Standard Steel Car Company: Strike.

483

Railroad
Conditions, 695

1019

of.

ard
73.

691

Northwestern Region's Safety Record. 39
Shop and Enginehouse Service, 521
Southern Pacific's Record.
Warning to Automobile Drivers, 1130t
Casualties tc Employees in April. 94
National Accident Prevention Drive
3'6
753. 796. 903t
Records for May. 374; June. 588
Report for September. 1256

Work

Toledo, St. Louis
Standard Locomot:.

••'ationa!

Stop

at

Electric

Power of Track
I

-

Thef:-

I

>il

oast

Traffi

Storn

I

-

•
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1919,

638
Platform

I

Con-

Industrial Trucks,

477"

tation,

Express Cars

Statistics,

60,

378,

126,

103,

lanad

.

Brakes;

Vutomatii

with

l'enn,,

I

124

Tonnage Freight Train Speed, 583
Foremen's Convention, 471. 528
Tower, Concrete Water Tank; C. &

Lakewood, Prixi foi Report on, 893
Third Wheel Attachment, 1154*
Trays fQi Elevating Platform, 990*
Tunnel:
Concrete Packing Stops Settlement; Great
v. thi hi at Seattle, 509*
Shimonoseki, 73, 1170
Turn Around Service on W. M... 260*, 374
Tyler, W. T (See Division of Operation)

Tool

N.

W.,

u

473«

Concrete Subgrade Construction, 185t. 219
Precautions,
Increased
Necessitate
Rains
Spike, tost of Driving. 190J, 447*
Spike. Sessler Grip, 1237*
Circuit Operation, 188t
Elevator Work at Indianapolis, 95*
Scales. A. R. A. Specifications for. 1098
Supply Exhibit, 578
Traffic (See also Freight Traffic; also Passenger

Track
Track
Track
Track

Traffic)

Chicago Street Car Strike, 226, 272*
Christmas, Preparing for, 852
Transfer
Terminals and
of
Congestion
Railroads, 34
Controlling at Its Source, 266
Facilities Inadequate, 736, 815t, 817, 846*.
860t. 932, 1147
Foreign, and the Railroad Administration,
848
Fourth of July Holiday, 79
Grand Central Terminal Handled 189, 838
Passengers, 366
Increased Track Capacity and Signals, 185t
Maintenance of Way Expenditures, 1175t
Oil Traffic in Texas, 127
Terminal Committees Appointed, 944, 948
Weekly Report, 1189, 1232t
Wheat Transportation, 21, 702, 892, 933

Club of Chicago:
Address of Max Thelen, 1014

Unification of Pucet Sound Terminal, 203
Unification, Latest in, 1129t
Unification of Terminals and Foreign

merce. 1123

Unit Price Versus Percentage Contracts, 64
United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employees: Convention at Detroit, 491t,
587

United Mine Workers (See Coal Strike)
(See
United States Railroad Administration
General Hines; also GovernDirector
ment Control; also Operating Statistics
Regional Directors; also
Section;
also
Division)

:

Bulletin for Employees, 60
Contracts Executed, 27, 60,
265, 402, 876

Equipment Trust Certificates,
Foreign Commerce, 848
Passenger Trains

168,

224,

oadt

Mm,

'..mil.

n

.

556

648
13*

Methods
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W
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I

nn.

Watei
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I

["anl

1055,

R

I

it

b

ret

'

1

of

144

rower; C.

ft

N. W.,

473*

Treatment for Locomotives, illi>. 1158
rloo Station, Departure Postei at, 918
Waterloo Station, 24-Hour Clock at, 1171
w.ii.i

mo, Iv A., on. 1147
National Rivera and Harbors < 'ingress, 1161
Sandeis. M. I., on, 482
Watt-hour Meters; C. M. & St. P.. 472*

40,

46t,

Endorsed,

687

Purchase of, 9f, 617, 999t
(See Education)

Railroad Notes, 896
Convertible Car Company:
Rock Island, 1065*

Club of New York:
Transportation Principles Favored, 181
Traffic Committees to Clear Dockets. 565
Train Departure Poster, Waterloo Station. 918
Train Despatchers' Association's Debt Cleared,

767t,

Weights (See Minimum Weights;
Welding:
Carbo-IIydrogcn for, 274
Electric, 890, 926*
Locomotive Cylinders, 522, 523
Oxy-Acctylene for Reclaiming Scrap, 428
Women)
VV'elfare Work (See Employee
West Tcrsey & Seashore:

—

Western Pacific:
Annual Report, 496t*
Automatic Stop Tests at Oroville, 55
Passenger Fares Between Points in California and Salt Lake City
I. C. C. Rul-

—

ing,

596

Western Railway Club:
Car Lighting, Developments in, 567
Freight Car Maintenance, 1227*
Mechanical Stoking of Locomotives, 163*

Water Treatment for Locomotives, 1158
Western Society of Engineers:
Anniversary,

Fiftieth,

40

Economic Span Lengths for Bridge, 635
Westinghouse Air Brake Company: Fiftieth An662,

955

Westinghouse

Treater
477*

Whatever

Is

Worth

for

Electrical

Precipita-

Is

Worth

Doing

702,

892
Before

House

Doing
21.

Wheeler, Harry A.
Testimony
Committee, 146*
Whistle Nuisance, 291$, 1131J
Wilson, Hugh M, Death of. 637*
Winnipeg Strike, 40
:

and

Bills of Lading via North
Atlantic Ports, 24, 79, 943

S.

242t,

1189, 1232f

Wheat Transportation,

724f

Through Export

U.

791. 1150
Traffic Report,

Weekly

Well, 766f

Run on Time,

Passes Issued by, 168, 431, 587
Rail Bids Submitted, 371
Sub-Committee on Upkeep, Additions
Betterments, 754

Ties,

Weak and Strong Coal Mines, 860t
Weak and Strong Road Problem,

tion.

Wire Crossings, 997t. 1233
Woll, Matthew: Compulsory Arbitration and Return of Railroads Opposed, 821
Stockholder on Railroad Legislation,
1040 +
Women (See Employee)
Wood Preservation Statistics for 1918, 910
Woolley, Robert W. Return of Roads Opposed,
891
Woolwich Arsenal to Manufacture Rolling Stock,
1266
Worthington Feed Pump and Heater, 475*

Woman

Stock

Car;

Traffic

:

Valuation:

Amster, N.

L.,

Plan

of.

360

Bureau of Valuation's Work, 884

227

Train Despatcher's Opportunities, lOOO.i, 1037t
Train Lighting, Developments in, 567
Traingram Service, 1174t, 1235
Training (See Education)
Trainmaster and the Public, 1039$
Trainmaster and the Superintendent, 604t
near
National
Canadian
Robberies:
Train
Quebec, 647
Train Rules: Virginia Railway, 10861
Train Shed at Hoboken Raised: D. L. & W.,
609*
Trair.-Shed, Indianapolis Union, 95*

Train Speed:
Elkhart to Toledo; N. Y.
Freight Trains. 583

.iii

Railroad

by

|

niversary,
103,

Uruguay:
Bill

I

374

Com-

Uniform Rules (See Employee)
Union (See Labor)

University

Traffic

Esch-Pomerene

f

Ehvood Collision. 431, 514, 724t. 738
Grade Crossing Accident at Clarksboro, 755
West Roanoke Coaling Station; N. & W.. 1225*
Western Maryland: Turn Around Service, 260*,

I

Principles of
It. 42

«

ight)

Administration,

\ Western:
Freight Cars Accepted,

f

Railroading

ISO

589,

in

I

Destruction of Rail

Id

K'.<><>

Substitute for Wooden Ties, 289f
Wood Preservation Statiatics foi 1918, 910
and One-Half for Overtime in Freight
847. il"4
I,
Todd, Percj R., Now England District Director,
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102

Construction Work at Standstill, 85t
Cost of Driving a Spike, 190J, 447t
I.
C. C. Division No. 4 Created, 79
Progress of Work, 40, 434
Tentative Reports of I. C. C. 172, 433

Value Added by Railroads. 1085t
Value of Commodities in Relation
Charges, 660,

Cambria Steel Handbook, 92
Design of Walls, Bins and Grain Elevators, The,
342

1105

:

Vocational Training. 306. 875, 1108

Y.

M.

C.

A.:

Americanization Work, 54, 723f
Extension Program, 850
Progress Made by, 1155
University for Shop Men; I. C,

54

BOOKS

Products, Their Manufacture and Use,
816
Proceedings of Sixth National Foreign
Trade Convention, 291
Pacific Ports, 49
Passenger Train Resistance, 49
Forest

Official

176

Maintenance of, 572
Terminal Operation, 1109
Port Facilities, Development of, 1123
Puget Sound Terminals Unified, 203
Traffic Congestion and Transfer Roads, 34

New York

Freight

Value of Railway Equipment Compared with
Manufacturing Industries, 171*
Valve, Ripken Automatic Drifting. 1079*
Venezuela: Railway Developments Needed, 534*
Victory Loan of Canada, 755
Train Rules. 1086f
Virginian Railway

NEW
America's Munitions, 1917-1918, 726

to

Yards and Terminals:
Hump Shunting in Rhineland, 1035
Illinois Central Chicago Terminal, 51*. 85f

Proceedings, American
ation, 905
Storing,

Wood

Preservers' Associ-

291

Story of the Old Colony Railroad, The, 768
Trautwine's Civil Engineers' Pocketbook, 5

1
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS
vindicates photograph and sketch.
Aaron, Charles, 128

Adams,
Adams,
Adams,
Adams,

C. D., 720
E. M., 485
II. M., 441, 662, 718
J. O., 657
Aguirre, Serapio, 84

Airey, Charles T., 810
Alden, George I., 285
Aldington, Charles, 598*.
Allen, Charles L.. 285
Allen, E. V., 902
Allen, F. G., 662
Allen, L. B., 1084
Allen, M. E., 808
Allshul, A. C, 666, 761
Amsden, S. C, 673
Anderson, Adolph, 809
Anderson, A. W.,858
Anderson, G. E., 717
Anderson, H. P., 84
Anderson, J. E., 720
Anderson, J. K., 762

Anderson, K. I)., 602. 658
Andrews, Carl B 84
Andrews, S. B., 655, 657
.

Arbuckle, N. I.., 441
Archer. W. M., 762
Ardley. W. II.. 84, 662
Atterbury, William \V., 665
Attwell,

L.

136

Ir.,

II..

Attwill, Henry C. 952
Aukerman, Henry J., 710
Ausman, W. E., 441

Wm.

Ayer,

P.

F.,

82

Baird, William, 84
Baker, Merrill G., 656

Baldwin, L. W., 662. 700*
Ballard, C. M..
Ballentine, C. N., 761

Banghart, H. S., 655
Barbee, H. B., 128
Barnes, F. D., 236
382
Bartholomew. W. S
.

Bartles, F. R., 184
Bates, F. E., 720
Battev, R. B., 720J
Bayer, E. J., 441
Bavless, H. C, 485
Beal, J. H., 284

Beaumont, Joseph, 808*
Behrens, B. H., 336
Bell.

H., 761

S.

Bender, George W., 537*
Bender, John L., 808.
Benkhart, Harrv W.. 537
Bennett, R. C.,126S
Benning, C. P., 716
Benton, C. A., 802
Betts, E. E., 280
Betts, L. M., 44
Bevan, W. H. B., 811
Beven, C. T., 602

Bipp. H. L., 719
Biggs, H. L., 490
Billington, A. W., 719

Frank

Birdsall,

W.

Bishop,

J. V., 902
Blauvelt, M. P., 762
Block, E. J., 485
Block, L. E., 485
Block, P. D., 485

11,
B. W., 719
Bruce, William H., 537
Brunck. h. W., 657
Bryan, I. A., 720
1. M., 762
Buchanan, F.
809
Buckwell, E. G., 656
Budd, Ralph, 669, 902*
Budwell, Leigh, 540
Buford, C. H., 236
Bugg, B. L., 719
Buick, James M., 440
Bull, E. H., 439
Bunnell, F. O. 128
Burnett, W. S.. 441
Burnham, C. G., 763
rani N., 1169
Burns, H. E., 82
Burroughs, Frederick, 898
Bvers, Lon, 810
B'yram, H. E., 673, 721

Bole. T. M., 44
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The

Traffic

railway

be found on Page

EschBill

bill.

At the same time the Club sug-

gests

that

the

Commission be

Interstate

directed,

weight

give

in

Commerce

to

Platform

to

something different from endorsing the bill itself.
As we
understand it, what those who drafted this resolution meant
by the use of this language was simply that while in principle the bill is, for the most part, sound, it does not go far

enough

in

some

directions

and goes

too far in others.

subject of electric operation

more

attention.

Electric

Operation
£) ata

Its

is

constantly

bury acknowledges his indebtedness to the experiences of
two years as an education for his mind and his
Our immediate point is his platform or six "points,"
heart.
for guidance in dealing with "labor" controversies which
he has laid down in the last-mentioned essay, and which is
quoted on another page. This is a liberal platform proposed
by a strong-minded conservative. Who will say that it is not
The
well-balanced, with the maximum of reasonableness?
wholly defair division of profits
force of the sixth point

For

the past

an exact

science.

serves

the

attention

of

all

railroad

officers.

Attempts of

take the employee into their confidence have often
On the other hand, those
been marred by clumsy work.
leaders of employees and those theorists who aim to lead
public sentiment, who vaguely demand a "voice in the management" should l>e sharply challenged to give a more preHas not General Atterbury
i-e meaning to their words.
given full recognition to the real desire of all right-minded
officers to

(

electric

It is
is essentially a constant .-peed machine.
possible to design one for hauling a train of a given weight
over certain curves and grades and have the actual operation

locomotive

employees

agree with the predetermined schedule within two or three
per cent.
This means better handling of traffic and a genMore freight can
eral tuning up of operating conditions.
be hauled on a given piece of track and there are many

?

The passing

& Ohio common

of the dividend on Baltimore

>hxk follows a long uphill financial
cession

of

fight in

which a pro-

came one

difficulties

after

Baltimore

On the other hand, it is not
other points of advantage.
possible to design flawless equipment or to predetermine
what the cost of electric operation will be with the same

another with fateful persistency. Baltimore &: Ohio, organized in 1831, has
& Ohio
paid dividends on its common stock
Financing
every year since and including 1859
with three exceptions.
It is essentially an investment stock
and on thi- ground the director- were justified in continuing
the payment of dividend- through periods of temporary desion, and. where necessary, out of accumulated surplus.
The government's guarantee of rental would, under ordinary
circumstances, be sufficient for the continuance of 4 per cent
dividend- on Baltimore & Ohio common stock, but the Baltimore & Ohio is in a peculiar position.
hen Daniel Willard went to the property in 1910, the balance sheet -bowed
$18,121,000 surplus. This was largely a bookkeeping surplus, as is evidenced by the fad that in the first year of Mr.
Willard's administration $8,516,000 was written off the
equipment account as representing an excess of book value
over appraisal value.
At that time, the Baltimore & Ohio

Even
accuracy that running schedules may be adhered to.
a new type of steam locomotive must be thoroughly tried out
In the same way it
before it can be considered dependable.
is necessary to give electric locomotives a thorough work-out,
Outside
so that imperfections of design can be corrected.
of the United States electrification is being considered in
Brazil, Chile, France, Belgium. England, Australia, Italy,
he operating men in
Jamaica, Switzerland and Sweden.
these countries are desirous of obtaining any operating data
During the war no one felt it his
that may be available.
privilege to give out any such information and American
railroad officers seem still to be wondering if the data belongs
to them or not.
When this qu< stion is decided they will be
in a position to render a great -en-ice to operating officers
I

in this

will

—
—

demanding

An

it

be noted that the officers of a corporation, up to the presiThe fifth point the
dent himself, are classed as laborers.
deemployee's participation in fixing working conditions

congestion and many more are considering it on a basis of ton-mile costs.
The design of electric traction equipis

—

—

pends of course, on the interpretation of "fair"; and

consideration has been forced ujKin a
few roads by terminal and trunk line

ment

—

—

example, as the resolution regarding "cost of capital" shows,
the Club evidently believed that more definite and comprehensive instructions as to how rates should be regulated
should be given by Congress to the Interstate Commerce
Commission than are given in the Esch-Pomerene bill.
There is hardly a provision of the Esch-Pomerene bill that
would not make some improvement in the present system
of regulation; and yet if it were adopted as it stands the
improvement in regulation it would effect might be so small
as to prove almost valueless.

The

the Advertising Section

dn ^ one advising the wives and daughPennsylvania Railroad emterof
ployee- to continue, for the benefit of railroad men, the welfare work which they have been doing for soldiers and solThis commendation is predicated, not alone
diers' families.
on the soundness of the views presented there is room for
but on the scholarly character
discussion on some of them
of the essays and on the frank way in which General Atter-

regulating

the cost of
capital, as well as to the cost of labor and other operating
To endorse the "principles" of a bill is manifestly
costs.
rates,

of

S

y

E~

Brigadier General W. W. Atterbury has delivered two
addresses which fully justify the title of doctor of laws, which
has been conferred upon him by the
Gen. Atterbury's University of Pennsylvania; one on the
neecl ot compulsory military education
Social

of Chicago, which is composed of both
shippers, has adopted resolutions endorsing
the "principles" of the Esch-Pomerene

The "Principles"
Pomerene

will

Club

men and

of the

^jra/u

ml

W

r

insidering electrification
country and abroad v
making public the op rating results of electrified

had the millstone of the Cincinati, Hamilton & Dayton hanging around it- neck.
The financial structure of the Cin-

projects by
lines.

1

KAII.WAY AGE
Hamilton & Dayton was topheav) enough in 1910
il
a souro ol danger to the Baltimore
Ohio, and
the floods which washed oul stretches
the line added
greatly to the burden of high t'i\i-d chargi
be
in in
n.iti,
Hamilton & Dayton wenl into the hands <>i receivers
and the Baltimore & Ohio took a loss on its books of $10,
iiim.iti,

to

make

<s>

<

> t

I

I

Baltimore &

Ohio property,

itself,
Deeded
and betterment expenditures,
and the state of the railroad bond market made ii so difficult
to do permanent financing thai a $40,000,000 note issue
rhis fell duo in the midst of the European
was resorted to
war. Inn the compan) managed to refund it with $60,000,000
In the years 1914 and 1917, the com
S per cent bonds.
pany tailed to earn its full common dividends but they were
nude up from surplus. Mueh of the Baltimore & Ohio stock

(00.

I

lu-

tremendousl)

costrj

addition

owned by conservative investors
New York. New Haven & Hartford

is

many

of

the

stock.

class

who own

These investors

dependent for their living on their income from investments.
To such as these the passing of
the Baltimore & Ohio common dividend comes as a blow.
Unlike the New Haven case, the blow cannot be attributed
to ambitious or mistaken policies of expansion except in
regard to the loss through the Cincinati, Hamilton & Dayton
This, of itself, would not have
purchase and guarantee.
been fatal, and since 1°10 the history of the Baltimore &
Ohio, in regard to financing, has been an open story of a
hard struggle against circumstances which have proved irreare,

in

eases,

sistible.

1'he Railway Age has long contended that the railroad
troubles of the country, and especially the decline of railroad
expansion, which has been the lmme-

A Commission

many of our worst railroad troubles, have been due chiefly to
tne ^ act tnat ^ le regulating authorities
have steadily refused to permit the
Support for
railways as a whole to earn adequate revenues.
this view has come from an unexpected but highly expert
We publish elsewhere in this issue a letter from
source.
\Y. J. Meyers, formerly statistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Mr. Meyers was in charge of the DiviStatistics

adopting

deal statutory

a

o regulated
eienl

operation and

No

to

a

Meld

t<>

better

1

rul<
requiring thai ratet shall be
only non-discriminator) bul suffi
railways revenue- adequate for efficient

be

th<
foi

prool

n<

n<)t

eded development

of the

value of liini-i

pri

.

ivation <an

he

experience of the Southern Pacifii in the
removal ol its wharf on the Oakland
Service
shore of San Francisco harbor, de
Record Worth
scribed on another page, where 67 per
l,nt °' l u Piling were found in such
While

offered

than

the

A

'

in a

'

good condition after 29 years' service
harbor infested with marine borers, that they are b< ing

redriven

in

other structures.

It

records such as this are available.

is

only at

intervals

The Southern

that

Pacific has

therefore performed

a real service in taking advantage of
opportunity to ascertain the actual resistance which the
timber in this structure offered to decay and to the attacks
of the teredo and limmoria. That the results of this examinatin-

a source of gratification to advoRepeating as this does in large
measure the results obtained when the structure crossing Galveston Bay was dismantled a few years ago, it goes far to
demonstrate the service which may reasonably be expected
from sound timber properly seasoned and treated. With the
railways rapidly passing from the earlier period of temporary

tion arc so satisfactory

is

cates of timber preservation.

pioneer construction to that of more permanent structures,
knowledge such as is furnished by service tests of this character is of the greatest value to the engineer as a guide in the
selection of the materials which will best meet the conditions
to which the structures he builds will be exposed.

diate cause of
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of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

It was principally
during the years 1910-1915, inclusive.
during these years, according to our contention, that the

decisions of the Interstate

Commerce Commission and

the

commissions reducing or preventing advances in rates
caused the decline in net operating income and the railroad
bankruptcies, which, in turn, caused the decline of railroad
No other man living knows as well as Mr.
development.
Meyers what the statistics of the railways, as compiled for
the Commission showed during that period; and the opening
sentence of Mr. Meyers' letter to the Railway Age is, "According to my view of the matter the fundamental cause of
the difficulties in which our railway system is now involved is
Elsewhere Mr. Meyers
to be found in inadequate revenues."
says: "The Act to Regulate Commerce declares that all rates
but
charged by railways shall be just and reasonable,
... it contains little to guide an administrative commission in determining what constitutes a just and reasonable
rate, and the Interstate Commerce Commission, lacking statutory guidance in this regard, has been largely influenced
by the dicta in the Supreme Court's opinion in Smythe vs.
Ames, a case brought for the prevention of confiscation. It
thus has happened that the action of the Commission in
disposing of rate cases brought before it has frequently resulted in rates too low to produce the amounts of revenue
necessary for efficient operation and development of the
This is exactly the contention of the Railway
railways."
Age and the basis of our argument in favor of Congress
state

.

.

.

Why

Not Provide for
Adequate Revenues?

There

is

ways
to their

real danger

that private

management

of rail-

will not be successful after the roads are returned

owners, because

many

leading members of Congress

do not appreciate the necessity for making the specific requirement that rates must be made adequate and for providing for such administration of the regulatory laws as
will give effect to this requirement.

The shipping and

as strongly in favor
as are
railway owners and officers.
But while the railway owners
and officers and many business men want the legislation now
under consideration to provide that rates must be made adetraveling public

is

of the return of the railways to private operation

quate to enable the railways to raise sufficient capital and
are opposed to giving to Interstate Commerce Commission
exclusive and supreme regulatory authority, some influential
shippers are opposed to specifically providing that rates must
be made adequate and are in favor of not only leaving the
Interstate Commerce Commission all the authority it has,

but of greatly increasing its authority.
Doubtless this is a natural division of opinion, but if it
continues to exist it may wreck all plans for better regulation,
render successful private operation impossible, and finally
make government ownership unavoidable.
Those who oppose providing by law that rates must be
made sufficient to enable the railways adequately to develop
their facilities, and favor giving practically unlimited disover interstate rates to the Interstate
to have forgotten the history of
railroad regulation in the United States before the war, or
to overlook the fact that the conditions under which our former policy of regulation was adopted and the conditions
cretionary authority

Commerce Commission, seem

which now

exist are

widely different.
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The

old policy of regulation was

i

.

tive

by

legis-

lation adopted in the years 1906 to 1910.
For some time before that the general tendency of railway profits had been

upward, and the legislation enacted then was predicated on
the assumption that one of the main purposes of regulation
should be to prevent tbe carriers from making too much
money. Therefore the law provided that the Interstate Commerce Commission should hx only maximum reasonable
rates, and later, the burden of proving the need for any advance in rates was put upon the railways. Most of the men
then and since appointed to the Commission favored administering the law in the spirit in which Congress enacted
it.
The result, as we pointed out in an editorial in our issue
for June 20, was that in the years 1910 to 1915 the percentage of net operating income earned by the railways
steadily declined and the new investment made by them declined every year between 1911 and 1916, except 1914, being
in 1916 less than one-third of what it was in 1911.
And what is the situation today? Are the railways earning a large and increasing net operating income?
On the
contrary, after eighteen months of government operation, they
are earning at the rate of about 1^4 per cent upon the investment.
In other words, on the basis of present earnings
and expenses, they are bankrupt. Therefore, whatever may
have seemed desirable ten or fifteen years ago, it is certain
that the thing the public welfare demands today is that the
regulatory legislation, and the administration of it, shall
be so changed as to permit a large increase of railway net
operating income.
Some people propose that instead of the
rates being made adequate to enable the companies, after
private operation is resumed, to earn sufficient profits the
government guarantees shall be temporarily continued. But
to continue the guarantees will be to leave the future of the
railroads in the same uncertainty as now, and as long as that
uncertainty exists there will be no substantial revival of the
expansion of railroad facilities.
The history of railway regulation during the eleven years
before this country entered the war, the conditions which now
exist, and statements which recently have emanated from certain members of the Interstate Commerce Commission, constitute an unanswerable argument against giving the Interstate Commerce Commission practically unlimited discretion
to determine the standard according to which railway rates
shall be regulated in future.
The Commission persistently
refused, while acting under existing laws, to let the railways earn adequate net returns. That the attitude of some
of its members is still anything but encouraging is shown by

McChord and YYoolley.
Commissioner McChord has attempted in the teeth of conclusive evidence to the contrary, to show that the Commission
Commissioner
did let the railways earn adequate return-.
Woolley, who is a new member, has argued in a recent public
address that rates should not even be advanced enough to
prevent the railways from incurring deficits which must be
paid from taxes. While it is well known that Commissioner
Woolley and his colleagues differ wisel) about some important matters, we know of no reasons for questioning that
of most of his
Commissioner McChord expressed tl
colleagues.
If a majority of the Commission does not today
recognize the fact that the policy of regulating rates which
prevailed before the adoption of government control was
mistaken and harmful, there is no ground for hoping that
without some new and definite instructions from Congress
interest in
it would regulate them fairly and in the public
recent utterances of Commissioners

the future.

The Railway Age

did not advocate the proposal for the

creation of a Secretary of Transportation bo ause it doubted
if there was a good chance of its adoption and because it
questioned the expediency of giving political government
proposed.
officer such authority over tin
rail

hoped the Commission, as a body, would make it so clear
it had learned much by the experience of recent years
as to convince everybody there was no need of the creation
of another body or official to which should be transferred
some of its important functions, hut recent utterances of
Commissioners McChord and Woolley, tend powerfully to

We

that

justify

the

feeling

of

mistrust

regarding

the

Commission

which the railway executives and many business and financial
The members of the Commission
interests have manifested.
are intelligent, high-minded men. But practically all of them
went upon the Commission either with very little knowledge
of the railroad business or with a strong prejudice against

the railway companies;

in

their official capacity they

nave

dealt largely with the pathology of the railroad

business;
and, therefore, the information they have acquired in the
work of regulation does not seem greatly to have increased
their knowledge of railroading as a going industry or to have
mitigated the hostile feeling toward the companies which
of them had when they were appointed.
In view of these facts the conclusion is unavoidable that
the railroad problem cannot be solved by giving the Commission as at present constituted, practically unlimited discretionary authority over the regulation of rates and operation as is virtually proposed by the Esch-Pomerene bill.
It
the problem is to be solved, either Congress must give the
Commission a specific mandate to so regulate rates as to
enable the railway companies to raise sufficient capital adequately to develop their facilities, or it must delegate the
determination of what return public expediency demands the
railways shall be allowed to earn, to some other governmental
official or board.
If the Commission should regulate rates

some

it regulated them in the past, the railroad
industry would not and could not prosper, and the transportation facilities provided would not be sufficient to handle
the commerce of the country.

in the future as

Do not Congress and the public want rates so regulated
as to enable the railway companies to provide adequate faciland render good service?

If they do want rates so
not definitely say so in the law?
It could
not do any harm to say so.
It may do much harm not to
say so.
ities

regulated,

why

Thoughts on Maintenance

of

Way

Tin

DIRECTOR GENERAL has thrown down the gauntlet to
the corporate officers of the railroads insofar as the
controversy regarding the adequate maintenance of the
fixed properties of the railroad- under federal control is
concerned, by his recent repeated statements that the Railroad Administration has complied fully with its obligations

He has gone even further, and implied that
government has exceeded its obligations so far that
severe retrenchment is necessary.
This position is in such
marked contrast with the belief of maintenance engineers
connected both with the Administration and the railway corporations as expressed to the Railway Age that it demands
in this respect

the

careful attention.

Maintenance of way expenditures may be divided roughly
two general classes: those incidental to the routine repair and upkeep of the property, which are chargeable entirely to operating expenses, and those incidental to the
replacement of the larger buildings or structures, which are
into

chargeable entirely or only in part to operating expenses.
The Railroad Administration has concentrated it- attention
largely on the former class of work, although, even as tothis, as noted in previous issues, there have been relatively
large deficiencies in the renewal of

While

materials.

than

last,

it

is

better progress

very questionable

and other basic
this year
the routine work of 'this

ties, rails

has been
if

made
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can be brought up to a full compliance with the
b) the end of this year
more serious deficiency is to be found in the replaci
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terms
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oi

m.m\

obsolete

others

Man}
require

inadequate

for

processes

are

units of

railwaj

wear
become
them

property

replacement because the)

the service
required of
continuous, and experience has
demonstrated the necessity for the railways to make large
expenditures for replacements from year to year if their
properties are to be maintained in a way to meet the demands
upon them. It is possible to postpone replacement work for

rhese

or

latter

bul it must be undertaken with redoubled
order to make up for the time which has been
lost.
The war time conditions under which we were laboring last year made it necessary for the roads to postpone

short

periods,

energy later

much work

in

of this character.

No

criticism

to the

Railroad Administration for

was

win the war and

to

all

this.

Our

work which could

attached
problem then

to be

is

safely be post-

poned was properly postponed. As a result, the rebuilding
of stations and other buildings not immediately necessary
for the handling of traffic, the replacement of steel bridges
with those of heavier design, and other similar work was al-

most entirely suspended. It is work of this character, with
heavy maintenance charges which has been
its relatively
most seriously neglected, and must now be renewed. An investigation of expenditures for replacements in the test
period, or in the longer period of ten years before government control was adopted, as has been suggested by some,
will show that the roads have in the past spent tremendous
sums for replacement work, which is chargeable to maintenance and is considered a part of the normal maintenance
program.
Any reasonable interpretation of the standard
contract
acter,

must include attention

to expenditures of this char-

for the fact that they were postponed as a war-time

measure does not in any way constitute a release from the
obligation to make them good now.
Another condition which must be considered before closing the books is the depletion of the stocks of material.
When the government took over the roads on January 1,
1918, most of them had on hand their normal working supThe extreme diffiplies of ties, rails and other materials.
culty of securing materials of all kinds last year made it necessary as a war measure to curtail purchases to the minimum
and this resulted in seriously depleting stocks of all kinds.

'

Since that time the financial limitations under which the
Administration has been laboring have caused it to curtail
purchases still further, with the result that the already depleted supplies on the various roads are being pooled to meet
When the roads are returned
the most urgent needs of all.
to their owners, these stocks must be restored to what they
were when government control was adopted, or proper comIt is to be assumed that this
pensation rendered therefor.
compensation will be on the basis of the existing prices of
materials rather than on the basis of the prices paid for these
materials originally, as has been suggested in certain AdThis restoration of stocks will conministration quarters.
stitute another large charge to maintenance which the Railroad Administration must bear under the terms of its
contract.

Therefore, instead of the railways being over maintained,
or even adequately maintained in the broad sense in which
maintenance of way should be considered, it is difficult to

how one can

arrive at a conclusion other than that, in
the aggregate, the government is so far in arrears in its
expenditures for maintenance that even by the most strenuous
see

it will be impossible for it to take up during the
present working season the accumulation of deferred maintenance which has already occurred. Obviously every effort
should now be made to comply in full with the contract requirements in order that the financial adjustment at the end
of the period of Federal control may be as small as possible.

efforts

Erie

the contracl

menl of structures
out,

& Lake

Pittsburgh

charactei
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PITTSBURGH

& LAKE

BRIE,

operating

through th«
most congested railroad territory in the
United States during the war, spent less for coal for
Locomotives in 1918 than in 1917,
The property lias, fox
many years, been remarkable for the low operating ratio
which it maintained under difncull conditions of operation.
he operating ratio in 1918 was held down to 68 per cent.
The property has often been likened to a complicated and
The density of traffic is heavy. In 1918,
extensive yard.
13,312,000 ton miles were moved per mile of road, an increase over 1917 of 1,543,000 ton miles. The revenue freight
haul is comparatively short an average of 63 miles in
1918 and a little over 61 miles in 1917
The average train
load, however, is extraordinarily heavy; in 1918 it was 1,532
tons which was an increase of 31 tons over 1917.
More than half of the total tonnage of the Pittsburgh &
Lake Eric is products of mines. The total tonnage of all
commodities carried in 1918 amounted to 45,894,000, an
increase of 4,349,000 tons.
The increase in bituminous
coal tonnage accounted for over three-quarters of the total
increase and the increase in the tonnage of ores for the remainder.
There were offsetting increases and decreases in
other classes of commodities.
Total operating expenses of the property in 1918 amounted
This
$22,365,000, an increase of $5,713,000 over 1917.
increase in expenses, however, was only a little more than
commensurate with the increase in revenues. Total operating revenues amounted, in 1918, to $32,992,000, which was
$7,371,000 more than the revenues in 1917, or an increase
of 29 per cent.
The operating ratio (percentage of expenses to revenues) was 67.79 in 1918 comparing with 64.99
in 1917.
Railway operating income amounted to $9,743,000
in 1918, comparing with $7,634,000 in 1917 and comparing
with $8,980,000, the rental which the government is paying
for the use of the property.
Leaving aside the question of
hire and rentals of equipment, the government made a substantial profit from the operation of the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie in 1918 after paying the company its rental.
Setting
with which the Pittsaside an item
miscellaneous income
burgh & Lake Erie annual report credits the government
income account, non-operating income amounted to about
$429,000, and deductions from gross income to $293,000,
so that the profit for the government was a little better than
the comparison between railway operating income and rental
would show.
The particularly interesting thing about the operation of
the property in 1918 is the ability which the federal management showed in holding down transportation expenses. These
expenses in 1917 amounted to $8,255,000 and increased in
1918 to $10,218,000, or by about 24 per cent; but this was
much less than the percentage of increase of wages and of
As
the unit costs of materials to most railroad companies.
previously mentioned, the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie spent less
The amount
for its locomotive fuel in 1918 than in 1917.
spent for fuel for train locomotives was $753,000, a decrease of $117,000, as compared with 1917, and the amount
spent for fuel for yard locomotives was $987,000, an increase of only $5,000. The relative amount of fuel used in
train service and yard service is a good commentary on the
heart

of

the

I

—

.

—

—

character of the transportation service performed by this
property.
The largest important increase in transportation
expenses was in the wages of yard conductors and brakemen.
This amounted to $1,806,000 in 1918, an increase of $422,000 over 1917. Compare this with the increase in wages of

These wages in 1918 amounted to
enginemen.
$597,000, an increase of only $71,000 over the previous year.
The wages of trainmen amounted to $878,000, an increase
of $188,000.
The increased cost of maintenance on the Pittsburgh &

train

1

July
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is

comparable

to

that

Other
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about 47 per cent.
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Letters to the Editor
In

which the corporation received was
continue 1© per cent dividend.- and to carry a safe
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rental

ample to
amount over into surplus. In deducting interest, war taxes
and corporate expenses from rental and about half a million
dollars for corporate income, there was $6,825,000 remain-

The

10 per cent dividend calls for $3,599,000.
In
addition to this, the company also subtracted in its income
account SI, 76 7, 000 as revenue and expenses applicable to
the period prior to January 1.
The government, on December 31, 1918, still owed the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie $7,580,000 out of the $8,980,000
rental, and, in addition, the government owed the company
for cash, materials and supplies, etc., taken over on January
The corporation had in its own treas1. 1918. $15,333,000.
ury S59S.000 cash at the end of 1918. The company had
loans and bills payable of
at the end of 1918,
SI. 799,000 of unmatured dividends declared, and owed the
government a total of $11,836,000, which included $7,025,000 liabilities of the corporation paid by the government,
and 51,786,000 advanced by the government for additions

ing.

minim

roads.

Maintenance of way cost $4,374,1 00, an increase of $1,481,000 or about 50 per cent. The cost of maintenance of equipment was $7,038,000 in 191b. an increase of $2,243,000 or

The annual
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of
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and betterments.

The following

table shows the principal figures for opera-

tion of the property

under federal management.

This

is

not

the corporate income account.
1918

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue;
Maintenance of way- and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General Expense^
Total operating expenses
Taxes
Operating income
Gross income

$28,313,514
2.287,179
32.992.273
4.374.228
7,038.496
-

:

.>

10,217.617
502.055
22.365.184

'

1.7*2.7(>6

•11.940.692
11,647,561

-.come

1917
225
S21.139.925
2,349.133
25.621.654
2.S93.049
4,795,678
194 455
8,254,964
452. 38
16.652.502
1

7.634.163
7,856,878
7,435.472

'After the company has credited the government with $1,768,848. "miscellaneous income." in addition to the rentals which the government received from equipment.

Corporate Income Ac
1918.

$8,980,219
9,544,05
6. 825,489
3.598,560
*3,226,929

Rental

Gross income

-come
Dividends
Surplus

'The company subtracts from this surplus, on its own income account,
$1,767,378 as revenues and expenses applicable to the period prior to
January 1, 1918, paid for by the Railrad Administration on account of the
corporation.

Railroad Troubles Due
to "Inadequate Revenues"
New

To the

view of the matter the fundamental cause
which our railway system is now involved is to be found in inadequate revenues. This is probably due to a long series of historical causes, principal among
which is the way in which the problem has been presented
Owing to the fact that the courts have
to the Federal courts.
been resorted to to prevent confiscation it has come to be

A

ording to

my

of the difficulties

in

quite largely accepted that the railways, instead of receiving
what their sen-ices are fairly worth, should be allowed to
charge for them only sufficient to save their properties from

People who would ordinarily scorn to demand
something for nothing have been educated to believe that it is
proper to require a railway company to work for a bare living, and many times the wage allowed has been pared so
thin as to reduce the railway to poverty and in some cases
to force it into bankruptcy.
It is perfectly true that the railway service is so much a
part of our present life that it is affected with a public interest, but this does not mean that the railway must work for

confiscation.

It means that it must treat all citizens of
starvation wages.
without disthe country without preference or prejudice
It must not charge one
crimination as between persons.
person one price and another a different price for a like

—

sen-ice.

It

price than

bound

must not render one

it

gives another for the

to treat all equally as

Nor can

of the court.

and extort
pendent on it. But
strength

fairly worth,

sion
at

or

it

price.

It is as

much

the county clerk or the judge

be allowed to take advantage of

or otherwise oppress those

And

extortion.

particular rate

a

it

i-

better senice for a given

same

who

its

are de-

if it charges only what its senices are
cannot be considered to be guilty of oppres-

if

traffic

is

freely

offered

to

it

the rate surely cannot be considered

extortionate.

Many people seem to believe that the fairness or unfairness of a rate of charge for a particular senice is dependent
on the cost undergone by the senitor in rendering that
senice, but a moment's consideration should be sufficient to
Yen few producers of
-how the absurdity of that view.
identically equal

New

York.

Editor:

Books

yet this

senices or commodities produce at equal
that the price shall be based on the

demand

of the thing offered carries necessarily the corollary that

Twentieth Edition,
by John C. Trautzuine, revised by John C. Trautwine, Jr.,
and John C. Trautwine, third. Bound in flexible leather,
6 in. by 4 in., 1528 pages. Published by Trautwine Company,
257 South Fourth street, Philadelphia. Price $6.

Trauhvine's Civil Engineer's Pocketbook.

first issue of the twentieth edition of this well-known
reference to civil engineering constitutes the 140th thousand.
Aside from a desire to bring the work up to date, the object
of this revision is to extend the -vction on railway engineer-

The

ing.
Thus the portion on track and track work has been increased from 55 to 94 pages, the matter on curves from 10 to
stance, train operat108 pages, while the subjec:-

tutes a new department
ing costs (railway economi 5tru ti o costs which preRail v.
covering 38 page's.
viously received but minor mention have been extended to 36
pages.
The treatment and arrangement of the matter in this
issue conform very closely to the typographical standards
•

of previous editions.

the low cost producer must sell at a correspondingly lower

and that the high cost producer is entitled to receive a
higher price for a product no better. This not only tends to
encourage incompetence but directly to promote inefficiency.
It is merely another form of the same vice as underlies all
propositions calling for a government guarantee.
What should be given the railways and all other public
senice corporations is not a government guarantee but an
opportunity to earn what their senice- are fairly worth. Let
the government get off their backs and give them a chance to
render efficient senice at a fair price. They need only to be
unshackled. It is not necessary to ask the taxpayers to support them.
The right rule is to reward the producer in
accordance with the value of his product, and the value of
his product does not depend on what it cost him to produce
it
but upon its utility and on what it would cost to dupliprice,

it.

When

tlu-

foregoing consideration- are applied to railway
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rates
it,

it

it
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becomes apparent that whatevei
Dot true that a railwa) rate

or unfair

11

traffic

moves

freel)

ia

ma) be

else

said

<>!'

extortionate or excessive

under
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and
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beara proper
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thl

that

it-

wholly

are

within a
BUCh a case
rate structure shall be harmonious throughout and
'

single state.
is

railway Whose bin-

1

All

that

seems

to be

MOt

ST)

in

other rates; i.e., does nut involve unreasonable
preference or discrimination in favor ol one class oi traffi< or

that the rates for its intrastate traffic shall not be inconsistent

one rate payer as against another,
rhere are those who are
con< erned Lest under au< li a bj Btem <>t" rates the arriera should
cannot believe that anybod) can become too
grow too rich.
rich by producing and selling either services or gooda .it fair
prices, and it seems to me thai the alarm of these people is
However, it ia perfectly
based at least in part on envy.
apparent that none of the railways can operate without en
joying special franchises to cross public highways, and I
willingl) concede the right of the government to exact for
the use oi such privileges their fair value, just as I contend
that the carrier should receive for its services their fair value.
The Act to Regulate Commerce declares that all rates
charged by railways shall be just and reasonable and it prohibits unjust and unreasonable charges and exactions, but
aside from the "long and short haul" clause in section 4 it
contains little to guide an administrative commission in determining what constitutes a just and reasonable rate and
the Interstate Commerce Commission lacking statutory guidance in this regard has been largely influenced by the dicta
in the Supreme Court's opinion in Smythe vs. Ames, a case
brought for the prevention of confiscation. It thus has happened that the action of the Commission in disposing of rate
cases brought before it has frequently resulted in rates too
low to produce the amounts of revenue necessary for efficient
operation and development of the railways.
I believe that the object which should be principally sought
in the revision of the Act to Regulate Commerce is the best
method of securing efficient service at fair and non-discriminator}' rates, and that the foremost essential to efficient servNext in importance perhaps is
ice is adequate revenue.

Sut h .airier- should

relation

to

i

1

with those for
interstate

its

and that of its competitors.
be permitted to continue to enga

interstate traffic

commerce on condition
conform to interstate

trastate rates

interstate or foreign

that

they

make

their

in-

rates so far as they affect

commerce.
\V
Mi vkrs,
Commerce Commission.
I

Formcrlj

Statistician

of the

Interstate

Konenkamp, president of the Commercial TelegraphUnion of America, addressing a meeting of 175 strikers
in New York City last Sunday, declared that the operators' strike was going more successfully in the West than
S. J.

ers'

He said that in one instance strikers had
the East.
threatened a "scab" with the alternative of leaving town or
having a rope put around his neck. He related also how
an automobile full of strikebreakers had crashed into a telephone pole in Jacksonville, Fla., and said that seven persons were sent to the hospital.
Mr. Konenkamp said he
didn't know how it came about, "but that our people were
fined $10 and costs."
He said the fight now was between
unionism and Burleson. "Mr. Burleson's logic is that you
must use force. Our fight now is not so much against the
telegraph companies as" it is against the Government. It was
the Government that refused us." Except for the statements
of Mr. Konencamp little or no evidence of a strike of telegraphers is published.
in

stability of rates, particularly in freight service, so that the

commercial and industrial elements of the community

know what to expect
and may be governed

may

way

of transportation charges
accordingly in making their contracts
and other business arrangements. The provision requiring
thirty days' publication of proposed changes in rates is sound,
in the

and if there were any demand for it I see no valid objection
to requiring a longer notice, but the provision authorizing the
Commission to suspend proposed increases in rates should
be stricken out.

Such a provision merely

\

invites litigation

Gut

w£

can't

iesD

HIM LIKE
THAT

and controversy. It also operates unequally as between the
If an increase in a rate is unjusticarrier and the shippers.
fied the shipper can always recover from the carrier, but if
it is justified the carrier is unable to recover from the shipper
for the difference between the old rate and the new during
the period of suspension.
Another matter of great importance

is the prevention of
dishonest financing.
A large part of the prejudice under
which the railways have suffered in times past has been due
to the disgust aroused in the minds of the public by scandals
such as those resulting from the methods used in financing
the Alton, the New Haven, the Rock Island and the Frisco.
Many if not all of the breaches of trust found in those cases
might have been prevented by thoroughgoing publicity such

as is provided for in the British "Companies' Acts," and
those statutes should be carefully considered in revising the
Federal statutes relating to railways.
I favor the Federal incorporation of railways engaged in
interstate and foreign commerce for the reason that the pres-

ent system of regulating such railways is too cumbersome and
it seems to me necessary that railway systems whose lines
lie in two or more states be relieved from the complications
I do not believe that this can be
involved in state control.
effectually done while such carriers are incorporated under

Fro>ii

the

Atlanta

Constitution

state laws.

The

necessity for Federal incorporation

is

not so great

Congress' Little Problem of Reconstruction
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Grand Trunk
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Type Switching Locomotives

Twenty-five Engines, with 36,700 Lb. Tractive Effort,
Building at the Point

Ax

ordkr of 25 six-wheel switchers is being filled
for the Grand Trunk Railroad at it- Point St. Charles
shops, Montreal.
These engines, which are known
as the road's class F9, have a tractive effort of 36,700 lb.,
and weigh 166,000 lb. in working order. Compared with the

next preceding class of switchers, it will be seen in the table
that the tractive effort has been increased from 31,460 11)., or

5,240 lb. This has been effected by an increase of 10 lb.
in the boiler pressure, one inch in the diameter of the cylinders, and a decrease from 56 in. to 51 in. in the diameter

In addition, a boiler of considerably more
been provided; the evaporating heating surface has been increased from 1,423 sq. ft. to 1,945 sq.

of the drivers.

liberal proportions has

ft.

and the grate area from 27.4

sq.

ft.

to 50.6 sq.

N<

and stroke,

dia.

Diameter of drivers,
Steam pressure, lb
Grate

area,

sq.

Water heating

The

in

surface,

sq.

ft

per

sq.

in.

wagon

56

175
50.62
1,945

165
27.44
1.423

flues,

12

ft.

in.

408

268

166,000
36,703

139,500
31,460

top type, designed for

working pressure.

inch tubes and 28 53^-in.

21 in. by 26 in.

in.

51 in.

ft

boiler is of the extended

lb.

by 26

It

4

contains 178 two-

The

in lenrrth.

in.

I "—

The piston rods arc fitted with King metallic packing.
isiderable attention has been given to the design of the
cab in order to provide ample room for the crew, and especCare has
ially to secure ample deck space for the fireman.
rings.

and parand brake valve,
and the steam, air and water gages, to place them so that they
may easily be read by both the engineman and fireman.
been used in the location of

'*'"'*

The

tender

is

-

~-

carried on four-wheel trucks of the equal-

pedestal type, with

1.

is

up

built

5^ -in.

The

by 10-in. journals.

of structural section

A

52

17

I'

1

tMSim•=*

::*

L

of the cab fittings

with 13-in.
channel center sills and side sills of 10-in. channel section.
The rear end of the frame is finished with a cast steel bumper
beam. The engine and tender connection is fitted with the
Radial buffer.
The tank has a capacity of 6,000 gal. and is fitted with a
coal space of nine tons capacity.
The tank is of the rectangular type, and has been built long and low in order to provide for an unobstructed view looking forward from the cab.
For the same reason the tank has been built with a coal space
of the water leg type, the sides of which are built up straight

..!•/.

M'.f ^-*V~—

all

ticularly to the throttle lever, reverse lever

tender frame

Previous type

type

v.

in.

ft

Superheating surface, sq.
Weight on drivers, lb
Tractive effort, lb

175

22

in

by the Baker valve gear, and the distribution is controlled
by a Ragonnet valve gear. The valve chambers and cylind< ra are both bushed with Hunt-Spiller gun iron and the
same material is used for both piston and valve packing

ized

ft.

Comparison of Grand Trunk Switching Locomotives
Cylinders,

Charles Shops

St.
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Six-wheel Switcher, Designed and Built by the Grand Trunk Railway

firebox has a sloping mudring, which extends forward over
in.
It is () '» 7 ^ in. Long by 75the rear pair of drivers.
wide, and is fitted with a brick arch carried on four threeThe boiler is fitted with a 28-element tj
inch tubes.
;

and has a power operated
accessories are Hancock lifting type

the top of the tank, thus leaving a dear view over
the top of the tank at the sides of the coal space from either
side of the cab.

The

principal dimensions and data are as follow-:

Other

superheater,

firedoor.

boiler

injectors, double4

engineman and
both of which art-

fireman, and two Okadee blow-ofl
fitted in the throat sheet of the firebox.
The design of the frames and running -ear is straightbraced with
11
forward and substantial, and the fran
cast steel crossties between the driver-.

the frames are bolted to a heav
the bumper beam is also a steel casting.
are fitted with adjustable drivin

The

ends of
deck plate, and
Thi pedestal jaws

ft.

-

Switch

turret valves, for the convenience of both the

Bitumino
•

•

•

in

workint

on drivers
of encine and tendci

1

in

i

...

1

1

11

base, engine

front

-

36,700
H.o.000
66.000
noo

and tendei

... .45

lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.

ft.

6 in.

ft.

6 in.

ft.

9J4

in.

1

In order to provide for a main rod of ample length with
the short wheel base, the main drivi rs hav< been placed at the
rear.
The steam is distributed by 12-in. piston valve- driven

on drivers
tractive effort
Tractive effort X diarn. drivers -f- equivalent hcatii..
Equivalent heating surface"
grat<
Firebox heating surface -5- equivalei
on drivers f- equivalent
Volume both cylinders
.lent heating surface' — vol. cylinders
area 4- vol. cylinders

4.5

•

732.0

+

•

er

cent

1

1

1.4

50.5
7.6
64.9
cu. ft.
A 4

—

)
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Kin.

hi

i

'

I

iii
determining the rule* and regulatioai under
in division <>t any profit!
should work; i'.i A
after a reasonable wage had been earned and a sufficient
amounl paid to Capital to attrad il to an expanding busi-

13

"'

51

in.

which

I

hi

in.

Driving

'''.•

and length

main, diametei

journals,

ind

'''

length

.

b)
b)

in
In

i

jn.

12

In.

Wagon

Strlc

top

iq.
175 lb. pei
Working preaaun
"
16
Outside diametei ol firai ring
96
Firebox, length and width
tubi
in., crown, ildei and back,
Firebox platea, thickneai
from 5)4 in., bach and lidea 1]
Firebox, water space.
I7t
Tubes, numbei and outside diarai tei
28
Flues, numbei and outside diametei

these, would 11 mean contentment to me and
Would they enable me to give to my chilfamily?
bad myseli enjoyed? Would
dren greater advantages than
these prim iples, ii universally applied, give to our country
and to the world at large what we believe to be our inhi

length

flues,

12

and

Heating suri

ft.

-I

in.

surface, firebox, including
Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area
llr.itmw;

in.

408

K|
sq.
sq,
sq,

557
'0.6

sq.
sq.

I'M

arch tubes

l»MS
J,

tt

ft
ft.

tt.

tt.

Tender

Water bottom

Frame".
Wcinht

Steel

channel

30,000

lb.

>3

in.
in.

Wheels,

diameter
fournala, diameter and length

Water

S'A in by 10
6,000 gals.
9 tons

capacity

Coal capacity

=

'Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

total

evaporative heating surface

+

1.5

Co-Operation*
By W. W. Atterbury
Vice-President of

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

in discussing the Women's War Relief it
seemed to me that of all the work, that of welfare was
the most important, and of such a character as could,
It should
after the war, be made of great permanent value.
be so organized as to permit, after the war, a permanent
organization of the women of the Pennsylvania Railroad for

Originally

welfare work among its employes. As a result of my experience of the last two years I have had no reason to change my
The industries of the world have been destroyed.
mind.
Their immediate rehabilitation is essential. The wheels of
The matter is now being studied
industry must be started.
by our most able financiers, who themselves realize that unI
a solution is found our own destruction will ensue.
am confident that in a short time a successful solution will
have been evolved.
Many years ago the question was asked "Am I my
The universal answer has been "Do
brother's keeper?"
"Each for himself and the
others or they will do you"
national and
selfishness
And
hindmost."
take
the
Devil
was triumphant. The selfishness of one nation
individual

less

—

—

—

got beyond

bounds and

tried to

The war was the
What answer to that

impose

itself

upon

all the

Blood has washed

other nations.

result.

the slate.

age-old question will

now

be written?
For nearly two years I watched with breathless interest
Englabor conditions as they developed on the other side
land in the throes of a social revolution; France with her
industrial population ripe for anything; Italy at any moment
readv to break into anarchy. ... In four wars America has
fought for life, liberty and for the right to the pursuit of
happiness. Trying to put myself in the other fellow's place,

—

seemed to
(1) Steady

tried to define what that right means.
that the following at least were essentials:
employment; (2) At a good wage; (3) Time for recreation;
I

It

have

me

(4) Opportunity to elevate myself in
Department

•An address given before
Women's Division for War Relief

at

No

my e mployment
2;

Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, Pa.,

June

26,

;

right?
Sot it ty can no longer regard labor as a commodity.
I
hate the word "Labor" as ordinarily used, as it repre
lass distim tion, for which there is no place in our American
life.
We all labor some with our hands; some with our

—

[t.

Tank

•

I

i

ovej
l»751

flues

im

to

jn,

'".

'

Tubes and

i

Given

ness.

II

1

Mine

\

Simple
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Raliroad
abridged.

I say labor 1 mean "all who labor."
Heretofore it has been considered a commodity, subject to
the law of supply and demand; but from now on we must
SO set our house in order that all may have steady employment
a difficult job, I grant you, but one not impossible
of solution by collaboration between producers, consumers

Therefore,

heads.

when

and transporters.
In every man's breast, latent or active, is the desire to
improve his condition. It has been our boast that America
meant Opportunity. I believe this is as true today as it
ever was; but industrial competition has forced us to methods which, as applied to many individuals, have made their
work so monotonous and uninteresting that the seed of ambition has failed to germinate.
On these the sunlight of opportunity, by education and change of employment, must be
.

.

.

allowed to shine.
I asked myself:
Ought not I to be taken into the confidence of my employer; be advised as to his aims and his
troubles; be permitted to make suggestions in the light of
my experience, and conferred with in regard to conditions
of work so intimately a part of my every-day life?
I could
but answer "Yes!"
and with the feeling that I could thereby be a better man for my employer; for thus I become an
active, intelligent and willing instrument for the success
of my employer, instead of an unintelligent and unwilling

—

tool.

The

is gauged generally speaking,
There are two elements to an established
business: the capital invested and the personnel employed.
A stable return to capital is as essential as is steady emCapital has no brains and
ployment to the individual.

by

its

success of any business
profits.

does not think.
To the personnel of the business it is enits owners, who do think; and what they think

trusted by

gauges their point of view as investors. If stable and certain,
a low return is asked. If the business is uncertain, and any
return a chance, a high return is asked.
Nor can we change this. By revolution and anarchy we
can wipe capital out, but with it go all rights to property
of any kind, and even civilization itself.
Therefore,

we

as individuals, unless

we

are anarchists,
which we are

are interested in the success of the business by

employed.
however, to make the large mass of those
labor appreciate the truth of this.
So something more
tangible and direct is necessary to bring about the individual
interest so essential to the success of the business, than mere
Profit-sharing in a small business is
logic and economics.
comparatively simple, but with industrial combinations
so essential to modern business life, if we are to meet the
It is difficult,

who

world competition

man

—

it

is difficult to allocate

to one efficient

his individual share in the profits, although

we know

of the individuals taken
rollectively, depends the success or failure of the business.
Granting, however, the principle, we shall have taken the

that

on the

first

long step, and with mutual confidence established I
wav can be made clear.

efficiency, or lack of

rertain that the

it,

am

Tie Purchasing Methods Subject of Conferences
Correspondence Between Producers and Division of Purchases
Reveals Positions of Both

The CENTRALIZATIONunder

of the pun hase of cross ties for all
federal control in the hands
of the railroads
of the Division of Purchases of the United States
Railroad Administration has resulted in the introduction of
many radical changes in the methods of producing and Bell-

ing ties, as was described in the Railway Age of May 30,
page 1305. Some of these changes have been opposed by the
producers of ties. For the purpose of pre-cntinc their views
to the Division of Purchases, a committee from the National
Association of Railroad Tie Producers waited upon the director of the division on April 15. presenting a brief and
certain recommendations, which have recently been made
An abstract of this brief and of the correspondence
public.
which has followed subsequently is given below.

Tie Producers' Brief

The more reputable

tie

producers

have

always

agreed

upon the necessity and desirability of both standard specifications and standard inspection for controlling the purPrior to the creation of the United
of cross-ties.
States Railroad Administration it was impossible to reach
any universal agreement upon standard specifications among
the producers or the railroads. It is a source of satisfaction
to us that standard cross-tie specifications are now an accomplished fact, and we desire to express our unqualified
endorsement of the principle of a standard specification.
The purchase of all cross-ties by the line upon which they
are produced, and restrictions as to the sale of these ties
to the producing road only, is a direct limitation of markets.
The effect of this ruling created radical changes in the very
fundamentals of operation that had been in effect by numbers of tie organizations for a considerable period in the
past, and some small measure of these radical changes can
be determined by the realization that if the railroads prior
to the war had attempted to decide, by common agreement,
with power invested exclusively in themselves, that they
would nationally agree on the prices and methods of purchase, there would have been grounds for legal recovery of
damages to such concerns as the tie producer-.
The producer is told he must absolutely deal with a certain
railroad or certain officers; that he must deal with them
under their own prices and terms; that the conditions are
arbitrarily imposed and subject to change without his partaking in any way in establishing the prices or conditions
affecting, very fundamentally, not only his possible profit
and volume of business, but also the value of his standing
timber, which he has carried on his books as an asset based
upon his knowledge of timber values as they have existed in

chase

the past.
The limitation of the markets for cross-ties has not only
been applied to the disposition of ties for use by the United
States Railroad Administration, but producers have also
been instructed to refer all inquiries from trolley lines and
industries for cross-ties to the United States Railroad Administration for fulfillment. One of the most serious questions that must be answered by co-operation between the tie
producers and the railroads is the disposition of cross-ties
which do not conform to the present speciticati
The establishing of a proper price, neither too high n<>r
ties, in
too low, on all of the various kinds an
the numerous and extensive tie-producing territ'
matter that cannot be brought about by any arbitrary power,
no matter in what man or group of men that power might
be invested. The real basis for the proper price to be
The
and.
for a commodity is the law of supply
other comm
proper price to pay for cross-?:by reconciliation with
must be justified iii the final
this cardinal rule of business prudence.
•

i

-

The purchaser of cross-ties must necessarily have for his
main objective the obtaining of certain kinds and grades of
ties

delivered at the lowest possible cost at the point of

consumption.

There is a well defined and clearly established basis of
comparison of values of certain grades and kinds of crossFor example, a sap
tie- produced in the various regions.
pine tie produced in Louisiana is known to be of the same
value to the railroads as a sap pine tie produced in Mississippi.
Under the present schedule of prices and freight rates,
the purchaser of cross-ties must pay $1 for a No. 3 Louisiana sap pine tie delivered at Chicago, while the same tie
when shipped from Mississippi will cost him only 79 cents.
This difference of 21 cents per tie cannot be accounted for
in service to the railroad, and neither can the producer from
either territory justify any reason why the purcha-er should
be required to make any difference in price as long as there
is no difference in value.
The cross-tie circular of the St. Louis-San Francisco, in
the Southwestern region, shows prices effective to June 30,
1919.
There is no mention made, nor has there been any
assurance given, that the cross-ties on hand as of June 30,
1919, made on the basis of the prices published, would be
taken up and paid for at prices named in the circular. Crossties are not produced in a day, but it takes an average of six
months from the stump to the right of way, and often longer.
Should producers quit making ties and devote their efforts to
hauling their ties, wherever this is possible, so as to deliver
them before June 30? Under the former system of purchase
of ties, the producer had a contract assuring him of a market
for his ties, in most instances before they were produced.
Specific Suggestions

The producing roads should continue

(A)

to purchase, at

the present prices, such ties as are offered up to Nov. 1, 1919.
(B) Any railroad may immediately enter into contracts
with individual tie producers at prices not to exceed those
prices now in effect at point of shipment for deliveries up to
November 1, 1919, providing that the quantities and kinds of
ties contracted for are approved by the United States Rail-

road Administration.
(C) All cross-ties

should be inspected
inspectors at point of shipment.

The purchase

(D)

vember

1,

1919,

of cross-ties

should be made

in

by the regional

for deliveries

after

accordance with the

Nofol-

lowing plan:
1
All railroads should register their annual cross-tie
requirements with a central advisory purchasing committee,
and all railroad ties should be purchased in accordance with
nationally standard specifications.
All railroad ties should be inspected by regional inspectors, in accordance with standard rules for the applicai

|

tion of the specifications.

The

individual roads should enter into contracts for
requirements directly with responsible tie
producers, filing copies of any contracts made with the
r department of the United States Railroad Administratheir

cross-tie

tion.

All contracts should be awarded only after fair and
competition has developed the lowest price per tie
r.able from responsible tie producerReasonable asns in
surance of the producer's ability to meet hithe time required should determine the quantity of the ties
e covered in any contract.
In the event of a pr
eing delinquent in the
the Tinted States
Red deliveries <•> certain kin
s,
Railroad Administration may prohibit hi- acceptance of any
the *ame kind of
additi
The purchase of all cross-ties by the individual roads
(6)
I

:
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hould be effected through nationally standard formi of
contracts approved by the United States Railroad Vdministi

.in..

i)

in
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thai re peel they arc not absolute
I'i i. C
in any giv< n territOI

1

and beyond reconsiderahave b< n aimed at
aftei careful consideration and bj negotiation between the
bu3 ing i. .a. Is and the produi ei
m
maj be mai
subji
otiation again if thai should become
he prii es oi iginally published obviously were not
termined upon to strangle production, but on the contrary
were made on a level high enough to induce tie pi. .diners
oi all dasses to increase production.
It
was our belief thai
production was ].. u rather foi waul of labor than OH accounl of unremunerative prices.
Now when labor recently
has become more plentiful, cross tic production ha
ed remarkably and ties are coming to the road
present in larger quantities than at any time in the
At the nioiiuiii no objection could be seen to complying
with your request that such ties should he boughl at an
f. o.
b. price based upon certain commercial delivery centers
to which through freight rates are in existence, hut such an
arrangement would require a detailed study of each situation.
The railroad administration is prepared to consider
each locality in detail whenever presented.
Upon the uncertainty as to future prices, it was stated
that a duration of time for purchasing ties could not well be
given or maintained for purchases made under publicly
posted prices. In many cases, however, contracts have been
tion.

I

\

I

.

The Railroad Administration*! Reply
The reply
made by ll.

,

wu

of the Railroad Administration to this brief
Spencer, director of the Division of Purchases

l>.

under date of M >\ 29, of which the following is an abstract:
Before answering your various suggestions in detail, it
seems desirable to review briefly the situation which led to
tlu- conditions which you now
seek to improve.
The federal authorities took control of the railroads on Januarj
1,
1918.
The organization of the Division of Finance and Purchases was completed about ten weeks later.
We were immediately confronted with the following situation: For at
least two years the production oi railroad cross ties in the
country had not kept pace with the requirements ol the
railroads.

The business

of supplying the railroads with
entirely in the hands of contractors,
who ill spite of their best efforts and for reasons which they
COUld only partially control, such as a depleted labor supply

Cross ties

was almost

and

congested transportation conditions, had been unable
needs of the railroads in full. This had brought
about a most demoralizing and destructive condition. The
railroad companies had repeatedly revised and increased the
prices paid under existing contracts, in order to obtain deliveries, and the more aggressive railroads were profiting in
that respect at the expense of the weaker lines.
Shipments
were being held back by producers in the expectation of
higher prices and instances were discovered where the same
lot of ties had been repeatedly sold to several different roads,
each time at a higher figure or under laxer inspection. A
survey of the whole situation showed hundreds of unfilled
contracts aggregating millions of cross ties, which had been
sold by the contractors to individual railroads for delivery
during 1915, 1916 and 1917, and which had not been delivered.
The production was diminishing instead of increasing and it was vitally necessary that instant action should
be taken to correct and improve these conditions.
With the introduction of federal control and operation of
the railroads, competition between the individual lines for
their supply of cross ties instantly and automatically ceased
and the administration's problem was reduced to stimulating and increasing the production of ties as rapidly as possito supply the

ble, establishing a common standard, and distributing the
available supply among the individual railroads in proportion to their relative necessities.
The steps taken by the
administration to solve this problem have resulted in the
situation which led to our recent conference.
Proceeding now to answer the specific suggestions presented by your committee: The attitude of the Railroad
Administration is not one of antagonism to the large tie
producers. On the contrary, it is recognized that their established organizations, their knowledge and experience in
the business can be of the utmost assistance to the
administration in bringing about the results which are necessary to the proper maintenance of the railroads, and it has
been and is the desire of the administration to utilize all of
the facilities and the best efforts of the large tie producers
to the fullest extent compatible with the best interests of
the railroads themselves in securing their supply of cross
ties.

In the matter of standard specifications,

we were

in

sub-

stantial accord.

With regard to the limitation of markets, we could not
agree to the proposition that the individual roads should
be released from the regulation of obtaining through the
agency of the central administration and the traversing roads
such cross ties as they may have to draw from territory
beyond that which they themselves traverse, and that they
be permitted to deal and contract with any and all tie producers independently of that regulation. The necessity for
central control of the distribution of available ties between
federally-controlled roads according to their relative needs,
as referred to above, is the vital reason for refusing to permit direct contracts between the individual railroads and individual contractors, except on the producing roads.
The so-called fixed prices are maximum ones only and even

I

|

made

for a

specific

number

of ties,

the delivery of

which

extends under the contract for a definite period, in some cases
to June 30 next, in other cases until the end of the calendar
year.

We are not undertaking to dictate to steam roads not
under federal control and trolley lines how they should buy
their ties, nor to control them in their methods, nor to combine with them. We have consulted with them only where
our interests are common and are endeavoring only to increase the output of suitable and satisfactory ties for our
respective needs, taking into consideration the interests of
classes of tie producers.
At the end of our interview, we defined our position with
respect to the specific suggestions made to you, by summing
up as follows:
1: That the administration will not agree to discontinue the
purchase of ties direct from the small producer.
2: The price to be paid for cross ties, whether to the small
producer or to the larger producer, is a matter of negotiation between such producers and purchasing agents of the
roads traversing the producing territory, and that this negotiation is done under the supervision of the regional purall

chasing committees and in conjunction with them.
3: The administration will adhere to the policy of publishing the prices the roads will pay for cross ties, such prices to
have been arrived at by negotiation as above.
4: The director of purchasers will make contracts in the
name of the administration with large tie producers for given
quantities of cross ties for allotment to the different roads,
if satisfactory terms for delivery, prices, quality, etc., can be
arrived

at.

Tie Producers' Rebuttal
In behalf of the National Association of Railroad Tie
Producers, J. W. Fristoe, president of that organization, replied to Mr. Spencer as follows on June 1 1
There are certain fundamental principles connected with
the purchasing of cross ties that involve the question of how
far the concentration of the purchasing power of the government may be developed into one single agency before it becomes an oppressive factor in the conduct of purchases for
the railroads.
The intent and purpose of well known federal statutes, such as the Sherman Anti-Trust law, and the
Clayton law, covering the method of purchasing to be employed by common carriers, has taught us to look upon the
limitations of our markets, and the fixing of cross tie prices
by the railroads, as the exercising of a power temporarily
justified as an emergency war measure, but an authority
which would be immediately abolished together with the
dissipation of similar restrictions originally placed upon
other commodities purchased by the railroads.
We, of course, cannot question your authority to limit
our markets and fix cross tie prices, but we feel justified in

July
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questioning the propriety and fairness of any such restrictions.
Our attitude in this matter appears to be in substantial accord with the recent statement! of the director
general in speaking broadly of the purchasing policy of the
United States Railroad Administration, which we take the
liberty of quoting herewith: "It (the United States Railroad
Administration) is trying to handle this purchasing matter
in a reasonable, businesslike way largely through the methods which were employed under private management and
with an effort to prevent any concentration of the purchasing power by the Government into one single agency in such
a way as to be a disturbing or an oppressive factor in the
conduct of purchases for the railroad
The plan we suggested for your consideration surely complied with all of the principles that might be inferred from
the statement of the director general, with the added advantage to the administration that the supervision of a centralized purchasing agency was conceded in the hope that
this supervision would not become oppressive.
In reference to the definition of your position as summarized in your letter, we wish to make the following statements: We did not suggest, nor do we subscribe to, any
plan making a distinction between the large and small producer. There is a specific provision in item 4 of the plan we
suggested wherein the railroads could purchase in as small
The advisability of purchasquantities as may be desired.
ing from tie producers of various capacities would prove itself
in each instance, and the advantages should be so clearly selfevident as to carry their own weight when measured by
common business prudence.
We wish to correct at this time any inference that the
price to be paid for cross ties is or has been a matter of
negotiation, if by negotiation is meant a mutual agreement
based upon the usual rights of buyer and seller. The objections to the prices published by the administration arises
from the fact that the administration is by far the largest
purchaser of cross ties in the United States, and when it
establishes maximum prices that will be paid for cross ties,
it places our industry in the undesirable and unusual posi-

commodity established by the

tion of having the price of a
largest consumer.

.-tan.:
candidate for re-election. A voter, not recognizing him, approached him and asked him to inscrilx: the
name of Ari-tides on the negative ballot that he was to cast,
and the archon put to him the question, "Why are you against

Ari-tides?
said,

of

Being Conspicuously Good
By

President,

L. F. Loree

The Delaware and Hudson

to weary you with a review of the achieveThe enormous improvements in
the railroads.
the science and art of railway transportation are the prodThese men
uct of the managers of the Ami rican railways.
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so far succeeded that the American rail v.
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"No,

I

Has he done you an injury?'' And the man
do not even know him, but it irritates me to

hear Aristides everywhere spoken of as 'the

just.'

"

The history of twenty-five centuries, the history of a thousand saints and martyrs, all demonstrate that it is at least
as hazardous for a man or an institution to be conspicuously
good as to be conspicuously had.
Whatever may be our feeling about this matter, I am sure
all unite in recognizing as a question of present
The
importance the railroad problems of to-day.
experience of the past 18 months has very definitely cleared
away some of the fantasies. We are not going to have government ownership. We are not going to have a five-years
We are
continuation of the present impossible condition-.
not going to have a Secretary of Transportation, with an
We are not going to have
elaborate departmental staff.
federal incorporation and a consequent excessive centralizaWith these major suggestions go many and various
tion.

we

will

greatest

minor vagaries of the speculative mind, the chief of which
was perhaps the notion that the railroads of the country as
a whole could be reconstructed new at substantially less cost
than the total of their capital securities.

The

fact

is

that

under present conditions $35,000,000,000 would be inadequate to reproduce the properties that are now represented
by about 518,000,000,000 of securities.
In all their variety the railroad problems hang on the one
fundamental condition the credit of the properties. There
must be such a basis of rates as will yield a return adequate
to command the confidence of the investor whose capital is
solicited for new enterprises or for the expansion and improvement of the old ones. To ensure this it will be necessary, in my judgment, to secure the following changes in the
present Act to Regulate Interstate Commerce:

—

1.

Reward

11

The power

of

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission
way

should be extended to cover state rates which in any
affect interstate commerce.
2.

The power

of

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

should be extended to labor disputes, so as to require the
wages and conditions of employment should be just and reasonable. Employes should be forbidden to conspire to interrupt interstate commerce. Strikes should be permitted only on
the condition that the dispute must first have been submitted
to the Interstate Commerce Commission and, subsequent to its
decision (or its failure to decide within six months), there
must be a vote to strike which vote should be by secret ballot on a question defined by the commission, the taking and
counting of the vote being supervised by a Bureau of Interstate Transportation.
3. A Bureau of Interstate Transportation should be created to operate under the direction of a chief, to be designated
from among the meml>ers of the Interstate Commerce Commission, but during the period of such designation not to
perform any duties as commissioner: this bureau to take
over all the executive and administrative functions of the
commission.
4. The Interstate Commerce Commission should l>ecome
wholly an adjudicating body; the term of office after the retirement of the present commission should Ik extended to
nine years. The country might be divided into five interstate
commerce regions, the natural traffic divi-ions of the United
States, and one Commissioner should have his office in each
of those regions, leaving three to sit in Washington.
Commissioners assigned to regions should perform only such
duties as may
ned to them by the three remaining
in Washington, and these three to exercise all the powers of
except those thus assigned.
nmerce Commission should no longer
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1

in-,1

1

lute pio< red in-

oi

its <>u

The

n \olit ion.

Bureau oi Interstate rransportatioa (as well as persons)
U- i complainant before the commission.
(».

I

Interstate

lu-

Commerce Commission Bhould

be

States as a whole or for each interstate

VtOLATION
re-

commerce

region, the

percentage b) which existing rates ought generally to l>e inCreased in order to meet expenses and provide proper reve-

\o

nues

1'iit

more than
unreasonable in them

rates not exceeding the present rates b)

these percentages should be regarded as
Belves

an)

rate

ma) be condemned

produce unjust discrimination.

Until

in

ease

these

it

is

found

maximum

to

per

centages are given effect, the secretar) of the treasury should
pa) to each system surrendered from Federal control the difference between the actual income and the standard return
under the Federal control act if the actual income proves to
be l<
7. The secretary of the treasury should be authorized to
settle and pa) claims on account of acts or omissions of Fed-

during Federal control, and on account of just
compensation for the use of the properties. Many such matters will be left open at the end of Federal control and there
should be an expeditious method of obtaining just settlement without litigation similar to that under which the War
Department is empowered to settle claims growing out of
orders for munitions, etc.
Appeal to the court of claims
should, however, be allowed in cases in which agreement is
found to be impracticable. Provision should also be made
for funding of balances due the United States on account
of additions and betterments to the properties during the
period of Federal control.
The acceptance of serial notes
payable within fifteen years, and bearing interest at a rate
slightly above that which the Government paid on the Victory Loan, would appear to be reasonable.
8. The commodities clause, the anti-pooling clause and
section ten of the Clayton act should be repealed, and the
eral officers

law made inapplicable to carriers subject
commerce law.
The power to suspend rates pending investigation should

Sherman

anti-trust

to the interstate
9.

be abolished.
10.
Carriers should be given power to exchange passengei
transportation for advertising in periodicals.
The practice
of barter should be recognized to be as legitimate as are cash
or credit transactions.

American Concrete Institute
Annual Convention

The

annual convention

American Concrete
N. J., on June
27 and 28, 1918, with headquarters at the Hotel Traymore.
The Friday morning session was devoted to the
presentation of committee reports on plain and reinforced
concrete sewers and the treatment of concrete surfaces.
On
Friday afternoon the members of the Institute attended the
session of the American Society for Testing Materials on
Ceramics, Lime and Road Materials. On Friday evening a
joint meeting of the two societies was held, the session being
taken up with committee reports and papers dealing with
concrete and gypsum.
Three sessions were held on Saturday, the principal feature
Institute

Orders

was held

of the

in Atlantic City,

men being the paper on Concrete Railroad Track, presented by A. C. Irwin. The report of the
Committee on Reinforced Concrete Highway Bridges and
Culverts, A. B. Cohen, chairman, while devoted principally
to the small highway culverts, developed some very interesting information as to types and design of highway bridges
spanning over railway tracks.
of interest to railway

of the

to
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administering the ]<, hour service law and
gests distributing copies of a letter igned by Clydi B Utchi
liairman of the Interstate Commerce
ion,
ommi ion tinder
date of June 13, relative to the intention of the Commi
to prosecute individual officers and employee- n
i

i

for violations of this law.

Western Union Bills Against Railroads.
Order 216 can
celing Order 2()5 of the Southwestern regional director quotes
-

a letter from E. Marvin Underwood, general Bolicitor, COU
taining an Opinion from Commissioner Roper relative to
the application of the tax on telegraph mi
transmitted under contract between telegraph companies and

under Federal control.
The general conclusion
reached by Commissioner Roper is that telegraph mes
directly connected with the operation of railroads under
Federal control are not subject to tax.
The Northwestern
regional director has issued a similar order
Supplement 3
to Circular 59.
Locomotive Maintenance Material. Northwestern Regional Purchasing Committee Circular 68 states that many
locomotives heretofore used on roads other than those to
which they belong are now being returned to the owning
road and that these locomotives were provided a supply of
material for their maintenance peculiar to the individual
engine by the using road. It is directed that this material
be utilized in lieu of the purchase or manufacture of new
material wherever possible.
Deferred Work in 1919 Carryover Budget.
Supplement
8 to Circular 25 of the Northwestern regional director outlines instructions for the handling of work reported as discontinued or deferred in the 1919 carryover budget.
Repair of Box and Refrigerator Cars.
Supplement 15 to
Circular 70 of the Northwestern regional director contains
instructions for the repairing of box and refrigerator cars.
Car repairing forces are to be at once put on a 48-hour basis
at all points where reduction has been made below that figRepairers who have been furloughed are to be returned
ure.
to service and, where necessary, forces will be increased.
After the completion of the cars now in the shops, the rebuilding of box cars of 60,000 lb. capacity or less will be
discontinued until the bad order cars on hand have been
repaired.
The Southwestern regional director has issued
similar instructions in Order 215.
Passenger Cars. The Northwestern regional director,
119-1-66, outlines a plan for increasing the availfile
The arrangements suggested
able passenger equipment.
include the withdrawal from shops or from storage of all
coaches; and that no coaches be shopped during this period
Coaches assigned
that are in a safe condition for service.
to troop movement should not be used for other purposes except by permission and the return movement of these coaches
carriers

—

—

—

—

—

must be expedited.
Floor Racks for Refrigerator Cars.

—The

Northwestern

regional director, file 16-1-65, states that Division of Operation, Circular CS43, has been withdrawn insofar as it applies
to floor racks for refrigerator cars, and that authority should
be received from the Division of Capital Expenditures before
ordering material or beginning the application of floor racks
in refrigerator cars not now equipped with them.

The Firemen, at their national convention, are considering
a resolution to establish on a large scale co-operative stores
The stores
for the benefit of all the railroad brotherhoods.
will be financed

by

sales of stock to union

members.

The Wanton Destruction of Railways by the Germans
Much More Than Required by Military Necessity; Varied
Speed at Which Enemy Retired

with

Translated by P. O. Buttrick

EVERYONE KNOWS

THAI l\ \ BATTLE,
railroad line.
on an embankment or in a cut, is always used
by the infantry as a line of intrenchment or a shelter,
be

of way, but all the accessories of the- yards and stations have
al-o been systematically destroyed, such a- signals, water
tower-. Loading crane- and -witch towers.
(Practically every

;t

it

that the rails arc always

employed to cover the abris (dimand observation posts and tli.it the yards and stations
are always targets for the artillery and for bomb-dropping
most of the territory occupied by the German-, the
much more comprehensive than this, and
by their direct wish and action ha- been of a durable charIn

destruction has been
acter.

military

Rules for

traffic.

this arc

promulgated in our miliThese covered such cases as

tary engineering; regulations.

the exploding of petards (light explosive cartridges) at certain distances along the rails and the cutting of bridge- by
the destruction of an arch in their middle.

In fact,

we have

such destruction where we had the occasion, for
example, at Dannemarie on August 24, 1914.
practiced

The

destruction practiced by the Germans was not, howwas carried out according to a deliberate plan, to ruin methodically the industrial regions of
ever, of this nature, but

France occupied by them.
This ha- been proved beyond
doubt by the documents of the German General Staff in possession of the French Ministre of Finances and presented to
the Interallied

War

Council.

The French Ministre

of Public

Work- has

stated in a re-

port to the Senate, that there was destroyed a total of 5,600
kilometres (approximately 3,500 mile-) of single track; 2,900

kilometres (approximately 1.800 mile-) of narrow gage and
local (as apart from main line-) track; 1.500 bridges more
than 4 meters long (approximately 12 bet) and 12 tunnel-.

On the lines of the North Railroad (Chemin de Fer du
Xord) which runs through the sections where the fluctuations
of the battle line were the greatest and the lighting the most
severe (the Somme, Picardy and Flanders) 1,966 kilometres

1.250 miles) of line have been destroyed,
length of 2,950 kilometres (approximately
1,850 miles) of single track; 250 stations have been razed
(not counting these destroyed by aeroplanes or artillery fire

(approximately

representing

a

regions not occupied by the German-); all the bridges,
etc.. have been destroyed, from the great
bridges down to culvert- of only 60 centimeters (lc<s than 3

in

culverts, tunnels,

feet) -pan.
In all. 860 bridge- or culverts <>f a span greater
than 4 meters and 320 of less than I meters have been dynamited.
In addition to which 6 greal viaducts and 5 tunnelhave been destroyed.
An example will give an idea of the ferocity of the G
mans in this destruction; on the line from d'Anor to Aulnoye
(33 kilometre- or approximate h 26 mile-) part of the line
from Lille to Valenciennes, 24 works have been destroy
The
slightly damaged, and only a single one left intact.

destruction has not been confined to the line, and the right
•From time

to

time ihe general -

lletins

1
for free circulation in it- .auk-.
or are of an instructive nature concert
affairs.
This artie'e is a translation
issue.
March -'. I'M'", which was
now a licufuiant in a French artill
1

th

nnhtarj matters
rench public
'

Btin

o
'
'

•'

(9J

m
A

ho

is

h railroad yard, even to the smallest, i- equipped with
or automatic loading crane-.
The -witch
Translator)

—

tower- were particularly marked for de.-truc lion.
On these
-aine Xord line.-, there have been counted as destroyed: 1,000
hydraulic crane-. 150 -witch tower-, 5,400 signals and 15,5oo kilometre- (approximately 0.700 miles) of telegraph
line-.
All the buildings of the yards and stations such as
waiting-room-, -tore -hou-e- for freight and railroad materialant work -hop- were blown up.
(A more serious lo-s than
would be the case in America, due to the fact that in France,

aeroplane-.

is good
military practice for an army in retreat to
It
destroy before the advancing enem) all lines of communications so as to impede his progress.
The object should be to
cause destruction of such a nature a- momentarily to prevent

.

I

hand

out)

I

practically all

these

buildings, even to the smallest, are of

A detail which makes certain that the
was to ruin everything is that the shelter hou-eof the watchmen at the grade crossings were demolished.
These buildings could not possibly under any condition have
any military value.
On the lines of the F.a-tern Railroad (Chemin de Fer de
IT'.-t) where the fighting was less inten-e. and underwent
ductuation. the destruction was less.
The length of
-'one.

-Translator).

intention

single trackage absolutely destroyed did not exceed .S10 kilo-

metre-

(approximately

195

miles)

that

which

underwent

damage amounted to 1.475 kilometres (approximately
920 miles) but this damage manifested itself particularly in
great

neighborhood of the bridges, culverts, etc.
Since the
region traversed by the Fa-tern Railroad is somewhat more
rugged than that traversed by the Northern Railroad, their
destruction amounts to more.
Where great viaducts, such as
those of the Meuse in the Ardennes, are destroyed, no temthe

porary restoration of the line

is possible.
This is particularly
from Verdun to Givet which follows this
river.
There, all the bridges and other work- were destroyed.
From Bazeilles, near Sedan to Givet, that is to say in that
>art of the Meuse valley, where its walls are steepest, over a
line about SO kilometres (50 miles) in length, there were
destroyed not less than 26 stone bridges, among which were
II viaducts of more than SO meters (approximately 100 ft.)
-pan; 12 -teel bridges and 2 tunnels.
It is naturally the
same in Belgium for the valley of the Sambre on the traverse

true of the

line

I

of the rocky hills there.

The

destruction carried out in the

mountain- of the Ardennes (just north of the Argonne)
which contain many great engineering work- and through
which pas- the great international lines from France into
Germany, ha- created between northern France and Lorraine, an intraversible zone.
This barrier will be sooner or
later overcome, but at present, one must go around it- ends.
The resull is that although in time of peace, the lines of
communication between France and the Rhine valley were
numerous and rapid; they are now reduced to the single line
which passes by way of S'ancy.
On the line- of the Eastern Railroad, a total of about 150
bridges or culvert- were destroyed.
Eight tunnel- were similarly destroyed, and for 2 other-, the repairs made by the
German- following their destruction in 1914 give room only
for a single track.
Of the 8 tunnels totally destroyed, four,
those near I.iart. are in a soil difficult to work and their re-

The signals, the waconstruction will require a long time.
ter tanks, the station buildings, the telegraph line-, in a word
all the equipment of the yards and stations, were destroyed.

i
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—
)

I
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have been counted 3,200 signals, loo station buildings
de crossing watchmen's shelters dynamited.

Processes of Destruction

The mere enumeration

such destruction as thai of
watchmen's houses, station buildings, proves thai the Ger
mans had some other object in view than a purely military
une.
We find -till more proof in the methods with whuh
<>t"

have conducted tlii- destruction.
\ot oni\ have portion- of the rails been removed, such as
would have been sufficienl to prevent the pursuil of an enemy
hut often the entire tra»k ha- Keen removed <ir destroyed.
To separate the rails from the ties, the Bodies used a spa ial
tlu\

Railway Lines Destroyed
A map reproduced from

f>7.

No.

1

torpedo
when an} two rails remained joined together, aftei
til.
harrue had passed.
his apparatus was employed prin
cipall) i»n the lines od the Northern railroad.
On tin line
i

I

the Eastern, tin- Germans confined themselves largely to
torpedoing every rail joint.
to destroj the embankments, mine- or torpedo
placed from 50 to !00 metres (approximately 160 to 650 feel
aparl with an explosive charge varying from 50 to loo kilo
grammes (25 to 50 lbs.). Hole- capable of containing
CUbi< meters of material have been found in such places
where, of course, all tin- embankments have \n>w destroyed

oi

.

dow n
Toward

lear

in

to the natural

the

soil.

end of the war. when

the-

Germans

did

not

France and Belgium

newspaper Excelsior. As explained by the legend, the light lines show railroads completely destroyed by the
Germans, and the heavy lines those that remained intact after the signing of the armistice.

the French

apparatus known as a "charrue" (literally translated a plow
It was composed of 2 rails 6 meters long,
bolted close together at one of the ends, the two other ends
being separated to form a V, but united by means of two
This machine was
other completely united curved rails.
hitched to the tender of a locomotive by means of a chain attached to the point of the V. The curved rail was then placed
under the rails of the track, but above the ties by means of
the removal of two rail joints.
The engine then started and
the charrue ripped up the track as it progressed. During this
operation, a crew of men followed the locomotive and placed

—Translator).

Vol.

to prepare special mines, nor to carry away their
munitions, they made the latter up into bundles
which they heaped together loosely along the tracks, in the
culverts and the cellars to the stations and then exploded
them.
The bridges were not simply blown out in their centre
which would have been sufficient to interrupt our pursuit
for the time necessary for the Boches to retire to another
defensive position
but the charges of explosive were placed
beside the abutments in such a manner as to overthrow not
only the masonry, but also the solid earth natural or arti-

have time
artillery

—

—
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— which

masonry and thus to enlarge
the opening necessary to be spanned by the bridge.
The
great size of the charm'- used (1,000 to 2,000 kilogrammes
or 500 to 1,000 lb.) was such thai frequently the length of
On the lines of the Northern Railthe span was doubled.
road, culverts of 60 centimetre- (less than
yard) were
blown up with mines of such strength thai the presenl openfecial

supported

the

1

ings have spans of 13 metre-

The
view

|

tunnels were similarly destroyed,

not

alone

in

the

momentary interruption, but rather in a manner
them permanently. Such is the case of the ones at

to

a

to close

Perthes near Rethel

from France into

(On one

of the great international lines

Germany—Translator. )

and

at

Manse

the

mar

Challeranges. They were destroyed with such a lavishness of explosives that the soil is pulverized, clear to the sur-

At Perthes, there has already been re70,000 cubic metres (87,500
cuhic yards more or less) of material, without having yet
reached any portion of the vault -till standing.
At Manse,
it is estimated that 175,000 to 200,000 cuhic meter- will have
an re-established.
to be removed hefore passage
Another scheme adopted by the Germans was to leave
mines with slow acting fuses which would not cause an explosion until long after the line was again in French posses
sion.
On the lines of the Northern Railroad alone, there
have been counted 250 mines with delayed fuses, most of
which did not explode for several weeks or even several
Certain
months, after the Germans abandoned the lines.
plan- were mined so as to be destroyed twice or even three
times.
For example, the Boches on leaving blew up a bridge
knowing that the first care of the French would be to reface above the arch.

moved

the two extremities

at

remain- to be reconstructed the buildings for sheltering merchandise and protecting it against pillage and for lod
the personnel.
Because of tin-

destruction, certain localities have keen
When traffic ha- not keen
are completely isolated.
It is thus
entirely prevented it ha- keen forced to detour.

and

-till

from France toward Alsace-Lorraine and
for before the war by -even line-,
ha- keen reduced to a -ingle indirect line ky way of Nancy.
he great trunk line from Paris to Mctz was destroyed for
a great distance in the Argonne and at Verdun, and it will
not permit of a heavy traffic for a long time after n
that all the traffic

Rhine

the

Hi feet).

15

valley, cared

I

establishment.
he great viaduct at
I

Dannemarie

in

Abac

between Bel-

c,

and Mulhouse has not yet keen re-established and has
keen replaced by a detour over an unstakle soil which in
wet weather can earn- only light trains.
fort

The

New

England District Director

i

H.
JAMES
England

HrsTis has resigned as

tion, effective

R.

district director,

Todd, who has keen acting as assistant

The New England

district

consists of all

control, including such

extend into

So they placed also a second mine with
delayed action fuse to explode a month later. The positions
of these mines were calculated so as to enlarge each time the
mine crater. This system was notably employed at a bridge
at Rove, but the French were able to prevent the last exAnother stratagem frequently employed by the
plosion.

year.

and

a

retard

action

a state of

fuse in

demoralization such that no one would dare

From
and

go

Percy R. Todd

lines.

Difficulties of

size

to

Work

of Reconstruction

the extent of this destruction, one may deduce tinIt idifficulties of the reconstruction of these lines.

necessary in effect to reconstruct the track "<) I'avancemenf'
in the same manner as were built the great trunk lines in
America or the Transsiberian Railway, thai i- to say as one
proceeds in countries where there does not exist any other
means of transportation, the rail- already laid, serving to
bring forward the materials for the continuation of the line.
This is especially true, sin< e the highways are still in too poor
a -late to permit' the bringing up of the heavy materials, even
if there were automobile truck- powerful enough to transport
the heavy steel girders, necessary for the bridge- and viaducts
at certain

points.

Everyone knows
of laying the track is not all.
that a railroad cannot function withoul coal and water staThere is also to he
tions at different points along the line.
The yards at
considered the replacing of the signal system.
station at Valenciennes alone, had 27 2 signals of various
kinds, all of which were destroyed and whose replacing is a

The work

long and delicate operation.

Supposing

the

equipped, can the

track

re-established

traffic

he easil)

and

the

re-opened?

yards

No.

re-

There

New York

into

Canada,
was

Hustis

tion

when

ated

June

it

10

was
of

cre1

When asked as to the
significance of the resignation
Mr.
Hustis

They counted upon this
the crater of one already exploded.
not only to multiply the number of victims, but also to cause
near the

and
Mr.

appointed to the posi-

manent fashion.

mine with

England

parts of those roads as
state

to place a

New

railroads under federal

a

Germans was

to the district di-

rec tor.

After the explosion, they would plant
passage.
a mine with a delayed action fuse, which would explode in
After the explosion of
the same place a dozen days later.
the second one, they figured that the French would consider
it as finished this time, and recommence the work in a perestablish

New

United States Railroad AdministraJuly 1, and has been succeeded by Percy

district.

said that the probable
return of the railroads
to private operation on
December 31 placed on
him a special obligation in connection with
the Boston & Maine, of

which he has continued to be the receiver. There are many
details to be arranged for in connection with the return of
the railroads to their owners, as well as in preparing for their
organization after their return, and Mr. Hustis will give his
entire time to this work as applied to the Boston & Maine.
Percy R. Todd was formerly president of the Bangor &
Aroo-took. He was born December 4, 1859, at Toronto, Out.,
and attended the Collegiate Institute at Ottawa, Ont.
He
began railroad work a- a clerk and telegraph operator on the

Lawrence & Ottawa, now part of the Canadian Pacific.
LS75 he became the Canadian agent of the Ogdensburg
\ Lake Champlain. In 1882 he was made general traveling
agent of the National Dispatch Line with office at Chicago,
and three years later kecame commercial agent of the New
York, West Shore & Buffalo.
In December, 1885, he was
appointed chief clerk in the general freight department .it
New York, and a year later was made general freight and
Qger agent of the Canadian Atlantic.
In 1889^ he was
made general freight agent of the West Shore and in 1892
was promoted to traffic manager. In 1901 he was elected -.
ond vice-president of the New York. New Haven & Hartford and two years later was elected first vice-president.
He
went to the Bangor & Aroostook as vice-president in 1907 and
in 1013 was elected president.
St.
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American Society For Testing Materials
A

Held Last

Tin caniwinin

second \wi

Societj

for

Miinxc.

\i

Materials

resting

of

Week

in

al

the

I

1

Atlantic City, N.

a memorial session in honor of the memory of
Edgar Marburg, the secretary-treasurer of the societj
from 1902 until his death on June 27, 1918. Tin follov,
ing i- a brief abstract of some of tin- many reports ami papers
presented at the meeting which are of particular interest to

railroad men.
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was held

raymore, Ail.mti. City, N. J., Jim,- 24 to
'7, 1919.
The evening session of the opening daj wat d<
voted to the annual address by the president, Guilliam H.
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Annual Meeting

Brief Report of the Proceedings of the
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be specified.
forge welding were

following

steel

conform
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that a softer grade

specifications

recommended
Chemii

The

to

high tensile strength for
should

of such

steel

was proposed

Steel

Tin- committee on stcvl made a number of recommendations
in
reference to changes in both standard and tentative
standard specification and proposed a new tentative standard
Revisions were
specification for plates for forge welding.
proposed in the existing standard specifications for openhearth steel girder and high tie rails by which the presball
ent drop test requirements would be replaced by a

for

There apparently was some objection on

to he

for

Propi
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following

the
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for

adopted as tentative.

requirements
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to
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shall
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pi

1
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conform

to

the

Properties
following

minimum requirements

as

ties:

Sections 7 to 10, inclusive, of the present
impression test.
drop tests requirements were recomspecifying
specifications
mended to be omitted and replaced by the following sections
renumbering the remaining sections of the specifica7 to

Tensile

tions.

The sub-committee was advised by Mr. Gibbs that "the
question of tensile strength is subordinate to that of the
welding qualities, for if the chemistry required involves low
tensile strength, the specified bursting strength can be obtained by increasing the thickness of the plates."
The
opinion seems to be unanimous that a soft steel is necessary.
the general aim being for a carbon content of from 0.08 to
0.12 per cent for satisfactory welding properties.
Having
fixed the maximum carbon at 0.18 per cent, and bearing in
mind the lower values which are worked to, it was seen that
the tensile strength of thick plates would surely drop below
48,000 lb. per sq. in., but that the lowest carbons in the
thinner plates would probably not run the tensile strength
below 48,000 lb. Therefore, in order to permit designers of
welded tanks of this figure, the tensile strengths have been

r
-.
our representative sections of rail from each melt shall be
(a)
selected by the inspector as test specimens.
carefully removed
(h)
Excess scale on the head of the section shall be
pressure of
The heal of each specimen shall be subjected to a
(a^
8
through a ball
applied
sec,
of
15
period
50 mi lens (100,000 lb.) for a
e r
d
,n
the four specimens
Vb? ThT Iv e'rage depth of impression obtained on
rails, nor more than 3.6 mm. for
shall not he -lore than 3.8 mm. for class A
l

%

C,a

fails to conof the impression tests from any melt
manufacturer may
requirements specified in Section 8 (b) the
test
tmpress.on
making an
his option test each rail from such melt by
conform

,r

form

v

'if

"the' average

to the

on the

wS J

described in Section 8 (a). .Rails so tested which
Section 8
as to depth of impression specified in

lb)

to the tequirements
shall he accepted.

(A67-18T)
tentative specifications for steel tie plates
low carbon steel.track bolts (A76-18T) were con-

The
and

for

change.
tinued as tentative for another year without

Specifications For Plates For Forge

Tank Car Committee of the Master
Association, A. W. Gibbs, requested Committee

The chairman
Car Builders"

Welding

of the

welding plates suitable
to issue a specification for forgeespeciallv for tank cars.
,
and initial
This matter was referred to a sub-committee
to the M. C. B.
'work taken up with particular reference
for this car call for
specifications
The
car.*
tank
Cla^s
lowest tensile strength of
a bursting pressure, based on the
lb. per sq. in., and require
960
than
less
not
of
plates,
the
The material specified is
that all seams shall be welded.
American Society for Testing Masteel complving with the
plate steel, flange quality
terials specifications for boiler
with the strength
the lowest carbon content consistent

lb.

Yield

per

Plates J4 in. or under in thicl
in...} Plates over •'{ in. in thickness....

strength

f
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poii t, lb. pi
sq. in
ition in 8 in. per cent
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prescribed for the purpose of welding.
The requirements of the American

Materials

(serial designation:

boiler

for

specifications

A30-18)

Society for
flange

steel,

per

Manganese,

cent
per cent.

specified at 48,000 lb. for plates yi -in. or
for plates over 24-in. in thickness.

Phosphorus, per cent

•

£™a

-

-

•

•

Basic
•
Sulphur, per cent.....
Xo increase allowed for check analysis.
,

-

•

•

C.

B.

The Committee on Non-Ferrous Metals and Alloys recommended that the present tentative specifications for bronze
bearing metals for turntables and movable railroad bridges
The question of revision of the
be continued as tentative.
tentative specifications for non-ferrous alloys for railway
equipment was considered but since the question is being
taken up by the government it was considered unwise to
attempt any change at present and the committee recommended that these specifications be continued as tentative.

On Malleable

30-I0.06
Not over .05
Not ovpr 04

Notover0.05

-.

V

Castings

During the past year criticisms were made of the tentative
specification covering malleable castings for railroad, motor

tank car
Proceedings. 1918, page 903 for the Class
of liquid
This car is intended for the transportation
si ecincations
of life
loss
of
danger
involve
pVoducts whose properties are such as to
of the tank.
the event of any leakage or rupture
iii

~~S^e M.

Other Committees

vehicle, agricultural
••

under and 45,000

lb.

quality

are:

•

1,500,000

Tensile strength

Testing

Chemical Composition.
Carbon,

ength

0.

1

A-l

V

48,000
45,000

1

:

implements and general machinery pur-

that the castings do not show as high tensile
The other was
strength and elongations as the test bars.
that iron made to these specifications was hard to machine.
sub-committee was appointed to obtain data on the relation of tests from bars and from castings, and to report

poses.

One was

A

their findings.
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The same sub-committee was asked

to look
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into the necessity of separate spe<

ations for malleable iron
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veloped by

Portland-cement concrete using the same prosame aggregates. Notwithstanding the fact

a

where good machining qualities are required.

portion- of the

Cements

of

that tin

Producing
Quick-Hardening Concrete

for

By

P. H. Bates

In the course of the investigations which the Pittsburgh
branch of the Bureau of Standards has been conducting dealing with the various problems relating to Portland cement,
there have been made a number of cements which are characterized by a very high early strength.
This is developed
when the cements are used either as mortars or concretes.
These cements have been made in a manner differing in no
wise from that used in the manufacture of Portland cement.
However, the composition of the materials entering into
their manufacture was decidedly different, limestone and
calcined alumina having been used in some of the raw
mixes, and in others the alumina was replaced in part by
kaolin or bauxite in order to determine the effect of impurities on their general properties.
While such materials have
been the subject of research by others, their property of developing very high early strengths is not generally known.
believed that the data presented in this paper, especially

It is

that dealing with the concrete, are the

first

of their kind ever

presented.

The data

dealing with the aluminates are augmented by
in making concrete from "Sorel cement'' which,
as is generally known, is light calcined magnesite gaged
As it obtains the greater part of
with magnesium chloride.
its strength within 24 hr. and as this strength equals that
obtained by a Portland cement at the end of two or three
weeks, the possibility of using it becomes very attractive.
The fact that magnesium oxide when mixed with a solution of magnesium chloride will harden was possibly first
known by Sorel in 1853. From him it has at least taken
At the present time this cement is
its more common name.

some obtained

used in rather large quantities for making a resilient flooring
which is usually referred to as "composition flooring." When
so used the aggregate is composed of asbestos fiber, sawdust,
This
inert finely ground filler as sand and coloring matter.
flooring is widely used in a monolithic form in office buildings, passenger and subway cars and interior ship decks.
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Recently a mortar very similar in nature to the above,
cepting the omission of the fibrous material, has been rather
successfully used as a stucco.

The Table shows
this

the strength of the concrete made from
also the compressive strength de-

mixed oxide and

is

very (lose to that

the

which the hardening of the two concretes take- place.
In a Portland-cement concrete, the cement hardens by the
action of the added water.
During the process of hardening
it is immersed in an atmosphere containing
in a greater or
degree one of the essential elements of the process, that
is, water, either as a liquid or vapor.
On the other hand, in
the Sorel-cement concrete the hardening takes place as
a
result of the action of the chloride on the oxide.
While the results do show the lack of proper proportioning
of both the magnesia and the chloride, yet these poorly proportioned concretes show in 24 hr. as high strengths as the
more properly proportioned Portland-cement concretes show
in seven days.
Another point should be remembered in regard to these Sorel-cement concretes, that is, they cannot be
frozen.
Temperatures below freezing will retard the hardening to a degree, but the freezing point of the solution is so
low that no care need be taken to prevent damage from low
in

temperatures.

The conclusion with respect to the aluminates of lime,
even when they contain such amounts of impurities as 10 per
cent silica and 3 per cent iron oxide, is that they constitute
a material which is a very valuable cementing medium when
gaged with water. This particular value lies in the high
early strengths which they develop.
The greater the amount
of the alumina present, as an aluminate of lime, the greater
will be the early strength.
Under certain conditions of curing there is a marked increase of strength with age. but this
does not extend over a very long period of time.
It also
appears that if the concrete is subjected to an excess of water
during curing there will be a decrease in strength.
Such
amounts of moisture as are usually present in the air do not
materially affect the strength.
It appears, therefore, that
these cements might be of considerable value for certain
special uses, where the principal requisite would be quick
hardening.

Deep Etchings
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obtained by the use of Portland cement in 7 days. However,
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spet

Portland

F.

of Rails

and Forgings

M. Waring and K. E. Hofammann

This paper presents the results of some deep etchings with
acid on both new and old rails and forgings.
Under
this process defects in the steel, having the appearani
cracks, have been developed to visibility. These defect- could
not be found with light etching and apparently are caused by
actual cracks in the steel extending through solid crystals
hot

as well as following the crystallin boundaries.
A slab taken from a rail which had developed 12 transver-e fissures when broken under the drop test was etched
for

two hours

in a hot solution of 9 parts

hydrochloric acid, 3
acid and 1 part water.
The action of the
acid opened up both transverse and longitudinal fissures
who-e existence could not be detected under the light etching to which this slab had previously been subjected.
This
specimen was from an old rail which had been in the track
parts

sulfuric

about hvv year.-, and the entire heat, consisting of 61
had been removed on account of a number of failures
from transverse fissures.
Similar treatment of a slab from
one of the rail- in the same heat which did not contain any
for

rail-,

transverse fissures -bowed the section entirely free from any
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of the cavities

which were opined up

in

the specimen
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Solution
of the Railroad Problem.*

tioned above
investigation by means of deep etching with hoi
has developed the existence of interior defects in rail
heads, which defects appear to be more frequent in rail- thai
have developed a number of transverse fissures than in
others which had only a few or do such fissures. They have
also been found to exist in new rails which have nol been
m the track, it appears thai these concealed defect- can
and
not be detected i>\ the usual method- of investigation

This

By Walker

acid

even bj the- usual method of etching.
Microscopical and chemical examination of the sections
containing these defect- have not. so far, developed the exist
crack> and
ence of any inclusion- between the faces of the
of the
there is no apparent difference in the microstructure
for the action
steel m these location- which would account
After one of these cracks has been lightly de
a. id.
tests, or

of the

under the
veloped and the surface polished and examined
the
microscope the defect has been found to extend through
crystals, as well as following the boundary* lines.

Discussion
This paper brought on a lively discussion the consensus
of opinion being that the cause of the cracks must be sought
main the mill during some stage of the fabrication of the
H. J. Force, chemist for the Delaware, Lackawanna
terial.

Western drew attention to the variation in rails of the
same heat, some of which develop cracks or transverse fissures
&:

He suggested that the first rails of a
while others do not.
heat were likely to be defective, if any of the heat were, due
ladle for
to the fact that the steel had had less time in the
reaction

and purification.

Proportioning Pit
By
The
to

be

Run
R.

Gravel for Concrete

W. Crum

material considered in this paper is pit-run gravel,
used without change as it comes from the pit, the

some relation between grading and
the amount of cement such that, for mixtures of the same
problem being

to establish

plastic consistency, concretes of equivalent strength could be
The principal conclusion is that the grading of
designed.

be measured by the ratio of fine aggregate
to total aggregate (that is, percentage of fine aggregate in
total) and by the weight per cubic foot of the material,
For purposes of commercial convenience
measured loose.
the dividing line between fine and coarse aggregates is taken
pit-run gravel

may

The analysis results in the
on the common Xo. 4 sieve.
development of several diagrams for use in proportioning
pit-run gravel for various classes of concrete on the basis of
the weights of the aggregates in terms of percentages of sand
in the aggregates.

Other Business
other things considered at the meeting were the
on magnetic analysis in which Dr. P. H.
discussion
topical
Dudley presented a paper on Magnetic Surveys on New and
Failed Rails; a paper presenting Theoretical Studies of the
Surface Method of Proportioning as Applied to Concrete by

Among

Direc tor

Thereprivate
is

\

c.Ki
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(

D. Hints

ieneral of Railroads

in

oi

\i

management

as

discussion amout the merits
compared with interferenci

by the government in the management, and then
to forget what sort ol private management was
in this country before government control began, and to

disposition
left

imagine that there was a form of private management
The fact, however, is quite
from government interference.
otherwise, and we have made great strides in this country
toward a condition where the government was directing in
a most effective way some of the most vital thing- with which
railroad management had to deal.
Wo have got to a condition when private' management
was management only in a partial sense, and where already
there was government management through the control which
the government had for some years exercised over the railroads in determining the prices charged for the commodity
which they had to sell, namely, railroad transportation. In
some states, the rates were fixed absolutely by the state
In other states they could only be fixed by the
authorities.
railroad companies with the consent of the state authorities.
In practically all states the railroad companies' rates were
As to the intersubject to change by the state authorities.
state rates, which constitute the great bulk of the business of
the railroads, all the rates were subject to the control of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, and by a statute passed
in 1917, no increase in rate could be made until January,
So that
1920, without the prior consent of the commission.
we had a situation in this' country where prior management
had little if anything to do with the rates to be charged. That
already, was a matter of public management in a broad
sense.

As

had begun
what should be done

to service, the states

a

good many years ago

way of service.
prescribed the passenger trains which should be run,
the sort of station accommodations which would be afforded.
They had begun to make provisions about the operation of

to determine

in the

They

freight trains.

Part of these things were for the purpose of affording the
public a satisfactory service, and part of them were for the
purpose of protecting labor through giving it suitable workBut in these matters affecting service, the
ing conditions.
state governments for years had taken an active part in the
So that even there the theory of prirailroad management.

management was a theory only.
As to interstate matters the government had not gone so
far as to determine service, although it had virtually determined what should be done in safety operation, which had
been taken out of the hands virtually of the railroad companies.
But we were just seeing the beginning of the government determinations of what should be done in the way

vate

We

R. B. Young, which supplements the papers on the same
subject presented by L. N. Edwards at the annual meetings
of 1917 and 1918.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, J. A. Capp; vice-president, C. D. Young; for
members of the executive committee, Ernest Ashton, H. F.
Moore. C. F. W. Rys, and Admiral D. W. Taylor.

were headed in the direction of a progressby the government in the settling of problems of service, so that we had not only in reference to the rates practically entirely taken it out of the hands
of the railroad management, but we had seen the service in
a general way taken out of the hands of the railroad management likewise.
As to wages the situation was exceedingly difficult. There
were no satisfactory tribunals to deal with the matter. There
had been, to be sure, an increasing appreciation of the fact

to

that labor not only asserts but is entitled to a voice in determining these matters which are of fundamental importance

The laws

to return

the telegraph

and telephone

lines

and to abolish the daylight saving
owners (July 31
law next October, have both been sent to the President.
their

of service.

ively increasing participation

)

*I"'rom an address before
Swampscott, Mass., on Tune

the
21,

New Eneland
1919.

Bankers

Association,

at

July

4,
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labor.
We had no machinery with which to deal with
and yet the state governments w< r< dealing with the matter of working conditions in all -on- ol ways; the court- had
been called on to deal with the matter of wage- through tillto

there

it.

<IU(

age of the

Adamson

act on account of the failure of the

machinery to settle that matter, and there again we were
headed in the direction where the government must assert itself in the determining of these problems; and therefore must
take over to a large extent these problems, out of the hands
of private management.

When we remember
member

those matters

management doe-

At the beginning
seriously qualified and the
it

says.

serious.

it

will

help us to re-

mean

what
was already
qualifications wire becoming more
They were simply an expression of the growing ap-

that private

not

of federal control

exactly

it

preciation that the interests involved were not merely the interest of the owners of the railroad-, but the intere-t> of the
public in service and the intere-t- of labor in the pay which
it

received

and the conditions under which work was

per-

formed.

When we remember

these

matters

it

will

help

us

to

can never be a full private management.
That we must find some form of management of the railroads
which would go to reflect what the public will insist on in
the matter of public control, as to what it pays for the service,
as to what sen-ice it gets, and will reflect what labor may
realize

that

it

rightfully insist on, that

it

is

entitled to a

voice in

deter-

mining the wages it shall get and the conditions under which
it -hall work.
So that is our problem, and when we look at
way we can see that it is largely a difference in
it in that
form rather than in substance, between one form of government regulation and another form of government regulation,
because in one way or another the government must regulate
this matter to protect the interest of all the parties concerned;
not merely the owners, but the general public and also of

labor.
I have had occasion to give years of study to these problems from the standpoint of private management and I have
had occasion to give nearly two years of -tudy to it from the
standpoint of the public, and I want to give some of my impressions about public regulation under private management:
as to what would be the proper way to solve these problems

We

the old form of private management
and the old form of public regulation did not seem to work
well together.
For years there had been increasing embarrassment on the part of the railroad companies generally in
for the future.

know

meet public service and needed
for improvements that seemed to be a progressive matter and
was getting more and more embarrassing to the railroadthat were less able to induce anybody to put more money
into the railroad.-: because the railroad- were not able to
issue new stock and sell it at par, that was because everybody
was afraid of the stock and the railroad- were having trouble
borrowing the money to go into the property and were having to borrow new money for that purp<>^'- That meant that
raising

money necessary

to

was increasing out of proportion to the total assets
and that means that the margin of safety over and above
what went into it was diminishing, so that the situation was
that the railroads were constantly having to borrow more
money in order to build new line-, new terminals and to make
the needed improvements and that the margin of safety was
the debt

diminishing and gradually being impaired, re-ultimz in the
railroads having to pay a higher rate of intere-t and that
situation meant" that the railroad enterprise of the country
was headed toward failure. Then federal control came along
and took charge of the situation.
curr nee of that situHow are we going to prevenl
will
I
ation which existed when fed ral control began?
under the old
try to give you in a few word- tin

form of public reflation of railroad-

In

the

fir<t

place

was

19
a

general ruie by which regulation was to be con-

ted on the general notion of a fair return on a fair value

of the railroad property, but the fair value wa- not
tained and the fair return was not definite
Every man

own opinion on

was

h of these and the result
was that it was almost impossible for any tribunal to agree
a- to how the matter ought to be settled.
And the old fight

entitled to hi-

would -tart over again and
would be made.
That led

eai

all

of the plausible argument-

to

the

greatest uncertainty in
administration of railroad regulation.
We have in this country 1M railroad- with a revenue of
$1,000,000 a year each and several hundred railroad- of
less revenue than $1,000,000 a year each.
All of these railroad.-, big and little, were necessary in some way to the pub-

tin-

and anything that might be done in the -olution
wage problem- seemed to result in giving some
of the railroads more than they needed, and thereby creating
popular dissatisfaction and at the same time giving some
tailroads so much less than they needed that it was almost
impossible for them to perform the public service which they
were supposed to perform, and therefore, it was almost impossible to fix any rate that would reasonably meet the needs
of the strong railroads and the weak railroads and failure to
combine and satisfy that situation started a new agitation
lic service,

of the rate or

on both sides.

My

ought to be a definite statutory basis
it ought to be ascertained
what the
value of these properties is. There ought to be a pre-cribed
rate return to which they are entitled, and that ought to be
assured by some mandatory or statutory provision, and the
rate must be SO fixed as to produce that return, and beyond
that, I think it ought to be provided that if an additional
return shall be yielded from those rate-, that a sum to I*determined for that purpose is to be put back into the property for improving the proj>ertv in order to keep pace with
the increase in demands of business and that the money thus
idea

i-

that there

for the regulation,

and

put into the property out of the earnings shall not be capitalized so as to further add to the value of the property.
That
would provide that the earnings made in excess of what was
necessary to operate this property upon a standard return
would be put back into the property without being capital-

This would lead to the question of the public getting
and they would not have to pay for this
exploitation without any limitation of the public having the
ized.

the improvements,
benefit thereof.

Another thing that I would recommend would l>e a con-olidation of the railroads of this country into a few large
competitive systems, all of which shall present a fair average
railroad condition, so that regulation can be applied to
them, and we will realize approximately uniform result
to all of them.
I believe from 1 2 to 20 great railroad systems could be created in this country, each one of which
would present a fair average of all the railroad condition-,
and those railroad systems could be so arranged that every
important city that now has com[>ctition would continue to
haw competition between the stronger railroads, and I believe if these thing- can be done, that will present a remedy.
of

Another feature that I want to present to you i- this
between regulation of the railroad- and the management of
the railroad- under private owner-hip. that a- a matter of
fai t. the government is in partnership with the owner- of the
railroad.
The government furnishes the franchise-, and the
owner- furnish the money, and those two things have to be
done in partner-hip.
My judgment is this situation ought
to be met by having a government re resen tative on the board
p
of director-, anil in this
witli the intere-t- of the

way

lie will come directly in contact
private management, -o that he will

be familiar with the business and the situation, and will
be able to .ut better in connection with private management,
and I think it would be well for the regulating bod'
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have some of
tlic

it-

members on

regulating bod)

the situation,

of

sities

wall

the board oi

have

and so

mind

in

directors, so that

the

business

the private

come Hi contacl with these
members of the regulating body, and they mil thereb)
have first hand information as to the legitimate need- of the
believe these things will make
public and the corporation.
public regulation of private management successful, and
will at least go far in
believe when these things an dmi.
think
these arc not done, that
correcting the evils, and
public regulation of private management is going to be a

will

other

1

I

it

it"

1

failure.

.hi

rather than by an advance in rates which would
shippers differently
man) of them cannot
advance along to the consumer but must necessaril) ab-

sorb

;

it.

"The

Federal control law, as worded today," Mr. Thonu
"provides thai our railroad- are subject to the statutory law, State and federal, and to the
oinmori law except
where the) ma) conflict with orders of the President.
\cording to the decision of several courts, state and federal,
this law has conferred upon the Presidenl legislative powers.
h has made him superior to our state laws, to our federal
laws, to our courts and to the United State- Congress b) itown act. And Mr. Hines has appeared before you requestsaid,

I

the clause

ing that

Railway Affairs

in

Hi

\ki\..s

m

FOR]

im HOUSE COMMITTEE

on the

D.

C.

Cum-

mins bill to give the Interstate Commerce Commission
power to suspend the director general's rates were conduded on June 27. While Mr. Hines in his first day's testidiscussed the bill on the assumption that Congress
intended to pass it and did not oppose it. in his concluding
testimony on June 26, he said he thought it would be a
wrong policy to give the commission power to suspend for
in months rates proposed by the Railroad Administration
without any responsibility for substituting rates for those

mony had

time reit might consider unreasonable and that the
quired by the commission might so delay a rate advance that

which

the government would not get the benefit.

For example, he

an advance should be announced in July and
the commission should require two months to pass on it, the
rates would not become effective until October 1 or only three
said that

requiring the railroads to be subject to
where such law conflicts with the

the law of the land except

Congress
Washington,

if

orders of the President should be retained.
I
could cite to
you instance after instance where this enormous power has
been exercised. And the President has conferred this colossal
power upon the quiet-spoken, courteous gentleman who addressed you yesterday, a gentleman who has no superior in
keen, far-sighted, shrewd ability of the very highest type
among all the railroad men of the United States with whom
I have ever come in contact.

"No

organized industry in the history of this nation ever
conferred upon it such colossal power as you have
given to the organization of railroads headed by Mr. Hines,
formerly of the board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, in what is known as the United States Railroad
Administration.
Now hasn't the war emergency ceased for
the present at least, so far as the United States is concerned?
And is it not time to put business back on the normal peace
That is what the Ameribasis just as quickly as possible?

had

can people w ant.
r

They

are begging for

it.

;

months before the time set for the return of the roads.
Representative Sims asked a direct question as to whether
the Railroad Administration

is

contemplating a further in-

crease in rates.
"We are giving very careful consideration to that problem,"
replied Mr. Hines, "but have reached no conclusion."

Chairman Esch asked Mr. Hines to suggest the language
of an amendment carrying out his idea that the purpose of
giving
the bill could be accomplished by a simple amendment
the commission the right to suspend rates for a specified time
In connection
less than that provided in the present law.
with the length of this period, Commissioner Hall of the
Interstate Commerce Commission remarked that the com-

mission had. passed on the

and

it

was 'suggested

that

first

1

ur)

trea

affect

a*

management
government directors and the

that
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15 per cent case in 60 days
the commission

Mr. Hines and

confer on a proper period.
B. B. Cain and B. M. Robinson, of the American Short
Line Railroad Association, suggested that the judgment
clause of the bill be modified so that the director general could
pay judgments out of any funds he might have, because some

"There

a

is

around the head of

sort of halo

this

man

It is more exIt isn't simply an ordinary crown.
Hines.
alted than that. Mr. Hines, sitting here in this room, a man
who has spent his lifetime in railroad service and who undoubtedly expects to spend the rest of his life in the employ
of railroads, has been authorized by the United States Congress and by the President to set aside acts of Congress,
'

and decisions

legislatures,

of

commissions and courts.

I

think we are pretty well agreed that it is time for crowns
and halos and scepters to be put into the discard. We want
that clause which says, in effect, that the laws of this countrv shall apply to our railroads except where such laws conflict with the orders of His Majesty, the Right Honorable
Mr. Hines, formerly of the Santa Fe Railroad, stricken from
the statute books.

"Not one word of this should be interpreted as a personal
attack on Mr. Hines or any of his associates, to the slightest
It is simply a criticism of a system, which we beextent.
lieve is fundamentally wrong under peace conditions.
"It

is

paramount importance that you immediately

of

powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and of the courts, to the condition existing prior to
The railroads are conscious of the fact that they
the war.
have only a short tenure of the supreme power you gentlemen have' granted to them. During this interim of six months
you may expect to see sweeping changes in rates and regula-

roads under federal control have no compensation, and that
Section 1 of the control act be amended to permit the Railroad
Administration to enter into contracts wih electric interurban
The latter was opposed by C. E. Elmquist, reprailways.
resenting the state commissions, who declared that there was
no war necessity for taking over electric lines and that the

restore

purpose was to give them the two days free per diem and
the advanced rates.
Clifford Thome, who is credited with sharing with Senator
Cummins the authorship of the bill, defended it vigorously
against criticism. He thought it would be a very wise policy
is now
to restore the state jurisdiction, saying that there
pending before a district committee of the Railroad AdminisBecause
tration a proposal to cancel the Kansas state rates.
of the uncertainties facing business during the reconstruction
period he thought there should be a delay in the return of
the
the roads and that their guaranty should be paid out of

tions

the

full

governing transportation unless the power of review
of such changes before they become effective is lodged in
some disinterested tribunal."
The House committee has tentatively decided tobegin hearSenator
ings on general railroad legislation on July 15.
Cummins has not yet appointed a subcommittee to draft the
railroad

bill.

a vote of 8 to 6 the Senate committee on June 26 decided to postpone action on the Poindexter long and short
haul clause bill for consideration in connection with the
proposed bill on general railroad legislation.

Bv

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
New

Instructions for Maintenance of

Way

Expenditures Issued

Regional Directors

to

>

BILL APPROPRIATING A \ VDDITIONAL $750,000,000
for the revolving fund of the Railroad Administration
\\a> signed by the President on June 30 in mid-ocean,
having been delivered to him on hoard the steamship "George
Washington" by a courier who had soled from N'cw York on

Till

there was a shortage of 105. odd
was a surplus of about 50,000.

Arrangements

Railroad Administration Inquiring for Rail

to

The

1.

the

detail figures

Put Permit System Into Effect

Public announcement will be made before the
system actually is put into effect.
The following plan has been adopted: Grain control committees will be appointed in each of the following primary
markets:
Duluth, including Superior. Minneapolis, including St. Paul. .Milwaukee. Chicago. Peoria, St. Loui>. including East St. Louis. Kansas City, St. Joseph, Omaha,
including Council Bluffs, Detroit. Toledo, Cleveland. Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Wichita, and Fort Worth.
Each com-

The Railroad Administration is considering placing an adThe 200,000 tons recently ordered
ditional order for rail.
Inquiries as
will be placed soon.
of the steel companies.

from that of March

venience.

Eric. S24.480.

it is

1.

The organization of the necessary machinery for the permit system on grain has been perfected and the system will
he put into effect a- -non a- it appears to Ik- necessary to
prevent the clogging of the railroad- which ha- frequently
occurred in the pa-t with resulting loss to farmer- and grain
dealer-.
In no other way. Mr. Hine- -ay-, cm the railroadhe used to their maximum capacity in time- of heavy business.
Without such control consignors will load more grain than
can be taken by consignees and thus loaded cars will accumulate to such a point as seriou>ly to obstruct transportation, create car shortages and produce widespread incon-

Finance Corporation, and to pay the $441,000,000 balance due the railroad companies for 1918. fund- cannot be
paid from the Treasury- until the Treasury Department has
received a certified copy of the law, hut the Railroad Administration arranged to assist the railroad companies in meeting
their July 1
requirements by paying out a considerable
amount of cash on account of compensation from it- working
capital in view of the fact that its fund- were soon to he availThe estimated requirement- of the railroad companies
able.
The War Finance Corporafor July 1 were SI 90,000,000.
tion has announced the following additional loan- to railroads: Central Railroad of New Jersey, $768,800; Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, $2,216,000; Delaware & Hudson, $1,000.000: Northwestern Pacific. $540,000; Wheeling and

month and

to

(

1916, there
present net -urplu- rep-

high point tin- year, when it was 47.-i.ooo.
by regions are given in the table.

War

will be delivered this

The

resents a reduction of 36 per cent

another boat which met the President's ship. This means that
the Railroad Administration will soon have fund.- to retire itcertificates of indebtedness issued to railroad and equipment
companies, on which they have borrowed from hanks or the

Lake

and on June

mittee will consist of three

expected the new order
prices have been made

members, two representing

the

Railroad Administration and one the transportation division
of the United State- Grain Corporation.
In lieu of the individual permit system that obtained last
year, and which will only be continued this year on a portion of the traffic, a -o-called "blanket permit system" will

Car Surplus Reduced
net surplus of freight cars in the United State- and
S.S5.447 to .^01 ,368,

and

be put

into operation

Canada was reduced during May from

until

may develop

according to the monthly report compiled by the Car Service

de-ired purpo-e.

Excluding the' Canadian roads the net surplus was
The latest
284,828. as compared with 365,560 on May 1.
report represent the average for the month rather than the

The "blanket permit system" will obtain in connection
with the transportation <>f grain from country stations to the
primary market- herein specified, while the- "individual per-

The

Section.

this

year,

tnd

303

i

125

;

1,103

713

1.916

20.942

.'I

42,371
17

->"

10

5,151
34^1

6,790

133,687
1

-'.'

'

200

850

775

;

1,468

5.969

total

200

2.356

box.

n

th«

145,737 were box cars, most
west in preparation for the grain
99,974 surplus coal and gond
scattering and consist mostly of

total

nl

•

-urplu- of

71

tr

system" will be continued onl) in connection with the
of grain between the primary markets referred to;
in other word-, grain that originates at one of these primary
market- and 1- consigned for delivery at another of tin
primary market-. It will also be continued on grain orig
ing at these primary market- and at country station-.
mil

-urplu-.

m «*

Q 8 neld

•

net

15
>

ro.»<l>

a

154

47

235

situation as of the nr-t of

was

the out-et.

ind

24,<

•Principally automobile

there

at

Flat

413

2,163

"5.1

Tola!

Canadian

least

I,

Coal and

Bo*

Regi.m
Eastern
eny
Pocahontas
Southern
Northwestern
Central Western
Southwestern

at

that this plan doe- not accomplish the

UJD SHORTAGES REPORTED ON JUNE

^

SUMMAItt

it

movement

["here were also
fhe shortages are
>°

<

;
'

J*"*

}

" 11

l

J

1

'

''

•

]
.

?<

,17

"

21
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the grain

shipped

is

consigned

to

Mantii

or

Gull

Bea ports.

The "individual

permil system" contemplates thai before
shipper of grain maj load b car, he shall firsl have secured
an individual transportation permil from the grain control
committee al the markel involved, which permil becomes the
authority of the railroad agenl al point of origin to allow the
,i

loading and forwarding of the shipment.
The "blanket permil system" contemplates thai permits
shall be issued bj the grain control committees directl) to
Each grain
the individual railroads and not to shippers.
control committee will ascertain the Dumber of carloads of
grain its market ran daily absorb, based on storage capacity,
prospective out shipments, track capacity, etc., and will then
allocate this number among the different lines serving the
markel on a fair and equitable basis, due consideration also
being given

in the distribution, to

connecting lines whose own

Under this plan.
rails do not reach the market directly.
each railroad will only he permitted to load daily the number
of carloads prescribed by the committee, and each railroad
will he expected to distribute its loading as between its shippers in as fair

manner

a

the circumstanci
country stations
"blanket system"

would

tem, the producer will apply to the local agent on his railroad in the same manner as he would do were the permit

system not in effect.
The circumstances surrounding transportation between
primary markets and also to seaports, are so different from

Estimate

or-

Capital Expenditvres

ro

nol

illc.t

attending

primary

to

"gathering
market- tli.it

the

tin-

from

service"

the

extend

to

include this transportation, it
Tin- tOUiagl
proper result-.

to

1

i-

-i..

ed

USUall)

i-

offered in large lots by comparatively few shippers, and in
the ase of seaboard traffii
i- subjei
to Individual Bteamship
c

t

,

contracts,

which contracts are confirmed by propei

railroad

authorities before the permits are issued.

At a conference in New York on June 10, at which all
grain interests wire represented, the producer, the country
elevator operator, the miller, the dealer, the terminal elevator
operator and the exporter—it was unanimously agreed thai
sonic control of transportation of gram would be neo
this coming season if the maximum effil iency of transportation facilities were to be attained and the interests of tin
shipping public conserved, and the plan as above outlined,
seemed to meet with the approval of at least the majority of

the representation present.

Proposed Capital Expenditures

as possible.

This plan, according to the announcement by the Railroad
Administration, will obviate the necessity for individual
permits to shippers for the transportation of grain from
country stations to these interior primary or terminal markets, and should tend to eliminate to a very large degree any
grounds for complaints from shippers of delays that were
received to some extent last season, when the individual
Under the blanket permit syspermit plan was in effect.
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The

for

1919

following estimate of the capital expenditures

pro-

posed to be made on (lass I railroads for 1919, amounting
to $825,715,471, of which $245,585,64.1 is for standard
equipment ordered by the Railroad Administration and
$580,129,828 for additions and betterments, was filed with
the House appropriation committee by Swagar Sherley, diThe estimate of the rerector of the Division of Finance.
quirements of the Railroad Administration submitted by Mr.
Hines provided for $253,000,000 of the amount, or only
$8,000,000 more than the cost of the equipment, to be carried by the Railroad Administration and it was expected that
whatever of the balance was actually carried out would be
financed by the corporations.

Be Made During

1919, Class

I

Railroads
Estimate of capital expenditures for
calendar year 1919

Interest,
rentals,
taxes,

Contract

corporate

Total
corporate

corporate
expenses,
and sinking
and reserve

income

income

funds

$322,854
1.703,180
520,883

$73,150
163,928
6,900

$396,004
1,867,108
533,783

42 885,311

6,961,000
66,214
43,000

49,846,311
319,209
401,058

1.631.172
3.444,159
',468.124
9 '52.301
779.098
466.921

9,000
4,176,999
3,037,437
20,000
30.250
700,000
198,935
300,000
10,000
720,238
62,000
2,000,000
13,039
103,841

•3.226,983
3 178.315
2,946 001
23 364,029

390.080
2.953.450
620.259
J7.946 771

rental

Roads

(standard
return if
contract
not signed)

Other

Road and equipment excluding
United State?
Dividends
declared
(authorized)
1918

Surplus after
fixed charges

and

tion

dividends 1

equipment

$78,640
413.778
120,701

$299,320

$170,364
668,605
413,082

$147,000
784,725

19,498,280
147,816

231,066
14,362,941
33,068,446
1,595,172
4,704,964
10,178,075
791,563
3,576,410
1,641,172
4,164,397
1,530,124
11,352,301
792,137
570,762

15,662,000
41,803
401,058
575,109
301,972
7,076.131
23,602,285
1,110,165
2,390,423
9,533,380
340,224
2,614.220
1,495,350
2,680,321
905,100
6,776.550
859.008
342,953

72,000

d 575,169
d 70,906
2,477,817
1,043,914
125,607
1,564,541
644,695
81,339
182,190
145,822
334,076
625,024
1,283,335
d 66,871
155,809

882,000
129.343
200,000
2,263,000

14,108,983
3,307,658
3,146,001
25,627,029

9,897,492
3,943,376
4,610,775
11,950,725

2,511.264

1,700,227

11,952,275

577,200
100,000
116,400
2,000.000
4,000

33,967,280
3,053,450
1,736,659
29.946,771
131,540

10,821,350
1,746,920
1,214,967
24,128,000
213,425

8,867,128
878,532
199,652

575,000
65,000
6.000

Lou.

422,213
3.541.040
317.628
".045,738

64,000
9,200
836,000

16,458,891
4,999,790
928,785
423,713
3,605,040
326,828
10,781,738

11,487.200
2,693,475
799.733
351,363
1,767,847
111,505
6.700,600

3,566,027
1,715,986

j^.-*?

(inColorado & Southern
clud. Wichita Valley) ....

\S33 579

1,547,850
3.197,121
5,932,314

4,381,429
10,606,721
27.681,791

2,731,950
6.084.000
7,408,959

Alabama & Vicksburg
Alabama Great Southern...
Ann Arbor
Atchison. Topeka & Santa he
•

(including

and

P. H.

W- C. &
S S. F.)

S.

•

Bangor & Aroostook
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Boston & Maine
Buffalo & Susquehanna
Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts..

'52.995

358,058
:22.066
10,185,942
30.031,009
1
575.172
4.C 4,714
9.4-8,075
592,628
3 .'76,410

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.
Central of Georgia
Central New England
Central R. R. of New Jersey
Central Vermont
Charleston & West. Carolina.

.

Chi:ago, Burlington & Quin.
(including Q. O. S: K. C.)
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Indianapolis & Lou.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. P.
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.
Chicago, Reck Island & Pac.
(including C. R. I. & G.)
.

?3
i

1

?

Chic, St. P., Minn. & Oma.
Chic, Terre Ha. & Southeast.
Cin., Indianapolis & Western
Cin., N. Orleans & Tex. Pac.

Cincinnati Northern

Delaware

&

&

tion

equipment

Total

$299,320

$915,000

1,503,188
995,594

14,686,031
129,590

26,596,664
407,375
1.272,739
278,276
289,093
2,903,656
12,909,721
258,903
1,843,259
6,438,470
51,063
1,060,984
1,806,493
2.677,665
688,504
5.187,641
201,991
143,668

875,700

34,255,964
451.462
2,287,289
1,082,276
289,093
3,247,110
33,065,108
^58,903
2,181,139
16,760,470
51,063
1,061,248
2,862.574
2.677,665
688,504
10,592,350
201,991
1,019,368

1,724,029

10,708,953
2,978,216
1,890,586
10.268,222

9,578,261
1,348,937
3,146,156
2,744,945

20,287,214
4,327,153
5,036,742
13,013,167

14,278,802
427,998
322.040
5,818,771
d 81,885

11,347,040
895,185
656,453
33,363.069
21,379

4.615,668
232,437
1,143,700
23,506

15,962,708
1,127,622
1,800,153
33,386,575
21,379

16,457,864
1,118.233
161,781
186.408
5,213,536
251.008
7.762,188

7,048,000
1,998,900

511,370
90,000
499,925

1.405.664
590,329
129,052
72,350
1,325,823
125,323
3,581,213

3,360,424

23,505,864
3,117,133
161,781
186,408
5.213,536
251.008
11,122,612

680.000
3.825.370
844,080

969.479
697,451
5,828,752

1.423.51?
1,823.667
2,133,349

1,182.600
4,342,000
4,907,400

2,606.112
6,165.667
7.040.949

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

4,808,993
8,422,247
359,400
750,000

370,000
780,000
1,150,000

3,292,416

7,659,300
44,087
1,014,550
804,000

343,454
20.155,387
337,880
10,322,000

264
1,056,081

5,404,709

(includ-

& O. of Ind.)
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Fastern Illinois.
Chicago & North Western...
ing C.

Cleve., Cin.. Chic.

1.503,188
80,594

United States
Railroad
Administra-

F.

..
Atlanta & West Point
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atl c
Atlantic & St. Lawrence...
Atlantic City
Atlantic Coast Line
B. & O. Sys. (includ. St. Is.).

Chesapeake & Ohio

Railroad
Adminislra-

St.

7. -'09. 600

Hudson

Delaware, Lackaw'a & West.

'7,540

5,883.891
4 Q34.-90

'

5,

"49.477

1.500

d635,718
d 1,464,774

..

July

i

,

1919

4,

RAILWAY AGE
\i-ii\l

i

Expenditure!

Maoi During

Bi

ro

1919,

Int.

rental-.

Ro

tract

Roa<

tor;

retui n

total

i

contrai
not signed

coi porate

I

Denvei

\

Kio Grande

oi

.

>

9.

-'35

&

Toledo Shore Line
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.
Dulutli & Iron Range
Duluth, Misaabe & Northern
Duluth, South Shore & Atlan.
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
Kl Paso & Southwestern....
Erie (includ. Chicago & Erie)
Florida East Coast
Fort Worth & Denver City..

porate

in<

8,319,377

Denver & Salt Lake
Detroit & Mackinac
Detroit

..

me

and linking
and
funds

319. 377

543

4 7

3.05

5

225,895
5,1

5,257,051

624,637
2,897,177

nda

dii id<

2,84
1,891
*8 58,i

<77

I

1

.,24c

185 422

2.

11,250

51 1,457

Admin

36,177
2,000,000

1,248,
4,849,

15,104.900
2.036.066

821.776
639,1.52

equipment
2,431.

108,437
1,173,
4 5o

160.04
,339
>

2,606,439

.751

731.001

7,023. 160

12.008,4.5/1

449,495

.934

139,963
'..8,401';

521,357
956.885

1

101

060

I

461. oimi

740,5X0

929.385

Rail,
1

61.

d

1

•

19,954,768
2,857,842
2,025,986

Railroad
Administi

Hon
1918

455.577

t

15.72!

1

<

1,0X4,550

2,862.177

Ga. R. R., lessee organization
Georgia Southern & Florida.

I.

alt.

.009

2,35

4,1

i

•

9,124,000
430,869
130.534
173,393

364,497
it..

Dividends
l<
u .1

'int<

i

31 1.664

-15.

Grand Rapids & Indiana...
Grank Trunk Western
in
eluding ('. D & C, G. G.
T. J. & I). G. H. & Ml.

!

stai

I

and equip-

id

luding

rental

1.132,849
121.052

121,052

153.985

i

31,01

Great Northern
Gulf & Ship Island
Gulf Coast Lines
Gulf. Mobile & Northern...
Hocking Valley
111. Cent, (includ. Y. & M. V.)
International Great Northern

1.399,651

28.771,361
=597,456
1,101,216
586,810
2,637,167
20,144,691
1,394,946

Mex. & O. (inM. & O. of Tex.)
Kan. City Southern (includ.
Texarkana & Fort Scott')
Lake Erie & Western
Lehigh & Hudson River....
Lehigh & New England
Lehigh Valley
Kan.

City,
clud. K. C.

&•

Salt

3,216,698
1,548,542
519.371
1.135,761
11,321

3,221,949
3,420,417
407,987
17.310 495
343.916
2,955.697
8,105.727

Lake...

& Arkansas
Louisville & Nashvile
Louis., Henderson & St.
Louisiana

I...

Maine Central
Michigan Central
Midland Valley
Mineral Range
Minneapolis & St. Louis.
Min neap.. St. P. & S. Ste. M.
Minnesota & International..
Missouri North Arkansas...
Missouri, Kansas & Texas...
.

2,639 857
10.547.429

611,548
63.713
2,51

12,800
340.01.0
1,100,<

1,000

000

N)0

•

4.50(1

5,853,831

Monongahela
Nashv., Chattanooga & St. L.
New Orleans & Northeastern.
N. V. C. (includ. Ros. & Al.)
N. V.. Chicago & St. Louis.
N. V., New Haven & Hart.

621,773
14,206,814
2,597,478
583.086

21.000

3,18
1.204 99
58 1-' .085

15 1.300
3s 000

2.

l"

New
New

York, Ontario &• West.
Orleans Great Northern
N. V., Susquehanna SrWest.
Norfolk & Western
Norfolk Southern
Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific
Pennsvl. Railroad Lines west
Pitts.. Cin., Chic. & St. L.
Penmyl. Railroad Lines east.
I'ri'
Marquette Railroad...

MS

857
095.884

2.103 589
5"5 '5
-si)

J5

i

20.740,879
1

u

i,

•

50,000

14,509.180

'35

i

310,-14
1

5

1,000

so.i

on

1.17:

416,000

mi

14

09 '.785

334

'4.973

'

3.748,196
R68 331

15

19

04

i

595 000
710<

010

439.980
3,405.071
'38.646

d

2.414.534
586.952
1,030.135
917.879
1.214. "91
38,757
1.242.301
11.530.594
77 231.017
3.853.196
13.331

9,690. !19

'7

1.137

1

1

8R3
'"'Nil
'3

1,0

13 16

i

I

179
53"

?~3.95
6 4""
343

100

115.216
86,909

749,456

"
1

14.118. 100

1.193.674

'"7

30.814 510

i

!

I

1

85.245
33.160

3,08(

240.672
167.486
:

9.357.103
(7. 36i,

97."7'.

359.028
11.041.264
451.263
762.884
294.614
131,252
161.248

<81.281

5

'.13.776
d 55.443

qc

"

'17

1"!

1(1

.01

'1

1

058.385
147.372
467
"

3.686

6,372.255
3.598.560

:

7(,

.150

603.065
6.679.518
504.589
355.900
2.145.448
1,986.417
38.280.410
1.736.133
16.563.063

20.000
•

<l

325,443
18.145.350
531.770

54.762.1 7(1
4.955.221
10,513.174

5,403
1.525. (KXi
5.111.69.'

875,000

2.441.876
1 ,620.060
39.787
11,216.913
1X2.568
5.771.134
12.733,645

3.106.392
1.588.287

74.023
6.614.426
7.

075. 500

13.755.018

360.000

864.589

1.9X6,417
51.15

1,459,937
2.612.581

3,1!"

19.1

250.327
47,619
2.4403/.O
610,000

-".350
1.141.770

741.045
1,358.570

.832

13,321.000

1.170
5.221
7

455,250
789.91 S
590.657

||

12.4

1.560.500

4.0'.

374 073

"1.174
713.3-1

.131

=

49;

1.745.730

17,619

740.375
66.698

45 J 731

1.9

132.656
175

74 023
6,614.4.-6

449.145
03,262
22.544.836

2

15. ,7<'o

2.314.915

44.550

•

4.254.413

11.5

981 045
d 8
d 24
•

146.427

•

:

13.646

1

1

.1

536.197

57.OO0

1.103

•

-

156

:

117

1,414. 40O
.156

.1

R.416

;

.417

9.017

•

ii.

107.140

713

713

1.398 103

,500
|

•

d 67

-i

18.23

6 551
V)

>.045

d 81
.

11.193

1.841

:

1

146.427

2.7 4

2.41"

15.251
•
127 754
6.341

603
133

11,211.510
;«2.56S
2.246.134
7,621,953
298,380
30.587
2.231.392
1.588.287
23.065

d IX-

380.6 4"
30,677.380

1,44

1,6

7. 986. '-45

»5

ii

I

'(

5,884,928
881,376

4.1' '

.000

5.

.
-

.

1.'7

134.115
1

741

1

applicable

>t

56!
41

d 17'

99]

r<

1

•

1

Total

column

1.197.331
2.040,167

1

Equio't ordered, not assigned
Credit for scrap

this

1.552
75.815
543,951

33.97.358

'

33"
;

>.«

of

164.854
5

•

-

•

1.078.1 13
I9g 009

Washington Southern
Western Maryland
Western Pacific
Western Rv. of Alabama...
West Tersev & Seashore....
Wheeling & Lake Erie
Wichita Falls & Northwesfn

total

1,489
.1

19.4;

'

•

4

Pacific

Wabash Ry

'The

4.0.53,635

I

d
VI)

38 5S

Pacific

179

•

1,440.107

504,000
6,060,800

532.944
25.593

4,744,111

13.9'

1,783.821
1.613.074

/,

140 "7

1.188,337
373.05

!,

175

'

:

495.035
553.202

73.444

•

95.580
150.730
d 981.159

.146.000

1.106.383
385.543

1,44

197.599

1
,

13.4-

124,900
1,441.281
3,395,611

840,000

455.700

1.33!

",494

15.245

47,760,391
2.217.594
22.012.000
1.538.639

7 ,000
1.270.434
I7.2OO.3O0
1.431.164
14.134.400
8.297.700
37.188.170
2.024,510
6.796.500
3.412.500
1.007,755

1,9

39,302

360.O0O

606.048
'37

459,860

1,24

72.1.31.265

1,200

0')4

".631
2,463,7X0
d 34,454

1.615.613

.'l

i

&•

5X3, 486

22. 774, XX4

5,679

9]

I

11

53

Southern Pacific
Southern Railw'y in Miss'ppi
Southern Rail wav
Snokanc. Portland & Seattle.
Tennessee Central
Texas & Pacific
To'edo. Peoria & Western..
Toledo. St. Louis & Western
& Delaware
Shreveport
Virginian Ry

3,833,497
3.484,130
413,9X7
19,823,295
356.716
3.295,697
9,205,727
504.346
148,432
2,839,857
11,372,429
231,095
179,500
6.473 831
642.773
14.S46.814
17.478

2.230,092
955.050
227,612
491,031
8.273.592
3.200.654
2,951,1X6
388.394
10,729.660
241.500
2,337,900
6,967,022
669,200
136,880
2.464.042
7,931,140
120,850
146,340
5.276.500
2,682.940
11,760.326
1,664.000

1.613.542
529,532
1.145.761

2,668,857

30.130. 069

.

Vicks..

3, -'67, 691

10,161
10,000
-'."32,000

28,640

Kan. &Tex. R.R. of Tex.
Missouri Pacific
Mobile & Ohio

Union

494,662

50,993
65,000

175. (Kin

M,,..

Philadelphia & Reading
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie....
Pittsburg & Shawmut
Pittsburgh & West Virginia.
Port Reading
Richm'd. Fred'ksb'g & Poto.
Rutland Railroad
St. Joseph &• Grand Island..
St. Louis-San Francisco....
St.
Louis Southwestern
San Antonio &• Aransas, Pass
Seaboard Air Line

155,360

7,758.200
2,150

44-1.346
147.43.'

.

.

1.397.090

2,399,2X2
14,218.350
644.834
1.120.851
131,950
1,688.950
16.847.100
1.1 58,450

34.144,995
610,380
1,201,216
591,810
2,728,727

150,000

Long Island
Los Angeles

5,373,634

to *dtliiiona

ard

1

RAILWAY AGE
1

The number

1

affic

in

M.n

been done w

ii

i

March waa
compared with

of passengers carried one mile in

per cent aa
oi
3,446,000,000, an increa
March, 1918, according to the monthlj upon compiled 1>\ the
tin Operating Statistics Section.
For the three months ended
March .^l the increase was 7 per cent. In March there were
decreases in the Ohio Indiana district and the Southern and
'

i

Southwestern regions

I

he figures follow
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1

In order to
to Pa
port
g
meeting the desires of the exporters, and
pending further di
with the
team hip companii
made arrangements to issue
the Railroad Administration ha
instructions to restore through export bill
of lading via

reg ird

ith

possible

far as

in

North Atlanti< ports <>n the basi
that prevailed prior to
January, 1918, namely, thai through bills of lading will be
issued to shippers who will agre< to
m) demurragi
Mi, Mi h

,a

Tin ee month

\l

1

irch

.'•

I

t

A\

miles
ated

Raili

i

8,1 16

District

I, a..!
,

<

I

t'otal,

rota!,
total,

entn
Dis'ricl
Indiana District

'

I

Eastci n K< gion
Alleebrii) Region
i

.

'"ii

S mtlicin ReRion
Northwestern Region
Western Region
nti d
Southwestern Region
I

i

Grand

total,

all

1,336

in.

1918

1919

283,818,779
04,768
816,144

19,771
5,09

713, 168.050
79,3

$7,780
46,345
51,589

sir..? »,39i
394,388,584

51,635

.hi

Pi

1919
l.t

444,8
793,61
687,9!
6S,i:

630,3!

I'/IX

1,39 i,991
'.

..

2,050

3.7

01

iOl

in

1,1

184,404

1.'/

!7.8K7

11.4

').

519,735,183

dO.S

1,504,839,027

.1

0.8

1,131, 174,400
1,836, '29,416

2.0

1,4

8

25.8

182,81

38 1,967.773
o35,

3,378,230,1

K.l

I

10

21.7

•
i

.1.

,,i

761,7<
1,244,71

19,446

3.446.S;

i

in.

I

.1.

19,6 »7

17,

229,556

regions

,.i

i

4.1

6,890

Ihio

I

otal,
Potai.
otal
total,
I

Pei

.

19,435,572

1

7.5
2.7

1,787,483,500
865.254,309

1.0

7.0

9.392,51

ise.

Through Export

Bills of

Lading

An understanding

has been readied between the Railroad
Administration and practically all the steamship companies
operating on the Pacific coast under which those companies
will ass Um e any demurrage or storage charges for which they
may be responsible in connection with through export bills
lading issued by the railroads under federal control
through those ports, that understanding to be effective as
A similar understanding
soon as tariffs can be published.
has been reached with Osaka Shosen Kaisha, which has recently inaugurated service between the port of New Orleans
and the Far East. Negotiations to bring about a similar unof

derstanding with steamship companies operating from Gulf
and South Atlantic ports are being conducted.
In January, 1918, on account of the crucial situation existing "as to ocean tonnage, due to the war, through export
bills of lading via North Atlantic ports were discontinued,
but with the signing of the armistice and the consequent
gradual release of shipping, with increased opportunity for
export trade, the exporters of the United States have been

anxious that through bills of lading through these ports
should be reinstated. The through export bill of lading is
of no direct value to the railroads; on the contrary, it is a
source of expense and increased responsibility, but recognizing the ^reat importance of this document to exporters, the
Railroad Administration has been endeavoring for several
months to arrange with the North Atlantic steamship lines
for reestablishment of the export bill of lading under conditions that will be satisfactory to all interests.

time export bills of lading
Prior to January.
were being issued, the free time allowed at those ports was
10 davs. the tariff providing that unless the cargo was lifted
within that period, any demurrage or storage charges which
might accrue would be guaranteed by the shipper. These
1917, at the

regulations were approved by the Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission.
Efforts have been made by the Railroad Administration
to bring about the same understanding as to North Atlantic
ports as has been reached with regard to Pacific ports, namely,
that the steamship companies assume any storage or demur-

rage charges that might accrue due to their failure to lift
the cargo on the contract date, or within the contract period
To facilitate this understanding, the
or free time period.
Railroad Administration offered to extend temporarily or
until shipping had resumed normal conditions, the free time

Up to the present time it has been imperiod to 1 5 days.
possible to persuade the steamship companies serving North
Atlantic ports to assume this storage or demurrage, as has

storage charges which may accrue in accordance with
published tariffs.
At the present time all export traffic through North Atlantic ports is handled on permits covering inland transportation, for which permit applications are made by the steamship companies in most instances, such applications indicator

ing the contracted sailing date.

cargoes are not lifted by the steamship companies
accordance with their contracts or promises, there will be
an effort to handle permits so that congestion of traffic will
not result and so that the expense incident to storage or demurrage charges which may accrue due to failures on the part
of steamship companies, will be reduced to a minimum.
If the

in

Organized Draftsmen Ask Increased Pay
At a hearing before the Board of Railroad Wages and

Working Conditions

of

the

Railroad

Administration

re-

cently at Washington, D. C, representatives of the International Federation of Draftsmen's Unions affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor and claiming to represent
about 2300 engineers and draftsmen employed on railroads,
presented a minimum scale of pay which they asked the
board to recommend to Director General Hines. The proposed scale

is

as follows:

Minimum
Salary per

Month
$300
250
210

Draftsman
Leading Draftsman or Squad Man
Draftsman, Class A
Draftsman, Class 13
Draftsman, Class C

Chief

1^5
135
125

Tracer, Class A
Tracer, Class B
Assistant Engineer or Engineer Inspector
Assistant Inspector, Class A
A.^sistant Inspector, Class B

Instrument

200
150
210

Man

Rodman, Class A
Rodman. Class B
Tape Man, Class A
Tape Man, Class B
*Salary

to

l

50

100

increase $5 every six months as long as he continues to im-

prove.

/

l
2 hour day
week and four hours on Saturday, making
41 y2 hours per week with no overtime except where absolutely necessary, or at the option of the employee, and time
and one half for overtime ordered or made necessary; all
traveling and other expenses incurred for railroad business
and also expenses attached to moving headquaters; civil
service rules to apply regarding vacation, holiday and sick
The fedleave; no salary now in existence to be reduced.

Thev

also asked for the establishment of a 7

for five days a

eration also presented a proposed classification defining the

July

4,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

qualifications

for the

various

named

in

wage

the

scale.

was also requested that the
tor genera] issue a genif any reduction in operating expenses in
the
engineering department musl be made pro rata furloughs
without pay be granted in plac< of discharging foi
ducing the rates of pay and that worker- discharged or demoted be reinstated whenever they SO de-ire. A request was
also made that machinery he perfected and set in motion for
the formation of permanent regulatory committees on each
railroad composed of the various head- and sub heads of
the engineering department- to prepare budgets of the work
and of the forces in each department necessary for carrying
on the work during the fiscal year.
It was suggested that
It

•

eral, order that

representatives of these committee- confer with similar repre-cntatives of other railroad- or with a national committee
to be formed to adjust the engineering forces to the work to
be 'done on each railroad so that transfers could be made

from road- which had
need of men.

men

a surplus of

to those

which were

in

report -how- that, considered from the point of view
cupation, the greatest reduction of women empl
has taken place in round-houses and shops.
Their work in
these places was in many cases found unsatisfactory, there
being too much heavy physical lahor involved.
he-

1

In the clerical

number employed

occupations best fitted for women, the total
at the present time i- <>s.\2<>.
Then

reduction in this group of 11.2 per cent.
Tyler, <hre<tor of the Division of operation, has
addressed the following to the regional directors:

been

a

W.

I.

'In a recent case suits

and two

were

despatches of

trick

tiled

against a chief despatcher
railroad under fed-

certain

a

eral control for violation of the hour- of -crvie

<•

law.

"The administration has done everything possible
theInterstate Commerce Commission to agree to let
vestigate complaints of the kind in question, handle

to get
it

them

in-

to

conclusion (including disciplinary action), and report the
fact- and the action taken to prevent similar occurrences to
the commission, but without success.
The following i- the
position taken by the commission, a- set forth in letter signed
a

Hon. Clyde B. Aitchison, chairman, under date of fune

New

May Be

Locomotives

13:

Shipped Dead

Tn this connection, however, the commission de-ires it
understood that these suits wen- instituted solely for the purpose of securing proper observance of the hour- of .-ervice
law and incidentally Order Number 8 of the director general, not only by railroad companies, but also b) officer- and
agents in charge of employees thereof. We ire- of the opinion
that the best way to bring about this result i- to allow the
'

The Railroad Administration

has revised the instructions
issued early last year that new locomotives being delivered hy
the builders he sent under steam and hauling tonnage and the
regional directors have been given discretion to decide whether
new locomotives shall he sent dead in train- or under -team
with a load, upon notifying the mechanical department. The

question will depend on whether it will he practically useful
to use the new locomotives for hauling tonnage that is going
in the direction of the locomotives.
he use of such locomoI

tives

when moving under -team

ment

for transportation charge-.

Number
The

total

of

number

Women
of

will be accepted as full

pay-

law

to take

its

course.

"In

regard to request to permit the Railroad Administration to investigate and to take care of any future- violations
of the 16-hour- of service law that might occur the- commisi- of the opinion that it cannot delegate this power but
must carry out to the letter, the requirements of the law.
The commission has no right to waive or evade the administering of this law.
Therefore, if cases arise under it in the
future, it will handle them in accordance with the- facts
circumstances surrounding each

sion

Employees Reduced

women employed under

the United

States Railroad Administration reached the highwater
on October 1. 1918. At that time there were on the

mark
rolls

101,785 female employees. Tin number of women employed
on April 1, 1919, shows a decrease of 14.3 per cent as compared with January 1, 1919.
Statistics compiled by the Women's Service Section, giving
the number of women employed and die character of their
employment since the road- came under federal control have
been made public by the director general.
On January 1 of the present year there were on the* rolls
of the railroads 99,694 women employees, while on April
This was due chiefly to
the number had dropped to 85,393.
the reduction of labor force which occurred in February and
March.
It was also partly due to the return of men from
On
military service who were reinstated by the railroad-.
the Eastern lines the drop was 17.7 per cent, while in the
South it was 6.5 per cent, and in the West 1.4 per cent.
The clerical or semi-clerical occupations, including all the
officeworkers, ticket seller- and telephone switchboard opera-

i

"Please give this information the widest possible circulation among the employees of railroad- under federal .ontrol
in order that they may be forewarned as to the intention of
the commission to prosecute the individual officer- and employees responsible for violations of the hour- of -ervice
law."

May

1

The

Show Addition

Returns

railroad- in

to Deficit

May

earned only about half of the standard return guaranteed by the- government, according to prelim::!, irv return- which have been received by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. For 195 road- the net operating
•

pared

with

'.a eleerea-c of 46.4 per cent a-

'

May, 1918.

For the

test

period

the

com-

average

1

tors con-tituted the largest percentagi

of the total for the year

1918, being 72 per rein

lOW that more than
shops and more than
latter included, among

5,000
1,000

I

women were employed
in

hi

in railroad

H*
round-house work.
ami engine wiper-.
there were 6 women employed a-

others, turntable operators
1,

1018,

helpers

and apprentices,

On

miths

as

boilermakers,

machinists.

'

nisiht.

1

October

of

electricians

Uniform Rules and Working Conditions

other-

and

a
"I as station
There were 3
une date, while
agent-, assistants and agent o
ben were 931 pushing
50 were at work a- -witch b
Watchwomen to the number of
trucks and handling freight.
duty both day and
518 were employed on the ra

worked

I

blacksmiths,

number

whili

May was $77,000,000, which also
-em- approximately one-twelfth of the- standard return.
The- operating revenues were- $407,943,000, an incre..per cent a- compared with May, 1918; operating ex9
50,861,000, an increa-e- of 24.1 per cent, and
taxes were- $15,612,000, an increase of
per cent.
operating income for

net

understood that the work on the proposed uniform
and working condition- for maintenance of way employees is well advanced and that they will -oon he announce
by tlie director u'eiural for application on all road- under fedi-

It

rule-

i

eral

jot.

e

ontrol. superseding all previous

mended

to

agreements on

this

and working condition- were recomthe Hoard of Wages and Working Conditio-

Proposed

rule-
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committees consisting of one representative oi each regional
director and an equal number of representatives oi the em
ployees and the director general's announcement will be based
on the recommendations oi the board.

Vol. 67,

Months

for Last Six

of 1919

Vu

instructions outlining a working basis for mainte
aance oi waj expenditures for the Lasl six months of 1919
have been issued to the regional directors by \Y. T, Tyler,
They supersede to
director of tin Division of Operation.
some extent previous instructions, and particularly the order
to limit maintenance of way expenditures for June to the
average test period ratio of such expenses to operating rev
enues, which was merely a temporary order intended to hold
situation

the

check until more explicit directions could he

issued.

While

the

new instructions are tentative and temporal}-,

in

older to control maintenance of way expenditures month by
month during the remainder of 1919 to the end that the contract obligations of

road

the Railroad Administration to the rail-

companies may he

full)-

complied

with

hut not

ex-

ceeded, they provide a definite basis on which maintenance
officer.- may proceed as well as prescribing the character of

information which

used as the final standard.
In the normal case the program to be followed will be determined tentatively, as it has been in the past, by considering the amount of work necessary to make the average for
1918 and 1919 match up with the average for the test period,
but in order to determine whether this is a fair basis the
Mr.
10 years before federal control are to be considered.
Tyler's letter to the regional directors emphasizes that,
whereas there has been a general tendency to accept the test
period standard as the vardstick by which to determine the
contract obligations, this may not be the proper absolute
standard in many instances, and the entire obligation of the
government is to make such expenditures upon the properties,
equated as to the prices and wages obtaining during the
period of federal control, as will result in returning them to
the

to be

is

the companies at the end of federal control in substantially
as good condition and in substantially as complete equip-

ment as when they were taken

over.

The government has

the option to treat the quantities of labor and material used
during the test period, modified by the volume of business

done, as the

maximum

of

its

working out such equation factors

foi the different roads in
\itn considering the contract obligations in
connection with the expenditures and quantities prior to fed
nil control, each federal manager is directed to furnish a

A.

officers of the

M. Burt and W.

J.

Cunningham,

assistant directors of

Division of Operation, on June 20 and 21.
Instructions are to be issued to the federal managers and
through them to the local supervising officers providing for
an analysis of the expenditures during the test period to determine tentatively whether they fairly represent the contract
obligations and can be taken as a basis for the expenditures
In making such analysis the exduring federal control.
penditures and quantities of the most important materials
during the test period, during the seven years prior to the
test period, and during the six months between the end of the
test period on June 30, 1917, and the beginning of federal

,the

control, are to be taken into consideration.

It is stated that

way expenditures can best be controlled
number of man hours and also the amounts

the maintenance of

by regulating the
of the principal classes of materials, such as rails, ties and
ballast.
The performance of 1918 and 1919 combined
should not exceed the contract obligations as tentatively de-

termined by the use of equation factors representing the differences in wages and prices between the test period and the
period of federal control. The engineering assistants of the
regional directors have already made substantial progress in

to

bis regional

director,

Bhowing

tin-

tenia

allowances for 1918 and 1919 a equated, the expenditures made during the period of federal control up to June
.->()
and the balance remaining for the Lasl half of this year,
live

and

to regulate the labor and materials to insure that tin
penditures for the remaining period will not exceed the avail
In Special Cases where conditions require the
able balance.

performance of

a

greater

of the federal managers,

if

of work recommendations
approved by the regional dire* tor,

amount

are to he submitted to the director of operation.
for 1919 does not, according to this tentaexceed the contract obligations, the regional director may authorize the federal managers to proceed with tinminimum expenditures necesNirv to insure the return of the
property in substantially as good condition and equipment
Distribution of the work by months
as on January 1, 1918.
is to be made by the regional directors, taking into consideration the conditions that may make necessary heavier expendIf the

program

tive basis,

any month than the average.

itures for

As soon

as figures are available, the regional directors are

submit statements to the director of operation for the roads
on which the test period expenditures are considered to have
been normal, showing the expenditures and equation factors,
together with the program recommended for the last six
months of 1919, and whether or not this represents an excos or shortage as compared with the tentative balance arrived at by subtracting the actual expenditures for 18 months
from the equated expenditures for the two-year period. In
to

cases where the test period expenditures are considered subnormal, or abnormal, or where the expenditures during the

months of 1917 were considered subnormal, special
statements are to be submitted reporting the facts with recomThese special
mendations to cover the qualifying factors.
statements will cover cases where it will be necessary to make
expenditures in excess of the obligation in the interest of
safety and also special cases where there have been substanlast six

tial

increases in track mileage or

abnormal maintenance or

traffic conditions.

Supplementary instructions are

to be issued covering the

subject of tie renewals.

While

obligations.

Railroad Administration have devoted
a great deal of time to the preparation of these instructions,
which are based on recommendations made at a conference
of the engineering assistants to the regional directors with

The

1

their territory.

recommendation

Maintenance Instruction

No

the Railroad Administration takes the position that

an excess of expenditures for maintenance of equipment on
any road may fairly be considered together with, and as an
offset against, any deficiency that may result in maintenance
of way expenditures on that road, it is stated that it is not
the purpose deliberately to curtail maintenance of way in
any respect with this in view and the new instructions treat
maintenance of way expenditures on their own feeting, giving directions for making them comply with the contract
requirements independently of the equipment situation. Director General Hines has stated that, taking roadway and
structures and equipment together, the average condition of
the property as a whole is as well off as it was on January 1,
1918.
This is because on some roads the equipment had
got into a very run down condition at the end of 1917, as
the result of the great pressure that had been put upon railroad facilities, and it was therefore necessary to make very
heavy expenditures in 1918 in order to put it in condition
for handling the war traffic, at a time when no one then
knew how long it would last. Since the armistice traffic has
fallen off and there was a mild winter, with the result that
a large amount of equipment put in readiness for the winter
is now being stored.
A reserve of over 4,000 locomotives has
been put in storage and every effort has been made to put
Inthe cars in good condition to handle the grain crops.
structions were recently issued that car repair forces be put
on full time at all points where a reduction in hours has

July

been

and

4,
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made and special attention is to be given to grain, coal
refrigerator cars in the sections when- 9u< h ars an- mosl
i

needed.
In connection with figures showing the
serviceable locomotives and tar-. Railroad

number

of unAdministration

point to the fact that man) locomotives are nowreported as unserviceable, which merel) require a few hours'
work and could be used if necessary and would formerly not

officials

have been classified as unserviceable; also that cars which
are in storage or are transferred from one region to another
to be put in storage for the grain traffic may automatically
be transferred to the bad order class because while go<xl for
most commodities they require some recoopering to fit them

Francisco Hay for approximately one mile, terminating in
docks Which are Used for the transfer of freight between
It was originally built of untreated piling
ars and boat-.
reo-oted piling, <1<* k "A" being
but was later rebuilt with
redriven with creosoted piles in February, 1890; dock "B"
was redriven in 1898; dock '•< " in 1897; dock "D" in 1899
and dock "E" in 1901. It is estimated that over 14.000 reo
soted piles have been in service in this wharf for periods
five

<

<

ranging from 21 to 29 year-.
Because of the expiration of the charter for mis structure which could not be renewed because it interfered with
plans for municipal waterfront developments, this dock was
When wrecking this structure it
ordered entirely removed.

was decided

for grain.

The maintenance

of

way and maintenace

of

equipment

programs are not being treated alike because they represent
somewhat different situations. The equipment is being prepared for a possible car shortage this fall, but instructions
haw also been used to the regional directors to concentrate
repairs on locomotives and cars which by reason of their size
can render the most efficient and economical service, to discontinue expenditures on small locomotives and car- not necessary for current use, and for the prospective traffic for the
balance of the year, and to confine expenditures on small
capacity freight cars to those authorized by Circular No. 20.

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration

has executed a contract with
Ohio, providing for an annual payment of
$30,031,009, which includes $2,136,932 in addition to the
standard return.
The Railroad Administration has executed compensation
contracts with the Hudson & Manhattan, providing for an
annual payment of $3,003,362, and the Minneapolis Eastern
the Baltimore

&

for $30,332.

Committee on Automatic Train Control
The Committee on Automatic Train Control will go on
another inspection trip next week to examine automatic train
control devices on the Pennsylvania, at the plant of the
Union Switch & Signal Company at Swissville, Pa., and at
Indianapolis.

their

Unusual Service

THE

of

Creosoted Piles

PRESERVATION" of piling so that 67 per tent were

suitable for redriving after 2 ) years' service in teredo
infested waters, is the remarkable record established
{

by the Southern Pacific in its Long Wharf at Oakland, Cab
This structure extends out from the Oakland shore into S;m

Two Sound

Piles

to

examine

number

a

resistance to decay

and

to

of these pile- to ascertain
the attack- of the

marine

These
waters on the Pacific coast.
piles were of a good quality of Douglas fir and were well
soned before and after treatment. They were creosoted at the
Southern Pacific plant at San Pedro, absorbing 14.17 lb. of
borers which

infest the

creosote for each cubic

The photographs

foot of timber.

to the remarkable resistance of
The thin -hell of
these piles for so long a period of service'.
treatment around the circumference except where season
checks permitted deeper penetration is characteristic of the
testify

It is noteworthy that this thin
preservation of Douglas fir.
-lull of timber treatment provided adequately where the timber had not been punctured by accidents or careless handling.
A committee of railway officers and others interested in
timber treatment made an examination recently of 600 of

these piles which had been withdrawn and found that 67 per
cent were in first-class condition, 9 per cent had been slightly
attacked by limnoria and teredo, 18 per cent severely at-

A further extensive extacked and 6 per cent destroyed.
amination and inspection was made of a number of pilethen remaining in the structure. Out of 523 piles examined
in dock "C", 333 were free from attack and 74 showed evidence' of having been attacked by borers, while 116 were not
An inspection of 1,090 pile- in dock "D"
fit for redriving.
showed that 829 were free from attacks, 162 showed evidence
of having been attacked, and 99 were unfit for redriving.
Similarly out of 2,485 piles inspected in Dock "E", 1,900
were free from injury, 240 showed evidence of attack and

345 were considered unfit

The
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for redriving.

condition of the piles in this structure was so good

Terminal Company of San Franci-co which is
now constructing warehouses, ship yards and coal depots on
the western waterfront at Oakland not far distant from the

that the Parr

Southern Pacific wharf, arranged
these pile- in

its

new

to use

construction.

a

large

The United

number

of

State- C.o\

is also using some of the piles from the same stTUChire in wharves which it i- building at Goat Island.

eminent

and One Showing Interior Decay After 29 Years' Service

Railway Developments

in

Foreign Countries

Several Countries Considering Electrification Projects
rio
Tin cessions

Janeiro

mi

state

— British

Transport

government has granted con-

the construction of a steam railroad of
meter gage from the port of Manzuinhos, in the dia
for

Sao Jouo de Buna, to Porte de Itabapoana, district
The length is approximately 52 kilomi
of Campos.
Construction must be begun in two years after the promulgation of the decrees, and completed in two more.
trict

According to Lisbon papers, the American Legation has
informed the Portuguese Government concerning the scheme
for tin' development of the port of Vigo by an American
corporation, together with the construction of the direct rail-

and the French

r

wax- between \ igo

Locomotives

Committee.

gable stretch of the rivet from Stanlej Pool), and wil
to Mahagi, on Alberl Nyanza, or alternatively to Lado, on
the

Upper

Nile.

is

reported

in

Heme

that

for

frontier.

Around City

Belt Line
Plans have just

ment

been

approved

by

for the construction of a lull Inn

Mexico

of
tin

Mexican govern-

of railway

around

tin

Mexico. It i- stated that tin surve) for the proposed
road has been made ami that the route circles tin Valley
<y\
Mexico, it being one purpose of tin line to afford connection with all of the principal suburban town- and many
outlying industrial plant-.
The government authorities also
believe that the road will prove of great military service in
the matter of affording means for the quick and easy movement of troops from point to point around the capital.
city of

Poland

Mexico

more than 50 German and

ican consul general in

which was published

in the

from the Amer-

City, the following statement,

"Excelsior" of that city:

It is stated that some
motives for service within Mexico.
time ago the government received an offer from the above-

Jamaica

The government of Jamaica is reported
have a survey made of the water power of

Mexico

"Tin- president of the republic has just authorized the director general of national railways to complete arrangements
with an American railroad company for the lease of 50 loco-

locomotives.

Electrification Considered for

Lease Fifty Locomotives

to

The commerce department has received

American locomotives will shortly be sent from France
through Switzerland to Rumania and Poland to supply the
Rumanian en
urgent need for engines in those countries.
gine drivers have already arrived in France (says a (London) Times correspondent) to take charge of some of these

as arranging to

the large rivers

railways is feasible. The heavy
and the necessity of a considerable railroad extension owing to an expected agricultural development explain the proposed change. The local agent of the Westinghouse Company, of New York, is collecting data on which
the Westinghouse might tender for laying down the electric

to see if electrification of the

cost of coal

mentioned American company for the rental of engines, inThis plan was favorably considered on
stead of their sale.
account of its economy, meaning, as it does, a saving of several millions of pesos.

"Orders have been sent

the purchasing

agent of the
to sign the
In view of the great need at present
contracts in question.
of engines it is hoped that, within a month after the completion of these arrangements, the locomotives will be on

Mexican railways

railroads.

in

to

New York

instructing

him

hand."

To

Electrify Belgian Lines

Electrification of

Electrification of Belgian railways has been decreed by the
Minister of Railways, following a favorable report on such

the expectation of beginning the reconstruction
beginning of next year.

New Congo

work

at the

Railways

Brussels despatch to the African

World

states that the

Town to Katanga is to be extended northBukama to Kibombo along the Lualaba Upper

railway from Cape

wards from
Congo), and that the construction of the Congo-Nile

Railway

in Brazil

Recently a director of the Central of Brazil Railway, Government owned and operated, presented to the Minister of
Communications plans for the electrification of the suburban
lines of the road and the trunk line from Hurra to Pirahy,
as well as general plans for the suburban service and the
closing of the roadbed from the main station to Deodoro,
writes Commercial Attache J. E. Philippi, Rio de Janeiro.
The Commission chose the type of high tension, continuous current for the suburban service, and recommended that
the current be purchased from one of the existing power companies rather than have the company install a plant of its
own.
The approximate cost of the rolling stock, substations,
This does not
aerial lines, etc., is estimated at $4,307,377.
include the cost of car sheds at the main station and at Deo-

a project made by a committee appointed to investigate such
a course, according to a press despatch from Brussels on June
20.
The first line to be electrified will be that from Brussels to Luxemburg, and later the Brussels-Ostend railway.
'Action to this end probably will be taken in August, with

A

of

of

Railway Communication Between Lisbon and Paris

It

Out

Bill

(

rail-

wav is expected to start shortly. The extension of the railway from Bukama is intended to facilitate traffic between
Katanga and the more northern regions of the Belgian Congo.
Navigation on the Lualaba or Upper Congo, from Bukama

doro.

for 400 miles presents many difficulties, and
Bukama is 2,600
steamers take a week on the journey.
miles by rail from Cape Town, via Bulawayo, and this is
The Congo-Nile railway
the so-called Cape to Cairo route.
starts from Stanleyville (at the head of the 1,000 miles navi-

suburban service will be greatly increased, as such a step

The

first

work

to be

undertaken will be fencing

in

and

It
raising the level of the track in order to avoid accidents.
is believed that by closing in the lines the revenues of the

northward

will facilitate a better fiscalization of the passenger receipts.

This work will probably cost about $1,398,238, the estimate
being based on the prevailing prices of materials.
The director added that in case the total amount required

28

July

for

this

yrar,

it
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4,

work was not avail,,'
would at least be well

luring the present fiscal
begin the work of closing

i,

to

the line, as a half million dollar-

appropriated for this

is

the budget law for this year.
Upon receipt of the plans, the Minister of Communications
approved them and directed that the work of closing in the

purpose

line

in

from the central station

to

Deodi ro be initiated.

Manual Versus Automatic Block Signals
(

The

From

the

Railwa

;

ondon.)

which enthusiasts over American operating
method.-, after a visit to the United State-, had of our
lines being protected by automatic signals, and signal boxes
and signalmen dispensed with, haw never materialized.
Conditions in the two countries differed and wen- not exThe main reason tor automatic signaling
actly comparable.
being adopted and making progress in the United Statewas the scarcity of labor for signalmen, while a factor
which led to the growth of automati< signalling was that
the concurrent interlocking of the point- was ignored.
on the contrary, labor was plentiful and cheap; moreover,
points and signals on passenger-carrying lines had to be
The compelling argument
concentrated and interlocked.
against any change was. however, the fact that, different to
visions

I

the almost universal condition in the United State.-, our lines

—

were already >ignalled the signal-boxes, signals and signalmen were established. Added to these difficulties in the
way of introducing automatic signalling into this country was
This was the
me.
another, less tangible but harder
Put before him
conservatism of the British operating officer.
the suggestion that an intermediate signal-box be closed and
replaced by automatic signal- and he would at once express
How useful that box would
his surprise at the suggestion.
And, proceeding, he would
be in the event of a breakdown:
point out that a signalman could see that the tail-lamp was
on a passing train, that no passenger was giving signals of
alarm, that no loads had shifted and that there- was no fire
The fact that an automatic signal would work
in the train.
all night and all day Sunday without extra pay, required no
did the- work cheaper
holidays or relief, was nev
than a man and never made a mistake, was not allowed to
favor the substitution of the frail human agent by a reliable
machine.

The payment of
The situation is now. howevei
higher wages to signalmen, the introduction of the eight-hour
rvice are makcostly improved ci ndil
with
comparable
more
labor
of
the
cosl
situation
as
to
ing the
tisequently some of
that to be found in the United Si

day and other

the objection- that led to the

m

reji

no longer have the weight they had.
there is no necessity for us to labor the

itii

signaling
vious that

point, nor equally, at

<

I

junctions must be retained, but those where the main dut)
,1,
where doI
of a signalman i- to put ti
l

more than

a dozen train24 hour< could, we submil
necessarv to -witch them in for
particular, we think such auton
troduced first is on the mar

"
traff
l1

'

11

^

when

it

i-

Where,
mighl be

in

!''

locality

in

of

the-

which

should

latter

signaling

besl length to suit the- trafhe

.

the

tx

and tin sections
Again and this

an he varied to suit an> hanges of
important
the)
due to varying gradients or the approae h to busy centers.
Thus, there i- obtained fairly uniform running, which i- a
More- than thi- i- gained.
Traffic
is
valuable factor.
got
This will be a more valuable
over the- road quicker.
in the future than in the past, because (a) consignment
more costl) and all time they spend in travel is capital lying
idle;
{b) locomotive power and rolling-stock arc- dearer,
i-

<

i

and the- shorter the time- per journe)
them; (c) the earning power |>er mile

the

will

,t

he-

1

1

ri-.t -.

1.

<

1

of
In

.

making these claim- for automatic signaling W(
admit, conscious of the- fact that in order to win success there
must h<- terminal- to ,-uit; it is no use speeding up train- if
be no

there-

accommodation

at

the-

end of the jour:

This, however, i- another story and one that
cannot fairly be brought in to condemn automatic signaling.
An advantage we enjoy in urging the- adoption of our proposals i- that we an- recommending something that i- .an
It may be true that, beyond their
acknowledged success.
ceive them.

use on the rapid transit line- of London, there are but two
installations of automatic signals of any length in thi- country, but these two examples alone are -uffic ie-nt to -i ure wider
(

use
that

now that the- greater
we are safe in saying

necessity ha-

We

ari-en.

that the automatic

believe

signals between

Abie and Thir-k on the North Eastern Railway haw- postthe widening between these point-, and that bad tin•.<•
automatic signals between Woking and
on the
London and South Western been provided earlier, the conw rsion of the two line- there to four mighl have
!

I

Electric Traction in

Belgium

probably no country in Europe where railway
ielectrification would be a more paying proposition than BelIn view of the
gium, says the Railway Gazette (London).
large amount of reconstruction work that will have to be
clone on the railway- in any case, the opportunit)
for considering whether it is wi-e to spend mom
Idee trie traction ha- mad.
restoring the -team system.
siderable progress even during the war. and the resull
working for several years on the larger schemes in An
ire now available, especially on that ver)
interesting
senger and express bin- of the Chicago, Mil
tern mighl
Paul.
Whatever advantages the- sing
offer on a long line, such a- the Paris-Marseilles, for a
compact area like- Belgium, the high ten-ion .1
;n. lit
in a
would seem jll-t the- thing. We -ee an
contemporary that it i- proposed to adopt the single-phase
In the
system, experimentally, on the Brussels-Antwer]
tioii.
light Of all the most recent experience m c'
There

Belgium would hardly appear to he- tin country wher
rtant
system would -how to the best advanti
i- the fit that if thi- single-phase system, which the
I

made

-

bound

to

specially their own.

prejudice the British

is

adopted

manuf

in

Belgium,

it

is

I

;

'

" ,h,T
tl

whicn

"m

,,i;ir

Four Electric Locomotives
the

for

Swiss

Railways

Federal

in-

dire '" line
ver which there is little local
within the la-t 15 or Zi
the signalmen
othei
traffic and, consequently, rv
to do than to put the trains
manually operated
Automatic signaling differs
n <*. therefore, the
in that the distance betwi
plai
ing ol th<
b;
governed
length of the -o turn-, is

ditions—the

be of

.

detach in

I

tiie

nal-boxes, which an-,

may

factor.

I

for us t<> indicate how the
present daw is it n<
provision of automatic signals would allow for, \\e should
-aw one-third of the signal-boxes in tin- country to be closed
ind at
stations
All
either wholly or in part.

this

volume of tr.clhe
Given automatic

relation to the

ruling

no

experimental plan, the- operating
Swiss federal railway- ordered bur difl
.motive-, two of which have recentl)
Two were ordered from the Ateliere de Conut in service
struction Oerlikon of Oerlikon, Switzerland, and two from
llowing

a

conservative

official- of the-

I

Each
Co., Ltd., London, England
was to suppl) one passenger and one- freighl
The mechanical part- of all of the four lo

Brown Boveri &

'

p.iny

supplied

by

the

Swiss

!

tiv<

&

M

—
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Winterthur, Switzerland
he Oerlikon Locomotives have
been delh ered and tested on the Loel
Railv
\ll hi the locomotives are d<
n..| to operate from over
head trolleys carrying 15,000-volt, single-phase powei
\
poinl of particular interest in connection with the design
t»i
these locomotives is thai the same general method for
transmitting power from the motors to the driving wheel
employed in .ill of the four designs,
rhe motor pinions en
gage gears on jack shafts, which in turn are connected to
the driving wheels b) side rods.
The side rod arrangement
on the Oerlikon locomotives is quite differenl than thai <>n
The two Oerlikon Locomotives
the Brown Boveri locomotives.
are of the
6
and
type, and weigh 91 and 113
lu- two
tons, respectively,
Brown Boveri locomotives are
of the 2-4-4-2 and 2-6-6
type, and weigh 118.5 and 133.5
i

,

i

'

l

'

!

I

'

I

!

idii-.

respectively.

condition

of

Chilian

the

State

Railway

Weekly Bulletin of the
Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

system, writes George Mallett to the

Canadian Department

of

now

universally recognized as being responsible for serious
delay in the natural progress of the country. The industries
and developing interest.- are not supported by the necessary

railway service, which is practically doing (with difficulty)
what it was expected to do some 10 or 15 years ago.
Without the advantages of the necessary modern innovation-, there are serious deficiencies in the ordinary indispensable rolling stock, which the general management is absolutely unable to replenish from year to year, owing to the difNow with a deficit on
ficulty of making both ends meet.
the

annual budget amounting

national crisis,

-Min

in

Vol. 67, No.

the bill that

takings compensation

$8,000,000 in the face of a
it i> realized that a loan is necessary to place
position to earn expenses and to assist in the
to

if

1

j

1

1 1

..i

\

1

Lo

1

w< n

would be paid,

i

1

au ed to und<
could be no
i

["here

compensations to the public in regard to revi ion in
and it was tor that reason tli.it
tatutor) advi orj commit
had been given in that
t( c
»ii
May 6 the government escaped defeal by 18 von to
17 only 'Hi a proposed amendment that, without the consenl
of any harbor, dock or pier authority, Q0 part of an imd>
taking should be taken possession ol unless the whole wenThe following day an amendment that the Mini tei
taken.
be responsible for the a»ts and default- of his servants was
i

i

|

.1

.

I

i

accepted,

also

a

provision

thai

the

expression

"transport

services by water" should not include any services thai <ould
not be established

under existing statutory power-

this

difl

posed of the inclusion of coastwise -hipping.
On May
a debate as to further advisory councils <"
Sir Kric Gedde- was willing to have such commiteurred.
tees "for giving him advice and assistance in connection
with such matters affecting the exercise and performance of
his powers and duties as may be referred to them by the
Minister," but Joynson Hicks would make the reference to
Sir Eric proposed a modificathe committee compulsory.
tion, but this was rejected by 21 votes to 19 only to be followed by Joynson Hicks' amendment being itself rejected
by 22 to 20. All that day and the following Sir Eric Geddes'
new clause was discussed, and eventually "a panel of experts" was accepted, also the provision that "Before exercising any of the powers under Section 3 (1) (b) or directing
the establishment of new transport services by land or water
the Minister shall, provided he considers the question involved to be one of sufficient importance to justify such a
1

Chilian Railway Development

The lamentable

AGIO

.-i

by him
wording some amend-

reference, refer the matter to a committee selected

from the said panel." Even
mends were made on May 15.

to this

the system in a
development of the nation's trade and industry.
The amount of this loan has been fixed at or about $32,000, 000 which, it is proposed to distribute as follows:
$3,700,000 on the electrification of the first section (Valparaiso to Santiago), $2,400,000 for electric locomotives,
$1,820,000 for cost of double lines, $1,200,000 for reconstruction and reinforcement of bridges; $1,000,000 for new
branch lines and sidings; $6,600,000 for buildings; $3,100,000 for workshops; $5,200,000 for the purchase of equipment; $1,500,000 for signalling system and points service;
$1,120,000 for automatic brakes, '$800,000 for mechanical

On that date a new clause was brought up, and read a
second time, authorizing the Minister to establish and work
transport services by land or water, provided that (1) if the
establishment of any such service will involve an original
capital expenditure exceeding £1,000,000 an Order in Council, approved by both Houses, would be necessary, and (2)
"where it appears to the Minister that the establishment of
any such service could properly be undertaken by the ow ners
of any existing undertaking the Minister shall not himself
establish {he service without first giving to such owners an

coalers, bunkers, etc.

This covered three points.
transfer of officers and servants.
First, the pensionable rights of an officer or servant with a
railway company were to be protected during the two-year

The

British

Ways and Communications
Bill
[From

the

Out

of

Committee

Railway Gazette, London.]

After being under discussion for
period from April 1 to May 28, the

18 days, covering the

Ways and Communica-

has emerged from the committee stage practically
Despite the strong attacks made by dock, harbor
and road authorities they are still included; notwithstanding
the powerful argument- that a system of bureaucracy would
be installed the powers of the Minister remain unaltered
except to the extent that he is to have advisory councils
whose advice he is not, however, bound to follow and though
several speakers found much virtue in the privately-owned

tions Bill

unaltered.

—

wagon its sponsors failed to get much support.
Numerous concessions, naturally, were made as the proceedings progressed, but once only was the government defeated.
railway

On May

Committee
were agreed to.
Later in the proceedings other advisory committees were proposed and then
May 13 the Home Secretary, in opposing
as to

6 the clauses relating to the Advisor}7

any revision of

—

rates, fares, tolls, etc.,

—

the addition of further bodies, said that there

was

a provi-

7

opportunity of establishing the sendee.
a brief sitting was devoted entirely to a

..." On May
new clause as to

20,
the

period in the event of his transfer to the Ministry; i.e., if
the railways reverted to the companies after the two years the
man would be in the same position as though he had been
continuously in the particular railway company's service.
Second, no man should be permanently transferred to the
Ministry- without his consent. Third, for a temporary trans-

both the railway company and the man
provided that the consent should not be
unreasonably withheld, this being necessary in order to prevent a man refusing reasonable work and then claiming comfer the consent of

was necessary.

It is

Little of interest
pensation for having lost his position.
happened the following day, but on the 22nd the compenThe question of the privatelysation clause was settled.
owned wagon was discussed later and the following conclupurchase has to be obtained
sions reached
( 1 ) authority for
by an Order in Council, the draft of which has to be ap:

proved by both Houses; and (2) that England and Wales,
Scotland and Ireland are separated in this matter but, if,
in any one of these divisions, wagons used for the conveyance of any particular class of traffic be purchased all wagons
so used in the division affected must be purchased.

—

June Meeting

of the Signal Division, A. R. A.

Handling Trains by Signal Indication Without Orders;
Contracts and Other Problems Considered

Tm
\.

J.,

stated meeting of the Signal division of
Ji \i
the Engineering section of the American Railroad \
sociation was held at the Breakers hotel, Atlantic City,

on June 26 and

hers, 97 associate

27, with 125 active

and junior

mem

members and 48

guests in attendance.
R.
E. Trout (St. L.-S. F.) chairman of the division occupied
the chair and H. S. Balliet (N. Y. C.) acted as secretary of

the meeting.
R. H. Aishton, regional director of the
region, I'nited States Railroad Administration

Northwestern

and president

of the American Railroad Association addressed the meeting
on Tuesday morning. Mr. Aishton -aid in part: "I want to
have a little get-together talk with you. I have been a member of your Association for a good many years and I am
glad I have been, because I get your proceedings and all the
literature you put up.
It has been a liberal education for
any railroad man and particularly for me because if there
was phase of railroad work that I knew nothing about, even
am
though I was a president, it was the signal business.
In the matter of
familiar with the work you have done.
standardization alone your Association through deliberations
such as are i^oing on here, and often given but littli
couragement by the railroads in the past has achieved marYou have a large number of standard prints
velous results.
and plans and in that direction you have done a great deal in
I

bringing the railroads together.
field before you.
As I underper cent of the railroads in the I'nited
If you recomStates are today taking your dictum as law.
mend a thing they take it. I desire to say to you that the underlying thought of the American Railway Association is to

•'There

stand

it,

is

a

tremendous

fully 80

I notice that your presiding officer
that 100 per cent.
said at the last meeting 'the same old scrappers will be in
I want to tell you that the scrappers in an asevidence.'
One time in the old
sociation are the one- that make it.

make

American Railroad Association we had a tight in the old
rules committee over inviting members of the Train
Despatches Association and the Signal Association to come
The
in and talk to us on some technical point- involved.
western idea prevailed and the men were linalb called in.

train

Ever since that time they have taken a prominent part in the
various matters that come up before the Association."
Speaking of the railroad situation Mr. Aishton said: "We
look ahead it
but as
have a pretty hard job ahead of us.
looks a little different than it did a year or two years ago,
the roads are going to be a little Kit different and there must
There must be more standardization
be more coordination.
as between railroad- and a closer working together on their
part.
At present the government exer. ises a big power, and
The things accomplished on the railit has been for good.
roads during the war could not have been a. omplished under
private management, -imply because you could not coor
dinate the resources of the entire community, doing the
things absolutely necessarj in winning the war and so there
But
can be no criticism of what the government ha- done.
when government control lets go, where are we going?
In my opinion
going back to the place we were before
I

i

we

-

and I believe thi- Association and these various sections
and coordinating, will
of the A. R. A. all working together
make a better .md more economical transportation machine.
transportation machine is going to be the one power
no,

A

better

United State- th.it is going to stand between the railroads and government owner-hip bei tuse if railroad men do
in the

31

not control thi- situation and do not run our road- in the most
economical manner to afford the be-t -ervic e to the public.
there is only one alternative, and that, in my opinion, i- government ownership."
The secretary made a short report on routine matter- and
explained that due to the labor situation and other causes it
had been impossible to mail out the advance notice- containing the committee reports prior to the time of the meeting.

The most interesting discussions of the- meeting were
brought out by the report- on the- location of take-siding indicator- and upon the standard form of ontrac ts.
A variety
of opinions were- expressed a- to the proper location of a
take-siding indicator and also a- to whether it should be connected with the signal system or considered as an entirely
-eparate adjunct.
When the standard form of contract was
presented for discussion the manufacturers entered a strong
protest against the adoption of the clauses covering risks and
indemnities. It was stated that no indemnity company would
insure the contractor at any reasonable figure when- he imade responsible for consequential damages.
c

Com

miii

hi

Repob

i^

The first report discussed was that of Committee No. 9
Wires and Cables. W. H. Elliott (X. Y. C. Line- East)
chairman of the committee submitted an oral report on the
testing of tape in using various size mandrels and stated that
it was the intention of the committee to u-e a
%-in. mandrel
on which to wind tape.
It was found that a certain amount
of flow in the compound affected the rate of winding and unwinding.
This committee expects to present recommendations to the September meeting.
Committer No. 5
Maintenance and Operation. L. R.
Mann
M. 1'.). chairman, submitted a short report on
methods of handling train- by signal indication without train
orders and the preparation of rules and regulation- for signal maintainers.
This committee ha- previously submitted a

—

(

report on the

first subject for -ingle track operation while this
report refers to double track operation.
The committee -aid
in part: "The operation of train- by signal indication-, with-

out the use of written train order.-, although practiced on but
a relatively small mileage in this country, possesses important

advantage- which appeal to students of railroad operating
problems.
It
is well understood that under the old
train
despatching system a good deal of time i- lost in slowing
down or -topping train- for the issuance of order-. In these
days of heavy traffic and other difficulties, in the- effort- to
secure the largest possible tonnage movement it would seem
well worth while' for managements to study the advantag
operation by signal indication without written train orderAutomatic block signals promote safety of operation and expedite traffic, but the highest efficiency with such signal- iwhere the train despatching system i- retained in
the old form.
Not only i- time lost in -lowing up and stopnot realized

ping train- for order- but order- cannot USUall) be issued at
passing trai k- and ross over- that lie between train order sta,

form." The report on this subject was
The committee decided to prepare
accepted a- information.
examination papers with questions and answers based on the
rule- at present in the R. S. A. manual; any additional rules
tions,

under

which
which

thi- subject

may

the'

be

old

deemed

desirable'

1>\

the-

sub-commitb

ha- been assigned, will be called to t!
Thi- wa- accepted
tention of the entire committee.
progress report.
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Committee

\<>

Alternating

8

Automatic

Currenl

Block

chairman,
N ll \ II
Signaling, C. II
Morrison (N \
deviated somewhal from it > assignments and revised the gen
re
eral provisions, standard sections and general electrii
quirements and broughl up-to-date unil specifications pre
)

submitted and printed in the manual for, as the ad
signaling has been rapid, it was
deemed necessarj to bring these specifications up to date. In
addition the committee submitted a specification for position
Conli^ht signals and also one for color light signals.
siderable discussion arose over the wording of a number <>t
the clauses as certain standard clauses differed from the
wording in other specifications. Finally a motion was made
and passed thai the Committee of Direction appoint a comviouslj

vance

in alternating currenl

It was further
mittee to standardize clauses and phrases.
moved that the specifications, after revision, be submitted to
It was recommended
letter ballot at the September meeting.
by the committee that the specifications For alternating cur-

rent electric generators be

withdrawn from the manual

as a

The
revised specification for alternators covers this subject.
committee also recommended that the specification for singlephase track transformers. 250 volts or less, be eliminated
from the manual as this is also covered in other specifications.

On

a

vote these

Sign

&

The report on automatic train conof references on this subject, prepared
The other
by the Library Bureau of Railway Economies.
subject reported on was divided into two parts. (1), the application of aspect indicating that train must take siding at a
non-interlocking switch, (2), the application of aspect indi-

trol'

consisted of a

it.

list

A

or 31 orders are to be delivered.
sent to all the signal engineers of the
questions were asked with reference
following
country and the
must take
to the application of aspect indicating that trains

cating

19

that

was

questionnaire

sidings at an non-interlocked switch:
ill
Is the proper location of the take-siding indicator at
switch, in
a point not less than braking' distance from the
connection with whose approach it is used? Answer: Yes,
Recommend locating take-siding indicators at
11; No. 4.
switch,
(2)

17.

If

convenient to apply the lake-siding indicator

is

it

to

an existing signal, shall the signal under which it is applied be
caused to display a stop, approach or clear indication when the
displayed instructing train to take siding, or shall
this be left to the discretion of the signal engineer to arrange the control according to the local necessities? Answer:
Recommend signal above indicator stop, 17. Left to discretion of signal engineer, 6. Recommend signal above indicator

indicator

is

indicate proceed. 4.
'(3)
Shall the signal in the rear of the take-siding indicator
be caused to display an approach indication when the indicator
Answer: Signal
is displayed instructing trains to take siding?
in the rear to display caution, 25; non-commital, 8; roads not

using take-siding indicator, 35.

Three questions were asked with regard

to the application

of aspect-indicating wdiat 19 or 31 orders are to be delivered.
What aspect is used for the transmission of
1
Question
information that 19 or 31 orders are to he delivered"
Question (2) Is the same aspect used for both?
(a) Home interlocking or
Answers to questions 1 and 2:
station signal at stop for issuance either of 19 or 31 orders. 37.
(

)

With lamp or flag displayed in addition thereto, 14. (c)
Answers non-commital, 6. (d) Signal displayed at 45 deg. for
(e) Signal wigwagged until acknowlissue of 19 orders. 10.
(b)

edged by engineman for issue of 19 orders,

i

.

.

I

«

If
i-

in

tin

I"

the

rear dsplays caution.
If the indicator is located on the signal l.ooo, .',ooo or 3,000 ft. awa) from the switch, the Bignal

above then indicates caution and
At uighl
indicates caution.
take siding indicator.

a

th<

reflected

ignal

in

lighl

i-

the rear al o

used on the

>n the Erie such an indication is placed approximately
200 ft. in advance of the switch governed and is fixed on the
mast above which is an automatic signal. The lower arm is
caused to indicate a 45 (leg. position by the operator and the
<

arm then

top

indicate- step.

F. W. Pfleging (U. P.) expressed his
belief that the take siding indicator should be- placed at the
switch with a distant indication.
If no distant indication is

the discussion

In

i\<i'{\
it
should then be placed at not less than breaking ditance from the switch.
A. H. Rudd (TV R. R.) considered it
a very great problem to determine whether a take-siding in
dicator should be linked up with the signal system or not and

its

solution

was

sion the subject

a very

was

After the discus
important matter.
referred back to the committee for fur-

ther consideration.

)

Praci cce

Committee No. 10— Signaling Practice, J. A. Peabody (C.
N. \Y. ). chairman, submitted a report on only two of the

subjects assigned to

siding indicator on tin- signal governing tin- switch,
signal is located at the switch tin
>iding indicator
The Bighal displays stop while tin signal
cated on it.

1

With reference to the aspect indicating that 19 or SI orderare to be delivered, C. A. Christofferson (N. I'.
stated the
practice on his road is to give an engineman advance in-

recommendations were carried.
\i.i\e.

Vol. 67, No.

2.

(f)

Signal at 45

deg. for issuance of caution cards, 1.
Question (3) Do you consider it essential that different
pects be used to indicate issuance of 19 or 31 orders?

formation

automatic signal territory while in other terriis indicated by the 45 deg. position of the

board.
F. W. Pfleging (U. P.) said that in over 2.200 miles of
automatic signal territory the Union Pacific has been using
19 orders for making meeting points for seven years. The 31
orders are used for signing for timetables.
Trains to be run
against current of traffic are stopped and run on 31 orders. The
trains order boards are operated on the normal danger plan
and the engineman has to whistle for the signal. A. H. Rudd
(P. R. R.) stated that the practice on his road is to hold the
block signal at stop and display the order flag or light until
the train acknowledges the order board and stops, then the

signal

cleared.

is

& N.) said that on his road a normal
danger train order signal used independent of the automatic
signal system and the train orders boards.
The enginemen
About ten years ago
are required to whistle for the board.
they began to make a practice of using the home signal at inA. R.

Fugina (L.

terlocking plants as the train order signal but a majority of
the operating officers were in favor of a separate signal indiIn manual block territory a fourcation for this purpose.
arm signal is used, the two top arms governing the block
A 45
while the two lower arms are used for train orders.
deg. position of the train order arm indicates a 19 order.
The report was accepted as information.
Committee No. 6 Standard Designs, F. P. Patenall (B.
& O.), chairman, presented three new drawings covering a

—

standard switch lamp, train marker lamp and highway crossThe meeting adopted for submission to leting gate lamp.
A
ter ballot a design for a switch lamp (cylindrical type).
design of train marker lamp was referred back to the committee after additional information had been received from
the meeting. The drawing of the highway crossing gate lamp
was also referred back to the committee for further consideration and it was suggested that the committee consider the use
or design of a spring on the lamp or handle to prevent the
It was also suggested that a
light from being jarred out.
S^i in. lamp be adopted instead of the 4 in. one and that a
hanger should be designed for use on the gate to which the

lamp

is

attached.

as-

Answers: Yes, 21; No, 20; non-commital, 16.
It is the practice on the Baltimore & Ohio to locate a take-

in

19 order

tory a

The Second
(C.

I.

&

Day's Session

—Direct Current Relays,

E. G. Stradling
L.) chairman, submitted specification for lifting

Committee No.

7

July

4,

RAILWAY AGE
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armature, neutral type, direct
long discussion over paragra] h
Journal reading "AH movin
weather-proof dust-proof
glass of such transparency that
A
be visible for inspection.
the base of th<
The discussion hinged over whether

There
|

.

•

-

in

inclosed

be

a

which shall be of

may

breather opening,

in

shall be provided."

I

should be

relay

a

al-

to breathe.

Pfleging

1".

-aid that in certain mountainous
district- on his line extreme hangi - of temperature occurring
F. YV.

P.)

1

i

few hour- madi

in a period of a

r<
ausing quite a
water to collect in them. This matter was taken (are of
by proper ventilation of relay-. In oth< r s« tion- where conI

little

siderable rain existed this trouble
experienced.
I'..
W. Kolb (B. R. &; 1*. said that the breather opening
was not for ventilation hut was provided to equalize the pres•

|

i

sure of air inside the
that

it

was due

to

isting outside

-

gl

1

L.

and

an unequal pressure between the two sides

that caused the gasket to allow water to

Dodson iG. R.

G

S.

was stated that the New York Central
in getting work done under it- form
of contract, which i- fully as rigid as that proposed by the
It

June

of tbe

within the case

;

lowed

30

33

work into the relay.
some of his cus-

thai

tomers preferred to have relays ini ased air tight.
The wall type i- not adopted to the construction of the
breathing apparatus, as proposed.
W. H. Elliott (X. Y. C.) has 40,000 wall type relays in
wooden case- with no special provisions for ventilation and
has had no trouble from water. After many expressions of
views F. P. Patenall (B. & O. moved to eliminate the paragraph requiring a "breather'* but the motion was lost by a
)

experienced do difficult]

orammitt

i

To

argument that this form was similar to the forms
contractors for the kind- of work done for railr
Mr. Johnson replied that the conditii
ot paralL
signal company comes in at the end of the work and b
the

iy

incur varied danger
re already in operation.
Mr. Rudd (P. k. k.) thought Mr. Johnso
sided, but. be said, the committee has learned the other
and the lau-e ought to be rewritten.
(

There was objection

to the clause providing for the imposition of a penalty for delay: the general view being that
no railroad uses this.
The committee had put this in

provide a suitable form of word- in case the condition
should be desired but, Mr. Johnson said, this will
some obscure road to insist on the penalty when other'.',
would not have been thought of.
Objection was made to the sweeping character of the paragraph providing that omissions on plan- or on specifications
should not prevent the purchaser from getting all mat
reasonably required: and the meeting finally voted, by a large
to

.

majority, to cut out the word- "or anything not ex]
forth in either plan- or specifications, but which nevertheless is obviously necessary or implied."
The report was accepted as one of progress, including al-o
a clause, not printed, requiring the contractor to guarantee
not only his own apparatus but any provided by another oni

large majority.
Paragraph 6-b. on page 100. of the June Journal reading
"a non-adjustable stop-pin of phosphor bronze shall be
placed under each core near the edge furthest from the bear-

by the railroad company.
In this connection Mr.
Blackmore felt it unfair for one contractor to guarantee the
reliable operation of apparatus manufactured by other contractors when this apparatus was furnished on the e

ing, protruding .010 in. from the underside of the core or
the upper side of the armature for safety purposes"' produced
Mr. Hodgson felt it would be a
considerable discussion.
mistake to put this back in the specific ation as moisture con-

instruction

densing on these pins and cores would allow the armature to
freeze fast during cold weather, causing a false dear signal
E. G. Hawkins (X. V C.) felt there was a neindication.
cessity for two -top pins to maintain a proper air nap bethe trunnions of the relays cannot be relied on to remain as they were when first installed. After relay- are old
the trunnions become worn -<> that an unequal bearu
-

may take place.
The chairman moved

pull

that

the

report

be accepted

tractor, or

It

of

purchaser.

the

was moved and carried

that the report be accepted as a

progress report

D. C. Automatic Block Signaling

4— Direct

Committee Xo.
naling,

<

Stoltz (C. C.

!

t

Current Automatic Block
L.) chairman, presented,
s

information, a pro;
tion for dire, t current
motor-operated signal mechanism
After brief discussion
this was accepted; also a -ketch, on a loose sheet distributed
to the member-, -bowing a proposed connection from rail to
bootleg which has been developed on the Louisville & NashMr. Rudd (Penn.). i- u.-im: in alternating current sigville.
in.
naling, a
sash cord connection.
This has proved
juite satisfactory.
This conned
be hit with a pick
several times and yet not be damaged.
G. H. Dryden, a
member of the committee, thought the proposed design
flexibility, for trackmen cannot be made to renew joints without changing the location, sometimes three or four feet,
(vay or the other.
The connection to the rail ought
to be made three or four tie- away from the joint,
then follow along the rail as shown in the drawing.
Mr. Eck (Southern Railway), thought it very desirable
to have connection on both sides of the rail.
He uses capping
Mr
<>f
design similar to thai shown by the commit!''
Fugina (L & N
asked membei
nsider tin- an
ment with a view to trying it; b
to learn the results
of more extended experience.
The sketch was
is inas

:

.

progre-s report and the motion was carried.

•

Standard Form

of

Contract

—

(B. R. T.)
execustandard forfor
installation
the
company
signal
contracting
the
with
tion
G \ Blackmore
of interlocking plants and blocl
tinst the
str
iresented
a
&
S
(U. S.

Committee Xo.

1

2

chairman, submitted

tion of a clause

Contracts, R.

<

a

making

the

stating that no indemnity companj will
sequential damag
'" 'k'ure. I,,r such vague
insure the con
such a risk; but a railXo contractor'
liabilities.
ntingent funds
road, beii
-

which

accident could bankrupt

Gillingham

i

NN

tl

&

Hall Switch

5
son (General Rail
(the Federal Signal Compai
statement and argument

facturers

-

recognition, but

that

a
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new
Committee 16 Standard Clauses and S
committee appointed by the Committee of Direction. It will
be tlu- duty of this committee to standardize the various
.lau-e- and sections in the different spec ifieat
\
tioi
by tl
B. Wiegand, signal
York Central. Lines W
chairman. W. J
Eck, signal and electrical engineer, Southern Railwa;
Baltimore & Ohio, were the
P. Patenall. signal
two members appointed.
1

I

"

;L,r '"

Of the railroad-: and th
1

manu-

committo

1

of the committee had

the forms

J

G. John-

th«

Elliott

had
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"
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Batteries and Switchboards, R B El
Committee No n
('.). chairman, presented a specification
fox
\
worth i\
Some
primary batter) jars, consisting of eighl paragraphs.
of these paragraphs were discussed brief!) and were left in
tin- hands of the committee for further conference with the
This specification provides thai the jars
manufacturers,
shall be furnished in multiples »>f the contents of a standard
Small packages, although costing more than large
package.
packages for the same number <»f jars, are economical in the
end by saving repacking in making shipments from the Btori

The committee proposes that, for testing,
to the field.
the rule shall be one jar in 10 or two in 20.
Instructions for the installation and handling of caustic
house

soda batteries, presented by this committee were discussed at
some length. Clause 2-c provides that cells <>r parts should
This was critinot be unpacked except as required for use.
cised as interfering sometimes with economical handling.
Some railroad- cheek material before paying for it; others

must unpack because of fire risk.
The rule for setting Up new cells refers to the standard jar;
but thousands of old jars are in use and there is need of detailed instructions as to right quantity and proportion of soMr. Elsworth suggested
lutions for different classes of jars.
that

committee No.

5

should draft suitable instructions to

maintainors.

On motion of Mr. Fugina the meeting voted to eliminate
paragraph 7 providing for the use of lamps to keep batteries
from freezing in cold weather, the general sentiment being

How

Vol. 67, No.

1

rule of this kind needs to be much mon detailed.
a
Maintainers are liable to u e Lamp: unnecessarily, After fur
ther discussion it was voted to accepl this data ai informs
Hon and refer it to '<>inini!t< No. 5.

thai

(

Other Reports

Mo

Kello
Mechanical Interlocking,
J.
chairman, presented a specification for
mechanical interlocking machine having improved Saxb) &
Farmer lot king and a specification for locking, establishing
uniformity and sequence.
After some discussion the report
of the committee was accepted to be submitted to the an
meeting for letter ballot and
lusion in the manual.
Committee 3 Power Interlocking, I. B Wiegand (N. Y.
('.) chairman, submitted a report on specification for uniommittei

(

way

(A.

C.

I

'

i

—

versal

motor,

electric

mechanism,

<

)

first

1

1<

switch

and second range

operating
voltage.

and
locking
This had been

submitted at previous meetings and consideration has
given to the various criticisms and recommendations mad'
before it has been revised to meet such critic isms and recommendations as, in the opinion of the committee, it thought ad-

The specifications for power interlocking machines
were again submitted, after various criticisms and recommendations as made at previous meetings had received conAfter brief discussion it was moved and carried
sideration.
that the specifications be accepted for presentation to the annual meeting for approval and submission to letter ballot for
inclusion in the manual.
visable.

Operating Capacity Can Be Increased*
Terminals Are Limiting Factor. Suggestions for Improving
Intermediate Transfer Roads

By
President,

is

It that

the opinion

of

many well-informed

Chicago
railroad

E.

men

performed by the railwinter will be
coming
the
during
country
the
of
roads
from 20 to 40 per cent greater than that performed last
winter,

the transportation

if

traffic

work

to be

conditions reasonably to be expected are

This increase is caused largely by reason of the
various governmental activities necessary in the work of
winning the present war, although the ordinary business of
The need
the country is keeping up in surprising volume.
handled
for fuel is greater than ever, although that portion
along our eastern seaboard by vessel must now be handled
by rail. Prompt deliveries of other war materials in heavy
volume are imperative if the work of properly maintaining
and supplying our fighting force abroad is to continue.
Food materials and products must be moved to the seaboard
promptly and troop movements are increasing the demands
upon the passenger facilities of the country. It is the purpose of this article to discuss the existing situation on the
railroads of the country with a view to determining what
can be done within the next four or five months toward

to be met.

improving existing conditions, in order that the railroads
may be more nearly able to meet the demands that will

made upon them.
transportation work of the country is being handled
by the railroads at the present time in greater volume than
It will be reever before and with reasonable despatch.

then be

The

~From an appendix to a preliminary report of the Yards and Terminals
committee of the American Railway Engineering Association published in
Bulletin 208.

H. Lee

& Western

Indiana, Chicago

membered, however, that conditions in the summer season
lend themselves to maximum transportation effort, whereas
during the winter season this maximum effort is necessarily
reduced.
Congestion on the railways propagates itself rapIn the last analysis
idly and causes further congestion.
congestion is the chief enemy of railroad transportation because it interferes with the one purpose of the railroads
the

movement

of traffic.

Terminals the Limiting Factor
doubtless be conceded that the facilities of the railroads are relatively much greater for handling traffic outside of the more important terminals than within them, and
therefore the inference seems plain that in order to secure
the maximum improvement, any measures looking toward
an increase in their capacity for handling traffic next winter
It will

should be directed toward the terminals rather than toward
the open country lines.
If prompt authority

is secured, yards for the storage of
be provided either adjacent to, or at points outside
of and beyond important terminals, where land is cheap and
construction is easy, and this car storage, if provided, will
doubtless be of great value in keeping tracks in working
yards sufficiently clear, so that they may be reasonably open
It
for the receipt and necessary classification of business.
seems certain, however, that the only improvements in track
available
facilities which can reasonably be expected to be

cars

may

next winter within the larger terminals themselves will be

-
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existing track facilities should be
irefully investigated, and
adopted with caution, because man] cases have and will

At most minor terminal- and junction points, direct <1<
made between the r.
red b)
doubth
the chief improvement
ordination of facilities when practicable, and an improvement in methods, a-, for instance, by the recipi

occur in which

delivery of car>. thereby eliminating light running.

those secured by so-called co-ordination, with the better balanced and therefore more coi
thereby secured.

perience has

shown, however,

any rearranged u-

thai

sugge>ted

chanj
,:ii

•

mlj of superficial
actual disadvantage,

of the principal caus

stion in terminal-,
with congestion it-elf.
each to cause the growth of the other, are dead time and the
rehandling of cars.
It
y that any method or
practice which secures the maximum reduction in dead time.
in turn act in a vicious circle

i

in the rehandling of car.-, will
ure maximum
reduction in the congestion of terminals, and therefore maximum increase in the efficiency of the railroads of the coun-

and

try as a whole.

For the purpose of this discussion, dead time is limited
and may be denned as time spent by the train crew after
an engine has been manned, in getting out of the roundhouse, pulling up to and coupling onto the train, testing the
air, etc., at the outgoing end of the trip: time lost in setting
out and picking up; and time spent in putting away the
to

with the various similar attendant operations at the
This so-called dead time thus defined is to
be distinguishable from time spent in actually passing over
Its serious effect in terminal operation is not
the road.
generally appreciated, being of much less relative importance
This
in open country operation than in terminal operation.
is true because dead time remains more or less constant,
while running time tends to vary directly with the length
As an illustration, assume an open country
of the run.
division 100 miles long, with the average freight running
time over the division eight hours, as compared with a
transfer run in a terminal 12 mile- lone, and an average
running time of one hour. If the dead time is in each case
two hours, the dead time loss on the country division i«
per
onlv 20 per cent, whereas on the transfer run it is 66This comparison may seem exaggerated, but an incent.
train,

incoming end.

;

made by the writer some years ago. which is
believed to have been reasonably accurate, disclosed that in
an actual case under ordinary conditions and where no undue congestion existed dead time as above defined consumed
65 per cent of the total service time of all trains in tran-fer
vestigation

brought about by a number of differLack of proper method, as well as lack of careent causes.
trainm.
ful and intelligent planning on the part of
is

-

vardmasters. and conductors re-ponsible for transfer moveite during
ments, is partlv responsible, but these cau
of contimes of normal movement a- well a- during tunes
The great cause for rehandling is undoubtedly
gestion.
ted by the recongestion, which is in turn further
I

handling itself.
The two chief
classification

of

requisitecars,

so

in

for

the

and

rapid

efficient

con-

far

open
cerned, are sufficient motive
The best result are obtained when these two
track room.
It i< well underkinds of facilities exist in a proper ratio.
up to
stood that a deficiencv in track room may
motive power, but that
point be equalized by a surplus of
deficiency in
lack of open track room will not make good a

power

more than one

line,

In the

ba-

it

tlie past for each road to handle itbusiness into and out of the same, although in on<
familiar to the writer all such industrial deliveries have
been handled by a terminal railroad for the tenant comand with
panies using its line for a period of over
re.-ult> entirely satisfactory in the way of a reduction of hot!:

Under the new federal operation an
engine time and co.-t.
arrangement has been inaugurated at various point- by which
the bu-inc-> of all the railroad- to and from a certain indu.-try or group of industries is handled by one company,
and this practice may be expected to become general.
On the other hand, in the terminal- of many of the larger
cities considered as a whole one or more tran-fer railroads
have performed an important part in the prcx e-- of n
ing and delivering cars between the variou> line-, and these
tran-fer railroads become especially important during times
The tran-fer of car- in -mall terminals
of congestion.
at junction points is relatively a simple matter, and with
proper care and attention, on the part of the railroad ofti•amiliar with the conditions, it ought to be put on a
more uniformly satisfactory basis. The tran-fer of cara transfer railroad in a large terminal is more complicated.
and in view of the difference in the service performed, as
between railroads of this kind, an analyst in ca< h
would seem desirable, to determine what change- are needed.
of the broader difference- is that some tran-fer railroads are used entirely for the operation of train> handled
by the motive power and train crews of their tenant-, while
others operate either in whole or in part with their own power
and crews. As the more important transfer road- in large
terminals are operated in the latter way. what follows in
this di-c ussion is considered as especially applicable to them.
Certain principles follow with the reasons therefor which
are believed to be particularly applicable to terminal transfer
railroads which operate trains with their own power and
although some of these principles are of more gen5,

One

eral application

Terminal Transfer Railroads

and

sufficient

The

operation of transfer railroad- -hould usually be
much as possible to the transfer of car- a- disIt
tinguished from the classification of cars.
follows that
the through line should so far as practicable deliver i:1.

service.

Rehandling cars

industries served by

own

Principal Causes of Congestion

which

if

the general practice in

considering the situation as a whole.

Two

-

-

j

i

advantage and would probabl)

-

liveries are

restricted a-

to the tran-fer line, classified

and straightened out

into cuts

through lines to which deliveries are to be
made by the transfer line for through line account. Such a
tran-fer railroad as i- being considered may U compared
to a thoroughfare connecting two camp- or cantonment?.
It may be of ample width to handle all the travel between
them, if team and foot travel i- kept moving in column formation, at fair -peed, and without unnecessary
and ana- "f the
umns having been formed in tl
Hut if the thoroughfare
antonment- themselves.
und. for the formation of columnacity may be reduced to the vanishThe main tr.uk- of most transfer raili
ing point.
volume of traffic than i- handled
r
amp!
them, but in time- of congestion tin
at junction point-. \ard entrances
which are unable to get into van':
for the various

-

-

c

I

•

necessarv active power.
If the foregoing discuss
the facts it mav be continued with

•''

accur
I

i

determining

what chang
practicetageously made in prevailing method- and
to secure an improvement.

their

application

and

as

to

in

These yards,

in turn,

Ivan-

condition.

order

-upplv of
raiting
that should either be reserved for

an' congested by an

1

:i.

c

tl

which

oc<

up>

main

room
line
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transfer trains or be

kepi

which ;iiv
advantage elsewhere.
where through lines make direct
the classifications

for

made

necessar) and which cannot be

to

should be observed thai
t<>
each other, the) classify cars straighl foi
There seems no
various railroads as a matter of course.
good reason whj when deliver] 1- made through the agenq
of a transfer line the through line should not continue to
make the required classifications, at leasl to a reasonable
extent.
In so far as the through business is concerned, i:
believed that the practice of considering and using the
is
transfer Line as an agency for both classification and transfer,
li

deliveries

instead

of

restricting

transfer of cars,

use

so

far

for

as

practicable

much

to

the

of the congestion

rhe present practice has been the growth of

of terminals,
years.

it-

responsible

1-

recently

Until

the transfer

through lines for much of

its

dumping
how badly

road depended upon the

business, and

felt in no posiupon it regardless
deliveries might be mixed.

tion to object to the

of business

of congestion or of

the

Under the old conditions the responsibility

of the through line

had delivered its cars to the transfer or belt
line, and every effort was accordingly made (the more congestion increased, the more strenuous the effort) to unload

ceased, once

it

the transfer line, regardless of ultimate consequences,
thus "shifting responsibility."
With tlat switching ordinarily eight or ten classifications
greater number being
are made without rehandling, a
An analysis will show that in
bunched and reclassified.

on

verv

many

cases

only

few classifications

are

required

to

In one
large proportion of the business.
case in Chicago about 50 per cent of the through transfer
If all
business in one direction goes to only two railroads.
cars for these lines were delivered to the belt line in straight
straighten out

a
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There 1- al
a
difference in the standard of (tower
maintenance .1- between railroads.
A italled tram caused
bj the engine breaking down, not Bteaming or being over
loaded, delays all following trains, and if a foreign crew,
tinrailroad office]
who should appl) discipline have 00
direel stake in the failure, and find excuses ready to hand.
The practice of using foreign crews on the transfer road
not sufficient!] elastic.
The Crew may have a full train in
one direction and a light train in the other, becau
runs
between two point- only.
The belt irew mav be ordered
to an) of several point-, a- the business ma) indicate.
drains should be BO made up that one engine will
3.
handle as man) cars a- far as possible.
This principli is
used hi the operation of through lines very generally.
a
der the new federal operation train- of war material have
been consolidated and run solid over several different rail
roads without breaking up, with a saving of time and
8
The application of the principle on transfer railpense.
road- is even more important than on the through line.-, because it is one of the best ways of reducing dead time, which,
as we have seen, cuts so much more figure on the belt line
than on the through line.
Where track facilities permit, the through line en4.
gine should make deliveries to the belt line yard and should
This
haul back its own deliveries from the belt line yard.
eliminates light running.
It also fixes responsibility, something of great importance during times of congestion because it permits the prompt application of the remedy. This
presupposes that the belt line has sufficient tracks for both
its receipts and deliveries, which will doubtless be true in
most cases, where its yards are kept properly clear.
As
the receiving road controls its own receipts, this arrangetrain

ifl

it

I

<

cuts,

ment would give control of both

direction

the belt line, because unless the through line keeps its re-

approximately 50 per cent of the classification in that
would disappear and much of this 50 per cent could
be run in straight trains from terminal to terminal, thus
eliminating dead time and helping to keep yards clear.
Moreover, this preliminary classification could be made with
little or no additional expense by the through line, because
must in any event switch out many cars, such as bad
it
Also a conorders, holds, and those for other deliveries.
siderable amount of this preliminary classification could be
done to advantage at the division yards of the through line

beyond the large terminals.
The place to control congestion is at or near the various
By proper measures the
points where business originates.
through line may in a degree control congestion in its own
important terminal yards, by holding back business, something impossible to the belt line, without the help of the

through lines.
Business moving even in heavy volume is not congestion,
and where they exist, belt lines if kept reasonably open and
ur/congested are the best means of keeping cars moving
in terminals, thus avoiding congestion and blockades.
Preliminarv or advance classification as above described
is not a theoretical measure, but has been used many times
with success to prevent and to lift blockades in terminals.
Where transfer or belt roads are of considerable length
2.
and where equipped with motive power to handle transfer
trains, it is the better practice to keep foreign engines off
the belt line, performing the transfer service with belt crews.
Better supervision can be secured where train crews are kept
It is difficult, if not impossible, to enforce discipline
at home.
over crews while operating on a foreign road (particularly
against loafing on the job), even though in theory they become the employees of that road while so engaged. Moreover, discipline and standards of performance vary on different railroads, being better on some and worse on others.
Where foreign trains and engines operate over a transfer
road it ordinarily happens that the general movement is
regulated by the slowest and most indifferently operated

receipts

and

deliveries to

ceiving tracks clear by taking

its business, the belt line can
should be.
Transfer trains should be loaded to capacity so far
5.
as practicable, because a light train costs about as much
and occupies the track facilities to about the same extent as
No discussion seems
a full train, while handling less cars.
necessary of this rather obvious principle, although it is not
always carried out in practice.
As will be observed, the foregoing discussion is largely
directed toward an improvement in the operating methods
How important transof an intermediate transfer railroad.
fer railroads of this type are to the business of the country
is shown by figures prepared by the writer in 1915 regardWith a roadbed mileage
ing one of the Chicago belt lines.
of only 0.012 per cent of the mileage of the whole country,
it handled a tonnage equivalent to 1.03 per cent of the total
Bearing in mind that terminal
tonnage of the country.
congestion retards the flow of traffic for long distances outside the terminals as a dam cuts off the flow of water for
miles above it, the vast importance of removing congestion
and promoting the flow of traffic through terminals becomes

shut

it

and

off,

this

is

as

it

apparent.

Conclusion

may

some of the
improvements suggested as applicable to belt or transfer
railroads, will be found of equal advantage in connection
with the work of terminal divisions of some of the larger
It

also be observed in conclusion that

systems.

among those suggested in this discussion
believed would have especial effect in controlling congestion are the construction of storage yards, outside the terminals; the advance classification of transfer

The

which

three things

it

is

cars, to the greatest practicable extent;

the authority of the

men

whatever their rank or

and an extension of

in charge of terminal operations,

title,

control the flow of traffic to

in order that they

may

better

and through the terminals.

-
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One Way

Improve Operating Methods

to

37

why-, hearing in mind that
have clone- the- be-t

officer-

By Max

Burk

E.

or not the railroads are
Whether
government; whether or
to be

our polic)

;

—

the present experience that will prove helpful to us in the future,

it

is

up

to us to

do

so.

The

present grouping of roads into regions affords the regional directors the necessary means of making extensive
studies pertaining to train operation and other problems

which we have not so far succeeded

determining to our satstudies can be carried
on at a reduced expense, for the results may be applied to
several roads instead of one. Under present conditions, when
the regional director's office acts as a clearing house for
eral roads, there is more data available for such studies and
competition is not keen enough to make unfavorable results

Now

isfaction.

is

the time

in

when such

too costly.

carry on such studies it would be necessary to establish
in each region an analytical organization whose duties should
be confined to the weighing and scaling of operating performances on each road, suggesting improvements, determining results of accepted and rejected suggestions, keeping in

touch with improvements on other regions and determining
the effects of their application to the region in question or its
individual roads, and to establishing such daily tabs of operation as will enable them to detect irregularities, changes
or had practises within a day or two instead of several weeks
after they take place.

While few railroad men will
some may ask

fail

to realize the necessity

Why

the question,

make

not

the present operating organizations do this work? Some may
vtven go further and ask whether it does not mean that the

with enough ability to
Only
This is not the case.
ignorance of the conditions with which our railroad managements have had to deal of late would cause any one to critOur operating officers, howicize or doubt their ability.
and responsibilities and
work
with
overloaded
are
ever,

operating officers

entrust such

are not

work

credited

to them.

have not the necessary time to devote to this complicated
We have left the point where our inefficiencies were,
study.
so apparent that a practical man could detect them with the
naked eye. It now requires scientifii tools merely to locate
those leaks, much less to attempt to devise remedies and
Besides it would prove
to see that they are carried out.
quite

advantageous

to

have

an

that

organization

is

not

responsible for actual operation, for such an organization
would be inclined to be somewhal theoretical and would
pull upward where the practical operating officer would

tend to pull

downward somewhat, allowing himself enough
;

The

safetv.

medium.

resultant of the two

When we

Do

realize that railroad operating

our present methods
If the)
study?

analytical

die

]
;

alone reach the $400,000,000 mark per month,
merely a one per cent improvement, think what
mean as an investment.
of

road- have purchased large locomotive- |>
them? These- locomotives in many cases
could not be used advantageously because of such minor
'1 heobstacles as inadequate water and coaling Stations.
they were ready for

principal

i

operation
do,

in

if

we make
would

this

indicate

what

happy

expend

about?

lack

departments?

To answer these two questions it will be necessary to make
in a ucncral way
a survey of the working- of our roads
the how- and
interpret
to
attempt
and without hesitation to

making

in

full

One way of accounting
who were- directl)

for

through the

is

it

fact

responsible for the buying
of those locomotives could not give the question a- much
study as the men who did the selling.
The fact that about 80 per cent of our yard- and terthat

the-

officer-

minals have not kept pace- with our facilities between terminals pleads very strongly for an analytical organization.
Such an organization would have- emphasized the- fact that
our freight is traveling only about 2 to 2 }j hour.- out of
every 24 hours, there-fore more attention should be given to
supervising and improving that part of our system which
In
has most to do with the handling of our business!
making up the plans and estimates for construction work,
our engineers have been handicapped by an insufficient
knowledge of yard operation. There seem- to have- been a
tendency not to recognize a train until there was a locomo-

of

The

on one end and a caboose on the other.

of the matter

the

that

is

when

a

train reache- that

real truth
-ta-_'c

most

work has already been accompli-hed and

difficult

there is comparatively easy sailing until the caboo-.- is
The
again taken off or placed ahead of the locomotive.
wind has now started blowing the other way even where
one hears about increasing terminal facilities.
Of course, some improvement will be made thereby, but
the time is not very far off when it will be recognized that
added tracks and buildings alone will not solve the question
It is more of a psychological probof congested terminals.
lem than a physical one, and it cannot be solved until this
fact is recognized fully by our officers.
We have reached the time when a new unit ha- to be

—

added
i.

is

e.,

consideration of economic railroad operation,
The introduction of a new unit

to the

the Unit of Labor.

quite a complicated undertaking, especially in this

where there are so many artificial barrier-.
requires constant and careful study by an
especially fitted for such purpe

therefore-.

It.

organization

-

—

other
The most Successful road will be the one-, which
will be able to haul more- tonnage
conditions being equal
In our future estimate- of the benefits
per unit of labor.
to be derived from grade reduction and the elimination of
curvature more .consideration -hould be given to the im-

—

portance of being able to operate the road with

lc

ized labor per ton mile.

While an

analytical

organization

problems, such a- those
necessary for economic

The

operation.

efficient

railroads

in

the

is

helpful

above,

indicated

for

special

absolutely

is

it

and satisfactory everyday
I'nited State- have be en

operating for the last couple of year- with Limited equipAt the same time our record- show thai from 2<> to
ment.
repairs; that the remaining 75 to 80 per cent were actually
on the road between terminal- only from 30 to 4'i per cent
hat our officer- had all they could do to handle the
current business, and there was no chance of
tcrdav's

the

however,

encountered,

obstacle

use of the new locomotives was inadequate sidetracks,
Was there
tracks too short to take care of the new train-.
Not much. How, then, did it come
any economy there?

tive

To

for such studies,

(

How many

operated by our

to be

government ownership of
whether or not the railroads are to be returned to their original owners for operation and some revised form of regulation adopted, this much
our present experience in government
will still hold true
operation cost us over two hundred million dollars for the
first twelve months, and the deficit is -till rising.
Remembering that government operation was undertaken entirely as
a war measure, the cost involved is negligible compared with
other war expenditures, but if we can gain something from
is

almost all cases our railway
in unicould under the-

tin)'

stan<

not

railroads

in

very

work and looking

much

out

<»f

line

for Haws.

before

it

r< tr

Something had

was changed.

<

to be

)ur super-

vising facilities have not kept pace with our gen< ral pr<

The-

result

-ary

to

roundhouse,

that,

i-

whenever

for

some reason

determine actual conditionthe-

in

management invariably -end-

it

becomes

50m<
special cheek-
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I,,

the

gel

besl
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was necessary
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production,
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While

man

expert

in
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the
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partmenl know- little of the workings of the other departrhe latter means many cross purpose practices. To
offset this condition we are compelled to create an organizaments,

whose business should be the constant analysis of the
workings of all departments, the determination of the rela
tionship between different orders of the different departments.
Such an organization should prove to he the most effective
Such an
tool for efficienl operation to our operating officers.
organization under proper co-operation will prevent unpre
paredness ami will do away with our present apparent necestion

evil— that of quantity and lessening

sarv

for the

Reasons

quality.

Increase in Employees

By Walker D. Hines
Director General of Railroads

PUBLIC COMMENTS have been made upon the fact
were ahout 140,000 more railroad employees in January, 1919, than in Decemher, 1917.
There has been at times a disposition to assume that this fact
indicates that under federal control there has been a laxity
of supervision on the part of the railroad officials throughout the country as compared with the sort of supervision
which would characterize those same officials under private
It is wholly unjust to attribute to these railroad
control.
officials any such failure in their duty to the government because the facts show that this increase in employees was due
These
to entirely different and perfectly justifiable causes.
causes were, first, the establishment of the eight-hour day
work
and, second, the exceptional amount of maintenance
which was performed on roadway and structures in January,

VARIOUS
that

there

1919.

In December, 1917, many employees worked on the basis
control
of 10 hours per day or longer, but during federal
and before January,' 1919, the eight-hour day was put into
The adoption of the eighteffect for railroad ' employees.
hour dav therefore made it necessary either to work many
punitive
classes of employees overtime (and frequently at
perform the
rates of overtime) or to obtain more employees to
of hours of labor. Overtime is undesirable and
and hence the proper policy is to obtain enough employees to avoid working overtime except in emergencies.

s;rme

number
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proportions.
of the
laxitj

result therefore is that the principal 'an

rease in the number of empl
on the put of railroad official

not

iiu

was exhibited by those Bame

tli. iii

trol,

The

1

i

any greater

under federal control
under private on

offii ials

i

Imt the adoption of the eight hour day.

in the hours of work in January, 1919,
This entire increa
compared with December, 1°17, can be accounted for by
the increase in maintenance worn on roadway and strucl
January, 1919, was an unusually favorable month for such
maintenance work because of the exceptionally gc*»d weather
In December, 1917,
and the availability of adequate forces.
severe winter weather began at an uniiMiallv early dati and
labor for maintenance work was exceedingly scarce because
of war conditions and especiall) because the railroad companies were not paying wages adequate to attract maintenance
The result was that in January, 1919, an exceptional
Labor.
amount of maintenance of roadway and structures was per
i

as

formed, the expenditure therefor being 245 per cent of the expenditure for the same purpose in Decemher, 1917. That the
entire" increase in hours worked on the railroads in January,
1919, can be accounted for in the principal classes of employees in maintenance of way and structures (foremen, section foremen, masons and bricklayers, structural ironworkers

and section men), is shown by the fact that the increase in
hours worked by these classes of railroad employees in January, 1919, as compared with December, 1917, was in excess of the total increase in hours worked by all railroad employees, so there was actually a slight decrease in the hours
worked by all other railroad employees. The increased hours
worked in January, 1919, by these maintenance forces does
not imply any laxity on the part of the railroad officials
throughout the country as compared with the attitude of the
same officials under private management, but merely shows
that these officials were taking advantage of good weather
and a good labor supply to do an unusual amount of maintenance work.
Both of these propositions are further

illustrated

by the

In that month as compared with
December, 1917, the number of hours of work paid for on
the railroads diminished 4.3 per cent while the total number
of employees had increased 8 per cent, this condition being
due, as already explained, to the recognition of the important
principle of the eight-hour day. On account of the extraordinarily favorable weather in February, 1919, the expenditures in that month for maintenance of way and structures
were 251.6 per cent of such expenditures in December, 1917,
and the hours paid for to the principal classes of maintenance
employees increased }/2 per cent while the hours worked by all
other employees decreased 5^4 per cent. This situation again
shows that the railroad officials in February, 1919, were
simply taking advantage of good weather and good labor supply to do a greatly increased amount of maintenance work.

month

of February, 1919.

costly

principal cause, therefore, for the increase in the number of employees, has been the adoption of the eight-hour day.
This radical change for the protection of railroad labor makes
number of hours worked instead
it necessary to consider the
of the number of employees worked. While in January, 1919,
T
the
the number of employees increased 8 2 per cent over
by
worked
hours
the
1917,
December,
number of employees in
2 per cent over
employees in January, 1919, increased only
the
the hours worked by employees in December, 1917. Thus
increase in the number of employees simply illustrates the
carrving out of the policy, which I believe is generally en-

The

/

\y

dorsed as proper, that employees ought not to be required
normally to work more than eight hours per day. The small
increase in the numher of hours worked reduced the disparity
between December, 1917, and January, 1919, to very small
*Extract from address before Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, June
20.

1919.

Director General Hines gives convincing reasons why the
President should have control of railway rates as well as
One Interstate Commerce
costs, but they are superfluous.
Commissioner has argued recently that the rates are high
enough, and that the railways are fortunate in being under
the protective control that has brought them into a precarious
.

financial

condition.

Another

Interstate

Commerce Com-

missioner has recently argued that rates should not be increased because it would inflate the general price level as
though the Interstate Commerce Commission were charged

—

It is true that the
with the regulation of the price level.
Commissioners long had company in the idea that the
solvency of the railways was not important, and that it

was not particularly
that idea
sion.

is

That

in

the

now dead and
it

care of the Commission.
buried, outside of the

should survive there

is

a

good reason

trusting rhe regulation of rates elsewhere.— New

But

Commisfor in-

York Times.

—

Tiiiii:

...j,hMi

News Department

General
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recent
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the

regional directors will meet at
with a
immittee representing the

7

service brotherhoods to d
wage orders issued by the

the

f

direct

rail-

-

A

railroad men's federation is
K
president of the t~>rder of Rail
resentative of a number of railroad ei
tions. not including the "1
brother!
service

employees, met

in

Washington

H. Morton,

and rep-

ts

nizatrain

wee

this

The Black

Tom

disaster of 1916 has again been the subthe court at
v.
X. J. and on
Saturday last verdicts a^air^t the Lehigh Valley Railroad
were handed down amount b
these
J
suits were those entered by insurance companies.
)ne was
for the loss of a schooner and cargr
in

<

Governor Bamberger,
ness

men

recently

made

of Utah, with a party of Utah busia ten-day trip into the I'inta Basin

examine feasible routes for a railroad into that locality.
the territory promises enough present and future business
to maintain a new line, the organization of a compa
finance the project with Utah capital will be started at once
Three proposed routes were examined, one by the w
Heber. another by the way of Stockmore. and the third over
the Soldier Summit pass
to
If

For the Alaskan Railroad the appropriation for the next
year, as fixed by the Senate in the Sundry Civil bill
-.000,000.
The Alaskan Engineering Commiemates that the railroad will be completed in 1921 at a total
fiscal

cost
to employ

or about $73,200 a mile.

.971.

between

5.000

It

planned

is

6,000 men on the project this
the Senate, over-ruling its com-ed the appropriation for the

and

summer. In the same bill,
mittee on appropriationvaluation of railroads from $2,000,000 to S2.500.OO0. which
the sum approved by the House.
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need this
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ance of the War Department is avail

army

officers

Samuel H. Barker, of Philadelphia,
York Evening Post, nominate- I'.r

5:15 a. m. and flew to Belfont. Pa., at 12
another airplane took the mail from there r<> Cleveland, at
arried by the
100 miles an hour, and thence the b...
The
m.
regular airplane to Chicago, arrivin.
second assistant postmaster general says that on letters
Pacific Coast about 24 hours will be saved; and he e\:

the United Stan-.
Republicans
Mr. Piarker. have demonstrated then
little men; the nation wants a man win. can plan and accomplish big thinps in a direct, busil
Atterbury. 53 years old. has never been in politics; has made
n way: has demonstrated that he is a man with
workable ideas and a mind given to attacking hard
ems and getting practical solutions. I:
back
from Europe with an open mind on the railroad and other
mic problem- which are no.
up for attent:
new form-.
1

•

.

-

The Senate committee on banking and currency, which

Washington banker,

that Mr. Williams, while Direr
Division of
Finance of the Rai
iministration,
had
sanctioned
or
acquiesced
in
the
payment
in
excessive
rental
to
the
Georgia
& Florida.
Railroad,
of
which
Mr.
William'brother
was one
of the receivers.
Mr. Cooper -aid that the r
a

the

guaranteed an annual renta:
00. although it had had
a deficit during the period before federal
Mr.
iams testified that he had never given
the contract involved, had never even read it, wa- no
ent at the conference at which it was pass
d had
'e any recommendati"
1

to

it.

of freight cars, carried out with a
efficiency during the war. is the subject of a
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trucks will start on July 7 and will be expected to
miles an hour. The "train" will traverse the
way. and it is calculated that the j<

make

which has been issued by the Canadian Railway War
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Safety Record in Northwestern Region
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Deadheadi* Names Called For
Newberrj

'.

resolution
ongress
has introduced in
statement as t" the num
calling on the director general foi
bei "i annua] passes issued fo> the yeai 1919, good over all
Railroad Vdministration, including passes
lines, under the
good i"t sleeping cai and parloi car accommodations or free
dining-car service, the reporl to include the name and resi
dence of the recipienl and the date ol mailing, by whose
Scn.it M
i

.1

order and For what reason each pass was issued.

Saving Cement Sacks
The Northwestern Regional Purchasing Committee, in
advocating the propei care of emptj cement sacks and their
prompt return to the manufacturers for credit, says thai "inroad has installed a machine, at the cost of $125, for cleaning sacks; and reports that during the year 1918 an average
Cement to the amount
of 8,500 sacks were cleaned weekly.
The same
of 367 barrels was reclaimed, valued al $940.
road also makes a practice of repairing cement sacks, ami
reports thai during 1918, 19,475 sacks were repaired at a cost
of $230, or a little over one cent each, and by making these
repairs $375

was saved.

Winnipeg

Strike

The general sympathetic strike which has been in progress
Winnipeg since May 15, ended on June 24, according to
an announcement issued by the Central Strike Committee,
which has been conducting the strike, ordering all men back
to work on June 26, exactly six weeks from the time the
The terms of the ending of the strike are
strike was called.
not clearly outlined in despatches from Winnipeg; however,
the strike leaders have been unable to obtain any concessions,
and the surrender appears to be unconditional. A government commission of investigation will be appointed to conduct an investigation into the strike and to settle all disputes
between the employers and strikers.
at

Administration Equipment Trust Certificates
of the Association of Railway Executives,
Bankers' committee and the Railroad Administration
have agreed upon a plan providing for the issue of $280,000,000 six per cent. 15-year equipment trust certificates, the
proceeds of which are to be used to pay in part for the
$400,000,000 ecpiipment which has been ordered during the
period of government control.
An equipment corporation is to be formed with power
This corporation
to buy, sell and lease railroad equipment.
will have $148,000,000 capital stock to which it is proposed
Of this amount
that the Railroad Administration subscribe.
$120,000,000 is to be used to repay the Railroad Administration 30 per cent of the cost of the equipment, and $28,000,000 is to be used as a reserve fund. This company will issue
the $280,000,000 equipment trust certificates to the general
public and will sell the equipment, costing $400,000,000, to
The inthe railroad companies on the installment plan.
stallments paid by the railroad companies will be sufficient to
provide for the retirement serially of the equpiment trust
certificates and provide interest thereon and to liquidate the

The committee

the

stock.

Progress of Valuation

50,000 miles "i r< >ad dm ing I'M
lai
ep< u
received on 25,000 miles of road up t<> January
inm\ «iii. .is .t he Western
inon ]..
1

.1

•

made

recently

the

ha

I

I

"i

.

1

thii

1

practically

Rear Collision

at

Dunkirk, N. Y.

collision of passenger trams <,n the Xew York
entral al Dunkirk, X. Y., on the morning of July 1 at 2:20,
eight passengers, the baggageman, the engineinan and the
In

a

rear

*

of train No. 7, and one trespasser were killed, and
passengers were injured. A number of others sustained
minor injuries. Westbound passenger train No. 41, standing at the station, was run into at the rear by westbound
passenger No. 7, wrecking the rear sleeping car.
Xo. 7
struck at 40 or 50 miles an hour. The baggage car of Xo. 7,
a wooden car, was crushed, and the coach next behind it, a
steel car, was turned crosswise of the track and its side torn
open; and in this car and the rear sleeper of No. 41 the passenger fatalities occurred.
The trespasser was riding between the tender and the leading baggage car.
Train 41 had been standing at the station about 47 minutes
because of a hot journal.
It was properly protected by a
home block signal 2,000 ft. back and a distant signal 4.125 ft.
farther back; and the flagman was back 1,700 ft. with a red
light.
There is, however, no question about protection, as
the engineman of Xo. 7, F. I..
liffbrd,
had sounded the
whistle for hand brakes, indicating that the air brakes did
not properly act.
Clifford was alive when taken from his
engine and said that the brakes did not hold. This seems to
be confirmed by the examination of the wreck, which disclosed that the air-brake angle cock at the rear of the tender

Fireman
17

(

was shut; and
closed

it,

it is believed that the
intentionally or otherwise.

man

riding there had
This trespasser was

He was

a resident of Dunsupposition that, finding
that the train was likely to pass through the town without
stopping, he decided to himself apply the brakes and mistakenly
assumed that he could do this by turning the angle cock.

identified as Charles Schiller.
kirk, which tends to confirm

Western Society

the

of Engineers' 50th

Anniversary

The Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, celebrated
the fiftieth anniversary of its organization on June 27 and
This society was founded in May, 1869, as the Civil
28.
Engineers' Club of the Northw-est, the name being changed
to the Western Society of Engineers in 1880.
The program was opened at 3 o'clock on Friday afternoon
with an outline of the history of the society and of the
most important achievements, presented by E. S. Nethercut,
This was followed by brief reviews of the desecretary.
velopments in engineering progress during the last 50 years
in (1) transportation, by Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the
Raikvay Age; (2) steam power, by J. R. Bibbins, of the
(3) electric light and power, by
Cravath, consulting electrical engineer, Chicago; (4)
electrical communication, by F. F. Fowle, consulting telephone engineer, Chicago, and (5) sanitary engineering, by
J. W. Alvord, consulting engineer, Chicago.
The evening was devoted to reminiscences of the early
days of the society by past presidents, twelve of the 23 living past presidents being present. In all, 39 presidents have
served the society. The speakers included Samuel G. Artingstall, Isham Randolph, consulting engineer, John F. Wallace,,
president, Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Company, Xew York
Ralph Modjeski, consulting bridge engineer; W. L. Abbott,
chief operating engineer, Commonwealth Edison Company:
Charles F. Loweth, chief engineer. C, M. & St. P.; Andrews
Allen, consulting engineer; John W. Alvord, consulting en-

Arnold Company, Chicago;

Work

before

1

I

ha
been
st important pari <.i
completed, while tinthe
inventor} ..1 the Postal relegraph properties will i>. com
pleted in about six months.
Work is just about to begin on
..1
the propertie
tinAmerican Telephone & Telegraph
Company. Up 1- December 31, l'JlK. $ 1.1706, 197 had been
expended by the federal valuation department, of which
$13,206,831 had been expended on the valuation of the railroads.
The commission has authorized the appointmeni of
about 1,525 men, and the average force ol the division >.i
valuation during 1918 was about 1,325 men.
1

J.

In a statement
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appropriations

committee of the House of Representatives, Director C. A.
Prouty said that the road and track parties in all districts
will substantially complete their work this year, and that
four parties have already been disbanded in the Pacific disThe land and the field
trict and five in the Southern district.
accounting work will be completed in about two years, while
the office work will be completed in about three years.
The complete engineering, accounting and land reports for
the Boston & Maine system have been received, while the
director stated that similar reports had been completed for
It is estimated that the division will rethe Rock Island.
ceive completed reports from the engineering section on

R.

;

—
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coupon waybill ami single entrj

1

deliver]

it
will also have th< effect •'
save labor,
standardizing practice, a- against foui 01 five different
billing method
ot the obi express companies winch are still
being used.
Preparations -i"- being made to in unit em
tbe new plan anil about 400 men
ployees in the operati
will in
detached from theii regular work for two months for

methods and

Traffic

"i

No

will

I

All embargoes in connection with freight shipments on tluresult
Canadian Pacific Western lines has been removed .is
.it
tlu collapse of the Winnipeg general strike,

purpo

this

.i

the Lutcher
traffic manager <>i
r<
has been ap
Moore Lumber Company, Oran
the Judson Freight Forwarding
pointed traffic man
Orleans,
.a.
Company, .it New

O. E. Duggan, assistant

.Hid

i

>

I

The Missouri Pacific has resumed through Freighl train
service to and From New Orleans and all other points on the
Trans-Mississippi rerminal Railroad, and will re-establish a
division freight office at New Orleans.
handlers at New York City, was
perishable freighl was moving in
is
It
normal volume within one or two days thereafter.
said that the damages by the strike were mitigated hy diversion of many shipments of fruit and vegetables to other

The

strike

of

on June

settled

freighl
26 and

cities.

The first of the new steel barges under construction for
United States Railroad Administration, for service on
Mississippi river between St. Louis and New Orleans
was launched by the American Bridge Company at Pittsburgh on June 26. This is one of 40 similar barges under
One barge is
contract for lower Mississippi river service.
to be launched every two weeks.
the
the

The revenue freight loading on roads in the Northwestern
region for the week ending June 24 show a decided decrease,
when compared with the corresponding period last year.
The total number of cars loaded in 1918 was 182,047, whereas
The number of grain and grain
in 1919 the total was 156,408.
products cars loaded show an increase from 7,747 to 10,161,
whereas the reports compiled for other classes of freight
loading show substantial decreases.

A movement

to secure a reduction of 20 per cent in railcommercial travelers and other large users of

road fares by
mileage tickets was started recently at the thirty-second
annual convention of the supreme council of the Order of
United Commercial Travelers of America at Columbus,
Ohio. Supporters of the movement cited the difference between the special rates for railroad travel in Canada and
rates for commercial traveling men in the United States.

Delegates to the thirtieth annual convention of the TravelProtective Association, have begun a campaign to have
train schedules printed as advertising in newspapers in a
similar form to that generally in effect before the outbreak
The Railroad Administration has said that it was
of the war.
problematic as to whether such advertisements did the pubThe Dalic any good and that the expense was too great.
meron-Pierson Company, a stationery and office appliance
firm at New Orleans, has advertised train schedules in the
New Orleans papers as a matter of convenience to the public.
ers'

The Wescott Express (baggage transfer) Company, New
York City, has been doing little or no business for the past
week because of a walkout of one hundred wagonmen, alsaid that the assistance of other express companies and taxicabs had prevented congestion of baggage.
The general manager of the company said the demands of

though

it

was

the men for shorter hours, more wages, and no Sunday work
amounted practically to more than 100 per cent increase, and
that the company had no intention of granting the demands.
Passengers and railroad station baggage men have suffered

much

inconvenience.

The American Railway Express Company

is planning to
throughout the country the plan for waybilling
freight that it has had in operation in the east since 1914.
The new plan will be inaugurated about September 1. It is

extend

Tlu- Traffii

June

24,

l

bib of

hicago

I

at

a

special meeting held on

adopted resolutions endorsing

Esch-Pomerene

It

bill.

reco

tends

th<

that

principle

oi

the

word!

and
words "operating
the

the cost "i capital" be added aftei the
costs" in line 15, page 23, of thai bill; that legislation be en
acted placing under the Interstate
ommerce Commi
the arbitration and settlement of disputes between railroad
<

ov<
md conditions
Poindextei long and short haul bill be
killed.
The resolutions arc to be sent to ( ongreSS and also
to other traffic clubs throughout the country with the suggestion that similar action be taken by the Lit

managements and

of

service,

and

their

that

employees

the

According to a report On overseas traffic for the week ending June 25, on June 25 there wen 9,867,640 bushels of grain
While there had
in the elevators at North Atlantic
ports.
had
been received in the elevators 5. 701, I'M bushel
been cleared during the week 5,582,421 bushels, an excess of
receipts over deliveries of 118,773 bushels.
As to South
Atlantic and Gulf ports as of June 21, there were 4,558,603
bushels of grain in elevators divided between New Orleans
and Galveston, Port Arthur and Texas City being empty.
The total number of carloads of export freight on hand at
North Atlantic ports, on June 25, exclusive of bulk grain and
coal, was 23,526 cars, as compared with 24,604 cars for the
same day of the preceding week. At these same ports there
were 6,488 carloads of export food on hand on June 25, as
against 6,948 carloads on June 18. Tonnage for the French
and British governments, the Food Administration and the
Wheat Export Company at the port of New York is ample
At South Atlantic and Gulf ports
to supply all demands.
as of June 21, there were 10,226 car loads of export freight
on hand as against 10,894 cars on June 14.

Boatmen on

New York

State barge canal, and their
must take
its hands off the canals of the state and "give to those who
have their money invested in the floating property that
traverses thereon an opportunity to get some business."
There is a fixed annual charge imposed upon the citizens
of New York State of something like $7,000,000, the annual
interest payable on the $155,000,000 canal and terminal bond
When the Railroad Adissue, plus the cost of maintenance.
ministration accepted the use of the canals from the State
authorities, no provision was made to see that the investors
in these state waterways were assured of any returns upon
"These canals," say the boatmen, "should
their investment.
be utilized to their maximum, and to date it is necessary to
encourage capital to invest in the flotilla necessary to carry
the freight.
It is hard enough to get investors in floating
property of this kind under ordinary conditions; but it is
an absolute impossibility to do so if we are going to conThey can
tinue to compete against Government operators.
cares? Uncle Sam is rich, and
carry freight at a loss.
the

friends, declare that the Railroad Administration

Who

he foots the

bill."

Charles F. Guggenbuehler, of Newark, N. J., inventor of a
lining for bearing boxes on locomotives, which he alleges
will save the railroads $25,000,000 a year, has petitioned the
Supreme Court in New York City for an injunction restraining the disposition of stock in a corporation formed
He claims that after the invention
to exploit the patent.
had been tried out by Government inspectors in the yards

Jersey City, and they had expressed their satisfaction,
V. Lutz induced him to assign his patent to Lutz to
enable the latter to present it to the Government because
it would not be accepted from Guggenbuehler. he being an
enemy alien. The plaintiff says Lutz has given him only
25 per cent of the stock.
in

C.
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Y..rk
the New
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
with head
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John McConnell, who has charge of alloy steel produ.
,l,r ,,u
Interstate Iron & Steel Company,
hi.
ant to the vrice-president with headquarters at Canton Ohio
has been Promoted to vice-president with headquartei
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assistant manager of
the Pittsbui"g h Steel Company, of
lia> ,u-t'" ;i l'i""ntcd manager of the
hicaj
quarters in the M<< orinick building.
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George W. Jones,
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shipped to railroads under
federal control during the week ended fune -'1
Works
Road
Number
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Anchor Company,

Ltd..

I

., r ..

m...

has been incorporated to manufacture railroad machinery and other devices.
The company 1- capitalized at
$100,000 by Mervil Mac-Donald and Edwin Simly. of Toronto,
Out.,

T °t al

and others.
'This locomotive shipped 6/11

m

include
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report of
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° comctivc
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week ended June
re P° rted shipped

14,
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foi

week ended June

Locomotives
t„,iw,.-^.
The Boston

m
& Maine
o

The Texas &

Pacific

>,,
asking for price- on 20

is

,

1

W. M. Carty, assistant superintendent of the Ameri
,\„„,i r .. r ompany,
m„ , <\v. t.\
„,.
rake anoe
foundry
Chicago, ha- Keen apPointed superintendent of the Tine Bluff, Ark., plant of the

ocomonve-.

iv-.k..
i.

inquiring for 25 locomotives of the

is

,_

.

Lieut.-Col. Elmer K. Hiles, Engineers, A. E. P., who went
over a- captain in the Fifteenth Engineers, and who has
iu-t
returned after nearly two year-' service in France,
will join the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory on July
manager of laboratories, with headquarters at Pitts

1919.
thi

r

i4*

time to

i

t

Standard Brake Shoe & Foundry Company. The
pany recently purchased equipment to increase
from 350 to 800 tons a month.

Santa Fe type.

The Havana Central is inquiring for 6 six-wheel sinteling
locomotives and one narrow gage Consolidation.

com-

latter
its

H. Redhead lias been appointed assistant to the
in charge of miscellaneous -ales of the National
Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio. C. C. Gibbs,
unt i| recen tly associated with the sales department of the
Indianapolis plant, has been appointed *alethe
Cleveland plant, succeeding Mr. Redhead
J.

president

FrPip-ht Par<;
JTtcigllL
^/dlis

;

The Semet-Solvav Company, Harnett. \. V.

!s

inquiring

for three coal cars.

The French

State Km,

w

vys are asking prices in this coun-

try
' for 1.000 freight cars.

The
Miss.,

International
is

Company,

Shipbuilding

T
Central is
Havana ,The u
,_,.,.
a

Pascagoula,

inquiring for storage batt. :rj car-

flat

ork,

in

the

inquiring for N"0 30-ton boxcars,
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nan

cars and M) 15-ton
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Chicago,

is

W. H. Woody, until April 17. 1919.
the shipfitters
-m,l allied
-.Hi,.,! trader -„i.
,u
ntur- and
at the
government navy van ,.
Ports...
»„.»,,
month
..,,1
r
i;.»„,
mourn, V-.
\a. and
bctore
enlistment
in government work atlll,;,u
with the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chi
ca " ;,v special representative, has been placed in
chai
oi the Washington, I). <".. office
of the Keller Pneumatic
Tool Company, Chicago.
,

25

-

,

t

,

(

Railroad Company, New York, has ordered from
ompany, Chicago, ISO 40-ton
American Car & Foundry
and
box cars and 25 first and
car-.
mail and express
f

The Cuban

I

Major Morrill Dunn, vice-president of McCord & Co..
h>r *r*iv^
ti,
n,ireceived
the
decoration ot Chevalier of the
,.,..,„,
,1,,.
nMr trom
,>,,,„ the
..v.,,.., government
"""or
"' n,,
Ircnch
in recognition
hls Be rvices during the war.
Major Dunn was commis-

Ch\e»trn
^nicago,

'

the

,
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,

1

c
r
ha- ordered two
San rranci
..
oO-ton 10,000 gal. three compartment tank car- tr.mi the Amencan Car & Foundry
ompany, h.cago.

i«,w*

'

tllc
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M. A. Hanna & Company, Wilkesbarre, I'... ha
d
mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, Chic

„
,.
c
The Shell
Company,

(

?

ceJ '»
°J the
handle

"'

•

inquiring for several 5,000 to 8,000-gal. tank cars.

en

-

v

"

ine cars.

The Business Research & Development Company,

'™*

c< .*« Maher Engineering CornMichigan Boulevard building, Chicago, to
sales and installation of Erie Engine
Works high speed engines, Sims feed water heaters, DaytonDowd centrifugal pump-. Wagener steam pump- and Pratt
Engineering & Machine Company fertilizer and sulphuric
acid machinery.

3

"

'

The American Oceanic Corporation, New
market for 5,000 Hat cars for export to France.

t
2:>-ton

E Mah "

na ^v
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captain

hr continued

in

the

Signal Corps of the Unit*
overseas duty in October, 1917, where
service until his recent discharge
in

rmv and assigned
,

to

i„

.
p,
„
„
r,_
11(
c
U.
Larruthers,
manager oi sales oi the Carnegie
Steel
the Illinois Steel Company, .md the Tennessee
Coal,
Iron & Railroad Company, with headquarters
at Cincinnati,
Ohio, has been appointed manager of Bales for the
district of the Illinois Steel Company at

i

J.

,

.

Company,

^icmalinp°
1&
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An
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ers,
was
interlocking machine, 40
impany,
the Ceneral Railwaj S.gna
the
Y.. for the Lehigh Valley, last month, in tvt
the junction
time the order ua- received
at South Plainheld. X. J.
immediately given
tire.
The order for the nev
ial was mad< within
by telephone, and the first shipmen
one week.
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Railroad Administration

(

Central Administration

I

.

I

.

Goode,

Inc.,

New

York

City

London,

Havana and

Paris,

v Janeiro; Mitsui & Company, Now York -Japan,
Rio
China, Philippine islands and Honolulu; Gustav Wilson \ S
1

Christiania,

James W. Carmalt
counsel

Norway, Sweden and Denmark,

tion^.

Railway Construction
North WESTERN. — This company contemplates

the
HICAGO Xconstruction of an addition of 78 storage bins to its grain
elevator at South Chicago, which will cost approximately
$1,(100.000. and will increase the capacity of the elevator by
3,000.000 bu.
Contracts for the work have not been let.

—

Philadelphia & Reading. A comraci has been given to
Charles C. Pace for building a new power house for the
engine house, which was recently built in the yard at Reading, Pa.
The new building will be a brick structure on concrete foundation, 38 ft. wide and 50 ft. long.

Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads, has
fought a good fight not merely for the roads operating at
desperate losses, but also for the shippers and for the Amer-

who

must foot

in the last analysis

all

the

bills.

He

has never sought to disguise the truth that heavier costs
With the sound
put the brakes on business in general.
sense of the practical railroad man he has wanted reasonably
high rates that would permit the carriers to pay their own
way with full train loads. He has been wise enough to
see that it was economic lunacy to try to force the railroads,
bleeding to death, to pay steel and coal prices fixed at inordinately high levels so as to keep the steel industry and the
He has been
'coal industry thriving on an artifical basis.
catholic enough to conceive and daring enough to contend
the "vicious
that in such a predicament as they are caught
the American people would be better off to stand
circle"
more taxes to meet the railway deficits than more and heavier
Nevertheless, he feels
rate increases to avoid the deficits.
that the stupendous operating deficit, threatening the very
Trea'sury, may compel the Railroad Administration to fall
back on the old, old transportation principle, so notorious
in the wicked private management days, of "taxing the traffic
what it will bear." In spite of inflated prices there is traffic
which flows as abundantly at present high rates as it flowed
before at low freight rates. Because of inflated prices there
is traffic which will not flow freely at the present freight
There is traffic which will scarcely flow at all. So
rates.
*
*
*
let the traffic that will pay anyhow pay still more.
This, then, would be a return to scientific rate making;
something we have had too little of, ever since the Inter-

—

—

'

Commerce Commission began

American railway system.

*

*

*

to

New

work

ligned as assistant to the general
Administration to engage in the
Me was formerly chief
Washington, D.
r<

practice of law at
of the interstate

'

<

.

ommerce

ommission,

I

maintenance oi waj ot the Northern
appointed chiel maintenance of way engineer in the Division of Operation, with office at Washington. Mr
ifager entered railway service in 1KW as chainman
In 1900 he entered the
on the Minneapolis & St. Louis.
service of the Northern Pacific as rodnian, and has been with
lie later served as inspector,
the same road since that time,
assistant engineer, superintendent of bridges and build
division engineer and acting engineer maintenance of way
On April 1, n 17, he was appointed engineer maintenance
of way.

the ruin of the

York Sun.

has

been

l

Regional
L.

M.

Betts,

has

supervisor

of

car

service,

Northwestern

been

appointed supervisor of transportation,
Northwestern region, succeeding D. B. Mclntyre, who has
resigned to become assistant traffic manager of the Simmons
Company, Kenosha, Wis.
region,

ican people,

in

Railroad

the

L. Yager, engineer

The Metallo Gasket Company has recently been incorporated to manufacture gaskets and other packings, at
New Brunswick, X. )., with the following officers: Zeno
Schultes, presidenl and treasurer; George Geipel, vice-presiMr. Schultes was
dent, and Stanley S. Geipel, secretarj
manager of the Goetze Gasket X Packing Company for
George Geipel has been an erecting enabout 1-4 years,
gineer for 35 years, specializing in refrigerating and steam
power plants, and Stanley S. Geipel has had ton years' experience in mechanical engineering. The company will concentrate for a time on its metallo corrugated copper gasket
with asbestos cord inlaid in the copper grooves or corruga-

(.

of

examiner

Pacific,

state

n

iiiiiii

i

equipmenl and iron

The Ohio Electric A Controller Company, Cleveland,
Ohio, announces thai il has appointed as its representatives
Hie Iron & Steel Equipmenl Company,
the following firms
ompany,
hicago; Linn
Pittsburgh, Pa
Williams, Beaslej
Morrow, Philadelphia, Pa
W. Dopp Company, Detroit,
Winnipeg, Canada; Wonham,
td.,
Mich
Kelly, Powell,
Bates & Goode, inc.. Munnc.il. Canada; Shook & Pletchei
Via.;
Wonham, Bates &
Supply Company, Birmingham,
;

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii

foi

United

supplies,

Vol. 67, No.

Federal and General Managers
A. E. Sweet, formerly vice-president of the Denver & Rio
Grande, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., has been appointed federal manager of the El Paso & Southwestern and
the El Paso Union Passenger Depot, with headquarters at
El Paso, Texas, to succeed G. F. Hawks, who has resigned.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
J. H. Minton, senior assistant engineer on the Pennsylvania Western Lines, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has resigned to accept a position with the United States
The field work formerly
Steel Corporation at Pittsburgh.
handled by Mr. Minton has been placed in charge of T. M.
Bole, assistant engineer with headquarters at Pittsburgh and
the office details and preparation of plans and specifications
in connection with new construction work, formerly handled
by Mr. Minton has been taken over by L. P. Struble, assistant engineer with headquarters at Pittsburgh.
r

Purchasing
T. S. Edgell, traveling storekeeper of the Mobile
with office at Mobile, Ala., has been appointed
storekeeper, with headquarters at Murphysboro,
E. H. Landers, resigned to accept service with

&

Ohio,

division
vice
111.,

another

company.
jurisdiction of W. C. Bower, purchasing agent of the
Central, with headquarters at New York, has
been extended over the Line West of Buffalo, vice G. R.
Ingersoll, who has »esigned to engage in other business;
C. C. Warne, assistant purchasing agent, has been appointed
first assistant purchasing agent, with office at New York,
and W. P. Winter has been appointed assistant purchasing
agent, with office at -Cleveland.

The

Xew York

ObituaryHenry

E. Graves,

who

retired

from active railway service

as commercial agent of the Grand Trunk several years ago,
after 26 years of service with that road, died at his home in

River Forest,

111.,

on June

25.

—
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timated to average 52 per cent, and the
average increase in the prices of railway materials and supplies since 1917 is estimated at 35 to 40 per cent.
The increase in the cost of living between the end of 1915 and
the end of 1917 was about 45 per cent, and there has )>een
a still further increase since then.
Prior to 1917 there was
practically no advance in railway rates, the average receipts
per ton per mile in 1916 being the lo.
recorded.
In 1917 and 1 91 S there was an in
roximately
40 per cent in freight rates in eastern territory and of about 25
per cent in the rest of the country and an increase in passenger rates of about 50 per cent throughout the countrv.
Passenger earnings are only one-fifth of the total earnings
of the railways, while freight earnings are three-fourths.
Therefore, while the railroads have had an increase
per cent in the rates from which they derive one-fifth of
their revenues, they have had an increase averaging only
about 30 per cent in the rates from which they derive threefourths of their revenues.
In other words, during the cycle
of greatly increasing wages, prices and cost of living since
1915. railway rates have been advanced relatively only
about one-half as much as wages and pt
rally and
the cost of living.
To say that an advance in rates sufficient to make the total increase in rates as sreat in proportion as has been the increase in prices and in the cost of
labor generally since 1915 would open a c<
ignore the facts.
Such an advance in rates would merely
an old cycle, not begin a new one. The railway
really suffering in two ways, first, because they
given the advances in rates which they needed before the
end of 1915, and. second, because the advances in rates made
since then have not beeen relatively as large as the incr
in the wages and prices they have to pay and in wages and
-hing
prices in general.
Let us close the old cycle
-
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Otherwise we must look to the Mallet type for future development-.
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a reasonable relationship between railway rates, and
and prices, before we begin to talk of the danger that an
advance in railway rates will open a new cycle of ina
in

wages and prices and the

cost of
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risks,
i

which would make the contractor

quential damagt

\

the

i

lau

trust

tc

ponsible

drawn

the

•>

orte

certificates

the attractive features about equipment
the possibility, in the evenl of default of
foreclosing on a vitally
interest, of

of
is

(

of

necessary part of tie transportation
Because of this possibility,
machine.
Equipment
interest on equipment trust certincati
is generally paid promptly even by a
While the roads are under government control,
receiver.
however, foreclosure cannot be had on locomotives and rolling stock.
Had the equipment, therefore, which the government ordered, been assigned to the individual railroad companies, and these companies been called on to finance the purchase, only such companies as had high credit could have
reimbursed the government by the issue and sale of equipment trust certificates, since such certificates, during the
period of government control, would have been in fact secured
only by the general credit of the railroad company issuing
Moreover, the question of assignment of equipment
them.
The
to individual companies, of itself, presents difficulties.
total cost of the equipment is estimated at a maximum figure of $400,000,000; the actual cost may be somewhat less.
Government credit, notwithstanding socialist writings to the
contrarv, is not inexhaustible, and it was deemed more expedient to finance the purchase of equipment by the United
States Railroad Administration in some way other than a

The plan worked out is both ingovernment guarantee.
genious and essentially sound. It provides so great a margin
of safety for the equipment trust notes that the possibility of
any necessity for foreclosure proceedings is nearly inconThus one of the inherent difficulties of the situaceivable.
While the plan does not provide for the
tion is overcome.

guaranteeing by one company of any other company's obligait sets up a reserve fund of $28,000,000 in addition to
the $120,000,000 margin of safety represented by the stock
of the equipment corporation subscribed to by the administration, making it impossible for the equipment corporation to
be affected by the insolvency of a few roads and making it
likely that nothing short of a national calamity would endanger prompt interest payments. As a matter of fact, the
investor in these equipment notes, if they are issued as now
proposed, will have a security that will be in some ways
unique, the chances not only of any impairment of capital
value being remote in the extreme, but the chances of any
"trouble" such as the delay in the receipt of interest and instalments due on principal and consequent impairment of
tions,

market value are reduced

tendency seems to exist

ment of railroad

to a

at

service to

Fairness in

Preparation of
Contracts

minimum.

times in more than one departdraw up forms of contracts for

execution with contractors which are
so largely or entirely in favor of the
In order to
road as to be unfair.
protect himself, a contractor

making

a

bid must either make it sufficiently
high to protect himself against contingencies or depend upon
the fair-mindedness of the officer in charge of the work to
A recent
administer the terms of the agreement fairly.

example of the above tendency appeared

at the

This view was concurred in by a number
Tin- clause, as drawn, covering the
time limit for the completion of the work was also thought
to he onesided and very likely would not hold in COUlt,
as a penalty was provided if the work was not completed
the time Specified, but no provision was made for the
iii
payment of a premium as compensation fur completing the

of the purchaser.

Financing the
Administration

A

were,

single accidenl might bankrupt
objection was rai ed thai
lie
out ra< tors felt lli.it
even the largest signal comp.in
no equit) exiled 111 the Contract
that it was all in favor
I

Ordinarily,

i

June meet-

ing of the Signal division of the A. R. A. at Atlantic City.
A committee to which was assigned the preparation of a
standard form of contract for execution with contracting
signal companies, covering the installation of interlocking
plants and block signals, submitted a proposed form as a
Strong protests were made by the manuprogress report.
facturers against the adoption of clauses covering indemni-

signal

work
the

in

engineers.

a shorter time than specified

proposed

form of contract

were

to

the contract.
If
be adopted by the

in

Signal division the contract price for an installation would
necessarily be made high enough to compensate the contractors, insofar as possible, for the increased liabilitii
sumed under the contract. The committee has done some

very good work in the preparation of this standard form,
but these sections should be revised and placed on a more
equitable basis before the form is again presented to the
Division for consideration, as the Association cannot afford
to place itself in the position of adopting a form of contract
which is unfair to the contractor.

The correspondent whose

letter, printed in another column,
advocates the more extensive use of fusees, uses in support
of his argument, one strong leg
the fact
t usees
that all of our inventions, measures and
and the
proposals for perfecting the block systern make progress very slowly
while
Space Interval
collisions continue to occur.
An order
to use ten times more fusees than are used at present, could
be carried out with very little delay.
Another strong leg is
the fact that the locomotive engineer may fairly be presumed
to be a much more responsible man than the flagman.
Trains
are running today
and perhaps in larger number, proportionately, than in former years
on which the engineman is
more intelligent, and better trained than the rest of the crewcombined, including the conductor.
The significant statement of the letter, however, is that concerning the large number of fusees used on the Plant system, a hundred in 24
hours, on one single-track division.
It cannot be doubted
that fusees would by this time have come into much more
general use on our railroads if they did not cost any more
than torpedoes. It is true that a fusee is but one of several
needed elements in protecting trains against collisions due to
"failures in block working." Neither can the most faithful
use of visual signals excuse any neglect of the audible-signal
principle or of any other promising safeguard.
The fusee
thrown off by the engineman of a hundred-car train may in
some cases be useless because it may burn out before the caboose (delayed) passes it.
But these considerations do not
lessen the duty to make all possible use of the best-educated
brains on every train, and to carefully consider the true
economy of preventing collisions. To spend a thousand dollars for fusees rather than $10,000 for a collision is not merely
a saving of $9,000; it is an important element in sustaining
;

—

—

—

the railroad's reputation.

The proceedings of the meeting of the Association of Railway Claim Agents in Chicago on June 25 and 26, which are
Claim Agents
and
Fair Play

abstracted on another page of this issue
have something -of the unusual in that
the speakers place so much stress on
fair pl av an(i co-operation in the work

of the members of this organization.
of the papers, in fact, read almost like sermons, so
The railway
strongly do they emphasize these elements.

Some

—
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claim agent is in rather an unusual position.
He must, for
one thing, do his part towards safety first by presenting his
observations which will help lead to tin- avoidance of acciHe must arrive at thai balance between a square pay
dents.
ment of a claim and paying out too much of hi- railway's
He must detect and prevent fraud in claims. Hi
funds.
must also meet, usually under adverse conditions, human na
ture at its best and worst, besides which, he must be able if
the claim is carried that far, to present an able case before a
jury, sometimes only coldly neutral and more often antagonTin- con
istic to him as the representative of a corporation.
elusion to be drawn from the stress placed on fair dealing
in the papers at the convention, i- naturally that the claim
agents have come to a clear realization of their duties towards
their fellow men and fellow employees and are following out
the plan which has been proved to secure the best results.
The claim agent who is going to make a success of his work
and friends for his railway is going to do so only through
co-operation with the other departments of his road, through
fair play and through inspiring confidence in In- de-ire to do
the right thing. Carrying the matter further, it is pleasing to
read of the tendency the claim agents are showing to continue
their work beyond the mere payment of a claim
through
efforts at securing restoration and re-employment of crippled
employees and through efforts to help the claimant sei ure
the best results from his money, safe from "mongrel" investments, loan sharks and the incurring of had debts

—

Mr. McAdoo's Enormous
Underestimate of Expenses

When

Director General

Railroads

of

McAdoo

an-

nounced the advances of 25 per cent in freight rates
and 50 per cent in passenger rate- in May, 1918, he said:
"It seems clear that the railroads should be made selfsustaining and that sufficient revenue should be provided to
prevent them from becoming a burden on the public treasury.
The immediate practical necessity is without delay that increases in rates should be made to provide for these increased
In other word-, the policy lie announced
costs of operation."

wa- that of making the

rates

and earning- high enough

to

Many

persons, therefore,
find it hard to understand why, in view of the advances in
rates made at that time, the railways have fallen and are

cover all increases of expenses.

pay their op-

falling so far short of earning enough
and the guaranteed returns to the railway

still

to

erating expenses

companies.
A review of the estimate.- of prospective expenses and of
expenses actually incurred under government ope
throws much light upon this matter, and is highly inti
ing.
As the Railway Age ha- recalled before, when Mr.
McAdoo testified before the Senate Committee on [nterstate
Commerce in January, 1918, he expressed a hope that "very

"Ho* tar." he -aid,
economies may be practiced."
of material and incosl
increased
"they will he offset by
do not know, hut perhaps one hand
creased cost of labor,
larsje

i

will

wash

the other."

Mr. McAdoo really understood the railroad -it
which he
uation at that time wa- indicated b) statements
made about four months later when he issued the statement to
the big advance
the public, already referred t<>. announcing
In this statement, which was
in freight and passenger rate-

How

little

Erring to the incn
accounl of the*
which have come
expenses
operating
in
increases
traordinarv
is estimated that for the
about as a consequence of the war
under the same consame aggregate business as last year and
"< &«
ditions as to prices and u
froi
will
b.
1918
year
calendar
issued on

May

in expenses

2>,

1918,

h<

"On

which were occurring:

il

47

Hi- statement
al.ndar \ear 1917."
-hould In- made self-sustaining indicated
that he believed the advances in rate- he wa- about to make,
and which were estimated at ahout a billion dollar- a
would he -ulYie ient to COVer all the-e inc rea-e-d i\pen-e-. But
even at tin- time Mr. McAdoo had a very inadequate idea of
the magnitude of the increases in expenses which were occurring and were going to muir, because the actual total into
1918 was
150,000,000, or about $300,000,000
more than hi- maximum estimate.
\
'^reat, however, a- wa- die inc rea-e in expenses in 1918,
it
ibeing far exceeded by the- inc rea-e in 1919 over 1917,
OIK)

more than

that

the

for the

<

railroad-

M

many

in wages and other operating costs which
1918 did not begin to produce their full effects
The traffic which wa- handled in tin- first four
until 1919.
month- of 1910 wa- -mailer than that handled in the first
four months of 1917.
The passenger business was larger,
--.
hut the freight business wa- 2 Vi per cent
On the other
hand, while operating expenses in the first four months of
1917 were $880,000,000, in the firsl four months of 1919
they were $1,378,000,000, an inc rea-e of ahout 57 per cent.
If the inc rea-e in expenses throughout the year 1919 -hould
be relatively a- large- as it was in the- first four months— and
i- safe to assume that it will he
the operating expenses of
it
1919 will exceed those of 1917 by $1,600,000,000. In other
word-, although the traffic being handled in 1919 is less than
it
was in either 1918 or 1017, operating expenses arc- running
about $740,000,000 more than the annual rate at which Mr.
Mi Adoo estimated they would run when he made- the big advances in freighl and passenger rate- a little- over a year
When Director General Hinc- wa- testifying before the
House Committee on Appropriations on June 4. he explained
the great increase in expenses which had occurred by referring to the advances in wages and in the prices of materials and supplies which have taken place.
He estimated
the wage- being paid in 1919 are 52 per cent higher than the
of pay in effect at the end of the calendar year 1917,
and the price- of material- and supplies at 35 to 40 per cent
more than they were in 1917. He added, "How ahout the
revenues? Should they not he higher?
It is perfectly clear

for

increases

were made

in

1<

1

—

me that a 25 per cent increase in rates is not going to offset
an increase of something over 50 per cent in wages and anywhere from 35 to 40 per cent in the cost of material-. * * *
Certainly, there is a very strong argument that could be
made for the view that an inc rea-e in business cannot pos-

to

sibly produi e

enough additional

net profit to

make up

for this

The railroads of
purchasing power of the dollar.
the- country get .SI. 25 in revenue where they used to get a dollar, and they have to pay out from $1.50 to $1.70 where
Therefore, it can he ve-ry
they used to pay out one dollar.
strongly argued that that condition cannot he fully offset by
an increased profit from an increased business."
To -tate the matter in another way, you cannot offset an
iin rea-e- of at least SI ,'>00, 000,000 a year in expenses with an
advance in rates which, even though the railway- were
loss of the

handling

a

maximum

business,

would yield on'

500,000,000 additional revenue; and, unfortunately,
Mr. McAdoo
they are- not handling a maximum business.
simplj underestimated the inc rea-e of expenses that w.
ing to occur a- a re-ult of the policies he initiated, and the
Many of the- things
difference ha- now gol to he made up.
this
.m-ed
which
done under government operation
prodigious increase of expenses can never be- undone, regardless of whether it would he theoretically riidit and desirable
to undo them or not.
The bulk of the increase in ex:
i- clue to the advances in wages; and the-e will never be> undone.
Furthermore-, there i- no pre-eiit prospect of SU
\
tial reduction- of the- price-- of material- ami SU]
re-turn to private operation of railways is desirable mainly,

000

to si.

c

not because of things
will he undone-

done under government operation which
many things will he- undone but

although

—
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because of the things which would be done in future under
govenunent operation and which it behooves tin- country to
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i°t.v for the
16 mill
wa $187,658,000;
miles of the Atchison proper total operating
revenue!
runted to $160,754,000.
The following r
in, hi.deal with the 8,624 miles of road of which th<
port to the Inter-late
oinnien e ( omiiiission is available
au<

for

avoid,

foi
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only, except when- the contrary is specificall)
tated
Mie toii mileage of revenue freight carried in 1918

Santa Fe
1

i

eamed

a

profit

United State- government after payment of rental to the

company,
rhis
and President K
in

his

is

to

report

a

I'.

source of satisfaction to the government
Ripley also mentions it with satisfaction

Railway operating income,
amounted to

stockholders.

as defined in the Federal Control Act in 1918,

$44,206,000 for the 11,450 miles of the Santa Fe system,
comparing with $42,885,000, tin- rental guaranteed to the
Such a condition, however,
company by the government.
might he brought about during government operation through
the diversion to the Santa l'e of particularly profitable classes
of traffic, which condition would continue only temporarily
and would cease to exist when competition was resumed.
Economy in handling business, as measured by physical
units, and adequacy of maintenance of the property, also as
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was

10,764,000,000 and in 1917 10,790,000,000. The passengei
mileage in L918 was 1,436,000,000 and 1,354,000,000 in
I'M 7.
Total freight train mileage in 1918 was 18^612,000,
In 1917 the
Which included 248,000 light train miles.
freight train mileage was 20,711,000, which included 227,000
liLjlit train miles.
Passenger train mileage in 1918 was 17,Handling nearly the
824,000 and in 1917 20,172,000.
same freight business in 1918 as in 1917 with 2,000,000
less freight train miles is an evidence of economy in operation independent of possibly misleading or confusing
dollars and cents figures for revenues and expenses.
It might be that radical changes in the character of
traffic carried would help in holding down freight train
mileage, but the classification of freight traffic hardly justiThe total tonnage of revenue
fies such an assumption.

for

v r~\

Hi

ttxssfen

\

Matagorda\.

A%yi;

i

F

or

MlTrTc o

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
measured by physical units, should be scrutinized by railroad security holders with particular attention during the
President Ripley strikes
period of government operation.
provides that the propcontract
"The
warning:
of
a note
erty shall be returned in substantially as good condition as
when taken over, and it is not impossible that this stipulation may be fulfilled, but during the first year of federal
control it was not possible for the government to furnish the
amount of either labor or material used in previous years.
Thanks to the excellent condition of your property when
taken over such deterioration as has occurred is not yet
serious, but will become increasingly sq as time goes on

unless checked by large expenditure."
The annual report to stockholders covers the aforementioned 11,456 miles of the system but gives only gross operating revenues and net in regard to the results obtained
under the federal manager. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, itself, comprises 8,624 miles and it is on the basis of
this

mileage that the federal auditor makes his report to
Commerce Commission. The total operating

the Interstate

freight carried in 1918 was 32,943,000, of which 25,306,000
tons originated on the Santa Fe and 7,637,000 tons was received from connections. In 1917 of the total of 31,321,000
tons of revenue freight carried, 23,761,000 tons originated
on the Santa Fe and 7,560,000 tons was received from con-

Of the total tonnage 17.46 per cent was of the
products of agriculture in 1918 and 16.32 per cent in 1917;
5.63 per cent was products of animals in 1918 and 5.62 per
47.75 per cent was products of mines in
cent in 1917.
1918 and 46.86 per cent in 1917; 19.57 per cent was manufactured articles in 1918 and 20.32 per cent in 1917. Bituminous coal and oils were two-thirds of the total tonnage of
nections.

products of mines.
The average train load of revenue freight in 1918 was
511 tons, comparing with 463 tons in 1917. Better balanced
The average numtraffic did not contribute to this result.
ber of empty cars per train was 11 in 1918 and 10 in
1917, while the average number of loaded cars per train was
Car loading was greatly im26 in 1918 and 27 in 1917.
car being 22 tons in
loaded
per
load
average
proved, the

:
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1918, as against
)
tons in 1917.
The percentage of tare
weight to revenue train load in 1918 was
apparently not
greatly different than in 1917.
The substitution of the
empty car for the loaded car in the
7 cars
of
about offset the increased proportion of revenue freight
in
each loaded car.
The increase in train load,
(

\

eration

for the 8,624

for

tnent,

mission

i-

miles of line operated
whit h a report to the Inti
available:

by

;

;.

therefore,

represents increased

work done by

the locomotivi

to maintenance of which President
\.e
Ripley sp
only rough judgment- can be formed.
Maintenance of way

and structures

in

1918 cost

SS .040.000

19

per

or

cent

3

,„, r

in

over

I'M

'037.933
•

„

Maintenan<
of $11,55

7.

equipment cost $35,100,000,
ise
49 per cent over 1917.
In 1918 there were 112.000 treated oak tie-. 1,457,000
treated pine ties. S02.000 untreat.,1 soft wood tie- laid in
replacement and betterment.
These figures are included

-

••

a total of 2,203,000 laid in replacement and betterment
This compare^ with 166,000 treated oak tie.-.
1918.
1.. oO.OOO treated pine tie- and
465,000 untreated soft wood

in

included in the total of 2,237,000 tie- laid in replacement and betterment in 1917.
The average cost at point of distribution of the treated
oak ties was 92 cents in 1918 and 76 cents in 1917, and of
the treated pine ties, 86 cents in 191 S and 78 cents in 1916;
of the untreated soft wood tie-. 81 cents in 1918 and 70
cents in 1917.
The total tonnage of rail laid in replacement and betterment in 1918 was 59,524: in 1917 the total was 72,756.
Curiously enough, the average cost per ton at distributing
point was apparently the same in 1917 as in 19 1 S.
The
greater part of the rail put in in both year< was 85 lb., costing S20 per ton.
It is rather interesting to compare the number and average
pay of employees in service during the two years. The average number of employee- in th<
D 1918 was 5.^.124
who were on duty a total of 143,235,000 hours and the total

he corporation's income account for 11.456 miles

I

in

compensation during the years

This com-

10.

pares with 50,654 employees, 140,086,000 hour- with |
265,000 compensation in 1917.
The largest number of any one class of men employed is
section men with 10.445 as an average number for the year
1918, with wages of $8,138,000 as compared with 10,676 in
1917 with S5.492.000 total pay.
Returning for a moment to the 11,456 mile- of the system
and to the annual report to stockholders, the rental due from
the government provided funds for interest payments, 5 per
cent on the preferred and 6 per cent on the common -to« k of
the companv. sinking funds, etc., and left a surplus
A total of
carried to profit and loss of SS. 761.000.
000 was spent for the acquisition of new mileage and
384,000 for additions and betterments to roadway and buildings and SI 1.75S.OOO net for addition- and betterment
equipment. The additions to equipment, of which the total
cost was SI 2.305.000, and from which $551,000
tracted for equipment retired, including "2 locomotives,
I

844 freight

cars, 17 pass<

rk

•

ar-

and

1918
I

Other income
<

-

collected.

The company owed

ernment for additions and betterments,
expenses prior to January 1. 191
net debit against the government
tion,

the

liabilities

the

paid and
addi-

government owed the compa

retired.

following table shows the principal

28,348,433
19.498,280

I

Surplus

3,095.398

8.7'

income and other charges include lap-over revenues and
of the period prior to January 1, 1918.
cr

New
Pacific Parts.

h a

Fifth

in

Books
Hound

Edition.
es.

ex;

in

flexible leather, 8

figures

in.

Published by Pacific Ports

Wash.

tie

Pacific Port- in its fifth annual edition has been
changed
from a book of 500 pages, 5 in. by 8 in. in size to a
and considerably improved form, with a much larger amount
of data and profusely illustrated.
The book in addition to
giving complete detail- concerning the dock accommodaI

tions,

pilotage

on both

regulations, port charges, etc., of the ports
sides of the Pacific, this year gives data concerning

their imports

and exports and much

information

concerning

interesting and valuable
economic life and bus
developments.
The book also has added various nev.
tions, of value to the exporter or importer.
Such are section- on How to Get Into and Succeed in Foreign Trade;
Soutli and Central American
- that Exporters
Trade:
Should Know About Xew Zealand Trade: Customs Procedure and Suggestions; Marine Insurance; Weather Predictions at Sea; Countries and State- on the I'
and
many others of like character. As in the past such information is given as comparative tables of coinage details concerning the steamship line- on the Pacific, etc
["he book, particularly in it- new and improved form, is a valuable addition
to the rapidly increasing fund of information available on the
their

!

.

-ubjei

t

of export trade.

.//

If

Dunn.

Bulletin

of the
publish*

(

I

'rhaua.

and

II

Univei
I

Ill

hi- constitutes

made

of

lip-

ment on the Illinois Central at all speeds up to 7m miles per
hour and covering all ordinary weights of equipment in common use.
lie tests were all made on well maintained main
tr.i. k laid with 85 and 90 lb. rail and in fair and
moderate
rm weather.
The results, presented in the form
and tab].
ithout modification to trains running under like conditio!
tr.n k and weather.
I

In

crued depreciation on equipment and equipment and propert)

The

M

'ther charge*

N

a

the government, subject to quarterly settlements, amounted
to $65,868,000.
This, of course, included cash, agents' bal--

4.310.952*
orporate income. 47,196,263

Taxes

ton automobile truck.
At the end of 1918 the government had paid nothing
toward the annual compen.-ation due and the total owed by

ances and

i

follow-

ties,

-

708.335

for

.,

—

—
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Some of the mosl useful proposals, however, arc left
very unsettled condition and the reader naturally inquires where lie OUght to look for the next Stage of develop
ment Mr. Rhea, in hi*- proposal for the development of
a

train stops, set forth on page 1,553, says that the
government- federal or state—ought to take up this question, because of its complicated nature and the inability of
I think he speaks truly when
the railroads to deal with it.
he Says thai to get the right talent for this experimental work

automatic

it

will

be desirable to commandeer the services of railroad
other engineers.
the article on pages
another page of the same issue

men and

On

1528-30

—you

—

tell

of the impossibility of getting any satis-

factory improvement in safeguarding the lives of passengers
by trying to improve the work of the flagman. This article
sets forth some very old facts in very new language, but the
real problem remains just where it was.
In your issue of the following week, page 1,805, you refer
to the slowness of governmental functionaries (which suggests one weakness of Mr. Rhea's proposal) and you seem
to intimate that railroad directors, just like ordinary people,
are governed by temporary impulses. The railroad director,
human, like the rest of us, hearing of the slaughter of a carload of passengers on his railroad, is sick at heart but this
kind of sickness seems to work just the same now as it did
in the sixteenth century, when Rabelais wrote

"The Devil was
The Devil was

sick,

—
—

well,

train

hit

the

i

li

1

passage from "Effii

Railwaj

ienl

I

>;

refer:

man

II.

generally the mosl ex-

i

<
and
informed; and, when a stop i- made or tin train i^ slowed
down at an unusual place, he know- the cau-e and what the
probable detention will be, not only after it has occurred but
often before, and can usually select a suitable place to stop.
It is he then, and not the Bagman who should determine when
and how the rear of his train should be protected.
If the
burden were plainly put upon the engineer to determine, and
upon the flagman to act, his a< tion would be ontrolled by the
best-informed man in the crew
Thus the
space -interval between trains moving in the same direction
might be more securely preserved in an emergency, by a
more extended recognition of the usefulness of the fusee,
which at present is only permissive as a part of the flagman's equipment. How much more valuable in the hands of
Whenever he is about to stop or to slow down
the engineer!
his train at an unusual place, let him be required to drop a
lighted five- or ten-minute fusee by the side of the track one
mile before the stop is made; and the interval between that
train and a following one will have been positively secured

perienced

June 20 affords some very interesting read-

than an automatii

li

"One means may be suggested that doe not call for more
intelligence or for greater devotion |., dutj on the flagman's
part, hut which Seeks to obtain both from another source

('.

ing.

in

cost

from the locomotive engineer.
I

roa:

issue of

Dumber,

in

in

the

traitt-CTeW,

1

.

1

1

*

I

i

by a sentinel that will not desert its post, by a signal whose
unmistakable light will illumine its surroundings, let the
wind blow and the rain fall as they may. It will indeed
then prove to be a cloud of smoke by day and a pillar of fire
by night!
"This statement is not hypothetical, but is founded on
ample experience.
Such a requirement does not do away
with the protection afforded by the flagman, but rather init.
As the rear of the train passes the blazing fusee,
the conductor will have warning to see for himself that the
flagman goes back.
As the flagman crosses a [slippery]
bridge on his way to the rear, he will feel secure against an

creases

the Devil a
the devil a

monk would be;
monk was he."

Reading these somewhat unencouraging items of the most
modern thought. I was led to take a short look backward,
suggested by another important article in your issue of the
20th, the notice of Colonel Haines' book, "Efficient Railway
Operation," page 1526. This book, made up from the rich
experience of one of our best railroad officers, contains, on
pages 306-309 a brief note on the virtues and vices of the
flagman which in some respects is better even than the article

Colonel Haines recomon page 1528, referred to above.
I commend to your
the more general use of fusees.
I am quoting, in substance,
attention the pages referred to.
the statement of a former division superintendent on one of
the roads in the Plant system, operated for years under the
direction of Colonel Haines, when I say that, on that road,
single track, they moved a heavy traffic in perishable freight,
together with some fast passenger trains, with great success in
This was before the days of
spite of much foggy weather.

mends

approaching train when he sees that purple light blazing in
The lighted fusee is as valuable by day as by
smoke from it is so distinctive, and even its
light, as to be readily recognizable by a following engineer,
and its presence is made evident, even around curves. On
double-track, the fusee should be dropped outside of the
track upon which the train is running, and on divisions of
four or more tracks, it can be dropped in the middle of that
track by hand, or perhaps more conveniently through a

the distance.
night, for the

tube."

E. J.

M.

block signals, and the train-order signal, at each station, was
The rule proposed by
the only fixed-signal protection.
for the engineman to throw
Colonel' Haines, in his book,
An engineman who
was then in force there.
off fusees
found that his engine was slipping, on a grade, and that time
was being lost, dropped a fusee, which held the next follow-

—

t

—

ing train until either he got over the summit or had time to
The next train, seeing the lighted
send a flagman back.
and so on, if there were more than
one
another
dropped
fusee,
two trains. The flagmen were, of course, required to follow
As every one knows, fusees are
the rules about going back.

On that
as easily recognized in the daytime as in the night.
division they sometimes used as many as 100 fusees in a
But would not a hundred fusees daily, or even
single night.

A

Trans-Siberian Refugee Train Meets with Difficulties

Illinois

New

Central Will Build

Chicago Terminal

Ordinance Just Passed Provides for Modern Passenger Station
and Electrification of All Service

Amu

railway ELECTRIFK VTION PROJEi of fir.-t magnitude has been definitely assured as the resuh
an agreement reached between the Committee on
Terminals of the City Council of Chicago and the Illinois
Central on July 2 relative to a contract ordinance for a large
new passenger station and appurtenant facilities. The project
embraces a terminal capable of development to accommodate
all railroads at present entering passenger stations east of
the Chicago river, and the ordinance makes ample provision
for connections with such roads and arrangements under
which proper rental charges shall be determined.
Under
the agreement the Illinois Central is required to start the
construction of facilities necessary for electrification within

and the United States War Department
In
addition to the construction of the new passenger terminal
and the electrification of the road within the city, the projot embraces the construction of an outer park system along

authorities,

i

and Thirty-first

d of all

it

a tenant of the

is

street

street

New

since

the South

1852,

South Park board (which

the

from Twelfth

Park Board

Central
determina-

Illinois
in the

Station Building

park system, and in
1°12 the road reached an agreement with the park ':
undei which the railroad released it- riparian rights to
the park
the right to fill in certain small subnu
ght-of-way, while the park board
liter and

111

d

lb

railroa

Under

purposes.

.rk

arrangement the park system

v

with 85
party

ither

the
to

vt

obtain

immediate ad\

War D

i

Chicago, which is also a party to tl
addition to the Secretary of War. whose perm
Tl
sarv for filling the submerged lands.
elusion of these formalities will mark the termi]
negotiations which have been under way for nearly
the fad
This long delav has been caused
four parties are involved, namely, the railroad
is

With City

righfs along the lake

-

ry

of

1

>ngly

thi

tion of the latter to develop a lake shore
to the

i

and

Fifty-first

to

bo ame involved with

Exception, however, is made to the trains of other
roads which may be prevailed upon to use the lib:
ly to the
tral station when completed, neither does
Illinois Central line extending to the west from the
front property, connection with which is made
of the St. Charles Air Line.
rely
Negotiations covering this ordinance will
complete until it has been formally appri
of the Illinois Central

of

interests

Railroad Sought to Co-Operate

As owner of riparian

Central.

those of the

The

street.

cerned.

;

These provisions apply also

Michigan Central insofar as

in

independent projects have been so interwoven that it hat
been impossible to proceed with any one without the satisfactory completion of arrangement- for all the others con-

Front Elevation of the

service within the city within IS

extending

district

two years, and to institute the electric operation of all of
its suburban trains within seven years, of it- freight operations north of Twelfth street within 10 years, of all freight

service within 20 years.

and provision for a new harbor
Lake Michigan between Sixteenth street

the lake by the park board

to

fill

the
-

li

to

it

.

to

the

rail

the

-

ity

authorities

which eventually embraced plans

entirely ind-
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permit of
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M

the Illinois Central terminal facilities nprth of Fift)

street,

In

L916 the road presented plans for

menl and reconstruction
closelj

to the

the Rail*

Bu1 the

city,

raanded

a

of

its

a general rearrai
terminals which conform verj

plan as now approved, which was described iii
tte for September 22, 1916, page 517.
taking advantage of its strategic position, de

great

many

concessions and arbitrary provisions
was in do position to
Tin's fact, together with the entrance of
grant,
our country
in the war, caused the negotiations to drag along
until the
early part of this year, when they were again undertaken
With renewed vigor and eventually terminated by the adoption of the present plan.
The principal difference between
the ordinance as now adopted and as originally proposed l>\
the Illinois Central is that the present agreement definitel)
the

1,1

contrad

which the railroad

arrangement under which the road shall electrify
operations within the jurisdiction of the city.

Specifies the
all of its

Project Is Of

The

Wide Scope

now approved may be divided roughly into
parts as determined by the independent ends to be
obtained.
The terminal project proper provides for the
construction of a complete new passenger terminal to take
the place of the present Park Row station together with
project

several

complete coach yard and engine terminals and a small
freight house and team yard on Indiana avenue south of
Sixteenth street.
Provision for access to the new harbor
entails the construction of one subway and three viaducts
across the tracks.
Access to the park property will be afforded by eight viaducts over the railroad.
The ordinance
also provides for the ultimate development of six doubletrack rail lines into the harbor district, four of which will
make direct connection with the Illinois Central tracks while
two are to cross the Illinois Central property with a view
to connection with other roads lying west of the Illinois
Central.
Adequate provision is also made for access to the
new passenger station by other roads in the city, either

through the use of the existing St. Charles Air Line or a
proposed new westerly connection in the vicinity of Eighteenth street.
The plan also contemplates the reconstruction
of the Illinois Central and Michigan Central freight ter-

minals north of Randolph

A

street viaduct.

Monumental Station

In replacing the present station on Park Row- a change
is provided that will accomplish a marked improvement in the relation of the terminal to its surroundings.
in the site

The

obstruction to Twelfth street offered by the existing lay-

out will be eliminated by placing the new station south of the
south line of Twelfth street, produced east, so that the extension of this street eastward into the park area will not only
give the station a frontage on that important thoroughfare,
%
but will also place it in distinct architectural relation to the
new Field Museum now nearing completion in the park to
the east of the station site.
It is intended to take full advantage of this circumstance by a classic treatment of the station exterior in entire keeping with the design of the museum.

Like the old

new structure will command the
Museum, Grant Park and Michigan avenue.

station, the

lake, the Field

Unlike the present station all of the tracks for the use of
through passenger trains will terminate in the train shed,
while the tracks for suburban service, which is treated as an
entirely separate feature, and the several running tracks for
freight service north of Twelfth street will pass northward
under the station.
In the immediate vicinity of the station the tracks will be
on three distinct levels. The freight tracks and freight yards
will be located along the east side of the layout with the passenger tracks occupying the center on an upper level and the
suburban tracks on a lower level on the west side immediatelv
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adjacent to Indiana avenue which will be produced northward to an intersection with Twelfth street.

To provide adequate headroom for the tracks which must
pass underneath the street, Twelfth street will rise in approaching the station from Michigan avenue to a sufficient
elevation to bring it to the same grade- as the upper level staAs a result an exceedingly simple station laytion tracks.
out is possible insofar as it concerns the through passenger
The plan resolves itself into a spacious central waittrains.
ing room, located between Twelfth street and a concourse
serving the ends of the station tracks and platforms. Auxiliary facilities will surround the waiting room and all
functions of the terminal with which the passenger must deal
in passing from the street to the trains or vice versa are located on a single level.
The design of the track layout is flexible. The ultimatelayout provides for 25 tracks on one level, although this may
The numbe practically doubled by the use of two level-.

ber of tracks installed at

first will

depend upon the extent

to

53

One of the important feature- of the project i- the large
Like the -tation this also
auxiliary terminal contemplated.
will develop in accordance with the needs of the traffic using
lu-e facilities include coach -torage and cleanthe station.
1

and

ing yard-

complete engine* terminal.

a

Plan Provides For Grade Separation

The ordinance

contemplates

construction

the

of

public

highways into the area east of the Illinois Central propem at
Twelfth street, Lighteenth street, South Park Blvd., Thirty-

Oakwood

Blvd., Forty-third
All of these, with the exception of the one at Eighteenth street, are to be carried over
the tracks on viaducts entailing the depre-sion of the tracks
lir-t

street

Thirty-fifth street,

street,

and Forty-seventh

between Twenty-eighth

street.

and

street

Fifty-first street.

structures, insofar as they constitute entrance- into the

These
park

area, are to be constructed and maintained at the expense of
the park system, but the viaducts at South Park Blvd., East

Twenty-sixth

street

and East Thirty-fourth

street will

con-

Emigrants
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1

Tram
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Passage over s'reef\

Office
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lones.

|

t^TH.

5TREET

|

"

|

1//ADUCT.

Plan of Main Floor Level

which roads other than the Illinois Central and Michi- -i>t in part of approaches to the harbor cli>trict. and such portion- of these viaducts as are used for this purpose, together
gan Central avail themselves of the opportunity to use this
with the Eighteenth street subway are to be constructed and
station, the plan showing 12 tracks which will be provided for
maintained by the railroad, but the city is obligated to pay
the traffic now entering the station.
The baggage, express and mail facilities will be provided all damages to property resulting from the construction of
the street approache-.
below the waiting room and track level at about the pre-ent
grade of Indiana avenue.
Direct communication with this
Station May Be Used By Other Roads
level will be obtained by entrances on Indiana avenue. Should
'The ordinance provides that upon the completion of the
it be found necessary to provide passenger tracks on both a
station any railroad desiring to use it shall be permitted
lower and an upper level, this baggage and express space
to do so upon reasonable term- to be agreed upon with it. any
will serve both level- and communication will be provided
by baggage elevators tit suitable interval-.
disagreements to be submitted to the Interstate Commerce
The Illinois Central owns the property fa< ing on Twelfth
Commission, the State Utilities Commission or other b<
in authority at the time of the controversy.
street between Michigan avenue and the proposed extension
If this option is
of Indiana avenue.
This will be utilized to add a distinct
exercised by only a limited number of road-, the St. Charles
Air Line extending west from the Illinois Central properdfeature to the plan in the form of a large hotel which will be
in the vicinity of Sixteenth street will, no doubt, prove adebuilt with an exterior design in harmony with that of the staquate for routing the railways to and from the new .-tation
'The ordinance- permit- a connection with tintion building.
and plan- for the track layout have been prepared with a
structure at the level of the main waiting rpom floor by means
view to a ready connection between the Air Line and the sta/of a bridsre over Indiana avenue.
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However, should an)

tracks

considerable

Dumber

of

Line would be
obviously inadequate and this contingency is provided for in
the ordinance bj authorization for a >i\ track line extending
wesl from the Illinois Central in the vicinit) <>i' Eighteenth
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The Americanization

the railroads eled to use the station; the Air

rhe Illinois Central is granted authority to construcl
connection at an) time within the next 20 years, although the initial construction need not be for more than two
tracks, the remaining four to be added from time to time as

Railway Shop Men
a

44

i

jL\

street,

ma)

awa)

One

require.

new connection

of the principal advantages of this

somewhat further
permits of a more advan-

that the junction, being

is

from the station

layout,

tageous tr.uk arrangement.
The pi. ins for the harbor cover the right for the city to
build four double-track lines across the park area for connection with the Illinois Central and two double track linos
across the Illinois Central for communication with the railThe Illinois Central is given permission
wax- to the west.
to

locate,

construct, operate

and maintain one

of

the

four

with the harbor district and one of the
lines crossing its right-of-way for communication between
the harbor district and the railways to the west, while the city
has the option to construct, operate and maintain all of the
other proposed lines.
In the case of the harbor tracks the Illinois Central agrees
to make connections with its own line and perform switching
lines connecting

it

any railroad operating in the city between interIn the case of the
change points and the harbor tracks.
Eighteenth street railroad connection, on the other hand,
the ordinance grants all railroads operating in the city the
service for

and making a physical connecthem on terms to be agreed upon, or in accordance
with orders by some regulator}' body.

privilege of using the tracks
tion with

Electrification
In requiring the Illinois Central and the Michigan Central
to electrify, in accordance with the terms of the ordinance,
the words electrification, electrify, electricity-, electrical and
electric

are used with reference to the operation of motive

power of train or locomotive engine, and they and each of
them shall be taken and understood to include, not only operation by electricity or electrical power, but also by any other
motive power, the operation of which is not accompanied by
the emission of smoke, cinders, steam, noxious gases or by
noises more objectionable than those produced by electrical
operation.

The terms

also provide that nothing in the ordi-

nance shall prevent other railroads not operating by electricity
from entering the tracks of the Illinois Central south of East
Twelfth street with steam locomotives for purpose of interchange, or prevent the Illionis Central from handling with
locomotives similar interchange business to and from other
It also gives the Illinois Central the
right to operate with steam locomotives, trains arriving over
the
its tracks at the city limits and destined to points within

lines not electrified.
1

Any tenant
on or over railroad lines not electrified.
lines using the proposed station for through passenger service
•which are not operated by electricity under the provisions of
locomotives
'.the ordinance, may use the terminal with steam
city

until such time as they are required to electrify.
An interesting feature of the ordinance is a restriction
placed on the railroad against the erection of any buildings
other than switch shanties, interlocking towers, signals, suburban shelters and the like, in the territory between a point
500-ft. north of

Twenty-ninth

Fiftv-first street, as a

means

to

street

and the north

line of

keep out any obstruction to

the view of the park property west of the tracks within these
limits.

required to commence work on the construction
and office building within six months after the
ordinance becomes effective and is required to complete these
structures by the end of seven years, which is the time fixed
for the electrification of the suburban service.

The road

of the

is

station

Burnside
so-called

\i\ii

M,

ior the railway shop man" has been
under the auspices of the Voting Men's
Christian Association for the employees of the
(Chicago) shops, of tin- Illinois Central.

instituted

this

traffic

of

university

better citizens

and

training,

designed

for the creation

of

for
a

the

making

of

fuller appreciation

American ideals, comprises a series of lectures arrai
cover a wide range of subjects,
These talk- have
prepared by Y. M. C. A. officer- in close CO-OperatiOTJ with
experts of various Chicago institutions such as the Illinois
of
to

Hygiene Society, the City Health department
Council of Defense, Chicago ministers, the
assistant chief naturalization examiner, Soldiers who have
seen service at the front and Liberty Loan speakers of known
Local

State-

and

the

State

reputation.

The

popularity of the work is shown by the zest and
enthusiasm with which the men, especially the
foreigners, devote 20 minutes of the 30-minute lunch period
one day a week to acquiring a greater appreciation for the
American language, customs and ideals. Wednesday noon
is devoted to this cause by the men of the locomotive department and Thursday noon by the men of the car department.
The meetings are held in one of the various shops at the
Burnside plant and the men are assembled by means of a
bugle call.
Interesting educational "movies" are always
on hand to be shown in case the speaker scheduled for the
day fails to appear, so that the men are never disappointed.
After having interested the alien employee in the advancement of his education and in his self-improvement, the next
step in the work at the Burnside shops, was the planning
and execution of an Americanization program.
This has
as its object the idea of implanting in the alien's mind a
desire to take out citizenship papers. By close co-operation
between the foremen of the shops and the "Y" officers the
citizenship status of each employee was determined.
This
careful checking of each man brought out the information
that out of the total number of employees, 52 per cent were
aliens, and of this percentage a large majority were totally
ignorant of the English language. Ways and means of inspirit

of

teresting these

men

in their first citizenship papers

and

in

teaching them the English language were devised by encouraging the men to enroll in city night schools and offering noon day classes in the study of the fundamentals of
civil government.
Lectures on the advantages of American
citizenship were delivered by the assistant chief naturalizaMany pamphlets containing
tion examiner of Chicago.
facts and data pertaining to naturalization were especially
prepared and distributed among the men who expressed their
willingness to take out first papers.
As the men progress

knowledge of the duties, responsibilities and loyalty
United States government and show by examination
sufficient preparation, they are taken to the county building
in groups to apply for their citizenship papers. As a result
of this careful preparation before they are allowed to appear at court to file their petitions, there has been scarcely
a man who has failed to pass the examination by the judge.
For those already prepared for full citizenship petitions for
second papers and certificates of landing are obtained.
A survey of the 3 ,048 employees of the locomotive and
car departments, the power plants, the store department and
the roundhouse, made on June 1, 1919, shows that 1,526
are citizens, 1,196 hold first papers. 294 do not want papers
and 32 are off duty with no report. In short only 9.6 per
Nearly all of the
cent of the entire shops are now aliens.
1,196 employees holding first papers have received personal
aid from the "Y," while the completion of the preparation
of 348 employees for their second papers has also been acin their

to the

complished.
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carefully

man and his wife a pageant was given in one
Chicago's local parks.
This community entertainment
created such a stir of enthusiasm in the neighborhood that
it was necessary to present the "show*' the following day to
satisfy the overflow of the previou> evening.
The success
that attended the production of this pageant was so great
that the men of the Burnside .-hop.-, have been invited to
reproduce the same on the Municipal Bier, Chicago, some

speaker.-.

tunc- in the fall.

When one stops to consider that 20 different nationalities
are represented in the employees at the Burnside shops, he
can readily understand that the installation of ideals of
patriotism and loyalty to the government, especially during
the period of the

Yet

this

war would prow

in

itself

;i

difficult ta.-k.

has been one of the accomplishments of the "Shop

The patriotic sentiment and
men has been aroused to a great degree by
planned illustrated war lecture-. Liberty Loan
Man's University."

the

returned soldiers and
of the men to the plea
their response, as the
subscribed $35,000 to

feeling of

band-.
The prompt response
of Liberty Loan workers is shown by
locomotive and car departments each
the Fourth Liberty Loan in addition
brass

to purchasing thousands of dollars worth of thrift stamps.

This record not only shows the general attitude created
among the employees toward the government, but provethat the men are taught a real lesson in thrift which is a

means

Since
of constant betterment in living conditions.
inauguration of the training, many nun have applied to
the secretary of the "Y" for information concerning the
banking of their savings and questions pertaining to other
ways and means of taking care of their surplus earnings.
Incorporated in the program that is being carried out at
the Burnside shops, is the working up of interest along
other lines of endeavor entirely different from their daily
tasks.

To show

the working

of

The excellent co-operation between the Illinois Central
and the "Y" is what has made this undertaking successful.
Central has not only encouraged the men to
fullest of the advantages offered by the
service, but has gone even farther and financed the entire
"university."
There have been some who have said that to
successfully earn- out the work which has been in progress
at the Burnside shops for one year, the construction of a
"Y" building with expensive equipment near the shop would
However, this has not proven necessary.
be necessary.
What has been accomplished at the Burnside shops has
been done with practically no expense excepting the salary of
a "Y" secretary and a miscellaneous expense of $75 per
month, which has been taken care of by an appropriation
made by the road.

The

Illinois

partake

to

the

the opportunities that existed right at the

back door of each and even- working man, the "Y" officers
scientifically prepared for use as war gardens a tract of
several acres within the shop fence.
This ground was
divided into 100 plots and assigned to men whose home
conditions were such that a home garden was impossible.
The war garden service did not stop with the preparation
of the soil, but the men were given the necessary tools, seeds,
garden plants, literature and personal aid free of charge.
Aside from the 100 garden plots in the yards of the shops
there are between 1,200 to 1,500 home gardens being cultivated.
On a personal visit through these gardens one is
surprised not only at the pride and interest that the men
take in their
in gardening.
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little

plots, but in the practical

success

made

The ideals expressed in the Greek proverb, "Health and
understanding are the two great blessings of life," might
be considered the basic principles of this educational program.
In addition to the blessing of a better "understanding" of the ideals of citizen-hip. of work, and of opportunities for the enjoyment of a fuller life, the second great
blessing, "health" has not been neglected.
A series of
lectures on health and hygiene has been delivered by the
Illinois State Local Hygiene Society and experts from the
City Health Department.
Dovetailed with these entertaining talks which have done much in the advancement of the
living conditions in the home, are lecture- by Y. M. C. A.
and
proper
housing
sanitation.
officers
with
dealing
"Morals and ethics" has been another subject on the program presented to the men under the supervision of Chicago
ministers.
A moving picture machine has not failed to take
Picits important place in the service rendered these men.
tures of high rating are offered for entertainment as well as
For the benefit of those who
their educational advantage-.
have not had the advantages of traveling, the travelogues
Current event-, and pictures showare especially appealinging large industrial plants in detail, are also very popular
among the men.
Athletic teams have been organized among the men, not
only to stimulate their interest in healthy recreation but to
In the near future two
give them an entertaining -port.
shop teams will be fully equipped with uniforms and sent
out to contest for honors with other -hop teams of the IlliFor those who have
nois Central System and othi

not progressed sufficiently to indulge in such athletics as
baseball and football, community entertainments are arAfter faithful, diligent work on the part of both
ranged.

Tests of Oroville

Automatic Train Stops
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued
June 30 and signed by W. B. Borland,
chief of the Bureau of Safety, on tests made in California during the last five months of the automatic trainstop apparatus of the National Safety Appliances Company,
of San Francisco; and the report has been transmitted to
Congress and printed by the House of Representatives as
document No. 139. The National Safety Appliance Com-

Thea

report, dated

made an elaborate instalon the Western Facific about four
years ago, and a de.-cription of the apparatus was given,
with illustrations, in the Railway Age Gazette of October 8,
1915, pages 632 and 645.
Criticisms and discussions of
the system appeared in the issues of October 9 and November 26, of that year. Within the past six months changes
and improvements have been made in the apparatus and an
installation has been made also on the Southern Bacific
between Roseville, Cal.. and Sacramento.
This train stop is of the magnetic induction type, employing permanent magnets in both track and locomotive
equipment, and an electromagnet for nullifying or neutralizing, when desired, the effect of the permanent magnet
forming a part of the trac k apparatus.
The description in
the report is quite full and detailed, but the drawings
needed to make the text clear are not given. The tests were
made for the purpose of demonstrating whether or not it
was feasible to transmit by magnetic induction an impulse
of adequate magnitude and force from the permanent track
magnet to the locomotive, and whether such means was
pany, F. F. Bostwick, president,

lation at Oroville, Cal.,

sufficiently reliable.

At Oroville,
.i-

follow-:

1

.(.So

te-t-

were made, which are classified
1,534; unsatisfactory opera-

correct operation-.

tion-, 38; safe failures. 28; false dear failure-, 36.
The
additional tests on the Southern Pacific wen- made mainly
tor the purpo-e of operating the apparatus on trains moving
at higher speeds.
The report concludes:

"While a- a whole the tests made are not considered conit
has been demonstrated that, with the exception
ot one of the locomotive-control valves used in the tests,
the
locomotive apparatus, so far as could be determined, operclusive,

ated as intended,

impulse

it

and whenever actuated by the track-magnet
accomplished the functions for which it was de-

—

:
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signed;

transmission

the

magnet

permanenl

from

pulae

thai

further,

track

the

<>n

i<>

locomotive apparatus designed to be controlled and actuated
he fundami
thereb) is both practical and feasible
principles upon which this system are based have therefore

noli

mil,

M,,

menl work, as well as more extended

trials

under practical

service conditions, are necessary.

"Among
selection

features

the

and use

requiring

of track

magnets

further attention are the
of proper characteristics

and composition for the service required; the proper pro
portion and operative relation of electromagnet, track magnet, ami locomotive-control valve magnet must be definitely
determined; tin- available working limits with respecl par
tlcularlv to rates of speed must he definitely ascertained,
Data
and a liberal margin of safety must he assured.
should also he acquired as to the retentivity of the magnets
to he used and their dependable working life under service

less

,

autOmatil

total

<

.

on January

Is,

I

been demonstrated i>> be sound and practicable; bul the
available working limits, as well as the reliabilitj of the
transmission and control <>f the actuating impulse, remain
For these purposes further develop
to be full) established.

-l 7
automatic
than 6 i" milei
39'i mill
and .'<> mile- not la-Mlied.
Length "i road equipped with automata block

no

im

magneti*

oi

installed
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rtnuirj

l

.

for the five

;

"

i.

1917.,

32.537

l.

i"l<,

K>,Z1

l,

1915

i.

1914

"»'«•
"
"

•Roadi win,

reported

heretofon

have doI

I,

i

"''

..

WocV

lignal

mil

The increase in automatic block signaling in 1918 was 1,796
Auto
miles; decrease in the manual system, 1,430 mile-.
inatu

signals

(hided

in

by

controlled

track

circuits,

hut

not

mid mile- of track.

The

principal

roads showing increases and dec reases, as
1, 1°1<S, are noted in the Imlletin as

compared with January
follows (miles of road)

:

Increase.

Decrease,

Names

of railroads.

uonautomatic.

Nonautomatie

matic.

The tests thus far

40.1

Atlanta & West Point
Paltlmoie & Ohio:

62.6

6.0

106.9
36.5

359.6
351.7
187.

railroad service.

141.4
105.2

7.4

"In view of the results ohtained under the
surrounding these tests, it would appear that

conditions
this device

has such inherent merit that a more extensive installation
should he made where the real value of this system can be
more fullv demonstrated."

Clevoland, Southwestern

& Columbus

'

113.5
1.0
32.6

86.0
91.1

79.1

21.6
35.0
953.2

Erie
35.

13.4
138.9
185.8

31.6

132.6
45.2
24.1

Annual Government Signal Bulletin
Interstate Commerce Commission has
Theannual
mileage
showing
the

bulletin

issued

its

of railroad

in

on which the block system was in use
on January 1, 1919, and the total is now 100,000 miles, or
something more than one-half of the mileage of road operated
for passenger business by the companies reporting block sig-

The

nals.

lines,

70,000 miles, more or

less, of

49.3

New York Central:

is

217.8
33.3

and

221. 7

Pennsylvania System:
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago

&

St. Louis.

30.6
10.3
56.0
102.3
11.4

20.8
101.6

102.2

39.5
251.6
188.5

Southern Pacific Lines North

of

Ashland

162.1

132.2

24.7

is

the exact total is
is a considerable mileage of block signaled road operated exclusively for freight trains, and not shown in the tables
of the report; while, on the other hand, there is a large mile;

50.5
57.7

52.0

roads not re-

an easy figure to rememnot ascertainable from the report.

substantially correct

128.9
42.9
21.1

3.0
26.3

porting anything of the kind, do not figure in this record.
The total which we have given, 100,000 miles, is not exact;
it

45.0
303.4

the United States

i

hut
ber

In

any automatic block signal system, aggregate nearly

Auto-

made, records of which are available,
should he of material assistance and value to the proprietors
of this system in its further development and in adapting
its principles to the conditions and requirements of practical

:

-

conditions.
••

nom:

pre edin

1918

i.

iRoads which have not heretofore reported block signal mileage.

There

age of roads of thin traffic, which is included in the table,
hut on which, for much of the time, the space interval is not
in force, as regards freight trains.
The totals shown in table No. 1 aggregate 99,897.7 miles
of road as follows
Miles of Road on Which the Block System
Jan.

1,

1,

1918

Automatic

36,989.4

34,799.0

Manual

62,908.3

64,155.0

99,897.7

Deduct duplications

639.9
98,954.0

99,257.8

The
as

increase as

compared with January

we have shown, 304

1,

1918,

is,

roughly,

miles; but this increase cannot be

given accurately, because part of the mileage deducted for
duplications is not classified; as given in the bulletin, the net
increase is 366 miles, the calculation being made before the
sections of
duplications are taken out. These duplications
road operated jointly and reported by both of two roads

—

position-light signals on roads in the Pennsylvania System,
44 miles; the remainder is mainly or wholly made up of
street railroads and interurban lines using color-light signals.

The

Use.

is in

1919 Jan.

Table No. 2 of the bulletin, showing kinds of automatic
signals in use, contains no less than 34 items under the head
of "not classified." Color-light signals on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, account for 403 miles of this total, and

bulletin shows, by roads, the mileage of telegraph
for the transmission of train orders, a total of

line used

136,584 miles; and the mileage on which the telephone is
used for this purpose amounts to 113,440 miles. Many roads
use, on considerable lengths, both the telegraph and the teleA number of important roads, for their train dephone.
spatching, use the telephone exclusively, among which are
the Alabama Great Southern, the Cincinnati, New Orleans
& Texas Pacific, the Boston & Albany, the Delaware, Lackathe Michigan Central, the New York Cen(Western Lines), and the Virginian.
It will he noted that the table showing increases and decreases includes a number of items where the manual block
system has been discontinued and no automatic signaling has
been provided to take its place.

wanna & Western,
tral

I

:

A New

Advocate
Improvement

B.

Eastman,
member

of

Massachusetts, the mosl

of

the

Interstate

mission, has addressed a
mittee on interstate commerce,

to

the

outlining

his

appointed

System Is Preferable
Former Methods

of Present

Return to
Joseph

Government Operation

of

that the pre-ent depression may be temporary and that
the
country can better afford, for a time at least, to <arry the
burden of insufficient revenue- through taxation, a- a part
of the war <o-t. than to .-uftYr further advances in rates
whose ultimate effects no man (an foretell.

recently

Commerce Com-

Senate comview- on the
railroad problem, because, when the commission's ideas were
expressed before the committee in January, he was not a
member. His suggestion is that the present form of government operation, with the modification proposed in the Cummins bill, be continued "for an appropriate period of time,"
in order that uncertainty as to the immediate future may be
ended and sufficient time gained for the deliberate and constructive consideration of the entire problem.
The commissioner also indicates a strong tendency toward belief in public operation as the final solution and a distrust of private

management. He believes
government to finance

the

taxation than to try to

necessary capital.
I

and

An

letter

Under private operation, it is proposed to meet the problem of the "weak* roads by lowering the bar- against mergers
and encouraging the -trong to absorb the weak. By th<
gradual process or by pooling of interests, it i- proposed at
length to secure the advantage- in the handling of freight an.
in the development and use of terminals which
come from
unification.
Aside from the effect on public sentiment, the
practical difficulties in the way of bringing about
such
merger- on any large scale—in deciding what they are to be,
-

that it would be much easier for
the road- and to meet deficit- l>\

make them

earn enough to attract the

perience is any criterion, the chief beneficiaries for some warwould be the banker- and lawyers in charm- of the negotia-

abstract of his letter follow-:

Under national operation no such difficulties arise.
The ••weak" road- cease to be a problem, and progress in

tions.

reasons
(2)
(3)
(4)

To
To
To
To

ensure necessary capital, at low
avoid unduly high rates.

realizing the benefits of unification need only be continued.
The fact that further raising of rates could' more easilv be

cost.

avoided under national operation would make the labor situation less difficult, for advance- in rate- and wages are apt
to go hand in hand.
But I also believe that the government
can deal with the problem with a stronger and surer hand
than private operators and, under pre-ent condition-, more

problem of the "weak" roads.
obtain the operating advantages which come from
solve the

unification.

(5) To promote right relations with labor.
further believe that while unfavorable criticism

may be
has been administered, the
record is not discouraging and the defects may be remedied.
Better results can, I feel, be obtained by maintaining and
improving national operation than by returning to old
methods in whatever guise.
In the case of capital, national operation has a dear and
marked advantage, one of great public consequence. The
credit of the United States is squarely behind the road-, and
it is certain that capital can be obtained at low cost without
underwriting syndicates, commis-ion-. or banker-' profits.
I

made

The

of "federal control," as

credit

of

ability to issue

private

stock.

easily secure co-operation.

The

it

railroad

common

feeling that the roads ought not to remain under fedis based
upon a belief in "private initiative,"
strengthened by the impression that the roads have not been
well managed since they were taken over; upon the fear that

eral

federal control will be used for political purposes: and upon
distrust of what are termed "socialistic" experiment-.

Faith

attract

depends upon
Most of our roads are al-

capital private (.juration will.

I

fear,

I
it

think from experience
i-

true that

where

profit-

maximum
and even

mo-t wholly upon efficiency.

Competition ha- been a factor
influence has lessened with
the combinations which have been formed and with the public regulation which ha- been established, and will shrink
-till more if further extensive mergers are encouraged.
The
assumption that private railroad owner- have a peculiar selfinterest in efficient management and economical operation
in

railroad

enterprise,

but

it<

slender foundation.
Those who use the railroad- and
pay for the service rendered have a greater interest in these
matter-. The primary interest of a stockholder i- in dividend-,
and these may be obtained under even very poor manageha-

ment, provided rate- art- suffii ientlv high.
The teiiden
railroad stockholders for some time past has been to think
more of rate- than of management.
The control which iexercised by these stockholders i- more apparent than real.
In practice, actual control usually fall- into the hand
banker-, ami experience ha- shown that efficient mat
ment and economical operation are not their most immediati

re

government guaranty or the raising of rate-.
A guaranty of dividend- i- a mongrel and unsatisfactory arrangement. It would impair whatever initiative private management may -till possess and it would not be long b
complete and direct control over the affair- of the oir]mr.i
tions would be placed in the hand- of the government.
As for raising rate-, there never was a time when conin freight rate- af
[nci
servatism was more desirable,
fed the price both of the raw material and of the finished
product.
The director general has felt, and I think wisely,
a

-

springs,

Probably

the right to live depend, by reason of keen competition, al-

i

and

"private initiative*

efficiency is a product of the struggle

ready heavily bonded.
Before the war. the road- asserted
new stock could riot be sold without income sufficient to
pay 6 per cent dividends with a protective margin of 3 per
Under present concent on par value each year for reserve.
ditions, 6 per cent would probably fall short of making common or even preferred stock a popular investment. Financiers
are now claiming that, to in-ure good redit, net income must
equal at least 125 per cent of the amount necessary to pay
interest and such dividends, however great, a- may be

quire either

-

in

in competitive industries.

corporation-

required to market new stock.
We need not accept these claims at face value to prove the
To maintain
serious disadvantage of private railroad credit.

control

a

that

credit

fixing the term-, in dealing with -tate law-, in arranging
are very great.
If ex-

in

the necessary exchanges of .-e<uritk

believe that the roads should continue in the possession
control of the nation, for the following principal

(1)

to

i

on.

em.

return to prr
Probably the sentiment in fa\
operation .-[inn-- chiefly from a feeling that national >
tion has been a failure,
Such discouragement is not
So sudden and radical a change in the administration
hed.
of an immense industry was never before made in tinIt (.uiie on tin
eve of the wor-t winter in railroad hi —
j

-
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rime when serious congestion existed in the eastern
bul the Railroad Administration succeeded
in relieving congestion and handled both troop- and war
freight with credij to itself.
It
is also conceded tint it was
able, through unification, to bring aboul improvements in
operation and terminal practices which were of substantia]
tory,

,ii

has given rise to the disquieting fear that such actions; may
be more frequenl in the future.
\o important change should
be made without opportunity for full hearing before some

,i

territory

.

.

.

tribunal
The Interstate Commerce Commii
has been dealing with rates for years and is well or
ganisefd for the purpose,
it
should be given the same
power over rates under national as under private operation.

disinterested
sion

benefit.

Rates have been raised, l>ut in less degree than contem
poraneous increases in the prices of staple commodities,
increases in wages have been large but I do not believe it will
be found thai they have been disproportionate, on the whole,
to

the rise in the cost of living or to the

in

raosl

in< reases granted
It
may be that standardicompetitive industries.
n In- been carried too far, bu1 1 question whether the
situation would have been essentially differenl if the roads
had remained in private hands. The pressure of the cost

of living and the rise of wages generally would have made
No doubt the process
increases on the railroads inevitable.
1

would have been
matter

to the

threatened

a

national

strike

War Labor

and reference of the
to some special

Hoard, or

hoard of arbitration.

During the war,

it is probably true that
the efficiency of
labor decreased, particularly in the shops.
But it
does not follow that this was the result of federal control.
Chiefly it was due to the impairment in personnel and dis-

railroad

cipline caused by shortage of men, and it was equally marked
in the case of street railways, which remained under private

management.
think

it

is

practices

the inception of the

new mode

of administration.

But these

are not faults which cannot be remedied.

Summing up the situation, there are grounds for criticism of operation and policy since the beginning of federal
But none of them justifies the conclusion that nacontrol.
The statements that the govtional operation is unsound.
ernment never has done and never can do anything well
are a slander upon the people of the country, and breed
No doubt it is true that we have often
distrust and anarchy.
been guilty of wasteful, dilatory and unbusinesslike practices in the conduct of our public affairs but one of the
reasons has been that so many influential men have preferred
No greater
to sneer rather than to help in improvement.
opportunity for useful and genuinely creative work anywhere exists than in the public service the great body of employees are faithful, loyal and willing to work; inefficiency
,in the service springs from the top rather than from the
;

bottom; and all the efficiency that is wholesome and desirable can be developed, without the incentive of excessive
financial rewards, if constructive thought and criticism are
substituted in sufficient measure for mere cynicism.
Having in mind the conditions by which this country
is now faced, it is unwise to -return the railroads to the un-

and the confusion, bound to
upon the inauguration of new schemes of public
regulation, the raising of rates, and attempts at mergers
and the pooling of interests. All agree that private operation has had many defects in the past and much thought
is being spent on possible means of curing these defects.
The mistake lies in assuming that flaws in private operation
are less vital and easier of remedy than flaws in public operThere are patent elements of strength, simplicity
ation.
and power in national operation and I venture to offer these
certainties of private financing,

ensue

general suggestions:
(1)
rates.

The Commission should also retain it- control over amounts
and its powers of research and investigation.
The state
commissions should be permitted to retain similar powers
and to exercise, in general, the authority over service which
Mi< e local tribunals, easily accessible
they now possess
and independent of the federal government, can be of
The nmre opportunity there is to watch,
public benefit.
heck and criticize from independent sources, the better na

i

tional operation will be.

(2) There has been too great centralization of authority.
The roads nationally operated should, I think, be divided
regional

or other systems, and these should be given
measure of autonomy or "home rule," so that
all minor policies and some of greater moment can be determined on the spot.
(3) While the federal government should retain final
control, independent interests should have a means of watching and helping in the management, either through advisory
committees, or more directly. The two groups which should
into

a

far larger

be particularly considered in this connection are the shippers
use the roads, and the employees by whose labor they

who

true that certain changes in rate structure
have been arbitrarily made, and that there
Probably the fault sprang
has been over-centralization.
from the grant of too unlimited authority and the opportunity which railroad officials, suddenly transformed into
government officers, saw to achieve changes which they had
long desired, and from defects in organization natural in
I

and
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Too much power has been
This has resulted

granted, especially over

at times in arbitrary action,

and

are operated.

The

and low

is

rates

self-interest of shippers in

obvious.

The

good service

similar interest of the

em-

not so clear, but none the less a fact.
Labor is
fast coming to realize that increases in wages may not of
themselves achieve desired results.
So long as only a few
trades were organized and increases were confined to small
ployees

is

groups, net gains were large but with more widespread organization and more general increases, the gains are small,
for prices rise rapidly on the heels of wages and wipe out
Under such conditions, there are
the advantages secured.
Drobably only two ways in which labor can permanently
better its condition.
One is to reduce excessive profits and
place the burden of taxation where it can most easily be
borne; the other, and the more important in its direct results, is to increase the productive power of labor and thus
bring down prices.
I believe the railroad labor leaders
appreciate the situation and are ready to co-operate in promoting efficiency, if given a fair opportunity. No group of
men in the country have a greater stake in the railroads
than their employees, and they are entitled to be consulted in
the management.
Such a policy would also, I feel confident,
reduce friction and the number of serious labor disputes.
Plans for stimulating efficiency of employees by giving
them a share of the profits are unsound, because such profits
can more easily be secured by raising rates than by promoting efficiency. Plans whereby increased compensation is
made directly dependent upon a demonstrated record of
efficiency are more desirable and can be developed, if safeguarded from abuse by proper co-operation.
The problem is really one of organization, and the important thing at the moment, as I see it, is to turn attention
in this direction.
If this is done, I believe that the director
general and his assistants, representatives of shippers and
employees, and many others can give you valuable help in
devising ways and means for improving the organization
and supervision of national operation so that it will better
accomplish the purposes which all desire. It is a question
which can be dealt with without haste, and the same may
be said of the still more difficult question as to the compensation finally to be paid to the owners of the roads if the
policy of national operation is permanently adopted, a question which can more wisely be determined, in all probability,
in the light of the valuation which is now in process.

!

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Roads Earn $272,000,000 Less Than Guarantee

for Five

Months.

Director General to Confer with President
Washington,

Director General

Hjnes

expects to have an early conference with the President, who has just returned from

abroad, regarding the entire railroad situation and the
steps necessary to be taken preceding a return of the roads to
private management. The date for the return of the roads is
regarded as rather definitely fixed by the President's statement that they would be returned at the end of the year,

but the manner of the return involves some considerations
aside from the legislation regarded as necessary to put the
regulation of transportation on a workable basis.
Prob-

ably the most important point on which Mr. Hines will
consultation with the President is the question of
an advance in freight rates.
This is also an important
consideration affecting the return of the roads to corporations that cannot depend upon the taxing power to make
desire

up

deficits.

The

possibility

of

restoring

the direction

of

operation to the corporate organizations as agents for the
government for a short time before the actual termination
of federal control is under consideration only in a general
way.
Mr. Hines has indicated that he sees 'no advantages
in such a plan except from the standpoint of the companies
that would require a little time to get organized, and that
if it is done it is likely to be only very shortly before the
end of the year.
„
^
Earnings and ^
Expenses
.

The
000

.

,

of the

_

T

,

Larger Roads

railroads having operating revenues above $25,000,1918 had a net railway operating income in May

for

of $29,807,312, as compared with $57,107,562, according
to a bulletin issued by the Interstate Commerce Commis-

To

New York paper that he had sent out checks not to be
used unless the bill had become a law by July 1.
He also
denied the reports of an understanding between the Railroad
Administration and the Treasury department that the former's demands would be honored upon cabled notification
that the President had acted.
The Treasury department
takes no chances in such cases, and as Mr. Hines pointed
out, there was no necessity for it, because with the appropriation about to become available he could draw on his
working cash. It is understood that the $441,000,000 balance due the railroads for 1918 is also to be paid up as
fast as the contracts are signed.
A part of this was nonsented by the certificates and some of the money is advanced without waiting for the contracts to be agreed upon,
Roads Earn $272,000,000 Less Than
~

Guarantee for Five Months

During the first five months of this year Class 1 railroads have earned $105,000,000 of net operating income or
$213,000,000 less than the $318,000,000 earned in the corresponding five months of the test period. As compared with
the guarantee accrued for five months, or five-twelfths of the
year's guarantee, however, the governments loss is $272.000,000, as the railroad rentals are payable in equal quarterly

000,000 in

the Pittsburgh

Chicago

had

deficits in

&

& Lake

Erie,

Louis,

St.

May, and nine

CinSeaboard Air
Baltimore &; Ohio,

the

and

Pittsburgh,

the

roads, the.

& Maine, Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Delaware &
Hudson, Erie, New York, New Haven & Hartford, Philadelphia & Reading, Wabash, and Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Boston

Paul, had deficits for the

On

instalments.

For five months the net railway operating income for
these roads, which represent about 80 per cent of the revenues

Illinois,

railroad

a

(lass

(innati.

the

out waiting for the President to sign the appropriation bill,
Mr. Hines issued a statement denying a story published in

sion.

of the Class I roads, was $89,671,612, as compared with
Total
$164,690,020 in the corresponding period of 1918.
operating revenues for May were $326,474,917, as compared
Operating expenses were $281,209,063,
with $299,546,065.
Six roads, the Boston &
as compared with $227,176,859.
Maine, the Central of New Jersey, the Chicago & Eastern

the basis of $904,000,000 guarantee for the

would be necessary for them to earn $899,the remaining seven months to come out even.

roads

1

it

Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads, has
authorized the following regarding the May results:
"Detailed statistics will shortly become available of the
operating results for the month of May of practically all the
Class I railroads in federal operation.
These results will
indicate that the net operating income for the

month of May,
1919, was about $39,000,000.
After allowing for onetwelfth of the annual rental due the railroad companies whose
railroads are covered by these statistics, the net loss to the
government on account of these properties was

Net low

to the

allow ing

Certificates of Indebtedness to

month

for the

May

about $36,000,000.
•The corresponding net loss for these same properties by
months of the presenl calendar year has been as follows:

of

months' period.

five

C.

D.

companies in meeting their July
1
requirements the Railroad Administration paid out approximately 595,000,000 in cash, which was available witliassist

1

Be Retired

[anuarj
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1
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government after
one-tw
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appropriation for the Railroad Administration became available this week upon the arrival
of President Wilson with the copy of the bill which he had
signed in mid-ocean, but which the rreasury could not
officially recognize until alter u had received a certified

The $750,000,000

copy.

holders

Director General
of

the

Hines has

certificate.,

of

issued

indebtedness

a

notice

issued

to

by

all

Ifey
,

Arrangements
demption of the certificates
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at

all

been
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,

the
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March
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J

re-

Federal Reserve district

banks.
The total issue of these certificates
4 has been $282,511,704.

,

.

(

Railroad Administration giving 1" days notice, in accordance with the terms of the certificates, that he will pay
them all on Julv 15, in full with principal and interest,
upon surrender 'of the certificates properly endorsed for
cancellation.

.!.*!." !!!.".!'. !!'.V.V..".! '..".".;
!.'!'.

fallmg off
freJL ht
(USJm ._
omp;iml with the
vc;ir> l91g ;m(1 ]()]7
ontinuil> t() ])C ;in ni] ortan factor in
fa is ^favorable showing.
This is indicated by the follow[ng comparison of net ton miles per mile of road per day:
..

"It will be observed that in comparison with the year 1
me fallmg off in freight business on this basis in May, 1919,
wa> almost as great as in any preceding month of the year.
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addition there were three ships carrying S
!0
due
wIik h havt not \.
.ouv. d
he dail) B<
rivals is not steady owing to the uncertaint) of water
i,,r the railroad
i". nation, win. h make- n
to an
In

1

lul\

1

1

l

1

materials.

1

"In carrying oul my policy to keep the publii as full) in
formed .1- possible as to the osl 0! government control,
have
been endeavoring to bring together for public statemenl ;ill
elements of costs to the government outside of the mere
monthly operating results of the principal railroad-.
hese
other elements have reference to the smaller railroad-, to re
lations with the short Line railroads, to the inland waterways,
to the deficit in the express business (due to the fad thai the
increase in express rate- has been very much Less than the
increase in costs) and to various other elements of liability
which will have to be taken into accounl in the final settle
menl with the railroad companies.
hope to be able to make
a comprehensive statement of these various costs in the near
future.
The figures above given relate merely to the current
operation of the Class I railroads to which especial attention has always been paid."
1

<

I
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Freight Traffic

Movement and Car Performance

Net ton miles of freight handled by the railroads in May
amounted to 32.440,708,000, a decrease of 13.5 per cent, as
compared with May, 1918, according to the monthly report
of the Operating Statistics Section.
The decrease for the
five months' period ending May 30 was 14.3 per cent.
For
May the net ton miles per mile of road per day were 4,527,
as compared with 5,219 in May, 1918.
Train miles decreased 19.2 per cent and freight car miles decreased 14.5
per cent, while the average number of freight cars on line
daily decreased 1.4 per cent.
The net ton miles per train
mile averaged 70S, as compared with 661 in May, 1918,
while the tons per loaded car averaged 27.7, the same as
in May, 1918.
The car miles per car day show a decrease
from 26.3 to 22.8. The percentage of unserviceable freight
cars was 7.3, as compared with 5.4.
The net ton miles per
car day increased 12.3 per cent, from 486 to 426.
The five months' figures show that the campaign for heavy
The average tonnage per
carloading is losing ground.
loaded car has been reduced from 28.5 to 27.9. The tonnage
For the
per train still shows an increase from 642 to 659.
five months the net ton miles amounted to 146,129,826,000,
Train mileage w as reduced by
a decrease of 14.3 per cent.
The
16.5 per cent and freight car mileage by 10 per cent.
percentage of unserviceable freight cars was 6.2, as compared with 5.3. The percentage of loaded to total car miles
was 67.4, as compared with 69.3 in the corresponding period
The car miles per car day averaged 21.2, as
of last year.
compared with 23.3, a decrease of 9 per cent, and the net
ton miles per car day averaged 398, as compared with 460,
a decrease of 13.5 per cent.
7

Heavy Troop Movements
In connection with the request made by the War Department on June 4 that the use of railroad equipment for excursions and recreation purposes be limited to the absolute
minimum during the months of June and July because of the
expected heavy movement of troops from France, a report received from the Troop Movement Section of the Railroad Administration shows that during the month of June a total of
342,686 men were returned from overseas service, 92,780 of
these men arriving during the last week in June. During the
week ended July 7 there arrived a total of 90,084 men.
The War Department estimated that arrivals during the
month of June would be 375,000 men, which was reduced to

ticipate
-holt
in

maximum

the

arrival-

dailj

and

handle them on

notice,

accordance

with

instruction!

and upon the urgent request

ol

th.

of the due, tor general,
Secretary of War that the

movement

of troops should have preference al all tunc- and
particularly thai excursions should not be permitted to inter
fere with such prompt movement, it was found aecessary to
requisition from the railroad- effective June 23 approxira
40 per cenl additional coaches over those then in
There were approximately 200 special train- operated
from the ports alone from July
to 4, inclusive.
While ar
ranging to fully comply with the request of the War Depart
1

1

ment that excursion trains not be permitted to interfere with
returning troops from oversea-., con-tant effort- were made
over the Fourth of July to handle the regular heavy travel
taking place at that time.
On the afternoons of July 3 and
4 the Pennsylvania Railroad was permitted to use extra troop
cars that it had on its own line, numbering approximate!} 70
These cars would have
cars, for regular passenger business.
been needed from shipside to port camps except for the light
arrivals on July 3 and 4, and in addition there were offered
to other lines approximately 150 tourist cars.
In addition to the movements from the East to demobilization camps, there are in progress numerous other troop movements throughout the entire United States, including daily
movement of discharged men.

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has

executed a compensation
with the Denver & Rio Grande for $8,319,376.
The Baltimore and Ohio contract, which also covers some
subsidiaries, is for $30,035,093, instead of $30,031,009,
as stated last week.
contract

Railroad Administration Bulletin
recently begun the pubUnited States Railroad Administration Bulletin to be circulated free to employees on all railroads under
federal control that do not have employees' magazines of
The bulletin is to be issued monthly and the
their own.
first issue contains eight pages, largely devoted to news of
the activities of the Railroad Administration, but including
two pages of local matter contributed by 85 local editors
The circulation is 1,000,000
on the various railroads.
copies a month and the bulletin is printed in six different
cities in 85 editions, one for each railroad or group of railroads, each containing the articles prepared in Washington
Thomas H. MacRae, forand the distinct local matter.
merly managing editor of the Santa Fe Employees' Maga-

The Railroad Administration has

lication of the

zine, is editor in chief of the publication.

342.686 men by the actual figures. The arrivals for the two
week period ended July 7 by days follow: June 24th, 3,315;
25th, 9.567; 26th, 14,311; 27th, 24,035; 28th and 29th,
18,378; 30th, 23,174; July 1st, 1,613; 2nd, 8,119; 3rd, 6,839;
and 6th, 36,742; 7th, 26,495.

4th, 12,276; 5th.

A

Bit of

Modern Construction on

the Trans-Siberian

Extensive Electrification Proposed for Sweden
State Railways Are Being Forced to the Consideration of

Main

Line Electric Operation
CONDITION'S in Sweden arc primarily responsible
the consideration the State Railways of that
country have had to give to the project of electrifying a
The S
large part of the State-owned railway mileage.
railways completed the electrification of an 80-mile >ection
from Kiruna to Riksgransen in the extreme north in 1014
with operating results beyond expectation.
Presumably
this would have been extended in the normal course of
events, but the outbreak of the war introduced an entirely
factor in the

way

between

5<>o.000,000

and 600,000,000 cuhtc

these conditions of operation, the fuel cost on
the railways in 1918 amounted to nearly 70 per cent of the
total tran.-jxjrtation charges, with the result that the railIt
were operating with an ever increasing deficit.
has been estimated that if electrification had been carried
out before 1014 it would not cost more than the actual cost
of the fuel burned in 1015.
Sweden has some supplies of coal of a comparatively poor
quality, but it is most advantageously >ituated from the
Many water power plant
standpoint of water power.
in operation, but these represent only a small part of the

roads

and

of greatly increased coal costs

is

Under

feet.

for

new

timber

of

Fi.i.

a great difficulty in securing coal at all, with the result that
the railway administration had to give the matter very thorIn 1915 a commission was appointed
ough consideration.

possible development

—

—

There is in Europe only one country Norway which
ha> a greater supply of water power available than Sweden.
It has been estimated that the available water power in
Sweden is at least 5,000,000 h.p. Of this total about 1,000,000 h.p. has been developed. Power for electric operation
are
can be obtained from seven principal source
Logan: the Indal river in the central part of the country;
the I'me. further to the north; the Dal: power plants already
developed on the Lule river, in the extreme north; the Mo-

Catenary and Power Line Construction
Kiruna- Riksgransen Electrification

Typical

and the Gdta, also

tala in the south,

Map

of the

Railways of Sweden, Showing in Heavy Lines the
Kiruna-Riksgransen Electrification in
the Extreme North

issued a report in which

it

times and

entire State ruilwav system can be elearified in
).000 kr.
an estimated cost of 102.
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yield 26, 500 h.p. i> now under construction
that extensions can be made when needed.
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on the Motala river will de\
estimated that 600,000 h.p. can l>e developed on the Lule river. The government plant at Porjus
which >upplie> current for the iOruna-Riksgransen line,
which is referred to in more detail below, will ui
need to be enlarged to meet future railway and indus
first
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now develops 150,000
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system,
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these

is

separated

widely

us.

rhe State owns the falls at Vargon and Tyttbo on the
to develop these sites in the near
is proposed
il
future.
Other falls, such as those at Eterseforsen in the
Lagan and Ljungsfallen on the Motala river will probably
be developed to assisl in the electrification of the railroads.
Electric operation Beems to be the only solution of the
railroad problem, and the problem has become cot "shall
Dal, and

we

uii.iih.ii
hue to tin
,,t
Kiruna, Tornetrask, Al>i-ko
and Vassijaure, when
stepped down to 16,000 volt- the
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electrify," but

"how

shall electrification be financed

i

ii

on the steel tower- ot the tran mi
the transmission line bul a short dis
tance from the railroad.
The towen are from 60 to 73
feel in height and are spa<ed 660 fed apart
The slack in
the transmission wires is from 26J4 feet to 33 feet, so that

single-phase circuit
At do place
line.

it

the wires in no place are less than
I

!

I

feet

above the ground.

here are three kinds of towers, one for straight and Blightly

Curved BtretcheS, one for sharp curves and tin third for
The dead end towers are placed at indead end towers.
tervals of about one and a quarter miles and are of sufficient
strength to hold the strain <>f all four wires in case the wires

and

where will the equipment be built." The heavier types of
machinery required for railwaj electrification are manufactured in Sweden, hut much railway equipment and electrical
There
material was formerly imported from Germany.
will probably be an increased demand for this kind of
equipment, and with German) out of the field, other countries will be called upon to supply a part of the demand.
The equipment to be used on new electrification projects
will probably have to conform to a large extent with that
now in use on the one electrified line in Sweden. For this
reason a brief description of the equipment on this line is
of timely interest.

The

electrification

of

the

*

of

-ection

the

State

railways

?Vi
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1

r

Plan and Side Elevation of the Electric Passenger Locomotive

p

1

kj%JB|\ T

|P

break on one side of the tower. They are four cornered and
are constructed of 90-degree angle iron, whereas the other
types of towers are three cornered and are constructed of 60degree angle iron.
The substations at Tornetrask, Abisko and Vassijaure are
each part of the railway stations at the^e points.
In each
:

substation there are three transformers, lightning arresters

St ^-"?qB

'l__^

.

< ?.*

:

pH^fc^~

and the necessary switching arrangement.

There

shop in the substation at Kiruna.
The catenary is supported on structural

steel poles

is

a repair
placed

--»_/^^^5lh> '

Contact Wires Overlap at Section Divisions

between Kiruna and Riksgransen was completed in 1914.
Ij comprises the most northerly part of the Swedish State
railways, is entirely within the Arctic Circle, and the electrified section is 81

The

miles long.

line is of single track,

4 feet 8}4 inch gage, and its principal traffic is iron ore.
Power is supplied from the power development at Porjus
on the Lule river, five miles south of Lake St. Lule, and the
power is transmitted 75 miles to Kiruna, the nearest point

The power

of the electrified section.

line parallels the rail-

road from Kiruna northward, serving four substations along
the line.

The equipment

the

turbines

single

are

direct

powerhouse consists prinand five generators. Two of

in the

cipally of four water turbines

connected

4,000-volt,

to

phase alternating current generators, which develop

the railroad power.

A

third turbine

is

Plan and Side Elevation of the Electric Freight Locomotive

15-cycle

direct connected to

a direct current exciter, and the fourth is direct connected to
two generators; a three-phase for lighting and local service
and a single-phase for reserve railroad power.
The 4,000-volt power is stepped up through transformers
to 80,000 volts and transmitted over a steel tower transmis-

175 feet apart on tangent track.
These poles are always
placed on the outside on curves to permit clear vision for
the locomotive runner.
The contact wire is hard drawn copper of figure 8 section of 80 sq. mm. area. The catenary is
a seven-strand copper cable of 50 sq. mm. section.
The
contact wire is supported at each pole and to the catenary
The sag in the catenary
at two points between each pole.

—
July

11,

—

1
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between poles is 4 feet 3 inches, and the sag of the contact
wire between supports is about 3 in< hi he contact wire
is divided in sections alxjut seven-eighths of a mile lone.
The

persons, where

method of paralleling two

Comparisons of certain totals for this quarter, with the
same quarter of 1917, are shown below:

1

own

contai

tion divisions

one of the illustrations.
Over open track the
contact wire is 18 feet 6 inches above the rail; in tunnels
and snowsheds this is reduced to a minimum of 15 feet At
stations and yards the catenary is supported by overhead
in

brakemen, struck a

on a

street car

rossing.

(

1918

1917

153

39
108

.

killed
:lleil

in train a
in train accident

348
2.429

bridges.

When

switching freight, because oi

a

ting out of control of the

Total

was put in operation late
motive- were provided, two passenger and
the line

in

1014. 15 loco-

The
13 freight
Dger locomotives are of the 4-4-4 type, weigh 82 tons
and are capable of a speed of over 60 miles an hour. The
freight locomotives are of the 2-6-0-2 articulated type, weigh
140 tons, have a tractive effort of 33,000 pound-, and are
capable of a speed of 43 miles an hour.
The principal dimension- of these locomotive- follow:
Passenger
I>iameter of driving wheels
Diameter of guiding truck wheels
Rigid wheel base
Total wheel base
Length over all
Number of driving motors
Horsepower per motor
Revolutions per minute

62

in.

154
28.701

Industrial employees injur.

3

Killed

ns injured

The

number

total

of collisions recorded in Bulletin 69

and of derailments, 3,432.
same quarter of 1°17 -how:
Train
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nths,
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ft.
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ft.
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1
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1917,

61
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in.

in.

Number per million locomotive-miles
Damage to railway property
Derailments, number
Number per million locomotive-mile

2

1

lb.

180.800

1b.

33,000

Bulletin 69
2,358

Bui'.

$1,844,320

$1

$3,153,550

$2,404,450

0.12

0.16

'

I

850
2,000
53,000

number

ns,

in.

Mi

ft.

is

Comparisons with the

2,358,

in.

9

1

2,719

causes

all

Freight

33

Tractive effort
Weight per driving axle
Weight per truck axle
Total weight
Weight on drivers

jurcd,

Xontrain accidents:

Locomotive boiler

Number
Damage

lb.

lb.

accul'

per million locotnotive-milei
to railway property

Other_ locorr.otive accidents number
>er per million locomotive-miles
Damage to railway property
!

308,80

IS

It has already been decided to extend the Kiruna-Riksgransen electrification to Svarton on the Baltic Coa-t. This
will mean a 143-mile extension, the cost of which has been
estimated at $7,800,000.
Another electrification proji
proposed in connection with a new direct route between
Stockholm and Goteborg. This line will supplement existing steam railway lines and would not only take care of the
traffic between England and Finland and the express traffic
from Stockholm to Goteborg and from Stockholm to Christiania. but also the express traffic south to Denmark and the
continent and between Denmark, the continent and Norwav.

Numpcr
Damage

0.1

accidents, number
per million locomotive-miles
train

0.89

1.21

railway property

to

number

Total

of accidents
per million locomotive-miles

0.89

•

Thousands of locomotivi-miles

Of the 2,358 collisions, 273 arc classed as rear,
butting; and of the 185 persons (excluding tresj

and 134

a=

killed

154 are charged against these 407 collisions;

in collisions,

damage ascribed in the report to collisions,
$1,844,320, more than 57 per cent was charged to the 1,951
ollisions not included under the head of rear

but of the total

or butting.
- of casualties to workmen
Table No. 13 recording
mainly men in the shops and on the tracks engaged in work
not connected with the movement of trains, shows the followtals and aver

—

Accident Bulletin No. 69

The

Interstate Commerce

ng Sefteml

(

quarterly accident bulletin. No. 69, dated March
31, 1919. showing the number of railroad acci>
occurring in the United Stati - during the months of July,
August and September. 1918. In train acrid*
its

re killed,
153 employees, and 66 oth
and. 1.118 passengers, 939 employees, and
were injured; a total of 348 person- killed, and 2.147 injured.
Of the passengers killed. 119 were the vi<

sengers,

and 9 of derailments.
This report includes the following

v

U?

— Shopmen (included
— Trackmen (included
4 — Class
roads, other
2
3

— Roads of

7

— Total

1)...
non-train accidents..

98

51

110

CU

hing.

16

H
1(

.

non-train accident casual:

illions of
illions of

1

«

man-hrman-hr-

(

i

million mar.-hour=,

shopmen
:tien

killed:

Ch<

N

As compared with

i

a

an

th<

g

i

The number man-hour;

ding quarter, 127.

present record, both for shopmen and for trackmen, but
town in item 10 and 11 are lower in
bulletin 69 than in bulletin
with tin
in the
•

I

The conductor of th(
ing the first section of the eastbound train
the station, assumed that it v
saw no green flans: and the a

bulletin

meeting point.

front of the car. where they should h..
disregard of the rule by the motorman in substitul
lights for green flags before sui
The bulletin contain-.
and bright
•:-.ports of investigations of col
killing
14.
also of an accident in Chicaeo. on September

quarter (bulletir

the totals of the casualties in all of the items are considerably
number of men killed, item 7
n the

I

was due to the neglect of the conductor and motorman
westbound freight car in assuming that
und train had been met wh<

-

27,819

v

10

Killed

in item

1

6

I

<

Inj'd

in

dis

Nashville, Tenn.. July 9th. 80
rdsall,
Mich.. Tulv 20th. 12 p
10th, and Marshfield, Ma, September 17th. 11
killed in each.
The collision at Ch<

Jackson &

Bulb

-

Killed

I

rs

electric road, the Detroit.

1918,
Bulletin 69

from

in

the table.

In this

>rd

I

(bulletin

I

,

'ii-

mining

bulli

'

:t

man-hour-, while the mini
equal

the injured, the

of trackmen

nun.
ids,

I

the

than

1

million.

pmen

1

kill.

in ten

killed

million

i
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Unit Price Versus
Percentage Contracts
By W.

Vol. 67. No. 2

can material!) improve tin- art bj drawing
between their bu ini
and thai "i tin ov.
mi pria and specifications should he more definite. The
question ol custom between contractor and ownei
bould be
eliminated.
he ontrai tor should have better data on whi< h
to place hi> bid.
There lias been a growing custom to pay
ittention to the contrad than to the cu ternary settlement.
believe that much better results could !>« obtained if the <<<ntradors would insisl on the contract ami specification! i>
followed and, if conditions Bhould arise where the intenl of
the contrad would be materiallj affected, b) having, if
sible, a definite understanding as to prices and the condit
before going ahead.
Under past practices, work has been authorized suddenly,
with no time for either the engineer or the contractor to de
termine costs or make intelligent bids. A mui
smaller margin between the estimate ami the actual cost of the work would
resull if these conditions could be known, for the risk of the
contractor would be much smaller and the owner would have
more definite knowledge of the cost of his work is going to
be to him.
Where the percentage method is used the contractor has few
financial troubles to overcome; no particular inducement, exContractoi
1

lines

i

L. Darling

I

Consulting

1\

Engineer,

St.

Paul,

Minn.

construction of a plant one or more of three dii
methods are employed L. Company force. 2. Unil
prices or an agreed sum with a provision for a percentage
in

i

ferent

:

for increase or decrease, as the cosl of the

compared with

increases,

the agreed cost.

based on the actual cost of the work.
think
In the present state of the art
1

it

work decreases or
3.

A

percentage

can safely

b<

be used only when the work
i^ too small to contract, when the local or emergency conditions are such that it is not practical to contract, or when the

sumed

thai the

first

owner has experts

method

in

is

to

a certain

specialized line

who

arc su

perior to those oi the contractor's.
The main Question, there
is, shall the second or the third method be used and if

fore

the third, will

its

To

protect the art

money and
owner and

it

is

and consequently

the public.

necessary to examine the efThe great incentive is to make
this incentive that has created his value to the

discuss this question it
fort i)i the contractor himself.

is

The overcoming of ohstacles, finanhas produced energy and versatility
that could have been acquired in no other way and to my
mind energy is its greatest asset. What use is it if he has all
the intellect and physical qualities in existence, if he has not
the energy to use them. A contractor must have a knowledge
of men and plant; where labor can be readily obtained and the
plants available; he must understand about his supplies,
where they can be obtained and how best transported; he
must know- of the market conditions and have an intimate
knowledge of the work to be done.
to the public.

cial as well as physical,

work

done on the unit price basis, the owner gets
judgment and the experience of many men
and many firms; one will see better where supplies are obtainable; another may have a better plant for the job; another may have a better method of doing the work; it is the
pitting of all these men, one against the other, that the owner
By the other method a man or firm is
gets the advantage of.
selected to manage the work, hence the owner gets the benefit
of this one man's knowledge and the wrong man may have
•

If the

is

the results of the

been selected.
I have known men to make a bid on a piece of work by
merely sizing it up and knowing where the necessary outfits
were and the men to whom it could be sublet.
If he has
made a bad guess, he simply has to find some way or means
I believe some men become so
to back up his judgment.
familiar with certain lines of work that their guess is as good,
if not better, than some men's figuring.
At any rate, the difficult task that they set for themselves brings out all the surplus energy that is in them and this is what the owner gets
the benefit of.
The contractor working on a unit price basis has not only
his reputation but also his very livelihood at stake.
have
often seen men take work at unit prices so low that a heavy

We

loss
tools

seemed inevitable, but by using new methods and newand exerting surplus energy, they have been able to turn

an almost certain

loss into a profit for themselves

and

a

much

new methods can be used
on further work and by other men.
Looking back over the past 40 or 50 years, one can easily
see the march of improved methods and tools.
Most contractors can remember the time when the first drag scraper came
into use; it was soon reinforced by the tongue scraper. Then
came the wheel scraper, then the grader, and then the steam
shovel, gradually increasing in capacity to the enormous ones
now used and finally the drag pan.
greater profit for the public, as these

*Read before a meeting of the Northwest Contractors' Association at
Paul in March, 1919.

St.

i

I

li

new methods or tools; no sleepless
new scheme for the next day; no surhimself or employees. The employee,

cept pride, to introduce
nights to figure out some

plus energy to exert in
knowing that his superior is not in financial trouble, does not
exert himself unnecessarily. The contractor does not try new
methods or new tools, as he may think he has no right to
risk a failure.
On the other hand, the unit price men must
take a risk and bend all their energy to make it successful.
My point is this: that the necessities of unit price men have
produced a personnel that could not otherwise have been acquired and that as soon as the incentive is eliminated, progress will slow down if the art does not actually retrograde.
There is no question but what there are men doing percentage
work who are just as competent and perhaps just as energetic
as the unit price men, but I claim that it is because of the
state of the art and its personnel and due to previous efforts of
unit price men.

The main

objection to the unit price

stances contractors

make

too

method

much money and

is

that in in-

the percentage

method will eliminate that danger. Frequently a large profit
is due to the fact that a contract was taken on a high market
and the work done as the market fell. If the reverse condition obtained, there would have been a loss and no comment
made.
It has seemed to me that the best way to determine the
amount of money made by contractors is to compare the work
done in the Northwest during the last 40 years with the
wealth of the various men who have been engaged solely in
that business and who have not lost their money elsewhere.
While it is true, perhaps, that in individual cases owners
have paid larger sums than by the percentage method, I do
not think

it

is

generally true.

The

largest profits to con-

tractors are generally in pioneer work,

where conditions are

not well known, or where there are but few firms to undertake it.
I believe that if

methods,

it

we

give

up unit

prices or other competitive

will result in a lot of superintendents, or in a

The
few large concerns which will control the business.
method is in the fact that during
the last 40 years, under normal conditions, unit prices have
decreased in the face of rising costs of labor and materials,
and this method has produced a class of men who, when the
emergency came, were able to accomplish things that did not
seem possible.
There is a growing disposition all over the country to eliminate competition, but it seems to me that better results will
be obtained only where competition produces waste, but not
where it is a creator of new methods, inventions and energy.
great result of the unit price

Railway Claim Agents Hold Annual Convention
Association

Has Most

Successful Meeting at Chicago

with 275 Delegates

THE

Association ok Railway Claim AGENTS held
,50th annual convention at the Hotel La Salic
Chicago, June 25 and 26, R. ('. Richards, general
claim agent of the Chicago &: North Western and president
of the association, presided and there were 275 delegates in
attendance representing 118 railroad systems.
The meeting was addressed by Charles F. Patterson, asits

Law of the United
Considerable attention was
given to the relation of the claim agent and other departments
of the railroads and to the new developments over the last
year in the claim agent's work.
Abstracts of some of the
papers follow:
sistant general counsel of the Division of

States Railroad Administration.

Report of Committee on Grade Crossings

a firm believer

the

man on

judgment and in the discretion of
and I think that if you have got a
man in charge of a district or a territory and he has not got
Letter judgment than the man that is away off 500 or 600
miles, you ought to get somebody else.
The reason I feel that way is I have been a good many
years away from headquarters, and I have come in with a
very definite conclusion in regard to that.
Of course, you
do not want to lose the general supervision in the important
cases, you want the advice of the head of the department,
and I believe that the law department and the claim department ought to have the same general jurisdiction, if you
have an attorney for a state, have a claim agent covering the
same territory, if you have a district attorney, have a ditrict claim agent covering the same territory, and then when
you come to make your adjustments, I do not mean in
trifling cases, I do not mean to carry this to the extreme, but in
ordinary cases, take the joint judgment of the man on the
ground, the claim agent, and the lawyer I believe it will expedite your work, and I believe that you will ordinarily get
in

the

the ground,

better conclusions, I believe that

it

dignifies the

man

on the

I am frank to say when I tried cases over
that I did not care to have the claim agent about
because the fellow on the other side usually tried the claim
agent instead of the railroad, and in the old days they used
to convict him, but that has entirely gone by I think now;

appearing, that

in

crossings particularly by automobile dealers selling to new
owners, and the use of the so-called "bumpers" or impedi-

ments necessitating low speed

at grade crossing approaches.
In conclusion, the report said:
"Your committee has nothing to say against the continuance of the very expensive precautions railroads are taking to
prevent people being harmed at highway crossings, nor does
it wish to discourage those enthusiasts who believe that evensort of difficulty can be overcome, every evil rectified by passing a law.
The committee's duty is performed when it
recommends to your careful consideration what it deems the
superior efficacy and simple practicability of the attentioncompelling 'bumper' and the painstaking auto-selling teacher
and scare-thrower.
It is remarkable what power to
carry conviction of needless sacrifice the mere reading at one
time of brief statements of the facts in a dozen of these occurrences has."
.

am

ground and makes him feel his responsibility, and he is
more anxious to successfully respond to the same.
There was a time, and very fortunately it is rapidly dis-

as remedies, better education concerning care at grade

.

Attendance

—

This committee of which W. B. Spaulding, claims attorney
of the St. Louis-San Francisco is chairman, presented an
extensive report on the prevention of accidents at grade crossings in which it discussed the large number of accidents of
this kind.
It presented figures of such accidents and reviewed at length the investigations and work that have been
carried out by commissions, associations and railroads, the
effect of statutes, court decisions, etc., and then considered
the preventive measures that have been tried.
It recom-

mended

in

.

Committee on Standard Forms

Iowa

I think that wherever a claim agent makes an investigation
and takes the statements of witnesses, that he ought to follow
that with the law department through to the end.
I believe,
on the other hand, where your claim agent has adjustments
to make, that he ought to have access to the law department
so that he may receive advice from them; when you gentlemen pay a man it is your judgment, you have the discretion,
generally you are told to pay from $3,000 to $5,000 or from
$5,000 to $10,000, why most of you can make your salary
on any one settlement that you make, and I believe you ought
to have co-operation in that, I believe sometimes' that two
heads are better than one, therefore I would give some discretion to the man on the ground making tin settlement, provided it was endorsed by both the law department and the
claim department and then hold that district or territory or

state claim agent responsible for the suits that were brought
therein.
I
was looking over our statement the other daw

The committee on this subject, of which B. C. Winston,
general claim agent of the Wabash is chairman, presented a
number of suggested standard forms for handling claims.
The meeting voted to have these printed and to bring them
up later for further consideration and adoption.

and I think there were 8,900 accidents reported in one year
and only 214 lawsuits. I think, of course, that reflects on
the efficiency of the claim department and saves the law
department a great deal of lahor that it would otherwise
have, and so,
say to you gentlemen that I am in favor of
cordial co-operation, I don't believe that either department
ought to he entirely divorced from the other or should lose
their interest at am period from the inception to the final
1

Co-operation Between

Law

and Claim Departments
By James

conclusion of the controversy.
Mr. Davis then spoke of the genera] railway situation.

Davis
General Solicitor, Chicago X North Western
C.

Address of the President

think there should be a Continued interest between the
time of the inception
tin
of the accident to the final conclusion, whether it is settled in
court or settled out of court.
I do not mean by that to take away the discretion or the
dignity or the judgment of any man like Mr. Richards, but I
I

Mr. Richards,

law and claim departments from

address -poke of the work of th.
He noted that there wen
members of claim department- in military service. He also
-poke
of
the
association's
bulletin
and
the
furnishing of index cards of the decisions of the Appellate
in hi-

SOCiation over the past year.

<. ;
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Courts of the United States on claim questions
"I 'I" not
he said, "there is another railroad assot iatioo or
an) assa iatioa of men uln. h has so valuable a publii ation as
believe,"

tin-

1

By Charles
General

Assistant

Counsel,

'tain to

Federal

Control

F. Patterson

Division

of

Law,

Railroad

Railroading is the mosl fascinating business In the world.
it has al
all times engaged the besl intellect of the lead
iu<4 men of all countries.
Of all branches of the transports
tion business, thai is mosl attractive and interesting which
has aDOUl it the human element, and in the investigation and
settlement of persona] injury claims this element is more proThe infinite variety of situations
nounced than in any other.
presented ami the innumerable kinds and classes of people
with whom the claims men come in contact give to each case

and

own
I<>

peculiar setting.

my

mind

features, has

railroad

more

claim
variety,

work presents mure interesting
is more attractive than any other

portunity for joint service, for helpful association, for united
effort toward raising the standard of claim departments was
Never before has the operation of such a
a splendid one.

tremendous transportation system been combined under one
management.
Never before has our own branch of the
We
service been so closely inter-related under a single head.
have had the opportunity of exchange of thought one with
It has been possible
another without the fear of jealousy.
for all of us to obtain information from a central source.
We have had the benefit of an exchange of experience, and
of having that experience freely and always at our command. And I assure you that my observation at the central
point of contact has convinced me that we have splendidly
grasped the opportunity presented and have in the past

as we will in the future be benefited, from the
knowledge, information and wisdom which we have gained
during the period of unified control and operation.
We will be able, I am sure, when the roads go back to
private control, to put to good account what we have learned.
We ought to enter upon a period of private control with an
enlarged experience, a clearer vision and a broader outlook.
I am no idealist, but I have ideals, and I am quite sure that
a reputation for fair dealing, squareness and honesty on the
part of the claim departments will do as much in aid of any
individual road as it has done for the railroad administration
profited,

as a whole.

Perhaps more than any other branch of the service, we
come in contact with the individual. We are able to create
in

many

We

instances a sentiment favorable to the railroads.
tact and diplomacy so run our departments that the

good for our railroads will be of
branches of the service.
In a short address that I made some time since at another
meeting I instanced a case in which the proper and prompt
.settlement of a claim has been of material advantage to the
railroad involved in connection with other branches of its
indirect

influence

enormous help

for

to the other

have resultanl

contact

I

effect

on

I

i

position

all

those with

we do

appreciate that

not

whom we

always deal

with the high minded and the noble.
On the contrary, we
med the mean, the contemptible and the falsi
bm a
continued course of fair dealing, of squareness, of uprightness, is certain unless all human experience is vain, to he of
immense help not only in our own departments but in other
departments of railroad work. These things must come from
above.
Your field men must he trained not only in tact and

diplomacy but

in fair-mindedness.
They must receive no
conception of duty which involves only the beating down of
a
laimanl to his lowest terms. They musl acquire for them<

and the railroad for which they are working a reputafairness and squareness, and that reputation when
acquired must be maintained. With a reputation for honest
dealing a railroad can confidently submit its cause to any
selves
tion

for

jury, but with a reputation for smartness, hardness, indifference to the rights of others, a Strict application of legal principles to a case without regard to circumstance,

department.

During federal control you have been placed in a difficult
and trying position.
All of you formerly were connected
with individual railroads. With those railroads lay your affections, hut during federal control you have been working
for one common master, you have been engaged in one common effort, you have served one common cause. And it has
not always been easy to lay aside previous ties, to overcome
old prejudices, to remember that your duty and your loyalty
I congratulate you that you
lay with one common employer.
have been able to do this with such signal success.
I have felt from the beginning of my service that the op-

can with

in

Mont) miking and

dailv

\(lniinis| rat ion

it-

life,

come

the instant e to wbi< h

then referred
bui
are not man'i
station, an upright spi
of duty well donthese an- the greal thing!
and their cultivation in our actions and in oui

man)
end
M

oi

hief

in

Departments
Under

And

operation.

one

bulletin."
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sure to follow from the jury-box.

It

is

ill

results are

your opportunity

to

your duty to acquire this reputation.
And though the course is hard and discouragement is
frequent, in the end beneficial results are sure to follow. You
may say I am preaching. But my experience has been that
most claimants and most lawyers are willing to meet us half
way if we but show them that our hearts are right.
This has been a difficult year. Wages have risen by leaps
And stock prices are going up. Living is
and bounds.
higher and juries are not unmindful of the fact that life is
more valuable, gaged by all the elements which enter into
modern living. In spite of these facts the results as shown
by the solicitors' reports, summarizing the results for the
year 1918, are very gratifying and in many respects remarkable.
Except in a few cases due to serious and untoward accidents, the aggregate amount of claim payments is
not greatly in excess of the year 1917, and even in some noinitiate

table

such a course.

instances

much

It is

less.

One

of the greatest transcon-

tinental systems, with gross earnings of $168,000,000, has

shown a decrease

in personal injury claim payments of
$360,000. One of the great southern lines, with gross earnings of $126,000,000 has shown a decrease of over $112,000.
A mid-continental road, w-ith gross earnings of $144,000,000,
has shown a decrease of $236,000. One of the greatest systems in the country has a percentage of disbursements on account of personal injury claims to revenue of .0067 per cent.
The railroad which has the greatest gross revenue of any
one system in the United States has a percentage of such disbursements to revenue of .0052 per cent. These figures are

extraordinary.

They show

the result of the earnest effort

put forth by you during the year that

is just past.

is on the whole
and whether government operation is better than
private operation, are questions upon which it would ill become me to express an opinion. But I have no hesitation in
saying that under federal control claims are better handled,
more equitable settlements are obtained, the public is treated
with a greater degree of consideration, and the railroads have
a fairer chance than under private management.
I propose shortly to have a bulletin prepared which will
show in detail the figures of practically all federal-controlled
The results
roads.
I expect to have these figures analyzed.
of the analyses will be widely distributed. These figures and

Whether

or not federal control of railroads

beneficial,

the deductions based thereon are thus available for the first
and they ought to be valuable for future comparison.
I would like at this time to name some of the roads whose

time,

work has been particularly

efficient

and

helpful, but to do

July

11,
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50 would be merely to give a list of those
whom I correspond. I feel in the position
master who on commencement day has the
hand and is prepared to deliver them to an
sometimes fearful audience.
I
would like to

railroads

society

with

who

hut

tell

it

to

me

and heir or daughter and heiress.
more care should be used in handling soldier's
I have tried to be helpful, but I do not think that I
claims.
should be so often called upon to repeat the same advice in
loss of their son

A

little

if

we may

things are either done right or they are done wrong, and this
all parties to the transaction.
I
believe the claim man should have within him a fixed
policy and purpose that he may tread unswervingly the path-

way

of duty, undeterred by doubts, singleminded and straightforward.
I believe that the foregoing will be to no purpose
unless the private life of the claim man is clean and ex-

emplary

in the community where he lives.
It is not neces-ary that he be a saint or puritan, but it is highly
essential

for all purposes and to himself alone, that he be'
temperate
and well-balanced in his utterance'-, and upon those questions of public policy in his community that he enlist himself upon the side which appears to be rational, wise
and
enlightened, though perhaps not momentarily popular, but
such as will associate him with those of our citizens who will
stamp his judgment with confidence, as a living force for
those things which are just and suitable.

No man

expect Congress to act in time

will not be forgotten, that the re-ults

which we have accom-

connected

with

railway

operation

touches

so

closely the domestic affairs of all the employees as doe- the
claim man. To him is related the financial state of the family, to him is computed the burdens of life and
where they

for the President to put into effect his statement that he pro-

poses to relinquish his control at the end of the present year,
will shortly cease.
We are not perhaps standing around the
grave, but at least notices of the funeral have been sent out.
When you go back and become once more free and independent, it is my sincere hope that our common association
will not have been in vain, that the lessons we have learned

lot,

that represents the -ecure

applies to

-imilar circumstances.

Federal control,

is

convey to the- puhlie i-. that he who comes here to display
cunning and craftiness, comes at a disadvantage, hut for
those whose intercourse has the ring of rectitude and uprightness we extend a wholesome welcome to transact his affairs of life with the same well-being he would
display at his
hanking house. We hold no double standard of integrity,

Nevertheless it i- a mistake in order to effect a fadone.
vorable settlement to inform a poor widow that owing to the
faet that the United State- is running the railroads she can
get little or nothing for the loss of her unfortunate husband
and that she may have to wait for the Court of Claim- to pass
upon her claim. It is poor policy to refuse to pay for decent

r

it

stands true to these ideals.
believe this to he one- office that should be denuded of all
mystery or misgivings and the initial impression I would

again."

<

of any
hi-

I

are spurred to higher effort by a judicious praise
of accomplishment rather than by blame for things left un-

years have sufficient intelligence to know that a no-tre-pa--ing sign protects a private ro--in;, and if he or she, as the
may be. wanders incontinently upon the tracks his or her
fond parents are precluded from recovering anything for the

A ea-ual Burvey
him where to ca-t

man who

the

men

burial of the dismembered body of even one killed through
no fault of the road. I sometime- wonder, although I am told
by some railroads it is true, whether or not children of eight

will

and -ub-tnntial men of
that locality, who carry with them the moral and mental uplift of that environment
No railway man serves well those
who pay him who fail- to -hare with these men in the local
community, comrade-hip in a common enterprise of good
citizenship, and such a community will welcome and serve

prolonged until night-fall.
Some of you will say that I am a flatterer. Perhaps
Nevertheless. I have found that most of us are very much in
Fisher's position.
One of his friends had been telling him
what a splendid fellow he was and had been enlarging on
Finally Fisher said: ''It's all a damn
his <jood qualities.
All

betray and belie u-.
serve to appri-e

that

community

of the schoolprizes in his

expectant and
publicly commend particular men who haw done extraordinarily good
work, but it does not seem to me that this is an occasion for
such action. I would like to say something of praise and appreciation to everybody, but if I did mis meeting would be

lie,
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weigh most heavily, to him is confided private affair- which
should have no place in a permanent file.
These are those
matter- which one man trusts to another, and it is here that
the claim man is made the confessor of those tribulations
which he-et humanity in its varied forms. At this juncture
the claim man has an opportunity to reveal the true context
of his stature, an opportunity that comes to him alone
.

This

.

.

plished will have a permanent beneficial influence, and that
we will go on growing bigger and better in our daily tasks,

directing his course clear from the shoals of loan
-hark- and garnishments and those things that perplex and

of the positions which we are called upon to fill.
not possible for me in a talk of this length and in a
meeting of this character to go into the particulars of the
I have studiously
work in which we are jointly engaged.
I want to direct your attention to the
avoided that course.

worry an employee and make him that much less eftic ient.
If he is in debt, tell him how to get out and -till retain his
good name, hi- -elf respect and his credit with his creditor.
Accompany the downca.-t man to the grocer and explain the
situation to him, how misfortune and injury may have
caused a halt in the meeting of the usual payments, but no

more worthy
It is

I want to impress upon you the
larger aspects of the work.
value of co-operation, the worth of spirit, and the great and
overwhelming benefit to be obtained from a true enthusiasm

for

your undertaking.

We

must have confide n, e
exchange information.
We must be willing to hold out a helping hand to each
other.
You must remember when once more under private
management that you are all railroad men, and the railroads
and their successful operation must he your chief purpose.
one in another.

The Claim

We

i

ess.

to

must be willing

Man— His

Relation to the

Public and to His Fellow Employees
By

C. D.

Claim Agent,

Cary

Illinois Central

my

profound opinion and conviction, that above all
should be an exemplary iti/en. He i- fettered
by no mercantile claims or political embarrassments which
mitigate in favor of a compromise with those element- of our
It is

the claim

man

c

man to fulfill his obligations
only some manner could be pointed out.
They are beset by tricky men with wily schemes, which

restraint in the willingness of the
if

Personal interest and enthusiasm are

the vital things that bring su<

i-

on their face appear genuine and authentic.
Spurious
unties of a mongrel variety are offered at tempting
Mo-t of these are utterly worthless, and I de-ire to acid lure
that it is my judgment that the wage earner has no place in
the stock market, this i- not a wage earner's game, hi- place
•

:

belongs among those investments that are safe, secure and
sound, which tend to enlarge hi- faith in commercial transactions rather than curtail it.
The wage earner has no place
in any investment where he lo-e- the absolute control and
direction of hi- savings which i- always the case in these
stock jobbing investments.
I sometimes feel that a mod
cur-e i- extended to the wage earner by the litlu-r.il a\ liability of charge account- and instalment .on:'
These are Mime of the items that I believe the claim man
should discuss with the employee-, try and point out to him
the

pitfall-

which sensible men seek

to

avoid,

guard him

:
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against extravagant es thai he need no4 bear, hold up the tor< h
economy and urge that in all his tran actions and

of thrift,
affairs

he

thai

exercise

considerate

judgment,

and

be

rash and

bj

Psychology of Approaching Persons
for Statement and Settlement
By W. H. Mooney
Claim Agent, Missouri Pacific

whom we

are dealing determines our
nature of his work a claim agent is
being continually educated along the lines of character
study, and it is, perhaps, easier for him to determine, or even
anticipate, the mental attitude or character of a person than

The

person

course.

1>\

with

the

very

might be for someone engaged in a different line of busiand he can, therefore, the more readily place himself
The
in harmony with the one with whom he is dealing.
character of a person may be known through a former acquaintance.
If not, we should make an effort to "discover"
him in the few moments' conversation we have before broachTo produce the
ing the subject of statement or settlement.
best results your mind is in full accord and sympathy with
his own.
We may pave the way through a mutual friend,
or. if we have both lived in the community our reputation
may have preceded us by his having heard others talk of our
methods, which emphasizes the importance of playing the
game square. You may not always be able to induce your
man to play square but for yourself, you have no excuse to do
it

ness,

otherwise.

Our

chief thought should be to get in mental harmony and
listen to and take an interest in his

sympathy with our man,

we get this we can then best determine on how
toward approaching him for a settlement. If you
take a personal interest in the injured person, see that he has
every care and attention and the knowledge that he is indebted to you for such care and attention, you will find it proYon must reduces much good influence on the subject.
member that even though you do desire to be fair and honest,
you have still to convince your man of that fact and then
prevail on him to reciprocate.
We must remove fear, aggressiveness, vindictiveness, anstory.

After

to proceed

tagonism, combativeness, shyness, trickery. We start wrong
if we place a man in an argumentative mood or if we conWe are more apt to place him on his honor,
tradict him.
and
if he has any, if we approach instead in all fairness
honesty.

We must work along the same lines; talk the same
language; work in the same environment with the person
You find as a rule you
with whom we come in contact.
work to better advantage with cases of employees, because
we are one of them, are more or less associated with them,
work in the same atmosphere. We are, to a certain extent,
advertised among them. They tell each other how they have
been treated by us and have less of the feeling that we are
smooth citizens, working for a corporation, who will take
advantage of them.
I
Little acts of attention and kindness do much good.
make it a rule to call on employees both before and after I
secure their statement or release.
that I

am

I like to

have them

their friend, and, although a claim agent,

feel

am

and can sympathize with and make friendly
on them. We have often had the physician make extra

heartless
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and

preciated

wii.it

advancement

we

have

made toward

friendship.

uot

dreamy sentiments thai have do place in
the presenl judii ious parley of mankind.
\ mere settlemenl with a man ia a momentary transaction,
bul i«' reach out to him with a sustaining force thai enables
him to hold on and t<> improve his situation is a perpetuity.

moved

AGIO

not

calls
calls,

probably not necessary, because of the feeling of neglect of
some injured person. It is surprising how much this is ap-

Report of Committee on Restoration and

Re-employment

of Injured

Employees

New interesl has been aroused in the work of restorin
educating injured industrial employees bj tin- splendid
that is being organized by tin- Federal Governmenl for the
restoration and education <>f wounded men, following the
earlier efforts along this line in France and England.
We mus1 remember that we are handicapped by tin- dif
ference between the government restoration and our proposi
tion in that the government (an compel the wounded MiMiers
to Submit to any course of restoration or education, no matter
how long or how painful it may he. Of cOUrte, we cannot
compel an injured man to go to school or take up any specific
course of training, and doubtless all of us have had the sad
experience of trying in vain to persuade a young man who
had lost a leg or arm, and who had received a considerable
amount of money in settlement to take up telegraphy,
stenography or some other occupation, he was physically able
to fill, but who has used his money to purchase a pool room
or automobile. On the other hand any claim agent can think
with pleasure and even pride of the crippled men he has
helped to jobs at which they are earning good wages, enabling
them and their families to live in comfort.
In approaching this subject your committee endeavored to
learn if there were any general plan of restoration of crippled
employees among railroads.

Our

investigation indicated that none of the roads have a
none of them have schools

definite policy in this connection,

connected with the railroads or otherwise, and no
manner of handling these cases as a whole. Practically all that has been done along this line has been done or
The claim agent
at least initiated by the claim departments.
comes in direct, intimate relation with the injured man as no
other official does, and can understand his needs, and sympathize with him.
Further he has in mind his instructions,
which one general claim agent expresses in the following
words: "When spending the company's money, I want you
to buy, besides a release, the good will of the claimant."
The following plan which is followed at least in a portion
of its cases by one railroad, seems as nearly a general pracThe claim agent writes as
tice of railroads as so far exists.

either

specific

follows
It is the purpose of the claim department, when reasonable and fair settleto endeavor, if possible, to secure a position, which
In some cases we talk the
the injured individual may be able to handle.
matter over, and if he seems particularly fitted for, or if his injured condition limits him to, some special line of work on the road, we endeavor
to make arrangements through the operating department for a place where
As an illustration,
he can learn the duties connected with that position.
in some places where men have lost legs or arms, we have arranged so
that they might study telegraphy, and when they are sufficiently advanced,
In some of these instances we have made
secure positions for them.
station helpers out of them, in order that they might earn wages while
In other instances we have taught the
learning this new occupation.
men yard clerical work, or had them placed in some mechanical office, if
handle
such positions.
their education was sufficient to

ment has been made,

When

special or difficult operations are essential

it

will

be found easy to place the patients in private hospitals where
such operations are performed. Eventually as an outgrowth
of the government hospitals and work, we believe large numbers of institutions will be established for doing this work.

We

would, therefore, recommend.

That for the present every railroad so far as practicable follow out
some plan like the one indicated above. A representative of claim depart1.

ment who handles a oarticular case should discuss with the injured party,
and decide what work the man can do, and what he would like to do, and
when it is decided what work the injured man shall be trained for, the
matter should be taken up by the claim man with the department, where his
changed life will be worked out. The claim agent must have the hearty
The request
co-operation of all departments in order to replace all men.
The
of the claim department should not be pigeon-holed or side-stepped.
plan will not be a success until every officer, from the general manager
the various departments has been convinced as to the
of the policy.
When any special education is required in a particular case, that
2.
this be obtained from existing educational institutions and practical training
to

the

wisdom

heads of

July
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almost any direction.
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date,
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Instructions

ttlement has been ma.lc with the injured
man tor a substantial sum. and an i
the settlement to
cover the needed education, the
cnild then be
own resources. If be is not intei
,n himsel:
.ut the
training at his own .\;
y fi t to succeed in the work
in
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that will follow.

W!

en difficult and ci
should be obtained at prival
possible, where such a complete staff of surgeon-.
is probable that it will not
intervals, to out3

[f

the

lt

hospital will undoubtedly b«
and phvsically.
That as the government
4.
and restoring of cripples ar<

•

an.)

i>rivate

time spent in the company
injured man, mentally

institutions

the

for

training
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SUD .

-ome gene-

which may

railroad-

all

rare

,| lc

jeet by this association with

by

has

railroad

'

,.

their

-nit to the course of training and help minimize the great
willing
economic waste, and the pain and suffering caused bv injuries to the injured
That to this end a permanent committee on this
ones and their families.

subject be created.

We believe that the carrying out of the plan suggested will
from the outset be an economic step, and that all money expended will more than come back to the railroads in better
services and in the loyalty of the restored men.
The work
should l>e done on wise and well considered business prinIt might be well to take the matter up with the railciples.
road administration to see if a department could not be created for all the roads, or in view of'the possible return of the
railroads to their owners at an early day it might be better
to, at least, consider and take up with the various claim men
the idea of establishing some central schools or shops for
training of injured men after they have graduated from the
and

hospitals,

it

is

believed that these schools or training

shops could be very nearly self-sustaining.
If a machine
shop, as an illustration was established at some central point
for educating the injured, work might be done for roads which
would otherwise be given to outside plants.
We believe that such joint efforts on the part of the claim
departments will induce the railroads to take up this work
unitedly and earn- it to the height of success which it -hould

on

every

now provide claim department membership
committee.
The claim agent should \>t

safety

active in the committee meeting, and that mean- nr-t of all
he -hould be sure to attend them.
So many accidents come
under his daily observation he -hould be aide to give valual.le suggestions.
Every claim .iL'ent -hould be observing, and furthermore,
he -hould be thinking and talking safety.
He should write

special letter- about pertinent point- Wrought out in hi- investigation or otherwise noticed by him. to the <hairman of
the local committee, sending a copy to the general
agent, and, if he desires, to the chief claim agent.
The

head of the department should make it a point to know
whether or not his field men are properly intere.-ted in
"safety first"
If they show unu-ually well they -hould be
commended and if they seem to lack interest they .-hould be
encouraged.
Experts tell us one of the best ways to spread the dot trine
of "safety first" i- by personal contact.
The claim men
come in contact with many employees and outsiders and

undoubtedly ought to make them good
words they should be good missionaric- to

their special training
talkers;

in other

carry the gospel of safety into the darkest corners.

Federal Employer's Liability Act
In an extended paper. F.
general solicitor of the Norfolk

Markhoe Rivinus, a— istant

& Western and

editor of legal
note- in the association*- bulletin, presented a review of the
pa-t year's decision concerning this law.

The Use

of

Motion Pictures
in the Investigation of

Claims

V

attain.

The committee which

man John

S.

presented the report has as

it-

chair-

Rockwell.

Co-operation Given "Safety First"

by Claim Departments
By

Oaim

Chief

F. A.

Agent,

Hruska
New York Central

had it- inception in the claim department.
has become so popular it must not forget from
whence it came and. on the other hand, the claim department mu-t not be satisfied to -it by with folded arm- and
puffed out chest taking unto itself all credit for creating
Neither
f himself.
such a -well kid now so able
should ever become too old or too self important to give and
•'Safety First"

Now

69

that

it

J. Waltz, manager of the claim department of the
Toledo Railways & Light Company, spoke of the successful
use his company had made of motion pictures in the investigation of claims.
He showed pictures of one particular
case in which a claimant secured a judgment of 515,000
principally on evidence that he would be unable to pursue his
usual occupation.
By means of good planning motion pictures were taken of the man which showed him at work
without crutches, and showing no apparent effects of disability.
On a petition of fraud and the showing of the
pictures a new trial was ordered, and the verdict considerably
reduced.
Mr. Waltz emphasized, however, the difficulties
of using motion pictures as evidence and said that the
juries were not always as readily convinced as might be

ted.

1

to take good advice, and they should be continually telling
each other what is going on in their respective fields, the)
should trust each other and they should of COOTI

on a 100 per cent
General information of value should be freely interchanged
en officials and member- of the claim and safety detments make the
I believe mosi of the claii
partments.

monthly reports
they ought
the general

to.

'

if

compare the results on

his

>'

such other
r

road

to

"d
he may

requii

partments
•

effect

roads.

those published by the

On

may have

tlu-m close at

and they -hould lend th«
and report it to the gem -

'

hand

for

lines,

favorable.
It
was agreed, however, that tin
had i:reat value, as for example in grade <r-cidents where questions of obstructions to view, el
into consideration.

Election of Officers
as president for the ensuing year,
Douglass, general claim agent of the Gulf.
& Mansfield, claims attorney of the
I>
H Kimball, general claim agent of
«.
\ ••hern, and D. Harrison, claim agent of the
.rd Air Line, were elected vice-presi
H
Failii:
rit claim agent of the Central of
\
:

S.

AH

I

•

•

:

surer.

purtl

in

pletely

John

all
the other hand.
I.
C. C. for
nd of any other fonn of
posters, notices, instructions,
"safety first" literature should be furnished each and even
the members of the claim
claim department

all

discussing
Mr. Walt/'.- rcm.irkparticular reference being paid
to the fact that the effect on juries was not always com-

,i,,nt
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Copies of th«

safety agent, with
locality and occupation"'
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The Gospel

of a

By K
\i,

hisom,

the} handle, and because of thi^. the shippers and con
ignees should become willing participant! in an) effort!
thai arc made to insun
(1) the use of a good pai Itage; ^2)
propel' marking; and (3) careful checking at both end
oi

Good Package*

ag<

H. Gillette
I
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A(.l

;

opeka & Santa

I

e

the journey.

[nterstati Commerc] Commission al one time
made an extended Btudy of the man) angles oi the Loss
am going to quote one
and damage problem, and
extract from a published report, which reads:

Tin

I

"The railroads <>t this country paid oul $32,000,000 i"i loss
and damage in the year 1914, and about one hall <>i this could
have been saved had more suit il>U- containers been used.'
rhe total claim payments of !6 Eastern and Western
road- during 1917 is $26,628,069.1 '. something like $10,000,000

in

excess of

the

payments they made

in

the

pre-

information obtainable we learn
the United States will reach
exceed
$100,000,000 in 1918.
and possibl)
Our efforts to reduce the total losses in carload freight
should probably be directed in two ways: First, in inducing our shipping friends to load, stow and brace their consignments in a thoroughly competent manner and, second,
vious year.
the

From

payments on

the besl

all

lines

in

inculcate in the minds of all transportation employees
•1'he Gospel of Careful Handling.'' Prevention work, while
including, should neither begin nor end with the railroad
employee in the occupation of receiving, handling, moving,
It must begin with the construcor delivering of freight.

to

package itself. Because of the need for a clear
understandable rule, applicable at all points in the United
State.-, this recommendation has been made:

tion of the

"That each container shall be constructed of material of
quantity and quality to adequately protect that
which it is called upon to contain."
A rule of this sort is needed and can be defended on the
sufficient

ground of prevention of waste and damage in transit, and
because the carriers are urged and, in fact, required to increase their tonnage on less-than-carload shipments, and
this latter is accomplished only with great danger of additional loss and damage when fragile containers are perIt has been suggested that any package reforms that
mitted.

may

be necessary in order to insure safety to the contents

during the period of transportation, can be accomplished
by the appointment of committees in localities whose duty
it will be to study the package conditions on the commodities which originate in their territory, and, after a comprehensive survey in each instance, submit definite recommendations that have met with the approval of the interested shippers, and themselves, so that the package sugand such committees have been
gested may be adopted
appointed by the Railroad Administration. Of these the committees' work has been confined to foodstuffs but in the
course of time it will broaden out to the extent of making
a»survey of the package used on each commodity originating
on the committee's territory, and if this idea is carried out
generally throughout the United States, and it is to be hoped
it will be, it should not be long before our package troubles
are out of the way.
Perhaps it might not be amiss to call your attention to
another angle of our expenses which is represented in the
column of claim payments for loss of entire package. On
the Santa Fe, in a period of January to June, 1918, inclusive, there were received at stations on the Pacific Coast
and returned to correct destinations, 133 shipments, weighing 15,070 lb. on which in returning to correct destination,
an excess mileage of 453,047 miles was incurred with an
average delay to each shipment of 20 days, the total excess
mileage exceeding 18 times the distance around the world.

—

The

carriers

assume responsibility

of

insuring the con-

tents as well as the condition of the contents of even-

pack-

*Abstract of an address delivered before the Pacific Railway Club, San
Francisco, Cal., May 8, 1919.

Moving
safely

is

a

freight

promptly

is

good

science; railroad carriers

business;

owe

it

moving

to the

it

shipp

Uncle Sam and themselves to make
handling it both wa\> at oine.
In round numbers there are 1,800,000 raiboad emplo
in the United States, all of whom are concerned, and thi
In
majority actually engaged, in the handling of freight.
USe of a poor container and the improper handling of freight
ill.

consignees,

;i

cialty of

I

in transil does more to destroy the peace of mind of the
consignee and the (harm of the day's work for the delivering
agent and these other employees, than any two things we

have.

Every shipping point

served by a
each of them
could be impressed with the necessity of carrying to a conclusion the idea of taking bis package troubles in person
to the shipper, inviting, the hitter's transportation troubles
in return, nothing w-oulcl stand in the way of eliminating
every fault}' package from the commerce of this nation, and
curing the transportation troubles that have done so much
to swell the loss and damage bill.
A package that looks all right at the beginning of a journey but is all broken up at the end, is, until acquitted, under
suspicion.
A package that looks wrong at the beginning
and is wrong at the end, is already convicted, and should
forever be ostracized from the society of those of proper
construction. A package that looks all right at the beginning
and is all right at destination, puts joy into the dealings
representative of a

of the railroad agent,

The

in

railroad

the United State-

company, and

is

if

and the consignee.

have been unfortunate in having lost and
damaged a great many packages during the huge congestion
of the past two years because "Speed Up" was the slogan
and the economic feature of care was automatically shelved
while the great bulk of commerce was pushed forward to
the seaboard or to the manufacturing hives of industry.
Disruption of the existing car and train schedules, focused
carriers

the attention of the transfer forces at concentration centers
on a class and volume of business, unprecedented in the
annals of railroad history. This, at a time when the flower
of America's manhood was serving the country at the front,
threw the burden of handling on inexperienced transportation forces, both in the shipping room of the consignor and
the freight houses of the carriers; so, perhaps, the 1918
high-water mark in the national loss and damage account

can be explained partly; (1) by faulty container; (2) by
faulty handling; and (3) by inexperienced workmen.
If it has become the duty of the railroads to furnish
larger and heavier cars does it not follow that the
package for the shipment itself should be strengthened, and
that our loading, stowing, bracing and handling methods
should be made to conform?

And who

is better

qualified to collect

and

distribute the

precise information necessary to secure a needed better package, or a necessary reform in the loading, stowing, bracing

or handling of freight than the receiving agent at the end
of the journey or the receiving merchant to whom he delivers the goods?
Team-work between those two at this
point, represented

by

joint, intelligent

and constructive

criti-

addressed to the shipper at point of origin, if the
package is indicated, will invariably find the latter in a
receptive frame of mind and accomplish a result that can
be attained in no other manner.
If it be that the loading,
stowing, bracing or handling has caused the trouble, then
the same quality of criticism should be directed through
the proper officers that the practices which are wrong may
be corrected.
cism,

—

Railway Developments in Foreign Countries
Reconstruction
Balkans — Americans Not Successful
Railway
in

in

Building in China, Says Correspondent
ccordixg ro Dutch reports, Holland intends to purchase American steel rails on a
le during the

a

L\
*

next few year.-, says the R /:
London. They
mainly used for the extension of the railways in the
nitch Indie-, with a view to benefiting the sugar industry.
•ill

lie

l>e

annual purchases will probably amount

Railway Strike
Advices from Lisbon to the

in

to

50,000 tons.

Portugal

-tate

department on July

5

eported that the general railroad strike called last Tuesdav
ad affected the greater portion of train service in Portugal,
on the lines to the south and southwest of the capital.
ome sabotage has been reported.
•

The Minister of Labor told a meeting of strikers and railDad representatives that the men need expect no assistance
com the Government as long as they countenanced sabotage.

Railway Strike

in Brazil

Press despatches from Rio de Janeiro dated July 6 report
lat a strike was declared Saturday night by the employees
f the
Central Railroad of Brazil, all traffic stopping. The
tilroad, which is under government ownership, is the lar_
nd most important in Brazil.
It is reported unofficially
lat all the shopmen and other workmen struck, forcing the
ain operators to abandon work.
The strikers ask increased pay. with an eight hour day,
Xo definite word has been received from
le despatch says.
le States of Sao Paulo and Minas Geraes, but it is reported
lat

work

On

the

—

at heart China's friend.

*

The

British are the

first

*

*

in the field, signalizing the re-

sumption of railway construction activities in China.
Mr.
Whitelaw, engineer-in-charge. has just arrived in Peking

in these States also ceased.

imericans Not Successful
in Chinese

Railway Building

[Special Correspondence from Peking]

There is some evidence that American prestige is recoving somewhat from its almost complete eclipse which fol»wed the decision of the peace
hantung. Japanese propaganda
ie Chinese impression that the
f the inherent
incapacity of the

and American desire for a <juiik "turn-over."
Tientsin-Pukow they were balked by the Germans.
Willard
Straight's
Aigun-Chinchow concession together
with Senator Knox'- proposal to "neutralize" Manchurian
railways brought the Russians and Japanese together in
such a way as to defeat the American- and further confirm
foreign control over .Manchuria.
Russian opposition prevented the Siems Carey extension to the Peking Suiyuan
line.
Trench opposition did the same to its south China
line.
A British protest -tands in the way of it- Szechuan
line.
Altogether these agreements cover some 7,000 miles of
line,
ecjual to the entire length of line in China and extending almost without break from Siberia to Indo-China
and from tidewater to the continental plateau. If these lines
had been built and built by the American- it is conceivable
that there would be no Far Eastern question today.
If
American interests held such a line of communications
would France and England have bought Japan- assistance
by permission to plunder China'
Would I-hii have presumed to ask Lansing to recognize Japan's ".-[ fecial interests" in China?
But America gave up all of these routes
out of "friendship'* for China.
Has it proven to be friendship.'
Hence the charge that Americans are too inexperienced to do anything but muddle in Chinese affairs.
But
the Chinese still say that Japan's present press abuse of
America and all things American proves that America is still
of bad luck,

conference with respect to
did not fail to help along
result

is

another evidence

Americans in Far Eastern
olitics.
Chinese were reminded that America had led
hina to declare war on Germany
which has been the
rcasion of her internal disturbances for the last two years)
i the promise that in the peace conference to ensue China
ould be dealt with not on the basis of power but on the
asis of justice, that America has utterly failed to make
xxl, as she always has and always will.
In the words of the Japanese Consul-General at Canton.
Vou see, might is still right." Chinese politics have been
id still are railway politics, and in the railway field the
merican record has been one of consistent failure.
Fir-t
i the ground for contracts after the Sino-Japanese war
wakening in 1895, the Americans have yet to complete a
(

ne in China.
Practically even- principal route has at
>me time experienced an American contract, but invariably
ie American contractor has backed down before the op]
on of representatives of other nations, or Chinese backed
other concessionaires.
On the Pekin-Hankow line they
ere outbid by the Belgians, who with the backing of the

f

rench and the Russians insi-ted upon and se< ured imroved terms as soon as the Air.
up the fight.
n the Canton-Hankow they succumbed to Chinese op]
an cleverly aroused by Belgian intrigue, a certain amount
71

and is recruiting his organization for the building of the
Mengh-ien extension of the Taokow Chinghua line
otherwise known as the Peking Syndicate line.
This extension has been noted in these columns before and being
only 30 miles long, is important rather as a harbinger of
things to come than for its place in the Chinese system.
*

Work

*

*

under way toward the raising of the north end of
the Tientsin Pukow line.
The surrounding countrv is
subject to almost yearly inundations, during the late summer.
Two years ago the Tientsin terminal and nearlv
one-fourth of the rolling stock was cut off from the remainder of the line for a period of nearly three months.
The damage was done by the water over-topping the embankment rather than by any force of current, hence the
present project offers hope for permanent improvement.
i-

*

*

*

After a surcea-e of several weeks from the soldier nuisance upon the Peking-Hankow, matters have lapsed into the
old condition. Following the diplomatic corps

memorandum,

managing

the

director.

General Ting, secured the assistance

former military associates in cleaning up the -ituaPut about a fortnight ago five train- with locomotive
attached, -team up, were held by the military over
a week
of his
tion.

small Station just north of Hankow.
At' the same time
ogers reported that their meal- had to be served
to
them in their coupes, the dinin_
ibsolutely full
•

it

a

tfers
As a further eviden
at even- station of importance there

who

i-

in

.ontrol,

may

be
oi iron ore which has been thrown out
of
commandeered by the military.
This ore i-

.

trains

from a mine
which General Tmg. the managing director, is
co-dir
and in which Il.i-lin. minister of communication,
is

oi
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prim

.,

ipal

of

effeci

toe further symptom of the de
shareholder.
of this important lina L» to he noted in u"
washout aboul LOO miles north of Hani

a

poinl was washed out two y\
The pile tri
year.
memorable
ago
which has done service Bince was again washed-oul bj
Although the waters had
freshel about a month ago.
wade aci
sided within a few hour- so thai a man could
For two we
provided
nol
was
trains
of
movement
through
plan- for additional construction and purchases
1„-

steel

1

bridge

this

al

have been

held

suspense

in

for

over

a

a

month,

Japanese

has dared
became Stronger and no one in minor authority
make any move, for fear of repudiation.
*

Peking

newspapers

have

*

*

contained

the

that

allegation

American

Japanese authorities have demanded
Accounts deAdviser to the Ministry of Communications,
the conclupartment, shall be superseded by a Japanese at
with the
associated
name
The
fall.
this
sion of his term
present the
position thereafter is that of Mr. Nagao, at
Inter- Allied Technical
Japanese representative upon the
that

the

StevCommission serving under the chairmanship of John
out
is pointed
It
railway.
Trans-Siberian
the
ens upon
in the neighbortint the Japanese banks have advanced
the security
hood of Yen 100,000.000 ($50,000,000) upon
has been dissipated
of the new railway lines, that this money
expenditure so that there is no property un-

upon military
reasons in
derlying the mortgage security, and that for these
China it
view of the imminence of Allied assistance to
a friend
have
to
interests
Japanese
would be verv valuable to
at court in the

accounts department of the Ministry of

Com-

an oral contract made with
It is
munications.
December providing
the American adviser as long ago as
not yet been put
has
years
three
of
for an additional term
a fact that

into writing.

.

.

permitting
June 10 President Hsu signed the mandate
communications.
the resignation of Tsao Ju-lin, minister of
abortive,
attempts to crush the student strike proved
immediately over 10,000 students offered therhselves
provincial capitals
for arrest, while from all the outlying
fill the places
they began to move in by hundreds so as to
UniGovernment
The
impounded.
became
of 'those who
have been placed
versitv was turned into a prison, the streets
the
under martial law, all attempts, however, to provoke
governstudents to violence were fruitless, and finally the
These
ment decided to release the imprisoned numbers.
police should
to come out, however, until the chief of

The
for

refused

This was done and at eleven
apology.
On the next day
o'clock Sundav, Tune 8, they came out.
Pukow went on
Tientsin
the
of
end
south
the
on
coolies
and the Shanghai Nanking management was forced

come and make an

strike

to publish

ment

an announcement that

it

could not guarantee move-

minister

President

.

British Railroad Accidents
five employees, and six other pi
were killed in train accidents on railroad- oi Great Britain
and Ireland in the last calendar year, and 46. > pa
14() employees and 25 other persons were injured.
Casualties in other classes,
including 393 employees killed and
267 trespassers, including suicides, killed,— bring the total
casualties for the year up to 870 killed, and 4,184 injured.
The number of employees killed is .^<S less than in the preceding year, and 94 less than the average in the years 19071916; and the number of trespassers killed, 267, is 163 less
than the average in 1907-1916.

Eight

passengers,

i

—

Increased Freight Rates Possibility in England

The Railway Executive Committee, which has been

operrailways since the outbreak of the war
on June 13 issued a statement complaining that the relation
of railway fares to the difficulties in railway working and the
financial burdens of the railways do not seem to be fully
understood by the public, and announce that the 50 per cent
addition to passenger fares must be continued, at any rate
ating

the

British

until freight rates are increased.

The difficulties in restoring pre-war train services are
gradually being overcome, the statement continues, but a
graver problem affecting railway fares has arisen through
the enormous increase in the cost of railway working. Owing
to the increase in railwaymen's wages and cost of materials,
it is estimated that the expenditure of the railways during
the current year will be more by $500,000,000 than it was
in 1913, when the net revenue from all sources came to
about $250,000,000.
Revenue and expenditure will have to be made to balance
by some means or other. The total railway expenditure of
all the railways in 1913 was, roughly, $400,000,000, and
any savings that may be made as a result of central management can only go a very short way towards meeting the
deficiency referred to. The balance of receipts and expenditure, including the payment of the meagre dividend on the
railway stocks, which amounted in 1913 to 3.8 per cent, less
income-tax, can only be adjusted by an increase of passenger,
merchandise, and mineral

Tientsin closed, and in desperation the
president accepted Tsao's resignation and offered his own
The latter is only Chinese good form, but the
as well.
in

move of Japanese interests to protect their favorite
In the meantime the Yice-Minister
awaited expectantly.
With the help of
Tsensj Yu-chung is acting minister.

further
is

General Ting, managing director of the Peking Suiyuan
and Peking Hankow lines, he will most probably continue
the policv c* *he Ministry along former lines.

rate?.

During the war the government

traffic

(which was not

carried at excursion rates, as has been stated) enabled the
railways to maintain their pre-war profits without increasing
the rates for goods train
seriously fell off

it

traffic.

When

the government traffic
to increase the rates
but nothing can be done

was the intention

merchandise and mineral traffic,
owing to the introduction into Parliament
There will be still
of the Ways and Communications Bill.
further delay owing to the decision of the committee dealing
with the Bill that an Advisory Committee is to be set up,
to whom all such questions must be referred.
In the meantime there is no alternative but to continue
It remains
the 50 per cent addition to the passenger fares.
can
to be seen whether any reduction in this 50 per cent
for

of trains.

The shops

i.iveiiie,

to

I

,,i

"The JapJapanese newspaper published in Pekin, stated,
president to accepl his
enese governmenl will not allow the
Tsao accordingly was granted three weeks
resignation."
which he spent
leave of absence to "recuperate his health."
hospital.
In the meantime the tension
the

report

<

.

house
ever since the attack by students upon the
Tsao offered his resig|u din, minister of communications.
Pao," the
nation tin- next day, but as the "Shuentien Shih

in

has made i
of transportation,
Poincare Bhowing marked progri
on
tern
ai
the reconstruction of the French transportation
ording to a press despati h
The report shows thai lince the signing of the arm.
564 miles ol double-track railway lines and 567 mil
single-track lines have been restored on the Northern and
istern Railwa
Of 645 miles of canals thai were closed to navigation, 198
miles have been opened to commerce.
Seven thousand miles of highway have been pul in good
condition ou1 of 24,000 miles of roads thai were damaged
\l.

j

by the floods of thai

equipment

Reconstruction of the French Railways

*

moralization

Vol. 67, No. 2

in this direction

be brought about

when

the freight rates are increased.

:
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Now

Rebuilding Serbian Railways

The American
report

Relief Administration has made publi< the
Hoover, director general of relief in
Colonel William (.
At wood, director of the

sent to Herbert

Europe,

by
II
Division of Communications in Central Europe.
ported that he found railroads generally in fair condition
when he began work last March, except in Serbia, "where
the destruction was almost complete."
The report says in
part
"When the American Mission began operations Trieste
was clogged with 41.000 tons of relief supplies, and Fiume
with 12,000 tons, and the daily movement was only 700
Since March
tons from Trieste, and nothing from Fiume.
23 the mission has moved from Trieste 178,000 tons, a daily
Some days we exceeded 4,000 tons
average of 2,100 tons.
About 125.000 tons were delivered to the
of supplies.
Austrian Republic, and 5 2.000 tons to Czechoslovakia.
The American Mission has furthered reconstruction and the
rehabilitation of railroads and their equipment, and has given
the Serbian railroads technical advice and aid in purchasing
SI 1.000,000 worth of plant and equipment from American

army stocks."
With American railway material arriving and American
army engineers in the Balkans there is now a prospect that
railway conditions in the Xear East may soon be bettered,
says a correspondent to the Philadelphia Public Ledger,
writing from Saloniki on May 10.
Heretofore the work of
rebuilding the thousands of dynamited bridges and of repairing the hundreds of miles of twisted, uptorn track in

Serbia has progressed slowly.
Serbian railroad engineers haw been handicapped by
lack of labor and material. At present it is a matter of from
ten to fifteen days to cross Serbia from Salonika to Belgrade.
If one link of the motor truck service breaks down because
of washed out roads or floods carrying away bridges the
whole work of the American Red Cross, the American food
famine commission and the Serbian relief fund workers is
held up and a through journey to Belgrade or Saloniki
across the country may require from fifteen days to a month.
American importers, the correspondent says, should not
figure on transporting freight overland through Serbia at
Railroads probably will not be regularly running
this time.
until early in 1920.
Belgrade is best reached via Trieste

and Fiume rather than from Saloniki.

saved the day for Roumania.'" -aid Col. Wells.
was in pretty bad shape when relief finally reached her.
We have been successful in getting food, medicines and the
needed surgical supplies, in some measure, to all part;- of
the country.
When I left a few weeks ago. work on the
restoration of the transportation facilities was progressing

people
"Slu-

finely."

Louis A. Van Norman, trade commissioner for the Department of Commerce, who was sent abroad to investigate conditions and opportunities for American trade in the- Balkan
countries, has submitted his first comprehensive report on
Rumania.
''The chief
is

the

to

the economic

transportation

situation of

facilities,"

Rumania
Van

Mr.

reports

—

in.

say nothing of the other necessities

to

of

life.

Shimonoseki Tunnel Has Been Decided
The Government

May

railways, says the

On

Japan Advertiser

as reported in a recent issue of

2,

Commerce

be started thi> year and it is planned to complete
1928.
At present the railway systems in Hon-hu and
Kyushu are connected by ferryboats, but when the tunnel
is completed the connection of the two systems will be much
improved.
The Advertiser continues:
It

it

will

in

According to the official, this is t<> be Completed at the
->j.OO0/
0C0 yen ($9,960,000).
The hr-t two years will be spent m studying the
geological foimation of the sea bed in the strait, drafting tiic general
work ill preparation for the actual undertaking of tunneling.
Experts and workmen engaged in the undertaking will be elisi atched to
Europe and America, where they will personally study what has been
?chicvcd ovei there.
In 1921 the actual work is to be begun.
The official states that much
depends on the geological formation of the sea bed. which is not so -inij.lt?
and well known as is that of the English Channel. Theiefort.
plan of work can be established as yet.
It
has. however, alread
planned that the tunnel lire is to start far back of the Shimoneseki station.
On the Mo.u side, also, the tunnel line will be connected with the Kyushu
line at Dairi or its vicinity.
This renders the level of the line low.
The
whole length of the line will be- 7 miles, of which 1 mile will b<
<

t

the completion of the tunnel will
through service between Tol
transportation system of the country will be materially ii
to

start

On

the

this official,

a

make
ia.
and

There were only 84 locomotives available in all Roumania
the invaders withdraw from the country, according
to Lieut.-Col. H. Gideon Wells of Chicago, the Red Cross
At
Commissioner who returned from abroad last week.
the request of Queen Marie of Roumania France has loaned
the Balkan state 50 locomotives, and supplies are now being
sent by rail from Paris to Bukarest, the trip taking three
and a half days.
When the Red Cross Commission arrived in Roumania
after

there' was an area of about
30.000 square miles with Bukarest, the capital, as it- centre.
in which the population was close to starvation when Amer-

early in 1919. Col. Well- says,

ican relief arrived.

Through

the co-operation

of the gov-

ernment with several Red Cross officers who preceded the
Commission, preliminary arrangemi nts for the receipt and
rapid movement of the supplies were so complete that within
twenty-four hour^ after the relief ship docked, supplies wenbeing forwarded -Mid in ten days ever) part of the country
was receiving it- quota. There were 50 worker- in the Red

Cros- partv. who in the absence of railroad facilities for
transportation, carried the supplies long distances by motor.
The commission had twenty automobile-.
"American food provided through the generosity of our

for

Reports,

have decided to cut a submarine tunnel under the Shimonoseki Strait, according the chief of the construction bureau.

under the sea.
According to

Roumania

difficult}- in

of

lack

"The Germans removed practically everything
Norman.
they could laj their hands on
some 2,800 out of 3,000
locomotives and all the railroad car-, particularly those
used for hauling freight. The lack of locomotives and railroad cars make- it very difficult, almost impossible, to distribute the supplies the American Relief Commission -end-

sible

France Sends Locomotives

/.->

Docks

at

American Bassens Near Bordeaux

the
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House Committee

Orders of Regional Directors

RKDUCEO
or,

the

DEMURRAG1

ELATES

eastern region, b)

\

I

circulai

national demurrage

modified

I

l.mlin. regions

600

'

5,

I

^<>

into

on Jul) !0, are to be adopted also railroads not under
federal control, the Interstate Commerce Commission having

Federal man
are to advise their non federal connections.
'/>/<•
<md Triple Loading of
'arload Shipments.
The regional director, eastern region, bj circular 500 13-1,
special

permission

No.

Begin

Railroad Hearings

<li

W

18001.

—

(

IONAL

HINOTOM,

I'

I

on-ideral ion of the big problem ol what
kind of regulation the railroads an- to have after the)

CONGR1

effecl

granted

to

advises thai

which

rules
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Ai.l

t

management i- about to begin in
The House committee mi Interstate and Foreign
ommeree begins puUi< hearings n<
uesda) on tin general
railroad question, ami Senator Cummins, hairman oi the Sen
are returned to private

earnest.
(

i

I

i

committee on

.iii

Interstate

Commerce, has announced

tin

from the manager of the car service set
tion calling attention to negled of the rules providing for
loading two or three minimum carload shipments in a single
ear.
Agents do not always make proper endorsements on
the bills, conductors do not observe the instructions, and
agents do not properly supervise the unloading at interShipper- must not be
mediate and final destinations.
allowed to gain the impression that the railroad- are in-

has appointed to
diai'i a tentative railroad bill, consisting of himself and Sena
hi- subtor- Kellogg, Pomerene, Poindexter and Robinson.
committee will probably hold some hearings later, but its
first effort- will be devoted to a canful consideration of the
material already at hand.

about this matter.
The reSafety Appliances on 80,000 Freight Cars.
gional direetor, eastern region, by circular 500-92, pro-

good deal of attention to the SUbjecl in an informal way
and the Hou.-e and Senate committees have devoted somi
attention to side issues, such a- the Poindexter and Cummins bills, what has been done thus far ha- been largely
The Senate committee held proof a preliminary nature.
acted hearing- during the early part of the year and to
that extent has made more progress toward legislation than
has the House, but the Senate hearings have served principally to arouse general discussion and to bring out various

promulgates

a

letter

different

mulgates

a

letter

from Frank

MeManamy,

assistant

direc-

operation, calling attention to the importance of having all freight ear- equipped with United States -tandard

tor o\

About 80,000 freight
September 1.
These safety apear- now in service need the equipment.
pliances are all of standard dimensions, therefore all cars,
both home and foreign, should be equipped; there is no
either of time or material in equipping foreign cars.
These appliances constitute a betterment in the interest of
safety which can properly lie hilled against the owners of
the car.-.
Federal manager- are called upon to report what
progress they are making.
Postponement of I. C. C. Hearings. The regional
director, eastern region, by circular 1500-130, promulgates a
letter from R. V. Fletcher, assistant general counsel, division
appliances by

safet)

—

of law. relative to

making

requests

upon the

Interstate

Com-

merce Commission for the postponement of hearings in pendThe commission is ordinarily averse to granting
ing cases.
such applications, as such action disturbs the itinerary of
All applications of this character should be
it> examiner.-.
made through the office of the General Counsel of the United
States Railroad Administration so that a uniform policy
may obtain. Applications should be accompanied by affidavits setting forth the facts justifying a continuance.

The
Jersey,

contract between the States of New York and New
for the construction and operation of the highway

tunnel beneath the Hudson river, between New York city
and Jersey City, has been approved by both houses of Congress.

membership

of a

sub-committee which

I

While
especially

various

Senators

interested

in

the

and

Representatives

railroad

t

plan- for the future status of the railroads and it will be
necessary for the House committee to go over most of the
ground again, so that the hearings will probably run through
While many of the ideas
the greater part of the summer.
advanced and the material presented at the Senate hearings
will be useful, they were directed principally at the idea
of a five-year extension of the present system of federal control

proposed by Mr. McAdoo, which

the past, and

many

in

Use

Headquarters for the
Emissaries at Versailles

as Central

German

is

now an

issue

of

of the principal alternative plans pre-

sented at that time have since undergone considerable modification.
Director General Hines at that time was primarily

advocating the five-year plan which he had inherited from
Mr. McAdoo, but since that was tabled he has turned his
attention more specifically to a permanent plan for private
management.
The committee hoped to have him for its
first witness but other engagements ma}- make it necessary
In that event the Interstate Comto defer his appearance.

merce Commission, whose ideas are embodied in the Esch
bill, will probably make the first appearance.
The Esch
bill represents the only concrete plan now before the committee but the various interests that appeared before the
Senate committee will be given a chance to bring their plans
The Association of Railway
and arguments up to date.
Executives, which presented a statement of principles at the
former hearing, will have its ideas in more definite shape
this time, among the changes being the abandonment of the
idea of a secretary of transportation and the substitution
of a proposed department of transportation.
The Transportation Conference called by the Railroad Committee of
the United States Chamber of Commerce will have an entirely new plan to present, which is in a way a composite
of the plans already suggested by various interests, and its
representatives are expected to be

Communication

who

problem have devoted

a

The

German Telegraph and Telephone Train

lie

among

the

first

witnesses.

only prominent remaining advocates of government ownership, will have the
Plumb plan in the definite language of a bill, instead of in
the tentative form in which it has been presented heretofore
Director General Hines, in his recent speeches, has dropped
the word ''guaranty'' in describing his ideas for the permanent
solution of the railroad problem.
Heretofore, in advocating
"a definite government guaranty" he has given to many an
impression that he favored a specific percentage to be paid
from the Treasurv in case it were not earned, but in his
railroad

labor

organizations,

the

July
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phraseology to makeshould be a definite
statutory assurance that rates mu-t be so fixed as to produce
In his address before the
a prescribed rate of return.
Bankers' Association of New England he said:
"We ought to have a standard to determine what the
It
railroad companies are entitled to.
ought to be fixed
with such certainty that it will constitute an assurance to the
railroad companies that they will be permitted to earn a
In order to do that
sufficient amount to attract new capital.
I
believe, to have an official valuation
it will be necessary,
of the railroads and a spei ified return upon that valuation
Whatever return is earned in excess of the Standard return

two speeches he has changed

last

clear that he

means merely

his

that there

75

water or -team Supply, and the injector "flies
will instantly drop to its lower -cat. preventing
outflow of -team and warning the engineer of the daiiL'<-r.
When the injector operating valve- i- open, the end of the
piston mu-t always be invisible, unless heading the water in
the- tank.
If -team i.- blown back into the tank in winter,
the position of the projecting plug of the indicator is a conof the

the pi-ton

reminder that the injector is not operating and there
be danger of overheating the water.
further advantage of this form of indicator i- th.a it

tinuous-

may

A

enable-

the-

capacity.

engineer or fireman to obtain the actual minimum
the water supply

Most operators do not regulate

should be divided between the public and the railroad, leaving
tive

enough for the railroad compan)
and it- de-ire to economize, and

to stimulate its
yet

initia-

giving the public a

portion of it to get rid of this feeling that if there are undue
profits they will inure exclusively to the private own.
In reply to the argument that to complete the valuation and
to
a

work out his proposed consolidations of the railroads into
few systems will take too much time. Mr. Hines proposes

an interim form of regulation of the railroad- after their
return to private

management.

On

tin- point

he says:

do net believe there was ever a better time in the
history of the country than now to get a really constructive
form of railroad regulation. And I think that the fact that
it is going to take time to do it -In mid not operate to defeat
the puq>ose to do what the situation will require.
It will
take time: it can not be done this month or next month, it
can not he dene completely this year.
There may have to
be some interim form of regulation.
The railroad systems
ought to be turned back to the private management at the
end of this year, as already indicated by the President, and
yet an interim form of management and control could be
devised which would earn- forward the railroad operationuntil this thoroughly necessary and important constructive
program can be carried out. But the machinery for carrying out the constructive program, the principles upon which
"I

it

shall be carried cut. ought, in

my

opinion, to be deter-

mined now while the public throughout the country has itmind centered en the problem and is trying to get a genuine
and permanent solution."

Non-Lifting Injector Indicator
usual
Thewarns

form of tell-tale for non-lifting injectors
the engineer by discharging a jet of steam into
the cab when the injector blows back.
An indicator

has been developed by William Sellers & Company. Inc.,
Philadelphia, Pa., which not only performs the function
of the tell-tale without discharge of -team into the cab. but
in addition advises the engineer if the injector i- wasting
water at the overflow.

The device consists of a vertical cylinder 4 in. long, containing a loosely fitting piston, -eating at each end of its
stroke and provided with a projecting end. visible t<
engineer when resting on its lower seat.
The upper end of
the cylinder

j-in. copper pipe with the
is connected by a
overflow chamber of the injector.
Its action depends upon the well-known principle of the

working
there

is

of

:

the

always

a

ber of an injector
is

when feeding without waste
partial vacuum within the overflow chamof the gravity oven'
This vacuum

injector,

that

utilized to raise the loo>ely fitting pi-ton to

its

upper

-eat,

causing the projecting plug to disappear from view.
If for any cause the injector
araste, the vacuum
within the overflow chamber is broken, the piston drops and
sing the projecting
seats at the lower end of its str<
plug.
The operator i- thus warned and will partially close
If there i- interruption
the lazy cock, stopping the waste.

Application of the Sellers Non-Lifting Injector Indicator
closely, fearing that the injector

ing or waste at
to

conditions

the-

in

overflow.

the overflow

may break off without warnThe indicator i- so sensitive

chamber

of the

injector that

minimum can

be obtained by regulating the lazy
cock until the end of the piston appears, due to the
vacuum in the overflow chamber. It i- claimed that a
slight opening of the lazy cock will cause the piston
and the- exact minimum to be obtained.
The application of the indicator also will reduce the
tendency of the- engineer to elo-e- the heater valve. which
vent- the
from restarting automatically.
injector
It
is
the exact

1

r

designed to

make

the non-lifting

inj-

an open-overflow lifting inje-etor.
The inelieator i- applicable to the Seller-. Nathan Wl
Nathan Simplex, Chicago and other form- using an
flow chamber which contains the combining tube and is
closed against the- atmosphere by a gravity overfl
to operate a-
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Reducing Live Stock
Losses

Transportation

in

propeb bandlxng and Loading ai livestock was
Embree, vel
aubjed oi an address bj Dr \\
erinary, Western Weighing and Inspection Bureau .it
before the St. Louis Railwaj
the National Stock Yards, ill
mtnxlu.nl
In- speaker was
Club ai its annual meeting.
inspection
and
Weighing
llunn,
Western
\\
II
the
of
b)
Bureau, who stated thai ai the St. Louis and Easl St.
Louis Stockyards the inspection bureau handled 949,556
cars of live stock received, and 205,715 cars forwarded during
the year 1918, and passed upon 154,293 dead and .rippled

Tin

the

.1

.

I

During the sum.- year
animals during the same period.
there were IS, 745 dead animal- received, which meant a
loss of approximately $560,000, figured at the market prices
As the death loss is greater
at the time they were moved.
in the shipment of hogs than in other live Stock and because
much of this loss could be avoided if shipments were'
properlj handled, especially at the time of and immediately
before loading them into car, the paper given by Dr. Embree,
and abstracted below, dealt almost entirely with hogs.
The great loss in the shipment of live stock tan be traced
More than half of the
to two causes, disease and injury.
losses involved while in the carriers* hands can be traced
to the character and condition of the hogs at the time of
loading, since a checking of cars in the same train shows
that some hogs hauled a much greater distance than others
arrived without loss when proper treatment is afforded
before loading, while other cars traveling shorter distance
arrived with heavy loss due to mistreatment prior to shipment. This is explained by the fact that many feeders place
their hogs in small enclosures for a period prior to shipment to markets, and feed them with fattening foods of
which corn in some form is the most common.
It" the weather is hot and sultry when hogs are moved to the
loading chute- for shipment, the necessity for oxygen in the
air cells of the lungs to purify the blood causes the animals to
inhale and exhale very rapidly, and in this condition they
are placed in the stock pens where the breeze is shut off or
they are crowded into a stock car where the close contact of
The heart is
heated bodies gives them no chance to cool.
exhausted from its exertion, and the lungs, being the only
organs through which the surplus heat of the body can be
removed are engorged with blood, and death from suffocation
is

the result.

Hot and

animals are especially susceptible to diseases
the history of swine plague that animals
attacked will seldom develop fatal cases unless their vitality
is weakened, or their resisting pow er lessened by some free
disposing cause or some other disease. This being the case,
the animals in a congested and weakened condition are
excellent subjects for bacillus to work on and fatal cases
of swine plague may develop in a few hours with the result
that hogs will frequently develop this disease and die before they reach market, while a portion of the herd left at
home will not be affected.
During the first hot weather in the spring of 1918 there
were heavy losses in shipments consigned to the East St.
One day's loss alone amounted to over
Louis market.
The losses on six other days amounted to from
SI 1.000.
Ninety per cent, of the carcasses of
$7,000 to 310,000.
these hogs showed death had been caused by acute congesof

tired

any kind.

It is

r

from overheat, and in
nearly every case the dead hogs w-ere the best in the load.
Hogs should never be loaded into cars when hot or
If they have been driven on foot or excited when
panting.
loading or unloading from a wagon, or have been hauled
far in the hot sun, they should be given time to cool before
The cars should be clean, the floors sanded
being loaded.
and thoroughly wet down before the hogs are placed in

tion of the lungs, called suffocation
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One

place

where the .airier

is

ai

faull

is

th<

In

adequate supplj <>i water thai Is furnished ai the loading
Especiallj ii this true
pens of the average countrj station
of Qon-agenq stationi ai mosl of which the water suppl)
comes from a pump, and if we are to believe the slop;
reports these pumps an- always in a questionable state oi
mi
Mill',
'I
repair, and the pail which should be there
At Stations where the water BUppl) it drawn from B
ing.
ur<
a pipe connected with
supplj tank or from the citj pn
this and so placed <>n or near the loading <lo< k thai '
from it could be thrown directly into the car, would maki
If the train
.so accessible that
it
a shipper would use it.
is late the water may be easily sprayed on the floor of the
car under the hogs, and in this way they will not be allowed
i

to gel
1

1

hot.

ment they
narv

when picked up for ship
not suffer severely during an\ of our ordi
When
weather while the train is in motion.

the hogs are not overheated
will

summer

a division or terminal point is reached at which the train
is to remain for some time, the hog-- should immediately be

drenched with cold water, because they are in a cool condition from riding, and the cold water applied to their
However, tinheads and back will not likely injure them.
practice of drenching hogs with cold water after allowing
the load to stand until they are ready for the road and archot, is very bad, as many hogs are instantly killed by having
When it becomes
cold water sprayed over them while hot.
necessary to cool off hot hogs, the water should be allowed
to run on the floor of the car so they will have a cool plai
to lay; it should never be applied to the heads and backs of
hot hogs.
One of the most successful methods for keeping hogs
from getting overheated in hot weather is to hang ice bagto the roof of the car; these will cool the air of the car, and
the constant drip from the melting ice will keep the floor
damp and cool. In checking cars of hogs arriving at the
National Stock Yards, when ice bags were used there was
not a single case found where hogs were dead from over-

The most

satisfactory method seems to be to hang
containing 50 pounds of ice each in the
car, two at each end and two in the center.
At all times of the year cars should be cleaned before
stock is placed in them.
This is especially true for hog
shipments in spring and summer as a heavy collection of
straw and manure that has been left in the car will develop
heat which, with the gases that arise, will cause the hogs to
become restless and nervous and undo all other good care
that may have been given them.
Sand makes the best floor
covering for all shipments of live stock during the summer
months.
In winter the cars may be matted with straw, but
too much should never be used as it is likely to heat when
heat.

six burlap bags

'

it

becomes damp.
Another cause of

minimum

loss

is

that of overloading cars.

The

pounds that is applied to a 36-foot car
seems to be taken by a great many snippers to mean that a
car will transport that many pounds of hogs regardless of
of 17,000

size, while in reality the smallest hogs that can be
loaded to this minimum are those averaging 240 to 250
pounds.
It is especially necessary when cattle are moved in mixed
shipments that they be always partitioned or tied, as owing
to their unusual viciousness they are almost sure to cause

their

a great

amount

of

damage unless

so protected.

Improperly fastened doors are a cause of injuries and
deaths to cattle.
Shipments should not be accepted with
the doors wired, as these wires will slip enough to let a
foot through and a broken leg is the result.
Shippers
should not be allowed to build a double 'deck in the car, as
in one instance one of these broke down and 16 head of
sheep, 4 head of cattle and 3 hogs were found dead in the
car, while in another case a hay-rack broke loose from its
fastenings, causing serious injuries to the live stock in the car.

General

News Department
mm
"No-accident week"

The commercial

telegraphers' strike was formally called
by S. J. Konenkamp, president. In issuing the
order, he admitted that the nationwide strike had been a

off

on July

2,

failure.

The twenty-five-hour express of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
New York and St. Louis, discontinued last year, is
The extra fare on this train will be
to be restored shortly.
between

three dollars.

The headquarters

of the accounting department of the InterGreat Northern, the Galveston. Houston & Henderson
and the Houston & Brazos Valley have been moved from Hou-

The Associated General Contractors

The Veterans' Association

of the Great Northern Railway
annual reunion at Duluth, Minn. Over 500
members were present. All of the men, who are also known
as '"James J. Hill's Boys," have been in the employ of the
Great Northern for 25 years or longer.
its

Tex Rickard, promoter of the Willard-Dempsey heavyweight championship fight at Toledo, Ohio, on July 4, denounces the Railroad Administration because of its alleged
refusal to place enough coaches at the disposal of the right
fans, so that 20,000 persons were unable to attend the show.
The sundry civil bill, as finally passed by Congress on
July 2. includes the proposed appropriation of $2,500,000 for
the Interstate Commerce Commission's valuation work and
$2,038,029 for the Alaska railroad.
This was the amount
adopted by the House, although the Senate made an effort
to increase it to $12,000,000.

American Railroad Association
C. W. Crawford, assistant to the chairman of the general committee of the Transportation Section of the American Railroad
Association, with headquarters in Chicago, has been promoted to
chairman of that committer with the same headquarter-.

The United

States Senate, on Monday, adopted without
the resolution proposed by Senator Newberry
calling on the director general for a statement regarding the
issuance of Railroad Administration annual passes good over
all lines.
It is said senators' curiosity was aroused by seeim;
such a pass bearing a serial number over 10,000.

discussion

Dirigible Airship Crosses the

British super-dirigible R-34, the first lighter-than-air
machine to cross the Atlantic Ocean, arrived at Mineola.
Long Tsland, 20 miles east of New York City, on Sunday
morning, July 6, at 9:54, completing a voyage of 108 hour-. 12
(

minutes, from East Fortune, Scotland.
was about 3.600 land miles. The R-34

American Association
The

adopted as an amendment

to

the

a
lie

Cummins

bill.

Section

of

the American
meeting at the

I'm Hotel, Pittsburgh, on June 28. C. V.
hicago Terminal division, spoke on the subject "What
.,n
IV Done to Make the Railroad Engineer's Position
M ire Attractive?"; II. M. Sommerville, ai the Lines
and (". W. Haasis, of the Western Line-, on "What Can the
Railroad Section Do Toward- Increasing the IV
Klinger, of the Eastern
Abilities of It- Members?"; S.
Line-, on "Should Construction Work Be Handled l>y the
Division?" and C. E Adam-, of the Line- West, Akron.
on The Schedule of Salaries of the American Associatii
Engineers." At a dinner held in the evening addresses were
made by \ M Schoyer, assistant to the federal mat
Pennsylvania Lines, Pittsburgh; W. C. Bolin, supei
I

S.

sought
bill,

Railroad

of Engineers

Fori

How

Texas, has introduced as
commerce law which

Pennsylvania

is

ciation of Engineers held its lirst annual

of Life Against Fire; No. 20, Woodworking Machinery and
Equipment; No. 21,
to Compile Accident Record-:
No. 22. Shop Lighting; No. 23, Gas and Electric Weldin
erf

The

distance co>
640 ft. lonp. 79 ft.
beam, and 79 ft. in vertical measurement. She ha- !n<
tor- with an a^-regate of 1,000 h.p.; gasoline tank capacity of
over 7,500 pal., and a cruising radius of 4,900 nautical mile-.
Her lifting capacity is 59 tons.

The "Safe Practices" pamphlets, issued by the National
Safety Council (168 North Michigan avenue, Chicago), have
now reached their 24th number. These excellent pamphlets
are prepared by the Council and sold without profit.
The
last six numbers are as foil19 and 24, Protection

to the

Ocean

The

Railway express employees of the United States and
Canada, formerly member- of two unions, the National
Association of Expressmen and the lirotherhood of American
Railroad Express Employer- have organized one union, the
Order of Railway Express Men. The amalgamation was completed at a joint convention held recently at Chicago.
One
of the first moves of the new brotherhood will be an agitation for increased wages.

amendment

will contest

form of cost-plus contracts in
Division of the War Department does not authorize the reimbursement to contractors of the cost of premium on their bonov
according to a special bulletin issued by the organization on
The bulletin says that "upon inquiry of representativi July 2
of the Construction Division, it is ascertained that it is quite
certain that all contractors having unsettled contracts for work
under that division and money due them under such contracts
will now have deducted from any balance due them the sum of
all payments heretofore made to them covering reimbursement
of premium on bonds." The plan of action to be taken by the
As c ociated General Contractors of America was decided upon
after a conference bet%veen the association's officers and their
The latter hold that the contracts entitle the conattorneys.
tractor to reimbursement of these premiums, that the deduction
is unlawful and that it can be recovered by future proceedings in
The
the Treasury Department or before the Court of Claims.
plans of the association also provide for a test case before the
Court of Claims if the comptroller adhere- to his recent decision.

Six hundred and ten miles, without a stop, at 148.44 miles
is the latest reported airplane record.
This was
made between San Francisco and San Diego on July 7 by
Captain Lowell H. Smith, of the Army Air Service.

Senator Sheppard,

America

of

Treasury to the effect
use by the Construction

that the

an hour,

2295. an
to hare

in the Northwestern region, Juni
resulted in a decrease in casualties of 7 s
63 roads, 50 completed the week without an

inclusive,

a recent ruling of the Comptroller of the

Tex., to Palestine.

recently held

28,

Of
per cent.
accident of any kind to an employee.
During the week of the campaign, five employees were killed
and 111 injured, as compared with 6 killed and 482 injured during
These figures represent dethe corresponding period last year.
creases of 16.67 per cent in killed and 76.97 per cent in injured.
The number of men employed (274,100) wa- about tin same in
both years.

&

national
ston,

to

'

to

provide that a railroad may not be absolved from obeying
rate, rule, regulation or practice of any state with respect
to transportation wholly within
until it shall have
secured the judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction
holding the rate. rule. etc.. to be unreasonable.

I

I

any

77

i
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Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago and F II Newell,
American Association ol Engineers,

pilot engineer,

president

oi

the
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then

i. in
ill.
..I
hi
mployi ei killed and
during (918, 75 deaths and 10,245 injuries might have beei
must forevei
>
ed, -Hid therefon
bloi
ur
land i
in unci esl in and regard
ienCJ and
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i

a

intelli-

i

"Some

Safety

l

>on'ts"

ii\

1

1

i

\\

I

not,

I

moth

I

i

ngini

<

Thai
time comes we shall gel it,
is noi
mil leaves a wrong impression with the fellov»
who likes t<> find an excuse foi taking chances.
DON'T jump into dangerous places, then look to see whai the
conditions are afterwards, and when you see you are wi
You mfghl better look firsl
depend on your legs to gel you oul
-.n

thai

when

oui

i<

and save

It
moving, to see whai is wrong.
is something wrong, the thing
train and find out before il is loo late.

believe thru-

DON'T
it.

stand close to moving cars

Something
puts you in

falling

off,

yu
to

do

when your

dutj

does noi

or worse, a d<
place, and there is

sticking oul

a

verj

cars
not pass close to the heels of a kicking horse— why give the
a chance thai you would not give a horse?

Book

Shippers' Record

Clarence F. Pratt, of San Francisco, has got up a handsome hound blank book of 306 pages, about 12 inches square,
for use by merchants or manufacturers making- numerous
shipments of freight in recording, in convenient and accessible shape, all desirable information about each shipment.
The book is for sale by the Pratt Building Material Company, San Francisco, of which Mr. Pratt is president, and in
whose business the usefulness of the book has been tested.
The most prominent feature of the book is its provision for
keeping track of carload shipments and the pages are so

numbered that records can be kept as
The book is divided into nine

in

ordinary car record

Section 1 is
sections.
for freight paid on carloads; section 2 is for payments on
other shipments; 3 is for a record of claims; 4 is for record
of demurrage, etc., and so on. One section is for the names

books.

and addresses

weeks or months ago?" In the front part of his book
he shows sample pages, from actual records, to convince the
reader that it is by the use of his scheme that satisfactory
answers can best be given to these questions.
([noted

Does Safety

First

Pay?

"Xo-Accident Week," June
22-28 inclusive, is none killed and 20 injured, as compared with
four killed and 132 injured during the corresponding period last
for

year.

Starting with the above caption, Isaiah Hale, safety superintendent of the road, says, in a bulletin
"Here is food for reflection. Many men have questioned the
statement, frequently made, that 85 per cent of injuries to Santa
Fe men were avoidable, yet here is a concrete example of where.
for a priod of seven days, by an implied mutual understanding,
by co-operation, by team work of an admittedly high order, our
record of a year ago was reduced 84 8/10 per cent. Further, 60
per cent of the remaining 15 2/10 per cent were avoidable; so,
as a final analysis, we can say that only 6 per cent of our injuries
:

to

employees are unavoidable.

If

interest

-11111111.11.
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In the Central Western region as a whole th< campaign resulted in a record of four fatalities and ;4 injuries (90 per cent
of which were minor), as compared with nine fatalities and 447
c

injuries during the same period last year.
Tin- roads
Central Western region employ about 327,000 men.

in

the

Signal Division
II.

tee's

S.

Balliet, secretary,

nominees

— Signal

announces the nominating commitAmerican Railroad Associa-

for offices of the

—

Division for 1920.
The candidates for chairvice-chairman and for second vice-chairman
are, respectively, as follows: C. J. Kelloway, Atlantic Coast
Line; F. W. Pfleging, Union Pacific, and F. I;. Wiegand,
Xew York Central (West).
tion

man,

for

first

For members of the Committee of Direction, to serve three
the following five members are nominated:
W. H.
Elliott (X. Y. C, Eastern Lines), ('. II. Morrison (N. Y.,
X. H. & H.), J. A. Peabody (C. & X. W.), F. P. Patenall
(B. & O.), R. E. Trout (St. L.-S. F.
to serve two year.;, the

years,

)

:

following four:
G. X.). G. E. Ellis a'. S.
C. A. Dunham
R. A.). H. K. Lowry (C. R. I. & P.). F. F. Worthing
S. P.):
to serve one year, the following four: J. II. Cormiek (C. X.),
W. J. Eck (Southern), A. H. Rice (D. & H. ). E. G. Stradling
<

:

For members of the Xominating Committee,
C. I. & L. ).
the following ten names are presented. t\\e men to be elected:
C. A. Dunham, W. H. Elliott, R. E. Trout, fohn Leisenring,
B. H. Mann, D. M. Case. W. E. Boland, T. S. Stevens, W. M.
Yandersluis and C. A. Christofferson.
(

International Railway General Foremen's Association

of railroad officers.

arouse interest in his book, Mr. Pratt, in his circular,
asks the following questions: "Can you tell instantly whether
you have paid a certain freight bill, either carload, 1. c. 1.
Can you check your demurrage charges?
or steamship?
How much switching, diversion, demurrage, express or storage charges do you pay per year? Have you a record of
your claims against carriers? Can you find a rate that was

The Santa Fe System's record

our

:

vy.vm

To

'

scribed

have reason to
is to stop your

dangerous
always plenfj oi landscape where you can look on in safety.
DON'T think because you have practiced a thing all your life
When you climb
that you are always going to gel away with it.
on top of a tank to take water or coal before the engin<
stopped, you arc saving bul little time and arc running the risk
of getting hit by a low spoul or chute, or perhaps falling ofl
DON'T stand near or pass close to the end of Standing cars.
Sometimes they make very quick mines, and if you are in the
You would
proper place for them to get you, you are "got."
railmenl

in

the trouble and perhaps an accident,
gel down mi ihe engine, tender or caboose step, while

is

require

.111.1

I,

devices used to
placard bearing

all

DON'T
train

One "i the
Week" was .
(.'< 1...

'"i

workmen."

fellow

DON'T

ed
"id

this

be true, and

it

is

true,

The annual convention
eral
to

5,

of the International

Foremen's Association

Railway Gen-

be held from September 2
inclusive, 1919, at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
will

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Convention
The

forty-eighth

convention of

annual

and Locomotive Painters' Association

will

Master Car

the

be held at the

The
Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, commencing September 9.
association has held no meetings during the past two years,
and the program for this year's convention is practically the
same as that selected for 1917. The following papers will
be presented: The Advantage of Using Pure Paints and
More Time in the Painting of Steel Equipment, by Warner
Bailey (B. & M.); What Quality and Size of Sand Pebble
Are the Best for Blasting Paint or Corrosion From Steel or
Iron, Preparatory to Painting, by J. W. Gibbons (A. T. &
and Geo. M. Oates (Pressed
S. F.). S. E. Breese (N. Y. C.
Steel Car Company); The Record of Our Association, by
Charles E. Copp (B. & M.) What Standardization of Painting Railway Equipment Is Xecessary, Based Upon the Experience of This Association? by W. A. Buchanan D. L. &
P. & L. E.);
\V.>, H. M. Butts (X. Y. C) and W. O. Quest
Is the Demand for Linseed Oil as a Paint-Making Oil in
Excess of the Supply; If So, What Other Oils Are Most
Acceptable Substitutes for the Railway Paint Shop' by
)

;

1

1

A. H. F. Phillips (X. Y. O. & W), P. J. Hoffman.
Valley) and F. B. Davenport (Perm. Lines).

1

Hocking

July
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Week Ending June

Grain Traffic

The Director General

reports

thai

30

Interstate

grain

the

Southwestern, Central Western, Southern and PocoIn
hontas regions still was decided]}- below a year ago.
most of the regions passenger traffic showed a heavy increase over the preceding week and over the same week a
year ago.

the

Export

Bills of

is

A hearing was begun on June 11 before a hoard of referees
appointed bj the Interstate Commerce
ommission to determine the just compensation of the Arkansas & Louisiana
Midland, one of the short line railroads that was relinqui
The road
by the Railroad Administration in June, 1018.
claims it was under federal control for sj x months.
The
Railroad Administration, which claims it never exercised
any direct control over the road, entered a motion denying
<

the jurisdiction of the board.

created a new division. No. 4. conCommissioners McChord, Myers, Daniels, Aitchis >n and Eastman, which is given authority to hear, determine,
order, certify, report or otherwise act in considering and desisting of

of through export bills of lading via North Atlanresumed at once. They will be issued only when
founded on written ocean contracts, and then only when shipper

ports

Commerce Commission

The Commission has

Lading

The issuance

tic

r7iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiun

30

week ending

the

for

movement in the Southwestern, Central
Western and Northwestern regions showed increases over
the same period a year ago; bul the movement of coal in

June
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News

Traffic

79

to be

gives written guarantee that any storage charges accruing at the
seaboard will be paid. For commercial export freight a "G. O. C.
permit," issued by the traffic control manager at port of export
(on application from the agent of the steamship line booking
the cargo, or from representatives of foreign governments or
from the United States Food Administration), must he presented

by the shipper.

ciding proceedings relating to the valuation of railroads,
except those cases comprised in dockets 1 to 6. in which tentative valuations have already been served and which are reserved for further consideration and disposition by the commission.
Division \"o. 1 will continue to exercise authority
over the conduct of the hureau of valuation, including the
preparation and submission for consideration by the commission of tentative reports.

Investigation of Lake Coal Rates

Arrangements
\li(>ut

three

for

Movement

months ago,

of

Farm Laborers

was suggested

it

to the

The Commission,

Railroad Ad-

ministration that a special rate of one cenl a mile he made for
movement of farm laborers into the Kansas wheal fields during the harvest season. This was denied because it was deemed
impracticable to make such reduced rates for one class of labor
without making similar rates for other classes of labor and therefore the effect would have been a serious diminution of the revenues of the railroads. Such special reduced rates had not been
given in the past, even by single railroad companies, for more
than ten years. The Railroad Administration is ready to cothe

in every practical way to facilitate the prompt movement
unemployed men from Chicago or St. Louis or other industrial
centers to the Kansas wheat fields provided the normal tariff fare
The Railroad Adis paid or a reasonable guarantee provided.
ministration agencies will assist in gathering the men and forwarding them to the wheat fields. A representative of the Rail-

operate
of

Administration stationed
to get in touch with
arrange details.

Topeka,

road

at

structed

Governor

has

Kan.,
Allen,

of

been
Kansas,

at the request of the director general
ordered an investigation into the relationship between the rates on coal to Minnesota, North Dakota,
and the northern portion of Wisconsin from mines in Ohio

of railroads, has

and West Virginia, via the lakes, and the rates to the same
destinations from Illinois and Indiana, all rail, with a viewto advising the director general whether the relationship
heretofore existing should he restored and if so in what
manner the restoration should be accomplished. The rates
by lake were increased by the Railroad Administration by
52 cents a ton and the all rail rates were increased by 55
cents and after receiving numerous complaints, particularly
from deck operators, that the changed relationship will
seriously restrict the shipment of coal by the lakes the
director general
mission.

in-

Traffic

between Philadelphia
Passengers
on record.
gathered in the station of the Pennsylvania al Camden,
the Philadelphia ferryboats, faster than trains could be made
slight accident in
Because
up to take them away.
the yard some of the train- were nol readj promptly, and.
traffic

and Atlantic City was the heavies

Philadelphia papers, three trains of ten cars
with passengers, stood in the station for more
Both of the roads
than an hour waiting for locomotive-.
busy throughto the shore kept all available pa
pi
nd other entertainers at
out the rush: yet the hotel

according to
filled

!

Atlantic City are reported as claiming that that resorl losl
$400,000 to $500,000 because of the decision of the railroads
to run no excursion trains -meaning no trains at reduced
rates.
All passengers paid the regular fare of $3 24 for Unround trip. In former years, one daj excursion tickets have
nd Railroad carried the
been sold at $1.35. The
I

seashore traffic in its history; the estimated number
(Pennsylvania station")
passengers between Nev Yorl
and Rockaway and Long Beach was 350,000 each way, on
275,000 passengers were
the Fourth.
It was estimated thai
bandied at the Brooklyn stations ol the Long Island road.
largest

of

of

the

com-

Troublesome Station Agent

he station agent

a;
Pembroke, X. Y., on the New York Cenunder the orders from Washington, such a large
salary thai the officers of the road decided thai ecnoim demanded the abolishment of his position; and the difficult^
countered in carrying out this purpose are shown in the decision
of the New York State Public Service Commission, which re-

tral,

each,

assistance

Commissions

State

A

Fourth-of-July Holiday

the

to

'I

The Fourth-of-July passenger

has requested

receives,

el

as follow

Petition

of

s

:

the

broke stations.
\\ hit;

a

States

United

York Central Railroad,

as

to

[Case No.

Railroad

changes

at

New

Administration.

Akron

Falls and

Pem-

(iN_'7.l

public utility corporation

is not
a success financially,
.are and attention must be given to its management for the purpose of correcting any deficiency in income, and an interference

t!ie convenience and necessities of the public should he one
of the last and not one of the firsl means employed to correct the
situation.
Decided June 3. 1°19.

with

["his is

at

an application to dispense with the services of an agent
a branch line running from Canandaigi

Pembroke, on

N'orth

Tonawanda

habitants,

surrounded

Pembroke
b)

a

rich

is

a

village

of

and prosperous

about

250

in-

farming com-

munity. The station ha- been established for a yreat many
The Railroad Administration proposes nol to abolish the sti
hut to dispense- with the services of tin station agent.
It
claimed that the public can he well served if the Station is put
charge of a caretaC
•

is

in

——
RAILWAY
business transacted

lu-

I

appears

inclusive,
ni

1
.

bj

at

the

Pembroke
following

(,

from 1913 to
furnished from

station
table

1

17,

1
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Equipment and Supplies

companj

the

..

\ umbei
lhi| in. ills
i

I

,
*

.nul

•-rill

I.

111

loti
.mil

I

l

ikIiI

i

„

ii,

tickets

the

amounted
$8,736.24
state

freight

milk

$371,

to

i"

about

business
busine

amounted

in

in

used

in

the

that vicinity, leaving $5,271.50 received

business

\\
\ll'i

i.i

1

II

Week Ended June

28

following now locomotives were shipped t" railroad: under

In'

I

week ending Jun<
\ unilx

Road

kl
.,..!'

Till

\\

1

t

1

business,
repair of

from ordi-

\

present agenl also acts as express agent and
If the companj dispenses with his services,
telegraph operator,
Ii
was suggested that the
the telegraph office must ho closed.
caretaker to ho employed in place of the agent might act <*:
xpress agent, hut there s no assurance that such will be the fact.
he present agent is paid the amoum fixed by the United States
Government officials: -IS cents an hour for eight hours, and 72

nary freight.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;

federal control during the

passenger

$14,007,

The express
Of the freight

$520.80 per year.
for road materia]

iii

Locomotives Shipped
803
773
730

2.430

was received

roads

mi

i

|

!96

.;.

100

1,202

1918

revi

i

i

In

i

mn^s

eti

i,|
u>

l.

;

i

114

>

1-M

".it

l

received

eivcd

..I

,

a

i.

S

2

i

Ii.

The

5

c.
c.

•-1

o

i

a

K.

('.

1

o
T

a

w

a

r

1

5

Pacific

Mallet

USRA Mountain
SKA KW. Sw.
1

Mallet
1

Ma llct

6

p

;

i

USRA

I

cents an hour for overtime; and the station

is

understand

reasonable in amount, it is quite difficult to
will be saved simply by changing the title of
this representative of the road.
Under the proposed new system, all passengers from Pembroke
must nay their fare on the train; all baggage to be checked must
be placed where it can be readily reached by the train crew and
the passenger must, after boarding the train, reach the train
ha^uagemaster in order to procure a check. All incoming freight
must be prepaid outgoing freight will not be billed until it
reaches a point where there is an agent, who will be expected to
make out the proper receipt and return it by mail to the shipper.
A substantia! interval must elapse between the time the shipper
surrenders the possession of the property and the time when an
agent returns the receipt by mail, and it might be very difficult
Naturally, the patron of the
to establish any claim for damages.
road depends upon the local agent to adjust cairns and other
troubles; a letter to the company would not bring very speedy
latter

is

how much money

;

;

appears that the freight service is so bad at the present time that shippers have been compelled to patronize the exOne florist testified that
press company with its higher rates.
his shipments and receipts of freight are mostly by express on
account of the condition of the freight service. His shipments
weigh at times from one thousand to fourteen hundred pounds;
one in value was worth $28. Without pursuing the details furthere, it is quite evident that to dispense with an agent at Pembroke would seriously inconvenience the public in its use of that
results.

23

open lor practically

twelve hours and thirty minutes daily, making a daily wage for
the station agent of $7. OS.
Besides, he draws a small amount as
agent for the express company, and for the month of April, 1919,
received $164.50. The first proposition of the petitioner proposed
to employ a caretaker ni place of the agent during the winter
months, whose duties would principally consist of caring for the
Later.
lighting and heating of the station whenever necessary.
as the case developed, the proposition was changed, and it was
proposed that the caretaker should do everything but hill the
If the caretaker is to perform subfreight and sell the tickets.
stantially the duties of the agent, and the salary now paid to the

It

Cars Built in Railroad Shops in

May

The Railroad Administration has issued the following statement
new cars constructed in railroad shops during the month of
May. The statement shows that 575 freight cars were built
Of
in railway shops during May, but no passenger cars.
the freight cars, 491 were box cars.
of

Class of cars

Steel

•Steel

Steel

under-

center

frame

sills

Wood

Total

Passenger
Sleeping
Parlor
Dining
'

Parlor observation
Dining observation

.

,

Passenger baggage
Passenger coach
Passenger and mail
Mail
.

.

Baggage and mail.
Baggage
Express
Express and refrig.
Horse express
Milk
.

.

equipment.

passenger

I otal

.

.

Freight
Stock

25

Hopper

1

Gondola
io

Flat

Coke rack

Work

car

Misc.

freight

"

cars

Caboose

7

16

19
21

348

142

491

353

194

575

353

194

575

5

Box
Refrigerator
Total freight

Grand

toial

.

Freight Cars

station.

charged by the railroads for both passenger and
freight service have been enormously increased within a very
If with such added burdens upon their
short period of time.
patrons the roads are not now a success financially, the first
thought should not be to add still further to the load of the
During the
public by decreasing the quality of the service.
period of the war every patriotic citizen was not only willing
but anxious to undergo inconveniences and privations if they
were deemed necessary or helpful by the public authorities in

The

rates

reaching a successful issue of the conflict. Now that business
matters are resuming their normal condition, more care and attention must be given to the management of public utilities for
the purpose of correcting deficiencies in income, and an interference with the rights and conveniences of the public should be
one of the last and not one of the first means employed to correct
the situation.

Purity Ice Cream & Dairy Company, Jacksonville, Fla.,
quiring for refrigerator baggage cars.

Oscar B. Cintas, Havana, Cuba, has ordered
from the American Car & Foundry, Chicago.

The Carribean Petroleum Company,

is in-

10 cane cars

Philadelphia, Pa.,

is

in-

quiring for two gasoline inspection cars.

The Central Railway, Argentine, has ordered 20 tank
from the American Car & Foundry, Chicago.

cars

Kelly's Quick Colliery Company, Ward, W. Va., has ordered
from
one eight-wheel wooden underframe caboose passenger car,
the American Car & Foundry, Chicago.

July

11,
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Passenger Cars
The Canadian National Railways

have ordered 18 new

class passenger traffic

first

requires

inmiiiii
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new catalogues

during the recent
furnish such catalogues are
purchasing department of
Central America, 17 Battery
stroyed

to replace those deearthquake.
Those desiring to
requested to send them to the
International Railways of
the
place, New York, for enclosure.

Signaling
The Long Island has placed an order with the Union Switch
& Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., for a Saxby & Farmer interlocking machine to be used al Hempstead 38 working and two

Supply Trade News
wiiiiimimiiiinuiiuniiii
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i

i

street,

St.

War-time

in
in

1

!

<

David F. Jennings, who for the past 1-1 '.ears In- been the
hicago, died
Chicago representative of Guilford S. Wood,
suddenly in Xew York city, on June 26, at the age of 64
<

years.

Arthur Osmore Norton, president of A. O. Norton, Inc.,
Boston, Mass., died while writing a letter, on June 8, in his
home at Coaticook, Que. Me was born on February 17. 1X45,
on a farm in Barn st on
tpwnship, about ten
miles from
oaticook.
The family moA ed
<

farm in C'oati
he was a small boy. and
he began his business

— The

London & Southwestern reweek of June, for the first time
no ambulance trains were run over the

England.

career as

a

clerk in the

country store.
Wl en
he was al. mt 30 years
old. he started a jewel-

the second

since August, 1914,
road.

re

431

Mo,

A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis,
sq. ft to its present office -pace at 325
per cent.
Louis, an increase of 33

has added 2,000

spare spaces.

ports that

iliiiliiliiiiiiiuiis

The Walter

—

Catalogues Wanted. F. P. Hoeck, superintendent of materials
and stores of the International Railways ,,f Central America,
writes that the material department and commissary stores of
railroad

nimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

The Edison Storage Battery Company announces the
moval of its district office in Pittsburgh, Pa
Union Arcade building.

Miscellaneous

his

iiimiiiimiiiiii

steel

sleeping cars and 9 steel dining cars from Canadian firms and
The
deliveries are expected to be made during the autumn.
Sleeping ears art of one drawing room, 12 section plan and are in-

tended for

unit

81

ry

The railway mail

annual meeting of their
association, discussed a proposal to ask for a standard day
The clerks hope to get a proper
of 130 miles, or six hours.
advance in pay for all who have not had their salaries raised
within the last five years and to have all increases dated
back to the time when former regulations were suspended
by the Postmaster General.
clerks at

the

Englishmen, in pre-war days, wasted a yreat deal of eterwalking up and down railway platforms looking for
empty carriages, and when they found one, triple brass must
nity in

be the armor of the traveller who evinced a desire to disturb
their privacy.
Whether it is the sociability of common
danger or only the shortage of rolling stock, certain it is
that the Englishman since the war has perforce acquired
the habit of travelling more like a sardine than a lonely autocrat, and, making the best of a bad job. he has fallen into the
In fact, the Englishhabit of conversing with his neighbors.
man, since the war, has found his tongue, just as many
Frenchmen, since the war, have lost theirs. From "The
Changing Englishman," by St. film Irvine.

—

business in Coatilater
cook,
doil
wholesale business, and
subsequently was in the
wholesale jewelry business m Boston under
the firm name of Norton Brothers & Butters.
In 18X8. he started the
manufacture o f the
A. O. Norton
Norton ball-bearing
lifting jacks
produced
in two factories, one in Boston and the other in Coaticook.
Mr. Norton was the first to make non-fluid self-lowering
jacks: he was also the pioneer in the making of ball-bearing

screw jacks.
T.

J.

Hudson,

district

Jr.,

manager

of

Chicago Pneu-

the

matic Tool Company at Chicago, has been appointed manager of the pneumatic tool sales division, effective lulv 1.
1919.

L. C.

Murray,

for

many

years connected with the Carnegie

Company, has joined the selling forcedepartment of the Blaw-Knox Company,
Steel

with headquarters

at

in

the

"Knox"
I'a..

I

Pittsburgh.

Samuel O. Dunn, editor-in-chief

of the A'.//
and
publications of the Simmons-Boardman Publishing
Company, has been made also a vice-president of this comMis headquarters will remain at Chicago.
pany

other

The

B.

W. Parsons Company,

St.

Paul.

Mini.

designated as northwestern sale- representative
f
the
Pollak Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, handling the latter's
products at St. Raul. Minneapolis and Duluth and in the

Range

district.

William B. Scaife & Sons Company, Pittsburgh, Pa has
opened a Chicago sale- and engineering
The new
office will be in charge of Charles F. O'Hagan, elm-: engineer
.

company at Pittsburgh,
dent engineer and manager.
of the

An American

Built

Car on the Trans-Siberian Converted Into
an Armored Car

who

1

Corporal William A. Nugent, who served during the war
-'1st
Company
Engineers, ha- returned From France,
and resumed hi- duties with the Independent Pneumatic Tool
in

I

K'AII.WAY
Company, Chi

itive.

[ned to his

foi

mei territon

in

I

He

has been

ndiana,

*

1 »

*

t

ganization of thai compan}

The

I'ollak

Steel

Company,

foi

an increase

tentative plans

in

the

(

>hio,

capacitj

<>i

is

making

nun
companj

the

hicago
incinnati and -it
["he
pany's works at
is
about to begin work on some new buildings, including
I

(

incinnati
rolling mill ,u the
plant at the Chicago work-,
a

<

Du

Charles G.

Company, was

pi.

mi and

a

large drop

Bois, vice presidenl of the Western Electric
president, with headquarters at New
t" succeed II
B Thayer, who has resigned

elected

York, on Julj

1.

after 38 j ears of
to
assume the

sen

ice

tion

from

Electric

Now

as

appointed

clerk at the
office,

was

and
elected

in

the Southw
building, Dallas,
i

the

(

i

tors • battery industry.
He formerly
and treasurer of the old National Battery
om
which scld the Sp tiv plate, and alter tin- absorption
of this company by the United States Lighl & Heating
om
pany, he v.as for a numbei ol years manager of the western
territory, with headquarters al Chicago,
[i
1913, he resigned
to become a&sistanl managei of the Edison Storage Battery
Supply Company, with headquarters at San Francisco, and
in 1915 was appointed manager of the Detroit sales district
tor the Edison Storage Battery Company.
In Septen
1918, Mr. Smith was made assistant general sales mana
thai company, with headquarters a1 Orange.

the

hi

(

I

i

c

h

i

e

f

C.

G.

Du

Bois

(

The business of the Gauld Company, Portland, Ore., has
been taken over by the Gauld Supply Company, incorporated
ruder the laws of Maine. The directors of the new company are as follows: Wm. P. F. Ayer, president; Thomas
Xickerson, vice-president: G. A. Kicker, treasurer; Theodore
Little and Carl T. Keller, all of whom are connected with
the Walworth Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.

W.

The Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has opened
branch offices in the Little building, Boston, Mass., and the
'wen building. Detroit, Mich. A. W. Ransome, formerly
in the New York office of this company, has been appointed
Xew England manager, with headquarters at Boston, while
H. J. Desson lias been transferred from Pittsburgh to Detroit, where he will become manager of the Michigan district.
(

The Massey Concrete Products Corporation, Chicago,
announces the following appointments: Paul Kircher, resiEastern district including Eastern
Canada, with headquarters at 50 Church street, Xew York;
G. H. Redding, resident manager, in charge of sales in the
Central district, with headquarters in Chicago: H. E. Burns,
the

— The

American Steam Conveyor Corporation,

M

special interest

is

a

diagram and description of a steam

installations..

—

the duties of secretary.
Mr. Du Hois was also made supervisor of branch houses. In
1907, he was transferred from the Western Electric Company to the American Telephone 6o Telegraph Company as
In 1917, shortly after the entry of the United
its controller.
States into the war, he went to Washington to serve as controller for the American Red Cross, and after systematizing
the Red Cross accounting work and organizing a department
On
to carry it on, he resumed his duties with the company.
>ctober 1, 1918, Mr. Du Bois rejoined the Western Electric
Company as vice-president, which office he held until his
election on July 1, as president of the same company.

of

Disposal.

diagrams and photographs of actual

in

a

1898 he
secretary,

manager

i

Sumptei

as secretary

<

s t e r n

with office at Chicago.
Shortly after assuming

dent

tale

ash conveyor installed by this company that saved over three
dollars a day in ash handling costs.
The experiences of a
number of other users in securing ash disposal economies
are described, and the text is illustrated with a number of

New York
in

tin-

1

Ash

clerk
in
the accounting department.
In 1896. he

was

"i

Chicago, has issued another booklet on the question of ash
handling facilities, entitled Reducing Ash Disposal Costs.

he

1891.

Company

York

in

Trade Publications

Dartmouth

We

hai ge

Bertram Smith, assistant general s.ih-s managei oi
Storage Batten
pany, Orange, N
I. ha
to become presidenl and s/eneral rn
Automata Electrical Devices Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
Ih:\ 15.
Mr. Smith has had more than _'<)
e

of the

in
College
joined the

i

presi

American
Telephone & Telegraph
Company. Mr. Thayer
w as elected chairman •
Mr.
Du
hoard.
the
Hoi- was horn in 1870,
and after his graduadencj

in

headquartei

Edison

perience

incinnati,

I

managei
with

-

-i

•I
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district,

Standard Scale &
William Holme Hl.uk. ecretarj ol
Supply Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., died al liis home In thai
17
He was associated with
citj on June 30, al the
ompanj
vei 20 /ears and
the Standard Scale & Supplj
prominenl pari in tin- building up ol tin- selling
took
1

AC1K

Chain Drives. The Morse Chain Company, Ithaca, N. Y., in a
12-page pamphlet has reprinted from the 1919 Year Book of
the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers an article
by J. S. White, entitled Chain Drives, which explains the
advantages which may be secured in the textile industry
from the use of chain drives in general power transmission
work. This is a short synopsis of the general subject of
chain driving and does not exploit any particular make or
type of power chain, and includes engineering data useful
in designing silent chain drives.

—

Leather Belting.- A 20-page pamphlet issued by the Leather
Belting Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa., contains information
obtained during the course of an investigation on power
transmission by belting conducted by the Mellon Institute
of Industrial Research of the University of Pittsburgh for
the Leather Belting Exchange.
The booklet is entitled A
Study of Various Types of Belting and was written by
It
Professor Ernest D. Wilson of the Mellon Institute.
describes the equipment used in the tests and the results
obtained and is illustrated with several photographs.

—

American Insurance for American Ships. The desirability
American merchant marine in what would
amountto an American Lloyds was indicated by Edward N.
of insuring the

States Shipping Board, testifying
the House Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries. According to Mr. Hurley a profit of
$27,000,000 was made during the war by the Advisory Insurance Committee of the Shipping Board, which protected
all government ships, both owned and commanded, at a rate
about 3 per cent under the market rate. It did business at
from 25 to 30 per cent less than other such agencies, he said.
Owing to the fact that insuring agencies learn the particulars
of every ship's cargo and the condition of the ship itself.
Mr. Hurley said, the nation represented by the insuring
agency had a tremendous opportunity too profit by the inThis advantage, he said, was of great
formation gained.

Hurley,

of

Wednesday

the

United

before

to Germany, which did a heavy marine insurance
business prior to the war, and also to England. "If we hope
to develop our merchant marine," said Mr. Hurley, "we must
maintain an American bureau, and American insurance and

benefit

American

registry."

July
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Financial and Construction

Railway

Officers

>

Railway Financial News

Railroad Administration

Chi.
Island & Pacific.—With the approval of the director general of railroads, this company has declared the
regular semi-annual dividendper cent on the 7
per cent preferred, and 3 per cent on the 6 per cent
ferred stock, both payable July 31 to stock of record
July 19.
.

Federal and General Managers
former].- general manage! of the
Railroad, who recently returned from France,
has been elected a vice-president of the Bankers' Trust Com-

Long

16-mile road with headquarters at Escanaba,
sold at a receivers sale <m June 26. Hyman

El

& Piedmont
New York,

This road has been sold to Gordon
dealers in radiators and boilers, for
the upset price of 5300.000. There is some doubt as to whether
not the sale will be confirmed, for it is pointed out that
the rail alone on the road, which has a length of a hundred
of

Railroad,

with office at Br
Pa., has
resigned and
eneral superintendent has been abolished; D. K.
Orr, assistant chief engineer, has been appointed superintendent, with office at Brownsville, and his former position
has been abolished.
I.

trict

Interstate

Commerce Commis-

The compam
while

c

as certified by the

'j13.261

special claims

declares the Railroad

it

Interstate

Commerce Commission

comm:

and

:

Bowen, superintendent

offe-

—

Tom Cronin of Palestii e, president of the Ba
Railroad.
Western, has offered to purchase tl
nd there i- an anThe State road has est ne

his duties as superintendent of the Seattle division, with
at Seattle.

Col. C. L. Whiting has returned from overseas military
service and has been reappointed superintendent" of the
Northern Montana division of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul, with headquarters at
Lewistown, Mont
A. C.

to

only $461

Texas State.

resumed

headquarters

about $150,000 more,
\dministration has ignored the

amounting

B. Richards, general superintendent of the Western disof the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Tacoma,

Wash., resumed his duties July 1, after a temporary leave of
absence.
J. E. Craver, who had been acting general superintendent of the Western district during Mr. Richard's leave, has

Commissioner E E. Clark. A. G. Hagc-m.
attorney-examiner, and J. C. Fort, assistant chief of the bureau
of inquiry, as a board of referees to pass on the amount of the
just compensation io be paid, under the federal control act. to
This system was in procethe Pittsburgh & Shawmut.
construction anH was operated as a common carrier onl;
days of the test period and therefore has no standard return.
sion has appointed

and also has

of the

Obey, general superintendent of the Monongahela

B.

G.

is worth more than the price bid on the property.
The
waterfront terminal property in Brunswick, Ga.. is worth about
a hundred thousand dollars and the ferry across the Altamaha
river is valued at at least >200,000.
The purchasers announced
that in the event the sale is confirmed, they will sell the road
to suit any purchaser a- a going railroad in part or in any
shape purchaser- may desire.

& Shawmut.—The

manager

Operating

miles,

sbubgh

as federal

P

uthwestern and the El Paso Union Passenger
Depot, with headquarters at El Paso. Tex., was announced in
the Raiitt
July 4. page 44), has retired permanently
from railroad service and will devote his time in the future
ial business affairs.
Mr. Hawks will make his home
in the vicinity of Los Angeles, Cal.

small lots to various bidders.

& Freedman

}

Hawks, whose resignation

G. F.

Michigan, was
haels and Company, Chicago, purchased the road's equipment for S4O.3O0 and the balance of the property was sold in
Georgia Coast

New

pany,

Bay— This

Garden

James A. McCrea,

Col.

Lewistown, has been transferred

at

division,

hell

with

headquarters

at

Miles

vice J. P. Phelan, who has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Rocky Mountain division with headquarters
at Three Forks, vice A. O. Veitch, who has been appointed
trainmaster of the Tr.
iri
division, with headquarters at Mobridge. S. D. E. L. Cleveland, trainmaster at
bridge, has been transferred to the Columbia division with
:

nual de

headquarters at Maiden, Wash., vice
been assigned to other duties.

Railway Construction
-The rebuilding
Lou
of this company's car and repair shops at Shreveport. La., which
'(.OOO,
were recently
will begin in the near future.
Th«
will be done by the company's bridge and buildii

W.

Johnson,

S.

who

has

Traffic

William G. Brown, manager of the Consolidated Ticket
Offices at Cincinnati, will resume his duties as assistant general
agent of the Baltimore & Ohio Western

—

...

—

Texas Railroad. Frank K
homa
A. Kemp,
T.

t

of Wichita

of the Clinton

&

Okla-

I

are constructing a railroad from New
Breckenndge. Steven* County, to Ranger. K
will connect with the Texa- Central and
cisco in Erath County. Tex. Th<
150 miles lone.

Agricultural representatives
carrying on farming campaigns, co-opei

chambers of commerce and farmei
more local shipping associal
farmers this year than ever before. The pi

eral authorities,

ran-

Hogserreat

nt general freight agent of the InNorthern, the
Kansas & Texas,
.

Beaumont & Great Northern, the Galn & Henderson and the Houston & Brazos
Valley with headquarters at Houston, Tex., has been ap'

ciates.

:

L. M.
terna-

Trinity

Branch

t.

the

general freight agent in charge of interInterof the Texas
fie, the
il
& Great Northern, the Galveston, Hoi
lenn & Brazos Valley, the Trai
Terminal, the Weatherford, Mineral Wells iv Northwestern,
Vestern. the Denison & Pacific Suburban,
with headquarters at Dallas, Tex
and tl
It,
nt

state

commerce matters

report that

fruit grow
paying particulai
wherever

Engineering and Rolling Stock

•

T.

J.

Bivens, assistant engineer

department of the Union

Pacific,

in

the maintenance of

wnh headquart

aha.

—

—
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SI
Neb., has been promoted t" assistant division
the same headquai tei s.

Maxfieldi acting works managei
Railroad, Eastern Lines, with office

H.

ii

vania

been appointed works manager,

h.is

shops, with office

:»t

in

oi
al

Pennsyl
Utoona, Pa.,

the

charge of the

Utoona

Mtoona

Holt, signal inspector on the Pennsylvania, Lines
West, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., lias been ap
om
hicago Union Station
pointed signal engineer for the

headquai ters

uli

al

(

>.

i

Blum,
at

St,

districl

Paul,

ten

ompany

yean
oi

chiel

engineei ol
Hawaii,

Honolulu,

I

pletion,

Obituary
Wray

Arthur
foreman ol en
Angeles division of the Southern Pacific,
mini's of the Los
dines south ol Ashland), with headquarters at Los Angeles,
CaL, vice R. N. Richardson, assigned to other duties.
B.

(

'hicago,

Frank Lafond has been appointed road

office

the pasl

has resigned this position to take up th<
planning
and constructing a railway system for the Pampan
/elopmenl
ompany "i Manila, Philippine .-lauds, lie
hit Honolulu on July 6 foi Manila to take up this work,
which is expected to require about a yeai and a hall foi com

I

*

»

foi

Oahu Railway & Land

the

Thomas

panj

Carl B. Andrews,

with

i
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engineer on the Northern Pacific, with
Minn, has been promoted to engineer of

Paradise, with headquarif
of way, lines eas!
Paul, vice L. Yager, who has taken a position in
the office of assistant director, Division of Operation, Washington, D. C, and J. T. Derrig has been appointed districl
engineer, lines easl of Mandan, with headquarters at St. Paul,

of
i

Street, formerly general eastern freight a
Northern, with office al New York, died in thai
on July 9, at the age oi 71.
(ireat

tile

it\

Walter E. Beecham, formerly car accountant of the
Milwaukee & St. Paul, died on Julj 1. at Elmhurst,
Mr. Beecham was 73
after several months' illness.

hi-

I

111.,

•

old.

maintenance
ters al

St

vice Mr.

Blum.

Joshua A. Leach, founder of the Brotherhood oi Locomo
Firemen & Enginemen, died on June 27, at Denver,
Colo., where he was attending the organization's triennial
convention
Mr. Leach organized the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen & Enginemen at Port Jervi^. N. Y., in
live

He was

1873.

Anderson, mechanical superintendent of the MisTexas and the Missouri. Kansas & Texas
souri, Kansas &
of Texas, with office at Denison, Texas, has been transferred

H.

76 years old.

P.

to the staff of the

federal

manager,

at

St.

Louis, Mo., in charge

and administrative matters of the mechanical
department on the roads under the jurisdiction of C. N.
Whitehead, federal manager at St. Louis and C. I. Evans,
chief fuel supervisor, has been appointed chief assistant
mechanical superintendent with office at Denison, in charge
of maintenance of equipment.
tecutive

Frank T.

Crandon, formerly tax commissioner of the
Chicago & North Western, died on July 4. at his home in
Mr. Crandon was
Evanston, 111., at the age of K4 years.
one of the pioneer tax commissioners in the United States,
having held that position with the Chicago & North Western
for 42 years.
He was retired at the age of 70.

Augustus C. Doan, secretary and assistant treasurer of
the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Company, with headHe
quarters at New York, died on July 5, at the age of 50.
10, 1869, at Edgewood, Pa., and was
In 1889, he began railway
educated in the public schools.
work with the Pennsylvania Railroad as a clerk in the

was born on January

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Serapio Aguirre has been appointed general treasurer of
the National Railways of Mexico (Government Administration), with office at Mexico, D. F., in place of A. G. Roel,
who has been promoted.

M. Rosevear, general auditor of the Grand Trunk and
Grand Trunk Pacific, has been appointed auditor of the
Toronto Terminals Railway Company, with headquarters at
Montreal, Que., vice W. H. Ardley, retired.
J.

the

assistant engineer's office.
From June, 1892, to May, 1901,
he served as a clerk in the office of the assistant treasurer
of the Southern Pacific Railroad and was then to March,
1902, a clerk in the traffic department of the Southern Pacific
Company, at New York. In 1903, he was appointed assistant
secretary of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, and later was promoted to secretary and assistant treasurer. At the time of
his death, Mr. Doan was also secretary and treasurer of the
Shippers' 6k Manufacturers' Export Corporation, New York.

The Ohio Bankers'

Operating
Col. Paulino Fontes, general manager at Mexico City of the
southeastern lines of Mexico, including the Mexican Railway
and all other government controlled lines south of Mexico
City, has had his authority extended to include the management of the National Railways of Mexico, which includes all
He succeeds
the lines operated by the Mexican government.
F. Pescador, director general of the National Railways of
Mexico, who has resigned. A portrait of Mr. Fontes and a
sketch of his career were published in the Railn'ay Age of

May

23,

1919,

on page 1277.
Traffic

Roel, general treasurer of the National Railways
of Mexico (Government Administration), has been appointed
traffic manager, with headquarters at Mexico, D. F.
A.

G.

William Baird has been appointed general agent in the
passenger department of the Canadian Pacific Ocean ServPier Head, Liverpool,
Ltd., with headquarters at the
ices.
England.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
J.

McWood

has been appointed master car builder of the

Grand Trunk, Eastern Lines, with headquarters at Montreal,
Que., succeeding J. Hendry, assigned to other duties.

Association, at its 29th annual conheld recently at Toledo, adopted resolutions expressing disapproval of government control of railroads and
urging their early return to their former owners.
vention,

George F. Conroy, a conductor on the Erie
received notice of a legacy of $15,000 in the
Adams, a shoe merchant who died recently
N. J., "as a mark of appreciation of his kindly
me and other passengers."

Railroad, has
will

of

J.

J.

Allendale,
treatment of

at

—

Mystery Solved. Walker D. Hines, L nited States Railroad
Administrator, has reported deficits of half a billion dollars in
the operations of the railroads since the first of the year, and
has informed Congress that it will take a billion two hundred
thousand dollars in excess of receipts to keep the roads going
This satisfactorily solves the mystery suruntil the end of 1919.
rounding the resignation of Mr. McAdoo as Secretary of the
Treasury and Railroad Administrator. Samuel G. Blythe, in
The Saturday Evening Post

—

Forgetful Fans. The President (President Wilson) descended to the train level from the main level of the station in an
elevator and went immediately to the parlor car that had been
assigned to him and Mrs. Wilson for the trip. He had been in
his car but a few minutes when he emerged again, hat in hand
mopping his head with his handkerchief. "It's a little too hot
Then, after some scurrying around,
there for me,*' he said.
several electric fans were set in motion and he returned to the
car.
New York Tribune, July 9.
.

.

.
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will

be found on Page

made Ly builder> testifying before the
committee on housing, that millions of Japanese
and Chinese should l>e brought into
The Builders the country to relieve the shortage in
the ranks of unskilled labor is food
Suggest
osus of opinion
Oriental Labor for thought.
emed to be while -killed workmen

The

suggestion

him, certainly was exemplified in the Fort Washington col-

Ltive

lision.

I

-

could be secured in sufficient numl ers, that the insoluble
problem is the securing of unskilled labor. Without discussing pro and con the desirability of importing Oriental labor
this testimony adds weight to the opinion of many railroad
engineers that the day of un>killed lal^or in railway construc-

and maintenance of way is past and that the successful
earning out of work of this character hinges on radical departures from the present practice in the method of its
cution.
In fact, it seems to be the on
rgument for the
necessity, on the railroads, for in
ipervisian and the
tion

;

development of labor saving

devii

There has probably never been

-

A Problem

War

a time since the Civil

when railway construction has been

so nearly at a standstill

Almost no new projects of
anv magnitude are being authorized,

as now.

for

the Valuation

while activities on

part of those

a large

which were started la-t year have been
held up, and work on the remainder
-: drawing to completion.
..t. more extension
and improvement projects are standing in an incomplete
state today than ever before.
The amount of money which
has already been spent on these projects a|
hundreds
of millions of dollars on which no return is being earned.
The drain on railway revenues for the interest on these
unproductive investments is correspondingly large.
This
creates a problem for the valuation engineers to consider.
One of the points of controversy between the railways and
the federal engineers has been the length of the construction
period to be allowed for the determination of interest during
construction, one of the elements entering into the cost of

Engineer

-

reproduction of the property.
In general, the engineers of
the railways have contended that the government empl
have not allowed for the delays which may and do occur
in the construction of large projects.
While the repetition
of the stagnation in construction activities resulting from

rnmeni control may be a remote contingency
it is
an established fact that such d<
from one cause or another and that r
of the

the
occur

in

future

-

ca

they contribute to the ultimate cost of the pro

The

incurable propensity of the Ai
"minimum effort.'" noticed in

forth the

The Flagging

c hord

Zeal of the

in

Kansas

&

by Coram

"minimum

effort'

thi

''"

n

on the part of

put

Missouri
"I

ti

;iord

to

HI

1

re read in

editorial note on

n
oi.

many minds

eral superint<

Flagman
ticle

Advertising Section

of the

S

on
I

June 20 the
and the arrule.

The

ferred to by

The
due

lisions

distance.

American railroad- records many colflagman to go back a proper
The proper method of
is a question of the
history of

to the failure of the

.

greatest concern to operating officers.

Many

ideas prevail as

and wrong way to flag. The rules of many roads
[and of the American Railroad Association, supposed to

to the right

represent the majority of all the roads] instead of definitely
minimum distance which the flagman shall go,

providing a

leave thi> question

to the

flagman's judgment and discre-

encourage the 'minimum effort' on the
The words, in brackets, which we
part of the flagman?''
have added to Mr. McGee's letter, will serve to remind the
reader, if he needs a reminder, that this question has been
The only
asked (and answered) a hundred times before.
way to settle the question and have it stay settled is to
abandon our reliance on the time interval system and to perFor a temporary answer the
fect the space interval system.
suggestion concerning fusees, printed in our last issue, may be
To Mr. McGee's speworth our correspondent's attention.
cific question, Does the rule encourage laziness? the members
of the committee, which, after days of discussion, adopted
the present phrasing, "go. immediately, a sufficient distance to
insure full protection" might answer in the negative; but
even if their opinion were to l^e disputed as wrong they
would, no doubt, reply that they had been no better off when

Does not

tion.

this

The trouble is that the more
more numerous must be the exceptions: SO
we are back where we started; the flagman mu.-t exercise disA rule forbidding the exercise of discretion would
cretion.
have to provide for a dozen flagmen on each train.

the rule specified a distance.
specific the rule the

The proposed contract ordinance between the City of Chiand the Illinois Central for extensive terminal improvements in that city described in
the Railway Age of July 11. page 51,
Politics

now being subjected to the usual
rough handling in the council chamber after a tentative agreement had
been reached between the council's Committee on Terminals
The form of the ordinance as
the railroad company.
as

Usual

the council was not arrived at until alter exhaustive study and di^cus>ion between officers of the comand members of the committee and their technical ad1 he
hearings before the committee were open to the
public and furthermore were given ample publicity by the
dairj
so that members of the council and the public
at large were afforded opportunity to become conversant
with the limitations as well as the possibilities of the proThis, however, has not deterred a number of aldermen from coming forward later with numerous proj
amendments which would increase the cost of what,
form, promises to be a very expensive underin it-

taking for the

111

Tl.

'ral.

nomics of the problem evidenced by the

many

of these

ilitics

i-

85

that

it

amendm

thi

in

the past

i-

The

:.t

:

-

at

which

in
t

which fortunately

ent time as

-d of the ecospirit

a form

the

.

of the matter

irdi/e the entire undertaki:
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Attitude of Interstate

Commerce Commissioners

T

in

Mwi.i

\h\ii;ik of the

Interstate

AGIi

<

review of their records.

Commissioner Meyer has opposed advances

in

rates

in

every important advance rate case.
He rendered a dissenting opinion in the 15 per cent case, the original decision in

which was rendered on June 27, 1917, in which he opposed
even the comparatively small advances favored by the majority of the Commission at that time.
He declared he did
not believe an emergency existed "in regard to carriers in the
Eastern district of such a character as to make it imperative
time the increase of class rates sanctioned
by the majority." Within eight months, however after
government operation had been adopted—the Commission
itself silently granted the rest of the 15 per cent advance in
Eastern territory; within three months more the Railroad
Administration advanced freight rates 25 per cent and
passenger rates 50 per cent throughout the country.
All
to authorize at this

these advances in rates,

000 a

year, are proving

—

amounting to perhaps $1,200,000,unequal to the extent of several hun-

dred millions of dollars a year to the increases in expenses
which have occurred since Mr. Meyer said two years ago
that he could see no conditions justifying any advance.
Commissioner McChord also dissented in the 15 per cent
ease and opposed the advances in rates then granted.
Recently he has attempted to show that the railways before
government operation was adopted were allowed to charge
adequate rates, and has even contended that no considerable
advance in rates may be necessary to save the railway companies from bankruptcy after the roads are returned.
How
much reliance may be put upon Messrs. Meyer's and

McChord's

and judgment in future is indicated by
which they have shown these qualities in the

foresight

the extent to
past.

Commissioner Woolley, in a recent address, hae opposed
any further advances in rates and has argued that any deficiency of

railroad revenues

should

continue to be

made

good from taxes.
Commissioner Aitchison was formerly a member of the
Oregon Railroad Commission, served as the solicitor of
the National Association of Railroad Commissioners, and
always has been hostile in his attitude toward the railroad

ml
my judgment,

the IS per

in

i

record, in

<

been clear to me,

is

dence in private management and is unqualifiedly in favor
of government ownership and operation.
The law provides for the Interstate Commerce Commission
to have nine members.
It has only eight members now, because Commissioner Harlan's term expired some months ago
and no successor to him has been appointed. The attitude
of a majority of the present members of the Commission regarding the matter of adequate rates is indicated by a brief

3

Commissioner Harlan favored a larger advance in rat*
cut rase and advocated B
in wa> granted in the live per
larger advance in rates than was made in tin- original d<

tli.

Commerce Com

mission, foseph B. Eastman, lias Btruck a blow which
adapted to shatter any hope the optimistii mighl still have
had thai the Interstate Commerce Commission, as now constituted, would in the absence oi specific instructions from
Congress to do so, so regulate rates as to enable the railways
under private operation to prosper and adequately develop
Mr. Eastman lias sent a letter to die Senate
tlu'ir facilities.
"I
Committee on Interstate Commerce, in which he says:
believe thai the roads should continue in the possession and
He makes clear thai he has do conficontrol of the nation."
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.

lb

i

|

-aid cinphali. ally

demonstrates

a

thai a rate

viz.,

:

"Mm

proposition thai has

u

a

publit

que

tion

and that the existing rates, aside from any interest thai the
owners of the railroads ma\ have in the matter, could well
be advanced in the public interest, in order thai assurano
maj thus be given for the early enlargemenl of our transpor
Subsequent developments have shown
facilities.''
tation
that Commissioner Harlan had more foresighl than eithi
the members of the Commission who favored granting only
i

pari

of the

per

15

but

increase,

<

cut

he has

increase or those
not

been

who opposed

reappointed

by

any

1'resident

Wilson.

The Cummins

which

pending in Congress, propower of rate regulation to
the Interstate Commerce Commission before government
operation is abandoned.
The Esch-Pomerene bill, which
has the backing of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
bill,

vides for the restoration of

its

is

old

provides that when the railroads are returned to private
operation the Commission shall exercise practically supreme-

power
to

and gives it no instructions as
them except that it shall make

in the fixing of rates,

how

shall

it

regulate

them "reasonable" and in doing so shall take into consideration the cost of labor and other operating costs.
The Railway Age long was disposed to favor the concentration of all
Interstate
ever,

that

authority for the regulation of rates in the

Commerce Commission, under instructions, howit must make the rates
sufficient to enable the

railways adequately to develop their facilities.
We supposed
that the members of the Commission had learned as much
about the regulation and operation of railroads from the
experience of recent years as had other people.
The recent
utterances of Commissioner McChord and Commissioner
Woolley had greatly reduced our optimism. The recent
statement of Commissioner Eastman has destroyed it.

The present crisis in the railroad industry demands frank
speaking.
The members of the Commission deserve com;
mendation for having told just where they stand. With the
past record and present views of the members of the Commission before it, Congress can have no excuse for acting on
any false assumption as to what the Commission will do
with any authority which it may be granted.
It should be
plain beyond peradventure to Congress, in the light of these
Commission is given, as proposed in the
Esch-Pomerene bill, complete authority over rate-making,
with no express instructions to make rates sufficiently high
things, that if the

to enable the carriers adequately to develop their facilities,

or to so

make them

as to enable the roads to earn

of, say, at least six

per cent,

it

is

as certain as

an average
any future

thing can be that the Commission, as at present constituted,
will not make rates that will be adequate.
If the Commission does not make rates adequate the expansion of railroad
facilities will not be revived and private management will

break down.

But if private operation is to be foredoomed to failure
from the start, why return to it? Private ownership and
operation will be as harmful to the country as government
ownership and operation unless private operation is allowed
to be carried on under a policy of regulation which will en-

companies.

able the railways to earn adequate net returns.

Commissioner Eastman, as we have seen, is an advocate
of government ownership, and a man who has no faith in
private management and favors government management,
can hardly be relied on to help to so regulate the railways
under private management as to enable them to prosper and
furnish good and adequate service.
So much for the attitude of a majority of the present
members of the Commission.

way Age

The

Rail-

opposed to government ownership and operation.
It is also opposed, however, to a return to private operation
under legislation such as the Esch-Pomerene bill, which, instead of causing a revival of the prosperous operation and
adequate development of our railroads, would merely insure
that their prosperous operation and adequate development
is

would be made impossible.
If

we cannot

get needed reforms in our policy of regula-

July

tion

18,

now,

operation,
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1919

after

months'

IS

we never

experience

government
and if we are

with

shall be able to get them;

never going to be able to get them we -hould frankly recognize the fact that government owner-hip sooner or later is
inevitable.

If

government owner-hip sooner or later i- init now.
If we don't want government

evitable, let us take

ownership either now or later, let us adopt a policy of reguunder which private management can be made suc-

lation

cessful.
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ment railroad system should be as large in proportion as
have been those incurred in the past by the Intercolonial,
the Prince Edward Island, and other government lines, the
burden imposed upon the taxpayers of Canada by the railway deficit would be so huge as very seriously to interfere
with the progress and development of the entire Dominion.
In order to give the people of both the Unit
and
Canada more information than they have had regarding
the past history of government owner.-hip in Canada, the
Railway Age begins this week the publication of a
of three articles regarding Canada's experience which have
In the article which
been written by Harold G. Villard.
we publish thi* week Mr. Villard goes back about 70 year-.
-

Government Ownership

Canada

in

r^.xsADA

is drifting
into a policy of more and more
extensive government ownership
and operation of
"Drifting"' is the right word, because its extenrailroads.

^

sion of this policy

not the result of thorough and intelby either public men or the public.
Canada has had a good deal of experience with government
ownership, and yet its people, if one may judge by what
id by most of the newspapers and by persons met
lly on trains and in hotels, know little about what that
experience has been.
Furthermore, the Canadian public,
although it is being committed to a policy of extensive government ownership, seems to know almost nothing about the
question of principle involved or the experience of other
countries with government ownership.
Referring in a recent article in the Railway Age (June
20. page 1155) to the trend toward government ownership
in Canada, J. L. Payne, Comptroller of Statistics of the
Department of Railways and Canals of that country, said:
"The point to keep definitely in view is that the far-reaching
changes of 1918 and the current year came about without
a direct decision being reached by either the government
or the people on the underlying principle.
Nobody may say
at this moment that the judgment of either the administration or the voters of Canada has been declared in favor of
or against state ownership of railways as distinct from corWhatever may happen in that regard in
porate ownership.
the future, scarcely a single aspect of the whole matter has
ligent

i^

consideration

been presented as a clear-cut issue." Mr. Payne was careful to state that he did not write as an advocate or an
opponent of government ownership, but merely to present the
facts.

While Canada is thus drifting into the extensive adoption
of a policy to the probable consequences of which neither
her public men nor her people have given much considerait is worth while to recall some of the history of government ownership in that country. The people of Canada
don't seem to know it, but the history of government ownership in their own country is as replete with evidence and
arguments against that policy as that of any other country
in the world.
It is a remarkable fact that in a land where

when Xova Scotia began the construction of the
government line in Canada a provincial line, which
is now a part of the Intercolonial.
He shows that the time
it took to build this railway was greatly undere.-timated, that
it cost more than twice as much as was originally expi
that it steadily failed to earn its fixed charges and usually
failed to earn its operating expen-e-. and that it was the
to the time

—

first

cause of serious political scandal-.
It may be said that this is all ancient history and that
government management would not be conducted now as
then.
The fact is, however, that the Intercolonial, of which
Xova Scotia's Provincial Railway became a part, always
has lost money as steadily as did the Provincial Railway.
Besides, railways which have been constructed in Canada
much more recently under government auspices notably,
the National Transcontinental, which cost three time- the
amount estimated had had somewhat similar results. In
a later article Mr. Villard will review briefly the history of
the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario, which was built in
comparatively recent years by the Province of Ontario, and
which at times has been held up as a good example of successful government construction and operation.
Perhaps by reviewing the history of government ownership in Canada we may strengthen the opposition to it in
the United States, and at the same time reduce Canada's
If, however, nothing can prevent
tendency to drift into it.

—

—

Canada from

drifting farther

and farther

into

government

ownership, it is at least desirable that its true history in
that country should be told as a means to helping government management to avoid in future the mistakes of the
Our readers in the United States, Canada and elsewhere will find Mr. Villard's chapters on Canadian government ownership both instructive and highly entertaining.

tion,

some of the most conspicuous successes of private management have been achieved and some of the most conspicuous
failures of government management have occurred, there
should be a strong and steady drift toward more and more
extensive government ownership.

Canada now has about 40.000 mile- of railway in operation.
Of this, about 17.000 mile-, or 44 per cent, i^ being
Recently

operated directly or indirectly by the government

— and
over—

Canadian Northern was taken
the management of the government line- has been
left very largely in the hands of experien. ed railroad men
If this .-hould continue 1
appointed on their merits.
the case the results of government management in the tuture
here i- much
would be much better than in the
"round for fearine. however, that in the future, as in the
especially

since

the

I

past, political

changes

in

Canada

railroad management: and
operation of the present and pn
if

will

the

1

have

evil

effects

incurred

--

in

on
the

govern-

The World's Coal Shortage
and Electrification
""Thf. p^fss;

DESPATCHES from London, quoted

in

the For-

eign Railway News column of this week'- LSSUe, indicate that there is in the United Kingdom a serious condition,
which, if it is not promptly remedied, is going to prove of
world-wide importance.
England i> on the point of L^ivinL'

and effective July 16, 1919,
Sankev award, also reduce the
coal miners' day underground from eight to -even hour-, and
it-

it

coal miner- increased wages,

will,

through the

-o-c ailed

"subject to the economic position of the industry at the end
of 1920," the hour< of labor underground are to lie reduced
to -i\.
Thi- ha- already resulted in an attempted in
of -i\ shillings in the prii e of coal to British industries, and
Sir Auckland Geddes ha- expresed the bar that thi- in
may have to be made' nine shillings, two pence. Combined

with thi- there ha- been
OUtpUt of

a

very considerable d

a the

I

Auckland Geddes has estimated

that with the sevenbe produced in the year beginning July
16, the effective date of the reduction in hour.-, only between

hour day there

will
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217,000,000 tons, whereas

21 l,nu>,lHH> .iinl

An increase
put was 287,000,000 tons.
to British industries is handicap enough

in

in

1913 the out

the price of coal

in the competition
meet as the greatest export nation
of the globe.
Bui the shortage of coal is even more serious
Coal has
and is of even greater world wide importance.
always been one of Great Britain's greatest factors in export
In 1913 her exportable surplus was 77,000,000 tans.
trade.
In the twelve months beginning in July, 1919, it is estimated

which Great Britain has

to

20,000,000 tons available for export.
This means that South America, Italy, Spain, South Africa,
that there will be only
as well as

many

ami

prices

that

other countries, are going to be short of coal
for coal in these countries, already twice

Considas high as before the war, are going still higher.
ering that the mines of France were destroyed b) the Germans and the fact that the product of the mines of the Ruhr
and the Saar will he needed in Germany and in France, it
IS evident that America is the only other country that can
Supply coal tor the countries mentioned, as not having suitable supplies of their own.
This, if it works out as expected, will give the United States the great export trade in
coal that Great Britain formerly had, hut front the international railroad point of view it is going to mean much more.
The Railway Age has had articles recently on the consideration that is being given to electrification in Sweden,
Brazil, Italy, France, Belgium and other countries.
With
the high price of coal, even if large supplies are secured
from America, the use of hydro electric power must increase.
That electrification is on an upward trend and that great
extensions of electrified line are to he expected in many countries in the near future, seems a natural conclusion.

Wabash
"The Wabash was

reorganized and taken out of the hands
Prior to the receiver1, 1915.
ship, which took place in 1912, the company had struggled
along for a number of years, just scraping off the rocks of
receivership, without money for wholly adequate mainof receivers

November
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estimated earnings on which the reorganization was based of
''.nil!)
lor' the Bscal sear ended June 30,
In
1917.
1918 the propert) earned $48,246,000.

During the receivership and in tin- following period up to
January i, 1918, $15,840,000 had been spent for additions
and betterments from the Bums provided for tins purpo
in
i

the

reorganization

In

plans.

addition

$5,860,000

surplus

after payment of dividends on the preferred "A"
stock since November 1, 10 15, to January 1, 1918, was. spent

earned

for improvements and $2,258,000 interest bearing securities
were retired.
A total of $2,310,000 was paid out in divi
(lends during this period.
In addition to the extra heavy charges for maintenance
during the receivership necessitated by deferred maintenance and improvement work which tended to bring down
the operating income for the first part of the test period on
which the government rental is based, the expenditure of the
large sums for additions and betterments during 1916 and
1917 tended to increase the earning capacity of the road in
1918, for which increase in earning capacity no allowance is
made in the standard rental contract. Since the receivership
the company has bought 25 Santa Fe type locomotives, 2,300
steel underframe freight cars and placed steel underframes
and steel draft gears on 7,000 additional freight cars and
installed superheaters on 150 locomotives.
The government
in 1918 got the benefit of all these improvements.
It is

rather interesting to note that

Chairman W. H. Williams

in

his report to stockholders estimates that the installation of

superheaters

on 150 locomotives increased "the operating

efficiency over 15 per cent."

Notwithstanding the war conditions, the operation of the
property in 1918 strongly reflects the improvement in its
condition during and since the receivership.
With total
operating revenues of $48,246,000 in 1918, as against $40,472,000 in 1917, operating income amounted to $6,785,000.
This compares with $10,539,000 operating income in 1917.
Net income amounted to $5,668,000 in 1918, comparing with
$4,227,000 in 1917. This net income (to the government)
in 1918 compares with an average net operating income for
the test period of $5,867,000.
The company claims that

The Wabash
tenance,

much

less for

keeping abreast of the development of

instead

of this latter

amount

it

is

entitled

to

$8,681,000

modern railroading. During the receivership the property
was greatly improved. The reorganization was a drastic one
and the new company, except for a rather small working

rental.

capital, entered into possession with

good prospects of sucInsofar as gross earning power was concerned the property more than justified the predictions of the
reorganization committee.
The earnings for the calendar
year 1917 amounted to $40,472,000, as compared with the

the increase in trainload

cessful operation.

trainload in 1918 was 606 tons and in 1917 568 tons. This
was in spite of the fact that there was an average of 10.07
empty freight cars per train-mile in 1918, as against 9.37 in
1917.
A big improvement in car loading is to be noted.

indication of the benefit which the government
from improvements made during the test period,

As an
received

is

striking.

The average revenue

:

July

18,
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The tons of freight per loaded car averaged 24.40 in 1918,
The loaded car mileage was reas against 21.79 in I'M 7.
duced from 219,393,000 in 1917 to 188,961,000 in 1918,

operation of the property by the government in 1918 and the
This is
corresponding figure.- for private operation in 1917,
not the income account of the company in 1918:

and emptv car mileage from 78,180,000 in 1917 to 75,752,000 in 1918.
There was a falling off in freight tonnage, due apparently
The

tonnage
carried in 1918 amounted to 17,106,000 tons and in 1917 to
18,156,000 tons. Of the total tonnage in 1918, 8,421,000 tons
originated on the Wabash and 8,685,000 tons was received
Of the total in 1917, 8,420,000 tons
from connections.
originated on the Wabash and 9,736,000 tons was received
The principal changes in the character
from connections.
of the commodities carried were an increase in the proportion
of products of agriculture in 1918 and a decrease in the proThus, in 1918, the total tonportion of products of mines.
nage of products of agriculture was 3,321,000, or 19.4 per
cent of the total tonnage carried, whereas in 1917 the tonnage of products of agriculture amounted to 2,791,000, or
Products of
but 16.4 per cent of the total tonnage carried.
to a

deflection of traffic to other lines.

89

1918

1917

2.519.49
$34,498,242
9,993,359
48,246,411
Maintenance of ways and structures.. 6,104.353
9,497.765
Maintenance of equipment
711.877
Traffic expenses
22,489,629
Transports
1.09!
General ea
40.124.609
Total operating expense1.334,103
Taxes
6.785,398
Operating income
9,053 173
Gross income
5.668.339
Net income

mileage operated
revenue
^•er revenue
Total operating revenues
Total

t

total

2.519.06
$29,342,855
7,673,810
40,471,998
3,961,075
5,466,120
1,039,212
16,888.331
918.040
28.468,896
1.458,624
10.538,851
11.098,969
4.227.105

Southern Pacific
GOVERNMENT

OPERATION of the Southern Pacific in 1918
netted the government a profit of $7,758,000, over and
above the rental which the Administration paid the Southern
Pacific and proprietary companies for the use of the property.

On

the other hand, government operation resulted in
revenue from railway operations of $14,481,000

a loss in n<?t

compared with the

as

under private operawould be hard to find
of the character of growth in

results obtained

tion in the calendar year 1917.

It

a more striking illustration
earning power of the Southern Pacific than this contrast
between the comparison of 1918 results with the average
results over a period of three years (the basis of rental) and
The history of American railroading
the results in 1917.
contains few parallels to the development that took place

on the Southern Pacific during 1915, 1916 and 1917. Yet
the government took over this property at the height of its
development at a rental averaged down by the inclu.-ion of
Furthermore, the profit of $7,758,000
1916 and 1915.
shown by the government does not represent by any means
all of the net that would have accrued to the operation of
the property had the company itself been free to continue
aggressively to go after business and to retain business previously attracted to it by the continuation of Southern
Pacific standards of service to shippers.

The movement
A R

The Southern
mines amounted

to

6.544.000

in

and

1918

tons in 1917. these being, respective!
total tonnage in 1918 and 39.8 per cent in

to

7.202,000

per cent of the

:

f

l

H7.

tonnage and running a less
number of both freight train-miles and passenger train-mile-,
the Wabash under government operation bad an average of

Handling

a

smaller

freight

ns1 16,563, the
17,332 employees in service in 1918
average for the previous year under privat< operation.
The Wabash was hard hit in 1918 by the increase u
In 1917 coal averaged $1,977 per ton.
per ton of fuel.
due to the hold over of contracts
probably
This low cost was
made in previous years. Apparently these contracts ran out.

or

many

of

them

did, in 1917, for in 1918 the averagi

of coal was $2,639.
The following table -how- the principal

figure-

for

the

of

K A N S A SS

Pacific

deciduous fruit from the Pacific Coast and of live stock
and packing house products were very large in 1918, and
the demand for California canned goods for shipment over- <*xl and
The lumber bu-ii
was very great.
shipbuilding activities on the Pacific Coast incn
many classes of traffic in addition to the movement of raw
materials used specifically in the building of ships.
In commenting on these conditions, Julius Kruttschnitt,
chairman of the executive committee, in his annual report
r

the

to the stockholders, says

"These conditions, combined with the absence of regular
service through the Panama Canal and along
the Pacific Coast, would have insured to your lines under
volume of
a
the management of your own organization
steamship

traffic at least

equal to that of the calendar year 1917,
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produi ed

the

companj

but, after the

i
I

arninga

history

the

In

management

of

the

out oi the hands ol your officers, the closing of the traffii
agencies through which dail) intercourse with your patrons

had been maintained, the disturbance oi the relationship of
disadvantage of your lines, and
both rates and service to
the diversion of traffic to competitive routes, resulted in your
i. ul
lines transporting 653,707,093 (on miles of freight less
than handled during the preceding year, a decrease oi 4.87
1

1 1 *

port d
1919 was

-

per cent."
In 1918 total operating revenues amounted to $221,611,000, comparing with $193,971,000 operating revenues in
1917.
Total operating expenses in 1918 amounted to $16 '.
Tons of
722,000, compared with $120,602,000 in 1917.
revenue freight carried in 1918 totaled 44,014,000, a deTon mileage of
crease of 964,000 tons, or 2.14 per cent.

revenue freight was 12,765,000,000 in 1918, a decrease of
654,000,000 ton miles or 4.N7 per cent. Freight train mileage deereased in even greater proportion, amounting to
20,417,000 in 1918, or 2,467,000 less than in 1917, a deFreight locomotive mileage totaled
crease of 10.78 per cent.
•6,091,000 in 1918, which was 2,730,000 less than in 1917,
a decrease of 9.47 per cent. The average number of loaded
ear- to a train was the same in the two years, an average of
But there was on an average almost
24 cars each year.
one more empty car per train, making the average of the
total number of cars per train between 34 and 35 in 1918,
and less than 34 in 1917. The revenue freight train load
averaged 577 tons in 1918, an increase of 5.59 per cent
over 1917. The average load per loaded car was 24.29 tons
in 1918 and 22.^7 in 1917, an increase of 5.75 per cent.
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did not help western lines as much as it did eastern lines.
Passenger revenue in 1918 amounted to $52,995,000, an
The number
increase of $8,120,000, or over 18 per cent.
of passengers carried was
26,624,000 (excluding ferry
suburban passengers), an increase of 12 per cent. The
however,
was slightly
average journey per passenger,
shorter, being 42.21 miles in 1918.
Increases of 47 per cent in expenses of maintenance of
way, 81 per cent in expenses for maintenance of equipment
exclusive of depreciation and retirements, and of 27 per
cent in the cost of transportation seem high, although the
increase in transportation is lower than that of many other
large

The revenue

per ton per mile of freight was 1.113 cents in
1918, as against 0.923 cents in 1917, an increase of 21.59
per cent.
Mr. Kruttschnitt brings out in a striking way how small
a part of the increased cost of living to the consumer is
made up of increased transportation charges. He says: "In
the period from 1910 to 1919 the price of dressed beef
originating in Chicago and transported to New York increased from 223/2 cents to 40 cents per pound, or, expressed in our smallest unit of value, 175 mills, while the
The
freight rate increased 2.4 mills, or only 1.4 per cent.
price per pound of ham and bacon transported between the
same points increased 205 mills, whereof the increase in
freight rate was responsible for \]/2 mills, or only 0.73

per cent.

The

increase in the cost of a suit of underwear

American systems.

It is

rather interesting to compare

1918 over 1917 with the
1918 over the three-year test
period.
Maintenance of way increased 48 per cent, maintenance of equipment 83 per cent (including depreciation), and
It would appear that
transportation expenses 70 per cent.
either transportation expenses in 1918 were held down remarkably well as compared with 1917, or that maintenance
expenses were comparatively more liberal in 1918 than in
1917.
This latter assumption, however, is by no means
borne out by the figures for units of work done in mainthese percentages of increase in

percentages

of

increase

in

tenance.

In 1917 473 track miles of new 90-15. steel rail was used
In 1917
as against 373 miles in 1918.
1,200,000 burnettized ties were used in renewal, as against
1,473,000 in 1918, and 1,877,000 untreated ties were used

for renewals,

July

18,
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1919

1917 as against 2,4
1918.
of tie plates u-ed in 1917 was 2.644.000, in

1918

The numl>er of continuou- rail joints used in
1917 was 522.000; in 191S
he number of
of untreated timber u-ed in
ind renewals in 1917
78
0; in 1918 5,822
At the end of 1917
43 per cent of all locomoti\
in thorough order. 31
per cent in good order, 15 per cent requiring repair? and
cent
11 per cent in shop, while at the end of 191in thorough order. 29 per cent in good order. 14 per
1,910,000.

Delaware
The
1917.
than

& H'

irried

The

falling off in tonnage

in

requiring repairs and 11 per cent in shops, and yet
the cost of repairs per locomotiv
isive of replacements
and depreciation, was $4,758 in
in 1918
It is hard to readjust one's idea- of maintenance coappreciate what it means for re]
lives to averRepairs of passenger
age nearly 59,000 per locomotive.
cars is almost equally bad insofar as increase in cost is
In 1917 the average cost for repairs alone averconcerned.
cent

1

•

-

aged SS26 per car: in 1918 the aver
pairs of freight cars averaged S104 in

-

Re-

$1,426.

1917 and 5194
The cost per hundred miles run was 62 cents
1918.
1917 and 51.34 in 191

The Southern

in

in

Pacific has been very liberal in expendi*.

equipment in
.It ha? been
ample equipment for the business
to be handled, and at the time the government took over
the road the company had orders outstanding for 57 locomotives. 41 passenger cars and 71 S freight cars, and
building in its own shops 56 locomotives and
freight
for

maintenance of

its

liberal also in providing

-

The

714.000.

In 1909 the Southern Pacific issued 5S1.S14.000 four
The holders of these
per cent 20-year convertible bonds.
bonds had the privilege of converting their bonds at par
Of
value into common stock at 130 up to June 1, 1919.
per cent
the total issue of bonds. $26,657

Taken

ilege.

in

day of the closing of

to the

its

full

significance, this

comprehensive commentary on the

f

-

this

priv-

remark
the S irhem

a

is

Pacific in the face of conditions generally adverse to rail-

road development and piofitable operation.

The

ation in 19 IS. 1917, .md the av

the

test

for oper-

figures

following

the thro

•

I

petitive conditions.

Total operating revenues in 1918 amounted to $
000, comparing with 529,936,000 in 1917.
Freight revenue amounted to $30,105,000, in 1918 and to $25,323,000 in
1917.
The increase in freight revenue was. therefore, but
19 per cent or less than the average increase in freight rates
alone.

Without large increases ii.
was hard hit.
0.12 per cent; in 1917

schedules, net

The freight train mileage in 1918 totaled 5.173,000. of
which 93,1
ghl
ompared with 5,180.000 in 1917,
of which 105.000 was light.
The number of loaded freight
cars per train was 23 in 1918 and 24 in 1917.
The qui
of empty cars was 12 in 1918 and about the same in 1917.
The average revenue train laid was 7 70 tons in 1918 and
-

M

Although much larger sum- were spent on
tenance of way and maintenance of equipment,
units, showing the amount of replacement in
of way. were -mailer in 1918 than in 1917.

way and

of

structures cost

with
total

in

number

:

pine

1

witb

ties

a

The

••

of ties laid in replacement and better-2.000, of which 187.000 were un-

and 3o,000 untreated oak
numl>er in 1°17 of
pine and 70,000 unfa
ti

This com-

-

which
.k.

tonnage of rail laid in replacement and I1918 was 12,614 comparing with 14,952, in 1917.
from $31
for open hearth 90-lb.
to 520 per ton for second-hand 90-lb. rail in 1918, and

ment
rail

.

Standard return (rent
Miscellaneous operating income
Non-operating inc
Gross income
Net income ....
ends
Surplus

in

1

1.045

total

in

"'

out the

The number

-

K)

maintenance
Maintenance
1918, comparing

total

•

16-

$3,738

both mainthe ph

u 1917.

Te-t Period

CORPORATION

-

>ns in 1917.
The number of tons of revenue freight
per loaded car mile was 34 in 1918 and
in 1917.
The
average haul of freight was 163 miles in 1918 and
miles in 1917.

Thre<-

i

-

other eastern roads.

ment

:

offset increased wage
In 1918 the operating ratio
this raio was 78.08 per cent.

Total operating expenses in 1918 amounted to $31,354
as compared with $23,375,000 in 1917.
Transportation
expenses amounted to $16,556,000, an increase of 30 per cent
over 1917.
This is not abnormally high as compared with

The

period:

Mileage Opeiated ....
Revenue*
Passenger Rever.
Total Railway Operating Revenue
Way and
of
trance
Structures
Equipment.
Maintenance of
Traffic Expenses
Transportation Expenses .....
General Expense?
Total operating expenses
Operating Income

I

most entirely in the freight
revenue freight were handled by
1918 24,934
the Delaware Si Hud-on and of this tonnage 14,231 tons
originated on the company's own lines and 10,7
In 1917 the total too
received from connections.
handled
tons
tons, of which 14
originated on the company's lines and 12
Under private operation, the
from connections.
Delaware &: Hud-on is a competitor of the Rutland and the
New York Central for business from Albany to Canada,
directly it competes with the
Maine route
nada. Under government operation freight was routed
in accordance with regional order- in
of the v.
Other roads in eastern territorj
of shippers.
large
increases in freight business and it is safe to assume that
the Delaware &: Hudson, under non-competitive conditions
and government operation, did not handle the business that
it could have handled under private management and com-

director

contract with the

were converted up

in

-

general, however, refused to sign a
Southern Pacific unless the company
would agree to buy 1,000 box cars at a cost of over $3,000,000.
The Southern Pacific Company claims, apparently
with a good deal of justice, that the design of these cars
was poor and their cost was excessive and that in buying
them thev vielded onlv to major force.
spent for addiIn 1918 there was a total of $
tions and betterments on the Southern Pacific system
Taking into account the equipment retirements, etc., the net
increase in investment in road and equipment was 514.cars.

freight

less

oourred alIn
received from conna tions.

I

-

& Hudson

Delaware

The

renewal in

in

number

91

of the year.

same

in 191

of locomotives

7.

in

1

service at the beginning
were added and 6 were de-

during the year.
The nuir.
ginning of the year was 18,295 and 244 were added

stroyed

1918

and
-"

:
i

.luring the year.

Tm'tm

I

.

added and 14 were
Maintenance

retired.

The number

of
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paring with $6,655,000
equipmenl and renewals

Of com

1917.

in

repaii

e,
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of equipmenl are distinct, bo that
tin- much
larger Bums -prut for maintenance ol equipmenl
ma) reflecl ool only highei wage costs but actualrj more
work done, although no data is available to make an accu
rate
ompurison,
In- rental
which the government is to pay the company
In
,415,000.
1918, operating income amounted to
Disregarding
$2,585,000, and gross income to $4,050,000.
any adjustments which ma) be made, the amount which the
government will receive from the operation of the Delaware
& Hudson will be somewhere between these two income figures.
The road, therefore, has been operated during L918
at a considerable loss.
In the Railway Age of May 9, an
extended commenl was made on the development of the
property as described in the annual report of President L. F.
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Loree

to

The

his stockholders.

figures used

in

the present

comments are those reported to the Interstate Commerce
Commission by the federal auditor. The record of the development of this, one of the oldest American railroads, compared with the record of the results of government operation
in 1918 makes a striking contrast, explainable in part probably because of abnormal conditions, but, nevertheless, an
interesting contrast.

The following table shows the principal figures for operagovernment in 1918 and under
private management in 1917:

tion of the property under the

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues

1918
910

1917
879

$30,104,926
2,804.056

$25,322,988
3,020,185

34,789,864

29,935,625

3,737,523

2,501,166

9,536,063
254,673

6,654,710

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenanceof equipment
Traffic expenses

Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

16,556,076

Taxes

1,052,963

1,071,236

31,353,784

23,374,755

849,289

855,551

2,585,123

5,701,869

,

Operating income
Gross income
Net income

The

325,557
12,702,049

4,049,526
3,577,217

corporation income account

is

as follows:
1918
$7,415,149
10.602,781

Rental
Gross income

Net income
Dividends

4,714,792
3,825 272

The Dunkirk Wreck and
Cock

the Deadly Angle
N w
1

To the Editor
Nearl)

fort)

:

seven years have passed Bince the automata

brake came into use as a means for controlling the moand for over thirty years it has been
iu general use on both passenger and freight train-, yet it
lo-ed
tin
still retains that fundamental element of daiiL'er

air

tion of railway trains,

<

angle cock.
the automatic brake.- now in general use, the train
be charged, the brakes tested and everything put in
working order before leaving the terminal, and yet before
or after the train departs, an angle cock may be closed between the engine and tender, or elsewhere in the train, without the knowledge of the engineman or of any member of
the train crew and thus deprive them, at the critical moment,
of the only means on which they rely for safely controlling
the train.
This may be caused accidentally through something falling upon the angle cock, by a tramp accidentally
or maliciously, or by an employee forgetting to open a closed
angle cock.
There have been many cases of the last.
No more convincing evidence of this truth is required than
that furnished by the investigation of the recent rear collision at Dunkirk, resulting in the loss of many lives, the
serious injury to a score or more of passengers and a heavy
loss in property damage, due to an angle cock being closed
between the engine and the first car.

With

may

reported as a result of the investigation that the
train shut off steam probably half
a mile east of the distant signal, and that he began to sound
the whistle signal for brakes at about the time the locomotive passed the distant signal, which was some 6,000 ft.
east of the point at which the collision occurred.
The evidence indicated quite positively, therefore, that the angle
cock on the rear of the tender must have been closed before
passing the distant signal, or at any rate but very little
The engineman probably realized he was powerless
later.
to stop his train fully a minute and a half before the
It

is

engineman of the second

collision occurred.

New
Cambria Steel Handbook.

Company

Prepared and compiled by George

E. Thackray, C.E.
flexible binding.

603 pages, illustrated, 4]/2 in. by 6}i in.,
Published by the Cambria Steel Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.
is the twelfth edition of the Cambria handbook and
addition to a thorough revision of all data pertaining
to the various structural steel sections manufactured by the
Cambria Steel Company, it contains a large amount of new
material covering the wider range of structural steel sections
now manufactured, and includes additional tables of use in

This

in

calculations involved
the sections are used.
illustrations

are a

in the design of structures

Among

the

new

and properties are included

number

in

sections for
in the

new

which
which
edition

of bulb angles, small channels for cars, ship

channels, T-bars and three sizes of rolled steel car stakes.
Among the large number of new tables which have been
added are weights of flat and corrugated steel sheathing,
roof truss dimensions and stresses, sizes of spikes and wood
screws, square roots and cube roots of fractions, weights of
circular steel plates, trigonometric formulae, and similar information.

has remained for the Automatic Straight Air Brake
to provide against this menace to the safety of the
movement of passenger and freight trains by the development of a brake designed on superior principles, in which,
when an angle cock is closed, the brakes apply within a few
seconds.
On the other hand, a sluggish feed valve does not
cause the brakes to apply.
The application of the A. S. A. brake depends merely
upon a brake pipe reduction being made, and is positive and
precise regardless of the rate of reduction, which is such a
vital element in the operation of other types of brake equipWith brake pipe leakage of, say, two pounds per
ment.
minute, which is a reasonable assumption for a train of that
character, it may be positively asserted that had A. S. A.
brake equipment been in use on Train No. 7, the train brakes
would have been applied before the collision occurred, with
the result of, if not entirely preventing the accident, at least
greatly mitigating the severity of the collision and reducing
Had the angle cock been as far
the extent of the disaster.
back as the water station pans the A. S. A, brake would have
It is
stopped the train without any collision whatever.
obvious that the improved brake is an urgent necessity for
the protection of lives and property in the daily operation
Spencer G. Neal.
of the railroa'ds.
It
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Railway

France and Belgium

Electrification in

Important Plans Under Consideration in Both Countries
Especially Desirable in France, with Large Water Supplies

By Robert

Thayer

E.

European Editor o f the Railway
I,

wriii

Along
in France

other matters

of

power

trie

and Belgium due to the devastation caused
by the war, very serious consideration is being given
In France this is particularly desirto line electrification.
able on account of the increased cosl of coal, and because of
the fact there are in certain sections of the country large
water supplies, which can very easily lie used for the opera-

should be among the first to be electriconsidered the location of the source of
hydro-electric energy in relation to the lines, and the importance of this power to other industi
On the Pari-. Lyon- & Mediterranean, however, the
bility has been considered of using electricity on bin-- of
low grade where there is a heavy traffic, even before putting
line- where the traffic of these line- is very
it on mountain

They

fied.

traffic

also

|

Committees of railway men and engineers have been
formed in both countries, and a committee of French railway engineers has already arrived in America to >tudy the

small.

'Fhe proposed sources of electric

situation there.

r

Electrification in France

Midi— The

lor the

made on

Work- and Transports

md

of

a

in

report

in

The probable

cost

in

the

<

i

by the great plants
constructed in the region.

future

the

liran

its

Mediterranean Certain waterfalls
the Alps, and tie
nornu

nl

development of
French railways, states that it is highly important for France
to make the most of it- vast resources in water power for
France,

power are the following:

Dordogne River and

Pyrenees.

Lyons &

Paris,

e

Claveille, Minister of Public

16, 1919.

as

with sufficient

tion of hydro-electric plants.

M.

June

compared with the cost of power with -team
locomotives, and the comparison showed that mountain lines

railroad construction

is

at

present

existing

or

going

I

estimated as follows, based on prices

before the war:

generating electricity, particularly at a time when its supplies
of mineral combustible- are not going to be sufficient to meet
With this end in view, he had
the needs of its industries.
an inventor}- made, at the end of 1916, of the available hydraulic power of the public water courses, and later reports
were requested for each region, showing exactly the quantity
of hydraulic energy which could be used by the public services, employing the most modern method-, without completely
A {(articular study
using up the energy of the watercourses.
was to be made of the economical use of electricity for motive
power on railroads, the kind of traffic, it> density, the grade
of the lines, and the difference in cost of each region being

$V4. 000.000

Paris-Orleans
Paris,
Mi.ii

I.

vun

\

Mediterranean

."
.

S335.O00.OO0

Total

1913, electrification would save 1,500,000 metric tons of coal, and in the near future the economy
should not be less than 3,000,000 metric tons.
A special committee has been formed for the purpose of
studying the use of electric energy.
It at first obtained all
the information possible from the principal electric companies, and it will use this a- a basis for improving the
present legislation, if necessary, in order to promote the development of the distribution of power.
Member- of the
committee have already visited America to study conditions
there.
The committee has also had a general map made of
France, showing the present plants and the line- for distribution of electric power.

With the

considered.

The Sen-ice of the Control of Railroad.-, in agreement with
the technical services, i- in charge of the studies to be made
Parregarding the u>e of hydro-electricity on the railroads.
ticularly attention is to be paid to the fair division of electric
power between the public services and agricultural and industrial interests, and committee- were- formed made up of
officers of the Government, manufacturers, etc.
The special committee appointed to draw up a program

traffic of

Electrification in

The plans

Belgium

on the Belgian State railways
has
not
to
the
same extent a- on the
progressed
French railways. An extensive commission ha- been formed.
however, for consideration of the work.
This commission
i- under the direction of I.e Baron Aiicoin, a member of the
Belgian Senate, with M. Jacquin, who arnV- on the active

for the electrification of the principal railroads has pur.-ueci
studies with energy and by the end of March, 1919, had

its

been able to gather together much valuable data concerning
Its program proposes the electhe use of hydro-electricity.
trification of 5.221* miles of lines as follow-:

for electrification

e

work

of the committee, as genera] secretary.

He

i-

li

25 Rue de la Charite, Brussels.
The commission has
been divided into three sections, one considering the distribution of power, which i- under the direction of M.
de Loneux, Director Genera] of electric power of Belgium;

at
Paris-Orleans
Paris,

Midi

I. v.,

n-

Mediterranean..

V

k

.'
.

'miles
1,926
total of 6.04i
1.367
1.9J6 miles out of a total of 2,524 miles

With the traffic of 1913 the kilowatt-hour consumption
would have reached:
Ilions kw-hr.

Paris-Orleans
Paris,

Lyons

8

S50 millions kw-hr.
330 millions kw-hr.

Mediterranean

Midi
Total

With

•

1.600 millions kw-hr.

the estimated traffic in the immediate future the conis estimated at:

sumption

kwdir.

Paris-Orleans
Paris,

Lyon &

Midi

.....

Mediterrean

;

600 millions kw.hr.
'''''

Total
'

In determining upon lines to
the Paris-Orleans considered the n

m iH'ons

kw-hr.

Bed, the Midi and
I

ition

a second section to consider the rolling stock to be used, which
is under the direction of M. Gerard, Genera] So r.tary of the
Belgian State railways; and a third section on the manage-

ment, which i< under the direction of M. Tondelier. who iPresident of the Belgian State railway-,
both English and
French expert engineers are included in this commission;
two of the member- are. at the present time, in America with
the French commission.
While no definite plans have been adopted, a dire current system, using the third rail with 1.500 voll
three phase alternating current system with 5"
t

c

of the cost of elec-

93

onsidered.

The plan uneler consideration now

is

to electrify important

RAILWAY AGE

"I

Hie first Line <<> I"' consid
radiating from Brussels.
Antwerp and Arlon, a
between
thai
be
probabl)
ered will
Consideration is also being
distance ol aboul 147 miles.
given to electrification of the line From Brussels to Louvain,
a distance oi aboul 18.5 miles; from Brussels to Charleroi, a
lines

a

aboul 35 miles; from Brussels to Braine-le
distance of aboul 18.5 miles; from Brussels to
distance of about 18.5 miles; and from Brussels

a

distance of aboul

distance

of

Compte,

.i

Enghien,
Ghent,

to

.^<>

miles.
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ordnance and other war departments;

l>y

the

unhappy and

with
experimi m is the operation oi the \\ in
its
increased charges and inferior service; bj the
large!)
character oi the freighl and passenger service rendered dur
ing government operation; repeated order- thai ultimately
increased wages about a billion dollars, although the Rail
road Administration knew thai it was facing a large deficil
in
increases in freighl and
operation; the extraordinary
passenger rates at a moment's notice and withoul giving a
co

tl)

hearing to those from whose pockets the money was to come;
and the dreary story of Losses ranging from $36,000,000 to

Government Ownership a Dead Issue
Charles

E.

Elmquist, president of the National AssoRailway and Utilities Commissioners, has

crease in rates.
"The tide against government ownership and operation is
are facing a condition, and,
practically irresistible.
since private operation is inevitable, all students of regula-

former State railway comSenate Committee, published in

tion should join forces to secure the most helpful and con-

of
written a letter to Joseph B. Kastnian, of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, taking issue with the position as-

ciation

sumed by Mr. Eastman,
missioner,

also a

in his letter to the

Mr. Elmquist says:
week's issue.
"I agree with many of your statements, but must reject
some of your conclusions, because the logic of your argument leads to immediate acceptance of the permanent policy
last

of

We

structive

legislation.

"Advocates of government ownership and operation preEqually persuasive argusent very persuasive arguments.
ments against such proposals can readily be suggested. In
the present state of mind, however, the public will not give

And yet the proper determination of the question is so vitally important to the American
people that it should not be considered until they are ready
to listen to all arguments, give to them proper weight, and
determine the question after frank and thoughtful discusthe subject fair consideration.

government ownership and operation.

conceivable that the people may in the future declare for such a policy, but not, I take it, until they have become convinced that it will afford better and cheaper service
•It

$60, ()()(),()()() a month since the first day of the year, accompanied by the uninviting prospect of still another large in-

is

Before we
than private operation, under strict regulation.
determine on the policy of government ownership and operation, however, the people of the country are entitled to have
our regulating system rounded out and made adequate to
cover all phases 'of the relations between the public service
Just now
agency, the public it serves, and its employees.
the practically unanimous opinion of statesmen, economists,
business men, shippers, stock-owners and bankers, railroads

and regulating commissions, both state and federal, is that
the hour has struck for the enactment of legislation which
will strengthen the arm of regulation so as to prevent well
known abuses, financial and otherwise, and give the public
adequate service at reasonable rates, and at the same time
enable the carriers to so function as to ensure a proper return upon capital, invite credit, make natural approved consolidations in the interest of the public, and secure the equipment, terminals and extensions necessary to the development
of the country.

"In my judgment, Congress is preparing to take action
It should receive from regulating commisalong these lines.
sions that full measure of assistance which their wide experience and diligent study so well qualify them to render.
Your communication raises an economic question of pro-

This we need not now discuss, as there
one practical objection to your proposal which to me appears insuperable:
"The fact is that the railroads are going back to private
The President so stated in his message last June,
operation.
and set the time at the end of the year. This harmonizes
It was
with the purpose of war-time government operation.
But the
as a war measure that the carriers were taken over.
war emergency ended, apparently when the arnv'stice was
signed, and beyond all question with the signing of the
The President's decision is in accord with
treaty of peace.
found importance.

is

This sent ment
the overwhelming sentiment of the country-.
reaction from the tremendous expansion of
is a natural
governmental activities dur'ng the war. That expansion
devitalized business initiative outside of its own sphere,
;

causing the curtailment of production and the interference
with long estal dished customs, usages and practices.
"The sentiment against government ownership and operation has been crystallized by the experience in shipbuilding
and aircraft production, futile in results and appalling in
losses; by the oft-repeated charges of extravagance in the

sion.

"It

is

apparent, therefore, that this

is

not the time to con-

sider the question."

Casualties to Railroad

Employees

in April

Safety
TheUnited

Section, Division of Operation, of the
Railroad Administration, has issued
Bulletin No. 5, giving a summary of the statistics of
persons killed and injured on Class 1 railroads for the month
The totals for each of the seven regions
of April, 1919.
are given in a large table, and the aggregate for the whole
Employees killed, 131; injured, 9,057; all cases,
seven is:
States

including employees, killed 511, injured 10,032. The same
1918, are 229 employees killed and 11,706
injured; all cases, killed 685, and injured 13,143.
The net
decreases are employees killed 98, injured 2649; all cases,
killed 174, injured 3,111.
The number of meetings held during the month by general and local safety committees was 2,089; attendance,
The number of papers read and
31,555; absentees, 5,921.
specific topics discussed aggregated 2,859; illustrative accidents, specifically discussed 4434.
Safety rallies held, 189.
With this bulletin the manager of the Section, A. F. Duffy,
sends to the safety supervisors copies of resolutions praising
the work of the Section which have been adopted by the
brotherhoods of conductors, brakemen, firemen and clerks.
Among suggestions for improvement which have been received by Mr. Duffy is one that pictures used for interpreting
methods of safety, should be those of real persons, not
exaggerated imaginary pictures.

totals for April,

W.

H. Moore, claim agent of the San Diego (Cal.) ElecRailway Company, was elected president of the Pacific
Claim Agents' Association at its recent -annual convention
Other officers elected were: First viceat Oakland, Cal.
president, C. A. Blackburn, Butte, Mont.; second vice-president, J. B. Mills, Oakland; third vice-president, F. B. Oaksecretary-treasurer, D. F. Boynton,
ley, Tacoma, Wash.;
tric

Portland, Ore.

The Pennsylvania Lines and

the

Indianapolis

Union

Bridget

Over South Street

Work

Extensive Grade Separation
The Improvements Embrace

at Indianapolis

Four-Track High-Level

a

Line and Additional Station Facilities
order to comply with an order

of the City of Indianrequiring the elimination of all the street crossings
at grade with the tracks in the business section of Indianapolis, Ind., the Indianapolis Union Railroad now has under
way one of the most important track elevation projects under-

INapolis

taken in recent years.

The improvement

at the

will,

cu. yd. of embankment and more than 50,000,000
of structural streel.
The second part of the project consists in revising the lines of the other railways concerned to
conform to the new conditions created by the changes made
by the Indianapolis Union.

500,000
lb.

same

The Railroads

time, provide adequate facilities for handling the large and
rapidly increasing passenger and freight traffic in this city.

This project involves all of the six railways having lines in
the city and resolves itself into two sections.
The most important part is the work undertaken by the

As shown on the map of the

of Indianapolis
city, the lines of six

railways

Of

these roads the Big Four has six
divisions, the Chicago, the Peoria and the St. Louis divisions
entering the city from the west, and lines from Cleveland,
enter

Indianapolis.

Springfield and Cincinnati from the east. The Pennsylvania
five divisions converging at Indianapolis, consisting of
the St. Louis and Vincennes divisions from the west, the
Louisville division line from Louisville, Ky., entering from
the south, the Columbus division from the east and the Michi-

has

gan division from Chicago from the north. The Cincinnati,
Indianapolis & Western has a line extending from Springfield,
111., on the west through Indianapolis to Cincinnati on the
east and the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, the Illinois
Central and the Lake Erie & Western each has one line entering the city.

The Indianapolis Union railway was organized to provide
both freight and passenger connections between these various
It was 6rst formed in 1850, and in 1883 the present
lines.
It operate- a belt line
operating agreement was established.
for freight traffic 14 miles long and a passenger line 1.23
miles long.
The belt or freight line' is Located in the outthus avoiding the necessity of moving
through the busy downtown section, but the
Qger line passes through the heart of the business secAll of the passenger lines of the sis railways
tion of the ity.
entering Indianapolis converge on this line and all of the
passenger traffic into and through the city is handled over
skirts

freight

of

the

city,

train.-

<

Railroad Connections at Indianapolis

This includes the substitution
Indianapolis Union itself.
line
for the old two-track line at
high-level
of a four-track,
the street grade, eliminating all crossings it grade with the

Union pasintersecting streets, and improved facilities at the
senger station, including a new high level tram shed having
I- estimated cost
a track capacity twice thai of the old.
of this portion of the work exceeds $8,1
110,000 cu. yd. of excavation, 105

»00
i.

and involves

yd. of concrete,

95

it

into the

Union

station,

which

is

also

operand

b\

th<

In-

dianapolis Union.

Under normal conditions

passenger line handle
Union station every 24
hour-.
The busiest period- are between 10:40 a. m. and
Between 10:40 a. m. and
D.OOD and between 2 and 3 p. m.
trains into

11

and 85 train- out

the

of the

o'clock five train- arrive at the Station
at 3 p. m. four train- depart and

while-

and three depart,
two arrive. The

RAILWAY AGK

<)(',

Union
in

tin-

station furnishes the onl) passenger tcmiin.il fai ilities
.ind serves as a through station for the Big Pour,

citj

the Pennsylvania and the Cin< innati, Indianapolis & Western
and as
terminal for the Illinois Central, the Motion and the
Lake Erie & Western.
Prior to Federal control through
trains were also operated from Chicago to Cincinnati over
the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville and the Cincinnati,
,i

Indianapolis & Western.
Trior to the present project the grades of the streets and the
passenger tracks had been separated at West Street and at the
joint crossing of Kentucky avenue and Missouri street, in
both eases the streets being depressed somewhat and carried

under the

tracks.

An

undercrossing

also been provided about 30 years ago

Virginia

avenue carried the

traffic

at

Illinois

and

street

had

viaduct at
of that street over the
a steel

MeridDelaware, Virginia, New Jersey, East,
Washington and Noble streets on the main line and at
Pennsylvania and South streets on the wye connection to the
Louisville division of the Pennsylvania.
The objectives of the improvements undertaken by the
Union Railway were (1), the elimination of the crossings at
grade with the streets enumerated above; (2), to provide additional line facilities for handling the heavy traffic for which
the old two-track line was, and had been for years entirely
tracks, thus leaving grade crossings at Senate, Capitol,
ian.

Pennsylvania,

inadequate, and (3), the provision of amplified station facilthose of the old station being insufficient to handle satisfactorily the large transfer of mail, express and baggage
between the 16 separate divisions converging at the station
and between the railroads and the various city post and

ties,

express

The

offices.

necessity for this

improvement had long been apparent
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space for waiting rooms, ticket and restaurant

phone and telegraph,
I

lie

pre

a<

elevation work

'lit

tween Missouri

is

toil'

I

1

facilities

tele

1<

confined to the district be-

where the grades had been separated
and Washington and Noble tint..
The plans

previousl)

street,

provide for the closing of
restoring

tands,

w

3

Illinois

New

Jersey stred across the tracks,

old level, removing the
ted
viaduct at Virginia avenue' and the depression of this street
to permit the construction of a subway and the carrying of
all other intersecting streets under the trn< ks by means of substreet

to

its

wax s,
Between Capitol avenue and Meridian street the new train
shed extending between these streets will provide the- support
for the high level tracks.
Outside of the train shed limits
the general plan for the elevation is to support the trail. OH
tills, providing retaining walls where the width of right-ofway is insufficient to permit of slopes.
All of the retaining walls are of concrete and mass section
The subways consist of steel bridges of trough floor
construction supported on concrete abutments also of mass
section design.
The first work done on the project was the diversion of
design.

Pogues run.

Originally this creek flowed in an open chan-

nel closely paralleling the tracks in the district east of

Merid-

ian street. By its diversion into a double box concrete sewer
(each box being 8 ft. high by 18 ft. wide) the old creek bed
was made available for the additional right-of-way required
through this section. This work was done by the city at a
cost of $1,079,852, part of this cost being borne by the various

Wherever the drain crossed under the location of a
subway, foundations for the bridge supports were provided
by placing three lines of columns, one on each side of the
railroads.

Plan of the Station Layout
but had been deferred because of a law, recently amended,
which limited the city to an annual expenditure of $100,000
for grade separation and the impracticability of undertaking
the project in other than the comprehensive manner of the
present plan, which was impossible under the old law if the
municipality were to bear its just proportion of the expense
of grade separation.
The amplification of the line facilities is provided for by
the construction of two additional main tracks and the grade
separation is accomplished by the elevation of the tracks, the
grade of the streets remaining unchanged except as herein
mentioned.
The elevation of the tracks makes it possible
to amplify the station facilities by utilizing the space under
the new train shed tracks as the site for new baggage, mail,

and other auxiliary station facilities.
will remain practically unchanged and

express, milk

ent station

The
it

pres-

provides

drain and one in the wall between the boxes.
The girders
resting on the columns spanning the drains were then placed.

Construction Plan

The

program for this
that of handling traffic and all of the work has
been so planned as to interfere as little as possible with traffic
project

controlling factor in the construction

was

After the completion of the Pogues run
had made available all of the property owned,
work was begun on the construction of the subways at Senate
avenue, Capitol avenue and Meridian street, on the train shed
which extends between the latter two streets and on the fillwest of Capitol avenue, enough of this embankment being

during construction.
diversion

placed to permit the construction of a ramp track between the
new train shed and that of the tracks at Missouri

level of the
street.

July

18,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

the Illinois Central was engaged in the
high level line between the new train shed
and Henry street, about one-half mile south of the station,
where it joined with previous elevation work thus completing
The Illinois Centhe separation of grades for that railroad.
tral track was elevated by the construction of a reinforced
concrete viaduct built approximately on the location of the

At

this

same time

construction of

its

old line.

During

this period traffic over the Illinois Central

was

di-

verted to a temporary line built free of the new work except
where it crossed under the new line to permit a connection
being made with the low level tracks. This crossing necessitated the leaving of a gap in the viaduct.
With the viaduct

completed both ways from the gap and a track installed on
the train shed connected with the ramp mentioned above to
permit the Illinois Central trains to pass from one level to the
other, it was only necessary to set in temporary bents to support the rails across the gap in the viaduct to change from low
level to high level operation for Illinois Central trains and the
ramp between the two levels provided the means for getting
these trains into the low level shed until such time as high
level platforms and facilities could be completed. This shift
was made with no interruption to traffic, leaving the viaduct
to be completed when convenient.
With high level facilities provided for the Illinois Central
it was possible to continue the filling west of Capitol avenue.

'<7

This was followed by the construction by the Pennsylvania
of a reinforced concrete viaduct south of South street and a
bridge over South street to carry the tracks of the east
wye and the placing of the fill for the high level
A temporary low level track connection to carry the
tracks.
traffic was again necessary in this work and a run-off was
installed between the viaduct and the low level tracks at Delaware street where the low level tracks had been raised about
7*/S ft. under traffic to make this connection possible of operation.
A fill was also made to carry two elevated tracks on
steel

leg of the

the main line to the east, from the station running off to the
partially elevated grade at Delaware street.
These tracks are

carried over Pennsylvania street by a temporary pile trestle.
With these connections made it was possible to route any
train into the station at either level as desired.

In order to interfere as
of the

low

little

level tracks the first

as possible with the operation

work

in the district

between

Capitol avenue and Meridian street was confined to the
southerly limits of the layout, the five southerly panels of
the train shed and similar portions of the bridges being
first.
At the same time the track of the Central Railroad of Indianapolis, an industrial line extending south from

erected

the terminal,

East Approach to the Passenger Station
congestion at the low level to an extent
step in construction, that of
building the high level tracks on the west leg of the wye construction to the Louisville division of the Pennsylvania.
Prior to the present work and in connection with the recently completed Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, Chicago and St.
Louis local freight facilities in Indianapolis, the tracks of
the Louisville division had already been elevated south of
South street. The present work comprised the construction
of a high level line between the new train shed and these
elevated tracks and included subways at the crossings of
It also relieved the

and made possible the next

Pennsylvania and South

streets.

The construction of this high level connection necessitated
the wrecking of the boiler plant which furnished the steam
for heating the station building and the installation of a new

•

heating system which will be described in connection with the
new station facilities. It also necessitated the construction
of a temporary low level line over which the high level tracks

With the temporary
embankment could be placed without

were carried by means of a pile bridge.
bridge in place the
interference with

traffic.

was elevated by means of

a steel viaduct, traffic

during construction.
With the high level connections described above opened to
traffic, it was feasible to discontinue service on the most
southerly low level track at the station, thus permitting the
erection of additional panels of the new trainshed and the
In addibridges over Capitol avenue and Meridian street.
tion to the high level connection running down to grade at
Delaware street previously described, the only other work so
far undertaken on the elevation of the main line east of the
train shed, is another high level, single track connection
which starts at grade on the main line just east of Virginia
avenue, runs to the East and connects with the high level
line of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati. Chicago &: St. Louis Railroad at Xoble street, being carried over East street on a
temporary pile trestle.

on

this line being discontinued

The Structures
The bridges at the various streets are of steel, trough floor
type with concrete deck, supported by concrete abutments at
the property lines and steel bents of columns and cross girders at the curl; lines

are provided with

and center of roadway.

membrane

All bridge floors

waterproofing.

street bridge is somewhat different from the
the largest on the line, having a total weight
It consists of a main span 60 ft. in the clear
of .v,s00,000 lb.
and two sidewalk spans. The center span consists of forty-

The Meridian

others

and

is

girders, 5 ft. 4 in. in depth, each weighing
buckle-plate floor carries the concrete deck.
The train shed, which extends between Capitol avenue and
Meridian street, provides space on the upper level for 12
passenger tracks with a combined capacity for 203 cars and

two 63-ft
tons.

A
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two through freight tracks and

for

milk,

tr.uk-

are

a

siding for mail, express

on the southerly
pan. Is and are nut oveied.
lie passenger tra( ks are plat ed
in pairs and are spaced
6 in. center to (inter between
ft,
concrete platforms l<> ft. 7
In. In width with the rout" sup
I'lie

etc.

freight
c

located

I

I

!

ing platforms and elevators between the two level- are pro
vided in each section

The baggage
with

the

1

..

ports In the

a*
IfrnTTfry >VK> '

.

...

M

r

on

ft,

he lower level provides the space for station facilities.

I

treet

enter of the platforms.

t

It
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tunnel is of reinforced concrel
istruction
consisting of encased [-beams under Illinois
ount <>f limited learam e. The bottom slab is onex

top
at

t

<

thick and acts as an Inverted

transmitting to the

soil

beam for the purpose of
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Part Cross-section of the Trainshed and Station Track Layout

includes a passenger concourse located symmetrically with
and extending the full width of the shed.
Stairs lead from this concourse to each platform at the track
This low level is divided into two sections by Illinois
level.
street which is bordered by drives reaching the various sta-

the walls of the tunnel, this construction being made necessary by the fact that the south wall of the tunnel coincided!

View

New

the station building

of the Steel Viaduct Carrying the

tion facilities.

A

baggage tunnel under

Tracks Through the
Illinois street con-

nects the two sections.

The general baggage room, railway mail, telegraph office,
baggage master's office, milk room, lamp room, and the power
room

for the hydraulic elevators are located in the easterly

low level, and the westerly section is devoted to
handling express and United States mail. Load-

section of the
facilities for

with the property line. The floor slab on the inclined approaches, independent of the bottom slab, are eight inches in
thickness including a two-inch wearing surface. The grades

Trainshed.

The Old Trainshed

Is

Shown on

the Right

being less than 8 per cent. The
tunnel is indirect, thus doing away
with glare in the faces of truck operators, the electric lights
being recessed into the side walls.
The heat for the entire layout including the station, is
purchased from the Indianapolis Light & Heat Company, a
commercial concern which supplies steam to various down-

on the inclines are easy,

artificial lighting in the

all

July

Fig.

18,
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1— Erecting
Fig.

6

—

—

New Trainshed. F g. 2— Methods of Shoring the Trainshed Steel. Fig. 3 The
Old Tunnel at Illinois Street. Fig. 5 Dry Packing Piers and Waterproofing.
Retaining Wall East of Capitol Avenue. Fig. 7 Indianapolis Union Wye Track Bridge Over
Pennsylvania Street.

the First Section of the

Illinois Central Viaduct.

Fig. 4

—The

—

—

f
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town buildings

is Indianapolis,
For this layoul a combina
he steam is carried
and live steam is used.
commercial plant to the station, a distance of aboul

tion of exhaust

from the

I

t

"i

bed

bed

ii"
i''.

These arc all of tin- hydraulii type fux
company, The power planl for

the Abel] elevatoi

the elevators

i

'I'

igned to operate six elevatoi

>t

one time

and spring cushions are provided i" take up the pulsation!
of tlic pump-.
In- erection of tin- steel
work supporting the train shed
w.i- begun on the easl end with the derricks placed on the
Meridian street bridge,
In placing the Steel in that part of

/Buck/* plate deck,

r

ide
in
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r

I

the floor of the trainshed stru< ture

i

tra< k-. the

arrying freighl

ends of the troughs were shored up and brought to the
proper level by means of ja< ks.
A ballasted deck floor is provided under tin- freighl ti
Under the passenger tracks the track structure was applied
directly to the concrete floor.
Both methods of track con
StrUCtion are

New and
Section Along

.u

•£

of

Street.

in the cross Section of the train-led.

methods were developed

struction of the passenger tracks.

iJTnr

LilLUUuL.

shown

interesting

sists

The

Trough floor spaces (5) 1-7

the

The

in

the ion

track structure con-

of short ties with standard strew spike construction,
tracks were assembled on the sub-floor a- a base for
blocking and were then swung on a timber -trie tun.

consisting of a series of trusses spanning two tracks and extending 106 ft. longitudinally. These trusses were suppi

on the longitudinal dividing girders provided in the floor and
the track was suspended from them by means of clamps and
The tracks
bolts, the bolts allowing for vertical adjustment.
were lined by lining the trusses and when the proper grade
and line was secured the finished floor was poured, the concrete being of the proper consistency to be worked thoroughly
around and under the ties. Drainage is provided by means
of a gutter in the center of each track leading to specially
made down leaders provided with grate coverings.

Section Through East Tail Span.

Typical Subway Construction

900 ft., in log insulation and then into a concrete tunnel provided for steam and other pipe lines, electric cables, etc. The
main tunnel is 1500 ft. long with branches to the main
building, elevators, power room, etc.
The power room contains the control apparatus for the

Other Roads Affected by the Central Improvement
The new arrangement of the Union Tracks makes necessary extensive changes in the Big Four layout. The present
line on its Chicago division east of Indianapolis occupies

run

Cross Section of Conduit and L ongitudinal Section of Subway

Cross Section of

Subway and Longitudinal

•

Section of Conduit.

Details of the Structural Steel

Frame

to Carry

hydraulic elevators and the main switchboard for the electrical system.
The coils and fans for the special heating
plant for the concourse are located in a room below the
ground floor. The mail, express, baggage room, etc., and
the building are heated by direct steam heat with the pipe
radiators placed overhead to conserve wall space.
In all, 13 baggage elevators are provided, two in each long
platform and one in the west end of the platform on the north

Subway Over

the Pogues Creek Conduit

street to a point just west of East street and extends in a northwesterly direction to a connection with the
This is a
Indianapolis Union Tracks at Delaware street.
double track line and will be abandoned as a main line,
but will be retained in service as a switching lead for industrial and team tracks located at New Jersey and East
streets.
By abandoning this line as a main line and con-

Louisiana

structing a

new

route a satisfactory grade will be obtained on

July

18,
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[adder track leading into the Big Four freight house,
it
crosses Virginia avenue on a bridge adjoining that
The new route conof the Indianapolis Union Railway.
By this
nects with the Union tracks east of Noble street.
scheme the elevation of the Big Four tracks will he confined
to a distance of about 2,000 ft. as contrasted with approximately two miles of elevation work required if the old route
urn improved, including an additional bridge over Virginia
avenue which would have rendered that street less passable.
The relocation of the main line made accessary the purchase
of considerable additional right-of-way in a residential section of the city, and while the line i> to he generally carried on fills, retaining walls will be necessary at intersecting
tin

after

streets

and

The Lake Uric- & Western, the Monon and the Cincinnati,
Indianapolis & Western are indirectly affected by the improvement, certain rearrangement- of local freight fa< ilities
being necessary because of the changes made in other lines.
The Central Railroad of Indianapolis ha- elevated it- tracks
on a steel viaduct for a distance of approximately one-fourth
mile to conform to the- new arrangement.
The Indianapolis Union project is being carried on under
the direction of T. R. Ratcliff, engineer maintenance- of way
of the Indianapolis Union Railroad at Indianapolis.

Plumb Plan Propaganda

alleys to allow the continuation of street traffic.

The Indianapolis

division of the Big Four is affected by
improvement from a point west of the line of East
Michigan street extended to an intersection with the tracks.
From this point west the tracks will rise on an ascending
made, crossing over Market street and joining the general
In connection with the Indianproject at Washington street.
apolis division work, the Alabama street team vards are to
the
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Plumb
Theadoption

Plan League,

organized to promote the
plan for government ownership of
the railroads proposed by Glenn E. I'lumb. counsel
for the organized railroad employees, has embarked on an
extensive campaign of propaganda for the plan and to secure members for the league to pay $1 a year dues.
The
plan was outlined in a statement before the Senate committee on interstate commerce by Mr. Plumb and has since
been put in the form of a bill, with the co-operation of the
officers of the railway labor organizations, the Non-Partisan
League, the Farmers' National Council and various agricultural and civic bodies.
Some of the details of the plan which
were not specifically stated before the Senate committee
have been made definite in the bill and are described in
circulars distributed from the office of the Plumb Plan Lecture

Bureau

It is

at

of

the

Washington.

provided that the government shall buy the railroads

on the basis of the actual number of dollars invested therein,
paying for them either in cash or bonds bearing not over 4
Future extensions are to be built at the
per cent interest.
expense of the territory to be benefited, with such government help as may be deemed proper to be paid for out of
It is proposed that the railroads shall be
railroad income.
operated by a corporation to be known as the National Railways Operating Corporation, without capital other than the
operating skill and ability of the directors, officers and employees,

who

will constitute the corporation.

Fifteen direc-

by the classified employees by
election, one-third by the officers by election, and one-third
by the President of the United States. Elected directors are
to be subject to recall and appointed directors to removal by
It is proposed that the government shall lease
the President.
tors are to be chosen, one-third

The Baggage Tunnel Under

Illinois Street

to this corporation all railroad properties, to be operated as

East street on the elevation and then

3e elevated, crossing

This is made possible by
descending to Alabama street.
the closing of New Jersey street.
The Peoria & Eastern, one of the western divisions of the
Big Four, is affected by the improvement at Capitol avenue,
where a small team yard was elevated. This work is now
The changes in the St. Louis division and the
rompleted.
Chicago division tracks west of Union Station are minor and
:onfined to a distance of two blocks, where the Big Four
3\vns trackage rights.

Pittsburgh. Chicago, Cincinnati & St. Louis railroad
affected more than any other road by the elevation of the

The
is

New

inbound and outbound freight houses
have been built, fronting respectively along Pennsylvania
and Delaware streets and extending south to South street.
This work was done in connection with the elevation of the

Union

tracks.

Louisville division.
of

the

The

sites of the old freight

and Virginia avenue

will be utilized for elevated

Extensive retaining walls are being built
Some elevation work will
the latter work.
division which will join

Columbus
east of Noble
Cruse

houses, north

Union tracks extending between Pennsylvania

street.

street

and run

off

the-

to

in
be-

street

team yards.

connection with
required on the

elevated

present

Union tracks
grade east of

a single svstem divided into operating districts, managed by
district railway councils representing the board of directors
in local matters, and elected one-third by the classified employees within each district, one-third by the official em-

The inployees, and one-third by the board of directors.
come of the operating corporation is to be applied to operating and maintenance expenses, renewals, interest and sinking fund payments of one per cent for the retirement of the
bonds issued to pay for the properties. This, the circular
says, "assures the early retirement of the bonds, after which
own the railroads free of debt." The net
earnings remaining are to be divided equally between the

the government will

government and the operating corporation and the corporation's half of the profits is to be declared a- a dividend upon
the amounts paid in wages, every classified employee receiving that proportion of the fund which his annual compensation bears to the total compensation of all classified employees and every official employed receiving that proportion
which his annual compensation bears to the total compen-ation of all official employees, but every employed officer is
dividend that i- given to the
The reason for this apparent generosity is
employee.
explained in the circular, which Mates that the principal
argument offered against the plan i- that it would be pos-

to receive twice the rate of
ified
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sible for the officers

and employe* to combine and by rais
wages absorb .ill profits so thai there would be nothing to
be divided between the corporation and the government
«i

ing

I

instani

<-,

000 and

1

;
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i

the

.

Ins

is

inn, ni

in ular says,

I,-,

if tin- entire
urplui i- $500
id per cenl of the grosi operating revenue, the
eivea $ !50,000,000 and bei an
thi
I

,

i

proposes to provide againsl the possibility of such col
lusion b) giving the official employees the double dividend
rate on the ground thai any increase in the level <>f wages
would immediatel) wipe out the chance <>f an extra dividend
for the official employees.
The circular says their interest
can be preserved onl) by maintaining the fixed wage level
allowed the classified employees and obtaining for them the
bill

do

reased 5 pel cenl and without new econ
or new business the profits the next year would be only $250,cent rates

.n<-

000,000,
prospect

lait

oi

employees
method

a

decreased rates mean more bu
reduction in dividends would

improve

to

their

operation

by

I

the

stimulate

the

applying

i

Samuel Gompers, president

agemenl and wage earners uniting to raise wages and salaries
and thus absorbing profits and perhaps creating a deficil thus
wholly disappears, the circular says.
Apparently it is not

ol the American Federation of
honorary president of the league; A.
Garrel on,
resident,
>rder of Railway
!ondu< to s. is honorary
president; Warren S. Stone, grand chief, Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, is president, and the vice-presidents

considered

are executive officers of

highest

possible rate of dividend.

The

possibility

of

man

necessary to provide such safe-guards against
combinations of the employees to raise their own wages
without the collusion of the management.
To protecl tin* public from the payment of rates resulting in
excessive profits, it is provided that whenever in one year the
net profits received by the government shall equal or exceed S

per cenl of the gross operating revenues, the Interstate Commission shall immediately reduce the rates by an amount sufficient to absorb these profits and it is argued that every such
reduction in rates will tend to increase the flow of traffic and
again restore profits to their former level, again insuring a
further reduction in rates.

The hoard

of directors, according to the plan, would creby negotiation with the employees, not less than three
hoards of adjustment of not less than eight members each,
half from the classified employees coming within the jurisdicate,

tion of the several hoards,
ficial

employees.

arising

from the

and the other half from the ofThese boards would decide all questions
interpretation of established wage rates,

wage awards, working

relations, discipline cases and other
disputes between the two classes of employees. Their decisions would be final except that where no majority decision
can be obtained an appeal would lie to the board of directors.
The board of directors would also create a central bi-partisan
board of wages and working conditions to determine matters
of salaries, wages, hours and other conditions of employment when brought before it by official and classified em-

is

stated that over six million

voters have endorsed the plan.

year

is

American

citizens

and

A

saving of $250,000,000 a
promised as soon as the plan goes into effect.

A

million and a half copies of the circulars are being distributed by the league and membership applications are invited, both individual and lodge memberships.
Membership
buttons are to be given and "all individual members are authorized and expected to greet all fellow members wearing the
insignia without further introduction" and all are asked to
co-operate in the important task of educating public senti-

supreme importance of the plan. The object is
enactment of the Plumb plan bill by Congress.
This, the circular says, can only be accomplished by awakening public sentiment and securing public approval and endorsement.
"Already Congress is aroused to the gravity of
the crisis.
Good work has been done in Washington during
The first line trenches have been taken.
the present year.
The Senate and House are alert and watching. Government
ownership of railroads has never been tested in this country.
In 1918 amid war-time difficulties when Wall Street broke
down Washington stepped in. After shifting its load to the
government Wall Street continued to exercise its influence in
Private operation at public expense was
railroad control.
the result.
Extravagance and economy went hand in hand.
Government administration worked wonders but it could not
change human nature. Every railroad man knows the facts."
Another circular gives the A. B. C. of the Plumb plan by
means of a series of questions and answers. This explains
further how it is proposed to save $250,000,000 a year. For

ment

to the

to secure the

is

I'..
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Elkhart to Toledo,

railroad

7

labor organizations.

Cars,

Hour

70 Miles an

EXPRESS TRAIN No. 4, of the New York
on Sunday, May 14, being more than an
hour behind time, traversed the division from Elkhart, Ind., to Toledo, Ohio, 133.01 miles, in one hour, 54
minutes, or at the rate of 70 miles an hour.
From Millersburg, Ind., 18 miles east of Elkhart, to Nasby lower, about
4 miles short of Toledo, a distance of 111.31 miles, the time
was cue hour, 21 minutes, equal to 76.76 miles an hour.
The train, in charge of Conductor Cantrick, consisted of
7 steel cars, weighing about 940,900 lbs.
The engine, No.
4853, weighs, with its tender, about 250 tons, and it was
run by H. Evans. The weather was clear.
This division of the New York Central, is as nearly
straight and level, probably, as any road of equal length
and importance in the United States, there being one tangent about seventy miles long.
The time of the train, as
reported by C. V. Cook, is as follows:

EASTBOl

\i>

Central,

Miles

from

Station

Elkhart

Schedule

-Actual

time

time

a.

Elkhart
10.23
18.03
25.08
34.91
41.63
48.00
54.35
62.26
62.89
67.84
79.93

Station

m.

a.

10.40

1?
Tower, Elkhart
Goshen Tower

.15

ployees
It

Labor,

1.47
11.48

1

Butler

10.55
11.05
11.13
11.24
11.33
11.41
11.48
11.57

Tower, Butler. Ind
Edgerton Switch, Ohio
Bryan Tower
Archbold

12.03 p.m.
12.16
12.31

Millersburg
Ligonier
Brimfield
Kendallville

Tower

Corunna
Waterloo Tower

WB

92.60
100.88
114.58
124.06
129.34

Holland
Nasbv Tower

133.01

Toledo,

Wauseon Tower

12.41

Swantcn

12.56

Union

Station

1.06
1.13
1.20

Altitude

m

12

00
18

p.m.

12.14
12.21
12.27
12.32
12.37
12 43J4
12.44
12.48
12.57
1.07
1.13
1.24

1.31
1.35
Arr. 1.41

764
764
798
879
895
952
967
916
869
864
862
764
739
774
....

637

587

Railroads were crossed at Goshen, Kendallville, Waterloo,
Bryan and Wauseon; at the crossing two miles east
Water was taken from
of Wauseon, and at Nasby Tower.
track pans at Grismore, east of Millersburg; at Corunna,
and at Stryker, about seven miles east of Bryan.
The principal significance of this record of speed is in
Equally good time was made over
the weight of the cars.
this division, w estbound, by the Twentieth Century Limited,
sixteen years ago, (May 25, 1903,) but that train had only
four cars.
On June 8, 1905, a train of the Pennsylvania
Lines, Western division, No. 18, eastbound, second section, three cars, was run 50 miles at 79 miles an hour; 100
miles at 77.2 miles an hour; and 200 miles, including two
On October 24 of the same
stops, at 71.3 miles an hour.
year, a Pennsylvania special train of four cars, westbound,
weighing 260 tons, was run from Crestline, Ohio, to Clarke
In
Junction, Indiana, 257.4 miles, at 74.55 miles an hour.
this run a distance of 131 miles was covered at 77.81 miles
Butler,

r

an hour.

:

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Railroads Carried 4,276,949 Troops During the First Six Months
of 1919—1. C. C.

May

Figures Issued
Wam

the
During
United States

lir.-t

on regular

six

months

carried 4,276,949 troops on special
In addition, something like

trains.

and
two

million officers and enlisted men made railroad trips while
There were also approximately one million
on furlough.
men who traveled to their homes from the camps where they

were discharged.
The aggregate, therefore, was approximately seven and one-fourth millions of military passengers
who, in addition to the civilian passengers, were carried by
the railoads from January 1 to June 30, 1919.
The average journey of the troops carried on special trains
during that period was 060 miles. For other military passengers the length of the average trip is not available, but
it was probably
shorter than the average trip on special
trains.
Assuming that the general average journey was 500
miles, the seven

and one-fourth millions

of soldiers

proximately 3,625,000,000 passenger miles.
figures

for

June are not yet available

it

While
is

made

ap-

the final

estimated that

the passenger miles of civilian passengers in the six months'
period were approximately 17,737,000,000. The addition of
the 3,625,000,000 military passenger miles will give an
aggregate of approximately 21,362,000,000 passenger miles,
an increase of 20 per cent, over the total of civilian traffic
alone.

The military traffic during the first six months of 1919
required something like nine millions of train miles, or approximately one hundred million passenger train car miles
for the one-way journeys.
As in practically all cases the
equipment had to be sent light in one direction, either going
or returning, these figures should be doubled to express the
aggregate transportation demand of our military traffic.
During the first two weeks of July, 160,633 soldiers returned from Europe, practically all of them being moved
for long or short distances by railroad.
The number arriving during the first week of July in which civilian passenger
was also unusually high because of the occurrence of
the Fourth of July, was 92,084, while the second week of
July the number was 68,594.
The extraordinary demand on the passenger carrying
equipment of the country explains why the Railroad Adtravel

ministration has not been able to meet all of the requests for
excursion trains, and why in some cases the cars on regular
passenger trains have been crowded.
In the month of June
alone the railroads transported 9 1 4 S 4 troops, not includ,

1

of the Georgia

periods.

Of the troops carried during the first six months of 191°,
1,642,348 were discharged soldiers who are carried at a rate
The approximately 2,of approximately 2 cents a mile.
000,000 officers and enlisted men who made railroad tripwhile on furlough during the first 6 months of 1919, traveled
Land
cent a mile.
generally on a rate of approximately
grant reductions applicable to some railroads, particularly
in the west, also resulted in some of the regular troop movement- being made at less than the standard rate of 3 cents
1

per mile, applicable to civilian travelers.
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i

I

C.

Florida

In answer to the charge made by Wade H. Cooper before
the Senate committee at the hearing on June 30, that John
Skelton Williams, as director of finance of the Railroad Administration had ratified and approved a contract by which
the government was required to pay that road "the sum of
$88,000 per year net rental when that road had sustained
a net loss of about $513,000 for the year previous," Mr.

Williams has submitted to the Senate committee a letter
from Director General Hines showing that the railroad
referred to, instead of showing a net loss of about "$513,-

000" for 1917, had actually made in 1917, $105,643 net,
and that Mr. Williams had had no part whatsoever in connection with the taking over of that road or the fixing of its
rental.
The letter is in part as follows
"You did not have anything to do at any time with the
negotiation of the contract which the director general made

& Florida Railroad, or with the fixing of
of compensation, or any other term of the contract, or with determining whether or not the railroad should
be under Federal control at all. From the very outset of the
for the Georgia

the

amount

Railroad Administration you made it clear that you did not
wish to have anything to do with the matter and your wish

was

strictly respected.

"I notice that Mr.
deficits with respect
The deficits stated by
figures with which the

Cooper's testimony refers to certain
the Georgia & Florida Railroad.

to

him are altogether different from the
Railroad Administration had occasion
to deal.
Under the federal control act the Railroad Administration's starting point in dealing with these questions
was the operating income or deficit, i. e., the balance or
deficit remaining after deducting from the operating revenues the operating expenses, taxes, car hire, joint facility
rents, etc.
I state in parallel columns the deficits mentioned
by Mr. Cooper and the actual figures of net operating in-

come or

deficit

with respect to this railroad:

Mr. Cooper's

Net operating
income or deficit

statement of deficits
1917

$518,991

1916

557,408

1915
1914
1913

636,558
461,197
403,234

1912

245,277

1917
1916
1915
1914
1913
1912

men

discharged or on furlough, most of them over relatively long distances, and the totals for July, when they are
available, will probably be nearly as large.
As these returned soldiers must be moved long distances
from the Atlantic ports to all sections of the United States,
the
passenger cars assigned to their trains are necessarily
withdrawn from regular service for comparatively long
ing

The Compensation

of 1919, the railroads of the

"In conclusion permit

me

operating income) ... .$105,643
operating deficit)
10.472
(net operating deficit)
96,862
(net operating income)....
57.397
(net

(net

income)....

(net

operating

(net

operating deficit)

to

say

that

33,584
13,806

you had no

re-

sponsibility, cither directly or indirectly, by affirmative action or by acquiescence, in dealing with this matter.
Other
members of the staff, including myself, assumed and dis-

charged the entire responsibility of making the recommendation to the then director general, and he acted upon
that recommendation."

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has executed co-operative
line contracts with the Pelham & Havana and the

short

Delaware Valley.

The Railroad Administration has
short line contracts with the

executed

co-operative

Pelham & Havana,

the Delaware Valley, the Kentucky & Tennessee, the Augusta Railroad, the Rapid Railroad, the Live Oak. Perry & Gulf, the
Tuskegee Railroad and the California & Southern.
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Revenuis ind Expensei

M.iv

t"i

I

1918, were no1 charged into operating expen

.should

it

also be borne

In
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued the fol
towing compilations, subject to revision, from reports oi
revenues and expenses of Bteara roads having operating
revenues above $1,000,000 annually, including im
Lass
roads and 17 switching and terminal companies:

May,

for

until

i

u

quenl months,
li

I

RlVINUU

making further comparisons with 1918,
in mind thai the Increased wages

In

able.

I
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urn

i

also be remembered

the five months' periods

imp

I

\

i

\

i

POI

i

the

thai

substantial!)

is

comparison between
affected bj the fad

w

\l

\\

Amount

Pi
mile of
road operati 'I

A

*•

p.

•

lli in

f

,,

1919

Average numbei

i

miles operated

233,46

Rbven

4

Paasengei
Mail

5

Express

.

6— All

transportation

other

Incidental

1

B

Joint

Facility

Ci

•)

Joint facility

Dr

10— Railway

Dolls.

Dolls.

1,228

1,124

79,172,892

397

4,568,208
in.jJi.406

operating

revenues

i

A

A
s

f

1919

1918
100

Dollar*

14

Dollari

Dolla.

Dolls.

-7

1,175,615.751

5,691

5.022

338

437.281,231

353.714,334

1,873

1,511

19

19

185,361

92
183

201

I

40

44

42,748,527

10,34!

1C. 508,

177

44

45

10,317,945

10,893,336

44

47

46,929,146
51.147,954

531,016
160,041

491,650
152.637

2

2

1

1

413,898,421

378.961,675

1,773

68,898.116

49.534 025

95,382.142

75,024,766

295
409

3,835,421

4,036.362
147.010,239

17

17

743

628

9,208,334

.i

Dollai

263,258,643

"J.574.J5.!

mile of

,

road

t

141.25

186,701,098

4,375,!
.

^

1918

9

Dollars

Freight
;

,

1919

1918

Amount

22,659,1

97

47,170,087
46,084,410

201

197

46,454,631

219

198

2,723,002
813,371

2,267.208

12

10

9,150

3

3

1,618

1,929,978,137

1,693,286.932

8,268

7,233

212
320

304,441.957
476,268,178
18.609.326
866,784.855

220,567,840

1.304

942

356,597,714
22 307.168

2,040

1,523

80
3,713

—

1 1

—

12

Expenses
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment

13— Traffic
14—Transportation
;
i

operations

Miscellaneous

i

16— General
17

— Transportation

for

investment— Cr

IS— Railway operating expenses
19— Net revenue frojn railway operations

20— Railway
21

tax accruals (excluding

— L ncollectible
T

JJ— Railway

railway

operating

"War

taxes")

revenues

income

23— Equipment rents (Dr. Bal.)
24—Joint facility rents (Dr. Bal.)
25— Net
26

of items 22. 23

—Ratio

3,064.929

"17

13

18,572,791

731,846,937
14,613,818

10,356,021
419,145

8,499,554
591,453

44

36

51,457,357

42,440,430

221

95
3,126
63
181

2

2

2,471,397

2,393,694

11

10

355,579.949

286,578,422

1,523

1,224

1,733.663.067

1.385.980,213

7,427

5,920

58,318.472

92,383.253

250

394

196.315,070

307,306.719

841

1,313

15,835,371

15,707,920

68

67

75,298,521

330

322

54.413

40,300

77,087,357
293.685

250,384

2

1

42.428 688

76.635,033

182

327

118,934,028

231,757,814

509

990

1,788.975

2,613,951

8

11

7,808,787

11,204.088

33

1,177,346

686.597

5

3

5.909 791

5.173,524

25

48
22

39,462.367

73,334,485

169

313

105.215.450

215,380.202

451

920

85.91

75.62

...

...

89.83

81.85

173,540,030
3.987.364

and 24

of operating expenses to operating rev., per cent.

—

Note. The average railway operating income corresponding to item No. 22 above for the month of May in the three years 1915.
included in the "test" period of three years ended June 30, 1917, was $351 per mile of line for the United States.

The increase in earnings for the five months period is 14
per cent as compared with 1918. As compared with the corresponding five months of the test period the increase is 41
The expenses, which increased 25.1 per cent as
per cent.
compared with last year, was 79 per cent higher than for the
Maintenance of way and structures shows an
increase of 38 per cent over last year but 88 per cent as compared with the test period. Maintenance of equipment increased 33.6 per cent as compared with last year and 98 per
Transportation excent as compared with the test period.
penses were 18.4 per cent higher than in 1918, but 74 per

80

1916 and 1917,

that the wage increases for these five months in 1918 could
not be included in the accounts until later months, and that
the rate increases approximating 25 per cent, which were
in effect this year, were not effective during these five months
last year.

test period.

cent higher than in the test period.

statement regarding the
says that inasmuch as the present rates are
considered to be approximately 25 per cent, higher than
they were last year, the increase in operating revenues of
not more than 98 per cent would seem to indicate that total
traffic as expressed in ton miles and passenger miles has

The Railroad Administration

May

figures,

fallen off

approximately 12 per

freight traffic alone

cent.

The

falling off in

amounted to 13.5 per cent. This deoffset by an increase in passenger traffic,

was partially
the complete figures for which, however, are not yet availcrease

Thousands of returned soldiers are being put back in their
former positions on the Baltimore & Ohio, the Western
Maryland, Pennsylvania and other railroads, according to
This is one result
a press despatch from Cumberland, Md.
of the tremendous exodus of foreign railroad men and
laborers to their
to

have moved

own

in large

countries.

numbers

Foreigners
'rora

West

who

are said

Virginia,

when

Pennsylvania and to Maryland
have been leaving this country at a high rate for the past
month, anticipating country-wide prohibition. They expect
to secure lucrative work in their native lands and also have
alcoholic stimulants. Six new coal mines have been opened
or have resumed work on the Cumberland division of the
Baltimore & Ohio, since June 15, increasing the demand for
that

State

trainmen.

went "dry,"

to

:

A Comprehensive Revised Interstate Commerce Law
Suggestion for

Law Which

Shall Correlate

Laws Passed

Since and Including That of 1887

Lr.

LOREE, president of the Delaware

drawn up

a revised Interstate

& Hudson,

has

Commerce law which

•
has been sent to legislators and others interested,
and which occupies about 95 printed pages. The provisions
of the Act of KS87 and subsequent amendments are given in
full, with those portions which it is proposed to omit placed
in brackets, in italics, and the words which it is proposed to
add shown in capitals. In a brief introduction Mr. Loree
summarizes his purposes as follows
''The act to regulate commerce of February 4, 1887, has

been so man}- times amended that it is not possible to determine with certainty what the law now is without recourse
to many volumes and much study.
For this reason alone, a
comprehensive revision and consolidation of the existing law,
with the repeal of the original statutes,

is

desirable.

'Moreover, it is recognized on all hands that the law had
become oppressive rather than remedial; that it tends to deprive the public of needed facilities and service and denies to
legitimate investors the fair returns to which they are legally
and morally entitled.
"The statute here proposed follows the present law as
closely as the necessities of the situation permit. It is offered
in the hope that proposals based upon 40 years' service,
involving personal acquaintance with problems dealt with
under many and varied conditions and in many aspects, will
prove to be suggestive and helpful.
"It proposes extension of the power of the Interstate Commerce Commission to cover state rate- which in any way

should pay to each system surrendered from Federal control
income and the standard
return under the federal control act, if the actual income is

the difference between the actual

less.

"It proposes that the

power

to

suspend rates pending

in-

vestigation should be abolished.

Bureau of Interstate Transportaunder the direction of a chief, to be designated

"It proposes to create a
tion to operate

from among the members of the Interstate Commerce Commission, but this commissioner, during the period of .>uch
designation, not to perform any duties as commissioner. This
bureau should take over all the executive and administrative
functions of the commission.
"It proposes that the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall no longer be permitted to institute proceedings of its
own volition, but provides that the Bureau of Interstate
Transportation, as well as state commissions, trade organizations, individuals, firms and corporations may be complainants before the commission.
"It proposes that carriers shall be given power to exchange
passenger transportation for advertising in periodicals. The
practice of barter should be recognized to be as legitimate as
are cash or credit transactions.
"It proposes to provide for immediate judicial review of
findings under the 'Valuation Act.'
The law already provides for such review, but does not clearly provide that it
may be obtained immediately, and unless this is possible, it
might not be obtainable until much of the evidence had

to its decision

disappeared.
"It proposes to repeal the commodities clause, the antipooling clause and section 10 of the Clayton Act and that the
Sherman anti-trust law shall be made inapplicable to carriers
subject to the Interstate Commerce law.
"It proposes that the Secretary of the Treasury shall be
authorized to settle and pay claims on account of acts or
omissions of federal officers during federal control and an

must be a
vote to strike, which vote should be by secret ballot on a
question defined by the Commission, the taking and counting
of the vote being supervised by the Bureau of Interstate

account of just compensation for the use of properties. Many
such matters will be left open at the end of federal control
and there should be an expeditious method of obtaining just
settlement without litigation, similar to that under which the

Transportation.
"It proposes that the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall become wholly an adjudicating body, the terms of office
of the commissioners, after the retirement of those now in
office, to be extended to nine years; and the division of the
country into five interstate commerce regions, following the
natural traffic divisions of the United States one commissioner
to have his office in each region, leaving three to sit in Washington.
Commissioners assigned to regions should perform
only such duties as may be devolved upon them by the three
remaining in Washington, these three to exercise all the powers
of the commission except those thus provided for.
"It proposes that the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall be required, as soon as practicable, to fix, either for the

War Department is now empowered to settle claims growing
out of orders for munitions, etc.
Appeal to the Court of
Claims should, however, be allowed in cases in which agreement is found to be impracticable. Provision should also be

affect interstate

commerce.

"It proposes extension of the

power

of the Interstate

Com-

to labor disputes, requiring that wages and
conditions of employment shall be just and reasonable. Employees should be forbidden to conspire to interrupt interstate
commerce.
Strikes should be permitted only on condition
that the dispute must first have been submitted to the Inter-

merce Commission

state

(or

Commerce Commission and, subsequent

its

failure to decide within six months), there

United States as a whole or for each interstate commerce
region, the percentage by which existing rates ought generally
to be increased in order to meet expenses and provide proper
revenues.
No rates not exceeding the present rates by more
than these percentages should be regarded as unreasonable in
themselves, but any rate may be condemned in case it is
found to produce unjust discrimination. Until these maximum
percentages are made effective, the Secretary of the Treasury
105

made

for funding of balances due the United States on
account of additions and betterments to the properties during
the period of federal control.
The acceptance of serial notes
payable within 5 years and bearing interest at a rate slightly
above that which the government paid on the Victory loan
would appear to be reasonable.
"It does not propose anything which would increase the
1

number

of federal officer- and employees or the expense, to

the taxpayers, of federal regulation.
"It does propose a restoration of the American concept of
healthy competition with private responsibility and private
reward, subject to affective means for the prompt correction

of any rates which are found to be unreasonable in themselves
or unjustly discriminator}-.
It would establish an impartial
tribunal which would exercise powers that are judicial in

character and provide a separate executive.
and prosecuting agency, available to any
interest requiring relief, while giving to the same impartial

their -essential

administrative

:

:
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power

tribunal

determine labor controversies, thui pro-

to

tecting industry against unnecessary
"li does

propose

power and

the

interruption oi service,

i desirable decentralization of regulative

prompt and equitable adjustment

arising oul oJ federal

drawn

*

claims

oJ

in-

bill

is

in

a

Railway Age and a summary
only, therefore, can be given of how the present laws arc
revised to accomplish the n purposes which Mr. Loree has
to prinl

the bill in full in the

The

attempted to accomplish.
In section

I

A

of the

following

new

lav

thr

is

Bucfa a

summary:

words "and

to

every

any such common carrier or carriers" are added
Interstate Commerce Commission Act in order
to bring Labor disputes within the purview of the law, and in
the same section the clause describing an interstate shipment
is amended BO as to read "from any place in the United
State- to any other place in the United States;" and the
clause excepting intranstate traffic from the jurisdiction of the
Interstate Commerce Commission is limited by adding the

employee

of

to the original

words "unless in a particular case the Interstate Commerce
Commission shall be of the opinion and shall find that the
application thereto of the provisions of this act is necessary to
prevent undue or unreasonable preference or advantage and
to relieve a particular person, company, firm, corporation, or
locality, or a particular description of traffic otherwise subject
to said provisions, from undue or unreasonable prejudice or

disadvantage."
To section 1-B, which defines common carriers, is added,
"and the owners of all cars or other rolling stock, whether for
passenger or freight, used in interstate commerce," so as to
bring the owners of rolling stock clearly within the law.
To section C, which provides that charges for service shall
be reasonable, is added the provision that "all rates of wages
and hours of service and conditions of employment of all
employees engaged in transportation subject to this act shall
*
*
*
and every unjust and
be just and reasonable *
unreasonable rate of wages or requirement or condition of
employment is prohibited."
A new section, E, is added, which makes it binding on the
Interstate Commerce Commission to fix the percentages of
increase of present rates which shall meet expenses and proThis section contains the following
vide proper revenues.

paragraph
"Except as hereinbefore provided all rates and charges for
any service rendered or to be rendered in the transportation
of passengers or property

and

all classifications of

property

and practices
affecting such transportation lawfully in force 60 days before
the end of federal control, as defined in the act entitled 'An
for transportation

and

amended

In- section

is

Bureau

Interstate

inter' tate

oi

tnerce

(

amended by

the

o thai

Commi

striking

oul

d

the

of

which forbids a common
OOoditieS which it owns in whole or
an interest direct or indin

all tariffs, regulations,

Act to Provide for the Operation of Transportation Systems
while under Federal Control, for the Just Compensation of
their Owners and for Other Purposes' approved March 21,
1918, are hereby declared to be prima facie, reasonable, just
and lawful and no common carrier shall be required to reduce
or to modify any such rate, charge, classification, regulation
or practice unless the Interstate

Commerce Commission

shall

i

G

hall he filed with

tarifl

transportation instead

clause

ontrol."

Conn with which congressmen are
familiar and n> comprehensivenesa and form are
entirety
it
is impossible, however,
both integral parts of the work,
I

I

tin-
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I

so-called

carriei

wnh

oi

ection

hi

i

commoditii

transport

to

in part, or in

the

further

which

com
it

has

t

so amended a to provide for a omplaint being
Commission by any person, firm or corporation
and striking oul the provision limiting the power to make
complaint to a shipper or owner of a lateral branch railroad.
is amended bo as to provide that complaints ma)
Section
be brought by the bureau oi interstate Transportation and
ommission can
the provision that the Interstate
ommera
act on its own initiative without complaint is -tin ken out.
In section 3-H the clausi exempting co
on carriers from

So
made

tion

is

i

to the

1

(

(

being required to give the use of tracks or terminals to other
is stricken out and
a new clause C is added as

carriers

follows

:

it shall be unlawful for any employee, subject to the
provisions of this act, to combine with any other employee or
employees for the purpose of preventing, interrupting, or
impeding, whether by concerted action in ceasing to work or

"I hat

abandoning employment or otherwise, any transportation of
common carrier by
railroad or partly by railroad and partly by water when both
are used under a common control, management or arrangement
for a continuous carriage or shipment, and every contract,
combination, or agreement between any two or more persons
for the purpose of preventing, interrupting, or impeding, as
persons or property or the operation of any

aforesaid, such transportation or such operation, is hereby
declared to be a conspiracy in restraint of interstate commerce
and every person who shall make any such contract or enter
into any such combination, agreement, or conspiracy, or
commit any act in furtherance thereof, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be
punished by a fine not exceeding $2,000 or imprisonment for
not more than one year or both said punishments in the
discretion of the court: Provided, however, that no strike or
agreement to strike shall be held to be within the prohibition
of this paragraph if, previous to such strike or agreement, the
Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered its decision
with reference to the matter or matters in dispute or, having
had such matters or matters in dispute under consideration

more than six months from the filing of a complaint
covering such disputed matter or matters, has not rendered its
decision, and if, in addition thereto, previous to such strike
or agreement, the parties thereto or a majority of them have
voted to strike or to enter into such agreement, the question
having first been submitted to them in a form determined by
the Interstate Commerce Commission and; provided, further,
that it shall be the duty of the Interstate Commerce Commission, on the written request of any party or parties in interest
submitted not more than 60 days after the rendering of any
opinion involving a dispute as to rates of wages or hours or
conditions of employment or service or within 60 days after
any such complaint has been before said Interstate Commerce Commission for more than six months without decision,
for

be of the opinion and shall find that such rate, charge,

immediately to define and submit for the vote of the employees

regulation, or practice is in violation of the

designated in any such written request, the question whether
they will strike or enter into an agreement to strike and thereupon the persons so designated shall be permitted to vote by
secret ballot 'Yes' or 'No,' upon the question so defined, and
the taking and counting of every such vote shall be under the
supervision of the Bureau of Interstate Transportation and
the ballots cast shall be counted by the Bureau of Interstate
Transportation which shall forthwith announce the result.
Any person or persons voting or attempting to vote fraudulently upon any question so submitted or attempting by bribery,
intimidation, or other corrupt means to influence the result

classification,

third section of this act."

To section F, which prohibits passes,
following provision

etc.,

is

added the

"Nothing in this act shall be construed to prohibit common
from transporting passengers in consideration of the

carriers

publication of advertisements in periodicals admitted to the
mails as second class matter, but such passengers shall be
carried only on tickets accounted for at the rates lawfully in
force and advertising paid for in this manner shall be charged
for at the regular rates of the respective periodicals."

July

18,
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thereof or in any

way contributing

to or participating in

any

false or fraudulent statement of the results thereof, or disclosing the manner in which any person or persons voted,

misdemeanor and, upon conviction
punished by a fine of Dot exceeding 52, 0U0 or
by imprisonment for not more than one year or by both said
punishments in the discretion of the court."'
>hall be

deemed

guilty of a

(hereof, shall be

In section

the anti-pooling clause

5

certain formal changes are

stricken out

is

and

made.

amended so as to extend the term of office of
Commerce commissioners from seven years, as prothe Hepburn law, to nine years, and that one com-

tion 11 is

S

Interstate

vided in
missioner only should be go out of ofn<

e at the end of each
"Said commissioners shall be appointed without
regard to political affiliations. If at the time of any appointment to fill any vacancy in said commission, there shall be
one or more among the Interstate Commerce regions, hereinafter provided for, which is not represented on said commission by a commissioner who at the time of his appointment
was entitled to vote for members of the most numerous
branch of the legislature in some state or territory lying
wholly or partly within such Interstate Commerce region, the
appointment shall be made from among the persons so entitled
There
to vote in one of said Interstate Commerce regions.
shall not be at any time among said commissioners more
than two commissioners who at the time of their appointment
were so entitled to vote within the same Interstate Commerce
region, but this provision shall not be construed to compel
the retirement of any commissioner now in office during the
term for which he has been appointed.
All appointments
made after the passage of this act shall be from among the
persons so qualified that, as soon as practicable, not less than
three of said commissioners shall be persons broadly experienced in the financial, engineering, or operating management
of extensive railway undertakings, but no person in the employ of or holding any official relation to any common carrier
subject to the provisions of this act, or owning stock or bonds
thereof, or who is in any manner pecuniarily interested therein, or who, within three years next preceding the date of such
appointment has been defeated for election to any office of
the United States or of any state or territory or any political
subdivision thereof, shall enter upon the duties of or hold
such office."
•.nd that,

To

this section is added the following:
"For the purposes of this act, the United

divided into five regions to be
regions, as follows:
"Interstate

known

Commerce Region No.

States shall be

as Interstate

Commerce

This region shall

1.

include the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania. Delaware, Mankind. West Virginia,
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois and the District of Columbia, and
the lower peninsula of the state of Michigan.
This region shall
"Interstate Commerce Region No. 2.
include the states of Virginia, North Carolina. South Carolina,

Georgia. Florida. Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and
and that portion of the state of Louisiana which

Mi— issippi
lies east of

the Mississippi river.

"Interstate

Commerce Region N

include the states of Wisconsin,

rhis region shall

Mim

wa, Missouri,

'

North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and ColoMichigan.
rado and the northern peninsula of
This region shall
"Interstate Commerce Region No 4.
s.NewMexico
include the states of Arkansas. Oklaln- in
Louisiana not
and Arizona and all that portion of th
included in region No. 2.
rhis region shall
"Interstate Commerce Region No. ;
ih, Idaho, Washinclude the states of Montana. Wyoming
nd the territories
ington, Oregon. Nevada and Calif.
of Alaska and Hawaii."
f

t

I

'

'

I
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amended so that the Interstate Commerce
no longer be empowered to institute complaints for its own adjudication and the Bureau of Interstate
Transportation is empowered to make complaints to the comion

is

1.)

Commission

shall

mission.
:

ion

IS-A

is

amended

so that the

ized to dec lare unjust or unreasonable

commission i- author"any rate OI rate- of

wage- or hours of service or condition or conditions of employment or service" and to determine and prescribe what
shall be ju-t and reasonable, rates of wages, hours of service,
etc.
Section IS-A is further amended so as to omit the
paragraph which gives the Interstate Commerce Commission
the right to suspend rates.
ion 15-D is amended by the addition of the following:
"And provided further, that in order to prevent or to relieve
congestion of freight or facilities which the Bureau of Interstate Transportation shall find to exist or to be threatened,
the bureau shall have power to order the movement of any
shipment or shipments over such route or routes as it may
designate."'

Section 17 has added to it the following: "Within 90 days
next following the passage of this act, the Interstate Commerce Commission shall designate one member of the com-

mission who shall be and act as chairman of the comm:
and another member of the commission who shall be and act
as thief of the Bureau of Interstate Transportation hereinafter provided for and may, from time to time, change such
designations, or either of them, but no person shall act as
chairman of the commission, or as chief of the Bureau of
Interstate Transportation, for more than five out of any six
successive years.
The commissioner designated a- chief of
tin
Bureau of Interstate Transportation shall not, while so
designated or acting, exercise or be authorized to exercise any
other authority or power whatsoever a- a commissioner or as
a member of said commission. Within 90 days next following
the passage of this act. the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall designate and assign a member of the commission to
each of the Interstate Commerce regions provided for in
section 11 hereof, and each commissioner so designated shall
have his principal office at a convenient place, to be d
nated by the commission, within the Interstate Commerce
region to which he has been assigned, but the Interstate
merce Commission shall have power from time to time to
change these designations. The commissioner- not de-ignated
or assigned to particular Interstate Commerce regions, but not
including the chief of the Bureau of Interstate Transportation, together with the chairman of the commis-ion. shall be
authorized and empowered to perform all the acts and duties
required by this act to be performed by the commission.
except that the} may, by general or special order, authorize
and require any commissioner assigned to an Interstate Commerce region to exercise any of the powers of the commission,
and any act performed by any commissioner, in accordance
with any such general or special order, -hall have the same
fir. e and effect as though performed by the commis-ion: provided, however, that commissioners assigned to Interstate
Commerce regions, while so assigned, shall be authorized to
I

-

participate in the designation of the chairman of the commission, and the chief of the Bureau of Interstate Transporta-

and in the designation or assignment of
particular Int.mmerce districts,
exercise or be authorized to e\erci-e any other
rovided in such general or special order or
commissioner shall be as-jened to an Ition,

commissioners

to

but

pow

shall
•

ord<

I

region for at least one year during ea< h si
Whenever
to facilitate the public business the commission may transfer temporarily and for a stated period, one
or more comm
-icd to particular di-tnVts to anv

other districts.

Any one

of the commissioners, including the
or otherwise, but not including

chairman of the commission

kailway

L08
th«

chid

assigned

oi

to

Bureau

the

particular

ol

interstate

judicial

circuits,

rransportation,
shall

do!

constitute

a

to do business. Whenevei an) matter shall be pend
ing before an) commissioner assigned to an) particular tnter
state Commerce region, and al an) stage in an) proceeding
before such commissioner, the commi tion ma) requure the
entire record in such proceeding to be transmitted Forthwith

quorum

principal office of the commission in the District of
Columbia and thereupon the record -lull be transmitted as

to the

and the proceeding shall be transferred and shall
proceed before the commissioners, including the chairman <>i
the commission, but nol including the chief of the Bureau ol
[nterstate Transportation, or any one or more of them, not

directed

assigned to particular Interstate Commerce regions, and shall
be determined by them and their determination shall be the
determination of tin- commission. Such order for the transfer
of any proceeding may be entered at any time before the day
fixed for the taking effect Of any final order entered there in
and the commission may postpone the effective date of any
order pending
Section 19-B

the final

determination."

is amended so as to transfer the valuation
work from the Interstate Commerce Commission to the
Bureau of Interstate Transportation and to provide for an
immediate judicial review wherever necessary to protect the

property interests affected.
Section 22 is amended so as to provide that "there shall
be in the office of the Interstate Commerce Commission a

bureau to he called the Bureau of Interstate Transportation
which shall be exclusively directed by a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission, designated as hereinbefore provided, who shall be the chief of said bureau and shall

perform no other functions as a member of said commission.
There shall be in said bureau such clerical and other
assistants as may, from time to time, be authorized by ConIt shall be the province and duty of said bureau to
gress.
promote and develop the 'interstate transportation industries of the United States and their efficient, reasonable
and proper adaptation to the service and promotion of the
interests of the consumers and producers of all articles carried

foster,

and foreign commerce, as well as the interests of
use or desire to use such agencies of interstate
transportation for purposes of travel or shipment, and of
in interstate

those

who

and foreign trade and commerce."
of section 22 is amended so as to transfer
heretofore performed by the commission,
duties
executive
the
such as requiring operating statistics, annual reports, etc.^ to
the Bureau of Interstate Transportation and providing
interstate

The remainder

penalties for the violations of the orders of the bureau.

Orders

of

Regional Directors

—

Cross Ties; SPECIFICATIONS. Supplement 18
Northwestern Regional Purchasing Committee Circular 19 contains diagrams of certain types of ties that
will be acceptable under the United States Railroad Administration specification; also some that should be rejected.
Northwestern Regional Purchasing
Fire Prevention.

Standard
to

—

Committee Circular 70 contains suggestion for fire prevention
around storeshouses, lumber yards, etc.
Waste of Ice. Northwestern Regional Purchasing Committee Circular 69 states that there is a serious shortage of
ice, that the cost is very high and that every precaution
should be exercised to prevent loss and conserve the supply.
Ice houses should be examined for leakage, service buildings
should be provided with insulation and openings kept closed,

—

careful supervision should be given the issuing of ice to
trainmen ice should be kept under lock and key.
Routing Instructions, Pocahontas Region. Routing Circular 1-A canceling Routing Circular 1 issued by H. P.
;

—

I
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ac;i:

[athawa)

Chicago representativi

,

the regional director oi
ing in tructions

Chicago

"i

the

traffii

a

istanl

applying on carload freight originating

witching district

to

Pocahontas region contain* rout-

tin

oi

in territor)

w<

t

thereof ,

in

the

moving

Chicago or Chicago junctions to the Pocaho:
These instructions do not apply when is conflict
urn
embargoes.

through
region.

with

i

m

Interchange Records.
tor,

The Northwestern

File 20-1 37, state- that

ince per

regional

dire

diem settlements were

discontinued a feeling has prevailed that interchange reports,
junction records and car records ol foreign cars arc not ol
the

same

relative

importance as before.

However,

thi

portunity afforded by reduction of labor in connection with
per diem accounts has been utilized by some roads to give
special attention to improving all car records and reports.
In view of the fact that Mime form of accounting for car hire
will presumably be made effective on or before January 1,
1920, it is important that: (1) Close attention he given to
Inn cords
interchange of cars at junction points.
(2)
I

kept by those handling the cars lu- accurate to the last degree.
(3) Permanent records of car location and movements be maintained in the same complete and accurate
manner that would be the case were actual settlements being
made for car hire. (4) Careful attention be given to reports to car owners of junction movements of cars.
(5)
The forces engaged on car accounts be so organized that
actual car hire settlements can be undertaken when necessary
and on proper notice. It is suggested that a system of
checking errors in the records of cars handled at junction
points through a system of compiling monthly a statement
showing conditions at each point, be instituted.
Traveling Engineers' Association.
The Northwestern
regional director, file 77-1-100, suggests that where it is
deemed advisable, traveling engineers attend the convention
of the Traveling Engineers' Association at Chicago commencing Thursday, September 9. Transportation should be
furnished to the men attending and reasonable expenses
allowed.

—

—

The Northwestern
Safety Appliances on Freight Cars.
regional director in a letter to Northwestern railroads dated
July 2, gives orders similar to those issued by the regional
director

of

the

Eastern

region

in

Circular

500-92A767

(Railway Age, June 6, page 1383).
Routing Instructions, Eastern Region.-

—

Circular 71-N
routing instructions for carload shipments of fresh
meat and fish originating in the Chicago district or beyond
and moving by way of Chicago or Chicago junctions to
destinations in the Eastern region or neutral territory as
described in Eastern and Allegheny region Joint Circular 1
of April 7, 1919, including Cincinnati, Ohio, and Louisville, Ky.
Circular 74-J, superseding Circular 74-1 and
Supplement 1 thereto, contains similar routing instructions
for perishable freight in carloads.
Circular 78-C, superseding Circular 78-B, contains similar routing instructions for
other freight (carloads).
Passenger Cars. Order 214 of Southwestern regional director similar to orders issued by the Northwestern regional
director, file 119-1-66 (Noted in the Railway Age of July 4,

gives

—

page 12).

—

Application of Floor Racks to Refrigerator Cars.
Circular 225 of the Southwestern regional director states that the
Division of Capital Expenditures will approve forms for the
application of standard floor racks to refrigerator cars not
now equipped with such floor racks and which are used for
the transportation of perishable freight requiring floor racks
for their proper refrigeration, provided such forms are approved by the corporation, with a commitment that it
take care of the finances. This is not to be construed, however, to require application of standard floor racks to cars
now equipped with floor racks, except as renewals are

w3

required.

Railway Developments
Export Figures

for

in Foreign Countries

May Show Large

— Britain

Increases

Faces Reduction of Coal Output
to the value of £10,000 were imported into
Australia during the year ending June 30, 1918, as
compared with £78,000 in the previous year, and
£425,000 in 1913. Also the importations of insulated wire
and cable declined from £637,000 in 1913 to £181,000 in

LOCOMOTIVES

will soon be independent of outside sources of supply, but
that in another ten years' time she will he exporting cheap

the Pacific markets

to

steel

and even breaking

The

return

possible for

it

Glasgow, Scotland, it is reported, has placed an order
for 5,000 tons of tramway rails with the United States Steel
Products Company, which has promised an earlier delivery

The
than can be guaranteed by Scottish or English firms.
price quoted is £17 9s. per ton, as compared with £19 Is. 3d.,
the lowest British offer.

to

lower

ocean

freight

rates

with

may make

Japan

to sell

her

even on the British

steel

market.

Exports

of

Locomotives

in

May

exports of locomotives in May numbering 97, of a
value of $4,040,551, were nearly double those of April
when 55, of a value of $2,193,168 were exported, and considerably in excess of those of any previous month this
year.
Italy took over half the May shipments.
The figures
as compiled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce were as follows:

The

Xumber

Countries

France
Costa Rica

Proposed Railway From Algeciras, Spain,
to French Frontier Abandoned

The American embassy at Madrid, Spain, has been informed, says Commerce Reports, that the Spanish Government has abandoned the project of constructing a direct
railway from Algeciras to the French frontier.
This railway was intended to form a link in the proposed Paris-

Dollars
189,800
2,115,000
40,656
796.600
2,100
20,188
23.700
16,900

4
45
4
14

Italy

Canada
Guatemala
Mexico

2

2

Cuba

1

Dominican Republic

1

Brazil
Cbile

4

China

3
11

18,650

1

Russia in Asia
Philippine

Islands

4

97

4,040,551

2

Kongo

Belgian

1 07.257
495.000
6,500
51,200

Total

line.

Exports of Cars
Belgian Railways Bill

The Belgian government has

introduced into the chamber
a bill placing the management of the railways in the hands
of a self-governing body to be known as the National
Belgian Railways Administration.
In a memorandum explaining the objects of the bill the
government states that the chambers will supervise the
activities of the administration and the parliamentary responsibility of the minister of railways will remain unaf-

The

fected.

bill lays

down

of the personnel of the

in

broad outline the legal status
who will be in a

administration,

interests

is

explicitly

ployees and the
will have

an

recognized,

members

interest

in

and both the lower em-

of the council of administration
the results of the

working of the

railways.

The government asks for a speedy passage for the bill so
that the new administration may begin its activities by Jan-

are as follows:

Countries

Denmark

in

Number
1

2,3

stands that a British naval correspondent in
the end of Japan's dependence on imported steel from the
The Japanese are
United States and from Great Britain.
said to be exploiting on a large scale the ores which they
have discovered in Korea, and to be making extensions of
their industries to handle this new source of supply.
Ore
concessions in China will further increase the Japanese raw
material.

This British correspondent predicts not only that Japan
109

i

Dollars
5,022,119
772,200
75,917

7

450

Canada
Honduras
Mexico
Cuba

39

937,833

4

19,983

53

947
10,000
61,895

1

11

76
100

China
44

Locomotive Conditions

London underJapan foresees

Number

Dollars
2,800

Italy

Japanese Developing Steel Industry

Commerce

Freight and
other cars for

steam railways

France

Total

of

for

steam railways

Passenger cars

1920.

The American Chamber

May

in

The exports of passenger cars and freight cars in May
reached totals several times in excess of previous months.
The exports of passenger cars totaling 44 at a value of $960,616, compared with 8 at a value of $1,913,728 in April,
while the exports of freight cars in May totaled 3,008 at a
value of $6,268,078, as compared with 1,005 at a value of
only $1,913,728 in April.
Canada took 39 of the 44 passenger cars and the larger number of freight cars were consigned
to France.
The figures for May as compiled by the Division
Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

The right of all
position similar to that of civil servants.
members of the personnel to unite for the defense of their

1,

together

total

The Government of Jamaica, a British Dominion, is to
buy 90 cane cars, 40 box cars and 5 locomotives. The Government is seeking to supply these needs with second-hand
equipment used by the American military forces in France.
In commenting on this order, the London Times stated that
the manufacturers of railway trucks in England have orders
which will take them five years to fill.

uary

more

the development of the Japanese merchant marine,

1918.

Dakar

into

distant markets.

'160.616

in

3.008

6268.078

England
\.

July

1,

1919.

The

conditions of the locomotives of the London, Brighton
& South Coast Railway, which is considered indicative of
the general conditions throughout the country, was made a
matter of comment in the London Post of July 1.
reported that out of about 600 locomotives there
awaiting repairs. At the same time the traffic conditions of this road has increased from 80,000,000 passengers
a year before the war to 100,000,000 passengers a year at the
present time, or an increase of 25 per cent.
This is being
It

are

is

1(>(>

—
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Ill)

handled with a 25 per cent reduction in service and a '" per
This company released 5,263 men
cent reduction in force,
or nearly i3 per cenl of its total force for war Bervica, out
A large number ol thoee who
of whi< h !, !79 have returned.
have no1 as

yel

come back

are

men

of technical skill,

and

this

Also many
responsible for the retarded repairs.
of the skilled workmen have left the railroad to go to the ship
\ah\~.
rhis i- particularly the case with the boilermakers.
is

largelj

At the repair -hops at Brighton in July, 191 1, there were 70
In
locomotives under repair with only seven awaiting shop.
Ma\ of this year there were 107 locomotives under repair
The situation is so had that this
with 59 awaiting shop.
company has found il necessary to have locomotives repaired
in contracl shops.
One shop promised to repair two engines
a mouth, beginning with January of this year, hut a

In addition to die shortage of
none have been delivered.
men, a reduction of working hours has accentuated the
the present situation the company does not
expect to get hack to pre-war conditions for at least another

With

difficulty.

twelve months.
There is considerable pressure brought to hear for the
reduction in fare-, hut if this were done, traffic would increase beyond the capacity of the company to handle it. The
increase in t'he cost of wages and materials is more than 50

per cent of pre-war conditions.

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles in

May

car wheels and axles in May, totaling
$769,730, were less than in April, but in excess of those in
March. Russia in Asia, France and Japan took the greater
The figures as compiled by the
share of the shipments.

The

exports

of

Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce

are as follows:
Car wheels
and axles.

Car wheels
and axles.
Dollars
159,972

Countries

France
Iceland and

Faroe Islands

Italy

N orwav

157
14,276

42C
400
46.776
2,072

Enelan'd

Canada

Panama

14

Salvador

Mexico
Jamaica
Other British West Indies

Cuba
Dominican

Republic

Brazil
Chile

2,284
4,096

500
9,013
56
11,566
4,906

Dollars

Countries

Columbia
Peru

5.161
10,119
1.100
43,392

Uruguay
Japanese China
India
Settlements
Dutch East Indies
Tapan
Russia in Asia

British
Straits

Australia
Philippine
British

840
21.900
20,879
154 234
236.794
3 949
14 017

Islands

South

840

Africa

769,733

Total

The

report relative to

After discussing the relative advantages of a steam vessel
or a steam ferry line, the board decided upon the latter, as
a ferry line to the Humber can count on a higher income, as
well as lower costs of operation, than an ordinary boat
line, if the vessels are of equal size.
As the intention is to construct ferries with four tracks,
it would be possible to carry across on every trip 50 cars,
corresponding at a low estimate to a yearly cargo of 126,000
As it has been considered necessary, however, to get
tons.
space for more cargo, the ferries would also be furnished
It is intended to take coal
with holds, of 500 tons each.
from England when there is a lack of cargo. The coal is
to be considered as supplementary cargo, as the freight
rates must correspond to those of general coal steamers;
when higher paying goods are available the coal cargoes

up.

They

will

and comfortably
accommodate 454 passengers.

trafii<

taken

i

.

Lack

of

Railroad

Facilities

Hampers
"Transportation

the

is

chief

All

Eastern Europe

difficulty

alike

in

relief

work and reconstruction throughout eastern Europe.
Adequate railways in the Balkan states would unlock great natThe next
ural resources and open up endless possibilities.
decade

in

this part of the

world must be an era of railroad

and prosper."
This paragraph, quoted from the monthly report of the
American Red Cross mission at Bucharest, says a correspondent to the Philadelphia Public Ledger, points out the
most serious problem which faces the new governments of the
There are at present fewer
countries of eastern Europe.
than 100 trains in the whole of Rumania and no more
than 400 locomotives, counting every available engine
good, bad and indifferent.
The most luxurious train in Rumania today includes
one first-class coach and three coaches of a nondescript
Thousands of men are at work repairing
third-class type.
the lines, but their work is hampered by lack of material.
Bridges by the score were destroyed during the war by both
Rumanians and Germans. These have been repaired in
Trains in Rumania creep along at one-third the
part only.
old-time speed, with peasants and other travelers riding
wherever they can find foot room, either on the steps of
the coaches, on the couplers or on the roof.
As a rule, about 50 persons are accommodated on the
This is fine enough in fair weather,
roof of each coach.
until the train pulls into a tunnel, when the roof-riders and
those on the steps are half asphyxiated by the thick black
The locomocoal smoke that pours from the locomotive.
tives used fuel oil before the war, Rumania being an oilproducing country; but the Germans took away all the
oil burners from the engine fire-boxes and the locomotives
have to get along now as best they can with whatever fuel
building

if

the people are to live

available.

Plans for English Channel Train Ferries

quoted in

the establishment of daily connections between Sweden and
England, by a steam-ferry line between Goteborg and a
harbor on the Humber, either Hull or Immingham.

will not be accepted.
The ferries are to be seaworthy

heen

i

is

article

3

between England and ea tern Europe
into con id< ration for the new line.
This traffi< can probabl) \" developed, as England, through
the po libilit) of sending goods in direct cars to Russia,
will have the
ame advantag*
that Germany had before,
\
conditions an now, however, the Railway Board thinks
should not be counted on, but attention concenthis ti.i it
trated on Swedish traffic requirements with England.
transit

has also

Proposed Swedish Ferry Line to England

The Swedish Railway Board, says an
Commerce Reports, has just submitted a
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fitted

The

train ferry service that was worked out
British military authorities between Richborough,

and Calais, France,

is

commercial

if

service,

going to
plans of

by the

England
be followed by a permanent
French business men work

out as hoped.
Long before the end of the war plans had been completed for the installation of an English Channel ferry for
the transport of goods and passenger cars between England
The interest centered in this project was
and France.
largely due to the efforts of Michel Mercurio, the Paris
banker, and organizer of the Societe Francaise d'Action
Economique, under whose leadership there was formed the
Societe Centrale des Ferry Boats.
As a first step, this company bought the Inter-Continental Railway Co., Ltd., which
had perfected rights for the installation of train ferries be-

tween

New Haven

and Dieppe.

An

intensive study has already been made of the opportunities for developing train ferries, both from the engineer-

ing and commercial points of view, the Societe Centrale
bringing together a consulting council for the purpose.
Beginning with the New Haven-Dieppe ferry, the Societe
Centrale has now organized two other undertakings, one of
which is known as the North of France and Orient ferry,

July

full co-operation of the

which has the
ing

Car
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18,

International Sleep-

and the approval of the French government,

Co.,

which has already assured a subsidy for the carrying of
By this means trains will be operated
mails by this route.
without change from England to Brindisi and Constantinople.

A

third train ferry project, also mothered

by the Societe

run between Hanvich and Ostend.
This
latter project has already gained the co-operation of the
In Belgium the Harwich-Ostend
Great Eastern Railway.
ferry is actively supported by Monsieur Paul Siegers, late
Minister of Marine, and at present holding another portfolio
in the Belgian government.
The specification on which tenders have been asked from
English shipbuilders call for boats of 21 knots speed, the
"utilizable" length of rails on ferry to be 210 meters. This
trackage would accommodate 22 freight cars of 20 tons each
or 10 freight cars and a train comprising 7 passenger cars
of 15 meters in length, and one luggage van.
The draught
of the boats is not to exceed 4.80 meters.
Centrale,

will

Inter-Allied Railway Systems

The map accompanying

this article shows in very graphic
form the extent to which international transit between Western and Eastern Europe depended before the war on the
railway systems of the German and Austro-Hungarian Em-

111

to accentuate the necessity

for the creation of

Inter-Allied

owing to the detachment from the Central Empire
and the handing over to Allied nations or those in sympathy
routes,

with the Allies of such territories as Prussian Poland, Galicia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Trentino. A glance at the map
will make this position clear, and the situation will be
understandable to any newspaper reader who has followed
recent discussions in regard to the future of Poland, a coun-

whose economic freedom from Germany

try

is as necessary
independence.
It will thus be seen that
this whole question of new international railway routes is
bound up with economic and political problems whose solu-

as

its

national

by no means easy and will call for no small measure
and co-operation.
The precise "lay-out" of the proposed new Inter-Allied
routes, avoiding the former dependence on the Central Empires will, of course, depend on the Peace Conference settlement of new international boundaries. An example is East
Prussia, which it is proposed to set up as a German State
between Poland and Russia.
This arrangement, and the
proposed status of Danzig as a free port, will have an obvious bearing on the establishment of new through routes
between Russia and Western Europe, and other instances
tion

is

of international goodwill

could be cited.

Britain Faces Reduction of Coal Output

was necessary, says the Railway Gazette, London,
recent issue of which the map is reproduced, to make

Increased wages of coal miners, shorter hours, reduction
of output, discussion concerning the nationalization of coal

use of these systems in order to obtain the shortest routes
available for such diverse journeys as England to Denmark

mines, and increased prices for coal, are leading factors
confronting the users of coal in the United Kingdom, and
in the countries that have in the past depended upon British

It

pire.-.

from a

mines for their fuel.
For America the situation has special importance not
only because of the fact that America will probably be called
upon to supply a large share of the coal that England will
coal

be unable to supply, but also because in many countries
become so high in price and hard to obtain that
electrification of railways through the use of hydro-electric
developments may prove an absolute necessity.
Press despatches from London on July 14 refer to the
coal has

latest step in the difficulty in the

form of the government's
desire to increase the price of coal 6 shillings a ton, which,
however, was so strongly opposed as to result in a postponement for three months. In seeking to justify the attempted
increase, Sir Auckland Geddes, president of the Board of
Trade, not only said that the increase was necessarv but
expressed the fear that the increase might have to be made
9 shillings 2 pence unless England could maintain her output, ner markets and her prices for export in the face of

American competition

in coal and the use of oil.
The situabe serious also in that the increased price
of coal may prove a great handicap to industries manufacturing for export trade.
Perhaps the worst feature of the situation is the reduction

tion

Map

European Railway Connections in August,
Showing the Pre-war Dependence on Ger-

of Central
1914,

man and

Austrian Railways

and the Scandinavian Kingdoms; England and France, to
Greece, Turkey, Serbia, Bulgaria and Roumania;
Italy to Scandinavia and Russia; and from Scandinavia to
the Balkans. But for the war and the re.-ulting check to Germany's near and middle eastern ambitions, this dependence on
the railways of the Central Empires would have undergone
a very important increase, inasmuch as these railways represented the bulk of the mileage of the only land route to
Constantinople, which in its turn i> the gateway to the
Bagdad Railway, as well as to Egypt, and thus, eventually,
Russia,

to the

Cape-to-Cairo route.

In discussing post-war schemes for eliminating this dependence on the German-Austrian railwaj 5, it has to be borne
in

mind

that the results of the Peace-Conference are likely

is

felt

to

in output not only because of shorter hours, but also because
of decreased output per man.
One coal mine owner presented figures at a recent meeting of the National Association of Colliery Managers, at Glasgow, showing that whereas

from 1886 to
'14 the pnxiuction of coal per person in the
United Kingdom fell from SI 5 tons to 252 tons, in the
United States from 1886 to 1912 it rose from 400 to 600
tons, and has since advanced to nearer 900 tons.
He explained, of course, that this was partly due to the thicker
and more accessible seams in America.
It i< a fart, however, that the output per man which in 1913 was one ton
per shift is now only 0.88 tons, while absenteeism has risen
to from 10.7 per cent in 1913 to 1.3 per cent during the past
few months.
The British government has now announced that it will
put in effect the Sankey award, which was a report of a
(

1
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Parliamentary committee, called the Coal Industry
headed by Justice Sankey,
The award in

sion,

wages

h

to

-

shillings

per

shift,

Commia
addition

also calls

for

a

reduction in the hours of labor underground from eight to
n limits effective July
1919, and provides for a
16,
further reduction of hours to six, "subject to the economic
position of the industry

The

at

the end of

l"

for the 12 months from July
hour working day comes into effect, is
timated at between 114,000,000 and 217,000,000 tons, as
compared with 187,000,000 tons in the year 1913, says the
American Chamber of Commerce in London, quoting the
figures announced in the House of Commons by Sir Auck
land Geddes after the conference with the Controller of
Coal Mines.
In 1913, the British coal production of 287,000,000 tons
allowed an exportable surplus of 77,000,000 tons. In 1918,
with the war still going on, the production was 230,000,000
The drop in outtons, of which 34, 000, ooo were exported.
put to 214,000,000 tons for the coming year, becomes all
16,

output of British coal

1919,

when

the

7

i

the more serious, when it is realized that there is no longer
any shortage of miners, many thousands having been deThe
mobilized and returned to work since the armistice.
outstanding fact is the decline in the production per man.
Even if the amount of coal kept for home consumption
is kept down to the amount used last year on a strict rationing basis
196,000,000 tons the export surplus available
This will have
will amount only to about 20,000,000 tons.
most serious results, the American Chamber in London
points out. Not only must Great Britain's continental allies
go without the coal for which they almost are entirely
dependent upon Great Britain, but Great Britain herself
will be tremendously handicapped by the fact that she will
no longer be able to rely upon coal, which for years has
been her stand-by in foreign trade as a substitute for curShe will now have to pay for her imports in other
rency.
Furthermore, the increase in the price
goods or sterling.
of coal for domestic consumption will increase prices in
The coal
practically all branches of industry and living.
problem affects Britain's entire national life and its world
The whole nation is now becoming
position as a trader.
aroused to its alarming seriousness.
The situation is further complicated by talk of national-

—

—

ization of the coal industry, but the opposition to that step
It is felt on manyno doubt prove very formidable.
sides that the government has gone too far already and is

will

truckling to the miner's union.
The threatened shortage of coal in Great Britain is as
serious for the countries that formerly secured coal from
These
Great Britain as for the United Kingdom itself.
countries include France, Italy, Sweden, Norway and Spain
as well as South America and South Africa. These countries

now paying practically double the price for coal they
paid in 1914; and during the war, as has been noted from
time to time in the Railway Age recently, coal was almost
unobtainable and the burning of wood had to be resorted to.
The United States Bureau of Mines in a report issued
last week summarizing the investigations of George S. Rice,
chief mining engineer of the bureau, explains the situation
in the following words:
"In 1913, Great Britain supplied 31,000,000 tons to
north Europe, 32,000,000 tons to France and south Europe;
that is, 63,000,000 tons to the above named countries, and
others, in Europe, in addition to which about 9,000,000 tons
was sent to South America; and 5,000,000 tons to other

"are

parts of the world.
"If the statements made before the Parliamentary Commission are correct, from the most favorable point of view,
as estimated by Sir Richard Redmayne, conditioned on

on domestic consump-

maintaining of war time restrictions
tion, Great Britain will be able to supply only 23,000,000
tons of coal for export during the coming year, dating from
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on the other hand, the donn tii con umption
basis, there would be but 7,000,000 tons
available,
But, on the basi
it
of Sir Redmayne's figure
all the coal were shipped to western and southern Europe,
there would be a deln h in
ol over 25,000,000 ton-, without
considering the
1,000,000 tons thai Cheat Britain, in 191
applied lor other parts Of the world. There is thus a total
deficit oi approximatel)
10,000,000 tons, which if it is to
be supplied at all, can be supplied by America only, on
Jul)

L6.

was on

If,

a

pre

war

,

)

I

.

and Belgium are unable

the assumption that Westphalia

to

materially increase production for Beveral years.
At best,
there is evidently a very large amount of coal that the United
States could and should supply to relieve the situation in

Europe and in South America, now that there is likely to
enough shipping flying the American flag to take care

lie

of the business."

By Motor Truck

Cost of Freight
Fulton,
RE.Company,

vice-president of the International

comparison

Motor

railway freight
* charges with motor truck costs, says that he finds
that, as compared with first-class freight rates, the motors
often have the advantage on distances as great as 100 miles;
and he calls attention to factors which often are overlooked.
A railroad freight rate of 50 cents means just the bare
transportation; it ignores the expense of making the shipment, starting with the boxing or packing cost, and all
other expenses incurred until delivery is made to the receiver in good order.
In figuring railway freight cost, says
Mr. Fulton, there should always be included the first class
freight rate plus 15 cents per 100 lb. cartage to freight
house, plus 15 cents per 100 lb. to receiver's warehouse,
plus 24 cents per 100 lb. increased cost of boxing and to
cover increased weight caused by increased boxing.
Without including several other items of expense, he
figures out the following comparisons per 100 lb.:
in

a

of

Approx.

To

From
Vonkers,

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

N.

Y.

. .

.New

York

N. J........
New Brunswick, N. J.
Trenton, N. J
Philadelphia,

Greenwich,

14

$1.04

9

.91
.91
.98

.15
.40
.60

1.02
1.02
1.13
1.21
1.25

.80

New

Hartford,

33
58
90
30
75

Pa
Conn

Haven,

Conn....

Conn

Springfield, Mass.
Worcester, Mass
Boston, Mass

110
.

.

135
180

.

By
motor
truck
$0.20

Newark,

York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York

By

distance railroad
miles freight

230

1.31

1.36

.63
.73
.90
1.00

1.50
1.50

Again, it is necessary in practically every case, says Mr.
Fulton, to prepare material for freight shipment in a way
entirely different from that employed when it is shipped by
There is a
motor truck direct from shipper to receiver.
considerable additional expense for crating, for by motor
truck the packages only need protection for loading at ship-

and unloading
In shipping by motor truck, "a great
amount" of clerical work is eliminated. Where extra packing is necessary extra room is required for the boxing deIf railway freight shipments are delayed there
partment.
If the shipment
is the additional trouble of tracing them.

per's warehouse, in transit without transfer,
at receiver's warehouse.

arrives in

damaged condition

of collecting

there

is

the further difficulty

from the railroad company.

Marshall Field

Chicago, guarantee to make delivery within 50
Boxing often carries
miles of their store within 24 hours.
from 10 per cent to 20 per cent of its weight in moisture,
The Otis Elevator
unless it is kiln dried prior to boxing.
Company estimates that by the use of motor trucks it saves

& Company,

$100,000 a year in lumber alone.
Often trucks will do unusual mileage
costs for repairs.

N.
no expense

at surprisingly

small

2-ton Mack operated by M. Mauro,
has traveled 45,000 miles with prac-

The

of Plainfield,

J.,

tically

for repairs.

Personal Injuries

Due

Locomotive Failures

to

Suggestions for Their Reduction Based on a Review of

I.

C. C.

Locomotive Inspection Reports
By John

Mohun

L.

Assistant to Consulting Engineer, Union Pacific System

BY RESENTING annual

the personal injury accidents, as listed in
reports of the Chief Inspector of
Locomotive Boilers to the Interstate Commerce Com-

duction each year in the total
ber killed, and number injured.

mission in a comparative graphic form, with an analysis of
which caused
these accidents, it seems possible that means may be devised
whereby accidents due to such failures may further be reduced.
As these reports emanate from a source independent of the
railroads and are national in scope, tendencies toward faulty
construction or improper maintenance are naturally more
forcibly brought out than in the case of the usual railroad
mechanical department reports covering locomotive failures,
which are confined to a single or a system of roads. Therefore, all concerned should give serious attention to these rethe cause of the principal locomotive failures

ports

and the recommendations as

provement was directly attributable to the rules and regulations governing the inspection and testing of locomotive "boilers and their appurtenances, put into effect in 1911 and 1912
by the Division of Locomotive Boiler Inspection of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the general co-operation of
the railroads, locomotive builders and the railway supply
companies.
of the

the Chief Inspector.

number

state of affairs, with the exception

killed, in this respect

1918 showing an im-

provement over 1917.

The Federal Locomotive Boiler Inspection Law enacted
17, 1911, made it unlawful to operate a locomotive

The

its boiler in an unsafe condition and prescribed rules
and regulations for the inspection and test of the boiler. The
law further requires the railroads to report to the Interstate
Commerce Commission all accidents resulting from locomo-

assistants.

The Congress on March 4. 1915, amended the original
Locomotive Boiler Inspection Law by making its provisions
apply to the entire locomotive and its tender and all their
appurtenances. The features as to reporting and investigating
accidents remain the same.
Attention is invited to the charts, which present the personal injun- accidents in a comparative graphic form for the
years 1912 to 1918. inclusive.
As the law at first related
solely to the locomotive boiler. Fig. 1 lists the personal injury
accidents chargeable to the failure of locomotive boilers and
their appurtenances only, for the years 1 01 2 to 1915.
As
the law was later amended to cover the locomotive and its
tender. Fig. 2 covers all personal injun- accidents chargeable

and tender, and their appurtenances,
1918 inclusive.
It is obvious that certain tendencies indicated by these
charts must be interpreted with resenations, as there are a
number of conditions varying from time to time which should
be given consideration before drawing definite conclusions.
such as the amount of traffic, number of locomotives in senice, weather and labor conditions, and the very abnornal
state of affairs brought about by the world war in the past
few years. However, these charts and the information g'ven
in detail, covering individual accidents in the annual reports of the Chief Inspector, bring out certain features in
such a pronounced manner that quite definite conclusions can
to the entire locomotive

for the years 1916 to

be drawn notwithstanding the

effect of the^e variable

condi-

tions.

feature in Fig

1

-

the consistent re-

113

number

and 1916 was primarily due

with

tive boiler failures or their appurtenances causing serious
personal injury or death. The Commission considers a serious injun* as one causing the person involved to be incapacitated for more than three days in the aggregate within
ten days immediately following the accident.
The law also
requires the facts concerning such accidents to be investigated
by the Chief Inspector of Locomotive Boilers or one of his

increased

of accidents between the years 1915
to the extension of the law to
include the entire locomotive and tender; and the increase

February

The predominating

shows a reverse

Fig. 2

improvements made by

to

number

of accidents, numIn a majority of cu.-cs this
is also true of the number of accidents chargeable to the failure of individual parts of the boiler or its appurtenances.
Evidently the material falling off in traffic during the years
1912 to 1915 had considerable to do with reducing the number of accidents, but undoubtedly a large amount of this im-

the several

each year from 1916 to 1918 no doubt was principally caused
by the abnormal condition the railroads were working under
during these years, resulting from the war and the severe
winter of 1917-1918. It is obvious that even if conditions
had been normal during these years the same ratio of reduction in accidents which occurred in the first few years after
the Locomotive Boiler Inspection Act went into effect, could
hardly have been expected.

The principal accidents causing personal injuries shown
by these Charts were due to the failure of the following locomotive parts or their appurtenances:
Boilers,

grate

flues,

injector steam pipes,

glasses

and water

shakers,

injectors

reverse levers,

and connections,

squirt hose, lubricator

glasses.

Boilers and Their Appurtenances

Of

these items, boiler failures are, of course, the most serious, both in the loss of life and damage to property.
Fig. 1
shows a large reduction in the number of boiler explosions

from

all causes, there

being 97 in 1912 as compared with 25
just the reverse, there being an increase in the number of boiler explosions from all c
from 41 in 1916 to 90 in 1918.
As will be seen by these charts, boiler explosions due to
low water, no contributory cause, fell off fairlv constantlv
in 1915.

Fig. 2

shows

from 69 in 1Q12 to 54 in 1918, but explosions' due to low
water contributory causes or defects found, increased during
the same period from 25 to 51.

The followin s
[ contributory causes to boiler explosions are taken from the Chief Inspector's reportfor the
years 1912 to 1918, and a considerable percentage
of all
boiler explosions disclose similar self-evident
"A had leak was found in packing nut of top water glass cock: no packing in nut at all. and valve handle was wired to
prevent it from being
o
l,t
ll, '°" " ut '" s, eam PiPe to water glass was very
loose and
;?,°
n ;leaxing badlv.
h-d
been
Such leakr to raise in the glass and
h'd
° rted
tim
P
"«"
previous
'

,

,

TESLS?' '^
"Improperly
water

""^

"*

"

W

"

located
glass and gage cocks: lowest reading of water
glass one-eighth inch, ah-eet: bottom gage cock
US inches above highest pomt of crown -meet; locomotive received
new
V re ?ox nine ™»ths before accident and ^n.1 evidently been operating
ir.tnis dangerous coi lition tor that lemth of
'Obstruction in bottom watge cock
I

^

stopped up

—
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with solid scale and inoperative and watei glass cocks and thtee Rage
cocks not extending through reinforcing plates."
"Both injectors defective; injectors reported 14 times previous to
accident."
"The failure occurred along the edge of the longitudinal seam where a
crack had formed completely through the plate in several places, and more
than halfway through for the entire length of the course. The engineer
had reported a leak under the jacket at this point three times immediately
piior to the accident."
"Crown bolt heads defective and excessively calked, due to having been
overheated some time previous."
'crown sheet failure, overheated; water foaming badly; reported six
times by different engineers prior to accident, but boiler not washed."
"Twelve crown Lar braces were defective on account of seven pins
Scale was found in the
missing, four pins broken and one brace broken.
ciowtoot holes, where pins should have been, showing that pins had been
out lor some tune."
"Mud ring cracked and leaking badly; reported 18 times, and crown
bolts reported leaking badly 16 times vithin 30 days prior to the accident."
"Oper.ing in fusible plug filled with sediment or slag, rendering it inoperative; report of inspection made three days before accident occurred
shows fusible plug removed and cleaned, yet it was found in this condition
and had to be cut out of the sheet."

It is realized that quite often locomotive running repairs
have to be made from day to day, under the most trying circumstances as to constant demand for and shortage of power,
lack of proper facilities, and other unfavorable conditions.
These facts should not, however, be considered valid reaBQDS for placing locomotives in service without knowing that
such serious defects as those listed above do not exist.

Boiler Studs

The

moment, but there are many such parts which may be
similarly treated to eliminate boiler studs, which taken in the
little

'

aggregate assume considerable importance.
When a new firebox, back end or an entire boiler is applied to an old locomotive it is generally renewed in kind,
with the possible exception of the application of a superheater and a brick arch, and certain improved features of
construction developed in the past few years are not usually
employed, although such improvements may cost little or
nothing.
In renewals of this kind where boilers have originally been attached to the frame by means of pads and clamps
in connection with which a large number of studs are placed
in the firebox sheets,

it would seem advisable to substitute
furnace bearers or furnace expansion plates attached to the
mud ring of the firebox, thus dispensing with the troublesome boiler studs. If the side grate bearers had originally
been supported by studs placed in the side sheets of the furit would also seem desirable when renewing a
firebox
or back end to substitute the more modern method of supporting the grate bearers; that is, by brackets fastened by studs
placed in the mud ring, thus further dispensing with boiler

nace,

show a yearly average

studs.
Vi hen a firebox, back end or a new boiler is installed, the
steam turret and possibly the injectors could be placed outside the cab; thereby reducing the possibility of accidents due
to the failure of their steam connections.

charts

injurs-

not only the logical place for the bell, but all boiler studs
for attaching the stand are dispensed with.
Such matters as
the fastening of sand box steps and bell bases may seem of
it is

accidents

of about fourteen perchargeable to the failure of boiler
studs, but the Chief Inspector's reports disclose many times
this number found by the district inspectors in a leaky or

sonal

115

A large number of accidents are shown
be due to studs blowing out on account of improper application, in some cases not more than two or three threads
having entered the sheet. A number of accidents were also
caused by studs failing, while being tightened, under pressure.
The Chief Inspector in his sixth annual report states
that studs should not be repaired by calking and under no
circumstances should an attempt be made to tighten them
while there is steam pressure on the boiler.
An effort should be made to reduce as much as possible
the large number of studs now being placed in the boiler for
attaching various parts and auxiliary devices, especially when
the device produces vibrations or shocks on the studs, such as
is the case with air compressors and reverse lever quadrants.
In connection with large Mallet locomotives, several railroads and the Railroad Administration have placed the air
compressors on the front of the locomotive and it is believed
that this should be followed generally with respect to all
large locomotives for the reasons that all boiler studs are
dispensed with, the compressors can more readily be looked
after by the engine crew when running and as two compressors are usually used on large locomotives, by placing
one on each side of the center line an equal weight distribution is obtained.
By placing the compressors on the front,
instead of on one side of the locomotive, more free air would
be passed over the air cylinders when running, thus securing
a better cooling effect.
defective condition.
to

The

reports

show

a

number

of

failures

of studs

Boiler

Washout Plugs

These reports show that quite a number of accidents are
caused by boiler washout plugs being tightened while under
pressure.

After a boiler has been washed, filled with water
washout plug should be found leaking it
is a very natural temptation, in order to
save time and labor,
to attempt to tighten the plug while under pressure.
But the
very fact that the plug is leaking indicates that the fine
threads may have been crossed and it should in no case be
touched with a wrench while the boiler is under pressure.

and

fired up, if a

Arch Tubes
The charts indicate a yearly average of about 11 accidents
caused by the failure of arch tubes.
The reports show the
major number of failures due either to an accumulation of
mud within the tubes or faulty setting. In 1912 there were
18, and in 1918 only 9 accidents chargeable to arch tubes.
Considering the fact that the number of arch tubes in service
increased in this period from approximately 40,000 to 100,000, the showing may be considered a very satisfactory one
and indicates that those concerned realize the importance of
keeping arch tubes free from obstructions in order to obtain
proper circulation through the tubes and thereby prevent
them from being burnt.

Tubes

which

attach the reverse lever quadrant, undoubtedly due to vibration set up in the reach rod.
The use of a power reverse

gear wherein the shocks or vibrations are cushioned by the
air in the cylinder, would seem to offer means for avoiding
this trouble.

There are also a number of minor parts fastened to the
by studs which by a little study on the part of the
designer, could be avoided; for example, usually two steps
boiler

are provided in connection with the sand box, requiring altogether four boiler studs.
A light bidder could readily be
substituted; secured at the top to the base of the sand box,
and at the bottom to the running board.

On all of the locomotives recently ordered by the Railroad
Administration, with the exception of the switchers, the bell
stand is attached to the front end.
This is good practice, as

By

referring to the charts it will be noted that
personal
injury accidents due to the failure of tubes fell off
quite consistently from 56 in 1912 to 40 in 1918, most
of the failures

being due to poor welds; but the reports show a much
greater
improvement in the number of defective or leaky tubes found
by the district inspectors, the decrease being from about 2.2 70
in 1912 to 565 in 1918.
Unquestionably this improvement

was largely due to better methods of setting tubes,
welding of beads, and the rule of the Commission

electric

limiting
they are used,

the use of tube plugs

and specifying, when
they must be tied together with a rod through
the' tube.

Superheater Flues
Only nine accidents
1912

to 1918.

due

are

shown by the charts

for the years

to the failure of superheater flue;,

which

—
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indicates that these tubes are being well maintained, espewhen it is considered that the total number of super-

cially

heater tubes in service increased from about 125,000 in 1912
to 980,000 in 1918.

Automatic Fire Doors
In order to reduce as much as possible the serious consequences of firebox, flue, and arch tube failures, the Chief
Inspector in his annual report for the year ended June .30,
1917, recommends that all new and all locomotives then in
service, when receiving general repairs, be provided with a
ma hanically operated fire door, so constructed that it is only

He
open when the operator places his foot on the pedal.
further states that with the ordinary suing door, such boiler
failures invariably result in blowing the fire door open and
di.-c barging steam and boiling water, together with the contents of the firebox, into the cab of the locomotive, seriously
He also directs attention
or fatally burning persons therein.
to the fact that with the automatic fire door, the door will
remain closed if the failure occurs while it is closed, and if
the failure takes place while it is open, it will automatically
close the instant the fireman's foot is removed from the
operating device, thus preventing the direct discharge of
steam and scalding water into the cab of the locomotive.
From the above it would appear that the automatic fire door
is a most important safety device, and its use is well warranted solely for this reason and regardless of its coal saving
features,

which are generally recognized.

disclosed by Fig.

2,

personal injury accidents chargeable

amounted to 23 in 1916; 51 in 1917 and 39
in 1918.
Reports show these accidents principally due to
improper maintenance of the grate shaker mechanism, such
as worn or missing pins and hand shaker bars slipping
off staff, due to wear in the socket and the lever stub.
The
to grate shakers

use of steam operated grate shakers should preclude the possibility of such accidents.
As a large number of grate bars on old locomotives are connected by single rods placed on one side of the lug on the
grate bars and employ rather small pins, lost motion is soon
set up and the whole grate shaker mechanism becomes loose
and wobbly and when in this condition is liable to cause an
accident.

one placed on each side of the grate bar lugs with large, substantial pins.
This change could be made at a relatively
small cost.
If it should require a change in, or relocating
of, the lugs on the grate bars, this could readily be taken care
of at practically no increase in cost, as grate bars have to be
renewed constantly. At the same time it might be found
expedient to redesign the grates in order to conform to more
modern practice, especially as to providing maximum air
openings obtainable without the loss of coal, thereby increasing the coal burning efficiency of the grates.
This can be
done at small cost due, as stated before, to the fact that grates
have to be repeatedly replaced.
As coal dust frequently accumulated on the top of the grate
lever stubs, the socket of the detachable hand bar should be
so arranged that there would be at least one inch clear space
between the bottom of the socket and lie top of the stub lever
when the socket is placed home on (lie stub. Further, a hole
should be drilled through the side< and at the bottom of the
socket in order to allow any coal which may have lodged on
I

the top of the lever to fall out.

Injectors and Connections
charts

show

that personal injury accidents chargeable
and conne. tions (not including in-

to the failure of injectors

jector

and
due

steam pipes) decreased almosl

in

fell off

chisel.

A

large

number

of accidents are

shown

to

Ixj

union nuts while being tightened under
pressure.
This is, needless to say, a dangerous undertaking
and should be avoided. Failure of the brazed collars and
sleeves is generally due to poor brazing.
The district inspectors' reports disclose the fact that there were 26,342 injectors and connections found defective in 1913 and that
to the failure of

was practically a consistent reduction to 5,803 in 1918.
Even the latter figure seems to indicate a rather bad state of

there

maintaining of so important a piece
apparatus, especially in view of the Commission rule
requiring the injectors to be tested before each trip.
Undoubtedly the use of non-lift injectors placed outside of
the cab, and the so-called "mechanical" pipe joints in place
of brazed collars, both of which are now coming into general
use, will materially improve conditions in this respect.
affairs as to the proper

of

Reverse Levers
shows that there were 38 accidents in 1916, 29 in
1917 and 40 in 1918 chargeable to the failure of reverse
Fig. 2

levers.

District inspectors' reports disclose that there were
found in 1916, 380 found in 1917 and

60 de308 in
1918.
Practically all of these accidents are shown to be due
to the reverse lever slipping out of the quadrant, caused by
the worn condition of the teeth of the quadrant or lever latch,
defective latch springs or dirt in the quadrant.
On account
of the incessant vibrations which the valve motion sets up
in the reach rod it is very difficult to keep lost motion out of
the teeth of the quadrant and reverse lever latch.
The writer
believes that the most practical way to reduce accidents of
this kind is by the use of a power reverse gear in which the
vibrations in the reach rod are cushioned and absorbed by
the compressed air within the reversing cylinder.

Squirt

<

onstantly from 47 in

Hose

There were 266 personal injury accidents
squirt hose.

It would appear advisable in such cases to substitute a
more modern method consisting of double connecting rods,

The

l'Ms and accident- chargeable to injector
The
in the same period from 31 to 16.
reports indicate that practically all of these accidents were
due to the union nut- or brazed on collars.
Failures of union
nuts were due in most cases to threads stripping, nut- too
large or broken by the use of improper tools, such a- hammer

1912 to 2,-i
steam pipes

fective levers

Grate Shakers

As

117

in 1913

due

to

The number has

quite consistently been reduced
to 47 in 1918.
District inspectors' reports show 3,711 squirt
hose or applications found defective in 1913, which was consistently reduced to 511

in 1918.
Practically all of these
accidents are shown to be due to the squirt hose blowing off,
parting at splice or bursting caused by defective hose or

clamps.
These accidents usually resulted in scalding the
fireman, as until recently the water for the squirt was generally taken from the deliver)' pipe of the injector.
Undoubtedly the very satisfactory improvement in the number
of accidents chargeable to this device is due to the fact that
the attention of all concerned was focused on the large number of accidents caused by such an insignificant piece of
apparatus, with the result that a one-piece hose of better
quality, sometimes armored, was used and more substantial

clamps and attachments generally provided. A considerable
amount of credit for this improvement is also due to the- -everal injector manufacturers who have developed
squirt hose
attachments which deliver water cool enough to be handled
safely.

Lubricator and Water Gage Glasses
Accident- chargeable to the failure or breaking of lubricator glasses fell off quite consistently from 4
in 1912 to 12
in 191 S. and those due to the failure of water
gage 'dasses
from 165 in 1012 to 20 in 1918.
The decided improvement
between the
L912 and 1918 must be largely attributed
to the Commission's rule requiring all
tubular water and
f

)

1
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lubricator glasses

though

t<»

be provided with a suitable shield, al
there are still occurring a

indicate thai

reports

the

The
accidents chargeable to inefficient shields.
more general use of the "bulls eye" type of lubricators and
the "reflex" type of water gage also probably contributed to
number

of

improvement; however, the reports show that the gli
these two devices are failing and causing accidents to a

this

m

ansiderable extent.

i

Air Reservoirs
Fig. 2 indicates that there were

from four to

sii accidents

each year chargeable to the failure of air reservoirs generally
In
caused by corrosion through the underside of reservoir.
until only
at least one case the material had wasted away
Possibly these
64 in. remained at the time of bursting.
voirs were old and had not been enameled and baked
inside and out, as has been the practice of the air-brake coml

However, it would seem
had received the proper hydrostatic

panies tor the past several years.
that

if

these reservoirs

and hammer

tests, as

sion, the thin sheets

prescribed by the rules of the

Commis-

would have been detected and the

acci-

dents avoided.

Blow-Off Cocks
of accidents chargeable to the failure of blowshown to have been from 15 to 20 each year since

The number
off

cocks

is

have been due to defective threads, cocks, or
mechanism. This would seem to indicate that
these parts are not being maintained as well as their importAs the cocks which are now generally being
ance requires.
used in connection with modern locomotives are of an im1912 and

to

their operating

proved tvpe and of more substantial construction than those
formerly used, an improvement in this respect may be looked
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incut, which it <>i the utmost importance at tin- pn ent time
on account of the prevailing high osl ol labor and material
the fa< t that personal
hief In sp tor's rep
he
in locomotive
injur} accidents due to the failun
part- arc occurring to a nun h greater extent on some
than on other-, m proportion to the number of Locomot
operated by each road and allowing for other varying conditions.
This prompts the suggestion that the inei liani< al departmenl of each railroad check the design, material and
mainten.uc methods of all parts which are shown by tl
report- to In- causing them an excessive number of failures,
with the design and maintenance practice of similar parti
showing the best performance on locomotives of other roadi
operating under approximately the same conditions.
i

I

<

>

1

When
Law in

the Congress passed the original boiler Inspection
1911 it was thought unnecessary by a number of
railroad men. and resented by some as an unwarranted interference with their prerogatives, but largely due to the practical manner in which the provisions of the law have been
administered by the Division of Locomotive Boiler Inspection under the Interstate Commerce Commission, its beneficial results are now fully recognized and railroad men
generally are heartily co-operating with the Commission.
The writer has had roundhouse experience and fully realizes that it is a very simple matter to analyze locomotive accidents and to offer suggestions for their avoidance in the
future, in comparison with the very difficult problem of
actually maintaining running repairs in a thoroughly practical manner under the quite common conditions of shortage
of power and inadequate facilities.
He therefore trusts that
any critici-m- made in this article will be understood in
this light, and as having been offered solely as constructive
criticism for the possible betterment of the future sendee.

for in the future.

Draw Gears
Personal injury accidents due to the failure of draw gears
probably the result
fell off from 22 'in 1916 to 11 in 1918—
proper
of the rigid rules of the Commission governing the

maintenance of draw gears. These accidents are generally
shown to have been due to the pins or holes in the bar
which
being worn, or to flaws or defects in the materials of
A number of these accidents are also rethey° are made.
locomotive
ported as due to excessive lost motion between
and tender and in several cases the safety chains are stated
When one of the pins or the drawas having been too long.
of the
bar breaks, the entire shock due to the momentum
bars, and
safety
or
chains
safety
the
taken
by
is
locomotive
in
on account of the slack which it is necessary to provide
and
locomotive
the
hold
fail
to
generally
they
parts,
these
Naturally the results of such accidents are
tender together.
The type of gear whereby a
nature.
serious
of
a
usuallv
'heaw safety bar is placed directly under the drawbar
'

single

a
ahd on the center line of the locomotive, thus requiring
small amount of slack, would seem to offer means
whereby accidents of this kind could practically be avoided.

very

Ceneral Conclusions
annual
is unable to say to what extent the
mechaniof
hands
the
in
are
Inspector
Chief
reports of the
employees as general
cal department employees, but all such
foremen, foreroundhouse
department,
locomotive
foremen of
men boiler makers and their subforemen should be supplied
list and
with them as issued, for the reason that they not only
circumstances under
classifv all accidents, but the cause and
which 'thev occur are clearly stated. They should also be of

The

writer

and
considerable value to the several locomotive builders
appliances.
locomotive
furnishing
companies
all
to
The intelligent interpretation of the causes of these accishould
dents should "not only reduce their number, but it
equipand
men
the
of
efficiency
tend to improve 'the
also

House Committee Begins
Railroad Hearings

The hearinxs

on the general question of the future of

after their return to private management were begun before the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce on Tuesday, July 15.
While the Esch-Pomerene bill to amend the act to
commerce is the only bill now before the
regulate

the

railroads

a way the basis for the
the committee, in a preliminary statement, said that other bills would doubtless be
introduced and that the hearing would cover a broad field of
inquiry.
Because the field is so broad, however, he thought
that witnesses in their testimony should keep within it and

committee
hearings,

and,

therefore,

Chairman Esch,

in

of

he suggested that, in view of the widespread sentiment
throughout the country against government ownership, much
time ought not to be spent on that proposition and, in view of
the President's statement that the roads would be returned
at the end of the year, it would not be necessary to spend
time in discussing the proposed five-year extension of federal
Representative Sims objected mildly to excluding
control.
consideration of an extension of federal control, saying that
it had been proposed with the approval of the President. He
asked if the chairman had any information that the PresiMr. Esch said he had no indent had changed his mind.
formation other than the President's statement in a message
to Congress that the roads would be returned this year. Mr.
Esch said the important problem the committee would have
to consider is the matter of railroad credit and rates and the
regulation of stock and bond issues. He said there seems to
be a general desire to perfect the system of regulation before
government ownership is considered and he hoped it would be
possible to so perfect the regulatory system as to remove any
necessity for government ownership.
Commissioner Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission was the first witness and it was announced that he
-

July
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by the representatives of the United
later probably by S. Davies Warfield, president of the National Association of OwnIt was stated that Director Geners of Railway Securities.
eral Hines might appear before the committee next week.
The principal interests that have proposed plans will also
be heard and Mr. Esch said that it is expected the hearing
would continue for about a month.
Commissioner Clark referred to previous statements made
by the commission with reference to the subject under consideration, including its annual reports, its special report to
Congress and its statement before the Senate Committee on
Interstate Commerce, and said he would not attempt to discuss the other plans that have been proposed, at least until
Thereafter they have been presented by their proponents.
fore he devoted his statement principally to an analysis of
the detailed provisions of the Esch bill, which embodies the
views of the commission.
This made rather a tame beginning of the consideration
of the important subject of the disposition of the railroads.
Mr. Clark spent the two morning sessions on Tuesday and
Wednesday in going over the details of the bill, giving the
reasons for the proposed changes, with very few interruptions bv members of the committee.
He was to return for

would
States

be

examination on Thursday.

followed

Chamber

of

In discussing the proposed
Act, he said that
the shipping public has received absolutely no benefit from
the provisions of the Panama Canal Act designed to divorce

amendment

Commerce and

Some Chapters
Nova

in

119

to Section 5 of the

Commerce

from ownership of competing boat lines, behe said, strict compliance with the purposes of the
act would merely result in depriving the shippers of service.
Regarding the provision to allow increased rates to go into
effect after a suspension of 120 days, if the commission has
not yet reached a decision, Mr. (lark said he would not
the railroads
cause,

concede that the commission had been dilatory but that the
amendment had been proposed in recognition of the fact that
if a carrier proposes rates that are later held to be reasonable it is not exactly fair to suspend them for 10 months.
After he had concluded his discussion of the bill he reverted to the provision he had passed over, requiring the
commission, in reaching its conclusion as to the jusl
and reasonableness of any rate, to "take into consideration
the cost of labor and other operating costs in so far as they

become material." Chairman Esch remarked that the Traffic
Club of Chicago had adopted resolutions urging that the
cost of capital be also taken into consideration.
Mr. 'Clark
said such an amendment would be entirely appropriate but
he could not conceive of the commission ignoring it.

Canadian Government Ownership

Scotia's Experience with

Provincial Railway,

Incompetency and Politics on the

Now

By Harold

Part of the Intercolonial
G. Villard

I

the first of three articles Mr. Villard has writRailway Age regarding Canada's experience with
government construction, ownership and management of railways. His material is all based on official reports and parliamentary debates, and is especially interesting at this time
when Canada seems to be preparing to engage in government
ownership and operation on a very large scale. In future
articles Mr. Villard will deal with "Prince Edward Island's
Burdensome Railway," "Ontario's (' nremuncrative Railway"
Northern Ontario and "Disfranthe Temiskaming
Editor.]
chisement of Railway Employees."

[This

is

ten for the

—

&

—

—

enjoys the distinction of having been the
NovaofScotia
Britain's North American colonies to undertake the
first

construction and operation of a state railway.
of the last century Joseph Howe

ward the middle

To-

— who
statesman — began

has been termed the province's greatest
to advocate the construction by the government of railway
lines across the peninsula, formed by his native land.
Asserting that such roads could be built for a very moderate
outlay and would prove highly profitable, he eloquently
urged state ownership of these proposed highways on the
ground that a dangerous private monopoly of transportation
and an unfair manipulation of rates could not otherwise
be prevented.
Instead of following Howe's counsel, however, the Provincial Legislature in 1853 1 passed an act incorporating a
company to build a railway between Halifax and New Brunswick.
As the outbreak of the Crimean War rendered it impossible for those willing to engage in such a venture to raise
the necessary capital within the six months prescribed by the
law. the charter was allowed to lapse.
Since no further

hope remained of the projected line being built in the immediate future by a private corporation, the supporters of
Government ownership succeeded in putting through a measure- at the next session of Parliament authorizing the construction of railways as provincial public works.
In order
to provide the funds required to build the contemplated
main and branch lines, the government was empowered by
a subsequent act 3 passed at the same session to issue provincial debentures, bearing 6 per cent interest and payable in
twenty years.
Not more than $800,000 of these debentures
were to be issued in any one year.
It was not realized apparently that the proposed Provincial Railway, which would
have to traverse a sparsely settled country, could not be
made to pay until connected through to tidewater, and that
its speedy completion would have been the wiser policy under
the circumstances.
The plan actually pursued of building'
by slow degrees considerably delayed the completion of the
road and postponed the time when this state undertaking
could reasonably be expected to meet the interest on the
money borrowed for its construction.
By the terms of the Railway Act, the completion and management of these intended railways were entrusted to a
Chief Kngineer and to a Board of Railway Commissioners
not to exceed six in number, who were appointed by the
cabinet and were removable at any time by tin- government.
While the statute provided that the location of the line
should be fixed by the commissioners in conjunction with
the Chief Engineer, certain members of the House of Assembly claimed for themselves nevertheless the right of
determining where the railroad should be run.
Thus, at
the 1 856 session of Parliament 4 it was contended in all
.

2

3
1

Chapter

1,

Laws

of 1853.

*

Laws of
2. Laws of
Nova Scotia Houne

Chapter
Chapter

1.

18S4.

of

Assembly Debates 1856,

p.

9,

et sea.
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legislators

seriousness that
Localities

best

Btrucl

for

this

were "besl acquainted with the
public work and should la

greal

rhe Hou

the ministry accordingly."

urged

not

to

the

permit
route

itself

to

to

be

denuded

e

of

was earnestly
power of
its

Fortunately, this

be chosen.

prevail,

and

\

None of the
board which began its labors in April, 1854.
commissioners had any practical knowledge of railwa) build
During the nrsl
ing, and construction made slow headway.
year only ten miles of the projected main line between Kali
Apologizing
i.i\ and the Bay of Fundy were contracted for.
board
in their nrsl report for the little progress made, the
organize
staff
to
engineering
had
an
"they
complained thai
and constructors and skilled workmen to discover." Nevertheless the commissioner anticipated having over fifty miles
completed by the end of 1856, and announced that the COSl ol
B
the railway when finished would not exceed £5873 per mile,
exclusive of depots and equipment.'''

Roseate Predictions Not Fulfilled
These roseate predictions were far from being fulfilled,
however, for at the close of 1857 only 22 miles of railway
were in operation. The first part of the line from Halifax
north traversed a rugged and uneven country, full of rocky
gorges and deep bogs, and proved both difficult and expensive
Railroad construction costs were further enhanced
to build.
"by the rise in the price of labor and of all other commodities
in the general markets of the world" caused by the Crimean
War and the influx of gold from California and Australia.
Furthermore, owing to the mistakes of the government engiwere made

neers, unnecessary expenditures

at

many

points.

Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that a much
greater outlay than was originally estimated was required to
complete the Provincial Railway.
therefore, a change of government took place in
Howe's opponents came into office, the Prime
and
1857,

When,

Minister of the new administration after a brief period of
investigation made this frank confession, concerning the
outcome of his predecessor's railway policy:
evil hour for Nova Scotia, the people were deluded into
(Howe) could construct railways for £5,000 a mile, and

the belief
that they
would be highly profitable and remunerative. Year by year the truth has
Howe
Mr.
know
that
last
we
until
at
been gradually breaking upon us,
has misled the public mind on this subject to the extent of nearly half a
that the road instead of being built for £5,000 a mile,
millions of money
Enormous as the miscalculation with reference
will cost us over £11,000.
to the cost has proved, I fear that we will not soon be able to realize

"In an

that he

—

greater accuracy in the estimation of profits."

With the advent

of this

new

7

administration, the Board of

Railway Commissioners was reconstructed and reduced to a
membership of three. An outside engineer, namely, James
Laurie, was also appointed to investigate the status and the
Gost of completing the Provincial

Railway.

In the written

which he afterwards submitted this official drew a not
very flattering picture of the work of the government's engireport

neering

staff.

organ''I consider the engineer department of the road as having been
ized on too limited a scale, originating, no doubt, in the laudable desire of
economy, but in this it is quite possible to go too far. The force employed
has not been sufficient to give the requisite levels and stakes during the
progress of the work, and we consequently find at several places the grading
out of line the excavations and embankments too wide and at others not
wide enough; improper ballasting used and other matters of detail imperfectly
executed. Some of the bogs and lakes which have swallowed up large quantities of material could have been partially or wholly avoided, and no doubt
would have been, had proper soundings been taken to determine their depths
on the original surveys. The services of one or two well qualified assistant
engineers, in addition to those who have been employed on the road, would
have saved large expenditures at many points." 8

—

5

£

11

X.

equals $4 in Nova Scotian. and $3.89^ in Canadian currency.
S. Journals. 1856, App. No. 4, p. 60.
Hon. T. W. Johnston, Nova Scotia House of Assembly, Debates,
1858. p. 185.
8 James Laurie,
Railway report Appendix no. 35, N. Scotia Journals,
1858, p. 317.
7

—

inadequate engineering force had not onl) caused unnditures to in- made on the mad. bul hid o
Bulted in an underestimation of the quantities <<i material
"So tar from
required i" be removed h\ the contractors.
every are having been takl D I" mine ;i. ura< v in tin- >|ii:ni
tities" as the specifications calling lor bids read, it appeared
that "no crc
oundinga had been tal
e< tions or proper
In", discrepancies between the amount of
In view of tin
work represented as needed and that actually required to
complete the line, the railway contractors asked lor extra
They claimed with some justification that
compensation.
the) had a right to rely on the SOUndingfl made and the quantities estimated by the government engineers.
These demands
for extra compensation amounted to no inconsiderable sum.
While the COSl of tlie road up to September 30, 1857, had
been £627,653, the claims for extra allowances actually allowed and in dispute at the close of the same year amounted
to no less than £111,000.°
Indicative of the general laxity of the government officials,
it also appeared that a much larger number of sleepers "had
been received and paid for than went into the work." As
against .31 miles of completed road in the early part of 1858,
there were over 14,000 sleepers "or sufficient to lay seven
10
unaccounted for.
In view of all these dismiles of road"
heartening revelations, the Conservative government
following the presentation of the .Laurie report
decided to place
its author in charge of railway construction and to remove
for incompetency the Chief Engineer whom the Liberals had
This change occurred in August,
originally appointed.
1858, and was bitterly but unavailingly assailed by Howe
and the opposition press, who sought to make a party issue
out of it.
Under the direction of the new engineer, the Provincial
Railway attained completion. The close of 1858 witnessed
the finishing of the main line to Truro, while the Windsor
branch had been opened to traffic in the previous June.
In
the following October, the Chief Engineer at the request of
the government submitted a written report on the management of the railway. This throws an interesting light on
the manner in which the Provincial Railway had been constructed and operated under the Conservative regime and that
Concerning the letting of
of the preceding administration.
contracts and the purchase of supplies, he had this to say:
Mi.-

(

the

the functions of lawmakers did not
railroad commissioners continued as the law clearly intended
to dired the location of the line.
was quite fitting, Howe was made head of the first
\

..i
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"On the Nova Scotia Railway many agreements are made without proper
*
*
*
specifications of the work to be performed.
p or wan t f proper
specifications also, many things, when delivered, are found not suitable
or adapted to the road; thus, side tipping cars are ordered without plans
or specifications, and come not suitable to the material or purposes inSnow ploughs come too wide for the platforms, and can not
tended.
pass over the road until they are altered; switches, also, but come imperfect and for a different size of rail than in use on the Nova Scotia railway." u

In place of contractors being exclusively subject to the
orders or under the control of the Chief Engineer, "which
is the common and usual course in railroad construction," it
appeared that the Railway Commissioners had "carried on
communications directly with the contractors."
"The result was a mass of conflicting agreements, counter demands and
allowances, but neither energy in the management nor the progress in the
*
*
*
The right claimed and used, on
construction of the works.
the part of commissioners to give directions to inferior officers, contractors
and employees, independent of those over them is fatal to all systems of
management, and at once leads to confusion and antagonism. The instant
an intermediate officer is passed over, and directions given to those under
him, he ceases to have control or responsibility." u

At the

close of

1859 when

pleted, the cost of the

Nova

its

construction

had been com-

Scotia Railway, which then com-

prised 93.8 miles of main and branch lines, was officially
13
or at the rate of $44,760 per
reported at $4,197,602. 79,
mile. These figures include the amount paid by the Province
Laurie's report before cited at

p.

286.

10

Ibid., at p. 285.
Laurie's letter of Oct. 3rd,
p. 100.
12 Laurie's letter before cited
11

13

1859, N.
at

p.

Scotia Journals,

98.

N. Scotia Journals, 1861, Appendix No.

4,

p.

21.

1860,

Appendix,

"
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on the various sums borrowed for railway construction purposes during the four and one-half years required to comExcept in a few inplete this comparatively short road.
stances, they exclude all

sums paid

for right of

way and

for

caused by the building of the railway.
of the road provided
that such damages should "form a county charge, to be
assessed, apportioned and paid for, according to the relative
benefits derived from the railway by the several sections of
14
traversed by the new artery of communication.
the country
to property

damages

The

act authorizing the construction

High Cost Due

to Faulty Contracts

In the opinion of Mr. (later Sir) Sandford Fleming, who
was one of Canada's foremost railway engineers, the high cost
of the Nova Scotia Railway was in a large measure due to
the awarding of lump sum contracts for its construction instead of paying "by the quantity and measurement" for all
work actually done. According to the very stringent specifications contained in these contracts, a lump sum was to be
paid per mile of completed road and "no claim for extra
work" was to be allowed "for any real or supposed inaccuracy" in the quantities estimated to be contained in each
cutting or embankment.
when

"Yet,

the

contracts

came

to

be closed,

every contractor had his
had expressly
extras by the

claim for extras on the very point of quantities which he
Irrespective of large amounts paid for
engaged to risk.
Board of Commissioners, further claims were made and
government and the legislature, relying on the terms of

pressed.
The
the contracts,
these claims for a year or two, but in the end, both government and legislature had to succumb, after an infinite amount of trouble
and agitaticn, and the contracts, let by lump, had in the end to be paid
for by measure.

fought

off

"This system proved an utter failure in Nova Scotia, and notwithstanding that every precaution was taken in framing the contracts, it resulted
in the construction of a very indifferent and unfinished road, with many
perishable and now unsafe structures; in some cases even the masonry
has already fallen into ruins.
The system further resulted in the ruin
of the Chief Engineer, an honest and estimable gentleman, the withdrawal
of public confidence from the commissioners; it broke up one government,
led to the destruction of another, and the work, although never properly
completed, cost the province a very large sum for extras, and nearly double

amount

the

of the original estimate."

The

15

statement of Chief Engineer Fleming that the ProRailway notwithstanding its high cost was very
imperfectly built
cannot be deemed overdrawn. At the
time the Nova Scotia Railway was under construction rails of
a
pattern were almost universally being used in the United
States.
Instead of choosing this same form, which required
no chair plate under the ends of the rail, the mistake was

—

—

vincial

—

T

made

of modeling the superstructure after that in vogue on
the railways of Great Britain.
Except for fourteen miles
of its length, the Provincial Railway was laid with rails
These
of the
pattern weighing 63 pounds to the yard.

H

were supported

at intervals oi

2

/2
l

iron chairs or fastenings weighing

feet by ponderous cast
from 29 to 37 pounds

each.
Wooden side keys were used to secure the rails to
the chairs.
While this system was found to answer well in

the comparatively mild climate of Great Britain, the wide
variations in temperature experienced made it both unsuitable and unsafe for the northern portion of the American
continent.

summer and the marked cold
wooden keys employed shrank and
worked loose. To replace and tighten them entailed thereAs for the
fore much additional labor and expenditure.
chairs, they had to be constantly wedged up and broke easily
Under

the great heat of the

of the winter months, the

whenever a heavy

frost occurred.

and fastenings originally placed on the Provincial
Railway "were probably the worst that could have been

the rails

(Nova Scotian)

upkeep
fifth more than
pendages, 18 good
elimination from
of safety and of

was very expensive and as they cost onethe better suited American rail and apbusiness judgment demanded their prompt

as their

In the words of

Nova

had passed into the possession of the
1867 that the "cumbersome, expensive and illadapted" chairs began to be discarded and the steel scabbard joint substituted in their place. 19
Despite the fact that it was of the broad gage of 5 feet

3,

p.

131.

in

and 6 inches, the Nova Scotia Railway had altogether inadequate and poorly drained embankments and cuttings.
Through an unwise economy, the openings of the culverts
were frequently too small. 20 In many instances, the embankments were less than the specified width of 18 feet.

The slopes of the earth cuttings were originally l T 2 horizontal to 1 perpendicular and were too high to permit of
an economical operation of the road. Owing to the peculiar
qualities of the clay soil, these slopes became undermined
from the action of the frost and rain and would slip. These
slips occurred every spring and fall and filled up the drains
alongside of the track with a mass of material, which had

/

be removed in order to maintain the road in operation.

all to

"The absence

of a thorough system
all tend to cause slipping
In some instances, the slopes
slopes of lj^ to 1, are now reduced to
the

frost,

line.

As was

of drainage and the severe action of
in nearly every clay cutting on the
have run so much that the original

three and four to one."

a

be expected under these circumstances, the
Provincial Railway proved expensive to maintain.
At the
same time, its gross earnings were very meagre and totaled
less than $10,000 a month for the first few years.
The road
had no station in Halifax itself, but stopped at Richmond
on the outskirts of the city. This lack of a terminal in the
provincial capital affected unfavorably both the freight and
passenger earnings.
to

"To make the railway already built properly available and adaptable to
the wants of the public, the extension into the city becomes a necessity.
People are not prone to avail themselves of a convenience by which they
are only partially accommodated; farmers within a certain distance often
preferring to drive their own teams between their respective homes and
the city, to being obliged to transport them to Richmond in order to haul
their produce from thence to Halifax." K
"The (railway) freight has also been subject to heavy charges for cartage
between the city and Richmond, a distance of from two to three miles.
The cost of this cartage on heavy freight is a serious item, and as regards
the coal traffic, it is prohibitory.
Shippers encounter the risks and delays
of sending coal by water rather than pay the costly item of cartage.
believe that similar considerations have great weight in determining the
route of other freight, which, but for this, would pass over the railway." *»

We

Although recommended as of pressing importance in 1861,
so urgently needed extension into Halifax was not
opened to traffic until October 2, 1876. 24 Even- impartial
critic mu^t
admit that the government railway officials
showed great inertia and dilatoriness in carrying out this
highly essential improvement.
The freight rates on the Nova Scotia Railway were appreciably lower than those prevailing in other parts of
Canada.
this

order to develop business and

"In
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20,

the
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Scotia

bring as much as possible on the
freight tariff has been put, especially as regards
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Report
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Laurie's report before cited,
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Report

Scotia's last railway commissioner,
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Scotia Journal's
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1869, No.

the government's road both in the interest
economy.
Yet, although Mr. Laurie had

until after the road

Dominion

11

Laurie's Railway report, 1 85S. before cited, p. 305.
13
Letter of Chief Engineer Fleming, Dominion Sess. Papers,
1870,
App. A. p. 13.
" Report Railway Commissioner for N. Scotia -Dominion Sessional Papers

Furthermore,

called their attention as far back as 1858 to the unsatisfactory nature of the superstructure used, the unprogressive
government officials failed to make any change. It was not

i

I

climate." 17

adopted in this

railway,

"In the month of February, a searching thaw occurred which was sucThe ensuing morning
ceeded by one of the coldest nights of the Several thouracked
exhibited the permanent way greatly disturl
sand joint chairs, a quantity equal probably to the entire breakage since
,c
single
night's
frost.
the opening of the road, were destroyed by a
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312.
for N.

Scotia,

Dom.

Sessional

— N. Scotia Journals I860,
— N. Scotia Journals

Papers
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Engineer 11. F. I'erley
Perley's Report before cited at p. 4.
Report Eagineei A L. Light, N. Scotia Tournals 1861,
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wick.
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In

were totally inadequate

rendered.

'

traffic.

"Under the Tariff Regulations which have been in operation for years,
wagon and driver are carried over the lines at the same rate
charged for a passenger. » * * There is neither reason nor justice in
this arrangemet. and as it is attended with serious loss to the Department,
*
*
*
No valid excuse can be urged
it ought to be at once abolished.
in favor of encouraging persons to encumber the cars with horses and
wagons, for the carriage of which little or nothing is received." 30
1S66, the number of teamsters carried free amounted to 11,420 (out
If these concessions could be
160,953 total passengers transported).
confined to those seeking a market for their produce, it would not be so
objectionable; but a great many persons travelling thus merely for conFor instance, a person is
venience or pleasure took advantage of it.
desirous of going into the country a distance of 10 or 20 miles beyond
or from some point on the railway, and as it virtually cost him nothing
If his be the
to take his horse and wagon along, he naturally does so.
only horse and wagon to be carried, a box car and a flat car must be
all
that
is obtained
cases
is
shillings
many
in
added to the train, and a few
in the way of compensation, although $1,5C0 worth of rolling stock, to
say nothing about the additional motive power required, is put into requiIt is a matter of surprise that even
sition for his special accommodation.
such an arrangement should have been made and it is equally strange
'"In

of

a

should have been tolerated so long."

this horse and wagon traffic was carried at a
perhaps for fear of alienatprovincial authorities
never had the courage either to
ing the farming interest
Not
raise the rates charged for or to do away with it.

Although

— —

loss, the

until

some years

Nova Scotia Railway had passed
Dominion government was it finally

after the

into the possession of the

Completed as before stated in 1858, the Provincial Railin the following year failed to earn its operating ex32
In February, 1860, another change
penses by $8,397. 31.
The new administration abolof government took place.

ished the Board of Railway Commissioners and placed the
government road under the charge of a single commissioner.
One of the first acts of this new official was to remove a
railway employee who had had the temerity "to appear at
the hustings to poll his vote against the Attorney-General."
Report R'way Superintendent

— N.

Scotia Journals 1860,

Appendix,

33

p.

Report Carvell Commission before cited at p. 165.
«N. Scctia Journals 1862, App. No. 20, p. 3.
28 R'way Report
N. Scotia Tournals 1859, App. No. 13, at p. 185.
20 Report of R'way Sup. Taylor
N. Scotia Journals 1868, Appendix No.
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contractors

instead

railway officials themselves
words:
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cite his

way is a very large item of expen*
I n
d with the belief
tender and contract for uphold* n<
Ii av«
find their own men and tools, the work might be more
i

of the permanent
"
*
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were put up
>

performed."

to
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.

M

Accordingly, the railway commissioner drew up specifications and contracts "of the most stringent character," and
which appeared "to embrace all the conditions and stipulations necessary to insure an efficient upholdence of the
road," 30 and from August 1, 1860, on let out to contractors
the maintenance of the permanent way and the fencing of
the whole line in sections varying from
to 11^4 miles
in length.

At the same time, he sold to the contractors all the tools
belonging to the railway department which had been used
in keeping the track and road bed in good order. 37
This singular plan of entrusting the maintenance of the

permanent way

remained in force tor
appeared to work well. In the
last year, when the road was upheld by the old or day
labor system under the direction of roadmasters, the maintenance of the road cost $108.74 per mile per quarter as
against $67.90 38 under the tender and contract method. The
resultant annual saving for the whole line was $15,151.64.
Instead of incurring a good sized deficit, as in 1859, the
Provincial Railway during the years the contract upholdence
system was in force showed a respectable surplus above
to outside contractors

three full years.

At

first,

it

operating expenses.
When, however, the Railway Department was reorganized
in June, 1863, as a result of another change of government, the new railway commissioner speedily came to the
conclusion that "an efficient and economical upholdence of
the road" was impossible under the contract system.
As
the following official utterances will show, this system had
resulted in a marked deterioration in the condition of the
road.
"It

is quite clear that fencing, for several years was a mere nominal
and what with fires, decay of material, and other deteriorating causes,
come to be in a most dilapidated condition." 39

"The present system

of upholding the road by contract is very unsatisfacto clear out cuttings and ballast the
to be done." 40
the
extent
necessary
to
"Jt was apparent to the most inexperienced observer that, whatever
the cause, the work undertaken by these contractors had not been performed.
The contracts and specifications, as I before remarked, are very
precise and stringent in their terms and obligations, and a strict or even
a reasonable compliance with these terms would, I think, have sustained
the road in a condition far superior to what it was found to be on the
That, however, it has been found impossible to secure.
1st of July last.
Contractors, in their efforts to underbid each other, had taken the work
for less than would pay the necessary labor, and they were driven to the
necessity of slighting their work or doing nothing more than was barely
sufficient to keep the trains on the track." a
tory,

— N.

Scotia Journals

1867,

1,

p.
p.

405.
135.

31

Ibid., p.

35

For the form of specifications see N. Scotia Journals 1864, App. No.
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ApD. No. 4.
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40
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N. Scotia Journals 1864, App. No. 1. p. 7.
R'way Report N. Scotia Journals, 1861, p. 2.
Railway Com. Macdonald's Report N. S, Journals 1865, Appendix No.
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Scotia Journals 1868,
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N. Scotia Journals 1860, App.
N. Scotia Journals 1860, App.
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and contractors are unwilling
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permanent way were

the maintenance of the

if

outside

411.

30

pay

the fencing had

way

1,

Let to Contractors

road."
As one means of securing this desired end, he
ceived the novel idea thai a great Baving could he effected

affair

abolished.

25

Way

the railway

4^

a horse,

it

make

order to

obliged to reduce expenditure "promptly within
narrowest limits compatible with the sale working of

At intervals, the railway commissioners expressed their
minds freely in regard to this undesirable and unprofitable

that

oi

acting

fell

;i

form of

sit)

not

ar<

Maintenance of

ci

"This (horse and wagon') business is conducted at a loss to the departsource of detention to the trains, and cannot at all
ment, besides being
times be provided for at Way Stations without a large supply of plant.
1
consider the tariff on this traffic must be increased in order to make it
;

having as government emplo
ho tile to tli«- department or the
rnment in whose employ they arc, and with whose conin e they an
upposed to be entrusted.""

-i

2S

self-sustaining."

who

I

This was especially true of the important horse and wagon traffic, which
at fust yielded nearly one-fourth of the annual freight earn11
While discouraged elsewhere because unremuneraings.
tive, it grew to large proportions in Nova Scotia through the
desire of the authorities to assist fanners seeking to market
Instead of heing obliged to untheir produce in Halifax.
load and to ship the contents of their vehicles as freight,
countrymen were permitted to board trains with their horses
and wagons. The rates charged for this service were entirely too low, and 30 per cent less than in New Brunsof the service

the cost

oi

parties

that the
application io thai
aboi e all Impoi tant
Ii

Freight Rates Totally Inadequate
to cover

"d

ground

inii

government,
general

oi

Shortly afterwards he dismissed the superintendent appointed
i>\
the former administration i<>r inefficient and on thf
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N. Scotia Tournals 1864, App. No.
Railway Report N. Scotia Journals 1864, App. No. 1, p. 1.
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1S65, therefore, the upholdence contracts

1.

and railway road master? again appointed
to look after the maintenance of the permanent way. "To
bring the road up to a safe and serviceable standard,'' it
found necessary to make large expenditures. As against
78 spent for maintenance of way in 1S61, $42,Ditches and
004.47 had to be thus expended in 1S64.
drains were cleaned out "which had been neglected for
d an unusually large number of sleepers laid "to

of interest
ing ex

•were terminated

:

ones so decayed as to render their retention
42
life and property."
Thus, although of brief
duration, this experiment, unique in railway history of farmins out the upkeep of a road, had a disappointing outcome
and proved in the long run neither a safe nor an economical
arrangement. Nor was it ever tried again in Canada.
Undeterred by the meagre earnings of the Provincial
Railway, the Xova Scotia House of Assembly on- March 14.
1S64. voted to extend it from Truro to the town of Picton
replace old

daneerous to

The

on the Gulf

of St. Lawrence.

link were

on the schedule of prices plan and in the

let

contracts for this newfol-

lowing manner:
had decided to build the railway, the public
latter,
e
became

And
exceed
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have the

to

I

cnced, they could not wait

rvey was properly completed.

before the

was

line

A

located.

Tenders were actually invited

number

great

of

persons

expected

or

-." *»

Doul rless
satisfy die clamor for contracts, the Government let out the work in ten small sections of about five
miles each.
The contractors had little experience in railway building and had bid altogether too low prices for
masonry and earth work.
"The work went on

for a time, but it was soon discovered th^
*ere altogether too small.
The
ations were strict, the system
not admit of extras, and the work in consequence came to a

would

-

stand

As the contractors were unable

go on, the government

to

in the fall of 1S65 relet the completion of the Picton line

to Sanford Fleming,

who

agreed to finish the extension for
of seventeen months.
the further proviso, however, that he should be

a lump sum and within a period

He made

man

he liked free from all
political interference.
The insistence on this wise stipulation was beyond all doubt very helpful in enabling him to
perform his contract satisfactorily and within the time limit
at liberty to

employ whatever
45

specified.

Railway Run
As before intimated,

Heavy Loss
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Scotia

Railway

— which

annually in the shape of interest
was anything but a money^ ; ".
maker. During the twelve years. Jul
to June 30,
cost the Province over a quarter of a million dollars

—

1867. the

gross earnings

-

down

kept

only $1,423,-

th

-

I

1S61 47 of requiring the railway to
transport legislators, school teachers and members of the
The objections to such and similar
militia free of charge.
free service on the part of a government owned transportation line were forcibly stated by a Nova Scotian railway
commissioner as folio
-
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20,
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operating

expenses

true that the net earnings

appears
for the

This same body of experts found further that the books
"had never been properly audited." and that
the salaries paid many employees were too low to secure the
sen-ices of competent men.
In partial explanation of the
lax discipline prevailing on the road, they had this to say:
"If a conductor, an agent, a driver or other subordinate
knows that he can only be dismissed after tedious inquiry,
proof and disproof as to alleged misconduct, it will almost
mpossible to assure that degree of discipline which is
essential to the safe and economical working of a railroad.

Interference

Political

— Obsolete

Operating Methods

N ther in the appointment nor removal of subord::
were the higher officials in a position to act freely. On the
contrary, they were unable to disregard the wishes of the
:

local politicians in

such matter-

committee
characterized
the
methods employed on the government railway
Finally,

opening

the

and out of date

in var

-

Lack
was deemed

spects.

-olete

-

of initiative on

the part of the leading officials
to be the main
cause for this failure to keep abreast with the times in
matters pertaining to railway management"

With

these excerpts, this sketch of the inception

and the

decade of the Xova Scotia Railway may properlv be
closed.
Upon the formation of the Dominion on July 1.
"the railway became an asset of the new federal
ernment, and shortly afterward lost its separate identity
through being made a part of the Intercolonial railwaj
tern.
It should be
borne in mind, however, that all the
defects and drawbacks which b
H nded
government
ownership of railways in Canada were revealed in connection with the building and operation of the Nov
Sco4
Railway.
Instead of being done away with, these various
evils appeared again and at times in a moi
ited form
when the dominion government undertook th<
ment
fir-t

•

and cons

Rway

n of rail

Commissioner Longley

Scotia

11.

BB.
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Railway earned enough during the

meet

of the railway

51

-

It

meeting

"In view of the number of cars which have disappeared altogether, and
of the state of the existing stock, we are of the opinion that the rolling
stock has lost fully one-half of its existing cost.
This taken in connection
with the state of the way and works and buildings justifies the conclusion
that the roads have not been worked at a profit, but that on the contrary,
in excess of the apparent profit with which the Revenue acas opened when the Dominion came into possession, will have to be
expended in order to restore the ways and works, the stock and equipment to a satisfactory" and serviceable condition." a

50

N".

to

after

2*'J
twelve years mentioned were nominally 5Yet,
as the following extract shows, the road had in reality a
much smaller surplu- when it was taken over by the Dominion Government: "On the 1st of July, 1867, the revenue
:
account was opened with a credit of
1.
This sum
purported to represent the net earnings of the railways up
to that date, or to speak more accurately, the sum earned
toward the payment of interest on capita.
But, in the opinion of the railway experts appointed by
the Dominion Minister of Public Works in the summer of
to report on the status of the railway which h?.d failed
to meet its operating expenses during the fiscal year just
even this >mall profit and loss surplus had not been
i.
5S
earned, as a matter of fact.
As no proper allowance had
been made for depreciation of rolling stock and as the
inadequate stations were in a most dilapidated condition,
they arrived at the following conclusion:

Xo.

Fleming— Dorr

the Provincial
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rather doubtful.
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News Department

General

ill
The

firemen's brotherhood, in convention at Denver, Colo.,
adopted resolutions in favor ol the establishment >>i
municipal markets and cold storag houses; and has endorsed
the "Plumb plan" for public operation of railroads.
lias

:

The National Service Committee, of Engineering Council,
with headquarters at Washington, D. C, has started a weekly
bulletin of developments in governmental engineering work.
It will contain information regarding progress in legislation,
and other activities of federal agencies, of interest to engine<

Western
S. M. Felton, president of the Chicago Greal
Railway Company, has been given the title of commander
oi the Legion of Honor by the French Government in recognition oi his work as director general of military railways
Mr. Felton has also been decorated by the United
in France.
States Government with the distinguished service medal for
his efficiency in connection with the same work.
of Railroad Signalmen, in convention
Mo., proposes to open negotiations with
the Railroad Administration concerning wages. These men
are now rated as belonging to "shop crafts," but they maintain that their duties are more responsible than those of
shop workmen, and they have called on the director general
for a different classification, with wages and working conditions adjusted accordingly.

The Brotherhood

at

Kansas

City,

Lieutenant-Colonel T. H. Lantry, formerly division superintendent on the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at
Glendive, Mont., has been appointed district inspector of
the Trans-Baikal district of the Siberian Railways, and
Lieutenant-Colonel B. O. Johnson, formerly superintendent
of the Montana division of the same road, at Livingston,
Mont., has been appointed district inspector of the Omsk
district of the Siberian Railway.

"Two Popular Methods

of Getting Killed,"

is

the

title

of

the latest safety-first pamphlet issued by George Bradshaw,
safety supervisor of the Pere Marquette and other Michigan
roads under Federal Manager F. H. Alfred. The two methods are the highway crossing method, and walking along
railroad tracks. Interesting comparisons are drawn between
these American methods of getting killed and ancient methods of accomplishing the same purpose; and the ancients are
believed to have had the better way.

Service between New York and Washington
reported as having been operated during the month of
June at 99 per cent, efficiency; the miles flown being 11,118,
Between
and the weight of mail carried, 15,643 lb.
Cleveland and Chicago the percentage of efficiency is given
miles 19,825; weight of mail 19,603 lb.
total
100;
as
The average speed on this route was 97.8 miles an hour. The
route from New York to Cleveland, crossing the Allegheny
Mountains, has been operating successfully since July 1.

The Air Mail

is

Machinists of the St. Louis-San Francisco are considering
the question of striking, over the controversy which has
arisen because of the appointment of W. J. Foley as general
roundhouse foreman at North Springfield, Mo., and the GenThe contract
eral Committee has sent out strike ballots.
between the company and the machinists states that a
machinist shall be placed over machine men, and it is this
clause of the contract that the men claim has been violated
locoin the appointment of Mr. Foley, who was formerly a
motive engineer. He was later promoted to road foreman of
engines and then was acting assistant superintendent in the
operating department until the return of the assistant superintendent from Government service. In defense of the appointment of Mr. Foley, officers of the road say that no

portion oJ the contracl between the machinists and the comp.inv has been violated, because the duties of the general
foreman cover nol only machinists but boilermakers, pipefitters, electricians, tank men and miscellaneous repai
as well as ci
Mr. Foley ha
and firemen,
member of the Brotherhood of Locomoti

Complete reports of "No Accident Week" in the Northwestern region, June 22 to 28, illustrate in several interesting ways the practical results of the campaign.
Of the 62
roads competing in the campaign, 50, or 79.36 per cent, had
A reduction in accidents was made from 481
clear records.
(of which 6 were fatal) in the week of June 22 to 28, 1918,
to 119 (of which 5 were fatal) in the corresponding week
this year; a decrease of 362 accidents, or 75.46 per cent.
Based on the number of accidents per hundred men employed there was accomplished a reduction of 77.78 per
cent.
Based on the figures for 1919 there was one accident
for every 2,304.481 men employed in the region; in 1918
one accident for every 568.563 men employed, a decrease of
1,735.918, or 305.5 per cent.
There was one accident to
444.269 miles of road operated in 1919, and one accident to
109.913 miles operated in 1918, a decrease of 34.356, or 304.2
per cent. The road employing the largest number of men
which operated with a clear record was the Chicago Great
Western. The road having the largest operated mileage and
making a clear record was the Oregon-Washington Railroad
& Navigation. This road also had the largest number of
accidents last year. The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha made the largest reduction in accidents based on
100 men employed.

The Clover-Leaf Accepts 350 Cars
the Toledo, St. Louis & Western

The controversy between

and the Railroad Administration over the latter's allocation
of freight cars to the road has been settled without a court
with the result that the company will accept 350 of
the 1,250 freight cars originally allocated to it by the Director
General. When this allocation was made, the receivers asked
for instructions from the court, and the stockholders' and
bondholders' committees filed statements setting forth that
the number of cars allocated was excessive, that the road
needed no new car's and that the cost of these cars was
excessive. The receivers then asked the court (the Federal
District Court in Ohio), for an injunction, and the court
subsequently granted a preliminary injunction restraining
The Railroad
the receiver from accepting the allocation.
Administration then suggested a compromise, and the matter
was ultimately settled by the acceptance by the receiver
of 350 cars.
trial,

She Got the Pass*
understand you hold the key of the way to the shining
tracks that tempt us in the spring to wander out in some
strange unknown, where the charm of the unexpected will
happen.
That is what we think, but, of course, what does happen is
the customary dirt and cinders the sight of ordinary ways
and the same people in a coach instead of an office.
As I said before, desiring to wander in the spring, I have
I

—

—

out the attached form.
to explain to you my sudden .mania for visiting
all these relatives, as you may have noticed from my various requests for transportation, and which may have caused
you some perplexity as Sam probably told you I was an
filled

Wish

*

Copy

Chicago.
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orphan and
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died rather than

relative! io nearly
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he could ascertain

bothered with me,
I'
i- because
itate again
just want to wandei in the
spring, i>ut it Beema the Administration objects to our travel
unless it's a case of death, sickness, want, woo, or rels
\..i having many relatives,
tivea
maj be pardoned tor
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I

wondering whj

relatives are put in iliis unhappy category.
Bui going ovei the list under which it seems
mual put mj
reason to travel or be scornfully refused bj you
chose
I

I

rclati\ es.
K.a

if

(

had some charming ones,

certainly would

I

\isit

I

desire

the

Administ ration

encourage dutiful
journeys and to foster the kindly feelings which should come
from ties of blood appeals to me. Bui whit
want to know,
having the passion for knowledge that prompts so many of
,.i

to

I

fellow countrymen to write the papers to learn why
here, and why everything happens that does happen
because wo are here—being animated by a similar impulse,
use to inquire most respectfully, most respectfully
don't you want us to travel lor a good time?

our

we

(

I

I

them.

The

Grain loading) in the Central Western region in Jun<
gregated J >,7(M cars aa compared with 22,85.1 ears June last
year, an increa e ol 30 per ceni
oal loading (67,°7 > cars)
deereased 42.4 per cent from the HK.lll ears loaded in June
last j ear,
uc stock show s no chai

.lie

1

WHY

—

You know, being deadheads, we never would travel if we
paid our way. So the roads are not out anything by giving
us the pass. Trains you let me ride on are rarely patronized
by other than pass holders
Please Mr
why can't we ride just to

McReynolds, chief clerk of the Kansas City (Mo.)
Freight Traffic Committee and formerly chief clerk
in the general freight Office of the Chica
Island &
Pacific at Kansas City, has been promoted to secretary with
the same headquarters, succeeding C. P. Dowlin.
II.

Railroads bringing cattle into this country from Canada
have been notified l>y the Secretary of Agriculture that, beginning August 1 all cars containing animals for immediate
slaughter must be so carded ("Canadian Cattle for Immediate
Slaughter"), and the fact must be noted on waybills.

—

rake a 'Trip
.And see the sights
And delude ourselves
With the thought
That we are going
Down the world

and
Having experiences.

And

get a

little

Mental tonic
and Fep.
Surely you don't think we should always stay

at

home

unless

someone

dies

and besides
you make
people

like

myself

who have no
Tell

relatives

lies.

I..

District

A

strike in

New York

harbor has

this

week

tied

up about

300 freight ships, mostly privately owned coastwise vessels.
The strikers are firemen, oilers and water tenders, and they
want higher pay and recognition of their union. The United
States Shipping Board, owner of a large proportion of the
300 ships, is reported to have taken a firm stand, making no
move to start its ships except in a few cases where new men
could be secured.

The Long .Island Railroad, during the war and since demobilization began has moved between 4,000,000 and 5,000,000
soldiers to and from the camps on Long Island, besides
carrying tens of thousands of visitors. Even now from 10,000 to 20,000 troops are being carried daily.
The regular
business of the railroad has grown rapidly. There are 5,000
more persons commuting daily than last year at this time,
requiring several additional trains of eight cars each, morning
and evening.
Between July 3 and July 7 the road
broke all records by carrying 1,433,600 passengers. This is
28 per cent, more than were carried in the same five-day
period of 1918. This traffic is being handled with practically
the same number of coaches and engines as were in service
in 1918.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals recently
handed down an opinion in the controversy between the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western Railroad Company as the
successor of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western Railway
Company and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railway
Company, its receivers, Judson Harmon and Rufus G. Smith,
and the Toledo & Cincinnati Railroad Company, successor
of the old Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton lines. The opinion
affirmed in part and modified in part a decree previously issued by United States District Judge Hollister, relating to
the ownership of the bulking yard in Indianapolis, Ind. This
decree held that the bulking yard belonged to the Chicago,
Indianapolis & Western, even though it has been in the
name of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton since 1898. Judge
Hollister required the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western to
pay the future installments on the mortgage as the only payment required in order to get its title. The parties have
agreed to value the property at $96,000. The decision of the
Appelate Court affirms the decision that the property belongs to the Chicago, Indianapolis & Western and also held
that the payments made by the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton before its receivers were appointed could not be recov-

The payments made by the receivers of the CincinHamilton & Dayton on account of the mortgage on the
property, according to the Appellate Court opinion, were
made under mistake of fact and must be repaid without interest by the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western. Under this
ruling the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western will be required to repay $1,450 paid by the receivers and pay the
remaining installments of the mortgage note, amounting to
ered.

nati,

$22,000,

thereby obtaining clear

title

to

the property.

Louis F. Swift, president of Swift & Company, Chicago,
denying charges recently made against the packers by the
National Wholesale Grocers' x'Xssociation in a complaint filed
with the Interstate Commerce Commission, said in part: "I
cannot find that Swift & Company enjoys one special privilege, nor does it participate in one special rate, which cannot be secured by any other shipper in the United States.
We certainly do not wish to
1 welcome this investigation.
have any unfair advantages or discrimination and predict
that the finding of the Commission will be that we have
none. The route cars which we operate are operated under
specific railroad tariffs which have been repeatedly approved
by the Interstate Commerce Commission and which call for
a certain guaranteed minimum or penalty in case of a lightly
loaded car. Similar cars may be operated by any one who
We have built
is willing to agree to this penalty provision.
up over a long period of years an efficient transportation department which looks after our shipments. It is a part of
that department's duties to follow every shipment of goods
to its destination and to see that there is no unnecessary
delay. I understand that one of the complaints made is that
we enjoy the benefits of our refrigerator cars. We do, but
the building of these cars was forced on us by the refusal
Any shipper of goods who
of the railroads to build them.
cares to tie up his money in that way may build his own
cars and have his own transportation department look after
them. I might add here that for a number of years our reWe do not
frigerator cars have been operated at a loss.
benefit by any 'unlawful, unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory rates, rules, mixtures, minima, and other carload tariffs,
and we do not seek special privilege."
in

—
July

18,
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Texas Oil
The congestion

aniiiMiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

Traffic

of freight traffic continues to be a serious

newly developed oil regions of Central West
Several hundred additional cars of oil would be
Texas.
shipped each day from Burkburnett, Ranger and other fields
and other facilities were available. The Texas &
if cars
Pacific is crowded from Fort Worth westward to Sweetwater, 202 miles. At Ranger, 95 miles west of Fort Worth,
the yards resemble those of a large city, and the freight
problem

in the

I

Dallas or any other city on the Texas & Pacific. A double
On the
track is needed between Fort Worth and Ranger.
Fort Worth & Denver City and the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas traffic conditions in the oil fields reached by those
lines are little better than on the Texas & Pacific.

C. C.

Circuit Judge Henry G. Ward, in an opinion filed in the
United States District Court in New York City, July 12,
granted the petition of the Alaska Steamship Company, the
Central of Georgia Railway Company, the Clyde Steamship
Company, and other steamship and railroad companies for a
decree setting aside an order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission requiring them to use forms of bills of lading,
for domestic and export shipments, prescribed by the Commission. The decision says: "Congress has unquestionably
the power to declare what terms common carriers, subject
to the Interstate Commerce act, may insert in their bills of
Examination of the statute does not convince us
lading.
that Congress had any intention to confer upon the Commission the right to prescribe the terms of the bills of lading."

the decision, but

in
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News

Aggravation of Previous Incurable Disease
The Alabama Supreme Court holds that a railroad may
be liable, under 'the Federal Employers' Liability Act, for
the death of an employee from injuries caused by the sudden
stop of a train, although the employee was suffering from a
slow, but incurable and fatal disease, and although the shock
received would have been of no serious consequence to a
man in sound health. Louisville & Nashville vs. Wright
(Ala.) 80 So. 93.
Decided November 21. 1918.

—

Bill-of-Lading Declared Illegal

Judge Julius M. Mayer concurred
Learned Hand dissented.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

iii

Commission and Court News

siliiliiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

receipts of the station are reported as larger than those at

I.
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Judge

Posting of Tariffs
The Mississippi Supreme Court holds that the Interstate
Commerce Rule adopted October 12, 1915, amending Rule
52 as to posting of notice of change in tariffs by dispensing
with the necessity of posting notice, applies to excursion
fares for which only a three-day posting of notice was necessary under the amendment of Rule 52, adopted December 2,
1912.— Mississippi Central vs. Graham (Miss.) 80 So. 66. Decided December 16, 1918.

Assault on Passenger By Newsboy
The South Dakota Supreme Court holds that a railroad,
permitting a news agent on its train under contract with another, was liable for his assault on a passenger in the course
and within the scope

of his business, as he was its agent
to the carriage of passengers.
Blankenbaker vs.
Chicago, M.
St. P. (S. Dak.) 163 N. W. 744. Decided September 2, 1918.

of

—

in respect

Anthracite Shipments for June
Shipments of anthracite for the month of June, as reported
the Anthracite Bureau of Information, Philadelphia,
amounted to 5,619,591 tons, as compared with 5,711,915 tons
in the preceding month, and with 6,867,669 tons in the corresponding month of 1918. As was the case in May, the
larger part of the decrease in June of this year as compared
with last was due to the smaller output of steam sizes from

&

to

the washeries, more than two-thirds of the decrease being
in the steam sizes.
The shipments by companies were as follows:

Phila.

& Reading

Lehigh

Valley
Central of N. J
Del., Lack. &
Del.

& Hudson

W

Pennsylvania
Erie
N. Y., O.

&

W

Lehl?h & N.

E

Totals

June,
'1919
1,084,635
1,041,696
508,702
903,306
661,991
372,658
616,939
167.327
262,337
5,619,591

June,
1918

Coal year,
1919-1920

Coal year,
1918-1919

1,345,079
1,352,820

3,284,946
2,937,780
1,489.004
2,702,822
1,932,697
1,157,826
1,819,718
47'), 586
751,842

3,935,469
3,856,311
1,717,865
3.061,059
2,371,234
1,424,491
2,212,879
549,670
994,320

16,556,221

20,123,298

622.005
1,015,438
773,691
482,737
756,257
186,948
332.

6,867,669

Gasoline Transportation Dangerous
for the Safe Transportation or Explosives and
Other Dangerous Articles has sent to the shippers of gasoline, and owners, lessees and builders of tank cars, a circular
calling attention to the fact that accidents and carelessness

The Bureau

the transportation of gasoline during 1918 caused many
times as much loss and damage as the transportation of the
unusually large volume of explosives required to meet war

in

condition.
In eight years, 1910 to 1917 inclusive, 78 people were killed,
607 were injured and a property loss of $1,626,000 resulted
from the transportation of gasoline on railroads, while during the same period, only 3 people were killed, 30 injured
and property loss of $147,000 resulted from the transportation of explosives on the railroadIn 1918, under war conditions, 16 deaths, 46 injuries, and a
property loss of $881,000 resulted from the transportation
of gasoline on railroads, while for the same year there was
1
death, 4 injuries and property loss of $33,000 resulting
from the transportation of explosives alone.

Initials on Bills of Lading
The Maine Supreme Court holds that if the initials "O R
S L & C" (Owner's Risk, Shipper's Load and Count) on a
of lading following a description of the goods were withthe general information of the court, and were in themselves plain enough to permit of judicial construction, it
would be unnecessary to prove their import; otherwise it
would be competent to do so, the words being of particular
significance in freight transportation.— Lewis Poultry Co.
vs. New York Central (Me.) 105 Atl. 108. Decided December 12, 1918.
bill

in

Indemnity from Loss of Goods Being Returned

A

railroad attempted to deliver goods, but the consignee
obtained an order of attachment against them.
The consignor thereupon requested the railroad to return them. The
railroad required the consignor to sign a contract holding
it harmless from liability in returning them, and constituting
the railroad or connecting road the consignor's agent
The
New York Appellate Division holds that the railroad was
not liable for the loss of the goods while being returned.
P<eugot, etc., Co. vs. New York Central, 173 N. Y. Supp. 455.

Decided January

2,

1919.

—

Federal Employers' Liability Act Assumption of Risk
The engineer of a freight train started the train on an interstate journey while the fireman was in a lunchroom eating.
The fireman came out and, seeing the train in motion,
climbed on top of a car. He stumbled and fell between cars
and was killed. He was an experienced and competent fireman, and knew, or should have perceived, the dangers which
he would normally and necessarily encounter in passing
over the train. In an action for his death the Kansas Supreme Court held that, under the Federal Employers' Liability Act, he assumed the risk.
Briggs vs. U. P. (Kan.) 175
Pac. 105. Decided April 1, 1918.

—
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Dobada Extension

Railwai

(Chile)

has

ordered

two

American Locomotive Com
Prairie type locomotives from the
Thes< locomotives will have IS by 20 in. cylinders, 40 in.
pany.
driving wheels and .i total weigh! in working order o! 85,000 lb.
1

Java State Railways have ordered

in

l-

compound Buper-

heater 2-8-8-0 type Mallet locomotives from the American LocoThese locomotives will have 17J/2 and 26J4
motive Company.
cylinders, 43fa* in. driving wheels and a total weight in
in
•

working order of 198,000
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Law, was admitted

on July 1, as a partner to the firm of Ernest
ami steel merchants, Philadelphia, Pa.

Law &

Co., iron

J. E. Slimp has been appointed general manager of the
United Railway Car Company, Boston, Mass., manufacturer
of iutei in ban and short line railway cars.

Dahl has been appointed manager of the New York
the Gregg Company, Ltd., Hackensack, N. J., effective July 15.
lie succeeds C. R. Gier, who is no longer in
the employ of the company.
J.

L.

office

of

lb.

Imperial Railways of Formosa have ordered three Confrom the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 20 by -'4 in. cylinders, 49 in. driving
wheels, a total weight in working order of 134,000 lb. and will

The

solidation locomotives

be equipped with superheaters.

The Cordoba Central Railway

(Argentina) has ordered six

superheater Mikado locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company These locomotives will have 2\ l/2 by 24 in. cylinders,
48 in. driving wheels and a total weight in working order of
105. (XX) lb.

[The Cordoba Central is a British-owned railway,
gage and about 1,200 miles in length.]

is

The Liberty Car Wheel Company, Hammond, Ind.,
been incorporated with $500,000 capital stock and the following officers have been elected: President, Patrick H. Joyce;
vice-president, F. O. Bunnell; treasurer, John E. Fitzgerald;
secretary, Charles Aaron.
L. H. Elliott has been elected vice-president and secretary
the Upson Nut Company, Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding
Norris J. Clarke, who has resigned. Mr. Elliott will retain
his former position as secretary and treasurer of the BourneFuller Company, Cleveland.
of

of metre

Passenger Cars

The Anglo-Saxon Trading Corporation, 114-A Pitt street,
Sydney, Australia, advises through its New York office that
i.t
desires to receive catalogues and full particulars from
manufacturers of all kinds of devices relating to the mechanical side of railway transportation.

Frank M. Saunders, New York,

is

inquiring for 5 railway in-

spection trolley cars for export.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for a second hand
standard gage 40 ft. to 60 ft. baggage and express car of
steel

underframe or

all

steel construction.

Freight Cars
Thomas W. Simons, New
dump cars for export.
Swift &

York,

is

inquiring for 10 steel side-

refrigerator cars.

Strong & Trowbridge Company,
cars and 2 tip cars for export.

New

York,

is

inquiring for 6

flat

The Cerro De Pasco, New York, has ordered 20 40-ton steel
ore cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, Chicago, for export to Peru.
The Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corp., Clearfield. Pa., has
ordered 100 steel mine cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company, Chicago.

The Commercial Bank of Spanish America, New York, has
ordered 12 gondola cars and one observation car for the Columbian Northern
Chicago.

from

the

American Car & Foundry Company,

B. Cintas, Havana, Cuba, has ordered from the AmerCar & Foundry Company, Chicago, 30 cane cars for export
to Cuba, 20 of which are for the Central Cunagua, and 100 flat
cars and 250 box cars for the Cuban Northern.

Oscar

ican

A battleship of 43,000 tons, with 16-inch guns, has been
ordered by the Secretary of the Navy, the contract having
been awarded on July 10 to the Newport News Shipbuilding
Company. Mr. Daniels will award a contract for another
ship of the same type next week. These will be the largest
battleships in the world.

Arthur S. Lewis, formerly with the Chicago, Cleveland
Car Roofing Company and more recently with Flint & Chester, New York, has become associated with the Barco Manufacturing Company, Chicago, and will for the present be located at New York City, and cover Southern territory.
D. Winters, representative at Chicago of the W. S.
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, wire netting manufacturers, has opened an office in the Peoples Gas building,
Chicago, for the purpose of conducting a railway specialty
business. Mr. Winters will continue to represent the W. S.
Tyler Company.
L.

Chicago, has issued an inquiry for 400 40-ton

Co.,

Elliot Reid, assistant to general manager of the Westinghouse Lamp Company, 165 Broadway, New York, has been
appointed sales manager, and will have charge of the commercial activities of the company in both large and miniature classes of lamps in domestic territory.

Tyler

H. B. Barbee has been appointed manager of eastern
railroad sales for the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
Chicago, and Nelson B. Gatch, district manager of sales at
Chicago, has been appointed district manager of sales, with
headquarters at 52 Vanderbilt avenue, New York City, to succeed L. C. Sprague, who has been appointed manager of
western railroad sales, with headquarters at Chicago.

The Interstate Iron &
work on the installation

Steel Company, Chicago, has started
of a new 75-ton open hearth furnace
and a continuous bar mill at South Chicago, 111. In addition to this construction the company plans to rearrange its
tracks and improve its facilities for handling scrap. The addition of this furnace will make a total of five at the South

Chicago works.
C. D. McClary, who has been with the Western Electric
Company, New York, since February, 1910, has been made
Mr. McClary was
sales manager of the Pittsburgh office.
first connected with the Philadelphia office and was trans-

ferred to Pittsburgh the latter part of 1910. In April, 1916,
he joined the sales force, and in April, 1918, was promoted to
assistant sales manager, which position he held until his present promotion.

July

18,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

The Railway Motor Car Company of America, Chicago,
plan to construct a manufacturing plant at Hammond, Ind.,
The building will be
at an approximate cost of $80,00<i.
3u0 ft. long by 100 ft. wide, 50 ft. of which will be two
The superstructure will be of brick construcstories high.
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tion.

Q & C Company, with general offices at 90 West
New York, announces the formation of The Q & C
Packing & Lubricator Company, with general offices at the
The

street,

same address and a factory at 70 'earl street, Jersey City,
X J. Charles F. Quincy is president of the new company;
W. W, Hoit is vice-president, and F. F. Kister, treasurer,
I

Baltimore
lengthy

William Barlow Ross, assistant to the president of Mudge
Co., Chicago, with headquarters at Washington, D. C,
has been appointed district manager of the same company,
charge of eastern
in
and southeastern sales,
with headquarters at
New York. Mr. Ross
was born on Decem24, 1868, at Belfast,

in

and was eduManchester,

Burlington,

the

Cedar Rapids
ern,

a

as

&

Northand

imperative.

trucker

at
checker
Rapids, Iowa.

he

Delaware & Hudson.

He was

Georgia Coast & Piedmont. The Brunswick Board of Trade is
making a stubborn fight to prevent the confirmation of the
sale of this road to Gordon & Freedman, a salvage firm
of New York, which purchased the property on July 2

in

capacities until

various

Decem-

He was

then
appointed
timekeeper
in the superintendent's
ber. 1892.

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

—

where

office

served

— See

Cedar

later transferred to the

auditor's

is

He reviews matters which led up to the necessity for
passing the dividend on the common stock, which in substance are familiar. He argues that a further increase in
railroad rates and charges of substantial character are

England. He came to
America in April, 1889,
and began railway work
with

a

to stockholders in

that point he says: "If federal control of the railterminated on December 31 next, and if Congress
in the meantime provides a wise and constructive policy
of regulation for the future, and if the director general
of the Interstate Commerce Commission will authorize
and make effective before that date such additional advance in the rates and charges as may be necessary to
restore proper relation between revenue and operating
expenses, and I believe that we may reasonably expect
all of these things to be done, I can see no reason why
the railroads generally may not thereby be placed upon a
sound and self sustaining basis or why the Baltimore &
Ohio in particular may not look forward with confidence
to an early restoration of normal conditions, which should,
of course, be accompanied by a return of reasonable dividend payments to holders of Baltimore & Ohio common
shares."

roads

&

cated

letter

On

S. S.
of the present Q & C Company organization.
Whitehurst, vice-president, and J. G. Smaltz, secretary, are
now officials of Steele & Condict, Inc., Jersey City, X. J,
where increased manufacturing facilities are being provided
to care for the Q & C piston rod packing and lubricator.

Ireland,

issued

which he intimates that
with early restoration to normal conditions, dividends on
his company's common stock may be resumed.

all

ber

Railway Financial News
& Ohio. — President Daniel Willard has

for $300,000.

W.

B.

Ross

Southern Pacific— See

and later chief clerk. From June 30, 1895, to August 31,
1901, he was utility clerk to the vice-president and general
superintendent, and then was promoted to car accountant.
When the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern was absorbed by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, in June, 1902,
he became car agent, and the following January was appointed statistician to the general manager of the system.
In September, 1903, he was appointed transportation clerk
to the third vice-president and subsequently was consecutively transportation clerk to the president, statistician to
the president and chief clerk to the standardization committee. On January 1, 1910, he was elected secretary of the
board of pensions, and later was made secretary of the
In July, 1916, he repension and personal record bureau.
signed his railway position to become secretary and assistant
treasurer of Mudge & Co. The following April he was promoted to secretary and treasurer, and since May, 1918,
served as assistant to president, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.„ in charge of securing priorities, etc., and
also in charge of southeastern sales.

Wabash. — See

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

office,

The Midwest Engine Company,
opened new

Indianapolis,

Ind.,

has

offices in the Florida Life building, Jacksonville,

Fla., in charge of D. J. Carrison, formerly with the BuschSulzer Brothers Diesel Engine Company, St. Louis, Mo.; in
the Caples building, El Paso, Tex., in charge of Chester B.
Loomis, formerly consulting engineei and later major of engineers, of the Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division of the
General Staff, U. S. A.; at 111 Broadway, Mew York, in charge
of B. H. Downing, who for seven years has been engaged in

Railway Construction
The Edward Rutledre Timber Company Railroad, Coeur
D'Alene, Idaho. This company will build an eight-mile railroad
with branches from Clarkia, Idaho, to its large timber holdings
in that state.
The new road will be extended gradually through

—

its

timber property.

Texas & Pacific— The
ties at

1918,

reconstruction of machine shop faciliMarshall, Tex., to replace those destroyed by fire during
will consist of extensions to the present buildings and

one part of which will be set aside for machine
shop purposes. The cost of the building work proper is estiboiler shops,

mated at $250,000, in addition to which
chinery will be installed.

new and improved ma-

C

SEABOARD Air Link.— A contract has been given to
E.
Jacksonville, Fla., for the reconstruction of the
burned portion of the Hutchinson Island Terminal facilities
of the Seaboard Air Line, near Savannah, Ga., destroyed by
fire on February 14.
The work will consist of the restoration
of sheds, docks, wharves, and other facilities, and is expected to be finished in time to handle the fall business at
Hillyer,

these

terminals.

The Whitney Company

and in the Maison
pumps and con.!
Blanche building, Xew Orleans, La., in charge of J. R. Lowe,
who has been engaged in the marketing of prime movers and

Detroit, Mich.— This
Fobert & Winters,
Spokane. Wash., for the construction of a 12^-mile standard
gage railroad extending from Tillamook Bay. Ore., along the
Kilches river to a tract of timber owned by the Whitney company. It is estimated that the work will involve 152,000 yards of
excavation.
About 507,000 feet of lumber will be required for

pumps

trestles

the marketing of

for several years.

company has awarded

and bridges.

Railroad,

a contract to Rajotte,
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Southern Pacific Company
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1917,

II,

III
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(

Board

of the
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Y
Inlv 10, 1919.
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k\ I'm ii i,
report "t the operations and affairs
tnd "i iti Proprietarj Companies (or the
i

Directors lubmlti

,.t

I

— Report

tern

.

i

of Directors

I.

>

i>

'

Iberia \

1918,
Ident

oi the United Sutet t".'k over the
operation "t ^"ii Company's railroad and
and conditioni which thereaftei were embodied in
March 21, 1918, which w.is printed in full in the
and brief!) lummarixed on pages 24 and 23 oi that

.

|

i

liii

n

89S.l78.49

...

Raili o

N..i

Raili

,i.i,

I

(

73,493.70
14,495.36

.iiiv

my.,

Vermilion Raili

Ml

I

$47,959,898.08

Lracl

:

the

oi

Southei

n

Pai

il

Company, which owns the dock and
wharl facilities oi voui Company's lines

mni.il

Galveaton, Texas, has noi yet been
ni. <l.
Based <m the opei ationa foi
the three teal years, the standard return
to bi paid by the
lovei nm. nl foi th<
i

President,
Act
["his
il
oi Railroads, to inter into an
been taken
propertiei
bad
whoae
roada
de .iN>' fot up-keep, betterment!

authoriied

the

representative, the Director
agreement with the individual rail
over, to fw the compensation and

or

hli

<

of

the

count

would amount t.
return on acCompany's transportation

property

such

Making

and .hI.1iii.ih>. accounting, payment
Soon after the patoi compenaation, deductions from compenaation, etc.
preaentativei oi the Director General and of the railsage of the \>'.
erencea in the effort to agroe upon appropriate
As s result of prolonged discussion
standard clauses for such agreements.
a standard form of contract was drafted, which the representatives of the
i

total

your

oi

207,444.48

standard

i

System taken over by the Government

The directorates of subobtainable,
beat
to be the
railroads reported
stantially .ill other railroads reached the same conclusion as did your Dilectors aftei careful consideration; that this standard form of contract
was the beat that could be obtained, and was fai preferable to the alterna
ision ami operation of your properties until the end of
I

termined

any agreement
s

ti

suit

to

'

,

,

was arrived at as follows:
Average annual railway operating income,
years ended June 30. 1915, 1916, and 1917. .$47,955,769.87
Rental

for

ships

not in

service

during

test

ceriod
^

400,000.00
$48,355,769.87

Less:
Arbitrary deduction by Interstate Commerce
Commission, as explained above
Operating income of Inter-California Railway
in Mexico, not taken over

$394,057.05
1,814.74

395,871.79

Amount

$47,959,898.08

of standard return

Divided as follows:
$38,421,846.79
Southern Pacific Company
1,242,474.82
Arizona Eastern Railroad Company
Houston .t Texas Central Railroad Com-

pany
Harrisburg & San Antonio
Railway Companv
Texas & New Orleans Railroad Company
Houston, East & West Texas Railway

1,717,505.76

Galveston,

Company
Houston & Shreveport Railroad Company
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad &
Steamship Company

3,230,644 60
715,135.69

375,565.53
85,031.76
1,188,525.58

is

[1

i

whatsoever; your compensation to be debe brought in the Conn oi Claims.
Board
to enter into an agreement with the
authorizing
your
Resolutions
Director General along the lines of the standard form oi contract were
meeting
on October 9, 1918, and similar
Special
Stockholders'
at
adopted
a
action was taken by the stockholders of Proprietary Companies.
with the Director General on
agreement
to
negotiate
an
remained
It
the basis of the standard form, with such modifications as the special
features in the case of our properties rendered necessary or desirable.
After protracted negotiations we reached a form of agreement as satisAccordingly, on February 19,
factory as could reasonably be expected.
1919, an agreement was dulv executed between the Director General of
on
the Southern Pacific Comand,
the
Other,
one
part,
on
the
ids,
pany and the following Proprietary Companies: Arizona Eastern Railroad
Company; The Galveston,
Railroad
Central
Texas
&
Houston
Company;
Harrisburg \ San Antonio Railway Company; Texas & Now Orleans RailRailway Company;
Texas
West
Past
Houston.
&
The
road Company;
Houston & Shreveport Railroad Company; Morgan's Louisiana & Texas
Company;
Railroad
Western
Louisiana
Company:
Steamship
Railroad &
Lake Charles & Northern Railroad Company; and Iberia & Vermilion Railand
Pacific
Company
Southern
convenience
the
mutual
For
road Company.
ihe Proprietary Companies were united in one contract.
made
at
were
form
standard
from
the
agreement
in
departures
the
The
our suggestion, and were generally in accord with our contentions. For
continuance
secured
a
form
standard
the
inserted
in
clauses
example, special
during Federal control of our hospital system, and provided in a satisfactory
way for the up-keep and return of the steamships. We succeeded in securing $100,000 per year, in addition to the "standard return." on account
of new ships acquired between July 1 and December 31, 1917, and a fair
rental to be paid by the Director General for such space as his operating
force mav occupy in the new office building at San Francisco.
The Federal Control Act provides that the annual compensation (called
"standard return") shall not exceed a sum equivalent, as nearly as may
years
be, to the average annual railway operating income for the three test
ended June 30, 1917, unless, because of exceptional conditions, such basis
cf earnings is "plairdv inequitable as a fair measure of just compensation.
Such Act further provides that- the Interstate Commerce Commission shall
This certification has been
ascertain and certify to such standard return.
made "subject to such changes and corrections as the Comrrission may hereafter determine and certify to be reqtiisite in order that the accounts and
reports ot the Company used by the Commission as the basis of computing
said average annual railway operating income may be brought into conformity with the accounting rules or regulations of the Commission in
force at the time of such accounting, or in order to correct computations
based on such accounts or reports."
In makine its certificate, the Interstate Commerce Commission has
arbitrarily reduced the amount of the standard .'eturn of the Southern
System lir.es by $328,487.22 on account of war taxes, and by
Pncific
$65,569.S3 on account of payments to employees under the Adamson law,
Although these deductions represent
or a total deduction of $394,057.05.
amounts entered in the accounts subsequent to the test period, the Commission takes the position that such amounts are applicable to that period.
As a determination of these amounts was not possible during the test period,
and as the same action was taken by the Commission with respect to the
standard return of all railroads under Federal control, vigorous protest
was made at a public hearing against the making of these deductions. This
arbitrary act will have the effect of reducing the compensation of your
Company bv $394,057.05 for eiery year of Federal control.
The standard return ns fixed in the agreement with the Director General
without

control

now probable that
Company (those

..

.$48,167,342.56

the properties of the Southern Pali
in n.-i
leased to the Publii as well aa tl
operated by the Government) will be treated as undei Federal control.
In this event the standard return oi thai company will be increased by
ihc avii ik< annual rei
ived from leased properties during the
t. st
period, and its other corporate income will be decreased by the
amount of rentals received during thi year.
To December 31, 1918, $16,000,000.00 was received from the Director
General of Railroads on account of the above-mentioned standard return.
Between December Jl, 1918, and July 10, 1919, further payments have
,u.n made aggregating $24,375,000, of which $14,000,000 was paid in cash
and $10,375,000 in certificates of indebtedness.
Under the agreement with the Director General of Railroads, the Railroad
Administration took over certain operating assets, and assumed the collection and payment for account of the corporations of certain other assets
and liabilities. The state of the accounts between the Director General of
Railroads, and the various corporations as a whole is shown in the combined balance sheet.
'['he table showing the results of Federal operations during 1918 compaicd with the standard return agreed upon with the Director General
shows that the Federal income for 1918 exceeded the standard return by
•}/• 757, 935.04,
or 16.11 per cent.
In order to preserve the continuity of statistics cf operations for historic
purposes, statements, in the usual form, covering operations by the Government of Southern Pacific System lines during the calendar year 1918,
have been embodied in this report.
As a rule, the officers having immediate supervision of the maintenance
a. id operation ot your Company's lines at the time such lines were taken
over by the Government, continued, as Federal appointees, to supervise
the maintenance and operation of your properties under Federal control.
The principal exceptions to this rule were (a) the Houston, East & West

Note:

i

l

all

Texas Railway, and the Houston & Shreveport Railroad; and (£>) the
Houston & Texas Central Railroad. In June, 1918, the President of the
Kansas City Southern Railway was appointed Federal Manager of the
former, and th.e President of the Gulf Coast Lines was appointed Federal
Manager of the latter. On March 1, 1919, however, these three lines were
restored to the jurisdiction of Mr. W. R. Scott, their former President,
who is now Federal Manager of all your Company's lines in Louisiana and

Texas.

The Board takes this opportunity to express its appreciation of the
courtesies extended by Federal officers and employees, in furnishing your
Company with information concerning the maintenance and operation of
your properties by the Federal Administration.
The operating revenues, operating expenses, and net revenue from railway operations of the first year of Federal control, compared with the last
year of private control are:
1918

1917

Operating revenues. $221,61 1,206.21 $193,971,489.54
Operating expenses. 162,722,371.84
120,601,822.82
Net revenue from

Increase
—+ Decrease
+ $27,639,716.67
+ 42,120,549.02

—

Per
Cent
14.25
34.93

19.74
lailway operation?.
73,369,666.72
14,480,832.35
58,888,834.37
The operating revenues in 1918 exceeded those of 1917 by nearly
$28,000,000, the effect of 25 per cent, increase in Southern Pacific freight
rales and 14 per cent, increase in Southern Pacific passenger rates (following orders of the Director General for a general advance of 25 per cent, in
freight rates and in passenger rates to a minimum of three cents per mile,
made in June, 191S), an increase of 9.85 per cent, in passengers carried
one mile, and a decrease of 4.87 per cent, in ton miles of revenue freight.
The movement of United States troops contributed substantially to the
passenger revenue which was augmented by the additional rates of fare
that were charged to passengers traveling in Pullman cars, established June
ICth, but withdrawn December 1st.
While the citrus fruit crcp of California and the cotton crops of Louisiana
and Texas were less than normal, the Pacific Coast crop of deciduous fruit
was unusually large so were the movements of live slock and packing
house products. Prior to the armistice there was a great demand for the
canned products of California; the copper mines and smelters were operating at their maximum and consuming a heavy volume of fuel: the lumber
business was stimulated by the construction of war plants and aeroplanes;
and a substantial traffic resulted from shipbuilding on the Pacific Coast and
During the year 1918, the ton miles of freight
other activities of the war.
handled by western lines were 1.6 per cent., and, by all lines under Federal
control, 1.8 per cent., in excess of the preceding year.
These conditions, combined with the absence of regular steamship service
thiough the Panama Canal and alon? the Pacific Coast, would have insured
to your lines under the management of your own organization a volume
of traffic at least equal to that of the calendar year 1917, which produced
the largest gross earnings in the history of the Company; but, after the
management of your lines was taken out of the hands of your officers, the
closing of the traffic agencies through which daily intercourse with your
patrons had been maintained, the disturbance of the relationship of both
rates and service to the disadvantage of your lines, and the diversion of
to
traffic
competitive routes, resulted in your rail lines transporting
653.707,093 ten miles of freight less than handled during the preceding year,
a decrease of 4.87 per cent.
The increase of $42,120,549 in operating expenses absorbed not only all
of this increase in revenu-. but over $14,000,000 more, resulting in a decrease in net revenue from railway operations of $14,480,832, or 19.74
In other words, it cost $1.52 to earn every additional dollar of
per cent.
operating revenues.
The very heavy increase in operating expenses is attributable largely to advances made in the rates of pay of employees and
to increases in the cost of materials.
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These increases itemized are:
Increased wages
Increased prices paid for fuel
Increased prices paid for other materi

$23,658,000
6,141,000
4,539.000

Is

l

UNITED STATES
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$42,120,549 in operating expenses was caused, in the main, by reductions
in hours of service,

The

effect

fall

efficiency,

in

of increases in

rates

m

etc.

on revenues was

in

felt

the last half

Federal Operations
Calendar

Year
1.

Average miles of road operated

•

I

•

.

CHANGES SINCE COMMENCEMENT OF EUROPEAN WAR IN RAILWAY RATES.
RAILWAY LABOR. RAILWAY OPERATING RATIO. AND COST OF LIVING

tmtt-

of the year only.
Manv of the increases in rates of pay were made retroactive to the 1st of Januaiy,
many demand* for increased
P a y were pending at the close of the year and have since been granted in
whole, or in part, it it evident from the net income derived from
t
ation of your properties by the United Mates Kailroad Adn
the hi-t quarter of 1919 that the
-. nger
and freigl
n 1918 are not sumcient '
will not be sufficient
u
u
when
the
properties are returned to theii
fixed charues, taxes, and reasonable dividends.
A further incr. a
sary, unless the volume of traffic shoul
an extent that cannot
reasonably be expected.
The popular impression of the effect of an increase in ra'es on living
costs is grrssly exaggerated, and there is no doubt that the fea
increasing living costs influenced the public and tl
Commission, through the pressure of public opinion, to di ny the petitions
of the carriers for higher rates to produce an n
-venue commensurate with the rises in costs of labor and material.
To show how
slight a foundation exists for this belief, and how exaggerated is the popular conception of this influence, the following
re adducedIn the period from 1910 to 1919 the price of dressed beef originating
in Chicago and transported to New York increased from 22^ cent-, to 40
cents per pound, or, expressed in our smallest unit of value, 175 mills,
while the freight rate increased 2.4 mills, or only 1.4 per cent.
The price per pound of ham and bacon transported between the same
points incr.
mills, whereof the increase in freight rate was responsible for l'i mills, or only 0.73 per cent.
The increase in the cost of a suit of underwear transported from Boston
to Chicago in the period 1910 to 1919 was 1.250 mills, to which the increase
in freieht rate contributed 3 mills, or 0.25 per cent.
A pair of shoes, transported from Boston to Chicago in the same period,
increased in price 3.500 mills, of which the increase in freight rate was
responsible for 6 mills, or 0.16 per cent.
No coin is small enough to represent any of these increases in cost, but
if the dealer should add one copper cent in each case to the 1910 prices, to
reimburse him for the increased cost of his commodity due to increased
freight rates, he would grossly overcharge the purchaser in every case.
He
would make him pay nearly double the proper amount in the case of a
pair of shoes, and over sis times the proper amount in the case of a pound
of ham or bacon.
The accompanying diagram illustrates the slight influence of rates on the
cost of living, as to all railroads in the United States.
It shows no substantial increase of rates from 1916 to 1917, yet the cost of living rose
rapidly; there was a large increase of rates from 1917 to 1918, yet the
speed of rise in the line of cost of living was perceptibly checked.
Although at the time your property was taken over by the Government
your Company had orders outstanding for 57 locomotives, 41 passenger-train
cais, and 718 freight-train cars, and had und ;r construction in its own
shops 56 locomotives and 3,808 freight-train cars, making a total of 113
locomotives, 41 passenger-train cars, and 4,526 freight-train cars, for which
provision had been made, it was, nevertheless, forced to agree, as a condition precedent to the execution of its contract with the Director General
of Railroads, to purchase from the Director General 1,000 box cars, at a
total cost of $3,050,000.
In the standard contract agreed to by him with
the carriers, the Director General obligates himself not to "acquire any
motive power, cars, or other equipment at the expense, or on the credit,
of the Companies in excess of what in his judgment is necessarv, in addition to their then existing equipment, to provide for the traffic requirements of their own systems of transportation." Notwithstanding the Companies' books showed that traffic requirements of their own system larger
than those of 1918 had been provided for, and that in addition its freight
equipment had earned net rentals enough on other lines to average
$1,227,533 annually for the four years rext preceding the date of Federal
control; this and all other arguments presented to the Director General
were met by a refusal to execute the contract with your Company unless
I

J increases in wages and material prices.. $34,338,000
difference between the total of these items and the total increase of

The
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1918.

11,101.54

)

Standard Return.
(Aevarge for
three test vears.)
10,978.24

+
—

Per

Increase.

Decrease

Cent.

-

123.30

1.12

_L-

$49,332,489.44
13,686,876.68
1.417.765.85
.7.48
1,516,386.61
9.395.25
16.930.63

48.49
34.60
22.08

$66,463,010.68

42.84

$8,369,926.47
18.481.531.97

47.95
83.00

-".851,458.44

67.60

—

$826,060.54
35. 475, 614. 80

26.86
70.10
44.66

—

1,028,098.62
797,650.92
73.909.18

-J

Railway Operating Revenues.
2.

Freight

3.

Passenger
Mail and express

4.

5.

6.
/.

8.
3.

10.

All other transportation
Incidental
Credit
Joint facility
Debit
Joint facility

1

4.

15.
16.
17.

5,85 : .254.45

—
—

revenues
Railway Operating Expenses.
Maintenance of way and structures
iaintenacce of equipment
Tot.-il

Total

12.
13.

:i51,079.622.80
5j, 247, 921. 76
"
7,839,5'
3,548,305.77

railway

operating

maintenance

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investment— Credit

18.

Total railway operating expenses

9.

Net revenue from railway operations

3

20.
21.

23.
24.
25.

Railwav

accruals
Uncollectable railway
tax

revenues

Railwav operatinc income
Equipment 'rents (Net credit)
Joint facility rent 'Net credit)..

and 25

2~.
28.

Lxj

29.

30.

Federal income for 1918 from
taken over by Government
Standard return

31.

Federal income for 1918, in excess

en.--es

in excess of

24,

revenues

nuary

-

1

,

tRcprcsents princii

were included

ir

ally,

rental for

-L.

21.556.67

$155,148,195.53

$25,824,725.78
40,747,834.97

$17.4-4.799.31
22,266,303.00

$66,572,560.75

$39,721,102.31

$2,249,360.43
86.0S4. 897.92
3,330,398.66
4,925.247.01
440,092.93

$3,075.42097

$162,722,371.84

$99,469,518.78

$58,888,834.37

$55,678,676.75

+
+

3,681.08

$7,889,370.26

4-

2.71

50,609.283.12

—
—
—

—

.300.04
-f-

366.183.75

+
+
—

59,675.69

"6.73

$49,43v.477.60
t3.661.S08.59
195,089.66

$47,736,669.76
•61.363.13
92,035.93
400.000.00

—

$53,287,375.85
104,901.62

$48,167,342.56

-f-

-f

2.533.000.13
of

17.06
34.98
12.73
78.54

19.32
20.18

$63,252,853.06

63.59

$3,210,157.62

5.77

$1,509,310.82
7.038.96

19.13
13.17

$1,693,807.84
3.723.171.72

3.55

103.

111.97

400,000.00
$5,120,033.29
104,901.62

10.63

1918. included in

above but charged against corporati
operation

+
+
+

$221,611,206.21

Rental for steamships not in service dui
23,

-+-

83,207.96
38,487.30

-

Net of items 22.
Miscellaneous income

26.

•

$101,747,133.36
39,561,045.08
6,421.614.92
3,031,278.29
4,334,867.84

Southern

Pacific

Lines

2.533,000.13

$55. "25. 277. 60

"342.56

sti

railway operating revenues

.-.'Sard
-

retvrn

under charter

'Debit.

-f
to

U.

S.

$7,757,935.04

Shipping Board, the earnings from which steamships during the

16.11
test

period

1

.
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without

coat tnat

iii.i

majoi

to

,|

•

-uti

Ii

m

rties

oi

ottrt

«

control

no)

,,,ll|„ |||

ol

1

1

lines

I

COKVAMYl

lines

537.46

15.35

2,288.97
701.18

431.15

3,4.11.53

200.42

4,400.00

i

Central Pacific Railwoj
.il
fornia Railroad
Southern Pacini Railroad
iaal Railway
Soul

(a)
ili'

I

uh

M

I!

4.
5.
6.
7

8.
9.

10.
1

ii

I-

1.

UNKS OWNED

Of

m.i
1

1.-, -ii

377.74

1

1

I

i

i

Pacific

Total
ess mileage

40.87
8.78

190.94
40.72
400.67
207.74
72.66
21.44

t

sS.

Southern

76.72

1,381.90

.

I

58.28
(."

7

connection «itli property of two or more of
above companies ami included in mileage of each

20

58.35

3.00
83.01
11.37
11.02
25.68

Terminal Co

used

1

FOl

i

i

1

3.00

BY OR LEASED TO THE

Eastern R. K Co.
Houston & rexas Central R, K Co
Ireston, Harrisburg .v San Antonio Ry, Co
Texas >\ New Orli m~ R R Co
Houston, Eaat and Wesl rexas Rj Co
Houston & Shreveporl K R. Co
mils'. ii \
\.is
Is.
Mi, ..Hi's
s
\ S. S. Co
Louisiaua Western l\. K. Co
Lake Charles & Northern R. R. Co
\ ermilion R. R. Co
Iberia
\

I

125.00
nl

1.

11,116.55

793.61

31.23

29.99

32
11,164.35

763.62
560.70

18.90

4,525.00

18.90
18.90

4,525.00
4.525.00

in

Total miles of road operated by Government at December 31, 1918..
Total miles of road operated by company .it December 31, 1917

I'll, 085.

'86.63

202.92

Increase
79.03
11,101.54

Deercr.se

Average miles of lead operated by Government during year 1918.

616.84

'Includes 15. °2 miles of sidings, operated under trackage rights, omitted from last year's report, flncludes 2.48 miles owned jointly with other
companies, 4. 87 miles leased from other companies, and 126.39 miles operated under trackage rights; and excludes 32.61 miles of owned lines leased to
other companies.

In addition to the mileage above tabulated, the Southern Pacific Company
solely controls through ownership of capital stock, 865.46 miles of electric
lines and 1.240.52 miles of the Southern Pacific R. R. Co. of Mexico; and
jointly controls (through ownership of capital stock in equal proportions

INCOME ACCOUNT

with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.) 507.06 miles of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad, and 59.66 miles of the Sunset Railway, a grand
TOTAL OF 13,758.02 MILES.

Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary Companies, Combined
Yeai ended

December
1.

Standard

31,

1918
$45,167,342.56

return

3.

Operating revenues
Operating expenses

+
$193,971,489.54
120,601,822.82

Net revenue from railway operations.

$73,369,666.72

Railway tax accruals
6.
7.

S.

9.

10.

Uncollectible

revenues.

railway

income.

Railway

operating
Equipment rents
facility
rents
Joint
Total of items

and

13.
14.

Net revenue from miscellaneous operations.
Taxes on miscellaneous operating property
Miscellaneous operating income
Total of items

16.

— 120,601,822.82
— $73,369,666.72
— $13,792,176.17

70,237.57
'

1,

10 and 15

$59,507,252.98
2,604,342.35
141,609.95

52,253,205.28

—

$62,253,205.28

$20,397,863.81
15,921.426.68

$12,798 435.07
7,127, 017.02

+
+

$7,599,428.74
8,794,409.66

123.40

$4,476,437.13
159.239.80

$5,671, 418.05

860.02

+

$1,194,980.92
59,379.78

21.07
59.46

9.

Revenues from miscellaneous operations.
Expenses of miscellaneous operations

15.

—$193,971,489.54

$59,507. 252.98

11.
12.

Per cent

$48,167,342.56

2,604, 342.35
141, 609.95

8

7,

$13,792, 176.17
70, 237.57

.

+ Increase

— Decrease

1917

Operating Income
2.

(Excluding offsetting accounts)

Year ended
December 31,

99.

$4,317,197.33

$5,571,558.03

—

$1,254,360.70

22.51

$52,484,539.89

$67,824,763.31

-

$15,340,223.42

22.62

$27,031.90
683 722.22
420,681.73
50,176.24
2,304,208.06

$29,149.86
421,114.42
263,375.18
20,960.34
2,388,650.65

+
+
+

$2,117.96
262,607.80
157,306.55
29.215.90
84,442.59

7.27
62.36
59.73
139.39
3.54

2,297,166.57

2,188,594.29

+

108,572.28

4.96

298,33509

542,138.18
1,045,011.18
687,322.39
112,926.88

44.97
46.79

+
+

243,803.09
488,917.57
27,117.32
10,087.63
535,046.94

Nonoperating Income.
17.
18.
15.
20.

Income from

21.
22.

Dividend income
Income from funded securities Bonds and notes
other companies
Income from funded securities Investment advances

23.

lease of road
Miscellaneous rent income
Miscellaneous nonoperating physical property
Separately operated properties Profit

—

—

—

—
—

Affiliated

and

Affiliated

com-

panies
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Income from unfunded securities and accounts
Income from sinking and other reserve funds
Miscellaneous income
Revenues prior to January 1, 1918

556.093.61
714.439.71
102,839.25
535,046.94

Total nonoperating income.

Gross income

3.95
8.93

$7,989,741.32

$7,699,243.37

+

$290,497.95

3.77

$60,47-1.281.21

$75,524,006.68

—

$15,049,725.47

19.93

$329, 588.9?

$168,315.91
519,068.06
630,176.48

Deductions from Gross Income
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41.

42.

Rent for leased roads
Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous tax accruals
Railway tax accruals -War taxes

—

——

Interest on funded debt
Bonds and notes
Interest on funded debt -Nonnegotiable debt to affiliated companies.
Intel est on unfunded debt
Amortization of discount on funded debt

Corporate operating expenses
Miscellaneous income charges

Expenses prior

to

January

1,

1918

,

,

,

,

407.88
460.70
26'P. 24
103.53
11* 256.18
146, 352.61
286, 965.82
726, 191.58
368. 721.49
3,068! 047.07

590,
6S4,
1,707!
23,767.

24,219,075.12
284,996.66
34,279.10
217,216.81
138,737.17
182,724.49

+
+
+
+

$31,789,365.03

$26,394,589.80

+
+
+
+
+
+

$25,68-'. 916. 18

$49,129,416.88

—

Total deductions from gross income.

Net income

$161,273.02
71,339.82
54,284.22
1,707,269.24
451.971.59
170,740.48
112,073.51
69,749.01
587,454.41
185,997.00
3,068,047.07

95.82
13.74
8.61
1.87
59.91

326.94
32.11

423.43
101.79

$5,394,775.23

20.44

$20,444,500.70

41.61

-

July

18,

RAILWAY AGE

1919
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Year ended

December
Disposition of Net Income
Income applied to sinking and other r< serve funds
Dividend appropriation of income

nded

I

December

31.

1918

31,

—Decrease

1917

Percent

-

•13.

44.

.

to credit of profit

and

income on

Per cent of net

47.

outstanding

stock

capital

10.38

Operating Income.
Oil
1.254. 360.70.

>

Department of
This decrease

made

up, principally, of a dec:45, due to a decrease
nths to December 31, 1918,
net operating in«
compared with the conespond.ng period of last year, less an increase of
e
net operating income for the first four
Included operations only for
months of this year, la-gilt mouths following April 30, 1917, when the Fuel Oil Department
was taken over from the Kern Trading & Ok Company. The decrease of
$3.449,j21.43 is due, principally, to a decrease of $1,656,757.02 in net
revenue from produced oil, and to an increase in operating e
result of including therein t'..:> year drilling expenditures for the year
amounting to $1.773.S20.50, similar expenditures theretofore not having
•

been included in operati:

-

N

Income.

n operating

the increase

7.80 in

the

Miscellaneous Rent Income <line No.

amount due

-

:

-

Rail-

road Administration for rental of that portion of the office building a
Fiancisco occupied by Federal forces; and 553.994.08, represents similar
rentals collected from others for space oc^
Bach building, corresponding rentals reeived last year for space in the Flood Building having
been dealt with as
aid for the latter bu:
The increase of
Miscellaneous Nonoperating Physical
Pioper.
19) is due. principally,
:n the net income
f. om lands belonging t
J Pacinc Railway Company.
The increase o:
arately Operated Properties
Profit (line
No. jO) is due, principally, to this Company's proportion of increased profits
from operation of Pintsch gas plants at Houston ;>nd Portland.
The decrease in Dividend Income (line No. 21) is due, principally, to the
fact that la
-.come included j
representing liquidating
dividends of companies whose pro:
sold to Central Pacinc Railway Company and to Southern Pacific Railroad Company as set forth on
page 6 of iast year's report.

—

;

__

The

increase in Income from Funded S
22) is due, principally, to the increas

Loan bonds.
The ^decrease
No. 23j

Bonds and Notes
rest received

Income from Funded

in

the

(line

on Liberty

—Investment Advances

principally, of including in this account last
ye^r interest, previously held in suspense, on construction advances repaid
(line

is

result,

rai.

The

Income from Unfunded Securities and

Accounts

(line N
the result, principally, of the decrease in
interest received
the surplus funds on hand at December
having
been exhausted ii
31, 1917.
merest, dividends, and
otner obligations of the Company before any advances on account of our

standard return were received from the Government.
As complete data
necessary for the computation of interest on the accounts with the Governbe
by the Feier.'. Administration, the income
3ccount on page 13 does not include such intc
.ever.
»nat the interest due to the Company is in excess of the interest due to the

ncal have not

I

Government.

The

credit

to

cxplai:
1.

1918 (line No.

The

Revenue=

Prior
1.
2918 (line H
connection with the debit to Expenses Prior to Tanuarv

:-.

om e.
Rent for Leased Roads
payment am

in

:

rente-.,

period from January 1, 1912, to December
scverai years, which was "id during the

increase of $71,339.82

in

I

-

per cent.

31. 1918, the principal of advances to the Southern Pacific
of Mexico amounted to $39,792,065.33.
Interest accruing
advances has not been taken into the income of the Southern

Company

on these

Pacinc Companv.

CAPITAL STOCK
The

capital stock of the Southern Pacific Company outstanding at the beginning cf the year amounted to. .".
$272,823,405.64

Issued during the >
r.on stock Issued in exchange for a like amount of
Five Per Cent
ty-Year Convertible Gold Bo; ds
surrendered and cancelled
•

Amount

of

The common and preferred
'

at
t0

Miscel'aceous Rents dine No. 31)

is

.ndine

'

increase of
in Miscellaneous Tax Accruals (line No. 32)
due. principally, to an increase of $43,386.65 in taxes on lands covered bv
Ccntral Pacific Ra
ny Three
If Per Cent Mortgage.
The increase of $1,707,269.24 shown a.ay Tax Accruals— War
Taxes (line No. 33) is caused by thf
st vear
arc included in the item of $13,792,176
against Railwav Tax

$349,082,400.00

of Marion & Linn
County Railroad Company,
has not heretofore been dealt
with as a Proprietary Company.

Capital

_,

stock

stock of Inter-California Rail-

way Company, which companv

stocks

December

of

led

*>outhern

Pacific

Company

of

— Bonds

2.500.000.00

31, 1918.

Companies outstand$546,552,400.00

Companies

outstanding

were held as follows:

iern

Pacific

Companv

and

575 jqq qq
$346,456,300.00

P3 ")

300,000.00

the redemption of
requisition
can's I^ovisiana &

Texrs Railroad ft Steam:
&
•'er.t Bonds, which matured April 1,
excluded, in the income statement boti
(line No. 34 i, and from Ire
The decrease in Interes* on Funded
ited Companies (line No. 35) is the
oi Southern Pac
to AfHlial
The increase in Intere** on Unfunda
Frincipally, the interest paid on funds

54<',.756. 300.00

$346,832,400.00

en Per
interest on which has been
Interest on Funded Debt

:

)

Hine No.

.

negotiable Debt
a the indebtedness

'

FUNDED DEBT
The funded and other
and of
follows:

:v.

I

is

Southern

.

36
teprcsents.
the purchase of Liberty
.

ir

i

»

.oan Bonds.

The increase

of $69."37) is the result, principally, of
of $3,619,500, par valve. >f Five Per CBonds in exchange for a Kite amount of c
The amount shown in the column for
Expenses (Hue No. 38) was dealt with las:

Proprietary

is

Affil-

Owne.i by Morgan's Lr
Texas Railroad S Steamship Com-

conversion of $3,619

tr1

Debt

an

In hands of public

I

N

deer-

as

Total capital stocks of Proprietary
ing December 31, 1918
Capita]

250,000.00

$349,332,400.00

.

dealt with this year
iated Company

-

t

amounted

Add:

due,

The

Notes i',;ne No. 34'> is due. 'r::c;ally.
Five Per Cent Cor. .ertible Bonds ii
00 ot Equipment Tr

.-tccks

•

tal

is

The

$276,442,905.64

capital

Deduct:

account of the Government.

Accruals (line

.'

the beginning of the vear
-

fline No.

I

Piscount on Funded Debt
retirement during the vear
Vear Convertibli

i

-

Maed.
r irporate Operating
Maintenance of Invest

3.619.50O.OO

Southern Pacific Companv capital stock out-

standing December 31, 1918

No. 30) is the
covering the
controver-

in

Deductions From Gross Income

On December
Railroad

(line

principally, to the fact_ that last year, following the taking over of the Company's snips by the U. S. Shipping Board, as explained in the tenth paragraph under "Operating Income" on page 8 of last year's report, the rental
fjr piers at New York. New Orleans, and Galveston was charged to the

:',-.

were paid out of accumulated surplus.

•

Deductions From Gross Income.

The

in 1917

nient Organizat on.
The increase of $587,454.41 represents the salaries and
lea of corpci^te officers and
in Francisco,
Houston, New Orleans, and Tucson necessary to administer the corporate
affairs of the companies and to protect their interest during Federal control.
Although the salaries and expenses of such officers and employees were
tnarged to operating expenses during th<
:.
theieby reducing the
.'iveiage annual railway operating income upon which the standard return
was based, the Director General refused to bear any portion thereof after
the appointment of Federal Managers.
The increase in Miscellaneous Income Charges (line No. 39; is the result
of an adjustment on account of Federal income taxes, payable
inies, on the interest on tax-exempt bonds.
The credits to Revenues Prior to January 1, 1918 (line No. 27), and
the debus to Expenses Prior to January' 1, 1918 Hine No. 40) represent,
respect
collection and payment during the year, through the
Federal Administration, of revenues and expenses, commonly called
"lap-over" items, applicable to the period prior 'o January 1. 1918.
As
tnesc lap-over items represent assets and liabilities of the corporation, the
mmerce (
ed that they be taken into the
Corporal
me account and this has been done, inasmuch, however, as
tic standard return is based on the average annual railway operating
income for a three-year period the Corporation's income for the year is
te
without including these lap-over items, and it would seem,
therefore, that
iier should be ht'
^e to be included
operations in the year following the end of Federal control when
similar lap-over items will be credited or charged, ; s the case may be, to the
or should be dealt with ns profit and loss items.
The effect,
thcrcfotc. of obeying the Commission's instructions is to understate 'he
ficome for the year by $2,533,000.13. This, added to the effect of excluding
corporate Expenser. from Operating Expenses during Government Control
reduces the income account by ?"
Otherwise stated the addition of this amount to Net Income (line No. 42) would increase
10 87
it

-

result, principal;}-, of a

'Dividends

$36,868.-

;

.stantially all of which.
iel

in the

Of

17.65

Includes $454.00 dividends on stocks of Proprietary Companies held by the Public.

Misccllaneous Operating Income (line N
the operating
Southern Pacific Company, shows a decrease of

—
—

07

-

Southern

of

Company
t

0,423, 523. 92

'6.81

•

loss

$11,283.2

?<o.

$19.

.

S17, 401.620.73

Income balance transferred

46.

is

—

'76.81

$997.:.
•;i6.4.

Total appropriations

45.

Pacinc

Proprietary-

Total

lti

fixed interest-bearing debt of the Southern Pacific
Proprietary Companies, outstanding December 31 1017

C01

$206,657,610.00
456,171,651

Companies

outstanding December

31,

1917

$663,129,261.33

Deduct :

Funded debt of T'trr-California Railwav Companv. which
company is dealt with this year as an Affiliated Company

OO.00
$662,279,261.33

.

.

—
.

.

.

,

.
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":;";;::::
PoHwitn
"' w
WITH
I)|; iniu ,

j,

\ceovim
December

As-,
'"'.lit

in

equipment
improvements
i.nlu.n

t*

|

'"

d

.'

oi

I

|!

$14,713

-.1

1,416,086 78
14,597,
of

iv

phj

l

Actually

1,301.70

Bonds

567,571.43

156,

...

........'
inces

Miscellaneous

..

rota]
......

14,466,777.00
7,217,023.61

$,

(.142.57

313,124.25

—2,140,0

drafts and
S>pecial deposits

'5?5'iJ9'?W-06 $1,576 263.657.35
$11,733,162.61

and

d
receiv-

and

car-service
balances receivable
Wet
balance
receivable
irom agents and con-

ductors ...
Miscellaneous

3,351,520.52

267,880.32

.

1

Mm,

.

$272,823,405.64

$3,619,500.00

—

.

.

.

.

.

.'

Rents receivable
Other current assets.
.'

.

Total

Loans
$-'2,

197.295.71

—$1,468,504.73

—4,500,000.00
—15,500.000.00
—28,440.65

—698,867,86

1.997,112.74

—1,729,232.42

75.

— 35j.

00

bills

payable

car

9,174,317.16
24,406,115.91

—5,671,300.08
—22,713,908.72

2,239,583.11
1,667.116.12
46,824.40

2,590,309.52
1,845,219.51
74,639.29

—350,726.41
—178,103.39
—27,814.89

$83,458,827.72 -$60,366,733.
58

Funded

4 274.988.62

debt" matured
unpaid
Unmatured interest" 'ac-

$32,167,342.56
$32,167,342.56

1918, revenues prior to
i

and

9 8i

assets

•..••

-

36.435.380.91

s

36,435,380.91

1917
other

23,581,109.84

Road and equipment "re-

4,058,073.23

31,

Depreciation
reserves

and

and not replaced

4,058,073.23

431,432 86

and betterments
Advances for' Scpenses
ri
r
t0
January
f
?n ,o
L
1918,
and
other

corporate
paid,

reserves

$103 434.45
4,017,883.74

—$56,506.37
$1,475,144.03

as-

$135,618.35
5,959,083.45
3,682,526.87
11,454,127.36
5,720,675.00

•

•

•

$13,855 161.98

_

Corporate
Additions
through
surplus

__^1^
$57,331.4

-$77,890.73

$7,639,524.97

—$3,372,767.69

—

3,264,555.78

3.158,472.00

—

ftl, 165, 281. 37

„

-,
47 597
4/
sg , /39
q ->7
'

'

106,083.78

1.010,676.31

154,605.06

44,486,327.33

$7,650 520.81
§50.639,151.63

6.377,594.44
48,602,771.04

$114,584,006.44

$111,275,366.09

3,111,412.24

1.272,926.37
2,036,380.59

$3,308,64(U5

Surplus

to

property

income
debt

and
$1,271,691.65

$351,906.71

$919,784.94

21,087,445.45
9,397,707.47

479,358.31
940,213.14

retired

income

and

SinS' f tlnd 'Ve'seVves"
Appropriated surplus not
specifically

—$13,433.63
—1,970,483.45

—350,715.82

—6,332,579.50

invested

&*
10,337,920.61
3,818,177.83

3,818,177.83

appropriated

128,750.00

Total

$36,994,593.85

$34,655,237.46

$2,339,356.39

226.803.118.41

216,280,586.18

10,522,532.23

$250^93 5,823.64

$12,861,888.62

corporate

3urpius
jTotal

713.000.00

—481,250.00

$21,231,356.03

—$8,667,212.40

$1,736,330,486.08 $1,685,075,159.29

the unsold Central
Pacific Railv

$51,255,326.79

45.951 ,353.23

266,757.28

*

liabilities...

$263,797,712.26
$1,736,330,486.1-08

'The

$1^07X15^ m^SS^oT?
include

1231,750.00
$12,564,143.63

•

->ue_of

$122,184.72
3,988,600.00
3,331.811.05
5,121,547.86
15,849,425.00

Total

,,-.

Balance

as-

Total

'

—$9,769,951.67

$135,222.20

Miscellaneous physical
property
Other unadjusted 'credits

Total

issued or
— unpledged
Securities issued
or
sumed — pledged

^ m -^

*i? 8o-$i3

—356.52

$59,806,515.21

liabilitie

surplus
D , and
Profit
loss

Unadjusted Debits

sumed

$34,"ioIIoTi7

—202,463.47
—591,091.65

45,951.353.23

.

Total

Securities

—385,000.00

$59,80675712?

S

Rents and insurance
premiums paid in advance
Discount on capital stock
Discount on funded debt
Uther unadjusted debits

115,937.13

512,213.92

liabili-

etc

Accrued
depreciation
Road
Accrued
depreciation
Equipment
Accrued depreciation-

through
$46,928.08
5,493,027.77

776,212.20

4,159,051.49

5.464,404.36
-47.802.70
672,379.48

$25,093,856.47

Accounts with United
States Government
Advances for additions

Funded

...

otrier deferred assets.

5,261,940.89
247.446.18
81,287.83

liabilities.

Total

$96,673,339.40

Deferred Assets
Workmf; fund advanc

5,520303.01

127,213.92

rents' ace'ru'e'd

current

23,581,109.84

431,432.86
Total

— 1,755,076.57

crued

.

conductors'
balances
taken over January
1,

e c

-11.210.764.49

3,272.524.87

paid

Unadjusted Credits
Tax liability
Insurance and casualty

.

—$2,567,348.30

12,353.426.61

Deferred Liabilities

ccived on
account
16,000.000.00

1.

$2,661, 7ui. 70

1,142,662.12
1.517,448.30
6,296,515.21

Other deferred

.

:_ i
and

$397,386.56

$6,050,000.00

matured unpaid
Dividends matured un-

Total

3,503,017.08
tl, 692,207. 19

c s S

corporate

WW2

94,353.40

-7,499,834.43

lurn
for
year 19i S $48,167,342.56

i

^i^MoJeTTs

t$6,050,O0O.00

service

Total

and

-—-11,13

$663,129,261.33

3,227,258.81

Interest

S.

agents'

'

payable ....
Audited
accounts
and
wages payable
Miscel aneous
accounts
payable ....

re-

and

*

•»ao.47 l,651. 33

646 488 -^.78

$649,71 5.75T59

balances

ties

with U.
Government

and
and

Iraffic

Unmatured

$23,092,094.14

Accounts

•

-'61.55
1

Qj

1.534,721.04

Otiier

receivable

2,25*'

Com-

Pacific

Total

4,050,388.38

7.499,834.43

accounts

Material and supplies
interest
and dividends
receivable

4.500.0OO.0O
15,500,000.00
87,728.17

S9.2Sr.52

bills

able

tired

.

companies:
accounts

'l>cn

'

!

posits

Time

1017,

.,.

11, 1917

affiliated

_

N

1,815.855.34
0,307.50

Ci rrent Assets
Demand loans and de-

December

I

Current Liabilities

14,657.

,

|

by

Non-nJoSble^dtbt^to'

158,!

6,436,716.11
434,063.30
1,847,845.29

'.

C ed

,

I

ml,.

Dim

-yConipVnies

083.56

95.33!

Notes

other

.

unmatured:

outstanding:

Southern
puny

1,301.70

873,fi

Stocks

^i!l
Material

.

6,357.91
ble

l

Other Investments:

January

iii.

rJfti-L-W

.866.75

Cash

debt

company

273,313

Notes

L

]

>'

1

Advam

Standard

'.'.'

$<
u

Funded

Stocks

Loans

$276,4

18.42

30,778,341.24

IS?::::

Traffic

(

'"'''

916.88
'31,805,

ED

,

349.0)-

filiated

ii

.

31,

ompanj
ol
iv
Companies ....

(

Ml'.ll

,

South

Pacini
pital stock

8,183.88

13,711,547.27

Mu.'r't-

„.

,

.,

I

'"'

11

.

Investments
compaoiei

Caab

'-

;

i

propert)

propei

Bonds

di

(

1996,941,568.97
leased

.

Miscellaneous

h

33

i

litles

on
.

smbii

.

.in.l

,I

.

lieu

Dei

II,

In.

i

COMPAHIM. COMBWip

u,ttlt "

;

linking fundi
'-

M

^

.,,„-

'

'

Deci mbei
1917

1918
,,

.

J|

^

capital

stocks

^^^e^l^?^
P

securities is included
7in the
si
St
°*ks,„of the » ar vali
lue of $249,653,161
att $232,932,667.41,
are
re pledged

th
which «t°n5"
f Saidth amount,
8
e b-0ok «
-"
Pany stock and bonds.
bfs'c"
Southern
j*.
Pacific "Co"m!
'"fffwrelen^V,^
e lts
tes issu ed h,
Purchase of Libertv Loan
connection with the

against the issue
1SSUe

Z"

^

*^

'

preciation
at

oiMands anTirrTp™ v^ments
'ac^S

ISXSr&tf"***- *"««

o„

on

San Fran-

1^!^^^^^^
^TnsSSo^a&cl^rtt

.

:

July

RAILWAY AGE

1513

18,

Mil INVOLVING

Mil.

Retired during tin
NY.
SOI'TIIU
Sau Francisco Terminal First

>MPAN\

I

I

tut Bonds:
l,i
Purchased from payments
fund
Five Per Cenl Twenty- Yeai
Gold Bonds:
Kctntd in exchange for a

$7,400.00

nt

.situs

Due

I!,

-

<

$1,012,000.00

olT

I

September

1, 1918, paid off
ecember 1,
Hie
Set ies C,
lylS, paid off
Series 1), Due May 1, 1918,
paid off
i

-'01,

ROVERS^ ARISING OUT OF THE OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD'S LAND GRAN1

I

ll/o

At the time of the last annual report there bad been recently instituted
an accounting suit by the United States, seeking to offset against the comon of $2.50 per acre for the unsold lands moneys received by the
Company, in excess of $2.50 per acre, by rea-on of past laleS, leases ami

511,000.00
1..X4

1,000.00

otherwise, as well as State taxes levied since the forfeiture decision m 1913
nt to the Mate of Oregon.
and voluntarily paid by the Federal
That suit is now at issue, and both parties are engaged in preparil

Central Pacific Railway Company.
Mortgage
First
Fefunding
Four Per C cut Bonds:
Purchased from payments
to sinking

fund

''

$31,000.00

The

suits involving title to the productive oil lands, which more than a
vear ago were argued and submitted in the United States District Court
in California, are still being held under advisement by that court.
A
decision is looked for any day.
The suit to cancel patents to certain other
iands alleged but not oroven to be oil lands, known as the Elk Hills case,
was argued in March last before the Supreme Court of the United States,
and is now await. ng the decision of that court.

1911:

Adjustment in converting
irom French francs to
U. S. gold the $24,726,905.78 of such bonds acquired by Southern Pa-

Company

to

GENERAL

De-

Dividends on the capital stock of your
year, payable as follows:
Pj pet etnt paici April 1, 1918
l'/2 per cenl paid July 1. 1918
1 V
2 per cent paid October !, 1918
\y2 per cent payable January 2, 1919

24.72

ber 31, 1918

Three and One-half Per Cent
Mortgr.ge Gold Bonds:
Purchased from proceeds
98, 500.00

of sale cf lands

Purchased

from

payments

sinking fund
Extensions Purchase Notes:
Due March 1, 1917. paid

$16,404,0 55.25
stated in the last annual report revolutionary disturbances on the line
of the Southern Pacific Railroad of Mexico, with the exception of occasional
Danciit and Indian raids, practically ceased in the early winter of 1916'917.
revised estimate places the cost of property destroyed from the
beginning of the Madero Revolution, in 1910, to December 31, 1918, at
approximately 4,864.700 pesos, equivalent to $2,432,350.
The formation of
the Government commission for the investigation and adjustment of claims

10,139,349.53

A

10,295.874.25

Mortgage Four Per Cent Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking
fund
Southern Taciiic Railroad Company.
First Refunding Mortgage Four Per Cent
Gold Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking
fund
Texas & New Orleans Railroad Company.
Payment to State of Texas account of
School Fund Debt
First

8,000.00

of funded and other fixed

Southern Pacific Company
Companies, outstanding December

14,000.00

4,987.30

15,790,761.55

interest-hearing debt of
and of its Proprietary
31.

1918

$646,488,499.78

The outstanding

securities ate held as follows:
In hands of public
$544,298,283.36
Owned by Southern Pacific Company
$87,342,216.42

Owned
Held

damages suffered on recount of levolutionary disturbances, mentioned
last year's report, has been completed by the appointment of a president
and four members; but thus far it has made little progress, and has taken
ion upon our claims, although our fiscal representative in Mexico City
has, periodically, filed with the Mexican Government statements showing the
amounts due the Company. In addition to the claims for property destroyed
there is due the Companv approximately 8,460,000 pesos for freight and
passenger service performed, for rental of road and equipment, and for
material furnished to or confiscated by the various military authorities, bills
tor which will be filed with the Mexican Government as soon as conditions
permit.
The average mileage of road operated during the year was 1,007
fjt

in

Total retired during the year.

the

the

$4,092,351.08
4, 092, 351. OS
4,092,351.08
4.1J7.OO2.01

As

South Pacific Coast Railway Company.

Amount

Company were dedareJ during

27,000.00

to

off

SUITS INVOLVING TITLE TO THE OIL LANDS

Till.

Four Per Cent Thirty-Five
Year European Loan of

cific

OMPANV

I

i

3,619,500.00

Btock issued
Ti ust ( ertifii atei
A, Due March
1,

OF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC
CENTRAL

S'lOCK OT" TUT.

I

amount

like

common

ot

KIGJI'l

PACIFIC RAILWAY

In the last annual report, after stating that the decision of the United
States District Court at Salt Lake City in favor of the Southern Pacific
ourt
Company had been appealed by the United Stati i to tbi
"It may be- thai the appeal will not be
of the United States, it was said:
brought on for hearing by the Supreme Courl o long as railroad- are being
to be correct.
pi iven
This
The
operated by the President."
twice been continued for th< term, along with other important
case ha
trust cases, on motion of thi Attorney General.
At the next term of the
'int. beginning in Odi.i.a, 1919, if a return of the railroads has
Supremi
taken place or is reas' nably certain in the near future, it is probable that
the ca-e ,\i!l be Bel down for an early hearing.
If so, a decision may be
expected in the first half of 1920.

sinking

to

'THE

OWN THE

'TO

Mortgage

(

Equipmt

135

by Proprietary Companies
sinking funds of Proprietary Com-

2,544,000.00

in

panies

1

2,304,000 00

102,190,216.42

$646,488,499.78

Total

Under the terms of the indenture of June 1, 1909, securing the issue of
Southern Pacific Company Four Per Cent Twenty-Year Convertible Gold
Ponds, the holders of such bonds were given the privilege of converting
their bonds at par into paid-up shares of
n stock of the Company
at $130 per share of $100 par value on or before June 1, 1919.
As such
date, however, fell niton a Sunday the privilege was extended to and
including June 2, 1919.
there
had
to
1918,
been
converted
December
31,
Up
bonds to the amount of $662,090, and from herniary 1, 1919, to and including June 2, 1919, bonds to tin- amount of $26,657 150 were converted, makI

ing a total of $27,319,240 par valt
33.39 per cent, of the
$S1,814,000 of bonds issued), converted into $21,014,800 par value of stock.

miles.
On account of the unsettled conditions, however, only such maintenance work was done during the year as was absolutely necessary to
render it possible to operate trains over those portions of the line that were
open for traffic.
Tlu general lailroad law of Mexico, under which the several concessions
covering the construction and operation of the railway of the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico were granted, provides that at the
end of the ninety-nine years' life of each concession the property embraced
thereunder shall pass in good condition without encumbrance, and without
further consideration, into the ownership and control of the Mexican GovUnder this law. however, '.lie Mexican Government is required
ernment.
to
urchase the rolling stock and material and supplies owned by the
railroad company at the time the Government takes over the property, paying
therefor in cash the value placed thereon by two appraisers.
In order to
provide for the loss on the property .vhich will thus pass into tie control
Mexican Government at the end of the concession period, the Board
tbi
•>1
Directors of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico authorized
the creation of a reserve, by charging to Profit and Loss the amount estimate d to have accrued from the beginning of the concession period to
December 31, 1917. the remainder of such loss to be amortized by charges
to income during the remaining life of tie concessions.
A nvro. amount70, was therefore created during the year, $3,545,680.48
presenting the proportion of the loss accruing to December 31,
Profit and Loss, and the remaining S45S. 796.22,
1917, being debited te
ntins the proportion of the loss pecruing during the current year,
i

Income

to

.1

\e

i

addition to the completed

In

and M

LIBERTY LOAN
To enable the employees of your Companv and of its affiliated companies
to subscribe for Liberty
permitted to subscribe
Loan Bonds,
thiough the Company for an amount of such bonds not exceeding twentyfive per cent of their yearly salaries, the
mpany advancing the subscription prict of the bonds and charging Intel
advances at the bond
rate, the amounts so advanced to be repaid to the Company by monthly
salary deductions.
the bonds of each issue
The following stateim
subscribed for on behalf of employees and on behalf of the Company:
First loan Second loan Third loan Fourth loan Fifth loan
Total number of cm-

lines of railway -eported under Proincompleted line of the Southern Pacific Railroad
is
progressing on the lines of the follow^
a

ill

ing compani

s.

i/,

\

I

(

!t

ployees

subscribing

19,973

19,078

64,129

19.474

rn Pacific Railroad:
Harrington to Hamilton. Cal
rRAi. B wi road:
Dallas.
Texas Belt Line around

subscribing to total

employees

27%

27%

81%

164%

t55%

61.18

....

6.36
$1.37

16.36

....
....

40

155

....
....

147.75

135.31

*61.18

Railroad:
Strathmore, Cal
Granite Company

1

Spur..

1

ith

Fayi

}Sam

2°

2°-

•.:

15.54
to

taj

Miles.

15.54

_'

Cal

.

.'.
.

.

.40
.".
.

Disco & Arizona Railway:

Line

will

$996,050

"Of the amounts subscribed there were allotted to the Company $850,000
of First Loan bonds, $4,018,750 of Second Loan bonds, $2,000,000 of Third
Loan bonds, and $7,000,000 of Fourth Loan bonds. fRepresents corporate
employees only.

Miles.

-

Ii.kctric

Nt

to

$8,154,050

2—

Miles.

—

i

California

*

$6,918,800 $6,843,700 $7,019,400

~

,

.

ter

1

?E

rl

Miles.

"<>
,

Total subscriptions
of employees and

Company

8 "s

z

Houston

Total
amount
subscribed for on behalf
of employees
$1,918,800 $I,843,7"o $5,019,400 |$1, 154,050 t$996,050
Amount subscribed for
on behalf of the
2,000.000
7,000,000
Company
5,000,0'
*$5, 000,000

=

-I
-

t8,412

Per cent of employees

J*

not

be

,

ntro,

opened

(

al

public

until ballasting is compublic for traffic June 1. 1918.
tOptned to public for
1918
fjointly controlled through ownership of capital
proportions with apreckels Brothers.
order of the Board of
to

for

traffic

ic

January
stock

in

equal

1

.

1

<

JULIUS KRUTTSCHNITT,
Chairman of the Executive Committee.
\dv.]
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Central
R. M. Robinson, traffic manager of the Dayton (Ohio)
Chambei oi Commerce, has been appointed traffic assistant
Division of Public Service, succeeding Charles B.
Heinemann, resigned to resume his former position as Bee
retary and traffic manager of the National Live Stock Asso

has been pi
headquarters,

John Barton Payne, general counsel of the Railroad Administration, lias been nominated by the President for appointment as a member of the United Stales Shipping Board,
Before going to the
succeeding E. N. Hurley, resigned.
Railroad Administration Mr. Payne was counsel for the

Emergency

Wood,

ferred.

W.

Oliver, statistician of the Atchison,

with freight litigation before the Interstate
mission, state commissions and the courts.

Commerce Com-

C. W. Crow, chief clerk to the auditor of the Trinity &
Brazos Valley, at Houston, Texas, has been promoted to
Mr. Crow was born
auditor, with the same headquarters.
in Texas and began his

railway

career in the
Fort
the
of

Worth & Denver

City,

with which road he remained for 20 years. In
January, 1916, he resigned from his posiFort
the
tion
with

Worth & Denver

City
chief clerk
auditor of the
& Salt Lake,

to

become

to

the

Denver

with headquarters at
Denver, Colo. He continued in this capacity
June,

until

1918,

at

which time he entered
ity

&

Valley

as chief clerk to the
auditor, with headquarters

at

Houston.

.

i.i

I

I

\\'i

>i

Ics.

Purchasing
H. G. Davis, acting storekeeper on the Toledo, St. Louis
& Western, with headquarters at Frankfort, Ind., has been
promoted to general stores agent, with the same headquarters, in charge of the inspection of ties and other
products.
C. N. Thacker will succeed Mr. Davis as storei

keeper, with headquarters at

Frankfort.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
William Magivny, president of the St. Paul Bridge &
Terminal Railroad Company for the past 12 years, with
headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., resigned on July 1 to en-

m

private business at Portland, Ore.

Obituary
John Bentley Sheldon, bridge and building supervisor of
the Providence division of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, with headquarters at Providence, R. I., died at his
summer home at West Kingston, R. I., on July 2.
Arthur Wray Street, formerly general eastern freight agent
of the Great Northern, who died in New York on July 9,
as was briefly noted in our issue of July 11, was born in
October, 1847, at London, Ont., and began railway work
in August, 1859, as a clerk in the general freight office of the
Michigan Central. He later served as chief clerk in the same
office and then was made assistant general freight agent.
In
December, 1888, he was appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City, at St. Louis,
Mo., and later served first as a commercial agent, and then
as assistant general freight agent of the Missouri Pacific.
From June, 1891, to October, 1898, he was general manager
of the Hoosac Tunnel Fast Freight Line, with office at Chicago, and in April, 1899, became commercial agent for the
Great Northern, at Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Street was later
general freight agent of the Northern Steamship Company,
and from March, 1903, until the Great Northern Railway
was taken over for government operation, he served as general eastern freight agent of that road.

Matthew J. McCarthy, superintendent of maintenance of
equipment of the Baltimore & Ohio, Lines West, with head-

the service of the Trin-

Brazos

,

with

Topeka & Santa

Fe with headquarters at Chicago, has resigned to establish
an office in Chicago as a railroad analyst. Mr. Oliver will
specialize in cost analysis and statistical work in connection

service

Pacific,

Corporate

has been appointed auditor, of the St. Joseph
\ Grand Island; and the St. Joseph Terminal Railroad, with
headquarters at St. Joseph, Mo., to suceed J. A. Quinn, trans
G.

.n ini.i

In.
agent ol tinheadquarters at Omaha, Neb.,
oted to division freight agent with the
lucceeding John E. Udd, who ha. retired,

Si

.

E. H. Roelofs, assistant engineer of motive power on the
Philadelphia & Reading, with beadquartei
ling
Pa.,
has resigned to entei the lervice of the Baldwin Locomotive

Fleet Corporation.

Financial, Legal and Accounting
L. R.

Hennessey,

Engineering and Rolling Stock

the

ciation.

P.

[sland

Railroad Administration

in
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I.

C.

W. Crow

He

succeeds L. H. Attwell, Jr., who recently tendered his resignation to become receiver and corporate auditor of the
Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway Company.

Operating
Captain S. L. Racey, recently discharged from military
service, has resumed his duties as superintendent of the
Green River division of the Denver & Rio Grande, with
headquarters at Helper, Utah.

H. R. Davis, general yard master of the Covington, Ky.,
and Silver Grove terminals of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with
headquarters at Covington, has been promoted to assistant
trainmaster of the Cincinnati and Northern divisions of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad of Indiana, the Ashland Coal & Iron, the Sandy Valley & Elkhorn and the Long Fork, with the same headquarters.

quarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, died at his home in that city
on July 12. He was born at Susquehanna, Pa., in 1868, and
began railway work in 1889 as an apprentice on the Erie,
and subsequently worked in a number of railroad shops in
He
the West and Southwest as machinist and foreman.
was for ten years in the service of the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy, at Burlington, Iowa, as machinist, inspector and
general foreman, then was with the Michigan Central, as
division master mechanic at St. Thomas, Ont., for four years,
and during the next two years served as division master
mechanic on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. Mr.
McCarthy then went to the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis, as superintendent of shops at Beech Grove, Ind.,
and later was assistant superintendent of motive power at
In January, 1913, he was
Indianapolis, on the same road.
appointed superintendent of motive power of the Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern and the Cincinnati,' Hamilton & Dayton, at Cincinnati, Ohio, later his title was changed to superintendent of maintenance of equipment of the Baltimore &
Ohio, lines west.
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Thoughtlessness on the part of passengers in throwing masort- out of windows of passenger coaches frequently result- in serious injury to
The Results
railroad employee- standing along the
of
tracks.
The records in the office of the
Thoughtlessness superintendent of insurance and safety
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, show
that in 1 9 1 S twelve employees were injured in this manner.
the injuries resulting in a total of two hundred and twenty
disability,
This is a matter which particularly concerns the maintenance departments of the railroads, as by the
character of their work, trackmen and bridge men are daily
exposed to this menace. While it is of course a difficult matter to locate the persons in a crowded train who have caused
injuries, if they are not seen in the act of throwing the articles out of the windows, prompt action in reporting such incidents together with the co-operation of the police department will re-ult in a fair proportion of the guilty persons
being apprehended and disciplined.
Aside from the needa tiering caused by such thoughtlessness, with the possibility of fatalities, the loss in time which results is sufficient to warrant vigorous measures being taken to discourage
terial of all

-

this practice.

The need

that something be done to remove the

menace of

angle cock requires no more striking evidence
than that afforded by the circumstance
The
of the rear collision which occurred on
the Xew York Central at Dunkirk,
Closed

the closed

X. Y., on the morning of July 1.
With the standing train. No. 41, protected by a home block signal 2,000 ft. back and a distant
signal 6,000 ft. back of the point at which the collision occurred, the evidence indicates that the engineman of the fol-

Angle Cock

Xo. 7, first attempted to control the speed of
approaching the distant signal, only to discover
The evidence
that he had no control of the train brakes.
further indicates that he lost his control of the train brakes
probably only a few seconds before the need for their use
arose, due to the closing of the angle cock at the rear of the
lowing

train.

his train on

who
a trespasser riding the "blind
The loss of train
leave the train at Dunkirk.
control through the closing of an angle cock, generally that
at the rear of the tender, has for years been of too frequent
tender

by

wished

to

a* forgetThis has been caused b]
fulness on the part of employees, by trespassers and by other
As long as
accidental means not always easily identified.

safety

of

the Advertising Section

and tender in the hand- of the engineman.
These suggestions apply to pass
rvice.
The means
which might be justified by the terrible consequences in loss
of life and personal injuries from a failure of the brakes on
passenger train-, might not prove equally practicable when
applied to freight equipment.
The menace in the latter
however, although perhaps not as serious a- in the cas
passenger train-, is great enough to demand consideration
and persistent effort in the development of mean- for itthe locomotive

removal.

The

president has vetoed the rider which would have
repealed the daylight saving bill.
The chief opponents of
the law which provides for setting for.
..
„
t^
°
Dayhght Saving ward the hands of the dock
one hour
.

and the
Milk Trains

during
lighting

the

summer months,

companies

and

the

are the
farmers.

The farmers deserve consideration.
hey claim that their milk schedule is fixed by time of departure of milk trains which is an hour earlier (-un time)
in summer than in winter, but that milch
tow- are not amenable in their habits to the daylight saving law.
The result
is
a loss of milk.
Could not milk train schedub
I

changed? There is a certain amount of expense connected
with a change in time-tables and some
roads, especially
single track roads, might find difficulties in
running milk
trains an hour later (clock time) in summer than
in winter.

Would

it not. however, be well worth
while to incur this
additional expense and trouble for the <;ood that will
accrue
to railroad employee- together with all
classes of urban citizens through the retaining of the davlight
saving law?
Furthermore, a great number of people to whom the
daylight
saving law has been of inestimable value should
appreciate
such an act as is here suggested on the part of the
railroads.
\\ here milk is carried in passenger trains
difficulties in the

rearrangement of train schedules might, in some instances,
be insurmountable, but if a country-wide
effort were made
by the railroads to accommodate the farmers during

the
probable" that
their grievances against the daylight saving law
could in part
be removed.

summer months

in

milk train schedules

it

is

1

occurrence.

the

5

of

the train

may

thus

be jeopardized

The
tail-

warning the absolute removal of this menace is
As long as human fallibility must be depended
upon without check, failure to provide an unrestricted brake

pipe through careles-ness or forgetfulne-s will occasionally
There is no inherent reason, however, why some prooccur.
riding on the
tection against the tampering of tn
trains cannot be provided and some mean- -hould be evolved
to prevent the possibility of moving the angle cock except by
Further protection at the most
a person on the ground.
vulnerable point in the train might be provided by placing
the control of opening and closing the brake pipe passage on
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on-ervation of ice
incident to railway

one of the numerou- minor d< which i- seldom given
detailed attention, although when there
arises an acute shortage of this material, such as exists in many
localities

The
Conservation

without
probably

impossible.

(

of

at

Ice

is

operation

pre-ent. this presents a

importance.
The
used for drinking purpo-es in offices and on
in the aggregate but the quantity required
in
tion of perishable freight is far larger.
The
real

have

The

ice.

for

it-

u-e

is

imperative

recent mild winter cut

the result that

many

in

all

problem of

amount of
train-

i-

ice

large

the transporta-

railways must
of these services.

down the pack materially, with
now hauling ice long distances

road- are

while others are buying it locally where formerly they drew
on their own supplies.
Both of these conditions 'have' added
materially to the cost of railway operation.
Prompted by

RAILWAY

138
fad

this

.t

in

1

b)

inadequacy of the supply, man)

the presenl

roads have found

it

necessary

incn

giv<

to

i

ed

upervi ion

ice in order t«» curb the waste and to reduce
which iii certain forms tend to increase as the shortage
This has also been the subelsewhere becomes more acute.

in

the use of

losses

Our

road which found recentlj that

increased from 1,600,000

lb.

its

monthly consumption

certain terminal to approxi

a1 a

same month

thi
year under
has since effected a
reduction in this consumption by increasing the super
vision of the use of ice and enlisting the co operation of em
ployees in eliminating waste. The lesson which is now being

match twice

figure for the

that

weather and

similar

traffi<

conditions,

gained can be observed with special economy tins year, but it
i- worth)
of more consideration than has been given it even

normal times.

On

July

10.

the

bill

to establish

a

Ministry of

Ways and

United Kingdom was passed by the
of Commons winch has had it
The British
under consideration since the end of
February, tin- year. The hill, as has
Transport
been noted from time to time in the
gill
Railway Age, is characterized by its
all-inclusiveness, for it practically puts in the control of one
man Sir Eric Geddes, the minister designate—nearly all
railthe modes of transportation in the United Kingdom
navigation,
inland
waterways,
canals,
railways,
light
ways,
The govroads, bridges, ferries, harbors, docks and piers.

Communications

for the

House

—

ernment has stood up stoutly for the bill since its introduction
and for that reason the bill has come through to its present
the form of constage with hut few changes, these being in
Labor
cessions to the powerful dock and highway interests.
discussion
has stood with the government throughout the
and has
both in the House and in the standing committee,
from
especially opposed any steps that might in any way take
the bill

its

all-inclusive character.

It
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in'

the

b)

the "\\
thai

ctrin"

the

cause,

m.i

the

transference

tin

to

of recent instructions bj certain of the regional director!

ject

in

AGI'

set

oi

tion oi

statemenl

oi

the change being due
iom from the "Eastern" to
thi
Hie Eri< ad>
u
road w published is wrong
be

western

two

lini

,

divi

i

i

thai

no doubt, of a clerical error,
The Burlington in
u~ thai the 141 miles shown in the table againsl that

road is "purely a paper decrease," produced wholly b
exclusion of lines of joint track operated hy other companies
and erroneously reported in former yeai
On the Missouri
mil'
long (oiiio out In
Pacific, one piece Of road
1

I

of the discontinuance of the electrii
the mileage, six

of

miles,

sections,

train

taff;

ranging from

was eliminated because the volume

18

but the rest

miles to

104

of traffic fell off;

all passenger trains were disc out inued or the whole
business of the section was done with one locomotive.
The
statistics of tin
bloc)
signal mileage of the country ought
The totali
to be put on record Bomewhal more m detail.

either

which have been published in the last dozen years have
served a good purpose in helping to keep up progress in
this held, and the number of roads reporting 100 per cent,

worked by the block sj
undoubtedly, larger than would have been the cast if
no table had been issued; but there is room for further
progress.
Roads which provide the most complete safeguards should have due credit, and the facts should he
lucidly shown.
Roads which employ the space interval on
lines of light traffic should have their enterprise recognized,
and where a line is very "thin," requiring only one locomotive, that explanation should be set forth plainly.
The
extent to which permissive blocking is allowed on long
block-sections ought to be known.
In view of the bigness
of the country and the impossibility of grasping the facts
as a whole, it might be a good thing for the Interstate Commerce Commission to conduct an intensive study of a few
typical roads, and make public a full and detailed report.
of their passenger line mileage
is,

has similarly made no

attempt to hide its feeling and hope that the bill would eventsurprising
ually lead to nationalization on a large scale. It is
railway managers
at first thought that with this in mind the
and stockholders have not opposed the bill, but when it is
are in a
realized that the railways of the United Kingdom
continues
bill
the
that
and
financially
condition
most serious

an additional period the guaranty of dividends, the reaThey also
son for their lack of opposition is plain enough.
regard with favor the fact that Sir Eric Geddes, the minister
for

seven prinis a railway man and that five of his
withcipal assistants will be railway men. Of course, it goes
state of
this
opposed
have
interests
other
that
saving
out
will be
affairs' for they feel that the other modes of transport
operated for the benefit of the railways, rather than otherwise.
term of the bill is for two years. The railway men of
designate,

The

Eric
the world will watch with great interest to see how Sir
Geddes works out the problem of the eventual disposition of
the British railways in the time he has available to arrive at
a definite policy.

Accident Record Under

Government Operation

The

advocates of government ownership of railways
probably have criticised private operation of railways
in this country more fiercely because of our railways' deplorable accident record than for any other cause. They have
argued that the large number of casualties has been principally due to the fact that under private ownership our railways have been operated chiefly for profit, not to give the
best and safest possible service; that under government operation they would be operated to give good and safe service;
and that in consequence there would be a large reduction in
accidents.

The Railway Age always has contended

that this coun-

bad railway accident record has not been due to private
operation, but to causes which would exist under either private or government operation; that the principal of these
causes is the inability of the railway managements, under
try's

the conditions existing in the United States, to enforce such

was enforced before the war on the railways of
Germany, France and Great Britain; that discipline would
be impaired rather than improved under government operation; and that therefore there would be more likely to be an

discipline as
of the use of the block system on Amerirailroads in the year 1918, because of falling off in
business, or for some reason, which

The discontinuance
can

Block Signal
Mileage
Statement

W as shown in the government report
noticed in the Railway Age of July
H> P a g e 56, seemed to be very extensive, the total length of road affected
being over 2,000 miles; but this seeming recession in our
safeguards against collisions is not so bad as it looks. Some
The large deduction to
of the statements can be explained.
be

made on

the Baltimore

&

Ohio's eastern lines

is offset

increase than a reduction of accidents under that policy.
The Railroad Administration recently has issued statis-

showing that there was a substantial reduction of accifirst three months of 1919 compared with the
corresponding months of 1918. These statistics are gratify-

tics

dents in the

weather conditions in
handled were bound, other things

ing, but not surprising, since the better

1919 and the smaller

traffic

being equal, to cause a reduction of accidents.

The

reduc-
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July 25, 1919

was due both

tion doubtless

efforts to increase safety

and to the
the officers and employees

to these conditions

made by

under the supervision of the Railroad Administration.
However, in order that the advocates of government ownership and operation may not base upon these statistics arguments which would be misleading, it is desirable to call attention to the fact that government operation has not by any
means insulted uniformly in a reduction of accidents.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has recently issued
"Accident Bulletin No. 69" which gives statistics of accidents for the nine months ending with September, 1917, and
the nine months ending with September, 1918.
These arc
the latest statistics available comparing accidents under priand government operation. Throughout the first nine
months of 1917 the railways were privately operated, and
were handling the densest traffic ever known up to that time.
During six months of this period the country was at war and
the railways were suffering from numerous changes in their
employees and were losing many of their best men. During
the first nine months of 1918 the country continued to be at
war; the railways continued to suffer from changes in and
losses of employees; they were handling almost the same
volume of traffic as during the corresponding period of 1917;
A comparison
and they were operated by the government.
of the railway casualties in these two periods is therefore interesting and may have some significance.
The accompanying table gives statistics taken from Accident Bulletin No. 69. Only statistics relating to fatal accidents are included, as the definition of an "injury" is so
broad and flexible that statistics regarding injuries are much
less significant

than

statistics

regarding

fatalities.

139

and the "work or

conditions are tramps,

rule kept
reduction in
the number of fatalities to trespassers is a striking indication
of what could be accomplished by strict and consistent enforcement of laws prohibiting trespassing upon railway property.

many tramps

off

"The 'A

right-of-way.

railroad

B

C

of the
THhe "Plumb Plan League" has

fight"

The

Plumb Plan"
been organized to pro-

*
mote adoption of the plan of railroad ownership and
management devised by Glenn E. Plumb. Warren S. Stone,
Grand Chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
is president of the League, and the heads of fourteen other
railway labor organizations are vice presidents.

"The

entitled

A B C

of the

distributed by the league.
form the details of the plan

It

Plumb Plan"

is

gives in question

and

A pamphlet
being widely

and answer

the arguments in favor of

it.

Any

plan for the future ownership and management of
the railways which the organized railway employees support

is

upon
body

entitled to respectful consideration

merits.

The railway employees

and

to discussion

a numerous
and because they are employees
of the railways they will be as much affected, perhaps more
affected, by the future of the railroads than any other class.
The "A B C," which apparently was prepared by Mr.
Plumb, affords a basis for the discussion of his plan.
It
claims that enormous economies will be effected if the plan
is adopted; that in consequence it will be possible to pay
its

of

American

are

citizens,

railway employees higher wages, to make large reductions
and passenger rates, and at the same time earn
a surplus, which it is proposed should be divided between
the officers and employees and the government.
It is time
to measure these claims and arguments by the standard of
actual conditions and facts in order to determine what
validity they have.
in freight

Killed in Train or Train Service Accidents
Nine
months

Nine
months

ending

ending

Sept., 1917 Sept., 1918 Increase

NON-TRESPASSERS

Employees on duty
a Trainmen
b Other employees
Employees not on duty

1,879
1,058
821

Passengers
Passengers carried under contract
Other non-trespassers

122
192

2,089
1,197

892
126
394
38

210
139
71

4

202

33
1,564

1,506

58*

3,406
124
3,282

2,442
40
2,402

964*
84*
880*

308

389

73

72

81
1*

5

TRESPASSERS
Total trespassers
a Employees

b Other persons

NON-TRAIN ACCIDENTS
Industrial employees

Other persons
•Decrease.

The

table

number

operation to a board of fifteen members, five appointed by
the President of the United States, five by railway officers,

and

five

by the classified railway employees.
The board
would fix wages and salaries, as well as man-

of directors

age the roads, while the Interstate Commerce Commission
to fix passenger and freight rates.
Disputes
between officers and employees would be adjusted by boards

would continue

which the officers would elect five members and the men
In case of failure to reach adjustment of a dispute it
would be appealed to the directors. One-half of any surplus
to

shows that there was an increase of 210 in the
number of employees killed in train or train service accidents while on duty, and of 4 in the number of employees
The increase in
killed in such accidents while not on duty.
the

Under the Plumb plan the public would buy the railways,
issuing bonds in payment for them.
It would delegate their

of ordinary passengers killed in train or train

was 202, or over 100 per cent. There was
a slight reduction in the number of other non-trespassers
killed in train or train service accidents, these being chiefly
persons killed at highway crossings. There was also an increase of 81 in the number of industrial employees killed in
"Industrial employees" are chiefly emnon-train accidents.
ployees working in the shops and therefore not directly enservice accidents

gaged in train operation.
These statistics may not show the government operation
increased accidents, but they certainly do show that fatal
train and train service accidents increased either because or
in spite of government operation.
The table also shows that the number of trespassers killed
was reduced by 964, or from 3,406 to 2,442. This large and
gratifying reduction in the number of trespassers killed undoubtedly was due chiefly to conditions produced by the war,
and particularly to the enforcement of the "work or fight"
rule. A large part of the trespassers killed under normal

five.

over interest charges earned would, as already stated, go to
the government, and be invested in improvements and extensions and used to retire the bonds issued to buy the roads.

The communities
extensions

if

benefited would be required to pay for
they could. Where, however, the general public

and not a local community would be benefited the government would pay for the extensions. Doubtless, also, the
government would have to pay for all improvements which
could not be made from surplus earnings.
It is

claimed that this

and the democracy

is

"a plan for the public ownership

in the control of the railroads."

It

is

hard to see how it can be seriously claimed that it provides
for "democracy in the control of the railroads," since it
contemplates the purchase of the roads by all the people and
their management by a board two-thirds of whose members
would repiesent only that approximately one-fiftieth of the
people who are employed by the railroads.

One ground upon which it is claimed that a large saving
would be made under this plan is that "the public can obtain the money to purchase the lines at 4 per cent., whereas
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Ill

per cent,

..ii

mm

6
to guarantee th< road
.i|iit;il
the presenl
Hie lavin
•lit
of the railroads would be about $400,000,000 and
"
.hi honesl valuation would I"- nearlj twice this Bum
rhese sentences contain several statements which are ei

the publi<

roneous

is

I

charged

their

"ii

i

i

uai

i

'

'

>

i

has never b< n "i hargt d
per cent, on their money."

he public

antee the roads 6

rat(

monej

The

last

year for which there are complete statistics of the Interstate
Commerce Commission showing the property investment, the

and the net operating income of
In
year ended December 31, 1916.

net capitalization

ways, is the
the percentage earned bj

the rail
thai

the railways on their property in
vestment was 5.8 per cent., and this is the largesl percentage
In the preceding five years the avi
they cv.r earned.

earned, as reported l>\ the Interstate Commerce Commi
However, il is undoubtedly true thai
was 4.56 per cent.
the companies should be allowed to earn an average of al
leasl 6 per cenl on their property investment in order to

enable them

and
and improvements.

operate successfull)

to

capita] for extensions

raise sufficienl

new

however, to say that the public can
purchase the lines at 4 per cent. The government finally had to pay as much as 4 3-4 per cent to
raise aboul as much money to earn- on the war as the reported property investment of the railroads, which is approximately Sis. i)0O, 000, 000. Since it was finally forced to
pay 4 3-4 per cent to raise money to earn- on the war, it
cannot be assumed that it could raise enough to buy the
Now, if it allowed the
railroads for less than 5 per cent.
It

is

also incorrect,

obtain monej

to

this
railroads to earn
per cent, upon $18,000,000,000
would be $1,080,000,000 a year, while if it bought them
for $18,000,000,000 and paid five per cent, upon it, the
e $900,000,000 a year, or only $180,000,000
interesl would
less than the net operating income of the properties would
furthermore, if past experience is any
be at 6 per cent.
criterion, if the railways earned 6 per cent they would put
part of it hack into improvements and extensions, while
if the government earned only 5 per cent on the purchase
price mentioned it would have to pay it all out in interest.
I

But, the "A B C" adds, a much larger saving even than
5400,000,000 a year would be made if the roads were bought
•'on an honest valuation"; and elsewhere it asserts "the public will probably pay less than two-thirds of what the railroads claim as their value." The only foundation for this
assertion is that some railroads are known to be over-capi-

But other railroads are known to be under-capiFor example, the Pennsylvania System is capitalized at $430,000,000 less than the actual investment in it.
Other large systems also are under-capitalized. The undercapitalized roads will more than offset the over-capitalized
Furthermore, the cost of reproduction must be given
roads.
great weight in valuation; and the cost of reproducing the
roads on the basis of present wages and prices would be
The "A B C" says that
vastly greater than their book cost.
the courts would decide the value of the railroads if the public bought them; and the courts unquestionably would hold
that the value which must be placed on them is not their
Instead of paying
original cost, but their present value.
less than their present capitalization the public undoubtedly
would have to pay much more for them than their present

talized.
talized.

total

capitalization

Any person who

or

total

reported

really believes that

property

investment.

under government owner-

ship large savings in the capital charge of the railroads
would be made is either ignorant of the facts or is deliberately misleading himself.

Besides reducing the capital charge, the
that the adoption of the

Plumb Plan would

"A B C"

claims

result in a large

For example, "A further
saving" it is asserted, "would be in the operation of the
roads as a unified system, which permits the interchange of

reduction of operating expenses.
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equipment, the end of wa teful competition, and gn
economy in buying supplies." lint the ri ad have lx?en oper
nt control
a
unified B) tern under goven
ited a
for a

and half and an
dire< tor

tated

g(

oi

i.

priations:

toil

n

i

I

\

in"

W

ilker

fore thi
House
we have alreadj

the early

The
Him

being so operated.

bi

"I think

ear and

'-Oil

railroad

of

pari

of

this

l

C<

»

pr<
rei

mmittee on Appro-

gotten the bene

\ear

ol

tit

both

the econoi

know- as much
Mr. Nun- doubtle
"; and Onmatter as the author of the "A Ii
only way he intimated greater economy could be ?ecured
under unified operation is by getting a better class of labor,
i'ii.

in

about

unification."

-

this

(

espe< ially skilled labor.

Another argument

made

for

the

Plumb Plan

is

that

it

and employees an increased incentive to
efficiency.
As ahead) indicated, officers and employe*
to receive one half of any surplus over interesl charges thai
nia\ be earned.
Their share of the Surplus is to be divided
pro rata according to their salaries and wages among the
officers and employees excepl thai the officers are to receive
twice as great amount- of "dividends" in proportion to their
salaries as the employees receive in proportion to their v.
But salaries and wage-- are to be fixed by the board of directors, two-thirds of whose members will be elected by the
How can it be assumed thai under
officers and employees.
this arrangement salaries and wages would not be rai-'
high as to prevent any surplus from being earned? If a surplus were earned it would have to be divided with the government, while if salaries and wages were raised enough
to prevent a surplus from being earned the officers and
ployees would get all of what would otherwise be earned as

would give

officers

a surplus.

The answer made by the "A B C" is that the officers
would be prevented from entering into collusion with the
employees to advance salaries and wages because under this
plan the officers would get twice as large a proportion of the
surplus as the employees, while, on the other hand, if salaries and wages were raised so much as to prevent a surplus
from being earned, the officers would be prevented from
getting their "large dividends."
But if a raise in salaries
and wages were made the officers would know just how much
they would benefit by it, while they would never know in
any year how much they are going to get from the surplus
at the end of the year, or, indeed whether there would ever
Therefore the officers as well as the embe any surplus.
ployees would have a far stronger incentive to raise salaries
and wages than to try to earn a surplus. Certainly, this
would be true at the start; for, if the roads were turned over
to the officers and employees for operation under this plan
without an advance of rates they would start with a deficit
of one-half to three-fourths of a billion dollars a year. This

would afford

to

little

ground for hope of

Not only would this plan not
officers and men to operate

a surplus.

afford any special incentive
the properties efficiently in

order to earn a surplus, but the plan itself would make effiTwo-thirds of the members of
cient operation impossible.
the managing board would be 'selected by the officers and
the employees.
But the officers are scattered all over the
United States and are of many ranks and classes. The same
thing is true of the employees. No means is conceivable by
which men of so many ranks and classes, scattered all over
the country, could possibly know and select as their representatives on the beard of directors the men most competent
A board thus selected would be
to manage the railroads.
certain not to be composed of men of the great knowledge,
The board, in turn, would
experience and ability needed.
have to select the officers of the individual lines.
But a
board composed of men themselves wanting in needed
knowledge, experience and ability, would be incapable of
selecting or indisposed to select men of sufficient knowledge,
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experience and ability to manage the various railway lines.
the present officers of the railways
It may be said that

would be retained. But it is doubtful if a board composed
one-third of government appointees and one-third of labor
appointees would be disposed to keep the present offi<
higher
it
is certain that most of the present
would not consent to work under the direction of
They would quit the railroad business and
Rich a board.
Even if the present officers did stay
into other lines.
<„'o
Successors to them would have to
they are not immortal..
from time to time; and competent successors
n
could not and would not be developed and chosen under the
This ought to
organization proposed in the Plumb Plan.
But if the
be plain to every intelligent railway employee.
railroads did not have competent officers they could not and
If they were not effiwould not be efficiently managed.
ciently managed, expenses would constantly increase, and

Furthermore,

officers

service constantly deteriorate.

A- a logical conclusion to the argument that vast econDmies would be effected under the Plumb Plan, the "A B C"
nakes the following statement: "Under this plan passenger
-ate- of 1 1-2 cents a mile and the reduction of freight rates
.V 4o per cent, would be reasonable."
Just how much dependence railway employees and other
persons can safely put upon the arguments and statements
fact made in the "A B C" will be indicated by the folowing analysis of this particular statement, which evidently
iras made to forestall opposition to the plan by travelers
ind shippers. During the first five months of 1919 the pas•cnger earnings of the railroads were 50 per cent greater
ind the freight earnings 20 per cent, greater than in the
orresponding months of 1917. Total earnings were 25 per
ent greater and total operating expenses 57 per cent greatr than in the same months of 1917. If "these items of earnngs and expenses shall throughout the year 1919 bear the
•ame ratio to the similar items for 1917 as they did during
he first five months of this year, passenger earnings for the
mire year 1919 will be $1 ,238,000,000; freight earnings
vill be $3,395,000,000; total earnings will be $5,051,000,)00; and total operating expenses will be $4,479,000,000.
Haw, passenger rates at present are 3 cents a mile. Thereore a reduction of them to 1 1-2 cents would reduce pasenger earnings per year approximately $614,000,000. A 40
>er cent, reduction of freight rates would reduce freight
arnings per year approximately $1,358,000,000. These reactions in passenger and freight rates, on the basis of preset business, would reduce total earning- per year from about
But as we have
55,051,000,000 to about $3,075,000,000.
een, total operating expenses are now running at the rate
Therefore, after the reductions
if
$4,479,000,000 a year.
n earnings caused by these reductions in rates had been
nade, the total operating expenses of the roads would exeed their total earnings by $1,405,000,000 a year. But railray taxes as well as operating expenses must be paid. Taxes
nd operating expenses together would exceed total earnings
Then if in addition there
Vj about $1,600,000,000 a year.
say, $900,000,000 a year interest to meet, the deficit to
be $2,500,000,000
>e paid' by the public from taxes would
if

.

Talk about

year.

ifficers

the

"surplus"

to

b(

divided

between

and employees and the public! And while the "plan"

public should get only one-half of the
should be one, it also proposes that the
Hiblic should get all of the deficit, if there should be one.
singular kind of "democracy in the control of
t would be a
iroposes

urplus,

that

if

the

there

till

for

make

the public pay the entire
only one-third of the manonly one-half of the -urplus if there

he railroads" which would

buying the road-, give

it

ging directors, give it
and send it the entire bill for the deficit if there
ras one!
But, it is said, the reduced rates would cause an increase
pas any,
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traffic.
No doubt. But an) increase in the traffic to be
handled would also cause an increase of expenses. We arccurious to know how much of an increase of traffic the
author of the Plumb Plan think- would be suffit ient to off>et the increase of expenses which would be caused by an
increase of business and in addition a deficit of about $2,500. odo.ooo a year.
(.f

can hardly be necessary

It

Plumb Plan and

its

carry the analysis of the
further to show how prehave taken the trouble seri-

to

"A B C" any

In fact, we
posterous they arc.
ou.-ly to analyze them at all only because earnest and honest
people have been misled in the past by equally preposterous

arguments and assertions. We have repeatedly recalled that,
>
in December,
within two weeks of the time that gov7
ernment operation was adopted, an advocate of government
ownership, in testifying before a Senate- Committee in Washington, estimated that under unified government operation
a reduction of $400,000,000 a year in railway operating expenses could be made.
The country ha- now had one and
a half year- of government operation; and at present operating expenses are running $1,600,000,000 a year more than
they were when this advocate of government operation made
his estimate, and $2,000,000,000 a year more than he estimated they would run.
Yet there were many people who
accepted such arguments of advocates of government operation before it had been tried.
It is to be feared that unless
they are answered again and again, such assertions and
arguments as those advanced in support of the Plumb Plan
c

1

1

.

also will be seriously accepted.

Railway employees are contributing money to pay for the
"A B C" and other literature advocating
the ownership of the railroads by the public and their management by the employees. It will be wise for the employees
circulation of the

to study for themselves the statements

and

made

in this literature

by the facts, before they help in its distribution.
Doubtless many employees are supporting the Plumb Plan
because the}- believe its adoption would inure to their special benefit as a class.
They could not be more mistaken.
A plan better adapted to cause inefficiency and waste in
the operation of the railroads could hardly be devised; and
no class have more to lose in the long run by inefficient management of the railroads than the employees.
Besides, railway employees have nothing to gain and
much to lose by supporting a plan of railroad ownership
and management which is adapted, as this one is, to give
the public the impression that it is intended to promote the
selfish interests of the employees regardless of it- effects
upon the public. No plan which gives this impression will
be adopted; but its support by the employee- is sure in timeto create public opinion hostile to them and their organizatest

it

tions.

Great Northern
If JAMES J. HILL were alive one can imagine what his feel*
ings would be in regard to an operating ratio for the
Great Northern of 84. The ratio of transportation expenses
(the cut of picket cosl of moving the freight and
-enger business) was 43 per cent in 1918.
On the Great
Northern the ratio of transportation expenses to total oper<>
ating revenue- increased from 36 in
7 to 43 in 1918 and
the ratio of maintenance expenses, including both way and
equipment, to total operating revenue- increased from 26 in
I'M 7 to 38 in 1918.
Por all the road- of the country transportation expenses increased from 38 per cent in I'M 7 to 4?
per cent in 1918 and maintenance expenses increased from
The
28 per cent to So per cent of total operating revenues.
operating ratio and especially the ratio of transportation expenses to gross operating revenue- of the Great Northern was
1

1
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something

ol

which

in

his later life

James

I

Hill

waa pai

in the ten years prior to 1917 the operating
proud,
ratio varied from S
to <>i and the ratio of transportation exIn 1917
penses to operating revenues varied from 29 to 27.
expenses had begun to run up rather rapidly. In thai year total
operating revenues amounted to $88,599,000 and total opei
In
ating expenses to $59,282,000, an operating ratio of (>7.

ticularl)

t

operating revenues amounted to $100,699,000 and
total operating expenses t<> $8 1. 129,000, an operating ratio oi
84.
rhe increase in revenues was due to a slight increase in
ton mileage of revenue freight and to an in< rease in the reve
per cent, making the average revenue
nue per ton mile of

1918

total

M

here was a decrease in
8, 8.699 mill>.
passenger business (passengers carried one mile) of 10 per
This
cent, the passenger mileage being 601 ,000,000 in 1918.
loss in passenger business was not completely offset by an
increase of two mills in the average passenger mile rate. The
average received per passenger per mile on the Great NorthM7 was 2.4 mills, in 191 S it was 2.6 mills. In other
ern in
words, the increase in regular fares, exclusive of troops, etc.,
to three cents a mile for the whole country affected the Great

per ton per mile

in

IJ

l

1

1

(

1

Northern very little.
The rental which the government pays to the Great NorthIn addition the comern Railway Company is $28,771,000.
pany had in 1918 $1,072,000 other income, making a gross
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the Great Northern's operations t<> it- traffic conditions was
an important fa. lor in the financial BUCCe
of the op. ration
of the property.
Traffic conditions in 1918 were no
under tin- control of tin Greal Northern's own organization,
much less under tile control of the threat i. nlio.nl genius who
-

I

built

up

the property.

The Greal Northern

lies

in

the

Northwe

tern

region,

of

which R. II. Aishton, formerly president of the Chicago &
North Western, is regional director. The federal manager of
the Greal Northern
\\
P. ECenney, who was presidenl and
before that vice presidenl in charge of traffic of the Great
Northern and whose railroad experience ha- been in the
traffic
department and in office work. The general mar
was J. M. Gruber, formerly vice-president of the G
Northern in charge of operation, and with the reputation of
being one of the besl operating men in the wi -t.
Tlie falling' off in passenger traffic and the very slight gain
in freight traffic has already been mentioned.
As a matter
:>f fait, had
it
not been for an average haul of freight of
286 miles or four per cent longer in 1917, freight traffic
would have increased less than one per cent. On the other
hand there was an increase in freight train miles of four per
cent, the total freight train miles in 1918 being 12,111,000.
Furthermore, there was an increase of 12 per cent in helper
locomotive mileage, the total in 1918 being 531,000 miles.
i

The Great Northern
After the payment of incorporate income of $29,758,000.
terest, sinking fund and corporation taxes there was $20,063,000 available for dividends and the regular seven per
cent dividend on the stock calls for $17,463,000.

Whereas the rental which the government guarantees was
$28,771,000, the net operating revenue before the payment of
taxes by the government was $16,269,000. The taxes which
the Railroad Administration had to pay in 1918 are not
given except on a per mile basis, but apparently the operating
income, exclusive of rentals in 1918 was approximately $10,600,000. This is a heavy loss, indeed, from the operation of
a property which has generally been regarded as one of the
most perfectly developed transportation machines in the
world. Even with ample facilities for a detailed study of the
operations of the Great Northern in 1918 an "explanation"
of the showing would be little better than a guess.
On the
other hand, even without such detailed information, it is possible to name some of the factors which may have entered
into the situation.
Under Hill the Great Northern was developed to meet a particular set of conditions. The old man
used to remark that to be a successful railroad manager one
had to guess right to a copper cent in estimating the cost of
moving a ton of freight one mile. The nice adjustment of

Car loading improved, the average tonnage of revenue freight
per loaded car being 26, as against 24 in 1917, an increase
of nine per cent, thus making a decrease of 3^4 per cent in
the loaded freight car miles.
On the other hand, empty
freight car mileage increased 21 per cent, totaling 147,521,000 in 1918.
The Great Northern spent a total of $6,799,000 during
1918 for additions and betterments. Included in these additions and betterments was the building of 52 miles of additional side tracks and 38 miles of second track, and the installation of automatic signals on 120 miles.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation for the Great Northern as operated by the Railroad
Administration.
It is not the company's income account.
Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues

*

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes*
Operating income
*

1918
8,260
$76,937,445
15,672.420
100,698,520
17,405,470
20,757,399
778,989
43,024,345
1,246,744
84,429,245
5.525,060
10,744,215

1917
8,233

$64,300,666
15,836,341
88,598,735
11,570,157
11,890,989
1,336,870
32.262.501
1,133,911
59,282,156
6,306,478
23,010,101

Estimated from the per mile figures given in the 1918 annual report.

Railroad Hearings Before House Committee
U.

S.

Chamber

of

Commerce Presents Comprehensive

Plan for Remedial Legislation
Washington,

A

comprehensive program

of remedial railroad legis-

interest to attend the conference

adopted by the National Transportation
Conference called by the Railroad Committee of
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, which
represents a sort of composite of the views held by the
principal interests that have
lation

The

Chairman

A. Wheeler, chairman of the
conference, and supplementary statements relating to
various phases of the subject

were

to

be presented by Paul

M. Warburg, formerly

vice-

chairman of the Federal Reserve Board; W. W. Salmon,
Railway
the
representing
Business Association; Alexander W. Smith of Atlanta,
Ga., and Emory R. Johnson,
transportation
and commerce, University of
Before outPennsylvania.
professor

of

lining the plan Mr. Wheeler

gave an explanation of

its

origin to show the representative character of those who
took part in formulating the

program.
The National Transportation Conference was called
together in December, 1918,
the
broader
consider
"to
aspects of the transportation

problem and the formulation
of a basis for the control and
operation of the transportation facilities of the United
States after the conclusion of
the present government control."
At 5 meetings, each
lasting 2 days, the conference
has held 22 general sessions

and

numerous

sessions

of

sub-committees appointed to
report on special phases of
the transportation problem.
In calling this conference
the

Chamber

recognized that

of

Commerce

many

differ-

ent interests are affected by

E. H. GARY,
United States Steel Corporation.

By

Never before in the history of our country has the
outlook for future business been so bright, the opportunity for success so great. We are rich, we are
prosperous, our resources are enormous. There is
no doubt as to our financial security or our commercial progress.
I predict that the next five years on
the average will bring to our country the most progressive and prosperous period in its history.
There is a large and fairly profitable business
ahead, but we need to be conservative, thoughtful,
fair-minded. There should be no danger of business
depression if the return to a peace basis is accomplished methodically and with justice to all. It is a
time for constructive thought; for courage, even for
sacrifice, for our problems are numerous and difficult.
in importance is the labor situation.
Wages during the war increased materially. I believe we have not been paying more than is right and
proper. The cost of living has increased and unless
it is reduced wages cannot be lowered.
Employers insist they cannot reduce their selling
prices; many hold they should have a higher scale.
Prices generally in this country are abnormal; but
simultaneous reductions in all directions would be
impracticable. Reductions, therefore, must be gradual.
And we should not begin with wages.
With respect to their compensation our workmen
must be treated liberally. We must consider them
as our valuable associates, give them no reason for
complaint. If they are treated fairly they will give
fair treatment in return; if their confidence is retained their loyal support is assured.
As I have said before, business conditions are
good. The needs of the buying public are increasing.
The enormous wheat crop, which exceeds by far the
first calculations, will soon be harvested.
Other
crops, too, are coming on, and from all appearances
the yield this year will be a record one.

FOREMOST

Witness the crowds

at the large
to obtain a

new

hotels.

—

and country.

EVIDENCES

of business activity

and prosperity
are everywhere. The estimated wealth of our country is more than equal to one-third of the total
wealth of the world; our banks hold $15,000,000,000

money

transportation and that each

or

important

approximately $56 per capita; before the war

should
have a voice in determining
what should be done with
the

interest

railroads.

invited

longing

It

prominent
to

each

therefore

men

It is

next to impossible
room. They are
thronged with travelers from all parts of the land.
From all sections the South, Southwest and the
Far West they bring good reports. Their confidence in the future has charged them with optimism.
Consider the great number of purchasers to be
found in retail stores. Try to rent a house in New
York; they are scarce, and prices are mounting.
Gaze upon the great crowds of busy people upon city
streets and the constant stream of motor cars in city

—

$16,000,000,000;

the

in

circulation

is

was

it

$34.

Confidence

is

justified.

And

confidence,

with

patience, assures prosperity.
*

An

article in the

New York Evening

be-

important
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shippers'

and manuview was
presented
by
Walter
S.
Dickey, of the W. S. Dickey
Clay Manufacturing Company, of Kansas Citv;
Edward J. Frost, vice-president
William Filene's Sons Comfacturers' point of

House Committee on
and foreign commerce on Tuesday by Harry

of the

C.

the meetings or took part in the discussions.

Grounds for Business Confidence;
Importance of Labor Situation*

interstate

D.

in its delibera-

tions.
All of the important plans were presented either in
the form of printed documents or by speakers who addressed

been devoting their efforts to
a proper solution of the railroad problem, was presented
to the

and take part

pany,

Boston;

Post,

president

Coupler
Company,
New
York; Charles E. Lee,

of
Ford, Bacon & Davis,
Consulting Engineers, New
York
City;

W. W. Salmon,

16,

1019.

presi-

dent of the General Railway
Signal Company; Charles
S.

Keene, vice-president of
the

American Tobacco Company
and Frederick
J.
Koster,
president of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.

The measures in which
farmers are interested were
outlined by H. C. Stuart,
chairman

of

Agricultural
mittee;

dent

the National
Advisory Com-

R. L. Munce, presiof

the

Good Roads
Eugene D.

Pennsylvania

Association, and
Funk, of Funk

Brothers'
Seed
Company,
Bloomington, Illinois.
Important financial aspects
of the railroad problem were
discussed by Paul M. War-

burg, formerly vice-governor
of
the
Federal
Reserve

Board;

Harry A. Wheeler,
Union Trust
Company, Chicago; Nathan

vice-president,

L.

Amster, president of the

Investors'

Protective Association of America, and Luther

M. Walter, general counsel
of

the

of

Owners

National Association
of Railroad Se-

curities.

The views
presented by

of

labor were

Frank Morrison,isecretary; Henry Sterling,
legislative representative, and
Martin Ryan, of the Railroad Employees' Department
of the American Federation
of Labor;

Mail, July

George A.
Standard

and those of the

Railroad Brotherhoods by A.
B. Garretson. president of
the Order of Railroad Con-
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HI
ductors;
(lent,

\\

of the

G

ee,

I

president, and

W, \

1

>< >.v

k

.

vice

jority

rleberling, intiTnation.il

rrainmen; and S
president of the Switchmen's Union
<>t"

Railroad

I

North Amen, a
Director General rlines appeared before the conference
twice and explained the plans of the Railroad Administra
tion and his own personal views in regard to the desirable
Commissioner Winthrop
solution of the railroad problem.
M. Daniels, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and
President Charles 1". Elmquist, o\ the National Associa
tion of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, participated
actively in the deliberations of the conference.
1'Ih-

plans proposed

1>\

the Railwa)

Executives' Associa-

and by leading individuals among the executives were

1>\
Daniel Willard. president of the Baltimore &
Ohio; S. T. Bledsoe, general counsel of the Atchison,
peka & Santa l'e; and E. G. Huekland. president of the
Xew York, New Haven & Hartford; The view- of the
electric
railway men were
presented b) P. H Gadsden,
chairman of the Committee
on National Relations of the
American Electric Railway
Association, and W. A'. Hill,

outlined

l

manager
of

the

2

Sessions

!

finally adopted.

Program

I

Remedial Railroad Legislation
Adopted by the Transportation Conference

of

he program adopted by the conference

president

dial railroad Legislation at the earliest possible date. It favors
the continuation of the present government possession and

operation of the railroads only until such legislation can be
If possible, legislation should
en.uted and made effective.
be enacted within the present calendar year.

the

The economic

The conferem

in favor of permitting

e

and

facilitating the consolidation.

in a manner to be approved
by the government, of exist-

ing
railroads
into
strong,
competitive systems so located that each of the principal traffic districts of the
country shall be served by

the advocates of
transport developof

tion 3.

S
is

Washington
association; and

Transfer

as follow.-:

1.

highway
ment by John T. Stockton,
Stockton
Chicago.

is

The Transportation Conference favors corporate ownership of the railroad- in the United State-; and is
therefore opposed to government ownership of the roads and
to their operation either by the government itself or, under
lease from the government, by corporations whether organized as regional monopolies or as large competing systems.
tion 2. The conference favor- the enactment of remetion

of the

office of the

those

members, however, attended practically all of
held and voted m favor of the pi"

the

of

|

Brotherhood

Of

tion
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Joseph

more than one system.

Company,

Section 4. The conference
favors action by Congress
that will bring all interstate

aspects were

discussed by E. R. A. Seligman. professor of economics,
Columbia University; Emory

railroads as corporations un-

der

the

jurisdiction

of

the

United States either by federal incorporation or in such
other manner as Congress

R.
Johnson, professor of
transportation and commerce,
University of Pennsylvania;
W. Z. Ripley, professor of
Transportation.
University: John R. Commons, professor of economics.
University
of
Wisconsin;
Henry W. Farnam. professor
of Political Economy. Yale
University, and Frederick A.
formerly chairCleveland,
man of President Taft's

may

Harvard

determine,

the

matters

of local taxation and police

regulation to be reserved by
the States.

Section 5. The conference
favors federal regulation of
the issuance of securities by
all railroads engaged in in-

commerce. This regushould be exclusive
and should be exercised in
H. A. Wheeler
Commission on Efficiency
the following manner: Such
and Economy; and the civic
federal agency as Congress
and social aspects by R. G.
upon
authorized
to
pass
designate,
shall
be
Rhett. formerly president of the Chamber of Commerce of may
(in
expenditures of capital
public
necessity
for
the United States; Alexander W. Smith, of Atlanta, Georgia, the
formerly president of the Georgia Bar Association; Judge F. excess of a stipulated amount) by carriers engaged in
interstate commerce and to determine the amount and to
C. Dillard, of Sherman. Texas, and Charles P. Xeill. chair-

man

of Board of Adjustment Xo. 1. United States Railroad
Administration, and formerly commissioner of labor under
the Roosevelt administration.
The conference gave careful consideration to the various
plans with a view to developing a program that would include the most desirable features of each plan, combining
them with new features proposed by the conference itself
Some of the repreinto a consistent harmonious whole.
sentatives of the railroad brotherhoods and a few of the
other participants attended only one or two meetings for
the purpose of presenting their views, and did not take part
Others attended all of the sessions
in the resulting action.
and voted on all questions brought before the conference,
occasionally reserving the right to dissent from some parThe maticular decision with which thev could not agree.

terstate

lation

regulate the conditions of the issuance of securities to obtain the funds required to cover authorized capital expenditures;

a

railroad

curities, shall

company applying

make

for authority to

be required to

file

to notify

said

is

agency

located copies of the

and the federal agency

state

federal

with the proper authorities

of the states in which the railroad

original petition;

to the

capital expenditures, or to issue se-

authorities

of

shall be required

the hearings

upon the

petition.

Section 6. The conference favors the sole regulation by
the Interstate Commerce Commission of all railroad rates
and of all rules and regulations bearing thereon affecting
For the performance of its duties the
interstate commerce.
commission should be given power to organize in the manner
it

raav

deem

best,

and be given authoritv

to function

through
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..mil

local

re. iic

.

officials

oi

is

i

u

ma) deem necessarj

to

or designate

rhe conference favors the creation oi a Fed
U shall he the
era! transportation Board of five members.
general dut) oi tin- board to promote the development oi a
national -\Mnn oi rail, water and highwa) transportation, to
inquire into and propose measures for preventing abuces
therein, to pass upon the public necessity for capital expen
11 -^
and to regulate securit) i--u^ .1-- provided b) Set
rhe Federal rransportation Board -lull ait .1- the
tion 5
board
referee in cases ol tin- disagreement (deadlock) of
entrusted with the adjustment ol wages, hours oi labor or
It
shall,
othei conditions of service of railroad employees
of the Federal
rransportation Board to
also, be tin' dut)
administer and enforce the mem- ami measures that ma)
be provided for strengthening ami stabilising railroad credit;
II
determine the grouping 01 consolidation of railroads
deemed to It in tin- public interest, ami carr) out plans
authorized b) Congress for merging all railroads engaged
e^
in interstate commerce into strong competing systems
era 11) owned and operated b) companies subject as corpora
*

1

1

1 1

1

.1

tions to the jurisdiction of the United States,
<v

which

tin-

u- average annual

investment accounts ol

section

traffic

which

in

i-

it

located,

operating income (com
puted ior the period ami in tin- manner prescribed b) the
federal control act oi March 21, L918) hoar- to the d
gate annual railwa) operating income of all tin- railroads
of such traffic section, computed in tin- same manner; pro
vided, first, thai if tin- use of tin- above stated formula shall
produce a valuation of am particular railroad system, great
or

ih. in

amount

the

railwa)

investment a.
fune 30, 1917, the
amount of such property investment account -hall ho used
instead of the valuation derived b) tin- formula; ami pro
\idod, second, that nothing herein contained -hall operate to
reduce tin- railwa) operating income which am particular
radio. id system shall ho permitted to retain below it- annual
average railwa) operating income, or compensation a- com
puted 01 allowed to u under tin- federal control act of March
'1. 1918.
I'o -mh valuation a- -hall ho derived
tor ,uiv
railroad system in the manner above stated, there -hall ho
addod all increases of propert) investment made by such
>17.
system after June 30,
he Federal rransportation Board -hall ho vested with
the -aine power to make such specific adjustments, in par
count

ior

of

propert)

it-

ending

the three year period

1

I

i

and
and moral ac
countabilit) upon the pan of railroad directorates and of
railroad executive officers, and of bringing about as prompt

credit, of protecting tin- interest

propert)

railroads of

tin-

1

he conference favors the adjustment of wages,
hours of labor and other conditions of service of railroad
employees b) boards consisting of equal numbers of repre
sentatives oi employees and officers of the railroads, with
appeal, in case of the disagreement (deadlock) of an adjust
men! board, to the Federal transportation Hoard a< referee,
rhe conference favors the adoption b) Congress oi the
plan contained in the following Sections, l) to l) inclusive,
tor the purpose of strengthening and stabilizing railroad
Section

proportion of the
all

Section

145

of the investing public

I

ticular cases, as

may deem

it

requisite

confened on the director genera]

ami equitable,
under the

of railroad-

a-

1-

rail

road control act, March 21, 1918
Section M. All railroad companies engaged in interstate
commerce -hall ho required to observe the following regula

under

tion-

the

direction

the

oi"

Federal

rransportation

Board

oi

promoting,

the highest degree both legal

Whenever the net railwa) operating income 01
compan) available foi tin- payment of interest ami
dividends (after provision has been made tor renewal-, de

l\

a- practicable the consolidation of existing railroads into

preciation and unproductive improvements a- defined in
shall exceed si\ per cent upon the fair value
tion () )
oi it- property, or upon its temporar)
valuation as o\c

in

number of competitive systems, owned and operated
mpanies subject as corporations to federal jurisdiction,
as shall be found to be in the public interesl
such

Section

9.

The conference recommends

enacted

rule

be

and

fares,

to

b)

thai

Congress requiring that

be established

b)

public

1

statutory

railroad

authority,

rates

shall

be

the railroad companies in each traffic sec
United States (as shall be designated b) federal
authority) aggregate revenue sufficient to produce, aftei
proper provision has been made for renewals and deprecio
tion. a net return (which shall be available for interest and
dividends) of not less than six (6) pei cent, per annum

designed

Hon

of

to yield

tii«'

upon

te fair value of the property oi the rail
the
roads devoted to the public service in each oi the several
rhe items of "renewal and depreciation" shall
sections
also include unproductive improvements not properl) charge
able to investment account and against which no capital
or capital obligations shall be issued.
Cne ne1 return to be obtained by the railroads
Section 10
,ia
result ol the enforcement ol a rtatutor) rule of rate

making

shall

be

based upon

a

fail

\

duo

of

the

railroad

public service, as ascertained b) the
Interstate Commerce Commission, such valuation to include
consideration of physical property, earning power, and

propert)

devoted

to the

.1

such other elements as ma)

be

propei

in

determining

fair

value,

been

determined, the
valuation to be adopted for the railroads in the United States
as a whole, and l>\ traffic sections, -hall, for the purpose ol
making tin- rates that yield the aggregate not return to be
te railwa)
propert) in
provided b) statute, be thou
Until

such

valuation

shall

have

vestment accounts
F01 tin- purpose ol ascertaining excess income, tin- valuo
tion oi" an) individual railroad system, pending the comple
tion oi" the -aid federal valuation, upon which it -hall Uentitled to retain six (6) per cent pei annum, -hall ho that

(a)

.1

railwa)

termined b) Section if (the "fair value oi property" being
used in this section to include both temporar) ami perma
o\
the -aid excess railwa) opei
[lent valuation) one hall
ating income above six

fund

tingent

per cent

>ompauv

die

K^i

he placed in a con
-ueh amount- to -i\ per

-hall

until

of the i.wv value oi the eompanv '- property
The re
-hall he turned over to a general railroad eon
tingent fund as pro\ ided b) S» tion
A railroad eompanv mav draw upon il- own on
(b)

Cent

maining half

'

1

>

fund whenever,

tingent

..ml

to the extent

that,

its

said

an

railwa)
operating income -hall fall helow -i\ per
cent ^^i the fan value oi the propert) a- determined b) Set
Hon 10, hut whenever the railroad's contingent fund 1- thus
drawn upon, the fund -hall he replenished from the com
pany's -hare in subsequent excess earnings until the fund

nual

restored to -i\ per cent of the

1-

value oi

i.wi

tin-

company's

propert)

When

individual

railroad compan) earns an
iinome t^i -i\ per CCn1 upon a
(m\ value o\ its propert) and ha- established and 1- mam
taining a contingent fund >^i its own amounting to six
pei
cent on the fan value i^i u- property, the compan)
(c)

annual

-hall

thirds

an)

radvvav

Operating

turn ovei 10 a general railroad contingent fund, two
oi the eompanv'- railwa) operating income in excess

oi

-i\

to

ho

among

per
iii.
its

cent,

uned

remaining

tin-

one-third

oi

-aid

excess

ior
railroad compan)
distribution
stockholders or tor such othei lawful purposes as
l>v

die

determine.
rhere -hall he established a general railroad
contingent fund tor die purpose oi making :\<<<i\ am Aificienc)
yeai helow -i\ pei cent upon the a
in am
•.ate fair value oi die properties oi the railioad- ol
it

in. iv

Section

1

!

|

Hon

The amount oi -m h

deli, lorn

the general railroad contingent
the

railroads

in

am

traffic

v

fund for

section,

drawn from
distribution among

-hall

he

upon the basis

oi

the

—
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earnings
from railroad operations oi the rail]
within such section; and it the resull of this distribution
the railwaj operating income of any individual rail
hall be applied as
road to exceed six per cenl this
|in>\

ided

in

Section

Se< tion

In

13.

I

anj

b)

federal

year,

following the completion of the
for,

when

the yield

from

i

authority

equals. sis

.i

contingenl fund the
bring the contribution for the year up to
five per cenl of the aggregate net earnings from operation
rath compan) being required to contribute for this purpose
pro rata to it.- nel earnings from operation for that year.
lion 14. The genera] railroad contingent fund shall
be managed by trustees appointed by the Federal Transportation Hoard from nun Dominated by the railroad cornpanic-.
Moneys turned over to the fund shall be invested
•n

sum

shall

necessarj

contribute to the general
to

by the trustees in United State- Government securities, or
shall be deposited in the Federal Reserve Hanks.
Section IS. The general railroad contingent fund shall
be accumulated by its trustees until it amounts to $750,000,000, and be maintained at that sum for the purpose hereinbefore provided, and any excess thereafter acquired shall be
used when and as directed by the Federal Transportation
Board for the development of the railroad transportation
system of the country, or for the increase of transportation

equipment and facilities, or for the pro rata reduction of
the capital or capital obligations and property investment
accounts of the railroads, or, if so ordered by Congress, the
ss shall be turned over to the Treasury of the United
States.

Section 16.

To

i

to l"- in the publi< interest.
the consolidations thui announced by the Transports
Hoard shall not have been affected or well advanced

lidal ion

If

per cent upon
the
fail value of the propert) of the railroads in
any traffic section, and the total contribution made in any
such year to the genera] railroad contingent fund amounts
to less than five per cent of the aggregate nel earnings from
operation in thai traffic section, then the railroads in thai
established

grouping oi railroad in ca
uch railroads have not within
reasonable tune submitted plan- for its approval for eon
solidation in an)
don and the Hoard de< m

a

I

mergers hereinafter provided

facilitate the

prompt

stabilization of rail-

road credit and such consolidation of railroads as the Federal Transportation Board shall decide to be in the public
interest, it is recommended that Congress create a railroad
reserve fund and appropriate for this purpose the sum of
This fund shall be administered by the
$500,000,000.
Board which shall invest it in
Transportation
Federal
United States bonds or notes, the interest accruing from
such bonds or notes, or the earnings upon the proceeds
thereof, to be paid annually into the United States Treasury.
In case, at any time during the first 10 years after the enactment of this legislation, the general railroad contingent
fund, provided by Section 12, shall not be sufficient to make
good deficiencies as described in that section, then the Federal Transportation Board shall pay into the general railroad contingent fund, as far as the board's available funds
permit, the amount necessary to enable the trustees of the
general railroad contingent fund to make over to the railroads the sums due them for that year under the stipulations
of said Section 12; provided, however, that any sums so
paid by the Federal Transportation Board shall be repaid
with interest by the trustees of the general railroad contingent fund from contributions received from the railroads
after the general railroad contingent fund shall reach and

be maintained at the amount of $500,000,000.
Section 17. The consolidation of railroads into a limited
number of strong competitive systems under conditions to
be prescribed by Congress is believed to be in the public
interest and should be carried out as promptly as practicable, in accordance with plans to be submitted by the
carriers and approved and announced by the Federal TransIn order to bring about this consolidation
portation Board.
of railroad companies, jurisdiction of which has been perfected as contemplated in Section 4, the Federal Transportation Board shall determine for itself and announce the
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tion

within

after

ir-

announi

i

mi

Hoard should
ompulsory
intere
would be

the

al

power to carry through uch
proceedings, if in its judgmenl the public
iven

I

thereby advanced.
Set tion

18.

Any

railroad

corporation,

thai

may

be

al-

lowed by the Federal Transportation

Hoard to acquin
securities or properties of other railroad companies and to
form a consolidated railroad system under the jurisdiction
of the United State-, shall be required by the Board to organize with a board of twelve directors, one of whom shall
be a representative of the employees of the system and noun
nated for thai position by BUCh employees, and three of whom
shall be selected by the Federal Transportation Board to
represent the principal interests involved in the territory
served by such system. The board of directors thus selected
shall make such regular and special reports to the Transportation Board as that Board may require.

Section

Board

19.

Should

it

be found

by

the

Transportation

and
some railroads pending the comple-

to be in the public interest to protect the credit

financial operations of

tion of the railroad consolidations herein contemplated,

recommended that one

it

is

or the other of the following plans

be adopted:

That the Transportation Board be endowed with
and granted the necessary funds to extend

1.

power,

credits to such railroads during the period of consoli-

dation; or
existing machinery of the War Finance
Corporation be employed for this purpose.
If the second recommendation is adopted, appropriate
legislation should be enacted to enable the War Finance
Corporation to advance funds to railroads under terms that
may be approved by the Federal Transportation Board.

That the

2.

Statement by Harry A. Wheeler
An

abstract of

Mr. Wheeler's statement follows:

Return of the Railroads to Corporate Operation
Necessarily, the first question considered by the conference was whether it favored corporate or government ownership and operation of the railroads.
After full consideration the conference, with but few dissenting votes, decided
in favor of corporate ownership and operation, and the return of the roads to their owners as soon as possible after
the enactment by Congress of appropriate remedial legislation.
The conference was in favor of the continuation of
government operation until such legislation had been enacted
and made effective, but felt that this legislation should, if
possible, be enacted within the present calendar year.

A

Statutory Rule of Rate-Making,

Without Government Guarantee
The most fundamental problem
lation that

owners

is

to be solved by the legismust precede the return of the railroads to their
the adoption of measures that will give the car-

reasonable assurance of revenues sufficient to enable
them adequately to perform the services required by the
In the interest of the carriers and the public the
public.
authority which determines rates must adopt measures that
will afford the carriers reasonably adequate revenues.
One method is to provide a definite- government guaranriers

a fixed minimum net return. A government guaranfavored by the conference. It believes that it will
be possible for Congress to adopt a policy of rate-making
tee of

tee is not

—
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and control that will give the carriers reasonable assurance
of adequate revenues without involving the government in
the obligation of guaranteeing the net return of private
corporations and without imposing upon the public the burlen of unreasonable transportation rates.
Briefly stated, it is recommended that Congress adopt a
statutory rule of rate-making requiring the Interstate Commerce Commission to be responsible for railroad rates and
fares designed to yield the carriers in each designated traffic
jection not less than 6 per cent net upon the aggregate fair

The statutory rule
the conference provides that it shall be the
luty of the commission to authorize or establish rates and
«res that will produce, not for each railroad company, but
palue of the property of the railroads.

^commended by

'or

the railroads in the aggregate in each natural

traffi<

aggregate revenue sufficient to yield a
tet return of not less than 6 per cent upon the aggregate
air value of the property of the railroads devoted to the
It is
rtlblic -crvitc in each of the several traffic sections.
ecommended that "fair value" shall be ascertained by the
ommission by giving consideration not only to physical
Kroperty but also to earning power and such elements as
nay properly receive attention.
The determination of the fair value whether for ratelaking or for other purposes, has unavoidable difficulties.
Vhcn the Interstate Commerce Commission completes the
aluation it is making that will, of course, be adopted; but
uring the next three to five years some temporary method
The recomf determining "fair value" must be followed.
icndation is that, pending the completion of the valuation
ow being made, the fair value, for rate-making purposes,
f the railroads as a whole and by traffic sections, shall be
leir aggregate property investment accounts; while the fair
alue of the property of an individual railroad shall temorarily be taken to be that share of the aggregate property
ivestment accounts of all the railroads in the traffic section
ion of the country,

which the particular road's
nnual railway operating income bears to the aggregate railay operating income of the railroads in its traffic section
ublic authority having power to make equitable adjustwhich the road

l

is

situated

r

lents in special cases.

'Ian for

From

Strengthening and Stabilizing Railroad Credit

the rates

>ry rule,

made

in carrying out the foregoing statu-

the best situated, or most ably

more than 6 per cent

managed, railroads

while the less favorbly located or less efficiently managed roads will obtain
:ss than 6 per cent.
By the plan adopted by the conferice, each of the railroad companies that receive a net reirn of more than 6 per cent are to be required to put half
f the excess into a company contingent fund until that fund
lall amount to 6 per cent of the fair value of the comany's property, while the other half of the excess is to be
irned over to a general railroad contingent fund adminis:red by trustees appointed by government authority and
laintained and used for the benefit of all the railroads of
ill

le

receive

railroad

its

own

way from the management of the companies the incentive
effort

posing unreasonable rates upon the public, and (c) without pel milting the railroad- that have been unfortunately
located or have been over-capitalized or otherwise mismanaged to shift their burdens from their own shoulders onto
the government or the public or the other railroads.
The
genera] railroad contingent fund, accumulated in the manner indicated, is to be drawn upon by all railroads of a
designated traffic section when in any year the net return
upon the aggregate fair value of the property of all the railroad- in that section falls below 6 per cent., due to the fact
that the rates authorized or established by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, in consequence of fluctuations in
volume of business or of an unexpected increase in expenses, have not yielded the carriers the minimum net return of 6 per cent, provided by the statutory rule of rate
making.
A has been explained, the proposed general railroad contingent fund is to be created and maintained by contributions required from such companies as have net returns in
excess of 6 per cent, two-thirds of the excess being contributed.

and

The fund

drawn upon only when, and
and fares, which are controlled
Commerce Commission, do not yield the
is

to be

to the extent that, the rates

by the Interstate
railroads the contemplated annual net return of 6 per cent.
When the general railroad contingent fund is drawn upon
for the purpose of bringing the aggregate net revenues of

any traffic section up to 6 per cent, all of
the railroads in the traffic section shall share in the distribution pro rata to their gross earnings.
By this plan the weak

the railroads in

roads, that will presumably have contributed nothing to the
general fund, will receive their share; but they will not be
the sole beneficiaries of the distribution.
It is not the pur-

pose of the general contingent fund to give to the properties
weak roads values which they do not possess its purpose is to assure to the railroads as a whole, year by year, a
net return of not less than 6 per cent, upon a fair value of
of the

;

their property; and thus to establish the first condition precedent to stabilizing railroad credit as a whole, and to securing
for the public adequate railroad transportation at reasonable capital cost.
It is not proposed to provide the weak
roads with a net return upon an amount in excess of a fair
value of their property.

Consolidation

of

Railroads

Into

Strong Competing Systems

The grouping or consolidation of the railroads in the
United States, within a reasonable time, into a limited number, possibly 20 to 30, strong competing systems, is essential; because railroad rates must be the same for similar
services, whether performed by the weak, necessitous railroad, or by the strong and prosperous one.
It is in the interest of the public that railroad charges shall be neither so
high as to cause the strong roads to profit unduly, nor so
low as to force the weak lines, upon which large sections of

may be vitally dependent, into bankruptcy or
>uch a permanently enfeebled condition as to prevent
them from serving the public adequately and efficiently. All
sections of the country ought in the future to be served by
railroad systems managed by companies strong enouch to
serve the public with progressive efficiency and economy.
It wiil be necessary for the government to return
the railroads to the companies from which they were taken, but the
'lie

company has brought
6 per cent, the company

conshall increase
ngent fund up to
s annual contribution to the general railroad contingent
ind to two-thirds of its net income in excess of 6 per cent,
le other third of the excess being retained by the compam
>r distribution among the stockholder- or for other lawful
urposes.
This plan would keep the profits of individual
lilroad companies within reasonable limit- without taking

i

(a) without making the government responsible for a fixed
return to individual railroad companies, (bj without im-

net,

country.

When any

147

efficiency.

The purpose

of the general railroad contingent fund is to
ssure to the railroads in the aggregate, by traffic sections, a

countrj

into

S to the grouping or consolidation of railroads, under
conditions approved by the government, should be removed,
and provision should be made for bringing all of the railroads in the country within a reasonable time into sucb a

obstar]

number

be the means of

of strong competing systems as it may be found desirable or necessary to perpetuate in order to secure for each

rengthening and stabilizing railroad credit, and to do this

principal district of the country the service of more thin

rturn

of

6

per

cent.

The fund

is

to

1
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IS

one system.
presenl
and not \<\
the

the count]

I

in-

strong

grouping or consolidation Bhould be aboul
systems, thai is along commercial lim

means

of

arbitral")

territorial

sub-divisions

<>f

j

Winii presumabl)
will not be practicable for
iu
ernmenl u require the immediate grouping or consolidation
of the railroads, voluntas
consolidations should be per
inm it ted and facilitated.
railroad companies should be
called upon to submit, for approval of the governmi at, plans
for the grouping or consolidation of the roads, and if ibe
companies do not submit such plans within a reasonable
time the government, acting through the appropriate authority, should determine and announce what
permanenl
groupings or consolidations are deemed to be in the public
interest.
Should the consolidations thus declared to be in
the public interest not have been effected, or should they
noi be well advanced, at the end of a reasonable period, say
five years, power should be given the appropriate public
authorit) to carry through the desirable mergers by compulsory proceedings, if in the judgment of Congress such
power can be granted, and the public interests will be thereby advanced.
il

t

I

Federalizing Railroad Corporations
As the proposed strong competing railroad systems come
approved or required by the
government, they should be owned and operated by cominto existence by consolidations,

panies subject as corporations to the jurisdiction
the
of
Congress will presumably provide for perUnited States.
missive federal incorporation of railroads, but it should not
stop there.
Some effective plan should be devised for
changing the allegiance of the railroad corporations from
the states to the federal government.
It is argued by some lawyers that the United States cannot compel an existing railroad company to surrender its
state charter, take out a federal charter, and transfer its
property to the new corporation; but it is also pointed out
by others that it is not necessary to adopt this method of
converting existing railroad companies from state to federal
It is said to be within the power of Congress
corporations.
to pass an act similar in principle to the national bank act,

by which railroad companies may readily transfer their allegiance from the states to the United States.
Either by compulsory federal incorporation, or, if that
should not be feasible, in such other manner as Congress
may determine, all railroads engaging in interstate commerce should be brought as corporations under the jurisdiction of the United States; but in so doing their powers of
local taxation and police regulation should be reserved by
By reserving those powers the states will retain
the states.
the relation to interstate carriers by rail which they should
logically possess.

Labor Representatives and Government Directors
recognized by even-body that the railroad business
The public is entitled to information
regarding the corporate activities of railroad companies, and
provision may properly be made for participation by repreIt

is

is

of a public nature.

sentatives

of the government in the deliberations

and

ac-

Although it
companies.
may not have been necessary in the past that the public,
through the government should be represented upon the dilectorates of the multitude of railroad corporations, it seems
clearly in the public interest that the public shall have a
voice in the management of the large and powerful railroad
corporations that may be allowed to own and operate the
limited number of consolidated systems which it is proposed
It is recommended that Congress reshall be perpetuated.
quire these large corporations of the future to organize with
a board of 12 directors, 3 of whom shall be selected by aptions of the directors of railroad

propriate authority of the federal government to represent

the

Vol. 67,

principal

interests

in

the

everal

territories

No.

served

4

by

different system
lie publii
has an especial interest is the maintenance of
harmonious relations between the railroads and their en
loyees,
There should I"- mutual understanding and confi
di D( e on tin
pari of the employer and the employed
It ii
believed that this relationship will be greatly promoted by
I

I

requiring each of the railroad corporations that are to own
the large systems contemplated in this plan tO
lude in Us directorate one member who shall be a repre

and operate
i

ll

ntative of the employees of the system managed by the
board and shall be nominated for that position by the em
ployees.

The conference favors the adjustmenl of wages, hours of
labor and other conditions of service of railroad emplo
by boanb consisting of equal numbers of representativi
employees and officers of the railroads, with appeal, in
of the disagreement (deadlock) of an adjustment board,
an appropriate federal authority as referee.

to

Federal Regulation of Capital
Expenditures and Security Issues
Everybody seems to have reached the conclusion that in
the future the capital expenditures and the security issues
of railroad companies should be regulated by federal au-

The states should be, and apparently are, quite
willing to retire from this field of regulation, provided the
regulating authorities of the states are officially notified of
thority.

proposed security issues and afford an opportunity
heard thereon.

Regulation of Rates

By

Commerce Commission

Commerce Commission has performed
magnitude. Its work of regulating rates and

Interstate

task of great

be

the

Interstate

The

to

a
of

developing and supervising the bureaus connected with rate
regulation and railroad valuation has increased steadily
until the commission has come to carry a heavy load.
It
would be unwise to add unnecessarily to its present duties,
especially in view of the fact that its responsibilities must
unavoidably be increased, should Congress by legislative enactment confer upon the commission such power over intrastate

rates,

merce as

rules

may

and regulations

affecting

constitutionally be granted.

interstate

com-

It will doubtless

be possible, and probably in the public interest, for the InCommerce Commission to enlist the co-operation of
existing state commissions in the regulation of intra-state

terstate

rates affecting interstate

A

commerce.

Federal Transportation Board

—

Its

Powers

To

carry out the plan recommended extensive administrative powers must be vested in some federal agency. Should
the commission, as is contemplated, become the authority
for the sole regulation of all railroad rates, rules and regulations affecting interstate commerce, its duties will necesTo require the commission to exercise
sarily be enlarged.
the administrative functions contemplated in the proposed
pian of remedial railroad legislation would be to the detriment of the public interest because it would seriously interfere with the prompt action of the commission as a body for
the regulation of rates, the task for which it was especially
created and for the performance of which it is peculiarly

adapted.
It

is

cf five

recommended that a Federal Transportation Board
members be established to exercise the administrative

functions required for the enforcement of the proposed remeThe following specific duties should

dial railroad legislation.

be entrusted to this board:
(a) To pass upon the public necessity for capital expenditures and to regulate the security issues of railroads.
(b) To act as the referee in cases of disagreement (dead-
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lock) of a board entrusted with the adjustment of wages,
hours of employment and other conditions of the service of
railroad employees.
(c) To administer the general railroad contingent fund
and to enforce the means and measures that may he provided
for strengthening and stabilizing railroad credit.
(d) To determine and announce the grouping or consoli-

Recognizing that it will probably be necessar) for the
government to assist the carriers temporarily during the first
few years of corporate operation while the railroad companies are building up their individual contingent
funds and
while a start is being made in establishing the general railroad contingent fund, the Transportation Conference recom-

mends

that Congress make an appropriation loaning
$500,000,000 for the creation of a railroad reserve fund to
ministered by the federal Transportation Board.
It 1- recommended that the board be required to invest the sum thus
loaned in United States bonds or notes, the interest on the
securities to be paid annually into the United
States Treas
ury.
The fund which is to be established for the pnrp
bringing about the prompt stabilization of railroad
credit
and of facilitating such consolidation of railroad- as
the
board shall decide to be in the public interest, may be used

dation of railroads deemed to he in the public interest, and
to carry out plans authorized by Congress for merging all
railroads engaged

ject

!

commerce into strong, competowned and operated by companies sub-

in interstate

ing systems severally

as corporations to the jurisdiction of the

United

States.

To promote

the development of a national system of
water and highway transportation, by providing for the

(e)
rail,

articulation of the railroads with the

waterways in a traffic
by bringing about the common use and construction of
terminal and transfer facilities at the larger centers of traffic,
and by such other means as may be found to be practicable
and in the public interest.
sense,

(f)

and

To

inquire into the practices of railroad

management

140

.

as follows:

The reserve fund created by Congressional loan may at
any time during the first 10 years after the enactment of the
proposed legislation, be drawn upon to whatever extent may

propose measures for preventing abuses therein.
(g) To appoint the directors that shall represent the government upon the directorates of the proposed consolidated
railroad companies.
The board which performs the duties enumerated in the
foregoing list will be entrusted with an executive task of the
first magnitude.
It should be composed of men of the high-

be necessary to enable the trustees of the general railroad contingent found to pay over to the railroad- the -.urn- which
they
may be entitled to draw in accordance wih the provisions conrolling the distribution of money from the general contingent fund. The plan provides, however, that any sum advanced by the Federal Transportation Board to the' trustees of
the general railroad contingent fund shall be repaid to the

character and attainments.
It will equal, if not exceed,
importance, the Federal Reserve Board, whose creation
was most fortunate and whose services have been of great
value to the public. The Federal Transportation Board should
be primarily administrative in purpose and organization. It
will have the large and exacting task of guiding and facilitating the development of an adequate and efficient national
53 stem of transportation.

board with interest as soon as the general railroad contingent
rund shall reach, and be maintained at, the amount of $500,-

to

est

in

A

Railroad Reserve

Fund

for

to corporate operation.

Finally

Use

During the Period

000,000. In other words, after the general railroad contingent
fund shall, from the contributions received from the railroads,
have reached $500,000,000 the first claim upon the fund will'
be the repayment to the government of the amount loaned at
the time of the transition of the roads from the government

of

Transition

A

severe strain will be placed upon railroad credit and
upon the financial stability of the railroads during the period
of transition of the railroads from government to corporate

operation unless special precautionary measures are adopted.
At the present time the railroads are being operated with a
large and increasing deficit and it is doubtful whether the

can be overcome during the remainder of this calendar
In all probability many of the railroads now being
operated by the government will be showing a deficit at the
time they are returned to their owners.
The several railroad companies will resume the operation

it is recommended that the Federal TransportaBoard or the War Finance Corporation (the act creating that corporation having been appropriately amended) be
authorized to advance public funds (under terms that will
ensure the government against loss) to certain individual
roads whose credit and financial operations it may be neces-

tion

sary, in the public interest, temporarily to protect during
the
normal stable conditions.

transition to

deficit

Commissioner Clark's Testimony

year.

Most rolling
of their properties under abnormal conditions.
stock is being used by the railroads as a whole without much
regard to individual ownership to some extent terminals are
being jointly occupied and used; traffic has been largely rerouted and traffic organizations of the carriers have been to
It will take the corporaa considerable extent disintegrated.
tions some little time to readjust themselves to the new conditions and it is evident that the government will need to assist the carriers financially until they can get going.
It has been suggested by the Hon. Charles A. Prouty that
"the government should guarantee for one year (after turning
the railroads over to their owners) a return equal to 75 per
cent of the contract compensation in all cases where contracts
have been executed. And the carrier should be required to
pay over to the government in all such cases 75 per cent of
any excess which it may make over and above the contract
compensation.'' If this suggestion were adopted the government would guarantee to pay the railroad companies during
the first year of private operation 75 per cent of over $900,000,000, and would have little assurance that the sums which
might be advanced would ever be returned to the government.

That

the provisions of the Esch-Pomerene bill, which
enlarge the powers of the commission over car
service and operation and authorizing it to require joint
use of transportation facilities in time of emergency, while
freeing the railroads from some restriction-, would enable

would

the commission

to deal adequately with any emergency of
transportation likely to arise in time of peace or war or at
least to take care of tin' situation as well apossible with
the available facilities, was the opinion expressed
by Commissioner E. E. Clark in his testimony before the committee

on July

17.
Mr. Clark opposed the fundamental features of
principal plans for dealing with the railroad problem
that have' been suggested by other bodies, such a- a requirement that rates should be made to produce a certain percentage of return, a guarantee of earnings, a secretary of

the

transportation or a reorganization of the roads into a few
b] consolidation.
He declared that if the provision- of the bill advocated by the commission had been in

companies
effect

in

1

(

)17

federal control

there
act

followed
that

would have been no necessity

or for the

for the
legislation that has
of the embarrassments

financial

it,
and moreover that some
have resulted from federal control might have

been

avoided.

Mr. Clark believes
facilities

in compulsory merger- of operating
but he does not believe the government can compel

;
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consolidations of companies.
in in. hi would be carried
i.

He hoped
<>ui

under

which would take

Visions of the hill,

i

thai

a

greal deal of

permissive pro

tin-

arc to

some

extent

of

weak lines. He thought there are many cases where the
companies would be glad to enter into mergers if they were
given the righl to do so.
11,
had not been able to satisf) himself that there is any
Congress, whenever
necessit) tor federal incorporation.
will he
Chooses to do SO, .an OCCUpj the entire field and there
the

it

no need

federal

for

incorporation.

The

railroads

.

annot be

few systems, except by laying a founds
consolidated
were
tion for voluntary action; if compulsory consolidation
in the air"
"up
much
very
would
be
earners
the
attempted
into a

of conflicting interests
several years during the litigation
commissions would
Regional
follow.
inevitably
that would
not he cstahlishcd without
he impracticable, for regions could
f.»r

Cutting across traffic

territories

and transportation systems.

Transcontinental rates could not be fixed on
He objected to the plan of
a secretary of transportation.

One individual would have
no better or sounder view
than a tribunal whose membership changes gradually.
A cabinet officer would probably change every four years
or oftener.
To require the commission
to

establish

which

rates

would produce a given percentage of return would put
the commission up against an
impossible situation; no man
can
rates

out

figure

a

level

of

which will produce a

No man
given percentage.
can foresee the volume of
traffic and there is a point
beyond which an increase

in

I'. I,

III.

.

Wabash,
(

in.

verships of the Rock island,
the Deliver & RiO (il.lllde.

innati,

In

di

.ii

I

\\

burgh

tl

I

I'm

Hi

ill.

,

Marquette or

Pen

Terminal, the
Lamilton 8i
ayton.

Pitt

Missouri

Frisco, th<

thi
til.

ll„-

the

I

mi"

th.

return of the railroad- to private

man

agement, Mr, Clark said that it would undoubtedly be neo
sary for the govt rnmenl to lend them son* aid and he suggi
.d a o; in. on adequate 8 lirity, at a rate of interest below what
could he secured in the open market. The government should
paj as a war cost the Large Losses resulting from war operaThere should he some declaration by Congress a- to
tion.
I

the

rate situation

he.au-.

ill.

-t.it.

rates

will

inevitably

hack to where they were, in the case of statutory rates, and
probably also in the case of rates made by state commissi
Replying to a question, he saw no prospect of any incn
traffic sufficiently to wipe out the present deficits.
He
assumed that wages could not be reduced and said that under
the new conditions of employment established by the government he did not believe the

in

number

employees could

of

reduced

be

sufficiently

to

affect the situation materially.

would be most advisMr. Clark declared,
for Congress to enact some
temporary legislation which
It

ahle,

will stabilize the rate situa-

during a period of
months, possibly a year, after

tion

the railroads are returned, so
as to prevent reductions of
intrastate

rates;

and

traffic

individual roads
should be restrained from
cutting rates upon the resumption
of
competition
there should be some agency
by which rates should be
passed upon in each ditrict.
officers

of

The commission might

apcommittees, composed
of experienced traffic men of
a judicial temperament, with
expenses
upon
dependent
possibly some representatives
of
control
the
in
are
which
of the shippers.
the carriers the public could
In reply to questions by
imagainst
protected
be
not
Chairman
Esch as to the efprovident and perhaps exfect of various provisions of
travagant expenditures for
the bill, Mr. Clark said that
Any governmaintenance.
while it preserves the right
E. E. Clark
ment guarantee takes away to
of
the
shipper
to
route
some extent the incentive to
his
freight,
that
power
economy.
in an emergen.
To put upon the Interstate Commerce Commission the could bet set aside by the commission
The requirement of a certificate by the commission for the
responsibility for regulating wages would be both unwise and
The commission could not decide either a construction of new lines would help to stabilize railway
impracticable.
The securities but existing lines ought to be required to fully
rate or a wage question without reference to the other.
develop their own fields. He mentioned the competitive confear
the
by
influenced
not
view,
is
this
holding
commission,
struction of lines down the Des Chutes canyon in Oregon by
is.'*
it
as
of unpopularity because "it has enjoyed some of that
the Hill and Harriman lines, after the former had once deRegulation of wages ought to be put in the hands of a tribuclared the territory not worth building into, and the connal that would deal with wages on their own merits and the
struction of the Western Pacific, as examples of lines whose
Interstate Commerce Commission should deal with freight
building might be prevented.
about
done
was
of
what
light
and passenger rates in the
Replying to a question by Mr. Esch the commissioner
wages.
that there must be an abundance of capital seeking
thought
he
statements
financial
the
again
Mr. Clark introduced
executives and financial interests
had presented to the Senate committee, which he thought investment but "the railroad
and out of season, since 1910,
season
in
saying,
kept
on
have
been
not
had
carriers
of
the
credit
the
demonstrated that
He showed that while that they had no credit," so what can they expect?
destroyed by niggardly regulation.
Mr. Clark elaborated on the increased powers conferred
the length of railroad in receivers' hands had increased to
the hill to enable the commission to deal more adequately
by
to
37,353 miles on June 30, 1916, it had been reduced
water traffic, and also on the increased powers for dealwith
certainly
that
declared
he
and
1917,
December
31,
on
17,366
with
ing
such rate situations as those of the Shreveport rate
with
do
nothing
to
Tate levels or regulation had absolutely
rates will reduce

it.

A

guar-

antee of earnings is fallacious
for the net income is largely

:

'

a regional basis.

ii
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involving state discrimination against interstate comThe "Shreveport situations" are on the increase but
the proposed power- would contribute largely to their reduc-

case,

merce.
tion.

The power to prescribe divisions
should make it possible to see

riers

of rates as between carthat the short lines get a

but he would not go so far as to say that they
be enabled to live.
In the course of a discussion
a- to meeting water competition he said that if the railroads
were prevented from doing so the water lines would put the
The opportunity to grant fourth
rates as high as possible.
fair division,

would

all

section relief to the circuitous rail lines

is

really of

more im-

portance than the question of competition with water lines.
In reply to questions by Representative Sims regarding the
effect of the bill on the weak lines, Mr. Clark said that if
the provisions for supervising security issues had been in

"weak sisters" would not be so weak. Some companies must inevitably undergo reorganization under any
circumstances.
Some roads are weak because they never
should have been built, some because they had not been so
well managed as their competitors and some because of financial manipulation.
The commissioner said that the bill under discussion had
been proposed merely as amendments to the act to regulate
commerce; the return of the roads to their owners and stabilization of the rate situation should be covered by a separate
measure. The roads should be returned to their owners just
In reply
as soon as Congress can enact proper legislation.
to Mr. Sims, he said that the fifteenth section amendment, requiring the permission of the commission before an increased
effect the

can be filed, is an unwise restriction. New tariffs are
be so numerous that the commission could not handle
them except in the most stereotyped way.
Representative Cooper asked why no provision for dealMr.
ing with labor disputes had been included in the bill.
Clark said that wages ought to be dealt with by some other
body than that which regulates rates. He did not propose to
discuss the question of whether wages ought to be regulated,
saying that he had great faith in the possibilities of medirate

likely to

ation, conciliation and arbitration; but that a separate tribunal should be charged with administering whatever policy
Congress lays down.
Replying to a question by Representative Dennison, Mr.
"If the railClark disapproved subsidies and guaranties.
roads cannot be made self-supporting without a government
subsidy the government had better take them and see what

can do."
Mr. Clark said that he hoped that one of the results of the
bill if enacted would be the organization of joint terminal
companies like that of the Terminal Railroad Association of
He thought that all of the terminals of an indusSt. Louis.
trial community should be in the hands either of the municiit

pality or of a separate corporation like that at St. Louis.
Competition would not be affected in any way, he said.

Mr. Clark's testimony and cross-examination were completed on Tuesday and he was followed by Mr. Wheeler.

Compulsory Federal Incorporation
By Alexander W. Smith
aspects of federal incorporation were discussed
who said in part:
Opinions of learned counsel of the National Association
of Owners of Railroad Securities have been widely circulated
by that association declaring that there is no constitutional
method for the creation of federal railroad corporations and

The

legal

by Mr. Smith,

compelling transfer to them of their existing properties without the consent of their stockholders, or of the States creating
them, and thus forcing abdication of their corporate obligations

and duties under

their state charters.

When we

con-

151

sider that this proposition rests on the premise that separate
distinct federal corporations are to be- created and that
they are to take over by transfer, either through negotiation
or condemnation, the assets of the existing railroad com-

and

panies, the Legal conclusion of the eminent lawyers who have
furnished or endorsed these opinions is unquestionably sound.
The- country is confronted, however, with the absolute
necessity of the federal government being vested with full
jurisdiction of interstate carriers in their corporate junctions
in addition to the constitutional jurisdiction now exercised
by Congress over the activities of these carriers in connection

with interstate commerce.
Unless this is accomplished, the
proposition that the government shall authorize the consolidation of these existing carriers into large systems which
will necessarily interfere with competition in local territorv
becomes a legal impossibility, because it will run counter to
constitutional inhibitions in a large number of states prohibiting such consolidations by the corporations they have
severally created.

Aside from the insuperable legal difficulty thus indicated,
is a wholly impracticable thing to transfer and transplant
the assets and liabilities of the existing corporations engaged
it

in interstate

commerce

Take

into

new

corporations created for the

Railway Company as a concrete example.
It is a system made up of more than one
hundred separate railroad corporations.
It owns some of
them; it controls others under long leases, and others by
majority stockholding.
It has effected their merger by all
the known methods of putting one railroad under the operative control of another.
Their obligations, under the
purpose.

the Southern

arrangements it has made in bringing the
system together, could not be transformed and lifted out
kaleidoscopic
of

the several

state

corporations

and

set

down

in

a

new

federal corporation.
It is respectfully submitted, however, that the problem is
not insoluble, for there lies on the surface a method to accomplish the desired results in a perfectly simple way, viz.
The passage by Congress of a general federal incorporation
act along lines parallel to the laws incorporating national

banks and nationalizing state banks. This is the basic idea
of the recommendation of the conference on this subject, and
the idea has been developed in the draft of the remedial
railroad law, which will be presented by the representatives
of this conference.
If Congress should adopt this bill existing railroad companies engaged in interstate commerce and operating under
state charters could take out certificates of incorporation, to
be issued as therein provided, under which they would
become federal, or national, corporations without destroying their corporate identity and existence; without changing
their officers and stockholders; and without disturbing the
title to their assets

or the integrity of their existing liabilities;

and the continuity

of their business

The

would not be interrupted.

that such a proceeding results in a mere transition and not a new creation,
and does not destroy previous identity or corporate existence,
and simply results in a continuation of the same body, with
the same officers and stockholders, the same property, a>sland business under a changed jurisdiction. Any interstate
railroad thus nationalized would remain one and the same
railroad, and would go on doing business uninterruptedly,
under existing liabilities and contractual privileges and
authorities

conclusively establish

obligations.

Since no one- questions the power of Congress to incorporate interstate railroads, it follows that it can authorize the
conversion of such a railroad company from a state
poration into a national corporation.
While Congress has
no power to compel a state bank to become a national bank,
because a state bank i- no part of the fiscal machinery of the

Nation,

it

is

submitted

-that

it

does have the power to comj*>7
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.i

to

railroad system thai
l>ri

nun

.i

federal

*

now engaged

is

in

interstate

commero

orporation.

hi

until

i

corporation, the express grant of exclusive jurisover such commerce carries with it the power to
create such a corporation.
If that is true, tan it compel a state railroad company
engaged in interstate commerce to become a federal corpoNo one questions its power to create such corporaration r
railroad

diction

tions,

ah

initio.

has heen decided by the Supreme Court of the United
States that no single state can create a railroad company and
endow it, as a matter of law, with the right to operate its
Indiana and Ohio tried to do this
lines in any other state.
They created two railroad companies, each enconjointly.
It

dowed with the same name and having the same officers,
The tracks owned by these
directors and stockholders.
two companies came together at the state line. Every effort
was made to create a single corporation with the right to
do husiness in states. The Supreme Court held that there
were two separate and distinct corporations and that, in the
very nature of the case, one state could not give the power
to its creature to go into the domain of another sovereignty
of equal dignity and do business there, except by permission
Hence it is that all roads that cross state
of the other state.
lines do business outside their native state by comity beComity is a privilege merely and not a
tween the states.
legal right.

The Southern Railway Company was able to merge its
constituent lines running through 11 states by reason of the
voluntary, but not necessary concurrent, action of the several
First, the states either
states and their corporate creatures.

No.

4

ha
nevei exerci ed that power, hut with all due
the eminent counsel who have raised legal objei tion
to compulsory
federal incorporation, no sati factor]
replj
el heen made to the legal com lii~ion involved, viz., thai

Congrei

ped

r<

power of Congress t<> create a bank at all was <<»n
it
was Settled by the Supreme Court that said
power waa implicit in the power delegated t" Congress to
issue mone) ami handle its Finances.
Jurisdiction of Con
gress over a railroad engaged in interstate commerci
delegated in a specific, plain, explicit, all inclusive, and
plenarj
paragraph of the Constitution committing t<» it
control over interstate commerce and all its instrumentalities.
[f it
be true that Congress has only implied power to
eh. uter a hank as a piece of machinery in its tiseal system,
must be true that if Congress finds in the developing m
it
of transportation that state lines have heen wiped out, and
that commerce disregards artificial obstructions, and that
necessarj machinery in carrying on interstate commerce is a
I

tested
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to

Congress ha- the power, if it choosi
it.
ercist
to
to Bay
m interstate com
ever)
tem of railroads
merce by virtue of consolidating constituent line- land no
other such system 'an legally exist unless originally created
b)
Congress): "You are now an instrumentality of interstate commerce, and in the development of the commerce of
this country it has become necessary that full jurisdiction of
i

that

i

j

\oiir functions shall he vested in the federal government
Therefore, you are required to transfer your allegiance from
the state of your incorporation to the United Stati
of
America, in order that the federal government may take 5UCC

hereafter in the control of your business and in the
promotion of the interests of interstate commerce as from
time to time it sees fit.
Congress could then establish consi-tent control of all sytcms of interstate carriers.
steps

federal

If

incorporation

is

made permissive only

it

is

questionable whether Congress will not he embarrassed by
some of the lines declining to accept federal charters. Many
of them have tax exemptions and special charter privileges
which they would hesitate to imperil.
Voluntary action
would certainly destroy these privileges, while, under compulsory action, these property rights might be preserved
under other provisions of the Constitution not necessary to
be here elaborated.
It should be repeated that this argument is confined to
those lines which, by voluntary action, have been consolidated
into interstate systems.
They have thereby waived the right

(if

it

that
state

exists) to object to

it

may

desire to

do

Congress doing anything with them
if

they expect to continue in inter-

commerce.

As to the necessity of federal incorporation, there does
If the federal govnot seem to be any room for argument.
ernment is to vise and control the issuance of railroad securities, upon what principle, without the voluntary cooperation of the state corporation, can Congress interfere
with its issue of stocks and bonds expressly authorized under
They may be not necessarily connected
its state charter?
with its interstate commerce. Their proceeds may be needed
Many railroad corporations engage in
for other purposes.

The exercise of control
business other than transportation.
over the securities of a state corporation by Congress is much
harder to justify under existing law than the power to compel federal incorporation by interstate systems. The basis
of the securities, especially the original issues, is the charter
of the constituent companies, and not of the holding or operRights in these are vested and protected
ating company.
by the federal Constitution itself. But when the corporation
operating the interstate system is compelled to transfer its
allegiance to the federal government, subsequent issues of
its capital stock and bonds may be regulated as Congress
r

by special acts or by general laws gave statutory permission
Second, all confor the railroad corporations to combine.
stituent corporations

had

to take appropriate corporate ac-

directors according to by-laws
authorizing the particular step
So that each of the constituent cor-

tion through stockholders
and charter provisions,

and

necessary to a merger.
porations was put into the combination by virtue of its own
Thus, by virtue
aetion taken by permission of its creator.
of the express consent of the several corporations and of the
express legislative sanction of the 11 states in wdiich the
Southern Railway system operates, something was created
different from the aggregate of corporate powers previously
The Virginia corporavested in the subsidiary companies.
tion

known

as the Southern
of interstate

instrumentality
comity,

among

these

11

Railway Company became an
commerce, not by virtue of

states,

but because

it

crosses

the

lines 'of said states and hauls interstate commerce through
them as a single entity and by virtue of the action of each
of the states, and of the concurrent or supplemental action
Whether they inof the owners of each of the properties.

tended

it

or not,

it

is

a fact that every one of those states,

action, volunjurisdiction
the
to
themselves
of Congress
tarily submitted
through its exclusive control of interstate commerce, when-

and every one of those corporations, by such

ever

it

sees fit to act.

directs.

contractual relation between a state and its corporate
no obstacles to compulsory federal incorporation of interstate systems hereinbefore described, because
the state has consented in advance that that may happen.
When the state gave permission to its corporation to become

The

creature presents

a part of the instrumentalities of interstate commerce by
virtue of its legal merger into an interstate system, it relinquished its right to object to any sort of control over that

Of
corporation which Congress might choose to exercise.
course, until Congress exercises control the allegiance of the
The
corporation remains with the state that created it.
argument is that both the states and the corporations, by
virtue of the necessities of the consolidation that produced
the interstate system, have contracted in advance that Congress may exercise jurisdiction over this legally established
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instrumentality of interstate commerce if, in its discretion,
such art ion will promote the interests of interstate commerce.
Such jurisdiction has been exercised in numberless ways.
//, without destroying the corporation itself, it may be converted from a state corporation to a federal corporation, there
no legal reason why Congress may not constitutionally
IS
require

to

it

make

the change.

Judge Smith's statement aroused

among members

the

of

Btrongly opposed to the idea
de-ire

was expressed

a

committee,
of

threat

several

federal

to cross-examine

deal of interest
of whom are

incorporation, and

him

at length, but
he was obliged to leave the city at once and promised to rea

turn later

when

it

would be possible for him

to testify as

being drafted to carry out the provisions
of the conference plan.
Representative Dennison was particularly interested in the effect of federal incorporation on
the provision of the Illinois Central charter providing for a
state tax on the basis of a percentage of its gross earnings in
[ku of all other state taxes, which he said, was an advantage
to the text of a bill

the state.

to

Judge Smith had said that railroads would

retain the benefits of their charter provisions,

but said that

burden on interstate commerce
would have to give it up, although, he said, the conice assumed that the constitutional protection of any
property rights would continue to function.
Representative
>•
Walt thought a peculiar situation would be created if
both the federal government and the states had tax powers.
Mr. Smith pointed out that railroads are now subject to both
state and federal taxation, but he said that under the proposed plan the state's right of taxation would be somewhat
limited by the power of Congress which could prevent it
taxing railroad property except on the same basis as the
the state tax constituted a

if

the state

i

Representative Sanders asked
what could be accomplished under federal incorporation
which could not be done without it. Mr. Smith said he had
grave doubts as to how the Interstate Commerce Commistaxation of other property.

sion could regulate the stock

porations without

it

and

that

and bond issues of state corwould be necessary to carry

it

out the provisions of the conference plan.

He

said the great-

be to get the railroads out from under the
irreconcilable regulation of 48 state commissions.
Representative Sanders thought it somewhat inconsistent to say
that Congress could not regulate security issues, but to say
it has the power to compel federal incorporation.
His remarks
Paul M. Warburg followed Mr. Smith.
will be published in next week's issue of the Railway Ageest benefit w-ould

Proposed Rule on Rate Making
By W. W. Salmon
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what might be regarded as a reasonable
was strongly directed to the facts that in
the three years ended June 30, 1917 (hereafter referred to
as the tot period), the aggregate net earnings from operaIn

discussing

minimum,

attention

of all of the
la-s
railroad- of the United Statewere approximately <S°5 million- of dollar-, or approximately 5.2 per cent upon their aggregate property inve-tmenl accounts amounting to 17J°_> million- of dollar.-;
that during this period of relatively good average earning,
the railroads were unable to secure needed fund- on such
terms as would warrant the emission of their securities for
equipment, improvements and extensions required in the
public interest
though industrials were at the same time
able to sell their securities on favorable terms, by which it
is meant that the funds procured from the sale of such securities would earn, in industry, a profit over and above the
interest charges thereon.
The conference discussion developed the fact that, in its opinion, the net earnings from
railroad operation during the test period were insufficient to

tions

(

—

attract the capital that must be had if the railroads are to be
organized and equipped to adequately serve the needs of the
country and that they would continue insufficient unless increased in an amount at least equaling the difference between 5.2 per cent and 6 per cent on the aggregate property
investment accounts.

the view of the conference that while the railroads as
whole must earn from operations an average aggregate
annual net return of not less than 6 per cent upon the aggreIt is

a

values of their properties devoted to the public
they are to be able to command the capital required for their needed development, there will doubtless It
in the future, as now, substantial differences between the
rates of net return of the several railroads.
Therefore, in
this recommendation the railroads of the country are referred to in the aggregate in each of the traffic sections designated by federal authority and it is the belief of the conference that in this, as in its further recommendations, nothing will be found that will cause lessening of zeal on the
part of any railroad officer or employee to so conduct the
affairs entrusted to him that his railroad may properlv earn
the greatest possible share of the aggregate net return of the
group of railroads of which his is a part, for the conference
recognizes that any rule which has such an effect inevitably
decreases the efficiency and increases the cost of service to
gate

fair

service,

if

the public.

The conference discussed at length the elements that
should properly be considered in arriving at a determination of the fair value of railroad property and, recognizing
that a considerable time must of necessitv elapse before such
value can be ascertained for all of the railroads of the country, sought to find a basis of valuation which, pending an
authoritative,

W. W. Salmon,

president of the General Railway Signal
Company, and chairman of the Railway Business Association's Committee on Railways After the War, followed Mr.
Warburg and introduced a number of charts illustrating the
effect

of

the

Mr. Salmon

proposed rule of rate-making.

said in part:

was felt that amongst the things essential to restoration
maintenance of railway credit, two of the most important art', first, an authoritative governmental declaration
.ilo what shall be deemed a reasonable minimum rate of
net earning upon the aggregate value of railroad properties
devoted to public service and, second, a recognition and
which regulates the rates
assumption by the government
It

and

—

and,

in

railroads

large

—

of

degree,
its

determines

obligation

in

the

fixing

expenditures
rates

to

so

of

fix

the

them

they shall produce revenues adequate to yield the declared reasonable minimum rate of net earning upon the

that

satisfactory

permanent fair valuation, may serve as a fairly
temporary basis in establishing rates.
It

reached the conclusion that while doubtless the fair value
of the property of certain railroads will be found to be much
less than the amount shown by their property investment
accounts, the reverse will be found to be true of many other
large svstems which in the past charged to operating expense large sums which, under the exi-tin^ accounting rules
prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, would
have been charged and are properly chargeable to capital
account.

It
is the- belief of the- conference, based
upon a
comparison of the book valuation of our railroads as a whole,
with that of the railroads of other countries, where labor
was much cheaper, that it will be found when the federal
valuations are completed that the aggregate property invesl

mciit accounts of all the railroads of the United State- and
in each of the existing traffic- districts or <ection< amount to

than more than the federal valuations will <how.
conference that while a great majorof the people of the United States should and will ap-

less rather

aggregate value of the railroad properties devoted to public
service.

1

It is the belief of the

ity

:

RAILWAY

IM
prove

"i

yield

.1

a

rule ol

minimum

rate

making designed,

aggregate

aet

return

in

then

private capital in quantities suffw ienl to
the countrj to economicall) furnish the facilities required
great and constantly increa ing
to meet the needs of oui

ni

would be a vigorous protest
anj rule, the effect of which is deemed Likel) to
unduly increase the earnings of railroads whose earnings in
the past are quite general!) believed to have been ample.
The conference therefore consideed mosl carefully what
could be done to satisfy this most natural and reasonable
commerce,

there

should

and

i

view,
Dt'

all

being quite certain that if the average aet return
of tlir railroads of the United States should, in coi
it

quence oi the proposed rule of rate making, increase from
per cent of the test period to 6 per cent per annum
aggregate property investment accounts, certain
railroads, whose earnings in the test period were greatly in

tin-

5.2

on

their

<>
per cent, would have a substantial increase over
earnings in the test period and that, so far as they
alone are concerned, neither the conference nor the country
at large would deem it necessary to fix rates designed to
obtain a greater yield than that of the test period.
he conference is of the opinion that all income in excess
of o per cent per annum upon the fair value of the railroad
property devoted to the public service should be regarded as

excess of
their

1

"excess income."
It is an exceedingly simple matter to understand how
excess income will be determined when the federal valuation
of the railroads shall have been completed since any and all
earning over 6 per cent on the ascertained valuation of any
individual railroad system will constitute excess income.
But the conference formula and provisos for ascertaining
excess income, pending completion of the federal valuation,
are not equally simple and, for clarification, the following
illustrations are cited:

The amount of the average aggregate property investment
accounts of the 32 Class 1 railroads of the Southern district
for the three-year period ending June 30, 1917, was $2,589,615,640; the average aggregate railway operating income of
all these railroads for the same period was $138,820,918.
For the same period the average railway operating income
of the Tennessee Central was $163,753, equal to 0.11815
per cent, of the aggregate like income of all the railroads
Under the conference formula,
of the Southern district.
the temporary valuation of the Tennessee Central, for the
purpose of ascertaining excess income, equals 0.11815 per
cent of $2,589,615,640, or equals $3,058,341, instead of the
$19,717,592 shown as the average amount of its property
All of its net
investment accounts in the period named.
railway operating income over 6 per cent per annum on this
$3,058,341 valuation, or over $183,500, would constitute
excess income, unless in the test period its average annual
railway operating income exceeded $183,500 and as such
was not the case in the test period, any income in excess of
$183,500 would actually constitute excess income.
Take another and extremely different illustration, that of
Its average net income from operathe Norfolk & Western.
tions for the test period were $20,893,498, equal to 15.05132
per cent of the aggregate of such earnings for all of the

Under
railroads of the Southern district during that period.
the conference formula the temporary valuation derived for
that road would be 15.05132 per cent of the aggregate property investment accounts of all of the railroads of the dis-

or $389,771,475; but, under proviso 1, this derived
valuation cannot be used, since it exceeds the amount of the
average property investment account of the railroad, which
was S264,792,196. On the other hand, 6 per cent upon this
last named amount would be only $15,887,532, and as this
is less than its average net railway operating income for
the test period, amounting to $20,893,498, only income
exceeding this latter amount is regarded as excess income.
trict,

The

interest, to

adequate to attract
enable the railn
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A(.l

effect of pro^

to

n

the completion

pending

<>i

win

be that

valuation

the federal

r<

railroad

ol

property, no aet railwa) operating income nut in
the avi rage oi the test period shall be n yarded
m< ome, all railwa) operating in< ome in
age is treated as excess income when earned by a

<

a

ol

i

rail:

earned 6 per ''in oi more on its property investment
'I he
purposi ol this pro
accounl during the test period.
vision is that no such railway, whose earnings during the
test period were 6 per cent or over, shall even temporaril)
that

unduly

from

profit

increa

its

the operation of the proposed

i

earning, growing out of

oi

nil'

oi

rate

making.

review of the various plans suggi
io the disposition to In- made of excess income, it wa
opinion of the conference that it should be used wholly or
in major part to establish and maintain certain railroad
It is obvious that no matter how honestly
contingent funds.
and ably the governmental rate fixing agency shall perform

Upon

its

careful

i

when, for one or an-

task, there will inevitably be years

other uncontrollable cause, net railway operating income will

below

fall

therefore

the

and

desired

deemed wise

requisite

that out of

its

It was
percentage.
excess earnings each

railroad should contribute a part to the establishment of

its

own individual railroad contingent fund, upon which it may
draw in any year when its net railway operating income
shall fall below 6 per cent of the fair value of its property;

and that

it shall also contribute a part to a general railroad
contingent fund which can be drawn upon only when the
aggregate net operating income of all of the railroads of a
traffic section falls below 6 per cent upon the aggreate prop-

erty investment accounts of the railroads of that traffic sec-

In this

tion.

way

all

earnings from railway operations are

available for the maintenance of the credit of the railways.
In the tables are shown the estimated contributions of
each of the Class 1 railroads in each traffic section to each of

when the aggregate net railthe railroads of each traffic section
the average aggregate property in-

the contingent funds in a year

way operating income of
equals 6 per cent upon
vestment accounts of the

test period.

These contributions in such a year, while the individual
contingent funds are in process of creation, and prior to the
effecting of the consolidation of existing roads into a limited

number

of competing systems, are estimated as follows:

District

Eastern
Southern

Individual
contingent fund
$13,676,562

General
contingent fund
$13,676,563

4,881,539
19,765,944

4,881,539
19,765.944

$27,353,125
9,763,078
39,531,888

$38,324,045

$38,324,046

$76,648,091

Western
Totals

Total

Upon

the completion and maintenance of all the individual
railroad contingent funds, contributions thereto would cease

and thereafter, in a year of 6 per cent railway net operating
income upon the aggregate property investment accounts the
aggregate contributions to the general
fund are estimated as follows
Eastern Distuct
Southern District

Western

District

railroad

contingent

$18,235,413
6.508,719
26,354,589
$51,098,721

While the aggregate of contributions to the contingent
funds, as above shown, are substantial and will serve greatly
in the needed establishment and maintenance of railroad
credit, it was realized by the conference, that upon the consolidation of existing railways into such limited number of
competing systems as may be deemed by the transportation
board to be in the public

interest, there will of necessity be

amount of such contributions for
the reason that as the railroads which have a large rate of
net railway operating income and are the chief contributors
to the contingent funds, are merged with lines of much
a great reduction in the

smaller earning, there will be greatly reduced excess earnings, out of which contributions can be made.

An Unusual Form
New

Pittsburgh

Roundhouse Smoke Jack

of

& Lake

Erie Structure at Haselton Also

Embodies Other Unique Features
jacks that cover the entire length of the stalls, a
form of door construction and a reinforced
gypsum roof are features in a recently completed
roundhouse of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie at Haselton,

Smoke

special

Ohio, which make this terminal one of unusual interest to
nts of engine house facilities.
Some of the ideas embodied in this design were applied previously in a roundhouse of this road at Dickerson Run, so while these features are new to most railway men, they bear the stamp of

and the form in which they have been apengine terminal at Haselton embodies such
modifications as were considered advisable after the experience at Dickerson Run.
actual service

plied

in

the

The most

radical

feature

in

continuous smoke jack which

the

may

Haselton house

Interior of the Roundhouse,

elaboration

of

the

the

is

be said to constitute an

in the direction parallel to the track

Most roads have found it of great convenience
have jacks with elongated hoods so that the stack on the

in the stall.
to

locomotive

will

some eight

feet or

be covered

more

for

a

variation

in

location

of

to allow for a considerable latitude

in the position of the drive wheels on the track.
However,
jacks so designed do nol offer any facilities for the collection

some distance behind
-moke emitted from the stack while
the engine is entering or leaving the house, and it has been
found that considerable of the smoke nuisance in roundhouses results from an engine backing out of the house- with
Studies for the elimination of the smoke thus
a green tire.

of steam escaping from the engine at
the

smoke -tack

emitted resulted
roundhouses.

or for

in

the special

form of jack used

in

number

of

Proper attention to painting and special efforts to eliminate
ventilation in the roundhouses has demonstrated the successful use of structural steel on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. The special smoke jack construction
evolved is in a certain sense the result of further efforts to
improve conditions for the use of steel in these structures.
As shown in the drawings the smoke jacks in the Haselton roundhouse are continuous from the doors to within a
few feet of the outer wall of the house, there being three
outlets through the roof.
Except for the one-inch rods by
which the jacks are suspended from the roof and a few
other rods serving as horizontal ties, the entire jack con-

smoke and secure

Showing Continuous Jack Construction

modern tendency toward smoke jacks

having a broad spread

some time, notwithstanding

the fact that the practice 0:1
other railroads has positively prohibited the
use of rolled metal of any kind in roundhouse construction.
for

a

these'

This decision was influenced largely by the fact that the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie have been advocates
of the use of structural steel construction in roundhouses

officers of the
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is of wood, using one-inch sheathing on 2 in. by
4 in. by 6 in., and 4 in. by 8 in. wales. Experience
in the Dickerson Run roundhouse shows that there i- little
lire hazard if the design IS such that there i- little oppor-

struction

4

in.,

tunity for the accumulation of soot.
The successful elimination of the .-moke collected by the
long hood of the jacks implies ample vent area through the
root", which to avoid unnecessary heat loss in winter time

must

be- closed by dampers when not in use'.
The- unique
design of door adopted may be said to result largely through
the simple fact that jack C, i. e., the one nearest the d
1of use onl\ at time- when the door is open.
In othei
words, the damper in this jack needs to be open only when

the door

is.

C< nsideration of this

fact led to the design oi

an operating device that opens anel closes the damper of
jack (' with the opening anel closing of the door.
This device is shown in the longitudinal section of the
stall and in the large scale detail.
Each pair of
held open or closed and is swung to the open 01

roundhouse
doors

is
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closcd

position

tached bj
top ami
I

iron

b)

one end

a

the outei

their other

li\

placed

over the door.

ban which

pair of operating

to

ends

horizontall)

ends

"trolley" thai

to a

on

the doors

oi

the center

are

slides

of

line

al

near the
the

<>n

hi- trollej

meeting
equipped
draw ing.

i-

jo

instead

iol

provided with a weatherstrip
a
rubber contacl at shown

with

No.

ol

pre

of

the

i

4

bul

is

the

in

The gypsum

track

attached to a continuous Mo
77 Link Bell chain run over two sprocket wheels so thai
the movemenl of the chain over the sprocket
slides
the
I

Vol. 67,

roof construction above referred to con
slabs of reinfon ed g) p urn lei on the -tee] pui lin
rooi frame.
These purlins run circumferentially,
I

i

.i-i

Sioe View of DoorOfwating Device
,

Rbgnhcd
;6c*fanrfpbtt

tvofdocr

t'fins

Detail of Hinge at Top of DooFf

,.--' ft»rtion

of bar I

trollev

when door

it

closed

'•

Plan of Dooi? Operating Device

l|

3'Exheovj

pen noW on edge ijf doors os shown; vj.-.r^H'

pipe

h3E

fi

H mg sfrip to be sized

and

placed of ter doors are hung

j
'.'
f

J xZj

bent hi fit snug

to door frdround pipe

Detail of Hinge

Details of

Door-Opening Arrangement

one way or the other and in turn swings the two
The power for this movement is supplied
doors in or out.
by a hand chain hanging from a rag wheel attached to the
door post and connected to the sprocket wheel over the door
by means of a train of gears. The jack damper is operated
by the link motion shown which consists of a Y-frame attached to the damper and a stiff rod attached to the trolley
trolley

Underside of Roof Construction, Showing
Assembling Gypsum Slabs at the Junction of

Manner

Two

of

Stalls

spanning between the girders on, the center lines between
these lines of purlins being equally spaced (about 8
ft. 9 in. )
The gypsum units are placed in an approximately
radial position spanning frcm purlin to purlin, the uniform
spacing of the latter permitting the use of a large number of
stalls,

Ventilator'-.

Section
chain.

Through House, Showing Smoke Jack

The dampers of the other two jacks in each stall
hand chains attached to nearby posts and

controlled by

are

ex-

cept in severe weather are normally left open.
Other features of the roundhouse doors are of interest.

The doors have no hinges but swing on three-inch extraheavy pipe securely attached to the backs of the doors by
heavy steel straps and turning in sockets at the top and
bottom of the door frames. Owing to the fact that the two
doors of each pair are opened and closed simultaneously, the

and span while the wedge shaped
openings on the center lines between stalls were closed by
short pieces of slab spanning circumferentially and cut to
fit on the job.
This arrangement is readily understood by
an examination of the photographs. The standard gypsum
units are of a channel section placed with the flanges down.
The units adjoining the center line between stalls have a
special heavy flange and a recess or seat to receive the special slabs that are used to fill out the wedge-shaped openunits of standard width
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These special slabs are of a plain flat construction
ings.
and wire readily cut to fit the odd size openings. All irregularities in joints in this construction were plastered with
fresh gypsum.
The reasons given for adopting this form of construction
Other types of roof considered were timber
are of interest.
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ultimate load of not less than 200 lb. per sq. ft. Tests made
on stock specimens both dry and saturated fulfilled these

requirements.

Other details of this roundhouse deserve special mention.
he floor is of concrete; the portion between adjoining engine pits being pitched from a level coincident with that
of the top of the rail near each ends of the engine pits to a
level of the base of the rail half way between, where slots
I

in the tops of the engine pits wall afforded drainage from
the floor into the engine pits.

Special pains were taken to secure good natural illuminain the roundhouse, taking into consideration the points

tion

on the engine where the light

and inside of

the front end
is

is

most needed, that is near
General illumination

the cab.

afforded by a large area of

windows

in the outer wall of

and also in the doors while the roof construction
so arranged as to provide a large area of windows in a

the house
is

position that will illuminate the cab.
The service pipes are carried around the house overhead,
being suspended from hangers that permit their swinging
in or out with changes in length resulting from change-

m

This system includes pipes

temperature.

for hot water, cold

Track Doors Opened and Closed
and concrete.

As

work was in progress during the war
was not available and sap wood unwas considered out of the question because it would
this

period, heart timber
treated

require early renewal, not only of the roof timbers but also
of the high grade roofing

which

it

a consequence timber construction

was desired

to install.

As

implied the use of cre-

How

the

Gypsum Roof

Slabs

Were Placed

water, steam and blow off in

addition to a high pressure
water system for testing boilers.
Pipes for the first four
named are connected with a manifold on the outer wall at
the rear of each stall from which a service pipe i- carried
in a conduit to a service connection attached to a column
between the stalls.
A line from the high pressure water
System is also carried to a similar service connection, but ikept separate from the other service pipes because it is QOl
economical to provide and maintain valves in the manifold
to withstand the high pressures carried on the boiler testing
>_\

stem.

The house has
Exterior View Showing the Multiple Vents for the
Jacks

Smoke

quired

Ample

for

actual

24

stalls,

this

being the net number

re-

roundhouse service for the locomotive-.

track -pace for storing engine- ha- been provided out-

and a -hop with -pace for Uvc locomodesigned to be built adjoining the roundhouse

side of the house

osoted material and comparative estimates showed that the
gypsum would be cheaper than the treated wood while the

work led to the rejection of the concrete design.
The gypsum was supplied pre-cast by the
United States Gypsum Company, Chicago, with specifications requiring the gypsum units furnished to withstand an
necessity for winter

tive- has been

for doing light running repair-.
This roundhouse was
designed and built under the direction of J. A. Atwood,
chief engineer of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and A. R.
Raymer, assistant chief engineer both with headquarter- it

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Some Chapters
Prince

in

Edward

Canadian Government Ownership

Island's

Burdensome Railway, Which Never

Year Earned

Its

the

(/«

in

article

first

this

series

Mr.

ViUard

told

of

experience in building and operating
In his next article Mr. Villard mil
Railway.
its Provincial
show what degree of success Ontario has had with its govcostly

Scotia's

ernment-owned Temiskaming

&

Northern Ontario road

—

Editor.)

Previous
in

to

1871

then

the

a mile of railway had been built
independent colony of Prince Ed-

not

still

The Provincial legislature, which met
Island.
spring of that year, had been elected after a close
railway
contest in which the subject of a government-owned
Nevertheless, although the
even been mentioned.
ward

in

the

had not

such
people had had no chance to express their opinion upon
House
an important proposition, the government caused the
approving of the
of Assembly to pass a resolution on April 3
construction under government auspices of a first-class rail-

way through

the Island.

days later, and without affording the members from
their conthe countrv districts an opportunity of consulting
jammed a
stituents in regard to its terms, the government
1
the buildbill through the same Lower Chamber authorizing
designated
ing of a provincial railway between certain
While the railway was to be of the first
terminal points.
should
the statute directed that no construction contract

Two

class,

greater
be entered into "conditioned for the payment of any
2
all
including
road,
completed
of
mile"
sum than £5,000 per
It also prescribed as "an
station grounds and equipment.
indispensable condition in construction contracts" that conin paytractors would have to pledge themselves to accept
ment for the work to be performed by them "at par, without
anv allowance for discount" provincial debentures, payable

30 years after date and bearing 6 per

cent, interest.

urgent
in this precipitate fashion and without any
comIsland
Edward
Prince
was
public demand therefor
mitted to the construction of a main trunk line to cost when
complete working order not more than $16,200 per mile.

Thus

in

was the maximum expenditure allowed, it was evident that— although the surface of the island is comparatively
raillevel and presents no especial difficulties in the way of

As

this

wax-

construction

built for the

—only

a very inexpensive road could be
Hence the first move of the gov-

sum named.

determine on a narrow gage of 3 feet and
which necessitated less deep cuttings
shorter and more frequent curves
of
use
the
allowed
and
than if the customary broad gage of 4 ft. 8 1-2 in. had been
insisted upon.
3
the
Having rushed through their railway legislation
government lost no time in proceeding with the construction
The authorities were determined to have
of the railway.
work on it started before the winter set in. Already on May
been
23, therefore, and before the first surveying party had

ernment was
6

in.

to

for the railway,

,

advertisements were inserted in British,
American and Canadian papers inviting tenders for the construction and equipment of a narrow gage railway between
Casumpec and Georgetown, "a distance of about one hun-

put in the

G. Villard

died and twent)

4,

Laws

To
completion of the line.
schedules specifying the amount

a law on Apr;l 17, 1871.

wen-

it

attached

certain

excavation, ballasting,
etc., which tin contractors would have to perform.
All
schedules were left blank, but tin- contracl naively recited
that the}' "will be tilled up as soon as the Location of the line
of

i

Indeed, it was not until November 21 that
is approved."*
the final location of the entire line was offii iallj sanctioned
by the cabinet as required by the terms of the Railway Act. 5

This action of the ministry in entering into a construction
contract before the route, which the road was to follow, had
been definitely determined upon, cannot be termed a very
businesslike procedure.
Preliminary to agreeing on the line of the railway, the
administration appointed a committee of nine legislators
from each section of the Island "to attend in their respective
counties with the government engineer to advise with him
and arrange as to the location of the road."

Passed as

Many

Places as Possible

This body proceeded on the theory that the main trunk
line ought to pass through as many places as possible if it
vvere to be of the greatest utility to the

people of the province.

Hence, instead of adhering to the plan originally proposed,
of running direct between Charlottetown and Summerside
by way of Freetown and the Hunter Valley, the road was
deflected at the instance of a member of this advisory committee to a place called "Kensington."
This detour alone
added a great deal to the length of the railway "and the

same was the case

in bringing

it

to other points in order that

the country at large might be accommodated." 7
In place,
therefore, of the main line being 120 miles long as at first
estimated by the government, its actual length proved to be

over 148 miles, or nearly one-fourth greater.
Besides being made unnecessarily long through this desire "to accommodate the greatest number," the course of
For, unless the contour
the road was necessarily circuitous.
of the ground had been closely followed and all expensive
cuttings avoided as far as possible, the line could not have
been completed for £5,000 as prescribed in the Railway Act.
In after years, the railway was not inaptly described as "a
twisting, winding, wriggling road" and at one point was
facetiously said to have "so many curves that it passed at
In many cases, the degree of
almost every man's door."
curvature was so great that it was almost unsafe to travel
on the road. The following citation gives an instance of
this kind:

"The bridge

across the Medgil stream

is

placed on a curve of a radius of

and is approached from the east by a gradient of 58 ft. per mile, or
1
in 91, and from the west by 66 ft. per mile, or 1 in 80, thus forming a
most dangerous feature in the railway. It will be necessary, for safety,

600

ft.,

to bring the trains to a stand before passing
direction.""

Nor was
4

on

to this structure in either

the character of construction changed

"Ibid.

Edward Island

ibid.

— Prince

Hon. Mr. Pope
67.

Journals,

1872,

Appendix

Edward Island House

the

—

S.

of Assembly Debates 1873,

•Repoit of Engineer Swinyard Quoted in Prince
of Assembly Debates, 1875, p. 255.
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when

See Prince Edward Island Journals, 1872, App. L. for terms of contract.

B Princc

p.

of 1871.

On September 11 a construction
entered into with a Canadian firm for

miles."

actuall)

the

7

'Chapter

was

contract

field,

Equivalent to $16,222.22.
'The Railway act became

Any

Operating Expenses

By Harold

Nova

in

Edward Island House

,

—
July
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25,

When the Conservatives
came to be built.
obtain a majority at the next election following
the passage of their railway legislation, they were succeeded
by a coalition administration pledged to the construction of
The new ministry had the good
fifty miles of branch lino.
to avoid one of the mistakes made in contracting for
3< u-i'
the building of the main line in advance of surveys by probranch

lines

to

failed

viding that the proposed additional mileage should "be sur9
ated previously to the letting of the contract"
Nevertheless, as the tost of these branch
for its construction.

was likewise limited to £5,000 a mile, they had to be
built with the same steep grades and short curves which
were used on the main. line.
addition to determining the route to be followed, the
government which fathered the construction of the railway
undertook to decide the position and location of all the staIn some instances, these sites were sealong the line.
not from the standpoint of the public interest, but in
accordance with the wishes of the administration's most inThus at Summerside six acres were
lluen'i:>] supporters.
purchased for railway station purposes on the outskirts of
When the
the place from an adherent of the government.
eding administration assumed office in 1872. therefore,
it obtained authority from the Legislature to change station
10
Where such changes were thereafter
sites already chosen.
d. as at Summerside and Alberton, they were made
Just
at the expense of the friends of the late government.
a- in the case of that government, however, the incoming administration was not always happy in its selection of a
For example, the station at Souris where
terminal site.
the Island Railway terminated in a sand pit instead of being
completed through to tide-water— "was built where it was
totally inaccessible'' and in "the most unsuitable place im1
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a lesser evil than the grinding taxation which
from the construction of the railroad." 10 Thus,
as the direct consequence of its hasty railway legislation,
whose House of Assembly had only
Prince Edward Island
three years previously passed a resolution reciting "that the
as

eration

would

result

—

people were almost unanimously opposed to any change in
ceased to exist as an independent Province and on July 1, 1873, became a part of
the Dominion of
anada.
the constitution of the colony"

—

(

"Worst

Built

Road

in

America"

nes

i

—

aginable." 11

Besides entitling the Province to charge up against the
Dominion a fictitious indebtedness or subsidy of fifty dollars per head of its population, the terms of Union provided
that "the railways under contract and in course of conMim
tion for the Government of the Island" should become the
property of Canada.
For the better carrying out of this
provision, it was agreed that the cost of the railway should
e borne l>\ the federal government and the amount so paid
should be regarded as a debt against the Island and as an
offset to the subsidy which the Dominion was obligated to
i

pay.

When

the road attained completion, therefore, in the

it was turned over to the Dominion officials.
These speedily discovered that the Provincial Railway was

fall

of 1874,

own

—

expression
"not of a faultless character."
The Prime Minister later described it as "perhaps the worst
10
built road ever seen in America,"
for which condition of
affairs he blamed the Island Government.
Exception was
taken to the location of the railway which had been determined "independent of any question of directness of
route or of grade." 17 The rolling stock was unfitted for the
work it was called upon to perform and the engines were
of inadequate power.
The roadbed was insufficiently ballasted and could not be drained properly, while the masonry
to use their

was

Land Damages Vastly Exceed Estimate
At the t'me the railway was

first

projected, the leader of

Government announced that the right-of-way for
12
This speedily
the main line would cost less than $35,000.
proved an underestimate and by March 31, 1875, the sum
expended for land damages had reached a total of $253,13
Where a landowner was dissatisfied as was gen738. 86.
erally the case
with the award of the government commissioners, he had the right to appeal to a Board of Appraisers.
These appraisers usually found that the land condemned had been undervalued, which in a great measure
the then

—

—

accounts for the large increase in the right-of-way costs over
amount first estimated. "In every case that was referred
to the late appraisers for their decision, they awarded a
larger amount than had been allowed by the late railway

the

commissioners." 14
As has been mentioned before, the construction of the
A year or
Island Railway was begun in the fall of 1871.
so later, one of the principal local banks was imprudent
enough to make a loan far beyond its available resources
secured by the Provincial debentures issued to the contractors for the railway in payment for work performed by
them.
The directors of this bank were "curiously interWhen it demingled with the public men of the day."
veloped that the debentures thus pledged could not be realized upon except at a heavy loss, these leading citizens saw
a chance of averting such a calamity by joining Confederation.
They were instrumental in bringing about a union
aware by this time
with the rest of Canada, for the people
preferred "Confedthat the railway would prove a burden

—

—

13, Laws of 1872.
Sec. 9, Chapter 13, Laws of 1872.

"Chapter
]C

—

u Prime

Minister Mackenzie Canadian Hansard, 1878, p. 2432.
"Frince Edward Island House of Assembly Debates, 1872, p. 192.
"Prince Edward Island Journals, 1875, Appendix N.
14
Hon. Mr. Davies Prince Edward Island House of Assembly Debates,

—

1873,

p.

113.

of a poor quality.
In addition to all these defects, the fencing along the line
was of a most inferior description. In December, 1871, the
island ministers
although in the words of one of their
number they all "had then no experience -of wire fences" 18
directed that a system of iron wire fencing should be substituted for the post and board fence which the railway contractors had first been instructed to erect.
No sooner had
the wire fence been completed, however, than it proved "totally unsuited for the purposes for which it was designed."
Equally ineffective against cattle, horses, sheep and hogs,
it was carried all over the island by the live stock which
ventured to cross the track. At length in 1875, its replacement was decided upon by the Dominion authorities after
one of their engineers had reported that "nothing short of
an entire change in its character will be effective, a change
that will entail an expenditure of not less than from $300 to
The ill-advised action of the
$400 per mile of railway." 11
local government in insisting on this untried kind of fencing
proved therefore a very costly blunder.

—

—

'

Expenses Greatly Exceed Earnings

When

the building of the railway

was

first

undertaken

in

1871, the government predicted that its yearly gross earnings upon the completion of the main line would be $200,000. Instead of any figures like this being attained, however, the total earnings of both the main line and branches
for the first fiscal year 1875-1876 20 amounted only to $118,Both passenger and freight traffic turned out to
060.90.
be disappointingly small.
If the gross earnings fell far
short of anticipations, the expenses on the other

hand

ex-

Mr. Palmer Quoted in Prince Edward Island House of Assembly
Debates, 1872, at page 220.
,8
Hon. Alexander Mackenzie, Canadian Hansard, 1880, p. 1709.
:,
See Dominion Sessional Papers, 1877. No. 6 at pp. 64 and 127, for this
1

and the following strictures.
ls
Hon. Mr. Brackin— Canadian Hansard, 1880.

p.

1711.

Shanly— Dom. Sess. Papers. 1876, No. 66, p.
The railway was first opened for traffic on May 12,

''Mr. F.
Zj

3.

1875.
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ceeded

.ill

estimates and totalled

do

less

than $214,930 iv

or the equivalent of 182 per cent of the gross earnings.
In- unusually high ratio ol operating expenses, which
has remained a feature of the railway down t<> tin- pn enl
time, was the natural outcome of the faulty construction of
the railwaj by the local politicians who had it in (harm'.
I

we have seen,
railway and one
\-

was to build a cheap
This
exceed $16,200 per mile.

their primarj
nol

to

object

crooked line with steep curves
of shorl radii.
The fact was overlooked apparently that a
road of this character must be necessarilj expensive t<t opereven if its first cost had hern greater a good
ate and that
and substantial railway would have been the truesl economy
It is well known that the sharper the curves
in the long run.
on a railway.' the greater will he the resistance offered to
the impelling power with a consequent higher consumption
of fuel by a locomotive in overcoming such resistence. Aside
from causing an increased amount of wear and tear on
necessitated the laying out

<>i"

a

1

and flanges and enhancing maintenance outlays, short
and frequent curves prevent further any great rate of speed
tails

being attained.
Again, in locating the Prince Edward Island Railway, the
idea was to furnish as many places as possible with a railway connection even though it resulted in increasing the
That there is an economy in straightness
length of the line.
AYhere a railway possesses a
of route was lost sight of.
mileage of needless length, not only do passengers and
freight have to he transported over the unnecessary distance
for all time to come, hut the additional cost in fuel, wages,
wear and tear of rolling stock and for the maintenance of
the permanent way as compared with a direct line must he
If the Provincial authorities had
taken into consideration.
only taken the following doctrine to heart, the Island railway would have been much less of a losing proposition during the last forty years:
"A line ought not to diverge from
the direct course between its extremities, and thus increase
its distance for the sake of a trade of a small town, for
whose benefit the time and fare of all the passengers and
It would
freight on the whole line would thus be taxed.
22
be preferable to make a branch line to the town."
While the operating expenses were thus unusually high,
low rates were charged for the meager traffic which passed

the hue.
lii
order to compete juco
full)
with the
mall coasting vessels which frequented the numerous hara'long tin coast and which had hitherto carried on die
trade- of the- island, the railway freight rate
were necessarily
kept at a low figure.
Instead of trying to bring up the earn

over

ings of the

passenger

—

Plioto

from

V nderwnod

&

proportion

road

by

charging comparatively

when no competition was

traffi<

stiff

rate-

to be feared,

foi

hom

officials unv not long in reducing the scale
passenger fares put into fone at the opening of tin line
This resulted in a decline in passenger receipts, which waa
mainly as< rihahle to "the lowering of fare- by the intro
duction of 'ml class tickets ami the issue of return ticket
at reduced fares to all stations, both (lag and regular, which
without increasing tin- number of passengers materially lessened the amount of revenue

ever, the railwav
"i

Unbroken

Series of Deficits

Just as at the outset, the Prince

has been noted throughout

its

Edward

Island Railway

career for high operating

and scanty earnings. As the road from the time it was first
opened has never paid expenses, the federal government has
had to make good its unbroken series of deficits which in
the forty years 1875-1915 reached
a total of $2,453,494. 20. 24
At the end of the same period, the railway's
capital account had grown to $9,490,899.71, all of which
has been furnished by the Dominion taxpayers without their
ever receiving a cent of return.
Since the road built and operated under
rection has not merely proven

from the

start

Government

di-

an unproductive investment

but has been a losing proposition as well,

was a fortunate thing for the local taxpayers that
Dominion government was saddled with the upkeep of
it

the
this

incubus of a railway as one of the terms of the Island's
entering Confederation.
This undeniable truth was succinctly stated by an Island statesman in the following words:
"If the railway were not a burden upon our resources as at
first contemplated by its projectors, it would be a curse to
It is lucky for the country that the Dominion
the country.
gcve-nment has agreed to run the road and bear the expense of maintaining it." 25
-"Report of Railway Sup.

App.
-"The rule reads the resistance clue to curvature is in inverse
to the radius of the curve.
**W. M. Gillespie Roads and Railroads, p. 270.
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p.

aDonr.

2t>

McKechnie —-Dom.

Sess.

Papers,

1878,

No.

7,

122.

Sess. Papers,

Hon. Mr. Davies

1916, No. 20, p.

— Prince

Edward

SO.

Island

House of Assembly Debates.

1876, page 14.

Underwood

Hauling Freight on Electric Railways
The Southern

Pacific

lias

electrified

much

of

its

mileage in Southern California and electric locomotives are used

on

the.-e

lines

for hauling

freight.

Transport

Bill

Commons

Passed by House of

Will Place Nearly All Transportation Facilities in United

Kingdom Under Control
By Robert

of

One Man

E. Thayer

European Editor of the Railway Age
London, July

ON

July 10, the British Transport

in the

Bill,

which aims

hands of a single man, the control of
England including railways,

port facilities in

to put

all trans-

light rail-

ways, tramways, canals, waterways, inland navigation, roads,
bridges, ferrys, harbors, docks and piers, was passed by the
House of Commons without substantial modification from the

This bill was
backed by the government, which made every
Bonar Law, the home secretary',
effort to put it through.
stated that the sole purpose of the bill is to help re-establish
the industry of the country after the war, by means of the
best and most comprehensive system of transportation.
While the bill was in Standing Committee the government
was disposed to push it through as it stood, but with the signing of peace the only bond which has held the coalition cabinet so firmly has been removed and the government has
found it desirable to be more conciliatory. Thus when 24
representatives of the important docks and harbors brought
pressure to bear on the government to remove them from the
direct jurisdiction of the transport minister, the government
felt it necessary to grant their demands, with the proviso that
the transport minister may require the owners of docks to
nake improvements or alterations in the method of working,
original draft as presented late in February.

strongly

is

may

be prescribed for the co-ordination of transport facili-

and that they may appeal in case they feel such orders
ire injurious to them to the Lord Chief Justice of England.
A change was also made with regard to the control of
lighways. The authority of the transport minister was some,vhat restricted by the adoption of a Road Committee, which
jhaH consist of not less than ten members, five of whom are
o be representative of highway authorities and five of the
Bers of road traffic, all of which are to be appointed by the
:ies,

ransport minister, after consultation with such authorities.

These two amendments were insisted upon by the repreentatives of the respective interests, both for the purpose of

imiting the possibilities of nationalization as much as posand because they have a feeling, on account of the peronnel of the transport ministry, that its administration will
avor the railways more than any other transport system. In
act statements were made that the railway men backed the

sible,

ransport bill for the purpose of enabling them to get back
nto shape.

The

bill does not yet seem to satisfy the people here that it
not leading directly to the nationalization of England's
ransport facilfties.
The matter received the greatest con-

s

ideration during the recent discussion in the House.
Atempts were made to introduce amendments to the bill, to the
ffect that during the two years the government retained conrol of the transport facilities, no steps would be taken which
This was done for the
nxild lead towards nationalization.

was
tot seeking this end.
The government strongly fought any
uch amendment with a statement that it was impossible to
tate whether the question of nationalization would or would
iot lie affected by the bill, but it could he said that the govrnment would not use the powers given it by the hill either
or or against nationalization.
Sir Eric Geddes said that the
luestion of nationalization was as open as ever it was, and
hat the government was requesting the control of the translurpose of

making

the government state definitely that

it

161

port

facilities

for

two years

I.-'.

1919.

purpo-e of determining
upon the best policy to follow in the future. In fact he said
that the situation required either the passage of the bill or
nationalization.
In this he was sustained by Bonar Law.
the home secretary. However, it is rather difficult to
imagine
how a successful two years of operation of roads by the government would not present a most strong case for nationalization.
There can be no question but that the government
thinks it can operate the transport facilities of the country
for the

successfully for otherwise- it would not attempt it.
One curious thing in the whole procedure is the lack of
any concerted action by the railways against the bill. It is
difficult to find a railroad man that is in favor of nationalization.
They all do, however, realize the difficulties they will

have

to contend with

due to present poor physical condition
and the greatly increased cost of operation. It

of the roads,

has been estimated that the cost of operating the road- for
the year ending March .SI, 1920, will be about $500,000,000

more than

in the year 191.3, of which $300,000,000 will have
borne by the state, the balance being made up by increased revenue, this increase being divided somewhat as follows: War wages and other concessions, $280,000,000; the
eight hour day and other new concessions recently granted or
still under discussion, $90,000,000, and extra cost of mateto be

and

rials

coal, $130,000,000.
It is believed that the possiof increasing freight rates (they have not been increased throughout the war although passenger fares were
increased 50 per cent) under private management would be
bility

much more

difficult than under government control, and it
hard to see how the increase in expenses can be met in any
other way.
The minister designate, however, aims to decrease expenses by eliminating competition in traffic, the common use of equipment (about one-half the freight cars or
700,000 are privately owned), judicious electrification, improved loading, larger freight cars and standardization of
cars and locomotives.
is

The

provides that the rates established by the governin effect by the roads 18 months after the
expiration of the two year control, provided, of course, roads
are turned back to their private owners.
This also attracts
railway men to the bill. The railway stockholders are also
well satisfied for they at least will receive their dividends
and in event of nationalization they are well protected by
bill

ment can be held

existing laws.

Thus many

of those on the railroad side feel
the easiest way out of the difficulty.
In this case the responsibility of rehabilitation and improvethat the transport bill

ment of
rectly

service,

on the

is

which

is so badly needed here, is placed diFurthermore, the railways will be >tron<j-

state.

ly represented in the personnel of the transport ministry, for

Sir Eric

Geddes

railway

is a

man and

cipal assistants to serve under

him

five of the

seven prin-

are professional railway

officers.

The

attitude of the

the impression that
in nationalization.

of the

Labor Party

in the

House

also gives

believes the bill will ultimately result
Labor takes the stand that "the exigencies
it

war has made

the nationalization of railways, mines
the key industries of the land inevitable." and believe- that the government could not trust private enterprise,

and

all

without central control,

to

develop transport

in

such

a

way
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.is

meet the problems of toda)

to

li

will

act

bill

when

il

i

l

L abor

amendment hard,

fought this

for

il

operated

a

desire for

the bill

At a recent meeting <>! the
that u leads to nationalization.
Commerce, however, the
Association of British Chambers of
that while the above
stated
Association
dem of the
sting out of the
men tioned modifications took some of the
the bill towards
of
danger
remove
the
measure they did not
and the adoption of this
the principle of nationalization,
principle would

mean

the death

blow

to

enter-

individual

Pr

in
The newspapers have been quite strong
The London Times, in an
nation of the bill.

their

T

PENNSYU \m

in

and

adopted,

I

prescribed

i..

I

condempub-

editorial

in

I.

i

in.

I.

||;,

,

s

female en
ployees, three uniform suits of clothes, one for ead
of
le
three different general
lasses of women emplo;
The "work uniform," indicated l>y
\
in the illu tration,
is a
one in. e dark blue dress with « bite collai and
ilvd
I

for

u-<-

i,\

[ta

<

.

nationalization.
supreme government control and
action of the
this
characterized^
House
Labor members in the
government as a "humiliating climb down."
^
anion taken against
There has been but little concerted
oi the Ead
although fears are expressed everywhere
its

Women's Uniforms

Pennsylvania

with the goi

works towards nationalization
The polic) of the laboi leaders is to Bit tight, and onl) &gh1
when the supreme control over transport facilities is mi Qa< d
am. ml
Ins was well illustrated bj their opposition to the
docks
of
control
direct
the
removed
ment introduced which
of the transport minister.
jurisdiction
from
the
harbors
and
ernmen.1 on this
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i

buttons, and

a

'lark

blue straw

sailor hat.

'I

In

[|

be worn l»\ messengers, janitresses, station attendant
maids, stewardesses, gang leaders, elevator attendant
ro

to

i

ing

watchwomen and cup

occupied trains

The

first

in

tenders

stations picking

(women who go through
up papers,

etc.)

three uniforms will be supplied to employe*

half price and renewals at full price.
The first hat will he
furnished free of charge, while renewals will have to be paid
for at full pri<

e.

The "womanalls" (B)
uniform

rails lor a

cap or

are
a

made of
mat

hat to

khaki.

The complete

They

are to be worn
attendants, tool nx>m

h.

by lamp room attendants, store room
attendants, crane operator.s, hammer operators, helpers of all
kinds, laborers, machinists, machine hands, oilers, painters,

shop hands, sweepers, turntable operators, ear cleaners and

based

their criticism of the bdl
lished lulv 3, stated -That
that the bill is not practical
on two nial „ convictions, first,
eventually to create a vast
be
will
result
chief
ul that its
is

"

„

may bring about
bureaucracy which, in its turn
meet
is a bill famed not to
is", that this
second
The
Sao
a
of
ambitions
the
th ; 5ituation, but to fit
biU
to say the least
qualifications are questionable,
he
power
of
amount
vast
a
does, without question, place
well qualified to handle
not
be
he
if
and
man.
hands of one
the bill
can be done. Furthermore
e work great damage
Agnate,
minister
ideas of the
eem to b? framed to meet
has brought forth many
udth discussion of it in the House from Sir Eric Gedde
nrom ises or statements of confidence
over many apprehensions
has done much to smooth
it is
this bill becomes a law,
after
that
remains,
the fact
P. n
ostlv

^~*g
.The
m

S
^^
E^aS^^A^
gffiT* Peers', ?

,

Replaced

by

Pennsylvania Railroad Uniforms

A — Work

^"pecfoTa^

^^^^Ti^^^^

-cause

m

TL

StoWnbSa
r

re

TlV;nVpt ie5
now

e

e

the

to be considered

House

of

Commons

on July 10 and

is

by the House of Lords.

The Telegraph Companies

of

the United States,

B — '•Womanalls."

C

— Norfolk

full price.

women employees who regularly have
intercourse with the public (C) consists of a dark blue serge
Norfolk jacket suit with regulation shirt waist, dark blue silk
for those

and dark blue straw sailor hat. This is to be worn by
Bureau of Information attendants, matrons, elevator operators, gatewomen, baggage room attendants, messengers, Pullman space distributors, ticket sellers and ushers. The Nortie

folk suit will be supplied to employees at a discount of 15 per
The first hat will be furnished free and the first five

cent.

shirt waists will be furnished at half price.

and shirt waists will be at full price.
For summer use, messengers and ushers
accord-

Bureau of Census, covering data
ing to a report from the
miles of pole line, comprisgathered in 1917, operate 241,012
sent 151,725,228 messages
They
wire.
of
miles
ing 1,888,793
and employed 47.227 persons.

Suit.

car repairwomep. The first three of these uniforms, including a hat or cap, will be furnished to employees at half price

and renewals at
The uniform

become
the transport bill would
onlv a mat er of time before
some
the last,
towards
along
feeling
a
tee was
before it
done
be
to
work
much
Quarters that there was still
question of nationalization
^adopted by Parliament. The
feeling that i
subconscious
a
there is
s not all settled and
be the natural
law, nationalization would

Uniform.

Renewals of hats

will be given their
choice between the dark blue one-piece' dress or the serge NorIn order to have uniformity, however, throughout
folk suit.
a division or department, or at division headquarters, this
choice will have to be determined by the majority of employees of such division or department.

Mechanical Stoking of Locomotives an Economy*
Factors Determining Necessity of Applying Stokers

;

Operating

Results Secured by Stoker Firing

By W.

Bartholomew
Stoker Company

S.

President, Locomotive

firing of
Themeans
could

modern locomotivks by mechanical
properly

be

separated into four distinct subjects:
First, the stokers themselves; second,
the locomotives to which they are applied; third, the particular reasons which lead up to any given application, and
fourth, the results which were achieved by such application.
I assume that you are familiar with all of the stokers which
are now being applied to locomotives and shall begin with
the second subject.
All locomotives do not require stokers.
Locomotives that
can be hand-fired to maximum capacity through sustained
periods do not require stokers.
Locomotives which are of
such size as to come within the specifications of those which
are regularly being equipped with stokers, but which are not

operated beyond the limits of hand-firing, do not need stokers.
These statements must lead to the conclusion that only
locomotives which are of such size as to bring them regularly
beyond the limits of hand-firing, or locomotives of smaller
size but which are regularly operated beyond the limits of
hand-firing, require stokers.
This must mean that we do
not need stokers to do a hand-firing job and that the

This means also that
and hand-firing are not directly comparable.
Up to the present time, no locomotives have been equipped
with stokers which do not need them.
stoker job cannot be done by hand.

stoker-firing

Locomotives Which Require Stokers
These statements must bring up immediately the question
as to whether such a definite line can be drawn between locomotives which do not need stokers and those to which they

could be applied to advantage. To show you that a definite
line can be drawn as to locomotives which can be hand-fired
through sustained periods and those which cannot, my own
convictions are that no locomotive really requires a stoker
that does not weigh approximately 200,000-lb. on drivers,
have a calculated tractive power of 50,000-lb or over, a grate
area of 60 sq. ft. or over, and a coal consumption through
sustained periods of 4,000 lbs. or more per hour.
The commercial application of Mechanical Stokers to locomotives really began in 1910.
One of the first important
stoker applications was made to five very large locomotives
which were designed and built originally to be equipped with
stokers.

This

practically

all

is

especially significant in that, in the

stoker applications have been

made

main

to date

any general modification in
This application was
the conventional locomotive design.
made on a Chicago, Burlington &: Quincy M-2 Santa Fe
type locomotive which included in its original specifications
such details of design as would permit the application of
to locomotives without requiring

Barnum under-feed
The particular point

the

stoker.

of interest about this locomotive is
that in designing such a locomotive it was realized that to
put it in service with a tractive effort of about 72,500 lb.,
a

weight

on

drivers

grate area of 88 sq.

beyond the

of
ft.

over

would

300,000

lb.,

call for a coal

and

with

a

consumption

possibilities of hand-firing.

presented before the

These

circumstances plainly indicate that on such a locomotive a
differential is immediately established between hand-firing,
and stoker-firing of at least 25 per cent in capacity. A very
gratifying development of this particular situation has
been
that other stokers were later applied to these locomotives
with

such success that 60 more have been purchased.
The decision reached by the Burlington as to necessity for
a stoker on a Santa Fe type locomotive of this size has practically set the pattern

Western Railway Club.
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for all such locomotives of this type

During the past five years over 95 per cent of all
Santa Fe type locomotives built for coal-burning service have
built.

been equipped with mechanical stokers.

Stokers Increase Capacity of Locomotives
Another very early important stoker installation beginning
1912 was made by the Norfolk & Western on a lar?e number of Mallet locomotives.
This installation probably represents the most marked increase in revenue tons per train
that has been accomplished by any stoker installation made
so far. To make a concrete illustration the tonnage rating for
the 12-wheel locomotives in service on the Norfolk & Western between Portsmouth, Ohio, and Columbus, which were
standard for that division before the advent of the Mallet
locomotives was 3,000 tons per train for one Class M-2
12-wheel locomotive, or 6,000 tons for a double-header,
whereas when the Mallets were tried out and rated on that
division it was found that one of these locomotives could
haul 6,000 tons between those two points in practically the
same time that one of the smaller locomotives could haul
3,000 tons or two of them could haul 6,000 tons.
It was also discovered that the coal consumption of one of
the Mallets was approximately one and one-half times one of
the 12-wheelers, which, with twice the tonnage, would make
an immediate saving of 25 per cent in coal consumption for
any given number of total gross tons per mile.
There is current gossip to the effect that the application of
in

means more coal consumption, which,
does from one point of view, as one of the main

stokers to locomotives
of course,

it

purposes of the stoker is to make it possible to burn more
coal per locomotive mile or per locomotive hour than would
be possible by hand-firing. The benefits, however, from such
increased coal consumption are such as to make the propfrom every point of view as "movement of
tons per day*' over any given piece of track is the most important consideration in railroad operation.
You only need
to refer to the annual reports of the Norfolk and Western
for the past live or six rears to see what has been accomplished in this direction through the use of larger locomotives
equipped with stokers.
osition attractive

The

stoker fired

Chesapeake

Five of these locomotives were built in the year 1911 and
equipped with stokers, which later proved inadequate in
"Abstract of a paper

capacity for the requirements and were removed, and
the
locomotives were put in service in such districts as would
permit them to be hand-fired.
It was found, however, that
they could be hand-fired only by reducing the grate' area
about 25 per cent by blocking off with fire-brick.

H-2 and H-4 Mallet locomotives on

& Ohio

the

have accomplished very similar results
in increased tons per train and the use of over 300 such
Mallets in freight service is a further tribute to the value of
the mechanical stoker in the assistance it renders in putting
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Early Installation of Stokers
Mallets were put in service on the
with a tractive ei
Chesapeake and Ohio 50 heavj Mikados
have
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rhere
years
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for
fired
lum been successfully stoker
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operated.
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departmenl began

to

locomotives with heavier tonnage
than the hand fired until within Bis months after the) were
pu1 in operation mmr than 500 tODfl per train were regularlj
load

added

the

stoker fired

locomotives over and above the ton

to the stoker fired

nage given to the same locomotives hand tired.
The Baltimore & Ohio al this time owned 160 of these loco
Since then
motives without stokers and 50 stoker tired.
they have purchased over 300 of these locomotives equipped
with stokers which are now in daily service over all parts
of the system.

To haul tla- traffii under the conditions jusl outlined between Cumberland, Maryland, and Martinsburg, VY. Va., an
average coal consumption per hour of 6,500 lb. was not unusual for the entire running time between division points,
which will readily explain win the stokers have been SO SUi
cessful on the Baltimore & Ohio even on this comparatively
When the United States Railroad Adminsmall power.
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Pounds Dry Coal Per Hour:
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—

Fig. 1
Comparative Evaporation, Hand and Stoker Firing
which made it possible to use them in such service as I
have just described.
The Pennsylvania has a Decapod type locomotive which
weighs over 300,000 lb. on drivers; carries 250 lb. steam
pressure and has a calculated tractive effort of nearly 90,000
lb.

It is

of special interest to

know

that this locomotive

and the

was

one constructed was put in service without a stoker for the reason
that it was intended to operate these locomotives only within
the limits of coal consumption which could be fired by hand
Over 100 of these locomotives
through sustained periods.
have been built to date and not only the first one which was
originally put into service hand-fired, but all of the others
have been equipped with mechanical stokers.

originally designed to be hand-fired

Comparative Fuel Economy

of

Hand and

first

Stoker Firing

The reason which led up to this application was entirely
one of capacity rather than what is ordinarily referred to as
The first locomotive originally hand-fired was
economy.
equipped with a mechanical stoker, and extensive comparaeconomy of stokertive tests made to determine the relative

The chart shown in Fig. 1 indicates
firing and hand-firing.
statement that a stoker
the result secured, and confirms the
be done by hand, nor
can
which
job
a
do
to
is not needed
can the stoker job be done by hand-firing.
the limits of hand-firing, nameIt will be noted that within
consumption per hour, there was
ly, below 5,000 lb. of coal
in favor of hand-firing.
a slight difference in economy shown
however, that when the rate of firIt will be further noted,
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ing in the different

became

a

was increased to where the stoker
no difference in economy in favor of

tests

necessity that

not in any sense inconsistent to
apply stokers even to these
small locomotives in order to operate
them, although I understand th,- hauling capacity has been
actuall) inc reased by the
Stoker application, which it would be
verv' natural to expert

hand-firing occurred, and, as a matter of fact, while the
firing was of the most expert nature, the capacity was

hand

hand that was easily obtained with the stoker.
most interesting situation was developed in connection
with putting these locomotives into service under actual operating Kind it ions, which was full}' to he expected from the rcthe hand-fired run was made, the traffic was exceptionally
heavy and one manifest and one drag freight train were immediately behind the hand-fired train on the 13-mile grade
which would not have been the case had that particular trip
been stoker fired and the SI min. less time consumed on the
not reached by

under the
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stoker-fired.

will

be noted that the coal
consumption per houi
ir on
hand-fired run No. 7 was
5,224 lb. per hr. or 78 2 ?b
oa per square foot of grate
area per hour.
This brouV
coal consumption per
thousand ton miles of 124 2
u
I
believe represents maximum
hand-firing possibilities
Jfl of
he tern other trips shown
on this tabulation show
Lcoal con
It

,

1

1

u
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high and low coal consumption
per thousand ton miles
average h
to be for

^^^
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same as the coal consumption per
thousand ton miles
'- hand-bred tnp, the larger percentage
•c

for

of the stoker fired
being below the hand-fired trips
in coal per one thou
sand ton miles. A maximum increase
of nearly 500 tons per
train was secured on some
of the stoker-fired trips, and
it
will also be noted that on
no stoker-fired trip was the actual
running time as long as on the
hand-fired trip.
trips

Speed on Grades Increased by Stokers
At the end of one of the runs I took occasion
to go into the
train despatched office, look over
his operating sheet and

make

inquiries as to the time required by all
of the freight
II

Engine No.

Stokers Necessary

In marked contrast to these large locomotives is a small
Consolidation locomotive in service on the El Paso & Southwestern to 21 of which stokers have been applied and which
are the smallest locomotives to receive stokers to date so far as
I know.
They have a tractive effort of but 47,000 lb. The
considerations, however, leading up to the stoker application
had nothing to do with capacity or economy. The climatic
conditions in the desert country during a large part of the vear
which made it almost impossible to secure firemen to operate
such lexomotives at all was the main factor so that it was

cokes

U

I

[Ml

cation to this large lot of locomotives.

Make

Hand

P o in ,s
:2:iz::'Zj'z.!
tabulation
are that the coal consumption
per hour is fairly
representative of the difference
between the maximum po<sibilities of hand- firing and
the ordinary range of
operation
when

firing

Special Service Conditions

Dai

r

S

H
2

coal

8,000 lb. per hr. into the fire-box of the same locomotive with the stoker the same number of horsepower-hours
could be developed in 7 hrs. that it took 1 1 hrs. to do by
hand.
From the traffic point of view I believe there would be no
argument if there were no other considerations than this
marked difference in time saved by developing more horsepower with the stoker on this very large locomotive than was
possible to do by hand even with the same measure of economy.
One of our engineers estimated the difference in results, however, from another point of view; namely, reducing
the tonnage to a point where the train could be handled over
the division by hand-firing in seven hours to compare with the
heavier train stoker-fired over the same division in seven
hours.
A very conservative estimate would indicate that on
the basis of seven mills per revenue ton income per mile the
locomotive would pay for itself in less than 100 trips by being stoker-fired and hauling the heavier tonnage. There has
not come to my attention in all of our stoker experience a
better example of the real purpose of the stoker than its appli-

I

^H

consumption, the water
evaporated and the horse-power hours developed over the
division were almost identical in each instance.
The significant fact in connection with the comparative
tests, however, is that it required 11 hrs. to develop the necessary horsepower-hours to take the train over the division
hand-fired, whereas, practically the same horsepower-hours
were developed and the train taken over the division in 7
In other words, taking a maximum
hrs. when stoker-fired.
hand-firing capacity of approximately 5,000 lb. per hr. as a
gage of the limit of hand-firing, this would mean that by
hand-fired.

<-.

a

.7

division with similar tonnage, all conditions being duplicated
as far as possible except that the locomotive was stoker-fired

of

to

ainerent locomotives up to this time
The data shown in Table I. wen- obtained
bv the Atchison, lopeka & Santa Fe m tests
of a Mikado locomotive
having approximately 60,000 lb. tractive effort.
This tabulation
will serve- to bring out
some points with regard to coal consumption per hour as related to .I,,- hauling
capacity of a
locomotive of this kind when
it
is
desired to inc rease the

There has been much discussion in connection with the
application of mechanical stokers to locomotives as to the
comparative economy between Stoker-firing and hand-firing,
and I wish to refer again to my earlier statement that stokersults shown in this graphic chart.
One of these locomotives
was put in service with its rated tonnage on a certain division
and hand-fired, the coal consumption noted, and other records made of the performance.
Very shortly thereafer another test was made with the same locomotive oVer the same-

instead

uni-tam

consideration of some of the results
which have been achieved Dy
the
bv tinstoker applications that
have been made m different part, of tincountry and on
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tram- westbound on that day to cover a 13-mile and
an 8-mile
6/10 per cent grade, which grades are the Limiting factor on
that particular division.
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nun.
he !,900 i"iis t.i Lin up the IS mile grade is 50!
has illustrated better than an) description thai could othei
wise be given the real purpose of the application of a stoker
locomotive like the Mikado which hauled this train aa
to
compared with other similar locomotives hauling from iOO to
1,000 less t< ms in longer time up the same grade hand fired.
nun.
is
Ii
Hue thai more coal was consumed in the 50]
I

.1

hauling 2,900 tons in thai time up the 13 mile grade than
would have been the case if the locomotive had been operated
at a leSS iiit oil, less throttle and consequently leSS speed,
hut the faet remains that to gel maximum tonnage over the
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compared with
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which dry
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diagram were all hand fired so that this drop in the evaporation rate had nothing whatever to do with hand-firing as
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In
locomotive performance.
main purpose of the stoker it also shows why it is quite often
stated that from the point of view of water evaporated per
pound of coal the coal consumed per locomotive mile is more
when stoker-fired than might be the case when such a locomotive was hand-fired under less strenuous conditions.
In order to get a more direct comparison of the possibility
of hand-firing and stoker-firing with the tonnage rating such
as shown on the stoker-fired trips of the tabulation, and also
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pared with stoker-firing, but must be definitely borne in mind
as usually being related to the price we must pay when we
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stoker-fire a locomotive to its

maximum

capacity; in other

words, get a coal consumption rate up to the point shown on

to

some of the tabulations.

The next diagram, Fig. 4, illustrates the point even better.
The many tests plotted on this diagram were practically all
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compare the performance on the 13 -mile grade with the
2,900-ton train, a hand-fired trip was made over the division
with what might be called stoker tonnage. Fig. 2 is a graphic
chart showing the comparative performance between a handIt will be noted that the locomofired and a stoker-fired trip.
tive was worked at a point stoker-fired which was not possible
on the hand-fired trip, the result being that 31 min. more
time was required to take the train with stoker tonnage up

to

hand-fired, but no better illustration could be prepared to
illustrate the price we must pay for operating the modern
locomotive to its maximum capacity.
There are many locomotives being operated at the point
where less horsepower output is being secured in order to
keep the evaporation of water per pound of coal up to a point
shown in the left-hand section of this diagram, but on the
other hand there are very many more locomotives being

operated under the conditions shown on the right-hand section of this diagram and, of course, from the stoker manufacturers' point of view, this is really where we expect a
large locomotive to be operated if equipped with a stoker.
The reason that more locomotives are operated at their
highest possible horsepower output, notwithstanding the fact
that this brings a decrease in so-called boiler efficiency, is,
of course, because a very satisfactory return is secured on the
This price is represented in
price paid for such operation.

If)/

maximum capa< ity even at an increased cost of coal per locomotive mile.
I
have said nothing so far in this paper about the stoker
doing the manual work of the fireman or relieving him from

and the returns on the

of coal per Locomotive mile,

the '"-'

investment arc represented in the reduced cost of coal per ton
mile brought about by the increase in revenue tons per train
hauled by the locomotive when operated at its maximum

The

horsepower output.
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g. 5 illustrate

the relation

the suffering incident to the heat of the fire-box due to opi n
ing the fire door when hand-firing, as it has been my endeavor to illustrate the returns which are being secured on the
large investment which has been made in mechanical stokers
for locomotives during the past six or eight years.
It
without saying, however, that there an' many other advantages in the application of stokers to locomotives.
On, of

l
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Pounds Coal Per Train Mile
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these

is, of course, the relief of the firemen, making
the
of locomotive fireman more attractive and, therefore,
making it possible not only more readily to secure men for
this work, but also to select those men who are particularly
qualified later to become locomotive engineers rather than to
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consider only their physical stamina for the more arduous
work of hand-firing.
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have tried to be very frank in my statements and have
no sense endeavored to have you reach a conclusion that
it is not necessary to pay a certain price for the
use of the
stokers on locomotives such as have been equipped with them.
On the other hand, it is very plain that whatever the price
that it is necessary to pay it brings a most satisfactory return
from every point of view. Objections can be raised against
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the stokers, of course, just as objections can be raised to
of the other modern labor-saving and capacity-increas-
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many

.10

ing devices and features which have been added to locomoto enable us to travel the avenues of
economy which have brought such large returns in presenttives in recent years
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— Relation

Train
>etween the increased cost of coal per locomotive mile and the
lecreased cost of coal per ton in the heavier train so hauled.
This decrease in cost per ton mile is not altogether confined
o coal alone as the increased revenue tons per train made
lossible by the maximum horsepower output of the locomo-

one of capacity; and in the sense that the word economy is
ordinarily used, we must conclude that the kind of locomotive
capacity which I have pointed out, namely, maximum horse-

power output, must take precedence over economy
modern locomotives.
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It is significant that the cost of coal is after all a comparatively small part of the total operating expenses, and as
the economies that occur from any increase in revenue tons

accomplished

g .00200
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for large

per train mile have a much larger influence upon the net
annual earnings of any given railroad company than does
any variation either up or down of the cost of total coal used
per annum by that railroad.
It follows that what must be
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day railroad operation. The mark which we are aiming at in
the application of mechanical stokers to locomotives is mainly

Between Coal per Train-Mile and Tons per

first

and above

all other

things

is

to increase

the revenue tons per train mile.
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— Cost of Coal and Crew Wages as Related to Tons per

6

Train
Fig. 6 illusis directly related to crew wages as well.
ates the decrease in the cost per ton mile of both coal and

ve

rew wages combined, and further illustrates why it is deirable to operate modern freight locomotives up to their
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American Soldier Students at the University of Birmingham,
England, Waiting for Their Train
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Doings

United States
Railroad Administration

of the

u

Ti

the curiosit) of Senator

satisfy

D.

>

Newberry, who

C

recentlj

Also all line Pullman passes
outstanding on July I, 1919.
have been issued to 2,418 persons, of which 515 have been
In view
cancelled, leaving 1,903 outstanding on July I.
of the detailed nature of the information requested, Mr.
Hines says the facts cannot be presented immediately but
pending a complete report he submitted general facts to the
lli> letter says:
passes are issued for free dining car service.
In issuing passes good on railroads under federal operation and good for sleeping-car and parlor-car accommodations, the Railroad Administration has been guided by the

Senate.

No

established practices which have been adopted under private
centrol in conformity with the provisions adopted by ConInterstate

the

in

Commerce Act and

in

amendments

The

was the general practice for the
principal railroad officers to have annual passes on their
own railroads and in addition to obtain exchange passes
from practically all other railroads in the country, so far
The result was that each of
as they might be applied for.
these general railroad officers had a large numher of annual

Under private

control,

I

4

ontrol had al then di pi
w ho under private
on an) line desired, such officers under private con
<

in"
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i

No.

gi n.

might be

a

chief
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ecutives and

in
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luded

in<

executive!
hie

held

peal ing,
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all

in

ol

the

officers ol

the

m

over

i

over

.ill

uch

corporations,

(in-

,

thi h

railroad

A

sociation of Railroad

I

American Railroad \
chief executives having had under pri
Secretar)

the

such
passes over
might in< hide

ciation),

Control

all

the)

m

Dependent members

ol

the

or over

railroad-,
the

uch railroad

requests therefor.

of the

families of the foregoing

sons.

The chief officers of the American Short Line Association,
Western Railroad Association, Railvvaj Accounting Officers'
Association, Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers, and Association of Western Railroads
Nearly 98 per cent of the all-line pa
Lied by the
Railroad Administration, are restricted so as not to be
on certain specified limited train-.
Pullman passes, good on all lines, have been issued,
broadly, to many member of the same (lasses mentioned
above.

Passenger Traffic

in April

The number of passengers carried one mile during the
month of April was 3,472,502,638, according to the monthly
This is an incompared with April, 1918. The
Ohio-Indiana district and the Southern region show decreases.
For the four months ended April 30 the increase
in passenger traffic was 5.9 per cent, all regions showing an
increase except the Ohio-Indiana district of the Eastern
report of the Operating Statistics Section.

governing the matter of free passes.

thereto,

I

h.i\

trol

.1

l

gress

i.i

practicall)

resolution passed b) the Senate calling on the
Railroad Administration for complete information re
garding the issuance of passes good on .ill lines under fed< ral
control, which the Senator thoughl also covered free dining
car .mhI sleeping car service, Director General Hines has
reported to the Senate thai all line railroad passes have been
persons dur
issued l*\ the Railroad Administration to 4,11
ing the period of federal control, of which 119 have been
cancelled in the regular order of business, leaving 3,995

had

offii
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it

Month

of

crease of 3 per cent as

region.

The

figures follow:

A pril

Four Months Ended April 30

Average
R.-tilroad

Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

New England District
Central District
Ohio-Indiana District
Eastern

Region

Allegheny Region
rotal, Pocahontas Region
Total, Southern Region
Total,

Total,
Total.
Total,

Northwestern Region
Region
Southwestern Region...

Central Western

Grand

total,

all

regions

6,941
37,453

1919
300,648,425
504,917,014
68,996,520
874,561,959

1918
283,140,522
451.520.75S
75,993,474
810.654,754

Increase or
decrease
17,507.903
53,396,256
d 6,996,954
63,907,205

19,814
5,094
38,192

735,876,794
70,989,203
483,425,122

708,894,259
65,055,711
518,065,083

26,982,525
5,933,492
d 34,639,951

46,719
51.919
31,664

383.761,516
636,180.783
287,707,261

362,499,239
618,351.885
287,494,517

21,262,277
17,828,898
212,744

230,855

3,472,502.638

3,371,015,458

101,487,180

miles
operated
8,116
22,396

passes covering most of the important mileage in the country.
In addition, the chief managing officers very frequently had
annual Pullman passes good on all Pullman lines in the
The officers who had annual passes for
United States.

themselves on the railroads generally also had annual railroad and Pullman passes for the dependent members of their
families, or could and did obtain trip passes as a matter of
course upon

request.

general policy of the Railroad Administration was to
established practices as its standard and on that
these
take
basis to give passes good on all lines only on account of representatives of the Central Administration and on account of

The

such railroad officers as had customarily had available to
them annual passes good on practically all mileage under
federal control.
Annual passes good over all lines have been issued broadly
to the following classes of persons:
Officials of "the Central Administration which, of course,

has jurisdiction over

The

all lines.

seven regional directors and the principal members of

their staffs.

The

federal

managers of the various railroads and other

Per

Per

cent

1919

6.2
11.8

1,124,259,418
1,900,954,218
271,356,206
3,296,569,842

1918
1,044,850.176
1,695,859,150
275,177,878
3,015,887,204

Increase or
decrease
79,409,242
205,095,068
d 3,821,672
280,682,638

d6.7

2,786,274,669
300,996,101
1,988,599,805

2,546,410.591
247,858,043
1.979,917,731

239,864,072
53,138,058
8,582,074

21,4
0.4

5.9
2.9
0.1

1,516,482,812
2,470,040,938
1,161,912,812

1,415,795,728
2,403,750,651
1,152,769,963

100,687,084
66,290,287
9,142,849

2.8
0.8

3.0 13,520,876,973

12,762,389,911

758,487,062

5.9

d9.2
7.9

3.9
9.1

cent
7.6
12.1
1.4
9.3

d

9.4

7.1

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has
short line contracts with the
the Willamette Valley

Are

&

executed

co-operative

Wabash, Chester & Western and

Coast.

— More

than six months have
passed the railroad question
over to Congress for solution. How near is Congress to a
Plans for restoring the roads to their owners
solution?
are so numerous that few persons can remember the salient
Congress is unlikely to be in a
differences between them.
mood to deal with railroad legislation until the peace treaty is
disposed of, and autumn may have come before the railroads
The prospect of very high operwill be tackled in earnest.
ating expenses seems to have slackened the demand from
railroad owners that government operation be terminated

Delays

elapsed

since

immediately.

Dangerous.

the

president

One member

of

the

Interstate

Commerce

that rates should be kept where they are
and the railroad deficit loaded onto the federal treasury. If
the deficit is to be wiped out. freight rates must go up very
soon. Springfield Republican.

Commission holds

Equipment Standardization

Belgium and France
Vast Amount of Equipment Destroyed During War — Changes
of

Design to Be Made
By Robert

in

Replacements

in

E. Thayer,

European Editor of the Railway Age
I'M',

1

ON

\(

COUNT OF THE

i.ki

VI

AMOUNT! of damage done

to

lb.

the cars

both of these countries.

The work in Belgium has not developed to the extent that
has in France, hut the conditions in Belgium are such that
until the disposition of the German equipment running on
Belgian rails under the terms of the Armistice is known, no
definite plans will he formulated.
The Belgians, in addition

details

return the German equipment and receive indemnities with
which to buy new equipment. If this is granted
it is doubtsome plan of standardization will be
ful if it will be
formulated as a vast amount of equipment will have to be
built to replace the equipment destroyed during the war.

—

Standardization Plans in France

will be

however, four of the important French

increase in the COSl of maintenance
the compound locomotives,
furthermore these standard engines will have a lower factor
the

first

cost,

the

added complication of

The deadhesion than is customarily used in America.
ign will probably not give a factor any higher than 3.5.
The traffic conditions in France are such that a high speed
ocomotive is needed both in passenger and freight service.
rhe Pacifies will be designed to operate' at a speed of about
4 m.p.h. and to work on grades of 0-5 and 0.6 per cent.
['he Mikado locomotives are to be built for speeds of about
if

6 m.p.h.

and

for grades of

from one

to 1.2 per cent.

\le load of these locomotives will be limited to

The

about 41.000-

be the

same

However,
as

those

a-

many

used on

the

done

in this respect.

passenger cars has not progressed
They will, however,
be of all-steel construction. This type of construction is not
new to French railways. The Paris-Orleans has built nothing but steel passenger equipment for years, and, in fact,
some of our first steel equipment was patterned after the
to the

Orleans, the Midi, and the State railways, have formed a
jommittee for the consideration of standard equipment. Two
lesigns of locomotives are being considered, one of the Pacific

DCTeased

will

The work on standard

railways, namely, the Paris-Lvons-Mediterrancan. the Paris-

ind

possible

with its present type of coupling, remain- to be seen.
Several engineers have expressed a strong desire to use
automatic couplers, but with the present screw type of coupler
generally used in France, the introduction of the automatic
coupler would entail numerous difficulties, and until somedesign of automatic coupler i- made which will readily interchange with the screw type of coupling now used, but little

In France, standardization has been thought of for some
time.
Last year, M. Claveille, Minister of Public Works
ind Transports, asked the locomotive builders of France to
ionsider the situation, and seven preliminary designs of locomotives were evolved, but nothing has been done with them.

ype for passenger service, which will have driving wheel- of
ihout 78-in. in diameter, and a Mikado locomotive for fast
freight and heavy grade passenger service, having driving
It is very interesting to
wheels of about 65-in. in diameter.
lote that these locomotives will be of the two cylinder, simple.
With the improvement- in the design of
.uperheater type.
hi- type of locomotive, it is now generally conceded in
France that the economies obtained from the compound loco
notive- as compared with a good design of two cylinder, sim)le locomotive using superheated -team, do not warrant the

as

in France to have continuously braked freight train-, but
whether this will be permitted with the excessive amount of
slack between the cars of the present day French freight train

the desire of the State railways there eventually

\t the present time,

required

There are five standard designs of cars to be built; two
types of box cars, with and without screw brakes; two types
of coal cars, with and without screw brakes, and flat <arwith no screw brakes.
The question of power brake- iunder consideration. It is the de.-ire of progressive engineers

their varied stock of power, have had to cope with the
added inconvenience of some 40 to 45 designs of German
This
locomotives and innumerable designs of German cars.
has accentuated the need of equipment of more unoform de-

—

limit

standard designs.

to

lo

is

any special conditions they may have.

it

It is

the

by the Minister of Public
Works and Iran-port- of France. This limit i- set on account of the fact that many of the- bridge- in France are too
weak to carry a higher wheel load, and a- a general rule thereare two less ties used per rail than in America.
The adoption of these two standard types of locomotives
doe- not mean that other locomotives will not be built.
The
committee has taken a very sane view of the matter, and is
preparing designs to meet conditions common to all of the
four roads in question.
It is expected that other locomotivewill be designed and built by any of the four road- to meet

and locomotives in the northern part of France
and throughout Belgium by the Germans during the
war. and also because of the fact that the maintenance of
equipment in both of these countries had to be seriously neglected, there is a very large amount of rehabilitation work to
he (lone.
Large quantities of new equipment must be built
eventually, and vast quantities of equipment must he reThe situation thus lends itself admirably to a cerpaired.
tain amount of standardization which is being considered in

sign.

as that

same extent

Paris-<

Means

as in the freight cars.

designs.

Need

New Equipment

of

The equipment

in

France

situation in France at the present time

is

such that they need new locomotives and passenger car-.
The locomotive situation was helped out to a certain extent
by 2,700 locomotives received from German}' under the terms
of the Armistice, and by the U. S. A. Pershing locomotives
There is a need for more locomotives, however, and 1,118
locomotives, which are to be built to existing designs, have
been ordered by M. Claveille, Minister of Public Work- and
Iran-port-, for all French railway.-.
These are supposed to
be delivered by the end of 1920, but whether they will or not
is

a

very serious question.

With the German
cars,

if all

of

car situation
It

IS

thei-

not

and the American freight
remain in Franco, the freight

freight car-

former are

to

bad.

interesting to note here that both the order- for loco-

motive- and passenger equipment were placed with French
concern- regardless of the fact that better prices and better
This has been the
deliveries could he obtained elsewhere.
policy of the government in practically all of its rehabilitation work and it has been clone to give business to tlw French

concerns and employment to French labor.
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Railway Developments

Foreign Countries

in

Swiss Railways Extend Electrification
in

Proposed

New

Railroad

Ibague

Mexico

Between
and Ambalema,

to

Be Limited

this

application.

It is announced by
and Public Works of

oil

COasI

interurban
region, 'on

proposed line would be
as yet been taken upon
interests are back of the

Department of Communications
Mexican government that it has
just granted a concession and awarded the contract for the
construction of a railroad between Toluca and Zitacuaro,
state of Michoacan, about 82 miles.
Employment will be
given to several hundred native laborers in the building of
the road.

It will

the

the

traverse a region that

is

rich in agricultural

At Toluca the line will connect with the National
Railways of Mexico.
resources.

As

means

of affording a transportation outlet for a large
timber land and to bring about the agricultural
development of the intervening country the Mexican government is constructing a railroad from Saltillo into the mountains, traversing a rich valley region for part of the distance.
The new line will be about forty miles long. The timber

a

tract of virgin

most probably be purchased in the United States.

which it will penetrate is owned by E. E. Shaw of the
City of Mexico and associates. They plan to build a large
lumber mill and to operate the industry on a large scale when
tract

French Locomotive Works

Belgian correspondents call attention, says the Railway
damage done by Germans to the

is finished.
James F. Martin & Company of
have the contract from the government to construct

Gazette, London, to the

the railroad

famous locomotive works of the Compagnie Fives-Lille.
Equipment to the value of $10,000,000 has been removed or

Saltillo

the railroad.

One

item in this list of destroyed apparatus inThe Germans employed highly
cludes 750 electric motors.
For example, they introefficient methods of demolition.
duced the use of massive blocks of iron as battering rams to
demolish the machinery that they had not the opportunity to
remove. These blocks they swung by chains from overhead
travelling carriages, then drove them against the machinery

marked

American

an electric

Gulf

project.

It will also give the Department of
to the capital.
Tolima direct connection with the main river traffic.
By the terms of the contract (dated May 22, 1919), work
must he begun within three months and be completed within
Construction materials and rolling stock will
four years.

destroyed.

Future

for a concession to construct
railway through tin- oil fields of the
necting Tampico and Tuxpam.
The
about 120 miles long. No action has

lena)

of

in

Concessions

Works

Colombia

Counsel ('. K. (iuyant, Barranquilla, reports that the import, mt firm of Pedro A. I. ope/. & Co., of Bogota, has just
signed a contract with the Department of Tolima for the
construction of a railroad between [bague, the capital of the
Department, and Ambalema, on the Magdalena River, to
conned at its river terminus with the La Dorado Railway
and at the other end with the new Girardot-Ibague line,
which is a link in the projected Pacific Railway. The importance Dt" the newly contracted line is that it will do away
with the necessity for using the upper Magdalena River as a
link in the route to Bogota, and will provide an all-rail route
from La Dorado (head of navigation on the lower Magda-

German Destruction

— Railroad

for destruction.

An

alternative

method was

The Swiss Railways Extend
The

introduction of electric traction on the lines of the

Swiss Federal Railways has, on account of the acute shortage
of coal occasioned by the war, received the foremost attention
of the authorities and has now emerged as a very practical
economic question.
The principal arteries of the Swiss railway system are government owned. The elctrification of thse lines is simplified
by the large amount of unused water power which the coun-

to hoist

the machines themselves as high as possible, then let them
The invaders sometimes
crash down on the cement floor.
coveted the steel construction sheds in which the equipment
was housed. Three of these sheds, for instance, were more
than 600 ft. long and 120 ft. wide, and yet the wreckers dis-

try possesses.

According

to

an

official

survey, verified in

1914, including the improvement and water level control of
lakes, the water power of Switzerland is capable of producing
an energy equal to 2,173,000 h. p. If old plants were replaced by new ones it is even estimated that the total water
power could be raised to as much as 8,000,000 h.p. On
January 1, 1914, the electric power already in use in Switzer-

membered these sheds, packed them with care, and sent them
on their way toward the Rhine. These facts and figures may
serve to give some conception of the vast amount of new
equipment that will be needed before the factories in the
Lille district can be put on a productive basis again.

Government Construction Instead
of

Electrification

Concessions in Mexico

Applications filed by American and other foreign investment interests for concessions for the construction of electric
and steam railroads and various other kind of industrial
enterprises are now pending with the Department of Communications and Public Works of the Mexican government.
It is indicated by the attitude of the Carranza administration
toward outside capital that these applications may all be reThe government has already adopted the policy of
jected.
not granting any new concessions for the construction of
additional lines of steam railroads. It has announced its
intention of doing on its own account whatever railroad
building may be deemed necessary, adding such lines to the
Recently application was
National Railways of Mexico.
filed with the Department of Communications and Public

land amounted to 887,000 h.p.
The Swiss Confederation owns some 1800 miles of the
entire railway system of the country which covers 3216 miles.
Of the 1416 miles owned by private companies 622 miles are
already electrical, but only an insignificant percentage of the
government railroads is at present operated by electricity.
The first important federal standard-gage, road to be
chosen for electrification was the Gothard Railway, one of
The electrification of
the important international highways.
the 68-mile section Erstfeld-Bellinzona was approved in 1913
and it is expected that it will be opened this fall. This section, with 28 per cent of its length consisting of tunnels and
a grade of 2.5 to 2.7 per cent for 25 miles, was chosen for an
experiment because of its enormous traffic with Italy, which

caused large consumption of coal with resulting smoke in
the tunnels.
The sections Bellinzona-Chiasso and Erstfeld-Lucerne are
expected to follow in 1921 and the consulting experts have
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found that the big power stations at Amsteg and Ritom, the
yielding 26,000 h.p. and the latter 32,000 h.p., will also
suffice for these lines, even if the traffic should increase some
60 or 70 per cent. Another series of plants yielding 70,000
h.p. is planned for eastern and central Switzerland.
first

The cost of electrification of the Erstfeld-Bellinzona line
estimated at $8,000,000. The cost of electrifying the entire
federal railway system is estimated roughly at $200,000,000.
In 1918 the electrification of the following railways using
steam traction was decided upon and work on them commenced at once: the sections of the Federal Railroad SionBrigue and Berne-Thun; the section Hasle-Langnau of the
is

Emmenthal Railroad and the section Bevers-Filisur of the
Rhaetian Railroads.
The Sion-Brigue section which is to be electrified will be
a continuation of the electrically operated Simplon tunnel
which was opened for traffic in 1906, with its northern exit
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5,000

264
6,386
74
3,269
20,963

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile

37

310,120
17/i,100

Colombia
Ecuador
Peru
China
Japanese China
British
Straits

Dutch

60,800
2,000

17,426
6,805
2,880
101

756
199
915
115

480

India
Settlements.
Kast Indies...
.

398,700

14,750

1.760

272,016

157
12,744

806,575
92,634
98,400

:9,251
4,387
8,150

744
S76

Hongkong
Japan
Russia in Asia

Siam

11,179

3,981

2,320
52,780
13,495
56,407
6,469
37,795
744,852
57,435
32,056

868
35,038
34,443
4,682
4,701

243,196
926

17.086

13

14,224
1,906

1,095,667
109.676

107.595
1,186

Australia

New

Zealand
French Oceania
Philippine Islands.
Belgian Kongo
British South Africa,
French Africa
Portuguese Africa...,
.

Total

.

15,600

549

200

13

99
38
581
448
8,177
10O

870

5,932
3,738
37,375
28,050
550.981
6,000
61,918

6,642,827

437,392

76,134

4,902,970

120
458
607
5,864
11,841
390,721
6,000
1,604

1,881,626

at Brigue.

The

electrified

Berne-Thun

line,

connecting with the elec-

Berne-Lotschberg-Simplon railway, which latter was inaugurated in 1913, was opened for traffic last May. It now
provides excellent and frequent train connections between the
in connecSwiss capital, the Bernese Oberland resorts and
the Valais and Northern Italy.
tion with the Lotschberg line
The new locomotives which are now being used by the
Swiss Federal Railroads on the Berne-Thun section, besides
each
line,
are
those of the Berne-Lotschberg-Simplon
equipped with four single phase-alternate current motors,
The electric parts were furnished by
each of 450 h.p.
Brown-Boveri & Co., Baden, and the mechanical parts by
the Swiss Locomotive & Machine Company of Winterthur,
tric

—

—

Switzerland.

The electrification works on the Bevers-Filisur line were
completed by middle of last April and since April 16 steam
locomotives have been replaced by electric locomotives, the
current being supplied by the power station of Bevers, which
furnishes the necessary energy for the Engadine lines which
were electrified in 1913.

Railroads as a Buying Element
support of the doctrine

that "Railway Purchases
General Business Prosperity,'' E. B. Leigh,
president of the Chicago Railway Equipment Company,
Chicago, has compiled a series of graphic illustrations showing the value represented by the railways of the United
States as compared with that of all manufacturing industries
generally.
The graphics themselves were prepared as a
supplement to a recent address by Mr. Leigh on the general
subject of railway purchases and business prosperity before
the National Industrial Conference Board.
However, they
are practically complete in themselves and serve to bring into
clearer relief the importance of the railways as the largest
single buying element in the country.
In the largest circle (Fig. 1), Mr. Leigh compares the

InMeasure

May

Exports of Railway Track Material in

The exports of rails in May, amounting to 76,134 tons of
a value of $4,902,970 were considerably greater than those
The exports of
of April but not as large as in February.
railway spikes, amounting to $437,392 and those of frogs,
switches, etc., were however, considerably in excess of those
of any previous month so far this year. Of the rails, large
shipments were made to Japan, France, China, Belgium and
British South Africa.

Over half the spikes and switches,

were consigned to France.
The figures in detail as compiled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce are
frogs, etc.,

as follows:
Switches,

Railway spikes

Rails of steel
*
\

Countries

Pounds
354.270
3,519,804

Belgium
France

Dollars
16,931

290,972

Italy

Norway
Spain

Sweden
England

Tons

Dollars

Dollars

7,932
14,874

24,219
1,094,016

713

463,571
890.227
64,170

25

1,900

313

495

44,550
64,105
12,637

3,056

104,466

919
58
21,656
405
4,857

1,491

6

445

3,270

45,000
32,500

1.755
1,895

1,249

"50,664

"2V.746

56,000
46,000

2,251

357

"363

"20,878

264,100

9,542

633

38,958

"3,746
78
45,519

Honduras

Canada
Costa Rica

Guatemala

Honduras
Nicaiagua

15,648
25,600
10,000
7,000
27,000

543
1,266

500
308

1,922

495

Panama
Salvadoi

Mexico
Newfoundland and Labrador

Jamaica

2,

Trinidad and Tobago

Cuba
French West Indies

fig,

Value of Railway Road and Equipment Compared with Total
Invested Capital

2,730
1,886

176

1,174

Scotland
British

frogs,
splice
bars, etc.

21

value of railway road and equipment, estimated at $16,148,532,502. with the capital of all other manufacturing
industries which total approximately $22,790,980,000.
The
latter division of the circle is in turn subdivided into the 13
leading industries with their respective total capital and the
total capital of another division composed of over 75 other
industries grouped together.
In Fig. 2 of the accompanying reproduction, the value of
railway cars and locomotives, $4,137,318,000, is compared
with the total value of the manufacturing machinery.
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and

tools

implements

$6,091,4 51,2*
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all

other

industries,

which

ia

machinery, implement- and tools, $1,368,224
In- comparison is perhaps the mosl striking of the series
iphics prepared b) Mr Leigh in thai the shaded area
of the circle representing the value of railwa) cars and
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investmenl

is
stated as $1,039,902, after
original cost, other than land, the report says, cannol
be
ascertained.
The cost of reproduction new and cost of re-

production

less

depreciation of

common

all

carrier property

owned and used by

the carrier, are reported
respectively.
Th< orij

and $1,180,617,
given as $17,999 and its present vain
The valuation is as of June 30, 1915.
$243,383.
The Missouri Southern owns 70.3 miles of tracks, in Missouri.
Its investment in road and equipmenl as stated in
the hooks is $802,483, but the account is reported to be not

?CAM k LOCOMOTIVES;
^4,I51,3I«,OOOJ2

WvAi_ue op
\m*NUF»CTVI«IH8 MACHINERY

IMH.EMENTS

(MJ. INDUSTRIES)
6,091,4*1, Z~l+

$1,563,556
of

land

is

The

original cost is not reported.
The com of
new, exclusive of land, is given a- $920,912,
and less depreciation as $770,945.
The cost of lands is
given as $24,345 so far as ascertainable, and the present
value as $25,168.
The report is as of June 30, 1914.
The Alabama Central, with a mileage of 8.79, is given a
cost of reproduction new of $85,428 and, less depreciation,
of So,S,4<S2.
The hook investment in road and equipment
is $96,000.
The carrier lands are given a present value of
reliable.

reproduction

Value of Cars and Locomotives Compared with Manufacturing and Farm Machinery

New

England division railwa}- road and equipment,
$501,391,191, almost equals the value of manufacturing machinery, tools and implements of all industries,
valued at $766,480,256, exclusive of farm implements and
machinery, which are valued at $53,648,227. Railway road
and equipment in the South Atlantic states is shown to he
valued at $1,976,695,855 as compared with manufacturing
machinery, tools and implements, valued at $545,733,504
and farm implements and machinery at $107,212,399. In
the New England, Middle Atlantic and North Central States
the railway road and equipment exceeds in value that of
manufacturing machinery, tools and implements by $1,000,000,000, while in all the other states together railway road
and equipment exceeds the value of manufacturing machinery, tools and implements by over $10,000,000,000.
The figures for the graphs have all been taken from the
United States Census reports of 1912-1914, the latest official
compilations which give comparable data.
at
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book
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that this

represents the original cost as found on the records.
The
new of property wholly owned is given
as $255,216, and, less depreciation, as $206,207.
The cost
cost of reproduction

lands owned by the carrier and used solely for common
was $5,071. The cost of some additional
land is given as $1,000. The present value of land is given
The report is as of June 30, 1915.
as $8,976.
The St. John & Ophir, with 8.4 miles, in Utah, has a
book cost of $139,161.
This the report finds to be the
original cost to date as nearly as it can be given.
The cost
of reproduction new is given as $127,414, and less depreciation as $110,103, and the lands are given an original cost of
$858 and a present value of $663. The report is as of
June 30, 1915.
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Some Comments on

Weak Roads — Consolidation,

Strong and

Problem

the Railroad

Pooling, Net Earnings

and Government Guarantee Undesirable
By Robert
President,

S.

Union

Lovett
System

Pacific

I

1\

DISCI SSION of the railroad

in

i

gress,

seems safe

it

assume

to

problem now before Con-

will

that the following proposi-

admit of argument:
necessary for Congress to enact, at

the

legislation required to develop

and

tions are too clear to require or

That

1.

it

is

earliest date practicable,

must have.

That

the country has definitely

against the ownership

and operation

made up

its

It

of the railroads by the

That public opinion overwhelmingly favors the confurnished by railroad carriers.

will be

established,

assumed, therefore, that these propositions are
and they will not be discussed.

The Strong and

the

pro-

Weak Companies

The

weak roads

are

—sparsely
— but

to

etc.

Some

traffic.

weak roads are weak because they are in comTheir traffic is competitive, and they are
not able to get sufficient traffic away from rivals to become
prosperous.
These roads are not so vital to the community
transportation

quired.

traffic

obtainable.

weak roads, however, are put in the same category in
the discussion seeking relief for them, regardless of the cause
All

of their condition or the public necessity

for

more service

than they are now performing.
Furthermore, in the discussion little attention has been
paid to the fact that the business of the country is not
That is generally the
handled by the so-called weak roads.
reason why they remain weak.
But under the government polity of inflexible or declining
transportation rates for a number of years, during which
wages and other operating costs have been rising, the Strong
roads have found difficult}- in getting capital to provide the
facilities

to

now have

credit as they

is

dated and the earnings of the group thus pooled, the average
will provide credit for all.
But this is a fallacy which can be demonstrated at the
In any event, the earnings represent a value
proper time.
which must be paid for by the consolidated corporation
when it acquires the properties.
Congress undoubtedly can acquire any or all the railroads
of the United States for the government.
It may also create
corporations with power to acquire them, and consequently
it
may create several corporations to acquire all the roads in
a prescribed territory, or certain specified railroads.
But Congress has no right to compel one corporation to
consolidate with another.
It may give one the right to acquire the property of the
other by condemnation, but it must pay for it. and (here is

tracks, terminals, equipment and other
handling the growing traffic.
One of the methods suggested for overcoming the difficulty arising from existence- of strong and weak roads in
competitive territory is by the consolidation of all railroads
into a few systems.
The outstanding necessity confronting Congress and the
task before it, as I understand, is to enact legislation that

additional

goes

It seems to be assumed that the strong roads have been
earning, in excess of what they are legally entitled to earn,
an amount sufficient to make up for the inadequate earnings
of the weak roads, and that when the properties are consoli-

re-

Other roads are weak as a result of mistakes in policy,
unsound financing, or bad management; and many because
building, in the first instance, never was justified by the

inevitably

of the strong roads.

petitive territory.

the

which

Such

of the

because the competing roads afford

for the increased traffic they

facilities

them in times of stre--.
due to their ability to pay
dividends.
Falling rates and mounting expenses and the
policy of state and national regulations increasingly menaced the stability of dividends, and thus weakened the credit
serve,

which the traffic justifies.
I presume no one expects service substantially out of proportion to the

bear.

They must provide

poor in agricultural or other prowhich nevertheless are giving the service

settled,

duction,

any

Their credit needs support even more than the weak road-.
because they have greater responsibility and greater burden-

weak because they

serve territories which, for various reasons, afford but little
traffic

None Too Good

credit of the strongest of these roads has not been

too good during the last ten years.

railroads in competition.
the

the

Central, or the

Credit of the Strong Roads

Most of the discussion recently has centered about, and

of

out

pair the credit of the strong road.
The inevitable effect would be to reduce the average of
the credit of all the railroads.

given great prominence to, the supposed difficulty presented
by the case of the strong and the weak companies operating

Now, many

and establish the

money necessary

may

the

SO that

Pennsylvania, or the Chicago
Northwestern, or the Burlington, or the Union Pacific, or the
Atlantic Coast Line would be improved by merging them
with their poor and unprofitable neighbors and rivals.
Instead of improving the credit of the weak road the only
effect of the project, as it appears to me, would be to im-

tinuance, by private ownership, of competition in service and
facilities

investors

to

the carriers,

Xew York

judgment

government.
,->.

confidence of

vide and keep up the railroad facilities of the country
be obtained.

of

The advocates of consolidation, however, fail to point
how their plan will accomplish this object.
For example, it is not apparent how the credit of

continue to provide the railroad facilities which the country
2.

the

restore

Credit

main

for

173

the difficulty) pay for

it

in cash.

Congress has no power

to

compel the stockholder of the

railroad- to be absorbed, to accept in exchange the stock of

one of the dozen or more companies which are to absorb.
When these absorbing companies acquire the railroad- assigned to them, they must pay the value in cash to all who

demand

cash.

Whether

this

will

be few or many, no one know-.

It

i>
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thai man} will demand cash; and then it musl be
provided if the transaction ia to be accomplished.
The "underwriting" of a fabulous amount must be pro
Since no one will know in advance bow man) will
vided.
demand cash instead of new securities, the underwriting

certain

amount,
Have
Will Congress appropriate the billions necessary?
we bankers enough to provide the money except through a
\nd what will happen to the financial wd
aeries of years
fare of the country in the meantime, and what will the

must be

money

for the entire

cost

?

add, though perhaps not relevanl to the main point
my judgment is against the consolida
tion of all the railroads o\ the country into a few companies,
believe the companies would
saj From ton to thirty, because

may

I

1

.mi discussing, that

I

be too Large and unwieldy for efficient and economical

man-

agement.

Suggested Consolidations Too Big

economy and

—

efficiency,

be extended by consolidation with,
I am very confident that this

or acquisition of other lines.
is

true.

More important

consolidation should not be

those whose earnings are "excessive," hut that the earnings
weak roads will he provided by increasing rat<^ under
an adjustment that will give all the in. i« a
to the weak

of the

l

roads.

many of tin road are already earning in e
per cent., the average rate suggested; ami obviously
the plan proposes to take this exo
from the stockholders
Hut

of six

i

I

mads earning

the

weaker

of the

the government

am

sought

ject

is

to take, directly or indirectly,

removing some

Let us consider first who is to suffer and who is to henefit
by this arrangement.
The stocks of the prosperous roads that is, dividend
are widely scattered.
They afford the only income,
payers
and literally the only means of subsistence, of hundred- of
thousands of people in this country. They are thus held
hecausc they pay dividends.
The poor, who require a return from their savings and
who must have some income, cannot and generally do not
buy railroad stocks that have not paid dividends.

—

Who Would
The
lieve,

Commission.

something will

by

in service and facilities should not only be
but should be extended, and no consolidation
should be permitted which in substantial degree eliminates
such competition.
I believe that the existing railroad systems should be
taken as a basis, and such consolidation as is desirable
should be built up on that basis. This would avoid the insuperable financial difficulty already mentioned, and the

Benefit

By This Plan

stocks of the inefficient roads most generally, I beare held by small groups, very often by syndicates

that accumulated

believe that the absorption of some of the weak lines
the strong lines, upon fair terms, should be promoted.

from the Btoci

roads.

of the restrictions and permitting consolidations, subject always to approval, after hearing, by the Interstate Commerce
I

for the henefit of the security holders

holders of the prosperous road> net earnings of their pr<;|n r
tics and give tin- same to the Becurity holders of the weak

arbi-

for a definite purpose and, where
regulates, for a definite public benefit.

entirely in accord with the policy of

it

rn.nl

However disguised and in spite of all tin- refinement of
draughtsmanship and legal expression, the substantial ob-

Each should be

trarv.

I

still,
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believe that railroad executives generally will agree that
may he made too big that there are limits
beyond which a railroad system should not, in the interest of
I

railroad systems

AGIO

them for speculation, or got them in some
and are holding them with the hope that
turn up that will let them out without loss,

reorganization
or give

them a speculative

Some

profit.

of the schemes that have been proposed will afford

many

a weary speculator in

But competition

this longed for opportunity to

preserved,

inferior railroad securities, but will be very discouraging to

disorganization of existing relations, and the disturbance of
the billions of securities already outstanding.

The Pooling

of

Net Earnings

strong and weak lines in the same locality is, in substance,
that the Interstate Commerce Commission shall divide the
railroads of the country into territorial or traffic groups and
take the "Property Investment" account or book value of

each group, and establish rates for that
say six per cent., or some other
specified return, on such investment or book value of each
group.
Undoubtedly this would result in a much higher yield
than the average, for the efficient roads, and much lower
than the average for the inefficient, just as has always been
all the railroads in

sufficient

to

yield

the case in the past.
is proposed, as a part of this plan, that the most
roads shall be limited to the average, and their
earnings in excess of the average, shall be set aside for the
benefit, in some form, of the unprofitable roads that earn

But

it

efficient

invested their small

an income on which

to live.

But, I submit that Congress is without power to take
the net earnings belonging to the stockholders of one railroad company for the benefit of the security holders of another railroad company.

The Plan Violates

the Constitutional Guaranty

The

Another and much advertised and discussed method for
solving the problem presented by the existence of financially

-group

including a great many women, who have
means in high-class railroad stocks for

the multitude,

_

less.

The method of distributing the fund between the different roads varies with the different suggestions, but all contemplate that the law shall limit the earnings of the prosperous roads and increase the earnings of the poor roads.
The advocates of the plan may argue that they do not
intend to take any value away from the strong roads except

regulation of the business and operations of the carriers and of the rates they shall charge is one thing: the
seizure and appropriation of the net revenue of the carrier,
realized under rates which the government prescribes, is a
very different thing.
One is within the power of Congress
and the agencies that it creates; the other is the giving of
one company's and one stockholder's property to another

company and other stockholders against
anty and without due process of law.

Those

Who

constitutional guar-

Are Most Vitally Concerned

may seem

old fashioned now to plead the Constitution
against any action that is convenient and expedient, and
especially to invoke it for the protection of property rights.
But I venture to urge its consideration in this behalf, not
It

any rich railroad company, but for the
hundreds of thousands of stockholders who look to dividends
upon the stock of conservatively managed and prosperous
for the benefit of

railroads as their only means of support.
And it will not be a sufficient answer to the argument to

say that it emanates from one who happens to be connected
with a prosperous railroad company.

A
Now

Railroad Is

Worth What

It

Will Earn

a railroad is worth what it will earn; and the
average of its earnings during a series of average years ought
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guide under the conditions existing ;it the time.
not taken, then there can he no hard and fast
rule, and all the circumstances, some of which were enumerated by the Supreme Court in Smyth v. Ames (169 U. S.
466) must be taken into account.
A hard and fast rule would be convenient, but any that
deprives the owner of the value of his property as reflected
by its net earnings, is unjust and ought not to be adopted.
But the earnings of the property depend in large measure
upon the rates the owner is allowed to charge, and it is suggested that these rates in turn may be fixed by the governLet us apply this to the present
ment; and that is true.
to be a fair

If this is

situation.

The securities of the good roads were bought and sold at
high levels of prices, and the securities of the inferior roads
were bought and sold at lower levels; and thus they are held
by investors today.
The prices of these securities are the evidence of the
popular judgment of the relative value of these railroads,

These values were
based upon the earnings of the railroads under the rates
they were allowed by law to charge.
As a matter of common sense, as well as plain justice,
what better evidence of the value of these railroads, and of
one railroad as compared with another, is possible?
How can the government, consistently with fair dealing,
question the value of the railroads as demonstrated through
many years by rates established by or under the regulation
of its own agencies?
It is upon such considerations as these, and the values
established under earnings from rates prescribed or sanctioned by law for years, that rates must be based, and not
upon book value, reproduction cost, or any other mere theory.
It is the practical situation and existing status that should
be dealt with.
Why venture into new fields for rate-making and seek to
disturb and unsettle not merely the value of the securities
involved, but the business and commerce of the country,
which have become adjusted to and in fact made, the present
and are the best evidence of such value.

system of rates?
Why not continue the present adjustment of rates, and
make such increases as necessary to meet the increased cost
of recent years and provide a return on the new capital that
has been put into properties in such enormous amounts, and
which must be provided for the future, leaving the Interstate Commerce Commission free to reconsider and review
rates from time to time, so as to adjust the revenue to the
changing expense of operation, the rise and fall of wages
and prices, and the expenditure of new capital?

A
Many

Guaranty By the Government
and railroad men believe that a guaranty
some definite return on the money invested

financiers

of dividends or

necessary in order to re-establish faith in the
now constituting such an important part
of our financial structure, and induce the investment of the
additional capital necessary to provide the railroad facilities
in railroads

is

railroad securities

which are required.
This leads to the consideration of the question of a guaranty by the government.
Undoubtedly the guaranty by the government of a reasonable return upon the full value of railroad property would
be satisfactory to those who consider the problem only from
the standpoint of the investor.

But that is impracticable, because it is not believed that
the government, as a permanent policy, would guarantee the
railroad owners a fair return upon the full value of their
property and leave the management in their hands, taking
all of the risk and none of the profits: whereas, if the government should take the excess above the guaranty, then it
would cease to be a guaranty, and all incentive to competi-
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and economy by the private management would be
fancy that the people would prefer to come
directly to government ownership, unpopular though it is.
It has been urged, however, that a small return
sometion

eliminated.

I

—

—

thing less than the full value
should be guaranteed in order to furnish the company financial credit, while still leaving the incentive to competition and economy.

I

am

afraid

would not accomplish the object.
The guaranty of a return of two or three or four per
cent, upon the value of a railroad might be comforting to
the first mortgage bondholders, or the holders of other bonds
now outstanding, who would have the first claim upon the
fund.
But how would it help the corporation to raise more
money, which is the object desired?
Of what benefit would a government guaranty of two or
three or even four per cent, upon the value of the Pennsylvania, or the New York Central, or the Baltimore & Ohio
or the Rock Island Railroad, or most other railroads, be to
those companies?
How would it assist them in raising money, since the
guaranty would not be sufficient to pay the interest on bonds
already outstanding and secured by prior liens?
It would make doubly secure what is already abundantly
secured.
But it would afford no collateral for new issues
nor secure new loans. On the contrary, I believe it would
that plan

be distinctly detrimental to the company in securing new-

money, because of the inevitable tendency that such guaranty would have to prompt government officials to interfere
and endeavor to shape the policy of the company to extreme conservatism, in order to guard against the possibility
of the government being called upon to meet the guaranty.
Moreover, as time passed, the public would be more and
more inclined to regard the amount of the guaranty as the
measure of the return to which the railroad company was
entitled, and in every rate hearing the government guaranty
would be dwelt upon by those opposing increases or seeking reductions in rates as the government's judgment of what
the company was entitled to earn.

(To Be Continued.)

Cummins

The

Bill

Delayed

house committee is displaying no alacrity to
Cummins bill, passed by the Sento restore the Interstate Commerce Commission's

report favorably the

ate,

former

authority over rate-making during the remaining
period of federal control and the arguments made before the
committee by Commissioner Clark and Director General
Hines made such an impression on the committee that it is
reported there is a good chance of its being killed in committee.
Hearings on the bill were concluded on June 27 but
the committee has not yet reached an agreement on it and
its time is now being taken up with the hearings on the general railroad question.
Commissioner Clark did not oppose
the bill but indicated plainly that the commission was not
asking for it and did not believe it necessary.
Mr. Hines
treated the matter as being of no great importance but declared that it would be wrong policy to divide the responsibility for rates at this time.

Cummins was

so anxious to get the bill through
passed without any hearings and so hurriedly
that both Mr. Hines and Mr. Clark told the committee it

Senator

that he

had

it

would have to be redrafted to make it mean what it was intended to mean.
The Senate sub-committee appointed to draft a tentative
railroad bill has held several sessions giving preliminary
consideration to the subject and it is understood that it has
now reached the point of beginning to frame a bill along the
lines of Senator Cummins' ideas of a guaranty.
Some hear-,
ings are to be held later.

'

News Department

General
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tion-, foi brotherhood members.
Among tin- men ol national
prominence who addressed the convention were Direi
General Walker I). Mines and Governor Henry J. \ll<i

Kansas.

About half a mile ol copper wire, pari of
telegraph line
ompany on the \c« Yoik Central,
of the Western Union
in Tonawanda, N
was cul down and carried ofl by thieves
.1

1

^*

.

one nighl

l.i

-

1

week,

An

intoxicated man boarded a locomotive in the Baltimoi
& Ohio yards a1 Pittsburgh, Pa., on June 28 and opened the
The engine headed out on one of the lead tracks
throttle.
where it collided with another engine, doing considerable
damage. The man was arrested and later sentenced to a
term of l, days iii the county work house.

Major Mark

S.

Watson, who served through

chief

of

the

assistant

press

section

of

the

the

general

war

as

staff

at

American army headquarters in France, has been appointed
special assistant on the staff of Thomas De Witt Cuyler,
Major
chairman of the Association of Railway Executives.
Watson lias recently been in England making a study of the
financial and legislative problems that have grown out oi
the war control of the English railway lines.

Vacations for railroad clerks have not been entirely cut off.
According to general order No. 27, as interpreted several
weeks ago, clerks were not allowed the time-honored two
weeks' vacation except they were willing to have their pay
suspended; but, according to the Nashville Banner, a newinterpretation. No. 16, has been made known to clerks in
that city and it is to the effect that wherever vacations have
been given in former years the prevailing practice will be
continued.

weeks

off

Three

In

most of the large

offices

clerks receive

two

with pay.

hundred railroad

shopmen, delegates

from

local

aggregate 28,000 members, held a three-day
conference at Atlanta, Ga., last week to formulate plans for
asking the Railroad Administration for increases in pay
and shorter working hours. The Brotherhood of Railway
Clerks on the Southern Railway has laid before the Railroad
Administration a proposed new contract, calling for 20 per
cent higher wages, a working week of 44 hours, and a provision allowing time and on-half for all overtime beyond
The minimum pay of clerks at present is
ten hours a day.
$87.50 a month.

xinions said

to

Representatives of the coal operators, as part of their
to induce the early buying of coal, are already
of an impending car shortage and are urging
the Railroad Administration to take more active steps to
put cars in repair. The directors of the National Coal Association in resolutions recently adopted, declare serious car
shortages exist, and that there is an abnormally large number of cars out of service awaiting repairs. George H. Gushing, managing director of the American Wholesale Coal Association, testified at Washington on July 18 before a House

propaganda
complaining

committee that there are many idle coal cars
the country which should be repaired.

The Brotherhood

of

in all

parts of

Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen

closed its 36-day triennial convention at Denver, Colo., on
July 15. Among the most important resolutions passed were
those favoring the municipal market system for reducing
the high cost of living, recommending the establishment of
a labor party and press in the United States, federal control
of the railroads, raising insurance of the order to $4,500, approving standard wages for railroad men employed in France,
endorsing the League of Nations, favoring new immigration
laws excluding foreigners for a term of years, asking the
President to use his influence to release Eugene V. Debs
and Thomas J. Mooney, and seeking better working condi-

On

July 21 the City Council of Chicago by a vote ol 66
the enabling ordinance for a new passei
terminal, to be built by the Illinois Central at Chicago.
ureal project, which is estimated to involve an expenditure
mi the part of the railroad of over $88,000,000, was described
in the Railway Age of July 11, page 51.
One of the important features of the plan is provision for electrification of
the suburban service of the road within seven years,
to

2

adopted

branches of the service to lie transformed to electrical o
in subsequent periods.
Following the placing of the
mayor's signature on this ordinance it must be submitted \n
the United States War Department for ratification with
respect to lake front developments, which contemplate an
outer harbor and an extensive park system.

ation

—

Air Mail Declared a Success Rate Reduced
The postmaster general has fixed the rate of postage
mail carried by aeroplanes at two cents an
postage rate for first-class matter, placing
ice on the same footing as other means
lie says that the experiments of the past
strated possibilities beyond expectations.
Liberty engines now available from the

on
ounce, the regular
the air mail servof transportation,

year have demonBy the use of the

War Department,
day for San Francisco and other points on
the Pacific Coast which fail to connect with the westbound
8:40 p. m. train out of New York are being advanced 24 hours
daily to their points of destination.
Mail from New York
that did not catch the 5:15 p. m. train for the West is now
being delivered in Chicago in the afternoon instead of the
second morning. Arrangements are being made to place on
10,000 letters a

New York-Washington route the three fastest aeroplanes
the air mail service, each having a capacity of 18,000 letters and a maximum speed in calm weather of 132 miles an
hour.
The following statement says, further: "The great saving
of time now effected over the fastest railroad train between
New York and Chicago will enable the department to make
a saving in car space of more than twice the cost of the operation of an air mail service on that route."

the
in

Master Blacksmiths' Convention
The

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association has announced the following papers which are to be
presented at the convention to be held at the Hotel Sherman,
Repairs to Locomotive Frames, P.
Chicago, August 19-21.
Lavender (N. & W.), chairman; Drop Forging and Its PosBoyle (Anderson Drop Forge Company),
sibilities, J. D.
chairman; Heat Treatment of Iron and Steel, Purposes and
Railroads
Results, Geo. Hutton (N. Y. C), chairman;
Should Adopt Specific Standard Safety Appliances to Comply with U. S. Standards, J. E. Dugan (U. P.), chairman; Making and Repairing Springs, J. W. Russell (Penn.), chairman;
Up-to-Date Smith Shop, G. Fraser (A., T. & S. F.), chairman;
Scrap Reclaiming by Use of the Oxy-Acetylene and
Electric Cutting and Welding Process and Other Methods,
Walter Constance (St. L.-S. F.), chairman; the Treatment
and Results of Carbon, High Speed and Other Alloy Tool
and Tool Steels for Tools, J. H. De Arment (Penn.), chair-

Why

man;

A Modern Hammer

Scott (P. & R. ), chairman.
President, W. C. Scofield

W.

Mayer (M.

and Hydraulic Forge Shop, R.

The
(I.

F.

officers of the association are:

C), chairman executive com-

first vice-president, J. Carsecond vice-president, G. P. White
(D. M. & N.)
(M. K. & T.); secretary, A. L. Woodworth (B. & O.); assistant secretary, C. W. Schafer (C. of Ga.).

mittee,

ruthers
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special

181
reduced

rates effective immediately, both for the
feed into the affected area, and for the
shipment of live Stock to other feeding grounds and to market.
The rate concessions consist of the application of hall
the regular charges on shipments of all classes of st nk
ivvd into this area and a material reduction in the rate- ><n

transportation

Traffic
mini

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

i

in

News
mi nin inn urn
i

Illllllllllllll

inimiiiimiiinminniiiiiiiMin:

A trainload of peanut oil is the latest novelty in the freight
It is a shipment
ransportation field.
which, according to a
ress despatch, lias started from Seattle, Wash., for Cincinto the Proctor & Gamble Company,
ati, Ohio, consigned
This oil, 240.000 gallons, came from
jr use in making soap.
ie Orient, and is to he followed hy further shipments.
Shipads of bean oil and other like commodities are being
rough 1 across the Pacific.

The Shipping Brewers'

Traffic

Committee (Chicago) has

jked the Omaha (Neb.) District Freight Traffic Committee
>r favorable freight rates on
non-alcoholic beverages. The
rewers say that considerable numbers of their trade are

oing to

make non-alcoholic beverages,

so as to utilize their

and their products should make new freight; for the
^asportation of these drinks in the past has been largely a
lants;

proposition.
They expect that the quality of
and their advertising, will create a wide demand.

>eal

their

The War Trade Hoard Section of the Department of State
anounces that export freight may now be consigned "to
rder" under special export license R.A.C.-77 and R.A.C.-42.
ollectors of customs have been advised that it is no longer
try for them to obtain the name of the actual conin the country of destination.
Exporters desiring to
tnsign to order shipments which do not fall within the
rm> of the above mentioned special export licenses may
>ply to the War Trade Board Section for individual export

of

and sheep moving to outside xru/.'u)^ points and to he
returned next spring when urass is again available.
It
h
believed that this plan will result in saving much of the live
stock in the area affected and will also permit restocking
tin- ranges next spring.
cattle

While the movement of both freight and passenger traffic
week ended July 14 generally showed some improvement over the week previous, according to a report made to
the Director General, there was still a marked falling off in
freight business compared with the same period in 1918.
lor the

Despite the restrictions placed by the Railroad Administraunnecessary travel due to the movement of returning soldiers from abroad, reports from the Allegheny
region show that for the period July 3 to July 6. inclusive,
111,500 passengers were carried between Philadelphia and
the seashore resorts, an increase of 112 per cent over the
same period last year.
While the commercial situation in
the Southern region shows an improvement, freight loading
for the week of July 14 showed a decrease of 9,171 cars
under the corresponding period of 1918.
In the' Northwestern region the loading of iron ore showed a decrease of
7,000 cars compared with last year.
Coal loading, likewise,
tion against

fell

off in

this region.

-

:enses.

The strike of marine firemen and other seamen in New
Ork harbor continues, with no definite information from
Coastwise freight
iy source as to prospects of settlement.
affic is the main interest affected, but the railroads and the
ins-Atlantic steamships suffer because of the congestion
the harbor and of the large number of tugs out of service.
xport freight is moved only under special permits, as for
long time past, and congestion of freight at the railroad
rminals is prevented by withholding these permits in ail
ises where the tying up of vessels makes such action
icessary.

The Board

of Railway Commissioners, of Canada, has isfavorable judgment on the application of the express
(mpanies of Canada for authority to make considerable incases in rates for the transportation of merchandise, first
icd a

Express rates in Western Canada and
Columbia are now considerably higher than in
astern Canada; the difference under the new tariff will be
second classes.

id

British

Uch -mailer.
Where there is no wagon service at either
of the route the charge must be 30 cents per 100 11). less
an the ordinary tariff, and where there is wagon servii e
one end of the route but not the other, the difference must

ill

15

:

cents.

A

report on the export freight situation shows that as of
9 at North Atlantic ports there were 11.426,714 bushels
There had been received during
grain in the elevators.
e week ended July -9 in the elevators 4,193,350 bushels,
id
there had been cleared during same week 3.538,852
ishels, an excess of receipts over deliveries of 654,498
As to gulf ports, on July 8 there were 4,067.620
ishels.
ily

of grain in elevators distributed between New OrMis and Galveston, the elevators al Port Arthur and Texas
ty being empty.
On July 9 there were 5.737 carloads of
.port food on hand at North Atlantic ports (exclusive of
ilk grain) compared with 5,907 carloads on July 2. a deease of 170 cars.
ishels

loss of live stock brought about by
vere drought conditions in Montana. Wyoming and North
akota has caused the Railroad Administration to authorize

The threatened heavy

New York

Traffic

The Traffic Club of New York.
Congressman Esch. chairman of

1,200

the

Club
members, has sent to
House committee on

interstate and foreign commerce, a statement of the transportation principles favored by the club. Government ownership is to be declared against the public interest.
Remedial
legislation is needed at this session of Congress; it should
insure early return of railroads to their owners, provide
uniform regulation in essentials, insure adequate revenue to
provide for the equitable treatment of questions of wages

and to attract capital

for

needed development.

Government

regulation should be reasonable and should encourage and
protect the railroads.
Private initiative should be fostered
and preserved.
The committee of the club, in its letter, endorses House
bill 4378 as regards empowering a governmental agency
to
require the unified use of transportation facilities, when necessary to cope with a shortage of cars or other emergency,
but some of the proposed extensions of governmental authority are not approved: they will not foster private initiative and responsibility.
The committee questions the
propriety of the grant of unlimited authority to prescribe
divisions between carriers; and to require a common carrier
to extend its line or lines; the unlimited authority to compel
the joint use of freight terminals: the substitution of an
indefinite period of time for which the commission may
order rates to continue in force in lieu ni the period of not
exceeding two years which is now provided by the law; and
the prohibition against any person holding the position of
officer or director of more than one carrier.
The committee believes that carriers should be allowed to
agree Upon common rates and on the adjustment of train
schedules, subject to approval by the commission.
The
commission should be authorized and required to deal with
petitions for correction of inequalities between intrastate
and interstate rates. Section 14 should provide for insuring
carriers adequate revenue to furnish safe and efficient service
and to attract new capital where necessary.
Rates in effect
when federal control terminates should be continued until
thereafter changed by lawful action.
Controversies about
railroad employees' wages should be taken to a governmental tribunal, upon which the Interstate Commerce Commission should be represented. Application of the Iong-andshort-haul law should continue to be left in the discretion
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

..
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Number

Road

Work!

federal

SR

Mallei

\

5
l'.

P.

B.

8t

T.

8i

P.

Baldw

P.
\V.

I..

USRA

&

P

P.

&

I

R

imiiliiiiimiiiiimiiilliiMiiiiinif

(Minn.) office from the
Fifth avenue and Fifth itreel

Minneapolis

il

Bank building

to

re-

Metropolitan
louth.

TinChicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, an
nounces the appointment of N. S. Thulin as special railroad
representative' on the staff of S.
Sprague, manager of

1

Santa

Fe

western railroad

1

Mallei

s

l

.

Minima

Mount.
Santa Fe

1

8k

B.

i

USRA
USRA
USRA

Mall,

1

5

S

mm

Pacific

Santa

1

in

',

Santa

1

4

O.

mum

The Falls Rivet Company, Kent, Ohio, lias linn authorized
by the stockholders to draw up plans for the construction of a
new building at Kent.
Ii
is
probable thai work on the
structure will not begin In-fore early spring.

Type
i

nun

mimiililillllilllllllllllliimilliiillliiiililliililllllllllllllllililiiilllllllliililiilim

tnoved

American

iiiiiiiiii

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has

July 5

\i'w locomotives were shipped to railroads under
control during the week ended July 5, as follows:

ii

Supply Trade News

Illllllll

Week Ending

Locomotive Deliveries

inn

iiiiiiiuiiii

ii

miiiiiiiiillllillllll

Equipment and Supplies
HUH

Vol. 67, No. 4

i

l

'acific

(

fice

sales,

'..

with headquarters at the company's

of-

Chicago.

in

20

Kenneth R. Hare has been appointed district manager for
the Transportation Engineering Corporation, New York, with

25

Total

Locomotive Deliveries,

Week Ending

headquarters at Chicago, in charge of the territory in the
middle west, including Chicago, St. Louis and other impor-

July 12

The following new locomotives were shipped to railroads
under federal control during the week ended July 12:
Type
Numb ;r
Road
Works
(

American

\

W

& N.

C.

6

Virginian

3

USRA
USRA

6-w.

Sw.

.Mallet

9

A. T. & S. F.,
A. T. & S. F.
B. & O
Col. & Sou.
Erie
Ga. R. R

4
3

Baldwin

N. &
Penn.
Sou.

Lines
Pac. .

Pac.

Mallet
Mallet

Santa Fe

Steam Conveyor Corporation, Chicago.

2
1

.

Santa Fe

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA

1

1

.

S.

Steel

1

2

W

Hammond, formerly sales agent of the AmerFoundries, Chicago, has been appointed Pittsburgh, (Pa.), representative of the Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey, 111., with office in the Fulton building, succeeding F. J. Page.
Robert

ican

Samuel F. Joor, who for the past year has been assistant
chief engineer of the Semet-Solvay Company, Syracuse, N.
Y. and formerly a consulting engineer with offices in Chicago has been appointed sales engineer for the American

1

.

Pacific

tant railroad centers.

Santa Fe
Pac.
8-w. Sw.

16

Total

J. J. Brown, vice-president and general manager of the
Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Company, Carteret, N. J.,

25

Freight Cars
The Union Shipbuilding Company, Baltimore, Md.,
quiring for one flat car.
& Company, New
dump cars for export

Belasco
steel

York, is inquiring for 100
Europe.

The Lehigh Valley Coal Company,

The Shawmut Mining Company,
wooden mine

cars

in-

to

200

to

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has

& Foundry

ordered 100 mine cars from the American Car
Co., Chicago.
200

is

St.

Marys,

Pa.,

from the American Car

has ordered

& Foundry

Co., Chicago.

The Champion Fibre Company, Canton N. C, has ordered
one 50-ton steel hopper car from the American Car & Foundry Co., Chicago.

Miscellaneous
The Canadian National Railways

is

calling for tenders for

6,500,000 ties, of which 3,525,000 are for use on the Western
Lines, 1,400,000 for the Eastern Lines, 1,375,000 for the Central Lines, and 200,000 for the Halifax & South Western
(Nova Scotia}. These ties are for delivery between October
1,

1919,

and October

1,

1920.

has been elected president, succeeding Charles W. Wheeler,
who died recently. H. S. Brown of Boston has been elected
vice-president.
Mr. H. S. Brown has been associated with
the Power Specialty Company, New York, for the past 15
years, the greater part of this time as New England manager, and during the war he took an active part in government war work, with headquarters at Washington and Philadelphia.
He is also president of the Brown-Ferries Company, Philadelphia.
Pratt &
New York

Lambert,

Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.,

office at 185

Madison avenue,

November 1 to a new site
modern warehouse of brick

announces that

will be

moved

its

about

in Long Island City, where a
construction, 200 ft. by 100 ft,

consisting of two stories and basement, is now being built,
not far from the Bridge Plaza, and Donald L. Clement, former railway representative, who has recently returned from
overseas service, will be assistant resident manager of the
New York office. In order to increase the production at
the main factory, Buffalo, a four-story brick building 95 ft.
by 45 ft., to be devoted to grinding, is to be put in service
on October 1. At Bridgeburg, Ont., a four-story brick building, 85 ft. by 45 ft., is being erected in addition to new chimneys, double the size of the old, thinning buildings, filter
buildings and other equipment which will triple the manufacturing capacity of the present factory.

Oscar Otto, general superintendent of the South PhilaMachine Works of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, died on June 30, as a result of injuries received in an automobile accident near Westgrove,
He was born in Manitowoc, Wis., on January 2, 1859,
Pa.
and after finishing his apprenticeship course as a machinist
in the Manitowoc shops of the Chicago & North Western,
delphia

—

Spoil from the Subway. Over 7,500 pairs of pick-wielding
arms deserted America yesterday; each man carried away
from $2,500 to $4,000. These arms belong to Italian laborers; and most of this money has been dug out of subways,
These men sailed on
mines, and railroad rights-of-way.

three Italian steamships, and, so far as could be learned,
none of them had any intention of returning. New York
Globe, July 16.

—

during several years at
then entered the service
Tacoma, Wash., going from there
In 1898
at Salt Lake City, Utah.

served
sin.

He

various places in Wisconof the Northern Pacific, at
to the Oregon Short Line,
he returned to the service

RAILWAY AGE

July 25, 1919

Chicago
Chicago shops.

& North Western

as superintendent, at the
Prior to accepting a position as general
superintendent of the Westinghouse Machine Works, at
East Pittsburgh, Pa., in June, 1909, he was connected with
the Chicago & North Western as general superintendent of
When the Westinghouse Company
Chicago shops.
its
opened its new plant at Essington, Pa., Mr. Otto supervised
the installation of the machinery, and later in February,
191 S, he was transferred to the new works, where he reof the

mained

until his death.

Trade Publications

—

Maclcod
Company, CincinHeaters and Burners. The
Ohio, has issued Buckeye catalogue B, illustrating,
listing and describing the weed burners, ground thawers,
flare light, sand blast and cement blast gun, heating torches,
incinerators, etc., manufactured by that company.
nati.

—

The Clark Tructractor. The Clark Tructractor Company,
Chicago, has issued a 16-page booklet describing a threewheeled industrial truck operated by a gasoline engine of
Illustrations and explanations are
the automobile type.
also given of the application of this burden-carrying and
tractor truck to various industrial purposes, both interior
and exterior. Several photographs show the special mobility
of this machine obtained through the use of only three
wheels.

—

Concrete
Reinforced
Products. The
Massey
Concrete
Products Corporation, Chicago, has issued a general catalog
in the form of a prospectus on the concrete pipes, slabs,
battery wells, buildings, etc., manufactured
company. The booklet is well illustrated with photographs, drawings and tables. This general catalog is a forerunner of a series of supplements containing more detailed
information about the individual products. The first two of
these, on railway culvert pipe and on pipe for highway
culverts and sewers, will be ready for distribution in the
piles, poles, posts,

by

this

near future.
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Railway Financial News
Oakland, Antioch & Eastern.— The Oakland, Antioch & Eastern, the Oakland & Antioch and the San Ramon Valley
are to be sold to a corporation to be formed for the
purpose of operating the three lines as one system. Permission for the sale and amalgamation has been granted
by the Railroad Commission of California.
Stocks and
bonds necessary to finance the reorganization are to be
issued. Approximately 82 per cent of the security holders
of the three roads have approved the plans for this reorganization.
The new company is to have an authorized
stock issue of $5,500,000, divided into $4,000,000 of common and $1,500,000 of preferred stock. It is also to have
an authorized bond issue of $3,000,000. Creditors who have
a first and direct lien on the property are to be paid in
cash.
This indebtedness, according to exhibits filed
the reorganization proceedings, will total $271,354.

in

Railway Construction

—

Canadian National Railways. Contracts have recently
been let as follows: Grading for one additional main line track
between Truro, N. S., and Belmont, about 7.57 miles, to the
Bate, McMahon Company,, Ltd., Ottawa; grading for one
additional main line track between Springhill Junction and
Maccan, about 9.13 miles, to A. Wheaton & Dominion Construction Company, Ltd., Halifax; grading for double track
at Moncton on about 3.35 miles to A. Wheaton & Dominion
Construction Company, Ltd.; grading for double track diversion from mile 108.21 to mile 112.91, between Ste. Rosalie
and Charlotte, about 4.7 miles, to Walters, Doheny & Co.,
Montreal, and for the substructure for the bridge over Tantramar river, mile 85.6, Truro subdivision, consisting of two
250 ft. double track spans.

—

Morristown, Sneedville & Kyle Ford Electric. Organized
an electric line from Kyle Ford, Tenn., west, via Sneedville,
to Briar Creek, thence south, via Luther, Treadway and Mooresburg, to Morristown, about 40 miles.
There will be nine steel

to build

bridges on the line, also 17 trestles with an average length of
300 feet and two sub-stations. The promoters expect to develop
a traffic in farm produce, lumber and ore.
George L. Berry is
president, Pressmens' Home, and J. N. Adams, engineer in chief,
Charleston, Tenn.

Northern

Pacific.

—A

contract for the construction of a

new

passenger station at Brainard, Minn., to replace the one destroyed by fire, has been left to McManis & Tarnoski, St. Paul,
Minn. The building will be 40 ft. by 162 ft., two stories high
and basement, with a 40 ft. by 30 ft. covered platform at each
end.
It will be of concrete and brick, with Ludowici green tile
roof, and tiled floors with oak finish on the first floor and birch
and maple on the second floor. The first floor will contain a
general waiting room, women's room, smoking room and baggage and express room the second floor will be occupied by the
officers of the Minnesota and International and the local Northern Pacific officers. The total cost, including track changes, will
be about $100,000. Work was started the last week in June.
;

Losses of gasoline during transit, are estimated by one
prominent producer and shipper of gasoline to amount to
eight per cent., considering only that shipped in tank cars.
During 1918, about 3,500,000,000 gallons of gasoline were produced in the United States and much of it was shipped more
A los- of one per cent, at 20 cents a gallon,
than once.
means a loss to the shippers and to the nation of $7,000,000.
The railroad loss and damage figures recently published, are
Reid

in

The National Republican

Taking the Count

large,

but the

shippers'

probable wistage through leakage

and evaporation during transit

is

larger.
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at
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M.i
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Institute

1883.

12,

his

reci ived

educa-

achu

of

graduating

nology,
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I

in
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1904,

and
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i

Minn., was announced
in

on

Central Administration
H. P. Dougherty has been appointed assistant directoi
the Division
Lab oi

ea

lin<

was

Railroad Administration

"i

ei

ti

ifi<

W.

Clark has been appointed manager of the Fire Loss
Prevention Section, succeeding Charles N. Rambo.

I

railway
service
in
with
1905
the
hicago Junction where
he
remained
until
I

K. C. Mitchell, chief special agent of the Missouri Pacific,
has been appointed chief of the secret service and police section
ol the Division of Operation, succeeding W. J. Flynn, who
has resigned.

March, 1907, at which
joined
time
he
the
construction
depart-

J

Operating

incut

In

was
B

Blum

the

of

as

Pacific

engineer
F. R. Bartles, superintendent of the Rocky Mountain division of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Missoula,
Mont., who was granted leave of absence in September, 1918,
to enter military service, lias resumed the duties of superintendent; W. C. Showalter, division superintendent, with office
at Missoula, Has been transferred to the Montana division,
with headquarters at Livingston, vice T. F. Lowry, who has
been transferred to the St. Paul division with headquarters at
Minneapolis, Minn., and J. H. Johnson, acting superintendent
of the St. I'aul division, with headquarters at Minneapolis,
has resumed the duties of assistant to the general superintendent, with office at St. Paul.

the

1

Northern

an
in

assistant

Montana.

December,
promoted

1909.

he

to

as-

division

sistant

enginLivingston,
Mont., and in October of the following year he became roadmaster at Duluth, Minn.
Later he was promoted to assistant district engineer with headquarters a1 St. Paul, Minn.,
which position he held until January 1, 1917, when he was
promoted to district engineer, of the lines east of Mandan,
X. D., with headquarters at St. Paul, in which capacity he
served until his recent promotion to engineer maintenance
-

eer

at

of way.

David Kirk Orr, whose appointment

as superintendent of
headquarters at Brownsville,
Pa., has already been announced in these columns,
was horn on November 24. 1865, in Allegheny City, Pa. He
was educated in the Allegheny High School, the Western
University of Pennsylvania and Geneva College, receiving
the degree of A. B. from the latter institution in 1889.
He
began railway work on June 10, 1889, with the Norfolk &
Western as a topographer's assistant, remaining in that
position until September, 1890, when he went to the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie as transitman. He later served as assistant engineer on that road.
In August, 1903, he went to the
Monongahela Railroad as engineer, and subsequently served
consecutively as chief engineer, assistant engineer and assistant chief engineer until his recent appointment as superintendent of the same road as above noted.

the

Monongahela

Railroad,

with

Lieutenant-Colonel G. E. Votaw has received his discharge
from the army and resumed his duties as superintendent of
the Portland division on the Spokane, Portland & Seattle
He entered military
with headquarters at Portland, Ore.
service on April 1, 1918, as a captain in the railway transportation corps.
On May 5 of the same year he arrived in
France where he served as superintendent of the American
service on the Paris & Orleans between Saumur and Gievres
with headquarters at St. Pierre Des Corps. On Aug.ust 13
of the same year he was transferred to the American terminal at Is-Sur-Tille, serving there as terminal and division
superintendent and commanding officer of the 58th regiment,
transportation corps, until January 15, 1919. From that date
until May 10, he acted in the capacity of general superintendent of the 13th Grand division in the Zone of Advance
with headquarters at Commercy. Captain Votaw was commissioned major in the transportation corps on February
15, 1919, and a few months later was promoted to lieutenant-

Obituary
John W. Evans, superintendent of the St. Lawrence diof the Xew York Central, with headquarters at
Watertown, N. Y., died on July 23, in the city hospital at
Watertown, following a stroke of apoplexy. He was born
in 1864, at Remsen, X. Y., and in 1884 began railway work
with the Utica & Black River, now a part of the Xew York
vision

Central. He later served as despatcher and chief despatcher
on the same road until December, 1895, and subsequently'
served on the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, and the Atlanta

& West

In Xovember, 1900, he returned to the New
Point.
York Central and was appointed train despatcher. He was
promoted successively to assistant trainmaster, trainmaster

and assistant superintendent; and since April,

1911,

had been

superintendent.

Kansas and Its Opportunities is the subject of a comprehensive booklet which has been issued by the agricultural
section of the United States Railroad Administration. Tt sets
forth in a striking manner the wonderful agricultural opportunities of the Sunflower State. Governor Henry J. Allen, in
an indorsement of this publication, tells of the state's leadership in agriculture, her inestimable wealth of underground
treasures of coal, salt, lead, zinc, oil and gas, and invites
everybody to come and share in the large prosperity that

Traffic

the development of the state's resources. The
Kansas amounts to 82,158 square miles, or
Belgium is only one-seventh the size of
52,531,200 acres.
Kansas, and the states of Pennsylvania and Indiana, or
Maine and Ohio united, or all Xew England, with Delaware
and Maryland for company, could find resting room on her
Kansas, last autumn, sowed wheat on an
ample bosom.
area of 11,000,000 acres. Her wheat acreage alone exceeds,

manager of the lighterage and
foreign freight department of the Lehigh Valley, has been
appointed foreign freight agent, with headquarters at New

by 2,805,280 acres, the entire area of the Kingdom of HolTwenty-one specialists of the staff of the Kansas
land.
State Agricultural College have written articles for the

York.

booklet.

colonel.

M.

J.

Ormond,

assistant

comes through

total

area

of

/

A
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It

will

be found on Page

unnecessary to mention the fact that the present is a
The railroads are entering the period
of reconstruction and plans for their
Prepare
future needs and development must be
for Increase
made by those upon whom this re-

In this work roads
having automatic signals already installed are in a more favorable position to meet any traffic
ronditions that may arise than roads not so equipped.
Berause of this fact proposed budgets for future work should
nclude estimates for signals on such parts of the systems as
ire congested or where numerous train delays are occurring
jnder other forms of operation.
Before deciding to build a
second track on stretches of heavy traffic single track lines
lot operated by automatic block signals it will be well worth
vhile to study the existing conditions to determine whether
he relocation of passing sidings, coal and water stations and
he installation of automatic signals will not increase the
raffic capacity to such an extent that double tracking may be
leferred for a number of years or perhaps indefinitely.
Too
nuch stress cannot be placed upon the importance of signals
but certainly
is a means of promoting safety to operation;
oo little stress has been placed in the past upon their value
ls means increasing track capacity and promoting economy.

The fact that the orders placed or pending
are from widespread markets, and that some of them are of

and Domestic Commerce indicate that
the hopes of those who are interested
Export
in exports of these commodities are
beginning to be realized. The exports
Trade
of locomotives in May valued at $4,40,551, as briefly noted in last week's issue, were nearly
louble those of April and considerably in excess of any
The exports of passenger and
irevious month this year.

O ur

/ere

considerable quantity tends to confirm one's opinion that it
is justifiable to feel even more optimistic than ever about export trade in railway supplies.

sponsibility falls.

rhe figures showing the exports of railway supplies com)iled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign

reight cars valued at

the Advertising Section

arrangements.

is

time of great changes.

in Traffic

5 of

$960,616 and $6,268,078, respectively,

The

article on concrete roadbed construction which appears
on another page of this issue will be found of interest to all

railway

officers

concerned

with

the

Improving the present high cost of track maintenance.
Railway
The report covers a rather compreTrack Structure bensive variety of special track designs
which have been subjected to service
of greater or less severity over a period of several years in
widely separated parts of this country.
Most of these designs were undertaken as a result of special conditions not
encountered under the ordinary circumstances of railway
building.
It is a fact, however, that they have been carrying

heavy

traffic with low maintenance expenditures, although
conclusive figures as to the relative cost of the ordinary track
construction and any of the special forms described are still
to be presented.
After a century of railway development
most of the tracks the world over now conform to a single
standard of construction comprising three primary features,

namely, the rails, the wooden cross ties and a flexible support permitting of more or less ready adjustment to compensate for the disturbances of traffic.
Imperfect as this
construction may be, it is simple of installation, repair and
renewal and any device designed to supersede this established
construction must show a definite economic advantage. But

we now understand it is far from perand the cost to maintain it when contemplated in terms
of the enormous mileage now in use is very large, consequently there is every inducement for the exercise of inventive genius and outlay for experimental construction from
which a pronounced improvement may ultimately be evolved.
the track in the form
fect

several times in excess of those of previous months.

and axles valued at $769,733 were
than in April but above those for March. The exports
f railroad spikes were considerably in excess of those of any
irevious months this year while in the case of frogs, switches,
tc, the total exports of $1,881,626 were about 75 per cent
Rails
reater than those of April, the best previous month.
xported valued at $4,902,970 were not as great as in Febuary, but they were considerably in excess of the figures for
ny other month. The figures quoted, to be sure, are to an
What counts is the business recently
xtent only history.
•laced or in sight; but it is probable that the figures for May
/ill
be sustained and possibly exceeded in the following
nonths.
Japan has continued her buying of steel for railway purposes.
Last week the Equipment and Supplies Colmn of this paper reported orders for 23 locomotives divided
>et\veen four countries, Chile, Argentina, the Dutch East
?he exports of car wheels
ess

ndies and Formosa, in addition to orders for 432 freight
is more iman order for locolotives, depending upon financial arrangements, and Poland
5 seeking to place in this country orders for a considerable
[uantity of railway supplies, also depending upon financial

ars for Peru,
lortant,

Colombia and Cuba, and what

Rumania has been ready

to place

In

probability

all

electrification

advance more rapidly

in

foreign

countries

will

few years than it will here
in the United States.
There is a crya dozen European
8 neC( Ior coa ^
Another
and South American countries and
Keason
e p^^
f ra droad coa i has jumped
to figures varying from $20 to $46 a
ton.
One of the elements in the electrification question is
train mile costs and these prices for coal have made consideration of this element necessary. There are no such prices now
in the United States hut with present day shipping facilities
much American coal can be exported to foreign ports. Agents
from the United State- are now investigating conditions in
many foreign ports concerning prices of coal, its market, port
facilities for handling it. facilities for shipping coal to inland
markets, etc. Furthermore, American producers are sending
letters to foreign consumers explaining what they have to
offer and requesting that they be favored with a trial order.
The following is an extract from one of these letters:
in the next

m

l

m

^

"Gentlemen:
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i

in

the

past

principal

reasons

demanding

adoption
of electric operation in the United States have been terminal
was considered cheaper to
it
and trunk line congestion,
electrify than to lay additional tracks and to expand existing
Now another possible reason has appeared on
terminals.
the horizon. No railroad ran be electrified over night; and hefore much progress can be made with foreign electrifications
n i- possible thai the price of coal in the United States will
be increased to a point at which consideration of electrifica
Hon will be more necessary than it is at the presenl tune
tin'

the

acquire a bias against the railroads which would influence
In- performance of it- quasi judicial function of regul
in

it

i

rates.

Furthermore, there is one most important administrative
function of regulation which neither the Interstate Commerce
Commission nor an) other governmental officer or bod)
performed.
This i> the function of studying the transportation situation and basing on the results of this study m
ures to promote the prosperity and development of the transportation industry of the country.
A Transportation Hoard
should he created not merely to perform the administrative

functions now

The Transportation Conference Plan
Tin
1>\

ri

w

the

for

railroad legislation submitted to Congress
Transportation Conference called by

National

was outlined
week (July 25, page 143). This
plan is especially interesting and significant because it is the
product of careful deliberation and thorough discussions carried on for several weeks by an unofficial body of men which

the

Chamber

in the

of

Commerce

Railway Age

of the United States

for last

included manufacturers, farmers, bankers, labor leaders, coland railway officers. The two outstanding
features of the plan illustrate strikingly the way in which are
running the minds of most men who have thoroughly in-

lege professors

formed themselves regarding the railway situation and the
These two outstanding features are
problems it presents.
the proposal for the creation of a National Transportation
for assuring to the railways

performed by the Commission, but above all
work for the improvement of our transportation situation
in the same way that the Department of Agriculture works to
promote agriculture, the Department of Commerce to further
the interests of commerce and the Department of Labor to
improve the condition of labor
In one very important respect the functions of the Transportation Board, as proposed by the Transportation Conference, would differ from them as proposed by the Association
of Railway Executives.
The Association of Railwa) Executives would have the Transportation Board certify to the
Interstate Commerce Commission on behalf of the public the
to

amount of revenues which, in the public interest, the railways of each territory should be allowed to earn from year
to year, and would have the Commission required to so fix
the rates as to provide these revenues unless good cause were

shown

The

for not

doing

so.

While the Association

feeling long has been growing

of

Railway

among

must be made

students of railsufficient to enable the railways adequately to

valuation.

develop their

facilities,

feeling long has been growing among students of railroad regulation that the Interstate Commerce Commission has
been given too much work and also has been given functions
and duties which are inconsistent. The Association of Railway

would require that the railways must be allowed to earn a
minimum average of 6 per cent or any other specified aver-

Board and the scheme suggested
an average annual return of

at least 6 per cent

upon a proper

The

Executives proposed that this condition should be remedied
by the creation of a Department of Transportation with a
Secretary of Transportation at its head to which should be

The
delegated all the administrative work of regulation.
railway executives have since substituted a proposal that a
This
Transportation Board of three members be created.
board would be an administrative body and would have not
only the duty of enforcing regulatory railway laws, but also of
keeping constantly informed as to the general transportation
and adopting or recommending to Congress and the
Commerce Commission action needed to promote
public interest the improvement and development of

situation

Interstate

the

in

The Transportation
transportation system.
Conference also reached the conclusion that a Transportation
Board should be created to which should be delegated the
purely administrative functions now performed by the Commission and such additional administrative functions as legis-

the

country's

may provide for.
very strong argument may be made for the creation of a
Transportation Board. In Great Britain before the war the
judicial function of regulating rates was performed by the
Railway and Canal Commission, while all the administrative
lation

A

was done by the Board of Trade,
a government department which has a cabinet minister at its
The distinction between administrative and judicial
head.
Furthermore, it is very difficult for any
functions is clear.
man or body to perform them both at the same time and perpart of railway regulation

form them both well. The Interstate Commerce Commission
was originally created, as in a sense, an administrative body,
but the principal duty it was given was the quasi judicial
one of regulating rates. The principal administrative work

it

is

opposed to legislation which

The Transportation Conference, on the other hand,
advocates a plan which, in effect, would require the Interage.

state

Commerce Commission

to so fix the rates of the rail-

ways

in each large territorial

group as

of that group to earn a

minimum

to enable the railways
average of 6 per cent per

Any excess
the fair value of their properties.
over 6 per cent earned by an individual road would be
placed by that road in a special contingent fund of its own
until its contingent fund became equal to 6 per cent of its
valuation.
After that one-third of its excess over 6 per cent
would be paid into its own contingent fund and two-thirds
These contingent
in a general railroad contingent fund.
funds would be drawn upon by the railways in lean years to

annum upon

make up

for deficiencies in their earnings.

Both of these plans are, in effect, declarations that those
who have drawn them up fear that if the country returns to
a system of regulation under which the Interstate Commerce
Commission would have the same discretion in regulating
rates it had in the past the Commission will not let the roads
earn adequate returns.
Unfortunately, this apprehension is
well founded.
It is supported both by the record made by
the Commission in the years from 1906 to 1917 and by recent
utterances of members of the Commission.
Even Commissioner Clark, who has long been recognized as one of the
ablest, sanest and fairest men on the Commission, indicated
by his testimony before the House Committee on Interstate
Commerce last week that he believed any harm that had been
done to the credit of the railroads under the old system of
regulation was due not to the Interstate Commerce Commission but occurred because "railroad executives and financial
interests kept on saying in season and out of season since
1910 that they had no credit." There is no ground for hope
that the Interstate Commerce Commission with its present
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unlimited discretion, as is
bill, to determine what the

ment" referred to in the resolution quoted doubtless are these
methods which have resulted in advances in wages and then

would in the exercise of
them earn enough to enable the roads to
This is the
prosper and adequately develop their facilities.
universal opinion among railway financiers and railway offiThis being the situation, if the railcers, and it is justified.
ways are to be returned to private operation it is imperative
that the determination of the amount which they are to be
allowed to earn shall not be left entirely in the hands of the

advances in prices to offset the increased cost of production
due to the advances in wages, and then in advances in wages
to offset the increase in the cost of living, and so on ad

personnel,

proposed

given

if

in

the

practically

Esch-Pomerene

railroads should be allowed to earn,

that discretion let

The Association of RailInterstate Commerce Commission.
way Executives has proposed one plan for dealing with the
situation and the National Transportation Conference anThe adoption of either proposal would result in an
other.
improvement in our system of regulation.

Labor and Efficiency
/"V\"E or

the most

interesting

of

Production

and significant resolutions

^^

adopted by the American Federation of Labor at its
recent annual meeting at Atlantic City relates to the importance of scientific research as a means of promoting the
economic welfare of labor. It is a recognition by organized
labor of the fact that increased efficiency of production is
essential to the

improvement of the condition of labor

itself

which ought not to be allowed to pass without notice being
it and its true significance being emphasized.

infinitum.

The

wages of labor consist not of the money it is
homes the workers are able to provide, and
the food and clothing, the comforts and luxuries they are
able to buy with the money that they are paid.
Experience
is teaching the workers that it does not benefit them to get
the amount that they are paid increased if at the same time
prices generally are also correspondingly increased, and in
consequence they are rendered unable to buy any more with
their money than they were able to buy before.
It is bringing home to them the lesson, as this resolution shows, that
the only way in which real, as distinguished from money,
wages can be increased, is by increasing the efficiency of
production.
Organized labor has proceeded upon the assumption that a very large part of what is produced is taken
and consumed by the capitalists, and that if it could get a
big part of what goes to the capitalists its condition would
But much the larger part of all
be sufficiently improved.
that is produced goes to labor already and only a comparatively small part to capital; and so, even if labor should get
a much larger part, or even all, of the present total product
of industry, the increase in the real wages of the average
worker would be very small.

The

taken of

The

resolution sets forth that "Scientific research

and the

technical application of the results of research from a fundamental basis upon which the development of our industries

—

manufacturing, agriculture, mining, and others must rest."
It adds that "The increased productivity of industry resulting from scientific research is a most potent factor in the
ever increasing struggle of the workers to raise their standards of living; and the importance of this factor must
steadily

increase,

since

there

is

a limit

beyond which the

average standard of living of the whole population cannot
progress by the usual methods of readjustment, which limit
can only be raised by research and the utilization of the
Therefore, the American
results of research in industry."
Federation of Labor resolved "That a broad program of scientific and technical research is of major importance to the
national welfare and should be fostered in every way by the
federal government, and that the activities of the government itself in such research work should be adequately and
generously supported in order that the work may be greatly
strengthened and extended."
The broadening vision regarding

fundamental eco-

of industry which this resolution indicates that
organized labor is getting doubtless is due largely to developHeretofore, organized labor has
ments of recent years.
acted mainly, and indeed almost entirely, upon the assumpto better
tion that all that has been needed to enable labor

condition has been to increase its money wages and sein
cure reductions in the hours a day, and improvements
Never
did
labor
worked.
has
it
which
under
conditions
the
its

obtain such large increases in its money wages and such
large concessions of other kinds as within the last four years.
in its

money wages

lias

been preceded by,

or has resulted in, an increase in prices and in the cost of
The increase in the cost of living has largely, and
living.
wages.
in many cases wholly, offset the advances in money
Therefore, with money wages much higher than they ever

were before,

many working men

find

themselves unable to

to buy any more or better food, to
clothes, or to provide any more comfor themselves and their families than

any better homes,
buy any more or better
rent

forts and luxuries
they were able to before.

only

way permanently and

the real wages of labor

is

substantially to increase

to increase the total

amount of

The only way in which this can
useful things produced.
be done, especially if increased production is to go hand
in hand with reductions in the hours of work of labor, is by
One of the most
increasing the efficiency of production.
important means of increasing the productivity of industry
the one to which the American Federation of Labor refers
in this resolution, namely, "Scientific research and the techScientific renical application of the results of research."
is

search and the technical application of the results of research
have been the means which have created all the labor-saving
machinery in the world, from the spinning jenny to the Mallet

locomotive.

While, however, organized labor is right in urging government support of scientific and technical research, it would
be a great mistake to rely too much upon government activiAll of the great developments along
ties for their promotion.
these lines in the past have been the result of the exercise
of the inventive genius of private individuals, and of the
application of their inventions in industry by
Therefore, labor, for its own welfare, should
oppose any measures, governmental or otherwise, which
would restrict the exercise of private initiative and enterpractical

the

nomics

But every advance

real

paid, but of the

"The usual methods

of readjust-

private capital.

prise.

There is another very important point connected with this
matter which labor should not overlook. The most improved
machinery and methods which scientific research and ingenius can devise and capital can provide would
be valueless if intelligent worker- were not available to use
them, or if the workers available should refuse to make good
On the other hand, the more intelligence and
use of them.
energy labor exerts in the use of the methods and machinery
developed by scientific research and inventive genius and
applied practically to the purposes of industry by business
men, the more efficient industry will be and the larger will
ventive

be the product of industrial operations in proportion to the
number of persons employed in industry and to the total
The larger the product of industry is, in propopulation.
portion to the number of persons employed, the lower, on
any given scale of money wages, will be the cost of pro-

duction;

and the lower the

cost

of

production,

the

lowef

—
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will be hf pruts whi.h the woikers will ha\e tO p.i\ tor the
things produced and the more of them they will be able to bu)
in other words,
with any given amount of monej wage
ffi
t

i

,

dependent, not only upon scientific re
search, but also upon capable management and efficient labor;
and greater efficiency in production is the only tiling which
will ever make it possible to have high money wages and low
the total production of the in
It"
prices at the same time.
dustries of the United States should be doubled today without an) change in money wages, it would almost immediately
Income possible for labor, with its present money Wages, to
buy twice as much Of the things it wants in other words,
ciencj of production

is

to provide itself with twice as
as

many comforts and

can now.
While, therefore, organized labor

luxuries

it

is

advocating scientific

increasing production and thereby
improving the condition of labor, it should also be doing
all it can to encourage greater efficiency in industrial management and greater efficiency in the work done by labor
research

as

means

a

of

The result would be an increase in the

itself.

total

amount

of things produced; and labor, organized as it is, can rely
upon itself to get as large a part of the increased amount
of things produced as it is able to get of the smaller amount
Unfortunately, organized labor
of things produced now.
been very slow to recognize the fact that no substantial

has

and permanent improvement can be made

in the condition

of labor under the present or any other industrial system
except by increasing the efficiency of production, and that
increased' efficiency in production is largely dependent upon
the intelligence and energy of the work done by labor itself.

When

labor

increases

recognizes

these

facts

and

acts

accordingly

living will cease to follow every
they never will until then under any

in the cost of

advance in wages; and

ployed

in the maintenance of the various parts of the railroad
that affect track circuil Operation than any other part of the

For instance, .section laborers who know little
regarding the operation of track and signal circuits are employed to look after the insulated rail joints, insulated
switches, ballast, drainage and sometimes bonding, all of
Which, as pointed out before, inilwcnce the operation of the
signal system.

track circuit.

It

is

a significant fact that the track standards

on many roads now require not less than one inch clearance
between the base of the rail and the ballast, such a clearance
being also exceedingly desirable for the proper working of a
track circuit.
Yet in many cases, it is a difficult matter to
get the track forces to maintain their own standards, which
would ultimately mean a better working track circuit. Dirty
track and ballast have been the cause of many track circuit
failures, as, for example, around coal chutes.
Wet track
naturally creates another very bad track circuit condition,
and where it is possible to get drainage for track circuits that
otherwise would be wet it is important to do so. The installation of insulated joints is another feature which requires
they are not properly installed conditions
result in foreign current or other
trouble of no less serious a nature.
It is impossible to get the best results from track circuits
unless all the conditions under which they are operated are
kept good; and to keep all the conditions good requires the
co-operation of all departments concerned with the operation!
and maintenance of signaling apparatus and tracks.
special care, for

if

may develop which may

Should Engineers Be Paid Overtime?
men employed by the engineering and'
maintenance of way departments were for some reasonoverlooked in the drafting of the supplements to Wage Order
No. 27. While nearly all other classes of employees were
identified specifically in these supplemental orders, the enSome railroads have corrected
gineers were not mentioned.
this omission by the promulgation of special wage advances
Others have made
for the technical men in their employ.
broad interpretations of certain clauses in the supplements so
""Phe technical

industrial system.

*

Improving the Conditions of
Track Circuit Operation
single invention in connection with block
facilitate
signals has done more to promote safety and
transportation
the movement of traffic in the railway
of automatic block
field than the track circuit for the control
signal appliances.
signals, crossing bells and other railway

Perhaps no

years

This invention, simple in itself, was first designed 47
ago by William Robinson of Brooklyn, N. Y. Since that time
track
a great deal has been done to develop apparatus for
application;
circuit use and to further improve the methods of
signalmen that
yet there seems to be a feeling among some
where
the use of the track circuit has not yet reached the point
reliable and as great an
it can be considered as absolutely

Some of the
it is possible to make it.
conditions which affect the operation of the track circuit are
the bonding; the track insulation; the treatment of ties; the
ballast; the drainage; the clearance between the rails and
the ballast, and foreign current. If any one or more of these
does not follow the best practice in providing proper conditions for track circuit operation there is a chance of a failure
ecoonomic success as

which may

Vol. 67, No. 5

result in at least a portion of the signal system

functioning improperly and may even cause delays to traffic
An efficient
or possibly trouble of a most serious nature.
working system of signals is certainly desirable. It is therefore important to have the parts that enter into it operate
under conditions that are the most favorable to successful
service.

Track circuits form a part of such a system and apparently
they require the greatest amount of attention. They therefore
need the care of experienced men to keep them in working
Yet a greater number of inexperienced men are emorder.

as to include the engineers in their provisions.
no uniformity of action and on

there has been

As a result
some roads

engineers with years of experience and responsibility have
found themselves in the new and somewhat humiliating position of receiving extra pay for overtime while suffering deduc-

However, this question is one of deeper
mere personal feelings of the men involved and, like the broad question of adequate compensation,
should be accorded thorough study.
The question of overtime may be approached from three
different angles:
(1) justice to the men, (2) its effect on
tions for lost time.

significance than the

their work, i. e., the psychology of the problem, (3) the
practicability of determining the extra compensation on an

hourly overtime basis. Another factor not to be overlooked
concerns the precedents already established by the Board of
Wages and Working Conditions for other classes of men.
The simplest case is that of the draftsman, computor, engineer, accountant or other offce man employed each day at
a fixed office with definite hours of service. There would
seem to be little question as to the justice of the payment of
overtime or the allowance of equivalent time off for any work
required of these men outside of the regular office hours.
Men so employed are expected to produce results from hour
to hour and should be rewarded if additional work is required of them. The same holds true of the field engineer
engaged on some massive project requiring his presence at a
fixed point. Regular hours of work may readily be instituted
for these men although the diversified character of the em--
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)loymcnt, the time lost in walking about, the delays incident
working operations, storms, etc., tend to disrupt the daily

chedule and it is admitted that the case is not as clear as
Nevertheless, the same logic applies
nth the office man.
n hoth cases.

Turning now

to the

man who must

put in considerable

ime on trains or in waiting for trains, we find that he is
paid on a monthly basis with the tacit understanding
hat the company may have his services for 24 hours each
lay, although allowing him a certain amount of time for
In most cases, this does not involve as much
oeals and rest.
The "maintenance" survey
lardship as may be supposed.
tarty may be away from Monday morning until Saturday
vening with most of the nights spent on trains, yet the time
Ctually occupied in effective work may not average over six
To the young, unmarried man this system may
ours daily.
ivolve no particular inconvenience.
He usually manages to
ave as good a time as he would at headquarters and, what
iterests him still more, his expenses are being paid while he
away. With the married man the case is different, for he
as more inducement to be at home, and he feels it a hardship
) be away for a whole week at a time, or what is really
arder, to get in each night at 9 or 10 o'clock and leave at an
irly hour in the morning.
There is some precedent for paying overtime to engineer
arties for time elapsed in traveling, in the rulings on car
?pairers, pump repairmen, etc.
On the other hand, there is
distinct parallel between the engineer employed in field
jrvice on a railroad and the local traveling salesman, especBy this is
illy in the case of the "engineer in charge."
leant any man who is master of his own and his assistants'
me in the execution of certain assigned work away from
eadquarters. He is held responsible for the amount of work
e completes, but may arrange his time largely as he pleases.
may, therefore, be argued that inasmuch as the salesman
paid for results rather than time employed, the engineer
ho is also held responsible for results should be paid on the
isually

1

\

i

ime basis.

This raises the question of the moral influence of overtime
ayment on the man who is responsible for his own working
ours.
At present no factor, with the possible exception of
account, enters into the arrangement of his
ie expense
:hedules for the most expeditious completion of his work,
nder the overtime system, it is suggested that he would
rofit by staying out on the line until the last train, or by so
rranging his time as to be away from headquarters as much
This inference at best seems rather farfetched
> possible.
the case of a man with any degree of responsibility, cerThe question of the
,inly with the man who has a home.
racticability of applying the overtime system is also imDrtant, not only from the standpoint of the clerical labor
ivolved, but of the moral influence arising from the fact
lat in a large majority of cases each man would be required
make out his own time with small possibility of any accutte check by a disinterested party.
To summarize, it would seem to be to the best interest of
ie man who is master of his own time or that of others and
ho is held responsible for results that he should receive a
i

»

ilary sufficient for him not to expect overtime compensation,
in the other hand, a man in the office or field not away
om home who is required by others to spend more than the
;gular stated hours at his employment should receive addional pay for the extra hours worked as his salary is based
In the case of a man traveling
l his routine employment.
l an expense account, it would not seem desirable to pay an
If justice demands that recognition should
Durly overtime.

given unusually severe conditions of employment, it
ould be preferable to do this by proper adjustment of the

J
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Attempting

to Discredit

Railway Officers
In A recent issue of this paper was published a sample
Plumb plan propaganda which is being distributed

1 the

of
in

the interest of the scheme to have the government buy the
railroads for the benefit of their employees.
have since

We

come

into

possession

another type of the propaganda
being conducted by some of the railroad labor leaders which,
while ostensibly directed at the present form of government
control, seems to be intended to discredit railroad officers
of

generally.

Charges

that

the

railroads

under

federal

control

are

up their earnings" by carrying on the payrolls large
numbers of officers "who perform no service whatever" are
made by W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Rail"eating

road Trainmen, in a

letter to Senator Atlee Pomerene, of Ohio,
some portions of which have appeared in Ohio newspapers.
Mr. Lee attempts to transfer from the employees' payroll

to that of the officers the

onus of responsibility for the large
being incurred, and says he is in receipt of information "indicating that from 30 to 60 per cent more operating
officers are carried on the payrolls today than under private
deficits

He encloses some "reliable information" regarding the officers on the Chicago Great Western as an example,
as an aid to the Senator in determining why a deficit "of
control."

about $275,000,000"

is shown for the first five months of
Mr. Lee's information will not be especially convincing to those who have examined the statement compiled
by the Railroad Administration and published in the Railway
Age of April 25, comparing the payroll for January. 1919,
with that for December, 1917, which shows an increase in
the number of officers from 18,588 to 19,325, or less than 4
per cent, with an increase in compensation for the month
from $4,892,945 to $5,497,718, or about 12 per cent, whereas
the total number of employees, including officers, had increased from 1,703,748 to 1,848,774, or 8.5 per cent, while
the total compensation increased from $153,039,988 to $230,800,589, or 50 per cent.
The number of general officers
had decreased from 7,451 to 6,851 and the number of division officers had increased from 11,136 to 12,474, and
while the increase in the officers' payroll was at the rate of

this year.

$7,248,000 a year (on the rough basis of multiplying the
figures by 12) the total payroll increase was at the rate of
$932,000,000 a year.

Mr. Lee, however, is "not surprised that some of the roads
failed to earn their guaranteed returns" if the same method

was used on other roads as was used on the Chicago Great
Western, on which he says many positions were created that
were never heard of before on this property. To prove it
he lists a federal manager, two assistants, a general superintendent of transportation, a "protector of property," and a
"conservor of fuel," and adds that under private control
the general manager and his chief clerk "performed all the
duties that the above officials are ordinarily supposed to

perform."

The Pocket
of

the

List of Railroad Officials does not list one
federal managers nor the "protector of

assistant

property."

It

docs

Pocket List for the

name a

supervisor of fuel.

last quarter of

1917

lists

But the

a president, an

and two assistants,
manager, and an inspector of transportation who
were performing the duties now handled by the first four
of the six men mentioned by Mr. Lee. although, of course,
some of them had other duties. After President Felton went
assistant to the president, a vice-president
a general

Washington as director general of military railways, W. L.
Park was given leave of absence from the Illinois Central

to

:

1

1

1
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11

appointed firsi vice-president of the Chicago Greal
Western.
The traffic vice president and two assistants who
1)
17 list n<> longer appear, l>ut their places
were in the
seem to have been taken bj an assistant to the federal man
ager, who then held the office of assistant general freight
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Mr. Lee also mentions five division superintendents, and
one assistant superintendent, which is the same number of
Such officers a- was shown in the 1917 list, or one for each
lie also mentions si\ trainmasters, six
Oliles of line.
The
road foremen of engines and four traveling firemen.
Pocket List for 1917 showed only three trainmasters and now
shows only five.
shows five road foremen, while it
It onl\
Mr. Lee rather objects
did not list these Officials in I'M 7.

new

to the traveling firemen, saying they represent a

and

that

down

they have no new

position

firemen to instruct, "just draw

the salary."

We

some results along the
understood
that
from the
line of fuel conservation have been obtained
employment of fuel supervisors, road foremen and traveling firemen, even when their instruction was lavished on
experienced firemen. We also appreciate that Mr. Lee would
like to believe that the employees with the assistance of their
labor organizations could run the railroads without officers,
but we do not understand that the labor organizations are
run that way, and we have also heard of some of their officers
have

having had their salaries raised of

late.

Mr. Lee also says that at East Stockton, 111., there are
only two switch engines, but two general yardmasters each
drawing $250 a month. He also mentions a number of officers formerly concerned with traffic solicitation, who he says
are not performing any service now except that "occasionally
one will ride a troop train and make about the same report
as the conductor has to make" and that others "ride sleepers
Former freight soliciat night and spot on the train crews."
tors, he says, are "now holding down a desk with nothing to
do but watch the eight hours pass away." We are not fully
informed as to what all the former traffic solicitors are now

we

men who have accompanied

the
troop trains have been found necessary to do several things
that have contributed toward the successful handling of the

doing, but

believe the

movement which would not have been performed by
conductor and we understand that some at least of the

troop
the

former traffic men have been found rather useful in performing functions not completely provided for in the operating department.

Mr. Lee also informs the Senator that
wants

to

find

many men holding

government
paying large

"if the

positions,

created since the government took over the roads,
and men carried on the payrolls in general freight and passenger departments who perform no service whatever, they
can find them if they will only investigate." He wishes it
salaries,

understood that he is not of the opinion that the Chicago
Great Western is operated more expensively than a majority
of other railroads, because he is "certain a similar or worse
condition can be found by the most casual observor on

Valuation ad

Absurdum
Clin AGO,

To mi

I'm

fact

that

he

has

.

following interesting and instructive details of the
of driving spikes have been worked out by tinvaluation department of one of the large railroads.
first question to he solved being track spikes; what they are

The

actual COS1

—

their use, etc.
A conference was held by the valuation
engineer, two assistant valuation engineers and an engineer
of unusual ability acting as the advisory board.
The con-

ference lasted from April 1 to June 15 and many interesting points regarding track spikes, their life and habits, were

The

brought out.

cost of

working up data

for this inquiry

was as follows:
Valuation Engineer, 2 /2 months at $350
Engineers, 2'y'i months at $250,
Special engineer, 2 V2 months at $275
Eiigineer of cost, 2^a months at $245
1
Pilot engineer, 2 V2 months at $200
Accountant, 2]/2 months at $175
Clerk, 2Vi months at $150
1
Clerk, 2]/2 months at $125
Clerk, 2>2 months at $100
1
i
Stenographer 2]/2 months at $100
5 per cent, Stationery, printing, etc
-f-

$875.00

J

2 Assis't Val.

5

months

at

$250

1,250.00

687.50
612.50
500.00
437.50
375.00
312.50
250.00
250.00
277.50

1

1

1

1

$5,827.50

The momentous

question of what a track spike is, having
been decided, the next step was to investigate the cost of
driving track spikes. One hundred and seventy-six railroads
were written to, asking for details of the methods and cost of
driving; the railroads in turn kindly took the matter up with
1,760 roadmasters, asking each roadmaster to obtain the opinion of 5 section foremen.

The

detailed expense of this section of the inquiry

is

given

below

/

17o Valuation engineers, l 2 day each, 3.5 months at $350....
1,760 Roadmasters, l 2 day each, 35.2 months at $200
3.S0O Section foremen, 1 hour each, 8,800 hours at 45 cents.
Clerical Help Compiling Figures
4 Clerks, 1 month at $125
2 Stenographers, 1 month each, at $100
+ 5 per cent for stationery, printing, etc

/

$1,225.00
7,040.00
3,960.00

500.00
200.00
696.25

$13,621.25

Upon

the advisory board looking over the figures

it

was

decided after a lengthy discussion that it would be most
interesting to have a practical demonstration showing the
actual cost of driving a track spike.
Invitations were accepted by 50 valuation engineers to be present at the demonstration.
Mike O'Reilly was the section hand chosen to drive
the spike and the official time was 10 seconds at 40 cents per
hour or 1/10 of a cent.
Figuring the average mileage for the valuation engineers
as 800, we have
40.000

Miles at

cents

3

Time, 2 days each, 100 days,
Expenses $10 per man

2

$1,200
700
500

months

$2,400

numerous other properties."

The

III

'"!<:

selected

this

road

as

an

ex-

ample may or may not be due to the fact that W. L.
Park, the federal manager, was a member of the board
of arbitration on the wage demands of the engineers and fire-

men in 1915 that rendered a decision that has been bitterly
Mr. Lee will have
assailed by the brotherhoods ever since.
little difficulty in proving that Mr. McAdoo failed to demonstrate any saving in overhead costs by his reorganization of
the railroads, but his camouflage is too thin to hang any large
part of a deficit running into hundreds of millions on any
increase in officers' payrolls.

Therefore

it

cost

$21,849 to ascertain that

it

cost

1/10

of

a cent to drive a track spike.

"A Liar
The American
its

Figures."

Mining Engineers expects its
to be one of the most
Over 150 papers have been sub-

Institute of

Chicago meeting, September
interesting in

Who

history.

22-26,

By a special train leaving Chimembers and guests will go to La

mitted to the committee.

cago September
Salle,

111..

smelters.

f

25,

the

o visit the coal mines, cement works and zinc

The Reconstruction Program
The Minister

of Public

Work That

French Railways

for

Works and Transports

Outlines

Will Cost About $1,000,000,000

By Robert

E. Thayer,

European Editor of the Railway Age
Part

ONEhad

OF the largest problems the French government
to face after the cessation of hostilities

ber
in the

11,

war

on Novem-

1918, was the reconstruction of the railways

I

had been approved but not passed upon; and of the projects
not yet approved, but sufficiently advanced to be submitted
promptly to the Administration, wherever these projects were

zone, the completion of improvements that were

1914 but which were not completed on account of
and the development of new lines made necessary
increased traffic and changed geographical conditions.

started in

the war,

by the

Destruction of the Station at Beuvaigue

This work

under the jurisdiction of M. Claveille, minister
and transports, who in an endeavor to get the
work started promptly has eliminated as much of the red
tape common to governmental operations as possible. On the
day following the armistice he asked the chief engineer of
is

Destruction at Condien on the Aisne

of public works

Destruction of the Station at Lassigny.

Remains

of the Station.

In the Foreground

The Brick Structure

is

really of great utility.
At the same time, the engineers were
requested to get in touch with the contractors for the immediWhere
ate resumption of the work they had been executing.

Shown

at the

from the services of the
showing the work necessary for repairing
the damages caused to lines of communication of all kinds.
He also asked for a list of work started before the war. He
also asked for a list of the projects of equal importance which
his organization to obtain reports

the

liberated regions

to

101

the

Remains

of a

Water Tank and

Right of the Water Tank

work had not
have

at the Left Is

a Signal

it

to allot

it

done under

What

Tower

yet been assigned, the engineers

make arrangements

tractors, or

Was

were asked

to private enterprises, con-

state supervision

as

seemed

best.

The

cost of the reconstruction

work

is

to be borne

by the
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government of France under

Chambei
dudes on

of

Deputies

in

i

law

which

wm

the latter pari of

passed

1917.

\>y

rhia

the

oi putting the lines back into as g°<>d
were before the war, and an} expenses for
improvements are to be submitted for propei action in each
l

\

the cost

parti< ular case.

I

War Zone

in

these

wai appalling. On the Nord
way, that all railway material,

Lini

a general

including everything that goe to make up a railway, inhided between the line of the extreme German front of 1918
back to the frontier, was destroyed in a systematic manner.
<>!
The VS. me
thifl area is well illustrated by the accom-

<

vance,

he railroads of France are classified under two heads,
Principal railroads; railroads of local interest.
The

(

The

<.m he said,

panying

principal railroads are those such as the Nord, Est, ParisOrleans, Midi. St.ue, Paris-Lyons Mediterranean, and
eia

ture.

it

-

Reconstruction in the
via.!

damage sustained by

in

condition aa thej
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railroads of local interest are narrow gage lines

operated with steam locomotives, and correspond somewhat
They
to the electric interurban lines in the United States.
serve local communities and act as feeders to the principal
railroads without competing with them for traffic.

Principal Railroads

The brunt of the damage to the principal French railways
caused by the war was borne by the Nord and Est railways,
The
the lines of which extended throughout the war zone.

official

the

maps which show

advance

line

of

the extreme German ad1918, the line existing at the

signing of the armistice and the Belgian frontier.
The Germans blew up all the bridges and constructions,
big and small, using very heavily charged mines which, in

most cases, not only destroyed the vault- or metal flooring

of

the bridges, but also the piers and abutments to their very
foundations.
They blew up all the switches and even destroyed the running track along distances of tens of kilometers consecutively, either by blowing up every other joint
thus making the rails unserviceable, or by tearing away the
rail from the ties by using metal plows* attached to locomotives.
This latter method played such havoc with the track
that there was nothing left but to completely clear away the
"These plows consisted of a large triangle yoke of heavy steel, one leg
of which was placed under the rails.

August

1,
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wreckage and entirely replace the rail and ties. It should be
added that the destruction continued for several weeks after
In the stathe armistice through the use of delayed mines.
tions of the invaded region, the electric equipment, furniture,
tools and supplies of all kinds were destroyed or entirely
removed by the enemy.

On

the Est there

was the same

destruction.

All the part

of the railroad between the line of the extreme advance of

enemy in July, 1918, and the line held on the day the
armistice was signed, was destroyed in battle or by sysOn the line from Rheims to Laon, betematic devastation.
the

tween Rheims and Guignicourt, the embankment was completely torn to pieces on account of the fact that it was used
The
for shelters, trenches and barbed wire entanglements.
same was the case with the line from Paris to Strassburg beyond Embermenil, and elsewhere. Part of the line from
Bazancourt to Challerange marked the battle front for four
In other places mines
years, and it was completely torn up.
Almost everywhere
left craters 30 to 60 ft. in diameter.
bridges and other constructions were entirely or partly
destroyed by the enemy. Even in the region evacuated after

193

armistice, some of the most important bridges were
destroyed by the Germans, whole piers and abutments being
blown completely out of the water, leaving openings more
than 60 ft. wide.
Eight tunnels were also entirely blocked up.
Four of
these near Liart will require a very long time to clear out
on account of the unfavorable character of the material
through which the tunnel was bored. Two others, one near
Perthes, and the other at Manre, near Challerange, although
in the chalk, were so completely blown up that the earth has
sunk down through the whole thickness from the surface to

the

At Perthes 2,472,000 cu. ft. of debris had already
been removed in March, 1919, without yet reaching the parts

the vault.

of the vault

still

in place.

At Manre

it

is

believed that

between 6,000,000 and 7,000,000 cu. ft. of soil will have to
be removed before the tunnel can be opened.
The tracks in some places were completely removd by the
enemy, notably along a distance of 18.6 miles on the RheimsLaon line, 12.4 miles on the Rheims-Challerange line, and
Everywhere else
12.4 miles on the Bazancourt-Sedan line.
the destruction was carried out systematically, generally by

RAILWAY AGL

'I

1

blowing up ever} other rail joint, and occasionally bj cutting
destruction of the track b)
middle of each rail,
using I'lim-. seen bo frequentlj on the Nord, was onl) em
ployed "ii the Est along one stretch 2.5 miles long, between
Armagne and Charleville. The switches were almost com
»

the

i

1

1
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chiner)

been

terminals,

ih<

in

moved

pi

The

following

caused

to the

figures

Nord and
:

pletel)

or reinforced concrete tank- were also pulled
out

ing

their

foundations

from

under

cranei

and track

have

cales

will

give an

idea

the

ol

dam

Est railroad-:
Mil.s

1

destroyed or removed in all the Btations oi the region,
ami all apparatus rendered useless.
The water pipes also were almost completely destroyed
in all places where thej win- qoI underground.
The metal

the

or destroys d.

(Being one-third
n

03

•

'I

the

ol

damagi

"i

total

i.koj

•!

length operated

on

t

li<-

two roadi

i

rvice

lindgci
I

i

1

1

1.

1

destroyed

1.

an lei ii. •

d<

.5

i

JO
i.:

I

itroyed

down by knock

them.

The

water

V
1/

!

A Somme

Bridge. This Damage Was Done by Dynamite.
The Force of the Explosion Was so Great That the
End of the Bridge Resting on the Left Bank of
the River Was Thrown Completely Across
the River and Is Shown Upside Down
at

the Right of the Illustration

An

The

accompanying this article, which are reFrench photographs, give an excellent idea of the damage done and some of the reconstruction
work done by the military forces during the war.
illustrations

produced from
cranes are gone.
The stations are either destroyed or so
damaged that they cannot be used without making important
repairs, and the same is often true of the office buildings.
The signal poles have been removed from the whole region,
the enemy having used them for his cross-country lines,
destroying them when he retired.
The signal interlocking

The

Rail of a Single

erated after the armistice. The telegraph and telephone lines,
which in many cases had been increased in number by the
enemy, have been completely wrecked. The poles are usually
still standing, but all the copper wires have been replaced

by

iron.

Everywhere the furniture in the

official

In the reconstruction of these devastated portions of the
railway advantage is being taken of the circumstances to

make improvements
fore the

war which

correcting faults existing in the lines bewill better serve the region through

Track Line Damaged by Breaking the Middle

apparatus has been so damaged or changed that they will
almost all have to be reconstructed, even in the region lib-

stations, the

ma-

Two

Airplane View of a Detour Built to Pass Around
Bridges Destroyed by Explosion

of

which

Every Rail

That is; stations are being more loggrade crossings are eliminated where possible

the railroad passes.
ically located,

and in some cases the position of the

line

is

altered

and

changed.
Often the reasons which prevented
these improvements being made before no longer exist now.
The reconstruction of these lines is being done in two stages.
The first stage was the laying of a continuous track by the
grades

are

—

:

August

—
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1,

French and Allied engineer troops in order to re-establish
rommunications. The second stage is the actual reconstruction of the lines which is done by the maintenance of the
,va\ department of the railroads and by contractors.
During the war the engineer troops followed up the inThe
fantry advances very closely and did excellent work.
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By Removal of Tracks Throughout France Where not Absolutely
Needed
huh Principal Railroad*
From Railroads of Local interest
The American Army ceded to the- French Government 7,200 metric
lulls of 80-lb. rail on stock at Marseilles, making
I

I

otal

amount

of

in

Franct

(1915

V

I

1
I

14, 4x1

1919)

to

America (1917)
'•"Iim.
America (end 1918) 'ami not delivered)
By removal of rail not needed elsewhere
1

500
2,500

in
in

'I

otal

numbi

of

r

56
5,097

rail
s

Ordered
Ordered

930
308

700

switches.

18,181

TIES

Obtained from existing stocks, production and foreign purchases
By removal of 1,239 miles of track, where not absolutely needed
at

rati

of 1,450 ties to

'lie

mile

7.055,000
1,795,000

Total

8,850,000

Damage Caused by Blowing Up a Tunnel Between Soissons
and Laon. The Force of the Explosion Was so Great
That It Will Be Noticed the Earthwork Above
the Tunnel Has Settled Down in the Vaults
below are given to show the vast amount of material
rdered for these engineer troops during the years 1917 and

igures

918:
Nature of Orders
ooi equipment
olal equipment for work yards
[achinery and construction equipment
laleiia!

construction

for

and

repairing

Totals

Note
:et

1918
$222,000
596,000
574 0O0

The

,590,000

2,646,000

by his

$2,136,000

$4,038,000

1

— the

long,

;

metal bridges are of the Henry type, 98,
also of the Marcille and R. S. Types.

115,

131

and 164

and

An

Improvised Lift Bridge That

following listed quantities of rail and track material
obtained during the war, by orders or otherwise, as

The
r

ere

Type

of Construction

Used

in

Rebuilding

length of the lines occupied by the enemy or reached
1918, and evacuated before the armistice, was

fire in

1,803 miles.
By February 1, 1919, a continuous track had
been reconstructed along 1,339 miles of this distance or 75
per cent of its length. The rest of these lines will require

Was

Destroyed by Bombardment

very important

On

the

Nord

work on account of the bridges, tunnels, etc.
done the reconstruction work

the British have

On the Est the
miles of single track line.
Elsewhere the reconstruction has been done by the French
army, which has executed about two-thirds of the total work
done.
of about 50 per cent of the lines rebuilt.

idicated

American army has

RA I LS
Miles

rdered in France During 1917 and 1918
IsDergucs, Pompcy,
Neuves-Maisons
racrea in America, end of 1915 to end of 1918

(On February

of the

Damaged Bridges

1917
$180,000
256,000
108,000
of

lines

An Example

20.

to be delivered.)

1919, there

still

remained

280
3,523
oi

this

restored

<>2

rail

For the

final reconstruction

work, by March

1,

1919, 190
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1'),,

had been approved i>\ the Ministry of Publi< Works,
Nord and 58 for the Est, The contractors doing
work were employing aboul 30,000 laborers al the end
tliiof March, not counting the soldiers anil the prisoners. Every
thing is being done to push the work as methodically and
ts

i

the

••

tion
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Mini

of the

li\

the material obtained

oi

b)

Works ha- on hand, and on
recuperation as well as that aban-

Publil

doned by the enemy.

By

2.

orders placed with French industries for the

rest

rapidly as possible

The cost of the reconstruction of the lines and buildings
alone on the Nonl and I'M will reach 250 million dollars,
and there will be an expense of 180 million dollars more For
rolling stock, Furniture, machinery, supplies, and neglected
upkeep.
R \n RO

\l'S

OF LOC M.

1

N

II

RJ s

i

The

operation of the railroads of local interest was completely stopped iii the territory occupied by the enemy and
Sometimes the Germans used these
also near the line of fire.

everywhere they prevented the civilian
Often the enemy relocated these
lines and changed their gage.
Near the trenches he removed
In a
the rail and tics to use them as sheathing or props.
general way the railroads of local interest and the tramways
suffered greatly from the occupation, and in retreating the
lines for shipments, hut

population from using them.

enemy destroyed the greater part of the lines in the region
included between the extreme front and the line which he held
at the time of signing the armistice.
About 982 miles of these lines were completely destroyed
or damaged, that is to say, 60 per cent of the total length
of the lines situated in the invaded region.
The probable
amount of material damage done to the lines in question
amounts to at least 83 million dollars, but this figure comes
very far from representing the total damage caused to the
and

tramways.
had been begun when
to it, but it was taken up
again as early as the month of October, 1918. This rebuilding of the lines is being done: (1) By the corporations which
own them; (2) by the geographical department of France
interested, where the corporations only operate the lines; or
(3) by the Service of Bridges and Highways acting at the request of the department or the corporations, or on its own
initiative.
At the present time contracts have been approved,
or are being prepared, in all the interested districts, and important projects are already under way.
The biggest ones
concern the reconstruction of the lines, from Albert to Doullens, from Albert to Montdidier, from Albert to Ham and
to Peronne in the Somme Department, from Chateau-Thierry
to Mareuil-sur-Ourcq and from Soissons to Oulchy-Breny in
the Aisne from Dormans to Rheims and to Fismes, and from
railroads of local interest

to the

The first work of repairing the
the German offensive put a stop

lines

;

The

B. S.

Type

Closer

View

Shown
to complete the

roads.

Up

Apparatus for the Lift Bridge

of the Lifting

in Fig. 9

amount which

needed to restore the railan order for 20,000 metric

is

to the present time

Ready for Assembling at the Scene of Operations. It Will Be Noted That the Spans
Are Mounted on Trucks, Having Been Hauled to the Bridge Position from the Erecting Plant

of Bridge Construction

Rheims

to Ambonney, in the Marne; and from Toul to
Thiaucourt in the Department of Meurthe-and-Moselle.
The supply of track material, signals, etc., and of rolling
stock needed for the reconstruction of tracks of the railroads
of local interest and the tramways will be obtained as fol-

lows:
1.

A

By drawing on

the resources which the Administra-

tor

has been placed with French rolling mills.
Ordering Office has been created for
purchases in the open market. This office has authority to
pass on contracts and proceed with all acquisitions of stationary equipment and rolling stock in accordance with tne
general instructions given it by the Minister to whom the
contracts are submitted for approval.
of 52

An

lb. rail

office called the

Some Comments on

Problem
Congress Should Establish a Rule of Rate-Making — There
the Railroad

Should Be Compulsory-Federal Incorporation

By Robert

S.

Lovett

President Union Pacific

Part II

Without

government ownership or operation, the
only reliance for railroad revenue to support
railroad credit must be upon the adaption by Congress of a sound railroad policy involving absolute justice
to railroad capital, and requiring specifically and plainly
that the rates to be fixed shall be sufficient to enable the
carriers to provide safe and
adequate service, to protect
existing values,
the

new

and

one policy at one season and the other policy at another.
Congress should itself provide the rule of rate-making
and require the commission or other rate-making agency
to take into account the increase in taxation, in rates of
wages, in cost of materials and other operating costs, and
the

new

capital

that

end

among

should,

other things,

and

to

strictly

local

The

national agencies nefor the administration and supervision of the
railroads should be created.
cessary

A

It is not enough to create
them with authority to act,
but they must be sufficient in
number and character to act,

I

for

it

confer

is

worse than idle to
and au-

jurisdiction

as upon the InterCommerce Commission,

thority,
state

to perform a task which in
magnitude is utterly beyond
its power to perform.

,

Among

which Congress

the

agencies
is

one

that
re-

sponsible for the sufficiency
of the transportation facilities required by the people

directly or indirectly

R. S. Lovett

in general.

anticipate the usual question:
I

"What
Congress may

whatever rate
low as to be confiscatory of the

It is

as

should be created

this

state

matters.

—

is

a

fix;

reasonable rate"

provided

it

is

not

nor
so high as to confiscate the shipper's property by preventing it from moving.
Between those limits any rate the
Government fixes is "reasonable" in a legal sense.
so

conflicting

tion in the national interest,

arise.

From

and

except

through
a
commission or
other agency
must be "reasonable."

essen-

and brought under
uniform control and regula-

It is for congress to say
whether the railroads of the
nation shall be publicly or
privately owned, and whether
they shall be prosperous and
efficient or poor and inefficient, for Congress has the
law-making, which includes
the rate-making power.
True, Congress cannot
make a confiscatory rate.
That would be unconstitutional, and a judicial ques-

—

is

should

agencies,

invested.

makes

national,

ble

and a reasonable
upon the new capital

rates

transporta-

which

be
rescued from the irresponsi-

Congress

operation,

The

railroad

tially

incident to maintenance

would

as well as the
value of the property as previously demonstrated.

Our

provide that the
level of rates must properly
reflect the cost of wages, materials and all other expenses

tion

the property,

tion system,

specifically

return

in

to attract

capital necessary in

the public interest.

To

invested

carrier's property,

Interstate

Since the creation of the
the only concern of the

Commerce Commission,

government, as reflected by legislation and commission achas been to keep down the revenues, prevent discrimina-

tion,
tion,

and generally chastise railroad management.

No

sense of responsibility for providing the requisite
railroad facilities has been manifested on behalf of the

government.

Congress

Itself

Should Declare

A

National Railroad Policy

The time has

arrived for Congress itself to declare by
law a national railroad policy, and not leave it to the Interstate Commerce Commissioners or other subordinate officers or agencies to say whether the policy of the national
government is to impoverish the railroads to please certain
shippers, or to improve and extend railroad facilities for
the

country by making

compensatory

rates,

or

to

pursue

*Part one of this article, which was prepared for distribution by Robert
S. Lovett to Congressmen and otliers interested, was published in the July
tS Railway Age, page 173.
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That task has been left to private enterprise, handicapped
by the governmental policy of suspicion and repression.

The

Interstate Commerce Commission utterlv failed to
and meet by rates the demand for increased transportation which was constantly growing until the collapse came.
It is hopeless to put upon the Interstate Commerce Commission the responsibility resting upon the government to

see

see

that

the railroad transportation facilities essential to
welfare of the country are provided and as needed,
and at the same time regulate all the railroad rates and
hear and determine all the complaints.
They are entirely separate and distinct functions: one
the

—
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function *>t looking after the transportation
character and sufficiency, and deciding what
and what amounl is necessary t>> provide it;

the executive

ia

service,

its

Deeded,

i^

the other

l

the

In-

interstate

former, and

Commerce Commission
has shown

its

and the means

for

necessit)

function of axing the rates and
function of determining rate controvei

the legislative

ia

the semi-judicial

transportation

is

not

i-

m>t

onlj

to

the agenc}

thai

lia -

to

relegate railroad

faded so signally

capital

the past.

in

be necessary, if private management ia to
ceed, for the government to perform the governmental duly
of seeing that the requisite transportation facilities and
service arc provided, and to that end create an agency to
determine the necessity and the cost, and to advise the

Bui

will

it

measure- necessary to provide the capital which the government itself does not propose to furnish.
If Congress will enact
the necessary laws giving rail-

|

j

believe

I

firmly thai

the Nation

the choice of tin

country with

re-

railroad transportation ultimately i> between
Inadequate and impoverished railroad transportation

spect to

(1)

therefore,

sufficient,

«

The Choice Before

facilities.

li

ii

why

li

equipped for

and assuring more

5

no reason in morals, and there should bs
the owner should not be a
much entitled to enjoy the profit as the owner of money invested
in private, and often mm
le- worthy, nl<r >fi

ernment, there
none in law,

lack of appreciation of the

of providing
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its

or

facilities,

Government ownership of the
(3) A guaranty by the government
Upon railroad capital, or
(2)

railroads, or
of a reasonable return

(4) Rates that will hi' reasonable under all the circumstances determined by a government agency that will consider the needs of the traffic and the needs of the carrier,
with the right to each carrier to keep whatever profit it

can make out of such rates so established, by good management, good service, economy, wise investment, and success

road capital a business chance, 1 believe that capital will
take a business risk, and the money required to provide the
requisite railroad facilities for the future will be forth-

in

coming.
But railroad investors and owners will not take all the
risks and forego the profits of the business.
Why should they? There are too many other opportunities for profitable investment all over the world, and
more now and for many years to come than ever before.

But it is not merely a just rule of rate-making enjoined
upon the commission by law, but relief from the disabilities
imposed by conflicting and impracticable state regulation,
and a comprehensive and unified system of national regu-

as

If,

many

propose, the return

upon railroad

capital

is

competing for business.

Compulsory Federal Incorporation

lation that

are necessary

to

railroads

and provide the

and

plain, as a whole,

it

is

tion of

sary capital will not be obtained.

whether they were federal or

The hope
policy

of

of profit should not be foreclosed.

the

If

it

is

the

government to limit the return at best to
some other low fixed rate, then that return
be guaranteed to attract the investor.
Only

six per cent or
will

have

to

the prospect of profit justices risk in financial affairs.
Under rates prescribed by the government, or with

of Railroad Executives,

Among
is

So long as Congress confined

its

more deserving of encouragement,
liberal treatment and appreciation
he whose money provides the railroad facilities which the public convenience
and interest require and conducts his business so well that
he can make a profit out of it at rates which the government
itself fixes; or the man in private business (in some lines,
the more private the better for it) with no public interest
involved, and only his own selfish interest to serve?
It is

into

is

—

about time that we were introducing

some of our theories about railroad

common

sense

capital.

No money

except that devoted purely to benevolence is
employed more in the public interest or is entitled to more
encouragement or fairer treatment and consideration than
that which is invested in the development and upbuilding
of our railroad facilities.
It is "affected with a public interest" in more senses
than that which subjects it to reasonable regulation by the
Government, though too often these are overlooked.

It serves the public;

and conveniences

it

provides transportation facilities
and promotes the public

for the public;

interest in vital ways.

by good management it can be made productive to
owner in competition with others, in the character of
sen-ice and facilities supplied at rates fixed by the govIf

its

common

itself to restrictive legisla-

carriers,

it

was not material

state corporations,

or indeed

all.

The working and

operation of the physical properties and

their relations as carriers to the public were the only matters of concern,

and

their corporate functions

were not sub-

If only restrictive and oppressive legislation were intended now, federal incorporation would not be necessary.
But the time seems to have arrived for a comprehensive
legislative plan for developing and sustaining necessary
railroad transportation, or, in other words, for constructive

legislation.

The

Who

railroads as

corporations at

ness.
well.

the most important of the needs of the situation

the compulsory federal incorporation of railroad carriers.

stantially affected.

approval, and applying to all alike, why should profit be
denied a stockholder of the wisely built, well managed railroad any more than to the owners of bank stock, or steel
stock, or brewen' stock, or any other stock?
But it is said that the latter are engaged in private busi-

Very

the credit of the

that the country needs;

recommended by the Committee
which is urged.

low fixed return, even by the most
successful and best managed roads, with no hope of anything more for good management, inherent earning capacity
and other considerations ordinarily influencing values, while
all misfortunes are to be borne by the investors, the necesto be limited at best to a

re-establish

facilities

very

first

feature of the problem

—the means by which

the railroads

and maintained

is

the credit of

this is to be established

in order that the requisite capital

may

be

secured.

This involves at once the most important corporate funcpower to raise money and issue stock and bonds.
The power to borrow money and the power to issue and
sell stock and bonds are, of course, corporate powers.
It is elementary law that a corporation derives its corporate powers from the government that creates it and can
exercise none not conferred
especially none prohibited
by that government.
May Congress authorize a state railroad corporation engaged in interstate commerce to borrow money and issue
securities in excess of the amount or in a different manner
from that authorized by the state that created it?
I believe that by a carefully worded statute it can.
Then
tion; the

—

it necessary to federalize all state railroad corporations
in order to enable Congress to regulate their financial operations and the issue and sale of securities by them?

is

That

in

my

opinion will depend very' much on the action of

the several states.
The corporations

now are the creatures of the states incorporating them. The states gave them their lives and conferred all their powers, and the states may take away their

—
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and abolish their powers so long as they are permitted
to remain as mere creatures of the states.
Main states have reserved the power to repeal railroad
Suppose the
and other charters granted under their laws.
lives

state repeals the charter of the railroad
It

would not even be necessary

for

carry out the national policy by utilizing the existing state
corporations i
I assume that Congress would not undertake to compel
sell

it

and

issue

sell

the state authorities.

A bill was introThis is no mere imaginary danger.
duced (but I do not know whether it was enacted) in one
of the state legislatures, providing for the forfeiture of the
charter of any railroad corporation of that state that obeyed
orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission in conflict
with orders of the state railroad commission; and there
are scores and even hundreds of instances where state commissions have coerced railroad companies into making interstate rates in accordance with the wishes of the state
•commissions.
Difficulties of

What

true with

Leases and Consolidations

to the issue of securities is
equally applicable to the consolidation, lease, sale or other
is

respect

combination of railroads.

Then is it not necessary in a nation-wide transportation
system, and is it not obviously in the interest of all concerned
the investor, the shipper and the citizen generally
that all railroad corporations throughout the United States
should have the same corporate powers and restrictions
with respect to their financial powers, and the same duties
and obligations to the public, so that every investor will
know precisely what every- railroad corporation may and
may not lawfully do in issuing and selling securities, and
that every shipper and traveler may know the duty and obligation of every railroad company to him, whether in Maine
or California, in Michigan or Texas.
No stockholder of a railroad engaged in interstate commerce ever had any right to withdraw such instrumentality
of interstate commerce from business whenever the method
of regulation did not suit him.
If Congress chooses to make the corporation owning a
railroad a federal instead of a state corporation, it is merely
exercising its right to determine the means and agencies for
the better regulation of such commerce; and a stockholder
has no more right to object when Congress chooses cars of
certain specified designs, and equipped with certain ap-

—

pliances,

instead

of

those

selected

by

the

owners of the

And

I

urge that in considering the power of Congress

require the

federal

incorporation

panies, the mistake should not be
the commerce clause.

The "war power"

of

made

all

railroad

is

ample without any

The limits of that power have never been explored, even
during the recent world war.
was

power that

in the exercise of that

—

all the railroads

—

were
twenty billions worth of property
country
taken over without first making compensation and withNorthern Pacific R. Co. vs. North Dakota
out question.
If Congress
(decided by Supreme Court, June 2, 1919).
deems it advisable (it need not find it necessary, mind you),
in times of peace to provide for the national defense by
converting all state railroad corporations, with infinitely
the

of

varied

powers from and responsibilities to forty-eight difuniform powers

and responsibilities, subject directly to the national government, no court will hold that Congress was not exercising
discretion vested in it by the above mentioned war powers
of the Constitution even without any support from or reference to the commerce clause.
The power seems ample under any of these provisions; and
the power to deal with the subject existing, the means of
exercise and the agencies to be employed are, of course
matters exclusively within the discretion of Congress.
Then, too, there is the constitutional power with reference
to post roads, which may well be invoked.

The Reasonableness
What

com-

of considering only

of Congress under the Constitution

the power to "declare war," to "provide for the common
defense," to "raise and support armies," to "provide and
maintain a navy," to "repel invasion," to "organize, arm

of Federal Action

would be impaired or taken away by requiring the incorporation under an act of Congress conferring all powers essential to the ownership, use and enjoyment of the property now owned?
Only the right to be a state railroad corporation and to
corporate powers held by such corporation, which might
rights

be greater or less than those conferred by Congress.
But would not the federal corporate powers be compensation for the state powers that ceased to exist?
However that may be, the conclusive answer to any
complaint is that every state railroad corporation engaged
in interstate commerce was created, and every shareholder
acquired his stock, with the unavoidable knowledge that
Congress had power under the Federal Constitution to
regulate interstate

and foreign commerce and all the instruthat it had power to raise and equip

mentalities thereof;

armies and to provide for the national defense; that such
powers were in no wise lost or impaired by failure or delayin the exercise of them; and that the time, the means, the
agencies and the methods of the exercise of such powers
rest in the unrestricted discretion of Congress.
This was the effect of the decision in the Anthracite Coal
Cases (United States v. Delaware
Hudson, 213 U. S.
366).
By converting existing state corporations into federal
corporations, Congress would not take away the property
of the corporation or of the stockholders.
It would not affect the title of the property at all.
The

&

stock certificates would represent the same relative interest
in the same property, and bonds and notes would represent

same debts.
would no more change the title of the property or the
rights of stockholders and creditors than dcx-s an ad of the
legislature that changes the name and amends the charter of
the

It

a corporation created by

The United

railroad.

to

—

ferent States, into national corporations, with

stock or bonds.

could do would be to give them the right
such securities, a right which the state
could by coercion prevent the corporation from exercising,
just as in so many instances the states have coerced railroad companies into making interstate rates in accordance
with the wishes of state commissions.
Congress would not, I assume, seek by law to compel
federal corporations to issue securities, but being federal
corporations they would be protected against coercion of

The most

to

militia," etc., etc.

other.

It

The corporation would be at an
reason for its repeal.
There would be no congressional act for incorporaend.
tion to which the railroad could turn.
How would the government meet such a situation and

the corporations to issue and

and discipline the

company?
the state to give a

199

it.

not a government foreign to these
corporations and their stockholders, but they and all their

properties are

States

is

much more

subject to

Congress than they are to their

it

and

to

the will of

states.

With respect to existing corporations, Congress should
require them to reincorporate by filing with the designated
department of the government articles of reincorporation,
which should contain the statements and declarations Congress may prescribe; and thereupon they should become
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corporations

federal

instead

ol

state (oii.uhh.mi-,

and

which

would, in form as well as in fact, represent Btock
compan)
reincorporated
of the
Some one has discovered in this suggestion a scheme for
for validating invalid stock.
Such would not, and certainly need not, be the effect, for
could be provided in the act thai such reincorporation
it
should not, as between the corporation and its stockholders
and creditors, create any new rights or obligations or vali-

certificates

date anything already invalid.
In short, on a given day to he specified in the Act of
Congress, all railroad corporations of the United States

and would hecome fedof
eral corporations with the powers set forth in the Act
Congress; and would thereafter be bound, with respect to
such act,
all corporate powers and action, by the terms of
rather than by the various state statutes and special charters.

would cease

to be state corporations

Exclusive Federal Regulation of Securities
necessity for the exclusive Federal regulation of the
railroad securities seems to be generally recognized, yet it is so vital to railroad credit, and to the success
it
of any system of regulation which may be adopted, that

The

of

issue

must not be overlooked.

Time

is

of vital importance in transactions involving the

sale of corporate securities.
Bankers (and that includes the syndicates composed of
numerous financial houses and institutions throughout the

country whose co-operation the originally contracting banker
invariably enlists with whom he shares his margin of profit)
are almost indispensable in floating large issues; but bankers
If they
only to sell.
never buy such securities to keep
bought to keep, their capacity to buy would soon be ex-

—

hausted.

Their function is precisely that of the ordinary merchant,
except that they count on making quicker sales, and therefore work on a smaller margin of profits than the ordinary
merchant makes on his merchandise.
When bankers make an offer for an issue of bonds or
stock they base their price upon current financial conditions and quotations, expecting to make a quick turnover.
If they are required to wait for the delivery of the securities they reduce the price to cover the risks of financial
changes

in' the

meantime, and the

seller

gets less

for

his

If the period of waiting is long or indefinite and the
transaction is a large one, bankers sometimes will not buy
particularly if the financial world has any menacing
at an

—

features.

in

Aj

attorney,
l

enactment in 1893 until tin termination of
mi 191
ith the Southern Pa< ifi<
Withoul reference to branches and other subordinate Lis
the Southern I'acihe Sunset Route, made up of -teamer.s
from New York to New Orleans and Galveston, thence by
and Portland, runs
co,
rail
to Los Angeles, San
through the State oi Texas foi 936 miles from the TexasLouisiana boundary to the Rio Grande River at El P
with a line diverging from this at Houston and extending

the time of
in\

<

it-^

onnei tion w

I

i

Galveston.

to

Yet under the stock and bond law of 1893, as administered by the Texas Railroad Commission, not a dollar of
bonds or a share of stock has been issued against or on
account of this line for the necessary betterments and addi-

Texas
Texas statute was enacted in 1893 to this day.
The Gulf Line of the Santa Fe, extending from a connection with the main system in Oklahoma, thence through
Texas to the Gulf, is in the same situation.
Not a bond or share of stock has been issued in over 20
years for the improvement of that great outlet for interstate
and foreign commerce from the Northwest.
The money needed for the improvement of the Texas
lines of the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe systems, when
forthcoming at all, has been furnished by the parent systems by direct loan, without security, from their treasuries
outside of the State and by foregoing dividends of the Texas
companies from time to time to which they were fairly en-

tions of this great transcontinental line of railroad in

since the

titled.

—

Much of the lines mentioned more than half of the
Southern Pacific from the Louisiana boundary and the Gulf
is unproductive and would
to the New Mexico boundary
not pay operating expenses except for the through business.
No argument should be needed to show that the transcontinental lines of railroad extending from New Orleans
on the Mississippi River and Galveston on the Gulf to the
Pacific Ocean, and the lines from the grain fields of Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Iowa, etc., to the Gulf
particularly those under the same stock ownership and
operated as a single line
ought to be regulated, in their
financial operations at least, by the Government that regulates interstate and foreign commerce.
Considering now the method or character of regulation
to be prescribed by Congress to govern the issue and sale of

—

—

—

railroad securities:
It is all

important that

it

be

made

flexible

and practically

workable.

securities.

But

ruonej for anj kind ol improvemenl at all.
and afterward a- president ol the Southern
I'm iii.
had io do and was quite familiar with tin working
of the Texas law regulating railroad Stock and bonds, from

horiow

to

right

Congress, b) the ad fa reincor
poration declares such corporations shall possess.
The obligations to creditors and all other private rights
and relations should continue as before, and the stock and
before until
the certificates representing it should remain a
and,
course, the
of
manner;
usual
made
the
in
transfers are

powers

the
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AGF.

any

case, the longer the delay the

because of the greater

lower the price,

risk.

company is compelled to go to half a dozen
commissions for permission to make an issue
of stock or bonds, and to encounter delays running from
weeks to months on account of numerous bearings before
different commissions, and in meeting their conflicting policies and views, before it can deliver the securities, it will
be impossible to have the issue underwritten, or if underwritten at all the cost will be excessive.
But worse still, the chances are that differences between
the commissions will arise, or that the inexperience and
perhaps the financial theories of some of the many commissioners may require changes that will upset the plan
If a railroad

state railroad

does not call for the
is a business matter;
and whether the necessity exists and the conditions are favorable are not judicial questions, but are business questions.
Yet all the state commissions, in practice, deal with this
purely business question as if it were a matter for judicial
inquiry and determination, and employ the elaborate procedure and machinery appropriate only to judicial proceedissue

effect,

deny railroad companies the

of

railroad

securities

ings.

The

result, of course, is

delay

it

—delay

for pleadings, delay

and arguments;
and delay sometimes for writing elaborate opinions which are
This is intolerable under financial
to become precedents.
distress, and in the frequent and quick changes in financial
Moreover, it is wholly unnecesconditions and markets.
for process, delay for witnesses, for hearings

sary.

What
What

entirely.

Indeed, some states, in

The

exercise of a judicial function, but

the issue

the People Really Seek

Through Regulation

Government and the people wish to prevent is
of stock, bonds or other railroad securities for im-

the
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proper or unnecessary purposes and without adequate con"watered" or otherwise fraudulent securities.
sideration
This accomplished, the Government and the people are

—

interested in encouraging

and expediting the

issue

and

sale

essary to procure the money
required to provide the transportation facilities which the
people must have.
They are interested in having the money procured in the
of

the

railroad

securities

net

and with the hast waste and loss through the
working of cumbersome government machinery, and at the
best rates obtainable by the corporation.
Hence the machinery provided should be as simple as
possible to accomplish these objects, and especially should
it be unencumbered by judicial forms and methods of proshortest time

cedure.

—

determining
It is purely and only an executive function
whether the purposes are within the corporate powers and
otherwise lawful, whether the terms of the issue are consistent with the public interest, and what if any special provisions should be made to assure the application of the money
to the purposes authorized.
The circumstances of the cases vary greatly with the
financial strength and credit of the different companies and
the extent and character as well as the purposes of the proposed issue, and in other respects.
What is needed is a governmental agent or agency with
the ability and authority to take hold of each case and deal
with it in a businesslike way and without regard to forms

—

201

light and
which they ordinarily regulate, but the ordinary police powers of the states

as street

railways,

interurban

railways,

power companies, water companies,

electric

etc.,

with respect to the railroads, not involved in the matter of
rates and through service, could be left to them; and they
could perform a most important duty to the people of their
states and to the national authorities by observing the working operation of the railroads and the effect of the rates in
their respective states, and bringing before the federal authorities just causes of complaint for rectification.
And, of course, I am not suggesting that the Interstate

Commerce Commission may itself regulate directly all the
railroad rates of the United States.
A number of subordinate commissions in different districts or regions will be necessary in any event if we are to
overcome insufferable delay, whether jurisdiction

is

limited

to interstate or is extended to include intrastate rates.

But this appertains more particularly to the question of
administrative machinery.
Organization
as engines

and

is

as

essential

in

railroad

transportation

cars.

We

It is notorious that many of the state commissions grossly
discriminate in favor of their own citizens in the matter of
both passenger and freight rates, and in favor of merchants,

have organizations by companies and by systems, but
must be for the government the organization necessary
to govern and manage these companies and systems in their
relations with each other and with the public, and so to
co-ordinate them as to have them supply the nation with the
transportation needed, as it is needed, and at reasonable
rates.
That is the problem of the Government.
We already have laws prescribing what is right and prohibiting what is wrong in most railroad activities.
These laws operate upon the railroad companies and
their officers, severally and individually.
But they no more dispense with proper organizations acting for the government than the signing of a charter for a
company dispenses with the necessity for an organization
to manage and conduct its business.
I realize that this is a somewhat primary statement of

manufacturers and producers in their own states against

principles, but I wish to be sure that the point

or methods of procedure.

Exclusive Federal Regulation of Rates

Argument

power of Congress to regulate
as interstate freight and passenger rates

in support of the

intrastate as well

seems unnecessary.

there

citizens of other states.

Indeed

it

is

not too

and foreign

much

to say that the present inter-

immense volume and importance from very large sections of the country have been
practically dictated by state commissions.
This policy and practice of coercion to a greater or less
degree may be exercised by any, and probably is exercised
by many, of the state commissions in the interest of the
communities that elected them, as against the citizens and
communities of other states.
But discrimination is not the only feature of the system.
It is the evasion of the obligation of all the traffic to bear
as equitably as possible a just share of the burden of transportation, which is a matter of national concern.
If the national commission holds that a three-cent fare
is necessary to make passenger traffic bear a proper share
of the railroad transportation expenses, no state should be
allowed to escape its just portion by a two-cent rate.
When the national commission finds that a certain amount
of revenue is necessary to provide and maintain the transportation facilities which the nation requires, no state commission should be allowed to relieve its shippers from their
share of the burden.
And more important still, when the national commission
establishes or recognizes a rate adjustment affecting, as such
adjustments always do, a large territory, many states, and
varied interests, no state commission should have authority
state

to disturb

rates

on

Government Department

traffic of

it.

Important Functions of the State Commissions
I do not advocate the abolition of the state commissions.
There are many important functions for them to perform.
There are not only public utilities of various kinds, such

is

made

clear.

of Transportation

It must be apparent that these duties relating to the
quality and character of the service rendered by the railroads, to the application of safety appliances and the maintenance of the same, to the condition of engines and other

equipment, and to the investigation, detection and prosecution
of violations of the law, and regulations with respect to
accident reports, etc., etc., could be very much more promptly
and effectively handled in an executive department of the
government than by a semi-judicial tribunal that can act only
in conference.

But the greatest advantage would be the time it would
give the commission for the performance of its more important duties of passing upon rates and determining queswhich only such a body can properly determine, and
relieving that commission of the petty prosecuting
activities which tend to unfit its members for their more im-

tions

also in

portant duties.

A department of transportation should be created to take
over and perform the executive and administrative functions
devolving upon the Interstate Commerce Commission under
existing laws, and any created by additional statutes.
believe that the head of the department of transportamember of the cabinet.
As I was the first railroad executive, so far as I know,
to suggest that a cabinet member be put at the head
of a
I

tion should be a

department of transportation, and as
in the

go

wisdom

of

further than
executive duties.
It

it.

I

I believe

shall state briefly

merely

relieveing

the

my

verv strongly

which
commission of its
reasons,

soon becomes obvious to any one who has opportunity
and administrative functions can-

to observe that executive

— —
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not

boards, commissions

exercised b)

be efficientlj

oi

com

in Washington during
board or commission, the
more cumbersome or difficult becomes the ta>k; and the abler
and strongei as exe< utives the indh iduals arc, the more likel)
thai the board or commission will become a debating
ciety, making but little progress with the work, unless, of
course, the) avoid conflicts bj leaving the work to sub
I

lniri-t.il>

lu-

i

ommi

and regulate and punish

mittees,

the

I
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was demonstration

In it

war.

recenl

1

in

larger

oi

demonstrated the necessity for a
t<>
meet emergencies resulting
from exceptional congestion In traffic or through blockades
of transportation, by quickly mobilizing the transportation
resources, and by the arbitrary diversion, it need be, of
traffic from lines which cannol handle it to lines which can,
and b) other instant and heroic methods.
How can the Interstate Commerce Commission, or any
experience has

Recent

government

officer

similar body, exercise promptly and adequately this extraorimportant and difficult executive power winch re-

wai

t

de igm d

repi

to

the

Interstate

Commerci

and

^cl

other statute- on the hooks of Congress relating to the

loads

unmistakable

an

is

spirit

and purpose

to

ill

r.ul

curb and

unrelieved by a Bingle belpful constructive encour
an now re all
Qg provision whii h
am i.ot saj in?' that tin n trii tive ami
\l
you,
n anon of the omm
ive legislation ami th<
rather than a helpful
stern admini tratOl of the law

repress,

I

1

1

1

<

i

I

I

i

i

a

ordina.tes.

national

Running throughout

this

the

A.

rci

it.

was

agency

Quite
were wrong.

necessary.

no1

the things prohibited

the

contrary,

Mosl

the policy of hostility and repres ion
and the time has tome for a change.
do not mean change by repealing any of the laws or
dding
abandoning what has been done, but a than
to the repressive and restrictive law- helpful and constructive laws and administrative agencies capable of more ex-

Hut

do say

I

was curried

thai

too fur,

I

peditious action.

dinarily

quires immediate and varied action
of

from day

to

day

to be

any value?

They could make orders and appoint some subordinate,
who, when appointed, could he directed only by other orders
or genera] rules, since the commission cannot act except
through quorums.

no commission emrank than a cabinet member,
who is a part of the Administration and is in direct touch
with the President and can change his orders instantly to
meet changing conditions.
I have already indicated in my/ discussion of the issue of
railroad securities the importance of prompt and businesslike government action with respect to that very important

A power

so vast should be committed to

and

ployee,

to

no

officer of less

Then

in the matter of service, a cabinet officer by calling
executives, and through informal discussions,

railroad

could bring about changes in train service, schedules, and
other things desired by the public, which if taken up with
the elaborate formality and procedure inevitable in cases
of a commission or similar body, would not be accomplished
for weeks, and possibly months.
In other words, a single executive representing the government in all these important matters of service could
get instant touch with the railroad executives, and secure
action with respect to these matters of such vital importance to the public very much quicker than would be possible by the slow moving procedure of any board or commission.

The

The transportation interests of the country should no
longer be ignored in the organization of the government's
business and left to what I may term the penal authorities.
Along with

The

Secretary of Treasury, who looks after the banking
interests of the country;
The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, who
look after national defense;
The Secretary of Agriculture, who looks with solicitude

and financial

after agricultural interests;

The

Secretary of Labor,

who

looks after the interests of

the laborers;

matter.
in

Transportation Business Should
No Longer Be Ignored by Government

secretary

w ould not be hemmed about by any
7

judicial

conceptions, but could "talk across the table" to the railroad
executives about what was needed and what action should

The Secretary of Commerce, who looks after the commercial and industrial welfare of the nation;
The Secretary of Interior, who sees to the development of
multitudes of internal projects of public interest; and
The Postmaster General, who provides the communication for the people,
there should be

—

A Secretary of Transportation, who should see that the
nation has the transportation without which none of these
others would be possible or of value, and who should have
the

same

solicitude for the development

essential business

and industry that

and success
show

the others

of this
for the

interests they represent.

This paper is confined to consideration of permanent
plans without reference to temporary measures for dealing
with the transitorv condition.

be taken.
If his wishes were not complied with, he could bring the
matter before the Interstate Commerce Commission by formal complaint; but in nine cases out of ten his demands for
service and facilities, if at all reasonable, would be met.
But a stronger reason still why a cabinet member should
be at the head of the transportation department is that the
is
railroad business is unrepresented in the Government
without any "friend at court."
It is, I understand, the largest single industry in the
United States next to agriculture, and certainly there is none
more vital to the very life of the nation, and yet in the
President's cabinet nor anywhere in the vast machine constituting the government of the United States is there a department or bureau or agency or officer of any kind or description whose duty it is to look after its interest, to defend
it, to speak for it, or to say a word for justice in its behalf.
The Interstate Commerce Commission was conceived in

—

hostility to

it.

—

Justice for thf railroads. Capital enough, ability enough
and courage enough, says Judge Lovett, stand ready to rehabilitate American railroads, provided Congress can be persuaded to
assert national authority over a problem that is essentially naRadical reforms affecting incorporation, mergers, securitional.
ties and rate-making are plainly indicated as necessary, but first
of all the principle of nationality must be accepted. Forty-nine
separate sovereignties blighted individual initiative and destroyed
credit, so that financial disaster on an appalling scale was inTo go back to the old plan of divided control would be
vited.
The creation of a Department of Transportation
inexcusable.
would be a step in the right direction but it would be unavailing
unless accompanied by the widest use of national power for the
supervision, development and protection of one of the greatest
This is a legislative task that ought not to
of our industries.

be beyond the capacity of a Congress instructed in peace and in
war by the startling experiences of the last three years—New

York World.

Unification of the Puget

Sound Terminals

Plans Conceived Under Railroad Administration and Instituted on the Pacific Coast Effect Savings
IN 1918 plans
Early
of the Railroad

were formulated by operating officers
Administration on the Pacific Coast for
the unification of the terminals on Puget Sound at
ett, Wash., Tacoma and Seattle.
These plans were later
developed and about September 1, were put in operation at
At Tacoma the original plans were not
Everett and Seattle.
carried out in full because of the withdrawal of several of
the roads entering that terminal.

The results of this change in terminal operation are just
becoming apparent. Because of the necessity for making the
entire change at once, instead of gradually converting one
unit at a time, the first 60 days of the operation of the unified
terminals was anything but a success. However, as conditions
have become more settled the advantage has become more
marked and at the present time a vast improvement has been
jffected.

Consolidation at Everett and
Everett, 35 miles north of Seattle,

Great Northern reaches Puget

is

the point at which the
East.
It is

Sound from the

raffic.

Because the Great Northern had the best facilities, such as
erminal tracks, roundhouse and offices, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Northern Pacific terminal forces
vere eliminated and all tracks were considered as one for oprating purposes. The Great Northern agent was made joint
The yard crews were placed under
igent for the three lines.
igreed

to

yardmaster and
continue

their

the

existing

yardmen and enginemen
schedules and separate

and work with the unified terminal on the basis
Milwaukee & St. Paul crew was emdoyed, the remainder of the yard crews would be 75 per cent
Each
Jreat Northern and 25 per cent Northern Pacific.
ompany agreed to pay its own men.
In addition to unifying the terminals, a large volume of
That moving via the
astbound business was detoured.
Northern Pacific was held at Everett and routed east over
he Great Northern to Spokane instead of hauling it south
This was
bout 70 miles to Auburn to go east from there.
eniority,

hat after one Chicago,

,lso

true of eastbound business routed via the Chicago. Mil-

& St. Paul, which road was handling between 150
200 eastbound loads per week by barge from Belli ngham
This practice was discontinued and the business
a Seattle.
outed east by rail from Bellingham via the Great Northern.
At Tacoma, the Great Northern withdrew, the Oregon &
onsolidated into a
Vashington and the Northern Pacific
Dint agency and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul conwaukee
»

<

inued as before, except that it closed its passenger station
nd coach yards and used the Union station. Considerable
ifficult freight switching was removed by permitting either
he Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul or the unified organizaion to

do

all

of

it

to that at Everett

was entered

into at

Tacoma.

Consolidation at Seattle

The

terminal facilities at Seattle were consolidated and
unified about September 1, 1918, in an effort to co-ordinate
the work of six separate and complete railroad terminal organizations, namely, the King Street Terminal Company,
handling the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern pas-

senger trains and coach cleaning yards, the Northern Pacific
freight yards, the Great Northern freight yards, the Chicago,

Tacoma

dso the center of a large lumber manufacturing territory.
Hie Northern Pacific has a line from Seattle through Everett
paralleling the Great Northern in a general way to Vancouver, B. C, in conjunction with a Canadian Pacific conThe Chicago, Millection from the International border.
waukee & St. Paul has a branch line terminating at Everett
ind connecting with its main line at Cedar Falls, about 40
Everett, therefore, has three railroads,
niles east of Seattle.
:ach of which had a completely operated and distinct terminal
ind all competing for the lumber business, and the small local

he general

A regular interchange of l>u-iness continued between the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Northern Pacific.
All cars arriving and departing on Oregon & Washington
trains are interchanged with the Northern Pacific, thereby
doing away with all car records for the Oregon & Washington.
This plan was also adopted at Everett by interchanging
all Northern Pacific and St. Paul business in and out with
the Great Northern. An agreement with the yardmen similar

in certain sections.
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& St. Paul freight and passenger yard-, the
Washington Railroad & Navigation Company
passenger yards and the Pacific Coast Railroad
passenger yards and stations.
Previous to this
unification, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul used the
Oregon & Washington passenger station as a terminal. Certain tracks, yards and terminal facilities were owned by each
one of the six corporations enumerated above, each one of
them reaching certain docks, warehouses and manufacturing
industries exclusively. There were as a result, certain special
Milwaukee
Oregon &
freight and
freight and

agreements permitting one of these lines to use the property
and there were also joint
or common use switching tracks which in some cases only
one company could operate while in others two or three were
privileged to use.
When it is considered that the Seattle
terminals in general extend north and south for a distance of
18 miles with the Northern Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee
of another to reach certain locations

&

St.

Paul, the Oregon

& Washington and

the Pacific Coasl

end and the Great Northern at
the north end, the extent of the confusion created by this system of separate and exclusive ownership of certain linethe complexity of the agreements and trackage right- between these corporations can readily be seen. Important industries and docks are located along this entire stretch, making it doubly important for each one of the six corporations
lines entering at the south

to

reach

all

tem caused

of this territory.

The

operation of the old sysand. because of the

a great deal of dissatisfaction

competition between these roads, it often was the case that
four road.- would have locomotive and crews endeavoring to

same dock at the same time.
Each of these organizations maintained two interchange or
transfer movements with each other each 24 hour-, which
were conducted with the usual formality and red tape. Cars
were rejected because of their being in bad order, improperly
serve the

carded, or listed, received too early or too late or other lawful
excuse which served to delay the other fellows business.
The old inefficient method of letter writing, tracing for cars
not returned, excuses for failure to deliver to consignee
promptly and a divided responsibility to the public, based
upon the exact time a car or cars were actually interchanged
It was to
for further handling was the result of this system.
eliminate this inefficiency and congestion that the unification
plan was adopted and put into operation.
After approximately six months' work an organization was
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perfected and methods were improvised for the operation of
tin- p. in of the unified Pugel Sound terminal
The or

which is at the presenl time handling this terminal
composed of a terminal superintendent, b train
master, and three district general yardmasters,
The terminal
ation

work

i-

superintendent has complete charge of all Freighl switching
matters for the four lines.
Under his direction is an or
ation which handles .ill car and demurrage records and
has supervision over switching orders.
Maintenance and
mechanical and accounting matters are handled separately
The terminal
for each line by their regular division officers.
trainmaster serves in a capacity similar to a terminal general

yardmaster, having the authority of an assistant Buperin
is
his duty to promote harmony between the
It
tendent
three district general yardmasters, between the several railroad- and the terminal organization and also between the
employer's organizations and the terminal organization.
Each of the three general yardmasters has full charge of a

which has been formed regardless of ownership or
and these men are in turn provided with assistant yardmasters and a clerical organization with which to supervise
district

use,

all

switching operations.
entire Seattle terminal was

The

—

made

into one organization

The
and divided into two parts freight and passenger.
freight terminals in turn were suhdivided into three districts
The coach cleaning
without regard to original ownership.
and passenger car repairing formerly done in the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Oregon & Washington yards
was diverted to the King Street Terminal Company, thereby
releasing much trackage for freight operation and confining
the termall passenger work of this kind into one section of
This step also eliminated the many interchange moveinal.
ments and the attendant red

Under

tape.

the old system there

was considerable duplication

mechanical departments of the several companies which was eliminated by unification.
The Oregon & Washington engine terminals were formerly
of effort in the

district, the
located in the extreme south end of this terminal
Great Northern at the extreme north end and the other three
Each railroad housed
at different locations near the center.
and cared for its switch engines at its own plant. This plan
entirely eliminated and, because of the fact that

has been
terminals has been
the ownership of yard engines and engine
in each district
one
except
tracks
repair
disregarded, all

have°been closed, thereby consolidating the repair work and
Still another advantage occurred
eliminating all delays.
'

from

this consolidation,

engines with respect to

namely the distributing of switch
wheel base, fuel and water ca-

size,

pacity, etc.

Unified car and demurrage records are now kept by the
organization under the superintendent of freight terminals;
lines
this office also acts as a clearance house for the five
Full records
for all intra-terminal switching revenue orders.
disof all trains arriving, departing or transferred from one
district, are
trict to another and a complete check of the

compiled by each district yard office and copies of these records are kept in the superintendent's office for book entry and
proper filling. The complete interchange of all freight cars
or taking
is also madebetween the railroads bringing them in
Junction cards are made
them out and the terminal.
and mailed to all car owners, showing all of their cars
delivered to the lines taking them out of the terminal.
This does away with all terminal interchange of cars, inspection and subsequent rejection on account of bad order at interchange points, together with the usual expense and records.

Relations with Brotherhoods
special agreement with the Brotherhoods was worked
out providing for the unified operation of the terminals upon
a percentage basis which in turn was to govern seniority of

A
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The brotherhood

positions.

own
to

Seniority lists

have

(

each railroad retain their
chedules and further
within tin unified terminals on the
on

and working

nu

basis of th(

5

.|
i

Northern Pacific,

15

per cent, the Great North-

Milwaukee & St. Paul, 16 pel
ent and tinOregon & Washington, IS per a nl
fnder this
arrangemenl the total engine hours worked by cre\i of each
line for ea< h month will hear the same percentage to the
whole.
With tliis arrangement the trews wen a igned to
besl advantage and were enabled to do work anywhere upon
the property of any railroad without violation of contrai
ern,

per Miit.

.'i

tin

<

ii

(

i

property

l

Lines,

Division of the Terminal

The

south end of the Seattle terminal, formerly

th<

ceiving and outbound yard of the Oregon & Washington,
includes at the present time a well equipped roundhouse and
In addition there arc a
shop anil small car repair yard.
storage yard for Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul cars and
several commercial tracks operated by the Northern Pacific.
This entire layout is under the jurisdiction of one general
yardmaster and is the receiving yard for all Oregon & Washington, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and Northern Pacific
freight trains and for Great Northern transfers which are
properly classified and delivered to the several units into
which each of the three divisions is divided.

The

central district of this terminal

is

the largest of the

and formerly included the receiving and outbound
yards of the Northern Pacific and the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul as well as the industrial center of the city. Both
the Northern Pacific and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
formerly had separate yards, roundhouses and repair tracks
as well as a yard organization in this district.
However,
under the unified plan this whole layout is handled by one
general yardmaster.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
yard repair tracks have been closed, allowing the use of these
three

tracks for a classification yard for short pier loads.
The
entire layout is now the outbound yard for the Oregon &

Washington, the Northern Pacific and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul lines as well as the classification yard for
industrial engines working in this district.
The third district, the north end of the Seattle terminal,
was formerly the receiving and outbound yard of the Great
Northern and includes two of the largest docks in the terminal, one of which was operated jointly with the Northern
Pacific.
Both of these roads had separate organizations and
a great deal of the work in this district was duplicated
Under the new plan the entire layout was placed under one
district yardmaster and it is now the receiving and outbound
yard for the Great Northern as well as for detour business
moving by way of the Great Northern for delivery to the

Northern Pacific at Everett.
These changes have resulted

in the increased use of cars,

and in the elimination of terminal mileage by direct movement and immediate placement of the most convenient and
The present method provides direct movement
suitable car.
from receiving yards to industries, piers or team tracks and,
when compared with the old plan whereby a car first went
to

an interchange track,

at least

36 hours has been saved on

arriving loads and 24 hours on departing
At certain periods, and under many
terminals always were, and always will
cause the business of the city and port

loads.

conditions,
be,

Seatttle

congested, be-

have outgrown the

present facilities which were never designed to care for the
present volume of business; however, the unification of terminals has increased the capacity of the facilities at least 100
per cent and a 75 per cent greater increase would be obtainable if the entire terminal was converted into one corMany serious difficulties, due to
poration or association.
congested terminals, are now being eliminated.

—

Railroad Hearings Before House Committee
Additional Plans Submitted by N. L. Amster and E.
of Transportation Conference Plan
additional
Twoprohlem

PLANS

For

dealing

with

the

ownership, both of which were submitted to the Senate
its
hearings earlier in the year, were
at
before
the
House committee on interstate
presented
and foreign commerce at its hearings this week, following
witnesses
completion
of
testimony
of
the
the
the
National
Conference
Transportation
the
representing

by

the

Chamber

Commerce

of

the

of

railroad

corporation

managed by

to

acquire

the

railroads

board of nine directors to be appointed by the President, representing business and farming interests, the security holders, the employees and the
Mr. Amster was followed by E. J. Rich, repgovernment.
England commercial orresenting a number of New
ganizations, including the Associated Industries of Massato be

chusetts,

a

who presented what

is

called

"designed" to produce 6 per cent.
He doubted if there
legal obligation on the commission, although
he thought there would be a moral obligation, to make rates
high enough in one year to make up a deficiency in the
previous year, and he pointed out that the contingent fund
was designed to act as a "shock absorber" in case for any
reason the rates failed to produce the designed return.
He
also pointed out that even in a year when the returns of the
roads in any district fell below 6 per cent some roads would
continue to earn enough to contribute something to the contingent fund.
For example, he said, the Queen & Crescent
in the test period earned 9.13 on its property investment,
whereas the average for the roads in the Southern district
was 5.36 per cent. Therefore the Queen & Crescent would
contribute to the contingent fund one half of its earnings
in excess of 6 per cent.

would be any

"The New England

Plan."

The

presentation of the plan of the National TransportaConference, which was described in last week's issue,
was completed on Friday, July 25, and the hearing was
adjourned until Tuesday, although the committee held a
meeting to pass on bills on Monday.
tion

Following the statements of H. A. Wheeler and W. VV.
Salmon, published in last week's issue, Emory R. Johnson,
professor of transportation and commerce at the University
}f Pennsylvania, outlined on July 24 the proposed powers
and duties of the federal transportation board provided for
in the conference plan, and on July 25, W. N. Doak, vicepresident of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, dis:ussed the proposed method for dealing with labor questions.

does not claim that it completely covers the situation
ind he expects additions or amendments, and both he and
several other members of the committee appeared strongly opDosed to the idea of federal incorporation, which the Chamber
3f Commerce witnesses admitted was practically an essenle

to the successful

working out of their plan.

Moreover,

members

of the committee persisted in regarding the
Droposed rate-making rule of the conference plan as a guarseveral

by the government of a 6 per cent return, although
he witnesses repeatedly explained that the plan does not
provide for a guarantee and that it neither assures a road
intee

much as 6 per cent nor reduces its return to 6 per cent.
Representative Sims, who asked the most questions, but
vho not infrequently does not understand what the witness
s saying and has some difficulty in getting the witnesses
is

comprehend what he

talking about when he asks a
question, persisted in referring to the plan as one for a 6
5er cent guarantee, and he finally said that if no one had
tnything better to offer "we had better get back to the old
:o

dea that rates must be

is

reasonable and non-discriminawitnesses did not always
satisfy the committee with their answers.
Mr. Wheeler re"erred many questions to other witnesses. Judge Smith had to
ory."

if the commission would be exby high rates in a succeeding year for a
deficiency caused by a drought or a flood.
Mr. Salmon replied that the commission would probably feel in such a
case that no change in rates was necessary and that the contingent fund would take care of the situation temporarily.

Railroad Credit."

Judging from the attitude expressed by members of the
:ommittee in their questions of the witnesses, it can hardlv
3e said that the committee was favorably impressed by the
:onference plan.
Chairman Esch was naturally more incrested in the plan contemplated by his own bill, although

:ial

Chairman Esch asked

pected to

Paul M. Warburg also discussed "The Re-establish-

Tient of

The Chamber

just,

of

Commerce

Mr.

what contributions
would make to the
contingent funds and what the roads would receive from
the funds if they failed to earn 6 per cent.
Mr. Sims asked
if the Interstate Commerce Commission would not be
violating a law if it failed to make rates produce an average of
Mr. Salmon replied that it was only to fix rates
6 per cent.

The first of the additional plans was preby Nathan L. Amster, president of the Citizens'
National Railway League, who proposes the formation of
national

for questioning.

work out as to different roads, showing
the roads earning more than 6 per cent

United

Slates.

a

Completed

Mr. Salmon's statement, of which some extracts were
published last week, was devoted mainly to explaining by
charts and tables how the application of the plan would

sented

and

— Presentation

Warburg completed his Statement just before adjournment
and was not questioned and so most of the questions were
reserved for Mr. Salmon and Professor Johnson.

Committee

called

Rich

leave the city and promised to return

railroad

return of the properties to private

after the

J.

make

tip

In reply to a question as to what would happen if the plan
failed to produce the desired results, Mr. Salmon said he
thought that would be a failure of government regulation,
not a failure of the plan. Mr. Sims asked why there should
be a guarantee of an arbitrary percentage of income.
Mr.
Salmon replied that it was not a guarantee, but that 6 per
cent had been selected because the yield of the
railroads
during the test period, about 5.2 per cent, was demonstrably
not enough to attract investors to the railroad field and the
conference thought that nothing less than the jump from
5.2 to 6 per cent would accomplish the purpose.
The conference, he said, holds no brief for the investor,
but 6 per
cent represents its idea as to what would be necessary
to
make railroad investment more attractive to the investor
than it has been. Mr. Sims made the point that if railroad
investment is made attractive it would have a depressing

on other industry, by subtracting from the capital
available for other industries.
Mr. Salmon said that would
not necessarily follow, that the idea was to seek to
estabeffect

lish

some parity between the credit of the railroads and other
He said it was not necessary to give an equal

industries.

assurance of a return to other industries because their returns
are not limited by regulation.
He also pointed out that the
assurance of a return could not be considered to
amount
to a guarantee because the most prosperous
road under it

may

be reduced to the condition of a deficit through
bad
that the investor was not entirely protected from the necessity of taking chances.
He also said

management and
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i

the

that

total

mere i-.'

in

iu

letuin

t

over

thai

of

the

tc-t

which would hi' nece« arj t" make tin- plan a su<
itizen
o
to ea< h
ould Ik- provided at an av< rage
cents a week.
of the United States of onlj
Representative Denison asked if the requirement that a
prosperous railroad pa) a put of its net income into the
contingent fund would not make it impossible for thai road
Mr Sal
to make addition- and betterments out of income.
nion thought the share which a prosperous road would retain
Mr. Denison
would provide for mimic Buch investments.
also wanted to know whether the Interstate Commerce Coin
period

i

i

I

fai toi ily

•

varioii

factors,

determined under due onsideration of
and that a "final valuation" will have been
tl

i

established.

i

'

!

mission
said
final

would be required

to

initiate

rates.

The

witness

plan only went so far as to say that in
determination of rates the commission should try

that

the

make them produce

its

to

Re-Establishment of Railroad Credit
By Paul M. Warburg
in part

count of their solidity rather than on account of their sp

The National Transportation Conference was guided by the
fundamental thought that transportation should pay its own
should
'•hoard"; i. e.. that the yield of transportation rates
a
he sufficient to pay for the transportation cost, including
to
devoted
properties
the
of
value
the
return
on
reasonable
If by paying higher prices for all necesthe public service.
wages
saries of life the consumer bore the cost of increased
is
involved in the cost of production of these articles, there
freight
of
case
the
in
arbitrarily,
quite
why,
reason
no

There
charges the principle of cost should be abandoned.
appeared no reason why this cost of transportation, forming
be furnished
a fraction only of the total cost of things, should
indiscriminately
at a loss, to be made good by taxation levied
from all instead of having the transportation paid for by
those directlv served.
The problem of raising through taxation the gigantic
sums required by the country, for interest 'charges and other
matters affecting the national welfare, is perplexing enough
mistake in
itself, and I believe the conference made no
in

assuming that the public

interest

would

best be served

by

arnot unnecessarily increasing the burden of taxation by
transportation
by
caused
deficiencies
it
bitrarily adding' to

below cost.
In the opinion of the conference,

to be furnished

it is the object of remedial legislation to establish conditions under which the carsufficient to
riers as groups are certain to receive a return
cover the cost of operation, including a reasonable adequate
return on the fair value of their properties; while on the

other hand, such legislation must safeguard the public's innot
terests in assuring adequate service at charges which are
Transportation must be furnished at the lowest
excessive.
possible price, but under conditions generous enough to preserve a healthy spirit of competition and enterprise imperative for the further development of the country.
The conference understands that it is the purpose of the
in the near future to define
will apply in establishing the value of a
It is believed that such definition will
railroad as a whole.
provide that a consideration of the average earning power

Interstate

Commerce Commission

what principles

li

lation.

In formulating this plan the conference was guided by the
thought that in order to attract capital for the future di vi lopment of our transportation system it was neither desirable
nor necessary to erect a structure of speculative investrm
but rather to lay so strong a foundation for railroad securities that they would prove attractive to the investor on

6 per cent.

Mr. Warburg said

has been the consensus of opinion of members of the
It
conference that if private capital is to enter freely upon the
Venture of further developing the railroads, and if railroad
credit is to be reestablished on a solid basis of genuine
confidence, thai 6 per cent on the final valuation plu
modest share in earnings in excess of this percentage would
The chance? for profit
constitute the minimum required.
are so much mor<
able investments in other industrie
tractive that the offer of a lower return would be certain to
defeat the very objects to he accomplished by remedial

it

of a railroad, for a given period of years, should be given
value, and that the
a1 least the same weight as the physical

commission's definition will take into account such other
elements as may be proper in determining fair value, leaving
room for adjustments in individual exceptional cases.
The report of the conference assumes that a definition
on these lines will be given in the near future by the Interstate Commerce Commission, or that, failing that, a proper
direction will be laid down in the law.
For the purpose of discussing the final stage of the plan
the conference assumed that the value of the railroads will

lative possibilities.

The plan does not propose to give
much more than they get today; the

railroad security holders
increase in return

n<

very delicately poised scales, when
The
measured in dollars, is comparatively insignificant.
benefits of the plan would result primarily from the better
organic structure of the whole system and from the greater
confidence that it would inspire.
Through the contemplative consolidations the inequalities
of distribution of earnings and profits are removed and the
sary

to

balance

the

rate-making problem is simplified, greater clarity and a
definite assurance are provided as to what once and for all
shall be the return to which as a matter of acknowledged
right private capital shall be entitled; and, finally, the machinery of the contingent funds is designed to give such
solid

stability

to

railroad

credit

that

private capital

may

be expected to be satisfied with the prospect of an assured
though not over-generous return but one that promises to
be free from the vicissitudes and uncertainties of the past.

—

The

power of practically unrestricted
the government naturally engendered
the thought that private capital could not possibly be expected to venture freely into the field of railroading unless it
were assured that this power of regulation could not be
realization of the

regulation vested

in

wielded in a manner to reduce the return beyond a reasonable limit.
This consideration led to the demand, by some of the most
prominent students of the question, for a guarantee of a
minimum return to be granted by the very government that
exercises the power of regulation and of determining the
return.
Serious fears are, however, entertained by others

granting of such a guarantee might lead to incompetence on the part of individual railroads, while on the
other hand it is apprehended that the incurring of a direct
liability on the part of the government ultimately might lead
to direct government operation, a result abhorred by the vast
majority of the people.
It appears to be the general desire of the country to see
the government withdraw from active business as fast and as
far as possible, and the conference plan proceeds on this
hypothesis.
It avoids direct guarantees given to any in-

lest the

dividual railroad.

producing no

less

It recommends a rate-making structure
than 6 per cent upon the aggregate final

It assures
valuation of all the railroads of a traffic section.
the railroads against failure on the part of the rate-making
body to produce the minimum 6 per cent yield to be prescribed by the statute; but it leaves the railroads free to
compete within this assured statutory minimum return for a
Conceivably one railroad might secure a return of
section.
2 per cent on its valuation, while the other might secure

dy
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It is left to the energy, ability and spirit of
S l 2 per cent.
enterprise of each railroad to secure its maximum share of
The statute would protect the
the aggregate assured for all.

carriers as a group, not as individual corporations,

and

any one year amounted

only 5 per cent, or $350,000,000,
of 6 per cent, or $420,000,000, the deficiency of $70,000,000 would be taken out
of the general contingent fund and would be distributed

this,

managed and strong

to

minimum

amongst the railroads of the section on a pro-rata basis of

is

In the case of conservatively

of the statutory

instead

one of the strongest features of the plan.
We must contemplate the project, however, in its completed
form, and this would show us in each section a small number
of competing consolidated railroads; the weak sisters having
been merged with some of the so-called strong companies.
In these circumstances a 6 per cent rate structure for a traffic
section is not likely to leave discrepancies between competing
companies as marked as in the past.
It would seem likely
that most of the consolidated railroads would come reasonably near earning their full share of the minimum.
believed,

is

it
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their gross earnings

—

the underlying thought being that,

pleted its own contingent fund, one-half of the excess over 6
per cent would go into its own contingent fund and one-half
into the general contingent fund, in the same manner as if
these earnings had originally been made through rates aggregating the statutory minimum of $420,000,000.

rail-

roads the final valuation no doubt will in some cases produce
a value in excess of the present capitalization; in others the
final valuation may prove to be much lower than the capital-

—

indeed, it may wipe
ization
out the entire stock and possibly some of the bonds. The

companies, it
be
will
assumed,

is

latter

with the

The plan

thus provides for
shock absorbers; one
against adverse circumstances

two

to be

affecting

merged
stronger companies

rate-fixing
body,
or
against unexpected emergencies bringing about such reduction in tonnage or such
extraordinary conditions of
operation as would render
impossible a prompt read-

justment
in

process of reorganization. It
imperative that the mergers

establishing

solidated

above

con-

the
\

railroad credit under private
ownership and private operation will fail unless the plan

of

stocks

above

well

ciently

the

for

par

attractive

values

and
to

suffi-

enable

themthrough sales of their
stocks on such scale as is
necessary to preserve a proper
proportion between their outthe railroads to finance
selves

P.

M. Warburg

standing bonded indebtedness and capital stock. The strongest railroad would naturally furnish the best backbone for a

new consolidated system.
In hoping that the plan as proposed will furnish a foundation strong enough to sustain the future credit of the railroads, the Transportation Conference places great faith upon
the effect to be produced by the two contingent funds.
The company's own contingent fund to be maintained by
Bach railroad is devised for the purpose of protecting the
rarriers against

in individual

adverse circumstances unexpectedly affecting

company.

The

general contingent fund, on the other hand, which is
:o accumulate to an amount of $750,000,000, is designed to
make good a deficiency arising in any year when the rates
fixed
\

by the Interstate Commerce Commission do not produce
return of 6 per cent on the aggregate final valuaof the railroads composing a traffic section.

minimum

:ion

To

aggregate valuation of railroads of a
$7,000,000,000, and if the earnings
available for distribution for interest and dividends during
illustrate, if the

lection

amounted

to

that

was due

the

to

Interstate

Commerce Commission could
know the true value

the predicament that if it
granted adequate rates to
weak roads it would be overfeeding the strong ones.
It
was not surprising that this
lack of clarity with regard to
the rate-making basis had a
very unfavorable effect on
the
public
mind.
The
shipper was ready to believe
at all times that he was the

railroad

future

the

fact

of the situa-

of the railroad properties nor
what constituted an adequate
return, and thus was put in

future plan of rehabilitating

establishes

increases

neither

any

because

par,

tion in the past

\

substantially

sell

through

rates.

The weakness

\

whose

companies

will

stock

roads,

the

is

in

individual

and the other against miscalculations on the part of

by an exchange of securities
on a basis to be approved by
the proposed Federal Transportation Board, and presumably on a basis approximating the relation established by the valuations, oi
they might first adjust their
capital and obligations by a

result

if

had been fixed in accordance with the statutory rule,
each railroad would have earned so much more on its gross
business.
A company having earned, including such con
tribution received from the general contingent fund, in excess
of 6 per cent on its valuation, would be permitted to retain
one-third of the excess, the other two-thirds going back into
the general contingent fund.
Or in case it had not yet comthe rates

victim of extortionate rates due to excessive capitalization
and over-generous return to the railroads. The obscurity as
to values and reasonable returns thereon stood in the way of
the clear recognition of a just course, and, in the long run.
created a hostile attitude toward the railroads which resulted

disastrously to railroad credit.

Under the plan recommended the rate-making body would
not need to fear that adequate rates would place the strong
roads in a condition of excessive or unjustifiable affluei
When once the valuations are definitely determined there
cannot be any reasonable objection to industrial enterprises
earning a minimum of
per cent and a third of moderate
earnings in excess of that limit. That i- less than would be
required to satisfy any other industrial venture.
The r
making body could thus act with greater independ-

knowing

that two-thirds of the excess

would go into a gendesigned to protect the general situation.
In Interstate Commerce Commission, moreover, would soon
realize that the general contingent fund would prove an invaluable protection for the rate-making body itself, and that
eral contingent fund,
I
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it

would be wisdom on

their part

to

build

il

up

as

promptly

as possible.

When

the

contingent

fund

reaches

the

amount

<>f

000,000 (which, on the basis of the tabulations made
Transportation Conference, may be assumed to
place hi less than 15 years) it is proposed thai contributions
to the fund bringing its total above thai limit could be used
for

providing addition. d

transportation

facilities

for

(be they equipmenl or permanent
improvements) or for amortizing the cost of the railroads.
The latter process could be carried out by a pro rata purchase
of obligations Of the various railroads and by a correspond in:;
the benefil of the country

To the ex
investment accounts.
property investment accounts
would he written down, transportation charges would It cor
decreased.
would thus
Liberal
earnings
respondingly
Strengthen railroad credit and at the same time redound to
reduction in their property

tent

that

in

this

manner

the

the advantage of the whole country.

While the contingent funds when completed will thus render an invaluable service in safeguarding railroad credit, the
plan would show a fatal weakness in that it would not provide against the emergency of the most critical years, being
During that period the conthose immediately ahead of us.
For
tingent funds would as yet he practically non-existent.
this reason the Conference, very reluctantly, has reached the
conclusion that it is imperative to recommend to Congress
the establishment of a railroad reserve fund of $500,000,000,
From
to be placed in the hands of the transportation board.
this fund it is contemplated such sums are to be advanced to
the general contingent fund as may be necessary to make up
deficiencies in case rates fixed by the Interstate Commerce
fail to produce in any one year, during the first
10 years after the enactment of the proposed legislation, the
statutory minimum yield of 6 per cent on the aggregate valuations of a traffic section and in case the funds in the general

Commission

contingent fund

are

insufficient

to

make ud

the shortage.

Such payments from the federal reserve fund would, however, be treated as advances only; they would be paid back
with interest from railroad contributions as soon as the general contingent fund had accumulated and remained at an
It is obvious that without such
federal reserve fund railroad credit could not be re-estab-

amount of $500,000,000.

lished to a degree sufficient to permit a generous development
country.
of the railroads as required in the best interest of the
may be
fund
this
that
mind
in
bear
to
It is very important
upon only in case rates determined by the Interstate

drawn
Commerce Commission should not

yield the statutory miniit is
of 6 per cent return for a traffic section, and. that
unless
commission,
the
of
power
the
within
therefore, entirely
to
some unforeseen events occur, to protect the situation and
into
fund
reserve
this
from
payments
of
necessity
avoid the

mum

But even if such payments
certain to be repaid, because
be
would
they
made,
be
should
consolidations are
the plan provides that when the railroad
earnings
completed a minimum of 5 per cent of the annual net
contemplated basis of
of all the railroads (that is, on the

the general contingent fund.

dollars,
annual net earnings of approximately one billion
con$50,000,000 per year) shall be paid into the general
the statutingent fund in any year when the carriers receive
There cannot, therefore, be
tory minimum of 6 per cent.
For the
any doubt as to advances being repaid in the end.
would
fund
reserve
federal
this
however,
period of transition,
beneform the keystone, without which the main strength and
lost.
be
would
fits of the plan
An appropriation of $500,000,000, even in the form of an
with
absolutely safe loan to be repaid to the United States
meet with a very
interest, is not likely, at first blush, to

But it would
cordial reception on the part of Congress.
appear an almost paltry commitment as against the amounts

And if
present guarantees and advances.
through the plan here proposed the present perplexities could
involved

would appeal anything bul an exIndeed,
ma) l» doubted whether the
demand.
amount of $500,000,000 ma) reall) be mffii ient.
should say a further word of explanation ion
Perhaps
cerning the stipulation of compulsory contributions pro-rata
permanentlj be solved,

it

it

once

for the

cither
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earnings On the pail of all railroads to the general conThis proviso is contemplated to go into effect
only after the mergers approved by the transportation board
arc completed.
The underlying thoughl i- thai
long
as there are weak and strong roads the contributions into the
fund may be exj iei ted to Ik- forthcoming from the ex< ess earnings of the stroni- roads
When once the met
com
pleted and the weak roads are absorbed by the ^troiiL' re
there will be a greater equalization of earnings and
ceivably at least, if all consolidated railroads earn their 6 per
ient (and the rate-making body fixes rates providing no
than the statutory minimum) there would not be an
earnings from which contributions into the general contii
fund could be made.
It is thought that when that time comes it would not be
to net

tingent fund.

.i

tl

any hardship

companies to pay
fund their pro-rata share (to the
extent that excess earnings have not provided it) so as to
make the total contribution into the fund 5 per cent of the
for these large consolidated

into the general contingent

aggregate net earnings of a section, i. e., at present approximately $50,000,000 per annum.
Under the conference plan the total increase which would
go to the railroads by the adoption of a 6 per cent rate-making
basis is figured to amount to about $137,000,000, and of this
it has been calculated that about $51,000,000 would go into
the contingent fund from excess earnings of the railroads as
at present constituted, so that the total increase retained by
the railroads would only amount to approximately $86,000,000 per annum, on the basis of the present standard return.
The transportation conference has not left unconsidered
the puzzling question of whether or not in the long run a
return of. 6 per cent on the final valuation might prove to be
too high or too low.
It has been suggested that it would be a mistake for Congress to determine a fixed basis of return and that it should be
left flexible.
Were the question left open, it is to be feared,
however, that the uncertainty of the past might continue
to prevail and credit might not be re-established.
A definite
assurance seems to be necessary so that the stockholder and
the bondholder will know for a certainty what their position
will be in the future.
It has been suggested that the law
might contain a provision whereby within given periods of,
let us say, 10 or 15 years, upon the certification of the Federal Reserve Boa»rd as to the relative changes of values of
securities and of money, a revision might be made by the
transportation board of what should constitute an adequate
return; the decisive element being that no adjustments should
be made which would bring the average of then existing railroad stock so nearly down to par that financing through further issue of stocks would thereby become jeopardized.
While it is possible to insert a clause of this nature, and

while much is to be said in its favor, it was the feeling of
the conference that a provision of this character would be
very difficult to formulate and might add to the complexity
of the problem; that credit would be more solidly established
by providing a definite basis of rate making, leaving it to
It was
the future, in case of need, to take care of itself.
thought that any fear that the arrangement might turn out
to be too favorable for the railroads might be disregarded,
inasumch as after all it was within the power of the Interstate Commerce Commission ultimately to keep the return
pretty close to 6 per cent on the actual value of the properties
less the 5 per cent going into the general contingent fund,
If, on the other hand, the
i. e., a net return of 5.70 per cent.
return should prove too moderate to attract new capital, the
Interstate Commerce Commission could meet the situation by
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pealer liberality in rate making, or Congress might step in
and make the necessary adjustment.
It was also discussed whether any future saving in interest
„n tin funded debt should redound to the advantage of the

While

if

such a course were desired the statutory rate could
on the aggregate final valua-

fixed as to yield 6 per cent

tion of the railroad properties less their

funded and floating

and the net yield available for the railroads in that
would have to provide only for the dividends and not
the interest charges, such change seemed unwise to the

debts,

for

conference for the following reasons:
According to the statement of the

Interstate

Commerce

Commission for the year 1916, the

interest paid (leaving
amortization or discount written off and charged to
profit and loss account) was about $474,000,000 on about
SI 1,000,000,000 of outstanding funded debt, that is at the
rate of approximately 4.30 per cent, and on this present basis
the amount available for dividends amounted to only $342,900,000 on outstanding stock of $8,250,000,000, or less than
per cent on the amount outstanding and approximately
V/i per cent on the dividend-paying stocks, which amount
to about 60 per cent of all the outstanding stock, according
:o the statement of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
These results were secured in a year when the return on
:he total railroad property investment account was 5.90 per
tent, the highest on record, which almost equals the proposed
uture statutory rate-making basis of 6 per cent, and is in
xcess of this return, if we take into account the contribution
o the general contingent fund, which would reduce the 6
)er cent return to 5.70 per cent net.
Under present conditions it is doubtful whether a subtantial number of railroads could sell large amounts of
>onds on an interest basis netting less than 6 per cent; many,
ndeed, have recently financed on a very much higher basis,
if ever, it will take many years be[t is to be assumed that,
bre maturing railroad bonds could be renewed on a basis
letter than the present average charge of 4.30 per cent.
In
ther words, as bonds mature and as more bonds are issued,
he position of the stockholder is likely to depreciate rather
Inasmuch, however, as the present condition
ban improve.
i earnings and values of stocks and bonds is such as to
ave brought railroad development to a standstill, it is clear
liat it would be fatal to cut down the very limited opporjnities that have been preserved for the stockholder under

aside

tie

It is felt that it is the minimum below
no attempt should be made to cut his chances. Indeed,
plan may already have gone too far in this respect. As

present plan.

rhich
le

as been stated before,

if

stocks of the consolidated railways

above par railroad development will come to a
top.
And hope for success in present circumstances is prediited upon the thought that in each section there will be
Hind some companies the final valuations of which will
tceed their capitalization, so that the percentage return on
o not

sell
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betterments and improvements— an additional amount
approximating $1,000,000,000 were issued
The government could not today refund the
outstanding
obligations of the railroads without paying
a substantial^

tne incentive of eompetition,
ity

„
and so as

incurred by the government.

preserve

to safeguard the liabil-

In other words,

if

the gov-

ernment guaranteed 4^ per cent the Interstate
Commerce
Commission would have to try to establish rates providing;

6
per cent in order to protect the government
against all hazards.
The saving to the country would, therefore, be unimportant, while the loss in the government's
credit would

make

itself felt all

along the line.
It is barely possible that if
consolidations should not materialize on the basis of voluntary
action on the

part of the
railroads involved, it may prove necessary
to have the transportation board itself organize new holding
companies with

power

to acquire

by condemnation proceedings the railroads
a consolidated concern, and that in
order
to make these mergers possible such new
federal holding company would have to issue a stock endowed with a
government
to be

merged into

guarantee. Let us hope, however, that such
eventual itv
be avoided.

The plan has
number of

able

may

the distinct advantage that within
a reasonit will free the government
from any

years

financial liability and will take it
out of actual business
while on the other hand pianTSnte^atirtg
IndrvfcC
roa d guarantees are considered by many
as likely to lead the
,

government into direct and permanent railroad
operation.
Interval During which Consolidations
Are Being
Effected and Commission Is Completing

Valuations

obvious that ample time must be given to devise
and
perfect the contemplated consolidations
and that a modus
vivendi must be found for the operation of the
railroads during the interval.
As the Federal Reserve Act provided for
an organization committee which was charged with the
duty
to divide the country into no less than
8 and no more than
12 districts, so our plan provides for a transportation board
that shall approve or determine the number of
consolidated
systems and their groupings.
It shall give the railroads an opportunity,
and all possible
It is

assistance, to carry them into effect.
If the mergers cannot
be perfected by voluntary agreement, the board, after five
years, shall have power to complete them by compulsorv proceedings.
The board shall also have power to sustain railroad credit pending this period of consolidation.
But how are rates to be fixed and profits to be divided during the interval when valuations are not yet completed and
not available to serve as a basis for rate making and
division

excess of the percentage
and bonds of su< h

of excess earnings? It is conceded that any basis during this
period will have to be somewhat arbitrary 'and cannot be entirely satisfactory.
Hut the report appears to have established a method as fair and equitable to all as possible in the
circumstances.
As a general basis for rate making it is

the securities of the weak sisters w'ould be exon the basis of their respective valuations, and
rength accumulated in the past will thus be used to benefit

proposed to use the aggregate property investment accounts
of the railroads of each traffic section. as at present earned
by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
While it i- ad-

id protect the future.

mitted that

leir

outstanding stock
on the valuation.

:turn

may

be

in

Against

stock:-

mpanies
langed

government guarantee of
lilroad securities, which, if extended over $18,000,000,000
stocks and bonds, would tend most dangerously to depreciate
ir government credit.
It is doubted whether under present
rcumstances a 5 per cent government bond offered on so
rge a scale would sell at better than par, particularly if it
ere subject to full taxation and if every year
for additions,

The

alternative

would be

a direct

:

—

property accounts, taken individually, in
in others too low. it is generally
a unit the}- may be accepted as
furnishing a fairly accurate basis to be used as a tempo
these

some eases tire too high and
assumed that considered as
yard-stick.

When

dealing with individual roads, however, the often
investment account cannot be safel)
cepted as a basis for determining excess profits. The report,
highly

arbitrary
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therefore,

recommends

thai

purpose of ascertaining

the

for

excess income the valuation o! any

individual railroad sys
tern, pending the completion of the anal valuation, shall be
tint proportion of tlic aggregate property investment accounts
of all the railroads of the traffit section in which it is Located

railway operating income (com
the manner prescribed by the
federal control ;nl of March 21, L918) heals to the aggTl
annual railway operating income of all the railroads of such

which

it-

puted

for

average annual
period and

the

traffic section,
It

computed

has been figured

if

in

in the

the

same manner.

law as proposed went into

effect,

and two-thirds to
the general fund (after the individual contingent fund had
been filled) the resull would be approximately as follows (in
that on a basis of one third to the railroads

million dollars)

standard
return

Section
D

Southern

Western

ii,
ease i"
6 per cent on
.i«i
i

investment
accounts

...354
..139

will

at

an\

a!

108

156

In-

crease

crease

Turned

turning over

to

into

two-thirds to
gen. ctg. fund

roads

general

rail-

ctg.

fund

?4
17

300
149

36
10

7

4 4J

40

26

981

86

51

i.'.;

18

added the return of
C per cent on additional investments (since June, 1917) not
compensated for by the present standard return, and there
would have to he such adjustments as the transportation
hoard would make.
these figures there

would have

purchase more tran portation than

it

inally, when we remember that the annual increase is
return contemplated in our plan equals aboul one-tenth of
the increase in wages authorized by the railroadince the
.ape the conclusion that
beginning of the war, we caj
the adequate return to he allowed to the investor plays only a
I

t

i

comparatively unimportant part in the whole situation.
May venture to remind you, moreover that it would |„- a
misfortune if remedial legislation were passed which did not
go t<> the root of the evil
legislation of a palliative hara< ter,
or that was hut temporary patchwork, and would leave unI

<

solved

a

question certain to grow increasingly difficult.

n

'.<•

'

1,03

l

present

previous time."

of

the

Federal Transportation Board

Retained by
railroads aftei

.
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to be

By Emory

R. Johnson

The

functions of the proposed transportation board were
outlined by Trofessor Johnson in part as follows:
The regulation of railroads by the federal government will
he more comprehensive and detailed in the future than it has

been in the past. When private operation is resumed, the
government's relation to the railroads will be much more than
corrective in aim, it will be co-operative.
Regulation must

—

earnings has been sub-

become increasingly constructive positive rather than negapurpose and method.
The people are looking forward to an even better railroad
service than they have enjoyed in the past.
They believe it

stituted for the highly arbitrary basis of individual property

will be possible for all railroads to render a service as excel-

investment accounts. The only use of that account is made
in this plan by providing that where the temporary earning
valuation is higher than the existing property investment
account, that account is to be used as the basis for determining excess income.
It is believed that the provisions of the plan will afford

lent as that

In this

manner

a capitalization of

railroads during the ensuing years of the interval a sufficient
strengthening of their credit to enable most of them to carry
on their financial and physical operations until the mergers

are completed.

"Where immediate financial assistance by the government
provision be made to
is required the report recommends that
enable the transportation board, directly or indirectly,
through the War Finance Corporation, to extend temporary
support to particular systems.
mind a mistaken
I cannot help feeling that in the public
emphasis generally is being placed both upon the effect of
also upon
cost of transportation upon the cost of living, and
contributing
the part played by the cost of capital as a factor
to the cost of transportation.
cost of things proIf, quite arbitrarily, we assume that the

duced per year in the United States amounted
the
like $60,000,000,000 or $70,000,000,000,
transportation would

to

something

total

cost of

amount to only 5 per cent of the cost of
An increase of 20 per cent in the cost of

things produced.
more
transportation would, therefore, represent an item of no
general,
than approximated 1 per cent of the cost of things in
coneven though in the case of certain articles transportation
production. I canstitutes a much larger share of the cost of
that the cost of
not follow the theory propounded by some
four times the
living would be raised to an extent equaling
of transportacost
increased
the
in
involved
directlv
all

amount

tion.

If the price of coal rises

due

to increased

wages both

should one increase in
in mining and
wages have a different effect than the other?
in mind that in a
ft would be well for us, however, to bear
show
period during which the index prices for commodities
transthe
for
charged
rates
the
cent,
per
200
of
an increase
inportation of passengers, according to recent statements,
cent, or,
per
only
20
freight
of
and
cent
per
40
only
creased
of any given comit has been cogently expressed, "a ton
transporting,

as

why

tive in

which has been performed by the strongest and

To make this possible, however, the
number of railroad systems must be reduced by the grouping
and consolidation of existing roads in accordance with plans

most

efficient systems.

Competition is not to be abandoned, but it is no longer to be a struggle of weak roads to
maintain themselves alongside their strong and jealous neighbors; it is to become the sendee rivalry of a limited number
of vigorous systems of approximately equal strength.
The strong railroad systems formed by the grouping of
existing railroads ought not to be owned and operated by
corporations subject to the authority of the several states.
These powerful corporations must in the public interest be
hrought under the jurisdiction of the United States.
It is
believed by the transportation conference that this seemingly
difficult task can readily be accomplished by the enactment
and enforcement of a federal railroad incorporation act similar in principle to the national bank act by means of which
state banks are converted into federal institutions.
The capital expenditures and the security issues of the
consolidated railroad companies of the future are certain to
be regulated by the United States government. The agency
that performs this task will render the country a great service.
In passing upon capital expenditures of the railroads, public

approved by public authority.

authority will sit in judgment upon the wisdom or unwisdom
of proposed railroad improvements or extensions and will in
effect determine the lines of development of the American

Through the exercise of this
railway system as a whole.
authority it will be possible for the government to bring
about gradually the unification and the economic development of railroad terminal facilities and services, to prevent
the unnecessary construction of new lines, to require the
physical connection of railroads and, if Congress so wills,
the connection and joint use of railroads and waterways.
Through its regulation of rates and fares the government
has already come to determine the revenues of the railroads.
In the future, in larger measure than in the past, the expenses of the railroads will depend upon the requirements
made by the regulatory authorities of the government. It is
obvious that Congress and the administrative agencies it
creates must assume responsibility for the adoption and en-
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forcement of measures that will not only assure the financial

enable the companies
to acquire and maintain such credit as will enable them to
secure from the investing public the funds required for the
adequate development of the country's railroad transportation
Unless the private railroads under government
System.
regulation can thus secure capital from private investors,
stability of the railroads, hut will also

government ownership must necessarily follow.
Broadly speaking, there are three tasks of major important that must be accomplished to bring about the permanent
solution of the railroad problem and to insure the success of
government regulation of railroads.
The existing railway
systems, many in number, and of varying degrees of weakand strength, must be brought together into an appropriate number of vigorous competing systems; the corporation- which control these large systems must owe their allegiance to the federal government and observe its requirements
expenditures,

as to

capitalization

and corporate practices;

and laws must be enacted and enforced that will assure to
the railroads adequate revenue, financial strength and harmonious relations with their employees and with the public.
These tasks can not be accomplished unless Congress provide- appropriate and effective machinery for giving effect to
Railroad regulation is an executive problegislative policy.
Its success depends upon the creation of an adminislem.
trative agency with responsibilities and powers commensurate
with the magnitude of the work to be done and vested with
that freedom of initiative and action that will cause it to organize and to function as an effective executive body.
The plan developed by the National Transportation Conference calls for the establishment of an administrative
agency of large powers and heavy responsibilities. The conference does not favor placing those powers and responsibilities

in the

hands of a cabinet

officer.

The members

of the

few years.
They are inevitably selected in large part because of the prominent place they occupy in the counsels and activities of the
They are political appointees and
political party in power.
their administration of the railroads would almost certainly
The adequate development and the technical
be political.
President's cabinet hold office for a comparatively

and other agencies of transportation
such vital consequence to the people of the United
States that it would be a public misfortune to allow political
methods and party politics to control or even largely to
influence the regulation of transportation agencies.
jfficiency of the railroads

are of

The conference

has, moreover, after very careful consideration of the subject, reached the conclusion that it would be
an wise to require

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

exercise the administrative functions that
:o

to

must be performed

insure the success of railroad regulations.

The conference recommends

that a Federal Transportation
should be an executive board, of
it least
five members, and should be charged with the responsibility both of administering the act which Congress
shall adopt for the regulation of railroads and of bringing
ibout the co-ordinated development of a national system of
ail, water and highway transportation.
The proposed board
mould not be entrusted with the regulation of rates that
mould be left with the Interstate (\>mmerce Commission;
lor should the proposed board be concerned with the construction of waterways and highways, which work should be
lone by appropriate agencies especially created by Congress,
rhe following specific duties should be performed by the
Federal Transportation Board:

Board be established.

It

—

1.

ing

The Board should determine and announce
or consolidation of railroads

An

deemed

the group-

to be in the public

opportunity and incentive should be given excompanies to effect the desired consolidations
lpon their own initiative; but if tin desired mergers are not
thus accomplished by the railroads within a reasonable time,
nterest.

sting railroad

211

the transportation board should have the power to carry out
the plans authorized by Congress for merging all railroads
engaged in interstate commerce into a limited number of
strong systems so located that each important traffic district

more than one system.
the authority to require, if
compulsion is found to be necessary, the railroad companies,
as a condition precedent to the formation of consolidated
of the United States shall be served by
2.

The board should have

railroad systems, to become federal corporations, either by
the organization of new companies under federal (barters or
by changing from state to federal corporations in the manner
suggested by the transportation conference.

The transportation board should be given authority to
3.
pass upon the public necessity for the expenditure of capital
(in excess of a minimum amount stipulated by statute) by
all carriers by rail engaged in interstate commerce.
4.
The board should administer the general railroad contingent fund or funds which must be built up and maintained
as a means of strengthening and stabilizing railroad credit.
Instead of the fixed guarantee by the government, the conference favors a statutory rule of rate making that will yield
the railroads, as a whole, a fair return upon the value of
their property devoted to the public service; and, in order
that railroad credit may really be put upon a sound basis

without imposing unreasonably high rates upon the public,
recommends that railroads be required to turn
over the larger part of their excess profits into contingent
funds which shall act as financial shock absorbers.

the conference

5.
The transportation board should act as a referee in
cases of disagreement resulting in a deadlock of any of the
boards which it is proposed shall be entrusted with the adjustment of wages, hours of employment and other conditions of
the service of railroad employees.
It is the hope of the conference that the disputes between the railroad companies and

which have in the past on more than one
occasion threatened to paralyze the industries of the country,
may be avoided in the future by continuing the method of
adjusting wages, hours of labor and conditions of service that
was adopted in 1917, and has been continued and developed
by the Railroad Administration.
The conference recommends that each of the corpora6.
tions owning and operating the proposed consolidated railroad
systems shall organize with directorates of 12 members, "one
of whom shall be a representative of the employees of the
their employees,

system, and nominated for that position by such employees,
and three of whom shall be selected by the Federal Transportation Board to represent the principal interests involved
in the territory served by such system."
The directors thus
selected are to make regular and special reports to the transportation board in accordance with the rules laid down by
that board.

The transportation board should be authorized and
7.
required to inquire into the practices of railroad management
and to propose measures for preventing abuses therein. Because of the incompleteness of past regulation of railroads,
the financial and other practices of those irresponsible and
unscrupulous men who unfortunately are to be found in
limited number in practically every line of business, have
brought ruin upon some American railroad systems and have
injured the security of all railroad companies in the mind
It should be the aim of the transof the investing public.
portation board to promote the legal and moral responsibility
of railroad directorates and railroad executive officers with a
view to protecting the funds that have been invested by the

public and to make railroad securities safe and attractive investments for the accumulating wealth of the nation.
The plan provides that "It shall be the general duty of
8.
the board to promote the development of a national system of
rail, water and highway transportation."
The United States,
as a result of the initiative of its business men, has an ex-
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Highwaj development, although
system of railroads.
lected, i- now proceeding rapidly and motor trans
The,countrj
portation is being organized on a large scale.
»>f large traffit
is supplied with numerous waterways capable
uses when systematically developed and properl) co ordinated

cellenl

What is now needed is a transportation
with the railroads.
board vested with the power, and charged with the duty, of
bringing the railroads, the waterways and the highways to
The railroad
gether into a national transportation system.
river, lake and ocean
at
connected
be
musl
and waterways
rates
terminals, through routes must be established, through
shippers
to despatch
afforded
opportunities
and
provided,
combination
their goods on through hills of lading by such a
effii ten]
he
most
will
as
carriers
and
highway
water
of rail

This integration of the different parts of
system can he brought ahout only
transportation
the national
authority over the use
by creating some single agency with

and economical.

of railroads,

waterways and highways.

Board it Will be
In creating the Federal Transportation
between
jurisdiction
of
conflict
desirable to provide against
Commission and the
Commerce
Interstate
the
hoard
that
desirable to create a board
Shipping board. It would not be
now performed by the
work
the
upon
encroach
that will
will interfere with
that
or
Commission
Interstate Commerce
is needed is a
What
Board.
Shipping
the
of
the activities
activities of
the
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and
hoard that will supplement
Commission, the Shipping Board
Commerce
Interstate
the
The mind
government.
and certain other agencies of the
of the Interstate
continue to be,
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upon the regulation of
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now, and should

railroad rates
of railroad property.
value
the
of
determination
the

and

The

devoting itself mainly to the
Shipping Board is temporarily
war conditions end it will
when
but
vessels,
of
eon' miction
transportation the genocean
of
seek to apply to the business
been applied to railhave
that
regulation
of
eral principles
the
as are made necessary by

roads with such modifications
transportation.
differences between ocean and rail
Board may be
The necessity for a Federal Transportation
regulation of
by a reference to the present
Clearly indicated

The Interstate Commerce
terminal facilities and services.
over railroad terminals
authority
certain
has
Commission
powers over persons
limited
and the Shipping Board has
services at ocean
terminal
of
performance
enlaced in the
at the terminals
power
adequate
ports* but neither body has

There is no
together.
where water and rail carriers come
can bring
that
operations,
authority that can unify terminal
the traffic articulation of
and
connection
physical
about the
and water carriers.
responsibility
There is no authority having the

rail

of formu-

development of transportation
lating plans for the systematic
shall always have a
water.
facilities by rail and by
transportation in
disconnected and uneconomical system of
mind shall
whose
board
a
create
we
the United States until

We

problem.
be upon the whole transportation
briefly
The board entrusted with the duties that have been
of the highest charmen
of
composed
be
should
enumerated
Their responsibilities will equal, it
acter and attainments.
Federal Reserve Board, whose crethe
of
those
not exceed,
of the United States
ation at a critical period in the history
The proposed
benefit.
incalculable
of
be
to
proved
has
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Transportation Board will have an opportunity to
faciliand
guide
to
be
will
duty
Its
service.
greater
an even
system of transportatate the development of a truly national
tion.

Chairman Esch asked the witness if he
was a deep-seated prejudice against the

realized that there

creation of addi-

Professor Johnson said he
governmental boards.
this case it was justified
in
that
thought
but
realized it,
because the main work of the commission is semi-judicial
as an efficient
in character and it could hardly function

tional

executive
be
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Bi-Partisan Labor Boards
By W. N. Doak
\\
N. Doak, vice-president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and member of the Railroad Administrate
Hoard of Adjustment No. 1, told the committee that he
.

in

favor of the

Plumb plan

of

government ownership of the

railroads and therefore was not committed to the conference

plan as a whole, but he had been asked to discuss the section
of the plan proposing a method for adjusting labor conwhich had been adopted by the confer*
troversies
The conference favors the ad
Largely on his suggestion.
justment of wages, hours of labor and other conditions
of service of railroad employees by hoard- consisting of
equal
numbers of representatives of employees and
officers of the railroads, with appeal in case of disagreement
to the federal transportation board as referee.
Mr. Doak
explained the origin of the plan of bi-partisan labor boards
which was adopted by the Railroad Administration. On the

same day

that the

Supreme Court upheld the Adamson law
managers and the brotherhoods reached

in 1917 the railroad

an agreement and in connection with its application to 1600
it was decided to appoint a Commission of
Eight, consisting of four representatives of the managers and
four of the brotherhoods, whose duty it would be to apply
the principles of the agreement and the law to the different
schedules and settle all controversies. This commission was
in existence for about a year and had before it between 30,000 and 40,000 disputes, but it was able to reach unanimous
decisions except in a very few cases.
At the time that the
idea of compulsory arbitration was being seriously considered the brotherhoods advocated the bi-partisan plan
instead and after the organization of the Railroad Administration it was decided to create a new board to take the
place of the Commission of Eight, but organized along the
same lines. Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1 was created by an agreement entered into between the regional directors and the executives of the brotherhoods approved by
the director general in General Order No. 13, and was
organized with four representatives of the managers on one
side and four representatives of the brotherhoods on the

different schedules

From its organization in April, 1918, up to July 24,
1919, it had handled about 1100 disputes involving nearly
every form of imaginable disagreement as to discipline and
schedules without a dissenting opinion and in practically all
Later Board
cases with a unanimous decision of the board.
of Adjustment No. 2 was created to deal similarly with the
shopmen, and Board of Adjustment No. 3 to deal with other
other.

classes of employees.

In General Order No. 27 the director

general also provided for the creation of a wage board composed of three representatives of the employers and three of
the employees to investigate wage questions and make recommendations for the decision of the director general, but the

boards of adjustment were given the power of final decision
except in the case of a deadlock, when the director general
has to act as a referee. In cases involving an interpretation
of wage orders they also make recommendations to the director general, but it has never been necessary to call upon

him

to act as referee.

He

said that the

members

of the

board continue their connections with their organizations and
are paid by them, while the office expenses, etc., are paid
by the Railroad Administration, and this connection with
their organizations, he thought, made it possible for them
situation
to get information and to keep in touch with the
governmental
purely
for
a
impossible
be
would
that
in a way
board.
said,

The plan had been

and

entirely successful,

in his opinion a similar plan could be

Mr. Doak
worked out

August

1,
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1919

with equal success under either government control, private
It has been tried out
ownership or government ownership.
so far under both private ownership and under government
He declared that the four representatives of the
control.
railroads have met the representatives of the brotherhoods
in a most broad and liberal manner and that it was surprising how easy it was to reach conclusions after having heard
irguments.

Asked who would be

the referee,

Mr. Doak

said that the conference plan proposed that the federal trans-

portation board

would

act,

whereas under the Plumb plan

the board of directors would act, and he assumed that under
any plan there will be some kind of a board or tribunal

which could act as referee because past experience shows it
He thought pracwould have practically nothing to do.
all railroads and labor organizations would come in
such an agreement because the two boards could make it
He strongly urged that
uncomfortable for any to stay out.
Congress should not attempt to provide for anything further
He did not bethan voluntary arrangements of this kind.
lieve a purely governmental board would work or that the
practical men such as now constitute the boards of adjust"We are all
ment would serve on a governmental board.

ticallv

in

he said, "and you can lead us to most
and he thought
a simple declaration by Congress providing for the creation
of such boards and leaving the details to be worked out by
the employees and the employers would get the best results.
He would not interfere with the present Board of Mediation
ind Conciliation, which he said has adjusted more disputes

American

citizens,"

anything, but you cannot drive any of us,"

were ever settled by legislation and which would be
very useful in many cases, and he would also retain the prothan

visions of the

Members

Newlands

arbitration law.

of the committee were apparently very favorably

impressed with Mr. Doak's suggestions, and Chairman Esch
isked him to draft a section for the bill to carry out his ideas
ind to provide who should be the referee. Mr. Esch said that
lis own bill has made no provision for settling labor disputes,

he recognized that the matter was an important one and
aid the committee was very receptive to suggestions along
:hat line because it is anxious to have some satisfactory plan
Mr. Doak said he thought it did not make much
.uggested.
difference what tribunal is stated as the referee, but when
Mr. Esch suggested the Secretary of Labor he was inclined
o think that was not desirable because the railroad men
lave never been under the Department of Labor or had much
In reply to a suggestion that the President
:o do with it.
night appoint a referee, Mr. Doak said that whoever is
ippointed should be permanent rather than appointed for
Mr. Esch
:ach occasion because he would gain experience.
isked whether the success of the bi-partisan plan under the
Railroad Administration had been due in any degree to the
Dut

that the representatives of the railroads realized that
hey were under federal control and the roads were guaraneed a return. Mr. Doak replied that he thought the railroad

'act

nanagers would be equally broad-minded even without the
He said that 65 per cent of the
government guarantee.
:ases his board has passed on had originated prior to government control and in a very large number of cases em)loyees had been reinstated and been awarded back pay
vhi'ch would have to be paid by the corporations and he had
seen any difference in the attitude of the managers
oward paying out corporation money or paying out governnent money.
Representative Sims said that under the conference plan
leither side would have any interest in holding down wages
>ecause it would be the duty of the commission to make rates
To this Mr. Doak
ligh enough to pay them in any event.
eplied that when the organizations had gone to the Raiload Administration for increases in wages it had encountered
he same railroad men who had always opposed them and
lever

213

that they were aide to present as strong arguments for their
side as before, but that when practical men representing the

two sides got together they were able to reach an agreement.
If the judgment of six or eight practical men from both
sides cannot be taken, he said, he feared that a satisfactory
decision could not be obtained from the Interstate Commerce
Commission or any body "that knows nothing about wages."

Mr. Doak urged strongly that the power of appointment
members of the board should not be given to the President
or made in any way dependent upon Congress, because it
should be removed absolutely from the field of politics.
If
Congress had anything to do with it, he said, every time a
man got an adverse decision he would insist on his Congressman demanding a Congressional investigation.
Most of the discussion related to the kind of disputes arising out of interpretations of schedules and discipline that
are passed upon by the boards of adjustment rather than to
the question of passing on large increases in wages amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars.
Mr. Doak was not
asked whether the wage questions which are passed on by
the Board of Wages and Working Conditions only in the
form of recommendations to the director general, who must
decide whether he can spend the money, are handled with
of

complete success, nor did he refer to the question of time
and a half for overtime in train service which was referred
by the director general to Board No. 1, which rendered conflicting reports, putting the decision back up to the director
general.

Representative Stiness pointed out that wage schedules
provide differentials between classes of employees, but asked
how they provide for discrimination between a good man
and a bad man. "The only way is to tie a can to the bad

man," said Mr. Doak, "and that is done quite frequently."
Mr. Stiness also pointed out that stabilizing wages does not
seem to prevent the men from asking for another increase
within a short time. Mr. Doak said that was because wages
never had been made high enough and that under the former plan they remained unadjusted for years until the grievances had accumulated sufficiently to cause a crisis, whereas
a wage board that would be constantly sitting and adjusting
wage questions from time to time instead of waiting until
they accumulate into a big controversy, would produce more
satisfactory results.

"The fact is," he said, "we have had too much publicity.
The people got unduly alarmed in 1916 because they were
afraid they would wake up some morning and not find their
milk.
They might not have had any milk on the morning
of September 4, 1916, but they

would have had

it

by noon

because the question as to who was bluffing would have been
determined inside of four hours."

Mr. Doak

insisted that the increase in freight rates

made

necessary by the increase in wages was in no way responsible
for the increased cost of living.
He said he knew many
people who were just existing even on what are now called
high wages and he did not see how any family could live on
He said he sympathized greatly
less than $150 a month.
with the director general in his difficult problem of handling
Mr. Stiness referred to a statement
both wages and rates.
circulated by the American Federation of Labor that the law
of supply and demand could be repealed by legislation and
Mr. Doak said
asked if Mr. Doak agreed with that idea.
that he would require at least half a day to answer the question, but that he sometimes thought it would be better to

and demand alone. He said during the
seemed as if something ought to be done and Congress
reduced the price of wheat and of flour, but he never saw
any cheap bread resulting from it. He declared that wages
have never been anything like as high as they ought to have
been and that in the case of railroad men their working life
is so short that they ought to be able to accumulate enough

let

the law of supply

war

it

—
_'l

to
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provide

tion.

he

Btrongl)

when

hut

it

the)

can do longer work.

Mi.

againsl the idea of compulsory arbitra

might be possible

it

Baid,

quitting

the years

foi

Doak argued

to

prohibit

would he impossible

an organized strike,
prevent men from

was resumed on Tuesday, Nathan I..
Amster, president of tin- Citizens' National Railway League,
outlined and strongly argued tor his plan for having the
the bearing

of the railroad stockholders acquired at a valuation
by a valuation commission, taking into consideration
original cost, replacement cosl and earning power, and taken
over and operated by a corporation whose hoard of directors should he elected by the various interests, giving the
He prosecurity holders only one-third of the membership.
posed that the bonds should not he disturbed, unless they
represented more than the value of the property, and that
the new corporation should issue stock in exchange for the
The Interstate Commerce
stock of the railroad companies.
Commission would he required to make rates sufficient to
pay o per cent on the stock, or 4 j or 5 per cent if it should
be decided to have the government guarantee it, and any
excess over 6 per cent should be divided under a plan
which would provide for profit sharing with labor or a reMr. Amster declared
duction of capitalization and rates.
that the railroads are the most democratically owned industry in the country, saying that more than one-third of the
population has its savings invested directly or indirectly in
railroads, that it is the only industry that has every individual and every other industry as its client, and that it is
second only to agriculture in the percentage of its product
He declared that 80 per
which is represented by labor.
Mr.
cent of the railroad service is represented by labor.
Amster also said that any deficit resulting from railroad
operations is merely a subsidy paid by the people as a whole
to the industries that do not pay their fair share of freight
rates.
He said his plan would give to railroad security
owners a square deal which they have not had for years
and that they will not put any more money into the railroad
until they get it.
He described his plan as a middle course
between government ownership and "taking off the lid," to
leave the investor to take his chances of loss or of large
This plan, he said, is no longer possible.
gains.

tin-

on Wednesday, saying in part:
No railroad plan can meet the necessities of the public
which does not provide for the establishment of the credit
In the past credit
of substantially all important railroads.
The
has been established only through surplus earnings.
old plan has failed because of the unwillingness of the In-

Rich

terstate

testified

Commerce Commission

to establish a basis of rates

weaker lines. This
commisison has a large measure of justification because a basis of rates which would give adequate
earnings to the weaker lines would give unnecessarily high
profits to the stronger lines.
So long as there is competition, and consequently strong lines and weak lines, the
credit of the weak lines must be established in some other
way than through earnings and rates.
The main features of the plan are as follows:
1.
Any railroad finding itself unable to issue its capital
stock at par may apply to the government for the guaranty
of its loans necessary to raise money for the physical improvement of the property. The government, through some
agency perhaps the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall then appoint two public directors, who shall have
equal votes with other directors, except on the question of
the necessity for improvements to be financed by these loans,
and in reference to those their decision will be final.
which

will give adequate earnings to the

attitude of the

—

that

a

at

3.

,

surplus which the government would receive
plan amounted to $52,000,000.
Congress should give a mandate to the
nl<

of

under

J.

>to< k

i

^liare

E.

its

For the years 1915, 1916 and 1917, the average annual
aggregate deficits of those railroads having deficits
that
insufficient
income to pay operating expenses
and fixed
charges
amounted to $22, 000, 000. The annual avei

fixed

The New England Plan

war investigation showed

threat

ernment.

equit}

1

the

order to put out

par must -how- earn..i
ubstantially 9 per cent applicable to tin ^t<x k
it
proposed that When a railroad earns more than 9 per
nt
shall divide the surplus above this amount with the govin

i

it

The Amster Plan

to

I'rioi

railroad

t<>

work individually,

Winn

2.
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the

I

Commerce Commission

I

margin of safety ol the
government share of the surplus over the deficits which it
would he obliged to meet should not fall below a stipulated
sum, say $25,000,000; and if it were thought advisable a

maximum sum

that

the

Of

could he given, say $50,000,000.

course

mandate should include the words, "as near as may he."
This margin of safety should he the average margin of
safety over a period, say, of three years.
Under this mandate no possihle loss could fall upon the government.
4.
The railroad seeking a government guaranty should
establish a sinking fund for the retirement of the obligaA payment into this fund of one-half of
tions at maturity.
one per cent per annum would retire a 50-year bond.
Therefore, no loss would fall on the government on account
of failure to meet obligations at maturity.
the

The

following are the advantages of this plan:

Every railroad could raise the necessary capital for
improvements, and thus every community would receive
1.

proper transportation service.
2.

This

result is

obtained at the least possible cost to

the shippers, for there

is

no necessity

to raise rates to the

point necessary for the establishment of credit of
roads through earnings.

all

rail-

3.
The strong roads would continue to finance their own
requirements, and the weak roads would be entirely free

from the unwholesome domination of banking interests.
4.
Competition is preserved, and with it private initiative.
5.

One

of the most important advantages of the plan

at the present
effect.

moment

is

that

it

can be put into immediate

If other plans are thought as the ultimate solution,

such, for instance, as the consolidation of weak lines with
the strong lines, or the fixing of rates so as to give a return
upon the valuation of railroads as found by the Interstate

Commerce Commission,

the railroads are relieved from the

menace of bankruptcy and become

once an effective
can not be laid
upon this point for the railroads are faced with disaster
unless some adequate plan is put into effect at once.
6.
Fictitious capitalization is not recognized
rate
in
making. No serious charge of over capitalization has been
made against the strong lines; it is the weak lines which
have been subject to this criticism. No attempt is made to

agency of transportation.

Too much

establish rates so as to give the

weak

at

stress

lines credit

—

credit

is

given by the government guaranty.
The subcommittee of the Senate committee on interstate
commerce, appointed to draft a tentative railroad bill, has
held numerous meetings and has had before it Director
General Hines, C. A. Prouty, director of the Railroad Administration Division of Accounting, and Paul M. Warburg.
These men have conferred with the committee regarding
various phases of the proposed legislation but not in a formal way as at a hearing and no record has been taken. John
E. Oldham, of Boston, Mass., and S. Davies Warfield have
conferred with the Senate sub-committee on the railroad bill.

The House

is

to recess

on August

2

until

but the railroad hearing before the committee

September
is

9,

to continue.

Some Chapters

Canadian Government Ownership

in

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Has Never Earned Its Fixed
Charges Disfranchisement of Railway Employees

—

By Harold

G. Villard

III

UNLIKE

the other

British

North American colonies

Ontario has only
very recently become possessed of a government
With the object of having the
d and operated railway.
agricultural lands lying west of Lake Temiskaming opened
up for settlement, the Ontario legislature some twenty years
bartered several private railway companies to build
As these corporathrough this then undeveloped territory.

which

first

joined

dominion,

the

i

tions failed to

commence

construction,

that the trade of the district

would

and as it was feared
Montreal in the

drift to

nee of a connection with the railway system of Onario,

government announced in 1901 that

the Liberal provincial

to be made in order to ascertain the
building a railroad into the region in question. While
the line was to be constructed with the funds of the province,
which was to retain control over transportation rates, the
road, it was intimated, might be leased on completion to a
1
large railway system like the Grand Trunk.
A year later when the surveys were further advanced, a
bill was passed under government auspices authorizing the
construction in the public interest of what has since been

would cause a survey

it

tion as compared with the second, and will require an expenditure of $2,263,000, as estimated in 1912, to make its
gradients correspond with those prevailing on the second
section from New Liskeard to Cochrane.
Just about the time the first section reached completion,
a change of government took place.
After having been in
power for a third of a century, the Liberals were replaced
by a Conservative ministry inclined to favor government
management and control of public utilities. Although the
services of all the then employees on the railway were retained, the Liberal railway commissioners felt constrained
to resign and were promptly replaced by three Conservative

appointees.

cost of

as the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway. 2
board consisting of three commissioners was appointed to
build the new avenue of transportation and to construct teleFor
graph and telephone lines in connection therewith.
each mile of railway built, 20,000 acres of public lands
were to be set aside and the proceeds derived from their
sale used to retire any bonds issued for the construction

known

A

of the road.

The first board of commissioners decided to have the railway constructed by the contract system rather than directly
This method of construction has been
by its own officers.
As to the kind of road
followed in the main ever since.
to be built, "the decision of the commission, which was concurred in by the government, was that a railway should be
constructed which would be creditable to the province and
which would conform to the standard of a trunk line, having
regard at the same time to proper economy in every direc3

In other words, the first section of the road between
North Bay and New Liskeard was located as a colonizations
road where an adherence to uniform and definite grades was
not required. The cost of this first section of 112 miles com-

tion."

plete, with a suitable equipment of rolling stock, was esti4
mated by the commission at $29,755 per mile.
Even before this first section was completed, however, the

Ontario administration decided to extend the provincial railwax some 140 miles further to the town of Cochrane so as to
form a connection with the newly begun National Transcontinental railway planned to run through the Northern wilds
of Ontario.
It was determined thai this extension should
be built up to the standard adopted for the National Transcontinental and with ruling gradients of 0.5 per cent, north
bound and 0.4 per cent, south bound. Hence, the first portion of Ontario's provincial railway
*iiarlicr

ailiclcs

in

this

mm,- wen

i"

I

is
'""I

of inferior construcin

y.v
1919, page 110, and Tulv
Sce Ontario Budget Speech for 1901 of Hon. G. W.
-Chapter 4 of 3, Edw. VII
7.
"T. & N. O. Railway Com. 2nd Annual

July 18.

«Tbid,

the

Railway Arc of

.

l

p.

ROM

at p. 31 ct seq.

New Government

Charges "Mismanagement"

Shortly after the new government assumed office, it announced that "the whole Temiskaming Railway has been

—

mismanaged" by

its predecessors
and that, owing to the
construction of unnecessary trestle work and other unserviceable expenditures "the railway has cost far more than
it should have cost."
In place of the first section being
completed for $30,000 a mile as originally anticipated, its
cost had attained in 1907 $46,200 per mile.
The causes for
this greatly increased expenditure were explained by the
provincial treasurer as follows:

"The road was very poorly laid out, and the engineering was bad, and
during the past three years there has been a large amount expended on the
fust division in order to put it into a proper state for operating.
In places
the rock cuts were as narrow as three to four feet from the rails.
They
should be at least five or six feet from the rails in order that the sway of
'the train may not result in striking a rock.
large expenditure has been
made in clearing these rock cuts and making them safe. Further than
that, the road was not properly laid out.
It goes west on a grade of \Vi
per cent, and east on a grade of l'/j per cent, and the result of this is
that it is ini]>ossible to take more than nineteen or twenty (freight) cars

A

on one tiain."'

Besides making good the deficiencies in the construction
new provincial government proceeded
energetically with the construction of the remaining portion
and at the close of 1908 had the entire main line in operof the first section, the

ation.
On October 31, 1916, the Temiskaming &; Northern
Ontario railway system, including branches, comprised 344
miles and represented a capital exixnditure on the part of
the Province of $21,183,687.50, or at the rate of $61,412 per
mile8 This cannot be regarded as an especially low capital-

ization.

Road Never Has Earned Fixed Charges
While

a

due

to

This

is

Temiskaming
and passenger traffic.
highly prosperous Cobalt minfavoring circumstance and the

not an inexpensive line to build, the

railway has

relatively large freight
its

serving the

Vet despite this
fact that its net earnings have been swelled almost one-fifth
by the proceeds of town lot sales and by royalties on rich
silver ores found along its right of way, the road has never
When it was completed, howas yet met it- fixed charges.
ever, the contrary was anticipated.
"The government railway seems likely to become a permanent source of revenue
We -hall be able to obtain annually from
to the province.
ing district.

the net earnings of the railway a

Hon. V

8.
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.1-

sum

quite sufficient to pay

Matheson, Ontario Budget Speech, 1908,

p.

15.

"
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on the co
on the provint

interest

the

.

Del

I

e

of the road so that

it

shall

no)

be a

have ool sufficed since its
opening to pa) a return of two-and a half per cent, on the
As against
capita] invested in this government enterprise.'
$516,000 derived from net earnings, the Province during
the fiscal year 1916 I'M 7 was obliged to pay out $825,000
for interest charges on the sums borrowed for the construction o\

the

lot

Temiskaming

sales

railway.

month

tin-

of

November 11 and

tht

location of

lot
determined,
few days previous to tin- election, the prime minister of Ontario jenl a
telegram to a supporter reading "it
true- that the go,
ment bas decided to build a branch line to Elk Lak<
.1

i

serting that this

communication had been timed

tide the election

in favor of tin- government, the opposition
premier for having used tin- announcement

I

the then

of tiu construction of this extension a- a bribe to the electoin the words of the opposition leader:
rate

9

"The

almost entirely ascribable
in
railway is nol run on commercial lines.
On May 20, 1912, and at a time when only
two thirds of the fixed charges of $625,000 per annum were
eing met, "all freight rates on this railway were revised
Concerning these new
and a general reduction made."
rates, the remiskaming Commission a year later unbosomed
rhis unsatisfactory showing
the fad that the provincial

in

the line to be definitel)

or otherv

Instead of this desired state of affairs being attained, the
earnings of the road
even after including receipts from

ore royalties and town

made

to he
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peopli

onimission

is

"i
i"

ake

dly requester the government and
extension
Then when
test was
candidate in Temiskaming, a weel ln-fore
tenl thai this Elk Lake branch would be built
to
d show*
'Unless you elect a nupportei of tin government the

Ell

I

givi

Hum

th.it

cni

dn

i.H-

line

people, saying:
will not be built

or will

be greatly delayed.'""

;

as follows:

itself

lumber and other fore-t products, coal, coke, stone, sand,
etc, constitute thii year almost 70 per cenl of the entire tonnage handled.
On all of this traffic the earnings are very much loss than the actual operating cost of hauling the freight, and on some of it, particularly on
*
pulpwood, the earnings are less than half the actual operating cost * *
Whereas other railways in Eastern Canada apply what is known as the
standard mileage tariff to local traffic, the Temiskaming Northern Ontario
Ontario Railway has adopted what is known as Schedule A, being a basis
Ipwood,

approximately 25 per cenl

less

than standard mileage." 11

Had this reduction in freight rates not taken place, the
which have
earnings of the Government railway since 1912
averaged $1,750,000 per year might have been sufficiently
increased to have met nearly all of the bond interest charged
against it instead of less than two-fifths as has been actually

—

—

Instead of running the road on a business basis,
the case.
however, and charging what a given traffic is worth, lower
rates for freight have been introduced than prevail on other
privately owned lines in Ontario and the provincial treasury
In other
is forced to make good the resultant difference.
words, those living along the Temiskaming railway aie
favored with cheap transportation rates for their goods at

expense of the general taxpayers.
According to the officials of the Ontario government, politics play no part in the conduct of the Temiskaming railway.
If the opposition party is to be believed, however, the provincial railway is merely an adjunct of the Conservative
It is claimed that the patronage system with
party machine.
all its evils is in vogue and that only government followers
are eligible for appointment to positions or are awarded conColor is lent to this assertion by the fact
tracts for supplies.
that the government at a 1917 session of Parliament refused to permit the passage of a resolution calling "for the
purchase of all supplies for the public service on a business
basis regardless of the political or peronal affiliations of
the vendors," and providing further "for the abolition of
the patronage system and the creation of a Civil Service
Commission to make appointments and promotions in the
12
civil service by merit."
tiie

Use

of

Road

for Political

Purposes

That the Ontario government is not above using the railway to advance its own political fortunes was brought out
at the time when the building of the branch to Elk Lake
was decided upon. Surveys for this extension of 29 miles
were first made in 1909, but led to no result either then or

When, however, a parliamentary
following year.
election was to be held in the Temiskaming district in December, 1911, the government caused a new reconnaissance
the

in

Annual Report, T. & N. O. Commission, pp. 7 and 84.
'Hon. A. J. Matheson, Ontario Budget Speech, 1910, p. S.
12th Annual Rep., p. 12.
T. & N. O. R. Commission
"Hon. T. W. McGarry Ontario Budget Speech, Feb. 12, 1918.
10
T. & N. O. R. Com. 12th Annual Report, p. 90.
UT. & N. O. R. Com. 13th Annual Report, pp. 98 and 101.
^Sec Toronto Globe of March 7, 1917.
°lSth
5

—

13

f.

&

—

X. O. R. Com. 11th Annual Report,

p.

20.

While stating all such strictures to be unjustified, the
Ontaiio authorities acknowledge that there ha
criticism of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario management to the effect that items were being charged to capital
that were legitimately chargeable to maintenance."
In the
early history of the road, too, no proper allowance appears
to have been made for depreciation of equipment.
When in
the fiscal year 1911-12, the operating expenses swallowed up
nearly 15 per cent, more of the gross earnings than in the
'ear previous; the commission reported that this higher expense ratio was due to a considerable extent to the tact that
"since the first of the current fiscal year, there have been
written iff monthly charges for depreciation of the different
classes of equipment and credited to appropriate depreciation accounts to provide for replacement. 16
Tt is a difficult matter to determine whether these various
imputations on the conduct of the Temiskaming railway are
justified or not.
For unlike what occurs in the dominion
House of Commons, very little discussion of the government's railway methods takes place in Ontario's Provincial
Parliament.
Most of the information available regarding
the railway is to be found in the more or less inspired statements of department heads and in optimistic official publications like the reports of the railway commission.
Certain it is, however, that the construction of the Temiskaming
railway was marked at the outset by grave and costly errors.
Furthermore, although possessing a relatively dense traffic,
Principally on account of the
it has not proven profitable.
practice of charging decidedly lower rates than those demanded by private lines, the road has so* far failed to meet
its fixed charges and has entailed additional burdens on the
taxpayers.
Even if it be conceded therefore that the Temiskaming system has been more efficiently conducted than other
Canadian government railways, its record cannot be said in
all fairnf is to be such as to justify much increased public
confidence in the oublic ownership and operation of railroad facilities.
1

Political Influence

"'

on Dominion Government Railways

From

the very advent of Confederation appointments to
positions on the Dominion Government Railways have been

made along party

lines.

This practice of naming only

followers of the party in power for office began
under the first federal administration, which was made up
Indeed, no sooner had the new central
of Conservatives.
faithful

government started than

its official

heads sought to influence

the employees in the various branches of the public service
Thus, when the first
to vote for government candidates.

provincial election after confederation took place
Scotia in the fall of 1867, the Minister of Customs
in the House of Commons that he had requested
belonging to his department to vote in opposition to
lf
Hon. N. W. Powell, Toronto Globe, Feb. 9, 1912.
i'Hon. T. B. Lucas, Ontario Budget Speech, 1914,
& N. O. R. Com., 12th Annual Report, p. 8.

10 T.

p.

20.

in

Nova

admitted
the

men

the Lib-

:

August

1,
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government then in office.
As voting at
was carried on at that time under the open-ballot
system, which made it easy to ascertain how each individual
voted, the federal employees found it difficult to resist the
pressure brought to bear on them to support the government's
era!

provincial

elections

If they failed to cast their ballots as directed, they
ran the risk of dismissal.
"Any man in the public service
suspected of being a Liberal was made to feel that he was
If officials supported the Dominion Governunder a ban.

ment they were protected, otherwise opportunity was sought
them out. They reduced the salary with the hope
that the officer would resign, and when the government could
do nothing else, they dismissed officials." 1
As in the case of other servants of the government, railway employees were not allowed to vote as they pleased
but were to use a phrase of the time "driven to the polls like
"An election had been held in Colchester County
sheep."
with the power of the dominion government arrayed against
the local government; and the public officials from the railway commissioner to the humblest officer in their employ
were- brought to the polls to vote
in many cases against
to drive

—

their will."

With
became

2

the approval of their superiors, railway officials even
active political workers for the Conservative or ad-

ministration party.
"At every election since 1867, the
dominion government had brought their influence to bear
to break down the local government.
In Hunts county, he
found that the person who spoke loudest against the local
government was a dominion official, the head of the railway
department at Windsor, who was neglecting his duty and

going about the country electioneering." 3

Nova

Scotia Disfranchises Railway

Employees

Resenting this interference of dominion officials in provincial elections, the Liberal ministry had a bill passed in
1871 to secure the independence of the House of Assembly,
as the lower chamber of the Nova Scotian parliament was
called.'
It provided, among other things, that no person
employed within fifteen days before the day of election on
the government railways could vote at a provincial election.
Thus, what the Liberal politicians termed the pernicious

217

always happen thai the man ii immediately thrown out of office. That is
*
'
not the way it is done.
The man i^ shuttled out of office. Some
occasion arises, perhaps it may be the plea <<l economy, it may be the uniting
of two offices into one.
lint something die happens.
A man is charged
v.ith having openly advocated bil views against the policy pursued by the
present (federal) government.
If they can find any instance where he has
done that openly, he is discharged from the position."'
'

Government Railway the Largest Employer
As

Island possesses no manufactures of any imand is peopled by farmers and tradesmen, the
dominion government railway has always been the largest
employer of labor in the province. Whenever the two leading parties were almost evenly matched
such as occurred
in the local election previous to 1893 when the Liberals and
Conservatives polled 9160 and 8944 votes respectively the
outcome of an electoral contest might easily depend on the
way in which the railway men voted. Feeling that these employees would not be allowed to cast an untrammeled ballot
and that they should not be permitted to control possibly the
the

portance

—

—

destinies of the Island, the Liberal provincial administration

caused a law to be enacted in 1893 on the eve of a general
election prohibiting dominion officials from voting at local
elections.
This act remained in force only for four years,
however.
In
1897,
when the Liberal ministry was again
seeking a vote of confidence at the hands of the Island electorate, the Conservative government at Ottawa had been replaced by a Liberal administration.
As only followers of
the Liberal party were now eligible for appointment to positions on the government railways, the possession by dominion
railway officials of the right to vote was no longer deemed
"a menace to the free institutions" of the Island. The disenfranchisement law was therefore promptly repealed by the
Liberal legislators, who had only a short time previously
deemed it essential that all federal government employees
should be precluded from voting.
Now happily a thing of the past, the disenfranchisement
by the provinces of dominion railway officials is not likely
to occur again.
The adoption of the secret ballot in elections has made impossible a repetition of the spectacle reported in the early days of confederation at Halifax of the
retainers of the federal government being marched in a body

was

to the polls to cast their votes solidly against the provincial

rendered harmless so far as the casting of votes by dominion
officials was concerned.
Nevertheless, even when these were not allowed to vote,
"many of them worked at the polls in opposition to the local
Liberal government year after year." 6
Despite repeated efforts to bring about its repeal, this disenfranchising law remained on the statute book for a period
of thirty years.
When this discrimination against the employees of the federal government was finally removed in
1901, the Liberals were in power both at Ottawa and in

administration.
No longer can it be said that the railway
servants of the central government endangered their positions
if they merely voted as their conscience dictated and in so
doing cast their vote contrary to the direction of their
superiors.

activity

Nova

of the federal authorities

Scotia.

servative

As tauntingly

opposition,

they

stated by

were

local

in

elections

members

perfectly

of the

willing

to

Conallow

government employees to exercise the local franchise now
were in a position to influence dominion officials

that they
to

support the candidates of their

own

party.

dragooning

of

government

/'It may be fair for us to .is~-iitiic thai from one-third to one-half of the
men Ik long to the Liberal part) and the other one-half to twoUndei these circumstances, what do we
thirds to the Conservative party
es up and |x>lls his vote against
find at elections'
find that every mat
*
*
*
In this country, where we have a system " ;
the Libertl party
open voting, the man who goes up and polls bis vote for the Liberal party
is marked out as a man upon whom, one day or another, the wrath and

railway

We

indignation of the dominion

government

will

fill.

to gain a passing party advantage, but rather the attempt
of the dominion authorities to predominate in provincial
affairs

Of course,

it

do«s not

by making what the Canadians termed "a

engine" of the federal railway service.

Had

political

they confined

the activities of their agents to influencing the outcome of
it is safe to say that the enactment

dominion election- alone,
(if

railway employees at
local elections to support candidates favored by the federal
In
administration also took place in Prince I'd ward Island.
the words of a local statesman
This

Vet the fact must not be lost sight of, however, that what
really caused the passage of these laws restricting the right
of suffrage was not so much the desire of the local politicians

this disenfranchising

thought

legislation

would never have been

of.

Four million dollars instead of two, will he the co
the proposed twelve-mile freight cut-off of the Philadelphia

& Reading, between Sinking Spring, Pa., and Blandon
cording to a revision of the estimates, recently made, to take
into account present-day prices for labor and material.
The
engineers say that the total for bridges alone is something
The bridges include one over the Schuylkill
about three miles north of Reading. No date has been
fixed for the beginning of work.
like $1,500,000.

river

l

Hon. Mr. Fielding, Canadian Hansard,

1896,

2nd Session,

p.

*Mr. Morrison, Nova Scotia House of Assembly Debates, 1872,
'Prime Minister, ditto, p. 104.
'Chapter 3, Laws of 1871.

1510.
p. 103.

Hon, Mr.
"Mr. Nell

—

FieltlinR.
I'r.

— Tan.

Edw.

Hansard, 1896, 2nd Session, p. 1510.
House of Assembly Debates, 1893, p. 284.
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Orders of the Regional Directors
RECRUITING
and the

The North we

ACTIVITIES IN STATIONS.

i.

i

n

ob en ing thai the
Railroad Administration is entirely in sympathy with
the efforts of the War Department to handle recruiting work
in passenger stations, advises federal managers to apportion
space for this work wholl) in accordance with the Limiting
circumstances al each station; uniform rule cannot be made.
Employees Riding on Passes
rhe Central Western Re
Eastern

regional

diret toi

•

managers of a complaint,
received a1 Washington, thai employees riding on passes
monopolize space in sleeping cars; also thai employees are
making trips which arc unnecessary.
gional

Director

advises

federal

—

Regulations for Protection of Lading.
The
Northwestern regional director, July 18, promulgates instructions from the Division of Operation, concerning Paragraph
1894 A 1. ('. C. regulations for the protection of freight from
fire.
Goods liable to be ignited by sparks must not he placed
next to cars placarded "explosives."
Surplus Co parities of Army Arsenals. The Northwestern
Regional Purchasing Committee, Bulletin 154, quotes a letter from the Ordnance Department, Washington, dated July
1. with reference to the possible utilization of surplus capacities at army arsenals for the manufacture of railroad materials.
It is desirable to give the Arsenal Order Branch of the
Ordnance Department an opportunity to quote prices on materials required by the railroads which they can possibly
/

<

C.

'.

—

furnish.

Hearing. —The

Northwestern

Postponement of I. C. C.
regional director in a letter to the northwestern railroads,
dated July 12, gives orders similar to those issued by the
regional director of the Eastern region in Circular 1500-130

(Railway Age, June 11, page 74).
Charges for Application of Grip Nut Locks.— Circular
226 of the Southwestern regional director quotes a letter from

Frank McManamy,

assistant

director,

of the

Division of

line mall b<
given thi lame advantage of free time as one
which hi
igned the contract provided all claims ag
the government are waived by appropriate document, tins
free time allowance to be effective retroactively from April l,

1918.

Postponement <>f I. C. C. Hearings.
Supplement
to
Circular 209 of the Southwestern regional director similar
to Circular 1500 130 of the Eastern regional director (Rail
i

I

•;(

,

July

Double

The

'iinl

1

1

,

page

Triple

Southwestern

7

1

).

Loading

regional

of

Minimum
by
being

director,

—

Carloads.
Circular 229,
from
received

that
complaints are still
shippers alleging neglect on the part of the carriers' agents
to observe instructions; and shipments are going astray, with
The
consequent delays and claims for loss and damage.
order states that the subject should be given attention by all

advises

concerned to remove what appears to be a prevailing impres
sion on the part of shippers that carriers are not extending
complete co-operation in this matter.
Supplement 1 to Circular 39 of
Freight ( 'ars Damaged.
the Southwestern regional director states that 12,183 cars
were damaged in yards and trains on Federal controlled railroads during the week ending May 34, 1919, the cost of
While this is a
repairs for which is estimated at $310,764.
substantial reduction compared with one year ago, and is
also below the average for the entire year, still further improvements should be made, by closer supervision.

—

—

Leaky Western Pacific Cars. Order 219 of the Southwestern regional director calls attention to claims for loss of
grain by leakage from new Western Pacific cars, series 16,801
to 18,300.
These cars should be repaired by seeing that
there are no short floor boards, that the floors are well fitted
around the posts and braces, and that the beveled grain strips
are well fitted between the posts and braces and securely fastened to the floor. The side sheathing boards should be well
secured by nails to the side-sill nailing timber.

Marking

—

instrucNotice 6 and Supplements 1 to 8 inclusive, outlines
cars to eastern
automobile
of
return
the
expediting
for
tions

Cotton.
Supplement 2 to Order 182, effective
canceling Paragraph 8 of Supplement 1 of Order
182 of the Southwestern regional director, in regard to
square bale cotton tendered at compresses, calls for better
marking. If the character and quality of the bagging is insufficient to properly carry the mark, a suitable patch must
be used. This must be placed under the bands on one or
both broad sides.
It must be of closely woven fabric of
smooth bright surface not less than 28 in. long and 22 in.
wide; and on both sides of the bale there shall be stenciled
in letters, not less than four inches in depth, with, bright
durable ink that will not run or fade, the initials or recognized trade mark of the shipper and the class mark used by

loading territory.

the shipper.

Operation, relative to an interpretation made by Section 3,
Mechanical, of the American Railroad Association that grip
a
unit nuts, which take the place of a commercial nut and
nut lock, but which, under the rule as at present interpreted
must be billed either as a common nut at $.035 per lb. or as
articles and
a nut lock at $.03, are patented manufactured
in
be charged as such at the net store department cost
105.
Rule
with
accordance
Freight Car
Freight Car Distribution Automobile Cars.
Distribution
Distribution Notice 13, canceling Freight Car

may

—

—

the
Grain Embargo—Primary Market.— Circular 83 of
date
at
a
effective
that,
states
Northwestern regional director
'
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will be established
to be determined later, permit regulations
country stations to
for controlling grain shipments from

primary markets.
primary markets and shipments between
outlined.
also
are
used
be
to
The details of the plan
Insurance Posters.— Supplement 7 to Circular

War Risk

states that the
112 of the Southwestern regional director
to display
Treasury Department has been given permission
on to
"Hold
caption
the
bearing
stations
posters in railroad
sent by the
Uncle Sam's Insurance." These posters will be

Treasury Department direct to the stations
display

is

desired.

at

which

—

their

Non-Federal Controlled Roads. Supplement
director states
6 to Circular 78 of the Northwestern regional
raised as to whether
frequently
been
has
question
the
that
"Short Line" railroads not under federal control that do not
Administraexecute the standard contract with the Railroad
time allowance of
tion will be entitled to the per diem free
two days granted to such roads as do sign the standard conThe director general has ruled that a non-signatory
tract.
Per Di em

August

1,

—

on Locomotives. Southwestern regional
Order 221 calls attention to improved safety deapplication to locomotives on lines under Federal

Safety Devices
director in
vices for
control.

Routing of Materials for Use of Federal Controlled RailBy Order 223 of the Southwestern regional director
shipments of newly purchased materials are ordered routed
roads.

—

over the purchaser's line so as to save all charges possible
over other roads, unless this plan will entail a long or circuitous haul.
Order 222 of the
Safety Appliances on Freight Cars.
Southwestern regional director calls to the attention of Federal managers that at the present time there are approximately
80,000 freight cars in service which are not equipped with

—

United States standard safety appliances as provided by the
Commerce Commission all such cars

orders of the Interstate

;

should be equipped at the first opportunity.
Express Employees' Passes. The Southwestern regional
director, by Order No. 220, announces revised regulations for
issuing transportation to employees of express companies.

—

Results from Concrete Subgrade Construction
Descriptions of Several Designs and Information Concerning

Under Steam Road

Service

has COME into such wide use in almost all
forms of construction that it is not surprising that
has been employed in the building of foundations
it
The developments of this nature
for steam railway tracks.
were the subject of a paper presented before the annual meeting of the American Concrete Institute at Atlantic City, X.
by A. ('. Irwin of the Portland Cement As|., on June 28,
After discussing the shortcomings of
sociation, Chicago.

CONCRETE

r

Sub grade";,

j

i

y m

i

^

*>

ti-eP-J

ls»

Concrete

JScjbyade

r-3"-6-''

w

.gtf

"•
Stone balkiah

Traffic

.-lab is that the bearing surface on the natural mound i- increased about three times that with the usual form of con-

struction

and

without

taking

consideration

into

continuity

it-

that an examination of these experimental slabs .-bowed

that there were no cracks, at Leasl in the vicinity of the points
of examination.
It
will be noted from the drawing that

and that they are only eight
should also be noted that they have been
subjected to the pounding that occurs at crossing- and frogs.
There can, therefore, be no question of the practicability of
concrete under main line tracks, but where so used it would
seem appropriate to construct curbs at the ends of the slabs to
hold the ballast from spreading, and to reinforce the slabs.
these slabs are not reinforced

inches thick.

Vanable--

It

It

has become very

common

practice to use reinforced con-

form the decks of deck girder railroad bridges.
These slabs are usually about 1 ft. thick and 5 ft. long and
span the distance between girders. The ballast is retained
by curbs at the ends of the slabs. The testimony of railroad
crete slabs to

Suby

Sobgrade

^^.f,

1

Concrete

Fig.

1

— Slab

Construction on the

l:3:fi-'

Long

that when the ties are once embedded they stay
and maintenance is very greatly reduced.
In the new Bergen Hill tunnel of the Delaware, Lacka-

officers

Island

is

in place

the present forms of track construction,
a

number

are

now

ing

is

Mr. Irwin described
which

of designs of concrete subgrade construction

in service

under steam railway tracks.

The

follow-

an abstract of that part of his paper.

wanna & Western, completed

in 1909, the tracks are carried

on reinforced concrete slabs, details of which are shown on
Fig. 2.
This construction was designed by Lincoln Bush,

which
This
construction was placed under 49 crossings, switches and
slips on sand embankments averaging 20 ft. high on the
Long Island Railroad at Jamaica, N. Y., during the winter
Portions of the slabs were placed without alof 1912-13.

Examples

of concrete slabs

ordinary track

ties are

embedded

carrying
are

ballast

shown

in

in Fig.

1.

5'4*

!<

Fig. 3

— Design

^

Installed in Pennsylvania Station,

d'3-~ --

New York

then chief engineer of the D. L. & W.
The tie blocks are
notched at the outer end to form a shoulder and are in place
when the concrete is poured. A wedge is driven in between
the concrete and the opposite side of the block, preventing
the block from being disengaged from the shoulder under
traffic.
The blocks are replaced by removing the wedge,
pushing the blocks lengthwise of the track so as to disengage the shoulder, and slipping them from under the rail.
This work can be done by one man.
Under date of October 3, l >lo, Mr. Bush said as follows
in regard to this construction:
(

"It

was completed and turned over

ruary, 1909.

"My

Lackawanna & Western Construction
Bergen

Hill

in

Tunnel

The traffic over
lowing time for the embankment to settle.
these slabs has been extremely heavy from the day they were
put in, running as high as 1,300 train movements per daw
After $ l 2 years the general manager of this road reported
on these
that there had been practically no maintenance
tracks.
He stated further that the great advantage of the

/

idea

track could

HIS

— Delaware,

in the

for service

new tunnel has

in

Feb-

stood

up

exceedingly well and none of the creosoted tie blocks have
been renewed so far as I have learned on recent inquiry.

'^-^v-^q^r
Fig. 2

The roadbed

in

be

getting out this design was that if railroad
made perfectly rigid and unyielding there

would be no pounding or unusual stress in the rail.
The
roadbed in the new tunnel referred to has been in service
under the heaviest kind of traffic since February, 1909, and
has demonstrated fully that, if track is made perfectly rigid,
will stand up against the heaviest kind of traffic.
it
"I am convinced that, with a perfectly rigid surface, there
will be no pounding and serious damage in railroad track
unless some defect cxi.-ts. such as flat wheels.
Such conditions, however, are corrected when they do arise with the
railroad rolling stock.
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I

have

felt

for

some time

that, with

F

'
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ln.iw

the

rolling

stock,

the

beal

ballasted

bad

track

is
placed and wedged at the innei end of tin block.
haped malleable iron shimi are used at the other end of
the tie blocks with one Leg of the "L" resting on top <>f and
This allows the track to be lined
tened to the tie block.
in widths of 32 ft. 11 in.
and gaged. These slab

block

prai

reached the Limit oi loading and il the heavj rail
used the support of same <>n tie ballasted track ia uot Like
the abutment of a bridge as ties yield, causing deflectiona in
the raila, and it will be found tli.tt even with a heavier rail
the stress ma} be greatei in the rail than with a Lighl and
less -tilt rail section which Lends itself more readil) to de
ticall)
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in Fig. 7.
The di tinguishcarried up
features of this type are thai the concreti
in. near the inside of ea< h rail and slop< d to tin
nt< r

ype No. 3

shown

is

in det.nl

i

Section."

3

Figure 3 shows the concrete track construction in use in
A single track
the Pennsylvania station in New York City.
Length of 14,600 ft. of this type was laid adjacent to plat
In general the concrete was laid on the rock of the
forms.
subgrade, bul where the subgrade consisted of loose rock

of the track for drainage,

backfilling,

720

the concrete slab

oi similar construction

it.

speed

2

i

and

that

the rail

continuous Longitudinal stringer of 6

.i

rests direct!)

by 10

in.

oq

in

These stringers are fastened at intervals b)
osoted Br.
lag screws driven into wood anchor blocks embedded

was reinforced. A length of
is in use in two of the East
immediately cast of the Long

and 2)
River tunnels (No-.
Island shaft.-.
These sections of track are subjected to high
1
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traffic.

H1 500 ft. of concrete track support was installed on
Campbell Avenue line of the Chicago Junction Railway
where it crosses the Illinois and Michigan canal in Chicago.
This has
Details of this construction are shown by Fig. 4.
This locabeen patented by Louis 11. Evans of Chicago.
tion was selected with a view to subjecting it to very heavy
and continuous traffic, a majority of the stock trains going
These
to the Chicago Stock Yards passing over this track.
trains arc usually drawn by heavy locomotives at higher
than usual freight train speed. A thorough examination of
In

1

(

the

-0"—
Fig. 5
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Installed on the

Northern

Pacific

The slabs have a depth of 18 in. at the center and
were molded in lengths of 16 ft. 5 J/2 in. There is a total

the slab.

810 ft. of single track of Type 3.
While neither the first cost of the concrete track foundation on the Northern Pacific nor the annual maintenance cost

of
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— Concrete Track Support on Chicago Junction Railway

A

the track indicates that, although transverse cracks appear
in the portion of the concrete above the base of rail, these
In
cracks do not extend down into the supporting slab.
fact, the construction seems to have suffered practically not
at all

from the heavy

traffic

which

it

has carried.

G.

available, the railroad officers say that the maintenance
has been far below that of track of the ordinary type of conThe greater part of this mainstruction on the same line.
tenance concerns the wooden blocks to which the rails are
fastened, especially with Type No. 2.

is

/5M0"

Fig. 8 shows a suggested design for concrete track sup-

port prepared by A. D.

work required

the writer.

The form
The de-

sign of the slab is based on Cooper's E-60 loading with 100
This design does not require any radical
per cent impact.
departure from the usual type of rail fastenings; that is, a

W.
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Hegel, chief engineer of the Chicago Junction, states that
there has been no maintenance on this stretch of track exThe tie blocks are
cept to renew a few of the tie blocks.
spaced 34 in. centers, which spacing has been found to be
practicable with this unyielding track foundation.
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On the Point Defiance line of the Northern Pacific in
the State of Washington, 2,000 ft. of track was constructed
with a concrete slab foundation about 5 years ago. Several
types'

Whipple and

for this slab is of the simplest sort.
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were used, which consist in general of reinforced con-

crete slabs provided with recesses or troughs for the reception

Details of
carry the rails.
The short tie blocks rest
on two longitudinal 3 in. by 6 in. pieces in the bottom of a
The space between tie
trough at each side of the slab.
blocks is filled with ballast. Drainage of the troughs is provided at intervals. There is a total of 594 ft. of Type 1 con-

wood blocks or stringers to
Type No. 1 are shown in Fig.

of

The slabs
Type No. 2 Fig. 6

5.

ft. S]/
2 in.
wider than Type No. 1 or No.
3 and is distinguished by a curb practically equal to the
height of the rail along each side. There is 594 ft. of single
In this type recesses are cast
track of this type in service.
placed
and
are
into the slab into which the tie blocks
wedged into position. The rails are fastened in the usual
way with tie plates and screw spikes. In the bottoms of the
tie block recesses three inches of sand is placed to afford a
On top of this sand cushion the creosoted tie
cushion.

struction.

are cast in lengths of 16
is

6

in.

Fig. 6

— Type

No.

2,

Installed on the Northern Pacific

rail clip is used similar to those now standard.
There is,
however, a great difference between this rail fastening and
the usual cut or screw-spike used with wooden ties.
In this
concrete design a U-shaped casting is embedded in the concrete and the upstanding legs of the U are tapped to receive
the threaded end of holding-down bolts which pass through
tie plate and tie block.
A positive fastening
which has great strength against lifting the rail is thus seThe use of a block of wood under the rail in this
cured.

the rail clips,

design

is

at

once a concession to the prevalent idea that

some elastic medium must always intervene between a track
rail and a solid foundation and a means for easy adjustment
of the rail both vertically and horizontally to provide for

August
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whatever inequalities may exist in the top of the slab either
The latter
at the time of placing or subsequent thereto.
for using this tie block, and
is the only sufficient reason
where the slab is placed on a well-compacted subgrade the
rail may be anchored directly to the concrete, with possibly
the intervention of a longitudinal steel plate between the
rail and the concrete surface, thus affording the rail a conIn the latter case drainage would be taken
tinuous support.
care of by finishing the slab to a slight pitch between the
rails and furnishing openings beneath the rails at intervals.

Economic Considerations
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Commerce Members Endorse
Committee Recommendations

Rrs

oi

the referendum

vote on

recommendations

for remedial railroad legislation, drafted by the Kail-

road Committee of the
hamber of Commerce of the
United States, indicate an overwhelming de-ire on the part
of more than 1,100 commercial and industrial organization.-,
-(uttered throughout the 48 states, to see the railroads of
the country released from federal control and returned to
corporate operation as soon as Congress can enact the necesI

In the final analysis, the use of concrete track construction

sary legislation.
As to some of the recommendations which
involve more specific details the opinions expressed were

Will it pay? Will
be governed by economic factors.
economies and advantages derived from it afford an
adequate return on the cost of installing it?
Lincoln Bush, in an article published in the Railway Age

less unanimous, but all of the recommendation- were approved by a large vote.
The recommendations voted upon were drafted by the
committee after it had made a most careful study of thc-

will

the

transportation situation and
-8-0-

r
4.-3

-*-

>k-v

in

many

respects,

plan advocated before
Congress by the National Transportation Conference. They
arc 10 in number and were submitted to referendum for
separate votes, with the following results:

^-o'-

-

?r32f!

are similar,

to the provisions incorporated

-

1.

1,439 votes in favor.

in the

12 opposed.

The Committee recommends adherence

^w_-..___,.

to the policy of
corporate ownership and operation, with comprehensive regulation.

Fig. 7

—Type No.

3,

Installed

on the Northern

Pacific

1,439 in favor.

12 opposed.
return of roads to corporate
operation as soon as remedial legislation can be enacted.
2.

The committee recommends

Gazette of April 23, 1919, shows comparative tables of the
cost of ballast and tie double track construction and the
The cost of the latter from actual figures and
concrete slab.
the estimated cost of ballast and ties was carefully prepared
Annual
from data known from experience to be correct.
maintenance and renewal costs used were similarly reliable
and the result shows an earning on the extra cost of concrete
slab construction of over 40 per cent per year, due to savings in maintenance and renewals.

A

recent letter from Mr. Bush says:
"Bergen Hill tunnel track has now been

3.

of remedial legislation in this period clearly appears.
4.

under

l,293y2

in favor.

123^

opposed.

The committee recommends permission

for consolidation
public interest, with prior approval by government
authority, in a limited number of strong competing systems.
in

the

184 opposed.
a requirement that railroad
companies engaging in interstate commerce become federal
5.

in service

109 opposed.

1,329 in favor.

The committee recommends adherence to the period of
federal control as now fixed unless and until impossibility

1,215 in favor.

The committee recommends

corporations, with rights of taxation and police regulation-

B-8-

reserved for state-.
6.
,,--'•!

"Bars IZ'CtoC.-

1,321]/

in

favor.

85JX opposed.

The committee recommend-

exclusive federal regulation of

and security issues of railroads engaged
commerce, with provision for notice and hearing

capital expenditures
-

— Proposed

Fig. 8

9-9

in interstate

Design of Concrete Subgrade Construction

for state authorities.
7.

very heavy traffic over 10 years and has fully demonstrated
all I

believed

it

would do and

is

in

good condition."

L. V. Morris, chief engineer of the
said in regard to
1

to

main

rates affecting interstate

Long Island Railroad,

an adaptation of the design shown on Fig.

line service:

"In constructing a new line I cannot conceive that the
cost would be over $2 per running foot, single track, for a
slab 10 ft. wide and 8 in. thick.
This would be in the
neighborhood of $10,000 per mile and is a very small part
of the total cost of a modern roadbed which I have in mind
running anywhere from $100,000 to $200,000 per mile, single track.
It seems to me that this expense is justified, particularly as it supports practically the only working part of
the roadbed.
This working part, namely, the track, is the
most expensive to maintain and upon its condition depends
largely the wear and tear of the rolling equipment."

114 opposed.

1,314 in favor.

The committee recommends
8.

1,206^

in favor.

federal regulation in interstate

commerce.

20&y2

The committee recommends

opposed.

statutory rule providing
that rates in each traffic section shall yield an adequate return to a fair value of the property as determined by public
a

authority.
9.

850

in

favor.

540 opposed.

The committee recommend- payment

into fund of a -hare
of the excess earned by any railroad system under application
of the above statutory rule over an equitable minimum return

upon

fair value of property, this fund to be used as Congress
directs for strengthening general railroad credit and increasing genera] railroad efficiency.

10.

1,183 in favor.

242 opposed.

The committee recommends

a federal transportation board
promote development of a national system of rail, water
and highway transportation and articulation of all transpor-

to

The firemen's brotherhood, in convention at Denver, adopted
a reolution advocating the creation, in co-operation with the
other three train-service brotherhoods, of a national labor
party.

tation facilities.

In initiating its movement to bring about a change in existing transportation regulations, the chamber called into
con-

AGK

k'AII.WAY
ference

al

iated

Washington, more than two score prominenl men
\\

ith

imj

ffe<

ted

transportal

bj

i<

m

rhese included the commercial, industrial, agricul
lurul, financial, labor, governmental, economic
and
leaders, .ill ol whom were invited without respecl i<> affilia
tion with the National Chamber in order that each "impoi
i.uM interest should have a voice in determining what Bhould
needs,

up

in

over a

the

rear.

kilometej

riving at the

olumn
he ent ire
along the road when
I

camping

1

places

1

mid day

at

tended con
motion.

in

id<

rably

On

or at night,

ar-

tin

po ted themselves on the highei

points on the
view of the camp and tin
urrounding
territor) and remained in that position until recalled
a sentrj line had been established around the camp proper.

vance cavalrj

hills

commanding

The

be done with the railroads."
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a

condition of this line

instructive as indicating w

1-

ma) be expected on many other

two days, and more than
neral sessions, the conference voted unanimous!) to urge
the adoption b) Congress of remedial railroad legislation
drawn in fairness to the Nation, its business, commerce and
other important interests and also in equity to the railroads.
I'lu- conference plan was published last week.
riu- Committee on Railroads, after an exhaustive study of
these problems, advanced it- recommendations through the
chamber's referendum system and by registering the vote of
more than 1,100 member organizations, it has ascertained the
opinion of the Nation's business on the 10 most vital

lines which have; been laid
waste during the revolutionary troubles in Mexico.
The
major portion of this branch was laid with Japanese oak
ties during construction, although some Oregon pirn
also installed at
time the line was buill and in
the
The inspection showed that the
earl) renewals thereafter.
Japanese oak ties had completely rotted, although a
siderable proportion of the pine ties are still in condition for

proposals.

completely consumed these ties, leaving the rails lying on
ground, usually undamaged, although they have been kinked
liewhere brush or other fuel has added to the flames.
Oregon pine ties have not burned as readily and it was not
uncommon to find considerable stretches of track which had
been burned over with the rails still resting on the pine ties,
while the oak ties between them had been completely consumed, the difference in action being probably due to more

\fter five meetings, each

lasting

further service.
because of the advance

grass and incendiary

fires,

of decay of the oak ties, the
which have been numerous, have

state'

I

Wartime Conditions on Southern
Mexico

Pacific Lines in

Ax

INSIGHT into the conditions which have existed
during the last few years in those portions of Mexico
which have been overrun by revolutionary forces and
bandits, is afforded by information acquired recently in an
inspection of the Tonichi branch of the Southern Pacific
Railroad of Mexico, in the State of Sonora. Conditions are
still so unsettled in this country that the trip over this line
was made under the protection of an escort of 300 troops,
including 50 cavalry and 250 infantry. The inspection was
made in June of this year by J. D. Mathews, engineer
maintenance of way of the Southern Pacific of Mexico
and W. E. Schley, division engineer of the Sonora division.
This branch extends from Corral on the main line 58
miles south of Guaymas, northeast along the Yaqui river 34
miles to Tonichi. It was built between 1906 and 1909 and
operation was discontinued in 1913 because of revolutionary
disturbances.

The

inspection

made

last

month was

to de-

termine the present condition of the line and the nature and
extent of the repairs necessary to restore it to operation.
The area traversed by this line has been over-run during
the last few years by roving bands of Yaqui Indians, who
have committed many depredations. The present condition
of Buena Vista, one of the towns midway on this branch, is
tvpical of the devastation which has been wrought in this
Until a few years ago this was a
part of the country.
thriving village surrounded by a considerable area of cultivated land which produced all of the food required by the
inhabitants and a considerable surplus for exportation to
The inhabitants
adjacent mining camps and nearby cities.

were Mexicans, peaceful and industrious.

Today, Buena

a wreck, the skeletons of its buildings still standing
but with their adobe walls shorn of their protecting roofs
In the ruined
and crumbling before the wind and rain.
residences are wrecks of stoves, cooking utensils and furni-

Vista

is

ture, all destroyed

and burned while the people have long

since fled.
It

was the danger from these roving bands

of

Yaqui

In-

made

necessary the provision of the escort in
making this inspection. This escort consisted of 300 native
soldiers, including 50 cavalry and 250 infantry, in charge
In proceeding over the line the escort
of Mexican officers.

dians that

was formed with 25 of the cavalry in advance, marching
about 15 min. or about one half kilometer ahead of the inThe latter was followed by the railway officers with
fantry.
their pack animals, while the remaining 25 cavalry brought

advanced

An

state of

decay of the oak

ties.

interesting exception to this tendency of the Japanese

ties to decay was found within the tunnels where the
appeared as if they had just been laid, many of them
These tunnels
still presenting the appearance of newness.
are dry and this is probably brought about by the absence of

oak
ties

the alternate wetting and drying.
Bridge timbers were generally found to be in better condition, few of the decks of the unburned trestles being in
such a state of decay that they could not be operated over at
once and all of them with minor repairs. The piling, however, was found to require considerable reinforcing, both

because of the inroads of decay and because many of the
piles had not been driven deeply, in the original construction and had since been uncovered, the scouring of the arroyos having left piling hanging suspended from th° caps

by the

drift bolts.

only buildings left standing on the line were an ore
platform, two water tanks and two depots. Relatively little
of the telegraph lines has been destroyed, although the larger
part of the poles still standing are worm-eaten and rotten at

The

ground line and have been greatly weakened.
In general the tunnels are in good condition, the principal
repairs necessary being the removal of small slides from the
About 50 per cent of the roadway signs will reportals.
The heavy growth of brush on the roadway
quire renewal.
and about bridges and telegraph poles constitutes a serious
problem for it must be removed promptly if danger of further
fires is to be avoided.
The trip was not without its exciting experiences. On the
return which was made across country from Tonichi to La
Colorado by automobile and again under military escort, it
was necessary to stop to repair a tire blow out at the point
in a canyon where an American and his Mexican helper had
been ambushed and killed while driving a motor truck over
this same route within a month, while a well-to-do Mexican
and two companions were ambushed and killed a few days
previous in traveling by the same automobile in which the
the

inspection party was traveling, the steering column of the
still carrying marks of that encounter in the form
of a segment cut out of the semi circle by a brigand's bullet.
In another instance, the party came upon the camping place
of a party of Indians which had been abandoned only a short

machine

time before and at which the

fires

were

still

burning.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
The

1919 Cycle of

Demands

for Further Increased

Reaching a

Critical

Wages

Is

Stage
.

At
its

\n

ding of the committee on mechanical standards
on August 5 consideration will be given to the question
of maintenance' of equipment during federal control in
\

representing

i

under

its

as good

contract to return

the

railroads

in

substantially

complete equipment as when taken
Consideration will also be given to possible methods
oyer.
to prevent tampering with the angle cock in the air brake
Bystem and to the proposed standard designs for cabooses.
as

ment

c.

and marking, and the

It

is

that they will participate in the

new equipment

trust

plan.

Months
Shows 14.5 Per-Cent Decrease

Reports of scattering local car shortages are coming from
various parts of the country, but while there is understood to
be a very large number of surplus cars in the country as a

The volume of freight traffic movement in June continued
show a marked falling off as compared with last year,

whole the Railroad Administration is unwilling to give out
the figures.
On June 1 there was a surplus of about 300,000
cars, and it is believed this was considerably reduced
by July

Freight Traffic for Six

to

stencilling

the- expense of the Railroad Administraunderstood that the cars are being placed in
service without opposition on the part of the railroad companies, many of whom formerly protested against the allocations, largely on the ground of their inability to finance
them,
because the Association of Railway Executives has received
assurances from roads representing 70 per cent of the equip-

tion.

for that purpose during the
and the obligation of the Railroad Administration

repair and

of

cost

storage ha. been at

relation to the expenditures
riod

the

according to the monthly report of the Operating Statistics
Section.
The net ton-miles of freight handled amounted to
31,953,366,000, a decrease of 15.2 per cent. For six months

1 and still more reduced during July, but the number
of
freight cars reported as unserviceable for the month
of lune
was nearly 200,000, or 8.1 per cent, although a large number

calendar year the net ton miles amounted to 178,383,192,000, a decrease of 14.5 per cent.
In the Eastern
region for June the reduction in net ton miles was 20.9 per
Df the

were so reported merely because they were not grain tight and
would require little work to put them in shaped Orders were
issued late in June to increase the car repair forces
that had
been reduced earlier in the year in an effort to put the equipment in condition for the summer and fall traffic. About
4,000 locomotives are being held in white lead as a reserve.

:ent

The
tvere

net ton miles per mile of road per

4,615, as

day for June, 1919,
compared with 5,423 for June, 1918. Train

were reduced 17.2 per cent.
Freight car miles were
13.4 per cent.
The net ton miles per train mile
:ontinue to show a slight increase, from 698 to 715, or 2.4
jer cent, but the net ton miles per loaded car mile show a
iecrease from 28.6 to 27.5, or 3.8 per cent.
The net ton
niles per car day decreased from 506 to 429, or 15.2 per
:ent.
The percentage of loaded to total car miles was 67.9,
The average number
is compared with 66.8 in June, 1918.
niles

•educed

on

Shopmen Press Wage Demands
The 1919 cycle of
for increased wages

the Railroad Administration
reaching a critical stage. Committees
representing the various shop craft unions federated under
the organization of the Railway Employees' Department
of

American Federation of Labor, that presented demands
January for a wage increase from
68 to 85 cents an hour for the principal classes of craftsmen,
as well as increases for helpers and differentials for various
classes of special work, has been in Washington
all week
conferring with the Railroad Administration' officials
and
the

to the director general in

reported at 2,480,673, a dexease of 0.1 per cent, of which 8.1 per cent are reported as
The
inserviceable, as compared with 6 per cent last year.
ar miles per car day show a reduction from 26.5 to 23, or
freight cars

)f

line daily

is

3.2 per cent.

threatening strikes unless a favorable decision is forthcoming
soon.
The unions are also demanding the issuance of an
order prescribing uniform rules and working conditions.
Both propositions have been under investigation for several

For the six months' period ending June 30, net ton miles
per cent, train miles lo.o per cent and total
ar miles 10.6 per cent.
The net ton miles per train mile
The net ton
.veraged 669, an increase of 2.6 per cent.
niles per loaded car mile averaged 27.8, a decrease of 2.5
ler cent, and the car miles per car day averaged 21.5, a
The net ton miles per car day
Lecrease of 10 per cent.
ell

off

demands on

is

14.5

months by the Board of Wages and Working Conditions
which has submitted its recommendations on both to Dire, tor
Genera] Hines. The shopmen have been displaying a great
deal of impatience because of the delay in passing
on their
demands and several local strikes have already been called
but the men were persuaded to return to work.
It is understood that the conferences regarding the ride- and
working
conditions relate only to details, but that the Railroad Administration in view of the state of its finance.- Is not disposed
to do much if anything in the way of
increasing wages.

veraged 403, a decrease of 13.9 per cent.

Standard Freight Cars Being Put in Service

'

Because of the favorable progress being made in working
plan for financing the standard equipment ordered by
he Railroad Administration through a national equipment
Operation, and because of the growing demand for cars, the
tailroad Administration has arranged to put into service at
nee all of the standard freight cars that have been built and
bat have been kept in storage on railroad tracks near the
ut the

lants of the builders because of the failure of many of the
ailroads to accept the allocation of the tar- as made by the
This will put into service several
Lailroad Administration.

lousand cars, including a large proportion of coal cars, as
ast as the cars can be stencilled with the initials of the roads
The cars that have been
) which they have been allocated.
uilt but not accepted have been pud for by the Railroad
idministration as they have been completed, with a deduction

Cost of Freight Train and

Locomotive Service Decreasing
The

total

cost

of

freight

train

-ervice,

.-how

a

including locodecrease each
month as compared with preceding month-, although increases as compared with last year, according to the monthly
report compiled by the Operating Statistics Section.
lor
the month of May it was 103.9 cents per 1,000 gross ton
miles as compared with 112.7 in April, 119.5 in March and
12o.5 in February.
The cost of freight locomotive service

motive

223

service,

continue-

to

steady

J
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b
cenl
compared
locomotive mile in Maj was lie
in April, 1919,
with 97.8 cents in May, 1918,
IS
c< ata
The
119
cents in March and 120.7 cents in February.
cost of freight train service per train mile was 156.8 ceol
cents
as compared with ill cents in May, 1918, and 162

per

I
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Capital

.

Expenditures Order Modified

'

I

The

!

.

'

<

)nlcr

director general ha

No

i

ued an amendment to General

12 as follows:

thereto are
General Order No.
2 and supplement No.
hereby amended to provide that no work involving a
to capital account in excess of $1,000 (instead of $10,'
shall be contracted for or commenced unless it he specifically
authorized by the Division of Capital Expenditures; or
(a) Unless the corporation agrees to furnish tie- cash at
the outset without calling upon tin- Railroad Vdministi
in any way lor the fund-; or
h) I'll less the expenditure is in accordance with a definite
l

1

<

in

\

|

>i

1

1

.

1919,

167. 5

cents

in

March, and

i<>°. 3

cents

in

The increase in the cosl of locomotive service
February.
per locomotive mile in Maj this year over Ma) Last year
was
ice
t

!.8 per cenl and the increase in the cosl of train sen
All items of cosl con
per tram mile was LI. 2 per cent.
1

nun- to show

increases as

figures are reported by roads

compared with last year.
he
and by regions. The combined
1

I

(

averages for all regions and the comparative figures for last
year and for April, March and February, this year are as
follows:

locomotivi service
Locouiotivi
repairs
house
expense a

pel

locomotive mile

enginemeu
train

service per train

Locomotive repairs
Enginehous
ocomotive fuel
Olkci
locomotive

3.5

156.8

mile

1

supplies

rum enginemen
Trainmen
1

supplies

and

6.6
18.1

38.9
2.8
141.0

53 4

43 7
44.9

3.9

3.3

21.8
25.1

20.9
23.7

March,

4.6

1919

1919

Feb'y.
1919

103.9

112.7

119.5

126.5

354

3g 6

40 s

43-.,

30.6
2.6
31.1

34.3

37.5

40.3

1919

Cost of train service per 1.000 gross ton
miles
Locomotiv,
ist 5
kngini

97.8
31.3

46.3

6.4

expenses

May,

)

i

1918

40.7

I

I'l.im

1919

19.1

Locomotivi
fuel
Otlici locomotive supplies
oi

May,

110.3
37.9
9.0

i

Com

May,

April,

program approved by Director, Division of Capital
penditures, by which is meant such general authority

Exas

is

April 5 (Capital charges merely
incidental to maintenance authorized by Director. Divi
of Operation) and letter of Jul)' 8 (Capital charges cover-

covered

by

his

letter

of

ing application of safety appliances designated by Director,
Division of Operation.)
In cases of emergency, authority may be obtained by

telegraph.

Director General Hines Confers with President
Director General Hines held his first conference with President Wilson, since the latter's return from Paris, at the White
House on Wednesday. It is understood that he discussed
the entire railroad situation, but no announcement was made
as to any conclusions reached.

.

1

Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Enginemen and trainmen
Train supplies and expenses

4.

2.9

3.1

3.4

32.4

33.5
4.6

34.8
4.8

4.4

Contracts Executed
executed compensation
Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
for $10,547,428, the Chesapeake Steamship Company for
$102,548, and the Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern for

The Railroad Administration has

contracts with the Minneapolis, St.

5022,784, also co-operative short line contracts with the
Beaver, Meade & Englewood, Garyville Northern, Palatine,
Lake Zurich & Wauconda, Chicago, Harvard & Lake Geneva,

and the

Bristol.

Troop Movement Makes Necessary
Use of Box Cars

for Express

Director General Hines has authorized the following:
For a considerable period when our troops were being
transported from interior points to the seaboard for movement overseas, it was deemed by the military authorities as
necessary that military equipment be moved in express cars,
which curtailed to a great extent the availability of express
car equipment to handle the large amount of business which
the express company was then being called upon to transport
and this curtailment of equipment resulted in the use by the
American Railway Express Company of a large number of
box cars which were in no wise equipped for the proper

handling of express

that the troops are returning the government is again
requiring the use of a large number of express cars for transportation of equipment of troops to their final destination
this is

again resulting in the American Railway Express
to use box car equipment to handle some of

Company having
its

business.

While the Railroad Administration and the American
Railway Express Company are doing everything possible to
maintain the best service under existing conditions, this withdrawal of express company equipment for military purposes
is resulting in inconvenience in some parts of the country,
and this condition will continue to a greater or less extent
while there

is

Months

Deficit

About $288,000,000

Preliminary figures showing the earnings and expenses of
183 Class I roads, operating 222,000 miles, show an improvement as compared with previous months of this year, but still
show a deficit as compared with the standard return.
For
these roads the net operating income was about $51,000,000,
which is an increase of 183 per cent as compared with June,
1918, when there was a large deficit because of the inclusion
of five months' back wage increase.
The average net operating income for June in the test period, however, was $82,595,For the first five months of this year the net operating
000.
income was $105,000,000, so that for half of the year the
roads have earned approximately $156,000,000 as against
$400,000,000 during six months of the test period and as
against $444,000,000, w hich is the amount of the guaranty
accrued for six months for the Class I roads.
This leaves a
deficit of $288,000,000.
In making the comparisons with
last year it is necessary to bear in mind that five months' back
pay was included in the expenses for last June and that the
increased rates were in effect only part of that month.
The
total operating revenues of the 183 roads for June was $413,000,000, an increase of 7.79 per cent as compared with June,
1918; operating expenses were $315,000,000, a decrease of
18.5 per cent; taxes were $14,000,000, a decrease of 14.7 per
cent, and the net operating income, $50,990,000, represents an
increase of 183 per cent.
:

traffic.

Now

and

Six

need for express cars for military purposes.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Relief Fund is available for
men absent in France. William Keller, of Altoona, a member of Company G, 110th Infantry, was employed by the
road and was a member of the relief fund. He recently made
application for relief benefits during the time he was in the
hospital in France while in the military service and is now

advised that the claim will be paid by the Fund as soon as
Acis received from the government.
cording to this ruling all members of- United States fighting
forces who were members of railroad relief funds and who
were temporarily disabled in the service will be entitled to
such compensation as the relief fund pays members when
a disability certificate

incapacitated.

*
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Engineers'

Brotherhood
Appeals to the President
Washington.

advisory board composed of the
Tin Brotherhood
Locomotive Engineers

officers

1).

of

C.

the

has reached
the conclusion thai repeated increases in wages followed by an immediate reduction in the value of the dollars
in which the wages are paid because of the decreased purrig power do not afford the solution of the cost of living
At a conference with President Wilson and memproblem.
Wednesday they
bers of his Cabinet at Washington on
urged that the government tak< adequate measures "to reof

duce the cost of the necessaries of life to a figure that the
presenl wages and income of the people will meet" as the
onlv alternative to another increase in wages which they
declared to be necessary under present conditions but which
they felt would afford but temporary relief unless something
is done to attack the problem on the side of prices.
to the President by Wargrand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
KiiLiincers, to which the President replied that he would
the matter serious consideration and see what could
be done, was given out at the White House:
"At a meeting of this board, held in Cleveland, the matter of an increase in compensation commensurate with the

The following statement made

ren S. Stone,

condition
of

living

sidered.

we

find because of the constantly increasing cost
commodities was thoroughly and studiously conWe know that a widespread spirit of unrest exists

especially among wage earners whose
no longer provide adequate food, shelter and
raiment for themselves and families.
"We believe this situation is brought about mainly by
conscienceless profiteering by the great interests who have

among
5

all

classes,

will

secured control of all the necessaries of

life.

"At this time we find ourselves obliged to again request
an increase in wages to meet the mounting cost of living;
but we feel that, should this request be granted, the relief
would be but temporary should prices continue to soar.
"We believe the true remedy for the situation, and one

burden under which the whole
for the government to take some

that will result in lifting the

people are struggling,

is

adequate measures to reduce the cost of the necessaries of
life to a figure that the present wages and income of the
Should this not be considered feasible,
people will meet.
we will be forced to urge that those whom we represent be
granted an increase in wages to meet the deterioration of

purchasing price of the dollar, be that what it may,
which can be easily determined by competent authority.
"This action may be unique and it may be properly
termed a pioneer movement in the history of labor organizations in seeking an audience with the Chief Executive of
our Countrv and, in a manner, suggesting to him the convening of the members of his Cabinet, or that portion that
However, the result sought
may be quickly assembled.
to us to justify the means, and should our efforts in
this direction completely fail, then we will be forced to
request for those whom we represent the granting of an increase in wages to enable them to live according to the
the

American standard.
"We invite your attention

to the fact that

approximately

77 per cent of the locomotive engineers are American born
citizens, and it may be safely stated that the remaining per
cent are naturalized citizens, and they have, of course, a
great interest in not only their own welfare but in the wel-

and they are not unmindful of your
behalf of the people, and they believe that
they should exert every effort not only for themselves but
for the country in general, as well a- the administration
Yet we find ourselves today earning less money than we did
prior to the war.
This can be demonstrated by simply
fare of all the people,

past efforts
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taking, as an illustration, a daily wage of $5 prior to the
war, which at that time was worth 500 cents, and today it
is worth approximately, judging from competent authority,
only $2.15.

may

be stated that we have had a substancompensation, when considering the dollar
only as a medium of exchange our income has been substantially decreased when compared with pre-war prices.
"So, while
increase

tial

it

in

"The Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers apprei
wages are being increased, and that constant demands are flowing to the employer and we must, of
sity, be mindful of the interests of our <raft; but we
do not believe that increasing the compensation, accompanied by a greater increase iii the COSI of commodity
life,
will produce lasting benefits to our craft or to the
the

that

fait

all

American citizen in general.
"The unanimous opinion of the Advisory Board, our duty
to the locomotive engineers and to our country as American
citizens, impelled us to seek an audience with you and
your Cabinet for the purpose of laying this situation before
you, and we trust that you can find a way to immediately
inaugurate executive action to remedy it.

"We

trust that

you

may

find

it

consistent to give us, in

the near future, something definite as to

what we may expect

that will aid in guiding us as to our future actions, hoping
that you appreciate the spirit that has prompted this action

on our part."

The

of the brotherhood presented similar viewGeneral Hines before going to see the President.
As Mr. Hines has been devoting a large share of his attention recently both to wage demands and to the cost of
living of the Railroad Administration employees it is believed
he received their representations with sympathy.
It is said
officers

to Director

the firemen's and the conductors' organizations agree
with the views of the engineers but the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen does not.
The latter organization still
has hopes of higher wages and is now before the Board of
Wages and Working Conditions asking for further
that

increases.

Seme definite action en the part of the government to
counteract the tendency of the "vicious circle" of everincreasing prices and wages is likely to be forced on the
administration by the repeated demands of the employees
various branches and the industries which furnish its
During the war period the government not only
raised wages itself to meet the increasing cost of living
but its example and encouragement led to other increases,
and the higher wages, together with "profiteering," has kept
the cost of living ever on the jump.
The Railroad Administration raised wages and then raised rates to meet them,
of

its

supplies.

amount needed and
employees are asking for still
further advances which cannot lie met except by still higher
rates unless the deficit to be met by taxation is to be -till
but the rate increase

now

large

classes

of

fell

short of the

the

further increased.

In each case the employees are able to point to some other
branch of government activity in which higher wages are
paid, and some officials at Washington have come to the
conclusion that it is about time to call a halt somewhere.
Director General Hines does not want to increase rates
because' of the influence it would have directly or indirectly
on further increases in prices.
The ideas expressed by the
brotherhood have already become impressed on some of the
President's

advisers,

and

it

is

believed

that

some action
at some of

by the Department of Justice in an effort to get
the causes for high prices may be forthcoming.

in

Cross-country flying by government aviator
by the Director of Air Service, for the week ending July
exceeded 50,000 miles.
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Railroads Handle
Tie-Up

of Local Transportation

the

Tin

Crowd During Chicago Car

steam roads entering Chicago were again

forced

handle the bulk of the city's local transportation
on Tuesday of this week when a strike of 15,000
employees of the streel railway and elevated lines tied up
However, experience with a
the regular traffic channels.
like situation for three days in June, 1915, enabled the
roads to meet the increased burden placed upon them by
The number of
the failure of the trolle) and "I." service.

mainly motor trucks, were
vehicles,
Owing to pertemporary passenger service.
fected arrangements the traffic was handled with much less
One factor that
congestion than in the earlier emergency.
of

into

Large Burden on

In general the arrangements for additional service
provided according to plans best suited to the facilities of
iln
everal roads. The main problems involved concerned the
matters of additional trains, loading and unloading, and sellIn mosl ca
thi
extra train
ing and collecting tickets.
-erviie was provided by abandoning the regular suburban
schedules and substituting a shuttle service under which
trains ran between terminal.-, as fast as traffh conditions perThis was done on the Illinois Central, the North
mitted.
Western and the Rock Island. The Burlington was able to
handle all the traffic with one or two extra trains and the use
of additional equipment on the regular trains.
In handling the passengers at terminals little difficulty was
encountered in disposing of the crowds arriving at the terminals during the rush hour in the morning. The real task
was the distribution of the passengers to the trains during the
evening rush.
This was well handled by the Chicago &
North Western through the assignment of several tracks to
each route, with large signs over the train gates designating
the destination of the trains. Thus three tracks were assigned
to trains making all station stops from Clybourn Junction to
Rogers Park, two tracks for trains making all stops between Evanston and Waukegan, etc. The crowds assembled
on the concourse in front of the gates for the respective trains
and were passed on to the platforms as fast as the trains were
ready.
At the Illinois Central terminal at Randolph street,
which has island platforms, passengers were passed through
the station in a continuous stream and the alternate arrival
and departure of trains on the two tracks adjoining each platform disposed of the crowds expeditiously.
The use of long trains with capacity crowds made it impracticable for the trainmen to collect cash fares, consequently the passengers were required to buy trip or commutation tickets before entering trains and to avoid interference
with the regular through business of the ticket offices liberal
use was made of temporary ticket booths for the sale of
suburban tickets. At the North Western terminal eleven of
these booths were erected on Madison street and Canal street
outside the building.
The Burlington and the Rock Island
also had temporary ticket offices at the terminals, while the
North Western also provided one or more of these booths at
each of the outlying stations. This road largely avoided the
collection of fares on incoming trains by fencing off the station platforms at the local stations and collecting or punching
tickets as the passengers passed on to the platforms.
<

persons carried by the roads daily is variously estimated,
The estimated daily
but no accurate figures arc available.
traffic in 1915 was 625,000 and it is not believed that this
number was exceeded this week, as a very much larger

number

a

Steam Lines Entering the City

to

pressed

Puts

Strike

street

helped out the situation at the start was the failure of the
public to avail themselves of the steam road facilities as
rapidly as they were provided. As a consequence, the traffic
did not reach its maximum until Tuesday evening or
Wednesday morning, which enabled the roads to complete

As
arrangements in advance of the maximum load.
of
the
some
while
noted,
was
overcrowding
little
it
was,
roads actually provided more equipment than was necessary.
Bv far the largest part of the crowd was carried by the
These
Illinois Central and the Chicago & North Western.
roads normally carry the bulk of the suburban service since
their lines traverse the more highly developed residence
their

from which the largest part of the downtown workers are drawn. The Illinois Central, which normallv handles 40,000 suburban passengers daily, carried
about 200,000 each day during the strike, running 504
trains in place of a normal number of 285, while the Chicago & North Western, with an average daily suburban
The Chibusiness of 60,000, also handled about 200,000.
cago, Rock Island & Pacific, a portion of whose lines also
traverse a high class residence territory, and which normally
handles about 25,000 people, assumed an increase of about
The Chicago,
60 per cent during the emergency period.
Milwaukee & St. Paul, on the other hand, which also has
sections of the city

through extended portions of the residence district,
However,
conducts but a very limited suburban business.
this road also made considerable addition to its regular
service, particularly on the Evanston line, on which passenlines

operation had been entirely abandoned several years
During the morning and evening rush hour, a 10-min.
ago.
service was instituted on this line as far north as Buena
station, about six miles from the business center of the city,
but owing to the lack of trackage space in the Union Station the downtown terminal for this service was placed at
Kinzie street, within easy walking distance of the "loop."

ger

The Chicago & Western Indiana, which normally handles
only 3,000 suburban passengers, carried about 22,000 daily
during the strike, with the use of about 37 trains in place of
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
the normal number of 7.
which maintains a considerable suburban service on its line
as far west as Aurora, traverses a district within the city that
As a
does not afford much patronage for downtown travel.
consequence there is only one intermediate station, Western
avenue, within the city limits. During the strike the bulk of
the additional traffic handled by this line was from three or
four stations just outside the city limits, the residents of
which usually rely largely on street car service.

Electrification in Italy.
stretch in

—

Recent electrification of a railway
our Northwest attracted much attention but it will

look small beside the Italian project
miles by use of Trentino waterfalls.

— the

electrification of 4,000

In two of Italy's greatest

manufacturing cities, Milan and Turin, there is already extensive
use of water power. The available horsepower was in 1914 less
than Austria-Hungary's, but territorial acquisitions have changed

and Italy should now be able to develop more hydroenergy than any other European nation save Norway and
Sweden. Even before the war she utilized more water than any
other country except France and Norway. Italy was then importing nearly $40,000,000 worth of coal a year from Britain, and
get
her chief complaint has ever since been that she could not
it to
transport
laboriously
and
England
in
enough. To dig coal
runs unused to sea
the Po Valley while river energy there
will hereafter be
world
the
which
of
waste
typifies a kind of
the balance,

electric

more impatient.— New York Evening
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Post.

—

News Department

General
The shops

of

the

New

York,

New Haven &

Valle) Falls, R. I., were destroyed
July 26; estimated loss $130,000.

by

The

fire
fire

Hartford at
on the night of
was started by

balance between production and consumption. H. T. Dougchief engineer of the Chicago & Alton, gave testimony
regarding the tire requirements of the railroads and a letter
from W. G. Bierd, federal manager of the Chicago & Alton,
was presented, in which Mr. Bierd declared that steel ties
have progressed beyond the experimental stage.
las,

lightning.

The Tax on

ice cream, "soft drinks" and similar articles
not applicable when such tilings are sold on dining cars;
he deputy commissioner of internal revenue holds that a
lining car is not a place of business similar to a soda fountain or an ice cream parlor.
is

Prompt

diversion of non-perishable freight to another
one of the measures which has been adopted by the
United States Railroad Administration in Kentucky and Tennessee to deal with a strike of enginemen. A congestion of
freight on the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific due
to this cause, was relieved by the issuance of an order to the
effect that shipments from Cincinnati for Danville, Ky., and
beyond, should be moved over the Louisville & Nashville,
and delivered back to the Southern (C. N. O. & T. P.) at
Knoxville.
Shipments for Birmingham, Ala., and beyond
were ordered to be sent through by the Louisville & NashNorthbound freight was diverted in the same manner.
ville.

L

road

The Pennsylvania System federation of employees, comof six crafts employed in the shops of the railroad,
leld their first annual convention at Columbus, Ohio, on
The federation represents more than 40,000 men
Inly 14.
;mployed

in

various shops of the Pennsylvania System.

The Track Supply Association announces

that 47 firms
already arranged for space at the exhibit which will be
wesented in connection with the convention of the Roadnasters & Maintenance of Way Association in Chicago, on
September 16, 17 and 18. This is the largest number which
las ever been recorded so far in advance of the convention.

Members of the Committee on Electricity of the American
Railway Engineering Association made a ten-day trip of infection over the electrified lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee
k St. Paul and the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific in Montana
n July.
The party studied the operation of freight and pasienger trains electrically, visited repair shops of the Chi:ago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Deer Lodge, Mont., where
locomotives are maintained and went through
ilectrical
lower plants of the Montana Power Company at Great Falls,
tfont, and other points.
The

train despatchers and other railroad officers who last
undertook to clear up the debt ($1,810) of the defunct Train
)espatchers' Association of America have succeeded
or have
:ome near enough to success so that John F. Mackie, the former
ecretary, who was the single creditor, lias given a receipt in full.
P. Finan, of Needles, Cal., the secretary, informs us that in
espouse to his appeal the sum of $1,652 has been received. This
eft Mr. Mackie still $158 short, but because of his pride in the
nemories of the association and his desire to see it die a repectable death, he waived the remainder of his claim.
More
han '.hree-fourths of the money received was in the shape of
hecks for one dollar each.
'ear

—

'.

The United States Railroad Administration through its
ounsel has advised the Attorney General of North Dakota
hat it will comply immediately with the eight-hour law of
hat state as applied to women and minors, will put in efect lower freight rates and will comply with the full-crew
fcw as the result of three mandamus actions instituted by
he Attorney General against the Director General of Railoads.
The eight-hour regulation lias been the law since
uly 1. The railroad Administration, which employs between
,000 and 3.000 women and girl- in it- shops and express,
reight and passenger offices, bad tailed to comply with these
The writ of mandamus has been dismissed.
iws.

The use of steel crossties, instead of wood, so as to conerve our timber, is urged in a resolution which is now before
Congress. The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce held a hearing on it lasl week. It was introduced
y Representative Dyer of Missouri, and calls for an inveson by the Interstate Commerce Commission on the
E. IT. Clapp of the Forestry
dvisability of using steel.
iervice of the Department of Agriculture, testified that the
OUntry's timber consumption was now at the rate of three
imes the production; something must be done to restore a

is

The

strike was against being required to run large new
engines of the Santa Fe type through the numerous tunnels
between Danville, Ky., and Oakdale, Term. With these engines the clearance at the sides and top is so small that the
flow of fresh air is seriously checked; so much so that in
hot weather the enginemen have reported temperatures in
cabs of 140 deg. F. Fans to ventilate the cabs, by air drawn
from below the pilot, are being fitted to the engines.

Seventeen Lives Saved
H. M. Mayo, Superintendent of Safety of the Southern
and other lines in Texas, in his latest bulletin to employees (No. 23) says that the safety record of his lines,
always reasonably good, since December has been splendid.
In the first half of 1918 35 persons were killed and 1,056 injured; in the same period of this year 16 were killed and 753
injured, a saving of 17 lives and the prevention or avoidance
of injury to 303 persons. This, says Mr. Mayo, is due to a
Pacific

greater sympathy with the safety work on the part of employees. "Tt is due to a better conception of your responsibilities to each other, and to a better realization of what
you owe your families, yourselves, and the company. You
are acquiring the habit of thinking before acting.
To save
17 lives in six months is fine.
You did it. Bui bow much
greater an accomplishment it would be to save all.
Let us
neglect no detail of condition or practice that may help to
success.

It

a

is

grand work."

Blockade by a Pint of Water
the heading in the New York Sun of an account
of the stoppage of all trains to and from the Pennsylvania
terminal. New York City, for about 30 minutes, on July 23,
because of the failure of electric power.
The mosquito,
which once on a time Stopped innumerable trains by getting
caught between the points of a relay controlling a block
The Sun says:
signal, is outdone.
Rainwater, after eight days of uentle persistence, succeeded at 4:27 o'clock yesterday afternoon in seeping into
fuse boxes in the so-called Sunnyside yards of the Pennsylvania railroad in Long Island City.
Probably there wasn't
more than a pint of the stuff that did the business, but no
pint of booze ever accomplished so much mischief so quickly.
For at 4:27 o'clock, trains scooting across Long Island plains

This

is

tired and stopped.
Trains scooting across
Also trains which
Jersey meadows did the same.
had been roaring through black tubes beneath two rivers
stopped roaring and died, with
the Fast and the N'orth
measure, trolley cars in Queens,
lights out.
Jusl for g

suddenly grew
the
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New
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ipped
rhe trains ad
Nassau and Suffolk countii
vertised with important sounding names were just as im
Not until 6:15 was the mischiei
potenl as the dink) 5:15's.
repaired and by tint time even the vast waiting room ol
the Pennsylvania rerminal was hardlj large enough foi the
Vs for the unlovely little brown and red station
throngs

m

crowds of suburbanites
Brooklyn streets

Brooklyn, the) senl waiting
into the drizzle ol the cheerless

<>ut
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tatemenl by President Wilson regard
by American railroads in
Applications should be
given in another page ol this issue,
addressed to "Office Director General Military Railw
2709 Munitions building, Washington, l> C, Attention Lieuexperi
tenant K. G. Cole," and should give applicant'
in detail.
sn will l>c paid $2,The machinist and cai fo
including uniform, etc., ;m<l will
000
yeai and all
rank as second lieutenants in the Russian Railway Service
orp
rhe store material men will be ranked as either first
or Becond lieutenants, receiving $2,500 oi
!,000,

work

in

ing the
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Net Operating Income

i

-

chart made by the Bureau of Railway Economics
Roads in
shows the net operating income of the Class
l°l >. compared with the average in the tesl period (1915

The

1

l

The Dunkirk Wreck and
In

.AN

MAY

APR.

MAR.

TLB.

JUNC

JULY

AUG.

DEC

NOV.

OCT.

SEP.

a

letter to tin

the Deadly Angle

editor under the above

title,

cm page 92 ol the July IN issue of the Ra\
the following
statement was made mar the end of the closing paragraph:
"I lad the angle cock been as far back as the water station pans
the V S. A. brake would have stopped the train without any collision whatever."
The meaning of this sentence was obscured
through the inadvertent omission of a word. The sentence should
have read as follows: "Mad the angle cock been turned as far
back as the water station pans, etc."
<
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United States District Judge Hollister, at Cincinnati, has
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Labor Day
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Compared with Standard Return, Class

1919,

1,

Railways of United States
1916-1917) on which government rental is based
gives the figures on which the chart is based.
Average net
Net operating income
operating income
earned in 1919
(standard return)
in 3 year test period
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New York

Cincinnati, Hamilton
& Dayton Railway Company et al., confirming the sale of
four parcels of securities to Herbert Shaffer as representative of the purchasers of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
Railway Company.
These securities represented all the
property of the C. H. & D. not sold with the real estate,
rolling stock, etc., more than a year ago.
Receivers are directed to turn this property over to Shaffer upon the payment of the purchase price, $45,085. After certain deductions, the receivers are ordered .to pay the balance to holders of claims allowed by court.
The face amount of these
claims is $79,201,177, and under the order of Court the dividend is calculated at $0.0005005155 on each $1 (otherwise 50
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Cock

which appeared

nionths
$56,613,000
47,934,000
68,251,000
67,289.000
77, 3S5.0OO
82.530,000
75,341,000
86,860.000
91.273.000
94,333,000
83,536,000
73,282,000

Railway

Cumulative

By
months

The

table

Deficit in 1919

Cumu-

By

Cumu-

lative

months

lative

$37,830,000
$56,613,000 $18,783,702
104,547,000 10,106,268 $28,889,970 37,828,000 $75,658,000
172,798,000 10,842,608 39,660,778 57,409,000 133,067,000
240,087,000 26,115,214 65,916,807 41,174,000 174,241,000
317, 472. 000 39,462,367 105,215,450 37,923,000 212,257,000
400,022.000
475,363.000
562,223,000
653.496.000
747.829,000
831,365,000
904,647.000

Men Wanted

for Service in Russia

The office of the director general of military railways is desirous of securing the services of a few good roundhouse
foremen, car foremen, and railway store material men who
have had experience in railway storekeeping, for railroad

Labor day activities and oratory this year are to be devoted to the single purpose of promoting the campaign of
the railroad labor organizations to prevent the return of the
railroads to their owners, according to plans being worked
out by the Plumb Plan League and the American Federation
The plan is to have speeches in favor of the
of Labor.
Plumb plan in every community in the country and that ali
the usual activities of the day, such as speeches, meetings
and parades, shall be used to call attention to the campaign
of the labor organizations to have government control of
the railroads continued until the present wave of opposition
to government ownership shall have had an opportunity to
subside and the prospects for the carrying out of the Plumb
plan or some other plan which will give labor a large degree
of control over the railroads appear more propitious than at
present.
It is also reported that a movement is on foot to
call the day "Nationalization Day" rather than "Labor Day,"
on the theory that the word "nationalization" in some measure relates to the proposed plan of having the government
buy the railroads and turn them over to the control of the
employees.
It is understood that the leaders of the Plumb plan organization are not so optimistic as to expect the adoption
of their plan in the near future, but that their primary object is to prevent the restoration of private management
circumstances shall be more favorable to their ultimate purposes. Considerable pressure is being brought to
bear on members of Congress to influence them to oppose
the return of the roads, which the President has stated will
take place at the end of the year, and those who recall the
abject surrender of Congress to the demands of the brotherhoods at the time of the passage of the Adamson "eight-
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hour" law are inclined to listen with some interest to a rumor
that the labor organizations are planning a call for a nation wide strike if necessary by way of protest against any
move for the return of the railroads, because there is still no
more machinery for dealing with such a situation than there
wu at the time Congress passed the Adamson law because
only way to prevent a strike.
it thought it the

Federation of Labor

Demands Agreement

cated to the government, which is understood to he ready
to negotiate the matter to a conclusion.
"The railroad companies have made every effort to cooperate with the government in this matter, and many of
the strongest railroad systems which could make thoroughly
satisfactory other arrangements, have nevertheless elected
to join in this general movement in the belief that relationship with the government will be simplified and that the general railroad situation will be benefited by such co-operative
action."

Railroad Department of the Amerof
Rep
ican Federation of Labor are in Washington threatening to
order a general strike on August 1 unless the Railrad Administration will enter into a comprehensive agreement on
s
and working conditions. A committee of 100 shoprepresenting the six different crafts, conferred in Washr esentatives

229

the

Mr.
on Wednesday with Director General Hines.
Mines advised them that the Railroad Administration would
enter into an agreement and he expects to give them a decision on the wage question without delay; and as to working conditions he has given no decision, but the strike seems
Following the interview with
to be temporarily averted.
Mr. Hines, E. M. Buell, assistant president, wired the chairmen throughout the country that there must be no stoppage
of work until the conclusion of the negotiations.
n

Meetings and Conventions
The following list cites names
meetings and places of meetings:

dates of next

secretaries,

<>f

The standing and law committees of the Association of
Railway Executives met at the New Haven board room,
Grand Central Terminal, New York, Friday morning, July
25, and in the afternoon the member-roads of the association
After the meetings, Thomas DeWitt Cuyler, chairman
met.

(

—

—

Louis-San Francisco R.

St.

R.,

St.

Mo.

Louis,

American Association or Freight Agents.

— R.

O. Wells, Illinois Central,

Chicago.

American Association
C. G.

VV.

— E.

of

General Baggage Agents.
Next meeting, November

R. Reynolds,
11-13, 1919, New-

Passenger

— W.

R. R., Chicago.

Orleans, La.

American

Association

of

Trafpic

C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St.,

New

Officers.
York.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt,

"The railroads have had under consideration today

a

New

session.

"Within a short time the railroads expect to submit to
:he House Committee on Interstate Commerce substantially
the same recommendations for remedial legislation as were
mbmitted by them to the Senate Committee in January of
his year.
In order to show precisely the form which these
•ecommendations would take, they have been reduced to
The only change of importance
the phraseology of a bill.
.vill be the substitution of a board of transportation for the
transportation with a seat in the President's
cabinet as originally proposed.
"For some time we have had tinder consideration with
he government the formation of a national equipment corporation to take up and finance in a single operation a lar^e
iart of the equipment contracted for by the government,
ind allocated by it to the various railroad companies. Some
time ago we submitted to the roads belonging to this assoSiation the report of a committee of hankers on a proposed
>ur member-roads having
national equipment corporation.
equipment valued at approximately $250,000,000, have signified their willingness to finance this through this proposed
The participation already
lational equipment corporation.
ISSured represents over 70 per cent of the value of the
squipment allocated to roads belonging to this association.
Die matter has been referred back to the special committee
an allocation and financing of equipment, which has been
empowered to negotiate the details ami arrangements necessary for the formation of the proposed national equipment
secretary

of

(

:orporation.

The

facts of the situation have been

communi-

Hope,

C.

Rothschild,

J.

8 W. 40th St.,
City, N. J.

6-10, Atlantic
-

-

C.

New

F.

Dell,

1

York.
American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association. Otto E. Schlinck, 185 W. 5th St., Peru, Ind.
American Railroad Association. J, F. Fairbanks, 75 Church St., New
St.,

—

—

York:

Operating (including former activities of Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents).
Section II, Engineering (including former activities of American
Railway Engineering Association and Railway Signal Association).
E. H. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Signal Division.— H. S. Balliet, 75 Church St., New Y'ork.
Section III, Mechanical (including former activities of Master Car
Builders' and Master Mechanics' Association).
V. R. Hawthorne,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Section IV, Traffic (including former activities of Freight Claim AssoSection

of

t

Next convention, October

York.

50 E. 42nd

num-

important matters, including the question of the
maintenance of the properties while in the possession of
the government, remedial legislation to accompany the return of the railroads to private operation, and the formation
sf a proposed national equipment corporation.
"The question of maintenance during federal control is
now being investigated and considered by both the Railroad
Sufficient
Administration and by the railroad companies.
lata has not yet been secured to lead to any conclusion, but
is hoped and expected that with all the facts in hand an
imicable understanding can be reached between the government and the railroads as to the extent to which they have
seen properly maintained while in the government's pos-

—

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

3f the association, said:

ber

regular

ity.
Air Brake Association.— F. M. Nc His, 165 Broadway, New York
Next convention, May 5-7, 1920, Chicago.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, Supervisor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. W. Ky., Chicago.
American Association of Dininc Cab Superintendents. E. II. Thayer,

—

Association of Railway Executives' Meeting

or

I,

—

ciation).

Section V, Transportation (including former activities of Association
of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers).
Section VI, Purchases and Stores (including former activities of Railway Storekeepers' Association).

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.

—

C. A. Lichty, C &
N. W. Ry., 319 N. Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago.
Next
convention, October 21-23, 1919, Cleveland, O.
American Railway Engineering Association. (See American Railroad
Association, Section II, Engineering).
'

—

American

Railway

Master

Mechanics'

Railroad Association, Section

III,

Association.
Mechanical).

— (See

American

—

American Railway Perishable Freight ASSOCIATION. E. F. McPike, 135
E. 11th Place, Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Wednesday in March
and September.

—

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. R. D. Fletcher. 6202
Greenwood Ave., Chicago.
Next convention, August 27-29, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials.— ('.

Warwick, University of

I..

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil ENGINEERS.- Charles W. Hunt, Engineering
Societies

and

1st

39th

St.,

Iiml. ling,

3d

W.

33

Wednesday

New

American Society

in

39th

St.,

New

York.

month, except

York.

Inly

Regular meetings,
and VugUSl
\V
S3

—

W

Mechanical Engineers. Calvin
Rice
York.
American Short Line Railroad Association.— T. F. Whittelsey 70s Union
Trust Bldg., Washington, D, C.
American Train Despatchers' Association.— D. L. Darling, Northern
Pacific Ry., Spokane, Wash.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. T. Angic B .\ <»
Mi
Royal Sta.. Baltimon
Md.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.—Willis H. Failing C R R of
N. J., Jersey City, X. J. Next meeting, May, 1920,
S J.
Association of Railway Electricai Engineers.- [os
\
Vndreucetti
C
& X. W.. Room 411, C. & X. W. Sta., Chii igo
N
October, 1919.
Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.— (See American
Railway Association, Section I, Operating).
39th St.,

ol

New

—

,

\

.

ition or Transportation and Cab
\
-(See
American Railroad Association, Section Y, Transportation).
Bridge and Building Supply Men's \ssociation. M. J. Trees, Chicago,
Bridp
ompany, Chicago.
\. \t annual

—

>

21-23, 1919, Clc\.

Canadian Railway

lai

Ci.OB.

d,

I

I

.lames

Powell, 46 Aberdeen

(near Montreal i, Que.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago
Chicago.

and
Foremen's
\
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Association,
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Next annual meeting,
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Bid

May,

19

0,

Hotel

51st

E.

E

trip

Gbnkral Foremen's Association, Wm, Hall,
Ave., Winona, Mum.
Next convention, SeptemShei man, Chii
Maintenance "i Way \nd Masted Painters' Association. F, W, Hage
Next annual convention, Octo
Worth, Tex.
1323 Hurlej
Ave.. Ii
S,

Wabash

I
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Black
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introduced

in

directing the President to gram reduced
under federal control one and one-third
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Representative
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i
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Edwin Kluever, assistanl general freight ageni of the New
York, Chicago & St,
ouis, with headquarters ai
/eland, Ohio,
has been elected president of the
leveland Tr affix
lub.

H

Association,

Nexl convention,

Railway
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Mastbs Black uiths'

Lima, Ohio.
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bill

railroads

fare for the round
passengers attending conventions, meetings or cones of religious, charitable and other organizations or

ii>

associations.

lotel

,

.mis. Mo.
American Annex Hotel, St.
Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty

1919,

Boiled

New

I

St.,

^ oi k.

I'mnmk^' Assoi \ in-.
ited States
Nexl conven
Dane, B. & M.. Reading, Mass,
tion, September
1919, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
(See American Railroad Association,
on.
Master Car Bi ilders
Section III. Mechanical).
\> onal
\m>
Utilities'
Commissioned
oi
Railway
Association
Next annual conJames B. Walker, 49 Lafayette St.. New York.
vention, October 14. 1919, Indianapolis, Ind.
O.
Hanover
Square, New
K. Davis, 1
HCIL.
Nexl convention, May 12-15, 1920, San Francisco.
York,
Nation aj Railway Appliances Association. C. W. Kelly, Kelly-Derby
las Bldg., Chi< a to.
Co., Peoples
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade. Jr., 68.' Atlantic Ave., Boston,
Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting
months of June, July, August and September.
New York Railroad Cli b, Harry D. Vought, *5 Liberty St., New York.
Jar meeting. 3d Friday in month, except lune, lulv and August,
29 W. ."''»tli St.. New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. George A. J. Hochgrebe, 623
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y'.
each month, Tenjost Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pacific Railway Club. W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St.. San Francisco, Cal.
Railway Accounting Officers' Association. E. R. Woodson, 1116 Woodward Bldg., Washington. D. C.
Railway Business Association. Frank YV. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Next annual meeting, December, 1919, Buffalo, N. Y.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. j. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave, PittsRegular meetings, 4th Thursday in month except June,
burgh. Pa.
July and August. Colonial Annex Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Raii way Development Association.
D. C. Welty, Missouri Facific R. R.,
Master Car vnd Locomotivi
wi.

i

tNADA.

i

.

i

P,

A.

".

—

it

(

l

—

—

—

—

—

—

Louis, Mo.

St.

—

Electric Sutply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
Annual meeting with Association of
General Electric Co., Chicago.
Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association. D. L. Eubank, Galena
Signal Oil Company, Richmond, Va.
Next annual meeting, September, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Railway Fire Protection Association. G. L. Ball, St. Louis-San FranNext annual meeting, October 21-23, 1919,
cisco Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

Railway

—

—

La Salic Hotel. Chicago.
Railway Real Estate Association.
Richmond,

Y'a.

Railway Signal Association.

—James P. Nelson, President, & O.,
— (See American Railroad Association, En-

Signal

gineering Section,

C.

Division).

Railway Storekeepers' Association.

—

(See American Railroad Association,
Section VI, Purchases and Stores).
J. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver
Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson, Waterbury Battery Co., 30 Church St., New Y'ork.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of YVay Association. P. J. McAndrews,
Next annual convention, September
C. & N. W. Ry., Sterling, 111.
16-18, 1919, Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.

—

—

—

—

August.

—

F. W. Edmunds, West Nyack, Rockland
County. New York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. L. W. Cox, 1217 Commercial
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. Next annual meeting, October 16-17,

Signal Appliance Association.

—

New York

City.

—

Southern and Southwestern Railway
Atlanta,

1205,

March.

May,

Ga.
July,

Club.- A. J. Merrill, P. O. Box
meetings, 3d Thursday in January,

Regular
September

and

November.

Atlanta.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.
ern

Supply

Ry. of Ala., Atlanta, Ga.
of American

Association

—

Railway

— E.

Tool

Piedmont

W. Sandwich,
Foremen's

Hotel

West-

Associa-

tion.
X. Thulin, Duff Manufacturing Company, 935 Peoples
C.
Gas Bldg., Chicago. Next convention, August 27-29, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago.
Track Supply Association. YV. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron YV'orks, Hillburn,
N. Y.
Next annual convention, September 16-18, 1919, Auditorium
Hotel. Chicago.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. P. Finan, A. T. & S. F.
Ry., Needles. Cal.

—

—

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Cleveland, O.
Next annual meeting, September 16-19, 1919, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
Western Association of Short Line Railroads. Clarence M. Oddie,
Mills Bldg., San Francisco.
Western Railway Club J. M. Byrne, Chief Clerk to Mechanical Assist-

—

—

Central YVestern Region, 547 Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Regular
meetings, 3d Monday in month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers. Edgar S. Nethercut, 1735 Monadnock
Block, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except
July and August.
ant,

—

The Canadian National Railways, in the five months J
ary-May, transported from the seaboard 116,328 home-coming troops, in 318 trains, an average of 366 men per train or
about 33 in each car.
Each of these train movements included also the movement of an empty train in the opposite
direction, and the total train mileage was 539,212, the average
length of the trip of each loaded train being 848 miles.
Seven cents, instead of live cents, is now the fare for a large
portion of the street car rides in Brooklyn, N. Y., where hitherto
the rate has been five cents. This increase is brought about by
abolition of the practice of giving free transfers at 959 points
where these have been given to passengers changing from one
Now, passengers must ask for such transfc
car to another.
when beginning their journey, and must pay for it two ccntt
At 49 places the issuance of free transfers, allowing the passenger to ride over two lines for a single five-cent fare, will be
continued.
It is estimated that the additional two-cent collections will increase the

Transit

Company by

annual revenue of the Brooklyn Rapid

$1,200,000.

The Canadian Pacific Ocean Services, Ltd., at the outbreak of the war had in commission in the Atlantic and
Pacific services 38 steamships with an aggregate gross tonnage of 341,399 tons. Since August, 1914, the construction
of four steamships, having a gross tonnage of 67,000 tons,
has been completed and 12 steamships of 76,000 gross tons
have been purchased within the same period. During the
war 15 steamships were lost by enemy action or through accidents at sea and eight have been sold to the British government and one to an Indian prince who later presented it

A
the British government for use as a hospital ship.
ship 625 ft. long, having a gross tonnage of 22,000 tons, is
now being built at the Clyde yards of the Fairfield Shipbuilding & Engineering Company, while work will soon be
started on the building of three passenger ships of interAt the end of the
mediate class for the Atlantic service.
last fiscal year the company had in ocean service 28 steamships of a gross tonnage of 264,430 tons, and 6 steamships
under order or purchased but not delivered having a gross
tonnage of 88,600.
to

Tobacco Association Co-operates
in Heavier Car-Loading Campaign
The Tobacco Association of the United States at its recent
annual meeting adopted resolutions that the members of the
tobacco trade as far and as soon as possible adopt as a standard
the 48-inch by 46-inch hogshead, which was recommended by
the Railroad Administration on the ground that a large saving
in car space and a much heavier loading of tobacco can be made
in a hogshead of that size, which admits of loading in the car
side by side and then double decking. The resolutions call attenRecooperage is detion to the advantages cf standardization
:

creased to a minimum insuring arrival at destination in better
order; the cylindrical hogshead, which .shape does not stand
shipping, can be done away with. Several of the largest export
firms have adopted this size hogshead and others have expressed
their intention to do so. The railroads are requested to see that
full size cars are furnished and that agents understand the necessity of full

and careful loading.
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Interstate

Commerce Commission

The Commission has submitted

a report on its investigaconducted at the request of Director General Hines,
into the controversy between coal operators as to the relationship of rates on bituminous coal by rail-lake-and-rail
from Ohio and West Virginia to the northwest to rates by
rail all the way from Illinois and Indiana mines, which relationship was changed by the increases resulting from Mr.
The commisMcAdoo's General Order No. 28 last year.
sion finds that there has been no recognized relationship between these rates and that therefore, there is none to be
tion,

red.

Commissions

State

1

are returned to their owners.

This does not mean formal ap-

proval of the rates in such tariff; they will be subject to protest,
complaint and investigation, the same as is the case, under the

by the carriers.

law, with rates established

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second
District, acting on a complaint from the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, holds that under the full-crew law of New
York every passenger train of five cars or more must have a
baggageman whether there be or be not any baggage to be
handled. The commission says that the law is very clear on
this point, and calls attention to the general practice of rewhen necessary, in
quiring 'hat the baggageman shall act
place of a brakeman in the protection of the train from

—

collision.

Court

News

Federal Employers' Liability

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, holds that
an employee in a local switching crew at a station in New
Jersey, injured while setting a brake on an open coal car
being switched between sidings, the car having come from
Pennsylvania consigned to a company in New Jersey, was
not engaged in interstate commerce so as to bring his case
within the federal act.— D., L. & W. v. Peck, 255 Fed. 261.

Hours

of Service

Act

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, holds that
where a railroad detained train crews in service more than
16 hours, it cannot excuse the violation of the law because
an accident occurred at a point some distance from division
points, where it could have sent relief crews, since section 3
of the act, relieving railroads in case of casualty, does not
relieve from the. duty to exercise diligence to comply with

the act.— G., C.

&

S.

F.

v.

U.

S.,

Doing Business

255

Fed, 755.

in District

The federal district court in Massachusetts holds that a
railroad company which operates no line of road within a
federal district, but merely maintains an office therein for
the solicitation of passenger and freight business, paying the
rent and salaries of the employees, is not doing busine>> nor
is

"present

to suit in

in the district," in such sense as to be subject
Davis v. Baltimore &
the federal court therein.

—

Ohio, 256 Fed. 407. Decided February 11, 1919.
Decided March 4, 1919.
v. Rutland, 256 Fed. 409.
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Danish State Railways

have announced the placing of an
order for 2,000 tons of rail with the United States Steel Products
Company. The rail is to be supplied to the Danish government,
and if the finality of the rail proves satisfactory, it is expi
thai the government will accept shipments of 2,000 ions per
month, no! including curve rails, frogs and switches.
The rail is a special section, formerly supplied by manufacturers in England and Germany.
It is said that the purchasers
experienced some difficulty in getting an American concern to
roll a rail of special section, but that the United States Steel
Products Company went to considerable trouble to meet every
requirement of the purchaser.

Siberian

The New York Stale Public Service Commission, Second District, announces that freight and passenger tariffs issued by the
States Railroad Administration, and now in force, will
be accepted as legal tariffs by the commission when the railroads

News

Foreign Railway

|
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Berendsen,

Railroad

inc.,

Management
Petitions

Authorities

for

Loan

The management of the Atchinsk-Minusinsk Railway has
petitioned the authorities for a loan to be used to survey a
railway from Menisseisk to Tomsk and thence to Tara, a
distance of 800 miles. This line would be the central section
of the proposed North Siberian main line extending from
Krasnufinsk eastward and paralleling the existing main line.
It is stated that there are 1,000 loaded freight cars between
Manchuria and Irkutsk waiting to be forwarded. The railway situation is said to account for wide difference of prices
at Manchuria and at points farther westward.
For example.
an arshine (28 inches) of Chinese cloth costs 8 rubles at
Manchuria, 12 rubles at Tchita, and 23 rubles at Irkutsk, although the freight per arshine is calculated at 2.10 rubles
from Manchuria to Irkutsk.
Arrangements were made to ship 140 cars of freight west
of Blagovyeshtchensk by the Amur Railway in February and
that 68 cars were to be loaded with fish.
Owing to the cutting
of the Amur Railway line by insurgents, this program could
not be carried out fully.
From April 1 on, all freight rates are to be increased, according to newspaper reports, so that they will be 10 times
as high as those prevailing up to July 10, 1917.

"Railway Nationalization

in

Japan"

The Railway Age

is in receipt of a copy of "Railway Nationalization in Japan," a 200-page book with pages 8 in. by
12 in. in size and in English, issued by the Imperial Government Railways of Japan. The book is a general review
of ten-years' progress of the Japanese Railways under unified
state management from 1907-8 to 1916-17, including the report for the fiscal year 1916-17.
It is profusely illustrated
and in addition to giving the detailed figures of finances and
operation gives also a history and description of the Japanese
lines, details concerning the stations, cars and locomotives,
etc., information concerning the through traffic arrangements
to China, Manchuria, Russia, etc., as well as data concerning
the wages and treatment of employees, etc.
As the title indicates, emphasis is placed principally on the difference between the lines under private control in 1906 and the government owned lines of today as shown by the increased
weight of engines, larger capacity cars. etc. The book i»
especially interesting to American readers, however, because of the descriptions and diagrams given of the equip-

ment

in use and other valuable information relating to the
physical and traffic characteristics of the Japanese system,
The figures concerning the operation of the Imperial Government Railways show that on March 31, 1918, the government lines had a mileage of 5,206 as compared with 5,094 in
the year preceding. In the fiscal year ended March 31, 1918,
the "working revenue" was $91,763,000 as compared with
Operating expenses totaled $42,185,000,
$70,628,000 in 1917.
leaving a profit of $49,578,000, as compared with $40,046,000

:

RAILWAY AGE
the preceding year, the operating ratio being 16 pei cenl
1917 18, .i-- against 43 pei cenl in 1916 17
Hie balance
.iiit
the deduction ol inspection and survej charges, additional works expenses, subsidies to lighl railways .11111 intei
in
in

i

charges, amounted to $21,790,000 in 1917 18, as compared
with $17,497,000 in 1916 17
The figures show thai in 1917-18
the passengers carried totaled 245,234,480, as compared with
197,043,320 in 1916 17, and thai the passengei revenue was
080,000 .1- againsl $29,373,000 in the yeai preceding. The
revenue
freighl ton miles totaled 5,033,344,000, bringing in
considerable increase over the ton miles of
1,862,000,

est

.1

.1

1

yielding a revenue of $34,666,000 in 1916-17.
The average receipts per passenger mile remained the same
over the two years, namely .67 cents, bul the revenue per
freighl ton mile in 1917-18 was .87 cents as against .83 cents
The average trainload showed an increase over
in 1916 17
the two years from 128 to 142.6.
On March 31, 1918, the Japanese Government Railways
owned 2,827 locomotives. 6,903 passenger cars and 46,600
4,179,135,000,

freight

cars.

The Russian Railway

Service Corps

In a message to the Senate regarding the reasons for sending United States soldiers to Siberia, President Wilson has
given an explanation of the operations of the Russian Railw.i\ Service Corps.
He says in part:
"In February, 1919, as a conclusion of negotiations begun
early in the summer of 1918, the United States accepted a
plan proposed by Japan for the supervision of the Siberian
railways by an international committee, under which committee. Mr. John F. Stevens would assume the operation of

In this connection it
Russian Railway Service Corps.
be recalled that Mr. John F. Stevens, in response to a
request of the provisional government of Russia, went to
A few months later he was
Russia in the spring of 1917.
made official adviser to the minister of ways and communication at Petrograd under the provisional government. At the
request of the provisional government, and with the support
of Mr. John F. Stevens, there was organized the so-called
Russian Railway Service Corps, composed of American engineers. As originally organized, the personnel of this corps
constituted 14 skeleton division units as known in this country, the idea being that these skeleton units would serve as
the
is

to

and assistants on 14 different sections of the
Siberian Railway and assist the Russians by their knowledge
of long-haul problems as known in this country, and which
are the rule and not the exception in Siberia.
"Owing to the Bolshevik uprising and the general chaotic
conditions, neither Mr. Stevens nor the Russian Railway
Service Corps was able to begin work in Siberia until March,
They have been able to operate effectively only since
1918.
the railway plan was adopted in February, 1919.
"The most recent report from Mr. Stevens shows that on
parts of the Chinese-Eastern and Trans-Baikal Railway he
is now running six trains a day each way, while only a little
while ago they were only able to run that many trains a
practical advisers

week.
"In accepting the railway plan it was provided that some
protection should be given by the allied forces. Mr. Stevens
stated frankly that he would not undertake the arduous task
before him unless he could rely upon support from American
Accordingly, as provided in the
troops in an emergency.
railway plan and with the approval of the interallied committee, the military commanders in Siberia have established
troops where it is necessary to maintain order at different
parts of the line. The American forces under General Graves
are understood to be protecting parts of the line near Vladivostok, and also on the section around Verchne Udinsk.
There is also understood to be a small body of American
troops at Harbin. The exact location from time to time of
American troops is, however, subject to change by the direction of General Graves.
"The instructions to General Graves direct him not to interfere in Russian affairs, but to support Mr. Stevens wherever necessary. The Siberian Railway is not only the main
artery for transportation in Siberia, but is the only open acThe population of Siberia,
cess to European Russia today.
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whose resources have been almost exhausted by

the long
years oi war and the chaotii conditions which hav<
there, can be protected from 1 furthei period oi chaoe and
anarchy only by the restoration and maintenance ol traffi<
on the Siberian Railwaj

"Partisan bands under leaders having no settled connecwith any organized government, and bands undei
whose allegiance to anj ettled authority is apparently
temporary and transitory, are constantly menai ing the op«
eration of the railway and the safety of its permanent struction
eis

I

tures,

"The situation of the people of Siberia meantime is that
they have no shoes or warm clothing; they are pleading for
agricultural machinery and for many of the simpler art

commerce upon which their own dome tic economy depends and which are necessary to fruitful and productive
industry among them.
Having contributed their quota to
the Russian armies which fought the Central Empires for
three and one-half years, they now look to the Allies and
the United States for economic assistance.
"The population of western Siberia and the forces of Admiral Kolchak arc entirely dependent upon these railu
"The Russian authorities in this country have succeeded in
shipping large quantities of Russian supplies to Siberia, and
of

the Secretary of War is now contracting with the great cooperative societies which operate throughout European and
Asiatic Russia to ship further supplies to meet the needs of
the civilian population. The Kolchak government is also endeavoring to arrange for the purchase of medical and other
Red Cross supplies from the War Department, and the American Red Cross is itself attempting the forms of relief for
which it is organized. All elements of the population in
Siberia look to the United States for assistance.
This assistance can not be given to the population of Siberia, and
ultimately to Russia, if the purpose entertained for two
years to restore railway traffic is abandoned. The presence
of American troops is a vital element in this effort.
The
services of Mr. Stevens depend upon it. and, a point of serious moment, the plan proposed by Japan expressly provides
that Mr. Stevens and all foreign railway experts shall be
withdrawn when the troops are withdrawn.

"From

these observations it will be seen that the purpose
continuance of American troops in Siberia is that we,
with the concurrence of the great allied powers, may keep
open a necessary artery of trade and extend to the vast population of Siberia the economic aid essential to it in peace
time, but indispensable under the conditions which have followed the prolonged and exhausting participation by Russia
in the war against the Central Powers.
This participation
was obviously of incalculable value to the allied cause, and
in a very particular way is a commendation to the exhausted
people who suffered from it to such assistance as we can
render to bring about their industrial and economic rehabiliof the

tation."

Railways of Northern China
In the claim of China for the abrogation of the treaties and
notes concluded with Japan on May 25, 1915. which claim was
printed in the Congressional Record of July 25, 1919, there occur
the following paragraphs dealing with the railway situation
"The meaning of this Japanese succession to German rights
in Shantung is best illustrated in the railway situation arising
out of Japan's exercise of two of the 'other railway rights' that

were vested in Germany.
"Although Japan's claim now before the peace conference,

in

so far as it relates to China, is confined to the 'railways and
other rights possessed by Germany in respect of Shantung Province,' she has pressed (in a set of secret agreement and notes
concluded on September 24, 1918) on China the acceptance of the
view that her first demand in Group I which is substantially

—

—

repeated in her conference claim covers the German rights to
finance, construct, and supply the materials for two lines of
railway running into the two other Provinces of Kiangsu and
Chihli,

though starting

in

Shantung.

peace conference concede this Japanese claim, the
Through the
following formidable situation will be created
"If

the

:

—
August

1,
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1919

trans- Shantung Railway, with its western or
at the provincial capital of Chinanfu where il

inland terminus
Hanks the northern section of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway built by the Germans Japan will at cine dominate the whole of Shantung as
well as the northern half of ibis important trunk line.
Then,
by financing, constructing, and supplying the materials for the
>f
the aforesaid 'two lines of railway'
i.
Brsl
e., a line from
the city of Kaomi, on the irans-Shantung Railway, to a point
Strategically dominating the southern or British constructed
lie same Tientsin-Pukow Railway
Japan will practically master the great railroad linking Tientsin (the port of
'eking) and north China with the Yangtze Valley and south

giMiiiiiiimiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi
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Railway Financial News

—

Canadian Northern. Wm. A. Read & Co., New York, have
bought from the company and resold to the public $10,000,000
two-and-a-half-ycar to live-year six

per cent

collateral

trust

Canadian

China.

"Next, by financing,

etc.,

the second of the 'two lines of rail-

extending the trans-Shantung
where
will
bisect the TientsinPukow trunk line, to a point westward on the Peking-Hankow
Railway Japan will flank the other of the two trunk lines conBecting Peking and north China with central and southern
i.

Railway

e.,

a

from

line

practically

Chinanfu,

ii

—

important to note that the administration of a
Japanese constructed railway in China goes far beyond that of
any other foreign constructed railway in China, including even
those constructed by Germany in Shantung.
It means that the
railway is practically manned by Japanese, to the exclusion
even of Chinese; that the railway is policed by Japanese gendarmerie and is guarded by Japanese troops along its entire
That is the danger.)"
length.
China.

mm
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(It

is

Railway Material

for

South Africa

Purchases of railway supplies from the United States are
again bothering the British House of Commons. The Times,
London, in a recent issue reports the following:
In reply to Mr. Houston (West Toxteth, C. U.), who asked
the president of the Board of Trade whether, in view of the
friendly relations existing between the South African and
British governments, he could state why the former had
placed important orders for railway material in America instead of in this country, seeing the necessity of finding work
Great Britain and for maintaining her export trade.
Colonel Amery, Under-Secretary for the Colonies (Birmingham, Sparkbrook, C. U.), said: Some of the orders
were placed by the South African authorities in the United
States before the armistice at a time when it was impossible
to supply railway material from this country.
As regards
70 locomotives, which have been ordered since the armistice,
I am informed that the British offers in respect both of price
and of date of delivery were so unfavorable that the South
African authorities felt themselves obliged to go further
afield.
Forty of the locomotives, however, were, I am glad
I would remind the honorable
to say, ordered in Canada.
member that the policy on which the governments of the
Empire have agreed is that of preference, in contracts, to
the produce and manufactures of the Empire, and not merely
Contractors in this counto those of the United Kingdom.
try cannot expect preference from other governments in the
Empire, except as against foreign countries.
[The orders in question are the 30 Mountain type locomotives ordered from the Baldwin Locomotive Works and
40 of the same type ordered from the American Locomotive
Company (Montreal Locomotive Works) as reported in the
Editor. 1
Railzi'ay Age of February 7.
Mr. Kellaway, Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Munitions (Bedford, C. L.), replying to Mr. Houston, said that
arrangements had been made to sell to the South African
government a quantity of 75-lb. flat-bottomed rails, payment to be made from a grant of $2,500,000 by the British
government in respect of services rendered by the South
African government in connection with the transport of
The rails to be suptroops and material during the war.
plied were not required by the British railway companies,
there being sufficient material of this class to meet home
requirements in addition to those of South Africa. No rolling stock was to be sent to South Africa and special arrangements were being made to bring over as rapidly as possible
to this country all the surplus railway material in France
suitable for the re-equipment of British railways.

Northern notes. These notes are secured by the
deposit of $14,286,000 Canadian Northern guaranteed general
mortgage four per cent bonds due 1934. These pledged bond-,
are guaranteed, principal and interest, by the Canadian government.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.— This company
has sold to a syndicate of bankers, headed by J. 1*. Morgan
& Co., the First National Bank, the National City Company
and the Guaranty Trust Company, all of New York, $15,000,000
ten-year six per cent refunding and improvement mortgage
bonds, July 1, 1919 to July 1, 1929. The bankers are offering
these bonds to the public at 98, yielding over 6J4 per cent interest on the investment.
These bonds are part of a total
authorized issue of $20,000,000 series "A" bonds issued under
the refunding and improvement mortgage, which mortgage
also secures the company's 4 per cent 20-year European loan
of 1910 and its 20-year 4K per cent debentures of 1911.

—

The New York & Erie second mortgage 5 per cent bonds,
of which $2,149,000 are outstanding, maturing on September 1,
are being paid or extended at the option of the holder by
P.

Erie.

Morgan & Co., New York, and Drexel & Co.,
The extended note? bear 5 per cent interest and

J.

Philadelphia.
are due Sep-

tember 1, 1939, and the holder of each thousand-dollar bond.
which is extended, receives $27.50 in cash. In other words, the
new bonds are offered to holders of the old bonds at a price
to yield 5.20

per cent interest.

for the people of

Railway Construction
Grand Trunk Western Lines.— This road

is

enlarging

its

freight handling facilities at Belsay, near Flint, Mich., where the
construction of switching yards with a capacity of 500 to 600 cars
has already been started.
The layout will also provide for a
large roundhouse which will be built in the future.

Missouri Pacific— The L. J. Smith Construction Company,
Kansas City, Mo., has been awarded a contract for filling five
bridges on the White River branch of the Missouri Pacific near
Hollister, Mo. This company has sublet the placing of 1,000 cubic
yards of reinforced concrete on the same job to the
J. W. McMurray Contracting Company, Kansas City.

—

Savannah & Atlanta. A contract has been given to H. O.
Young, Savannah, Ga., to build a freight warehouse for the
Savannah & Atlanta in Savannah.
It
will be a one-story
building of wood frame sheathed with galvanized iron, 40
ft. wide and 320 ft. long.
The work is to be started at once
and will cost about $10,000.
John & Quebec Railway —This company has completed
work since January 1 on the section from Gagetown, \. I!.,

St.

the

to Westfield,

37.92 miles,

expected to be

in

and the entire

line of

158.83 miles

is

operation early in August.

Winchester & Western:

This company

has completed
between Winchester,
Va., and Wardensville, W. Va., 40 miles, on which work was
started in 1916.
Track laying is now under way between
Shiloh and Capon Springs, on about 6 miles. The line will
have maximum grades of 3 per cent, and maximum curvature of 12 deg.
The Intermountain Construction Company.
track laying on 28 miles of

its

new

line,

Winchester, Va., has the contract to build the line. The
company expects to develop a traffic in lumber, iron
ore, livestock, fruit and forest products.
W. B. Cornwell.
Winchester, Va., is president, and William Morgan, chief
railway

engineer.
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Locomotive Deliveries, Week Ending July

19
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Havana Central of Cuba is in the market for 8
passenger coaches and 12 third-class passenger coa<

Six rigid air ships of improved type, representing successtages of development, are under construction for the
British Navy at a cost of about $11,000,000.
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An Early Train Ferry. There has recently come into the
possession of one of our staff, says the Railway Gazette,
London,
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Federal control
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The Island Refining Company has ordered 1,400 tank cars
from the General American Tank Car Corporation, Chicago.
The General Chemical Company, New York,

has ordered

& Foundry Company,

Chicago.

Cuba
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Pacific
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169

is a reference to a subject which has been much
evidence recently in connection with the train ferries
from Richborough and Southampton. It is difficult, without
local knowledge and a large scale map, to reconstruct the
situation that gave rise to the events about to be related, so
it must suffice to say that in the autumn of 1862 the Confederate forces, under Lee, were on the south side of the
Potomac river and in command of certain railway communications from Washington southwards, and thus severing the army of the Potomac at Washington from that on

War. Therein

O. B. Cintas, Havana, Cuba, has ordered 25 cane cars from
American Car & Foundry Company, Chicago.
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manager, are in the market for 25 standard 8,000 gal. tank
cars equipped with steam coils for handling vegetable oil
from the Irient.
p< rted

Locomotive Deliveries in June
The Railroad Administration has compiled the following
statement of locomotives shipped for the month of June:
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Mh- following new locomotives were shipped to railroads
under federal control during the week ended July 19:

'

Iphia,

I'lni.i.i.

10-ton 8,000 gal, tank cars

imiiiiii,
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.

from the

cars

I

in

I
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mmi'w,

<

tank

the

market for 500 30-

and 50 15-ton narrow gage

What Haupt did to remedy this was
the Rappahannock.
to lash two canal barges together by long timbers bolted
transversely and to lay thereon eight tracks, each track
being of sufficient length to hold one car. The loaded cars
were put on the ferry at the advanced base of the Federal
army on the Orange & Alexandria Railroad, towed down
the Potomac to Acquia Creek, a distance of 60 miles; there
again put on the rails and conveyed to Fredericksburg on
the Rappahannock river and the Richmond, Fredericksburg
& Potomac Railroad. This, we should say, was the first
military train ferry.
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war was director

of steel supplies for the War Industries
Board, has had conferred upon him by the French Government the decoration of Chevalier of the Legion of Honor,
in recognition of services rendered by him in the Allied cause
during the war.
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The Camden Forge Company, Camden, N.
sales

a district

Samuel

W.

branch

at

Rector

2

street,

New

has opened
York, with

Hilt as manager.

The Page
a

office

J.,

Steel

office at

other in the

Book

tric

& Wire Company, New

York, has opened
29 South La Salle street, Chicago, and anbuilding, Detroit.

George C. Isbester, district sales manager of the Rail Joint
Company, with headquqarters at Chicago, has resigned to
become district sales manager of welded and weldless products for the American
Chain Company, Inc.,
headquarters at
with
Chicago, effective AuMr. Isbester
gust 1.
was connected with the
mechanical departmeiu
of the Great Northern

Railway

at

St.

Paul,

Minn., from 1897 to
1899, leaving the Great
Northern at this time
to go to the Sargent
Company, with
Steel
Chiheadquarters at
He remained
cago.
with this company until

\

1912 he

left

Greer, president of the J. J. Greer Company, KanMo., which operates commissaries and boarding
camps on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the
cago, Rock Island & Pacific and also news service and bote!-,
on the latter road, died suddenly at the Pfister Hotel, Milwaukee, Wis., on July 19. He was about 60 years old.
J.

City,

Theodore L. Dodd & Company, 80 East Jackson boulevard,
Chicago, have been appointed western sales representative-,
for the Worth Steel Company of Claymont, Delaware, manufacturers of high grade steel for railroad uses in connection
with fire boxes and boilers. This company has a 160-in. mill
with 4 100-ton open hearth furnaces.
It was formed by
former members of the Worth Brothers Company, of Coatesville, Pa., which concern was sold to the Midvale Steel Company several years ago.

Kenneth

R. Hare, whose appointment as district manager
Transportation Engineering Corporation, New York,
with headquarters at Chicago, was briefly noted in our issue
of July 25, was graduated from the Uni-

for the

versity
of
Wisconsin
1911 with the degree of electrical engineer, Mr. Hare havin

ing

previously
spent
vacations on railroad location and construction in Northern

about 1902, when he
went with the Q & C
Company, with headquarters
at
Chicago,
becoming
afterwards

G. C. Isbester

In

heater-..

John

sas

H. A. Wolcott has been appointed district manager of the
Ohio Locomotive Crane Company, Bucyrus, Ohio, for the
Chicago territory, with office in the Lytton building, Chicago.

company.

The National Railway Appliance Company, New York, lias
completed arrangements for the sale in the Eastern and
Southern states of a line of car heaters, including the Jewel
hot blast forced ventilation stoves and Cutler-Hammer elec-

the

ice-president

Q & C Company

to

of

Minnesota, as concrete
inspector

that

D. C. Schultz, Sr., who has had a wide experience in the
design and sale of Morgan & Northern cranes, has been appointed sales manager of the Pittsburgh Crane & Equipment
Co., with headquarters at Sharpsburg, Pa.

Frank O. Leitzell, assistant to the general manager of the
H. K. Porter Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed
an engineer-salesman in the sheet and tin mill specialties deCo., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Ulster Iron Works, Dover, X. J., lias completed a new
puddling mill at Dover, with a main building 390 ft. by 77
The entire output
ft. and an adjoining wing 90 ft. by 60 ft.
of the mill is distributed by Joseph T. Ryerson & Son. Chicago.

electrical

Northern Railroad and chairman of the board of directors of
the Wharton Steel Company, who, during the period of the

later

in

construction,

installation

of

dynamo

electric

machinery,
transformers and
K. R. Hare
switchboards for the
Duluth Edison Company, and the General Electric Company. After graduation he
took the lest and shop course at the Schenectady works of the General Electric Company, following this, in 1912, with construction and meter work for the Great Northern Power Company,
Duluth, Minn.
Later, in the same year, he was appointed
chief electrician for the Northern Pacific Railway, in char:;'
of all electrical work from St. Paul to the Pacific Coast.
In
1915 he was appointed associate editor, and later became
managing editor of the Railway Electrical Engineer, published by the Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New
York. He left this position in 1917 to enter military service
as first lieutenant in the Ordnance Department.
In 1918 he
was appointed, on behalf of the government, assistant superintendent of the munition plant of the American Can Company, Kenilworth. X. J., in direct charge of the high explosive
plant, remaining in that position until the work of the plant
was about finished
He now becomes district manager of the
Transportation Engineering Corporation, which is the authorized representative of the Edison Storage Battery
I

pany

J. Leonard Replogle, president of the American Vanadium
Company, New York, also president of the Wharton &

and

connection with transit
and level work, estimates, etc. He also did
considerable work in
connection with the

go with

the Rail Joint Company as district sales manager, which
position he held until his change as noted above.
Mr. Isbester has been a director of the National Railway Appliances
Association
for
several
years until his resignation
recently.
During the war Mr. Isbester served in the United
States Naval Reserve Forces as Lieutenant Commander, having been on active duty from April, 1917, -until he was placed
on the inactive list during May, 1919.
He was recalled to
active duty on July 28, 1919, to be sworn in as Commander
in the supply corps.
He was selected for promotion from
lieutenant commander to commander by the Board of Selection, and after receiving his promotion he was again detached from active duty.
Commander Isbester has also
served with the Illinois Naval Militia for ten years.

partment of the Blaw-Knox

his

the sale of Storage batteries to railroads, and" of the
Automatic Transportation Company in the sale of industrial
trucks and tractors to railroads. Mr. Hare is in charge of 'he
territory in the Middle West, including Chicago, St. Louis
and other important railroad center-.
in
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& Foundry Company

American Car
11

1

war

»•

activities of the

American

I

1

1

& Foundry

ai

de-

business would further aid in the development
partment.
Despite very heavy taxes estimated at $24,000,000, the income account of the company shows a lar.ee margin over
Net earnings after deducting exdividend
requirements.
penses and taxes amount to $17,273,000. From this is charged
out $5,501,000 for renewals, replacements, new patterns, etc.,
leaving $11. 772. 000 net earnings, comparing with $11,283,000
Dividend requirenet earnings in the previous fiscal year.
ments (7 per cent cm the preferred and 8 per cent on the
common) call for hut $3,000,000 added to the reserve for general overhauling, $2,400,000 added to the reserve for dividends
on the common stock and $1,872,000 added to surplus. The
company had on April 30, 1919, net working capital exclusive
of

this

of reserves. $23.7^9,000.
for the commind that the
& Foundry Company was awarded an order
31.000 out of the total 100,000 freight cars purchased by
Railroad Administration. These cars are in the process

Tn studying the

pany for June
American Car

30,

accompanying balance sheet
1919,

should be borne

it

in

of construction and materials for completion of the order
are included in the materials on hand, as itemised in the balance sheet shown below. The company received orders for
10,000 cars for Italy

and 3,250 cars for India during the

fiscal

year.
Assets.

Property and Plant Account
Cosl 'lo April 30. 1918
Add: For expenditure for additions to plants
during year
Curicnt Assets
Materials on hand, inventoried at cost or less,
and not in excess of present market prices.
Accounts and notes receivable
U. S. Certificates of indebtedness ard Libertv

Bonds
Stocks and
or

Cash

$67,525,272
$66,782,532

742,740
110,266,605

minimi mill mini milium inn mil iimiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiii mum

Railway

Preferred

Common

$30,000,000
30.000,000
73,152,326

Capital Stock
Capital Stock

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable, and bills payable not due,
and pay rolls (paid May 10, 1919)
United States Railroad Administration, advances for materials
Provision for federai income and war profits

Dividend Nc. 81, on preferred
(payable

Dividend

July

No.

1,

67,

(payable July

1,

capital

stock

capital

stock

improving

ployees

Account

working

conditions

of

miiiii

Officers
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Railroad Administration
Federal and General Managers
Carothers, assistant to the federal manager of the
J.
Baltimore «!v Ohio, Western Lines, with headquarters at Cincinnati, ()., lias had his jurisdiction extended over the d
B.

partments of

fuel

and locomotive operation.

Operating
H. R. Frierson, trainmaster on the Central of Georgia, with
at
Macon, Ga., has been transferred to Savannah, to
succeed C. E. Scarborough, who has been assigned as trick
despatcher at Columbus; and F. D. Barnes, road foreman of
engines, has been appointed trainmaster of the Macon division, with headquarters at Macon, vice Mr. Frierson.
office

T. W. Crowley, superintendent of the Adirondack division
of the New York Central, with office at Utica, N. Y., has
been transferred to the St. Lawrence division, with headquarters at Watertown, vice J. W. Evans, deceased, and
C. H. Calkins, assistant superintendent at Buffalo, has been
promoted to superintendent of the Adirondack division to

succeed Mr. Crowley.
Gavin, general superintendent of the Western district
Great Northern, with office at Seattle, Wash., has
been appointed general superintendent of the Lake district
with headquarters at Superior, Wis., vice G. S. Stewart, deceased, and J. H. O'Neill, terminal manager of the Puget
Sound district, United States Railroad Administration, has
resumed his position as general superintendent of the Western district of the Great Northern, with headquarters at Seattle, vice Mr. Gavin.
F.

of

J.

the

W.

on the Chicago, MilPaul, with headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa,
has been transferred to the Illinois division, with headquarters at Savanna, 111., succeeding L. T. Johnston, who has
been transferred to the Green Bay division, with headquarters at Green Bay, Wis., to succeed C. H. Buford, who has
E.

Lollis, division superintendent

waukee &

St.

been transferred to the Sioux City division, with headquarters at Sioux City, Iowa, in place of M. L. Larsen, who has
been assigned to other duties.

Western

lines

and

allied lines.

Charles D. Quinn, chief clerk in the general freight office
of the Louisville & Nashville, has been appointed assistant
general freight agent, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.,
succeeding G. C. Devol, resigned.

13,315.030

$1,500,000

to enter private business.
4,101,967

Obituary

7,200,000

Directors

1

returned from military service
J. W. Kern, who has just
abroad, has been appointed roadmaster on the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Water Valley, Miss., succeeding
C. A. Maynor, who has been transferred to Memphis, Tenn..
to take the place of J. L. Downs, who has been transferred
to Champaign, 111., to succeed F. B. Oren, who has resigned

600,000

1919)

Reserve Accounts
For insurance
For gentral overhauling, improvements and
maintenance
For dividends on common capital stock, to
be paid when and as declared by Board of

1

Engineering and Rolling Stock

13,195.170

525,000

1919)

on common

1

$34,357,156

24,475,000

taxes

1

Traffic

1,070,091
16,843,587

and on hand

iitit

authority of R. A. Ebe, live stock agent of the Eastern Lines of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltimore,
Md., has been extended to cover both B. & O. Eastern and

bondi; of other companies at cost

less
in banks

i

The

32.052,000

$177,791,877

Surplus

i

$46,276,398
14,024,529

Liabilities

For

i

i

|

for

i

afford

.•

the

u in inn

om

(

an interesting commentary on the adaptability
This companj alone built
fficiency oi the organization.
.ill of tin- specially
designed railroad guns mounted for the sevenand eighl inch guns and twelve-inch mortars used by the
Furthermore, nearly all of the six inch
American army
and ten inch high explosive shells used bj the Americans
were manufactured by the American Car & Foundry Com
pany. With the cessation of hostilities there came, of course,
a large number of cancellations oi war orders and the com
pany which had $290,000,000 oi business on its books at the
ming of the year had $100,000,000 business on its books
Tin- manage.
Vpril 30) 1919.
at the end of the fiscal year
nu-nt of the American Car & Foundry Company has made
special efforts tO develop the manufacture and sale of miscellaneous supplies. The profit from this business has proved
satisfactory and it would seem that the experience with war
panj
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em513,063

W. M. Blount, assistant to president of the American
Short Line Railroad Association, died on July 27, at Union

31,324,521

$177,791,877

o

Springs, Ala.

—
v\
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posters of the

large numbers,

War and
are

now

stations,

Good Taste
in

Passenger
Stations

of

Contents

will

be found on Page

Treasury departments which,
seen everywhere in railroad
afford a good index of the effi-

They
of the station master.
give loud testimony to his taste and
neatness
or the lack of these qualities.
There are numerous villages, here and
ciency

which the railroad station is the most prominent
public building in which neat "housekeeping"
We have seen such stations. There are also
is exemplified.
a fact which,
a good many stations of the opposite kind
These
perhaps, it is not necessary to recall to our readers.
large and small, colored and plain, of pleasing
posters
are issued quite frequently,
design and some not so pleasing
and the care which the regional directors have been taking

—

—

—

—

exact and detailed rules for putting them up
waiting rooms (and cars) suggests that they call for serRagged edges and big spots of dirt, when
ious attention.
added to carelessness in posting or in selecting places for
posting, spoil much of the good effect which it is desired to
produce.
The station master who neglects these details is
This may sound like a rather
to be classed as inefficient.
severe indictment, but will not the testimony of all firstIn short, the agent who manclass trainmasters confirm it ?
ifests taste and neatness is the same one who stands at the
head in plain business efficiency, is he not? The idea of
taste has been too intimately connected with the idea of
"frills"
and other elements usually associated only with
Pullman and dining cars; but there is danger of becoming
There is much truth in the
too contented in that notion.
old saying that "the beautiful is as useful as the useful, and
to prescribe
in

sometimes more so."

The

on the railways, especially the widespread
shop employees, have demolished the last argument in favor of government operation
Union Agreethat had been left standing.
This was
the argument that government operation
ments Become
"Scraps of Paper" would prevent strikes. There were no
serious strikes on the railways under
government operation as long as the government promptly
advanced wages every time a class of employees ask it.
Strikes began as soon as wage demands were not complied
with, just as they did under private operation.
One of the
notable features of these shop craft strikes is that they are
"illegal."
Probably they do not violate any governmental
statute, but they violate the laws of the unions whose members have struck.
These employees through the officers of
their unions have made certain agreements with the government. These agreements were still in existence since neither
the government nor the officers of the unions had given notice
of their abrogation.
Most of the strikes have been avoided
by a self-constituted organization formed by the unions in
Chicago.
The officers of the unions have ordered all the
men to return to work until a strike vote can be taken, but
recent strikes

strikes of

the

number

of

men

men will not be led by their "leader" and strike in
violation of their agreement with the government, their agreements become mere "scraps of paper," and if union agree-

ever, the

to become merely "scraps
making them?

ments are
use of

of paper,"

what

is

the

—

there, in

or the only

the Advertising Section

5 of

out continues to increase.

The

ment has encouraged railway employees to organize
that it might have responsible unions to deal with.

governin order
If,

how237

The

belts used under passenger cars for driving car lighting
generators are a constant expense, an occasional cause of
lighting failures, and are frequently
Car Lighting
an aggravation to the operating man

Generator

who

is

not entirely in sympathy with

the trials and tribulations of the car
lighting man.
These operating men
know, however, that the electric systems are the best for general car lighting service and that the belts are the only kind of

Belts

generator drive which heretofore has met all requirements.
Attention is now called to two gear and shaft generator drives
which have appeared in the field. In years past experiments
were made with generators mounted directly on the axle and
with flexible shaft drives, but nothing was developed which
met with all the requirements. The makers of the new gear
and shaft drives have profited by the experience of automobile manufacturers as they have adopted designs similar to
those which have stood up under hard service in automobiles
and have produced equipment which bids fair to be a strong

competitor of the

belt.

this month some highly interesting and
important conferences took place at the White House in
Washington. The four brotherhoods
History Repeats
f railway train service employees had
demanded the basic eight-hour day
Itself, With
^ me and a half for overtime. The
Variations
Conference Committee of Managers,
representing the railways, had refused to grant the demands,
but had offered to submit all the points in controversy to
arbitration.
The representatives of the employees had declined to submit anything to arbitration and threatened to
Presicall a strike unless all their demands were granted.
dent Wilson asked the representatives of both the railways
and the brotherhoods to meet him. He told the Conference

Three years ago

Committee of Managers that it must withdraw its demand
and grant the employees the basic eight-hour
day. The Conference Committee refused to do so. President
Wilson then sent for the railroad presidents and told them
the same thing he had told the Conference Committee of
Managers. The railroad presidents stood firm for arbitration.
The result was that the heads of the brotherhoods
ordered a strike, and President Wilson recommended and
Congress passed a law inquiring the railways to grant the
basic eight-hour day.
Some important changes have ocfor arbitration

curred in the official personnel of the railroads since then.
Instead of their operation being in charge now of a number
of presidents, it is in charge of just one President.
There
was an important conference between this one President and
the officers of the railway shop crafts' organizations this
week.
It also was held at the White House.
The shop
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having been given

demanding another
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increase.
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In-
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last

Presidenl

charge of the operation oi .ill the railroads a ked
shop crafts to submit their claims to inves
commission,
rhey turned him
b)
a government

the officers of the
.ii
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cold,
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years ago, and have ordered
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of
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strike vote.
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wage increases took more than

got out of the railways in their naosl prosperou
tically

all

that

capital

is

now

getting

for

I

Prac-

year.

it-

he
ever

capital

guarant

rhe presidenl now in charge of the operation of all the
railroads was presidenl of the United States three years ago,

coming

Three
and he is still presidenl of the United States now.
years ago he upheld railroad employees in refusing to submit
their demands to arbitration.
And now a group of railway
employees which has made demands upon Presidenl Wilson
as the operating head of the railroads of the United States
under the law, declines to accept what would practi
rally be arbitration of the demands that they have made
upon him.

61 $18,000,000,000 of capital
I..by the Plumb plan pre-- bureau pron
large reductions in freight and passenger rates.
W. G.
and I..
Sheppard, in testifying before the wage board,
declared that large increasi
in rat.- an- necessary.

There were persons who

criticised President

Wilson three

years ago for the way he dealt with the eight-hour basic day
controversy upon the ground that his course was arbitrary
and would encourage railway employees to persist in refusing
to arbitrate controversies with the railway

managements and

upon the use of force to
what they wanted.
Now railway employees give to
Presidenl Wilson the same answer which they gave to the
railway managers three years ago, namely, that they will not
submit their claims to a commission as suggested by him,
but that he must grant them what they demand or they will
strike.
In fact, a good many thousands of them already
have struck.
to rely in future, as they did then,

get

We

President Wilson does not think better of
and fairness of railway officers and worse
of the reasonableness and fairness of some railway labor organizations now than he did three years ago?

wonder

if

the reasonableness

We wonder if he does not think better of arbitration and
worse of arbitrary methods as a means of settling railway
labor disputes now than he did three years ago? Departures
from sound principles in dealing with important matters always establish dangerous precedents.
Meantime, how much
strikes on

is left of the argument that serious
railways will not occur under government opera-

tion?

The Wage Demands

And

WE

the

Plumb Plan

do not quite understand from the various statements

being made by the railroad labor leaders whether
thev propose to drop their demands for a billion dollar w age
increase if they can have their Plumb plan adopted or
whether the idea they would have the public receive is that
if they are given control of the railroads the employees would
work so much harder and more efficiently than they ever
7

did for private management, or than they have been doing
for the past year and-a-half for the government, but they
could afford to pay themselves the increased wages and still
show a surplus for a wage dividend.
If the former is the case, their argument that the higher
wages are needed to meet the increased cost of living falls
If, on the other hand, they expect to pay
to the ground.
themselves the increased wages their payroll would be equal
to if not greater than the present total earnings of the railways.
Certainly we have not heard any of them say anything about reducing the payroll by dismissing a large
number of employees because the others would be able to
do all the work, and there is not enough margin between
the payroll and the total earnings to allow for any economies

out of the treaaurj because in
of this year the road- have earned onlv

paying the

ture

the first sis months
$157,000,000 toward

cost

I

I

circulated

I

I'"..

-

Their public statements and what they -ay when tin-'.
are not talking to the public do not hang together.
The brotherhoods and other railroad labor unions would
receive more sympathy from those who have an opportunity
to read the text of their repeated demands for higher wa
a- distinguished from the public that gets merely n
paper statements based usually on the minimum rates thej
they did not invariably couple their pleas
men who undoubtedly have great
in making both ends meet, with such unreasonable
rageous rules for the benefit of the more prosperous

ask,

if

for the lower paid

for relief
difficulty

and outmemh. r
the demand which

of the organizations as are contained in
was recently presented to the Railroad Administration by
the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
Mr. Lee refer- to
his demand in the newspapers as for a minimum of $150 a
month, which does not sound especially unreasonable. But
that is merely his minimum for flagmen and brakemen in
passenger service.
The proposed minima for baggagemen,
assistant conductors and conductors in passenger service are
$160 and $169 for two classes of baggagemen, $179 for
assistant conductors and $200 for conductors.
In freight
service the proposed rates are stated as so much per mile
or per day, for 100 miles or less, or eight hours or less,
and range from $5.88 per day for flagmen and brakemen
to $8.64 for conductors.
It may be added that the Order
of Railway Conductors is not satisfied with the demands
made by Mr. Lee's organization for the conductors who
are members of it, but ask higher rates.
But even the rates named are no index to the earnings
of the men, because probably 50 per cent of them are paid
mileage rates, plus various arbitrary allowances and overtime, and by making more than 150 miles a day in passenger service or 100 miles in freight service, earn much
more than the basic day's pay, frequently in a period of less
than eight hours. But this is not all. While Mr. Lee says
he is demanding rates which will preserve the pre-war
standard of living, he is asking not only enough to offset
the depreciated purchasing power Of the dollar but also
to enable the employees to preserve their pre-war standards
by doing less work. They have already been given the
eight-hour basic day, which increases the rates per hour
by 20 per cent, and large increases in the rates besides.
Now, they want time and one-half not only for overtime
but also for Sundays and holidays, and also a guaranty of
the minimum rates named, for a 26-day month, exclusive
The extra
of any earnings from overtime and extra service.

Sunday and holiday work

is not only demanded
10 or 12 lay-off days in a month,
but for all men, in spite of the fact that there are not 12
26 -day months in a year exclusive of Sundays and holidays.
Out of a 365-day year there are 52 Sundays. The holidays
This
for which time and one-half is asked number seven.
leaves only 306 days, but the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen demands a guarantee of 312 days' pay, with any over-

payment
for

for

men who may have

time or extra work additional.

Another feature of the B. R. T. demand

is

a rule that

August

8,
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10 per cent higher than the ordinary
be paid in freight service for the entire trip
iver any line where the gradient on any part of the trip
Mountain rates were
whatever is 1.8 per cent or over.
riginally established many years ago to meet the frontier
onditions existing in the sparsely settled western country,
nd to compensate for the danger or difficulty of operating
Now the
hand brakes on mountain grades.
rains with
rontier conditions have largely disappeared and trains are
quipped with power-brakes, yet it is proposed to extend
ie "mountain" rates to all parts of the country; and this is
«cause a large percentage of railroad divisions include
hort stretches of track the grade of which is 1.8 per cent
'mountain"

rates,

shall

ates,

over.

r

the maintenance of the elaborate system of
between the rates of pay of the various classes
f employees requires that any increase to the men who really
eed more money shall be granted in even greater proportion
o the higher paid men who might be able to stand high
for a time until an opportunity has been afforded to
iuncture some of the inflation which represents one of the

Moreover,

[ifferentials

war.

osts of

Mr. Lee is not satisfied
nth trying to meet the increase in the cost of living up to
ate, but told the wage board that he was "predicting into
920."
interesting to note also that

is

It

Ready

}et

for

a Strike to

Force Government Ownership
agitation which has been started by the railway
and especially by the employees in
ie shops and in train service, regarding wages and the cost
living, presents two entirely different phases.
This is true

rHE

labor organizations,

i

the leaders of these organizations are coupling their

3e

regarding the cost of living with their propaganda
of government ownership and employees'
lanagement of railroads.

pointed by the President, one-third by the

officers, and oneand wages, under
this plan, would be fixed by the board of directors, and as
two-thirds of the directors would be chosen by the persona
whose salaries and wages were to be fixed, undoubtedly they
would be fixed high enough at the expense of the general
public
to more than offset all increases in the cost of living

third by the employees.

the

It

Plumb Plan

is

easy to sympathize with the complaint of the em-

advance
wages which has been given them under government opration has been nullified by the increase in the cost of livBut even if it be true that the increase in the cost of
ig.
ving has been as great, or even greater, in proportion as
ie advance in railway wages, it does not follow that further
Ivances in railway wages should be made.
Any further
ivance in wages, like the advances which already have been
iade. would have to be paid by the public, either in the
>rm of higher taxes, if the railroads are to continue to
large only the present rates, or in higher freight and pasnger rates if rates are to be advanced enough to cover all
lovees that the benefit of the billion dollar a year
i

and fixed charges.
The real question, then, is
hether the railway employees are better entitled to further

cpenses

hances

wages than the public is to immunity from the
freight and passenger rates which a
irther advance in railway wages would make necessary,
his question might be intelligently and fairly investigated
id determined by some government commission such as that
hich Director General Hines has recommended to President
ilson, and the President in turn has recommended to Conse

in

in taxes or in

ess,

shall be created.
T he leaders of the labor organizations have made clear.
weyer, that they would not be satisfied by any such disn of the question of wages and living costs.
They

scheme of their own for dealing with the cost of livThis is the adoption of the so-called "Plumb Plan"
g.
ir "overnment ownership
of the railroads and their management by a board one-third of whose members would be
apive a

Railway

salaries

—

—

of railway employees.

But the claim that the Plumb Plan would stop in< reases
and even cause reductions in it

in the general cost of living

made for it the most preposterbased upon the ground that the cost of
railroad transportation would be reduced under the Plumb
Plan in two ways.
First, it is said, the government could
issue bond- bearing 4 per cent interest to buy the roads,
while the companies must pay substantially higher rates of
return.
But everybody knows that the government had
finally to pay 4?4 per cent interest to raise money to earnon the war; that war bonds are now selling in the market at
rates that yield practically 5 per cent, and therefore it is an
insult to the intelligence of the American public to claim
that the government could raise at 4 per cent the many
billions that would be required to buy the railroads.
Second,
it
is claimed that if the railroads were turned over to the
management of a board one-third of whose members were
appointed by the President of the United States, and twothirds by the officers and employees, vast economies would
be effected. The question naturally arises, how would they
be effected?
The Plumb Plan advocates reply, by unified
operation and better co-operation between the officers and
employees.
But we have unified operation already; and at
least 99 per cent of the railroad operating officials of the
United States are of the opinion that the Plumb Plan would
is

of all claims that could be

ous.

This claim

is

destroy the last vestige of efficiency in the operation of the
railroads.
Now, whatever would destroy efficiency in the
operation of the railroads would necessarily tend to increase
the cost of living.

ijitation

w
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If the

entirely

railway labor organizations were disposed to rely

upon propaganda

for the promotion of the Plumb
Plan, their advocacy of it would afford no ground for concern.
Any person with even an elementary knowledge of
economics and railway operation can demonstrate that the

Plumb Plan

is unsound in almost even particular and that
adoption would result disastrously to the public and in
the long run to railway employees themselves.
But unfor-

its

tunately

it is daily becoming more evident that the railway
labor organizations do not intend to rely entirely, or even
mainly, on propoganda to secure the adoption of their plan.

There have been sinister rumors for several weeks that the
leaders of the large railway brotherhoods were quietly preparing to first prevent the return of the railroads to private
operation and then to force government ownership and employees' management upon the American public.
Recent developments, and statements made by the railway labor leaders, show that credence must be given to these reports, which
a few weeks ago sounded incredible.
The shop crafts and
the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen already have given
notice that they will strike unless demands which they have
presented to the Railroad Administration are favorably acted

upon, and several serious strikes of shop employees already
have occurred.
These and numerous other developments show that the
labor leaders are taking steps to bring about a general conof demoralization in the railroad labor field as the
time approaches, according to the announcement of Presidition

dent Wilson, for the return of the railroads to private operation.
Among the most ominous and conclusive signs are
statements which are being made by the labor leaders.
\\
G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,
said before the Board of Railroad Wages and Working
Con-
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Washington

in

peace
nearer

ia

down

the

qoI

"The war

week:

Last

before us, or

am

I

.1

i>ix>r

Ii

over,

but

prophet

We

are

believe, than when the Kaiser threw
L. E. Sheppard, acting head oi the
gauntlet"
Order of Railwa) Conductors, also said: "They tell us that
the railroads are going back In January, bul mark this pre

war today,

While
am do! a prophet, or a son of a prophet,
go back January l." Warren S. Stone, Grand

diction:
the)

I

l

will not

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, in a
was asked the
newspaper interview published on August
"How far will you go in the fight?" He replied
question:
"We will go far
"emphatically," as the reporter noted:
enough to win, and we are going to win." He was asked:
"What if the roads are turned haek to their owners?" He
Chief of the

I

"If they should he, they wouldn't stay there Long,
not absolutely Mire that they will he turned back

replied:

and
l>\

it

is
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Hocking Valley
It

w

\

i

.ii

.i

ui
in

interested

territory that there

con idered by the railroad men <1 r«-< tly
conditions in the Hocking Valley

.

1

tratiii

wen-

di tincl

advantages

to all

concerned

having the Hocking Yallej and tin- toledo & Ohio Cen
tral, which parallels it, operated under conditions ol
lor man) years these roads wen
strained competition,
trolled jointly by the Chesapeake & Ohio, Pennsylvania, Nnv
York Central, Baltimore & Ohio and Erie. The state of
Ohio, however, fought vigorously to break up the so-called
M ln the control ol tin- Hocking Valley
monopoly, and in
passed to the Chesapeake & Ohio and tin- control of the
Toledo & Ohio Central to the New York Central intei
Under government control, of course, the Hocking Valley
has been operated as a part of the government unified sysin

r.

l

is nothing in the figures in its report to indiderived any oyjerating advantages from this.
In 1918, under government operation, total operating
revenues oi the Hocking Valley amounted to $13,156,000,
The
an increase of $2,459,000 or 23 per cent over 1918.
entire increase in revenue was due to increased freight

tem, hut there

next January."

Three years ago the country was given an example of
what Mr. Stone and his associates mean when they say,
"We will go far enough to win." Declining to suhmit their
basic eight-hour day demand to arhitration in any form, the
"Big Four" brotherhoods frightened Congress into passing
the Adamson Law by issuing an order for a tie-up of all the
railroads of the United States and refusing to withdraw it
until Congress passed the legislation that they wanted.

cate that

it

The
Toledo

doubts that the nation is going, within the next few
months, to be brought face to face with another similar

man who

crisis is blind.

There can be no question, in view of what all classes of
persons say and of the attitude of the press, that at least 80
per cent of the people of the United States are opposed to
government ownership and in favor of returning the roads
to the operation of the companies. The railroad labor leaders are plainly trying to create a labor situation which will
convince the public and Congress that a return to private
operation on January 1, as announced by the President, is
impracticable; and it is beyond serious question that they
prepared to take the same steps to force Congress to
adopt the Plumb Plan that they took to force Congress to
pass the Adamson Act. In other words, they are fully prepared to call a general railroad strike for the purpose of
forcing government ownership and employees' management
of the railroads upon the American people whether the people want it or not. This may seem an extreme view. But a
little over three years ago anybody who had said that the
Brotherhoods would go the length of calling a general railjoad strike to force Congress to pass an eight-hour basic day
law would have been accused of libeling them; yet they did
it; and if they cannot get their plan for employees' management of the railroads adopted in any other way, they will try
.are

to force

it

through by means

of a strike.

In view of past developments, it would be the greatest
folly for the American public not to meet squarely the question which the attitude of the Brotherhoods has raised. That
question is, do the 110,000,000 people of the United States,
of whom at least 80 per cent are opposed to government
ownership and favor a return of the railways to operation
by the companies, intend to let the labor leaders force the
public, by threatening or actually calling strikes, to continue
government operation beyond January 1 force the public to
;

buv the railroads and assume complete responsibility for
their financial results; and then force the public to turn them
If the
over to the employees to manage as they see fit?
public doesn't intend to submit to this, it must begin very
soon to manifest its purpose to the President and the Congress of the United States and to demand that they adopt
There can be
effective measures for the public's protection.
no reasonable doubt whatever as to how far the railway

brotherhoods will go to get what they want.
the public -go to protect itself

?

How

far will

K £N TU

CKY
Hocking Valley

The business handled by the road
and passenger rates.
The ton mileage of
was less in 1918 than in 1917.
revenue freight carried in 1918 was 1,893,000,000, which
was 73,000,000 ton miles or 3.7 per cent less than
The number of passengers carried
1917.
carried in
one mile was 42,551,000 or 7,450,000 passenger miles

The average
per cent less than in 1917.
14.9
revenue per ton mile of coal was 5.38 mills in 1918 or 32.8
per cent higher than in 1917, and the average revenue per
ton mile of freight other than coal was 9.12 mills or 39.9 per
The average revenue per passencent higher than in 1917.
ger per mile was 2.441 cents in 1918 or 26.9 per cent higher
than in 1917.
The increases in expenses on the Hocking Valley in 1918
over 1917 represent purely and simply increased costs of
Total operating exhandling the same or less business.
of $3,040,000
increase
an
$10,449,000,
to
penses amounted
It should -be pointed out that the
or 41 per cent over 1917.
in
largest increases came in maintenance, being 58 per cent
maintenance of way and 57 per cent in maintenance of
equipment. Transportation expenses, however, amounted to

or

August

8,
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1919

$4,913,000 or a

little

over 32

per

cent

more than
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1917

transportation expenses.
Both train and car loading fell off

somewhat in 1918 as
compared with the very high average obtained in 1917. The
revenue train load in 1918 averaged 1,267 tons or 5 per
cent less than in 1917, and the average loading per loaded
car was 43.7 tons or a fraction of 1 per cent less than in
There was a decrease in the proportion of empties
1917.
northbound but the number of these northbound empties is
so small, anyway, that a reduction of 8.7 per cent meant only
an average of two-tenths of one car less northbound in 1918
The average number of loaded cars souththan in 1917.
bound per train was 10.8 in 1918 and 13.2 in 1917, a de-

The average number of empty cars
southbound was 40.9, an increase of a fraction of 1 per cent.
It would seem that whatever operating advantages might
have been shown by operation of the Hocking Valley
jointly with competing roads were offset by other conditions
crease of 18 per cent.

in

1918.

rental which the government pays the Hocking Valley
The operation of the
Railway Company is $2,637,000.
property by the government failed to earn this amount by
only a few thousand dollars.
This rental is sufficient to pay interest, war taxes, etc., and
The 4 per cent
leaves $1,360,000 available for dividends.
dividends which were paid called for $440,000, leaving over
£900,000 to be put into the property.
As a matter of fact, the government paid, during 1918, no
part of the rental due, but attempted to compel the company
to accept 500 50-ton coal cars which, in the opinion of the
Doard of directors, were of a type unsuited for the proper

The

operation of the railroad. The cost of these 500
was $1,348,000. The board of directors, however, will
probably accept them as the lesser of two evils, thus clearing
the way to getting payment of part at least of the rental due.
The Hocking Valley has deservedly had good credit, although probably the anti-monopoly suits of the state of Ohio
have made that credit somewhat lower than the earning
Even under federal
power of the property would justify.
operation and the war conditions of 1918 the property
earned a substantial margin above the dividend rate actually
paid by the company.
The company had outstanding $5,000,000 six per cent
notes which fell due November 1, 1918.
The director gen-

and

efficient

:ars

refused to accept the plan for refinancing these notes
proposed by the bankers and which was acceptable to the
jral

Hocking Valley directors. After an extension of the notes
i plan was agreed upon whereby the Hocking Valley made
i general mortgage to secure $50,000,000 bonds, of which
$9 ,600,000 notes bearing 6 per cent interest were issued and
deposited as security for $7,500,000 five-year, six per cent
notes, due March 1, 1924, sold to the public.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation of the property by the government in 1918 as compared with the operation of the property by the owners in
1917.
This is not the corporation income account.
1918.

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
_ Passenger revenue
lotal operating revenues

Mjintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of epuipment
Troflie expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total
operating expenses
Taxes
Operating income
Other income (balance)

1917.

350

350

$11,343,613
1,038,843
13,155,861
1,490,446
3,718,010
83,422
4,912,857
248,697
10,448,792
634,842
2,072,112
519,913

$8,974,873

961,700
10,696,434

945,590
2,365,944
120,675
3,716,384
261,469
7,409,123

612,800
2,667,792
646,933

1918.

rota:
Intel est

Dmdenas
Surplus

Letters to the Editor
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Automatic Train Stop Economy
Chicago.

To the

Editor:
The Railway Age of June 20 offers an interesting discussion by the New York Commission on the collision problem.
In my opinion Mr. Frank Rhea of New York City has definitely advanced the cause of automatic train control by suggesting the combination of the best features of all inventions
into one standard system.

The automatic train control system designed by the late
Benton C. Rowell of Chicago solves the problem more completely than any other system.
However, there are many
commendable features in other systems and ultimately, when
the advocates of automatic train control are recognized, as
they should have been years ago, and when such systems come
into common use, the combination of the best ideas and the

must follow. Otherwise this parmanufacture will prove an exception to the rule
that similar industries have a tendency toward consolidation.
And if ultimately the makers are going to combine their
interests and ideas, would they not progress faster by such a
coalition of manufacturers
ticular line of

consolidation at the present time ? Why not all pull together
for the best and most practical solution of the problem ?

The old saying that competition is the life of trade is undoubtedly true; but where the life or limb of the traveling
public is a factor such competition can do a great deal of
harm. The cheapening of the grades of materials and workmanship in order to meet competition can cause untold damand that to human beings. The problem of train control
one not only for the inventor but for the humanitarian as
well.
A man's conscience must be his dictator in this work.
age,
is

C.

The

I.

To the
It

is

C. C. or a

New

W. Morgan.

Federal Body?

Editor:

much

to be regretted that

many

of

the

splendid

and articles that have recently appeared in the columns
of the Railway Age relative to government control and government ownership and the situation generally with respect
to Interstate Commerce Commission affairs and methods of
dealing with the transportation companies are not read and
thoroughly understood by the entire public that they, as
letters

well as those directly interested, including shippers, manufacturing and industrial concerns of every class and those

may be fully and correctly informed
which the railroads, which have accomthe expansion and development of this gnat
nation than perhaps any other business, are having their
energy and life crushed out as the result of political propconnected with them,

manner
plished more in
of the

in

aganda.
It is the opinion of the writer, based on long experience
and study of the question, that the Interstate Commerce Commission with its present powers and prerogatives, if allowed
to continue, will result in complete demolition of the whole
system that has taken years of energy and capital in the
midst of difficulties and discouraging conditions to put even

on a paying basis.

Corporate Income Account
Standard return (rental)
General expenses and war taxes
Oilier income

241

$2,637,167
82,708
77,284
2,631,744
1,271,915

439,980
919J849

Let's ask this question of ourselves: If
the government itself, would we have as many miles
of railroad as we have today? Would there be the vast army
of railroad employees there is; would the manufacturer and
left to

farmer have prospered as he has ? When it comes to a queswho has been the most benefited, there is no doubt

tion of

:

.
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this

developmenl

bu1
all

appears
golden c

the majority

me

to

that

asea

the

for

ible

benefited

reallj

the

fou

Least

like killing the goose thai

is
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thai

superseded by
selection
itatives

Interstate

Commerce Commission

oewl) created federal body sounds good

a

if,

be

4.

in

-uni

Buch, il is to be composed entirel) ol rep
arc practical railroad men in matters of
traffic and with power, say to the extent of

<>i

who

operation and
acting in the capacity of arbitrators, or merely a referee in
tad m tin- adjustment or settlement of controversies or differences arising as between railroads or railroads and the
public, each case of dispute to be investigated and considered

accordance

in

value oi ill,- stock of the properties of the country, determined b) taking tin- market value at a sele< ted proper time
for normal properties and an agreed value tor abnormal
proper!

Suj

the

of

have

with

conditions

nu\ fejrisl in am particular location.
With the creation of this new body,

and

circumstances

as

let

follow the abolish-

who will he present at
conjunction with the federal representative who may he assigned to investigate and consider any
particular case merely in order that a state official may be
in immediate touch with the situation that concerns his own
he one representative lor each State

any hearing and

act in

state.

Can any one except a politician offer any satisfactory or
good reason why there should he a dual commission in each

i<

|

A surplus emergency allowance
ol

ih in

I,

.omI

!

plus funds shall equal

of

to he collected

3

5 per cent, of the
only until tin- gur-

Id per cent, of the par value of the

participating stock of the holding compan) and
thereafter to he collected at a rate only sufficient to main-

preferred

surplus emergency fund at approximately 10 pa
participating stock par value.
A profit of not less than 10 per cent and not more than
5.
20 per cent, of items 1, 2, and 3, calculated to he about IS

tain

the

(int. of the preferred

per cent,

the beginning

ami

toward the higher
per unit of service is decreased and to decrease as the sum of items 1, 2 and 3 is
increased and in such proportion to he worked out as will
penalize extravagance and reward economy.
From the earnings obtained the holding company is to
limit

Commissions, with the exception that there

nient of all State
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in

as the

sum

of

2,

1,

to increase

and

3

distribute cash, equivalent to the net earnings in the following manner:

Semi-annually to pay the interest on the separate property
bonds and other obligations.
Semi-annually to pay the stated interest on the holding

company preferred

(In effect the stock of

stock.

all

sep-

state?

arate properties.)

If it is really necessary that the railroads must have a
guardian, then let it be one, and one who is competent in
experience and judgment to render a decision that is as fair
to the railroads as it is to the public, and eliminate entirely
any ideas that tend to build up a powerful political machine.
E. B. Seymour.

Semi-annually to charge the surplus funds quarterly to
pay the profits.
Now comes the point of Mr. Fay's objection. The profits
shall be distributed to the several properties in proportion
to their net earnings.
It is

expected that the foregoing will develop efficiency by

making each separate property put
cure the largest

Weak

The

and Strong Road Problem
Iowa City, Iowa.

To the

Editor:
from Charles S. Fay and the address of E. P.
Ripley, published in your issue of June 27, lead me to
speak briefly on the subject of the reorganization of the

The

letter

railroads.

Mr. Fay's difficulty is that no plan provides
ment of rates as between the strong and weak
will

weak

for adjustlines

which

not allow the strong too great compensation and the
too

little.

me that several plans make proper provision
Almost any plan that provides
for this particular matter.
for the consolidation of weak and strong lines into systems,
if carried out on a proper basis of value, would accomplish
this purpose, possibly even better than the plan proposed by
It

seems to

your subscriber, which aims to do the same thing.
Public attention has not been called to this plan and

I

beg

By
feature covering Mr. Fay's difficulty.
this plan the body fixing rates is to make rates such that
the aggregate earnings of all railroad properties of the
country shall be equal as nearly as may be to the following
to present the

sums

The aggregate of all costs of operation including wages
1
and material and supplies for operation and maintenance,
and including also proper allowance for depreciation for
not properly maintained by the replacement
method from year to year, and including also the cost of
administration of the holding company. (A federal holding
company to take over the stock of separate companies is
provided in this plan. Separate properties, however, would
those

items

be operated as independent concerns.)
2. All interest on the funded and other debt of the separate properties.
3. The stated interest on the preferred stock of the hold(This will be about 4 per cent, on the total
ing company.

traffic,

that

is,

forth

its

efforts

to se-

to render the largest service,

and to handle it at the least cost.
Every road deemed essential to the commercial

interests of

operating expenses and interest
on its obligations and a minimum rate of return on the value
of its stock.
The profit that it may earn above this will depend upon the traffic it secures and the efficiency with which
this traffic is handled, which it seems to me is a just arThose properties that have been well located
rangement.
and are well handled are entitled to a larger rate of return
than those properties which have been unwisely located and
inefficiently handled.
With respect to Mr. Ripley's difficulty, the plan referred
to creates a board made up of representatives of the people,
appointed by the President, railroad owners and railroad
This board is to fix the rates in accordance
operators.
with the requirements of the statute indicated above and is
to determine the general policy of the transportation business of the country, assuming the executive and administrative duties of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
leaving that commission to be a sort of court of appeals when
the board cannot agree within itself or when objection to
its policies or determinations is made by any one of the
three parties interested, namely: the people, the operatives
and the owners. This board also assumes the control of
transportation on interstate roads now exercised by state
commissioners, except the police power exercised by these
the country will receive

its

commissioners.
The plan provides further for handling of the labor question, but that is another matter and this letter is not to present that complete plan, but to touch upon the two points
made by Mr. Fay and Mr. Ripley.
No assertion is made that the provisions of this plan will
'It is merely believed hy
bring about the results expected.
the subscriber that they will, and for that reason they have

been offered as a contribution to the general discussion.

Wm.
Dean

C.

Raymond,

the State University of Iowa.

Labor Leaders Fight
Present General
in

Demands

Prevent Return

to
for

New Wage

Washington,

of

alternatives

a

new

nation-wide strike or
cycle of

ing the large increases of the

wage

strikes

C.

labor leaders, on the other hand, insist that he can
meet their demands by raising rates to whatever point is
necessary.
They have made it clear that the plan proposed
by Mr. Hines and the President does not meet with their
approval and have threatened not to wait for action by Congress along the lines suggested.
The only alternative they seem willing to discuss is the
Plumb plan which was introduced in the House as a bill
by Representative Sims on Saturday (by request) and given
a hearing before the House committee on Wednesday.
While Director General Hines was seeking to transfer
from the Railroad Administration to the national government as a whole the responsibility for deciding on wage and
rate increases that has perplexed him for some time, he in
turn was appointed a member of a committee of three, including also R. C. Leffingwell, assistant secretary of the
treasury, and W. B. Colver, chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission to report on a program for dealing with the
cost of living problem.
The report was submitted to the
Cabinet on Tuesday, but its
recommendations were not

of

increases duplicat-

war period, a reduction in the
from the manage-

cost of living or the retirement of capital

ment of the railroads by the odoption of the Plumb plan of
government ownership for the benefit of the employees, were
put up to the government by the leaders of the railroad labor
unions united in the Plumb Plan League, with strong indications that the adoption of the Plumb plan or something
or at least the prevention of the return of the roads
he real object sought.
Speedy legislation providing for the creation of a tribunal
to investigate and determine all questions concerning the
wages of railroad employees, and also making its decisions
like

D.

The

railroads to their owners.
railroad employees, a

Increases or Reduction

Cost of Living with Plumb Plan as Alternative

Organized railroad i.AHoK came out in the open this
week with its campaign to prevent the return of the
The

it

i

mandatory upon the Interstate Commerce Commission to
provide any increases in rates necessary to cover any recommended increases in wages
was the remedy for the situation urged upon Congress
on August 1 by President
President Wilson
Wilson, on the representaDirector General
of
tions
"I hope that it will be possible to consider and
Hines that such a course is
recommend legislation which will provide a body of
the proper constitution, authorized to investigate
required by the almost uniand determine all questions concerning the wages
versal demand of the emof railway employees, and which will also make the
ployees for further increases
decisions of that body mandatory upon the ratein wages to meet the high
making body and provide, when necessary, increased
The Presicost of living.
rates to cover any recommended increases in wages,
dent and Mr. Hines, apparand, therefore, in the cost of operating the railroads."
ently conceding the need for
higher

wages,

also

made

developments were
by a new demand from the Brotherhood
of Railroad
Trainmen on
for
another large
July 1
wage advance, accompanied
by a resolution threatening
precipitated

the possibility of a strike if
increase is not allowed

the

by October 1 notice that the
other brotherhoods and other
;

turned

organizations were contemplating similar action, and

duce the prices of necessities.

proposed was received rather
coldly by Congress, whose committees awaited the submission to them of the draft of a bill to carry out Mr. Hines'
proposal.
Many Congressmen, remembering their surrender
to the brotherhoods in passing the Adamson law three years
ago rather objected to being stampeded this time, while many
were opposed to having any other tribunal fix the basis for
rates established by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The House committee, meeting on Monday, took no action
on the President's recommendations, but voted to report the
Cummins bill already passed by the Senate, which would
make it impossible for the director general to put rates into
effect without the chance of suspension by the commission.
The Senate committee, meeting on Tuesday, appointed a
subcommittee to report whether the full committee should
first conduct an inquiry as to whether the cost of living has
so increased since the wages were raised as to render them
now inadequate.
There were also some other indications
during the first part of the week that Congress might "pass
the buck" back to the President.
Director General Hines, without funds to pay increased
Wages, with a deficit of $295,000,000 for the first six months
of this year, confronted with a strong probability that Conlegislative

public.

These

their attention to efforts to re-

The

Roads

of

solution

would pass the Cummins bill to curtail his ability to
increase rates, and also sympathizing to some extent with the
claim that present wages of many of the employees are in-

by the announcement of the
shop craft unions that they would wait no longer for the
general increase in wages demanded in January, which has
since been under consideration by the Board of Wages and
six

Working Conditions.
After a conference with the President at the White House

on Monday, B. M. Jewell, chairman of the shopmen's committee, told newspaper men that "if Congress adopts the
plan proposed by Director General Hines and President
Wilson we will tie the railways up so tight that they will
never run again." He added that this was also the position
of the other organizations.

The

entire

situation

and he was informed

was discussed with the President,
program was not acceptable.

that his

In a statement to the President, the committee said in part:
"We have not been consulted as to this entirely new departure, and it is only fair to say to you that the suggested
plan does not at this time meet with our approval, nor are
we willing to say that we are prepared to indorse any such
procedure as the basis upon which wage rates shall be finally
determined.
From our point of view to do so would, in a
great measure, deny to the men we represent the right of
collective bargaining as we understand it.

"The

letters of transmittal

gress

tions,

adequate, has declared the inability of the Railroad Administration to deal with the situation without special legislation.

the increase of wages to the

accompanying the recommenda-

submitted by the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions to the director general, copies of which have
been furnished us by the director general, do not materially
differ as to the necessities of meeting to a reasonable degree

243

men we

represent.

The

differ-
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ence being dnrj to the

recommend

board

the

amount

exterjl
a

fcbal

the railroad^ qualified their

nil',

tern

numbers

three labor

increase,

The

paid per hour,

to be

tin-

specific

three

specified

members

in

repi

recommendations

of
the

enl

to the ex-

of saying thai unless costs of living could be reduced,
increasing the purchasing value of a dollar earned,

thereb)

u

would

necessary
wages.

be

increases

in

to

meet

the

situation

granting

by

particularly tall your attention to the position now
occupied by the railroad employees whom we represent The
onl) increase they have received since the railroads were

placed under federal eontrol

plement No.

4, effective

is

January

1,

nidation, which was also placed in
letter tO the President, was Iran nutted by tinPresident to the chairman oi the House and Senate commitominen e on August
with a letter urging
tees On interstate

of

the

railroads

reco

1

|

and the President also
wrote to the Bpeaker of the House, asking it to postpone its
recess, which had been set to begin on August 2.
along

the

lines

Director General Hines' Recommendation

have

L. E. Sheppard
President, Order of Railway Conductors

issuance of

Supplements 7 and 8, effective September 1, 1918, and
subsequent supplemental orders issued up to as late as

hope he (director general) will see his way clear
to cut the Gordian knot and throw the responsibility
back on the government where it belongs.

1919, effective to
1919.

government control. Almost everybody is against it.
But mark this prediction. They will not go back

April 14,

January

1,

these same
in
engaged
other industries have received

"Members

suggested,

Mr. Hines' letter to the President is as follows:
Several months ago the railroad shop employees asked
for an increase in wages.
The matter was considered

1919.

under General Order 27, effective as of January 1, 1918,
and other adjustments creating substantial increases were
by the

|

Mr, Mum-'
the form Of a

that provided for under Sup-

"Practically all other employees
received substantial increases

granted

OH plans to bring relief from the high COSI of living, the
could not expect a reduction to pre-war standards
for a good main \< 8X1 to ome.

countr)

action

"We
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of

"I

"God knows

January

the people of this country are against

1."

organizations
substantial

increases,

general proposition, equal compensation paid

men

in other

industries.

"As a result of this changed condition and the disappointment resulting from the long delay in disposing of the question which was submitted last January, we are now confronted with a situation which is nearing a point that can be
no longer controlled.
"Information received within the last 48 hours is to the
effect that not less than 20,000 of our railroad members have
suspended work, as a protest
this

composed of three repreand three

sentatives of labor

of

representatives

the

rail-

managements.
This
road
board was unable to agree,
and therefore took no action
as a board, but on July 16
I received two reports from
members of the board, one

from the three labor memrecommending a general
increase in wages (for example, increasing the wages of
machinists from 68 cents per hour to 80 cents per hour and
proportionately increasing the wages of other classes of shop
employees), and another report from the three management
members recommending against any general increase in
wages, although recommending certain readjustments of the
wages of some classes of the employees.
The position of the labor members of the board is that
the wages of railroad shopment are substantially below the
wages paid similar classes of employees in the navy yards,
arsenals

and shipyards, and

in

many

industrial enterprises

in the principal cities of the country,

and that

substantial

increases in the wages in the shipyards and outside industrial enterprises have taken

place since the wages of the

long-deferred

shop employees were estab-

decision.

"In view of this condition,
there is but one course open
for us to pursue.
submit to the entire

is

bers

estab-

lishing a differential in rates of pay, ranging from 10 to 30
cents per hour in excess of that now paid to the men in the
railroad service, reserving, in a large degree, the pre-war conditions, as the railroad employees at that time received, as a

against

by the Railroad Administration's Board of Wages and
Working Conditions, which

That to
member-

ship the proposition as it has
been presented to us by the

Elisha Lee
Chairman

of

Regional Directors' Committee opposing trainmen's

demands

"It is a very serious question in my mind, whether
during this period of reconstruction we can all go

lished

in

the

summer

of

1918, and the cost of living
has been, and is, steadily

The

rising.

position of the

management members on

the

board is that the wages of
shop employees are not propcomparable with the
erly
wages of non-railroad employees cited by the em-

back to pre-war conditions."
director general, with a request that by their vote they
shall decide what further action they may deem necesployees and their representatives, and that these latter indussary to secure the much needed relief.
tries have differentiating conditions which account for the
•'We are in accord with the thought that an increase in
wages paid by them, and that a further wage increase at
high
problem,
but
it
the
solve
altogether
will
not
wages of itself
this time would simply begin a new cycle in the cost of living
herein
is well to bear in mind that the classes of employees
which would not benefit the employees. They urge instead,
referred to, and for whom we speak, feel, and we believe
the adoption of methods of reducing the cost of living.
justly so, that they are entitled to an increase in wages which
compared
On July 28 a conference was begun in accordance with
as
position
relative
same
to
the
them
restore
will
arrangement made on July 8 between the representatives
an
to their fellow-members employed in outside industries.
Railroad Administration and representatives of the
force
to
the
of
equal
with
applies
condition
this
that
aware
not
are
At this conference the representatives of
employees.
shop
other classes of railroad employees.
"May we urge upon you the necessity of meeting the pres- the employees made it plain to my associates that their members expected, and believed that they were entitled to, a
ent situation by putting into effect our original request subsubstantial increase in wages retroactive to January 1, 1919,
mitted to the director general on January 7, 1919?"
and that the state of unrest was so great that it was of the
Mr.
Jewell
frankly,
committee
President Wilson told the
highest importance that a definite answer be given on the
said, that while every agency of the government was working

We

.

August

8,
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wage matter without delay. These representatives expressed
same views to me yesterday.
On July 17 the Shop Crafts Convention, meeting at Atlanta, Ga., and representing employees from 16 railroads in

the

Southeast, strongly urged

the

increases in

wages by August

the necessity
1,

for

retroactive to

substantial

January

1.

of

:

24.

additional

wages would necessitate

Trainmen, representing about 100,000 railroad employees,
meeting at Columbus, Ohio, adopted on May 31a resolution
strongly urging substantial additional increases in wages

power as a

sufficient

conditions,

and

meet the cost of living.

tive

LocomoJuly 15 and

of the Brotherhood of

Firemen, meeting at Denver from June 9 to

representing about 116,000 employees, likewise adopted resolutions insisting upon the necessity for substantial increases

wages to meet the increased cost of living.

in

The Thirteenth Annual Convention

of Railway Signalmen
Kansas City on July 15 strongly
urged a further increase in wages and similar action was
taken at Boston on July 27 by 150 delegates to the convention of the United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees and Railroad Shop Employees of the railroad sysThe International
tems of New England and New York.

America

of

in session at

Convention of the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks,
which was held in Cincinnati from May 12 to 24, endorsed proposals to the Rail-

Administration which
also urged an increase and
readjustment of the wages of
the employees represented by

Warren
Grand

Chief,

Brotherhood

now

The representatives of the
Railroad Administration have
had assurances from representatives

of

practically

all

employees that the
continuance in the increase in
classes of

the

cost

of

living

my

being incurred

in regarding that rate-making
warrant for making >till additional increases in rates for the purpose of paying still additional
increases in wages to be established under existing peace

in

opinion, be justified

to be controlling as the

it.

The fact that these demands are made and are so urgently
pressed emphasizes the great necessity of having for their
decision
legislation
which
will prcwide adequate machinery representing both the
public and the employees.
S. Stone
of

Locomotive Engineers

"We

do not believe that increasing the compensaaccompanied by a greater increase in the cost
of commodities of life, will produce lasting benefits
to our craft or to the American citizen in general.
We believe the true remedy for the situation, and one
that will result in lifting the burden under which the
whole people are struggling, is for the government
to take some adequate measures to reduce the cost
of the necessaries of life to a figure that the present
of the people will meet."

would

increases

in

wages,

and that any increases in wages given to any one class of
railroad employees would necessitate corresponding increases
to all other classes of railroad employees.

The

situation thus presented involves the following con-

siderations:

We have received the most positive assurances that any
general increases to shop employees will result in demands
for corresponding increases to every other class of railroad
employees.
The situation, therefore, cannot be viewed extwo million railroad employees.
Viewing it as a whole, every increase of one cent per hour
means an increase of $50,000,000 per year in operating expenses for straight time with a substantial addition for
necessary overtime. An increase of 12 cents per hour as
asked for by the shop employees would, if applied to all
employees, mean (including necessary overtime) an increase
of probably $800,000,000 per year in operating expenses.
The government is already incurring a deficit at the rate
of several hundred million dollars per year in operating the
railroads, because the increase in transportation rates has
been proportionately less than the increases in wages already granted and the increases in prices which have taken
place.
Therefore, there is no fund whatever out of which
additional wages can be paid, so that additional wages cannot be paid unless new revenues are produced through an increase in transportation rates, and any immediate payment
cept as a whole for the entire

basis in the

The question presented for an additional increase in
wages, whether the total amount be $800,000,000 or any proportion of that sum, is a peace-time question between the
entire American public on the one hand and the two million railroad employees and the members of their families on
the other hand.
It is a question which I do not believe the
Executive ought to undertake to decide unless specific authority is conferred upon him for the express purpose of deciding

necessarily involve very substantial

wage

future.

tion,

wages and income

control, to prevent the continuance

which grow- out of increases in wages and prices due to the war, you would not,
of the deficit

road

that organization.

months

While you may find it expedient to use the temporary ratemaking power, which was conferred upon you as a war
emergency during federal

The Triennial Convention

several

effective.

The earnest insistence that immediate action be taken to
equalize wages with the rapid increase in the cost of living
is not confined to the shop employees.
The Triennial Convention of the Brotherhood of Railroad

to

for

an appropriation by Congress out of tin- Treasury because
substantial increases in rates could not be made immediately

arising

Obviously any >uch machinery should include a method

whereby revenues will be
provided to the extent required to pay the increased
wages awarded.
While the general powerimplied in the federal control
act were sufficient to
admit of taking as war
measures the necessary steps
to deal with the wage problems that arose during the
war they are not sufficient to
satisfy
the
requirements
any present proposals for

in
connection with
general wage increases.
Under the existing machinery the
ultimate public interest is exclusively represented by the
Railroad Administration in the making of wages but by the
Interstate Commerce Commission in the final decision upon
rates.
Moreover, the Railroad Administration while thus
charged with the final decision as to what wages are proper
as between the American public and railroad labor is also
charged with the responsibilities incident to the day to day
operation of the railroads.
On the one hand, a decision by
the Railroad Administration against an increase in wages
will be regarded by the employees as a decision dictated

more by the immediate difficulties of railroad management
than by the broad interests of the public as a whole. On the
other hand, a decision by the Railroad Administration in
favor of an increase in wages will not necessarily be binding on the Interstate Commerce Commission, which is now
the final representative of the public as to transportation
rates.
To deal with these problems under peace time conditions there ought to be a final and authoritative presenta-

whose decision when in favor of a wage
increase would carry with it the obligation on the part of
the final rate-making power to prescribe rate^ which would
furnish the necessary funds with which to pay the increased
tion of the public

wages.

It

is

obvious that no wage increases could be put
moment except on the theory that for several

into effect at the

RAILWAY AGK
would be paid b) an appropriation oi Con
the)
because even under the existing machinery rate in
creases could not actually be put into effect for a substantial
period.
Undoubtedl) an) rate increases of a general chai
acter on^ht ;it the present time to be considered by the Intei
state Commerce Commission before they shall be put into

months

effi

N

t

have come has been forced
The * conclusion to which
upon me by the ret cut developments above referred to.
When
announced lasl March the increases in wages for
stated thai they
the employees in tram and engine service
completed the war cycle of wage increases.
When it developed in May and June that the continued
pressure of the increase in the cost of living was causing
I

I

I

railroad

employees

substantia]
in

wages

if

generally

urge

they

given
protection through further important increases
the cost of living was not reduced, I realized
to

thai

be

was assuming such wide and deep signifiAmerican public as well as to railroad employees
that the question ought not to he dealt with in the same
way in which the railroad
wages had been increased in
war
with
the
connection
that the question

cance

to the

emergency.

I

therefore ad-

W.

vised the Hoard of Railroad

to be made by me,
but that in all cases thereafter arising they should report the facts to me that I
might decide in the light of
the facts upon a fair and just
procedure.
The receipt of the observations of the members of
the board with reference to
the shop employees, the hearings now in progress before
the board with reference to
the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, the conferences I

creases

"We
time,

Such legislation should al o provide that if
be decided upon it shall be mandatory
making body to provide where riece arj in

ministration).
on n. i-

shall

i

upon

the

ed

rate

to

rati

ill

ti

in

the

I

promises

impair

to

further

still

purchasing power of

tin-

existing wages of railroad employees unless the
lost of living
an he successfully restrained (a-

ris<

hope

in

the

general

therefore further

publi<

recommend

interest

it

the

in

the

earnestly

I

<

can speedily be).

I

that Congress he asked to pro

m any such legislation that any incn
in railroad
wages which may be made by the tribunal constituted for
that purpose shall be made effective- as of August 1, \')\'>. to
such an extent as that tribunal may regard reasonable and
proper in order to give railroad employees from that date
the benefit which the tribunal may think they were then envide

i

titled

to.

In this

way

the delay necessarily incident to the
creation of such tribunal and
its

action will not be preju-

dicial to the fair intere

the railroad employees.

G. Lee
Trainmen

President Wilson Urges
Legislation

are going to have time and one-half for over-

we

are going to have decent living

wages and

our own way if we must.
"The railroads properly refer to their inadequate
rates, but it is up to the Railroad Administration to
determine what is needed to pay the going costs of
railroad operation and to fix the rates to meet it.
There is no business in this country that is asked
by the public to operate at a loss except the railroads.
Unless these employees are given a wage
that will permit them to live under pre-war conditions there is going to be something worse happen
on these railroads, so far as the public is concerned,
than an increase in freight and passenger rates.
"I will admit that we are going the wrong way. I
admit to you that it is time to call a halt, but as
long as present methods continue I believe in everybody getting his share as nearly as he can until the
final upheaval comes.
"We are dealing with this situation wrongly in
trying to settle these things as we are, and not getting after the people who are to blame."

we

ncreasi

operating the railroads.
do not think tli.it we .an properly deal with this g
problem without a full recognition of the fact that tin
of Living is rapidly rising, and that ever) month that p
os| of

(

President, Brotherhood of Railroad

Wages and Working Conditions on July 3 that they
could not regard themselves
as vested with jurisdiction to
and recommend
formulate
general
wage infurther
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are going to get

have had in the last three
days with the representatives
of the shop employees and
the conferences which my associates and
I
have been
having recently with the representatives

of

it

in

practically

railroad labor with reference to the menace in
the continued increase in the cost of living, force me to the
definite conclusion that the problem is too great and has too
much permanent significance to the American public as well
as to railroad labor to admit of its being decided through the
all classes of

war emergency powers of the federal control
and which are subject to the limitations and embarrassments above pointed out. I feel that the developments have
now reached the point where the situation has taken a sufficiently concrete form to serve as the basis for a positive
exercise of the
act

recommendation.
I therefore respectfully recommend that Congress be asked
promptly to adopt legislation providing a properly constituted
body on which the public and labor will be adequately represented and which will be empowered to pass on these and all
railroad wage problems, but not on rules and working conditions (because the latter cannot be satisfactorily separated
from the current handling of railroad operations and therefore should continue to be dealt with by the Railroad Ad-

The

President in his letSenator Cummins and
Representative Esch said:
I take the liberty of enclosing a copy of a letter

ters to

which I have just received
from Mr. Walker D. Hines,
the director general of
roads,

you will agree

rail-

am sure
with me in

and which

I

thinking contains matter
very serious thought and

for
for

action also.

May I not say that I concur in the suggestions which
Mr. Hines makes

in the two

concluding paragraphs of

his

hope that it will be
possible for your committee
to consider and recommend
legislation which will provide
a body of the proper constiletter.

I

tution, authorized to investigate and determine all quesof railway employees, and

concerning the wages
which will also make the decisions of that body mandatory upon the rate-making body and provide, when
necessary, increased rates to cover any recommended increases
in wages and, therefore, in the cost of operating the railroads.
In view also of the indisputable facts with regard
to the increased cost of living, I concur in Mr. Hines' suggestion that the legislation undertaken should authorize the
body thus set up to make its findings with regard to wage
increases retroactive to the first of August, 1919, at any rate
tions

may regard reasonable and
proper, in order to give real realief to the employees conto the extent that that tribunal

cerned.
I am sure, urge upon you the importance of
which seems vital from more than one point of
view, and I hope that you will think this form of action
the proper and necessary one.
In the letter to Speaker Gillett, President Wilson said that
Mr. Hines had informed him that the situation with reference to the railroads is growing so critical every hour that
I

need not,

this matter,

August

8,
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hoped it would be possible to postpone the recess until
He also said that officials
;ome definite action is taken.
A the government have been in consultation with reference
o the problems growing out of the high cost of living, upon
vhich he expected recommendations to be made within a
Somewhat grumblingly, because a large number
"ortnight.
Representatives had already bought their tickets for
>f tin
lome, the House rescinded its adjournment to September 9,
ilthough an unsuccessful effort was made to adopt a probe

-am

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen
has called a meeting for August 12 at Cleveland to frame its
demands. President W. G. Lee of the trainmen has referred
to his demands as providing for a 45 per cent increase.
The
demand of the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks which has
since been filed is for 20 cents an hour increase and a
44-hour week.

Urge Action
While

of three-day recesses.

As soon as the President had announced his approval of
he plan, Mr. Hines went to the Capitol and conferred with
Senator Cummins and Representative Esch, offering his as-

247

ficers

to

Check Cost

insisting that their

of the transportation

of

Living

demands must be granted, ofbrotherhoods have expressed a

istance in the drafting of a bill.

realization that repeated increases in wages do not solve
the problem because they are immediately followed by increasing rises in the prices of commodities, and have strongly

Some of the Congressional leaders were disposed to try to
nake political capital out of the fact that the President
Representative MonKid "passed the buck" to Congress.
lell, the Republican floor leader, said he still believed that
areful and wise consideration of the railway problem, inluding the very problems suggested by the President, would

urged a campaign to prevent further increases in living costs.
They have bitterly criticised Congress for not doing something but have directed most of their invective toward alleged
profiteering.
W. G. Lee and L. E. Sheppard have also been
outspoken in their demand that freight rates be advanced
to a level sufficient to pay higher w'ages.

The wage demands

been advanced by the
because the committees
/ould have continued coniave

for an additional increase
wages, whether the total amount be $800,000,000 or
any proportion of that sum, is a peace-time question
between the entire American public on the one hand
and the two million railroad employees and the memIt is a
bers of their families on the other hand.
question which I do not believe the Executive ought
to undertake to decide unless specific authority is
conferred upon him for the express purpose of

Administration
upon which hearings have
been held had reached a total
of approximately $400,000,000 a year.
This includes
$210,000,000 for the 450,000
shop employees, $100,000,000 for the 140,000 trainmen, $40,000,000 for the 40,000 conductors on the basis
of the demands presented by
the trainmen; and $50,000,000 for time and one-half
for overtime in road train

deciding

service,

ideration of great questions,

deluding the railway probrecess.
during
the
Bn,
ipea"ker Gillett, in replying
the President's request for

3

postponement

also
said
"as to railroad legislaon, I supposed by an act of

:iat

'ongress
uthority,

you had now
and one of

full

the

our recess was
lat the committee of the
louse might, uninterrupted
y the business of the House,
easons

of

repare the legislation which
nil

be necessary

when your

However,
Blanton was

uthority ceases."
Lepresentative

only one to vote against
postponement, which he
id on the ground that it was
nother "hold-up" on the
art of the labor organizale
le

Walker D. Hines
Director General of Railroads

"The question presented

in

-

"Big Four" Brotherhoods Prepare

Demands

same day that Mr. Hines conferred with the
•resident, Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood
f
Locomotive Engineers, and the other members of the
dvisory board of the brotherhood, called on the President
the

nd presented the statement published in last week's issue
nnouncing an alternative demand for either a reduction in
le cost of living or a wage increase.
The brotherhood has
mce served formal notice of its intention to present a new
proposition and L. E. Sheppard, president, and other
of the Order of Railway Conductors, which had
oted not to ask for a wage increase at this time, but had
sked the wage board for consideration in connection with
ny increase that might be allowed on the request of the
rotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, also called on the Presient on August 2 and announced the intention of asking
)r a 35 per cent increase.
-

on which Railway
Board of Adjustment No. 1

it.

"Contentions that existing wages are lower than
they ought to be in view of the present cost of living raise an exceedingly grave question for the government. That question is whether, when railroad
operations are now being conducted at a very heavy
deficit, the government ought to enter upon a course
which will bring about large additional increases in
wages, and will inevitably bring about also very
heavy increases in rates, and without question set in
motion a new and dangerous cycle of increases in

ons.
Mr.
Blanton
dethe cost of living."
ounced
the
brotherhoods
nd declared that the grantlg of the proposed wage inmight solve the high cost of living problem for
fcilway employees, but it would leave the other people of the
Duntry worse off than before.

On

before

the Railroad

ecess,

has submitted a divided report to the director general.

The re-opening of the wage
question by the "Big Four"
brotherhoods so soon after the
$60,000,000 award made in
April

came

as

a

surprise.

The

brotherhoods received
more than $60,000,000 in
1917 through the Adamson
law; last year they gained a
further increase of '$140,000,-

000 under Director General
McAdoo, and this was followed by the $60,000,000 supplementary award this spring a total of $260,000,000, or an
average increase of about $800 per man, bringing their
average up from $1,250 and $2,050 a year.
The new demands also have definitely destroyed the theory
so sedulously advanced by the labor leaders that wage and

—

labor controversies can be satisfactorily settled by bi-partisan
boards composed of equal numbers of representatives of the
management and of labor. This plan for dealing with labor
questions, with provision for a referee in case of disagreement, was adopted by the National Transportation Conference called by the United States Chamber of Commerce and

was advocated before the House committee as recently as
July 24 by W. N. Doak, vice-president of the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen, who said that it made little difference
who the referee was because the boards could agree in most
cases.
The bi-partisan plan has worked very successfully
in the handling of the multitude of disputes as to schedule
interpretations and discipline which have been passed on
by the Railroad Administration boards of adjustment but
questions of wages have been handled by the bi-partisan

.
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Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions, which
has merelj made recommendations to the director general
who had the responsibility of final decision, 'This board ba
n.ti always been unanimous and in the case of the shopmen's

management and of the
Moreover, when the Brotherhood
employees divided evenly.
of Railroad Trainmen started the new cycle of demands i'<>r

demands

the jurisdiction of the board

to

cept as to matters of equalization
report to

him

a

summary

removed even

make recommendation!
and directed the board to

of the tacts.

to

win the

are not

relation

both to wages and

to

rates,

and

is

understood to have strongly urged upon the Presidenl and
members of his cabinet the fundamental importance of taking such steps as may be possible to deal with the situation.

His reluctance to increase freight
mounting deficit, although such

rates to offset his steadily

a course had come to be
regarded as inevitable even by many shippers who did not
like the idea, has been due to his unwillingness to furnish
even the excuse for further increases in prices if it could be
avoided.
On the day after Mr. Hines saw the President a conference of eight high government officials was called by Attorney General Palmer to discuss the matter, which was attended by Secretaries Glass of the Treasury Houston of the
Department of Agriculture, Redfield of the Department of
Commerce. Wilson of the Department of Labor, Director
General Hines, Chairman W. B. Colver and Victor Murdock
of the Federal Trade Commission, and R. C. Leffingwell,
assistant Secretary of the Treasury. After a general discussion lasting nearly three hours the conference adjourned
to meet on Tuesday, when Julius H. Barnes, director of
7

,

the United States Grain Corporation, was also included, and
Messrs. Hines, Colver and Leffingwell were appointed a speThe new decial committee to report at the next meeting.

velopments also stirred up a good deal of oratory in Congress
and in a couple of Congressional committees that are holding
the usual kind of Congressional investigations of the cost
The Senate passed a resolution requesting its
of living.
banking committee to report whether legislation to reduce
the amount of currency in circulation was advisable, and
A plan for selling surplus
several bills were introduced.
army food supplies at cost is also being worked out.
The purpose of the labor organizations to prevent the
return of the roads to their owners is indicated in a statement issued on Saturday by the heads of the four brotherhoods and of the Railway Employees' Department of the
American Federation of Labor regarding the bill introduced
in Congress on Saturday by Representative Sims to carry
In this it was deout the provisions of the Plumb plan.
clared that "the railroad employees are in no mood to brook
the return of the lines to their former control," also President
Sheppard of the Order of Railway Conductors, in his state-

ment before the Board of Wages and Working Conditions,
told the board to

"mark

his prediction that the railroads will

not go back on January 1."
Although in speaking before the wage board W. G. Lee
and L. E. Sheppard had both expressed great impatience
because Mr. Hines was not willing to order large increases
in freight and passenger rates in order to pay the higher
wages asked, they both signed the statement issued by the
Plumb plan press bureau asserting that the Plumb plan

would reduce both rates and the cost of living. They failed
to explain in any detail how they expected to pay themselves
another billion dollar increase in wages on top of the increases in last year, which have produced deficits for eight
months, and

still

made

Stone, asked
to

i

how

win."

far thi

enough
Such statern

are going

far

publii

Shop Crafts Take
The

Official Strike

Vote

organizations apparently did nol take kindly
to Mi. Hines' proposal tor an independent tribunal to
upon wage questions. The shop organizations particularly
were aroused by the suggestion that any increases be made
because they had demanded thai
effective as of August
labor

reduce rates while paying a wage dividend

made retroactive

B. M.
January 1, 1919.
Railway Employees' Department of the American federation of Labor, announced
on August 2 that it had been decided to call for a strike
vote, returnable by August 24, of the approximately 500,000
shop employees involved. Acting on behalf of the six
crafts a committee of 100, of which Mr. Jewell as chairman
presented to the director general on January 7 a request
for a minimum of 85 cents an hour for mechanics, an increase of 17 cents; a minimum of 60 cents for helpers, an
increase of 15 cents; an increase of 10 cents per hour for
apprentices and various differentials for special classes of
work.
On February 8 the question was referred to the
Board of Wages and Working Conditions, during March
and April hearings were held by the board, and on July
16 the board made its divided report to the director genDuring this period the board was also giving coneral.
sideration to a demand by the shop crafts for a national
agreement covering rules and working conditions, to be
effective on all roads under federal control regardless of
whether they had previously had contracts with the unions.
These were considered by committees representing the employees and the regional directors, which submitted a report
to the board and the board made its recommendation to
During June and July
the director general on July 16.
several local shop strikes were called by way of protest
against the delay in passing on these two matters, but
Beginning on July 28 the committee
they were settled.
of 100 began a series of conferences with the director genThe unions on
eral demanding a decision by August 1.

Jewell,

Director General Hints has been giving serious considerafor some time to the cost of Living problem and its
its

lj

l<

S.

said, "\\

and we are going

fight,

in

i

to go,

I

tion

in

proposed

gani/.ation.s

their increase

Cabinet Tackles Cost of Living Problem

causes,

Warren

out of the surplus.

the representatives of the

the brotherhoods the director general on July 3
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be

acting

president

of

to

the

the southeastern roads had definitely decided to strike on
On July 30
that date unless their demands were granted.
Mr. Hines advised the committee he would be glad to enter
into the agreement covering rules and working conditions,

and promised to give a decision on the wage question later.
Mr. Jewell then wired the various local organizations that
they had gained one point sought and instructing them that
there must be no stoppages of work pending the conclusion
This was not sufficient to hold the
of the negotiations.
men in check, however, and the shop men walked out in
various parts of the country on August 1, the number in-

The dissatisfaction was
creasing on the following days.
increased on Friday, when in lieu of a decision on the wage
question Mr. Hines read to the committee his letter to the
Meanwhile
President proposing a special wage tribunal.
the negotiations as to the rules and working conditions have
been temporarily set aside.
"We shall continue to endeavor to settle the demands by
negotiation with the Railroad Administration pending re-

"That will,
the strike vote," said Mr. Jewell.
taken, simply center the power for calling a strike in
The first effect will probably
the hands of the committee.
be the ending of the present strike, which has taken out
ceipt

of

when

a considerable number of men over various sections of the
country who have been impatient of the long delay. Their
walkouts have been unauthorized, but we expect they will
return when they see that the organizations intend action in
a united fashion."
Approximately 30,000 shopmen in Chicago and 100,000
men in the Chicago district were reported to have left their

August

8,
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10 a. m. on August 1 and approximately 35,000
16 railways in the Southeast took similar action.
This strike came at a particularly unfortunate time because
the Railroad Administration has been bending every effort
to put its equipment in condition to meet the demands of
Shopmen in Boston, Philadelphia,
the heavy grain traffic.
Denver were also reported to have gone out, and the strike
By Monday leadspread somewhat on the following day.

work

at

men on

the shopmen in Chicago declared that 50,000 men
The shop employees of
were out throughout the country.
the Southern Railway at Alexandria, Va., a strategic location for making an impression on Congress, were among
the first to walk out, and they were followed on Saturday
by the employees at Totomac yard, and on Monday by those
ers of

at the

Washington terminal.

On Monday

B. M. Jewell and other members of the
shopmen's committee called on the President at the White
House.
Director General Hines held a conference on Monday
with the labor officers who were in the city, including the
Brotherhood officers and J. J. Forrester of the clerks, to
explain his attitude to them first hand.

Opposition to

Many members

of

Wage

Tribunal in Congress

Congress have expressed disapproval

wage tribunal, very
brave in their declarations not to be stampeded by organized labor as long as they thought that by inaction they could
leave the responsibility for dealing with the situation with
the President or Director General Hines. There was a lively
discussion of the proposal in the Senate on Tuesday, when
Senator Cummins declared that the President and the Railroad Administration already have full power under the federal control act.
He insisted that no legislation was necessary, but that the President's recommendations would receive careful consideration.
He said the President can fix
both wages and rates, that the Cummins bill was not yet a
law and that even if it were the director general could still
initiate rates.
Mr. Hines, however, has taken the position
that while he could initiate rates he would have no knowledge as to whether they would stick and that even under the
present law the commission could reduce his rates after a
review, and he does not like the idea of raising wages and
then wondering whether the money to pay them is to come
from rates or an appropriation, with uncertain factors attending both methods.
Chairman Esch of the House Committee also indicated a
belief that the President already has ample powers, and he
opposed the idea of a new commission whose findings would
of the plan for the creation of a special

leave the Interstate

Commerce Commission no

249
which he said: "I do not want
and yet 1 cannot in my mind characterize a
this from government employees as short of

izations in a long speech, in
to be extreme,

threat

like

treason."

Senator King referred to the criticism already caused by
and wages last year and asked if it
would not be far better, if such an important step is to be
taken, that Congress should legislate and direct whether
there shall be an increase in wages, and if so, advise the
means by which an increase shall be made.
Executive officers of all fourteen railroad labor organizations have been in Washington conferring with Director General Hines, and on Tuesday left with him some kind of a
pioposition, the nature of which was not disclosed.
They
also made it clear that they were united in opposition to the
plan for a wage tribunal.
President Wilson cancelled all other engagements to devote his attention to the cost of living problem, which was
the subject of the cabinet meeting on Tuesday, and received
many reports bearing on it from various government departments. It was announced he would address Congress on the
subject on Friday.
In a statement presented to Director General Hines by
fourteen railroad organizations his proposal for a wage commission was opposed, and he was urged to recommend the
passage by Congress of an appropriation bill to enable him
to increase wages pending a careful study as to what increases in rates would be necessary. They declared that employees were at least entitled to compensation that would
re-establish the pre-war purchasing power of their wages,
that board of wages and working conditions already affords
necessary machinery to handle the wage questions and they
asked that its functions be restored, but that its recommendations be submitted to the organizations before being issued.
A plan for a Congressional investigation was disapproved because it would mean delay.
"Prompt action in this regard
is both essential and desirable.
This will only give temporary relief and must be accompanied or immediately followed by a determined united effort to not only prevent a
further increase in cost of living but to secure a reduction
therein."
They also declared that any permanent solution
of the railroad problem must necessarily remove the element
of returns on capital as the sole purpose of operation.
The Senate committee on Wednesday decided to take no
action on the President's recommendation, and authorized
Chairman Cummings to write a letter to the President saying he already has full authority and that a special board is
neither necessary nor desirable.
the increases in rates

discretion as

an increase in rates. Mr. Esch in discussing the Plumb
plan bill said he thought the people are opposed to government ownership and that if labor tries to force its plan by
threatening strikes such action will react against them.
Senator Cummins also declared that nationalization of the
railroads would be a step toward socialism that could only
be followed by its application to other industries, but, he
said, he did not anticipate that the step would be taken.
Senator McKellar urged that the efforts of Congress be
devoted to working out a permanent solution of the railroad
to

problem.
Senator Pomerene said that if he were director general he
thought he would "have the courage to say either that there
ought or ought not to be an increase of wages," or resign.
Senator Kellogg took the position that the President is
recommending only temporary emergency legislation and expressed the opinion that the President already has sufficient
authority.
But he said he would give the matter earnest
consideration and would not say that he would not finally
favor the action proposed by the President.
Senator Thomas denounced the action of the labor organ-
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The

Jack

Om

"i iiii RECENi developments in engine bouse equip
men! lu^ been the developmenl of a smoke jack manu
factored of kiln dried California redwood, thoroughly
treated and ^reproofed before being fabricated.
It has the
advantages of being light in weight and easy to handle and
is furnished knocked down ready for
assembly by unskilled
labor.
No nails or fastenings are exposed to the smoke or
locomotive gases and it is claimed for the jack that it is free
from sweat, rusl and oilier objectionable features. The jai
ibuilt of mill construction, the details of which are
learh

m mbers
Tinroads

the

in

Wednesday,

Striking

shopmen on it r ike on the principal
Central Western region as reported on
August 6, were as follows (numbers reoi

ported by labor leaders
(

hit .1^..,

much

ar<

larger than these):

& Quin

Bui lington

M

Shopmen

md

soo
7.250

Pa

2,800

[ndiana Harboi Bell
Atchison, Topeka & Sani.i
Chicago Junction
E^anaai City Terminal!

I.

|

The
IN, 000.

of

total

425

It

the Central

in

The Northwestern

shopmen

OUt as 38,000.

1,100

280
800

Western region
region

The

approximately

number

strike appears to be rapidly

Press report- on

spreading westward.

is

reports the total

Wednesday

indicated

Union Pacific, Denver & Rio Grande
and Southern Pacific walked out on that day.
On the Wabash, as a consequence of the strike, freight
The Chesapeake & Ohio
service was practically suspended.
announced at Huntington, W. Ya., on Wednesday evening,
that the

shopmen

of the

that on all its lines west of ( lifton Forge, Ya., both pas
ger and freight traffic would be discontinued at once.
The St. Louis-San Francisco and the Missouri Pacific

placed embargoes on all freight.
Eastern railroads up to the time of going to press have
reported little disturbance, though there were a number of
local walkouts in New England, apparently not large.
In Macon, Ga., according to "The Telegraph" of that city,
about 1,600 shopmen struck on Saturday, August 2, the
larger number being employees of the Central of Georgia.
At Florence, S. C, about 400 men struck, at the shops of the
Considerable numbers struck at the
Atlantic Coast Line.
shops of the Chesapeake & Ohio at Silver Grove, Ky., and
Covington, Ky. on the Louisville & Nashville at Covington
and Decoursey, and on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis at Riverside yards.
Reports from Duluth, Minn., indicated that all shop employees on all roads in Duluth and Superior were out. All
;

shop employees on the Duluth, Missabe & Northern left
work and all on the Duluth & Iron Range, except a
few at Two Harbors. The electrical workers on the Duluth.
Missabe & Northern coal dock went out Tuesday mornin<_'.
Dock workers struck at
tying up operations of the dock.
Escanaba and Ashland. Duluth reported no incerruption to
freight or passenger train service; the necessary work on
locomotives was being done by emergency help.
their

Details of the Mill

Type Jack

It is supported in place by a simple
shown, in the drawing.
collar resting on the roof and requires no guy wires or other
In operation, the jack presents a large ventilating
supports.
area and it may be equipped with an automatic damper if
desired.
It presents smooth surfaces inside and out, which,
with the absence of supports, are reflected in the low cost of
The jack is manufactured under the trade
maintenance.
name of Mill Type Smoke Jack by the Smoke Jack Company
of East Boston, Mass.
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Scenes from Foreign Ports— The Water Front at Stockholm,

Sweden

The Reconstruction Program
Plan for
rial;

New

for

French Railways

Construction and Standardization of Railway Mate-

Cost of Improvements to Inland Waterways and Seaports

By Robert

E. Thayer,

European Editor of the Railway Age
Part II

and permitting the making of a program for each big problem, thus reducing as much as possible the charges on the
treasury and regulating the execution of the work so as to
prevent its being dependent on the variations of the budget

probable cost of work for the reconstruction of the
communication of the liberated regions men-

Tin

lines of

tioned in the

lirst

part of this article

may

be

summed

up as follows:
Principal Railroads
Railroads of Local

Navigable

(way and buildings)

from year to year.
should require:

$250,000,000

Interest

83,OOii.<jno

Waters

43,000,000
16,000, OOU
64,000,000

Maritime Ports

High»a>s
Total

principal railroads, as well as all the

no direct connect'on with work

Plans for

New

still

in

damages which have

to be carried out.

Construction

He

has asked that the following program be carried out in order to handle the problems in a practical way:
1.
The work interrupted by the war should be completed
as rapidly as possible, as well as that already properly authorized, using to advantage everything that has been constructed or imported during the war for the needs of the
French and Allied armies.
For this purpose, on March 2,
191'), a commission was named to study all questions regardto the French Government of installations in connection with railroads, navigation and ports, as
well as equipment belonging to the British and American
armies.

ing the

2.

handing over

A new

financial system

a law, preventing the

is to be adopted, controlled by
overburdening of the present generation

*Tart one of this aiticle was nublished in the Raihvav
page 191.

Age

of August

law

Place and Ready to Extend Out Over the Span

from the Chamber of Deputies, account being taken of
amount of the financial participation of the communities,
corporations and other parties interested in the project.
Realizing the importance of completing the new working
contemplated as soon as possible and at a reasonable cost the
Minister of Public Works gave strict instructions that the
the

As pointed out at the beginning of this article, the French
Minister of Public Works in addition to the general reconstruction of the devastated lines, is seeking to not only carry
on the new construction contemplated before the wa; but to
still further improve the railways to meet the new conditions
arising on account of the war.

this

then be examined by the Supreme Council of the Ministry
of Public Works.
(b)
That the authorizations necessary be then requested

not final, but only gives an approximate
estimate of the probable cost of each class of work.
It does
not include the material, supplies and machinery of the
is

This Shows the Members of the Bridge Rivetted

that

(a)
That a special report should be submitted for each
big piece of work, which should be studied by a committee
composed of technicians, manufacturers, financiers, etc., and

$456,000,000

This figure

The Minister proposed

1,

251

engineers should not seek to construct elaborate structures

(ouvrage d'art).

He

stated that all unnecessary features should be avoided,

and that wherever possible the stock material on the ground
should be used.

He

also mentioned, that although the size

—
future

of the installations

particularly in the ports

employed during the

hostilities, in

—

should take
nto account the
needs, certain ones should be constructed rapidly and cheaply now, using the best methods
order to meet present re-

quirements.

Standardization of Materials

The Ministry

of Public Works is doing its best to standardize the types of material and equipment used on railroads.
Instructions were issued February 24, 1918, by the Ministry
requesting that a study be begun of the general improvements
to be made after the war in the operating of railroads, and
calling attention to the unfortunate situation
from both a
technical and a financial point of view
resulting from the

—

diversity of types of material

and equipment

—

in use

on the

:
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m\ main

Social committees ware formed for this
government officials, and representatives
oi
During the
the railroads and private manufacturers.
meetings held in December, i°i.\ the Supreme Council oi
purpose,

railroads*

made up

Ministry

the

of

ol

Publi<

Works adopted

the

following

rules

for the future:
A-*

regards the "Vignole" or "I

'

rail;

In

the

future the

The Next Step

!b.

rail

;:
52

lb.

rail

lb.

rail

\i w

l

i

oni ["ruction

cerned, the Supreme Council of the Ministry of Public
Works, and the Minister himself, have declared that this

The Light Guiding Structure on

the

End

Work on the

Prtn< [pal R ah

i

[ncluded in the new work to be done is the replacing of
tracks removed during the war for military needs from the

Bridge

State, Paris-Orleans,

The sum

f^ u^

Midi, and Paris-Lyons

total of the track thus

930 miles divided as

length of each rail is to be normally 18 meters (58
ft. 6 in.) or in any case a multiple of 6 meters.
As far as the different types of rolling stock are con-

Step.

requiremi

ean.

for standard ga K e tracks with heavy traffic.
for tracks with average or snail traffic.
tor meter gage tracks of general interest.

The

The Last

where necessary on accounl 6i the various operating
and nol on act ounl oi the fa<
al
thai th<
going to be used b) different railroads.
onlj

in Placing the

railroads are to order the following specified weights only:
92
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&

Mediterran-

removed amounted

to

f ollows

Miles
line.

„„... ... „..„ ..^ ........

.......... .......

aiding tracks

217.5
75.

Since the armistice, measures have been taken for the reconstruction of these lines and many of them have already
been re-opened. By March 1, 1919, 130 miles of track had

of the

Span Serves

to Support the

Weight

of the Bridge on the

Opposite Shore
roiling stock should be standardized
in the following

(a)

on the French railroads

way:

The elementary

parts should be

made uniform, such

For the reconstruction of four lines on the
been put back.
Paris-Orleans arrangements were made by the French Government in May, 1919, to purchase 62 miles of 80 lb. rail

as truck frames, springs, wheels, tires, axles, couplers, buff-

from available American

draft gear, journal boxes, brake rigging,
constructing complete cars and locomotives.

The increase in traffic is going to require the railroads to
make improvements as regards stations, engine terminals,

ers,

etc.,

for use in

Finished locomotives, and passenger and freight cars
(b)
should be limited to as few types as possible, differentiating

double tracking of
installations.

stock.

lines, sidings,

The amount

of

and in general
all

additional

all railroad

work

inter-

August

8,
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acter, the armies constructed, in the regions of the Xord and
the Est, 1,030 miles of new lines, made up of 1,002 miles
of standard gage track and 28.6 miles of meter gage track.

rupted by the war, or approved by the Ministry of Public
Works and remaining to be done total up as follows*:
$91,730,400
3,142,000
5,445,200
36,376,000
7,210,800
7,836,000

State

Nora
£, t
Paris Lyons & Medilerrenean
Paris-Orleans
JJ,di

The only one

of these lines entirely constructed by the American army is the one from Aubreville to Apremont, 10 miles
long, although two others were done under American supervision
one from Souilly to Courreuvre (10.5 miles) and the

—

$151,740,400

Total

The

B.

S.

Type

be necessary to revise these projects, for some will
on account of the increase in
the traffic because of the war, and others reduced owing to
the fact that work will be kept which was done by the French
and Allied Military Services during the hostilities. It is certain that the cost will in any case be very heavy.
Mention
should also be made of the fact that Minister Claveille reIt will

certainly have to be enlarged

This Shows the Marcille

Type

of Bridge

Ready

to
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Bridge

of

in

Place

other from Loxeville to Pierrefitte (11.8 miles).

Steps have
been taken with the railroads and geographical departments
interested for having all or part of these lines incorporated
in the lines of the principal railroads or in those of local
interest.

The following totals show the number of miles and the
approximate cost of the lines which the Administration in-

Be Swung Across the Span.
Type of Bridge

It

Will Be Noted That This

is

Somewhat

Similar to the B. S.
quested the Est and Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean on February 14 and 18, to particularly consider the new improvements
to be made to meet the additional traffic resulting from the

the necessary resources:

return of Alsace

Nord

Besides the

On

and Lorraine to France.
stations and work of a purely military char-

account of the uncertainty of prices, the estimates Riven here are
very precise.
In general they are calculated by increasing pre-war
prices 60 per cent.

not

tends to construct as actively as possible as soon as

it

has

Total length.
Mill-;

Pans-Oi leans
Tans, Lyons & Mediterranean
Midi

Other

lines

Total

41.5
326.
200.5
390.
138.

1,096

Probable
Cost
$10,400,000
28,600,000
86,440,000
34.440.000
25,200,000

$185,080,000

:

:
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of

the

iiiirinaiion.il

in

new

of

resull

.1

about

Inn

r.ulro.ul

-

war certain modifications have come
which will require the study
in this respect, the Supreme Council

relations

Ministry of Public Works has given its approval,
principle, to the execution of the following work:

of the

Improvement
tions

in

railroad

b)

the presenl

between

and

done on the canals, the following figures show the vast program which is to be carried oul
Worl

the

French

rupted by the ».u
ipprovcd bul not begun

Vu

communications across the Vosges Mountains by con
necting the line from Remiremonl to Bussang with the line
from Kruth to Mulhouse by the construction of a line From
St Maurice to Uesserling; and l>y tin- construction of a line
from St. )ie to Saales.
it has also been judged
indispensable to construct a new
Line between Rouen and Havre in order to develop the Man
time installations of the lower Seine and the Ports of Rouen
and Havre.

io,M7,600

t«1

1

work approved but not begun, a figure ol
included for changes to l>e made to the Sinn- River,
n crosses Paris, in order to improve navigation and

In the

ooo

is

when

seaports.

$I'',V76,800

Intel

w

communica

lines to facilitate

Switzerland

in
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prevent floods,

Sea Ports.

The

ports

wh

ch

uffered

mo

t

damage du

I

Niw

Construction on Railroads of Local Interest

The Ministry of Public Works is making the same efforts
with the railroads of local interest as with the principal railroads regarding the standardizing of track material and rolling

stoi k.

The 308 miles of track removed during the war from
railroads of local interest for the military requirements will
gradually 'he put hack as soon as the material is obtained.

Method

of Supporting the

Henry Bridge During Construction

war are those of Dunkirk, Calais and Boulogne. The
damages to the docks, locks, storage yards, etc., as a result
of bombardments were not very heavy, amounting to about
$201,800. The damages done to buildings belonging to the
port service and the Chamber of Commerce, and to port
the

machinery,
figures are

etc.,

are far greater, being $911,000.
If these
to the cost of removal of wreckage and of

added

clearing out these ports, the approximate cost will be $1,600,-

The Henry Type
It is

year.

hoped that

of Bridge in Process of Construction

Si

end of the
The following figures show the new work to be done
this will be finished before the

11

on these lines

i

Length
of lines.

Miles

Woik
Work

interrupted by the war
declared of public utility
projects already approved

541.7

or belonging

Totals

Probable
Cost
'

153,113,400

1,924.5

$178,758,800

j

t

$25,645,400

to

1,382.8

1

t.jm^t.jufy nr***i>w :*M

HE32*^WSwl^^

—^

'"

Inland Waterways, Seaports and Highways
Although inland navigation, sea ports and highways do
not belong to our immediate province, perhaps a few figures
will be of interest to show the probable future cost of work
to be done.
Inland Waterways
In connection with inland naviga-

—

450 bridges (300

have to be reconstructed,
115 canal locks were destroyed or seriously damaged, and
62 miles of canal bed will have to be cleared out and put
The total cost of the work to be done for the
into shape.
restoration of the inland waterways will probably reach $43,In general it will take from six weeks to six
200,000.
months to complete the work; but in the case of the canal
from the Oise River to the Aisne River, eighteen months to
two years will be required to rebuild the great viaduct carry-

tion,

ing the canal.

tefs
The Henry Bridge

In addition to the reconstruction work to be

in

Place, Supporting

Two Heavy

Locomotives

of steel) will

000.

These

made

to construct

do not include an outlay of $14,000,000,
temporary berths in the ports for receiving
the supplementary coal imported on account of the destruction of the French mines.
In addition to this reconstruction
work, the following program is to be 'carried out:
figures

Work interrupted by the war
Work approved but not begun
Woik underway not interrupted
Total

$17,072,000
89,439,800
16,000,000
$122,511,800

August
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—

Highways. During the war the highways of 19 geographThe foldepartments of France were badly destroyed.
lowing figures will give an idea of the damage done:

255

Plumb Plan Introduced

ical

National Highways
Length of roads

be

to

5,592 miles
2,900,000 metric tons

repaired

required

,1

destroyed

Appioximate

.110

to call

Omikk Roads
59,650 miles
7,500,000 metric tons

Length of road to be repaired
rcquii cd

al

Number

destroyed

bridges

ot

"Plumb

bell embodying the
Tin-,
labor for government ownership

$30,000,000

cost

Appioximate

as Bill in Congress

1.500

$52,000,000

cost

account of the wonderful work done in keeping up
highways during the hostilities, they can still be used

much of the construction work is only
temporary and must be replaced. At the time of the declaration of war, a program for improving the national highways
was being carried out, involving an expense of $5,881,600.
This is going to be continued.
Some of this work has already been begun, and the American army has helped to a

1.

mined

nearly everywhere, but

This

Shows

How

the Permanent Bridge Has Been ConUnder the Temporary Henry Type Bridge
Without Interference with Traffic

structed

furnishing the labor,

great

extent in

terial

and means of transportation.

certain

regions,

ma-

Summary
The following
Mil

figures

show approximately the

of

lines

in

the

ble

$456,000,000
151,600,000
185,000,000
178,600,000
70,600,000
122,000,000
40,000,000

waters
ports

Total

$1,203,800,000

This cost will be divided between the State, the geographical departments interested, the railway companies, and the
communities.
The facts given in this article will go to show the vast
destruction wrought by the enemy to the lines of communicato be

made

pleases

2.

Purchase by the government on valuation as deterfinally by the courts.
Operation by a directorate of 15, 5 to be chosen by

3.
Equal division of surplus, after paying fixed charges
and operating costs, between the public and the employees.
4.
Automatic reduction of rates if, as, or when the employees' share of surplus is more than five per cent of gross

operating revenue.
Regional operation as a unified system.
5.
6.
Building of extensions at expense of the communities
benefited, in proportion to the benefit.
Congressman Sims introduced the bill in the form it was
drafted, which in detail, he said, is not to be considered as
being textually labor's final draft, but is subject to change
and for which suggestions are invited.
"The heads of the four railway brotherhoods and ten
affiliated railway organizations of the American Federation
of Labor, numbering 2,200,000 men," he said, "have asked
me to present this bill. The executive council of the American Federation of Labor was instructed on this matter at
its last convention at Atlantic City on June 17, last, to
co-operate with the organizations representing the railroad
employees.'
"The proposed law would leave the valuation of the
railroads to the courts, providing review on appeal from the
findings of a properly constituted appraisement board.
By
the decisions of this body or of the courts, it would pay
back every honest dollar put into the railroads, issuing
therefor government bonds at 4 per cent.
It would work
at every stage by peaceful, constitutional methods.
"It

would establish harmony between the public interest,
wage earners and capital. It would pro-

and principally

to the railroads.

in the future for reconstructing

public against exploitation for the benefit of either
and it would assure the public of reductions
in rates exactly equivalent to any increase in earning power
which the employees might create for themselves by the
efficiency of their organization or the skill of their manThis would be the first step in solving the probagement.
lem of the high cost of living, as the cost of transportation
enters into the price of every commodity which is paid by
Protection against increased rates
assurthe consumer.
ance of reduced rates would inspire industry with confidence; would increase the purchasing power of the dollar;
and would break the vicious cycle which now exists whereby
every increase in wages is reflected in an increase in the
The plan itself, without committing
cost of production.
myself to the details by which it is to be carried into effect,
tect the

War /one

Highways

tion in France,

it

railroads."

the interest of the

New work on principal railroad lines being operated
New lines
Work on railway lines of local interest
Maritime

the operation of the

the President to represent the public, 5 to be elected by the
operating officials and 5 by the classified employees.

cost of the

outlined above:

Reconstruction

in

organized

was introduced in the House on August 2 by Representative
T. YV. Sims, former chairman of the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
The bill provides for
the following:

On
the

"democracy

[dan" of
what

and

The

effort

and improving

them will be immense, but the establishment of adequate
means of communication will permit France to rise up out of
her runis more than any one thing.
In this work America
can be of Ljreat assistance, but she should always remember
that she is there to help and she should not expect to compete
in a way which would be detrimental to the rebuilding of

French industries.

The House committee on interstate and foreign commerce
has favorably reported the resolution which was introduce
by Representative Dyer requesting the Interstate Commerce
Commission to investigate the future supply of tie timber
and the possibility of using steel ties.

capital or labor,

—

—

my mind offers a solution of the railroad problem much
more perfect than any other that has been presented."
Warren S. Stone, president of the Plumb Plan League,
has announced that Edward Keating, former Representative
from Colorado, has been appointed business manager of the
league, and that he, with the representatives of the brotherhoods and other organizations in Washington, will devote
to

their efforts to looking

after the progress

of

the

bill

in

1

.

Congress.
gress will

plan.

Mr. Stone predicted that within 90 days Conhave heard from 1,000,000 of the people on the

"If the roads are returned to their private owners,"

RAILWAY AGE
said, "the majority of them will be is the hand!
u\< rs w iilim 60 il
"Labor's railroad bill has the purpose of reducing the
nhi of living i>\ operating the most importanl industry is
the country for service rather than for profit," says a state
menl on the Sims bill issued by the heads oi the foui
brotherhoods and the chiei of the railway division of the
American Federation of Labor.
"Labor faces a persistently serious situation due to the
cosl of living, and the impossibility of wages keeping pace
with the depreciation of money," the statement continues,
"No fundamental changes arc being advanced to save workers from continual defeat in the economic struggle of life.
The railroad employees are in do mood to brook the return
of the lines to their former control, since all the plans sugIn'

Mi

i

i

for this settlement of the

gested

where

tially

We

stand.

it

problem leave labor essenit is determined not to

has stood, and where

realize

that

in

the

we cannot win any permanent

strife

victory.

wage increases

for

It is

not

money but

The vicious circle is infinite; invalue which counts.
creased wages are over-capitalized for inflated profits and
A few
the cost of goods mounts faster than the wage level.
grow wealthy, and the multitude is impoverished.
We
"Any basic- change must begin with the railroads.
believe the interests of labor and the public to be identical
The properties have been operin the railroad question.
ated for the profit of the few, not for the service of the
many. Not only have we suffered from inadequate wages,
but the public has paid an extortionate tax for transportation, a tax based on inflated values and collected from every
person buying the necessaries of life.
"Our proposal is to operate the railroads democratically,
applying the principles to industry for which in international affairs the nation has participated in a world war.
"It has been argued that labor is merely asking the public to let the workers become the railroad profiteers in place
This argument cannot survive a scrutiny
of Wall Street.
We do ask for a share of the surplus,
of our proposal.
at the end of each year, after operating costs are met and
But we also provide an automatic
fixed charges are paid.
reduction in rates when this surplus comes to a given level.
To restore the surplus, the employees of the railroads must
increase the efficiency of their management, and they must
We should not profit from the railinvite new business.
roads as financiers have done; we should participate in the
increased earnings from our increased production.
could not earn dividends unless industry as a whole were
In our bill,
stimulated by improved transportation service.

We

the

rights

of

the

public

are

protected.

The

rate-fixing

the final check upon railroad management,
power, which
remains with the Interstate Commerce Commission. If the
new corporation should attempt to pay itself excessive reis

deficit, the lease is forfeitable.
The cost of
assure the public immediate savings.
capital would be reduced from the present 6 to 7 per cent
paid to Wall Street, to 4 per cent paid upon government
The savings assured under a unified system
securities.

turns,

and produce a

"We

The savings through efficiency, rendered
are enormous.
possible only by democratic operation, are even greater.
For the increased production resulting from harmonious
relations between employees and their managers are incalbelieve our plan will reduce transportation
culable.

We

charges in surprising measure, and that it is the first and
the most important step in any constructive effort to lower
the cost of living."

The brotherhood executives and Mr. Jewell issued another
statement on Monday, saying in part:
"The innuendoes in telegraphed despatches from Washington, appearing also in the speech of Representative Blanton of Texas, that the railroad unions are 'holding up Congress and the government,' may as well cease.
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appeal

invoki
of all

publii

tin-

ognize thai
'Hi

pri

oil.

in

thai

"Labor's

i

n

ense

ol

direct,

publii

It

sentiment

i

temporary

tin- affords hut

relief,

It

doe

not

on the other hand, provid<

a remedy.
That
merely because labor hap
firm organizations through which it n

bill,

[tens

to

come

articulate.

i>

American people

wliit Ii earn- a wag< oi
3tipend.
Wi M'
only way in which we (an exisl under the
io demand further increases in wages, hut

this role originates with

it

to the

remedy.

,i

i

tini'

)

we agree

made

i

judgmenl and com

ili'

1

1

1

\

<

It

to benefit the

labor

is

not to benefil

is

consuming public,

labor as
of

labor alone;

which labor

at
|

cut

is

the audible part.

In

labor's bill

providing that the

public take over the railroads and establish a tri partih
trol between the public, the railway operating management,
and the employees, the labor organizations of America have
established this new policy which envisages tin n condition,
not only as producers, but also as consumers.

"It marks the step by which organized
demands for wage increases to demands

labor passes from
that the system of

be overhauled.
Hitherto during
arbitration awards we have
called for provisional attention only of questions arising out

industry

profits

in

cessive

wage negotiations and

of differences as to wages, hours and conditions of labor.
That principle of genuine co-operation and partnership

based upon a real community of interest and participation
in control, of which President Wilson has spoken to Congress, has been ignored both by labor and by the private
owners of the railroads.
"What wage increases have been received during the past
few years resulted only in immediately being followed by
more than proportionate increases in the cost of living. Each
rise in wages has turned out to mean only temporary relief
for the affected workers.
When the increases have gone
around the circle, labor as producer loses the advantage of
the new wages through the additional cost it pays as consumer. Moreover, through compounded profits taken on the
wage increases each cycle becomes an upward spiral of costs,

which the consuming public vainly reaches to control.
"As the major part of the consuming public, labor is entitled to representation on the directorate of the public railroads; as a producer of capital it is entitled to representation
on the directorate of the railroads. To capital, which is the
fruit of yesterday's labor, we now propose to discharge every

We demand that the owners of capital, who
represent only financial interest as distinguished from operating brains and energy, be relieved from management, re-

just obligation.

ceiving government bonds with a fixed interest return for
every honest dollar that they have invested in the railway

We

ask that the railroads of the United States
be vested in the public
that those actually engaged in conducting that industry, not from Wall Street, but from the
railroad offices and yards and out on the railroad lines,
shall take charge of this service for the public."
industry.

—

The eight-hour day

for

seamen has already been

estab-

The Norwegian Legislature is discussing the question. The ship owners and men agreed on
the eight-hour day several months ago, and the Shipping
Board was forced to follow suit. Seamen on ships from the
Pacific coast come into New York regularly, working eighthour days, while men on other routes work twelve hours.
lished

by law

in

France.

When

the eight-hour day is granted here it will only be a
short time until England will do the same. On the Pacific
coast, where the eight-hour day is in effect, it costs 25 per
cent less per ton mile to move cargo, because the seamen
are of a better type, more highly skilled, and work together
Seamen'sInternational
president,
Furuseth,
A.
better.

—

Union (New York).

Double Sheathed Box Cars
Length

Inside, 36 Ft.;

Wood

Pacific

Superstructure and Metal Roof

Canadian Pacific has
the

The Canadian

Weight, 39,500 Lbs.; Steel Underframe,

built an order of box cars
underframe, double sheathed type, the
design of which in a general way is similar to the 40ton double sheathed box cars designed by the United States
Railroad Administration. The Railroad Administration cars,
however, have an inside length of 40 feet 6 inches, and a
height of ' feet, with an actual weight of about 46,000
)wing to the very high average box car load in
pound-.
36 ft. by 8 ft. cars on the Canadian Pacific, the building of
cars of these dimensions on trucks on 5 in. by 9 in. journals,
with the additional weight which would thus be required, did
The Canadian Pacific cars, thereDot seem to be justified.

Tin:of

for

of the plate.

The

top of the

sills is completed with a )^-inch
inches wide, which extends continuously
from end to end of the car. Bottom cover plates arc also
applied at each end, extending from the rear draft gear stop

steel

cover plate 2d

/
l

2

through the bolster construction to a point about halfway down
the slope of the deepening section of the sills. These bottom
cover plates are replaced for the remainder of the length of
the car by the inside flange angles, the end- of which overlap the ends of the plates far enough to provide against

(

<

weakening the section

at the point of transfer.

The

side sills are 6-inches by 4-inches by ^J-incb. angles,
with the horizontal flange at the top and extending outward.

Canadian Pacific Steel Underframe Double Sheathed Box Cars
have an inside length of 36 feet and a height of 8 feet,
width in both cases being 8 feet 6 inches. An average
are weight of 39,500 pounds has thus been obtained, which

fore,

:he

represents a saving of over three ton-miles for each car-mile
m the movement of loaded or empty equipment, as com>arvd

with

Railroad Administration standard car of
iimilar type.
The cars have been designed for a limit load
>f 92,000 pounds.
the

Pike
-ill-

Administration
steel

of the fishbelly type.

dates

nch,

the Railroad
box cars have

cars

undernames

The

Canadian
up on center
are built up of
the

built

center sills

and angles, the web plates having
with a

a thickness of Y\

maximum

width at the center of 25 inches.
Each plate is flanged at the bottom with two 3 2 inches by
l
l
2 inches by 5/16- inch angles and at the top with a single
3J/S-mch by 3^-4-inch by ^-inch angle riveted on the outside

/
J

/

cover plate and the top flanges of the side sill.
bolster is of the double diaphragm type.
The pressed
steel diaphragms are of %-inch material spaced
inches
apart, tapering with a slope of 2 1/16 in 12 from a maximum
depth at the center of 13^ inches. A continuous top cover
sill

The

9^

wide is riveted at the ends to the side sills
through the center sill cover plate to the
top flanges of the sills.
Filler diaphragms of '4-inch material are placed between the center sills and to these is
riveted the center plate support casting.
A bottom cover
plate extends across the under side of the center sills, terminating just beyond the side bearings.
The ends of the
bolster diaphragms are secured to the vertical flange of the
side sills by means of a filler casting to which all three members are riveted.
Intermediate crossties of single diaphragm
section are located at points 4 feet 3 inches from the transplate 15 inches

and

Underframe
Pacific

The end members of the underframe are 5-inches by 3-inches
by 5/16-inch angles placed horizontally, resting on the center

257

at the center

RAILWAY AGK
center line of the car.
he diaphragms of these men
bers arc ol
inch plate with a depth at the center of 13J4
inches, which decreases toward the sides ol the <ar with a
I

'

;

slope of

.'

I

l(>

in

'

I

i

be flanges

ol

with a
inch top cover plate 7
extending across the ear above the ci titer -ill
reinforced

'

diaphragm

these

;

•

|

an

inches wide,

over plate, and
bottom cover plate.
rhe intermediate floor beams are 4-inch Z-bars, attached at
the center and side sills with angle connections and carrying
a

short,

tapering

'

.

i

inch
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used foi ill- posl
intermedial' posts,
bj

i

i

!

The

n<

li

set

and

brat

Underframe

of the

posts are 3 in< h 3ti el
beams, tl
used for the purpost of providing ample stiffening
againsl bulging when the ar is loaded high with grain.
c. p R, cars also differ from the Railroad AdministraticS
I

i

cars

in

thai

diagonal

I

red

brace

section to provide again

t

from either side of the longitudinal center

line of the car.

The Car Body
The

design of the car body differs from the Railroad Administration cars in that the body frame members are not
secured directly to the steel underframe. Above the side and
end sills are placed 3^-inch wood stringers, to which the post
and brace pockets are attached with bolts extending through
the steel members. The floor is thus raised above the underframe structure, allowing the use of the intermediate Z-bar
supports previously referred to.
The side frame members are 3 inches thick, wood being

at

each

pand

7{

ijJ

c* *T

,

-

-

-

-

-

n

i

J

Canadian Pacific Box Cars

The

while the end plate

l
placed 2 feet 8 /g
inches

used

are

endwise racking of the car super

—,

structure.

is

tht

being

the intermediate longitudinal floor supports of 3-inch, 6.7-

which

of

are of 3-inch

Hon

pound Z-bars, the web

of

ex< eption

inl

LI

Steel

the

ith

posts and brao

h

The

u

i

The wood

steel

end of the

side plates are of 7-inch by
is

3^-inch

section,

formed integral with the corrugated

car.

The

outside sheathing is standard 13/16-inch tongued and
grooved material nailed in the usual way, and in addition to
nailing, it is further secured at the side sill by a steel
angle bolted at frequent intervals. There are two girths on
each side of the car, and the inside lining is carried up to the

second girth, 5 feet 2>y2 inches above the floor. The ends are
lined full height with tongued and grooved lumber 13/16
inch thick, which is placed vertically and nailed to strips
secured in the bottoms of the steel end corrugations by means
of bolts, the outer ends of which are riveted to the steel end
sheet.

August

8,
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The side-dcor openings arc 5 feet wide. The doors are of
The band at
wood, bound with metal on all of the edges.
the back edge of the door is arranged to engage with the
strij) on the back door post, forming an effective weather and
.spark strip and further securing the door from bulging outThe front stops are of wood, braced with malleable
ward.
The locking arrangement is of the combined lock
brackets.
and stop type equipped with a door starting lever.
Two

End and
landles are provided

rack level operation

Sectional

on each door, one on the bottom
and the other near the center girth

on the inside of the car and the head secured from turning by
a Hanged double washer {date back of the fascia board.

Trucks
The

wheel base of

for

The
to

types of roof are applied to these cars, one an outside
letal roof and the other an inside metal roof.
The carlines

&

Underwood. N.

cars are fitted with trucks of the arch bar type with a

for

Two

from Underwood

for both roofs are of 4-inch angles, which are attached to the
side plates by means of malleable brackets.
These brackets
are secured to the plate by two horizontal bolts, with the nuts

Views Showing the Body Construction

ilatform operation.

:oto

259

and 5-inch by 9-inch journals.
Simplex type, with long column guides
provide the maximum area between the bolster and the cast

steel

5

feet 4 inches,

bolsters are the

truck columns.

The

trucks are fitted with roller type

side bearings.

Y.

Hauling Freight on Electric Railways
An

electric locomotive pulling

an

oil

train

on the Sand Springs Railway

in

Oklahoma

..
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Turn Around Service on
The Western Maryland
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and
hours and 45 minutes west and S houi
in 11
making the round trip ol 160 mil<
I'M load
v, ith
6,182 tons a
On
hours and 15 minuti
Wilhide and ;ngin< it G. I.. Alsip
March ''>. ondu< tor
wiili engine 918 made the round trip in 11 hours and 35
2,000 tons west, and 100 loadi
minutes with 100 emptii
Burned was
30 minuti

5
i

a

I

i

I

I

10,
L919, the Western Maryland inpebruar'v
augurated an innovation on its Hagerstown divi ion
which has been a decided factor in reducing the

On

of operation.

The innovation was

"Turn-Around"

the adoption of

Berv

between Hagerstown and Cumberland, a round trip dis
The westbound opposing grade is 6
160 miles.
and the eastbound opposing grade is 3 per cent.
Cumberland to Williamsport 73 miles, with seven mile helper
grade (1.1 percent) Williamsport to Hagerstown.
In former years power was called at Hagerstown and run
ice

Cumberland and there tied up for rest before resinning
There was no incentive for crews to make
good run westbound as they knew they would be tied up

the eastward trip.
a

In some cases
for rest on their arrival at Cumberland.
crews made terminal overtime before being called for the
eastward journey.
With the advent of turn-around service, the incentive of
''breakfast and supper at home" was put before the men with
a result that they entered into the plan determined to help

east.

inspected before leaving each
regard to high and low couplers,
Hie conductor
truck frames and to guard against hot bo
in charge of tram reported promptly any car thai became
defective between terminals, stating cause ol trouble and

The

tance o\
per cenl

to

6,780 tons

I

I

,

trains

terminal,

were carefully

particularly

in

•

was
This
information
giving car inspector's number.
handled by the chief despateher by telephone, and the propel
officer gave the matter immediate attention.
Daily detail reports of each complete "turn-around"
made and sent to all officer- interested, so that a careful
Study could be made of the delays and proper remedy applied to improve the operation.
Close co-operation existed between officers and men in
\

make it a success. Of course, the same rate of pay was
maintained for the new service as they had obtained from
the old: viz.: Minimum of 100 miles, or eight hours for the
In order to successfully make the
run in each direction.
run, experiments proved that it would be necessary to relieve the men on westbound trips for one hour and thirty
minutes after putting engine on ash track at Cumberland,
in order to clean the fires, coal and water the engine, and
men time for breakfast or
The Hagerstown division

allow

lunch.
includes

the

line

between

Hagerstown and Cumberland, but the Cumberland terminal
necesis included in the Elkins division, and it is therefore
sary that the two divisions work very closely together in
order to avoid delay in despatching eastbound loaded trains
from Cumberland on the return movement to the home

Another interesting feature was
terminal at Hagerstown.
the fact that at no time was the tonnage or the number of
All trains moved 100
cars reduced to enable good runs.
cars when available with approximately 2,500 tons on the
westward trip; these consisted of empties as a rule. On the
eastward runs trains were given 100 loads and handled
successfully trains of 7,200 tons. The average tonnage eastward, however, was between 6,600 and 6,700 tons.
These trains were all handled by Mallet locomotives and
on the eastward trip were helped by the same type of locomotive from Williamsport into Hagerstown, a distance of
seven miles.
The following figures show conclusively the reduction of
hours on duty for the four months of 1919 as compared with
the same months of 1918:
Average cars and tons handled

Avera

Year

Month.

Feb
April

May

.

.

....

Feb
April ...

May

....

4 mos.
*
f

.

1919
1919
1919
1919

1918
1918
1918
191S
1919
1918

je

time

or.

duty

W

East.

est

West

Tons

Cars

8'

2,695
2,592
2,557
2,487

100
99
10O
99

2,182
2,106
2,593
2,582
2,572
2,384

92
85

7'
7'

East Both wa) s Cars
Turn-Aroiin i Service, 1919
18' 50"
9' 58"
91
52"
8' 23"
15' 56"
94
14' 58"
7' 40"
88
IS"
50"
41"
14'
7'
92
C9"
1918
Single Trains Operated

14' 30"
14' 12"
12' 37"
12' 17"
7'

39"

13'

16"

14'
12'
11'
10'

35"
06"

36"
56"
8' 21"
12' 18"

29'
26'
24'
23'
16'
25'

05"

78

18"
13"
13"

00"

78
92
91
91

34"

86

95

94
99
93

Tons
6,823
6,739
6,687
6,781

6,435
5,962
6,547
6.642
6,755*
6,395t

Equals 10 mil es per hour
m les per hour.
Equals 6
! -t

number of trips were made under 1 2 hours and the best
one was made by Conductor Wm. M. Manning and Engineer

A

W. W. Waite

with engine 921 on April 17.

The

time con-

Feb.
1918

Mar
19/8

Apr.
19/8

May June

Feb.

1918

1919

1918

Mar.
/9I9

Apr.
J9I9

May
/9/9

Performance of Tonnage Trains Between Hagerstown and
Cumberland
engine and train service, and many suggestions were made
by the employees which resulted in elimination of delays and
improvement of the service. The average daily performance
for April and May 1919 is unusual in handling tonnage
trains.
It will be noted that about 100 loads were moved
east and 90 empties moved west on each train, and that the
average time actually in service for handling approximately
190 cars on the west and eastbound legs of the turn-around
and running 160 miles with a helper grade on the east end
was less than 15 hours, including all delayed trains and
relief

crews used.

The most

reliable measuring stick today in efficiently
handling tonnage freight trains is the number of gross ton
miles moved per crew hour, and it will be noted that for
April and May 1918 there was an average of 31,000 gross
ton miles handled per crew hour compared with an average
for April and May 1919 of 49,700, or an increase of 60
per cent in gross ton miles moved per crew hour, by the
turn-around plan compared with the handling of traffic by

sinsde trains.

The Railway Fire Protection Association will hold its
annual meeting at Chicago on October 21, 22 and 23. The
executive committee of the association is now preparing the
program for the meeting.

The Design
A

of

Modern Locomotive Repair Shops

Study of the Considerations Entering Into an Efficient

Layout

for the

Maintenance of Engines

By Gaustave

E.

Lemmrich

Layout Engineer, the Austin Co., Cleveland, Ohio

LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOP should be a
plant of well balance proportions, with conveniently
arranged sub-departments, equipped with up-to-date
wis and appliances, and capable of repairing the maximum
umber of locomotives per year. On the other hand, the
nancial condition of the railroads as a whole has largely

MODERN

A

or at the sole terminal of a short or belt line,

LA

2.

3.

revented the application of these ideas to recent locomotive
The need for additional shop
;pair shop construction.

The Erecting Bay
apacity

is

of a

Modern Locomotive Shop

now pressing, and with financial relief in sight,
many improvements in this direction will be

4.

ndoubtedly
ndertaken.

very day a locomotive is held out of service because of a
\ck of proper repair facilities creates a heavy charge. There

K

still

number of antiquated locomoshops which should gradually be replaced by

in operation quite a

repair

lodern facilities.

The

of

Locomotive Shops

may

vary from comin an important engine terminal to complete overhauling in a genral locomotive repair shop, or to a locomotive manufacturing
lant.
Locomotive shops may be classified as follows:
1.
A backshop at a very important engine terminal
functions of a locomotive shop

paratively small repairing

•Copyrighted,

1919,

and some overhauling

by the Austin

Company, Cleveland, O.
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locomotive repair shop in connection

A

witli

some

building.

locomotive shop for

new locomotive

construc-

manufacturing plant.
The scope of the work to be performed is more or less
different in each of these five classifications and the layout
will need "correspondingly different treatment to produce
maximum efficiency in each case. However, the principles
governing the design of shops of the third and fourth classes
enumerated above are closely similar to those of the second
tion or a locomotive

class,

The Functions

A

new locomotive
5.

In view of the cost of the U. S. standard locomotives rang9g from about $36,000 for the light switching engines to
radically $100,000 for the heavy Mallets, it is evident that

ive

where general repair work, on a small scale,
has to be included in its functions.
A locomotive repair shop for overhauling locomotives only.
A locomotive repair shop as a part of the general repair shop of a district on a large railroad
or as the main shop of a small railroad.

with the exception of the layout, which, of course,

i^

more complicated and demands careful study for a practical
solution, while the number of locomotive manufacturing
plants built by the railroads is so few as to be practically
For this reason the discussion which follows
negligible.
will be confined to shops of the first two classes

The Back Shop
Generally speaking, a back shop is the result of greatly
The
enlarging the machine shop of an engine terminal.

RAILWAY
modern, heavy, costly power requires efficient attention and
maximum employment. To accomplish this, modem tools,
appliances and housing are required, together with an or
but to war
ition to make this investment effective.
rant all these costly improvements ami above all the organize
nun, it lia^ to ho proved and demonstrated fully that the
location is in tart the right one.
Undoubtedly, one of the
most important factors affecting location is the expense due
to overtime resulting from the Adamson law.
A thorough
investigation of this question will frequent!] show that threat
economy will result from an entire relocation of terminals and
a revision of engine runs.
One thing, however, is quite sure
tbi' heavy power has put the drop pits out of date, and
that means the installation of a locomotive hoist or a heavy
crane in a hark shop.
hark shop should he seriously considered for any im\
portant engine terminal with a preponderance of passenger
traffic, or with sonic passenger runs of about 200 miles and

—

for terminals at important junction points.
The scope of
repairing to he done at such a place, however, is largely dependent on local conditions, and on its importance to the

road as

whole or

to the district.

ACii:
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the roundhouse, or,
hould be COnm
In addition to the
roundhouse b) a passage way.
back shop the repair department of the terminal should
embrace a complete working unit in buildings and equipIt> magnitude, <>f course,
will depend on tin- m.
ment.
(lose
to

to

I

.«

1

1

-

i

it

tin-

portance of the terminal,
facilities, and, in fa< t, on

its

location

many more

relative

other repair

t<>

or less dec iding

fa<

Generally, the machine shop is enlarged to embrace
in;', heav)
and Light machinery sections. The erecting baj
section in small layouts is sometimes of the longitudinal
with one or two tracks, hut the transverse- type is moo
The shop's dimensions should In
erally adopted.
In the transverse shop the pits
according to its demand.
may he spaced 22 ft. or 24 ft. apart, and the erecting aisle
The height from
width
be 80 ft. or even 90 ft. wide.
the floor to the under side of the roof trusses may vary from
36 ft. to 58 ft., depending on the size of the cranes and importance of the terminal.
The size of the machine shop should correspond to its
i

I

i

i

i

:

i

\

L ocomofive Shop £S-Pih BS£>x66B

gj

not the intention of
this article to set forth rules to govern the determinaion of
the size and location of a back stop, as these are matters
which can only be decided by a careful study of individual
a

It

is

cases.

The

drop pits in the
ways: (1) One
locomotive hoist installed in the machine shop, back of the
roundhouse.
(2) One four-jack and one six-jack locomotive hoist, the latter for Mallets, installed in the back shop,
substitution

the hoist

of

roundhouse may be made the

for

the

following

Proposed Layout for Locomotive Repair Shop
with additional shop area and tools, which will result in an
increased cost above that for the drop pits of about $40,000,
or infixed charges, at 11 per cent of $4,400 per year.
(3)
One six-jack locomotive hoist for Mallets, one 100-ton crane
serving four pits, a few heavy tools, and a full equipment of
light tools installed in some additional shop area near the
four pits.
This will cost about $90,000 above that for the
drop pits, or in fixed charges, at 11 per cent, or about $10,000 per year. Assuming an engine terminal with an average of 100 engines per day for about 300 days per year, or
an average of 30,000 engine days per year, the second scheme
will result in an additional fixed charge of 15 cents per
engine per day, while scheme No. 3 will result in an additional fixed charge of 33 cents per engine per day.
The
r

selection

of

the

and other prevailing conditions.
Sometimes the back shop is operated in connection with a
transfer table, but the need for this should be investigated
in each case.

In

a very desirable

shop

is

sphere in the terminal and its place in the railroad as a
whole.
Its present and future possibilities and the character of

many

instances a transfer table will prove

and satisfactory accessory, even though the

of the lift-over type.

The shop should be

erected

power to be repaired have an important bearing on the
machine shop. The possibilities of doing some

size of the

boiler repairing should also be considered.

Quite often this
be done at one end of the erecting shop.
If separate
buildings are required for the blacksmith shop, storehouse
and office, their location and size should be studied in each
The
individual case on broad lines as outlined before.
power house, however, should be a separate building, incorporating such features as were outlined in the article on

may

engine terminals, published in the Railway

Age

of

March

14,

page 587.

The Locomotive Repair Shop

scheme or more elaborate improvements

should be considered as entirely dependent on existing local

Facilities

The

locomotive repair shop referred to in the second classification above is intended for repairing locomotives only.
In analyzing the scope of work done .in a general repair shop,
on locomotives, coaches and freight cars, it will frequently
be found that a separate locomotive repair shop is more
economical.
In a general repair shop, the work in the three
departments is so different in character that it requires sepa-
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except perhaps where coach and car rebe combined so that separate buildings and possibly a different location may be more satisfactory from an
operating standpoint.
rate organizations,

pairs

may

In case separate shops are desirable they

can be located
each special case.
The selection
of a location is usually a question for each road to decide,
and it should be based on operating requirements material
and labor markets, suitable available sites, the amount of
grading, its drainage possibilities and the cost of providing
a sufficient water supply.
On larger systems the tendency
seems to be to divide the spheres of the shops into districts.
The size of the shop depends on the number of engines tributary to it and the average number of engines to be repaired
A modern locomotive repair shop should be so
per year.
laid out that it would have an average output of two locomotives per pit per month.
There is still some controversy regarding the relative merits
of the longitudinal and transverse types of repair shops.
In
the first years of the modern locomotive shops, it was a
mooted question as to which of these two types was best suited
for a contemplated plant.
In these years of infancy the
longitudinal shop with its middle communicating track
demonstrated its good points, and its flexibility, in capacity,
at

points most suited

1

10 -Ton

n

crane

to

263

shops of this type can be operated with or without a transfer
is more generally applied.
Where very large shops are desired, double
erecting bays, one on each side of a central machine shop,
have been installed. Plants of this design are special and
require individual treatment.
Each case should be treated
on its own merits. A very close study in all its details of
the operation of a modern locomotive shop, its organization
and the location of assembling and dissembling pits, lye
vats, tools, tool room, storage of wheels, etc., is of the utmost
importance.
The width of the erecting aisle should not be less than 80
table, but in the larger shops the lift-over type

ft., and 90 ft. is preferable; this width now being adopted
by some important lines in their latest shop layouts. The
distance between columns has now been increased to 24 ft.
and 25 ft. To utilize the end pits for the heavy crane service
a distance of 30 ft. to 35 ft. is required, and this width would
be quite useful at the stripping and assembling pits.
The
height from the floor to the under side of the truss should
not be less than 58 ft. while a 71-ft. vertical clearance will
permit simultaneous operation of both cranes, the heavy one
carrying a locomotive.
In a long shop this latter arrangement is of more importance than the extra cost involved.
For the heavy Mallets a width of 90 ft. may be somewhat

\runway.

100-0"
Light machinery

Heavy machinery

Erecting bay.

Lye vat section.

Cross Section Through Main Shop Building
the crowding of locomotive repairs began,
Cost statements, output, etc., of those days are
of little value today, as the conditions and requirements have
entirely changed.
It may be of historical interest to refer to statements by
R. H. Soule in a series of articles in the American Engineer,
which gave different longitudinal shops considerably
larger outputs than a certain number of transverse shops.
The comparisons were not based on exactly equal terms, and
it
looks as though a great share of the early favor for the
hut as soon

as

trouble arose.

,

was largely due to its relatively greater
machine shop area per engine as compared at that time with
the transverse shop.
This was at that stage in locomotive
shop operation when the middle track was totally or partially
kept open. The transverse shop had a width of the erecting
bay proper of about 65 ft. and this quite often necessitated
encroaching on the already limited area of machnie shop
Moreover, sometimes the decision for a layout was
influenced more by the preference of motive power officers on
questions of organization, shape of available property, track
arrangements, etc., than by the real advantage of the type of
shop.
Lately some railroads that were inclined to favor a
longitudinal arrangement have prepared or built shops of
longitudinal shop

tin

transverse type.
of the most important features of the transverse shop
that the machine aisle, through its traveling cranes, is

One
is

readily accessible to

any locomotive on any

pit.

The

smaller

scanty, but this can be overcome by locating a Mallet section

with a lean-to at the front.
It is a question whether this
lean-to should not be extended for the whole length of the
shop.
A so-called covered bay may be well worth special
study in some individual cases.
Lean-tos, besides that required for the Mallets, are also
suggested for the stripping and assembling sections and they
should extend over one adjoining pit each side. The lye vatcan be placed in the latter sections, and a crane extending into
the erection bay should be installed in it.
By this arrangement material to be cleaned in bulk can be transferred directly

from the stripping

pits into the lye vats.

In the erecting bay proper the capacity of the heavy crane
has now been increased to carry two 125-ton hooks, and the
next step will probably be to a crane with two 150-ton hooks.

The

type of general service crane used

is

commonly

of

10

tons capacity.

The

machine shop

a controlling factor in
area of 4,000 sq. ft. per
pit of the erecting shop seems generally to be considered the
correct relation under normal conditions, to produce a satisThis
factory working unit, and obtain maximum output.
area was suggested by G. W. Wildin in 1905, and i- now
adopted in some of the larger shops.
However, there are
size of the

the output of the entire plant.

many

is

An

other points which might influence this question, such
extent to which repair parts are manufactured for
other smaller shops.
As mentioned before, the question of
as tin
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the siie

dt"

machine shop

tin-

is

magnitude

of such

demands careful stud) In each particular
The capacity of the cranes in the heav) machine

thai

it

i-

10 tons,

general}

in

^1

1<
>i

sec-

>

many

cases a layout will produce more satisfactory results if these crane runways are extended to the outside of tin- shop. The heating plant for the

locomotive shops should be of the hot air type operated by a
A division in units nu\ prove to be economical in first
fan.

and operation.
By locating the

COSt

boiler shop in a building adjoining the
erecting shop, partitioned off hut arranged with electricallyoperated doors, the heavy crane runways in the erecting aisle

may

be extended into the

will permit the

and

main

heavy crane

aisle of the boiler shop.

I

hi-

to transfer boilers into this shop,

same time the noise incident to the hoiler shop is
The machine shop crane may also he extended
into an aisle of the hoiler shop, and should be extended
through this building to the hoiler plate storage and to the
This will greatly facilitate the handling of
Scrap platform.
at the

confined.

material, scrap,

etc.

In the

first

stages of operation

it

may

also save a few cranes.

The

truck shop can be located in the bay in front of the
It should be provided with a crane of
such capacity as will be in line with a possible future greatly
increased length and load capacity of locomotive tenders.
An 80-ft. width for the truck shop appears to be about right.
The blacksmith shop should be well lighted and ventilated
and equipped with modern tools and appliances. The installation of an overhead traveling crane is perfectly feasible
and desirable. The crane runways should extend outside of
the shop to the iron storage sheds and to the scrap platform,
thus increasing the sphere of its usefulness. The size of this
department depends on the size and requirements of the rest
of the plant, and each case will require special consideration.
The scrap platform should be located convenient to the
blacksmith shop, and for the delivery of scrap from other
shop departments.
Its size, bins and other accessoreis deboiler shop proper.

pend on

local conditions,

and should have

facilities for

han-

dling scrap.
The storehouse should be located convenient to the machine shop.
In the tentative layout it is placed back of the
It
tool room and directly connected to the machine shop.
should be of reinforced concrete construction with concrete
retaining walls, concrete floors for the house, platforms, etc.
It can be of two or three stories, according to local requirements, utilizing the upper floor for the offices. In the tentative layout the offices are located in the upper story, beside
The private office of the superintendent
the machine shop.
of the shop can be in an upper story over the light machinery bay, which location will furnish a perfect view of the
The storehouse should be equipped with elevaentire shop.

somewhat

be provided, thus furnishing
outgoing engines on trial

for

trips.

In i.i e the locomotive shop
not located at or near an
engine terminal, these facilities should be provided for in
In
gines requiring trial trips after they have been repaired,
the accompanying sketch for a tentative layout of a locomo
tive plant, such an engine terminal is indicated.
The engine
house is rectangular, about 80 ft. by 110 ft. in plan, although
this size can be changed as local conditions require.
A small
ash pit is also indicated on the- plan which may be of the
water type, hut of such design as to correspond to its purpose.
This pit may lie operated by a locomotive crane,
which, in a plant of this character, is a most useful appliance.
Sometimes it is found desirable to have a small paint shop
in a separate building.
The plant also requires an oil house
of such proportions as local conditions require.
It should
be a fireproof structure, similar to the one outlined in the
article on engine terminals referred to previously.
The od
house might be combined with the oil room of the paint shop,
if it could be so located as to make this arrangement feasible.
This plan would also save an organization.
Unless the locomotive plant is situated at an engine terminal or near an existing wye, there should be at least a 100-ft.
turntable.
Studies and plans should also be prepared for a
drainage and sewerage system, and also for water supply and
fire protection, including a house for the fire department.
A good operating track layout is of great importance to an
efficient locomotive repair plant.
In the tentative layout,
i

storage tracks for locomotives, tenders, materials,

etc.,

are

indicated.

very desirable to have an easy approach for automotrucks and pedestrians to the storehouse and office.
Driveways laid out for fire protection, without having to
cross a net work of tracks, are also important.
At some
points, because of conditions, overhead bridges may be necessary for proper fire protection.
The tentative layout repreIt is

biles,

an ideal condition in this respect.
plant should be fenced and the main entrances
for tracks, automobiles, employees, visitors, etc., should be
controlled if possible at one point where a gateman's house
should be provided.
It is needless to say that the plant
should be equipped with telephones, and wherever required,
sents practically

The whole

The vacant grounds not used for
with telegraph service.
storage should be treated in some pleasing way, suitable for
recreation.
Some inexpensive landscape gardening may be
worth considering.
The layout should be so arranged that reasonable extensions are feasible, in line with good operating practice, and
so they can be made without any serious alterations.
Sufficient property should be secured at the start to make future

isolated, a restau-

rant for the employees on the top floor of the storehouse
might be well worth serious consideration. Provisions for a
lecture hall, apprentice room and a technical library will also
There are numerous repair parts
be along modern lines.
which are usually stored outside. Suitable shelters for these

should be provided wherever desirable, and they should be
readily accessible for receiving and delivering materials.
The points regarding the design of a power house suggested in the article by the writer on the design of roundhouses in the Railway Age of March 14, page 587, apply here

power house should be designed on lines
proportionate to its greatly increased importance. The track
hopper should be housed, permitting the unloading of coal
under all weather conditions. Coal storage should be provided for about two months supply. The coaling installation
can be extended to include a coal pocket and sand storage
Near the power
facilities for engines requiring trial trips.
house one or two water tanks of such capacity as the local
also, except that the

may demand ran

extensions possible.

tors, vaults, etc.

If the location of the plant is

requirements

further facilities at this point

i

tion
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Features of the Accompanying Layout

The

tentative layout of a locomotive shop

accompanying
handling the repair of 600 locomotives per year. The shop is based on 25 pits which should
handle two engines per pit per month.
this article is

planned

for

The main features of this layout are a plant of liberal
proportions embracing all departments under one roof in
order to reduce the travel and the handling of material between departments to a minimum.
The departments are
separated by partition walls, but arranged for continuous
crane runways and crane service, which also extends to the
outside material store yards and scrap platforms. This plant
was laid out in one unit on the continuous mill plan to produce the maximum output.
The incoming engines drop their tenders on the storage
tracks provided for that purpose, and then proceed over the
turntable to the dissembling pits.
The lye vats are located
beside these, but in a lean-to, which can be closed by elec-

—
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trically-operated doors to prevent the spread of bad odors to
The machine shop is of such dimensions
the erecting way.

and

as to permit a liberal allowance of space for tools
BBine time provide reasonable storage room.

at the

Percentage
Cost
$120,000

drainage ami track
Locomotive shop
ng hay
Machine shop hays

—

runways
Water supply,

fire

protection

105,000

4,0

85O00

3.3
2.3

9.2
2.9

0.8
6.0

$630,000
180,000

24.2

etc

260, 0C0

10.0

Total

$1,070,000

of

.

ebg.,

property,

Grand

during

interest

6.9

construction,

Six

Months

Deficit $296,000,000

Net loss to the Government
after allowing for one-twelfth
of the annual rental

Month
January
February

100.0

$2,600,000

total

railroad administration has executed a compencontract with the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, providing for an annual rental of SI 5,749,476; also co-operative short line contracts with the Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern and the Denison &
Pacific Suburban.

Tiil

income for the month of June, 1919, was about 551,800,000.
After allowing for one-twelfth of the annual rental due the
railroad companies whose railroads are covered by these
statistics, the net loss to the government on account of these
properties was for the month of June about $23,000,000.
"The corresponding net loss for these same properties by
months of the present calendar year has been as follows:

1.2
1.2

$1,530,000

Total

Shop tools and equipment
Power house
Cost

23.4

30,000
30,000
20,000
155,000

driveways, concrete walks, etc

fencing,

610,000
240,000
75,000

60,000

Cranes

This estimate, which indicates the respective percentages
of the main items, shows that an increase in the size of any
particular building or facility would change the percentages
only slightly, and at the same time might lead to improvements more fitting to local conditions which would result in
increased output.

Comparative Proportions of Lemmerich
Layout With That of Walter Berg*

$57,782,557
65,430,850
64.881,856
48,757,057
36,249,334
23,000,000

March
April

May
June
Total

"The

$296, 101 ,654

compared with the
years 1918 and 1917 continues to be an important factor. This
is indicated by the following comparison of net ton miles per
falling off in freight business as

mile of road per day:
Net ton miles per mile of road
per day
Revenue and non-revenue

Relative size of four

departments in
percentage of
erecting bay

Lemmerich
Berg

layout

,

,

Total
sq. ft.

Erecting bay (90 ft.
59,625
by 662.5 ft.)
Machine shop (160 ft.
by 662 ft. 5 in.)... 106,000
Boiler shop
(250 ft.
57.500
by 230 ft.)
Blacksmith
32,000
four

Total

depts..

.

per pit

merich

2,385

1,750

100

figures

are

100

2,450

178

140

2,300
1,280

1,575
1,225

96
54

90
70

—

I!cri>*s

January

*

Berg merich

4,240

10.205

.

ft.

,

f-ebruary

March

Berg

April

Note.
Mr. Berg's blacksmith shop
with car departments.
*.\lr.

Sq.

Lem-

Sq. ft.
per pit

Lour
departments

w Lem-

*

»

taken

428

7.000
is

from

400

25

May

42

35

June
o months ended June 30

22.5
12.5

22.5
17.5

23

100

100

designed for a general repair shop
honk,

his

Administration

Director General Hines has authorized the following regarding the June earnings:
"Detailed statistics will shortly become available of the
operating results for the month of June of practically all the
Class One railroads and large terminal companies in Federal
operation.
These results will indicate that the net operating

.'35,000

shop
Blacksmith
Storehouse
65 ft. by 220 ft. ) _> storics
80 ft. f
60 ft. by
Powerhouse, including thawout house, track hopper,
coal and ash-handling piping, stack, etc
Paint shop, oil houses and engine terminal
Scrap platform, material sheds and outside crane

of the Railroad

of total cost
4.6

$375,000

Boiler

Doings

sation

Approximate Estimate of Cost of a Locomotive
Shop for Repairing 600 Locomotives Per Year
Grading,

265

American Railway Shop

Systems.'

1919

1918

1917

4,275
4,002
4,059
4.134
4,524
4,615
4,266

3,878
4,591
5,273

4,770
4,511
5 192
5,257
5,617
5,694
5,081

"The month of June, 1919, shows a
May, 1919, both with reference to

over

5,471

5,226
5,423
4,975

improvement

slight

the actual business

handled and the relation to the corresponding month of 1917.
"The unfavorable showing also continues to be due in
part to the fact that the increase in rates has been on a much
lower percentage than the increases in wages and prices of
materials."

Orders of Regional Directors

—

The Southwestern regional director,
order 225, gives instructions for drenching hogs
in cars, especially during the present heavy movement.
Examination of Drinking Water. Circular
of die
iooling of noes.

c

in

—

2M

Southwestern regional director promulgates a complaint of
the Surgeon General that the Bureau of Public Health Service and also many of the state departments of health, making
examinations of water supplies used by railroads for drinking and culinary purposes, are having difficulty in securing
the

co-operation

of

railroad

officers;

promptly returned.
Forty-ton Wooden Coal Cars.

containers

are

not

— The Southwestern regional

director, in order 224, calling attention to light capacity coal
cars now out of the service, says that wooden cars of 80,000
lb.

Copyright by Underwood

&

Underwood,

Scenes from Foreign Ports

A".

— On

Mexico

V.

the

or less capacity can be used for transporting

company

material.

Docks

at

Tampico,

Safety Chains on
Southwestern regional

End

Doors.

director

— Order

promulgates

227
a

of
the
note from

2(
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Administration
Railroad
of
the
chains or -nine other suitable device
doco
to
with
end
cars
applied
automobile
on
prevent these doors from opening further outward than the
line of the side of the car; and gives instructions to have
Section

Safety

the

recommending

thai
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ii' imi.fti.iiii.
regardless of thi qu< tion whether or not that
carload of traffii could I" unloaded at the point of destination
and the car released and sent back to the other road. It was

vers-

much

same situation

the

stream and had

would

that

full of logS,

it

exist

OD the point of

g<

you

if
tt

ing

;

hail

ni tins region so equipped .1- rapidly as possible.
Order 126, canceling order 212 of the
Oriental Oil,
Southwestern regional director, quotes rules For the handling
of shipments of Oriental oil ami the containers therefor,
rhese quoted rules amplify instructions issued in order 212.

and every man Up

Shipments of nut and bean oils have been made in barrels
and Other wooden containers which were not of sufficient
strength to prevent leakage; all shipments should comply
with Section 2, Rule S. of the Western and Official Classi

Control that situation under the federal railroad admini

cars

Removal of Placards Regarding Troop Movements.

—The

Regional Director in a letter to Central
dated August 1, quotes a letter from
Edward Chambers, director of the Division of Traffic, giving
authority to take down the placards regarding the heavy
movement of returning soldiers during June and July.

Western

Western

railroads,

Traffic at Its Source*

Controlling the

By Walter D. Hines

THERE
which

ONE

is

think

I

and that
and is trying
it,

is

feature of railroad operation
particularly important to this part

specific
is

I want to say a few words about
what the Railroad Administration has done

of the country,

and

to do in order to control the movement of traffic,
so as to avoid as far as possible the serious congestion of
For several
traffic, such as has occurred in recent years.

years past, before the federal operation of railroads began,
in my capacity as an officer of the Santa Fe, I had occasion to make frequent trips through the west, and I took
a number of those trips in the fall of the year, and for two
or three years I was very much impressed with the fact that
the railroads

in

the

The eastern railroads could not accept these trains of traffic
at Chicago, because the consignees in every part of the east
were unable to accept the traffic which had been loaded and
shipped to the east and was being held for them and there
was a tremendous congestion and a very serious paralysis of
railroad transportation.
Last year the government took advantage of the opportunity of having a unified control of railroads and undertook to meet that situation by controlling the loading and
movement of the traffic, and I believe the results accomplished were very gratifying to the country as a whole, al-

though, no doubt, in some individual cases the shipper may
have felt that he was being deprived of the right to ship his
Under the old system it was
traffic when he wished to do so.
really haphazard as to when the traffic would be started

what would happen to it after
had a load which he wanted
was put into a car and the car was turned into the

in railroad channels, and as to
When the shipper
it started.
it

•From an address before
June

10,

1919.

logs

into

own
<

We

jam COUld be broken.

tion by controlling the traffic at

source, by

its

that the traffic shall not be loaded at thi
til

there

is

an assurance that

it

i

have undertal.cn

making

to

a rule

point of shipment un-

an be unloaded at de

I

The result of that has kept the railroads free from his
jamming of traffic and we have moved a great deal more
i

than could possibly be moved without that r<
Therefore, the arrangement is eminently in the public
interest, and I wanted to mention that fact, because I b<
this summer and fall we are going to have an enormous n
ment of grain, and if that grain were to be loaded just at the
option of the shipper
the individual shipper
without regard to the policy of taking care of it at destination, we would
soon have an unparalleled condition of railroad con
tion in tiiis country which would slow down the movement
of traffic to such an extent as would amount almost to a
public disaster.
traffic

tion.

—

—

Our plan
traffic

and

I

is to control that and to prevent the loading of
we are sure it can be delivered at destination,
am sure we will find this year, just as we did last year,

until

an observance of that policy

going to result in moving
than otherwise could be
moved and give to the individual shipper far better service
than he could otherwise have, and while at times some individal shipper may feel it is an arbitrary disregard of his
personal rights, we are going to be able to accommodate them
that

a

vastly larger

much

better

.

amount

is

of

traffic

and give far

better

greater quantity of traffic will be
terest

service

public, a
the public in-

to the

moved and

greatly promoted.

west were tremendously hampered in

carrying on their business, and in giving adequate service to
their part of the country, due to the fact that the railroads in
the east were so congested that they could not accept shipments which were ready for delivery in the west and the railroads in the west could not get back the cars to supply their
customers, because these cars were tied up under load in the
I saw in the fall of 1916 train loads of cars that stood
east.
on the side-tracks in Missouri, and even in Kansas, because
the eastern railroads could not accept this traffic at Chicago.

Neb., on

his

at

until that log

Director General of Railroads.

shipped

would put additional

option, without regard to the gem ral
situation. Such a situation as a log jam would be the inevitable
result and tin nio\ iiunt of tin- logs would be slowed down
the stream,

tion.

fications.

Central

the stream

a

jammed,

the

Omaha Chamber

of

Commerce, Omaha,

"Railroad Democracy"

A

meekly magazine
published by the

entitled

"Railroad Democracy,"

Plumb Plan League

in the interest of

campaign to have the government buy the railroads
and turn them over to the employees to operate, made its
appearance on July 22. It is published at the headquarters
of the league in Washington and contains eight pages deits

voted to arguments for the adoption of the plan. The leading article is by Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and president of the Plumb
Plan League, entitled "The Labor Campaign Is On." In it

he says, "Labor is starting the greatest enterprise in its history
it has called upon every man of its rank and file to rally
in support of its railroad program."
He calls on every
worker to act as a missionary in getting public support for
the plan and says that the plan wall get this support because
its interests are identical with the publics, although "it may,
and doubtless will, take time and effort to make the country
Then follows a series of questions and
realize the fact."

and

answers regarding the Plumb plan, some brief editorial paragraphs asserting that the railroads want a guaranty, tw o
headed editorials and an article on "Co-operation vs. Competition," by B. M. Jewell, acting president of the Railway
Employees' Department of the American Federation of Labor.
In a "filler" item it is asserted that Congressman Rose of the
19th district in Pennsylvania has received more than 2,000
letters from his constituents in one city asking his support
r

for the

Plumb

plan.

Hearing on
W.

G.

Wage Demands

Lee Admits
Insists

"We Are

of the

Trainmen

Going the Wrong Way," but

on His Members "Getting Their Share"
U
INI. (I.N,
I).
C.
maintain American standards of living, they
are entitled to receive sufficient compensation to enable them
to set aside sufficient surplus each year to protect them
when, on account of old age, or requirements of the railroads, they are no longer able to follow their employment."
The proposed rates for passenger service range from
3.85 cents to 4.55 cents per mile, $5.77 to $6.88 per day
and $150 to $179 per month for flagmen, brakemen, baggagemen and assistant conductors, ami the minimum ratefor conductors are 5.13 cents per mile, $7.70 per day and
$200 per month. One hundred and fifty miles or
to constitute a day's work.
Time and one-half is asked for
II

before the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions on the demand of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen for another general
wages, which was followed before the hearing
closed by a demand from the Switchmen's Union and a
statement from the Order of Railroad Conductors that if
the trainmen's demands were granted the conductors should

Hi

enable

Akixi.s

11

corresponding increase, were concluded on July 31.
is not authorized to recommend increases but merely to make a report to the director general
have

a

In this case the board

summarizing the

The demand

!

facts.

was submitted on July

1

and was followed by a resolution adopted by the brotherhood committee threatening a strike if the demands were
It provides for a minimum wage
not met by October 1.
of $150 per month of 26 days for brakemen, flagmen and
baggagemen, and of $200 for conductors, and increases in
It is estimated
mileage rates ranging up to 48 per cent.
that the new schedule, if granted, would amount to an increase of about $100,000,000 a year for trainmen and about
In its letter to the
$40,000,000 a year for conductors.
board the committee representing the brotherhood said:
"The second triennial convention of the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, in session May 14 to June 4, 1919,
inclusive, unanimously decided that the wage rates outlined and ordered effective in Supplement No. 16 to General Order No. 27 were entirely insufficient to meet the just
claims of the men, and the convention provided for the
creation of a special committee to meet and prepare rates
and certain uniform conditions commensurate with the service requirements incident to the employment of the men
The convention, composed
represented by our brotherhood.
of more than nine hundred delegates, declared that not less
than $150 per month of 26 days should be conceded as a

minimum

living

wage

overtime,

The
tion

for

any employee

in the classes

these classes

and

their

that

brakemen

and flagmen should

on the assumpreceive

not

less

and 8.08 cents

for conductors, for "mountain" sendee, which
defined as service on lines where the gradient on any part
of the trip is 1.8 per cent or over.
In local or way freight sendee the proposed valley rates
are 6.28 cents for brakemen and flagmen, and 7.85 cents
is

we

"The special committee, composed of 16 general chairmen, 5 from the East, 5 from the West, 5 from the South,
and the chairman of the Chicago Switching Association,
with, the grand lodge officers, met at Cleveland on June 23,
and below will be found an outline of a proposed revision
to Supplement No. 16 which, in the opinion of the special
committee, should be conceded by the United States Railroad Administration to govern the employment of train
and yardmen and to maintain proper standards of living.
"The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen disapproves the
rate*; established for trainmen, yardmen and switchtenders
by Supplement No. 16 to General Order No. 27, for the
n that under present economic conditions they are not
commensurate for the service performed, nor sufficient to
maintain proper standards of living, and that the rates and
rules herein proposed are essentially necessary, if proper
standards are to be maintained and thrifty and wholesome

among

including Sundays and holidays.

rates in passenger service are based

than 75 per cent of the conductors rate and the baggagemen not less than 80 per cent, and in freight service on
the assumption that the brakemen and flagmen should receive not less than 80 per cent of the conductor's rate.
In through freight service the rates proposed are 5.88
cents a mile, or $5.88 a day for flagmen and brakemen, and
7.35 cents or $7.35 a day for conductors for "valley"
service, and 6.47 cents per mile for flagmen and brakemen,

represent.

conditions are to exist

to

li

of the trainmen

I

i

men

fam-

ilies.

"The

responsibilities, hazards, cost of uniforms, standwatches, living expenses (while away from home),
physical examinations, age limit, rules, exposure to the climatic elements and the fact that their industrial life is
shortened by some of these requirements, all tend to entitle

ard

these classes to more liberal wages and working conditions
than have been covered in Supplement No. 16.
"We contend that in addition to being entitled to receive
wages that properly compensate for services performed, to

for conductors, and the mountain rates are 6.91 cents for
brakemen and flagmen, and 8.64 cents for conductors. One
hundred miles or less, eight hours or less, is to constitute a
day's work in all road service except passenger service and
where, under mileage schedules, a more favorable condition
exists.
Numerous other rules and rates are also contained
in the demand.
In presenting the demands W. G. Tee, president of the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, began in the usual style
of threatening protest that wages are too low to meet the
cost of living and demanding the increase as the only alternative to a strike.
Before the hearing was concluded, however, he changed his tone somewhat and adopted the attitude
taken by W. S. Stone of the Brotherhood of Locomotive En-

gineers

statement to the President that continued
do not afford relief, and he declared that
instead of shouting across the table at each other all interests would accomplish more if they would get together to
reduce the cost of living.
But, he said, as long as present
methods continue, he believed in "everybody getting his share
as nearly as he can until the final upheaval comes."
A large part of the hearing was devoted to a technical
discussion of the proposed rules, which the railroad managers
objected to as arbitrary and as designed to give larger increases to the higher paid men than to the lower paid men
whose needs were made the basis of the brotherhood argument.
W. G. Lee was given a preliminary hearing before the board
on July 3 and presented his demands which he had previously discussed with W. T. Tyler, director of operation,
and W. S. Carter, director of labor. He dwelt especially on
the increased living expenses of the men when away from
home, saying that the men in road sendee in many instances
spend one-fourth of their salary in this way.
Mr. Lee told
the hoard that his committee had voted that in the event thev
were not given a prompt hearing and a satisfactory adjustment he was authorized to "use the protective features of the
in

his

increases in wages
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"

A- the trainmen and conductors have usuallj
demands he had wind A. B Garretson <>t'
the Order of Railway Condui
on fune 24, asking whether
»iu m tors contemplated asking for any increase over the
the
wages allowed in the director general's recenl Supplemenl
No 16 to Genera] Order 27, and Mr. Garretson had replied
brotherhood
presented

thai

<

i

I

thej

li.ul

includes Mime

own plan--.
Chairman A

nol decided.

mood

Thereupon

conductors, had

the l> R. T., which
gone ahead with its

(

).

arising for the consideration of

new wage

rates fall into

two classes, which necessitate different treatment.
Such cases, Mr. limes said, as the various contentions
thai rates heretofore granted have not made a proper equal
i/ation between differenl classes of employees, are naturally
proper for the board to consider and make recommendations,
hut contentions that existing wages are lower than they ought
in view of the present cost of living ''raise an exceed
ingly grave question for the government."
"That question,"
he said, "is whether, when railroad operations are now
being conducted at a very heavy deficit, the government ought
to enter upon a course which will bring about large additional increases in wages, and will inevitably bring about
also very heavy increases in rates, and without question set
in motion a new and dangerous cycle of increases in the cost
of living, and which undoubtedly will involve in addition
the development of great additional hostility toward the
whole scheme of government operation of the railroads. This
problem is so grave and difficult that I am not in a position,
in advance of opportunity to consider it further, to delegate
to the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions
the authority to make recommendations as to additional
increases in wages predicated upon the claim that conditions
have newly arisen which were not in existence at the time
the board made its recommendations heretofore acted upon."
The hearing was resumed on July 21 after notices had
been sent to the Order of Railway Conductors and the
Switchmen's Union. At this meeting Chairman Wharton
read another letter from Mr. Hines, dated July 19, which
definitely disposed of the theory that wage questions should
be handled by a bi-partisan board.
Mr. Hines authorized
the hearing on the demands of the brotherhood, but made it
-clear that the board had distinct functions as to two separate
branches of the application. As to questions of equalization, Mr. Hines said, the functions of the board as established by General Order No. 27 were broad enough to admit
-of its entertaining the application for the purpose of determining whether Supplement No. 16 should be corrected
to make proper equalization, but General Order No. 27 does
-not confer upon the board any jurisdiction to consider the
broad subject of the proposition that existing wages are lower
than they ought to be in view of the present cost of living.
Without further light on that question, he said, he was not
in a position to delegate to the board a new jurisdiction to
deal with this great problem for any special class of railroad employees. "Nevertheless, the responsibility rests upon
me to consider the facts at all times on all matters affecting
the railroad employees to the end that I may take such action
as may be just and reasonable.
To aid me in discharging
this general responsibility I shall be glad to have you hear
anything that the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen may
wish to present on this second branch of the subject and to
make a report to me carefully summarizing the facts brought
•

Upon

the basis of that report I will rest under the
and reasonable action to protect
the fair interests of the employees concerned."
Mr. Lee began his general argument by saying that the
government had promised that pre-war living conditions for
employees would be maintained.
"So far as we are conicerned," he declared, "this has not been done."
In four
out.

enger

pa

month
(

em
jen

;

i'

had

been

in

as

wages

for

•

ondu<

i

1.41

i

i

i"i

,

l

i

ent?

per mile,

or

12. .30

;

l

membei

In--

Conductors $45 a

follows:

"i
13
enl
baggag n
i"
brakemen, $43.50 or 56.5 per cent;

<,

men,

increa e

tin

ervice

i

5

cents or 52.8 per cent; flagmen,

51.2

through

in

per

<

cut

pex

freight
hi

;

1.4 cents or 52.8

per cent; in local freighl service, conductors, 1.42 cenl or
31.5 per cent; brakemen, 1.48
19
per cent; flagmen, 1.48 cents or 19
per cent; yard service, day forei
$1.53 per day or 40..! per cent; night foremen, -1
or 33.2 per cent; night helpers, $1.30 or 35.1 per cent.
As
i

i

i

I

Wharton of the board read from a letter
from Director General limes pointing out thai the requests

now

he said,

joint

t<

i
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responsibility of taking just

i

againsl
i

reas< d
li

these

increases,

82

100 per

to

>nsi

is

Lee declared,
people

pre

in

tenl

"not

i

he said, the cost of living

for the
to

in-

Railroad Administration." Mr.
maintain the faith of the

least

at

the expression

war standards

had

ent

of the government

itseli

tha

must be maintained and do what
it
properly should to maintain them by allowing wages at
least that will permit men to do so.
They are entitled
to earn enough in six eight-hour days to permit them to live
in comfort for seven 24-hour days, and this is the basis of
our demand. We are asking for a wage that need not be
of living

pieced out with overtime."
After saying that the brotherhoods had surrendered their
demand for time and one-half for overtime in 1916 in order
to protect the public against a strike which he said would

have been successful, Mr. Lee continued: "When the railroads were taken over by the government an agreement was
entered into by the Administration, the railroads and the men
that

made a strike on the government operated roads imposThey took their chances on being treated fairly by
Railroad Administration.
They were so conspicuously

sible.

the

good that their willingness

to surrender their

economic

rights

war did not get even passing recognition
from the public and not much more than that from the
Railroad Administration. Now the war is over. We have
kept faith with the government and the people and we have
for the period of the

reaped the reward that comes to one
and tries to remain a meat-eater.

who

pulls his teeth

"In the winning of the war the railroad transportation
part, and, having helped to win
the war, we do not propose to pay the entire cost of it. We
are going to have time and one-half for overtime; we are
going to have decent living wages and we are going to get
it in our own way, if we must, unless the Railroad Administration shows as much disposition to be fair to us as it has
been to others.

men must have had some

"The

railroads properly refer to their inadequate

up

rates,

Railroad Administration to determine
what is needed to pay the going costs of railroad operation
and to fix the rates to meet it.
e have little patience with
the Railroad Administration when it declares it will wait
until later on when it can determine how much the rate increase ought to be, for the purpose of protecting the public
but

it

is

to the

W

T

against an increase in the cost of living.
"The packers, coal mine owners, shoe makers, clothing
factories, builders, in fact, every business, put up no such
weak plea of continued loss in' earnings. They saw their
chance to get the money and they took it, in most instances
with the support of the government and without apology
to the Railroad Administration or any of the rest of us.
The spirit of the Railroad Administration in holding off
the cost of living for everybody else at the expense of the
railroad employees carries no appeal to us.
The Railroad

Administration is not paying its way. There is no argument
on that. But it is up to the director general to quit begging
The deficit is due to insufficient revenue, from
the question.
There is no
natural causes, or to administration failure.
business in this country that is asked by the public to operate at a loss except the railroads, which generally is their
own fault. We don't agree with the director general's plan

:

August
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8,

of waiting to see

what

will turn up.

It

makes

too long

it

It is up to the Railroad Administration to
between meals.
put the rates where they can pay wages and the going cost
of operation."
When A. O. Wharton, chairman of the board, remarked
thai the trainmen were asking for rates of pay which would
represent increases of from 112 to 121 per cent in four
years as compared with an increase in living cost of about 85

per cent, Mr. Lee replied:
"We were predicting from even tiling surrounding us that
the

would extend

increase

the
1

12 per cent
there

is

was a

into

1920, and

if

that

is

true

The Department of Labor
not appalling.
per cent increase in March, 1919, over

2

ruary, 1919."
Mr. Wharton said the Department of Labor statistics also
show a reduction in several of the months since the armistiir was signed.
'How long will such wages remain equitable if the cost
of living keeps going up?" asked J. J. Dermody, one of the
labor representatives on the board.
"I can assure your board in advance that if the railroads
stay under government control and the increased cost of
living continues to go up you have not seen the last of me,"
replied Mr. Lee, "but we have predicted forward into 1920."
with the director general oi the
•"I have no patience
administration who say 'We are going to wait and see if
something will not come along to take care of this terrible

We

and continue to do business at a loss.
do not
There is something
meet that in any store we patronize.
radically wrong in our policy that will permit the people
controlling the commodities of life that a very large majority
of people depend on to increase out of all proportion.
Just
so long as that continues you will add to the world's unrest."
Mr. Lee was followed by other officers of the organization, Val Fitzpatrick, L. L.'McDowell, P. C. Bradley, J. L.
Rowe, H. R. Sauer, James A. Farquharson, A. F. Whitney
deficit,

and James Murdock,

who

testified

and were cross-examined

regarding the detail schedule rules.
One of the questions
asked inspired Mr. Lee to take up the general proposition
again when he declared that it would be better to go after
the cost of living
increases.

than

to try to

keep up with

it

by wage

Mr. Lee said
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can to give additional increases.
I think I know what it
means. Hut unless my vision is most terribly obscured, then
there i- something coming to us pretty soon in tin- country
that we had better take notice of.
We are dealing with this
situation wrongly in trying to settle these things as we are
and not getting after the people who are to blame.
"Surely some method can he devised that will call a halt
and stop this, and if we were back on a pre-war basis we
would be far better off. The war i> over, but peace i- not

am a poor prophet. We are nearer war tothan when the kaiser threw down the gauntlet.
"Our lawmakers are to blame in my opinion for this
because the masses of the people would be behind them if
the\- would attempt to correct it.
Surely, there is power to
correct it. but instead of that they are playing politic-, as
before us, or

day,

I

of these labor organizations, I am sorry to say, are playing politics, and it is the same all clown the line, but unless
we get together as honest people should and say 'a fair day's
pay for a fair day's work,' then we are going to meet a sorry
condition."

some

"Then, you believe that the true fundamental principle is
purchasing power of the dollar?" said W. E.
Morse, one of the representatives of the railroad managers
on the board.
"Absolutely so," replied Mr. Lee.
"Do you believe in doing that at the expense of any one
certain class of employees?" asked Chairman Wharton.
"No," replied Air. Lee. "But as long as present methods
to increase the

continue

I believe in everybody getting his share as nearly
as he can until the final upheaval comes."

"How can the increased cost of living be stopped or
present prices reduced?" asked Mr. Dermody.
"I am not authorized either by my organization or by the
public to say how it can be stopped," Mr. Lee said.
"We
are paying millions of dollars to the men on the Hill who
are supposed to have all the brains in the world, and tney
are not wasting any time in doing it."
Another increase
to the working man means that those selling commodities
will not only immediately take it away from him, but more.
I am not a red card man, but I am coming close to it if this
thing keeps up.
"Surely,

"If these organizations and the different departments of

I

believe,

if

we can make laws that we cannot have a glass
we ought to be able to make a law

of beer in this country,

profiteer is piling

man cannot make millions over night off the working
man."
Mr. Dermody asked, "In your opinion, is the increased
cost of living based on wage increases, or will the increased
cost of living continue whether wages are increased or not?"
"My experience," replied Mr. Lee, is that the increased
cost of living is not based on wage increases, but is boosted
on the slightest intimation of a wage increase."
"I think the record will show," said Chairman Wharton,
"that since 1914 approximately 75 per cent of the increased
cost of living was prior to the announcement of the 25 per
cent increase in freight rates, and after the rate increase
there was a slight jump further in the cost of living, but
after business had adjusted itself to the new condition- the
increased cost of living has been steadily mounting and in

in

greater proportion

uovernment would use the same effort and energy to
in some manner to crush profiteering and to stop this

the

i

constant increase in the cost of living, the cycle after cycle
is bound to come on, you would come nearer, I believe,
harmonizing the working people of this' country than we
are by shouting across the table at each other as we have
been doing. All of us are to blame because we are exerting

that
to

more money for ourselves and
conditions and every day we must realize that the
profiteers are taking double from the working men what is
given to them.
The trouble with the people on the (Capitol)
Hill, with us, and with every coqwration and with
every effort to try to get
better

is that we are exerting ourselves to get the dollar,
while the working man is merely existing, and while the

everybody

up millions, and if a 25 per cent increase
and passenger rates is granted, it simply means
50 or 75 per cent increase on the commodities that the railroads are paid for hauling and that the consumer must buy.
"I will admit to you, gentlemen, that we are going the
wrong way. I admit to you that it is time to call a halt, and
I admit to you that until we get together to stop this there
will be hell in this country, and it is nearer to-day than I
freight

ever

knew

stopping

it

in

my

years of experience.

You can

talk about

and satisfying the working people

all you
you can talk about high rates all you care to, but
just let somebody drop a match today in this country of ours
and it will be a sorry day for all of us. I am not blaming

this

please;

the administration a particle

for declining

as

far as they

that a

than it did during the period that the
adjustment of the freight rate increase was in effect."
Mr. Lee continued: "The government or the director general should, regardless of any criticism, place the railroads
while under government control on a paying basis, and if
the 25

per cent rate increase will not take care of

it,
and
some of the railroads
prior to the war 25 per cent would hardly have put them
on a living basis, the director general should come out boldly
and say that if the railroad business is going to be operated on a living basis, with a fair return to the investor and
good service to the public, and with living wages to the
employee, then the increase in freight and passenger rates

we know

it

will not,

we know

that on
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\
perhaps be, not 25 per cent, bul 50 or 75 pet cenl
It
before we gel through.
we did thai we would not have
equalled man) of the principal Industries ol the country.
\\
ii
believe the increased cosi of living Bhould stop,
il

m.i

i

does not we will hardly get this proposed increase applied
before we are back here again.
Unless these employees are
given
wage thai will permil them to live under pre war conditions there is going to be something worse happen on these
railroads, so tar as the public is concerned, than an increase
in freight and passenger rates.
"Ihis is the iiist nine in my 25 years' connection as an
officer of this brotherhood that I have ever gone before any
tribunal and raised the question Of Living cost in connection
with a requesl tor an increase, because
thought that, like
.i

boomerang,

Hut now

"We

it

is

it

would come hack and

hit

ma)

I

i

ontrol."

US some time.

our

increase on the advice of the officers. If additional rati
rules are given which appear to the conductors as reasonable

the all absorbing question.

are going to get a

to give good
aid Mr. Lee, "bul perhaps they
have been discouraged bj too many higher-ups.
I
mi. fin. thai under govemmeni control an operating officer
oi federal manager today ha. In- troubles a
compared with
private control.
imagine he is bound around with red
tape more than he ever dreamed of being under pi

tried

Sheppard, president of the Order of Railwa
a protest against the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen or any other organization except the Order
of Railway Conductors, appearing before the board in an
effort to legislate wages for conductors, saying his organization has an agreement with 05 per cent of the railroad
grand lodge of the Order of Railway Conductors at it- n
session, he said, refrained from taking any action on a

I

a
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pre-war living condition

in

1..

dm

E.

tors,

entered

own way

and

like

the part of the organization.

if we must, hut we would rather get it in a businessand gentlemanly way, and we would rather that the
director general should see the necessity for it and tell the

public so."
F. F. Gaines, one of the railroad

"Taking

memhers

of the hoard,

Mr. Lee represents, this
request averages lo
cents per hour. Sixteen and one-half
cents for all railroad employees
and, we might as well
acknowledge the fact that if one class is given an increase
it has got to go around the circle— and for each cent an hour
increase it is $50,000,000 a year, and a 16^-cent an hour
increase would bring it up to $825,000,000 a year increase.
Their present deficit, it has been figured, would require a
said:

of the classes

all

1

..

—

10 per cent increase in rates to cover.
The other $825,000,000 would require 33 per cent additional, or right now,
if this were granted, it would mean at least 43 per cent
increase in rates to cover the deficit, and that does not take
into consideration any punitive overtime for Sundays and
holidays, and that does not cover the increased cost of
coal, rails or anything else, only wages."
Mr. Morse asked what would be the attitude of the employees

when

living prices descend.

"That would be a question I would submit to the memreplied
Mr. Lee.
bership and answer by their vote,"
"Knowing human nature as I do, I have an idea what they
would tell me they wanted."
A. F. Whitney, vice-president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, said that it would be impossible to estimate
the cost of the wage demand, because he claimed the effect
of the punitive overtime rate would be to reduce overtime
and Sunday and holiday work. "But," he said, "I imagine
you would see committees of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen asking for a reduction of pay about as soon as
you would see the General Managers' Association going to
the Interstate Commerce Commission for a reduction in
rates."

Mr. Whitney asserted that the percentage of overtime
had been materially reduced since the Adamson law went
into effect, but it appeared later that he was speaking prinMr. Morse said that before the
cipally- of yard service.
Adamson law the percentage of overtime to the gross payroll
in road service was 10 to 12 per cent, whereas he had information that now it is 20 to 30 per cent.
"Since the roads were taken over by the government," Mr.
Whitney said, "there has not been a very close check on overtime. There seems to have been a lack of supervision." Mr.
Lee added that if there had been any laxity of discipline

was under the same officials as before.
"But in order to discipline the average train service employee you would have to have more evidence than is usually
it

necessary to convict a man for life sentence to the penitenlaw before the courts," retorted Mr. Morse.
"Generally speaking, I think what we would term good

tiary in civil

employees, whether

it

be federal manager or brakeman, have

fair,

he said,

is

it

the ratio between the

possible there will be

He

no

action on

protested, however, against

pay of the brakemen and that

of the

conductors proposed by the Brotherhood of Railroad 'I
men as being too high. The B. R. T. proposed that the
brakemen's scale should be 75 per cent of that of the inductors, and proposed rates for the conductors, of w
about 24,000 are included in the membership of the B. R. I"..
based on that ratio. Mr. Sheppard said that the ratio should
be 66 2/3 per cent and that whatever rate was awarded
to brakemen, the conductors should receive a corresponding
differential, and he submitted a scale of rates for conductors
which he said would leave the ratio where it was fixed in

wage order. Mr. Sheppard said
had received an increase of approxi-

the director general's latest
that

the conductors

mately 50 per cent, counting the reduction from a ten-hour
to an eight-hour day as 20 per cent, and that as the increased
cost of living was 85 per cent they still had 35 per cent
coming to them. He asked to be excused from commenting
on the proposed rules of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, but said that in order to get the extra 35 per cent the
conductors should have $9 a day in passenger service, $8.10
in through freight service and $8.88 in local freight service.
He trusted that the board would give the director general
such recommendations or information that would lead him
to see his way clear to do something for these men.
"I hope he will see his way clear," Mr. Sheppard said,
"to cut the Gordian knot and throw the responsibility back
on the government where it belongs. Let these men on the
Hill, who are batting at toy balloons and fanning the air
and who are running around like a cat chasing its tail and
If -the government
doing nothing else, let them get busy.
can fix wages, hours and the price of steel rails, it can fix
the price of things which men must have to maintain life.
God knows the people of this country are against governAlmost everybody is against it. They tell
ment control.
us the railroads are going back in January, but mark this
While I am not a prophet or a son of a prophet,
prediction
they will not go back January 1. The party in power dares
It may
not put them back under these chaotic conditions.
be the gentleman in the White House will give them back,
but from my observation of and experience with that gentleman, he is too wise to do it.
"What have they done on the Hill? They have recessed
Like Nero,
for the summer with the whole world aflame.
There are too many
they are fiddling while Rome burns.
fiddlers up on the Hill instead of statesmen."
Mr. Sheppard was not so vociferous as Mr. Lee for an
advance in freight rates. "My position," he said, "is that
the old idea that every time an increase in wages is given
the freight rates should be put up is merely subterfuge.
Freight rates ought to be based on equity and justice without reeard to labor, but I firmly believe freight rates ought
to go up cons'derably more."
:

August
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Mr. Sheppard also suggested reducing the tonnage of
He said
trains as one way of reducing overtime.
if tlie railroads were not so largely regulated by the necessity of showing a good tonnage many of the things the
brotherhoods asked could be adjusted.
"It has been repeatedly stated in this hearing," said C. E.
Lindsay, a member of the board, "that the only thing the
nun had to dispose of was their time, and they have evinced
very little interest in accomplishing the results that are to
What I think ought to be
he obtained by the railroads.
brought about would be some means by which they would
me interested, from selfish and personal standpoints in
accomplishing the results that must be obtained by the railroads, and that is in the moving of ton miles and passenger
freight

,

^

i

!

miles."

Vdopt the Plumb plan, and we will have it," replied Mr.
Sheppard.
S. E. Heberling, president of the Switchmen's Union, presented a demand for the following rates east of the Rocky
•

Mountains:
Night foremen, $8 a day; night helpers, $7.50; day
He also asked for a
foremen, $7.50; day helpers, $7.
higher scale for the mountain district and time and onehalf for overtime,

Sundays and holidays.
manager of the Pennsylvania, as chair-

Elisha Lee, federal

man

committee
representing the regional
statement in opposition to the demands.
jHe said the B. R. T. proposition represents a revision of
Supplement 16 only in part, as it contains requests not heresubmitted.
He also said the railroads have no
tofore
knowledge of changed conditions to justify a closer relation
between the wages of the brakemen, flagmen and baggagemen
and those of the conductors. He took up in detail the various
Regarding overtime, he said:
provisions of the demand.
"The principle of overtime for road service employees on
the basis of time and one-half is wrong and inequitable, and
cannot be fairly applied where the regulation of business and
the traffic requirements of business are beyond the control
pf the employer.
It should be remembered that road service
[provides a dual basis of pay, miles and hours, and cannot
pe considered in the same category or comparable with other
glasses of service or labor.
In road service it is quite evident
hat in many cases neither the management nor the men
an prevent overtime." Regarding the demand for a higher
•ate for Sundays and holidays, he quoted from a statement
>y the director general in a wage order: "In the nature of
hings it is unjustifiable to impose such punishment in
Aspect of work which cannot be avoided."
A rule for overtime for Sundays and holidays, Mr. Lee
aid, could have no other effect than simply to increase the
compensation of the men, and he pointed out that while
they demand a guarantee of 26 days a month, they could
lot work 26 days a month without working on Sunday or
i holiday some of the time.
He also pointed out that many
)f them
now have 10 to 12 layover days a month, and he
several examples to show that such a rule would merely
of

a

special

directors, presented a

in pay to some of the men now
For example, on the Erie between
Jersey City and Salamanca, a run of 413 miles, he said the
rakemen work two Sundays and 18 week days a month, and
vould be increased under the proposed rule from $219.72
p $333.91. On a Baltimore & Ohio train between Baltimore and Frederick, Md., Mr. Lee said, the crew leaves
Baltimore at 5.05 P. M., and gets back at 8.55 A. M.
The
•lapsed time is 15 hours and 50 minutes, but the actual time
>n duty is 8 hours and 25 minutes.
The conductor now
arns S3 12.45 a month, and under the proposed rule would
;et 5500 a month.
Mr. Lee also pointed out that mountain rates were estabished to meet frontier conditions in the west, and in recogesult

in
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nition of the difficult braking conditions in the old day- of

hand

brakes.

Now

the trains

are

equipped

with

power

brakes, and living conditions in the west are as good as in
other places, so there i> no reason for the higher rates and
certainly not for their extension to other parts of the country,

but the proposed rule would require mountain rates to be
paid on every trip which contained any grade, no matter
how short, over 1.8 per cent. This would apply the higher
rates, he said, to a very large percentage of the division- on
nearly all roads in the United States.
As to the general question of an increase in wages, Mr.
Lee said that Supplement 16 represented an equalization
with other classes of employees, and if any one class is given
more it will undoubtedly be necessary to bring the other
"We understand,"
classes of employees up in proportion.
he said, "that the foundation of this request is predicated
on the statement of one meml>er of the War Labor Board
(in which we understand the balance of the War Labor
Board does not concur) that the minimum wage should be
This statement has been public informaSI 50 per month.
tion for many months, and so far as we have heard there
has been nothing presented either to substantiate that statement or to indicate it is other than the opinion of one man.
Hundreds of thousands of railroad employees have wages
considerably under $150, many of whom have more onerous
working conditions than many of the men here represented,
whose units per day are not an index to their actual earnings
per month.
The mileage factor fixes the pay of more than
50 per cent and results in earnm;; approximating if not in
excess of $150. You are already informed as to the financial
situation of the Railroad Administration, so it does not seem
It is a very serious question
necessary to comment thereon.
in my mind whether during this period of reconstruction we

can all go back to pre-war conditions."
At the conclusion of the hearing Mr. Wharton put into
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
estimating the increased cost of living in April, 1919, as
compared with the average for 1913, which showed an increase in wholesale prices of 111 per cent, on which basis
the present comparative purchasing power of the dollar
would be 47.4 cents.

the record a statement

large increases

eceiving high

wages.
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Chicago Suburban Lines Demonstrate Efficiency
Strike of Street and Elevated Railway

Employees Results
Taxing Terminal Organization and Equipment

im

i.i. \i.u's
STRixi oi
street and elevated railwa)
employees, which began on Tuesday morning, July
and lasted until Saturday, August 2, presented
19,
an opportunity to the steam railroads entering Chicago and
to operating officers in the Chicago district to show the effi
ciency with which they could handle an enormous overload
of traffic; and the way in which the business was handled
cannot be praised too highly.
Early Tuesday morning the 15,000 employees of the start

'

I

i

and elevated lines, after negotiations with their emstampeded by a radical element into initiating
a -Hike.
Although negotiations had been under way for
some time the action on the part of the men was wholly
unexpected by the public, and threw upon the steam lines
railwa)

ployers, were

entering

Chicago's business district the task of providing
transportation for the hundreds of thousands of workers who
ordinarily depend upon the street railway and elevated lines

in

ning the following morning.
The next morn ng not a
ear or an elevated train was running iii Chicago.
Officials of the various steam road- upon
which

the

burden would be thrown were immediately notified and early
in the morning the final arrangement
*vere made for tin
handling of the increased traffii
The actual results
complished by each oi these roads may best be told in il,<tentative records ccmpiled at the end of the four day period.
The Chicago & North Western during this four-day period
operated 1,555 trains carrying approximately 704,480
Sengers as compared with a daily average under ordinary
ire umstances of
100 trains carrying 40,000 people, or 400
trains carrying 160,000 people during an average four-day
period.
In other words, this road operated 300 extra trains
per day, carrying approximately 140,000 passengers in addition to its regular traffic.
Stated another way, this road
<

operated 1,200 extra trains in four days, carrying approximately 600,000 extra passengers.
When the controversy over the question of wages first
The mere increase in the number of tra ns operated and
arose between the street and elevated railway Kne's em- in the number of passengers carried does not adequately tell

for transportation daily to

and from

their work.

;
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Crowds Waiting

for Trains at

North Western Terminal

ployees and officers of the line, the steam railroads operating

the story.

suburban service into Chicago immediately began making
preparations for any eventuality which might arise. Preparations were made particularly by the Chicago & North
Western and the Illinois Central, the two roads upon which
the burden would be heaviest because of the fact that they
traverse heavily populated residential districts and handle
a large suburban business at all times.
When it is considered that until Monday night the negotiations between
the two factions were to all appearances progressing satisfactorily and a strike did not seem imminent, the preparedness demonstrated by the railways is all the more commendable.
The cisis came on Monday night when a meeting of
the car men was stampeded by a radical element and the
car men were forced into the declaration of a strike begin-

carried there were

272

With

North Western

and in passengers
no accidents reported on the Chicago &

this increase in trains

lines in the district served by the suburban
Extra ticket booths to the number of 15 were erected
at the Chicago & North Western terminal in order to accommodate the crowd, and all of the passengers were required
to purchase tickets before entering trains.
Several tracks
were assigned to each route from the downtown terminal and
large signs were placed over the train gates entering these
tracks.
The crowds after purchasing their tickets were assembled on the station concourse in front of the gates for the
different routes and were allowed to enter the platform as
soon as the trains were placed in position.
In addition, extra ticket booths were established at practicallv all of the suburban stations where heaw traffic was
trains.

August

8,
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originate,

for handling the increased travel

in

strike

unci practically the only difficulty enhandling the crowds on the North Western was
This difficulty
in the handling of these additional trains.
was overcome by eliminating the regular suburban schedules
In consequence,
and substituting therefor a shuttle service.
the large number of suburban trains ran between, into and
out of the terminals as the traffic permitted and at no time
was it necessary to hold trains after they were loaded to
capacity. On July 30, the second day of the strike, the North
Western operated 402 trains carrying 175,993 passengers.
likely

to

273

countered

of the ear

on short notice when the
In fact. Illinois

men became imminent.

Central officials were watching the situation so closely that
trains began operating within 15 min. of the time the strike-

was

and by 5 a. m. on the first morning of the strike
was being conducted into Randolph street,
the suburban terminal of the road.
During the peak load in
the morning and evening rush hours trains were run in o
and out of the Randolph street station every minute. At the
Van Buren and Randolph street stations inbound passengers
were discharged during the morning rush hours at the rate
of approximately 500 each minute and the same number of
outgoing passengers were handled at these stations during the
called,

a 10-min. service

evening rush hours.
Considering the increased traffic handled on such short notice, the service was particularly free
of congestion and accorded a free movement of passengers
at all times, there being no delays, no accidents and no
personal injuries recorded. The extra employees which were
delegated to handle this increased traffic were given dining
and sleeping car facilities throughout the entire period of

3

*«9 sJh
|

EHffl
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Special Ticket

Booths Outside the Chicago

K'-jl

Chicago.

& North Western

Station

On the third day of the strike, July 31, the North Western
operated 388 trains carrying 176,130 passengers.
On August

1,

the fourth

and

last day,

393 trains were operated

carrying 184,830 passengers.

Much of the credit for the expeditious and satisfactory
handling of the crowds on the North Western is due to S. G.
Strickland, federal manager, who personally assumed im-

From Chicago

Daily

News

Reserved Seats on the Tender of an

''"'

Chicago Diilv News.

Hanging on the Rear End of an

Illinois Central

Train

bate direction of the suburban service during the fourperiod.

The Illinois Central, which

with the Chicago & North
Astern normally carries the bulk of the suburban traffic,
cried during this four-day period approximately 800,000
Pjsengers as

compared with the normal

travel

during that

Piod of approximately 200,000.
As in the case of the
Vth Western, plans were perfected by the Illinois Central

Illinois Central

Engine

service, and because of this fact no extra employees were
used to handle the increased traffic.
The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific under ordinary
conditions has a heavy suburban traffic, running 75 trains a
day and carrying from 17,000 to 18,000 passengers. During
this four-day period there were put in service approximately
ten extra trains a day, which, with the regular trains, handled between 30,000 and 35,000 passengers, or an increase
of 12,000 to 13,000 over the regular traffic.
In other words,
the Rock Island during the strike period carried 120,000 to
140,000 passengers on 340 trains as compared with an average traffic of 68,000 to 72,000 passengers carried on 300
trains.
Additional ticket booths were installed at the La
Salle street station, and preparations were made to handle

the traffic expeditiously.

The Chicago, Milwaukee &

St.

Paul under ordinary con-

ditions does a limited suburban business, although its lines
traverse heavily populated districts "which are ordinarily

RAILWAY AGK
Itregulai
served by the streel and elevated railways.
schedule consists of si* suburban trains which carrj on an
During the four days of
average 5,000 passengers per day.
the strike the number of trains dailj was increased b) 12,
rhese trains handled approximately
making a
of 18
t <

»t .i

days,

making

normal number of 7" by the addition of 5 train-, hi
an increase in the number ol can per train, and the num
ber of passengers handled was increased from th<
daily number of 14,000 l>v the addition of approxim
10

t

30,000 additional passengers during each day of the Four
a

record for the four-da}

period of 7' trains

handling 140,000 passengers. Service on the Evanston line
road, which has been abandoned for several years,
was resumed, and during the morning and evening rush
hours service was rendered as far north as Buena Park, a
In addition service was
distance of approximately 6 miles.
resumed on this company's line to Dunning, serving portions
of this
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I

a

day.

toe of the difficulties

encountered

in

the operatii n

ol

additional suburban service was in the collecting ol ti<
and fares.
This difficulty was oven ohm- by requiring

sengers to buy trip or commutation tickets
the train- and taking up these tickets as the

I

[j

Al the suburban station- on
of the roads the station platforms were feme,! off and
tered the train

platform.

i

purchased were collected or punched as the
passed through to the station platform.
The experience these railroad- obtained during a similar
situation in June, 1915, enabled them to avoid many of the
difficulties encountered at that time.
The congestion

tickets

|

further relieved by the fact that a greater number of
vehicles were pressed into service than in 1915 and be
the public did not

commence

fullest extent until the

to use the

second day of the

Hydrogen Gas

steam

roai

strike.

for

Cutting and Welding
ACETYLENE
WHILE
used
welding
for

in

combination with oxygen

and

is widely
cutting, there are certain disad-

vantages in the process due to the explosive character
In order to eliminate the disadvantages incident to the use of acetylene, the Carbo-Hydrogen Company
of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., has developed a gas known as
carbo-hydrogen with the view to furnishing an efficient and
safe medium for use in cutting and certain types of welding.
Carbo-hydrogen is a product of the destructive distillation
of suitable hydro-carbons and is a general analysis of 85 per
cent hydrogen, the balance being light hydro-carbons.
It is a
of the acetylene.

fixed gas, permanent under all weather conditions, and does
not solidify or leave any residue in the tank.
Being a combustible gas and not an explosive, it is easy to use and safer
than acetylene.
No air or free oxygen is mixed with the gas
in the process of manufacture.

Distribution of Suburban Stations on

Steam Roads

in

Chicago
of the city

normally served only by the

street

and elevated

lines.

The Chicago

Western Indiana, which normally runs 7
suburban trains a day which carry a total of approximately
3,000 passengers, increased its trains by 30 each day during
the strike, making a total of 37 trains per day which car&:

ried daily a total of approximately 23,000 passengers per

day.

Conditions on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy approximately duplicate conditions on the other lines handling a
suburban traffic from Chicago, but its lines do not traverse

much suburban

business.

of trains on this line were increased

from the

a section of the city that affords

The number

Gases having a high B. t. u. value are necessarily slow in
combustion and require a longer time to deliver a given
amount of heat and a larger expenditure of oxygen than gases
having a higher rate of combustion. For this reason, a
smaller portion of oxygen is needed for a given amount of
work where carbo-hydrogen is used. The gas maintains a
very high rate of combustion and ignition consequently generates an intense heat.
In cutting ferrous metals gases having a high carbon content change the character of the metal at the cut hardening
It
it so that machining or canting is exceedingly difficult.
is claimed that metal cut by the carbo-hydrogen process on
the other hand retains soft surfaces that can readily be
worked, while the absence of slag increases the speed of cutting and produces a smoother surface.
The use of carbo-hydrogen for heavy welding on steel
parts is not advocated by the manufacturers, although the
process

is

said to be superior to the oxy-acetylene flame'

for

welding softer metals.
Among the advantages of carbo-hydrogen may be mentioned the absence of dangerous and poisonous gases in the
products of combustion which often prove injurious to operators being composed largely of pure hydrogen, carbo-hydrogen burned almost entirely to water, while the combustion c
acetylene and oxygen produces at least 50 per cent carbo
monoxide.
Carbo-hydrogen compressed to 1,800 lb. per sq.
The working
in.
is
supplied in drawn steel cylinders.
pressure varies from 5 to 19 lbs. per sq. in.

Plumb Plan Given Hearing Before House Committee
Congressmen Not

in

Attitude.

Mood and Resent Threatening

Receptive

Plumb

Stone, Morrison and

Testify
Washington, D.

PLUMB PLAN

Tin

C.

individual, how many people are affected by the market value
of 20 billions of Government bonds held by 22 million individual subscribers? And to what extent are the holders of
life insurance policies and depositors in savings banks in-

having the government take the
railroads from the "bourgeois," paying them the numfor

ber of dollars representing their original investment,
hut in the depreciated dollars of today, and turning their
ration over to a corporation not for the benefit of the

terested in seeing that the assets of those institutions are not

but only of that section of the proletariat
employed on the railroads, was given a hearing before the

damaged by shrinkage

House committee on interstate commerce on Wednesday and
Thursday, during which it encountered some rude jolts at
the hands of the committee members.
Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Lo-

"If the value of a labor investment be calculated by the
which it receives, in the same manner in which a
capital investment is determined, then that labor investment
measured financially approximates a value of 50 billion dollars.
In addition to that at least three million citizens appear
here as capitalists owning a large proportion of the national

"proletariat,"

which

"This vast army of producers are not divided. They preno conflicting plans, no diverse theories for the solution
of this problem, but appear before you a united force profoundly convinced of the economic soundness of the principles upon which their plan is built, imbued with the
crusaders' spirit to support the principles

otherwise than oppose the universal lowering of the standard
To avoid the deprivations which loss of purchasing power necessarily inflicts, the first natural reaction is
the

of living.

demand

Before discussing the principles underlying the Sims bill
Mr. Plumb spoke on behalf of labor as holders of Liberty

"In answer to this first reaction, demand for increased
wages, we now find a hundred thousand railway employees
refusing longer to render their services for these constantly
diminishing returns.
This manifestation of revolt is but
symptomatic of the entire industrial situation. It is not unrest that confronts us, it is revolt because of industrial
conditions no longer to be borne.
"We already number in the supporters of labor's plan approximately six million adult producers— about one-sixth of

"Twenty-two million citizens out of patriotism contributed," he said, "20 billion dollars to aid in the prosecuthis contribution, they are assured a re-

If they now see the Govturn of only ?>y2 to 4J/2 per cent.
ernment guaranteeing 6 per cent returns on $20,000,000,000
fictitious, if

figures on five small

roads are to be taken as characteristic of the entire industry,
representing

no

cent,

service to the public,

thereby depreciating

the productive man-power of the United States, perhaps
the
same proportion of the political power of the nation, and a
financial power which few comprehend.
Those employed on
the railways alone represented in this movement,
receive as

which they paid par value, by 50 per
can you expect them to maintain that patriotic belief

their securities,

in their

for

country?

"Would you not believe that such action merely transferred
from the market value of war bonds to the market value of

their annual compensation

"The

representatives

of

railway

securities,

the

railway

and the United States Chamber of Commerce appearing before you have asserted that they speak

United States as being intermaintaining the credit of railway securities.
By what basis they reach this conclusion I cannot tell.
But if 50 million people are indirectly affected by the market
value of 20 billion of railway securities held by 200,000
for half of the citizens of the

ested in the value in

for the

investment of their

life

and labor upwards of 2]/2 billion dollars a year,— two and
a half times the amount of compensation paid
for the use of

railroad securities, six or seven billion dollars?
security holders,

in

ties.

bonds.

at least half is

for increased

purchasing power through demanded
wages, yet, this demand is acknowledged to be
futile, because such increase in cost of production is
immediately more than reflected in the increased cost of commodi-

Mr. Plumb Speaks on Living Costs

which

their

is

entirely hostile to the interests of humanity, and to be resisted
by all the powers of mankind.
Human nature cannot do

raises

Commerce Commission's

upon which

founded.
"The progress of recent events has brought us face to face
with a crisis of tremendous importance. The constantly rising cost of commodities to the consumer has far outstripped
the purchasing power of the consumer's wage.
This difference between earning power and spending power of the
great mass of the workers has compelled a corresponding
lowering of the standard of existence. This is an onfluence
faith

cost of living."

the Interstate

market of Government bonds

sent

which it has been presented to the public.
Both Mr. Morrison and Mr. Stone said that the cost of
living constituted the real problem; that increased wages
would afford only temporary relief, and that the Plumb plan
would afford no immediate relief along that line, but they
had no concrete suggestions to offer for a reduction of the
cost of living, and Mr. Morrison insisted that an increase in
wages would be necessary in any event while the cost of
living was being reduced, although he admitted its effect
would probably be to increase the cost of living. Mr. Stone
denied that the labor organizations propose to strike for the
purpose of securing the adoption of the Plumb plan, but said
there might be some strikes to "secure relief from the high

of railroad securities, of

the

debt and seek to have their interests as such owners likewise
considered and justly protected.

very brief statements, but they did not leave the witness
stand until they had been questioned at length by nearly
every member of the committee, most of whom made it very
plain that they were neither in sympathy with the ideas
represented by the plan nor with the threatening manner in

On

in

hold?

return

comotive Engineers, and president of the Plumb Plan
League, and Frank E. Morrison, secretary of the American
Federation of Labor, opened the presentation, and they were
to be followed by Glenn E. Plumb, the author of the plan,
and A. B. Garretson, until recently president of the Order
of Railway Conductors.
Mr. Stone and Mr. Morrison made

tion of the war.

the\-

the

money

"It

invested in railways.

claimed by those who represent the financial interests before this committee that they have
investments of approximately 20 billion dollars in this industry. Unless they
is

receive a return of a billion dollars a year, how shall
this
investment of money be compared with that investment
of
life and labor that receives a return of
2]/2 billion dollars a
year? By what standard can they be compared which
gives
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to

investmenl of

the

life

value

a

less

than thai allotted to

the investment oi dollars
Bj what reason can the interest
of tiling exceed in value the interest of human beings?
He

who speaks

of the interests of property

as consisting of rights

which the property possesses disassociated from the human
i

ighl of <>w tier ship,

reasons falsely

I

the railroads, also, serve the industry
thai

of

citizens.

again

all

Likewise,

all

So
body
are consumers; and

in

some capacity.

commingled

these three interests are

producers

in

the great

consumers air producers, except those who

charity or those

who

live

labor are consumers, and

on interesl alone.
it

is

live

by

All of organized

the failure of producers in in-

dustry to recognize their interest as consumers that has made
the efforts of organized labor ineffectual in securing for its
membership a greater share of the profits of the industries in

which they are employed.
"The owners of the capital alone have benefited. Wages
have been increased, hut all commodities which the wageearners must purchase have been more than correspondingly
increased in price by the profit demanded by the owner of
Under such
capital upon the increased cost of production.
a system earning power can never overtake spending necessity.
But the necessity of purchase always outstrips the
power of buying exactly by the profit demanded on the increased purchasing power, and to the extent of the profit
compounded by each intermediate handling and transportation of the commodity.
This constantly growing difference
between necessity for buying and ability to pay must be
compensated by a lowering of the level of existence. In no
other way can the sheet be balanced, and mankind not only
here but the world over refuses to accept that balance sheet.
"Organized labor now realizes that further advances in
wages at the expense of a cost of living exceeding that of
Equally, organized labor realizes
values are wholly futile.
that to correct this vicious system the interests of both producers and consumers must be protected; that the great in-

power of human effort should be reflected equally in increased earning power of those who produce and the decreased cost of the commodity, so reduced.
"In order to affect the price of all commodities by advances in wages to those who produce, then, it would be
crease in the productive

necessary to complete the entire cycle of industrial production.
An advance to the shoemakers is reflected only in the
advanced price of shoes. It does not affect any other com-

modity.

"But with transportation the

The

situation

is

quite otherwise.

cost in transportation is reflected in the price of all

com-

The consumer pays
modities, whether transported or not.
the freight on even-thing that he consumes, although it may
be produced next door, and may never have passed over any
Heretofore railroad rates have not
been advanced universally. A commodity rate is advanced
here, a classification rate advanced there, and only those commodities affected by such local advances reflect the increased
But with the coming of the war a IS per
cost in their price.
cent advance was allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, covering all rates and all commodities, and reflected
the next day in the purchase price of everything by which we
Later the director general again advanced these rates
live.
25 per cent. This advance was again immediately reflected
The
in the price of commodities, and the cost of living.
line of transportation.

wages earned by those who produce constitutes the great bulk
fund of this nation. When the price of all
commodities is advanced due to an increased cost of trans-

of the purchasing

portation ami the

wage fund

corn pondingl) increa <[.
by a restriction in tin
amount "i ommodities on um< d, This oon reacts on the
producing agencies.
They provide a restricted output to
correspond with the restricted demand.
This, again, n
ti
the wave or pun basing fund, and the y< le of resti
difference

the

is

exactl)

i

not

•

-

<

Him endlessl) repeats
industry
cal

is

reflected

i

i

i>

Most citizens are producers.
Those who consume and do no1 produce are either beggars
or capitalists.
Man) who produce are also capitalists.
have alread) shown that 1,700,000 of the wage-earners on
the railroads, producers, are capitalists in that they hold GovMan) of those who hold investments in
ernment securities.
"All citizens are consumers.
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and

in

it

we find production
stagnation, unemployment and inevitable

sin ial

itself,

until

stifled,

politi>

revolution.

he co
"Reverse this vicious system. Reduce rates.
commodities are then reduced accordingly. The pun
ing power of the wage fund i> then corresponding]
panded. A greater volume of commodities i- consumed. The
demand on industry is increased. There follows a wider
field of employment, which, in turn, increases the wag
purchasing fund of tin- community. This must inevitably fol'I

all

low, unless the savings of the cost of transportation, instead
relict ted in the price oi commodities, are appropri-

of being

ated to swell the volume of profits of those

who

control

i

[nsure the savings effected by a reduction in rate- to the
consumer, and you will have turned the tide that now
threatens to overwhelm us."
Ial.

Testimony

of

Warren

S.

Stone

Declaring that "American democracy is controlled by an
autocracy in industry and that America must become the
home of industrial freedom," Warren S. Stone, grand chief
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and president
of the Plum Plan League, argued that there could be no solution of the industrial problem and no lowering of the cost
of living as long as consumers had to pay extortionate profiton their own earnings in purchasing the necessaries of life.
Labor's belief in the Sims bill, he said, was profound. "In
this plan," he concluded, "we raise the banner of democracy
in control of industry, we advance to a new crusade with the
faith of the Pilgrims, with the convictions of the framers of
the Constitution and with the hope of America for economic
independence." His statement was in part as follows:

"At the request of these organizations the Sims bill is now
I speak as the voice of these two million men,
delegated by them to announce to this committee and to the
before you.

people of this country that they are supporting this measure
with all the strength and all the unity of purpose that can
move so large a body of citizens. Joined with us is the
American Federation of Labor, adding three million and a
half men to that body of railway employees who instituted

movement.
"In the industrial development of this country great organizations of capital first appeared as employers.
Individual workers, following the example set by capital, organized
Their purpose was to secure better working
as employees.
conditions and a larger measure of return for their labors.

this

The

full force of capitalistic organizations has been set
against labor to hold and to keep all the profits of industry.
The strength of the labor unions has been exerted to wrest
from capital some share of the profits for the wage-earners.
"This has been a perpetual struggle by the workers to
maintain a tolerable standard of existence; on the part of
At times both sides could
capital to amass greater profits.

But now the very growth
ignore the needs of the public.
of the labor organizations has brought into their ranks a
great mass of the consumers. The large number of the wageearners now constitute a large percentage of the people.
"For whatever the worker receives in wages he must spend

In addition, he is always comemployer an excessive profit on his own
wages. The cost of his living is determined by the sum he
And
earns plus the profit he is charged on his own labor.
as a group, labor is forever prevented from bettering its lot
The hope
because of the profits exacted by the employer.
for the necessaries of life.

pelled to

pay

to the
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is never realized.
So long as consumers are
pay extortionate profits on their own earnings to a
interest there can be no solution of the industrial

of a finer life

forced to
third

problem.
•'We find that this third interest absolutely controls and
dominates the management of industry.
It fixes wages and
controls working conditions.
It fixes the prices of commodities without regard to the needs of society, or the necessities

We have a democratic form of
of producers and consumers.
government but an autocratic control of industry.
"We exist under government, but by industry we live.
Under such a system the majority of a democracy can
through their government enjoy only such rights and privias an autocracy in industry permits them to receive.
This country was peopled by a race who sought within its
boundaries religious freedom.
It was established by their
descendants through revolution as a land of political freeWe now demand that it become the home of indusdom.
This can only be accomplished by extending
trial freedom.
to industry the same right of individual freedom recognized
by the founders of our government in establishing this
democracy.
The need of mankind for the products of industry must be accepted as the basic interest in all industry.
The right of the worker who supplies that need demands like
acceptance.
This can only be achieved by permitting producers and consumers to share in control of the management
of their

Sims

means

we

result

of existence.

believe

is

The machinery

embodied

in the

for attaining this

plan outlined in the

bill."

Mr. Stone Questioned

Members

of the committee apparently

had prepared them-

and Mr. Stone promptly bumped
Chairman Esch
began by reading from the statement signed by the brotherhood leaders that labor is in no mood to brook the return of
the railroads, and asked what was the purpose and intention
selves for the labor leaders,
into

'

a hornet's nest of hostile questions.

"We

are bitterly opposed to the railroads being returned
plan of private ownership and the struggle of

the old

labor," replied

Mr. Stone.

"This committee has heard numerous plans for dealing
with the railroads, and we have given you the same chance
as everybody else to present your plan," said Mr. Esch, "but
should the committee not endorse the Plumb plan, what will
be the attitude of your organization?"

"We

will try to create

majority of the
even-

means

at

enough public sentiment so that the

House and Senate would endorse it; through
our command; through the press; through

our members, and in every legitimate way."

"Would you

seek to develop your plan through a strike?"
can speak only for the B. of L. E. We have made
no threat of a strike.
We have not even asked for an in-

"No.

crease.

"I
strike

I

We

prefer a reduction in the cost of living."

don't think any of these organizations

are going to

Plumb plan," said Mr. Stone, "but
them may strike if they don't get some relief,

simply to get the

think some of
and they do object to the plan proposed by the President. I
don't believe they will wait that long because they cannot
I

"Have you any suggestions to make as to what Congress
can do?" said Mr. Es< h.
"I think we could offer you many, but they are not in concrete form at this time.
We might advocate a firing squad
for some kinds of people."
"You say you will not brook delay; yet you have no concrete suggestions to make.
Shouldn't Congress have some
time to deal with the problem?"
"Congress should have seen this was coming months ago.
The working man knew it, but it looked as if Congress was
going to go away and take a summer vacation."
Mr. Esch pointed out that even if Congress had taken
a vacation the committees were to remain in session in an
effort to

"We

work out some of

the problems.

an increase in wages is onlv temporary
relief," Mr. Stone said, "but if it takes a bushel
basket of
dollars for a man to live 30 days then his wage for 30 days
must be a bushel basket of dollars. A dollar now is worth
realize that

only 43 cents."
"Isn't that the result of the

war influence?" said Mr. Esch.
"Pardon me, I cannot agree to that. It is due to the system of profiteering that has been developed since the war.
Prices are higher today than they were during the war period
and there is no excuse for it. Yet up to date no one has done

anything to remedy the situation."
Mr. Stone, as an example, stated that carloads of food are
thrown on a dump in Cleveland every day in order to keep

and when it was suggested that this was a problem
for the municipality he said similar conditions exist all over
the country and that the government ought to do something
prices up,

about it.
He said Congress was able to do a good manv
things during the war period and that it ought to be able to
control prices.
Representative Winslow then took up the questioning, asking first whether the Plumb Plan League had been authorized

by a referendum or any definite expression of the members
Mr. Stone said it had been organized by the
officers with full authority to speak and with a knowledge of
what the members wanted. Mr. Winslow wanted to know if
any of the two million railroad men Mr. Stone had mentioned as supporters of the plan were included in the three
and one-half million members of the American Federation of
Labor he had mentioned in the same way. Mr. Stone turned
to Mr. Morrison, who said he was unable to give the exact
figure.
Mr. Winslow said he would like to know whether
the real number was five and one-half million or whether this
themselves.

of that declaration.

to
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under present conditions."
"If the President does something to reduce the cost of
living, will the strike be withdrawn?" asked Mr. Esch.
"I am not advised as to what the other organizations will
live

Mr. Stone, "but if you reduce the cost of living
you will solve the problem of industrial unrest."
"Have you any concrete suggestions for reducing the cost

do," answered

of living?"

"No. We want to see what the President and the government will do. If they fail, and I hope they don't fail, I am
satisfied the labor organizations can do something."

represented duplication.

Referring to statements that labor always got the worst of
while capital is always protected, Mr. Winslow asked if
every business did not have periods of depression when there
were no profits and no dividends and which might properly
be offset by larger profits in a good year. Mr. Stone replied
that labor always suffers when capital does not make its
money and that such conditions might be due to mismanagement and overcapitalization. "It is a question anyway," he
it

said,

"whether capital

"What do you

is

entitled to

any return or not."

think Congress should have done to reduce
the cost of living?" asked Mr. Winslow.
"Well, Congress could have seen this coming months ago,
but it was so busy playing politics that it had no time to pay
attention to the common people."
"Is that your answer?"
"It should have done something about the cost of living,
not merely talk about it."
"What should Congress have done and when should it
have done it? Let us suppose we are boneheads and have
not seen it; what do you say we should have done?"
"You should have done something to stop profiteering and
as soon as you met in session."
"That marks the time," said Mr. Winslow. "but I ask

:

i

RAILWAY AGE
you frankl) as man to man, with no halo around either
what should we have done

Testimony

<»f

us,

\ttiT

we have had

reasonable time to see whal the
think we can formulate a plan,
rnment does,
have
no concrete remedy t<> propose this morning."
a

1

l

"Bui suppose Congress is of the Mime mind after having
perhaps given the subject more investigation than you have
given

il

"Thej could gel some suggestions from their constituents."
VTi
bul no remedy.
Then, so far as you are concerned
as a witness, we do tK>t gel am help?"
"I have some ideas,
>ut
am talking about .government
ownership of the railroads now."
I

1

Representative Sanders asked Mr. Stone's opinion regardThe witness was
ing government ownership of coal mines.
not prepared to discuss that question.
"There i-- a propaganda being carefully circulated," he
only a move to have the government take
over everything, hut we are only dealing with the railroads.
1
think there should he some regulation of the price of coal,
Whether the government at some time should take
at least.
over all natural resources is a question for the future."
Representative Rayburn asked if Mr. Stone believed in a
general price-fixing scheme.
"Unless we gel some other solution," replied Mr. Stone.
said, "thai this

1

is

Mr. Rayburn then read the statement attributed to B. M.
Jewell, chairman of the shop employees' committee, threatening to tie the railroads up so tight they would never run again.
Mr. Stone said he had no authority to speak for Mr. Jewell
and questioned whether he had made such a statement be"We know the railroads are
cause it was sheer nonsense.
going to run some way," he said, "if the government has
to do it."
Representative Denison asked if the adoption of the Plumb
plan would not have great influence on its spread to other
industries.
Mr. Stone said that if under it they were able
to show a better operation of the railroads it would unHe would not think it
doubtedly have such an influence.
wise to begin now on a policy of socializing industry, but
he thought the time had come for the government to take over
"Any other plan," he insisted, "would simply
the railroads.
mean financial panic and chaos and result in receiverships of
a number of railroads inside of 30 days because they could
not meet interest charges." Mr. Denison asked if Congress
could not possibly prevent a panic in some other way.
"That is
'"Yes, by subsidizing them," Mr. Stone said.
The proposed guarthe plan proposed by capital interests.
anty means a subsidy and there is no reason why the railroads should be given a guaranty any more than labor. The
Railroad Administration agrees that we should have a 25
per cent increase, but that it has no money to pay it."
Mr. Denison asked why, if the time has come for the government to take over the railroads, the same thing does not

apply to other public

utilities that are in

a similar condition.

Mr. Stone said he was not so familiar with other industries.
"Do you desire an increase in wages under your plan?"
asked Representative Montague.
"Under our plan," replied Mr. Stone, "there can be no
increase in wages until we have shown a profit."
"But suppose you do not show a profit?"
"We are going to," insisted Mr. Stone. "There is no
argument about that. We know that we can."
"At prevailing rates?"

"W e
r

think so; yes."

believe rates are going up, or down?"
"I think we can show a reduction," replied Mr. Stone.
"How long will it take; how many years?"
"I w-ouldn't undertake to say," replied the witness, "but
you must remember there can be no increase unless the Interstate Commerce Commission says so."

"Do you
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Frank Morrison,

of

ecretar)

Frank Morrison
oi

the Ameri< in

Federation

of

Labor, said, in part

no oi tin- question it would he well to
di mi
mind thai quasi publi< corporations are created for
n e and not for profit. A long line of di
the Supreme On it of the United States down have invariably
held that the fundamental purpose of these corporation
to serve the public and thai they are only entitled to a fair
"In

1m. ir
9(

all

iii

ii

(

remuneration.

"Hardh any one

deny that under private management
ial footballs, and that the)
been directed by interests whose wreckage of numerous railroad systems is common knowledge. This wreckage has
accompanied by a debauching of legislatures and other
will

the railroad- have been

Imam

I

I

political

"The

activity that tested

times call lor

democratic institutions.

new arrangements

of properties that are only

made

in the

managemi

possible by the publii

The passage of the Sims bill will re-establish the
theory that railroads should be operated for public service
rather than for private profit.

sent.

"Aside from the application of democracy in these propand their handling by practical railroad men, the S

ties,

bill

will squeeze all fictitious value out of these properti<-

This will affect living costs and reduce charges the public
must now meet, for then it will no longer be necessary to
compel the railroads to earn dividends on millions of dollars
of watered stock."

Regarding the question raised by Representative Winslow
number of supporters of the Plumb plan, Mr. Morrison said that the membership of the federation was 3,700,000 paid members and over 4,000,000 if those not paid be
taken into consideration and that including the brotherhoods
the total would be brought up to 4,700,000.
It also claims
to represent all other organized labor and therefore that all
the wage workers of the country have endorsed the plan.
as to the

He

said that of the 14 railroad labor organizations in the
10 are members of the federation, two,

Plumb Plan League,

and engineers, have made applications for
membership and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen has
the conductors

authorized negotiations with the officers of the federation
become a member.
Chairman Esch asked what method could be used to develop the public sentiment of the country as to the plan.
Mr. Morrison said that any method that could be used to
convince the public that the plan was necessary should be
followed, that duress was not a part of the plan, but that it
proposed to educate the public and to support the men, regardless of party, who would favor labor's plan. Mr. Esch
asked if, assuming the Plumb plan is not adopted by Congress at this session, an effort will be made to submit the
Mr.
proposition to the people by a national referendum.
Morrison did not give a direct answer to this and showed
a marked aversion to giving a direct answer to many of the
questions that followed.
He said that members of Congress
were supposed to represent public opinion and could easily
find out the sentiment of the people in their districts.
Representative Rayburn led the witness through a number
of questions in which Mr. Rayburn took the position that
wages in the last analysis would be settled by the board of
directors, on which the employees, including the officers,
would be two to one as against the representatives of the
public.
Mr. Morrison would not agree that the officers
would vote with the representatives of the employees.
Mr. Winslow tried to get the witness' opinion of a suggestion that all wages be reduced 25 per cent for the purpose
of reducing the cost of production and thereby decreasing
the cost of living.
Mr. Morrison preferred to discuss this
question in terms of government employees rather than in
terms of the workers engaged in a productive capacity. Mr.
to
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Winslow then put to the witness the following two questions
which he had prepared and on which he asked a careful
answer:

"Has

labor, including railroad labor, at

any time,

in

any

country, ever been so well fed, so well clothed, so well housed,
so well entertained, and so well furnished in its homes, as is

labor in the United States today?

labor ever been so well off in respect to bank deand other evidence of savings and prosperity as now?"
Mr. Morrison went into a long discussion which did not
gnswer the questions, saying that when four million went
into the army it reduced the problem of unemployment and
krpt the people pretty well employed for long hours and for
That, he said, however, was a war
extra compensation.
condition, changed since the armistice, and now there is
a great deal of unemployment and unrest.
"Do you prefer not to answer my question?" asked Mr.

"Has

posits

\\

inslow.

taking into consideration the fact that railroad
received only 37 per cent increase in wages, while
the cost of living went up 82 per cent, it is not possible that
they should be in as good condition as they were."
After considerable argument Mr. Winslow repeated the
questions.
As to the second, Mr. Morrison replied that he
had no accurate information, but that taking into consideration the great efforts made to promote thrift during the war,
the railroad employees, being loyal citizens, naturally deprived themselves of a great many things and there was no
question in his mind that labor has saved more.
In reply to Representative Webster, he admitted that if
wages were increased the probable result would be a further
increase in prices, but when Mr. Webster suggested that for
this reason the idea of increasing wages as a remedy should
be set aside while Congress devoted its attention to some
better method, the witness demurred, saying that the railroad men are entitled to a large increase now and will need
it during the time required by the effort to reduce the cost
"Well,

men have

of living.

"But we are after a cure, not a palliation," said Mr. Webster, "and since both you and Mr. Stone admit that an increase in wages will result in an increase in the cost of living, must we not, in our search for a cure, lay aside that
remedy ? You want us to engage simultaneously in the task
of increasing the cost of living and reducing it."
"I don't believe wages are the cause for the cost of living,"
replied Mr. Morrison.
He admitted that it would take a
long time to put the

Plumb plan

into effect, but declared

in the meantime the workers should be protected by
being put on a basis as good as they enjoyed in 1914."
"But both you and Mr. Stone concede that the Plumb plan
is not a panacea for the high cost of living.
Would it not be

that

good sense for Congress to lay the Plumb plan
on the shelf for the time and devote itself to immediate conition of some immediate remedy, particularly since the
Plumb plan is revolutionary and experimental?"
"But I understand the proposition before your committee
is this bill," said Air. Morrison.
"The high cost of living
affects every one and there will be other hearings on that.
We are here today to advocate this bill."
Mr. Webster tried repeatedly to get the witness to say
whether the united effort on the part of the government to reduce the cost of living would not be preferable to a wage
increase at this time.
Mr. Morrison thought that the railroad men should not suffer the increased cost while a solution is being worked out.
"But you propose to increase the cost to the public generally while we are working on it," said Mr. Webster.
Mr. Morrison insisted that the Plumb plan would assist
the part of

in the solution of the difficulty and that the Railroad Administration had not given its employees the wages they

have been entitled

to.
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In concluding the questioning, Mr. Webster -aid that he
was perfectly willing to sit night and day in order to give a
fair and intelligent consideration to any plan proposed, but
that he would not be dominated or coerced by any threat,
however vaguely conveyed, as to what organized labor will
do to him if he does not vote as the}' wish.
"I am sorry," said Mr. Morrison, "if any one has got the
idea that we are threatening, but there is an unrest in thi>
country because men are not receiving what they should have
and great bodies of them have already gone on strike in spite
There comes a time when the
of the efforts of their officers.
burden is too great, and when that time comes you may expect revolution, to the extent at least of strikes."

Other Witnesses
R. C. Fulbright, representing a number of Texas shippers'
associations, testified before the committee on July 31 and
August 1, making a strong argument for the establishment of
six regional commissions under the Interstate Commerce

Commission,

to relieve the Interstate

of a burden of detail

and

Commerce Commission

supplement the local regulation
of the state commissions.
He pointed out that the EschPomerene bill makes no provision for regional commissions,
although, he said, the demand for them is very general. The
work of railway regulation has become so vast, he said, and
complicated, that the commission needs the assistance of
to

other bodies and power to delegate some of its work to them.
Regional commissions would expedite the handling of cases,
bring regulation closer to the people, insure greater efficiency
in the routine of regulation, and promote better cooperation
and understanding between both shippers and carriers and
between the state and the interstate commissions. The commission now cannot pass upon a formal complaint in much
less than a year, and the Esch-Pomerene bill proposes to give
it several classes of additional functions.
The commission,
Mr. Fulbright said, is the hardest- working group of public
officials he had ever had anything to do with, but it is

physically impossible for them to give real consideration to
all the cases that come to them for decision.
John Martin, representing the Railway Investor's League,

proposed the abolition of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the ground that it has outlived its usefulness, and
the creation of a federal transportation board.
He urged
the consolidation of the railroads into 15 or 20 systems and
x
a Government guaranty of A /2
per cent.

W.

A. Wimbish, of Atlanta, Ga., special counsel for the

Southern Traffic League, testified before the committee on
Tuesday and counseled it not to be stampeded by the de-

mands

of the labor organizations, but to "sit tight," and proceed with its hearing just as it otherwise would do.
"If you are considering Government ownership or this new
radical proposition," he said, "if you propose to lie down
supinely and let any interest in this country, capital or labor,

what Congress -hall do, I have little to say to you,
don't think you are going to be stampeded, because you
would be condemned by your constituents, and I can't think
that this proposition represents even the thought of intellidictate

but

I

gent working men."

Mr. Wimbish then gave his views on the railroad problem generally, supporting the Esch-Pomerene bill, which he
said came nearer meeting what is required than any plan
that has been presented.
He declared that the return of the
roads would not mean bankruptcy to the Southern roads,
which he was particularly interested in, nor to the transcontinental lines.
He thought the commission in fixing rates
ought to take into consideration the cost of labor and the
COSl (if capital, but that it ought not be bound by either.
The
railroads had got along very well financially before Government control, and no radical changes in the system of regulation were necessary.
Therefore he opposed most of the
plans that have been advanced.
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News Department

The Senate has confirmed the appointment of John Barton
Payne, now general counsel ol the Railroad Administration,
as
membei oi the Shipping Board.

committed against the

(

entral

Vermont and

the

Long

Island

raih oads.

,i

The

appropriating $17,000,000 additional to complete
the construction of the Alaska railroad lias been made the
subjeel of a favorable report by the Mouse committee on
territories; and members of the territories and appropriations committees have gone to Alaska to inspect the road
E.

Bill

E.

superintendent

Betts,

of

transportation

of

the

Chicago & North Western, with headquarters at Chicago,
and vice-president of the General Superintendents' Association oi Chicago, has been eleeted president of that Association, and \Y. C. Staffa, superintendent of the ear service on the
Chicago & Alton, Chicago, has been elected vice-president.
on August 2. fourteen persons were
which they were flying fell to the
ground from a height of more than 3.000 ft. The airplane
was a Caproni, which had started from Venice for Milan.
Press despatches report the fall as due to an explosion caused
by the careless use of a cigar or cigarette by one of the pas-

Near Verona,

killed

when

Italy,

the airplane in

sengers.

Rubber

tires to

the

number

2,300 figure in the latest re-

ported freight car robbery. Near Alliance, Ohio, one night
last week, thieves, armed with shotguns, held up a freight
train crew while they unloaded the tires and carried them
Press despatches say that there were
off in motor trucks.
six men in the gang.

Edward H. Shaughnessy, formerly trainmaster of the
Galena division of the Chicago & North Western, with headquarters at Chicago, and lately a lieutenant in the Thirteenth
(Railway) Engineers, has been commissioned a lieutenantcolonel, in charge of transportation for the American expeditionary force.
He has been awarded the distinguished
service medal "for meritorious performance of the highest
type in the prosecution of his duties."
Isaiah

peka

&

Hale, safety superintendent of the Atchison, ToSanta Fe, in a recent bulletin devoted to the interest

of the safety-first movement says that 40 per cent of the
injury reports which passed over his desk during a ten-day
period consisted of mashed toes. "No favorites are played."
says Mr. Hale, "it is the major toe as often as the little
buck private toe down at the foot. The cases range from the
man who drops a coupler on his toe, to the man who steps
on his own feet. The law of gravity is universal: if an object
is,

unsupported

—

it

falls

and keeps on

falling until

it

The railroads of Detroit, Mich., ought to pool their fr<
and passenger service tO prevent duplication of effort
least, so says the City Council, which body has decided to appeal to the Interstate Commerce Commission, the
'

States Railroad Administration, the Public Utilities Commission of Michigan, and the Michigan representatives in Congress, to bring about such unification.
The Toledo and the
Bay City divisions of the Michigan Central form a direct
straight line across the city from the southwest to the northBetween the west city limits and Milwaukee junction,
east.
this line has been paralleled by the Grand Trunk and the
Wabash with freight spurs. The old main line of the New
York Central (the Lake Shore) is now being used for freight
only from West Detroit. These parallel lines already have
expended $2,250,000 for grade separation. The councilmen
declare that one railroad would serve the industries as well
The City Council also has plans for the establishas four.
ment of "rapid transit" for the benefit of workers in the factories along the Bay City, and Toledo divisions of the Michigan Central. A group of large manufacturers are preparing
a petition to present to the Michigan Central for the installation of gas-driven passenger cars. Henry Russell, vice-president and general counsel of the railroad, tells the councilmen,
however, that the company's tracks are now being used already to their full capacity for regular passenger and freight
service, and further, the workmen would have long distances
to walk as the railroad lines do not touch the residential districts.
The industrial growth of Detroit is so rapid that the
railroads have got to devise some way of increasing their facilities to handle freight instead of overloading them with
this local

passenger service.

Signal Division

—A.

R. A.

Church street, New York city,
has issued the call for the annual meeting of the American
Railroad Association, Signal Division, to be held at Congress Hotel and Annex, Chicago, on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, September 17, 18 and 19. The notice of the
H.

S.

Balliet, secretary, 75

meeting, containing reports of committees, will be issued on
September 2. Orders for rooms at the hotel should be sent
by members direct, at an early date. Rooms for one person,
with detached bath, $2.50 to $3 a day; for two persons, $3
Room with bath, $3.50 to $6 a day; or, for two
to $5 a day.
persons, from $5 to $10.

strikes

or your own or some other fellow's toe.
the earth
injuries threaten to make our personal injury record
bad; there is nothing fanciful about them, they are a
reality."
And the sensation monger who glories in
totals of "killed and injured" can make as much out
mashed toe as out of a broken neck.

Toe
look
stern
large
of a

Frauds in the sale of unclaimed freight are charged in indictments against two expert brokers who were arraigned in
the United States District Court, in New York City, August
Two
1, and held in bail of $25,000 each for trial in October.
clerks in the freight claim office of the Central of New Jersey have been indicted on charges of having accepted bribes
Beto approve fraudulent dealings with these sales agents.
tween June, 1917, and March, 1919, it is alleged that about
$100,000 was stolen by rendering to the railroad company
false reports, showing sums much smaller than those for

which the goods actually were sold. The irregularities were
discovered by an investigator of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, who examined the books of the claim department of the railroad. Similar but smaller frauds have been
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Pullman Porters and the Chicago Riots

A

serious problem confronted Chicago's railroads and the
Pullman Company at Chicago in the handling of their colored
employees during the race riots in that city from July 27 to
August 2. The problem was successfully solved, however,
by the adoption of a plan whereby the colored employees on
the passenger lines upon arriving in Chicago were immediately assigned to outgoing trains, thereby eliminating their layWhen this was imovers in Chicago to a large extent.
possible, the men were given permission to remain in the
cars in which they arrived, until such time as they could be
assigned to outgoing trains. In this manner the majority of
the thousands of colored men on railroads entering Chicago
were able to avoid any serious clashes.
surprisingly small number of the 1,200 Pullman porters,
cooks and other employees failed to report for regular work
during the period of the rioting. Adequate guards were provided at the railroad yards to protect the men and where it
was necessary for them to return to their homes they were
provided with police protection.

A
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18 issue of the Railway Age, on page 125, the
earnings of the Chicago
Alton are shown as

the July

passenger

Traffic

&

month

$5,407,589 for the

of

May.

This should be $540,759.
s

One
The above

Perfect Railroad

is

the

title

—

Proposal to Include Coast and Geodetic Surveys
Under National Department of Public Works

One advantage
Department

mum

—Almost

of an interesting pamphlet issued
by George Bradshaw, supervisor of safety of the Pere Marquette and other roads under the jurisdiction of federal manThe road in question is described
ager Frank H. Alfred.
as being less than 500 miles long and it has more than one
main track. It is one of the few roads that have been able
to pay a regular 10 per cent dividend and in addition extra
dividends running as high as 40 per cent. The road's cars
and engines, if coupled together, would make a train considerably greater than the total main line mileage of the
road and the yard and siding mileage of this road is approximately three times its main line roadway.
The main line
is stone ballasted and equipped with automatic block signals
and its shops are provided with the latest machines; in fact,
the road, physically, is as near perfect as possible.
However, of the 12,000 employees on this near-perfect road, 27
were killed last year; and not one of these met death accidentally or by reason of an unsafe physical condition.
In
other words, every one of the 27 men was killed on account
of the failure on the part of himself or some other employee
Hence, the
to use reasonable care in performing his duty.
Almost."
title "One Perfect Railroad

tional
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to accrue from the organization of a Naof Public Works in accordance with the

bills recently introduced in both houses of Congress would
be the correlation of the work of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey with other activities of an allied nature now being
conducted by other departments of the government. The
principal work of the Survey is the charting and sounding
of the coast waters of this country.
This is strictly an engineering work, done by and under the supervision of engineers.
The next activity of the Survey is the providing
of horizontal and vertical control points throughout the interior of the country. This is of the highest importance as it
provides skeleton framework on which all other surveys
should be based.
It is important to note, however, that a
large number of other government agencies are also engaged
in map making.
These include the Corps of Engineers, the
Geological survey, the Land office, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, the
Forest service, the Boundary commission, the
Bureau of Roads and Rural Engineering, the Bureau of soils,
the Reclamation service and the Hydrographic survey of the
navy. This results in a large amount of confusion that could
be eliminated by the co-ordination of all of this work under
a Department of Public Works.
This is particularly pertinent with respect to the Coast and Geodetic Survey since
it necessarily forms the foundation for all survey work.
It
would result in a comprehensive mapping and leveling plan
of inestimable value to the railroads and land owners and
others who have occasion to make use of the maps and records of any of the existing survey bureaus.
There is no
work of the survey that does not fit well with the work planned for the Department of Public Works. It is essentially
engineering work and should consequently belong in the national department designed to correlate all engineering activities of the government.

Northwestern fruit growers, at a hearing recently conducted by Examiner Marshall of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, at Portland, Ore., on the proposed Perishable
Protective Tariff No. 1, declared that the rate increases proposed in this tariff would endanger the industry in that district: and they thought that the adoption of some of the
rules in the tariff would practically eliminate the carriers'
liability on fruit shipments.
The fruitmen are backed up by
the Public Service Commissions of Oregon and Washington.
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In accordance with notice previously given, the permit sysfor the shipment of grain was put into effect on August
In lieu of the individual permit system that was in effect
1.
last year (and which will be continued this year on a portion of the traffic), a so-called blanket permit system is now
in operation, experimentally.

tem

Because of the fact that locomotives operating over the
National lines of Mexico between Laredo, Tex., and Pochica,
Mexico, must be moved to San Antonio, Tex., for repairs,
the International & Great Northern has petitioned the Dallas District Freight Traffic Committee for a reduction in
rates on this movement from $0.26^ per 100 lb. to $0.09'/^
per 100 lb., the same basis as that which applies on intrastate

movements

this

in

territory.

The House committee on interstate and foreign commerce
has voted 6 to 5 to report favorably the Cummins bill, already passed by the Senate, to restore the former jurisdiction
of the Interstate

Commerce Commission and

the state

com-

missions over rates.

This would leave the director general
subject to the same restrictions as were formerly imposed
upon the railways, including the suspension power, except
that the House committee adopted an amendment proposed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission to remove the requirement of approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission before a tariff containing an increased rate may be filed.
The committee also adopted an amendment to provide that
no change or increase shall be made in interstate rates without having first secured the approval of the state authorities.
Traffic

conditions

ended July

28,

1919,

throughout the country for the week
were somewhat improved over the pre-

vious week in several
movement was behind

regions, but as a general thing the
that for the same period in 1918.
In
the Northwestern region freight loaded for the week totaled
164,819 cars, a decrease of 2 per cent.
In the Pocahontas
region, compared with July 28, 1918, tidewater coal dumped
decreased 54 per cent, coal and coke 12 per cent and other
freight 12 per cent.
In the Southern region, although the
situation shows steady improvement for the last week in
July, 1919, car loadings decreased 6,700 under the same
In the Central Western region there has
period for 1918.
been an increase in the total traffic handled, both as compared with the same period last year and with previous
weeks of the current year.

Senate Inquires About Coal Cars

The Senate on August 4 adopted a resolution introduced
by Senator Pomerene calling on the director general of railroads to inform the Senate regarding the number of coal
in use in the transportation of coal, the number
coal cars which are suitable and available, whether
the coal cars belonging to the railroads under federal control are now or have been during the past six months sufficient to meet the demand, the number constructed and purchased which have not been sold or transferred to the railroad companies and the reasons therefor, the methods
adopted to supply producers of coal with necessary cars and
any action by Congress which may be required in order to
meet demands. Senator Pomerene had a number of letters
from coal men complaining of car shortages and apparently
did not know that the Railroad Administration had already
taken steps to put into service the L*. S. R. A. cars which had
been accepted by the railroad companies, as announced in

cars

of

now

empty

The Railway Age

last

week.

The Columbia Trust Company

of New York has been appointed by the Railroad Administration to be trustee to hold title to a large number of these
new cars, pending the adjustment of questions respecting
their allocation which are now being studied in connection
with the plans for a general equipment trust.

1
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Commerce Commission

from points in Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota,
The Railroad
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and Nebraska.
Administration in General Order No. 28 increased the rates
and numerous complaints have been made regarding the disturbance of the parity formerly existing as between markets
ami interior milling points and as between country shipping
p. nuts and markets.
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The continued rapid extension of the
velopment of .Norway seems assured. In
ten ive plans which have been formulated
ried into effect relating to development

u

Hill,.

Norway

hydroelectrical deaddition to the CXand are being
of

wain- power

in

nearly all sections of the country, there has been
active campaign for bringing before consumers the value and
I

economy of electric power. Even now, in some sectioi:
Norway electricity is used for running sawmills and heating
tes

I

in

marketed.

districts
'.

/

S.

where

timber

the

is

Commerce Report No.

principal

product

172.

to

Private

Owners

A

Because of the injunction obtained by the Alaska Steamship Company and other carriers to restrain the enforcement
of the Interstate Commerce Commission's order of April 14
prescribing forms of bills of lading, the commission has
postponed the effective date of its order until further order
of the commission

Commissions

State Public Service Commission, First
which has been asked by the city authorities of
New York City, to revoke its approval of the increase in
fares on surface street cars in Manhattan and the Bronx (a
charge of two cents for transfers from one line to another
where heretofore the transfer has been free) will not decide

The New York

District,

question for two weeks yet; but the proceedings do not
operate as a stay, and the transfer charge is now in effect.
The counsel for the city alleges that each of the 99 points
where the two-cent charge is imposed has been designated
transfer point.
in the franchises of the company as a free
The Public Service Commissioner says that he has allowed
approving
the tariff, making the charge two cents, instead of
car
three cents, as requested by the receiver in charge of the
increase in traflines, hecause he feels sure that there will be an
maintain its facilities.
fic sufficient to enable the company to
the

Court
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To Return Mexican Railways

Lading Order Postponed

State

i

Increased Use of Electricity in

the request of the directoi

Bill of

h
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general, the Interstate Com
merce Commission has ordered an investigation as to the
rates and regulations applying on grain and grain products
\t

Vol. 67, No. 6

News

Federal Safety Appliance Act

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that
movement by a switch engine of 40 or more cars coupled

the

together over a Duluth terminal track, used only to connect
local
different terminal yards, over which no through or
without
trains pass, and on which trains are moved slowly,
orders, time cards, or block signals, is a switching operation,
and not within the air brake provision of section 1 of the
federal Safety Appliance Act.— U. S. v. Northern Pacific,

press despatch from Mexico City, dated July 31, is
authority for the statement that the Mexican Railway and
the Pan American Railway, which systems traverse the territory between the capital and the Gulf of Mexico and the
Isthmus, have been turned back to separate management.
Information from reliable sources is to the effect that the
Government probably will return the systems to the private
owners within a month.
The management of these systems had been merged with
that of the national lines since Colonel Paulino Fontes, former manager of these lines, took over the management of

the National Railways.

The Mexican Railway, which controls the important line
from Vera Cruz to Mexico City, is a British-owned property.
It was handed over to the Carranza Government on April 3,
1917.
The stock of the Pan American Railway is owned by
the National Railways of Mexico.

Traffic

on Siberian Railways Disturbed

Press despatches from Vladivostok report that on July 18
the Inter-Allied Railway Commission sent a formal pro-

Omsk Government of Admiral Kolchak against
violations of the Inter-Allied agreement regarding the opThe communication demands that the
eration of railways.
Russians live up to the agreement which they signed, and
The
are a party to, if the Government expects Allied aid.
removal of General Semenoff from the zone where he can
interfere with railroad operations also is asked.
The violations have chiefly been through the military station commandants, who sell tickets, allot cars and attempt
general supervision of traffic, a duty assigned to the technical
board of the American Railway Commission to Russia, un-

test to the

der the chairmanship of John F. Stevens.
The chief disturber is alleged to be General Semenoff, who
appears to be the dominating figure in the trans-Baikal sector.
The United States has furnished $4,000,000 and China $500,000 for the railroad reorganization, while the other allies

have promised funds.

255 Fed. 655.

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, holds that
movement by a switch engine of 30 to 50 cars, coupled

the

several
gether, some containing interstate shipments, for
railroads and
miles, crossing main line tracks of several
over
streets at grade, and running for parts of the distance
main line tracks, although in a network of tracks commonly
but the
called the city yards, was not a switching operation,
running of a train, and the failure to connect up the air
brakes was a violation of section 2 of the federal Safety Appliance Act.—U. S. v. G. H. & H., 255 Fed. 755.
Act
Failure to comply with the federal Safety Appliance
Aprequiring hand brakes is held by the Circuit Court of
company liable
peals, Second Circuit, to render a railroad
such violation,
for injuries to a switchman resulting from
penalty
although the punishment fixed by the statute is a
recoverable at the suit of the United States.— D., L. & W.
v.

Peck, 255 Fed. 261.

Conditions Affecting Trade

to-

Numerous

With

inquiries have been received in

Siberia

Washington

re-

conditions and regulations surrounding trade
with Siberia. In order to clear up certain misapprehensions
regarding trade with this region the following notes have
been compiled by the Foreign Trade Advisers' Office of the

garding the

Department

of State.
so-called Allied Purchasing Committee, of which Capt.
George E. Spengler is chairman, is a subcommittee of the
Interallied Technical Board of the Committee for SuperRailways.
vision of the Chinese Eastern and Transsiberian
This committee will make purchases of supplies and maF. Steterials for the Siberian railways by direction of John
vens, president of the Technical Board of the Interallied

The

Committee. All orders for material to be purchased in the
will
United States for use in connection with the railways

:

.

August
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8,

be placed by the committee through the Director General
This committee has
of Military Railways, War Department.
nothing to do with purchases of other than railway material
The Director General of Military Railways
and supplies.
is in close touch with all American manufacturers and is in
a position to expedite orders for badly needed supplies.

Reduced Cost

of

Living to Help German Railway
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Locomotive Deliveries

Men

Press despatches from Berlin reported the Government
has appropriated one and a half billion marks to be spent in
three months for the purpose of reducing the cost of food.
The despatches say that the cutting down of the cost of livThe railroad
ing is the direct result ot the railroad strike.
men asked for higher wages and accepted cheaper food as
The reduction means a weekly saving of
a compromise.
about 27 marks, $675, to every worker in Germany, according to an announcement of Railroad Minister Oesar, made in
the Prussian Diet.
Granting the demands of the striking railroad men would
have cost four billion marks, $1,000,000,000, German railroads
formerly the best paying investment of the Prussian state, are
losing money at a rate of from three to four billion marks a
Wage demands, if granted, would have increased the total
year.
It would also be impossible to raise the passenger
deficit.
Minister Oesar, reporting the food agreement to the diet,
said it would be impossible to raise an additional seven or
eight billion marks by taxation, to make good the railroad
deficit for the year to almost eight billion marks, $2,000,000,000.
and freight rates again, because higher freight rates would
merely increase the cost of living further.
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Week Ended

July 26

The following new locomotives were shipped during

week

the

ended July 26
Works
American

Road

.

{

2

Total

2

W

P.

L.

S.

P
& S

C.

C

R.

I.

& R
&
T. &
A. T. &

Baldwin

Nuin

Virginian

P.
B.
A.
P.

L.

W

2

Type

USRA

Mallet

Mallet

1

2

& P

3
1
1

S.
S.

USRA
USRA
Mallet
USRA

S.

Pacific

F

4

Santa Fe

F.

1

Pacific

3

USRA

Total

18

Grand Total

20

F.

Mikado

S.

F.

Locomotives
The Pesant Company (Cuba) has ordered one Mogul locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 17 by 24 in. cylinders and a total weight in working order of 110,000 lb.

Plight of the Russian Railways

The

The Russian railway system threatens

to

collapse,

owing

to

no repairs have been effected since the revolution,
says an article in the Reconstruction Supplement of the Review,
the fact that

of

the

Foreign Press issued by the British

most part

War

Office.

The

the warehouses falling in, and the central switches and signalling apparatus no longer work, owing to the lack of spares with which to
replace the wornout parts.
station

buildings

are

for

the

deserted,

No modern

electric or automatic signalling and loading appaon the Russian railways. The railway workshops
were obliged to hand over important parts of their machinery
This absence of necessary machinto the munition workshops.
ery and instruments is especially felt in the locomotive shops.
The number of railway engines out of repair amounted in March,
1916, to 17.3 per cent; March, 1917, 23 per cent; March, 1918,
35.3 per cent
March, 1919, 52.4 per cent. The number of freight
cars out of repair amounted in March, 1916, to 3.4 per cent;
March, 1917, to 5.4 per cent; March, 1918, to 9.1 per cent;
March, 1919, to 18.8 per cent.
The railway bridges and railway lines are also in a state of
decay and have in some cases been badly damaged as a result
of civil war.
Little is heard in the press of the numerous accidents that take place in consequence of trains running off the
lines.
The work of repair is often hindered by the passive resistance of railway workers antagonistic to the Soviet regime.
For lack of raw material, the number of engines built in 1918
was considerably reduced. In 1917, 520 locomotives were able
to be built in Russian foundries, but only 191 in 1918, 152 of
which were intended for goods traffic, and only 39 for passenger
trains.
Since the taking of the Urals by Kolchak's army, the

ratus exists

;

Cerro

De Pasco Railway (Peru)

has ordered two Confrom the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 21 by 28 in. cylinders, and a total
weight in working order of 164,000 lb.
solidation locomotives

The American Trading Company (Cuba) has ordered one
Consolidation locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 18 by 24 in. cylinders and a
total weight in working order of 125,000 lb.
The Taiwan Railways (Formosa)

have ordered three Conlocomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 20 by 24 in. cylinders, and
a total weight in working order of 134,000 lb.
solidation

The Imperial Karafuta Government (Japan) has ordered
four Prairie locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These locoomotives will have 14 by 22 in. cylinders and
a total weight in working order of 90,000 lb.

The Tata Iron & Steel Company (India) has orderad eight
six-wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. These locomotives will have 18 by 24 in. cylinders
and a total weight in working order of 110,000 lb.

The Government

of Poland has given the Baldwin Locomoorder for 150 Consolidation locomotives of a design similar to that of the locomotives which are supplied for
the American military railroads in France. It is understood that
the Baldwin Locomotive Works has arranged to finance the
$7,000,000 represented by the purchase over a period of ten years
and has accepted an issue of ten-year equipment notes from the
Polish Government.
tive

Works an

production of pig-iron for rails has entirely ceased as far as the
requirements of Soviet Russia are concerned and few new lines
can be built.
In January, 1916, there were still 72,743, and in January, 1917,
70,118 freight cars, running daily; in January, 1918, this number
had decreased to 16,644, and in January, 1919, it had sunk to
13,193 cars. The working capacity of the engines has fallen off
in a similar degree.
In 1918 they were capable of travelling
only about 35 miles per day. Naturally the financial results of
Up to 1916 the balance-sheet
the railways are unsatisfactory.
still showed a profit.
In 1917, however, there was a deficit of
R. 1.9 milliards, and in 1918 the deficit rose to R. 8 milliards.
The measures taken by the Soviet Government are too late to

and two Prairie type locomoOf the Contives from the American Locomotive Company.
solidation locomotives, ten will have 20 by 26 in. cylinders and
a total weight in working order of 160,000 lb., and one will have
16 by 20 in. cylinders and a total weight of 97,000 lb. The sixwheel switching locomotives will have 19 by 24 in. cylinders and
a total weight of 130,000 lb., and the Prairie type locomotives
will have 17 by 24 in. cvlinders and a total weight in working

prevent the ruin of the Russian railway system.

order of 114,000

The United Railways

OF

Havana have ordered

dation, four six-wheel switching,

lb.

11

Consoli-
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Freight Cars
I'm

II

market

l

for

OM PAN*
FRH K
!oKB
mine cars,

iurgh,

I

I

Refining Company, St.
0-ton, 10,000-gal, tank cars from
Foundi
Company,
I

briti

i

.

la

1

oui

the

City,

Kan.,

Kendau Refining Company,

Bradford,

ordered

two 40-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars from the American Car &
'ompany,
Foundi j
(

km Texas On Company has ordered 5(H) tank cars from the
Pennsylvania Tank Car Company, Sharon, Pa., and the General
American Tank Car Corporation, Chicago.
The

Pennsylvania

Equipmeni

Company,

1420

m

i

h

n

iiiiiiiiin

„

Earle W. Vinnedge has received his discharge from the
military service and has been appointed sah
en
the Worthington Pump & Machinery Corp., New York, with

headquarters
Pa.,

m

Hiiiiiiiiimiiniiniimiiiii; iiiiiiiimiiiimiiiimiMi

"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

American Car &

lias

iiiiiuiiiiiiiinm

is

Mo., has ordered

.

mi

Supply Trade News

the

in

(

\

I'm

Pa

1,260

I'm
Kannotkx Refining Company, Kansas
inquiring for 20 50-ton, 10,000 gal, tank cars.
I'm

Vol. 67, No. 6

Chestnut

Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for one second-hand
flat ear of about 60 tons' capacity and for 30 logging ears, with
spring draw heads and of 40,000, 50.000 or 60,000 lb. capacity.
street,

at

(

Cincinnati,

'

>hio,

The Spencer Otis Company, 747 Railway Exchange Bldg.,
Chicago, has been succeeded by the DeRemer-Blatchford
Company effective Aug. 1, 1919. The change is purelj one ol
name and the same headquarters will be retained by the
ompany.
>e Reiner Blatchford
<

I

E. T. Sawyer has been appointed a representative of the
railway sales department of the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls, X. Y.
Mr. Sawyer will specializi
ear lighting equipment and electric car welders and will have
his headquarters at 30 East Forty-second street, New York
City.
J. A. Massie, sales manager for the Hoyt Electrical Instrument Works, Penacook, N. H., has retired from active ser-

Passenger Cars

He will continue to be identified
with the company.
the organization through his interest in the BurtonRogers Company which has been made the sales department
of the Hoyt Electrical Instrument Works, M. T. Rogers will
take over Mr. Nassie's duties.
vice

Carey, New York,
way ears for export to Spain,

George

The

11.

is

inquiring for 10 electric

rail-

New York, is inquiring
passenger cars for export to Cuba.

Peerless International Corp.,

for gasoline driven

Signaling
The Lehigh Valley

has ordered from the General Railway
interlocking machine, style A, 32 levers, for
Constable Junction, N. J., with ten electric locks also a 32-lever
machine for Pine Junction, N. J.
Signal

Company an

;

—The

Blaw-Knox Company,

F. B. Hartman has been appointed representative of the
Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass. He
is to cover the southeastern district succeeding J. M. Monroe, who has resigned to become vice-president of the
Charles H. Long Company. Previous to 1906 Mr. Hartman
in the service of the Union Pacific and later was with
the Southern Railway, part of the time as general equipment
inspector.

was

The Hazard Manufacturing Company, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
1, opened a new sales office and warehouse at 1415
Wazee street, Denver, Colo., in charge of Ernest P. Kipp,
The Denver office will cover the Interdistrict manager.
mountain district including in its territory Colorado, Wyoon July

Trade Publications
Blaw Cableways.

with

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has issued a 16-page booklet illustrating and describing the variour appurtenances used in cableway construction, including carThe illustrations show
riages, falls, stops, spring bumpers, etc.
the character of the devices and also the nature of the possible
installations.

ming, Montana, Idaho, Utah, New Mexico, and the western
Mr. Kipp served
portions of Nebraska and South Dakota.
as a captain in the U. S. Engineers, and has received his
honorable discharge.

Roland S. Lebarre, assistant manager of sales for the
Cleveland, Ohio, district of the Carnegie Steel Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has resigned to become general sales manager of the alloy steel department of the Interstate Iron 8c
He began his business career 20
Steel Company, Chicago.
years ago with the United States Steel Corporation and in
1902 entered the sales department of the Illinois Steel Company. During the past 14 years he has been assistant district
manager of sales for the Carnegie Steel Company, at Cleveland.

James H. Reed, senior member of the law firm of Reed,
Smith, Shawl & Beal, Pittsburgh, Pa., and president of the
Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, owned and operated by the
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, has resigned from all
industrial boards on account of the present status of the interlocking directory act, which prohibits a director on a railroad from being a director of any industrial company that
For this reason, Judge
furnishes material to that railroad.
Reed has resigned as a director of the Pressed Steel Car

Company, Pittsburgh, and

J.

H. Beal has been elected

in his

place.

Thomas
Copyright by Understood

&

L'ndenvood, X. Y.

—

Scenes from Foreign Ports The Custom House Railway in
Guayaquil, Ecuador

O. Morgan, until recently head of the service de-

New York office of the American Steam
Conveyor Corporation, Chicago, has been promoted to sales
engineer in charge of Long Island and Connecticut terriengineer
tory, and H. S. Valentine has been appointed sales
partment of the

August

8,

RAILWAY AGE
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charge of Philadelphia territory with office in lie North
American building, Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Valentine is a mechanical engineer and previously served with the Link Belt
Company, Philadelphia, for five and one-half years, with the
Brown Hoisting Machine Company and Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Company for six years, and with the Badenhausen Company, New York, manufacturers of water tube
boilers, for one year.
in
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George H. Richie, sales engineer

in

New

England and

Eastern Canada for the Sullivan Machinery Company, Chicago, has been promoted to New England sales manage/,
R. S. Weiner
to succeed George Elmer Wolcott, deceased.
lieen appointed district manager with headquarters at
El Paso, Tex., in place of Don M. Sutor, who has been
transferred to the St. Louis, Mo., office as sales manager for
Missouri, Arkansas, Eastern Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas (except the oil territory), Western Kentucky and Western TenPhillips S. Jarvis has resigned as sales manager for
nessee.
the territory controlled from the St. Louis office and Marion
C. Mitchell has been appointed sales manager for the territory in Indiana and Illinois previously controlled from the

Louis office, with temporary headquarters at St. Louis.
Daniel H. Hunter has been appointed sales manager for
Louisiana, Texas (except the southwestern section), and the
oil fields of Oklahoma and Kansas with headquarters at Dallas, Tex.
St.

The Norton Grinding Company and the Norton Company,
both of Worcester, Mass., have been consolidated under the
George I. Alden, who has been president of
latter name.
the Norton Company for some years, is chairman of the
board of directors of the reorganized company, Charles L.
Allen is president and general manager, Aldus C. Higgins,
treasurer and general counsel and George N. Jeppson, secretary and works manager.
Two new vice-presidents have
been appointed. W. LaCoste Neilson, vice-president and foreign manager, and Carl F. Dietz, vice-president and general
A factory for the manufacture of abrasive
sales manager.
products has been established in Japan and the company has
secured control of the Hiroshima Grinding Wheel Company,
at Hiroshima, near Kobe, Japan, which was established some
years ago by the company's agents.
Sales agencies have
been established with native houses in several foreign countrie-, including England, France, Italy, Belgium, Denmark,
Holland and connections will be formed in Norway and Sweden. A new store at Detroit, Mich, has also been opened under the

management

of C.

W.

Jinnette.

unfits

Railway Construction
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Baltimore & Ohio. A contract has been given to the Vang
Construction Company, Cumberland, Md., for the masonry work
required in the reconstruction of the Baltimore & Ohio Allegheny river bridge, at Thirty-third street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Canadian Roads.— John W. Stewart & Co., railway contractors,
Vancouver, B. C, have been awarded a contract for the construction of a railway from Acme, Alberta, to Drumheller, a distance
of 37 miles. Work was started on July 1.

—

CHICAGO & Alton. This road is now actively engaged in
grading operations and track laying for its Harrison street freight
terminal, Chicago.
Bids will be asked for in about two weeks
for the construction of two large freight houses.
The officers of the Chicago & Alton have submitted a proposition to the secretary of the Nutwood Drainage and Levee District, of Illinois, for the construction of a six-mile extension
from Titus, 111., south into the Nutwood district, with a branch
line of one mile to the east bank of the Illinois river, opposite

town of Harding. The proposal requires that the property
owners furnish the ties, the right-of-way and the work of grading, and the company is to furnish the steel, the ballast and the
labor for track work. It is estimated the cost to the land owners
the

the district will be about $75,000.

in

Union

Chicago
given
for

to

to

Union

&

Chicago

—

Station Company. A contract has been
Stewart & Nelson Company, Chicago,
and construction of six approach tracks

Mellon,

grading

the

the

the

Station,

Alton

and two joint freight tracks for the

terminal and the Pittsburg, Port
freight connections in the territory be-

freight

Wayne & Chicago

tween Twelfth and VanBuren streets. The work includes
underground construction of cables for interlocking plant
and necessary sewerage.
The contract amounts to approximately $200,000, not including material, which is furnished
by the Station Company.
Colorado Roads.

— Mining

are ready to invest large

interests of

sums

Paradox Valley,

in the construction of

Colo.,

an electric

railway from their mines to some point on one of the larger
James M. McBride, general manager of the Cashin mines in the Paradox Valley. Data is now
being gathered wiih which to interest railroad builders.
lines in the state, according to

Pennsylvania.

—This

tion of a belt line

road has resumed work on the construcaround Detroit, Mich., after an interruption

of more than a year.
Prior to the suspension of this work in
1918 the Pennsylvania had purchased right-of-way for a six-mile
extension around the city of Detroit from a connection with the
Pere Marquette, north of Michigan avenue to Highland Park.
Along this right-of-way sites for industries had been bought on
the statement of the road that it proposed to proceed with the
construction of this line at an early date. When the work was
suspended, the owners of these industrial sites made no complaint, but this year they have asked that the road fulfill its
promise of providing track connections and it is on account of
this that the track laying has been authorized and is now in
progress. Three hundred acres of land have been acquired west
of the River Rouge near Oakwood, Mich., where the freight yards
As now designed they will have an immediate
will be located.
capacity of 3,850 freight cars and an ultimate capacity of 12,000
cars.
It is expected that as soon as the railroads are returned to

corporate control, the work on the entire projected extension
from Toledo, Ohio, to Detroit will he resumed.

Port

II

ikon & Detroit. — Surveys are now being made for a
from Marine City, Mich., to Detroit, a distance ol

single track

40 miles.
Copyright by

Underwood

&

Underwood, X.

—

V.

Scenes from Foreign Ports Merchandise Being Landed by
Lighter at Mollendo, Peru

"Waste neither time nor money," said Benjamin Franklin.
put in W. S. S. is not wasted; it's working for you.

Money

)

ANNUAL REPORT
The Hocking Valley Railway Company
olumbua, Ohio, July

(

To

tin-

["he

Stockhold
IVentieth Annual

Report

the

ol

Board of Directors,

I.

A

31, 1918, ii herewith submitted.
iverage mileage operated during tbi yeai waa 349.7 miles, an increase
mifea
The mileage at tin- end o!
compared with the previous vesi ,.i
350 I miles.
the reai

wu

Owing to the development oi Pa
portions have been completed.
.
Vail.
was
the second track (.94 miles) between thai point
track.
ling and bridging have bi
converted into a passing
A telephone dispatchplctcd for 12.6 miles of extensions of passing tracks.
ing ano message circuit from Columbus to Toledo has
ch will lie
A' Walbridgc 9 stalls arc being added to the ei
rcatiy lor use by the opening of the lake coal season, a 500-ton capacity
concrete coaling station ts under construction and the capacity of the yard
has been increased by the construction of five 100-car departing Hacks and
At Carey the
tne extension of four hump tracks to hold 100 ears each.
construction of a 500-ton capacity concrete coaling station has
menccd. At Marion a 5-stall engine house and 100-foot turntable are being
constructed.
At Parsons Yard South Columbus the five 100-car tracks
under construction last year have been completed, the grading for 10 additional tracks (5 each in empty yard and loaded yard) has been completed,
xtended three-quarters of
the advance lead for southbound trains has been
a mde, an addition of 12 stalls to the engine house is under construction,
and a 500-ton capacity concrete coaling station is practically completed. At
South Columbus the separation of grades at Smoky Row Road ordered by
tne Cour.ty Commissioners, and commenced last year, has been completed,
At .Logan the work of lengthening five stalls of the engine house is practiculy complete.
At Nelsonville a 10-stall engine house, 100-foot turntable,
macnine shop, sand house, and oil house are under construction and wu]
b c in use early in 1919.
On the River Division piers have been constructed
'° su PP crt two girder bridges, which are being renewed between Hawks
an<j Minerton, and the steel work will be erected so that heavier power can
Vj
e
p era t eci on this division by the middle of next summer.

282.486.41

1

$2,836,946.32
~'2O5!202l48

Rentals and Other Payments were
<>'(Increase $14962945 oi

<

;

Income for the year available for interest waa
(Decrease $509 363 80 or 16
Interest (48.33% 'of 'amount available) was
(Increase $64 719 U or 5
Net Income tOl'the year amounted to
(Decrease $574083 13 or 19.69%.
Dividends paid during the yi
Two dividends of 2% each aggregating

$2,631,743.84
1,271,914.50

'

-

$1,359,829.34

1

439,980.00

improvement of physical and other arsets

'.

$919,849.34

RETURN ON PROPERTY.
The following table shows the amount of return to your Company, from
transportation operations only, upon its investment in road and equipment
at the termination of each year of the five-year period ended December 31,
1918; the road having been' operated in 1918 by the United States Railroad
Administration, the Standard Return has been used for that year in lieu
of the operating and other items corresponding therewith:
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FINANCIAL.
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OPERATION BY UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION.
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equipment.

During the past ten years your
counts has been as follows:

Equipment

.

.

Company

s

net addition to property ac-

cr at
$4,217,845.07
5,559,94 5.26
*,, -,,.,

.

.

Additions ana Betterments
...

to 777 7Qrt -3-j
$9,///,/W.Ji

ftn „
of short-term six per cent.
Your Company had outstanding A$5,000,000
A plan submitted by bankers
notes which matured on November 1, 1918.
looking to the financing of this maturity was acceptable to your Directors,

.,

,-,

,

.

,.

,

,

,

but the necessary sanction of the Director General of Railroads to such plan
was withheld. Consequently, upon the maturity of the notes, your Company
found it necessary to request the note-holders to extend the maturity of
In effecting this extension the Director
their notes tor three months.
At the suggestion of representatives of the Railroad
General co-operated.
Auniinistration. your Company then undertook the creation of a General
Mortgage, under which bonds could be issued if found desirable, either
tor sale or for pledge to secure short-term obligations, for the purpose of
pi oviding both for the extended notes and for other capital expenditures.
The stockholders at a Special Meeting held on January 25, 1919, authorized
thc creation of such a mortgage to secure not exceeding $50,000,000 of
General Mortgage Bonds.
The total amount of bonds outstanding is
furtner limited to an amount which, including prior lien bonds, shall not
execed three times the outstanding stock.
On February 1st, 1919, when
the extended notes matured, no plan acceptable to the Director General had
been agreed upon, and a further extension until March 1, 1919, was arranged.
Before thc date last mentioned, your Company reached an understanding with the Director General and with bankers, whereby it was
Vole to provide for the payment of the extended notes and for its other
immediate capital requirements, through the issue and sale of $7,500,000 of
Fivc-Year 6% Gold Notes, due March 1, 1924, secured by pledge of
$9,60u,O00 of the new 6% General Mortgage Bonds.
Your Company purchased during the year $200,000 United States Goveminent
Bonds of the Fourth L-berty Loan.

4%%

GENERAL REMARKS
_,

the equipment in service December 31, ,„,_
1918, consisted of:
Locomotives owned
133 No change
Locomotives leasea under equipment trusts
8 No change
_.,

.

,

.

,.

.

,

,

~

lotal

Passenger train cars owned
freight train and miscellaneous oars owned
Freight train cars leased under equipment trusts
Freight train cars under special trust

_

,

Total

,

.

,

.

141 No change
72 Increase
1
13,081 Increase
393
1,999 Decrease
500

47

I» the Annual Report for the year 1917, you were advised that the Presiof the Unit ed States, by Proclamation dated December 26, 1917, took
possession and assumed control of the railroad systems of the country, appointing a Director General of Railroads, through whom the operation of
such transportation systems was to be conducted. Under the Proclamation
and uncier the Act of Congress of March 21, 1918 (generally known as
t hc Federal Control Act), the railroad of your Company has, since DccemDer ^8, 1917, been operated by the United States Government through
William G. McAdoo, Director General of Railroads, and Walter D. Ilines,
his successor.
The operating and traffic statistics contained in this report
relate to tne operation of your property by the Director General of Railroads,
Increases in wages of employees, made by the Director General of Railroacis during thc year, increased the year's cost of operation approximately
$1,762,000.
These increases are in addition to the increases of $625,000'
ncntioned in last year's report.
j he revenue coal and coke tonnage was 11,799,891 tons, an increase of
10.5%; other revenue freight tonnage was 3,444,959 tons, a decrease of
17.8%. Total revenue tonnage was 15,244,850 tons, an increase of 2.5%.
Freight revenue was $11,343,613.42, an increase of 26.4%.
Freight train
mileage was 1,494,261 miles, an increase of 1.3%. Revenue ton miles were
1,892,824,838, a decrease of 3.7%.
Ton mile revenue was 5.99 mills, an
increase of 31.4%.
Revenue per freight train mile was $7,591, an increase
0I 24.7%.
Revenue tonnage per train mile was 1,267 tons, a decrease of
5%. including Company's freight, the tonnage per train mile was 1,302
tons> a decrease of 4.8%.
Tonnage per locomotive, including Company's
freight, was 1,061 tons, a decrease of 5.5%.
Revenue tonnage per loaded
car was 43.7 tons> a decrease of .2%. Tons of revenue freight carried one
milc per m ile of road were 5,412,710, a decrease of 3.8%.
There were 1,293.257 passengers carried, a decrease of 23.9%. The numuer
f passengers carried one mile was 42,551,254, a decrease of 14 9%.
Passenger revenue was $1,038,843.40, an increase of 8%. Revenue per passe n 3 ci per mile was 2.441 cents, an increase of 26.9%.
The number of
passengers carried one mile per mile of road was 121,679, a decrease of
14.9%.
Passenger train mileage was 548,159, a decrease of 22 5%. Passender revenue per train mile was $2,014, an increase of 48 1%' including
ma ii and express it was $2,188, an increase of 38%
Passenger service
train revenue per train mile was $2,260. an increase of 36 7%
There were 5,726 tons of new 1001b. rails, equal to 36 44 track miles,
anc 65 rons of new 90-lb. rails, equal to .46 track miles, used in the renewal of existing main tracks.
The average amount exoended for repairs per locomotive was $7 579 90
hn increase of 102.2%; per passenger train car $1,251.12, an increase of
49.5%; per freight train car $136.93, an increase of 54.9%.

deU

r ts
,n,o
in funded debt shown by balance sheet of December 31, 1918,
as compared with December 31, 1917, consisted in the payment of $205,000.00
on equipment trusts.
Aa analysis of the property accounts will be found on pages 18 and 19.
by icferencc to which it will be seen that additions and betterments were
made during the year to the net amount of $1,819,858.79, of which
$1,783,596.02 was added to cost of road, and $36,262.77 was added to cost of

The changes

I

i

$2,554,459.91

,

,709,150.53

at to Cummings and 7.24 miles D
ccpl ball
ware to Meicnith (total 10.6 miles) have been completed,
d to Carey were compieti
and placed ill service; 2.35 mill
t"i
pendinj
liding
pur|
a
and
service
placed in
ballasting,
Carey coaling .station; and the (trading and masonry foi the r<

—

•

/•

4,238.54

!

structiou

or* 93.54%.')

_

.

296,813.36

68,507.57

.'

to

"i

1

.

(Decrease $540*318.0] or l.
Miscellaneous Income was...!....
(Increase $180 538.66 oi 177.21

Balance, devoted

"'

Bai* nc to credit of account December 31, 1918.
<" the 27 miles of second track, north of Columbu

'
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:
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$2,568,659.91
1 4^200.00

(Decrease $205',747.3O
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$2,637,167.48

,
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(Decrease $677,
with corresponding income items oi 1917.)
General Expenses (Corporate) were
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I

I

:

i
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1918, bj

Bacal

w.u ended Decembei

RESU1 rS FOR

Annual Report

$2,412,337.17
account Dec/mbei 31, 1917. .,
during jreai ended December Ji,
a. Railroad Administration. $315,012.83
Charges to account i"i
Accrued depreciation on equipment retired
in freight and worl
during yeai
160.93
in
rued deprecialu n on cat

Balance

1919.

the

foi

— Twentieth

THE FEDERAL CONTROL

ACT.

The Federal Control Act authorized

the President of the United State!
to enter into agreements with the companies owning railroads taken over
for their maintenance and upkeep during the period of Federal Control,
and lor the determination of the rights and obligations of the companies
and the Government arising out of Federal Control, including the compensalion to be received or guaranteed.
The Act authorized the payment,
under such agreements of an annual compensation equivalent, generally
speaking, to the average net railway operating income for the three-year
period ending June 30, 1917, as ascertained and certified by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. The President was also given power, in any case
where the average of the three-year period appeared plainly inequitable as
a measure of Just Compensation, to enter into an agreement for such
compensation as in his judgment would be just in the particular case.

No change

COMPENSATION CONTRACT.
Thc average Annual Net Railway Operating Income of your Company
the thicc-year neriod ending Tune 30, 1917, as tentatively certified by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, being $2,637,167.48. the Directors of
your Company believed it to be to the interest of the Company to enter
into thc agreement contemplated by the Federal Control Act, and, accordf°'

,

freight '.rain and miscellaneous cars
15,127 Decrease
107
the year in accrued depreciation of equipment account

The changes during
were as follows:

2sr,

—
.

August

8,
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1919

ingly, at the Special Meeting of Stockholders held on January 25, 1919,
requested authority to proceed with the negotiation of an agreement on
Such authorization was duly conferred, and the officers of your
such basis.
Company pursuant thereto, have made application to the Director General
It is expected that the formal agreeof Railroads for such an agreement.
ment will be executed in the near future.

CORPORATE ORGANIZATION.
Federal Control, the Director
permitted the railways to be operated under uis supervision by
the corporations for the account of the Federal Government.
Later a complete separation of the personnel and of the accounting records
was ordered, and separate books were opened for Federal transactions and
The staff of
separate operating and accounting officials were appointed.
the Director General for the operation of the railroad of your Company
was selected from former officials of your Company and, as the officials
so selected were by order of the Director General, required to sever all
connection with the corporation, the creation of a distinct corporate organization to cany on the affairs and protect the interests of your comThe expense of maintainpany during Federal control became necessary.
ing tins organization has been, by order of the Director General, excluded
as an operating expense chargeable to Fedeial Railroad operating income,
which, in effect, amounted to a deduction of the cost of maintaining the
corporate organization from the Standard Return provided by the Federal
Control Act.

During the early part of the period of

General

of

officials

ALLOCATED EQUIPMENT.

officers of your Company were notified that the
States Railroad Administration had allocated to it five hundred
fifty-five ton coal cars, the cost of which your Company was expected to
Your Board ol Directors piotestcd against being required to
assume.
accept such equipment, as, in their opinion, the equipment allocated was
unnecessary and was of a type unsuited for the proper and efficient operation of the railroad of your Company, and the prices paid for it by the
Notwithstanding these objections,
Administration were unreasonably high.
the Director General has insisted that your Company accept this allocation
cost,
approximately $1,348,500.00,
under penalty of having the entire
chargca against the annual compensation due from the Railroad Administration, which cost, if so charged, might render it impracticable for your
Company to maintain its present dividend rate. Your Directors are disposed to accept the allocation, provided the Director General will assist in
financing its cost which it is believed he will be willing to do.

During the year the

United

287

THE FUTURE.
The President

the United States has announced that Federal Control
on December 31, 1919. The practical certainty that operating
costs cannot be substantially reduced below their present high level and
the probability that determined efforts will be made by shippers to prevent
farmer increase of rates and even to effect reductions, will render it very
difficult, after Federal Control has ended, to maintain between revenues and
expenses the margin necessary to ensure an adequate return to your Company a.-.d provide the basis of credit necessary for the improvement and
development of its property. This prospect, which faces every railroad in
the country, makes it of the highest importance that some plan be devised
and enacted into law, which, while protecting the proper interests of the
public, shall yet also ensure the financial stability of our transportation
oi

will terminate

system.

Your Directors have given and

will continue to give their earnest conto the various plans that have been proposed for dealing with
problem.
Its solution will require the exercise by National and State
Legislatures and by public officials generally, of broad statesmanship and
wise foiethought.
Railroad stockholders and creditors can render invaluable
assistance in the formulation and discussion of any plan that may be
adopted, and will, it is hoped, cooperate actively to the end that a solution
may be reached which, while protecting the public, will make railroad securities attractive to investors and thus ensflre the continuance of the
wise principles of private ownership and individual initiative in the management and control of our transportation systems.
On July 50, 1918, your Company sustained a serious loss in the death
of Mr. Clarence Brown, who had been a Director of your Company for a
number of years.

sideiation
this

Announcement is also made with regret of the death, on June 6, 1919,
of Mi. Carl Remington, Assistant Secretary and formerly Secretary of
your Company.
On Fcbruaty 1, 1919, Mr. James Steuart MacKie was, at his own request,
relieved of his duties as Treasurer of tke
Company, and Mr. Arthur
Trevvett succeeded him ir. that office.
Appreciative acknowledgment is hereby made to officers and employees for
then efficient services during the year.
By order of the Board of Directors.

Frank Trumbull. Chairman and

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER

31, 1918

(CORPORATE).

Assets.

Liabilities.
Capital

Property Investment.
Cost of Road
Ccst of Equipment

Consolidated Mortgage
4'/i% Bonds, 1999
$16,022,000.00
Morteage C. & H. V. R.
R. 4% Bonds, 1948
1,401,000.00

First

Companies

First Mortgage Cols. &
R. R. 4% Bonds, 1955

$108,088.66
300,000.00

Stocks

Bonds

$11,000,000.00

First

$47,442,972.07

Controlled
Pledged.

Stock

Funded Debt.

$31,672,612.79
15,770,359.28

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated

and

6% Coupon

Tol.

Extended

408,083.66

2,441,000.00

Gold Notes, 1919,
5,000,000.00

Sccutitics of Proprietary, Affiliated

and Controlled
Unpledged.
Bonds

Companies

25,844,000.00

$150,000.00
47,099.60
197,099.60

Other Investments.
Miscellaneous Investments -Secunties Pledged

—

Woiking Liabilities.
Loans and Bills Payabie
Traffic Balances

400,000.00
$48,448,160.33

Cash
Traffic

$37,755.91
2,315.36
3,203.64

able

38,850.62

lxians and Bills Receivable...

Balances
Miscellaneous Accounts ReceivUnited States Government:
Unpaid Standard Return Accrued
Interest Accrued on above..
Other Working Assets

Treasury

Stocks

Unpaid

11.555.04

608,176.00

Other Working Liabilities....

11,342.00

9,846.80

$1,859,983.43
Liabilities.

Unmatured

2,637,167.48
49,446.90
1,560.83

Interest, Dividends

and Rents Payable
Taxes Accrued
Operating Reserves
Acciucd Depreciation

$2,770,300.74

— Equip-

ment
United States Government....
Other Deferred Credit Items..

$501.00
199.950.00

Bonds

4,063.59

Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Interest, Dividends
and Rents Unpaid

Deferred

— Unpledged.

$36,844,000.00
$1,215,000.00

Audited Vouchers and Wages

Working Assets.

Securities in

$24,864,000.00
980,000.00

Equipment Trust Obligations.

Miscellaneous

$92,527.49
14,084.65
170.00
2,709,150.53
4,421,283.18
145,639.47
7,382,655.32

200,451.00

Defctred Assets.
Advances to Proprietary, Affillated and Controlled
Companies
Advances, Working Funds.
Insurance paid in advance....
Cash in Sinking Funds
Special Deposit with Trustee

9,242,638.75

Appropriated Surplus.
Additions to Property through
Income since June 30, 1907.
Funded Debt Retired through
Income and Surplus
Reserve Invested in Insurance

•

.

.

Mortgage Fund
Cash and Securities in Insurance Reserve Fund
United States Government....
Other Deferred Debit Items.
.

$56,278 30
2,999.15
434.81
650.74

Fund
423,334.74

Other Reserves
Appropriated surplus

47,298.83
4,201,222.34
115.343.20

contingent
freight claims
4,848,062.11

Profit

and Loss

7,818,813.85

Tot al

President.

$181,409.11
131,331.90

47,216.63
24,252.26

against
liability
for

— Balance.

120,000.00

$504,209.90
9,676,125.53
10,180,335.43

$56,266,974.18

Total

$56,266,974.18

Company and The Toledo & Ohio Central Railway Company severally endorsed, in 1901, upon 5% First Mortgage Bonds of the Kanawha &
nocking Coal & Coke Company due 1951 ($2,842,000 outstanding) and, in 1902, upon 5% First Mortgage Bonds of the Continental Coal Company due
This

Ujyi t$l, 569,000 outstanding less credit on foreclosure of
vJtno, to which the bondholders were not parties, the purported

$506.75 per $1,000 bond) purported guaranties thereof.
In quo warranto litigation in
guaranties of this Company upon the bonds last mentioned have been declared ultra
Jtnj and the performance of the contracts pursuant to which both guaranties
were made has been enjoined by the Federal Court in that State. The
enforceability of these alleged guaranties is now in litigation.
[adv.]
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Minneapolis, Minn, succeeding E. B. Dodd, who hat
ned i" othei duties. S. D. Dimond succeeds Mr. Smith
as

Officers
MIIIIMI

I
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Railroad Administration

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. Green, assistant to the president of
Louis Southwestern Railway Company and the St.
Southwestern Railway Company ol Texas, has been appointed
vice-president of these companies, with headquarters at St.
Mo., and his former position has been abolished.
Colonel Frederick

Operating

the St.

I

J.

W. Lynch,

assistant superintendent of the

Denver & Rio

Grande, with headquarters at Gunnison, Colo., has been appointed trainmaster of the Salt Lake division, with headquartei a

.it

Thistle, Utah.

•

Operating

C. J. Connett, chief dispatcher on the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy, with headquarters at Casper, Wyo., has been promoted
to trainmaster with headquarters at Lincoln, Neb., succeeding
F. G.

O.

Gurley who

lias

been transferred.

Whitlock, assistant

trainmaster on the Cincinnati
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,
with headquarters at Springfield, Ohio, has been promoted to
trainmaster of the Cairo division with headquarters at HarP.

division

of

risburg,

111.

the

W. M.

Stillman, who recently received his discharge from
the army, has resumed his duties as assistant superintendent
of the Stockton division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Stockton, Cal., in place of E. D. Leavitt, who
has been transferred.

on the Rocky Mountain division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul lines
west of Mobridge, with office at Three Forks, Mont., has
been promoted to superintendent of the Rocky Mountain
and Missoula divisions, with headquarters at Deer Lodge,
H. L.
Mont., vice J. J. Murphy, assigned to other duties.
Wiltrout, trainmaster at Tacoma, Wash., has been promoted
to assistant superintendent of the Rocky Mountain division,
with headquarters at Three Forks, vice Mr. Phelan, and
W. H. Wingate, trainmaster at St. Maries, Idaho, has been
transferred to the Coast division, with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., vice Mr. Wiltrout.
J.

I

P. Phelan, assistant superintendent

A. D. McCarthy has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Montreal (One.) terminals of the Grand Trunk,
vice F. J. Miller, resigned.
R.

A.

Sewell, assistant superintendent of the Canadian
with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has been appointed superintendent of car service on the Eastern lines,
succeeding O. M. Lavoie, promoted.
Pacific,

E. J. Naylor, auditor and car accountant of the Batesville
Southwestern, with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn., has
been promoted to general superintendent with headquarters
at Batesville, Miss., succeeding Henry Pingle, who has resigned.
J. Humphrey, superintendent on the Quebec district of
Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has
been transferred to the Trenton division with headquarters
at Toronto, Ont., in place of R. W. Scott, who has been transferred to the Toronto terminals division, with headquarters

H.

the

at

West Toronto,

Ont.,

succeeding T.

Collins,

who

has been

transferred.

Traffic

Guy Tombs,

manager

on the
Montreal, Que.,
has resigned to enter the service of the Canadian Export
assistant

freight

Canadian National Railways, with

traffic

office at

Paper Company.

Financial, Legal and Accounting
J. A. Quinn has been appointed
Oregon Short Line Railroad, with

Obituary

assistant auditor of the
office at Salt

Lake

City,

Utah, to succeed H. A. Toland, resigned to accept a position
with the corporation.

Charles E. Vroman, formerly assistant general solicitor
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters,
at Chicago, died on August 30, at his summer home on an
island north of Mackinac, Mich. He was 74 years old.
for the

Traffic

Lewis T. Kavanaugh, assistant

traffic

manager

of the

Mis-

sissippi-Warrior Waterways with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo., has been promoted to manager with the same headquarters, to succeed A. W. Mackie, who has resigned to become
general manager of the Lientz Furnace Corporation, Kansas City, Mo. S. I. Flournoy, assistant to the manager, has
also resigned to enter other work.

G. C. Devol, assistant general freight agent of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., has
resigned to enter the service of the Irving National Bank of

York. Mr. Devol was born on January 3, 1883, at New
Albany, Ind., and was educated in the grade and high schools.
He began railway work in October, 1898, in the freight claim
From 1901 to
department of the Louisville & Nashville.
1908 he served as clerk in the general freight office and then
was appointed assistant chief clerk to the third vice-president
and freight traffic manager. In February, 1912, he was appointed chief clerk to the general freight agent, and in March,

New

1917,

was promoted

to assistant general freight agent.

Edward S. Keeley, former vice-president of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, died on
August 1, at his home in Summit, N. J., following an operation for appendicitis.
He was born on November 11, 1858,
at Peru, 111., and entered railway service in 1874 as a clerk
in the freight department of the Rock Island & Peoria at
Rock Island, 111. For two years he was employed in the
of the St. Louis & Southeastern, which
a part of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarIn 1883, he entered the service of the
ters at St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul as a clerk for the division
Chicago, Milwaukee
freight agent, in which position he remained until 1887, when
traffic

is

department

now

&

he was promoted to division freight agent with headquarters
Milwaukee, Wis. In 1891 he was appointed assistant general freight agent and in 1900, he was promoted to general
freight agent, which position he held until January 1, 1907.
He then became freight traffic manager which position he
held up to his election as vice-president on April 21, 1909. In
December, 1917, Mr. Keeley resigned as vice-president to become manager and assistant treasurer of the United States
Sugar Equalization Board, Inc., with headquarters at New \ork.
at

Engineering and Rolling Stock
R. Smith, chief electrician of the Minneapolis, St. Paul
Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
has been appointed signal supervisor, with headquarters at
J.

&

O

One rain drop won't make a crop and one Thrift Stamp
won't make a fortune, but both usually bring others of their
kind with them.

—
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There is a manifest disposition in some high official quarters
to concede the justice of the contention of railway employees
that their wages have not been, but
Railway Wages should be, advanced in proportion to
the increase in the cost of living.
But
and the Cost
The
is this contention well-founded?
of Living
increase in the cost of living has africh and poor, large and small, capitalists,
everybody
How many of the people
salaried people and wage workers.
of the United States have received increases in their incomes
since 1915 which have equalled the increases in the cost of
living?
We don't know, but we venture to estimate that not
If not one-half,
one-fourth of the people of all classes have.
and probably not one-fourth, of the people have received in- in their incomes as large in proportion as the increase
in the cost of living, what right have railway employees to
demand that the advances in their wages shall be made equal
If their wages are furto the advance in the cost of living?
ther advanced, the entire people of the United States will
have to foot the bill, either in taxes, or in passenger and
The effect of this will necessarily be to infreight rates.

—

i

The

crease the cost of living of all other classes of people.

question which really should be considered
the cost of living

has increased more or

of railway employees.

less

is

not whether

than the wages

If the cost of living is to be

made

what ought

to be
whether the wages of railway employees have

the starting point of the investigation, then

ascertained

is

cost of living

to

is

Advertising Section

of the

per month.
If we must take cognizance of our rapidly
disappearing forests, it would seem to be a matter of national
concern as affecting all forests and all users of lumber. Why
should the railroads be singled out to bear the brunt of a
campaign for forest conservation? With any undertaking
involving the use of private capital, the cjuestion resolve- itself into one of cost.
As long as the cost of a wooden tie,
distributed over the years of its natural life, is less than the
cost of some substitute considered in a like manner, the railroads cannot well be deterred from using the wooden tie in
the absence of some general restriction on the use of lumber
ties

for all purposes.
However, just as soon as a substitute is
devised which will enable the roads to maintain their tracks
at a lesser expense than with the wooden cross tie, no legislation will be necessary to promote its general introduction.
In the mean time, there will be every incentive for co-opera-

on the part of the railroads in the development of the
probably more opportunties for immediate conservation of lumber through improved practice in
its use.
Too many wooden cross ties are still being used
without preservation treatment or protection from mechanical
destruction.
When all the railroads have adopted the measures for conserving ties, which on some roads have resulted
in a reduction of 50 per cent of their annual renewals, a very
pronounced reduction in the consumption of our forests will
have been accomplished.
tion

substitute, as there are

more or

less in proportion to the increase in the
than have the incomes of the other people, and
especially the other working people of the country.
To raise
the wages of any class of people enough to offset the increase
in the cost of living, when the incomes of most of the other
people have not increased in proportion to the cost of living,

increased

S

make

whose wages are raised
of the people; and this the govern-

a privileged class of those

at the expense of the rest
ment has no right to do.

The people
thirty

or

of our

American

years

forty

The Slow
Growth of

—

cities will require a

which

come

generation

an adequate
realization of the simple and axiomatic
trutn tnat to get g 00C} serv ce f rorn tne i r
in

to

to

i

railways they will be obliged to
Public Sentiment allow the owmers of the properties a
reasonable income. These are the words
of Dean Mortimer E. Cooley of the engineering schools of
the University of Michigan, speaking in Washington, before
street

the commission which

The Dyer

resolution,

recently

reported

favorably

by

the

House Committee on Interstate Commerce, calls attention to
the waning supply of timber and di-

Must We
Use

Substitute

Ties

rects the Interstate

Commerce Commis-

sion to investigate the advisability

of

using steel ties.
There is no denying
the fact that as a nation we are rap-

exhausting our birthright of wonderful forests.
According to officers of the forest service, the consumption is
now three times the production. However, the scarcity will
unquestionably result in such advances in prices that there
idly

will be a

natural decrease in consumption in

all lines

where

lumber may be applied. While the relation
lumber consumption to lumber production is a matter of
real concern, the scarcity of ties experienced during the war
period cannot be interpreted in terms of ultimate depletion.
On the contrary, the shortage of ties in 1918 was the result
of the temporary cessation in production, brought about by
war conditions and other circumstances previously discussed
in these columns.
This condition has now largely been overcome, as witnessed by the production of about' 10,000,000
substitutes for

of

was appointed by President Wilson
a general investigation of the country-wide crisis
in street railway finances.
Doctor Cooley. evidentlv. is a
philosopher who believes in taking things as he finds them
while most of us go on discussing grave problems, involving
the most fundamental issues; as though we expected such
to

make

discussion to produce results immediately.
To what extent
does Dr. Cooley's time-estimate fit the general railroad situation? The Interstate Commerce Commission and Congress-

men have had a pretty clear view of the thickening storm in
the railroad world now for several years; what signs do we
see that they have learned

who

leaders

see straight

wisdom

have

still

in that time?
The few
before them the task of

arousing their hundreds of colleagues to an appreciation of
the broad view which will be essential to the adoption of a

workable
at least;
all;

delay

it

policy.

There

is

one

element

the general railroad problem

cannot

and

long

inaction

be
are

ignored
clearly

is

of

satisfaction

the biggest one of

or
evaded.
recognized by

Even
every-

as equivalent to a decision.
The street railway
problem, like the "Short Line" problem enormous as these
still must be classed as secondary.
are intrinsically
Every

body
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six and seven pa
al between
securities bearing intere
diit in competition with ihe sale of securities in this countrj

of

t

b)

foreign governments and bj our

on

B

huge

SI

own

industrial comp;

ale.

ome

An

New
C\ri

i

\s

\i

win

\s

i

musl be secured by railroads al
Even the roads which, under presenl

M'.dK

abnormal conditions, are able to shov. substantial nel earn
ings musl be provided with new capital when they are re
turned to the owning companies.
New York Central Lines are illustrations of
The
fact.

this

recently
Quite
Louis sold to

Cleveland,

the

Cincinnati,

syndicate of hankers, headed
Morgan & Co., and including the National
h\
|.
P.
Company, both of
City Company ami the Guaranty Trust
New York, an issue of $15,000,000 ten-year, six per cent

Chicago &

St.

a

The bankers
refunding and improvement mortgage bonds.
these bonds to the public at 98, at which price they
At almost the same time a
yield a little over o'm per cent.
banking syndicate which also included the Guaranty Trust
Company and the National City Company, offered to the
public $30,000,000 government of Switzerland Sy2 per cent
At this price the bonds yielded a
ten-year bonds at 96
offered

J4-

price
over six per cent on the investment. The offering
railroad
of these two issues of bonds would indicate that
price.
capital can be procured at a comparatively reasonable
little

of foreign government bonds, however, were
offering.
sold immediately upon the announcement of their
The $15,000,000 of railroad bonds are understood to have

The $30,000,000

had

a

fairly

satisfactory market.

The New York

Central

market for many times the $15,Lines will have
000, 000 which the Big Four is raising at present. In 1918 the
New York Central, itself, earned approximately the rental
which the government had guaranteed to the company. The
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Michigan Central earned a large surplus as over the guaranteed
to go into the

rentals.

On

York Central Lines' Financing

reasonable price.

a

Efficiency Engineer

In regard to earning capacity, therefore, the

New

r
Y ork Central Lines may be said to be in an exceptionally
railstrong position as compared with most other American
maroads" under the present rate structure, wage scale and

terials' costs,

although this statement

is

based on the assump-

would not materially
Central Lines as compared with its

tion that a return to private operation

injure the

New York

competitors.
31, 1917, the New York Central itself had
and bills payable which amounted to over $17,000,000 with $15,000,000 notes maturing September 15,
1919, and a total funded debt, including these notes but not
the floating debt, of $712,000,000, as against $250,000,000
stock outstanding. The Big Four had $3,763,000 loans and

On December

loans

obligations,"
"miscellaneous
payable, ^$19,663,000
$6,017,000 non-negotiable debt to affiliated companies, and
a total funded debt, including the miscellaneous obligations
and debt to affiliated companies, but exclusive of the floating
debt, of $105,000,000, as against $57,000,000 outstanding
stock. In other words, at the beginning of government control
the New York Central Lines were badly in need of new capital and the proportion of debt to stock was higher than would
The Big Four note sale
generally be considered desirable.
shows that a comparatively small amount of new railroad
capital can be raised by a company which had demonstrated
earning power under present conditions, but the measure of
success of the sale would indicate that the term "reasonable,"
as applied to the interest rate on new capital has taken on
bills

a very different meaning than it had five years ago, and it
does not indicate that it is safe to assume that the large capital requirements of the railroads can be met through the sale

Electrification

issi I. there is an article giving an
views on the electrification of railways. In this article the engineer make.- some noteworthy
comments on the subject of railroad economics, but
makes several statements which may well be qui stioned.
amples are cited in the following paragraphs in which the

Ei.siwiiiki
efficiency

engineer's
editor's

i\

iiiis

engineer's

statements

appear

in

quotation

marks and

the

comments follow:

"In our country electrification means an immense scrapThis would, of coursi
ping of existing equipment."
true if it were possible to electrify all of the roads in the
United Stales over night, but all of the present electrically
operated sections of steam railroads represent very small
parts of the total mileage operated and electrifying mo
relatively
small sections represents years of work.
these
Long before it would be possible to electrify all of the steam
roads, all existing steam equipment would be obsolete or
worn out. Electrification, as applied to steam roads, is a
matter of evolution, not revolution.
"Electric service has been successful in all respects except
The old horse-car lines made money; the
one financial.
It would
electric lines are on the edge of bankruptcy."
appear in this that the author has lost sight of the fact that
the development of street railway equipment was so rapid
that it was necessary in some cities to scrap horse-car and
cable equipment for electric equipment, with the result that
the electric lines are forced to pay their own carrying expenses along with the interest on the horse-car lines and
In addition, as excable lines which have ceased to exist.
pressed by Thomas A. Edison, the iron-clad contracts
between the roads and cities made in the pioneering days,

—

under normal conditions, have no protective clauses against
the great change in operating costs brought on by the world
war.
"Present railroad equipment works notoriously very few
Main tracks are occupied by moving trains
hours a day.
about one per cent of the time; locomotives average less than
three hours' working service a day, and cars are moving
In using this argument, the
scarcely two hours a day."
engineer has, figuratively, set up a straw man and knocked
Electric operation is not advocated for sections
it down.
of track which are occupied by moving trains only one per
cent of the time.

the terminal situation: it
tempts into the centers of cities terminals that, under steam conditions would have remained
in cheaper suburbs." It is logical to suppose from this that
the engineer would advocate bringing passengers and freight
into the cities on already overcrowded streets from outlying
"Electrification does not help

aggravates

it,

since

it

railroad stations.

"As an economic

or financial proposition, electrical operaout of the question." One firm of consulting engineers,
during the past two years decided that electrification w-as not
advisable in more than half of the cases considered, but as
a large number of capable operating men have concluded
that electrification was the only solution of specific difficult
problems, it would appear that the efficiency engineer's
statements should be considered with reservations. Probtion

is

ably nothing has retarded the adoption of electric operation
so much as the extravagant claims which manufacturers of
electrical

equipment have made in the

possible to go as

much

past.

It

is

quite

to extremes in the other direction.

If

August

15,
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the subject of electrification is to be discussed in general, it
i- wrong to assume that electrification of all of the railroads

Electric
in the United States is the subject of discussion.
operation has been adopted in few cases except where local
conditions made it appear particularly necessary, and it is
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highly improbable that more than a small percentage of all
the roads in the United States will be electrified for many
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The Noise Nuisance on Railroads

years to come.

Chicago.
I

New
By

Storing.

Books
illustrated,

6

in.

materials of various
kind- arises from the practical impossibility of obtaining a
constant and uniform flow of materials from the raw state
to the finished product at the point of consumption, and
for

storing

stocks

with the growing complexity of the
storage problems

tions

have also

of

modern industrial operagrown in complexity as

In its broadest sense, the problem
of modern storage not only involves questions of efficient
methods of protecting and handling material, but many
questions of a commercial nature must also receive conas in importance.

well

sideration.

In this volume the author has attempted to consider the

whole range of questions involved in the storage problem,
and technical.
The former are dealt with
in a general way only, defining the fundamentals, and pointing out some of the more common mistakes of an economic
both economic

nature.

problems are dealt with at greater
chapters are devoted to the question of location, equipment and appliances for the storeroom, while the
greater part of the work deals with storehouse operations,
including discussions of clerical work, the storehouse organization and methods of accounting for and disposing of
material
and delivered
from the storeroom.
received
Although, beyond the rather general discussion of the
economic phases of storing, it has been the intention of the
author to confine the discussion to the problems of the storekeeper rather than to include the related problems of purchasing, a brief discussion of the value of stores inventories
has been included, as these materially affect proper cost
accounting in connection with the work for which the
The

length.

material

technical

Two

is

delivered.

The book contains a large number of illustrations showing

and methods of handling material, as
forms required in properly listing and account-

storehouse equipment
well as various

in

your paper describing the introducthe Pennsylvania Railroad to

the flagmen causes the writer to wonder if we do
by experience.
Whistles and other noises (some unnecessary) have cost
the American railroads untold millions of dollars in lawcall

Twyjord, 200 pages,

B.

II.

necessity

iu'

:

tion of telephone signals on

by p in., bound in cloth. Published by D. Van Nostrand
Company, sj Park Place, New York.
I

THE EDITOK
The recent articles

(»

ing for stores stock.

Proceedings of Sixth National Foreign Trade Conven6 in. by 9 in., 650 pages, bound in cloth. Issued by
the Secretary National Foreign Trade Council, 1 Hanover

in

profit

suits, often resulting in

relocation of terminals, elevation of
tracks, electrification, etc., to abate the noise nuisance.

What thought
The

locomotive.

or attention has been given to a noiseless
chief offenders are noisy exhausts.
Why

not muffle them? A noisy shrill whistle made of cast iron
without musical tone, a harsh metallic clanging din called

and noisy open pop valves! For years efforts were
and whistle and to produce a
muffled safety valve, and considerable success was attained,
as indicated by the large number in service.
This progress was cast to the winds a few years ago by
a

bell

made

to secure a tuneful bell

the introduction of so-called high lift or increased efficiency
safety valves, that open with the roar of a 13-in. gun. Likewise the composition metal tuneful bell and chime whistle

have had

to give place to cast iron

made

and pressed

steel.

mistake in giving too much
consideration to the sensitive ear and slumbering public, for
the muffled safety valve has now gone into the discard and
evidently was not considered a necessity on the United States
Railroad Administration standard locomotives.
Evidently our daddies

Do we

forget or are

we

a

progressing

?

A

Subscriber.

Preventing Collisions Due
to

Angle Cocks
Chicago.

To the

Editor:
have read your

editorial relative to the closed angle
I
cock in connection with the recent serious accident near
Dunkirk, N. Y., and it brings to my mind the many devices
and designs that have been brought out during the last
thirty years to avoid just such accidents as this.
I was air brake expert for a large railroad during eight
years ending in 1900, and was so concerned over the man}
similar, though less disastrous, failures that I personally
investigated all such inventions as gave promise of simplicity
and effectiveness, and since that time have had only less

Official

tion, sice

Square,

The

New

York.

Proceedings of the Sixth National Foreign
Trade Convention are now ready for distribution in book
Official

form.

speeches made at
the convention, the discussions of important foreign trade
problems, the reports made to the convention, and the list of
delegates and firms. This volume, together with the reports
of previous conventions, finds wide application as a textbook
of foreign trade.
The information contained in it furnishes
a summary of the foreign trade thought of the country, and
will be found highly suggestive to all practical foreign

Contained in the proceedings are

traders.

all the

active interest in the subject.

The Louisville & Nashville fully 25 years ago entirely
abolished the angle cock on the locomotive, .both to prevent
its being closed at the wrong time, and also to keep the dirt
and cinders out of the engine hose where they are blown
back into the train line brake pipe. It adopted an air-tight

dummy coupler and was still using this a few years ago and
presume it is today. However, to the best of my knowledge,
no other road or roads of considerable size followed its plan,
as it occasions a slight loss of air and time in connecting and
The old American
disconnecting the locomotive and train.
feeling of optimism, that "lightning doesn't strike twice in
the same place," seems to prevent effective changes of this
character unless and until such accident comes to your own
road, and even then they are not lasting.

A number

of years back, the railroad with

which

I

have

.

RAILWAY AGK

.,,

been connected

for

nearl}

years,

thirtj

called "angle co<k" on the rear of

abandoned

the

so-

passenger locomotivi
.mil substituted in it- place a "straight way" cock Located
about a foot t>r nunc under the back tender beam, so as to he
reached only l>\ a man on the ground ami especially bo 1"
r.iti'il

J

in.

,

man

that a

push

all)

it

hole

t

We

the side of all these rear tender cocks,

in

a-

a

"safety first"

proposition

on

all

Assistant

the

W. Pratt,

Superintendent Motive Power
and Car Department, <'. & N'.w.

The Motion Picture Machine

As an Engineering Instrument
Chicago,

To the

111.

Editor:

There is every reason why the moving picture machine
should become a scientific instrument for the use of the civil
engineering profession. Its ramifications are untold and apIt is surprising that some of the scienparently unlimited.
instrument makers have not seen its possibilities and
produced a machine that would meet the requirements of
tific

this field.

an instrument were built with leveling attachments for
the horizontal plane and a telescope with cross-hairs, it
would seem to be what would be needed. By means of the
leveling device, pictures obtained would conform to diagrams and detailed drawings. The telescope with its crossIf

hairs

would enable the operator

to focus the

machine care-

on the point and in the desired plane.
Such a machine would be particularly adaptable to railway engineering. With it the problem of the rail under
load, that has been bothering investigators for some time,
might be solved. The instrument could be set up so that the
horizontal cross-hair is parallel with the top of the rail, when
free from load and at a distance of ten feet from the rail so
that the instrument would be prevented from receiving the
A record of the cars and
vibrations from passing trains.
A cross-hair
their weight would be shown in the pictures.
immediately in front of the films and corresponding to the
fully

cross-iiair in the telescope would show the actual point of the
As the train passed
top of the rail before being loaded.
(speed to be predetermined and the reel turned to meet such
a speed) the depression of the rail would be shown upon the

films.
It might be possible that some calculations would be
necessary but this could be determined by experiments.
Individual films of reels, so taken, could be selected from
which graphs could be made. In this manner it seems possible that accurate knowledge of the action of the rail under
load at varying speeds of trains could be obtained. It would
also seem possible that movements of all the rails and parts

These films or sets of
of crossings could so be obtained.
pictures, taken in conjunction with tests of the rail under
transverse and alternating stresses and with a knowledge of
the elastic limit and ultimate load of the steel of the rails
undergoing investigation, would apparently give the investigators a rather comprehensive knowledge of the rail under

cither

under load have stated that the
means so far employed have not been satisfactory for many
It would seem, to the writer, that the instrument
reasons.
of

rails

for bridges, cul

The Respectable Commission
•

To

Editor

in

i

The excellent editorial

nunc Commission

Mass.

the Railway Age of July
members of the Interstate

in

tlie

18

I

leaves off just about

where

it

ought

to

true that the majority of the commissioner

begin.

It

wedded

for life to "the people"

is

n.

:

OH the qualifications of

—

that

is,

the majority of the

and as the majority of the voters do not yet know
their own desires we must expect that the commission as a
whole will remain flabby. Mr. Esch, for the same reason,
voters;

has presented a flabby bill.
But with all its faults the Interstate Commerce Commission is the only body of men that anybody seems to be able
to think of as competent to regulate our freight rates.
The
"average man" sets his hope on these commissioners because
they are outwardly respectable, like a policeman, or a hotel
clerk, or a Tammany alderman; while their disqualifications
are not clearly defined
Railroad presiat least not to him.
dents recommend the commission as a rate-making power
because they feel sure that Congress would certainly refuse
to approve any action looking to the institution of a more
intelligent or courageous body. So, therefore, it appears that
we are destined or doomed
to live with the Interstate
Commerce Commission for better or for worse till death do
us part.
What next? A number of competent writers have proposed that Congress direct the commissioners to regulate
freight rates so as to permit the railroads to earn six per
cent on their stock.
This is good in principle; but how
will the thing be done?
They will spend so much time in
trying to decide how low they can make the freight rates
while still complying with the law that the railroads will
To
die of apoplexy, or anaemia delirium, or tuberculosis.
make the rates just right is impossible. It would be an endless problem on a single road, let alone the rest of our enormous railroad system. The commissioners would fear to
make rates too high because of the sure displeasure of the
shippers and the politicians. They would fear to make them
too low, for it is by this time evident, even in Washington,
that the railroad treasuries face bankruptcy; and even the
The
politician knows something of the evils of insolvency.
only practicable plan is to make the rates too high, and
provide for turning the surpluses over to the government.
It is a difficult thing to make a law today, to provide for
taxing a railroad equitably on its income which is to be
earned one, two or three years hence; but it must be done,
if we are to accomplish our threefold purpose of providing
stable freight rates, reasonable railroad dividends and contented
or even half-way contented
voters.
Let the railroads earn seven per cent. Possibly next year they will need
7 */2 or 8 per cent.
The federal government and the states
will debate many months before deciding how to apportion
among themselves the income taxes to be taken from the
carriers; but they will have to settle the question in some

—

—

—

;

—

way

—

or other.

do not trouble you with the problem of helping the
weak roads, or with any discussion of the wage question;
and you may say that I am not a thoroughgoing reformer;
I

but

load.

Investigators

7

i

railroads.
E.

No.

locomotive driving wheel counter balances and man]
problems thai are now perplexing railway engine
h
J. C. Mai

which

would vent the ,ur from the hose-side of the cock rapidly
enough to apply the brakes.
rhese ideas are simple, are not patented, and cause no
delay or loss of air when the two adjacent cocks are closed
nearl) Simultaneously and would, 1 believe, he well worth
Consideration

machine suggested, would he available

or

.ill

riding "blind baggage" could nol accidentliis foot.
also for a time drill* '1

losed with
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is

not true that the freight rate question is fundaAnd that something must be done about it even
shirk the duty of tackling these other puzzles?
it

mental?
if

we

New

Englander.

Plumb's Soviet Plan of Railroad Management
A

Discussion of the Scheme for Employees' Operation

— Public

Could Be "Exploited" Without Limit
no other subject has excited more interest in the
United States recently than the "Plumb Plan" of having the public buy the railroads and turn them over
The public has much
entirely to their employees to run.
difficulty in understanding just what this plan is and how
it
would work.
This is not surprising. The public's difficulty in understanding the plan is mainly due to the fact that it is absolutely novel in the history of industry and politics in America;
and the public, like the individual, finds it hard to comprehend a thing entirely different from anything ever presented
The same entire novelty which makes it
to its mind before.
difficult for the public to understand the plan renders it difficult for the public to visualize in detail just how the plan
would work, and all the effects it would produce.
To say that the plan is absolutely novel is but another way
of saying it is revolutionary; and the very fact that it is
revolutionary should make the public scrutinize it long and
Revolucarefully before seriously considering its adoption.
tions, whether in politics or industry, are not always undesirSometimes they are necessary for the public good.
able.
But evolution is always preferable to revolution if needed
changes can be brought about in that way. Evolution is accomplished by carefully taking one step at a time; and the
man who does that usually knows where he is going and is
tolerably sure not to break his neck.
Revolution always is a
leap in the dark, and the people who try to make progress by
taking leaps in the dark, like the individual who tries to
make progress that way, stands just as good a chance in
doing so of breaking its neck as it does of getting where it
wants to go.
The Russians recently have been taking a series of leaps
in the dark similar to that the Plumb Plan proposes in their

Probably

make

desire to
is

political

now

that they are

and industrial progress. The result
Government which avows

living under a

an "autocracy of the proletariat"; that practically
people of real intelligence and ability have been
killed or driven out of the country; that fully 95 per cent of
their manufacturing and other industries are shut down, and

that
all

it

is

the

whose supposed benefit
has been accomplished and the present autoc-

that millions of the "proletariat" for

the revolution

have starved and frozen to death,
while practically all the rest are hungry and half-naked.

racy has been established

to

Up to
make

the present time Anglo-Saxon peoples have preferred
progress by evolution rather than by revolution; and

due

to this fact that today they have the freest and most
democratic governments, the most efficient and highly
productive industries, and the best paid and most prosperous working people in the world.
truly

Is the

When

Plumb Plan

Socialistic?

spokesmen of the labor brotherhoods were presenting their arguments for their plan before the House Committee on Interstate Commerce, some members of the committee raised the question whether their plan was not socialGlenn E. Plumb, the author of the plan, and other
spokesmen of the brotherhoods contended that it is not socialistic.

the

Socialism,

they

pointed

out,

public ownership, but also the public
facilities u<=ed

proposes not only the

management

in the production, distribution

of commodities.

The Plumb

of all the

and exchange

plan, on the other hand, pro-

railroads -hall not be managed by the public, but shall be
turned over to a "tripartite" board to manage. This board
would consist of five directors appointed by the President of
the United States to represent the public, five elected by the
five

—

Under socialism the railways and other industries
would be owned by the public and managed by persons who
would represent the public, and who, therefore, presumably
would try to manage the industries in the interest of the public.
They might not, and probably would not succeed in
managing them for the best interests of the public, this being due to various reasons which are generally accepted in
this country as conclusive arguments against socialism.
But
at least the managers would have some motives under socialvery clear.

ism for trying to manage the industries in the interest of the
public.

Under the "Plumb plan," on the other hand, while the pubwould own the railroads, they would be managed by a
board of directors two-thirds of whose members would rep-

lic

whose continuance in their positions
would depend absolutely upon their success in satisfying the
employees; and who, therefore, would be impelled by the
resent the employees;

strongest of motives to try to promote, not the interests of the
public, but the interests of the employees at the expense of
the public.

How completely control over the management of the railroads would be transferred, under this plan, to the employees,
is not shown by mere reference to the so-called "tripartite"
board which would be given general direction of management.
The details of the plan are set forth in the Sims bill, which
has been introduced in Congress; and it contains several important provisions which must be taken into account before
the objects at which the brotherhoods really are aiming can
be completely comprehended. Section 3 of this bill provides
that the board of directors shall divide the railways of the
country into districts. In each of these districts it shall constitute a "district railway council."
It is important to note
how these councils are to be chosen. One-third of their
members are to be appointed by the "tripartite" board of
directors; and as two-thirds of the members of this board will
be employees, the board is pretty sure to appoint employees to
the district councils.
Another one-third of the members of
the district councils will be elected by the "classified employees within their district," and the remaining one-third
will be elected by the "official employees within said district."
The result will be that all the members of the district
councils will be employees. Now the board of directors may
lichgate to the district councils any powers it may choose to,
"and the district railway council shall, upon such delegation,
have and exercise within its district all of the powers and
duties of the board of directors as

may

be delegated to

it."

Thus, the actual management of the roads in each district
could be and probably would be delegated to the district
council, and upon this council the public, although the owner
of the railroads, would have no representation at all!

The

poses, like socialism, that the public shall acquire the rail-

roads (and other industries), but, unlike socialism, that the

—

—

employees" that is, the officers of the railways,
elected by the "classified employees"
that is, by
those now known simply as "employees."
Manifestly, however, this would be management by the employees, since the
"official employees" would, under this scheme, have no interest distinct from that of the "classified employees."
The difference between socialism and this plan is, then,
"official

and

plan

293

is

labor leaders are fully justified in saying that this
It is even worse than socialistic. Hav-

not socialistic.
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burden itseli with a huge
provides that the publii shall
turn then over to the management oi a particular class oi the
people for management under conditions which would enable
without Limil
tin- particular class to "exploit" the publii
-hull

provided that the publii

Hi!-

debt bj buying the railroads,

llu-

socialist

it

unselfish and

is

modest

In

his

demands, com

pared with the railway labor brotherhoods.

Power

to "Exploit" the Public

The plan provides

be denied.

that all

board of wages
whose members shall be
employees" and one-half by the "classi

salaries and wages shall be fixed
and working conditions, one half

a central

bj

of

chosen bj the "official
Its decisions are to be final, unless a maBed employees."
jority decision cannot be reached, in which case there is to be
appeal to the hoard of director-.

Now,

there

is

in recent

nothing
State.-,

to

nothing in
experience

indicate that

human
in the

experience, and certainly
railway held in the United

the time ever

come when

will

any-

income, whether deIn the years 1916 and
rived from wages or any other source.
)17 the railway employees of the United States received adIn 1918 they
vances in wages amounting to $350,000,000,
class of persons will be satisfied with

1

its

(

received advances

amounting

to

$1,000,000,000 a year.

And

they are asking for advances amounting to $800,000,000
Of course, they give what to them appear perfectly
a year.
valid reasons why all these advances in their wages should be
And they could convince themselves just as commade.

now

pletely

under the Plumb plan that their incomes ought to be

further and further increased as they can now.
merely human. So we may be sure that under the

Still

That is
"Plumb

Plan" the "classified employees'' would continue their perenmovements for higher incomes. And why should not the
And
"official employees" want their incomes increased, too?
if they did, why should not the representatives of both classes
on the central wage board agree to raise salaries and wages
again and again until only the sky was the limit of railway
The central wage board, under the
wages and salaries?
Sims bill, clearly would have legal power to fix $10,000, or
even $50,000 a year as the minimum wage of a railway employee, if it was disposed to do so, and the public would have
If the railway salary and wage bill was not paid
to pay it.
from earnings derived from freight and passenger rates, it
would have to be paid from taxes, for the Sims bill expressly
nial

says (Article

2,

section 5), that "all costs
*

*
charges upon the capital employed
anteed by the Federal Government."

What

Protection

Would

upon operation and
*

shall be guar-

the Public

Have?

is no denying the fact that under this plan the
employees" could, by acting in collusion, legally
raise their salaries and wages without limit, and that, under
But, say
the plan, the public would have to pay the bill.
the advocates of the plan, the "official employees" would have
a strong incentive not to permit salaries and wages to be
One of the features of the plan is that any
raised unduly.
surplus earned in excess of the amount required to pay
operating expenses and interest on the bonds issued by the
Government to buy the roads is to be divided equally between
The half of the surplus going
the public and the employees.
to the employees is to be distributed among them in proportion to their salaries and wages, except that the "official em-

There

"official

ployees" are to receive twice as
their salaries as the "classified

much

of

oi

And this
the surplus
protection which, under the

in. in

absolutely

is

Sim

No.

7

the onlj

Plumb Plan

bill,

would have from excessive advanci in railwa;
ariea and wage.-.
Of what value would tin protection
In order to answer tin- question we mu
consider, fii
what
would be the position of railwaj officei
under the Plumb
hamr there would be of the railv
plan, and second, what
the pwl>li<

I

l

|

employees would have the power to hold
without limit as Long as this plan was in

up the public
operation can hardlj

form

eai

the railway

l'li.it

dend-'
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it

in proportion to

employees" are to receive in

proportion to their wages.
Now, say the advocates of the Plumb plan, the "official
employees" will necessarily refuse to consent to any unreasonable advances in wages and salaries, because the result
would be to deprive them of part or all of their large "divi-

aing

a

surplus.

Position of Railway Officers

Under

the

Plumb Plan

Under private ownership and operation of railwaypresident of a railway represents the owner* and operati
property for them, subject to government regulation.
other officers work under the direction

oi

the

The

the president, and

Under Government
supervise the work of the employees.
operation the officers occupy much the same po
thai they represenl the Government instead of private corpoUnder the Plumb plan the officers would work under
rations.
the general direction of a board, one-third of whose men
represented themselves (the officers), one third the emplc
Suppose that the officer- did not
hold out against an unreasonable advance in salaries and
wages. There would be appeal to the board of directors, and
as one-third of the directors would be politicians and onethird representatives of the classified employees with their
large voting power, there would be a strong chance that the

and one-third the public.

and labor men on the board would agree to make
advance in wages. Suppose, on the other hand, that the

politicians
the

politicians sided with the officers against the advance.

would be a

The

by the employees, for it is
a notable feature of the Plumb plan that although it practiresult probably

strike

cally provides for employees'

management

of the railroads,

does not in any way provide against the employees striking
against their own management.
As a matter of fact, however, there would be little chance
of the "official employees" ever holding out strongly against
an attempt by the "classified employees" to raise salaries and
wages.
The officers would depend for their appointments
and promotions upon, and have to work under, a board of
directors and district councils on which the "classified employees" would be as largely represented as the officers.
Therefore, no officer would long be able to hold his place,
much less secure promotion, unless he was able to find favor
in the eyes of the employees, and the surest way to lose their
favor would be vigorously to oppose their wage demands.
The officers who have been trained and developed under corporate management and who have been used to showing independence and fearlessly exercising authority over the emit

ployees would rapidly be weeded out, and soon the entire
official personnel would consist of men who owed their positions, not to their ability and experience as railroad operatives, but to their success in the game of labor politics.
A member of the House Committee on Interstate Commerce asked one of the spokesmen of the brotherhoods the
other day whether it was not a fact that practically all the
leading railroad men of the country had risen from the ranks.
The witness answered that it was, and that labor wanted this
to be true in future, but that labor intended to have some-

thing to say in future about who should rise. This shows the
way the brotherhood leaders' minds are working. Doubtless
they intend to vault into the seats of the managers if they
succeed in ousting the present incumbents; as they certainly
Officers practically dewill if the Plumb plan is adopted.
pendent for their jobs on the employees will not resist the demands of the employees for raises in their pay.
Furthermore, their prospective shares in the possible surplus would afford the officers no real incentive to oppose ad-

vances in wages, provided these were going to be accompanied
by advances in their own salaries; and there would be no
reason why they could not, by acting in collusion with the
employees, get an increase in salary every time there was
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Now, there are very few men who
an increase in wages ;
would not take a raise in salary in preference to a chance to
share in a surplus which might not, and probably would not,
rned.

Deficit or Surplus?

one of the curious features of the hearings on the
Plumb plan at Washington, that the advocates of that plan
have refused to recognize the fact that, under their scheme,
a deficit might be incurred in the operation of the railways,
and have talked glibly throughout about what would be done
The most cursory examination of the
with the "surplus."
statistics showing the results of current railway operations is
all that is necessary, however, to convince any rational person
that, in the absence of a large advance in passenger and
freight rates, there would not be the remotest chance of a
surplus being earned under the Plumb plan.
Railway earnings are now running at the rate of about
Operating expenses are running at
$5,000,000,000 a year.
This leaves net
the rate of about '$4,500,000,000 a year.
The advocates of the
earnings of only about $500,000,000.
Plumb plan claim the public could buy the railroads for $12,000,000,000 in 4 per cent bonds. Even on this basis, however, the interest on the bonds would be almost $500,000,000
But this is
a year, leaving no surplus worth talking about.
not all that must be considered. The employees are demanding that whether the Plumb plan is adopted or not, they shall
be given new advances in wages amounting to $800,000,000
These advances in wages would make the operating
a year.
expenses alone exceed the present total earnings; cause an
in other words,
operating deficit of $.500,000,000 a year
leave $300,000,000 less than nothing with which to pay interest on the bonds issued by the public to buy the roads.
It

is

—

If

we add

this operating'deficit of $.300,000,000 a year to

which the
buy the roads even on the
the advocates of the Plumb plan say it could, the employees, in the absence of an advance in freight and passenger rates, would start operating the railroads with a total
A fine chance they would
deficit of $800,000,000 a year.

the $500,000,000 a year interest on railroad bonds,

Government would have

to issue to

have of ever earning a surplus to be divided between the
emplovees and the public if thev started with a deficit of
$800,000,000 a year!
As a matter of fact, the deficit with which they would begin operations unquestionably would be much larger than
this.
It is simply nonsense to talk about the Government
being able to buy 'the railroads for $12,000,000,000 in 4 per
cent bonds.
In order to buv them it would have to issue at
least $18,000,000,000 in 5 per cent bonds.
This, then, would

make

the total interest the

on

railroad debt $900,000,000 a year,

its

Government would have to pay
and since the operat-

ing deficit would lie $300,000,000 a vear the total deficit
would be at least $1,200,000,000 a year. The only way in
which the employees' management could be given a chance
to earn a surplus would be to make a very large advance in
rate-; and yet the advocates of the Plumb plan are contending that the adoption of their scheme would result in a reduction in rates.

cannot be too often emphasized that while the advocates
Plumb plan generously propose that in case, under the
employees' management, a surplus should be earned, the employee would divide it with the public, they at the same
time most ungenerously propose that if a deficit should be
incurred under their management the public should pav it
all.
Their proposition to the public is: "Heads, we both
win; tails, you do all the losing."
It

of the

Effect of

There

Plumb Plan Upon

the States

another point that should be considered in
connection with the possible surplus or deficit.
The railroads pay now about $200,000,000 a year in taxes. Part of
this goes to the Federal Government, but most of it goes to
is

still

295

the State governments.

It

continues one of the largest parts

Under the Plumb plan all the
the railroads, whether to the State or Federal governments, would be wiped out.
The Sims bill expressly provides that all the earnings of the railroads shall
lie used for the payment of operating expenses, for the payof the revenues of the States.

now paid by

taxes

ment of interest on the bond- issued by the Government to
buy them; for the creation of a sinking fund for the retirement of the bonds and for the creation of the "surplus" which
is to be divided between the Federal Government and the
It even specifies what the Federal Government
employees.
must do with the part of the surplus going into its treasury.

The

State governments doubtless will be especially interested

plan which would at once deprive them of
power to tax railroad property or earnings.
This, however, is not all that the Plumb plan would do to
the >States.
It would wipe out every vestige of State reguin the parts of the

all

lation of railroads.
is

to be

All the regulating of rates or operation

done by the Federal Government, for the Sims

bill

says that "the corporation shall be subject to the full regulatory power- of the Federal Government as expressed through

commerce act," while nowhere does it provide
any regulation by the States. There is a provision in
Section 4 that "when the board of directors delegates to any

the interstate
for

local

authority

any of

its

or

State

powers under

or

subdivision

this section,

it

*

thereof

*

*

shall be lawful for

such local authority or state or subdivision thereof to exercise
any or all of the powers of the board of directors so delegated
to it."
In other words, the board of directors in respect to the
operation of the railroads would be superior to the States
themselves and they could exercise only such powers as the
board might delegate to them. This, we believe, is the first
case in the history of the United States where anybody ever
had the impudence to suggest that the Federal Government
should create a corporation which should not only be entirely
above State regulation, but should be so far above it as to
have authority to use the States as its agents.

Provision of "Working Capital"

One

of the interesting features of the

Sims

bill is

the care

taken throughout to insure that the public shall furnish all
the money that must be raised to enable the railroad employees to run the railroads. The public, of course, is to buy
the railroads by an issue of bonds, the interest on which is
to be guaranteed by the public and paid by it if the railroads
fail to

of the

earn

it.

The roads

are then, according to the terms

to be "leased" to a so-called "National

Railways
Operating Corporation," and, in the language of the bill,
"The board of directors, official employees and classified employees hereinafter described shall be and constitute said
corporation."
Now, a corporation cannot do business, or
even start business without some working capital
in other
words, some ready money with which to meet current bills.
It might be assumed that the "National Railways Operating
Corporation" would at least furnish its own working capital.
But this assumption would be incorrect. After having bought
the railroads and turned them over to the employees the public must also furnish them the several hundred millions of
dollars of working capital with which to do business; for
the Sims bill says, "That the corporation shall be required
to utilize said railway lines and properties and their equipment and the -corking capital which shall be put at its command in such manner," etc. If the working capital should
be dissipated, the public would have no way of getting it
back any more than it would have any way of recovering any
losses that might be incurred through failure adequately to
maintain the properties or through deficits. The proposition
of the Plumb plan advocates is simply that the public shall
furnish all the capital for the enterprise and take all the
risks of loss: and if there are any profits
which the employees will have every opportunity and the strongest of inbill,

—

—
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Plumb Plan?

I

An

Attack Upon Present System of Industry

There should be no mistaking the significance of the propaganda for the Plumb plan in its relation to private property
in general.
Questions which were asked and the answers
which were made to them while witnesses supporting the
Plumb plan were testifying before the House Committee on
Interstate Commerce made clear that the Plumb plan for
employees' management of the railroads is practically a
reproduction of the Soviet plan of government and industry
which was first adopted in Russia under the Bolshevik

Doubtless to the great surprise of the brotherhood lead
Congress and the public did not betray the slightest symptom of becoming scared. On the contrary, there was an outburst of public sentiment against the brotherhoods.
Denunciations of their leaders' attitude were published in newspapers throughout the country, and delivered by members of
the house committee and other members of Congress.
Since then the brotherhood leaders apparently have been

taking the back track.
intend

to

call

They have been denying that they
force the Plumb plan upon the

a strike to

country.

The nation should not

let

itself

be lulled into a sense of

security by the tone the brotherhood leaders are

when

now

taking.

was repeatedly charged that they intended
a nation-wide strike if their demands were not granted

In 1916,

it

regime.

to call

primarily an attack upon profits with the object of
preventing industries of all kinds from earning profits in
future in order to enable the workers to get in one form or
another the earnings of industry which otherwise in the form
of profits would go to the capitalists.
It is therefore necessarily an attack upon all forms of private property, whether
property in railroads, manufacturing plants, or farms.
Under the present system of industry in America all property
is managed for the purpose of making profits.
If the opportunity to make profits is destroyed then the value of the
property to the owner is destroyed.
In England those who
are advocating the nationalization of the railroads and the

without arbitration, they as repeatedly declared that there
would be no strike. They said then, as they say now, thatthey expected to win without a strike. But when the railway
presidents absolutely and finally refused to grant their demands without arbitration, the heads of the brotherhoods did
issue the order for a strike; and they refused to recall the
order until Congress, under whip and spur, with the brotherhood leaders holding a stop-watch on it, had passed the
Adamson basic eight-hour day law.
The brotherhood leaders now say that they expect to secure adoption of the Plumb plan without a strike. But it is
perfectly apparent that they are engaged now in stirring up
all the labor troubles on the railroads they can, with the purpose not merely of getting higher wages, but also of making
it as difficult as possible to return the railroads to private
operation.
Should they succeed in preventing a return to
private operation, they would regard this as the first great

It

is

coal mines and their transfer to the employees for management are also advocating the nationalization of all farm land
and its transfer to the farm laborers for management. The
logical extension of the Plumb Soviet Plan to other industries themselves would result in the Government buying all
the farms in the country and turning them over to the farm
hands to run in their own interest. The advocates of the
Plumb plan claim that some farmers are supporting it. No
farm owner will support it who realizes that its logical extension would mean the nationalization not only of the railroads,
the steel industry and the packing industry, but also the

victory in the

campaign

for the

Plumb

plan.

They would

advocates of the Plumb plan claim that it has the
backing of practically all the organized railway employees of
the United States. The skilled employees of the railways always have been regarded as an unusually intelligent class of
working men. Mr. Plumb's attempt to transplant the Russian Soviet plan to America is so grotesque and at the same
time so revolutionary that it is hard to believe his scheme can
possibly have the backing of as many railroad employees as
he claims. If it has, this must be due to the fact that many
of them do not understand what the plan really is.
As a
matter of fact, no complete referendum of the organized railroad employees has ever been taken on the Plumb plan, and
there is reason to believe that if a referendum were taken
under conditions which gave the men an opportunity to express their true views a very large part of them would go on

then go on with their propaganda for it with redoubled energy; and if they finally found that propaganda alone was
not sufficient, there can be no serious question in the mind
of any person familiar with their past history that they would
call a strike if they had the slightest hope that they could
thereby "put over" the Plumb plan. The present leaders of
the brotherhoods have supreme confidence in their ability to
get anything they want by means of strikes and threats of
strikes; and as long as they have this confidence, and it continues to be perfectly lawful for them to call strikes at any
time they want to, and upon any pretext that appeals to them,
the country will continue to have hanging over it the menace
of great railroad strikes. Because of this supreme confidence
of the brotherhood leaders in the omnipotence of the strike,
it now appears almost certain that sooner or later a general
railroad strike will occur in the United States no matter what
system of management the railroads have, and since it appears almost certain that such a strike will come, probably
the best thing for the country would be to have it soon and
get it over.
If it must have it sooner or later, as now appears
almost certain, probably w e had just as well have it for the
purpose of "putting over" the Plumb plan as for any other
purpose.

record against the Plumb plan.
When the advocates of the Plumb plan began presenting
it to the House Committee on Interstate Commerce they took

Thrift is a shield against
ings Stamps.

farming industry.

Do

Railroad Employees Really Back This Plan?

The

T

money

worries.

Buy War Sav-

The Kanawha & West
Its

of

Varying Formations Encountered

the Kanawha & Michigan Railway
Kanawha & West Virginia Railroad, consist-

September, 1916,
the

Line

Construction Involved Exceptionally Heavy Grading.

Rock
Inacquired

New

Virginia Builds a

ing of 34 miles of line running from Charleston along
river and Blue creek in Kanawha county, W. Va., to
Blakeley and four miles of line on the Gauley river in
Nicholas county, W. Va., between Belva and Swiss.
The

Elk

loaded

and

traffic

0.5

per cenl

compensated against empty

The ruling grade against northbound or loaded
movement i- >JA2 ft. Long and that against SOUthboUl
empty movement 3,;soo ft. Long.
be maximum urvature 1deg. and there i> only one curve that sharp.
The total
movement.

I

«

')

Length of line on curves is 14..SM7 ft. with a total centra] mgl«
410 deg. There are three timber trestles on the line. 30 ft,
120 ft., and 105 ft. long, respectively, with an average height
of about 20 ft.
There is also an under rossing with the
of

<

Gauley Jc,

Gauley branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio at belva. These
bridges were built of timber as it was impossible to secure
steel for them because of the war.
wo concrete pipe ulverts
of 5-ft. and 4-ft. diameter were placed under the railroad and
an adjacent county road. Numerous -mailer culvert.- oi
1

iron pipe 12 in. to 24

in

in.

diameter were also installed.

The most complicated problems
line

were experienced

was impossible,

in

in the construction of the

in the grading.

some

*

Because of the

cliff-

of the shovel without great expense.

it

ahead

places, to get a loading track

In a few of these places,

became necessary to make a cast-over cut. using a short jaekarm on the shovel and then cutting the- -hovel back and loa<lit

Relation of the Gauley

&

Eastern to the

and the Kanawha

& West

Kanawha & Michigan
Virginia

Kanawha & West Virginia also had various other surveys
and rights-of-way in the Kanawha coal district of West
Virginia.
It was the original intention of the Kanawha &
West Virginia to build a line along the Gauley river between
Belva and Blakeley, connecting its existing lines, as shown
on the map. To do this would have required the construction
of 11 miles of line through very rough country with a tunnel
950 ft. long and three miles of 1.8 per cent grade, uncom-

pensated, ascending to the tunnel on each side, with several
10-deg. curves on these grades.
To avoid building this line, expensive in construction,
operation and maintenance, it was decided to construct the
Gauley & Eastern Railway along the west hank of Gauley

from Gauley Bridge, the southern terminus of the Kanawha & Michigan in Fayette county, W. Va., to Belva. a distance of 5.6 miles. The Gauley river along this line is about
650 ft. above sea level and the tops of the mountains are
about 1,100 ft. above the river. The railroad grade is from
20 to 30 ft. above low water and is practically out of reach
of high water. The line and grade on this work conforms to
the standards of the Kanawha & Michigan and the Kanawha
& West Virginia which it connects. It opens new coal fields
and timber lands in this section, the coal consisting of the
Eagle, No. 2 gas and Coalburg seams, Kanawha measures.
This line has a grade of 0.3 per cent, compensated against
river,

A

Shovel Making

a

Cast-Over Cut

ing the full cut for u-e on the various bank-.
down of the cliffs formed an interesting part of

The
the-

blasting

work

point between Stations 41 and 46, shown in one of the
photographs, the entire face of the cliff wa- blown down at
one tune
This -hoi consisted of 17 hole- about 60
and 9,000 lb. of 40 per cent <1\ namite wa- used.
hi
was SO planned that practically no rex k was thrown in the
on<'

I

river except that which it wa- de.-ired to place
Waste occurred where the' a-t over cut- had to
but not in appreciable qu tntit
The grading of this new line involved some
About three- mile- of
heavy and difficult work
cated close to the river bank, where- it was tie''
.

down and remove
grade.

Greal

mate-rial aA \u\

8

cliff-

difficult)

from on

to

was experienced

in

ran^iiiL'

there.

be mad.

exceptionally
the bnc

hoot

shooting

variet) of formations were found, inclu

brittle -h ale

and exceedingly hard sandstone,

tion Leading to considerable
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•
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necessan to var)
good results

the quantity

of explosives

in

the

shots to

gel

\ much traveled count}
road parallels the river <>n this lo
cation and .>'. miles of this mad had to be abandoned and

reconstructed on the same grade with the railroad.
Construi
was delayed to some extent by two floods oc< urring in the

tion

and damaging the new hanks al points where they had
and riprap.
At several points trouble was experienced from slides.
in some cases the dirt and small rock tame off the top of the

river
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No.

7

o! the slope through the formation to rock aboul 20 ft. below
grade and these were shot a finished, the idea being to pel
mil the water to si ape through the strata underneath.
hi se
holes were 120 ft. to 130 ft. deep, about 75 fi apart and
i

190

it.

I

from the center

line

and have apparently given

relief.

An

interesting feature of the job was the installing oi the
contractors, equipmenl at the Belva end of the job.
Thii

aol ye\ been protected with rock

Looking

Up

the River from Station 33

In one instance, at the upper end of the line at Belva,
maximum depth of about 40 ft. on the
upper slope line which consisted of a soft yellow clay, very
porous, with about 30 per cent of boulders and loose rock in it
overlying a stratum of hard blue clay, impervious to water.
The top of the blue clay was 6 to 10 ft. above grade and the
water penetrating through the top formation to the blue clay,
caused the top to break and slide off in large quantities with
cliffs.

there was a cut with a

M^pr^

the result that three times the estimated yardage

IPs

was moved

Moving Narrow Gage Equipment Up

a 20-Per

Cent Grade

at

Belva

equipment consisted of a standard gage grading shovel
three dinkey engines, with cars and spreader of .3 ft. gage.

and

The

shovel was taken about 1,000 ft. through a corn field, then
creek and up a 20 per cent grade

down through Twenty-Mile

:*•

i

»j>

A^

-'" JT.'^T

Drilling

from

a Trestle in Preparation for a

Big Shot Between Stations

-~~mu
41

and

46.

„

__

^

This Entire

Cliff

Was

Shot

Down

at

One Time
from this slide. After the removal of this material it was
found that a break had occurred about 500 ft. up the mountain side and the entire section seemed to be moving toward
the track.
Holes were drilled about 75 ft. back from the top

long to the county road at the point where it was
The engines and cars were then brought over
and pulled up the grade by the shovel, using a block and
tackle attached to trees.

about 200

ft.

to be cut in.
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The Gauley

river furnished an excellent water supply for
during construction and coal was secured in the immediate vicinity.
The drilling was done on the .lift- and
through all the heavy work with 4-in. Cyclone gasolene drills
and on the smaller cuts with tripod steam drills.
All the
steam shovels on the job were equipped with air pumps and
furnished air for the drilling necessary in large rocks and
slabs in front of shovel which it was accessary to break with
explosives hefore they could he handled by the shovel.
Approximately 132,000 lb. of dynamite and a small quantity of
black powder were used in the job.
Considerable difficulty was experienced by both the contractors and the railway company during the latter part of
1917 and during 1918 in securing sufficient labor and material to carry on the work properly.
The fact that a large
number of coal mines, all running to capacity, are located in
the immediate vicinity made the labor problem especially
acute at times. The line promises, however, to be capable of
operation with normal maintenance expense as most of the
slides have been stopped and the fills are very solid and not
likely to wash.
The grading and bridge work was started about September
The
1, 1917, and the line was completed in June, 1919.
grading work was done by J. B. Lindsey, of Middleport,
Ohio, and C. W. Marshall, of Kansas City, Mo., and some
of the county road work was done by A. Keathly, of HuntingA total of 357,282 cu. yd. of excavation was
ton, W. Va.
moved, about 80 per cent being rock, at a cost of $1.05 per
The track was laid with 8-ft. and 8^-ft.
yd., not classified.
hollers

white oak ties and 90-lb. A. S. C. E. relay rail which had
been re-sawed at the Kanawha & Michigan plant at Hobson,
Ohio. The track was ballasted with pit-run gravel and some
slag

and

We

cinders.

are indebted to C.

Kanawha & Michigan,

M. McVay,

division engineer, of the
W. Va., for the infor-

at Charleston,

mation given above.

.
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Efficiency Engineers Views
on the Electrification of Railways
,

taken from
following
TheHarrington
paper
Emerson on
a

is

discussion by

written

the

W.

by

B.

Potter

and S. T. Dodd, presented before the Western Railway
Club, and abstracted in the Railway Age of May 9, 1919,
page 1157:
"In the March, 1907, number of the Railway Age I wrote
a paper whose title was: 'The Steam Locomotive More Economical Than Electric Equipment for Standard Railroad
Operation.'
My paper was called out by the interesting,
suggestive and brilliant joint study by Major- Lewi- B.
Stillwell and Henry St. Clair Putnam as to the economic- to
be effected by the substitution of electric for steam operation.
see no reason to modif)
"Twelve years have passed.
Here and there under special
convictions then expressed.
I

••Steam railroad receipts are indeed largel) h\ the ton mile
the passenger mile, hut expenses arc not' by the train

and

mile.

The terminal cost of collecting and
The terminal cost of deliver) and
distributing the traffic,
(.-i)
The train mile hour cost.
"An investigation made about 15 years ago showed that
Expenses are:

(1)

Starting the traffic.

(2)

the value of the terminals of the

Lake Shore in (hi, ago alonenearly equalled all the other investment m tra.k
and equipment.
The enormous COSl of New York terminal facilities
is well known.
Mr. Fisher 12 years ago
demonstrated that

terminal expenses increased by the square of the population
and that on this account all our roads sen in- L-reat
cities'

were financially doomed.

Subway- and urban

trolley

not have terminal expenses.
They usually occupy fr<
charge the most costly sites in the world. Electrification does
not help the terminal situation, it
aggravates it. sin
tempts into the centers of cities terminals that under
conditions would have remained in cheaper suburb-

"But it is the third division of expense that is more largelv
responsible for steam railroad collapse and that stands
in
the way of electrification.
Expenses are not by the 'train
mile, they are by the train mile hour.'
"All railroad expense.- fall into one of the three
groups
of materials, salaries, investment maintenance.
In 1914 per
average locomotive day these expenses were:
For Materials
For Personnel

Investmen

I-or

'."'."'.'.".'.!!!!!!!"!

r^o

<

Total

$i65.oo

-'The investment charges amount to 10
per cent on the
valuation and this without adequate provision for
obsolescence
and unremunerative betterment-. The -even capital
charges
are: (1) Taxes.
(2) Insurance.
(3) Rentals.
(4) 01
lescence.
(5) Unremunerative Betterments.
(6) Int.
(7) Dividend.-.
Personnel is almost wholly an hourly
charge.
Material- even are partly an hourly charge, both
in
storehouse and in use.
Investment maintenance char-

wholly by the hour.
Tresent railroad equipment work- notoriously very few
hours :i dav
Main tracks are occupied by moving 'tramabout one' per cent of the time, locomotives average
less than
three hour- working service a day, car- are
moving scarcely
two hours a clay.
Pipe lines have a double advantage over
<

-

railroads.
They are occupied continuously by moving loads
and the container doe- not move, tlure is no dead weight.
'•Fifteen years ago some of my client- wanted to build a
standard gage road in Alaska.
I
proved to them that a
two foot gage could carry annually 20 times a- much freight

No wonder

as their enterprise could provide.

cheaply

built

narrow gage road-

in

Alaska

month- their total cost of construction.-,
tion.
Charge- per hour were low.
"Electrification

will

heavily

increase

new

Cape

investment
fatal

tin-

in

a

three

in

as well as of

nance charge.-, not lessen them
This ito electrification.
It is doubtful whether
on

some of the

paid

0]

mai
objection

new country,

has been in-tailed in subways,
for street car service, for interurban service and here and
Electric service has been suethere on mountain division-.
The old horse
cessful in all respects except one; financial.
car lines made money, the electric line- are on the edge of

Africa, electric operation would not require a heavier im
ment per mile than -team, thus offsetting any other highly
In our countr) electrification means
problematical savings.
an immense scrapping of existing equipment and an

bankruptcy.

capital

conditions electric traction

"What

are

the

principles

underlying

costs

of

railroad

operation? Just 20 years ago James J. Hill -aid to me that
I could write the formula for successful railroad operation
on my thumb nail. He said: 'Receipts are by the ton and

He gave me
passenger mile, expenses are by the train mile.
I was continuously in rail20 vears to better the formula.
road work for the next 20 years and continuously I tested
his formula -and ultimately found it wanting.
1

a

enterprise,

let

us saj

the

t<»

Cairo project

in

mm

investment in
proposition
financial

new equipment
electrical

As an economii

operation

i-

out

of

question.
that our two government din
Railroad Administration, a- well a- the Inter
Commerce Commission, have failed to realize tlu
of separate terminal charges or tlu- effect of the hou
operating costs
"We cannot today on the railroad- reduce tin
"It

i-

a

eral of tin

great pit)

.

i

or
the

"
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our tr.uk- or substitute

control the action oi the government with reaped to tin-

one-,

important question

moving cars for big
Little rapidlj
and make tlicm deliver twice as man] too miles per
hour but the motor trucks are for short distances doing this
\n\ thing. Their terminal accommodations cost Less and are
greater, the} work more hour- each day.
"We an a1 Least avoid giving the coup de gnu e to mir railroad- alread) staggering under the wound of government opi

eration, by carefully avoiding a

still

hourh investment

already between 40 and 50
Under the best operations

COSt

which

i-

further increase in the

per cent of the total hourly cost.
and of electric roads what economies are there in
materials and in labor to offsel the increased hour charm

of -team

1

due

Larger investment

to

for the

same service?"

Calls Conference

on Railroad Control

A

CONFERENCE

of "leaders of national thought," invited
by Glenn E. Plumb, counsel for the organized railway
employees, to discuss the railroad problem with the

labor leaders at Washington, met on August 9 and adjourned
1. leaving its activities in the hands of an execuon August
1

committee. Three suh-committees, to he composed of "experts of national reputation in their several fields,'* are in
process of formation, to study the engineering or technical,
tive

and the economic aspects of the railroad situation
These committees are to report to a general
Accordnference to be held in Washington on October 6.

the legal,
in
it

America.

ing to the official press notice:

"While

thought was called hePresident Wilson hecame known on the
question of a constructive policy to be pursued toward the
present acute state of industrial unrest throughout the country, it falls naturally into line with his desires as since expressed, and is in this sense an interesting example of America's quickness in action.
"While no definite action toward that end was taken, the
question of conferring with President W'ilson, in the spirit
of this statement, was discussed.
It is unavoidable that a
meeting with the President will be sought at an early date,
when the essential principles of the Plumb plan will be
presented and the state of facts outlined which lends such
power to the proposals of the brotherhoods for the nationalthis conference of liheral

mind

fore the

of

ization of the railroads."

of

Judge Walter Clark, chief justice of the Supreme Court
North Carolina, was elected temporary chairman. Among

those

Henry
York;

who

attended the preliminary conference were Gov.
Prof. Edward Bemis, of New
Ex-Gov. E. F. Dunne, of Chicago; Frederick C.

J.

part:

"As

I

•The government ha re ting upon it the duty and obligation to con erve and further the ihnm-i .,! the people
a body, particularly with respect to the conditions of their

U

Livelihood.
Distribution of the products of the nation'- industry and agriculture is, therefore, not Hiily a proper hut an
imperative function of tin- government which the people have
a right to insisl shall he properly fulfilled.
It
IS therefore

upon

incumbent

tin

government

(as the principal factor

in

to

provide

distribution)

at

transportation
COflt, thus

actual

insuring means whereby the products of one region may, with
only the addition of actual cost of transportation, he brought
to the consumers in another territory,
Any plan proposed
the test that

it

problem must, therefore, meet

will provide transportation at actual cost.

"I he existing state of industrial warfare is more costly to
consuming public than to the workers or to the owners
of capital.
Any plan for tlie solution of the railroad problem which seeks the endorsement of the public should provide for a share by the workers in the management and in
the

profits arising from increased efficiency.
We therefore
welcome any well-considered movement toward democratiza-

the

t'on of the railroads as being in the interest not only of the

workers but even more in the interest of the public.
"Several plans have been presented to the Congress of the
United States for the future ownership and operation of the
railroads.
Some of these plans have been presented by the
tepresentatives of railroad security owners and other property-owning groups.
One plan has been presented by the
representatives of the railroad employees.
These plans must
be tested and analyzed in the light of the principles already
enunciated.
In order that this may be done in the orderly
manner which befits a question of such transcendent importance to the American people, we have determined to call a
national conference to meet in Washington on Monday, October 6, 1919, and we have further decided to appoint special
committees to analyze the several proposals which have been
offered for the solution of the railroad problem, to report
their findings at that national conference."

This was followed by another statement by Edward Keatmanager of the Plumb Plan League, in which he said:
"All that the railway brotherhoods asked was a fair and
ing,

exhaustive examination of the railroad situation in America,
and a full consideration by the country of the proposals
which they advance for dealing with this situation. If the
true facts of the case can be spread before the country, the
brotherhoods rely on the soundness of the principles embodied In their plan to win the support of public opinion."

Allen, of Kansas;

Howe, Commissioner of Immigration of the port of New
York; Frank P. Walsh, formerly joint chairman of the National War Labor Board; J. A. H. Hopkins, chairman of
the executive committee of the committee of 48, and Morris
L. Cook, consulting engineer, of Philadelphia.
This group
met with A. B. Garretson, adviser of the Order of Railway
Conductors; James J. Forrester, grand president, Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers,
Express and Station Employees, and other officials of the
railroad labor organizations now assembled in Washington.
The first session of the conference was devoted to a presentation of the theory of the brotherhoods' railroad plan by
Glenn E. Plumb.
The conference apparently restrained any impatience it
may have felt to endorse the Plumb plan at its first session,
but on Sunday Chairman Clark issued a statement, saying in
upon the existing railroad
and the various suggestions for dealing therewith,

go. 901

the conference declares that the following principles should
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Hauling Freight on Electric Railways

a result of our deliberation

situation

mo

:

for the solution of the railroad

Plumb
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The big sheep
elecliic sheep train on the Ogden, Logan & Idaho.
raisers use trains of this kind for shipping their animals to market, and
for shipping flocks from one grazing region to another.

Possibilities for

Supply Manufacturers Abroad

Local Industries in Europe Will Have Difficulty

Demands

for

in

Meeting

Railway Material

By Robert

E. Thayer,

European Editor of

the

Railway Age
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SITUATION in ENGLAND, France and Belgium
garding the sale of American railway supplies

THE

tated to take

re-

The

for

fear

hesitates to take a

of the consequences
'

that

undoubtedly

nationalization, hut

positive stand

may

follow.
effect

against

Public

upon the

in the States

enumerate the kinds of material which
be obliged to purchase from outside
sources.
Belgium of course is in had shape and will nerd
practically everything in the railway line.
At the present
time it needs rails and structural steel.
It was only about
a month ago that its blast furnaces resumed operation.
It
needs rolling stock, shop equipment and signals.
The rolling stock is in a deplorable state, and had it not been for
the German cars and locomotives obtained from Germany
on the signing of the Armistice, Belgium's railways would
have had extreme difficulty in maintaining proper train service.
It is the desire of the Belgian State Railways to return
these German cars and locomotives and buy new. and under
the terms of Peace they are given the opportunity of either
accepting the German equipment, deducting its value from
the amount of indemnity due Belgium, or else returning tinGerman equipment and buying new with cash derived from
the indemnity.
It
has not been decided yet what will
be done, but the policy followed will undoubtedly be, provided proper credits can be established until the indemnitv
is paid, to buy new equipment.
It has been stated that if
this is not done, it will take the Belgian railways 30 years
to get their power and rolling stock back to its pre-war condition.
If the Belgian railways decide to return the German equipment and take the money for new equipment, an
extensive standardization program will be formulated.
This
would be of great advantage to American industries, for a
large amount of equipment will be required and better prices
can be made and better deliveries ensured.

A

is

difficult

countries

vast

particularly
of the four

tion of

Labor has

of

England in the mining industry is
on the industry of that country.
Some of the minerhave bolted from their leaders and have struck in protest
of the action of the Government regarding the mines, and

to

will

amount

system of the
formulated for

labor in
having untold serious
attitude

it

It

become extremely independent, and to a large extent has got
beyond the control of the labor leaders. Out of work gratuities, particularly to the demobilized
men. has had a
serious effect, and it has been difficult to get the men back
pursuits.

same time

these

their

peace-time

the

It

Situation in Belgium

It may be stated generally that American industries can
only hope for business from these countries when, first, the
local industries have been amply provided with orders and
cannot fill additional orders in the time desired, and when
there are no local industries to provide the desired material.
The credit facilities also enter very largely into the situation.
There is a vast amount of railroad work to be done in all
of these countries in order to rehabilitate the railways and
American manuto reconstruct their devastated portions.
facturers who have gone to Europe since the war expecting
to receive large orders have been quite disappointed in not
being able to do a larger amount of business, but the reason
that they have not done more business is that these countries have not really been able to adequately determine the
amount of business that can be done by their own industries.
In other words the market was not ripe.
There is but little
question, however, that as time goes on these countries will
be obliged to go to America for railway material which they
must have, and which they are not sufficiently well equipped
industrially to supply.
The local industries will have more
than they can do to provide material for their own countries
soon enough to rehabilitate the railways as promptly as they
should.
In fact it is believed that business will be handed
to American industries on a "silver platter," due to the fact
that European countries will not be able to supply all of

their

at

opinion does not seem to have the same
Laboring classes in England that is has had

tractive.

into

direct stand in the matter.

realizes the disastrous effect of general

is

In all of these three countries, the governments have at the present time, a lot to say as
to where the purchases of railway materials shall be placed.
Naturally it is their desire to place orders with the home industries, not only to give them ample business and thus provide employment for their own countrymen, but also on
account of the fact that they want to keep the money in their
own countries. In some cases orders have been placed with
the home industries even though both the deliveries and
prices of American companies have really been more at-

somewhat complicated.

own immediate needs.
The labor situation in England and France
is in a decidedly unrestful state.
The reaction
long years of war has by no means spent itself.

any

of work will have to be done on the signal
Belgian railways.
Plan- are now being
a system which is reported to be a combina-

English and American practices and which will be
simpler than that previously used in that country.
There
are rumor- that automatic signaling is being considered, but
no direct information has been obtainable, nor i- it believed
that any definite decision has been made in this matter.

The work of reconstruction of the signal system will take
about two years, and while every attempt i- being made to
place business with Belgian industries, it i- believed that the

effect

demand

at the present time the consequences of their action appear
to be very serious.
With the cost of coal increasing >i\

The shop equipment of the Belgian railways i- in a de
plorable state.
It
is
such that, at the present time, the
-hop- are working from one-third to one-half their pre war
capacity.
This ha- necessitated contracting locomoth

per ton or about $1:5.0, and with the decreased
output on account of a seven hour day. the English industries will find it more difficult to compete with American
prices.
The miners and labor in general are trying to force
the government into the general nationalization of the national resources and public utilities, and' the movement is
so strong that the government at the present time has hesi-

shillings

for this equipment will be SO u-reat that it will be
impossible for them to supply the necessary equipment.

pairs to Belgian locomotive builder-, which at the same time
will retard the output of new locomotives from tb
panies.

Regardless of the fad that Belgian railway -hop- need
large quantities of machine tools, the situation a- it
today doe- not presenl a very encouraging outlook for Ameri-
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The American government has
governmenl through a Belgian
combine Foi the sale of the surplus machine tools purchased
for war purposes.
The prices are to be those of 1914 with
an increase of about 55 per cent., delivered at Belgian ports,
and a credit for three years has been established to facilitate
ran machine tool builders.
arranged with the Belgian

the Belgian finances.

With

the quantities of tools thus

made

such advantageous prices, American
manufacturers can only hope to obtain orders for special
types of machines required in railway shops, and then only
available to Belgium

al

be provided by the local

those which cannot

Belgian com-

panies.
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too] manufacturers will find little encouragement, bul
understood that regardless of this arrangement, man)

quiries are being received for special types of

7

il

if
iii

American ma

bine tools.
Freighl cars of larger capacity than hav< generall) been
used in France are coming into greater favor and undoubtedly with the increased cosl of labor, greater efforts will be
made to secure better tram load- than have been the pr:
The use of the ontiinioiisly braked freighl
in the past.
i

<

being considered, and also the automata coupler,
but the latter presents considerable difficulties due to the
interchangeability with the present type of coupling.

train

is

Situation in France

Situation in England

The requirements of France, while not relatively as serious
as those of Belgium, are believed to be so vast that it will
be impossible for the French manufacturers to meet the de-

England is chiefly a matter of rehabilitawar maintenance has been sadly neglected.
Very little has been done pending the action of the government on the Transport Bill.
There is a great need for
New
equipment of all kinds, both track and rolling stock.
locomotives are required, and it is believed that cars of

mands

of reconstruction in the devastated areas, the rehabiliand new work in the added

tation of all railways in general,

It has been estimated that an
territory of Alsace-Lorraine.
expenditure of $971,000,000 will be required to finance this
work.
As in Belgium, the railways in the devastated areas,

namely the Nord and the Est, have had to rely on German
equipment to meet their needs, and this will be undoubtedly
returned if proper financial arrangements can be made for

new equipment. The locomotives and cars
brought over by the American Expeditionary Forces have
the purchase of

also

assisted

greatly

in

relieving

the equipment

situation.

with it all, there appears to
Standardization
still be a great demand for new equipment.
programmes are being developed, which have been mentioned
previously in these columns, and a large number of locomotives have been ordered to existing designs to meet the more
immediate needs, but with the labor situation as it is today
in France, there is a grave question as to whether the expecta-

These

will stay in France, but

tions of the

companies delivering

this

new equipment

in the

time required will be met.

There is a large amount of work to be done in rehabilitatThe opportunities for American manuing lines and shops.
facturers will depend upon the capacity of the French industries to supply these needs, and further upon the service
the Americans give in comparison to that which can be obDuring the war French
tained from other outside countries.
railway men had a great opportunity of learning more about
American railway practices, and while it seems to be the
opinion of most of the railway men who served with our
will
forces in France that but little of American practices
indicabe absorbed by the French railways, there have been
The Paris-Lyontions that this is not strictly the case.
Mediterranean was much impressed by the telephone des-

patching system used by the American forces in France and
between Dijon and Lyons.
is to instal that system on its lines
Furthermore, that road is becoming much interested in aumade
tomatic signals, and it is believed that a trial will be

The
determine their value to French railways.
engineers of that road are now making a careful study of
this problem.
The locomotive design of France is approaching more
and more American lines. The compound locomotive is
giving place to the high degree superheater simple type of
The standard locomotives which are being delocomotive.

of

them

to

The conditions have so
signed will be simple engines.
changed in France, particularly as regards labor, that more
America
of the labor-saving methods which are common in
will find favor there.
The machine tool situation is

somewhat the same as in
Belgium. Arrangements have been made with the American
government for the sale of the machine tools brought into
France for the use of the American military forces, at very
favorable prices, which have been reported as being 1917
Here again, the American machine
prices less 25 per cent.

The situation

During

tion.

in

the

tonnage will be

Sir Eric Geddes, Minister
speaking before the House of
Lords on the Transport Bill, spoke of the advantages to be
obtained with freight cars of greater capacity than are generall}- used in England, stating that locomotives can be
loaded to greater capacity without increasing the length of
trains which are now limited by the length of sidings. He
greater

designate

called

of

railways,

attention

to

the

built.

in

that .about

fact

half

the

freight

cars in England, or approximately 700,000, were privately
owned, of which 500,000 were under 12 tons capacity.
that English railways can use freight cars
A tremencapacity to very good advantage.
dous lot of work must necessarily be done for the transThe congestion at
portation facilities are in a bad way.
ports and industrial centers is bad, due primarily to the
It

is

of

45

believed
tons

7

Contrary to the conditions in the United
lack of equipment.
States there was very little change in the amount of traffic
hauled after the signing of the Armistice. The greatest
problem presented to the railway men in England was that
of readjusting themselves to the change in the flow of traffic.

This

has

been

occasioned

somewhat by

the

unadjusted

freight rates between different ports in the country, the rates
of the coastwise vessels having risen to such an extent that

the railroads were overtaxed in handling coastwise business,
Any definite action on
as their rates had not been changed.
rehabilitation will be held in abeyance until the disposition
of the Transport Bill which

is

now

before the Houses of

Parliament.

General Remarks

Thus in all three of the countries under discussion, it will
be seen that the work of rebuilding and rehabilitation of the
railways is so vast that it is hardly possible for their local
industries to provide their needs, and this presents the opThe
portunity for American railway supply manufacturers.
greatest field, however, for our companies would appear to be
with the countries which before the w-ar went to the European
countries for their railway supplies. This does not mean that

European markets should be neglected. In fact many
of the South American railway companies and those in other
portions of the world, are financed from Europe, and orders
would naturally come from there. Those of the American
the

companies which have opened offices or established connections in Europe, will undoubtedly derive benefit from this
extension of their business.
In seeking trade from European countries, or in fact any
country, American manufacturers must realize that they will
be obliged to conform to the desires of the countries with
which they are dealing, in the matter of design, except in the
It is difficult
case of some minor or special apparatus.
for American manufacturers to sell their standard products

August
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excepl where such happen to meet the desires of the railways
The railways in Eng
with which they are doing business.

land, France and Belgium, go into the study of designs a
great deal more than is common with the railways in
They have an extensive staff of engineers who
America.

own point of view, with the result
these countries the designs of the railways are far
With the
varied than on the railways in America.

study design from their
that

303
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trend towards standardization in all of these countries, however, a much more common product will be evolved, which
means that a large number of articles of the same design
This will he favorable to American
will he purchased.
manufacturers who desire business from these countries, as
it will enable them to do business on a larger scale and pay
them to adapt themselves to the requirements of their foreign
customers.
The railways do not look with favor upon the service
facilities which American railway supply manufacturers so

Furthermore, in the contemplaably render in the States.
new designs or in the adoption of new practices, the
assistance of the supply companies is not sought anywhere
near to the same extent as in the State-. After a design is once
made, bids are asked for manufacture to that specific
tion of

design, with the result that the manufacturers act more as
manufacturers than as engineers, and the business usually
This makes it quite difficult for
goes to the lowest bidder.
the high grade supply companies to make the showing and

reputation as engineers that is common in the States.
It is
peculiarity which is difficult for the American manufacturers to understand, but it is nevertheless important that
it
be carefully considered.
Any attempt by American

this

manufacturers to force American designs on foreign railis liable to meet with opposition except where these
designs are in accordance with their own ideas.
It may be
possible to do it if the roads in question need the material
so badly that they are obliged to take what they can get,
but it will react against the manufacturers when future orders
are contemplated.
Furthermore, the methods of doing business in foreign countries are quite different from American
methods, and it is necessary for the American manufacturers
to consider the foreign methods and work in accordance
with them if they hope to become firmly established in the
country in question.
One enthusiastic Paris representative of a large American concern was heard to state: "In order for Americans
to obtain business in France it would be necessary first to
teach American business methods to the French." A French
man commenting on this remark stated that: "Before he did
that it would be necessary to make English the national
language of France." Too much emphasis cannot therefore
be placed on the importance of American manufacturers
adapting themselves to the physiological conditions and the
peculiar characteristics of the countries in which they hope
to do business.
As has been repeatedly pointed out it was
this adaptability that so enabled the German nation to deNow that Peace is signed
velop its extensive export trade.
and the gates are open to Geman industry, America must
"watch its step" if it is to hold the export business which
has and will automatically come to it as the nation best
equipped at the present time to supply the needs of the rest

ways

of the world.

i-

I

of the

Pu

ill

Plumb Plan

PLAN

Mi;

a- '"the most viuou-

of legislation" that ha- been presented to Congress

since he ha- been in

Ohio has addressed

of

a

tin-

Senate, Senator Atlee Pomerene
to a committee representing

letter

Valley System Federation
American federation of Labor,

Hoc kin»

the

in

more

Analysis

witli

the

from the committee calling attention

No.
in

SI,

affiliated

reply to a letter

to the plan

a- evidence

of their interest in behalf of "the masses of the people."

The

Senator -aid in part:
In your deliberation- whom did you consult who was representative of "the masses of the people" as contradistinguished from those who were personally interested in the
plan, and, if you consulted such persons, did "the masses''
choose them or did you choose them, and what did the} say
either for or against it?
You tell me that you studied this for a matter of nine or
ten weeks, and on the 2Jd day of July (Wednesday) you
concluded your task, and on the following Monday the-.
recommendations were presented to a called meeting of representatives and delegates, who unanimously adopted the
committee's report.
Who were these representatives and delegate- who were
able at one sitting to understand the Plumb plan and advise
as to what should be done in the interest of "the masses of
the people"? Were they chosen by "the masses" to represent

them

?

You

write

me

that the

Plumb plan

is

the only "ultimate

solution of the 'railroad problem' that has as yet been presented to your honorable body."

Many

proposed plans are pending before the Interstate

Commerce Committee

of the Senate, and all of them are being carefully studied with a view of the best possible solution of the situation.

Did your committee

or "the representatives

who unanimously adopted

Plumb plan

the

in

and
its

delegate

-

entirety"

examine these plans, or any of them, before passing judgment upon them?
Now, let us go a step further. The railroads of this country, in round numbers, are valued at 820,000,000,000. They
are the web and woof of America's industrial, commercial,
and social life
Under the Plumb plan it i- proposed to take
this property by purchase' or condemnation from its stockholders,

among whom

are thousands, not to say millions, of

and the orphans

—

old and young, the widows
pay for them in cash payments or
such owners of United State- Government

the plain people of the country

— and

to

by the issuance to
bonds. In other words, they shall be paid for by the people's
cash or by their obligations.
They are then to be managed
and operated by the- national railway operating corporation
for 100 years, which -hall have a board of director- to be
composed of 15 men, five of whom shall be -elected by the
classified employees of the railways, five by their official employees, and five to be appointed by the President, not more
than three of them to belong to one political party.
Suffice it to say that you and I both understand
even if
we are not willing to admit it that the 10 railway directors
will have interests which will be at variance with the interests
of the' traveling and shipping public, who pay the bill: and
while the other the appointed b) the Pre-ident arc- -aid to
represent the public-, which perhaps embraces about 100,000,
mean the people other than those who will be000 people

—

I

British trade with Brazil.
gates

who

— The

Brazilian commercial dele-

are shortly to tour the commercial centers of Great

Britain under the auspices of the Federation of British Indus-

were expected to arrive in England hefore the end of June.
They include Dr. Pandia Calogeras, the ex-Minister of Finance,
Agriculture and Commerce, and other eminent Brazilians.
Arrangements have been made for them to visit important
tries

works

in a

number

of different cities.

ehive tly
official

or

indirectly

interested

e-ither

as the classified

and

— they

owe

railway employees or their families

will

appointment to a political power and. it i- m\
ma) he influenced by tin- political purposes of the
party in control of tin Government.
Are you quite sure that when the- Plumb plan wa- devised
was in the intere-t of "the- masses"?
it
If -o. how does it
happen that the hill is presented by the brotherhoods alone
their

ment.

—
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their associates

era! publi<
[f

the

onsulted ?
Plumb plan

Wh)

were qoI the interests

oi

the gen

i

is

interests oi "the masses,"

sound economically and is for the
win do you nol suggesl that Bimilar

Legislation be adopted whereb) all public utilities, including
water work--, electric Lighl plans, gas and heating plants, be
purchased and turned over to their employees and operatives,

respectively

in
all

b)

why do
and copper

the interest of the masses,
the
the

coal

nun.-,

iron

government and turned over

in the same way?
do you not suggesl thai

to

the operatives

the

all

manufacturing and

plants of the country be purchased with governfunds or by the issuance of government bonds and

industrial

ment

turned over

Why

tint it does not differ materially
from actual government
ownership, ami there is no mkIi radical difference between
the presenl government control and operation and that pro
vided lor in the Plumb plan as to warrant anyone in saying
that wlnlr ill. former ha- been a failure the latter will I., a
in

ess,

.

From

standpoint of operation every user of the railand telephones knows that tin
ervice has
wor.se than during the private Control, excepting only

to their operatives

in the

do you not advise that

all

same

been

month <>\
was due to war COnditi.
Do you really believe that under the Plumb plan you can
turn this deficit under government control either into a surplus for the accounl of the government or the public or into

private control, which

better service for the country?

way.-'

do

I

the stores be purchased

operatives?

SI,

Win do

you not ask, in the interest of "the masses," that
the government purchase all the farms of the country and
turn them over to the employees on the farms?
And, lastly, may I suggest that if one man should happen
to own two houses, one of which he rents, why do you not
ask that the second house shall he hought by the government
and turned over to the renter?
Where is this going to end?
My friends, permit me to say the Plumb plan has nothing
akin to it outside Bolshevik Russia.
It is worse than socialism.
Socialism contemplates the public ownership of property
to be controlled and operated by the public for the public.
The Plumb plan contemplates the public ownership of the
As neither class of these employees
railroads for a class.
will have anv stock, their interests will be one and the same
In other words, $20,000,000,000
as against the public.
worth of property bought by money belonging to 110,000,000
people is to be turned over to 2,000,000 railroad men, representing, perhaps, including their families, 10,000,000.
Does this seem to be for the benefit of "the masses"?
Mr. Plumb in his testimony before the Senate Committee

on Interstate Commerce in February assumed that the capital
In
invested amounted to $18,000,000,000 approximately.

week before the Interstate Commerce ComHouse he estimated that all the present owners

his testimony last

mittee of the

for their property

is

$13,000,000,000.

So,

ac-

cording to his own testimony, Mr. Plumb's plan, if enacted
into law, will substantially confiscate $5,000,000,000 worth
of 'property belonging to private owners.
And what would be the result if it fails?
Invoking the principle of brotherhood a name I love
do you not feel you ought to be consistent, and while asking
for this investment of the public funds for your benefit to
likewise ask for the benefit of a proportionally equal amount
of government funds for every other business enterprise in
the United States, and turn that over to the employees of

—

those several enterprises?
Does not the principle of fraternity suggest this?

And

we

the time

get

market.

My

friends,

this

Plumb plan

spells

ruin

for

beloved

America.
In the past few years a good many people have urged federal ownership and control of the railroads, the telegraphs,
and the telephones. In view of recent experiences most of
them who have had no selfish purpose to serve have changed
their views.

Government control of these

utilities

in

Permit

me

make another

to

was begun the wages

in.

rease after

Since government
employees have been inThe director general, on July

suggestion:
to the

creased about $1,000, 000,000.
1919, informed the President

additional incr.

that

were demanded which would aggregate, if granted, about
$800,000,000 more per year.
I have no knowledge as to whether the conditions are such
as to justify this increase or not, and I express no opinion
with regard to it. I want the railroad men and all laboring
to be liberally paid, whether under public or private

men

control.

only an incident to the larger question to which
your attention.
If the conditions are such
that this increase is justified, then I am for it.
I await the
proof before I shall decide it.
I

But this
want to

is

call

But when your representatives come to Washington and
not only ask this increase but demand that the Congress of
the United States shall buy these properties at a cost to the
government of $18,000,000,000 or $20,000,000,000 and turn
them over to the national railways operating corporation for

management and operation I want to say to you as one
American to another it is neither fair nor American for them
to

insinuate revolution, as they have before the

Commerce Committee

of the

Interstate

House, unless their demands

are granted.

And let me suggest that the people at large have not expressed any desire for this plan, but members of your
brotherhoods
I do not mean the chiefs
have been in

—

—

Washington making

their threats as to

unless this legislation

is

to a threat,

Of

and

course,

Law-abiding
It is

only

I

I

I

I

shall

never yet have yielded

never will.

know

that

citizens, real

men

As one Senator

enacted.

always be open to conviction, but

what would happen

you do not approve these methods.
Americans, never do approve them.

of the Bolshevik type of

mind

that ever resort

to them.

Among the threats that have been made are threats of a
nation-wide strike. I do not mean to suggest that the chiefs
of the brotherhoods have suggested a nation-wade strike, but
some of the members of the brotherhoods have made these
I am sure that you
threats here in Washington to Senators.
do not give any countenance to strikes under present conditions.

through with it there will be
$240,000,000,000 of government bonds issued and on the
l>v

he done except by one
it can
transportation rates.

not believe

another
control

get

tin

the condition of the railroads during the la-t two

and tinned over to their operatives in the same way?
Why do you nol recommend that all the hanks of the country he acquired by the government and turned over to their

would

7

roads, telegraphs,

'

i- sound
and
li
it
vim not suggesl thai
mines, be purchased

Why

No.

Vol. 67,

has been so complete

I

believe in the right of the" laboring

ment of the

man

to use the instru-

under proper circumstances, but I do not
believe the occasion is here or ever has been here or ever will
be here which will justify a nation-wide strike, with all the
distress it will bring, not only on the public at large but on
the strikers and their families.
With a general strike on in this country, tying up all the
railroads, the products of the mine and the farm and the factory could not be moved to the centers of population and in
one week's time the people of our great cities would beThe people of these centers
starved, and in winter frozen.
strike

August

15,
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Andrew Carnegie

of population include the wives, the children, and the babes
It is too shocking a situaof railway men as well as others.
tion to even contemplate.

A

sub-committee of the Interstate Commerce Committee,
of which I am a member, has been engaged for a number of
weeks in preparing a bill providing for the reorganization

and regulation

of the railroads to present to the full

hope

com-

appeal to the
I
can give no assurances as to
sober sense of the public.
whether it will be approved or disapproved, but of this I am
convinced, that the American public never will approve the
Plumb plan or anything akin to it.
The Plumb plan is the most vicious piece of legislation
that has been presented to Congress since I have been in the

mittee for

consideration.

its

I

it

will

I would feel that I was contributing to the ruin, not
Senate.
only to the transportation system of the country, but to its
financial and industrial breakdown, if I voted for it.
It
would lead not only to the ruin of the whole people but to
every railroad man as well.
Notwithstanding the statement in your letter to the effect

it

I*.

\

and

\

means

as

transportation.

A

Steel Corporation is far more
complex than merely the decision of the Morgan banking
house to buy out Mr. Car-

\

negie.

the

Mr. Carnegie's career as
manufacturer was dura.

steel

ing the period

study of the bill will show
that it is not democracy in

which

for

provides, but
transportation.

autocracy

With his great reMr. Carnegie had an
advantage in this L^ame which
he used with ruthlessness and

sources,

Mr. Plumb the other day
to the Wall Street

success.

referred

of

give
ARRI!

Andrew

palmiest

plan.

my

I am in public life it will be my pleasure to do whatever
can be reasonably done to advance the interests of labor, but
bear in mind that it is not "every one who cries unto me,
'Lord, Lord,' shall enter the kingdom of heaven." and it is
not every man who comes around declaiming in favor of

as

who

am

is

labor's friend.

sure that a sober second thought will persuade you
that this bill ought to be defeated.
I

Carnegie

lt,u

it

coal northbound

— and

partly as a club to hold over
the Pennsylvania Lines Wesl
in

his

petitors.
in his

pleasure in 1916 to support your claims for the
Adamson law, because I believed that you were entitled to
better working hours and to better compensation, and so long

labor

;^

freight

The public does not want to be skinned, but if it
must be skinned it will make little difference whether it is
by Wall Street or by the methods provided for in the prowas

as a

he could bring ore from the
Lakes south on it and could

days!

It

built the Bess

legitimate railroad project

gone by, but the captains of
finance have never demanded
the
of
$20,000,000,000
American people's money at
one time!

Plumb

He

mer & Lake Erie partly

railroads.
the
That was true in the past.
Wall
It is not true now.
has
many vicious
Street
things to its credit in years

posed

railroad

given.

it

The Plumb plan out-Harrimans Harriman

when

were demanded and

rebates

in

control

|.

course, the history of the formation of the United States

careful

transportation

of

the varied in-

which he represented
eliminate Andrew Carnegie from the steel business

democratizing

of

the decision

by buying his steel mills at
Mr. Carnegie's own price. Of

Plumb

to

in

Morgan and

terests

it.

the

on a large scale which
probably the deciding

to

when they under-

referred

died was superin-

factor

-^

has been said by
brotherhood chiefs and
their counsel in the last few
days here in Washington
about the democratization of
is

manufacturer and

just

Ids threat to enter the railroad field

Much

plan

steel

As a steel man and as a great philanthropist, Andrew
Carnegie's history has been and is being discussed in ni
papers all over the world; but, interestingly enough, it was

the

industry,

retired

who has

tendent of the Pittsburgh Division of the Pennsylvania
from 1859 to 1865. He began his railroad work a- a telegraph
operator on the Pennsylvania. Thomas A. Scott, who was
later president of the Pennsylvania and was superintendent
of the Pittsburgh Division before Carnegie was the man to
whom young Carnegie owed his start in tin- steel busin<
Later in life a difference arose between the two nun and from
about the time of the panic of 1873 until the time when Mr.
Carnegie sold his vast steel interests to the United State- Steel
Corporation, he persistently fought the Pennsylvania Railroad, or, as Mr. Carnegie, himself, would have put it, the
Pennsylvania fought him.

the vast majority of

will oppose

them

the

was

ously adopted at a meeting of
the representatives and delegates to whom it was submitted by you, I venture the assertion that

Carnegie,

great philanthropist,

was unanim-

that this plan

stand

Andrew

demands

for lower
than hi- comAt one time he

rates

threatened to build a canal from Lake Erie to the Ohio ri\v,\
and quite possibly would have carried (ait hi- threat hid
there been water enough to fill the upper level-; but the cost
of pumping water up to these levels would have been prohibitive.

When the Goulds turned an eve toward Pittsburgh in
George Gould's attempt at connecting up a trans-continental
Gould system, Mr. Carnegie agreed

Wa

to give the projected

bash-Pittsburgh Terminal a third of hi- tonnage out of
burgh. As a matter of fait, the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal
was never in a positioB to take advantage of this contracl
and it- term- were never carried out.
When Alexander John-ton ("a— att decided to take a firm
stand against all rebating by the Pennsylvania system, Andrew Carnegie threatened to build a railroad from Pittsburgh
Although Morgan & Company were not the
to Baltimore.
bankers for the Pennsylvania Railroad, other important in!
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terests of theirs

and

were

\

itall)

.ii'ii

.

ted bj

the continuous state o!

Mr Carnegie maintained

warfare which

in the steel

indu

trj

chaos into the eastern trunk line situ
ation gave the bankers an additional and potenl incentive to
eliminate foi once and all the too aggressive steel manufai
11 u- resull was the formation of the United States
turer,
Steel Corporation and the retirement of Mr. Carnegie from
the business of making money and the beginning of his long
career as a discriminating, broad minded philanthropist.
He was one of America's ven greal citizens.
tln^ ilncit to bring

nous!

be given b

and mm
lion ol

ami

Vol. 67,

h

I

the aeeds of railway

to related

science,

7

Bhop empli

subjects as shop practice Involving

machines used

No.

the

roanipula

and construction work
and drawings should be

in general repaii

mat

in ina

i

i<

-

provided for.
"To provide uniformity

full)

as far as practicable in these
ourses of study, the subjei ts embrai ed therein should be suh
mitted to the assistanl director, Division ol Operation, in

<

charge of the Mechanical Department,

for

approval."

Distribution of Stock Cars

The Car

Doings

of the Railroad

Administration
Washington,

Dikii

Hjnes announced on August

Generai

ron

D,

C.

8 thai

Administration lias sent inquiries to a
number of steel companies asking each at what price it
Enquiries relate
is ready to supply 100,000 tons of steel rail.
Replies to
separately to Bessemer rail and open hearth rail.
A decision
the inquiries have been requested by August 16.
as to the amount of rail to be purchased will be reached folthe

Railroad

lowing the receipt of the proposals.
This will be the second rail order placed by the Railroad
Administration since the railroads were taken over a year
and a half ago. Orders for 200,000 tons were placed in

Max.

Railroads to Co-operate
with Vocational Education Board
Tyler, director of the Division of Operation, and
Carter, director of the Division of Labor, have issued
the following joint circular authorizing co-operation by the
railroads in the establishment of part-time schools for rail\Y. T.

\\

.

S.

road apprentices and others:
'•The Federal Govcernment has created under the provisions of an act of Congress, approved February 23, 1917, a
Federal Board for Vocational Education.
"The purpose of this act is to provide for the promotion of

and industries and in agriculture in co-operation with the various states, and an appropriation by the Federal Government is available for such
vocational education in the trades

work.

"The value
prentices in

mechanics and apshops has been recognized by many

of vocational training for

railroad

railroads which have established schools for the training of
It is the desire of the Railroad Administration
such men.

not only to assist and encourage such training where established, but also to extend the system to roads which have not
established such schools, and it is believed that this can be
best accomplished by co-operation between the United States

Railroad Administration and the Federal Board for Vocational Education in extending this work.
"It is therefore desired that the different railroads

under
United States Railroad Administration cooperate with the Federal Board for Vocational Education in
the establishment of part-time schools for railroad shop apprentices and others who come within the scope of the act.
Where it is found necessary in order to facilitate this work,
railroads will be authorized on request, to fit up suitable
studv or class rooms at the different shops where such schools
may be held. Where such schools are established, railroads
control

of

the

will be authorized to pay apprentices at their usual rate for
the time spent in attending such schools.
"Apprentices on roads where such schools are established

will be required to attend not less than

208 hours per year.

"Complete information concerning the establishment of
in co-operation with the Federal Board for
Vocational Education may be obtained either from the board
direct or from the assistant director, Division of Operation, in
charge of the Mechanical Department.
"In the preparation of a course of study, due attention

these schools

Servite Section has issued the following rul<
govern the distribution of stock cars on all railroad-:
1.
The distribution of privately owned stock cars as between railroads and as between stations on each railroad will

be authorized by the owner- of SUCh Cars.
2.
Such privately owned Stock Cars a- are placed for load
ing by direction of the owner shall count against the daily
allotment of cars to the shipper.

The owners of so-called private stock cars will give
3.
distribution to all their equipment before calling upon the
railroads for assistance in filling orders for stock cars for
their shippers or for their account.
4.
If the number of privately owned stock cars placed for
shipper equals or exceeds that shipper's pro rata share of
the available supply, he shall not be entitled in addition to
any railroad-owned stock cars.

a

number

of privately owned stock cars placed for
than his pro rata share based on his daily
ability to load and ship, he is entitled to be allotted rail5.

If the

a shipper

is less

road-owned equipment in addition thereto to make up his
pro rata share.
6.
The railroad will distribute available railroad-owned
stock cars on a pro rata basis which shall take into consideration the ability of the shipper to load

and

ship.

—

Railways and the Peace Treaty. Articles 365 to 374 of
Peace Treaty are specially devoted to railways. Provision is made regarding rates and facilities for merchandise
traffic between the Allied and Associated countries on the
one hand and Germany on the other, and the Berne conventions of 1890, 1893, 1895, 1898 and 1906, dealing with the
transportation of goods are renewed. Germany is also bound
by any new Berne Convention which may be concluded
within the next five years, and is required to co-operate in
the establishment of such through passenger services as are
required by the Allied and Associated Powers.
Through
emigrant traffic to or from Associated and Allied ports must
not be impeded or delayed by any "technical, fiscal or administrative measures." Under an important technical provision, German goods wagons must be equipped so as to prevent "hampering the action of the continuous brake which
may be adopted" by the Allied and Associated Powers within
the next 10 years, and the wagons of these countries must be
Germany undertakes to
accepted on the German railways.
accept within 10 years the denunciation of the Gothard Convention of 1909, which the Swiss Government has already deThe Treaty contains proclared its desire to abrogate.
visions relative to the handing over of the railways and rolling-stock which Germany is called on to surrender under the
Peace terms, and provision is also made for contingencies
arising out of the construction of new railways which traverse new frontiers established by the Peace conditions.
Railway Gazette, London.
the

—

It is known, says the
British Investments in Argentina.
National Bank of Commerce, that British capital in railways
This represents
in Argentina amounts to $1,138,756,484
about ten times the railway investments of any other foreign
country in Argentina.

Plumb Plan Hearing

Before House Committee

Glenn E. Plumb and A. B. Garretson Sharply Questioned by

Congressmen
Plumb Pi. ax
Tin:
lapsed into a state

— Revolutionary

Talk Soft-pedalled

government control of the
time but with a reduction in
tic guaranty to the railroad- SO the owner- will -hare in the
Nearly all the number- of the committee questioned
it.
Mr. Plumb, and with one exception indicated marked hostility

1ms had

it.day in court and has repropaganda. Six days of hearings
before the House committee on interstate and foreign
commerce were brought to a close on Tuesday, and the committee, after a brief speech by the chairman complimenting
the advocates of the plan on their forensic ability, returned
its attention to other phases of its search for a solution of the
railroad problem, leaving the proposed sovietization of the
railroads in the aide and willing hands of the Plumb plan
press and lecture bureau, the 14 railroad labor organizations
and the American Federation of Labor, who can dcub'.less
keep it before the public for
some time to come, but who
failed miserably in their first
efforts to enlist support in

lb-

suggested

ra.lroads

di"

In-

that

the

present

continued for

a

Representative Sun-, who
a 20-minute speech to
bill, but approved some parts
of it, and reserved his judgment a- to the plan a- a whole.
Following his prepared statement, Mr. Plumb discussed
to hi-

j.

Ian in nearly all

it-

aspects.

introduced tin- bill by request,
say he was not committed to the

the provisions of his bill section by section.
In reply to

Plumb

Glenn

railroad

employees and the author of
the plan, was the principal
witness before the committee.
He presented a long, prepared

statement,

some

-aid his plan provided
complete amortization
of capital through the >ink-

were published last
week, on his plan, and Inversion
other
of
various
plans, and was subjected to
a most critical examination
for three days by members
He was
of the committee.
followed by A. B. Garretson,
former president of the Order of Railway Conductors,
after which he returned with
a series of 'charge-" against
the railroads which he had
his

fund, and new capital
improvements would be paid

G. E.

Plumb

.

-

on entirely
denned "involution" at various

but that

it

i-

gress to adopt his plan at once, nor until after the majorit;
the public has indicated its support of the plan, but he dei

it

uld

furnish

many

supplies

<

tribution.

to be carried

iroposed •
one referred to the em]
Plum
d to define il
dividend as a "profit" Mr.
in excess of their wages," which would result
it
which efficiency
'"n m increased efficiency and without

When some

ated.

Plumb Values

is

"spreading

like

wildfire."

the Railroads

Representative Barkley asked Mr. Plumb"- opinion of the
ilu<
\
is determined by his ideas
f \
f the railroads
12 billion dollar-, and probably not more tb.ni in
I

i

i

for

i

ded by the railways withthan if they were pun hased
in-, and he rcadih adopted a suggestion
Mr. Sims that the Government might furnish
b)
si
plus tl
ther -upplu s to the emploj

I

sentiment

re-

that

net

plan,

that

anil
all

,

he declared, but the}' might -trike for highe
wages to meet the increased cosl of living, but if the plan
should be adopted the}' would manage to get along Some
way until they could show a surplus from the operation
the' railroads.' He admitted thai he would not expect

clared

capital expendiunnecessary and ordi-

(

He
reason."
times a- meaning the peaceful use of the ballot, that the em
ve"; that they would "object f<
ployees would "cea
all they are worth" if their plan i- not adopted, or a- "raising
hell generally."
The employees would nol strike to gain the
Plumb

and
would

unification
facilities

would be required for many
years.
By that time the -urplus fund would havt
mulated SO that no new
lb
tal would be no eSSan
that
rov< rnment
suggested
and other plants
arsi rials

'

N
mm't
the members
Mr. Plumb grad
indignation,
plainly showed their
softened his interpretation of the word "revi lul on," an
sisted that the ideas of force or threats have no part in the

to

of

nary maintenance
newal- would be

support the plan an:! oi
a "revolution" in the country
if it is not adopted, the labor
leaders toward the close adopt-

by "appeal

the

make many
ture-

fail to

Plumb plan campaign,

of

e< ause
pooling

what would
Congressmen who

ed a less belligerent attitude.

-

1

veiled threats of
to

i--

He thought
bonds.
the surplus as it increased
would be more than sufficient
su<

statement.

happen

new

for out of surplus or

open ; ng

After having be
gun the hearing with thinly

a

ing

-

in

pro-

not

i>

Plumb

for

extracts from

which

premised

Mr. Sim-. Mr.
it

property, and that the Government would have nothing
to do with the division of the
purchase price as between
Mr.
stock and bond holder-.

Plumb, counsel

E.

organized

the

-aid

posed to take over the railroads subject to any lien-,
but to take over the entire

Congress.
for

made

billion,

represents

money actually contributed

to

the

p

When Mr.
Mr. Plumb replied.
Barklej expressed an idea that this might be a little rough on
ervio

3< )7

bj

the corporations,
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had paid par or more for them,
in what they paid, foi
private transaction m whit li the publi< had DO

the holders of securities that

Mr, Plumb said he was not interested

was

thai
i

oni

a

"Bui what would become of
Mr.

aa kcd

extra si* billion,'

It

i

ould gel

Mr.

calmly replied Mr. Plumb,
existence now,
owners would receive jusl about what the]
in the market today."
do you double the wage dividend of the officials?"

security

\\

the lack oi information on the part of the Senatori and
Congressmen with whom
have talked during the past three
never expected to
months as to what has been going on.
I

I

h\

l

Barkle)

is

so totally unsocialistic thai

"Do
"1

we

the

every

is

influence

possible

they realized
that it would take some time.
He insisted, however, that
bill,

move

events

now than

more

you think

think

When

be-

He would not say that the
reward or incentive."
lower grade of officers should receive higher pay than the
higher grade of employees.
In reply to Chairman Esch, Mr. Plumb said that while the
organizations desire as prompt action by Congress as is consistent with a thorough study of the plan and did not desire
forced ait ion, but proposed to
behind the

it

it

ing

They have been brewmonths.
The fact

merely

this

been introduced- until Octo-

Railroads Should Not

Be Returned

He

Esch asked if Mr.
Plumb was still in favor of
a five-year extension of Fed-

Mr.

A. B. Garretson

the railrods,
advocated before the Senate committee in Feb-

control of

ruary.

"I do not believe now that five years or two years would be
necessary," replied Mr. Plumb. "I believe there should be
an extension unless there can be very prompt action, but not
should
under the terms of the present Federal control act.
require the owners of the railroads to share the deficit. When
I spoke of a five-year extension I did not think public opinion
could be brought to the point of accepting our plan within

We

I believe less

effort to get the

time will be required. We
approval of public opinion

be able to accelerate it to some extent. I would
not be surprised at almost any social development in America
within 60 or 90 days."
"Do you realize the temper of the House and of the Senate

and hope

the or-

plan then

I

think that

you can consider that you
have the sentiment of the
country," said Mr. Plumb.

ber."

making every

if

"There are other ways; for
you find through
the press and from the volume of communications honestly sent to you that the
great mass of the people want

due to your invitation to us
to appear this week. Otherwise the bill might not have

are

that he didn't believe

instance, if

ultaneously with the presen-

two years, but now

asserted

country.

for

which he had

Plumb

Mr. Esch asked

that they have occurred sim-

eral

speedy consider

ganizations would favor a
national referendum to ascertain the sentiment of the

disturb-

is

a

that event."

said Mr.

tation of this plan

to

present condition and
turned away from their
past condition that they are
rapidly coming to the support of this plan, and that
when given an opportunity
for education they will deI
wouldn't ask
mand it.
Congress to pass it ahead of

Plumb, "but
ances have no relation to the
plan.

legis-

their

the adop-

these

Speedy

so

rapidly

gest ?"

to secure

to

committee "had been brought into contact with the people
before this week."
"Do you believe, from knowledge you have gathered recently, that you can affirm that a majority of the people of
the United States will stand for the doctrine of government
ownership of the railroads?" asked Mr. Esch.
"At tliis time I would not
say so, but I feel absolutely
assured that the great majority are so dissatisfied with

formerly.

of the plan,"

should force Congress

Mr. Esch said the committee had been doing that

four weeks, Mr.

some railway employees are showing impatience and are striking," said
"Would that be
Mr. Esch.
such a method as you sug-

"Not

a

should force Congress

"But

tion

bj

year or two years, but
lentiment of
the fane oi thi

than

of these questions, perhaps to the extent of laying aside
other questions."

for

get

is

at ion

entitled to a higher

lieve in recognizing that responsibility

of

l<

lation ?"

all

asked.

"Because our plan
rate

in

have been overwhelmed

in

-n't

7

the men.

Barkley.

"The
i

tlie

No.

at

reach the present issue

in.

<
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to

and the inclination and purpose of this committee?"
"Yes, but I believe they have been greatly enlightened by
the developments of the past two weeks. I have been amazed

admitted that this could

not be accomplished without
propaganda, but he asked
the committee to distinguish

between the "manufactured
purchased propaganda" in favor of selfish interests represented by form letters to Congress and "spontaneous propaganda."
"Ours does not have to be purchased," Mr. Plumb said.

cr

"It

is

offered to us."

When Mr. Esch

suggested that the committee would probably received propaganda both for and against the plan, and
mentioned the farmers as possibly being opposed to it, Mr.
Plumb said the committee should listen to both sides and find
out which propaganda represented the people.
"I think you will find the farmers do want the plan," he
said.

"What information we have received would indicate that
they do not," said Mr, Esch.
When Mr. Esch pointed out that the railroads pay about
5214,000,000 in taxes to State and local governments, and
that many States rely to a large extent on railroad taxation,
Mr. Plumb suggested that to avoid hardship the taxes might
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be continued, but should be gradually reduced
10 per cent a year.

The "Temper

at the rate of

of the People"

Representative Barkley asked Mr. Plumb to reveal to the
committee just what he had in mind as to the temper of the
people. Mr. Plumb said he had come to Washington in May
expecting to spend some time in the preparation of his bill,
and a brief on it, but that he had not been able to keep up
with the demand on him to make speeches in all parts of the

and that in advance of any newspaper publicity his
had been overwhelmed with demands for copies of the
circulars and pamphlets.
"I didn't think it was possible to interest the public so
much," he declared. "It is spreading like wildfire. We are
being flooded with letters from employees and even officials
and security owners, saying they believe this is the only plan
I wouldn't be surprised to see
that affords them any safety.
the majority of the people rise and demand this plan by any
means in their power." He spoke of addressing a meeting
at St. Louis, after which some of the men came to him and
country,

office

declared that if they couldn't get the Plumb plan or something like it there would be a revolution. Mr. Barkley was
curious as to what he understood to be meant by the word
"revolution."
"Those men feel, along with millions of others," replied
Mr. Plumb, "that they have reached a point of diminishing
returns which they cannot stand any more, and that rather
than stand any more they will cease to serve.
If we don't
work this problem out quickly we will have no opportunity
to

work

it

out."

"Do you

believe that the passage of this bill will to any
appreciable degree solve the cost-of-living problem as to all
the people?" asked Mr. Barkley.
"It will do more than anything else.
We are confronted
now with a demand for $700,000,000 more rates or an apEither one will increase the cost of living,
propriation.
If this plan is adopted we
especially if you increase rates.
can assure the public immediately that there will be no increase in rates, and if we can save the difference between
what we are paying the railroads and what we ought to pay
in the interest charges we will have a surplus to start with,

and if we get rid of the friction between officers and employees
and give a motive for efficiency, and unify the railroads, we
ought to be able to give a

5

per cent reduction very shortly."

Mr. Plumb frequently referred to the profit on the cost of
When Mr. Barkley
transportation and the profit on wages.
asked what this meant he said that commodities are subject
movements, and each one who handles them
which
includes labor and freight.
He said Congress might pass a
law declaring that transportation cost shall not be made an
element of profit. "We have got to a basis where we calculate profit on the cost of production, not on the investment,"
he said.
Representative Sweet asked why, if the government was
to own the roads, it was not given authority to operate them.
"Because we do not believe this greal industry can be
If we leave operation in
operated by a political autocracy.
the hands of political appointees we would place the railway
system in the hands of politicians and that, we submit, canto several freight

figures his profit as a percentage on the cost to him,

not safely be done.

Business should be

left

to

individual

and we now restore it to the individual."
Mr. Sweet read some extracts from statements made by
W. G. Lee before the wage board and asked about the variMr. Plumb proous demands made for increases in wage-.
fessed ignorance, saying he had nothing to do with the wage
demands and had not been consulted.
An example of "spontaneous propaganda was called to the
attention of Mr. Plumb and members of the committee, when
initiative,

-

'

the hearing wris resumed on Friday, by Representative

Web-

309

who had previousl) asserted that he did not propose to
be intimidated by threats.
Mr. Webster produced a pile of
letter- he had received from his district from members of

ster,

the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen and the Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks, printed in imitation of typewriting and all
alike, declaring "that under government control of the railroads wages have hem increased, the work day shortened and
our working conditions improved, that labor and the family
have had more of the necessities of life," and that "therefore
he who obstructs the government in this policy of control or
owner-hip, becomes our direct enemy and -hall so be posted,
and a record of his action shall be kept for future reference,
and it shall be our pledged policy to remove him from what-

ever political line of trust the public has given into his keep*
*
*
ing
He whp strives to object or demean labor,
or in any political way detract from the equality of labor,
shall be posted throughout the length

and breath

of this fair

land, as an undesirable."

Mr. Plumb was asked whether he had anything
the censoring or preparation of

propaganda

to

do with

letters to

I

gressmen. He denied that he did, saying they represented the
"spontaneous combustion of the men outside."

Mr. Webster wanted

to know if he endorsed such leteducational campaign.
He would not say
that he would endorse the form of the letter, but referred to
it as an illustration of his statement that the situation is geting beyond control. He said any one had a right to write to
ters as part of the

Congressman, and in certain instances, as when an issue
which has not been submitted to the people at the polls,
he thought threats were justified, as they meant nothing more
than a declaration that the writer would not vote for the
Congressman and would try to defeat him and that such letters need not worry any one unless supported by a majority
of the public.
He at first said he would not have advised a
threat of posting a man, and later said if the letter had been
submitted to him he would have advised an entirely differhis

arises

ent letter.

"Is

it

to

be understood that your campaign of education
is to be carried on by threats?" asked Mr.

and enlightenment
Webster.

"That

We

is not our plan.
have tried to appeal to reason.
are presenting to this committee the best reasons we can
and we are presenting the same reasons to the public through

We

means at our command, the press, the labor press, the
magazines, our own publications and from the lecture platform, and you won't find any threats in any of our matter.
But such reactions as this are inevitable, and are bound to
come to>ou. That we can't control. It is not the method the
leaders desire to have followed out, but you must make allowance for this tremendous unrest."
Representative Rayburn asked if the Plumb plan does not
provide for a "soviet system."
Mr. Plumb said he did not
know very much about Russian affairs. Mr. Rayburn asked
how the average railway employee could be expected to understand the provisions of the bill when Mr. Stone and Mr Morrison had admitted they did not.
He said he had received
200 identical letters from railway employees in his district
demanding that he vote for government ownership and
Mr. Plumb said the employees understood the
operation.
principles of the bill if not its provisions, and thai "one of
the major organizations" had endorsed government ownership
and operation before the Plumb plan was proposed, but that
dl had adopted it. .it their various conventions held m
May, June and July. Mr. Rayburn asked if it was not a
little out of proportion to have 10 members of the prop
board of director- represent the 2.000,000 empli
only 5 to represent all the resl of the people. Mr. Plumb objected to grouping the managing officials with the empli
"Would you consider it fair to the workers in other industries to socialize only the railway industry?"
•The employees <>f other industries haven't asked for it,"
every
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and therefore he would have no hesitation about
taking over the properties at a price which would allow no
lb
reimbursement for a large part of the security issues,
repeated hi d< laration that the) had never represented value,
and that his proposed method oi valuation would about equal
the present depressed market value.
Representative Sander- asked if the Plumb plan was not a
"soviet plan" instead of a government owner-hip plan.
"I don't know what a -oviet plan i-," replied Mr. Plumb,
don't believe the popular misconception of it"
"but
propert)

i

Rates Not to Be Reduced Immediately
i" questions, Mr. Plumb said he would not say
would be reduced immediately, hut thoughl it
could be done in a year. When asked how, he said $500,000,
000 would he saved by the difference between the fixed
charges on the reduced capitalization and the amount now
No one called his attention to
guaranteed bj the railroads
the fact that he was comparing his Fixed charges with a guar
antee, Onlj a -mall part of which is being earned now and
He also spoke ol
a large ]>art of which has not been paid.
from the increased efficiency when the
tin" gains to result
nun aii working Tor themselves instead of for the Government, and -aid that the railroads had steadily reduced their
COSl o\ operation up to five or six years ago, when they began the policy of increasing rate-. Now, he said, any fur-

In

that

replj

ralr-

ther increases in rates will not result in increased revenue.
When Mr. Rayburn remarked that "we need not be

alarmed because a few people say we will have a revolution.'
Mr. Plumb said he had not referred to any overthrow
of the government, hut merely to an "overturning of the industrial system."

Representative YYinslow sought to find out something about
Plumb Plan League, but did not learn
much. Mr. Plumb said that individual members paid $1 a
year dues and lodges paid $10, and that there had been 1,500,000 telegraphic requests for copies of the literature, but
the financing of the

membership blanks had only recently gone out, and
had just begun to pour in during the week
At that time, he said, the rate at which
before the bearing.
they had come in would indicate an annual income of about
$125,000, but that he expected it might reach $500,000 within
This, he
a year, and it might even go as high as $6,000,000.
said, was to be used for "publicity, pure and simple."
"Pitiless publicity?" asked Mr. Winslow.
"No more pitiless than my examination before this committee," said Mr. Plumb.

that the

the applications

In reply to a question as to whether any shippers' organhad endorsed the plan, Mr. Plumb replied in the
negative, saying that the intermediate shipper is not interin the amount of the rate because he passes it on to the
Mr. Winslow asked how the railway dollar
consumer.

izations

Mr. Plumb
would be distributed under the Plumb plan.
estimated 70 per cent for operating expenses, as compared
with 88.7 per cent during the first six months of 1919, 20 per
cent for fixed charges and 10 per cent for surplus to be
The 1
divided between the employees and the government.
per cent for the sinking fund would come out of operating
Otherwise it would be set
revenue- if they were sufficient.
Mr. Plumb said he
aside trim any' funds in the Treasury.
would not set aside any contingent fund for lean years and
admitted that any deficit would have to be provided for by
an increase in rates. Later, in asserting that the employees
could not raise their wages until after they had earned a surplus he said that if there was a deficit caused by wage increases the charter would be forfeited.
To meet the skepticism of man}- members of the committee as to how the government could expect to acquire the
railways with 4 per cent bonds. Mr. Plumb declared that the
"investment fund" is practically a fixed amount, and the present owners of railway securities would practically have no
other place to put their money, and so would be glad to take
4 per cent government bonds. He asserted that these bonds
would have even better security than Liberty Bonds, because
in addition to the security of the taxing power they would

Most railroad stock
have the security of earning power.
issues have been illegal, Mr. Plumb said, as in violation of

I

A

Definition of "Revolution"

Mr. Sanders pressed
attributed to

tin-

Mr. Plumb as

word "revolution"

to the

meaning

to

be

man who
Plumb plan or

a- used by the

said there would be a revolution unless the
something like it were adopted. In reply to Mr. Barkley the
day before Mr. Plumb had said he understood the word to

Mr. Plumb at
that the men would "cease to serve."
answered Mr. Sanders by saying revolution meant "a
change in the existing order, an overturning of the industrial

mean
first

system."

"But that
Congressman.

is

what the Plumb plan does,"

"What

is

insisted

the

the alternative?"

"Well,
wouldn't wonder if he meant that those who do
not agree with his ideas shall be removed from office, by the
use of the ballot," said Mr. Plumb.
"That is not revolution," insisted Mr. Sanders. "Tell us
I

what that man's message to us means."
Mr. Plumb tried again: "It means that they are going to
get liberty through constitutional and lawful forces if they
can and I hope it will come that way, but if the powers of
reaction prevent it, it will come in some other way."

"What

other

way?"

"In the way it has always come throughout history."
"Yesterday you interpreted the word to mean strike," said
Mr. Sanders, "but today you interpret it differently."
On the following day Mr. Plumb volunteered a new definition of the word "revolution" by quoting from a speech by
a Congressman to the students at Vale, advising them to
"spread the gospel and raise hell generally." "That is about
what these men mean," he said. "The}' mean they will obIt doesn't mean any overturning
ject for all they are worth.
of the government."
Answering questions by Mr. Sanders as to the prospects of
net profits, Mr. Plumb said of course they would depend en-

upon the perfection of the organization for efficiency
and naturally 100 per cent efficiency could not be expected

tirely

during the first year, but he thought the difference between
the proposed rate of interest and the present guaranty to the
He
railroads would produce some surplus for the first year.
said the employees had proposed to the Railroad Administration a plan for a "scientific scheme for efficiency" to be
tried out on one or two divisions, but had not been given the
opportunity.

When

he suggested that the surplus for the

first

or sec-

ond year might be anywhere from $50,000,000 to $400,000,000, Mr. Sanders wanted to know if the employees and officials would not be much more interested in trying to get their
This Mr.
pay increased than in the share of a surplus.

Plumb denied by contending
employees would
would produce a

let

that neither the officials nor the

the other have an increase in

pay

that

because that would result in a forfeiture of the lease and that the double dividend rate of the
officials would keep them from combining with the employees.
deficit

"But would not the Interstate Commerce Commission increase rates to provide for an increase in wages?"
"The Interstate Commerce Commission has held that an
is not sufficient ground for increased rates,"
Mr. Plumb.
When Mr. Plumb said that the power of capital would be

increase in wages
replied
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removed from the situation, Representative Montague asked
labor would not reserve its power to strike.
"No law can be devised that will deprive them of the inherent right of revolt," declared Mr. Plumb.
"Has there ever been any repression of the railroad emif

ployees to prevent their rising to the highest offices?" asked

Mr. Montague.
"There has been no great repression," Mr. Plumb admitted, "but the kind of initiative' that has been rewarded has
been the kind that has been able to extort the greatest profits
from labor, not the kind that increases their efficiency. The
officers who have come up from the ranks haw been able men,
but they have not come up by the impulse of the employees,
but by the selection of the autocrat."
"I wish you could satisfy me that vour 10 members of the
board of directors could be removed from the possibility of
autocracy," concluded Mr. Montague.
Representative De Walt insisted that the railroads are nowowned by the public by reason of the large indirect investments of the savings of the people in railroad securities, and
that both, capital and labor should receive a fair return and
no more. Mr. Plumb insisted that capital would get a return it would be satisfied with because of the great security
afforded by his 4 per cent bonds. Mr. De Walt also pointed
out the possibility of a political crisis under which the Presidirectorate men who would side with one of the other two
dent might appoint as the five public representatives on the
elements of the directorate and thus give it complete control
of the organization. Mr. Plumb could see no ground for fear
of such a possibility.
"Are you sure you are voicing the sentiments of those you
represent when you say that you intend to gain your purpose only by legal or legitimate methods?" asked Mr. De
Walt.
"I am sure," replied Mr. Plumb.
"No one has said we
intend to enforce this legislation by a strike. There has been
a great deal of misrepresentation in the newspapers.
The
only mention of a strike has been in connection with wages.
We would be blind to our own interests if we tried to get
legislation by threats."
"Vcu never said anything truer than that in your life,"
declared Mr. De Walt.
"But when we say there will be trouble if something isn't
done we are merely stating a fact to emphasize the necessity
of finding a solution because of the feeling of unrest and discontent over the country," continued Mr. Plumb.
After having been questioned by the committee regarding
his plan, Mr. Plumb completed on Monday his prepared
statement, making an attack on his version of the plans of
the railway executives, the National Association of Owners
of Railway Securities and the United States Chamber of
Commerce. His principal argument was based on his assertion that these plans provide for a guaranty based on property
investment, and he declared that for Congress to adopt any
To atof them would legalize the book property accounts.
tack the property accounts he read ((notations from old decisions of the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

tention to the defects in the propert)

calling at-

accounts, but he did nut

read some of the commission- later expressions in which the
commission treated of them a- possessing considerable prat
tical value.
He asserted that while the bill left the decision
to the courts his construction of the law would allow no value
for securities issued without investment, unearned increment,
-

surplus but back into the property or grants, aids, gifts and
Mr. Montague remarked thai if the courts fail to
donations.
sustain his position it might cosl more to acquire the roads
than he bad estimated. Mr. Plumb admitted this, saying the
railroads were left free to make their claims before the courts.

Before closing Mr. Plumb referred again to the threatening
by Mr. Webster, and read a' telegram from the
secretarv of the railroad section of the Central Labor Council

letters received

Sll

Spokane, saying the letter- had been sent before the Plumb
plan had been adopted, and had no connection with it.
Mr.

of

Webster replied

that they

had

been received since

all

!•

tame a member of Congress in March, that the Plumb plan
was made public in February, and that he km
of DO other
Mr. Plumb -aid he had
plan for Government owner-hip.
never seen the letter- and that they represented no effort to
v.

any one

to support tin- plan.
Garretson, former presidenl of the Order of Railroad Conductors, made genera] argument- in favor of the
Plumb plan and it- so tailed "democratic" features, and de

i

<•'

r<

A.

e

B.

scribed eloquently the State of unrest which

it purports to be
intended to relieve.
He artfully refrained from making any
threat- and avoided the word "revolution" but he declared
that unless something is done to relieve the conditions which
cause the unrest it is "hound to find a channel of expression
which is the last thing the average itizen want- to see," "1 he
<

t

recent sporadic Strikes," he -aid, "are only rumbling-.

tenths of the energy of the labor leaders

we want

now given

Nine
to sit-

We

don't want to overturn the government,
the government to function.
Unless relief is

ting on the lid.

but

is

found from the unreasonable pit.--ore of living conditions we
bound to have trouble."
Mr. Garretson declared that distribution is a national function, and that transportation should be furnished to the
people at cost.
Mr. Merritt pointed out that he was assuming that transportation under government ownership would
be furnished at a lower cost.
This must follow. Mr. Garretson said, because there would be no "profit."
He denied
that the experience with government ownership in
countries was evidence against his assumption.
The plan
does not provide for government operation, he said, because
he thought operation would be more efficient under the system
Asked about the application of the plan to other
proposed.
industries, Mr. Garretson said he believed that the employees
were entitled to a voice in the management in any industry.
Mr. Sims got Mr. Garretson to admit very readily that the
power of the government to issue tax-free bonds made it
possible to market them at a lower interest rate than would
otherwise be possible.
Mr. Sim- -aid that the first Liberty
bond- issued at 3
per cent are selling at near par, and
thought tin- presented a great economic advantage.
"If the Government owned the railroads we wouldn't have
any interests lobbying for higher rates and reduced taxes,"
said Mr. Sims.
"And I suppose we wouldn't have anybody lobbying to get
their wages raised," added Mr. Montague.
are

'

>

No

"Political Pull"

was intended to be "fixed SO
DO one would have any political pull," "but when it
was suggested that there might be an opportunit) for -erne
political influence on the President regarding the appointment
rof directors, he said there should be a distinction between
ganized opposition to or influence for a man for political
Mr. Garretson said the plan

that

i

other reasons.
He said the opposition of
>1(> was "an acl of citizenMr. Hughes in
ship," not an act of railway employees, and that the brotherhoods had certain idea- and expressed them as to whom
should be appointed director general after Mr. \h A
resignation, but that Mr. Hines was net the man the) chamIt i- understood thai Commissioner McChord is the
pioned.
man referred to. Mr. Garrets* insisted that there was nothHe added that
ing political about their action in that case.
ad
he had nothing but the kindliesl feeling- for Mr. Hines
the highest regard for his ability.
References to the political power of the employees imp
Mr. Garretson to make a statement regarding thi
when Congress passed the Adamson law to head off a brother"The four brotherhoods in being forced into
hood strike.
Congress on that occasion," he said, "were unwilling partici-

reasons and
railroad

men

for
to

(

1

RAILWAY
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pants
Onl) the power and request of the President ever g*>t
us there.
We went there on hi-> demand to settle a qui tion
winch we desired to settle in our own way,
No Senator or
Representative overheard a demand from an) of the brother

hoods as

to

whal

the)

not defer the strike,

asked

me

would
1
told them why
had given my reasons no one

should do.

and after

I

I

to."

will come under any plan that has been pro
dealing with the railroads, Mr. Garretson said, as
long as wages do not keep parr with the increased cost of
living.
He declared that in 1913 the freight conductor re
\\

age

d

demands

for

ceived an average of $4.10 per day and his rate is now $5.40,
an increase of 32 per cent as compared with an increase in
Representative Webster
the cost of living of 82 per cent.
pointed out that these figures represent basic rates and asked
Mr. Garretwhat the average monthly pay check has been.
son avoided answering this question, hut said that in 1913
the conductors probabl) averaged 100 miles per day for 50
days, or $125.40 per month, whereas under the present rate
the average on the same hasis would he $lo2, hut he declined to give any figures for actual earnings.
Mr. Garretson said that the wage system is only one factor
in the cost of living because if every man were given $100
a day he would lose because of the percentage of profit on the
Limitation of profits,
cost of production exacted by capital.
therefore, he insisted, is the only solution, because the fixing
of wage- unless the price of even- commodity is also fixed,
simply constitutes individual serfdom for the employees,
whereas if prices are fixed without wages being fixed the
financial interests would become the serfs.
Representative Sanders asked whether the final decision of
the board of directors on the wage question would be binding
on the employees. Mr. Garretson replied that it would be if
they remained in service, but that their inalienable right to
However, he insisted that
strike could not he taken away.
this would become of less importance under the plan, in which
each man would be a partner in the enterprise. Asked if he
thought there would be a profit on the first year's operations
under the plan, Mr. Garretson said frankly that he doubted
if there would be the first year, but he thought that by the
second year the results of the practical working of the plan
would be shown. Mr. Sanders insisted that with the prospect of a deficit the employees would have a far greater interest in the amount of their wages than in any possibility of
a dividend, and he thought Mr. Plumb's suggestion that a
deficit would be cause for forfeiture of the lease was not borne
out by the provisions of the bill. Mr. Garretson insisted that
the difference in the interest of the officers and the employees
would be an effective check. Mr. Sanders asked if the labor
organizations had any suggestions for legislation, in the event
the Plumb plan is not accepted. Mr. Garretson replied that
the}- were concentrating on this issue, and thought they had
no program for any other legislation at this time.

Representative

Watson made

the point that the railroad

employees have been able to save money to put into Liberty
Bonds, but Mr. Garretson replied that every dollar came
from the increase in wages they have received under Government control.
Referring to Representative Sims' repeated assertions that
the ability of the Government to issue tax-free bonds at a
low rate of interest and the elimination of the element of
taxation from the cost of transportation represented a great
economic advantage, Representative Webster asked Mr. Garretson if the expenses of government for which the taxes are

now required would not have to be paid by somebody in some
Mr. Garretson seemed to think there would be
other way.
some saving somewhere, but insisted that the saving in freight
rates was of greater importance. Representative Webster also
pointed out that there are probably 22.000,000 male adults in
the United States, of which under the Plumb plan 20,000,000
would be represented by five members of the board of direc-
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000 ""<> would be represented b) ten membei i.
ni your board a Little one sided?" he asked.
Mr. Garretson replied with a trace of irritation that if it \t one sided
n is time thai the employees had their day in court after
the other side hud been in control for fift) centuries.
Rep
I

resentative

Barkley said

would

LOO yean

taki

at

the rate of

1

per cent

a

fear

to retire the capitalization of the

it

roads

even

at
Mr. Plumb's reduced valuation, and asked what
would happen if the earnings were not sufficient to pay the 1

per cent into the sinking fund.
Mr. Garretson replied that
the surplus earnings would result in a more rapid extinction
Of the capitalization, but that it is unthinkable that if an
operating deficit should grow sufficient to interfere with
operation that the Interstate Commerce Commission would
not increase rates.

Mr. Plumb's Charges
In opening his statement before the committee on August
7,

Mr. Plumb said:
"During this week and

since your honorable committee requested me to appear in order to present the case of organized
labor with respect to its bill, there has come into the possession of the railroad brotherhoods

and ten affiliated railway
labor organizations a state of facts never spread before the
American people or submitted to the jury of public opinion.
These facts tend to show that the wrecking and looting of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the Chicago & Alton,
the Rock Island system, and the 'Frisco Lines are not sporadic examples of the highway robbery to which the American
nation has been subjected as to its public transportation highways. Leading directly from Wall Street and from the banking houses controlled directly by the Morgan and Rockefeller
groups, these facts show that there has proceeded a systematized plundering of virtually all of the transportation high-

ways of the United States."
On August 12, after the completion of Mr. Garretson's testimony, Mr. Plumb presented his promised statement, in
which the "new" and startling information had flattened out
to the following stripped of some of the verbiage:
"That the property investment accounts of the railway lines
are wholly unreliable.

"That in the five railway valuations first completed and
published by the Interstate Commerce Commission the cost
of reconstruction new, including the increased value of lands
and real estate, is but 50 per cent, of the aggregate property
investment accounts.
"That the nearly completed survey of the entire transportation area of the United States contained in the reports of the
valuation division, so far as that work has now progressed,
confirms the results disclosed by the valuation of these five
roads.

"That where the

now approximates
found in most instances that

cost of reproduction

the investment account,

it

will be

approximation is due to the fact that vast expenditures
have been made out of surplus and excessive earnings, expended on or ploughed into the property.
"That President Underwood of the Erie Railroad, in an interview recently given to the New York World, stated that
the expense of operation under government control had been
greatly increased by the employment for political purposes of
unnecessary employees, and that this increase in payroll expense had been made for the purpose of building a political
I charge that investigation will disclose that if
machine.
there has been wastefulness of money in swelling the payrolls,
it has been at the instance of railway managements to make
the expense account under government control appear exthis

travagant and wasteful.
"That at the time the government took control of the operation of the railroads they were in such depleted condition as
to maintenance and repairs of both roadbed and rolling stock
that it has required hundreds of millions of dollars advanced

August
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by the government to place them
dition.

That

in the

in

effective operating con-

making of such expenditures

the rail-

roads operated and controlled by men under the influence of
Wall Street directorates have spent vast sums in unusual expenditures for maintenance and supplies; that such unusual
expenditures have been made for the purpose of placing these
properties in perfect operating condition and furnishing them
with supplies for a long period of operation ahead, such supplies having been paid for out of government money at
exorbitant prices.

"That

the Interstate

Commerce Commission was

six years

ago directed by Congress in the valuation act to ascertain and
report the value of all aids, gifts and grants made to railway
corporations. This work has not been done.
"That the records disclose that an area of land exceeding
190,000,000 acres, has been given by the United States Government and by the various state governments to railroads to
aid in the construction of national highways; that of the
grants made 113,000,000 acres had been patented and 35,000,000 acres had been forfeited prior to June 30, 1910, and
that of the remainder the greater part is still available. That
the values of the grants so made have either been appropriated to the private property of the railway promoters or
capitalized.

"That from 1900 to 1910, the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago &*
Northwestern, the Great Northern, the Illinois Central, and
the Southern Pacific railroads gave away in bonuses to their
stockholders more than $250,000,000; that the actual dividend disbursements on this excess capital for the year 1913
alone, amounted to more than $11,000,000.
"That from 1900 to 1910, 8 eastern railroads alone issued
new stock for $101,000,000 less than its market value, or
gave away this enormous amount in bonuses to stockholders;
that the dividends paid on these fictitious stock issues in 1913
alone amounted to over $4,317,000.
"That during the same period 18 representative railroads
operating in all parts of the United States as a whole, gave
away stock bonuses aggregating $450,414,000.
"That these railroads are now controlled in whole or in
part by the Morgan interests, the Rockefeller interests, and the
Gould interests; that this control is made manifest by the
interlocking directorates of the financial institutions directed
by these interests, who through their directorates control the

operations of these railways.
"That in the attempt of these interests to secure the adoption of any plan whereby the property investment accounts of
these railways shall be recognized by law as the basis for
ratemaking they are conducting a political conspiracy to pro-

cure from this government a validation of all of the illegal
acts heretofore consummated by these railroad corporation-,
and to make into a binding obligation upon the public the ex
ploitation through which these public highways have passed

under their direction and

control.

"On behalf of all of the employees of these systems of
transportation and the public, we demand that Congress shall
make a due and thorough investigation of the charges herein
set forth, so that the American people may know to what
extent it is sought to subject them to exploitation under the
plans proposed to this committee of Congress, plans which
would make lawful the fixing of rates based on the now unlawful aggregate property investment accounts of these systems."

Chairman Esch,
that most

in a few brief questions, indicated a belief
subject matter of the charges had been
investigated by the Interstate Commerce Com

of the

thoroughly
mission and that to spend any further time on them would
be to travel over old ground. No other member of the committee asked any questions.
Plans for protection of transportation' from interruption
through labor disputes were presented to the committee in

a
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statement by Stephen C. Mason, president of the National

.Woe

Manufacturer-.

iation of

Asserting that no program of railroad regulation is complete that does not protect the paramount public interesl in
uninterrupted transportation by rail, proposal was made that

appropriate legislation be enacted to provide, first, win
opinion of the President of the United State- a dispute
over hours, wages or working conditions threatens the ini

in the

terruption of a carrier essential to civil or military governmental needs or the free movement of commerce between the
states or with foreign nations, he -hall appoint a
comm

and decide upon the merits of the controversy,
finding is made any strike or lockout shall
be unlawful; second, that, under the authority established
to investigate

and

until such

by the decision of the Supreme Court in the Adamson case,
whenever a labor dispute threatens the operation of an instrumentality of interstate commerce, the President shall
have the power to appoint a commission which would write
a contract for the parties in dispute, to be binding upon them
until

they reach

voluntary agreement by themselves, in
agreement would supersede that of the
commission.
Through this method, he said, freedom of
contract would be left unimpaired unless and until the parties
are unwilling or unable to agree, in which event the
supreme
interest of the public is asserted through its representatives.
The people of the country, Mr. Mason asserted, are now

which event

a

their

confronted with the proposition that they must either assent
through their representatives, in social' self-defense, to the
control

of Congress over commerce
submit to its control and regulation
labor under the threat, by concerted
that commerce upon which the life of

between the states or
by organized railway
action, of paralyzing
the nation depends.

Urging that a declaration of a great constructive policy
of transportation would clarify public thought and
stimulate
aggressive business activity, Mr.
members of the National

Mason

asserted

the

belief

of the

Association of Manufacturers that the railroads should be returned to their owners;
that Congress should, during the period of government administration, provide adequately for upkeep, betterment and
expansion; that the rule of rate-making should be clearly
defined by statute; that consolidation and co-operation among
lines be authorized in the same manner as under presenl
operation and administration; that the duties and functions
of the Interstate Commerce Commission be modified and
a Transportation Board be established.
It is the duty of Congress, he maintained, now to exert its
full authority to define in the interest of the
public the limits

which employers or employees, capital or labor, ma) go
threatening the facilities of commerce as a means of compelling the acceptance of economic demands or political
to

in

policies.

National Grange Opposes

Thomas

Plumb Plan

Atkeson, Washington representative of the
National Grange, has filed a statement with the House committee, saying in part:
"The National Grange is opposed to government ownership of the railroads, especially opposed to this plan, the
C.

so called Plumb plan, which seeks not only to have the government acquire the railroads, but then turn them over to
be operated by a management in which the men who draw
wages will name two-thirds of the directors.
"If the railroad wage and salary workers can force this
bill through Congress they can control the appointment of
the other third of the management, and thus control it all.
The government, or the public, will then pay the- int< rest.
the maintenance charges and whatever wages and rat. - are
asked, as well as any deficit which may result.
"This matter is of such fundamental imjKirtance as a
question of orderly government that I trust all farmers and
farmer organizations, as well as all good citizens who respect
1
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.Hid appret iate
in

opposition

demo

our

rati< form of government,
any similar plan."

to this or

Plumb Plin
The Plumb

Congress

Criticized in

By
RAPID
Tin-science
of

presentation,

has aroused intense criticism in both houses
Congress and several speeches criticizing it most severel)
It
have been made,
anj of the members of Congress are in
favor of the plan the) have been careful not to make the fad
public within the lasl week.
Representative Blanton of
Texas, speaking in the House on August 8, declared that
the brotherhoods caused the Adamson law to be passed by
threats of strike, and are now repeating their threats to
secure the adoption of the Plumb plan and another large
increase in wages.
This led to a general discussion of the
led

up

the passing of

to

the

Adamson

law,

tates

fix

all

freight

rates

and

to

regulate

a tractive effort of 34,300

lb.

in.

It is of

Built

is

basis

for

power

unit-,

and high speeds.
heat

successful

treatment

is

Mm

potential "sources of failure,

and may develop into such

a relatively short period of service.

The

after

question of sound-

cannot be too strongly emphasized.
number of steel materials used on railroads,
perhaps none has been more widely discussed than the rail.
The development of the rail section is an intensely interesting story of evolution and improvement, and it is therefore
enly natural that many researches have been conducted to
n >s in steel

Of

the great

Most of the work
improve its quality by heat treatment.
attempted has been experimental in nature on short length
Many influences have
pieces, and not on full length rails.
retarded development of the latter, chief of which is the outlay and expenditure required to produce large tonnages,
especially when it is recalled that present rail mills produce
from one to three thousand tons of untreated rails daily.
Furthermore, there is the question of higher cost, as well as
the relative efficiency and reliability of treated versus untreated rails.

Probably for general service requirements, where properly
designed sections are used, it will be a long time before the
*

Abstracted

from

?

paper

York chapter, American

by the American Locomotive Company

standard gage and

the

in

h
segregated metal may be easily fractured or weakened.
discussion has appeared recently on the '"notch effect" in
rotating shafts and other parts, which brings out the fact
that internal or external defects are in effect notches, or

the

cylinders; a weight on drivers

made

steel

quently encountered, when investigations arc made of service
failures.
Heat treatment of unsound steel probably does
more harm that good, for even the best steel is put to a
severe test during the quenching operation, while unsound or

taken from the people for the operation of the railroads.
They would be absolute monarchs.
The American public would be thoroughly Russianized. I
am sorry to say it falls to the leaders of the railroad brotherhoods to present to the people of this country a concrete test
of -Bolshevism against Americanism."

Mikado Locomotive Recently

advancement

sound steel. This implies not only structural soundness and
freedom from blow holes, pipes, and inclusions, hut chemical
Perhaps tin- seems
and physical homogeneity as well.
axiomatic to all of us, yet a number of violations are fre-

to he

This locomotive has 20 by 28

larger structures, larger

The fundamental

it would merely he an entering
conducting the industries of this country for the
benefit of a favored few.
The employees would "fix their
own wages; they would have the power to fix rates for pas-

money

and

treatment of

anh

in

to

of

heat

steel for superior service.
Railway people niu-t
constantly for tin- highest grade of steel to meel tin
increasing demands of traffic and operation, which DO

-i

the railroads were sovietized

amount

PROGRESS

treatment of

"The railroads are being
ployees at this time," he said.
operated by the government at a tremendous loss and I think
under those circumstances it would he wholly unjustifiable
to increase the pay of railroad employees.
That demand
is also accompanied simultaneously with a demand that the
industries of this country be sovietized and a vast propaganda has been started to hack up this demand. It is also
accompanied by threats of revolution, of force and of serious
and dire disaster to the people if the demand is not granted
The Plumb plan is simply a hold, bald,
by Congress.
naked attempt to sovietize the railroads of this country. If

senger travel, to

Bronson

C. B.

during the war and
subsequent thereto is of especial interest to railway
The knowledge gained
officers, engineers and investigators.
from the recenl developments in this art will he valuable to
metallurgists and engineers in the design, specifications and

which several Representatives look the side of the brotherhoods in defending them against the charge that Congress
was "held up" on that occasion, hut they did not go SO far
Representative
as to say anything for the Plumb plan.
Black of Texas criticized the course of the brotherhoods on
that occasion and declared himself in favor of a commission
with full power to settle the differences which arise between
the railroads and their employees.
In the Senate on August 11 Senator Myers of Montana
declared that one of the greatest crises that ever confronted
the people of the United States now confronts them.
"I
am not in favor of any increase in wages for railroad em-

wedge

7

its

hi

events that

No.

Heat Treatment As Applied
To Railway Materials-

will unite

and more particular!) the matter of

|)l;in,

Vol. 67,

meeting of the

New

for the Pekin-Kalgan Railway of China

of 139,000; a total weight in

superheated.

nted at the June
Treaters' Society.

j>res<

Steel

working order, engine

onlv, of 187,500 lb.;

August
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present efficient

plain carbon basic open hearth steel rails
be replaced as standard for most of the roads in this
country.
Basic open hearth rail, under our presenl elongawill

tion

and exhausted

ductility test,

tain nearly all the ductility

due

making

it

possible to ob-

to the

chemical composition,
product with a low rate of failure,

is a wonderfully efficient
and moderate rate of wear.

The

simplest process for heat treatment of rail steel, of
is the air-cooling method introduced by one manuThis consists of an air Mast blown from numerous
facturer.
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Those of early manufacture developed breakage- with great
frequency but this difficulty has since been overcome a- a
number of changes in manufacture were introduced. The
New York Central purchased several hundred ton- of these
rail- four years ago, and since that time they have carried
over 100,000.000 tons of traffic without one failure and at a
remarkably low rate of wear -an exceptionally good record.

From

present indications, they should outlast plain carbon
in the ratio of ten to one.

course,

Steel

small openings in a straight pipe, and directed against the
top surface of the rail head; the blast being maintained for

he wonderful toughness inherent in manganese Rteel makes
use particularly inviting for rail- on curves.
Our present
practice is to place them on the high side of curve- with plain

about two minutes, after which the rail is allowed to anneal
in air.
The head surface metal becomes sorbitic for a depth
of about one inch, and shows a Brinnell hardness of 300-350;
elastic limit, 90,000 lb.; tensile strength, 140,(10(1 lb.; and 8
per cent elongation. The balance of the head metal is pearlitic in structure with a Brinnell hardness of 240; elastic
limit, 60,000 lb.; tensile strength, 125,000 lb.; and 10 per
cent elongation.
The carbon runs from 0.50 to 0.65 in this
steel which is made from Mayari ores.
A number of patents have been issued to one company
covering a combined oil and water treatment. The treatment
consists in passing the finished hot rails, head down, into a

quenching vats so constructed and regulated that the
head only is treated in the first oil bath; passing them to the
second vat where the head is immersed in water and the web
In the third vat, both head and web are in water
in oil.
which completes the treatment.
One modification of the
process provides a spray to force the water against the
rail head, instead of merely drawing it through the bath.
A troostitic structure is obtained on three sides of the head,
which tapers off into martensite for the balance of the
head section. Drop and hammer tests on rails so treated indicate great toughness and ability to withstand severe shocks
without failure.
series of

Red of area
Rrinnell— head

0.0-i

Rrinneli

Manganese
Silicon

—

Sulphur max
Phosphorus max

—

Elastic limit

strength

0.40
0.50
0.2S
0.04
1?0,<XX)

rensile

II

v.

steel.

100-lb. rail

A

section,

was used as a

pi

eb and flange

similar to the

and

to this

present

Carbon

O.M

Manganese

0.33

Nickel

Chromium

"B"

was added

rail-

call-

for

several

bath by means of dogs on endless chains.
The quenching
necessary for suppressing the transformation range-, and
to retain the structure in the austenitic condition, a- otherwise the rails would be as brittle a- glass.
The composition specified for rail steel i- a- follow-:

type
21

Citl' hi

lb.

1.00 to

Manganese

Phosphorus, mis
Sulphur

I.3S

10.50 to 15.00

N

between head, web and

limit

Tensile

IS,(

1

MO

strength

000

lb.
Hi.

1.30

0.50

manganese

of

is

by providing very generous
The
base and also increasing the thickness of the latter.
mechanical properties were apparently not given precedence
The
in the design, as they are low for this weight of rail.
design was adopted to obtain uniform physical properties,
provide relief and reduction of tooling stresses, and to utilize
a set of rolls which were on hand.
The treatment used was experimental, and therefore the
details are not generally known.
The composition and physical properties obtained after
treatment were as follows:
fillets

The manufacture

per cent

iO pi

lb.

basis,

:

The rail- are rolled in the usual manner, and after sawing,
are quenched at 1050 deg. C. by plunging them immediately
into a cold water bath.
They are then drawn through the

One manufacturer found it necessary to redesign the
standard section to heat-treat successfully rails made of
Mayari

carbon rails opposite, generally reversed, curve worn high
rails which make the best combination.
The susceptibility
to flow prohibits their use on the low side of curves, especially where the tendency to widen and flatten under the
wheels of present improper contour i- very great.
The (Vim, 105-lb. Dudley type rail i- the- only one which
the New York Central has had rolled in manganese Steel.
This is a broad head, -tiff section, possessing high mechanical properties which are necessary when us ng metal with such
low elastic limit-.
Any road contemplating the purchase of
manganese rails i- advised against ordering them rolled in
light sections, for the combination of the low elastic limit
and deficient mechanical properties make it easy for them
to acquire permanent sets in service, creating rough riding
track, and may eventually be the cause of derailment-.
Manganese rails injured by truck derailments from causes
other than roughness of track, are badly bent out of shape,
although they remain unbroken.
iIt
necesar) to -crap
the rails, as they can not be straightened by any known
method.

after

190,<

420

I

its

departures from the ordinary practice in the mill.
Hot tops
must be placed on the ingot mold- to reduce the pipe and fill
the cavity due to shrinkage, while great care i- required in
heating and soaking the ingots in the pit- for proper rolling.

The composition, and physical properties obtained
treatment are about as follows:
Carbon

rails

if

area

;
1
I

Under the drop the test pied- withstood from 6 to 12
blows before fracture, when a 2,000-lb. tup was dropped !5
ft. on supports 3 ft. apart.
One or two of the eastern roads with verj heavy traffic con
ditions secured several of these rail-, and will probably be in
a position in the very near future to report upon the success
of the experiment.
The only alloy heat treated rails which have been
and purchased in large numbers are manganese steel

Tests for the physical properties are made by the usual dr< p
the toughness and tenacity of the material being -<>
test;
that several blow- of the 2,000-lb. tup falling 20 ft.
are required to exhaust the ductility, which frequently run<

great

a- high as 2> to

.>()

made upon

full

is

a

loaded by mean- of

found
which

more

pan

-cale

a

manner

this

in

in.
A load deflection te-t
length rail supported at the- end- and

per cent per

at

the center.

are close to 35,000

Elastic limits
lb.

per

sq.

in.,

than can be secured from
tensile te-t specimens burned out of the rail section and
ground to size.
The results are always high by the later
method and then fore are not u-ed.
The return of normal condition- should see an increasing
amount of manganese steel rails placed in service, fur there
no question about thed- superiority for overcoming curve
iwear to which our pre-ent rail- i|uic klv SUCCUmb.
It

i-

i-

a

well

manganese

to

steel

reliable

mention,
for

frog-,

index

in

passing,

crossings,

Their resistance to wear i- similar to
and they are u-ed quite extensively.
age, however,

made

for rolled

rail-.

Two

is

somewhat greater

the

successful

usi

and switch poinl
that of manganc
Ihe tendein \ to l.r

in the cast steel

part- than

rails.

heat treated track material- purchased in large <|Uan-
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made

ban, and ir.uk bolts. Splice bars are
following chemical and physical requirements:

are rail splice

tities,

to the

oi
s<

pai

Carbon
I'll,

.spin.

i

us,

nu

0.30 to O.SO

Elona

13 pei <<"t

min

o.o-i

manufacture, the bars are sheared to length, reheated
800 deg. C, hoi punched and quenched at 700
deg. C, or over, then subsequent^ reheated or withdrawn
The high clastic limits
from the oil bath for tempering.
obtained place them on the same level as rail steel so far as
physical strength is concerned, and increase their resistance
againsl permanent sets, and sagging at the joints.
In

about

Track
70.0(H)

IK.

when heat treated show da-tic limits of
and over when made of about 0.S0 carbon steel.

bolts

These high limits provide additional strength against stretchwhen tightened with the trackman'- wrench, and becoming loose due to the transmission of stress at the rail ends,
and the impacts from wheel loads. The usual process for
heat treating consists in rolling the threads hot, then allowing the bolts to drop into a bath of oil and finally discharged
ing

hopper from an endless chain. Heat treated bolts are
extensive use and giving satisfactory service.

into a
in

— Circular

235

of the Southwestern regional director contains regulations covering the free-time allowance in the freightcar clause (section 6) of the Short Line contract.
Circular
Capital Expenditures for Replacing Fire Losses.

—

237 of the Southwestern regional director states that as only
the smaller railroad structures destroyed by fire can be rebuilt
before January 1, 1920, it does not seem necessary to rebuild
or restore any buildings so destroyed, except where necessary
for safetv or the protection of the public; or where delay in
restoration might work a serious hardship upon employees.
In each case in which it is determined that one or more of the
above conditions will require rebuilding or restoration, the
proper form should be submitted to the regional director's
If it
office for any capital expenditure in excess of $1,000.
the prois decided not to rebuild or restore the building,
cedure should be in accordance with the fourth paragraph of
the director general's Circular 67 of December 5, 1918.
Embargo Notices. The Southwestern regional director in

—

Order 229 instructs that in cases where cars are partially
loaded, but bill-of-lading has not yet been signed, at the time
the agent receives notice of an embargo, shippers are to be
The agent will forward
permitted to complete the loading.
these cars, making suitable notation on the way-bills.
Use of Telegraph Wires by Express Agents. Circular 236
of the Southwestern regional director, canceling Circular 205
deals with Article 14 of the Agreement with the American

—

Railway Express Company, concerning telegraph and telephone messages. Where the telegraph lines are operated by the
railroads the messages of the express company can properly
be transmitted without charge, as provided in the agreement;
but it is not proper for an agent of the express company at a
point on one railroad to send a message over railroad wires to
a representative at a point on a second railroad, the word
"railroad" meaning any road operated as a unit under the
supervision of a single federal manager.
Numbering Railroad Messages. The Southwestern regional director in Order 228 prescribes a method of numbering messages sent over railroad wires:

—

Allow one number for the first three lines of messages and an extra
1.
for each three additional lines, the address and signature not to be
counted.
If a message contains six lines, two numbers should be allowed;
four numbers, etc.
Joint messages
if a message contains eleven lines,

number

art

I"

to

allotted

nunberi

pei

Inn
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inn.
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in

othei

wordi,

i
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if
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ti
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lii

01

counting

tin-

i

satisfai

—

Freight ( '<tr Distribution
(
ircuhir 2J.
The Southv
era regional director in Circular 234 states that In- provisions
of Division of Operation Circular 27 with respect to return
ing cars to owners for repairs appear to have been more
t

broadly construed than was intended.
Cars have been
i,i
long distances home for comparatively light repairs.
The
purpose of this circular was to put into effeel former M. C.
B. requirements for the return of cars to owning lines for repairs and in addition the circular was intended to provide a
si

means

for the owners to get their cars home when desired fo r
rebuilding or for the application of betterments. It was not
desired that the cars should be sent home involving an inter-

mediate line haul except for "rebuilding or for the application of betterments" as provided in paragraph C of the circular, in which case arrangements should be made for this
movement in accordance with paragraph 6.
Roadmasters' Convention. A. T. Hardin, regional director, Eastern region, by Circular 102-42, promulgates a letter
from the director of the Division of Operation recommending
that members of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way
Association be allowed to attend the convention of the association, at Chicago, September 16-19, so far as practicable.
Roadmasters and supervisors who are not members may also
be encouraged to go, where that is their wish and they can be
spared. Some of the higher officers of the maintenance of way
department might also attend with profit. Men who attend
the convention should take notes so as to report their observations when they return home.
Transportation of Liquors.
The regional director, Eastern
region, by circular 600-190, supplements previous instructions regarding the transportation of intoxicating beverages,
with advice that such goods may be legally transported from
one bonded warehouse to another; in such cases the liquor
remains in the custody of the government; the Internal Revenue Department will not release liquors for unlawful pur-
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Orders of the Regional Directors
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Passenger Traffic on Labor Day. A. T. Hardin, regional
by circular 1600-204, promulgates
instructions from the director of the Division of Traffic reminding federal managers to take all suitable measures for
moving a large passenger traffic on Labor Day. Special care
must be taken in handling baggage as many families will be
returning from the summer resorts.
It is not expected that
director, Eastern region,

troop movements will interfere materially wih Labor

Day

traffic.

Color of Locomotives.
"Speaking of Chinese railroads
reminds me of the failure of an American manufacturer to
obtain a contract for locomotives because his European competitors made a more careful study of Chinese peculiarities,"
writes Lynn W. Meekins in the Scientific American. "One
locomotive was ordered from each of the competing companies.
In every respect save one the American product
was unmistakably superior. However, it had been painted
black before shipment from the works, and on the way
Its apacross the Pacific it became more or less rusted.
pearance, therefore, was far less attractive than that of the
European locomotives, which were painted in accordance
with Chinese preference, and had been touched up by the
manufacturers' agents after arriving in China. Don't get your
colors mixed if you want to sell goods to the Chinese."

&

Carolina, Clinchfield
Built to the Roads'

Ohio Freight Locomotives

Specifications,

Permitting the Use of

Exceptionally Liberal Clearances
the early

part of the summer, the Carolina,
received eight heavy 2-8-2 type
locomotives and seven heavy 2-8-8-2 type Mallet locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The order for
these locomotives was placed with the builders in the spring

During

& Ohio

Clinchfield

and they have been
by the railroad company.
of 1917

built to specifications prepared

Cyl's,

C. C.

&

On the Mikado
necessity of using a high boiler pressure.
type the spread of the cylinders is 91 in., while on the Mallet
type it is 90 in., in both cases permitting the design of crankpins of good proportions.
The Mikado type locomotive, which develops a tractive effort of 56,000 lb., has a total weight of 311,400 lb., of which
230,000 lb. is on the drivers. The cylinder- are 27 in. in
diameter, and have a stroke of 30 in. Reference to the table
comparing the C. C. & O. locomotives with the Railroad Administration designs of the same type shows that the Mikado
type has 4,000 lb. less tractive effort than the Standard heavy
Mikado and has 13,600 lb. less weight in working order.
is

to the shorter piston

due

in.

Comparison of

C.

C.

&

O.

and r.

S.

R.

Mallei

Vfikado

C.

Tractive effort, lb

Weight,

total,

Weight on

U.S.

K.

56,000

60,000

311,400
230,000

325.000
240,000

V.

C.
l

I

lb

drivers,

C &. O.

lb

C.&. O. U.S.

103,56©*

llUGOf
467,000

27 by 30

27 by 32

63

190

63
1'*

4,128

4,297

in

pressure, |b. per lq. in.
rating heating surface, sq.
ig

surface

Grate area, sq. ft
Weight on drivers

ft..

.sq.

-j-

t

200
6,120

6,125
1,510
96

1,035

993

78

70.8

4.1

4.0

4.5*

4.;«

621.0

653.2

704.0*

695.0*

72.8

81.7

87.5

86.6

1,475

96

tractive

X

dia drivers
equiv. heat, surface
heat, surface -:- grate

Equiv.
area
'

25 and 39
by 32
57

28 and 42
by 32

Baldwin Locomotive Works' formula for tractive effort.
Americ an Locomotive Company's formula for tractive effort.

The Mallet

locomotive has a tractive effort about 2,000

lb.

greater than the U. S. R. A. heavy Mallet type, with a weight
in working order of 523,600 lb. and 467,000 lb. on the
drivers, these weights being 4,700 lb.

and 11,000

lb. less re-

The

spectively than the weights of the standard locomotive.

cylinders are 28

in.

and 42

in. in

diameter by 32

in. stroke,

O. 2-8-8-2 Type Locomotive

vided when this line was built, it has been possible to employ large limiting dimensions in the design of these locomotives.
For the Mikado type the clearance width is 11 ft.,
while for the Mallet type locomotives the clearance width is
11 ft. 6 in., and the maximum height for both designs is 16
The liberal width clearance has allowed considerft. 8 in.
able latitude in the design of details to avoid cramping on
both locomotives and on the Mallet type has permitted the use
of low-pressure cylinders of sufficient size to prevent the

reduction in tractive effort

stroke, in

ft

-r-

type locomotives are for use in handling the
heavy merchandise business from Elkhorn City, Ky., to Spartanburg, S. C, and have proved highly satisfactory in this
The character of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio,
service.
with its long easy grade, provides ideal conditions for the
operation of Mallet type locomotives and heavy tonnage trains
and the new Mallets are handling coal traffic originating at
the mines of Virginia for delivery to the railroads and industries of the south.
On account of the generous clearances which were pro-

stroke of 30

and

Tractive effort

The Mikado

The

dia.

Diameter of drivers,

R. A.

101. 570"

J
I 109, 840t

531.000
478,000

and the boiler carries a working pressure of 200 lb. per >q.
as compared with the smaller cylinders and boiler pressure

in.

240

used on the standard locomotive.
Mikado locomotives are of the straight
type with three barrel courses, telescopically arranged, with
The firebox
an outside diameter at the front course of 82 in.
has a throat-sheet approximately 2 ft. deep below the forward
end of the arch tubes. The tubes and tlue- are 21 ft. long and
Comparing the
no combustion chamber is included.
with that of the standard heavy Mikado type, it will be found
that a larger grate area has been obtained by designing the
On the other hand the
firebox approximately 12 in. wider.
number of tubes is 38 less and they are two feet longer, while
the firebox heating surface is reduced by the omission of a
combustion chamber. The net result is a reduction in total
heating surface, as shown in the table, and a less effective
heating surface distribution on the basis of the principles
of

The

lb.

boilers of the

I

most generally accepted in boiler design.
The boiler of the Mallet type locomotive is of the conical
type with a diameter outside of the firsl ring of 90 in. The
boilers of these locomotives have a firebox 144 in. long, and a
barrel combustion chamber extends forward 66 in. from the
The tube- and dues are 24 ft. long. The
throat-sheet
boiler- of these locomotives an quite closely comparable in
their proportions with those of the standard Mallet type locomotives.
On both tvpes of C. C. & O. locomotive- the inside fireDOXes are welded throughout, no riveted joints being
The joints are butt welds located on the straight por1.
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tions of the sheets well hack from the corners.
and flues are also welded in the back tube sheets.

The

Driving

tubes

11 in.

I

v 13 in.

1

1

in.

]

in

1>>

33 m.
<>'A in.

8

in.

1

3 in.

33

by 12 in.
45 in.

'.'

by 14

6

b)

1

in.

2 hi.

33 in.

in.

iii

i

li\

in.

1_'

Boiler
Style
\\ .ni

190

pressure

ing

_'<><)

lb

|*

II,.

i

iq. in.

diameter of

ring
first
tnd width
Tubes, numbei and outside diameter...
number an. outside diametei
Tubes and flues, length
Heating surface, tubes ami Hues
including

in. in diameter.
They are all 13 in.
locomotive is equipped with the Com
monwealth rear cradle casting and the K. \Y. trailing truck.
The frames of the two units on the Mallet type are fitted with
the Baldwin flexible type articulated connection.
The}' are equipped with Baker valve gears, controlled on
the Mallet locomotives with the Ragonnet power reverse gear,
and on the Mikado locomotive with the Lewis power reverse
The Mallet locomotives are equipped with reducing
gear.
and intercepting valves and have auxiliary high-pressure ex-

The Mikado

in.

in.

5,685 sq

ft.

423,.u 4

21

ft.

m.

ft.

:

.

1

1,

it.

Equivalent

440

~.|

ft.

sq. ft.

total

ii

Superheater

1,035 sq.
5,680 sq.
78 sq.

heating surface
heating Burface"

Grate area

1,510 sq

ft.
ft.

8,390

ft.

sq.

ft.

i

ft.

ft.

Water bottom

Tank
Frame

Watet bottom

Strut

178,600

i

180,

n..

I

—

^

*

—

96

53— 5'A

in. I>v

274-

209

.

I

144

117 in. bj

Firebox, length

while the others are 11

V

and

Trailing truck wheels, diametei
Trailing truck, journals

vanadium casl Steel frames
and heat-treated, hollow-bored axles. The journals are the
same on hoth types, the main having a diameter \\y> in.

WSH

liameter

others,

Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals

grate shakers.
Both types of locomotives have

*3»

journals,

length

All of the

locomotives are equipped with Duplex stokers and Franklin

in length.
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Mikado Type Locomotive
Both locomotivehaust nozzles discharging into the stack.
are fitted with outside connected throttles.
The principal data and dimensions of the two types are
as follows
General

Data
I

ft.

56,000

effort

Weight in working order
Weight on driver,
Weight on leading truck

.'I

1

ii

total

i

28,6001b.

16

ft.

35

fl

i

'"

15

ft.

6

m

57

ft.

4

in.

85

ft.

".

Rati
4.1

Under

ii

/<

heating

difficult

round holes.

vanced
_

3 -"

ing surface,*

cylinders
Grate area

heating

...

+

"

ii

surface'

31.6 cu.

''•

ft.

vol.

Sim
27 in. by

"»

,

Diameter" 'ind"'strok;: :::::: ::::::::..
/

Conn
28in -,™

Piston

l

15 in.

,

and

17 in-

II

Driving, diameter over tires

1^

i0

d

™^..?!'^:.. ?f?!V"

.'1;

In

in

his

department he cannot

some other department, more

I"

or

less

touch with his office, there happens
vacancy which, it he be appointed to it. would ui\c him the
It
tl
extra emoluments to which he is justly entitled.
tore saves the higher authorities much trouble and worry to
fill
the vacancy accordingly, although the newcomer is
This occurs even in the Army,
solutely strange to the work.

man who
how this

al

Kin
V
Diameter

D

therein.

U

fliin.

in

and the action vulgarly called "kicking a man upstaii
often the only waj to remove a man from a position in which
he has been an utter failure—or to cine his dutj to another

vol. cylinders

ndevs
...

—

In a very large concern, as
undertaking is bound to be, it is
to prevent square men from being forced

*.

\\ eight

Equivalent

formula.

Certain positions are paid at certain rates
based originally on the relative importance of each position.
In course of time this pay became stereotyped, and cannot
well be altered without dislocating the whole machine. What
are the consequences?
Owing to long and faithful sei
in one department in which he has become singularly
dent, a man is entitled to better pay: owing, however, o>
into

en less)

Volume 'equivalent'simpb

tra live effort

.

surface -5- equivalent
pet cent
-:drivers
equh tl
on
ing surface*
Total weight -5- equivalent heating -iii
face*
he

heatini

formula,

State Control.

there being no vacancy
6-1.0

,..-,

Firebox

gal.

tons

state-controlled

I

,,,

evaporativt

5

;

Worl
tAmerican Locomotive Company's

ceedingly

OOlb
704,0(

Weight on drivers 4- tractive effort
tl weight -T- tractive effort
Tractive effort
X diam. drivers -4equivalent heating surface'
grate
Equivalent beating surface

.

.':

lb.

467,00

worl ing

tendci

..

Equivalent heatit
superheating Idwin Locomotive

any

j

523,(

II..

,

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

Water capacity
Coal

Misfits

lb.

JJ3 J60

53,00Olb.
i.i

O.

Freight
Hi'
I

001b

on trailing trucl

...;
r ,l cr
heel base, driving
base, rigid
base, total
base, engine and

(

W

1,400

11,.

"'"II,.

Weight of engine and tender

&

ill

Hit. coal

Fuel
Tractive

!

8]

Freight

Ser\ ice

Built for the C. C.

Mallet

Mil

Cage
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is. indeed,
difficull
It
has well eat tied tl
necessary evil can be avoided entirely, all"
cases might often be avoided by a little more tact, or
s
Favoritism
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Railroad Administration to Consider Wage
Shop Employees Gradually Return

to

Work and

Demands

Other

Organizations Prepare Specific Proposals
i).

railroad

wages

\i

assistants

in

for increased

<

saying: "It is obvious that it is of the highest importance, not
only in the interesl of the public, but in the interest oi thi
employees themselves, that they shall immediately return to
work. The situation having been clarified bj the definite indication that Congress does not wish to take action in the
premises, the Railroad Administration stands reach' to take
up the wage question on its merits with the duly accredited

cycl] of general advances
have been definitely opened.
The committee of 100 representing the six shop craft
union- comprised in the Railway Employees' Department ol
resume
the American Federation of Labor was expected to
negotiations this week with Director General nines and his

Tinseems w

in

to

the Railroad Administration on their demands
wages on which the Hoard of Railroad Wages

international officers

and Working Conditions on July 1o submitted to Mr. Hines
Large numbers of the shop employees had
a divided report.
1
and following days because Mr.
August
gone on strike on
Hines had not rendered a decision on their demands, but
instead had written a letter to the President recommending
They
Legislation for the creation of a special wage tribunal.
returned to work gradually after the President had instructed
Mr. Hines to deal with them only on condition they called off

and

their authorized

committee as soon

as the employees return to work."

About midnight Mr. Jewel] sent a message to the officers
and members of the six shop craft unions ordering those out
on strike to return to work and saying that the failure of the
membership to comply with his instructions would have a
detrimental effect on the entire labor movement.

Senate Committee Says President

Has Plenary Authority

the unauthorized strike.

The Railroad Administration
demand by all of the

a general

is

now

As

confronted also with

employees for increases in pay "to at least re-establish the
pre-war purchasing power of their wage," but the specific
demands have in most cases not yet been presented. The case
of the shop employees was fully heard by the wage board
during March and April, and is now before the director
general for decision, the three labor members of the board
having recommended an increase from 68 to 80 cents an

members
demands

of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen have also been
given their hearing before the board.
The Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, Freight Handlers,
Station, Express and Steamship Employees, claiming to represent 450,000 men, had announced through its president,
be sent out at once
1. Forrester, that strike votes would
T.
cents an hour and
of
20
increase
an
for
demand
its
to enforce

a 44-hour week.
Mr. Hines has estimated that to grant the increases recommended by the shop employees would require a general increase to all employees that would amount to approximately
$800,000,000 a year on the same basis. Neither he nor the
President has indicated definitely the extent by which it is
proposed to meet the resulting increase in expenses from rates
It
or by a request for a further Congressional appropriation.
has been estimated in the Railroad Administration that without any further increases in rates the situation called for at
least a 10 per cent increase in rates and an addition of $800,-

to expenses would amount to an additional 23
per cent in freight revenues. The employees have suggested
appropriation
that the increased wages be paid for first by an
pending an investigation by the rate-making body as to what

000,000 a year

increases,

if

any, should be

made

Strikers Ordered

in rates.

Back

to

at its meeting on August 6 had decided not to accept the President's recommendation for the
creation of a special wage tribunal and authorized Chairman
Cummins to write a letter to the President, saying he already
had full authority. This action was unanimous, representing

on interstate commerce

14 organizations of railroad

hour for the principal classes and the three official
having recommended no increase at this time. The

stated briefly in last week's issue, the Senate committee

Work

Congress having declined to take from President Wilson
and Director General Hines the responsibility for dealing
railwith the wage demands being pressed by the organized
Hines
road employees, the President on August 7 directed Mr.
demands of the
to take up and consider on their merits the

shop employees as soon as they should recognize the authority
Hines thereof their central officers and return to work. Mr.

upon addressed a letter to B. M. Jewell, acting president of
Fedethe Railway Employees' Department of the American
and
letter
President's
the
of
copy
a
ration of Labor, enclosing

the opinions of the Democrats
letter

was delivered

Senator

Cummins

of the situation

and Republicans

to the President

alike.

The

on the following day.

said the committee recognized' the gravity

and desired

to co-operate in bringing

about

the proper solution, but felt that Congress has already given
the President "complete and plenary authority, and that

additional legislation could add nothing to his power in the
premises.

"The

The

letter

continued.

director general can fix the

wages of

all

men em-

ployed in the transportation service, and it seems to be clear
that it is for him to say whether the compensation of these
men should or should not be increased. He has all the available information which can possibly be secured, and it is the
view of the committee that he should act in accordance with
the public interest and his own judgment. He can be advised
upon the subject by any board or tribunal which you may
select for that purpose.
"The director general has also the absolute right to initiate
rates for transportation and can advance or lower them as he
may think necessary or wise to meet the requirements of the
transportation systems in his charge, and, moreover, he can
put the new rates into effect whenever, in his judgment, they
should become effective.
"At the present time the Interstate Commerce Commission
has not the authority to suspend for examination or approval
the rates initiated by the director general; but even if the
act which lately passed the Senate and which has not yet
passed the House shall become a law and the authority of
the Interstate Commerce Commission to suspend rates be restored, it will still be true that the director general must initiate
the rates and it is entirely impossible to believe that the commission would suspend rates that are necessary in order to
pay any increased wages of railway operatives.
"The committee is now diligently engaged in the preparation of a bill for the general reorganization of our system of
One common phase of the many
regulation and control.
plans which have been submitted relates to the further direction which ought to be given to the Interstate Commerce Commission for its guidance in determining the reasonableness of
Upon that phase of the subject diverse opinions have
rates.
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been developed, and

ward
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it

is

thought to be unwise to bring for-

for action by Congress

respect until

it

any further legislation

road

in that

received on August 4.
The House had taken no action on
the President's recommendations pending receipt of a draft
of a bill which Mr. Hines was having prepared, but President

Wilson accepted the decision of the Senate committee as
final and wrote Mr. Hines a letter saying that Senator Cummins' letter had set him free to deal as he thought best with
the wage question.
"I thought it my duty to lay the question in its present
pressing form before the committee of the Senate," he said,
"because I thought that I should not act upon this matter
within the brief interval of Government control remaining,
without their acquiescence and approval. Senator Cummins'
letter, which speaks the unanimous judgment of the committee, leaves me free and indeed imposes upon me the dutv to
act."

The

letter

then referred to the proceedings before the Board

Wages and Working Conditions, saying: "The
board having now apprised us of its inability, at any rate for

of Railroad

upon recommendations, it is clearly
our duty to proceed with the matter in the hope of disposing of it."
"You are therefore authorized to say to the railroad shop
employees that the question of wages they have raised will
be taken up and considered on its merits by the director general in conference with their duly accredited representatives.
I hope that you will make it clear to the men concerned that
the Railroad Administration cannot deal with problems of
this sort, or with any problems affecting the men, except
through the duly chosen international officers of the regularly
constituted organizations and their authorized committee.
Matters of so various a nature and affecting so many men
cannot be dealt with except in this way. Any action which
brings the authority of the authorized representatives of the
organizations into question or discredits it must interfere with,
if not prevent action altogether.
The chief obstacle to a deThey have
cision has been created by the men themselves.
gone out on strike and repudiated the authority of their officers
at the very moment when they were urging action in regard to
the time being, to agree

their interests.

"You will remember that a conference between yourself
and the authorized representatives of the men was arranged,
at the instance of these representatives,

for July 26 to dis

wage question and

the question of a national agreement, but before this conference took place or could take
place, local bodies of railway shopmen took action looking
toward a strike on the first of August. As a result of this

cuss the

was
way with
strikes and the

action, various strikes actually took place before there

an opportunity

to act in a satisfactory or conclusive

In the presence of these
repudiation of the authority of the representatives of the organization concrned, there can be no consideration of the matter in controversy.
Until the employees return to work and
again recognize the authority of their own organizations, the
respect to the wages.

whole matter must be

"When

at a stand

still.

federal control of the railroads began, the Rail-

accepted

existing

agreements

between

and the several railroad companies and by agreement machinery was reated for handling
the grievances of the Shopmen's organization- of all the railway-, whether they had theretofore had the benefit of definite
agreements or not. There can be no question, therefore, of the
readiness of the Government to deal in a spirit of fairness and
by regular method- with any matters the men may bring to

can be associated with the general plan of

less of the instructions of the officers of their national organization in Washington and showed him the statement
signed by the 14 railroad labor organizations which he had

Administration

the shopmen's organizations

i

reorganization.

"If the committee felt that there was any lack of power on
your part or on the part of the director general it would be
quick to act; but inasmuch as it can perceive no want of
authority, it has reached the conclusion that no additional
legislation is required to meet the particular emergency which
you have pointed out."
Action on the part of the President came later in the day,
when Mr. Hines called at the White House and informed him
regarding the number of men that had gone on strike regard-
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their attention.

'"Concerted and very careful consideration is being given
by the entire Government to the question of reducing the high
cost of living.
I need hardly point out how intimately and
directly this matter affects every individual in the nation, and
if transportation is interrupted, it will be impossible to solve
it.
This is a time when every employee of the railways should
help to make the processes of transportation more easy and
economical rather than less, and the employees who are on
strike are deliberately delaying a settlement of their Wage

problem and of their standard of living.
They should
promptly return to work, and I hope that you will urge upon
their representatives the immediate necessity for their doing so."

The

refusal of the Senate committee to take over the re-

sponsibility

for

dealing

with

the

wage question and

the

related qustion of rate advances leaves the responsibility for
a decision with Mr. Hines, where it was before, but it leaves

him

in a stronger position.
If he had granted additional
wages and had attempted to offset them with further increases
in rates under the broad powers conferred on the President
and the director general during the war he would undoubtedly
have been subjected to violent criticism in Congress, and he
would have had no assurance that his rates would have been
allowed to remain in effect whether or not the Cummins bill
is passed.
Congress and others may yet criticize whatever he
does, but at any rate he has been given such dear instructions
to go ahead and use his judgment that it i- believed the commission could hardly fail to recognize his wage- in relation
to a rate increase.
Nor can Congress accuse him of acting
without authority if he goes before it with another request
for an appropriation, although there would probably be some
discussion as to whether any further increase in wages at
this time should be charged to the taxpayers, as a part of the
i

osl

of the war, instead of to the patrons of the railways, as

a part of the cost of transportation.

Director General Hines has authorized the following:

"The shop men who have been on unauthorized

strike- in

various parts of the country are rapidly returning to work
and already conditions are practically normal in mo.-t parts
of the country.
It. is anticipated that at a comparatively
early date the strikes will have entirely terminated where-

upon the Railroad Administration will promptly take up and
wage questions now pending.
"Ever since it was made clear by the action of the Senate

deal with the

committee that Congress does not wish
wage problems now pending, and the

with the grave
problem which is
al-o inextricably involved, and also will offer no objection to
the Railroad Administration exercising the power- conferred
to deal

rati-

by the federal control act to deal at this late date in federal
control with this great subject (the i-.-ue involving hundreds
of millions of dollars) I have been giving my continuing
attention to the Study of the matter with a view to

making

a

and reasonable exercise of the heavy responsibility which
thus rests upon me.
"In this connection I would like to make it clear to the
public and the railroad employees alike that the situation
now existing could not have been dealt with until tin- time.

just

shopmen submitted
Hoard of Railroad Wages & Working
Conditions, but when this was done it was clearly understood
that since the original propo-als of the -hop employees had
been dealt with in July, 1918, while other classes of em"It

is

true that in February, 1919, the

their proposals to the
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no considei
musl first be
Another circumstance of importance was thai
deall with
the shopmen were also pressing proposals for uniform ruleand working conditions involving a greal many points oi
difference and difficulty.
The result was that despite the
mosl earnest desire on the part of all the members ol the
wage board to deal promptly with these matters, no members

and by Supplemental Orders during the first part oi thifl vear,
and. second, Comparisons with wages being paid in other
industries foi similar or comparable classes of work.

management

"After having given careful thought to all that was said at
our conference with you and your associates August 4, \')\'),
we present the following for your consideration:
"Railroad employees have loyally co-operated in the opi

ployees

ation

ai

making similar proposals had
all,

received

these other classes of employees

of the board, either

members, were

in

the labor

members

position to submit

or the

their

final

Fourteen Organizations

The statement presented

tin

i

:

suggestions

which time the date of Jul) 28 had been
hxed upon l>\ agreement with the representatives of the shop
employees for a discussion of the rules and working conditions ami wage matters.
"By July 16 the situation had assumed a wholly different
shape.
Practically every class of railroad employees had come
forward urging either an increase in wages or a reduction in

ation of the railroads and are entitled to compensation which
will at least re-establish the pre-war purchasing powers of
their wage.

"We do not agree that rates of pay to employees and transportation charges are in any way so related.
Minimum
of pay should be sufficient to guarantee to the most unskilled
i

the cost of living.

•'Therefore by the time the conference with the shop representatives took place on July 28 the Railroad Administration
was confronted with a situation involving practically all of

railroad employees and necessarily had to obunderstanding as to the powers it ought to exercise in this regard so near the termination of federal control.
therefore proposed to the President, and he forwarded to
I
the Interstate Commerce Committees of the Senate and
House, the recommendation that Congress establish a wag,'
board to deal with these matters and provide that the Interstate Commerce Commission should make such rates as might
When the
he necessary to meet any wage increases so made.
Senate Committee unanimously decided against this course
and indicated its view that the matter could properly he
handled through the powers created by the federal control
act, the situation was clarified in such a way as to admit of
my assuming the responsibility incident to such far reaching
2, 000, POP

tain a clear

employee an adequate living wage, with such additional
amounts as will meet the necessities incident to old age, injury, sickness, and death, and higher rates based upon the
skill, responsibility, and hazard required and involved.
Also
these wage rates should be such as will compare favorably to
the wages paid for similar service in other industries.
"Transportation rates should be sufficient to guarantee:
"First
To all employees this just and equitable wage.
"Second Maintain the properties in condition to render
adequate service to the public.
"Third Equitable returns upon the money actually in-

—
—
—

vested.

"We

cannot approve of the plan proposed by you for a

congressional committee, for the reason that it means months
of delay at a time when the questions involved require immediate settlement.

"You

already have in the Board of Railroad Wages and
the necessary machinery to dispose of
these questions, and we ask that their function be restored
and they be allowed to pass upon the questions submitted to
them and that their findings be placed before the representative^ of the recognized organizations for their consideration
and be mutually agreed upon before being issued.
"The moneys with which to pay these increases should, in
our opinion, be raised by an appropriation by Congress.
This appropriation should be of a sufficient amount temporarily to take care of immediate deficits.
In the meantime
let the proper rate making body make a careful study as to
what, if any, increases should be made in passenger and
freight rates, prompt action in this regard being both essential
and desirable. This will only give temporary relief and must
be accompanied, or immediately followed, by a determined
effort not only to prevent a further increase in the cost
of living, but to secure a reduction therein.

Working Conditions

action."

Director General Hines has sent a reply to a telegram from
lames Hamilton Lewis of Chicago, saying that he cannot
consistently comply with the suggestion to deal directly with
the local representatives of the striking

shopmen

in

Chicago.

The Railroad Administration, he says, cannot deal with these
problems except through the duly chosen international officers
of the regularly constituted organizations

committee.

Mr. Hines on August L l>\
week's issue,

14 organizations, as briefly noted in last
follow-

until July 16, before

the

to

Demand More Wages

and

their authorized

The Railroad Administration has pursued

sistent policy

in this respect

a con-

and has dealt with these duly

chosen representatives from the beginning of federal control.
The strikes which have taken place have not been authorize 1
according to the laws of the shopmen's organizations with
which at all times the Railroad Administration has dealt an
these strikes have had the effect of repudiating the established
organizations and of bringing the consideration of the matte."
1

to a standstill.

Shop Employees Return

to

Work

Reports began to arrive en Friday from all over the counthat the striking shopmen were returning to work, although some of the men, including the employees of the
Washington Terminal Company, refused to do so until their
demands had been met. The strike had been in progress
long enough to hamper the work of many of the roads considerably, and to interfere with the vigorous efforts that had
been ordered to reduce the number of bad order cars that had
accumulating during the spring months. On some roads it
Union
had been necessary to curtail some train service.
officials in Washington said that about 40,000 men had
walked out, although local officials of the unions had claimed
from 100,000 to 250,000 had gone out.
In connection with the new w age demands it is understood
that Mr. Hines considers the two main points to be ascertained are: First, how much the cost of living has increased
as compared with the increases in wages allowed last year,
trv

T

"Any permanent

solution

of

the

railroad

problem must

necessarily remove the element of returns to capital as the
sole

purpose of operation.

Therefore,

upon the President the necessity

we ask

for the

that you urge
prompt passage by

Congress of the required appropriation bill to meet the emergency now existing.
"Also that you indorse the Sims bill (H. R. 8157) now be-

House of Representatives, and recommend to the
President that he use all his influence to secure its immediate
passage by Congress as the permanent solution.
"The Sims bill, if enacted into law, will give to the Interstate Commerce Commission its original authority over transportation rates, and employees cannot hope for increases in
rates of pay except as they result from economy and efficiency
Any increases
in operation due to their own collective effects.
to employees under this bill guarantees to the public equal
benefits in reduction of transportation charges.
"Capital will be fully reimbursed for all money actually invested.
Therefore no one can possibly suffer by the enactment
fore the

August

15,
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of this bill, unless

it

be the employees themselves, and they are

willing to risk their future."

an active campaign
referred to the

lows

8, in

reduce the cost of living, the President

to

wage question and

is

the '"vicious circle" as fol-

a matter of familiar knowledge, also, that a process

set in

prices

and

higher,

which
rents

in

a

is

likely, unless

and

something

is

done, to push

and

the whole cost of living higher

vicious cycle to

which there

is

no

logical

yet

or

With the increase in the prices of the necessademands
ries of life come demands for increases in wages
which are justified if there be no other way of enabling men

natural end.

to live.

Upon

—

the increase of wages there follows close an

increase in the price of the products whose producers have
been accorded the increase
not a proportionate increase, for
the manufacturer does not content himself with that, but an
increase considerably greater than the added wage cost and
for which the added wage cost is oftentimes hardly more than
an excuse. The laborers who do not get an increase in pay
when they demand it are likely to strike, and the strike only
makes matters worse. It checks production, if it affects the
railways it prevents distribution and strips the markets, so
that there is presently nothing to buy, and there is another
excessive addition to prices resulting from the scarcity."
He also referred very pointedly to the present situation in
the railroad held when he said:
"I believe, too, that the more extreme leaders of organized
labor will presently yield to a sober second thought and, like
the great mass of their associates, they will think and act like
'I hey
will see that strikes undertaken at
true Americans.
this critical time are certain to make matters worse, not better
worse for them and for everybody else. The worst thing.
the most fatal thing that can be done now is to stop or interrupt production or interfere with the distribution of goods
by the railways and the shipping of the country. We are all
involved in the distressing results of the high cost of living
and we must unite, not divide, to correct it. There are many
things that ought to be corrected in the relations between
capital and labor, in respect of wages and conditions of labor
and other things even more far-reaching, and I, for one, am
ready to go into conference about these matters with any

—

—

group of my fellow countrymen who know what they are talking about and are willing to remedy existing conditions by
No remedy is
frank counsel rather than by violent conte.-t.
possible while men are in a temper, and there can be no settlement which does not have as its motive and standard tingeneral interest. Threat.- and undue insistence upon the interest of a single class

make

settlement impossible.

I

believe,

have hitherto had occasion to say to the Congress, that
the industry and lib of our people and of the world will
suffer irreparable damage if employers and workmen are to
go on in a perpetual contest, a- antagonists. They must, on
Have we not
tie plan or another, be effectively associated.
steadiness and self-possession and business sense enough to
work out that result? Undoubtedly we have, and we .-hall
work it out."
as

to impress upon the public, by violence- or by threat, our
proposal that the railroads be nationalized under 'tripartite

"Two

which he urged

:

"It

has

August

none

control.'

President Wilson's Address
In his address to Congress on
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Labor Leaders Deny Intimidation
Whether or not it was influenced by the President's statements regarding strikes or whether it was considered that the

separate considerations now confront the
wage requirements of the railroad employes
Sim- bill (embodying the railway employes' plan for
distinctly

the people,

and the

the-

reorganization of the railroads).
"In the matter of wage- we have submitted an eminently
just proposition.
We have -aid that if we are to continue to
live as American- should live, and are to can- for our families as American families should be cared for, the profiteers
must be restrained and our wage- increased.
Every fair-

minded man, and every intelligent housewife, will r< ognize
the reasonableness of this request.
If Congress and the Presi<

dent cannot meet this request, it i- still a living question and
we -hall have to try to find another solution.
"This, however, bear- in no way upon our sponsorship of

We

the Sinn bill.
employes are

do hold to our conviction that the- railroad
no mood to consign themselves finally to the
autocratic control of financial dictators, but in proposing the
in

elimination of capital and the tripartite directorate, we haveno purpose of intimidation. We appeal to the- statesmanship
of America and to the common sense of American manhood
and womanhood. We believe in the native ability of American labor. What we ask i- the Americanization of the railroads."
Rumors regarding plan- of the labor leader- to threaten

an incentive

to Congress to look with favor
connection with wage demandhave keen current for several months. As long ago a- July 10
the following was distributed confidentially among the mem-

strikes cither as

upon the Plumb plan

or in

bers of a prominent business association in a circular letter
based on the association's advice from Washington:

"The bill above mentioned will be introduced in both
houses of Congress simultaneously and almost immediately
thereafter national propaganda in favor of the bill will apPaid lecturers will be sent into all parts of the country,
invading even the smallest village-.
There will be also a
well-organized publicity bureau, which will flood the newspapers of the- country with material favoring the bill.
"In the event that the Plumb plan is not given the fullest
consideration by Congress, and if Congress permits the return of the road- on Januan. tir-t ne\t instead of permitting
the question to lie open SO that it can be made an issue in the
presidential campaign, there i- -aid to be an understanding
among the leader- of the brotherhood- that a general -trike

pear.

shall be called for January 1.
case unless there is assurance of

The

strike will occur in

wage

any

incTeas

"Ample fund- have- been secured for the organization behind the Plumb Plan, and it has the full power of labor at
the Capitol.
It seems therefore certain that the railroad issue
will be thrown bodily into politics.
It
i- the Plumb contention that it ought to be- in politics, and that no decision should
be made a- to the roads until the people have had a chance to
register their opinion.

"This confidential information
Association

in

given members of this
anticipate possible trans
later date in the handling of their

order that thej

ation difficulties at

a

i-

may

transcontinental and interstate business."
Senator Snoii has made a protest in the Senate against
the- appointment of former Representative
Edward Keating
as "business manager" of the Plumb Plan League, at the
same time that he i- drawing a -alary of $7,500 from thi

impressions created by the various previous statements made
by the labor leaders had had their effect, the executives of the
14 labor organization.- embraced in the Plumb Plan League
issued a statement on August ^ denying any purpose of in-

eminent as a member of a commission created by Congress
for the purpose of reclassifying the salaries of Govern
employees.
Mr. Keating wa- quoted in the- new-pap

timidation.

until

"To

prevent any misunderstanding a- to the policy of the
organized railroad employ* 5," -aid the statement, "we united
in a definite assertion that we have no desire and have had

saying he did not intend to devote
after

January

1,

when

hi-

much time

work

for

the

to the league

Government

would be completed.
The-

latest

throughout

on the number of shopmen em strike
United State- -how a decided improve-

report-

tin-
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In the East, Southwest and West,
men! in the situation.
where the largesl numbers <>i men have walked out, the
situation seems to be
learing, with many nun returning to
work and tiaftu as a consequence gradually returning to nor
mal.
However, the situation in Boston and Atlanta, da., and
especiall) in Chicago remains practically the same with both
freighl and passenger traffic seriously impeded by the gradual
withdrawal of engines and cars needing repairs.
The striking shopmen on the Seaboard Air Line have practically all returned to their work as have the shop and car
men on the Norfolk Southern. Approximately 3,000 men employed by the Baltimore & Ohio in tin' Baltimore shops have
returned to their work and at Columbus and Cleveland conditions are rapidly approaching normal.
The Louisville &
<

Na>hville also reports that large numbers of men are returning to work.
In the Central Western region there is little change from
last week, in the number of men at work.
Approximately
3,800 men employed on the Chicago, Rock. Island & Pacific
System have returned to their work and the conditions at Denver. Colo., where practically all of the shopmen have been on
strike are again normal.
The Chicago & Alton has reported
that approximately 550 men have returned to the shops of
The situation on the other lines in the Central
that road.
Western region is practically the same as previously reported,
but the total number of men out has decreased, as a result of
the defections in the ranks of the strikers, to approximately
Freight has been kept moving through this region
13,000.
despite difficulties; and with the return of some of the men
conditions are gradually returning to normal.
It was not
found necessary to curtail passenger train service. The strike
was most seriously felt in the grain states where the movement of grain to the markets, already partially crippled by
a shortage of cars, was further curtailed by the necessity for
taking cars out of service.

Northwestern regional officers handling the strike situation
have prepared the following summary of conditions in the
West which gives the situation on these roads, on Tuesday,
August 12.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. No men have returned to
work. No accumulation. Passenger and freight business being handled. Approximately 1,100 men on strike.
Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago Terminal. No men have returned to work. Nine engines out of service. No accumulation.
Freight and passenger business being moved.
Chicago Belt. Four car inspectors returned to work. No
other change in labor situation. Handled 2,600 cars August
11.
Have moved all business offered, and delivered everything that connections can take. No accumulation that interferes with operation. Expect to return three engines that
have been out of service. Approximately 260 men out.
Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana. No men have returned to
work. Have made some deliveries of freight and also received some.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois. Freight and passenger business slowing up. All men (2,800) remain out.
Chicago & Alton. No change in labor situation at Chicago. At a number of the terminals on the line all of the
men have reported back for work, making total of 550 men
returned. Passenger business being handled, and some freight.
Chicago & North Western. No men have returned to
work. Understand that all men at points other than Chicago
have returned to work with one exception. More suburban
trains have been taken off.
Accumulation of freight for
points west of Clinton, Iowa, have been somewhat reduced.
Expect improvment on Iowa business today.
Chicago and Western Indiana. No men have returned.
Handling all business. Approximately 150 men out.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
No men have returned.
Handling all business. Freight busines very heavy, and being moved with practically no delay.
Total shopmen out,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

500.

—

Chicago Great Western. No men have returned to work.
Freight and passenger business being moved without delay.
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hicago, [ndianapolii & Louisville.
Ten men employed in
All men at Lafayette, [nd., have r<
hicago roundhouse.
All freighl and paisenger business being
turned to work.
I

I

moved.
I

hicago Junction.

leaving 270
connection.

men

— Ten

still

on

cai

men have returned
Mo accumulation

itrike

to work,
tor any

Received 1,162 cara of live Jtock; 929 sent be
(Stock receipts last year for the same day 1,077),
hicago, Milwaukee
Paul,
St.
No men have returned
to work.
Freighl and passenger business being moved with
very little delay,
Approximately 7,750 nun out
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Approximately 3,800 men
have returned to work.
Freighl and passenger business be
ing moved with very little delay.
Elgin, Jolict & Eastern.—No men have returned to work.
Fore 8

a

tn.

I

—

<S,-

—

Are moving some freight business, but
ment over day before yesterday. Total

not

much improve-

of 2,310

men

still

on

strike.

Erie.

— No

OH time.

men have returned to work. Passenger business
Moving very heavy freight business with very little-

delay.

—

Grand Trunk. No men have returned. No accumulation.
Freight and passenger business being moved.
Illinois Central.
No men have returned. No accumulaEverything being moved.
tion.
Indiana Harbor Belt. No men have returned to work, 550

—

—

being on strike. 4,010 cars handled August
cumulation for connections.
still

Michigan Central.

— Twelve

11.

No

car repairers at Randolph

acSt.,

Chicago, left the service yesterday.
Both freight and passenger business being handled without delay.
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Salt Ste. Marie. No men have returned to work.
No accumulation. Passenger and freight
business being moved. Approximately 1,540 men still out.
New York Central. Twenty-three men returned to work
yesterday, making a total of 53 men who have returned. Passenger and freight business being handled, and there is no
accumulation.
New York, Chicago & St. Louis. No men have returned
to work.
Passenger and freight business being moved without delay.
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago. No men have returned. Handled about 800 cars, mostly empties, which cannot be moved
on account of conditions east of here. On Fort Wayne, business is being moved currently. No accumulation.
Pere Marquette. Practically no change in labor situation.
Business is being handled currently.
Wabash. No men have returned to work. Passenger business being moved, and some freight business.
Car Interchange Bureau, Chicago. Forty-two men who
left service August 9 have returned to work.
The Chicago & North Western took off 21 Chicago suburban trains. This road reported serious difficulty also in
handling its heavy grain, ore and coal traffic; and in many
places, especially in the ore and coal regions the freight
movement was practically stopped by the shortage of cars.
However, food, ice, milk and some non-perishable freight

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

was moved daily, officers in many cases performing the
previously done by the striking men.

work

The situation in New England remains very uncertain.
About 13,000 men went out altogether, and it is estimated
that 1 ,000 of these have been re-employed. The strike at once
imposed serious restrictions on all traffic as the roundhouse
men, terminal car inspectors and other workmen connected
immediately with train operation, very generally left their
Large numbers of suburban runs were discontinued
by the New York, New Haven & Hartford, both in the New
York and the Boston territories. Most of the dining cars
were taken off and many sleeping cars, the shortage of locoAs we go to
motives being the most immediate difficulty.
press, it is estimated the New England roads are moving
about 65 per cent of their normal freight traffic.
The passenger traffic of the New Haven has been heavy
for several months and the pressure is now severe on both
For distances within a few
through and suburban trains.
jobs.

August
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15,

suburban passengers have- to a considerable extent made
to and from their places of business by other conveyances, but the suburban trains have been able to carry
The
their passengers by packing 100 or more in each car.

business through their -pec

miles,
their

reported the total number of trains taken off as
102, including both long distance and short distance runs.
In many cases six-car trains had to take the place of two

ten-car trains.

On

Harlem River branch

of this road, 11 miles long,
Rochelle, N. Y., to a connection with the New
York city railroads at Harlem River, normally run about 20
All local passenger traffic
local passenger trains each way.
was discontinued on Sunday the 10th. The passenger traffic
on this branch is largely coast resort and week-end traffic.

from

Among

way

New Haven

the

New

On Monday

a part of these trains

were restored.

Between

and Fall River, Mass., the local electric
and later a part of the service was
resumed with steam locomotives. The shopmen on the New
Haven and the Boston & Maine are understood to be still discussing the appeal of President Wilson and the orders or
appeals of their leaders; and they are expected to have some
definite answer for the Railroad Administration by today
Providence, R.

I.,

trains were discontinued,

(Friday).

Embargoes on all freight but live stock and perishables
were placed last week by the New Haven, the Boston & Maine
and the Boston & Albany; but this week these were modified
so as to allow agents to accept food, feed, railroad coal and
a few other commodities. Of freight of all kinds about 2,000
cars are being moved into New England daily, even under
strike conditions.

Practically no change was reported in the status of the
shop men's strike in the Central Western and Northwestern
In the Central Western
regions on Wednesday, August 13.
region the latest reports indicate that a total of approximately
4,900 men have returned to work on the lines of the Chicago.
Rock Island & Pacific and that approximately 4,100 still
Unconfirmed reports also indicated that the
remain out.
striking shop men on the Wabash would return to work.
Traffic conditions in this region are gradually improving and

no further serious trouble
shop men's walkout.

is

expected as a result of the

In the Northwestern region the latest reports indicated
that small groups of shop

men

at

minor points

in the region

were returning to their work; however, the majority of the

men are standing firm in their request for wage increases.
Due to the splendid work on the part of superintendents,
trainmasters,

and other subordinate executives in both of
movement of freight and perishables has

these regions, the

been maintained throughout the
curtailed at

many

strike,

although

seriously

points.

House Committee Hearings
on Railroad Regulation
H. haney, director and chief economist of the
bureau of research and publicity, of the Southern
Wholesale Grocers' Association, testified before the
House committee on interstate and foreign commerce on Aug
ust 11, proposing amendments to the Esch-Pomerene bill to

Lewis

extend the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission over private car lines. Mr. Haney asserted that through
ownership of refrigerator cars, packer- enjoy many special
privileges which are discriminatory against the wholesale
grocers, who, he said, have been the first to feel the growth
of the "great food trust which has been more in evidence
during the war." The packers, he said, have come to dominate the meat business and are now extending their control
over the chief items of canned foods and hold themselves out
as distributors of full lines of food products and they have
been able to make these inroads on the food distribution

325
ial

advantages

in

transportation.

these he mentioned the special service given refriger-

ator cars,

tin-

practice of including packing house products

and other food products that do not require spa ial service in
peddler and refrigerator cars, which furnish to the packer a
storehouse on wheels and give him a great advantage in comwith the wholesale grocer.
He read a hm<i list of
food products which are so handled.
He also mentioned the
large organization of the packers which keep
beck on the
movements of the cars and obtain especially prompt handling,
whereas the jobber does not have refrigerator car service and
cannot get the schedule package cars unless suffi< tent tonnage
is available.
The packers are thereby enabled to give more
petition

i

frequent service and to supply goods in better condition to the
The railroads, lie said, take the position that they
cannot furnish special types of cars such as refrigerator and
tank cars, but it is inconsistent with their function as a common carrier that 90 per cent of the refrigerator cars should be
owned and controlled by the packers as this operates against
retailer.

the providing of an adequate supply of such equipment.

He

proposed that the commission's jurisdiction be extended over
all cars, irrespective of ownership so that under the provisions
of the Esch bill the commission could require the furnishing
of an adequate supply of cars and also that special cars should
not be used for freight not requiring special service unless
made available to all shippers on equal terms.
Martin H. Decker, formerly of the New York PublicService Commission, testified before the committee on August
12, supporting in general the provisions of the Esch-Pomerene bill but expressing opposition against giving the commission jurisdiction over port to port rates. He also proposed that the commission's powers over car sen-ice be exercised in ordinary times instead of merely in times of emergency, the establishment of six regional commissions, and
an extension of a plan similar to that of the farm loan bank
act to the railroads.
Mr. Decker said he thought nearly all
the people are convinced that continued government owner-hip
under any theory would mean wretched service and enormous
deficits and he urged that the railroads be returned free of
any government orders put in effect during the period of
government control which would prevent the free exercise of
their officers in order that ''this railroad game
be started over again with a new pack of cards."
B. Gilham, traffic manager of the Macon, Ga., Chamber
of Commerce, supported the Esch-Pomerene bill in general
and urged the committee to disregard for the present the various new plans for dealing with the railroads, but to make
every effort to get back to something like pre-war conditionbefore plans contemplating radical changes are taken up.
Mr. Gilham said that most people familiar with the situation
were convinced that a substantial increase in railroad ratewould have been necessary even if there had been no war.
Luther M. Walter, counsel for the National A--o< iation of
Owners of Railroad Securities, and Samuel H. Beach, president of the Savings Banks Association of the State of New
York, were expected to testify before the committee later in
On Wednesday, a report
the week on the Wartield plan.
by the House committee on interstate and foreign commerce

judgment of

may

recommending the passage

of the

Cummin-

bill

was

tiled

by

Representative Sander- for the committee.

Although lines of the Great Northern, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Northern Pacific pass tin
or near areas recently burned over l>y huge forest fires in
lie
states of Idaho and Montana, practically no loss was
In
sustained by the railroads as a result of these tireMontana 45,064 acres were burned over and approximately
135,189,000 ft. h. in. of lumber was destroyed, and in
41.140 acre- were burned over, destroying approximately
Though no damage was done
126,122,000 ft. of lumber.
the railroads, the fire in many places came within two miles
I

1

of the track.-.

—

News Department

General

The Governor of West Virginia, John
Cornwell, has
senl letters to the governors of other states calling attention
to the hiss ol revenues from taxation which would fall on

tain

I

the states u

Plumb plan

Me estimates

adopted.

West

to

the

Virginia,

a

loss

that
,,i

sult.s

"no accident campaigns" already tarried out.
The
of these campaigns are summarized as follows:
Tot.

of railroad operation should he

{

asualties

(

\

federal ownership would mean,
$3,000,000 in taxes yearly.

.

ployers to pay the wages prescribed was not considered.

out of 63.

Tentative valuation reports have been issued by the Bureau
Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission on
the New Mexico Midland, the Ray & Gila Valley, the Quincy
Western, the Tonopah & Tidewater, the Bowdon Railway,
the Georgia Southern & Florida, the Georgia Northern, the
Heath Valley, the Dover & Southbound, the Carolina Railroad, the Hampton & Branchville, the Arizona Southern and
the Sylvania Central.

Chamber

oi

A "Red" July is the term used by H. M. Mayo, Superintendent of Safety of the Southern Pacific and other lines
in Texas, in his comment on the accident record of that
month, showing fatal accidents to five valued employees,
performance of their duties. In his Bulletin, No.
describing these accidents, he says: "This series of unfortunate casualties illustrates what the management has
been earnestly endeavoring to impress upon its employees
the urgent necessity for individual caution. The exercise of
proper forethought would probably have prevented these accidents.
They were each avoidable, but the avoidance was
in the employe.
The only criticism we can offer is, that the
element of individual safety was disregarded or, unfortunately
omitted.
Men learn through the misfortune or experiences
of others.
May we not hope that the sad lessons contained
Somein the above, may be heeded by our men generally.
times a man dies that those that come after him may live.
If this be so here, then you who live have an obligation which
you may not side-step with justice to those who have
killed in the

24.

Illinois

<

>\ )
Region
ol Employees
1918
Southern, Jan. 19-25
77
230,000
466
Southwestern, May 1-31
174,884
1,475
646
Central Western, June 111') 327,000
100
456
Northwestern June 22-29 ...
274.234
119
481
In the Southern region 28 out of 45 railroads reported Qi
cidents; in the Southwestern region 12 roads were in this
class, and in the Central- Western 47 out of 67 showed clear
records.
In the Northwestern region this was true of 50

Wages of street car employees are to he increased 1- per
cent on a do/en railroads, eit\ and interurhan, in accordance
with an award by the War Labor Board, announced last
'Tuesday.
William Howard Taft, head of this hoard, says
that the cost oi living was the element
that
decided the
hoard in its decision; the ability or the inability of the em-

'passed.'

Num. Casualties

re

"

of

The board

Commerce
Opposes Government Ownership
Chamber of Commerce of

of directors of the

States lias issued a formal statement regarding
of railroad labor organizations for government
ownership.
"To increase the present public debt from 30
billion dollars to 50 billion dollars in order to acquire the
roads," it says, "would severely strain the credit of the
nation and depress the value of the Liberty and Victory
bonds held by millions of people. The public as a whole
through the government would be asked to assume the burden and financial risks of railway capital, while the roads
would be run by and for the managers and employees. The
suggestion of possible reduction of costs of transportation
and betterment of service under such a system is purely
theoretical and has not been established in practice by the
government operation of the railroads. On the contrary,
in this country as elsewhere the very opposite results have
the
the

I'nited

demand

been shown.

"Government ownership means a retarded development of
the railroads.
Because of the war the country is sadly behindhand in railroad construction. Additional facilities must
be added at once and enormous railway extension must be
made during the next few years to meet the actual demands
of our country's growth. This calls for the highest type of
individual initiative and enterprise.
Politics must be kept
out of the railroad business. To make the railroads public

who operate them government employees
throw the railroads into the arena of party politics. In
such an event there would be serious danger of autocratic
control of the government by government employees.
"The overwhelming trend of public sentiment throughout
the United States is opposed to government ownership of the
railroads.
The Chamber of Commerce of the United States
believes in the maintenance of that most vital principle of
our American institutions private initiative."
property and those

Manufacturers' Association Meeting
Will Consider Railroad Problem

The

Illinois Manufacturers' Association has issued a call
meeting of representatives of all classes of industry
interested in the solution of the present railway problem,
including manufacturers, farmers, railroad men and industrial
interests, on September 8 and 9 at the Congress Hotel, ChiIt is expected, however, that the meeting will be so
cago.

for a

as to necessitate transferring the conference to the
Auditorium.
Addresses on the Plumb plan and other proposed solutions of the railroad problem w ill be given by representatives
A permanent organization to combat all
in various fields.
such Socialistic moves as the Plumb plan will probably
eventuate as a result of the conference.

is

to

—

Track Supply Association Exhibit

large

A

National "Drive" for Safety

of railroads, announces
that a "National Railroad Accident Prevention Drive" will
be started on October 18 at 12:01 a. m. and will be continued
until October 31 at midnight, to be conducted under the
circular, sent to the
supervision of the Safety Section.
All officers
regional directors, calls for their co-operation.
and employees are expected to give their hearty support.
This section follows the very satisfactory results of cer-

Walker D. Hines, director general

Fifty firms have already arranged for space in the exhibit
of the

Track Supply Association which

will

be presented

the Auditorium

at

Hotel, Chicago, at the time of the thirtyseventh annual convention of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association on September 16-19 inclusive.
This is the largest number of firms which have ever arranged
for exhibits at this early date.
The following is a list of those companies which have al-

ready arranged to exhibit.

A
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List of Exhibitors of the Track Supply Association
Air Reduction Sales Company New York.
American Hoist & Derrick Company. St. Paul. Minn.
American Steel & Wire Company. New York.
American Valve & Meter Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Anchor Com] any, New York.
Balkwell Manganese Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa.

:

August
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15,

Carbic Mfg. Company, Duluth, Minn.
Malleable Castings Company, Chicago.
( Incago
re Kir, Adams & Company, Chicago.
Dresscl Railway Lamp Works, .New York.
Duff Mfg. Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fairbanks, Morse & < i)., Chicago, 111
Fairmont (ias Engine & Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont, Minn.
II.'ihI. M fg. Company, New
York.
Hayes Trail, Appliance Company, Richmond, Iml
Jngei soil-Kami Company.
York.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

"In
trains

i

I

X™

less.

"Abatement

<

ings

has

number

at

Grade Crossings
ci

by R. J. Clancy, assistant to the general manager of the
Southern Pacific, the Western Pacific and the Tidewater
Southern
"When running at maximum permissible speed on unrestricted track, the average passenger train obstructs a crossing less than seven seconds, yet, judging from crossing accidents, there are many drivers of automobiles who misjudge
the speed of passenger trains or are too impatient to wait
that long and as a consequence run into or are struck by
trains, resulting in serious injury or death.

"During the first six months of 1919, 18 people were killed,
were injured and 233 automobiles were damaged or destroyed in grade crossing accidents, compared with 26
killed and 110 injured during a corresponding period in 1918,
81

decrease in 1919 of 30.8 per cent in the number killed and
of about 36 per cent in the number injured, which, in view
of the increase in the number of automobiles in 1919 over
1918, indicates that some progress is being effected in the
prevention of such accidents.
"Of these 233, 30 stalled on the crossing and were struck
by trains; 111 attempted to cross almost immediately in
front of and were struck by trains; 59 ran into trains;
a

1

skidded into train: 19 ran into and broke down crossing
gates lowered to protect them from passing trains; 3 ran into
and injured crossing flagmen; 4 ran into cattleguards or
crossing signs; and 6 ran over end of track or were not
sufficiently into clear.

after

it

was

In the

two

latter instances

the acci-

attempts to escape being struck by train
observed thai the crossing could not be
in

effected.

"Most of these accidents involved passenger trains, which
would seem to indicate either that some automobile drivers
do not exercise necessary precaution or they misjudge the
speed of passenger trains and fail to realize thai on nine
stricted track a passenger train running at maximum per
missible speed covers half a mile in three-fifths of a minute.
is short time to get oul of the way, especially if necessary to shift gears or if anything goes wrong with the
mechanism of a machine. On -ingle track by waiting aboul
three-fifths of a minute for train to approach and pass all
danger would be eliminated, and there certainly can be few
the circumstances occasioning haste
if any instances where
are so compelling as not to permit of a life-saving wait of a

This

fraction of a minute.

Western Territory

shortage of freight cars uith which to move grain and
western territories has become serious according to
protests made to the Railroad Administration by num<
organizations of producers and shippers.
The situation iespecially acute in central and southern Illinois, central
Iowa and in producing regions east of the Missouri river.
Grain dealers in Springfield, 111. and other points n central
Illinois recently informed the Railroad Administration that
disaster was impending miles- car- could be had for loading immediately.
According to these protests the activities
of threshing crews in these districts have ceaj
the congested elevators and the car movement is -low
with
no prospect of relief. Aid has been promised by the Railroad
Administration and every effort is being made to relieve
the congestion as soon as possible.
Practicallj the same
conditions prevail in Ohio, central Iowa and other producing points in the middle west.
Officers of the Railroad Administration reply that the car
shortage this year i- much the same a- ha- been reported
every year during the corresponding season.
In answer to
the charge that new cars are lying idle in yards because 01
the disagreement between railroads and the administration
over the purchase of these cars, it i- stated that they are being stenciled as rapidly as possible and placed in service. Approximately 10, 000 cars of this type have been promised to
the Northwestern region to relieve the situation in that district.
Every effort is also being made in the Central Western region to obtain cars ior the congested districts and it iexpected that within a short time the loadings in that region
will relieve the country elevators.
j

Pa.

of automobile accidents at grade

in

A

brought forth the following interesting comment

dents resulted

such

for accidents

coal in

&.-

large

vision,

Car Shortage

Railway Review. Chicago.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Reading Specialties Company, Reading, Pa.
Rodger Ballast Car Company, Chicago.
Simmons- Boat dman Publishing Company, New York.
Sellers Mfg. Company, Chicago.
Southern Railway Supply & Equipment Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Track Specialties Company, New York.
Union Switch
Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa
United States Switch Company, Kau Claire, Wis.
Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Automobile Accidents

of

accident- i- not a question of obare occurring where vision is
unobstructed in no less proportion than where restricted. It
is not a question of flagmen, gates, or warning
signals at
crossings, for our flagmen have been run down and injured,
our gates run into and broken, and warning signals hav<
disregarded.
It
is purely a question of drivers of am
biles exercising reasonable judgment and precaution."
structed

(

The

some instances drivers of automobiles raced with
and were either struck on the crossing or ran into the

train, evidently failing to realize that the speed of their
machine, though thoughl greater than that of the train was in
reality considerably less, as is usually th<
hat misjudgmenl of the speed of passenger trains inters into such
accidents appears quite clear from the fact thai accidents of
this character involving freight trains are relatively much

Lackawanna Steel Company, Buffalo, \. Y,
Lundie Engineering Corporation, Xeu York.
Luther Grinder Mfg. Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Maihun Company, Chicago, 111.
Milburn Company, Alexander, Baltimore, Md
Mudgc & ompany, Chicago, 111
National Lock Washer Company. Newark, X. I.
National Malleable Castings Company,
leveland, Ohio.
Oxweld Railroad Service Company, Chicago, III.
I'.
& M. Company, Chicago, III.
Pocket List of Raihoad Officials, New York.
Fosilive Rail Anchor (ompany, Marion, End.
Q. & C. Company, New York.
Rail Joint Company, New York.
Railroad Supply (ompany, Chicago.

Whaiton, William, Jr., Company, Inc.. Easton,
Wyoming Shovel Works, Wyoming, Pa.
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Anthracite Shipments for July, 1919

The shipments

of anthracite for July a- reported t" the
Anthracite Bureau of Information at Philadelphia, -how a
substantial increase over the preceding month and exceeded
a
total of 6,000,000 tons for the tir-t time since October,
1918.
The tonnage senl out la-t month amounted to 6,052,334 tons, an increase over June of 432.743 ton-, or 77
cent.
Compared with July. 1918, when production wa- abnormally stimulated by war condition-, the shipments la-t
month showed a decrease of 1,032.441 tons.
\ large pan of
this decrease, however, was in the production of steam sizes
from washeries that are not in operation tin- year
W'a-hery production in 1918 averaged 550.000 ton- a month, whereas in recent normal years the wa-hcrv output has amounted
to between 150,000 and 250,000 tons a month.
Compared
with July, 1916, the latesl normal year in anthracite production, the shipments i.i-i month showed an increase of 61
ton-.
The shipments for thi
our month- of this coal

a-

beginning April 1, have amounted to 22,608,555
with 21.140.53'. ton- for the corresponding
m 1916, an increase of nearly one and a half million
id

compared

tons.

Telephones in England. In 1918 there were approximately
170 telephones per 1,000 inhabitants in the United States and
only 1° per 1.000 inhabitants in the United Kingdom
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had been loaded
the

News

Traffic
1

i
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The

grain elevator

al

miiim

ii

ii

Port

iimimiiimirs
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Colburne, Ont., owned by the
^ugusl 9,
fire on

with the loss of 8 lives. The capacity of the elevator was
000,000 bushels; estimated loss $1,800,000.

The executive committee
will

of the

appear before the

2,

National Industrial Traffic

House committee on

inter

foreign commerce in behalf of the principles embodied in the Esch-Pomerene bill and to urge the passai
the Cummins bill restoring rate making power to the Enterstate .mil

state

Commerce Commission.

The Traffic Club of Cleveland, (Ohio), has endorsed the
resolutions with respect to the solution of the railroad problem which won- recently adopted by the traffic clubs of Chicago, excepl as to those clauses of the Chicago resolutions
which recommend that the Esch-Pomerene bill be amended
so that the Interstate Commerce Commission will not have
jurisdiction over traffic wholly water-borne.

Car loading reports compiled for the Central Western
region during the month of July show that 57,706 cars of
grain were loaded as compared with 58,842 cars during the
corresponding month last year, or a decrease of i.9 per cent.
During the month of July the lines serving this region also
loaded 80,579 cars of coal as compared with 123,002 cars during the corresponding period last year, a decrease of 34.5
per cent. During the same period 41,443 cars of live stock
were loaded as compared to 42,600 cars during the corresponding month last year making a decrease of 2.7 per cent.

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, composed of 12 regional lumber manufacturing groups and
comprising practically the entire lumber manufacturing industry, recently sent a statement to the House Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce advocating the passage
of the Cummins' bill, providing for the return to the Interstate Commerce Commission of the power over freight rates
1

which it possessed prior to government control. The statement also advocates the considering of this measure apart
from any general plan for the solution of the railway problem which may be adopted.
rates, obsolete and no longer in use, are included
various individual and agency freight tariffs and should
properly be canceled, according to the Kansas City (Mo.)
District Freight Traffic Committee. Accordingly consideration
obsolete
is to be given to the cancelation of 572 of these
An investigation
rates by this committee on September 2.
has recently been conducted and it was found that this number of tariffs have not been in use for the past 12 months,
and that there is no apparent prospective use for them in
However-, the applications seeking authority to
the future.
cancel any or all of these rates will provide that they are
to be restored by publication on one day's notice (subject
to any advances or reductions which may be made in the
meantime) should any movement develop thereunder within

Many

in

one year from the date of cancelation.
H. Dyer, general manager of the Southern Pacific and
Western Pacific, has issued an appeal to shippers to resume at once the full loading of cars, so as to enable the
J.

the

Peace products exceed those of
carrier to move the crops.
the war period, and the world is in need of all these commodities just as badly as it needed the crops last year, or the
Shippers are relaxing their efforts, believing
year before.
apparently that the railroads have a surplus of cars. This
New cars have not been available during the
is not the fact.
war. The demands of peace equal, if not exceed the necessiwar. About 500,000 tons of barley is being moved out
of California now. The fruit crop is one of the heaviest in history; and 28.000 cars will be needed to move the wine grapes.
In the month of June Mr. Dyer found that if all freight cars
ties of

traffic

of

above

their

marked

h*v<
actually used.

been

carried

10 per cent

to

the

month could

fewer ears than were

Canadian Government, was destroyed by

League

Vol. 67,

No.

7

capacity,
in 2,000

According to the Railroad Administration a report on ove«
seas traffic to the Director General of Railroads, 6,223 cars of
commercial export freight were received at North Atlantic
ports foi the week ended August 6, 1919, as compared with
This shows an in* n
1,345 cars for the same week in W1K.
of 4,878 ears or 363 pci cent for the first week of August,
The de
1919, as against the corresponding period last year.
liveries to ships for the week ended August 6, 1919, incn
On .August o, 1919, there were 10,
5,291 ears or 354 per cent.
013,658 bushels ii| grain in elevators at North Atlantic ports
or 50.7 per cent, of the total elevator capacity.
During the
week there were received 4,854,894 bushels of grain, while 5,509,240 bushels of grain were cleared. This shows an excess
At South Atof deliveries over receipts of 654,346 bushels.
lantic and Gulf ports there were 4,408,104 bushels of grain in
elevators as of August 5, representing 36.7 per cent of the
total elevator capacity, as against 31.5 per cent of capacity
for the previous week.

Prince of Wales in Canada

The Canadian

Pacific, which is preparing a special train
for the use of His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales, in
his tour through Canada, announces the Prince's probable
He will occupy the
itinerary from August 21 to October 30.
private car "Killarney" of Lord Shaughnessy, chairman of
The other cars in the train will be
the Canadian Pacific.
the "Cromarty," the private car of Commander J. K. L. Ross;

the compartment car "Empire," and the dining car "Canada";
sleeping cars "Carnavan" and "Chester," tourist car "Chi-

nook" and two baggage

cars.

The condensed

itinerary

is

as follows:
Quebec, August 21-24
Toronto, August 27
Ottawa, September 1
North Bay, September
Cobalt,

September

1

2

Timmens, September 3
Sault Ste. Marie, September

4

Nipigon
Port Arthur, September 8
Winnipeg, September 9
Saskatoon, September 11
Edmonton. September 12
Calgary, September 13
Banff, September 17
Lake Louise
Field
Revelstoke, September 20
Vancouver. September 22
Victoria, September 23
Vancouver, September 29

New

Westminster

Kettle Valley R. R.
Penticton, September 29
Nelson. October 1

Lake Kootenay

Crow's Nest Pass
Macleod, October 2
Medicine Hat. October 3
Moose Jaw, October 4
Regina, October 4 (duck shooting)
Qu'Appelle, October 10
Portage La Prairie, October 10
Winnipeg, October 10
Fort William, October 11
Biscotasing (moose hunting)
Toronto
Hamilton, October 18
Niagara Falls, October 20
Brantford, October 20
Stratford, October 21
Woodstock, October 22
Chatham. October 22
London, October 22
Windsor, October 23
Gait, October 22
Toronto, October 25
Kingston, October 27
Brockville, October 27
Montreal. October 27
Ottawa, October 31

The length of the journey outlined is about 8,800 miles.
In deference to the implied wish of the King that there
should be no undue ostentation during any part of the trip,
the cars, with the exception of the two first named, will be
ordinary Canadian Pacific stock; though some of them will
be brand new and as spotless and beautiful as the car-builders can make them.
Division of Labor on the P. R. R.

who has been a frequent visitor
Curb Market since the Director-General took over
operation of the railroads, made one of his regular trips yesterday from Jersey City, where he is a car inspector for the
"Pick handle" Mulcahey,

to

the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Having in mind the inspector's advanced age and rapidly
failing strength, his broker remarked:
"Mul, you're getting pretty old and feeble, aren't you, to
be bending over and hammering wheels- all day."
"Shure, me hearin' is still good," replied Mul.
"Your hearing?" What's that to do with hammering
wheels?"
"Uncle Sam showed 'em how to run the railroads. I ve
got a helper now to do the hammerin'."
"What do you do?"
Journal.
"I do the listenin'," answered Mul.—Wall Street
_
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Commission and Court News
Interstate

decision issued June 30, 1919, on two
cases submitted May 1, 1918, condemns certain tariffs by
which short railroads, called ''tap lines," carrying lumber
shipped by affiliated mills, were allowed proportions of
through freight rates based on long hauls, made for the very
purpose of increasing the short line's proportion, when the
actual necessary haul was only about one mile.
The "tap
lines" involved were the Prescott & Northwestern and the
Ouachita & Northwestern, situated in Arkansas and Louisiana; and the trunk line was the Missouri Pacific. The dein a

by Commissioner Eastman.
case had to do with shipments from a mill at
Prescott, Ark., about 48 miles north of Texarkana. The mill
is about one mile from the Missouri Pacific; but the lumber
was shipped 29 miles northwest to Tokio, then a short distance southwest by the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf and there
delivered, at Nashville, Ark., to a branch of the Missouri
Pacific; and then (if the car were destined northward) it
was hauled by the Missouri Pacific back through Prescott
cision

The

is

first

The total side-line haul was 76 miles, conto destination.
stituting a waste of 75 miles.
The other case was that of the Ouachita & Northwestern,
which had mills at Clarks, La., on the Missouri Pacific and
In this case
at Standard, La., 10^4 miles south of Clarks.
the tap line had a track parallel to the Missouri Pacific
between Clarks and Standard; and the custom was to send
all shipments over this "tap line" when thereby a ten-mile
haul could be secured; shipments from Clarks going northward were hauled about 21 miles unnecessarily, and those
going southward from Standard were hauled a similar unnecessary distance.
According to decisions of the commission in "tap line"
cases heretofore considered, the proper allowance to the
tap line for a haul of one mile is held to be $2.50 a car,
whereas on the 76-mile haul a carload of 30 tons gave the
tap line $21; and on the 10^-mile haul $18 was taken.
It appears that while the Missouri Pacific is in the hands
of the Government, the wasteful practices here described are
suspended: but the tariffs are still in force, and so the commission deems it proper to issue this decision, preparatory
to the discontinuance of federal control.
The decision holds that a "tap line" is entitled only to
just compensation for the actual and reasonably necessary
services performed by it; and the distances must be measured by the direct route of the movement toward the final
destination.
As to the 10^-mile side line between Clarks and Standard.
no objection is made to the sending of lumber over that line
if it is in the direction of its final destination; as for example,

shipments from Clarks, going south,

oi

from

Standard,

going

north.

Court
Injury to

A

News

Passenger by Baggage
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French Plan Two Railroads in Vosges Mountains
A Havas despatch from Paris, dated August 10, says that
Albert Claveille, minister of public works, has introduced a
bill in the Chamber of Deputies providing for the construction of two new railroads through the Vosges Mountains.

Franco-Spanish Railroad

The

section of the Trans-Pyrcnnean Railroad, between
Ripoll and Ribas, about five miles south of the FrancoSpanish border, was inaugurated recently.
The ceremony
first

was attended by Francisco Cambo, former Minister of Public Works, and Senor Cayera, representing the Spanish Ministry of Development, and the French Deputy Emmanuel
Brousse.

South Australian Railway Extension
The Railways Commissioner of South Australia

at Adelaide advertised for bids to be received not later than May
20 for the construction of a line of 5 ft. 3 in. gage railway

from Long Plains

to Snowtown, South Australia, a distance
of 41 miles. The work is to be completed within 18 months
from the date of contract.
Although the time was too short for American railway
contractors to bid on the actual construction of the line,
Commerce Reports suggests that American manufacturers of
railway supplies and equipment should send their catalogues
and export price lists to C. J. Boykett, Secretary, Railways

Commissioner, Adelaide. South Australia.
British Railroad

Owners Organize

Press despatches to the Journal of Commerce, New York,
report that the various associations of English railway stockholders are merging into the English Railway Stockholders'
Protective Association, which will be maintained by nominal
subscriptions on a pro rata basis according to members'
holdings. The association will take an unbiased stand, neither
in favor of nor against nationalization, its purpose being the
safeguarding of stockholders' interests in the final settlement
of matters arising from Government control.
The main questions to be dealt with are the depreciation
of road and rolling stock and the greatly enhanced costs
of operation.

The

total holdings of railway stocks in the United Kingrepresent a face value of 1,350,000,000 distributed among
1,500,000 stockholders.

dom

Exports of Locomotives
Kxports of locomotives

May, but

in

June

in

June were considerably

less

than

the totals for April.
The
exports in June totaled 78 of a value of $2,356,909, of which
over half in point of value were consigned to Russia in Asia.
The figures as compiled by the Division of Statistics of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce are as follows:
in

slightly greater than

Countni

in Aisle

railroad permitted baggage to remain in the aisle of a
which was so crowded that many passengers were standA woman, making her way through the
ing in the aisle.
crowd, fell over the baggage and was injured. It did not
appear that the railroad was unable to place the baggage
where it would not endanger passengers. The Minnesota
Supreme Court holds that it could not say that it conclusively
appeared that the railroad was free from negligence, although the amount of travel on this day was so unprecedented that it could not have been foreseen or properly provided for.— Pletzky vs. Great Northern (Minn.) 169 N. W.
Decided December 13, 1918.
715.
car,

in

Foreign Railway

Commerce Commission

Wasteful Service by Tap Lines
The commission,

in

ijiiiiii
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France
Russia
Spain
* anada

Number

s

3

20

in

1

11

2
6
4

'

Brazil

China
British

Russia

Itulia
in

i

Asia

Total

Exports of Cars

in

Hollars
184
.065

6.800
68,510
29,650
3.M.450
200.400
s.io

o0

1,350,000

78

2,356,909

June

Exports of freight cars in June were double those of May
and several times in excess of those of any previous month
of 1919. The June exports totaled 5.055. valued at $13,675,186,
as compared with 3,008 freight cars exported in May, valued
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$6,268,078,

Bureau

the

I

lie

oi

well as figures ol

totals in detail, as

exports, compiled bj

cai
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Foreign

Division oi Stati

the

Domestii
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*

ommerce,

•I

ol

are

as

No.
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railways are operated by the Government,
troubles are immediately reflected in Government
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Shortage of German Rolling Stock

and oth
Dollar)

1

1

1,U

he Technical Supplement to the Review ol the Foreign
London publishes an exliail lioni
PreSS
Kolni
ZeitUng Oi June IS, ^nii'M an account ol the causes lor ihe
I

1

Kus&ia

mi

1

8<

I

ui
I

hi

'1

59

in 98

i

1

1,1

hortage

'

100

"In
10,(5 K)

1

13.675.186

17.!." 19

1

Switzerland

in

construction from January 1, 1 M4, to December 31, 1918,
would supply another 200,000 hp. Thus there were at the
beginning of this year about four-fifths of the total available
The electrification of the
water supply still undeveloped.
Gothard railway is still going on, an extra credit of 4,500,000 francs having been voted for it by the Swiss Parliament.
The line between Berne and Brigue is already worked by
(

electricity.

in

June

Exports of car wheels and axles in June were more than
3'j times as large as in May and nearly three times as large
The June
as in April, the best previous month this year.
exports totaled $2,740.47^. as compared with $769,733 in May
and $946,304 in April. Of the June total over half represented
shipments to Italy, while large shipments were made also to
Japan. Russia, in Asia and France. The detailed figures as
compiled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce are as follows:
Countries
France
Italy

Netherlands

Canada

Panama
Mexico
Jamaica
Other British West Indies

Dollars
261.920
1.368,778
2,523
10,550
7^990
18,714

230
420

Cuba

8.047

French West Indies

704

Dominican Republic

71

Argentina

243

Bolivia
Brazil
Chile

238

Dollars
5.059

Countries

Peru

Uruguay
Venezuela
China

.

.

.

Tapanese China
British India
Dutch East Indies
Tapan
Russia in Asia
Australia
Philippine
British

Islands

South Africa

Total

1.825
1 60
1.644
164,874
15,250

1,985

486,910
356,647
16,085
1.309

500
2.740,479

7,551

Railway Problem Disturbing Chile
The reported resignation of the Minister of Public Works
the first news received in this country of the recent Cabinet crisis which has taken place in Chile, says Osgood

is

the Latin-American section of the
rather difficult at this distance to knowjust what is the crux of the situation, but according to the
meagre reports that have arrived this action was due to differences with other members of the Cabinet over plans for
solving some of the problems of railway administration.
These have arisen from a congestion of traffic which the railroads are suffering, a congestion so severe that the Government has been compelled to place an embargo on the export

Hardy in an article
Xew York Sun. It is

of foodstuffs.
During the

I

<

Ruhr

i

man

rolling stock,
there are

district

1

<

renewed complaints

a

There seems rather to be a shortage oi l0C<
bring the wagons to the places where they are required
lather than a shortage of wagons themselves,
The terms
of the armistice, requiring the surrender of so man
lives, are responsible for this
"The Prussian Railway Administration meanwhile has vixen
orders for 2,463 new locomotives, and the engine works are
doing their best to deliver them. On the whole they have
executed the orders satisfactorily. The reason why the
of locomotives is not increasing is explained by the bad condition of the old engines, the result being that every week
as many come to be repaired as have been sent out from
There is an incontestable shortage of
the repairing shops.
passenger carriages. The Railway Administration has conThe
st quently ordered 2,896 coaches and 45,000 freight cars.
Rut even
total orders given amount to 2,000,000,000 marks.
by these orders the stock of locomotives and wagons is
brought to its proper level, the whole difficulty is by no
means solved. There is not a trained personnel available to
enable such a stock of wagons to be utilized as fully as necessary.
This problem is rendered more acute by the eighthour day difficulty, while the abolition of piece-work delays
the repairs to the rolling stock. Then there are the constant
interruptions to work by elections, meetings and councils.
The unsatisfactory state of things in the railway world is
another of the 'achievements' of the Revolution."
riate.

'

to

TinEngineer of London states thai Swiss engineer
ing experts are pressing for the immediate electrificatio
the railways.
The Swiss Minister of the railways has stated
thai it is nol wise to wail the return of normal conditions
before electrifying the Swiss railways, because the coal scarelast
There is available
it}
will probably
for many years.
in Switzerland about 4,000,000 hp. electric energy calculated
on a basis of an average working day of fifteen hours. On
January 1, l'H-4, not nmrc than aboul 500,000 hp. were acThe new power stations built or in process of
tually used.

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles

oi

1

This expression is generally used
ihe 'shortage of wagons.'
to express a state of things for which it is not really appro
|

Railway Electrification

the

1

I

in

war Chile was unable to secure the materials
necessary to keep her railroads in good condition, and now
that steel can once more be obtained, she is considering
various means of rehabilitating her lines. Disagreements as
to the best methods of bringing this about have caused what
seems to be a ministerial crisis which may result in the resignation of the entire Chilean Cabinet, for as the greater part

Condition of Russian Railways
to the Review of the Foreign
Press (London) publishes an extract from an article by L.
Kaplan published in the Wirtschaftdiens of May 16, in which
Mr. Kaplan described the present condition of Russian Railways.
"At the outbreak of war Russia possessed about 83,000
km. of railway line, of which 7,500 km. were in Finland and
Poland. There was 30,000 locomotives and 570,000 wagons,
or 1 locomotive and 19 wagons to each 2.5 km. of line. According to the statistics published by the transport Commissioner in the Severnaya Communa (January 17), there
were on December 1, 1918, only 6,200 locomotives and 120,000 wagons in a serviceable condition, while a further 3,600
locomotives and 145,000 wagons were in need of repair. In
the following three months these numbers were considerably
reduced, and when Krasin, the new transport commissioner,
entered office it transpised that the railways in Russia in
Europe possessed only 4.000 locomotives and 95.000 wagons
for 60,000 km. of line, or one locomotive and 19.5 wagons
The uninterrupted military operations are
for each 15 km.
using up this small remainder, and unless the general situation changes by July 1. an entire cessation of railway traffic
in Russia in Europe may be anticipated owing to the complete destruction of all the rolling-stock.
"Russia is not without means of re-establishing her railway system, or at all events of repairing it in part; but M.
Kaplan relates that he has recently visited the railway shops
hardly
in Moscow, Kursk, Kharkoff, and Melitpol, and found
any work going on. In 1914, Russia produced about 800 locomotives in her own shops, but in 1917 'this number fell to
Repairs have completely ceased
170. and in 1918 to about 20.
owing to the lack of suitable tools, material and skilled workmen. The three largest repairing shops during the last four
months of 1918 only put 44 locomotives in working order;
while in January and February of this year all the shops in
Russia only repaired 40 engines, while no repairs of the

The Technical Supplement

wagons took

place."

.

August
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Exports of Railway Track Material
The exports
not as great

of rails and switches, frogs, etc., in
as in May.
Of rails, 67,028 tons,

June were
valued

Equipment and Supplies

at

$4,208,8/2, were exported in June, as compared with exports
in May of 76,134 tons, valued at $4,902,670.
The exports oi

switches, Frogs, ete.. in June totaled $1,359,725, as
with $1,881,626 in May.

tiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiR
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compared

Locomotive Deliveries

Japanese China and Japan were the largest customers in
June, and large shipments were made to France and Belgium.
The figures in detail as compiled l>y the Division ot
Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

Week Ended August

The following new locomoti)
W eek

ended Augusl

1

Numbe

Road

Works
'in

Virg

man

3

—

Spikes

Pounds

Countries

Belgium

Steel Kails

v

Tons

>oll

I

7,593

426,703

200
J, 988,075

164,977

8,397

355
404

16,880
527,483
156, 7 JO
83,662
5,350
94,036
20,643
24,670

-'78

15.H55

49

2,834

1,959
1,315
82
1,609

Italy

Norway
.

41,345

1,590. .'00

Kngiand
Scotland
.

Millars
dollars

II

94,551

Netherlands

.

—>

1,184.499

Denmark
France

Honduras

itches,

frogs,
splice
bars, etc.
1

>ollai s

218, 475
1.51 J

Cosia Rica ..........

Guatemala

Honduras
Nicaiagua

53,028
14,000
1.400
33,000
5,000

2,483
272
53

26,806

96
323

42,581

228

lanama

2,627

Salvadoi

Mexico

28,000
90,781

1,872
11,693

1,218

14S

960

64

11

Langley,

etc

Labrador
Jamaica
Other British

1.570

1

)

I

French West

2,281
1,005

West
450,146
Indies.

Haiti

Dominican Republic
Aigentina

.

1

02

4,232

1

33 7

7,600
55,000
8,000

2,008

397,930

Colombia
(Juiana

3

as-:

994

1,513

'

!6,677

53.435

10,625
200
50,782

SOS
75

4.S55

4

Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
British

638

12

Indies

Cuba

...

4,iiOO

19,219
235

48,400

1,897

1,000

50

567
972

3,092
33,932
19,843

98,610
49,290
54,045

2A

Peru

771

18,115

Uruguay
Venezuela
C

hiua

233,937

18,1 16

Japanese Can

1,218,954

i

•

.i

British

india,

Dutch East
[ongkong
Japan

.

.

1,88

.

[ndii

1

Australia
Philippine Islands.
Belgian Ko:ig<
Til ttish
South Africa
Portuguese Africa..
.

144,400
16,632
1,232,664
22,000
852

1

160

!,700

808
56,179
I,

'1

&

p

I..

p

1..

w
w

T

&

p

s

P

1

P

S.

4
1

4
4

& V
& V
& ()

P

1.

1

•

.

S
Mil ado
l

1
1

USRA

1

Mallet.

3

\\

1

USRA
USR \
Santa
Santa
Mikado.

1

It

Mallet
Santa
Santa

1

i

1

|

.

2\

Sale of

War

Department's Surplus Material

Ihe Director of Sales, of the War Department, announces
that the Surplus Property division of the office of the director
ol purchase and storage, War Department, is offering for
sale under sealed proposals 46,037 lanterns, located at Jeffersonville, Ind., bids for which will he opened on Augusl 27.
by the surplus property officer, Jeffersonville.
These lanterns are 11 inches in height and hold K pint of oil.
No bid
for less than 180 lanterns will be considered.
Bids are also wanted as follows:
For 15,492

and

Newfoundland

i

USRA

12,560
ss

[80

860

\

K

31,176
450

59
8

&

\

15 J, 107

(.47

1,2

m

p

\

41,928

1,683

Baldw

450,885

.

Canada

Miquelon,

r

3

Su

British

2

were shipped during the

are as follows.:

Poi tugal
Russia in Euiope.
Spain

mmmmimilliliiL-
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1

!,689

14,024
70S, i, 7(i

90i

new shovellocated at Chicago, bids for which will be opened by the
surplus property officer at Chicago, on August 29.
These
shovels are of three types, 996 "D" handle, round blade;
7,700 long-handle, square blade, and 6,796 long-handle, round
blade.
All are unpolished.
No bid for less than 10 dozen
of one style will be considered.
For 38,283 axe handles located at Lewistown, Pa., bids for
which will be opened by the surplus property offici
Philadelphia, Pa., on September 2.
These are all new and
are 36 inches long.
No bids for less than 100 do/en will be
ci msidered.
For 19,863,697 brass rivets located in warehouses al
ton, Mass.. bids for which will be opened by
the surplus
property officer al Boston on September 3.
These rivets
consist of three lots as follows: 12,531,877, 4-16 inches long;
5,377,820, 5-16 inches long, and 1,954,000, 6-16 inches long.
Thej are packed a thousand to a container and no bid for
less than 50,000 rivets will be considered.

I

'Ml
1

i

870

Passenger Cars

1,791
191

U.0^8

The Butler Counts has ordered a Unit car from the Unit
Railway Car Company, Boston, Mass., for September
1

Total

9.727.943

deli\ ery.

!.

Mallet Locomotive Recently Built by the American Locomotive
This locomotive has
of 293,000

lb.,

and

20

and

a tractive

32 bj 26 In.
effort of 66,500

Company

cylinders; a weight on drivers of 241,

working simple and

55,

compound.

for the

lb.;
It

is

a

total

Pekin Kalgan Railway of China
weight In workii
gage and is

of standard

—
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(

J. Lynch has been appointed Bales manager for
the Youngstown Steel Car Company, with headquarters :it
Youngstov n, (hio.
*

The Condron Company, engineers, Chicago, has opened
branch office in the Central Saving & Trust Building,

a

Akron, Ohio,

in

charge of C. L. Post, vice president.

Canby has been appointed district manager of sales
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, with
offices at Chicago, succeeding Nelson B. Gatch, who has been
transferred to the Now York office.
J.

of

L.

the

1

with the Akron Board
of Education. Mr.
was born on
Slut/,
April 29, 1883, and received a high school
He entered
education.

:

district sale- manager of
Company, with headquarter! at
hicago, lias
been promoted to district sales manager with the tame head-

Joint

Rail

Geo

I

succeeding

quarters,
(

I

.

sbester,

who

has resigned to go with
another company. Mr.
Chapman was born in
at
L880
Jersey City,
X. J., and received his
education in the Ste
vens Preparatory
School and the Stevens
Institute

Hoboken,

at

from which institution he graduated
J.,

1902.
lie entered
the engineering department of the Rail Joint
in

Company
F. O. Slutz has been appointed manager of the railway
sales department of the B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio, succeeding C. M. Woodruff, who has resigned
to accept a position

P.

I

ly.

Alexander Chapman, assistant

N.
A. E. Braun, president oi the Farmers Deposit National
Tank. Pittsburgh, Pa., has been elected a director of the
Pressed Steel Car Co., New York, to fill the vacancy caused
by the death Of T. 1. Given.

fonnei

hail

the

George

7

m\ American plants and -'<> sab- and ervice branches will
anizaA --.lies and set
be directed from New York,
lion will be maintained in
U
hicagO Ofl B mori
C
t

mmiiiiiiiiiimiiiniir
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Vol. 67,

at

Newark,

the following
year.
After a short
time in that department
he entered the mills of
the company as an in-

N.

J.,

in

spector

and served

A.

Chapman

in

that capacity at Delaware, N. J., Buffalo, X. Y., and Columbus, Ohio, returning to the headquarters office in 1908 to
take a position in the order department.
In 1914, he was
transferred to the Chicago office as assistant district sales
manager, in which position he remained until his recent
promotion to district sales manager.

the service of the B. F.

Goodrich Rubber Comon October 24,

pany,

1901. In 1909, he served
as a clerk in the pneumatic tire sales department and the following
year was transferred to
the railway sales de-

partment, where he
served in various positions, giving most of
his attention in recent
years to railway sales

work

Trade Publications
Stromberg Automatic Time System.
Company, Chicago, 111., has issued

a

Stromberg Electric

folder

describing

its

automatic time systems, in which a master clock controls
various pieces of secondary equipment, such as secondary
clock for indicating time in various places, in-and-out timerecorder for recording time of arrival and departure of each
employee, program instrument for automatically blowing
whistles, ringing bells, etc., office time stamp for stamping
time and date of receipt of letters and other similar devices.

/
F. O. Slutz

exclusively, until

his appointment, effective July 1, as manager of the same department.
will have his headquarters at Akron, Ohio.

— The

Mr. Slutz

James M. Monroe has resigned as representative of the
Southeastern territory of the Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing
Corporation, Boston, Mass., to become vice-president of the
Harry Vissering Company, Chicago, and vice-president of
the Charles R. Long, Jr., Company, Louisville, Ky.

The Light Railway Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
manufacturers of frogs, switches, portable track, cars and
electric locomotives, has been taken over and is now conB. H.
trolled by the L. B. Foster Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Behrens has been made general manager of sales with offices
at Pittsburgh and H. A. Ellis has been appointed general
manager of a recently completed factory at Holmes, Pa.
Branch offices have been opened in the Commercial Trust
Building, Philadelphia, and the Tribune Building, New York.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, is now
erecting a 10-story office building at 6-8 East Forty-fourth
street, New York, in which will be housed its general offices
now at Chicago. The new building will be completed early
The structure will be of steel, brick and limestone
in 1920.
construction and will be occupied solely by the offices of the
company. The ground floor will contain a permanent exhibition room and display of its pneumatic and electric drills
and other tools, gas engines, air compressors, etc. A completely equipped service station will also be maintained. The

—

Owen Buckets. Two booklets descriptive of the character and
use of the material handling equipment manufactured by the
Owen Bucket Company were recently issued by that company.
The first of these, entitled "Owen Buckets,'' is a general explanation of the detailed parts of this bucket, followed by a general drawing and table of each class of bucket in turn, together
with a folder illustrative of the character of work for which the
bucket described is most suitable. The second booklet, "Owen
Buckets in Operation," consists essentially of illustrations of the
manner in which these buckets have been placed in practical use
in excavating, handling materials and dredging, with a short
exposition of the manner of using in each class of work.
Reinstating the Commissions. The Cummins bill to restore
the rate-making powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission does not have the weight of the best opinion behind
it; and to provide that each state commission is to enjoy
its former authority over intrastate rates will make the law
potentially a nuisance. It is unfair and absurd that the state

commissions, with their well-proved partiality and narrowness of outlook, should be allowed to confer benefits upon
their respective communities and thus add to the deficit
which the national government must pay. So long as the
government is running the railroads, it should say to what
extent it will subsidize shippers. The Director-General can
be

trusted

to

exercise

(Mass.) Republican.

public-spirited

discretion.

Springfield

1

August
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Atlanta Terminal. The Georgia Railroad Commission has authorized this company to issue $1,200,000 new mortgage bonds

Canadian Pacific. Bids have been asked for grading work
on lines in western Canada, as follow-: From Wymark, Sask.
(mileage 15.8 Vanguard subdivision), east for 25 miles; from
Lanigan, Sask., north 50 miles; from Rosetown, Sask., south
25 miles; from Vidora, Sask. (mileage 56.6 Govenlock subdivision), south-easterly 30 miles; from Milden, Sask. (mileage 22.3 Kerrobert subdivision), west 34 miles. In addition
bids have been asked for grading from Russel, Man., north
for 12 miles and a contract has been let to the John Stewart
Construction Company for grading a line from Acme, Aha.,
to Drumheller, 37 miles.
Plans for the construction of a new station at Three Rivers,
Que., have been completed.
The building as designed will
be of the French Chateau style and of fireproof construction,
faced on the exterior with warm brick and cut stone dressing
of limestone.
The floors will be of marble and terrazo tile,
the walls treated with marble wainscot and caen stone or
marble above. The wood finish throughout will be of Cana-

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1 1 1 1

1

1

1 1 1

1

1 j

1

1

1 1 j

1

1

1

1

1

r J J

1

1

1 1

1

1

1

1

r

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

—

to retire outstanding

bonds and out standing

debtedness. The total authorized
these new bonds is $2,500,000.

certificates of in-

(by the company) issue of

Delaware & Hudson.— L.

F. Loree, president, has issued a
statement outlining the financial transactions and the financing of his road since 1900 in answer to the charge made by
Glenn E. Plumb before the House Interstate Commerce
Committee on Tuesday that the Delaware & Hudson,
among other roads, had issued much new stock between
1900 and 1910 at less than its market value, or had given
it away as bonuses to its stockholders.

"At the beginning of 1900," says the statement, "the
authorized and outstanding capital stock was $35,000,000.
In 1904 the company authorized an increase in its capital
stock of $10,000,000, of which $7,000,000 was offered to
stockholders of record March 19, 1904, at $135 a share, each
stockholder having the right to subscribe for one share of
new stock for every five shares owned. The balance of
$3,000,000 of authorized stock is still unissued.
"This $7,000,000 of capital stock was issued to retire
$5,000,000 of New York Canada bonds maturing May 1,
1904, to defray the cost of standard gaging the Chateaugay

& Lake Placid Railway and to reimburse the treasury for
advances for construction work. At the subscription price
$9,450,000 was realized on its sale.
"The average market price of the Delaware & Hudson
stock in March, 1904, was $152.45. The lowest price in that
month was $149, on March 12.
"In May, 1905. the company authorized an increase in
capital stock of $5,000,000 for the purpose
same prior to April 1, 1916, for Albany

its

exchanging
Susquehanna

of

&

Railroad 3^2 per cent bonds, due in 1946, at the rate of
five shares for each $1,000 bond. There has been exchanged
thereunder $1,778,000 of this issue for $3,556,000 of Albany
& Susquehanna bonds, the balance, $3,222,000, remaining
unissued.

"In January, 1906, the

company authorized an

increase of

capital stock for the purpose of exchangits issue of $14,000,000 of 4 per cent convertible debentures, due June 15, 1916, at the rate of five shares
for each $1,000 debenture; $13,500 of capital stock was
issued under this authority in exchange for $27,000 of these

$7,000,000 in
ing same for

its

bonds, the balance of the authorized increase, $6,986,500,

remaining

still

unissued.

"Capital stock of the

company was

between the years 1900 and

1910,

retired and cancelled
by the operation of the

sinking fund, as follows:

Year
1900

Par Val.

Year

2,000

1905
1906

1901

1,543

1902
1903
1904

1,386

138,600'

1,000

100,000
417,100

.

.

:

.

.

4,171

Shares

Par Val.

500

$50,000

2,285

228,5(10

12,885

$1,288,500

"To those who can intelligently interpret financial transactions the financing of the Delaware & Hudson Company
through capital stock during the eleven years from 19001910 must appear most fortunate."
Georgia Coast & Piedmont.— The United States District Courl
has given permission to Gordon & Friedman to withdraw their
bid for the Georgia Coast & Piedmont. The road was offered
Gordon & Friedman bid
for sale recently as a going concern.
for it with the intention of scrapping it. This, under the terms
the sale, they could not do.

—

Waycross & Western. The Georgia Railroad Commission has
authorized this company to issue $147,000 five-year six per cent
notes and $50,000 stock.

dian oak.

Chicago & NORTH Western.— Work on the elimination of
two grade crossings by the construction of one mile of newhighway east of the Chicago & North Western tracks, four
miles south of Racine, Wis., will be started soon. The work
will also involve some incidental changes to the Chicago &
Milwaukee electric line. The approximate cost is $25,000.

Chicago & North Western.— The Railway Commission of
Wisconsin passed an order on July 11, 1919, which calls for
the elevation of 2-4 miles of the main line from Solma to
North streets, Kenosha, and on the Kenosha division from
the main line junction to Fremont street, a distance of .26
miles.
The work will involve 15 subways on the main line,
and 1 subway on the Kenosha division. All the work inside
of the right-of-way will be paid for by the railroad except
changes in public utilities while the city will pay for all pavement and street improvements and sewers outside of the
right-of-way and assume the responsibility for all changes in

The estimated cost of the work is $2,650,000.
The Chicago & North Western has entered into a contract

property.

with the city of Kenosha, Wis., for the division of the cost
of the Main street improvement project, which will include
a 200-ft. viaduct and a 140-ft. bascule bridge.
As the viaduct
extends over the industrial tracks of the Chicago & North
Western, its share of the cost of the improvement will amount
to $40,000, while the cost to the city will be $310,000.

—

Northern Pacific. This road has completed and placed in
operation a branch line extending from Hesper, Mont., seven
miles north of Laurel, 41 miles to Rapelje, serving the Lake
Basin country.
Texas Roads.

Shares

$200,000
154,300

.

—

— Plans

Castle, Tex., south

Wichita

are being made to build a line from New
for about 150 miles.
& Kell.
interested and Colonel J. R. Holman is

Hammon

are
the chief engineer.
Grading contracts are reported let for
work on 45 miles near Ranger. The Missouri, Kansas &
Texas is contemplating the sale to Hammon & Kell. of the
Wichita Falls & Southern, which operates from New Castle
north to Wichita Falls. 53 miles, to form a north extension
of the proposed new line.
Falls,

—

WISCONSIN SOUTHERN Railroad Company. This company is
planning to construct its railway over that part of its charline from Milwaukee to a connection with roads reaching Chicago and the belt lines around Chicago.
The company has extensive charter ri-hts in counties northeast from
Madison. Wis., to Sturgeon Bay and also with counties
northwest from the state line between Illinois and Wis
sin.
through Kenosha, Racine. Milwaukee to Marshfield.
The company is capitalized for 50,000 shares of stock at $100
each, of which 35,000 shares are preferred and 15,000 shares
are common stock. Charles B. Smith, of Fond du Lac, Wis.,
is president of the company.

1
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.ml maintenance ol the Ball
Ohio System, with
re &
headquartei
at
Baltimore, Md., and held thai po ition until
July I, 1918, when, undei federal control ol the railroads, he
"t the
was appointed managei oi the New Yorl propertii
Baltimore & >hio, including the staten Island lines, as above
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Engineering and Rolling Stock

Railroad Administration

Colonel Frederick Mears has been appointed by the P
dent as chairman and thief engineer 0\ the \laskau
neering Commission, in charge of the construction ol the
govemmenl railroad in Alaska. Colonel Meats was foiimil,

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

I

A. F. Dodd has been appointed treasure! and auditor foi
receivers of the Denver & Sail Lake, with headquarters
.it
Denver, Colo., succeeding J. R. McCoy, who has been
granted a leave ol absence on account of illness and who,
—
upon
return to service, will be assigned t<> other duties.
tin'

1

a

1 i

Operating
M. E. Welch, trainmaster on the \'ew York Central lines
east, al Buffalo, \. V., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Buffalo division, with headquarters at Buffalo.

New York

properties of

Charles D. Quinn, whose appointment as assistant general
freight agent of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., has already been announced in these

1888

columns, was born on December 29, 1874. at Louisville, and
was educated in the high school of his native town. He began railway work on March 16, 1896, with the Louisville &
Nashville as stenographer to the assistant general freight
agent.
He subsequently served in the soliciting department,
and then was consecutively rate clerk, chief rate clerk, as-

Septembe

r. 1891. to
served
July. 1898, he
con secutively as stenographer to the super-

sistant chief clerk and chief clerk until his recent appointment as assistant general freight agent of the same road.

Gulf.

Colorado & Santa Fe:

J. M. Davis
the suo f
the
Mexican Central: clerk in the general manager's office of the
Great Northern, and assistant superintendent of the Great
Northern.
In 1898. he was made
superintendent of the
Breckenridge and Montana divisions of the Great Northern,
and left that road in 1900, to go to the Erie as superintendent
at Scranton, Pa.
Two years later he was appointed superintendent of the Union Steamboat Line of the Erie, at Buffalo. X. Y.. and from August, 1902, to May, 1903, was superintendent of the Allegheny division of the Erie.
He then
returned to the Great Northern, where he served as superpromoted to assistant general superintendent of the Central district.
In 1907. he went to the Oregon Short Line
as assistant general superintendent, with headquarters at
Salt Lake City. Uath, and was subsequently made acting
general superintendent and later general superintendent. In

chief

clerk

Toledo

Expeditionary Forces abroad, has received his discharge
from the army and resumed his former position at Des
Moines.

as a freight trainman
on the San Antonio &
Aransas Pass.
From

the

been

service as assistant chief of the inland traffic service of the
staff of the American

York, effective
September 1. Mr. Davis
was born on November
1871.
and
began
5,

of

lias

war department, and on the general

Xew

intendent

Ferguson

Colonel Hal S. Ray, formerly assistant general passenger
agent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Des Moines, la., and for the last two years in military

1

in

a

Hochstedler, chief of the tariff bureau of the De& fronton, at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at
Detroit, vice J. A. Scheuerman, resigned to accept service
elsewhere, and the position of chief of tariff bureau has been
abolished and W. G. Howard has been appointed commercial
agent, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

president of the Rock
Hill Iron & Coal Comand
associated
pany
corporations, including
the East
Broad Top
Railroad
a n d
C a
Company, with office

work

retired to return to

E.

C.

Baltimore & Ohio, including the Staten Island lines,
with headquarters at New York, has resigned to become

railway

B.

troit,

the

at

commission but

appointed chief of the tariff
bureau of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
and the Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge, with headquarters
at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding Walter Nichols, deceased.

H. L. Wright has been promoted to general inspector of
operating department of the Mobile & Ohio and the
Southern Railroad in Mississippi, with headquarters at Mobile. Ala., performing such duties as may be assigned to
him l>y the general superintendent: V. J. Thompson has
been appointed supervisor of safety, with headquarters at
Mobile, Ala., vice Mr. Wright.
of the

of this

Traffic

W.

the

John M. Davis, manager

member

He was with Get
duty with the army during the war.
Goethals during the construction of the Panama Canal and
the Panama Railroad, and has been connected with the manWilliam
agement of the American railroad lines in France
C. Edes, heretofore chairman, has been appointed consulting
engineer to the commission.

to

Purchasing

perintendent

1910. he

was appointed general superintendent

district

of

D. East has been appointed division storekeeper on the
Baltimore & Ohio Eastern Lines, with headquarters at KeyJ.

ser,

Southern

Va., vice C. S. Filler, resigned.

Yazoo & Mississippi Valwith headquarters at Vicksburg, Miss., has been appointed storekeeper for the Gulf, Mobile & Northern, with
headquarters at Mobile, Ala., vice R. C. Brown, resigned.
G. H. Greer, storekeeper on the

ley,

Obituary
John S. Shaughnessy, formerly purchasing agent for the
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, and more recently
connected with the construction department of the Canadian
Pacific, died at his home in Chicago on August 10, after an
illness extending over a year.
He was 55 years old. Mr.
Shaughnessy was a brother of Lord Shaughnessy, chairman

of the Central
with headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal.
He entered the service of the Baltimore &
Ohio on January 1. 1914, as assistant general manager at
Cincinnati, Ohio, of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern-

the

W.

Pacific,

of the

Hamilton & Dayton, and later in the same year,
was promoted to general manager of these lines. Tn July.
1916, he was appointed vice-president in charge of operation

board of directors of the Canadian

Pacific.

Labor Unions in France. Before the war the French Labor Confederation had about 300,000 members. At the present time their membership has increased to about 1,500,000.

Cincinnati.
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During the months of April, May and June the Railroad
Administration steadily and substantially reduced the rate at
which it was incurring a deficit. The
Financial
financial showing made in June was

Showing

up to that time this
In January the net operating
income earned was 33 per cent of the
guaranteed standard return of the companies; in February, it
was only 21 per cent, and in March it was less than 16 per
cent.
It looked then as if the deficit for the year would be
$750,000,000. In April, however, net operating income was
39 per cent of the guaranteed return; in May it was 51 per
The improvement is
cent; and in June it was 64 per cent.
partly due to some revival of business since March, but more
largely to the energetic measures which have been adopted by
the Administration and the operating officers to effect economies.
The ratio of expenses to earnings in February and
March was over 92 per cent. It was reduced in each of the
months of April, May and June, and in June was less than
If the Railroad Administration should do rela84 per cent.
tively as well during the last six months of the year as it did
in April, May and June its total deficit for the year would be
just about $500,000,000, while if it should do relatively as
well in the last six months of the year as it did in June its
total deficit for the year would be only about $415,000,000,
of which about $243,000,000 was actually incurred in the
Of course, the recent strikes
first six months of the year.
will have an adverse effect upon the operating and financial
results; and if further advances in wages are granted they
will cause the deficit to begin to increase at an accelerated
relatively the best

private operation.

Attention

page of

directed

is

this

issue

for

the

Technical

to the report appearing on another
on the adjustment of salaries for sub-

ordinate engineering positions recentlv
authorized in the Northwestern region.

Justice

This was prepared

Men

classification
bilities

gether with

for

of

the

maximum and minimum

the form of a
and responsivarious positions, torates of compensation
in

duties

for each grade.
It is the work of a committee of three
chief
engineers, who are to be commended for the fairness,
clearness and logical arrangement of the schedule.
This is the
first real recognition accorded the
technical emplovees. They
were not mentioned in any of the supplements to Order
No.
27, and while the officers of a few individual roads took
it

upon themselves to place interpretations on Supplements
7
and 8 so as to apply to draftsmen and subordinate
engineers.
this was not generally done.
Consequents many of the technical men have had a valid grievance against the
Administra-

The matter of salary adjustment for these men was the
subject of a hearing before the Board of Wages
and

tion.

rate again.

The

Advertising Section

of the

handled on the larger roads in the region, had a re< ord of
95.6 per cent of trains, which either were on time or made up
time lost by connections, and of 92.6 per cent of train.> which
were on time at the final terminals.
One of the very most
important features of good passenger service is trains that
maintain their schedules.
The Southern region has started
a form of rivalry which should not only be imitated in other
regions now, but continued after the railroads are returned
to

year.

Improving

5

YYorkin"
Conditions early in the year, but no action was taken
and the
matter was finally transferred to the regional directors.
The
Northwestern region has been the first to act officially in
this
matter and its officers deserve a great deal of credit
for recognizing the justice of this case and for having the
courage to
set a precedent for the other regions.

railroads of the Southern region under the direction
of Regional Director B. L. Winchell are engaged
in a form of rivalry which deserves to

and stimulus

Improving the

b e recommended for imitation to the
This is a
railroads of other regions.
rivalry for increasing the. number of
Record
trains that arrive at destination on time.
One of the criticisms which long have been made, and justly
made, against the operation of the railroads of the United
States, has been that they have had many late passenger

"On Time"

Premier Lloyd George's speech before the House of Commons on Monday of this week, which was reported at length
in most of the leading daily
papers,
Government
was of spec a i importance in more ways
j

Control and

which before the war their
service was inferior to that of most of the railways of Great
Britain, France and Germany. The railways of what is now
the Southern region bore the reputation of having a relatively
larger number of late trains than those of almost any other
section, although whether they deserved the reputation cannot
be shown. In June, of 50,94° trains operated in the Southern
region 94.4 per cent either were on time or made up time after
having been received late from connections. The number of
trains which actually arrived on time at their final terminals
was 92 per cent of the total. A still better record was made
trains.

This

is

one respect

in

in May, when 95.3 per cent of all passenger trains either
arrived at their final terminals on time or after having made
up time which had been lost on connecting lines
The best
record made by any road in June was that of the Illinois
Central, whose "batting" average was °(>.(> per cent.
The

Southern

railroad,

operating

one-third

of

all

the

trains

Strikes

than one.

The premier had considererable to say in his three-hour address concerning Britain's serious finan-

but we should like to refer particularly to
he announced that the government had' rejected
the majority report of Justice Sankey's
commission Which proposed the gradual nationalization
of the
coal mines.
The government, he said, would launch, instead,
a plan for partial state control, by which the government
will buy out the owners of coal lands,
who receive royalties
from the mining companies, give the miners a -hare in the
control of the mines, organize the mines into di-tricts
and
establish a fund for improving the living conditions of miners.
cial

condition,

the

decision

This decision

of special importance because it indi
government has finally taken a definite stand
against nationalization.
Judging from what the premier said
as to nationalization, it is apparent that the British
government ha- at last discovered that government ownership does
that the British

339
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mean satisfied labor and efficient work. The pre
micr deprecated severelj the intentional slowing Mown oi
production, which, although he did nol say so, has been emBui even more important is
phasized i'\ government control
tlu- evidence that the premier is firral) converted to the idea
that government ownership or control doc- not mean the end
"The premier contended,"
of labor troubles and >trikc-.
not al all

saVS the despatch, "that there was no evidence that harmony
would prevail with the workers under state ownership. He
he
instanced the recent miner-' strike in York-hire, which
decland was a strike againsl the government, and the ex-

Thereperience of the railways under <_;ovenimcnt control.
Sankcv report that
fore, he thoughl the whole basis of the

ownership would promote harmony had been falsified."
The argument that government ownership and control will
mean an end to strikes and similar labor difficulties seems to
"But two blows in two successive weeks, one from
die hard.
the British premier on the other side of the ocean, and the
railway shopmen's strike on this side, will no doubt go far
towards downing it at last.
-tate

Economies Effected by Signals

THE-aryincreased
the

cost of material

and labor makes

it

neces-

railroads to effect economies in every way
prevails not only in this country
condition
This
possible.
for
but throughout the world. One method being considered
costs on the British railways is by the general infor

reducing

present system
stallation of automatic signals to replace their
South Wales Govmanually operated signals. The
were confronted with a heavy increase in

New

of

ernment Railways
track a considerable
traffic and found it necessary to double
Although operating
mileage bevond the metropolitan area.
with respect to
standards
Trade
of
Board
British
the
under
it adthe safe working of the lines, the officers have found
visable to install automatic signals on certain stretches, which

Under the operto be a profitable investment.
could
ating conditions on these lines it yvas found that signals
on the
be used to advantage in the suburban areas and also
discountry stretches of the double track lines where the
block
of
length
the
than
greater
tance between stations is

have proved

stations necessary to

handle the existing

traffic.

the single track lines in New South Wales it is felt
that automatic signals cannot be used to advantage, as the
The larger
electric tablet or electric staff system is employed.
part of the system is interlocked. The installation of signals
in the suburban area yvas found necessary in order to shorten

On

the headyvay betyveen trains and in this manner increase the
On the double track country lines
capacitv of the tracks.
automatic signals yvere installed to facilitate the movements of

through trains and to obviate the necessity for the force of
men that would have been required to operate the old type
of signals.

While a greater expenditure in first cost was necessary
than for a manual system, the smaller number of employees
required, yvith the increased safety of operation through the
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Has Railroad

Capital or Railroad

Labor Been "Exploiting?"
1

in

"J"
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upon whi< h the advoi

Plumb Plan baaed their argumi
hearing- before the Hon. Committee on
of the

al

for

in

it

the

Com-

Interstate

merce was that the railroads should not be privately owned
and managed for private profit, but should be government-owned and operated by the employees "al
Their operation by private companies for private profit results, it was asserted, in the publii on the one hand and the
railroad employees on the other being "exploited" to get huge
profits for the private owners.
If this contention is based upon experience, and not upon
mere theory, it must be possible to show that under private
ownership and operation, the railroad owners actually have
received large and increasing profits, while, in order to make
these profits, they have exploited the public by charging it
ever higher and higher rates, and exploited the employees by

keeping down or reducing their yvages.
In fact, in one of his closing statements to the House Committee on August 12, Glenn E. Plumb made numerous
charges to the effect that the railroad companies have issued
have given their stockholders stock
securities,
fictitious
bonuses, have padded their property investment accounts, and
have done numerous other things of similar character with
the purpose and effect of enabling the owners to make
enormous profits at the expense of the public and the employees. When he attempted to supply any facts in support of
his allegations— a thing Mr. Plumb seldom does
he referred
chiefly to transactions which he asserted had occurred since
the year 1900.

—

We

do not wish

Plumb and

to cause

pain and embarrassment

to

Mr.

fellow leaders of the "red" element of organized labor by applying the standard of cold official statishis

It is necessary,
to their wild ravings against capital.
however, for the enlightenment of the public that this be
done. Let us therefore take the official statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the years 1900 to 1917,
when the railways were under private management, and see
just hoyv much support they give to Mr. Plumb's series of allegations.
Let us see who, if anybody, connected with the
railroads, did any exploiting during this period; and if so,
e shall
yvho really were the exploiters and the exploitees.
add to the Commission's statistics for the years 1900 to 1917
some estimates based upon the available statistics of the Railroad Administration for the year 1918 and for the first six
months of 1919, to show who, if anybody, connected with the
railroads, has been doing any exploiting under government
tics

W

T

operation.

The accompanying
1900

to 1907,

table shows, for the seven year period

and the ten year period 1907

to 1917,

and

also,

now be

estimated, for the two year period
1917 to 1919, and the nineteen year period 1900 to 1919, the
increases which have occurred in the book cost of road and

as closely as can

elimination of the human factor in the operation of the sigThe economy effected
nals, has proved of great advantage.
shows the value of such installations. On the territory where
108 automatic block sections yvere provided it would have
been necessary to construct 46 additional interlocking towers
and use a staff of 138 men yvhose wages yvould have amounted
The saving in wages by
to at least $116,640 per annum.
using automatic signals in a short time more than offset the
Under the operating conditions now
increased investment.
existing. on many lines in the United States automatic signals
can also be used to advantage as they will produce similar

equipment, and the operating income of the railway companies, in the number of their employees, and in the total
compensation of the employees.
If the reader will take the trouble to study these statistics
he will see that they throw much light upon the validity of
the allegations made by Mr. Plumb. They show that in the
seven years from 1900 to 1907 the book cost of road and
equipment, as reported by the railway companies and compiled by the Interstate 'Commerce Commission, increased
Meantime their operating income inabout 27 per cent.
("Operating income" is all that is left
cent.
per
59
creased
expenses
to a railway company after it has paid its operating
and taxes; and every dollar of interest and dividends it pays,

savings.

and every dollar of earnings which

it

invests in

its

property,

August
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1919

22,

comes out of operating income. Therefore, operating income
the best measure available of the profitableness of the railroads to their owners.)
During this same period of seven
years the number of railway employees increased 64 per cent,
and the amount of compensation paid to them increased 86
per cent. During this time the profits of the owners of the
is

railroads

increased

faster

relatively

than did the average

wage per employee.

The

somewhat

different story.

year period 1907 to 1917 tell a
During this period the railroads

were subject to strict regulation. Their net capitalization increased less during this time than their book cost of road and
equipment, but their books were kept under an accounting
system prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and therefore the additions to their book cost of road and
equipment must have been correctly made. The Interstate
Commerce Commission has not given us its figure for total
book cost of road and equipment in 1917, but its figure for
1916 exceeded $17,500,000,000, and therefore we have assumed that for 1917 it will be about $18,000,000,000, although it may be less.

The increase in property investment in ten years, then, was
about 38 per cent, while the increase in operating income
was less than 40 per cent. (The year 1917 was the best exTotal

Book
Years

1%0
1907

that the average receipts per ton per mile
de< lined from 7 3
1900 to 7.15 mills in 1917, and that there was a
slight decline in the average receipts per passenger
per mile.
In spite of all the crimes and misdemeanors alleged
to have

Number

m

been committed by the railway companies during these seventeen years, the public was charged lower rates
at the end of
the period than at its beginning, and the average
wage of
employees had increased 75 per cent.

We

come now

to the period of government operation
of
railroad owners have had no opportunity
during this time to exploit the public. The
return they are' being
paid on their capital is based upon the average
operating

railroads.

The

in-

come earned by them in the three years ending on
June 30,
1917, and is about 13 per cent less than what they
received in
1917.
Meantime how has labor been get'tiny on':- The pav
roll of the

Railroad Administration for January, 1919, which
contains the latest statistics available, indicates
that since
1917 the total number of railway employees has
increased
about 7 per cent, while the total wages paid to them
have increased at the rate of 63 per cent per year. Mainlv
in order

and equipment

Operating
income

employees

compensation
of employees

$10,263,313,400
lo,030,344,328

$477,284,030
760,277,389

1,017,653
1,672,074

$577,284,841
1,072,386,427

to pay this advance in wages the public has
had its passenger rates increased 50 per cent and its freight
rates at least

$2,767,030,928

$282,993,359

654,421

$495,101,586

taxes.

26.9

59.3

64.3

85.8

$760,277,389

cost of road

7

Percentage of
increase in
years...

7

1907
191/

Increase in 10
years
Percentage of

$13,030,344,328
18,000,000,000*

i;069, 750,514

1,672,074
1,732,703

$1,072,386,427
1,738,796,046

$4,969,655,672

$309,473,125

60,629

$666,409,619

38.1

40.7

Increase in 17
years
$592,466,484
$7,736,686,600
Percentage of
increase in
124.1
75.3
17 years..
1917
$18,000,000,000* $1,069,750,514
18,500,000,000*
1919
947,OO0,O00t

Incicas ein 2
years
Percentage of

$500,000,000

increase in
2 years.
Increase in 19
.

$122,750,514||

2.S

.

years

If

it is defraying a huge railroad
deficit from
anybody connected with the railroads has been "ex-

ploiting" the public during this time, it has not
been the
terrible Morgans, Rockefellers, and so on, but
the Stones, the
Garretsons, the Lees and other leaders of railroad labor
organizations.

Reviewing, now, the record of the last nineteen
years, we
it shows that the increase in
the book cost of 'road 'and
equipment, which represents the investment made
in the
railroads, and which Mr. Plumb says is enormously
inflated
has been about 80 per cent, while the increase
in the operating income from which the railway companies
are deriving
their return has been 98 per cent.
Meantime, the increase in
the number of railroad employees has been less
than 82 per
cent, while the increase in their annual compensation
has been
391 per cent.
Let us state the matter in another way. In 1900 the operating income of the railways was $477,000,000 and
the wa<*es
paid to labor were $577,000,000. The operating income
upon
which the railroad companies' guaranteed compensation for
1919 is based is less than $950,000,000 while the total compensation of railroad employees in 1919 is running at the rate
of approximately $2,8 S5,000,000.
Nineteen years ago the
wages of the employees were about $100,000,000 more than
the operating income of the companies, while in IOIO the compensation of the employees is running at the rate of $1,000,000,000 a year more than the return guaranteed to the comfind

increase in
10 years..

3.6

62.1

715,050

$1,161,511,205

70.3

1,732,703
1, 848,774*

116,071

6.7

12.9||

$8,236,686,600

$459,715,970

831,121

80.2

98.5

81.7

201.2
$1,738,796,046
2,834,607,068$

$1,095,811,022

63.

$2,257,322,227

Perctitage of
increase in
19 years..

391.

*Estimated.

(Average for years 1915, 1916 and 1917, on

\v bich

government's guaran-

companies are based.
aliased on January, 1919, statistics.

tees to

Decrease.

1916 in point of operating income that the railroads
have ever had. A very different story regarding the increase
of operating income would be told if we compared the year
1915 with the year 1907.) In the same ten years the number of railroad employees increased less than 4 per cent, while
It can
the total wages paid to them increased 62 per cent.
hardly be said that during this period the railroad companies
were very successful in increasing their profits by "exploiting" their employees. The increase in what the employees got
cept

out of the railroad business was relatively and absolutely
much greater than the increase in what the owners got out
of the business.

In the period of seventeen years, 1900 to 1917, the increase
book cost of road and equipment was 75 per cent, and
the increase in the number of employees only 70 per cent.
Meantime, operating income increased only 124 per cent,
while the total compensation of employees increased 221 per
cent.
Relatively and absolutely the employees increased their
in the

What was happening to the public meantime? Was it being "exploited" to make a Roman holiday for
the owners?
The statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission show

25 per cent; and

Increase in
years

I|

income from the business during this time much more than
did the capitalists against whom Mr. Plumb directs his melodramatic seri< is of "I charges."

mills

statistics for the ten

341

panies.
In the face of facts such as these the leaders of the
labor
organizations are demanding still another increase of $800,000,000 a year in wages, and, at the same time bitterly as-

companies for alleged "profiteering" and for seeking legislation which will enable them to pay perhaps 6 per
ient upon their property investment.
The increase in the
sailing the

wages of the employees since 1900 has been over four times
and relatively as die increase in the
operating income of the companies.
a- meat, both absolutely

Let US consider these statistics regarding capital return and
in connection with statistics showing the service rendered to the public. In the last nineteen year.-, as we have seen,
the hook cost of road and equipment has increased about 80
per cent and the operating income of the companies about 98

wages

;

1
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per cent.

The number

of tons carried one mile has

ini

In consequence the lal>or cosl of moving a ton
391 per rent.
one mile and a passenger one mile is now more than twice as
Again we ask, since the
great as it was nineteen years ago.
labor agitators indulge in so much wild talk about "exploitation," who do these figures indicate has been "exploiting?"
is difficull
It
for a generous and rational mind to decide
whether Mr. Plumb and the other labor agitators are prompt
ed by ignorance, malignitj or sheer recklessness in indulging
in the sort of wild misrepresentation and melodramatic vitup-

management with which they rehave been .regaling the House Committee on InterOne good result
state Commerce ami the American public.
they do cause by it, however. They prompt people who know
something of the facts regarding the railroad business to
present them; they jar the public into taking an interest in the
facts; and the more the facts are presented, and the more
widely they become known and are understood by the public,
the better chance there will be of securing the return of the
railroads to private management under a system of regulation under which they can be efficiently operated and can
eration regarding railroad
cently

become prosperous again.
Far be it from the Railway Age to say the statistics presented above show that railroad labor has been "exploiting"
But if it cannot truly be said that railroad labor
the public.
has been exploiting the public during nineteen years when the
labor cost of moving a ton one mile has more than doubled,
surely it cannot truly be said that railroad capital has been
exploiting the public when it can be shown that during the
same period the capital cost of moving a ton one mile has
been reduced by almost one-half.

Books

of Walls, Bins and Grain Elevators (third Edition),
by Milo S. Ketchum, dean of the College of Engineering,
University of Colorado, 6 in. by 9 in., 556 pages, illustrated,
bound in cloth, published by McGraw-Hill Book Company.
239 West Thirty-ninth street, Nczv York.

The Design

This constitutes an amplification of the preceding edition
known treatise on structures subjected to the
The addilateral pressures of earth and other materials.
tional material consists of data on the economic design of
reinforced concrete retaining walls, formulas for wedgeshaped reinforced concrete beams, formulas for calculating
the load on bin walls according to several methods, the calculation of pressures in sand boxes and one feature which
will be most welcome to a great many engineers
fully
worked out problems in the design of retaining walls and
bins.
A report on the design of retaining walls adopted by
the American Railway Engineering Association in 1917 has
been added to this volume. The arrangement of the matter
in the present edition follows that of its predecessor, commencing with a general explanation of the theory of lateral
pressures on walls and bins as expounded by various authorities, reports of various experiments and types of walls conof this well

—

—

structed with detailed explanations of retaining wall design
as mentioned above. The second part of the book is devoted
to the design of coal bins, ore bins, etc., and the third portion

design of grain bins and elevators. There is also an
appendix of about 70 pages on plain and reinforced concrete materials, design and specifications.
to the

.
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tried
meantime 160 per cenl and the number <>f pas
handled annually
[Tie traffii
one mile aboul 181 per cenl
for the public having increased almost twice as much in
proportion as the book cosl of road and equipmenl and the
operating income of the companies, it follows thai the capital
cost of moving a ton one mile, or a passenger one mile, is now
Mean
a little over one half what it was nineteen years ago
time, the annual compensation of the employees has increased
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About Eliminating the Flagman?
EdITOB

in:

was much

:

in the article on "Flagging and It
Relation to Railroad Accidents," by c. ('. Mc( hord, in the
1
issue hi' the Railway Age of June 20, page 1528.
con
I

sider

it

a very

interested

good

and the disastrous

treatise

on the shortcomings of flagmen

results often

the flagman to give the

attributed to the failure of

engineman warning

in

time to avert

collisions.

wonder

if
the author has given ven careful consid
one other view that might be taken in regard
to the prevention of collisions in block signalled territory
that is, eliminating the flagman, and depending entirely on
the engineman's observance of the signal indications.
Every
I

eration

to

instance of collision cited shows that in those instances the
presence of the flagman did not avert the accident, and to
these can be added a much longer list of such instances.
If
there were any records to show how many accidents the
presence of the flagman in block territory averted, I wonder
how it would compare with the other. In very few cases
has it been shown that the signals failed to give a proper
warning, and I believe that the proportion of accidents due
to improper automatic signals is at least as small as that
It cannot be disputed that
caused by air brake failures.
an occasional false clear indication is given by an automatic
signal, but the investigation of accidents seems to show that
false clear signals are responsible for a very small percentage
of them, and the fact that the accidents occurred at those
times is positive proof that the practice of having a flagman
out did not prevent them.
It was my good fortune recently to be present at a conference on this subject where the operating officers of one of the
largest railroads in North America begged for the opportunity of eliminating flagmen in automatic block signalled
territory, but they were denied the privilege through the
These
joint action of other roads and a government body.
men had the courage to do this even though there had been
rather a bad accident not long before on their road in automatic territory where there was some, but not conclusive,
evidence that a signal of an old design had given a false
clear indication. Had they carried out such a procedure, that
road would, no doubt, have been able to furnish interesting
and valuable information on the value of the flagman in automatic territory. There is no doubt but that such a practice
would increase the capacity of a railroad by eliminating the
time required to recall a flagman. Possibly the increase in

engineman in observing signal indications
and in acting on the instructions given by the signals, which
he would know was the last warning he could have of conditions ahead, would reduce rather than increase the number
Would it not seem more logical to make
of such accidents.
full use of and put full dependence on the automatic signal
Perhaps we
before we augment it with an automatic stop?
would find the automatic stop was needed after all, but there
alertness of the

certainly is a chance that the automatic signal is sufficient
There
if a way is found to cause its indication to be obeyed.

does seem to be foundation for the argument that the presence of the automatic signal helps to make the flagman careless and the presence of the flagman tends to make the engineman careless of obeying the signal indications. If this
can be corrected by elimination, it must be the flagman. If
it must be corrected by addition, it seems we must add the
automatic stop, in which event will we still require the flagman?
C. H. T.

—

The Import

—

.

Situation in England and France

Economic Conditions Have Made

It

Necessary to Restrict Imports;

Present Regulations More Favorable

By Robert

E. Thayer,

European Editor of

Railway Age

the

ON, Jul

I

TheFrance

economic policies formulated by England and

immediately upon the signing of the armistice
regarding imports have been exceedingly discouraging
to American manufacturers of export materials.
Both of
these countries realizing the almost disastrous condition of
their local industries made a very determined effort to protect them against "foreign invasion" by establishing rigid
embargoes against the importation of materials. This gave
their own local industries an opportunity to supply the particular needs of these countries and at the same time prevented any increase in the already collosal national debt.
This policy has been found to react against them as it has
not been possible for the home industries fully to supply
their needs.
The governments of Great Britain and France
have, therefore, made considerable concessions in the matter
of restricted imports, so that now exporters of railway maThe need
terials have a much clearer field than heretofore.
of France for railway material has been well stated by the
Paris correspondent of the "London Post," who, under date
of July 30, states that it will be a long time before France
is again in a position to meet the demand for such manufactured goods as railway rolling stock, whereas these things
have been urgently required for many months past for the
purpose of enabling the transport service of the country to
be readjusted to something like a normal footing.
France, however, has increased the duties on certain
that is the
classes of goods up to as high as 300 per cent;
existing rates of duty are to be multiplied by factors or
coefficients varying up to three, according to the protection

—

On June

14 a decree

was issued by

''19.

French government removing the restrictions on all good- imported into
France, but at the same- time placing an ad-valorem surtax
on such goods which varied from 5 to 45 per cent. This was
only a temporary measure which has been changed (July 8)
to an increase in the duties, as described above, by multiplying existing duties by certain coefficients.
This change was

made

the

facilitate the application of the increased duties
eliminate possibilities of disputes.
In view of the
necessity of not exceeding the limits of a just equalization
of these tariffs, the government will continue to follow the

and

to

to

markets closely and will reduce the coefficient figure- when
necessary.
An inter-ministerial commission has been established for the purpose of preparing periodical revi-don of
these coefficients, in order that the schedule may correspond
as exactly as possible to the present and pre-war values.

While these figures will be quite burdensome to many of
our American manufacturers, particularly while the present
rate of exchange between the United States and France i>
so low, it was felt necessary to take steps to assist the French
industries to reestablish themselves, particularly on account
of the fact that at the present time the exports of France only
represent one-sixth of the imports.

The following

table gives a

list

of the items of particular

railway supply manufacturers together with the
coefficients which are to be used in multiplying the present
interest to

rate of

minimum

new

tariffs to obtain the

tax:

-

desired.

Both France and England have been critized for having
taken such strong measures, but neither of these countries
can be blamed for wanting to keep as much business for
their own manufacturers as possible and thus build up their
impoverished industries and provide labor for their demobolized men.
The credit situation was so bad and the problem
of reconstruction so vast and complicated that, true to -the
inborn conservatism of these nations, they sought protection
behind a rigid embargo to give them time to really find
themselves.
The magnitude of the war, and the problems
arising therefrom were wholly without precedent and were im-

Articles

Fine

After the signing of the armistice, the American manufacturers, realizing the great need for railway equipment in
France and England, came over in large numbers expecting
to obtain a large amount of business.
There were and are
quantities of railway business to be done in these countries,
but at the time they were not ready to go out into the open
market for materials until they determined what it was possible for them to obtain in their own countries.
The rigid
embargo gave these countries an opportunity to determine
their actual conditions, and to find out exactly what they
could do for themselves.
They have realized that their
problem of reconstruction is so vast that outside help must
be obtained, and thus the removal of restrictions has been
very pronounced during the past few months.
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Coefficient

tools

•

I'M

7

'.!!..
.

1

....

•

19

\\

am
-

-

r

t 1-

other rare elements!
1

locomotives

Axles

-

Straight axles for railway.- and tramways, axl
tioncd, of iron or steel
Crank-axles for locomotives of iron and -t<rl

b

^

!!.'!'.!.'!

,

Steam engines, stationarj without boilers; stationary -tram pui
various gas and air compressors; gas, pen., I. alcohol, bot-air
and

financial, of our allies in Europe.
to appreciate fully the

for

t

possible of immediate solution. The American nation as a
whole has not experienced the great trials, both physical and
It was thus hard for us
mental attitude of those nations.

Steel

Special steel containing
At least 0.5 per cent of nickel
From 0.5 to 6 per cent of chromium
From 0.5 to 6 per cent of tungsten
From 0.2 to 2 per cent of molybdenum
From 0.1 to 0.5 per cent of \ anadium
From 0.1 to 0.5 per cent of titanium
Special steel containing
.\lc ire
than u per cent of chromium
More than <> per cenl >! tungsten
M01 e than J per cei
ol ruolj bdenum
Mori than 0.5 per cent of vanadium
Mon than 0.5 per cent of titanium or
Wheels, tires, and wheel centers of iron or
railway and tramway ears and

1

mixturi

icplosive

a- well as

all

u.l by an
othei mi tor
2

renders for steam locomotives
Dynamo-electric machinei.etn.
1.1I
ebctro-technical appa'atua
n{
r.ir.K
.il
ci
insulated
metallic wire
Electric and electro-technical apparatus not containing coils
of insulated

1

53

'

1

metallic

M

1

win

tool

General machinery

,

—

.......

Pulleys for transmitting power, lifting apparatus balani
nxed railway and tramway stock, presses
Straight lxl&treca a untid »• rr.'sterial for railways
and tramways
nent parts of boilers and similar apparatus of
ores
"elded sheet iron
Bails for ball bearings
Rou 8 h fram
dynamos and' electric" motors." 'armature
covers pi electrical collectors ("fourreaux
wf.s.
de collecteurs ), -ol,, poles ,,i dynamos and alternators,
of iron
wrought or swaged if molded iron or steel, of mall. or -led
iron, oi pr< ssed

j

«

1

s ,nv: -

;

"'

steel

Component

parts

'

molded,

toi

biles,

pure

wrought

water, gas,

carriagi

(brasses,

and steam,

etc.)

railway' carriages "and

or ailoyed" With' any 'me'tai," cast'
cocks, and accessory apparatus
i. r
n a'au.s for

'

g

—

— — —

:

—

;
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o( ihafting, noi
iron, Heel, cael iron, coupei
metal named in the preceding articli

with an)

Mai limr
Micron

machine* tnd

f

,;..

:

mh

li

i-

pure

oi

alloyed

apparatus

m

than

Leas

5

'

(l

mm

oil.

•••

,,r

such as ,ml-, solid oi hollow,
ol metal surrounded bj insulated copper; worked ps
not, foi electric machines, electric apparatus,
fitted oi
technical apparatus, transformers and other electrical apphanci
with »r without handles' of casl iron oi steel (excepl twist
taps, d
drills [American drills] and othei drills, screw
M i,» Btocks. stamps and matrices, reamers and milling cutters
iii
one piece)

Dynamo armaturea and component

parts,

i

,
,

,

iws, endless band-saws, Fret-saws, hand-saws
rasps, cut or pointed, finished oi not
Viies of all kinds, diestocks, stocks tnd dies, ratchet bi
drills, spiral drills, monkey wrenches, with wooden handles, adjust able spanners, and others
Mechanics' tools
Shear blades, tools for threading, turning, planing, mortising,
reaming blades, sockets for reamers, reamers and
"a moleter,
.

I

and

Files

milling

cutters

with

blades

tools
Articles of cast iron (neither turned nor polished)
Railway chairs, paving plates, furnace plates east in the open mold
Straight cylindrical pipes, for canalization, 7 mm. or more in
Beams and columns, solid or hollow, not orna
thickness.
mented; frames of columns simply pierced with holes: retorts
for the manufacture of gas; solid bars for grates, even put
together; bars and plates for furnaces; straight bars of solid
section; vats of large size for industrial purposes; inspection
doors; plates for sewers and similar rough castings
Straight cylindrical pipes, for canalization, less than 7 mm. in
water and like unions, such as elbow- pipes,
thickness;
branched pipes, straight joints (including joints furnished
J
with rough flanges drilled)
Manufactures of case-hardened east iron
Iron-work for carriages, especially such as enters into the construction
of railway rolling stock (including buffers and couplings)
Tubes of iron or steel
(

It lie r

2.7
2.7

2.4
2.6
1.3

1.8
1.8

In England there has been no increase in the custom rates
A revised list of exports
with the removal of restrictions.
from the United States for which a license is not necessary,
corrected up to June 17, 1919, was recently published in
the "Anglo-American Trade," the monthly bulletin of the
American Chamber of Commerce in London. The following
list taken from the published list applies particularly to
railroads

stocks.

and

sockets.

Drills!

Electric

Emery

Lathe carriers.
Lathe dogs.
Lubricators.

Prime movers, except
and electrical textile,
woodworking and parts thereof
driven by power, and suitable for
use in cutting, working or operating on wood, including: sawing
machines of all descriptions, general joiners, mortise, tenon, and
and
lathes
machines,
boring
rounding machines, box and cask
accesall
and
machines,
making
sories thereto, scraping and sand-

Machinery:

agricultural

Drill presses.
Drill sleeves

batteries,
stones.

Expansion

secondary.

bits.

Files.

Friction clutches.

Gages.

Grease cups.
Grinding stones.

Hacksaw

blades.

Hammer

heads, iron.
Engineers', hide, household or upholsterers', lead.
Hand screwing machines.
Hatchets.
Injectors and ejectors.
Jacks, motor car and track.

Hammers:

wheelwright
machines,
papering
machinery, firewood making and
wood wool
machinery,
bundling
and pulp machinery, saw
fibre
sharpening and setting machines,
saw stretchers and brazing apparatus, all machines for grindplaning or molding irons.
ing,
including
(not
Unenumerated
typewriters and sewing machines.)

Machine

tools

sperm

mineral

jelly

and parts thereof.

i

d,

i

i

efined,

aaelinc

I

,

palm,

oli\ e,

perfumei

>

>

unenumi

i

I

ihai
sttai

hments,

i

-'in.

Tap

in-s.

Time n
sale

ati d,

Tool
1

boldi

'nion

>

<sscd steel.

i

Water gage fittings.
Wire lira-'-. oppi

Pipe cutters,
Pipe tongs, adjustable.
Pipe visi i.
Pipe wrenches.

Pressure regulators.
Pressure and vacuum
Punches.

Swage
Tapping

i

in, in, hue.

:

I

phosphor

ng,

—

wire coppered
tinned mattress,
nickel copper.
Wood boring bits.

gages.

bronze,

and

steel

flattened,

wire

leading

in

At the same time, when the licenses were removed from
articles mentioned above, important concessions wen-

bearings.
and wires, electric (other
flexible wires for telephony
and house wiring).
Electrical
accessories
parts
and
thereof, including fan motors.
Fan blowers and forges.
Hoists, electric.
Jacks, except motor car and trap

iron
and
steel,
except
pressed steel pulleys, of which
200 tons (actual net weight) are
to be admitted until September 1.

Pulleys,

wooden.

Pulleys,

Pulley

blocks,

bearings.
Shop cranes, portable.
Sirring

Spring washers.

Pipes,

cast iron

With

and

cotters.

Trolleys and
and wharf.

trucks

for

warehouse

Tubes, welded iron and steel up

to

2 in. in diameter.
Valves, iron and steel.

Weighing machines (and scales).
Weighing machines, portable platform.

fittings.

the increase in

Vaie

Roller

electric and parts thereof
other than for renewals, except
(a) small motors up to !4 h.p.
(b) rolling mill motors for auxiliary driving up to 250 h.p.; (c)
single phase repulsion induction
motors.

Pinch bars.

except

steel,

triplex.

jacks.

Motors,

the custom duties in France, with

the low rate of exchange between both France and England
and the United States, and with the high freight rates, there

some difficulty in making sales to both those counon account of the net cost of the delivered materials. In
fact the industries of France have brought great pressure to
bear on the government to protect them properly in the manu-

will be
tries

Regardless of the fact that the
facture of railway materials.
American government is willing to accept a very low figure
for the railway material

the

Die heads.
Dies and die

Spam

trap

Fish, viz., train, blubber,
bead matti r, animal
oi

Cables
than

*Handles of fine materials are subject separately to the duties payable
on manufactures of the material of which they are composed.
fThe motors pay duty according to kind.

Chucks.

mill-

Smiths'
in

Ball

1.2

trucks
Tramway carriages?
Bodies, chassis or bogies, or parts of bodies, chassis or bogies
of railway or tramway carriages or wagons
Faint and other brushes
Paiiit brushes of martens' or other animal hair, except pigs' or
boars' bristles, mounted on quill or on wooden, bone, etc.,
handle, with or without ferrule of non-precious metal
Paint brushes of pigs' or boars' bristles
Common wooden handles, with or without metal ferrule
Fine wooden, bone, celluloid, etc., handle

and thread

.

1.2

Ballast

taps

stoi ks,

granted in gun metal, brass or bronze valves for gas,
and steam, which permitted an importation of 100 per cent
of the 1916 imports.
The importation of Yale triplex blocks
is permitted to an amount equivalent to the 191.3 import
the
business to be given to regular pre-war importers.
There are still some items requiring individual licenses.
These include the following:

Carriages
Carriages to run on rails, upholstered or not, for ordinary gage
including passenger carriages, good wagons, ballast
tracks,
trucks, and tramway carriages!
For narrow gage tracks
Passenger carriages
Goods wagons

'

«

.

the

|

for electrically propelled vehicles.

single

Pliers,

2.7

.

i

as

|

Abrasive wheels.
Carpenters' tools.
Cells, Edison and component parts,

up to 250 b.p.
phase repulsi,,ii

lubricating oils, turpentine,
tial
(if not cap.iM.
of
r< tail

2.7
2.7

•

i

and

ui

driving

unrefini

—

Saws

eli eti 1c,

,

mm

teel, and Iron ui"-.
oppi
hand
cltt uUl
hen and others.

.

kiti

i

i,

iliary,

dui

metal,

ind

bloc!

MiimMotoi

I

.

Rod

Saws,

Min.

water,

t"i

vises.

Milln

gas and steam
electricity, composed ol cores ol iron,
ni.l cables, himiI.ii>-, I. foi
steel, copper, oi an alloj ol copper, covered with
gutta-percha, without
Silk ui combination with india-rubbei oi
ring of metal
proti
with mate
combination
in
i-percha alone oi
[ndia-rubbei
metal..
protective covering
rial othei than silk. wuIi.hh
.i
diami
Othei if the metallic core has
Equal to oi greatei than 5, 10
lorj
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Fench commercial

it

now has

in France,

interests will strongly

it is

believed

oppose the pur-

chase of this material.
The removal of the restrictions, however, has given
American manufacturers a basis on which to work which will
be far more satisfactory than under the licensing system.
In the matter of deliveries the United States has the advantage and undoubtedly more sales will be made in the future
than since the signing of the armistice.

According to the "Popolo Romano" the "gravest danger
threatens Italy at this time" as a result of the British coal
The only hope in
crisis, says a press despatch from Rome.
the situation, says the newspaper, lies in American coal,
though the problem of sufficient shipping to carry it is a
Little hope is held out
difficult one at the present moment.
that coal can be received from the Saar Valley and the Teschen district. "In a few weeks," the "Popolo Romano" says,
"our coal stocks may be completely depleted. As Italy imports 7,000,000 tons of coal out of the 12,000,000 tons consumed each year the prospect for the winter is alarming."

Duluth Ore Dock

is

World

the Largest in the

Description of Record Structure Completed This Spring for

& Northern

the Duluth, Missabe

By W. H. Hoyt
Assistant Chief Engineer, Duluth., Missabe

THEnewLARGEST
dock

ORE SHIPPING DOCK in the world LS the
the Duluth, Missabe &: 'Northern, on
Duluth-Superior harbor, which was placed in operation on May 1 of this year.
It has a length of 2,438 ft.,
sufficient to dock two of the world's largest ships, the Bismarck and the Leviathan, end for end on cither side. The
of

&

Northern

timber cribs were removed with powerful dredge- and derrick scows.

The

first

shipments of new piling were received on Decem-

1916, and pile driving started on December 2.3. Tour
drop hammer drivers, with 60-ft. leads, were used on this
work, and a total of 971,014 lin. ft., or over 183 mile-, of
timber piling was driven by July 28, 1917.
During this
time two other machines drove 174,230 lin. ft. of 12-in. 43-lb.
United States Steel sheet piling, in 38-ft. lengths. The timber
foundation piles run from 50 to 85 ft. in length and receive loadings not exceeding 20 tons per pile.
The drivers used were swing machines tarried on platforms supported by piling driven ahead, followed by the
steel sheet pile drivers and then by the outside fender driving machines.
ber

2,

The

pile cut off was 9 in. above low water datum, which
amout average water level. About 180,000 ft. b. m. fir
timber was used for caps.
Tie rods, 1*4 n hi diameter,
is

i

running across the dock every 12

ft.,

-

serve to anchor the

The entire dock foundabeing surrounded by steel sheet piling, was pumped
full of sand, of which 33,000 cu. yds. were taken from slips
alongside and 49,000 cu. yds. was brought in by scow.-. This
sand was carefully leveled off at low water datum and
served as a support for the concrete foundation slab, leaving
tops of the sheet piling in place.
tion,

the piles projecting 9

The foundation

Double

Boom

Traveler Erecting the Steel

in.

in the concrete.

dock is a reinforced concrete slab
.2,438 ft. long, 69 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep, with openings
along the center line which were filled with sand. The concrete was composed of a 1:3:5 mixture of Universal Portland cement, Lake Superior sand and crushed run trap

Work

of the

rock, taking everything through

above water with electric light masts reaching
to 120 ft. above water.
Construction work on this pier was started in August,
•deck

is

84

ft.

Map Showing

Relation of

New Dock

No.

6 to the

1916, by tearing down an old wooden ore dock which occupied a large part of the site of the new dock. The wrecking
of this old structure and the pulling of 8,255 piles from 50
to 75 ft. in length was a big job in itself.' After removing the
timber superstructure and pile foundation, three rock-tilled

a

3^ -in.

screen.

The

re-

inforcement consisted of a layer of 1-in. plain round steel
rods on 6-in. centers, crosswise of the dock and a layer of
¥±-m. rods on 12-in. centers lengthwise of the dock, placed

Other Docks and

to the

Approach Development

near the bottom of the .-lab.
A total
inforcing steel and 171,320 lbs. of tie
part of the work.
Recesses were left in this concrete
to allow the placing of column anchor

345

of 884,410 lbs. of re-

rods were used in this
slab at proper points
bolts

and the pouring
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of the

column footing pedestals

as on<

block,

Hiis avoided

dab and permitted
Expansion joints ate

5

in.
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wide, oul to out

the horizontal joint line at the top of the

entire length.

the simple handling of anchor bolts.

room and
walks wa

provided

144 it. apart in the foundation
slab .i- well as in the superstructure.
An oak wale strip 12
in. bj
l<> 111. i- embedded in th<
face wall oi the foundation,
set inii> the concrete 8 in. and held in place bj anchor holts
ever) 6 ft.
A total of 28,698 cu. yds. of concrete was placed
in this work between July 7 and November 8, 1917.
\

I

cross

at

in,

foundation

sections

saf<
sel

pi

concrete,

and

cairrii

foui

tracks the

Seven lines of walk
furni h ample working
i\
mploj
for
he el< \ al ion ol rails and
to leave no troublesome fiangewaj opt nin
i

1

I

1

water pipe was laid the whole length of the dock
suppl) drinking water to bubbling fountains on

to

View

of the

require constant cleaning.

Concrete Deck Slabs in the Storage Yard

This pipe was laid 3 ft. 9 in. below the top along
and covered with sand, thus ensuring a cool supply
during the summer months.
The pipe was laid with a
the deck.

the center

Deck

The

of the

entire

Dock

dock and approach are

designed to carry the heaviest locomotives of the Duluth,
Missabe & Northern, a 304-ton Mallet type and a 266-ton
Santa Fe type with 55,000-lb. axle loads.
The superstructure has a structural steel frame with concrete partition walls, pocket walls and sidewalk slabs.
The

The Approach Viaduct
grade and drain outlets in order that it might be drained to
prevent freezing in winter when the dock is not in use.

The Superstructure
The

superstructure provides for 384 ore pockets, 12 ft.
Eight
center to center, with 6,540 cu. ft. capacity each.
standard 50-ton ore cars can be dumped into each pocket
without trimming, thus providing a storage capacity of

3,072 cars, or 153,600 tons.

The

top of the dock

is

76

ft.

by
I-beam wales and held against the walls by tie bolts. The
entire pocket structure is carried by two lines of steel columns
spaced 12 ft. apart, arranged in pairs to form bents under
each transverse wall.
Each column is designed to carry
1,500,000 lbs. The columns consist of three 115-lb. I-beams,
stayed with batten plates. The partition walls and the loads
from the pockets are carried to the columns by two plate
girders forming an A-frame, and the pocket bottom slab rests
fronts are of plate steel, supported between pocket walls

August
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minimum of hand pointing. Plain round bar.-, suitably
bent, were used to reinforce the bottoms of the ore pockets.

Reon transverse I-beams that frame into these girders.
inforcement is put into the floor slab, both for slab action

a

Section on Center Line.

Part Plan and Sections of the Footing
Typical
across the supporting beams and for shear between the slab
and the side walls, tending to cause the slab to slide out of the
The column bents are amply wind and sway
pocket.
braced to prevent distortion. Special care was taken to pro-

View
vide effective expansion joints at intervals of 144

of the

ft.

in

Column Bases and Pedestals

The top deck was reinforced
Company triangle mesh.

with American Steel

&;

Concrete bumping blocks properly bonded into the

Wire
steel

Completed Dock

the

length of the clock.
The superstructure concrete was made of carefully graded
material in proportions by volume of one part cement, three
parts sand, five parts of chushed stone, and one quarter part
The hydrated lime was added to secure
hydrated lime.

easy running concrete around and under the reinforcing bars
and to assist in water-proofing the mass. The surface of tinconcrete after removing the forms was very even and required

and conciete

floor

finish

the outer end- of each track.

All

Underneath the ore
stairways are of steel and concrete.
pockets a 4- It. concrete walk, elevated -omewhat above the
foundation slab, was placed the full length of the dock.
his is to provide a dry walk above the sand and water when
tin- deck i- flooded while the ballast water is being pumped
I

out of the ore boat-.

The

and are
and supplied by the

ore chutes arc of the usual type, but heavier,

raised and lowered by hoist- designed

i
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In
Foundry & Equipment Company.
h
power from clutches on
line thafl geared to
General Electric a. c. motors, one motor operating 12 spouts
and il(H)iThe ore pocket doors arc tin- Dickerson type,
made of Bteel plates and frame with two lifting cables wound
on drums built into the chute hoists,
This makes it possible
power from the deck of
to raise and lower the doors b)
the dock,
tne latching and unlatching of door- i> con
trolled by a lever and connections from the deck.
This leaves
only the punching and cleaning of ore from the lower parts
of the pockets to In' done b) nun on the lower platform.
The deck Is lighted by a string of five 1 00- watt lamps,
equipped with Benjamin deep cone reflectors suspended from
a
s-in. galvanized strand span wire stretched across the
deck from steel poles 35 ft. high.
Those cross spans are

Whiting

I

arc driven b)

'

<

.1

;

reinforced

:

'-0"
13 -0 -t-.
-t^s: 0'i
'0'*?d'-0'~r- 13
f- 3-O'-f—/3'-0'-~>r-4-0'^d'-0'*r-

walls

tie

at

interval

oi

10

it.

The

Long

teel

approach has plumb steel columns resting on concreti ped<
tals ami piles, standard plate girders and a concrete trough
deck made of pre-casl reinforced slabs.
The longest girder
span
80 ft 6 in., with 30-ft. spans for the tower benti
Stone ballasl and standard track ties are used. On the por1

approach where the track area 1- required to be
meet the four tracks on the dock the deck, slab was

of the

tion

wider

to

built

in

As

place.

record -tun tun- of its kind,
materials used in the construction
a

some

of the quantities of

are of

interest

and are

helow:

listed

1,067,971

tin,

174,230 tin.
16C.570 6q.
69,840 cu,
29,

76-S'
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i

ft.

tt.

ft.

>'i
it

of timber piling, 50 ft. to 85 ft. in length.
of 12-in.. 43-lb. U. S. iteel
heel piling.
of triangle mesh reinforcement.

concrete in dock and approach.
iteel.

This amount of steel would require approximately 60,000
tons of iron ore, which could be placed in less than one half
of the dock and loaded into boats in less than 30 min. time.
The contractors on the work included the Barnett & Record Company, for the foundation; the American Bridge Company, for the steel work; the Stack Construction Company,
for the superstructure concrete, and the Whiting Foundry &
Equipment Company, for the machinery. All electrical work
was installed by the railway.
The following prices were paid on the work:
Foundation piling, let in 1916, fur.iished for 20 cents per lin. ft.
Foundation piling, let in 1916, driven for 3J4 cents per lin. ft.
Furnishing and placing fir timber in foundations, $42 per
ft. b. m.
Furnishing and placing oak wale timbers, $65 per
ft. b. m.
Driving steel sheet piling. 38-ft. lengths, $1.60 each.
Foundation concrete 1:3:5 mixture C 191 6 price), $5.51 per cu. yd.
Supei structure concrete 1:3:5 mixture (1917 price), $9.70 per cu. yd.

M

M

The

personnel concerned with the designing and erection
dock included the following officers of the Duluth,
Missabe & Northern: W. H. Hoyt, assistant chief engineer;
W. E. Hawley, office engineer; A. M. Frazee, electrical engineer; F. C. Baluss, engineer of bridges and buildings, and
F. N. Graham, engineer of construction.
of the

Typical Cross Section of the Ore

Dock

spaced 72 ft. apart along the length of the dock and give
a distributed light which has proven very satisfactory. All
lighting on the approach is of the same overhead type. Other
lamps on the dock light the interior of the pockets, the doors
and the boat decks. All wiring, motors and switches are
housed in steel conduits and steel boxes. Toilet and drinking
facilities are constructed at both ends of the deck and two
bubbling fountains are installed at third points between the

ends.

The dock has

a two-track steel approach trestle 3,087 ft.
is also 400 ft. of elevated embankment
carried between parallel reinforced concrete retaining walls
24 ft. apart and from 8 to 15 ft. high, held together by

long,

beyond which
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Get Out and Get Under

Motive Power Under Government Control*
Condition of Equipment and the Means Employed by the
Railroad Administration to Improve

By George

N.

It

De Guire

General Supervisor Equipment, United States Railroad Administration

There

never has been a time in the history of your
organization when delegates have been called upon to
handle matters of as great importance as will be taken
up during your present session.
With

tion of the country are blocked with locomotives undergoing
or awaiting repairs, in so far as these railroads are
concerned
there can be no shortage of cars or locomotives,
Th< se con-

ditions existed on every railroad

which was congested with
time the Railroad Administration assumed control, therefore, congestion was not primarily due to shortage
of cars or locomotives, but to the inability or failure to use to
their maximum efficiency, the cars and locomotives at hand.
It was not possible, at the time the railroads
were taken
over, to say to what extent the condition of locomotiveand
cars was responsible for the situation which existed.
As the
Railroad Administration at that time had no mechanical department organized to check up shop practices and the handling of equipment at terminals and advice relative to outlining plans for improvement, the Interstate Commerce Commission was asked to assist in obtaining accurate information
relative to the general situation.
The records of the Commission contained much valuable
data with respect to general conditions throughout the coun-

entering upon a reconstruction
period, your organization, if they are to follow the splendid
record they have made in the past, will take an active part
in the reconstruction problem and as the action of your
the

country

traffic at the

just

brotherhood will depend on the attitude this convention assumes towards those matters, it is essential that you weigh
carefully every subject that may be brought up so as to fully

men you represent and to assist
planning the various industries on a peaceful

protect the interests of the

your country

in

and successful basis.
Every man in locomotive service has a deep interest in the
condition of the equipment he is called upon to operate, and
therefore I am going to outline some of the things the Railroad Administration has accomplished from a mechanical
viewpoint.
In the past 18 months greater concessions have
been granted to locomotive engineers and firemen in the way
of labor saving devices than have been granted in all the
period of time that the railroads were under private control.
When the mechanical department of the Railroad Administration was organized, the director general selected as an
officer to be placed in charge of this department, a man who
has long held membership in your brotherhood. That person, Frank McManamy, was chosen as assistant director,
In the past
Division of Operation, mechanical department.
18 months during which Mr. McManamy has held this position, he has continually advocated the application of labor
saving and safety devices and because of his extensive railroad training, which started on the deck of a locomotive as a
fireman, he has been in a position to show the necessity for
any action that has been taken in this respect.
It is not possible to state what the Railroad Administration
has accomplished without taking into consideration the con-

which existed at and prior to the time the Government
assumed control of the railroads. Therefore, in order to fully
comprehend the difficulties encountered by the Railroad Administration and appreciate what has been accomplished, a
brief outline of some of the conditions found in motive power
and car departments will be given.
The Federal government assumed control of the railroads
not because it was desirous of adding to the enormous task it
already had on hand, but was forced to do so as a war measure, because the railroad machine had to an alarming extent
ceased to function, and in the emergency which confronted
the nation it was essential that the railroads should function
ditions

try and the inspection forces of the Commission were assigned to various congested terminals, particularly throughout the East and Middle West, to investigate and make daily

reports of the actual conditions of locomotives
of train movements.

These reports showed that a serious condition existed because of the number of bad order cars at various terminals
and also because of the generally defective condition of motive
power.
This condition, together with overcrowded and inadequate shops and roundhouses, had resulted in trains being
held at terminals on account of shortage of efficient motive
power, and also had seriously slowed up movement on the
road, often to the extent of blocking several divisions.

Condition of Shops and Roundhouses
Prompt handling of locomotives was seriously hampered
by the condition of roundhouses and the lack of facilities, at
points, to make running repairs to large locomotive-.
Roundhouses built 20 years or more ago, for locomotives in
service at that time, were not large enough to take care of

many

those in use at the present time, consequently repairs had to
be made out of doors or at open roundhouses often with the

temperature below zero.
Similar conditions existed in the shops at many points for
it was found that there had been no improvement- made
for
many years and consequently there were no crane facilities
or proper tools with which to handle and make repair- to
modern power promptly. This resulted in locomotives being
held out of service for .an excessive period of time to receive
(

at their highest degree of efficiency.

The

statement has been made and is generally accepted
that the principal cause for the railroads failing to function
was due to car and locomotive shortage, and while this correctly represents the situation so far as the -hipper was concerned, from a standpoint of railroad operation such a condition did not exist.
When a railroad, or a number of railroads are congested
with cars and when the shops and roundhouses in any sec'Froni an address

hjod

of

Locomotive

at

the twenty-eighth annual convention of the RrotherFiremen recently held in Denver,

Enginemen and

and cars and

lassified repairs.

The immediate remedy
much the building of new

for these conditions wa- not SO
locomotive- and cars as the proper

maintenance of locomotives and car.- that were in service and
more prompt movement of train-.
At a time when the various war industries were clamoring
for -killed mechanics at almost any rate of pay, and the
supply had been substantially decreased by the selective
draft, the

problem of improving the condition of locomotives

and cars in the mid.-t of exceptionally severe winter weather,
was an extremely difficult one.

Colo.
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urvey of the situation indicated that shop facilities were

;
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used, therefore, aboul one of the fix
Railroad Administration was t<> nationalize the
railroad shop facilities so thai locomotives could be assigned
to shops where repairs ould be made regardless of ownership.

sufficienl

acta

if

efficient!}

I

of the

*

Methods

for

Improving Conditions

step in

67,

No. 8

schedule of new work both of domestii and foreign locomo
rives, and in vuw of the need for both, this wat nol con id
both the Baldwin Locomotive Work- and
ered advisable,
the American Locomotive Company did endeavor to make
use of surplus facilities to repair what Locomotives they could
withoul interfering with their output of new locomotivi
Illustrative oi

possible

this direction

was

to call

the rank of mechanic.

to

improvement

the

(hanged Conditions
grant

in

the

motive power and the
railroad shops, is the fad that it was
requesl

Works made on September
(billing

results.

on the repre
The
to agree to a
sentatives of the organized railroad employees
the varicontracts
with
and
agreements
their
of
modification
and the
labor
of
hours
to
relative
ous railroad companies
apprentices and helpers to
promotion
of
the
governing
rules
first

Vol

.

Increasing the facilities and forces under war condition
learly impossible and the only practical means of im
some plan
proving equipmenl conditions was the adoption of
made
to probe
could
ami
forces
facilities
existing
whereby

duce greater

AGE

locomotive

frames,

of

in

the

Baldwin

Locomotive

1918, for assistance in ma
driving boxes, rods and other

13,

parts, thus facilitating the construction of locomotives for the

use of our

army in France, and this work was continued in
various railroad shops until the armistice was signed.
The increased working hours in railroad shop- under the
instructions issued on February 14, 1918, were continued
until after the signing of the armistice, and without this loyal

and
This wa^ agreed to by the employees' organizations,
which
en February 14, 1918, alerter directing the manner in
Director General to the
this should be done was sent by the
the various railroads.
to
and
employees
representatives of the
of
Immediate steps were taken to increase the shop hours
to
roundhouses
and
shops
repair
men working in locomotive
required it.
70 per week where the condition of equipment
The average increase in locomotive shop hours for the

support from the employees the increased number of locomotives repaired during this period and the assistance rendered locomotive builders would not have been possible. On
the signing of the armistice, shop hours were reduced to nine
per day, effective November 25, and to eight hours per day,

amounted to about 16 per cent, and
immediately became apparent by the increased number of
most
locomotives repaired per week in comparison with the
the
of
week
corresponding
for
the
available
accurate records

In addition to the vigorous action which had been taken
to improve the condition of existing equipment, the necessity
of adding to the available stock was recognized and designs
were worked out for standardized locomotives and orders
placed for their construction.
The director general realized the necessity for new power,
which to some extent had been neglected by the railroad
companies, and decided that all new power would be built to

the effect

entire country

preceding year.

This increase in shop hours applied to roads where locomotives were in good condition and shop facilities ample, as
well as to roads which were not so favorably situated. This
permitted a comprehensive program of nationalization of
railroad shop facilities over the entire country to be carried
out and locomotives from roads where shop facilities were
not sufficient, and motive power in bad condition, to be sent
on other lines for repairs. This distribution of locomotives was so arranged as to reduce, in many instances, the

to shops

distance travelled to the repair shops, therefore, the cost of
transporting locomotives to the shops was no greater and all
the shops under this plan were kept working to their maximum capacity with a full force.
The plan of considering the condition of equipment as a
whole and taking steps to improve it by uniformly increasing

shop hours on

all

railroads in the country

and

utilizing to

their full capacity the facilities of all shops, which could only
be done under federal control, is really what improved the

condition of the locomotives and cars. The result of this was
was the existing congestion of traffic cleared up,
but trains were moved by locomotives in good repair, with
promptness, and with reasonable assurance that they would

that not only

reach their destination without delay.
The result of the policy of nationalizing railroad shop
facilities made it possible to thoroughly overhaul and in some
cases to practically rebuild at other line shops, 3,493 locomotives for railroads which lacked sufficient shop space and
shop organization, thus improving the general situation withIn
out detriment to the railroads that furnished this help.
addition to this, during the period January 1, 1918, to April
30, 1919, there were 310 new locomotives constructed in variAt the present
ous railroad shops under federal control.
time, due to this method of handling repairs to locomotives,
we have been able to put in first class condition and place in
storage, for service when business improves, over 5,000 locomotives.

Investigation was also made of the facilities of the different
locomotive builders with a view to having locomotives repaired by them. It was found, however, that this could not
be done to anv material extent without disarranging their

effective

December

9.

Standardized Locomotives

standard design.
S. M. Vauclain, senior vice-president of
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and who at this time was
chairman of the Committee on Production of the Council of
National Defense, was requested to assemble a committee
composed of practical experienced locomotive builders, to
select standard locomotive types, stipulating that Mr. Vauclain was to act as chairman of this committee. The personnel
of this committee consisted of S. M. Vauclain, senior vicepresident, Baldwin Locomotive Works, chairman (representing Committee on Production, Council of National Defense)
Grafton Greenough, vice-president, Baldwin Locomotive
Works; Andrew Fletcher, president; Charles M. Muchnic,
vice-president; J. D. Sawyer, vice-president, and J. B. Ennis,
vice-president and chief mechanical engineer, American Locomotive Company; John E. Dixon, vice-president and W. E.
Woodard, vice-president and mechanical engineer, Lima
Locomotive Works, Inc.
Instructions were issued to this committee to prepare specifications for not more than 12 types of standard locomotives
with particular consideration given to creating standards of

wear and replacement, so that they may, as
and economy would permit, be made standard for as many types as possible, and at the same time permit the entry of better and improved parts in the future.
This committee recommended twelve types of standard locomotives, and specifications were prepared and orders were
placed for 1844 locomotives of standardized types and 86
locomotives are on order, the type of which has not been departs subject to

far as efficiency

cided on.
In addition to this committee it was decided by the director
general that a committee made up of mechanical representatives of various railroads be assembled to consider these general dimensions and specifications, and to work out the details, meeting the various equipment and patterns, and the
maintenance, fuel, water and other operating factors, as well
as give due consideration to various items, usually termed
specialties, which have already been developed and practi-

August

22,
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made standard practices, or which may be in proce'ss of
development and in line with conditions and requirements of
the future.
As locomotives have a probable life of at least
twenty-five years, they should be made as modern and as
practicable as possible.
The Committee was further instructed to take into consideration greater expediency in
movement on the road and in terminals, greater comfort for
engineers and firemen, and all others concerned, the most
effective and economical operating resources, and particularly
cally

greater safety, the elimination of arduous manual labor, to
provide for superheating, for the best and most perfect combustion of fuel burned in solid or liquid form, the utilization

of

all

fires.

possible waste heat and reduced liability for setting-out
In other words, the locomotive to be brought to the

same standard of
power plant.

efficient

operation as the modern stationary

In the interest of safety, there has been provided on each
standardized locomotive which has been built, two water
glasses, so that each might be a check on the other, as well as
permit the men on the left side of the locomotive to observe
the height of the water in the boiler.
To insure more accurate registering of water in the gage cocks, gage cock water
columns have been provided, and the gage cock screwed into
the water column rather than into the boiler to avoid the

and unreliability which is sometimes experienced
where gage cocks are screwed directly into the boiler.
In
carrying out this practice, we had in mind the recommendations of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which has devoted a great deal
of time and thought to this subject.
For the protection of the men against bursting flues, bursting arch tubes, etc., pneumatic firedoors have been applied
to all locomotives built by the Administration.
These locomotives are provided with a power reverse gear by which the
cut-off may be changed without any risk of accident to the
man handling the reverse lever. Pneumatic bell ringers are
applied to each locomotive, and the grates on each are provided with power grate shakers.
Much thought also was
given to the location of cab lights. Drawbars have been provided which are a guarantee against the locomotive and
tender becoming uncoupled.
Radial buffers insure better
riding qualities by not only preventing slack between the
tank and the engine, but also guard against derailment of
the tenders, particularly in backing trains around curves or
in the sidings.
Double strength pipe and flexible joints have
been used instead of hose connections for the train brake and
irregularity

signal line, as well as for the train heating lines on passenger

locomotives.

In the further interest of safety all pipes carrying boiler
pressure are placed outside the cab, the only exceptions being
the short lengths of brass pipe which connect the water col-

umn
air

syphon
steam pipes,

for the gage cocks to the boiler, the steam gage

and the steam pipe

pump

to the lubricator.

steam pipes, steam pipes

heater and headlight generator are

Injector,

to blowers, stokers, train

all

located outside the cab.

While some work has been done along this line by one or
two roads, the locomotives constructed on Administration order are the first on which this was generally carried out.
Much consideration was also given to the convenient location of the appliances manipulated by the engineer and the
fireman.

The

reverse lever, injector, throttle, brake valves,
bell ringer, are all within the engineer's reach

Sanders and
while sitting on the seat box. The steam and air gages and
water glasses are so located that they may be observed by the
In all of these
engineer without losing sight of the track.
things the locations have been made uniform so that the man
who yesterday ran the Mikado and who today is called to
run the Pacific or the Mountain, will find each of these
things in the same relative position on each class of locomotive.
I know that you can appreciate very much better

than
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(an

I

you. ju-t what this means for comfort and
other thing in connection with reducing
of the fireman is the application of automatic
tell

convenience.
the

labor

One

stokers to these locomotives.
In

considering the question of the size of locomotives to

which stokers should he applied, it was thought that
the
limit of coal which could be handled by a man
with a show]
on the firing deck of a locomotive, was approximately
4,000
lb. per hour, and locomotives which consumed
this amount
or more are provided with stokers.
Freight locomotives with a tractive power of
54.700 II,
over, (light Mikados) and in
passenger service those
with a tractive power of 43,900 lb., (heavy
Pacifies) have
been provided with stokers.
Those locomotives on which,
by reason of coal consumption, it was felt that the
application
of stokers was not desirable, have been
equipped with coal
pushers of a type which may be operated while the
locomotive is in motion so as to bring the coal to
a point where the
fireman can reach it with a shovel easily.
No matter how good or how perfect a device may be when

and

new, some measure of maintenance is
required,' and this
maintenance can not be done either economically
or intelligently if those charged with this duty lack
information
I
urge, therefore, that each of you who
have to do with the

making out of Form 2 of the Interstate Commerce Commission, daily locomotive inspection report,
which is filled out at
the conclusion of each trip or day's work, give
explicit
formation as to the repairs which are necessarv in

maintain the locomotive and

its

in

order to
accessories in a safe condi-

tion for service.

There are three other matters upon which the mechanical
department of the Railroad Administration has taken action,
and in which I am sure you will be interested.

The proper lubrication of locomotives.
Second: Seeing that locomotives are kept in
proper repair.
Third: Enforcement of the various laws that
have been
passed by Congress from time to time compelling
the railroads to equip cars and locomotives with safetv
"appliances
First:

and

to see that they are maintained in proper
condition.
Shortly after the government assumed
control of the railroads, many reports reached us which
indicated that locomotives were not properly lubricated, which, in
addition to
increasing the coal consumption and consequents
the work
of the firemen, was also causing excessive
wear

on cvlinders,

cylinder packing, valves and valve chambers, as
well as on
piston and valve stem packing.

To correct this condition, Mechanical Department Circular
6 was issued which provides that all lubricators shall be filled
to capacity before locomotives leave terminals
and in addition
thereto sufficient oil should be carried on the
locomotive to
provide against any emergency that might arise, and
I am
pleased to state that the issuance of this circular has resulted in a great improvement.
The Railroad

Administration, recognizing that in the inof safe and efficient operation,' locomotives
should he
repaired before being offered for service, issued Mechanical
Department Circular 3, which provides, among other things,
that road foremen of engines or traveling
engineers, or men
with any other title who perform similar duties, will he
reterest

quired

to

carefully

supervise the locomotives

in

service

to

meet the federal requirements and that they are
in a condition to render efficient and economical service.
If
not. they should order the Decessary repairs to lie made
and
SU< h orders will he observed a- if issued by Federal inspectors
see that they

and it further provides that locomotives that
are in violation of the federal laws or are not in condition
to make a successful trip, should be repaired before being
of locomotives,

offered for service.

The

President of the United States, realizing that laws on
were essential and necessary, promised the rep-

this subject

l\

.o_'

A

1

I,

W

brotherhood to protect the Bureau of
Safet) and the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection <>f th< fa
terstate Commerce Commission, from interference when the
En carrying out
government assumed control <>f the roads,
resentative

of

—
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youi

gem

in
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hi

of the Interstate

Commerce Commission on such

Under General Order

46,

Frank

McManamy

HI

I

I

was placed

ports received from the bureau- of the Interstate Commerce
Commission indicate that these laws are being complied with
in a manner that is gratifying to them, and in your national
legislative representative's report, which has been presented
to the delegates of this convention, you will note Mr. .\h

states,-- "On December 26, 1917, the President took
and proclaimed that our safety laws would
railroads
(wer the
he protected and this has been religiously lived up to since
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you for having had an opportunity to
address you at this time and I trust that your deliberations
will result in the passage of laws which will be of great good
It is my sincere hope that when the
to your membership.
history of the World war is written, proper emphasis will be
placed on the great work which the railroad employees have
performed in connection with the winning of the war.

thoroughly

originality,

etc,

that time."

desire to thank

and
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charge, so far as the Railroad Administration was con
Recerned, of seeing thai these laws were ((implied with.
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the poliq outlined by the President, the director general
issued General Orders 8 and 46, which outline a plan for
the enforcement of various Federal laws, rules and instru<

dons

VOL

Ci \ss 4,

$125-140

On

subordinati duty requiring a certain amount of knowledge, training
ui experience, and engaged generally in detailing, compiling and recording
general engineering plans, land and right-of-way maps, or valuation maps
and profiles, or records of bridges, buildings, locomotives, cars or signals.

Tracers. $100-1.20

On

subordinate

duty

knowledge of drafting.

requiring a certain amount of experience or
Capable of doing neat, accurate and rapid work.

Engineering Inspectors, Class

1,

$175-185

On

Employees
the Northwestern Region

Classification of Technical
in

DEFINITE STEP toward the classification of technical
employees of the engineering, mechanical, land and
valuation departments was recently made in the
Northwestern region through the issuance of a communication by R. H. Aishton, regional director, to the federal managers of railways in the Northwestern region for their inThis classification was prepared
formation and guidance.
H. E. Stevens, chief engineer
consisting
of
committee
a
by
of the Northern Pacific, C. F. Loweth, chief engineer of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and A. Montzheimer, chief

A

engineer on the Elgin, Joliet &: Eastern, and is the result of
a detailed study of the technical service of the roads in this
This schedule is of particular interest because of
region.
the detail in which the duties, responsibilities, degree of technical training and extent of experience are treated in defining
The statement covers positions in the
each classification.
engineering, mechanical, land and valuation departments below the grades of assistant engineer and chief draftsman, and
thg definition of each grade includes a salary rating giving

maximum and minimum

comparable to
the character of services rendered in each grade of position.
The classification, which is given in detail below, is prefixed by an explanation or statement of general principles
the

limits of salary

In this explanation attention is
directed to the difficulties of fitting a classification definitely
to all existing organizations, for which reason considerable
range of salaries is given to allow for such irregularities.
Along this line attention is given to the fact that a large
organization may need a more expanded classification, while
a small road may require an even smaller number of grades
than those given in the schedule. The purpose of the classification is to grade each man in accordance with his duties
and responsibilities, familiarity with standard practices, and
involved in

its

application.

length of sendee.
Authority is given to applv this classification as effective
July 1, 19i9.
No overtime is to be allowed men covered in this classificat'en

general or special duty requiring special knowledge, training and
experience and the use of initiative.
Capable of directing and supervising
the inspection of extensive engineering construction and all classes of
construction materials.

Engineering Inspectors, Class

2,

$150-165

On

general duty requiring special knowledge or training and experience
and the use of initiative. Capable of supervising the inspection of average
engineering construction and materials.

Engineering Inspectors, Class

On
and

3,

$125-140

subordinate duty requiring a certain amount of knowledge or training
experience.
Capable of inspecting minor construction work and

materials.

Instrumentmen, Class

1,

$180-200

On

general or special duty, requiring special knowledge, training and
experience and the use of initiative. Capable of directing a field party,
ana responsible for technical field work of a complicated and difficult
nature, and plattin? the field notes and data.

Instrumentmen, Class

2,

$150-170

On

general or special duty, requiring special knowledge, training and
experience and the use of initiative.
Capable or directing a field party,
making personal investigation of ordinary field work, and platting the fieid
notes and data.
Rodmen, Class 1, $120-130

On subordinate duty with knowledge, training ar.d experience. Capable
of ciomg ordinary field work without supervision or more difficult field work
with supervision, and platting the field notes and data.
Rodmen, Class

2,

$100-115

On subordinate duty with a certain amount of knowledge of field work,
but not required to use transit or level.
Chainmen or Trainmen, $90-100
On subordinate duty, preferably with a certain amount of knowledge or
experience in field work.

There Must Be an End.

—

It is not a railroad man, but a
Interstate Commerce Commission, Mr. Clark,
the House Committee that the raising of
freight rates is inevitable.
Time was when the Commission conceived it to be their duty to oppose every application
Mr. Clark believes the
of the railroads for higher rates.
high w-ages will have to be maintained.
The suggestion
that the Commission be given power to fix wages he earnestly repelled.
Not for the Commission the job of cutting
wages to meet income!
There remains only the universal
last resort
to make up the deficit out of the pockets of the
This process is now world-wide.
But there must
public.
English miners-, fearing the effect
be an end to it some day.
of public feeling regarding their pleas for shorter hours and
higher wages, have asked the Government to suspend the
order until they have had a chance to show that it may not
be necessary. "Strike and the world strikes with you; w ork
and you work alone." New York Evening Post.

member of the
who has told

—

r

:
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Railroad Hearings Before House Committee
Executives Submit Outline of Principles— Ask That Roads Be
Made Self-Sustaining— Other Testimony
Washington,

THOMAS

Di

Witt

Cuyi.er, chairman of the association
Executives, appearing before the House

(1)

Railway
Committee on interstate and foreign commerce, on
August 20, on behalf of 94 per cenl of the railroad mileage
of

The Interstate
(2)
with the director

in consultageneral of railroads and the new
Federal Transportation Board, to readjust rate.- SO a- to
restore the equilibrium between revenues and expenses and
make the carriers again self-supporting.

Pending this readjustment the
(3)
of the standard return to continue.

capital.

Mr. Cuyler stated that the principles and measures proposed had been unanimously agreed to by all the roads in the

Exclusive regulation of rates by the Interstate Commerce Commission with the aid of regional sub-commissions,
and with a definite direction by Congress to the Interstate

association.

They include several important changes from the original
outline of principles presented before the Senate
committee
early in the year.

that:

"the level of rates shall provide revenue sufficient to pay
wages and other expenses of operation, a fair return on the
value of the property used in the public service, and establish and maintain a credit sufficient to attract the new capital necessary to meet the public need for transportation

Mr. Cuyler also introduced a complete bill containing the
provisions to carry out the principles proposed by the
railway
executives which was explained in more complete detail
by
Alfred P. Thorn, counsel for the Association of
Railway
Executives.

facilities."

Mr. Cuyler also read a statement prepared by A.
J.
County, vice-president of the Pennsylvania, in reply to
Mr!
Plumb's statement including the Pennsylvania among
eight
eastern roads which he said had issued stock for
less than
its market value.
He pointed out that a large issue of stock always depi
the market value and showed that in the
period mentioned
the Pennsylvania had received more than
$40,000,000 in
premiums by issuing stock to its stockholder- at 120 per

Greater unification of public regulation of the privately owned and operated companies, by broadening national
control; with exclusive national control of the issue of
securities and the expenditure of new capital, and provision
for federal incorporation of interstate carriers.
3.

Authorization of consolidations of existing lines into
competitive systems, whenever found to be in the
public interest; also providing for joint use of equipment and
terminals when in the public interest.
4.

strong,

cent

of par.

Instead of being watered he said the
Pennsylvania had
property that cost over $400,000,000 in excess
of the capitali-

A

Federal Transportation Board, charged with the
general oversight, from the point of view of the public in-

zation.

terest, of all transportation.

The Federal Transportation Board, proposed by

In conclusion Mr. Cuyler made the
following statement
regarding the Plumb plan
"I cannot bring these remarks to a close
without reference
to the proposal as to a future
railroad policy made to this
committee by counsel for certain groups
of the
employee-.

the rail-

roads, would be composed of three commissioners appointed
by the President.
This board would be co-ordinate with the Interstate Commerce Commission, and would relieve it of all functions

excepting rate regulation, valuation and accounting.

The duties of the Federal Transportation Board
tion,

"1 am unable to accept this
proposal as creating ,n issue
between railroad companies and the great
body of emplo
Ihe workers on the railroads are fair-minded
men thoroughly patriotic and devoted, as their fellow
citizens are, to
our American institutions.
In my judgment, they will never
knowingly consent to dangerous experiment- destructive
of
our institutions, under which we have tjrown to
be the foremo-t nation of the world, and under which
there have been
established standards of happiness and well-being
of which
all ot us have a right to be proud.
"1 have complet<
;

in addi-

would be:

To certify from time to time to the Interstate Commerce Commission the amount of operating revenues needed
by the carriers to enable them to perform their public
(a)

service.

(b)
traffic

when

To

government guarantee

The indebtedness of the railroad companies to the
(4)
government on account of new capital expenditures made
during war control to be funded for 10 years.

2.

5.

Commerce Commission,

tion

1.
Approval by public authorities of rates that will
enable the railroads of the country to be self-sustaining, and
to command the new capital needed year by year for expansion of railroad facilities; but with no guaranty of income
by the government.
The growth of population and industry now requires the
annual investment of from $700,000,000 to $1,000,000,000

Commerce Commission

C.

of rate- established by the government to remain temporarily in force.

tion for the return of the roads to private operation:

new

I>

of government operation, the

level

of the country, presented the following outline of principles
which the carriers believe should be incorporated in legisla-

of

With the termination

require the distribution in times of congestion of
to the less congested lines,

from the more congested
in the public interest.

.

(c)

To

require the joint use of terminals

when

in

the

public interest.
(d)
To consolidate all lines into a unified system in times
of national emergency, as directed by the President.

In order to provide a bridge over which the railroads can
return to private operation, without risking financial disaster,
the railroad executives make these suggestions

radical
as revolutionary of the accepted and cherished
principle- of
our social and economic life, as the proposal made
to you,
will never, when it is fully understood, receive
the sanction
of the great body of our citizens, whether

engaged

work or
-

I

he people

have already made a correct appraisal
of
and have realized that it involves

the danger of the proposal,
mi essence the taking of the

353

in rail

in other occupations.

means

of all the people, to acquire
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the railru.nl properties from their owners, and turn them
over, not to all the people, not even i" all labor, bul to one

labor

of

class

and

that

manage and operate

tor

a

one
to
advantage and without

comparativelj

own

their

.-mall

adequate responsibility to anj public authority.
"In order to popularize the proposal, n i- accompanied by
Without
ion of a reduction of railwaj rates.
i

etne

to

pending

the

large

demands

for

further

inereases,

wages, since the beginning of Federal control, have
already been increased aboul a thousand millions of dollars
on the
a year, which is more than the entire annual return
railuav

capital invested in

tin-

railroads.

public has heen quick to see that the promise in this
plan of a reduction of railway rates is entirely illusory, and.
m fact, that it promises instead a very large increase either
lie

in

rate- or taxes,

burden would depend upon
power of the employees to fix their own

for the public

the exercise of the

wages.

•The payment
a

charge against

of
all

the wages thus fixed would constitute
the people either in transportation rates

or in taxes.
"It is declared by the proponents of this measure that it
Democracy is the rule
introduces democracy into industry.
of all the people. But this would be the rule of a very small

minority.

"Instead of democratizing industry, it would establish in
It is a proposal to take
industry class power and privilege.
a large part of the national wealth and set it aside for the
benefit of relatively- a very small class of our population,

expense of all the rest.
"Railroad owners, while the immediate object of attack, are
by no means chiefly interested in the issue which has thus
been raised, although these owners, directly and indirectly,
constitute a very large part of our population.
"As long as we have a Constitution, the owners must
be paid adequate compensation for their property if it is
at the

"The

issue affects the entire people, for it constitutes
assault upon the very fundamentals of our institution.

"As such
will be

ideals

Warfield plan, of an) difference of opinion between the
hi se< ui it v ou ners.
two
an be
u\ ler said that ii
Mr.
lation
enacted the Booner the road-- an- returned tin- better, !"
tin

i

i.i

i

<

i

i

both the corporate and the operating organizations are
"rapidly going to piei
Mr Thom began his argument with a brief <li mi ion of
the Plumb plan, quoting opinions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to controvert the assertion that railroad property
paid for out of surplus belongs to the public and should not
he included in the value.
He also declared that if the labor
organizations should possess sufficient political influence t"
put through such a hill as that they have proposed there
would he no difficulty ahout their being able to get control of
the hoard of directors.
The plan proposed by the railway executives was also to
i

he

discussed
Bledsoe.

by R.

S.'Lovett,

and

and as such
American
American conceptions of government and social

it is

all

these

who

are attached to

order."

Mr. Cuyler explained that the proposed bill did not include any provision for the settlement of labor disputes but
that one would be submitted later. Asked how the executives
proposed to take care of the situation of the weak roads, Mr.
Cuyler said they had not intended to, on the ground that it
would be contrary to the spirit of American enterprise as well
as unconstitutional to require a strong, well managed road
In reply to a
to contribute to the support of a weak road.
question he said that in order to protect a community vitally
dependent upon the service of a weak road the public might
be willing to have the government aid it financially, but he
did not suggest such a plan.
Mr. Sims referred to the arguments made by advocates of
the Warfield plan that a road ought to be required to give up
Mr. Cuyler said
two-thirds of its return above 6 per cent.
the Warfield plan apparently represented the interest of the
bond holders, who desire protection for their fixed return,
When Mr. Sims asked why
rather than the stockholders.
there should be any difference of opinion between the executives and the bondholders, he said there should not be because
the executives feel that they represent "the whole road," but

he added that he was a director in a large insurance companv and in many large trust companies and had never
heard the Warfield plan discussed in any of their meetings,
nor had he heard of any dissent from any of the bondholders
except
to the proposals of the executives nor any evidence,

Elliott

and

S.

T.

Luther M. Walter

gregate property investment and for division of all surplus
over the fixed return between labor, the roads earning the
surplus and the public in equal shares. Mr. Walter declared
that labor should participate in the earnings of the carriers
and that such participation was a fundamental of the plan.

He showed that under the minimum return plan the net result
of railroad operations in the pre-war test period would have
been the turning in of a surplus of $84,000,000 by some of
the carriers for division with labor and the public.

Mr. Walter. said

"The purpose

in part:

is to secure from public
authority such action as will protect the investments made
and make it possible for capital to be furnished to the rail-

of this association

The

financial structure of all credits

depends upon the results of legislation by

this

Congress upon

the railroad question.

"We

the business of the entire public

opposed by
to

an

Howard

Luther M. Walter, general counsel of the association,
brought out the fundamentals of the Warfield plan, providing
for rates that would give a fixed minimum return on the ag-

roads for future needs.

taken.

it
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is

believe that capital

invested

railroad properties

in

entitled to a fair return, that labor

is

entitled to a just

wage, and that the public which furnishes the money

is

en-

association presents to you a bill which embodies

and

titled to efficient service at the lowest cost.

"Our

effectuates the views of the association.

Our plan can be put

No other plan yet suggested dealing
with the financial needs of the carriers can be effectuated
short of a period of years.
The keystone of the plan is a
congressional direction to the Interstate Commerce Commission that it shall make freight and passenger rates sufficient
to pay operating expenses, maintain railroad properties, and
give not less than 6 per cent return upon the aggregate fair
value of the property devoted to transportation in each of the
principal traffic territories.
The chief difficulty in the past
has been the impossibility of adjusting rates so that the great
bulk of the railroads of the country could earn sufficient to
operate and maintain their individual properties without
at the same time furnishing excessive earnings to a few great
into effect immediately.

carriers.

"We use the property investment account as the basis upon
which to apply the 6 per cent, because the Interstate Commerce Commission in the five per cent case found that the
only basis available for prompt determination of the suffiIn that case the comciency of the return upon investment.
mission found that the average return had- been 5.64 per
cent over the period from 1900 to 1914. Under the Warfield
plan, Congress is asked to direct the commission to furnish a
return from rates of not less than 6 per cent.
When twothirds of the excess earned by individual carriers over 6 per

August
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cent upon their property investment has been placed in the
excess earnings fund, there will remain to the carriers average
earnings of 5.78 per cent, or only .14 per cent more than the
commission found was not adequate in the public needs and
for the railroad needs.
The Supreme Court at its last term

held in the Lincoln Gas Case that the return of 6 per cent on
the property devoted to the public use was the minimum
which the law would permit.

"The second fundamental is that labor shall participate in
Labor's share should be used
the earnings of the carriers.
for the establishment of the insurance system or for profitsharing.

By

will fall

upon

reason of the largely increased duties which
the commission the security holders ask Congress to create six regional interstate commerce commissions,
subordinate to the Commission, but with all the powers of the

Commerce Commission in their respective terriOur plan contemplates that these regional commisshall act as boards of conciliation in settling wage
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has been the adjustment of the rate structure so that the
great bulk of the roads would have sufficient revenue without
at the

same time giving excessive earnings to
The weak and the strong roads operate

the stronger

in the same
applicable on one must be applicable upon the other, else the road with the lower rate
would enjoy all the tonnage, and the road with the higher
rate would find itself without tonnage.
Having in mind the
fundamental, long-established rule that an investment in a
public utility such as a railroad is entitled only to a fair
return, there can be no constitutional inhibition upon this
Congress fixing a maximum return. There should, however,
be accorded to a carrier a portion of the earnings in excess
of the maximum reasonable return so that the incentive to
economy and efficiency in operation should not be lost. We

roads.

territory.

The

rate

which

is

Interstate

believe that one third of the excess over 6 per cent

tories.

cient to encourage incentive

sions

disputes, being a
to the

body

and

the carrier will be anxious to

close

and the shippers.

The

labor and the public which
has paid the money.
"The application of this
principal will not reduce the
usual and customary divi-

"Finally, the plan would
create a corporation operated
without profit to the railroads
and managed by the nine in-

Commerce Commiseight

dends of the carriers.
Had
the system been in effect during the test period of three
years ending June 30, 1917,
there would have been excess
earnings
of
$126,000,000.

railroad

selected by the railroads.
This corporation would fur-

men

nish expert

advice

The 78

to the

commission in the operation
carriers,

corporations earning

in excess of 6 per cent

would

unify
operate
would
terminals,
equipment such as has been
built by the Railroad Adminof

may have the
its own treas-

ury.

ity.

and

it

The other two-thirds of
the excess, I believe, should
be divided equally between

issu-

sioners

suffi-

the additional dollar in

J
33 /3
cents for

ance of securities of all carengaged in interstate
riers
commerce would be vested
exclusively in federal author-

terstate

make

order that

employees, the carriers

is

initiative in operation; that

would

have received one-third, $42,000,000.
There would have
been left to divide between

and the public some
During that
$84,000,000.
three-year pediod, had the
individual railroads. It
plan been in effect every cuswould furnish a great cleartomary dividend could have
ing house for railroad operabeen paid.
The only effect
tion and in times of emergconstitute the
would have been to reduce
ency
the corporate surplus of cardirecting force for the
riers to whose earnings the
handling of the railroads as a
plan applied.
single system.
L. M. Walter
"The plan contemplates a
"Our association is opcontinuation of the present
posed to the compulsory
rate committees composed of
federal incorporation of railrepresentatives of both railroads and shippers to primarily
roads, to the provision for a new cabinet officer, or for a
consider and pass upon all changes in rates requested by
federal transportation board, or any board having supervisory
either railroads or shippers and before being filed with the
power over the interstate commerce commission.
istration

and allocated

labor

to the

would

"We are opposed to the creation of new and larger regional
companies because it means the elimination of competition
in service, and competition in service is the thing which the
public demands and which the Railroad Administration has
not furnished. Many shippers and manufacturers' organizaIt is simple, easy of applications have approved our plan.
Under it
tion, and can be made immediately effective.
investors will feel secure, labor will receive a fair wage
the shipper will obtain the service which he pays for.

and

"I have quoted liberally from the commission's two important general rate increase decisions to show that the
commission itself used the property investment account to test
the sufficiency of the revenues of the carriers as a whole in
each of the three great traffic territories. That 6 per cent is
the proper rate of return will not be questioned by anyone if
private operation

is to

obtain.

One

of the great difficulties

regional commission
mission."

or

the

Interstate

Commerce

Com-

Mr. Walter began his statement by telling the committee
up to June 30 had cost the
government a deficit of $550,000,000 and that by the end of
the year we can count on an irrecoverable loss of at least a
that the operation of the railroads

billion,

lb- presented the six months figures to show the
present situation of the carriers and to show that the govern-

ment cannot

fairly turn back the roads without making provision for an assurance of revenues sufficient to enable them
to provide good service with reasonable wages to tin- em-

ployees and a fair return to the investor.
"When you do
he said, "the quicker you return them the better." In
commenting on the reduction in traffic expenses he said that
one of the reasons why the Railroad Administration has not
been successful was because the men who kept in touch with
that,'"
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the shippers had been removed from duty.
He added thai Insaid this after having handled most of the complaints from

shippers for nine months while he was assistani director of
M,m\ of
publii service for the Railroad Administration.
the traffic men were given odicr duties, many taken care of
by the corporations and main good men were let go, he said
in

reply to a question.

Asked about the volume of traffic during the six months
period, Mr. Walter showed that the ton miles per mile of road
per day were 5.081 in the hist half of I'M 7. 4.975 in the first
half of 1918 and 4. >66 in die first half of I'M".
Represents
live Merritt remarked that these figures have some bearing on
the statement that the railroads "had ceased to function."
Mr. Walter said that the congestion had come in the latter
17 hut that if some of the restrictions had been
part of
removed and the railroad officers allowed to create their own
Organization and their own director general ho thought they
would have done as well as or better than was done under
lie added that west of Chicago and
government operation.
south of the Potomac there was little congestion.
"I feel that way myself," said Representative Montague.
Representative Sims asked if the roads would not be more
economically operated if they were returned now.
"They might reduce the deficit." replied Mr. Walter, "but
to return them under present conditions would be to shift
from all the people to the railroad owners the burden of
expenses which the government has itself put on the roads."
The first problem is to get a proper rate level, Mr. Walter
1

declared,

()

and

for that

reason the association suggests that
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haven't any doubl that the COUrta Will lUStaill
or
it

billions.

l''

I

[owever,

a

value of 18
to

\\>

a<

i

epl

we gel an actual valuation."
Mr. Walter devoted some time to explaining the prop

as

a

\

.

1

1

s.

1

(

1

i <

k until

rule of rate niakim'.

"If von ;nv gOI

lli.it

rati

high enough," he said, "you havi got to do something to
that some roads do not earn too mu< h."
lie replied to tl
"iiment that the government (anno) take from one road to
give to another 1>\ saying that this plan does neither, b©
the two thirds of the cm ess never becomes th< property of the
company, which has had its fair return and a little more as

an incentive, hut

is held in trust or dedicated to a publii
with an amount collected by a carrier above
what the commission finds to he a reasonable rate, which is
returned to the shipper as reparation. He insisted that none
of the excess goes to make up any deficiency of the weaker
roads.
The proposed corporation might take over spa ial
equipment such as refrigerator and tank cars and collect car
hire from the roads.
As counsel for one of the packers, Mr.
Walter said he knew the packers would be glad to get rid of
their investment in cars if assured an adequate car supply,
but no single road can afford to own enough special equipment which has a seasonable use.
Mr. Walter thought the shippers would be entirely willing to pay rates high enough to produce an average of 6 per
cent if assured that an undue proportion of profit would not
go to the richer roads. He also said that the Federal Reserve
Bank act affords a precedent both for the 6 per cent and
Applying the profor the distribution of excess earnings.

He compared

it

Congress should give the commission a definite instruction.
The commission, he thought, ought to be glad to have a more
specific basis to work on than a law that rates must be "just
and reasonable" and a specific rule is needed, he said, because the commission is composed of several minds.
Until the commission has completed its valuation, Mr.
Walter said, the property investment account should be taken

posed rule to the average figures of the test period, in which
the railroads earned 5.2 per cent, Mr. Walter showed that to
raise the rate level to produce 6 per cent would result in 78

as the only available basis, subject to corrections for any
obvious defects. He pointed out that defects in this account

Forney Johnston

as to individual roads would be absorbed in the aggregate
on which the rate level would be based and also in the
indisputable increase in values not represented in the ac-

Forney Johnston, of advisory counsel of the association,
urged that the Warfield plan is the one solution upon which
all the conflicting elements in the situation could unite. Congress must give constructive relief, he -said, or look upon the
overwhelming of the present economic situation, the plunging
of the railroads into bankruptcy or government ownership.

counts.

Replying to Mr. Plumb's repeated claims that the property
investment accounts are unreliable, Mr. Walter pointed out
that Mr. Plumb had read to the committee only some of the
earlier statements by the commission criticizing these figures.
He also pointed out that of the 19 billions in the property
account, 6 billions are represented by cash expended under
the strict accounting rules of the commission since 1907 and
that the five roads whose valuations were taken by Mr. Plumb
as the criterion for charging that the other roads were worth
onlv half their property account represented only 1,800 miles
out' of

260,000.

members

The

points were readily

of the committee,

who smiled some

appreciated by
at

Mr. Plumb's

expense.
the proponents of the Plumb plan question that 6
asked Representative Cooper.
"Mr. Plumb just tells you what he thinks the property is
worth as a whole," replied' Mr. Walter. "But this shows how
Of course, the lower he
futile it is to accept his figures.
makes the valuation the less the fixed charges and the more

"Do

billion dollars?"

Mr. Plumb probably believes what he says.''
"I have seen some very honest men believe some curious

for wages.

Mr. Montague.
Chairman Esch asked if the courts had ever ignored the
property investment account and when Mr. Walter replied
that they could not, he asked: "Then what hope have the

things," remarked

Plumb plan advocates that the courts will sustain their
ures?"
"I can't see a possible chance," said Mr. Walter.

fig-

roads contributing $84,000,000 to the excess earnings fund,
but would leave them better off by $24,000,000, while 84
roads would not contribute but would be better off bv $29,000,000.

His statement was in part as follows:
"We suggest no radical, complicated or

costly

process.

We

urge Congress to put into effect certain policies which
have been found by experience to be essential both to the
protection of railroads and to the protection of the public interest in transportation.

"We

acknowledge the propriety of the main feaby Mr. Esch. The measure we
have formulated embodies substantially all of the advances
proposed in the Esch bill but accompanies them with the
indispensable provisions necessary to protect American transportation from headlong bankruptcy.
We earnestly caution
the committee against the report of any bill without profreely

tures of the bill introduced

visions

for

constructive relief.

The

representative

of

the

commission who has testified before you has asserted that
transitional and constructive relief is imperative; that the
Esch bill does not embody that relief; that normal pre-war
conditions can never be expected to return and that it is
squarely up to Congress to define the policy wdiich is to govern the railroads. Shall they be returned -to their owners on
a self-supporting basis that will justify further investment
or shall the established system of ownership and operation
under complete regulation be condemned by leaving them as
permanent mendicants before the United States Treasury or

Commerce Commission?
"The American people have invested

the Interstate

"I

six billion dollars in

August

22,
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permanent railroad property -road and equipmenl
since
1907.
That sum was added under supervision of the comYet that vast sum produced in 1917, the so-called
mission.
high-water mark of railroad prosperity, only about 200 millions in net income more than was earned in 1907.
In short,
the American railways produced six billion of new money to
earn less than the government paid for loans secured by a
mortgage upon the American people.
"In the so-called banner period of 1915-16-17, 120 out of
the 162 systems, Class I railroads, operating a total of more
than 170,000 miles or over two-thirds of the total mileage in
the United States, earned less than 6 per cent upon their
property investments.
In the year 1916, 91 railroads, operating over 80,000 miles, paid no dividends whatever.
Yet
before the committees of Congress and in every case brought
before the commission to advance rates, a vast mileage of
American railways has been choked off with the assertion
that average statistics show average prosperity.
"In all of these cases the commission has been actuated to
deny general relief because certain roads were prosperous
and the commission was unwilling to add to their prosperity

even to save the large number of roads which were receiving
admittedly inadequate revenue. Under these conditions, opposed in every effort to adjust rates to meet proven necessities by powerful mobilization on part of the shippers, the
American railroads have been kept in a bread line before
the door of the Interstate Commerce Commission since 1910.
Relief has been denied or grudgingly and sparingly dealt
out because certain roads in each region were thought to be

unless Congress proposes that the purchasers shall be per
mitted a square chance for a reasonable return.
That investment, which will hereafter he forced and in every event ap-

proved by the commission, should go on the books of the carrier at what the money cost and the rate level should directly
reflect that cost.

"For every dollar invested in the average American railroad in <ash since 1607 it has received a return of less than
4 per cent, if the income and investment of 1917 be compared
witli the income and investment of 1907.
Congress cannot
expect this result to continue.
It must now determine its
policy to the railways as a whole, when that policy is declared, the so-called weak roads, indispensable to a vast population, can decently and in order readjust their organizations

permanent and wholesome basis. Under the 6 per cent
accompanied by a regulation of earnings over 6 per cent
as proposed by the plan, and applying that plan to the threeyear pre-war period, 78 railroads would have received less
than 6 per cent on the property accounts. Their average
would have been 8.34 per cent.
It is obvious that this
result is just what we have asserted
the irreducible minito a

level,

—

mum.

"We

assured that in presenting the Associsafe ground, consistent with the
Constitution and with American traditions.
While it is
progressive in its acceptance of the idea of complete regula-

"The fundamental proposal

of the Warfield plan

is

feel absolutely

ation plan

we stand upon

we

are certain that it preserves the incentive to good
high efficiency and consideration for passengers and
shippers which no governmental organism or class organization,

service,

would accord."

tion

affluent.
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that

warfare between the shipper and the
railroads, this constant depressing factor against relief before the commission when relief is necessary, must be removed
by regulation of excess earnings which will relieve the shipping organizations of their apprehension and the commission
of the odium which would be visited upon it if affluent railroads were given higher rates to protect American transportation from bankruptcy.
"For this reason we believe that in asking Congress to
instruct the commission that a 6 per cent rate level which
would leave only S l 2 per cent in the treasury of the Class I
railroads we are suggesting the lowest possible ratio on which

Samuel H. Beach

this continual basis for

/

Samuel H. Beach told the committee that half of the people of the United States are directly interested in return of
the railroads to private ownership on a basis that will afford
adequate protection to security holders.
He strongly advocated the Warfield plan as the only acceptable vehicle for the
accomplishment of the end. Mr. Beach said in part:
"The only idea in the minds of many people regarding
railroad securities

is

by the very wealthy.

that they are mainly

owned and held

They do not

stop to consider the fact
that the major portion of the liquid wealth of the nation consists

of the small accumulations of the many.

The Savings

the railroads, as a whole, can survive, the lowest in the aggreIt is the irreducible
gate which any court would sustain.

Banks Association of the State of New York, comprises in
its membership 139 of the 141 mutual savings banks in the

The present law and the bill being considered
by your committee give no consideration to the necessity for
general advances. The power of the commission is the powIt can act only when individual
er to suspend and reduce.
rates are proposed or put into effect by the railroads which

State.

minimum.

are in violation of the law, that

is,

unreasonable or discrimi-

natory.

"Thus a petition for general relief can be inaugurated only
by the needy carriers conspiring to advance competitive rates
in violation of the Sherman act, filing those rates, and havWhile the commising the proposed schedules suspended.
sion ordered an investigation in 1913, members of that body
dissented on the ground that the commission had no power
So the
to investigate the carriers' necessity for revenue.
railroads riled tariffs in October, 1913, and forced their susThis situation is fundamentally wrong. The commission which is to be given the power to force railroads to
add billions of dollars to their investment tor new tracks and

pension.

facilities

should be required to produce a reasonable return

upon that investment. If a railroad is ordered to secure a
hundred million of dollars for additions or facilities, it should
not be forced to stand in line before the commission in year
long efforts to secure the revenue to sustain that investment.
It

would be immoral

to ask the

commission to approve the

sale of securities as being consistent with the public interest

It is

people,

needless to say these banks are popular with the

for over one-third of the entire population of

New

To be
mutual saving- banks.
exact there are 3,500,000 depositors, who have to their aggregate credit the enormous sum of over two billions of dollars.
There are similar mutual savings banks in 14 other states,
the total number being 615. which own approximately $850,These securities belong to
000,000, of railroad securities.
York

state are depositors

in

over 9,000,000 people.

"Savings banks are required by law to invest the moni
their depositors

as speedily as possible

in

specifically designated high-class securities

of necessity are these issued by railroads.

hank depositors

certain safe and
and among them

Beside.- the savings

there are 33 million citizens holding life in-

surance policies; and railroad securities form a large block
in the investments of the companies by which these policies
-ued.
In addition to these are million- of small depositors in trust companies, national hanks and -tate hanks: also
hundred- of universities, thousands of trust estates and individual investors, so that in all 50 million people, a full half
of all the people in the nation, :omprising mainly the middle
tla-made up of business men, mechanics, clerks, laborers,
the

widow and

— are

vitally interested in having
ownership under such terms
will render present outstanding bonds de-

the

orphan

the railroads returned to private

ami conditions

a.-
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issues attractive as an investment
proposed measure is thai if to those
roads having the average ot' effii ienq can be assured a return
6 per rent 1>\ a>
of CongTCSS, U will settle ;iiitl take 0U1

sirable to retain
I

(

and future

be vital point

«>t'

this

.|"

I

of

the

hands of the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

the

question Of 'What is a reasonable return?'
"V.\ Senator Klilm Rool said, in a letter addressed to Mi.
Warfield torn hint; on this plan, 'I think you have put your

much vexed

No

more terse or more
which prevail could he
expressed than i- contained in these words of Mr. Root. We
Every business man in the nation
all know there is a jam.
knows that government ownership or government operation of
hook

into the kev

log of the jam.'

effective description of the conditions

never he made either economical or efficient
Republic to the continued existence of which politi-

railroads can

and.

in a

cal parties are necessary, the

making

of a political asset of

which our great transportation system requires, would be a constant and grave
menace to a good government.

the vast

number

of railroad employees

"It is our firm conviction that the railroads cannot avoid
destruction and eventual governmental absorption unless they
are assured of a return of not less than 6 per cent, 'though exercise by Congress of its duty to stop, by act, the knife of
regulation short of the heart of the transportation system of
the

United

States.'

in human experience affords a precedent for such
operation of railroads, in this or any other country, as the
past two years have witnessed. Operating costs have mounted
so far out of proportion to receipts that the bonds of at least
eight or nine railroads, which were eligible before the war
started are in a fair way to become illegal for savings banks

"Nothing

to hold.

more
want

It is

easy to ask

liberal to

conform

to

these laws changed.
camouflage our position.

'Why cannot these laws be made
new conditions?' But we do not

We

have no need

What we do want

is

to

to

attempt to
have such

legislation enacted as will bring the railroad securities

up

to

the requirements of the law; so that instead of being forced
to sell the bonds we now hold and thereby still further de-

an already depressed market we may feel warranted
adding to our holdings by investing in new
issues of railroad bonds as much of the two billions of deposits entrusted to our care as we are permitted to do by the
laws which govern our investments."
flecting

and

justified in

George A. Post
Submitting the National Chamber's plan, and its objection
to the Plumb plan, on August 18, George A. Post said that
at the time the referendum vote was taken there was no
doubt in the minds of the railroad committee that government ownership and operation was not the issue pressing for
attention

upon the present Congress.

"Due to the unfavorable impression made upon the public
mind by the operation of the railroads under federal control
for the period of 16 months," he said, "there was manifest
throughout the country a strong, even overwhelming, sentiment against continuance of federal control and operation.
Many men in public office and multitudes of private citizens,
prior to the adventure into the field of federal control, had
been harshlv critical of railroad management; had jealously
advocated and brought about legislation severely restrictive

and punitive respecting railroad operation, and in their bitwhat they considered unfair and aggravating practices of the railroad, had declared that government
ownership and operation was the only remedy for railroad
evils.
Later they were so aroused by what they deemed the
baleful effects of government operation upon their personal
convenience and the conduct of their business, brought about
by the indifference of governmental agencies, that they renounced their previous advocacy of government ownership,
and became vigorous opponents thereof. So recently as July

terness because of

IS

la^t,

mittee,
seiitinn

ship,

I
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opening
Esch
ni throughout the
feel that we ought
the

at

Chairman

of these hearings

said:

'in

before this com-

view of the wide pread

country against government o
mix h time on that

not to spend very

proposition.'

"American business s deeply concerned respecting the
future of our railroads.
has high hopes of the wise out
It
(dine of your deliberations.
It
has noted with gratification
the earnestness, patience and fairness with which the Conj

gressional

Committees

information.

arc

seeking

The chamber has keen

to set lire all
possible
apprei iation of the per-

plexities that confront you in framing the legislation which
must precede the return of the railroads to their owners. It
has aimed to be helpful to you in showing the trend of
thought of American business upon some of the outstanding
It knows that deep
issues involved in your deliberations.
study is needed of the complexities inherent in the very
existence of a transportation system which serves those who
need service that they desire to obtain at the lowest possible
rates
a sendee which is rendered possible through the labors
of those who are entitled to liberal wages for dangerous and
exacting toil, and require investment of billions through the

—

savings of thrifty folks who will invest only if the return is
attractive to them.
In such circumstances, not one of the
elements may reasonably hope to exact the fullest measure
of its desire, either as to lowness of rates, height of wages, or

abundance of investment return."
Mr. Post declared that under government ownership the
development of the railroad facilities, which means so much
to the country's progress, would depend upon Congressional
appropriations, and that would prevent the anticipation of
transportation needs.

He

pointed out that appropriations

be made in the amount and at the time necessary
to insude adequate development and that political considerations not only would control the amount of appropriations,
and the objects for which they were made, but would also
weigh heavily for the selection of men for official positions.
To acquire the railroads, he said, the government would
have to pledge its credit for 18 to 20 billions of dollars, at a
It would
time when other large financing must be done.
be difficult for the government to dispose of the securities
required to purchase the railroads, and it would be necessary for the government to secure from five hundred million
to one billion dollars of new capital every year.
If the
government w ere to assume the burden of financing the

were not

to

r

railroads at the present time, when the
its interest rate would necessarily be

higher than, the rate at

war debt

is

so large,

high as, if not
which corporations could secure
as

capital.

Business

men

of the country are convinced,

Mr. Post

said,

that government operation cannot be as efficient as corporate
management.
Competition, the incentive to efficiency and

progress in private enterprises, he declared, is absent from
the government administration of affairs.
Individual initiative is less characteristic, bureaucratic methods more so, and
the services rendered are less progressively efficient.

The concensus of opinion of the National Chamber, Mr.
Post said, is that unless the government adopted the policy
of fixing low rates and fares with the intention that any
resulting deficit from operations should be placed as an
increased burden of taxes upon the general public, rates and
would be higher under government than under private
operation, on the theory that under government operation
fares

expenses rise in relation to income, and the charges imposed
by the government must be higher than those which it would
be necessary to permit railroad corporations to make.
Mr. Post urged the return of the railroads to corporate
control as soon as remedial legislation can be enacted.
The
plan he offered for the future provides that permission be
granted for railroads to consolidate, in the public interest,

:
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with prior approval of government authority, in a limited
of strong competing systems, so located that each
of the principal traffic centers of the country shall, if possible, be served by more than one system, the proposed grouping to be about the present large systems, and not by territorial subdivisions of the countrv.
The position of the National Chamber on the consolidation feature. Mr. Post said, is in substance: The existence of
so many railroad systems as there are now increases the
difficulty of coordinating their facilities, and service to the
extent necessary to secure the most economical operation.
Moreover, some of the present roads are financially weak
and their continuance as separate systems complicates the
government's problems of rate making; of common or joint

number

use of equipment and

facilities; of the regulation of security

and of reestablishing

issues,

the financial credit of the rail-

roads as a whole. If the railroad systems that are financially
unstable and the many systems of minor importance can
(subject to the approval of

government,

the

conditions which

and
it
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The program of railroad legislation pre-c-nt'-d to the House
committee by the National Transportation Conference is up
to a certain point identical with the plan which Mr. Post
nted a- having received the approval of the members of
of Commerce.
The conference program goes
however, and includes certain recommendations
whidi. although entirely in harmony with the principles embodied in the chamber plan, have not yet been -ubmitted to
tIr- members of the chamber for their approval by referen-

Chamber

the

further,

dum

vote.

The Chamber

of Commerce has published in one pamphlet
distributing widely the program of railroad legislation
adopted by the National Transportation Conference and also

and

is

statements in support of the program made before the
Both the
Hour-e committee by members of the conference.
conference and the railroad committee of the chamber
the

recommend
(1)

Corporate

ownership

pre-

be grouped or con-

scribe)

w

solidated,

i

t

h

a

can be rendered

will be possible.

of

railroads.

)

peting system-.

Compulsory
4)
incorporation.

a larger development of
lines, terminals and other fa-

and

cilities

2

be enacted.
Consolidation of ex(J)
isting roads in strong, com-

limited

of strong systems, a

number

better service

operation

Return of the roads
to their owners as soon as
the necessary legislation c?u
(

under

may

and

(

If

(

5

)

Federal regulation of

such a plan shall be found by
Congress to be constitutional
and" feasible, the National

capital expenditures

Chamber

intrastate

of

recommends

(6)

(

revenue

efficient

service.

Federal regulation of capiexpenditures and securities of railroads engaged in

eral

economical

Creation of a FedTransportation Board to
promote the development of
a national system of rail,
water and highway trans-

fa-

federal regulation
intrastate rates affecting

The

and

(8)

tal

interstate

in-

)

regulation.

of

affecting

will

similar to the National Bank
Act. the states retaining the
power of taxation and police

is

rates

assure to the railroads
sufficient to enable
them to furnish the public
with adequate facilities and

subject to the United States
by the enactment of a statute

commerce

Federal regulation of

terstate

corporations engaged in incommerce be made

interstate

se-

commerce.
7
Adoption of a statutory rule of rate-making that

railroad

terstate

vored, as

and

curity issues.

Commerce

that

federal

is

portation.

The

commerce.
Chamber
National

further

recommenda-

embodied
ence program

in the confer-

tions

that are in
G. A. Post
Post explained,
harmony with the principles
enactment of a
of the chamber's plan; but as
statutory rule providing that
yet have not been submitted to the members of the chamber
railroad rates and fares authorized by the Interstate Comfor approval by referendum vote are as folio
merce Commission shall be designed to yield the railroad-.
Creation of a company contingent fund for eavh
1
in each of the traffic sections which -hall be designated by
railroad and a general contingent fund for all railroads, to
the commission, aggregate revenues which shall provide
be used in strengthening and stabilizing railroad credit.
(after allotment has been made for renewals and depreciail)
Creation of a railroad reserve fund for use during
by
(determined
value
fair
a
tion) such net returns upon
the period
of transition
from government to corporate
public authority) of the property devoted to the public use
management.
reasonobtain
at
to
carriers
the
enable
as will be sufficient to
Creation of boards consisting of equal numl>ers of
able cost the capital required to furnish the public with
of employes and officers of the railroads for
ientatives
service.
economical
and
efficient
adequate facilities and
The National Chamber. Mr. Post said, authorized him the adjustment of wage.-. hour< of labor and other conditions
plan.

Mr.

calls for the

(

stromdv to recommend that the Interstate Commerce Commission retain all its present power, and be given certain
additional power, and that there be created a Federal Transportation Board whose general duty it shall be to promote the
development of a national system of rail, water and highway
transporation. and thus to make possible the economical use
of all facilities, including tracks, terminal-, transfer facilihighway-.
ties, steam and electric roads, waterway- and

)

of service of railroad

emplo

Organization of the board of directors of each consolidated railroad company with -twelve members of whom
one shall be a representative of the employes of the system,
and three -hall be -elected by the Federal Tran-portation
Board to represent the principal interests involved in the
territory served by the system.
tte counsel of the Citizen?' National
muel Spri:
S
i

4)
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Railroad League, has filed with the committee a Btatemenl
supplemental to thai of Nathan I.. Amster, president of the
league, made on July

as

t<>

of

N. L. Amstcr's Valuation Plan
l

may

start at the

end of our tentative

bill

first,

1

would

like to point out the next to the last se< tion, that

dealing with
valuation.
It
is
vital." he said, "no rati- l>ase with anv
degree of permanency can he fixed until we know the value
of our carriers on which they are entitled to earn a fair
return.
Consolidations under government supervision are
impossible Unless the public can rest assured that such consolidations will not represent financial juggling and the
off on the public once again of a large mass of
water securities,
"Yet, unhappily, the question of physical valuation of our
carriers is a legal question to he determined by our courts
This
and not by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
arises, as the committee well knows, from our constitutional
provisions which enahle the carriers to attack by injunction
The
as confiscatory any valuation which they deem too low.
courts have not laid down any legal rules which are clear
enough to enable the commission to fix any final value.
The
Indeed the whole legal question is a sad muddle.

palming

any lawyer knows, have a fixed judicial rule of
Thus
avoiding the decision of any unnecessary question.
many of the most difficult questions in utility valuation are
Who can say anything definite about intangible
unsettled.
values such as development cost or going concern value?
Indeed, the method of reaching a final fair value still remains
undetermined with any degree of certainty. Our courts have
had too big a task. No one today desires to have the question
courts, as

of physical valuation decided with meticulous, breath-taking
A fair, honest approximation that will end the
accuracy.
If we leave the decision of the
controversy is demanded.
Interstate Commerce Commission to be passed upon by the
courts as valuation questions have been judicially determined
in the past I say advisedly that it will take 10 years at least
Congress, with due regard to constitutional
to end the matter.

has got to settle the matter.
"Already the Interstate Commerce Commission has encountered sad difficulties.
I might almost call the valuation
battle before the commission between the carriers and the
public represented by the state commissions acting through
their national association a rare and delicate comedy.
This
committee doubtless remembers how violently opposed the
carriers were to physical appraisal in 1913.
At that time the
theory of reproduction cost was welcomed by the public and
condemned by the carriers. Now the carriers or at least
they were before the war
are urging the complete and logical
application of the reproduction theory and demanding that
the commission fix a final value. The public desires to avoid
the reproduction theory because of the unhappy way in which
it can be twisted and desires the commission to state the facThus we are on the
tors of value only, not the final value.
threshold of a heyday of litigation, briefs, arguments and
passionate utterance.
The Gordian knot must be cut by
Congress and at once.
Now Mr. Amster has suggested a sound way of ending
this matter.
It is based on honest, fair approximation.
Let
us average the original cost, where an investment was made
in good faith, and the reproduction cost. Then let us correct
this result by capitalizing the net earnings of the road over a
period of 10 years and averaging this result with our former
figure.
This is obviously fair. A road in reality is not worth
rights,

what

it cost to build
ing a 10-year period

its

we

latent possibilities.

not for a
valuation,

moment say
if

can't earn a fair return.
By takgive every road a fair chance to show
I think that the Supreme Court will

it if it

that this

method of reaching a

adopted by Congress,

is

fair

so clearly unreasonable

to

hold

taking

i

value

in a rate

he Supreme 'ourt, it is true,
void.
earnings of a road a- an indication
ase be< ause it felt that this wa arguing
it

(

I

tini

.inle.

It has repeatedly said that any value produi ing a rate
rier.
In a word it has left a
unreasonably high must he rejected.
big spare f(#r a corrective, and Mr. Amster's corrective,
haw dis< overed in a areful examinait is the only one that
I

i

tion over a period of years of all court decisions

and discussions of the

and

articles

will he in

complete accord with
the views of the court.
Congress cannot leave this prohlem
of determining the value for rates and consolidation of onetenth of our entire wealth, so far as the principles of valuation are concerned, to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
I
It is too vital a question for any commission to determine.
subje<

t,

feel confident that the commission feels this way; at least the
commission has shown the greatest prudence in avoiding a

final decision of the question.

—

Congress is the logical indeed
"Congress must speak.
Mr. Amster has prepared
that can speak.
and devised a solution that is sound, in accord with the views

the only body

—

of the courts, is fair

and

just,

and

is

the only solution se-

riously suggested.

"This bill adds to Section 19a of the act to regulate commerce various paragraphs which strive to end the valuation
It ends the question of land values; it ends the
question of intangible values.
These provisions have been
drafted only after a painstaking study of court and commission decisions and they are a codification of the best
judicial views in a field where the decisions are in confusion.
"I would also like to add a word about the theory of
regulation as evolved in this bill.
The great weakness of
regulation of our utilities in the past has been due to the
fact that the public acted only after the act had been done.
Then the public approved or disapproved. Too much of
our regulation has been of the character of locking the barn
after the horse was stolen.
Again the utilities were hampered
because they nad to act and take the risk of the public's
disapproval.
This bill gives the Interstate Commerce Commission and the state railway commissions representation on
the board of governors of the unified railroad corporation.
Thus the regulatory bodies will know all that is being done
and can exert their influence before the act is done. The time
has come when we must have preventive regulation; the
public must know all that is done from the very beginning."

controversy.

—

—

it

Lvoided

Hut it has repeated!) and urgent!)
aid thai any
rate or value, over and above any question of original "i
reproduction cost, musl he fair to the public and to tin- car
in

"If

it

require
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Statement of

S.

H. Cowan

S. H. Cowan, representing the National Livestock Shippers'
League, who appeared before the committee on August 18 and
19, argued that very little legislation is necessary before the

He delivered a characteristic tirade
against both high rates and high wages, saying the director
general has not been able to control either the traffic men who
took advantage of the opportunity to "put it over on the
shippers" or the brotherhoods.
He said that labor was able
to get nearly all it demanded and that the railroads want 6
per cent after labor gets what it wants, and as a result it is
becoming too expensive to ship freight by rail. He thought
it was time for Congress to "talk turkey" to both capital and
labor and to fix it so that it won't be necessary, as he said,
railroads are returned.

Washington to get permission to change a $5 bill."
opposed government ownership vigorously, saying the
government is not organized to run a business and that the
President has to appoint men he knows nothing about.
If the railroads are returned, he said, all the old statutes
and constitutional guarantees will remain in effect, labor will
continue to draw its high wages and the rates will remain in
effect.
When some of the members of the committee ques"to go to

He

August
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tioned whether the state rates would remain in effect he proposed that the existing rates be continued by law for four
months after the return of the roads unless changed by the
interstate or state commissions.
He also proposed that the
director general be authorized to retain control over some
roads, that the railroads be paid the amount of working
capital taken over, that they be required to pay all liabilities
incurred by the director general in the ordinary course of
operation, such as loss and damage claims, and charge them
to the government, that an accounting board be appointed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission to adjust accounts between the railroads and the government, to report to the commission, which should make a recommendation to Congress,
and that Congress should make an appropriation for loans to
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on railroad legislation, and that the investigation
made by a committee of the House or Senate or
If
rably by a joint committee.
ongress wishes to designate the Interstate Commerce Commission, In- said, it -hould
:pressly provided that the investigation he prompt in
order that the report may he placed before Congress and the
public "before the enactment of any measure looking to the

ure—

acts

should he

'

hands which we denounce as
then repeated the ch
made hefore the committee and concluded with another referen
the desire that a report he had before the railroad- arc returned to their p ivate owner-.
Apparently Mr. Plumb c
restoration of the railroads to

The

Unclean."

nizes that

if

letter

he can secure a thorough investigation of the his-

tory of railroad land grants before the railroad- are returned,

government control might he <ontinued
Mr.

the railroads.

the present system of

Mr. Cowan said the purpose of the federal control act had
been to pave the way for permanent government ownership
and that the standard return w as too large because it included
about $300,000,000 for surplus.
He said Mr. McAdoo

for a very considerable part of the period advocated by

r

thought he could shake the railroads up like a kaleidoscope
and show a profit from unification, but that he "learned different just before he went to California to go into the moving
He said he was not criticizing Mr. McAdoo, that
pictures."
he was honest in his opinions, and "one of our greatest men
Asked whether the railroads would be able
since Barnum."
to avoid deficits under private operation Mr. Cowan said he
did not know, but he thought Congress ought to investigate
the operating expenses to see if they do not include a large
amount of betterment work.

Mr. Cowan's argument was supplemented by S. C. Rowe,
representing the Texas Cattle Raisers' Association, who particularly urged the creation of a board to regulate wages and
legislation to prevent strikes.

Plumb Wants Congress
Indications are appearing

to Investigate

that the charges

made by Glenn

Plumb, counsel for the organized railway employees,
House committee last week, are another part of
the campaign to prevent the return of the railroads to private
management, and thus to extend the period in which it is possible to pay wages without relation to the earning power of
E.

before the

McAdoo.
The Plumb Plan League has found another defender

in

Congress in the person of Representative Carrs of Minnesota,
who was recently committee chairman of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers. Mr. Carrs did not say much in favor
of the plan, but he objected to statements made by other Congressmen that the railway brotherhoods forced the Adamson
law by threats of a strike and that they are now seeking to
force the Plumb plan by threats of strike.
While the determination of the labor leaders was plainly not to accede to a
delay on the question of wages, he said, there never has been
a vestige of a threat of strike or the desire of intimidation
with regard to the Sims bill.
"I can say of my own personal knowledge that in all the
conferences of the railroad union pres'dents held during the
spring and this summer in connecCon with their advocacy of
the Plumb plan the subject of strike as a means to support
the plan has never been even broached.
The program called
for introduction of the bill not before October, and then as
the spirit of resistance on the wage questions became apparent

program was changed and the labor bill was thrown into
the basket to prove to the men in the shops and on the trains
that their interests were being carefully served.
So, as it hapthe

pens, the threats of strike were not made in support of the
Sims bill, but the Sims bill was introduced when it was as an
effective

answer

to the strikes."

the railroads.

Representative Huddleston of

Alabama has introduced

resolution in the House, copies of

which were given out

a
in

advance by the Plumb Plan Press Bureau, providing for the
appointment of a committee of six members to investigate
Mr. Huddleston also made a speech,
the truth of the charges.
which was also given out in advance by the Plumb Plan
Press Bureau, declaring that the "entire country was greatly
shocked by these sensational charges." He declared that the
railroad employees have "inside knowledge of the facts" and
he objected to a suggestion that they be referred to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Representative Denison of Illinois expressed surprise that
the gentleman from Alabama, coming from the great industrial center of Birmingham, should state that the people were
"Charges similar to these have
shocked by these charges.

been made in this country for the last five or ten years," he
The Intersaid, "and there is not anything new about them.
state Commerce Commission has been investigating that question for five years."

Mr. Plumb also wrote

House committee,

a

Chairman Esch of the
newspaper report that he in-

letter to

referring to a

tended to confer with officials of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in order to learn whether it would be practicable
Mr.
for that body to conduct an investigation of the charges.
Plumb said he feared Mr. Esch had missed the intent which
actuated the preferment of those charges at. this time; that the
investigation should be

made and

reported upon before Con-

Six

Months Income
Cent

The

Class

39.8
of

Per

Standard Return

railroads under federal control during
months of this year earned 39.8 per
cent of their standard return as compared with 38.4
per cent during the first half of 1918, according to a
statement compiled by the Railroad Administration.
The
net federal income for six months was $156,827,416, as
compared with $151,319,830 in the first half of 1018
and as compared with a standard return for this period
of $393,975,779.
The Xew England district had a deficit
in both years.
The Central Western region came nearer
to earning its standard return than any of the others, but
its
percentage was only 63.1.
A total of 58 road- had
deficits for the six months period and only 20 roads earned
their standard return.
It will be noted that most of these
are comparatively short lines that are handling a much
the

first

I

six

greater traffic than formerly.

The operating revenues in the six months period show an
increase from $2,055,966,861 to $2,324,499,304, or 13.1 per
cent; the operating expenses increased 14.9 per cent, from
$1,790,249,693 to $2,056, 720,484.
The operating expenses for the first six months of 1918
do not include those months' proportion of retroactive wage
payments made and accrued in subsequent months and are
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The
to the amount of $98,993,529.
expenses for the first six months of 1919 contain retroactive
payments applicable to prior months and are overstated to the
amount of $16,166,301.
The operating mtio for the six months' period was 88.5
as compared with 87.1 in the corresponding period of last
year and 70.25 for the average of the first six months of the

therefore understated

test period.

For the month of June the number of roads having

New

Instruction

deficits

Car

365

than for the six months' period, only 45, while 33
standard return. The percentage of the standard return earned by all roads for June was 64. The OhioIndiana district was the only district in which the roads as
Its percentage was
a whole earned the standard return.
The lowest percentage was in the Pocahontas region,
100.7.
25.3 per cent.
The figures by regions and by roads are given in the
tables on th< three pre* eding pag

was

less

canud

their

for the

Southern Pacific

Equipment Includes Apparatus for Presenting Operating
Problems Graphically to Employees

The

instruction

old, is gradually

new and
more important function

of railroad employees, both

assuming

a

in the successful operation of railroads of this country.

Indicative of this trend is the construction and equipment
of a new instruction car recently at the Southern Pacific-

The designers and builders of
"academy on wheels" represents an
car construction and in facilities for carry-

shops at Sacramento, Cal.
this car believe that this

advance both

in

Exterior

View

and both electric and Pintsch gas light. SO arranged that
connections may be established with city power mains where
Apstops are made for any considerable length of time.
proximately one-half of the car has been converted into a
The other
class room with a total seating capacity of 30.
half of the car contains three staterooms, one for the chief
instructor and two smaller compartments each containing a
The observastandard Pullman section for his assistants.
tern

of the Instruction

The car
on educational work among railroad men.
equipped with modern devices for the instruction and
examination of railroad employees and facilities are available for conducting practically every test found in the oper-

Car

end of the tar has been converted into a commodious
which is approximately 12 ft. in length and contains,

ing

tion

is

office,

ating curriculum.

besides desks, facilities for installing another berth to take
In addition to these convenience- in
care of extra assistants.
the living end of the car, a metal-lined shower bath and
adequate clothes lockers have been installed for the u
the examiners.

The car itself was originally an observation car of the
six-wheel truck type, weighing approximately 135,000 lbs.,
which was in service on the Southern Pacific. The length
over end sills is 72 ft. 6 in., with steel under frame and
trucks, and the car equipment includes a vapor heating sys-

The class room is equipped with a complete automatic
block signal working model in which the signals are operated
A display board provided in the
from storage batteries.

RAILWAY AGE
near

the center of the car enables charts tu be
exhibited and illuminated, by the side oi which
there is also an apparatus for displaying various conditions
under which trains maj be operated when a new time table

bulkhead

effectivel)

effective.
In addition to this, a projecting machine
has been installed immediate!) behind the display board and
apparatus by means of which train orders may be Clashed
In
upon a screen placed in fronl of the display hoard.
conjunction with this apparatus problems are worked out on
the miniature railroad on which practically every situation

becomes

practice can be duplicated.
intended to serve the territory of about 9,000
miles comprising the Pacific system, and to make possible
the examination and instruction of approximately 10,000
In traversing this territory
employees on each round trip.
Stops are made at points where train crews la\ over, making

arising

The

it

in

car

possible

run.

actual
is

the men to attend at either end
telegraphers are employed the car

for

Where

of
is

their

halted

the required time for thorough examination and instruction.
local examiner of each division questions employees

The

entering the service or those recently promoted to

Interior of Car,

new

posi-

Vol. 67, No. 8

examinations in order to familiarize themselves with son
manner obtain
changing instruct
stantl)
and in thi
a uniform understanding oi the company's practice!
["he
visualization of problems presented graphicallj to the men
lass room baa made instruction work more interesting
in the
.

(

to

all

concerned,

Grand Central Terminal
Handled 189,838 Passengers

On

Monday, Ai gi si L8, the elevated and subway botYork City, Boroughs of Manhattan and
in New
The surface
the Bronx, was completely discontinued.
ice

were entirely inadequate to handle the morning and
from the Bronx and the northern end of
traffic
Manhattan Island, and the New York Central and, to a
lesser extent, the New York, New Haven & Hartford, were
lines

evening

upon

called

furnish

to

transportation

up

to

the

limit

of

their capacities.

What may be properly

called the city traffic as distinguished

Showing Automatic Block Signal Model

However, all employees are required to attend the
In this manner a conexaminations conducted in the car.
ductor or engineer obtains the benefit of questions and
answers between the despatcher and the examiner and brakemen and firemen learn the problems that confront the con-

passenger traffic begins at about 300th
south of the junction of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford and the New York Central. To the east
of the New York Central tracks are two double-tracked subways, and a little further south a double-track elevated. To

ductors and engineers.
As the car passes over each division examiners check all
train orders used by the conductors and engineers to see if
the}- are in proper form and legible.
Attention is directed

the west there are also two double-track subways,

tions.

any

from

suburban

street or just

and a little
From Woodlawn
double-track elevated.
Junction into Grand Central Terminal the New York Central has four tracks used by both the Central and the New
further

south

a

irregularities and the assembled class receives instrucimmediately concerning the necessity for correction.
A similar check is made upon the despatchers' train order
books, train sheets, checks of train register and clearance

normal Monday, about 175 through trains and 300
handled into and out of the terminal. The normal number of passengers on Monday into and out of the

cards.

station

to

tions

The
is

whose division the instruction car
their advantage to be present at these

division officers

operating find

it

to

Haven.

On

a

locals are

The

is

about 100,000.

on the subway and elevated was declared on
Sunday on a comparatively few hours' notice. On Monday,
strike

August

22,

1919

RAILWAY AGE

the New York Central handled 26 special multiple unit trains
of 10 cars each during the morning rush period and all of
the regular trains were built up to the full 10-car limit. The
average movement of passengers into the station is about
20,000 during a morning's rush period and on Monday, 62,-

733 passengers were bandied, an increase of over 200 per
During the 24 hours of Monday, 50 special trains in
cent.
all were bandied into the station but after 10 o'clock they
were not well filled and probably not more than 8,000 to
10,000 people were handled into the station over and above
the normal movement.
The evening rush period began much earlier than normally and this was of great help in taking care of the crowds.
By 4:15 the lower level of the Grand Central Terminal, from
which the suburban trains leave, was crowded with people,
and police protection with crowds roped back from the en-

ramps was necessary until 8:15. During this
period of four hours, 25 additional trains with about 30,000
people were sent out from the Grand Central Terminal in
addition to the regular outbound suburban and through traffic
movement. Ordinarily, the New York, New Haven & Hartford makes no passenger stops south of Mt. Yernon, so that
Under
the extra trains were all New York Central trains.
normal conditions the Grand Central Terminal, between five
o'clock and seven o'clock, handles a very heavy movement of
outbound trains. For instance, on the Hudson Division there
is a five o'clock, 5:03, 5:30 and a six o'clock express, and
there are 5:06, 5:15, 5:19; 5:22, 5:34 and 5:51 locals and
On the Harlem Division there are 5 :09 and
local expresses.
5:23 expresses, two 5:12 trains, 5:26, 5:37, 5:38, 5:46, and
5:56 local and local express trains; and on the New York,
trances to the

367

was named, but this took time and made the ticket selling
slower than it would have otherwise been.
Fifty extra policemen were on duty at the entrance to the
lower level and ropes were stretched across between the pillars

midway through

the length of the lower level concourse, and
passengers were admitted through the ropes as trains were
placed ready for loading.
The loop was used exclusively for extra trains and regular

were run into the stub tracks.
Nevertheless, great
to have regular commutation and suburban
trains run out from platforms as nearly as possible to those
from which they ordinarily depart.
No train was moved
from it> regular platform further than would permit a pastrains

was used

care

senger standing at the entrance to the regular platform to see
the sign either to the right or left of him of his train.
Notwithstanding the confusion among the extra passengers
there was comparatively little difficulty experienced by the
regular commuters and the average detention of the regular

on this Monday was only 2:07 per train.
Miles Bronson, general superintendent and manager of the
terminal, and G. H. Wilson, superintendent, were in charge
of the situation during the entire period.
The accompanying table shows the train and car movement
and number of passengers handled on days of particularly
heavy business, on a normal day (August 11, 1919) and on
trains

Monday, August

IS, the

November
(Yale-Harvard

Football

Through
Local

Hartford there are the five o'clock, 5 :03, 5 :10,
5:13, 5:19, 5:29 and 5:32 express trains and 5.06, 5:16,
All of these trains, of
5:25, 5:41, 5:44 and 5:57 locals.

(

Trains

Car-,

225
442

2 CP5
2.655

,

Local

,,

r "'"1

Cars

Total

104,286

Trains

Cars

215
421

Passengers

1,935

1919

636

4,385
i

Througn

11.

,Ll

Trains

Car.

170

1,530
igo,!

466
At Gl

3,334
IS,

,

175

i'

44v

ocal

Tolal

gers

96,370

Passengers
^7s
3,330
i

4.905

the

On

„

1919

Tia,.s

-,
'

-i

130,197

1919

Local
1

Passengers

4.005
3.

.

through

Local

29,486

1,845

590

Jul\
....

Kers

2,160

this class of traffic a disregard for the rights of others

made

Saturday

August 51, 1918
Labor Hay Travel)
Trains
205
385

inrough

Divisions.

which
crowd on Monday night at the Grand Central somewhat dangerous for women or children to venture into. Many
of the passengers did not know the names of the stations to
which they desired to go, knowing simply the name of the elevated or subway station at which they ordinarily got off.
Extra booths were provided, sufficient to handle the crowds as
quickly as they could be handled into the trains but the con
fusion of mind of the passengers was so great that tickets
were lost between the ticket booth and the entrance to the
train, groups drifted about, pushed hither and thither by the
One of the
crowd in a seemingly aimless state of mind.
New York Central employees who commutes out of Grand
Central picked up, on his way to his train, between 20 and 30
The ticket
tickets that had been dropped in the confusion.
sellers were generally able to tell passengers what station
they wanted tickets to when the subway or elevated station

New Haven and

at

1

Grand Central Terminal.
The Putnam Division of the New York Central terminates
at 129th street and, therefore, much of the traffic of this
division was also thrown on to the Hudson and Harlem

particularly difficult to handle; in the first place, because the
large proportion were foreigners or people entirely unused to
steam railroad travel; and, secondly, there was included in
The
the crowd a considerable element of an unruly nature.
travel in the subway with the jamming of rough element into
the doorways after the cars are completely filled engenders in

Game

strike:

1916

Total

course, leave the

The Grand Central Terminal is called upon to handle very
heavy business on the days of the Yale-Harvard and YalePrinceton foot ball matches at New Haven, on the day preceding a holiday, on the day following Labor Day, etc., but
the crowds during these days are distributed over a period of
hours and, furthermore, are of a class which can be handled
On the other hand, on Monday the
in an orderly manner.
crowd which was thrown upon the New York Central was

25,

Before Thanksgiving)

New Haven &

•

day of the

a Branch Line in Russia

189.83*

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director

General and Bituminous Coal

Operators Engage

in

Controversy Concerning Possible Coal Shortage
Railroad Administration
Tinoperators
are again engaged

and the bituminous coal
the polite and pr

in

inary skirmishes of a controversy as to the responsibilhe National
possible coal shortage this winter.
Coal Association has been preparing its alibi for some time in
an effort to create an impression that the railroads arc already
For

ity

failing

I

.1

to

supply coal cars, while

Director General

Hines

takes the position that if the public will not place its orders
in advance at the present prices for coal and the railroads
are called upon to handle an unduly large proportion of
the year's supply in the later months of the year, any resulting

shortage will not he the fault of the railroads.
In reply to a Senate resolution introduced In Senator
Pomerene, inquiring as to the past, present and future supply
of coal cars in relation to the demand, Mr. Hines says that
if the demand to he supplied is as large as has been predicted by the National Coal Association he foresees difficulties
not only in the transportation, hut also in the production of
Howthat amount of coal during the latter part of the year.
ever, he says, there is no accurate information available to

support the estimate that the requirements for 1919 will
amount to 500,000,000 tons and he does not anticipate any
shortages in transportation which will be "in any sense
exceptional or abnormal," or which will justify "oppressive
prices" for coal. He points out that up to date any shortage
in coal production must be attributed not to car shortage,
hut to "no market," which he strongly hints is due to the
high prices charged, and he suggests that "in the event any

Congressional investigation should be undertaken it would
be expedient to ascertain the extent to which the absence
of demand for coal has been due to the maintenance of high
prices which discouraged the demand."

Opportunity to suggest that Congress might do something
to protect the public from excessive coal prices was given
to Mr. Hines by the Senate's question as to what, if any,
further action by Congress is required in order to meet the

He does not believe,
for the transportation of coal.
apparently, that Congress can be of much assistance in the
practical matter of producing and transporting the coal, but
he indicates an opinion that it might prevent the coal people
from convincing the public that high prices are justified
by car or transportation shortage.
The National Coal Association has until recently been
spend'ing large sums in advertising, urging the placing of

demands

early orders for coal

and laying

stress

on the few scattering

instances of car shortage that have developed thus far and
Evidences of its
the prospects for a real shortage later on.
propaganda have been seen also in numerous resolutions urging the Railroad Administration to hasten the repair of coal
cars
cars.

and to put into service the unallocated new standard
Mr. Hines indicates a belief that this represents an

a psychological condition that will support
high prices by hanging the responsibility on the Railroad
Administration. The Senate resolution asked five questions.
effort to create

To

these

Mr. Hines replied

"The number

in part as follows:

of open-top cars in the United

States

is

approximately 1,067,000, of which over 99 per cent are
owned by federal operated railroads and all of which are,
generallv speaking, subject to interchangeable use on federal
operated railroads and non-federal operated railroads. Opentop cars are commonly known as coal cars, though some
open-top cars are not suitable for coal loading.
"At the present time something less than 10 per cent of

these cars are awaiting repairs, either light or heavy,
number of the cars so awaiting repairs are so held

A

large

tor very

which lan Ik- speedily applied. During federal
methods "i classification to determine whal
repairs have been made much more strict, with the

light repairs

control

need
result

tin'

that large

numbers

of cars are

now shown

as needing

repairs which in former years have not been so shown.
Railroad Administration program of car repairs will,

expected, gradually

The
it

is

reduce the proportion of cars awaiting

repairs despite the stricter classification.

"The total result is that there are now approximately
900,000 open-top cars in the United States ready for use
without any repairs, and about 775,000 of these open-top
cars are suitable for coal loading. This type of equipment is,
however, regularly used for a very heavy tonnage of other
bulk commodities which cannot be handled except in openAdequate transportation for many of these comtop cars.
modities, particularly those used in highway construction
and repairs, general building, and railroad ballast and improvement work, now requires a large number of these cars.
Those actually in current use for the transportation of coal
number approximately 600,000. It must also be remembered
that box cars have always been used to an important extent
in some parts of the country for transporting coal.

"During the first five months of the present year opentop cars were regularly available greatly in excess of shippers'
orders for the same. The maximum was reached in February
and March when the surplus of open-top cars daily available
amounted to the extraordinary totals of 187,339 and 192,933,
respectively.

There has

at

no time been any shortage of cars

for anthracite coal loading.

As to bituminous coal there occurred in June a slight
shortage in Southern West Virginia, Eastern Ohio and Western Pennsylvania, due to an accumulation of cars in lake
coal trade, and increased detention of such cars under load
at Lake Erie ports awaiting vessels, and also to a strike of
railroad shopmen on the Norfolk & Western Railroad. Since
about July IS, coincident with a marked upward trend in
production, there have been some shortages of cars for loading
with bituminous coal in some producing districts, mainly in
Eastern Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and
Pennsylvania, and usually in districts producing the higher
grades of coal.
A strike of marine workers on coastwise
ships, floods and other operating difficulties have contributed
to these shortages.
Contemporaneously, however, there still
exist slight surpluses of open-top cars in some sections, principally in the West.
"Exhibit "B" shows comparatively for 1919, as far as
by the Geological Survey of
percentage of full time operation lost by bituminous coal
mines in the United States, and the cause of such loss,
and indicates that up to July 12 the loss on account of 'car
shortages' was a very minor one, and relatively much less
than that from 'mine causes' and 'no market.'
"The purchase of 45,000 cars available for coal loading
available, the weekly reports

for by the director general for delivery to railAll these cars have been or
roads under federal control.
will be put in service as rapidly as practicable, whether transferred to the several railroad companies or not. Thirty-seven
thousand have already been built, of which 17,000 have been
put in service. The remaining 20,000 already built are now
being numbered and lettered and are being placed in service
The 8,000 not yet
».s fast as this work is being completed.

was arranged

.
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put in service as rapidly as they are constructed.
the 45,000 cars available for coal loading thus purchased, 4,750 have not yet bun assigned definitely to any
one or more railroad companies; 32,800 cars have been

"The

built will be

"Of

assigned to various railroad companies and definitely accepted by them; the remaining 7,450 cars have been allocated
to certain of the railroad companies, but up to this time these
cars have not been definitely accepted, due to unwillingness
of said companies to accept the cars,
Mandatory orders to
require the cars to be accepted have not been issued pending
full opportunity for disussion with the companies, but the
fact that in these instances the cars have not been accepted
by the companies is not delaying the cars being put in service as rapidly as constructed.
is not believed that further action by Congress will aid
meeting the demands for the transportation of the coal
which will be needed during the remainder of this calendar
year.
The matter is largely dependent upon practical condiA statement
tions which will not be affected by legislation.
is appended showing some of the important conditions in this
respect and indicating that if the demand to be supplied is as
large as has been predicted by the National Coal Association,
there promises to be not only substantial difficulties in the
transportation of coal, but also in the production by the
mines of the coal which can be transported. The transportation difficulties will not be principally or primarily a shortage of cars, but the fact that the entire railroad plant
will be
locomotives, cars, main tracks, terminal tracks, etc.
so occupied in handling a very large business of all sorts that
an abnormal amount of any particular business such as coal
will inevitably lead to congestion and delay.
Nevertheless
the unified control of the railroads will admit of specializing
on the transportation of coal to whatever extent is absolutely
necessary to prevent actual hardship.
"The great danger that confronts the public in this matter is that any shortage either in production by the mines
or in transportation may be exaggerated so as to serve as a
pretext for heavy increases in the coal prices which, in my
opinion, are already high, generally speaking. It is worthy of
serious consideration whether Congressional action can be
taken to protect the public under these circumstances from
In this connection it is important to
excessive coal prices.
remember that shortages in the production of coal by the
mines and also in the transportation of coal by the railroads
have not been exceptional in the fall and winter months, and
any effort to stress unduly these conditions this year will prob-

"It

in

—

ably be for the purpose of creating a pretext for increasing
the prices of coal to the consuming public and the public
should be given the benefit of reliable information on the
subject.
it will be of specific advantage to the public
Congress would provide for an official inquiry by the
proper branch of the government (presumably the Geological
Survey in the Interior Department) to ascertain the probable
demand for coal for the rest of the year, so as to determine
the extent to which the predictions of an abnormal demand

"I believe

if

for coal are justified.

"It is important to emphasize that the relatively low production and purchase of coal up to the present date in this
year have been due only to a very small extent to shortage
of transportation and have been due to a very large extent
to 'no market' or absence of demand for the coal, and in some
parts of the country the lack of demand for coal still prevails.
The weekly statements of the Geological Survey shows that
beginning with January, 1919, and extending to June 14,
1919, the weekly loss of bituminous coal production on account of no market ranged from 32.6 to 46.5 per cent of

working time, whereas, during the same period, the loss of
time on account of car shortage ranged from only 0.6 of 1
per cent to a

maximum

of 4.8 per cent.

ability of the railroad.- to tran.-port all the

coal will,

<jf

cour>e, be largely dependent

On

bituminous

upon the amount

point no accurate information seems to
Association, however, has
advertised that 500,000,000 ton.-, of bituminous coal mu>t be
produced in the calendar year 1919 to meet the requirements
required.

available

lie

that

The National Coal

This estimate is ju.-t about the production of
1916, a year of great industrial activity, with normal winter
weather and normal storage of coal to begin with, whereas

of the country.

in 1919 the year began with storage piles greatly exceeding
normal, winter weather was the mildest in history and industrial activity, due to the readjustment of business following
the war, has been at a very low ebb for months. Another element to be kept in mind in estimating the prospective tonnage
for which transportation must be furnished is the export
movement, of which much has been said to indicate that the
tonnage will be large, but with respect to which there is little
accurate information readily available.

"It may be noted that during the first six months of 1919
the coal consumption by railroads was about 26,000,000 tons
less than in the corresponding period of 1918, during which

consumption by railroads aggregated
154,000,000 tons for the 12 months.
"If 500,000,000 tons shall be needed in the present year,
the prospects are that its transportation will be accompanied
by difficulties and, especially in view of the heavy business
to be expected this fall, it will be exceedingly difficult to

latter year the fuel coal

transport the amount required. These difficulties will not be
due primarily or principally to the car shortage, but rather
to the fact that an abnormal demand for coal will be concentrated into an unusually short period, when the necessary

use of the railroads for other purposes will

handle the

make

it

difficult to

coal.

"There is shown below a comparison of weekly production
averages of bituminous coal for selected periods in 1917, 1918
and 1919:
Per
Per
Per
Per
Per
Per

week

tor the year 1917
week, July 28-Uecemhcr 31, 1917
for the year 1918
week, luly 18-1 leeeniber 28, 1918
week, July 28-Novemher 16, 1918
week, January 1-July 26, 1919

week

10,611,230
10,588,410
11,216,000
11,330.000
11.900,000
8,349,000

tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

500,000,000 tons of bituminous
it be assumed that
must be produced during the present year, and we de-

"If
coal

duct the 250,000,000 tons already produced to July 26, it
will be necessary during the remainder of the year to produce
11,340,000 tons weekly. When we consider what has been
done in former years, and especially the maximum which was
produced last year under the war influences which enlarged
production as well as increased transportation, it is apparent
that serious difficulties will be encountered both in the production and in the transportation of the amount of coal
necessary in order to produce 500,000,000 tons for the entire
calendar year 1919.
"It is highly important to remember that shortage in coal
will largely be due to conditions of production having no
For example, in the case of
reference to transportation.
anthracite coal the predominant cause of failure to produce
up to the capacity of the mines is shortage of labor because
The same conthere has been n<> shortage of transportation.
dition is true with respect to bituminous mines in certain
fields producing the higher grades of such coal, although
at present shortage of transportation has become a factor in
those fields. During the year 191 S extraordinary efforts were
made by the government to obtain maximum production
and to keep sufficienl miners at work, and to keep them
working under sufficiently high pressure as a measure of
patriotism to accomplish this result. The changed conditions
in these respects this year may easily limit production in
ways having no connection with transportation. These are
matters, however, outside the field of the Railroad Adminis-

:
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and are

raerelj

suggested

without

effort

to

Dunn;;

discuss
oi

will be appropriate, however, for me to point oul
••li
various conditions which last year favored the maximum
During 1918 everj transportation preference
transportation.
possible was accorded to coal traffic in order to obtain the
maximum output.

Lost

"This was done as a matter of war necessity and under
war Legislation.
"Another important point which should be borne in mind
has
is thai the recent increase in bituminous coal production
been most pronounced in the eastern states where the higher
grades of coal are mined.
tricts production has alreadj
that of the same period a
the country as a whole is

number of the eastern disreached, or closely approximates,
It'
the production of
year ago
to

be further increased,

it

must

Largely

with other business pressing for transportation,
under the modified conditions which have necessarily resulted from the termination
of hostilities, to transport an average of 11,340,000 tons per
week during tin- rest of the present calendar year which
would be necessary to bring up the total production and
transportation for the entire year to the suggested 500,000,000
As already stated, however, it is believed that the
tons),
unified control will admit of such specialization on coal as
may be necessary to prevent real hardship."
Representative Huddleston of Alabama, speaking in the
House on August 13, charged the coal interests with carefully
fostering a public impression of a shortage of coal cars as
an excuse for increasing coal prices. He said the directors
of the National Coal Association in June appropriated
$50,000 for newspaper advertising, urging the public to "buy
it now" because of present car shortages and prospects of
worse shortages later, but that the people refused to buy
very much at the prices charged and the propaganda plan
was abandoned on July 10 with the idea of putting prices
up still further when a shortage develops.
Mr. Huddleston read a letter from W. T. Tyler, director
of operation of the Railroad Administration, in which he
interfering
it

is

not likely to prove practicable

(

said

"The fact is that the railroads are in much better shape
than they were for several years preceding the war. YYe now
have more than 4,000 locomotives in good repair stored and
ready for service, whereas at no time during the two years
preceding the war did any such condition exist. During the
week of June 14, 1919, the average number of coal cars in bad
order was only 9 per cent, and this 9 per cent included a
large

number

bj

rea

on reased to
follow lie

on
1

of light coal cars actually

withdrawn from

serv-

but not taken off the books. The system adopted by the
Railroad Administration classes cars as being in bad order
when they are undergoing only light repairs as well as heavy
repairs.
While figures on the same basis are not available
for the years preceding the war, there can be no question
but what the situation in this respect is more favorable now
than it was then."
ice,

The Senate on August 15 adopted a resolution presented
by Senator Frelinghuysen directing the committee on interstate commerce to investigate the coal price situation.

ended

\u"u

'.
I

according to tin- report
full time output

od

car

bortage

in

the bituminous fields

had

4.5 per cent.

lb. receipt oi Mr
nines' letter bj the Senate, on
Senator I'omercne put into the record a numbrr
of telegrams from coal operators disputing Mr. Mines' statements and referring to serious shortage oi car foi coal Loading at several places, but these referred in most instances to
dates later than those of the official statistics wliieh Mi
Inn
used.
One of the Senator's correspondents sent photographs
of long bin's of empty, unstencilled new ears.

AugUSt

IN.

I

In a

would
I
from the central West and beyond.
refer, in this connection, to the weekly reports of the Geologieal Survey on the production and shipment of coal, dated
July 26 and August 2, L919, particularly the former, which
stated 'an average of 10,000,00 tons a week will not be
exceeded until buying increases in the middle West.'
••Since the exceptional expedients mentioned had to be
resorted to as war measures in order to move the average
of 11,330,000 tons per week for the period of July 28 to
December 28, L918 (and the greater average of 11,900,000
tons per week in the most intense part of that period from
[ulv 28 to November 16, 1918), it is evident that without

come

the wr.i.

the Geological Survey, the percentage oi

them exhaustively,

the authority of
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New Wage Demands
Enlargement of the Board of Railroad Wages and Working
Conditions from six to twelve members for the consideration
of the new general demands for increased wages which have
been or are about to be presented to the Railroad Administration is now under consideration.
Such an enlargement of the
beard has been proposed by the labor organizations, some of
which are not now repri sented on the board.
It now includes
a representative of the trainmen, shop men and telegraphers,
and three representatives of the management.
It is proposed
to add a representative of the engineers, clerks and maintenance of way employees and three more officials.
Although no
announcement has been made, it is understood that the case
of the shop employees will probably be handled by the divisions of operation and of labor, as it has already been before
the wage board, but the new demands will probably be referred to the enlarged board for investigation.
Several of the organizations that have prepared or have
submitted demands are taking referendum strike votes which
will give their officers full authority in case their

demands

are not complied with promptly or to their satisfaction.

Conferences between representatives of the Railroad EmDepartment of the American Federation of Labor and
of the Railroad Administration on the demands of the shop
crafts on wages and rules and working conditions were resumed on Monday, when the representatives of the shop
employees, headed by B. M. Jewell, called on W. T. Tyler,
director of the Division of Operation, and W. S. Carter,
director of the Division of Labor, and reported that the unauthorized strikes of the shopmen on various railroads had
ccme to an end. The Railroad Administration had received
the same information from its operating officials and the labor
committee held a further conference with the director general
on Wednesday.
ployes'

In order to meet the high cost of living the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen has decided that its
members must have not only a large increase in wages, estimated at 35 to 65 per cent, but also the assistance of mechanical stokers on engines weighing over 200,000 lb., mechanical coal passers on locomotives of less weight, and power
grate shakers and automatic fire door openers on all locomotives, besides being relieved of various odd jobs that some of
them are now required to perform. The new wage scale to be
presented to the Railroad Administration was adopted at a
meeting of 300 general chairmen of the brotherhood at Cleveland last week. The firemen are the second of the four organizations of train service employees to present new wage
demands, that of the Brotherhood of Trainmen having been
presented in July. The engineers and conductors have not yet
presented specific demands.

The

status of the various

organizations

is

wage proposals -of

the different

as follows:

Federated Shop Craft Unions, affiliated with Railroad
Employee' Department American Federation of Labor,
and including the International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths and Helpers, the International Association of Machinists. International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron

—
August
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Shipbuilders and Helpers, the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, the Brotherhood of Railway Car
Men and the Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers International Alliance.
Demand submitted in January pro-

—

vides for increase from 68 cents to 85 cents per hour in
minimum rate for machinists, blacksmiths, sheet metal
workers, electrical workers, carmen and boilermakcrs,
minimum of 60 cents an hour for helpers, 10 cents an
hour increase for apprentices and differentials above the

minimum

rates for various classes of employees.

Retro-

January 1, 1919. Also asked uniform agreement
on rules and working conditions which the director general has promised to grant.
Hearings held before Board
of Railroad Wages & Working Conditions, which submitted a divided report to Director General Hines on
July 16, the three labor members recommending an increase from 68 cents to 80 cents for machinists, with proportional increases for other classes, and the three management members recommending against any general increase, although recommending certain readjustments.
active to

Negotiations with director general suspended en July 31
because of strikes on many roads and resumed this week
after strikers had returned. Strike vote now being taken,
returnable August 24.
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. Demand presented on July 1 provides for minimum rate of $150 per
month of 26 days for brakemen, flagmen and baggagemen, and of $200 for conductors, with mileage scales
ranging in passenger service from 3.85 cents to 4.55 cents
per mile for flagmen, brakemen, baggagemen and assistant conductors, and 5.13 cents up for conductors; in
freight service from 5.88 cents to 6.91 cents per mile for
flagmen and brakemen and from 7.35 to 8.64 cents for
conductors; time and one-half for overtime, Sundays and
holidays; also rates for yard service and various special
rules.
Hearings held before Board of Railroad Wages
and Working Conditions July 21 to July 31.
Brotherhood of Railway & Steamship Clerks, Freight
Handlers, Express and Station Employees.
Demand
presented provides for increase of 20 cents an hour, 44hour week, and time and one-half for overtime, Sundays
and holidays; retroactive to January 1, 1919.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. Told President that unless cost of living is reduced it will be necessary to ask increased wages and served notice on Railroad Administration of probable request for general increase in near future.
Order of Railway Conductors. No demand filed, but
President L. E. Sheppard told Board of Railroad Wages
and Working Conditions that if trainmen's demands are
granted conductors should receive consideration based on
brakesmen's ratio, being 66 2/3 per cent of conductors'
rate, and that conductors should receive $9 a day in
passenger service, $8.10 in through freighl service and
S8.88 in local freight service.

—

—

—

—

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen & Enginemen.
General chairmen in session at Cleveland formulated demand providing: Firemen and helpers in passenger
service, $6.50 a day of 5 hours or less, 100 miles or less
(Mallet locomotives, $7.20); through freight service on
locomotives weighing less than 200,000 II,., So. 50 a day
or 8 hours or less, 100 miles or less, on locomotives
weighing over 200,000, $6.80; local or way freight
service, mixed trains, mine run-, etc., minimum of 50
cents per 100 miles or less in addition to through freight
rates; helper, pusher, transfer, work, wreck, construction,

milk and unclassified sendee, through
freight rates; yard service, $6.50 (Mallet $6.80), on
Mallet locomotives in all except yard service, $7.20 a
day; inside hostlers, $6.80 a day; outside hostlers, $7.20;
hostlers' helpers, $6.50, eighl hours or less, all coal burn-

snow plow,

circus,

371

ing locomotives to be equipped with power grate shakers
and automatic lire door openers. All coal-burning loco-

motive

in road service weighing over 200,000 lb., to be
equipped with mechanical stokers and two firemen to be
employed on each engine until so equipped. All locomotives weighing less than 200,000 lb. to be equipped with
Firemen to be relieved of cleaning lococoal passers.
motives, removing tools or supplies, loading coal, filling

lubricators, etc.

—

Switchmen's Union of North America.
Demand preBoard of Railroad Wage- and Working Conditions in July for the following rates east of Ro< kv Mountains: night foremen, $8 a day; night helpers, $7.50;
day foremen, $7.50; day helpers, $7; also differentialfur mountain district and time and one-half for overtime
sented to

Sundays and holidays.
United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees and Railway Shop Laborers.
New schedule
presented August 11 includes rates for bridge and build-

—

-bop and signal employees, ranging from 8200
$270 a month for foremen, and including 90 cents an
hour for pile driver, derrick, hoisting and steam crane
ing, track,

to

engineers; 67 to 85 cents for painters, plasterers, carpenters, masons, bricklayers, etc.; )() cents for powder
(

men; 67 cents for stationary firemen 65 cents for trackmen and track- walkers; 67 cents for trace apprentice and
assistant section foreman; and 60 cents for crossing flagmen.
Retroactive to January 1, 1919.
Demand is also made for time and one-half for overtime.
A referendum strike vote is being taken, returnaide on August 24.
Railway Signalmen of America. At convention in
Kansas City July 15 proposed further increase in wagi
now being submitted to referendum vote of members. No
;

—

demand

yet filed with Railroad Administration.

In addition the 14 railroad labor organizations have filed
with Director General Hines a general statement of their de-

wage increase, which was published in last
wick's issue.
The former demand of the four train service
brotherhoods for time and one-half for overtime i- also before
the director general for consideration, and the trainmen and
firemen have repeated it in their new demands.
sire for further

Rail Bids Submitted
Bids were received by the Railroad Administration on
August 16 from several steel companies on its inquirv for
price- based on 100,000 tons of rail, Bessemer and openbearth.
In the absence from Washington of H. B. Spencer,
director of the Division of Purchases, decision as to the
quantity to be ordered was postponed but Director General
Hines expected to take up the matter with him in a few days.
It was understood that more than
100,000 tons might be
ordered if the price- were satisfactory, and it has been
reported that the proposals were at the same prices as were

quoted on the order placed earlier

Supplement

to

in the year,

$55 and

General Order No. 15

Director General Hines ha- issued Supplement No.

General
order

is

"2.

Order No. 15. by which Paragraph
changed to read as follows:

Where

(2)

of

2

to

the

industry tracks are not covered by
they -hall be maintained and operated
in accordance with the provisions stated in paragraph (1)
hereof.
In the absence of a written contract a- to the mainwritten

existing

contract.-,

tenance of an industry track constructed prior to March 26th,
1918, the practice of the connecting carrier prior to federal
control, as applied to such track of any particular industry
from the beginning of it.- use by such industry, shall be considered as equivalent to a written contract in accordance
with such practice.
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Department
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except

the

tivities of this

in

ML.

Foreign Countries

and Constructors' Conference on National Public
Work-, whi< h i- sponsoring the bill for the creation
Department of Public Works in the United States, now

before Congress, lias prepared a brief summary of the pracIn
tices of foreign countries regarding such a department.
Canada a ministry of Public Work- presides over the De
partmenl of Public Works with control over riwrs, harbors,

and

hydraulic

all

work-,

road-,

bridges,

public

buildings,

Australia has a parliamentary
telegraph lines and surveys.
committee of nine, which constitutes a standing committee of
New Zealand has the most comprehensive
public works.

Minister
public works" code in existence, presided over by a
eminent
Public Works whose powers include lands and
ferries,
bridges,
surveys,
roads,
same;
the
domains concerning
of

rivers, railways, drainage,

and

water supply, mining, water power

irrigation.

covers roads and
navigation, water
power, drainage, irrigation, railroads, mines, public buildings
and public monuments. Spain has a Ministry of Public
Work< covering roads, railways, waters, rivers, canals, ports,
Works
mining and forestry. In Italy a Ministry of Public
buildings,
jurisdiction over postoffices, railways, public

In France a Ministry of Public

traffic

tion.

Leighton, chairman of the Engineers, Architects

*

of a

United States, in which all governra
kind are not concentrated under one jurisdic-

regulations,

river

and

Works

maritime

Insulating an Office for Noisy Machines
oitroduction of a great many calculating and other
Tinmachines
has
no
accounting
in

led to

offices

little

dif-

noise made
these machines tend- to reduce the efficiency of the pei
ficulty

employed

in

in the

some instances because
department.

dictating machines

by

tip

Following the introduction of

the office of the auditor of disburse-

in

ment.- of the Santa be at

Topeka,

it

was concluded

to segre-

gate all operators using mechanical devices of every nature
in one room partitioned off from the main office with the

The partition consisted ot
intention of cutting off the noise.
plaster wainscot on metal lath to a point about 3 ft. above
the floor with double glazed sash from there to the ceiling.

The

space between the glass did not interarrangement and eliminated the noise
and confusion of the typewriters and other mechanical devices so far as the outside clerical force was concerned, but
the volume of the noise within the room was so great that
it materially reduced the grade of work done.
After trying felt cushions under the machines to obstruct
the transmission of the noise to the floor, the idea was coneffect of the air

fere with the lighting

has

monuments, prisons, fuel, storehouses, telegraphs,
drainage, floods,
internal navigation, water storage, irrigation,
lighthouses, water power and climatology.
bridges,

a Department of Public Works having juriswater-power,
diction over buildings, roads, rivers, harbors,
telephones,
and
telegraphs,
railroads,
ferries,
drainage, dvkes,
It is of interest to note
postal ^affairs and transportation.
by royal decree
that this Department of Public Works was,
the Departemnt of
of April 27, 1900, set up by a division of
is now proposed for
the Interior in much the same way as
and Constructhe United States by the Engineers, Architects

^Denmark has

Norway has
Conference on National Public Works.
by division from
made
also—
Works
Public
of
department
a
jurisdiction over highthe Department of the Interior—with

«;*•»••<••*

-

r

^7
Tile.

V

Plaster

4,
wy^wwivx *4\^Ykxxyx
xs^^A^^xyy.w<^^

I?

-Bed mold.

Section of Ceiling Construction.

Ceiling

line.-j.

tors'

harbors, postal affairs,
ways', rivers, railroads, fire insurance,
surveys.
technical schools and
In Prussia a Ministry of Public Works has jurisdiction

merchant marine, waterover coasts, harbors,
ways, public buildings, railroads, highways, monuments,
canals,
postal service, telegraphs and telephones, rivers, lakes,
drainage and hvdraulic works. Argentina has a Department
works conof Public Works embracing all enterprises and

/"Hair insulating

fg%
^J^

I'x2"furring strips 14'on'ctrs^:
secured to ceiling bg leaded^,
lag-screws or togg le bolts -^jgg

furring strips.
t-Mus/in cloth tacked
\

n~eg str/p.

over

-

lighthouses,

concerning means of communication, hydraulic works, all
including
nature,
other
or
architectural
either of
struction
barracks,
public buildings, monuments, churches, prisons,
and
bridges
roads,
lighthouses,
arsenals, forts, shipyards,

—

hydraulic and sanitary matters.
In Brazil a Department of Communication and Public
Works has jurisdiction over railroads, highways, interior
navigation, ports, rivers and canals, water supply, waterpower and surveys. Chili has a Department of Industry and
orks having jurisdiction over all communications
Public
all

felt tacked'to

felt.

Air space.

j
•

Cloth keged and blind- tacked in place.

Enlarged Section of Furring and Keg-Strips.
Details of the Insulation Applied to the Ceiling

ceived of insulating the ceiling as shown in the drawing.
ceilings in the building consist of hollow tile with cement

The

Accordingly furring strips were secured to this ceiling by expansion bolts with the strips 14 in. center to center.
One inch of hair insulating felt was then secured in place
between these strips by fine soft wire suspended from the
strips, both the furring strips and the insulating felt being
plaster.

Ministry of the Interior has jurisdiction over irrigation,
hygiene, mines, schools, patents and trade marks, water and

then covered by muslin tacked over the felt. One-inch key
were then placed under the furring strips as a means
of stretching a porous cloth over the ceiling, the cloth being
separated from the insulating felt by an air space of one inch.
This improvement was entirely successful-. Coupled with
the continued use of the felt pads under the machines, the

state railways.

noise

In England the Commissioners of Works and Public
Buildings have control over the lands and buildings of all
kinds belonging to the Government, while rivers and harbors
and their appurtenances are under the jurisdiction of the
Board of Trade. This is the only modern government of any

effectively

W

T

and distribution of
In
waters, public buildings, mines, surveys and mappings.
Peru a Department of Public Works formerly a part of the

by land,

river

and

sea,

the utilization

—

—

strips

was reduced

to

a

minimum.

The

ceiling insulation

eliminated the ringing echo which had been so
disconcerting to the workers. This work was done last year
and cost $0\86 a sq. ft. complete for 1,584 sq. ft. applied.

The material was purchased from H. W. Johns-Manville
Company and applied by Lundgren & Carlson of Topeka..
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savin- law, effective with

Secretary Lane of the Interior Department has submitted
a report to Congress recommending the enactment of a bill
to forfeit rights-of-way heretofore granted to railroad companies through Indian reservations in all cases where the
grantees have failed to utilize the land for five years.

W.

other states did not make this requirement, Indiana shippers
have been paying for cleaning cars for the shippers of Kentucky, Illinois and other states.
The cars that contain infected or suspicious animals are cleaned now, as heretofore,
in compliance with state laws.

Smithers, chairman of the hoard of directors of

The Brotherhoods,

in their zeal for developing an idealisraison d'etre, often ignore the human side of their union.
An interesting example of this recently came to light as a
result of a decision rendered by the Railway Board of Ad-

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, has been knighted by
King George. Sir Alfred has been intimately associated with

the

the activities of the pioneer Canadian line for the past 25
years and chairman of the board since 1909. He is a member

House

of the British

of

Commons.

Eleven or more persons, most of them children, were killed
two miles north of Parkersburg, W. Va., on August 14, an internrhan car running
into a locomotive of the Baltimore & Ohio, which, according
to the reports, appears to have been standing on a side track.
Steam from a broken pipe of the locomotive scalded many
in a trolley car accident at a point

passengers.

Suspension in street car traffic in Pittsburgh, Pa., last week,
because of a strike, threw a large volume of passenger trafThe
fic temporarily on the steam railroads entering the city.
United States Railroad Administration sent from Philadelphia and from Washington 127 passenger coaches for use
These coaches, in seven trains,
in the Pittsburgh region.
moved over the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Delos W. Cooke, formerly vice-president of the Erie Railroad and later United States Fuel Administrator for New
York, is now a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, this title
having been conferred upon him by the government of
France. This honor is in recognition of Mr. Cooke's services in connection with the control of trans-Atlantic traffic
for the Allies.
Steamship Line.

He

is

now

associate director of the Cunard

The National Safety Council reports that the American
Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, O., in the first five
months of 1919 reduced by 46 per cent the number of casualties to employees and by 51 per cent the total number
of days lost as the result of accidents, as compared with the
same period in 1918; and the total compensation paid by the
company on account of injured employees was 91.9 per cent
In the month of May, the
less than in the previous year.
total outlay for compensation on account of accidents to 3,500

men amounted
The Union

to $1.71.

Pacific Railroad

Company

has offered to the

The conclusion of the
leased strip for operating purposes.
formal apis understood to be awaiting the
proval of the authorities of the federal government charged
with responsibility for the advancement of federal funds in
arrangement

aid of

tic

justment No. 1. A number of Chicago Great Western officers early volunteered for war service and went overseas.
Conductor J. F. Donnelly was appointed by his superintendent as acting trainmaster to avoid a possibility of section 18,
article 9 of the schedule of conductors and trainmen being
invoked to demote him. Under this section conductors or
trainmen appointed to official positions retain their seniority
rights not over six months.
Mr. Donnelly served faithfully,
preserving the continuity of his service as a conductor by
running several trips during each six months period, and his
name was retained on the conductor's seniority list without
protest, although this seniority list was corrected four times.
In fulfilling his duties as acting trainmaster Mr. Donnelly
was forced to discharge a brakeman, a member of the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, for being asleep in the
drawing room of the rear Pullman car on a troop train. This
was a serious offense, but the general chairman of the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen stated that he would get
Mr. Donnelly's job and invoked the seniority rule to that
end.
He obtained the approval of the executive officers of
the Brotherhood for that purpose and had the case placed
before Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1. Here the case
was decided against him.

The Board of Directors of the Associated Industries of
Missouri at a recent meeting adopted a resolution opposing
the Plumb plan of railway ownership and operation and the
nationalization of industry generally. The resolution characterizes the proposal of the railroad workers for conducting
the roads as "the most serious menace to the welfare of the
nation" which has been presented to Congress since the
United States gained its independence.
The resolution as adopted is as follows:

WHEREAS,

highway improvements.

The Indiana Livestock Sanitary Board has abolished the
requirement that all stock cars must be cleaned at the Indianapolis, Ind., stock yards, according to Dr. L. E. Northrop, state veterinarian, and as a resull .on extra item in the
cost of production of beef has been eliminated in Indiana.

before Congress to nationis stated to be the
the nationalization of industry; now. therefore,
the proposition

alize the railroads of the
first

be

Nebraska State Highway Commission to make 50 year
leases to county authorities of a sufficient width of the outer
margin of its 400-foot right of way for the location of the
improved Lincoln Highway, such leases to be at nominal
rental and subject to certain reservations protecting tincompany in case of future need to occupy portions of the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

egulation was adopted at a recent meeting of the Hoard
and doe- away with the charge of $2 a car which Indiana
shippers were compelled to pay in freight charges. Dr. Northrop said that the cost of cleaning cars varied from $2 to
$300 a day for shippers and pointed out that inasmuch as

change of the clocks in October, was repassed over the
President's veto on Wednesday by the Senate after the
House had taken similar action the day before.
the

Alfred

iiniiiuiiiiiiitiui:

News Department

iiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiDii

to repeal the daylight

n

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiii::;

step in

is

country which

it

RESOLVED

that the Associated Industries of Missouri
declare itself emphatically and unqualifiedly opposed to the
government ownership or government operation of railroads
as set forth in the plan of the Railroad Brotherhoods which
in our estimation is the most serious menace to the welfare
of the nation of any legislation presented to Congress since
we became a republic; and

RESOLVED

we are unalterably opposed also to the continuation of go\ eminent operation with all its inefficiency,
poor service and high cost of transportation, and that we are
in favor of an immedate return of the railroads to their owners; and,

RESOLVED

that we are utterly and forever opposed to
the nationalization of industry since this will result in ruin to
the industries, the workers and the nation.

The members of the Associated
men and manufacturers.

business

373

Industries of Missouri are
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Turn Around Service on

Western Maryland

the

In the issue of

August 8 an article on "Turn Ground Service
on rhe Western Maryland" was published and, through a typo
graphical error, the author's name was omitted,
'he author
is J
Carnochan of lagersto* n, Md.
I
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The Safety-Agents' Records
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month shows a total of 552,480.
The total numbers of casualties reported from the seven
regions for the month of May were: employees killed, 123; in-
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Net Operating Income, Cumulated by Months, 1918 and

Compared with Standard Return, Class

1,

1919,

Railways

of United States

pared with the average

in the

which government rental
on which the chart

is

is

test period

based.

more

Total

Man-hours

Killed

Injured

Total

man-hours

per injufV

38

1,270

1,308

7

735

742

36,666,310
30,826,124

28,032
41,545

Decrease

31

535

566

5,840,186

Per cent

82

42

43

16

Increase

Net decrease

STANOARD RETTURM

cases, killed

called to the fact that these comparisons are

Half-year
1918
1919

//

..

is

?00

!

\

all

:

;

N

/

s

100

i

I

\

109; injured, 3,393;

killed,

labor, weather and traffic conditions, May, 1918,
was similar to May, 1919.
The Norfolk & Western's report of casualties to employees
for six months makes the following remarkable showing, the
records being made up according to the Interstate Commerce
Commission standards

/

/
/

532 killed and
compared with May,

employees),

on the basis of

/

/

/

/

employees

(including

total net decreases, as

satisfactory than those heretofore reported for the reason that

,

/

The

t
'

/

/

cases

all

129, injured 3,477.

/

,

9,206;

10,369 injured.

/

/

May

United States Railroad Administration reports thai for the mouth of May, 2,051 meetings were
held by the safety departments of the railroads under governtnenl control; attended hy 26,188 officers and employees and
1,038 representatives of the safety departments; or one specialist
o 26 ordinary members. The total attendance, including visitors, was 3 ,4X0, and ahsences recorded numbered 5,875.
Jlhistraiive accidents discussed numbered 4,543; number of safety
rallies held 338 and safety bulletins and circulars posted 79,721.
In addition to these bulletins and circulars the record of magazines, pamphlets and other literature distributed during the
of the

v

r

/

/

for

DEC.

u
H

/
/

i

I

The Safety Section

r

This good w

plished i>y improved supervision and by all officen taking
an active interest in the manner in which employe)
pei
formed theii duties. "Supervision is not confined to offii
Mi
lancy; "the mosl important element of supervision is self-supervision.
No one, whether officer or employee, is qualified to supervise others until he has learned
to supervise himself- to obey the rules and avoid in
practices.
Self-supervision is the starting point."

The

(1915-1916-1917) on
table gives the figures

based.

in

total

killed

and injured over man-hours ex-

posed to injury, 27 per cent. The total cost of damage to cars,
engines and track in train accidents in 1919 was 38 per cent less
than in 1918, though the total number of car miles was only 21
per cent less.

Colorado Governor Aids Heavy-Loading Campaign
Recognizing the necessity for loading cars to capacity and
unloading them quickly in order that the heavy crops of the
present season may be moved and saved, Governor Oliver H.
Shoup of Colorado has issued a proclamation urging the
people of Colorado to follow suggestions made by Hale

Average net operating income
(Standard return)
in 3-year test period

Net operating income
earned in 1919

Month

By months

Cumulative

l!y n.nnths

January
Fcbruarv
Apiil

$56,613,000
47,934,000
68,251,000
67,289.000

Mav

77,385,000'

$56,613,000
104,547,000
172,798,000
240,087,000
317,472,000
400,022,000
475,363,000
562,223,000
653.496,000
747,829,000
831,365,000
904,647,000

$18,^83,702
10,106,263
10,842,608
26,115.214
39,462,367
52,270,702

March
June
July

August
September
October

November
December

82,550.000
75,341,000
86.860.000
91,273,000
94,333,000
83,536.000
73,282,000

Safety by Supervision
R. J. Clancy, in charge of safety work for the Southern
Pacific-Western Pacific lines, says that "No-Accident Week,"
in which casualties were reduced 12y2 per cent, confirms
the view that four-fifths of all accidents are induced by carelessness, and that most of the carelessness is due to inefn-

Cumulative
$28,889,970
3^.660,773
65,916.807
105,215,450
157,448,669

Deficit in 1919

By months

Cumulative

$37,830,000
37,828,000
57,409,000
41,174,000
37,923,000
30,279,000

$75,658,000
133,067,000
174,241,000
212,257,000
242,573,000

Holden, Central Western regional director, regarding the
necessity for loading all cars to their full carrying capacity
in order to combat the threatened car shortage.

Governor Shoup's proclamation

said:

"In these davs when national, state, county and municipal authorities are
bending their energies toward the solution of the problems of reconstruction, among which the high cost of living looms most conspicuously, it is

—
August

RAILWAY AGE

22, 1919

co-operation among all classes of cur citizens
Habits of conservation, inculcated during the
period of war activities, should be continued and encouraged along all
lines and in every avenue- of business activity, and wastefulness, extravagance and inefficiency should be discouraged among the people of the
there

that

imperative

be

toward the one end sought.

United States.

375

country with a minimum loss. Governor Shoup's proclamation was issued in response to a request from George W.
Martin, secretary of the Denver Operating Committee of
the Railroad Administration and Arthur J. Dodge, business
manager of the Civic and Commercial Association.

"The Denver

Civic and Commercial Association, representing substan
all of the active forces of the community, acting on the advice of
Transportation Bureau of that organization, calls attention to the
imperative need for the conservation of the hauling facilities of the railroads of the country and the imminent danger of a shortage of equipment
unless absolute care and great wisdom are used in loading cars.
tially

the

"A

circular

from

Mr.

Hale

Expenses

Revenues and

Railway

for

regional director of the United
Slates Railroad Administration, dealing with the subject of Car Efficiency
Intensive Loading," states:
"We are facing what promises to be the
heaviest demand for equipment for some years," and he suggests that
"the public can do more to guard against a car shortage than the railroads to the extent that such a condition may be materially relieved by

The

Commerce Commission's

Interstate

compilations, subroads and 17
I

from reports of 105 Class

revision,

to

ject

switching and terminal roads, for the month of June and the

months ended June

six

are as follows:

30,

Six months

June. 1919 and 1918

a

_'-

Per mile
of road operated

Per mile

Amount

Item

Freight

3.

Passenger
Mai!
Express

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

*

All other transportation
Incidental
Joint facility— Cr
Dr
Joint facility

Amount

of road operated

191S
234,273.71

$284,487,599
105.464,476
4,301,364
10,063,454
11,067,537

$263,796,118
94,810,606
4,495,709

$1,218

10,478,591
544.364
179,637

9,650,621
10,991,665
11.120,450
489.831
154,144

43
48
45

47
48

2

2

1

426,227,748

1918

1919

233,558 05

234,210.98
$1,439,048,083
448.613,479
27,157,506
56,823,141
57,094,895
57,604,190
2,757,041
833,294

$6,908
2,324
110
226
248
264

$6,144

14
4

12

1

$1,613,365,465
542. 809,826
25,790,449
52 8 15.186
57,998,562
61,631,485
3,267.367
993,010

395,200,856

1,825

1,687

$2,356,685,330

$2,088,265,041

10,090

8.916

66,271,891
96.649,377
3,831,301
176.105,918
4,139.241
9,961,314
554,761

67,875,290
106,245.571
5,474.733
238,728,995
4,118,327
13,394,422
452,164

284
414

290
454
23
1,019

370,823,325
572.951,370
22,447,290
1.043,210,690
22,712,035

1,587
2,453
96
4.467

1,232
1,976

16

119
4,145

98
263

80
238

13

12

356,404,281

435,385,174

69,823.467

t40,184,318

14,559,157
75,337

17,118,020
61,835

55.188,973

157,364,173

236

1.654,066
1,264,205

2,470,154
1,439,698

52,270,702

161,274,025

83.62

110.17

—

Railway operating revenues

1918

1919

1918

1919
2.'3.568.20

Average number miles operated
Revenues:
1.

2.

Months

and Six

June

Ilolden,

$1,126
405

452

19
41

18

1,915

116
243
244
246
4

Expenses:*
11. Maintenance of way and structures
12. Maintenance of equipment
13. Traffic
14. Transportation
15. Miscellaneous
operations
16.
17.

General
Transportation

18.

Railway operating expenses

19.

Net revenue from railway operations

investment

for

20. Railway tax accruals
21. Uncollectible railway

— Cr

(excluding "war taxes")..
revenues

22.

Railway operating income

23.
24.

Equipment rents (Dr. Bal.)
Joint facility rents (Dr. Bal.)

2^.

Net of items

26.

Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs..%

22, 23

and 24

43

18
57

3

2

3,026,290

288,500,683
462,869,824
27,788,477
970,803.480
18,732,146
55.842,879
2,845,859

1,859

2,090.546,274

1,821.691,630

8,951

7,778

299

f 172

266.139.056

266.573.411

1,139

1.138

63

73

91,663.514
369.021

92,439.375
312,303

392

395

2

1

t245

174,106,521

173,821,733

745

742

11

9.500,353
7,157.1'")

13.754,841
6.598,988

41

6

59
28

t262

157,448,669

153.467,904

88.71

87.23

754
18

224

61 4 '7,854

30

655

for June, 1918, include wage increases representing back pay for the period, January to May. 1918. inclusive.
tCredit item.
Note The average railway operating income corresponding to item 22 above for the month of June in the three years 1915, 1916 and
included in the "test" period of three years ended June 30. 1917, was $371 pel mile of 'line for the United States.

*The operating expenses
tDcficit.

—

loading

all

cars

to

their

full

carrying capacity,

instead

of

resuming the

Freight Claims Section

former easier method."
this serious condition is facing the people of Coldesire to urge the necessity of following the suggestion made by
hereby urge
!
is in direct touch with the situation, and
that the shippers of Colorado intelligently and willingly co-operate with
the managers of the railroads in the matter of loading, to the end that
the people of this state shall conserve their own shipping facilities by
seeing to it that freight cars do not go out lightly loaded, but that the
maximum carrying capacity be utilized in every instancee, This is an
imperative matter at this time, and the Civic and Commercial Association
is doing a real service in emphatically calling it to the attention of those

"Being assured that

orado,

I

Mr. Holden, who

whose prosperity and happiness

will

Railroad Administration in the
promptly and wholeheartedly.

matter

be

hampered
of

tin-

if

loading

care

request
be not

<>f

the

heeded

"Real American grasp of a serious situation, such a grasp as was maintained during the war, will ward off a trouble whose Consequence might
be serious and far reaching."

The necessity for loading cars to the maximum and unloading them with the least delay is especially imperative in Colorado because of the production in that state of an immense
fruit crop, perishable and involving millions, which will be
in a large part a loss, unless enough cars can be obtained at
The same possibility also arises,
the right time to move it.
although in lesser degree, with regard to the heavy grain and
potato crops produced in Colorado. Aside from these imperative reasons, recognition is given to
sity for moving the immense wheat and

the.

national

com

n<

yields of the

R. A.

Fairbanks, general secretary of the American Railroad

E.

J.

— A.

1917,

Church street. New York City, announces that
Committee of the association has created an additional section to be known as Section VII
Freight Claims, to
include the former activities of the Freight Claim Association.
The temporary General Committee, to manage the section until
Association,

75

the Executive

—

a regular election shall be held consists of

&

S. F.),

good

(C &

Calkins
(C.

chairman;

&

T.

X. W.);
Y. C.)

(X.

;

X. \V.)

;

\V. S.

B,

W.

11.

C.

Baskerville (N. & W.)
o. Bunger (C. R. I.

Prihhle (A. T.
;

K

&

I

P.)

I'.lood-

R.

L.

Hooper (Southern); H. C. Howe
Reel (P. & \Y. V.) and J. H. Howard.

T.

J.

i

manager of

the Claims and

United States

Properly Protection Section of the
Railroad Administration.

Passenger Traffic

in

May

The number

of passengers carried one mile on the railunder federal control during the month of May was 3,656,571
a decrease of 0.9 per cent as compared with May. 1918.
In the
Ohio-Indiana district the decrease was 22 2 per cent, in the
Southern region there was a decrease of 13.6, and in the South-

The oilier regions
months ended May 31 the inpassengers carried one mile was 44 per cent.

western region a decrease of 3.8 per cent.

showed
in

increases.

For
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Government Ownership Propaganda
Mailed Under Senatorial Frank
was made in Congress on August 13 by Represents
Ihimis. that tin- Public Ownership League of
Denison oi
America, with headquarters in Washington, has been distributing under the frank of a Senatoi a pamphlel of 44 pages containing an argumenl in favoi of government ownership of rail
roads filed with the Senate Committee on Interstate
ommerce
,u its railroad hearings during the spring by
Uberl M. Todd,
Mr. Denison declared this to
president of the League.
verj serious abuse of the franking privilege because the. pamphlet was sent out, not by the Senator himself, but by the
which also si-Hi separate letters under paid postage in winch
Mi.
mill stated that he was sending the pamphlel in a separate
Mr.
envelope,
["odd appeared before the Senate committee
on Februarj 21, and was not allowed by the committee to preHe was allowed about half an hour
sent his statement in full.
for an oral Statement, and then tiled his written document, of
which Congressman Denison says he is informed at least 20,000
copies have been sent out.
\
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Traffic

protest

live

inn

News

1

(

-.1

minium

i

C.

E.

l

The
in

ity,

i

Interstate

Mo., with office

railroads centering

their rales

for cartage.

4.5 rents per

100

lb.

iinniimiiii

traffic

Coal Operators'
al
in

Kansas

iiiminimiiiiiimmilMlllllllllin

manager

for the

Association,

Kan-

City.

Montreal have announced increases

On

li

I

mi

Warner haa been appointed

Southwestern
sas

minimi

iinniiiiniimiii

to 5 cents,

carload lots the increase is froin
and on 1. c. 1. from d cents to 7.

The movement of fruit eastward over the Union Pacific
in.w somewhat handicapped by the destruction by lire of
ice houses at Ogden on August 5, part of the building
ing owned by the railroad and part by the Utah Ice & Cold
Storage Company and leased to the Pacific Fruit Express
Company; estimated total loss about $90,000.
is

The Delaware Railroad (Pennsylvania System) extending
from Wilmington, Del., southward 95 miles, was compelled
suspend freight traffic almost completely for several days
week because of floods and washouts. Losses of crops
and destruction of roads, bridges and buildings caused by
the storm, aggregated in Delaware, according to estimates
made on August 16, to more than $2,000,0000.
to

Track Supply Association Exhibit

last

The following names should be added to the list published
week's issue of the firms who have space in the exhibit
of the Track Supply Association, which will be presented at
the Auditorium Hotel. Chicago, at the time of the thirtyseventh annual convention of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance oi Way Association on September 16-19, inclusive.
in last

Ajax Forge Company, Chicago, 111.
Biaw Knox Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.
iludj Company. Chicago, 111.
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
v kvtlanJ Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Elliott Frog & Switch Company, St. Louis, Mo.
North American Engine Company, Algona, Iowa.

For the month of July, the Troop Movement Section of the
Railroad Administration reports the movement of 949,660 soldiers on the railroads within the United States, exceeding the
number of men carried in June by 35,000 men. This number
included 299,009 men returning from overseas, and 411,642 men
discharged from the army. The remainder were included in
movements between camps, etc. During July 1,173 special trains
were run to carry troops, and the average number of passengers
per train was 421 men average distance per train 603 miles.
;

National Safety Council
168 North MichiEighth Annual Safety

The National Safety Council headquarters,
gan avenue, Chicago,

announces

111.,

its

Congress, to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, October 1, 2, 3 and 4.
About 3,000 men and women are expected to attend, and 160
of these are named in the list of speakers. There are to be four
general sessions, four round tables and 35 sectional meetings.
All of the general sessions are to be in the afternoon and the
sectional meetings in the forenoon.
The first meeting of the Steam Railroad Section will be
held at 9:30 a. m., October 2, and R. C. Richards, chairman of
the section, will preside. The program of this and the two
subsequent meetings of the steam railroad section are as
follows:
Thursday Morning, October 2, 9:30 o'clock: Reports of officers and comAddress, "Aims and Purposes of the Safety Section of the U. S.
"Value and Necessity of
Puffy.
Railroad Administration," by A. F
"Co-operation of Officers and
Safety Agents," by M. A. Dow (N. Y. C).
Employees," by R. H. Doolittle (Colorado Southern).
Friday Morning, October 3: "Organized Labor's Interest in Safety
Work," by W. G. Lee, pr°sid'rnt, P.rotherhood of Railway Trainmen. "Safety
Suggestions How They Should Be Treated and Disposed Of," by T. H.
"Methods of Selecting Committees and MainCarrow (Pennsylvania).
taining Interest in Safety," by Robert Scott (A. C. L.).
mittees.

—

Election of

officers.

Friday Afternoon, October
(R. \- O.) presiding.
subject they wish to

Saturday

Round-Table Discussion, J. T. Broderick
requested to hand the secretary any

3:

Members

are

discuss at

this

Morning, October

4:

meeting.

Report

of

nominating committee.

Ad-

dresses on "Causes of and Remedies tor Accidents in Engine and Train
Scivicc"; "Inspection of Tools Used in Shops and on Track," by G. L.
La Fountaine (Great Northern) "Motor and Hand Car Accidents," by J. L.
Walsh (M. K. & T.).
;

The Omaha (Neb.) District Freight Traffic Committee to
correct what seems to be a general misunderstanding on the
part of shippers, has issued the following instructions:
"Tariffs issued by administration publishing agents such
as the Western Freight Traffic Bureau, Transcontinental
Freight Traffic Bureau, etc., will only be furnished to shippers by such bureau when the request for them is approved
by the District Freight Traffic committee in whose territory
the shipper is located, and freight tariff publications issued by
individual railroads should be secured direct from the railroads issuing these tariffs.
The Plumb plan for government ownership and tripartite
operation of the railroads was vigorously condemned in resolutions recently adopted by unanimous vote by the Texas
Industrial Traffic League at a meeting held in Dallas, Tex.,
August 11. The resolutions adopted, furthermore, condemned any and all plans submitted to Congress which advocated government ownership or plans for guarantees by
the government of the earnings of railroad properties, believing that such guarantees will inevitably lead to government ownership. The league at this meeting also adopted
resolutions opposing the proposal in the Esch-Pomerene bill
conferring upon the Interstate Commerce Commission jurisdiction over water carriers and making port to port rates
subject to the provisions of the Act to Regulate Commerce.
The St. Louis, (Mo.) Traffic Club's special committee, appointed to investigate the Esch-Pomerene and Poindexter
bills now pending before Congress, in reporting the results
Esch-Pomerene bill is the
which has been submitted to this
session of Congress. The committee endorses especially the
proposed plan to pool equipment and terminals. It is felt
that competitive conditions should be restored as promptly
as possible and in order to secure its restoration the plan
which contemplates the pooling of earnings should be eliminated entirely from the bill. The report of the committee
furthermore did not concur in resolutions recently adopted
by other traffic club committees which advocate the insertion of a provision requiring the commission to take cogof

Master Blacksmiths' Convention
The

annual convention of the International
Master Blacksmiths' Association opened at the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on August 19, with approximately
400 members and guests in attendance. At the first session
the association was welcomed by a representative of the
mayor and an address was presented by President W. C.
A more complete report of the proceedings with
Scofield.
abstracts of the papers will appear in next week's issue.
twenty-fifth

Railroad

its

deliberations stated that the

most comprehensive

bill

1

August
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nizance of the cost of labor in the making of rates.
The
Poindexter bill was also highly recommended and the suggestion was made that Congressmen be emphatically advised
of this support of the bill.
In reporting its deliberations

on the Poindexter

the committee said: "Today flagrant
fourth section violations exist, based on fictitious water com-
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Foreign Railway

n
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News

bill

Because unduly favorable rates can be made to
such centers, carriers have been unwilling to readjust such
rates, because no intermediate territory has been involved.
Routes so circuitous as to make inadvisable the application
of rates to intermediate points, are not desirable under any
conditions. Your committee is not unmindful of the advan-
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petition.

tage in the past of some of these indirect routes, but their
necessity will be obviated in the pooling of equipment and
terminals if the Esch-Pomerene bill is approved."
Copies
of the resolutions as adopted are to be sent to all Congressmen and Senators.

Weekly

Traffic

Report

The movement of traffic, both passenger and freight, was somewhat retarded during the week ended August 11, owing to the
strike of railway shopmen, according to a report to Director
General Mines. The Allegheny, Pocahontas and Northwestern
In the
regions showed a reduced movement in freight traffic.
Northwestern region, while the prospects were that the loadings
would show a substantial increase over the same week last
year, the strike interfered with operations, with the result that
the total loading showed a decrease of 2,232 cars under the
same week last year.

While the western portion of the Allegheny region was affected by the strike, statistics furnished the director general show
that grain loadings into vessels increased 616,000 bushels for the

Revenue
11 over the previous week.
freight handled in this district shows an increase of 16,679
cars over the previous week.
In the Pocahontas region, as compared with the same period
last year, tidewater coal dumped during the week ended August
11 decreased 9 per cent, domestic coal loaded decreased 14 per
cent, and other freight loaded decreased 8 per cent.
In the Southern region, while the movement of peaches from
week ended August

middle Georgia was one of the largest in the history of the
industry during the week mentioned, the supply of equipment
was ample, although some difficulty was experienced in obtaining
for refrigerator cars.

sufficient ice

N.

T. League Opposes

I.

Plumb Plan

The National Industrial Traffic League has actively entered
the fight against the Plumb plan propaganda for government
ownership by sending to members of the league a statement
by the president of the league and expressing the views of
the league's membership on this subject, as heretofore indicated by formal action taken and reaffirmed on numerous
Co-operative effort is advocated to bring about
occasions.
a defeat of this or any other plan for the government ownership of railroads. This circular says in part:
"The members of the league, while differing in their opinions regarding some details of the federal legislation affecting railroads which should be enacted, have been unanimous
in their opposition to government ownership of railroads.
This opposition of the league to government ownership
applies to such ownerhip in any form and therefore covers
the so-called Plumb plan proposed by the railroad brotherhoods and supported by the American Federation of Labor.
"This plan is so radical and fantastic that it is difficult to
take it seriously, hut its advocates an- conducting a vigorous
and systematic campaign in its favor and already claim the
It
is
publicly
support of a very large number of voters.
stated that if the present Congress does not yield to the
demand that this plan be adopted, it will be made a political
issue and men will be elected to office pledged to SUpporl
the plan. Under these circumstances it is not wise to ignore
the matter, but active measures should be taken to combat

Will you therefore give the subject prompt
this proposal.
and earnest consideration and have the interests which you
represent register with their representatives in Congress their
opposition to this plan or any other plan of government

ownership.

.

.

."

France is sending locomotives and railway carriages to
Switzerland to be repaired at the Federal factories of Yverdon, Olten, Zurich, and Schaffhause.

The Government Railways of Java, says the Far Eastern
Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, have
been desirous of purchasing large quantities of American' rails
and car materials, but as American manufacturers have been
unwilling to comply with the required specification the Netherlands Government has been obliged during the war to buy
heavier rails than it needed, and also equipment which was unsatisfactory, especially chilled car wheels.
No further purchases
made in the United States at present.

are heing

The safety of passengers on the railroads of Great Britain
and Ireland, often the subject of comment in past years, is
brought to attention at this time by a note in the Railway
Gazette (London) to the effect that no fatal passenger train
accident has happened in the United Kingdom since that at
Aberdeen, Scotland, on July 6, 1918, or considerably more
than a year. Prior to the Aberdeen accident there had been
none for a year and 16 days. These records are made in the
face of adverse conditions; unusual density of traffic during the last two years, depleted staffs and the unavoidable
lowering of standards in some departments of maintenance.
Following a collision on October 26, 1907, the railroads of
the United Kingdom were free from fatal passenger train
accidents for one year and eight months; and a record nearly
as good was made as far back as 1901.
Indian Built Rolling Stock

A company

has been formed says the Times (London)
Trade Supplement for the manufacture of special rolling
stock for India which contains no wood.

Transport Director for Ireland
H. G. Burgess, Minister of the Irish Traffic of the London
& North Western has been appointed Director of Irish transport of the Ministry of Ways & Communication;,, and will
be responsible for the whole territory of Ireland.
Electrification in Italy-

announced officially says the Times (London) Trade
Supplement that the Italian Government has authorized the
It

is

electrification of 3,750 miles of line.

A

large

amount

of the

water power from the Torento is available. There are at
the present time only about 300 miles being worked by electricity in

Italy.

Locomotives
At

for the

Uganda Railway

meeting of the Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture of the East African Protectorate, a statement was
made by the Secretary that the difficulty of transportation
was due to a shortage "\ locomotives. Instructions have been
issued that orders must be placed with the mother country
or with another British * state.
Sometime ago 50 engines
were ordered in England, but up to last month nothing had
been heard of them.
a recent

Government Ownership

in

England

On Augusl 1. a petition was circulated through banking
and other financial institutions in the City of London for
signatures, which requests the government to consider fully
the bearing of nationalization on the national production beiny irrevocable steps arc taken.
It
requests that the
question be not considered by the government until the people of the country have been given an opportunity of expressing their opinions upon

it.
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China Will Join
\

in Siberian

Loan

development,

dispatch to the Fai
astern ection oi the Sun. New York,
horirj for the statement thai the Chinese governmenl ha>
I

decided to participate with the United States, Greal Britain,
France and Japan in the loan for
reconstruction of the
Siberian Railwaj and li;i^ replied in this sense to the
recenl inquirj made at the Foreign Office by the Japanese Mir
ister.
China's share in this loan will be $600,000, and the gov1 1 1 *

ernment

is

making
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Arabian Railway

A

Channel Tunnel
The Commission which was appointed by M.
Minister of Public Works in France, to study
involved
in

ta\ or

Claveille, the

the questions

building oi the Channel Tunnel, has reported
the enterprise, and M. Claveille has authorized

in the

of

the French Submarine Railway Association which obtained
the contract tor building the tunnel to begin at once to make
fresh trials of tlie technical processes necessary.
The Minister of Foreign Affairs is to consult also with the British
government with a view to appointing a Franco-British Commission to conclude the necessary agreement for the tunnel.

Wages

Increase of Railwaymen's

railway from Aden, the principal port in Arabia, to Lahrj,
tin
capital of the Abdali tribe in southwestern Arabia, has recently been opened, says Consul Addison F. Southard, writing
to Commerce Reports on April 30.
The road is about 30 miles
in length and is the development of a short military line built
from Aden to Sheik Othinan in 1915 to supply British forces
operating from the latter place against the Turks. The railroad
was built by the Royal Engineers of the British Army, and the
first few miles were built under shell fire from the Turks.
After
the signing of the armistice and the surrender of the Turkish
forces, the railway was continued to Lahej and has been recently

opened for freight and passenger

The railway

traffic.

narrow gage, and the equipment
from the Bombay, Baroda & Central India Railway, of
conditions improve and the amount of traffic increases,
that

is

of

new equipment

will

is

largely

As

India.
it

is

likely

be needed to replace the second-hand

rolling stock.

of Labor of Great Britain announced recently
in the Houses of Parliament the following average rates of
wages for railway men in July, 1914, and July, 1918, respectively:

The Minister

Transport railway service

Engine drivers
Guards
Signalmen
Porters
Carting
horse

July, 1914,

July, 1919,

per shift.

per shift.

Per week

(,12 large
drivers

towns)

24s.

(8 principal ports')

Electric Regeneration

68s. to
58s. to
58s. to
53s. to

83s.
68s.
63s.
59s.

oneto 27s.

Per hour

Dock laborers

Per week

35s. to 50s.
25s. to 35s.
25s. to 30s.
20s. to 26s.

6d. to 8d.

54s.

to 57s.

Per half day
5s. lOd. to 7s.

on Swiss Single Phase Railways

The first experiment, on the recovery of the electric energy,
which the braking or down-grade movement renders available,
were made on the Lotschberg line of the Swiss Federal RailThe system tried was that of the Masways, on June 27.
chinenfabrik Oerlikon, and the success is described as complete.
The tests were conducted with the locomotive which the Oerlikon Company, in conjunction with the Lokomotivfabrik Winterthur had built for the Gotthard Railway, and which has since
May been in regular service in the Bern-Thun Railway. In
the tests the engine was run at different speeds, up to 70 km.
per hour, down hill, first empty, and then with a load of 310
tons, without making use of the mechanical brakes or of any
brake resistances. It is said that the remarkably simple devices
operated to complete satisfaction from the start, and the detailed
account of the tests will hence be a matter of considerable

British Munition Factory to Produce Steel Cars
Commissioner H. G. Brock
is understood, writes Trade
from London under date of July 5, that negotiations for the
acquisition of the state ordnance factory at Nottingham by the
steel manufacturers, Cammell, Laird & Co. (Ltd.), of Sheffield,
Birkenhead and Penistone are far advanced. According to the
Times of June 28 the factory will be adapted to the manufacture
of steel railway cars of the most approved type; later passenger
coaches may also be manufactured, but the immediate object is
the production of steel freight cars, as the springs, tires and
other parts can be built at the Sheffield works of the firm.
During the war Cammell, Laird & Co. undertook the designing, erection and management of the ordance factory at Nottingham without remuneration of any kind. The factory was originally laid out for the manufacture of shells, but in its second
phase started the construction of 18-pounder guns, of which 11
per week were being produced at the signing of the armistice,
with a weekly output of 5,000 9.2-inch shells and 13,500 6-inch
It

shells.

Railway Dividends
The accompanying

tables gives a

in

England

list

of the dividends paid

by various important railways in Great Britain for the first
half of 1919, as compared with the same period of 1918, and
to the entire year of 1918.

English Railway Dividends

interest.

1st
half,

1918

Railway Development

in

Burma

The Government of Burma, says the British Board of Trade
Journal, has decided to encourage the development of railway
communication by the adoption of the general British policy in
the case of colonies that in a country with a generally scanty
population and no towns of considerable importance, strategic
points on frontiers and general trade routes, etc., should be
It is thus calculated to develop the country by first
linked up.
establishing the lines of communication a policy for which,
according to opinion in British India, there is ample scope also
in British India itself, where, it is pointed out, the construction

—

—

of feeder lines to the main lines on a wholesale scale should be
prosecuted. The conditions for railway development in British
India and Burma are very different from those in Australia and
Canada, where large areas of useful land arable, forest or minare opened up by railways regardless of the uninhabited
eral

—

—

The assumption that rich territory,
once opened up by means of communication, will find its own

condition of the country.

%

Ct. Central (1889) Pref
Great Eastern
Gt. Northern Defd. Ord
Gieat Western
Lancashire and Yorks
London & N. Western

London &

S.

Western

London. Prishton & S. C
London, Chatham, & D. 1st Pref

1st
half,

1919

%

1918
"Fe-

4

2

2

Year

^H

254
2J4
7A,
^V*

254

7

V2
nil

Vi
nil

1V\
1Y&
254

IV2.

2

2

^A

1*A

5 J4

2

2Ya,

4J4
l'A
*A

Metropolitan

5

Vz

V2

Midland Deferred

W%

Wi

North-Easlern
South-Eastern Ord

3

3 54

7

1

4

Central London,

Lond. Electric
Mctrop. District

Ord

V\

134

2

V*
nil

ml

1

Jfe

l

2
nil

be noted that in several instances the dividends for
the first half of this year are higher than those of last, although on account of the arrangement with the government
one year's results should differ but little with those of another
since 1913. There are two sources by which the companies
have derived extra income, one arising out of the modificaIt will

tion of the

government arrangement whereby the companies

—
August

22,
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receive an allowance in respecl of capital invested in property since the railways were taken over and worked by the
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government, and secondly from interest upon renewal and
reserve funds, which, owing to the arrears of maintenance
which have accumulated during the war, amounts to quite an
appreciable sum. Some of the companies, however, have indicated that the increase for the first half of the year does
not necessarily mean an increase for the year.
(London

Equipment and Supplies
<
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Freight Cars

Post).

The Solvay
Brazilian Roads Injured by

War

War

five years have seriously injured
those owned by British capital,
and have not only made it difficult to maintain the existing lines
in good repair but have diminished the chances of getting fresh
capital from abroad to invest in Brazilian transportation systems, according to a British writer in a London financial jourThis is due to the fact that while expenses and costs have
nal.
risen and caused the companies to fail to earn dividends, no
corresponding increases in rates have been granted which would
enable the companies to recoup their losses.
"The problem now to be solved," says this writer, "not only
by the companies but also by the Brazilian Government, is
how can capital be raised for new construction to make up the
leeway for the last five years and to provide for the normal
increase of the future.
"There is no doubt that the attraction to investors in investing in Brazilian railways has been greatly diminished by
the results of the last five years. There would seem to be only
one way of effecting an improvement, and that is by a general
Generally speaking, the present situation
raising of the tariffs.
is not due to diminution in traffic, but to the heavy burden of
increasing expenses and to the fall in the exchange. The raising
of the tariffs by a moderate amount would restore the earning
power of the railways without imposing any undue burden upon
The government should not (and being thortheir customers.
oughly alive to the situation, probably would not) oppose such
a proposition.
In fact, it has already shown that it recognizes
In the president's lucid message, recently issued,
the necessity.
it is stated that a 20 per cent augmentation of tariffs has been

the

conditions in Brazil for

railroads

there,

Company, Syracuse, N.

COLLIERIES

Y., is inquir-

ing for three steel tram cars.

The Pittsburgh Construction Company,

especially

put into force on the Central Railway, belonging to the government, and a similar increase authorized in the case of the Sul
de Minas system and of the F. de l'Est Bresilien.
"The last five years have been a lean and unsatisfactory period
for the English railways in Brazil, which have not only suffered
from the same troubles that similar undertakings in other countries have endured but have also had special causes for loss.
The restriction of tonnage and the high rates for freight have
been very serious matters for companies which have to imIn
port most of their supplies of material, etc., from Europe.
the fall in the Brazilian exchange has reduced their
It
receipts by a large amount when translated into sterling.
might appear that the fall in exchange would not be serious,
since the expenses would also be automatically less when valued
This is not correct. While all the receipts are
in sterling.

addition,

current Brazilian money, on the other hand expenses (ex
cepting local wages and supplies bought in the country)
to be paid for in Europe in gold, and all the companies before
satisfy in
disbursing any profit to the shareholder
the interest and amortization payments on their deben
Finally, unlike the railways in England, they have been mostl)
unable so far to recoup themselves for higher expenses by raisin

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

is

inquiring for two 40-ton box car bodies.

The Pennsylvania Coal Company, New York, has ordered
& Foundry Company.

200 mine cars from the American Car

The Jamison Coal & Coke Company, Greensburg, Pa., has
ordered 125 mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Cosden Company,

Tulsa, Okla., has ordered 40, 40-ton,
from the American Car & Foundry

8,000-gal. insulated tank cars

Company.

Commerce Petroleum Company, Chicago, has ordered
50 40-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Imperial Refining Company, Ardmore, Okla., has ordered 100 40-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

The Johnson City & Big Muddy Coal & Mining Company.
Chicago, has ordered 250 mine cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

The James B. Berry Sons Company, Oil City, Pa., has ordered 50 40-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.
Hernandez, Robinson & Co., Inc., 29 Broadway, New York,
it is in the market for 5 second-hand standard gage

advises that
fiat cars, 30

ft.

in length, for export.

The Arkansas

City

Pipe Line

Company. Arkansas

City,

Kan., has ordered twenty 50-ton, 10,000 gallon tank cars from
the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Providence Gas Company, Turks Head

building.

Provi-

desires to purchase second-hand, if
possible, an all-steel drop-bottom gondola car of 50-tons capacity.
Jesse L. Johnson, purchasing clerk, may be addrc--

dence, R.

The

I.,

advises that

Pennsylvania

street. Philadelphia,
(

it

Equipment

Company,

1420

Chestnut

Pa., desires to lease 150 8,000-gal. tank ears.

clean and 60 for crude or fuel oil, for a period of six months
one year, deliveries to start about October 1.

>d

to

Passenger Cars
Eastern

'I'm

Mass.,

is

inquiring

Massachusetts

Streei

Railway,

Bo

foi

ing their rates.

"The

result

has been unfavorable

The

their

to

financial

reports for 1918 of the
Paulo Railway, the Leopoldina Railway and the Greal
Western of Brazil, show the following comparisons between
the five past years and the five years ended 1913:
1909-1!

Average

San Faulo

153

Leopoldina

Western

line-

1,631
...

953

...

153
1,820
1,010

Lcopoiaina
Gt.

Western

Average

rises

£1.268,213

£3,066,989

.751

1,492,104
644,282

".217
1,526.543

658,796

PENNSYLVANIA

-v.

142<l

Chestnut

Philadelphia, Pa., is in the markel for om
with 44 to 48 in. driving
locomotive weighing about 70
wheels and with a steam pressure of not less than ISO lb.
i

"• c of

worl
rec< ipts

1914-1918

San Paulo

The
-treei.

.

Average

Average

length
of

(,t.

Locomotives

I

127.868

n
£798.776

penses
61

506,353
216,414

66
66

501625

69

Iron
The

i
i

1,108
!,045

485.056,

"MM
1/3,740

i°,

73

and Steel

rrdered 120 tons of structural steel
Missoi ri Pai
dick girder spans from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company, Roanoke. \ a.
for
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Paul Mitchell has returned to Chicago
his limn--, as traveling representative of the
"i

and baa resumed
jo sales of-

the

The Pettibone-Mulliken Company, Chicago, has awarded
Company, New
contrad to Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

a

iS.-

York, for the erection of a one-story steel foundrj it West
Division street, Chicago, which will cost about $200,000, including equipment,

Herbert Duckworth

lias been appointed sales manager of
grinding-wheel division of the Norton Company, Worcester. Mass.: Howard W. Dunbar lias been appointed sales
manager of the grinding machine division; John C. Spence
has been appointed superintendent, and Charles H. Norton
chief engineer, of the grinding machine division.

the

W. Terry Field, constructing engineer for the American
Car & Foundry Company, New York, with office at Detroit,
Mich., has resigned to form a partnership with John R. Fordyce, formerly Major and Construction Quartermaster at
Camp Pike, Arkansas. The new firm will be known as Fordyce & Field, consulting and construction engineers, Little
Rock. Ark.
Captain Thomas O'Leary, Jr., of the Fifty-First Engineers,
has returned to the service of the New York Air Brake
Company, New York, as western representative on lines
Captain O'Leary was adjutant
\\e>t of the Missouri river.
of the Touraine division of the Fourteenth Grand division,
Camp DeGrasse, France, operating the French railroad out
of

that place.

Electric & Manufacturing Company, Indianapmanufacturers of overhead electric railway materials, started work on July 11 on its new factory in Cleveland, Ohio, which it is expected will be finished about September 1. The first unit, now being built, will be a brick
and steel structure 80 ft. by 205 ft., with a two-story section
devoted to the general offices and engineering department.
This building will have about 20,000 ft. of floor space and will
A
include machine and assembly shop and brass foundry.
contract for the second unit of the factory will be let soon.
This will be 40 ft. by 60 ft. and will house the hot galvanizing

The Drew

olis,

Ind.,

plant.
of the U. S. Light & Heat CorporaNiagara Falls, N. Y., on August 13, the following directors were elected: R. C. Caples, E. H. Gold, J. E. Kepperley, C. L. Lane, C. O. Miniger, J. O. Moore, B. J. O'Reilly,
Smith and J. N. Willys;
J. A. Roberts, G. G. Shepard, J. Allan
and the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
John N. Willys, chairman of the board of directors; E. H.
Gold, vice-chairman of the board of directors; J. Allan Smith,
president; C. L. Lane, vice-president and general manager;
R. C. Caples, vice-president; B. J. O'Reilly, treasurer; R. H.
Van Nest, secretary, and T. G. Swannie, assistant secretary
and assistant treasurer.

At the annual meeting

highwa
Mi Jonea will al o art a
C. H. Whall Company,
the

tui <

ialtiea

i

sentative
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Chica

spi

foi

manufacturers

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.
Mi Mitchell was a sergeant in the American Expeditionary
Forces in France
fice,

Vol. 67, No. 8

ol

fibre insulation for

essoi
I

in.

ago

ie

repr<

Boston,
railway signaling.

The houaing facilities ol the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company, Wilmerding, Pa., are to be extended at once by
the erection of a number ol new dwellings, for the families
nployees. The Westinghouse Air Brake Home Building

Company

has been organized with a capital oi (1,000,000 to
business relative to the real (stair and dwell
which have been transferred by deed to this compan
the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
It includes over 400
houses and eonsiderahle vacant property in the borough ol
Wilmerding and adjacent territory. The officers of the new
organization arc A. L. Humphrey, chairman of the board of
directors; C. A. Rowan, president; W. S. Bartholomew,
president, and H. C. Tener, secretary.
In addition to the
lirst three mentioned above
J. F. Miller and G. W. Wildin
are included in the board of directors. S. R. Gittens has been
appointed manager.
Since the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company built its first houses for employees in 1890 there
has never been an increase in rents and the new company
will carry out the same policy.
transact

all

Consulting Mathematicians
T. Dantzig, G. A. Pfeiffer and J. F. Ritt announce the formation of a firm of consulting mathematicians under the
name of Dantzig, Pfeiffer & Ritt with office at 500 West One
Hundred and Sixteenth street, New York. This firm undertakes to handle all problems arising in industry for the solution of which the knowledge of a mathematical specialist
may be necessary.
Each of the members of the firm has been privately en^
gaged for some time in work of this nature, in addition to
his other professional activities, and it was at the suggestion
of clients that the decision was made to set up a consulting
service which would extend to the industrial world the resources of modern pure and applied mathematics.
Dr. Dantzig is a graduate of the University of Paris and
of the Ecole Superieure d'Aeronautique et de Construction
1

Mechanique. He has taught at Indiana University and at CoDuring the war he was in charge of the mathematical work of the instrument section of the U. S. Ordnance.
Dr. Pfeiffer received the degree of mechanical engineer
from the Stevens Institute of Technology and the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy from Columbia University. He has.
taught mathematics at Harvard, Princeton, and Columbia.
He is an associate editor of the Annals of Mathematics.
Dr. Ritt took the degree of Ph.D. at Columbia University.
He was for three years at the Naval Observatory and has
During the war he.
since taught mathematics at Columbia.
was one of the chief ballisticians in the U. S. Ordnance.
lumbia.

:

tion,

Fred H. Jones, resident manager

of the

New York

territory

of the General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y.,
and Park B. Hyde, product engineer in charge of primary

battery construction of the Thomas A. Edison Company, Inc.,
Orange, N. J., have resigned and have formed the Hyde
Battery Company, with offices in the Railway Exchange
building, Chicago. The new company will open a factory in
Chicago to manufacture caustic soda batteries for railway
Mr. Jones is also vice-president of the Magnetic
signaling.
Signal Company, Los Angeles, Cal., and will represent that
firm in the Chicago district with the same headquarters. The
Magnetic Signal Company will also open a factory in Chicago

Trade Publications

—

Book of Buildings. The Austin Company, Cleveland, has
It briefly
issued a new booklet known as Catalog No. 9.
lines the scope of

just :

out-

Austin construction and equipment service.

It

also contains cross-sections of the 10 Austin standard types of"
buildings and a description of Austin service to foundry andsteel plant operators.

—

Large Ferro-Concrete Bridge. The recently completed ferro-.
concrete bridge over the Ore River in Sweden has an arched
span of 90.7m. It belongs to the northern railway system of
the country, and crosses the river about 4 km. to the north of
the town of Nyaker. There was a parallel-girder bridge at the
place, built in 1891 and calculated for axle loads of 12;5" tons
and speeds of 20 km. per hour. The new bridge can bear axle
loads of 20 tons at speeds of 100 km., and belongs to the longest
ferro-concrete bridges in existence, the one over the Tiber at
Rome having a length of 100 m., and the Auckland bridge in
New Zealand, a length of 97.5 m. The cost was estimated not
to exceed 850,000 kroner in 1914, but owing to the war, the
expense will probably amount to 2,100,000 kroner.—JBngineering,

London.

August

22,

iimnn

.•minim
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Asherton & Gulf. Plans are now under consideration for
the extension of this road from Asherton, Tex., 50 miles west
of Eagle Pass, and from Artesian Wells, Tex., east to Beeville, approximately 100 miles.

—

Contracts have been let for building new
Canadian Pacific as follows: To Stewart & Welch,
Vancouver, B. C, from Counsul, Sask., east for 30 miles; from
Leader, south 25 miles; from Lanigan, northeast 50 miles; from
Milden, southwest 34 miles, and from Acme, Aha., to Drumheller,
37 miles. Contracts have also been given to the Northern Construction Company, Winnipeg, Man., to build from Russell, Man.,
north 12 miles, and to the Canadian Construction Company, Winnipeg, to build from Kosetown, Sask., south 25 miles.

Canadian

Pacific.

lines for the

—

Merrill Coal Mines, Inc., Railroad. This company is asking for bids on August 20, to build a three-mile line, from a
point 75 miles from Huntington, W. Va., on the Guyon Valley branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio. The work involves the
handling of 50,000 cu. yd. of material, the construction of
2,500 yd. concrete piers, a 400-ft. steel bridge, 50 houses, one
L. B. Conway is president,
stub tipple and a sub-station.
Danville, Va., C. W. Jones, vice-president and general manager, and W. C. McCall, chief engineer, Logan, W. Va.
Missouri,

Kansas & Texas.

—This

road

is

now

constructing

a double track through the town of Burkburnett, Okla., in order to relieve the congested traffic conditions that have existed there since the development of the oil fields in that locality.

The length

of this

work

is

about three and one-half

miles.

mill!
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Boston & Maine.

promoters expect to develop a traffic in perishable truck and
general farm products. The work is temporarily held up, pending the settlement of present strikes. John J. O'Brien is presi-

Moore Haven.

Oklahoma Railway Company. — Plans

are now being completed for the rebuilding of the terminal station at Oklahoma
City, Okla., at an approximate cost of $250,000.

— The

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiniiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniinniiiniiiiniiiiiiininiiiiiiS

Wall Street Journal, under a Boston date

prints the following

line,

:

"Case of the Hampden Railroad, which brought suit against
the Boston & Maine for an original claim of $3,798,000, for
alleged breach of contract, has evidently not been finally disponed of.
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has now withrecent ruling against the Hampden.
this at first appears as having a possibly unfavorable bearing on the Boston & Maine situation, it is pointed out
by people in close touch with the situation that this does not

drawn

its

"Although

necessarily mean that there will be a rehearing of the case, or
that the ruling against the Hampden will be essentially changed.

The Boston & Maine people have
hearing, and

received no notice of a re-

legal opinion that there will not be any.

it is

It is

not unusual for a court to withdraw a ruling, owing to some
subsequent objection made to wording or technical point."

—

& Maine. Legal matters continue to hold the reorganization of this company in check. Although the Massachusetts Supreme Court convened in special session July 29
to hear arguments on the petition of minority stockholders of
the Boston & Maine for a review of the Public Service Commission's decree approving the reorganization of the road,
Attorney Crooker, representing the minority stockholders, told
the court that he had not had time to prepare his argument
and asked for a postponement to October. It was then agreed
Attorney
that tlie matter would be' submitted on briefs.

Boston

Crooker had until August 18 to file his. Attorney George L.
Mayberry, for the railroad and the public service commission,
has already

Moore Haven Railway.— Organized to build a line from
Moore Haven, Fla., on the Atlantic Coast Line, southeast along
The work
the shore of Lake Okeechobee to Ritta, 26 miles.
The
will include building a steel bridge with a 30 ft. draw.

dent,

383

filed his.

The

.Railroad Administration has filed with the Massachusetts Public Service Commission a statement of the Boston
Maine for the quarter ended June 30, which shows that the
net income for the quarter amounts to $936,184 against a
deficit of $361,268 for the corresponding period last year.

&

—

Chicago & Western Indiana. Director General Hines under
date of August 19 has written the following letter to the
financial editor of the New York Sun
:

"In today's edition of your paper under the sub-heading of
'Chicago & Western Indiana,' appears a statement as follows
:

—

Red River Lumber Company. Surveys have been completed
for the last seven miles of a line from Westwood, Cal., to
Chester. The extension will be of standard construction with
a maximum grade of 1.75 per cent, and maximum curvature
The complete line will be about 15 miles long of
of 10 deg.
which eight miles has already been completed and is in opThe construction work is being done by the comeration.
pany's forces.

The Bagdad Railway.— It

is

obvious that the railroad as

now projected and built (the exact facts not yet being fully
known as to the continuity of the line through to Bagdad to
meet the military lines built by the British during the War)
was due to German money and influence in Turkey. But the
be reaped primarily by the
regions through which the railroad runs, and the regions
which have railway communication connecting with it as a
This
trunk line; and, secondarily, by international trade.
railroad would run when completed through the dominions
of several powers, and therefore ought, as much as Constantinople and the Dardanelles, to be internationalized.
Whatever the powers given to any mandatory under the
League of Nations Covenant, assuming it to come into
operation, one of such powers to be expressly stipulated in
the decree appointing the mandatory, should be the governmental power of consenting to the internationalization of
such an important commercial trade route. The Future of the
Ottoman Empire, by Henry IV. Jessup,^ in the Annals of the
fruits of this great project are to

American Academy of

Political

and Social Science.

"

was learned in banking circles yesterday that the United'
States Railroad Administration has arbitrarily advanced oneyear the life of an issue of $15,000,000 6 per cent notes which
mature on September 1, and which were put out by a banking
group exactly a year ago. This is an entirely new departure
'It

in meeting an indebtedness by the Railroad Administration,
and Wall Street wondered yesterday just how tar it could or
would be extended. It was stated that no matter what the
circumstances none of the bonds would be paid until one year
after they are due, September 1, 1919.
It was said by bankers

who aided in floating the loan that the distribution of the
notes had been extremely wide, and that the average of individual holdings would not exceed $10.01 KV
"It is proper that I should say to you that the statement
above quoted, so far as it purports to state any past action
or proposed action of the Railroad Administration, is not
warranted by any facts in connection with the matter, and
The Railroad Administration, in reentirely erroneous.
is
sponse i" a request by the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company for its approval, in accordance with Section
7 of the federal control act, of a renewal for one year at 7

without discount, of $15,000,000 of notes of
1919. has stated in a
1.
letter of date August 15, 1919. to Messrs. E. H. Lee and W. 11.
Lyford, finance committee of the Chicago & Western Indiana,
that the director general approves 'as consistent with the
public interest' the proposal as above set forth.
per cent
said

interest,

company maturing September

"In view of these facts, I am sure you will want to correct
erroneous statement contained in your paper."

the
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luperintendent

the
leveland
Lines W<
leveland, 0., has been appointed susystem, with office at
perintendent "i the Pittsburgh division, Southwe
and the Pittsburgh,
hartiet
fhiogheny Railroad, with
office at Pittsburgh, Pa., vice J. C. McCullough, promoted,
oi

(

burgh division of the Pennsylvania
'

Railroad Administration

I

Central

Henry

tofore general solicitor,
has been appointed gen

A. Koach, inspector in charge of the Buffalo (N. Y.),
the Secret Service and Police Section of the Di
vision of Operation, has been transferred to
chief
h
of the Chicago district. Mr, Koach was formerly assistant chairman of the Railway Ticket Detective Bureau, Chicago, from
1903 to u 18 with offices in Chicago and from the latter
to January 1, 1919, he was an inspector in the passenger traffic department of the Division of Law with headquarters at

eral counsel to succeed

Washington,

Judge John Barton Payne has resigned

as general counsel
Railroad Administration on accounl of assuming the
positions oi chairman i>i the Shipping Board and president ol

the

of

Emergency

the

Fleet

E. MarUnderwood, here

Corporation.
vin

Judge Payne
to
consented
act
him.

as

his

and

lias

Underwood
Decem1877. in Doug-

permit. Mr.

was horn
ber

11.

on

degree
laws in
spent
year in

receiving

his

of bachelor of
1902.
He then

E.

M. Underwood

following
the
studies at the Faculte de Droit of the University of
Paris, and upon his return to this country began the practisHe later became a member of
ing of law at Atlanta, Ga.
the firm of King, Spalding & Underwood, of that city, and
as such engaged in railroad practice, representing, among
other companies, the Seaboard Air Line Railway. On February 24, 1914. he was appointed assistant attorney-general
of the United States and as such represented the government
in a number of important litigations before the Supreme
Court of the United States, notably the case in which the constitutionality of the Adamson Law was upheld and the Pacific
Terminal Case. In September, 1917, he was appointed general counsel of the Seaboard Air Line and in April, 1919, was
appointed general solicitor of the United States Railroad
Administration.

Regional
Desey has been appointed general assistant to Percy
Todd, director of the New England district of the Eastern

since November, 1916, served as assistant superintendent at
the same place until his recent appointment as superintendent
of the Adirondack division, with office at Utica.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. Lipscomb, assistant superintendent on the GalvesHarrisburg & San Antonio, at El Paso, Texas, has been
appointed chief assistant mechanical superintendent on the
Southern Pacific Louisiana Lines and Texas Lines, with
headquarters at Houston, Texas, vice J. P. Nolan, retired on
R.

ton,

pension.

Kuhn, master mechanic on the New York Central
west of Buffalo, with office at Ashtabula, Ohio, has been
appointed assistant superintendent of motive power, with
headquarters at Cleveland, and F. M. Crandall, assistant master mechanic at Collinwood, has been appointed master mechanic, with headquarters at Ashtabula, and jurisdiction over
the Franklin division, including the Oil City branch, the
Franklin & Clearfield branch, Ashtabula and Youngstown
yards, and the Alliance division.
B. F.

lines

Traffic

F. E.

R.

Region, with

office at

C.

and assistant trainmaster, at Watertown. He was promoted
to trainmaster at Richland in December, 1906, and the following October was transferred to Watertown. On October
1, 1913, he was appointed chief trainmaster, at Buffalo, and

County, Ga. After
graduating from Vanderbilt
University
in
1900 he attended law

las

school,

I).

Charles Henry Calkins, whose appointment as superintendent on the New York Central, has already been announced
in these columns, began railway work in December, 1889,
as a telegraph operator at Pierrepont Manor, N. Y., on the
Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg, and has been in the continuous service of that road and its successor, the New York
Central, ever since. In July, 1896, he was pn moted to train
despatcher and later served consecutively as chief despatcher

assistance
duties will

new

<

l

as
special counsel for the
such
railway.
giving

advice

of

district,

Boston, Mass.

Charles G. Weinbrenner has been appointed inspector in
the Southwestern region representing the Secret Service and
Police Section of the Division of Operation, with headquarRailway Exchange building, St. Louis, Mo.

E. O'Day has been appointed auditor of disbursements
department of the
at the Chicago Regional Accounting
American Railway Express Company, with headquarters at
Chicago, succeeding H. E. Cartwright, who has been trans-

W.

ferred.

ters at 1041

The Southwestern Regional Association of Chief Special
Agents, recently organized, has elected the following officers:
Louis
E. R. Hines, chief special agent, St. Louis-East St.
Terminal District, St. Louis. Mo., chairman; J. S. Webster,
Federal
chief special agent on lines under the jurisdiction of
Manager W. R. Scott, Houston, Tex., vice-chairman, and
W. H. Boullt, acting chief special agent on lines under the
Louis,
jurisdiction of Federal Manager A. Robertson, St.

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
George M. Taylor has been appointed receiver; H. G. Lunt
has been appointed general attorney and H. R. Stroupe has
been appointed auditor of the Colorado Springs & Cripple
Creek District Railway. All will have offices at Colorado
Springs, Colo.

Operating

Mo., secretary.

Operating
superintendent
B. M. Brown has been appointed assistant
office at
on the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, with
El Paso, Texas, vice R. U. Lipscomb, promoted.

W M
vice, is

serStillman, who has been released from military
superintendent
restored to the position of assistant

Bauxite
B. Gill, superintendent of transportation of the
& Northern, has been appointed superintendent, with office at
Bauxite, Ark., succeeding J. R. Gibbons, deceased.

W.

W

Cummings has been appointed superintendent of the
J
with
Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway,
Colo.
Springs,
Colorado
headquarters at

.
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Damming

skilled labor, a bill to

at Its

Source
was

suspend immi-

railways themselves.

gration for the next two years has just
Deen introduced in Congress. Probably
there never was a time in history when

Some

interesting mortality statistics for 1917 were recently
issued by the National Safety Council which show the deaths
resulting from railway accidents in a

less

Are Railroad
Fatalities
tively

Engineer
on the
Commission

s t a te

much

of the work of the Interstate Commerce Commission is
This is par
directly or indirectly of an engineering nature.
ticularly true of valuation work, but

it also applies to the coordination of existing facilities and the enlargement of the
existing plants to care for growing traffic adequately, etc.
If
the Commission is to do constructive work in the future in cooperating with the carriers in the development of the transportation system of the country to meet the needs of the traveling
and shipping public it will be necessary to give more attention
to matters of this character than has been done in the past.

At present the personnel of the Commission is drawn prinfrom the legal profession, while only one of the members has worked for any considerable period on a railway,
facts which have frequently been offered as an explanation of

cipally

problem.

It

'

injuries

generally

brought to
Deaths
railway

of the public.
resulting from

and nearly 200,000 injuries per
presents a rather appalling aspect.
The National
Safety Council, however, shows railway accidents in com-

ents and curvature and of maintenance on operation, and the
•development of facilities to meet public demands. At present

parison with those caused by other agencies.
Thus railway
fatalities totalled 11.5 per 100,000 of population, while fatal
automobile accidents total 8.9. Those resulting from vehicles
other than railroad cars, street cars and automobiles, average
3.1, thus giving a total of 12 deaths per 100,000 population
from vehicles not running on rails. The year 1917 was one
of heavy railway traffic and therefore more than the normal
number of accidents. The enormous growth in the use of
power vehicles, on the other hand, would indicate that automobile accidents will increase. It should l>e noted in this connection that fatalities resulting from the contact of railway
and highway traffic at grade crossings number only 2 per
100,000 persons and include those involving pedestrians and
street cars as well as automobiles.

Regeneration of power for single-phase locomotives equipped with series motors has been used for the first time
under regular operating conditions m
Switzerland. Road tests, on the recovElectric
cry of the electric energy which th(
P °
braking on down-grade movement renders available, were made on the
Lotschberg line of the Swiss Federal Railways on June 2~
The system tried was that of the Maschinenfabric Oerlikon,
and the success is described as complete. Regeneration for
three-phase railways, such as that on the Great Northern,
lias long been practicable, as it is an inherent characteristic
of the three-phase motor to return electric power to the line
when mechanical power is applied to the motor shaft. In

practical aspects of the railway

has long been contended that an industry as

and as

vital to the country's welfare as the railways
should be regulated by those who know its problems first
hand, just as the administration of the Federal Reserve Banking System is properly in the hands of men trained in the
banking business. It should be possible for the President to
find engineers in this country of sufficient breadth of vision
and knowledge of the public's needs and of first hand a<
quaintance with the problems of railway management to
qualify for such an appointment.
Surely they can be found
when men such as Goethals and Hoover have been found to

large

Numerous am

not

annum

This
Commerce Commission.
has much to commend it,

many

attention

a total of about 10,000 deaths

suggestion

failure to recognize

relationship
the

of prominence by the imposing tables appearing in the accident bulletins of the Interstate Commerce Commission where

not because of the recognition it might
give to the engineering profession but
because of the opportunity it would afford to give to the Commission the experience and the analytical point of view of one
technically trained and familiar with the construction of railways, the relation of standards of construction such as gradi-

its

Rela-

operation have been given a great deal

While the idea is not new, Engineering Council has taken
the initiative in suggesting to the President that he appoint
an engineer as a member of the Inter-

An

the Advertising Section

meet other needs

prepared for such legislation. Trading on
the shortage of labor has succeeded in raising its pay requirements until improvement projects which ordinarily would
prove paying investments have become out of the question.
As a result, a vast amount of work which, if carried out,
would help enormously in restoring somewhere near pre-war
Even under normal conditions,
conditions is being deferred.
the percentage of native born in the ranks of unskilled labor
have come to depend
is remarkably low, and employers
If
largely on foreign sources in recruiting unskilled labor.
the principal source of supply is made unavailable by law, it
seems to be beyond question that the situation will grow
worse before it becomes improved.

the country

of

-

in public life, and men such as Samuel Rea,
Julius Kruttschnitt, Samuel M. Felton and W. B. Storey have
been promoted from engineering to executive positions on tin-

In spite of the well-recognized fact that a return to normal
conditions in many lines of endeavor is being hindered
seriously by the existing shortage of un-

the Stream

5

-
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.

same way regeneration applies to the single-phase system
used OD the Norfolk &; Western, as the motors on the locomotives are three-phase motors.
It was made practicable for
direct current operation in the design of the equipment used
on the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, in which case the
motors are separately excited by a motor generator set m
order to make them function as generators.
In the case of
the single-phase series motors, one motor is separately excited
the

from a transformer, and it supplies exciting current for the
Others which then function as generator- and return power to
the line.
The particular significance of this development is
that regeneration can be had without regard to the type of

equipment and kind of

electric

power used.

—
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Unauthorized Strikes

England

in

Tin

striki of the engine and train crewa in Southern
California, following so closely upon the recenl walk
out of the shopmen in different parts of the country, strikworld
in
present
ingly emphasizes a
peculiar feature
in

a

similarity

Vol. 67, No. 9

I.

emphasize the fear that Britain would
eminent position .i- an export) r bi ause oi

i"

Here and

economics

AC.

of tabor unrest here

and

in

other

have
especially England.
countries
been a Dumber of strikes, among width may be mentioned:
One on the part of the train crews of the electric Lines out
of London, one on the part of the engine crews of the London
\ \orth Eastern concerning an eye tost, and, most important
These
of the three, a strike of the coal miners in Yorkshire.
have had closely paralleling characteristics,
all
strikes
In Great Britain, there

especially in their absolute disregard of the public welfare,
the manner in which they have been carried out against the

wishes of the national labor union leaders and in the fact
the men concerned in them have represented, not illorganized trades characterized by a predominance of the
radical element, but the most highly skilled and best educated
workmen and what are presumed to be the best organized
that

unions.

many

that have occurred

These strikes are only a few of the
and form only a small part of the
They stand out from
labor difficulties following the war.
among the other labor disturbances in a number of ways,
and, looking at them from another point of view, it is
apparent that there must be some reason for such similar
disturbances 3,000 to 6,000 miles apart.
In both countries, the strikes in question have taken place
under government control, spiking, incidentally, the old
argument that such occurrences do not take place under such
They have all occurred at a time when the
conditions.
in all lines of industry

unions have been negotiating with their governments for
higher wages, shorter hours and better or different working
In most of them, although the local bodies went
conditions.
out at a critical time in the negotiations, the strikes have
related to questions under consideration by the government.
In both England and the United States, the national leaders
of the unions which struck have been working in favor of
new plans for the control of their industries; in the case
of the railwaymen here, for the Plumb Plan; in the case of
the railwaymen in England, for the Transport Bill; in the
case of the Yorkshire coal miners for the nationalization of
the coal mines as recommended by the Sankey Commission.
It also happens that in both countries, the railwaymen,
and in England, the miners, have for some time been in an
exceedingly strong position before their governments and
They
for a time at least have easily had the upper hand.
have secured nearly all they have asked of the government
in the way of better wages and shorter hours, and no one
will claim that their demands have been modest.
Besides all this, the strikes have occurred under most disagreeable conditions, and, as has been noted above, with

We

are familiar
absolute disregard of the public welfare.
It is worth
with the difficulties on this side of the ocean.
noting, however, that the strike on the electric lines out of
London took place in the worst kind of weather, and

hundreds of thousands of London's workers had to walk
to work in deep slush, and this during the severe epidemic
In Yorkshire, on the other hand, in a local
of influenza.
strike concerning piece rate scales, not only did the miners
go out, but they also withdrew the pump men and stationery
Some pits were flooded and destroyed
engine operators.
just as the mines around Lens were, and more would have
been had not the navy sent men in to man the pumps. Coal
production in the Yorkshire district was cut off to the extent
Many factories at Sheffield and
of 115,000 tons daily.
Leeds had to close down with resulting unemployment. The
train service was threatened and, last but by no means least,
the strike took place while strong agitation

was going on

i

"t

from

fall
a

its

pre-

gen< ral shortage

coal supply.

Prom

this brief outline it i- apparent that thi leaden in
organized labor on both Bides of the ocean are either follow
ing a parallel Course or are being made to follow a parallel
course.
Inconsistent as it may mcid, wc arc inclined to
believe that they are doing both.
hey have demanded and
I

much

from their
respective
governments
whether tin governments have been willing or not. is not
the question- that the) have gotten to the point where they
received

so

not afraid to demand almost anything.
>n the other
hand, their actions and their apparent disregard of the
people's welfare have been imparted to the rank and file,
thereby encouraging such radicals as will always be found
in even the most conservative organizations.
By their actions
they have thus been trying to kill the goose that lays the
golden eggs. They are alienating the good-will of the public,
which is the last judge in a democratic country, and they
are even hurting themselves as well as their unions by the
lack of discipline which has been too evident in the several
arc

<

disturbances.

Whether they
them

yet realize these facts or whether they want

is a question.
We have heard too many
statements of late on the part of the national leaders that
they might be unable to forstall unauthorized strikes on the
part of local bodies if such is not made thus and so, to be
willing to believe that they want to realize the true state
Even the strongest advocates of labor unionism
of affairs.
must regret this present tendency, and as for the public, it
will stand much, but it always succeeds in finally fixing a
reasonable limit.

to realize

Hard Work by Railway

Officers

THhe

strikes of shop employees of the railways which occurred recently in various parts of the country are over.
The men returned to work under pressure of the officers
of their unions because President Wilson announced no
action would be taken on their demands for higher wages
until they did so.
But the effects of the strikes on
The
several railways will be felt for a long time.
*

only way in which it was made possible for several
important lines to maintain operation was by the officers,
from the highest to the lowest ranks, putting in as many
hours a day as they could stand, doing not only the work
for which their salaries were paid but also work for which
Employees in
the striking shopmen ordinarily were paid.
other branches of the service would give little or no help

because this would have been in violation of the rules of the
In not a few cases even the shop foremen, who arc
now largely organized, refused to do any work ordinarily done
by the employees. The officers labored so hard, so skillfully
and so effectively, however, that while train sen-ice on numerous railways had to be curtailed, no road had entirely to suspend operation, and the inconvenience and loss to railway
patrons was kept at the lowest possible minimum. The officers of the railways repeatedly have been accused by the
leaders of the railway brotherhoods of having "laid down"
under government operation. It has been asserted by labor
leaders
in spite of the fact that railway employees have received large advances in wages while many of the higher offiunions.

—

—

have had their salaries cut that "the same men who
up the surpluses under private management created the
W. G. McAdoo
deficits under government management.''
has testified, however, to the loyalty and ability which railway officers showed during the war, and Mr. McAdoo's tescers

built

timony, and the loyalty and energy railway officers displayed
during the recent shop strikes, are the best answer to the
charges of the labor leaders. The officers have not been given
a 50 per cent increase in salaries, or an eight-hour day, or

August

29,
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time and a half for overtime, but they have had their consciences to keep on good terms with and the traditions of
their class to maintain, and they have done so under very

and discouraging conditions and through both good and
The government and public owe them mm h
how much, the government and public do not realize.

trying

report.

evil

President Wilson Opposes
Increases in Railway

Wages

to grant the demand of the
railway shop employees for a large advance in wages.
has given them a general increase of four cents an hour

and to certain classes some larger increases. All these increases are made, however, to remove inequalities deemed to

wage scales, and they do not give the shop
employees more than about one-fourth of what they asked for.
In announcing these increases, the President made a statement
to the representatives of the shop employees, and also issued
an appeal to the public and to railway employees, which apHis utterances clearly inparently have great significance.
dicate that he has decided to make no further substantial advances in railway wages under government operation.
The claims of the shop employees were based partly on
wages paid to other classes of railway employees, partly on
wages paid to similar classes of workmen in other industries
and partly on the increase in the cost of living. Director General Hines in a letter to the President stated that his own
investigations showed that the average wage paid to the principal metal trades in private industries on May 15, 1919, was
probably not more than three cents in excess of the 68-cent
Therefore,
rate being paid to the railroad shop employees.
the advance of four cents makes the wages of the railway shop
employees slightly higher than those of workmen in the principal metal trades.
exist in the present

As

to the increase in the cost of living since before the

war

began in Europe, it probably cannot be shown as to the railway shop employees, and it certainly cannot be shown as to
railway employees in general, that the advances in their wages
have not kept pace with the increase in the cost of living.
The results of all the investigations which have been made
indicate that the increase in the cost of living during the five
years since the war in Europe began has been approximately
80 per cent. The Industrial Commission of the State of New
York recently published a report of an investigation regarding
the advance in retail food prices from June, 1914, to March.
1919. This showed that the average price of foods in March,
1919, was 77 per cent higher than in June, 1914. The bureau of Labor Statistics has estimated the increase in the cost
The National
of living since the war started at 80 per cent.
Industrial Conference Board has estimated it at 71 per cent.
In the year ended June 30, 1914, the average earnings of
In the year ended on June
a railroad employee were $810.
In January, 1919. the railways
30, 1915, they were $827.
had 1,848,774 employees whose average earnings for the
month were $125. At'this rate the average per employee per
year would be $1,500, but additional advances have been

made

the average earnings of a
Compared with
$1,533 a year.
1915, therefore, the average increase in the earnings per
employee is 85 per cent, while compared with I'M 4 the aver-

granted since then which

railroad employee at least

These increases vxvwd the inage increase is 89 per cent.
creases in the cost of living.
As nearly as can be estimated, railway wages are now
Director
running at'the rate of $2,834,600,000 per year.
General Hines has estimated that if all the demands for advances in railway wages recently made should be granted the
increase in the railroad pay roll would be SS00.0O0.OOn a
vear.

This would make

it

a total of

1,848 774 employees this would make an average annual
of $1,965.
The increase in the average earnings per
employee over 1915, if this additional advance should be
granted, would be 137 per cent, while the increase over 1914
would be 142 per cent. The wages of railroad employees al1-or

wage

ready have increased more in proportion than the COSt of living; and they are asking for increases which would make
their total advances far exceed the increases in the COSt of living.

D resident WILSON has refused
He
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$3,634,600,000 per year.

The re.-ponsibility of determining what action -hall be
taken upon the demands of the employee- rests, fir-t. upon
Director General Hines and, finally, upon President Wilson.

The

director general and President are not dealing with a
war emergency now as they were in 1918. It is not n
sary now, as it was then, to make large advances in wages to
enable the railroads to get and keep enough employees for
It is not necessary now to maintain uninterrupted operation as a war measure. The only questions to
be considered are what the employees are entitled to and how

efficient operation.

much it is worth while to give them to avoid a strike.
The President has decided that they are not entitled

to

a

general advance in wages at this time.
It seems not improbable that President Wilson's virtual announcement that no
substantial general advance in wages will be granted will regeneral railroad strike.
The older railway labor
brotherhoods, which formerly were conservative, have
into the control of men who are as radical as the Russian
Bolsheviks and who are drunken with the idea of their power.
Their advocacy of the Plumb plan, which is nothing but tinRussian soviet plan, shows how radical these men have become.
But the danger of a strike is without the slightest
sult in a

[

as an argument for a general advance in wages.
Either the employees are entitled to higher wages or they are

validity

not.

If the}

-

them they ought to have them.
them they ought not to be given

are entitled to

If they are not entitled to

them even if it is certain that in that case they will >trike.
If the employees will strike now for an advance in wages to
which they are not entitled, they will strike a year from now
or two years from now for advances in wages to which they
are not entitled. Therefore, to give them an advance in v
would be merely postponing the evil day of the strike and
meantime [taxing an exorbitant price for the postponement.
President Wilson's statement to the shop employees and
also his statement to the public were conciliatory and even appealing in tone. He asked for a truce to labor disputes both
on the railroads and in other lines of industry until business
The attitude assumed
conditions can be restored to normal.
by the president to the shopmen's demands indicate-, however,
that, while hi- tone is conciliatory, he has made up his mind
Now. everybody knows that
as to what he is going to do.
when the President has made up hi- mind la- i- hard to
change. His friends call a certain marked trait of his character ''firmness'" and his enemies call it "stubbornness," but
If. therefore, there should
everybody knows that he has it.
be a general strike while the railroads are under government
control, there i- good reason to assume that the President

would use
break

it.

whelming

all the power and resources of the government to
In doing SO he would have the support of an overA general railroad strike
majority of the' public.

while the road- are in the hand- of the government would be
If the Strikers, should
strike against the government itself.

a

win, this would demonstrate that they were stronger than the
Whenever a particular element in the' nation
government
shows that it has become stronger than the government it has
practically destroyed the government, or. rather, has become
due American people are not yet
the real government itself,
Therefore, there
ready to see their government destroyed.
would be very little chance of a general railroad -trikc being
Let us hope that the leaders of tin railway labor
successful.
organizations will open their eyes and recognize this fact.

The Jersey Central

Is

Modern Coal Pier

Building a

Includes Facilities for the Trans-Shipment of Coal
Vessels and
LARGEST COAL HANDLING
THEharbor
now under

TERMINAL

for the Coaling of

New York

in

construction by the Central RailWhen completed, the project will

is

road of New Jersey.
include a complete and interesting yard layout in which will
be located a duplicate system of thawing sheds and a reinforced concrete pier on which two McMyler car dumpers will
be located on the inshore end for the trans-shipment of coal
from road cars to barges and schooners, together with a
screenings pocket and conveyor and, on the offshore end,
coaling tugs, steam lighters, etc., consisting of 42
reinforced concrete silos for the storage of tug coal with hopA
pers, conveyors and other apparatus incident thereto.
modern power house on the shore adjacent to the pier furfacilities for

From Cars

to

Tugs

this tilled area that the embankments were placed in order
provide the necessary grades for the yard tracks. The area
offshore from the bulkhead, consisting of about 2,000,000 sq.
ft., has been dredged to a depth of 25 ft. and it is expected
that it will at a later date be dredged to 30 ft.
The material
obtained from dredging operations, which consisted chiefly
of pure sand, was used for the yard fill on the inshore secIn this last-mentioned operation a hydraulic dredge
tion.
was engaged for a period of about 10 months, moving approximately 900,000 cu. yd. of material which was deposited
in place by means of pipe lines which were run inshore from
the dredge.
During part of the operation the length of the
pipe line exceeded ,S,000 ft., the flow of sand making it pos-

on
to

Jersey City Freight Yard

Map and

Profile of the

West End

nishes the necessary steam electric power and compressed air
required for the operation of the pier and the thawing houses.
The project involves the placing of 800,000 cu. yd. of

embankment

on
which will be
devoted to the tug coaling facilities and upon which work has
not as yet been started; approximately 23 miles of track and
in the yard

and 10,700

cu. yd. of concrete

the pier, excluding the offshore end of the pier,

The new

a total expenditure in excess of $3,000,000.

facili-

replace two old gravity-type coal piers having a combined
capacity of about 1,750,000 tons of tidewater shipments and
tug coal per year. The estimated capacity of the pier under

ties

construction is 6,000,000 tons of trans-shipment coal
1 ,000,000 tons of tug coal per annum.

The

site

upon which the new terminal

originally open water of shallow depth.
of the bulkhead on

ft.

located
section

maximum

distance of 4,000

from the bulkhead line. Material was discharged direct
from the pipe lines to an elevation of 17 ft. above mean low
water. The additional height of 8 ft., which was required in
certain sections of the yard, was obtained by rehandling the
dredged material with a steam shovel and dump car equipment, about 200,000 cu. yd. being handled in this manner.
The yard fill has a top dressing of 8 in. of cinders under the
ties.
The cinders were secured from the locomotive terminal
at Communipaw and were distributed by work trains in the
usual manner.
ft.

The

pier,

when completed,

970 ft.
the bulkhead

inshore section

was
back

Yard

sible to deliver the material to a

and

is located had been filled
above mean tide and it was

which the yard

in previously to a height of 6

is

The

of the Supporting

184 ft.
end of

at

this section.

will be

line,

The

narrowing

388

ft.

614

ft.

long.

maximum
to

in

The

width of

66 ft. at the sea
which the conlength and 66 ft.

offshore section, on

crete silos will be located, will be
in

1,584

in length with a

is

width and will be used for the coaling of tugs.

1
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At the present time the inshore section is practically comand one dumper is now in operation. It is not expected that work on the offshore or tug-coaling section will
pleted

be started before next spring.
The completed portion of the pier consists of a reinforced
concrete deck and concrete foundations for the car dumpers,
the supporting structure consisting of 4,4oo creosoted pine

Steam

389

will be supplied

from the power house. Re
IS provided for.

I

inulation

of the air in the thawing houses

The Car Dumpers
dumper- are similar in every respect except that
north dumper is equipped with i'a< ilitie- lor -< reening
coal and with a screenings pocket and belt conveyor for

The
the
the

car

Looking Over the Yard During Construction
piles,

averaging 70

ing equipment.

ft.

The

in length,

which were driven by

float-

track trestles over which the cars are

delivered to the dumpers and returned to the empty yard are
of reinforced concrete.
As may be seen on the plan, the layout for handling trans-

hand] ng the screenings and the >outh dumper is equipped
with a hopper on the side of the pier for handling the coal
which will be stored in the silos on the tug-coaling section.
While each dumper can handle up to 45 cars an hour, in
view of other governing factors, such as the delivery of cars
Screening pocket

North thawing house No.
Crib

Bucket

elento^^^^^^.
Proposed lug cooling poc*,

•___'._
="

:.:
VNo'te

££££

-Work not yet beg
offshore section

'

51a 10

Advance Yard

Plan and Profile of the Pier and East

shipment coal is in duplicate, each dumper being served by a
separate thawing house located in a separate gravity service
yard.
The thawing houses are each 320 ft. long by 51 ft.
wide and are divided into three bays having a capacity of

making a total of 24 car- per house, or
These houses, which are now under construction,

eight cars per bay,

48 in

all.

will consist of precast reinforced concrete unit- with insulated
walls supported on creosoted piles driven through the -and
fill

air

by means of a water jet and air-operated hammers, the
being supplied from the compressor unit in the- power

Thawing

of coal will be accomplished by forcing air
heated to a temperature of about ISO deg. into "intact with
It i- estimated thai the
the bottoms and the ^ides of the cars.

house.

average time required for the thawing of a car will In
to 3 hr.
The air heating apparatus will consist of -team
engines, blower-, -team coil-, recording thermometers, <u.

End

Yard

of the Supporting

dumpers and the handling of the boat.-, it i- estimated
dumper will handle 25 cars per hr. over a period
of hours.
They are designed to handle cars of 100 tons
capacity with a 10 per cent overload and of a length of 54
ft. over end sill-.
The cradle of the dumper, on which the car
is placed by means of the barney, i- 30 ft. above mean tide
to the

that each

and operates through a 27 ft. vertical lift.
Both steam and electric power are utilized in the operation
of the dumpers, steam being u-ed for the barney and the
cradle, while- electricity

i- used for the pan. chute, screenings
onveyor and the boat haulage. The coal handled on the north
dumper may be screened if desired, as it i- dumped from the
car.
By means of a belt conveyor and a bucket hoist, the
i

screenings are returned to the screenings pocket for storage
in car- to any point desired.

and shipment
Tin-

trestle-

prov'ded

on

the

pier

for

carrying the ap-
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k bat k tra< ks are of
li. run ofl
on< pete through
and
with the exception of the long spans immediatel) adj
Ing the dumpers, this type of construction being determined
upon primaril) because oi the present high cost of structural

proai

k. ii

i

<>ui

steel.

The

concrete girders for the trestles except on the
all pre-cast, the deck of the
I

I

per cent grade approaches were

being utilized as space for the casting yard.
the casting operations, material and labor weir saved
li\
casting the girders broadside down; when properl) Mind
they were picked up by a locomotive (ram- running on a tem
l>irr

In

porary track which closely followed tlio work as it progressed
and were thru set in their proper place. On the extreme end
of the south kick-back track this method was impractical and

equipment was utilized.
At the south dumper a hopper has been provided in the
deck oi the pier for handling coal destined for the offshore
floating

A
facilities.

By

this

View

of the Pier

arrangement coal passing over this dumper

may

be loaded into vessels alongside the pier or discharged
into the hopper from which it is transported by means of a
series of belt feeders to the main belt which will extend to the
For emergency use a track hopper
offshore end of the pier.
in the south return track, discharging onto the cross conveyor,
ha- been provided.
By this means continuous operation of
the offshore facilities is ensured even in the event that the
south dumper is temporarily out of service.
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foundations whicb are in turn supported on pili
This type of construction was adopted because of the de
leased dead load and the result. nit ei oiiumies whit
OUld I"
obtained in thi foundations.
For its insulating propertii
gypsum was used in the roof which is Hat and made up oi
pre-cast slabs covered with John- Manvilli a tx tos roofing.
he slabs were placed by a "Jim (row" and are Becured to
The power house Btack,
the steel members in the usual way.
which is 150 ft. high with an inside diameter oi 9 ft. 4 in.
at the bottom, was constructed of radial bricks.
The equipment consists of four batteries of Babcock &
Wilcox boilers of 500 hp. each or a total of 2,000 hp. Provision has been made for two additional batteries of 500 hp.
each.
The boilers are equipped with Roney automatic
stokers which supply coal to the boilers from overhead coal
hunker^ constructed of structural steel and concrete, having a

concrete

li

(

|

I

During Construction
capacity of 1,200 tons. The coal is placed in the bunkers by
means of a bucket elevator which receives the coal from a
track hopper provided in a trestle adjacent to the house.
From the elevators the coal is discharged onto a shuttle conveyor which in turn discharges into any of the bunkers.
A basement under the boilers provides space for a narrow
gage track on which small ash buckets are operated, the ashes

being

dumped

into the cars

which are pushed by hand to
means of an electric

the north end of the building where, by

they are elevated and dumped into a concrete ash
At constorage hopper located over the coal supply track.
hoist,

The Power House
In the design of the power units built in connection with
improvement provision has been made for possible furThe house is of steel frame
ther terminal developments.
construction with 6 in. hollow tile curtain walls rest ng on

this

;

venient times the hopper is emptied into cars, a storage
capacity in the hopper being provided of about 200 cu. yd.
of ashes.

The engine rocm equipment

consists of an Ingersoll-Rand

August
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compressor having

capacity of 2,500 cu.

a

ft.

As may be seen by reference

of free air

and two 300 k\v. General Electrit rotary conwhich with their complementary transformers are

391
to

tin-

plan of the

general

per min.,

layout, the horizontal distance available for the service

verters

i>

used to convert the 2,200 volt alternating current supplied

from the company's power house

at

Communipaw

to

S^u

The

air

is

used

in the

empty yard

The

of this constricted Location have been overremarkable extent in the design of the yard and
track facilities by the adoption of left-hand operation and

come

volt direct current used on the pier.
for

tram

line

purposes

yard

Limited to less than one mile by two grade crossings with
the Lehigh Valley on the west and the bulkhead on the
difficulties

to a

other interesting expedient-.

The receiving yard to the north of the layout consists of
having capacities ranging from 50 to 65 cars. In
operation the coal trains will pull into this yard, the Locomotive finding its way to the engine house by means of the
engine running track to the extreme north of the layout, connecting with the tracks of the main terminal yard.
The
receiving tracks are all laid on a 0.4 per cent grade ascending
in the direction of traffic.
At the east throat of the receiving
yard a drill track approximately 1,000 ft. long is provided on
six tracks

a level grade.

By means

of this track the cars are drilled out

and pushed back over a hump having
an approach grade of 2.24 per cent and a descending or

of the receiving yard

Looking Over the Coal Dumpers Towards

Ellis Island

accelerating grade of

2 per cent to the classification yard
on a 1 per cent descending grade for a
distance of 1,140 ft. where the grade flattens to 0.3 per cent,
still descending.
The classification facilities are arranged in
two parts, a north unit consisting of 10 tracks with capacities
ranging from 23 to 26 cars, and a south unit containing 10
Lead's

in the yard and on the pier for general repair and utility
purposes. The maximum demand for electric power will be

and

taken care of by one of the converters, the other being spare
for emergency use.
Electric operation is provided at the

which are

laid

Looking Inshore From the Dumpers Towards the Power House and Yard

dumpers for the pan, the telescopic
Tinand the screenings conveyor.

chute, the boat haulage

tracks,

also de-

tracks,

installation

is

signed to care for the offshore operation including the 54-in.
belt conveyor for future tug boat coaling facilities.
A concrete tunnel from the power house part way out on
the inshore end of the pier is provided for -team, water and
air lines.
An underground conduit system i- also provided
for power, lighting

and telephones.

the

capacities

and 23 cars

the track- in

being

21

iars

for

each

of

9

of the

The grad
remaining track.
the classification yard units range from 0.1
for the

cent for the outside track- to 0.3 per cent for the inside tra< k-,
all grades descending in the direction of classification.

To

the SOUth of the classification

track-

i-

a

loaded ad-

van, e yard containing -i\ tracks with capacities ranging
15

tar- to 21

cars each.

from

All of these tracks are laid on a
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0.732 pei cent

ascending grade in the direction ol traffit
yard ia separated from the empty advance
yard by
lead track to the track hopper for emergency use
m connection with the conveyor to the offshore facilities of
die pier,
rhe empty advance yard consists of six tracks with
capacities ranging from 60 to 65 cars.
These six tracks arc
on a level grade through the yard proper, the approach grade
being 0.5 per cenl ascending and the departing grade 0.3
per cent descending.
Vs stated previously the coal handling facilities on the pier
are in duplicate and each ear dumper is fed by a gravity
yard, the two being separated by an empt) yard serving the
Including the tracks passing through the
two dumpers.
thawing houses, the north gravity yard consists of six tracks
having a total of 115-cars capacity, while the south gravity
yard consists of eight tracks with total capacity for 130
cars.
The empty yard consists of five tracks with a total caTin- advance

pacity for

(

)()

at

map, arc made possilde by arr\ in,!', the lead track between
yard tracks and the empty advance yard under the
approach track to the south gravity yard
in oilier word
the

l

the empt}

,i

car

may

way

be received in the usual

the receiving yard,

in

and p
and out
over the k k back tracks and th< empt) yard to the empt)
advance yard or it ma) lie placed in the loaded advance yard
and run over either dumper and out as before.
The approach tracks to the car dumpers are laid on 12
per cent ascending grades for both units.
The made of the
runoff track from the north dumper is
per tent and from
drilled into either of the

on from either of

1

1

it

t

lassifit

ation yard unit-

unit- to either of the 'lumpers

i<

1

1

cars.

The grades of the tracks
per cent
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in the

north gravity yard are 1.4

the west end, increasing to 1.645 per cent at the

In the south gravity yard somewhat sharper
throat.
grades were installed, being 1.63 per cent at the west end and
The tracks in the empty yard are
1.75 per cent at the east.

east

A View

of the

North Dumper, Taken from the Kickback

dumper is 8 per cent. Eighteen per cent grades
have been installed on both kick-back tracks.
The improvement was planned by and constructed under
the direction of the engineering department of the railroad;
the south

A. E.

Owen

chief engineer, A.

M.

Zabriskie principal assist-

ant engineer.

Resolutions declaring that the Indiana State Chamber of
is opposed to the Plumb plan for government
ownership and tripartite operation of the railroads were
adopted at a special meeting recently of the board of governors and directors of the organization. The stand taken by
the Indiana State Chamber of Commerce is outlined in the
following paragraph from the letter written to senators and

Commerce

A

Concrete Tunnel Is Provided for Steam, Air and Water
Lines

congressmen as

"They
all laid

of

on a 0.215 per cent grade descending in the direction

traffic.

In spite of the natural difficulties presented by the site,
flexible operation of the facilities is afforded by the installation of a diamond crossover between the leads to the two
units of the classification yard, by means of which either
car dumper may he served from either classification unit.
Again the loaded advance yard with its entrance from the
west ensures the operation of either dumper in the possible
event that egress from the classification units is temporarily
These movements as may be seen by reference to
cut off.

a result of the resolution:
are strongly opposed to the so-called

Plumb

bill

as

proposed by the brotherhoods, and especially so in view of
the action taken by the same brotherhoods on the Adamson
measure in 1916. They believe that labor should have fair
wages and good conditions of work. They are opposed to
government ownership because it stifles initiative, destroys
efficiency, and substitutes political influence for wise regulation.
They urge that the brotherhoods be given a fair hearing, but that the same fairness be accorded to organized
farmers (the backbone of America), and that bond holders
and stock holders, as well as the officers of the roads, be also
°:iven

a

fair

hearing."

The Restoration

Railway Development

of

Purposes of Railway Legislation, Conditions

in the

Railway

Supply Industries and Legislative Proposals

By Alba
'President

Representations

of these business

special element speaking from

men
own

B. Johnson
Railway Business Association
superfluous or excessive railway purchases for the purpose
keeping these supply industries busy. Waste retards
national prosperity; and, I may say again, national prosperity is our prosperity.
What we ask you to consider in regard to the volume of
purchases through a given period is that their amount measures our national growth; that during many years down to
about 1910 the inventors and developers of railway appliances proceeded on the assumption that the United States
would continue to develop
its natural resources and to
open up territory not yet acThey calculated
cessible.
future railroad needs by the

arc those of a

point of view.
They believe they desire nothing that is not in the
National prosperity is their prosperity.
public interest.
Nevertheless, those for whom I speak offer testimony only
its

of

about matters which concern or afflict them in their occupaNor have we any detailed plan. We rather emphasize
certain objects which we hope Congress will seek to accomplish through whatever plan it may adopt.
The purposes of which we
ask your consideration can
be stated in one sentence. We
favor a prescription by Contion.

gress

that

rates

and

fares

be such as will yield
revenue sufficient for adequate maintenance and deshall

velopment of transportation,
and a lodgment of the authority and the duty to promote such adequate maintenance and development in
federal agencies each adapted
to

its

yardstick

—

and mineral.
They hoped and believed
that the time when a halt

tural,

Conditions in the Railway

Supply Industries

1

Railway buying for nearly
a decade has shown two distinct changes from conditions

development

—that

we would

not

had been a formal
where was it made
and who made it? Had ConIf there

A B
-

same time that

the aggregate

their purse-strings tight

and

desire

and would not favor

•Abstract of statement before House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce

in

August

25,

1919.

stop

decision,

waited for resumption of traffic and earnings.
Now, if there is one thing that the Railway Business
Association has endeavored year after year to make clear it
this

to

regions?

quantity of industrial output for transporation purposes in
a given period has exhibited this backward tendency, there
has been a marked drift in the direction of instability. Large
purchasing has come to be concentrated in periods of general business activity, whereas in times of general depres-

is

wonder-

either

formal,

are made.

drawn

on internal
this

formal or inopening up
p"w area- and to slow down
the
development of older
cision,

-

Johnson

terminal facilities other than
is also well known.
In the long run this has had the
effect of restraining the growth of railway supply industries,
limiting the opportunities of employment in them and retarding the progress of communities where railway goods

sion the railroads have

called

new country was far beyond their lifetime. What
warning had they to the contrary?
Was there any de-

gress ever enacted legislation
of which the declared pur-

of

the other hand, at the

be

lid

pose was to arrest railway
improvement and extension? Had any committee of Congress or any President recommended or even considered

track

On

forest

development of

previously existing.
On the one hand the total
amount of material consumed
in additions and betterments
during a given period has
decreased rather than increased.
It would be superfluous' to
repeat here the
familiar figures as to provision of track, motive power
and car capacity. The slowin

consump-

past

This was regarded as a
warrantable basis of forecast
undeveloped
the
because
regions
within our conticomprised
nental
domain
.-till
a vast empire containing untold riches
agricul-

.

respective task.

down

of

tion.

such a course
II

id

j

there been any consensus of public opinion that the

time bad come to withdraw encouragement for capital to no
on giving the American people closer communication with
one another and new access to the wilderness? On the cont

ra r\

.

Farmers were clamoring to be brought nearer to market.
Consumers of food, clothing and fuel, users of dwellings
and furniture were shouting from the housetops their demands
that new sources of supply be created and a reduction
i

in the cost of living.

The voice of labor was beseeching that measures be
found for that stabilization of employment in industry which
results from tin- creation of new centers of population where
the products of labor might find new markets.
Chambers of commerce were establishing bureaus to at-
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nrw

and enlarge old ones, ind calling upon
improved terminals and other faeiliti
rhere was nothing to indicate thai the people were coo
tent with the nation. d development thus far accomplished;
bul there were innumerable signs thai they desired and
expected a continuation of pioneering and settlement of the
rich regions still awaiting communication.
Railway suppl) nun. therefore, 10 years ago went ahead
equipping themselves to perform what they supposed was
the highly important and universal^ desired function <>t
getting the railroads ready tor future traffic needs and
equipping themselves on a scale proportioned to the con
tract

factories

railroads

the

for

pasl ratios of railroad growth.
formal or informal notice or declaration railroad construction all bu1 ceased, and we had our plants and
our organizations on our hands.
What is done is done.
Our thoughts are of the future. Industrial managers in this

tinuance

field

are

trustee-

for

their

employees and for their stock-

holders.

Their course from now on must he shaped by their imThey await a decision one
pression of the federal purpose.
They inquire whether or not the country
way or the other.
continue internal development; whether it looks
trustworthy provision of railway appliances and
for progress in the introduction of economical and efficient
devices.
They think they ought to ascertain if possible
what is their responsibility and their opportunity.
They
believe they should receive authoritative assurance whether
their co-operation is desired and whether they may prudently go forward with projects.
intend-;

to

very

i

with

thai

factories

work overtime

insufficiency

was hysteri< ally intended to relieve.
Tin greatest railroad geniu
America has produced, tin
late I.
II. Harriman, pursued the well settled policy of lib
era! buying in depressions with the two fold motive of reliev
ing the depression and of obtaining good al bargain prices

A

similar policj has been characteristic of the Pennsylvania
The principle was coming to be understood and

system.

gradually

broughl

into

application

the

in

period

Consider next,

if you please, the instability of purchases.
large part of the time those who have plants and organizations established to serve railway needs have had either

We have not the slightest doubt that finanpanics have been obviated by the Federal Reserve Bank
system.
There was no panic in 1914, yet in that year
commerce and industry in the United States were in dire
distress, destined to be relieved only by war contracts, because the railroads were confining their purchases to the
feast or famine.
cial

barest necessities.

A common

remark is that distress in the railway supply
merely an incident in a general depression, and
that at a time when everybody else is suffering it is unreasonable for the makers of railway accessories to complain
is

unemployment.

Unemployment is only tolerable when it is unavoidable.
For unemployment in these particular industries there is, in
these days, very

little valid excuse.
General degrinds us is the needlessness of it.
pression is not a time in which to stop building railroad
track and equipment, to leave off repairing railroad plant,
Can anybody suggest a juncture when
but a time to begin.
labor and material will be cheaper than when nobody else
wants them except the railroad and the railroad supply
maker? Is it difficult to grasp the fact that by keeping
those industries going steadily year after year the total output for all the years can be produced with a smaller investment in plant, a smaller overhead for interest and organization, less waste through idleness?
Is it not clear that the very railway plant itself has to be
substantially larger to carry the peak-of-load when that
load is further burdened with the vast, heavy and bulky
tonnage required for the fabrication of track, cars and locomotives and their maintenance?
That is what has been happening. The first inkling of
When
a slump in earnings brought curtailment of buying.
in the next active period general merchandise was crying

What

power and tracks, the railroads would come into
market frantically bidding against one another for

for cars,

before

1906.

Why

do

not

the

railroad-

buy steadily instead

of

spas

The answer is that the railroad- generally
modically?
)0<S have lived from hand to mouth, not
speaking since
knowing one year where the next year's bond interest was
coming from. Net income was of such proportions that investors dei lined stock and took bonds, but even these in
reduced quantities.
The manager saw the mortgage advancing across the disc
(

1

of the property like the

shadow

of the

moon

Dividends can be passed.

of the sun.

With

across the face

Interest cannot be

him out

from purchases involving future
Sufficient unto the day was the evil thereof.

Railway Purchases

them

foi

own consignments th< facilities
this avalanche of company freight

their

passed.

A

the

ivhi

crowding

for

Instability of

of

and

to

them

field

demanding

deliveries,

oi

Without
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interest staring

of countenance, he

refrained

commitments.

Mechanical Progress Devitalized
I

wonder

if

all the

members

of your committee are

aware

of the extent to which that hand-to-mouth policy has devitalized the forces formerly serving
mechanical progress of transportation.

the

country

in

the

hope you share the
conviction of engineers that very great improvements in the
direction of safety, economy and efficiency are destined
I

I believe that
be developed if conditions are propitious.
further progress in the development of the science of
transportation will be as great or greater in the next 25
years than it has been in the last 25.
In an appendix I give some account of the former absorption of inventors and managers in the testing and
demonstration of new railway devices and methods and the
division of their time and thought now and undoubtedly
in the future between the railroad customer and other customers; such impairment of the former concentration having
begun with the determination to avoid the disasters which
have come from having the eggs all in one basket and spread
still further with the war-time experience in turning from
one kind of product to another.

to

the

The

which we are commenting upon the pending
not that of a lot of people who are sitting with
We ask no alms. Comtheir hands folded and sulking.
petition is free and the railway supply manufacturers can
take and are taking their chances in a more general field.
Your attention, however, is invited to the unquestionable
fact that if at a given time there is only so much demand,
and those for whom I speak are invading fields which they
formerly left to others, we may be able to keep our men
employed, but that will not save from idleness the employees of those other concerns who would be making goods
The
if we were engrossed in producing railroad accessories.
degree in which those forces can be tempted again into
speculative investment of money, time and energy for shop
and field experiment in the transportation interest will depend upon the inspiration given by your legislation, by the
discussion accompanying it and by the spirit in which the
government proceeds to administer it.
spirit in

legislation

is

Ultimate Consumers of the Public Wrath

Now what was the primary cause behind the financial
condition of the roads which led to that hand-to-mouth polOur diagnosis was that errors in railway management
icy?
and in railway financiering had given occasion for public

:

August
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rociitmcnt, and that when this found vent in governmental
measures these were conceived more in anger than in wisdom.
We are fond of quoting an epigram made by one of the
founders of our association, a veteran maker of car wheels,
Thomas A. Griffin, of Chicago, who has for some years
now been gathered to his fathers. Standing amid the havoc
of smokeless chimneys, bread lines and the general misery
of industrial paralysis, with weeping wive
hing audience that they might implore reinstatement for their breadwinners, Mr. Griffin made a gesture to include himself with
those unemployed, and said: 'We are the ultimate consumers of the public wrath."
As the years have gone by we have had the satisfaction
of hailing a new era.
The railway financier proclaims

The railway manager more

higher standards.

his obligation to the public

and

fully realizes

his responsibility as a dip-

The public official perceives in the popular element
a less insistent demand for punitive measures, a more anxious solicitude for encouragement to transportation enterprises.
I wish Mr. Griffin were here to enjoy the bright
promise of a sound solution which is vouchsafed to us by
the attitude of Senators and Representatives in the present

lomat.

Congress.

the public need for facilities
fic

that

if

in the future wage-earners are to

be turned away from the factory gates because of needless
cessation of railroad orders they will be ultimate consumers
not of the public wrath but of cold-blooded governmental
unwisdom; and I do not see how he could listen to the
questions which have been propounded to witnesses during
these hearings or converse with leaders in the Senate who
are giving concurrent consideration to this great problem,
without feeling confident that the seven million persons dependent upon earnings in the railway supply industries and

many more

and

sections

of carriers'

and service
projects

for

in

the several traf-

improvements and

extensions;

issues;
estimate the
to
to regulate security
of revenue prescribed under whatever rule for ade-

amount

revenue Congress may adopt, and the further
any, which may prove necessary to attract the
capital required, and to certify such estimate as the amount
of revenue in each traffic section necessary in the- public
interest to be yielded by rates and fares authorized by the

quacy of
amounts,

if

Commerce Commission.

Interstate

We
by

Interstate

Commerce Commission

the authority to regulate

maximum and minimum

giving

favor

statute

rates

and

merce

in

fares of

the

instrumentalities

all

of

interstate

com-

the development of just,

reasonable and non-discriminatory rate structures, and the duty so to adjust tariffthat they will produce as near as may be in each traffic
section the amount of revenue certified as necessary in the
public interest.

Vet their work may
The country looks

Most manufacturers are not lawyers.
profoundly affected by legislation.

be

to those

that

whom

represent or to others who may come into
reliability in quality and dealings, to
resources so that they are ready to meet normal

demand,
duction

I

to attain

field

acquire

He would know
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engage

to

may

in

spirited rivalry so that cost

of pro-

reduced, to maintain shops for the testing
and development of mechanical inventions the instruments
of safety, efficiency and economy in transportation.
be

—

Communities of wage-earners and

their

dependents ex-

when

they create works
and induce people to locate in a town, with all the mercantile, professional and ether population which gathers round
such a fountain of wages, there is something more behind
the enterprise than guesswork.
They assume that men who
pect of these manufacturers

that

other occupations who in turn depend upon them, will be
consumers neither of wrath nor of unwisdom but of gov-

who can command from hardheaded investors the capital for such an undertaking have
made due and diligent inquiry regarding all the essential

ernmental sagacity.

conditions

the

millions in agriculture, trade, professions and

Proposals for Remedial Legislation
were not for fear that silence on certain aspects
might be taken to imply opposition, we would state our
recommendations in three paragraph::. Lest we be misunderstood, we precede these three with another, enumerating various proposals which have our approval, but which
we do not consider especially appropriate for detailed disThat enumeration is as
cussion by our industry as such.
If

it

follows

We

favor corporate ownership of railway- and their perto private management; permitting and facilitating under federal sanction their consolidation into strong
competitive systems; bringing railway corporations under fed-

manent return

of railway security
issues; adjustment of railway labor conditions by a joint
board of employers and employees, disagreements to be
adjudicated by the federal authority which determines the
eral

jurisdiction

:

federal

regulation

revenue to be yielded by rate- and fares; accumulation of surplus railway income in good years in order
that in poor years railway maintenance', additions and bel
terments may be carried on vigorously.
All of these recommendations in one form or another are

amount

of

contained in plans submitted or to be submitted to you by
others, who are especially qualified to explain them.

Following are the recommendations which we deem esemphasized by us:
We favor a federal statutory rule of which the effect
will be that rates and fares of tin- railways within each traffic

sential to be especially

section

the

shall

group

in

be sufficient to yield the average railway in
the average year it- necessary expenses and

provide the credit basis for adequate facilities.
favor a federal board to promote articulation of transportation by rail, water and highway; to keep informed of
to

We

pretend to such standing and

necessary

to

be

ascertained

before

permitting

thousands of people to remove thither and make commitments and investments of a hundred varieties.
So that when we come before you recommending that one
of the purposes of the act which you are to frame shall he
what I have just read to you, it is with no preten-c of legal
lore or legislative competence, but it is after years of
tematic study of the laws as they are and of the consequence
which they seem to contain as affecting us. As well as we
could we have analyzed these laws ourselves.
We- have
maintained an association for their concerted consideration.
We have caused specialists to study them for us.
Our analysts informed us that the interstate commerce
act requires carriers to furnish adequate facilities and every
individual

to be reasonable.
I think the time has
confession at least for myself that when large
scale rate cases were before the Interstate Commerce Com
mission the grave anxiety of members of our association led

come

to

rate

make

to the assumption of an attitude toward the commission for
which there was no warrant in the law.
Our association, I am proud to say, under the wise leader-

ship of my predecessor as it- president, George A
Post,
refrained from beginning to end from any expression of

opinion with regard to am particular rate schedule tiled
with the- commission for its sanction.
We merely suggested
to our friends in other associations the propriety of letting
it
be known to the commission that whatever decision it
might find in the public- interest would meet with their un-

grudging acquiescence.
Nevertheless, there was running through our participation
in those discussions the assumption that the commis
under the law had the- authority and the duty of sanctioning
rate structures which as a whole- would yield revenue bearing
a

relation to the financial needs of the carrier-.

Such

iur'-d'Yr'on

was strenuously denied

to

the

day of
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in- death b) the late Commissioner Judsoo C. Clements.
It
was unanimously denied by the commission in the firsl great
Eastern rate advance case, though the) proceeded to infer
authority which the) said was not in the law, and denied
advances on the ground thai the carrier- did nol need addi

revenue.

tional

of

"an)

prescribing thai

in

that in a

volved,

it

advance

should be reasonable, gave

of a large

number

of rates

in

upon total revenue. They insisted
large scale case where millions of tariffs were inwas incumbent upon the proponents of a general

aggregate

their

rate"

for consideration
effect

the reasonableness of each one of these

to justify

millions of rates by the tests which the commission under
its traditional practice would apply if only one rate were in
question.

nowhere in the act as it stands or any
act of Congress the commission is authorized and directed
to regulate rates with a view to adequacy of maintenance
and of development of facilities and service, then I for one
desire at this time to say that it seems to me that the shortcoming which there has been in the regulation of rates this
past decade is to be laid at the door of Congress and not at
the door of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
What of the future? You began these hearings with the
On page
detailed consideration of House Bill No. 4378.
23 of the committee print the following words appear in
If

true that

is

it

indicating that they are new* matter:
in reaching its conclusion as to the justness and reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation, or practice, shall take into consideration
the cost of labor and other operating costs in so far as they
italics

"The commission

become material

in

and

matters,

all

laws has been discarded and

up

where

delegation

will

government of men

a

"Shall

we

take

to

find

into

in

Ltfl

any case under investigation."

place there has been

The

Where

only sense

made to
making

is

in

Suppose you enact this provision in that amended form.
Obviously you would not have given the commission the

Business

we

demand

that each one of a million rates

be justified by a formal proof of reasonableness.
the intention to change the old act in that respect?
Having so many times
If so, why not say so in the text?
been urged to say it, if now you decline to do this, the imIs

it

plication will be that you have deliberately omitted from
the act the declaration that the revenue derived from the
If you do omit that
rates as a whole shall be adequate.

declaration
for

whom

will be taken as a signal by the manufacturers
speak that the government shrinks from acknowlresponsibility and has no definite purpose of

it

I

edging its
discharging

it.

the words "shall take into consideraintended to convey the thought that the statute
is defining the purpose of Congress for the guidance of the
commission? If not, then why put it in? If yes, then

Examine once more
Is

tion."

it

If you
not explicitly specify what the purpose is?
commission merely to "consider"
a rate or even all the rates without setting up a standard by
which thev are to be considered, you have instructed your
administrative arm to make your policy for you, or in other
words to determine what in their judgment is in the public

why

shall enact authority for the

interest.

If
is

any deputy of Congress

is

gress of a test or standard,

why

any matter what
any indication from Con-

to decide in

in the public interest without

not

all

deputies of Congress

pln.i
it

I

could

Association

earnestly urge

refrains

upon you

from a choice.

— whatever

This mui

h

rule for rate-making

you adopt, whether a prescription of adequacy, or a rate
per cent of return, or something else, clinch it by saying
somewhere in the statute that the rates and fares of all the
roads in any sectional group shall be sufficient to yield
necessary expenses and to provide a credit basis for adequate
facilities and development.
In our correspondence and conversations with business
men these 10 years we have found in the main three avowed
reasons for hesitancy about swallowing that pill.
Some merely could not bear the thought of making railroad rates adequate.
The word gave them goose-flesh.
When invited to declare for such adequacy they inquired,
"Does this mean an advance in rates?" To this the natural reply was that if anywhere at any time rates were too
low the}- would certainly have to be raised in order to make
them adequate. To this we used commonly to hear it rejoined that no rate anywhere ever could be too low.
As
you gentlemen are aware, that attitude nowadays is pretty
generally stuffed and mounted in the museum along with
and ichthyosaurus. It died contemplating one of

—

a national railroad system that cannot earn- the nation's tonnage and hence
chokes industry, and that is powerless to build into newareas of agricultural and mineral production, and hence
droops helpless while the cost of living soars.

"Shall"

responsibility for the financial results of its regulation. You
would still be saying "any rate." You still would be inviting citizens to

that

define what the regulatory body shall consider
rates.
From among such plans the Railway

the most useless and dismal of institutions

capital."

t

—

much encouragement

to us, Commissioner Clark stated that
would have no objection to adding to and
the above sentence the words "and the cost of

-

interpreted to promise restoration of railway credit and
resumption of railway development would be this thai it
commanded rates and fares to be adequate for operations
and credit.
If it does nol mean that, why say it at all?
If it is intended to mean that, why not express it so that
nobody can have any doubt?
Bill 4378 is not the only current plan in which an attempt

the dodo

inserting in

in

which

in

In response to one of those questions which the chairman
has been putting to witnesses and which have contained so
the commission

?

?

consideration."

hope?

stop

government of

not proclaim forthwith that our boasted

be

Law

Citizens protesting againsl advances argued thai the law,

no warrant

any and

in

Why

are

Shortcoming That
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The second misgiving was
indignity to the commission

that

somehow

would be an
which created
There were
do.

7

it

if the legislature

should announce what it was created to
who predicted, "Congress will never say 'shall' to the
commission." We have lived to see the commission itself
it

those

write a bill in which the word "shall"
take into consideration."

is

embodied

—

"shall

Competition in Economies

The third misgiving was not so amenable to easy solution.
This was the obstacle of the strong road and its weak comToward that phase of
petitor both taking the same rates.
the problem the attitude of the Railway Business Association
is

distinctively

fered.

One

We

favor

is

occupational.

Numerous

solutions

are of-

consolidation.

this,

but as developers of mechanical improve-

ment we earnestly hope that the independent corporations
will be as numerous as is consistent with their financial stability.
Centralization tends to over-standardization and to
It narrows the field of railway managers to
bureaucracy.
whom one after another a new* device or method can be
offered until somebody is found willing to afford a demonAnother solution, either as an alternative or as
a supplement to consolidation, is a contingent fund drawn
from excess income and employed according to the various
plans to tide over lean years or to aid the weak roads or
stration.

both.
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The Railway Business Association volunteers no comments upon these proposals, and its occupational attitude
merely takes the form of a hope that whatever is done the
condition will be such that the unprogressive road will suffer
for its indolence and the progressive road enjoy the reward
of its enterprise.
Cobwebs would gather in the departments
where railway appliances are developed if no railroad had
anything to gain by trying new devices or anything to lose
by ignoring opportunities for efficiency and economy.
So

397

we use

So far as we are aware, nobody ha- estimated for you the
magnitude of the improvements to existing line- which the
public
interest requires to be made within any specified
pericxl in the future.
If you were in possession of such
estimates, who shall say how far short they would fall of
the needs which may actually become manifest?
Even if
you had the power of divination to make approximate
gucs.-c- at the requirements expressed in physical units and
in units of work performed, what human faculty can be
brought to bear in the year of grace 1919 to compute the

it

cost of carrying out such project-?

the general expression with respect to revenue that
should be sufficient for "the average railway in the group
in the average year."

Rule for Rate-Making

such as to yield the average railway in the average year its
necessary expenses and to provide the credit basis for adequate facilities, including reasonably rapid settlement of new
territory.

In numberless

forms

Congress might accomplish

these

business men we have no pride of authorship.
We don't care where the ultimate language originates.
We do think that the language when found ought to be so

As

things.

and unmistakable that we may know

at once whether
giving confidence or dread to those who would
like to devote themselves to mechanical progress in transportation, and hope or despair to the wageworkers whom
they employ or might employ.

clear

Congress

is

How Much
We

do not

see

the investment
attract

The

new

Revenue Will Be Required?

how anyone can

would

predict what return

upon

in the future be necessary in order to

capital in the

amounts which may be required.

proposal of the National Transportation Conference,

the quality of whose contribution to the clarification of the
whole problem it would be difficult to exaggerate, has been
explained to you by Paul M. Warburg as follows:
"It has been the consensus of opinion of members of the
conference that if private capital is to enter freely upon the
venture of further developing the road--, and if railroad
credit is to be re-established on a solid basis of genuine confidence, that 6 per cent on the final valuation plus a modest
share in earnings in excess of this percentage would constitute the minimum required."
Mr. Warburg does not itemize the elements which led
the conference to hit upon the figure 6, although he explicitly speaks of this as the very least that would accomplish the result, and he suggests a decennial revision of tinfigure.
The text of the conference- bill itself uses the ex
pression "not less than" 6 per cent.
Is it not evident that in the mind- of it- franurs this
plan, having fixed a minimum rate of return below which
the regulatory authority must not go, and establishing eon
tingent funds, supported by a grant of Congress, to insure

have- undetermined a /.one
of income in excess of 6 per cent which the Interstate Com
merce Commission is neither forbidden nor commanded to
permit, and concerning which the statute would give it n
guidance whatever?
To our practical minds, and in view of the responsibility
rs to place
which rests upon us, this undetermined zoni
upon the Interstate Commerce Commission a discretion b)
no means accurately described as ((imputation by a mathe
Hut how
matical formula.
"Not less thin 6 per cent."
much more than 6 per cent, and by what standard dete
the

return

mined?

up

to 6

per

and extensions are made with newConstruction of a new stretch of mileage, whether
by an existing system or by a new one, involves investment
of capital equal to 100 per cent of the cost of road, structures
Addition.-, betterment.-

Summarizing, then, our observations regarding the rule
for rate-making, we urge upon you:
Explicit authority for the regulatory agency or agen(a)
cies to test the reasonableness of rates as a whole by the
sufficiency of the total revenue which they produce.
Prescription by statute that rates and fares shall be
(b)

two

Vast Capital Demanded
capital.

and rolling stock. The same is true of additions to the
property of existing roads.
Betterments of existing lines
are provided 100 per cent from investment less the value of
property scrapped or replaced.
If a locomotive requires repairs which can be made in a
few days at a roundhouse, the cost of those repairs is an
operating expense.
If a locomotive is so in need of overhauling that it is put into the shops, it will be repaired
and also brought up to date by the application of new devices; and the cost will be divided between replacement of
old value, which is paid for as operating expense, and creation of new value, which is paid for as investment.
Expenditures vast in the aggregate for each region are
to be provided from new investment.
Nobody knows what
labor and materials will cost.
How, then, can anybody predict within man\- millions a year how much capital would
have to be raised to carry out projects approved?
If you do not know how much capital you must raise,
how can you possibly know what rate of return you must
pay in order to obtain it? Supply and demand govern the
rates for money as they govern all other prices.
The more
securities you put out the higher goes the rate.
Some have said that with a fixed rate in the statute investors would regard railway issues as more secure and
that this Stabilization would enable the roads to command
the money at lower rate- than heretofore.
But this i- already
discounted in fixing the figure at () per cent a- the return
>r the
average road.
Mr. Warburg points out that
per
I

cent

i-

substantially less than investors can obtain in other

industries.

Again, there i- the complication of reducing the preponderance of bonds over stock.
The reason why bond- have
been salable and -lock not is that railway income available
for dividend- was insufficient to make a markel for stock.
S» n- oi later that problem must be grappled with. I<
there any other wa\ to solve it than by increasing income
until a market is made?
Si\ per cent mean-.
nd a
decimal on bond- and 7 or 8 on stock.
Will stock of the
average road sell for those figures in the quantities that
would be necessarj if projects were carried out on a larLre
scale and if substantially more than -fii per cenl of the
new issues are to be Sti
i

i

cent,

I

he truth

will

r\

Would
N

and

b(

if

d\
it

know what average ran of return
order to develop the railroad-.

we do

is

in

6

not

Per Cent Pass and Stand?

km ws whether Congress

will enact the 6 per
did whether subsequent Congresses would let that

figure stand.

Suppose

committe< and the Senate committee a- well
what assurance is there that
6 per cenl
when the measure reached the respective bram lies the 6
would not be pared down?
What I am now saying is not to be taken a- indicating
w

('•(

to

this

report
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viev whatever a^
to
whether the statute should oi
should not prescribe a minimum of <> per tent return.
Whal
we beg "i Mm to consider is thai it you
embody a rate
per cent in the l>ill which you report you shall in addition
m/i' the undetermined /one of return which may prove

anj

«

1 «

>

above the rate prescribed as the minimum
Obviously if the statutory rate is made less than 6 the
undetermined zone will be by so much the wider. Suppose,
What will the
moreover, the sixty-sixth Congress says 6.
sixty seventh
Congress Bay?
Does anybody expect any
Congress to feel itself bound to maintain a rate merelj
because an earlier Congress fixed it and perhaps provided
for decennial revisions?
You will invite disappointment it
you expect to peg public sentiment at 6 per cent by making
the rate (> per cent in the statute.
Laws are created by sentiment, not sentiment by laws.
necessary

Your minimum

rate

of

return

will

not restore develop-

ment.

Development can only he restored through the undetermined /one; and it will he restored or not accordingly as
public sentiment as to interest rates is or is not brought to
There is no way of insursee and to keep seeing that fact.
ing it.
No solemn pronouncement and no hocus pocus can

put the result beyond jeopardy of public apathy or hostility.
There is only one route to our destination genuine and
continuous public acquiescence in the purpose and definite
assignment of responsibility first to the power that appoints,
and secondly to the functionaries appointed for exercise of
judgment and courage.

—

Threatened Destruction of Judicial Mechanism

The

functions of appraising the carriers' projects and
sanctioning security issues involve an assumption of responsibility inseparable from the responsibility of estimating and
prescribing the amount of revenue necessary for the projects
approved, and impossible of performance by the Interstate
Commerce Commission without destroying its character as
a tribunal for adjudication of competing citizens' and competing communities' rights.
We assume that Congress will regard the question of the
agency of regulation as one of the most important aspects
Touching that aspect, the Railway
of the whole problem.
Business Association will speak only from the practical
experience of the industry which comprises its membership.
From that point of view we ask you to ponder well at this
critical juncture an element in regulation that may be condensed into the word "justice." You may feel duly appreI venture to express the fear that you unconciative of this.
sciously take for granted a matter which requires the most
continuous and assiduous solicitude.
What was the cause of the public wrath? Was it big
lootings,
alleged
overcapitalization?
alleged
grievances
Not primarily. It was little things rebates, discriminations.
These sometimes reached large proportions when
prominent concerns were the beneficiaries, but the sensitive
state of the public mind in which stories of these conspicuous
incidents aggravated the inflammation was due to the everyday contact of the general run of the citizens with the railroads.
The individual was told and believed that his comThe competitor was getting a lower rate than he was.
munity was angry because a rival trade center was favored.
A had a pass while B paid or walked. All this was the
foundation of the public wrath.
This in reality is the thing of which the railway supply
industry has been and is today the ultimate consumer to a
degree even greater than the owners or managers of the railEven the first moderate decline in railroads themselves.

—

road earnings, which might entail

—

little

if

any

effect

upon

the income of officers or owners, immediately involves drastic

curtailment of purchases and unemployment in the supply
industries, greatly out of proportion to the reduction of rail-
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earnings,
Wi are here to implore you for protection
o far as Congress can give it against such an experience in
the future for us and our employ
u.i\

Today the citizen has his contact with the railroad, he
has his differences, his complaints, but if his emotion reach*
the stage of wrath this is due* ted not against the radio. id
but against the public authority which regulates the railroad
an authority which the citizens themselves established and
which they can change at will.
So far as federal regulation is concerned, they do not
desire to change it; for in these disagreements of theirs with
the carriers over shipments and rates and practices and
regulations they long ago came to believe that they wengetting or could get a square deal from an impartial umpire.
I wish to say in this presence that I know of no governmental
tribunal here or anywhere, now or at any time more highly
esteemed for integrity, for conscientious devotion to the litigation which comes before it, for freedom from prejudice in
adjudicating controversies between competitors, than the
Interstate

Commerce Commission.

High Prestige
The commission
problem.

of the

Commission

for 32 years has been dealing with this

No

breath of scandal has ever blown upon its
personnel.
In its adjudication of differences
between users or groups of users of railways no disappointed
litigant has ever been heard to insinuate that the decision

work or

was

its

affected by fear or favor.

of the present incumbents

When

reappointment of one

was before the Senate

it

was em-

phasized by those who doubted his fitness that they questioned not his personal character, but the correctness of his
economic views.
From time to time in performance of its statutory duties
the commission has encountered situations which led to a
request

for

particular

authority

not

previously

bestowed.

Congress in most instances has promptly complied. Where
such a request has been denied or postponed reason has been
found in objection to the proposition in view, or the method
proposed, never in distrust of the commission as a court
for determination of citizens' rights.
We believe that Congress in thus giving its confidence to the commission has
accurately reflected public opinion throughout the nation.
For five days at the beginning of these hearings you listened to the chairman of the legislative committee of the commission explain the bill which the commission advocates.
You asked him many questions. He impressed me as the
spokesman for a body dealing with a highly intricate and
special problem, meeting its practical phases in a practical
way, capable of explaining the reasons for the modifications
proposed in the law and deserving of the confidence with
which Congress and the country look to it for the highly important judicial functions falling within its purview.
The development of the commission and its performance
day by day comprise a chapter in human progress. They
demonstrate the capacity of the American people to substitute reason and arbitrament for passion and strife.
Our
success in this undertaking is a triumph in self-government.
It is our apprehension that the system which I have endeavored to describe is in grave danger.
Powerful groups are urging Congress to superimpose upon
the present statutory duties of the commission certain
The common
entirely new and wholly incompatible duties.
purpose of these several plans is to introduce into the governmental policy an element of encouragement to railroad
development. The cry has gone up on every hand for better
railroads and more railroads. You are asked to create the new
duty of promoting adequacy of facilities and the opening
up of new areas. Such a declaration of policy to be made
effective must be delegated by the law-making bod}- to an
an agency.
administrative arm

—
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Is it the object that national growth shall be both promoted and anticipated by provision of transportation facilities?

Is

it

the expectation that representatives of the gov-

ernment will counsel with railway men and waterway men
and hard-surface-road men and with users of all these
in.-trumentalities everywhere, planning for the future?
Is
it in your minds that the reasonable public need
for enlarged terminals or multiple tracking or extension into new
shall
be quickly and practically judged and
promptly sanctioned and that carriers undertaking such
territory

projects shall be provided with the

means

of carrying

them

vigorously to completion?
If this is the"

ernment

purpose and the representative of the gov-

in that field is to be the Interstate

mission, then what

is

proposed

sioners from judges into

men

is

to

Commerce Com-

transform the commis-

of action.

-aid that the hill advocated by the commission would require
an enlargement of that body.
I understand he has special

reference to the

—

sponsibility of

ways and means and

results.

We look for a certain
degree of false motion and waste of money, inseparable
from pioneer and creative work. We do not regard the performance as setting up precedent for future guidance but
We cannot require that in
largely as containing warnings.
his relations with other people the executive as he hurries
along will necessarily conduct himself with the primary
aim of being a paragon of manners, a model of forbearance,
He uses the selfor a professor of ethical philosophy.
restraint which all responsible citizens use in a civilized
community where there is law and order and a decent
respect for the rights of others: but his specialty is getting
We

expect them to

make

mistakes.

things done.

Action Called for by the Nation
Congress, which is the board of directors of the nation, is
about to undertake a project the restoration of railroad
Congress is about to assign supervision of
development.
Those who have elected Congress as
that task to an agent.
their board of directors will not be satisfied with a report
that postponement of the result desired has been accomplished politely or learnedly or according to tradition.
What the nation requires is that each year's end will
record additions to mileage at least larger than were made
The)
by a nation of 32,000,000 before the Civil War.
require some progress and some completion of terminal and
double-track projects, construction of motive power and carsomewhere near that before 1906, a year in which, industn
was -hackled and foodstuff- rotted because there was not
enough rolling stock to carry material to or product from
the factory or to convey grain and livestock to market or

—

seaboard.
The country wants results.
Suppose Congress appoints as its agent for that task the
suppose nobody will
1
Interstate Commerce Commission.
assert that any one of the present commissioners has ever
had occasion to demonstrate by performance the possession
of the special qualifications universally exacted of an execuEach of them
tive who is charged with a work of creation.
'

would doubtless classify himself in this respeel with the man
who was asked whether he could read Greek. He answered,
"I don't know. I have never tried."
During. these hearings, in fact. Commissioner (dark has

regulation of security issues.

Whether

the

commission is to be enlarged or not, vacancies in it will
from time to time occur. There is one such vacancy at this
In the long run, appointments would doubtless
moment.
he made of both types, the judicial and the executive.
The
injection of one or two men of action into the commission
would certainly and immediately precipitate conflict.
Here you would have on the one side a man or men whose
temperament, instinct, training and habit it is to be anxious
lest any project may not have money enough and hence to
On the other
provide an ample margin for contingencies.
you would have men whose temperament, instinct, training
and habit it is to be anxious lest any project have too much
money and hence to hold it down to the minimum.

may

be that you could not effect such a transformation.
If you tried but it proved that you could not, this would be
a gigantic calamity in itself, as I shall endeavor to maintain
in a few moments; but if you could and did transform these
judges into men of action what would become of the machinery of justice which it has taken us 32 years to construct and develop?
By the word action is meant getting things done appraising projects, determining methods and bringing results.
Gettings things done is a function concerning which as business men we are qualified to speak. We choose our executives according to our lights and place upon them the reIt
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Public Opinion and Rate Decisions

What would

In the past the commisbe the outcome?
has had the protection that hedges about a judicia
You will not have forgotten that in one of the earl)
body.
large-scale rate-advance cases the commission complained of
sion

what

it

called the

campaign

of publicity.

Having had

laid

how much

earnings
a group of carriers ought to have, which is the same thing
as saying how much or how good work those carriers should
be permitted to perform, the commission was in position to
rebuke concerted expression of the public desire on the
ground that the proceeding was judicial and that public discussion ought not to be employed for the exertion of influence upon the judgment of the commissioners.
Utterly different will be the situation if Congress shall
now decree that railroads are to grow and assign the task of
stimulating that growth to the commission.
I need not elaborate to a committee of Congress on the distinction between a statutory provision which defines misdemeanors with prescription of penalty and a statute which
sets up a standard for the instruction of an administrative
department in the carrying out of a public project.
If a shipper solicits a rebate and a railroad officer gives
it to him the process by which these lawbreakers are brought
to book is one with which public opinion and public disIf the citizens of Philcussions should have nothing to do.
adelphia or of any other city can unite in advocating a
unification of terminals nothing ought to stand in the way
of their getting all the allies they can to convince the authorities that the thing should be done and carriers' revenues
adjusted accordingly.
Does it take the eye of a prophet to see what would happen
within a commission made up partly of builders and partly
of judges?
At the first important difference of judgment
over the amount of earnings necessary in the public interest
the tribunal would be rent in twain and in a few hour- two
factions in the country would begin the struggle for control.
It adjudicates citizen-'
This, mark you, IS a judicial body.
right-.
It has made peace in the United States where once
there was conflict, and it is relied upon to continue the calm
and even-handed administration of just
And here we have the proposal that Congress knowingly
before

it

for determination the question

i.

and wilfully

-hall to-- into

tin-

court of interstate transpor-

and guaranteed oeca-ion for disputation and
bitterness, with the people of the United States surrounding
die combatant- tier above tier and yelling like the local mob

tation a patented

at

a

national party convention.

any one suspects that the commission under the proposed conditions would somehow be immune from schism, I
commend to him an incident which has already happened.
At the time. Congress never had decreed that rate- and fares
should be adequate for any specified purpose whatever or
even that the commission must or might consider rates as a
whole a- affecting total earnings.
Just what occurred I
If

—

:
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do

not

he commission guards its cod
pretend to know.
Hut the record is eloquenl and the deduction
I

fidences well.
is

ob\ ious.

was

the western rate advance case of 1915.
The com
had constructed a majority report, stating what
advances would he permitted.
Two commissioners dissented on the ground hat the grant was insufficient.
What
the majority replied to their arguments is not of reeord.
Hut
It

mission

i

one of the dissenters, Mr. Daniels,

A
"While

Punitive

in his

opinion said:

is

it

am

I

to

whole are smaller than is
public interests, and also in the belief that
the financial exigencies of many of the carriers are traceable to financial maladministration, and that if due economy
the revenues of the carriers as a

demanded

and

in the

had been observed the difficulty over the
revenues would have been readily surmounted.
It would appear that
the time
had at last come to take a discriminating view of the effect
of refusing rate increases otherwise just and reasonable
because of a widespread resentment at evils perpetrated in
the past by dishonest or designing railroad officers or their
allied financiers.
Such a policy visits in large measure the
same penalty upon the proprietors of a railway conducted
with integrity and honesty as upon the luckless shareholders
of a looted road.
In either case those who suffer from its
effects are not those who have profited by the wrongs perintegrity

decline in

attested

...

...

petrated in the past.
It is, therefore, suggested that the
appropriate remedy is the prosecution and punishment of
the individual offenders, not the continual withholding of
In bank manadequate rates to the carriers as a whole.
agement this distinction has in large measure been recognized.
Similarly in considering propositions involving more or less general increase of rates, the question should
be judged in the light of the carriers' revenues as a whole,
and in the light of the reasonableness or unreasonableness
of particular rates proposed, and neither prejudiced nor
complicated by considerations of individual instances of
corporate mismanagement."
Out of those earnest, almost passionate fragments can you
not reconstruct the scene which Commissioner Daniels refrains from describing?
If this is what he felt impelled to
impart to the public, what did he say to his colleagues in
It
the shelter of executive session? What did they reply?
Their official acts convey the information
is immaterial.
.

.

.

which we require.
That commission

getting things done.

is

VTou cannot authorize the Interstate

Commerce otmmission
how much revenue is needed a ,„|
,,,|„
g
demoralization of the mechanism for justice which we now
have.
You cannot place upon the commission tint responsibility for fixing tin amount of revenue and escape a revival

at that hour was not a court
ing citizens' rights, but a legislature determining
of a nation; not a tribunal applying law- to a
case, but a Congress enacting the law itself.
Verily, it is not alone against dangers yet to
that we warn you, but against perpetuation of
danger. Great as is the necessity for avoiding the

adjudicatthe policy
particular

be created
a present
imposition
of legislative functions upon the commission, an important
purpose is the removal of that present cause of discord, the
struggle within the commission for and against readjustments designed primarily to promote transportation development.

No More Rate-Making by Men Who Get Things Done
Bring on the combat for control of the commission and
you destroy it as a court, for during the conflict you will
turn the bench into a shambles, and wdien it is over, and
the advocates of development have prevailed, as they will,
you will have turned over the administration of justice to
men whose specialty is getting things done; and if you want
to know what that means ask some shippers how they like

I

to determine

the

nowhere

unable

rale- that weir made l.\
Mr McAdoO. Let 111 prolit
From at least one lesson taught us by the war.
Lei Ul never
again have railroad rates made by men whose pi unary job

the

,

of agitation against

Body

in
the majority
explicitly stated
escape the conviction that the reluctance to find that increased rate- have been more generally
justified is largely rooted in an unwillingness to find that

report,
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the

beneficiaries of

roads, which

ruthless

would be accused

as

rate-making.

Separate Board Imperative for Promoting Development
Even if for the sake of getting adequate facilities, you
were willing to sacrifice the judicial system so laboriously
built up, about the most circuitous and slow-moving method,
as well as the most doubtful in point of ultimate effectiveness, would be an attempt to transform the Interstate Commerce Commission into a body of action.
As an exhibit convincing on that point we can hardly
choose better than to examine the testimony of Commissioner
Clark at the beginning of these hearings. I have given you
my impression of the judicial body which could produce a
witness inspiring so much confidence.
From practical experience on the bench the commissioners through him offered
detailed amendments to the law as it stands.
1 now give you another impression.
This second impression was one of incredulous amazement that any group of
eight men having to do with transportation in the United
States could have lived and worked through these last few
years and come before you without apparently the faintest
realization that the country is confronted with a railroad
problem requiring heroic measures.
The chairman opened the proceedings by enumerating
the aspects which would have attention.
First of all, he
said

"One of the great problems we are to consider is the
matter of credits, and credits involve the matter of rates."
Where in the whole course of Judge Clark's analysis of
the bill is there a word indicating recognition by him or
by the commission of the existence of a great problem of
credits, involving rates?
The suggestion has appeared in
some of the transportation journals that the bill drawn by
the commission and Mr. Clark's comments upon it form
only one part of a comprehensive scheme in wdiich the credit
problem will be dealt with separately. The commissioner,
indeed, in his introductory remarks pointed out that as
explained by the chairman the purpose of the hearing covered principles as well as details, whereas the bill was confined to amendments, but he gave no intimation of any
supplementary recommendations to come from the commisSo far as was decided that body stood upon its
annual report for 1918 and its special report to Congress

sion.

dated December 31, afterwards explained in detail to the
Senate committee in the sixty-fifth Congress.

A
The
lation.
to note

Delusive

Hope

special report catalogued a series of objects of legis-

Upon

first

perusing that document I was startled
to be an indirect declaration for adeIt began characteristically enough, de-

what seemed

quacy of revenues.

claring for "limitation of railroad construction to the necessities and convenience of the government and the public"

a delicious bit of humor, as if superfluous
struction were a pressing national peril which
list

of evils to be abated

these strange

;

railroad

con-

must head any

but immediately following were

and unaccustomed words:

"and assuring construction to the point

of these limita-

tions."

My enthusiasm was warm while it survived. I read
along through the statement of reasons underlying the pro-

August

29,
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posed limitation of railway construction, and came upon
the statement of the thought underlying the assurance of construction to the point of limitation, which was this:
"that a railroad having been permitted, by public franchise,
and the powers that go with it, to build into a given territory, it should be required to properly serve and develop
that territory.
And in developed territory it is important
to provide for the extension of short branch or spur lines
or spur tracks to communities and industries that should
be served and that can furnish sufficient traffic to justify
such extension.'"
Not a word about enabling the carrier to improve or
extend; only power to require him to do so.
In the commission's bill the power to require construction is qualified by the following proviso: "That the commission shall find that such provision of facilities or exten-

reasonably necessary in the interest of public convenience and will not impair the ability of the carrier to
perform its duty to the public."
In other words, the carrier must construct if it can spare the funds, but not even
in case of public necessity for construction will the commission be directed by law to supply the carrier with the increased earnings necessary for the credit basis.
Except for this one false alarm, I have been unable to
find a solitary phrase in any of the statements of the commission acknowledging that railway development needs encouragement and that a change in governmental policy is
sion

is

essential to that end.

Consolidations would be permitted under the commission's
Mr. Clark in his testimony mentioned as an advantage of this economies in use of railway plant.
He did not
mention the rate problem of the strong and the weak road,
which for months has commanded the attention of all the
leading railway economists, and for which a solution proposed by many of them is consolidation.
The bill confers upon the commission jurisdiction over
minimum as well as maximum rates. Some of the advocates of the commission as the agency for restoring railway
credit have predicted that if granted this new power they
would do everything necessary in that direction.
You
remember what Judge Clark told you about that provision.
The farthest he went was to point out that "the competition
between carriers or the insistence of one carrier upon having
in an unnecessary and unwarranted
its own way results
depletion of the revenues of all the carriers in a given
bill.

situation."

He

gave no endorsement to the idea that the revenue derived
from the correction of such situation would build in tinnext year miles of track, freight car- and locomotives in
capacity approaching the annual provision which was maintained in former years of vigorous development.
After he had analyzed the provisions of the bill section
to the end, Judge Clark added the most startling
statement that has come from the commission on the subject.
In less than five minutes he did away with the need for
any other evidence that a new and independent agenc) is
He turned
required for the rehabilitation of railway credit.
back to a new provision which in it- order he had passed
have previously quoted the provision
I
without comment.

by section

to

you

in

another connection.

No Problem, No Remedy, No Hope
nothing which preceded had contained cause for astonishment occasion enough was afforded by his having been
able to glance down that page, with that new matter staring
If

at

him

in italics out of the context,

and regard

it

as so trivial

as to require no explanation.
The words are as follows
:

reaching its conclusion as to the
justness and reasonableness of any rate, fare charge, classification, regulation or practice shall take into consideration

"The commission

in

401

the COSt of labor and other operating COStS in s () far
they become material in any case under investigation."
Of that provision the commissioner -aid:

"I

originally

passed

but

as

seems desirable to
it develops
the rule which the legislature contemplates -hall be followed
b) the administrative tribunal."

comment on

it

a little.

this

As

by,

it

a part of the statute,

And now mark what he says next:
"In actual practice it will not change the rule followed
by the commission, because the commission has recognized
that the necessary cost- affect the net return."

The chairman then observed that the Traffic Club of
Chicago had recommended the addition of the words "and
the cost of capital," and asked the witness his view- on
that.

Judge Clark replied: "I think it would be entirely approMr. Chairman, because I cannot conceive of the commission ignoring it if it were pertinent and
priate to include that,

material to the issue."

The Chairman: "In view of the fact that you say the
commission has always heretofore considered the cost of
labor and operation
you have also considered the return on

—

capital?"

Judge Clark:

"Yes; we have considered the return on

capital."

So here was a proceeding which began with a statement
by the chairman that "One of the great problems we are
to consider is the matter of credits, and credits involve the
matter of rates"; a proceeding which followed with examination of a bill brought in by the commission purporting to
require adequate rates and making the commission the
agency for accomplishing such adequacy; a proceeding
which then plunged to its anti-climax with an avowal by
the representative of the commission that there is no great
problem of rates in relation to credit, because the commission always has considered the return on capital, so that
the new rule would not change its course in the least.
I submit, gentlemen, that the least eligible candidate you
could find for the task of restoring railway development is
a body which in the face of universal opinion here and
throughout the country denies the existence of the problem
and virtually promises to frustrate any attempt at a change
of governmental attitude.

Men

of Action for Getting

Things Done

It is for these reasons that we advocate the creation of a
Federal Transportation Hoard, which, having jurisdiction
over security issues and hence over railway development,
shall have the power that goes with the responsibility for

—

results
the power of certifying
to
the
commission the
amount of revenue necessary to the public interest.
This would designate men of action for a ta-k of getting
things done.
It would preserve thi- excellent and highly
e-teemed tribunal, the Inter-tate Commerce Commission, as
a court to insure th.it in getting things done the men of action
shall not ride rough shod over the citizens and communities
who use- the facilities.

Many of those who have made valuable contributions
on various phases of the problem a- a whole are vet to be
converted into advocate- of a federal Transportation Board.
First, it i- -aid that there is no support for such a board
country.
Senators and Representatives arc- a- open-minded upon
this asped a- the) have given token
of being on other
in

the'

If

aspects of the question, what validity

i-

ment

be

that

recommendation

are

not

should

there to the argu-

withheld because
already in favor if it?
If
we knew that
Congre-s favored a Federal Transportation Board it would
be a waste of time for us to come and urge them to
.ate it.
With regard to sentiment in the country evidence i- accumulating.
Our own association is a constituent n inber of
they

a

:
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n 12

Chamber

the

Commerce

of

of

the

United

States.

One

of

recommendations contained in the Chamber Referendum
\
8 was thai a Federal Transportation Board be treated.
We conducted an internal poll among our members to deter
>n the re. uinmen
mine how our association would vote.

the

(

dation

"No" on that provision.
Chamber throughout the

-aid
tin-

i.i')

tion

(

,

n favor to 245 opposed.
Conference makes such a
i

mechanism

The

fewer than

question

in

in

proposition

i-

The National Transportahoard the central piece of

rehabilitation of railwa) credit.
really just beginning to he explained to
for

plan

its

per cent of those voting
All the constituent bodies in
countrj recorded a vote of
5

no reason whatever for dismissing
adoption
the proposal as a project which has no chance of
and therefore is a futile feature of any program.
Another objection is that if such a hoard were to be
created during the pre-ent administration the appointments
the public,

made by

and there

the

is

President would he of the same character as

appointments which he has made to the Interstate ComI hold no brief for the present chief
merce Commission.
political party
executive, and happen to belong to another
to ahsurdity.
itself
reduces
argument
the
than his own, hut
the commission, four
It is that citizens are willing to trust
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American people canno) through

the

their

executive

chief

competenl agency to effectuate the national will
i- to asserl fundamental pessimism concerning our American
experiment in self government.
Your presenl deponent be
lieves we are justified rather in a glowing optimism, and if
there wire no other warrant for that sentiment we believe
to Im- found in the quest and discovery six years ago
it
iof the soundest hanking and currency system anywhere in
establish

a

the world.

For Congress

to

enact

a

si

every other detail and present

same

the

finality as the

heme
it

federal

and

Bound

to the public as

strong

in

]

reserve Legislation of

1014,

designating the Interstate Commerce Commi
the agent of rehabilitation would he to settle nothing and
It probably would mean government
accomplish nothing.
ownership in ten years if not in five, with all the evils which
have attended that system wherever tried. We cannot believe
you will take the risk.
hut

the

whose members were appointed by this same President,
and which as a whole is practically organized and committed
are unwilling
against any change of governmental policy, but
him, although the launchto trust a new hoard appointed by
the influence of
ing would be in the atmosphere and under
plan.
a crcat constructive and non-partisan
there is confusion and
It is said in the third place that
Amen and amen. The
deadlock in co-ordinate tribunals.
Railwav Business Association is no advocate of co-ordinate
of

We

authority.

desire to see the Interstate

Commerce Com-

schedules.
mission supreme over the construction of rate
We desire to see the Federal Transportation Board supreme
of revenue
over issuance of securities and over the amount
'

necessary in the public interest.
With regret we have noticed that some of those who accept
revenue would
our idea of a certificate of public necessity for
as to -whether
discretion
some
commission
the
with
still leave
of the Federal Transportation
it likes or not the estimate
As well provide that the auditor of a commercial
Board.
becompany be empowered to refuse to sign checks, if he
goods not
bought
has
authority
purchasing
the
that
lieves

needed by the company.

Weak and

Strong Roads

specified to us
Th'e onlv other obstacle which has been
Board would
Transportation
Federal
is that the creation of a
The
road.
weak
and
strong
the
of
problem
the
solve
not
ComInterstate
the
and
did
if
it
answer is that it would

merce Commission wouldn't if it didn't.
a way of dealing with
If your legislation shall provide
weak road what possible
the problem of the strong and the
agent for executing
difference can it make who is the
competent for the job and
the plan provided that he is
with his
instructions and power are in accordance

Doings

of the Railroad Administration
Washington, D.

C.

additional information regarding the number and
Some
compensation of railroad employees
likely to be made
is

available as a result of a resolution proposed by Senator
Cummins and passed by the Senate on August 21, calling on
the director general to furnish to the. Senate as soon as practicable the following information

The number
class

I

of

employees of each

cla^.s

engaged on the

railroads under federal control in the United States for

each month from January to July. 1919, and also for the
month of December, 1917; the amount of their compensation;
the number of hours or days work; and the compensation per
hour or per day for each of said months and for each class of
employees, such as engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemen,
shopmen, and each of the other classes as shown by tinrecords of the Railroad Administration; also the percentage

change between December, 1917, and the last month of
1919 for which there are available records, both in the unit

of

of compensation and in the average compensation per employee of each class; also to attach to the report on this
resolution copies of all orders making advances in wages and
of all schedules explanatory thereof.

This will make public some of the up-to-date statistics
on wages which the Railroad Administration has been keeping to itself, but as it goes back only to 1917 it will show
only the increases in wages made by the Railroad Administration, and not the full effect of the increases made during
1915, 1916 and 1917 by the railroad companies.

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has

executed compensation

& Louisville, for
Pacific for $4,107,432, and with
for $11,750,000.
short line con-

contracts with the Chicago, Indianapolis

$1,620,000, the Texas
the

Pullman Company

&

A

tract has also been executed with the Missouri Southern.

his

responsibility?

.

,

,

.

.

,

largely the exercise of business ]udgthe
Without anv moral obliquity and doubtless with
ment
training and
temperament,
the
world,
the
in
best intentions
Commission are all
environment of the Interstate Commerce
earnings and surpresent
of
provision
liberal
against that
insists upon as a margin
plus which a business executive

What

i^

involved

is

of safetv for future contingencies.
Congress shall so prescribe the duty
It is proposed that
Transportation Board that the
Federal
the
of
authoritv
and
clear definition of the
perfectly
President will have a
select his nominees
qualifications of its members and will

accordinglv.

To

an authorization and
say that Congress cannot frame

The Cleveland Railways Company has taken out $10,110,000 insurance policy against "riot and civil commotion," paying a premium of $37,110. The policy covers 90 per cent of
the company's line and is written by four western insurance
companies.

The total annual freight bill of the lumber industry is esLumber and forest products
timated at about $215,000,000.
furnish about 11 per cent of the total tonnage of the American railroads or about 215,000,000 tons yearly, according to
This total is
Interstate Commerce Commission statistics.
greater than the movement of all agricultural products and
general manufactures and
is exceeded only by the tonnage of
mine products.

1

President Calls a Halt on

Wage

Increases

Says Insistence on Unwise Demands at This Time Menace
Peace and Prosperity of the Country
c.

President Wilson

and

Director General Hines have
decided that there shall be no new
ycle of wage
increases for railroad employees.
This is on the
ground that the increases already granted by the Railroad

he President's statement also indicated that any decision
as to increases in freight rates must also be postponed until
more normal conditions are restored, on the ground that it
is impossible at present to estimate the earning capat it) of

Administration and by the railroad companies during the
two years preceding federal control have kept pace with or
exceeded the increase in the cost of living up to date, and
that further advances in railroad wages are not warranted
by comparison with other wages, and would merely result
in a further increase in the cost of living, which the government is now bending every effort to reduce.
"The way to re-establish the pre-war purchasing power
of wages," Mr. Hines says, "is to reduce the cost of produc-

the railroads and that there is no certain basis for calculating what the increase in freight rates should be.
Both he

.

tion, not to increase it."

Whether

the decision

organizations, however,

would
is

still

be

accepted

uncertain.

by the

The shop

labor
craft

unions whose demands were directly involved, have formally
rejected the offer of a small increase in wages by way of a
readjustment and are taking a new strike vote.
The railroad shop employees who have been pressing their
demands for higher wages since January, having received
two increases in 1918, and who had just taken a vote author*
izing their officers to call a strike unless their

new demands

were granted, were awarded an increase of 4 cents an hour
to make up for the fact that they did not receive 10 hours'
pay for 8 hours' work at the time other railway employees
had their wages adjusted in that way, and some other minoi
adjustments, retroactive to May 1, for all employees who do
not leave the service pending the completion and adoption
of a national agreement with the shopmen's organizations.
The President's decision, based on a recommendation from
Director General Hines, who had been in frequent conference with him on the subject, was communicated to the committee of 100 representing the shop craft unions affiliate.
w-ith the American Federation of Labor at the White House
on Monday, August 25. In Ids statement to the committee,
and in another addressed to the public, the President also
spoke indirectly to the other railroad labor organizations
that either have presented or have been preparing demands

wage increases, as well as to labor generally,
said that questions of general wage increases ought
to be postponed until the return of normal condition-, and.
with undoubted reference to various strike votes now being
for

further

when he

taken, he added:
insisted

upon

"Demands unwisely made and

at this time

menace

the peace

passionately

and prosperity

and thus contribute
about the very results which such demands are
intended to remedy."
That his position with reference to the shopmen's de-

of the country as nothing else could,
to bring

mands, which represented the first effort to begin a new
wage cycle for railroad employees, also applies to other
demands was indicated in the President's statement that "the
in
conscience take
position which the government must
against general increases in wage levels while the presenl
exceptional and temporary circumstances exist," will not
considering
from
preclude the Railroad Administration
claims by other classes of employees for readjustments in
tended to establish the proper relation-hip between various
It was made unmistakably clear, howclasses of employees.
ever, that the President and the director general do not intend
to be influenced by strike threat- to grant any further general
increases at this time except su< h as may result from effects to
effect equalizations.

I

and Mr. Hines are anxious to concentrate ever}- energy on
the campaign to reduce the cost of living and are unwilling
to take any step that will tend in the other direction by
giving any excuse for further increases in prices.
Director General Hines and representatives of the divisions
of operation and of labor of the Railroad Administration
resumed negotiations with the representatives of the Railway Employees' Department of the American Federation of
Labor, representing the shop crafts, on August 20, following
the receipt of final information that the unauthorized strikt

-

shopmen on various roads had been concluded. Later in
the day Mr. Hines went to the White House, and on Saturday, August 23, he again called on the President, giving him

of

a complete report of his recommendations on which the
President decided to take personal action.
On Monday the
shopmen's committee was called to the White House to
receive the final decision from the President, and a copy
of Mr. Hines' report, the Presidents statement to the shopmen and another statement to the public were given out.
The public statement is as follow-:

President Wilson's Statement to the Public

My
A

Fellow Citizens:
situation has arisen in connection with the administration of the railways which is of such general significance
that I think it my duty to make a public statement concerning
it,
in order that the whole country may know what is involved.

The

railroad

shopmen have demanded

a

large

im

r

wages.
They are now receiving 58, 63 and 68 cents per
hour.
They demand 85 cents per hour. This demand has
been given careful and serious consideration by the board
which was constituted by the Railroad Administration to
adjust questions of wages, a board consisting of an equal
number of representatives of employees and of the operating
managers of the railroad companies. This board has been
unable to come to an agreement, and it has therefore devolved
upon the Director General of Railroad- and myself t<> ad
upon the merits of the case.
The shopmen urge that they are entitled to higher wages
because of the higher wages for the present received by men
in

similar work in shipyards, navy yards, and arsenals,
as in a number of private industries, bul I concur
with the director general in thinking that there is no red
basis of comparison between the settled employment afforded

doing

a

as well

mechanics by the railroads under living conditions a- various
a- the location and surroundings of tlu railwa) -Imp- themselves and the fluctuating employment afforded in industries
exceptionally and temporarily stimulated by the war and
located almost without exception in industrial centers

the COSI of living

is

v

highest.

Ihe substantial argument which the shopmen urgi i- the
1 hivery serious increase in the cost of living.
i- a very
Hut the fact i- that tin o
potent argument indeed
living has certainly readied its peak, and will probably be
lowered by the efforts which are
certed

403

and carried

out.

It

now everywhere

will certainlv be

being conlowered so -oon
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inl

production and <>i com
of Peace i- ratified and
operation, and merchants, manufacturers, farmers, miners,
have a certain basis of calculation as to what their busi-

as

are

there

merce; thai

m
all

ness will be

conditions of

settled

i-.

so soon

and what the conditions

under which it
The demands of the shopmen, therefore,

must be conducted.

and

similar

all

the Treat)

.1-

demands

will be

That

arc in effed this:

we make

in

creases in wages, which are likelj to be permanent, in order to

meet

-till

which

situation

will

nobody can

last

cer

how long, bul in all probability only for a limited
Increases in wages will, moreover, certainly result in
further increasing the costs of production and, therefore,

tainl)

time.

temporal")

a

tell
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1. urn
am told, well founded; and concur in the con
is,
elusion of the director general that the
hopmen ought to
be given the additional four centfl an hour which the read
1

I

I

justment asked for will justify.
There are certain other
adjustments, also, pointed out in the report of the dire, tor
general, which ought in fairness to he made, ami which will
be made

me

Let

add, also, that the position which the government
conscience take against general increases in wage
levels while the present exceptional and temporary circumstances exisl will of course not preclude the Railroad Administration from giving prompt and careful consideration to

must

in

the cosl

any claims that may be made by other classes of employees

thi'

for readjustment believed to be proper to secure impartial
treatment for all who work in the railway service.
In addressing the committee the President asked them to
disregard the strike vote which had been received on August

of living, and we should only have to go through
same process again. Any substantial increase of wages
in leading lines of industr) at this time would utterly crush
the general campaign which the government is waging, with
energy, vigor and substantial hope of success, to reduce the

high cost of living.

And

the increases in the cost of transpor-

which would necessarily result from increases in the
wages of railway employees would more certainly and more
immediately have that effect than any other enhanced wage
costs.
Only by keeping the to>t of production on its present
level, by increasing production, and by rigid economy and
saving on the part of the people can we hope for large decreases in the burdensome cost of living which now weighs
us down.
The director general of railroads and I have felt that a
peculiar responsibility rests upon us, because in determining
tation

this question we are not studying the balance sheets of corporations merely, we are in effect determining the burden
of taxation which must fall upon the people of the country
in general.
We are acting, not for private corporations, but

name

government and the public, and must
For it is neither wise
nor feasible to take care of increases in the wages of railroad employees at this time by increases in freight rates. It
is impossible at this time, until peace has ccme and normal
conditions are restored, to estimate what the earning capacity
the

in

of the

assess our responsibility accordingly.

of the

There

railroads
is

be when ordinary conditions return.

will

no certain

basis,

therefore,

calculating what
it is necessary,

for

increases of freight rates should be,

tlu

and

any rate, to take care of all increases
wages of railway employees through appropriations

for the time being at
in

the

In such circumstances it seems clear to me, and I believe
will seem clear to every thoughtful American, including the
.shopmen themselves when they have taken second thought,
and to all wage earners of every kind, that we ought to
postpone questions of this sort until normal conditions come
again and we have the opportunity for certain calculation

wages and the

cost of living.

It

the duty of even- citizen of the country to insist upon a
truce in such contests until intelligent settlements can be

is

made, and made by peaceful and
I

appeal to

my

and

effective

common

counsel.

citizens of everv employment to
upon and maintaining such a truce.
in sustaining the government in what

fellow

co-operate in insisting

to co-operate also
conceive to be the only course which conscientious public
Demands unwisely made and passionservant- can pursue.
ately insisted upon at this time menace the peace and p^osperitv of the country as nothing else could, and thus contribute to bring about the very results which such demandI

are intended to remedy.

There

men

is,

fears

the

that

to try

to

railroads

calm their frequently exwould attempt to reduce

wages after the return of the roads to private control.
President Wilson said:

In

this statement

Statement by the President to Railway Employees'
Department of Federation of Labor
request that you lay this critical matter before the

I

in

a

new

The

light.

men

was upon the
wage increase

vote they have taken

question whether they should insist upon the
they were asking or consent to the submission of their claims
That
to a new tribunal, to be constituted by new legislation.
Such legislation is
question no longer has any life in it.
I request that you ask the men
not now in contemplation.
to reconsider the whole matter in view of the following
considerations, to which I ask their thoughtful attention as
Americans, and which I hope that you will lay before them
as I here state them.

We

are face to face with a situation which

is

more

likely

happiness and prosperity, and even the life, of
We have now got to do
our people than the war itself.
nothing less than bring our industries and our labor of every
kind back to a normal basis after the greatest upheaval
known to history, and the winter just ahead of us may bring
suffering infinitely greater than the war brought upon us
An admirable spirit
if we blunder or fail in the process.
to affect the

and of community
and inspired us while the fighting was on.
We shall need all these now, and need them in a heightened
degree, if we are to accomplish the first tasks of peace. They
more complex, less
are more difficult than the tasks of war
and require more intelligence, patience
easily understood
and sobrietv. We mobilized our man power for the fighting,
let us now mobilize our brain power and our consciences for
of self-sacrifice, of patriotic devotion,

from the public treasury.

as to the relation between

and took occasion

24,

pressed

made by the railway shopThey claim that they are not

however, one claim

wdiich ought to be met.

enjoying the same advantages that other railway emplovees
are enjoying because their wages are calculated upon a
The wages of other railway employees are
different basis.
based upon the rule that they are to receive for eight hours'
work the same pav they received for the longer workday
This
that was the usual standard of the pre-war perod.

action guided

—

—

the rec( nstruction.

The primary

first

If

step

tate transportation,

mean

we

fail, it will

is

to increase

so as to

wrought by the war, the

make up

terrible

national disaster.

production and
for

facili-

the destruction

and
burden
the center of this whole

scarcities

it

created,

so as soon as possible relieve our people of the cruel

of high prices.

The

railways are at

process.

The government has taken up with
of bringing the profiteer to book,

all its

energy the task

making the

stocks of neces-

saries in the country available at lowered prices, stimulating

prcducf'on, and facilitating distribution; and very favorable
There is reason
results are already beginning to appear.
to entertain the confident hope that substantial relief will
A general increase
result, and result in increasing measure.
in the levels of wages would check and might defeat all this
Such increases would inevitably raise,
at its verv beginning.
not lower, the cost of living. Manufacturers and producers
of every sort would have innumerable additional- pretexts
for increasing profits and all efforts to discover and defeat
profiteering

would be hopelessly confused.

I

believe that

:
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present efforts to reduce the cost of living will be suc-

tin

cessful,

no new elements

if

way, and

thrown
confidently count upon the men engaged

I

in the

of difficulty are

service of the railways to assist, not obstruct.
It is
more in their interest to do this than to insist upon

by the Railroad Administration to consider wage matters, and

much

consisting of three representatives of labor and three repreOn the question of
sentatives of the railroad management-.
any general increase to the shopmen, the board divided

wage

which will undo everything the government attempts. They are good Americans, along with the rest of us,
and may, I am sure, be counted on to see the point.
It goes without saying that if our efforts to bring the
cost of living down should fail, after we have had time
enough to establish either success or failure, it will of coursebe necessary to accept the higher cost of living as a perbasis of adjustment, and railway wages should be
readjusted along with the rest.
All that I am now urging
is, that we should not be guilty of the inexcusable
inconsistency of making general increases in wages on the assumption that the present cost of living will be permanent at the
very time we are trying with great confidence to reduce the
cost of living and are able to say that it is actually beginning

manent

to fall.

am

aware that railway employees have a sense of inseand have many misgivings as to whether their interests will be properly safeguarded when the present form of federal control has come
to an end.
No doubt it is in part this sense of uncertainty
that prompts them to insist that their wage interests be
adjusted now rather than under conditions which they cannot certainly foresee.
But I do not think that their uneasicurity as to the future of the railroads

well grounded.
I anticipate that legislation dealing
with the future of the railroads will in explicit terms afford

ness

is

adequate protection for the interests of the employees of the
roads; but, quite apart from that, it is clear that no legislation can make the railways other than what they are, a great
public interest, and it is not likely that the President of
the United States, whether in possession and control of the
railroads or not, will lack opportunity or persuasive force
to influence the decision of questions arising between the
managers of the railroads and the railway employees. The
employees may rest assured that, during my term of office,
whether I am in actual possession of the railroads or not, I
shall not fail to exert the full influence of the Executive to
see that justice is done them.
I believe, therefore, that they may be justified in the confidence that hearty co-operation with the government now in

reduce the cost of living will by no means be
own interests, but will, on the contrary,
prepare the way for more favorable and satisfactory relaefforts to

its

prejudicial to their

tions in the future.

confidently count on their co-operation in this time of
national test and crisis.
I

Director General Hines' Report

Mr. Hines' report

to the President,

dated August 23,

This demand was considered by the Board of Railroad
Wages & Working Condition.-, a board constituted last year

in the

increases

I

405

equally, the three labor

members favoring an

increase to a

80 cents and the three management member- oppos-

basis of

ing any general increase whatever, although expressing the
that unless the
osl of living could be controlled,
then- would need to be a further general increase in wages.

opinion

i

is the first time when this board has thus divided on the
question of a general wage in< rease presented to it.
In every
other case the board has been in agreement upon the proposition that there ought to be a general increase, although in

This

some cases

members have been

apart as to the
members of
the board, who in all other cases have been in favor of a
general increase, have thus opposed any increase whatever
for the entire class of employees.
I believed it would be more satisfactory both to the emits

extent of the general increase.

slightly

In this case three

ployees and to the public to have this grave problem considered and disposed of by a commission created by new
legislation.

Recommendation

the
it

was submitted to
and the House, but

to that effect

the appropriate committees of the Senate

unanimous adverse action of the Senate committee made
would not be pursued.

clear that such a course
It

also true that the employees themselves vigorously

is

to my suggestion and insisted that the matter
should be decided by me.
Since the subject must be dealt with, and no other method
has been or is to be provided, it follows that it must be dealt
with by the director general under the powers conferred upon
the President by the Federal control act, and this must be
done without the aid of any action by the wage board.
I approach this matter with the clearest conviction that
the railroads must be conducted now and for all time in the
future in such a way as to give to railroad employee- an
adequate compensation and a liberal share in the returns
from railroad operation. This is not only justly due to the
employees who make possible the rendition of the service but
it is obviously in the interest of good service.
It is true now.
and will be true to a continually increasing extent in the
future, that a state of contentment on the part of railroad
labor will be indispensable to efficient railroad service and
this contentment cannot exist unless the evidence of fair

objected

treatment is SO clear that it will carry conviction to the railroad employees themselve-.
I have,
after the most careful possible Study, and after
considering everything presented on behalf of the railroad
-hop employees, reached the following conclusions:

as

The main contention of the -hop employees is that their
demand- are just because of the rate- paid in the -hip yards,

In view of the importance both to the railroad employees

navy yards and arsenals.
The basi< rate in the -hip, yards
was 80 cent- at the time the shopmen presented their demands,
and an increase effectiv< October
next ha- just been made
in an agreement (to which the government was in no wax a
between the employees and the -hip builders on the
part)

is

follows

and to the public of the wage demands of the shop employees,
and in view of the intimate relationship between that subject
and the all-important subject of the cosl of living. I feel it

my

duty to make this report to you for action by you if you
wish to take personal action in regard to it.
The responsibility rests upon me to decide upon its merits
the claim of the railroad shopmen for the following increases:
Increase
Now receiving Requested
rriit<

68
68
68
68
68

Machinists

Toohnakcrs
T'.oilcimakcrs

Riveters
Blncksmiths
Sheet metal workers

steel

Helpers
Note.

figures

represent

only

22

85

17
17

the

principal

classes.

After the most careful consideration,
coast.
can see
no escape from the conclusion that the rate- paid in the
shipyards cannot be adopted as a measure for the rate- to be
paid in the railroad -hop-.
he conditions are fundamentally
1

I

different.

The work performed

l,\

road -hop employees is performed
railroad town of considerable size

employees classed aevery city and in
in the United States,
in

raili

22
15

the rati- for all these

27

60

)

Pacifi(

principal railroad -hop- are net in the laru'e-t cities and
of the principal -hop- an- in town- or cities of relatively -mall si/.e.
At the urgent instance of the employees,

17
17

85
85

4;

— These

17

90

85
85

68
68
58
58
63

Electricians

Car inspectors
Car repairers
Car repairers,

Cents

85

1

many

whether

in

shopmen throughout the 1'nitlarge cities, small cities or town- or virtually rural
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it
communities, have been standardized on uniform bases,
cannot be, therefore, thai these standardized rates tan l>e put
mi high i^ to reflect the conditions prevailing in the relativel)
feu
industrial centers where shipbuilding was developed
Nut only arc the ship
under high pressure during the war
yards practicall) without exception in dense!) populated
centers bul employees had to be attracted to those yards in
time of war in competition with munition plants and others
paying exceptionall) high wages, and the employees who
were attracted to those yards had to establish themselves in
these densely
populated centers with particularly costly
In order to inert the keen competition of
living conditions.

or

other war industries and to build up the forces of men in
the shipyards exceptional rates had to be provided.
The work in the railroad shops not only offers year in and
\ear out (despite the fluctuations incident to changes in the

to

volume of business) reasonably steady employment, but also
On the other hand
a practically permanent career.
shipbuilding represents to a large extent a temporary employment
rhis is brought out clearly by the following
showing which is actual up to August 15, 1919, and estimated beyond that date, as to the employees who have been
and will he employed in the shipyards so far as the present
governmental program is concerned:
offer-

Number of
shipbuilders

Date

48.700
78,100
144,600
373,622
361,211

1914
19lo
1918
November, 1918
January, 1919

January,
January,
January,

— These

Xumber of
shipbuilders

Date

354. 62S
250. 8<"

June, 1919
Dec. 31, 1919
Tune 30, 1920
Dec. 31, 1920

Tune

30,

230,000
153,000

1921

do not include, as I understand it. members of
offki forces, but onlv include the men engaged in ship construction and
men employed in fabricating shops and all other shops actually a part of
tlu shipyard plant.
Note.

figures

It is perfectly clear to me that the people of the United
States cannot be committed to the policy that the wages of
railroad shopmen in ever}' city, town and village in the

United States must he hrought up to a basis created in an
emergency and in a largely temporary war undertaking, concentrated in a comparatively few densely populated industrial
centers where living conditions are exceptionally expensive
and difficult, so that I conclude that the principal contention
of the shop employees cannot be adopted.
Of course if the employees themselves were willing to
accede to a plan whereby the wages of railroad shopmen in
each community should be made with reference to the average
wages in that community, other considerations would have
weight.
But the employees are insistent that the same wage
scale shall be paid in every place in the United States, regardless of its size or of local living conditions,

and

as this prin-

necessarily follows that exceptional
conditions in exceptional communities cannot be taken as the
standard for the wages of railroad shopmen.
The conditions in the navy yards and arsenals cannot.

ciple has been adopted

it

largelv for the reasons already stated, be taken as controlling;
moreover, it has generally been recognized that the rates
therein should reflect local conditions in the particular com-

munities and they have not been standardized at all except
for a temporary standardization for the war to correspond
with the shipyard rates.
It is

further urged by the employees that the rates they rebelow those paid in private industries for similar
The employees cite various instances of rates in ex-

ceive are
labor.

ce>* of 80 cents for work of this character, but these citations
It must
merelv refer to conditions in specific communities.
also be remembered that to a large extent private industries
themselves were influenced to an exceptional degree by the
war conditions, enjoying the most exceptional profits and
paying unusually high wages to meet emergency requireBut no convincing evidence has been presented that
ments.
the average of the wages paid in private industries generally,

in
I
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those paying union
calea o\ wages, throughout the
States lor similar lahor was or is Substantially higher

than the rates paid by the Railroad Administration.
myself have collected the available information from the
Department of Labor and that indicates that the average rati
paid the principal metal trades in private industries, having
union scale of wage>, was at May 15, 1919, probably not
more than 3 Cents in excess of the 68 ''lit rate paid to the
I

railroad shop employees.
It i> a question whether even a- to
private industries the advantages of work in railroad shop-.
including the advantage of substantial amounts of free tran-

do not make it reasonable for the railroad shophave a differential under the rates paid in other private
industries.
This question, however, need UOl be decided be
ause the dei ision niadi below will make the rates for the railroad shop employees in excess, if anything of average rates
shown in the evidence thus obtainable from the Department
portation,

i

Lahor for private industries.
making comparisons for work of similar character between wages in the railroad industry and wages in private industries, due consideration must always be given to the fact
of

In

that private industries are frequently able to increase their

and more than
wages, so that to a very considerable extent
the wages fixed in private industries are fixed without any
representation, either direct or indirect, of the general public
which eventually must pay the bill.
On the contrary the
railroads whether under public or private control cannot increase the prices they charge, i.e., their transportation rates,
except with the sanction of public authority.
So the question must be viewed from the public standpoint as well as
from the standpoint of the employees. This necessitates the
most careful. scrutiny of rates of pay which have been fixed
by industries enjoying tremendous profits which are not subject to public control.
Of course the wages paid railroad employees must be not only reasonable in themselves but reasonably satisfactory to the employees, and necessarily the geneal average rates normally paid elsewhere in permanent private industries for similar services, are an important factor
for consideration.
But the distinguishing conditions must
never be ignored.
The further claim is made that the cost of living has increased.
In a letter of August 5, 1919, signed by the execuprices to the public without difficulty to offset,

offset, increases in

tives of the six railroad

shopmen's organizations, and also by

the executives of the eight other organizations of railroad

employees, including the various organizations of train and
engine men, of telegraphers, maintenance of way men, clerks,
the proposition is laid down that railroad employees are
entitled to compensation which will, at least, re-establish the
pre-war purchasing power of their wage.
The way to re-establish the pre-war purchasing power of
wages is to reduce the cost of production and not to increase

it.

The government

is

now

taking vigorous steps to reduce the

and is meeting with gratifying progress. This
great work would be arrested if not defeated through the
present adoption of the policy of moving up wages so as to
reflect fully what is probably the very top-notch of the high
Such a movement would tend to increase still
cost of living.
further the cost of living and injure every working man as

cost of living

well as every other person in this country.
In a statement presented to the President on July 30, W. S.
Stone, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
said:

"We

remedy for the situation, and one that
burden under which the whole people
the government to take some adequate

believe the true

will result in lifting the

are struggling

is

for

measures to reduce the cost of the necessaries of life to a figure
that the present wages and income of the people will meet.
Should this not be considered feasible, we will be forced to

August

29,
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whom we represent be granted an increase in
meet the deterioration of the purchasing power of
the dollar, he that what it may, which can be easily determined by competent authority.'"
W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, in a summary of a statement made by him before
the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions and
given to the press by him on July 31, stated that an increase
in wages was not the proper solution of the present economic
stress under which working men are laboring because they
will be followed by new increases of cost of everything which
would more than absorb the additional pay.
1 therefore believe it would be unfair for the general pub
lie, subversive of the efforts which the government is making
to reduce the cost of living, and injurious to railroad employees themselves, for the railroad Administration at this
time to adopt the principle of moving up wages of all railroad
employees so as to reflect the highest point yet reached in the
high cost of living. Such action would mean inevitably an
increase in freight rates which would stimulate an increase
in the cost of everything consumed by the public and would
give innumerable pretexts for covering up additional unwarranted increases in prices on the claim that such increases
urge that those

wages

to

by the increased cost of railroad transa matter of fact the rates of pay and also the
earnings of many subdivisions of classes of railroad employees have already been so advanced as to be ahead of the
highest point yet reached in the general average increase in
Any effort to adopt that
the cost of living in the country.
will be necessitated

As

portation.

high point as the minimum level for all railroad wages will
be highly detrimental to the public interest.
I have consistently urged throughout this calendar year
that the greatest problem before the country is a reduction in
the cost of living and one of the greatest obstacles in the way
of such reduction would be substantial increases in transI am convinced that it is not reasonable
portation rates.
from the standpoint of the public and would not be beneficial
from the standpoint of railroad employees to make an increase in wages in the effort to overtake the high cost of living,
since the increase would thereby result in putting cost of
living that

obstruct

further out of reach and would seriously
efforts now being successfully undertaken to

much

the

bring down the cost of living.
In this connection it is proper to say that if railroad shop
employees be viewed as a class it appears from the best data
available that, comparing the total earnings of those em
plovees now with their total earnings in the year ending June
somewhat
30, 1915, the average increase in their earnings is
in excess of the total increase in the cost of living from July
This comes about by the fad
1, 1915, to August 1, 1919.
of standardization so strongl)
policy
the
that in carrying out

urged by the railroad employees great numbers of men em
ployed in railroad shops were given the benefit of a higher
classification which entitled them to wages much in excess
of the increases indicated b) the mere difference between the
old rates of pay and the new rates of pay. While it is true
that those railroad shop employees who enjoyed the highest
scale of wages prior to the war may not have received an
increase fully commensurate with the increase in the cosl of
those employees
it is also true that great numbers of
have received increases substantially in excess of the increase
This condition however should afford
in the cost of living.
no basis for the claim that the total increase already given to
living

railroad shop employees
that such

is

the case.

is

On

excessive, because I do not believe
I believe the railroad

the contrary,

shop employees were fairly entitled as a whole to the in
crea>es in wages provided and are al-o fairly entitled to the
additional increase next below mentioned.
There has been in'sistenl contention that while all other
classes of railroad employees have had their wages adjusted

407

in
SUCh manner that they receive an increased wage in
addition to receiving 10 hours pay (in the pre-war period)
for eight hours/ work, this same treatment was not accorded

shopmen.

While
shopmen

has been urged with equal init
seems
to me it is true that in this spe< tu matter the shopmen did
not receive the benefit of equal treatment.
On that account
it
seems to me fair in all the circumstances to recognize this
condition by giving the shop employees a rate of 72 cent- in
to

tlie

sistence that the

it

got offsetting advantages,
i

68 cents for the classes now receiving 68 cents.
to General Order 27 and an addendum
to that supplement, two different rates have been provided
tor car repairers, one a rate of 63 cents for steel freight car
repairmen and another a rate of 58 cuts for wooden freight
ear repairmen.
This distinction has been difficult to maintain and has been the source of dissatisfat tion and there is
genera] agreement among the members of the wage board
that the condition ought to be remedied (although the labor
representatives think it ought to be remedied by increasing
stead of

Under Supplement 4

<

the rates for all car repairers to the highest rate-).
I

therefore conclude, that, except as stated below, the rate

repairmen who by Supplement 4 to GenOrder 27 and the addendum thereto were intended to

for all freight car

eral

receive either 58 cents or 63 cents shall receive 67 cents per

There has been great dissatisfaction

hour.

because car

inspectors generally have received only the rate of 58 cents

notwithstanding the fact that steel freight car repairmen
have received the rate of 63 cents. My conclusion is that.
except as below stated, car inspectors should receive the same
rate as above indicated for freight car repairmen and therefore should receive 67 cents per hour.
The exceptions above referred to as to freight car repairmen and as to car inspectors are as to such employees at outlying points other than shops and main line terminal- at
which points the work, generally speaking, is not continuous.
The increase for freight car repairmen and car inspectors at

The determination as to the points where the freight car repairmen and
such outlying points will be 4 cents per hour.
car inspectors

who according

nuts increase

will be taken

to this principle get only the ^

up

in conference with the repre-

shopmen with

a view to arriving at a reasonable and definite working rule.
As to all other classes covered by Supplement No. 4 and not
above specifically dealt with, the rate of increase shall be 4
rents per hour.
Ever since last September it has been the settled principle
of the Railroad Administration to make wage orders retro-

sentatives of the

active to a date

of Railroad

and

in this

approximating the date upon which the Board

Wages and Working Conditions made
instance that report was made on July

its

16.

report

The

conditions here, however, are peculiar in that the action of
the wage board has been delayed for an exceptional length
of time, the presentation to the wage board having been made
last

February.

In these circumstances

it

seems

to

me

that.

as a part of a negotiation of a national agreement, the changes

above indicated could properly be made effective as of May
1. 1919, and the Railroad Administration is willing to make
these changes in rate- of pay effective i- of that date for all
employees who do not leave the service pending the completion and adoption of a national agreement with the shopmen'- organization-.
In opening the conference with the shop committee on
August 20, the dil
neral made it clear that as the
representative of the President and of the public, it was
ir\ for him before acting on the demands for in. reased
wages to have before him adequate information covering the
subject in order to determine whether all or any part of the
requests of the shopmen for increased wages was justified
lb- explained that he had obtained such inforby the facts.
mation a- was available from the railroad managements, in-
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eluding the facta the) bad obtained from other industi
In ordn to develop these facta further, he stated that he
understood the claims of the shopmen raised the folio
questions:
1.
Arc the wages dom paid shopmen in railroad emplo)
on a fair basis compared with the wages paid shopmen
doing comparable work in private industries outside of the

railroad-

?

Arc the wages paid railroad shopmen comparable with
the wages paid shopmen doing similar work in ship yards,
na\\ yards and arsenals under government control, and is
employment in the shops () f the railroads in fact comparable
at all with employment in the shops of these other governmental agencies, particularly with regard to the wages established in those other governmental agencies during the war
2.

period

?

Does the increased cost of living at the present time,
compared with the pre-war period and the increases in
wage- given to shopmen on railroads in the same period,
justify further advances in wages to railroad shopmen?
Taking up these three propositions separately, the representatives of the shopmen claimed (1) that wages of railroad shopmen are materially lower than the wages paid
shopmen in outside private industries, and that even since
the signing of the armistice material advances in wages had
been given to shopmen employed in such outside private
industries; (2) that the wages paid shopmen in ship yards,
navy yards and arsenals under government control have been
and are materially higher than the wages paid shopmen on
railroads, and that the two industries are comparable because
the basis on which the wages in these outside governmental
industries have been based had no direct connection with
the war, but had direct connection only with a fair basis
of wages prior to the war and increases in the cost of living
since that time; and (3) that the demands for increased
wages paid railroad shopmen did not rest primarily on the
increased cost of living, although that it was an important
contributing factor, but rested primarily on the proposition
that the wages of shopmen ought to be increased so as to
be more in line with wages for similar work in other in3.

as

dustries.

Shop Employees Take

New

Strike

Vote

After having received the President's decision the execushop unions called on Mr. Hines to ask if the
decision was final, and when informed that it was, they went
Ballots
into conference to plan their course of procedure.
were still being counted on the vote as to whether the leaders
should be authorized to call a strike or whether they should
tives of the

accept the plan which was abandoned after the strike ballots
were sent out, for the submission of the demands to a special
tribunal.

On Tuesday the committee representing the shopmen
formally advised Mr. Hines that they could not accept the
With
offer, and an order was issued for a new strike vote.
the order were sent copies of the President's statement, at
his urgent request, and also of Mr. Hines' proposition with
the request that they be given most careful consideration at
a summoned or called meeting of each craft. The letter to
the officers and members of the unions calling for the vote
stated that the director general had declared that the proposition was final and that there would be no wage increase
granted to any other class of railroad employees as a class,
but that in the event of unjust inequalities, as between individuals, adjustments involving increases to equalize rates of
pay would be made where justified, except under the conditions stated in the fourth paragraph of the President's statement.
the sentiment of the membership," the letter
"your committee, after duly considering the proposi-

"Knowing
stated,
tion,

advised the director general that they could not accept
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as a basis "i

ettlemenl the ratei

established in hie pro]

submitted by the President.

tion, as

now
mi"

"Practicall) ever) class "i railroad employe
submitted requests for substantial ini rt
rates of pay.

It

is

well that our

member!

givi

VeT)

•

consideration t" this fact, if there is to he any additional
general increase in the wages of railroad employees, tin fed
crated shop trades will receive the -aim- consideration.
Don'l
fail to give this statement careful thoUghl and don't f<
that if the federated shop trades become involved
now, you are striking alone to force an increase

railroad

million

"In view of
in

in

a

,-trikr

for the

two

employ

tin'

foregoing facts, the statements contained

the President's letter and the responsibility that must he

assumed if a suspension of work is to take place, your
executive council has decided that it would fail in its duty
were it to authorize a strike until the membership have had
an opportunity to decide their course of action on this proponot our intention to shirk any of our responexecutive officers and the wishes of a constitutional majority of the membership, expressed by their vote
as hereinafter directed, will be carried out.
Until the wage
question has been disposed of there will be no action taken
sition.

It

sibilities

is

as

connection with reaching a conclusion on the national
agreement."
Then follow instructions for taking the vote, which is to
"Pending the issuance of the official
be returned at once.
strike order (provided the members vote to strike) it is
earnestly requested that every member shall remain at work."
in

owing to the large number of members
must be understood that the respective internaorganizations will not be obligated to pay regular
benefits beyond the limits of the funds available for

It is also stated that

involved,
tional
strike

it

that purpose.

This letter was much less belligerent than a circular issued
by B. M. Jewell, acting president of the Railway Employees
Department of the American Federation of Labor, and the
executives of the shop unions, under date of August 5, giving
instructions for the plans and methods to be followed in
case of a strike resulting from the vote which was returnable
on August 24.
In this it was stated that, "If it comes to
a strike we want to make the tie-up complete and keep it in
that condition until we get the proper recognition from those
that can give it to us.
Our success depends entirely upon
how we can stop the transportation service of the country.
If it comes to a strike we must make it the most effective one
in the history of this country."
In presenting a copy of
this in the Senate on August 23, Senator Thomas of Colorado said: "I merely wish to say, in comment upon this
remarkable document, that it is a perfectly legitimate development of the action of Congress in 1914 in exempting
organizations of men from the operation of the anti-trust
law."

Wage Board May Take Up

Adjustments

Director General Hines has addressed a letter to A. O.
Wharton, chairman of the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions, to define the functions which it is
appropriate for it to perform in view of the decision announced by the President.

"The
view of

position of the government," he says,
its

campaign

"is

that in

to reduce the cost of living,

and of

the strong prospects that substantial relief will be achieved,
it is not proper now to make general increases in wages on
the assumption that the present cost of living will be per-

manent, and that pending the efforts of the government to
bring down the cost of living, the higher costs of living ought
not to be accepted as a permanent basis of wage adjustment;
although it is recognized that if the efforts of the government to bring down the cost of living should fail, railroad
wages should be readjusted in the light of any permanent

August
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higher living costs which would thereby have to be recognized.

"The President has also made it clear, however, that the
Railroad Administration is not precluded from giving prompt
and careful consideration to any claims that may he made
by the various classes of employees for readjustments believed to be proper to secure impartial treatment for all railroad employees.
"I therefore request that you take up promptly the claims
which have already been presented and those which are
to be presented by any classs of railroad employes to the
whole or for any
subdivisions of those classes, readjustments ought to be
made in order to make sure that equal treatment is done on
the basis of the general principles of wage adjustment which
effect

that either

for their

classes

as

a

the Railroad Administration has already established.
"It has been our constant endeavor since the first wage
adjustments were made by the Railroad Administration to

deal fairly and impartially with all classes of railroad employees.
The situation is so complex that absolute perfection in this regard is unattainable.
Nevertheless, our experience -up to the present time may in all probability develop

done, and

it

may have

been unintentionallyshould be our purpose promptly to correct these

that certain relative injustices
injustices.

The Railroad Administration has been

firmly committed
September that it cannot make wage
adjustments retroactive back of a date approximating the
date upon which your board makes its report, because otherwise there would be unending confusion and all effort to
get a measure as to the cost of conducting the railroads at
any given time in the past would be rendered hopeless. I
therefore hope that your board will be able to report
promptly upon any inequalities which may be found to exist,
to the end that any correction which the director general may
find appropriate can be made effective at the earliest justifiable date in accordance with the policy of the Railroad
to the policy since last

Administration.
"In all such matters the board will be expected to report
not only a statement of facts and its conclusions upon the
facts, but also its recommendation."
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Coal Association Says
Transportation
RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
Tiiktransportation

is

Is Insufficient
not furnishing enough

and shipment of
bituminous coal to meet the requirements of
the nation this year, John Callahan, traffic manager of the
National Coal Association, testified before the Senate comto

insure production

sufficient

mittee investigating the coal situation.

"Car shortages caused the coal mines to fail to produce
5,900,000 tons of coal during the weeks ending August 2 and
August 9," Mr. Callahan said. "This is sufficient coal to
supply the requirements of the state of New Jersey for ten
months. The difficulty to-day is a transportation deficiency
and not a car shortage alone. Coal is one of the few commodities which cannot wait on transportation.
It is physically impossible in many instances to bring coal to the surface

and store it. "Moreover, the proper place to store coal is at
the point of consumption, where it will be available when
required for use. Railroad cars must be ready when the coal
is

brought out of the ground.

"Many mines

are idle to-day on account of no cars.
Two
hundred and eighty-five mines were idle because of car
shortage in one West Virginia district during the week ended
This was before the shop men's strike. NinetyJuly 26.
seven mines in this district failed to go to work in one day
while many others only worked part time that day.

"The

total

bituminous coal

lost

through lack of railroad

cars at the mines from the

week ending June 7 to the week
ending August 9, inclusive, was 12,251,762 tons, distributed
by weeks as follows— June 7, 338,996; June 14, 655,190;
June 21, 936,662; June 28, 644,149; Julv 5. 385,485; Julv
12, 428,359; July 19, 1,146,075; Julv 26,' 1.764, 264; August
2, 2,311,402; August 9, 3,591,180.
This means 245^000
cars, or 7,000 train loads.
This is more than six months'
supply for all of the New England states; and this loss
occurred in 10 weeks only.
"Since July 12, this shortage has been increasing by leaps
and bounds. These figures are based on the United States
Geological Survey reports, which indicate that whereas for
the week ended July 19, where Director General Hines chose
to close his recent report to the Senate, the loss

on account

was 7.4 per cent of full time output, the loss
on August 9 was 22.5 per cent; this in the face of statements
of car shortage

From

the

Columbus (O.) Slate Journal

Precedent

by the Railroad Administration to the effect that conditions
are not now normal.
In other words, the loss because of no
cars at mines has trebled in three weeks, and is now on a
parity with the ordinary shortage during severe winter
months when the railroads are handicapped by congestions
and engine failures.
"The director general points out that 3 7.000 new car- have
been built, of which 17,000 have been put in service.
If all
of these 37.000 cars had been in service during the week of
August 9 there would still be a shortage of 34.000 cars during
that one week alone; but these cars are not yet in service and
they are going into service very slowly. The director general
States they are being Stencilled and lettered and placed into
service.
He doe- not -a\ how rapidly. In one instance
recently where 2,000 of these cars were being lettered, the
work was being done at the rate of 10 cars per day; on this
basis, more than -even month- would be neec-.-ary to place
this one batch of 2,000 cars in sendee."
Mr. Callahan said that the movement of traffic is not adequate to the demands of coal to-day, and presented a table
indicating that the average miles per car per day of all cars
during 1915 was 24.4 miles. "The mileage per car per day
It defor all cars in 1916," he continued, "was 26.9 mile-.
clined in 1917 to 26.4 miles per day. and in 1918 it was 24.9
miles per day, but during the first six months of 1919, the

:

S

1
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average miles pei car pej daj foi ill cars declined to 21.
in- me. m- a much lower mileage <>n coal than the

miles

I

If all traffic is moving slower, it is
shown.
moves much more slowly."
coal
suppose
thai
natural to
Mr Callahan also introduced charts showing bad order
coal cars b) weeks from April S to Jul) 19, and indicating
thai whereas there were 66,192 coal cars in bad order on
\|>nl 5, on Jul) 5 there were 105,295 of such cars requiring
repair-, a rise in the percentage from 6.5 to 10.4 percent of
He also stated that "while
the total eoal ear- in the eountrv.

avert)

the Railroad Administration statements recently set forth that
there are !08,531 bad order ears at the time Mr. llines's

report

was written (August 14) and while the director general

large number of car- awaiting repairs an' held
for only Light repair- winch can he speedily applied' the fadare there were 135,895 cars requiring heavy repairs, and
TJ.o.^o car- requiring light repairs at the middle of July.
-tated that

'a

all tars and it is assumed that there art'
coal cars requiring heavy repairs as other
At the time to which refercars requiring heavy repairs."
ence is made 47 percent of these 208,501 cars, or 08,139 cars

This figure includes
relatively as

many

were coal cars in had order; and that on August 2. there were
-till 96,758 of these coal cars to he repaired.
••The shop men's strike has occurred since August 2, and
there are doubtless many thousand additional cars to-day requiring repairs, over and above the numher on August 2,"

Mr. Callahan said. "There are proportionately more coal
Of a total of 1,cars in had order to-day than closed cars.
183,490 closed cars, 95,928 or 8.1 per cent were in had order
on July 12, as compared with 98, U° had order coal cars, out
of a total of such cars of 974,547 or 10.1 per cent coal cars
Repairs to coal cars are being neglected through
in had order.
preference to other cars. Moreover a figure of 10 per cent of
There should not
coal car ownership in shop is abnormal.
he to exceed 5 per cent of the total number of coal cars in
shop under ordinary good railroad management.
"The Country is full of bad order cars. They impede the
movement of freight through railroad yards in certain districts

and are backing "up the current of traffic. Moreover 8 to 10
railroads
per cent of the 62,000 locomotives owned by the
under Federal control are now in the shop for classified reThese 5,500 or more engines, according to indications,
pair-.
They could be used
will be needed quite early this winter.
If
loaded cars.
with
mines
coal
blocking
now in avoiding
rethese engines are not repaired at once, they may, when
quired for use, be in just the same condition so many cars
are in to-dav."

Mr. Callahan also quoted some correspondence with the
Railroad Administration in which Mr. Hines said
'
"There appears to be quite a disposition on the part of
coal operators to exaggerate the argument about car shortage.
because necesI hope this disposition will not be persisted in
sarily if the situation should be habitually exaggerated we
would have to take issue with the claims thus made. It would
be unfortunate for the Railroad Administration and the coal
operators to get into a controversy on this subject because the
controversy would tend to encourage people who are postponing the purchase of coal to feel that the coal operators are
Naturally we
not justified in urging the purchase of coal.
so it can be
expedited
coal
of
purchase
the
see
prefer to
handled before the Fall and hence we prefer not to say any-

thing which will tend to encourage purchasers to hold off.
Yet we could not remain quiescent under repeated assertions
exaggerating the car shortage situation and incorrectly stating the policy of the Railroad Administration as to utilizing

and repairing its equipment.
"What I would like very much
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upervi ed at ordingly, hut
of the mallei fmni the standpoint
>

.

Ik

i

I.

would he

.in

ami

rnatii
<>!

the

I

do

is

to get the practical

co-operation of the coal operators in notifying us of any seriOf course
ous car shortages that exist in specific regions.
these matters are reported through our regular channels and

i

urati

additional safeguard of which we would gladly
Specific information along these lines con

avail ourselves.

veyed tu ii- will help ux
hi'
(iinmon interest."

to

handle satisfactoril)

a

situation

(

Senator Lenroot Introduces Railroad Bill
<ii'
ALL RAILROADS in the United States into
single national system, privately owned, with mini-

UNIFICATION
a

mum earnings guaranteed, and with the management
shared by shippers, farmer-, security owners, employees and
the public, and excess profits divided between the public and
employees is provided for in a hill introduced in the Senate
on August 27 by Senator Lenroot of Wisconsin.
The bill embodies the views of the Wisconsin Senator and
Nathan L. Amster, president of the Citizens' National Railroads League.
Some of the principal features of the bill are:
The ownership and operation of all the railroads by one
privately owned and privately operated railroad company
with full public control.
The management of this corporation, under the supervision
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, by a board of 1
directors selected by the President out of a limited number of
names proposed to the President by the various classes of the
two from the employees, two from commerce, industry
public
and the shippers as represented by the United States Chamber
of Commerce, two from the fanners as represented by recognized farm organizations, three from the security holders, one
from the Interstate Commerce Commission and one from the
state railway commissions.

—

The

selection

by the directors of a director-general, who

holds office at their pleasure, to operate the roads under such
regional divisions as the directors may determine.
An efficiency and economy board of five men selected by the
President out of .engineers proposed to him by the leading
engineering and technical societies of the nation, to study
service and suggest and supply improvements and inventions.
The valuation of all the railroads by averaging the original
cost less depreciation, the reproduction cost less depreciation
and the net earnings over the last 10 years capitalized at 5
per cent per annum, varied by urgent equities. Procedure is
provided for expediting the valuation and for an early judicial determination of the fairness of such valuations.
Existing bonds would not be disturbed; new stock with
maximum dividends of 6 per cent per annum would be exchanged for existing stock as valued by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Earnings in excess of 6 per cent will go
40 per cent to labor, 30 per cent to the public for improvements and retiring outstanding stock, and 30 per cent to the
stockholders.

The government would guarantee dividends of 4 per cent
on all stock issued by the corporation. No stock to be issued
without the consent of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The directors would establish various labor boards with
equal representation for labor to suggest improvements of
service, working conditions and safety and to study wages
and mediate in all labor disagreements. The right to organize
and the right of collective bargaining would be guaranteed.
The

Traveling

Engineers'

Convention.

— The

Equipment Manufacturers' Association announces
to

a.

Oal operators

Railway
that

65

firms have already arranged for space at the exhibit which
will be held in connection with the convention of the Travel-

ing Engineers' Association at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,

on September

16,

17,

18

and

19.

American Railway Materials in the Far East
China a Big Market —Japan Likely to Be More of a Competitor
Than
American
Thatlarge.
market

a

Customer

railway supply concerns should find a
China in the future, but that Japan
will probably come to be regarded as less of a customer
than a competitor is the conclusion of Frank Rhea, as ex
pressed in his report on Far Eastern Markets for Railway
Materials, Equipment and Supplies issued this week by the
in

bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Mr. Rhea,
whose earlier report covering Australia and New Zealand was
published some time ago. investigated for the present report,
China, Japan, Manchuria. Korea and the Philippines. The
report, Special Agents Series No. 180 is a paper bound book
It goes into great detail concerning the history
of 339 pages.
and development of the railways in the countries visited and
contains a detailed analysis of the physical, financial and
operating conditions of all individual railways.
It draws
particular attention to the lack of unity of the Chinese railthe great need of further extensions, ad-

way system and

A Train

of

the equipment and construction of the Chinese railways
These lines have been built to the standards of the countries
which supplied the capital for their construction. There are,

example, four distinct types of locomotives, British,
Franco-Belgian, German and American. The last are present to a greater or less extent on all lines, but they predominate on the Chinese built lines, such as the Peking-Suiyuan
and the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo. Mr. Rhea favors the
American engines with their bar-frame construction as being
best suited to the class of track construi tion and maintenan e
that prevails on most Chinese railway-.
The Chinese railways have as a whole, the report says, a
more miscellaneous assortment of equipment than any other
equal mileage of railway- in the world. A considerable part
of the rolling stock is light and of small carrying capacity.
This, the report says, is unfortunate for the reason that the
railway business of China i- not naturally a classified goods
for

equipment and the working out of standards on these
also emphasizes the difficulty of bringing about
these things without some scheme of consolidation or unification, a change which in the past has been hindered by the
various loan agreements and spheres of influence.
"Regarding Japan," he says, on the other hand, "it seems only net essary to say that it has passed through all the stages of its
railway development until at present, from the standpoint of
railway markets, it seems a question rather of competition
from Japanese sources than of retaining the general trade in
the Empire that the United States has enjoyed in the past.
While there will continue to be markets for main materials
of American manufacture, the Japanese will, of their own acIn
cord, investigate and decide as to their requirements.
short. Japan has reached the point where it is capable of
carrying on its own individual railway development.
This
has been the object of the Japanese railway policy for a conIt

number

of year-."

Equipment
Mr. Rhea brings out plainly

of

Canton-Hankow Line

ditional

siderable

Future

American Equipment Throughout on the Kwangtung-Yueh-Han Railway, Which Will Eventually Become Part
the

lines.

in the

in his report the effect of tinexistence of the loan agreements and spheres of influence on

rather the transportation of commodities, and
tendency as the railways are extended and the traffic
grows, will probably become more pronounced.
Therefore,
the advantage of freight cars of large capacity and heavy
motive power along the lines of American practice is readily
The small capacity of the bridges, on most lines,
apparent.
however, will have to be corrected before the type of equipment demanded by this class of traffic can be used.
The
tendency nevertheless is toward- rolling stuck of greater
capacity until today practically all new freight cars are of
30-ton capacity.
It is surprising, says the report, to find the -mall amount of
freight equipment that i- equipped with air brake-.
When
used, air brake- are of the Westinghouse design of tlie nation
furnishing the equipment. It is not usual for other nation- to
put as much braking on the locomotive and tenders a- i- the

business but

this

American

practice.

The British have used their typical steel-tired wheel, usually with cast steel center- and of 42-in. diameter on passenger and freight car- of all classes and capacities.
'Hie Germain have done die same with a wheel 100 cm (39.37 in)
On tin- American equipment, particularly freight
diameter.
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H2
cars, rnosl of the wheels

iron

have been

ol

motive.-

the regular chilled

type and according to the information obtainable, have

given satisfactory

results.

now prevailing and until such time as
Communications adopts definite specifications,
it
is
quite proper (and, in fact, advisable) for American
manufacturers to put forward propositions conforming in
genera] to American specifications tor equipment to be fur
Dished to the Chinese Government railways; advantage should
Wuli
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the conditions

the Ministry of

he taken of such points as type of engine frame, but such nonand fire-bos materials can be con
rhis suggestion is made for the reason that, in the
ceded,
essentials as type of boiler

will be required, but that tin- will not be equal
on American railwa)
handling an equal amount oi
business,
One elemenl that has helped the Chinese lines and
probably will continue to do so is the supply of labor avail
able in all parts of china, which make- it cheaper to unload
cars and -tore the material- than to pay the present high i;ir
i"

thai

demurrage

rate-.

Roadway and Bridge

Materials

One serious handicap from which the Chinese railways are
now suffering and which
will be very expensive to remed)
it

is

the fad that all the bridges that have been built

<

arrv what

opinion, the best interests of tlic Chinese Government Railways will be served by the use of rolling stock along
Enquiries from Japan will
the line- of American practice
no doubt give Very definite and detailed specifications as to
writer's

what

wanted.

i-

Buying Additional Equipment
In

view

of

the

small

amount

of

rolling

stock

that

the

Chinese Government Railways now have for the handling of
their traffic and the immediate need of additional equipment
to take care of their growing business, it appears to the writer
that there exists an excellent opportunity for American interests to furnish a considerable quantity of rolling stock, to be
financed through the medium of equipment trust certificates,
along the same general lines that have been followed in connection with the American railways for many years.

Kind and Amount

of

Equipment Needed

At the risk of repetition, it is felt that the situation warrants the statement that additional freight equipment in general should be of large hauling and carrying capacity, that it
should be provided with power brakes, and that there should
be a continuance of the use of automatic couplers constructed
with robust draft rigging for the handling of heavy tonnage
It is not probable that
trains over moderately long distances.
the hauls in China will equal those in America, but in all

On

A Typical Scene of Almost
Chinese Line

Yunnan Railway.

the

Any

American railway men consider very

light loads.
In only a
few cases does the load exceed the equivalent of Cooper E-40,
and in a number of instances it is as low as E-35. A good
example is the Shantung Railway, where the Japanese management is desirous of using heavier motive power, but is
unable to do so because the bridges only carry a load equivalent to Cooper E-35 there are about 1000 structures involved,
but most of them are short single spans.
Each nation has
followed its particular practice.
It is also apparent that on
some of the lines sufficiently large openings have not been
;

provided.

Bridge materials for the Chinese Government Railways
thus far have been largely furnished by the loan interests or
from the Shanhaikwan bridge works of the Peking-Mukden
In general, the specifications have conformed to
For recent
construction and replacement, however, a good many bridges
This is parhave been obtained from American sources.

Railway.

the practice of the nation responsible for the loan.

new work on the Canton-Hankow
and the replacement on the Peking-Hankow line of

ticularly the case with the
line

A

Typical Station on the Canton-Kowloon Line

probability the average future haul in China will considerably
exceed the average in most other countries and much of the

business will be done on a commodity basis.
It is quite impossible to state the amount of equipment that
will be needed, but, with the car efficiency now obtained, it
seems reasonable to assume that the Chinese railways will
not need an amount of equipment equal to that needed in the
United States. However, as the haul becomes longer (as it
has been steadily doing) and as the business grows it is hard7

be maintained.
Therefore, it is probable that a very considerable amount of
especially freight cars and locoadditional rolling stock
ly likely that the present car efficiency will

—

bridges lost in 1917.
On account of the great scarcity and high price of lumber,
there is a decided tendency to construct railway buildings
On most of the
of all classes with brick stone or concrete.
lines very substantial buildings of all classes have been provided, and, as already mentioned, in some instances these are
elaborate and ornate.

The supply

is a matter of the greatest importChinese railways. No part of China, except
In
portions of Manchuria, has any timber suitable for ties.
the past most of the ties used have come from the North Island of Japan, and this will probably remain the main source
of supply for some years to come.
One of the great problems of railway construction and
maintenance in China will be the supply of suitable crossties.

ance to

all the

of crossties

August

The

29,
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most timbers is comparatively short and the cosl
In the writer's opinion, a special steel or other similar
type of crosstie will provide the solution of this difficult}.
One of the conditions that will assist in the success of special
life of

high.

track construction in China is the large supply of the cheap
and capable labor required for such construction and maintenance, particular]}- when heavy traffic is handled.
The supply of timber in China is small and the price ver\
high, and the present growing practice of using reinforced

concrete for station curbing, information signs, fence posts,

413

man\ American product-.
American machinery and tool
manufacturer- are, a- a rule-, well represented in Japan either
by American concerns or by the strong Japanese commercial
and engineering companies.
Outside of the South Manchuria Railway shops at Shakako
and to a certain extent the Tamilian and Harbin work-hop-,
the railways in China are rather inadequately equipped with
expediting and labor-saving machinery and tool-.
Much of
the present equipment is of American manufacture, even on
the lines built with British, French, and Belgian loan-, but
in the German-built shops nothing but German machinery
has been used.
With the limited equipment and the pressure of growing
business the present slow hand methods of doing much of the
work have proved unsatisfactory not from the standpoint of
cheapness but because they keep equipment out of service
when it is badly needed. A typical case of this is the boiler
repairs to the large locomotives in use on the Peking-Suiyuan
Railway, which are held out of sendee almost twice as long
by reason of the hand work as they would be if the repairwere effected with a full complement of compressed-air working tools. Therefore, notwithstanding the cheap and capable
labor, there should be, and probably will be, a growing demand for shop tools in the Chinese Government Railway
workshops.

—

Representation

A Scene on

the

Yunnan Railway Showing Typical French or
Belgian Railway Construction

and man}- similar requirements will no doubt be further extended on all the lines.
Normally the Japanese railways are supposed to obtain
their supply of rail and fastenings from the Imperial Japanese Steel Works and the Chinese railways from the Han-YehPing Steel Works, but, because of the demand for the products
of these plants, considerable quantities of rail and fastenings
Japanese railwayhave been obtained from other sources.
recently obtained a considerable quantity of rail from the steel
mills in Colorado.
There is a decided opportunity for the

The question of representation is admittedly one of much
importance.
In Japan, at present, there are a number of
well-organized American concerns representing American
manufacturers; most of these have Japanese employees who
are technically familiar with the products handled.
The several strong Japanese commercial and engineering companies
usually represent a number of American manufacturers for
the sale of railway materials, and as a rule these concerns have
a well-organized technical staff.
In addition there are a num-

use of rail anchors (anti-creepers) on man}' of the Chinese
railways.
All rail anchors used thus far in both countries
have been largely from American sources, although in Japan
the practice is quite extensive of using second-hand ties sel on

end

to

anchor the track.

While the

frogs

and

suite lies

have conformed

in the

main

to the practice of the builder-, the tendency for new work and
maintenance is to use material along the general line of practice that is

becoming common

in

both China and Japan, rep-

resenting what might be termed a compromise between British
and American practice. Thus far only a few special hardened parts have been used, but the growing traffic on both
the Chinese

and Japanese railways
for which

use of such, material,
adapted.

will

their

warrant the extensive
track

work

is

Shop Machinery and Tools
The Japanese

railways

have given

this

subject

French Equipment on the Yunnan Railway

well

careful

and their shops, as a rule, are equipped with well
selected machines and tool-, a large percentage of which are
from American sources, although much equipment is also of
British and German manufacture and a growing percentage
The Japanese- are very alert and
is of Japanese manufacture.
study,

are increasingly appreciative of the benefit of the best equip-

ment along these lines. They will doubtless keep close watch
on American developments and, in all probability, this will
continue to be one of our lest fields in the Japanese railway
markets, particularly on account of the special adaptability of

ber of large Anient an manufacturer- who have established
branch plants in Japan. Much has been said concerning the
advantages of these different arrangements, and. on the other
hand, there ha- been considerable criticism of each of the Last
two methods as not being, in tin- long run. to the best American interest.
The writer inclines to the opinion that it i- quite
desirable, in any event, for American interests to retain control of the business in some form, and the first of the' above
arrangements has much to commend it. especially in view of
the fact that there are at present a number of well equipped
American concern- for handling the busin
In China, aside from the Han-Yeh-Ping Co. and the railwax-' own workshop-, there are very few stric tlv Chinese

I
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['here is, however,
concerns handling railwa) business,
considerable variet) ol commercial concerns in China repre
Somi
senting American manufacturers of r.iilw;i\ materials,

.1

of these arc oi

strictl)

American

interests,

bul

few

are fully

with Americans, although several are approximate!)
Some of the
as regards the technical staff.
other concerns are mixed as to interest, nationality of con
cerns represented, and nationality of staffs (particularly the
staffed

especially

so,

technical staffs),
ests

ami also

tlu-

h

is

fell

bj

customer's

the writer thai
interests

\\oul<l

American

inter-

be besl

served
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and to represent fully the besl American products
Another desirable result that such a con olidation would tend
terests

mosl experienced men par
been in China and have become
acquainted with conditions.
Probably more than in other
countries, experience is an assel in handling business in
China.
Application engineers should be engaged for long
periods
al
leasl 5 years and preferably 10 years.
A
matter of fact, this is the rule with the engineers ol other
to insure is the utilization of the

those

ticularly

who have

Also, to handle these markets to the best ad
vantage, it is very necessary that such engineers should re
turn to America for periodical visits to keep fully up to dal
nationalities.

with developments.

ment would be the

Another advantage of such an arr

men

;

hand
tensive lines of railway materials, equipment, and supplies.
This will be particularly desirable when competition is en
utilization of high-grade

to

I'

countered.

In the writer's opinion, the railway markets of China tre
going to develop along such lines
in fact, conditions are
that one experienced, energetic representative can
such now
handle a very considerable numbr of similar lines; and he
can do this at the various commercial centers if aided by the

—

—

This is espe< ially true
have well-qualified engineers
as
they frequently have).
These remarks apply particularly to
the concerns that have their principal or head office in one of
usually Shanghai but sometimes
the large trading centers
Tientsin
and branches in the other centers, such as Peking.
Hankow, and Canton or Hongkong, these centers being the
most important from the standpoint of railway markets.
An additional reason for American manufacturers to combine for handling the sale of railway equipment and materials to the Chinese Government Railways is the growing
tendency for the Ministry of Communications to supervise
Manufacturers in the United States do not
large purchases.
yet appreciate as they will later the difference between selling
railway equipment and material to a centralized buying organization and the competitive buying of a large number of
private railways. This is also a strong argument for having
seasoned application engineers available to handle this business, particularly in view of the weight that such men's opinion carries with the Chinese officials.
It goes without saying
that an acquaintance with the personalities of the officials and
a knowledge of the formalities of procedure are valuable assets in this connection; and they both take time to acquire.
staffs

Typical Light Railway Equipment Such as Is Used on the
2 Ft. 6 In. Gage Feeder Lines of Japan, Korea or Formosa

American manufacturers by
American or American-Chinese concerns. Such interests will
give the best consideration to the permanent maintenance of
through

the

repreentation

of

the business, while the houses of other nationality will be
chiefly interested in the immediate business and the profit

therefrom and will desire to secure later business for their own
This statement is especially pertinent in connationalities.
nection with the recent war conditions.
The question has been asked whether there are sufficient

of the several local offices.

where these local

—

offices

(

—

Commercial interests of Yoakum, Tex., Hallettsville, Eagle
Lake and Houston have protested to the Railroad Commission of Texas against the lack of train service on the San
Antonio & Aransas Pass, which has not maintained through
passenger service between San Antonio, Tex., and Houston
months. The contention of the railway is that it
for better service and that there is no through
Prior to Notravel between Houston and San Antonio.
vember, 16, 1918, the San Antonio & Aransas Pass operated
two night trains without layovers between Houston and
San Antonio. At that time a layover of four pr five hour's
at Yoakum was adopted, the idea being to operate these
trains in the interest of local travel into and out of San Antonio and Houston rather than of through travel. This layover at Yoakum led to complaints from that and other points
and effective June 1, the layover was changed to Eagle Lake
which in turn led to the recent complaints. The Railroad
Commission, after investigating the matter, concluded that
the through service in effect prior to November 18, should
be reinstated and so recommended to the Railroad Adminfor several

has no

A

This Scene Taken on
In. Gage.
Antung-Mukden Railway (Since Converted to

Light Railway of 2 Ft. 6
the

Standard Gage) Is Typical of the Light Railway Lines in Japan, Korea or Formosa

American concerns

of this character to handle the present

and

future business.

The

writer believes that there are; in fact, he is strongly
some of the present concerns should make

of the opinion that

a working arrangement under the provisions of the

Webb-

Pomerene law (making it possible for American interests to
combine in handling foreign business), especially to eliminate
some of the unwarranted competition between American in-

money

istration.

Talk is cheap and so are Thrift Stamps, but the similarity
ends there.

Railroad Hearings Before House Committee
Executives Explain Need for Changes

and

for

in

System

Temporary Continuation

of

of Regulation

Guarantee
•

plan PROPOSED by the Association

Ti!h
ecutives

of

Railway Ex-

for the regulation of the railroads after their
return to private control with some provision for the
transition period during which they ask that the pre
guarantee be continued pending a readjustment of rates to
the new level of expenses, was advocated before the House
committee on interstate and foreign commerce by Alfred I'.
Thorn, counsel for the Association of Railway Executives,

R. S. Lovett, president of the

Union

Pacific,

Howard

Elliott,

president of the Northern Pacific, and S. T. Bledsoe, general counsel of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
An outline of the plan as presented by Thomas De Witt Cuyler was

Mr. Thom presented a legal
published in last week's issue.
argument and Judge Lovett and Mr. Elliott discussed various phases of it and the general railroad situation.
One feature of the testimony was the appearance of an
open breach between the executives and the National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities, which puzzled
members of the committee as to why there should be such a
difference between the executives of the railroads and men
claiming to represent their owners until it was explained
that the Warfield plan particularly represents the views of
representatives of the bondholders while the executives more
particularly are the spokesmen of the stockholders, although
neither side was very careful to draw the- distinction.

Judge Lovett's Statement
Judge Lovett's statement was principally an argument
against any plan which would confiscate any of the net
income of a railroad above 6 per cent for the benefit of the
less fortunate, or, as he put it, the less efficient roads, and
he was bitter in his denunciation of the Warfield plan, de-

man would be a fool to put his money into
under such a system.*' He showed that a net
income of 6 per cent would mean much less than that for
the security owners because it is necessary to use a part of
it for that part of the cost of replacements which cannot be
charged to operating expenses but which in many cases adds
claring that "a
railroads

nothing to the real capital of a road or to its earning power.
He applied his remarks to a less extent to the plan of the
National Transportation Conference, which also pro]
a division of the income above 6 per cent, and insisted
that both plans propose to take away the fruits of enterprise and efficiency and give them to the less deserving
roads, although the Warfield plan advocates deny this and
say that none of the excess earnings of any road under their

plan go to any other road.
Judge Lovett also discussed the Plumb plan briefly, saying it is "plainly an effort to Russianize the American railroads," but that so long as we have a constitution the railroad owners will be protected and thai the public has the
Railroad
most vital concern in the dangers of the plan.
employees, he thought, do not understand the plan, but
when they do, he said, they will repudiate it. If labor is
allowed to fix its own wages and hours, he said, it i- obvious
that rates will have to be increased or the people will have
taxation.
increased
to
suffer
the consequences through
"There would be no protection for the shipping and traveling
public against extravagant operation and inefficient service.
It is rather a bold move on the part of the American Bolshevist

to take first

for Russianization

the one. industry that

so-called railroad problem as

object

is

"New

it

exists today

is

solely

415

futile.

capital cannot be driven into railroads.

It must be
induced to enter.
The mere request or invitation or desire
of the government that investors should come forward and
put their money in railroad improvements will not suffice.
It is a business proposition.
The government doe- not pro
pose to guarantee the interest or the dividends.
The investor must depend upon the net earnings under the regulations which this Congress is going to prescribe and di
whether he will risk his money in railroads or put it in some
other business.
If you have decided against government
ownership, then it inevitably follows that your system of
regulation must be such as to attract investors to railroad-,
or you won't get the necessary railroad facilities.
"It is absolutely necessary to understand some feature- of
the commission's accounting rules in order to deal intelligently with the matter you have in hand.
'Net earnings' or
'net income' or 'profit,' as these terms are ordinarily used,
mean.-, the amount remaining from the year's operations after
paying all expenses of operation, maintenance and taxes, and
is supposed to be applicable to investment as interest
on
bonds and dividends on the stock. The Interstate Commerce Commission has always so regarded it, and proceeds
upon the assumption that the sum may be so disposed of.
Legally and theoretically this undoubtedly is true, but pra<
tic ally
it is far from the fact.

"Any

company that exercised this legal and th
by distributing as dividend- all this paper
profit or 'net income' would soon come to grief and bankruptcy.
Unlike manufacturing business or ordinary commercial business or any other business I know, the amount
chargeable to maintenance and repairs under the Interstate
Commerce Commission's regulations is not sufficient to make
the renewals and repairs necessary to maintain the railroad
The result is that a very substantial part of this
property.
reported and apparent net income at the end of the year
has already been spenl in renewal- and replacement-, and is
not on hand in cash or any other form available for the
re

thai

railroad

right

and dividend-.
"This lead- to the point I particularly desire to make,
which is in connection with the much discussed proposition

incut of interest

to confiscate the

net

earnings of

excess of 6 per cent.

If the

railroad

all

government

companies

to take-

is

in

for itself

inefficient road- or other- all in excess of 6 per
proposed, I suppose, of course, it is intended thai
the Stockholders will be entitled to distribute the amount.

or

for the

cent,

if

as

any

left

is

after the

payment

"The Supreme Court

said

of interest, as dividends.

in

effect

Case, decided only last June, that

enough.

not

Bui

I

will be impossible for the
-i

The

heme proposed.

be allowed to retain aa

verj

in

want
owners

to get

I

even that under the

6 per cent which the
'tut

Lincoln

the

return of 6 per cent
to point out to you that it
a

compain

earnings' will not be

considerable pari of

it

will

in

cash, but

have been spent on the

railroad.

"Under

the accounting

Commission,
railroad

affects all the people."

"The

"1 he
question of railroad credit," Judge Lovett said.
question before Congress is to find how to get the capital
necessary to keep up the railroad facilities which the country
must have. Any legislation that does not accomplish thai

a

stantial

in

rule- of the

Interstat*

Comn

absolutely impossible to even maintain a
running order without -pet ding a vei
it

part of

is

thi

rnings'

upon

the
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Practically

ertj

chargi

-

tainl)
rails

.ill

cenewals

No

and

replacements

involve

company, and
no progressive railroad company, renews main
account,

to capital

without

railroad

increasing their weight,

Verj

few pul

new

cer
line

down
Under

rails o\ precisely the same weighl as the old.
commission's rules, the additional weighl and any im
proved fastenings musl be charged to capital. Generally
speaking, rail renewals involve a charge averaging probably
per cent to capital account
"As to Other renewals, it is even worse. When a railroad
companj renews a wooden trestle or other bridge, even in
kind, it is required to charge the entire cosl of the new
structure under existing conditions to capita] account, and
deducl only the original cost of the ancient structure replaced,
which, of course, is much less.
So it is with every other
Structure replaced in kind; and where there is an improve-

the

ment

as a larger or heavier bridge, or a stone or steel bridge,

or a

larger or better station or other building in place of

an old
the charge to capital account is that much greater.
•"What. then, will he the predicament of the railroad company, of the financially strong company, if you pass a law
requiring it to pay over to inefficient railroad companies or
to the government, all its net earnings in excess of 6 per cent
upon tin. value of its property? It is assumed that after
making such payment, it would have 6 per cent left but
with which to pay its interest and its divinot in cash
dends, hut a substantial portion of it in new rails, bridges,
trestles, section houses, stations, coal chutes, water tanks,

—

—

side tracks, yards, etc.

my

opinion based upon rather long observacompany in this country must
spend on an average each year an amount equal to 2 or 3
per cent upon the total value of its property for renewals
and replacements of roadway and equipment and in wholly
unproductive work, which, under the commission's accounting rules, is chargeable to capital account, in addition to
ordinary maintenance.
"What is to become of even the strongest and best company and its credit, if at the end of the year it is required
"I give

as

it

tion that the average railroad

to

pay over

for the benefit of

its

weak and

inefficient rivals,

apparent net earnings in excess
of 6 per cent, and be left, not with cash that it may use
in payment of interest and dividends, but with these exThis is the
penditures upon which it cannot get cash?
practical difficulty from which there is no escape if you enact
such a law.
"The suggestion which I understand was made by one
^of the lawyers advocating the Warfield plan, that everything
earned in excess of 6 per cent must be deemed wrongful
and as taken illegally from the shippers, is utterly preposSix per cent is a minimum on questions of confiscaterous.
tion, but there is no statute upon the books of Congress, and
no statute of any state in this Union, so far as I know or
have reason to believe, that has ever declared that 6 per
cent in any year shall be the limit of return upon any railIf Congress enacts any such law, it will
road investment.
be a radical and new departure in this country, and in my
judgment, it will put an end to the flow of new money into
railroad enterprises, for who will put his money into a business involving such enormous risks with no hope of reward
or to the government, all

its

in the event of success?
"In dealing with railroad

capital,

haven't

we

in

this

country been indulging in much loose thinking and loose
talking as to the old expressions about railroad property
being 'devoted to a public use' and its being 'affected with
a public interest'? The Supreme Court has repeatedly declared that
property as

money
money

invested in railroads is as much private
bank or as an investment in a home.

in a

but not to confiscation.
these expressions seem
to have led to the delusion that there is some taint upon
It is subject to regulation,

"Too

often

and

in too

many minds,
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railroad
apital, thai n
other capital, thai the
i

hirer

<

i

mtitled

Jtocl

of

to

the

on ideration than
hanker, the manufai

lei

•

i

and merchant and

all
forms of corporate enterprise
as private property, bul the railroad investment
has no rights which anybody ought to respect
We ought

are

to

sai

red

orred thai fallat
"Capital invested
i

and

y,

the
ontrai
railroad enterprise

for ju

in

I

i

i

is

true.

of the highesl

none more deserving.
None is more
It is even more dl
praise than money invested in government bonds, because
the latter takes no risks.
Unlike the older countries thai
were built up before railroads, this country was built on railroads, and it is absolutely dependent upon them.
The need
for additional railroad facilities grows with the growth of
population and business.
If the government itself is not
going to furnish the money, then we must look to private
individuals for it; and not only regard for their constitutional rights, but good policy and common honesty demand
that they should be encouraged and protected, instead of
being made the victims of every half-baked theory that unthinking and unmoral ignorance can suggest."
Judge Lovett said he had not much respect for the
property investment account as representing the value of
the railroads, because in some cases the accounts represent
hard cash and in others almost nothing, because the par
value of the securities was entered in the books although
much less than par may have been received for them in
cash.
He insisted that a road's value depends upon what
it can earn, particularly when its rates have been made or
sanctioned by the government for years.
Representative Winslow asked Luther M. Walter, counsel
for the Warfield plan, whether its proponents had taken into
consideration the point made by Judge Lovett that part of
the net income must be used for renewals and replacements.
"No," said Mr. Walter.
"We provide for 6 per cent
after all operating expenses are paid, according to the commission's rules, but w e do not provide that the shipper shall
pay any part of the capital investment. Our plan would
not reduce the Union Pacific's dividend, but it would cut
merit,

ntial

there

tO the

is

public welfare.

r

into

its

surplus."

Judge Lovett

insisted that

ating expenses nor

new

he was not talking about oper-

capital, but about the expenses in-

curred for replacements which merely maintain the property
but which under the commission's rules must be charged
Mr. Winslow said Mr. Walter had confirmed
to capital.
Judge Lovett's statement, but Mr. Walter insisted that the
security owners are not asking for enough to pay for capital
expenses out of earnings.
"I do not want to use intemperate language," said Judge
Lovett, "but in my judgment any man would be a fool to
put his money into a railroad under any such system as
that.
It would not attract capital into the railroads."
The present system of accounting, Judge Lovett said, results in constantly diluting the value of railroad securities
if new securities are issued to cover replacements which
merely maintain the property, particularly because there is
a tendency on the part of operating officers to try to keep
down expenses and not worry about the capitalization. He
was thoroughly opposed to depreciation accounts except for
equipment, an'd not very enthusiastic about that, but said
that the practice ought to be uniform. He did not understand
why the Interstate Commerce Commission has not estabThe Railroad Administration has
lished uniform rules.
considered doing so, and had prescribed a uniform rate on
all new equipment, but it did not change the practice as to
old equipment because the amount of depreciation was inExpenditures
volved in determining the standard return.
that do not add anything to the property in his opinion
ought to be charged to a reserve and paid out of operating
expenses instead of being allowed to "pile up capitalization."

August
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Unless a company had other resources

it

would have

to

use a part of its income to purchase equipment, he continued, because it is necessary to make an initial payment
of 25 per cent and the equipment cannot l>e capitalized for
more than 75 per cent of its cost.

The Warfield plan, Judge Lovett said, proposes to take
the earnings over 6 per cent from a good road, whose stockholders may have paid 150, 175 or 200 for their shares, to
make good the stock of a road which had been sold for 10
cents on the dollar

and never was worth anything.

"I was

recently castigated in the newspapers for saying that," he

proposes to take money my road has saved to
buy equipment for other roads and for the benefit of the
labor of other lines. The Chamber of Commerce plan goes
even farther and plainly says that the excess is to go into
said, "but

it

a fund for the benefit of other roads.
A great many roads
never will pay and never ought to pay; they ought to be
reorganized and the losses pocketed. The government should
not be asked to guarantee them to pay for their mistakes,
but if it is to do so it should pay the bill itself, not take
The Warfield plan does not mean recapturit from others.
ing earnings, as has been claimed.
It means capturing
savings; the net result of efficiency and economy.
If it were
desired to carry out such a purpose it might be done by an
excess profits tax, the proceeds of which the government
could appropriate as it saw fit, but it cannot be done as a
regulation of rates, after the relation of carrier and shipper
has ended, and it has ceased to be a matter of transportation or carriage.
The carrier has performed its service at a
The government may make reasonlegal, reasonable rate.
able rates and as low as it likes provided they are not confiscatory, but it cannot regulate the amount of money the
railroad gets out of it.
There is no reason in morals, and
up to this time there has been none in law why the government should regulate earnings instead of rates. It is inconceivable that the government can make a rate and declare
it reasonable and then say a railroad has to give up some
of the money.
If you want to tax it that is another matter."
Chairman Esch asked why there should be such a difference of opinion between the executives and the investors.
"It is very surprising," replied Judge Lovett, "but the
I don't know j u st who Mr.
term investors is rather broad.
I understand he has a wonderful folWarfield represents.
lowing of investment bankers, large insurance companies
and savings banks, but in my judgment he represents mostrepresent the Union
ly bondholders.
I know he doesn'1
Pacific.

I

Union Pacific and my directors
what I am doing."
questions by Representative Win-low a- to

represent

the

are fully advised as to

In reply to
whether the roads could be turned back without increasing
their income Judge Lovett said it would lie utterly im
sible for the companies to take over their property and operate

it

at the

"Then

present rates.

this committee confronted with a delicate
proposing to return tlie road-, and shouldn't we
hope thai if the Railroad Administration raises wages again
rates?" asked Mr. Winit will also provide the necessarj

question

isn't

in

low.
"It isn't a matter of delicac)

or hope;

it

is

a

necessity,"

question of the solvency not
only of most of the railroad-, mt of many other institutions
dependent upon them.
This is no time for the popular
Washington sport of 'passing the lank."'
Representative Sims said there had been a good deal of
replied

Judge Lovett.

"It

i-

a

I

in rates last year and asked
storm of opposition if they were increased again on being returned to private management.
"If we are going to have transportation in this country
we have got to pay for it." declared Judge Lovett. "It can
ought to be, or it can
be paid for either by the trafG<
be paid for out' of the treasury, but no amount of popular

objection because of the increasi
if

there

would not be

a

il

417

clamor will change the fact that you can't get it without
paying for it in one way or another, and as the government
increased the expenses it ought itself to raise the rates
unless it can reduce the
before the roads are turned back
expen
Representative Rayburn asked if the railroads would not
he able to effect economies under private control.
"I should say that as long as the present stale of wages
and prices continue they will not be able to.
I don't see
how any great economies can l>e expected as long a- they

—

Judge Lovett. He said that the increase
was practically due to the adoption of the eight-hour day and that the Union Pacific is
being operated by the same officers as before, but he had
asked the federal manager how much he could reduce expenses if relieved from government control and he had restay up," replied
in the

number

of employees

plied that he didn't

know how

it

could be done.

Judge Lovett also urged the necessity for the creation of
such a body as the proposed Federal Transportation Board,
although he said that personally he had favored a secretary
of transportation.
"If you are going to leave the question
of the sufficiency of rates and facilities to a lawsuit Ix'tween
the railroads and the public," he said, "the future is hopeless.

state

have seen statements by four of the prc-ent Inter-

I

Commerce Commissioners which

indicate that they are

aware that there is any question of railroad credit.
What hope is there for an investor to put his money in railroads under such conditions?"
Representative Watson said he had tried unsuccessfully
to get from the Interstate Commerce Commission figures
showing the decline in railway construction, and had finally
got them from the Railway Age.
He asked if the cessation
of new railroad building was attributable to the regulation
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
"I don't charge it to the commission." said Judge Lovett.
"It is the general situation of which thev are a Dart."
not

Howard

Elliott

Mr. Elliott said in part:
"In creating this great piece of industrial machinery under
new, varying and oftentimes very difficult condition-, the
government, in its regulating policy, the investors, builders
and managers, in their financial and managing policy, and
the leaders of organized labor have naturally made some misThere has been competition between the nation, the
takes.
-tate-. individuals (both in and out of legislative halls) and
executive commissions representing both the national and
-tate governments in proposing plan- for taxation, regulation
and supervision. This competition ha- resulted in action
being taken by the nation and the -tate- which ha- gradually
weakened the capacity of the railroad- to live and u'row a- tin
countrv "rowThere have been some unfortunate .md unwise politic- of railroad building and managing that have
been magnified and distorted and have aroused
pular
distrust.
abor leader- have called or authorized, and
time- encouraged, strikes thai were unfortunat* for tin men
and the onimunitie- served.
"The system of private ownership and government regulation, however, was successful on the whole, and resulted in
the development of the railroad- and the country to a marvelous extent.
This growth and development were steady
and continuous until the system of regulation failed to respond
promptly to changed conditions, the more expensive and
luxurious method- of the people, the increased wages needed
by employees, the higher mm of everything necssan for
-

I

c

i.

imz the railroad-

c<|iial to

their ta-k, including the higher

and rapidly in reasing taxes, and lacked the n
sary element- of protection and encouragement
the' busi]

of capital

t

"What haand operation

in

oplished in

*

>

under private ownership
the pa-t i- lmmxI evidence of what
n be
the future if private- energy and ini iative

been

accomplished

c

n
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iged, repressive and conflicting regulation removed,
and protective measures added to the regulatory system.
"Is it wise to attempt to improve the present difficult
situation by radical measures that dislocate the machinery
that has in the la^t m> years accomplished so much for the
'I'
Is it not wiser to correct
'l
country and
people in it?
the errors and weaknesses of tlu' present system of private
ownership arid government regulation rather than to 'fly to
It so, in order
evils thai we know not of?'
believe it is.
to obtain the results needed for the protection an
dewlopment of the nation it will be necessary to change and modify
some practices and ideas that have long prevailed.
"The owners must assent to a larger measure of govern
mental control, but they should also have governmental pro
tection and encouragement
'The great railroad labor organizations must assent to
some orderly way of settling disagreements over wages and
working conditions, so that the railroads may continue to
serve the public pending the
adjustment of disputes.
"The government, in its
regulatory practices, must be
more responsive to changed
conditions, and there must be
1

- l

'

1

I

ACiK

will

be
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improved.
Naturally, so long as discussion
people of all classes will be uncertain and un-

vastlj

continues,
settled.

That

"1.

the governmental regulatory machinery that has
32 years devoted so much time and energy to
correcting abuses and to a certain extent punishing the comfor

the past

panies for past

''i..

shall

i

c

to

"While

and

<

have in the United

States.

Returns on the system as it exists today sub-la
to the present 'Just Compensation' until such
time a- the lair value of the property is determined, when the
return should be based on that figure a- finally determined.
"( c)
Returns on new capital needed to expand the facilities

(

-o that the public will at all times be well served) sufficient

to obtain

that capital

markets of the world;
other words, to put the

in the
in

and power of the government squarely behind the
idea
that
any regulatory
system to be adopted must
not only correct abuses and
prevent them, but foster and
encourage the business and
sustain the c r d i t of the
policy

and

situation

the

difficult

it

equal

state authority.

very

abilities in part to

"(b)

tially

be no twilight
between national and

/one

its

i

we hope always

that

must

there

turn

system of transportation so that
shall receive income enough from tin' rate* charged to pay:
"ia)
All costs and expenses, including reasonable
m a< ordance with the onstantly improving living ondit

protection of this great industrv as well as regulation,

now

the encouraging of our

is

enterprise.

fraught

That the

"2.

present

with danger to the integrity
of our institutions, it is pos-

method of adjusting disputes
over wages and working con-

way out

ditions for public utilities be

that

sible

the

abandoned and a
method of deciding

has been befogged somewhat
by the numerous remedies
proposed.

It is helpful,

made

have

how-

questions be adopted and the
strike abolished in the inter-

kinds of people

ever, that all

various

sugges-

people as a whole
and the forward movement

est of the

and Congress has the
great opportunity, duty and
tions,

responsibility

the

situation

sidering

of the country.
"3.
That the

clarifying

and

the plans and
by a process of

elimination

a bill

the

be permitted, subject to the

approval of federal authority.

that will

needs and

rates

Howard

particular class or idea.
as I believe,

it

is

That the

"4.

federal

authority be supreme as to all

thought of the nation as a
whole and not of any one
'"If,

Sherman

law be modified so that consolidations and mergers will

con-

of

all

producing
represent

of

sane
these

Elliott

rates,

and regulations about
and as to securities and

accounts

for

the best interest of the Nation

Commerce

;

state

commissions

not to be abolished, but the
Commission to be the regulatory

to go on for at least another generation and have the furnishing of transportation a business function subject to governmental regulation rather than to turn over the work to the
government itself, then some general amendments to our present regulatory practices will, I believe, produce the results we

authority for these questions.
"If the Congress will assure the people that these principles
are to be the law of the land, the support and good will of

all desire, especially if all those in authority, either in pri-

to encourage

vate or public life, will advocate patience, forbearance, and a
spirit of helpfulness and hard work while all are going
through the period of readjustment.
"It does not seem as if we can advance the cause of the
Nation or of any individuals by reducing the productive effort of the country and creating a chaotic condition while
Congress is at work on this important matter.

Confidence Will Return

if

Definite Policy Is

Announced

"I believe that if the country and the people can be made
to feel that the United States has adopted a national transportation policy along the following lines, that the situation

Interstate

come back and their mental attitude will be
and build up the railroads just as much as to
encourage and build up agriculture, banking, manufacturing
and the various enterprises in which the millions in this
the people will

country are engaged.

"As rates are the one vitally important part of the finanproblem of creating conditions that will permit good
service, wages and development of the properties, and also

cial

bring a fair return to the owners of the securities, the railroads should have the right to initiate their rates, or prices.
"The general level of rates should be such as to bring to
a railroad sufficient revenue, under honest and capable management, to maintain the property in a progressive manner,
pay operating expenses, including good wages, taxes, permit
proper charges for depreciation and obsolescence, and other
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reserve funds, a fair return on the fair value of the property,
credit the railroads must have in order to
furnish to the public the necessary facilities and service.
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It preserves and encourages
American man that ha- done

State-.

the initiative

and energj
up the

and provide the

of the

"Another most important clement in arriving at a satisfactory adjustment of the situation is that of the wages and the
working conditions of the large body of employees. Wages
are taking directly more than 50 per cent of every dollar of
revenues, and indirectly, through materials purchased, a
good deal more than that. To arrive, therefore, at any satisfactory net income, wages must be considered in connection

way to having the transportation system of
the country adequate for it- need-.
"It suggests the importance of a reasonable adjustment of

centive to good

with

line-.

rates.

"The labor

-o tnuch to build

system of transportation.

nt

"It points the

controversies over wage- and working conditions so that
service to the public will be continuous.
retain- reasonable

It

service

and regulated competition as an inand development along progressive

question is, of course, one of the most serious
and important confronting the whole world, the railroadin particular, and there must be a broad, human view of it

"It permits the continuation, under suitable regulation, of
any plans developed under governmental control that tend
to eliminate waste and give improved service through unifica-

and a spirit of 'give and take' by all classes of people. All
good citizens desire to see wages and living conditions improve, but there is a limit to what commerce and industry
can pay and survive.
It is surely better to have reasonable
wages and continuous employment than to force wages so

tion

high

that

industry languishes,

for

then

the

wage-earners

themselves will suffer most of all.
"The man who puts a dollar of his savings into the transportation business does so knowing that his dollar is subject

power of the government

to the

tions governing the business.

make the rules and
The man who decideto

regulato earn

working for the railroads should l>e willing to
submit to reasonable wages, rules and regulations, just as

his dollar by

much
It

is

as does the

man who

puts in his dollar already earned.
have the dollar invested reguequally in the public interest that

in the public interest to

lated reasonably,

and

it

is

the dollar paid for service and the conditions of service should
be regulated reasonably.

"To

bring this about there must be some method devised
and reasonable governmental supervision and regulation of wages and working conditions, and such regulation
should eventually receive the final approval from the samepower that is finally responsible for the rates of fare and
freight charges by the transportation agencies, so that the
question of income with which to pay will be considered at
the same time and by the same final deciding power as the
outgo to be paid.
Just as the government should have the
power to veto the wasteful use of the railroad dollar to be
invested upon which the public will lie asked to pay a return
through rates, so should the government have power to supervise wages and conditions of service, which ultimately are
paid for by the public through these same ra
"With the preservation of private ownership and management in individual systems of railroads there will be a letter
esprit de corps among the great army of railroad empli
than if all became employees of the government.
"Capital may be timid, but it was bold enough in the
last 50 and more years to create our great American railroad
I 1:>elieve it will be willing to go on with the work
system.
for fair

if it can be assured that tin
polic) of the government will
be to sustain the railroads in the legitimate conduct of their
business and allow reasonable liberty of action and will
encourage and protect this business, a- well a- prevenl any
abuses. The credit of the roads will come back when people
understand that Congre.-- ha- laid down the rule tli
reasonable rate is also an adequate rate, sufficient to refleel
changed costs, increased wages ami a fair return upon the

property; when Congress insists thai some reasonable method
of adjudicating controversies over wages and working eon
ditions shall be written into the law of the land; and when
th(

Nation

of the government
i- the dutj
it
and expand the transportation facilities

insists that

preserve, protect

the country as

well

as

agriculture,

bank-,

to

of

manufacturers,

of individual activity.
"I believe the plan suggested by the railway executives is
a reasonable, business lib and elasti< one under which our
national transportation system will grow, and which can meel
the changing conditions of a growing country like the United

commerce or other forms

of

facilities,

methods,
to

common

of

use

terminals,

co-operative

etc.

"It strengthens the regulatory powers of the government
make certain that abuses and wrong tendencies may be

and checked.
method of placing the influence and power
of the government back of the
redit of the roads, -o that
capital may be obtained for needed improvements and addicorrected

"It suggests a

<

tions.

"It provides machinery of regulation, through a transporCommerce Commission, regional com-

tation board. Interstate

missions and state commission- that will l>e respon-ive
prompt, and that will safeguard the interests of the railroad
users, the railroad owners, and the railroad workers.
•'I am an optimist of the long future of the United State-.
believe we are on the eve of the most important 50 years
.

I

in

any country, and that we
if we exercise common
and economical, and all pull

the history of this country, or

accomplish wonderful results

-hall

work hard, are

sense,

thrifty

together.

very important to come to a conclusion this year
new railroad legislation. It can be done. When
done, and with reasonable financial protection until the read"It

i-

as to the

justment between income and outgo is completed, our wonderful American railroad system wil -tart forward again cm
a period of development and service.
These great highways,
which are the arteries through which the commerce- of the
country flows, will be' nourished and become elastic again.
With co-operation between the railroad users, the railroad
owners, and the railroad employee-, and with reasonable
liberty of action SO that the- American citizen can use his
individual initiative and hi- tireless energy, the country will
go forward to meet its great future letter equipped than ever
before.

Plumb'- charge-, naming the Burlington
having given -toe k bonuses, Mr Elliott
showed that it- only issues of -toe k during the period mentioned had been 25,000 shares exchanged for convertible
bond- and 98,000 share- offered to Stockholders at par,
which wa- slightly below the market price at the tinthat the rights were worth between S.< and .^4 a share.
Ato the New Haven. In -aid that all of it- -toe k had been paid
for in cash at par or at a premium.
Mr Esch asked that
a
similar statement be filed for other road- mentioned by
Mr. Plumb.
In emphasizing the necessity for legislation to protect the
roads during the transition period, which the executives plan
oropo-es to provide- by a continuation of the guarantee pend
ing a readjustment of the rate-. Mr. Elliott |w>inted out that
the- railroad- in the first half ^i 1919 earned only
per cent of their Standard return and that the- New Eng
line- had a deficit. If they were turned bac k in this ondit
he -aid the v would be earning practically nothing, in spite
of the fact that the valuation reports now being worked out
i.\
the
Interstate
ommerce Commission will -how both the
New Haven and th< I" st< & Maine to be worth more than
the par value of their securities.
He added that the loo, mo
employees of the New England line- are re., ving good
In

reply to Mr.

among

other-

a-

1

I

(

i

:
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but thai their 75,000 owners would be receiving noth
ing but for tlic guarantee*
He thoughl a 25 per cenl im
rates would be necessary to meet the situation, and said
.

:

m

he would prefer to have the ran-- increased
level than to haw the guarantee continued.
In

t<>

the

proper

Elliott submitted some figures
)18
mating the amount oi the trade of the United State- in
as $82,600,000,000, whereas the total railway revenues in
that year were $5,036,000,000 and the revenues from freight
and milk were $3,557,000,000, or only ().l per cent.
Referring to a question asked of a previous witness as to
whether the railroads did not have a surplus of about one
billion dollar.-. Mr. Elliott analyzed the surplus of the Bur
lington, which amounts to $213,000,000, to show that very
little of it is in cash or available.
Of the total, he said,
$26,000,000 represents excess of current assets over current
liabilities, of which $15,000,000 is in materials and supplies,
and $187,000,000 has been invested in the property without
capitalization, a saving of approximately $3,300,000 a year
for o4 years.
Mr. Elliott called attention to the fact that government
operating of railroads does not prevent strikes, and he urged
the importance of legislation to regulate labor unions as one
means of preventing strikes. He suggested that they be
incorporated and required to submit reports to public authority, that their strike votes be counted by public authority
instead of secretly, and that the wives of the employees be
allowed to vote.
He also proposed that the right to strike
pending an adjudication be taken away. He said the
majority of the men he had talked with had told him they
did not want to strike, but felt compelled to by the power
of the organizations, and that when the employees of the
Xew York, Westchester & Boston struck because they were
not satisfied with a 25 per cent increase, the company had
bona fide applications from enough men to fill their places
who would accept the pay offered, but the company had
feared to take them because of the threat of a sympathetic
strike on the New Haven.
Mr. Elliott thought the railroads would be able to effect
an improvement in economy and efficiency after expiration
(

1

He

pointed out that railroads generally
system of
organization produces the best results because it enables questions to be settled at division headquarters without referring
them to general officers, but that the Railroad Administration has adopted the departmental form of organization, with
inspectors that are sent out from Washington to go over the
He said the railroads
hetids of the officers on the ground.
may not be able to get an immediate increase in efficiency,
but that the}- might lie able to stop some of the decrease in
However, the}- would have to take up "a lot of
efficiency.
to

the conclusion that the divisional

motion" and do an enormous amount of work to get the
equipment and other property in good shape. "It will take
a little time,'' he said, '"but closer supervision in time will
give better service for less money than you can get out of

lost

the present highly centralized organization,
of the same men."

although

it

is

made up

Mr. Thorn's Argument
Alfred P. Thorn appeared before the committee on August
21 and 22, and then allowed his argument to be interrupted
while Judge Lovett and Mr. Elliott and other witnesses

He resumed

argument on August 26, discussing
the legal phases of the plan proposed by the railroads and
explaining the provisions of the bill, which he said was not
intended for introduction in Congress, but merely to put in
Rethe specific language of a bill the details of the plan.
garding the proposed Federal Transportation Board, he said
"We don't propose to put this body in a position superior
We make its certo the Interstate Commerce Commission.

testified.

his

.in

publii

overruled by the commission tor cause,
oinniendations
lissioO the aid ol the
1

independent public

body as

to

1

'

what policy

is

th'

in

interest.

problem before Congress is to present a system thai
appeal to the private investor in the future. To pn \< at
oppression or extortion by discriminator}' or unreasonable
That is no Longer your problem.
rates is easy enough.
be
system of railroad regulation heretofore has turned always
on the question of trying to control rate-.
hal ha- Inx-n
the single object op to this time, but that is based on tin
will

i

on the cost of living, Mr.

have come

we give

but

••Tin

reply to questions regarding the effect of freight

of federal control.

subject to Ix
th' co

tificate

oi
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assumption that

a

sufficienc)

of

the

facilities

and service

needs was assured.
That has been the radical
Something must now
oversight in our policy of regulation.
be done to give the public that assurance.
Our first object
is to lift up to its proper place the importance of facilities
the

public

and

service.

"When

the railroads go before the commission to urge the
need for adequate rates we cannot divest the proceeding of
the character of a controversy between selfish private interests
and the public as represented by the shippers who oppose
higher rates.
We recommend that you apjx)int a governmental body to determine what the public as a whole needs
in the

way

of facilities

and service and what

is

necessary

to get it."

Representative Winslow asked what kind of men should
be appointed on such a board.
''Men of the highest character and ability, the best men
it
is possible to get, and paid sufficiently to get the best
men," replied Mr. Thom. "They should be men of large
business experience, but not necessarily of railroad experience; in fact, I should rather prefer that they be not railroad
men, who might be hampered by previously conceived ideas."

"We

take

away no powers from

the Interstate

Commerce

1

he continued, "but instead of proposing a
definite rule of rate-making, that rates shall provide a certain
percentage of return, we have preferred to leave the determination of what is required in the hands of an impartial
body, to see that we have enough revenues in order to serve
the public properly, and that we do not have too much. We
have not felt justified in recommending to you a system of
rate-making that isn't flexible enough to respond to changing
economic conditions. I have never found anything but difculty in trying to put economic conditions in a straight-

Commission,'

jacket."

Mr. Thom also laid stress on the contention that the proposed board would be more free from the pressure of popular
clamor or the fear of a Hostile attitude in Congress than the
Interstate Commerce Commission, but various members of
Chairman Esch
the committee dissented from this view.
said the commission had been singularly free from any
attempt to influence it, and Mr. Sims pointed out that it
would be practically impossible to create a body that could
not be subjected to whatever influence might result from the
ability of Congress to cut off or threaten to cut off its appropriation.
He said that a Senate committee had recently
proposed to omit the appropriation for the Federal Trade
Mr.
Commission because it disapproved of its attitude.
Sweet also said that the proposed board would be charged
with matters of business policy of such a character that its
duties could not be rigidly prescribed, and that its policy
would be largely a matter of opinion on subjects likely to
become

political questions.

In discussing the proposal that the federal commission be
given exclusive jurisdiction over rates, Mr. Thom read a
letter sent him by the late Theodore Roosevelt, expressing
the opinion that it was wrong to permit states to neutralize
the action of other states or of the federal authorities,

and

declaring that "everything connected with interstate business
should be a purely federal matter."
State interference could be prevented immediately by Con-
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gress taking charge of the whole field, Mr. Thorn said, and
the whole rate structure should be under the jurisdiction of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, so that "a state that
wants good railroads will not have to contrihute for the
benefit of the commerce of a state that doesn't want to pay
for good railroads.''
In order to protect local interests and to prevent too great
a centralization the plan proposes regional federal commissions, with the right of appeal to the Interstate Commerce
Commission in some cases. Mr. Esch asked if this was not
open to the objection that it interposes one more source of
delay before a final determination.
Mr. Thom insisted that
the regional commissions would expedite matters because
they could pass on minor cases much more promptly than
the commission at Washington, and could also reach a
decision on more important matters in less time than is now
required to send an examiner and for the preparation and

consideration of his report.
Mr. Thom said the proposal of the Warfield and other
plans to distribute all or part of the excess earnings over o

per cent is based on the assumption that there may be excessive earnings; whereas, he argued, the power of Congress to
regulate rates is to prevent their being oppressive or extortionate as to individual transactions, not to regulate earning.from the business as a whole. He said the Supreme Court
has held that the reasonableness of rates is not to be determined by the aggregate of the profits of a railroad.
"There is much confusion of thinking on this point," he
The legislature never attempt- to place a limitation
said.
It always approaches the subject
on a carrier's earnings.
from the standpoint of its power over rates. The question
of the amount of the earnings lias been introduced by the
courts in holding rates unreasonable when they produce less

421

control i- being restored.
We are now confronted with
expenses that we can't put down and with a degree of disorganization of forces which we mu-t for a time inherit.

"Whose

obligation

of correcting the

itself

could

fix

maximum

earn

No branch of the government lias the power to limit
ings.
Earnings depend upon rates
earnings, except by taxation.
and not rates upon earnings, and the government cannot
declare a rate reasonable and then take away part of the
proceeds on the ground that the volume of business and
the number of service- performed at reasonable rate- result
in unreasonable earnings."

The

necessity for legislation which

will

protect the rail-

roads during the transition period immediately following
their relinquishment from federal control and until the proper
relationship between their revenues and expenses can be
He pointed
established was strongly urged by Mr. Thom.
out that this relation has been thrown out of all proportion
by the enormous increase in expenses during the period of
federal control, which ha.- caused a In-- to the government
of a million dollars a day in it- operation of the railroads, or

$546,000,000 in the 547 day. of federal control up to June
30 this year, and that it i^ the duty of the government to
tide the railroads over until they -hall have had time to
For this
efficiency.
restore a condition of economy and

situation

in

Laws
Charles

Prevent Strikes Urged

to

president of the Illinois Manufacturers'
Association, and George A. Nutter, representing the Boston
Chamber ot Commerce, appearing before the committee on

August

21,

urged the importance of legislation

permitted, we recommend an addition to the act which
empower and instruct the Interstate Commerce Commi

for

economy

great

condition which will make
and efficiency, but there must be a period of
a

transition during which the morale impaired by government

will

appoint and provide the necessary organization and
fund- for an arbitration board consisting of -ix persons, two

to

to

the

represent

two

public,

to

represenl

manageThis board

railroad

ments, and two to represent railroad employees.
shall,

when appealed

upon

failure of

by either side of a controversy, or
and their employees to
investigate and make a finding which -hall be final and
elusive to both parties, subject only to final appeal to the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
A- a part of the machinery thus created the employees of common carrier- upon
to

carriers

the

in

a

wage

to settle

disputes and to prevent the danger of strikes.
Mr. Pie/.
said in part: ''In order to carry out our view that the rights
of the public are paramount, and therefore that interruptions of transportation by strikes or lockout- mu-t not be

make

make

the

Piez,

denied."

time they can

in

of ten years the large indebtedness of the railroads to the

to

a

justified

government for capital expenditures for car- and locomotives
and other additions and betterments.
Speaking generally
for tin* railroads as a whole, Mr. Thom said, it will be impossible for them to pay this amount at once, because it
represents the kind of expenditures usually provided for bv
long term securities.

the director general of railroads and the proposed Federal
Transportation Board, shall have readjusted the rate- -«> as
to restore the equilibrium between revenue- and expenses and

he said, "I believe that after
improvement and get back to

best

continued, Mr. Thom pointed out that this would not
help the roads, whose guarantee now represents their bare
requirements and that 75 per cent of the standard return
would be $88,000,000 less than is required for interests and
dividends for the railroads as a whole.
Mr. Thom also urged provision for funding for a period

accept

expenses, but that hi- concern was for
the future, although he declared that "the disappearance of
morale which is inevitable in a government operation, has
"When the railroads come hack."
been one of the factors.

way

the

In reply to a suggestion that 75 per cent of the guarantee

common

in

tx

be

taking service with

increase

relation

financial system of the country."

contract of hiring,

great

the

So we ask that you command the Interstate
Commerce Commission to -tudy the proper relation between
expenses and revenue- and do the thing that is necessary,
and that the guarantee be temporarily continued, instead of
leaving a trail of bankruptcies that
would destroy the

reason the railway executive- a-k that the present guaranteed
standard return be continued for not exceeding a year until
the Interstate Commerce Commission, in consultation with

the railroads again self supporting.
Mr. Thom said he was not discussing the causes tor the

re-tore

to

it

public interest?

than a fair return, and some persons have jumped to the
conclusion that the legislature

is

and expenses which ha- been disturbed by the
1- it the obligation of the owner-;government?
If the
government seeks to unload that responsibility on US and
place on u- the onus of responsibility before the people of
increasing thesi rate- will it be doing the fair thing?
"The railroads must have the gcxxl will of the people.
I.-n't it better that the government itself undertake the duty

revenues

subject

themselves

the right

to

resign

the

to

-trike.

The

permanently

.

carrier-, -hall, a- a part of the

act
and
provisions of the
findings of this body and w

the

right of

from

hi-

any individual emp
employment -hall n<

In reply to the objections stated by Comm
hi- testimony before the committee to the idea of the

lark

•

mis-ion being given any responsibility for wages, Mi
insisted that it is essential thai
ne having
sibility for the amount of revenue- have a voice in the
of wages.

made

a

amount
of

lie

tin-

Emergency

Fleet

f

Corporation

-eriou- mistake in surrendering al control over the
of wages that constitute so

production

industries had
ployee-,

said

and that the Chi

made

he -aid.

lai

tor in

it-

thing

same mistake.
Rie railroad emare strong enough politically to have no
the
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to
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conclusion,
objection
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he

accept

said

die

his
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n

plan as

plan,
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In
proposed.
t<>
record
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no! take time t<>
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wanted
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he

did
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n- land grant
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and

roads

Nutter presented the results oi d referendum taken
li\
the Boston Chamber of Commerce in which the members
had put themselves on record i>\ large majorities as being
m favor of private ownership and operation of the rail
roads; against a regional reorganization of the roads; in
favor ol a return to corporate operation at once with a con
tinuation of the guaranteed standard return for the balance
of this year and with provision !"<>r an increase of rates, the
increased revenues to be placed in a fund administered by
the government and to be used in making up any deficiency
a-compared with the standard return during 1920; in
favor of a direction to the Interstate Commerce Commission
to authorize a rate structure sufficient to pay a reasonable
return; in favor of regional commissions, representation of
the public On hoards of directors, consolidations and joint
Use of facilities, supervision of security issues, and the crea
tion of a

wage tribunal and

the prohibition of a strike' pend-

decision.

its

Alba

Johnson, president of the Railway Business Assoappeared before the committee on August 25 and
presented the statement which is published elsewhere in this
issue, urging the creation of a Federal Transportation Board
and a clear instruction by Congress that rates shall be
adequate to insure the development of the railroads. During
the reading of the statement Representative Sanders asked
how the volume of railroad purchases had compared during
the period of federal control and under private management.
Mr. Johnson replied that there had been a very large reduction in purchases since federal control.
Mr. Johnson was
not questioned by the committee regarding the points brought
out in his statement, although numerous questions were
asked about the cost of locomotives and their repairs.
B.

ciation,

Land Grants
T. Bledsoe, general counsel for the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, replied to the "charge" made by Mr. Plumb that
the railroads had received land grants, a form of charge
which in past years has been very popular with people seekS.

ing grounds on which to attack the railroads.
Mr. Bledsoe
admitted the soft impeachment that millions of acres of
lands had geen granted to railroads to induce them to build

and added some additional information.
"There was not the slightest element of donation involved
in any federal land grant," he said.
"It was a clear-cut trade
between the United States and the railway company, or between the United States through the instrumentality of the
state and the railway company, whereby the government
agreed to grant so

much land

in consideration of the conmiles and in its operation by the grantee.
Each and every grant was highly beneficial to the government, and the great majority of the grants proved extremely
burdensome to the roads receiving them. That is to saw
the government fully reimbursed itself for the value of the
lands granted by doubling the selling price of the alternate

struction of so

many

every land grant railroad of the United
transporting over its land-grant mileage the

in

No

<)

the form oi reduced transport!)

not been a certained, ami
(an only he estimated.
nil tantially
It has, howevi r,
been
in
ki ess
hi
oi $75,000,000.
Into
mi k ii i- now requiring each carrier which own- a piece
oi
railroad property in aid oi the construction of which
land was granted, to report in the most complete detail the
How
information required by the federal valuation act.
ever, the process must be somewhat slow, because many rail
road- were not aide to financially survive the efforts and
expenditures uece sarj to construct the mileage required to
In almost
secure the benefil of the land- granted to them.
every instance construction of the lines was into territory
when substantially no traffic existed. The operation of a
railway in the absence of existing traffic is a most hazardous
Bankruptcy followed this effort as to many
undertaking.
Such grant-, therefore, passed from
of the land grant roads.
the companies to which they were made to other companies,
«.nd sometimes there was a second failure, reorganization or
sale, and they passed into the hands of a third company.
Some of those engaged in the conduct of public agitation
against railroad companies discuss the land grants in the
light of the value today and fail to mention the value at
the time the grant was made, the obligations imposed upon
the railroad companies in accepting the grants, and the fact
that the acceptance of many of them resulted in financial
ii. in

iii

reduced mail

coal

1

1

.i

-

I

i

Mi

ing

A(.i

;

I

disaster.

"Perhaps the only facts not submitted to the jury of public
opinion are those showing how inadequate the grants were
when compared with the obligations assumed by the railroad companies and how the construction of the roads in
pursuance of the obligations assumed in the grants resulted
in financial ruin."

Mr. Bledsoe also discussed various features of the railexecutives' plan, which he said was the most flexible
and workable that has been presented and the only one
which attempts to prescribe a definition of a reasonable

way

He also advocated strongly the federal transportation
board, saying that now in order to secure a needed increase

rate.

necessary for a road to present to the Interstate
a state of facts that discredits the
financial standing of the road and makes it difficult to sell
securities because in order to get the rate increase "you have
He also urged
got to prove you cannot survive without it."
the importance of continuing the standard return pending
a rate readjustment because the President has indicated that
he does not, for the time being at least, contemplate an increase in rates.
He added that the stockholder has had no
increase to meet the high cost of living.
Mr. Bledsoe also
answered vigorously some of the arguments made by Luther
M. Walter in his advocacy of the Warfield plan, which Mr.
Bledsoe said is thoroughly destructive of the property rights
and security values of those roads that have heretofore been
regarded as successful and the securities of which constitute
a large part of the assets of life insurance companies, savings banks and other conservative investors.
in rates

it is

Commerce Commission

Judge Anderson Proposes Unified Railroad System

sections reserved;
States

is

now

property of the United States and its officers and employees
at 50 per cent of the established tariff rates, and must continue to do so in perpetuity; and the land grant roads are
now earning and must earn- in perpetuity the mails of the
United States over the land grant mileage for 80 per cent
of the compensation fixed for non-land-grand roads.
In
addition, the states in many instances imposed further obligations, as a condition to pass the grant received by it to
the railway company.
An instance of this is the 5 per cent
gross receipts tax imposed by the state of Illinois on the
Illinois Central.

"The amount which

the government

has

received

from

George W. Anderson, United States

district judge at Bosformerly a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the principal author of the present federal control law, appeared before the committee on August 27 and
proposed a plan for a unified United States Railroad, combining features of both the Plumb plan and the Amster plan.
In describing the plan Judge Anderson said in part:

ton,

"Charter a federal railroad company, with very broad
powers, including, inter alia, eminent domain to take existing transportation facilities, as well as land, etc.. for additional facilities, stocks, bonds of existing companies, or any
other kind of needed property with power to issue stocks and
bonds for cash at par or for exchange with present security

August
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holders; also to guarantee interest and principal of outstand-

many

ing bonds.

my

"This corporation might well be managed by a hoard
IS directors, elected and appointed for, say, term-

say,

of,

of

-hare-

new Btock as

the

oi

In

of thru- present stock.

present view, the new -tcx k will be so much better than
the old -lock th.it the government ought to gel somi diminu
tion in rate from the regular dividends paid even by the- best
control.

companies during federal

years each, so classified that the term of one of each class
Five of the director- should be elected
shall end each year.
by the classified employees under by-laws, approved by th
Five should be elected
Interstate Commerce Commission.
by the stockholders and represent capitalistic and profit-

of the railroad

Five should be public directors, probseeking interests.
ably appointed by the President, probably from both political
parties and confirmed by the Senate and required to hav<

dissenting stockholders in ordinary cases of consolidation.
"No plan for the- reorganization of our railroad ha- any reasonable prospect of success that does not n

no financial

nize the fundamental need of a radically changed StatUf

5

interest in the stock of the company.
This
hoard should have broad, general, managerial powers, including the power to provide for regional administration as
The
they may think wise and experience may dictate.
United States R. R. Co. should be capitalized, not less than
25 per cent nor more than 40 per cent in capital stock, the
The capital stock should have a standbalance in bonds.
ard dividend rate not less than 5 per cent nor more than 6
such rate as will fairly ensure par
per cent, cumulative
market values in all normal times. Probably new issues for
extensions and additions should be distributable to outstanding stockholders at par, although the stock would in
ordinary times undoubtedly sell at a substantial premium.
But it is desirable that there should be an adequate incentive
to spend new money for needed and useful railroad development.

—

"I think, although this is not free from doubt, that the
government should guarantee an annual dividend on this
Such
stock, possibly of 4 per cent, not less than 3 per cent.
guarantee would, in my present view, cost the government
nothing; it would stabilize the financial market, improve the
credit of the company, and reduce the ultimate capital cost
of our transportation facilities.
"Any surplus profits above operating expenses, fixed
charges, and standard dividends should annually be divided
into diirds:

an offer -hould be made to existing
holder- -o just and fair that the' great majority of them
would be glad to accept it. The rights of dissenters should
be taken tare of by clue process of law substantially a- are

"At any

One-third for the benefit of capital, applicable
to an additional dividend up to a reasonable maximum,
Any balance of this 1/3 accruing
probably 7 per cent.
in fat years should be held in a reserve for the purpose el
providing for the payment of the standard dividend in bad
years.

One-third as a dividend

"(b)

to

labor on

a

properly

classified schedule.

One-third for strictly public uses; at the outset
"(c)
perhaps to pay for the government's advances hitherto or
hereafter to be made during the transition period, thereafter
for such public puqx)ses as Congress may authorize by
statute or through the U. S. R. R. Co. and the Interstate

Commerce Commission.
"Given a single federal railroad company, with broad
powers and organized substantially as above, the present
roads might well be taken over substantial!) a- follows:

"An offer should be made to the stockholder- of the chief
roads to buy their stock by exchanging stock of the
R. R. Co. in such amounts as to give to the present stuck
holders a return reckoned on the standard dividend of the
new stock not greater, and perhaps, considering the greatly
improved quality of their security, somewhal less, than that
which has accrued to stockholders from the regular diviL illusdends paid during the period <<\ federal contn
i

I

R. R. Co,
S.
the standard dividend of the I'
stock is 6 per cent, Pennsylvania stockholders who have
been receiving 6 per cent should be offered a chance to
trate:

If

x rthern
better than
per cenl
stockholders who have been
would be given a like return by receiving one and one sixth
shares of "the new stock for each share of their old stock.
New York Central stockholder- would have five sixths as

swap on terms not
Pacific

-

labor.

''Labor must
the initial

for the

bility

given just and

be-

management

of the roads,

proper representation

and assume-

a

uninterrupted, efficient, economical

gressive development of the rail

facilities

in

responsi

and pro

entirely different

from that which has obtained hitherto when the railroadhave been run by corporation-, organized for profit, and beFull recognition
labor unions, organized for economic war.

must be given to tin- fact that the men who contribute faithful, efficient and long-continued service in the transportation
industry are as

agement

much

entitled to representation in the

man-

and must be held a- responsible tor the
wise exercise of managerial powers, as are the contributor- of
capital used to pay for the railroad facilities.
"The present statu- of irresponsibility and consequent
thereof,

threatened interruption of railroad service, together with the
utter lack of proper incentive for efficiency and economy
in the management and operation of rail facilities, i- prcu
The only plan now
tic ally admitted by all to be intolerable.
-

before Congress which really undertakes to meet tin- es
difficulty is the Plumb plan, and that plan offers,

tial

my
if

view, a

not quite,

Plumb

in

remedy which may not improbably be almost,
as bad a- the disease that it undertake- to cure.
entitled to a large and influential position in

"Labor is
the management
entitled

"'(a)

rate,

of our transportation

to control

that

plan, through

It

is

no;

industry, either as proposed

in

the

management of

industry.

the corporation adminis-

tering the rail facilities, or a-

is potentially involved in thesystem through the domination of extra corporate
organizations called labor unions.
The railroad busin>
It must be managed by. and controlled
a public business.
for, public
interests.
Until that fundamentally important
principle is recognized and -ought to be made effective,
there will be neither peace-, security, nor progress in our

present

transportation field.
"I propose to meet this difficulty by providing that in

the

contemplated unified United States Railroad Company the
classified employees -hall elect one-third of the director- or
governor-.
In addition the law should provide- for a com
petent and impartial tribunal to deal with all wage and

Labor
labor controversies, it- decision to be- final.
should al-o have a one-third profit-sharing interest in any
surplus profits above standard dividends.
"Given, then, a fair -har of initial managerial re-p,
bility, a competent tribunal to determine all lalxir contro-

other

(

-

business, combina
must be made illegal
on the- railroad-, a- ,m like combinations of capital in gen
Strike- ire combinations in restraint of trade
eral industry.
They are now legal. With this radically changed labor
status, labor would need no such weapon, and they must, on
dealt
illegal, the-ir illegalil
the railroad-, be mad<
with by tin- court- of equity and the courts criminal,
stantially as are illegal capitalistic combinations in re -tr, tint

profit-sharing

versies,

a

tion- of

employees

in

interest

in

the

restraint of trade

of trade.
it

the

the individual employee to h i\<
he break- a contract, -hould remain inno
railroad employee should

right

employment, even
violate-.

The

of

if

freer) to break his contract a-

'

i

i-

the capitalist."
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Representatives

would return

tcr

commissioners were to fol
was expected that Mr. Wal
answer some of the attacks on the War

<>t

the

state

Mr. Anderson, after which

low

plan

field

to

made by

it

the representatives of the executi

party conference of the Republicans in the House
the railroad question was given a prominent place in the
ihairman Esch, of
legislative program for the session.
At

a

(

tin'

Interstate

Commerce Committee,

ably be three weeks before the hearings
lation would be completed.

said
<>n

it

would

prob

the railroad legit

w

ON LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE MESSAGES.
The Southwestern regional director in Order 230
quotes a letter from the Commissioner of Internal
I

Revenue, stating that telephone messages directly connected
with the operation of railroads under federal control are not
subject to tax. The Northwestern regional director has issued
a similar order, Supplement 4 to Circular 59.
Order 231 of the SouthwestSecret Service Depart men}.

—

ern regional director states that Charles Weinb;*<*i)per, recently appointed inspector in the Southwestern region representing the Secret Service and Folice Section of the Division
of Operation, will co-operate with special service departments
Chief special agents should forward
in every way possible.
to him copies of their reports relating to important cases
of theft.

—

Supplement 1 to Order
Export Declarations.
110 of the Southwestern regional director states that it -ill
hereafter he necessary for shippers to file but two copies of
shipper's export declaration covering shipments to foreign
Shippers'

countries.

—

The regional director of the
Road/masters' Convention.
Central Western region issues similar instructions to those
issued by the Eastern regional director in Circular 102-42
(Railway-Age, page 316, August 15).
Grain Embargo, Primary Markets. Supplement 7 to Circular 83, canceling Supplement 6 thereto, states that grain

—

is included in permit regulations when reconsigned from
destination originally named to a primary market will require
an individual permit from the primary market to which
This will include:
reconsigned.

that

Cars shipped from one country station to another and reconsigned
thcuce to a primary market.
Cars shipped from a country station to a primary market on road or
2.
blanket permit basis, and before reaching that market reconsigned to a
different primary market.
Cars shipped to a primary market and afterwards reconsigned to
3.
anofhci primary market.
i.

—

National Railroad Accident Prevention Drive. The
Northwestern regional director, file 97-1-20, promulgates a
letter from the director general with reference to the "National Railroad Accident Prevention Drive," October 18-31.
(Railway Age, August 15, p. 326.)
Export Bills of Lading. The Southwestern regional director in Circular 240 issues revised instructions governing

—

the issuance of through export bills of lading via North
The Southwestern regional director in CirAtlantic ports.
cular 24F issues revised instructions governing the issuance
of through export bills of lading via Pacific ports.
Circular 242 of the SouthParcel Post Weight Limit.

—

western regional director quotes the order of the postmaster
general fixing the limit of weight for surplus food products
and other supplies under the control of the War Department,
placed on sale to the public by that department and distributed to the purchasers through the parcel post service, at

125 lbs.
Circular 243 of the SouthSpecial Agents' Organization.
western regional director announces the organization of the
Southwestern Regional Association of Chief Special Agents,

—

which is to promote o operation hetween the
departments of the various lines in the South
The first meeting oi the at oi Iation will
western region.
be held al Galveston, Texas, August 27.
Pay and Vaeations of Irani I h\patchers. Supplement 13
to Circular 2H of the Northwestern regional director states

the object
jpe<

i.il

Oi

jen

<

u e

—

that,

because

despatches

in

rather

of

the

the

past,

they

indefinite

appear

status

of

train

have suffered the
and employees with-

to

disadvantages attached both to officers
enjoying the advantages attached to either class; and
in view of the exceptional import. im e of the work of train
dispatchers, the men should he classed as officers and given

out

Orders of the Regional Directors
FEDERAl
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fully

issued

the
to

consideration
insure train

corded other division

due to officers.
Instructions are
despatchers the same treatment ac-

officers.

—

Industry Tracks.
Supplement 12 to Circular 33 of the
Northwestern regional director quotes Supplement 2 to General Order 15 issued by the director general and providing,
that in the absence of a written contract as to the maintenance of an industry track laid prior to March 26, 1918,
the practice of the connecting carrier prior to federal control,
as applied to such track of any particular industry from
the beginning of its use by such industry, shall be considered as equivalent to a written contract in accordance with
such practice.
While contracts are desirable covering side
tracks constructed prior to federal control and not previously
covered by written agreement, the execution of such contracts
is not now required by General Order 15.
The rails and
fittings in that portion of the track required to be paid for

by the industry may be leased to the industry with rental at
6 per cent on the current market value of the material, provided good and sufficient security is furnished to cover the
return of such material and that the rental be paid annually
in advance.

—

Inspection and Testing of Stationary Boilers.
The Southwestern regional director in Circular 245 states that Rules
6 and 7 of Mechanical Department Circular 11, dated
November 11, 1918, are modified as follows:
"Where two or more boilers are connected in parallel to
one steam main, the maximum period between the testing of
steam gages and the testing of safety valves will be six
months. These tests should be made at the time the annual
inspection certificate (Form MD-27) and semi-annual inspection certificate, (Form MD-26) are prepared."

The Northwestern

regional director in

file

67-1-8, issues

similar information.

Issuance of Through Export Bills of Lading Via North
Atlantic Ports.
Supplement 1 to Circular 240 of the Southwestern regional director states that paragraph 6 of Circular 240, which reads: "Ocean charges should be collected
by steamship lines and bills of lading should read 'Ocean
charges collect,' " has been amended as a result of advice
from the office of the Director of the Division of Traffic so

—

is no objection to accepting prepayment of ocean
charges in instances where shippers desire to prepay.
CirApplication of Floor Racks in Refrigerator Cars.
cular 244 canceling Circular 225 of the Southwestern regional

that there

—

(Railway Age, page 108, July 18), states that in
order to reduce the loss of perishable freight in transit particular attention must be given to insure proper ventilation
in refrigerator cars used for that purpose, and calls attention
to the necessity for carrying out the provisions of Circular
225. Authority is also extended to provide for the application
of floor racks under the conditions outlined in Circular 225
director

Any
prior to securing the consent of the corporate officer.
program should include only that work which will be
finished in time to put the cars in service prior to January
1,

1920.

—

File 8-1-8 of the Northwestern
regional director similar to Circular 102-42 of the Eastern
regional director (Railway Age, August 15, page 316).

Roadmasters' Convention.

Master Blacksmiths Hold Twenty-Fifth Convention
Papers on Heat Treatment of

Autogenous Welding,
Spring Making and Shop Equipment

Mi

i

Steel,

hods of securing increased production in the shops
and increasing the service secured from forgings

part

paying for something

is

it

did not

get.

of the various types of equipment, such as

The upkeep

steam hammers,

drop hammers and forging machines will differ and the
expense for repairs must be kept separate, which is done
by (barging such items against the individual machine.
Every machine and furnace is designated with a shop or
machine number so that all repairs and renewals are charged
against the equipment.
In this way, the cost of maintenThis is a
ance of every machine and furnace is known.
necessary feature of a cost accounting system which gives
You may manipulate
the cost of any manufactured article.
your charges as you please, but you cannot get away from
Your firm pays the bill.
the cost.

were the principal topics discussed at the twentyconvention of the International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association, held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on
August 19-21. The convention was opened with prayer and
an address of welcome, following which the president, W. C.
Scofield, delivered an address which reviewed briefly the
developments since the last meeting in 1916.
fifth

President's Address
Mr. Scofield said

in part: "In reviewing the great world
our craft can with reasonable pride look at the many
monster guns, munitions and engines of war, and know that
their ingenuity and brawn helped in making these mighty
implements.
In the present upheaval let us forget the
fallacies of socialism, the ignorance of bolshevism, and the
utter nonsense of the soviet, and return to the principles of
our fathers and realize that the safety of our institutions,
the success of country and the happiness of our home, depend
not so much upon how much we can get, but upon how
much we can do.
conflict,

Drop Forging and
By

By

in

The

following is an abstract of the paper on this subject:
is not a
simple substance like pure iron, gold or
It is composed
copper, but a complex artificial substance.
of groupings of elements which enter into its makeup. These
elements are only visible with the aid of a microscope. The

term micro-structure has been given to what

is thus brought
polishing and etching a piece of steel the
structure is apparent through the action of the etching
medium (acid or other corrosive materials) which affeet the
elements differently, causing each to assume a color or
structure peculiar to itself.
When steel is heated to above its critical point for the
forging operation and submitted to blows under the hammer,
the molecules of the metal are forced apart.
To bring the
steel to its greatest maximum strength
a proper scientific
heat-treatment is needed. This is accomplished with proper
furnaces, heat measuring instruments and trained workmen.
With all the above-mentioned facilities, automatic signal
pyrometers, well-designed cooling systems and semi-muffle
furnaces designed for this purpose should be used.
Heattreating departments of this type are built to insure quality
and progressive production.
The materials going into the
vital parts of a locomotive should be subjected to a chemical
After heat-treatment.
analysis and a heat-treatment applied.
to determine the physical
tesl specimens should be taken

Blacksmith Shops

G. F. Hinkins

Westinghouse Air Brake Company

A

paper touching on the history of the association and
and responsibilities of its members was submitted
In concluding his paper Mr. Hinkins
by G. F. Hinkins.
made a plea for more thorough methods of computing the
cost of work, which is given in part below:
As a rule, the foremen blacksmiths have every qualificaBy that, I mean that they
tion for handling shop work.
possess executive and mechanical ability, but how many
understand the fundamental principles on which their business is conducted?
Of course, they can tell the flat labor
cost of their product, but do they know the overhead exThe overpenses?
This is a very complex proposition.
head for making a flat chisel is much less than the overhead
for making an intricate drop-forging, by reason of the high
The overhead' expense
first cost and upkeep of the dies.
of producing different forgings varies in accordance with
the nature and shape of the forging, as the shape of the
forging will determine the cost of both the drop forging
and trimming dies. Drop forgings on account of their shape
and refinement will influence the lite of the die. The maximum output from a set of dies will vary from 10,000 to
the duties

50,000.

In order to get the cost of the product,

it is

necessarv

and also the
number of times the dies are dressed before they are worn
It
out and the number of forgings made from these dies.
will be perceived from the foregoing that everything that is
necessarv to produce a forging musl enter into the cost of that
forging, every detail operation must enter into it.
There must be business method- for ascertaining the true
cost of doing work, especially if manufacturing i- being done
If a furnace needs repairing and the brick
for the market.
mason helps himself to a load of fire brick to repair it and
does not charge the brick against that furnace, then some
part is not charged for something it did get and some other
to get the first or original

cost

of

the

dies

D. Boyle

"Steel

Upon

to view.

Cost Accounting

J.

Its Possibilities

characteristics.

Discussion
H. E. Gamble (Penn.),
made under drop hammer-.

wide variety of work
At the Juniata shops hammers
ranging from 1.500 to 12,000 ll». are in use, and the capacity
of the Largest size has been overtaxed.
All reciprocatimr
parts for locomotive^ arc heat treated after they are drop
told of the

& S F.) Stated thai a -team
G. Fraser (A
could be used for drop forge work by making dies
-imilar to those used in the drop hammer.
The die- are
held in a box tool secured by a hand and hung in the frame.
forged.

I

hammer

Several members stated that this method was being used
(>. Schutze (C. M. & St P
with satisfactory results.
told
how drop forge dies had been adapted to use in a Bradley
)

hammer

for

must

allowed

lie

making spring hanger
to

the dies will have a short

425

Ample

clear

Attempts to make drop forghad proved unsuccessful. There

life.

ings under a hydraulic press
-Dine

gib-.

dispose of surplus material, otherwise

discussion regarding the best material for piston
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and

was agreed

it

for this

fac(or>

that

tire

iteel

was

the

moel satis

purpose
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everal shops have been very succet ful on all forgings they
have heat treated, but failure has Inen the result in the
has come about through the
majority ot shops.
believe
fad thai all the experiments were on alios' steel Only.
The
greatesl trouble is to attain iinilormit\ in heavy forgings.
Aside from all the discouraging features of beat treatment
that are found in the average railroad shop.
believe
method we should all endeavor to learn more about.
There are many obstacles which are detrimental to sucit

I

The Heat-Treatment

and
Purposes and Results

of Iron

Steel;

By George Hutton
\ru Yolk Central

I

Heal treatmenl as pertaining to railroad work in railroad
shops seems to have gone backward during the past three
or four years.
When first introduced on Locomotive work, it
was thought this method was going to create a great improvement in the quality of forgings over the hit or miss
method.
The method in vogue today is for the forge shop
to construct the different
forgings and send them to the
variou- departments to be machined to si/.e and then applied
to the locomotive without any record or any means of knowing if these forgings are of equal strength or of uniform
quality.

rhese are the conditions today.
In forging side rods,
rods, rod straps or any piece of work that may be
important, you endeavor to have these forgings made up by
piston

workmen you may have, and to exercise great care
and hammering them. You may also be cautioned
and caution your men to have them carefully annealed and
laid on the floor stacked in such a way as to cool off equally,
the best

in heating

so that machining may be best accomplished.
When you
have carefully looked after this you have forgings that will
only stand up to a strain equal to the strength of annealed

Remember, annealing weakens forgings.
remember when vanadium steel was introduced in
railroad work about the time when heat-treatment was also
introduced or brought into shop practice.
Why was heat-

material.

You

will

treatment confined to the alloy steel only? The steelmakers
furnished a steel which, if no heat-treatment was applied,

would not be any

better or any different from the annealed
open hearth steel generally in use before the time of alloys
or the open hearth in use today.

You

have, no doubt, noted the breakage of heat-treated
may have come to your shop off the
road, and I am positive in my opinion that your verdict was,
"Too hard; brittle; too hot when quenched; not drawn back
enough," and this is exactly what has set back or almost
killed the wonderful results of heat-treatment, especially on
The average results of this method has been
alloy steel.
a sacrifice of elasticity for tensile strength.
I am of the
opinion that when the alloy steel was introduced, it was
never meant that forgings should be treated to such an extent
that breakage was the natural result, and certainly this has
alloy steel forgings that

been the case.

During the 1915 convention in the discussion on heat
member remarked that if we make our forgings, get the proper heat and proper hammering we would
have much better forgings than any of the heat treated ones.

treatment, one

If

we could only

attain efficiency of that kind the

whole

problem would be solved. But who are the craftsmen who
could do it and put it in effect in all our smith shops? There
is too much left to guesswork when that method is compared

When heat-treatment was introduced the
main object was to get strength, durability and uniformity,
and also to reduce the weight of forgings and castings, and

to heat-treatment.

to a great extent this

has been accomplished with the excep-

tion of securing uniformity,
to attain with this

and that

is

what we are trying

method.

Heat-treatment of locomotive forgings

is

a very different

We

admit that the automobile builders have been sucIt has been proved that we can get the desired
cessful.
strength and also the endurance test on some forgings, and
all

heal treatment

shops.

There

of locomotive
forgings
railroad
in
the cumbersome equipment and space which
is essential to success.
Then are very few -Imps that could
readily be prepared to treat even the lightest of forgings.
Then there is the output to be considered and the extra help
But considering all the obstacles and expensive
required.
equipment, I believe it would prove a good investment when
the method was thoroughly understood.
is

Discussion
There was considerable difference of opinion regarding
the advantages secured by heat treatment.
H. E. Gamble
(Penn.) stated that in addition to improving the quality
of the steel, heat treatment brought out defects.
G. Fraser
(A. T. & S. F.) stated that he considered annealing preferable to heat treatment.
While heat treated parts showed
high tensile strength, they seemed to break down under the
vibration to which they are subjected in actual service.
W. C. Scofield (I. C.) attributed much of the trouble experienced in using heat-treated parts to the unequal rate of
cooling in light and heavy sections.
Large forgings are
heated above the critical temperature, to treat the material
in the interior of the section, and are then quenched again
Mr.
at a lower temperature to take care of the outer layer.
Scofield thought that the high temperature might do more
harm than good, and suggested that this explained why
small parts have given splendid service after heat treatment,
while larger parts have often failed.
George Hutton (N.
Y. C.) stated that the New York Central has heat treated
material for three years and he had still to hear of a single
failure.
A motion was adopted stating that it was the sense
of the convention that wherever heat treatment can be done, it
is

a success.

An

Up-to-Date Railroad Blacksmith Shop
By George
A. T.

&

Fraser
S. F.

The location of the blacksmith shop is an essential feature
not only as it influences the design and arrangement of the
building and the layout of the tools, hammers, forges, etc.,
but also as affecting the output of the shop. The nature of
the work -and the conditions surrounding it require the building to be in an isolated location in order to provide light
and air on all sides. In repair work much material travels
from the erecting and assembling shop to the blacksmith
A
shop and back again, especially in locomotive work.
large proportion of the material passing between the locomotive and blacksmith shop is heavy and bulky. For this
reason the blacksmith shop should be so situated in relation
to the locomotive department as to provide for movement
Such material is
over the shortest and most direct route.
usually transported on push cars and trucks, so that distances
are important in economizing time and increasing output.

From

the standpoint of shop production, the blacksmith
looked upon as a feeder for other shops of prime
Sometimes this is overlooked in preparing the
importance.
original plans, and the average blacksmith foreman is never
consulted with regard to them, so when the shop is completed he is invited into it, and it is up to him from then
on to make the best of it.

shop

practice in comparison with heat-treatment on automobiles
or trucks or any light forgings in other industries.

must

cessful

ll

is

The blacksmith shops

at the principal

shop plants of the

August
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large railway systems turn out the forgings entering into
the construction of new cars, and the bulk of the car forg-

ings required in keeping up the repairs of both freight and
passenger car equipment on the line, as well as the forgings
As there is a difference in the nature
for locomotive repairs.
of the work for the two departments, each should occupy a
section common to itself, and the machines, forges and equipment should be arranged accordingly. Naturally, the equipment for each department is situated in that portion of the
blacksmith shop building nearest to the principal shop
which it serves. A ground plan in the shape of the letter
L is a convenient arrangement for the blacksmith shop, accesThe many
sible to both the locomotive and car departments.
conditions affecting the demands upon the blacksmith shop
and the differences in the dimensions of the shops on the
various railway systems render it impractical to attempt to
give a definite proportion based upon any given unit.

The introduction of cast steel in many details for which
forgings were formerly used almost entirely has affected the
necessary size of the blacksmith shop so far as the locomotive
The increased scope of forging
department is concerned.
machines assisted by the extended use of formers and dies
for rapidly duplicating standard parts of cars has increased
the possible output of car forgings without enlarging the
area required by the shop building.

A

general practice has been to span the entire floor without providing intermediate supports for the roof trusses, and
in a number of cases this distance equals 100 feet.
The
trusses are usually supported by the side walls, which carry
At Topeka the
the weight of the roof structure and roof.
steel skeleton is entirely independent, and the roof structure
is carried by built-up columns, to which
the walls are
secured to provide stability. The roof trusses span a distance
The elimination of supporting columns and the
of 100 ft.
long span of roofed trusses without intermediate support
allow free scope in the distribution of equipment on the
floor.
The method of handling heavy work in the blacksmith shop by means of swinging jib cranes requires freedom
of action for the crane arms, and the absence of obstructions
The long span
facilitates the arrangement of these cranes.
of roof trusses, together with the requirement of a stiff frame
construction to withstand the additional load imposed by
supporting the upper ends of the crane column calls for
heavy parts and careful design of the roof structure. The
horizontal loads imposed by the swinging shop cranes requires
While the distance from the floor to
stiff lateral bracing.
roof trusses at some of the older shops is about 20 ft., the
height of the more modern shop has been increased to 30 ft.

Almost without exception, the floor of the blacksmith shop
This is frequently covered with a
of earth of some kind.
coating of cinders well tamped, and by all means should
is

be six inches higher than the

level

of the outside surround-

ings.

blacksmith -hop and the
a high free space not
from the floors
only to allow the smok<
and forges, but to permit the diffusion of light from long
fad that the cleanest,
window-.
It is a very notici ible
re those with high
brightest, most airy blacksmith
walls.
The roof of the blacksmith -hop is usually sur-

The

amount

ventilation necessary

in

a

of natural light needed require

mounted by
of the roof.

a

wide monit
This is provided

rather than to distribute light.
are depended upon principally

ling aearl)

for

the
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doors and the lay of the shop should Ix; east and west, with
an open space clear from other buildings on the south side
so that all alike will share the south breeze in hot weather.
An arrangement frequently followed in the construction of
the monitor is to alternate the windows along the sides with
space having wooden slats built in on an angle, thus permitting the free circulation of air, while excluding rain and
snow.
The removal of smoke and gases from the forges is provided for by different methods.
Experience in some shops
where great care was used in their design to provide for
efficient ventilation is said to have proved that -moke hoods
in high shops are unnecessary and that the interior of the
building is clear and free from smoke and uas at all times.
Hand forges are usually arranged in a row along the
wall, conveniently placed according to the class of work
which they serve.
The distance between centers of forges
Forges
varies from 16 to 20 ft. and 5 ft. from the wall.
are arranged at a uniform height of about 24 in. and should
of uniform shape and size.
Careful provisions for tool racks is a necessary detail not
to be overlooked, for the care and maintenance of tools and
equipment is the duty of the energetic foreman. Tool racks
are generally arranged along the wall of the shop and in
l>c

the center of the shop.

For hammer,

tools, etc., a revolving

cone shape tool rack may be provided.
Oil is the most common fuel used in blacksmith shop
furnaces.
In latter years it has rapidly displaced coal and
coke, not only proving more satisfactory and economical as
fuel, but also improving the appearance of the shop by removing the necessity of the unsightly coal and coke boxes
about the shop.
It has been demonstrated by practice that
with oil as fuel it is possible to obtain a larger output, a
better grade of work by the greater intensity of heat as well
as more even heat, the elimination of the necessity of attending the tires, the shortening of the time required to bring
the furnace to the desired working temperature and improvements in the conditions under which furnace men work. It
is a noticeable fact that in a majority of the new -hops particular attention has been paid to the furnace equipment, the
design of the furnaces for the various machines and their
location

relation

in

to

the

machine and the movement of

the material.

The

location of large scrap furnaces should be on the out-

shop with the working side of the furnace flush
with the inside of the main wall.
To avoid any possible
shortage of steam, boilers should be installed over all large
scrap and forging furnaces.
By this plan no fuel expense
is chargeable to producing steam as the flame and gas from
the furnace does the work
In arranging the tire and furnaces, they should be so
placed that the men are not too near a furnace or tire when
working on the metal.
Efficiency engineers will figur
side of the

the

number

fire

or furnace to the

of steps that can be saved in handling from the
hammer, or anvil, overlooking entirelv

of the men whose vitality i- sapped out by
having the tires t«
nvil or hammer.
The
arrangement of furnaces, anvil-.
nd machines
should be left to the judgmenl of a practical man. one who
quainted with shop practice and in ch
smith

the comfort

the entire length

sake

-if

The windows

in

ventilation

the walls

for natural light, and it is
generally considered that the window area should equal at
In order to offer the
least 60 per cent of the wall area.
least obstruction to the free circulation of air throughoul
the shop in warm weather and in warm climates the windows
should be hung on pivots to provide a greater opening than

raising and lowering of sashes.

In addition, the shops should be provided with rolling

No

part of tin genera] railroad repair plant ha- under
greater change during the past 10 or 15 years than the
iVv,
blacksmith -hop.
\
years ago the majority of work
a

passing through

that

large quantity of the

shop was done on open tire-, and a
new materia] was purchased from man-

ufacturing concerns: today, due to the introduction of forging
machines, the majority of work in the modern shop is, or
should be, machine work.

Modern machines without proper die equipment are of
value.
The main blacksmith <=hop should be provided

little
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with its own tool loom, uiiciv the die work could be carried
along independent of the locomotive department, thus avoid
ing delays.
Little attention is given by other departments
to assisting foremen blacksmiths along these lines.
The fol
lowing equipment is SUfficienl for the average shop: one each

This equip
room at Topeka

planer, shajHT. lathe, drill press and fare plate.

men! is in-tailed In the blacksmith shop tool
and greatly facilitates the work of getting out dies, etc.
In connection with furnace equipment and open fires, par

ticular attention should he paid to the layout of blast piping.
Efficient blast IS a very important consideration to the blackSmith shop, as it practically governs the heating capacity
not only of furnaces hut of the open fires.
The blast line
should he overhead, and the safety valves should be provided in the up and down line leading to the forges to take
care of any gas that may possibly enter the line.
The main
blast line should be reduced in area in proportion to the
distance covered so as to maintain a good pressure at the
end of the line. When compressed air is used in addition
to the blast to atomize fuel oil an eight-ounce blast is sufficient.
When fan blast alone is used, nothing short of ten
ounces will give satisfactory results. The exhaust pipes on
steam hammers should pass downward through an independent pipe suitable to carry the exhaust beyond the shop

into a catch basin.

The modern shop may have

all the facilities it is

possible

and still not get results. The foreman in charge
must have the good will and hearty co-operation of each and
every man under him to reach the maximum of efficiency.
to provide

Discussion

The

Mr. Fraser's paper were endorsed
by the members who agreed that the arrangement outlined was
practically ideal.
W. J. Mayer (M. C.) questioned the
advisability of restricting the exhaust from the steam hammers, and asked whether any plants used the exhaust for
heating.
Several plans for using the steam were described.
In some cases a butterfly valve is used in the exhaust steam
line to limit the pressure.
At the West Albany shop of the
New York Central the exhaust from the hammers is piped
to the heating system and no heat is required in any part
of the plant other than that furnished by the exhaust steam.
A similar arrangement is used on the St. Louis-San FranThe advantage of piping the
cisco at Springfield, Mo.
exhaust down to prevent condensation, injuring the packing
and dripping on the dies was brought out by several who
ideas presented in

spoke.

-

Reclaiming Scrap

in the Railroad

Shop

By Walter Constance
St.

L.— S.

F.

Although this subject includes scrap reclaiming by the
use of both oxy-acetylene and electric cutting and welding
process, electric welding is not in use at our reclamation
plant, and I will have to leave the discussion of electric
welding to others.

The

oxy-acetylene

switches,

etc.

Good

torch
filler

is

used

in

stripping

blocks, reinforcement

frogs,

and similar

parts are saved to be used again.
The shop furnishes over
50 per cent of all switch material used on the system. Switch

switch stands, switch rods and plates are reclaimed
Brace or slide plates are made from old Weber
joints and scrap boiler steel, also transit clips for switch
points from the scrap steel.
have made quite a number
These
of oil tanks from tank cars which have been burned.
are cut up by the torch and the best of the steel is sent to
The rest is cut up under shears
the boiler shops for use.
to make switch material and repair parts for steel frame
Old cisterns for locomotive tenders are cut up and
cars.
frogs,

or repaired.

We

Vol. 67, No. 9

used to make loading platform running boards, and coal
car corner bands.
Good parts of scrap steel cars an- u ed
for the same purpose.
Sonic of our brake beam stripping is
done In the oxy -at tvlene tort h.
t

We

formerly welded

quite a number of bolsters and
baggage wagons and warehouse trucks. Oxy-acetylene welding comes in handy on these things, especially for repairing
steel warehouse trucks, the frames of which are broken, as
it does not pay to repair them in the blacksmith shop
when
they have to be stripped, but by oxy-acetylene welding they
can be made serviceable again at small cost.
We formerly welded quite a number of bolsters and trw< k
frames as well as broken couplers at this [x>int, but of
course we have discontinued doing so now.
However, we
are changing a large number of good couplers with 5 in.
by 5 in. shank, 6 l 2 in. butt, to 5 in. by 7 in. shank, and
l
9 /s,
in. butt.
This is done by welding tapered slabs of steel
on the shanks and blocks upon the butts. These then conform to M. C. B. dimensions.
We also reclaim a number of derailing frogs, which are
for smaller rails than our standard 90-lb., by splitting them
and inserting a piece in the side and welding up with oxyacetylene so as to bring them to the proper height.
There are no rolls at our plant, but all second-hand bolts
are used by cutting off and rethreading, and nuts by retapping.
Also all flat iron and round bars are saved for use.
Bottom rods are made with solid jaws from old 1^ in.
A. C. rods, dump rods, and so on.
Truss rods \% in.
in diameter are made into brake slabs.
The short pieces
left over are made into brake beam truss rods, bolts and
coupler rivets.
Other sizes of rounds are used for handholds, bolts, etc.
Rusty ^4 in. and
in. steel is rolled
into brake shoe keys on an abandoned spring roll.
Rusty
and pitted rounds \y% in. 1*4 in. and ljH? in. are made into
grade stakes for the engineering department.
All limed
iron is rattled and made into frog bolts, and switch chain
links.
We make standard 13/32 in. brake pins by upsetting
1 in. iron on the forging machine.
All brake beam repairing on the system is done at this
plant.
We use an air bulldozer for straightening. All
beams are stripped by laborers and are reassembled by
blacksmiths and helpers.
All round iron and bolts are straightened under air hammers at the scrap docks. The bolts are sheared to length
and sent to the threader and the iron is sheared for heading
All serviceable track spikes are also
in the blacksmith shop.
straightened at the yard shop.
Scrap springs
Coil springs that are standard are reset.
are uncoiled on a special machine and made into lining
bars, jack bars, rock drills and drift pins.
All track tools on the system are sent here for repairs.
Worn claw bars are made into engine pinch bars and lining
Picks are welded, if they have one end long enough
bars.
to sharpen; where both ends are to be welded it doe's not

/

%

Short picks are heated and cut off to
to repair them.
also make new
obtain steel for welding out others.
claw bars, lining bars, and tamping bars from scrap tire
All blacksmith's tools are made from tire steel, and
steel.

pay

We

also use tire steel for bolt dies and hammer tools.
Crooked angle bars for small sized rails are straightened
in tools under the steam hammer; this tool spreads the bars
slightly and makes them serviceable for siding and com-

we

mercial tracks.
All coupler yokes are stripped at this plant under a power
Yokes are repaired when possible and scrap yokes
shear.
are used to obtain iron from the forging furnace.
Brake levers that are not standard are repunched, cold
plugged and returned to service. All car material, such as
brake rods, brake hangers, brake staffs and fulcrums which
are repairable are sorted at the scrap docks and repaired in
the blacksmith shop.
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A very close check is kept on the costs, and if a good
margin of profit is not shown we do not attempt to repair
and reclaim. The welding and cutting apparatus is here to
stay,

because we

whereas that

make

a specialty of repairing or reclaiming,

only a

is

side

line

ordinary shops,

in

and

naturally not so successful.

Discussion
C. E. Stone (D. L. &
by rerolling scrap bars.

W.)

told of the good results secured
G. Fraser (A. T. & S. F.) brought
out the advantages of reclaiming as much material as possible at the

shop where

it

He

originates.

also called atten-

work
more expensive

tion to the necessity for careful consideration of the

done

in order to avoid reclaiming

where

it

is

for

Furnace
Heating

By H.

E.

Baggage Trucks With
Automatic Brakes

There

are a number of four-wheeled hand-operated
baggage trucks in use at various points on the Pennsylvania which stop automatically wherever the user
happens to let go of them. The advantages of such a truck
are self-evident.
It is not necessary to chain the wheels and
the truck will not move when heavy pieces of baggage or express are placed or shifted on it.
Also the danger of having
a truck, left unchained, run into a moving train is eliminated.
The two front wheels of the truck are equipped with inside band-brakes.

Heavy

coil springs

connected by chains

to the handle of the truck near the axle, hold the handle
normally in a vertical position and keep pressure on the

than the purchase of new material.

Powdered Coal

429

in

Smith Shop

Gamble

In handling producer gas and oil furnaces for forging
heavy locomotive parts, drop forging, heat treating and bolt
making, the question arises whether a change to powdered
coal would be warranted on account of the low cost in operIn connection with experiments on mixing crude oil
ating.
with powdered coal, this might help to use up heavy grades
of fuel oil coming into the markets for heating purposes.
Coal in a finely divided or powdered state, represents the
most advanced method for producing perfect combustion,
making it possible to more nearly obtain the full heat value
The generally
of the fuel than by any other known means.
recognized waste, unstaple or otherwise low-value coal mine
products are suitable for converting into the powdered form.
To give the best results as regards complete combustion and
the least trouble as regards ash and slag,

it

is

very necessary

have powdered fuel dry and keep approximately 48 hours'
supply on hand to prevent the possibility of the coal absorbThe statement has been made that
ing too much moisture.
as by a slight
it is not necessary to build new furnaces,
change present equipment can be made to handle powdered
Coal rich in volatile matter is preferred, slack or
coal.
screenings in preference to run of mine. To successfully
burn powdered coal, it should be uniformly fine. The maintenance of a correct ratio of air to coal is absolutely necessary, as on this depends the ability to hold an unwavering
and uniform temperature in the furnace, which ranges up
to

brakes.

have unquestionably

passed

through

one

of

the

known, and the members
of this association should do all in their power to secure the
best equipment and use their good judgment in conserving
all fuel possible in running the blacksmith shops.
greatest fuel conservation periods

Other Business

When

the operator wishes to

the handle

down

the springs

and

at the

same time

Section III, Mechanical.
The following officers were elected: President, J. CarMayer
first vice-president, W. J.
ruthers (D. M. & N.
(M. C); second vice-president, Joseph Grine (X. V. C);
)

;

In the
secretary-treasurer, A. L. Woodworth (B. & 0.).
balloting for the location of the next convention, Birmingham, Ala., received the largest number of vote-,.

The American

Institute of

Mining and Metallurgical En-

gineers are planning to make their meeting. al the Congress
interest to
Hotel, Chicago, September 22 to 26, of especial
the local industry.

This compresses

releases the brakes leaving

with a few such trucks and a large number of others not
equipped with brakes. There are a few trucks idle most of
the time, but those equipped with brakes are never among
the idle ones.

State Federation of Labor

resolution in favor of the

Plumb

A

American Railroad Association regarding amalgamation with

the truck he pulls

When the operator lets go the handle
returns to the vertical position and again applies the brakes.
The value of these trucks is evidenced in stations equipped

The New York

The report of the secretary-treasurer showed a total membership of 375 and a balance of $741 in the treasury.
committee was appointed to confer with the officers of the

move

to a convenient position.

the truck free to move.
it

to 2,200 deg. F.

We

Front Elevation of Baggage Truck

lias

adopted a

railroad plan.

—

in Chile Completed.
The Iron
Bethlehem-Chile Iron Mine-, at Cruze
Grande, Chile, construction of which was held up by the
The dock has capacity for
war. has just been completed.
30,000 tons of ore and i- provided with 17 -pouts, by which
all 17 hatches of the standard 20,000-ton ore boats of the

Bethlehem Iron Ore Dock

ore dock of

the

company may be ted simultaneously. The loading time is
expected to average three or four hours per vessel, the discharge of water ballast requiring more time than actual
The dock is similar to the ore docks in Lake Suloading.
dischargIt is nearly 500 feet long and i< loaded by
perior.
The
top
of the dock
the
at
hopper
cars
from
ore
the
ing
rail is 120 feet.—
height of the dock from low tide to top of
Iron
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The Canadian Northern
toba, w.is

at
Brandon, Maniabout $2,000.

freight office

robbed on August 20

of

The return of the railroads to private ownership was advocated by the Commercial Law League of America at its
meeting in Cincinnati on August 19.
$100,000 in Liberty Bonds and $3,500 in casli were stolen
from a vault in the office of the paymaster of the Boston &
Albany at the Soutli Station, Boston, sometime between
Saturday night and Monday morning of this week.

In the New York-Toronto air race, arranged by the American Flying Club and Aero Club of Canada, for $10,000 in cash
prizes and trophies,

19 of the 47 contestants,

and 7 Canadians, had completed the round
nesday night.

trip

12

American

by

last

Wed-

The American Association of Engineers, according to a
recent statement, now has 35 railroad sections with memberships numbering from 20 to 250. The largest section is
that of the Pennsylvania Railroad, while the Southern Railway has a section with 200 members.

A

fire

at

the Jarecki Chemical

Company

of St.

Bernard,

Ohio, destroyed 20 cars containing corn,
lumber and fertilizer. Charles Busch, engineman for the Baltimore & Ohio, and Jack White, conductor, ran a switch
engine into the flames and saved 20 loaded freight cars from

near Cincinnati,

destruction.

Smithers, chairman of the Board of Directors of the
a member of the British Parliament, arrived
in Montreal, Que., recently for the purpose of making an inspection of the Grand Trunk System and also to confer with
officers of the Canadian government regarding the status of
the Grand Trunk in relation to the complex Canadian railA.

W.

Grank Trunk and

way

situation.

Louisville & Nashville passenger train No. 7 was held up
between Columbia, Tenn., and Pulaski early on the morning
The
of August 21 and robbed of valuable mail pouches.
bandits forced trainmen to cut the engine loose and started
It was found some time after
it towards Pulaski unmanned.
near Wales, Tenn., a few miles north of Pulaski, where it had

run out of steam.

The Traveling Engineers' Association has announced

that
of this association with the

the question of the amalgamation
Section III, Mechanical, of the American Railroad AssociaIts findings will
tion has been considered by a committee.

be presented at the convention which opens on September
16, at which time it is expected that the association will take
definite action

on the matter.

Railway reached St. John,
New Brunswick, from Fredericton, on August 21. The St.
John & Quebec Railway, the official name of the Valley road,
has completed 159 miles of road. It joins the Canadian Pacific at Westfield and by its completion affords the shortest
existing route between St. John and Quebec. The Canadian
National is soon to take over and operate the Valley Railway.

The

first

train over the Valley

The Flathead County (Mont.) Board of Equalization has
denied protests by two railroad companies against assessments amounting to more than $2,000,000. The Northern Pacific
asked a reduction of $1,595,405 in the assessment against its
timberlands in the county, the total acreage of which is
Its value as returned by the Northern Pacific is
129,675.
$567,445 and that placed by the assessor, $2,162,850. An application made by the Great Northern to exempt from assessment more than $400,000 worth of tools and materials on the
ground that it was government property was also denied.

Appeals to the state Hoard of Equalization have been
both cases.

filed

in

A threat to tie up the New York, New Haven & Hartford,
helped to bring about a settlement of a strike vvliicli lasted
five days on the New York, Westchester & Boston.
The
tnotormen and conductors on the New York, Westchester &
Boston struck for and won the same wages as are paid on
the steam railroads. Witli the increase of 25 per cent granted
the men on August 17 this meant an advance of about 34
per cent. The men accepted a nine-hour day instead of the
eight-hour day which they demanded. The New Haven owns
98 per cent of the stock of the New York, Westchester &
Boston.
The Canadian Pacific social clubs held their first annual
convention at Winnipeg, Man., on August 20 and 21. A constitution was drawn up centralizing all the Canadian Pacific
social clubs under one governing body with headquarters in
Winnipeg. J. Bending, president of the Winnipeg Club, was
elected president of this governing body, and R. W. Beatty
was elected general secretary. The presidents
isting clubs will form the central committee.

of

all

the ex-

A comparative report of the amounts of materials in stock,
exclusive of fuel, rail and tires in the Northwestern region
shows that the value of this material has decreased from
$55,778,875 on January 1, 1919, to $48,160,284 on July 1, of
At the same time the number of months
the same year.
stock on hand, based on the June consumption, has decreased
from 6.7 on January 1, to 5.8 on July 1. The value of materials transferred totals $1,115,828 for the period from December

1,

1918, to

August

1,

1919.

To

present graphically Safety First lessons to railroad
employees has been the aim of George Bradshaw, supervisor of safety of roads under the jusisdiction of Federal

Manager Frank H. Alfred. The latest bulletin issued by
the safety organization under Mr. Bradshaw's direction carries out this idea in presenting to the employees one of their
fellow workers who, through neglect, lost the use of one
His photograph, a reproduction of the piece of metal
eye.
which caused the accident and the moral involved are presented graphically to the employees with the consent of
the injured employee.

The Frank Thomson scholarships of the Pennsylvania
Railroad have been awarded to Archibald M. Thomson, of
Haverford, Pa., and Frank J. Travers, of Fort Wayne, Ind.
Aside from the two who were awarded the scholarships this
year, six other young men will continue their college courses
The successful candidates receive certificates enthis fall.
titling them to payment by a trust company of a sum not in
excess of $600 a year for each year during which they atAccording to the terms of the trust, one scholarship is awarded to the successful candidate from the eastern lines and one from the western lines.
tend college.

The railroad question is attracting more attention now
than at any former period, according to the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, which daily receives hundreds of requests from all parts of the country for detailed
information about it. The demand for data has been so heavy
that republication of all the chamber's pamphlets and statenecessary. An edition of 10,000 copies of the stateGeorge A. Post before the House committee on
interstate and foreign commerce, in which the National
Chamber plan was set forth, was exhausted within a week.
Many inquiries are coming from farmers.

ments
ment

is

of

The United Brotherhood

of

Maintenance of

Way Em-

ployees and Railway Shop Laborers will hold its annual
convention in Arcadia Hall, Detroit, Mich., on September 8
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to 20 inclusive.
It is expected that 1,800 delegates will be
present from the 2,500 lodges of this organization. One hundred and thirty-five general chairmen of this organization,
representing the employees on that number of railroads, were
in session in Detroit the week of August 19, forming a general chairmen's association and creating committees to arrange for the presentation of the various subjects which will
come up for consideration at the annual meeting.

The Black Tom explosion on July 30, 1916, was caused by
German agent known as Lathar Witcke, alias Pablo Wabirski, now a federal prisoner at San Antonio, Tex., accorda

ing to the statement of Dr. P. B. Altendorf, late of the U. S.
Military Intelligence Department.
If the cause of the explosion was incendiarism the Lehigh Valley would be cleared
of liability for damages.
In two suits that railroad has been
held responsible for the explosion by juries that gave judgments aggregating nearly $1,500,000 to the Bethlehem Steel
Company and Howell & Co. of New York. A suit of Jersey
City claimants against the Lehigh Valley is on the Supreme
Court calendar for trial in the September term.

George W. Hunter, receiver

&

of the Louisiana
Northwest,
a petition before United States Judge G. W. Jack
of Shreveport, La., asking authority to abandon the southern end of the Louisiana
Northwest, i. e., the division run-

nas

filed
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under the jurisdiction of Regional Director B. F. Bush of a
forceful man to take complete charge of the situation with absolute authority to direct movement of traffic over any line he sees
fit.
The telegram intimates that there has been a competitive
spirit manifested between the Southwestern Region and Central
Western Region lines which has added to the congestion. The
director of the Division of Public Service has advised the Texas
shippers that the situation is being handled vigorously and that
reports will be made in the near future.

The Canadian Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1 has
issued six awards relating to wages and working conditions.
By one of these rulings various clerks, express, roundhouse
and station employees and freight handlers on the Canadian

who have been receiving $60 and $62.50
receive the minimum of $87.50. The new
scale is made retroactive to September 1, 1918.
Another
award gives an increase of $10 a month to Canadian Pacific
Morse operators at what is termed "outside points" and $12
a month to the three percentage groups in the percentage
offices.
By the decision of the board in the controversy between the Canadian Pacific and its dining car service employees the allowance for excess mileage, terminal delay,
etc., was abolished and monthly rates were substituted.
National Railways,

a

month,

will

now

&

ning between Natchitoches, La., and Gibsland. The petition
stated that funds are not available to keep that portion of
the road in safe repair and that it is impossible to sell the
railroad in its entirety.
A sale was ordered sometime ago
by Judge Jack but no bids were received. The petition has
been referred to the Louisiana State Railroad Commission
whose report and findings will be advisory only. The hearing before the Commission will be held at Shreveport on

November

reparation

Prince of Wales

3.

Upon an inquiry from the Railroad Administration the
Bureau of Internal Revenue has recently ruled that where
transportation taxes have been collected by carriers on the
basis of their legally published rates, and such rates have
subsequently been declared excessive and unreasonable and
ordered reduced by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
riers

To Accompany

H. R. Charlton, general advertising agent of the Grand
Trunk, has been designated to accompany the Prince of
Wales when he uses the lines of the Grand Trunk System
on his visits to the principal Ontario cities. Mr. Charlton
has been the representative of the company on the various
Canadian tours of important personages during the past
twenty years.

payments to the shippers being required, the car-

making the reparation payments may refund the amount

of the taxes collected on the charges found excessive; or, in
the event the taxes have been turned into the treasury, the
carrier in making reparation may refund the tax on the
amount found to be excessive and take credit for the same
against amounts included in any subsequent monthly returns.

Railway Tool Foremen's Convention
The

ninth convention of the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association opened at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
on August 27. Following the invocation an address of welcome was delivered by a representative of the states attorney.
W. E. Dunham, assistant to the general superintendent motive power and car department of the Chicago & North
Western, spoke on the relation of the tool foremen's work to the
general efficiency of the shop and C. A. Shaffer, president
of the association, delivered an address.
An abstract of the
proceedings will appear in next week's issue.
St.

In a rear collision on the Pennsylvania at Elwood, X.
on Sunday morning, August 24, one man was killed and more
Ralph Townsend, engineer
than 20 persons were injured.
of the second section of the Washington excursion train,
which telescoped the rear end of the first section, was held
responsible for the accident by a committee of five railroad
men appointed by R. L. O'Donnel, general manager of the
Pennsylvania. The committee reported that the engineer's
failure to see a yellow caution signal 4,400 ft. from the scene
of the wreck made it impossible for him to bring his train
Director General Hines has announced
to a stop in time.
that a "special inquiry will be made into every phase of the
occurrence to ascertain the cause and locate and deal with
I

Paul Adds 110 Miles to Electrified Line

,

President R. M. Calkins of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul says that in a few days electric current will be turned
on over another 110 miles of main line from Othello to (le

Elum, Washington. By January 1. the road will lie completely electrified from Ifarlowton, Mont., to Seattle, 885
miles, or within 200 miles of half the entire length of thPaul-Seattle line.
The last stretch from Cle Elum to Seattle, 130 miles, will
cost about $9,000,000, or 25 per cent to 40 per rent more, relatively, than preceding units, on account of higher
prices of
labor and material.
Electrification has doubled train tonnage, says Mr. Calkins.

the responsibility."

West Texas

is

facing a railroad blockade due to the exceptraffic, the result of developments in the Wichita

tionally heavy oil
Falls district, according to

Edward

P. Byars, traffic

manager of

the Fort Worth (Tex.) Freight Bureau and Commerce Counsel
of the Texas Petroleum Refiners Association. Appeals have been
made by the Texas Petroleum Refiners Association, the West
Texas Chamber of Commerce and the Texas Wholesale Fruit
and Produce Dealers to the Railroad Commission of Texas and
also to Director General Hines urging that action be taken at

end the congestion. It is claimed that oil companies have
in which to transport their oil and that tanks, oil well
supplies and equipment are being packed in the Fort Worth yard.
In addition to the oil traffic, a large grain crop is being marketed
and repeated calls are being made for cars in which to ship this
grain. A telegram to the director general advocated the placing
once

to

no cars

Report on Railroad Annual Pass Holders
Director General Hines has recently sent to the Senate
in response to a resolution a statement giving the
names of
holders of annual all-line railroad passes and Pullman passes.
A preliminary reply was sent to the Senate on July 21, as
noted in these columns at the time. The later report state-that 2,418 all-line Pullman passes have been issued by the
Railroad Administration as of July 1, 1919, of which 515 have
been cancelled, leaving 1,903 outstanding. As corrected, 4.200 all-line railroad passes have been issued up to July 1, of
which 119 have been cancelled, leaving 4.081 outstanding on
July 1, 1919. The lists of names include, although out of their
alphabetical order, the name of W. G. McAdoo a- special
counsel for the Railroad Administration for the State of
New York, and also of Mrs. McAdoo and a dependent son
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April 4, 1919, is given as the date o! mailing.
daughter,
aboul thai time Mr McAdoo returned easl after
ii, hi
his appointment as special counsel
in California and
made unnecessarj the observance of the tarifl formalities re
garding the numbei oi fares required for a private car.

;iiid

•

\i

;i

tin
members taken last July in which 577 voted againil the
consolidation ol the engineering association with the American
\
Railroad
ociation, while 83 voted for it, some <>f whom
qualified their votes by adding "only during the period of the

,>i

Mr.

working arrangement "has the
Din dots of the American
Railway Engineering Association and perhaps a majority of the

war."

ratification

rhe docket
dustrial
Pa.,

Meeting

Industrial Traffic -League

National

for

Traffic

September

4

the

summer meeting

League, which will be
and 5 is as follows:

of

the

held

at

National En
Pittsburgh,
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Hill

ol

slates

only

that

the

the

Board

of

small representation of members present at the last annual
meeting."
To ascertain whether he r<
the feeling of
the majorit) of the members of the engineering association that
this aetion should b<
before it is too late and "that a
complete divorce of the American Railway Engineering Associa>n
from the American Railroad Association be accomplished
by a working arrangement or otherwise and return the American Railway Engineering Association to its status quo before
the war" a ballot i^ attached on which the members are urged
to express their position.
I

Report

ol

the

Executive
increasing

Proposed change to Article 6 of
minimum dues from $15 to $25 p< r annum;

Committee

the constitution,
recognition of established rate
situation;
cai
relative
to
investigation
recommendations to
reductions in rates;
relationships in advances or
Congress with respect to the railroad situation.
Bills
of Lading.
Export
Through
Committee—
Repot 1 ot Special
Report oi Special Committee on Railwa) Leases and Sidetrack Agreemeals—Liability Clause in Railroad Leases and Sidetrack Agreements.
Reiort of Committee on Car Demurrage and Storage Status of Recodi-

ii

i

—

of the Demurrage Code.
Report of Lhe Committee on Transportation Instrumentalities,
Report of Hill of Lading Committee— Uniform Bill of lading; Two Year
and One Day Limitation in paragraph 3 ol Uniform Bill of Lading Intervention in Jus. E. Decker & Sons Case.
Report of Express Committee.
Report of Committee on Rale Construction and. Tariffs Furnishing
classifications tiee of charge to shippers and commercial organizations;
consolidation of tariffs of individual lines into agency issues.
Rcpoit of ltaggagc Committee -Uniform Baggage Tariff.
Rcpoit of Freight Claims Committee.
Kepoit of Specif! Claim Committees.
Report of Organization Committee.
Report of Membeiship Committee.
Report of Weighing Committee.
Report of Classification Committee.

Workmen

fication

—

—

Two

business sessions will be held on September 4, one
m. and the other at 2 p. m. and a third business session will be held at 10:00 a. m., September 5.
at 10

a.

Federal Trade Commission
Sees Scandal in

Bumping Posts

"The volume of traffic of the five packers," the report says,
"has enabled them to secure from the railroads advantages
Formerly in the shape of direct
over competing shippers.
rebates, these advantages are now usually in expedited service
to the big packer cars; in favorable mixing rules which include all their diversified products and even many articles
not related to the packing industry; by allowances paid to
some of the big packers by carriers for the performance of
a part of the transportation service; by favorable arrangements and lease of stockyards by the railroads to some of
the big packers; and by the sale to the railroads of bumping
posts manufactured by a subsidiary of one of the big five
packers."
How much of the high cost of living is due to excessive
prices paid for bumping posts is not stated.
A. R. E. A. Co-Operation with A. R. A. Questioned
advisability of the

American Railway Engineering Asso-

continuing its present working arrangement with the
American Railroad Association has been questioned by George
D. Hill, assistant valuation engineer of the Seaboard Air Line,
and a member of the A. R. E. A. Mr. Hill has sent a letter
to the members of the engineering association which calls attention to the present working arrangement between the two
organizations whereby the committees of the American Railway
Engineering Association have been appointed as similar committees of the newly organized American Railroad Association
and have formed a part of the engineering section of the
ciation

American Railroad Association.

He

calls attention

to the vote

Company's Plant

feared serious trouble

if

the

company

at-

tempted to end the strike by the importation of strikebreakWith the guards furnished by the state, however, apers.
proximately 400 men were brought to the company's plant
after the employees had refused a compromise offer which
would give them an increase of 7 per cent in pay. The importation of strikebreakers complicated the situation by the
necessity for housing them near the plant. Many of the cottages in which the workmen live are owned by the company
and they feared that they will be forced from these dwellOfficers of the
to make room for new workers.
company admit that some provision must be made for quar-

ings

men and that the strikers will be compelled to
they refuse to return to work.
Latest reports indicate that there has been a break in the
ranks of the strikers, approximately 200 having returned to
work, and others indicating their intention to do so as soon
as they are assured protection.
tering the

move

ulation.

Strike at Car

of employees of the Standard Steel Car Company's plant at Hammond, hid., which has been in progress
for almost a month, recently assumed a serious aspect with
the outbreak of fighting between the strikers, police and
deputies. The belligerent attitude of the strikers during the
past week led to the issuance of orders calling for protection
of the company's plant by 11 companies of the Indiana state
militia, charged by Governor Goodridge of Indiana with the
"most rigorous exercise of force" if necessary. Adjutant-General Harry B. Smith, in command of the troops, also carries
a proclamation from the governor declaring martial law in
Hammond, which will be put into effect if the fighting is reApproximately 1,700 employees are on strike for
sumed.
higher wages and practically all attempts at arbitration have
The troops were called by Mayor Dan Brown of
failed.
strike

Hammond, who

Asserting that the ownership of refrigerator cars by the
packers is a principal factor in their control of the meat
industry, the Federal Trade Commission has made public a
special report to the President on private car lines, recommending that the government acquire all cars used for the
transportation of meat animals and all refrigerator cars and
all necessary equipment for their proper operation and that
such ownership and operation be declared a government
monopoly or that the cars and equipment be owned and
operated by the railroads under government license reg-

The

A

if

Safety History
conductor on the Joplin Division of the MisJ. C. Silling,
safety
souri Pacific, presented some interesting history of the
movement at a recent Safety Committee meeting. Mr. Silling
said in part:
Safety First movement is of
it is believed that the
Many manufacturers, however, have been
recent origin.
of Chicago
engaged in safety work for over 20 years. The Crane Company
regards eye prowls one of the pioneers in safety work, particularly as
its men,
In 1897 this company commenced to furnish goggles to
tection.
As a result
and in 1898 began giving glasses to the men free of charge.
reduced.
greatly
been
of this policy, the number of eye injuries has
Then
generally.
"It was not until about 1913 that it was taken up
companies
automobile associations, protective associations and street railway
In
schools.
financed a program of instruction on Safety First in the
causes,
some cities they distributed propaganda and literature stating the
The plea for
accidents.
results ana precautions for preventing further
United States Public
pre] arecmess and caution originally came from the
Interstate
Health Service, Bureau of Mines, Department of Agriculture,

"In many quarters

comparatively

Commerce Commission, Navy Department and War Department.

origin of the words
'"lhere has been considerable discussion as tc the
of the railroads
'Sateiy Thirst,' and I have seen an announcement that one
FIRST CONSIDERATION'
BE
used the words 'SAFETY
that the
conceded
generally
is
it
think
in the seventeenth century, but I
was the first to consciously
Illinois Steel Company at its South Chicago plant
was not supposed then
use the 'Safety First' although, as often happens, it
our conservation for life
that the words would become popular and express
Many people deplore the use of the words—
au.i limb in the industries.
of the companies
they say it is impossible to have Safety First— and some
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CAREFUL* But whatever the slogan
may be, I believe it should be affirmative and constructive, for very few of
US give a thought to the price we pay for our modern transportation.
"In the beginning of the 'Safety First' movement, the cause had the
impct'.-s that attaches to a
fad, and
it
was taken up with remarkable
rapidity throughout the country.
Since then the concern of those who
realized the intrinsic value of the agitation has been to denude it of the
Caddish features in order to prevent a decline of interest on the part of

are uiing a substitute slogan, 'HE

those participating in it, and to insure it-- permanence as a fundamental
principle in the management of men.
Proof that such a difficult thing
has been accomplished is at hand today in the mere fact that the 'Safety
I'irst' movement is as alive now as it ever was.
It is universally recognized
:iol only as a humanitarian but as an economic measure and its
principles
cannot now Le ignored by anyone who is engaged in the administration of
important business."

Engineering Council Suggests Engineer on

I.

C. C.

Engineering Council has opened a campaign for the appointment of an engineer familiar with transportation problems to the
vacancy
In order

now

existing on the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

bring this matter to the attention of President Wilson,
who will make the appointment, a letter has been addressed to
him, signed by J. Parke Channing, chairman of engineering
to

which states in part
"Engineering Council, being aware of a vacancy on the Interstate Commerce Commission, begs leave to request the Chief
Executive that in filling this vacancy, he give earnest thought to
the selection of a man who, to his other qualifications, adds the
training and experience of an engineer familiar with transportacouncil,

tion problems.

'Engineer members widely chosen would bring to the investigations and deliberations of the Interstate Commerce Commission
not only technical knowledge of great value, but also experience
in executive duties, a judicial attitude gained through the direction of work under contracts, minds of analytical habit, familiarity with costs of construction and operation, experience in dealing
with employees of many vocations, and integrity of thought cultivated by that inescapable obedience to the laws of nature involved
in the practice of this profession.
The engineer's training fits
him for that mode of thinking which is indispensable to impartiality of judgment.
One important function of the Commission
is valuation of public utilities and another is the determination
of relationships and responsibilities of the management of such
utilities to the public.
No other body of men has given so extensive and so scientific consideration to these matters as have
members of the engineering profession.
"Council's purpose is not to further the interests of any individual or group, but solely to serve the nation by strengthening

most important regulatory bodies. Upon the wisdom,
and courage of this Commission depends in large
measure the commercial welfare of the country. It is believed
that the engineering profession can and should contribute to the
country's well-being through the channel of membership in the
Interstate Commerce Commission."
one of

its

intelligence

"Our Country

First Conference"

call

to

"Our Country

views

on

problems
Approximately
have been accepted and the replies
indicate that the attendance at the conference will be exceptionally heavy.
The suggestion has been made that a
resolutions committee representing all interests be formed
and that group meetings of the various industries represented
their

reconstruction

1,000 of these invitations

be held prior to the conference. As a result of the latter suggestion arrangements have been made for holding these
meetings either on the evening prior to the opening of the
conference or on Monday night, the first day of the conference.

More Tentative Valuations
The Division of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce
Commission has issued tentative valuation reports on the
Tampa & Jacksonville. Louisville & Wadley, Albany Passenger Terminal Company, Macon & Birmingham, Mississippi
Eastern, Norfolk Southern and the San Pedro, Los Angeles &
Salt Lake.
No notable changes have been made in the form
or substance of these valuations as compared with those
previously served except that "other values or elements of
value" are reported as follows: "No other values or elements
of value to which specific sums can now be ascribed are

found to exist." The value of the property is not reported
but the statement is made that the order will be supplemented by such further findings and order with respect to
the value of the carrier property as may be
deemed
appropriate.
In the case of the Norfolk Southern the capital stock outstanding was $16,000,000 and the bonded debt outstanding was

The investment in road and equipment as reported by the carrier was $28,333,531. This, the report says,
is too large.
It is reported that the original cost cannot be
ascertained but the investment in equipment is given as $4,$17,426,142.

018,619.

The

cost

of

reproduction

First

as follows:

"Agitation of the causes of our national unrest, coupled
with indiscriminate charges, makes the frank discussion b)
all patriotic citizens of the problems and conditions underlying the situation an absolute necessity.
"Several distinct groups are endeavoring to create public
Congress,
sentiment by the presentation of exparte views.
•to arrive at a just conclusion, needs the facts, as well as the
views of all classes of citizenship. A clear and fearless expression of opinion should be formulated and proper comonmittees appointed to present the conclusions reached to
gress and others concerned, in order that fair and honesl
all and the
legislation may be enacted, a square deal given to
the
nation freed of the agitators who are trying to overthrow
very foundations of our government."
every
Invitations to attend the meeting have been sent to
<

manunational and state organization, including financial,
organizafacturing, distributing and wholesale and retail
consumers organizasocieties and
tions, 415 agricultural
been
Invitations have also
tions wherever organized.
Depart
the
and
of
Labor
Federation
American
sent to the
ment of Labor to have representatives present to outline

new

of

common

carrier

property other than land is given as $24,067,374, and the cost
of reproduction less depreciation as $19,800,019.
The cost
of carrier lands is given as $1,655,427 and of the non-carrier
lands as $105,812, while the present value of the carrier lands
owned is given as $2,418,698 and of the lands used as $583,272.
The capital stock of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt
Lake was $25,000,000 and its long term debt $56,274,000. The
investment in road and equipment as stated by the carrier
was $76,391,598, but the report says this includes $25,000,000
to balance the stock issue, and with some readjustments the
report states it as $42,873,561.
It is said to be impossible
to state the original cost to date.
The cost of reproduction
new of the property used, not including land, is given as
$43,127,960 and the cost of reproduction less depreciation as
The present value of the lands owned is given
$35,701,567.
as $4,043,749 and of the non-carrier land as $3,624,677.
Pacific Coast

Conference," to be held
under the auspices of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association
at Chicago on September 8 and 9 inclusive, has been sounded
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Railway

Men

Strike

Enginemen, trainmen and yardmen employed on the Los
Angeles division of the Southern Pacific went on strike August 21, in sympathy with the striking trainmen of the Pacific Electric and the Los Angeles (Cal.) street railways.
Los Angeles division of the Southern
\.s a result the entire
Pacific as well as the Pacific Electric and the Los An.
Embargoes have
Railways have been completely tied up.
been placed on livestock and perishables from, to and through
Los \ngeles, Fulton and San Bernardino and dead freight
Service to Los Angeles
is being handled subject to delay.
on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has also been seriously
affected by the strike, the westbound movement terminating
it
BarstOW, Cal., although the line from Barstow north to
San Francisco is open.
os
The striking employees of the Pacific Electric and
Angeles Street Railways demand reinstatement and full pay
for all men on strike, for the time they have been out. the
discharge of all strike breakers and the discharge of emThe
ployees who have remained loyal to the company.
strike of the steam railway men is entirely in sympathy with
been
the electric railway workers and no grievances have
steam
presented. The sympathetic strike on the part of the
railway men has been undertaken without the sanction of
of inthe international brotherhood officers and in disregard
1
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Btructions

issued

Warren

by

S.

Stone,

president
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the

Brotherhood oi Locomotive Engineers. It is estimated thai
approximately 3,500 nun formerly employed on the steam
roads in and neai Los Angeles are now <'ut and the strike
is extending
northward and eastward, reports on Tuesday
indicating thai the switchmen of the Southern Pacific at tn
din. Cal., have walked out, cutting of! traffic to Texas and
\
ona points.
Because ol repeated attempts at intimidation and threats
Angeles Street Railway Company obof violence, the Los
1

probably

i

enforci

pliance,

authoi iiv
"Aii'

in

mu

I

it

o

>'< A*

Thai .ii i. mi. .it,,.
ing department, and

i

c

ii"

tained an injunction against the amalgamated association of
street and electrical railroad employees of America, Division
No. 835, restraining them from interfering with the running of
The electric railway companies have enears on tliat line.
deavored to break the strike by the importation of strike
breakers and has maintained operation although greatly curAccording to officers of the electric line violations
tailed

have been frequent and evidence is being
gathered against those who are believed to be directing the
of the injunction
Strike,

among whom

are officers of the Brotherhood of Rail-

road Trainmen and other officers of the steam railway brotherhoods.
Reports filed from San Francisco on August 26, state that
yardmen employed by the Southern Pacific at San Francisco
and Oakland have gone on strike practically without warning.
This strike, which involves men caring for engines in the

yards as well as switchmen, went into effect as the day shift
went off duty and at a time when it was necessary to handle
the evening rush of commuters to suburban points. The men
agreed to leave a sufficient number of workers on duty to
care for this rush, however, and no serious difficulty was experienced. At Oakland the yardmen left their work without
warning shortly before 8 P. M., and it is not known whether
or not their strike is connected with the strike in San
Francisco.
Indications that the strike is spreading to other branches
of railway men were confirmed with the receipt of reports
indicating that car repairmen at the Southern Pacific shops
at Los Angeles have walked out in sympathy with the strikPress reports estimate that a
ing trainmen and yardmen.
total of 1,500

shopmen

are out.

In a statement issued by Frederick H. Lee, secretary of
the President's Conference Committee on the Federal Valuation of the Railroads, under date of August 15, the suggestion is made that no necessity now exists for the carriers to
incur the expense of accumulating evidence on the cost of
acquisition of lands, parcel by parcel, in view of the atti-

tude of the Interstate Commerce Commission as evidenced
An effort has
in its decision in the Texas Midland case.
been made to secure a definite understanding with the Commission or the Bureau of Valuation, that should the Commission announce in the future that such evidence will be reopporceived and such costs reported by it, a reasonable
evidence.
tunity will be allowed the carrier to assemble such
agreeDifficulty has been encountered in securing a definite
sugthis respect, but the Director of Valuation has
in

Commission
gested that carriers should assume that the
would adopt a fair and reasonable course in the matter.
Pending the appeal of the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company from the decision of the Commission declining to
assume that
receive such testimony, it seems reasonable to
question will be
no change in the present attitude on this
States
made unless or until the Supreme Court of the United
renders a decision on this subject.
called to a letter adIn this statement attention is also
Prouty, director
dressed to the regional directors by C. A.
with reference to
25,
on
July
Valuation
of
Division
of the
follows:
order No. 3, a portion of which reads as
valuation

returns to

months ago. The first
"This revised order was served some
As director of valuation I recently
be made under it are due July 31.
of the principal railroads with
caused a visit to be paid to the officers
order
was being done to comply with this
a v=ew to ascertaining what
cases the very existence of
To my utter surprise, I learned that in most
responsible heads of the Administration,
the order was unknown to the
comply
that no steps had been taken to
often to the auditor himself, and
Now it is perfectly evident that
the order.
with this order
insist upon a prompt compliance

with
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enforcement.

"Inasmuch as

this must «o on after
owners, the matter is one of even
ration than to us, and I would suggest
corporation and CO operate so far as may
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Plumb Plan

Cornwell of West Virginia has sent the
following letter to certain railroad employees who appealed
to him to support the Plumb plan:
"Of course I regret that any of my fellow citizens should
disagree with, or feel aggrieved with me because of my views
upon any public question, but that cannot deter me from
having and exercising the same freedom of opinion that you
have.
When you asked for an eight-hour day I was with
you, heart and soul.
I was then and am now, in favor of
your securing not only a fair, but a liberal wage, but when
you ask the farmers and the laborers in other lines of work
to go in debt 20 billions of dollars through the medium of
the federal government to buy the railroads and give them
to you to operate for your benefit and to use as you please,
you are making a proposition that is neither sane nor fair.
"To me it is little short of amazing that men possessing
the intelligence of the trainmen I meet should be gulled into
making such unreasonable and outrageous demands.
"If the people bought the railroads and gave them to you
to run for your benefit, telephone and telegraph employees
J.

would demand the same thing of those properties. They
have as much right to it as you have. Then the coal miners
would demand that the mines be purchased and given to
them, and they have as much right to make the demand as
you have.
"Then the farm laborers, with even better right would say,
'We produce the food you live on buy the farms and give
them to us.' Then we have, not Socialism, but Chaos. They
are trying to run things that way in Russia and we know

—
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ment

will
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railroad
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Commission must

the
if
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is

to

obey

the

the result.
"I intend to try to present to the people of the state what
means. First, as to the. shifting of the burden of taxation, or some four million dollars of it, in West Virginia from
this plan

the

railroads

on to the farmers and home owners

if

the

Plumb plan was to go through. It would make Cabell,
Wayne, McDowell, Mercer and Mingo counties unable to
pay the debt they are creating to build public roads. It would
stop road building, building of school houses, and all public
improvements.
carried a dinner
"I have been a laboring man myself

—

My

labor now is not regulated
by eight, ten or twelve hours but often sixteen and someto be a
I am not now and never expect
times eighteen.
I stand
capitalist, but I am an American, not a Bolshevik.
for law and order and I am not asking somebody to buy
property and give it to me, but want to work and give honest

bucket— for

a dollar a day.

service for every dollar I receive."
In a special message to the general assembly Governor
Davis of Virginia transmitted a communication received by
him from the state corporation commission setting forth what
would be the effect in Virginia should the Plumb plan of
railroad operation be enacted into law by Congress.
Operation of the Plumb plan would take from the tax
year,
revenues of the state approximately $224,000 the first
accordthe second year and $669,000 the third year,

$446 000
ing to the commission.

At the end of 10 years it was estiper
mated that it would cost the state in taxes $2,500,000
entire revenue
the
cent
of
per
25
approximately
or
annum,
alone
It would cost the city of Richmond
of the treasury.

These figures include, besides
the greater part of $154,689.73.
telegraph and telerevenues from steam railways, revenues from
latter represent only a small
these
but
also,
companies
phone
fractional proportion of the total.
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Four fast freight trains carrying 10,000 bales of raw silk,
valued at $8,500,000 left Vancouver, B. C, for New York on
Tuesday of this week. The goods were part of a $10,000,000
cargo of silk brought from Hongkong on the Canadian Pacific liner

Empress of Asia.

Because of the condemnation of the bridge over the Tennessee river at Chattanooga the Southern Railroad has announced a readjustment of passenger train service between
Cincinnati and Chattanooga, and between Cincinnati, Atlanta, Macon and Florida, effective Sunday, August 31.

Two of the forty 2,000-ton barges built for the United
States Railroad Administration for use on the Lower Mississippi river have been delivered to the Railroad Administration
and are now in commission, and the third will be delivered
by the end of next week and the fourth about the middle of
September.
After that date the deliveries will be very
frequent.
The last of the harvest trains have arrived in Winnipeg,
Man., from eastern Canada over the lines of the Canadian
Pacific, the Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk Pacific.
The number of men who have been transported is below the figure asked for, 18,000, but the authorities declare
that it will be ample for requirements now that harvesting
is well advanced.
the new rules of the American Express Company
go into effect December 1, 1919, shippers are required to
adopt a new system of packing their merchandise by introducing outside containers of different weights. The United
States Railroad Administration has endorsed the new regulations, the purpose of which is to stop the pilfering of goods

Under

to

the course of transit.

in

435

Imperial Valley during the
gross and $2,898,972 net.

month

of

June was $11,336,140

According to a report on overseas traffic made to the
director general, for the week ended August 20, 1919, 6,108
cars of commercial export freight were received at North
Atlantic ports as compared with 1,031 cars for the same week
of 1918. This is an increase of 5,077 cars or 492 per cent for
the week ended August 20, 1919, as against the same period

There was a total of 12,971,087 bushels of grain stored
elevators at North Atlantic ports on August 20, 1919.
There were received during the week 6,050,202 bushels,
while 5,019,154 bushels were cleared.
At South Atlantic
and Gulf ports there were 5,148,142 bushels of grain stored
cent.

in

in

elevators.

Flat rates on logs, bolts and billets are now charged by all
railroads, according to J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager
of the Southern Traffic Association. The new rate takes the

place of the gross rate which has been in effect and will relieve lumber shippers of the burden of making reports and
paying money running into hundreds of thousands of dollars
which is held in the hands of the carriers indefinitely before
being refunded. At the same time the change will not affect
the carriers' revenues. A bond will be given by each shipper
to assure the roads that the shipping will be over the same
road on which the forest product was brought to the milling
point. The lumber shippers were formerly forced to pay the
gross rates on the shipment of lumber from milling points
and later a refund was made on the first rate.

Strikes Cause

Slump

in

The production of bituminous
week of August 16, largely as a

Coal Production

coal slumped again in the
result of the recent strikes

on the railroads and in the coal fields, according to the
weekly report of the Geological Survey, which says that "the
lack of market has ceased to be the principal factor limiting
production in most districts, and car shortage, or more broadly speaking, transportation disability, is of greatest impor-

Mine operating time reported lost in the week of
9, because of car shortage, was 22.5 per cent, the
highest recorded in any week since March, 1918, while "no
market" was responsible for only 8.8 per cent and labor
tance.

A

land-clearing special train will leave Cordele, Ga., on
September 1 on a trip to 17 other south Georgia towns. The
special was planned by the extension division of the Georgia State College of Agriculture with the co-operation of six
tractor companies, three stump-pulling companies and one
powder concern. Two days will be allotted to each town
for demonstrations on stump pulling, ditch blasting and general

work by

883 tickets over the same month of 1918. In July, 1917, 30,943 commutation tickets were sold. There are now 13 stations in Long Island with more than 600 commuters each.
report on

traffic

Arrangements

tickets

Island during the month of July than in any
in the history of the road, according to a statement

Long

one month
by Ralph Peters, federal manager. Exactly 44,595 commutation
8.tickets were purchased in July, 1919, being an increase of

A

shortage and strikes for only 4.9 per cent.
Production of
bituminous coal in the calendar year to date is now nearly
92,000,000 tons, or 25 per cent, behind that of last year, for
the corresponding period.

the tractors.

There were more monthly sixty-ride commutation
sold on the

August

conditions throughout the country for

week ended August 18, made to the director general,
shows that the strike of railway employees retarded the
movement of both freight and passenger business. The effect
was especially noticeable in the New England district and
Central Westthe Pocahontas, Southern, Northwestern and
the

regions
ern regions, statistics showing that in each of these
Howthere was a decided falling off in freight movement.
strike condiever, it was noted that with the ending of the
tions were rapidly returning to normal.

agent for the
T. Sparks, traveling freight and passenger
I
the cantaloupe
that
states
Cal.,
Centro,
El
at
Pacific
Southern
Valley this
and watermelon crops produced in the Imperial
The gross
cars
year have required the use of 7,830 freight
the
crop totaled approximately $9,208080 and
return for this
During the month of
net return to the growers, $1,710,072.
were shipped from
products
other
of
June over 1,000 carloads
the ranchers of $ ,the Imperial Valley with a net value to
the
The total value of the products shipped out of
122 660

for

Labor Day Travel

Director General Hines has issued a notice urging that in
view of the extraordinary heavy travel anticipated over Labor
Day, the public, if desiring to travel on the railroads over
Labor Day, make their traveling arrangements, including the
purchase of railroad and sleeping car tickets, as far in advance as possible so as to avoid adding to the congestion
which usually occurs at this period. As far as is possible,
he says, everything that can properly be done has been done,
to care for the expected heavy travel over Labor Day.
Several weeks ago, the regional directors were asked to give
special consideration to this matter and each of them lias
answered that he has issued the necessary instructions and
has taken steps to provide as much equipment as possible
to adequately care for the travel as far as its volume can
be anticipated.
The arrival, within the next two weeks, of the First and

Army divisions from France will require a large number of cars, and there is also still a very heavy movement
of discharged soldiers from camps to their homes, which
takes up a great deal of space in passenger equipment, but
all equipment that the Troop Movement Section can possibly
spare has been assigned to the Labor Day traffic.
Arrangements have also been made to supply extra baggage men at all large centers and other points where conAlso, extra ticket forces have been
gestion might occur.
Third

arranged

t

i
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manufactured

fuel during July, 1919, £9,110,920, as against
during the lame month last year, thus showing
oi increase of £4,452,042; machinery during July, 1919,
802,217, as against
£1,436,688 during July, 1918, showing an
increase of £1,365,529, and railway carriages and trucks in.
of iron), motor cars, cycles, carts, etc., during July, 1919,
amounted to £1,035,670, as against £341,360 during July.
These figures include
1918, showing an increase of £694,310.
ost and charges of delivering tin- goodfl on hoard tinthe
I

Foreign Railway

News

Vol. 67, No. 9

1,658,878

i
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Internationalizing Russian Railway Property
All

property

ing Car
technical
Soviet

Russia belonging to the International Sleephas been nationalized.
The clerical and
employees will be regarded as in the employ of the
in

Companj

i

boat.

Steam
Italian

A

decree

published

in

Import Restrictions
the

Gazzetta Ufficiale of July

31,

to

effect on August 1, abolishes all previous import restrictions, and institutes a new list for which import licenses

This list includes railway rails of iron and
and steel, and railway rolling stock. (Times
Trade Supplement, August 9.)
necessary.

steel, sheet iron

Allocation of

War

Locomotives

in

England
London.

An

by the Railway Magazine states that
a considerable number of the large 2-8-0 locomotives built
for War Office use, to the designs of J. G. Robinson, chief
mechanical engineer of the Great Central Railway, are now
being taken over by the railways in England. Thirty have
already been allocated to the London & North Western, 20
to the Great Western, and a few to the Midland. All locomotives retain the Westinghouse brake.
article published

German Locomotives
On

in

France and Belgium

the signing of the armistice,

Electrical

Working

of

Locomotives

Lows
abstract by the Technical Supplement of the Review of
the Foreign Press from an article in the Zeit chrift des Oesterreichischen Ingenieurc- und Architekten-Yereines. states
that the railways of German-Austria only use about onetenth of the entire coal consumption of the country. Details
of the coal consumption are given, pointing out that with
the modern superheaters the locomotive has become much
more efficient than formerly. Steam locomotives are stated
to work more efficiently than electric locomotives, especially
where goods trains are concerned; and even in Switzerland
the cost per ton-kilometer on the electric railways is often
higher than on the railways worked by steam. The whole
argument is to the effect that only under certain conditions

An

take
are

vs.

London.
required, as
columns of the

Germany was

has been previously mentioned in the
Railway Age, to deliver 150,000 cars and 5,000 locomotives to
Of the cars 80,000 went to Belgium
France' and Belgium.
and 70,000 to France, most of which were given to the Nord
and Est railways. The locomotives were split up between the
Americans, British, Belgians and French; the Americans receiving 500 locomotives, the British 1,300, the Belgians 600,
and the French 2,600. The British locomotives have been
turned over to the Belgians, and the 500 locomotives assigned
to the American Army have been delivered to the French
military authorities, which in turn will distribute them between the various railways in France and railways in other
countries. Up to July 25, Poland had received 54, Roumania

and Czecho-Slovakia 22.
the terms of the Peace Treaty these German locomotives will either be bought by the countries now having
them, due credit being given in payment of indemnities, or
they will be returned to Germany and the indemnity money
will be used to purchase new equipment.

will

electrical

working prove cheaper than steam working.

Railway Extension in Mexico
is made by the Department of Communicaand Public Works of the Mexican government that the

Announcement
tions

immediate resumption of construction of the division of the
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railroad, between Falomir,
state of Chihuahua, and the proposed crossing of the Rio
Grande, three miles below, Presidio, Texas, has been authorized. This work was suspended in 1912.
It is stated when
Juan F. Trevino, representative of the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient in Mexico, brought the matter of building the line
to the border, to the attention of the Mexican government
he was assured that General M. M. Dieguez, military commander of the state of Chihuahua, would give ample military
The distance from
protection to the construction force.
Falomir to the Rio Grande is 75 miles. The Kansas City,
Mexico & Orient also plans to begin construction of the
extension of its main line from Alpine, Texas, to the proposed crossing point below Presidio at an early date, it is
announced. The filling in of these gaps will give a through
rail route between Kansas City and Western Mexico, via
the citv of Chihuahua.

14,

Under

England's Import and Export
Figures During July, 1919
London.

The English Board of Trade states that the returns for July
show that imports into the United Kingdom for the month
valued at £153,140,032, an increase of £44,000,794, as

were
compared with July last year, while the exports were valued
The increase in
at £65,315,422, an increase of £21,671,024.

amount of re-exports was £9,735,077.
The imports of machinery during July amounted to £1,making an in317,799, as against £850,391 in July last year,

the

and
crease of £467,408, and the imports of railway carriages
amounted
trucks (not of iron), motor cars, cycles, carts, etc..
1918, showing a
to £677,360, as against £2,207,734 of July,
cost, indecrease of £1,500,374. These figures include the
surance and freight.
The value of the exports are as follows: Coal, coke and

Export Abbreviations
London.

Considerable trouble and unfortunate misunderstanding has
arisen between some of the American exporters with importers in Australia, over the meaning of the abbreviation f. o. b.
The London Times Trade Supplement, commenting on this
expression, says that the accepted interpretation of this abbreviation means that goods will be placed free on board
ship, and that the responsibility of the exporter does not end
with placing the exported material on the ship's dock. Numerous cases have been found where this was not done by
American exporters with the result that their customers in
foreign lands, assuming that their goods had been placed
aboard ship, were at a great disadvantage in not knowing
when to expect the goods, and further that additional charges
were made for dock storage. It cannot be too strongly
urged that a distinct understanding be had between American
exporters and their foreign customers. The exporter is in a
far more convenient position to see that the goods are definitely placed on board ship and to advise his client to that
effect than the client who often is thousands of miles away.
Such service as this will help to make American export business attractive to foreign agents.
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Railway Construction

in

Work

Colombia

437
on the Ferrocarril del Norte

Nemocon

London.

Puerto Wilches

In the August 9 issue of the London Times Trade Supplement is given an account of the proposed railway extensions
in Colombia together with a map, which is reproduced here,
showing the existing lines, those under construction and
those which are under consideration. From this map it will

is being pushed on from
contribution towards the
where construction has also been re-

Chiquinquira,

to

line,

as

a

be noted that the lines are many and short and that there
no continuity between them. They have been built chiefly

is

supplement the service of the Magdalena river, which is
and traverses three-fourths of the country.
At the present time the Colombian government is adopting
a systematic policy of railroad construction for the purpose
of stimulating the national productivity, as Colombia includes
some of the richest mineral and agricultural country in South
America. The Times Trade Supplement describes the existing and projected lines as follows:
Of railways connecting with the Magdalena the most important are the Barranquilla and Cartagena lines, links between the river and the Atlantic; the Antioquia line from
Puerto Berrio to Medellin, which, though having a 14-mile
break in the mountainous region between Cisneros and Botero, taps a very prosperous part of the country; and the
Girardot line from the river-port of that name to the Plain of
Bogota. The Puerto Wilches and the Ibague (Tolima) lines
are but the beginnings of railways that will, when finished,
go far towards completing the systems that the government
has projected for joining up the most important cities and
districts of the Republic, while that from La Dorada to
Beltran is an alternative to the river, filling in the gap between the two steamboat services where they are separated
by the Honda Rapids.
Among the new lines planned the most important for
Colombian commerce is the extension of the BuenaventuraCali line in a northerly direction through the Cauca Valley
as far as Amaga; another line to run eastward from Cali
across the Central Cordillera to join up with the Tolima line
at Ibague, will put Bogota into direct railway communication
with the Pacific; the Ferrocarril del Norte is being extended
through Bucaramanga to Puerto Wilches on the Magdalena.
The completion of the latter section would greatly expedite
traffic between the Atlantic coast and the capital, providing
an all-rail route; but meanwhile an extension of the Ferrocarril de la Sabana, via Pacho, to the Magdalena, now under
to

1,060 miles long

construction, will greatly relieve the present situation, obviating handlings of freight at the Honda falls, Beltran, Girardot,
and Facatativa.
Three out of the four lines indirectly connected with the
Magdalena have Bogota as their center. The Ferrocarril de
la Sabana connects with
the Girardot line at Facatativa,
though unfortunately the two lines are of different gages,
and the other two, the Ferrocarril del Norte and the Ferrocarril del Sur, run in northerly and southerly directions along
the plain. The fourth line coming under this category is a
short length between Medellin and Amaga, which will, when
the Cauca Valley line reaches Amaga, help to form a long
link between the Pacific Ocean, at Buenaventura, and the

Magdalena,
Note.

—The

Puerto Berrio.

at

following table

gives

a

list

of

some of the railways

in

Directory

Map

of

Colombia Showing Existing Railways and Proposed
Extensions

sumed; the section between Girardot and Ibague is almost
completed: the Antioquia extension is rapidly proceeding to

Colombia with certain
Railway Officials:

information

regarding

the

shown

in

the

Universal

of

RAILWAYS IN COLOMBIA
Length of

line

Equipment

Under

Name of railway
Ferrocarril de Antioquia
Barranquilla Ry.

&

Open
168 km.

construction
25 km.

1'assenger
cars

Freight

50

209

cars

Pier

17 mi.

16

220

Ferrocarril de Cartagena

106 km.

15

112

Colombian Northern

181 km.

16

116

Main
3 ft.

3

ft.

6 in

n
I

Ferrocarril

de Cucuta

Dorada

1

2

km.

73 km.

20

3

ft.

3

ft.

3

ft.

ft.

114 km.

15

115

3

de Girardot

132 km.

32

126

3 ft.

Great Northern Central

500 km.

Ferrocarril de la

offices

Medellin, Colombia.
Dr. Juan de la C. Posada, general manager.
.

Si.,

London, E.

K.

Ferrocarril

de

Santa Marta

la

Sabana

154 km.

1

40 km.

15

40

82

99 mi.

20

17

287

1

meter

meter
3 ft

C.

E. A
Green, secretary.
San Jose de Cucuta, Colombia.
Alberto Camilo Suarez, president.
Finbury Pavement House, London, E. C.
Lee C. Pilditch. managing director.'
Walter House, 418 Strand, London, W. C. 2
John Wharton, secretary.
130 Dash wood House, New Broad St.
London, E. C.
William Chaplin, secretary.
Apartado de Correos No. 127, Bogota, Colombia.
Alejandro M. Olivares, general manager
ST-Vi Old Broad St., London, E. C. 2.
1

Ferrocarril

('.

Bi

62 London Wall, London, E. C.
nomas, secretary.

Thos. Bolter, secretary.
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the

ucuta line

(

will, in all

probability, be extended to

with the Puerto Witches and Norte
lines; and the long discussed extension ol the Santa Maria
Banco, is seriously projected.
line i" the Magdalena, al
h. as has been again reported, the United Stairs now intends
in make the compensatory paymenl of £5,000,000 offered to
Colombia in 1914 bul delayed by Congress, a considerable
sum will be available t">>r construction work. British ei
neers and manufacturers of construction and railway machinery should look to their laurels in this connection.
British engineering, and investment in transport facilities
The Barin Colombia are of importance and old standing.
ranquilla and the Cartagena lines are both British built and
owned; the Santa Marta line, the original Cauca railway,
a Dorada, and the Girardol
tlu- Puerto Wilches, the
tlu- Ferrocarril del Norte, tlu- harbor works at Puerto Colombia, and Barranquilla are included in the lists of British
construction and capital in Colombia. The Colombian government lias of late developed its policy of national or departmental ownership and construction of public services.

Bucaramanga

to

link

H

li

1

Profits of Colonial

Railways

by the Zeitung des Vereins Deutscher
Eisenbahnverwaltungen and abstracted by the Technical Supplement of the Review of the Foreign Press, gives a comparison of profits earned by a number of colonial railways.
The Congo railway from Matadi to Leopoldville is 400 km.
l
in., and was opened in 1898, the
long with a gage of 2 ft. 5 />
average profits between that date and 1912 being 9.7 per cent.
In 1912 the company paid 22^ per cent and in 1913, 19 per
The Delagoa Bay railway from Lourenzo Marques to
cent
Garcia in the Mozambique is 89 km. long, and was opened
The interest on the capital in 1901 was 15.2 per cent,
in 1890.
and in 1910, 55.47 per cent. The author states that Great
Britain endeavored to obtain possession of the line owing
to the enormous profits, and compares with these profits the
dividend earned by the Uganda railway, which was 3.52 per
cent in 1912, and 5.98 per cent in 1917.
The Otavi railway in German Southwest Africa is 671 km.
long with a gage of 2 ft., was opened in November, 1906, and
paid an average dividend of 11.7 per cent after being bought
by the state. The Dutch line in Java paid 6.12 per cent in

An

article published

1914.

These figures, the author says, prove
colonial railways are.

how

profitable such

Vol. 67, No. 9

Another Opportunity for Americans Missed
in China
Other Chinese Correspondence

—

Ti

The

past

month marks

the

Locomotive Building

in

France

interesting figures showing the effect of the war on
the locomotives of the French railways were recently given
At the beginning of the war,
in the Journal des Transports.
apart from the railway shops, there were six locomotive
building plants in France, of which four were in the invaded
Their average annual output was 650 new locomozone.
tives, while the railway shops turned out another 50, and as

the average annual needs of the French railways were only
575, a balance was constantly available for export, of which
the bulk went to Algeria and the French colonies. An average of about 1,570 locomotives underwent repairs every year.
One effect of the war was greatly to diminish the possibilities
for repair work, with the result that at the beginning of 1918,
New construction
2,336 locomotives were "immobilized."
fell off, so that while the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean
should have received 337 locomotives in 1914 and 1915 which
were ordered before the war, only 75 were delivered up to
the end of 1916. In 1917, 660 locomotives were ordered from the
United States and 170 from England, of the Consolidation,
Mikado and Pacific types, of which the last should have been
delivered by January 1, 1919. The prices were 125 per cent
higher than the pre-war quotations; 1,412 locomotives were
also lent by the Allies during the war, which helped towards
making good the deficiency in new construction between 1914
and 1917 amounting to 1,725 engines. The French railways
received a portion of the 5,000 locomotives surrendered by
Germany under the armistice terms, and it is hoped that with
the reconstruction of the shops in the invaded districts the
annual output will eventually amount to from 800 to 1,000
locomotives.

also

oi

>

two more oppor-

tunities tor
American capital in China due to the ab
of a financial agenl with power to act—if Bymptoms an to
be trusted.
A certain harbor site in North
liina has been
<

known

for .some time to

quite essential to the development
dormant American railway project. A
him
capitalist
who seemed to be able to secure development privileges approached American interests for mutual support. While neI"-

<

i

gotiations were under way, a Sino-Japanese company was
formed and apparently has secured tli<- privileges. In a similar way a certain European firm which lias started the construction of a considerable line was known to be courting
American support. This courtship has ceased, and the issuance of passports to 55 Japanese to travel through the province served by the proposed line seems to offer the explanation.
*

*

*

Dr. Yen Teh-ching, a graduate engineer from Cornell '06,
has been appointed successor to the late Dr. Jeme Tien-yu
as managing director of the Hukuang lines now under construction. (The Hukuang lines embrace not only the CantonHankow but also the Hankow-Ichang section of the line into
Szechuan.)

The Southern miltary government of China has given permission for the construction of three railways by private
enterprise. One line will run from Canton to Macao, another
from Swatow to Changlin, and the third will be a branch line
of the privately owned Sinning line, and will run from Sinning
to Paishaho.
All of these lines are short and will require
altogether not more than $3,000,000.
The Ministry of Communications, it is understood, has
given sanction to a private company to build an extension to
the Mentoukou branch of the Peking Suiyuan line to tap another coal deposit in the Western Hills. The line will not be
more than nine or ten miles long but the route to be followed
is that frequently mentioned as offering the best grades to
the Mongolian plateau.
At present the Nankow Pass presents a grade of three and one-half per cent for the Peking
Suiyuan to surmount, which will have to be rectified if business ever develops over that route.
*

Some

missing

*

*

In spite of reported Japanese opposition and an interpellation from Parliament as to why he had not been discharged,
the Ministry of Communications has renewed its contract
with the American adviser, J. E. Baker, for another year.
This is probably not to be construed as favorable to the general unification of Chinese railways, for promoting which Mr.
Baker encountered so much opposition, but rather a disposiDiscussion upon the unification subject
tion to temporize.
has again come to the fore in connection with the reported
The Japanese press in
deliberations of the Consortium.
China and the Chinese militaristic press contain from day
to day articles in identical language in opposition to the

Consortium

as being

synonymous with

unification.

Delivery has begun of 500 goods wagons purchased in
America by the Peking Mukden line. The Peking Hankow
line has purchased ten ten-wheel locomotives from a Belgian
firm, delivery promised in ten months.
*

*

*

Dr. Hirai, Japanese, general adviser on railway affairs to
to the Ministry of Communications, has signified his intention
He will be sucto resign shortly on account of ill health.
ceeded, so it is reported, by a Dr. Okada.*

*

*

the Peking Suiyuan, the only
remaining lines upon which the depreciated Peking notes
of the Bank of China and the Bank of Communications are
accepted, have given notice that after July 25 these notes
will no longer be accepted in payment of interline fares or
baggage charges. This probably marks the beginning of the

The Peking Hankow and

end for the depreciated note

in

railway revenues.
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Equipment Inquiry from Belgium
Street Journal is authority for the statement that
Belgium is inquiring for 400 locomotives and 20,000 freight
But equipment manufacturers, it says, are frank to
cars.
admit that there is little chance of the business being accepted at this time since Belgium wants long-term credits
covering the delivery of the order.

Locomotive Deliveries Week Ended August 9
The following new locomotives were shipped during
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inquiring for 200 refrigerator

has ordered three 8,050-gal. tank cars from

Tank Car Company.

The Washington, Idaho & Montana Railway,
Idaho,

is

inquiring for 20 40-ton

The Commercial Car Line

Potlack,

flat cars.

The Bolene Refining Company

has ordered 25 8,050-gal. tank

Tank Car Company.

The Wilhoit Refining Company
tank cars from the Pennsylvania

has ordered six 8,050-gal.

Tank Car Company.

The Mexican Petroleum Company, New York, has ordered
600 10,000-gal. tank cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Ohio City Gas Company, Columbus, Ohio, has ordered
200 8,000-gal. tank cars from -the American Car & Foundry Co.
The
and 80

Livingston Refining Company has ordered 20 8,050-gal.
10,050-gal. tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank Car

Company.

The White Eagle Oil & Refining Company, Wichita, Kan.,
has ordered 20 8,000-gal. and 30 10,000-gal. tank cars from the
American Car & Foundry Company.

The United

Railroad Administration is inquiring
hopper car bodies and from 500 to
50-ton composite gondola car bodies.
States

for 500 to 1,000 55-ton steel
1,000

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

on the Pacific coast, with
San Francisco, Cal.

tive

office at 507

New

Call building,

T. L. Dodd & Co., Railway Exchange building, Chicago,
have been appointed western sales representatives of the
Worth Steel Company, Claymont, Del., manufacturer of fire
box steel plates, boiler and tank plates.

The Goulds Manufacturing Company, Seneca Falls, N. Y.,
open a district sales office in the Dime Bank Building,

E. L. Ruby, railway supply agent in the Real Estate Trust
building, Philadelphia, Pa., has taken over the manufacture
and sale of the Hilliard portable milling machine, a device
designed to mill stock rails for housing in switch points,

is

constructing an

1420 Chestnut street,

Philadelphia, is in the market to lease for one year 100 to 200
tank cars of 8,000 to 10,000-sal. capacity for crude oil service.

all-

car plant 90 ft. by 600 ft., upon a recently acquired 50 acre tract one-half mile east of its old plant at
Hegewisch, 111. In addition to the main plant three smaller
buildings are being constructed.
It is expected that operation will begin in the fall.
The approximate cost of the
new buildings with new equipment will be $350,000.
steel

E. H. Bull, for the past seven years in the engineering
department of the Green Engineering Company, East Chicago, Ind., and D. A. Livensparger, for nine years in the sales
department of the same company, have taken over the
Chicago sales office of the Green Engineering Company, as
sales representatives, handling Green chain grate stokers,
sealflex arches, steam jet ash conveyors and cast iron ash
tanks.

The American Steam Conveyor Corporation, Chicago,

has ordered 25 8,050-gal. tank cars

from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

cars from the Pennsylvania

The Schroeder Headlight & Generator Company, Kvansappointed S. Herbert Lanyon as its representa-

ville, End., lias

The Ryan Car Company, Chicago,

cars.

Walsh

The Chicago Railway Equipment Company,
hicago, is
completing plans for the reconstruction of that part of its
plant damaged by lire on August 2.
About $25,000 will be
expended on the work.

steel,

Freight Cars

R.
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manufactured by the Hilliard Portable Milling
Machine Company, Oil City, Pa.

in first class condition.

John
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previously

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, is in the market for one second-hand, 30 to
50-ton four-wheel or six-wheel saddle tank locomotive; must be

the Pennsylvania

i

F.

Mik.
Mallet.

Locomotives
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Detroit, Mich., on September 1, in charge of E. B. Gould,
has recently returned from 18 months' service in France.
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an-

nounces the appointment of Morton Mel. Dukehart & Co.
as its representative in Baltimore, Md
and surrounding
territory, including all of Maryland, the District of Columbia,, and a few counties in Pennsylvania, Delaware, West
Virginia and Virginia. This firm consists of Mr. Dukehart
and E. S. Denise, both power plant engineers and sales
.

engineers.

Charles W. McKay is now in charge of the appraisal division of L. V. Estes, Inc., industrial engineers. Chicago
The appraisal division specializes in the appraisement <>f industrial properties for federal income tax purposes and in
the appraisement of public utility properties in connection
with rate cases. Mr. McKay is the author of "Valuing Industrial Properties." published in 1918, and of a book entitled

"Telephone Kate- and Values,"
September 1.

to be

published on or about

Henry R. Moore, general traffic manager of the Republic
Iron & Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, died suddenly
on AugUSl 8. at the Youngstown Country Club. Mr M
was born at Warrensville, Ohio, in February. 1856. Prio
entering the employ of the Republic Iron & Steel Companv
20 years ago he was general freight and passenger agent of
the Lakeside & Marblehead and general freight agenl of the
Cleveland, Canton & Southern, with offices at Cleveland.
During the war he was chairman of the committee which
supervised freight

movement

in

the

Youngstown

district.
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The American Construction Company. St. Louia, Mo., hai
been organized under the lawa oi Arkansas with an author
ized capita] oi $250,000 and
with the following offii
F. W. Kordyce, chairman oi the board; Charles H. Sommer,
president; George Moldcnschart, secretary; W. V. Dclahunt,
lutreasurer,
nev company will construcl an extension
of the Fori Smith, Subiaco &
Rock [sland, formerly the
Fori Smith, Subiaco & Eastern, which road had been in
receivership for some time and was purchased by other
interests who will complete the line between Paris, Ark., and

used

manufacturing operation!
The total capacity of the
'.mile
ol the new plant will be 2,500 ton
oi
tubing a month, the range ol sizes being from one hall inch
inches outside diameter, and No L3 ga re and heaviei
to
in

lust

ii ii

)ai

danelle.

August 1, the promotion and inspection bureaus of the
Universal Portland Cement Company, Chicago, were emu
bined under the name oi service bureau.
J. H. Libberton,
formerly engineer, promotion bureau, an inspecting engineer,
in the general offices at Chicago, became manager of the
service bureau; G. E. Warren was appointed assistant manPittsburgh; J. H.
ager; J. W. Lowell, eastern manager,
Chubb, northwestern manager, Minneapolis; and O. L.
Moore, chief cement inspector, Chicago. The two bureaus
which were combined formerly had separate and distinct
duties, the promotion bureau handling special service and
furnishing of information to cement users and the inspection
bureau having charge of the physical testing at the mills.
(

»n

George Hull Porter, who has been in charge of sales in
middle west, for the Western Electric Company, Inc.,
New York, lias been appointed railway sales manager and
the
comdirect
will

the

pany's railway business
for the entire country.
Mr. Porter will continue to have his headChicago.
quarters
at
He was born on July
30,

1883,

at

Danbury,

Conn., and received his
education at the Mount
Military
Pleasant
Academy, at Ossining,
N. Y.
Since 1902 he
has spent practically all
of his time in the electrical

industries,

-

American Car & Foundry Company

Chicago

office.

The

New

directors

the

oi

American

(

ar

ft

Foundry

*

ompany,

recently abolished the offio
eneral
manager, James M. Buick, formerly vice-president and gen
eral manager, has
sumed the direction ol
the sales division of the

York, having

company and will be
known as vice-president

in

charge of

sales.

The production

divi-

sion will be directed by
William C. Dickerman,
who will be known as
vice-president in charge
lie will
of operations,
be assisted by Frederick A. Stevenson, as
assistant vice-president
in charge of operations,
who will be head of the
manufacturing section
and have charge of procar
duction
in
the
plants, rolling mills and
W. C. Dickerman
foundries, also supervision over the engineering, improvement and research, patent and industrial
The headquarters of both divisions will
relations sections.
Mr.
be at the general offices, 165 Broadway. New York.
Dickerman, as head of the war division, and Mr. Stevenson,
as his assistant, directed the company's recent program in
the manufacture of munitions for the government of the

United

States

and

its

William Carter Dick-

erman was born on
December 12, 1874, at

be-

as
a steam railway salesman connected with the

1

allies.

Bethlehem, Pa.

coming a member of
the Western
Electric
Company's
organization in April,

1

v

i

1

1
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After

a preparatory course at

William Penn Charter
School, Philadelphia, he

1908,

was
G. H. Porter

Some-

time after that he became western manager of the railway
sales department. Mr. Porter, in addition to becoming president of various railroad and electrical associations and chairman of civic societies and committees, has also been for
some time captain in the First Regiment of the Illinois Reserve Militia.
In 1918, he entered the government service,
serving on the staff of the quartermaster general as a private
and received a commission of captain sometime after. He
rejoined the ranks of the Western Electric Company in December, 1918.

The Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company has begun
construction of a $3,000,000 plant on a 60-acre tract at Detroit, Mich.
The first unit of the plant will cost $1,000,000
and will be completed by January 1, 1920. The building plans
call for a structure of steel and glass with brick and concrete facing. The plant proper will occupy a space of 350 ft.
by 700 ft. It will consist of three bays for manufacturing
units, a separate heating plant and a two-story administration building.
The three manufacturing units will be each
90 ft. wide, by 700 ft. and 550 ft. long and 45 ft. high, to permit the use of traveling cranes and other labor saving machinery. The interior layout and special tube mill machinery
was designed under the direction of C. A. Ross, consulting
mechanical engineer, and C. L. Stafford, mill superintendent.
The plant will be equipped with the latest types of modern
labor saving devices and machines, and a powdered coal system will be used for all the heating and annealing processes

from
graduated
Lehigh University in
1896,

with

the

degree

of mechanical engineer.

Mr. Dickerman entered
the

employ

of the Mil-

ton Car Works, Milton,
1897, and when
American Car &
Foundry Company was
organized he was made
assistant district manPa., in

the

F. A.

Stevenson

ager for the Milton district.
In 1900 he be-

came

sales agent of the

company and

in 1905

was

elected to the

vice-presidency.

Frederick Alfred Stevenson was born on April 6, 1880, at
Detroit, Mich. After completing the high school course, he
entered the employ of the American Car & Foundry Company in 1899, as an apprentice in the machine shop at the
Detroit plant.
In 1902 he was transferred to the Berwick
plant and served as master mechanic in charge of all mechanical work in the steel car department, and in 1907 he
returned to Detroit to assume a similar position in the company's plant. In 1909 he entered the assistant general manager's department at Chicago and carried on the development of new ideas and methods until October, 1910, when
he became assistant general superintendent of the Detroit
plant.
In 1912 Mr. Stevenson was made general superintendent at Detroit and held this position until January, 1916,
when he was appointed assistant general manager.
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consisting

Securities Corporation, the Bankers Trust
tral

Union Trust Company,

den, Stone

J.
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of
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Co.,

Chase

and Hay-

&

certificates

F. E.

company has entered

into a contract with

—

& Piedmont. This road will be offered for sale
for the third time in Brunswick, Ga., on October 7.
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A regional committee on loss and damage freight cl;
has been organized in the Southwestern region with
the following personnel: W. G. Vollmer, assistant regional
chairman; H. M. Adams,

brenner, inspector

in

traffic assistant; C. G. Weinthe Secret Service and Police S<

and R. B. Williamson,

at

large.

Operating

W.

H. Merritt, in addition to the duties heretofore assigned
been appointed assistant to W. D. Duke, federal
manager, of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, the
Washington Southern and the Richmond Terminal Railroad,
with headquarters at Richmond, Va.
to him, has

Captain W. E. Ausman, formerly trainmaster of tin UieroSioux Falls and Onawa districts of the Illinois Central
witli headquarters at Cherokee, Iowa, has received
his discharge from military service and has been re-appointed to
his former position, succeeding I. L. Anderson, who has been
assigned to other duties.
kee,

—

Roanoke

River.
This road, extending 12 miles from Manson,
N. C, to Townsville, was sold at auction on July 26 for $70,000
to J. R. Paschall of Richmond, Va., the principal owner.
The
property will be turned over to the railroad trustees for
Townsville township upon certain terms agreed upon. The
Townsville Railroad has been incorporated and organized to
operate the line, and the township has voted $75,000 bonds to
subscribe to its stock. Equipment is to be secured and the
line again put in operation.

Railway Construction
Fort Smith, Subiaco

& Rock

it

will

be open for

traffic

Engineering and Rolling Stock

The

positions of district engineer on the Cleveland, CinChicago & St. Louis, at Galion, O., and at Springfield have been abolished; W. C. Kegler, district engineer at
Galion, has resumed his duties as engineer maintenance of
way on the Cleveland-Indianapolis division, with headquarters at Galion, vice J. E. Kissell, who has resumed his duties
as engineer maintenance of way on the Cairo division, with
headquarters at Mt. Carmel, in place of E. J. Bayer; W. S.
Burnett, district engineer, at Springfield, O., has resumed his
duties as engineer maintenance of way on the Cincinnaticinnati,

Sandusky

—The

American ConLouis, Mo., has been awarded a conIsland.

struction Company, St.
tract for the construction of an extension of this line between Paris, Ark., and Dardanelle, a distance of 30 miles.
The line will connect at Dardanelle with the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific and at Paris with the Arkansas Central and will
provide a through line from Fort Smith, Ark., to the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific main line at Ola, Ark., opening up
new territory for traffic moving to the southwest via Little
Rock, Ark. A contract for the grading, bridging and track
laying has been let to the P. J. Hannan Construction Company of St. Louis and this work was started during the latter
part of August. There will be considerable heavy grading,
especially where the line crosses the mountains at Hays
Creek, Ark., and Shoal Creek, where there is considerable
It is
solid rock. The line will be laid with 70 lb. steel rails.

expected

Officers

Dewey

the

United States Railroad Administration fixing annual compensation sufficient to pay all present fixed charges and taxes, including the sinking funds on the bonds deposited as security
for the notes, and also including 7 per cent interest on said
notes for the ensuing year, if federal control shall continue
that long. Interest and sinking fund requirements on the collateral bonds are also provided for by rentals, payable directly
to the mortgage trustees by other railroad companies for the
use of its lines and terminal facilities.

Georgia Coast
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has been appointed general assistant to Percy
R. Todd, director of the New England district
of the Eastern
Region, with office at Boston, Mass., not F. E Desey
incorrectly reported in our issue of August 22, on page
384.

tor,

Chicago & Western Indiana.— In announcing the offer of this
company to extend $15,000,000, 6 per cent notes, maturing September 1, 1919, for one year at 7 per cent, President E. H. Lee
states that the

HIIIIIIIIIIIII

Regional

the Cen-

Co. have purchased $18,000,000 six per cent, twofrom Receiver Lindley M. Garrison.
The
certificates are dated August 1, 1919, and are being sold privately at 98 and interest.
Judge Julius M. Mayer, in the Federal District Court of New
York, has made permanent the appointment of Receiver Lindley M. Garrison.

year
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Railroad Administration

Company,

& W. Seligman &

mini

Railway

Railway Financial News
Brooklyn Rapid Transit.— A group

miu

about January

1,

division, with headquarters at the same place, vice
B. Elliott, who has been transferred as acting engineer
maintenance of way to the Peoria & Eastern division, with
headquarters at Indianapolis, and C. F. Hinchman, who has
returned from military service, has resumed his position as
engineer maintenance of way on the Indianopolis Terminal
division, with headquarters at
Indianapolis, vice N. L.

L.

Arbuckle.

Purchasing

W.

A. Miller has been appointed division storekeeper on
the Southern Railroad, with office at Spencer, N. C, vice
C. J. Norman, deceased.

Corporate

1920.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Panhandle Short Line Railway.— A charter lias been submitted, in the name of the Panhandle Short Line Railway Company, to the attorney general's department of Texas. This road
contemplates building a line from Dalhart, Tex., to Lubbock, a
distance of 200 miles.

Portland & Southeastern.— This company, which was inwith headcorporated recently with a capital stock of $2,000,1
quarters in the Spaulding building, Portland, Ore., plans to build
a railroad from Portland's southeastern boundary through Waldo
Hills, Ore., and Santiam to Bend.
><

>i

E. N. Brown, chairman of the board and president of the
Pere Marquette Railway, with headquarters at New 5
has been elected also chairman of the board and president
of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, succeeding Henry
Ruhlender, resigned

Traffic

i

W. E. Hellmuth has been appointed traffic ma
Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District
headquarters at Colorado Springs, Colo.'
I

f

the

with

RAILWAY AGK
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A. T. Wcldon, assistant freighl traffic managei on the
Canadian National Railways, at Minn ton, N, B., with juris
diction in the maritime provinces, has had hia jurisdiction e*

tended t<> include all lines easl of but not including Port
Arthur and Armstrong, Ont., and liis headquarters are now
ii
Montreal, Que.; M. F. Tompkins, assistanl general freight
agenl .it Moncton, X. 1>., has been promoted to general
freight agent, with jurisdiction over lines Matapedia, Que.,

Edmundston, N.

B.,

and cast thereof, with

office at

Moncton,

Vol. 67, No. 9

to the
hicago, Indiana & Southern,
Gibson, [nd. On June 1, 1908, be
appointed superintendent ol hops ol the Lake Erie &
cm, at Lima, oiii,,; mi November 1, 1903, was promoted to
assistanl master mechanic, and m March, I'M I, was again
promoted t<> master mechanic. Since January 1, 1916, be
served a-- superintendent of motive power mi the same road

Michigan

'

as general

rnu.il to

foreman

W.

*

R. A. Sewell, who has been appointed superintendent of
car service, en the eastern lines of the Canadian I'acilic, with
headquarters at Montreal, Que., as has already been an-

nounced in these columns, began railroad
work on the Canadian
December,
in
Pacific
as an operator
redespatcher,
signing from that posi1898,

1912.

He

returned to the service
of the

ity, after a week's
ness of pneumonia.

ill

l

Cooper was
January 12,

M

r.

born

on

1839,

al

Cooper's Plains, N. Y.,
and was g r a d u a e d
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
lie
N. Y., in 1858.
served as an engineering officer in the United
t

States Navy from 1861
to 1872 and part of this
time, from 1865 to 1868,
was assistant professor
at the Naval Academy.

and

March,

i

j

Stinson, assistant superintendent
of the Trenton
division of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Tren
'lit.,
has been transferred to rlavelock, Ont., succeedton,
ing R. de L. B. Girouard, who has been transferred.
J.

tion in

(

Theodore Cooper, for many years a consulting engineer
New York itj and an authority on iron and steel construction, who retired from active work about 10
died on August 24, at
his home in New York
in

Operating

go

al

Canadian Pacific

In

July, 1914, as agent
and chief despatcher.
In October, 1918, he
was appointed assistant
in

1872,

with

Captain

James

B. Eads, he was
in charge of the manu-

T. Cooper
facture and construction of the St. Louis
bridge, later serving as resident engineer in charge of its
erection.
After its completion he served as engineer and
superintendent. He was subsequently superintendent of the

superintendent at the
Montreal Terminal,
which position he held
until his recent appointment as superintendent of car service on
the eastern lines of the
same road, with headquarters at Montreal,
as above noted.

Delaware Bridge Company's shops and then assistant general
manager and superintendent of the Keystone Bridge Company. Mr. Cooper was assistant engineer in charge of construction of the first elevated railroads in New York City.
Since 1879, until his retirement, he was in practice as a consulting engineer in New York City and designed many im-

R. A. Sewell

Engineering and Rolling Stock
T. C. Fischer, office engineer of the Central Railroad ComNew Jersey, with headquarters at New York, has been
appointed corporate engineer, with the same headquarters.

pany of

C. S. Ogilvie, assistant engineer on the Grand Trunk, at
Ottawa, Ont., has been transferred to the Montreal Division,
with headquarters at Montreal, Que., vice C. Murgatroyd, re-

signed.

portant bridges, aqueducts, buildings and railroad shops. He
was also consulting engineer for many railroads in the United
States, Mexico and Japan and for the New York Public Library and the Quebec Bridge over the St. Lawrence river.
He was the author of Cooper's Specifications for the Superstructure of Railroad and Highway Bridges: also many
papers on engineering subjects.

I

Purchasing
F. A. Hamilton has been appointed purchasing agent of
the Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway, with
headquarters at Colorado Springs, Colo.

Obituary
Henry Hammersley, formerly and for many years previous
St. Louis
to 1916, local treasurer of the New York, Chicago
at Cleveland, Ohio, died on August 20, at his home in New
York, at the age of 77.

&

W. H. Watkins, master mechanic of the Illinois Central
with office at Memphis, Tenn., who was granted a leave of
absence in the early part of this year, died at his home in
Memphis on August 22, at the age of 50.
George J. Duffey, superintendent of motive power of the
Lake Erie & Western, with headquarters at Lima, Ohio, died
He was born at Clinat his home in that city on August 16.
ton, Ont, Canada, on May 24, 1863, and began railway work
as an apprentice on the Michigan Central at St. Thomas,
Ont., and served later as roundhouse foreman and general
foreman on that road. In 1907, he left the service of the

Copyright by Underwood

Scenes

tj

from

&

Underwood, N. Y.
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Foreign Ports Train Arriving
Colombia, Colombia

at

Puerto

Railway Age
Table

There is no question but
more effectively if it was

of

Contents

will

that a railroad could be
all located at

be found on Page

managed

one place instead of

being spread over several states.
The
scattered condition of railroad property
is a special handicap in handling mainto Mohammed tenance of way work and other activities not directly associated with the
conduct of transportation.
Many widely separated operations are not readily administered, while any attempt at concentration introduces transportation charges.
scrap
In
reclamation the expense of hauling the worn out appliances
to the plant and the renewed parts back again must always
be watched carefully. In the case' of rail re-sawing this consideration has resulted in the development of portable plants
mounted on cars so that the sawing may be done at or near
the place where the rail is taken up.
The latest development of this kind is a portable creosoting plant now in use
on the Pennsylvania Railroad and described on another page
While many reasons may be given to argue
of this issue.

Taking the
Mountain

the greater

economy of

a stationary plant, the transportation

charges which arise on some roads in the backhaul of ties
that are to be placed in tracks near the point of tie production, but at a distance from the treating plant, constitute an
ample justification for this endeavor to overcome them.

5

of the

Advertising Section

ployees, the difference in expression being due largely to the
general feeling of suspicion between wage earner- and em-

which apparently does not exist
Midvale company and its employ

ployers,
the

in the relations of

For many years prior to federal control railway managers
were criticized with some justice for yielding to the pressure
of organized labor with respect both to

Justice to the

rates of

pay and working conditions,

Unorganized

while largely ignoring similar claims of
equally or more deserving employees in
Employee
maintenance of way, clerical and station service who had formed no organizations to represent
them.
In partial defense of the managers it must be admitted that the continually narrowing margin of net income
left them in the position of having little to divide after submitting to the demands of the organizations.
However, this
did not remove the element of unfairness resulting from the
increasing disparity in wages.
It was then contended by
certain advocates of government ownership that such inequalities would not exist if the government was to assume charge
of the roads, because it would have no incentive to deal other

than fairly with

employees.
Yet after nearly two years
and operation, we find some inequalities as
bad as or worse than any that existed before.
Today a
all

of federal control

In strong contrast to the general condition of unrest and
suspicion in the industrial world is the action taken by the
representatives of the employees of the

A

Sane

Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company,
Cambria Steel Company and subWage Question sidiary companies in session at Atlantic
City August 22 and 23, in adopting a
resolution condemning the persistent demands of workmen
The resolugenerally for shorter hours and higher wages.

Attitude on the

the

tion states that "the high cost of living needs to be abated by

and conscientious labor, by thrift, and by
avoidance of waste and extravagance," and that "the price of
commodities is regulated by the day's work of a man and Unreal unit of value or unit of compensation is not a dollar but
the purchasing power of a dollar," which is regulated by tinaverage compensation for one hour's work received by all who
labor.
The resolution further states that "we believe any
diligent, efficient

workman who demands a greater proportionate return for his
labor than his fellow workmen in other lines are getting is as
guilty of profiteering as a grocer who charges exorbitant
It is worthy of note and
prices for the necessities of life."
highly encouraging that the representatives duly elected by

the great body of employees in the various plants of the Midvale and Cambria companies, numbering some 30,000, have

an understanding of the fundamental necessities
improvement of the present unsatisfactory economic

so sound
for the

conditions.

The

pertinent fact in this connection

is

that

Midvale employees are organized under what has been
designated as the shop committee system for collective bargaining and consideration of grievances and working conditions with the local and general managements of the company, an organization which tends to promote open dealings
and mutual freedom from suspicion. It is a question whether
the great mass of workers in the country at large are not as
sound in their estimate of the situation as the Midvale emthe
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laborer in a car repair yard receives 58 cents an hour with
time and a half after eight hours, while a section foreman
receives only about 50 cents an hour with straight time up to
ten hours and time and one half only after that period.
On
the basis of a 10-hour day and 26 days per month the car
repair laborer actually receives 25 per cent more wages than
the section foreman.
He has no responsibility beyond that
of his immediate duties as a workman in a gang, while the

foreman is responsible for the work of a force of men and for
the safety of travel on several miles of main line.
It is because of this situation that there is more dissatisfaction and
unrest among maintenance of way employees today than ever
before.
It is also because of this fact that these men are
organizing to an extent never before attempted and are taking
a strike vote as a means of enforcing their demands.
It is
fully as difficult to secure equity in the matter of wages under

government as under private operation.

For the pa>t
years the mileage of automatic block signal- on the railroad- of the United States has increased
steadily.
During that time approxiProgress of
mateiv s7 (l(l(1 miles ()| road have been
Automatic
equipped with such signals.
In 1901
on lv about 2,000 miles of road was
Block Signals
protected in that manner.
During the
nexl six war- the annual average rate of increase was about
800 miles, but, following the depression of 1907, it is in(

1

;

-

teresting to note the extraordinary

advance in the application
which was so marked that it
a boom.
During 1907 alone more than
five times the previous annual average inert
recorded,
while for the sis years beginning with 1907 the average
annual rate of increase was approximately 2,500 mile- of
road, or more than three times that during the
preceding
automatic block
almost amounted to
of

signals

•1
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1913 another ver) marked increase was
In
during thai year automata block signals were
added on more than 4,000 miles of road, this addition being
During the six years beginning
about the same as in 1907.
with 1913, the annual average rate oi increase was about
six

years,

noted,

for

same as in the previous six year period, bul apparent!)
break in the cycle has
occurred, because this year
information re
there has been no such marked advance,
ceived earlier in the year indicates thai the best that can
In'
expected in tin- waj of additional protection in I'M')
will not exceed 2,000 miles of road, which is less than
one half the mileage added during the years of maximum
he principal work which is now being done
progress.
with respect to automatic block signals is the investigation
i'\
some of the more progressive roads of the additions and
changes that can hr made to facilitate the movement of
tin-

mm

a

1

and to increase the capacity
cerning which the Signal division
trains

road
the

Association

has

of

existing

of

the

made extended

tracks,

con

American Railstudy.
Because of

war ami other unfavorable conditions, the country

is

Additional facilities
sadly behind in railroad construction.
must he added and enormous railway expansion must be
made during the next tew years to meet the demands of

Some of these needs can and will
country's growth.
naturally he met by the more extended use of automatic
block signals.
the

Railroad Labor Situation Improves
last week in the railroad labor field were
most of them as unexpected to most people as they were
With his long and almost unbroken record of
gratifying.
supporting the demands of organized labor, there seemed
reason to expect that President Wilson would grant another
general advance in wages to railroad employees largely re-

Developments

On the contrary, the
gardless of the justification for it.
President, on the advice of Director General Hines, granted
shop employees only a small increase to equalize the
advances in dieir wages with those of other railway employees, and definitely announced that pending the administration's efforts to reduce the cost of living no general advance
in railroad wages would be granted.
The employees of the railroads in California had struck
in sympathy with the striking employees of the Pacific ElecIt was pointed out to them that the Pacific
tric Railway.
Electric was not under government control and therefore
The
the government had no authority over its management.
heads of the railroad brotherhoods ordered their followers to
When they failed to do so the director
return to work.
general announced that unless they were back at work on the
morning of August 30 their places would be filled and the
entire power of the government would be used to restore
operation. The strikers promptly returned to work.
the

Meanwhile Samuel Gompers, president

of the

American

Federation of Labor, returned from Europe. The advocates
of the Plumb Plan had been claiming Mr. Gompers was in
They had been advertising him as
favor of their scheme.
"honorary president" of the Plumb Plan League. But Mr.
Gompers, since his return, has refused to comment on the
Plumb Plan a strong indication that either he never authorized the use of his name in support of it, or that when he did
so he did not understand what it was.
The propaganda for the Plumb Plan, and the numerous

—

and threats of strikes, especially upon railroads,
show that organized labor, and especially organized
railroad labor, had passed into the control of the most radical
and even revolutionary element of its membership. The
result of the firm stand taken by the national administration
against railroad strikes and another general advance in railroad wages at this time, seems to indicate that all that was

recent strikes

seemed

to

A(JK
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needed \>> cause more conservative councils to prevail in
organized laboi was energetii resi tance on the pari of tin
"mm nun Mi and die publi< to tin d< mandi oi tin radii al
The more conservative elemenl in organized labor apparent!)
was not unwilling to follow the radii als as long a- it appi ared
that b) doing SO it might benefit.
When, however, tin con
servative element saw that railroad Labor was moving directly
toward a confiicl with the government, in which it was certain
thai the government would have tin- support of a large ma
i

jority of the
its

public, the conservative element

began

to

exert

influent e very effectively.
It

cannot yet be assumed that

road strike
leaders
VOte

of

is

past.

strike

a

are

that,

government time thoroughly
it

should involve

all

first,

to test its

the cost of living, and, second,
strike

danger of

shop crafts have advised

the

against

tin

a general

rail

The two main ground- upon which

if

their

members

the
to

should give tin
measures for reducing
they

there

to

is

he a railroad

the employees and not merely the

22 per cent employed in the shops, since if the strike was
successful all employees would
benefit.
There is much
ground for skepticism as to whether the government's attacks
upon the high cost of living will, in the long run, be highly
successful.
It cannot permanently reduce the cost of living

by dumping upon the market surplus commodities bought
to carry on the war and by prosecuting so-called "profiteers."
In the long run, the cost of living will be determined by the
relationship between the supply and demand of commodities.
The only way in which the supply of things can be increased
is by producing more of them.
The artificial reduction of
prices by governmental measures will merely increase consumption and in the long run increase the cost of living.

On

the basis of the cost of living, railroad labor generally
not entitled to a further advance in wages. The increase
in the average railroad wage during the last five years has
been greater in proportion than the increase in the cost of
living.
Since, however, not only the leaders of the shop
crafts, but also the leaders of other railroad organizations,
have made their abstention from strikes at present conditional upon the success of the government in reducing the cost
of living, it may be that the general railroad strike which
seemed imminent a few weeks ago really has only been postponed for a few months. The present leaders of organized
is

railroad labor, especially

heads

the

of

the

train

service

brotherhoods, are not only very radical but very daring men,
and nobody who knows them will doubt that they will "go the
limit" if they believe that they will gain anything thereby.

However,
conservative

make

we have remarked, the influence of the more
members of the organizations is beginning to

as

itself felt.

occurred

when

Furthermore, a clearing of the atmosphere

the government took a firm stand against

advances and announced
unless they returned to

to the strikers

work

it

would

in

fill

wage

California that
their places and

use the most drastic measures to prevent interference with
Government operation has some serious disoperation.
advantages, but it has the advantage that it can put back of
the railroad management the entire power of the government

and of public opinion in resisting unreasonable strikes and
This may not seem an advantage of govthreats of strikes.
ernment operation to the radical labor leaders, but in view
of recent experience, it certainly does seem such to the
American public. W hether, in view of the stand taken by
the government and the obvious fact that it has the backing
r

of public opinion, the labor leaders will feel that they dare
in any circumstances order a general strike under government operation begins to seem somewhat doubtful.

The serious mistake made by President Wilson three years
ago in failing to stand for arbitration in the eight-hour basic
day dispute has caused a large part of the serious labor troubles which have occurred upon the railroads since then.
While his course at that time was unwise and harmful, his
present stand is wise and promises to be beneficial.
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Chesapeake

An

&

was of so paramount an importance

Ohio

in tidewater coal business and an increase
passenger traffic together with the increase in freight
and passenger rates which were put into effect by the Railroad Administration, were more than sufficient to offsel
increased labor and material costs in 1918 on the Chesapeake
& Ohio. The rental which the government pays for the road

**

is

cncr] vse

in

tentatively fixed

In'

the Interstate

445

Commerce Commission

In' 1917 the Chesapeake & Ohio earned
$14,890,000 operating income after paying expenses and
In 1918, under government operation, the road
taxes.
at $13,227,000.

earned $17,716,000 operating income. There was, therefore,
after making certain adjustments, a profit to the government
of approximately $4,000,000 over and above the rental paid
On the basis of the showing of 1918, it would
the company.
seem easy for the company to take hack its property on the
present schedule of wages and of rates and operate it with
An analysis, however,
a reasonable profit to stockholders.
of the 1918 showing gives no sure warranty that present

as to

warrant large

penditures for reduction of grade-, strengthening of brp
Prior
etc., to more cheaply handle this particular business.
to 1914, however, traffic conditions were such that a very

considerable

proportion

westbound.

On some

of
of

the
this

coal

tonnage

business

the

was handled
Chesapeake &

Ohio got a short haul with a considerable loading cost, hut a
poor division of the rates. With the opening of the Chesapeake & Ohio Northern, which gives the parent company its
connection (with trackage rights) witli it- subsidiary, the
Hocking Valley, this rate situation was greatly improved.
With the completion of the Chesapeake & Ohio".- ore- dock
at Norfolk, Va., it was in a position to handle coal at tidewater profitably. The war turned the tide of coal and other
traffic to the seaboard and the results were reflected in the
With the elimination of
very profitable showing of 1917.
competitive conditions, the establishment of zone systems
of coal distribution and the pooling of coal traffic the Chesapeake & Ohio system found itself in a very favorable condition.

The average revenue
mills,

while

per cent.

in

The

per ton mile of coal in 1917 was 3.2.]
was 3.98 mills, an increase of 25
average revenue per ton of freight other than

1918

was 6.45 mills

it

1917 and 8.27 mills in 1918, an inThe increase in tonnage of tidewater coal is reflected in the fact that while the average
number of loaded cars per eastbound train was 32.1 in 1918
as against 30.9 in 1917 and the average number of empty
cars per eastbound train was 18.1 in 1918 as against 17.3
in 1917, the average number of loaded cars westbound was
25 in 1918 as against 27.6 in 1917, a decrease of over 9 per
cent, while the average number of empty cars per westbound

coal

in

crease of over 28 per cent.

The Chesapeake & Ohio
conditions and a
the

company

return

to

private operation would assure
Coal is not moving to tide-

financial success.

water in any such volume as it did in I'M 8 and it would
appear that the large proportion of coal moving to tidewater
in 1918 was an important factor in the ton-mile cost of
handling business.
Neither is it certain that the passenger
business will, under present and future conditions, remain
Maintenance costs on the Clu-a
as good as it was in 1918.
peake & Ohio increased about in line with maintenance- costs
on other roads in its territory, but, like other roads, there is.
of necessity, considerable deferred maintenance.
The total tonnage of all freight carried in 1918 was
+0,237,000, an increase of 2,357,000 ton.-, or 0.2 per cent,
over 1917.
The average haul was shorter in 1918 than in
1917
267 miles and 271 mile- respectively, so that the
number of ton miles increased only 4.5 per cent. For some
years the development of the Che-ape. ike & Ohio had been
predicated on the assumption that tidewater coal business

—

—

was

1918 as against 18 in I'M 7, an
Thus total loaded car mileage
increased by 2.4 per cent, while total empty car mileage
increased by 22. 5 per cent; but good operation combined
with the improvement work which had been done to lower
the cost of handling tidewater coal more than offset the
increase in empty car movement.
The average tonnage of
revenue freight per train wa- 1,099 in 1918 a- against 1,045
in 1017, an increase of 5.4 per cent.
A good improvement
wa- shown in car loading also, the average per loaded car
being 38.2 tons in the year 1918 a- against 35.6 ton- in the
freight

train

increase- of ever

25.1

39 per

in

cent.

preceding year.
Transportation expense- (the out-of-pocket cost of doing
the business) on the Chesapeake & Ohio amounted to
Of tin- increase, 51,190,000, an increase of $7,652,000.
239,000 is accounted for b) the increased cost of fuel for
train locomotive- alone.
Notwithstanding the increase in
rate- of wages, the increase in the amount -pent for train

1
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increase of $1, !39,000 ov<
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Letters to the Editor

1917.

cosl $9,701,000 in 1918, an increase
per cenl over I'M 7, and maintenance of equipment
Apparently,
cosl $16,179,000, an increase of 53.8 per cent
In
the increase in u^i of brads labor was particularly great.

Maintenance of wa)

of

mmnm

minium

i

enginemen was not in proportion t<» the in< reaae in coal costs.
78,000, an in
Train enginemen'a wages in 1918 wei
crease ol $694,000; while the cosl of fuel in L918 waa
848,000,
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1918 onlj 589,000 untreated, &rs1 class white oak ties were
m maintenance a- against 864,000 used in 1917, and
the total of all tics, including creosoted and second class ties,
was 1,148,000 as against 1,468,000 in I'M 7. On the Chesapeake & Ohio 100-pound rail is standard for main line and
in 1918 only 6,130 tons of this rail was used in renewals,

Credit

Wage

for

Increase

for

Engineers

used

compared with 20,056 tons used

in

I'M

7.

The average cost of repairs of locomotives was ^(>,082
per locomotive in 1918 and $3,789 in I'M 7, and the average
COSt oi repairs per freight car was $150 in 1'MS and $<>2 in
The average cost of repairs per passenger car was
I'M 7.
$1,634 in 1918 and SI. 077 in 1<M7.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Company on December
31, l'MS. had $1,969,000 loans and hills payable and owed
There was
the government $16,536,000 for advances, etc.
$119,000 cash on hand and the government owed the com-

pany $10,927,000 out of the $1.V,227.000 rental certified to
by the Interstate Commerce Commission; the government also
owed the company $10. 714,000 for cash, agents' and conductors' balances, depreciation, etc., which it had taken over
on January 1, 1918. In addition, the company claims that
the government owes it $1,047,000 annual rental not included

amount

in the

tentatively certified to

by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission.
In concluding his annual letter to stockholders, Frank
Trumbull, chairman of the board and president of the company, says:
"The president of the United States has announced that
The
federal control will terminate on December 31, 1919.
practical certainty that operating costs cannot be substantially
reduced below their present high level and the probability
that determined efforts will lie made by shippers to prevent
further increase of rates and even to effect reductions, will
render it very difficult, after federal control has ended, to
maintain between revenues and expenses the margin necessary to insure an adequate return to your company and provide the basis of credit necessary for the improvement and
This prospect, which faces
development of its property.
every railroad in the country, makes it of the highest importance that some plan be devised and enacted into law,
which while protecting the proper interests of the public, shall
vet- also insure the financial stability of our transportation

system."
The following table shows the principal figures for operation of the road under government operation in 1918 as

compared with operation in 1917 by the company.
not the corporate income account.
1918
2,485
Mileage operated
$55.720 373
Freisht revenue
1 3.629.892
Passeneer revenue
73,720.797
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures 9,700,660
16,178,533
Maintenance of equipment
484.418
Tra<fic expenses
26,189.743
Transportation expenses
1.179.251
General expenses
54.081,537
otal operating expenses
1,920,000
Taxes ..
17,716,459
Opeiating income
•|

.'

.

This

1917
2.478
$42,998,223
7 899,452
54,643.794
6.905,579
1C. 521, 724
694,131
18.537 582

1119.732
38,105,806
1.644,075
14,890.416

Corporate Income Account
1918

Standard return
General expenses
Federal income tax accruals

Income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

$13,226,983
135.809
358.184
1.118.414
13 851.404
4.837,507
2,511.264
8,565,727

is

''ill

To

i

in

Epitoh

CACO.

:

you devote an editorial to
in which you call attention
to the recent adjustment Of salaries made by the regional
director of the Northwestern region and in which you
the credit for this adjustment to the committee of three engito the offii ers
neers appointed by the regional direi tor and al
of the Northwestern region for recognizing the justice of the
case and having the courage to set a precedent for the other
regions.
You also mention that the matter of this salary
adjustment was the subject of a hearing before the Board of
Wages and Working Conditions, but you do not inform your
readers that it was the American Association of Engineers
which obtained the hearing and presented testimony and evidence collected by the association from all parts of the counIt was the evidence presented at this hearing which
try.
caused the wage board to refer the matter to the various
In

your issue of August

"Justice for the Technical

22

Man"

The

regional directors for adjustment.
the question

up with the regional

association then took

directors, furnishing each

with a report on his region based on some 1700 questionnaires received from men on 91 railroads, the originals of
which were filed with the wage board. I think the adjust-

ment of salaries in the Northwestern region is fair and just
and the regional director and his committee of three chief
engineers are to be

commended

for the action taken.

W. W. K. Sparrow,
& St. P. Ry. CoAmerican Association of Engineers.

Chief Engineer, C. M.
Director,

Condition of Mexican Railways
Guaymas. Sonora, Mexico.

To the Editor:
have read with much interest the second of P. H. Mid(Railway Age, June 20, page 1530) concerning the condition of railway lines in Mexico.
There
are some portions of the article, however, which do not reflect the actual conditions.
For instance, the statement is
made that through billing has been discontinued since 1915
and that American-owned freight cars are only coming into
Mexico under bond furnished by the shipper. This condition is not true insofar as the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company of Mexico is concerned. We enjoy through billing arrangements with the United States Railroad AdI

dleton's articles

ministration and there

is

also a free interchange of equip-

ment.

We

have been endeavoring to inaugurate Pullman service
line, but to date we have not succeeded in procuring
the cars from the United States Railroad Administration,
possibly due to working arrangements through Texas ports
which are not applicable in connection with the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico.
The statement is also made that the Southern Pacific
Railroad Company of Mexico is compelled to operate armored
This is not correct as we only protect our
cars on all trains.
trains with armored cars through the so-called Yaqui Zone,
which runs from Torres, Sonora, to Esperanza, a distance
We
of 205 kilometers, which is equivalent to 128 miles.
operate the armored cars through this zone as a precautionary
measure and not in anticipation of any trouble.

on our

September
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An engineman

As a matter of information I wish to state that we delivered the past season, to the United States Railroad Administration lines at Nogales, Ariz., 583 cars of tomatoes

of a train entering a block aa provided for by
be held responsible in case of accidenl caused
by overtaking the preceding train

which were moved in Pacific Fruit Express cars. We are
the garbanzo (Spanish pea) crop, all of which
will be transported in foreign equipment.
The garbanzo
movement will amount to approximately 1,000 cars.
We
are giving you this information in order that you may see
that foreign line equipment is being given to us quite readily
W. H. Francis,

When a flagman has done what is required of him by the
Baltimore & Ohio and Northern l'a< ific rules above quoted,
namely, assured himself beyond question that his train is
amply protected by a stop signal, nothing further should be
expected from him.
Complete responsibility should then
rest with the engineman of the following train.
When all is said, however, we find our.-clve- back to the
crux of the whole matter, which was pointed out by Commissioner McChord in the article published in your issue

these

now moving

Assistant

to

General

&

Fri ight
Raili oad

Passenger

ompany

(

of

Ai^t.,

Mexico.

rules

will

of June 20, namely, the necessity for improved discipline
and morale, insuring that whatever flagging rules are in force
shall be strictly observed.
To illustrate what I mean by this

Eliminating the Flagman
Washington,

1>.

C.

statement I will say that in discussing the Baltimore & Ohio
rule with an employee of that road some time ago I was
told that the rule was no good, for the reason that since its
promulgation flagmen never left the rear end of the caboose.
This, of course, was an exaggeration, but it forcibly directs

To the

Editor:
The article by C. H. T. in your issue of August 22 struck
a responsive chord in my mind, for the reason that I have
long recognized the inefficiency with which flagging generally
is performed in automatic block signal territory; even in those
cases where flagmen have plenty of time to go back a sufficient

attention

to

that

human tendency

to

minimum

effort

which

was pointed out by Commissioner McChord.

distance to afford ample protection, they often fail to perform their duty, and my experience in accident investigation

W.

I'.

Borland.

work leads me to believe that in a great majority of cases
flagmen depend upon the signals instead of doing the things

We

they are required to do by the rules.

More on the Cost

are confronted with

the familiar evil of divided responsibility, and

it

is

a

N

thought that the logical way to cure tin- evil is to place the
To put the matter of proentire responsibility on one man.
tection in automatic signal territory entirely up to the engineman would certainly produce excellent results in one direction, at least, where reform in existing practice is sadly
needed, namely, it would have a strong tendency to enforce
obedience to the caution indication.
While it is true that in automatic block signal territory
generally flagging is very poorly performed, and it would
appear that better results might be obtained by relying entirely on signal indications, I would hesitate to advocate the
What I do contend
complete elimination of the flagman.
for is a rule for flagging in automatic signal territory different from the rule in force on track nut protected by automatic
signals.
It is unreasonable to expect the same obedience to
all the provisions of rule 99 on track, that is fully protected
by automatic signals that is required on track which is not
In automatic signal territory the flagging rule
so protected.
should fully recognize the function of the signals, and the
only thing a flagman should be held responsible for is knowledge that a stop signal is displayed full braking distance behind his train. This principle is recognized in the rules of at
am
least three of our large railway systems with which

A

YoKK.

the issue of the Railway Age for August
there appears a letter entitled "Valuation ad Absurdum,"

1

"A Liar Who Figures." Prompted by a desire to
any misapprehension as to the method- and costs of
valuation work in general, which may have been in-tilled in
the minds of those unfamiliar with the subject by a perusal
signed by

correct

of the letter referred

The

writer

of

to,

I

desire to present the following:

"Valuation

Absurdum"

ad

is

wrong

in

-

saying he is a man "who figures.'
He states that as it took
10 seconds to drive the track spike, at 40 cents an hour, the
cost of driving a track spike is 1-10 of a cent.
It will only
require the use of simple arithmetic to show that this cost
from the data he gives is 1-9 of a cent, instead of 1-10 of a
cent.

To prove the misleading character of the original communication it is necessary to answer the question: "Why was
$21,849 spent to determine the cost of driving track spikes?"
It has been estimated that there are approximately .-oO.OOO
miles of all tracks in the United State.-.
Assuming that there
are 2,700 ties per mile, with an average of 5 track spike.- per
tie, the total number of track spikes in place is
4.725,000,000.
A variation of one-half of a mill in the cost of driving -pikes

I

when

Rule 99B of the Baltimore

&

Ohio, effective January

1,

a

1913, reads as follows:

if

In locations protected by automatic signals and so designated
on the time table, the flagman must l;.. hack immediatel) with

stop signals a

sufficient

he Can plainly see

that

distance

to

the signal not

proteel
less

display

stop

while

the

train

train,

the

than

i

in -half

know

the rear of die train displays stop, and must
to

I

To the Editor:
On page 190 of

familiar.

tinues

Driving a Spike

of

natural

requin

-

that

or until
mile to
it

con

protection.

A similar rule. No. 514. in force on the Northern Pacifi<
reads as follows:
In block signal districts, where the automatic block signal
governing the track in use can be plainly sen from the rear
of a standing train to be
one-half mile from such train,
protect the train by a flagman,

ich siunal

heme

nol

less

than

necessar) t"
Under all other circumstances,
gnal districts
Rule 99 must be fully observed mi block
it

will

nol

be

Rule 508 of the block signal rub- of the Union Pacific
reads as follows:

the valuation of the railroa.b is determined will mean
variation in the total value of $2,362,500.
In other word-,
the valuation were too high by that amount the public

would he compelled to pay 6 per lent interest annually on
$2,362,500; and if the figures were too low, the investors
in railwa)
securities would lose the interest on that sum.
Six per cent interest on $2,362,500 per annum is $141,750,
which, less the eo-t of determining this value given by our
fnend, "A Liar Who Says He Figures,"
10, gives
saving either to the puldie or to the

a

lor

the

invi

$119,901

year thai the valuation operates, and a saving
$141,750 for each succeeding year.
The amount of this saving at the end of any period of
years, computed with .(impound interest, i- left to the in
nation of the reader.
(

first

t

We

will

trust

the

rather than the "l.iar

he

money expended

foolish!)

judgment

of

the

valuation

engii

Who
for

Says He Figures" a- to nil. ther
valuation i- being spenl wisely or
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Provision
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Bill

of Profits,

Federal Incorporation and Gradual Consolidation
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Legis]

establish

to
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railroad

new governmental

a

the

after

return

of

the

policy
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railroad

payable in fi
indebtedness to
1
1

tee

da)

15.

on interstate
the

tentative

afford

to

managemeni was broughl a step Dearer
Cummins, chairman of the Senate commil
commerce, introduced in the Senate on Tues

the

committee.

I

bill

basis

he

by a subcommittee which is
further consideration by the full

dialled
for

contains

bill

several

important

features

of various plans which were submitted during the hearings
before the committee earlier in the year by the railway ex-

and other interests, although with man}' modifiway of compromise and with some new provisions
resulting from the work of the subcommittee, which was
composed of Senators Cummins, Kellogg, Poindexter, PomWhile it contains several features
erene and Robinson.
which will probably he objected to both by the railroads
and by those who object to any radical changes in the
policy of regulation, it also contains many provisions which
have long been advocated by the railroad officers and
others interested in a policy of encouraging transportation
ecutives

cations by

does not provide either for a guarantee
or for a definite percentage of net return hut it indicates
On the other
a policy to see that rates are made adequate.
hand it limits the profits which may he retained by a rail-

development.

It

road to a fair return.
Seme of the principal features are:
A railway transportation hoard, somewhat similar to the
federal transportation board proposed by the railway executives and by the National Transportation Conference,
to take over many of the administrative functions of the
Interstate Commerce Commission and to outline a general
transportation policy.
Provision for a gradual consolidation of the railroads into
20 to 35 competing systems, incorporated under federal
authority.

An

per
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no

pon the passage of tins act thi Interstate Commerci Comm
the country into rati di tricl
groups, for
and th<
ing purposes; and hearings are provided for «
to the
adequacy of rates foi
and apart from
as a "hole.
This issue is to be tri
the question of the reasonableness of i.a'ts upon particular commoditii
pai icular communities.
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New

schedules of rates which are filed within 30 days after federal
control ceases become effective at the end of four months after they are
filed, with such changes as the commission may, in the meantime, order;
and, until the expiration of the four-months' period, this act constitutes
a guaranty to the railroads which have entered into contracts respecting
compensation under the act of March 21, 191H, of a proportionate amount
of the contract compensation, ami with respect to the railroads with which
no contracts have been made, it constitutes a guaranty of a proportionate
At the end of this period the guaranty ceases.
railway-operating income
If,
during this period, any railroad earns more than the guaranty, the
excess is tO be paid into the Treasury of the United Stale-.

SECTION

6.

In making rates for the groups the commission is to take into consideration the interest of the public, the shippers, the wages of labor, the cost
of maintenance and operation
including taxes and a fair return upon
the value of the property used or held for the purpose of transportation,
and it is required to lower or advance rates accordingly If any railroad in
lie
group receives more than a fair return upon the value of its property
the excess is to be paid to the railway transportation board, mentioned
hereafter.
One-half of the excess is to be used by the board in the

—

I

following manner:

The promotion

research to ameliorate the conhazards of employment;
Second.
To extend and improve hospital relief;
Third.
To supplement existing systems of insurance and pensions;
Fourth.
To afford opportunity for the technical education of employees;
First.

ditions of labor

and

of invention and

to lessen the

and
Fifth.
To establish a system of profit sharing by employees.
In the administration of this fund, the board is to organize an employees'
advisory council, composed of one representative from each organized craft
of railroad employees.
The remaining one-half of the excess is to be
deposited in a fund and expended by the board in the purchase of equipment to be leased to railroads under proper terms, or to be loaned to
carriers unable to provide themselves with proper equipment and facilities
upon reasonable security.
No excess earnings above a fair dividend are to be capitalized or used
as a basis for increased rates.

Commerce Commission

section

7.

lower or advance rates by districts to produce a fair
return on the value of the property.
A limitation of earnings of an indivdual road to a fair
return and a division of the excess earnings above such
fair return, one-half for the benefit of labor and one-half
to be expended by the transportation board for equipment

This section creates a railway transportation board and is one of the
most important in the bill. The board consists of five members appointed
by the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate. Its members
are to receive a salary of $12,000 per year.
No member of the board
during his term of office can hold any office or employment under any
railroad corporation, or be pecuniarily interested in the stock or bonds of
any such corporation It has the same powers with respect to summoning
witnesses and securing testimony as the law now gives to the Interstate

or for loans to carriers.

Commerce Commission.

to

Provision for the settlement of labor disputes by a committee of wages and working conditions and the railway
transportation board, and for making a strike or lockout
a criminal conspiracy.
Representation of the employees and the government on
boards of directors.
Temporary continuance of the guaranteed standard return pending a readjustment of rates.
The following summary or analysis of the bill was made
by Senator Cummins in connection with his introduction
of the bill in the Senate:

SUMMARY

OF

SECTION

1.

section

Advances made by the government
to

capital

2.

railroads and properly chargeaccount are to be evidenced by bonds or other securities
to the

10.

duty the railway transportation board

is required to adopt
plan for the consolidation of all the railway properties of the country
into not less than 20 nor more than 35 systems.
When it has agreed upon
a ten.ative plan, it is to give it publicity and provide for full and complete
The plan must receive the approval of the Interhearings upon the plan.
state Commerce Commission; but, after it is finally adopted, the voluntary
consolidations which are provided for must be in harmony with it, and
the compulsoij consolidation which are also provided for are to complete
it.
Street railways and interurban railways used chiefly in the transportation of passengers, and certain other railway facilities which can not be
properly consolidated, are excepted from the plan.
The transportation board is clothed with many and most important

a

the federal control act of March 21, 1918.
The
repeal take- effect on the last day of the month in which the bill becomes
a law, and the railroads are to be returned to their owners at that time.
Rates in force at the time the repeal takes effect are to remain in force
until changed by competent authority.

ab'.i

section

As

repeals

9.

keynote

of the solution of the railroad
It declares it to be the policy of the United
States that the railways of the country shall be divided in ownership and
for operation into not less than 20 nor more than 35 separate and distinct
systems; each of said systems to be owned and operated by a distinct
corporation, organized or reorganized under this act.
It provides that,
in the division of the railways into systems, competition shall be preserved
as luby as possible, and wherever practicable existing routes and channels
of trade shall be maintained; that the several systems shall be so arranged
that the cost of transportation as between competitive systems and as related
to the value of the railroad properties shall be the same so far as practicable,
to the end that these systems can employ uniform rates in the movement of
competitive tiafric and. under efficient management, earn substantially the
same rate of return upon the value of their respective properties.

THE PRINCIPAL SECTIONS OF THE CUMMINS
BILL

This section

section
This section furnishes the
problem presented by the bill.
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is
It
to make
powers, in addition to making the plan of consolidation.
continuous inquiry respecting the transportation needs and facilities of the
whole country and ascertain when and how they shall be enlarged or
It
is
to inquire into the state of tin
credit of all common
improved.
carriers and inform itself respecting the relation between revenues and net
income and the like. It is to inquire with respect to the new capital which
may be required for adequate and efficient transportation service and the
It
is to certify to the Interconditions under which it can he secured.

and the comany hearings
which it may conduct. It has authority to lay before the commission any
deem
as
may
proper and
and
show
such
it
interest
cause
matter of public
It has authority to make reports to Congress and recommend
appropriate.
such measures and policies as will promote and protect the interest ot the
public concerning the efficiency of the transportation service and the
adequacy of transportation facilities.
ommerce Commission t" tip
This section transfers from the Interstate
transportation board many of the functions and powers heretofore conferred
upon the commission, notably the administration, of the car-service act, the
state

Commerce Commission

mission

is

findings

its

these

in

respects,

prima facie evidence

to accept such certificate as

in

I

administration of the safety-appliance arl^, the administration of the
of-service act, the administration of the locomotive-inspection act, and many
others which need not be specifically mentioned but which are of the same
general character.
It is required also to inquire into water-transportation facilities and the
relations between hand carriers and water carriers, the best methods of coordinating the two kinds of transportation, and the most practical plan for
preserving in full vigor the two kinds of transportation when they are
competitive.

section

11.

also has the power, where congestion of traffic exists upon
divert it over other lines of railway, in order to relieve the
It has the power to compel a common or joint use of terminals
congestion.
or other facilities when the public interest requires it, and, in a general
way, to compel such unification as is necessary to secure the most efficient
use of railway facilities for prompt and economical transportation.

The board

any road

to

section

12.

This section makes lawful the consolidation of railways, but only under
First, the consolidation must be in harmony with
the following conditions:
and in furtherance of the ultimate complete consolidation already referred
to, and must be recommended by the board and approved by the commission.
Second, the corporation wdiich is to become the owner of the consolidated
properties must be either organized under federal authority or reincorporated
Third, the capitalization of the consolidated corporation
under this act.
must not exceed the value of its railway property, as determined by the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
Public hearings are to be held in any case of a proposed consolidation,
of which the state authorities are to be notified.

section

13.

This section provides that at the end of seven years, in which the
voluntary consolidations may take place, the transportation board is to
proceed to the completion of the plan of consolidating the railway properties
The compulsory
of the country according to its original determination.
consolidation is to be accomplished through the organization of railway
companies under this act, or the enlargement of reincorporated companies
which have been organized under state laws. It is not necessary to enter
into the

details

of this section.

It

is

sufficient

to

say that

it

is

to

'alia

A

the

property

used

in

transportation,

17.

IS

as

fixed

four from among such nomi
nominate a candidate for membership and
This
appoint .'our persona from among such nominations.
es of
consider all complaints submitted by n
of th< carriers, and is to decide by a majority vote, and

and tl.i board is required
Each railroad corporation is
the board
committee

is

to

to

is

en,

the

appoint

t<

to

If the
to the transportation hoard.
is evenly divided upon any dispute,
of die
decision
certified
and
the
board,
to
the
be
dole
to
board
final and constitutes a governmental judgment with respect to the
out oversy,
in

u&ions

be

to

ire

certified

working conditions

id

matter

is

.

i

i

SECTION 27.
This

some of the things which must be taken into
by the committee of wages and working conditions in determining
li
provides that the committee- and transportation board shall take
scribes

I

first, the

among other relevant circumstances, the following:
ration,
of wages paid for similar kinds of work in other indn
relation between wanes and the cosl of living; third, the

sea],

second, the
hazards of the- employment; fourth, the training and skill required; fifth,
tin
degree of responsibility, and sixth, the character and regularity of

employment.

tin'

o\-

by

he

29.

nalty of fine or imprisonment, or both, upon
This section imp
any carrier, or any officer of any carrier, who refuses to obey the d<
has
it
been approved by the board, or of the board
after
committee
It also provides that if two or in
its,]]', in the Cases referred to.
enter into any combination or agreement with the intent substantially to
hinder, re-strain, ..r prevent the movement of commodities or persons in
nter into any combination or agreement which
interstate commerce, or
substantially hinders, restrains, or prevents the movement of commodities
or persons in interstate commerce, such persons so combining and a.
shall be deemed guilty of a conspiracy, ami shall be punished by a fine not
exceeding $500 or by imprisonment not exceeding six months, or by both
such fun- and imprisonment:
Provided, That nothing herein shall be taken
in deny any individual the right to quit his employment for any reason.
this
section applies equally to the officers or
will
It
be observed that
The- intent is to
managers of railway companies and their employees.
prevent any substantial interruption in transportation, and the effect of it
only what is ordinarily known as a "lockout," but also
is to forbid not
what is commonly known as a "strike" of the employees of a railway
company.
It must be remembered, in this connection, that the bill in
forbidding a strike, or combination for a strike, has also provided for the
settlement of all disputes by government tribunal.
i

SECTION
This
state

section

increases

the

Commerce Commission

31.

compensation
to

of

members

the

of

the

Inter-

$12,000 per annum.

SECTION 32.
This section materially enlarges the scope of what is commonly known as
the car service act, and transfers its administration to the transportation
board.
One of its features is that it requires the approval of the government for the extension of an old line of railroad or the construction of a

inw

line.

SECTIONS 33, 34 AND

35.

These sections are amendments to well-known provisions of the act to
regulate commerce, and, while important, need not be specifically mentioned.
SECTION

be so

caincu out that no obligation on the part of the United States will be
created, and that when the work is finished the railways of this country
will be divided into the number of competitive systems prescribed by the
board, and that the capitalization of each of the companies will represent
the „elnal
Interstate

449

36.

division of traffic or earnings between carriers,
but only when in the interest of better service and economy and not so as
to unduly restrain competition. There can be no such division of traffic or
earnings until the arrangement is expressly approved by the Into
Commerce Commission after full notice and hearings.

This section authorizes

a

Commerce Commission.
sections

14,

15,

16,

am>

1".

These sections provide for the reincorporation of corporations now
owning and operating railways, so as to give them the character of federal
corporations, and the only feature of these sections which need to be
mentioned is ihat in any such reincorporated company the classified
employees of the corporation are to be represented by two members on
the board of directors and the government is to be represented by two

members appointed by

SECTIONS 37 AND 38.
These sections arc amendments to the act
need not be described in this summary.

section

give-

transportation

the-

water and

connections between

lain!

regulate

commerce, and

39.

N
Iliis

to

board

caiiicts.

full

50

as

authority
to

to

require

water trans-

utili/.

extent.

fullest

the transportation board.

section

20.

This section empowers

This section provides that existing railway corporations must have upon
their boards of directors two members representing the classified employees
and two members representing the governmi

sections

21

t\i)

22.

railway corporations

These sections relate to the original organization
under this act. The two distinctive things in it an-, first, that the System
operate can not be capitalized
ot i ail ways which it has organized to
for a greater sum than the actual value of the property as determined by
and
each corporation so organized
the Interstate Commerce Commission,
of the classified
must have on its board of direct
employees and two representatives of the government.
of

maximum ami minimum,
authority

is

tin-

Intel state-

Commerce Commission

maximum

or

or

minimum

joint

also conferred in another section with tespect to

SECTION

to mat.,

and

rates,
all

this

rates.

43.

between intrastate rates and in''
ommission full authority to
discrimination against int.
jn commerce.

Ihis section deals with
rate-, ami gives tin

tin-

conflict

•

1

remove any unjust

:

This is a section which confers upon the Intel -'ate
exclusive authority to regulate ami conl
and bonds, and needs no comment.
i

ON

Commerce
>>f

Coin'

railway

stocks

25.

This section provides for tin- use of the
company in behalf of its employees. It

exi

any railway
been mentioned.

between railroad
This section provides a new meth
I'
n ites a committee of wages and
companies and their employees.
composed
eight
members,
four of
of
working conditions, which is to be
them representing labor .^n>\ four of them representing the railway conv
Each railroad craft is to nominate candidates foi this committee,

amendments
It

not be referred to

The

SECTI"

Si

con

man]

at

tin-

to

the

administration,

interstate
but it i-

commerce

act

assumed

that

in

the

they

bill

need

•

was referred back to tin- committee on Interstate
commerce, which is expected to hold some hearings on
it.
and where it will doubtless be further modified after
some rather lively controversies a- to some of the most imIf it- general principles are adhered
portant new feature-.
to

hill

by the

full

committee the crucial

of regulatory polity

ami

Se'nate

House

bodies, because

report

a

it

i-

ma\
bills

fight on the question
staged in the conference on the
as finally enacted b)
the two

lie

believed that the

House committee

more conservative measure, based on

the

will

Esch-

RAILWAY AGK
with Borne additional features suggested in
bill
the various plana that have been proposed, and that the lulls
as reported by the two committees will afford the basis
for the bills finalrj adopted by the two houses.
rhe House is so far considerably behind the Senate in
has spent the sumits work on a bill, because its committee

Pomerene

which the Senate committee got
out of the waj in Januarj and February, and the Senate
committee was able to take up the work of actually (halting a hill while the House committee was still listening
to plans which left little lime for the committee to get
The House committee now expects to
together by itself.
spend another week or so in hearings and to report a
If it is able to
hill possibly by the end of the month.
reach an agreement without spending toe much time it may

mer

in

general

hearings

up with the Senate committee.
open to the possible objection
that the
Interstate Commerce Commission is merely required to "take into consideration" the elements mentioned
as affecting the adequacy of the rate level, and the question of what is a fair return is left entirely to it, but there
therefore he able to catch

The Senate

is

at

a

least

hill

is

still

plain expression of policy

that

rates

are to

viewed "from the standpoint of their effort in producing revenue in any rate-making group as a whole, which
it has frequently been argued the commission cannot legally
do, under the present law, and it is provided that the commission 'shall' from time to time determine the value of
the property in each district and 'so lower or advance
the rates of transportation as nearly as may be to provide
he

The fair return alsaid fair return as herein provided.'
lowed before the turning over of the excess also "may
include a just allowance to provide reasonably for future
years in which there

may

be insufficient earnings."

interstate rates are dealt with
43 by adding as an amendment to section 13
of the commerce act a provision that whenever there shall
be brought in issue any rate, fare, charge, regulation or
practice made or imposed by state authority the Interstate
Commerce Commission, before hearing and disposing of
the issue, shall cause the state or states to be notified and
shall confer with the state authorities with respect to the
relationship between the state or federal rates, and is authorized to hold joint hearings and to avail itself of the

Conflicts between state

in

and

section

co-operation, services, records or facilities of the state authorities.

"The

commission

shall,

after

full,

hearing,

make

such findings and orders as will in its judgment remove
any undue or unreasonable advantage, preference or prejudice
as between persons or localities in state and interstate
or' foreign commerce, or any undue, unreasonable or unjust
discrimination against interstate or foreign commerce, which
is hereby forbidden and declared to be unlawful, and such
findings or orders shall be observed while in effect by the
carriers parties to such proceeding affected thereby, and
the rates, fares, charges, or the minimum and
and charges, and any classification, regulation or practice which, in its judgment, will
remove such
advantage, preference or prejudice, "but,

shall

make

maximum

of such rates, fares,

nothing in this act shall be construed to amend, repeal,
impair, or affect the existing laws or powers of the states
in relation to taxation or the lawful police powers of the
several states, including the power to make and regulate
intrastate rates, except as in this act otherwise provided."
Section 35, which Senator Cummins did not specifically
mention in his analysis is an amendment to section 4 of the
commerce act to provide a rigid prohibition against charging
as much, or more for a short haul as for a long haul and
provides that whenever a railroad shall, in competition
with a water route, reduce its rates to or from competitive
points, it shall not be permitted to increase such rates
unless after hearing by the commission it shall be found

Vol. 67, No. 10

such proposed increase rests upon changed condition!
than the elimination (.1 watex Competition.
Section II provides that whenever tin- commission shall
he of opinion that any rate, fan- or charge is unjust or
unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory, or unduly prcferential or prejudicial, or otherwise in violation of the law,
it
may prescribe what will he the just and reasonable rate,
fare or charge, or the maximum, or minimum, or maximum
and minimum to he charged for the future.
Some criticism will probably he made of the low salaries
proposed in the hill, hut it is very difficult to get large
The members of the transsalaries approved by Congress.
portation board are to receive $12,000, whereas in proposing
such a board the railway executives suggested $25,000.
The members of the committee of wages and working conditions are to receive $4,000, whereas the members of the
Railroad Administration's Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions receive $10,000. The salaries of the
that

other

of the Interstate Commerce Commission are, howincreased by the provisions of the bill from $10,000
to $12,000.

members
ever,

In introducing the bill in the Senate, Senator Cummins
ventured the suggestion that "unless some such plan as this
can be carried into effect government ownership and government operation are but a question of time." He said the
hill represents the painstaking work of the subcommittee
for three months, and while it does not represent in every
particular the views of every member of the subcommittee,
it does represent their composite judgment and the points
of difference between them are very few.

"The insuperable difficulty which the Interstate Commerce Commission has always met," Senator Cummins said,
"and which it has never been able to overcome, is this: The
diversity of the conditions surrounding the carriers have
rendered it entirely impossible for the commission to prescribe rates that

would be

at once fair

and

just to the public

The rates which
were in force prior to the possession of the railroads by the
government, for instance, would produce for one railroad
company an excessive revenue, while they would produce for
another railway company which must compete for the traffic,
and

fair

and

just to the several carriers.

no net operating income. The result was that
would give to some railway companies an inordinate earning capacity so that they
might sustain the weaker railroads, or give to the stronger
railroads rates that would be wholly inadequate to sustain
the weaker railways.
Both kinds of railways are essential
to the business and the commerce of the United States; they
must both be sustained if the people of this country are to
be served as their commerce and their business demand that
substantially
it

either

had

to prescribe rates that

they shall be served."
He then explained that the bill endeavors to meet this condition by providing for consolidations and by enabling the commission to make rates knowing
that if they produce excessive earnings for some roads the
roads will not be allowed to keep them.

"The earnings of some of the railroads, when the rates
are sufficient in the group as a whole to make a fair return
upon the value of the property as determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission, will be large," he said.
"The
earnings of some of the railroads will be small; and the
latter must struggle as best they can without complete relief
until the process of consolidation takes place."
Senator Lenroot asked what is provided' for the case of a
particular road where the average rate of fair return upon
the group does not afford an adequate return for the particular road.

"Unfortunately we have not been able to provide any
assistance of that kind to the weaker roads," replied Senator Cummins, "other than the accumulation of this fund

coming from one-half of the excess earnings of the stronger
roads in loans to the weaker roads, funds which they may be
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to secure in the general market of the country."
"That leads me to ask the Senator whether, in his opinion,
we have any constitutional right to deprive a particular road,
that may be well managed and well conducted, of an adequate return upon the value of its property," said Senator

unable

Lenroot.
I have no doubt about that," replied Senator
"That has been a question very much disputed,
but it will be remembered that we have provided that the
excess shall be over and above a fair return upon the value

"Personally

Cummins.

property."
its property but of all the property of the group, as
I read the bill," said Senator Lenroot, who also asked whether
the inevitable result would not be to force the weaker roads
of

its

"Not

"The weaker roads

are in bankruptcy," said Senator

Cum-

mins.

Regarding the labor provisions of the bill Senator Cummins said that this is "a somewhat delicate subject" and the
committee has given it its most careful attention, but the
provisions in the bill represent their unanimous conclusions.
is

—

roads and their employees
disputes which might result in a
suspension of commerce and in the misery and suffering which
we all realize would result from a universal or general lockout or strike.
Believing that the time has come when the
Congress should act promptly and courageously in considering and disposing of this all-important question, your subcommittee has written into the bill some paragraphs which
create a government tribunal authorized to determine disputes between railroads and their employee-.
There is no
purpose to oppress or permit the oppression of the employees.
On the contrary the bill is intended to secure to them their
just rights.

"Having
to

protect

done

this,

public

the

it

cannot

against the

be considered unfair
dangers of strikes and

lockouts."

into bankruptcy.

"It

451

in accordance with a universal and, as

I

believe, a

movement in this country and in every other to give the
employees of any industry an opportunity to know the policies,
the reasons which move the corporations in any given direcI feel sure that time will but verify my prediction
tion.
when I say that it will not be long until all industries are
If transportation is a governmental
organized in that way.
function or allied to governmental functions, it is impossible
to contemplate continued and disturbing controversies between
railway companies and employees. It is the intention of the
subcommittee that decisions with regard to all controversies
between the employees and the corporations shall be conclusive upon every citizen who desires to be a law-abiding man.
"I have always regarded the strike as a legitimate and inevitable weapons as between the employer and the employee.
I have looked upon it as substantially the only weapon that
could be employed by the laboring man in order to secure
that justice which is his due.
But when we advance to the
point at which the government undertakes to fix his wages in
the event of dispute, when we advance to the point where we
authorize a government tribunal to enter a decree with regard
just

to the justice of the particular matter, there is

any kind, whether employers or employees,
delay, or restrain the movement of commerce."
Senator Norris asked

if,

working conditions for all. When the people as a whole are
prosperous, the people of the classes are prosperous, and

when we

we
know

legislate for all

of every individual.

I

are legislating for the benefit
of no sound reasoning, either

in politics or morals, which will permit 2,000,000 men engaged in moving interstate commerce to refuse to adjust
their differences with their employers or to submit them to

and decision before a properly constituted tribunal,
and thereby bring distress, if not ruin to the entire people."

trial

no room longer

for the interruption of a strike or a combination

of

Senator Pomerene concluded his speech by saying: "It is
the function of government to govern, and when it fails to
govern it fails in its purpose.
The welfare of the whole
people is vastly more to be desired than the advance in wage
of a single class, although I believe in good wages and good

among men
to

hinder,

since the corporation could re-

much money anyway,

there would not be a
temptation to agree with the employees on the matter of excessive wages.
Senator Cummins answered this by saying that the public
would not be unprotected because the Interstate Commerce
Commission is not obliged in fixing rates to accept the
wages that have been agreed upon.
Regarding the new transportation board Senator Cum-

tain only so

mins said:
"We have attempted

to

clothe the board

with authority

hoping
Commission its
judicial or semi or quasi judicial duties, unencumbered by
the accompaniment of these administrative affairs which have
very greatly hindered the commission in the performance
of its wider and more far-reaching duties."
Senators Robinson and Pomerene of the subcommittee also

over
to

the

leave

physical

to

the

operation

Interstate

of

the

railroads,

Commerce

discussed the importance of the labor provisions of the bill.
"Current and recent events," said Senator Robinson, "have
given emphasis to the fact that it is impossible for the Congress to perform the constitutional function of regulating
commerce unless some tribunal is established by the government empowered finally to decide disputes between the rail-
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W. W.

Atterbury Contrasts
French and American Railroads

Gen.

Brigadier Generai

W.

\\

Atterbury, vice-presideni

Pennsylvania Railroad Company, ami late
Director General of Transportation of the American
Expeditionarj Forces in France, has given an original inter
view to the editor of the Baltimore 82 Ohio Employees
Magazine, which is published in the September number,
In his talk, General Atterbury, after paying
issued Monday.
of

the

work of the railroad men who enlisted
m the Transportation Corps of the United States Army,
discusses features of the relative merits of French and
American railroading and of the operating methods prevailPortions of the interview follow:
ing in the two countries.
General Atterbury was requested to express his views
as to the relative safety of French and American operating
a

warm

tribute to the

He replied
methods.
"I believe that we

this

in

country have been 'fed up' on

It is, of course, quite
the greater safety of French railroads.
difficult to arrive at a fair measure of comparison, consider-

ing the great differences in the way of equipment, methods
etc., but taking everything into consideration,
my opinion is that, on the whole, the operation of our rail-

of operation,

roads is in realitv. even safer than theirs, because of our
highly developed method of train despatching, our superior
signal systems, and the general and increasing use in this
country of steel or steel underframe passenger cars."

Racial Characteristics
"Is

it

not possible that the idea that

sentative

the repre-

representa-

American?" was asked.
"That is true to a considerable degree," was the answer.
"The French and the Germans, too, for that matter, are much
more highly disciplined than our Americans; they have
As you know it is
greater respect for laws and regulations.
the breaking of the rules of our American railroads that is
tive

so often the cause of our accidents.
"The national characteristics of the French

interest-

ing contrasts to those of our own countrymen in many other
For instance, we
aspects of their transportation system.
know that their roadbeds as a whole are better than our own.
Why is this? Simply because the French build more slowly
are

better.

And

stability is not only

beds, but

also in

do.

shown

Their ballast and their drainon permanency and

insistence

this

in the construction of their road-

the building

of their bridges

and other

structures of all kinds.

French Railroads Stood

War

Test Well

"This was clearly shown when we got to France. They
had been suffering the devastation and destruction of war
for three years.
Yet their tracks and equipment in general
had stood up under the excessively hard usage remarkably
well; and this with very little time and money having been
devoted to maintenance.
"It is not an uncommon thing to see an engine on a French
railroad which is 60 years old and still giving good service.

While

this is a tribute to their careful workmanship and exacting repair methods, it must be remembered that our own
engines would last as long if they were not continually being

discarded, before being

worn

out, for

newer and more power-

ful types.
In France, generally speaking, they scrap locomotives only for age; here we scrap them for obsolescence.
We live faster in America, and changes in railroad operating
methods and in the needs of our commerce come too quickly
for us to use a piece of motive power 60 years old, even
though still mechanically in good order.

in

conti

French and American railroads 1- th< difference in the
nature of the countries and the consequent difference in the
For instance, you will prob
kind of transportation handled.

ably be Surprised to know thai

just before the war the Paris,
Lyons & Mediterranean, the largest privately-owned line in
France, carried more passengers in a single year than did the
Pennsylvania System. Yet this is not so strange when we
((insider the greater destiny of population in France and

the (loser proximity of their cities, both productive of a large

amount of
"It

is

short distance passenger traffic.

to

a

large extent

because of this dense passenger

they are ahead of us in the matter of grade (Tossing elimination.
Their roads were built through populous

traffic that

communities where

it

was immediately apparent

that grade

Our railroads were laid
crossings were a source of danger.
out through sparsely settled sections and brought the growth

What

was a
through a thinly populated section does not continue to be safe when the population
expands as rapidly as it does in the United States.
"This same thought can be used to explain in a measure
the greater permanency of all French construction work
and especially that of the railroads. They have been building
for a large and actual population.
We built to develop a
potential population which has grown much faster than have
our transportation facilities."
of the cities with them.

safe

method

in

earlier years here

ot constructing a railroad

Will the French Adopt American Methods?
think, General Atterbury, that the work which

"Do you

our Transportation Corps did in France is going to leave a
permanent impression on their transportation systems?"
"Without any doubt. The French now have no system
of despatching. Their trains run on what they call 'marches';
that is, at regular intervals of say 8.10 a. m., 8.30 a. m. and
Despatching is not necessary.
8.50 a. m., etc.
But if an
engine breaks down or a derailment or other accident occurs
all the schedules are thrown into confusion until the trouble
is

show

of Traffic

ing

French railroads are

own has become general because
Frenchman is a much safer man that the

and more surely than we

French Density

Another thing which should be remembered

Shown

safer than our

age
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rectified.

"Again, they have no car record office. A car is sent out
in a train in about the same manner as we post a letter in the
mail box. Ordinarily it gets there on regular schedule. But
sometimes it does not and, if not, it has to be traced practically without guiding records from its point of origin until
it is

found.

"These are two of the fundamentals of American operation
which will probably be instituted on the French systems. On
two of our divisions we installed train despatching, with the
selector telephone system.
French railroad men worked in
the towers with our American operators and saw the advanBut it will take some time, I believe,
tages of our methods.
for a system similar to our system of train despatching to

make headway on the French lines,
difference in the way their trains are

largely because of the

controlled.
A chef de
gare has his headquarters at each station and his control of
track and operation between his station and the station of
the next chef de gare is absolute.
"This official is the foundation of the French operating
personnel.
He controls the movement of the train, the receiving, loading and distribution of the freight.
In fact he is

powerful in the territory which he
come not only the most important cog
but also a man of much influence from
all

controls

and has be-

in the railway

wheel

standpoint in
A system of train despatching would
his immediate vicinity.
take a good deal of power out of his hands, not without objection on his part.
And because he is so much of a local
power in dispensing service and privileges to the citizens of
his community, he naturally will endeavor to retain that
power as long as he can."
a civic

A Complete Wood Preserving Plant Mounted on Cars
Portable Equipment on Pennsylvania
to Sources of

The Pennsylvania Railroad has
months

been using a

ing plant

for

the

past

18

that

is

tie treat-

mounted

ported from the wood lots to the treating plant and then
to the point of use in the track.
Such a plant is particularly adaptable to districts wherein a large proportion of
the ties used are purchased locally and stored along the right
However, the distribution of ties has
of way to season.
been so dislocated in recent months that the plant on the
Pennsylvania has operated continuously in the Mt. Union

(Pa.)

tie

yard, where, in

adzed and bored at a
etc., of $0.1211 per tie.

1918, 270,1 56

cost,

exclusive-

of

Essentially the plant consists of a car
plant and adzing and boring machines,
tracks on which the retort cars travel and
ing cylinders.
All of these cars are built

ties

Moved

bench grinders turned by a small gas engine, and a work
bench for general purposes.
The boiler is located in the
far end of the adzing car to keep the fire as far as possible from the creosote.
The -having- and borings are conveyed away from the machines and are used witli coal for
fuel under the boiler.
The track cars, two in number, are 50 ft. long with two
tracks for the tram cars on their deck, with two additional tracks raised on steel frame work to the elevation
A ball bearing
of the upper cylinder on the treating car.
gravity roller conveyor extends alongside the adzing car
leading from the machine to the first track car, which is
supplied with turntables at the end adjoining the adzing
car.
Switches at the end of the second car adjoining the

the Adzing

were treated,

royalties,

Readily

Timber Supply

This includes not only the retorts
entirely on cars.
but the adzing and boring equipment as well, so that the
complete outfit, ready for immediate use, may be transported to the points of principal tie supply and thus save
the possible back haul occurring where ties must be trans-

The Car Containing

May Be

rentals,

housing the power
two cars carrying
a car for the treat-

specially for their

and are arranged in the train in the
order named.
The train may be moved from one locality
to another as any other train, clearances having been maintained in the design of car-, or it may be moved locally
under its own power, the adzing and boring car being
equipped with the proper gearing for this purpose.
The adzing car, in addition to containing the adzing and
boring machines and conveyors located in one end of the
particular purposes

furnishes space for a 60-hp. gas engine, a stationary
for generating -team lor the operation of
the pumps on the treating car, fuel storage for the boiler,
tanks for gasolene and kerosene, a bench gainor knife setter,
car,

boiler of 50 hp.

453

Machine and Power Plant

permit flexible operation of the tram car-, it
to discharge from either cylinder to either
side of the track car as occasion demand-.
treating

being

car

possible

One

photograph- shows the arrangement of the
on the treating car.
A- may be seen,
two are placed on the deck of the car with the third
superimposed.
The treating car equipment consists of two
pumps and the necessary gages and valve-, one a low
pressure pump working to about 2(H) lb. and used for
pumping creosote- into the- cylinder-, and the other a high
pressure pump (600 Hi.) used for treating purposes.
Steam
coils carried on the inside of the- cylinder- through which
all exhausl -team passes serve to heat tin- creosote.
treating

of

the

cylinders

Each cylinder i- supplied with oil sprinkling or spraying
apparatus consisting of a main pipe, 2 in. in diameter, running the full length of cylinders with -mailer pipe- leading
into the- cylinder- to spray the creosote over the tie-.
The
creosote for the plant is furnished in tank car-, which are
-potted beyond the cylinder car. and which, with little

RAILWAY AGK
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trouble, can be connected up with ihe pumping apparatus
on the treating
in- cylinders are
in diameter and 63 it. Long, or
ft,
sufficient to admit seven tram cars with their Loads, which
Running i<> capacity, the outfit is capa
average LOO ties.
ble of treating loo ties per hour.
t

I
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treatment.
ation

is

spotted

so
ai

Winn

way the oper
In use along the right oi
planned thai a car containing untreated tii
the adzing car and the ties
ire unloaded
on

normal conditions the farce employed consists
two nun on the treating car, one to run the pumps and
one to open and shul the doors of the cylinders, three men
on the adzing and boring car, including an engineman, a

Under

nt'

The Air Control Valves Under
for

the Retort Tracks

Have Two Decks

and an operator at the adzing and boring maand eight laborers. The engineer is in charge of operations, including general repairs, and supervises the labor
fireman

chine,

forces.

In operation the

ties

are conveyed

from the ground or

The empty

may

then be shifted slightly
the ties as they
are discharged from the cylinder. As noted above, however,
the track arrangement on the cars permits the varying of
to the conveyor.

The Cars Carrying

the Cylinder Car Are Located

Convenient Operation

ahead

to the proper position

car

for receiving

meet different conditions.
In operating the plant it is not necessary to utilize all
three cylinders.
For convenience in describing the operation it will, however, be assumed that all three are to be
used and reference will be made to the cylinders by the
this cycle to

The Three Cylinders Are Mounted on One Car
adzing machine, where they are shaped for
which they pass on to the boring machine
and then out to the gravity roll conveyor leading to the
tram cars ready for introduction into the cylinders for

piles

to

the

tie plates,

after

To start, a charge of ties is placed
A, B and C.
any cylinder, which will be called B. Cylinder C is
then filled with creosote by means of the pump, letting
The air from A is then let into B,
the air escape into A.
letters

in

September

5,
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drawing

while at the same timi the charge of ties is being sprinkled
oil from the spraying apparatus, thus subjecting the
After the sprinties to pressure and oil simultaneously.

B

charge in

the pressure

raising

imately

->0

comes ready

Then

in

in

.1

by pumping

to

receive

treating

The

in

B

During

min.

B

air

a

is

pumped

into B,

vadium

a

in

.!.

I

hat

to

i-

say,

when running

bas had air and oil a
vacuum i- drawn on a treated charge while running oil
on the lasl charge in.
The cars an- bauled in and out of
the cylinders bj a line operated b) th< gas engine.
This plant was built and is owned by tin- Railway Tie
It
is
operated by the
Treating Company of New York.
railroad under the direction of the superintendent of the

high

with

kling, all of the air

455

treating the

from the source of supply,
to 450 lb., holding it approx-

oil

this operation cylinder C becharge of ties which is placed.
iforced into the charge in C,

pressure

on

treating plant at

Mt. Union,

that

Pa

Becomes a

British Transport Bill
England Has Entered Upon

charge

a

a Great

Experiment

Law

in the

Solution of Its Transport Problems

By Robert
European Editor

E. Thayer
of the

Railway Age
LoNDi

Approximately

six

months

after the first presentation

of the Ways and Communications Bill to the British
parliament, that body has adopted the government's
plan of solution of the transport problem in Great Britain.
It is an experiment, if not a gamble, which will be watched
The vast
with the greatest of interest by all democracies.
power it reposes in the Minister of Transport is without a
It
parallel in any other democratic nation in times of peace.
has been adopted against the better judgment of many able
British subjects, for want of a better plan and for the purpose
the time this bill will remain in
of postponing for two years
effect
any direct action of the government on the question
The government which
of the nationalization of railways.
has so strongly backed the bill has not had the opposition
which such an important measure, and which such an innovation in the policies of a democratically controlled govParticularly is this true of bodies or
ernment demands.
The reason
groups of individuals outside of Parliament.
for this is that nobody has put forth a better solution than
is contained in the government transport bill, and between it
and nationalization, the former was chosen as the lesser of
two evils. Parliament has been goaded into prompt action
regarding the passage on the bill because of the present disorganized condition of the transport system of Great Britain,
and because it realized that adequate transport facilities is
the basic requisite of a successful nation.
The Earl of Lytton, who was in charge of the bill for the
government in its passage through the House of Lords,
stated, in presenting it, that the country which could first
put its transport system on a normal basis would be the first

—

—

from the war, and that owing to the fact that the
railway companies were handicapped by the lack of cars
and skilled men, the government believed that the only wax
to solve the problem was to set up some such machinery for
to recover

coordination and uniform control as was contained in the
bill.
But at the same time, the Karl -fated that the bill did
not seek to substitute state management for private management.
As in the House of Commons, the bill was strongly attacked on account of its tendency toward eventual nationalization of England's transport systems, and again an effort
was made to obtain from the government a statement as to
policy with regard to the nationalization of the railways
by a motion moved by Lord Buckmaster, but which was not
passed, to the effect "that this House declines to proceed
its

with the second reading of this bill until the government
has stated its policy with regard to the nationalization of
*The consideration of this bill before tin House of
cussed in the Railwix Age of July 25, page 161.

Commons wai

dis-

railways and has furnished further information with
regard to the extent of the financial obligations imposed by
the bill and the measures it is proposed to adopt by which
these obligations can be met."
He claimed that it was impossible to escape from the conclusion that the passage of
this measure was a concession of one of the most important
outposts in the great struggle which was bound to take place
between private and national ownership of the means of
wealth.
In criticizing the general policy of nationalization
he said that he believed it would prove nothing but a curse to
the poorer people of the country, because it would diminish
the production of commodities necessary for the support
of life.
In addition he wanted to know the cost to the
country of this tremendous experiment, and how the government intended to raise the money to meet these costs.
the

Lord Montague, called attention to the fact that condimight be such at the end of two years that the railways
would be in such a state of deterioration that the shareholders
would be absolutely at the mercy of the government which
was in power at that time, and would have to take any
price that was offered to them.
Eurthermore the bill created
a national monopoly from which there was practically no
possibility of appeal.
The government by the enactment
of this bill, he said, was creating a monopoly exceeding in

tions

extent any that

now

existed in other parts of the world.

Viscount Devonport, chairman of the Port of London
Authority, in commenting on the fad that the bill revolutionized the whole transport system of the country, stated that
bill was more characteristic
•am democratic government, in

the

Prussianism than of a
it
gave the Transport
.Minister unfettered authority to operate the nation'- tr. inport facilities according to hi- own wishes and id<
Lord Balfour characterized the bill as it now stam
"a very clumsy piece of legislation," and -aid th.it "although
many provisions, such as that enabling the government by
an order in council to nationalize the undertakings, had
been taken out of the bill, many provisions which were more
consistent with the principle of nationalization had been
allowed to remain."
At the same time he recognized that
some organization of the railways was necessary in order to
he rid of that system of suicidal conditions which prevailed
too

much

in

Viscount

Bonar Law

of

that

the past.

Middlcton

referred

to

a

statement

credited

to

to the effect that the

the railroads to revert to

government did not intend
the old system, and what the gov-

ernment sought was some control of railroads, stating that
"what we want is a simple system of advice."
he \ -count
denied that this bill was a system of ad\
-aid
that it was a system for absolute control and one from which
I

RAILWAY AUK
could be ii" turning ba< b when once il had become law.
He stronglj urged a division of the bill, having il onl) apply
One of the greatesl objections to the bill
to the railroads.
was, he stated, that ii would put the employment of nun on
ih,

i,

which had never before been known into the hands
o\ the government.
Lord Lytton stated that the government was not seeking
authorit) to take over and manage tin- transport facilities,
hut what it asked Tor was power to see that these undertak
ings were managed by their existing owners in such a wa)
a

scale

not

as

to

countrj

be detrimental

a- a whole,

was the

l.dl

the railways

the

transport

interests

of

the

that

the

alternative to complete nationalization of

onl)
at

to

and further he firmly believed

the

moment.
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chairman and nominated by the Railwaj and 'anal Comterestt nom
ol tradin
mission, two to he representativi
om
mated by thediainnan of the Associated
bambera oi
'

<

one to be a representative of agricultural inter
liamln r ol \
nominated by the chairman of the Central
riculture, and two to be representatives of labor interests
nominated by the chairman oi the committee of the Tra<
While this amendment was approved
Union Congress.
l.\
om
the Nous,- of Lords it was rejected by the House oi
'I he
mons, much against the desire of the labor members.
purpose of the amendment was to provide a committee independent of the government, whereas the House of (om
mons committee was one which was tied to the government,
which would be as Viscounl Midleton expressed, "a camouwas agreed, however, that the bodi(
It
flage committee."
mentioned in the Lords' amendment should I"- consulted
when making appointment-.
Likewise the House of Lords voted to restrict the amount
of expenditure permissible to he spent by the 'Iran-port
Minister without the approval of the chairman of the com-

tnerce;

I

•

<

(

-

contended that on account of
the revolutionary character of the hill it should In' divided
into two part-, that the railways should he considered at
once and the rest of the lull allowed to stand until more time

The Marquis

of Salisbury

could he given to

its

proper consideration.

Lord Buckmaster very pertinently asked that if Parliament
passed this measure in its complete form, would it help the
country out of its difficulties or plunge it deeper and deeper
in the morass of debt from which at the present moment there
seemed no possibility of extraction?
There was a large amount of discussion on splitting the
hill as suggested by the Marquis of Salishury, hut the Earl
Lytton for the government, claimed that both parts of
the bill were in need of immediate action, that a constitutional crisis would he raised by such action of the
House of Lords after the hill had been passed by the House
He also argued that on account of the
of Commons.
Labor conditions existing in England such action would
of

danger from "direct action" on
The
the part of labor which would be of dire consequences.
motion to divide the bill was lost by a majority of 51,
the number of votes "for" amounting to 59, and those
be

liable

to

precipitate

"against" 110.

Regardless of the opposition to the bill as leading towards
nationalization, and the opposition to placing so much power
in the hands of one man, no definite action was takeng nor
could the government be made to express any definite policy on
this important subject.

In the consideration of the

bill in detail

change was actually made although numerous
changes were suggested. An effort was made to require the
Transport Minister to confer with the owners or local authorities when improvements in service were required, but this
was objected to by the government which held that the Minister should have absolute control.

very

little

An unsuccessful attempt was also made to prevent the
Minister fixing rates and fares without the approval of a
competent committee, as this unrestricted control would place
the whole commercial and trading interests of the country
at the mercy of the Transport Minister; but the government
claimed that if this were done, the responsibility for any
increase in rates would not rest with the Minister but with
a committee which would not be answerable to Parliament.
There was, however, a provision made that notwithstanding
anything contained in the act, the right of traders, or port
or dock companies to complain to the railway and canal
commission should not be deemed to be affected.
One part of the bill calls for an advisory committee of
five members for the purpose of advising and assisting the
Minister of Transport, one of which is to be nominated by
the Lord Chancellor; two to be representatives of trade and
agricultural interests, nominated by the Board of Trade;
one to be a representative of the transport interests nominated by the Transport Minister, and one to be a representative of the labor interests, nominated by the Minister of
Viscount Midleton moved an amendment to this
Labor.
clause to alter the constitution of the committee to include
six persons, one to be an impartial person who should be

House of Lords and the chairman of Ways
the House of Commons from £1,000,000 to
£500,000, but this too was rejected by the House of Committees of the

and Means

in

mons.

Thus England has

settled

for

two years,

at

least,

its

The roads, which since the war have
may now expect to take definite action

transportation problem.

been marking time,
There unqueson long deferred improvement programs.
tionably will be a development in electrification of the road-.
deferred maintenance will be systematically taken up, standardization will be given consideration, larger cars undoubtedly used, and marked changes will be made in the consolidation and joint operation of the properties.
Sir Eric Geddes, who is Minister Designate, in a speech
on the transport bill and its provisions, has stated that there
will be an elimination of services simply given for the purpose of competition.
The private freight cars, of which
there are about 700,000, will be eliminated.
There will
be judicious electrification where the decrease in the cost
of production by this method warrants.
The rolling stock
will be gradually brought up to the best standard and the
loading gage will be improved.
In this speech Sir Eric Geddes outlined his proposed
organization, stating that with the one exception of roads
(highways), which must be treated as a separate department,
it is proposed to organize the Ministry in different branches,
civil engineering, mechanical engineering, and so forth.
Sir Alexander Gibb, who has been chief engineer of the
docks with the British armies in France and who is senior
partner of Easton, Gibb & Co., has been chosen as the head
of the civil engineering department.
The consultant mechanical engineer is to be Sir John Aspinall, formerly general manager of the Lancashire & Yorkshire, who has an
absolutely unique knowledge and experience of standardization.
The mechanical engineer is to be Lt. Col. L. Simpson, formerly traction superintendent of the Buenos Aires
& Pacific Railway, and who has been in charge of the railway equipment and rolling stock of the British armies in
France.
Sir George Beharrell will be chief of the statistics
and accounts. He was formerly statistician to the gun and
ammunition department of the Ministry of Munitions, to
the transportation department in France, and then to the
Admiralty.
Sir William Marwood, who is joint permanent

—

secretary of the

Board of Trade

will

have control of

licenses,

labor questions and regulations.
Sir Philip Nash, who was
assistant general manager of the East Indian Railway and
late director-general of transportation in France, will be
placed in charge of the movement and traffic.
Rear Admiral Sir C. Bartolome, who was controller of the Admiralty
up to the end of the war, will be charged with all question
of development.
Sir Edwdn Maybury, will be in charge of
roads,

and

Sir

Hardman Levere

will be in charge of finance.

—

Labor Leaders Adopt More Conservative Policy
Federation of Labor Not Yet Ready to Endorse Plumb Plan
President Calls Conference of Capital and Labor

W

OUTSTANDING

DEVELOPMENTS

the

in

labor

situation

the railroads during the past week have
been the following:
President Wilson, in his Labor Day message, announced
his intention of calling a conference "in which authoritative
representatives of labor and of those who direct labor will
affecting

discuss fundamental means of bettering the whole relationship of capital and labor and putting the whole question of

wages upon another footing."

The railroad bill drafted by a sub-committee of tin- Senate
committee on interstate commerce would make a -trike or a
lockout affecting the transportation of interstate commerce
a criminal conspiracy, and provides for the creation of a
bi-partisan committee of wages and working conditions to
consider labor disputes and certify its findings to a proposed
railway transportation board whose decision would be final.
The bill also provides for two representatives of the employees on the board of directors of each railroad and for
the use of one-half of the excess earnings above a fair return for the benefit of labor.
Executive officers of the shop craft unions, after a confer-

ence with Samuel Gompers and the executive council of the
American Federation of Labor, advised the shop employees
that a strike at this time would be a fatal mistake.
Train employees of the steam railroads on the Pacific
coast who had walked out in sympathy with the striking employees of the Pacific Electric Railway, returned to work after
Director General Hines had issued an ultimatum announcing that the entire power of the government would be excrcised to earn- on the railroad service.
President Gompers and the executive

of

council

the

American Federation of Labor failed to endorse the Plumb
plan and deferred final action determining the position of
the Federation on it pending an investigation.
The firm stand taken by the President and Director General Hines against a new cycle of wage increases and the
announced intention to use the entire power of the government to keep the trains moving in case of a -trike seems to
have caused the labor leaders to adopt, temporarily at least,
The general manifestation of
a more conservative attitude.
approval of the position taken by the President that general
wage increases at this time would sen* to defeal the efforts
to reduce the cost of living, which Warren S. Stone, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, has been
quoted as endorsing, may have been taken as a warning of
the state of public opinion toward strike talk, and the influence of Samuel Gompers, president of the American Fed
eration of Labor, who returned suddenly last week from
Europe because of disquieting cablegrams he had received
from Washington, is also described a- adding a steadying
Whether Mr. Gompers and hi- lieufactor to the situation.
teants are merely trying to curb an unruly team with the
purpose of preventing something like the resull which i- to
be expected from a collision of an irresistible tone with an
postponing action until their force- (an be gathered for united action

immovable
at a

more

object, or

whether

effective time,

the)

are strategical!)

perhaps p mains

to

calmer counsel as the unpopularity of such

became more and more apparent and
less of a desire to force the issue.

later report-

C.

railroads but the proposed strike of employees of the
United States Steel Corporation, wore thoroughly considered
at a three-day session of the executive council of the federation held at Washington on Mr. Gomper.-* arrival on Augu.-t
One of the hrst results was the sending of a letter by
28.
the officers of the' -hop raft unions affiliated with the American Federation of Labor recommending against a .-trike at
this time of the shop employees alone on the ground that such
a step would be a fatal mi-take and that the question of suspending work be left in their hands. The letter to the- -hop
employees also expressed the opinion that ''the next 00 days
will bring the entire situation to a head" and said that if a
strike is to take place every class of railway employees should
the

c

willing to join in the movement.

l»e

If the

government

fail-

reduction in the cost of living "within
a reasonable time" the officers reserve the right to put the
strike vote into effect.
If the "reasonable time" is meant to be synonymous with
to effect a substantial

"90 days" and this means that the President i- to be given
amount of time in which to make good on his predictions of a reduction in living costs, and that the railroad labor
the

that

organization- are prepared to stand together at that time to
force an increase in wages just before the- date set for the
return of the railroads to private management, the chances
for trouble in December would appear to be -till very good,
because there is some well-informed opinion that any reduction in prices that the government will be able to effect from
it- present campaign will
be but a drop in the bucket as
compared with the increases in wages which the labor organization- have

On

demanded

as necessary.

the President and Mr. Hine- have
convinced the labor leaders of their earnestness and that they
do not intend to be bluffed on this occasion the danger of a
conflict may be avoided unless action is forced by an aggressive minority of the more hot-headed members of the
the other hand,

if

unions.

The steam railroad trainmen who had gone on -trike on
Pacific coast in sympathy with the striking employees of
the Pacific Electric Railway and had practically tied up the
dn

transportation of California for several days, lost little time
in returning to their work after Mr. Hine- had announced
on August 28 that all who did not report for duty on the

morning of August M) would be regarded a- having terminated their employment, that their plan- would be filled and
that the entire power of the government would be exercised
keep the railroad- in operation.
Mr. Hine-" statement also directed attention to the fact
that while there is no effective law on the statute hook- to
to

prevent -trike- the federal control ad contain- a provision,
whic h has attracted little notii e, al< ulated to deal with some
of the usual manifestations of a -trike- by making it a criminal
i

offence to interfere with or impede the possession, use, operation or control of a railroad which the government ha- taken
over.

to be seen.

Mr. Hines Issues Ultimatum

Predictions of an early strike of the -hop employees were
freely made at labor headquarters shortly after the Presidenl
and 'Mr. Hines announced their position, but these soon gave

way

D

he various phases of the general labor situation now tonfronting the country, which include not only those affecting
I

a

course

indicated

rhe statemenl addressed to public officer-, railroad off
and employees, and citizen- generally in California. Ari
and Nevada, wa- a- follow-:
"A -trike i- in progress on the part of the train and enginemen and yardmen on the -team railroad- being operated by
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alifornia, Arizona
government in parts oi
This strike began .it Los Angeles purely as a
sympathetic strike on account of a controvers) between the
Pacific Electric Railway Company and certain employees oi
The propert) of that company is not in the
that company.
The strike of
control of the government of the United States.
the employees <>n the steam railroads was entered upon without am grievance being presented or alleged.
The strike was
and is a violation and repudiation of the agreements between
the striking employees and the steam railroads upon which
the\ worked and also of the national agreement hetween the
United States Railroad Administration and the chief executives o\ the organizations to which the strikers helong, such
national agreement providing for the adjustment of all causes
the United States

in
an orderly manner without suspension of
work.
The strike is also an illegal strike under the laws of
the organizations to which the strikers helong and has been
so characterized by the chief executives of those organizations.
' The chief executives of these organizations stated that
they believed they could induce their men to go back to
work and urged that they be given time to enable them to do
this.
The Railroad Administration has given the time for
this purpose.
The director general has also by publication
in the newspapers of San Francisco and Los Angeles urged
upon the strikers the absence of justification for their action
and the importance of returning to work. Nevertheless many
of the strikers have not yet returned to work and to a large
extent the public service which the government must render
It follows that the only course
to the public is at a standstill.
which the government can adopt is to exercise its entire power
for the purpose of rendering the public service and the President has so instructed.
"All striking employees who do not report for duty on and
after seven o'clock on Saturday morning, August 30, when
and as called for duty, will be regarded as having terminated
their employment and their places will be filled.
"Anyone who interferes with or impedes the possession,
use, operation or control of any railroad property, or railroad under federal control, commits an offense against the
United States, punishable by fine and imprisonment, and
Anyone who
will be arrested and prosecuted accordingly.
obstructs or attacks persons assisting or endeavoring to assist
in the possession, use, operation or control of any railroad
under federal control, will be guilty of the offense described
and will be dealt with accordingly. Anyone who obstructs
or retards the passage of the mail or any vehicle or person
carrying the same likewise commits an offense against the
United States punishable by fine, and imprisonment and will
Instructions have
be arrested and prosecuted accordingly.
been issued to the United States district attorneys and to the
United States marshals, to take the necessary steps to enforce

o{ complaint

these provisions of the statutes of the United States.
"The governors of the states involved, the mayors of the
cities involved,

and

all

other state and local peace officers are

lend assistance in the performance of the
public service as above outlined in every possible manner,
including giving aid in the enforcement of the statutory provisions above referred to, and also in enforcing all state
statutes, municipal ordinances and other local public regulations which will aid in protecting the railroad property and
its operation and in protecting those assisting or endeavoring
to assist in the operation of the railroads."
Mr. Hines had previously made it clear that the strike
would not be dealt with as proposed by the employees, by the
government taking over the Pacific Electric Railway, by stating that it had no authority to do so.
The executives of the four train service brotherhoods
ordered their men back to work and on August 29 large numBy the time set in Mr. Hines'
bers of them had returned.
statement the strike had been brought to an end.
relied

upon

to

Meanwhile

<

and Nevada.
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the

mi
is

tin- strike vote ordered by the shop crafts after
President and Mi. linn- had offered them only a com
iiiveh small increase in wages by way of equalization,

in

still

progress.

Some

<>i

tin-

first

local

hold their meeting voted for a strike but
as probable that the advice contained in

it

organizations to
is

tin-

now regarded
letter

sent out

by the shop craft executives on August 28, about the same
time that Mr. times' Btatemenl on the California situation
Was made public, will be followed.

Text
The

of Letter to

Shop Employees

began by quoting Director General Hines' letter
instructing the Hoard of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions to consider only applications for readjustment of
wages to correct inequalities of relationship, and continued:
"In our opinion, the importance of this communication
warrants the placing of it in the hands of the entire memletter

hership.
"It must he understood that practically every class of railroad employees has presented demands for substantial increases in wages or have notified the administration of their
intention to do so at an early date.
In effect, it is our understanding that this letter is a notice to all railroad employees
that there shall be no further general increases in railroad
wages unless the efforts of the United States authorities prove
unavailing in reducing the present high living cost.
"The federated shop trades represent approximately 22 per
cent of the total number of railroad employees.
"It must be obvious that in the event living costs are not
reduced, wage increases must and will be made, and if that
is done it must also be obvious that the Railroad Administration must give equal consideration to all classes of employees.
"As you are well aware, President Stone of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and President Lee of the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen are on record to the effect
that wages must go up or living costs go down.
Coupled with
this fact practically 78 per cent of the railroad employees
have made requests for wage increases that equal or are
greater than the requests submitted by the federated shop
trades.

"Their requests have been denied except where it can be
that they have not been given relatively the same consideration.
This means that only adjustments of inequalities will be made where it can be demonstrated that such

shown

inequalities exist.

"If the federated shop trades strike now, they carry the
burden of securing the same general increase for the 78
per cent of the railroad employees who have not yet decided
what action they propose to take. We do not believe that we
should allow ourselves to be placed in that position. In our
opinion, the next 90 days will bring the entire situation to a
head, and if a strike is to take place every class of railroad
employee should be willing to join in the movement, share
their full measure of responsibility, and not leave the issue
to be decided by the 22 per cent of the railroad employees
represented by the federated trades.
full

"The adjustment

in

federated shop trades,

wages that has been offered
if

to the

accepted, will establish increases

that are practically equivalent to the increases granted any

other class of railroad employees.
sight of in considering the situation

This must not be

we now

face.'

It is

lost

con-

ceivable that men may decide to do a thing in a manner that
will lessen their chances of ultimate success, but common
sense dictates that 22 per cent of the railroad employees

should not undertake to fight the battle for the 78 per cent
who have asked for general wage increases, and who have
been denied, as we have, any further general increases, unless
the effort to increase the purchasing value of the dollar by
reducing living costs proves unsuccessful.
"With a reasonable degree of certainty, we recognize that

:
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coupled with the recommendation we propose to
draw criticisms from the individual-, in our
organizations who have not as yet indicated a desire to listen
to reason or abide by any criticism not of their own making.
There is not now, nor lias there ever Keen, objection to honest
this letter,

make,

will

Such criticism

not objectionable; on the conis made for the express
purpose of directing the attention of the membership to members who have by various means introduced methods of procriticism.
trary, is

is

welcome, and this comment

cedure which must appeal to every right-thinking union man
as detrimental to the organization that we have perfected as
the result of 30 years' untiring effort,

and generally against
every obstacle that could be invented to defeat us.
"In view of the facts as above stated, your executive
officers and national agreement committee recommend that
the question of suspending work be left in our hands, with
the understanding that no strike order will be issued unless
such action becomes absolutely necessary to meet the conditions arising from the present situation, or in joint action

with other railroad organizations for a general wage increase.

"The above recommendation
and consideration of

is

made

after

mature delibera-

elements entering into this
controversy.
It is our honest judgment that a fatal mistake
would be made by our members to assume the responsibility
of tying up the railroads at this time, when the President is
evidently doing all possible to reduce the high cost of living.
It is but fair to assume that the President will have the loyal
support of a majority of the American public in his effort
We would, no doubt,
to procure this much-needed relief.
tion

all the

be charged with obstructing his efforts.
"It should be understood, however, that
fails to effect a substantial

within a reasonable time

we

if

the government

reduction in the cost of living
reserve the right to put the strike

vote into effect.
"We sincerely trust that the contents of this letter will be
given the consideration that this important subject merits."

Mr. Gompers and members of his council also discussed
the general labor situation with President Wilson but no
announcement was made as to the results. One of the subjects discussed is supposed to have been the threatened strike
of the employees of the Steel Corporation whom the federation has been trying to organize and it is reported that the
President was asked to intervene.

At any rate the time limit

of the Steel Corporation to answer
the request for a conference, which he had previously refused,
expired without an answer being received.
set for

Chairman Gary

A. F. of L. Executive Council

Not Ready

to

Endorse Plumb Plan

received one of the hardest jolts of its
failed to receive the endorsement of
Samuel Gompers and the executive council of the American
Federation of Labor at its meeting last week, in spite of the

The Plumb plan
when

brief career

it

fact that Mr. Gompers is named as honorary president of the
Plumb Plan League and although the plan was presented
to the House committee on interstate commerce and in literature being distributed to the public as having the backing of

the federation.

After a three-day session of the council, Mr. Gompers
issued a statement on August 30 saying that it had decided
to defer final action but had created a subcommittee to make
The next meeta thorough investigation and report back.
ing is to be held about October 6, which is also the date set
for the report of a committee appointed by the "leaders of
national thought" recently called together by the

Plumb Plan

League.
Possibly the

jolt

had

its

origin in the

manner

of the pre-

plan to Congress, accompanied by such
threats that it immediately aroused the resentment of Congress and almost universal condemnation throughout the
sentation of

the

459

Whether the unfavorable reception of the plan
caused Mr. Gompers and the executive council to go slow
lest the reaction prove dangerous, in the same way that the
conference called by the Plumb Plan League declined to
endorse it until after an investigation by a subcommittee, or
whether Mr. Gompers and his a--o< iates are really more conservative than the railroad labor executives who have brought
the plan forward and they were premature in seeking to give
the impression that it had received the official endorsement
of the federation, is a point that still remains to be cleared
At any rate the statement given out by Mr. Gompers is
up.
in such marked contrast to the statements made before the
House committee and in the Plumb plan literature as to
amount almost to repudiation. The statement follow -s
country.

"The

executive council had before it the representatives of
and their counsel who favored the
plan of railway ownership or railway control and ad-

the labor organizations

Plumb

ministration. The council considered the plan as well as the
provisions of the Sims bill dealing with this important subThe plan and the bill, so the council declared, are of
ject.
such transcendent importance to labor, to the people and to
the country that the council decided to defer final action de-

termining the position of the American Federation of Labor
thereon and in the meantime a subcommittee was created for
the purpose of examining into all the facts and evidence
obtainable, to secure the advice of all we can who can contribute to a full understanding of the subject, and the subcommittee after its examination and investigation is to report
to the executive council of the American Federation of Labor

upon the entire subject."
A pamphlet entitled "The A. B. C. of the Plumb Plan,"
circulated by the league, says that "over 6,000,000 American
citizens and voters, through the organized railway employees
of America, composed of the 14 railroad internationals, together with the American Federation of Labor, the Nonpartisan League, various farmers' organizations and civic
bodies, support the

Plumb plan

as the only rational solution

of the railroad problem."

Before the House committee on August 6, W. S. Stone,
president of the league, said he spoke as the voice of two
million railroad men, delegated by them to announce "that
the\- are supporting this measure with all the unity of purpose

move so large a body of citizens" and that "joined
with us and represented by Mr. Morrison is the American
Federation of Labor, adding three million and a half men to

that can

body of railway employees who instituted this movement."
Even Mr. Stone's figures represent a duplication of
approximately a million railroad employees who are also
members of the American Federation of Labor.
Frank Morrison, secretary of the American Federation of
Labor, followed Mr. Stone saying: 'T am here representing
the American Federation of Labor to testify that it stands
behind labor's plan for the reorganization of the railways."
He also presented a copy of a resolution considered at the
thirty-ninth convention of the federation at Atlantic City on
June 17 "that we hereby approve, endorse and adopt the
plan for the reorganization of the railway industry" presented
to the Senate committee by Mr. Plumb and Mr. (Lirretson,
and that "we hereby pledge ourselves to use every legitimate
end to promote the enactment of this plan into law." The
resolution apparently was not adopted by the convention but,
according to Mr. Morrison's statement, the resolutions committee submitted a report on it which was unanimously
adopted as follow-:
"With reference to the subject matter contained in the
executive council's report anil in the above resolution, your
committee, in submitting a declaration in favor of ownership
or control of railroads by the United State- government,
recommend- that inasmuch ;i> the details connected with the
same are at present in a formative stage, the subject matter
that

RAILWAY

H

referred

be

to

to
executive council with instruction
organizations representing the railroad

the

co-operate with the
eroplo)

iv--."
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the

existing
in

society

injustice
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1

1

and

manner

readjustment

a

as to give effect to

Presidenl thai 'the objeel
matter must be genuine

of

mo

all

oi
tin-

reform

in

tin

"i

foro

promise
this

oi

the

lential

i

Morrison .il- said thai "Presidenl Samuel Gompers
of the American Federation <>f Labor accepted the honorary
presidency of the Plumb Plan League organized among the
rank and file "i" the
railwaj national and international
organizations and generall) among the organizations affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, to carry to the
public and to Congress the principles of the plan now embodied m the Sim-; bill which has been indorsed by the chief

ba ed
recognition of tin- right oi those who work, in
whatever rank, to participate in some organic way in every
deci ion which directl) affects their welfare or the part tin \

executives of the 14 railroad organizations."
An interview cabled from Paris recently quoted Mr.
pers as endorsing the plan but when he arrived at New

If permitted, the men supporting labor'- plan for
democratic control of the railroad industry will gladly join
with the President in seeking the solution of these tremendous
problems.
However, we recognize that there must be a clear
distinction drawn between those industries based on a grant
or privilege and other industries still conducted as individual
enterprises.
Another distinction we bear clearly in mind
is that the federal government has not been authorized by
the states to deal with industries in general, but only with
transportation industries; whereas the states still retain
their sovereign power over corporations they have created
for purposes other than those of operating the national public
highways.
"It is extremely gratifying to note the announcement that
the administration has already applied, so far as it may
without additional legislation, the principles of the Plumb
plan to the industries which it is conducting in the United
States arsenals.
Secretary Baker has called to his aid the
skill and ability of the employees, has conferred upon them
authority and responsibility for the conduct of the business.
They have a voice in the determination of their own wages,
in fixing the prices for their own products, and in the organization of the forces to create and preserve the highest possible efficiency.
This movement sprang from the workers
themselves and at their own suggestion. They have devised
and installed the agency which the Secretary of War has
adopted and approved.

Mr.

(

>

l

I

York

week from his return voyage, although Mr. Plumb was
one of the first to confer with him. Mr. Gompers steadfastly
to

discuss

the

matter

for

the meeting of the executive council.

Plan League were also among the

publication until after
Officers of the Plumb

Hirst

to

appear hefore the

executive council when it began its session on August 28.
These included Glenn E. Plumb, counsel; W. S. Stone, president of the league and grand chief of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers; W. G. Pee. president of the Brother-

hood of Railroad Trainmen; B. M. Jewell, acting president
Employees' Department of the federation,
the Railwaj
and E. F. Keating, business manager of the league.

of

President Calls Conference of Capital and Labor
The President's announcement of a conference of repreand employers was contained in his
Labor Day message in which he stated that he was "encouraged and gratified by the progress which is being made in
controlling the cost' of living" and that he "confidently
looked for substantial results." He also appealed to citizens
not only to refrain from doing anything which will tend to
sentatives of employees

increase the cost of living but to do all in their power to
He also expressed the earnest hope
increase production.
the
"that the workers generally will emphatically endorse
position of their leaders and thereby move with the government instead of against it in the solution of this greatest

domestic problem."
In two recent messages the President has expressed a view
placed
that the relations between capital and labor should be
on a new footing and he is expected to outline his ideas on
held
subject at the time of the conference, which will be

the

he returns from his speaking tour to the west late in
Recently Secretary Lane of the Interior Departthe month.
ment as a "happy and timely illustration of the truth of one
of
such a meeting had been introduced in both Houses
after

Congress.

What, if any, specific plan the President has in mind for
placing the question of wages on a new footing has not yet
been indicated, although he expressed some general ideas
The fact that the announcement
in his previous messages.
was made on the same day as a statement issued by Secretary

Baker

of

the

that good results had
plan adopted at the Rock Island
measure of responsibility for the conduct

War Department

been accomplished by

a

arsenal of giving a
business at the arsenal to employees' committees, who
have a voice in the determination of wages and in fixing
prices for products of the arsenal which have been sold
since the armistice in competition with other industries,
was seized upon with avidity by the Plumb plan leaders as
of

indicating a degree of government approval of their plan.
In a Labor Day address at Philadelphia Mr. Plumb said
of the President's message:
It
"This represents a movement in the right direction.
the
that
President
the
of
part
the
on
realization
indicates a
existing oppressive industrial conditions can be relieved

only

upon

a

i

<

i

at i/at

ion

oi

industry,

full

an- to play

ill

industry.'

"Bui the Presidenl was discussing the application

of

thi

e

principles to industry in the abstract.
Labor's plan makes
a concrete application of these principles to the railroad industry.

Gom-

last

declined

<

by an understanding of the fundamental causes of

"The new day breaks. Civilization is built on labor, and
labor now supports on broad foundations democracy in government, in industry, in life."

Edward Keating, manager of the Plumb Plan League,
also issued a statement referring to the Rock Island experiment as a "happy and timely illustration of the truth of one
which we are contending."
necessary for Secretary Baker to issue another
statement saying that "wide misunderstanding of the situaof the basic principles for

This made

it

has resulted from the publication of correspondence
between representatives of arsenal employees and the Secretary of War.
The War Department had encouraged the
formation of committees of its employees in the arsenals,
which committees consult freely with the men and act in an
advisory capacity to the management on questions of shop
conditions, production and wages; by this means hearty cooperation has been secured, and complete sympathy between
the management and the employees has resulted.
The authority of the management, however, is wholly undiminished
by the advisory relation of the committees the management
of the plants is undisturbed
the government operates them
and the authority of the commanding officer is as complete
as it alwavs has been."
tion

—

During the Pittsburgh

street car tie-up

—

from August

14 to 29,

Pennsylvania daily handled
50,000 passengers who ordinarily travel on the street cars,
This, in addition to the
through the Pennsylvania Station.
60,000 regular railroad patrons made a total of 110,000 passengers handled daily through the station. Between Pittsburgh
and Pitcairn during the busy hours of the morning and evening,
the

Pittsburgh

trains

were run

division

at

of

the

intervals of three to five minutes.
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Railway Supplies

for the

Dutch East Indies
By

J.

W. Evans

Colonial GOVERNMENT

a

—

new market if we will; and that the Dutch East Indies like
American-made goods, like Americans, and want to trade
with America direct. And particularly does it want to get
as much of their railway equipment from this country as
they can.

The

be understood from the fact that there are at present 3,400
miles of railroad in the Dutch East, of which about 2,300
are

Java alone.
Java is three-fourth- of the Dutch East
Indie.-.
Of the 50,000,000 population of the an hipelago
it
has -if), 000, 000.
And, of course, it is in that thickly
populated island, one-third as large as California and with
70H people to the square mile, that the most rapid railway
development takes place.
Xo figure- are available at this time to show with any
exactness the size of the market for railway supplies in the
Dutch Fast Indies. An idea may be bad of the importance
of the field, however, from the figure- that appear in the
Yearbook of the Netherlands East Indie- for 1916. They
run to the beginning of the war, and. owing to the difficulty
of expansion since, they are sufficiently accurate to form a
good basis for calculation now. The figures are in guilders
(a guilder being about 40 cents in our money)
mile-,

in

Industrially,

of the Dutch East Indies
few weeks ago ordered in this country through its
purchasing agent in New York, ('. V. Ankersmit, 12
locomotives at a total cost of $600,000.
This incident in itself partly answers some of the questions which American railroad and railway supply men
are just now asking about the Dutch East Indies as a market,
both for American-made railroad equipment and American
railway engineering talent.
The war produced in the Dutch East Indies a commercial
situation which may prove much to our advantage in the
The Dutch East Indies used to get their
United States.
manufactured goods mostly from Europe, and sent their
tea, coffee, copra, quinine, etc., to Europe in exchange. When
we wanted Dutch East Indian products, we bought them in
Europe and paid a substantial commission to the European
middleman.
Of course, that condition had the effect also
of limiting our railway supply market in the Dutch Fast
Indies.
They did their shopping in Europe.
Then came the war and closed the path; and the Dutch
East came to us for the manufactured products which it
had to have and could get no where else. The result was
that our trade with them went up by leaps and bounds
Their exports to us went from $6,000,000 in 1913 to $80,000,000 in 1918 that is, multiplied 16 times. Our exports
to them, in spite of very unfavorable shipping conditions,
embargoes and evervthing else, jumped from $3,000,000 in
1915 to $20,000,000 in 1918— that is, multiplied 8 times.
Fully one-fourth of our exports to the Dutch East have been
in iron and steel products, ranging from kitchen utensils to
the largest machines.
But what we could, send them was far short of their needs,
and particularly have their railroads had to peg along on less
equipment than they needed. That order for 12 locomotives
is a promise of more to come.
They want, not locomotives
only, but more adequate equipment of all kinds.
The question is, how much of that trade are we going to
keep? Will the Dutch East Indies divert their trade toward
Europe again?
The answer i- that we can retain a substantial part of this
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:

1906

Cost

construction

ol

16,506,198

$234,495,886
1 588
34,714^830

9,745,895
6,760,303

19,543,195
15,171,635

i,480

2,535
18,509
'513
1,589
lo!o94

1,316

included)
Net receipts
Staff:

European
*

Native
T

Number
Number
Number
Length
Coital

engines
assenger cars

of
of
of
oi

424
975

1

freight cars
track in construction in miics

expenses
btan at survey and construction:
Eui opean
Native

5,858
35
2,646,367

20,312,846

54
22

493
268

A

study of those figures will show the extraordinary way
which those railways have flourished.
The work has
been done under the management of "the Chief Inspector
of Railroads and Tramways," an official of extensive powers.
This official is responsible, not only for the management
in

of the railways, but also for the necessary preliminary work,
such as surveying. He has charge of all construction work,

purchases equipment, and governs the system by which the
roads are run.
Plans for the extension of the railroads in Java are constantly being worked at, and surveying and preliminary
work goes on unremittingly. Plans have been completed for
putting in several new lines, and surveys have also been made
with a view to building a branch line of the South Sumatra

Railway which will link the prosperous Lampong districts
and the so-called Way Lima region with the harbor on the
Hay of Lampong. Investigations are being made al-o with
regard to the available water power
being made of the prospective

are

Java, and estimateconsumption of such

in

thing for the American railroad supply
about the Dutch East Indies railroads

man
i-

The revenue-

to

that

owns practically the whole system,
operating and expanding tin- system in accordance
with a program which will ultimately embrace the whole
archipelago.
In other words, it is a market that is bound
to grow.
It is not enormous, but it will be some daw
The

and

derived from the State Railways
were as follows, in guilders:

1<)14

the colonial government
is

man who

market now finds something substantial and has the promise of something much bigger later.
The colonial government expands the railroad- generally
out of the earnings of the old roads.
Tin- whole system is
out of debt, and every cent over and above operating costs
gets into that

goes for building

up

the system.

What

are the possibilities

may be bitter understood from the fact
that the length of the archipelago is 3.000 mile-, and that it
has an area of 750,000 square mile-, of which 500,000 are
of this expansion

still

436

power by the railways.

first

understand

and

1914

$178,386,442

Length of track opened for traffic (mile.)
Gross revenues
Working expenses (renovation, repair cf extraordinary damage and written off capital

undeveloped.

Dutch Fast Indies

In other words, the railroad project in the
is partly a project for pushing railroads

as rapidly as possible out into the wilderness

ing the whole region.

How much

remains

and
to be

so develop-

done may

1910

Length of

Numbei
tlty

line in

use, miles

6

goods carried (in

Cost o
construction
!;""7 receipts
I

Ul "

Ne

«

1

380

1

tons')

166,507,513

es

revenues

One promise

I'M 4

1,234

of
ol

1910

in

ji.^ji.m;

31,9

11.314.";:

ir.s69,60o

u

14,04

the future come- from tin- recent discovery of a billion-ton deposit of iron ore in Celebes, containing stocks of nickel alloys, common iron ore, chrome
for

and manganese.
As Celebes is al-o extremely fertile, it i- intended to run
a railroad from the coast to the interior, bring in immigrants
from over-crowded Java, and thus develop the country both
industrially and agriculturally.
The call for machinery,
iron

particular])' railroad supplies, will be very large.
Another enterprise of moment to railroad men

i-

the

development of a $4,000,000 harbor at Helawan. Sumatra,
to afford a shipping point for the rubber and tobacco
men
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K.J

lli.u harbor will establish a terminal at
the interior,
which much of the railwaj system of Sumatra will converge.
rhe purchases of railway equipment bj the colonial
V
ernment in the United States are made through
Ankersmit, who is us purchasing agenl in New Vforlj
Special efforts are now being made by the colonial govern
men! to laj before American business men not onl) the
opportunity that awaits them in trade and investment in the
Dutch East Indie-, but al-o the need tor suitable banking
adjustments thai will make easj exchanges possible.

of

(

exceptional opportunit) will occur next Ma) for Amermen to get in close touch with the whole industrial situation in the Dutch East Indies at the engineering
convention which will take place during the industrial fair

An

ican railway

Bandoeng, Java. The congress will he held in English,
and it will have particular reference to the question of
developing and opening up the resources of the archipelago.
It will offer an opportunity to American railroad supply men
at

to

appraise the prospects, to get personally acquainted with

men of the Dutch East, and to set forth their
and explain what they have to contribute to the big
That fair will be the entering wedge for many
problem.
American manufacturers who see the promise of the Dutch

the railroad
ideas

East Indies.

The

Electrification

Problem

in

England

of electric traction on railways.

and

The

speaker's experience

Railway in this respect gave
remarks, from which we extract

service to the Brighton

additional

weight to his

the following:

The

reasons which have so far brought about electrificasuburban and interurban traffic; tunnel
lines with difficulties of ventilation; mountain heavy grade
lines; congested lines and difficulties at termini in which
electrification
electrification will obviate costly widenings
in countries in which coal does not exist but where abundant
The factor which limits the
water power is available.
possibilities of electrification is the capital expenditure involved in the contact, distributing and transmission system
and which will be about £5,000 per mile of single track.
Interest, sinking fund and maintenance will be chargeable
upon this, and this amount will have to be added to the
ordinary working expenses and divided over the units of
traffic per car, per ton and per passenger or train-mile.
How vast this expenditure might be is shown by the fact
that there are over 50,000 miles of single track in the
country.
It is obvious that the denser the traffic the smaller
this unit charge becomes.
As regards the other operating
expenses, including cost of power and maintenance, other
things being equal, electrical haulage generally comes out

tion are: congested

;

best.

An

additional point made in favor of electric haulage
provided the generating station supplying power
can be economically loaded up, electric haulage will tend
The most santowards an economy in coal consumption.
guine American partisans of electrification claim a saving
of over 66 per cent in coal on this basis, which would
amount to about 10,000,000 tons of coal per annum in
Against such a saving must be set off the
Great Britain.
capital charges already referred to.
The problem of electric power supply will in many cases
be tied up with the question of electrification; but this will
There is little doubt that in an
not always be the rule.
industrial
area where electric supply stations already
is

that,

when

and

abound,

we may anticipate
Of

OUr railways
oa

i

-hire,

(

t,

d< n

e

electrification

exists,

traffic

as

'he-hire,

and

good

mini

ral,

will

he good

bu

the electrification of a verj

in

BUCh

ai<

No.

67,

10

,

ii

i

thai

large portion

Glasgow and

the

North

counties of Yorkshire, I. am
Derbyshire, Staffordshire and pan

well

a>

the

a

In all
Warwickshire and South Wales.
owing to the good industrial load- obtainable,
power stations will be in relative proximity and electril
thin can he classified under the heading "I -hort dht

Worcestershire,

these cases,

ele< trification.

A- regards long distance

electrification, the applications
country will be far less numerous, as coal abounds
and water power is scarce, and electrification will only
pay in the case of dense traffic, where the railway load will
lie
such as to provide a good load factor for the power
in

this

There arc relatively few lines of this description
found in this country, and by far the best example,
and which should serve as a model and from the results
of which conclusions for less favorable conditions could be
drawn, is that of the London, Brighton & South Coast
Railway.
This railway was one of the pioneers as regards
electrification in London, and the results of its suburban
electrification during the last 10 years have been most
satisfactory, the receipts of the electrified lines being more
than doubled, and but for the war the whole of the suburban lines, amounting to over 150 miles of track, would
In deciding to elechave been now electrically operated.

station.

to he

trify

A speech by Major Philip Dawson to the members of
IN the Association of British Chambers of Commerce delivered recently and quoted in the Railway Gazette
of London, important references were made to the extension

V<»1

the

directorate

and management of the company
was a case, not only of suburban

fully realized that theirs

but of the electrification of their Southern
system as far as Brighton, and hence they, I think, wisely
adopted a system which lends itself to indefinite extension.
Here is the case of a long distance line operating heavy
express passenger and freight trains with such a density
of traffic that, without widenings, the train service could
not materially be increased and where, owing to the density
of service, a good load factor would be guaranteed for the
generating stations.
This is the one line ready for electrification immediately, and on which work could be proceeded with at once, as practically all the calculations have
been made and the plans and specifications are available;
the contracts for the suburban section were let before the
war, but are not being proceeded with owing to the present
uncertainties.
The putting in hand of any other electrification would take time, as complete schemes would have to
be prepared and contracts let, and there is no other long
distance line as eminently suitable for electrification as
Unfortunately, present cirthat from London to Brighton.
cumstances have and are materially retarding an improvement which would go a long way towards helping to cure
the present overcrowding of trains, as well as to simplify
and assist the housing problem, and give employment to a
electrification,

number of workmen.
The completion of the suburban

large

section would naturally
be followed by the electrification to Brighton, for which
plans are practically completed, and which would simultaneously result in providing plentiful and relatively cheap
electric power supply throughout the whole of the purely
agricultural and residential districts served by the railway.
The electrification of the suburban system would demand
and justify the creation of a super-station, which would
comply with the recommendations of the Board of Trade
Committee on electricity supply and which could be the
_

first

step in the unification of greater

London

electric

power

supply on rational and business lines.
Summarizing the position as regards the future of electric
power supply, the prospects are very encouraging, provided
the government and legislation assist every class of electric
enterprise, whilst safeguarding the legitimate interests of
the consumers.

Railroad Hearings Before House Committee
Executives and Security Owners' Association in Controversy
as to

Who

Represents the Railroads
Washington,

members of congress seem
If difficulty

in

making

a

experiencing some
of and in applying

to be

diagnosis

remedy for the malady of the railroads there may
be some excuse for them in view of the wide differences
of opinion among those they have called in consultation
on the case, including many close relatives of the patient.
Also some of the difficulty lies in the fact that the victim
of previous quackery that they are trying to cure is not
really one patient but a whole hospital full oi tnem In
varying degrees of health or ill-health, some of them suffering with various symptoms and some of them sufficiently
robust to object strenuously to medicine that others would
Some of them are merely
accept eagerly and hopefully.
experiencing growing pains, others are reaping the consequence of irregularities in their youth, some of them are
candidates for the operating table but shrink from the
knife, most of them are suffering from insufficient nourishment, a few need only fresh air and sunshine, while still
a

others are ready to be discharged.
The hearings on railroad legislation

before

the

House

committee on interstate and foreign commerce have rapidly
been degenerating for some time into a free-for-all controversy in polite language between the advocates of the
various plans.
The confusion into which the minds ox"
some members of the committee seem to have been thrown
by the mass of undigested information that has been hurled
at them day after day in hundreds of printed pages of
prepared statements, thousands of words of oral arguments
and hours of questioning, is not materially lessened by the
fact that most of those who have plans find it much simpler
to direct their arguments against an inaccurate and at
times very unfair statement of the other plans which they
attack than to meet them squarely.
Many of the witnesses also have sought to save themselves some trouble or perhaps save the committee some
time, although most of them are not especially solicitous
about the time of the committee, by loosely bunching together
a number of plans based on similar principles and pro
ing to discuss them generally in terms which apply strictly
to none of them.
While the apparent lack of scruple on
the part of some of those who have testified against the
other fellow's plan may perhaps frequently be attributed
to

the

fact

that

proponent says

they

do not believe

it

mean- what

anew

out

at the hearings.

A

few of the characterizations applied by the representatives of the executives to the Warfield plan were mentioned
in last week's issue.
S. Dayies Warfield, president of the
National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities,
appeared before the committee on Friday, August 29, after

had previously made its presentation of the plan,
and replied to remarks made by T. De Witt Cuyler and
Judge R. S. Lovett, implying some question as to whom
Mr. Warfield represented, by submitting a "memorial to
Congress by or on behalf of the fifty million American
citizens owning or directly interested in railroad securities"
with the signatures of 5,000 institutions and over 8,000
individuals.
After this he entered upon a vigorous "correction of misinterpretations," some of which he said were
deliberate, and told the committee there was a division
his counsel

among the executives themselves, who he said,
"have little or no financial interest in the properties that
employ them," as well as questioning their representation
of sentiment

of their stockholders or even of their directors.
"They certainly do not represent the security

but

I

owners,"

"What

stockholders they represent I do not know,
doubt whether they represent their directors."

said.

lie

Memorial Presented

to

Congress

The memorial urged the adoption by Congress of the
fundamental features of a fixed percentage return on the
aggregate investment in the railroads and a division of
earnings n excess of 6 per cent, which are contained in
the Warfield plan.
The signers of this memorial declare
i

that these requirements, are essential to the investment of
trust funds in the railroad-, and that if Congress does not
provide the protection given by these fundamentals it will
tall short in the enactment of legislation to give stability

railroad credit.

The memorial has
State

in

the union,

urban community

as the anti-railroad wit-

C.

seems to he particularly between the
executives and Mr. Warficld and his associate-, who are
as bitterly opposed to the plan of federal incorporation advocated by the executives and also by the National Transportation Conference as the executives are to what they
term the confiscation of excess earnings.
The controversy
had previously been manifested in two statements made
public by Judge Lovett and Mr. Warficld, but it has broken

does,

Those who may be characterized

l>

controvert

the

to genera]

its

such an explanation seems hardly
applicable in the case of some of the attack- which ignore
the fundamental principle of the plan under consideration.
it

hut

Mr. Warfield said, in every
Columbia and in eventhe country, including approximately
signers,

the District of
in

including the labor leader-, some of the shippers
state commissioner-, have added force to

5.000 investing institutions, savings hank-, life insurance
companies, fire, marine and surety companies, national and
state banks, and tru-t companies, and other
fiduciary in-

their rhetoric, if not to their reasoning,

by loudly denouncing the railroads, the security owners and the business men
for seeking a guarantee, although none of the widely differing plans that have become prominent provide for any

stitutions as well a- 8,189 individual investor-.
Sixteen
business organizations such as boards of trade, and chambers
of commerce, are signers.
It
was estimated that these organizations with those who have endorsed the plan by

guarantee to any one, if the proposed temporary continuance of the present guaranteed standard return be excepted.
On of the most important points of disagreement, leaving
aside the general differences between the Plumb plan advocates and almost everyone else, is that between the railway
executives and the YVarficld plan and the National Transportation Conference plan.
The executives have taken a
strong position against any division of the so-called excess
earnings above 6 per cent, which is provided for in both
of the plans mentioned, although under different method-.

resolution represenl 30,000 people.
Big international banking houses, investment hanker- and brokers in the hircc
cities are not included in the signatures, but the
smaller
institutions in every city in the country are represented.
After citing the necessity of legislation bodying
those
feature- of the Warfield plan and stating that
many state

nesses,

and some of the

law- prohibit holding of railroad securities by state
institutions

in

the

present

-ituation

affecting

tin-'

railroads

memorial contains this paragraph:
"It becomes a duty to those we represent,
and

463

to

the

your
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ml

honorable body, believing you would exped us thus to inform
you, thai with. mi an unmistakable declaration bj Cong
tow. nil these properties, embodying adequate
of a- polic)
assurances againsl destructive exertion of the regulatory

power or the equallj fatal results of congressional
we would be wholl) unjustified in investing further
funds inthe

se<

In presenting this

fiduciary

document Mr. Warfield said:

made on

representations

rhe

American

citizens thai

I

present

road properties.

"We

do not ask the continuation of autocratic railroad
of the past, or of a system which in some instances
permitted performances in railroad manipulation, both of
which the adoption of legislation based on the principles

methods

down in the plan of this association heretofore submitted to you could forever end.
"I doubt if the Congress has ever had presented to it
a more representative or more important appeal from the
investing public of the United States, and from every part
laid

and section

thereof.

Not only are

investors

and investment

institutions signed hereto, but, as already stated, there

substantial

representation from the business

is

a

and shipping

interests of the country.

The

total resources of the investing institutions of the
United States, exclusive of international banking
houses, private banking houses and private banks, investment bankers and brokers, and traders in securities, are
$47,835,330,165
The signatures to this memorial, excluding, in addition
to the exclusions above named, individual investors,
colleges, universities, etc. (whose resources it would
be difficult to estimate, hut which, if ascertained,
would add a large sum), represent
$27,550,544,032

which equals 57 per cent of the total resources, and a very great percentage of the institutions of the country.
"This includes savings banks, life insurance companies, fire, marine and
surety companies, national and State banks and trust companies.
Taking the largest cities of the country, to the number
of fifty-six (56). the total resources of the institutions therein amount to
$27,967,310,398
The resources of the institutions of these cities that
have signed the memorial amount to
$19,511,627,303
which equals 70 per cent of the total.

"Since in these 56

are located the great
investing institutions representing the majority of the funds
available for railroad investment excluding those above mentioned, it seems fair to assume that these institutions represent a percentage of such funds far in excess of 70 per
cent, certainly to the extent of between 10 per cent and 20
per cent greater than that figure or from 80 per cent to
largest

cities

—

90 per cent of the total.
"The savings banks signing this memorial have depositors
numbering over 5,500,000 of the 9,000,000 total depositors
in the mutual savings banks of the country-.
The number
of policyholders represented by the life insurance companies,
in unduplicated policies, signed to this memorial is 23,000,000
of the 33,000,000 total unduplicated policies.
The total
number of stockholders of national and state banks, trust
companies, fire, marine and surety companies, and fiduciary
But, taking the average
stockholders of the various institutions, it is
estimated the number of stockholders of the signing institutions would be from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000.
The institutions or individuals signing the memorial are located in

institutions, is difficult to estimate.

number

2,046
every

of

cities,

state

towns and communities of the United
of

the

Union

of

course

numbers,

large

increased

in

a

short time."

Mr. Warfield Replies to Executives
Mr.

Warfield

took

sharp

with

issue

the

position

taken

by representatives of the Association of Railway
in their recent testimony before the committee, quoting Daniel
\\ Ml. nil, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, as having
equivocably endorsed the fundamentals oi the Warfield plan."
I

behalf of million- ol
through this committee to
the Congress, is the collective voice of each individual and
not as members of or concerned in any particular railroad
corporation, or in furtherance of the ambitions of any exThey come before you in the exerecutive of an) railroad.
cise oi the prerogative of every American with the hope
ami in the belief that this committee will patiently and
patrioticall) frame the laws for the protection of all without respect to whether such laws do or do not suit the
individual wishes of any particular railroad or may curtail
the powers heretofore exercised by operating heads of rail••

Signatures are continuing to be received in
mi the figure
herein given will be largely

Inaction,

the railroads."

urities oi
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being

States,

represented.

Mr.

Warfield

also

quoted

from

the

earlier

testimony

Chairman Cuyler and General Counsel Thom

of

of

the ex-

before the Senate committee, saying they had admitted the necessity for governmental supervision of e

ecutives

earnings of the more favorably situated railroads.
Director
lines was also quoted as having unequivocally
General
endorsed the position that any legislation to be enacted by
Congress must provide a fixed percentage return of not
less than 6 per cent upon the property invested in the
railroads taken in the aggregate, as essential to credit.
Mr. Warfield contended that it is utterly impossible to
I

make rates to enable the great bulk of the railroads in the
country to perform adequate service and to receive sufficient
revenue to take care of their financial obligations unless
the railroad act provides for regulation of excess earnings
of the railroads beyond the 6 per cent return, the excess
earnings to be divided in the interest of the railroad, labor
and the shippers in such proportion as Congress may determine.

Mr. Warfield said

"Our

effort is to

in part:

endeavor to relieve the apparent barrier

between the Interstate Commerce Commission and the representatives of the railroads by asking that the first consideration of the commission in adjusting rates shall be the
amount of primary return to the railroads necessary to
keep life in them, which should be a known factor, and we
ask you to determine this factor as a minimum and state
it to the Commission so that this at least may be set up
primarily as an essential to the preservation of the transportation system of the country.
The result would be that
the first consideration would be so to adjust rates as to
produce sufficient net railway operating income to let the
great majority of the railroads live, and as much more as
the public interest

may

justify;

next, to ascertain

what

is

necessary to pay a fair wage to the employees, and what is
essential to buy equipment and the other things necessary
for adequate railroad service which the public and shippers
demand. That makes the rate.
believe practice would
result in nearly an automatic arrangement in respect to
the adjustment of railroad rates.
"Now, there is nothing revolutionary about this. Very
little change is required in the use of the tools you now
have to accomplish the result. Under this suggestion we
do not consider it necessary to create a new body, such

We

as a board or department of transportation, to go between
the railroads and the commission for deciding the question
of rates.
Furthermore, can you expect one man, or a newly

appointed board of two or three men, to do any different
what has already been done in the past unless
there is some specific instruction to these new appointees?
And if you are to give such specific instructions, why not
give them directly to the commission with its experience
and with such knowledge of its work as would take years
of service for any newly appointed men to acquire.
As a
practical question, what need is there for two regulatory
bodies, the new one to advise the present and supposedly
well-posted body what to do, except there be lack of con-

or better than

fidence in the existing

The

body in

its

relations to the railroads.

has arisen out of not providing the commission with methods of procedure and a declaration of policy
difficulty

definite in its character.

September

5,
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"We have sympathy for the four brotherhoods when they
say they do not want to sir the railroad- returned under
the system of the past wherein it affects the question of
In that respect named we agree
the settlement of wages.
Let us see what the employees have had to
with them.
do in the past in regard to any increase in wages. The employees of each railroad go to its president and ask an
He is not in position to meet these men. He
increase.
has no control over the revenue which his railroad is to
and he is perforce placed in a combative
cannot give something he has not got, or
something which he does not know whether he will get
hack if he pays it out. His road may be hardly getting
along on what he has in sight, so there comes the refusal
to the men and then the strike, or their descent in overwhelming force upon Congress or the administration. Under existing laws it cannot be avoided.
"What would he the difference under the plan we propose?

receive from rates

He

attitude.

The same

idea that solves the question of rates and the
question of a reasonable primary return that will stabilize
not only railroad credit hut all credit, will also solve this
When the employees go to a railroad president,
prohlem.
officer would have to consult with the rate-making
body before he could give any answer so far as any raise

that
is

concerned.

We

suggest six boards of conciliation, in the

six rate-making regions, to act in matters of this kind

down by

under

Commerce Commission.
These six Regional Commerce Commissions,
which we suggest to assist the present Interstate Commerce
Commission, act also as such boards of conciliation. They
procedure to be laid

the Interstate

are to act in rate matters, their work, together with that
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, to be co-ordinated
with the work of the state commissions under procedure to

be laid

down by

practical
that

wherein the railroads affected operate, through bodies clothed
with authority to bring about between the railroads and their
men those relations that should properly exist, and without
which, no matter what laws may be enacted, the transporThis is the
tation system will not be made successful.
simple remedy we suggest and it would be effective.
"The basic principle to be met in any legislation for the
railroads, if such legislation is to he constructive and successful, must rest on the limitation of excess earnings of the
roads.
It is very important, that the members of Congress
should realize just what this means and the reasons for it.
You cannot make rates to suit the needs of each individual
Further,

it

is

well

and unconstiutional and cited the opinion of counsel
Even if it could be
would be unconstitutional.

"Let us return to excess earnings reduction, which Judge
in criticism of the association plan characterized before this committee as confiscatory and which he states will
Lovett

endanger the securities of the privileged railroad for which
he speaks and which owe- its origin and success to the
government that furnished the bonds and land Lirant- that
But it would seem to be a selfish
brought it into being.
position to assume at this time for the representative of
one of the roads that secured the benefits of -uc h« government assistance and protection to ask that his railroad be
let alone, to the destruction of others, and allowed to continue even in these times on the basis of earning 34 per
cent more than its full standard return, or a total of 134
per cent, whereas the Atchison is earning but 68 per cent
of its standard return, the Pennsylvania Lines, East, 23
per cent, and the Pennsylvania Lines, West, hut <> per cent.
And so it goes down the line until you reach the Reading
and Baltimore & Ohio systems which are not even making
their operating expenses, and where all the railroads taken
as a whole are earning for the six months ended June 30,
1919, an average of only 39 per cent of the standard return
now being paid them by the government. The dislike of
parting with any portion of earnings, excess or otherwise,
seems to be hereditary with the executive officers of this
railroad.
The question now is whether Congress will legisto sustain those hereditary
transportation as a whole.
late

"You have

do not suggest that this arbitration be made compulsory, excepting that no strike shall occur until negotiations have failed, but it forms a basis for decentralized
wage adjustments in the several districts of the country

railroad of the country.

it

done, he -aid, the holder- of present railroad securities
could not he compelled to accept new securities in the new
companies, making for endless litigation and the destrucHe continued:
tion of competitive service.

the interstate commission.

"We

known

that

if

made

that will give sufficient revenue to permit
the proper performance of service by the great hulk of the
railroads of the country, this will give what the comrates are
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mission considers too much money to what are known as
the prosperous or more favorably situated roads, and the
result has been that adequate facilities and service have not
always been given the public. This is the whole question,
and upon its decision rests the success of any regulatory
It has prevented the
measure in respect to railroad rates.
commission from adjusting to a level necessary to establish
an efficient transportation machine a- a whole. How are you
to meet it?
And if you do not meet it, we feel that your
hill will fall short of giving adequate service to the people
of the country, whether they he investors, passengers or
shippers of freight."
Mr. Warfield then said there were only two ways to
solve the present problem which needs fundamental treat
ment.
One of these is through the reduction of excess earnings and the other through formation of' 20 big companies.
He declared the formation of such companies would he im-

privileges

or

sustain

to

seen a complete endorsement of the vital fea-

Mr. Willard of the
Railway Executives
informed, by at least two

tures of the plan of our association by
steering committee of the Association of

—concurred

in,

as I

am

definitely

other members of that committee; recognition on the part
of the chairman of their association that this problem would

have

to be met, and a distinct statement on the part of their
general counsel, Mr. Thorn, that the question of
earnings would have to be dealt with by some mean- of having governmental supervision over what we term the exee-earning power of those roads.
If there could he any better
i

endorsement of the necessity for the main fundamentals
of the plan of this association I fail to know it."
Mr. Warfield then quoted Director Genera] Mine- as to
the necessity of dealing with excess earnings.
"Unless excess earnings are dealt with in a proper manner, there is
great clanger of the contingency happening to which Mr.
Ilin-'- refers
government ownership." he continued.
"Is

—

it

not,

with

therefore,

a

serious question

for

railroad

executives

no financial interest in the properties that
employ them to consider whether their attempt to nullify
the efforts of the owner- of the properties, a- expressed here
in the- tremendous percentage thereof signed to this memorial,
may not bring down upon the country the evil- of government
ownership and upon the owner- great financial loss.
"In his address delivered in Chit ago on April 16, I'M').
Director General Hines recognized and endorsed tin- soundness of the rule of rate making and process of excess earnings reduction which i- the fundamental basis of the assoThe two requirements which are fundamenciation plan.
tal to an) legislation which the Congress may pass, if it i- to
be considered constructive and is to solve the problems of
little

or

railroad-,

are

act provide a fixed percentage
per cent on the aggregate property
investment in the- railroad-, a- a whole', not on the property
investment account.- of each individual railroad, and shall
al-o provide' for the division of earnings in excess
f 6 per
cent; one-third to he retained by the railroad earning such

the-

that

return of not less than

the

<>

i
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employees and one third
ug
a
This proportion

excess, one third in the interest of the
in

the

a

gestion;

is

the shippers.

of

interest
i

*>r

Congress

to

i

determine Buch division

.1-

il

you not only the thought and wishes,
in respect to the vital requirements of the railroads, <>t the
thousands who have signed the memorial, which it is fair
to

consider

is

to

representative

of

and

millions

of

other

citizens

every witness
connected with the railroads or their owners with the excep
tion of Judge Lovett, who have appeared before the com
mittees of both houses of Congress when questioned has
situated

in

life;

practically

either admitted the absolute necessity of providing for these

requirements (without the recognition of which Congress will not have been constructive in railroad legislation)
or have specifically endorsed the principles involved, from
vital

down, and these fundamentals have been
adopted by the National Transportation Conference and
The Transportation Consubmitted before this committee.
the director general

ference

applies the excess earnings

from that we suggest, but

all this is

in

a

different

manner

'mere machinery.'

"The continuous statement made by Judge Lovett, utterly
unable to read the changed attitude of the times, that under
the plan the excess earnings taken by the government from
the more prosperous roads are to be handed over to the
weak roads is, of course, untrue, and I cannot but feel that
Judge Lovett is aware of the fact that this plan provides
for nothing of the kind, either directly or indirectly.
"The evidence produced here today so utterly refutes the
position taken by Mr. Cuyler that I will not further discuss
it.
When he stated, however, that his association represents
all the railroads in the plan and bill submitted, with all
due respect, let me say, that statement is not in accordance
with the facts. One provision of that Bill alone, compulsory
federal incorporation of the railroads, if submitted to the
stockholders of the railroads of the country would, I believe,
be overwhelmingly turned down, involving as it does a complete change in the very foundation upon which the railroads
were organized. Many lawyers connected with the railroads
are utterly opposed to compulsory federal incorporation, as
are railroad executives and directors; and I have no hesitation in asserting that the association of executives has
been admonished that important member railroads do not
concur in any such proposal. The main purpose of compulsory federal incorporation is to kill the state commissions,
notwithstanding the fact it has been generally recognized
by all lawyers that intrastate rates may be adjusted by the
Interstate

Commerce Commission

so that they will not in-

terfere with the interstate rate structure.

"We

a grave responsibility is assumed by
take issue with the deliberate judgment of those
who have used the trust funds of others in support of the
railroads particularly when they oppose a fixed percentage
return on the investment in the railroads, accompanied by
regulation of the excess earnings of these properties.
Both
of those processes are necessary not only to obtain reasonable return on the investment, but to produce the amount
essential to adequate railroad service.
"The situation will be utterly hopeless if the railroads of
the country are returned to their owners without constructive
legislation embodying methods of regulation differing with
those of the past.
The questions entering into the regulation of a railroad are purely administrative and can hardly
be dealt with by following entirely the procedure of a court
T
of justice.
e cannot expect these questions to be satisfactorily settled upon their presentation and discussion undei
such conditions before the regulatory body to which Congress has delegated unlimited power, unless specific directions from Congress govern the rules and procedure.
At
a time like this is would seem the Interstate Commerce Commission should be glad to receive these directions.
Ques-

those

believe that

who

W

tion
which will now arise are business problems of great
moment, having relation to the life of the railroads which
Should not
the commission has power to give or withhold.

the questions

maj deem wise,
•'I have presented

similarly
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involved

in

the adjustment of

upon the proper adjustment
countrj

of

railroad

1

which the business of the

depends, be solved along the general

basii

line

on

which every other gnat industry solves the problems of its
business, one being the pine at which it- product is to be
>old, to determine the margin between the osl and the selling
price which is the amount necessary to maintain the busii
Can such questions be
and produce a reasonable profit?
properly determined and settled -and I say this with all
due respect, having a firm belief in the prim iple ot
tory commission
where a railroad operator 1- required to
present a subject of such vast importance to the people of
<

—

the country in the attitude entirely of a witness supporting

an unpopular cause, confronted by a statutory burden of
proof, and using great masses of figures dealing with the
questions at issue, and subject to intervention at any time
by an able lawyer or lawyers who for effect may destroy the
presentation of any man, and who upon entering the room
finds himself on the defensive?
The decision of such questions by the commission must necessarily be subject to such
influences and impressions which perforce array the shippers at once against the railroads and, partly at least, has
caused the feeling of hostility which before the war had
grown up against the roads. No business, whatever its character, could have its problems properly and satisfactorily

under such circumstances.
"In place of the board of transportation suggested by the

settled

we advocate the organization of the National
Railways Association with trustees composed of the Interstate Commerce Commissioners and representatives of the
railroads selected from various sections of the country, the
commissioners being the majority.
executives,

"We

believe that questions incident to the consolidation

of railroad properties

and those that

relate to the joint use

of terminal and other facilities under such unification plans

may be deemed expedient and in the public interest, can
be better determined by a board of trustees composed as
this board would be, and without expense to the government,
than by a newly appointed board. This corporation would
give the most effective means to deal with suggested consolidations of railroad properties under the supervision of
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Questions of joint
use of railroad facilities, division of rates and transfer of
equipment from one road to another could best be settled
by a trained body of men operating through an organization
of this description.
This National Railways Association
could be used as the means of financing future equipment
for the railroads to be leased to the railroads requiring the
same and thus save an immense capital charge to the various railroad companies, and saving to the shippers a very
substantial amount in the making of rates.
Under this plan
the railroads would only be required to own equipment to
meet their average business, using the equipment of the Association to take care of extraordinary demands.
as

"The measures used under the association plan for computing the return to the railroads are the property investment accounts of the railroads of the country taken in the
aggregate in the three classification territories.
"It will not be necessary to deal with the individual
property investment accounts of any carrier, whether each
in itself is too high or too low, if you have in mind that
sufficient net operating income is required by each of the
railroads not earning up to 6 per cent, to make the wheels
go round and below which these railroads, comprising a
majority of the railroads of the country, cannot be operated
in the public interest.
The amount of net operating income
each railroad would receive from rates adjusted to yield 6
per cent on the aggregate property investment accounts of

September

5,
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a district would be a figure be-low which those railroads
that receive less than 6 per cent could not be operated to
give adequate facilities and service.
These railroads, which
constitute a majority of the mileage of the country, would
receive an average of 4.6 per cent on their property invest-

ment accounts. Some would earn less than 2 per cent, some
3 per cent, some 4 per cent, some 5 per cent and some just
below 6 per cent. Therefore, without respect to their individual property investment account.-, less than 6 per cent would
not yield sufficient net operating income for these railroads
The amount of the
to be operated in the public interest.
property investment accounts of these 109 railroads in the
aggregate is $8,766,932,000. These 109 railroads fall short
$121,459,000 of earning 6 per cent on the aggregate of
property investment accounts of their territory, which capiat 6 per cent equals $2,024,000,000.
Taking the
excess earnings reduction, under the plan, $83,000,000, capitalized at 6 per cent equals approximately $1,500,000,000

talized

more upon which no return

is received by the railroads, a
Therefore, when considering this
plan it is fair to eliminate this from the aggregate of the
property investment accounts of these particular roads. Mr.
Walter in his testimony gave figures that were recently published by the Interstate Commerce Commission showing that
$6,000,000,000 of actual cash had been spent on the property of the railroads of the country since 1907.
Figuring
the proportion applicable to the Class 1 railroads, that would
be $5,200,000,000 cash put into these properties since 1907.
Quite a considerable amount of so-called or possible overcapitalization is thus absorbed under the operation of the

total

of $3,524,000,000.

plan.

Wages
"There

another point to be considered in respect to
In 1917 the amount paid to
the employees of the railroads was $1,700,000,000.
This
was increased by Mr. McAdoo in 1918, $900,000,000, or a
total of $2,600,000,000, 53 per cent of the gross earnings of
$4,900,000,000, of that time, and with an estimated increase
of $800,000,000 in 1919, or a total of $3,400,000,000 or 62
per cent of the $5,500,000,000 gross earnings of today.
If
the value of labor has increased over $1,700,000,000 in
1917 to $2,600,000,000 in 1918, it may be asked what should
now be added to the total value of all of the railroads. I
think the question of over-capitalization may be disposed of,
certainly in the consideration of the application of the 6 per
cent fixed percentage return on the property investment in
the railroads in the aggregate, using this amount as the
measure which the custom of the past has made use of; so
we have not brought an innovation into the situation.
"In a legislative use of this measure for computation we
presume you would state in the act that this is the only purpose of its use and it is in no maimer whatsoever taken
to reflect any actual value of these properties,
"We have asked that pending the putting into effect the
fundamentals of this plan that the standard return now being
paid to the railroads be continued.
It would be most disis

the value of these properties.

astrous owing to existing conditions for these properties to
be returned, no matter what may be the legislation enacted,
if the time is not given within which to bring about the proper

adjustment of the affairs of the railroad- and to meet such existing conditions. I think the owners of these properties have
shown a fine spirit in this whole situation. I do not know
of another instance where the owner- of great properties
have come forward with a suggestion of limitation of tarn
ings to an amount which would give them a nitre legal
minimum return on their investment."
Mr. Warfield asserted that the railway executives had
apparently experienced a change of heart after Judge Lovetl
became a member of their "steering committee."
He also
criticised their attitude toward state commissions, saying
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that nothing baa BO interfered with the solution of the railroad problem as the "antiquated policy of damning the

ommissions."
In reply to questions as to what would prevent the railroads from making extravagant expenditures if assured an
average return of 6 per cent, Forney Johnston, of counsel
for the Warfield plan, said the Interstate Commerce Commission should supervise expenditures and establish a standstate

(

ard of maintenance.
Representative Sanders of Louisiana asked whether, if
the roads of a given region should earn much over 6 per
cent in one year, the commission would not probably reduce
Mr. Johnston replied that it could.
rates the next year.
"Then there would be no excess earnings to divide," said
Mr. Sanders.

State
C. E.

Commissions Want Jurisdiction Restored

Elmquist, president of the National Association of

Railway and Utilities Commissioners, appeared before the
committee on August 28, urging the amendment of the
Esch-Pomerene bill in such a way as not only to preserve
the state jurisdiction over local rates and service, but also,
according to some members of the committee, as to restore
some of the powers already taken from them by court decisions.
Mr. Elmquist said the state commissions were in
favor of consolidations, federal regulation of security issues
and other provisions of the bill but want to have a chance
to pass on local features of the various questions to be passed
on by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
He suggested
that each state commission might be used as a regional commission.
He also made a general attack on other plans
which he said provide for some kind of a guarantee of return, on the ground that he did not know of any regulating
commission, state or federal, that believes the government
should guarantee any return and because of a general
opinion that as a practical matter rates could not be made
on such a basis. He also asserted that a guarantee would
result in inefficiency and extravagance because there would
be no incentive to a railroad to earn money "to contribute
to a jackpot."
He ignored the provisions of various plans
for allowing a railroad to keep a third or some other proportion of anything it could earn over 6 per cent.
Mr.
Elmquist opposed the Plumb plan on the ground that it
would take away $214,000,000 of taxes a year from the
states.

After the return of the roads to private management, Mr.
said, the rate question will be one of reduction
rather than of increase, because "under the highest level of

Elmquist

rates ever

known"

the railroads

would have no reason

to

fear bankruptcy.

H. R. Piatt and W. R. Evans, representing the Great
Lakes Transit Corporation, and Harvey Goulder, representing tramp vessels on the Great Lakes, opposed giving the
Interstate Commerce Commission jurisdiction over water
rates.

Bryan Wants Dual Government Ownership
\\

.

J.

Bryan appeared before the committee on August

29. attracted, he said, by the widespread interest in the rail-

road question
again his old

to the opportunity to present
dual government owner-hip of the
railroads, the main trunk lines to be purchased and operated
by the federal government and the intrastate lines by the
states.
He said this plan would make is possible to acquire
the railroads gradually
one state at a time, while the
federal government would have to pay out only about $4,000,000,000 or $5,000,000,000, and perhaps could buy the lines
cheaper if given the right to construct new lines.
He insisted that it would cause no difficulty if some state acquired
at

this

[dan

time,

of

their lines before the others did.
Mr. Bryan refrained very
carefully from di^cussine practical details, particularly after
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lame
the committee had asked him
and showed that most of his information
on the railroad situation was L0 to 15 years old, and after
Representative Winslow had told him he was aot quite confident that Mr. Bryan was not doing some "romancing."
lie said that a private monopoly is "indefensible because it
cannot he defended and intolerable because anything that
He did ool care
cannot be defended cannot be tolerated."

members

several

of

practical questions

endorse the Plumb plan, saying he
was for it on tin- ground that it provided for nationalization
He
but thought that it was had in some other respects.
preferred government operation as well as ownership and
objected to the proposed division of the hoard of directors.

either

to

condemn

or

lie did not think that the officers and employees together
should have two-thirds of tin- hoard and the public only
one third, nor that JO, 000 officers should have as many as
the rest o\ the employees or the rest of the public.
Bird M. Robinson, president, and Ben B. Cain, assistant to
the president, oi the American Short Line Railroad A.sso
eiation, proposed a number of amendments to the Esch hill
for

the protection

of the interests of the short lines.

Mr.
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men mentioned were built
worked, and how man) days the)
have been in the servii e in order to reach the wages given. You
will notice that in order tO return the amounts given two of
these men worked 31 days, one of them worked 1
days, and
the fourth worked 26 days; only one of them get-- Sundays
oil
You will also note that each of these men worked overtime
one of them 7.4 hour- overtime, the second 121 hours
time, the third 144. 8 hours Overtime, and the fourth 150.0
hours overtime, and with one exception the overtime made up
a very large proportion of the total wages received.
To show
that these earnings are not typical,
quote herewith a table
showing the average of rates in effect in 1017 and the average of rates in effect following the increase in pay given to
this class of employees in April of 1919:
Now
the wagi

received by each of the

how man) days

up.

thej

(

>

—

i

I

s

Oci

rvic<

Pas enger
•

Fi eight

iv

r.

<

N "ii

show

ordered
$180.00

1917

icn

i]

1

'$135.00 to$lo

rtors

Engiru :rs
Conductoi
lingim

Passenger
Freight

ii.:i

ond

'

00

l

-5.7')

-4.-47

2

-.

5.40

-5.33

ei
month. 'Per day.
Because of the wide variety of rates -t is impossible to do other
the increases on the average, ignoring both maximum and mini-

Robinson said

mum

by

"In view of the wide comment caused by the earnings which
you quoted, I hope you may have the facts presented in this
letter also inserted in the Congressional Record."

that the "ruthless treatment" of the short lines
Railroad Administration would result in wholesale
liquidation of their affairs unless Congress does something
He said he was speaking for ,i5,000 miles of
for them.
Mr. Cain said the transportation industry is faced with
line.
crisis which perhaps threatens our national economic
a
structure and that the question of government or private
ownership depends on whether the railroads are allowed
sufficient revenues to place them on a sound financial footing.
He pointed out that there are only 14 of the railroads
of the country whose stock has sold at par or above from
1014 to January 1, 1019.

the

Maximum

L.

Blanton,

of Texas, has

been putting into the Congressional Record some interesting statements regarding the maximum earnings
of engineers and conductors which he has received from
the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio, with some
further comments on how the earnings were built up furnished by Director General Hines. Mr. Hines said the high
earnings resulted from overtime, but he did not show the
total number of hours worked.
August 19, Mr. Blanton inserted the following letter from
R. L. 0*Donnel, general manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad, relative to the maximum wages paid engineers and conductors for July, 1919:
"In accordance with your request of the 14th instant, we
show below the highest maximum wages paid to any freight
passenger engineer, passenger conductor, and
engineer,
freight conductor during the month of July, 1919, in the
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad, eastern lines:
Freiju engineer
Pa<:>eiiscr

Freighl

$392.35
376.85
313.90
308.55

engineer
conductoi
ducti

Later Mr. Blanton inserted the following letter from
Mr. Hines:
"I have noted in the Congressional Record for August 19
your remarks giving the highest maximum wages paid any
freight

engineer,

STATi-.MKM

FROM

DlkECTOR

GENERAL

ACCOMPANYING THE FOREGOING

LliTTEK.

W.

Laurie,

S.

passenger

West Jersey & Seashore Railroad.
July, 1894; made fireman in 1895;
Paid $376.83 in July, 1919.

engineer,

Entered service as engine cleaner
promoted to cngilieman June, 1903.

in

58 trips at $5.68 a trip
27 oaek overs, at $0.16
22.6 nack overs, at $0.71
166 miles Ucl overs, at $0.0568
4.2 miles terminal, at $0.0568
2 days at $6.03
7.4 hoLirs overtime, at $0.71

$329.44
4.32
16.05
9.43
.24
12.10
5.25

Total

Earnings of
Engineers and Conductors

Representative Thomas

Passenger

rates.

passenger

engineer,

and freight conductor on the eastern

passenger conductor,
Pennsvlvania

lines of the

Railroad in July, 1919.
"I find the figures given by you to be correct, but I think
you should know the circumstances under which these wages
were paid. I inclose herewith a memorandum giving just how

$376.83

from Hillside Station, Philadelphia, to Cape May
return.
Paid a minimum day in each direction, distance of 94
each way. Worked every day in the month.

Runs passenger
;_n(i

r.iiles

R.

C.

train

Christy, passenger conductor, Renova, Pa., Pennsylvania Railroad
in 1890 as passenger brakeman; promoted to conductor in

Entered seivice
May, 1£C6:

Maue

5,579.6 miles, at $0.04 a mile
121 hours overtime, at $0.75

$223.18
90.75
$313.93

1 otal

Runs passenger

train

in

short-turn

inn.

Does not work on
one day.
hours 55 minutes overtime per day.
'aid

off

Worked

Sunday?.

26 days in July and
Paid on average of 4

M. McGowan, freight engineer, West Jersey
F-nterco service as liuck watchman April 22, 1834;
1890: promoted to engineer in July, 1900.

& Seashore
made fireman

Railroad.
in

$228.98
31.98
131.39

3,198 miles, at $0.0716
563.1 miles, at $0.0568
144.8 hours overtime, at $0.895

$392.35

Total

Runs between Camden and
month.

June,

Atlantic

City.

Laid

off

two

days

during

Averages 123 miles per day.

Entered service
foim FitzC^ibbon, freight conductor, Allegheny Division
January, 1837, as freight brakeman; promoted to freight conductor March
26, lSyl, ana then he went from freight conductor to engineer of steam
shovel in April, 1902; freight conductor again in December, 1902:
32 Hips, 3,200 miles, at $5.92
'59.0 hours overtime, at $0.74 an hour
1.2 noLirs switching service at end of run

Total

Runs
in July,

$189.44
118.33
.80

$308.57

Made one additional
between Oil City and Brockton.
account doubling one day. Normally makes 31 trips per month.
lotai

trip

Blanton also put in the record the following letter from
federal manager of the Baltimore & Ohio:
"In answer to yours of August 14, addressed to the general
manager of Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, I give below, as requested, the highest maximum wages paid to each freight
engineer, passenger engineer, freight conductor, and passenger
conductor for month of July in the Baltimore & Ohio service:
Air.

C.

W. Galloway,

Passenger engineer
Passenger conductoi
Freight engineer
Fi eight conductor

$349.85
345.60
334.60
305.05

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
More Than Standard Return
Shop Hours Increased to Nine

Railroads Earned $2,000,000
July.

in

\Y\Mi [NGTON,

nine months of deficits since last September the
railroads in July earned about $2,000,000 more than the
guaranteed standard return although if the recent in-

After

awarded the shop employees, retroactive to May 1,
which the}' have not yet accepted, had been included, the
month's net would have been reduced by nearly $4,000,000,
as the increase in wages is estimated at about $40, 000, 000

crease

a year.

Detailed statistics will shortly become available of the
operating results for July of practically all the Class I railroad^ and large terminal companies in federal operation.
These results will indicate that the rut operating income for
After allowing for onethe month was about $77,000,000.
twelfth of the annual rental due the railroad companies whose
lailroads are covered by these statistics, the net gain to the

The net
government was about $2,000,000.
.-.even months ended July 31 was $290,526,307.

for

loss

the

The corresponding

net gain or loss for these same properby months of the present calendar year, as given out by
the Railroad Administration, has been as follows:
ties

Net gain or loss to tlic Government
after allowing
for one-twelfth of the annual rental
Net loss

Net gain

jvionia

$57,7*
65,430,850

January
Fcnriiui y

March
Api

64.8)
4S. 757, 056

il

M

33.642,128
22,031,860

rune
July (estimated)
Net loss Cor mvhi months

The

$2,000,000

$290,526,307

falling off in freight business as

compared with the

years 1918 and 1917 continues to lie an important factor,
but the month of July, 1919, shows a slight improvement
The perover June, 1919, in the actual business handled.
centage of decrease compared with the same month of 1918
and 1917 is also less than in June. This is indicated by the
following comparison of net ton miles per mile of road per
Cia)

Revenue and non-revenue

.

ton miles per mile "i road per day

January
February

March

'

April

Ma;
Tunc
July
Seven months ended July

The

31

Hi')

1-1,'

1917

4,275
4.002
4,059
4.154
4.524
4,615
4.87H

3,878

4,770

1,591

4.511
5,192
5.25 7
5,617
5,694
5.441
5.107

5,273
5.17

1

6

5.423
5,487
5,044

4,351

net operating income for

The

eastern roads earned

1

<

$40,000,000 greater than a year ago, and $120,000,000
greater than two years ago.
As compared with the average
for Julv in the pre-war test period, expenses have risen
$170,000,000, or 95 percent.
'

Report Asked of Uncompleted
Or Deferred Improvement

that

fied

lues

Expenses
Net O] er. incom*

be

will

an uncom-

in

left

3.
Projects authorized during federal control but
which no work was done nor am- expenditure made.

R. A.

S.

on

Open-Top Cars

Director General Iline- has a statement in connection with
the car supply situation, giving the status is of August 26,

1919, of the open-top cars contracted for by the Railroad
Administration.
Of the total of 50,000 open-top cars mentioned, 45.000 are coal cars.

1916, $90,500,000; 1915, $72,200,000;
The July earnings when compared with
the traffic moved and the extent of the railroad plant, are
next to 1914 the lowest in many years.
Ten years ago the
July net was above $70,000,000, and since then nearly six
billion dollars, or nearly one-third of all the railroad capital
in the country, has been added to the actual investment.
Comparison of the month"'- earnings with July, 1918,
shows a loss of about $60. 000. 0011 in net. The two months

July. 1919

work

portions of the

pleted state.

Status of U.

1917, $92,600,000;
1914, $63,200,000.

ami pas-

Tiki

Work

D. C. E. Circular No. 22, issued by the Division of Capital
Expenditures, directs that in order that the director
general may be enabled to furnish the railroad companies
with definite information as to the status of all uncompleted
work involving a charge to capital account which has been
discontinued or indefinitely deferred, together with the expenditures made by him in connection therewith, and for
the purpose of dropping from all D. C. E. reports the unexpended authorizations, federal managers (or general
managers where federal managers have not been appointed)
should cause to be prepared a detailed report on D. C. E.
Forms 18 and 18-A, including the following:
1.
Projects originally authorized by the railroad cornpanic.- prior to federal control but which were not brought
to a completion, leaving the work in an uncompleted state.
2.
Projects commenced during federal control which
have been discontinued or indefinitely deferred or so modi-

•

senger rates was full\- effective after July 1. 1918.
A preliminary comparison of this year's with last
earnings shows these result-:

(

I

Freight traffic in July was 1 per cent less than a year ago,
but 25 per cent greater than the July average in the threeyear test period.
Passenger traffic again showed a considerable gain over last year.
Despite the reduced tonnage hauled, the fulv xpeii-es are

July for the past six
has been as follows: 1919, $75,600,000; L918, $137,800,000;

are comparable, because the presenl level of freighl

I

200,000, a loss of $28,400,000 a- compared with last year. The western roads earned
$32,900,000, a loss of $20,100,000, and the southern roads
earned $9,300,000, a loss of $12,000,000.
$.;.•>,

<
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as being in storage, the statemenl says, are

numbered by the car work- and placed in Service
at the rate of 250 to 275 per day.
The railroad -hop- have
been called upon to assist in numbering such cars and this
will
increase the daily number of such car- placed in
being

Service hereafter.
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the large plants have been on strike foi
ami consequent!) are turning oul very few.
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to
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is

as

percentage of
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also submit to the car
ection with
September 6 a statemenl showing as accurately

as possible the station or geographical

employees

strikes

wen- 8.5 per cent, as compared with 7.1 per cent on the
About 135,000 required heavy
corresponding date in 1918.
A year ago the classifirepair- and 73,000 light repairs.
cation was not recorded.
On July 26, the date of the last
report preceding the strike, the percentage was 8.5 as compared with 7.2 the year before, and 139,183 required heavy
repair.- and 68,922 light repairs, a total of 208,105.
On
that date 100 roads or 77.° per cent had more than 4
per cent of their cars in had order and 30 roads, or 22.1
per cent, had less than 4 per cent.
Forty per cent of the
bad orders were hox cars and 25 per cent were gondolas.
The number of had order cars increased during the spring
months while traffic was light and while the Railroad Administration was exerting great pressure to effect economies.
In February the hours of the mechanical forces were reduced from the war basis to eight hours a day and in
March the forces were reduced. At that time there were
400,000 to 500,000 surplus freight cars.
In the latter part
of June, when traffic began to pick up and a large number
of cars were automatically put in the bad order class by being
assigned for grain service, orders were issued to increase
the car repair forces, but the strike came before much
headway had been made.

New

the Intel lor

the report for

bad orders had in
were not terminated
On August () there were 144,000
until about a week later.
ear- requiring heavy repairs and 83,000 requiring light
repair-.
Since then the shop employees have been put on
a nine hour a i\a\ basis.
On Augu.-t 2 the had order cars

o\

tin
reports oi the railroads againsl the reporl
made
operators to and published by the Geological Survey of

closel)
l>\

low-side
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Reports on Coal Car Performance

The Car

Service Section has taken steps to secure more
detailed information of its own regarding the performance
of and requirements for coal cars so that it may have a check
against the figures furnished by coal operators and published
weekly in the bulletins of ..he Geological Survey, which have

vidua! district lor which report
he made subsequently."

is

made

week and

indi
will

Kendall, manager of the Car Service Section, also
directing the roads to put into service coal cars of a capacity of 75,000 lb., or less, which were
put in storage at the time of a heavy car surplus in the -pring,

W.

C.

hut the\

are not to he utilized in coal Bervice generally, for
of higher capacity will he used preferentially.

which cars

Freight Traffic

Movement and Car Performance

The net ton miles of revenue and non-revenue freight
handled during the month of July show a d<
11.3
per cent as compared with July, 1918, according to the
monthly report of the Operating Statistics Section. The net
ton miles per mile of road per day were 4,878 as compared
with 5,487 in July of last year.
Train mileage decreased
13 per cent and car miles decreased 8.7 per cent, while the
percentage of loaded to total car miles increased 4.8 per
The net ton miles per train mile
cent, from 64.9 to 68.
increased from 710 to 724 but the net ton miles per loaded
car mile decreased from 30 to 27.8.
The car miles per car
day decreased from 26.3 to 24.1 or 8.4 per cent. The net
The percentton miles per car day decreased 11.1 per cent.
age of unserviceable cars was 8.7 as compared with 6.9 last
July.

For the seven months of the calendar year ended July
30 the net ton miles show a decrease of 14 per cent and the
net ton miles per car day of 13.3 per cent.
The net
ton miles per train mile show an increase from 660 to 677,
or 2.6 per cent and the net ton miles per loaded car mile
show a decrease from 28.7 to 27.8 or 3.1 per cent. The car
miles per car day for this period averaged only 21.9 as compared with 24.2 in the corresponding period of 1918.

requirements. The figures are also affected by the fact that
those who want coal or cars badly place orders for more than
they need. The new reports are called for in Circular C. S.

70 as follows:
"Beginning with the report for week ending September 6,
1919, coal loading railroads in reporting to the car service
section their weekly performance of coal cars, required,
furnished, loaded and left over, will report not only the
figures for the railroad as a whole, as is now done, but will
report also the figures for individual coal loading districts
according as the same may be assembled now by the reporting officer of the railroad.

ous coal-loading districts, thereby enabling us to check more

of each

that

issued a circular recentlj

been used by the National Coal Association in its propaganda of criticism of the Railroad Administration for not
supplying enough coal cars. The coal association has been
making particularly effective use of these reports since the
strike of the railroad shop employees, in its testimony before
the Senate committee that is investigating the coal situation,
as showing a large percentage of full time output lost by
the mines by reason of car shortage.
For the week ending
August 23 this was reported as 25.7 per cent, but railroad
men say this is in comparison with perfect conditions and
that if the coal mines actually produced their full ideal output the result would be nearly twice the country's normal

"The purpose of this is to furnish us weekly with information as to the performance by individual railroads in vari-

limit-

From

the

Columbus (O.) Stale Journal

Melodrammer

Ninth Convention

Foremen's Association

of Tool

Standardization of Small Tools and Devices for Facilitating

Work Are

Principal Topics Discussed

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association
TinChicago,
Aug. 27-29.
Following
opening prayer,
the

held

ninth

its

the convention

convention

ing the states attorney.

Dunham,

Hotel

the

at

Sherman,

was welcomed by G.

The

C. Niemeyer, representpresident then introduced W.

assistant to the general

superintendent motive
power and car department, Chicago & North Western, who
spoke of the relation of the tool foremen's work to the
•efficiency of the shop.
E.

Address of
Mr.

Dunham

W.

said in part:

E.

The

Dunham

foremen's organization are the heart and

What

room

and what the

life

tool

of a railroad

room foreman
accomplishes ramify to every department.
If the tool room
is not furnishing efficient tools, the morale and spirit of the
The tool foreman ought to give attenentire shop is gone.
tion to every tool in the plant and those from which the
shop.

the tool

is

tool

proper output is not being secured should be overhauled so
that the utmost production can be obtained.
We must see
that the equipment the railroads have in their shops is in
In this matter, the Tool Foremen's Assoefficient condition.
ciation has a very vital part to play in the reconstruction
period through which the railroads are going.

President's Address
The

president, C. A. Shaffer, (I. C.) reviewed the activi-

convention in 1916. He
urged the members to put forth a special effort to enlarge
the organization and to continue the work which would bring
about higher efficiency in railroad tool service.
ties of the association since the last

By

E.

J.

McKernan

&

S.

F.,

Topeka, Kan.

In this day and age, the individual idea should be subordinated to such an extent that we should adopt practices
that would give better efficiency, reduce the cost of output
and on the other hand simplify the tool situation whenever
possible.
It has been plainly shown that the adoption of
standard practices by the Railway Master Mechanics' Association was a good move.
When a standard practice was
adopted by that body, it was carried out to the letter on all
railroads and considered standard.
In the past eight years the members of the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association have attended meetings and
returned to their respective homes and made reports to their
local officers on these subjects but unfortunately they did
not get the co-operation that they should have received.
As
all the tool foremen who attend these conventions receive instructions from their superiors to attend, they should be invested with such confidence that when they make a report
to their superiors that a certain tool has met with the approval
of the association and been adopted as standard, the higher
officers

should put forth an

effort to

gressive

man

of today must be able to give and take when-

ever necessary in order that he
will get proper production.

may

develop a method that

In the automobile industry, where all parts must be interchangeable, the first practice is to get the tools made to the
standard before starting production and these tools are mainIf this is
tained to an extremely high standard of accuracy.
found to be good practice from a manufacturing standpoint,
is

it

not a good practice in the railroad shop?

There

is

only one solution and that is co-operation and the insistence
on the adoption of practical methods and standards.
On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in order that we may
get the proper results, it has been found very essential that

and whenever possible, drawings
and then submitted to the tool room
foreman so that they will be made up in a standard way. It
is further found advisable that only tools which cannot be
secured from the manufacturer for a reasonable price should
be made in our tool room. It is not good practice for a railroad shop tool room to manufacture tools that can be secured
from the manufacturers for the same price or less than it
would cost to make them locally. In some shops such tools
are made but I consider it false economy due to the fact that
there is a certain amount of loss incurred by the tool room
and when standard tools are secured from the factory all the
possibility of loss is overcome due to the fact that all tools
are furnished in first class condition and free from flaws and
die tools be standardized
are

made

of the tools

defects.

There

a vast difference of opinion between railroads
a standard locomotive frame reamer.
The
greatest difference seems to be in the length over all and in

in

regard

is

to

If a standard length and taper of locomotive
frame reamers could be universally agreed on. it would be
possible to eliminate the excess cost due to ordering reamers
of special type from the manufacturer a- well as eliminating
the earning of many different lengths of reamers locally in

the taper.

Standardization of Tools
Supervisor of Tools, A. T.

tools for their respective railroad-, nevertheless, the pro-

all

why

foremen and the

tool

room foremen and the superintendents of motive
power have a certain amount of self-pride in the making of

the tool

the tool rooms.

For illustration, on the Santa Fe lines a standard reamer
has been adopted with a left hand spiral flute and of a
standard length that will take care of the maximum and
minimum requirements. Heretofore, there were a great number of different lengths which have been eliminated by standardization.
By the adoption of the left hand spiral fluted
reamer, the breakage has been reduced to about 20 per cent.
While using the straight tinted reamer trouble was encountered due to the chipping out of portions of the flute and also
chattering, while now this has all been eliminated for the
left hand spiral retards the reamer to such an extent that it
does not gouge or seize, especially while reaming steel frames
on locomotives.
All our reamers are tapered 1-16 in. in
12 in. and I feel confident that with the proper co-operation
of the mechanical heads on the various railroads throughout
the United States, this point could be agreed upon.
This
standardization not only pertains to reamers but also to all
other tools and equipment.

put this into practice.

we could standardize the tool equipment on all American
railroads and use the same methods and practices there is
no question that it would eliminate a great deal of the making of unnecessary tools.
While I appreciate the fact that
If
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Discussion
Several questions were raised regarding standard forms
of reamers,
'['here was some difference of opinion regarding
the relative advantages of flutes in the

form of spirals having
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and long pitches. The majorit) favored long spirals on
reamers used with an drills, but the statement was made thai
the shorter spirals reduced the time but required heavier
thrust to feed them.
short

on
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basis ui the watt boui consumption required b) el©
locomotives for the respective da eg "i ii.nn
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and engineering data

Promoting Safety

in

the

Shop

o]

"i ation of the elei

Tin

By
rool Foreman, E.

J.

C. Beville

&

P.

S.

\\

..

with
El

Paso, Tex.

We

must not forget while manufacturing new devices and
tools that in each case we should keep in mind "SafetyFirst."
The prevention of injuries should be considered even
more than the efficiency of the tool or device. Do you ever
inspecl the tools that arc in daily use in your shop to see
Tin- tool foreman should
that they an- in safe condition?
make this his business as he i< more capable of determining
the safety of tools.
Our shop safcH committee demands a
report from the tool foreman on tools in all departments and
this has brOUghl about wonderful results in a decrease of
injuries.
The blacksmith shop, boiler shop, and even the
different tool rooms are good places to fmd defective tools.
There are numerous things in the shops and engine houses
that are unsafe at their best and we must see that they are at
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tern' a

use
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and satisfy tory

w hole.

a

pri

the

provide operating
a]

are equipped
power used for

enl

nel

run; thai is, the regenerated reading is subtracted from
motored reading, but in order to gel the approximate
values of motored and regenerated energies respectively, it
is necessary to read the meters al certain points on the road
between which the general use of power is either on tin
anj
the

their best.

Other Papers
J.

].

Sheehan (X. & W.) described improved devices used

A discussion of the making of carbon steel
forgings for tools was submitted by J. P. Fuhrman (Great
Northern). A paper on the heat treatment of steel by elec-

in boiler work.

furnaces was presented by H. Otto (A. T. & S. F.). Deand devices were also received from
J. B. Hasty (A. T. & S. F.), A. Connell (K. C. S.), J. B.
McKarland '(N. Y. C. & St. L.) and J. Berling (S. P.).

tric

scriptions of gages, tools

General Business
The

amalgamaAmerican Railroad Association and a committee
was appointed to consider and report on that question. The
secretary reported a substantial increase in the membership.
association discussed the advisability of

tion with the

The

following officers were elected: president, J. C. Beville,
(E. P. & S. W.); first vice-president, J. B. Hasty, (A. T. &
S. F.); second vice-president, G. W. Smith, (C. & O.); third
Helm, (C. M. & St. P.); secretaryvice-president,
C.
treasurer, R. D. Fletcher, (Crucible Steel Company); chairman of executive committee, B. Hendrickson, (C. & N. W.).

Watt-hour Meter

Recording
Effect of Regeneration
for

new electric locomotives
Chicago, MilTenwaukee
&
Paul
being equipped with Economy
for the

St.

are

duplex-dial watt-hour meters, which will measure
accurately the energy consumed in driving the trains and
also that returned to the line through regenerative braking,

each reading being shown on one of the two cyclometer type
dials.
The locomotives are of the Baldwin-Westinghouse
passenger type.
Each is equipped with six 533-hp. twinarmature motors, and one Sangamo Economy railway meter.
These meters are a modification of the single dial type
which is used ordinarily on street car and interurban sys-

They are manufactured by the Sangamo Electric
Company, Springfield, 111., and sold by the Economy Electric Devices Company, Chicago.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul uses watt-hour
meters on its electric locomotives for three main reasons:
tems.

(1.)

Because certain accounting charges are distributed

The Economy Watt-hour Meter Showing the Dials for Recording Power Used in Motoring and Power Developed
by Regeneration
side or the regenerating side.
The Economy
duplex-dial meters, however, make separate records of the
motoring and regenerated energy, so that readings of the
meter are required only at the beginning and end of a run,
and the results will be exact instead of approximate.
In mechanical design these duplex-dial locomotive meters
differ from the regular Economy meters used in electric
railway power-saving work only in the dials and gear trains.
The dial is of the duplex type with openings for two sets
of figures as shown in the illustration.
The reading for
the motoring is above and for regenerating below, so that
a subtraction can easily be made to get the actual net
energy used for any period.
The single meter element
drives the two gear trains through a differential which is
arranged in such a way that when the locomotive is motoring the energy drawn from the trolley is registered on the
upper train, and when it is regenerating the energy is
recorded on the lower train.
The reversal is made without
loss of motion in the gear train.
In the design of this meter standardized parts are used.
The meter element is so mounted on a sub-base that it may
be removed from the case with little effort and without disturbing any heavy circuits.
The case which protects the
element is of heavy construction with tight-fitting joints
These meters, without their
designed to exclude dust.
shunts, may be checked easily as 10-ampere units.

motoring

.

September

A
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Concrete Foundation

Wooden Water Tank

ANEW

i

VV
i

i

£3-0 "Diameter

All lop slab bars g

a grid of Js

side of

the-

in. sq.

tower.

This structure requires M eu. yd. of concrete, 7,735 lb.
of reinforcing bar-, 730 lb. of Rib metal, and 35 lb. of No.

With the minimum depth of excavation as shown
drawing about .so eu. yd. of excavation is required.
The type of tower shown in the drawings was selected after
a stud}- of several different designs including some with
16 wire.

in

the-

-

^ Mr*"!*'
•

with No. 6 Rib metal while- the- footing has
bar- 10 in. spaced center to center in both
In cases where a track spout is indirections in the bottom.
stalled it i- supported from a wooden bracket carried on the

are reinforced

for a

IDEA IN WATER tank supports has been put into
practice by the Chicago \: North Western in the
form of a reinforced concrete substructure for its
24-ft. by 16-ft. wooden tub tanks.
As shown in the drawings the design embodies the use of a concrete tower 10 ft.
square inside, with walls heavy enough to earn- the tank load.
The space inside the tower is occupied by the service pipes
so that the design obviates the need for a separate frost box
which was an expensive auxiliary of the standard steel and
wooden tank towers constructed by the North Western previous to the development of the concrete tower. The roof of
the box is expanded to form a circular slab 23 ft. in diameter
with the top provided with ribs 6 in. wide and 1 ft. high,
spaced 1 -ft. 9-in. center to center to carry the planking of the
tub in the same manner as joists and thus provide the necessary ventilation to resist decay.
With a tub of creosoted
planks these ribs could be omitted and the tank set directly

'
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Detail
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Top Plan.

mr?
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Pipe
opening.
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1

to let in cold air in the

Slabs

winter time.

The

on a side with a thickness of

2

ft.

weight of 429,000 lb. for
the tank when filled with water and a weight of 325,000
The footing was designed
lb. for the concrete substructure.
for

a

an average bearing pressure of 1,900 lb. per sc|. ft. and
The top slab
pressure of 2,300 lb. per sq. ft.
is reinforced with a grid of 7 x-in. sq. bar- in both the top
and bottom faces, the- bars in the bottom extending only to
The walls
ft. 4 in. thick.
the limits of the portion that is
for

a

maximum

1

Pipe openings to be closed up

with brick

thick-

/

The tower was designed

SI

Walls

ness of the slab varies from 1 ft. 6 in. directly over the
tower to 1 ft. around the edge.
The tower has walls 9 in. thick above the top of rail level
but the part below, which normally extends about 4 ft. below the surface, is 1 ft. 3 in. thick. There is a door on the
track side 3 ft. by 7 ft., with a window in each of the adjaThe footing supcent sides, 2 ft. S l 2 in. by 3 ft. 9}£ in.
port for the structure consists of a square slab of concrete 20
ft.

a'

J-LLl^-L-

Square holes through
on the solid top surface of the slab.
the top slab afford the necessary opportunity for pipe connections, but no openings to the outside are permitted which

would serve

^45

*

proofing.^

|

Top and Bottom

Details of the Reinforcement in the

and
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Sectional £levi>
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Plan and Section of the Tower

columns and one having a circular wall, but the one chosen
was found to be the cheapest and also the simplest to construct.
Estimates based on 1918 figures showed the cost of
this design to be about the same as for a Steel tower. Water
tanks with concrete towers of the kind described we're built
last year at De Kalb, 111., West Elgin and Caledonia and at
Carroll, Iowa, and Deep River, while .structures of this kind
will be built this year at De Kalh. 111.. Manitowoc, Wis., and

South Omaha, Neb.
This design was developed b) O. F.
Dalstrom, bridge engineer, under the general direction t>f L.
J. Putnam, chief engineer of the Chicago & North Western,
Chicago.
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Train Accidents

in

June
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The (rain derailed near Ashland, Neb., on the first of
westbound special carrying troops.
June, was
Four cars
were overturned and fell into the Platte River, and were
-i

following
a
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occurred
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12.
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Erie

Fergus Falls
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1

Pacific

track
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d. track
d.

13.

Road

Place

Port Worth & D.

C .Ft. Worth, Tex.

Kil'd

P.
P.

wheel P. & F.
tornado
P.

b.

boiler

accident
boiler

P.
P.

damage $17,000.

or

The

3
..

43

2
l

1

2

train
P.

Kil'd Inj'd
2

Estimated total
reported as due to neglect

of flagging on the part of the local train.

The trains in collision on the Louisville & Nashville at
Faxon, Tenn., on the 25th, about 1 a. m., were northbound
freight train No. 124, and southbound freight train No. 115,
third section.
Both enginemen, one fireman (of No. 124)
and one brakeman were killed, and one brakeman was injured.

The cause

of the collision was, evidently, the forget-

engineman of No. 124, who had an order to
wait at Faxon.
He ran past the north switch before the
conductor knew that the southbound train was not clear of
the main track.
The headlight of the northbound train,
shining on a window of the telephone booth near the north
end of the passing track, misled the conductor into thinking
that he had seen the headlight of the southbound train
fulness of the

(dimmed).

The

engines of both of these trains had electric headlights
The telephone booth is about 500 ft. south
of the north switch and its window has four panes, each 8
Train 124 had 18 cars, and the coninches by 10 inches.
ductor of this train first saw the reflection of the light when
he was about 2,200 feet short of the siding, his train being on a
When he drew near and discovered his error, he
curve.
He found that the flagman
rushed for the conductor's valve.
had already opened it, but not in season to prevent the collision.
The engineman of the southbound train had seen in

of 250

c.p. each.

from the northbound train when
a considerable distance short of the siding, and concluded that
No. 124 was waiting at the station, mentioning his conclusion
Both engines were knocked off the track, and
to a brakeman.
both boilers were dislodged from their frames.
the sky the rays of the light

Abbreviations and marks used in Accident
re, Rear collision
be. Butting collision
unf,
Unforeseen
Defective
Broken
d,

List:
xc,

The train derailed on the Pittsburgh & West Virginia near
Hopedale, Pa., on the ninth, was westbound passenger No. 3.
No persons were seriously injured. The derailment was due
to a defect in the track.

Kind of

badly damaged.

collision is

was eastbound passenger No. 8. The
locomotive was thrown off the track at a switch by a
of a brake hanger which had fallen from a westbound train.
The engineman and fireman were injured.
|

2

against the station building, a new structure, finished last
year.
The wreck took fire and the station building and 16

were destroyed

down

of the 5th of June,

16

The trains in collision at Santa Fe, Fla., on the 19th, were
northbound passenger No. 38, and a following train, loaded
The passenger train had been stopped because
with logs.
of a burning trestle bridge. Twenty-two passengers and two
trainmen were slightly injured.
The trains in collision at Mackinaw, 111., on the 21st,
were westbound freights, through train No. 95 running into
the rear of local No. 61, which was standing at the station.
The caboose and four cars were wrecked and thrown

cars

New Eng

27

P

mix

the

Inj'd

P.

slide

cow

<>

northbound through pa

Limited.
One car was partly overturned and
a hank, ami 16 passengers wen: injured, none very

States

The cause of the derailment was distortion of the
track by solar heat.
The train derailed near South Omaha, Neb., on the night

of

P.

P.
P.

Other Accidents
Cause of
Pale

I

i

P

Ranger
Scranton, S.C.
Carbon, Pa.

1

(',!.

Union

Omaha

Hopedale, Pa.
Smithfield, O.

'hi,.

Northern
Seaboard \.

Royalton

So.

Pacific
C.
l..

Km.

..I

derailment

tahland

W. Va
W. Va

Texas 8
Atlantic

Q

8

l'..

a

a soldiers were injun d.
Dear Smith Royalton, Vt., on the 4th

seriously.

i

Derailments
Data

land

Twi

derailed

Other collisions—

b,

unx.
Unexobstruction
ace.
ms, Misplaced switch
derail. Open derailing switch
plained
malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obst.. Accidental obstruction
fire, Cars burned while runboiler, Explosion of locomotive on road
F. or Ft., Freight train (including
P. or Pass.. Passenger train
ning
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by fire

The train derailed at Smithfield, Ohio, on the 11th, was
eastbound passenger No. 2, running at about 35 miles an
hour.
One passenger and one trainman were slightly injured.
The derailment was due to uneven track.
The train derailed near Waugh, Va., on the 12th, was an
eastbound freight.
The engine was thrown off the track by
a landslide, and with ten cars fell into James River.
A part
of the wreck not submerged took fire and 10 cars were burnt
up.
The fireman and one brakeman were killed, and the
engineman was fatally injured. The landslide followed a
cloudburst.
The fire was started by coals from the locomotive firebox.

The train derailed on the Texas & Pacific at Ranger, Tex.,
on the night of the 12th, was an eastbound passenger. Three
cars, next behind the sleeping cars, were thrown off the track
at a switch and ran against a freight car on a side track.
Forty-three passengers were injured.
The train derailed near Scranton, S. C, on the 12th, was
southbound passenger No. 83. The train was running at
regular speed and two sleeping cars were damaged.
No
passengers or trainmen were injured.
The cause of the derailment

The

is

reported as undetermined.

trains involved in the accident at Carbon, Pa.,

on the

evening of the 16th were an eastbound freight and westbound
passenger No. 19.
Several cars in the freight train were
derailed by the breaking of a wheel and the wreck fouled the
westbound track. Into this obstruction the passenger train
ran at about 25 miles an hour and the engine was overturned.
The engineman and fireman were killed. No
passengers were seriously injured.
The train derailed on the Great Northern near Fergus
Falls, Minn., on the 22nd, was the westbound Oriental Limited.
The train was struck by a tornado, and 7 of the 11
One baggage car was
cars were thrown off the rails.
ditched.
Only one person, a passenger, was injured.
The train derailed on the Seaboard Air Line, at Alamo,
Ga., on the 24th of June, was westbound passenger No. 11.
The locomotive was overturned by striking a cow, and the

—

engineman was

The

fatally scalded.

train derailed on the

Union

Pacific at Schuyler, Neb.,

on the 25th, was a westbound passenger, extra No. 279,
While running at about 35 miles an hour
carrying soldiers.
the locomotive was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler and
Estithe engine and five cars were thrown off the track.
mated damage $13,255. No soldiers were injured. The engineman and fireman were to all appearances uninjured, but
the physician ordered them to lie off, the engineman two
weeks and the fireman one week. The crown sheet had
failed because of low water.
The train involved in the accident on the Fort Worth &
Denver City, near Fort Worth, Tex., on the 13th, was a
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The locomotive was wrecked by the
explosion of its boiler, and the engincman and fireman were
scalded to death.
The most serious electric railroad
Electric Car Accidents.
accident reported in the newspapers in June, was a rear collision on the Elevated Railroad in Brooklyn, N. Y., on the
Forty persons were injured.
23rd.
Eastbound passenger train No. 14, of the Grand
Canada.
Trunk, was derailed near Cardinal, Ont., on the third, while
running at full speed cause, defective track. Six passenA similar derailment on the same
gers slightly injured.
road occurred near Lindsay, Ont., on the 17th, two coaches
An express
being overturned; twelve passengers injured.
train of the Canadian Northern was derailed near Port
Arthur on the 13th, a dining car being ditched; four persons

northbound passenger.

—

—

;

injured.

Orders of the Regional Directors
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A New

Departure in

Locomotive Feedwater Heaters
Till. WORTHXNGTON PUMP
New

&

MACHINKRY CORPORATION,

York, has developed and has

in service

on several

locomotives a combined feed pump and feedwater heater, which follows closely it- marine practice.
This heater is of the open type, which is now generally used
in stationary power plants and is capable of handling 60,000
'1 he
lb. of feedwater per hour.
full pressure of the exhaust
steam is maintained in the heater, so that feedwater temperature- above 212 deg. F. are obtained when there is efIt is designed for
ficient exhaust steam pressure available.
convenient attachment to the side of the locomotive boiler in
a similar manner to that used for air compressors.
The pump is of the vertical type with the steam cylinder
at the top.
It has two water cylinders, the upper or cold
water cylinder taking cold water from the tender and delivering it to the heater, and the lower or hot water cylinder
taking the heated water from the heater and delivering it to

Mikado

AUTOMOBILE

CARS SAFETY CHAINS ON END DOORS.
Order 233 canceling Order 227 of the Southwestern

regional

director

states

that

Safety

the

Section

recommends that chains or some other suitable device be
applied on automobile cars with end doors to prevent these
doors opening further outward than the line of the side
of the car, and suggests that all cars, regardless of ownerequipped as rapidly as possible.
Repairs to New Freight Car Equipment.

ship, be so

—

The Southwestern regional director, in Order 232, states that when
new freight car equipment built for the Railroad Administration is placed in shop or on track shop for repairs
all bolts should be gone over and nuts tightened to insure
taking up all shrinkage that has taken place since the
cars were built.

—

Freight Claims for Loss and Damage.
Circular 246 of
the Southwestern region director states that a regional com-

and damage freight claims has been organized
meet from time on the call of the chairman, and that this
committee may call upon federal and terminal managers or
their subordinates for representation at these meetings and
for information.
All concerned are requested to co-operate
with this committee in order that aid may be given to the
prevention of causes which bring about claims for freight
loss and damage.
Through Bills of Lading Via North Atlantic Ports. The
Northwestern regional director, file 93-33-9, issues instructions governing the issuance of through bills of lading on
traffic moving via North Atlantic ports, Newport News, Va.,
and north, including Canadian Atlantic ports, which supersede all previous instructions. The order outlines by whom
and under what conditions through export bills of lading
mittee on loss
to

—

will be issued.

—Primary

—

Supplement 8 canMarkets.
Circular 83 of the Northwestern
regional director states that the permit system on grain for
New Orleans, La., Galveston, Tex., Texas City and Port
Arthur became effective August 18. Individual permits will
be required on grain moving to these ports for either domestic
or export.
Applications for such permits arc to be made by
shippers in writing to representatives designated in CirGrain Embargo
Supplement

celing

3

cular 83.

—

Supplement 1
Allegheny Region.
103A-Chicago, issued by J. E. Weller, resident
traffic assistant at Chicago for the Allegheny region, cancels
Circular 103A-Chicago (Railway Age, issue of June 20, page
Routing

Instructions

to Circular

1544).

Routing

The Feed Pump and Heater Unit

to

Instructions-Eastern

Region.

— G.

H.

Ingalls,

senior traffic assistant at Chicago to the Regional Director
of the Eastern region in File 1871-1-301 cancels Circular

78-C {Railway Age, July

18,

page 108).

(old pump cylinder has a o'j-in. bore and
Each of the
cylinder a 6-11/16-in. bore.
pistons has four packing rings composed of :y$-'\Ti. square
The drawing shows the pump
(rockhard) piston packing.
The pump valves
valve assembly for both pump cylinders.
.consist of three sheet- of thin bronze, assembled with the
the boiler.

the hot

The

pump

smaller .-beet on top and the largest on the valve seat. The
pump valve seats, bolts, guards and springs are assembled
The suction valve
before being placed in the pump.
are assembled with the long valve bolt projecting through the
bottom of the pump chamber when the valves are in position.

These valve

seat-

casting on the

flat

make

their joint

and not on the

on the

taper.

pump chamber

The

suction valves

are held to their -eat by the cap nuts on the lower end of the
valve bolt, which is drawn up tight against two thin copper
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gaskett

I

In-

pump

lie

I

nun valve

lu. iii

b)

discharge valvt

seats
r

i-

and also make
.i

i

ast

seats are larger than
their joint

iron box

attached

various pipe connections,

The

on the
t<»

the sue

the side of

<<>lil

The pump

which has

a

driven

it

u.wn

bj

throttle valve

(

applied

through a

unvi n u nt y located

the

in

I

water that

t

luis

de
from the tender by the upper wain- cylinder
livered through a port in the side of the heater at the top,
Ex
where it is sprayed into the upper part of the heater.
hausl Bteam from the exhausl ports of the Locomotive is led
into this upper pari of the heater through a six-inch opening
The cold water
on one side of the heater close to the top.
sprayed into this space condenses as much of this exhaust

taken

heater,

pipe,

flat,

Vol. 67, No. 10

i

ah so

pump

an he operated at BU< h DCed
"ii
ditions may require.
The exhausl steam from tin- pump is
led into the stop check valve, passi
through the oil -eparator
and thence to the heater with the exhau
from the locoThe pipe which conducts the old water from (hi
motive.
tender is shown passing behind the air compressor and entering the side of the upper or cold water pump Cylinder.
Tie
i

that the

i

I

I

I

<

steam as is required to heal the water, and. mixed with the
condensate, drop- to the bottom Of the heater, where it is
taken by the lower cylinder of the pump and delivered to the
A
in. air vent is provided to prevent the accumuboiler.
lation in the heater of the air carried into it by the cold water
and by the exhaust steam. A pipe from this air vent is led
to a point where the air can conveniently he discharged be-

''

'"

'

xJ

fo firry

tween the tracks.
The varying amount of exhaust steam condensed in heating the water necessitates Mime means of regulating the water
level in the heater, and this is accomplished by proportioning
the pistons of the two pump cylinders so that there will be a
tendency for a slight excess of water to accumulate in the
healer.
This excess of water will return to the upper pump
cylinder where it mixes with the cold water from the tender
passing through that cylinder, and is again delivered to the
The water level in the heater is regulated by a bucket
heater.
which is free to move vertically on the central stem, and

Circulating
fl

Discharge
to

Section of

ELj

Boiler

Connection
to Prerent
Freezing

Hot Pump
Cylinder

Pump, Heater and Valve

heated feedwater leaves the lower or hot water pump cylinder
by an opening in the rear and passes through a feed line to
the boiler check valve.
So far as practicable the feed pump should be run continuously while the locomotive is in operation, with the
throttle open, but as the heater cannot recover any heat when
there is no exhaust steam coming to it from the locomotive
cylinders the injectors should be used to fill the boiler when
the locomotive throttle is not open.

Locomotive Headlight Switches
keystone locomotive
Themade
by

headlight switches now being
Service Supplies Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., are especially designed for control
They are made in
of electric headlights on locomotives.
different types to meet the varied conditions which exist in
the

Electric

Applied to a Mikado Locomotive

having holes in its top through which it is flooded when there
is too much water in the heater, causing it to sink.
In sinking it uncovers holes in the central stem on which it slides,
permitting this excess of water to pass through a port to one
of the suction valves of the cold water pump cylinder, from
which it is returned to the heater with the water that is being
taken from the tender. When the water level in the heater
falls the bucket is partly emptied and rises, thus covering
these holes and causing the cold pump cylinder to take all its
water from the tender. The height of water in the boiler is
regulated by the feed pump throttle, which consists of a 1^4"
in.

globe valve located in the cab.

The

valve connections

between the heater and the locomotive are shown above.
Exhaust steam is taken from the locomotive cylinders
through holes cut in the back of the cylinder saddle casting
and led through an angle stop check valve, thence through an
oil separator having a continuous drip for the oil and water,
and from this through the curved pipe to the top of the

Headlight Switch for Road Engines
this service.

The

switch, as illustrated, however, is typical

and probably is the most commonly used,
since it provides "off" and "on" connections, and in addition has a ferrule type resistance mounted upon its base
which is used for dimming the headlight lamp. The switch
illustrated, therefore, has three positions from left to right,
"on," "off" and "dim."
of the entire line,
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The

switch blades operate in a plane parallel to the base
close to it that the blade handle is not so liable to
injury, in any position, as is the case with the ordinary
The base is of heavy composition insulation.
knife switch.
The switch blades are of the duplex type, spaced apart at
their upper end by a contact bridge and bolted to it.
At
the lower end of the blade this spacing is made by the
handle.
curved guide, which acts as a support to the
blades, prevents bending or distortion.
The blades wipe
over the upper and lower surfaces of the side contact blocks.
The switch blade is held at its "off" point by a spring
plunger, which engages momentarily into a notch in the
Resistance units used are of the ferrule type.
guide.
The
switches arc of rugged design to meet the severe requirements
of locomotive service. All parts are made on an interchange
able busis so that repair parts will fit when obtained from
This applies not only to the parts for any
the factory.
particular form of switch, but all similar parts are interchangeable on any type of switch.

and so

A
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with an up draft, some with the down draft. a< cording to
the particular local conditions to be met.
Some treaters employ rectangular passages instead of pipes to connect the two
These are generally referred to as plate or box type
flues.
treaters.
The principle of operation for all these types of
treaters is the same.
The actual precipitation of a gas or fume occurs in the
Centered carefully in each,
vertical pipes referred to above.
is suspended a small wire or chain.
These onstitute the
negative electrodes of the treater system. The inside .-urface
Each wire or
of the pipes constitutes a positive electrode.
chain is carefully insulated from its pipe and from the
ground and is charged to a potential of from 25,000 to 65,000
The tubes themselves are grounded.
volts direct current.
Thus within each pipe is created an intense electrostatic held.
i

Out/r/

.

Suppni r

Precipitation of Solids from

Smoke and Gases

Grounc/t

[Ipctrodes

their circular no. 7375 the Westinghouse Electric &
In Manufacturing Company has described an electrical
method for recovering valuable material from smoke and

The system

gases.

involves the use of a considerable

amount

of electrical apparatus, but it is quite simple, has proved
verv successful and may find its application in roundhouses
l

onypypr —|

Schematic Diagram of Treater

The

gases passing through this field become ionized and the
ions travel with high velocity in a direction at right angles to
the electrode causing the field.
These highly charged ions
collide with the suspended solid and liquid particles in the

gas and the ions impart a charge of high potential to such
particles, which in turn travel toward the electrode of opposite polarity.
Since the negative suspended electrode is of
much smaller area than the electrode formed by the inside
surface of the pipe, there is much greater electrostatic stresses
per unit of area in the neighborhood of the wire, and as a

Treater at Plant of International Smelting Company, Miami,
Arizona. View Shows Vertical Pipes and Hammers
for Loosening Deposits

and railroad powerhouses

in

I'p to the present

large cities.

application has been limited to smelters and cement
plants and, in most cases, the by-products collected by the
precipitation have paid for the necessary equipment in a

time

its

very short time.

A

treater

for

electrical

precipitation

i-

a

comparatively

In general it consists of two large horisimple structure.
zontal flues connected together by a number of small vertical
pipes.
Gases enter through one flue, pass through the vertical pipes and are discharged through the other flue to the
The gas is then
stack, exhaust fan or other draft producer.
Some treaters are operated
exhausted into the atmosphere.

result a far greater ionization about the wires.
Thus, the
gas receives a static charge of the same polarity as the wire,
and the solid or liquid particles in the gas receive charges of
this same polarity, which causes them to be projected against
the inner surface of the pipe, where they tend to stick and
accumulate until the electric power is turned off, after which
the accumulation of dust is usually collected from the pipe
by rapping the sides of the pipe and collecting the dust in
hoppers at the bottom.
The treater tubes are usually arranged in a series of units.
Each unit or section is independent of the rest and is supplied
with dampers and electrical disconnecting switches, so that
it can be shut down for cleaning or repairs without interfering with the operation of the other sections.
To produce the high static charge on the suspended electrodes a uni-direc tional current of high voltage is used.
Alternating current at low voltage is stepped up to the desired
high voltage by means of a transformer and then changed
to a unidirectional current by means of a mechanically
driven rectifier.
Accordingly, in addition to the necessary
dues, tubes and high tension electrodes, the usual equipment
A source
for electrical precipitation involves the following:
of low voltage alternating current, a step-up transformer, a
high voltage rectifier, means for driving the rectifier, a
switchboard and accessories.

.i;:

General
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::
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The

complete their work about November 1, when they will also
l>c
Likewise in the Southern District, the held
disbanded.
work has been substantially completed and the field parties
either have been or will be disbanded in the near future.
A

Mississippi-Warrior river section ol the
Administration, St. Louis, Mo., have been moved from
the Third National Bank building t<> the Federal Reserve Bank
offices of the

Railroad

building.

Shopmen on

& Ohio

large part of the field forces
also being disbanded.

Cumberland, Md.,
went on strike on Tuesday morning of this week. There are
seven classes of mechanics represented among the strikers
and they ask for an increase from 68 to 85 cents an hour.
All mechanic helpers ask a raise from 45 to 60 cents an hour.

The

the Baltimore

Interstate

at

Commerce Commission, Bureau

in

the

Western

District are

now

The American Society for Testing Materials, in accordance
with the policy inaugurated in 1917, will publish the tentative
standards of that society in part I of the proceedings and will
also publish these tentative standards in a separate volume for
the convenience of those who may wish to use them in that
form. The 1919 edition will contain the 62 specifications, tests,
methods and definitions which have been accepted by the society
as tentative of which 23 are new this year and 9 have been
revised.
This volume will comprise about 350 pages and is
expected to be available for distribution in November, about a
month earlier than the proceedings.

of Valua-

has issued tentative valuations of the Greene County
Railroad, the Carolina & Yadkin River, the Rome & Northern, the Central of Arkansas, the Alabama Northern, the Flint
River & Northeastern, and the Kinston-Carolina Railroad &
tion,

Lumber Company.
Interstate Commerce Commission has extended the
date of its latest order requiring the railroads to
make their freight cars conform to its standards of safety appliance equipment from September 1, 1919, to March 1, 1920.
This was done at the request of the Railroad Administration
and the American Railroad Association.

The

The Southern Pacific, through the offices of the Railroad
Administration, has applied to the Railroad Commission of
the State of California for authority to abandon passenger
service between Long Beach, Cal., and San Pedro. According to the petition filed, competition by the Pacific Electric
and auto transportation forced the abandonment of the
regular service, the company compromising by attaching a
coach to a switching train. This change was made in January, 1913, and as passenger service has proved a failure, the
electric line and the auto transportion have been able to handle all the traffic because of their more frequent and rapid

effective

The New York-Toronto air race was won by Lieut. B. W.
Maynard, who made the round trip between New York and
Toronto in 465*4 minutes, an average of more than two miles
Lieut. Maynard, because he is in
a minute for 1,042 miles.
the U. S. Army, cannot accept the prize of $10,000 offered by
the Hotel Commodore, New York, to the pilot making the

trips.

fastest time.

The next annual meeting
ers'

A

American Wood Preservfrom January 27-29
inclusive. This change was made
of the

inclusive, to

February 10-12

Club's annual outing at Grand Island,
was voted one of the most enjoyable in the history of the organization by the 160 members
brief business session was held, during
who attended.
which announcement was made that the campaign for a membership of 1,000 has been progressing so well that only about
100 more are required to bring the membership list up to the
desired number.

The Central Railway

28,

A

Traffic over the Altamaha river
blocked since Thursday morning,
the Georgia Coast & Piedmont
about a quarter of a mile east of

bridge has been completely

August

28,

when

a train on

broke through the
Darien, Ga.

The

J.

P.

The Canadian Railway War Board,

glass.

York, on August

upon Governor

troops "unnecessarily." It was pointed out that great expense could have been saved the state had troops not been
sent to Hammond, Ind., to end the recent disorders resulting from the strike of employees at the plant of the Standard
This contention, however, was not
Steel Car Company.
concurred in by the governor who acted without hesitation
when local authorities at Hammond admitted their inability
Governor Goodrich has taken the matter
to preserve order.
under advisement and will hold further conferences with the
shopmen's representatives.

Four cars of an eastbound freight train buckled on a track
adjoining that on which the eastbound Twentieth Century
Limited of the New York Central was running, east of Painesville, Ohio, about 29 miles east of Cleveland, Ohio, on August
31. The Century ran into the wreckage and its engineer was
The locomotive and passenger cars of the Century
killed.
remained on the track. A few passengers were injured by

New

shopmen recently

Goodrich of Indiana and urged
the establishment of a state mediation committee to investigate strikes and threatened strikes before calling out state

necessary because of the fact that the automobile show will
be held in Chicago the last week in January and it has been
found impossible to make suitable arrangements for hotel
facilities during that week.

broken

delegation representing the railroad

called

Association has been postponed

trestle
train con-

in

a

recent circular,

states that reports received by the Board indicate that the
shipment of coal from mines in the United States is being
reduced as a result of an insufficient car supply, and that any
serious shortage in the output of coal will mean a corresponding reduction in the amount of fuel shipped on Canadian orders. The Board advocates eliminating all unnecessary delays in the handling of coal cars in order to assist in avoiding or reducing the anticipated coal shortage. The circular
further states that "hopper" or self-clearing cars must, immediately upon release, be returned empty to the United
States lines designated by existing orders of the Railroad
Administration but that flat bottom cars may be used for
return loading to United States points in accordance with

when such loading

sisted

current instructions
due delay.

As an indication of the early completion of the field work
of the federal valuation forces, all but five of the roadway
and track parties in the Pacific District have already been
disbanded and it is expected that the remaining parties will

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen,
the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, the Order of Railroad Conductors and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers recently attempted to act as mediators in the strike of
street railway motormen and conductors at Muskogee, Okla.,
only to be compelled eventually to make a public statement
that the strike was illegal and not deserving of the support
The car men went on strike
of the railway brotherhoods.

of the engine, three box cars, baggage car and one
coach. The box car next to the engine and the tender left the
rails, falling off the trestle which is about 20 ft. high at this
point. The rest of the train remained balanced on the edge
No one was injured.
of the trestle.
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will not involve un-
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wages on August 22. Car service was maintained,
however, by the use of non-union men while efforts were
made to end the strike by negotiation. After several delays
the four railway brotherhoods decided to act as mediators
and accordingly called a conference of the street car men,
company officers and representative citizens of Muskogee,
resulting in the statement on the part of the brotherhoods
that the men had taken an unwarranted stand in refusing
wage advances which officers of the street railway had
for higher
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than a million pounds of sugar daily complains that
ments are being seriously curtailed because of inability
empty cars.

Though

the car shortage at Cincinnati terminals

is

ship-

its

to secure

still

acute,

John A. Morris, Cincinnati Terminal Manager of the Railroad
Administration, says that it is due rather to an immense increase
of

railroad transportation than to an actual shortage of cars.
in the Cincinnati district is reported to be unusually

Business
good.

offered.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with the approval
of the Railroad Administration, has closed a contract for five years
with the Mexican Petroleum Corporation for its requirements
of fuel oil for use on its locomotives in Texas. These requirements are estimated at two million to two and one-half million
The oil corporation agreed to advance
barrels of oil per year.
the funds necessary to cover the capital expenditure in making
the change from coal to oil, in an amount not exceeding $750,000.
As the expenditures are made, the railway furnishes monthly
statements to the oil corporation which advances funds to the
amount covered by the statements. The receiver in turn issm>
his receipt for the funds so advanced, such receipts to bear 6
Repayment is to
per cent from the date of issue until paid.
be made at the rate of 35 cents per barrel of oil purchased. It
is estimated that the saving effected by the change from coal
to oil will be large while the saving in operating expenses
during the period of federal control will amount to more than
the sums expended in connection with the change and charged
to operating expenses during that period.

General Foremen's Convention
The

Railway General
Foremen's Association met at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on
September 2, with L. A. North, superintendent of shops of the
At the opening sesIllinois Central, Burnside, 111., presiding.
sion addresses were delivered by President North and R. H.
The
Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern region.
meeting on Wednesday was devoted to the consideration of
safety measures in shops and engine houses and opened with an
address by R. C. Richards, claim agent of the Chicago & North
Western. An abstract of the addresses and papers will be published in next week's issue.
fifteenth convention of the International

National Safety Congress
Annual Safety Congress of the
National Safety Council to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, October
1
to 4 inclusive, has been completed, as have arrangements for
The congress will open on Wednesday morning
the meeting.
at 10 o'clock with the annual meeting of members at which
David Van Schaack, president of the National Safety Council,
will act as chairman general and sectional meetings will continue until Saturday afternoon, the last meeting being held at
2 o'clock, October 4. The general sessions to be held will deal
with employees representation, Americanization, health and safety
education.
The safety work in various industries will be discussed in sectional meetings devoted to particular or co-related
In connection with the congress a safety exhibit will
industries.
be held at which manufacturers of safety devices will be represented. This exhibit will be present under the joint auspices of
the National Safety Council and the Safety Institute of America.

The program

for the Eighth

Car Shortage Continues

A

close "follow up" system on freight ears to avert a serious
car shortage was adopted by the nine roads entering Louisville,
at a conference called by R. 11. Morris, chairman of the traffic
section of the Joint Operating Committee for the Railroad \.l

ministration in Louisville. At the same time the traffic department of the Louisville Board of Tr--de sent out a bulletin t.. all
local shippers to enlist their aid in averting the threatened
shortage.
The steel mills in the Mahoning Valley district of Ohio are
threatened with a shutdown as the result of the shortage of
cars.
The gondola shortage is the worst since the present car

shortage began.

The Savannah (Ga.) Sugar Refinery which produces more

Protest Against Esch-Pomerene Bill
S. H. Cowan, representing the National Live Stock Raisers'
Association at Fort Worth, Tex., has protested against that

section

of

the

Fsch-Pomerene

bill

relating to car

service

in

a

Chairman Esch of the House Committee on InterMr. Cowan said in part:
state and Foreign Commerce.
"In behalf of those I represent, in addition to what I have
presented at the hearings on H. R. 4378, August 18 and 19,
I appeal to the committee to strike from the bill Section 2
of this bill amending Section 1 of the Act to Regulate Commerce, under the definition of the term 'Car Service,' but
really embracing the entire transportation service and oper-

letter to

ation

locomotives,

of

cars,

terminals,

trains,

use

of

the

rail-

roads and every right and duty of the railroad as to all
service and the performance of it or use of its facilities for

doing

it.

careful reading of it shows that upon the mere whim
of an agent of the Interstate Commerce Commission, without notice or hearing, he may stop any train service, transfer
cars, locomotives, from one place or road to another, fix
the pay for it, direct the use of terminals, give preference
and priorities to operate trains or move cars, subject to
change any time for any reason or contrary to sound reason,
subject to no supervision, taking away all the rights of shippers and the liabilities of railroads."

"A

Pacific Coast Strikers

The

Return

to

Work

and yardmen employed on
the lines of the Southern Pacific, the Los Angeles & Salt Lake,
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and other railroads entering
Los Angeles, Cal., and San Francisco returned to work on
Saturday, August 30. The men, all members of the "Big Four"
railway brotherhoods, have been on strike for more than a week
in sympathy with a strike of trainmen of the Pacific Electric
System and the Los Angeles street railways. The strike rapidly
spread

striking switchmen, trainmen

other points in California, completely demoralizing
southern and central California points and causing the

to

traffic to

cancellation of transcontinental lines at interior points and the
virtual isolation of Los Angeles and nearby towns.
The ending
of the strike came as a result of the ultimatum issued by Director

General Walker D. Hines that unless the strikers returned to
work by seven o'clock Saturday morning, August 30, the government would undertake to restore full service on the roads
Added to this was
affected in California, Arizona and Nevada.
the fact that the local striking organizations were not able to
obtain the sanction of their international officers who declared
the strike illegal and without sanction.
Director General Hines' ultimatum was addressed to public
officers, railroad officers, employees and citizens generally in California, Arizona and Nevada and plainly stated that the government would not tolerate a continuance of the strike and that
unless it was ended by action on the part of the men themselves, the government would take whatever steps were neces-

sary to restore service.

"Our Country

First Conference"

Problems

John M. Glenn, secretary of the Illinois Manufacturers Association, under whose auspices a national "Our Country Firsl
Conference" will be held at Chicago on September 8 and ()
propounds a series of questions, under the general captii
"Are These Our Problems?", among which are the following:

.

precisely cnumsrates and delegates limited powers to
distinctly states that the power of the federal
It
government.
government, as far as interstate commerce is concerned, is limited to
How can congress l>a*s a law such as proposed in the so-called
regulation.
Plumb plan, vhich compels the government to purchase the railroads and

"The

federal

constitution

:

1
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i.

minority

.ill

u,.

i

>>t

To

peopli

regulate transportation

ucfa
i

nationalisation of
Porl
pork barrel
ipon the An

.i

nru

.iii.i

railroads,

Industries

and

political

expedl

barrels er<
i<

,,i

in

i"

the

o
i

aili

oads

t<>
deliberate, long enduring and wid< embracing scheme
Him- from tin- government wrongfully vast areas lying on
the west side of the S.m Joaquin Valley, involving some ol th<
riches! oil lands thai the world has ever known, that this scheme
u.is conceived a1 some time in the 70s, or possiblj
and
continued to flourish uninterruptedly, bul all the time concealed,
either natural!} or through ihe artifices of the instigators until
it-, accidental
discovery bj the governmenl through the filii
the Burke suh in 1910."

parties

poi tation

i

\\

1
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.i

.

Shall we extend fin
banking and insuranci
undoi the Pood nnd Drug Vet, to includ
ij
ire j ou
El
o,
the Ken] on and Kellogg bills
youi industrj oi youi farm oi organisation nationali
,,i

regulation,
willing to havi

now

'

"Is American

financial imi\
technical schievi
industrj
\, erican
industries begin with little capita] but with
Did no! the present so-called
resolute characters!
captains oi industries graduate from the ranks <>f laboi because thej were
ire in order
willing to work, to sacrifice and to face the chanci
that iliry might k>w laboi more work and serve labor more efficiently than
Did we nol defeat that
under the German nationalised industrial system?
i

l

This American system made this country
and despotic system i
Would the
the economical .i> well as the political hope of the world,
nationalisation ol the railroads, the basic industries, such as coal, iron,
lumocr and agriculture, and the licensing suggested by the pending Kenyon
Bov, would it affect our
and Kellogg mils result in a levelling process?

Exhibitors at Tool Foremen's Convention
I

he Following

is

a

list

of the exhibitors

at

the convention of

i

commercial

the
at

American Railway Tool Room Foremen's Association held
the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, September J7-29:

American Slot Trcatcrs'

American Twist

The

questions, which

number 26

in all,

cover

all

phases of the

nation's reconstruction problems and are intended to awaken
interest in the contemplation and solution of these problems
which in turn is the object of the conference

The Southern

Pacific Oil

Lands

The United States district court has handed down a decision
rinding valid the title of the Southern Pacific to its oil lands in
the

San Joaquin Valley.

The following statement was issued at the Southern Pacific
offices in New York:
"The contention of the government, settled by the decision of
Judge Bledsoe, was to cancel, for fraud, patents issued by the
government to Southern Pacific Railroad Company, pursuant to
Congress of July 27, 1866, granting land to aid in the
construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the states
oi Missouri and Arkansas to the Pacific Coast, etc.
"Involved in the suits were 234 defendants, and some 111 other
persons claimed interests in the lands in issue, which amounted
to approximately 161,000 acres, situated in the oil territory on
the west side of the San Joaquin Valley in California.
"The litigation was protracted. Hundreds of witnesses were
act of

examined, and nearly 15,000 pages of testimony were taken. According to the terms of the grant, and of the regulation of the
Land Office of the Department of the Interior, it was required
that the railroad company in making application for the issuance
of patent to its granted lands should cause its land agent, duly
authorized in such behalf, to make affidavit that he had caused
the lands applied for "to be carefully examined by the agents
and employees of the company as to their mineral or agricultural
character, and that to the best of his knowledge and belief none
of the lands in the list are mineral lands.
"The requisite affidavits were signed and sworn to by the com-

pany's land agent, and the contention of the government was that,
nevertheless, the lands now are, and at all times were, mineral
lands; that they were so known to be by the railroad company
and by its land agent in particular long prior to making the
affidavit required by the act, and that, therefore, in ignorance of
the truth and in complete reliance upon the false representations
sworn to by the land agent in his affidavit, the Secretary of the
to be issued the patents," etc.
be added, that the fraud thus perpetrated was not only "naturally self-concealing," but was, in
fact, through the machinations of the railroad company and its
agents, actually concealed from the government and all of its

Interior
It

is

was

Society,

Chicago,

HI.

Rcpri

ented

by

W.

II.

kisair.iu.

'.i.im

led to

also alleged,

and did cause
it

may

responsible officers until 1910.
In his opinion Judge Bledsoe said
"Stripped to the core, the claim of the government is that the
defendant company, knowing the lands were mineral and that
therefore it was not entitled to them, nevertheless deliberately
conceived and put into successful operation the fraudulent plan

of acquiring such lands to its own use and benefit and in comThe case as deplete disregard of the government's rights.
veloped by the government on the hearing and through the contentions of its counsel is to the effect that the 'Big Four Owners'
of the Central and Southern Pacific Companies, the original
initial owners of that great unified enterprise, 'Stanford, Crocker,
Huntington and Hopkins,' together with several lesser lights,

occupying positions of responsibility and prominence, were

all

Drill

Represented by C.

Company,

W.

Detroit,

Mich.

High

speed

twist

drills.

etc.

Rep-

Cro

Armstrong Brothers Tool Company, Chicago.

Tools,

wrenches,

resented by It. Armstrong.
Represented by 1. D. Powell.
Athoi Machine Company, Athol, Mass.
Drills, taps and small tools.
RepreBesly & Co., Charles II., Chicago.
sented by C. Knell.
Beaver
stocks
Warren.
Ohio.
die
and
pipe
cutters.
Company,
Borden
Rcpicsented by C. A. Green and W. A. Phillis.
Boss Nut Company, Chicago. Lock nuts. Represented by VV. G. Willcoxson.
Brown & .Sharpc Manufacturing Company, Providence, R. I. Tools, inRepresented by P. A. Topee, H. J.
slrvments and milling cutters.
Johnson and T. E. Sprigings.
Cu borundum Company, Niagara Falls, X. Y. Carborundum, devices. Represented by II. P. Frost, J. VV. Frazer, W. E. Knott and E. P. Ritzma.
Pneumatic tools and apChicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.
Represented by L. C. Sprague, H. Barbee, A. C. Andresen
pliances.

and C. W. Cross.
Clark Equipment Company, Buchanan, Mich. Twist drills, reamers, chucks,
counter sinks, tool kit holders, tool bits, flue cutters and sockets. Represented by F. II. Woodward.
Punches, dies, rivet sets
Cleveland Steel Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Represented by V. D. Gilmore, G. II. Kuebusch and
and chisels.
H. VV. Leighton.
Twist drills, reamers
Cleveland Tviist Drill Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
and bC'ew extractor. Represented by H. O. White and C. J. Kirchofer.
Drill sleeves and sockets.
Collis Company, The, Clinton, Iowa.
Quick
change chucks and special tools. Represented by C. M. Weaks.
Grinding wheels.
Cortland Grinding Wheel Corp., Cortland, N. Y.
Represented by F. A. Frisch.
Alloy tool steels,
Crucible Steel Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.
high speed steels and springs.
Represented by W. M. Stevenson, F.
Baskerneid, R. D. Fletcher and F. A. Lawler.
Detroit Twist Drill Company, Detroit, Mich. Drills and reamers. Represented by M. F. Crawmer.
Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Represented by
Jacks.
C. N. Timlin.
Boiler maker tools,
Faesslcr Manufacturing Company, J., Moberly, Mo.
expandeis, flue cutters, etc.
Represented oy G. T. Manpin.
Giip Nut Company, Chicago, 111. Grip nuts. Represented by B. G. Forsyth.
Geometric Tool Company, New Haven, Conn.
Automatic threading tools.
Hiscy-Wolf Machine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Electric grinders and
driils.
Represented by R. VV. Wells.
Iloggron & Pettis Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Conn.
Lathe
cnucks.
Hyiand Company, R. H., Chicago. Jacks. Represented by G. R. Law.
iliinois Tool Works, Chicago.
High speed, cutters, hobs and reamers.
Represented by P. E. Tobin.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.
Pneumatic and electric
tools, hose couplings, etc.
Represented by F. T. Passino, V. W.
Robinson, R. S. Cooper, J. D. Hurley, W. A. Nugent, J. G. Cowell
and E. F. Bertrand.
Industrial Press.
Represented by L. A. Racener.
Ingcrsoll Rand Company, Chicago.
Fneumatic tools.
Represented by
L. W. Schnitzer, Walter Johnson and R. S. McCreadie.
Kelier Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.
Pneumatic tools. Represented
by George McCabe and J. Osgood,
Liberty Tool Company, Chicago.
Rivet furnace and heating torch, portable dulling presses.
Holding on dolly bar and heading. Represented
by E. O. Grinnes, E. T. Astin, A. B. Moore and M. C. Perrill.
Lovejoy Tool Works, Chicago. Jacks.
Ludlnm Steel Company, Watervliet, N. Y. Seminole steel. Represented
by J. Clan and S. T. Pearson c
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York. Machine tools. Represented by
R. R. Cuthbertson and R. S. Dean.
Grinding wheels.
Manufacturers' Equipment Company, Chicago.
Marshall & tluschart Machine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Machine tools.
Oxweld Railway Service Company. Chicago.
Welding torches.
Represented by William Leighton, F. C. Hasse and VV. A. Hogan.
Power driven saws.
Racine Tool & Machine Company, Racine, Wis.
Represented by F. J. Kidd and D. B. Maxwell.
Rivet cutting gun and
Rivet Cutting Gun Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Represented by J. M. Ciowe and
Cincinnati rivet head catcher.
H. G. Doran.
Sheet metal cutters.
Savage Company. W. J., Knoxville, Tenn.
Expanding reamers, tap chucks, milling maScully-Jones & Co., Chicago.
and
adjustable
spacing collars.
vises
Repappliances
toolroom
chine
resented by W. G. Salkeld and R. Beanlieu.
.
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Company, L. S., Athol, Mass.
Precision instruments, saw blades,
vises, and combination squares.
Represented by J. 1) Powell.
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Tools, chucks, pulleys and hangers, roll)
Street & Co., R. R., Chicago.
bearings and wrenches.
Represented by ('. .1. Butterfuss.
Manufacturing
Company,
Ohio.
Western Tool
Springfield,
Expanding
mandrels, tool holders, shop furniture, vises, emery wheel dre
'/..
and safely latkc dogs.
Represented bj
Wells.
Wcslhaven Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Corn. Power back law
blades, frames, etc.
Represented by R. II. Harris.
Whitman & Barnes, Akron, Ohio. Twist drills, reamers, monkey wrenches,
drop forgings and wrenches.
Represented by J. C. Scanlon, J. A.
Dilger and M. J. Ke
X. Y.
Co.,
H.,
Brooklyn,
T.
Wrenches.
Williams &
Represent
V. E. Nagle.

Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
Thursday in November, and 2d

January,
(

In

H iei

ii

II.

March. May and

Sepetmber, Hotel Statler,

Smith,

yintinn,

I).

& W.

I.

R.

Scranton,

R..

is'

hicago.

II.

Mo.

—

hn Railroad Association.
D. C. Stuart, Washington, D. C.
Freight Claim Association (See American Railroad Association, Section
IV, Traffic).
Superinti
bicago.
A. M. Hunter, 321
(Irand Central Sta., Chicago.
Regular meetings. Wednesdaj
Ird Friday in month, Room 856, Insurance Exchange
Bldg.,
i.

I

—

Air Brake Association. F. M.
Next convention, May 5-7,

165

Nellis,

next

dates of

set retaries,

or

regular

New York

Broadway,

City.

1920, Chicago.

1

—

C. R. R. of N.

J.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

— R.

O. Wells, Illinois Central,

Next annual meeting, June, 1920.
American Association of General Baggage Agents. E. R. Reynolds,
Next meeting, November 11-13, 1919, NewC. G. W. R. R., Chicago.
Chicago.

—

Orleans, La.

American

Association

of

—

Officers. W. C. Hope,
York.
Next meeting, Octo-

Fassenger Traffic

C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty
ber 28-29, Chicago.

St.,

New

—

New

Rothschild,

J.

S W.
City,

— C.

40th

N.

Operating (including former activities of Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents).
St.,
Section II, Engineering.
E. H. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn
I,

—

Chicago.
signal Division.
H. S. Balliet, 75 Church St., New
annual meeting, September 17-19, Congress Hall
Chicago.
Section III, Mechanical (including former activities of
Rudders' and Master Mechanics' Association).
V. R.
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Section IV, Traffic (including former activities of Fregiht

—

—

York.

and

Next
Annex,

Master Car
Hawthorne,
Claim Asso-

ciation).

V, Transportation (including former activities of Association
of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers).
Section VI, Purchases and Stores (including former activities of Railway Storekeepers' Association). J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R., ColSection

i.nwood, Ohio.
Section VII, Freight Claims (including former activities of the Freight
Claim Association)
American Railway Bridce and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W. Ry., 319 N. Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago.
Next
convention, October 21-23, 1919, Cleveland, O.
American Railv/ay Engineering Association. (Works in co-operation
with the American Railroad Association, Section II.)
E. II. Fritch,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Next convention, March 16-18,
1920, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. (See American Railroad Association, Section III, Mechanical.)
American Railway Perishable Freight Association. E. F. McPike, 135
E. 11th Place, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Wednesday in March

—

—

—
—

and September.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

—

R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road, Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials. C. L. Warwick, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Charles W. Hunt. Engineering
Societies Building, 33 W. 39th St., New York.
Regular meetings,
1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except July and August, 33 W.
39th St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 2'i W.
39th St., New York.
American Train Despatchers' Association. D. L. Darling, Northern

—

—

—
—

Pacific Ry., Spokane, Wash.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier. B, & 0., Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next annual meeting, February 10-12,

—

Sherman, Chicago.
Willis II. Failing, C. R. R. of
of Railway Claim Agents.
Next meeting. May, 1920, Atlantic City,
Jersey Citv, N. J.

1920, Hotel

Association
N. T.,
N. J.
Association
& N.

Section III, Mechanical.)

National Association of Railway
James Ii. Walker, 49 Lafayette

—

—Ciiicaeo.A. Andreucetti. C.
Next meeting,
October, 1919, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. — (See American
Railway Association, Section
Operatii
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. — (See
American
V,
Railway Electrical Engineers.
W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta.,
of

Tos.

I,

Railroad Association, Section
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.
M
frees, Chicago
Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago.
Next annual convention.
21-23, 1919, Cleveland. O.
Canadian Railway Club. W. A. Booth, 131 Chan mi Si., Montreal
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline. 626 North Pine
Ave., Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June,
July and August. New Morrison Hotel. Chil
Car Foremen's Association
B, Koeneke, federal
Reserve Bank Bldg., St.
ouis, Mo

—

—

-

1

—

Utilities
York.

Commissioners
Next annual con-

New

—

New

New

New

—

Railway

Appliances Association. C. W. Kellv Kellv-Derbv
'
Co., Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago.
England Railroad Club.— W. E. Cade, Jr.. 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston.
Mass
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting
months ..I June, July, August and September.
lriRK Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York
oo^w^i^c" 8, x-' Friday in monlh except June, July and August!
1

W.

<zy

oyth

-

,

New

St..

\ ork.

Niagara Frontier Car Mra's Ass6ciation.—George A.
J. Hochgrebe, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in
each month, Tenjost Hall, Buffalo, N Y
Pacific Railway Club.—W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St., San
Francisco, Cal.
Regular meeting 2d Thursday in month, alternately in
San Francisco and Oakland.
Railway Accounting Officers' Association.— E. R. Woodson,
1116 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Railway Business Association.— Frank W. Noxon. 30 Church
St
New
Next annual meeting, December, 1919 New York
> ork.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.— J. D. Conway. 515 Grandview N Y
Ave
'Pittsburgh, la
Regular meetings. 4th Thursday in month except Line
J lll >- and August, Amencus Club House, Pittsburgh. Pa
_,
Railway Development Association.—!). C. Welty, Missouri Pacific R
R
Little Rock, Ark.
Railway Electric Supply Manufacturers' Association.—
J. Scribner Genera
tlectric Co
Chicago.
Annual meeting with Association of
Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association.— D. L. Eubank
Galena
C mpa n
Richm °nd- Va.
Next annual meeting, Sep£k
Vu,,,
tember,
1919, ?
Hotel £Y
Sherman, Chicago.
Railway Fire Protection Association.—G. L. Ball,
St. Louis-San FranCisco Ry., St.
.ouis. Mo.
Next annual meeting, October 21-23, 1919,
,

La .Salle
Railway^ Heal

1

Intel.

hicaf

(

Estate

0,

Association.— R.

H.

Morrison,

C.

&.

Rich-

O.,

Railway Signal Association.— (See American Railroad
Association, Sec
tion II, Signal Division.)
KU,U
T K ."- Ep "s' Association.— (See American
Railroad Association.
's'iJ
n°„ VI. Purchases and Stores.)
Section
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.—
J. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver
l>Mu., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association
G \ Nelson, Waterbury Battery Co., 30 Church
St., New York
Koadmasters and Maintenance of Way Association.— P.
I.
McAndrews
Sterl,n K.
Next annual convention. September
k q
,oio V.^"

—

m

i
1
lb-lb,

St.

Chicago.

1919,

Louis Railway Club.— B.

M

\

W

-

Frauenthal,

meetmgs 2d Fnday
'

in

Union

Station.

St.

Louis.

month, except Jul

i

Signal Appliance Association.— F. W. Edmunds, West

New

Loui'tv.

i

ork.

Nyack, Rockland

Society,,,.

Railway Financial Officers.—L. W. Cox. 1217 Commercial
1 rust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Next annual meeting, October 16-17
New York City.
ikn am, Southwestern Railway Club.—
A. I. Merrill. P O Box
V,""',
March,
\i

V

'-,'" !;l

May.

'

/',-'

July.

Regular

3d Thursday in January.
November. Piedmont Hotel

meetings,

September

and

lanta.

tERN Association of Car Service Officers.— E.
ern Ry. of Ala., Atlanta

W. Sandwich

West-

Supply , Assoc, at.

V

.

t

Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—
rhuhn, Duff Manufacturing Company, 935 Peoples Gas
°

incago.

'

Trace: Supply Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works.
Hillburn,
Next annual convention, September 16-18, 1919, Auditorium

V V

Hotel,

'

Train Despatchers'

\ssociation of

\

Ry.,

TRAVEL]
Sli

Western Associat
Bldg.,

r

san Fran,

Western, Railway

Club.— A

Chicago.
Regular
«n Socf.tn
Inlv an
!'' ,,

,"

lu!

k

America.—J.

P.

Finan

\ssociation.— W. O. Thompson.
annual meeting, September

:

I

I

and
St.,

vention, October 14, 1919, Indianapolis, Ind.
National Foreign Trade Council. O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square
\ork. Next convention. May 12-15, 1920, San Francisco.

F. J. Dell,

—

York:

York.

—

St.,
I.

York.
American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association.— Otto E. Schlinck, 185 W. 5th St., Peru, Ind.
American Railroad Association. J. E. Fairbanks, 75 Church St., New
Section

—

New

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next
tion, September 9-11, 1919, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.— (See American Railroad Association,

National

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association.— E. B. Burritt,
New York. Next convention, October 6-10, Atlantic
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.
50 E. 42nd St.,

—

—

1

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, Supervisor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. W, Ry., Chicago.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. S. W. Derr,
American Association of Freight Agents.

—

\tional Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.
A I. Woodworth, B. & 0., Lima, Ohio.
INTERNATIONAL Railway Fuel Association. J. G. Crawford, 702 E. 51st
St.,
Next annual meeing, May, 1920, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago.
Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 1061
W. Wabash Ave., Winona. Minn.
Maintenance op Way Master Painters' Association. F. w. Hager, 1323
in ley
Ave., Ft. Worth, Tex.
Next annual convention, October
21-23, 1919, American Annex Hotel, St. Louis. Mo.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

—

Meetings and Conventions
of

Y.

Wright. I. "lion Company, 45th and Oakli
Next annual conventioi
23-25, 1919, St. Louis.
i.

!

ago.

The following list gives names
meetings and places of meetings:

N.

Buffalo,

Next annual con-

Pa.

Mo.
and Car Ioremen's Supply

S

I

<

York.
Friday in

ma

i<(

I

New

2d

^.

tools,

\

A T &
y

C

S

R

F
R

f6-19, 'l91»

Line K ulroads.— Clarence M. Oddie, Mills
F.

meetings,

Stuebing,
750 Transportation
3d Monday in month, except Tune
S. Nethercut, 173S Monadnock

lERS.-Edgar

n

month, except
>-n

1
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Commerce Commission

The

Interstate Commerce Commission lias assigned for hearing
Atlantic City on August 25 before Commissioner McChord
the application of the Railroad Administration and tin Ann u
can Railroad Association for an extension of lime within which
at

comply with the commission's order of February
the application of safely appliances.

to

1

regarding

board consisting of representatives of the government,

Personnel of Commission

managing officers and the employees, is the TransportaCommittee of the Detroit (Mich.) Board of Commerce.

According to the Association Opposed to National Prohibitions, railroad officers throughout the country have predicted higher freight rates as an indirect result of losses

T. G. Hughes, assistant auditor of the Railroad Commission
been appointed acting auditor
of the commission, succeeding John W. White, deceased.

of the State of California, has

due to the elimination of traffic connected with the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages.
Statistics compiled
by investigators for the association maintain that the railroads will lose approximately $250,000,000 annually in earnings due to prohibition.
The results of this investigation
support the association's contention that the tonnage offered
the railroads in lieu of the alcoholic beverage traffic will
never equal or take the place of the latter traffic.
J. H. Glenn, agent for carriers originating cotton traffic in
southeastern and Mississippi Valley territory, placed four

on the files of the Interstate Commerce Commission
on August 25, which supersede 205 inter-territorial cotton
tariffs

The new

are to be effective upon 30 days'
notice and are a result of the commission's decision on
"Fourth Section Violations in the Southeast," which made
a revision of the rates on cotton from the points of origin
to all destinations necessary.
The large number of tariffs
were accordingly simplified to four, one showing the tariffs
to the ports, one to eastern destinations, one to Ohio and
Mississippi river crossings and one to northern and western
points. The abolition of individual line tariffs, it is believed,
will reduce the chances of error in the re-issues of tariffs
and the probability of error in the assessment of charges.
tariffs.

tariffs

Director General Hines has issued instructions for the
preparation of tariff which will provide for class and commodity rates upon export traffic from points in Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, including cities located on both banks of the Missis-

from Dubuque, Iowa, to St. Louis, inclusive, also
from points in the southern peninsula of Michigan, to South
Atlantic and Gulf ports from Wilmington, to New Orleans,
inelusive.
When the tariffs have been prepared, the matter
will receive final consideration in Washington.
The export
rates to be established will be substantially the same as the
rates which apply to New York on domestic freight from
the same points of origin.
The export rates to Key West
will be the usual differential above the South Atlantic ports.

sippi river

Special consideration is to be given to export traffic when
destined to Mexico and Central America, because of the
generally low ocean rates from Gulf ports to those countries.
This action is taken after a very thorough study and careful
consideration of the movement of export traffic and has for
its object a more reasonable equalization of the rates on export traffic to all Atlantic and Gulf ports.

Coal Production
in the week of August
from 9.089,000 tons the previous week.

Production of bituminous coal increased
23

1 1
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the associations which have placed themselves on
opposing the Plumb plan for the purchase of He
railroads by the federal government and their management

the
tion

i

Vol. 67, No. 10

Commission and Court News

Among

by

a

News

nouaoad by the Railroad Administration foi the twenty-ninth
annual reunion of the Confederate Veterans, Sons of Confederate
Veterans and United Daughters oi the Confederacy to be held
,n
Atlanta, Ga., September 7 to 10.

record

1

to

10,671,000

tons,

The recovery to a new high level for the year is attributed to
a quickening of demand and the abatement of labor trouble,
mainly on the railroads.
For the week of August 16 the
average for the country of mine operating time lost on account
of transportation disability is reported as 25.7 per cent, as

compared with

22.5 per cent in the

week preceding.

Court

News

United States District Judge William C. Van Fleet recently
announced a decision in the district court at Sacramento, Cal.,
in the suit of George H. Nash for damages resulting from injuries,
that the United States government is solely responsible in suit
at law growing out of injuries or negligence on the railroads of
the country in the period the roads have been under federal
control.
In the suit the Southern Pacific was made defendant,
however, application was made by Director General Hines, joined
in by the Southern Pacific.
Judge Van Fleet, in granting the
application for the substitution of the Director General as defendover of the railroads by the government
under the authority of the act of Congress, December 31, 1917,
an assumption of ownership by the government for the time
ant, said that the taking

being.

The Future

of the Inland

Waterways

M.

Sanders, federal manager of the Mississippi-Warrior
J.
River Section of the Railroad Administration in speaking recently
before a meeting of shippers and members of the Transportation
Committee of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce predicted that
Director General Walker D. Hines would approve the request
of the River section of the Railroad Administration for $3,000,000
Mr.
to build river terminals on the lower Mississippi river.
Sander's prediction was made in discussing the future of inland
water routes, rates and service, especially on the Mississippi.
In reply to criticism which has been directed against the conduct of the barge line service on the Mississippi river, Mr. Sanders said that delays were the fault of inadequate equipment,
but, that even with new equipment which is now being made
available, delays could not be entirely overcome because of the
lack of proper terminals, the lack of which it is said has necessitated cargoes remaining from 10 to 12 days aboard barges
before they could be transshipped. Mr. Sanders is quoted as saying in this respect, "A large section of the country can be most
advantageously served by the barge line in connection with the
railroads diverging from Memphis, Tenn., other sections through
Vicksburg and a limited portion through New Orleans, La.
are doing our utmost to obtain the authority for the construction
of these terminals, it now being evident that the localities are
not especially interested in river and rail transfer terminals although they should be and we must therefore construct adequate
terminals for their local business."
That the project was losing money was no surprise to those
familiar with the undertaking, Mr. Sanders said, but in measuring the benefit to shippers inland it must be taken into consideration that they are able to participate in the joint rail and water
rates which permit a differential of 20 per cent from the all-rail
rates from St. Louis south. The question of granting additional
rates depended upon the construction of the terminals at Memphis
and Vicksburg and other river points, Mr. Sanders said, but that
if these rates were granted now there would not be adequate
facilities to take care of the increased shipping at Memphis.
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Transport and Shipbuilding

Italian

London.

The

government's program regarding the transport
question, says an item in the Financier, London, includes the
Italian

electrification of 6,000 kilometers of line.

In addition 300.000,000
are to be spent on improving railway communication in the
Trentino. As regards shipping 1,500,000,000 lire is to he devoted
to the development of shipbuilding in Italian yards.

483

owing to the lowness of water. No increase in the price of
goods landed at Elizabethville would result, as the cost by
rail would be equivalent to the present charge by boat, while
more regular and quicker transit would result
A further line is proposed from Kongolo southward to
Kabalo, which would effect a junction with the existing lines
from the Upper Congo at the latter place eastward to Lake
Tanganyika.
Openings for railway and motor materials exist in the
Congo owing to a keen movement in favor of improving
means of transit either by motor cars, motor omnibuses, or
by railroad.

lire

Italian

Railway Deficit
London.

The expenditure
Financier,

of the Italian railways for 1918-19, says the

London, has exceeded the earnings by about $10,for the current year is still more gloomy,

000,000.

The outlook

and

stated that a deficit of 540,000,000

it

is

lire,

more than

ten-

above amount, is to be expected. Further considerable
amounts will have to be raised for the electrification of the main

fold the
lines.

Railway Communications

Serbia

in

London.

Reuter despatch dated August 4, from the Serbian Press
Bureau, states "Direct railway communication between Belgrade
and the interior, which had been broken off since the departure
of the enemy, was resumed yesterday.
The first train to Nish
left Belgrade at 7 a. m. and the first train from Nish arrived
here at night. The direct route between Belgrade, Nish, Salonica
and Athens is now open."

German Railway

Deficit
London.

Representatives of the German railway managements are discussing the question of how the large financial losses of the
railways can be made up, says an item in the Times, London,
To make up the full estimated loss, all railways
of August 14.
would have to increase their present tariffs 100 per cent, but
this increase will not be contemplated at present in order to
avoid putting too great a burden on trade and traffic, but it is
certain that both freight and passenger rates must be raised.
The increased price of coal and other articles and the high
wages and salaries are the principal reasons for the present
Further restrictions in traffic will be introduced from
losses.
August 20 onwards, within the district of the Berlin railway
administration, owing to the situation with regard to coal
These restrictions will go even beyond those already
supplies.
fixed for the

whole of Germany from August

15,

onwards.

:

Railway Developments

in

New

South Wales
London.

A

Reuter despatch, dated August 13, to the Financier, states
that the premier of New South Wales, Mr. Holman, delivering
a speech on the policy of the government at Lismore, announced
the completion of the railways, the building of which was suspended during the war, and the construction of new lines, the
construction of a light railway in the forestry regions for irrigaand forestry development, and legislation against monopolizaThe
tion on the lines of the American Sherman anti-trust law.
savings banks will make increased advances for Crown settlers
and builders of homes.

tion

High

English Railwaymen's

Wages

London.
In keeping with their American cousins the English railwaymen
are bringing pressure to bear on the government for still greater
The men refused the offer of the Railway
increases in wages.
Executive Committee for a standard wage varying from 7s. 6d.
per day during the first year of service to 12s. per day for the
5s. 6d. per day for the
twelfth year and after, for engineers
first year and 6s. 6d. per day for the fifth year and after, for
firemen; and 28s. per week for cleaners 18 to 19 years of age;
35s. per week for 20 and 21 years of age, and 41s. per week for
22 years of age and over. In addition to this the engineers and
firemen already receive 33s. per week as a bonus on account of the
high cost of living which will remain in effect during the year
;

changed according to the cost of living.
being handled by the English Board of Trade
and on August 14, the National Union of Railwaymen wrote
that body to the effect that if prompt action were not taken by
the Board "we fear we shall be unable to restrain the men any

and after that

The matter

is

is

to be

now

longer."

Prices in England
London.

An example of high prices in England is given in a letter
published in the London Times, which states that railway fastenings were before the war £9 7s 6d per ton, more or less equal
at home and abroad.
In England in 1915 the price rose to
£13 17s 6d per ton, and in 1919 to £42 10s per ton. English manufacturers were warned that this price was far above the price
asked in foreign countries. An order has just been placed in
Belgium at under £30 per ton as against £44 to £46 quoted by
pointed out that no tariff in
is
English manufacturers.
It

England would prevent buying in Belgium and shipping to
South America, and no tariff, unless it were a veritable crusher,
would enable home manufacturers to put up British home prices
or, in other words,
icpori
sufficiently to repay them for losses on
to make "dumping" possible.
t

;

Water Power
Spain's water

power

The authorities of the Belgian Congo, says the Times
(London) Trade Supplement, are considering the extension
of the Katanga Railway, which now ends at Bukama, to a
at a place called Kibouerno, on the upper
waters of the Congo. This would overcome the difficulties
of navigation on the upper channels between Kabalo and
Bukama, which often necessitates early discharge of cargo

new terminus

in

Spain and Electrification

the various parts of the country avail-

able lor immediate use for electricity has been

computed as

fol-

lows by Espania Economica y Financiera:

Kw
Atlantic slope of Leon and G.ilicia
Asturias

Santandei
Ebro above

Saragossa

Rivers of the Pyrenean slopes
Ebro from Saragossa to the sea
Douro within Spain
Douro on the Portuguese frontier
Tributaries of the Houro
Tapis
Tributaries of the Tagus

(falls)

(iuadiana
Guadalquivir and other Andalusian rivers
Jucar and Cabril

Other Mediterranean

Extension of the Congo Railway

in

Rivers

dI

niin or

rivers

importance

70,000
40.000
30,000
65,000
490,000
130,000
90,000
150,000
50,000
10,000
50.000
35.000
40,000
90,060
60,000
500,000
1

2,000,000

Certain American financiers, in co-operation with important
units of the Constructora Naval, are said to be proposing to

found a company which will utilize all the electric power in
the country for the purpose of electrifying the whole railway
svstem of Spain. The capital of the proposed company will be
Pes. 200,000,000.

.
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South Africa
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follow
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S

management has been asked

to aim
where what might be regarded,

at.

The Minister

felt

normal times and
under modern conditions, to be long hours, are being worked
by the staff, the case would not be met by a nominal, as
distinct from an actual reduction in hours; it would not meet
the desire for a shorter day, and it would restrict opporin

the employment of suitable returned soldiers.
Therefore in the extension of the eight-hour day, or the 48hour week, the sound course has been taken not only to reduce actual working hours but to widen the field for employment as far as is reasonably practicable. The supplementary estimates are prepared on that basis and it is expected that approximately 1,600 men are provided for in
addition to those for whom provision has already been made
on the main estimate passed by the House for the current
year.
The probable ultimate cost cannot yet be estimated but the
preliminary estimates show that the additional working expenditure may amount ultimately to £800,000 per annum,
while to secure the extension so far as is reasonably practicable of an all-round actual eight-hour day very heavy
capital expenditure, probably running into millions, will have
to be incurred at a later stage.
In conclusion, the Minister stated that it had been clear
to him for some time past that South Africa could not expect
and it was not fair to expect her to proceed any longer upon
a basis of the employment of railway and harbor servants
different from that which prevailed practically throughout
the civilized world.
Heavy as he knew the responsibility
was, and fully as he recognized the position the country
would be placed in by having that additional burden placed
upon it, he had come to the deliberate conclusion that there
was no other way of dealing fairly, honestly and properly
with the situation that presented itself to them than by
making that endeavor to introduce the eight-hour day.
tunities

for

Return of Sir William Hoy
William Hoy, general manager of these railways, who
has been in England for the past eight months, is now on
the water on his return to South Africa with the Prime Minister of the Union.
Imperial Government's Gift of ^500,000
It may be of interest to mention the gift by the Imperial
Government to the Union of railway material to the extent
The Minister of Railways in announcing the
of £500,000.
gift in Parliament said that it was another mark of the cordial relations between Great Britain and the Dominion of
South Africa.
Sir
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Week Ended August

16

week ended Au
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1
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n
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hipped during

Numbi

NC&StL
Aii'

....

T&P

i

\\

v

3

(SKA
Santa
1

AT&SF

Mik
1

<

SB

Mali,

I

.

.

SP

Mallei

n Fe
USRA Mallet

.

P&B
SAL

i

i

..

I'l

I'l

.

SR

SBA
USB \

1

I

I

I

i

i

irginian
At
\

'

CftO

at the end of February
the union representatives made it quite clear that the
desire of the union was that every effort should be made
to reduce actual working hours as far as practicable to an
average of eight hours per week day. That is what the

10

:

oiki

MENT

Harbor Services and the Minister

that

wen

locomotives'

n

i

Locomotive Deliveries
New

the question of an all-round eight-hour
day for the South African railways was again raised by the
\\ hen the matter was brought to the Minister's notice
Staff.
he expressed himself as being sympathetic to the principle
and promised to do his besl to get it carried into effect as

last,

nun

illinium

Some months ago

far and as soon as practicable.
At an interview between
the National Council of the National Union of Railways and

No.

Equipment and Supplies

Baldwin
rH]

67,
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\n importanl statement on the introduction .>i an eighthour daj on the railways was made in the House of \- era
bly b) the Minister oi Railways and Harbors, who said, in
introducing further supplementary estimates for working
expenditure amounting to £250,000 foi the currenl financial
year, thai this additional amounl arises entirely from the
decision to extend the eighl hour day. or the 48 hour week,
in the railwaj and harbors service,
Large sections of the
railway staff have foi man; years pasl worked an eight hour
day, while the hours of the office stafl have been loss, and
ii
is an important fad thai at the present time approximately
50 per cenl of railway and harbor servants work the eighthour da> or a shorter daj

WlM NING

Vtil

...

i

1

LTSBA

1

Sant

Freight Cars
The

Justice Cox,

box

for 30 50-ton

Jr.,

Company

Philadelphia, Pa.,

is

inquiring

cars.

The Midland Packing Company
tank cars from the Pennsylvania

has ordered fifteen 8,050-gal.

Tank Car Company.

The
gal.

Georgia Rosin Products Company has ordered five 8,050tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The Champlain Refining Company

The

has ordered 100 8,050-

from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

gal tank cars

Georgia

Rosin Products Company has ordered five
from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

8,050-gal. tank cars

The International Vegetable Oil Company
eight 8,050-gal. tank cars
pany.

has

ordered

from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Com-

The Shell Company
gal. class

IV

of California has ordered three 10,050insulated tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank Car

Company.
Willits & Patterson, San Francisco, Cal., have ordered 25
standard 8,000-gal. tank cars equipped with steam coils for handling vegetable oils imported from the Orient, from the Standard
Tank Car Company, Sharon, Pa.

The Ozarka Company, Eureka Springs. Ark., has ordered
from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company two 10,050-gal. insulated tank cars for the transportation of high grade spring water
for drinking purposes.

Passenger Cars
The International Railway
York, have ordered
passenger cars and

1

1

first-class

of

Central America,

New

passenger car. 2 second-class

baggage car from the American Car

&

Foundry Company.

Signaling
The Lehigh Valley

has ordered two 8-lever Saxby & Farmer
machines for use at Conway, Pa., and Fairview.
Both machines are being furnished by the Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., and will be installed by railroad
interlocking

forces.

The Staten

Island Rapid Transit

interlocking plant at the crossing of

&

is

its

installing a mechanical
line

with the Richmond

Railway Company's line at Richmond Terrace, N. Y.
A 12-lever Saxby & Farmer mechanical interlocking machine
and electrical equipment comprising T-2 alternating current signals, electric lockings, etc., is being furnished by the Union
Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.
Light
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and treasurer, has been elected chairman of the board of director- which is a new office and G. H. Jones, vice-president,
has been (beted first vice-president. E. M. Adams, secretary;

iiinitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiis

News

Supply Trade

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini
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4X5

E. J. Block, assistant to the vice-president, general pui
ing agenl and assistant secretary and assistant treasurer;
and H. C. Jones, asistant to the vice-president, have been
1<
ted vice-presidents.
D. P. Thompson, assistant to the
vice-president, ha- been made assistant to the president and
J. W. Lees, superintendent of the Indiana Harbor plant, has
been appointed works manager. W. D. Truesdale, general
auditor, has been elected treasurer and J. A. Morris has been
made general auditor.

iiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiifr

<

&

Steel

traffic

«

manager of the Republic Iron
Compny, Youngstown, Ohio, has been promoted to

E. F. Kidd,kssistan1

traffic

managj, succeeding

II

R.

Moore, deceased.

The Schroder Headlight & Generator Company, Evansvillc, Cnd., maufacturers of the "Sunbeam" electric headlight
system, has )cned an office at 1051 McCormick l)iu'lding,
Chicago, in <arge of Harlow A. Varney, as district sales

M. A. Long has resigned

A. M. Crai consulting engineer with offices in Detroit,
Mu-h., speciaing in the construction of railway terminals,
grain elevato, power plants and industrial buildings, has
been appoint vice-president of the Witherspoon-Englar

Company,

as assistant to the chief engineer

and architect of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and
gage in general engineering and construction work

manager.

Munsey
more,

Chigo.

first

compressors,
and repair pawill be maintained.

oil

pneumatic

and

tions.

The Duff Mcturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is building an additioft. by 160 ft., to its works at Pittsburgh.
The new builis to be of brick and steel construction
and is design accommodate the forge shop and heat
treatment depnt. Provision has also been made for installing 16 stemmers with an equal number of trimming
presses. The reating department will be equipped with
It is
furnaces of tlfct type, burning either oil or gas.
expected that provements will he completed about Oc1.

Long has been
connected with the Baltimore & Ohio Kailroad for the past 20
years.
during
which
,,ni(
lie has handled
a

M. A. Lons
,

number
,

'

.

of

.important pieces of building construction,
among
others being the design and construction
of the large terminal
warehouses of the railroad at Cincinnati,
O.,
>t

sburgh, Pa., and

burgn, Pa

New

Baltimore,

York; piers

an-

nounce the fob of a sales and manufacturing company
under the name Electrolabs Company. The ElectroLaboratories, Inc., will continue in
lytic Oxy-Ily
charge of theltories and maintain a technical superThe general ofvision over thj of the new company.
fices and worjoth companies have been moved from
Dayton, Ohio argcr quarters at 2635 Penn Wenue,
Pittsburgh, Pateneral sales offices are being continued

William [New York City, and branch sales offices
have been opdthe Morris Building, Philadelphia, and
I. H.
in the Merchajhange Building, San Francisco.
Levin continukarge of technical and research work,
and D. J. Tonin general charge of -ales.

at 15

A. W. Thori-esident of the Inland Steel Company,
and P. D. Block, vice-president, has
Chicago, has
been elected accessor. L. E. Block, vice-president

at

Locust Park,

coal handling plants at Deshler,

Oh,,,

Md

stat

on

Elsmere

Ba timore, Md., and Xew York. X.
Y icing and coU storage plants and rest houses. Y. M. C.
,\. buildings
shops and
engine houses at Grafton. W. Va.,
Parkersburg
cinnat,, Ohio, and Chicago.
He also superintended The con"
s ructon ot
the Baltimore & Ohio general
office buiWrng a
Baltimore and
harles streets, Baltimore. Md.
at

..

W vTcm

(

Trade Publications

-^

KS
A six
^Idtt has been ,ss lK d by the GarT"
and Ventilator Company, Chicago,
briefly describmfand iflultrating 1, means of drawings some
of the best known and
most
wideb used tyres of Garland railway car
ventilators.
,

V

VV"

-

Data on Shafts

Inc.,

will cost $1,500,000.

Mr.

Pa.,

the War Depent at the Standard Steel Car Company's
plant at Haml, Ind., has been appointed combustion engineer and iter of the Superior Pulverizer Company,
Chicago, in wcapacity he will have entire charge of eno-ineering audi and general supervision of coal installa-

Laboratories,

piece of construc-

timore.
This is to be
an
eight-story
reinforced concrete structure,
having a floor
space of 55,000 sq. ft.,

Major H. Cyless, formerly mechanical engineer on the
Minneapolis, Paul & Sault Ste. Marie and the Great
Northern bute recently chief inspector of ordnance for

The ElectnOxy-Hydrogen

the

Cormick building. Light
and Barrie Streets. Bal-

announces thstablishment of a branch office and warehouse at Chu under the direction of C. M. Ballard, formerly connecVith the Williamsport organization at Cleveland, Ohio. Xhicago office is located at 122 South Michigan avenue, ahe warehouse at 755 West Quincy street.

tober

under

will be the design and
construction of the Mc-

engines, rock drills

The Williaort Wire Rope Company, Williamsport,

building, Haiti-

Md.,

work on which Mr.
Long will be engaged

The Chicafneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has removed its Ciinati (Ohio) office from the Mercantile Library buildini the Walsh building, Pearl and Vine streets,
serv.station with a complete stock of

en1523

tion

can Brake Sh & Foundry Company, New York, has entered
the sales depinent of the Railway Steel Spring Company,
Chicago, whehe will be associated with N. C. Naylor, sales
agent, in theijcago office.

tools, electriols, air

at

name of the M. A.
Long Company. The

D. B. Fultcassistant to the chief engineer of the Ameri-

where a

will

Three charts givmg llu relations
f
between power, shaft diameter,
torsional stress and speed
have been prepared by o„e
of the engineers
.

shaft

of the WellmanSeaver-Morgan Company, Cleveland. Ohio,
which has published
them ,n bulletin No. 22 for the use oi
engineers andlraftsmen:

Case of Electric HoisTs.-Facts
Hoists

the

.s
;

electric

Hoist

title

of

a

Four-pag.

Manufacturers'

for Operators of Electric
pamphlet published by the

Association, New York
for the
operators.
[,
,],.,, s u .„ h
SU
as connections, lubrication, and
the care of the motor,
controllers

guidance

and rope

oi

electric hoisi

J

-.

Electric Arc Wei
rr
lccIric &
_
ghouse
Mcturing Company, Las, Pittsburgh, Pa., has
issued circular \o
7149, covering the process of electric arc welding
and the necessary apparatus required.
A comparison is made of the different
processes of welding and the advanl
ric arc we idine
5
are pointed out.

M

:.
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Ntt Operating Income
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$12,732,989.22
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for interest
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available)
of amount
^f£l 35%$140,711.89.
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Mortage 4%
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5% Bonds
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„„,„^a Bridge
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Certificates
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RETURN ON PROPERTY
return

mto your Company,
f
shows ^f^^portation operations only, upon
The following table
of
year
companies
compames.Jrom^
of each
termina
^
eluding subsidiary
jad and equipmen
Percentage
Total
ericd en
the five year p
of
Operating
Property
Return.
Income.
Investment
4.77%
$12,871,539.79
$269,914,419.76
5.64%
14.871.459.45
December 31 1918
263 3Q7.06S.67
rtfear ended
6.14%
al, 1917..
15.359.715.04
250.247,098.33
Year ended December 31.
5.11%
12,465.058.24
... —eled December
i>44 068.206.05
3.83%
1915.
31
9.314.430.78
ded Pecemoer
243.144,711.90
Year
1914..
31.^
Year ci'.ded December^
5.11%
y
for
«;12.976.440.66
Yea.ly average
$254,154,300.94
1918.
anmeans "average
ended December 31
d in this report
used
"Standard Return" as the t-—yeaTs" ended June
~ ntrol Act,
or
income
Co
Federal
operating
r.ual railway
of war taxes
«d *«enteen.
1917. of one-half
nineteen bundled

QQ

1>7noooooo

Trust

Certificates

Equipment Trust

Certificates

Trust

Certificates

Equipment

^

3l60noo .oo
3O0 000

2

J^^
^

E^P^cn^Contrkets; Various

780>0o0.00

$171,790,390.00
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Bonos
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Co. First Mortgage
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1911
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ImproveGeneral Funding ana

7,302.000.00
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ment Mortgage 5%
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first
rvrnnbrier Railway Co
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MoSe 4% Bonds retired
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year
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2,000.00
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5%
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Equipment
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•

Secured Gold

Big Sandy Railway

g**^^

.

3,500,000.00

^y^F^Mort^Bd,
Co. Fust

-

t

construcfollows:

33,000,000.00

;,• :j

:

5%

Mortgage
and Southwestern

•

^term

Notes

Bonds

$2326>242 s5

Collaterai Trust

Year'S%*'Coliateral

Coal River

the. Directo
ex*By inUng ofpaia
ie
deducted as operating
nc i>a. u »•
.
to be
red lo
required
30th
return.
differof the three,
the
Vundard Re
representing
$96,562 12
penscs in
Revenues
• iclude
faymcnis inclv
redited account of
^Rentals and Oiher
account
amount ot
=
$842,008.20 charged
of »»«,„„,..
ot
ulC c between the
i ' la
,
piior lo January 1.
191S.
.
.
TT „; t „j c ta tes Railroad

*«««£
e^inVwPavmcnts

S

Convcitible

-__j

}

i

25,000,000.00

K

OnVYcar 5%
Fiy;
Tiust

Dividends paiQ during

line

been

2,000,000.00
31,390.000.00

^^^ „

t

i

11,000,000.00

8,730,506.49

^,

u;
capital

ncli

l' AR Value.
$4,306,000.00

$13,568,013.04

-

(Increase

T:,t.

68
$13,851,403
*
fl
283,390.64

or '4.41%)

w«
and Other Payments32.16%)
$68.960.21_. or

tRcnt;.is

Capital Obligations Issued
or AssumedBonds
Genera". Mortgage 4/a%
ImproveGeneral Funding and

1.118,414, 46

m.^".-'-'-

Mis ellancona 'iffffioL
.kinase $51,o40.vi,
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ffSoCktirS™

'

d
w52S^4^&7
S^^i»*V•
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P^SpgSfiS. and
betterment..
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358,184.43

wore

Accrued,
federal Im-omc$437,071.14. or 54.907o>
54.96%)
„

091,173.65
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•

s<j

-.

•

KiSnCVailCoVFiVsiMort-•

tage 5% Bonds..
Equipment Trust Payiuents
Through Sinking *"***.
Co. Tirst
Big Sandy Railway
..
Mortgage _4% Bonds. First

, 3000>ooaoo

?cn ooo.oo
13,407,000.00

.

Kanawha
^"""""

and Terminal

Bridge
-;- °

Co

.

'

cent.
Bonos .... .^
First Moi t8^ge
Von ds.
Sandy Ry. T >Tst -^°^4 per cent. Big
worry c Bon ds.
e Ry.
y First
Greenbrier
.^nt
G
cent
per
4
So^thw«te-;n-"Ry._ First
4 per cent.
Mortgage Bonds ......

per
F

Ketirea

Assumed

were as follows:

$4760OO .o0
y,/e.,w..-~

4Q
$9,000.00
|» 000. 00

.

^

^£ T

EquipS

Moitgage
Grcenbiier

5.000.00
1.114,000.00

Trust Obligations

$476,000.00

in

.

Pavments

P^^^ ^Lfo"l^

Co...

Equipment
^4 Car
uo
e
Equipment Contract—Central
Co..
••
Locomotive
Works ...
*
American
."V,»pt— ftmeu
Equipment rContract
•

$693,394.64
26,074.04
80,827.09

:

6 per cent.

29577

the
additional shares of
during th e year 5,286
Your Company acquired

Decrease

Mortgage

244 0OO.0C
;

First

i97,000.0<

Bonds... ••

60,000.0'

W^4.479.59
$69,188,834.90

Costing

balance sheet of Dece

...
S per cent.
„ per cent.

Radway Co

$672,000.00

Net Decrease
Other changes

4%
4%

Bonds......

«1 148.O0O.00
"

499,000.00

. .

Co.
Coal River Railway

:

.

.

..

-•

486

un s— Stocks of
AcquisitionsCo. of
The C & O. Railway

^Ikhorrand'-Be-aver- Valley

Th^lSngVaneyRadwayXo.
RailCincinnati Inter-Ternnnal

road Co

$5. 998,800.'

30,000.
7,671,900.

56,000

)

September
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RAILWAY AGE

1919

River
Railroad
Co.
Ky.)
Levisa
River Railroad
Co. (of Va.)

The changes during the yeai in the accrued depreciation of equipment account were as follows:
$7,423,273.09
Balance to credit of account December 11, IV 17
Amount ci edited during year ended December 51,
iy 18, Dy charges to:

Lcvisa
(of

50,000.00

The
The

Silver

50,000.00

Grove Land and

Building Co

200,000.00
2,600,000.00

White Sulphur Springs, Inc.
Fhst National Bank Building
Corporation (Richmond, Va.

$1,468,684.11
U. S. Government
Charged to account, for:
Acci ucu dcpieciation on equipment retired during
year
ferry boat, and
369
1
eiectric motor car, 1
freight train and work cars
$51,662.39

180,000.00

The

Ohio
Chesapeake and
Northern Railway Co
Western Pocahontas Fuel Co.

4,026,500.00
1,00<i

Miscellaneous

32,300.00

$23,480,441.89

Bonds and Notes of:
Ihe C. & O. Railway Co. of
Indiana First Mortgage 5%.
Elkhorn ana Beaver Valley Railway Co. First Mortgage 5%
Western Pocahontas Fuel Co.
Coupon Notes 5%
Miscellaneous

Railway Co
Virginia An Line Railway Co.
Pond Fork Railway Co
Gauley and Meadow River
Railroad Co
Bridge
Kanawh.'i

1,031,000.00

1,000,000.00
362,500.00

Railroads.

.8,157,716.74

1918
1917
Operating Revenues were. .$73,720,796.68 $54,643,793.52
'Net Opciatiug Revenues
were
19,503,449.82
16,537,987.63
Opeiating Ratio
73.5%
69.7%
Tons o> Revenue Freight
earned one mile
10,729,366.446 10,262.440,801

816,562.42
1,071,947.12
329,668.06
116,767.98

and

Revenue
Revenue

Ter628,183.36
306,105.73

Logan & Southern Railway Co.
Pincy River and Paint Creek
Railroad Co

Lines,

$2,851,107.86

23,004.035.25
25,855,143.11

(Excluding ?2 680,955.25 expended on Chicago Line to
Oct. 31, 1917, for which sr
cui itics have Decn acquired.
Equipment.
Additional equipment acquired
•

(less

32,705,165.03

relirals)

(Excluding— Credit— $27,319.93,
included in Statement of Expenditures on Chicago Line
to Oct. oi, 1917, for which
securities have been ac-

quired.)

Costing

$96,042,061.32

GENERAL REMARKS.
During the year the following Companies were, pursuant to due authority
tiom the stockholders, merged with The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company.
Pond Fork Railway Company extending from Madison, W. Va., to
Mouth of West Foik, W. Va., 11.60 miles, but not yet put into operation.
Gauley and Meadow River Railroad Company extending from Rich Creek

W. Va., to end of line, a distance of 3.13 miles. Kanawha
Budge and Terminal Company, owning a bridge across the Kanawha River
I.orph and Southern Railway Company extending
at Chailestnn, W. Va.
ftoin Monitor Junction, W. Va., to Barnabas, W. Va., a distance of 9.79
miles.
Pincy River and Paint Creek Railroad Company extending from
These
Beckicy, W. Va., to Prosperity, W. Va., a distance of 6.59 miles.
properties, with the exception of the Kanawha Bridge and Terminal Company, have been heretofore operated as a part cf The Chesapeake and Ohio
Junction,

Lines.

Extensions during the year have been as follows: From Man, W. Va.,
No. 2 Coal Mines, 2.7 miles; Construction of Huff Creek Branch

to Mallory
2.1 miles.

The following second track mileage has been completed and put into
operation during the year: Second track between Bremo, Va., and StrathYa., and West Hamlin. W. Va., 3.1
more, Va., 5.0 miles: Sail Rock.
miles: 1 ecks Mill. W. Va., and Peach Creek, W. Va., 3.4_ miles; and
additional mileage between Balcony Falls, Va.. and Greenlee, Va., .2 miles;
Barboursville, W. Va., and Clover Valley, W. Va., 1.4 miles; making an
increase in second track out into operation dining the yeai of 11.1 miles.
The equipment inventory as of December 31, 1918, was as follows:
20
665 Inc.
Locomotives owned
208 Dec.
20
Locomotives leased
IS Inc.
IS
Locomotives (title to which not yet taken)
Total

Total
Freight Tram and miscellaneous cars nwned
Freight train cars leased

2,965,462.19

466,925.645

2.6

1,099

1,043

Inc.
Inc.

38 2

35.6

Inc.

3.8%
56

the high cost of labor, materials and supplies, and other
to war-time conditions, the operations of your property
highly satisfactory, both gross and net earnings being
history.
Reference to the Federal Income Account on
page 16 will show that the Government made a profit of nearly $4,000,000
above the standard return for the year.
This amount would have been
very substantially increased had hire cf equipment been computed throughout the year at the rates prevailing prior to Federal Control.
In view of
the conditions prevailing, the operating ratio of 73.5 per cent., an increase
of only 3.S per cent, over that of the preceding year, was very gratifying.
The revenue coal and coke tonnage was 27,826,207, an increase of 6.1
pel cent; other freight tonnage was 12,410,528, an increase of 6.5 per cent.
Total revenue tonnage was 40,236,735 tons, an increase of 6.2 per cent.
Freight revenue was $55,720,372.55. an increase of 29.6 per cent.
Freight
train mileage was 9,763,075 miles, a decrease of .8 per cent.
Revenue ton
miies were 10,729,366,446, an increase of 4.5 per cent.
Ton mile revenue
was 5.19 mills, an increase of 23.9 per cent.
Revenue per freight train
mi.e was $5,707, an increase of 30.6 per cent.
Revenue tonnage per train
mile was 1,099 tons, an increase of 5.4 per cent; including Companv's
ficight, the tonnage per train mile was 1,156 tons, an increase of 4.0 per cent.
Tonnage pet locomotive, including Company's freight, was 977 tons, a decieasc of .2 per cent.
Revenue tonnage per loaded car was 38.2 tons, an
increase of 7.3 per cent.
Tons of revenue freight carried one mile, per
mile of road were 4,326,881, an increase of 1.7 per cent.
There were 8,524,755 passengers carried, an increase of 12.8 per cent.
The number carried one mile was 486.093,218, an increase of 34.5 per
cent.
Tassenger Revenue was $13,629,892.18, an increase of 72.5 per cent.
Revenue per passenger per mile was 2.804 cents, an increase of 28.3 per
cent.
Numbci of passengers carried one mile per mile of road was 196.029,
an inciease of 30.9 per cent. Passenger train mileage was 4,890.651, a
decrease of 9.1 per cent.
Passenger revenue per train mile was $2,787, an
increase of 89.9 per cent.
Including mail and express it was $3,067, an
increase of 79.7 per cent.
Passenger s-rvice train revenue per train mile
was $5,110, an increase of 78.1 per cent.
There were 10,645.0 tons of new lail (1.107 tons 130 lbs.. 1.8 tons 125
lb., 6,130.1
tons 100 lb.. 3,406.1 tons JO lb.) equal to 68 miles of trackused in icneual of existing track.
There wcie 1,148.061 cross ties used in maintaining existing tracks, a
dcciease of 51' .635.
There woe 686,223 yards of ballast (297.725 yards stone) used in maintaining existing tracks, an increase of 31.917 yards.
The average amount expended for repairs per locomotive was $6,082.14;
per passenger train car $1,634.03 per freight train car $150.14.
Effective February 1st, 1919. the Chesapeake and Obi,, Railroad of Indiana was ti.msferred from the Eastern Region to the Pocahontas Region,
so that on ind after that date the "Chesapeake and Ohio Lines" were under
one regional jurisdiction.
:

W

Passenger train cars owned
Fasscnger train cars leased

per

Inc.
Inc.

•After deducting expense of maintaining Corporate Organization amount-

5,843,594.55

costing

loads,

tons

Inc. $19,077,003.16

ing to $135,809.58.
Notv ithstanding
difficulties incident
for the year were
the laigest in its

270,000.00

Second Track (196.11 miles)
and Additions and Betterments,

tons
loaded

tiain

car

$5,843,594.55

Costing
Construction of:
Extension of Branch
costing

credit of account

i

$2,304,359.88

Co

minal

to

appointing a Director General of Railroads, through whom the operation
Under this ProclamaOi such transportation systems was to be conducted.
tion ano unacr the Act of Congress of March 21, 1918 (generally known
as the Federal Control Act), the railroad of your Company has, since December ^8, 1917, o< n operated by the United Stal
uirough
V.'iliiani G. McAdoo, Director General of Railroads and Walker 1). Hines,
his successor.
The Operating and Traffic Statistics contained in this report
reialc to the
operation of your
property by the Director General of

7,270,000.00

$9,663,500.00

Costing
Properties of:
Cc-al River Railway Co
Southwestern
Raleigh
and

1,417,021.72

December 31, 1918
$8,840,294.81
Operation by United States Railroad Administration.
In the Annual Report tor the year 1917, you were advised that the President ol the United States, by Proclamation dated December 26, 1917, tool:
possession and assumed control of the railroad systems of the country,
Balance

$21,895,500.00

Costing

487

891 Inc.
333 Dec.
62

395 Dec.
32,573 Inc.
17,000 Dec.

18
l

to

Tnr Federal Control Act.
The Federal Control Act authorized the President of the United Stateenter into agreements with the Companies owning railroads taken over

for their maintenance and upkeep during the period of Federal Control,
and fer the determination of the rights and obligations of the companies
and the Government arising out of Federal Control, including thi
pensation to be received or guaranteed.
The Vcl authorized the payment,
undei such agreements, of an annual compen ation equivalent, generally

speaking, to the averagi net railway tperating ino
three-yeai
period ended June 30, 1917, as ascertained and certified by the Interstate
Commerce Commission,
The President was also eiven power, in any case
where the average of the- three year perioel appeared plainly inequitable as
a measure of just compensation, to enter into an
grecment for such compensation as in his judgment would be just in the particular case.
Compensation C. wtbact.
The Standard Return of your Company and of its railroad subsidiaries,
for the three-year period ended Juni
>0
1917, as tentatively certified to
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, was $13,226,983.23. The directors
of your Company, being of opinion that the sum narr.eel is plainly inequitable as a fair mer.sure of just cnm|K?nsntie.n. have authorized application to
"re made to the Directoi
General of Railroads for a contract providing for
compensation in addition t< the Stinelard Return for the test period as
follows.
1.
Interest at 6% per annum oi
and equipment, less retirements, constructed e>r purcl
ing the six months ended December 31, 1017. the
for which wtr< not reflected in the Standard Return bei
not in operation elurinc p.ny pen tic; of the- te-st period.
(a) Road Extensions
....
$19,692.89
(b) Equipment
225,639 68
:

1

146
6

49,573 Inc.
140
Total
Included in above statement ire fifteen Mallet type and three Mountain
The fifteen Mallet type locotype locomotives received during the year.
motives were part of an order of twenty. rive (fifteen Mallet and ten
Switchers) placed by vour Company which the Pircctor General of Rail
Pending the conclusion of negotiations for
roads has agreed to finance
financing, your Company has not taken title to same.
The three Mountain type locomotives were part of twenty-five (twentv
Mallet and five Mountain type) allocated to the Company by the Director
General of Railroads.
Pending the conclusion of negotiations with the
Director General, for the financing of these locomotives, your Company
hjs not taken title to same.

.
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hand during the
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exti
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i
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Allocated Equipment.
During the year the United States Railroad Administration notified your
been
allotted to it
had
Company that there
25 Freight and Passenger Locomotives,
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I

cost,
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which
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believed
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United Stat
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Control
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Mr. Carl Remington, Assistant Secretary and formerly Secretary of your
Company.
On February 1, 1919. Mr. James Steuart MacKie was, at his own
icquest, relieved of his duties as Treasurer of the Company and Mr.
Arthur Trevvett, the Secretary of your Company, succeeded him in that

1,000 Box Cars,
2,000 Fifty-five ton Steel Coal Cars,
at an estimated cost of $10,559,500, which your Company was expected to
The Directors of your Company were of opinion that the equipprovide.
ment so allocated was not necessary tc the efficient operation of the railload, that much of it was unsuited for your Company's purposes, and
that the purchase of such equipment at the current prices, which were
Protests weie accordingly made against
abnornu.lly high, was inadvisable.
Notwithstanding
the Company being required to accept such equipment.
such protests the Administration adhered to its position and notified your

office.

The acknowledgments of the Board are renewed
employees for all faithful and efficient service.

By

the

officers

and

Frank Trumbull,
Chairman and President.
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on Decembei 3>, 1919,
The practical ci tainty thai operal
tci iiiin.iii
below theii present big]
coats cannot bi
sub tantialh red
ami tic probability that determined efforts vwil bi
prevent furlhei increase of rates and even to effect n
dons, will
it
vciy difficult, alter Federal Control has ended, to maintain between
idequate return
revenues and expenses the margin oeci
necessary for the improvide thi
to youi Company
This prospect, which
provement .u:<i development ol it
every railroad in the country, makes it of the highest importance that
Ian b<
sjmc
devised and enacted into law, which while protecting the
propei interests of the public, shall yet also ensure the financial stability
of oui transportation system.
Your Directors have given and will continue to give their earnest consideration to the various plans that have been proposed for dealing with
tins problem.
Its solution will require the exercise by National and State
Legislatures and by public offii ials generally, of broad statesmanship and
Railroad stockholders and creditors can render inv.ilu
wise forethought.
able assistance in the formulation and discussion of any plan that may be
adopted, ai.d will, it is hoped, cooperate actively to the end that a solution
may be reached which, while protecting the public, will make railroad secuiitics atti active to investors and thus ensure the continuance of the wise
principlts of private ownership and individual initiative in the management
and contiol of our transportation system.
Major James II. Dooley, a Director of your Company for many years,
His resignation was accepted with regret,
resigned on February 21, 1919.
and Mr. H. L. Ferguson was elected to succeed him.
Youi Directors regret to report the death on December 9th, 1918, of
Mr. James Paul Stevens, General Manager of your property, both prior to
and during Federal Control.
Effective January 1, 1919, Mr. J. B. Parrish. was appointed General
Manager to succeed Mr. Stevens.
Announcement is made with regret of the death on June 6th, 1919, of

$1,047,408.57

Claimed

Additional Compenaation

lh<

pi

nig

pari ol the period of Federal Control, the Director
the railway! to be operated under his supervision by
Later
officials ol lh< corporation for account of the Federal Government.
separate books ol accounta were opened for Federal transactions and sepafor
the
Director
the
General
Staff
of
The
iatc officials were appointed.
Operation ol the railroad of your Company was selected from former ofof
the
were,
by
order
so
selected
officers
the
as
ficials ol youi Company and,
Director General, required to sever all connection with the corporation,
affairs
carry
on
the
to
organization
corporate
distinct
the creation ol B
and pioted the interests of your Company during Federal Control became
1 'he
rv.
expense of maintaining this organization has been, by
order of the Director General, excluded as an operating expense chargeable
to Federal Railroad operating income, which, in effect, amounted to a
deduction of the cost of maintaining the corporate organization from the
Standaid Return provided by the Federal Control Act
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Year

'Standard return as tentatively certified to by Interstate Commerce Com$13,226,983.2
mission and coi responding income in 1917
135, 809.58
tGcncral Expenses (Corporate)
358,184.43
Accruals...
Tax
Income
Federal

1!

Ended

December

31,

1917.

Increase

1917
$15,495,798.58

Decrease
$2,268,815.35

$135,809.58

.

"795,255.57

"437,u7L 14

$12,/32.989.22

$14,700,543.01

$1,967,553.79

$936,890.5/
151, 525. £9

$860,077.81
309,982.66

$1,118,414.46

$1,170,060.47

$51,646.01

$13, 851,403. 6S

$15,870,603.48

$2,019,199.80

$8,730,506.49
98,260.21
23,859.04
161,271.39

$8,589,794.60
120,452.60
32,078.14
61,899.69

$9,013,897.13

$8,804,225.03

$4,837,506.55

$7,066,378.45

Income from Other Sources:
Interest

from Investments and Accounts.

Miscellaneous

Income
Deductions from Gross Income:
Interest on Debt
Rental Leased Roads and Misc. Rents
Loss on C. & O. Grain Elevator
Gross

{Miscellaneous

Deductions

lotal

Net Income

•

Amount
Amount

to Credit of Profit and.

Net Income
Sundry Adjustments
of

Loss December

for year

31,

ended December

•

•

•

$76,812.76

"i28,458.77

$140,711.89

"

22,192.39
8,219.10
'99,371,76

$209,672.10
$2,228,871.90
$6,216,213.08

1917
31, 1918, transferred to Profit a-id

Loss

$4,837,506.55
30,270.89

4,867,777.44

$11,083,990.52

Deduct:
$1,255,632.00
1,255,632.00

Dividend 36 Paid June 30, 1918
Dividend 37 Paid December 31, .918

2,511,264.00

Appropriation of Surplus to Sinking and Other Reserve Funds

$8,572,726.52
7,000.00

Balance to Credit of Profit and Loss December

$8,565,726.52

31,

1918

fiDoes not include interest due to or from the U. S. Government.
*The term "Standard Return" as used in this report means "average annual railway operating income for the three years ended June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and seventeen," a;: defined by the Federal Control Act, less propoition, not accrued to June 30th, 1917, of one-half of war taxes for
the ycor, ana the amount of Adjustment of Wages under the Adamson Law, not acciued prior to June 30, 1917, and paid subsequent to that date,
as tentatively certified to by the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Company's claim for additional compensation, if allowed, will increase this

fBy ruling of the Director General of Railroads these expenses were required to be paid by the Company, although the corresponding expenses
of the three years ended June 30th, 1917, were deducted as operating expenses in computing the Standard Return.
^Includes $96,562.12 representing the difference between the amount of $745,446.05 credited account of Revenues prior to January 1, 1918, and
the amount of 5842, 008. 20 charged account of Expenses prior to January 1, 1918.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS.
(Excluding Stocks and Bonds owned of The C.

&

O. Ry. Co. of Indiana and of The C.

&

O. Equipment Corporation.)

^'cost^f^aT"Cost

of

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Companies
Stocks
::::..:.....::

IS

$188,087,770.80
69,975,814.84

Equipment

$258,063,585.64

— Pledged.
$16,240,499.44
5,110,407.01
$21,350,906.45

—
September

5,

5
7
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1919

Other Investments — I'u
Bonds
kitils

DC1

489

d.

l,3i

— Issued

or

Avi med

I'i.h»

Bonds

17,940.001.00

(.Includes First Lien

K

and Improvement Mortg

$47,940,000.00.

Se<

Contra.)
'7.45

Miscellaneous Investments.
Physical Properly

Special Funus, and Funded Debt Issued ind Reserved.
First Lien and Improvement Mortgage 59S Bonds
Drawn for Addition
R. & S. W. Ry. Co., First Mortgag. Bonds— Resi-i v.-d f..i Construction
Poits Creek Branch— Cash

—

Working

$15,000.00

rnienta

40,001

71,158,337.66

48,529

Assets.

$329,221,923.30

Caoh in Treasury
Cash deposits to pay Interest and Dividends
Cash deposits to pay Matured Bonds and Scrip
Cash deposit to pay C. & O. Grain Elevator Insurance Claims
Loans and Bills Receivable
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
United Stales Government— Standard Return unpaid"
Securities
Stocks

in

Treasury

$118,683.75
1,550,617.7-'
1 1,214. 1

1,044.70
310,349.48
345,465.14

$13,264,358.19

10,926,9

Unpledged.
$4,073,823.45
365,995.50

Boncis

Deferred Assets.
Accounts with United States Government
United States Government— Materials and Supplies
Unmatuied Interest, Dividends and Rents
Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Companies
Advances, Working Funds (Fast Freight Lines, etc.)
Special Deposits with Trustees, Various Mortgage Funds
Special Deposit, Cash and Securities Account Liberty Loan
Cash and Seem ities in Sinking Funds
Cash «.nd Securities in Insurance Reserve Fund
Sundry Accounts

$10,714,322.96
6,131,266.54
445,503.79
555,900.73
44,853.45
99,501.76
195,673.98
80,448.19
75,260.59
775, 273. 71

19.118,005.72

36,822,182.86

Tola!

$366,044,106.16

'foes not include claims for additional compensation referred

to

in

"General Remarks."

LIABILITIES.
(Excluding Stocks and Bonds owned of The C.

&

O. Ry. Co. ot Indiana and ot The C. & O. Equipment Corporation.)

Capital Stock.

Common

$62,7

Preferred

First

3,000.00
0.00

Second Preferred

Common

$62,795,800.00

—The

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co. of Indiana

$62,797

1,200.0')

Funded Debt.

Mortgage Terminal, etc., 6% Bonds
Gcneial Funding and Improvement, 5% Bonds
Convertible, 4 J4 % Bonds
First Mortgage, R. & S. W. Railway, 4% Bonds
First Consolidated Mortgage, 5% Bonds
Fiist Mortgage, Craig Valley Branch, 5% Bonds
Fiist Mortgage, Greenbrier Railway, 4% Bonds
First Mortgage, Warm Springs Branch, 5 % Bonds
First Mortgage, Big Sandy Railway, 4% Bonds
First Mortgage, Paint Creek Branch, 4% Bonds
First Mortgage, Coal River Railway, 4% Bonds
Convertible 5% Secured Gold Bonds
First Moitgage, Potts Creek Branch, 4% Bonds

1922
1929
! 930
1936
1939
1S40
1940

Fi.st

First Mortgage,

Kanawha Bridge & Terminal

5%

Fust Mortgage, Va. Air Line Railway,

5% Bonds

Co,

Bonds

&

General Mortgage, 4,'-%

1

1952
l'v"
1989

A. Division, 4% Bonds
Second Mortgage, R. & A. Division, 4% Bonds
First Mortgage, R.

94

i

1944
1945
1945
1946
1946
L948

Bonds

[99

$142,000.00
3,698,000.00
3 ,390,000.00
840,000.00
29,858,000.00
650,000.00
1,722,000.00
400,000.00
4,501,000.00
539,000.00
2,756,000.00
40,180,000.00
600,000.00
476,000.00
"00,000.00
1

6.000. ink

1,000.000.00
0.00
uiO.OO

Equipment Trust Obligations and Contracts

5%

Tnst Lien and Improvement Mortgage,

Working

1.031.39

$245,288,031.3')
01

(see

public

Centra). 1930

Liabilities.

$7,969,120 00
674,718.52
235,978.17

Loans and

Bills Payable
Balances
Audited Vouchers and Paj

Traffic

Rolls

Unpaid Wages

*8.84

Accounts Payable
Matured Interest and D'v
Matured Mortgage and Seci

Miscellaneous

614.15
'aid
I

1

Inpaid.

.'"-1.541 .00
(.17
[

,

.

Deferred Liabilities.
Accounts with U.

S. Government
Unmatured Interest and R< nts
Employes Payments on Libert] Loan B nds
Taxes Accrued
Equipment
Accrued Depreciation
Sundry Accounts

$16,535,651.1
2,514,589.77
76.1 is. 3

1

746,970.37

Appropriated Surd
Additions to Property through Income and Surplus
Reserve Invested in Sinl ing Funds
Reserve Invested in!

Profit and Loss

•••

Balance

Tutal

This

Company

$360.
is

also liable as a guarantor

if

Notes
Due 1918 to 1921 ($500,000 each yea
Co. Coupo
"u<
maturing 1918 and 1921)
4% Bonds due 1938
and
The Chesapeake
& O. prop'n.
4% Bond
RichniondAVasliinm.ni Co Collal
First
Mortgage
5% Gold Bonds
Northern
and
The Chesapeake
Ohio
'«agc (C. & 0. prop'n. '/3 ) 4% Bonds due 1945..
Louisville and Jeffersonvill
Bondi due 1945
Western Pocahontas Corpt
Extension Mortgage No. 1, 4^% Bonds due 1945
Western Pocahontas C01
No. 2, 454% Bonds due 19,'.
Western Pocahontas
Norfolk- Terminal and Transportation Co., First Mortgage 5% Bonds uu- 1948

Western Pocahontas

]

1

••

the following securities:
,000

'•

'

'

,.

1

1

,

'

:_•

.

ooo.OO

97,000 00

I

r.vDv.i

500^000.00

1
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The Joseph Gosselin Coin
Nationai Railways
Quebec, has been awarded a contracl to build a cai
anadian National Railway at Edmundston,
repair shop for the
>
it
in. high, 48 ft. wide and 200
N B The building will be
it
It
long
will have concrete pedestals, a Erame wall and a

Clriltllll

II

1

1

III

1

1

Canadiam

pany,

I

contracl lias
pany, Sydney, N.

also
S.,

been awarded

Brothers
Sydney,
wide and «u

Chappell

to build a stores building at

building will be 17

ft.

5

in.

high, 31

ft.

Com

V

S.

ft.

10

long.

The right of way is being obtained for the
Robv NORTHERN.
proposed extension of this road from Roby, Texas, south to
Sweetwater, 28 miles.

—

The Cincinnati, New Orleans
soon begin the reconstruction of its
bridge over the Tennessee river near Chattanooga, Tenn.
The work will consist of 10 single track deck plate girder
spans approximately 105 ft. in length; two double track deck
plate girder spans 105 ft. in length; one double track deck
plate girder span 142 ft. in length; one double track span 88
ft.
in length; lifting machinery and towers to convert the
present 310 ft. double track through truss channel span into
a lift span to provide for an opening 50 ft. above high water
when the span is lifted; and six additional double track concrete piers containing approximately 5,400 cu. yd. of conThe contract for the sub-structure has been let to
crete.
M. C. Monday, Knoxville, Tenn., and it is expected that the
masonry will be completed by January 1, 1920. Bids for the
steel superstructure and machinery have been received by
the purchasing agent, Washington, D. C.
SOUTHERN

& Texas

Railroad Lines.

Pacific

will

The Charleston, Hickman & Southern.— The

promoters of
road have obtained right-of-way grants for practically the
entire distance from Charleston, Mo., to Hickman, Ky., and
have secured pledges of bonus and stock subscriptions from
residents of Mississippi County, Mo., to the amount of $50,000,
with guarantees of an additional $50,000 from the Business

this

Men's League of Charleston, when a contract for the construction
of the road has been signed and a surety bond executed insuring the construction. They have also secured from residents of
Hickman pledges to the amount of $15,000 with a promise of
$35,000 more to be paid when the road is completed and a river
transfer service for freight is installed between that city and the
Missouri terminus of the road opposite Hickman. An eastern
construction company has agreed to finance the road, build and
equip it complete, taking in payments the bonds of the company
issued as the work progresses, plus a final payment in cash when
the 'first train is operated over the road. The new line will serve

a part of Mississippi county which has been isolated from railroad connections and will be the means of developing 30,000
acres of hardwood virgin timber in the southern part of that
The new road will connect with the Illinois Central
county.

and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis at Hickman, the
Cotton Belt at Anniston, Mo., and with the Missouri Pacific at
Charleston. It is proposed on the completion of this portion of
the road to proceed at once to extend the line north from
Charleston to Illmo, Mo., where it will connect with railroads
operating over the Thebes bridge.

—

The Oregon, California & Eastern. This road is constructing
a single track line between Dairy, Ore., and Sprague River, a distance of 20 miles, including three miles of spurs. This line will
cost approximately $450,000 of which $250,000 will be for grading.
The bridges

will be of timber.

All

work

is

being done by company

forces.
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Railroad Administration
Federal and General Managers
Iwing to the appointmenl of E. W. Mason as general manager of the Western Pacific, the Tidewater Southern and the
Deep Creep (Railway Age, September 5), effective September 1,
the jurisdiction of all Southern Pacific officers over these lines,
as in efTcct under the administration of Federal Manager W. R.
Scott, was terminated on August 31.
1

E. W. Mason, formerly general superintendent of the
Western Pacific and recently a lieutenant-colonel in the
American Expeditionary Forces acting as general superintendent of the 14th Grand Division with headquarters at Nantes, France, has been appointed general manager of the Western Pacific, the Deep Creek and the Tide Water & Southern
with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal. These roads have
been under the jurisdiction of Federal Manager W. R. Scott.

Operating
E. D. Leavitt has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Tucson division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Tucson, Ariz.

W. P. Christie, has been appointed superintendent of safety
of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western with headquarters at
Frankfort, Ind., succeeding F. E. Myers, resigned.
The jurisdiction of J. S. Spelman, general superintendent
of the Western Pacific at San Francisco, Cal., was withdrawn
from the Salt Lake division of the Southern Pacific on August
31, incident to the separation of the Western Pacific-Southern
Pacific operating organizations.
J. C. McCullough, division superintendent on the Southwest System of the Pennsylvania Lines, with headquarters at
Pittsburgh, Pa., has been promoted to general superintendent
of the Central system with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio,
succeeding F. B. Robertson, who has resigned to become associated with the B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company, Akron, O.

R. E. Sizer has been appointed trainmaster of the Hastings
and Dakota division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
with headquarters at Aberdeen, S. Dak., and will have jurisH. L.
diction Ortonville and west, including Fargo line.
Biggs will have jurisdiction east of Ortonville. H. A. Hargraves has been appointed trainmaster of the Prairie du Chien
and Mineral Point divisions with headquarters at Madison,
R. L. Blakesley has been apWis., succeeding Mr. Sizer.

pointed trainmaster of the Dubuque division with headquarters at Dubuque, Iowa, succeeding Mr. Hargraves. James E.
Ryan has been appointed trainmaster of the Chicago Terminals division with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding
Mr. Blakesley.

Financial, Legal and Accounting
Philip J. Kelly has been appointed auditor freight traffic
of the Philadelphia & Reading, with office at the Reading
Terminal, Philadelphia, vice R. R. Hulme, retired. Alfred A.
Johnson has been appointed auditor traffic receipts, succeeding Mr. Kelly.

Traffic
R. H. Eberly has been appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Seaboard Air Line, with office at Norfolk, Va.,
vice H. Govan Waring, deceased.

—

The Southern Pacific. The Shattuck-Edinger Company, San
Francisco, Cal., has been awarded a contract for the grading of
a new branch of this road, extending through Reclamation District No. 1500 (the Sutter Basin project), Sacramento, Cal., a
Work is to be started at
distance of approximately 20 miles.
once.
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Engineering and Rolling Stock
Fanning, resident engineer of the Illinois Central
with headquarters at Golconda, 111., has resigned to become
chief engineer of the Gulf & Ship Island and the Mississippi
Central with headquarters at Hattiesburg, Miss.
J.

E.
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of the organization, but
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way employees

it is

possible that the maintenance of

wisdom

of using organization to
promote their own interests without impairing those of the

physical act of

returning the roads to private control

Get at the

5

larger

will see the

railroads.

problem concerns the establishment of
a sound policy to foster the extension

of railway facilities and service in
proportion to the demands made upon them.
There is no
question but that the railroads would be in exceedingly sore
straits today even if the government had not taken over the
management as a part of its war activities. This is evidenced by the contemporaneous predicament of the other
public utilities, notably the street railways and interurban
transportation systems which remained under private control
throughout the war. The policy of the Railroad Administration in acceding to the demands of labor unquestionably
served to aggravate the present unsound condition of the
railroads; a similar policy of the government toward the
demands of the employees of public utilities not under
government control has operated to produce equivalent con-

ditions in these properties.

The

"Keep trains moving" is the slogan of the operating department, for when trains are kept moving smoothly, the entiretransportation machine functions propDelays
er iy
Many delays occur to tonnage
in
trains within yard limits or on main
tracks at the entrance to yards. These
Yard Limits
are often due to congestion existing at
such points because of the methods of operation which may
be employed. Entrances or exits to many yards are controlled
by manual block which system often requires several offices
with operators working three tricks at each office to handle
the traffic.
Even with this expense numerous delays occur.
At many such locations conditions may be helped considerably

by the installation of short stretches of automatic signals.
One assistant superintendent has said, "that on 22 miles of
track from the south end of
yard to another point.
with the present track layout, it would be necessary to install

18 months of government

operation have demonstrated the utter impracticability of
government ownership and operation, but the fact that the
roads are temporarily in the hands of the government is but

with continuous service at three places in order to
and even with these facilities and this additional expense a delay of approximately 25 min. would
occur to a train, while with the installation of automatic
signals it was possible to eliminate the expense of operators
at two points and to dispense with two tricks at the third
place.
This saving was accomplished in addition to the
better movement that the automatic signals gave over the
manual block."
In view of the large number of yards
throughout the country, it would appear evident that a proper
study of the existing conditions at such places might show the
possibility of securing increased efficiency in operation and
a decided saving in operating costs by the substitution of
automatic for manual signals for blocking purposes. A further advantage is that these installations may be tied in easily
to future automatic signal installations which may be conoffices

a circumstance of the reconstruction period following the
war.
The real problem concerns the elimination of those
influences in public regulation which had been steadily
sapping the life of our national transportation system for a

decade or more, the effects of which were brought to
and violent climax bv the advent of the war.

a

establish a block

sudden

Nearly 2,000 delegates are now in attendance at a convention
United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees
and Railway Shop Laborers which
A Development convened at Detroit on September 9,
in Labor
and which will remain in session most
This organization
Organizations 0I tms month.
claims a membership of 600,000 men
in railway service.
Approximately half of this number are
foremen and laborers in the track, bridge and building and
Thus for the first time
other maintenance of way branches.
in the history of American railroads, representatives of a
large proportion of the maintenance of way employees meet in
one labor organization. Numerous attempts have been made
in the past to organize these employees, but these efforts have
met with little success for a number of reasons. Under federal control, however, efforts in this direction have received
such open encouragement from the Railroad Administration
that the organization of the employees in this and other deRailpartments has proceeded with unparalleled rapidity.
way officers can well afford to observe the outcome of this
of the

"

The loyalty
youngest but largest of railway organizations.
of maintenance men has been proverbial since the earliest
days of railroading. Not only have these men labored long
in times of storms and emergencies to maintain lines safe for
operation or to restore them

to

service

after

interruptions,

but they have remained loyal to their employers in critical
If past history is a
times when others have left their work.
criterion this loyalty will soon disappear under the influence

templated.

The Association Opposed to National Prohibition, headquarters not given, is apparently trying to secure for its

Prohibition

and the

cause a reflection of the sympathy which
mc American public has come of late
.

to feel

Railroads

for the financial

ment issued recently
eighteenth

and other dif-

Acuities of the railroads.

amendment

it

In a statedeclares

that

deprive the transportation
lines of the revenue from hauling yearly 8,000,000 or so tons
of whiskey, beer and wines, or 20.001), 000 tons, including
the materials for their manufacture.
The statement says that
the railroads, among their other troubles, will have to find
the

will

Mime means of making up for the loss of the revenue from
shipment-, which were three times larger than the
tonnage of poultry, fish and game, or more than double
the tonnage of dressed meats, and which provided double
the transportation revenue derived from shipments of household goods and farm implements.
One of every 200 cars,
these
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been used for the lopm. m oi
och
thai revenue fs all important* the
reader will [ail to see the diplomacy and tact 6i tying
in the abolition of the liquor traffic with the railroad problem,
rhe railwaymen of mis country axe law abiding and know
that even it the prohibition amendment will decrease their
the statemenl

revenues,

was properly

it

The

railways,

ratified

the

l>\

and

i>

now

enforcement

of

the law

Rule

(1.

<>i

the

were

among the first to discourage the use of liquor among their
Probably the Association Opposed to National
employees.
Prohibition does not realize that and the incongruity of
bringing the railroad- in it> argument as it has in this
case.

We

do

not

believe,

therefore,

that

the efforts of the

evidenced in the statemenl
in question, will go very far towards influencing favor on
the part of the railwa) men of the country or the great number of others now interested in the railway problem, at
whom, however, this publicity is apparently directed,
association's

publicity

man,

as

Financial Results Continue to Improve

Tin

Railroad

Administration

announces

that

when

complete Statistics are available they will show that the
railways under government control earned in July net operating income amounting to about $77,000,000. The net operating income earned in July in the three test years averaged
It follows that in July the railways for the
$75,341,000.
first time in about ten months earned the government's entire
For the first seven months of
guaranty to the companies.
year the average net operating income in the three test
years was ?475,o63,000, while the net operating income in
the first seven months in 1919 was approximately $234,500,000. Therefore, the net operating income for the first seven
months in 1919 was about $241,000,000 less than in the
corresponding months of the test period. In other words, in

the

about
first seven months of the year the railways earned
49 per cent of the amount upon which the government guar-

the

antees are based.
As pointed out

in an editorial in the Railway Age of
August 22, the proportion of the guarantees being earned
In
by the railways has rapidly increased since March.
in
while
cent,
per
64
in
and
June
cent
51
per
reached
it
May
Until detailed figures for July
Tulv it reached 100 per cent.
are available it will be impossible to determine whether the
seemin^lv excellent showing made in that month was due

marked increase in the efficiency of operation
or partly to drastic reductions in maintenance expenditures.
One thing is certain, however, and this is that the railways
have been operating with increasing efficiency and economy
within recent months and as a result the financial showing

partly to the

has become much better than it seemed possible a few months
The
ago it could be made with existing wages and rates.

improvement in results is partly due to better business, although in July the amount of freight handled was 11.3 per
cent less than the amount handled in 1918.
The course of developments during the remaining months
Ordinarily
of the vear will be followed with keen interest.
half of
second
the
in
earnings
total
and
the total business
the year are much larger than they are in the first half, and
in view of the results shown in June and July it is possible
rest
to be optimistic regarding the financial showing of the
Unfortunately, however, operating expenses in
of the year.
August undoubtedly will show the effects of the sporadic
Indeed,
but extensive strikes which occurred in that month.
the effects of those disturbances will be shown by operating
expenses during the rest of the year, and it is not at all improbable that before the end of the year there will be other
labor disturbances. The deficit for the year promises, however, to

be smaller than

it

threatened to be two months ago.

11

Condition of Freight Cars

bets

Even admitting

goods.

Kind.

says,
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""Pin
* tin

\i

mm\

da)

ot

of the Railroad
the car

Administration

in

increa ing

repair forces to nine hour

indeed, it is absolutely necessary.
Reports showing the bad
order tars do not reflecl conditions accurately; neverthi
>n
less, they show that the situation is far from favorable.
August 2,8.5 per cent of the cars were reported in bad order,
of which 135,000 were For heavj repair- and 73,000 for
On August 9 the percentage of bad order
light repairs.
had increased to 9.3 per cent, 144,000 requiring heavy
repairs and 83,000 lighl repairs, and these figures, oi course,
do not show the full effect of the scattering strikes which
took place early in August.
A visit to any car repair yard
will show that conditions an- more serious than thesi figures
indicate.
Before the freight congestion bo aim so severe in
I

the early stages of the

had programs for
equipment. For at

World War,

least

the

railroads generally

and

inadequate freight car
three years it has been necessary to

retiring

old

discontinue the retirement of these old cars; the fact that
many of them have been off their home lines almost continuously during this period and have received only sufficient
temporal-}' repairs to

keep them

ill

a

safe condition has fur-

ther complicated the situation.

During the greater part

demand

of the last three years the

have
have been absolutely necessary to keep the
Roads that have always taken a real
cars in operation.
pride in keeping their cars in first-class condition have hardly
had an opportunity of seeing them and there is no question but
what the cars have considerably deteriorated because of the
lack of this same attention on the part of the foreign lines
in whose hands they have been the greater part of the time.
This is apparent on all classes of cars.
Steel hopper and
gondola cars will be found with the slope, floor and side
sheets rusted through; in some cases, old sheets of car rofing
have been bolted over the holes; in others sticks of wood, old
Under
overalls and rags have been used to fill up the holes.
normal conditions, these cars would have received thorough
The condition of the older
and heavy repairs long ago.
for freight cars has been so acute that only such repairs

been

made

wcoden

as

cars is in

many

cases even worse.

cannot be conducted with equip-

Efficient transportation

and to a great extent the future prosperity
of this country depends upon the furnishing of efficient transportation. 1 he situation is so serious and the problem so big
that immediate steps should be taken to concentrate attention upon it and to greatly improve the condition of the

ment of

this sort

equipment.

The

Intangible Savings

is expected to keep trains movwith the organization and facilities given him
for that purpose and in many cases some one in his
department passes upon all budgets submitted for new work.
In these budgets there are frequently listed new stretches
of automatic signals for the relief of congested districts
which in the final analysis may be "blue penciled" because

The

operating OFFICER

ing

of the feeling that as trains have been operated satisfactorily
in the past, it is not necessary to go to the expense of installing automatic signals

—

at least, for the present.

How-

under present conditions with the large increases inexpenses of all kinds to be met it is imperative that every

ever,

possible be used to increase efficiency of operation in
It may be the feeling on the
order to decrease expenses.
part of officers passing upon budgets that automatic signals
represent an increased expense, no doubt largely due to the
fact that such installations may not make a large showing
in direct savings while the intangible savings are ove looked.

means

September

12,
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The time has now come when means
savings should
same as are those which
tangible

be

taken

make

producing

in-

consideration

the

for

into

and automatic

direct savings

signals can perhaps produce as large intangible savings as
any other one method employed for this purpose.

As an example two trains on a single track line recently
received orders to meet at a certain station which v,
register point and a water point.
The engine on the eastbound freight ran short of water and cut Loose from the
train

about

water.

for

six

or eight

While

miles out,

there,

running to tin- station
was registered in and
the train.
In the meantime the

the

the engine started back for

train

westbound train pulled into the station and, as the record
showed that the other train had registered in, the westbound train proceeded. The automatic signals stopped them
a block apart and prevented a collision.
At another time a stretch of automatic signals had been
placed in service in the late fall, prior to a severe winter.
One night during the coldest weather one of the fast passenger trains was stopped by a signal and on flagging ahead
it was found that about a
foot of the rail had been broken
out.

Numerous

other

instances

could

be

mentioned

but

in

the two cases above, an intangible- saving was made which
it
would be hard to estimate. The cases mentioned are
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mission shall from time to time determine the value of the property in
each district and so lower 01 advance tb< rates of
transportation, a- nearly
a. i. l.i, I,,, to provide said fair return as
herein provided."

Elsewhere the bill provides for the reation of a TransBoard and make- it the duty of this hoard to
"inquire as to the new capital which the puhli. interests
may require the- carriers, or any carrier, to s,., utv m order
that adequate and efficient transportation service and
facilii

portation

may at all times be- provided, and into the conditions
under which said new capital may be secured.
From time

ties

time

to

it

-hall

certify

to

the

Commissi,,,)

j

t

s

findings

in

and the Commission shall accept such certificate or certificates as prima facie evidence- in any hearing
upon the matters to which such certificate or certificates
respects,

respectively relate."

The apparent purpose of these provisions j„ t,, insure that
the railway companies will be allowed to earn revenues sufficient to pay a reasonable return upon the value of their
nt properties and to rais,- sufficient new capital
quately to develop their facilities.
Rut the bill
provision which seems to be inconsistent with those above
quoted and adapted largely to nullify the good effects they

would tend

to

produce.

Section 6 provides as follows:
irrici
shall n eiv<
from operation in an; yeai
in
than a
return, to be determined by the commission, upon the
propeity, held or used for service in transportation, which ni;
just allowance to provide reasonably for future .-ears in whit
ufficunt earnings, the excess above 9uch fair return shall be
the translocation board within the first four mot
>r.,r, to be invested or expended for the following purposes,
half of all such payments to the Board shall be invested or
the purposes set forth in Section 25 hereof, and one-half thereof shall be
deposited in a fund which, from time to time, shall be expended by the
Board in the purchase of equipment to be released under propei terms t"
carriers in order to facilitate transportation, or to loan to earners upon
reasonable security in order to purchase equipment or other facilil
the cve.it that such carriers are unable to secure elsewhere the funds with
which to provide themselves with adequate transportation facil
I

typical of others throughout the country.

In addition to the

may be well
produced, the
saving in overtime and the releasing of equipment sooner
than would be accomplished otherwise.
savings

to

made by

mention

the

the prevention of accidents
operating conditions

it

better

The Cummins

Proposed

Bill's

Limitation of Railway Profits
""The Senate probably will be a somewhat more important
*•
factor than the House of Representatives in determining
The Senate's
the railroad legislation which will be passed.
Committee on Interstate Commerce will frame the Senate
bill.
A sub-committee of this committee has drafted what is

known as the Cummins bill.
The new railway legislation should
portant phases of regulation.

There

many imhowever, one phase

deal with

is,

which is much more important than any other. This is the
question of adopting means of making rates and earnings
such that they will promote efficiency in operation and enable
the railroad companies to raise sufficient capita] for the
development of their facilities. If the new legislation deals
wisely with the question of railroad revenues, it probably
will be successful, even though in other respects it may not
be well designed. If it does not deal wisely with the question
it will be a failure, no matter how skilldeal with other phases of the problem.
Therefore, the provisions of the Cummins bill relating
to the way in which railroad earnings are to be dealt with,
Mosl of
are its most interesting and important feature-.

of railroad earnings,
full}' it

its

may

prcwisions indicate that those

who

drafted

it

have

a states-

Unfortunately, the
manlike grasp of the railroad problem.
bill is weak just where it is most important that it should be
strong.

provides that for the purpose of rate-making the Interstate Commerce Commiss'on shall divide the railways into
It continues:
rate-making groups.
It

standpoint of their effect in
whole, t lie commission
the public, the shippers, the
shall cake into consideration
waires of labor, the cost of maintenance and operation (including taxes),
the
a fair lcttiin upon the value of the property in the group
requirements for additional capital in order to enable the earn*
adequately perform their duties to the public and the conditions under
lid, the comWhich the same can be secured: and for the purpol
"Ii. vicwinr them
(the
producing icvcnu<' in any

rates)

from

ti"

rati

tin

interest

ol

.

.

.

fair

:

I

i

i

The "purposes set forth in Section 25" referred to are all
purposes relating to the improvement of the condition of
employees.
This provision, if we interpret it correctly, means that if
any railway company shall earn any more than the Commission shall have held to be a "fair return," all such >urplus
earnings shall be taken from it and used for the purposes
outlined in the quotations from the bill which we have made
The result would be that if the Commission held that o per
cent, for example, was a "fair return" upon the value of the
Union Pacific, and the Union Pacific earned in per cent,
the entire surplus over 6 per cent would be taken and used
for purposes which had no relationship to the progress or
prosperity of the Union Pacific.
One-half of the
would be used for the benefit of railway employees generally.
The other half would be loaned to railway companies whose
credit was not good enough to enable them to raise adequate
capital in the market, or used to buy equipment for such
carriers.
The Union Pacific, under this plan, would not
get the use of any of the surplus it earned, because, presumably, the fact that it had surplus earnings would exclude it
from the class of carriers which could not finance their own
i

requirements.
Students of railway regulation know what i^ meant by "a
This is a phrase invented by the
fair return upon value."
courts to indicate the limit below which regulating bodies

cannot go

in

fixing rates

without unconstitutionally confis-

cating property. Therefore, what the bill provides is that the
earnings of any group of railways shall be made barely large
enough to avoid confiscation of the property of the entire

group, and that at the same time no individual railway shall
be allowed to earn and retain a return any larger than is
nc ess ary to avoid confiscation of its property.
For ten years the old system of regulation has been attacked
upon the ground that railroad commissions, whatever the
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provisions ol

make

railway

t

lu-

laws have been, have constantly tried to
as the] could withoul confiscating

rates as low

It has been contended
that the purpose of regu
Ilium should be, not to make the rates as low as was pos
sible without involving confiscation, but to nuke them no
lower than they must be made to enable the railways to render
The
good service and adequately develop their facilities.
Cummins hill is an attempt to reform the old .system of regur.
lation, and yet it would specifically enact into law tin

property.

and destructive principle upon which the regulating
Commissions have acted, namely, that the return of all railroads and e.uh railroad shall he lived regardless of the public
welfare and as low as they can he fixed without confiscastrictive

tion.

The

effect of the

the credit of

proposed legislation might

he'

to

improve

some railways which under the old system of

regulation have been prevented, regardless of constitutional
But on any road
from earning a fair return.

provisions,

which

or might become, able to earn a "fair return,'' the

is,

to increase efficiency of operation would be deIndeed, under this proposed legislation there would
be a direct incentive, when a railway became able to earn
more than "a fair return.'* to begin adopting measures to

incentive

stroyed.

earned more than a fair
w ould be turned over to the
government to be used in helping other railways which were
These railways might be direct competitors
earning less.
of the railway which was able to earn more than the so-called
"fair return," in which case its surplus earnings would be
used to enable them to compete against it more effectively.
The managers of a railway company which is, or which
became able to earn the maximum return, unless they were
angels rather than human beings, would, therefore, have an

promote

inefficiency.

If

a

road

return, one-half of the excess

r

incentive to begin casting about for

means

of preventing the

from increasing. The result might be, and probably would be, the payment of excessive salaries, exorbitant
expenditures for maintenance, perhaps the payment of exProbably the
orbitant prices for materials and supplies.
But government intergovernment would then intervene.
vention would never be an effective substitute for the initiIt would
ative and enterprise of the owners and managers.
probably do more harm than good.
It will require changes in these provisions to make the
Cummins bill a good bill. It might be changed to provide
that any railway company earning more than "fair return"
would be allowed to retain only three-fourths, or two-thirds,
net return

or one-half, or even one-third, of

its

surplus earnings, de-

pending upon how large the surplus earnings were. As long
as every increase in efficiency will result in some increase in
the amount of return a company will be allowed to earn and
use for its own purposes, the incentive to increased efficiency
will not be destroyed, although it should be frankly recognized that even a partial limitation of profits will tend to
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The Bituminous Coal

M

Situation

bituminous coal has been pro
up lo the end of August this
'1 he
pro
year than was produced up to August 30, 1918.
diiction of bituminous coal in 1918 was extraordinarily large
because of the unprecedented demand by war industries both
in America and abroad.
It was made possible by the eCO
nonnc measures adopted to encourage production and the
emergency measures, such as the pooling of coal, the zone
system of distribution, etc., which the Railroad Adminisi

Aivi.v

duced

100, ()()(),()()() ton
the United St.iO
I'

m

tration adopted.

There is a coal car shortage today, more severe in some
pails of the country than in others, but a real shortage.
Is
the situation a dangerous one; is it not only possible, but
probable, that there will be a serious shortage of bituminous
coal for manufacturers this year; is the Railroad Administra-

down on its job in regard to taking care of the
bituminous coal operators' needs?
First, as regards the danger of a coal shortage; bituminous
coal needed by the country is an undetermined quantity.
Dr. Garfield, when he was fuel administrator, made, or is"
supposed to have made, an estimate of the needs of the
country, placing them at 500,000,000 tons per year.
Up to
August 30, 299,705,000 tons of bituminous coal had been
produced, while in 1918 up to August 30, 396,074,000 tons
had been produced. The production in the last week in
August, 1919, was 10,197,000 tons, comparing with 12,691,000 tons produced in the corresponding week of 1918.
Almost immediately after the signing of the armistice there
was a widespread cessation of manufacturing industry. Plants
which had been working two shifts a day were reduced to
one and in many cases the working week was cut down by
one or two days. Furthermore, coal continued to be delivered
to manufacturers on a basis of full and overtime working
schedule and the coal storage facilities of manufacturers
generally were taxed to their utmost. On December 31, 1918,
there was an important and large carry-over of bituminous
tion falling

coal.

On December

over.

The

31, 1917, there was a minimum carryproduction, therefore, in 1918, as determined by
the United States Geological Survey, from which the figures
used above are taken, does not accurately correspond to the
consumption in 1918.
The carry-over of coal was used by manufacturers in the
early part of 1918 to supply their greatly diminished needs
for as long a time as possible.
The entire cessation of munitions' manufacture and the great reduction in many other
lines of manufacture in the early part of 1918 slowed down
the production and transportation of bituminous coal to
such an extent that the Railroad Administration quite
properly looked on the situation with considerable concern.

roads,

Coal miners were urged to continue to produce coal despite
demand and manufacturers were urged to
This sound
order coal in anticipation of future needs.
advice of the administration was not followed by either the
coal operators or manufacturers, neither one desiring to tie
up capital in stored coal even where storage facilities were

of those

available.

fact

In the present controversy between the coal producers and
for the interchange of views
on the coal situation has taken on the nature of a controversy
the coal producers brush aside as onlv natural,
human and good business their own refusal to mine coal in
anticipation of future needs, but are loud in their condemnation of the Railroad Administration's failure to repair
the first few
coal cars during the period of depression

reduce the incentive to efficiency.
It is now generally conceded in this country that private
management is preferable to government management of rail-

upon the ground that it is more efficient. But many
who concede this do not seem to recognize the further
that the greater efficiency of private management is

almost entirely due to the fact that heretofore the relative
profits earned and kept by railroad companies have depended on how efficiently they were managed. Destroy the
opportunity to increase profits under private management
by increasing efficiency, and the superiority of private over
This
government management will speedily disappear.
seems so obvious that it is hardly conceivable Congress will
return the railroads to private operation under legislation
which will prohibit each and every individual railroad, no
matter how efficientb- mnnncrprl from enjoying profits exceeding;

the so-called "fair return."

the falling off in

the Railroad Administration

—

—

—

months of 1919.
Dun's Review of business conditions on August 30 says
"Neither in volume nor in value is new business as distinguished from activity on past orders what it was a month

September
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But the general impression
ago in some important lines.
one gets from a week to week- study of Dun's and Bradstreet's reviews of trade is that of widespread, general business activity with the rate of production running high,
although not as high as it would run if unhampered by
strikes, threatened strikes and forced reduction of hours of
work.
There is no agency at present which is making a systematic study of the needs of the country for coal.
If an
entirely candid opinion could be drawn from each of the
larger coal producers, a fair guess could be made at the
general situation, but with the coal producers we must
remember that the wish is father to the thought in their
Congress has
estimate of the country's coal requirements.
failed to make an appropriation permitting the Geological
Survey or other agency to make a study of the country's coal
requirements. A somewhat limited canvass of coal producers,
railroad men closely in touch with the coal situation, and
manufacturers in the east suggests that a coal shortage this
The possibility,
year is a possibility but not a probability.
however, of such a calamity under present circumstances
justifies forehanded measures to prevent its occurrence.
If railroad equipment were in thoroughly good repair it is
'

safe to say that the coal car shortage would be very

much

In the Operating Statistics Section's reports, freight cars are not classified, so that
bad order cars include box, automobile, etc., as well as open-

reduced

if

not entirely eliminated.

The

top cars.

administration greatly reduced

its

activities

in repairing freight cars during the period of slack business
Its excuse was that it did not
in the first part of 1919.
This is the same excuse which private
have the money.
owners have given in past years for pursuing a like, seemOn some of the larger bituminous
ingly short-sighted policy.
coal carriers, the bad order situation as regards coal cars is
estimated to be about double that of normal times. That is,
where a road would, under normal conditions, at this time of
year, have only about 4^2 to 5 per cent of its coal cars awaiting or under repair, there are now from 9 to 10 per cent in
bad order. Furthermore, both the coal operators and corporation officers who are keeping closely in touch with the

coal car situation claim that theee are a considerable proportion of coal cars in service which would, under ordinary

conditions,

be classified as bad order cars and would be

placed in shops or

on the heavy repair

following table shows the percentage of cars placed
number of cars ordered on 12 of the largest
bituminous coal carriers.
The roads are numbered rather
than given by name because the figures are for one particular
week, August 23, and it might be misleading to show one road
low or high in a table >uv\\ as this because conditions as between different roads vary from week to week, but the comparison of all the roads in 1919 with the corresponding week
for 1918 is accurate and significant.
!

to

lie

the

total

9

I

i

<j

97

.

1918
79

1919

1918

101

107
84
99
99

.103

105
72

.

.

.

.

.

;'/

>K

Kit
.

The

.

79

ing apparently a slow movement of coal cars.
The best sources that we have wherewith to judge of the
coal situation in regard to production are the reports of the
United States Geological Survey. The weekly reports include
a table showing the percentage of capacity of bituminous
production actually achieved during the week for the prin-

For the week ended
production ranged from about 44 per cent of
total capacity in the western coal regions and 50 per cent
in the Illinois regions to 87 per cent in the western Pennsylvania districts and to 85 per rent in the Westmoreland
district.
The rating of districts by the Geological Survey is
on a theoretical, perfect production, so that probably 85 per
cent production would be a normal, practical, full production.
The causes of failure to attain 100 per cent production,
which are based on data furnished by the producer, are
classified by the Geological Survey as between car shortage,
cipal coal regions of the United States.
23,

labor shortage, strikes, etc. Car shortage is by far the largest
factor in the loss of production of Dearly all of the coal
districts and varies in the week ended August 23 from a
loss, due to this cause, of 4') per cent in the. western district
and 36 per cent in the high volatile district of -outhwestern

86

,.

7

.

99

.

.

84
63
92
107

:

loo

number

total

of coal cars required by the coal operators
for the whole country in the week of August
23, 1919, was

The total number placed was 155,000. In 1918,
corresponding week, 173,000 cars were required and
149,000 were placed. In other words, this year the Railroad
Administration met 94 per cent of the coal operators' requirements while in 1918 at this time the Railroad Administration was meeting only 86 per cent of the
operators'
164,000.

in the

requirements.

While the war-time measures such as pooling of certain
grades of coal and the limitation of the distribution of coal
to zones are no longer in effect, the common use of
all companies' cars by the administration is effective and the
car
pool formed by the railroads voluntarily at Pittsburgh, prior
to the taking over of the roads by the government,
is at
present in full operation.
A good measure of conditions
both at the mines and of the handling of coal cars by the
railroads is shown by the coal car loadings.
The following
table shows the bituminous coal cars loaded in the week ended

August 23,

1919,

compared with the corresponding week

of 1918:

Numbi

r

Cars Coal Loaded

Eastern region
Allegheny region

1919
28,642
67,087

roojhomas region

25.S55

Total pool lines
other regions

Ail

All regions

The

falling off as

On

siderable.

Allegheny and

Decrease

1918

Cars

36.227
67,091
26,147

7.585

20.9

57.C96

465
76,708

7. SSI
19.012

24.6

179,280

206.173

121. 5S4

tracks.

In his testimony before the Senate committee investigating
the coal situation, J. D. A. Morrow, president of the Coal
Producers' Association, claimed that not only was there a
shortage of cars but also a "transportation difficulty," mean-

August

Virginia to 4 per cent in the central district and 9 per cent
the western Pennsylvania district.

in

12').

compared with 1918

6.8

26,893

therefore, conthe other hand, the loading in the Eastern,
Pocahontas regions was 10.8 per cent greater
is,

for the week of August 23. 1010, than in the corresponding
week of 1917.
One factor that must be kept in mind in comparing 1919
and 1918 is that with war restrictions off and with the almost

universal

acceptance of a higher standard of "living" in
business as well as in personal and social matters, there is
a large demand for higher grades of coal.
The poorer
grades of coal of some of the central western and western
districts are passed over in favor of considerably more expensive eastern coal with the result that this added strain
of a longer average haul is put on the transportation facilities

of the country.

There
ing

is

another factor, local but important.
into

all-rail

New England

in

much

Coal

i-

mov-

larger proportion

would under normal conditions.
Coastwise water
compete successfullv
with the water route.
This also increases the strain on rail-

than

it

rates are so high that the all-rail routes

road

facilities.

To sum

up: there

tensity with

a

is

a

possibility,

coal car shortage of varying inbut not a probability, of serious

bituminous coal shortage this winter.
We are without
adequate mean- of determining the coal needs of the country
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Administration, itself, or
ome
the Railroad
authorized bod) oughl immediate!) to undertake a
Ii
careful stud) of manufacturers' Deeds
the possibility <•!
a coal shortage appears in the lighl of the results of this
study t<> be slight, present methods of car distribution ;ni<l

and

either

special!)

coal

distribution can

fairl)

safel)

be continued.

of this study the possibilities of a severe coal

lighl

If

in

the

shortage

Railroad Administration and the coal
operators ought to submit to such measures as were put into
preferential movement of coal, the /one
effect
lasl
year
are serious, both

the

system and pooling of certain grades of coal,
Since the presenl agitation in regard to coal car shortage
was begun, transportation conditions have improved and to
this extent the agitation has been beneficial to the country.
It
should not. however, be allowed to he used as an argument for higher coal prices without, at least, a far more
convincing showing of the imminence of a dangerous coal
shortage than has been made hitherto.
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in Pacific.
empty i;ir- hauled b) tfal W<
tonnage of bituminous coal carried in 1918 was
In
983,000 tons, an in< reast over 1917 oi
10,000 tons.
other words, the increase in hitumiiioii COal tonnage and oJ
other products 01 mines more than offset the deci
each one of all of the other general classes of tiitin
Empty

large increase in

The

car miles totaled

m

t(

total

22,379,000

in

Loaded car mileage

1918 as against

I

44,$P3,000 in 1918
as against 46,564,000 in 1917.
The changes in the character of the freight which the Western Pacific
was called
upon to handle arc probably reflected in the ton mile rate
Despite the- increase- in freight rates which the
received.
administration put into effect, which gave mosl cither roads
an increase of from 15 to 30 per cent in the average ton nidi
rate received, the ton-mile rate on the Western 1'acil'ic was
().(> mills in
1918 as against 6.7 mills in 1917.
Notwithstanding the large increase in empty car mil'
the average- revenue train load was increased by over <>f) ton-,
totaling in 1918 662 tons.
This is a fine showing for a road
like the Western Pacific.
In 1917 there were
delation locomotives of 43,300 pounds tractive power, and five
Mallets of 80,000 pounds tractive power each in service.
During 1918 five new heavy Mikados equipped with superheaters, of 60J200 pounds tractive power each, were received.
After the Goulds were compelled to give up their plan for
a trans-continental railroad system, the Western Pacific went
The company was reorganized and with a
into receivership.
In place of the $50,000,000
conservative capitalization.
first mortgage bonds and $25,000,000 second mortgage bonds
originally issued, there were $20,000,000 new first mortgage
bonds issued. In addition there are outstanding $3,600,000
The company has $75,000,000 stock,
equipment notes.
divided $47,500,000 common and $27,500,000 preferred. In
1917.

totaled

.

I

Western

Pacific

rOTAL MILEAGE operted by the Western Pacific in
1918 was 1,012, and the average haul of revenue freight
The Western Pacific was built to give the
was 514 miles.
Gould system a share in the Pacific coast business. Operation of the road has demonstrated that to get a share of this
business it was necessary to do something more than to have
Branches were begun to
an entrance into San Francisco.
In 1918
Reno, Loyalton, Tooele and San Jose via Niles.
both the Reno and the Tooele branches were in operation,
but the director general ordered work stopped on the San
Jose branch on the ground that the Southern Pacific already

Tin

The Western

Pacific

facilities at San Jose and a connection with the Western Pacific, so that since the two roads were to be operated
jointly, shipments could be made "via the Western Pacific
with the same facility as accorded shipments via the Southern

had

Pacific."

The Western
from

its"

inception.

ing organization

was a highly competitive enterprise
Under government operation the operat-

Pacific

made

a particularly good showing, but the

financial results of operation were not so favorable.

This, of

Western Pacific Railroad Company
one way or the other since the government is to pay a fixed

course, did not affect the

1917 the company earned $9,898,000 gross, and, after paying
expenses and taxes, had $3,216,000 operating income.
Interest charges called for $858,000 so that, after making other
adjustments, the company had $2,443,000 available for
dividends.
Under government operation, gross amounted to
$11,078,000 and net operating income to $2,582,000, leaving,
after the payment of interest charges, etc., $1,480,000.
The Western Pacific, under private operation, with its
present capitalization, independent and ready to compete or
bargain with its connections both at Ogden and at San
Francisco, has attractive possibilities.
The somewhat disappointing financial showing made in 1918 is not due to
inherent difficulties under competitive conditions.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation of the property by the government in 1918 and by the
This is not the corporation income
company in 1917.
account.
1918

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues

1.011

$7,968,721
1,473,538
9,898,484
1,577,090
999,072
254,562
2,993.342
274,312
6,190,055
492,297
3,215,936

.

rental for the use of the property.

The

tonnage of revenue freight carried in 1918 was
2,689,000, comparing with 2,329,000 tons carried in 1917.
The most noticeable difference in the business done in 1918
as compared with 1917 is in the increase in coal and the

1917

1,011

$9,200,062
1,373,496
11,078,497
Maintenance of way and structures. 2,034,765
Maintenance of equipment
1,635,871
Traffic expenses
187,314
Transportation expenses
3,626,433
General expenses
254,493
Total operating expenses
7,893,879
Taxes
600,976
Operating income
2,581,796

Corporate Income Account

total

Compensation
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

1918
$1,900,350
2,397,270
792,281
742,281

War-Time Economies
Two Through

in Strengthening Old Bridges

Spans of Unusual Type Were

Reinforced by Doubling

Up

the

Trusses

By

E. E.

Howard,

Consulting Engineer, Kansas City. Mo.

Construction View During Erection of the Reinforcing Trusses and

New

Floor Menu-:

DURING

THE LATTER PART of 1918 tWO 100-ft. single
track railway spans on the Kansas City Southern were
reinforced for modern standard loading by adding

span designed for present loading.
The scheme was also
devised of strengthening the old spans by the use of the
metal of the similar spans held in storage, and this was

extra trusses and stringers from like spans which had previously been taken out of service.
The spans recently
reinforced are in two different bridges and had been continued in service for some years under traffic much in excess
of the loads for which they were designed by maintaining

adopted.
The reinforced spans are ample for Class E-55 loading
and the additional material was added without interruption
to traffic.
The required modification of the substructure was
slight, no changes in the old spans were necessary except for
the connection of new metal, and the total additional new

slow orders.

Formerly there were a number of spans of

4of Reinfaxtnq

Truss

1

Manner

of Reinforcing the

Old Floor Beams with Beams Hung from Both
the Ends of the New Trusses

this type on the road, but all had been removed except
these remaining two. They are through pin-connected spans,
of the so-called A-truss type, with four 25 - ft. panels.

developed that several of the old spans were -till stored
and were available for use and that the metal of
the old spans in position and that in storage was in good
condition.
Estimates were made for replacing one of the
spans with two 50-ft. deck girders, building one new pier,
It

in the yards

and

for replacing the span of the other bridge with a truss

New

'Shimitobepk

and Old Trusses and Method of Lifting

metal required was only about 15 tons per -pan.
This
method was especially advantageous in view of the difficulty
of securing new structural metal work in the summer of l'M.s.
while the money outlay was considerably less than that re-

quired for

all

new

material.

The added

trusses are set outside the existing trusses a»
.>
ft. 1 in. center-.
Diaphragms conned the pair- of trusses
at the three intermediate panel points and support the door

beams.

4! '7

The trusses are also connected by occasional batten
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beam was placed underneath each existbean ami riveted to its Lower flange,
The new beams extend out and
composite beam.
forming
hangers from their ends conned t<> the diaphragms joining

tin
unaltered
pan •'' or* oi (hi crossings alter the
had been lengthened to provide for tin new tru
and the other shows the rein fon ing trusses in place on the
other bridge and the superstructure work practically com-

rhe stringers in the existing span- were eighl
Extra stringers two fed tenter to
center,
center were put in between them to divide the track loads.
The end door beams were not reinforced, but the piers were
built up, and Special Shoes provided to Support the ends of
The lower lateral system was
the two middle springers.

pleted.

chief engineer,

was made to the new
two original ones.
The erection was very simple and required no falsework.
he piers were first cut down a distance of ahout five feet
and built up in reinforced concrete, with the ends extended

Senate Discusses Railroad
Labor Question

plates,

iloor

ing intermediate Boor
.i

tin-

trusses

fed

center

to

somewhat modified
stringers as

well

show:

piers

i

The scheme
pared bj

work was devised and

for the

The work was
Bridge Company, all under
Kansas

the plans

Howard & Ash, consulting

Harrington,

City,

carried out by tin
the direction of

Kansas City Southern. Kansas

engini

Kansas City
J.

M. Weir,

City.

SO that connection

as the

1

new outside
These reinforcing trusses were erected by suspend

sufficiently to provide scats for the shoes of the
trusses.

beams

ing them from the existing span and the new
were similarly swung in place and supported. After connections at the intermediate points had been made, the ends of
the added trusses were jacked up, and suitable shim plates
placed under the end shoos to subject the new trusses to
enough deformation so that they would take their share of
the load.
Careful distortion measurements made after the
floor

THE

railroad LABOB Mil \m.v was the subject of a
discussion in the Senate on September 4
initiated by a speech 1>\ Senator Underwood of Alabama,
who discussed the labor provisions of the Cummins bill and
advocated the adjustment of wage disputes by the same
general

tribunal that fixes the rates.
"Industrial wars between

labor

and

capital

must

ulti-

mately find a solution," he said, "that will stand for industrial peace without resort to force to settle the matters in
dispute or we must admit that the advance of civilization has
come to a halt. The great difficulty that confronts the country in the settlement of its labor disputes is the fact that

up

we have found no sound basis on which
settlement.
The avoidance of railway strikes and

to the present
to rest the

time

lockouts in the future is of far greater importance in the
nation than the settlement of ordinary industrial disputes. In
the latter case the issues involved are largely confined to
two contending sides and the public at large, as a rule, has
only a remote interest in the controversy, but in disputes between labor and capital engaged in transporting the commerce of the country, the public's interest is vastly greater
than that of the owners of the property or of the wage

earners in their employ.

"Having

the

power

to act, the question confronts us as to

whether the time has come when the Congress should exercise
this power and appoint a commission to determine this grave

One

of the

Old Spans After the Piers Had Been Prepared
New Trusses Outside the Old Ones

to

Receive the

reinforcing of the spans was completed show satisfactory,
although not exact, distribution of live load stresses between
the trusses at each side.

The work was

and the completed
unusual in appearance, are rigid,

carried out expeditiously

structures, while somew-hat

and of ample strength. The estimates of the
where two 50-ft. girder spans and one
new pier could have been used, was about $11,000 for new
construction throughout, and about $8,000 for the reinforcFor the bridge where a 100-ft.
ing of the existing span.
opening had to be maintained, the cost of a new bridge
throughout was about $19,000 and of the reconstruction
with four trusses, about $7,500. These figures represent the
cash outlay, without allowance for the amount the railroad
substantial

cost for the bridge

and pressing question. The successful solution of the wage
problem on the interstate railroads of the country is most
essential to the Nation's economic life and of vital importance to every citizen of the land for it must be borne in mind
that an increase of the rate of pay of the men employed in
transportation is almost sure in the end to translate itself into
increased freight and passenger rates that must be paid by
the public and borne by the commerce of the country.
"There is but one way out, in my judgment, and that is to
appoint a tribunal with the power to adjust these matters,
which has the time to consider and the opportunity to know
the facts. Such a tribunal must not only have the power and
be prepared to do what is right and just by the labor employed
on the railroads but must have authority and power to see
For, should
that property is not confiscated by its decisions.
you confiscate the property of the transportation companies of
America, you would break down the channels of transportation as effectively as you would break them down in a strike,
with the resultant injury to the people of the United States.
A tribunal of this kind must also have the authority and
opportunity
travelers- of

to

consider

America,

who

the

rights

of

the

shippers

in the last analysis will bear

and
any

old metal stored in the yards, nor for
the salvage value of the old spans had they been removed.
The total cash outlay, therefore, was cut down from $30,000
a matter of some importance during the
to about $15,000

increased burden that falls on the carriage of property or
This tribunal must
persons over the transportation lines.
have authority and power to protect the rights of the whole
people of the United States against the recurrence of lock-

war-time conditions.
The two pictures are not of the same bridge, but one

outs

charged

itself for the

—

and

"What

strikes.

body, then,

is

most capable of determining

all

these

September

12,
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questions and fairly adjusting them to the interests of all
A board of arbitration to be appointed
by the employers and employees of the railroad companies
parties concerned?

of the United States will only look to the matters in disputebetween the contending parties, and will not have in mind
the ultimate rights of the people.
The general courts of
the land are not equipped either with the knowledge or the

power to obtain information in reference to the cardinal facts
that must decide the controversy.
If you want a final and
just solution of such a controversy, you are practically driven
to leaving the decision to a governmental commission that
has full and ample opportunity to investigate the rates of
wage, the earning power of the transportation companies, the
cost of living, the burden that rests on the shipping public,
and after a fair and full investigation, to determine what is
a fair, just, and living wage for the men and to how great
an extent a fair, just, and living wage may be increased to
enable the toilers to secure the higher ideals of life and
second, how far this charge can be placed on the
capital of the corporation without breaking it down, destroying the value of its securities, bankrupting its property, and
taking away from the investing public a fair return for
capital invested; third, how far an increased charge for
labor, interest, or supplies can be handed down to the public
living;

without doing injustice to the shipper and traveler and without becoming a menace to the development of the industry
of the country.
"All of these questions must be determined by a court or
an independent commission, but their findings, except so
far as they

may

determine the rate for transportation that

must be paid by the railroad companies and the rate of wage
that must be received by the men if they continue their employment, will be academic, because they will have no power
to operate on the side of the problem in which the general
The power to determine what are just
public is interested.
and reasonable rates of transportation of persons and property over the interstate railroads of this country is fixed by
law, and any increase or decrease of these rates must be
made under the law of the land. Therefore it is essential
that the board or commission that is given the power to adjust the wage scale of the men must also have the power to
findings into the rates charged for the transportaand property over the railroads. The board
or commission that is created for the determination of these
grave questions must determine whether the rates for transreflect its

tion of persons

portation

shall

against the

be increased and whether

railroads

for

increased

wages

a

charge

shall

made

remain a

charge on its capital, or whether in justice and fair dealing,
it shall be handed on to the shipper and the traveling public.
"It

is

therefore clear to

me

that the

same power

that lias

the right to fix the rates of transportation should have the
right to fix the rates of wage and the hours of labor on the

companies of the United State.-, and
duty should be given irrevocably to
a governmental commission or board in order that it may do
The granting to a
justice between employer and employee.
governmental commission or board of the power to determine
the hours of labor and the rate of wage will solve the problem
great

transportation

that this

power and

for the future.

Men

of the government.

this

will not strike against the just decisions
After a fair determination of the con-

troversy by an impartial tribunal, public opinion will force
the contending parties to accept the verdict rendered as final.
It must be done in the interest of the men involved, the in
dustry of the people, and the peace of the Nation."
In reply to Senator Borah of Idaho. Senator Underwood

He
he was not advocating compulsory arbitration.
thought the policy of arbitration has failed, but that the
time has come when the government should fix a just and
said

fair

wage and make

strike- impossible.

"A

universal strike

on the great interstate commerce carriers of America

is

un-

-

he >aid, "and it should be prohibited by law
you prohibit a man from burning his house for fear

thinkable,'
just as

may set fire to his neighbor's house.
Senator Borah wanted to know how he would compel the
men to accept the wage fixed in case it was unsatisfactory
Senator Underwood said he would not attempt to do that.
He would merely prohibit them from conspiring for the purpose of interfering with commerce, as proposed in the Cummins bill. Senator Robinson pointed out that the bill
expressly prohibits the right of the employees to quit at will
but it does penalize combinations or agreements among them
to interfere with commerce.
Senator Borah said he could
conceive of large numbers of men quitting work because of
he

dissatisfaction with their wages without the intent to interfere with interstate commerce and he thought it would be
difficult to

the intent.
the

men

draw the line with sufficient accuracy to determine
"Your law will be ineffective,"' he said, "because

will say,

'we are not desirous of interfering with

commerce. We simply say that your wages are too
low. We are going to seek work somewhere else.' " He said
he was in favor of a government tribunal to adjust the
question of wages and to call the employer and employee
interstate

together and to avoid strikes and force just as often as possible, but he did not believe it is wise or that Congress has
the power to go as far as to say that if the men are not
satisfied with the judgment of that tribunal they shall be
punished through the criminal processes of the law.
Senator Underwood said: "But I believe that the hour
when the government establishes a fair and just tribunal

where these men may have their day in court 90 per cent of
them will be willing to accept the findings of the court and
that will end all controversy, and if the other 10 per cent
want to quit the opportunity will be given to them and other

men

will take their places."
Senator Williams of Mississippi said: "When a lot of men
strike because their living conditions are intolerable or because their wages are not sufficient that is a thing with which
we are approvingly acquainted, but we are beginning lately
to learn a European habit and it is chiefly against that European habit that the provisions of the bill would operate.
Men are no longer striking because they are not getting
enough to give them a good standard of living. They are
striking out of sympathy with one another, to enforce general
propositions that have nothing to do with their individual
conditions and to force the Congress of the United States to
do things that they are afraid the Congress does not want to
do.
Quitting work is one thing.
Attempting to coerce Con-

gress and the public by closing up
commerce and cynically suggesting
is another thing and all wrong and

the avenues of interstate
'starvation or surrender'

intolerable."

Senator Thomas of Colorado .suggested that in the passage
the Clayton law Congress exempted agriculturists and
laborers from the operation of the law.
Senator Williamsaid he had voted for it at the time under the idea that he
was helping the under dog. "but." he said, "things had not
then assumed the position they have now assumed of having
men threaten us that unle<- we enacted certain legislation
they would enact it bv force."
of

Work Lectures.- -Tin- University of Cincinnati, in
College of Engineering and Commerce, will have a com

Traffic
its

traffic

management this year Studies and lectures
to accommodate those engaged in comi

will be

given

evenings

Lehigh Valley stockholders on June

15.

1919,

numbered

Tn 1918 there
with an average holding of 77 sharewere 12,613 shareholders, with an average holding of 96
shares, according to a statement by President E. E. Loomis.
Nearly 37 per cent, or 5,765 shareholders, are women.
15,689,
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Executives Protest Against

if

Limitation of Income
D

WashimotoNi

Tm

kBXLirv

of

railroads

the

to

necessary

finance

railroad

which proposes

may

bill,

introduced

to limit the

in

tin-

amount which

Senate

last

a railroad

im-

week,

company

its earnings from rates prescribed or regugovernment, according to a statement tiled with
the Senate Committee on interstate Commerce <>n September
10 l>\ Thomas IK- Witt Cuyler, chairman of the Association
of Railway Executives, on behalf of tin' steering committee
of the association.
This feature of the hill, Mr. Cuyler says,
l'\
removing the reward oi SUCCeSS, would effectually defeat
the apparent desire of Congress and of railroad economists to

tlu'

SO establish railroad credit as to make it possible to finance
railroad improvements partially by the >ale of stock rather

than solely by bonds.
Mr. Cuyler's statement

follows:

"The

responsibility

for

improvement and development of railroad facilities, and
of raising the money from time to time needed to finance the
same, rests upon the boards of directors and the stockholders
the

of the railroad companies, of
the

whom

authorized representatives and

the railway executives are
for

whom

they

are the

authorized spokesmen.

"In view of

this

responsibility, the steering committee of

Railway Executives, appointed especially
for the purpose of seeing that the facts and the circumstances
affecting the railroad problem are properly presented to your
committee and to the corresponding committee of the House
the Association of

without undertaking at the moment to
review in detail the provisions of Senate Bill 2906, presented by Senator Cummins, deems it an imperative duty to
call special attention to one feature which, in its judgment,
seriouslv endangers the transportation interests of the country and the constitutional protection of all property.
"While adopting the alternative of private ownership and
operation, and relying upon private capital, rather than upon
government ownership, to provide the transportation facilities which the country requires, this bill, for the first time in
the historv of our legislation, undertakes to limit the amount
which a company, by good management, fortunate location,
efficiency, and other lawful means, is able to save out of the
of Representatives,

which the government itself prescribes or regulates.
The bill provides that, if any company shall receive from
operation, during any year, more than a 'fair return,' to be
determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission, on the
value of its property, the excess above such 'fair return' shall
be paid over to the government within the first four months
rates

of the succeeding year.
"It ought to be borne in mind that the earnings of the
companies are to be made from rates fixed or authorized by
Inasmuch as the Congress has no right
the commission.
to authorize the collection of unreasonably high rates from
the shippers who happen to need the services of a particular
road, or to make rates higher than is reasonable for the service, it must be presumed, as against the rate-making power,
that the rates which it prescribes or authorizes are reasonable.
It follows that any earnings which a company makes will
be derived from reasonable rates. Otherwise, the shippers, or
those on some roads, would be over-charged and grossly
wronged.
There is no such thing as unreasonable earnings from

reasonable

rates,

and,

therefore,

if

the

rates

are

of

which

reasonable

b)

the terms
the

may

Legislature
rates.

It

not

more than reasonable, as would be presumed if lawfully
made, it is impossible to conceive of there being an excess of
earnings over a fair return. Returns cannot be more than fair

The

rates.

return,'

'fair

not

is

to

only use

made

establish a test

without

confiscation

we think manifest,

is,

I

retain out of

lated by

provided

law

earnings from

provements would be seriously impaired, in the
judgment of railway executives, by the provision in the

Cummins
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that a

in

the

below
reduce

company

is entitled, as a property right, to all it cm save from reasonable rates, and to deny it this right would be to deny it the
right of constitutional protection for its property.
The at

tempt to do this, no matter how high the purpose, would be
beginning of a fatal policy which would tend to the re

tin

moval from all property of its constitutional protection.
"Moreover, to take from a company a part of it- net earnings derived from reasonable rates, not only diminishes, and.
some cases removes, the incentive to competitive effort,

in

and economy, but forecloses the hope of success as
This limitation, together with the
necessity of constantly expending substantial sums from the
apparent net earnings in renewals and replacements im ideiit
to maintenance of roadway and equipment, would in our
judgment, seriously impair the ability of the railroads, upon
which the country is dependent for handling its business, to
finance the necessary additions, betterments and equipment.
"Instead of attracting private capital and establishing the
credit of the railroad companies, which all seem to agree to
be necessary at this time, this provision, in our judgment,
by denying constitutional protection to this class of property,
by removing from it the reward of success, and by seriously
complicating the question of keeping the property up, would
repel capital and tend to impair the credit of the railroads
generally.
Investors will hesitate to go into a business in
which, not merely the rates which may be charged are prescribed by law, but the amount saved by good management,
thrift, economy and efficiency is to be taken and appropriated
for the benefit of others, or for some governmental purpose,
to such extent as a government body, in its unlimited discreefficiency

an attraction to capital.

tion, shall

deem

fair;

judgment of mankind

—a

proceeding which, in the common
now, has been regarded as plain

until

confiscation.

"We have no hesitation in urging the above mentioned
view, notwithstanding the apparent support of this provision
by some business men and institutions who, we fear, approach
much from the standpoint of bondholders.
The problem must be considered from the standpoint of
stockholders as well as of bondholders. Bond interest comes
before dividends on stock, and a limitation of net earnings
ample to provide interest, might still ruin the stockholders;

the subject too

whereas the stockholder cannot protect his holdings without,
at the

A

same

time, protecting the interests of the bondholder.

limitation on earnings which a bondholder could perhaps

regard with equanimity might be destructive of the interests
The limitations provided for in the bill
of the stockholders.
would, in our judgment, effectually defeat the apparent desire
of Congress and of railroad economists to finance railroad

improvements partially by the sale of stock rather than solely
by bonds, since it requires the stockholder to take all the risk
of the business, while denying him the right to profits made
from reasonable rates, thus making his return uncertain in
bad years, and yet little, if any, greater than the return on
bonds in good years."

The "Drouth" produced by the federal prohibitory law is
given as the reason for an almost complete shrinkage of business at Taylorton, Glenscreek and Labrot, Kentucky, on
the Lexington & Eastern branch of the Louisville & Nashville: and the road has asked the State Railroad Commission
The closing of
for authority to discontinue the agencies.
distilleries has reduced business at these points to practically
nothing. Objection was filed by E. H. Taylor, Jr., & Sons,
who expect that large quantities of whiskey soon will be
withdrawn

for export.

Director General Hines Testifies on Coal Situation
No Cause

Sees

for

Alarm

in

Shortage as Compared with Full

Potential Capacity of Coal Production
i

Railroad Administration expects

Tintransport

which

able to

be

what the requirements

railroads to

have

furnish

all

cars

the coal

operators

will

it

<

.

We

buy.

to

1 1

will be before the failure of the

the

want

welcome suggestions from
every source. We have profited greatly by the comment- that
have been made in the course of 1 s investigation, and are
taking advantage of every practical suggestion.
We arcproceeding upon the idea which was made lear in my reply

all the coal that will be needed this year, but
believes the government should find out more accu-

it

rately

to

would

i

i

allowed to be taken as a pretext for inert as
ing the price of coal, Director General Hines testified on
September 4 before the Senate subcommittee that is investigatMr. Hines and other representatives
ing the coal situation.
of the Railroad Administration also replied to some of the
criticism made by representatives of the National Coal Asso-

going to be diffii ull to transport in the latter half of this year the coal the public will
want to buy. We are not awaiting any additional information nor are we concerning ourselves with excuses.
We have
got a situation and we have got a possibility of a large

ciation!

facilities,

like to

An

to the Senate- resolution that

is

abstract of

amount of

coal to be transported which will tax the railroad
and we are dealing with it as a practical matter
and endeavoring in every possible way to make- that transportation come up to the maximum.

Mr. Hines' statement follows:

understand the situation, the condition- in
half of this year have been radically different from
the conditions likely to prevail in the second half of the year.
For the first six months of this year I don't understand there
"Broadly, as

the

I

first

any serious contention that

is

interfered

was

fact

a

Car Movement Not Slowed
"There

The
the production of coal.
during that period the car supply and all

transportation facilities were, generally speaking, very much
in excess of the coal that was produced.
While at a specific

some period there may have
been a transportation disability (and they are likely to arise,
and at any time) which may have interfered temporarily
with the production of that mine or in that district, I am satis-

mine or

fied

is

it

a correct statement, broadly, that in the
facilities

first

six

were very

much

in excess of the coal production and any shortage in
production was due to other causes, except in cases which,
viewing the total situation, could be regarded as virtually
I understand the principal reason for the smaller
negligible.
production of coal was that the public was not willing to buy
the coal; in other words, it was a condition of no market
and not a condition of transportation shortage.
"As to the second six months, the public is getting to the
point of buying coal and that is bringing into operation to
a much larger extent the matter of production disabilities
and also transportation disabilities. They will play an important part in the second half of the year, but certainly the
transportation disabilities did not play an important part in

the

first

half of the year.

one point

is

find

made last
moved at

the

half of this year was less than was
that indicate-- the car- were not
sufficient speed.
That factor is exceedingly misin

year,

first

and that

leading and I think it is rarely if ever a useful factor.
It is
obtained by taking the total number of car- on the railroad.
multiplying it by the total number of days in the period, and
dividing that into the total number of miles.
The- result i?

when

that

there

a reduced volume of transportation so
cars are stored, and so that on account

is

many

that a great

of the absence of congestion the traffic moves at an exceptionally good rate of speed, the average mile- per car per

day show

less than normal, because there- is figured into the
average a great manv cars which are not moved at all.
In
the first six months of this year traffic of all sorts, generally
-peaking, was below normal, coal traffic particularly was
belong normal, and the result was that the number of cars
actually being used and actually making mile- at all was
exceptionally small, and yet when you take into considera-

moving at all. not in service at all. that
pulls clown vour average.
Thus the inference drawn from
that factor of average miles per car per day is wrong.
As
matter of fact the movement of traffic in the first half of
tion all the cars not

l

understand it, the purpose of this committee's investigation is to promote the public interest with respect to
coal and as I look at that interest it is that there shall be an
adequate amount of coal produced and transported and that
the public shall be able to get that coal without having to

"As

I

day made

in a specific district at

months of the year the transportation

Down

T would like to emphasize.
It i- a
causes a great deal of confusion in other instances as well as this.
The suggestion has been made- that
the Railroad Administration
has been inefficient in the
handling of coal because the number of mile- per car per

point

shortage of transportation

substantially with
that

is

it

I

pay an excessive price

for

it.

of these objects with respect to which I have
responsibility is the object of transportation, and I want to
explain that the Railroad Administration is doing every-

"The one

its power to meet a transportation situation of unusual difficulty.
We are not standing on any preconceived
notion of what remedies are necessary, but we arc reviewing
the matter constantly, from day to day. and adopting new
methods as they appear desirable: in other word-, we are
not handling the matter in a routine way in any sense, but
with the liveliest appreciation of the importance of the situation and with a constant purpose of utilizing every expedient that can be developed which will help to enable us to
transport during the latter pari of this year the coal which
the public omitted to buy in the early pari of the year and

thing in

this

year was very satisfactory, there was no congestion to

interfere with

it.

"My

motive in this matter
two-fold: in the fir-t place-.
I have the most lively sense of mv obligation to do the very
best I can to give- the public an adequate service, and in the
second place, I am exceedingly anxious to minimize a- much
>'-

as possible

because

made

a

I

any transportation shortage with reference to coal
afraid such a shortage is in danger of being

am

pretext fo r increasing the price of coal.

these standpoints
tion to

"My
for-

meet

it

is

From both
Railroad Administraevery possible way.

the de-ire- of

this situation in

reply of August

14 to

the-

the-

Senate- resolution

certain facts with respect to coal

one of which wa-

the-

prosped of transportation

for the rest of the year.

estimates of the

amount

calling

emphasized two points,
difficulties

The

reply pointed out that if the
of coal to be consumed in the rest

of the year were approximately correct there would be very
serious difficulty in transporting the amount of coal transported in the latter part of last year under war conditions
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when

there

tions

which

were

in

numerous provision* and r<
and which

effed

facilitated the transportation of coal

were qo! in effect this year.
Among these provision! were
the coning of coal which prevailed last year and whi< h accom
plished

a

substantial econom)

in

the use of transportation.

was terminated, being
regarded as a war measure, and undoubtedly an important
econom] in the transportation of oa] was necessarily lost,
because now coal from practically any pari of the country
ran go to any other part of the country where market condi
tions ailmit of its being transported, and the result is thai

With

the signing of the armistice thai

much coal is transported a much longer distance than the
corresponding quantity of coal was transported last year.
This involves an additional use of all the transportation
and terminals, and makes
Other ima substantial difference in what can be done.
portant factors were that last year under the war conditions
there was less detention of equipment at destination and,
facilities: cars, locomotives, tracks

through the establishment of certain car pools, the number
of cars of coal that had to be held at certain destinations was
very much less than was the case in peace times, so that we
have a situation where the amount of coal to be transported

what was actually transported last year,
and where we will not have the benefit of certain war arrangements which undoubtedly very greatly promoted the trans-

may come

close to

portation of coal last year.
"I also emphasized the danger that these transportation
difficulties might be used as a pretext for increasing the
prices of coal.

My best
"I want to reiterate both these propositions.
judgment is, after constantly reviewing this matter, that we

We

are going to be able to transport the necessary coal.

propose to adopt whatever
accomplish that purpose.

expedients

are

necessary

to

Car Shortage Excuse for Higher Prices
"Now, we must

all

recognize that these transportation

going to be played up to their full value and
probably beyond it. They always have been and I take it
Every transportation difficulty, either
they always will be.
local or general, which will manifest itself between now and
December 31, or between then and the end of the coal year
next March, is going to be laid before the public, emphasized,
Now, that is a practical
exploited and perhaps expanded.
I mention that not because
condition that we have to meet.
difficulties are

a part of the job of the director
general to be made the target of complaints of shortages or
defects in transportation wherever they occur in the country.
It is a condition that we have to expect but I mention it
because of the danger that these transportation difficulties,
I

object to

it,

for that

is

which are inevitable, will constantly recur throughout this
year and will be so emphasized and stressed as to create a
public state of mind of impending disaster which will
furnish a favorable medium through which to increase the
prices.

I

am

apprehensive about that feature that trans-

portation difficulties, which are inevitable, will be so stressed
as to put the public in a state of mind where it will stand for
increases in prices which

it

ought not to stand

for.

that being the situation, the four specific suggestions I

Now,
want

urge on this committee are these:
"I think it is highly desirable to get the most complete
information possible as to the current production of coal, and
as to the limitations on current production, either through
transportation disabilities, or labor shortage, or absence of
to

market or any other cause.

way

to obtain that is to give the

funds to enable

it

judgment

is

that the best

Geological Survey ample

to get this information in a complete form,

in such a way
understanding is that
present the Geological Survey does not get reports from

and

also to police

as to be sure that
at

My

and check the information

it

is

accurate.

My
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the mines, although perhaps il
mines producing the greal bulk <>i
that the Geological Survey has no
which the individual mines may
all

with the reports
available

made by

doei

gel

reporti from the

the traffic.

way

I

to verify

understand
the

report

make, or compare them

the railroads.

The Information

ii

but there is a very
considerable amounl of clerical work involved in making a
comparison of the matter and I understand the Geological
Survey IS without the clerks and without the funds to ni;
as

reported

to

the

railroads,

thorough going (heck of thai information; so I believe thai
one thing which would be of very great value to the public,
both now and permanently, is the adoption of a definite and
permanent policy that some proper agency of the government
and I should think that the Geological Survey would be
shall have adequate funds to get complete inforthe best
mation on this point from all of the mines and to check that
information by comparing it with the information which the
railroads have from their standpoint, and on the basis of
that to make a report which will be both complete and

—

—

accurate.

An Example

of

Human

Nature

"We

cannot get away from the fact that where a mine
operator is in doubt as to the cause to which he can properly
attribute any failure of his mine to produce the full amount
of coal, it is human nature for him to attribute it to a cause
for which he is not responsible.
I think the tendency always
will be that the operator, when the matter is left entirely
to his own judgment, will resolve all doubts by charging that
shortages of production are due to car shortages.
I want to
make it clear that I don't claim that any operator would
deliberately misrepresent the facts, but where it is a matter
involving elements of doubt, it is human nature, if a man is
left to his own judgment, to resolve the doubt so as to shift
the responsibility.
If the Geological Survey had the necessary equipment to make the comparison between the coal
operator and the report of the railroad as to what the car
shortage amounts to, there would be an important improvement, in my opinion, in the accuracy of the reports, and that
is said without any reflection on the honesty of the operators,
but simply in recognition of one of the fundamental principles

human nature. I believe that the funds spent for that
purpose will be returned manifold to the public in a saving
in the price that it will have to pay for coal.
of

"While referring to a report of the Geological Survey, I
would like to point out the fact that the report is on the basis
Comparing one week
of potential production by the mines.
with another this is useful as it shows the trend from one
week to another; but if it is to be assumed that the shortages
in production indicated by that report correctly represents
the actual loss in production, it is a very mistaken assumption.

"For example: These reports which the Geological
Survey is making for, I think, about 2,500 operations, are
based on a potential capacity which aggregates close to 16,I understand the highest produc000,000 tons per week.
tion that has ever been made in a week was only about
13,000,000 tons, and the highest that has been averaged for
any considerable period of weeks is only something over
11,000,000 tons, so that this potential production of 16,000,000 tons per week is entirely misleading if we view it from
the standpoint that any failure to realize that production in
any week represents a loss to the public. .If the mines had
to operate
labor, transportation and markets
the facilities
up to a capacity of 16,000,000 tons per week, that would
supply the entire demand of the country for coal in a fraction of the year, and they couldn't run at all for the rest
of the year, so that the showing is very misleading as indicating a corresponding real loss in the production of coal for
any period stretching over several weeks.

—

—

September

12,

Information as to Requirements Needed
committee
"Now, the second point that I want to ask the
some proper governthrough
arranging
the
is
consider
to
Geological Survey
mental agency— and again I think the
to get an estimate
purpose—
the
for
one
best
the
be
would

judgment, were fixed on a high basis for the avowed
purpose of encouraging during the year an abnormal proproduce
duction of coal so as to enable the high cost mines to

my

coal freely.
"The fourth point

rest

the
what arc the actual requirements for coal in
of this calendar year
end
the
between
also
and
year,
of this
Necessarily the
and March 31, the end of the coal year.

as to

the
involved in considerable confusion because
respects
important
many
in
abnormal
conditions have been
with
I understand it, we started in

situation

is

As
during this year.
in storage, so, of course, that
an abnormal amount of coal
would
be produced in this year,
which
coal
of
place
took the
in this year with
started
also
We
to an important extent.
of a great many induspart
the
on
activities
of
a suspension
active last year and which last year
tries which were very

transportation

We

_

We

Now

another point which

the
committee to get information as to
It seems to
consumers
the
to
and
prices both at the mines
light on that subme that we haven't any very satisfactory
useful matter for
very
a
be
would
it
ject and I should think
for

the

;

mines, the cost o distrihe public to know the prices at the
and what has
consumer,
the
and
bution between the mines
prices and how they compare with
those
of
progress
the
been
the government

maximum

price, which

in

My

mind

with

is

judgment

is

reference to
that

we

will

bought

at

think, therefore, that

waiting.

I

a state^of

mind

we

are in danger of having
may be substantially

created in which prices

increased.

may have a contract at prices fixed early
and if this state of panic develops on the part
of the public he might get bids for coal at a much higher
There will be a very strong temptation on his part
price.
to fill the orders which he can get at the higher prices and
omit filling the orders to which he is already committed on
This will tend to complicate a difficult
the lower prices.
My thought is there ought to be an extension of
situation.
the powers which the government had during the war under
I think it
the Lever act to deal with problems of this sort.
would be a perfectly just exercise of the war power passed
by Congress. The very fact that the weapon existed would
go far to make it unnecessary to use it, and the government
ought to be fortified by having an adequate power to deal

"A

coal operator

in the year

with

it.

I want to refer to one other matter which has
been touched upon here, and that is as to the policy of the
Railroad Administration with reference to the purchase
of its own coal.
Last January, I think it was, the question
was raised whether the Railroad Administration would not

"Now,

a uniform price for coal in the various districts and buy
at that price, apportioning its purchases among the
various mines which were able to furnish the proper quality

fix

coal

The disposition of the Railroad Administration was
That was the settled policy
ask for bids for this coal.
of the government, to secure the benefit of competitive bids
The government had practically
wherever it was possible.
always been committed to that policy, but it was suspended
during the war period. The representatives of the National
Coal Association urged very strongly that we adopt the other
policy
the fixing of prices and apportioning the coal. I gave

of coal.
to

—

the matter very careful consideration,

and

I

felt

it

would

not be justified for the Railroad Administration to assume
The moment the Railroad Administrathat responsibility.
tion assumed the responsibility for fixing the price for coal
it

would have been charged with any

failure of that price

meet the expectations of the operators and the employees,
fix the price high enough to cover
it would have had to
a good many high cost operations, and a price so high as to
probablv be a very excessive price to many operators witli
I
ought to resort to the
I felt that
low cost of operation.
settled government policy of asking for competitive bids for

to

coal,

so

I

took special

precaution- to avoid the difficulties
if competitive bids

which it would be pointed out would arise
were a>ked for.

Purchasing

Policy

prevailed last year.

government maximum
understanding was that these
they ought to be high
that
theory
price, were fixed on the
of the high cost
many
enough to encourage production by
he vear had
during
produced
be
to
mines because the total
of interest
be
would
it
and
figure,
to be an abnormally large
this vear have
charged
actually
prices
to know how the
maximum prices which, in
compared with these government

My

have

difficulties,
able opportunity for stressing those transportation
creating the impression that there is going to be a serious
shortage of coal, and, therefore, that coal had better be
a higher price rather than take the chance of

m

would be

I

difficulties.

overcome them to the extent of transporting the coal which
manifesting
the country needs, hut these difficulties will be
themselves all during the year. There will be a most favor-

the
of coal, so that
were consuming exceptional quantities
to
reasonable
seems
it
especially
early part of this year
considerably
was
coal
of
consumption
actual
the
assume that
also
of business.
below normal in many important lines
mildest winter that has
the
had
we
where
situation
had a
of the country, and the preever been known in the history
severe that the country has ever
most
the
was
winter
ceding
consumption of coal in
known so presumably the domestic
much less than the dovery
was
year
this
of
part
the early
part of the preceding
early
the
mestic consumption of coal in
is the only
bituminous
country
the
of
part
many
year and in
purposes.
other
as
well
as
coal 'that is used for domestic
are uncertain
"Even now conditions are not normal.
year as to
the
of
rest
the
for
as to what the prospects are
coal to be expor ted,
to
as
country,
this
in
coal consumption
which it is peculiarly difficult to
so we have a situation in
of the coal which must actually
estimate
make a satisfactory
requirements of the country.
be produced in order to meet the
uncertain element there is
very
a
is
that
so long as
will be needed may be
danger that the amount of coal which
is that the comsuggestion
second
my
that
exaggerated, so
agency, to
governmental
proper
mittee arrange, through a
as possible-as to
accurate
as
course,
cret an estimate-of
requirements for the rest of
what will be the actual total
of course the rather
consideration,
into
this vear, taking
year and the amount
the
part of
small' production in the early
I want to call attenconnection
that
In
of storage on hand.
I stated
resolution.
Senate
the
tion to a point in my reply to
year the railcalendar
this
of
months
that in the first six
tons less of coal than they
roads had consumed 26,000,000
of last year.
1 dismonths
six
had in the corresponding
an
was
tons
26,000,000
covered a day or two ago that that
thejactua extent
and
months
2
1
the
estimate applying for
the first Six
of railroad coal in
to which the consumption
by the railconsumption
the
below
fell
months of this year
was 13 year
last
of
months
roads of coal in the first six
which I gave, winch was
764.000 tons instead of 26,000,000
entire year.
the
for
amount
estimated
the
very useful
I think would be

"Now
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"Therefore we adopted the rule that the purchasing agent
of each railroad would buy his own coal, and not through
Each purchasing agent
a central agency of the government
asked for bids from mines in the part of the country supplyWe
ing hi> railroad and dealt with the matter separately.
adopted the rule that we would not accept any bid
unless the operator certified that the price was sufficient to
also

.
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maintain the present wage schedule or scale and we main
In one instance an operator made a bid
tained thai policy.
and stated thai i1 was not sufficienl for thai purpose and

We also adopted the poiicj of making
the bid was rejected.
it
was urged thai unless thai was
our contracts public,
done some operators mighl make unreasonablj Low bids to
in
gel a status in furnishing railroad coal which would be
jurious to the employees and injurious to their operators, so
W< endeavored to adopl the
the contracts publii

we made
mosl

urged

considerate

polic)

to

offsel

the

objections

were

thai

would be very glad indeed to see an investigamade last
tion on thai point, how much profit the operators
don't
year ami this year, and just how they arrived at it.
made
operator
any
where
exception
believe there is a single
would
it
price to the Railroad Administration so low that

"Now,

1

1

the

serve

pretext

plausible

a

as

to

increase

the

price

to

any-

what reductions were
he perfectly natural
would
it
as
such
only
made in price were
the year.
for a customer who was purchasing throughout
as a conused
companies
railroad
the
"Prior to the war
would
of their coal contracts the factor that they
bod)

My own

else.

judgment

is

amount

ol materials that
an excess amount the r<

that

sideration

coal, and
guarantee 100 per cent car supply for the railroad
consideration, because
important
very
was
a
that
course,
of
could he assured that
the operator furnishing railroad coal
of acute car shorthe could supply them coal even in times

"From

railroad

the

standpoint there were valid reasons

for that because, after all.

the railroad

had

to run.

It

had

nothing else could be transported; but
last year the conclusion
after that was thorough" reviewed
not to use that as a
ought
railroads
the
that
was
reached
was dropped
guarantee
that
so
factor in their coal contracts
the Fuel Administrathat
arranged
was
it
result,
a
\s
out
got all the coal that they
tion would see that the railroads
I believe reference has been
railroads.
the
run
needed to
reduction in
made here to the fact that there was a 10 cent
but it is
coal on account of that arrangement,
to

have

this

coal

if

the price of

arrangement that the railroads
also true on account of that
for coal than they had been
price
higher
considerably
paid a
paving before.
large stock
"In manv instances the railroads had quite a
of course,
and,
year
the
of
beginning
of coal in storage at the
.

natural temptation to use that coal, but it was
mine labor situation was
strongly represented to us that the
a sudden and serious
such
was
there
because
"serious
very
there was

a

cessation in the
remain closed so

'

demands
much of

for coal that

many mines had

to

the time that the employees could
consideration of
not earn enough wages to live on, and in
consume our
not
to
policy
definite
a
adopted
we
fact
that
done, and
have
normally
would
storage coal as rapidly as we
usual
held that coal in 'storage to a greater extent than

we

bought
and therefore bought more coal than we would have
general public
the
as
coal,
storage
our
up
used
had
we
if
seemed to be using up their storage coal. I am advised by

we
our Division of Purchases that on July 1 of this year
had about 12,500,000 tons of coal in storage, which is about
3,000,0000 tons more than we had in storage when the
government took over the railroads on January 1, 1918.
"It is important to bear in mind the further consideration
to
that the present plan is for the railroads to be returned
If the Railroad
private control on December 31 next.
Administration buys coal and keeps it in storage and turns
to the railroads on December 31
amount which the Railroad Administration

back the coal
of the

in excess

got

from

the railroads at the beginning of federal control, the result
will be that the government will be tying its money up in
The subcoal for the benefit of the railroad companies.
stance of our contracts is that we will turn back the same

received,

hut

if

we turn back

government
amount of material and
thai

i

ii"

it

tying

Railroad Administration has been such thai
am satiswe cannot afford to tie up an) monej in railroad materials and supplies in excess of what the contracts Call lor
because Congress has been reluctant to make appropriations
necessary to meet the situation which exists and we certainly
iIk

I

fied

not

make

that

government monej
"In conclusion

situation

more

difficult

b)

tying

up]

unnei essarilj

want

emphasize again thai as to the
we are doing everything
that we can to meet the situation which has been brought
about.
We welcome advice from all sources and we Stand
prepared to give the committee any facts that it thinks it
may need, and aside from that I urge on the committee the
adoption of the specific recommendations
have made SO
as to put the public in possession of die facts which will be
a protection to the public, and so as to give the government
the control which will enable it to protect the public if the
need for that protection arises."
I

to

transportation aspect of this matter

I

Gutheim Discusses Car Supply
manager of the Car Service Secand Frank McManamy, assistant director of the Di-

A. G. Gutheim, assistant
tion,

age.

we
nil

11

up its money in this exc< ss
this will
mean that the govi rnmenl will Bimplj carry the obligation of
the railroad compan) to repay it.
The financial situation of

could

the National Coal Association.

l'\
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Operation, of the Railroad Administration, also
week before the committee and replied to some
of the statements made by representatives of the National
Coal Association attributing the deficiency in coal production
mainly to car shortage and failure to repair cars.
Mr. Gutheim expressed some doubt as to whether a production of 500,000,000 tons of bituminous will be required
this year as stated by the coal association on an estimate
made by Dr. Garfield. The production last year was 585,000,000, but in 1916, when the industries of the country
were running full tilt, which they are not doing now, he
vision

of

testified last

said

heim

500,000,000 tons was
said,

it

is

sufficient.

However, Mr. Gut-

the job of the Railroad Administration to

transport all the coal needed by the consumers, whatever
that may be, but not necessarily all that the coal operators

have orders for because in times of coal or car shortage it is
a common practice to place orders with two or three operators
On
for the same tonnage in the hope of getting part of it.
the basis of the reports of the Geological Survey showing
percentage of output lost on account of car shortage the potential capacity of the mines is about 850,000,000 tons and
it is not necessary for them to work anything like full time
There will always be
to get out the production required.
time lost on account of car shortage, labor shortage, no
market, mine disability and other disabilities, Mr. Gutheim
said, and it will still be possible to get out all the coal the
country needs.

Mr. Gutheim took the position, however, that the thing
do is to find out what the requirement will be and then
do what is necessary to get it. He suggested that the Railroad Administration might be able to help in getting a rough
estimate, but Congress had not allowed the appropriation

to

"If we
asked by the Geological Survey for this purpose.
have got a war time job," he said, "we ought to appreciate
that we will need war time methods, and if the railroads are
to put in war time methods the coal operators should consider
seriously if they can assist by putting in theirs." He referred
to the emergency measures adopted last year which made it
possible to get out a record production of coal, such as the
preferential car supply, high demurrage rate, zone system to
avoid cross-hauling, pooling of various grades of coal and

regulation to see that one consumer did not get what ought to
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among

others.

If the railroads are to the early grain

handle an unusually large tonnage in the last
art of the year the coal people should consent to some of
lese emergency measures," he urged.
Senator Frelinghuysen, chairman of the investigating comfittee, asked if preference could not be given to coal for a
me.
Mr. Gutheim said it could but the result would be
tat the complaints now made by the coal operators would
lerely be superseded by complaints from others and that
•e

ist

to

year there was a special reason for giving preference to

>al.

Callahan, traffic manager of the National Coal
had spoken of the large number of cars tied up

John

ssociation,
i

the transportation of slag, a large part of which, he said,

as allowed to stay in the cars all winter

and freeze up.

Mr.

it was absolutely necessary in a territory
Pittsburgh or Youngstown districts to transport
ag, burnt molding sand and ashes in order to get them out
the way, but he had no information as to the claim of
lusual delay in handling these cars.

utheim said that

ke
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the

movement, and before the grain movement
became heavy sufficient cars were provided to handle it as
promptly as elevator capacity and terminal facilities would
permit. Meanwhile, Mr. McManamy said, the low
coal shipments could not be charged to the Railroad Administration
because they were due to no market. Anticipating an in.
rease

in production the Railroad Administration on
|une <) issued
instructions to increase car repair forces and tin's was
followed
on June 27 by instructions that wherever the demand for
coal
cars made it necessary cars requiring light repairshould be
given preferential attention. This was followed on August 16
by instructions to increase the hours of the car department
forces to nine a day on all roads where the number of
bad
1

order cars was sufficient to keep the men profitably employed
where work could be furnished from connecting lines
without excessive empty mileage, also to give special attention
to grain cars, coal cars and refrigerator cars in sections
where
they would be most needed.
or

:

McManamy

Describes

Bad Order Car

Situation

Mr. McManamy discussed the bad order car situation,
ying the number of such cars is high at present but that the
tion which was taken by the Railroad Administration two
onths ago and which is still being diligently followed will,
his opinion, be sufficient to meet the demand for coal cars
dess it reaches abnormal proportions, in which event the
fficulty will be due not so much to car shortage as to the
rminal facilities.
In July, 1918, Mr. McManamy said, 14.9 per cent of the
:omotives were out of service for repairs and 798 were
jred in serviceable condition.
In January, 1919, there
?re 16.9 per cent out of service for repairs and 1,582 stored;
April, 18.4 per cent were out of service and 4,604 stored;
July, 17.9 per cent were out of service and 3,668 stored,
lerefore, he said, the general condition of the locomotives
lay is better than at any time during federal operation or
:ring the three years before and there is no ground for
prehension.
There will be sufficient motive power to
ndle all the business offered to the maximum capacity of
i

terminals.

freight cars, Mr. McManamy said, the
somewhat different. On July 1, 1918. there were
7,403 bad order cars, or 7.1 per cent. The force of shopn was then at its maximum and was working 70 hours a
ek. In December the number of bad order cars had been re-

With

uation

respect to
is

ced to 130,506, or 5.4 per cent.
After the armistice the
from 10 a day for 7 days a week to 9
urs and 6 days a week and on December 9 to 8 hours a
This was fully justified, he said, by the prospective
y.
:rease in business and was necessary both because of the
ere strain under which the employees had been working
d because of the importance of reducing maintenance costs
reducing the amounts paid for punitive overtime.
The
:rease in business was sufficient to make it possible to
intain the low percentage of bad order cars up to March,
which time it was 5.2 per cent, which for the country at
ge, Mr. McManamy said, is an almost ideal condition,
e necessity for further economy on account of expenditures
maintenance of equipment as compared with the test
iod made it seem advisable to make further reductions in
department forces and this was done by furloughing men
many points and by further reducing the car department
irs.
As a result the number of bad order cars began to
rease in April and until it reached S.7 per cent in July, a
dof 215,953.
A ith the increase in business the shop forces were biased, first by increasing the work on the box cars to meet

This action was begun, Mr.

when

said,

at

a

time

was 41.4 per cent, of which
26.2 was on account of no market and but 3 per cent on
account of car shortage. The effect had already become apparent in a reduction of 8.414 in the number of bad order
cars and of 5,741 in the number of bad order coal cars. The
number of employees was increased about 8,000 and their
hours to nine a day, making an increase of 12y> to 15 per cent

number of hours worked.
"The increase in bad order cars," Mr. McManamy
tinued, "is not at all due to a slowing up of the repair
in the

gram.

conpro-

substantial extent due to the fact that since
war the railroads are endeavoring to get their
cars in better condition and are therefore sending cars to the
repair tracks which at any time in the past four years would
have been continued in service without repairs. They are also
holding cars for heavy repairs which at any time in the past
four years would have been put in service with comparatively
light repairs and which, if the demand for cars becomes sufIt is to a

the close of the

ficiently urgent, can again be returned to service with comparatively light repairs.

"The strike also interfered seriously with the car repair
program, but I think we can reduce the number of bad order
cars very substantially in the next two months
unless we
have some unforeseen labor troubles and I do not look

—

for them."'

Mr. McManamy also testified that 68,598 of the 100,000
cars ordered by the Railroad Administration have
been built.
of which 51,428 are in service and 17,170 in
storage waiting
to

be stencilled, which

is

being done

700 a day.
being turned out at the
rate of 220 per day and includes 10,658' double
sheath box
cars, 12,075 single sheath box cars, 3,562 50-ton gondola-.
949 hoppers, 1,826 low side gondolas and
70-ton hop-

urs were reduced

The balance

r

pers.

r

McManamy

the loss of coal capacity

of about 31,400 cars

at the rate of

is

2JM

C. E. Lesher, in charge of mineral fuel statistics of
the
Geological Survey, testified that at the present time the reason
for the shortage of coal production is transportation
disability
but that if consumers had bought coal for next winter in the

when the transportation was there, they would not
be facing that condition.
"They are asking for it all
in a bunch," he said.
He also said that if there were always
Spring,

now

supply of cars and the labor worked five and one-halt"
week, the country could not absorb the output of coal.
F. S. Peabody, formerly chairman of the committee on coal
production of the Council of National Defense, denied that
unduly high prices are being charged for coal and said that
legislation calculated to affect the law of supply and demand
would not remedy the coal problem.
He said there is no
a full

davs

a

probability of a coal shortage this winter unless
deliveries
are held up by a shortage of cars or by labor troubles.
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Government Ownership and

rake ill'- I'. oi- Lyons Mediterranean for instance Out of
80,000 employees, not more than 2,000 or 3,000 leavd

the

Labor Situation on French Railroads

Vol. 67, No. 11

the

<>f these, the great majority are dropped from the
on accounl of death, sickni
•< old age, and very few
because the) voluntarilj wish t<. change their bu ine
In
this connection it is a rather Interesting fact that as a rule
railroad employees in France are married men.
It is a great
\' eptioo t" find an unmarried man in tin- employ of die railroads at stations.
Thi employe
take up their work with

yearly.
rolls

By

As

in

\i

i

a

French Correspondent

countries,

ship of railroads

the question of
is

one which

government owner
IS

being

much

<li

i

Mos1 of the
leaders of the various labor unions are using government
ownership of railroads as one of the principal planks of their
indifference
platform, bul as a matter of fact dure is great
themselves.
employees
among
the
matter
this
with regard to
cussed

in

France

at

the presenl

time.

application of
represented
being
in
work,
daily
their
for
law
the eight -hour
action, and in obtainon the hoards controlling disciplinary
with the present
ing higher wages corresponding more nearly
If the employees gain these points they
high cost of living.
are owned by the governcare little as to whether the railroads
the four
ment or by private companies. The following are
ownergovernment
of
advocates
the
which
main advantages
policy to all
ship believe will be obtained by applying this
Uniform scale of wages; uniform scale
railroads in France:
zone limits between railof rate<- abolition of territorial or
and a uniform system of
equipment,
of
roads with uniformity

The

latter

are

particularly

interested

in

the

signals.

being studied by all the railroads,
the first two will probably be
time
months'
few
a
in
and
When these absolutely essential reforms have been
settled.
government
adopted the main advantages to be obtained by
strongest
the
and
attained,
been
ownership will already have
longer exist.
no
will
policy
that
adopting
for
reasons
way this question will
It must be said, however, that in a
In France the difhence.
years
some
itself
settle
essentially
railroad companies were given "concessions" or grants

The

questions are

now

ferent

1959
99 years, and these all expire during the years 1958,
automatically be
and 1960. At that time the railroads will
probable, however,
turned over to the government. It is very
under very different
that the government will take them over
with regard to its
conditions from those already established
It is
administration of the French State Railway System.
various
the
on
existing
personnel
and
directors
that the
for

likely

the directors will
railroads at that time will be kept, and that
initiative than
of
power
and
freedom
greater
given much

be

State Railways.
the case at the present time with the
grants
for these railroads
the
of
expiration
Fortunately the
It would have been most
will not take place for 40 years.
or even
unfortunate had this come about at the present time
the very unsettled
in the immediate future, on account of
The whole orconditions in France resulting from the war.
this tremenganization of France is now so greatly upset by
labor quesdisturbing
many
so
are
and there
is

dous upheaval,

would have been almost imposstudied the methods to be
wisely
sible to have calmly and
under
adopted by the government for operating the railroads

tions being agitated, that

its

it

case of the State Railways, owned and operated by the
government, can be taken as an example of the actual effects
It may be said that this
of government ownership in France.
experience has shown, so far, great disadvantages and no ad-

The managers

America, who try railroading for a time and then move on
try something else.
Almost all the employees are, there!
fore, men who remain and who work year in and year out for

and

same
There

the

railroad.
is

no

idleness

among

the regular employees on actraffic at different periods

count of changes in the volume of

This traffic, of course, varies according to the
For instance in the autumn there is a big coal traffic.
In the late winter there is a tremendous movement of fertil-

of the year.
season.

izers to different regions of the country.

In the spring vast
quantities of early vegetables have to be shipped; later come
the fruit crops and then the wine.
Of course, the passenger
traffic of the different regions varies also with the seasons.

These changes

in the

volume of

traffic

are handled in the

In each region, when the traffic is at its
maximum, two methods are employed: The first is to send
employees, with their consent, from a part of the railroad
where the traffic is light to the regions where it is heavy. The
second is to employ temporary workmen, drawn from the
region in which they are needed. These men are almost invariably farm laborers, and as France is a great agricultural
country, they can always be readily obtained, except during
following way.

the harvest season.

These men are known to the station masand the same ones are used
This method works out splendidly as it

ters in the different localities,

from year to year.
not only furnishes additional employees for the railroads during the periods of stress, but it also eliminates idleness among
the farm hands at times when they otherwise would have no
work.
All of the railroad companies in France have done a great

deal to try to improve the living conditions of their employees.
In order to permit the employees to obtain, at low rates, foodstuffs and the first necessities, such as shoes, co-operative

and "economats" have been established. In the cooperative stores the employees themselves control the entire
organization and direction, but the railroad companies try to
facilitate their work in every way possible.
In the case of
the "economats", or company stores, the railroad companies

stores

This latter method is
Canteens have also been
Thanks to these stores and canteens, the emestablished.
ployees are able to purchase foodstuffs and the first necessi-

control the organization

and

direction.

that employed on the Paris-Orleans.

ties at cost price.

ownership.

The

vantages.

the companies in a certain locality, bring their families settM
down and end up usually by spending their lives there. In
France one does not find the thousands of employ

of the railroad have

had more

diffi-

cope with in running the railroad and they have
not obtained equivalent results as regards earnings when compared with the privately owned roads. The employees are
not as well taken care of and have not the same opportunity
for rapid advancement when they show ability as when the
A large number
railroad was owned by a private company.
of these employees have become dissatisfied and have left the
Men
State Railways to take up other government positions.
culties to

very rarely leave the privately

owned French

railroads.

The

railroad companies have also built colonies of

wooden

The Paris-Lyons &
houses for their married employees.
Mediterranean, for example, has bought American army barracks to the value of 2,000,000 francs for this purpose. This
also encourages the unmarried men to get married, for they
often experience great difficulty in finding lodgings when they
are single.

With regard
France

is

to technical schools

for railroad employees,

far behind the United States.

France has some

of

the finest first-class technical schools in the world, such as

and the School of Bridges and Highways, but she had not had good secondary technical schools.

the School of Mines,

New workmen

in the railroads are generally sons of present
employees, and they work in small groups in the different

September
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shops, learning their trade under an apprenticeship system.
For this they are paid two or three francs a day. This lack
of good secondary semi-technical schools for railroad appren-

very unfortunate, and the more progressive managers
of the railroads are planning to study American schools of
this kind in order to institute a similar system in France.
The common objection of ignorant workmen to modern and
tices is

up-to-date machinery exists to a great extent in France, but
managers of the railroads are disregarding this and are
gradually installing modern machinery and methods everywhere. In cases where the number of men is reduced for this
the

reason, these employees are not discharged, but are used else-

where.

The above

brief description will

show

the general methods

of handling employees on the French railroads

and the preAlthough
vailing views concerning government ownership.
conditions, in many ways, are not the same in France as in
America with regard to railroad operation, much can be

:
<

E. B.

Thomas

homas, chairman of the board of directors
Briggs
Lehigh Valley, and one of the best known railroad men in America, died at his home in Morristown,
N. J., on September 4, at the age of 80. Mr. Thomas had
made his mark as an executive officer on four prominent
railroads, and was as notable for his knowledge of operating
details and his sympathetic interest in the men in the ranks
as he was for his efficiency as a financier and his ability in
the whole broad field; and vet, strictly speaking, he was not
brought up as a railroader; he was a business man of ability
and considerable experience before he entered the railroad

Em

.\

i

of the

field.

As a railroad officer he belonged to the old >< hool; devoted
with decided singleness of purpose to his immediate tasks
and too busy and too modest to advertise himself; but he
became prominent through his activities in the American

learned by the railroad men
of each country by studying
what is being done in the

Railroad
Association,
which, in its earlier

The Ameriother country.
cans who co-operated with

the

the French during the

war

became popular among railroad officers throughout the
country in spite of his mod-

in

work realized that
was much to learn in
France, and the Frenchmen

there

esty; or rather because of his

engaging
freedom

through the contact with these
Americans have become tre-

:

,fc*>

and block signaling.

A great many of the leading French railroad men are
visit

America

others

it

tain that

men

In 1870 he was appointed reLake Shore &
Tuscarawas Valley, now a
part of the Baltimore & Ohio,

of

Claveille,

He was born in Cleveland,
Ohio, in 1839, the son of a
clergyman.
His early training was in the office of the
Otis Steel Company, of which
firm he became a member.

Mon—among
Minister
Public Works — and
sieur

his

to the heart of every question.

ods, such as train despatching

to

personality,

from all useless
frills and the good judgment
by which he habitually went

mendously interested in modern American railroad meth-

planning

of

and

stronger days, he was one of
leading spirits; and he

railroad

shortly

)7

is cer-

ceiver of the

American railroad

will take great pleasure

them every chance
study our railroads and
their methods.

and in that position made so
good a record that he was

in giving

to

chosen general manager of
the
Cleveland,
Columbus,
According to a report on
Cincinnati & Indianapolis.
traffic conditions for the week
Here he remained until 1885
ended August 25, while the
and here he made his reputarecent railroad labor disturbtion as an operating officer.
E. B. Thomas
ances have subsided in nearlyFrom 1885 to 1888 he was
all the
regions throughout
second
vice-president
and
the country, the movement of
general manager of the Richcommodities, with few exceptions, has not kept pace with
mond & Danville, which was the nucleus of the present Souththe corresponding period of last year.
In the Allegheny
ern Railway System,
After three years in the south, he was
region, for the week ended August 25, revenue freight handled
called to the New York, Lake Erie &: Western as second vicedecreased 8,012 cars, compared to the same period last year.
president and after a few months was called to New York City
In the Pocahontas region, as compared with the week ended
as chief operating officer of all the lines of the company.
On
August 25, 1918, tidewater coal dumped decreased 22.7 per
December I, 1890, he was made first vice-president. He was
cent.; other coal decreased 8 per cent.; commercial freight
promoted to the office of president in 1894 and when the
decreased 12 per cent, and loads received from connections
receivership was ordered he was appointed one of the redecreased 23 per cent. Figures from the Northwestern region
ceivers.
In November, 1805. when the company was reorshow a decrease of approximately 41,000 car loadings for
ganized he was made president of fhe new Erie Railroad
August 25, 1919, as against the corresponding period for 1918.
Six years later he was made
Company.
In the Central

Western region, some improvement was noted.
For the week ended August 19, 1919, grain loadings increased
15 per cent., over the same week for 1918, live stock increased
22 per cent., and lumber increased 16 per cetit.
Patriotism,
say:

local

pride

and

just

common

selfishness

"Buy War Savings Stamps and Thrift Stamps."

all

chairman of the

board of directors. In 1902 left the Erie to become president
of the Lehigh Valley.
This oi\nc he held for 14 years, and
on February 21, 1917, was elected chairman of the board,
being succeeded as president by E. E. Loomis.
Mr. Thomas' administration of the Lehigh Valley was
marked by the development of the road from a condition
near bankruptcy to that of a sound and prosperous concern.
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The mileage

of the road

Increased but

little,

but

the gross

$24,000,000 to $47,000,000, and the
surplus available for dividends to a Bum equal to more than
A prominenl feature
twelve per cenl on the common stock.
of his administration was his intelligent adherence to high
standards of engineering practice, both in roadwaj and
He was not an engineer, but, like Mr. Carnegie,
equipment.
receipts

rose

from

he exercised unerring judgment
work of other men.

in

availing

himself of the
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readjustment
L. S. Cass, president of the Waterloo Cedar
.Ml
& Northern, asked that the Interstate
ommerce
om
mission have jurisdiction over the routing of traffii
Earl II. Morton, president of the Order ot Railroad Stfl
tion Agents, which hai
membership of about 6,500, told
the committee thai the Plumb plan is "the besi plan ever
(

I

'

•>

devised to drive brains out of the railroad business."
"The
plan is so preposterous," he said, "thai it would not meril
serious discussion but for the fad that tin to-called Plumb

Plan League seems to be securing the support of large numof railroad employees who have not really informed
themselves as to what the plan is and the way in which it
would actually work.
Its adoption would destroy efficienl
operation, cause tremendous rate in< reases or a deficit to
be paid by the public, and wreck tin- rail systems physically
bers

Railroad Hearings Before

House Committee
HOUSE COMMITTEE on
Tinmerce
complete
expects

interstate

and foreign com-

hearings on railroad legislation by the first part of next week, after having held
almost daily sessions since July 15. It has already heard most
of the proposed plans for railroad regulation and this week
has been hearing various witnesses who have proposed amendto

its

to the Esch-Pomerene bill.
September 5 a delegation of colored people representing
the Colored American Council appeared before the committee, introduced by Representative Madden of Illinois urging
Legislation to require the railroads to furnish equal accom-

ments

On

of race, in interstate
service, regardless
witnesses did not object so much to the separation of the races as provided by the "Jim Crow laws" of the
southern states but based their argument principally on the
inadequacy and unsanitary condition of the facilities provided for colored passengers to show that they are discrimi-

modations

and

The

traffic.

It was said to be almost
nated against in many ways.
impossible for a negro to obtain Pullman accommodations in
the south and very difficult to get anything to eat while
travelling because they are not allowed in the dining cars
and many station eating houses have no provision for them.
The fim Crow car, it was testified, is usually only half a
baggage car, in a very filthy condition and very much over-

The witnesses presented elaborate and carefully
crowded.
prepared arguments in support of their claim of discrimination together with a large amount of data regarding the conditions of the facilities provided for colored passengers.
A number of representatives of water lines have been before the committee to oppose the provisions of the Eschbill giving the Interstate Commerce Commission
Among these have been
jurisdiction over port-to-port rates.
W. P. Levis, freight traffic manager of the Clyde and Mal-

Pomerene

who said the steamship business would not lend
the regulation prescribed for rail carriers, as the
conditions under which they operate are very much different.

lory lines,
itself

to

Thaddeus H. Swank, of counsel for the Merchants' & Miners'
Transportation Company, submitted a statement by A. D.
Stebbins, president and general manager of the company.
Frank A. Law, of counsel for the Alaska Steamship Companv, and John H. Bunch, general freight and passenger
agent of the company, protested both against
mission jurisdiction over port-to-port rates
cluding Alaska in the provisions of the bill.
F. B. McKinnon, president of the United
dent Telephone Association, F. C. Stevens,

giving the comand against inStates Indepen-

counsel for the

and N. C. Kingsbury, vice-president of the
& Telegraph Company, asked the
Telephone
American
elimination from the bill of the provisions which would bring
the telephone and telegraph systems within the full regulatory
powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
B. B. Cain, representing the American Short Line Railroad Association, asked a government guaranty of operating
expenses to the short lines which have not been paid the
association,

standard return, for the period immediately following the
He also offered a proposed
expiration of federal control.
amendment to protect existing rates during the period of

and financially."
president
American Train
of
the
Luhrsen,
G.
J.
Despatchers' Association, appeared before the committee on
September 10, urging legislation to continue the effect of
General Order No. 8, issued by Director General McAdoo
last year, which prohibits discrimination against any employee because of membership or non-membership in a labor
organization.
He said the despatchers were already hearing
threats that they would have to choose between their jobs
and their organization after the roads are returned to private
management. He said, however, that his organization had
made little headway against the Railroad Administration
as compared with the influence exerted by the larger organizations of employees, and mentioned a case where both the
despatcher and the train crew had been discharged for
allowing a train to run into a terminal 50 minutes ahead of
schedule but the members of the crew had been reinstated

through the influence of their organizations.
Senator Lenroot of Wisconsin appeared before the committee in support of the Amster plan, which has been incorporated in a bill which the Senator has introduced providing
for unification of the roads into a single system, with minimum earnings guaranteed and privately owned but managed
by a board representing shippers, farmers, security owners,
employees and the public. He opposed various plans which
seek to preserve competition and said the public is only interested in the most efficient operation and reasonable rates,
which he argued cannot be obtained under separate managements some of which are likely to repeat the examples of
financial manipulation which have furnished scandals in
the case of the Rock Island and the New Haven.
Senator
Lenroot said that physical property should not be taken as
the sole criterion of value and that a capitalization of earnings would not be justified because some roads "because of
a lack of exercise of regulating power" are earning too much.
His plan proposes a valuation based on the three elements
of original investment, cost of reproduction and earning
power.
He suggested that while men cannot be required
to work against their will it might be possible to provide that
strikers shall not be taken back after a strike at a higher wage
than that determined by a tribunal.
Representative Winslow asked several questions suggesting
some kind of regulation of labor organizations to make them
Under present conditions, he said, the commitresponsible.
tees of Congress do not hear from the great body of working
men but only from their leaders and never know whether or
not they are properly representing the views of the men. On
his last trip home, he said, he had taken occasion to question
as many railroad employees as possible regarding the various
propositions brought to Washington in their name but had
found them rather indifferent. A majority of those he had
talked with said they knew very little about the Plumb plan

and others said they wished the present agitation was over
Most of them seemed to
so they could settle down to work.
have so much money that their principal grievance as to wages
was because someone else was getting more.

Concrete Packing Stops Settlement Over Tunnel
Change

Sub-surface Drainage Conditions Causes Decay of

in

Timber Lagging, Requiring
By
Assistant

THE tracks OP THE Greai
Pacific

enter

the

the Northern

from

terminals

the

north

through a double track, concrete-lined tunnel, 30
between the side walls, 26.8 ft. high from the top of rail

crown of the arch, and 5,141.5

the
is

ft.

long.

The

ft.

to

south portal

located near the intersection of Fourth Avenue South and
street from which point the tunnel runs northerly

Washington
until

it

becomes coincident with the center

line

of

Fourth

avenue just

south of James street.
From this point it
follows the center line of Fourth avenue for a distance of
1,360 ft. to the north margin of Madison street, thence
curving to the northwest, passing under the cross streets,

Third avenue. Second avenue,

First

Adams,

Engineer, Great Northern. Seattle Wash.

Northern and

Seattle

E. E.

Replacement

Its

avenue and Pike Place

sisted of deposits of glacial drift of irregular lenses of

hard

blue clay, sand, cemented gravel and hard pan.
During the
removal of the earth more or less water was encountered,
ut not serious enough to cause any particularly difficult or

I

The sandy materials as a rule- were water
expensive work.
bearing and sometimes the clay had cleavage planes which
indicated water.

The

area influenced by the drainage along

was more or less uncertain.
It may have
extended some distance from the tunnel bore and in unexpected directions.
It
was a fact that large quantities of
water were not encountered, but it was known positively that
moisture did exist and it seemed to be the opinion of the
engineers that the heavy timbering in the section of the tunnel
the tunnel

route

_SOO

rth Portals

Z2P

Scale in Feet.

r^^«*

Location of the Great Northern Tunnel Under Seattle's Business District

which is located about 180 ft. south
margin of Virginia street, just east of Railroad

to the northerly portal,

of the south

The tunnel
avenue, on the Seattle water front.
the heart of the retail district of the city, as
Fig.

lies
is

beneath

shown

in

1.

Limited

Amount

of

Moisture Present Originally

would be preserved and permanently maintained after being
encased outside with the concrete lining.
The construction work on the tunnel progressed rapidly
after the advance drifts had met in 1904 and in April. 1905,
double tracks were laid through the tunnel and traffic wahandled direct to the terminal- at the south end of the city.

most unusual,

Re-grading and Street Improvements Change Drainage

order to develop the railway terminals, a site was
and
selected some years ago on the unfilled tide lands at the
In order to gain access to the terminal
foot of Beacon Hill.
which was to be occupied jointly by the Great Northern and
the Northern Pacific, it was decided to bore through the hill
on which the city was situated and thus escape congestion

until 1909 the grades and elevations of the
and thoroughfares along the route of the tunnel
were greatly changed and modified for street traffic by an
elaborate and expensive system of regrades that the city had
undertaken, the principal street changes in the vicinity of
the tunnel being along Third. Fourth. Fifth and Sixth

The topographical

features

of

Seattle

are

in

in the rapidly

growing water front

district.

from the
north and the south portals in May, 1903, and the advance
The excavation bore was
drifts met on October 26, I'M 4.
approximately 40 ft. wide and 30 ft. high, and all excavation throughout the entire length was carried out by the old
tunnel method of excavating for advance drifts, headings
and side pockets with timber lagging.
The timber section of the tunnel followed the excavation
and at points where overbreak occurred the void was
packed solidly with slab wood and square timber recovered
from the false work used during the excavation. The con-

The excavation

for the tunnel

bore was started

crete lining was then constructed within the timber section
proper as shown in Fig. 2.
The excavated material alone the route of the tunnel con-

From 1906

cross streets

avenues, with the cross -treet- lying between Ye-ler Way near
the SOUth portal of the tunnel, and Pike street near the north
porta] of the tunnel.
The regrade of Fourth avenue was

completed

1909 and this thoroughfare and other- crosswere paved with material which greatly
changed the drainage conditions.
ing

the

in

tunnel

In addition the city also laid extensive -ewer systems and.
with the reconstruction of paved streel car track
area>, the heavy annual rain fall and surface water- were

together

disposed of in an entirely different manner than before the
regrades were undertaken.
By bettering the drainage conditions to this extent, all of the surface water- and other- which
formerly penetrated into the -oil and kept it in more or
less of a

the -oil

moisl condition, undoubtedly caused a drying out of
and contributed very largely to the decay and dis-
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integration of the timber section of the tunnel
ing over

and

the pack-
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m a definite policy on the part of
adopl a program of making extensive repairs and improvements along the entire arch <>f the tunnel.
observed, finally resulted
the e engineers

it.

Settlement Appears
January, 1911, the street pavement and car tracks
along Fourth avenue and above the tunnel showed signs <>i
hut the fact that .slight
subsidence- not to any great extent
settlement hail occurred along the tunnel route, ((instituted

Method

In

Such presumptive evidence, that after careful investigations
and discussions, the railway company's engineers established
an elaborate system of bench marks over the streets, buildings and structures from the north to the south portals of

The greatest indication of Subsidence was
Avenue South and
This open street area is immediately
Prefontaine Place.
above the tunnel and within 100 ft. of the south portal.
Traffic conditions at this intersection were most severe and
heavy, two street car lines forming a junction, and team
and automobile traffic meeting at live corners. The settlement at this point was not heavy. The car tracks made
slight, easy depressions and the drainage on the paved
streets was not seriously interfered with, nor were there any
unusual complaints in regard to the public utilities situated
the tunnel zone.

noticed

first

at

t<>

of Backfilling

Tunnel

The method
ing

shafts

as finally adopted (Fig, 3)
onsisted in sinkat convenient
places either directly al.ove the
I

tunnel or located in whatever va< ant Space could be conveniently secured, or in sections of alleys or streets where
traffic was light, and the underground work could be carried

on

with

little

or

no interruptions.

The

shafts

were

usually 4 ft. by 6 ft. in size and were sunk to the level of
the highest point on the tunnel arch, where advance drifts

the intersection of Fourth

6x4'Shaft-

a
/

Decayed plank segments and
timber blocking were removed^

Heading with steel lagging over,

driven Pull length of space repaired.

lagging over

run
down each side.
drifts

Space filled

in the street proper.

with lean

Insomuch as there was such reasonable evidence of settlement, and regardless of the precise elements producing the
subsidence and due to the principal fact that the tunnel
angled directly under the zone of settlement, the railroad
company took the initiative to ascertain the exact cause of

concrete.

the trouble.

The ground

covering over the concrete lining at this locaft. deep, it was therefore not considered
advisable to tap the arch of the tunnel and explore above
the arch, but to sink a shaft and undermine the street
area and thus maintain railway traffic through the tunnel
and street traffic above it during the period of examination,
which later developed into an extensive repair job. A shaft
was sunk on a piece of vacant property and the undermining
process was undertakin with a view to removing the timber
tion

was not over 12

Sb80
Profile

Showing Relation

of the

Tunnel to the Street Grades

packing above the concrete arch and refilling the space with
This preliminary work was a complete
very lean concrete.
success and the work of placing the concrete packing was
carried out with no serious cave-in of the paved streets
above or interruption to traffic.
In 1912 subsidence was further observed along Fourth
avenue, which as stated above lies directly over the tunnel,
and also in a ten-story brick building at the intersection of
Third avenue and University street. At other points gas
mains, water mains and other public utilities gave evidence
of slight openings at some of the joints, at locations immedi-

The results of all the uncertain
ately over the tunnel.
elements of settlement, which was carefully checked by the
railway company's engineers and the effects noticed and

Method

of

Conducting the Repair

Worb

were dug in either direction immediately along the center line
of the tunnel proper.
The advance drifts or headings were
built 5 ft. high by 10 ft. wide and the steel lagging was
supported by plumb posts and caps made of 8 in. by 8 in.
square timber, spaced from 2 ft. to 4 ft. apart, depending on
the overburden and the condition of the soil above the excavation.
A center row of plumb posts divided the heading in
two working vaults, one of which was utilized to remove
the excavated material and the other to receive incoming
materials, such as sand, gravel, timber, lagging, etc.
In following the excavation work of the headings and as
soon as the first bents or forms were installed, the overburden of the soil was carried by supports consisting of steel
lagging driven over the caps. This steel lagging was }i in.
thick by 6 in. wide and 6 ft. long, sharpened to a chisel end,
which made the driving easy and contributed largely to the
There was
success of the whole underground operation.
very little, if any, loss of the soil above the steel lagging
and the workmen were cautioned to exercise extreme care
in installing the steel lagging at the overhead part of the
After the headings had advanced to a suitable
excavation.
distance in each direction from the shaft, side stopes 5 ft.
wide were excavated at right angles from the advanced heading

down along

and

to the old wall plate of the timber tunnel section.

the extrodus of the arch to the spring line

down

The

were then removed by
pick and shovel, ax and cross cut saw, no other machinery
being used throughout the process of the mining work.
The whole stope was then free to receive the back filling,
which consisted of mine run sand and gravel mixed with a
The consistency
very small amount of Portland cement.
of the lean concrete was determined more or less by the conditions above the tunnel; that is, where the excavation was
under large buildings or extensive construction, the mixture
old timbers and the broken

soil

September

was made

12,
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1919

a little richer, but as an average, one cubic yard

of packing

when mixed and packed

into the void or stope

contained one-half barrel of Portland cement. The aggregate
was mixed by hand and just enough water added to
thoroughly moisten the mixture.
This lean concrete was
then rammed carefully into place in the side stopes and
allowed to set for a few days before the steel lagging was
pulled and the next section of the stope packed with a new
batch of lean concrete.
When the side stope was entirely
filled and the lean concrete had set sufficiently to bind itself
thoroughly together, the 5 ft. space next to the packed section was opened for another side stope.
This allowed the
workmen to spread the operation along the advanced headings
and did not unnecessarily cramp the working conditions.
The distance that mining operations were carried out from
each shaft did not depend fully upon the cost of handling
the material underground, but depended wholly on the space
above the ground where shafts could be located conveniently.
Sometimes the advanced headings were carried over 1,000 ft.
apart from the shafts and work was thus carried on underground without any great evidence of the extent or character
of the repairs that were being made immediately over the
tunnel.

power was used wholly in the hoisting apparatus
and for ventilating purposes in the underground
working space. The mined area was well lighted and ventilation was provided through an ordinary 6 in. black iron

About the time that the work on the Seattle tunnel was
completed, more or less complaints were received concerning
the subsidence of buildings and streets over the Great Northern single track tunnel constructed under the heart of the city
of Everett.
This tunnel bore joins tide water with the main
line of the Great Northern and its industry and yard tracks
in the easterly part of the city of Everett.
The Everett
tunnel was driven in 1900 by the old tunnel mining method,
similar to the method adopted for the Seattle tunnel.
As
near as can be ascertained, considerable trouble was encountered during the original construction of the Everett
tunnel in holding the super-imposed earth which was of a
sandy character for the greater distance and flowed very
quickly if not properly supported by lagging and posts.
The original lining of the Everett tunnel was the Great
Northern standard timber tunnel section, made sufficiently
wide and high to allow the permanent concrete lining to be
placed within the timber section.
When the timber lining was placed in the tunnel bore
proper, all voids at the sides of the tunnel and overhead
were packed

with slab wood, which at places measured
several feet in thickness, all timbers were exposed to the air
currents of the tunnel until 1909, when the timbers began

Electric

to

in the shaft

In

stove pipe leading to an electric fan.

More

or less moisture

was encountered but the water conditions were undoubtedly
different than when the original tunnel was driven, confirming the assumptions the engineers had in their preliminary
studies.

The excavated material consisted on an average throughout the entire length of the improvement of about 65 per cent
timber and 35 per cent soil. After reviewing the entire work
as carried out, it was found that approximately 25 per cent
was affected quite badly by dry rot.
In most cases no undue pressure from buildings or structures
over the tunnel was noticed on the old timber packing, but in
a few instances pressure developed on the caps and the plumb
posts and the lagging drove and pulled hard in some sections.
Under heavy buildings where the railway engineers
of the timber removed

anticipated settlement,

it

was deemed advisable not

was concerned.

This concrete packing was placed for a distance of 4,835
lineal feet along the arch of the tunnel at a cost of approxi-

mately $375,000, including some of the miscellaneous repairs
to street pavements, street car tracks and public utilities,
including water mains along the streets, alleys and public
On an average the
thoroughfares above the tunnel proper.
cost of all of the work, including excavation, backfill,
labor charges, material, etc., figured $78 per lineal foot of
concrete packing placed, which was approximately 39 per

The tunnel proper,
cent of the original cost of the tunnel.
including the concrete lining and invert completed, ready
original construction.

of this work.

Locomotive Exports from a
British Point of

View

the pinch of American
Thatbuilding
not now being

competition in locomotive
Great Britain owing
to the great worldwide demands for locomotives; but
that British prices are likely to prove a barrier when conditions again become normal, are among the points brought
out in an instructive article entitled British Locomotive Buildis

felt in

ing which appeared in the July 19 issue of the Statist, Lon-

Similar Problem at Everett

to receive the track, cost

ground work was completed.
The work on both the Seattle and Everett tunnels was
carried out under the direction of the engineering department of the Great Northern, of which A. H. Hogeland is
chief engineer, at St. Paul, and O. S. Bowen principal assistant engineer at Seattle. W. J. Coventry was general foreman
in the field, and the writer was assistant engineer during
all

any

voids whatever which might possibly be caused and conditions exaggerated if the steel lagging were pulled from its
position after the concrete packing had been placed.
The work was distributed over a period of four years,
being started in 1911 and completed in the early part of
1915.
Since that time there has been no appreciable settlement to either buildings, streets, public utilities or other
construction above ground, and the railway engineers feel
confident that the concrete packing over the tunnel was a
complete success insofar as subsidence to streets, buildings,

A

decay and the strength of the arch was greatly impaired.
1911 the concrete lining was placed within the tunnel
and in 1914 and 1915 serious settlement was noticed in the
buildings, streets and public utilities
above the tunnel
proper.
Insomuch as this trouble was experienced about the
time that the concrete packing was placed over the Seattle
tunnel, the railway's engineers decided to adopt the same
method of placing concrete packing over the Everett tunnel.
This was done and the work was completed in 1919.
It
has also proved to be a complete success, no further subsidence or settlement having been noticed since the under-

to pull

the steel lagging, so as to eliminate as far as possible

etc.,

511

$198 per

lineal foot at the time of

don.

The
The

article follows:

locomotive industry is peculiarly British, as we were
the pioneers in railway building.
The construction of the
home network first claimed our attention, and when that was

Hearing completion we undertook the development on a large
scale of railway

communications

in other countries, particu-

Empire and South America. For this purpose an immense amount of British capital was subscribed,
and expended mainly in the United Kingdom on the manufacture of rails and rolling stock, locomotives, carriages and
trucks.
An important export trade was built up, and the industry continued to expand as the amount of British capital
invested in railway development abroad became greater. Long
before the War, however, a severe measure of competition was
larly within the

—

1

'
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and

ed

manufacture of locomotives,
The great railway expansion in the two former countries alone
made such competition possible, though German capital inand Far East,
terests particularlj in the railways of the Near
for the
furnished as in our own case, an avenue of entr)

to

er l an d,

Germany,

from

experienced

beinf?

especiallj

the

United

States,

the

in

ts of their engineering shops.
United
Locomotives from Germany, and also from the
African
various
and
in
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America
States were found in
even in India.
markets such as Egvpl and the Uganda, and
everyextending
rapidly
was.
course,
of
Railway mileage
sale despite the preswhere and our growing output found a

produ<

The volume of business was sufficient
sure of competition
and, even if
keep all countries remuneratively employed,
in the
conditions
depression,
spells
of
there \\ere irregular
whole, good up
locomotive engineering industry were, on the

to

war strangled the German
and promoted the Americentres affected were Glasgow, Man-

The
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locomotives
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26,000

112,100
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In South

We

had not
owing to the

America the Germans were particularly active,
'felt the United States competition too severely
unpopularity of their designs, but the Germans
trade with a European model at a lower price

cut into the
than the American

and secured a large share of business. It
was our second most important market, and during the war, it
is
has been to some extent overrun from North America. It
even still if American-built locomotives are regarddoubtful
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very difficult
It
is
with the Bame favor as European.
compare the two models, as natural exigencies have in each

tax- necessitated

alum: ver)

developmenl

a

lines.

differenl

other side of the Atlantii

.

in

design and construction

Long hauls predominate on
and Bhorl hauls on

this side.

the
\.

America lias witnessed a greater developmenl of
,1,r tender ;,v opposed to the tank engine.
Mu< h of our train,
is suburban, and a tank engine, carrying supplies of fuel and
water on the same vehicle, and able to run backwards and
forwards with equal facility, is better adapted to this dass of
work. The long haul has further been responsible for the a!
tention paid to compound locomotives on the American railways, while the British have favored single-expansion engines,
The weight, size and power of individual engines have thus
increased in the United States to a greater extent than here,
and before the war there was an incessant struggle for supremacy between the- two types. Strict comparisons, even between those of the same class, are difficult, as the American
products have not the finish, either generally or in detail, that
Fine fits are not a feature in American engiours possess.
neering, and the result is shown in the increased running life
and decreased maintenance expenses of the British models.
Our locomotives are built to last, and are more suited to welllaid lines, while the American are at times surprisingly efficient where the permanent way shows unmistakable defects.
Locomotive building in the United States has increased
considerably during the war, and special attention has been
paid to the construction of standardized types.
Under the
War Industries Board the various plants concentrated on
specialization,
special
types,
and merelv by
without any inJi .'.....
J
l
r

cordingly,

/

.

'

.
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was almost
industry has become more strongly
differentiated from the British, not only bv the larger size of
,
'
,
,
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but also by
multiplicity
ofe _i
stanJ the greater
6
.
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crease in existing facilities, the rate of production

The American

doubled.
.
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-

1
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.

dard models and the more marked originality
respect of finish they are

still

in design.

inferior; but in

In

America the

preference continues for mass production on native models,
an undertaking which the size of the home market enables
them to carry through with complete success. Even before the
war they could undersell us in certain export lines, but the
superiority of the British-built locomotive in regard to life
an d running expenses more than made up for its heavier
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obyiouS] however> that the price
A point
indefinitely increased.

marg i n

may

be
reached at which thg cheaper American engine is also more
The question may be asked
economical, despite its finish.
In British shops there
reached
g
f
^ reduction in working hours from 53 to
^
& decreased production per
and
Demands for a 44-hour week have been made,
f
againgt ug cannot
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locomotives must be again
successfully competing in foreign
It is not at all easy to explain why

ice of British _ built

ma rkets

will be lessened.
individual output should be higher in the United States,
craftsman, but as
Manv hold that we still possess a superior
.•
.u
a
„
against this the horse-power per operative in the American
industry is greater. The leading position of the Americans,
if not due to better labor or greater mechanical power, may
De b roug ht about by superior machinery or more highly de-

.',.,,

•

V eloped "factory organization, consequent on specialization and
mass production. The pinch of their competition is not very
Many urgent requirements in
severely felt at the moment.
India, the Crown Colonies, and the Dominions as well as in
foreign countries, remain to be filled,

placed here irrespective of
pleted,

and

the

costs.

and orders have been

When

these orders are cornprices are

demand becomes again normal, our

likely to prove a barrier to sales, unless present unhealthy tendencies in the British engineering trades are speedily checked.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Shop Employees' Committee to Accept Director General's
Offer. Maintenance Men Defer Demands
D.

The

railroad shop employees affiliated with the American Federation of Labor have voted 325,000 to 25,000
to authorize their officers to call a strike to intone their
original demands for a general increase in wages from 68 to
85 cents an hour rather than to accept the offer re< ently made
to them by the President and Director General 1 lines of increases of from 4 to 7 cents an hour by way of readjustment.
The vote places full authority in the hands of the officers,
however and they apparently decided to take what they can

In presenting the request for a readjustment Mr. Kennedy
asked that the basic rate of track laborers be placed at 40
cuts an hour, to which would be added an increase of 10

•

making a minimum rate of 50 cents, and that the
basic rate of mechanics be placed at 58 cent-, to which would

cents,

get while waiting for a reduction in the cost of living or an

be added 10 cents, making the minimum rate 68 cent-.
He said that trackmen now receive 28 to 40 cents an hour
and track foremen $100 to $122.50 a month and that in many
large terminals track foremen and other employees performing the same work receive different rates of pay.
Also on

opportunity to renew their demands.
Although they had
once rejected the offer the officers entered into conferences
with Director General Hines and his assistants in the Railroad Administration on September 5, prepared to accept the
offer and to negotiate for the national agreement covering
rules and working conditions which Mr. Hines had promised
them before the negotiations were broken off on August 1
by the unauthorized strikes. Mr. Hines attended the conferences on Friday and Saturday and they were continued this
week by his assistants after Mr. Hines had left for a vacation
of about two weeks.
Director General Hines on September 4 addressed an

many

large systems adjoining divisions pay different
and there are differences between main and branch

Shop

laborers,

many

mechanics receive uniform rates for all classes of work. In
many instances, he said, mechanics on the same operation
receive (lifferent rates, part of the difference being that
some
are paid under Supplement 4, dealing with -hop
men. and
others under Supplement 7, which deals with maintenance
of

way employees.

Signal foremen, Mr. Kennedy said, receive
men under them are paid
according to Supplement 4.
He asked the higher basic
rates in order to bring about uniformitv.
G. L. Moore, engineer maintenance of way of the Lehigh
the rates of Supplement 8 while

would be filled and if they returned to the service later it
would be only as new employees. This notice was conveyed

directors, said that

in telegrams sent to the regional directors, stating that the
chief executives of the shopmen's organizations had definitely
instructed their men to return to work, directing that the

some roads may

Valley, chairman of the committee representing the regional
under the director general- instructions
no general increase could be considered at this time and that
the present rates do not represent discrimination, except where

not have given the proper rate to section
foremen, because the differentials were not disturbed by
General Order No. 27 and its supplement- except a- lower
paid men were given the larger percentage of increase.
Any

managers post the telegrams conspicuously on
bulletin boards and consider them as their instructions to
federal

proceed accordingly.

Way

adjustment.- that should be

Employees Defer

Demand

for General

Wage Advance

vote to enforce general

a

general

in<

and recommending that any
local matter to be determined in

rease

adjustment be treated a- a
the light of local condition-.
L. I. Kennedy, representing the brotherhood, said he wanted

be dealt with locally.

is

taking his

first

vacation

sinc<

became connected with the Railroad Administration

he

at

the time the railroads were taken

He

recently filed with the Rail-

road Administration, after considering Director General
Hines' instructions to the wage board, not to consider requests for general advances, the brotherhood announced its
intention of adhering to the advice of the Presidenl and
holding its general demands in abeyance until the government has had an opportunity to reduce the- cost of living. The
original demand was left with the board and in its place the
representatives of the brotherhocxl filed a statemenl asking
for the adjustment of what the} termed inequalities in the
This amounted to so much of an adpresent wage rates.
vance, however, that the representatives of tin- regional
directors filed a statement opposing it on the ground that it
constituted

Director General Hines

of

demands

made should

Director General on Vacation

Maintenance of Way Employees and Railway Shop Laborers was given a hearing last
week before the Board of Railroad Wages and Working
Conditions and, although it.- members had taken a strike

The United Brotherhood

rates
lines.

he said, receive various rates for the same
of them varying between 34 and 43 cent- an
hour, while mechanics in the bridge and building department receive 53 to 68 cents, whereas in other departments
work,

ultimatum, similar to that issued in the case of the striking
trainmen in California, regarding the local and unauthorized
shop strikes on the New York Central at Depew, N. Y., on
the Baltimore & Ohio at Cumberland, Md., and on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Havelock, Neb., saying that
unless the men returned to work not later than their regular
reporting time on Saturday, September 6, they would be considered as having permanently left the service, their places

Maintenance of

C".

go cm record a- demanding that in the event tin cost of
living is not reduced within a reasonable time the brotherhood be given an opportunity to present it- claim- for the
general advance, and he called attention to the -trike vote.
to

expects

to

be

away from

over by the government.
Washington for about two

weeks.

Cost of Freight Train and Locomotive Service
The total cost of freight train service, including locomotive service, continues to -how a stead) decrease
each month
as compared with preceding month-, although
increases
compared with last year, according to the monthly report of
the Operating Statistics Section,
lor the month of June' it
was 101.8 cents per 1.0(10 gross ton mile-, a- compared with
103.9 in May, 112.7 in April, 11 0.5 in March, and 126.5
in

February.

given.

mile

in

No

comparison of

this figure with last

\

tor

is

The

cost of freight locomotive service per locomotive
June was 107.1 cent-, a- compared with 97

June. 1918. an increase of 10 per cent, and .1- com]
with 110.3 cent- in May of this year.
The cost of freight
train service per train mile was 154.7 cent-, a- compared with
142. 8 cents in June. 1918, .m increase of 8.3 per
cent, and
in
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as compared with

tinue to show

combined averages
for last year and
follow-.

L

56.8 cents in May.

All items of cost cod

compared with last year. The
all regions and the comparative figures
preceding months of this year arc as

increases
for

for

as

'.

tine

1919

locomotive service i<i
motive epaii i
uehouae expense!

"i

i

locomotive mile.,

1

1

.ii.i

motive Cue!
Other locomotive supplies
Coal oi train service pei train mile
Ion miles
101.8

"
umotiv<
pairs
motive fu«
Othi
locomotive supplies
Ti ain engiucmen
Ti tinmen
1

1

31.1
6.8
IS 5

39.1

38

i

3 5

154.7
103.9

1

Enyinehousc cxp<
i

1918
97.4

men

cngiuc

ran this engine from Washington

8.8
19 6

36.1

i

i

*

19.5

126.5

51.1

43.7

44.6

43.9

i

I

i

Train supplies and expenses
"l

oi bain service per
Locomotive epairs
(
Enginehousc exi enses
Locomotive tuel

Coat

HI

3.4

25.6

21.3
25.3

7.1

June,
(19

May,
I'M

I

March,

April,

1919

1919

5.2

Feb'yi
L919

1,000

i

33.7

35.4

38.6

40.8

43.1

293

30.6

40.3

2.6
31.5

34.3
2.9

37.5

J.

3.1

3.4

3 J. 4

33.5
4.6

34.8

i

Oilier locomotive supplies....
EiiKiieir.cn and trainmen....
Train supplies and expenses..

4 7

31.1
4.2

4.4

4.8

Administration to Order Rails

The Railroad Administration was
this

week

different

for
steel

make prompt

expected to place orders

200,000 tons of rail, to be divided among the
companies in proportion to their ability to

deliveries, but final action

was postponed.

The

price bid by the steel companies is understood to have been
the same as that for the original order of 200,000 tons

placed by the Railroad Administration in May, $47 a ton.

Report on Collision of Atlantic City Trains
Immediately following the collision on the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Elwood, N. J., on Sunday, August 24, involving
the ninth and tenth sections of an excursion train from
Washington, D. C, to Atlantic City, N. J., an investigation
was begun by the Railroad Administration, cooperating with
the Interstate

Commerce Commission,

the local authorities,

and the Board of Public Utilities Commission of New Jersey.
The management of the Pennsylvania Railroad, acting under
the direction of the regional director of the Allegheny region,
C. H. Markham, has reached a determination as to responsibility, and disciplinary action has been ordered.
Aside from the responsibility for the wreck itself, claims

having been made with regard

to the general

conduct of the

excursion trains in question, C. S. Lake, assistant director
of the Division of Operation of the Railroad Administration,
was sent immediately to the scene by the Railroad Administration to make a thoroughgoing inquiry into such supplemental circumstances. Mr. Lake has now made a full report,
covering the entire situation, particularly with reference to
the claim (1) that wooden coaches were used on the excursion trains in question, (2) that the trains were not adequately lighted, (3) that the trains were not adequately
watered, and (4) that passengers were not properly treated
following the wreck.
Mr. Lake's report as given out by the Railroad Administration is summarized herewith:
Investigation discloses the accident to have been directly
attributable to the failure of Engineman Ralph J. Townsend
to observe or regard caution indication of automatic signal,
stop indication of automatic signal as required by rule
as was entirely feasible, and to failure of Flagman W.
E. Duvall and Brakeman E. F. Quinn, who was also on
rear by instructions of conductor, to afford proper protec-

and
and

by rules, and to failure of Conductor
E. Price to see personally that protection was afforded as

tion to train as required
J.

he did ool see signal (stop indication), located 2264 fed from
point oi accident, until he was within 6 feel of it, and that
his vision was obscured by fog, which admittedly prevailed
on the morning of the accident, and b) escaping steam from
the right piston of his engine. Engineman
W. Disney, who
(

:

I
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was also entirely feasible.
Engineman Townsend of the tenth section has

required, which

testified that

Weal Philadelphia, and
Road Foreman of Engines Joseph J. Cook, who especially
tested the engine in order to determine whether escaping
steam was such as to obscure the vision, testify that leaks
obtained, but that steam did not escape sufficiently to obscure
the vision.
If the conditions were as described by Townsend, it was his duty to have exercised such precaution
Although he is qualified on
as would have insured safety.
and thoroughly familiar with the physical characteristics of
the division upon which the accident occurred, his testimony
clearly indicates that he did not know of his whereabouts at
the time the accident occurred; that he failed to discern
signal No. 349 altogether, and thought that the accident
occurred at Magnolia instead of near Elwood.
Between the hours of 9:00 p. m. Saturday, August 23, and
12:50 a. m., Sunday, August 24, the Pennsylvania Railroad
moved 10 excursion trains, 119 coaches, 6,261 passengers,
from Washington, and 6 excursion trains, 67 coaches, 3,576
passengers from Baltimore destined for Atlantic City, at
to

which point the first section of these various trains was due
to arrive at 4:00 a. m., Sunday, it being deemed inadvisable
and contrary to the usual practice to discharge excursionists
there earlier than that hour on account of accommodations
being inaccessible.

Records indicate that the 16 trains from Washington and
Baltimore consisted almost entirely of wooden equipment,
part of which was

equipment was

owned by

in condition

was allowable under

the

Pullman Company. The
and its use

for safe operation

legal regulations.

Sixty-six per cent

of the total equipment operated by railroads under governis of wooden construction, 7.4 per cent wooden
bodies with steel underframes, and only 26.6 per cent of
steel construction, which situation necessitates the use of
wooden equipment in excursion traffic if accommodations are

ment control

If wooden equipment were not used it would
be impossible to run these excursion trains.
The Pennsylvania Lines East own 2,340 coaches, or 8.5
per cent of the total coach equipment operated by lines under
federal control, including 1,411 steel coaches, but the travel
requirements of that line this year are approximately 250
coaches per day in excess of equipment owned; and to
accommodate daily and especially week-end seashore requirements, it has been necessary for them to make requisition
from the Troop Movement Section of the Railroad Administration for equipment, without which excursion service, which
has been insistently demanded, could not be furnished.
It did not develop until Friday, August 22, two days
prior to the excursion, that it would be necessary to use about
80 tourist sleepers which were obtained from the Troop
Movement Section. The Washington Terminal people and
Pullman Car Lines co-operated to endeavor to get this equipment in the best possible condition. The cars were thoroughly
cleaned, equipped with lights and water, but two P. R. R.
steel coaches used in local suburban service were not equipped
with water coolers.
These cars were placed in the fourth
section out of Washington and not in either of the trains
concerned in the accident. To insure adequate gas supply
the number of burners for service in tourist cars, used in
troop movement, had been reduced to two or three, and these
Tourist cars lighted by
were lighted leaving Washington.
electricity had such equipment removed and were lighted by
from four to seven ordinary hand oil lanterns, attached to
specially designed holders on ceilings and walls of the cars.
The reports show that several of the lights were put out by
passengers on leaving Washington so they could sleep. Conto be afforded.
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ductor Price stated to the coroner's jury at Atlantic City
that he had reported bad lighting to station officers at
Washington but a careful check shows he made no such

Every effort, therefore, was made to condition these
report.
coaches to handle the very unusual traffic.
Physicians at Elwood were immediately summoned, and,
as soon as means of communication could be effected, physicians from Hammonton (6 miles distant) were ordered, and
the accident was reported to the division officials at Camden,
who were erroneously informed that both tracks were
blocked.
The injured persons were transferred to the undamaged coaches and held at point of accident to enable
physicians who arrived from Hammonton to render first aid.
The train then proceeded accompanied by physicians to
Atlantic City.
As to action taken as a result of the wreck: Proper disciplinary action has been ordered against the men found to
be directly responsible; the erroneous information concerning the blocking of both tracks, which led to delays and
inconvenience to passengers, was due to the fact that first
Orders have
attention naturally was given to the injured.
been issued that cars used in excursion trains must be suitably lighted and provision made for an adequate supply of
drinking water on trains.

Committee on Health and Medical
Relief

to

The Committee on Health and Medical

Submit Report
D.

Relief, Dr.

Z.

Dunott chairman, which was instructed to make a complete
survey of health, surgical and medical problems and to make
recommendations to the Railroad Administration, is expected
to submit shortly the result of its researches, together with
recommendations upon subjects that

it

has investigated up

to the present time.

The

committee's chief interest will be found:
In the development of a uniform set of sanitary
rules and regulations for stations, shops, trains, office buildings, camps, rest-houses, Y. M. C. A.'s, etc.
As a result of its work the man on a small railroad line
will receive the benefit of the country's highest skilled surgeons and doctors just as the employee on the larger system
First:

has heretofore been so benefited, and the whole body of employees and patrons will benefit through rules and regulathe first
tions covering all phases of railroad sanitation
complete set ever formulated which is a great step forward.
Second: The study of the latest and most approved
methods of treating injured persons, with the view to establishing at strategic geographical locations, in conjunction
with city, state or other hospitals, functional clinics and
vocational training schools. Thereby an opportunity will be
given to injured employees and others injured on railroad
property to receive the most advanced and scientific treatment, in order that wherever possible such injured employees
and others may be rehabilitated and restored to their former
occupations, and, where this is impossible, establishing them
as nearly as may be to their former earning capacity.
The committee has given most careful consideration to
the question of first aid and is ready to submit a first aid
packet containing dressings and a full set (if instructions,
which will permit the layman to apply intelligently first aid

—

dressings.

ment

It

is

—

also giving consideration to the establish-

of first aid teams

on such railroads as do not

at the

present time have them.
Railroads in some parts of the South, co-operating with
state and public health officials, have already conducted a
successful

campaign

combating malaria and hookworm,
urging that this campaign be extended

in

and the committee is
to other localities infected with these disabling diseases.

In
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making

surveys the committee has not only condepartments of the railroads but has also
consulted many prominent professional men outside of railroad service, state boards of health and the United States
Public Health Service, with the sole idea of giving to the
employees and patrons the best possible protection and care.
sulted

its

surgical

Passenger Traffic

in

June

The number of passengers carried one mile by the railroads
under federal control in June amounted to 4,145,379,862,
an increase of 5.6 per cent as compared with June, 1918,
according to the monthly report of the Operating Statistics
Section.
The Ohio-Indiana district and the Southern region
showed decreases. For the six months ending June 30 the
number of passenger miles was 21,320,651,049, an increase
of 4.6 per cent.
In this case also the Ohio-Indiana district
and the Southern region showed decreases, while the other
regions and districts showed increases ranging from .2 per
cent for the Southwestern region to 18 per cent for the Pocahontas region.

Additional Appropriation for
the Alaska Railroad

AN

authorization of an additional appropriation of
$17,000,000 to complete the construction of the government's Alaska railroad between Seward and Fairbanks was voted by the House of Representatives on September 6.

The

original appropriation for this

work was $35,-

000,000 but because of the increased prices of materials and
the increases in wages this was found insufficient. The original appropriation has been practically exhausted and it was
stated to the House that unless the additional funds are
provided the work would have to be stopped this fall.
If the bill becames a law the appropriation will have to be
passed upon by the committee on appropriations. The road
is now completed for a distance of approximately 227 miles
on one end and 100 miles on the other end with a gap between.

In reporting the bill from the Committee on Territories,
Representative Curry of California submitted a report in part
as follows:

"Hearings having been held on July 23, 24, 25, and 31,
1919, the report of the Alaskan Engineering Commission
having been submitted and the testimony of officers of the

Alaskan Engineering Commission having been fully considered, the committee finds:

"That the construction of the Alaska Railroad by the
Alaskan Engineering Commission has been prosecuted under
most adverse conditions, due in large part to the war, and
the work has been done at the lowest cost consistent with the
permanent character of the work performed. The railroad
will cost on completion approximately 31 per cent more than
the amount originally estimated and the entire project, including terminals, rolling stock, and physical property, ami
maintenance and operation (harm'-; in excess of revenue during the entire period of construction less than 50 per cent
tin amount originally authorized to be expended.

more than

1

Since the commencement of the construction of the road,
wages of employees increased 59 per cent; the prices of materials and supplies as much as 161 percent, and transportation costs 147 per cent.
The result of accomplishing this
construction at an increase of no more than 50 per cent under
such circumstances is due in large part to the system of sta-

by which the original estimates of excavation
were very closely approximated.
"That though engineering mistakes have occurred, due to
flood and other unforseen conditions, they have not been a
tion contracts
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the increased cost ol the work and prob
than would be encountered on an) project oi
such magnitude in a country oi unusual climatii conditions,
"
1nhat the development of town sites along the line ol

material

abl)

factor in

ii" '.mi.

ii<

i

1

I

home

have
been of notable value in the settlement and development ol
In
providing of ample sanitarj
the adj. unit regions,
housing facilities for employees was wise and was necessary
for retaining ample working forces, the maintenance ol a
proper morale amongst the workers employed on the enter
railroad

and the assistance rendered

i<>

seekers

I

prise .uhI necessar) to the preservation of the health, and the
The work
maintenance of order in the new communities.
accomplished has been of a substantia] character, at a cost
that compares most favorably with the cost of other railroads
in Alaska and in the western states, and especially so when
consideration is had of the increased costs and abnormal
conditions prevailing during the period of construction.
"That the completion of the Alaskan railroad would have
been accomplished within the amount originally authorized
and at a much earlier date- than is now possible but for the
heavily increased cost of labor, material, and supplies, and
there would haw been a considerable saving both in cost and
in time of construction, had the entire amount been appropriated so as to be continuously available; whereas by the system of annual appropriations the construction forces have
been impeded and delayed in the prosecution of the work,
and it has been impossible to take advantage of the full open
working season in Alaska, from May to October, inclusive, by

reason of such limitations.
That in order to complete the
railroad from Seward to Fairbanks by December 31, 1922,

>um

tlu

of $17,000,000 additional to the $35,000,000 origin-

ally authorized will be required

propriated

at

and

this

sum should

be ap-

the earliest possible date to be immediately

and

continuously available until expended. Delay in making such
appropriation would have the effect of increasing the ultimate cost of the project and injuriously affect and postpone
the development of Alaskan resources.

The

loss to the

Na-

by such delay would, through the discouragement of
Alaskan industrial enterprises and the prevention of the creation of new wealth from her abundant resources, minimize
and neutralize any apparent gain through temporary saving
<f funds to the Treasury.
"That the importance of utilizing Alaska's coal deposits
in providing fuel supplies for the Pacific coast and for the
trans-Pacific merchant marine is second only to the fuel demands of the Pacific fleet of the United States Navy. The
activities of the Alaskan Engineering Commission have
demonstrated the practicable, profitable character of coal mining in Alaska.
Much of the Alaska coal is a coking coal
and could be used to smelt iron ore and for other manufac-

tion

turing purposes.

"That

failure to complete the

made an investment

Alaskan railroad after having
would result in

of $35,000,000 therein

the loss of a very considerable portion of the investment, because with the operation of so much of the line as it is pos-

sum, it would be impossible to earn
revenue to maintain the completed portions; and
the consequent depreciation and deterioration would be great.
The necessity for appropriating the $17,000,000 additional
is evident for the protection of the funds previously invested.
•'When the sum of $35,000,000 has been expended, there
will be two uncompleted sections of the railroad separated by
The
a gap of 100 miles, on which no work has been done.
south section, consisting of approximately 227 miles of main
line and 32 miles of branch line, which is now in operation,
but which will require construction of snowsheds, riprapping
embankments, etc., to be complete, will serve the coast ports
of Anchorage and Seward, the interior settlements at Matannuska, Wasilla, and Talkeetna, and the coal mines of the
Matanuska field. The north section, consisting of 106 miles
of main line and 37 miles of branch, will be practically comsible to complete for that
a sufficient
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plete except

and
Hi
oi

I

lor the construction oi bridgi

an. ma Rivers.

I

his

sec

ovei

tion will serve

tin-

die

11

Nenana

terminal

ity

<

Fairbanks and the mines of the Fairbanks field, the town
Nenana, and the coal mines of the Men ana fields, effec lively

onl\ Willi

I

lie

i

on -I

iin tion of

the bridge-- w

I

in

h will nol be pos-

under the appropriation of $35,000,000.
he revenue of
nllv oper ilcd parts,
these tWO widely separated and indt
from
when completed, would be confined to the e; n ng
hi- would
-in h meager traffic as could be Locally developed.
be negligible as compared to the possible earnings resulting
from thrOugh traffic from the Alaskan seaboard to the- navighe operation ol
able waterways of the interior of Alaska.
an
these fragmentary parts, each independent of tin other,
Only be accomplished at a considerable' loss, whereas traffic;
requirements of the interior promise to the completed road a
much larger volume of business.
"The economic development, however, of the vast Alaska
interior is dependent upon the completion of the railroad to
the navigable waters of the interior, and the development of
agriculture in the region through which the railroad passes is
dependent upon the creation of a market for the product, and
this market can only be provided by the development of the
mining and kindred industries adjacent to the railroad, and
the development of the mineral resources i- dependent upon
proper provision of economical transportation for men, mach'nerv, and supplies, and this is not possible with the railroad left in an uncompleted stage.
"Of the $35,000,000 authorized in the original act there
remains but $2,038,029 available, and that amount was appropriated in the last sundry civil act.
This amount, however, will only be sufficient to continue the construction work
on the railroad with the present inadequate force of about
2,460 men until the middle of October, and provide for
operation and maintenance to the end of this fiscal year. The

sible

I

j

>«

1

1

>

I

•

I

'I

i

disorganization of the construction force before the commispletion of the project would entail a material loss in time and

monev.

"That the length of the main line (standard gage) from
Seward to Fairbanks will be 471 miles; with branches, 545
miles; including branches and spurs, 549 miles.
The total
length of the railroad, including main line, branches, spurs,
and sidings, when completed, will be 601 miles. Of this 371
miles have track in place and are in operation, and 34.5 miles
All of the remaining portions of the
with the exception of the 100-mile gap between miles
265 and 365 north of Steward, are in various stages of com-

of sidings are in place.
line,

The government purchased the Alaska Northern
Railroad of 71 miles running out of Seward, and paid for it
the sum of $1,157,839.49.
The Alaska Northern Railroad
has cost the private owners $5,250,000. The reconstruct'on
of the Alaska Northern has cost to date SI, 801, 155. 08, and
it
is estimated that it will cost to complete $1,718,182.64
more, or a total of $3,518,337.72.
"The government also purchased the Tanana Valley Railroad for $300,000. This road is narrow gage, 44 miles long,
and the purchase price included the shops and terminals at
Fairbanks. Its rehabilitation to date cost $46,407, and there
will be a further expenditure of $84,300 on this line.
It is
stated that this railroad cost the original owners about
$800,000.
"It is estimated by the engineers and the Alaskan Engineering Commission that on its completion the cost of the Alaska
railroad, on the basis only of mileage of main line and Matanuska branch, totaling 508.4 miles, will be about $73,200 per
mile, wlide the cost of the entire project on the same basis will
be $99,200 per mile. Including estimated maintenance and
operation expenditures in excess of revenue to and including the year 1922, not included in the foregoing, the cost will
be about $102,300 per mile. The latter estimate includes all
equipment, rolling stock, terminal facib'ties, including harbor improvements at Anchorage, dock and wharf facib'ties
pletion.
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at Seward, Anchorage, and Nenana, physical property, purchase and rehabilitation of the Alaska Northern and Tanana
Railroads and all expenses of every kind and character connected with the construction of the road, and its activities, including operation expenses in excess of revenue during the
construction of the road from 1915 to L922 inclusive, which
is estimated at about $5,987,000.

"The only
Panama,

"The

cost

other government
$221,052 per mile.

built

railroad,

that

across

Copper River & North-

,000 per mile.
The book value of this railway in
its return to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for the
year 1917 is given as $146,090.39 per mile. The grades for
the last 65 miles on this road are 4 per cent.
This road is
$8.'5

not equipped as completely, even proportionately to its length.
as the government railroad in terminals, rolling stock ((in-

and marine equipment, machinery, and

struction, operating

physical property.
"The Pacific & Arctic Railway
the

national boundary at the summit of White Pass, a distance of
20.4 miles, shows in its return to the Interstate Commerce

Commission for the year i°17 a book value of $115,343.68
This road is narrow gage with 4 per cent grade-.
"That all possible inducement-, with proper safeguards

per mile.

against monopoly, should be extended to pioneer endeavor
in the utilization of Alaska's resources, to encourage and to
bring about the intensive private development essential to a

Such

stable citizenry.

cost of construction of the

western Railway, 194.98 miles in length, extending from Cordova to Kennicott, Alaska, is given in the hearings on the
Alaska case before the Interstate Commerce Commission at

about
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& Navigation

Co..

White Pass & Yukon Railway from Skagway

owning

to the inter-

road and

time

a policy will create traffic for the rail-

make

the enterprise profitable.
region tributary to this railroad has produced in mineral wealth ewer $111,000,000, of which the Fairbanks secin

"The

tion at the interior terminus of the road has produced in
excess of $71,000,000. practically all of which has been from
placer gold. Throughout the Alaskan interior only the very

richest and most profitable mining is possible under the uneconomic conditions now prevailing. The completion of this
railroad will make profitable the mining of large bodies of
low grade ore, the development and working of which is not

now practicable.
"The known mineral
will

resources of that part of Alaska that
be served by the railroad are gold, silver, copper, coal,

lead, tin, iron,

antimony, tungsten, and platinum."

Railroad Problem Discussed at National Conference
"Our Country

First" Meeting at Chicago Considers Possible

Solutions of the Present Industrial Unrest

Frank

discussion' of the causes of the present national
unrest and industrial conflict characterized the national

appeal for vigorous action to combat the unwarranted positions taken by certain branches of organized labor and the

"Our Country

efforts of bolshevistic agitators in the labor organizations.

First Conference" held under the auspices
Manufacturers' Association at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, on September 8 and 9. The conference was
largely attended and included representatives of agricultural,
manufacturing, mercantile, banking and transportation interests from 36 states.
The work accomplished by the conference as a whole, the subject matter of practically all of
the addresses delivered, and the prevailing topic at the roundtable discussion followed practically without deviation the
thought outlined in the call to the conference, a portion of
which said: "Several distinct groups are endeavoring to
create public sentiment by the presentation of ex-parte views.
Congress, to arrive at a just conclusion, needs the facts as
A clear and
well as the views of all classes of citizenship.
fearless expression of opinion should be formulated and
proper committees appointed to present the conclusions
reached to Congress and others concerned in order that fair
and honest legislation may be enacted, a square deal given

of the

to all

Illinois

and

a nation freed of the agitator-

who

are trying to

overthrow the very foundations of our government." There
was a "clear and fearless expression of opinion" and the
work of the resolutions committee shaped the consensu
the delegates' opinion into effective form SO as to best reach
members of Congress and others directly interested in the
solution of reconstruction problems.
The conference opened on Monday, September S, at 10:30
a. m. with an address of welcome by Dorr E. Felt, presiS.
M.
dent of the Illinois Manufacturer-' Association.
Hastings, former president of the Illinois Manufacturer-'
Association, delivered the opening address in which he

sounded the keynote of the conference and briefly outlined
Harry II. Merthe results which it is hoped will follow.
rick,

president

of

the

Mississippi

Valle)

Chicago Association of Commerce and

Company,

closed the

first

Association,

the Great

the

Lake- Trust

session of the conference with an

The Monday afternoon session was addressed by S. T.
Bledsoe, general counsel of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, Roland B. Mahany, assistant to the Secretary of Labor,
F. Zoller, general counsel of the National Conference of
State Manufacturers' Associations and Samuel R. McKelvie,

J.

governor of Nebraska. The afternoon session touched upon
the absurdity and socialistic principles of the Plumb plan
for government ownership of the railways and their operation by employees.
However, it remained for Mr. Bledsoe
adequately to present the present railroad situation, its
causes and possible solution and the utter impracticability
of the

Plumb

plan.

Mr. Bledsoe stated that the railroad problem is one of
adequate revenue, adequate facilities, efficient and continuous transportation and reasonable and nondiscriminatory rates, (the reasonableness of rates having due regard for
the cost of the service).
He advocated the placing of supreme
rate making authority in one national tribunal with regional
commissions well distributed so as to be available for the

protection of local

interests,

tin-

exclusive regulation of the

and disposition of all securities of all common
carriers engaged in interstate commerce by the national
government, a policy of mergers and consolidations with
issuance

governmental
full\

arranged

-auction

as possible helpful competition

by

Congress

of

and

a-

to

preserve

to relieve the

as

main-

and wasteful competition, the creaboard for the settlement of all
wages and working condition-, and

tenance- of unnecessary
tion

-o

a

Controversies relating to
the prohibition of concerted action in leaving railway service
After presenting a resume of tin comparative increases in

wages, the number of railway employees, operating revenues
and income during the period from L900 to 1919 and the
moral involved, Mr. Bled-oe exposed the fallacies of the plan
of the railway brotherhoods for government ownership of
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railroads and their operation by employees, presented before
House of Representatives in the Sims bill. The dangers

the

behind the adoption of such a bill by Congress were
explained bj Mr. Bledsoe, as were the bolshevistic
characteristics of mis move on the part of organized labor,
backed by what Mr. Bledsoe termed as "the most insidious
ever conducted in tins
in character of any propaganda
lying
full)

evening an open forum was held which was
presided over bj W. 11 Manss, former director of the War
Numerous
Service Committees of the War Industries Hoard.
short addresses were made by representatives of various

On Tuesday

branches of industry, all deprecating any tendency toward
radicalism now being manifested by certain classes of
The most important address on Tuesday
organized labor.
was by Charles Piez, president of the Link Belt Company,
who made a vigorous attack upon the Plumb plan.
The resolutions committee was headed by Mr. Piez, who

was vice-president of the Emergency Fleet
Corporation, and its membership included representatives of
the agricultural, the manufacturing, and various other busiAlba B. Johnson, president of
ness interests of the country.
the Railway Business Association, was vice chairman.
until

resolutions throughout express the opposition of the
all socialistic and bolshevistic tendencies. They
demand maintenance and protection of the right of private

The

property, and that the government's activities affecting business shall be reduced to the smallest scope at the earliest

moment.

They oppose any

further appropriation by Con-

gress to maintain the United States Employment Service.
The resolution regarding railroad regulation is as follows:
"We commend the zeal with which committees of Congress

The
are seeking a solution of the transportation problem.
increasing demand for food supplies necessitates the opening
up of new areas of agricultural production by the extension
Discontinuance of terminal and
other railway development has had an important effect upon
Resumption of railway developthe general cost of living.

of transportation systems.

will tend to stabilize employment of labor, especially
the country should be afflicted with depression, for expe-

ment

rience demonstrates that railway buying always stimulates
hail
and sustains employment and general prosperity.

We

with satisfaction the evident purpose of Congress to reject

government ownership of railroads or their management
under domination by employees, and to enact instead a law
We
for the prompt reestablishment of private operation.
favor transportation development as a government policy
and urge a law prescribing that rates shall be such as to
yield income sufficient to encourage such development."
'
The resolutions declare that every attempt by governments to fix prices has been a failure and that experience
shows this is a dangerous field for the government to enter.
They advocate freedom on the part of farmers to organize
to buy, sell and bargain collectively concerning their own
products.
They declare that adequate

and

efficient

production

is

the

basis of social, well being and progress for the individual
and the community, and that it is the duty of the wage payer,
the wage earner, and the community to exert every reasonable
effort for improving and increasing the quantity and quality
of production.
They set forth that while the individual worker and his
employer should be free to cease the individual employment
relation,

provided no
employee

"nevertheless

contractual

obligation

and employer

in

is

violated,

government

and

public utility services where the public service is paramount,
should be restrained by law from instituting by concerted
action a strike or lockout, and instead effective machinery
should be established in such services for prompt and fair
hearing of any requests, differences or disputes touching upon

relation,

and

for

adequate redress of any

resolutions

set

forth

employee

that

and

employers

In-

dividually and by their duly instituted organizations should
pledge themselves to exert every reasonable effort for the
elimination of disturbances lending to interrupt production,
for a

speedy return of

all

They urge a reduction

of

industry tO B normal basis.
taxation as rapidly as

federal

possible and the adoption of the budget system by the national
government as a means of controlling and reducing its expenditures.
The resolutions will be presented to Congress,
and steps will be taken to form some kind of organization to

give effect to them.

Orders
Disposition

recently

conference to

if

employment

the

grievances proven to be justified."
After mentioning the cause of the high cost of living the

and

country."
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Regional Directors

of the

of old ties.

—The

director, file 113-1-1, quotes

North western regional
Western Region Circular

138 issued June 28, 1918, containing suggestions for

and suggests that the instructions
contained in this circular be carried out wherever practicable.
The circular quoted states that old ties may be used for lighting fires in engines, may be given to section men, section foremen or other employees, or to farmers in exchange for plowing
the disposition of old ties

guards or performing other work for the maintenance for
way or they may be disposed of to the public at

fire

the right of

a reasonable price.
Eastern Car Pool Gondolas.
Supplement 5 to Freight Car
Distribution Notice 8 of the Northwestern regional director
states that although attention has been repeatedly called to
the necessity of the prompt return of Eastern car pool gondolas, including hopper cars, the results obtained have been

—

and suggests:
The conditions now required are

far from satisfactory

that the release, movement and handling of this equipment be followed personally,
making such systematic check as will indicate that these cars are
1.

being handled strictly according to instructions.
2.
Cars in inter-mountain and Puget Sound territory will be
given eastbound loading to the fullest extent into eastern territory, and such loading provided with the least possible delay.
All pool cars located elsewhere must be moved home empty
3.
unless immediate loading is available to or in the direction of
the junction point with a pool road.
4.
Cars must not be loaded contrary to homeward direction
unless specifically authorized, and such authority will only be
given in connection with drop-end, low-side gondolas (mill type)
when concurred in by the Car Service section.
These instructions are not intended to interfere with the
5.
backhaul movement of these cars from Missouri river points into
Puget Sound territory which has already been authorized.

Yard

Operations.

— Circular

16

of

the

Northwestern

complaints from shippers respecting delays to cars indicate a necessity for careful consideration of the yard operation methods in force and the
rearrangement of this work in order that they may be
operated more efficiently. The circular outlines the principal
causes of complaints concerning yard operation and means
whereby the cause of these complaints may be eliminated and
suggests that all officers responsible for terminal and yard
operation be directed to give these matters their closest attention and that experienced men be especially detailed to check
up the operation of yards and terminals.
regional

director

Fuel Situation.

states

—The

that

Northwestern regional director,

file

28-1-33, states that the commercial fuel situation is becoming
acute and that the demands on the transportation facilities
for the movement of fuel during the next three or four months
The circular quotes existing
will be extremely heavy.
instructions for the handling of this class of equipment and
outlines

made

means by which

effective

these existing instructions

on the lines in this region.

may be

A

Pulverized Fuel Equipment for Locomotives
A

Compact Unit, Easily

Installed

on the Tender; Variable

Speed, Four-Screw Feed and Dual Control

A

pulverized fuel equipment for locomotives has been
developed by die Fuller Engineering Company, Allentown, Pa., and has been applied to a Lehigh Valley
locomotive.
This equipment consists of a fuel tank on the
tender, the fuel feeding apparatus, a special arrangement of
combustion chamber, slag or ash pans and smokebox. The
device is mounted on the tender deck and is operated by a
reciprocating steam engine and a steam turbine driven fan.
The standard brick arch supported on four 3^2-in. arch
tubes is applied in this locomotive as in hand fired practice,
except that the arch is run within two feet of the back sheet
and within about 12 in. of the crown sheet in the center,
while the side bricks are not carried up so far.
The exhaust nozzles in this locomotive, of which there were
two, were removed thus giving a free exhaust and eliminating all back pressure in the cylinders due to this cause.
A
sleeve has been secured to the end of the open exhaust stand

15 to 20 per cent of the air required for combustion, the rest
being drawn in by the action of the exhaust through the
openings in the firebox and in the burner proper.
The four feeders operating in pairs prevent the fuel from
arching over and feeding unevenly due to the tendency of
the coal to become tightly packed in the tender by the constant vibration while the engine is running.

The

reciprocating

engine,

which drives the feeders by

pinion and gears, is controlled by a wide
range variable speed governor connected to the crank shaft
by a Morse chain drive. A flexible shaft, controlling this
governor, enables the fireman to obtain a variation of 346
per cent in the speed of the reciprocating engine, and thereby
of the coal which is fed to the locomotive, without leaving

means of a

steel

his seat in the cab.

As it is carried forward from the tank the coal is pushed
over two small shelves in the enlarged end of the feeding

Lehigh Valley Locomotive Equipped with Pulverized Fuel Burning Apparatus

and extended several inches up into the petticoat pipe. The
petticoat pipe itself has been lowered 18 in. so that its lower
end is now practically on a line with the center line of the
This was done to reduce the draft in the
boiler proper.
front end,

in the firebox, in order that the air
enter the firebox at a velocity low enough to

and thereby

and coal may

permit the coal to be completely consumed before being
drawn over the arch, thus preventing the accumulation of
slag on the flue sheet.
The pulverized coal tank is divided so that pulverized
anthracite sludge may be carried in one side and bituminous
Very poor grades of coal can be
coal in the other side.
burned in combination with soft coal by so manipulating
the feed screws as to supply the proper proportions of 3ofl
coal and anthracite sludge necessary to maintain a propel
temperature.

The apparatus for conveying coal from the tender to the
locomotive consists of four 4-in. feed screws working in
pairs and driven by a variable speed inclosed marine type
The fan
two-cylinder double-acting reciprocating engine.
for blowing the coal into the locomotive firebox is driven by
The turbine fan supplies approximately
a steam turbine.

casing, where

it is spilled off in two cascades, which are in
turn caught between three currents of air from the turbine
fan mounted directly above.
This arrangement causes the

coal to thoroughly
the burner, where
to

mix with
it

is

the air before

it

is

blown to

further diffused and more air added

it.

The

turbine fan

is driven at constant speed while in opt radetermining factor being that the pressure through
the hose and in the burner shall distribute the flame evenly
beneath the arch without causing it to impinge on the flash
wall and thereby cause undue deterioration of the fire brick.
With the governor control and the two clutches a variation
in coal feed of about 800 per cent between the minimum and
maximum is obtainable with this apparatus, and the minimum can be reduced still further by throttling the steam in
addition to the action of the governor control.
Should cither pair
f
the feeders become inoper
through some foreign matter being caught in them, the governor can be thrown out of operation and a single pair of
screws can be driven at double the speed and thus supply
sufficient fuel to operate the locomotive without failure. This
wide range of speed i< permissible as the ordinary maximum

tion, the
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speed

.a

which the reciprocating engine is run i- less than
which il is capable, and this variation is

half the speed oi
also obtainable

rated

i

rhe

apai

with

the

turbine

fan

exceeding

without

its

ity,

maximum

Fuller equipment

direct
is

draft

air

approximate^

pressure carried
three

in<

hes to four

on
in<

the

hes
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be USed to Iced a i|ii.uilil\ of COal as low as 1,000 lb. or as
high as 10,000 lb. an houi il desired, the onl) changi neo
sarj on the locomotive end being that different size burnei
and hose be employed lor conducting the coal and air from
the

feeder in the burner.

The entire apparatus

i-

assembled

in

one unit and (an he

oz. to 2 oz.,
manifold beneath the fan or aboul
and tln> pressure is immediatel) reduced in the burner. A
feature of the burner is that the flame spreads out and evenly
fills the firebox beneath the arch no matter whether one pair
or two |un- of feeders are in operation.
A notable feature is thai practically all <>f the air which
enters the 6rebox, either through the burner or otherwise,
i- under the control of the fireman at all times, thus eliminating ,m excess of air and enabling the locomotive to be
worked at maximum capacity without drawing in any more
At the same
air than i> necessarj for complete combustion.

the

in

;

l

i

time this permits the velocity of the air entering the firebox
through the different openings to be kept at a minimum.
This i- a desirable feature as it is chiefly the high velocity,
accompanied by the abrasive action of the pulverized coal
flame, anil the high temperatures attendant thereto, which
causes a rapid deterioration of the brick arch and the refractories in the firebox, while if these are properly controlled the
life

of the tire brick will be greatly prolonged.

To

aid

in

preventing and controlling excessive and de-

structive temperatures a pyrometer is supplied with all pul-

verized fuel equipment furnished by the Fuller Engineering

The thermo-couple of this unit projects into the
beneath the brick arch about midway between the
front and back sheets, and an indicating unit registering
directly in deg. F., in plain view of the fireman, so that by
manipulating the dampers and coal feeding mechanism the
temperature can be kept at the desired point.
As this is a double cab engine with a YVootten type firebox dual control is provided .so that the fireman can control
the apparatus either from the tender deck or from his seat
in the cab.
A pyrometer indicating unit, a revolution counter -bowing the rate of coal feed and steam gages, indicating
the pressure on the turbine fan and the boiler pressure, are
Company.
firebox

located in the cab.

This apparatus as installed on the Lehigh Valley locomodesigned to feed a maximum of approximately 4,600
lb. to 4.800 lb. of coal per hour, but this amount can be varied
tive is

The Apparatus

as Installed on the

Tender

secured to the pulverized coal tank with 18 bolts. It can be
removed at any time without in any way disturbing the alinement of the gears, pinions, feed screws or any other part
of the apparatus.
As will be seen in the illustrations the

whole apparatus

is

above the deck of the tender, where

it is

v-jyirx.
'fetfstack

^^Aa, JoStnik^

Roundhouit^teaming

Sectional

View Showing

the Application of the Pulverized Fuel

within considerable limits by simply changing the sprocket
ratio between the governor and the feeder engine, or can
still further be varied by changing the ratio between the pinion and gears driving the screws. This is a highly desirable
feature as in this manner the same standard equipment can

Equipment

in plain view and easily accessible should any repairs or adjustments be necessary, and this feature also enables it to
be applied to existing locomotives without cutting into the
front water legs of the tender or without cutting below the
tender deck to install it.

General Foremen Convene

to Discuss

Papers on Accident Prevention

in

Shop Problems

Shops and Enginehouses,

Draft Gears and Welding of Cylinders
convention
Thewayfifteenth
General Foremen's

of the International KailAssociation was held at the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on Sept. 2-5 with a large attendance representing all sections of the country.
During

the four day's sessions papers dealing with some of the important technical problems in connection with the repairing
of locomotives and cars were presented and in addition labor
conditions were discussed informally.
The convention was
opened with an invocation by Bishop Nicholson.
The report
of the secretary-treasurer was then read which showed the
total membership to be 221, and the balance in the treasury

$752.

Regional Director Aishton Speaks
R. H. Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern region, spoke on the present railroad situation.

He emphasized

the importance of securing increased production in all industries and quoted a letter from Walker D. Hines in which the
director-general stated that in his opinion less progress had
been made in securing increased efficiency in maintenance of
equipment than in any other department. The higher rail-

road officers, Mr. Aishton said, come in contact with the actual operation of the roads only through statistics and because
of that fact it is important that the foreman should be competent

determining the policies in his own
endorsed the proposal to put an end to

and progressive

He

department.

in

wage controversies and restore more nearly normal conditions,
characterizing this policy as necessary from a patriotic standpoint to keep America from falling behind in the contest for
world trade.

Safety

First

in

Shop and
Enginehouse Service
By W.

T. Gale

&

General Foreman, Chicago

Northwestern, Chicago

The results of the safety movement on the hie ago & NorthThe shop committeewestern have been highly gratifying.
hold semi-monthly meetings, after making inspection of the
various departments.
At these meetings reports are' made of
the unsafe condition of tools, machinery, etc., with recommendations. These local committee- have acomplished most
excellent result- in shops and roundhouse service; all machines with gears or other working parts exposed and considered a menace to the safety of the operator have received
attention and the danger, if any, averted.
Line shaft couplings have sheet iron covers, the dangerous set.-e rew has been
abolished, men have been protected from falling belts. Gla-s
windows have been placed in all communicating door- between the various -hops, in order that employes who are carrying dangerous implements in their hand, or on their
shoulder.- can see and thus avoid injuries.
Emery grinderhave sheet iron guards around the wheels, and an adjustable
frame with glass in it is attached to wheel guard which allows operators to grind tools without getting the living pari

ticles

of

emery

in

their eyes;

a

round smooth iron cup

is

placed over the end of the emery wheel mandrel nut. preventing employees' working jackets from being caught upon the
end of the revolving shaft. Danger sign posts are placed in
proper positions in shops when repairs are being made- overhead; employees' working tools, such a- hammer.-, chisels,
driving mandrels, etc., are examined by the foreman and the
safety committee for cracks or break.-,

Following Mr. Aishton*s talk L. A North, superintendent
Burnside shops of the Illinois Central, and president
of the association, delivered an address.
He spoke in part
as follows:
The greater the demand upon the' transportation
system of the United States, the greater is the responsibility
This association
of those charged with its maintenance.
must be made one of the potent forces in the progress of transportation.
During the war period many appeals were made
of the

In my
to us to further the common cause of our country.
opinion, the present crisis of the nation i> just a- acute.
Lei
us, therefore, rise to the issue and meet it in a loyal and determined spirit and go home from this convention with a high
resolve to do our utmost toward strengthening our nation's
facilities.

At the conclusion of Presidenl North's address W. W.
made a short response in which he dwelt on the difficulties which supervising officers experience under present
Scott

conditions.

He

stated

that

in

shops and roundhouses had
pasl

In- opinion the efficienc) of
decreased 50 per tent in the

five years.

The Wednesday

session of the convention was devoted to
K. C.
discussion of methods of preventing injuries.
Richards, claim agent of the Chicago & North Western, made
an address in which he reviewed the results of the safety
work conducted during the past nine years on the (hie ago
Several paper- outlining methods adopted
ec North Western.
a

in safety

work were

read,

some

of

which are abstracted

and sharp splintered
are replaced by new or repaired erne.-.
Broken and rotted floors are repaired, automatic bell- and
gongs are placed on all transfer tables and moving crane-,
air warning whistles for overhead crane- are a feature, the
edges, and

Address of President North

in

the following:

when found

man who

oils overhead machinery i- supplied with a
strong
metal warning whistle in order that the operators of machines below will not start up machinery while he i- oiling.
Floor motors in shops have 1 in. pipe guard rails placed
around them, open fuses have been replaced b) X. E.
cartridge fuse.-, all open switches have been enclosed in steel
cabinets with spring hinged door.-, the' replacing of all fuses
i- done by an electrician only, motors
and generator frames

C

have been permanently grounded to avoid accidents bv -hurt-.
open wiring ha- been replaced by conduit and lead .able-, all
line -haft motors have been equipped with
safet) -top control buttons, all drop light cords over machine'- are
being
removed, and replaced by individual cords, vapor proof lamps
have been installed in oil houses and acUylene -tore houses.
Electricians remove main line fuses when going above to ,1«>
repair work on crane-, especially automatic floor
operated
crane-.
Crane men .\w not allowed to keep anything on the
crane floor with tin exception of grease and waste, safetj
rope- are' attached to crane- for descending in
emergi
All employees are required to use and are
furnished
goggles for dangerous work.
A large wooden platforn
ting over the top of the boiler for grinding in
Stand pip
a safe contrivance for men doing this work.
Hoisting chain- and wire cable are re<mlarl\ examined
flaws, light- have been put in dark place- and roof- wnp
when accessary. Strong iron can- are used to bold
-
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Eliminating Eye Injuries

tin- same being taken out of
There are loca] fire alarm boxes in ever)
shop, water bose pipes and hydrants is and out of the shops,
Eficient fire fighting company, a doctor upon the shop
grounds with able assistants to care for emergency cases.

papei and waste during the day,

hop

:

night.

.it

in engine house service, firing-up wood is not put into the
is time to fire up the engine on account of men
nt
it
Men
working in the cab and danger from nails in wood.
1

1

have been instructed

in

the use of the blow

down pipe

to

upon the floor, and that connections are
properly made so thai mere will be no danger of the pipe
ing off under pressure, etc., all of which shows that
safety firsl is not B question of dollars and cents, hut a ques-

see that

it

is

laid

tion of saving

flat

human

life,

the most valuable thing in the

world.

By

L. A.

Superintendent of Shops,

One

North

Illinois Central,

Burnside,

111.

of our greatest obstacles in the safety first movement
in getting the employees to wear the goggles which

has been

company has furnished t" properly
Comment was received at the start as to
the

protect

their

eyes.

the fear of eye in-

This was overcome by constructing a sterilizer so
the goggles were returned to the tool room, being
given out to the employee on a check, they were thrown in a
hath of wood alcohol, and allowed to remain lor a stated
fection.

that

when

length of time, after which they are removed and thoroughly
dried.

This

in a great

Then

this source.

measure overcame any objections from

again, complaint was

made

that the gog-

heavy and clouded up during the extreme warm
weather. This has been overcome by securing a lighter goggle, and a better ventilated one, so that now we do not experience a great deal of trouble in getting the employee to
wear the goggle and carry out the instructions that have been
As the eye injuries were
issued in regard to eye protection.
numerous throughout the entire plant, this was one matter
gles were too

Safety First

*

By B. F. Harris
General Foreman, Southern Pacific, Oakland, Cal.
generate and maintain a living interest in the moveand preserve the body from injury, we
of
face a difficulty that may be relieved by one or more
gross
the following measures: (1) Imposing penalties for
negligence; (2) awarding premiums for creditable records;
of persons injured; (4) publish(3) publishing the names
during
ing an honor roll of those who have been uninjured

To

ment
must

to protect life

that required a strenuous

be generally divided into two classes:
and neglect contributed by one or more
injured
N< gleet of the
who created the condition causing the accident, or who had
As any penguiltv knowledge that such conditions existed.

J.

W. Womble, W.

however mild, may cause resentment and produce an
the
interest that might detract from, rather than contribute to,
effectiveness of safety first, the most convincing evidence
should be required before inflicting a penalty on any party.
should it
It should then be tempered with due moderation,
stated:
Mathematically
person.
injured
the
on
be imposed
The punishment suffered from the accident should be subtracted from the penalty that would be due to an uninjured,
This is a period of
or second party, who had caused it.
broken precedents; it follows that a proposal to award pre-

miums
free

to encourage creditable caution, productive of records

from accounts of accidents, will not be met with sur-

may be thought possible.
simple rewards may be given, among them the following: (1) Cancellation of discredit for former accidents;
pass
(2) creation of new credits; (3) issuance of an annual
for the best record in each department on every division (a
The
full year's record included); (4) a vacation on pay.
suggestions of four classes of awards should be sufficient to.
start this phase of safety first growing.
When a person's name is published as the principal in an
accident, there is a condition of mind produced among large
bodies of men to discourage all forms of negligence and foolEvery person of good health and average underhardiness.
standing has enough self pride to avoid public exposure of

prise, but

Many

their identity with

accidents.

The

interest excited

by ex-

posure is not pleasant but results are usually forthcoming.
Appreciation is one -of the natural cravings of every human
mind. The most effective application of the principle is to
publicly acknowledge the caution of employees, at each division point, shop, or yard, by posting an honor roll, each
month, of all persons who have passed through the preceding
month without being a party to an injury. Although it should
not be expected that there will be a marked rivalry to keep
one's own name on an honor roll we may well know that
the acknowledgment of continued caution on the part of
workmen will prevent resentment from those who are sensitive

when

Welding

may

alty,

their efforts are not recognized.

to decrease personal in-

Papers dealing with the safety movement were also preColeman (C. & N. W.) J. B. Wright (H. V.)

sented by C.

the month.

Negligence

campaign

jury.

;

L. Shaffer and J. Powell.

of

Locomotive Cylinders
By

L. A.

North

The welding of locomotive
made possible and very

cylinders and other parts has
successful by the introduction
of oxy-acetylene and electric welding.
It has been possible

been

weld locomotive cylinders which formerly would have been
scrapped or repaired with either a brass patch or a dove-tailed
insert of some other metal, the weld in the majority of cases
making a substantial and satisfactory job provided the expansion and contraction had been properly taken care of.
We do not feel that we have reached the highest point of
efficiency in the welding of cast metals, nor are we discouraged by the few failures that we have met with in the course
of the experimental stage through which we are passing. Experience has taught us that in order properly to weld a locomotive cylinder, or a casting of any make or design, it is
necessary thoroughly to pre-heat to insure a uniform temperature in order properly to take care of the contraction and
expansion and avoid cracking after the weld has been made
and the metal has been allowed to cool off. The success of
any weld of this kind depends largely on the care used in
the pre-heating and the judgment of the operator making the
weld. In the selection of the operator for this class of work,
we cannot be too particular in securing the highest class mechanic possible, in order to avoid a failure which may cause
a valuable piece of material to be thrown into scrap.
Some difficult welds have come to my observation, one in

to

particular,

where the entire upper portion of the cylinder at
had been totally destroyed. This was repaired

the port area

by having a grey iron patch

cast in the foundry, fastened to

the cylinder by means of clamps and welded in place. The
cylinder was preheated to a uniform temperature to take care
After the weld had been
of the expansion and contraction.

the cylinder had cooled down a reinforcement was
added to this weld by drilling through between the stud holes
and securing the additional support by tap bolts which were
tapped and screwed into the main barrel of the cylinder.
It is possible to weld broken bridges in slide valve cylRecently, this was done and effected a
inders sucessfully.
saving of two cylinders in place of the one, which was cracked,
as the cylinder which was repaired was an obsolete pattern

made and

September

12,
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and had we not been able to make this weld, the application
of an entire pair of cylinders to the engine would have been
necessary. As the engine was one that in a few years will Inretired, I

am

satisfied that the

weld will outwear the present

cylinders.

Not having experience with

the electric welding

on cast

am

not prepared to enter into a discussion of this
method to any great extent, but I have examined a number
of castings which have been repaired with the electric welding
process and careful examination failed to disclose any Haw
or fault in the weld.
iron,

I

However,

would suggest

careful

examination be

made and good judgment used in selecting
made with either the oxy-acetylene process
process. Too often the practice becomes too

the welds to be

I

that

or the electrical

general with the
result that either a piece of defective work is allowed to be
turned out of the shop, or a bad weld is made, resulting later
on in an accident which gives the entire process a bad name,
causing the loss of the benefit that might have been derived
from the new device if good judgment and proper care were
exercised in selecting the operations to be performed.

Autogenous Welding

of

Cylinders and Other Parts
By

J.

T. Leach

General Foreman, Pennsylvania Lines, Wellsville, O.

The welding

and other castings by the carbohydrogen, oxy-acetylene or electric process has made great
progress in the last few years. Hardly any discovery or invention has meant so much to the railroads and casting manufacturers as the various methods of welding broken or defecof cylinders

tive castings.

There was

a time

when

it

was necessary

to inspect all cyl-

523

This is an average figure, for the jobs vary
and time that it is hard to arrive at a true
average; however, the saving in any case amounts to several
hundred dollars.
The method of welding by the oxy-acetylene process is as
follows: The cracked portion should be cut out V-shaped at
If the broken or cracked portion
an angle of about 60 deg.
is bulged out, a rod and clamp should be used to pull it
The dirt
up as nearly to the original position as possible.
should be (leaned from the area to be welded. Then a furnace of brick should be built around the cylinder and by
means of a charcoal fire or blow torch the cylinder should be
In some places an acetylene torch is
heated to a cherry red.
used for pre-heating the cylinder, but that is an expensive
method. After the cylinder has been pre-heated to the required
heat welding should be begun, always maintaining the charcoal fire so the cylinder will have a uniform heat. In welding
special silicon cast iron sticks are used and if this is not available a good grade of air pump rings will answer. The welding
of the cylinder should be continuous and if it is a large break,
one operator should relieye the other. This keeps the casting
If the casting is allowed to cool, the weld
at a uniform heat.
will crack.
The charcoal or blow torch fire should be kept
up for several hours after the weld has been completed and
then allowed to die out. This will insure a good weld.
Acetylene welds cost considerably more than welds made
by the electric process, but this is often due in part to the
ordinary weld.

much

so

in size

lack of experience of the operator and also to the method followed. The experience I have had with the carbo-hydrogen
has been limited mostly to cutting, but it is possible to get

same result from it in welding cast iron.
Other papers on the subject of autogenous welding were
also prepared by W. Gale (C. & N. W.), B. F. Harris (Sou.
Pac), J- H. Frizell (A. T. & S. F.), J. W. Womble and J.

the

Powell.

inders on locomotives before they were taken into the shop
for classified repairs, in order to know that no new cylinders

were required, as the stock of cylinders carried by the stores
department was limited, and if a broken cylinder could not
be patched and the storekeeper had no casting, the locomotive had to be held awaiting repairs until such time as the
material could be procured. This was an expensive arrangement at the best, especially in the last few years when power
was so badly needed. With the different methods of welding cast iron, a cylinder may be cracked or broken quite badThe question arises
ly yet it can be repaired successfully.
as to the cost compared with a new cylinder, except in case of
a new design where patterns have not been provided by the
railroad or a foreign type of locomotive for which it would

months to get a cylinder.
In making electric welds, in case the cylinder is only
cracked, it is first necessary to pull the cylinder back in
place, as nearly as possible, by the use of a rod and clamp.
If this will not do the rod should be heated and the cylinder
pulled up in that manner. The entire surface should be cut
out V-shaped at an angle of from 45 to 55 deg. and then
drilled and tapped on both sides of the crack for \x in. to
Yx in. studs. These studs should be staggered; that is, one
row drilled down on the bend and the other staggered in the
The studs should be screwed
fiat portion of the cylinder.
in.
in. and then cut off aboul
in the cylinder
s in. or
from the casting. All dirt should be cleaned from the porThis welding
tion to be welded before starting the welding.
should be done at a slow rate of speed in order to keep the
require several

DlSCUSSION
C. D.

Walker (Great Northern) advocated banding and

bushing cracked cylinders on the ground that the cost of doin^ the work by that method was lower than when autogenous welding processes were used. Several other members
concurred in this opinion, although the majority preferred to
weld longitudinal cracks even though the defect could be corrected by the use of clamps or bands.
M. &
J. M. Home
St. L.) stated that good results had been secured by using
<

brass wire for cylinder welding, but this method was not
generally favored due to the high cost of the wire.
M. H.
Westbrook (Gd. Trunk) described methods used for burning
out bushings by the use of a carbon electrode. He also stated
that by using sulphur on the weld the added metal was made
it could be machined
readily.
Mr. Westbrook
gave average figures for the cost of welding as fellow-: oxvacetylene process, $3.00 per hour; electric welding pro
°0 cents per hour.

soft so that

Draft Gears

:

y

y

\

j

from becoming heated.
In welding the cylinder the ordinary grade of Swiss weldIt
ing rods of y% in. or 5/32 in. diameter should be used.
is not necessary to remove the bushing or do any pre-heating
to get a satisfactory weld, although if this is done a much

cast iron cylinder

better

The

weld would be the result.
cost of an acetylene weld

is

from $50 to $175 for an

By
There
tutes

a

i-

a

threat

satisfactory

J.

W. Womble

diversity of opinion as to
friction

draft

gear,

but

in

what

con-ti-

general

we

might say that an ideal draft Lzear should have not only a
suitable friction capacity and travel, but it should also be
positive in it- nature, simple in design, of few parts, readily
applied and removed from the car. and applicable to the
It should be m> constructed
standard pockel space.
buffing shock greater than sufficient to close the gear will not
be apt to injure it in any way.
The design of the uvar should lie such that the frictional
luad i- not dependent upon the speed at which the gear is
closed nor should it be dependent on the internal parts of the
1

t
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gear being carefull) machined or requiring con iderable care
li should
be m> made thai it could
in fitting them together,
be applied and removed from the car and the repair parts
substituted,

if

necessary, b) ordinary

labor.

It

oughl also

to

have sufficient area oi friction faces to bring the pressure per
atisfa<
square inch to a figure thai will insure i1 having
ton life in service.
The term trillion draft gear is somewhat of a misnomer
as it i> both draft and buffing gear, the latter being undoubl
i

If the draft and buffing
function.
its most importaril
features could be divided and considered separately, no doubt
Unfortunately tins is not
better results could be obtained.
feasible and the well designed draft gear musl necessarily

edl)

take both of these requirements into consideration.
On this account it is advisable that a draft gear have a low
capacity at the start of it> movement in order to get the best

This only utilizes a small part of

results in pulling service.

the capacity of the gear and the capacity at that part of the
The
travel should make it possible easily to start the train.

capacity should then rise quite rapidly, but uniformly, to itultimate load in order to absorb a large part of the buffing
blow without causing too much shock to the draft sills.

in

a

the cause as

perform the duties

The committee recommended that a large proportion of
installed l>e stencilled with date applied and notice to

employees to report conditions and all facts whenever they
are removed, this information to be used in connection with

That draft gears be inspected and mainThat
tained at intervals depending on the kind of service.
poor gears be gradually eliminated and good gears be conThat the General Foremen's Asfined to as few as possible.
tests.

willingness to aid the supply men in
developing the best possible protection to the car against
shock. That so far as possible the length, width and height
of Ljears be brought to a standard so as to eliminate the dif-

that

was intended

it

Some railroads have made it
gear when the car i- placed OB

now

required without sacrificing

eloigned

the repair tra< k

tin

for.

draft

and make a

for.

With the introduction of the heavy capacity cars, it has become more necessary than ever to pay particular attention to
Hum]) service is much harder on draft
the draft rigging.
gear than ordinary switching service and has made it n<
sary to lit cars engaged in this service with substantial draft
rigging and draft gear that will properly take care of and

absorb the sluxk and rebound which comes from this service.
A visit to any of the hump yards will verify this statement.

Discussion
was gen-

of draft gears of high capacity

by the members.

M. H. YVestbrook (Grand

Trunk) described the decrease in the ultimate strength of
members which is brought about by locating the
center line of the buffing and pulling stresses off the center
the draft

line of the sills.

line of the gear

With
is

the usual construction

offset

2

draft members, the strength

if

the center

from the center line of the
decreased 40 per cent.

in.
is

Other Business
During the convention the question of admitting supervising officers of the car department to the association was considered and the by-laws were amended to make general fore-

men

of the car department eligible for membership.

On Thursday

the <;ear efficiency.

The report is signed by W. W.
C. F. Bauman (C. & N. W.)

Scott,

(B. R.

&

P.)

and

Maintaining Draft Gears
By

L. A.

North

V. R. Hawthorne, secretary of the MechaniSection of the American Railroad Association, outlined
the organization under which it was proposed to have the

cal

General Foremen's Association affiliate with the American
Railroad Association as a division of the Mechanical Section.
A committee was appointed to consider and report

upon

this matter.

The

In discussing the subject of draft gears it is with the object of bringing to the attention of the general foreman, particularly the general foreman of the locomotive department,
the necessity of spending more time in the car department to
obtain such knowledge of car department matters as will be
of benefit to them when they are advanced to the next stop
in the ranks, that of

master mechanic.

familiarize themselves with all
matters pertaining to the repairs to cars, particularly the
draft rigging. From observation the logical place to examine
the draft gear and the results derived from the application
of the different designs of draft gears, is the repair track and
The damage caused from shock and rethe scrap pile.
bound, due to defective draft gear, runs into millions of dolNo matter what make of gear is applied
lars every year.

They should thoroughly

to a car, unless the gear is

maintained in working order,

will not properly function nor perform the duties that the
designer or builder claim for it. There are a number of difit

ferent friction draft gears on the market today which under
demonstrate to the observer that the gear will perform just what the manufacturer claims for it, viz: absorb

test will

the shock and decrease the rebound, but as stated before, unless sufficient attention is paid to the maintenance and upis money thrown away.
show end sills and draft
buckled up and car under-

keep of this gear, the money expended
visit to the repair track will

arms broken and

for or

practice to drop

its

ferent sizes of coupler yokes

A

a

thorough examination of the different parts of the gears to
determine what parts need renewing or repairing with tin
result that the gear has a chance to function properly and pi t
form the work that it was originally intended and desij

erally recognized

shears

sociation expresses

In looking for
general dilapidated condition.
the usual thing we find the drafl fear worn
out, inoperative and part> missing, so thai thl
C8 ual <>b
Server's &rsl opinion would be that the draft gear did not

rigging

The advantage

Committee Report on Draft Gears

actual service
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bent, center sills

following officers were elected
President, W. T. Gale,
foreman, Chicago & North Western; first vicepresident, J. B. Wright, general foreman, Hocking Valley;
second vice-president, G. H. Logan, general foreman, Chicago & North Western; third vice-president, H. E. Warner,
superintendent shop, New York Central; fourth vice-president, T. J. Mullin, general foreman shop, Lake Erie & Westtern; secretary-treasurer, W. Hall, erecting foreman, Chicago
& North Western; chairman, executive committee, C. A.
Barnes, general foreman, Belt Railway of Chicago.
:

machine

Oregon Short Line stated at
Idaho State Board of Equalization, that, whereas the Interstate Commerce Commission had
for a number of years employed the best scientific and engineering talent available which is still working in an endeavor
to ascertain the value of the Oregon Short Line and, by
reason of differences of opinion in regard to fundamental
principles, had so far arrived at no conclusions, three agents
of the State Board of Equalization had, after a brief investigation, been able to determine the precise- value of the entire
property and the relative value of every individual branch line
of this system. The Board's agents recommended a radical
advance in the value of the road's property. The Board of
Equalization later acceded to Mr. Evans' protest, making no
J.

B. Evans, tax agent of the

a recent hearing before the

material increase as compared with the
of about $16,000,000.

recommended

increase
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The Association

of Railway Electrical Engineers will hold
eleventh annual meeting at the Morrison hotel, Chicago,
on October 28 to 31 inclusive.
its

The coal pier of the Western Maryland, at South Baltimore,
Md., was destroyed by lire on September 5; estimated loss,
including coal, and number of cars, $900,000. The pier was
about 1,000 ft. long and 90 ft. high.

A

delegation representing the Marine Workers' Affiliation
New York called on the Railroad Administration on Tuesday to ask that their wage adjustment be made
retroactive to September, 1918, instead of March 1, 1919.
of the Port of

Frederic C. Howe, long an advocate of government ownership, has resigned as commissioner of the port of New York
to become executive director of the conference on "democratic railroad control," organized by the Plumb Plan League,
which is to hold a meeting in Washington on October 6.

A

fire

of

unknown

origin destroyed four frame buildings

American Tank Car Corp., at the East Chiplant on September 9. The buildings destroyed

of the General

cago, Ind.,
the
included

brass

foundry

and

construction

special

The fire will not interfere with the tank car
The loss is estimated at approximately $200,000.

plants.
ing.

build-

Delegates from the southeastern and southwestern federations of railway clerks convened in a joint session at New
Orleans, La., on August 23. One hundred and fifty delegates
representing about 90,000 railway clerks and affiliated employees throughout the southern states were present. The
convention lasted three days.
A. Waddell, consulting engineer, Kansas City, Mo.,
two papers before the Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, on Monday evening, September 15, entitled "The Comparative Economics of Cantilever and SusDr.

J.

will present

ing rules.
In figures 42 and 46. accompanying tin- supplement, half-inch bolts are shown passing vertically through
the ends of the clamping pieces to prevent splitting.
These
bolts should he applied horizontally instead of vertically.

The American Association of Engineers is taking a ballot
within its membership on the soundness of the Plumb Plan
as a solution for the present railroad problem.
A copy of
the bill is being mailed to each member without comment
and he is requested to make his own decision after reading
the bill and vote "yes" or "no" on the propriety of favorable
action on the bill by Congress.
Conspiracy to defraud the United States Government
(through the operations of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad) was charged in indictments on which a
foreman employed by that road at its reclamation yard in
South Braintree, Mass., and a junk dealer from New York
City, were arrested at Boston, Mass., on September 5.
The
foreman, John D. Birmingham, was held in $10,000 bail and
the other man, William Natt, in $3,000.
It is charged that
steel rails were wrongfully sold as low-grade scrap.

The Veteran Employees' Association of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul held its annual convention at Minneapolis
on August 27 and 28. The association, which has a membership of approximately 3,000 members, is open to any employee of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul who has been
in the service of that road for 25 years or longei
The officers elected at the meeting are as follows: C. W. Mitchell,
president; W. B. Harter, locomotive engineer, vice-president;

Grant Williams, assistant general freight agent, Chicago, secretary and treasurer. The executive board elected includes,
in addition to the officers, E. W. Grant, locomotive
engineer;

Wood, foreman, and Joseph

Charles

engineer, all with headquarters
Boyle, agent at Viroqua, Wis.

pension Bridges" and "Economic Span Lengths for Simple
Truss Bridges on Various Types of Foundation-."

The automatic

Schweyer, of Easton, Pa.,
was inspected on September 5 by members of the Automatic
Train Control Committee of the United States Railroad Administration.
This apparatus is installed on one train, and
at a number of stations, on the Colebrookdale branch of the
Philadelphia & Reading, between Pottstown, Pa., and Barto.
train stop of D.

11.

Freight traffic on the lines entering Los Angeles, San
Francisco and other central and southern California points
recently disturbed by an unauthorized strike of trainmen.
yardmen and shopmen is rapidly being restored to normal.
The terminal yards at these points are seriously congested.
It is stated that traffic will be entirely normal by the end
of this week.

New York

Roberts, locomotive

E.

Milwaukee,

at

and

L.

C.

Railroad Club Meeting

Spencer, director of the Division of Purchases. United
States Railroad Administration, will address the New York
Railroad Club on Friday evening, September 19,
ing Society's Building, New York City, on "Purchasing
Stores Organizations."
II.

B.

I

Loss and Damage Claims
The

in

Northwestern Region

and damage freight claim situation in the Northwestern region is being improved rapidly because of the intensive
efforts of the railroads in that region to si tile and eliminate old
and unsettled claims. This is evidenced by the following statement showing claims received and on hand over four months old
from April
to July inclusive:
loss

1

Engineers will hold a meetthe City Club, Chicago, on September 12. to discuss

The American Association
ing at

of

April

work among railroad engineer-. A report of the tailroad
engineers' salary-increase movement will be made, the ac
its

tivities of the railroad sections of the

and the reasons
will

1,

1519

Unsi ttled
June

May 1,1919

HI.
<

organization discussed

April

for the organization of the railroad sections

1.

1919

1,

118,247

1919

>\

i

k

Four M><\

1919
53,874

ms
Tunc

<

>i

July 1, 1919
104,518

i>

1.

1919

'

Tul\

„no

be outlined.

Coal Production

The Mechanical Section

of the American Railroad Association has changed the effective date of sections G and K
of Rule 3 of the 1918 Code of the Rules of Interchange
from September 1, 1919, to March 1, 1920. This action has
been taken in view of the fact that the Interstate Commerce

Commission on August 29, granted an extension of six months
within which to make freight cars conform to certain of the
equipment standards prescribed by the Commission. A corto the loadrection has also been made in Supplement No.
1

The production of bituminous coal during the week ended
August 30 showed a slight decrease, the outpul being estimated at 10,197,000 net tons as compared with 10,662,000 tons
during the preceding week, according to the Geological Survey report. The week's performance, however, has been exceeded but two other times during the year, in January and
in early July.
The total output during the first eight months
of 1919 is about 96,000,000 tons less than during the same

525
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decrease "i about
pei cent
Foi the
August -'.> the percentage "t mil time outpul
lost cm accounl oi cai shortage was L6.2 as compared with
26 6 the w eek befoi e.
period

<>i

1918,

..'

-i

-

week ending
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foi

the conference will be in charge of Secretary

the

Department of Labor.

letter

id

invitation,

is

"foi

Wilson

The conference, according
ih<

purpose

oi

reaching,

of

to the
it

pos-

some common ground

of agreemenl and action with
in the future conduct of industry" and for ihc purpo
"i consulting together on the great and vital question
II <•<
upon
fecting "in industrial life and then consequent

sible,

'

I

Senate Committee to Hold Hearings

t

<

executive session of the Senate committee on interstate commerce
ruesdaj h was decided to hold some
on
I'lHi hearings, to begin probably nexi week, on various pro
\i-u>ns of the Cummins bill.
Hie committee has been holding executive sessions tins week bul considerable pressure
h.is been brought to bear on it by representatives of some
>>i
the principal interests affected and it was decided to give
an opportunity to those who wish to offer suggestions as to
particular points in the bill but the hearings will be limited
in order to expedite final consideration of the bill.
The railroad labor organizations are particularly anxious to protest
againsl the labor provisions of the bill, the railway executives
had already filed an argument against the proposed limitation of earnings and several others interested have asked to
be beard.
\i

.in

Decrease in Accidents on Western Lines
Substantial progress is being
dents on the Southern Pacific,

made
the

in

the prevention of acciPacific, the Tide-

Western

water Southern and the Deep Creek, according to reports made
K. J. Clancy, assistant to the general manager, in general
charge of this phase of operation on these roads.
by

During the first six months of 1919 the total of all accidents
regardless of time disability was 3,487, compared with 4,481 for
the first six months of 1918, a decrease of 994 or 22.2 per cent.
Total accidents reportable to the Interstate Commerce Commission for the first six months of 1919 were 1,249, compared with
1,570 for the first six months of 1918, a decrease of 321, or 20.4
per cent. Accidents per million locomotive miles on the Southern Pacific were 59.81 for the first six months of 1919, compared
with 68.99 for the corresponding period in 1918, a decrease of
9.18 or 13.3 per cent, and industrial accidents per million manhours were 20.91, compared with 24.60 for corresponding period
1918, a decrease of 3.69 or 15 per cent.
Similar comparison of accidents with the corresponding period
in 1917 shows a reduction of accidents in 1919 of 11.7 per million
locomotive miles and of 31.3 per cent per million man-hours.
in

Sixty Per Cent Efficient
Street Journal, commenting on the strength in the
market of shares of stock of car building companies, and looking
for reasons for this strength, remarks on the low condition of
both cars and locomotives at the present time, and quotes Brigadier-General W. W. Atterbury, vice-president of the Pennsyl-

The Wall

vania Railroad, in a recent address to the employees in one of
the shops of that company, as follows
"Prior to our entrance into the war you were on a piecework
When the GovernbasisT as well as working on a 10-hour day.
ment took over our railroad piecework was stopped. The output
per man per hour fell 25 per cent. The shops were put on an
8-hour basis. This cut the output an additional 15 per cent, so
that the output per man per day in our shops is but 60 per cent
of what it was before we entered the war. In other words, it
takes ten men today to do what six men did before the war.
The condition of the power is getting worse and worse, bad
order cars are increasing and the roadbed all over the system
the introis suffering from lack of the ordinary maintenance and
:

duction of sufficient

President's

new

rails

and

ties."

Labor Conference

to

our people, to discuss sueli methods as have already been
tried out of bringing capita] and labor into close co-operation, and to canvass every relevant feature of the present
industrial situation, for the purpose of enabling us to work
OUt, if possible, in a genuine spirit of CO-Operation, a practicable method of association, based upon a real community
of interest which will redound to the welfare of all our

all

people."

Heavier Loading of Cars
In a recent circular to Northwestern roads, R. H. Aishton,
regional director of the Northwestern region said:
"At the present time there is a very serious box car shortage
in every part of the territory in the Northwestern region.
The
lines in this region as a total, have 97 per cent of their ownership in box cars, which is slightly less than the number of cars
they had on hand at this time last year, but the box car loading
within the last ten days has increased at the rate of 3,000 to 5,000
cars per day.
"Record of a typical line in this region shows that there has
been a very decided decrease in the tons loaded per car for the
first seven months of 1919, as compared with the year 1918, as
indicated below
:

Average loading per car
A
,

Commodity

,

1918.

1919.

Dec.

Tons

Tons

Tons

Wheat

40

37

Gram

35
43

30
39
26
30

Coal

piouucts (including flour)
(hard and soft)

Lumbei
Steel

29

products

33

The average decrease

3
5

4
3
3

loading has been 4 tons or 12 per cent.
was as heavy per car as
last year, the car shortage would be almost entirely eliminated.
Particular attention is directed to the very decided decrease in
tons per car of grain products, including flour.
"It is very important that traffic officers be instructed to conduct a very intensive campaign with all shippers on the heavier
loading per car. There is no way in which they can be of greater
service to the shippers and the Railroad Administration today
than by securing heavier loading of equipment. In addition to
this, it should be the duty of all operating officers to also take
action in this direction.
It
is
only in this way, together
with the prompt loading and unloading of equipment, that we
can expect to meet the demands for equipment.
"Rule 9 of the Food Administration regulations, prescribes
the minimum weights for various classes of commodities. This
v/as cancelled shortly after the signing of the armistice, and loading these same quantities at the present time can only be brought
about by appeals to shippers. We believe if this information is
given to shippers in detail, and that specific cases of underloading,
with car numbers, is called to the attention of shippers, they will
see the necessity for immediately increasing the loading per
car.
If the same tonnage per car had been loaded this year as
last year, it is estimated that 460,000 less cars would have been
required during the past seven months than were actually used."
in

"If the loading at the present time

Signal Division

— A.

R. A.

of the Signal Division of the American
Railroad Association, will be held at Congress Hotel and Annex, Chicago, on September 17, 18 and 19, as heretofore announced. The business to be considered on the first day will

The annual meeting

Be Held October

6

The conference called by President Wilson to consider the
relations between employees and the employers is to be held
at the White House, Washington, on October 6, and will be
attended by five persons selected by the United States Chamber of Commerce, five by the National Industrial Conference
Board, fifteen by the American Federation of Labor, three
by farming organizations, three by investment bankers, and
fifteen representatives of the public selected by President
Wilson. During the President's absence the arrangements

be the reports of committees numbers 16, 2, 3 and 11. Committee 16 will report on standard clauses and sections of
Committee No. 2 will present a specification
specifications.
for mechanical interlocking machine with improved Saxby
& Farmer locking, and a new chart for use in regulating the
compensation of pipe lines for temperature; also a specification for the arrangement of locking in machines to establish
Committee No. 3 will present
uniformity and sequence.

-

:

September

12,

RAILWAY AGE
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specifications for universal firSt alnl second range voltage
electric locks for hand operated switches; for electric locks
for interlocking machine, and for a switch operating and
locking mechanism. Committee No. 11 will present a specification for primary battery jars.
On the second day reports will be received from commitCommittee No. 1(J presents,
tees numbers 10, 4, 8, 9 and 15.
as information, the requisites for design and construction of
automatic train control devices adopted on February 4, last,
by the committee of the United States Railroad AdministraCommittee No. 4 presents a specification for directtion.
current motor-operated signal mechanism, and a brief re-

527

National Association of Railroad Commissioners
The National Association

of Railway and

Utilities

Commis-

sioners will hold its thirty-first annual convention at the Claypool
Motel, Indianapolis, Ind., on Tuesday, October 14, and continuing
probably through the week. It is expected that the opening address will be delivered by Clyde B. Aitchison, chairman of the

Commerce Commission.
now has 52 members

Interstate

This association

;

the railroad or public

—

commission of each state except Delaware, which has no
commission and the five following: Interstate Commerce Commission; Public Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia;
Public Utilities Commission of Hawaii; the Board of Gas and
Electric Light Commissioners of Massachusetts, and a second
commission for New York, this state being divided into two
service

—

port on the use of zinc-treated ties in track circuits. Committee No. 8 reports on details of numerous specifications
which have been approved at previous meetings but which
were referred back to the committee for a few changes, or
were revised by the committee on standard clauses and sec-

districts.

The

president of the association

Minnesota, and the secretary

tions.

New York

street,

specification for wire joints,
illustrating proposed standards, and a

is

James

is

Charles E. Elmquist, of
B. Walker, 49 Lafayette

City.

Committee No. 9 presents a
with

drawings

five

Exhibition at General Foremen's Convention

specification for friction tape. Committee No. 15 will report
briefly on the studies which it has made in connection with
valuation; dealing with the work which has been done in

is a list of the railway supply companies which
exhibited at the fifteenth annual convention of the International
Railway General Foremen's Association, which was held at Chi-

The following

connection with the government Bureau of Valuation.
The reports to be considered on the third day are those
of committees numbers 17, 13, 6 and 5. Committee No. 17
presents a specification for lubricating oil for signal mechanisms; and a historical sketch. Committee No. 13 presents
a specification for portable direct-current volt-meters.
Committee No. 6 presents proposed standard drawings for
-pipe compensator (No. LOU) revised; for a staff tip adapter,
for a switch lamp and for a switcli lamp base socket; also
drawings, which are submitted as information and for discussion, for a switch lamp, a train marker lamp, and for en-gine

cago, September 2-5

Company,

New York

City.- -Security

s-nted by A. \V. Clokey.

by

arch.

E.

C.

Repre-

—

Amcncaii Flexible Bolt Comi any, Pittsburgh, Pa. American flexible bolt,
American reduced body staybolt, American marine hollow bolt, AmerRepresented by R. W.
ican hollow staybolt iron and American rivet.
Benson, W. F. Hcacock, L. W. Widmeier, W. W. McAllister and
A. Selcy.
Passenger truck model descriptive
Steel Foundries, Chicago.
the Simplex ctasp brake, models describing Simplex couplers. Simplex shelf coupler pocket, Eclipse coupler yoke, Economy draft arm.
Represented by W. G. Wallace, H. J. Melchert and W. C. Walsh.
Anerican Sleel Treaters' Society, Chicago. Represented by W. H.
C.

—

American
ol'

5

presents

a

Eisenman.
Represented by
Anchor Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. -Packings.
J. P. Landreth.
RepArmstrong Bi others Tool Company, Chicago. Tools, wrenches, etc.
resented by II. Armstrong.
Ashton Valve Company, The, Boston, Mass. Cages, etc. Represented by
j. W. Motherwell and J. F. Gettrust
Hand brake. RepAtlantic Hand Brake Corporation, The, Buffalo, N. Y.
resented by Charles E. B. Smith and J. H. Weidemiller.
Philadelphia, Pa. -Represented by
Works,
The,
Baldwin Locomotive

in-

—

—
—

Railway Earnings and Expenses for July
Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly compilation
railway revenues and expenses, coverine; 185 Class I roads
and 17 switching and terminal roads for July and the seven
months ending July 31, is shown in the table.

The

—

•of

—

Claries

Gaskill.

11.

Seven months

July

L^C

t

k
N

,

A,

,

1919

1918
234,319.89

$306,642,089
113,534,987
4.164,279
7.614,389

$328,414,138
104,676,569

$1,311
18
32

212,252

4,440,811
8,580,S28
1 2,376.813
11.546,073
524,011
173,709

455,364,409

of way and structures
equipment. .. .
Ktcninccoi
oi'equipment
12
12. Maintenance

66,900.678
96.529.277

'iv^cnnVt^i'nn
""' ''''''
opcrat.ons
MUcehneous occr'atioAs
Miscellaneous

177.227.893

Per mile of
of road operated

Amount

*

»

1919
233,814.79

Average .umber miles operated
Revenues:

N

,

Per mile of
of road operated

Amount

*
x

,

1919

1918

233,591.65

1918
234,229.24

,

,

1919

1918

.

,
a

plf=®r

'
'

...

..

•

m,;i

.;.-"''::
All

7

tJLi,p*,i

••

Joint

i

1

I'

,858
11

S66,i

facility-Dr'.".'.

Railway operating revenues

^Maintenance

5
•>

1

:::..'.'.'::.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

V {om f-Kiitv-cr
10.

!.".......

«th«-' transportation

fi

9.

4.307.471

17.
8.

19.

20. Railway tax accruals
21. Uncollectible railway

(excluding
revenues

22.

Railway operating income

ii

i;„

•

m »„ t

r,„k

^rcait ncm.

m

;

16

1

,1.205,252

1.007,683

470,385,534

1,947

2,007

2.812,049.739

2,558.270,502

12,038

10,922

54,194,787
83.267.697
3.829,842
164.852,178

286
413

231
355

437,724,004
669.4S0.647

18

16

758

704

342.695.470
546.13S.1S7
31.618,32]
1.135.655.658

1.874
2,866
114
5.225
115

1.463
2.332
135
4,848

3.833

1.220,438,584

J.08C

14
~,.V,3

529,997

475.037

2

3.556.287

359.016.940

318.153.814

1,535

1,357

96,347,4 69

152,231,720

412

"M»S.?11

15,924,070
64 » 178

69

9,134,411

2,:

650

5

u
_4

94
278

64.97
3,320,896

307
15

14

2,139,846,111

10.486

9.136

418,42 4,391

1,552

1,786

461

463

"

|

Net of items 22 23 and 24

included

'.052

$7,544
2,362
135
279
297
295

2

39

"War Taxes")..

operating revs..
26. Ratio of operating expenses to

$8,220
2,810
128
258
299
312

49

18

68

136 243,472

343

1,006,679

'3.568.367
1,280,120

8

M4

L096. 553

5

_5

77.176.933

138,523,719

330

591

78.84

67.64

%

1wav oce-ating income corresponding

ended June 30,
the tert period of three years

1917.

to

.

item

:2

107,

108.381

420,4 14

80.280.165

li^rf^r^^&Vr.:.
25

$1,767,115,486
553,260,453
31.598,317
65,403,969
69.468,060
69,150

_1

44
2

lui)

fllr

1

$1,920,007,554
656,344,813
29,954,728
60.429,575
69.857,333

.'.549,936

TransportatiVn'WWe^mVn'tllCr"...

Net revenue from railway operations

5

$1,401
447
19
37
53

2

,

Railway operating expenses

486

48

J

1

brick

—

code of instructions for
stallation and handling of caustic soda batteries.

I

Represented

-Bearings.

Chicago.

Lewis.

Ameiican Arch Company,

signal lamns.

Committee No.

Bearing

Ahlberg

374,900
\

\

254.386.6 86

309.668.4 51

1.089

1,322

11.507,
8,254,05 4

'..468

49

7,883,298

3_5

43
34

291.598,685

1.005

1.245

87.11

83.64

above for the month of July in the thiee years 1914. 1915 and 1916.
ol hue for the United States.

was $344 per mile

V
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Carborundum devices

N

L.

C,

Sprague,

V.

Anderson,

C.

C.

Rep

Ritzma.

P.

and

W.

ap-

Cross

Smith.

I

Twist

Equipment Company, Buchanan, Mich,

couutei

Knott and E.
Pneumatic tools

E.

J.

i-i
Pneumatic
Represented by
pliancea,
.in.i

N

Falls,

W. Frazer, W.
Company, Chicago.

Frost,

sinks,

tool

bil

holders,

tool

bits,

drills,

reamera, chucks,

cutters

flue

and

sockets.

Represented bj F. H. Woodward.
Twist
Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio.
ol
Cleveland Twjat Drill Companj
Represented by H. 0. White and
mills, reamers, screw extractors.
Kirchofer.
Company, The,

C,

I.

Coilis

Clinton,

Ohio.

Drill

sieve.-,

and

sockets,

quick

C

M. Weaks
Uloy tool steels,
Crucible Steel Companj ol America, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Represented by W. M.
springs.
speed steels and railroad
high
A. Lawler.
Stevenson, F. Baskerfield, R. D. Fletcher and F.

change chucks and

special

tools.

Represented by

M Cleaning Process, Chicago. Process for cleaning locomotives.
Represented by D. L Lewis and F. M. Hilgcrink.
scientific water treatDearborn Chemical Company, Chicago.—Literature on
Can, J. D. Purcell,
ment tor locomotive '.oilers. Represented by G. R.
Becbe and II. Rehmeier.
S Rcid,
Midi.— Drills and reamers. RepDetroit Twio; Dril] Company, Detroit,
resented by M. F. Crawmer.
s pipe joint
Dixon Crucible Company. Joseph, Jersey City, N. J.-D.xon
hub liner
compound Dixon's locomotive front end finish, locomotive
Dixon's center plate grease and
lubricant Dixon's solid belt dressing,
and
Ilewson
II.
by
L.
Represented
Dixon's Drake cylinder grease.
F. W. Brandon.
Represented by
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa —Jacks.
n

&

W

1

1

.

Dull

Manufacturing

C. N. Thulin.
Represented by H.
Duntlcy-Dayton Company, Chicago.— Pneumatic tools.
Arnold, P. D. Bates and A. C. Huntley.
Ohio.— Lubricators
Cincinnati.
The.
Edna Brass Manufacturing Company,
appliances. Repand injectors, coal sprinklers, water gages and boiler
resented by E. O. Corey and II. A. Glenn.

Flannery

Boll

Company.

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Wyandotte. Mich.—Wyandotte metal cleaner, Wyandotte
I'ord & Co
J. B.,
Wyandotte cleaner and cleanser and Wyandotte deteralkali special
Willwerth.
Represented by G. J. Lawrence, A. J. Ratz and H. J.
ment.
Minn.— Paints. RepFoneslei Paint & Manufacturing Company, Winona,
resentcd by Helen J. Caswell.
Franclare Company, Chicago.— Hand-fired
Buck.

Represented by C. H.

stokers.

by J. L.
Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York City.— Represented
Randolph.
Company, Franklin, Pa.— Represented by W. H.
Oil
Galena Signal
Foster, J. A. Graham, Bloss P. Corey and W. L. Trout.
Represented by
Packings.
Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N.
C. W. Sullivan and W. H. Cook.
Represented by
City.—
York
Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New
Allen Sheldon.
Represented by B. G. Forsyth.
Clip Nut Company, Chicago. Grip nuts.
Hardy & Co., F. A., Chicago.— Safety goggles and devices. Represented
('.
Ti;
A. Kingsbury.
Hunt Spiiler Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass. Piston valve bushings, piston valve packing, piston valve bull rings, cylinder packing,
cros-*head shoe, driving box shoes and wedges, knuckle pin bushings
ana side rod bushings. Represented by V. W. Ellet and E. J. Fuller.
Uutchins Car Roofing Company, Detroit, Mich. Models of dry lading,
all stcci roofs, Hutchins flexible all steel roofs and Hutchina improved
Represented by A. R. Wilson and W. D. Thompson.
plastic roof.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago. Pneumatic and electric
Represented by F. J. Passmo, V. W.
etc.
tools, hose couplings,
Robinson, R. S. Cooper, J. D. Hurley, W. A. Nugent, J. G. Cowell
and E. F. Bertrand.
Represented by
Pneumatic tools.
Ingersoll Rand Company, Chicago.

Y—

—

—

—

—

—

Schnitzcr, Waller Johnson and R. S. McCreadie.
Represented by
lion City Products Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Jacks.
Conklin,
V. T. Salter, E. C. Arnold and H. K. Johnson.
A'.
C.
Represented by
Jenkins Brothers, New York City. Valves and injectors.
B. J. Necly.
including
air pump,
Packings,
York
City.
Johns-Manville, H. W., New
industrial and brake cylinder packing sets and insulations for pipes,
Represented by J. C. Younglove,
boilers and locomotive lagging.
P. C. Jacobs, P. R. Austin, E. H. Willard, D. H. Jennings, L. S.
Butters.
Wilbur and II. M.
L.

W.

—

—

—

Represented
Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.-— Pneumatic tools.
McCabe and J. Osgood.
regulators
and removPressure
Leslie Company, The, Lyndhurst, N. J.
Represented by S. I. Leslie and J. J. Cizek.
able coupling nuts.
Represented by
Brake beams.
Libeity Steel Froducts Company, Chicago.
A. W. Preikschat, J. J. Borrowdale and S. W. Midgley.
Kcliei

by George
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Literature on locomo
M Osterman
Porterfield, R

G
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i

|
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I

I

i

x
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Ma. Couplinga
nton
om\ an)
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u r,i
Bro bart.
K, ,, tented b)
]
H(
milling cut
[uols, inatrumenta an
Brown & Sharpe, Providence, R
\
ropel and H. .1. Johnson
u, reaentcd bj
P
,, ,.
t.
Standard "D"
Buckeye Steel Castings Company, [Tie, Chicago.—
Represented bj F. ] Cooh
coupler,
Represented bj ll E, Crcer.
Camel Company, Chicago
[ii

,

dolly

.

Phillia,

\

u

Companj

i"ool

'

|

pipt

11

furnace and heating torch, portabli drilling
.
and beadini
bai
Pi mil.
\
B Moon and M,
V tin,
Grinni i, E. 1
Syphona as
in. it..- Company, Chicago.
Nicholson rbermii
fire-boxi
Represented bj John I- Nichol on
locomotivi
lied
to
and Stuarl liuwley

Libertj

yard

bi

I

and
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W

M Dangel
Represented bj
Fa
Lovejoy tool Woiks, Chicago
No 2 oil burning
Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis, M
by
(oil
burning).
Represented
laigi
wheel
ri
toich and
11.
II
Warnei and A. E Stenzel.
Railroad shop tool
Rep
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New Y..H. (its
resented bj R. R. Cuthbertaon, R. S. Dean and C. I- Bn
\|.
i,i,i
Represented by J A. Lamon.
bicago,
Journal boxes.
S Co.,
Models oi friction draft gear, band
Miner, W. EL, Chicago.
for
cars
Represented
and
appliances
and locomotives.
othei
beonugs
by A. I.. Canavan and J, R, Mitchell
Injectors, lubricators,
itj
Nathan Manufacturing Company, New ^' <uk
Represented by P. C.
boiler checks, ^"Ke cocks and coal sprinklers,
Welsh,
W. R. Walsh, Ed, S. Toothe and
Daven, |. Am, Richard
'

Main

(

i

i

Farrell.

F.

J.

National

National hot water loo
by D. Anderson.
Adjustable brake
Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Represented by L. S. Wright.
and wrecking hooks.
Boiler

live

boilci

National

bum

Washing Company, Chicago.

Represented

washing system.

—

National Railway Devices Company, Chicago. — Shoemaker vertical
(iunnison.
Represented by Jay
Robinson and E.
doors.
Ohio Ilijectoi Company, The, Chicago. — Chicago lubricator, Chicago flange
fin

(,.

J.

Chicago non-lifting injector, Chicago U. S standard special B
Ohio water glass protector, Ohio lifting injector and Chicago
Represented by A. C. Beckwith.
automatic drifting valve.
Okadee Company, The, Chicago. Okadec front end hinge, locomotive
blow-off valves, tender hose couplers, Okadee water gage glass and
roundhouse wash-out valves. Represented by A. G. Ilollingshed, G. S.
Tinner and W. 11. Ileckman.
O'Malley-Bcare Valve Company, The, Chicago. Multiple valves, perfection gage cocks, water glass drains and locomotive special valves.
Represented oy Thomas O'Malley, Ed. O'Malley, J. E. Brown, J. N.
Gallagher, James Pigott, Frank Hitesman and Walter Morris.
Oxweld Railway Service Company, Chicago. Welding torches. Represented
by W. Leighton, F. C. Ilasse and W. A. Flogan.
Paxlor.-Miichcll Company, The, Omaha, Neb.
Model of Paxton-Mitchell
piston rod packing and Leighton balance and lubricator cylinder packing rings.
Represented by J. L. Paxton and R. C. Fielding.
Pockcl Lisl of Railioad Officials, The, New York City. The Pocket List.
Represented by C. L. Dinsmore.
Racine Tool & Machine Company, Racine, Wis. Machine saws.
Repscnted by F. J. Kidd and D. B. Maxwell.
Railway Review, Chicago.
Rich
Too)
Company, Chicago. Twist drills, reamers, milling cutters,
counter bores, chucks and small tools.
Represented by J. L. Crowley.
Rivet Cutting Gun Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rivet cutting gun and
Cincinnati rivet hand catcher.
Represented by J. M. Crowe, H. G.
oiler.

injector,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Lorn and

F.

L.

McCune.

—

Rooerts Automatic Steam & Air Connector, Sarnia, Ont. Represented by
R. E. Allen ^nd J. W. Roberts.
>aigent & Co., Chicago. "Renu" gage cock, Martin grease plugs, E. S. E.
water glass cocks, Loedige blower valve and water glass protectors.
Represented by George S. Garren and K. C. Robbins.
Schrccder Headlight & Generator Company, Evansville, Ind. Headlight
with switcher lens, special lens for diffusing light on yard and switch
ci.gines,
same as furnished on Government standard locomotives.
Represented by J. H. Schroeder, A. H. Varney, Chicago district sales
manager, E. B. Vorris and C. E. Kinnaw.
Chucks, spacing collars and vises.
RepreScully-Jones & Co., Chicago.

—

—

—

sented
Street

Ik

oy

Co.,

R. Beaulieu.
R. R., Inc., Chicago.

bearings and wrenches.

— Tocls, chucks,
—

pulleys, hangers,

roller

Represented by C. J. Butterfuss.
Torchweld Equipment Company, Chicago. Oxy-acetylene welding and cutting torches.
Represented by W. A. Slack and A. F. Dillon.
The,
I
S. Metallic Packing Company,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Single and
tandem piston packing (King type; and King type air pump packing.
Represented by Flarry E. Hyslop and L. B. Miller.
Viosering Company, Henry, Chicago.
Crescent metallic piston rod and
valve stem packing for saturated and superheat locomotives, sanders,
duplex sander valves, bell ringers and Yiloco steam compressed governors.
Represented by G. S. Turner, J. M. Monroe and W. H.
Hecknian.
Wells, R. W., Chicago.
Power saws, grinders and sheet metal cutters.
Represented by R. W. Wells.
Springfield.
Western Too! Manufacturing Company,
Ohio.
Expanding
mandrels, tool holders, shop furniture, vises, emery wheel dressers
Represented by J.
Wells.
and safety lathe dous

—

.

—

—

—

'/..

Exhibitors at Tool Foremen's Convention
In last week's issue the following name was omitted from the
list of exhibitors of the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association, held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, August 27-29:

Duntley-Dayton

Company,

Chicago.

Specialized

display

of

new Duntley air drills and Duntley saphil grinder. Represented
by W. O. Duntley, C. A. Duntley, P. D. Bates, Charles Booth and
Henrv Arnold.
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is believed to be the first motoi express route tariff sheet
compiled and pul into effecl has been promulgated by the
Eiighwa)
[Yanspori Committee of Douglas county, Neb., and
adopted l>> the Nebraska Stan- Public Utilities Commission.

rhe

Louis

St.

(Mo

I

Eastern

Com

petition filed by the Baltimore & Ohio, will hold
a hearing on September 1(>, on the cancellation <>t' over 100
airs which have become obsolete due to the cessation of
a

i

traffic

various commodities.

in

a meeting of good roads advocates and representatives
highway commissioners from live southern states held at
Memphis, resolutions were adopted on September 6 urging
that all the southern states join in an appeal to the Railroad Administration for relief from a shortage of transporta-

At

of

the movement of roadbuilding material,
which, it was said, is seriously hampering highway construction in the south.
tion

facilities

for

Travel for the month of July in Yellowstone National Park
broke all previous records. July 16 was the biggest day in
the history of the park, almost a thousand people having
entered that day.
A total of 24,090 tourists visited the park
during the month, of which 16,784 persons came in 4,457 private automobiles. While the season ends September 15, the
roads leading to the park are now excellent and prevailing
weather conditions are ideal.

An improved

less-than-carload rail-and-Mississippi river mer-

chandise service was inaugurated from Chicago to New Orleans,
On that date the Chicago & Alton comLa., on August 1.
menced the operation of a through daily merchandise service
from Chicago to the East St. Louis wharf of the Mississippi
barge line, operated under the direction of the Division of Inland
Waterways of the Railroad Administration. A comparison beall-rail class rates and the rail-and-river rates show
that the latter will produce substantial savings in the shipment
of all classes of commodities.

tween the

During the month of August the roads comprising the
Central Western region loaded 67,398 cars of grain as compared with 63,715 cars during the corresponding month last
year, or an increase of 5.8 per cent. During the same period
48,713 cars of livestock were loaded as compared with 47,312
cars during the corresponding month last year, making an
The loading of coal cars in this
increase of 3 per cent.
region during this period shows a decided decrease from
total of 82,490
the records for the same period last year.

A

cars of coal were loaded during August as compared with
116,125 cars during August of last year, a decrease of 29
per cent.

Conflicting reports of the size of the Western Canadian
grain crop have been somewhat cleared by the receipt of a
detailed telegraphic crop report at the main offices of Canadian National Railways from the road's agents along more
than 6,000 miles of line in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. The lines of the Canadian National system in the west
In these vast areas
lie between Winnipeg and Edmonton.
the threshing returns show yields in wheat from 6 to 30 bu.
per acre in Manitoba, oats 20 to 60 bu. and barley 10 to 35
In Saskatchewan wheat ranges from 3 to 25 bu. per
bu.
In Alacre, oats from 12 to 50 bu. and barley 25 to 30 bu.
berta the yield in wheat is from 2 to 50 bu. per acre and oats

from 20

to 75 bu.

The Railroad Commission

its

competitor,

new farei
was shown at

the

the

will

yield

pei iod

What

mittee, on

bj

iiiiimillllllc

to be

District Freight Traffic

Southern

It
is exPacific.
about $22,100 additional
it
revenue,
the hearing on the case that the
company's payi >ll linci 1916 bad increased 72.97 per cent and
that the cost of materials had increased $7.7 per cent during the

that

!

Traffic

Vol. 67, No. 11

of California has granted the peti-

tion of the Oakland, Antioch & Eastern for an increase in passenger fares over the lines of that road. The new rates will put
the fares of the Oakland, Antioch & Eastern on a parity with

those of the federal controlled lines operating in the same disThis road, howtrict insofar as they apply to the one way rate.
ever, provides a week end round trip tariff much lower than that

A

commercial export freight was reNorth Atlantii porta during the week ended on
AugUSl 27, compared with 1,248 cars for the same week of
1918,
This shows an increa
of 5,195 cars, or 41o per cent.
Deliveries to ships during the period mentioned incre
4,490 cars, or 382 per cent, compared with the corresponding
period in 1918,
On August 2.7, 1919, there were 12,827,842
bushels of grain in elevators at North Atlantic ports. There
were received during the week 6,493,916 bushels, while 6,212,053 bushels were cleared. At South Atlantic and Gulf ports
there were 9,293 cars of export freight on hand as of August
26, 1919, compared with 9,894 cars on August 19 of the same
month, a decrease of 691 cars. There were 8,973,336 bushels
of grain stored in elevators at these ports as of August 26,
total "i 6,443 cars ol

ceived

at

i

representing 74.5 per cent of the total elevator capacity.

Loading reports for roads comprising the Northwestern region
month of August show substantial decreases in the num-

for the

ber of cars loaded on the lines of that region. The total number
of revenue freight cars loaded during August, 1918, was 719,566, whereas the total number of cars loaded during August,
The commodities classified under
1919, totaled but 594,465.
this head show that there have been slight increases in the
number of grain and grain product, livestock and lumber and
forest products cars loaded, and that these increases have
been more than counterbalanced by the substantial decreases
in the number of cars of coal, coke and ore loaded.
The
total number of revenue freight cars received from connections during August, 1918, was 318,878 as compared with
321,762 cars during August, 1919.

After some controversy the traffic department of the Cincinnati
(Ohio) Chamber of Commerce has secured a favorable ruling
from the Railroad Administration on the proposition to continue in force the sale commutation tickets between Cincinnati,.
Lawrenceburg, Ohio, and Aurora. Some time ago the Baltimore

& Ohio made
of ten-ride

application for authority to discontinue the sale
tickets between Cincinnati and Lawrence-

commuter

burg and Cincinnati and Aurora. This move was taken because
of the charge that Cincinnati salesmen were using the reduced
rate ten-ride tickets to effect a cheaper through rate to such
points as Connersville and Indianapolis. The Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce accordingly made a canvass of the traffic and,
finding no evidence that salesmen were making such a practice,
took the matter up with Railroad Administration officers at
Washington with the result that no change will be made in the
sale of commuter tickets at the present time.

At the direction of the Western Freight Traffic Committee
Kansas City (Mo.) District Freight Traffic Committee
will hold a hearing on September 19 to establish uniform rules,,
regulations and charges for the fabrication in transit of iron
and steel articles to, from and between points in western territory.
Under the present arrangement these rules are provided for in individual lines and various committee issues.
The Chicago Eastern District Freight Traffic Committee will
also consider the same subject with a view to providing uniform rules, regulations and charges on all lines which will
definitely describe the inbound articles of iron and steel from
the rolling mills on which the privilege will be accorded, as
the

well as the processes that will be permitted under the privilege; to determining the circumstances and conditions under which the tariff rate in effect from point of origin of the
unfabricated material to destination of the fabricated material
will be applied, together with a charge for the-privilege which
will be sufficient to reflect the value and cost of the service

adequately; to providing proper and reasonable rules and
regulations to enable the carriers to police the privilege
which will require all fabricating plants to keep suitable records of inbound and outbound material received and forwarded from the plant as well as the tonnage received and
disposed of locally,

—
September
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Interstate

minimi

Commerce Commission

a hearing on Monday in connection
general investigation, undertaken at the request of
the director general of railroads, of the relationships between
rates on grain and grain products from northwestern producing points to eastern destinations. The National Association
of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, representing the
state commissions, has asked that the commission postpone
its investigation in view of the prospective early return of
the railroads to private management, but the commission de-

The Commission began

with

its

clined the petition.

State

peake & Ohio and the Louisville &
new passenger station at Covington, Ky., not later than June

1,

1920.

The Public Service Commission of New York, Second district,
acting under a recent law regulating highway crossings, has ordered the erection of cautionary signals (disks, marked "RR,"
on posts about 5 ft. high) at all grade crossings of highways
and railroads throughout the commission's jurisdiction. The
posts are to be furnished by the railroads, but they are to
be put up by the town or state, and must stand, as near as

may

from the crossing.

riinii

i

mi iiiijii mi

i

>u nil
i

nm

ii ii

in

federal court at Spokane, Wash., against
Walker D. Hines, director general of railroads, and against 23
railroads for the recovery of losses sustained in the shipment

A list of more than 300 claims by 53 individuals
and companies accompanies the complaint, which was filed by
of merchandise.

A. L. Porter, secretary of the Association. The Association has
contended for some time that the proper measure of loss and
damage is the market value of the goods at the time of delivery
or when they should have arrived at destination and that
technically the carriers have forced the members of the Association to violate the Act to Regulate commerce by accepting payment of claims for less than what they actually should have
also states that

the carriers

have

repeatedly refused to pay loss and damage claims upon the
of the market value at destination and the suit filed in
the Federal court is the result of this action. The court has been
asked for an injunction to prevent the carriers from paying
claims on any other basis than market value at destination and
also for an accounting on claim said to be paid on an improper
basis

basis.

Men Needed for Railway Constru< noN. -Press despatches
from Swift Current, Saskatchewan, Canada state that contractors
on the several lines of railway that arc building in that territory, also contractors on government highway work are experiencing no little difficulty in securing sufficient labor for
grading operations.

News
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Railway

South Australia

in

states that Messrs. Timms & Kedman,
railway contractors, of Adelaide, Australia, have offered to
build, within three years, a railway from Adelaide to Port
Darwin, to cost £8,000,000, payable in Government bonds,
and provide work for 5,000 men.

The London Times

Swiss Rolling Stock for Czecho-Slovakia

A

London.

news item published

in

Economic Review of the
Czecho-Slovak government has
the

Foreign Press states that the
ordered 20 locomotives from a Swiss firm since France cannot for the present export any locomotives.

An

extract from the South

in Brazil

American Express

London.
states the

Government will renew its concessions to the railways only
on condition that large quantities of supplies and materials,
including rails and rolling stock, are immediately imported.
London Post.

—

German Locomotives

the

The Association

i

timiy

Increased Tariffs on the Antofagasta (Chili) and Bolivia
Railway. Cable advices from the company's manager quoted in the Railway Gazette (London) announce that the
Chilian Government has authorized an increase of 15 per
cent on the company's tariffs to come into force 60 days
after the customary publication, but the increase on nitrate
will not rule until January 1 next, and the fares on secondclass passenger traffic will be increased by only 5 per cent
also to date from January 1 next.

News

The Western Retail Lumbermen's Association, a co-operative
association composed of Washington lumber corporations, has

been paid.

mi nil mi

iiiiiiiimuiiiininiiiiniii

to 40.

Supplementing

in

jjji

Railway Concessions

hitherto Minister of Public Works
Hon. F. B.
has been appointed chairman of the Canadian Board of Railway Commissioners, with office at Ottawa, Ont., succeeding
Sir Henry Drayton, who has been appointed Minister of
Finance.

suit

iiiimimiinim

A railroad collision between two trains near Toulouse,
France, on the morning of September 5 is reported in press
despatches to have caused the deaths of 13 persons and injury

Carvell,

brought

»
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Foreign Railway

Personnel of Commissions

Court

mi

New

directed the ChesaNashville railroads to erect a

ft.

m

i

Commissions

The Kentucky Railroad Commission has

be, 300

mi

iiim

|
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a

in

France
London.
of Gerterms of

news item giving the disposition

man

locomotives delivered to France, under the
the Armistice, it has been reported that the 500 locomotives
operated by the American military forces have been disposed
of as follows:
Poland, 100 locomotives, Roumania, 50 locomotives, Czecho-Slovakia. 92 locomotives, French railways,
including Alsace-Lorraine,
tries, 8 locomotives.

Railway

250 locomotives,

Oriental coun-

Traffic Reorganization
London.

An

extract published in the

Economic Review

of the Foreign Press from Weltwirtschaftszeitung states that the Traffic Ministry of Jugo-Slavia intends to entirely reorganize
the

railway

traffic.
Locomotives and wagons will be provided,
normal gage lines will be built. French and American engineers and traffic expert- will be employed in addition to
home experts. Marine and river shipping to provide means

of transport will also be

resumed.

Machine Tools

in

France
London.

Before the war the majority of machines imported into France
came from Germany. In 1913, France imported 28,000 machine
tools at a value of 52,000,000 francs. 50 per cent of which came
from Germany. During the same year 11,000 machine tools,
valued at 16,000,000 francs, were exported from France. Machine tools to the value of 65,000.000 francs were produced in
France in 1913. It is planned that the French aeroplane factories will be converted int.' plants for the manufacture of machine tools. Le Genie Civil.
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Railway Rolling Stock
During 1913

i

ranee

;

in

l

to

import

18,000

luced 700 locomotives, -\(XX) passenger

i

rolling

Freight

stock,

cars.

but

<

rolling

stock

to

the

valu<

13,000,000

I

the value of 7,000,000 francs.

/

c

Gfne

(

francs and exported

America, deliver] to be al the rate ol 10 pei month, with
France for 100 locomotives, no. thirds oi which will be Get
man locomotives taken ovei bj France under the terms oi
the
Armistice, and
anadian firms are n<
tiating for the
<

supply ol 800 |o<
>tives at the rate "i 10 a month
Railway trucks are \<\\ scarce, but the government
a considerable number repaired, but many more are urgently

needed

to

New

in the

South American Trans-Continental

'iti7.

to the Sun (New York) from Buenos
Vyres, report the arrival at Tupiza, Bolivia, of the firsl tram
over the new extension running from La Quiaca, Argentina,

Press

Railway Extensions

11

1

i,nnc

Before the wai it wa necessary
today it is expected that, aftei the
equipment plants in the North are reconstructed, France will be
ai s and locomotives aftei
the present n
able i" export both
quirements ol 1.000 locomotives, 2,600 passengei cars and
In
1913, France imported railwaj
cars .in- provided,
ind

cai
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Federated Malay States

The rimes Trade Supplement says that Government <>i
the Federated Mala) States is planning the expenditure ol
large sums to cover railway extensions, the purchase of new
rolling stock, the erection of railway stations and the conFourteen locomotives have been
struction of new bridges.
ordered from the United States, owing to the impossibility
them from the United Kingdom, and some of
these are now on the way. There is a great demand for steel
for constructional purposes, especially in connection with the
erection of new railwaj bridges.
of obtaining

despatches

It
is now
possible to go by rail from Buenos
La Paz, the capital of Bolivia, but the journey still
necessitates a week and a half's travel.
The, La
luiaca rupiza section of this transcontinental line
was started before the outbreak of the European war, but
on account of difficulties the work was held up.
Its completion is to be noted with interest, says the despatch, for by means of it railroad transportation from the
east to the west coast is assured throughout the year and
will no longer be closed during the winter months when
snow blocks the transandine route from I'.uenos Ayr>

Tupiza.

t<>

\ires tO

i

Santiago.

Brazilian Coal
According to the British Chamber of Commerce in Brazil, it is
reported that experiments have recently been made by the Central Railwaj with briquettes composed of national coal from the
Cacapava mines and American fuel. The experiments, which
were carried out under strict technical requirements, gave excelIt
lent results and fully satisfied the experts who were present.
believed, says the Chamber of Commerce, that the tests made
with the Caqapava coal, from mines in the State of Sao Paulo
situated close to the Central Railway, with which it will shortly
he linked up by a branch line of 12 km., may eventually lead to
a decrease oi over 50 per cent in the imports of American coal,
is

this leading

to a

very appreciable economy.

Italy's Electric

London.

reports that the Italian Minister of Public
Works is proposing a law for the application and development of hydro-electric power for the construction of electric
railways and power stations for agricultural purposes. For
a period of 15 years a subvention of 40 lire per h. p. generated will be granted and freedom of taxes on house property
is to be granted for the same period to all buildings, housing,
generating and transformation plants. The bill provides for

The Financier

an annual expenditure of 80.000.000 lire, which should make
it
possible to obtain an increase in the power production
amounting to 8.000,000.000 kilowatts, or a yearly saving of 8,000,000 tons of coal.

in

Norway
London.

Stavanger Aftenblad by the Economic
Review of the Foreign Press states that the difficulties connected with the railway budget of Norway have been overcome.
The Railway Committee insists upon an increase of Kr. 13,800,Kr.
000, which is to be distributed in the following maimer:
3,550.000 for the Dovre line, Kr. 3,550,000 for the Sorland line,
Kr. 2,150,000 for the Rauma line, Kr. 1,600,000 for the Sunnan
Grong line. Kr. 1,000,000 for the Storen line, Kr. 780,000 for
alterations at Trondhjem station, and Kr. 1,170,000 for the East
The work is planned so as
line railway station at Christiania.
to hasten the completion of those lines and a considerable amount
of the money will be expended on rolling stock, rails, sleepers,

An

extra

from the

bridges, etc.

Transport Difficulties in Roumania
London.

t

London.

A
ing

report in the Financier of August 23 states that accordto a report submitted to the International Geological

Congress

The Times Trade Supplement states that the transport sysm of Roumania has suffered more than any other country

during the war, for that country has only 200 locomotives
remaining out of the 1,200 before the war. The government
has made contracts for the supply of 100 locomotives from

Toronto

in August, 1913, the world's reserves
are 7,397,553 million tons of more or
less easy extraction and all at a workable depth. This figure
comprised bituminous or dry coal, lignite, anthracite, and

at

of solid mineral

fuel

anthracite coal, and was divided as follows:
3,902,944 mill,
tons dry coal, 2,997,763 million tons lignite, 496,846 million
tons anthracite. The distribution is shown below in million
tons:
America

Power

Railway Developments

Coal Resources of the World

\sia

Europe
Oceania
Africa
Totals

Lignite
2,811,906
111,851
36,6*2
36.270
1.054

Coal
2.271.080
760.098
693,162
113, 481
45,123

Anthracite
22,542
407 637
54,346
659
11,662

Total
105,528
1,279,586
784,190
170.410
57,839

2.997,763

3,902,944

496,846

7,397,553

5.

Railroad Service and Fares in the Netherlands
During the war the Dutch railway train service was greatly
reduced in comparison with peace times, chiefly on account
of scarcity of coal for the locomotives, writes Consul Frank
W. Mahin from Amsterdam. A new train schedule that went
into effect July 9 increased the number of passenger trains
30 per cent, restored fast trains, and brought back the service to nearly pre-war conditions.
During the war they
Fares, however, will continue high.
were advanced 50 per cent in the summer, when travel was
the greatest, this being ostensibly to reduce travel, as the
But during all of
railroads could not operate extra trains.
last year the increased fares were retained, and are now to

be continued under the new schedule. First class fare is 5
Dutch cents per kilometer, second class 344, and the third
In American equivalents, these fares are about 3
class 2 /2
cents a mile first class, 2% second class, and l*/2 third class.
Only hand baggage is free in the Netherlands. The charge
for trunks averages about $0.40 per 100 pounds per 100 miles.
l

.

International Train Services in Europe
International train representatives of the British, French,
Belgian and Central European railways have been in conference in Paris for three weeks with the object of establishing a new service of international trains. Subject to confirmation at a final meeting of all the delegates, it has been
decided to run the Orient Express via the Simplon Tunnel,
with through carriages between Paris and Bucharest and between Paris and Belgrade. A portion will go on to Athens.
In connection with this express there will be a train from
Ostend to Milan and vice versa via Brussels. Another inter-

September

12,
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is to run between Paris, Prague and Warsaw by way of Strassburg and Nuremberg, in place of the
former Nord Express.
The timetable for this train through the German countries
concerned remains to be settled, and this is to be done at
It
is exStrassburg in time for the final meeting in Paris.
pected that this train will begin on September IS.
The delegates have also debated a Paris convention to
take the place of the former Berne convention, dealing with
waybill, tariff and other international traffic questions.

national express
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000 hp. are allowed lor this, 10,000,000 hp. would
The Norwegian Hydro-Elecfor industrial purposes.

5. OHO.

lation,

remain

Company

Elechas in ten years exploited 300,000 lip.
smelting and steel production are among the industries which should need electric energy, and in the producExporl
tion of which Norway has rather lagged behind.
of electric current to Denmark and Sweden is also likely to
require a considerable amount of current, the estimated figure
being from 200,000 to 500.000 hp.
tric

tric iron

The Alsace-Lorraine Railways
Chinese Railways

A new organization has been

London.

Mr.

Wih Kung-Cho,

adviser to the President of the Re-

public of China, Dr. Chin-Chun Wang, Administrative of
the Director of the Chinese State Railways, have been visiting Great Britain and other European countries investigating
An interview pubtheir technical and commercial resources.
lished in the London Times Trade Supplement of August
16, 1919, states that the gross receipts of the Chinese railways for 1918 showed an increase of 25 to 30 per cent over
the profits of the previous year.
The increase in the cost
of operation due to the war conditions has been relatively
small, and the prosperity of Chinese railways is a marked contrast to conditions of railways in many European countries.
Reports of brigandism have been greatly exaggerated, and
there has been only one attempt at a "hold-up" for the last
two years "a record of which the United States might well
be proud." A policy of uniform standardization is to be introduced on Chinese railways, which will affect locomotives,
cars, trucks, etc.

—

American Trade

in

Malaya
.ONDON.

i

The Singapore correspondent

of the

London Times Trade

Supplement says that a question often asked in Singapore is
"Will United States business houses keep the hold on local
markets they secured during the war'" and states further that
the answer is that it is doubtful. There are several reasons
why the Malaya importers will be quite ready to replace the
materials brought into their country during the war with
British goods as soon as the opportunity occurs. The chief
reason is perhaps that the United States linns demand credit
before shipment. A common complaint is that the goods often
arrive badly packed, as a result of which losses are unduly
high. Another grievance is that orders are often duplicated,
merchants in America taking it upon themselves to double
the order, drawing credit up to the value of the original order asked for and forwarding the rest at sight draft. Another was the practice of selling goods ordered by one man
to another at a higher rate during transit.
The correspondent goes on to say that

the

importer

in

Malaya knows that as a general rule he can rely on British
quality and British merchants' methods of doing business, so
that the British merchants may be assured that their goods
will be welcomed.
He closes with the general opinion that
Malaya is likely to enjoy a period of unexampled prosperity.

set up for the railways ol
the
According to the terms
commissary-general of the Republic at Strasburg the system
is to be operated on behalf of the State by an administrative
body with headquarters at Strasburg, under the authority of
the commissary-general. The administrative body will consist of a directeur, or manager, and a council of 21 members,
including representatives of Chambers of Commerce and in-

Alsace-Lorraine.

Norway

versed by the railways.

ager of the slate railways, has been appointed directeur, and
the other principal officers have been selected from among
high officers on the Est, P.L.M., Orleans and State railways.
The railways of Alsace-Lorraine were from 1871 until the
end of the war in the unique position of being the only "Imperial'' railways in the German Empire, the other State railways being vested in individual states forming component
parts of the Empire
The existing system consists ju part
of lines originally built and owned by the Est and ceded to
the German Empire under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles and now restored to France, and in part of extensions
built by Germany since 1871.
Ever since the Franco-Prussian War Germany has regarded the Alsace-Lorraine railways chiefly from the standpoint of strategical lines, although
their commercial value has never been overlooked and tracks,
stations and sidings have been laid out and loading and unloading accommodation provided in accordance with military
requirements in the event of a European war.

Railway Construction

for

following

Norway's wealth

of

August

Poland

:

The

creation of direct communication between Warsaw and Poznan (Posen) by the construction of a new line
from Kutno to Strzalkowo. This is to be a first-class double
track line, and the sum of 800.000 marks per km. has been
lit

allotted to

it
in the estimates.
In view of the easy terrain,"
considered that this sum should be ample for the pur-

is

it

pose.
(2)

"N'DON.

water power is at present attracting much attention, as according to official statistics the
country boasts an aggregate of 15,000,000 hp. of water power
throughout the year, a figure which, in comparison with
other countries where the figures generally apply to only
nine months of the year, is more imposing. Nor does this
figure exhaust the total power, because several waterfalls of
some importance are excluded, as are also a series with but
limited fall, although some of them are quite suitable for exploitation.
The extent and power of Norway's water power
has greatly increased, and the country ha- earned such vast
sums during the war it is now able to finance undertakings
which would formerly have been beyond its powers.
An adequate supply of electric energy for the ordinary requirements of the population naturally claims the first place.
If, taking into account the prospective increase in the popustates that

in

According to the Przegloud Wieczorny (Warsaw), the
Ministry of Railways has decided to commence the construction of 350 km. of railway lines annually for the next two
years and a half, making a total, for that period, of about
875 km. (543 miles)
It has been agreed that the most important and most urgent of the proposed constructions are the

The connection Lodz-Kutno-Flock-Sier
The reconstruction of the narrow gage

i

railway

Si-

normal gage.
(4)
The creation of better communication between I. wow
Lemberg) and Warsaw by the construction of a line from

erpce-Xasiesk as a
I

The London Times Engineering Supplement

and agricultural associations in the territories traM. Lebert, assistant operating man-

dustrial

(3)

Hydro-Electric Power in

,

i

line of

Zawada to Lublin to take the place of the present connection Rawa Ruska-Rejowiec-Lublin.
The Ministry is also in
ssion of a complete scheme for a line from Rzes/ow
to \isko. in Galicia,
Some of the Galician members of the
i

Sejur

(Parliament)

are

making

energetic

the speedy construction of this line.
The solution of the problem of

tions has also been considered.
tion

for

passenger

on

efforts

to

secure

Warsaw's railway connec-

It is

proposed

to build a sta-

Vistula, and
connect them by a line running underground alom; the
Jerusalem avenue and crossing the river obliquely by a new
traffic

either

side

of

the

to

In addition separate stations for goods traffic are
bridge.
proposed on both sides of the Vistula. It is estimated that
the completion ci the Warsaw scheme will require 10 years,
and that the cosl (which has not yet been ascertained) will
be not less than 100,000,000 marks.
The reconstruction and

— —
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restoration of stations, stores and similar buildings destroyed
or Fallen into <iisn-p.nr in consequence of the wai is expected
to absorb 120,000,000 marks.

Enginemen Receive Increases

Great Britain

in

I

ONDONc

he locomotive drivers, Firemen and cleaners after several
iiH'iiths of negotiations (since December, 1918) have agreed
with the English Board of Trade on a standard daily wage, which
is a
real standard when compared to the variated scale of
wages Followed by the railways in the United Slates. This
new rate is based entirely on the time of service of the men
and represents an increase of approximately 100 per cent of
la-t year these men, who number in the
the prewar Wage.
neighborhood of 65,000, were granted a war bonus of 33
shillings per week to cover the increased cost of living, the
expectation heme; that as the cost of living diminished it
would he removed. Since the signing of the armistice, there
having been no indication of a reduction in the cost of living
the men have been seeking to have the 33 shilling bonus included in their regular wage, and although they agreed last April
1

wages pins the war bonus was

remain in
effect during the present year, they made further demands which
were used as the basis for settlement. The demands were first
placed before the Railway Executive Committee of Great Britain,
which made counter proposals as indicated in the table attached
which were refused by the men. The matter was then taken up
by the English Board of Trade which after some negotiations
finally agreed with the. men on the schedule which is also shown
The wages shown in the table refer to a daily wage
in the table.
for an eight-hour day, except where otherwise noted, and it inthe existing

that

cludes 33 shillings per

week war bonus.
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they could consider the hill in two part-,, taking the part retO railways and light railways and what he termed
certain urgent matters at dine, and leaving all the othei pro
It adopted, this proFor inline consideration.
posal would have involved the House of Lords in one of the
most momentous decisions il has taken in the last few years,
and would have precipitated a conflict with the House of
ommons, but wiser counsels prevailed and the bill was rcThe committee stage began on July 29
Ferred to committee,
and ended on AugUSl 6, alter occupying parts of live days.
The report Stage was disposed of on AugUSl 11, and the third
reading on the following day
The adjustment of amendments between the two Houses
was carried out on AugUSl 12 and 13, and on the latter flay
the Royal Assent was given.
The measure was thus before the two Houses on no fewer
than 38 days, spread over a period of about five and a half
lating.

I

months.

Railroad Developments Needed in Venezuela
London.

In commenting on the mission of a special commissioner
sent to Great Britain by the government of Venezuela for
the purpose of obtaining co-operation in developing that
country, the London Times Trade Supplement published
some interesting facts regarding the need of improved transportation facilities.
It indicates on a map, which is reproduced herewith, the railways that are already in operation,
those under construction, and those contemplated.
Venezuela is primarily an agricultural country, but there are great
opportunities for development in petroleum and coal. Having an area of 364,000 square miles, the country has less than
700 miles of railways, and these are all located on the northern coast. They start from the Caribbean seaboard and run
inland at different regions.
About half of the railways were
constructed by the British, the most flourishing line connect-

*U

men
First and second years
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Britain's Ministry of Transport

Act

of Transport Act has at length received the
Royal Assent and, apart from the merits, it is interesting to
note, says the Railway Gazette, London, how long and severe has been the examination and criticism which it has received from both Houses of Parliament. Not since the days
before the war of highly contentious measures of a party
political kind has there been such a long contested bill.
Party politics did not much enter into the matter, but their

The Ministry

place

was taken by suspicion of bureaucracy, important vested
and economic industrial and financial considera-

interests
tions.

Introduced in the House of Commons as long ago as February 26 last, the second reading debate lasted for two days
March 17 and 18. The committee stage began on April 1,
and a standing committee labored at it, generally for about
four hours a day, for 18 days spread over the time till May
The report stage in the House did not begin till July 1,
28.
and it continued for four days ending on July 8. The third
reading was disposed of in one day July 10.
The first reading in the House of Lords was formal, but
the second reading debate occupied two days July 21 and
On the movement that the bill be considered in commit23.
tee, Lord Salisbury moved that there be an instruction that

—

—

—

Railways of Venezuela Showing the Lines Open, Those Under
Construction and New Lines Under Consideration
ing the seaport of

La Guaira with

The

the capital, Caracas.

Venezuelan Central, a British railway, operates between the
capital and Sta. Teresa, and extends to Ocumare.
In the Maracaibo Lake region there is at Tucacas the sea
terminus of another British line, the Bolivar Railway Company, with about 170 miles of track; the first strip was built
to serve the British-owned copper mines of Aroa, extensions
afterwards running to Barquisimeto and from Palmasola to
San Felipe. The Puerto Cabello and Valencia line is also
British, connecting with the German-built Gran Ferrocarril
de Venezuela running from Caracas to Valencia.
Local railway lines have also been built by British interests
within the last few years in the Maracaibo region to serve
the special needs of sugar, coal and oil companies. Of other
lines, that from Guanta to Barcelona and Naricual serves a
series of coal fields; the Encontrados line, some day to be
extended to the Colombian frontier, is a coffee carrier
the
Sta. Barbara-El Vejia line serves sugar regions, but needs
rebuilding; that from La Ceiba to Trujillo and Valera also
;

September
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while

regions,

the

little

La

Vea-Coro

English Railway Stockholders Association

connects the two sides of Paraguana peninsula. The
Carenero line is another example of a short strip giving
access to a port, while a section is under construction from
the Perija coal fields to Castilletes, above the Maracaibo bar.
Venezuela's most pressing need is for roads and railroads
to permit the movement of trade with the interior plains,
where large herds of cattle and extensive agricultural areas
exist. One of the most important railway projects is that
connecting San Fernando de Apure, the greatest cattle center, with the Valencia line, by way of Calabozo, Ciudad de
Cura, Victoria and Maracay. At present herds are sent on
the hoof by poor roads to Puerto Cabello, the journey taking
Another extension projected runs from
several weeks.
Valencia in a southerly direction, again for the purpose of
penetrating rich pastoral country, passing through Guanare
to Barinas. A third plan is to put the Orinoco river in rail
communication with the Caribbean coast by an extension
of the Barcelona line, by way of Maturin, to Ciudad Bolivar.
The Barcelona line serving coal fields would then extend to
great gold mining, petroleum and asphalt belts. Altogether,
800 miles of new line are badly needed.
line

Rolling Stock and

Working Conditions

in

I-osdon, August 6, 1919.
English Railway Stockholders' Protection Association,
Ltd., which, as noted recently in these columns, has been formed
by an influential group of stockholders, results from the anxiety
as to the future of the English and Welch railways. An executive
committee, representing very large holdings in English railway
stocks, has been appointed, and the association has been registered under the Companies Act, with limited liability.
The sole object of the association is to safeguard the
interests of all stockholders of the English and Welsh railway companies in the final settlement of the questions arising
out of the government control of the railways. The main
problems that have to be dealt with are (1) the depreciation
of permanent way and rolling stock; (2) the greatly increased cost of operation due to the payment of higher wages
to employees and higher prices for materials; and (3) the
difficulties attending the issue of new capital or of loans for
the development of the railways.
The association is neither for nor against nationalization.
It is not political.
It stands for no policy other than the
policy of fair play for all, whatever the decision of Parliament as to the future of English and Welsh railways.
The appeal of the association is to a large portion of the
general public, both directly as individual stockholders, and
indirectly through their interest in banks, insurance companies, charitable, educational and religious
institutions,
friendly societies, trade unions and limited companies, the
majority of which have a portion of their funds invested in

The

France

London, En?.

The

50,000 freight cars lost by the French railways in August,
first period of invasion, represented, says Le
Genie Civil, more than one-tenth of the stock used on the
French railways; the density of the traffic soon crippled those
1914,

during the

which remained, and the lack of repair-shops and construction
works (many of which were in invaded regions), together with
the scarcity of labor, prevented the upkeep and renewal from
being carried out normally. This bad condition of the rolling
stock gave rise to many derailments and collisions due to the
breaking of couplings, with the result that the shortage of rolling
stock was further increased. However, in April, 1918, at the
time of the German advance on Amiens, the Northern Railway
was able to arrange for 170 trains per day for the transport
of troops alone, making a total of 20,000 loaded wagons; in
August, 1918, the figure rose to 25,000 wagons.
After the armistice, owing to the sudden advance of the armies
as far as Alsace and Lorraine, the distances to be covered for
the transport of supplies and the service in the liberated regions,
were all at once considerably lengthened, so that the same rolling
slock had to cover much more ground, which is equivalent to a
proportional decrease in the material available. Other causes
further accentuated the

crisis.

The German

stock, delivered in

accordance with the stipulations of the armistice, but with much
only slightly relieved this state of affairs at the outset.
lubricating materials and the formidable distances covered between the Franco-Italian front and the Kussian
or Balkan fronts, had reduced engines and freight cars to such
a condition that many had to be rejected, while the others left
The use of this rolling stock (4,300
still much to be desired.
engines and 130,000 freight cars) made it necessary to employ,
delay,

The
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scarcity of

zeal
in addition, German drivers and stokers, who showed little
and were even suspected of wilful negligence which was elimi-

nated as quickly as possible; then, again, spare parts could only
be found in German depots or works.
The following table, taken from an official document, shows
of
the differences occurring be! ween 1914 and the beginning
1919 in French rolling stock

English railway securities.
The total holdings in stocks of the railways of the United
Kingdom represent a face value of no less than £1,350,000,000.
The number of stockholders is probably not less
than one and a half millions.
In Scotland there is a similar association, with a membership of over 30,000, which has already performed valuable
service on behalf of the Scottish railway shareholders.
The association has a definite plan of campaign. It will
give the legislature, royal commissions or committees dealing with the affairs of the railways, facilities for ascertaining
the views of the stockholders, and will demonstrate the real
merits of their claims.
It will watch over all legislation
affecting the stockholders, it will place their case adequately
before the press, it will hold meetings and establish branches
in England and Wales, it will collect and publish all necessary information, and generally give all possible assistance
to its members.
It is assured beforehand of the sympathy
of the boards of management of many of the railways and
the support of influential institutions.
A single subscription only is required from a stockholder
or bondholder to become a member of the association, the

Any
to be not more than 42s. and not less than 2s. 6d.
subscription between these two limits may be sent; it is left
to the subscriber to decide the amount, having regard to his
Beyond this, there will be no
interests in English railways.
liability except a contingent contribution not exceeding one
shilling (if required) towards the cost of winding up the assosum

ciation.

The secretary is A.
minster, London.

W.

Burchell, 5

The Sanctuary, West-

:

Existing stock

1914
Lo< .motive engines
Freight cars
Psssciiger cars

..

13.000

376.000
49,380

1

>19

:

1

368,000
43,956

laying idle owing to
191

I

i

19.5%)

38,520 (10.5*8
7.817 (18.0%)

I

deer,
the French employees, their number has
and January 1,
1914,
August
1,
between
cent
20
per
nearly
by
The smaller efficiency ol
1919 (332,700 men against 280,660)
handling
even in th<

As regards

women workers

(used
epidemic made in the
luggage), the ravages of the influenza
armj
ranks of a much overworked staff, especially in the
ol employees mobilastly the demobilization of a large number
explain the difficult posilized for the working of railways, will
found themselves during
tion in which the great companies have
(Le Gcmc
in others.
the last few months in this connection as
Civil.)

of Italy

1919

t

1,720 (13.2%)
14,840 (4.0%)
4,474 (9.1%)

The Nationalized Railways

damage

'

16 pubreview of a book which has jusl been written by
Signor Pietro Lanino,* whose reputation as a railway authorThe purpose of the book is to outline a
itv is undisputed.
series of suggestions as to the best means by which the
Italian State railways can be developed and their deficiencies
remedied, and the criticisms of nationalization which it con-

The London Times Trade Supplement

lishes

of

August

a

merely incidental to the main subject. In spite "f
or rather because <>t" it. Signor Lanino's remarks on the
beginnings, progress, and effects of public ownership are extremely valuable, for they have all the weight of testimony

tains are
this,

*

By

"Per

1'-

Sviluppo e l'Organizazione dei nostri Transport
Published by Nicola Zanichelli, Bologna.

Pietro Lanino.

Fcrroviari."
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an independent witness who is nowhere concerned
oul -i case foi oi again si nationalization.
liu- state owned Italian lines have a length ol 8,700 miles,
and are the must extensive railwaj system in Europe under
number ol private
They were milt by
one management.
companies, and in the year 1905 were taken ovei by the
general strike ol railwaj
rnmenl in consequence >>i
workers which broke out thai yeai and was ol an alarming
given bj
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Locomotive Deliveries Week Ended August 23
New locomotives wen- shipped during the weel< ended Aug-

political charactei

private companies paid a tax oi 27.5 per cenl ol theii
to the government, averaging an amount of £2,560,iHio annually.
The flrsl yeai after nationalization the sum
had dropped to £1,920,000, and in 1913 14 to £1,120,000, while
The total investment a
the year 1915 showed a deficit,
s
about £280,000,000.
liu-

ust

23,

as

revenue

follow

a

Woi

(.

P.

\

Lack of Enterprise

Baldu

1885 to 1905 the private companies actively developed
local traffic resources, especially along the Adriatic, organed the export of Italian agricultural and industrial products
i,i
England and Central Europe, and started the express

C.
P.
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.
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1
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1
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Mallet

USRA
USRA
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1"

ISRA Santa
.mi.,

'

F

S.

Santa

Fe

Mikado

Mallet

I

17

Total

23

Freight Cars
The Baltimore & Ohio

inquiring for 8 50-ton steel hopper

is

cars.

M. C. FAIRCHILD & Co.,
gondola cars for export.

change.

From

in

6

I

i

A. T.

1

USRA

<>

I

6
S.

i

Double-tracking was initiated under private management,
hut progress has been slow since the state entered the field,
and today only _'.? per cent of the system has double tracks.
Italy's mountain railways are only one-seventh of her lines,
but they absorb 40 per cent of the total consumption of coal.
Electrification is therefore a pressing necessity from the
point of view of economy, anil we find that the private companies had electrified 84 miles of most difficult road between
During the first 12 years of gov899 and 1902.
the year>
ernment administration less than 154 miles were electrified,
and at the present rate of progress it would take 100 years
to electrify the 2.175 miles which it would be profitable to

Numb

Road

V

American

New

York, are inquiring for 50 20-ton

The Eastman Kodak COMPANY,
for one special 40-ft. 30-ton

The United

States Coal

flat

Rochester, X.

Y., is

inquiring

car.

& Coke Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

i

of the country by inaugurating a fast train from
Milan to Rome.
Since 1905 no measures have been taken by the state to
encourage production and exports. The railway no longer
the customer who bows down
is
It
seeks the customers.
to the bureaucrat in the railway office.

service

Unceasing Friction
According to Signor Lanino, the private companies built
for
their extensions in a careful, solid way, making money
their shareholders, and satisfying the state's legitimate republic ownership construction has proceeded slowly, the original plans of 1905 have not yet been
carried out. and the expense is so much greater than was
anticipated that an original estimate of £17,280,000 has had
the
to be altered to £25.560.000. The timidity which caused
government to conceal the sum necessary for the reorganizaConflicting local
tion of the railways in 1905 still persists.
There is
interests hinder the completion of new projects.
unceasing friction between the officials of the departments of
Railway Administration and Public Works, and in the end

quirements.

nothing

is

Under

accomplished.

"But the great and all-absorbing question of the Italian
As Signor
state railways is, and always has been, labor.
Lanino truthfully remarks, the employees are not considered
as such, but as electors. The state has been unable to attract
a high class of workers, or to increase the efficiency of those
whom it has succeeded in obtaining. Discipline cannot be
maintained, for any official who attempts to enforce it finds
himself subjected to political pressure. The payroll amounts
to £20.000.000, an increase of £8,000,000 since the beginning
Operating expenses have risen from 68.8 per
of the war.
cent under private management to 82 per cent, of which inThe total number of
crease labor represents six per cent.

workers had increased 47 per cent and the wage-bill 53 per
cent by 1914, and even in 1907. or two years after nationalization took place, the office force numbered 13.000 persons,
On certain of the secondary lines
as against 8,000 in 1905.
the average number of passengers carried daily is barely
equal to the number of employees. From 1911 to 1914 it was
necessary to add £840,000 to passenger fares and £480,000
to freights, in order to meet labor's demands for increased
In the higher positions the bureaucrat, backed by his
pay.
powerful political friends, is slowly but surely replacing the
trained

official,

to the further deterioration of the service.

is

inquiring for one motor-driven car.

Cosden & Co., Tulsa, Okla., has ordered one 50-ton 10,000-gal.
insulated tank car from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Madeira Hill, Clark Coal Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
has ordered 75 wooden mine cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

The Warner Sugar Refining Company, New York, has ordered four 40-ton 8,000-gal. tank cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company

for export.

The Petroleum Refining Company,

Cincinnati,

ordered 16 8,050-gal. and 2 6,500-gal. tank
Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

cars

Ohio,

from

has
the

Signaling
The Pennsylvania, Western Lines, has ordered a 28-lever
Saxby & Farmer interlocking machine from the Union Switch
& Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., for use at Newburg, Ohio.
Another machine of the same type with a 36-lever frame, furnished by the same company is being installed by railroad forces
at Brady Lake, Ohio.

Miscellaneous
The Home Oil Refining Company of Texas has been
awarded a contract for the furnishing of oil to the St. LouisSan Francisco for five years. Neither the quantity of oil to
be supplied nor the price to be paid has been announced. The
oil will be delivered to the road at Oklahoma City, Okla.,

Fort Worth, Tex., and Monette, Mo.

"No Accident
rone division of
gust 26, the day
scription.
J. K.

Day" was

successfully observed on the Tythe Pennsylvania Railroad on Tuesday, Aupassing without a single accident of any deJohnston, superintendent of the Tyrone di-

said that "No Accident
intervals on his division.
vision,

Day" would be observed

at

Pennsylvania Railroad stockholders on August 1 numbered
an increase of 618, compared with July 1. and 8,033
compared with August 1, 1918. The average holding on August 1 was 88.95 shares. In two years the average has been
reduced from 105.95. About 30 per cent of the $500,000,000
capital stock is held by women.
112,216,

September

12,
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Richard Pintsch, inventor of the I'intsch gas lighting sys
is reported dead at Berlin, Germany, at the age of HO.

tem,

The Hutchins Car Roofing Company, Chicago,
an
in

1

1

a

-^

the

in

George W. Bender, district manager in charge of the New
York office of Mudge & Co., Chicago, has been promoted to
manager of -ales and service with headquarters in Chicago.
Mr. Bender

\\

Pittsburgh,

a-

horn

at

on

Pa.,

August 20, 1884.
Al
the age of 17, he entered the engineering
of the
Pressed Steel Car Company of that city.
In

department

accepted a powith the Ameri-

1906, he

sition

can

pany

Locomotive Comwhere lie had

charge of the extra
work order department.
In

1910. he

Epstein, formerly in the operating department of
Brake Shot & foundry Company, Chi<
and more recently in charge of the production engineering division of the Bureau of Aircraft Production at New York,
lias been appointed general superintendent of tin- Duif Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., with office in that city.
C.

American

the

opened

Railway Exchange building, St. Louis, Mo.,
charge of Charles F. Pace as district sale-, manager.
office

negotiating a contract for a large manufacturing plant to be
constructed at Clearing, 111., upon which operations will commence within the next 90 day-.

W.
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became

as-

sociated with Mudge &
Co. as chief draftsman

Doheny, Quinlan & Robertson, Ltd., Montreal, One, has
been incorporated under the Dominion Companies \ct with
an authorized capital of $2,000, (KX) to conduct a general and
railway contracting business, and act a- engineer and builder
H. Doheny, H. Quinlan,
of allied work. The directors are:
A. W. Robertson, G. A. Campbell and J. Karry. Mr. Doheny
has been engaged in the railway contracting business for
some years and II. Quinlan and A. \V. Robertson have been
associated in government construction work.

The Fastfeed Drill & Tool Corporation, recently incorporated under the laws of the state of Xew York with an
authorized capital of $500,000, ha- purchased the factory, together with the business and good will, of the McCarthy
Drill & Tool Corp., Toledo, Ohio.
John D. McGrath, formerly treasurer of the McCarthy Drill & Tool Corp., i- managing director of the new organization which will continue
Additions to the present
to operate the plant in Toledo.
equipment are planned for the near future.
John Kelly, who for
manager of the

number of year- was Xew York disEdison Storage Battery Company.
has been appointed Lceneral sales manager of the company,
a

trict

with

headquarters at
Orange, X.
This
I.
P r iimotio n for Mr.

subsequently was
given charge of the medepartment.
chanical
Later he was made as-

and

G.

W. Bender

Kelly

upon

vicethe
sistant
to
president, a position he
held until his appointment in April, 1918, as eastern manager
in the Xew England and Atlantic Coast states in which capacity he served until his recent promotion.

July

Johns-Manville

Company, Xew York,

lias

experience

William H. Bruce, sales manager

Company, Chicago, with

of

office at

the

Mark Manufac-

Minneapolis, Minn..

has been appointed southern sales manager for this firm and
also for the Steel & Tube Company of America witli headquarters at Xew Orleans, La.

Paul Sutcliffe, advertising manager of the Edison Storage
Battery Company, Orange, X. J., ha- been appointed manager of the industrial truck and tractor department of the
same company. Mr. Sutcliffe ha- been with the Edison Storage Battery Company for the pasl five years.

The Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee,

Wis.,

announces

has opened a Cleveland office at 808 American Trust
building in charge of E. G. Lewis, formerly with the Xew
it

York

office of the

dent of the

Xew

Bucyrus Company and more recently

presi-

Jersey Slag Products Company, Dover, N.J.

The Locomotive Crane Company
been chartered by Charles and

of America, Chicago, has
Robert Vergan with a capitali-

zation of $300,000.
The new compan) i- manufacturing a
small locomotive-type road crane with a capacity of four tonwill handle a -M yd. clam shell bucket and which can
he used with block attachment. The company is at present

which

\aried

the

Storage

a

long

career

in

battery,

of the
of the

\

New York

office

Edison

Storage
lattery Company.
Before that he had been
John Kelly
a -ale-man for the Westinghouse
Storage
Battery Company for two year-, for the Swinehart Tire & Rubber Company for three years, for the Firestone Tire &
I

cided upon.

that

year, to

chicle and accessory business.
For
nine and one-half years
he was district manager

menced excavating

turing

of

and

electric

com-

No
for a lar.ue plant at Waukegan, 111.
contracts have been let for the building itself as the type of
construction and the specifications have not been fully de-

thi-

position of assistant general -ale- manager.
Mr. Kelly brings
to his new position the

1740 Market street.

W.

H.

of

1

closely

promotion, on

tlie

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, announces the appointment of Fred Gehbauer, as special Navy
Yard representative, with headquarters at the Philadelphia
office,

followhi-

Rubber Company
Edison

Company

for

two year-, and

for nearly

for

the

Xew York

four year-.

Harry W. Benkart, manufacturers' agent at Buffalo, N. Y..
has been appointed representative of the Lakewood Engineering Company at Buffalo, with offices in the Ellicott
Square building. Mr. Benkart ha- had about ten years' experience in the construction business, the greater portion of
which was -pent with the Dravo Construction Company in
the position of superintendent of construction
For the pa-t
five years he has been an agent for contractor-' equipment
including the Lakewood line.
In joining the Lakewood organization, he now discontinues all other line-.
A. A. Schneider, Formerly with the raw

material- depart-

ment of the Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company and the
Cambria Steel Company, has been appointed manager of the
newly created raw material-, division of the American Steel
Export Company. Prior to entering military service in 1917
as a lieutenant of field artillery, Mr. Schneider had. for several year-, been assistant to II. F. Black of the Midvale and

—
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American Locomotive Company Has Record Year
American Locomotive Company
Tin- annual report oi the
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1919, shows thai that year
'hi
u.is tin- m,.-.t successful in the history of tin- company.
hi- the year the company, working entirely on locomo
business, had the gross earnings of $108,923,524 as compa
I

wuli $80,588,071
213,845 in 1917.

in

the

The

year ended June 30, 1918, or with $82,profits for the year, alter the deduc

tion of interest, etc., and $4,922,789 for income and war
as compared with
to $12,012,567
profits taxes, am, unite,
The same dividends were
the previous year.
$5,911,137
I

m

paid as in the preceding year, namely. 7 per cent on the
preferred ami 5 per cent on the common stock, leaving a
surplus of $9,012,567 as compared with $2,911,137 in 1918.
From this amount $5,000,000 was set aside as a reserve for
additions ami betterments, leaving a net credit to profit and
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1918,
oi $4,012,567.
only $1,000,000 was set aside for reserves for additions and
betterments and the credit to profit and loss was only
loss

$1,911,137.

President Andrew Fletcher in his report to the stockholders, says that in arriving at the net profits for the year,
there has been included under the heading of manufacturing
expenses and deducted from earnings the sum of $1,155,556
for depreciation and $548,491 for new drawings and patterns.
He also says that there was expended for permanent addi-

and betterments to the plants $1,704,854, all of which
has been charged against the reserve for such expenditures.
Mr. Fletcher also says in his report: "To offset the effect
of the shorter working day and the increased cost of labor
of all kinds, the management of the company, continuing
the past policy of improving the physical conditions and
facilities of the plants and increasing their efficiency, has set
aside out of the profits of the year a reserve of $5,000,000
The advisability of
for further additions and betterments.
making these improvements was demonstrated during the
war, and while the plants were working to their full capacity,
but they were deferred until they could be made without
The improvements
serious interference with the output.
are now in progress and are principally to the Schenectady,
Brooks and Montreal plants and for the extension of the
company's steel casting plant at Chester, Pa.
"The tonnage produced in the year ended June 30, 1919,
was about 23 per cent greater than the production of the
preceding year. This was due to the new high records of
production obtained at the larger plants of the company in
the forepart of the year, and to the increased tonnage of the
Montreal and Richmond plants, which during part of the
preceding year were being converted from munitions to locomotive manufacturing.
"The amount of unfilled orders on the books on June 30,
1919, was $16,034,678, compared with $74,736,543 on June 30,
Since the armis1918, and $54,517,373 on December 31, 1918.
tice was signed in November, 1918, the volume of sales has
been ver\ low. There was, however, a considerable amount
of unfilled orders on hand when the war ended, and with
new business booked subsequently, all plants except Pittsburgh were enabled to operate for the remaining months
of the fiscal year at a slightly reduced rate of production.
The Pittsburgh plant was closed at the completion of its
schedule in March, 1919, and the reduced volume of business
concentrated at the larger and more efficient plants of the
company. There has been $2,135,352 of new locomotive orders
taken since July 1, 1919.
"The excess of current assets over current liabilities on

tions

r

30, 1919, was $35,508,422.53.
"The amount of inventories of materials and supplies on
hand and work in progress on June 30, 1919, was $11,018,309,
as compared with $25,411,834 on June 30, 1918.
"During the year the company completed the order of 800
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also completed 381 standardized loeomotivei
Railroad Administration, applying on a contract of
Because of the omission of
500, dated November l, 1918.
ress t" provide funds prior to its adjournment in March
the Railroad
Administration was unable to meel i'<
last,
obligations in cash for locomotives delivered. To meet this
situation the Director Genera] of the Railroad Administra

company

Mi,-

the

f,,r

uteres! at
tndebtedness b<
hills due this company, and on
the company had received from tin- \
June 30, I'M
nation $25,324,424.05, of such Certificates of Indebtedness.
"On July 15, \'>\'>, the Railroad Administration, having
obtained an appropriation from Congress, paid the Certificates of [ndebtedneSS then held by our company, amounting
As this amount of cash added to other
to $26,102,218.50.
accumulations since July 1, 1919, is far in excess of immeti"ii

five

issued Cei
per cenl i"i

of

all

unpaid

1

',

< 1

r

li

needs of the company because of the small amount of
business on hand, the company has liquidated all of its loans
payable, amounting to $7,535,000, and purchased $23,500,000
of l'. S. Treasury 4J^ per cent Certificates.
"The contract with the U. S. War Department for 190
trench locomotives, amounting to $1,873,400, which was cancelled shortly after the signing of the armistice, has been
adjusted without loss to the company.
"The immediate prospect of orders for domestic locomotives is not bright and undoubtedly this condition will continue until the ultimate disposition and financing of the railroads of the country, now under control of the United States
Railroad Administration as a war measure, has been determined.
"While the company has been receiving orders for foreign
service, a greater volume of foreign business could be obtained but for the problems of finance and credit, many of
the inquiries requiring long terms of payment extending
from five to ten years. Unquestionably a broad gage policy
of credits to the foreign countries will have to be granted
them in rebuilding their railroad facilities, so vitally necessary to their industrial growth and prosperity.
One solution of this problem, in our opinion, would be obtained by
diate

forming a combination of railroad equipment companies and
allied industries of this country together with banking in-,
terests, under the form of a Foreign Railway Equipment
Finance Corporation, rather than by individual action by
any railroad equipment company. Such combination would
be permissible under the Clayton and Webb-Pomerene laws,
and thereby afford an imperative relief to the foreign counrequiring our help in rehabilitating their transportation
The long delay in the settlement of peace is in ameasure preventing the formulation of definite plans and action;
tending toward the re-establishment of normal business relations,
with European and other foreign countries.
The consolidated income account and general balancesheet follow:
tries

systems.

CONSOLIDATED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
American Locomotive Company and the Montreal Locomotive Works,
June 30, 1919

Ltd.,

Assets
$43:154,192641,704

Cost of property (less depreciation reserves)

Sundry

securities

owned

Current assetsCash on hand and in banks
$3,339,485.
*25, 324,424
U. S. R. A. Certificates of Indebtedness
8,048,367
Accounts and bills receivable
4,043.100
U. S. Liberty Loan Bonds
Canadian Victory Loan Bonds
542,900
Employees' subscriptions for LT S. Liberty Loan Bonds (less
919,286
instalment payments)
Employees' subscriptions for Canadian Victory Loan Bonds
41,580
(less instalment payments)
.

i

Accrued interest
Materials and supplies
Contract work in process

229,61
$7,046.9-31
3

—

813,552
;

Locomotives and parts in stock

Sundry deferred charges

:......,.

10,860,483
157,826

$53,507,069"
174,267

$97,477;232-

June

standardized locomotives for the United States Railroad
Administration, which were contracted for on April 30, 1918.

1

*The U.

S.

R. A. Certificates were paid on July 15; 1919.
I.IABII 1TTES

Capital

stock

$25,000,000
25,000,000

Preferred

Common
Bonded debt

of constituent companies

•

•

•

r

1,957,000

——
September

12,
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Current liabilities-—
Accounts payable
Dividenu on preferred slock payable July 22, 1919.
Dividend on common stoi k payable July 3, 1919
Unclaimed interest and dividends

ij

iiiimiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiHii

437,500
312,500

$5,035,000
2,5<

•

Sinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Accruals for United States and Canadian income and war taxes
L>undry accrued expenses

iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiuuS

Railway Financial News
& Pacific— This company has applied to
Public Utilities Commission of Illinois for authority to
issue its general mortgage gold bonds in the aggregate amount
of $1,000,000 and of ils first and refunding mortgage gold bonds

Chicago, Rock Island
the

and

.balance

•7,535,000
6,843,399
482,855

$17,998,646
794,017
4,886,494

Reserves for accident indemnity and miscellaneous items
Reserves for additions and betterments
Profit

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii:

Financial and Construction

2,771

Loans payable

Bonds

1

$2,384,621

.

Furcliase of Liberty
Other loans payable

539

less

June

Add — Surplus

30,

1918

as

shown

in

$17,828,507
4,012,567

condensed income account

in the

amount of

$7,999,000.

—

Oakland, Antioch & Eastern. Authority to issue notes in renewal of notes issued to the Union Switch & Signal Company,
Pope & Talbot Company. Charles Nelson & Company, J. A.
Roebling's Sons Company, and the California National Bank

'Leans payable were paid during July, 1919.

Condensed Income Account
American Locomotive Company and Montreal Locomotive Works,
Limited, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1919, as compared with the
ended June 30, 1918.
year
fiscal

Of

the

1918-19

Gross earnings
$108,923,524
Manufacturing, maintenance, and administrative expenses and deprecia-

1917-18

Increase

$80,588,071

$28,335,453

91,569,915

70,358,566

21,211,350

Manufacturing profit
$17,353,609
Interest, etc., on bonds of constituent

$10,229,505

$7,124,104

tion

companies, loans payable, etc

418,252

299,417

118,836

$16,935,356

$9,930,088

$7,005,268

4,922,789

4,018,951

903,838

Available profit
Dividends on preferred stock at 7 per
cent
Dividends on common stock at 5 per
cent

$12,012,567

$5,911,137

$6,101,430

1,750,000

1,750,000

1,250,000

1,250,000

Surplus
Reserve for additions and betterments

$9,012,567
5,000,000

$2,911,137
1,000,000

$6,101,430
4,000,000

$4,012,567

$1,911,137

$2,101,430

for United States and Canadian income and war profits taxes.

of Sacramento, Cal., has been given to the Oakland, Antioch
Eastern by the Railroad Commission of the Stale of California.
The notes, ranging in amount from $2,374 to $40,000,
were issued originally to cover the cost of material and supplies used in road construction.

&

Western

Net credit

to profit

and

loss

— See

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

Railway Construction

Deduct

.

Pacific.

—

Sikeston & Southeastern. The directors of this road, at
a meeting held in Charleston, Mo., decided to proceed with
their plans for constructing a railroad to the Mississippi
river, opposite Hickman, Ky., crossing Mississippi county
near East Prairie.
Residents of Sikeston are backing this
project as a means of securing better freight rates through
the use of the Mississippi river.

—

Trade Publications

—

Mast Hoist Bucket. A plant for handling concrete on small
jobs by means of a hoist, bucket and chute is described and
illustrated in a folder issued by the Insley Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind
This equipment is less elaborate than
that covered by the tower and spouting system in that the tower
is replaced by a mast.

—

Electric Traveling Cranes. A new catalogue of Chesapeake
cranes has been compiled by the Chesapeake Iron Works, Baltimore, Md. The book contains 28 pages, 9 in. by 11 V'2 in. The
first half is devoted to descriptions and illustrations of the various parts of the cranes, while the last half contains full page
illustrations of installations.

—

Color Chart for Heatinc Steel. The Onondaga Steel Company, Syracuse, N. Y., has prepared a graphic color chart containing directions for cutting on high speed steel for tool lengths,
for forging and hardening forged tools, milling cutters and finished tools, and for tempering and annealing, with the temperatures for the different operations shown in color.

Curtain Roller.— The Curtain Supply Company,

New

York,

revising its catalogue, which will hereafter be issued in the
form of bulletins describing and illustrating their various prodThe first of these, R-2, covers the Rex all-metal curtain
ucts.
roller and consists of eight pages, describing the construction of
is

the roller and illustrating the detail parts.

Hydraulic Machinery- A catalogue

of 63 pages, embracing

kinds of hydraulic machinery, has been prepared by William
H. Wood, hydraulic engineer, Media, Pa. These machines include flanging, riveting, punching and shearing machines, cranes,
hammers, valves, pumps, accumulators, etc. Several drawings
are also shown of the Wood's flexible corrugated locomotive

Southern Railroad Lines. The contract for the steel work
on the new bridge of ihe Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific
over the Tennessee River near Chattanooga, Tcnn., has been
awarded to the American Bridge Company.

—

The Northern Pacific. Contracts have been let to J. L.
Shiely & Co., St. Paul, Minn., for the excavating work, and to
the J. & W. A. Elliott Company, Minneapolis, Minn., for the construction of a hospital for the Northern Pacific Beneficial Association at St. Paul, Minn.
The building will be of reinforced
concrete, stone and brick construction, 42 ft. by 280 ft. with a
wing 42 ft. by 60 ft. and will cost approximately $500,000, including a garage and power plant. All excavation and concrete footings have been completed and it is expected that the hospital will
be ready for occupancy by the first of the year. Following the
completion of the hospital proper, a nurses' home and two residences for the head physicians will be constructed. The new
hospital will accommodate 150 patients.
Union

Pacific.

—The

new terminal

at

Council

Bluffs,

Iowa,

ncaring completion and will be ready for service about
September 15. The new terminal is composed of a modern
40-stall roundhouse, a new machine shop, 72 ft. by 209 ft., a
modern power plant and a 650-ton coaling station. The new
roundhouse of steel, brick and concrete is nearly completed
with the exception of painting, the installation of a washout
system and the building of a turntable foundation. In adjoining buildings of the same construction are located the
tool rooms, the office of the roundhouse foreman and washrooms for the engineers and roundhouse workmen. A new
sand house and sand bin have also been erected, the former
being of brick and the latter having a capacity of 50 cars of
is

all

sand.

firebox, flanged

in the American Society for Testing Mahas passed the 2,500 mark, the present membership
being 2,538. While the growth of the society has been steady
as rapid as during the present year, during
it has never been
the first eight months of which 313 new members were en-

the results

New York

on a sectional flanging press, and a summary of
of comparative tests, made some years ago on the
Central, of a Wood's firebox with arch tubes and a

standard firebox without arch tubes.

The membership

terials

rolled.
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Railroad Administration

tei b

Operating
Rochester, formerlj superintendent of
Cleveland
and Pittsburgh
\
oi
the Pennsylvania, Lines West,
Northwest system, with office at Cleveland, Ohio, and more
recently a major in the armj In ^ received liis discharge from
militarj service and has resumed liis duties as superintendent, succeeding G. LeBoutillier, who has been transferred.
1

< 1 1

F.

W. Boardman

i

1

>

1

tfield

<

1 1

*

-

has been appointed fuel supervisor of the

W.

rexas, succeeding

L.

McMurray, assigned

to other

C. A. Plumiy has been appointed valuation engineer of the
Maine Central with office at Portland. Maine.

ompany

(

with

i

(

<

A. H. Kendall has been appointed master mechanic of the
Quebec districl ol the (anadian 1'aciiic with office at Montreal, Canada, succeeding C. A. Wheeler, transferred,

Theodore C. Fischer, whose appointment as corporate engineer of the Central Railroad <>f New Jersey wiili headquarters at New York, was recently announced in these columns,
was hum on Augusl 14, 1879, at Philadelphia, I'a. lie was
educated at Rutgers College, graduating with the class of
In June, 1899, he entered the service of the Central
1899.
Railroad of New Jersey as rodman in the engineering department,
lie was made traiisitman in December, 1902, and
On January 1, 1917, he
assistant engineer in January, 1906.
was promoted to office engineer, which position he held at
the time of his recent appointment as noted above.
Traffic

M. Frank Tompkins,
freighl

quarters

W. Macpherson,

Mot oi Railway

II,

P. MacLarcn has been appointed distrii
engineei of
Ontario district ol the
anadian National with headquar
at Toronto,
>nt.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
agent
at

who

has been appointed general
National Railways, with headas has already been announced in
these columns, was born
on December 6, 1878, at
Margaree, N. S., and
was educated in the public schools at Truro.
He
began railway work on
November 23, 1896, with

on the Canadian

Monclon, N.

B.,

engineer of the San FranciscoOakland Terminal for the past five years, has resigned to engage in ether business. He will also organize a general contracting firm with headquarters at Woodland, Cal.
A.

I

1

Texas & Pacific, the Trans-Mississippi Terminal Railroad,
the Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern, the Gulf,
Texas & Western, the Denison & Pacific Suburban Railroad,
and the Fort \\ orth Belt Railroad, with headquarters at
Dallas,
duties

\\

\\ estfield,

Engineering and Rolling Stock

in

K. K.

at

s

Officers
iiiiiii

1 1 1 1 1 1

tei

chief

J. J. Maginn, formerly master mechanic of the Cincinnati
Northern at Van Wert, )hio, has heen appointed superintendent of motive power of the Lake Erie & Western, with
headquarters at Lima. Ohio, vice George J. Duffey, deceased.
(

the

way,

L. L. Sparrow has heen appointed principal assistant engineer of the Atlantic Coast Line with office at Wilmington,
N. C. succeeding T. L. Morton, deceased. George G. Thomas,
has been appointed office engineer, succeding Mr.
Jr.,

ways, as a telegraph opand served at va-

rious places until Febru-

L. R. Wink has heen appointed assistant superintendent of
the car department of the Chicago & Northwestern with offices at Chicago.
C. J. Nelson has heen appointed general
foreman of the car department in charge of the Galena and
Wisconsin divisions and Chicago Terminals, succeeding Mr.

until

year,

1900.

He was

May

of
freight

then,

the same
clerk
at

Truro and subsequently
to

Wink.

cinnati. Ohio.

Rail-

a part of the

erator,
ary,

<

now

Canadian National Rail-

Sparrow.

Captains John Maher, George B. Farlow, Joseph M. Lewis,
Paul W. Elmore and Lieutenants W. B. Maurer, J. W. Purdy
and J. D. Stemm have been discharged from military service
and have resumed their duties as assistant engineers on the
Baltimore & >hio, Western Line.-, with headquarters at Cin-

Intercolonial

M.

F.

Tompkins

September,

1902,

served in a similar position at Sydney. On September 1, 1902, he was
appointed accountant in
the superintendent's of-

New Glasgow, and from July, 1903, for one year was telegraph operator at the same place. He then served as relieving
fice at

agent

at different places until January, 1911, when he became
chief clerk in the division freight agent's office at Halifax. On

November

who has heen discharged from military serheen reappointed division engineer of the Salt Lake
division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Ogden, Utah, in place of W. F. Turner, assigned to other duties.
F. W. Bordwell has heen appointed division engineer
of the San Joaquin division, with headquarters at Bakersfield,
Cal., in place of P. T. Robinson, assigned to other duties.

30, 1914, he was appointed division freight agent at
same place and, since June, 1917, was assistant general freight
agent at Moncton. N. B., until his promotion to general freight

Lieut. Leigh Budwell has resumed his duties as mechanical
engineer of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac and the
Washington Southern, with headquarters at Richmond, Va., having just returned from 12 months' service in the Transportation
Corps in France, where he served as master mechanic in the 16th
Grand Division. B. J. Coffman, who has been acting mechanical engineer during the absence of Lieutenant Budwell, has
been assigned to other duties in the mechanical department.

L. Morton, principal assistant engineer of the AtCoast Line, died at the hospital of the University of
Virginia on August 27, 1919, after an illness of about three
months. Mr. Morton was born at Petersburg, Va., on May
31, 1854, and was educated at McCates School. Richmond,
Va., and Oxford University, England.
He entered the service of the Plant System in 1883 as engineer in charge of lo-

Otis Weeks,

vice, lias

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Senne, assistant to the receiver of the Louisiana &
North West has resigned to become vice-president and genS.

S.

the

agent as above noted.

Obituary
Thomas

lantic

cation and construction of the line from Tampa, Fla., to Kissimmee, Fla., and continued after the completion of that
work with the Plant System in charge of the location and
construction of many of the Florida lines of that company.
When the Plant System was purchased by the Atlantic Coast

Line in 1902, Mr. Morton remained with the railroad, holding
various positions in the engineering department until he was
promoted to that of principal assistant engineer.

—

—

-

Tabic of Contents will be found on Page

is looked upon as a large potential market for railway
material and supplies and American capita] hope- to be able
to build no small share of the great
The
addition- that must lie made to China's

China

Shantung

present

Situation

Thus

Advertising Section

S of the

of fad-, yet the apparent trend is quite different.
of the advantages which i.- claimed for chart- a-

Tim one

comp

with columns of figures is that the charts will shov
glance the trend. A chart does not show anything significant
at a glance; it has to he studied just a- a column of figures
The column of figures, however, ha- its
has to he Studied.

inadequate railway mileage.
we have not had much success.
It
has been the practice in the
main for railway supplies to he bought in the countries
owning the concessions for the railways, and tin- United
States has not been one of them.
Readers of the Railway
Age are also familiar through our special correspondence
from Peking with the difficulties American railway huilders
have encountered in being told that line- surveyed by
American parties are already covered by some prior concession or that such lines enter a sphere of influence already
spoken for. The difficulty has heen that America, unlike
its competitors
for such they are in a matter of this kind
has not presented a firm front or a settled policy diplomatiThis is now being emphasized as the
cally in the Far East.
discussion at the Peace Conference is brought to light.
It
appears that England and France, although they were closer
to the United States than to Japan during the war, and
despite their great interests in China, tended in the conference
towards Japan rather than towards the United States in
matters affecting China. The explanation given is that they did
so principally because Japan has a definite policy whereas we
have not. American railway supply men who are expecting so
much from the proposed American railway building in China,
as well as those directly interested in this railway building,
America has the
cannot feel satisfied with this condition.
friendship of China as no other country has. hut the American doing business in China would prefer to be in a position
He does not like
to use that friendship in a business way.
merely to see America friendly; lie also wants to he able to
deal with China on the same basis a- his business competifar,

limitations just as has the chart. Even

if a

student of

a

c

olumn

of figures, mentally or otherwise, translates change.- into per-

centages, he

still

knows many
stance, what

make

fail- to

a significant analysis unless

he

shown by the figure- alone. For infor a particular month would he a large gross
increase in expenses on one road and also a large percentage
of increase might be an insignificant increase on another
road. A decrease of 40 tons or 10 per cent in train loading in
December as compared with November on the Florida East
Coast would be a large decrease. A decrease of 60 tons or
10 per cent in train loading on the Northern Pacific in December might not he at all abnormal.
Charts, whether
facts not

logarithmic or arithmetical, may he useful. Certainly, plotting
a chart serves to fix the figures firmly in the mind of tinman who does the plotting; but charts will be a hindrance.
not a help, if they fool the student into believing that he can
make an analysis of a situation "at a glance."

One

of

most

the

railroad situation

extraordinary
is

The Fatal
Defect of the

feature-

of

the
present
are in favor of
returning the railroads to private operation because they believe private man .

that

many

people

who

agement is more efficient than govern
nu nt management, are at the same time
opposed to doing what is necessarv to
liable the railway- to he efficiently and successfully operated
under private management.
The members of the Senate subcommittee on Interstate Commerce which drafted the Cummins hill are all in favor of a private ownership and management.
They are opposed to government management
because they believe private management i- mere efficient.

Cummins

'

Bill

«

At present, as is shown by the experiences undergone
by the railroad builders above mentioned, such i- not the
case.
It will not be the case until the United States adopts
a firmer policy towards the Far Easl and maintain- a policy

tors.

Therefore,

which protects and stands l>a< k of American citizens to the
same extent as the policies of other countries stand back of

they provide

for

the

re-turn

of

the

railroads

to

their citizens in China.

management.
Hut apparently the;, have overlooked
the main thing that always has made private more efficient
than government management.
This has been tin opportunity which has heen afforded to in. r. as< profits b) in-

The

this

private

The Cummin- hill proposes to destroy
opportunity.
While it provide- for the return of the
railroads to private management, it also provides thai if any
creasing efficiency.

printed elsewhere, discussing the advantages of
the logarithmic chart over the chart plotted on an arithmetical
hut does not clearlv
scale, suggests
bring out the limitations of graphic
«.~ Ti,„
H~,„
ow to Use
column of figures IS
Whether
charts.
article

...

'

more in any year than the Intc-r.-tate Commerce Commission -hall deem to be a Mair return U]
fair value" the entire surplus earned shall he taken from the
railway company earning it.
This mean- that once a railroad began to earn a "fair return"' it would never be able

railroad shall earn

.

.

i

Charts

graphic

chart

out

studied

in

this

form or whether the

a

real

analysis

ures, themselves, are studied,

when

on

plotted

the student has in his

a

own mind

and
fig-

possible only
the related fai ts which
is

give either the chart or the figure- signifies QO
Plol cumumonthly earnings and expenses of a particular rail-

lative

m

road on hut a horizontal scale of two inches to the month,
a vertical scale of $1,000 to the inch; then plot the same figures with the same vertical scale with a horizontal scale of a
half inch to a month, and see how very much steeper are
the curves.
The two charts, however, represent the <ame set

1

to increas<

its

agement

Net

incentive'

to

profit- h\

onh

increase

Increasing the efficiency of

would

the-

efficienq

Cumminmi

hill

-

it-

<],

man)

railroad-, hut it
provide- that the
-hall SO fix rate- that each ijroup
of railroad- -hall earn a fair return upon tin- fair value
of their combined property, and. also
as we have seen, that
it any road in any year earn- more than
a fair return all its
surplus earnings shall he- taken from it.
Suppose, however.

541

would clo it in a mo-t unfair
-tate Commerce- Commission

way

It

I

—
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thai the Interstate
th.it

to

in

.1

Commerce Commission should

given \c*i

.1

earn a fair return.

bill

the railroad or

railroad or

Under

a.

so fix rates

gTOUp of railroads

the provisions of the

failed

Cummins

group of railroads, in this case, would
In other words, in any year whin a rail-

have no rCCOUJ>C.
road or group of railroads failed to earn a fair return it or
they would lose the difference between what was actually
earned and what would have been B fair return, l>ut in any
year when a railroad <»r gTOUp Of railroads earned more than
a "fair return" it or they would have the entire surplus taken
away. There is still another important point to be considered.
The Interstate ( ommeree Commission under this hill is to
determine what is "fair value" and also what is "a fair
return."
In view of tiie past regulation of the railways by the
Commission no railway manager or financier would feel any
confidence that under these provisions the rates would be
made high enough to enable the railroads to pay a reasonable

upon the existing investment or upon new eapital.
strongly opposed to government ownership and management.
It has been in favor of
return

The Railway Age has been

a return of the railroads to private operation at the earliest

practicable date.
But this paper would rather see a return
private operation indefinitely postponed than to see the

to

railroads returned to private operation under provisions such
those in the Cummins bill which we have mentioned.
Government operation is not popular.
It is not likely to
become popular, and therefore its continuance for some time
longer might not result in government ownership. But if the
railroads should be returned to private management under
as

legislation such as the Cummins bill, it is certain that their
operation would not be efficient, and that they would not be
able to raise sufficient capital adequately to develop their
facilities.
If under private control their operation was inefficient and they did not adequately develop their facilities,
the result probably would be the growth of an irresistible
Therefore, in our
agitation for government ownership.
opinion, the surest way to bring about permanent government ownership in the United States would be to enact just
such provisions as those of the Cummins bill. It is astounding that men can oppose government ownership, can believe

in the superior efficiency and desirability of private management, and yet can draft and support legislation which is
unjust in itself, and the certain effect of which would be to
prevent private operation from being efficient and to make
government ownership inevitable.

The Freight Car

Situation

Practical car men

are decidedly of the opinion that the
physical condition of freight cars generally is bad
and far worse than it was when the governextremely bad
ment took over control of the railroads about 21 months ago.
Frank McManamy, assistant director of the Mechanical Department, Division of Operation, outlined the bad order car
situation in his testimony before the Senate subcommittee
which is investigating the coal situation; this was reported in
Mr. Mcthe Railway Age of September 12, page 505.
Manamy indicated that the administration is doing everything it can at this time to get the cars into good condition.
He stated, however, that after the armistice a reduction was
made in the working hours each week because of the falling
off of traffic and in order to reduce the amounts paid for
punitive overtime. Further reductions were made in March
because of the necessity for further economy on account of
expenditures for maintenance of equipment as compared with
*•

—

the test period.
The expenditures for the maintenance of equipment during
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were subnormal for two reasons;
pi nod traffic was light and the
financial condition <>f the railroad! was such that
was necessary to keep the maintenance charges at a minimum; during the latter part traffic was extremely heavy and the congestion was so great that the cars were only given
uffii iej)t
repairs to keep them in a running condition.
The latter
situation continued to exist during the time the railroads
were under governmenl control up to the armistice
It
was apparently the intention of Congress to have the
government hand the railroads back to their owners in practically as good condition as when they were taken ever. The
Railroad Administration in trying to accomplish this introduced a clause into the contract with the railroads to the
effect that the government would expend for maintenance of
equipment each year a sum based upon the expenditures
made by the roads themselves during the three-year test
period, equated, however, to allow for the difference n the cost
for material and wages.
There seems to be no question but
what this method will be unfair to the owners of the railroads
so far as freight cars are concerned and that if it is followed
through to a conclusion and the government expends no more
money on the equipment than is allowable on this basis, the
condition of freight cars will be deplorable when the roads
are turned back to their owners at the end of the year.
There are three reasons why it will be unfair to the railroads to measure the condition of freight car equipment on a
basis of the expenditures made for maintenance, even assuming that the three-year test period is a fair one for comthe three-year

test

period

during the earlier part

o!

the

t

parison.

In the first place, while the wages have been greatly increased there has been a considerable falling off in the
efficiency of labor.
There are several causes for thV Large
numbers of experienced men were taken from the car department into war service; then too, many of the better classes of
mechanics were attracted into the manufacture of munitions
and war supplies because of the exorbitant wasi n s that were
paid by these industries. The abolishing of piece work was
Added to all of
a great blow to efficiency and production.
this is the spirit of industrial unrest which has been more or
less general and which has resulted in a very considerable restriction of production.

Secondly, under former conditions the M. C. B. rules were
such that cars were returned more or less promptly to their
owners, most of whom took a real pride in the upkeep of their
equipment and were able to carry out carefully developed plans for the betterment and modernizat'on of the
freight car equipment. Now that the cars are pooled only an
extremely small proportion of any one road's equipment is
on its lines at any one time and a large part of it may never
The roads do not take the same
get near the owning line.
The
interest in foreign equipment that they do in their own.
cost of making repairs to foreign equipment is much heavier
than it should be because of the difference in standards and

These things, added to the heavy
types of construction.
traffic conditions which existed during the greater part of
1918, have resulted in the general practice of making temporary repairs where in many cases the cars should have been
given heavy repairs or have been rebuilt. This is an expensive practice and the effect of the "patch and run" policy is
quite evident by an inspection of freight cars in any large
yard or repair shop.
In the third place, the steady introduction of more powerful locomotives and the general tendency to introduce
economies in operation by increasing the train loads made it
necessary a number of years ago for nearly all of the important roads to give special attention to the physical condition of their freight cars and to adopt extensive programs for
the steady retirement of the older and more or less obsolete
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and the rebuilding or modernization of cars which with
a reasonable expenditure would give good service under the
new conditions. In most cases it lias been found necessary
cars,

almost entirely to disregard these programs during the last
three years and this has added greatly to the average cost of
upkeep of the individual cars.
Because of these reasons it would seem that the Railroad
Administrat on should recognize the necessity for adopting a
more liberal policy in its freight car repair program, realizing
that in order to return the equipment to the roads in as good
condition as when it was taken over, a far greater expenditure
for maintenance will be justified than is indicated by a literal
interpretation of the clause in the contract which relates to
the maintenance of equipment.

Reasons

for

Improved Financial Results

A s
**

was pointed out in last week's Railway Age, the
railways, under government control, in July
for the
first time s.nce September, 1918
earned the entire return
guaranteed by the government to the companies. The finan-

—

—

gained show a great improvement over those of the
months of the year. It is worth while to study the
statistics of earnings and expenses to find out, if possible,
how this improvement has been secured.
The low water mark of this year, in the matter of financial return, was touched in March.
In that month the ratio
of operating expenses to earnings was over 92 per cent and
the net operating income was only 16 per cent of the governcial rsults

early

ment's guarantees to the companies. In July the ratio of expenses to earnings had been reduced to less than 79 per cent,
and net operating income was $343 per mile, as compared
with $344 per mile in July of the three test years. Investigation of the tendencies shown between March and July
by total earnings, and by the larger items of expense cost

—

maintenance of equipment and of mainwill throw light on how the improvement

of transportation, of

—

tenance of way
Additional light will be
in financal results was obtained.
afforded by comparison of the tendencies of earnings and the
larger items of operating expenses between March and July,
1916, and 1917, the last years of private operation, with
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economy and of profits, because anything
which is once saved in the cost of conducting transportation
i^ permanently saved.
The Railroad Administration and the
operating officers and train service employees of the railways deserve the greatest credit for the manifest increase in
efficiency in conducting transportation which exeurred bea real Increase of

twi en

March and

While

July.

expenses i- always a
said regarding a reduction of maintenance of expenses. A reduction of maintenance expenses may reflect either an increase- in efficiency
of management or deterioration of the physical properties
The table shows that while between March
of the railroads.
and July, 1919, there was an increase of 23 per cent in the
amount of business handled, there was no increase at all
in the expenditures for maintenance of equipment, and an
increase of only 12.5 per cent in expenditure- for maintenance of way.
On the other hand, between March and
July, 1917, while the increase in business and earnings wa.less than 10 per cent, there was an increase of 1.4 per cent
in expenditures for maintenance of equipment, and of 12
An inper cent in expenditures for maintenance of way.
crease in the amount of business handled should ordinarily
be accompanied by an increase in expenditures for maintenance and equipment.
Furthermore, under normal conditions, there should always be a relatively large increase in
expenditures for maintenance of way between March and
During the winter months it is impossible in most of
July.
the United States to carry on much maintenance of way
work, and after the frost goes out of the ground in the
spring, maintenance of way work should be rapidly pushed
and should reach its maximum about July.
a reduction of transportation

real saving, the

The

same thing cannot be

statistics

indicate that the

management

of the rail-

ways was stringently holding down expenditures for mainIf we compare 1919 with 1916, the
tenance in July, 1919.
In
impression that this was the case will be deepened.
1916, between March and July, the increase in total operating revenues was only 4 per cent, and while there was no
increase in expenditures for maintenance of equipment, there
was an increase of 14 per cent in expenditures for maintenance of way.

and the cost
way and of
conduct ng transportation which occurred between March
and July, 1916, 1917, and 1919:

these statistics would suggest is
months the efficiency with which transportation has been handled has been greatly increased, but that
there has not been a normal increase in expenditures for
either maintenance of equipment or maintenance of way
and that the physical properties are being allowed to deteriorate.
This conclusion as to the deterioration of the phy-

Percentage of increase (or decrease) March

sical properties

their tendencies between

The

March and July

following table shows

in

percentages the changes

in openit'ng revenues, total operating expenses,

of maintenance of equipment, of maintenance of

to

July,

1916. 1917

1917

revenues
expenses
Maintenance of equipment
Operating
Operating

Maintenance of way
Conducting transportation
*

Less than
d Decrease.

1

3.9

The conclusion which

that within recent

this year.

and 1919:

can be supported by other evidence

freight

1919

1916

cars undoubtedly have been allowed to run down, although

23.

4.4

made to put them in better shape.
evidence could be cited to show that recently, and especially in July, the expenditures for maintenance of way have not been as large as the) normally
have been and should be.
recently efforts have been

3.3^

Furthermore,

1.4
'-•

'2.5

14.

1-5

1.6

5.

d

per cent change.

This table shows that there was a very Large increase in
'1<;.
The ill
total earn'mjs between March and July,
crease amounted to 23 per cent, while between March and
July, 1917, the increase in total earnings was less than 10
This indicates that railway traffic was at a very
per cent.
low ebb last March and was getting back to normal in July.
With an increase of 23 per cent in total earnings, which reflected a corresponding increase in the amount of traffic
handled, there was an increase between March and July,
1919, of only 1.6 per cent in transportation expenses. These
(

1

B
futures ind'eate a great increase in operating efficiency.
tween March and July, 1917, while the increase in earnings

was less than 10 p'er cent, the increase in transportation exWhile transportation expciw>
penses was 1.5 per cent.
are held down while total earnings are increasing, there is

To sum
cial

much

up, the greater part of the improvement in finanshown, has been gained by an increase in the
with which transportation has been conducted.

results

efficiency

On

the other hand, a substantial part has been obtained
by a loo Stringent exercise of control over expenditures for
The showing made is creditable, on the whole,
maintenance.
hut the net income is larger than it should be if the railroads
arc- to l>e returned to their owners in as gcxxl condition as they
were when the owners turned them over to the government. Of
course, an analysis of the changes occurring between two

months of a year is not conclusive, but most of those who
know what have been the policies of the Railroad Administration, will agree that the results shown in these two months
are what would naturally be expected to be produced by the
policies being followed.
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A

Flan

for

Employees'

Ownership and Management
Railway .\>.i is opposed to the Plumb plan. We are
opposed i«>
because il would involve governmenl own
ership and employees' management of railroads. We have nol
heard an) good reason win the people of the United States
should buy the railroads, turn them over to the employees to
manage, pay the interest on the railroad debt and also pay
from taxes all losses uliii'li the employees' management in
curred.
We should not, however, be opposed to employees'
management if it were based upon employees' ownership.
It
may be thought thai employees' ownership would be
difficult to bring about, l>ut it would be very easy to bring
The employees are now being paid approximatel)
about.
The cost of living in the
$3,000,000,000 a year in wages.
United States, according to the most reliable estimates, has

Tin

ii

about 75 per cent within the last five
years, while the average railway wage has increased about
The employees, therefore, on the average could
90 per cent.
now save approximately one-fifth of their annual wages,
and at the same time live about as well as they were able to
five \ears ago.
It" the)
should save one-fifth of their wages
the total annual saving would be $600,000,000.
increased

only

The amount of railroad stock outstanding in the hands of
June 30, 1916, was $6,315,000,000, and it is
The average dividend paid was 5J/2
not much more now.
per cent.
Presumably, if the railways are leturned to private
operation they will be so regulated as to enable them to conIf the
tinue to pay an average dividend of 5)4 per cent.
employees should save $600,000,000 a year from their wages,
should invest it each year in railroad stocks and should also
invest in railroad stocks the dividends they received from
their stocks, they would in five years own $3,350,000,000 in
This would
stock, or a majority of all the stock outstanding.
give them control of the ownership and management of the
If they should continue to
railroads of the United States.
save in the same way, at the end of nine years they would
have saved in wages and dividends $6,671,000,000,
With this they could purchase all the stock now outstanding, and also a few hundreds of millions dollars' worth of
the public on

bonds.

based upon the assumption
are
calculations
on the average, they would have to pay par for their

These
that,

But there are many more railroad stocks selling bestock.
low par now than above it. Therefore, the employees, if
they bought stock at anything like the present market prices,
could acquire ownership of the railroads for much less than
we have estimated. We have not extended the calculations
to bonds, but it would be an easy matter for the present generation of railroad employees, by the practice of merely reasonable thrift, to acquire all the railroad stocks and bonds in
existence and leave them as a heritage to their children.
Of course, if the employees owned even a majority of the
stock they could elect all the directors, and through them
manage all the railroads. This plan would have great advantages over the Plumb plan from the standpoint of both
Its adoption would necessithe public and the employees.
tate the practice by railway employees of the same thrift
which the fanner or the small storekeeper practices in order
Since the employees could so easily
to acquire his property.
acquire the railroads by the practice of reasonable thrift,

the public tax itself to buy the roads for the
employees, and at the same time, leave the farmer, for example, burdened with the necessity of saving the money
which he must raise to buy any farm he may want to manage?
Under the Plumb plan, if any surplus earnings were made
by the railroads, the public would get half of them and the
railroad employees half, while under our plan of employees'

why should
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ownership the railroad employees would gel in dividends all
<)n the other band, if under the
of any increase in profits.
Plumb plan anj losses wen- incurred the publu would have
to pa) them, while under the plan we have outlined any
losses Incurred would all have to be borne by the emplo
From one standpoint, therefore, thi> plan would be better
and from one standpoint worse lor the employees than the
If, however, the employees knew that every
Plumb plan.
increase in the efficienc) ol the management was going to n-

dound greatly to their benefit while every reduction ol effi
ciency was going to result in loss to them, the incentive they
would have to exert themselves for efficient operation of the
railroads would be much more powerful than it would be
under the Plumb plan.

The

effe(t> of this incentive to

promote efficiency would be

Plumb plan the emplo
management

of

the railroads to railroad officers of the greatest ability, but

if

Under

seen in every direction.

would have very

little

the

incentive to entrust the

employees were the actual owners of the railroads they
would have the same incentive as the present stockholders to
put in charge of the management the ablest men that could be
ol fa ne
and to give them a free hand in order that they
might get the best results.
Furthermore, under employees'
ownership the employees would be much more competent to
select the best men for managers than they would be under
the Plumb plan.
The practice of enough thrift to enable
them to buy the railroads, and their ownership of large
th(

I

amounts
vision

much

of

of property

better

would give them the experience and the
enable them to judge
qualities which a good

men and would
than they can now of the

lousiness

manager should possess, of the things he ought to
do and of how he ought to do them.
We have not the slightest notion that the plan for employees' ownership and management of the railroads we have
railroad

when this plan is placed beside
brings out strikingly the absurdities and
r
iniquities of the latter.
hen it can be shown that the railroad employees could so easily and in so short a time become
the managers of the railroads by the simple process of becoming their owners, the question naturally arises as to why
they should be carrying on an enormous propaganda to get

outlined will be adopted; but
the

Plumb plan

it

W

the other people of the country to

buy the railroads

for

them ?

may

be replied that investment in railroad stocks would
not be a safe one for the savings of railroad employees. Would
it, then, be safe for the savings of the American people?
If it
would not be a good investment for railroad employees, what
are we to think of all the stories which the spokesmen of the
employees tell of the vast profits which other people make
by investing in railroad stocks ? The advocates of the Plumb
plan say that if the roads were turned over to the management of the employees they would effect vast savings which
would greatly increase net earnings. If the employees are
sure that they could effect vast economies, why don't they
back their confidence with their own money, and thereby
reap all the vast profits to be made, instead of asking the
public to take all the risks of ownership for the possibility
It

of getting half the profits?

While we do not believe that the plan for employees' ownwe have outlined will be adopted, we do beb'eve that

ership

if the solution of the railroad problem is to be furthered by
giving employees larger voice in the management, the in-

crease of their influence in the management must also be accompanied by an increase of their investment in the enterprise.
The main trouble with part of the plans for future ownership and management of the railroads which have been put
forward is that they contemplate giving employees more
power in the management without giving them any responsibility for the results of the exercise of their

results are never obtained

companied by increased

power.

Good

by giving increased power unac-

responsibility.

Amendments

Railroads Propose
An

Abstract of the

Memorandum

Cummins

to

Bill

Filed by Alfred P. Thorn,

General Counsel for the Railway Executives
[ING ION,

Alfred

I*.

Thom,

genera]

counsel

for

Associawith the Sen
the

Railway Executives, has filed
Committee on Interstate Commerce

tion of
ate

a

memoran-

dum

of suggestions for the amendment of the Cummins bill,
drafted by a sub-committee, which is now under consideration by the full committee. Sonic of his

comments on various

sections of the bill arc in part as follows:

—

Section 2.
It is suggested that the word "live"' in line
12 be changed to "ten/' so that there will be a funding for
ten years instead of five.
The objections to having indebtedness other than that incurred for additions and betterments
evidenced by demand notes, arc forcibly set out in a letter
by E. G. Buckland, president of the New Haven road, from
which I make the following extract:
My first suggestion is that the provisions for funding the
indebtedness of the railroads to the government will not leave
them in a condition where they can thereafter finance themselves.
I feel that all of the indebtedness should be funded
by taking bonds for not less than ten years at a rate of interest not exceeding 5 per cent.
The distinction between advances for additions and betterments and advances made to
meet maturing loans does not warrant the difference. The
inability of the railroads to refund their own loans maturing
during the war was not so much their fault as the fact that

was in the market for all and more than all
available for investment.
If the provisions of
are enacted the indebtedness of this company

the government

of the
section

money
2

government

at the end of federal control will be financed as follows: $17,000,000 having been incurred for
additions and betterments would be evidenced by first mortgage bonds and $43,964,000, having been loaned to meet
maturing obligations would be evidenced by notes payable
upon demand at the rate of 6 per cent per annum. This las!
mentioned loan of $43,964,000 is more than twice what the
to the

company requested
April, 1918, when

of the

Railroad

Administration.

In

company's outstanding notes aggregating $43,964,000 matured the company had authority to
this

issue its preferred stock for $45,000,000, bearing 7 per cent
cumulative dividends.
One-half of this stock at that time
was underwritten by the bankers who held or by their customers who were interested in the maturing notes and there
was g(xxl promise of a considerable portion of the remainder
of the stock being subscribed for at par.
All that this company asked the Railroad Administration to do was to loan
the company so much as it could not raise by the preferred
stock issue.
The company stated at the time that with this

new money

its

credit

would be rehabilitated and

it

would not

Instead
ask the administration for any further assistance.
of adopting this suggestion the Railroad Administration insisted upon taking all of the company's securities as collateral
and loaning it the entire amount of s43. )o4.000, the effect
of which was to deprive the company of the credit which this
collateral would have given it and force it to rely upon the
v

(

,

government for

"Now,

it

is

future financing.
obviously unfair to put the

company in the
demand

control of having a

note indebtedness of $44,000,000 hanging over it and giving
it only
five years in which to refund the $17,000,000 advanced for additions and betterments. Obviously any proper
financing should give the company at leasl ten vears at a

reasonable rate of interest and evidence
bonds secured by a first mortgage or a
property.

it-

C.

to this

I

wise to deprive them of, or to seriously impair, their existing
capacity to borrow by an effort to obtain -c< urity for the
government.
The risk that the government will take under
these conditions will not be large, as all of the obligations of
die

companies usually classed

relied

a- strong

may reasonably be

on a- good.

Section

5.

— This

and provides

a

section

method

relates

to

the

transition

]>eriod,

for readjusting the rates of the car-

rier- with the view of establishing a proper relationship between their revenues and expenses.
It contains, during such
period of readjustment, a guaranty of the standard return
lor a period of time limited not to exceed five months.
It will be noted that this provision provides no method to
insure an adjustment of state rates to the alarming conditions of increased cost.-.
The period of five months is altoget her too short to make the adjustment of interstate rates.
It is manifestly much too short to secure an adjustment of
State rates, with no power contained in the act to bring that
about, yet the state traffic should bear a part of the increased
burden growing out of the increased cost of labor and materials, unless it be the policy of Congress to impose that entireburden on interstate commerce. There has been an increase
of approximately a billion dollars a year in wages during
federal control and increases in prices of all railroad materials and supplies in keeping with the high cost of living
It would hardly seem fair or wise to impose this
generally.
entire increase of burden on interstate commerce.
Instead of providing an affirmative method of securing
this change, the bill apparently imposes no limitation upon
the power of the various state commissions to reduce existing
rates on both passengers and freight in their respective states
to the full extent allowed by the various state- laws, and certainly leaves such state commissions free to prevent any increases which may be found necessary in order to make the
requisite readjustment between revenues and expenIn our opinion, the power of Congress is, under the commerce clause, adequate to fix all rates of interstate carriers,
state as well as interstate, and the policy to do SO should be
continued a- a permanent policy.
But if the policy of the
bill to allow state commissions to make state rates in the- first
instance is adhered to, that power ought not come into

istence until at leasl the effects o\ the

war upon

the transpor-

system have been reasonably removed and until the
Interstate Commerce- Commission is of the opinion that the

tation

safety of the railroads during

the-

transitional period follow-

war has been provided for in a rate structure- which
shall include both state and interstate rate-.
This might be accomplished by a provision requiring the
Interstate Commerce Commission, as soon as practicable after
the passage of tin- act. to readjust both state- and interstate
rates, and that no change shall thereafter he- made in theing the

all

position at the end of federal

D,

whole section, we desire to renew our suggestion
that the indebtedness incurred during federal control for additions and betterments should be funded without security.
In- railroads, upon return to their owner.-, will be confronted
by a ta.-k (which presents extraordinary difficulties) of obtaining, under market condition> that will then exist and
under the conditions surrounding this special industry, the
necessary money to perform their public duties; and it is not

As

indebtedness b)

first

lien

upon

it-

rates without the approval, after conference with the
commission, of the- Interstate Commerce Commission:
but when any state rate has thus been changed with the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission, that then
-tate
-tate

515

—
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tin- government's action Has disturbed the relation between
revenues and expenses, and in fairness il should take' tin

words be inserted: "and other carrier property, parts of existing systems."
In this paragraph it is manifestly the purpose to have a consolidation of all the earner's property, not
simply of the railway property.
boat lines whit h are part
"i a system should be included in the consolidation, and we
assume that it is the purpose to do this.
Section
1.
The provision here referred to gives the board
power as to traffic not routed by the ship|xr, to direct its

burden of restoring

movement

the provisions of

the

bill

aa

contained

in

section

43 shall

thereafter control.

and mow respectfully urge
readjusting rates so as to pro
duce a proper relation between the revenues and expenses of
the carriers should be assumed by the government
itself.
\\ c

have heretofore urged,

again, that the entire duty oi

thai

relationship so as

to

redeem the

assurance of the Presidenl that investors in railroad securi
ties might res1 assured that their rights and interests would
be as scrupulously Looked after by the government as they
It",
could be by the directors of the several railway systems.
instead of properly maintaining the relation between the
revenues and expenses, it turns out that the railroads, loaded
Up, during federal control and by governmental authority,
with a scale of expenditure hitherto unknown, and the gOVernmenl does not make a corresponding readjustment of
their rates, the roads would he ruined, instead of being
We, there"scrupulously looked after'* by the government.
fore, insist that it is the government's duty to restore, on its
own initiative, the proper relationship between the revenues

and expenses.

—

1

after

arrival at a transfer point,

"whenever a
and the public interests may reThis would presumably be regarded by the board

fair distribution

quire. "

its

of traffic

as a direction to control the routing of

now

traffic

.

Where

traffic

unrouted by the shipper it is presumably upon
the theory that the carrier may, by its own routing, provide
the most expeditious and efficient transportation of the
property with proper regard for practical operating conditions.
The provision is objectionable for the following
is

left

reasons,

(a)

The

initial carrier

under the Carmack amendment

is

responsible for damage occurring on any line through to ultimate destination and should therefore, to protect itself, be
permitted to choose the lines over which it shall pass.
(b) The initial carrier in connection with unrouted traffic

Section 6.
We suggest that after the word "provided" a
semi-colon he inserted, followed by the following: "and, if
no other valuation is at the time available, the commission
shall proceed in a summary and expeditious way to determine such value for the purposes hereof." It is manifest, we
think, that the fixing of rates under this provision should
not require the commission to wait for the result of the valuations under the federal valuation act, but should be required
to take action on the basis of the best values the commission
can arrive at, subject, of course, to be readjusted when the

bound, under the decisions of the commission, to select the
and a determination
of the relation between the amount of such traffic to be so
routed and the remaining traffic to be apportioned under any

complete valuation

also on the route of a large number of connecting lines.
In
order to expedite the movement of traffic and to permit tracing en route for the shipper it should be, and customarily is,
waybilled through from point of origin by the agent at such
In actual practice distribution of traffic at junction
point.
points is therefore not made after its arrival at such points,
but at initial points on such line and its connections. It would
be difficult, if not impossible, to conform waybilling at such
multitude of initial points to such distribution of traffic as
might be required by the board at the junction point.
(d) Less than carload traffic is handled in many instances
Any
in through merchandise cars passing over several lines.
requirement for the distribution of such traffic at junction
points would require either breaking of bulk or the running
of an unnecessary number of through merchandise cars, and
would prevent consolidation of loads so as to utilize cars to
full capacity, and thereby involve additional expense and de-

Section

6.

—We

is

available.

respectfully request that these provisions,

which relate to the taking of a part of a company's earnings
from lawful rates, be omitted.
Congress is now engaged in the effort to establish an
adequate system of transportation for the commerce of the
country. The problem of Congress may be said to be one of
credit almost entirely.
To insist on taking a part of what
a carrier can save from its earnings on lawful rates through
industry, economy, good management, and fortunate location
would undoubtedly seriously discourage investment in this
class of property, and would in that way defeat the very object which Congress is trying to accomplish of creating a
condition of adequate credit for the carriers. Who will care
to invest in railroad enterprises which, at best, are subject
to great uncertainty as to the extent of

may

any moment be asserted

governmental control

a power is claimed to
dep'rive the investor of a part of his earnings at lawful rates,
and thus of all hope of legitimate reward for good management, economy, and valuable location ? If this Congress can
set one measure of such taking, another Congress may go
still further until the line of clear confiscation is reached,
and investors will inevitably be deterred from entering a
field of investment as to which such a pow er is asserted
and yet the very purpose of legislation is to attract and insure such investment. It would certainly amount to a leveling down of railroad efficiency, rather than to a leveling up.
We respectfully submit that it can not be justified from any
standpoint of wise public policy.
that

at

if

7

—

We suggest that the words "approved by the
Section 7.
commission" be stricken out, and in place of them be inserted the words "fixed by the board," or "fixed by the board
with the approval of the President." The object of this is to
prevent the placing on the board of this unnecessary mark
of subordination to the commission as would be the result if
the employees of the board must have their compensation approved by the commission.
Section 10.
We suggest that at the end of line 11 these

—

is

route over which the lowest rate applies,

order of the board, would present complications in the waybilling of all traffic at all initial points.
(c)

Traffic susceptible of division

any given junction point

among

several lines at

the accumulation of a multitude
of shipments received at a multitude of stations on the route
of the carrier bringing such traffic into the junction point, and
is

lay.

(e) Any rule which would prevent carriers from making
arrangements for the forwarding of traffic in the most expeditious and economical way would increase the aggregate
expenses in any given rate-making group on the basis of
which rates from such groups as a whole are predicated.
The provisions of sub-paragraph (c) of secSection 12.
tion 12 will constitute a very great impediment in the way
of voluntary consolidations, which it is the policy of the
If a railroad proposing to consolidate
bill to encourage.
with other lines must submit to a readjustment of its capitalization, there will be manifest reluctance on part of many
It is, we think, true that
lines to undertake consolidation.
any road that would be approved by the commission, or by
the board, or both, as proper to make such consolidation,
would be a road not over-capitalized. Most of the important roads are not subject to that charge, even in popular
understanding. A provision much more likely to bring about
consolidation would be one which would confine the capitalization of the property after the acquisition of one road
by the other, to the outstanding stocks and bonds, at par, of

—
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making

property acquired hy

the acquisition, plus the value of the
as determined by the commission.

it,

Under paragraph (d), page 21, the approval of the commisand board to any proposed consolidation is required,
and the question of whether or not a road in undertaking
sion

such consolidation

is itself over-capitalized is safeguarded.
being uncertain as to when the result of
the valuation of the railroads will be available, it is suggested that the following be added after the word "consolidation," in line 14, in order to prevent delay in making the
consolidations which are approved: "provided, however, that
in cases where the commission finds that, to await such
valuation, would unduly delay any such consolidation, and,
from evidence of a general nature, shall be of the opinion
that the capitalization proposed to carry out such acquisition or consolidation will not exceed the value as ultimately found of the said aggregate properties, the commission may enter an order to that effect, and may permit such
acquisition or consolidation without awaiting the completion
of the formal valuation."
Section 13.
It is respectfully suggested
that a power
should be here inserted to enable a corporation which had
begun a consolidation during the permissive period, in accordance with the plan prescribed by the board of transportation, to complete the consolidation by the compulsory method
of condemnation after the period of voluntary consolidation
shall have terminated.
This power should be conferred in
terms direct and specific enough to enable the carrier having
begun this consolidation, to condemn the property of the
carriers in the group already devoted to the service of transportation.
Doubt is entertained as to whether a general
power of condemnation would be construed as authority for
the condemnation of properties already devoted to a public

Section 12.

—

It

—

use.

—

Without discussing at this time the desirSection 18.
ability of representatives of the classified employees and of
the public being on the board,
the fact that there are a great

we desire to
many cases

call attention to

in which, if as

many

as two of the directors from each of these classes be
required, the four thus chosen would constitute a majority

There are a great many companies which
have only five directors, some which have six, and many
have only nine. The laws of Texas limit the number of railroad directors to nine. Four out of nine would seem to be
a too large proportion to give to interests having no financial
of the board.

investment in the property.

Certainly four out of five or six

would be too large a proportion.
There seems to be no power here
Section 21.

—

a

new

federal corporation to build

While the construction

of

new

new

lines of railroads.

lines or systems, independent

may

be a remote prospect, manifestly
such lines, and it is respectfully suggested that this be provided for in the bill.
Section 21.
We would suggest that after the word "railways" in line 15 the following be inserted: "and other carrier
property." This is not only proper in itself, but is in harmony with the provision on page 34, lines 14 to 20. It is
necessary in order to permit the continuance of existing water
of existing systems,

there should be a

power

to build

—

service in connection with the rail service.

—

suggested that fuller powers be conferred
the act, than are contained in the six specifications of power contained in the
Section 21.

It is

upon corporations organized under
bill.

Section 24.

—By

this provision, as

made
carrier may

Commerce Commission

is

it

other words, the provision, as it stands, makes the commission the financial manager of the railroads, substituting its
discretion for the discretion of the board of directors, and
to prevent any capital expenditures which
This makes the commission the real manager
of the carriers and seems to us too great a power to lodge

giving
it

in

may

stands, the Interstate

the judge of whether any

desire to issue securities is
purpose for which a
"compatible with the public interest." The commission is
thus empowered to judge whether it is incompatible with the
public interest for a company to provide for maturing obligations by a new issue of securities, or to make any capital exIn
penditure whatever to be provided for by new issue.

power

it

see

tit.

it.

There are some things which ought, by the law

itself, to

be recognized as compatible with the public interest. This
enumeration in the law prevents abuses by the carriers.
There should be, in our judgment, a general power to do
other things "compatible"' with the public interests, and, as
to these, the propriety of securing the approval of the commission is admitted.
Again, the draft, as it stands, prevents any securities being
issued except for a purpose "within the company's corporate powers." This raises the question as to whether it is
within the company's corporate powers to issue securities contrary to a statute of the state of its own creation, such as a
statute requiring it to obtain the authority of a state authority before issuing the securities.
If this be a proper interpretation, it will destroy the whole purpose of the enactment proposed in the contemplated bill. To prevent this,
the first two lines might be made to read, "unless it be for a
lawful object within its corporate purposes, etc."
Section 24.
The provisions here referred to relate to the
service of notice on the state authorities.
It may be that such
notice will become jurisdictional and a bad service might
vitiate the issue of securities.
It is impossible to define in
the statute what "the appropriate state authority" may be,
as these differ so much with different states.
To get rid
of this difficulty, it is suggested that the notice in all cases
should be served on the governor of the state.
Section 23, Page 40, Lines 9-11.
These lines confine the
notes that may be made without antecedent permission, to
five per cent of the par value of the securities of the carrier
then outstanding.
This limitation, by many of our most
important people, is considered too small and would seriously
embarrass financing by short-term notes.
Section 23, Page 40, Lines 24-25.
These lines make the

—

—

—

issue of securities contrary to the provisions of the section

Inasmuch as the failure to comply with the section
be technical, and the taker of the securities would have
no power to ascertain whether all the provisions of the statute
had been complied with, it is suggested that it would greatly
interfere with the taking of railroad securities if the investor

void.

may

may

to create

547

find that he, perfectly innocently,

is in possession of a
suggest that this provision be eliminated,
and that the enforcement of compliance with the act l>e provided for by penalties against the officers who knowingly violate the requirements of law.
Section 23, Page 41, Line 20.
The provisions here re-

void security.

We

—

make

unlawful for any person to hold the position of officer or director with more than one company without the authority of the commission.
We do not think that
this should apply where one of the carriers is a substantial
Stockholder in another carrier, and we believe that after the
word "unlawful,"' in line 20, the following should be inserted: "except in cases where one company owns a stock
interest in the" other company of not less than 25 per cent."
A Stock interest of 25 per cent or more ought certainly to
entitle a company to Ik- represented on the board of directors
of another company by one of it- officers or directors.
Section 25.- The duty of the Committee of Wages and
Working Conditions to consider complaints should be confined here, as it is in the first few lines of the section, to
unadjusted controversies: and the complaints should be made
to relate only to issues between the carrier and the employees
interested in the special controversy.
Matters of general
management of the company should be left to the board of
directors, and should not be made a matter, on complaint of
ferred to

it

RAILWAY

MS

employees, to be settled by the Committee oi Wages and
Working Conditions. We, therefore, suggest thai after th<
word ''complaints" in line !3 there be inserted, "as to ton
troversies tiol adjusted between the parties .1- to wages, hours
or service, working conditions, or other matters in which
the complainant has

direcl

interest";

members

of

the

Interstate
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should not he
'I

oil

'

suspension, .1- contemplated
an additional period of .!<) days.

u righl ol

for

The National \ ociation of Owners of Railroad Secui
has also filed a number of suggestions for changes in the

Commerce Commission,

Lenroot Criticises

compensation?
We assume thai it is incompetent for Con
Section 32
to require a company to extend its line beyond what it
To do so would lie to comrequired to do by its charter.
mit the stockholders to an undertaking which they did not
contemplate in their contract of subscription, and would lie
taking their property without due process of law. We think,
therefore, the words "to extend its line or hues" in lines 13
and 14. on page 56, should he eliminated, or should be so
modified as to require such extension only in cases where
extension is necessary to comply with the charter obligations
of the company.
Without undertaking at this time to re-argue
Section 35.
1-^

the question of a rigid long-and-short-haul clause, attention
called to the elaborate hearings before this committee in
it
was shown that great injury would he done to com-

which
merce

if the clause were made rigid, and
consideration of this provision.

we suggest

the re-

—

Section 35.
By this provision it is made impossible to
increase rates which have been reduced in competition with

water route unless the commission shall find that such proposed increase rests upon changed conditions other than the
It is manifest that the
elimination of water competition.
public interest might require the increase of these rates for
other reasons, such, for example, as to bear their proportionate part of the transportation burden; and, therefore, we
suggest that after the word "competition," in line 2, the following words shall be added after a comma, "or shall be required by the public interest."
Section 33.
We submit that in this same connection agreements as to rates and practices between carriers should, if
approved by the commission, be made lawful.
Section 43.
It is impossible under the present law for a
a

—

—

complain to the Interstate Commerce Commission
of a state rate.
This has proved a great obstacle in securing
We would
relief under the doctrine of the Shreveport case.
therefore, suggest that in line 19, on page 66, after the word
"act," the following words be inserted, "either upon the complaint of any carrier or other person interested, or upon the
initiative of the commission itself."
Section 43.
We suggest that in line 16, on page 67, after
the word "unreasonable" there should be inserted the word
carrier to

—

"inequality";

in line

17,

after the

word

should be inserted "commodities or other

and Sims

"localities"
traffic";

Till:

Sl.MS

Should
the

COSt

of

living,"

according

to

Senator

interstate traffic, as to

"One

of the absolutely essential provisions in any legis-

problem permanently
must be encouragement of efficiency in operation," the statement continues.
"In my opinion, the Cummins bill failto do this.
The Cummins plan is to have the government
take away everything in excess of what the ratemaking authority determines is a fair return, and thus there is no incent've to efficiency after a fair return is made.
"Moreover, the Cummins bill provides that 50 per cent
lation calculated to solve the railroad

used for the benefit of employees. Only
employees and
they would not, under such an arrangement, have the same
incentive as if their share was paid directly to them.
The statement asserts that necessary and essential credit
cannot be secured by the roads unless there is a government
guarantee, with reasonable rates.
Congress never will consent to a guarantee while the management remains in the
Therefore a govcontrol of the old form of management.
ernment guarantee of income cannot and should not be added
to the Cummins bill, but, without it, I do not believe that
the bill can solve the problem or save the railroad business
from disaster. The bill I have introduced does not purport
to take care of the immediate situation, but offers a permanent solution which would take some time to put in full
operation.
Our bill is supplemental in a way to the EschPomerene measure. I believe that the roads should be turned
back to their owners under government aid, for two or three
years until a plan like the one embodied in my bill can be
made operative. Something must be done to keep the roads
from bankruptcy until we can finally dispose of the problem."
of the excess

is

to be

a small part, if any, of this will be paid to

in

main-

instrument of interstate commerce which both

—We

are convinced that 60 days

is long enough
which are subsequently declared
to be reasonable, for a carrier cannot be compensated for the
loss of reasonable rates during this period, whereas it is
possible to compensate a shipper for an overcharge.
Consequently w e urge upon Congress to make the period of suspension not longer than 60 days, with a provision to take care

Section 44.

to deprive a carrier of rates

7

of shippers in the event of overcharge.

Accordingly, in lines
12 and 13, on page 72, we think that "60" should be inserted instead of "120," and, in any event, we urge that there

of

crease the troubles of the railroads.

tion of discrimination, but also the question of inequality of

and

Lenroot

Wisconsin in a statement made public by the Citizens Na
Senator Lenroot also criticises
tional Railroads League.
the Cumm.'ns bill as impractical and harmful in its provisions to security owners.
He asserts that the bill might be
deni minated a bill to shelve temporarily, but to further in-

there

and

Bills

which incorporates the I'lumb Plan,
denominated "a bill to further inCl

page 68, before the word "advantage" there should
be inserted the word "inequality." The purpose is to bring
under the jurisdiction of the commission, not only the ques-

taining the
are using.

bill.

BILL,

be

line 2,

the burden, between state

line!

Cummins

as

wrll as to increase their

is

l>\

and before the word

"employees," there be inserted the words "the interested."
Would it not Ik' \\i>r to extend the term- of
Section 31.
the

AGIO

Food Supplies

for

Roumania

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Convention
Chemical Tests of Paint and Varnish Not Satisfactory; Substitutes for Linseed Oil Discussed
forty-eighth convention of
Master Car &
TinLocomotive
Painters' Association was held
the Hotel

hands of the purchasing department and there has been some

the

little friction over the materials bought for use.
Due to the
very nature of each department'- position, there mu-t necessarily he some friction, as the office of the purchasing department is the securing of materials designed to accomplish
certain specified purpose- at as cheap a price as possible with
due regard for the quality and durability of the arti< les purchased. The purchasing department mu-t, be< ause of its la< k
of knowledge concerning the materials used, be absolutely
dependent as to the question of durability and quality on
information secured from the mechanical department, which
in turn secures this information by co-operation with the
master painter. This information is obtained by a considera-

at

La

Salle, Chicago,

September 9-11. The first session
was opened with prayer following which an address of welcome was delivered by a representative of the Chicago
Association of Commerce.
J. F. Gearhart, president of the
association, then delivered an address in which he reviewed
the organization's activities during the past three years and
outlined the proposed amalgamation with the American Rail-

road Association.
The convention then proceeded to a consideration of the topics selected for discussion.
Abstracts of
the principal papers are given below.

The

Selection and Purchase of Paint

tion of a

ment

Foreman

Painter,

By S. E. Breese
New York Central.

Collinwood, O.

Chemical Testing of Paint
chemical testing of varnish or paint materials has
up to date been of little value as a reliable source of information, especially as regards durability.
In fact, up to date,
except in the case of raw materials, a chemical te-t is of no
use to the painting department. The experienced painter by
a few practical tests, such as elasticity, working and drying.
can usually determine and foretell through his experience the

the

possible durability of the article in question.
General Atterbury has stated "In my experience the only materials which
we were unable to purchase by specification were paint, varnish and rubber.
In the purchase of the above materials. I
was absolutely dependent for information on the man in
closest touch with the materials, who by his specialization
and experience usually could be called upon to adopt the
material best suited for the purpose.*'
This statement still

terials to apply.

At the present time the purchasing department chooses
and gives us our tools and material and asks for results. Are
we allowing our responsibility to be shifted, our authority to
be questioned and our methods attacked and submitting to it
We were employed for a specific purall without a protest?
in good shape, secure
and time factors and yet are
If this has
unable to choose our methods or materials.
come about what is the cause and what is tin- remedy?

holds true.

The purchasing department backed in many cases by the
arguments advanced by sales representatives have succeeded
in selling the mechanical department materials
against the
judgment of the master painter, who accepts these materials
rather than get into a controversy.
This has broughl about
in material- and Standards all tending toward- less

pose, namely, to maintain equipment

economy

as to methods, cost-

Master Painters Should Choose Materials

A

successful organization

vested in each department
results are obtained

i>

only b)

one in which the authority
absolute and co-ordinated and

i-

a

change-.-

and lessened durability, which means higher cost
of maintenance in the end.
Tin- false economy is now being
efficiency

felt by the equipment upon which it was used.
Goods of
every description and standard- are pouring into the -hop:
changes are being made from month to month on nearly all
material-.
Our only duty seems to be to apply them.

complete assumption of re
In this wax a

sponsibility by the head of each department.
chain of organization is forged, which

i-

strong,

.

The-

foreman painter was constantly striving for
progressive methods, economy, labor saving systems and
durability in his work.
He chose his tools, his men and his
materials and through the proper co-ordination of all three
secured results. The questions which I believe are of paramount importance are, whether the above conditions still
exist and whether we are still responsible for results and have
authority as to what tools to use, methods to employ, or maideas,

of essential points including practical equip-

and

weather tc -t-.
hemic al test-, information
secured through the -ales representatives of paint and varnish
concerns, regarding the test- made by them of the material
in question, and the knowledge and experience of the master
painter due to his specialization on varnish and paint
problems.

Previous to the advent of the United States Railroad
Administration the master painter of the railroad was the sole
authority as regards paint and varnish both as to materials
used and methods of application, and was responsible to his
immediate superior for the results obtained.
By virtue of
this authority and through his experience and ability he
secured certain desired results acceptable to the road which
employed him. He accepted full responsibility as to results
obtained and viewed with pride the results of his work. This
pride was justified by the condition and appearance of the
equipment coming under his jurisdiction. By an interchange
of

number

te-t-

Inferior Material

well

As

co-ordinated and successful only when each department has
this full authority.
Are we allowing our department to become the weak link of the railroad shop organization by a

Now

Being Used

raw material- advances, the price of
paint and varnish declines, a queer economic anomaly which
the

price

of

only explained by a reduction in quality.
The pur<
notwithstanding the above, continues to buy
at -till lower price-, without consideration of
durability or
the standard- of the road.
Tin- i- a direct infringement on
is

ing department

question of divided authority or a shifting of responsibility?
It is essential that we becomi cognizanl of the real danger of
shifting our responsibility, iccepting divided authority and

die authority of the

lowering our standard methods ami material-.
I believe the greatest trouble ha- been with material rather
This i- primarily in the
than with methods of application.

de< isions

man who, by hi- experience and specialization, ha- been placed in the position of the final judi:e of
oainl effio'enc) and durability.
It i- pan of our iob to make

540

regarding durability

and

efficiency.

AW

have

all
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Been

certain

material* installed as

standard

a

for painting,

whose false economy, is now becoming apparent, and which
was apparenl to us in the beginning. What is the remedy of
tins situation.'
A sales representative told me thai any
justifiable complainl made t<> the person in dired charge was
always seriously considered b) the purchasing department in
placing orders, l>ut as the complaints are not made, the purchasing department establishes a precedent tor the purchase
of still cheaper material.
Have uv been afraid to complain,
have we refused to use materials for the purpose intended?
The refusal Of these materials would also establish a precedent for the discontinuance of the purchase of such
materials.
Lei u?> not close our eyes to apparent faults without attempting by honest argument and frank discussion to
remedy the situation. Let us carry this to a successful conclusion and put our association hack, of the fight for efficiency,
economy, and durability of all forms of painting equipment,
and retain full and undivided authority as to methods employed and standards adopted.

Leaves B thoroughly elastii and highly protective oil film in
combination with the pigment
This paint oil can be used
in thinning out paints ol anj character, oxide, carbon, lead
or zinc, where oil is desired as a thinner without danger of

Such oil would probably be called a
an] chemical action.
combination oil.
am not prepared to assert what oils make
up such a paint oil.
\
getable oils are used by many in making up their paint
oils, namely, cotton seed oil, soya bean oil, hempseed oil,
corn oil, peanut oil, cocoanut oil, etc.
These vegetable oils
being largely food oils and used extensively in paint making
oils as substitutes for linseed have found an increasing
market. Mineral oils are also -used in the paint oils to some
extent, but I do not think it advisable to be too free in the
Owing to the great demands for linuse of paraffin oils.
I

I

seed oil and the scarcity of the supply, also prices soaring up
almost to a prohibitive figure for general use in the paint
shop, substitute oils have found a place in making paint oils
for use in the railway paint shop.

Oils Other

Discussion

The members

as a

was submitted and
specifications

whole agreed that much poor material
accepted where paint was bought on
Several

only.

that

stated

received

material

Although
experience indicated that the paint would not give good
service, it met the tests prescribed and for that reason there
was no alternative but to accept it. J. W. Gibbons (A. T. &
S. F.) emphasized the fact that the efficiency of painting
should be judged not by the number of cars painted for a
given expenditure, nor the speed with which the work was
completed, but rather by the length of the intervals between
under present specifications was not

satisfactory.

painting.

Substitute for Linseed Oil
By
Master Fainter,

New

A. H. F. Phillips

York, Ontario
N. Y.

&

Western, Middletown,

There have been great demands for linseed

oil,

and some

the large contracts will become so urgent that higher prices will eventually
If such is the case, it will mean almost a
be realized.
specialists predict that the call for seed to

fill

prohibitive price for use in a railway paint shop.
safely say that the demand is great and persistent.

We

can
There

has been a general shortage in flax seed, which still conThe Canadian and American supply continues
tinues.
light, and Argentine conditions are not changed particularly.
Prices and freight are high, and cargo space at a premium.
American buyers have been credited with considerable stocks
in warehouses but receipts and available supplies are some-

what limited.
Under the present conditions of the market, the demand
for linseed oil is in excess of the supply, and there is no
question that there is a genuine shortage of oil. Perhaps, at
some future time when the market becomes more normal the
supply may possibly equal the demand and prices may not
be so high as to almost prohibit its use as a paint making
oil.

Properties of Vegetable Paint Oils
For some time past the railway paint shops have been

many

I
paint oils as substitutes for linseed oil.
believe there is none, as yet, equal to linseed oil as paint
making oil. A paint oil as a substitute for linseed oil for use
in the railway paint shop can be made, and is being made
and sold by many companies, on a linseed oil base, and of
the same gravity. This dries with a good gloss, as it contains
enough of volatile oils as conveyers to assist materially in the
application of the paint and when evaporated in drying,

receiving
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Than Linseed Used

in Paint

There are quite a number of these, drying, semi-drying
and non-drying and not a few have their special uses in paint.
The most important of the drying variety is China wood oil or
tung oil. Poppyseed oil is prominent for grinding the finer
grades of zinc white and artists' colors, and must be classed

among

the drying paint oils for the reason that

from ripe seed

it

when pressed
raw linseed

dries very nearly as rapidly as

The

reason for the use of poppyseed in colors or paints
non-darkening of this oil and its free spreading.
Bombay nut oil was at one time largely offered at a price
It was very clear,
somewhat lower than poppyseed oil.
almost water white, and its drying property fully equal to
However, this oil has not been
that of bleached linseed oil.
oil.
is

due

to the

heard from in the market for some time.
Sunflower seed oil is also classed amon? the drying oils,
but it has not found its way into general commerce and
therefore nothing more is known about it than has been
Hempseed oil also
ascertained in an experimental way.
belongs to the class of vegetable drying oils, but this seed
being raised principally in Russia and a few other localities
in Europe, is used mostly there as a paint oil; and if any is
brought to this country it comes as an admixture with linseed
oil.

Another vegetable drying oil that has been largely imported for some time into this country and Europe, under the
name of candle nut oil by soapmakers and known to
science as Kukui oil, is now being tested by progressive
varnish and paint manufacturers. It bids fair to be a strong
competitor of linseed oil when its characteristics become better
trade and it is prepared in a more scientific
Other drying vegetable oils, as
it is now.

known to the
manner than

nigerseed oil, tobacco seed oil, Scotch firseed oil, etc., that are
not readily obtainable in commerce, are not at all interesting
to the paint maker and color grinder.

Fish Oil Has Limited Use
Another

oil,

which

is

of animal origin,

is

the fish oil

Menhaden oil. This is barred out, however, from
use in many paint materials, especially in interior paints,
because of its offensive odor, and is made use of only in

known

as

special outside paints as in roof paints

by some manufacturers in other

Among

and stack

paints,

and

specialities:

the substitutes for linseed oil that interest paint

manufacturers most should be classed soya bean oil, corn
Soya bean oil requires fully ten days
oil, and cottonseed oil.
to dry to a film and then the film will not be as firm as raw
Since
linseed oil which requires six days to dry to a film.
linseed oil is extraordinarily high priced there is quite a demand for bean oil and it is quite a task for paint makers to

September

19,
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discover methods to make their products dry in the ordinary
way. The usual practice was to use equal portions of soya
bean oil and boiled linseed oil, or when this would not work
out well in some paints the bean oil portion was increased
and also the driers.

Corn or maize

oil has been in use in paints for many years,
use of only when the linseed oil is high in price.
This oil has very little, if any, drying properties, and will
harden to a brittle, rather mealy film in from twenty to thirty
Cottonseed oil has no drying properties, but is a good
days.
lubricant, and previous to its rise in price when it came to
be used as a cooking and table oil, it was used to adulterate
linseed oil. Rosin oils are not only used in printing-ink making, but were largely employed in making paint for rough
surfaces, though since their price has advanced to twice, even
three times their former cost, they have been replaced by
mineral paint oils to a great extent in paint. Rosin oils are
practically non-drying, and while they harden in time will
soften again under the influence of sun heat and make the
paint film part, or alligator. Pine oil and tar oil are products
from the distillation of wood spirit and of rosin, and are
used in the manufacture of marine paints, especially paints
These oils are semi-drying and water
for ships bottoms.
resisting to a degree.

but

is

made

Mineral Oil Will Not Resist Moisture
Mineral paint or paint and putty oil, so called among the
trade, is refined petroleum or neutral oil, so named because
debloomed. These oils cannot be used without being mixed
in certain percentages with boiled linseed oil, as they lack
binder and are apt to wash off the surface in case of driving
Even when used in large portions in a liquid paint for
rains.

rough surfaces such paints have been known to wash off
when they were supposed to have dried hard a month or two

551

While it is desirable
use of these oils, the stocks would be increased due
to the limited field of application of the substitute and this
would result in increased expense.
J. W. Gibbons (A. T. & S. F.) stated that mineral oil
should not be used with putty as it evaporates and leaves a
powder that soon flakes off affording no protection for the
glass.
Good putty effects a saving of glass and labor many
times greater than the increased cost of the material.
Mr.
Gibbons stated that linseed oil is not necessary in paint that
is not exposed to the weather.

are suitable for certain purposes only.
to

make

What

Standardization of Painting

Railway Equipment
Master

Car and

and benzine mixture), 10 gallons of raw linseed
Or if it must be still
oil and 5 gallons of liquid drier.
cheaper, a thinner can be made of 30 gallons of gloss oil,
IS gallons of debloomed neutral paraffin oil and 5 gallons
In any case, however, the
of lead and manganese drier.
pigment to be used as the base for the paint should be ground
oil

(rosin

in linseed

oil.

has not found an equal in paint making,
although the subject has been one of deep study, and while
other fixed oils have been discovered that for certain purposes
have been expected to take its place, it has yet to be demonChina
strated that such is really the case in long practice.
wood or tung oil, while superior to linseed oil in certain directions, especially in its resisting power to water, has not

So far linseed

shown

itself

paints as

oil

adapted

to

we know and

replace linseed oil in

making

oil

desire them.

When linseed oil is placed on a strip of glass that has been
painted jet black and shows a bloom, or iridescence, it is
adulterated with mineral oil or rosin oil. Admixtures of linseed oil and corn oil or linseed oil and cottonseed oil can be
detected by placing some of the oil between the palms of
the hands, rubbing briskly and noting the odor thus emitted.
The presence of soya bean oil, however, cannot well be
ascertained by simple tests, and a chemical analysis is necessary though even that is sometimes misleading.
Discussion
Papers on this subject were also presented by P. J. Hoffman, (H. V.) and F. B. Davenport, (Pepn. Lines). Mr.

Hoffman brought out

the fact that substitutes for linseed oil

Necessary

Locomotive Painter, Pittsburgh
McKee's Rocks, Pa.

& Lake

Erie,

At the present hour, the most necessary and essential paint
shop standardization would be some practical method of
satisfying labor on the matter of wages in the painting of
equipment.
Will it be possible to standardize the labor
operations of the railway car paint shops now under government control? As something of an optimist, strong in the
faith that the American workman will soon realize that to
bring order out of a threatened social upheaval, he must turn
back to the old-time ideas of soberness and thrift, I do
believe that it can be, will be, and must be done.
But how
such desired standardization is to be brought about, is open
for the suggestive powers of just such an assembly as this.
I
believe that it can be happily brought about, if an amicable
live and let live arrangement is made in the spirit of fair
dealing between the railway employers and employees.

before.

Petroleum products of this class will sweat, causing
softening of the film and consequent damage by water.
Cheap paints for use on rough lumber or other rough surfaces can be made by grinding the base in linseed oil (usually
boiled) thinning with a mixture of about 35 gallons of gloss

Is

By W. O. Quest

Piece

Work System Advocated

The

labor of painting cars and locomotives, etc., could be
standardized by the adoption of a universal piece price system, the wage paying system that we firmly believe in as the

most equitable

to employ any kind of labor, the most equitable
for all interests, notwithstanding the facts that modern labor
federations in recent years have been instrumental in entirely

abolishing this method of employing labor in the American
railway shop systems. In my opinion, a fair scheduled piece
price system is the only method whereby labor can give a fair
equivalent for wages paid.
Such proposed piece price
schedule, to be standardized, should be job named and not
numbered. The unit or fixed prices should be open to shop
inspection at all times and never officially juggled in the

event of the more skilled labor earning more pay
upon to help out in a shop rushed for output.

when
If

called

a piece

price labor standardization can be put into action, the prices
should be so scheduled that the earnings of a first class skilled

worker

in a railway car paint

shop would equal the earning

rate of the outside general trade skilled worker.

The

original

schedule of prices should be carefully figured out and classified,
each job continuously named regardless of name
repetition

in

classifications.
The original job
should never be price changed, as we
to be no easy matter for the men to follow up

the several

prices as scheduled

have found it
such changes and it was sure to create dissatisfaction. When
found necessary to advance or lower the wage scale, an up
and down percentage method should be used.

Standardization of Materials

Next to the labor problem, the most important issue would
be that of specifying the standardization of paint supplies, as
there cannot be any fixed material standardization without
manufacturing, purchasing, chemical and application specifications.
The paint and varnish maker will be called upon

RAILWAY
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standards of car shop Bpecialt) material
thai musl be lived up t<>.
Something represented as just as good or better at a lower
price, unless first tested b) some prescribed authority, can
not be consistently introduced without upsetting the primary
in

furnish certain

cm

making formulas,

paint

fixed

demands standardized

law thai

Possibly

materials.

in

many

material is theoreticall) or authoritativel)
formulated from raw paint stock listed on the open market,
which is often unsuitable or perhaps ruinousl) mixed bj peo
pie who are trying to meet competition in the paint business,
instances

do

bul

this

materially

not

know

the special

requirements of the

railway paint shop.
There are no suggestions that will safely promote a ma
standardization in the railway paint shop, if the
terial
purchasing departments continue to buy paint stock on price
regardless of known quality or the paint-making reputation
concerns.

of the selling
still

will

the

in

Companies have

future break

into

without knowing that such paint

is

the

in

past

the

railway paint

a specialty

and

is

and
field,

espe

cially applied.
If am- such suggested railway paint standardization ever
becomes a law, the activities of the railway chemical laboratories will he quite strenuous and especially active when they

come

the

to

matter of settling the

many

disputes

sure to

arise.

Method
It

is

of Application

Important
master
will have

in the application of the paint stock that the

car painter

must receive

his full recognition.

He

he put on the standardizing committees with full power
to act, as he and he only knows what is necessary to make a
If what is termed necessary standardization of
good job.
certain or all classes of job paint work is adopted, he will as
to

usual be held responsible for the labor and material costs.
I
will here offer a list of work items that in my opinion
could be readily standardized, if it is found necessary to try
If adaptable, locomotive
the standardization scheme out.
The quality of the propainting should be standardized.
tective paint and varnish should be the best weather, smoke,

can be found on the
market at any price. Every inch of the painted metal surface
All castings to be painted
should be sandblast cleaned.
should be chipped off smooth and freed of live rust, etc., with
the sandblast, as it is a sure waste of time and money to paint

acid, or grease resisting paint stock that

over crusted unremoved grease, mill flash, or live rust of anykind.
If the work is standardized, the paint specifications
demand should call for hard, tough, elastic paint stock, as
it is a great mistake to apply soft oil paint where it is to
come in direct contact with solvent cutting greases and acids,
which when deposited on the locomotive's painted surface,
can only be removed by heavy erosive cleaning.
The painting of passenger, mail, baggage and similar cars
Owing to the
could be classified as to labor and material.
sameness of the work the jobs could be readily standardized.

When

material classifications are being standardized, the
of the best paint and varnishing finishing
systems which have been successfully used for many years in

many examples

shop should not be forgotten in the stanarrangements, and the interests of worthy
manufacturers should be protected owing to the fact that
their specialty products have helped to make car painting
the railway paint

dardization

history.

Uniform Stenciling
Based on the past work of

for Freight Cars
this

association's

efforts

to

standards in freight car painting, especially to
standardize the stencil markings, which undoubtedly has been
and still is one of the most pronounced wasters of time, labor
and material that the railway officials are confronted with,
we heartily endorse the idea of standardizing every detail
establish

AG!

thai

Vol. 67. No. 12

covers the painting and stencil marking

freighl car.

In the standardization

scheme,

"I

tin

the

railway

stencil letter-

i\le ami
be made in the same
and senl oul from a designated manufacturing base in
pounce pattern form. If made by skilled stem il makers from
established
drawings, the stenciled railway freighl
WOUld present a neat lettered appearame. The paint repair
costs of the future would be light, owing to the undisputed
fad that such a railway freighl car stenciling standardiza
tion s< heme would save thousands of dollars in stem il making
cost'- for every railwaj company that will endorse and adopt
Mn
standardization.

ing and numbering should
sizes

li

Discussion

W.

A.

Buchanan

(1).

L.

& W.)

also presented

a

paper on

which he outlined the methods of painting
which he considered best for locomotives and freight cars.
this

subject

in

He

advocated standardization of stenciling on freight cars
means of reducing the cost of painting.
H. M. Butts (N. Y. C.) proposed that the association issue
pamphlet of approved practices for painting railway
a
equipment. There was some difference of opinion regarding
the relative merit of carbon and lead paint.
J. W. Gibbons
(A. T. & S. F.) stated that for steel undcrframes he considered red lead and carbon black better than two coats
of carbon black.
W. A. Buchanan told of steel freight cars
painted with carbon paint which were in good condition after
as a

17 years' service.

The Advantage of Using Pure Paints and
More Time in Painting Steel Equipment
By W.
Boston

&

Bailey
Maine, Concord, N. H.

Paint should be applied to freight cars with a brush and
with as much care as on any other surface. Any well known
pigment mixed with linseed oil is the only commercial artick
worthy of the name of pure paint. Unsatisfactory painting
can easily be traced to the use of poor paint and unskilled
painting, such as the spraying process.
Most of the commercial paint used today is a poor article
compared with good linseed oil paint. Paint mixed with
japan and a thinner when applied dries by evaporation and
is consequently non-elastic and almost worthless for durability.
On the other hand a paint the vehicle of which is
linseed oil, dries by the absorption of oxygen and is much
thicker when dry due to the amount of oxygen taken up in
It is elastic a long time and will resist atmospheric
drying.
exposures longer than any other vehicle and consequently
wear longer than any paint mixed with driers and thinners.
Japan, or thinners, should not be used in any paint for outNothing but boiled linseed oil
side surfaces and exposure.
should be used for a drier. I am a firm believer in the necessity of the sand-blast process for removing rust and scale, as
the smoother the surface the longer the paint will wear.
One thing I am in doubt about and that is, what is the
best primer for steel: is lampblack, graphite, white or red
lead? I do not believe a paint containing a large percentage
of oxide of iron should be used as a primer.

Painting Should Not Be Rushed

A new car should have at least three coats of paint and ten
days' time for painting, if one wants an economical job of
painting.
When cars are turned out with two coats of commercial paint in a few months 10 to 50 per cent of the surface

is

a

mass of

rust

and

scale.

to the shops except for repairs

repeated.

This

is

expensive.

The

car

is

seldom returned

and then the same process is
On the other hand if a good,

economical job is desired, the car should be given a coat of
lead primer and finished with two coats of paint.
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If freight equipment could be shopped as regularly as
think it just a- essential, it would be a
passenger cars, and
great saving to the railroad-.
As it is they art- seldom sent
to the shop until something need- repairs, and then the rush
comes when in the hand- of the painter.
Passenger cars are
shopped every year, principal!) for appearance- sake, and if
freight equipment could be -hopped as regularly for protec
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Labor Leaders Object

to

I

tion
I

it

would he

think

it

is

a great saving.

a right a painter

owes

to his

own

reputation as

well as a duty he owes to his company, to say all the good
things he can of good paint and condemn poor paints.
To

good paint you must mix it yourself. Twenty years ago
mineral was used without grinding and gave better results
than the present commercial prepared paints. Mineral, lampToo
black and graphite can all he used without grinding.
much cannot he said in favor of linseed oil as a vehicle for
paint.
It is one of the few vegetable, fatty oils that dries by
get

absorption of oxygen.

To

conclude,

it

should he -aid that win-never railroads will

take time enough to paint steel equipment with the right materials, and in a way that it should he done, then the work

and in the long run economy

will stand,

The

will

he the

sure-

one sees on every hand today are
horrible examples of the poor judgment and haste that has
been practiced in the painting of this equipment where it has
been turned out of the car manufactories. There is no cure
for it now but to sand-blast it off and paint it as it should be
A stitch in time would
with right materials and practices.
have saved nine when the cars were built but the nine
stitches should be taken now to save the equipment before it
rusts out completely, for there is nothing that deteriorates
faster than steel unprotected with a suitable coating.
result.

steel coal cars

Other Papers
F. B. Davenport (Penn. Lines) told of the results secured
with a special heat resisting paint developed for use on car
roofs.
The best quality and size of sand for sand blasting
was discussed in papers by J. W. Gibbons (A. T. & S. F.)
and G. M. Oates (Pressed Steel Car Company). Methods
of preserving the roofs on passenger cars were described by
& 0.) and H. H. Morgan (C. of Ga.).
J. J. McNamara (B.
C. E. Copp (B. & M.) presented a paper on the record of
the

Master Painter-' Association.

General Business

The proposal to amalgamate with the American Railroad
Association as a division of the Mechanical Section had been
considered by the- officers and was brought up at the convenAfter considerable discussion, it was unanimously
tion.
voted to become a part of the new organization and rules of
The secretary-treasurer reported a total
order were adopted.
a satisfactory balance in the treasury.
following officers were elected, chairman, J. \V. Gibbons, (A. T. & S. F.); first vice-chairman, E. 1.. Younger,
(Mo. Pac); second vice-chairman, J. G. Keil. (X. V. C);
secretary-treasurer, A. 1'. Dane (B. & M.).
Boston was chosen as the place of the next meeting, which

membership of 328 and

The

will

mark

the

fiftieth

anniversary of the

founding of the

association.

Prosecutions for violation

ol

the

federal

safety

laws, be-

gun in the United States District Court at Pittsburgh,
on September 5, name officers <•' the railroad (instead of

company

itself

or

the

Railroad

Adminisration)

as

Pa.,

the
de-

offense was the working <.^i train men more
than 16 hours on the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis.
Six men were- named: R. E. McCarty, general manager; I. W. Geer, general superintendent; J. C. McCullough,
superintendent, and three others.
fendants.

The

Anti-Strike Legislation

Amah

,.\n \
issued by the Plumb Plan League, signed
by the executives of fourteen railroad Labor organizations, hut not by Samuel Gompers a- honorary
i

Cummins bill designed to prevent -trike-, on the ground that "the- right to
>trikc as the last resort i- ingrained in the nature- of the
president, criticises the provisions of the

American workingman."

"To

attempt to put such a pro-

hibitive law into operation," the statement de< Ian-,

"would

No leadership in the world could re-train the
madness.
rank and file of American labor under Such an imposition;
the human factors called forth would In- beyond control.''
"This provision," tin statement says, "not only would
make it illegal to strike with intent to hinder interstate commerce, hut also would make it illegal to enter into any combination or agreement which does hinder interstate comment-.
Intent would not have- to be- proved in the courts.
Thus the provision is iron-clad; for any strike on the railroad-, of however small proportions, would unquestionably
hinder interstate commerce.
The- provision i> carefully written to remove from railway labor the right to strike under
an}' possible circumstances.
If this provision were enacted
into law, it would impose upon railway labor two insupportable conditions, namely, compulsory arbitration and economic servitude. Such a serious and fundamental proposal
opens up the whole question of the relations of lalxjr to the
State and to the employer, and precipitate- every issue in the
industrial situation.
To advance it in Congress at this time,
in the face of an economic crisis, and when Congress is refusing the legitimate requests of railway labor for a full
In-

consideration of its own proposals, is a step calculated only
further to increase the difficulties that confront the nation.
"What would be left a workingman, under the provisioned the Cummin- bill, above quoted?
The final clause of
the provision is an empty promise.
If two or more men

work under any excuse,

(juit

interfering with

interstate

it

could be held that they were
The provision simply

commerce.

mean.- that under it men in the railroad employ would no
longer be free to quit their job-; they would work in eco-

nomic serfdom, subject to the conditions imposed by the adjustment boards; or. if two or more of them did quit, they

would be criminal-, and the police and the troop-, the courts
and the jails, can be used against them.
"A law such as this would spell the end of labor organiza1- this the intent of the provision'
tions in America.
Does
Congress,

at

the behest of the alarmed business system, probreak up the organizations of labor through-

pose- to try to

decided that the time ha- come to
These are questions which demand
an answer.
Every workingman in the land i- asking them
a- lu reads the new -paper-.
In hi- heart he know- that to
enact this law would -pell more than the death of trade
It would -pell the birth of revolution.
unionism.
out

the country?

make

"

this

final

I-

it

fight?

Ihi-

i- not a threat, but
merely a statement of obvious
The real threat comes from the other side——against
labor, to remove from it- hand- the only weapon by means
of which it has built up and maintained it- organizations,
and against the public, to throw the country into a state of
Labor alone, in this railroad crisis,
confusion and violence.
has been thinking of the public; it is only labor's plan
which holds the public interest to be primary.
All other
plans and proposals have been dictated by selfish motive-.
This final proposal is cynically disregardful of the public

fact.

welfare.

"A- representatives

of the fourteen organizations comprisorganized railway employees of America, we beg
Congress most earnestly to consider this situation on the

ing

the

basis of

it-

true value-."

Railway Business Association on the Cummins
Suggestions for Making the Object

Which

Bill

the Bill Admirably

States Effective in Actual Practice in the Future

A

i

i.\

15.

Johnson,

president of the

Association, Has written Senator

Railway

Cummins

purpose of Congress that rates and the revenue to be
by rates shall be adequate (for objects specified).
What reason is there for evading the straight phrase of the

Business

the

a letter in

yielded

part as follows:

as are the subjoined recommendations for amendments to Senate Bill 2906, I fell constrained to telegraph
you on Friday and now reiterate congratulations on the
progress toward a solution of the railroad problem which
It has a merit which distinguishes
this measure embodies.
from most of the other "plans" which are being
it sharply
urged
it
is not a stockholders' bill or an employees' bill or
a railway supply men's bill, but a bill for the users of trans-

\\r believe the accomplishment of your purpose requires
that you say, not that the objects specified shall be taken
into consideration, but that revenue shall be adequate for
those objects.

Delusion About a "Fair Return"

We

portation.

personally

it

upon the apparent readiness of
railway owners and managers to carry through without comOnce
pulsion a large part if not all of the program.
measurably rid of the strong-and-weak-road dilemma you
have

just reason to

hope for a clear way

to a disposition

of the revenue and credit aspects.
Objects rather than means concern the industries for which
With all the most important of these objects the
I speak.

sub-committee

bill deals.

Good Tendency

of

In our judgment the mere proclamation of these objects
indicating the purpose and policy of the government
would strongly tend to bring into line with such declaration
the practice of the administrative branches and substantially
increase the confidence of those whose capital is needed for

and more

railroads.

Neither Congress nor the country, however, we feel sure,
will be content merely to adopt declarations the results of
which are expected to come through the sentimental influence
of the declarations themselves upon the regulatory agencies.
Congress and the country are ready for legislation which will
put restoration of railway development beyond a peradventure if a statute can do it. The present juncture affords a
rare opportunity, which may never be presented again, for
a legislative achievement that will take transportation out of

and out of controversy.
you our friendly co-operation in your difficult
task of appraising this tentative bill and strengthening it
where needed.

politics

We

offer

We

are convinced that in the bill as

stands the provisions
for making policy effective are in need of modification.

Why
The

it

Not "Shall"?

does not prescribe that revenue shall be adequate
It says that those objects
for the objects which it names.
shall be "taken into consideration."
In the Interstate Commerce Act as it stands Congress, desiring to enunciate the purpose that rates should be reasonable, did not say that in regulating rates the commission
shall, take into consideration their reasonableness; it said
that rates "shall" be reasonable.
A new element of policy is now to be introduced. It is
bill

—

—

Mere Proclamation

as

better railroads

is included in the bill as one of the objects which are
be taken into consideration in determining the revenue
needs; but there is in the bill as bearing on this point phraseology which we fear will return to plague you. The enumeration of things to be considered embraces this language: "a
fair return upon the value of the property," "requirements for
additional capital," and "the conditions under which the
same may be secured."
Is it intended by these words to indicate that a fair return
and conditions upon which additional capital may be secured
are .two distinct things?
It would be dangerous to give
even an impression that Congress had sanctioned that
fallacy, because it has taken a firm hold on a large part of
the public mind.
People's eyes are focused upon the holder
of existing securities as such and the return which he is to
have. They use the tell-tale word "entitled"
to what return
the security holder is "entitled"
and they imagine that it is
somehow the business of the legislative branch or of the
Commission through which it applies its policy to determine
what the security holder is "entitled" to and to see that he
gets this and nothing more.
Your success or failure in dislodging this delusion from
the public thought may determine whether we in America
can or cannot preserve individual initiative in transportation and hence probably the institution of individual possesThe legislation upon which you are
sion in every field.
engaged can be made a potent vehicle for the enunciation

This

to

the sanction of law but also

will

have urged that income should be made adequate to

afford the basis for credit.

cannot be otherwise than an occasion
for gratification and pride that after three years of inquiry
ami interchange of ideas upon the major stumbling block
involved in your question "What shall we do with the weak
roads?" this is on its way to an answer through your proposal of consolidation; and your confidence rests not alone
upon the apparent willingness of Congress to give your plan

To you

enactment?

earlier

Vital

of the actual facts.

Basic Propositions
be

Some elemental propositions which could advantageously
made clear by what your statute says and by what it omits

would be

these:

(a) Protection to the stock or bond owner is not the business of Congress at all but of an entirely different and

—

independent branch of the government

the judiciary.

A

"fair return" to which the owner is "entitled" is
and can be nothing else but the return below which a Commission cannot constitutionally depress rates.

(b)

(c) The concern of Congress is not primarily with the
holder of existing securities but with the possessor of savings whose future investment is desired, who will buy or
refuse to buy solely in accord with his expectation of a return

and whose mind is made up as to future returns by past and
current returns upon existing securities.
(d) Congress, being charged with the duty of assuring
adequate facilities to the public, is therefore concerned solely
with the question what return upon existing securities will

make
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a market for

new

securities.

Congress operates in the
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zone of income above what the courts would enforce as a

fail."

"fair" return.

if it

have above referred

A

555
business need not couple power with responsibility

so prefers, but

it

must do

it

to succeed.

We

2906 as a measure
distinctively for the users of transportation. This impression
will be strengthened if having said that revenue shall be
adequate the bill states the credit problem by eliminating
altogether the word "fair" and simply authorizing a return
designed to attract what the bill already defines "additional
capital in order to enable the carriers to adequately perform

submit that so must Congress in this matter of railroad
regulation.
In business to give a man a job and then have
another man of similar rank to pass upon his judgment is
intolerable.
Yet this bill sets up a body equal in salaries

their duties to the public."

of

I

to Senate Bill

—

We

have urged that the

certificate of the

Transportation

Board as to necessary revenue be met by the rates. The bill
It merely provides that in any heardoes not so prescribe.
ing before it the Interstate Commerce Commission shall
accept the certificate as prima facie evidence.
This in our
judgment would be a mistake pregnant with the most serious
consequences.
The certificate or certificates (to quote the language of

"prima
upon the matter or matters
the measure) are to be
certificates

facie evidence in
to

which

such

any hearing

certificate

or

respectively relate."

prima

for reasons satisfactory to itself
even a certificate having the statutory sanctity of being
facie evidence.

The commission,

then,

is

to

the board after a proceeding.

come before the commission

as

pass upon the judgment of

The board presumably is to
a petitioner.
The members

of the board through such procedure are to ascertain whether

Commerce Commission regards their judgment
sound on matters of business; and in all the praise which
citizens, including your present memorialist, have justly bestowed on the commission we have never heard or seen it
suggested that that body is specially qualified for the business function of estimating future needs and their cost and
the Interstate
as

of exercising courage in

making provision

Will Competent
Obviously

if

the

Board

is

to

in advance.

have the duty of ascertaining
and the amount of

revenue required, men of business capacity and experience
will be desired and if possible will be obtained for service
it.

confidence that men of that caliber will
accept or long retain office in the board if in matters of business their judgment is to be reviewed by such a body as the

Have you any

Interstate

The

Interstate

fect illustration.

Commerce Commission?

In testimony presented before the House committee August
25 and 26, of which a condensed print is herewith attached,

endeavored to maintain that to give the commission a voice
in deciding the amount of revenue will destroy its incalculable value as an agency for abatement of discriminations and
that even if Congress were willing to sacrifice the commisI

sion as an instrumentality for the prevention of injustices,
the transformation of it into a body of men of action would
take years and probably the protracted process would be

interrupted by government ownership.
Some members of your committee are business men.

Commerce Commission itself affords a perThe law having prescribed that rates shall

the Supreme Court has again and again declined to
If the commission
pass upon the judgment of that agency.
says a rate is lawful that makes it lawful and no power
rule,

can reverse that dictum except on the ground that it takes
away the owner's right to the use of his property that is to

—

appoint subordinates with defined jurisdiction. Within such
jurisdiction the subordinate is supreme. His position resemwas
it
bles what used to be said of the Russian throne

—

despotism tempered by assassination. If the president of the
company loses confidence in the subordinate, ofi with his
head; but so long as he is retained in the position his judgment within the designated scope is final. When the question
of organizing the production and procurement bureaus of our
government was under discussion during the war it was
reported that a high official inquired of a business friend:
"Do you mean to say that every business is organized like
that?" "No," was the reply; "about 95 per cent isn't, and
this is the principal reason why 95 per cent of businesses

upon

it.

If a question of jurisdiction is involved

that the commission has exceeded the

—

if it is

contended

power delegated

to

it

by Congress or that Congress has undertaken to delegate
power which it does not itself possess there is a review bv
the court; but in refusing to annul rates sanctioned by the
commission where the question is whether they are reasonable
and non-discriminatory the court always says not that it
approves the judgment but that it has no jurisdiction to
approve or disapprove and washes its hands of the whole
matter.

Security Issues and Consolidations
Pursuing the same line of action, the bill empowers the
Transportation Board to require that carriers construct new
but

it

leaves the board, as previously stated, without

power to require the revenue necessary for a credit basis
upon which to finance the improvement. Again, consolidations are to be dealt with by the board through recommendations which to become effective would require the approval
of the commission. Both capital improvements and consolidations are inseparably bound up in the issuance of securities.
Yet by this bill the duty of regulating security issues is imposed not upon the board but upon the commission.
Similarly in the field of relations with employees, the

bill

empowers the Transportation Board to sanction increases in
the labor costs without imposing upon the Commission any
responsibility in the matter
a responsibility from which the
Commission has for several years prayed Congress to deliver
it
and yet leaves the Board with nothing but a recommendatory function as to revenue with which to defray such

—

—

increased labor cost, the final decision as to revenue resting
with the commission.

Financial vs. Physical
Although

They

is

be reasonable and non-discriminatory and Congress having
established the commission as an agency to administer that

facilities,

Men Accept?

the transportation needs of the country

upon

the legislative within constitutional limitations.
It
never questions of judgment that are reviewed by a court.

say. of a fair return

The commission can
reject

Commerce Commission and of longer tenure
and subjects its judgment to review by the other tribunal.
There is here no element of the judiciary holding an agency

to the Interstate

it

is

not SO stated in the bill or in your published

abstract, analysis of the

measure seems to indicate the theory
upon which, whether consciously or unconsciously, the subcommittee classified the several functions for assignment to
the board and to the commission respectively.
That theory
seem-; to be that

financial matters

the commission will have for its province
and the board physical and other aspects

There are exceptions but the rule
financial.
runs generally through the bill and i- illustrated in a minor
clause which places the board in the position of organizing
not obviously

and maintaining

a staff

and having

to get

from the commis

sion approval of the salaries.

We believe you can make a sounder classification of
functions as between the board and the commission than that
of matters which involve finance and matters which do not.

AGK

K'AILWAY
\\ e
urge upon your serious consideration whether the
problems are nol fundamentally those of promotion on the
one hand and restriction on the other. We are confidenl thai
you will come
regard the assignment of responsibilities

War
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Risk Insurance Held

By Railroad Men

t * »

chiefl) if not altogether with a view to the type of nun thai
each requires tor it- most effective performance.
We are i<> have two bodies. Each should be homogeneous

m

its

when

The

makeup.
it
makes

the

bill admirably points to the two types
commission the regulator of rates and

Till

BUR]

board

the

the

amount

of revenue which the railroad will
regarded by Congress as a fitter body
than the commission to ascertain what consolidations there
should be and on what terms, then the hoard and not the

irrevocabl)
need.

It"

the

the hoard

commission

the

is

Full

One

is

fitter

body

to

make

the final decision.

Power with Responsibility

Transportation Hoard ifire between
the two bodies.
We believe this is a well-founded apprehension.
The one way to avoid it and hence to restore railwax development is to give full power with each responsibility
and review over none except by the courts.
We have been unable to see how the Interstate Commerce
Commission could be better employed than in continuing as
in the past to prevent injustices. The enlargement of federal
jurisdiction over rates which the bill proposes will require
an extensive increase in the rate-regulating organization of
the commission.
Populations hitherto resorting to State
bodies for relief must he dealt with reasonably near their
homes and by federal officers whose familiarity with local
conditions will at all times be supplemented by intimacy
with the nation-wide standards which the commission exists
both to crystallize and to develop.
Nine men may well
stagger under such a task of supervision.
They may well
be spared other burdens.
This would assign the new policy of encouragement for
improvement and construction as well as the physical aspects
of existing regulations to the Transportation Board, which
will be conceived and manned in that light and clothed with
independent powers corresponding to its responsibility.
reason

for opposition

the misgiving by

to a

some that decisions would hang

Summary

of

Proposed Changes

Your sub-committee has adopted as its purpose the objects
which the public interest requires.
If by amendment it is
made more nearly certain that those objects will be accomplished the task will have been achieved and well achieved.
Let me summarize for convenience the changes which the
Railway Business A-sociation proposes:
(1.) Drop the phrase "take into consideration" and prescribe that rates "shall'' be adequate to yield revenue sufficient
for the objects

Drop

which you enumerate.

and prescribe as an
adequate a return designed
to attract "additional capital in order to enable the carriers
to perform their duties to the public."
(3.) Drop the review of the board's certificate as to needed
facilities and income, making it mandator}- upon the commission to accept it and sanction rate structures calculated
to yield the income certified.
(4-) Drop the requirement that consolidations shall have
the approval of the commission, making final the sanction
of the board.
(5.) Give the board and not the commission
regulation of security issues, without review.
(2.)

RISK

INSURANCE

of

the

I

reasury

Department, in conducting it- campaign for the retain
ing
war risk
of
government
in urance
by
charged Soldiers, Sailors and marine;--, has issued an intei
porl concerning the insurance carried by railroad
thi
ran ioi ta1 ion Servii e of the Engineer
l

ascertainment of the public need for
it the board is
facilities and the railroads' need for income,
n> require a railroad to participate with a carrier by water
in the construction of a joint terminal, every step necessary to
the consummation of thai mandatory requirement should be
it should de< ide what
is to be
within the SCOpe of the hoard
done, it should regulate the security issues, it should determine
gives

WAS

"I

\i

l

I

i

i

This report sa\

S

in

part:

Locomotive engineers, firemen and trainmen taken from
service on railroad- in America and transferred to
France as oldiers of the United State-, performed notable
work in the greatest war of all times.
Figures compiled
by the Actuarial Department of the Bureau of War Risk
Insurance in Washington, show that more than $107,758,200
of government Insurance was carried by railroad men engaged in the Transportation Service of the Engineer
orps,
American Expeditionary Forces, and upon railroad- in the
United States.
There were thousands of enginemen and
trainmen in all branches of the service, but in the compilation of these figures, only these men actively engaged in the
Transportation Service of the Engineer Corps are inclcuded.
"The conservation of this insurance of the railroad men
has been undertaken by the Bureau of War Risk Insurance
which is organizing a volunteer field force with the purpose
of reaching every discharged service man to encourage him to
maintain his insurance.
"A total of $4 0,000,000,000, approximately, of insurance
was carried by the nearly 5,000,000 soldiers, sailors, marines, army and navy nurses.
Of this amount, $22,881,000
was carried by locomotive engineers in the Transportation
Service of the Engineers Corps.
"There were 500 gasoline locomotive engineers in the
These men carried $4,350,000 insurance.
There
Corps.
were 2,520 locomotive firemen in the Engineer Corps of the
American Expeditionary Forces, and 110 in railroad work
in the United States.
Of this number, 450 were engaged
in light railroad work in France and 50 in America.
In
all they carried a total of $22,881,000 of War Risk Insuractive

'

ance.

"Brakemen, trainmen, flagmen in the American Expedinumbered 5,460, while 95 were engaged in
Of this
this work in America, making a total of 5,555.
number, 860 were employed on light railroads in France,
and 95 on light railroads in the United States. These men
tionary Forces

In addition to these traincarried $48,328,500 insurance.
there were '319 engine watchmen carrying $2,775,300
insurance, and of these men, 282 were overseas. There were

men
in

addition 46

enginehouse firemen, carrying $400,200 of

war risk insurance.
"There were 706 locomotive
in France, carrying

inspectors,

630 of

whom

were

$6,142,200 of war risk insurance.

•'The Engineer Corps suffered in battle, deaths numbering
The wounded totaled
59 officers and 1,207 enlisted men.
216 officers and 6,739 enlisted men. An officer and 153 enlisted

men were

taken prisoners."

the phrase "fair return"

object for which revenue

is

to be

"Clean air week" which began in Chicago on Monday, September 15, as a campaign against smoke and as a preventative against a return of the influenza epidemic, is to be marked
by daily conferences between the City Health Commissioner
and various organizations to devise means of ridding the city
On Friday, September 19, a conof the smoke nuisance.
ference of this nature will be held between the Health Commissioner and the general managers and federal managers
of railroads in Chicago, the superintendents of motive power
and master mechanics and representatives of the enginemen's
and firemen's brotherhoods.

Opportunities for American Signaling in Far East*
Firms Must Recognize Differences
Operating Methods to Compete Successfully

American

in

By Frank Rhea
governmeni of
Tingovernment
railways
kind of

staff is

train

movements on

the

All employees of the Chinese government railways arc
Chinese, except for a few salaried official positions that are
filled by foreigners, usually serving under definite contracts.

Chinese

usually by block control. Sonic
generally in use on single-track lines
is

and

a very large percentage of all the mileage is single track.
All stations where trains may meet or pass are provided with

Educated Chinese are employed to fill many of the salaried
positions, but the less important employees in station,
train staff, and similar service, have been recruited from the
less-educated classes, and they require education and training to make them capable railway servants.
Thereiore the
"station-master method" of operation seems without question
to be the most desirable practice for railway- in the Far East,
and it is the method in general use. There is no doubt that
this method requires more men and is less expeditious than the
methods in vogue in the United States, particularly in the
running of passenger trains, but this is not a serious handiofficial

loops" which are really very short stretches of double
Separate station platforms are provided for the passenger traffic in each direction.
At the more important stations,
particularly at junction
stations,
the main-track
switches are interlocked; at other stations interlocking of
various degrees of completeness is provided; while at some
•'station

track.

stations

—

in

fact,

in

hand-thrown switches,

a

large

locks,

number

of

instances

—only

and signals are provided.

In all cases the direction of the handling of this apparatus

under the jurisdiction of the station master. The method
is usually in accordance with the practice of the
country that has provided the loan funds for building the
line, hut in the main, the general practice can be said to
conform approximately to the British Board of Trade pracIn view of the experience in Australia, it would seem,
tice.
if the Chinese government railways should be able to make
their practice uniform in the next few years, that it would be
wise for them to adopt the American three-position, threeIt is also probable that the arspeed system of signaling.
rangement of selective telephones with central control, as
installed on the New South Wales railways, could be adopted
with much advantage on some of the lines, such as portions
of the Peking-Mukden line, where the traffic is growing to

cap.

is

of signaling

such an extent as to require increased capacity of the present
single track.

The

signaling practice, as already stated, conforms to the
funds, but the
signaling as a rule is very simple, and approaches closely
practice of the country furnishing the loan
the British

Board of Trade

practice.

Two

signal

arms arc

placed horizontally on separate dolls instead of vertically on
one mast, as is the American practice. The signal arms point
to the left because all the roads in China run left handed.
The block working apparatus is largely of British manufacture.
It would be of most decided advantage if all the Chinese railways were to adopt at once the American practice
instead of doing so later (a- they probably will) at a considerable cost.

of train-movement control i- the "station-masof operation, a- the writer termed the arrange

ter method"
The practice of
ment employed on Australian railway-.
putting in the hands of the station master tin responsibility
for the movement of all traffic i- even more pronounced in
may he said to represent the
China than in Australia.
It
adaptation of the British and Continental methods to the
situation in China, where there arc many factors in labor
In
and class conditions that justify such an arrangement.
fact, it would probably be impossible to use successfully the
American despatching methods with the train crews carrying

ing head

is

the

president,

The administrative and operat-

who has under

his

direction

a

complete organization, ((insisting of a general staff and a
director with a complete division staff in charge of each of
the five grand divisions into which the entire system is
divided.

The system of operation is the departmental or branch
method, but there is superimposed the added feature of what
might be termed a semi-military organization.
By this it is
meant that each official is given a rank and grade, with the
result that in every contingency there is a ranking official
who will have authority to take action. The general administration, in charge of the president, has a vice-president
and a general staff divided into six departments, or bureau-,
as follows: Secretariat, general administration, traffic, finance,
engineering, and machinery and rolling stock.
The duties of the several bureaus are indicated 1a- the titles,
except the general administration bureau, which may be
regarded as a commission for the control and regulation of
the

light railways, private railways, and tramways.
This
bureau consists of three members, one of whom is the dire.
tor, one the secretary and one an engineer.
They supervise
in every sense the actions and operations of all the above
(lasses of railways, even to the extent of the specifications for

method"

ter

in

all

detail-,

i-

the typical "station-mas

and with the condition- present

and the help available thi- is admittedly the eminently safe
and proper arrangement.
Outside of the Tokyo electrified
district the signaling is all in

of

Trade

signaled.

practice,
In the

accordance with British Board
a- a rule are inadequately
Tokyo electrified /one some automatic sig
but

the line-

are installed, but these are
include several kinds of signals.

somewhat out of date and
With the amount of traffii
on the Japanese government railway- and the small amount
rials

of signaling at

present, there

i-

ever)

reason

why

modern method of signaling should be adopted
work.

out such orders without other direction.

the mo-t

for

future

important that these lines he adequately signaled
as the traffic grows, and they will ultimately require very

on thi Market for Railway Supa report prepared by Frank Rhi
"i of Commerce.
Mr
the Far East and issued by th<
in
China and nthcr countries of
years
Rhea spent the larger part of two
erce investigating
the Oiicnt at a special aecnt for thi
the opportunities for the introduction of American railway materials there.
i

of the Japanese government rail-

the prime minister.

is

The method of train operation

The system

'From

The parliamentary head
wax's

materials and equipment to be bought.

Operating Methods

plies in

Imperial Government Railways of Japan

It

i-

intensive signaling.

Another feature would be the extensive u-e of selective
telephone apparatus for establishing central control
by this
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means retaining all the safeguarding features of the stationmaster method of train operation and still getting the permissible expedition of despatching methods,

Korean Government Railways
be organization is of the typical branch or bureau type,
being very similar to that Of tin- Shantung railway which
has five bureaus established in the railway department of
the Department of Civil Administration in the Tsingtau
army headquarters with a chief appointed for each bureau.
I

affairs, traffic control,

The bureaus are as follows: General
The bureau of operaoperations, engineering and finance.
tion has charge of the operation of trains, correspondence
relating to operation, signaling and the conduct of the railway.

and repairs, railway, and buildings; operation of
clonic power houses for railway purposes, and control of
The method of train
lands and buildings in railway use.
operation is the typical station-master workings with very
in
little signaling and interlocking, all of which conforms,
general, to the practice on the Japanese railways.

the

The method of train running conforms
station-master system already referred to in connection with
All signaling is along the lines of
the Tapanese railways.
practice and is all very limited,
Trade
of
the British Board
The same remarks conboth for signals and interlocking.
and selective telephone
signaling
of
methods
cerning modern
apparatus for central control apply here as in connection with
strictly

to

Government Railways of Japan.

the Imperial

do so they
account

will be obliged to take a greater

of

the class of

men

with

amount

of risk

which they have to

operate these railwaj
With the small amount of really modern signals and central train-control apparatus now installed, there is every
reason why the simpler three-spied American method of

and selective telephones to direct present train
working should be adopted in both Japan and China. This
could be done with benefit, particularly to take care of the
growing traffic which will necessitate increasing the traffic
capacity of these railways from time to time.
signaling

organization

is

of the typically bureaucratic type in

Methods of operation and train running conmethod in all its purity. There
station-master
the
to
form
where
are buffet stations, averaging about 25 miles apart,
One memorable
ample time is allowed for refreshment.
particularly in yard
the constant use of a large resonant whistle to
sound a code of signals to switchmen who are located on the
ground to throw switches for the handling of cars. In the
yard at Harbin a surprisingly large number of men are used
of

Russian train operation,

is

While the writer
as ground switchmen.
performance figures of these lines, it

to the

obtain data that would satisfactorily
represent the normal conditions.

made

inquiry as

was impossible to
show the facts and

The Manila Railroad
-Train-running methods conform

strictly

to

the

British

"station-master" system, referred to at length in the Chinese
sections above. The small amount of signaling
practice and
is along the lines of the British Board of Trade
signaling.
of
system
this
make
to
possible
it
is
as
simple
as
With the class of employees available, consisting almost en-

and Japanese

and station service, there is little
the best method of operation, and government operation will be an added reason for continuing this

tirely of natives in the train

doubt that this

is

arrangement.

Conclusions and Suggestions
While the

organization and the
method of operation may impress repreAmerican concerns doing business with the

distinctly departmental

strictly station-master

sentatives

of

Chinese and Japanese railways as not being the best arrangement, it is the writer's opinion that the conditions are
such that both these situations must be accepted. Business
should be done with these railways along these lines particularly when it is a question of specifications or equipment
(though this will seldom be the case outside of such matters

of the

Regional Directors

Industrial Detention or Coal Cars.

— The

Northwest-

ern regional director, file 44-1-205, calls on federal managers for reports to indicate responsibility for the detention of coal cars. Each agent is to report all coal daily, show-

number

of cars placed

and number unloaded,

number on

private or team tracks placed for unloading and
not released, and the number held for placement on account
of the disability of the consignee.

—

Requirements.
The
Inquiry 239, requests
the compilation of information concerning the storage and
prospective needs of commercial bituminous coal in the
Northwestern region. Reports are to show net tons on hand
September 1, 1919, net tons required from September 1 to

Commercial

Coal

Northwestern

and

Supply

regional

director,

in

and the net tons required from January'
These three items are to be subdivided
into industrial, public utilities and other consumers, including retail dealers, and these in turn are to be reported
separately by states.
1, to

features.

switching,

Orders

December

Manchuria and Eastern Siberia

feature

to

on

ing consignee,

South Manchuria Railways

The

and train despatching). It may
be true that hv these methods the bar F.astern lines do not
move traffit With the same speed as the American roads, but

as those involving signaling

The bureau of engineering has charge of new con-

struction

all
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31, 1919,

March

Accident

1,

1920.

Prevention

Drives.

—The

Northwestern

re-

gional director, file 97-1-20, announces the National Railroad Accident Prevention Drive, from October 18, to 31, inclusive, and suggests that federal managers call a meeting of

general officers to discuss plans for making this drive a
success, the meeting preferably to be held in conjunction
with the meeting of the General Safety Committee if the
meeting of that committee is scheduled to be held in advance
of October 1.
Chicago Joint Agreement Between Brotherhoods. Circular 88, of the Northwestern regional director, quotes
rules of the Chicago Joint Agreement between the Brother-

—

hood of Locomotive Engineers and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, which are to be incorporated into existing schedules on railroads where such schedules exist and where they are not already included.
Export Bills of Lading. The Southwestern regional
director in Supplement 4 to Circular 240, defines the term
"North Atlantic Ports," as constituting all ports in the
United States from Norfolk, Va., north. In Supplement 5,
to the same circular, the Southwestern regional director
amends paragraph 6 of the original circular containing a
In Supplement
notation to appear on all bills of lading.
6, to the same circular, the Southwestern regional director
amends Supplement 1 to the same circular, relative to the
payment of undercharges.
Supplement 11 to CircuFire Prevention Smoking.
lar 32 of the Northwestern regional director states that during 1918 there were reporteed to the Fire Loss and Property
Protection section, 252 fires directly attributable to carelessness in smoking or the use of matches, with a total loss of
$159,629, and calls attention to the necessity for strict enforcement of the no smoking rule in wood working shops,

—

—

paint shops,

etc.

—

:

Railroad Hearings Before House Committee
Protest Against

Plumb Plan by

E.

J.

Rich.

Railway

Surplus and Business Prosperity
Washington, D.

The

following protest

against the

Plumb plan was

presented before the House committee on interstate
and foreign commerce on September 12 by E. J. Rich

of Boston

"I think I may fairly say that I am bearing to you the
message of the manufacturers of the United States. I have
been requested to bear this message and to enter this protest
against the plan of the railroad brotherhoods by the following organizations:
Members.
Associated Industries of Massachusetts
Employers' Association of Montana
Indiana Manufacturers' Association
Iowa State Manufacturers' Association
Connecticut Manufacturers' Association, Inc
Ohio Manufacturers' Association
Nebraska Manufacturers' Association
Wisconsin Manufacturers' Association
West Virginia Manufacturers' Association
Kansas Employers' Association
Manufacturers and Employers' Association of South Dakota.
(Jtah Manufacturers' Association
Georgia Manufacturers' Association
California Manufacturers' Association
Associated Industries of Missouri
Kentucky Manufacturers & Shippers Association
New Hampshire Manufacturers' Association
Colorado Manufacturers' Association
Alabama Manufacturers' and Operators' Association
Associated Merchants & Manufacturers of New York
Employers Association of the Inland Empire
Pennsylvania Manufacturers' Association
Michigan Manufacturers' Association

Total membership

"The

total invested capital represented

1,300
1,600

We

see in bol-

perverted socialism.
Under a bolshevistic
regime, the workers are to manage all industry and to take
all the profits.
When the plan of the brotherhoods is
analyzed, it is seen that the fundamental principle is that
the public shall own the instrumentalities of transportation,
which shall be managed for the benefit of the workers, by
the workers, and if there is a loss, that loss shall fall upon
the public.

1,500

600
550
500
500
350
400
225
200
250
302
130
173

"The
members

400
560
100
2,000

540
4.200
1,050
18.230

by these organiza-

"I am also requested to enter the protest of that body of
vigorous 100 per cent Americans, the United Commercial
The
Travelers' Association, with a membership of 82,000.
Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce has also requested me
This organto enter its protest against the brotherhood plan.
ization is composed of 69 constituent bodies, local boards
The
of trade, having a membership of more than 40,000.
membership of these bodies is thoroughly representative of
the great middle class.
One has only to attend their conferences and meetings to be deeply impressed with the fact
that their efforts are directed primarily towards the protection of the human rights of labor, rather than towards the
preservation of the property rights of capital. I do not claim
that this attitude is due to unselfishness, but rather to an
enlightened comprehension of the real way to protect their
private interests.
It is in this spirit towards labor that this
protest is made against the plan of the railroad brotherhoods.
The manufacturers desire that their private interests may not
be jeopardized. They take pride in what has been achieved
by private enterprise and do not wish to exchange their property for a government bond and become coupon-cutters, but
rather they desire to continue as active agents in the great

work of the nation.
do not anticipate that the railroad properties, or later
our property, will be confiscated. We do not take seriously
the implied threat of revolution which seems to have found
lodgment in the heated brain of one of the sponsors of the
Plumb plan. We have not the slightest apprehension that
this committee will recommend the adoption of the plan, or
that Congress would for a moment seriously consider it.
When members of this Congress have spoken on this subject,
there has been no uncertain ring to their utterances.
"It has been stated that this new and strange doctrine is
spreading like wild-fire throughout the working classes.
This may be an exaggeration, but there are many evidences

"We

is

shevism

tions is not less than twenty billion dollars.

industrial

it

to a privileged class all the alleged benefits.

800

.

C.

beginning to receive much enthusiastic attention in
the ranks of organized labor.
The plan is an adroit one.
It has a peculiarly alluring appeal to prejudice and selfinterest, and it is because of the danger arising from such
an appeal that we desire to enter this vigorous protest.
"The principles of the plan are not the principles of
socialism, for socialism in its theory is based upon what its
Socialism is the
advocates deem to be the public good.
nationalization of industry in the interest of the public. The
Plumb plan places all the burdens on the public, and gives
that

a

have been punctured by the
and its menaces have been clearly
so momentous, and the danger of the

fallacies of the plan

of this committee,

shown. But the issue is
spread of this pernicious doctrine so great, that I am sure
you will pardon me if I undertake a brief analysis.
"It is first proposed that the government shall buy the
railroads.
It is claimed (and with truth) that the government can raise money at lower rates of interest than private
corporations.
This is one of the strongest arguments of all
government ownership advocates.
It is to be placed upon
the credit side of the balance sheet, to be considered for what
it is worth.
The claim, however, that the government can
raise money at four per cent is ridiculous.
It would probably have to pay over five per cent.
If so, the saving would
not be much more than one per cent on the value of the
railroads.

claimed further that the public would not have to
shape of railroad rates upon an inflated
capitalization, and that by reducing the capitalization by,
say, five billion dollars, a still further saving would be
effected.
It is true that there has been gross manipulation of
securities and that many railroads are weighed down under
a capitalization upon which the public ought not to be compelled to pay charges.
Furthermore Congress ought now to
provide a means whereby the stranglc-hold which the banking interests necessarily have on the weaker railroads should
be relaxed.
But the amount of over-capitalization has
"It

pay

is

interest in the

been greatly exaggerated.
There are some railroads whose
is less than the money actually put into them,
and there are many railroads organized in the early days
whose bonds represent the cash and whose stock represents
the hope of investors.
Doubtless many railroads are overcapitalized in the sense that their capitalization is greater
than the amount of money actually put in, but they are not
over-capitalized in the sense that, under a wise method of
capitalization

financing,

order

more

was issued than was necessary in
and that IS the test.
analysis the government will pay what the
capital

to start the enterprise,

"In the

last

courts determine to be their lawful value, but that value, in
the judgment of those qualified to judge, will not be materially less than the aggregate capitalization.
The brother-

hoods, in advocating government ownership on the basis of
actual value, are proceeding along paths which hare l>een
trodden by many earnest and honest men. but suddenly the
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A
path diverges into the wilderness ol Russian bolshevism
gigantu corporation is to I"- formed to take over the rail
The whole body oi em
roads with the mone) of the people.
ployees constitute this corporation, and 'the stock of this
corporation shall be held in trust for the benefit of the em
rhis is the bald statemenl made b) the proponenl
ployees.'
before the Senate committee

of the bill

last

i-

tlif

who was
employers?
not zealous in advancing
This attempl to convey the idea that the officers would repre
senl something other than the interests of the employees is
li
is not intended that they should
transparentl) dishonest,
tion.

How

long would an officer hold his position
the interests of his real

represent

an)

other

interests

than

those

of

the

the w isp of a surplu

o'

so-called

interesting

i-

••It

how

the brotherhoods hold on

tenaciousl)

as tin emplo
employmenl there
I'.ui
bear in mind that
would be
asion for a strike.
this plan originated with the 'Big lour,' who though more

to the

fixed

winter.

corporation to be run for the benefil
of the employees, bul il is to be managed by the employees.
\>. one i- misled bj the adroil wording of the plan in this
Under this plan the employees are the corpora
particular.

"Nol onl)

sion oi railroads into ney> territory, improvement! and better
>i
there would be nothing but deficit- to be met b) taxa
Hon.
The employees would nevei (?ivi a thought to die will

would seem
their own wages and conditions
right

to strike.

It

thai
ol

i

thoroughly organized than any other grades of employees are
1- there anj
doubt that the strike
in a decided minority.
provision is retained as a dub to b( used against other
organizations?
"Tlie greatest evil which would com< from this plan would
be the utter demoralization which would exist throughout the
ranks of railroad labor. What a scramble among labor lead-

Dim
directorships and the important offices!
to oilier arc subject to recall by those who
If the shopmen thought that the 'Big Four'
elected them.
were getting more than their proper amount of the spoils
for

ers

tin'

dated

and any officer who attempted to ignore
the interests of these employees and to favor the public
interests would be summarily removed.
"This committee by its incisive questions has torn off the
mask and has shown to the country the real power behind

tors once

But the advocate- of the plan say that
this corporation.
the profits are to be equally divided between employees and
the public, and that in this way and because of this, the
The
corporation will be managed in the public interest.
proponents of the plan grow eloquent in expatiating on the

own

tremendous incentive which will be given to every employee
Why this sudden
work efficiently and economically.
to
change of attitude on the part of organized labor towards
In the past they have opposed
profit sharing and bonuses?
anything which would -peed up production and put a
premium on efficiency.
"Let us analyze the proposition a moment. Wages are by
far the greatest item of expense in the operation of a railroad. How are wages to be fixed? By an arbitration board,
composed of members equally representing the employees and
Thai is, all the arbitrators are elected by those
the officers.
who will profit by the award, and who themselves, as employees and officers, will likewise profit by their own award
all recipients of wages whose fairness they are determinToday the officers appointed by the corporation repreing.
sent the corporation, but under this plan they are appointed
by a board all of whom are in the employee class. Because
today the officers are the opposing party in a wage arbitration,
there is an attempt to make it appear that they would be the
opposing party in a wage arbitration under this plan. It is a

can be met; for the defeat of this revolutionary plan will
quiet agitation for its extension to other lines of industry.
It
is fortunate that this issue is raised before a Congress in
which the members of both parties are standing firmly, courageously, fearlessly, in defence of American institutions."
P. J. Coyle, president of the Order of Railway Station

classified employees,

—

device too transparent for serious consideration.
"Will initiative and incentive to efficiency be

increased

plan? The railroad employees are making wage
demands which will probably average not less than an inTake the
crease of 50 per cent over their present wages.
An increase of 50 per
case of an employee earning $2,000.
cent would amount to $1,000. That is what he would get if
What would be his share
his demands were complied with.
If the profits were $100,000,000, the comof the surplus?
bined body of the employees would get $50,000,000, which,
if divided equally among the 2,000,000 employees would
amount to $25 apiece; somewhat less in the case of the classi-

under

this

fied employees.

Which

affords the greater incentive to effort,

and conscientiously for the accumulation
of a surplus of which they would get $25, or to demand from
their own officers whom they elect and control an increase
Certainly $25 has not the same lure as $1,000.
in wages?
Would the employees work conscientiously and efficiently for
the accumulation of a surplus, or would they work the directheir directors— for an increase in wages?
tors
"But there would be no surplus, and no hope of surplus.
After the payment of wages
a first lien on revenues
and
other operating expenses, sinking fund requirements, extento

work

efficiently

—

—

and should combine with
leader- designated.

men and other grades
would be recalled and their

the section

of employees, the existing officers

One

set of

ambitious labor leaders

would succeed another, even within each organization, and
one organization would combine with others for the purpose
of ousting those for the
"It

is

moment

fortunate that the issue

in
is

power.
raised in a

way

that

it

Employees, urged the necessity for legislation establishing
to protect the interests of railway employees

some tribunal

after the return of the roads to private management and to
prevent the railroads from attempting to keep their employees
from organizing. He also had some criticisms to make of the
effect of the Railroad Administration's wage orders, saying
that its attempts to standardize wages, while of great benefit
to some of the employees receiving the lowest pay, did not

work out equitably.
Hoyt Chambers, secretary of the National Civic Betterment League, told the committee that any legislation that
would tend to "validate" anything like the present par value
of railway securities would be a "great public larceny."
To
prove it, he said, he had taken a list of 12 railroads and
computed the market value of their securities on the basis of
newspaper market quotations as of September 9 at 56 per
cent of par and on this basis he calculated the market value

He also explained
committee the reason for the high price of coal by
saying that the railroads are holding up hundreds of cars of
company fuel but that they occasionally let go of some of
this coal to favored dealers at a profit.
He said he was a
former railroad man and knew what he was talking about
and that he had evidence from 14 railroad division points
but when pressed by the committee declined to name them
He also
without asking the permission of his informants.
charged that the railroads are accumulating supplies at government expense sufficient to last them for years to come but
he also declined to be specific on this point.
K. D. Loos, of Chicago, for the National -Coal Association
urged amendments to the car service provisions of the Esch
bill, which he said, had already been adopted by the Senate
sub-committee in the simdar provisions of the Cummins bill,
to impose more specific requirements upon the railroads to

of all the railroads at $11,000,000,000.
to the

insure the equitable distribution of cars in times of shortage,
in order, he said, to prevent the railroads from reviving the
practice of assigning cars for railroad fuel and not count-

September
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ing them against the mine rating of the coal operators having
railroad fuel contracts.
Before federal control, he said, the
railroads used variations of this practice to obtain lower
prices for their coal in return for the assurance of a full car

Supply, with the result that the mines not having railroad
contracts were discriminated against
The practice was
stopped last year by order of the President and by agreement between the railroad and fuel administrations at the
time the roads were required to pay the regular price for
coal hut the operators were afraid it might he revived after
the return of private management.
The Interstate Commerce

Commission now has power to
method of car distribution, he

issue orders prescribing the

said, but they have proved
run only against the roads named as
defendants, because the orders expire in two years and because by the time the order i- issued the period of car
shortage is over and there is no redress for the past discrimination.
He urged an amendment for the purpose of
making the declaration of law specific with an effective-

ineffective because they

penalty.

Representative Cooper remarked that if the plan of the
United Mine Workers for a five-day week and a six-hour
day is put into effect the operators will not need so manycars.
Representative Sanders added that if the complete
plan is adopted there would be no coal operators because it
also provides for nationalization of the coal mines.

Railway Surplus and Business Prosperity
Chicago Railway
committee on September 15, urging the importance of allowing the railroads
Mr. Leigh said in part:
to earn a surplus.
"What I ask you to consider relates specifically to our
recommendation concerning surplus earnings. In the statement of objects made to you by President Johnson, as favored
by our association, was this:
*
*
*
accumulation of surplus railway income in good years in order that in poor years railway maintenance, additions and betterments may be
carried on vigorously.'
"Senate Bill 2906, the' Cummins bill, looks in that direc-

Edward

B.

Leigh,

Equipment Company,

president

of

the

testified before the

'

One of its provisions would make certain specified
dispositions of a carrier's return in any year in excess of a
fair return.
In laying down the rule which the regulatory
tion.

body is to follow in determining what is a fair return, the
bill employs this language:
*
*
*
which may include a just
'A fair return
allowance to provide reasonably for future years in
which there may be insufficient earnings.'
"That is to say, wholly apart from the question of taking
income from one road and giving it or lending it to another,

who use another, the Cummins
deals directly with each individual line and recognizes
the legitimacy of its accumulating in prosperous years a
Our association (hit's not say
surplus against lean years.
that income should be diffused in any of the ways suggested.
or for the benefit of those
bill

There are undoubtedlv serious legal ami constitutional difficulties.
We do not pretend to have discovered a provision
which will attain the end in view. What I am here to urge
is that vou adopt as your own the basic thought underlying
have jus! cited from
the definition of a fair return which
I

the
to

Cummins

namely, that
any railroad that can earn
bill,

a
it.

surplus should be permitted,
a- a fund for years of ad-

versity.

"Some of the plans so ably conceived and presented to
you, seem to be animated primarily by solicitude for the
present holder of outstanding securities. Some of the socalled rules for rate-making hav< sel forth thai rate- should
be such as to yield a return; as if the be-all and end-all of
rates

was

return

is

To tin sei urity-holder, of course, the
the return.
As a security-holder
the object of the investment

561

he ha- no -take beyond the fact of the return and repayment
But to the user of transportation and to
the user of what is transported, the return is merely a meanto an end
namely, attraction of new capital for additions
and betterment-, including those which promise econi
and, hence, ultimately a check on rate advances.
"It i- gratifying to observe that then are certain leading
of the principal.

which the public rather than the security-holder is
made the primary object of solicitude. One of
these is the Cummins bill.
That measure sets forth the
aspects which must be considered by the rate regulating body
and gives prominence to the need- of the people for transportation, hence for new capital, and hence for adequate
plan-

in

specifically

rates.

"The statement
Association

uess

which the

rule of

same

of the
is

this:

effect

railways within each

'

will

by the Railway B

object

*
hi'

*

*

a

traffic section shall

the average railway in the

federal

that rate- and

group

statutory

fare- of the

be sufficient to yield

average year its
necessary expenses and to provide the credit basis for average
in

the

facilities."

"In discussing the public interest in adequacy of rates and
adequacy of return, you have ample testimony touching upon
do
adequacy of facilities as a necessary underlying aim.
I
There is another aspect from
not now volunteer any more.
which the national interest should be considered, and to that
I invite your attention.
aspe<
"I refer to the effect of railway purchases in and of themselves as a stabilizer of industrial and commercial activity
in every line whatever throughout the country.
"Ever since Henry Clay raised his voice for policies designed to stimulate prosperity, the attitude of our government
has been one of solicitude for the welfare of each and every
t

element in the population; first, for the sake of each element.
and, second, for the sake of the country as a whole, all of
the units bc'ng regarded as prospering by the prosperity of
each.
Until a few years ago this was the attitude toward
railroads, and the frame of mind in which members of Congress are listening to the testimony of citizens seems to give
promise that the attitude toward railroads may soon become
such again.
"It is true that a large proportion of American.-, though
probably at no time a majority, have always held the view
that the government should avoid positive aid to citizen- in
their occupations.
Such aid was asserted to be artificial
stimulation, the cost of which fell on all the people, whereas

might not be equitably diffused.
"Railroads may be said to constitute an exception, since
the creation and maintenance of highways is a duty of government, whether performed directly or through franc In
the benefits

-

—

"But however you take it accepting the theory of those
who would let the citizen work out hi- salvation without
government aid, and granting, for the sake of argument, that
rail highways are not exceptional in th.it re-pec
what -have
we had? In place of aid, positive and aggressive supprest

The government has regulated rate- under a statute
which provided for restriction but did not provide for adequacy; and the consequence ha- been a practical cessation of
railroad budding and improvement, if not al-o an impairment of maintenance standards. This i- only another way of
saying that, by keeping rate- too low and by making in
vestors fear excessive restriction, which may be equally harmful, we have put a governmental brake on the purchas
railway supplies and hence- on die industries which have
plant and organization for their production.
"The government has in that held restrained trade
what almosl everybody now sees was plain neglecl the
eminent has interfered not only with the prosperity of an
clement in the nation, but with the prosperity of the whole
sion.

nation.

"In

a

great country

such a- our- and

in

matters which
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are under federal jurisdiction

il

is

inevitable thai here and

mistakes of tins Bort will run. mi in
We can only do our besl t<> find and correct them.
highly practical rule which we follow by instinct is
Bui
to place on the docket, for first and most vigorous attention,
there, for i time at Least,

.i

would
people. The more wage-

those situations where a change in government policy

probably affed the largest number of
earners are involved, the wider-spread

arc

the

secondary

effects.

thai no occupation exI make the statement
agriculture employs so many people as do railroading
and providing the needs of railroads. From raw material
to finished produd those employed in railway supply indus-

"In genera]

cept

believed to be pretty close to 2, 000,000. Apparently
000 are now employed by the railroads themselves, a Large number of these engaged in the maintenance,
improvement and extension of the properties.
"It" new railroads were in the course of construction the
tries are

J, 000,

another

would be increased by many thousands
more whose existence makes no entry upon the statistics of
employment compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission until the new road is completed and actually doing busi-

number

of employees

common

ness as a

carrier.
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structive even

it

if

produce uniform

is

same properties, and such
any sueh arrangement, and

"The man who by
moves

—

and, conversely, the exact extent to which normal railway
purchases can and do hasten return of general activity following a depression, and prolong prosperity once restored.
"Comparatively few realize what a great factor the rail-

ways are

in the

buying

field.

Having

this in

mind, a short

time ago it occurred to me to try to present this in some
graphic form, which would more quickly portray this fact;
to give a sort of "back-ground," as it were, for the more
ready appreciation of this situation."
Mr. Leigh then presented and explained to the committee
his charts showing the relation of railroad purchases to general business conditions, which are already familiar to our

and

in

time disrupt

looks like confiscation.

effort,

<ar<-

and

efficiency,

worth $240,000, loaded with freight worth $1,000,000. It is
machine in a shop. The skill and effort which gets
the work to the machine, through the machine and away
from it contributes to diminish the time the machine is used
for a given production, increasing the output and decreasing
the cost. So the block should be used efficiently and the train

moved expeditiously under safe rules. Any skill and effort
that clears the line and enlarges its capacity should have
reward.

"To

Assuming

illustrate:

that the normal time of opera-

tion over a division for a freight train might be ten hours.

Then

the skill

and

effort

which move

it

in

nine hours have

increased the productivity of the machine and should receive

a premium. Conversely, if eleven hours are required a penalty
is sustained.
"Man cannot survive without incentive. Without incentive
there is no progress.
Given incentive a man will try to proto all alike, with skill

—

skill

it

like a

gress.

the important phase of the railway problem which
one entirely different from any
lay before you
vou have heretofore had presented to you is found in a
measurement of the extent to which restriction upon railway
buying actually does depress general business prosperity,

inequalities will
besides,

given tonnage in less time than others should have
reward.
Let us consider as a unit of production a block of
railroad say live miles long, worth a million dollars, containing a train consisting of a locomotive worth $75,000, cars

perity or adversity of the nation as a whole.

"And

1

a

'"Without attempting an exact mathematical statement of
the number employed, we are in position to make a conclusive mathematical demonstration of the effect which the prosperity or adversity of these many millions has upon the pros-

I desire to

which
doubt It will not
on different properties or on the

feasible,

results

He

combine the factor of time, which is common
and effort as he develops. What he
gains for himself and contributes to the benefit of mankind
will depend on the result of his use of his faculties and skill
with time and effort.
"Present labor organizations tend to remove incentive by a
horizontal leveling process.
This submerges the individual
will

causes discontent because it violates
will, eventually if not
now, feel the effect of this principle and must ultimately
recognize it. It must become the doctrine of the future labor
leader if he is to point the way with truth and real leadership.
It makes no difference whether facilities and plant
are provided by privately owned capital or by publicly owned
capital.
The principle is the same. The waste of time with
these facilities is delayed or inefficient production is a burden
on all who must live by their production and those whose
means have been borrowed or taxed to provide the plant."
into the

human

average.

nature.

It

Labor organizations

Consolidation of Express Companies

readers.

Taylor, president, and T. B. Harrison, general
American Railway Express Company, appeared to ask that the legislation providing for the return of
the railroads may contain a provision which will permit the
continued consolidation of the express companies, which
were merged last year under the direction of the Railroad
The merged company was taken over by
Administration.

George

Rewarding Individual Efficiency

counsel,

A. H. Smith, president of the New York Central, in a
Chairman Esch of the House committee, urges that
participation of employees in the results of their labor ought
to be placed on an individual basis, as a reward for individual efficiency that can be measured, instead of on the genletter to

eral .basis

Smith said
"Nearly

of profit-sharing so frequently advocated.

Mr.

in part:

all of the men on these railroads are, in my opinThey are virile, stable men.
of our best citizenship.
Many of them do work of great importance and consequence.
Their compensation must be relative, all conditions of their
employment must be understood, and their relations to other

ion,

employment must be considered.
"All men in all walks of life are given the same amount
In addition, there is
lawyer, farmer and artisan.
of time
skill and effort which is variable and must be allowed for

—

I believe our solution of the railway
as they are furnished.
wage problem is to give the individual employee a participa-

This is apparent
tion in the results of his individual labor.
To
at the time and ascertainable, and can be paid promptly.
participate in the profits as has been proposed is uncertain
and is not the true measure. Such a plan will cause suspiIt is not concion and distrust, unhappiness and unrest.

'C.

of the

November. Mr. Harrison said that the
express companies were "scrambled" by a director general
at the time when he thought that federal control was going
to last a long time and that it had resulted in such great
economies in overhead and traffic expenses that the express
companies desire the combination continued. He said traffic
expenses had been cut 50 per cent. The company's contract
with the government does not provide for any compensation,
but merely guarantees it against loss during federal control.
Because of the unexpectedly large increases in wages the
the government in

company has been operating

about a million
and a slight
increase in rates it was thought that the company could
operate successfully. Mr. Esch asked about the effect of comMr. Harrison indicated that the
petition of the parcel post.
parcel post was not worrying the express companies much,
saying that they carry a great many times as much business
as the parcel post. The Esch bill, he said, provides for conat a deficit of

dollars a month, but with an increase in business

September
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an additional provision could be added that
President finds it necessary to make a general change in rates the same advance shall be made in the
state rates without securing specific authority from the state
commissions. Instead of 120 days, as provided by the Esch
bill, Mr. Freer said the league would prefer a suspension
period of six months. He opposed regional commissions but

solidations with

amendment

Cummins

in the event

bill

the approval of the commission, and the
provides a more definite plan of consolidation

Mr. Harrison said the express companies would
have the provision of the Esch bill if it applies to
them, but there is some doubt about whether it applies to
consolidations already effected.
He also opposed any rigid
long and short haul bill, saying that it would absolutely destroy the present structure of express rates made by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
of railroads.
like to

Newman Erb, president of the Ann Arbor, presented a
statement before the committee urging the importance of allowing railroads to earn a sufficient surplus to provide for
unproductive improvements and as a provision against lean
He said that as between the conditions which formerly
prevailed and government ownership, he would prefer government ownership, or as between former conditions and a
plan of regional consolidation he would prefer the regional
consolidation, but the important thing was to give assurance
that the railroads should have sufficient revenues to furnish
the required service and that the stronger lines should not
receive more than they need and the weaker roads should
not receive less. He also urged some government supervision
over receivrships and consolidations to prevent the control of
railroads by men who have no financial interest in them. He
also advocated common ownership of freight equipment used
years.

for interline business.

W. M. Hopkins

Chicago discussed various provisions
of the Esch bill and W. W. Manker, assistant traffic manager
of Armour & Company, replied to statements made by a former witness that the packers are given a great preference by
of

being permitted to own their refrigerator cars.
The views of the National Industrial Traffic League on
reconstruction railroad legislation were expressed by Guy M.
Freer, president of the league, who told the committee that
practically all the league's recommendations were included
He also discussed the Senate bill and the
in the Esch bill.
Cummins bill to restore the rate-making jurisdiction of the
Regarding the provision
Interstate Commerce Commission.
inserted by the House committee in reporting this bill he
said it was the idea of the league that during federal control jurisdiction over rates should be left with the federal

commission but that there was no particular objection

to the

563
if

tin-

suggested that the Interstate Commerce Commission might
He also opposed giving the comestablish branch offices.

Referring to
to take
into consideration the cost of labor and other operating costs,
Mr. Freer said that the cost of labor was given undue prom-

mission jurisdiction over port-to-port rates.
section 14 of the bill,

which requires the commission

inence unless all operating costs, which the commission is
required to take into consideration, are also enumerated.
In many respects, Mr. Freer said, the Senate bill corresponds with the Esch bill, but it contains many other proIt is
visions, some of which are not favored by the league.
generally in favor of a plan for preventing strikes, but believes that the public, as well as the employees and the employers, should have representation on the wage board.
B. F. Wooding, of Montclair, N. J., appeared before the
committee on September 16 to urge legislation to require the
railroads to install automatic train control devices, or more
and he presented a long

particularly the Wooding device,
statement outlining its merits.

Chairman Esch said the
committee was not interested in any special device but that
it

was interested
and property

life

in

any practicable method of protecting

that can be available within a reasonable

cost

Chairman Esch has announced that Director General
Hines will not appear before the committee to give his views
on railroad legislation. It has been understood that the director general would appear before the hearings were concluded and an effort was made to have him as the first witness, but the director general has informed the chairman
that his views are outlined in an address he made at Swampscott, Mass., in June, which will be incorporated in the record
cif

the hearings.

was hoped that the hearings might be concluded this
week, but indications at present are that they will run into
next week.
It

Supplies for the Front in Russia

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Improve Car Supply Situation.
Committees Directed to Clear Dockets

Efforts to

Traffic

Washington,

Shippers who an
officers

who

complaining of car shortage and railroad
are called upon to explain wh) there is a car

shortage will doubtless be delighted to learn that the fact
is nol due to governmenl management, and that while there
wen ear shortages on August
there was a net surplus at
l

time as compared

net shortage on August 1,
were under private management,
I'hey will also doubtless appreciate the information that al
though there were aboul 216,000 freight ears officially classed
as in had order on July 1, there were still over 2,000, 000
cars in service ami not withdrawn for repairs on that date,
which number was greater than the number of cars not with
drawn for repair- on July 1, 1917. These facts are conthat

1917,

when

the

with

a

railroads

tained in a statement relative to the freight car situation isSued from the director general's office this week during his

of

freight

|ul\

the

is

stated

public"

those

who are interested in the situation as of a more remay get their information from some other source,
such a way that it is not so likely to be used by the

cent date

or in

public in appraising conditions.
The statement shows that on' August 1 there was a net
surplus of 88,000 freight cars as compared with a net shortage of 33,000 on August 1, 1917.
From other sources figures are available showing that during the last week of x\ugust this year there was a net shortage of about 17,000
freight cars as compared with a net surplus on September 1,
1918, when the country was still at war. The Railroad Administration has not heretofore used its figures of car surpluses and shortages for publicity purposes, on the ground
that they were inaccurate or liable to be used in such a way
as to be misleading.
Such figures were compiled and published by the

American Railway Association up

to April

1

year, when they were discontinued by the Railroad
Administration at a time of shortage. Later they were made
up. although not given out publicly by the Railroad Administration and showed a comfortable surplus of cars during
the latter half of 1°18. which was increased to around 500,000 in March of this year. For a couple of months the Railroad Administration censorship allowed them to be published and for June 1 the net surplus was about 300,000.
The net surplus had entirely disappeared by the last week
of August when surpluses amounting to about 45,000 were
reported throughout the country, whereas the total number
of unfilled car requisitions was about 62,000.
The Railroad Administration statement is as follows:
"Walter D. Hines, director general of railroads, today
authorized the following statement relative to the freight car
last

situation:

"Current discussion of car shortages and related questions
makes it important to bring to the attention of the public
the fact that, contrary to what seems to he the public assumption, conditions in this respect are substantially

more favor-

able than they were in recent years prior to the war.

"On August

1,

1917, the total

car

surpluses

reported

throughout the country were 43,481 cars, whereas on August
1919, the total car surpluses were 107,900.
1,
The total
number of unfilled car requisitions on August 1, 1917, was
7 7,257, whereas the total number of unfilled car requisitions
on August 1, 1919, was only 19,271.

"The number
for

of freight cars in service and not withdrawn

repairs on July

1.

1917, was 1,983,000.

The number
564

all

i

•

'

lor repaii

the railroad

to

end of July, 1919, was very much better than in the com
It
sponding period in I'M 7.
is believed this
fad ought to
be home in mind by the public in appraising the existing car
service conditions.

"The

extent to which freight cars have been repaired in
months has been the subject of some comment. The
number of freight cars repaired and returned to service by
months during the present calendar year has been as follows:
recent

rauusry
February

2,027,992
1,747.146
-

"ought to he borne in mind by
appraising car service conditions.
But

in

withdrawn

concentrate the comments upon any inability to
perform 100 per rent of the transportation required, hut the
foregoing figures -how that the situation during and at thi

tended

they

that

no!

1919, was 2,065,000.
very fad of unified control of

i,

"The

absence.
It

cars in service and

April

rj*£
T,ll

-

..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

i,
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

;;;;

>'

897,698

f.on'.tll
1, 790,097

"On

account of the fact that the Fourth of July came on
Friday this year, and of the proportionately small amount
of work done on the following day, the falling off in the
number of cars repaired in July as compared with June is
clearly explainable.
The number of cars repaired per month
in May and June kept fully up to the number repaired in
January, although in May and June many shops were still
working on shorter hours than in January,
"Much stress has been laid on the increase in the percentage of cars withdrawn for repairs in the recent months up
to and including July.
The fact is that this increase in the
number of cars withdrawn for repairs has not been due to
a falling off in the number of cars repaired but has been

number

complex factors which have arisen from
from the war, from the exceptional
pooling of cars during unified control, and from questions
arising between the Railroad Administration and the railroad
corporations.
The emphasis which has been laid upon the
percentage of cars withdrawn from sendee for repairs is,
therefore, misleading and does not give a correct idea as to

due

to a

of

the conditions resulting

the

number

of cars actually in service.

actually in service, not including

from 1,983,000 on July

1,

The number

bad order

of cars

cars, increased

1917, to 2,065,000 on July

1,

1919.

"The Railroad Administration, however,
with
is

its

is

not content

ability to point to the fact that transportation service

more favorable than

it

On the conago.
being put forth to secure the

was two years

trary, extraordinary efforts are

Although the number of cars
and June, 1919, was fully up to the nor-

greatest possible improvement.

repaired in

May

mal number of cars repaired, the Railroad Administration
gave instructions on June 20, 1919, that all car forces be increased to the full standard measure of 48 hours per week
and that additional shifts be worked where the additional
employees could be obtained and where they could be economicallv used. The showing naturally to be expected from
the putting into effect of these instructions was hampered
in July by the intervention of practically a double holiday,
and, of course, was temporarily prevented in August by the

Conditions
strikes of a large number of shop employees.
having now been restored to normal, it is expected that these
instructions will promptlv show a most favorable result. Further than this, the Railroad Administration instructed on
August 16, 1919, that all car forces be put on a basis of

.

September

19,
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54 hours per week.

It

is

believed that this instruction

All available
of ,s>4 cars per da) placed in service.
railroad -hop- are being u-ed for the purpo-e of supplement-

toial

will

marked improvement, also in the monthly repair
of a much greater number of cars than the normal number
and will steadily increase the number of cars actually avail
able for service as compared with preceding years.
result in a

"In addition

to this, the

idly getting the benefit of

Railroad Administration
tin-

service of a

number

large

ing the

The

work of the car -hop- m stencilling cars in storage.
number of these cars plated in service daily will

total

increase during the next few week-."
W. T. Tyler, director of the Division of Operation;

Edand
Thelen, director of the Division of Publi< Service, have been
appointed a committe< to investigate all phases of tip
supply situation in an effort to improve it. and it i- under-

rap-

i-

565

ward Chambers, director

of

new cars constructed during federal control, hut whose introduction into service was postponed on account of inability
to agree with the railroad corporations as to the acceptance
This inability has been overcome.
Between
and September <>, 23,564 of these cars have been
put into service, and they are now coming into service under
thi' spur of recent instructions at the rate of over 900 per

of the Division of Traffic

number

.

who

of the cars.

stood they will confer with a Large

August

have been making complaints, including a committee appointed by the National Industrial Traffic League at its
rumt meeting at Pittsburgh, which sent a telegram to the
director general urging an improvement in service and askMr.
ing an opportunity to consult with him at Washington.
Thelen attended the League meeting and made a report of it
to Mr. Hines.

1

day."

Efforts to

Improve Car Supply Situation

Director General Hines has authorized the following
statement relative to the car situation in the United States:
"The Railroad Administration is fully alive to the importance of the car supply situation in the United States and
Instructions have been
is handling the matter energetically.
i>sued to all the regional directors urging them

Loss and Damage Freight Claims Reduced
The

claim agents to

effort:

"1.

"2.
"3.

tlement.- of loss

To
To
To

speed up road and yard movements:
secure heavier loading of equipment;
establish and maintain complete and accurate yard

"5.
"6.

To reduce the number of had order car.-;
To make prompt delivery to connections;
To effect early deliveries at freight houses and

tracks; and
"7. To expedite the

movement

administration
federal

directors,

gratifying results, according to a

statement issued by the
Railroad Administration.
The Railroad Administration has caused to he compiled
figures with respect to the unsettled loss and damage freight
claims on roads under federal control, from which it is noted
that on April 1, 1919, there were 806,707 such 'hums unsettled, whereas on August 1 this figure had been reduced to
519,316
a decrease of 2<s7,.-i '1, or 35.6 per cent, in the

checks;
"4.

at Washington,
manager- and freight
establish uniform practice and prompt setand damage freight claims are showing very

efforts of the central

and of the regional

bend every

to

of shippers

team-

—

of grain car< in terminals.

(

in each important terminal of a committee of officers of the

number of unsettled claim-.
Of the total number of outstanding claims on April 1.
)\ ), So.}, 476 had been outstanding
four month- or over.

Railroad Administration whose duty

On

"Instructions have also been issued for the establishment
it

[

i

)

and

will he to study

August 1, this figure had been reduced to 218,424, a
decrease of 145,052, or 60.1 per cent.
Statement by region- of loss and damage freight claims
unsettled and on hand over four month-:

expedite the movement of cars, empty and loaded, in their
respective terminals.
''Every effort is being made to speed up the construction of

rLED Claims
\].n! i
I'M 4

Region—
Eastern
Allegheny
Pocahontas
Soutnern

261,716
129.013
9,158
1 33,724

Northwestern

14!, 204

Centra;

I'M

')

88.210
43,682
806,707

722.063

"Western

Tune

1.

231,970
113.772
8.419
121,174
129,617
79 073
38,038

Southwestern
Total

May

1919

29,746

.'011.431

I

58.765
3.043
71,927
65.076
31.598

Pocahontas
Southern
Northwestern
Centiai Western
Southwestern

13.666

55,361
53 N74

16,566

cided

to

place

all

these

cars

in

service

whether or not the allocation- are accepted

9,834

1.341

M.4^1

irrespective
h\

the

of

railroad

corporations.

95,844
104.518
62,366
33.945

(8

727

11.370
7,190

1

he

i

.

13,787
6.377

336
14 934

''.517

11

049

6

828

1.564

56.356

14.11,"

51.315
2,095
i2,036
52.368
24.123

13.

46.154

Us

5,16

1.561

534

2." '5

5,401

1.506
1.7S2
1,758

7,575

501

33.087

Traffic

Committees Directed

As another

step

to Clear Their

preparation

Dockets

wind-up of the
affairs of the Railroad Administration, DirectorChambers
and Thelen. of the Divisions of Traffic and of Public Service, have- ,-ent letter- to the chairmen
of the Railroad Adin

for

the

ministration's

1919, 54,068 of these cars were com
pleted and in service and 17,469 were in storage awaiting
The total number of cars in storage
lettering and numbering.

"On September

7.

1.174
10,8

1919
162,433
91,309
4,757
80.910

575.672

!

309,025

the 100,000 freight cars ordered h\ the Railroad Administration last year and to place in service such of these cars as
The Railroad Administration has deare still in storage.

..-•

24.211

Mo nths Old

r

5,631
35

Augi
Deere

176.220
97.686

84,644

108,226
53.134
2 691

1117 5

Total

7,245

110,346
118,247
71.SS3
3 5, 50 ')

5. '.4-1

0\ ER Fo!
Eastern
Allegheny

.1-.

31.539
8.359

105,413

15,241
739
12,550
11,587
9,137

July 1.
I'M"

1

Decrease

o,

was reduced from S4.245 on August 1, I'M'), to 17.4<>5 on
During the week ending September 6,
September 6, 1919.
cars in storage were stencilled and placed in service at
New cars at the rate of 218 per
the rate of 616 per day.
day were completed and placed in service, thus making a

territ.iri.il
freight traffic committee-, stating
desired so far as possible to dear the dockets of
the various committees of pending subjects prior to the
end
of federal control.
With thi- end in view, instructions

that

to

it

i-

he issued to

all

committees to discontinue immediately

all

investigations with a view to uniformity of rate-, minimum
weight-, rule- and practices because considerable time is
being -pent on such work which should he employed in
dis-

posing of

th<

subjects on

tin-

dockets.

Thi-

i-

not intended

RAILWAY AGK

.Vx,

Apply

to general investigations alread)

specificall) author
committees are directed to
review the subjects now on hand to determine whether with

to

upon the docket.

.mil

assistance

tin-

them prior

available

it

All

will

In'

possible

end of federal control,

to the

it

to

dispose

of

the force avail-

aecessarj help should
In order to save time it is also su^be made immediately.
gested that tlu- committees may he subdivided into sections

able

for

is

not

sufficient,

request

for the

conducting hearings.

Earnings and Expenses for July
Operating Statistics Sen lion of the Railroad Administration has published figures covering the financial

month of July

for all Class I
These comprise' 232,004 miles
of road, or 97 per cent of the total of 240,177 miles of road

loads

federal

in

for the

operation.

federally operated.

The condensed income statement shows:

Month
1919
$449,694,136
352.957,237
96.726.899
20.057.422
76,669,477

Opemtin,: Revenues
Operating Expenses
Net UpirrfniiK Revenue
Taxes,
I<,-:iis.
etc

Net CerntniR Income
Operating

(i

Ratio

78.5

of July

understood

such

that

September

a

move

is

now being

l

the

(

si

I

induce

shippers to load cars to capacity, particularly
since the food Administration's power to compel heavy loading has been given up, and it is no longer regarded as proGerman to hold a car under demurrage for several days
awaiting loading or unloading.
The California Vegetable
Union has been burning up the wires in asking Congress-

men to get its members a better supply of refrigerator cars,
claiming that they are being discriminated against when the
cars are being used for other purposes, which they consider
less essential.
The Railroad Administration has arranged
Seven Month s Ended July

Increase or decrease

1918

Amount

Ptr cent

463,958. S21

d 14.2"4.38S

312,701.610
151,256.911
14,209,806
137,047,105
67.4

40,265,627
d 54,530,012
5,647.616
d 60,377,628

d 3.J
12.9

11.1

1919
2,774,193,441
2,409.687,708
364,505,733
130,839,909
233,665,724
520,470,832
286,805,108
86.9

31

1918
2,519,925.384
2,102.951.292
416.974.092
128.673. 886
288,300,106
520.470,832
232,170,726

Increase or decrease

Amount

Per cent

254,268,057
306,736,416
d 52,468,359
2,166,023
d 54,634,382

10.1
14.6

....

54,634,382

83.5

3.4

indicates decrease.

One-twelfth of the annual rental due the companies covered
by the report amounts to $74,352,976, so that the net profit
to the government for the month was $2,316,501 for these
properties.

In making comparison with last year it should be noted
and passenger rates are on substantially
the same basis in both years, the wage scale of July, 1919,
is substantially higher than that of July, 1918.
The comparison between the seven months periods is substantially affected by the fact that the rate increases, approximately 25 per cent, which were in effect this year, became
effective for passenger and freight traffic respectively the
middle and latter part of June, 1918.

300 to 400 cars a day to California for fruits and
vegetables but in reply to the protests point out that under
a maximum demurrage rate of $5 a day cars are frequently
held at eastern terminals during the time that would be reto furnish

quired to get them back to California for another load.

that while the freight

Mechanical Committee
At a meeting of the Committee on Mechanical Standards
last week a special committee consisting of A. W. Gibbs,
H. L. Ingersoll and John Purcell was appointed to confrom the air brake train
and recommendation will be made to the committee at its next meeting in November. The committee also
made some minor changes in the proposed standard designs
for caboose cars, which, as amended, will be submitted to
W. T. Tyler, director of the Division of Operation, for final
sider the elimination of angle cocks

line.

considered.

huge freight car surplus that existed
earlier in tin- year had been converted mi" a net shortage,
whereas on September 1, 1918, while the country was still
at war, there was a net surplus of 36,000
ar.x
This is
taken as an indication that many of the measures of war
time efficiency, in which the shippers co-operated hist year,
have Lost part of their ell. ti\ inis now more difficult
It
B)

to

The

results of operation

ia
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A

report

approval.

Car Shortage

May

Result in Higher Demurrage Rates

The numerous complaints being

received by the Railroad
Administration of car shortages in various parts of the country have aroused interest in the question of whether or not it
would be advisable to return to the plan of high demurrage
rates which was in effect during the war.
One of the first
things that Director General McAdoo did last year was to
raise demurrage rates, almost over night, to a scale ranging
up to $10 per car per day. After the armistice shippers
besieged the Railroad Administration with demands for a
reduction and some time ago Director General Hines reluctantly consented to such a step but he intimated at the
time that in the event of a car shortage it might be necessary to put the high rates back in order to reduce the
amount of car detentions by shippers and consignees and it

I-rom the Chicago Fost

"One At

a Time, Please, Gentlemen*

New

Developments In Car Lighting Save Money*
Have Brought About Improved

Extensive Investigations

Methods

of Regulating Electrical

By

Wanamaker

E.

Electrical Engineer, Chicago,

A

RESUME of the HISTORY

of

railway

train

lighting

compiled from the records available shows that great
strides have been made in the art since the days of the
first experiments.
To one Thomas Dixon, driver of the coach
"Experiment" on the Stockton and Darlington Railway, in
England, in 1825, is given credit for having first used artificial light in a railway car.
He was a man of generous
motives, and having in mind the comfort and convenience
»f his passengers on dark winter nights he placed a penny
candle on a table, also provided by him, in the center of the
car.
From this humble beginning railway train lighting has
grown and kept pace with the development of illumination in
other fields and with the growth of other transportation facilities.
Today, electric systems for lighting cars cost hundreds
of dollars per car and a large number of employees are necessary to provide and maintain this service.
A review of the progress made in developing car lighting
shows it is divided into periods of approximately 25 years
The period of candle light lasted
for each illuminant used.
from 1825 to 1850, when oil lights were introduced. Oil
lighting in turn gave away to gas in 1875, and gas continued
to be the most generally used illuminant until about 1900,
when the application of electricity to car lighting began to
receive wide attention by railroads, and in this country at
least is now the system generally preferred for new equipment.

Straight Storage

The

due

to batteries

becoming

dis-

charged when trains are delayed or held from regular charging terminals.
Another disadvantage arises from the fact
that cars equipped with this system cannot be operated on
branch lines or at isolated points where charging facilities are
»ot available.

The "Head-End" System
"Head-end" equipment was tir-t tried in 1887, when
by the Pullman Palace Car Company in one

installed

it

was

of

its

composite cars operating between Jersey City, X. J., and St.
In the
Augustine, Fla., in the Atlantic Coast Line Special.
same year, the Pennsylvania Limited was similarly equipped,
and in 1888 the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul also had a
train equipped in this manner.
The head-end system was first tried out witli a generator
in the baggage car and no batteries, but due to frequent light
failures caused by the trains being parted and the locomotives
being cut off at division points, it was found necessary to
place batteries on the first and last cars of each train so that
* Abstract of a paper presented at the opening meeting of the Western
Railway Club, Chicago, on September 15.

Rock Island

&

Pacific

a tram was parted to cut out or cut in cars, each section
would have light. In some cases batteries were applied to
each car. This greatly increased the time that Lights could
\>c depended upon in case of the generator unit being out of
service and also made it possible for each car to have light
if

when

cut out.

Various means are used to control the lamp voltage and
Each road seems to have developed a
battery charging rates.
system to meet conditions as they exist on its particular lines,,
which has resulted in several different schemes of wiring,
battery charging and operation, all of which give results more
or less satisfactory.

An axle-driven head-end system has been designed to furnish power for lighting the train and charging the batteries
from a single unit, the batteries being distributed throughout
the train, as for instance, one set in the baggage car, one in
the observation or dining car, and sometimes one in the
middle of the train. The number of batteries used and their
location are governed by local conditions.
While this system is not liable to light failures, due to lack
of steam, it has the same disadvantages as the steam driven,
head-end systems, namely, that cars not equipped with batteries are dark when cut out of a train, that they are not interchangeable when operating on foreign lines, and are liable
to light failure due to small battery capacity when trains are
delayed or tied up. It would, therefore, seem that this system
is

system of which we have a record was
a straight storage system used on the London, Brighton and
Primary batteries were also
South Coast railway in 1881.
tried in France in 1885 on cars operating between Paris and
Brussels.
At about this same time straight storage lighting
was tried by the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Boston &
Albany in the United States, and on the first-mentioned road
Such
this was for many years the electric system most used.
a system requires an expensive charging plant at each terminal.
Its main disadvantage is the limited, time which a
car can be kept in service without being held for charging and
earliest electric

the liability of light failure

Equipment

unsatisfactory for universal operation.

For suburban and branch line service, the straight headend system without any auxiliary battery has been found veryeconomical and successful.
The present practice for this
class of service is to mount the turbo-generator on the locomotive in a manner similar to that used for mounting headthe generator being of sufficient capacity to
furnish current for the headlight and cab lamps and the
maximum number of cars usually assigned to this class of

light turbines,

'

service.

A three-wire system of wiring and standard train line
connectors are used for making connections between cars and
locomotive. No doubt, in the near future this system will be
used more extensively on branch lines due to the low first cost,
low maintenance cost, and the ease with which the installation
can be made to existing power and rolling stock.
All cars
are similarly wired, and the number of cars in a train is only
limited to the capacity of the turbo-generator and train line
wires.
Low first cost results from the simplicity of the car
wiring system, which includes only a train line circuit and
one lamp circuit connected to it with a fused knife switch in
a steel switch box.
Credit for the earliest attempt at lighting a train with axledriven equipment i> given to the London Brighton and South
Coast Railway, on which a crude system was tried out in
1883.
Since that date development has gone on unceasingly,
and individual axle-driven systems are now most generally
used for train illumination in this country.
After years of test only one form of transmission for drivVarious forms of belts
ing the generator is in general use.
and direct drive have been used, but due to the variable relation between the axle pulley and the armature pulley, and
the climatic conditions, the rubber belt up to the present has
been found to meet the requirements most economically.
567
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n in. ol the iir-i generators were suspended from the car
body, others wen mounted on the truck.
Much time has been
spent in improving generator suspensions, which has resulted
in the elimination of mam wearing parts, tlui> simplifying
and redui ing the maintenance osts.
rhe bod) hung suspension is favorable to the maintenance
of the generator and possibly to the car truck.
With it the

i

i«

id

,

both

Vol. 67,

.1

o gard

lighl di

various questions involve
i<

nsity, distribut ion

and

i

a

ibution .mil appearan<

tj

stud)

oloi

of intrinsic

No
i

12

I

brilliancy,

in

-

Batteries

<

considerably longer than with the truck type suspen
Therefore, the bell life musl be increased in the same
proportion as the Length is increased in order to keep the bell
osl per car mile the same.
Much is claimed for both types of
suspensions, each having its possibilities, the conditions under
which thej operate and the condition in which they are main
tained being importanl fa< tors.
An importanl point in connection with axle Lighting is the
It
proper application of axl( pulleys.
they arc not properly
applied the bell Life will be short and the maintenance cosl
high. In a great man) cases axle pulleys are applied to eccenbell

is

-ion.

.

tric

axles which should have been turned to insure a perfect
In some ease- pulleys are applied with improper

pulley seat.

pulley bushings.
Eccentric pulleys and small belt clearances
over the brake beam comprise two of the main causes of short
belt life.
Farsighted mechanical men on some roads have
made provisions for successful and economical operation of
the belt drive by using turned axles or by turning a pulley
-eat on hammered axles to insure concentric pulleys.
Also
in some cases special brake rigging is being used to give
ample belt clearance

Maintenance

To

secure good service from the entire equipment at a low

operating cost a standardized systematic method of maintenance must be used. With the present design of equipments
the belt cost constitutes the second largest single item of
expense.
Records should lie kept from which individual belt
mileage can be computed. From these records any car using
an excessive number of belts will be noted and step; taken
to correct any defects found.
At the periodical shopping of cars the electrical equipment
should be thoroughly overhauled and placed in a first-class
condition, all worn parts being removed and defects corrected.
If this is done thoroughly heavy repairs will seldom be found
necessary between the shopping periods.
A systematic inspection of the generator and suspension
should be made each trip to see that all parts are in good
condition.
Once each year the generator should be dismantled and all parts thoroughly cleaned, fields and armature painted with insulating varnish and new grease applied
to ball bearings.

Train-Line Facilities and Fixtures

On the majority of railroads, facilities are provided for
m.iking connections from car to car so as to provide light in
a defective one.
It is the almost unanimous opinion of carlighting engineers that with the present equipment, facilities
for train-line connections are essential if light failures are
to be avoided, connectors being especially desirable for the
protection of mail cars.
The tendency in fixtures is toward simplicity of design to
harmonize with the interior construction of the car. Centerdeck lighting seems to be generally preferred with a sufficient
number of units, properly shaded, to give uniform distribution.
Enamel finishes the same color as the car walls or ceiling at the point where the fixtures are located are most used,
but there is reason for believing that in time the roads will
again prefer metal finishes, as these, when properly applied
to fixtures of pleasing design, help to improve the interior
appearance of the car. In recent years statuary bronze has
been the metal finish most used.
A matter of great importance is that of careful selection
and design upon which depends effectiveness of the installa-

I

here are two distinct type- of Btorag<

battery

in

use in

car Lighting service at the present time, the lead acid battery
and the nickel iron alkaline battery.
Of the Lead batl
there are

two general type- of

the

plates,

IMante and

the

Faure.
For a given output, the IMante i- more costly, more
bulky, and heavier than the equivalent pasted plate type.
Thus far this type is more durable and better abb to with
stand the operating conditions incidental to car-lighting servIt is the type most used in ear Lighting service, but some
ice.

Laim that the advantage it has had over
Faure type. is decreasing with the increased COSt of labor
and improved methods fcr battery protection.
The ni<
ircn alkaline battery is of comparatively recent development
and is radically different from the bad acid battery.
iIt
light weight and mechanically rugged.
The cost of maintaining batteries constitutes the largest
-ingle item of expense in the maintenance of car-lighting
equipment, and the entire development of regulators or appa
ratus for battery protection while the car is enroute has been
made with a view of prolonging the life and reducing the osi
of maintenance.
However, good standard practice for hancar-lighting engineers

i

the

<

dling batteries is also essential if this cost is to be kept within
reasonable limits.
With the present design and construction, the cleaning
period is comparatively short.
By a change in design the

same capacity could be maintained and

yet the space for
sediment could possibly be doubled, thus greatly prolonging
the cleaning period, insofar as it is based on this particular
Some manufacturers are now endeavoring to produce
feature.
a battery which will not have to be removed from the car for
cleaning during the life of the positive element, or at least to
prolong the period of time between the cleaning far in excess
of present practice.

Battery Protection

The

control of the generator output while the car is enroute
difficult problems to be overcome,
and lamps depends to a large extent

has offered one of the most
since the life of battery

upon regulation.
Without the proper protection, the battery life may be only
In a similar manner also the
a third of what it should be.
cost of maintaining the generator depends upon the regulation.

The duties of the regulator for car-lighting service are:
(1) To connect the battery to the generator at the minimum
speed and voltage for which the machine is designed to
operate and to disconnect the battery w-hen the speed and voltage fall slightly below the first mentioned value; (2) to
provide a variable voltage to charge the battery at the proper
rate, which is determined by the state of charge, and at the
same time carry the lamp load, in the event it is turned on,
to the capacity of the generator; (5) when the battery has
attained a full state of charge, the regulating means must
prevent further charge thereafter, leaving the generator

up

capable of supplying current to lamps or other translating
devices; (4) to provide constant voltage on lamps while
is in motion or at rest.
There are two types of regulators in general use, designed
with the view to meet these requirements First, ampere hour
meter control; second, potential control. The first mentioned
method charges the battery by starting at a high rate, which
is gradually modified to a predetermined lower rate,
and
when a predetermined number of ampere hours have been
put into the battery as indicated by the meter, the potential is
reduced by the regulator sufficiently to prevent further charge.
With this method it is necessary, for proper battery protec-

the car

:

.

September
tion, to

19,
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maintain the ampere hour meter

equipmenl maintained full voltage
On
than 10 per cent of the running time.
the' face of the- evidence it looked as though a larger generator
designed to give full voltage and load at a lower train speed
would be required, but fortunately after further investigation
it
was found that with certain refinements in the regulating
device, a lower cut-in .-pud could be- secured

step with the state

in

protection depends

not only on the proper functioning of the meter itself, but
also upon the battery remaining in normal condition in order
that the battery

Owing

other.

ditions, tlu

and meter may remain

in

step

with

each

and operating con-

to battery characteristics

meter doe- not always indicate the true state of

In the second method of charging heretofore referred to as
"potential control," inherent characteristics of the battery are

The

Seated
of

the

left

to

net results realized

from the use of

the-

improved

iso-

r

lator arc increased capacity of the unit due- to obtaining

iie-n-

and increased battery

life,

which

brought about by the following:
The work imposed upon the battery

is

(A)

of furnishing energj
greatly reduced by the increased working time of
generator, and also by the fact thai the current for the lights is
supplied by the generator, and not by the battery, at all times
for the

lights

is

after the generator cuts in.

(B) The battery is charged at the proper rate to prevent
gassing and overheating with the attendant ill effects.
(C) The battery is protected from overcharge and the form-

away of the reserve lead in the battery elements.
Even though only a part of the Rock Island equipments
have been improved, the cost of operation and maintenance
per car per month has not increased, in spite of the increased
cost of labor and material, and a very large part of the- saving

ings

In one test covering

is

attributed to the better protection

provided for the

battery.

Y.

'ndenuood

of "Leaders

Right:

Supreme Court

—

erator output at low train speed,

which the batteries remained in a full state of charge and at
the same time were not being overcharged, the batteries requiring flushing on an average of about every six months.
This was encouraging and led to investigations which developed that the failures were not due to the fact that the low
voltage would not keep the batteries charged, but resulted
from the fact that this voltage of 2.3 volts per cell was not

The Conference

over the

—

to be a failure, as in many instances cars on most runs arrived at terminals with the batteries in a decidedly discharged
There were, however, cars in fast main-line service on
state.

(

—

same

the

Old regulator 35 miles an hour.
Improved regulator 24 miles an hour.
load
10 per cen
Full load nine in 5 hours— Old regulatoi
Improved regulator- 4] p< r cent.
Full load lime in 5 hours
In this case the capacity of the unit was increased 300 per cent.
Full

(

attained except at very high train speeds.

less

load-

Full

taken advantage of to govern the charging rate, and when the
battery has attained a full state of charge, to prevent further
charge thereafter.
With most potential control equipments,
a current limit feature is embodied with the potential regulator to hold the maximum current to a value consistent with
the generator capacity.
Many forms of potential control equipment have been
placed on the market, most of which operate' at potentials
such that in the course of charging, the battery is caused to
gas.
In 1913 and 1 )14, effort.- were made by the Rock
Island to operate equipment at a maximum voltage of 2.3
At the beginning the experiment was found
volts per cell.

"/•/,

five hour.-, the

A test made with an improved regulator with
generator that was used on tin- previous test and
same run, showed the following comparison:

charge.

i

period of

a

and load for

of charge of the batter)
It is apparent that the proper battery

of
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The Logarithmic Chart

in

the

Analysis of Railroad Operations
By

F.

Decscn

J.

bsni ins
Theanalyzing

derived from the use of graphic charts in
relative to railroad operation have
resulted in their general adoption, not only in the
United States, but throughout the civilized world. There are
various forms of charts employed, depending upon the substatistics

|ed matter discussed, the most common of these being that in
which equal distances are scaled oft" horizontally to represent

time

vertically

used on the slide rule, so that an increase of any ]>er cent o»
one part of the (hart will show the same curve as an increase
of the same per cent on another part.
For instance, it will
he noted that the distance from 1.0 to 2.0 is the same as that
from 1.1 to 2.2, from 1.2 to 2.4, from 2.0 to 4.0, etc., each
of which represents an increase of 100 per cent; that the distance from 1.0 to 1.5 is the same as that from 1.6 to 2.4, frota
2.0 to 3.0, etc., each of

to

which represents an increase of 50 per

Railroads or the United States
1

•".._

and equal distances scaled off
represent amounts (dollars, tons, miles, etc.).
months,

(years,
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Chart 1 is an illustration of this form. The chart is divided
lengthwise into 18 equal segments to represent each of the
\ears from 1901 to 1918, and vertically into equal segments
each equivalent to $200,000,000. The operating revenues are
plotted and connected with a solid line, and the operating

5
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I

i

*

1

3

!

9 O

i

expenses plotted and connected with a hroken line. The distances between the solid line and the broken line show the net

/'

•'
,.

earnings.
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That the general trend

of affairs

may

/

he more readily as-
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cent;

and so on

for

any percentage of

may be said of decreases.
By plotting the logarithmic

increase.

The same

distances on a separate sheet

/

of paper, scaling off the percentages of increase and decrease,

1

i

»

«

/

chart, the percentages of increase or decrease can be easily read
without any further figuring. For instance, placing the ar-

•
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i.Q
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J
J
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•

1.0
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is done in the first column of the accompanying diagram,
and applying this scale against the figures plotted on the

as
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COMPARISON OT COST OF ROAD AND EQUIPMENT AND OPERATING INCOME
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certained from a chart like this than from a column of figures
A glance at the chart will show the tremenis self-evident.

dous increase in operating revenues from about $1,600,000,000 in 1901 to over $4,800,000,000 in 1918, accompanied by
a. tremendous increase in operating expenses from $1,000,000,000 to nearly $4,000,000,000.
There is, however, one deplorable defect, in a chart of this
nature, in comparing two sets of figures, as is done in this inFrom all appearances it seems that since the two
stance.

do not come materially closer together, the roads are being operated just as efficiently in 1918 as they were in 1901,
but consideration must be taken not as to whether expenses
have increased the same or less in actual dollars as operating
revenues, but whether expenses increased in the same or less
proportion as revenues; in other words, the main question is,
are the roads receiving the same proportion of their gross
earnings in net as they were previously. From Chart I we
cannot readily ascertain this. Of course net earnings could
lines

be plotted on this chart, but it would still fail to show
whether they increased at the same rate as gross.

To

overcome this defect, the logarithmic chart may be emChart II illustrates the same figures plotted on the
logarithmic scale as Chart I. It will be noted that the charts
ployed.

same way in representing the years. The
on Chart II, however, employs the distances as

are divided in the
Yertical scale

scale on the 1901 operating revenues, 1.59, and
reading straight up to 1902 operating revenues, 1.73, as designated by the arrow on the chart, we find that they have increased nearly 9 per cent; placing the arr.ow of the scale on
1901 operating expenses and reading straight up to 1902
operating expenses, we find that they have increased a little
If we do the same thing with the figures
over 8 per cent.
plotted for 1917 and 1918, it will be found that an increase
of a little over 21 per cent in operating revenues has been
accompanied by an increase of over 40 per cent in operating
expenses. Percentages of decreases may be read in like man-

row of the

i

September
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ner by placing the arrow on the figure plotted for one year
and reading straight down to that plotted for any subsequent
In this way any year's operations may be compared
year.
with any previous year's operations. Comparing 1918 figures
with those for 1901, operating revenues increased slightly
less than 205 per cent, and operating expenses increased over
280 per cent.
Further use of the Male may be made in determining the
ratio between the operating revenues and operating expenses
of

any year by applying the simple
5CAI
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The same scale may be used
Since the
percentages of increase and decrease
of road and equipment is shown in billion dollars and income
in hundred million dollars, in order to determine the ratio bement and operating income.

to read

tween the two, the figures in the second column of the si ale
should be divided by 10, as is shown in column 3.
Using
the scale, then, the ratio of operating income to cost of road
and equipment in \'>0() is .-lightly over 4.6 per cent as against
6.0 per cent in 1917.

Chart IV gives a comparison of freight

rules of division of the
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revenue.
The percentages of increases and decreases may be
ascertained in the same manner as in Charts II and III. The
figures in the fourth column of the scale will give the freight
revenue per ton mile in the same way as the ratios were ascer-

40

eo

tained in Charts II and III.
It is impossible to enumerate
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all of

the possible different

comparisons that can be advantageously made on the logarithmic chart, such as that between locomotive miles and
train accidents, etc.

—
—

—
—

slide rule.
If we place the arrow upon 1901 operating revenues and read down to the operating expenses of that year, it
will be found the scale reads in the second column nearly 65
per cent, wihle doing the same with 1918 figures the scale
in other words a greater
proportion of the gross earnings are going towards meeting
expenses in 1918 than in 1901.
The logarithmic chart, therefore, shows both the rate of inA
crease of two quantities and the ratio- between them.

shows a ratio of over 81 per cent;

further comparison of Chart I and Chart II will disclose
further advantages of comparing two sets of figures by means

of the logarithmic chart.
Chart III is a comparison of the cost of road and equip-

firss Illustrai

So Acute

Y.

Housing Problem in England That the Owner
Ex-Railway Car Has Been Overwhelmed With
Applicants Who Desire to Rent It

Is the

of This

V.

Roadmasters Hold Successful Meeting At Chicago
Large Attendance and Good Reports and Papers Characterize
Thirty-seventh Annual Convention
->7ili
annual convention of the Road
Maintenani e of \\ a) Asso< iation was held
uesda) \\ ednes
the Auditorium hotel, Chi< ago, on

Victors
Tinmasters'
and
at

ii
one can be placed conveniently.
In yards win re the
daily accumulation is heavy, an incinerator plant is advis
able.
Much *an be accomplished in policing through co

car,

or

I

day and Thursday of

this

.

The attendance was

week.

operation.

he cleaning of yard tracks, where the condition
can be prevented, constitutes one of the greatesl wastes ot
money in the maintenance of ua\ department, and should
be (ailed to the attention of the management in order that
necessary action be taken to prevent the continued leakage.
In heavy classification yards it is generally difficult to
obtain a track to make repairs, and for this reason repairarc generally made out of face.
Arrangement- are made
for a designated track to be taken out of -t rvice for the
working period of the day; a car with necessar) supplies,
-luh a- ties, angle bar- and other material is set on the
track.
The day's work is carried through and the track Is
restored to service during the night.
Where a sufficient
lone is available, the track can be worked from both end-

the

600 roadmasters
and higher maintenance of wa) officers being present. This
attendance was the resull in large measure of the active support of the United Stato Railroad Administration, instruc
tions having been sent to all federal managers to arrange for
as main- roadmasters and higher maintenance officers to
As
attend this meeting as could be spared from their work.
in the histor)

si

of the association, over

a result men were presenl from
and also from Canada.

B.

first

part of the United States

past year were as follow-: President,
division engineer, B. K. & P., Du Bois, Pa.;
vice-president, J. W. Towers, supervisor, N. V. C,

The
I.

all

officers

for the

Oatman,

Rochester, X. Y.; second vice-president, W. P. Wiltsee,
principal assistant engineer, X. & \Y.. Roanoke. Va.; secreMeAndrews. roadmaster. C. & X. W., Sterling,
I.
tary,

in the

.

and treasurer, C. King, supervisor, L. 1., Jamaica. N. Y.
The convention was called to order at 10 o'clock Tuesday
In his opening remarks he remorning by Mr. Oatman.
ferred to the difficulties which have confronted the association
during the past year, particularly because of the feeling that
has prevailed among some members that the association
should participate in discussions of wage matters and seek
Mr. Oatman
to secure more consideration for roadmasters.
Stated that the officers had decided that the association should
adhere to the purpose for which it was originally established,
namely, the improvement of maintenance practices.

difficult

111.:

In larye terminals, sections should be established so that
yard gangs will be of a uniform size of 15 to 18 men,
Main line
with a foreman and one assistant foreman.
gangs should not be as large as those employed in yards,
as the work must be done to a higher standard and needs
Section limits should be worked out
closer supervision.
by the supervisor or roadmaster on the equivalent mileage
giving

due consideration

to

traffic

in the

maintenance of terminal-.

is

the most

In doing this

Discussion

and other local

In terminals a regular force of laborers should
be employed throughout the year to take care of regular
maintenance work, with extra gangs for such work as rebuilding ladder tracks, laying rail and other special work.
In large terminals, a regularly assigned work train, with
a work train gang, is necessary for the economical handling
The work train should have a
of material and supplies.
designated headquarters, and a track or tracks assigned to

conditions.

work train equipment and maintenance of way material.
Cars so placed can be obtained and handled by the work
With our present workday of eight
train without delay.
hours and limited forces, it is necessary that work trains
be given more opportunity to do their work than in former
times.

yards is a problem of ever-increasing
The
seriousness and varies with the different yards and kinds of
Cleaning yards with a work train with
freight handled.
flat cars and a gang of 30 men will cost approximately $15
Such tracks as station, coach
per thousand feet of track.
policing

work

work it is necessary that even-thing possible be done in advance of breaking the track. All material must be checked,
all rail cut and drilled for lead rails, all .-witch tie- properly
marked, so lengths can be identified at a glance.
Where
conditions permit, all material should be placed on the
ground opposite the ladder.
Where this is not consistent,
all material should be assembled on cars, so loaded that
it can be unloaded as used.
Arrangements should be made
to suspend operation over the ladder for a period of four
hours, during which time a gang of 40 men experienced in
All old material
laying switches can renew three switches.
should be removed to a place of safety on the same day the
work is done. On ladder tracks, where the use of the track
cannot be given up for any definite period of time, it is
necessar}- to renew the rail on the old ties, a switch at a
This is very expensive and it is
time, and the ties singly.
difficult to accomplish good work.
L. M. Denny, supervisor C. C. C. & St. L., chairman.

Maintenance of Passenger
and Freight Terminals

basis,

same manner.

In such yards the rebuilding of ladder tracks

1

I

I

of

yards and repair tracks should be cleaned daily by regularly
appointed attendants, and the cleaning put in a rubbish

Several speakers objected to any reference to the Railroad
Administration's policy toward reduced maintenance exHowever, a motion to exclude reference to "the
penditures.
past six months of retrenchment" in the first paragraph was
lost, although one relative to "limited forces" in the paraThe second
graph on work train service was sustained.

some criticism with reference to the use
main line work, but after it was
explained that this referred to main lines within terminals
and had no application to lines outside, a motion to approve
this paragraph without change was passed.
In discussing the paragraph on work train service several
speakers advocated the use of a motor truck for the delivery
paragraph
of

elicited

smaller size gangs on

of materials about an intensively operated terminal, since the
truck could be used on city streets without any of the delays

incident to the delivery of material by work train on conThe committee was instructed to revise the
gested tracks.
paragraph so as to make proper reference to the advantage
of motor truck service under certain conditions.
In the matter of eliminating the sharp angle frogs in the

reconstruction of yards a
to the fact that this

number

was rarely

of

members

possible.

called attention
called

One speaker

attention to the opportunity for reducing the curva'ture of a
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turnout having a given frog angle by continuing the turnout
curve to the switchpoint and the point of frogs through the
use of specially constructed frogs and switch rails.
Some
objections were also raised to the use of manganese tips- on

and

considerable contradictor}'
was
testimony
without leading to any definite conclusion.
Several eastern men gave detailed information on the use of
switchrail housings in the stockrails made by a special planer.
switches

1

nought

forth

The

use of a locomotive crane with a clamshell bucket
was advocated for cleaning yards. As carried out in pra< ti< e,
all waste material is -hoveled into the space between tracks
and then picked up by the crane.
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mixture of crushed

.-tone

(

)_.

and hot asphalt about the
and then tilling in

in.)

for a distance- of 4 in. on each side

rail-

with a mixture of bituminous macadam with a '_.-in. top
dressing of ,'/< in. Stone mixed with bituminous material and
he cost of such a crossing is $6.55 and
rolled thoroughly.
I

.s

l

(>

.

25

prices

A

single

for

and

double

track-,

respectively

(1918

).

form of construction is secured by filling the
between the tie- and between the track- for the
full width of the road between the OUtside end- of the- Outside tracks and for the full width of the highway with clean
Stone ballast thoroughly settled together, this -tone- of balf thelasl size to come up to the under side of the head
rail.
A good grade of -tone screenings containing particli
-tone- up to
\/z in., but with the fine du-t and loam
screened out (or a clean, fine gravel containing a very small
percentage of loam make- a good aggregate-) i- then mixed
with two gallons of good No. 1 road oil to which one- galTwo gallon- of this
lon of cold water has been added.
mixture are added to one cubic foot of aggregate and mixed
well until all particles are well coated with this emulsified
asphalt, the same as in mixing concrete.
The concrete thus
made i- then spread over the surface of the road and rolled
or tamped thoroughly to the level of the top- of the- rails.
Where the existing crossing i- good except for the top -urthird

spaces

i

Highway Crossing Construction
Only

icw roads have yet adopted such excellent substilumber as asphalt, road oil, macadam, etc., for
farm, street and highway crossing construction, while con-

tutes
crete

a

for

is

not a novelty on railroads, as for years past

its

value

and usefulness have been developing.
A report from one
supervisor's division -hows that it required 5.\()7<S ft. of
lumber, ^,226 lb. of crossing spikes and a labor charge of
$5,642.96 to maintain the public and private crossings on
his territory for one year, the cost of the

plank alone being
lumber can be conserved on
one division,
it
requires 512 ft. for one single
track crossing, or twice the amount for double track, and
assuming also that there are 50 or more highway crossings
on each of 3,000 supervisors' divisions on the railways of
the country, the use of some other material than lumber would
mean the conservation of 76,800,000 ft. b. m., amounting to
And this does not include farm crossings or,
S2, 457,600.
streets sometimes planked solidly from one side to the other
of six or more tracks.
Since a crossing must be kept up continually, the method
of maintaining it should be simple as to be grasped readily
by the average workman. To be practical, the- work should
be performed with the least possible equipment and this
should be of such character as will always be at hand. To
be economical, the expense must be within reason and not
exceed that of other methods and materials that are used for
work of like nature producing like results.
The committee recommends that as far as possible all
rail joints be eliminated in road crossings; that good drainage be installed, and that all road crossing- in high speed
tracks be made of crushed stone of standard size, mixed
either with good road oil, bituminous macadam, asphalt or
In parts of the country
other good substitutes for lumber.
where there is considerable frost and where tracks heave, the

amount
assuming that

$1,717.70.

If this

of

sealing of the crossings with these substitute.- will keep out
the moisture and frost and eliminate- the heaving of tracks
to a considerable extent, also the heaving of crossing thinks,
which is a source of danger, is eliminated. On slow -peed
|

tracks and where heavy trucking

is

done

in

yard-,

etc.,

tracks

face, all that is necessary is to -crape off this top surface f< r
about two inches below the top of the rail and proceed as

above.

The

cost

such

of

a

crossing

i-

$13.95

for

-ingle

track,

and $29.45 for double track.
!\ M. Dinan, Supervisor, L. V. (Chairman).

Discussion

The

discussion of this report hinged largely on the recommendation of the committee that all rail joints be eliminated
in road crossings.
A number of members described their
practice of using 39-ft., 45-ft., 60-ft. and 66-ft. rail- through
crossings in order to avoid joints in those limit-.
In some

instances rails are cut in half and laid with square jointthrough the crossing to secure this result.
The fact was
brought out that it has become the recent practice of a number of rail mills to charge a premium of $5 or $6 per ton
for rails longer than $3 ft.
This has tended to discourage their use in some instances,
but even at this increased price a number of member- expressed the opinion that it was a good investment and urged
their extensive use.

A number of the speakers called attention to the large
amount of timber being used for crossings and the saving of
wood to be accomplished by using a substitute crossing. At
the same time attention wa- drawn to several objection- to
the-

macadam

crossings, including the difficulties encountered

on sharp skews and the
to their use.

It

fact that some communities objected
wa- also conceded that they are- not entirely
paved city streets.
However, it has been

should be paved.

satisfactory

Excellent re-ults have been obtained with crossings constructed of good clean crushed -tone (ballast size), from

found that, with proper construction, most town- may be
educated to the macadam construction and even induced to
co-operate in earning out the work.
In recommending theuse of a substitute for plank crossings, attention was called
by several to the hazard- of the plank crossing due to loose
planks being picked up by the- pilot- of engines.
To Ik- a

below the bottom of the ties up to the level
the head of the rail, and extending
2 ft. outside the rail-, rolling or tamping it thoroughly, the
rails having first been painted with hot a-phalt below the
under side of the head, and a mixture of line crushed -tone'
in.) and hot asphalt being packed about them
(up to
2
The entire' crossing
for a distance of 8 in. on each side.
a

depth of

2

in.

of the under side of

/
[

then covered

is

with

fine

of the rails, sprinkling
oil,
is

while fine stone

$11.95 for

crossing

a

i-

it

Stone
freel)

scattered.

up

to

with

a

The

the level

cost of

single track, and $25.45
ired

(1918 prices)

of

the-

top

good quality of road
for

such a crossing
a

double track

with SiS and $56, re-

spectively, for plant.

A

similar

type of

crossing

-an

be

built

by

packing

a

for

-line-- a macadam crossing musl have a good binder am!
even with this some material gets on the- rail and causes a
certain dearer of pitting, but this was not considered at all
-e-riou-.

Tin- report was accepted by the- association with th
ception of formula No. 3 which the chairman stated was -till
hi- involves the use of an emulsified a-phalt,
experimental.
concerning which considerable e-xpert information was preI

sented, following which thi- portion of the report was accepted a- information.
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The Labor Supply

.ii,in niv opinion man} advantages in this change
in
wages of both section foremen and track labor,
the &TSl place, there was no (las-, of men on the railroad
that, considering the responsibility tli.it rested upon them,
liny wenwere so poorly paid as the seitioii Ion-nun.
and are responsible for the track on their sections 24 hoUTS
in the day, and a more faithful and loyal set of men
.lass docs not exist,
for one was iiiikIi pleased to see them

movement of labor was set up in the
United States, as a result of which about 600,000 negroes
came North, creating crop shortages in the South.
Speaking of the future, Mr. Reid stated that in his opinion
no one can forecast accurately what may develop. The index
tion shut off, a swirling

immigration to America is the industrial situation in
Europe.
He did not anticipate any great immigration immediately because of the expense and difficulty in reaching
our shores.
In his estimation the great problem is not that
Because of
of the shortage of labor, but of its distribution.
the surplus which has ordinarily prevailed, the United States
has never had to develop an elaborate system of labor distribution such as has been built up in Europe in the form
of public employment exchanges.
In conclusion Mr. Reid stated that it was his belief that
the labor situation will remain practically as it is now insofar as it may be affected by conditions outside of the United
to

States.

Talk by Mr. Felton
At a meeting held on Tuesday evening, S. M. Felton
president of the Chicago Great Western and formerly
director general of military railways at Washington, gave a
talk on the part played by railway men in America's parHe explained the entire lack of
ticipation in the war.
facilities of the French for the transportation of American
troops and supplies and outlined the manner in which our
railway troops and equipment were assembled and organized.
Following Mr. Felton's address a group of moving picture films were shown, illustrating the manufacture of steel
rails from the unloading of the ore to the loading of the
rails for

shipment.

Increasing the Efficiency of Labor
By

C. A.

Morse

Chief Engineer, C. R.

I.

&

P.

There has never been a time in the past generation when
was necessary that there should be such radical changes
in maintenance of way methods. We have always been able
to get cheap labor and have, in fact, used the cheapest class.
The result has been little incentive for the use of mechaniit

cal

Ik iv

I

the

in

Hugh Reid, ol the United Stairs Department of Labor,
Washington, D, C, spoke Tuesday afternoon <>n the Labor
supply, the factors which are influencing it, and the outlook
for the future.
He stated thai there arc approximately 37,oin), ooo persons in gainful occupations in the United States,
Of the
nearl) 11,000,000 of whom are engaged in farming.
The
remainder approximately 3,594,000 are unskilled.
United States is a consumer of unskilled labor, converting
it
Its supply of unskilled labor comes
into skilled artisans
almost wholly from abroad.
Previous to the war over 1,000,000 immigrants entered the
United States annually, of which approximately 600,000 were
unskilled.
Following the outbreak of the European war,
this immigration was reduced to 25 per cent of normal at
once and in 1918 and 1919 it was only 9 per cent of the
prewar figure, while in the latter years the percentage of unskilled labor to the total fell from approximately 50 per cent
During the war large numbers of
to less than 25 per cent.
With immigraunskilled men also returned to their homes.

appliances or for being particularly careful that every
man was put in to the best advantage. With
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the increase in salary that they did.

i^et

low wages paid track labor gave us the poore
la
in the land, in fact
except in the country die
tricts
we only fjot what was left after every one had taken
the pick of the men, and we were breaking in much of tinforeign labor that could not speak English.
They worked
in maintenance of way gangs until they could understand
and speak a little English and then the lust of them left
for work that paid higher wages.
One result of this was
that we have been very short of materials from which to make
foremen and many roads have put on special apprentices
With
at increased wages in order to train men for foremen.
the increase in wages now being paid we will be able to pick
our men, and also to have plenty of timber out of which to
make foremen since the salary paid a section foreman will
make it attractive for them.
I

In

I

The

i

—

of labor

fact that

we

are going to be able to have a better

men

brings us another problem, which is providing
proper housing facilities. Old car bodies, tie houses, anything that resembled a protection from the weather has been
considered all that was necessary.
It is a good thing that
something has come to cause a change in such methods.
should all insist on good clean, commodious, comfortable
and sanitary quarters for track laborers. There is no reason
why a man working on the tracks of a railroad should not
have a place to eat, sleep and rest that is comfortable and
inviting and where a man can maintain his self-respect.
class of

We

With choice men well quartered

there comes the problem

foremen, roadmasters and maintenance officers of using the services of these men to the best advantage so that every hour's work of every man is done where
and in such a way as to return the best results to the propfor the section

erty.

Maintenance of way work has too often been done in
haphazard manner, this being caused to a greater or less
extent by the many interruptions that break into a day's
work. In order to get the best results from a certain expenditure on a section or roadmaster's division, the work should
be systematized it should always be kept in mind that maina

;

tenance of way begins at the outside of the right of way
fence on one side of the right of way and extends to the
outside of the fence on the other side.

customary to replace or put splices on a broken rail
once when discovered. Next in importance should be the
replacing of a broken tie, as soon as possible after it is discovered.
This on the principle that "A stitch in time saves
nine."
Ditching of cuts should be done systematically and
There is no work that pays
not left for "odd time" work.
for itself so promptly as ditching cuts
it saves surfacing
the track through the cut at least once and often twice a
year.
A day should be set aside and section gangs required
to ditch cuts either all of that day or a half of that day,
and the foreman should be required in his weekly report to
show the number of lineal feet of cuts ditched on one side
during the week and its location. Repairs to right of way
fences should be handled in the same mariner.
There has been an idea on some railroads, especially
It is

at

—

the cost of labor doubled and the wages of section foremen
increased 50 per cent, there opens up a big field for the

those where ballasting has only been done for a few years,
that track ballasted with broken stone, gravel, slag, etc.,
should not be taken out of face, but that the low spots

careful study of the use of both man
on our maintenance of way work.

should be raised and the line and surface maintained in that
All ballasted track should be
This is a mistake.
way.

hour of every

power and machinery

September

19,
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taken out of surface oner in every three or lour years, and
a section foreman should be required to take at least one
fourth of his track out of face each year, doing what he does
continuously to a face.
Another matter that has attracted my attention this season,
particularly in the western country where we have had so
much wet weather and where we have such great crops, including a rank crop of weeds, is that our section foremen
do not seem to realize the advantage of keeping this vegetation out of the track and ballast material.
They are inclined to chase weak spots rather than to get after the vegetation.

Digging out the grass and weeds permits the sun
and wind to dry out the ballast and embankment, and when
dried out any work done on the track stays there, while if
wet

goes

it

Track

down again

after a few trains have passed over

bolts should be tightened at least twice a year,

it.

and

both the bolts and the joints should be given a coating of
crude oil at the same time.
Some roads are oiling the rail
below the head, including spikes, tie plates, joints and bolts,
and believe it economical to do so, especially where they
have much brine drip from refrigerator cars.
In order to do maintenance of way work systematically
a maintenance of way budget should be made up for each
roadmaster's territory, sub-divided into section foremen's territory.

Treated tie- should be used to reduce maintenance expense.
a roadmaster maj nut have tin- authority to get them
on his particular road he (an help to get the people on his
road to thinking about tin- matter. The railroads that began
using treated tie- 10 years ago are reaping the benefit of the
investment today in big figures; they are averaging about
200 ties to the mile of all tracks, while tin average number
of ties used on a road where treatment has not been used is
over 300 per mile of all tracks.
Large sums are -pent in squaring up ties when- track has
run and this has to be done at least oik e a year.
By the
use of rail anchors this can be avoided, and the labor of
squaring up the ties and retamping them and of getting the
track back in shape will be saved.
It would be a great thing for all concerned, including the
men employed on the sections, if the work could be arranged
SO as to keep practically the same number of men on the
When one can provide steady work
section the year 'round.

While

men, they will make homes and be able to live much betMuch work,
and be more contented and dependable.
such as relaxing of rail, can be done in the winter by doufor

ter

bling

Into the minimum organization that can keep up
the track, not including tie renewals; (2) The additional
help required to do work that is required at certain seasons,
(1.)

mowing right of way and the tie renewal program;
The additional help required to do work that would

such as

be of benefit and that would tend to cheapen future maintenance cost, such as widening embankments and cutting
surface ditches; (4) An amount to cover extraordinary expense due to weather conditions, wrecks, removal of snow,
This item
ice and sand, and other extraordinary expenses.
should be based on average expenses for this class of work,
say during the past five years, revised to fit present labor and

cars, the

and location of cuts to ditch; lineal feet and location of surface ditches; lineal feet and location of banks
to be widened; number and kind of road way signs to be
renewed, etc., etc. With a budget of this kind carefully prepared, each section foreman has his year's work laid out for

him and has something to work to.
With high priced labor it becomes

all

the

more necessary

in the case of axes, adzes,

and hoes that they be kept sharp. A tool
grinder should be kept on the car at all times so that tools
may be sharpened as soon as they become dulled.
There are several types of mowing machines made that
can be attached to a motor car or hand-car; there are disc
weed cleaners; tie tamping machines are in use on many
roads, and experiments have been made in the use of a cater-

scythes, shovels

pillar tractor for

and ditching

mowing

right of way, plowing fire guards

cuts.

men that we can get for the wages paid
we can operate any of these machines. Much
good work is being done at present in the use of the oxyacetylene torch in repairing worn frogs and switches, and
study should be made to see how any class of work can be
done the cheapest, and if some mechanical arrangement will
With the

class of

at this time,

cheapen the work

it

should be used.

done

and center

dump

in getting ballast

and throwing off "butterflies" has about
While he should ride a passenger train over his terin daylight about once a week to keep in touch with

a passenger train

ritory

lineal feet

to be

every roadmaster's division.
The roadmaster should also revise his methods to coincide
with the new order of things, so as to keep in closer touch
with the methods employed by the foremen to get the best
work.
The days of the roadmaster riding on the back of

of these headings the labor cost and material
This budget should be
be stated separately.
made up in detail as to lineal feet of rail of different weights
to be relaid; ties to be renewed, divided as to main tracks
and sidings; cubic yards of ballast of each kind required,
giving location where rail and ballast are to be inserted;

Under each

cost should

amount of shoveling

in its proper location has been very much reduced.
The
steam shovel and the ditching machine, together with a modern spreader, have reduced hand labor to a minimum in
widening cuts and embankments. There should In- a steam
ditcher on every operating division, and in many places on

gone.

keep tools in good repair, and

section gangs.

rail now in general use make it necessary to use track laying machines, and by their use the
number of men necessary in a gang employed in relaying
rail has been cut down fully one-half.
In a similar way on

material prices.

to

up

The heavy sections of

ballast work, by the use of convertible side

This budget should be divided:

(3.)

575

the riding of the track, he should get over his territory the
balance of the time on a motor car or on foot. A roadmaster

should plan to walk over ever}' foot of his track twice a year.
He should plan to walk over one section each week, having
the section foreman with him, if possible.
The "eight-hour" day has reflected a greater hardship on
railroad maintenance of way than on probably any other class
of work, for the reason that the section gang's work is scattered over from 4 to 10 or 12 miles, and the men go to and
from the work on the company's time.
The result is that
where hand-cars are used the effective time on track is only
about 6'j hours, and even with motor cars it is only about
7
hours per day.
There is bound to be an adjustment of wages downward
when things get settled in this country, but everyone -hould
try and save something out of the present high wages.
There
is no class of people that find it harder to save money than
railroad employees, owing to their being transferred from
place to place, and thus being discouraged from purchasing
real estate.
Building and loan associations are today regulated by the states, the same as bank-, and are safe places
to invest money, and they have the advantage- of taking

monthly payment I want to suggest that you talk to your section foremen
about saving some of their money in this way. and they may
induce some of their men to do the same thing.
The man
who i- saving money is more apt to want to work steadily
and In i- also more apt to be saving for the company that
he work- for.
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perfectl) practicable t" reinforce a spreader or snow flanger.
so that this equipment can be used to advantage in leveling

Labor Saving Devices
By
Supervisoi

General

<>n

B.

J.

Baker

Manager's

road,

Staff,

either stone or cinder ballast.

Pennsylvania

Rail

Cleaning Ballasi

Philadelphia, Pa.

The

he weight of the mil now

in use makes it imperative that
loader be used. Those in common use consisl
of a derrick and boom, with rail hook, and obtain the air
from the train line.
A ivu of .-i\ nun is customarily
I

power

.1

rail

>

Small steam derricks arc being
used successfully to unload rail and work faster than air
unloaders, but arc more expensive to operate and maintain.
Where rail is unloaded in reclamation yards, the magnet
rane is the most economical equipment.

employed

them,

to operate

(

Where

possible to obtain

is

it

major portion
chine

of the day, a

and

tin-

use of the track for the
rail laying ma-

power-operated

A machine

economical.

is

of this sort will

lift

the new-

over the newly laid rail at slow
placed on the rail and bolted up
l'\
a close-quarter air motor using an air supply from the
comotive operating the rail derrick.
Under heavy traffic,
>uch as obtains on many eastern roads, it i> possible to
obtain the use of track for periods aggregating not more than
rail

into track

The

speed.

travel

splices

air

l«

hours per day.
The gang must be organonce after the passing of the
last train and make every minute count.
In this operation
a small hand-operated rail layer, consisting of a carriage
and boom traveling on the opposite rail from that being installed, and lifting the rail by means of hand winches, is
a real labor saving device.
On rail weighing as high as 125
lb. per yard, this machine, operated witli 5 men, will replace
20 men on the tongs
The old rail is thrown out several
rail lengths ahead of the operation and the new rail set
in by machine at the rate of a little better than one rail
per minute.
This operation is usually no faster than that
done by a competent gang of tong men, but a speed can be
maintained equal to that of the tong men by using less men
and the operation by machine is undoubtedly easier on the

from two

to three

ized, with a

men.

men

In

view

many

to starting at

localities

it

accustom themselves

is

frequently difficult

to the use

where

is

i

The

operation,

in

jpi
is in many cases a help to the workman,
cleaning the border, but BOme difficulty has been
'nui- in the inter
experienced in the operation ol theSl
track space, due to the necessity of lowering them for pass

screen which

cially

ing

i

m

trains.

It

is

frequently

necessary

for

the

workman

to

throw the ballast over his shoulder onto the screen, in which
cast- the scattering of tin- dirt by the wind i^ objectionable
A machine designed to clean ballast in the inter-track
was recently built by the Link-Belt Company of Philadel
phia, and is now in operation on the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The machine is designed with conveyors or buckets which
scoop up the ballast from the ditch and throw it onto a
The dirt goes through the screen and ishaking screen.
shoveled out by hand from a tray while the clean ballast
The
passes over the screen and falls again into the ditch.
entire machine is operated by a gasoline engine mounted
directly on the mechanism and is built with such compact»]

of this device,

it

Ballast Cleaning

—

equipment which

unload from an open top car and release in mid air.
Where unloading in yard is done with a
view 'to piling ties, davits placed in the stake pockets, with
hooks and chains, either power or air operated, designed to
raise one or more ties at a lift, can be used to advantage.
The possibility of clamping a light I-beam to the roof of
a box car, extending through one door and supported on an
A frame, with a view to assisting in the unloading of ties
from such cars, should be given careful consideration in
will

the light of existing local conditions.
It is not uncommon to receive ballast in

gondola

cars,

making necessary

flat

bottomed

the shoveling of this ballast

over the side or end of the car.
This is an extremely slowoperation, and should be avoided wherever possible.
In
localities where steel mills are accessible, such cars have
been turned over to the mills to transfer loading by a car
dump to hopper cars. The usual charge for this work is one
dollar per car.
A drag scoop can be used to advantage on
gondola cars, especially those with drop ends.

A
der

tin (enter ditch and in the cribs
was conceded to be strictly a hand
Trench-Zepp ballast cleaner provides a

leaning of ballast

a job diat until recently

for the

but
has been in use for some time the men would object
strenuously to going back to the old method.
Sixty-foot
rail weighing 125 lb. per yard, has been laid successfully
with this device.
Unloading Ties The unloading of ties is usually done
by hand. AYhere ties are distributed by work train and a
rail loader is on the train, a hook should be carried in the
to
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which

will remove the ballast to venan extremelv economical machine,
particularly where applying ballast in long stretches.
It is

ballast leveler

to the top of tie is

ness that

it

Machine

will clear traffic on both of the adjoining tracks.

The method

of disposing of the dirt was a problem in the
design of this machine. An attempt was made to blow it to
the rear of the cleaner through pipes, and collect it into
bags, but this was not successful, as the pipes clogged easily
if the dirt was slightly damp.
The ballast cleaner moves forward on caterpillar travelers, resting on the ends of the ties, and operated by a hand
ratchet at the rear.
It is intended in future machines to
connect this ratchet to the engine, enabling the ballast
cleaner to move forward under its own power.
A crew of
five men is required to operate the machine, but this will
be reduced to four when the device is self propelling.
The first attempts resulted in the cleaning of three rail
lengths in five hours. As the men became accustomed to the
machine this speed gradually increased and with the help
of slight changes in the design, a speed of one rail length
(33 ft.) in 45 minutes, is now being maintained.
A great deal of ballast cleaning would be eliminated
if the front-end cinders and other dirt could be removed
from the top of the ballast before they are allowed to find
their

way

into the

body of the

ballast.

This

is

in

many

places done by sweeping, and is at times neglected until the
cinders lying on top of the ballast cause signal failures.

1

September
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Although sweeping removes a large portion of this dirt, it
also is the means of pushing some of the dirt into the crevStep- art- now being taken to build a
suction machine which will lift this loose dirt from
the top of the ballast faster, more easily and more thoroughly
ices

of the stone.

vacuum

than can be done by hand.
In addition to this, plans have
been drawn for a large vacuum ballast cleaner to be mounted
on a flat car, with a view to picking up the ballast to a depth
of 4 in. below bottom of tie in both cribs and inter-track

The

would be screened and the dirt deposited
in a gondola car, while clean ballast would be replaced in
It is estimated that a machine of this type should
the track.

-pace.

Disc

This paper brought out considerable discussion, pcmoj
larly regarding -pec ial applications of Standard equipment
to local problem-.
Interesting ways were described in which
difficult work normally requiring a considerable force of men
was handled by use of spe< ial equipment.

Report on Drainage

ballast

clean ballast
per day.

at

the

rate

of

one-half mile of

single

track

Applying Bolts vnd Spikes

No

is

methods.

Around

interlockings, where

i-

it

possible to ob-

motor with a proper
chuck and socket will be found to save time and labor during
The same close-quarter air motor with
any track changes.
an extra chuck can be used to drill bolt and bonding holes.
Where air is not available, the use of a ratchet wrench has
tain a supply of air, a close-quarter air

been resorted to economically, the nut being tightened to a
point with a ratchet wrench and tightened finally
by about two pulls on a standard track wrench.
About two years ago a pneumatic spike driver was deIt consisted of an air
veloped and placed on the market.
hammer mounted rather heavily with a cross arm handle
at the top and a button at the bottom fitting over the head
of the spike, with a view to driving the spike into the tie by
placing the machine immediately on the head of tin- -pike.
While operating, the machine was about a- efficient as two
spike drivers, but the necessity of changing hose every 500
ft. and the newness of the machine in general, contributed
If tin- machine could
to showing the operation unsuccessful.
be made to start its own spikes it would be a decided imcertain

provement, but any additional mechanissm would
the weight,

and the

tool is

cumbersome as

it

increase

is.

Surfacing
surfacing is being replaced on many road- by the
This operation ha- been largely
pneumatic tie tamper.
limited to stone ballast, but with larger faced bitts there
seems to be no reason why it should not be used to advan-

Hand

One of the problem- in
tage in cinder and gravel ballast.
the use of these tampers has been to train the men in handWhen put in the hand- of an inexperienced
ling the tool.
man these tampers are hard on the workmen and the men
at first shun their use, but when taught how to properh

how good

matter

do

track-

the rail, ballast

not

have-

and draining.

the

the tampers by assigning a definite gang to their operation
and allowing this gang to go from place to place over one
supervisor's territory, rather than by passing the tampers

from one section
continuously

A

to the next, in which case they
hand- of inexperienced men.

would be

in the

comparison of the

costs

of

machine tamping versus

hand tamping, based upon tin performance of
chines for several month- -bowed, on the basis

parts per mile of track (four parts per tie) a COSt of
$.038 per part for machine tamping a- against $.050 per
part for hand tamping, representing a saving per mile of
track of $138.24 in favor of the mac bine tamping; and in
another instance a COSt of $0,027 per part for machine
tamping as against $.050 per part for hand tamping, a savtrack, air
ing of 2.3 cent- per part, or $264.96 per mile of

being available from existing air line-

in

the latter instance.

may

be.

if

In the past,

hand work and

a

work

train

thought to be essential to the clearing of ditches.
Today we have ditching machinery that will elear out ditche-.
shape and slope them.
One ditching machine- will do amuch as 5d men.
Where water lie- on the surface or in ditche- in the fall
and during the winter, we find the track heaving.
It
ijust as expensive to shim tracks and keep constant watch
over them when shimmed as to do the proper ditching to
carry away the water SO the road-bed will be dry and the
track not heave.

Through cuts where silica -and, cjuicksand or alkali clai
are encountered that slide quickly, the time to install drain
age is in very dry weather; sheet [tiling should be used in
Great care should be taken to lay the
from the beginning to the outlet 'A
the tile.
At the mouth of the tile a mattress of good heavy
rip-rap or a bottom of old ties should be placed to prevent
the dirt from washing away from under the tile.

opening the ditches.
tile

the proper

to

Where
on

fall

there are -oft -pots in the track, either in cut- or

where track slides on account of improper drainage
or softening, a ditch four or five feet deep and three or four
feet wide, filled with rip-rap or stone, with laterals under
the track, will be found to be very beneficial.
Laterals
should be placed wherever necessary to draw the water from
under the tracks.
Embankments extended along existing
track- on earth or clay and having during rainy seasons
insufficient bond with the existing till, slide frequently on
account of this leakage of water between the old and new
In many case- an auger can be used to bore the
grades.
side of the bank and a pipe placed therein to afford an outlet
fills

for the water.

Below are figures of the
methods for 1<M 7 and 1918.

cost

of

ditching

by

different

'.

American

Steam

Ditcher

van]

$e

Ditcher
Lars, two

0.403

Push
Car Barrows
YVh< elbai ro«

-

These cost data were collected on work actually performed
on a single track, having an average of -i\ tonnage trainduring working hours; of -oft clay road-bed where the standard ditche- are such a- are ordinarily known or described
a- -boulder ditche-.
('
& A. (Chairman).
J. V. Corcoran.

these maof 11,520

tie

tic--

were-

v

hold the tool and after becoming accustomed to it- working in general, very satisfactory results are being obtained.
Experience has shown that best results can be obtained from

and

proper

drainage they will soon
become out of line and surface. Drainage has been negl
on man\ roads in the last few years on account of. the
scarcity of labor.
At the present time, with the high cos(
of labor, we must seek mechanical devices for proper ditching

application of bolts by the common trackmen's wrench
being replaced, where possible, by faster and easier

The

SSION

i

I

M-,

i

SSION

A number

of roadmasters described their experience with
use of various types of ditching machines in the conOne- speaker went into detail conditches.
struction of —
cerning the u-e of three ditcher- in one train and reported
the

»

i

<

I

•

considerable economy from this method since the charge for
work train -erviee' wa- distributed over the output of the
In answer to a question he stated that this
thre'e machine-.
The
method was used for rather heavy work and slides.

:
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depth <'i drains was the source oi considerable discussion,
it
being pointed oul thai in northern latitudes it was impoa
sible t>> cul the ditches deep enough to go below the
Several men from northern railroads stated thai they
line
did not do much tiling on this accounl since a tile deep
enough to avoid frosl is too deep to be of value. This was
questioned in one case where the speaker stated thai he
found it necessary to go tour or 6vc feel with a dram to get
am results, rhere was also some discussion of sub-drainAn officer of an eastern line described in considerable
age.
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Vmericon

Valvt

Anderson
Metei Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ii and safety
twitch
Interlocking switch il
Vnd<
and

-\

will

nted

J,

Wi

Milwaukee,

Company,

Anchoi

i

i

I

detail the

methods which had

been necessary to restore drain-

age on multiple track lines where the
allowed to become saturated and mucky.

roadbed

had been

A progress report was presnted by W. P. Wiltsee, princithat
pal assistant engineer, N. & W., Chairman, who stated
the
of
establishment
possible
view
the
the committee has in
of
hours of labor required for each of the different kinds
different

in the

upkeep
both

conditions,

as

of a section of railroad under
to traffic and as to physical

characteristics.

Other Business
At

the

annual dinner on Wednesday evening the principal

speaker was (diaries H. Piez, president, Link Belt Company,
and formerly vice-president of the Emergency Fleet Corporation he told of his experience with handling of labor by
;

an independent board not responsible to the corporation.
Based on the failure of this plan he believed a return of the
railroads to their owners must provide for negotiation with
labor by a body responsible to the rate making authority.
YV. G. Am,' assistant engineer of maintenance of way,

and formerly lieutenant-colonel, Thirteenth
Engineers, and F. A. Preston, formerly major in the Aircraft
Corps, also spoke.
the
St. Louis was decided upon as the place for holding
Illinois Central,

next convention.

The Track Supply Exhibit
eighth annual.

Association presented its
This
a room adjoining the convention hall.
exhibit was the largest which has ever been made by this
Special attenorganization, over 60 firms being represented.
tion was given this year to the attractive presentation of the
exhibits and to the display of full-size equipment rather

The Track Supply

exhibit

in

than models or photographs.

The officers of the Track Supply Association for the past
year are: President, Edward Coleman, American Hoist &
Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.; vice-president, Wm. H.
Armstrong, Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York; secretarytreasurer, W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N.
Y.; directors, E. T. Howson, Railway Age, Chicago; J. V.
Westcott, Q. & C. Co., Chicago; D. T. Hallberg, P. & M.
Co., Chicago; and R. A. Van Houten, Sellers Manufacturing
Co., Chicago.

on

list

New York

Oxygen, acetylene, welding and cutting apparatus. Represented by Ellsworth Mills, B. N. Law,
R. T. Peabody, E. S. Brewer and B. A. Eliason.
•\jax Forge Company, Chicago.
Alexander Crossing Company, Chicago. Exhibiting continuous rail crossing.
Represented by J. Eggleton and W. W. Rasser.
American Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn. Transparencies and
Represented by Edward
photographs of "American" railroad ditcher.
Co1.°inan, J. L. Hickey and C. T. Hook.
Railroad fence, woven wire
American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago.
fence and American steel fence posts. Represented by L. B. Shanahan,
N.
Frouds. M. E. Evans and
W.
Collins,
A.
Hindmarsh,
P. J.
J.
W. E. Mackley.
Reduction Sales Company,

Mai
.ii

in ul. ii<

I

A
hadwi

ompany,

<

til

ted

I

by

II.

leveland,

Ohio

Modi
n nted by

R< pi

'

'

S.

Balkwill.

Bethlehem
model
inc. .Li

Steel
A,

5J

...'A,

tongue

Company,

steam
roads
Neul E. Salsich, J.

Blaw-Knox Company,

New Century

sw>t.

i.

Steelton positive iwitch itaad
with and without target, double
Belknap, K. W.
Represented l>\ K.
Henni j ind E n. Gumbart.
17,

I

i

i"i

Gillispie,

Po

Bethlehem,
model

twitch itand
nvitch stand

I

I

Pittsburgh,

Clam

Pa.

buckets,

shell

culvert

fi

Grannie.
Section car, jacks. No. 9 "C" switch stand,
Buds Company, Chicago.
track drill, new Liberty tool grinder,
Represented
by M. A. Evans, 11. C. Beebe, E. A. Thiele and A. L, Bliss.
pany, Duluth, Mum.
Carbic Hare lights and
Manufacturing C
arbii
ca\i-s,
welding equipmenti
Ri
and oxj acetylem cutting and
sented by <-. B. Van Buren and C. H. Bolinder.
Carnegie Stee: Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Thomas rail anchor tie
I ilicagO
Malleable Castings Company, Chicago.
plates.
Represented by I-. Lewellyn, VV. M. Osborn and Herbert

Represented by R, D. Allrich and

I

R.

MacDonuell.
Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland
Eureka bonding
Crsrar, Adams & Co., Chicago.

drills,
Calumet track
starters.
Represented
shovels, brooms and
by
die
Bassett,
Russell Wallace, G. D.
J. A. Martin, C. W. Gregory, W. I.
Clock and R. M. Bullard.
drills,

jacks,

Dceming-Endsley Company, Chicago.
Dresscl Railway lamp Works, New York.
Barrett track jacks, autoDuff Manufacturing; Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
matic lowering geaied ratchet and ball-bearing jacks.
Represented by
C. N. TLulin and E. A. Johnson.
Elliott Frog & Switch Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Eight inspection car equipped with
Fairbanks, Mcrse & Co., Chicago.
two cylinder kerosene engine and heavy section and extra gang car.
Represented by E. C. Golladay, Benjamin S. Spaulding, A. A. Taylor,
F. J. Ece, C. B. Skolton, F. M. Condit, E. Lang, Charles Wilson, G.
Howard, D. K. Ece, E. J. Coverdale, Stephen Smith, H. E. Vergosen
and Mr. Daggett.
Fairmont Gas Engine & Railroad Motor Car Company, Fairmont, Minn.
Roadinastc.'s inspection car, hand car exhibition engine.
Represented
by W. F. Kasrer and H. M. Stanett.
Frog, Switch & Manufacturing Company, Carlisle, Pa.
Hauck Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. Kerosene burner thawing outfits.
Represented by Willis C. Squire and G. A. Nelson
Hayes Track Apphance Company, Richmond, Ind.
Derails and stands.
Represented by S. W. Hayes and R. W. Slautterback.
Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York.
Tie tamping equipment and airopeiatcd track tools.
Represented by William H. Armstrong, C. S.
Kulp, J. iN. Thorp, Jr., and C. W. Melcher.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Inspection car
with step starter, kerosene or gasoline engine, level gage and master
McKinnon,
gage.
Represented by J.
B.
D. A. Stewart, F. E.
McAllister, M. C. Study and H. R. Miller.
Lackawsnna Steel Company, Lackawanna, N. Y. Rail joints, safety head
an^Ie bar, Abbott joint plates, hook shoulder tie plates, rail anticteepers,

track

bolts

and

spikes,

deseamed

iails,

steel

sheet

piling.

Represented by Jay L. Hench, F. E. Abbott, G. O. Benson and E. J.
Wetter.
Lidseen, Gustave, Chicago.
The Lidseen force feed oilers. Represented
by E. W*. Koon.
Lundie tie plate.
RepreLu.idie Engineering Corporation, New York.
sented by C. 7.. Moore, Eugene Brandies and W. Brooke Moore.
Grinders to
Luther Grinder Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Represented by
grind twist or flat drills and miscellaneous tools.
C. R. Pfeifer, F. S. Hyland and H. T. Hardy.
Illustrations of the three-man rail layer,
Madden Company, Chicago.
model of Veerac motor, photographs derrick truck car, Harris-Muff
Wagner switch point straightener,
ballast screen, models of the
Richtci blue flag derail, Red Top fence posts, Blair tie spacer, model
Represented
Clough unloading hook, and model perfect rail base.
by II. C. Holloway, W. W. Glosser and R. W. Dawney.
Baltimore,
Company,
Md.
Portable
carbide
lamps,
Milbuin, Alexander
oxy-acetylene and cutting apparatus. Represented by John A. Schreiber
and David Bartlett.
Represented
Kerosene inspection motor tar.
Mudge & Co., Chicago.
by Burton W. Mudge, Robert D. Sinclair, Karl J. Eklund, Albert C.
Force. Fey E. Fosson and L. O. Stretton.
Nut locks. Represented
National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J.
by R. L. Cairncross and A. T. Thompson.
Rail anchors,
Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Represented by T. W. Aishton. J. J.
braces and tie plates.
Bycrs, L. S. Wright and J. A. Faitz.
Inspection car'.
RepNorth American Engine Company, Algona, Iowa.
Cretzmeyer and E. A.
resented by J. Edward Murphy, Dr. C.
rail

H

follows

An

will

'

i

National

of exhibitors together with the devices or materials
display and the names of their representatives is as

The

Balkwill

H.

Mi kali

tndo

I

i

Equation of Track Values

work necessary

eci

li

i>>

City.

Adams.
Oxwcld Railroad Service Company. Chicago.

P.

Oxy-acetylene welding and

Represented by F. C. Hasse, W. H. Kofmehl,
cutting apparatus.
L. C. Ryan, C. M. Marshall, I. Allison, R. C. Kohn, F. C. Tichen
and H. 'n. Real.
P. M. Henggi, -Vaughan and Ajax anti& M. Company, Chicago.
Represented by D. T. Hallberg,
creepers aud bond wire protectors.
Reagan,
George E. Johnson, J. E. Mahoney,
Ritchie,
John
John

F. W. Reeve and P. V. Samuelson.
locket List of Railroad Officials, New York. Copies of pocket list. Represented by T. Alexander Brown, Charles L. Dinsmore and Harold A.
brown.
Rail anchors, Fallon girder
Positive Rail Anchor Company, Marion, Ind.

;

September

19,
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guard rail brace and plate, Ltusse guard rail.
Represented by
Arnold H. Told, L. C. Ferguson and E, A. LeBeail.
Bonzano Thompson rail joint, guard rail
Q. & C. Company, New York.
clamps, Q. & C. snow melting track d,evicc, Q. & ('. adjustable rail
brace, rolled steel step or compromise joint, Q. & ('. Freelaml derails
Represented by
aua Sampson rail bender; Fewings car replaccrs.
L. T. Burwell, J. L. Terry, K. J. McComb, E. M. Smith, A. R. Horn
Westcott.
and J. v.
Rd Joint Company, New York. Standard, compromise, frog and twitchjoint insulated rail joints.
Represented by VV. S. Boyce, Alex Chapman, Charles Jenkinson, J. II. Larson, R. W. Tayne, V'. C. Armstrong, E. A. Cor.dit, Jr., VV. 1'. Thompson, McLeod Thompson, G. T.
Williard, H. C. Hickey, E. F. Schcrmerhorn, J. X. Mead and C. B.

579

Train Accidents

type

July

in

1

The following

is a list of the most notable train accidents that occurred on the railways of the United
States in the month of July, 1919:

Collisions

;

Kind of
accident
Place
Road
re
New York Central. .Dunkirk
xc
Erwin
C. C. & O
Vkcrmanville
be
D. L. & VV
re
V
I.ehigh
Upton
Tyrone
xc
Penn

l

Griffin.

Railroad Supply Company, Chicago.
Tie
sented by A. II. Smith, Hiram Buck,

Nibbe and E. H.

plates
11.

G.

and

derailcrs.

Repre-

Van Nostrand, George

Date
tl.

Kind

N. Y. N.

•31.

II.

&

Portchester

II

Bell.

Kil'd

&
&
&
&
&
&

P.
F.
F.
P.
F.
F.

Kind

of

P.
F.
F.
F.
F.

.

17.
17.
19.
23.

of

train

F.

re

12

Inj'd
17
2

1

2

3

1

2

Derailments

Copies of paper.
Represented by Harold A.
Railway Review, Chicago.
Smith, Charier L. Bates and VV, M, (amp.
McSafcty tic plate and
Railway Safety Tie Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Represented by E. M. McVicker and A. VV.
steel concrete ties.

Tabert
Rama; c Iron Works,

Cause of

Road

Date

13.

Monong.
Penn

*9.

Manganese switch point, rolled
Hillburn, N. V.
double-shouidcr switch slide plate, special switch slide plate,
Represented
machined heel plate, switch stands, guard rail clamps.
by Thomas E. Akers, Arthur Germunder, J. B. Strong, J, Edgar
Davidson,
VV.
and
Robert
W.
Snow
W.
C.
Kidd.
Davidson,
Jr.,
J.
Guard rail clamps, rail
Reading, Pa.
Reading Specialties Company,
benders, rerailers wtih clamps, trolley rerailers, compromise joints
and derails guard rail, car shed shoes, car chocks, tie spacers, clamps
Represented by 11. John Buell and W. J. Zimmerman.
for broke:, rails.
Rooger Ilallast Car Company, Chi
Company. Chicago.
Copies of
Railway
Simmoiif-BoarJniart
Publishing
Represented by L. li. SherMaintenance Engineer and Railv
VV.
Wilson.
S. Lacher and B. J.
ma.\ E. T. Howson,
Sellers anchor bottom wrought
Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
Represented by J. M. Sellers. G. M. Hogan, R. A.
iron tie plates.
V.-.n Ilouten, T. D. Crowley and R. J. Piatt.
Southern Railway Supply & Equipment Company, St. Louis, Mo. Saunders
Represented by i.. Boswell.
cat stopper.
Represented by
Track jacks.
Tcnplcton, Kenly & Co., Ltd., Chicago.
W. B. Tcmpleton and J. A. Cervenka.
compromise rail
New
rail
clamp,
York.
Guard
Company,
Tiatk Specialties
joints, dei ails, rail benders, tie plates and rail braces, guard rail brace
ndjustablc track shim, slide plate and switch brace, rail joints, anchor
Represented by J. A. Bodkin.
plate ana foot guard.
Insulated rail joint.
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.
Represented by J. D. Roett and J. J. Cozzens.
Track tools, track jacks, levels,
Veiona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
gapes, nut locl-s, Palmer rail joint spring Mid bonding strips, and
Represented by H. C. Mull, E. L.
Hillard portable milling machine.
RuLy, E. Woodings, VV. B. Lewis and A. T. Palmer.
Wharton & Co., Inc., William Jr., Easton, Pa. Guard clamps, Wharton
O'Brien insulated switch rod and seamless sticl cylinders for oxygen
Represented by 11. F. McDermott, Charles M.
and hydiogen gas.
Griffith and V. Angeier.
RepRed Edge track shovels.
Wyoini.ig Shovel Works, Wyoming, Pa.
resented by H. T. Potter, 11. C. Emery, G. E. (leer and William
steel

Zicglcr.

At the annual meeting on Wednesday morning the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, Wm.
H. Armstrong, Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York; viceDavid T. Halberg, P. & M. Company, Chicago;
secretary-treasurer, W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, HillDirectors, Alexander Chapman, Rail Joint
burn, N. Y.
Company, Chicago; F. M. Condit, Fairbanks, Morse &
Company, Chicago; Herbert Potter, Wyoming Shovel Works,
president,

Chicago.

& P

Rich'd F.
N. Y. O.

2.

4.

Central

14.

N.
Del.

23.

M. K. &

&

Bait.
Phila.

*2S.
30.

Milford

& West
Con't'g

18.

Y.

derailment
d. truck

Place

II

T

train

unx
unx

Kentland

fire

Lake Katrine
Colonie
Katy, Tex.

boiler

F.
P.
F.

unx

P.
P.

Inj'd
9

P.

Long Run

& Ohio
& R

Kil'd

P.

Crystal Run
Pittsburgh

3
5

2

1

IS

36

F.

unx

Linfield

F.

2

2

Other Accidents

Cause of

Road

Date
A.

5.

C.

Union

21.

The

Castle

Pacific

first
7

Kind

accident

train

boiler
boiler

P.
F.

Rock

trains in collision on the

N. Y., on the
bound passenger No.

kirk,

7,

Place
Charleston

I

New York

of July, at 2:20

of
Kil'd
3

Dun-

Central at
a.

Inj'd
1

1

m., were west-

and westbound passenger No. 41, No.
and 12 heavy cars, running into

consisting of a locomotive

No. 41, which was standing at the station. Eight passengers,
three trainmen and one trespasser were killed, and 17 passengers were injured. The presence of the standing train was
indicated by a home and a distant signal, and also a flagman
and the engineman (killed) applied the brakes; but an angle
cock behind the tender was closed, making the brakes ineffective on the cars.
A trespasser, riding between the tender and
the baggage car had evidently closed the cock, ignorantly assuming that thereby he could stop the train, Dunkirk being
his home.
This collision was reported in the Railway Age of
July 4, page 40.
The trains in collision on the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
at Erwin, Tenn., on the 17th, were a southbound freight, and
a locomotive without train.
The freight, consisting of 90
cars became uncontrollable on a descending grade and ran
into the yard, striking the standing locomotive.
Thirty-two
cars were thrown off the track and damaged, and 25 of these,
containing coal, were overturned.
Estimated loss $23,000.
The trains in collision on the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western at Ackermanville, Pa., on the 17th were local
freights.
One engineman was killed, and one engineman and
one fireman were injured. The collision was due to oversight
of a conductor and an engineman, who disobeyed a despatch-

ed

order.

The

The Southern Railway announces that its
Washington, D. C, and Atlanta, Ga., 649 miles,

line
is

between

now double

track throughout, the last section of second track, about
three miles long, having just been finished. After the completion of work which is now going on between Charlotte,
N. C, and Spartanburg, S. C, this line will be equipped with
automatic block signals throughout.

The Railway Fire Protection Association will bold its sixth
annual meeting at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on November 18, 19 and 20, instead of on October 21, 22 and 23, as was
This postponement was
originally planned and announced.
authorized by the executive committee of the Association in
order that railroad representatives serving in the dual capacity
of accident prevention and tire prevention officers would be
free during the month of October to devote all their time
to conducting the "National Railroad Accident Prevention
Drive."

trains in collision at Upton, N. Y., on the 19th were
eastbound freights. The leading train had been stopped because of failure of the locomotive, and the following train
wricked the standing caboose; and the conductor, inside of
the caboose, was killed. A brakeman of the second train was

also killed.

The trains in collision on
Tyrone, Pa., on the morning
were an eastbound through
The latter, coming out of an
of the train on the main line.
employees were injured, the

the Pennsylvania Railroad near
of the 23rd about 12:16 o'clock,

and a switching freight.
industry track, ran into the side

freight

One engineman and three other
engineman fatally. The yard-

abbreviations and marks used in Accident
re.
Rear collision— -be, Butting collision
Broken
unf.
d,
Defective
unforeseen

List:
xc.

Other

collisions

b,

obstruction
-unx,
t'nexplained
derail. Open
derailing
witch— ms. Misplaced switch
ace.
malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obst., Accidental obstruction
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
fire,
d while running
P. or Pass., Passenger trainF. or Ft.. Freight tram
including empty engines, work trams, etc.
Asterisk, Wreck wholl) ,,, partly
destroyed by fire
Paster, One or mon passengers killed.
I

i

i

RAILWAY
signal -it against il (an interlocked
had run past
rhree main tracks were blocked and 31
dwarf),
passenger trains were delayed from nine minutes to two houi
hirteen freight trains were delayed from 20 minutes to nine

tr.Mii

.1

1

tion lighl

I

bours.

Haven
riu- nam- in collision on the New Vork, Nev
Hartford, near Portchester, \. V. (in the township of Green
wich, Conn.) on the 31st, wen- westbound through freights.
i\.

stop, be
lu
leading train extra 098 was just coming to
cause of a block signal sel againsl it, and the following train.
M. 11 3, drawn l>\ a heavy electric locomotive, ran into it
The caboose and eighl cars were
at about 20 miles an hour.
wrecked. The two men in the front end of the electric loco
.1

1

motive (the engineman
structor) were killed,
wire and these two men
at 5:25 a. m., in clear

and another engineman riding as in
rhe wreck took fire from an electri<

The collision occurred
The conductor of another

were burned.
weather.

running on track No. 3 (to the right of
the collision occurred) noticed that the
which
on
track No.
engineman of M. H. 3 was apparently asleep and while passThe engineman
ing called to him, but was not answered.
hours 35
at fault was 40 years old, and had been on duty 10
of Stan
wesl
miles
seven
is
collision
of
point
The
minutes.
5
four main tracks were blocked
All
Conn.
ford.

westbound

freight,

1.

'

Investigation showed that the colliding train had
hours
passed both cautionary and stop signals set against it, and
that both of the nun had been asleep probably several

minutes prior to the collis'On.
The train derailed on the Richmond, Fredericksburg &
Potomac at Milford. Ya., on the evening of the 2nd was northhound passenger Xo. 66. Three express cars, two mail cars
and two coaches went off the track and one mail car was overturned.
Nine persons were injured, none seriously. The derailment was due to failure of an equalizer bar of front tender
truck.
at Crystal Run, X. V.. on the fourth
X; o. 25. Five coaches were overpassenger
was westbound
turned and ditched. The train was well filled but the injuries
The train was runto passengers were all classed as slight.
ning at 40 miles an hour when a wheel of the tender jumped

The

train derailed

A(JK

Vol.

westbound
trail,

freight

No

97

tunnel and

I

1,7.

No.

locomotive was thrown

In

train derailed on the

in a

tin

re

ville.

The

train derailed

at

Linfield,

Pa.,

on the

10th

of

and

a

passengers wire slightly injured.
The Cause of the derailment was imt determined.
In- train involved in the accident near Charleston, S. C.,
on the 5th, was northbound passenger No. 82.
The l<,. omo
live was wrecked by the explosion of it- boiler, and tin en
gineman and fireman wen- injured, the fireman fatally.
The train involved in the accident on the Union IV
n ar Castle Rock, Utah, on the 21-t was an extra freight.
The locomotive was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler and
the engineman, fireman and one brakeman were killed. ExI

plosion due to low water.

—

In a butting collision of electric
Car Accidents.
Punxsutaw ney, Pa., on the night of the 16th of July
Both of
one passenger was killed and another was injured.
the motormen jumped off in time to save themselves.
It is
said that a defective block signal was the cause of the colThe half dozen other electric car accidents reported
lision.
in the newspapers in July caused injuries numbering from 3
One of
to 20 each; but no fatal injuries, so far as reported.
these accidents, at Pittsburgh, Pa., on the 15th, was a case of
The motorman was
a street car being struck by lightning.
stunned; but the other injuries appear to have been due to
Electric

1

ars near

panic rather than to

— At

electricity.

Ont., on the sixth, the Imperial
Limited express, of the Canadian Pacific, was derailed by a
malicious obstruction and the fireman was fatally scalded.
On the Canadian Xational near La Duramtaye, Que., on the
11th the eastbound Maritime express was derailed and the
engineman and fireman were killed. Four other derailments
of passenger trains in Canada resulted in a few injuries each,

Canada.

all

Stonecliff,

being reported as not serious.

Monongahela Connecting Rail-

a child in

•••

.«.

one of the houses were killed.

from the locomotive firebox.
The houses took
The train derailed on the Pennsylvania Lines near Kentland, Ind., on the 14th, was eastbound passenger No. 902.
The train ran upon a burning trestle and the last tw^o coaches
Three trainmen, one mail clerk, and an express
fell' through.
fire

messenger were injured.
The train derailed near Lake Katrine, X. Y., on the 14th,
was an eastbound freight. The locomotive was wrecked by

The engineits boiler, and was overturned.
fireman were killed, and a brakeman was injured.
The explosion was caused by low water.
The train derailed on the Delaware & Hudson near Colonic. X. Y.. on the 18th. was one consisting of a locomotive

the explosion of

man and

and two coaches carrying workmen to the company's shops.
One coach was thrown off the track and overturned and 15
employees were injured.

The train derailed at Katy, Tex., on the 23rd of July,
was Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe passenger train Xo. 17,
Seven cars
running over the Missouri. Kansas & Texas.
ran off the track and 32 passengers and 4 employees were
estimated total damage to cars $28,000.
The cause of the derailment was not determined.
The train derailed at Long Run, W. Ya., on the 25th was
-lightly

[uly,

The baggage <ar was OVd
southbound passenger.
tinned.
The engineman and tinman wen- killed and two
Was

road near Pittsburgh, Pa., on the 9th was a local freight. The
locomotive was thrown off the track at a switch and was overThe engineman,
turned, demolishing two dwelling houses.
the conductor,

..n

ulting wreck took tin

Seven
The wreck
of <>il and merchandise wire burnt up.
blot ked th< tunnel for three days and train- between Clarksburg and Parkersburg had in be run by way of New Martins-

tin

the track.

The

12

*3fc

injured;

7

rom

t'<c

New

Orleans

"Well, Well,

"

»

**=

Times-Picayune

We'd

Better

Go Slow About This"

Convention of Traveling Engineers' Association
Economical Speed

Slow Freight Trains and Methods
Handling Air Brakes Discussed
for

Traveling Engineers' Association met for its
twenty-seventh convention at the
Hotel
Sherman,
Chicago, on September 16, with H. F. Henson, road
foreman of engines of the Norfolk & Western presiding.
After the opening prayer President Henson addressed the
convention.

Tiik

President's Address

engineman making an application
the brake- can

The worker- musl

see

that

it-

not

they

come

(so that the train can he- stopped b) hand
from draw-bridge.-, railroad crossings and other
hazardous places and before going down heavy grade-.

in contact.

After referring to the present industrial unrest. Mr. Henson made a plea for rigid economy in the use of fuel and supplies on the railroads.
In discussing the affairs of the

American Railroad Asso-

association he mentioned that the

amalgamate with

it

and asked

the

Engineers' Association to
to give the matter

members

consideration.

A

report an handling air brakes was then

submitted by

the committee on that subject.

Handling Air Brakes on Passenger Trains
Before coupling to the train, the compressor -team valve
should be opened wide, the -team end lubricator feed increased to about two drops per minute for each compressor
having two steam cylinders, or one drop per minute for each
compressor having one steam cylinder; then, to assist in
charging the train quickly, the brake valve should In' placed
on tap and maximum main reservoir pressure accumulated.

Charging Train.

— To

charge

the

train

quickly,

Incoming Brake

On

completing

release

position should he used until, on use of running position, live
The
pounds less than standard brake pressure is shown.

a -top at a

[nspi

terminal,

i

ion

i

brake-- should be
applied with a reduction of 20 lb.
If tin- brake- were
held applied to the -top with a light application, enough
should be added to make a total of 20 lb.
the-

left

Starting and Slacking

is

The

ciation has invited the Traveling

that

sufficient distance

only

industries

conservatism and loyalty of the traveling engineers has never been questioned and they can help to
influence opinion among the many employees with, whom
essential.

him

In-

brake.-)

Mr. Henson spoke in part as follows: Our Lasl convenmet during the great world struggle and at that time all
our attention was devoted to bringing the conflict to a successful conclusion.
We have met the challenge of war. Now
let us meet the challenge of peace and securely re-establish
justice, loyalty and freedom.
In these trying times
labor
cannot afford to put itself in the position of obstructing the
wheels of progress.

that will -ati-tiv

operated from the brake- valve, and if he
finds that they cannot be, he must at once signal for brake-.
This must be made when engine- have been changed or at
other time- after parted DOSe ha- been reCOUpled; al-o a

tion

loyalty to their country but also loyalty to

of

Starting
or

quickly,
cjuickly

starting

-lipping
after

taking

driver-,

slacking,

will

-lack

cau.-e

harshly,
-hock- that

and damaging to equipment.
avoid these the throttle should not be opened until the
brakes are released.
It should
he- opened
gradually then,
and the cylinder cocks should be open when starting condiare disagreeable to passengers

To

will permit, particularly during short movements, as
water cranes and when taking slack.
Even after a -lowdown and release, care should be taken not to open the
throttle before all the car brakes are full released, and then
it
should be opened gradually.
The sanders should be
kept in good condition, and sand used when necessary to
prevent the drivers from slipping.
Where failure to -tart
requires taking the slack, the throttle should he closed, the
independent or straight air brake applied, the locomotive
reversed, then the engine brake should be graduated off.
Steam should be used if necessary, to close in all train -lack.
If the train must he- hacked to a more favorable place for
starting, before reaching the point where the stop i- to be
made, and while still working -team, a brake pipe reduction
of six or eight pounds should he made
The engineer should
continue to work -team moderately until the -top i- completed SO as to have all slack closed in.
The engine- should
In
reversed, the- release of the brake- started, and. at the
time when experience indicate- that the holding power of
tlu- rear brake- i- ending, -team should he- used bul aarefull)
as consistent with starting the train and avoiding

tion-

at

e

application for the terminal test of the brakes may then
he made if those who will inspect the train are ready; otherwise the charging should be completed in running position.

Standing brake Test.—After receiving the proper air
whistle signal to apply brakes, a !0 lb. continuous reduction
should he made and the brakes held applied until the
inspector or trainman who i- responsible for the proper
operation of the brake- leaving an) particular terminal has
examined the brake on each car to see whether it i- applied
Inn on receiving the proper
and has correct piston travel.
1

valve on the
the

last

rear brake

.

which should be given

train air signal,

b)

the car discharge

car. the brakes should be released.

When

more inspecting should
ascertain whether all have released.

releases,

the one

or

examine each brake to
Brake Pipe Test. —If, for an) reason, an angle cock or
double-heading cock have been closed at an) time, it should
be finally insured that ill such have been reopened by mak
rial that the rear brake has
ing an application, getting
applied, then releasing and receiving a signal that the rear
Tests.

-A

running

test

i-

made

by

the
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-hock-.

Ind] pi

\i»i n

i

Bb

The independent brake should

I'm

\ki

he used in making
should be applied and left in
application position to prevent tin' locomotive' from moving
while- taking coal or water, when oiling or doing work on
tin
engine, during other than a short -top on a grade, and
tiger

train

-top-.

no'

It

When releasing the ind*
explained, for taking -lack.
pendent brake, the valve handle -hould he moved to running
If the- engine- hrake- eloe- not release, a "kickposition only.
off" with the automatic brake- valve -hould he made
as

>i\

Si u k

(

!i

in

I

k:c>l

Smooth handling of passenger tram- requires that -lack
musl never he- changed suddenly.
The action of the Iin

changing

Therefore,
speed

brake has released.

Running Brake

damaging

he

is

the

low.

-lack

slack will he most severe .it low sj
heavy reduction -hould he- avoided when
As the- heavier the reduction the rougher will
action, the split-reduction
-hould he
u-ed

the-

an)
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when commencing other than

1<> help
applications
while applying the brakes
on trains of more than eight cars, and where conditions will
1*
slack
permit, the use of steam should be continued to hold
while the brakes are being applied.

avoid objectionable slack

light

action

1 1

Sand

>i

\\

be

e

Stopping

not be used while braking on good rails,
Sand should he used to prevent
an emergency,
flowIt should he started
wheels sliding on slippery rails.
ing before tin- brakes are applied in service braking, and immediatelj alter the brakes are applied in emergency braking,
its

passenger train brakes (this does
graduated release equipment),
die automatic brake valve handle should be moved to release
position, hack to running position, and then, after waiting
How long
about seven seconds, "kick-off" should be made.
to stay in release the first time depends mainly on the length
lo completer)

the

release

but to an extent also on the main reservoir
The proper length of time in release position is
when the brake pipe hand shows at least five or six

train,

indicated

the stop

is

pounds more after returning to running position than before
moving from lap to release, and will vary from a second with
very short train to not more than 15 sec. with the longest
If, after returning to running position, the brake
train.
pipe hand shows a pressure higher than the feed valve adi

justment, release position was used too long. A release should
not be attempted unless the pressure has been reduced at
least seven pounds below the standard carried if the train
has less than eight cars, and ten pounds for longer trains.

Stopping Without Graduated Release
without graduated release from usual speeds
The reasons for the tworequires the two-application stop.
application stop are the same as for the graduated release
stop, and its method is to come as near to the graduated
The application should be made
release stop as possible.

Stopping

from usual speeds, as with a graduated release braked train;
is, while working steam, and using the "split-reduction,"
a reduction of about 15 or 18 lb. should be made, depending
Then steam should be gradually
on the speed and grade.
This
shut off or reduced to a drifting throttle as required.
application should have been made at a point that will have
reduced the speed to 12 or 15 m. p. h. when about 500 ft.

that

from the stopping point. To release the train brakes, release
position should be used for a time to suit the length of train,
then move to running position until the brakes are released.

For the second application, a reduction of about seven pounds
should be made and followed with a little more when necessarv, but endeavoring to avoid a total of over ten pounds.
At the proper time, depending on whether the train consists
of less than eight cars, the brakes should be released by
using release position, then running position, followed by
A heavy second application indicates too high
the kick-off.

speed at the first release or being too near the stopping point
when the second application is started.

One- Application Method for Stops From

Low

Speeds

from low speeds, sufficient time should
be allowed between shutting off steam and starting the brake
application to permit the drawbar springs to re-act and start
An application has the same effect, due to
the slack in.
The effect on the slack is
the head brakes applying first.
Therefore, the two acting together
stronger at slow speeds.

When making

-

total

I

Ml

CI

'..
,

S'MMV

moved

emergency position and Left there until the train
As an emergency application produces the quickest
Stops.
and highest braking force, it may cause shocks and slid flat
wheels; hence may be used only to avoid injury to persons or
quickly

to

damage

to property.

Mountain Grade Braking
Retaining valves should be used when descending moungrades whenever the brakes cannot be re-charged to
within ten pounds of standard pressure.
When operating
with retaining valves, the application should be sufficient to
insure a release, so that the train is retarded by the retaining
valves, and not by sticking brakes.
Graduated release must
not be used when retaining valves are cut in, and when retaining valves are not cut in, not more than one releasegraduation may be used between complete re-charges.
Release position of the brake valve should be used when
Limiting the maxire-charging, followed with the kick-off.
mum speed to 30 m. p. h. on grades of 3 per cent to 3j4
per cent, and 45 m. p. h. on grades of 2 per cent to 2J^ per
cent, provides for avoiding much of the trouble and annoyance from burned brake shoes, and an average margin of
safety compared to level grade work.
tain

not include partial release with

pressure.

a

use throughout the stop.

Complete Release

of

fn^gh to avoid
irlj
should he madi
application of more than ten pounds when
completed.

reduction

i

In an emergency, the brake valve handle should be

in

continuing

in,

making

-

Sand should

except

the
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stops

Where the oneproduce very disagreeable shocks.
application method is being used, a split-reduction should
be made, the first reduction not over six or seven pounds,
which mav be followed by further reductions if needed, but

Double Headers and Pushers
With more than one locomotive,

the brakes should be con-

from the head locomotive and the air signal should
be connected to and operate on it. On each other locomotive,
trolled

the brake pipe should be cut into the train brakes, unless
specifically excepted for certain pusher engines used for a
short distance only, keep the automatic brake valve cut out,

and

handle in running position, the compressor operating
if had, the independent brake valve in running
position. When a train is to have a helper locomotive coupled
on ahead, the regular engineman will apply the train brakes
with a 20 lb. brake pipe reduction before the helper couples
on, leave them applied, and close the double-heading cock.
The helper engineman will, after coupling, release the brakes
and then make the brake pipe test. When a helper locomotive
is to be cut off, its engineman will apply the brakes with a
20 lb. reduction and leave them applied. The regular engineman, then in charge, will release them and make the brake
pipe test. The automatic brake valve on other than the head
locomotive must not be cut in at any time or for any reason
except for a plainly needed emergency application of which
the head engineman is unaware or unable to make.
In starting a train with two locomotives ahead, commencing
to use steam at the same time will cause severe shocks and
damage, therefore the second engineman must not use steam
until the head engineman has started the train or done all he
can to this end. Braking with two locomotives ahead must
be done with more than usual care, to avoid rough handling.
This is due to the additional weight and slack at the head
its

as usual, and,

end, and, usually, the extra length of train.

With

pusher locomotive on the train, the head enginewhen the train is to be started, allow the pusher
engineman to endeavor to start it. When he has done so.
or, being unable to, is using full power, the head engineman
When the train is being stopped, the
will carefully assist.
pusher engineman will continue to use steam lightly until
the stop is completed, so as to hold in the slack.

man

a

will,

will

Backing Train Movement

When

ready to make a backing train movement in which
the back-up hose may or will have to be depended on for

September

19,
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more or less control, and on receiving the signal to back, the
engineman will lap the automatic brake valve. The man at
the rear end will, when the back-up signal is given, at once
make a sufficient discharge from the back-up hose cock to
insure a substantial application of the brakes.

gineman noting by the

On

the en-

gage and by the brakes applying
that this required reduction has been made, he will make
the usual release and proceed to back up.
When making such backing movement, the automatic brake
valve should be carried in running position so that, while
permitting brakes to be applied, they will release and
re-charge.
The only exceptions are that the engineman will
apply the automatic brake whenever necessary to insure the

manner,
is

to

will release the brakes in the usual

guard against stuck brakes, as soon as any stop

completed.

The

report

is

is

stopped and the signal to release has

signed by T. F. Lyons, (N. Y.

C),

chair-

man; Eugene Hartenstein, (C. & A.); Fredric Kerby,. (B. &
Q.); I.. S. Ayers, and W. R. Garber, (K. & M.).
DlS(

I

SSION

M. O. Davis (A. T. &

S. F.) advocated
drifting throttle on long descending grades.

mended keeping
running

the engine brakes released

starting out of terminals.

test

the

He

u^e of the
also recom-

when making

the

Mention was made

of the use of gas engine oil for lubricating the air cylinder.-,
of locomotive air compressors, and L. P. Stricter
stated that while good results had been secured with auto<

1

I

matic lubricators on regularly assigned engines, some diffihad been experienced in securing successful operation
where locomotives were pooled. F. B. Farmer (Westinghouse
Air Brake Company) expressed the opinion that a maximum
-peed of 45 miles an hour on descending grades was too high.
In reply G. H. Wood (A. T. & S. F.) stated that trains could
be brought to a stop on descending grades from a speed of
45 miles an hour in the same distance that they could be
stopped on level track from 65 or 70 miles an hour, and for

culty

Slow Downs
While still working steam, a first brake pipe reduction of
about seven pounds should be made. After the exhaust closes,
it should be followed by further reductions as required to
obtain the desired low speed. To insure a prompt and certain release of all brakes, the reduction must total at least
ten pounds before attempting to release.
If less, the needed

amount should be added

just before releasing.

At

this

and

other similar times when releasing, release should not be
made before the service exhaust ceases, and steam should not
be used quickly, as either one or a combination of both will

cause a severe jerk.

Brakes Sticking

One cause

on lap until the train
been given.

air

and

safety of the train,
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for brakes "sticking" or failing to release

was no more danger involved. Where cast
might result in
extensive heating of the wheels and in that case it would be
that reason there

iron wheels were used the high rate of speed

necessary to limit the speed.

In closing the discussion the

chairman stated that the committee realized the speeds given
were not applicable in all cases. They were intended rather
to establish a maximum limit which could be deviated from
according to the judgment of the traveling engineer.

is

attempting to release a lighter application than is here recommended. Another cause is some brakes re-applying on the
locomotive or near the head end after releasing, and a failure
Another cause for stuck brakes is a
to make the kick-off.
defective feed valve that allows the brake pipe pressure to
vary from time to time, or a good feed valve that cannot
regulate the pressure uniformly because of too little excess
pressure, as a result of too low governor adjustment or a
governor defect, or having less actual excess pressure than
indicated, due to an error in the gage
If stuck brakes are noted on a running train that is fully
charged, the surest way to release it is to make a reduction
of ten pounds, wait until the service exhaust ceases, then
make the regular release, followed by the "kick-off." If an
application is impracticable, they should be kicked off carefully
not long in release.

—

Overcharged Brakes
If a train of the older or P-M equipment is overcharged
while running, the pressure can be reduced to the standard
by applying and releasing the brakes one or more times
With the L-N equipment an
without much re-charging.
overcharge of 5 lb. may be got rid of by reducing the brake
If there is a heavier
pipe pressure to 60 lb. and releasing.
overcharge while running, the high pressure should be maintained until the next stop is completed, then the brake pipe
pressure should be reduced to 60 lb., and after the brake pipeexhaust ceases, the brake pipe should be recharged as in-

Adjusting Tonnage of Slow Freight Trains
for Average Speed of Twelve Miles an Hour

A

railroad is most efficient when it produces the maximum
ton miles per hour at the least expense consistent therewith.

Engine efficiency should not be measured only by the percentage of possible tonnage handled per train, but preferably
by the percentage of the maximum ton miles which can satisfactorily be handled per engine per month.
Prof. W. 1.
Cunningham has well said:
"The time element has not generally been given the recognition it deserves.
Ton miles per train hour as a unit is
analogous to the horsepower unit, but instead of foot pounds
per minute we use train ton miles per hour.
"The unit is the resultant of the train load multiplied by
the speed in miles per hour.
It is influenced favorably by
an increase in load or in speed or in both, or by an increase
in one factor proportionately more than a decrease in the other
Victor.
A large part of the expenses vary with the
hours, hence it is important that the ton miles per hour shall
increase.
The capacity of the road in periods of peak-load?
of traffic will vary with the ton mile production per train

...

hour.

dicated on the brake pipe gage to 5 lb. below the original
This should
pressure to which the train was overcharged.
be repeated until the re-charge pressure is the pressure to

"The ultimate unit of freight car efficiency is: 'Net ton
miles per car day.'
Cars produce ton miles only when in
motion.
are all familiar with the reasons which
make it difficult to get a larger daily mileage, but sometimes
it may appear that
we have become too complacent in accept
ing these reasons as a complete explanation.
In times of car
shortage, an increase of one car mile per day throughout the

be carried.

country would be equivalent to adding about 100.000 car-

it

indi-

cates that a conductor's valve lias been opened, a hose burst,
other serious leaks have occurred in the train, or the train

has parted.
immediately,

In such cases
the

automatic

the

throttle

brake

valve

.

.

We

lo those available for servici

Brakes Apply From Unknown Cause
Should the brakes apply from an unknown cause,

.

should be closed
lapped and left

Apparently this condition can be but slightly improved by
increasing the speed of freight trains, because of the small
percentage of the time that a car is in movement. But in this
we may be deceived to a considerable extent, for in hundreds
of instances which have come under the observation of evenexperienced railroad man,

a

small

increase

in

the running
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train has resulted in the loss of

.i

the

in

i. ii

loss oi

nam

main

.i

car daj

for

each

destination, and frequentlj an aggregate
ila\^, as well as per diem charges (which

at

>ai
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nt gligible,
has bo omi
t«-w years.
during the pa
able relation between this
i

l

and

item

and

ing

rea

in<

Let us not

important

e

an equil
the distance between
forget

thai

again interest u^ soon) at intermediate stations, ter
\u increase in the time on road also
minals and junctions,
means less time i\ terminals for repairs, or fewer trips per
locomotive.
Continued exhaustive strain on locomotive parts
i- expensive, as
such usage invariably results in failure or

must be maintained.
Speaking generally, shortening the distance between terminals, with the coal ol con
sequent new terminals and abandonment or lessening in pro
ductiveness oi mam- present terminal facilities, would in
crease charges to capital accounl and operating expi

excessive repair work and time out of service, which, in addi

exi essively.

turn

to

the

direct

expense, necessitates an

increase

loco

in

motives owned or under lease.
Generally the fuel consumed per ton mile is reduced as
In.engine load is increased within a reasonable limit, but
the wages per train crev per trip are increased in most instances, and frequently it has been found expedient to reduce
nam tonnage much below the possible maximum in order
id clean up blockaded divisions and thus to best serve tint

public as well as the stockholders.

Solely on a ton mile per

hour basis a gradual gain in locomotive efficiency can be
shown as speed increases to thirty or thirty-five miles per
hour; but when the speed of freight trains averages more than
fifteen miles per hour, many factors other than ton miles per
hour affect the net economy.
During the period between 1890 and 1000 many railroads
rei
gnized the inadequacy of old methods of tonnage rating,
and began the application of scientific and more logical
methods, including the use of dynamometer car.-, and adjustThe real improvement thus brought about was
ed tonnage.
>

many

lost balance, and
immediate ill effects of overloading,
an unprofitable extreme which still exists too fre-

so alluring

that

operating officials

failing to consider the

went

to

quently.

terminals

Adjusting tonnage proper!)
one big factor in good rail
On a railroad handling many high-speed and
important passenger, express and mail trains on the sami
tracks used by freight trains, the maximum possible tonnage
per train will result disastrously; while on roads having four
tracks, for example, a closer approximation to maximum pofi
Often on
sible tonnage may be satisfactorily maintained.
single-track roads where sidings are five or six miles apart,
i.s

roading.

is with difficulty that train- can make one hundred miles
it
within the sixteen hours unless the average speed exceeds
twelve miles per hour, excluding delays.
The committee is of the opinion that the volume and char-

characteristics of the roadwav,
and the locomotive equipment vary so greatly on the several
roads and in many instances on the various divisions or sections of the same system, that the problem of determining
the most suitable average -peed and tonnage for freight
trains generally must be solved for each division or district.
Numerous carefully conducted road tests and expert analysis
of performance and cost records should be made to determine
the most economical operation.
In the table are shown records of the average freight
acter of traffic, the physical

train speeds for 23 different roads.

The

probability of costly delays and accidents increases
very rapidly as the length of train approaches the present

Average Freight Train Speeds
As Reported

to the

Operating Statistic- Section

Form

maximum.

The modern locomotive usually can keep a train
moving which it cannot start without running out the slack
with such force as to overstrain even the best draft gears and
couplers.
These parts are thus often subjected to destructive
forces when long trains are handled over track with sharp
variations in grade and while the slack in such trains
m or out rapidly by air brake operations.
The probability of failure of trains to make expected

is

run

move-

cident.

The modern locomotive attains its maximum fuel and
thermal efficiency at speeds of not less than twelve miles per
hour while working at approximately 25 to oO per cent cutoff. - As the cut-off is increased, the thermal efficiency deAt lower speeds, high degree superheated
creases rapidly.
steam is not obtained, and the possible economy from this
source is not realized.
Superheater locomotives are capable
of higher sustained speeds than saturated steam engines capable of dragging the same load, and full advantage should
be taken of this superiority.
On low grade divisions where
necessary to half stroke or in many instances to nearly
full stroke the engine most of the way between terminals,
these features are worthy of careful consideration.
Fully as important as any of these considerations is the
it

is

psychological effect on the train and engine crews.
The
present-day appeal is for co-operation, and we feel safe in
saying that the extent to which co-operation will be forthcoming from the engine and train crews will be most gratifying if these employees are permitted and encouraged to
"get over the railroad."
Delays or depressingly slow movement exhaust patience and interest, and without interest and
initiative on the part of engine and train crews the best performance cannot be obtained.
Aside from the psychological effect on employees, the time
element in calculation of wages of train crews, at one time

in

Item 10

(c)

of

I.

Average freight train speeds, M.

P.

H.

A

1919

1918

*
r
Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
,

Railroads
A. T. & S. F
B. & O. East Lines
B. & O. West Lines

Boston & Maine
C. & N.

ment, with consequent expensive road and yard congestion,
increases rapidly as train tonnage closely approaches the
possible maximum, even though there is no breakage or ac-

G. S.

W

C.
C.
C.

&

B.

M. &
R.

I.

St.

I'

& F

Erie
Gt. Northern
Illinois Central

N

&

Mo.

'.

Pacific

N. Y. Central
N. Y. N H. & II

Northern

Pacific

P. R. R. East Lines
P. R. R. West Lines

Southern
S. F. No. of Ashland
S. P. So. of Ashland

Union

Pacific

Arithmetical

average...

12.4
7.6

10.9
15.6

12.6 12.5
8.3
8.0
9.5
9.9
8.5
10.6 10.4 10.4
11.2 11.1 11.3
10.8 10.6 10.7
10.3 1C.2 10.2
10.9 11.1 11.5
10.0
9.5
9.7
10.3 10.1 10.0
.... 11.5 11.5
.... 11.0 10.3
.... 10.1 10.2
.... 10.3 10.2
....
9.6
9.2
9.8 10.2 10.1
11.6 11.1 11.2
8.9
8.3
8.9
8.5
8.4
8.7
10.9 10.5 10.5
9.2
9.0
9.0
11.1 10.7 11.0
.... 14.8 13.9

10.5

10.2

9.7

Lehigh Valley
L.

12.4
8.4
9.7
10.9
11.2
10.8
10.6
10.9
10.2
11.9
10.8
10.2
10.0
9.7
9.6
12.0
8.8
8.2
11.0
9.3

10. S

10.3

*—

,

11.4
8.0
9.5
10.4
8.9
11.0
14.5

13.2
8.3
10.3
10.6
9.4
11.2
14.7

12.9
8.7
11.2
10.5
11.1
11.1
10.7
11.7
10.7
10.3
11.1
12.2
10.8
9.5
11.7
10.2
11.9
8.9
10.8
10.5
9.6
11.4
14.9

10.5

10.9

11.0

12.6
8.1

10.4
10.3
11.4
11.0
10.2
11.7
9.8
10.2
11.5
11.0
10.3
9.6
10.1
9.7

,

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
12.4
9.4
11.0
10.6
11.2
11.1
10.5
11.5

10.2
10.3
11.5
11.7
10.4
9.8
10.6

ICC

May

10.6
9.5
11.3
15.5

13.2
8.9
8.7
11.2
9.9
10.9 11.0
11.1 11.3
11.1 11.4
10.9 10.9
11.6 11.9
10.7 10.5
9.9 10.0
11.5 12.0
12.1 11.4
11.5 11.7
9.7 11.0
10.8 11.0
10.7 10.8
11.8 10.9
9.0
9.2
11.3 11.2
9.9 10.9
9.6
9.7
11.5 11.6
14.8 14.7

11.0

11.0

13.1
9.4

11.2
10.7
11.0
11.2
10.5
11.8
10.7
10.2
11.3
12.0
11.1
9.4
10.8
10.5
11.9
8.8
11.1

13. C

11.1

Arithmetical average of averages, 10.8 miles per hour.

The above table will be supplemented by figures showing
speeds for the months of June, July and August, and also by
figures showing the average train load on various roads, in
the proceedings to be published.
The report is signed by H. C. Woodbridge, chairman,
E. F. Boyle, J. S. Meidroth and F. R. McShane.
The dynamometer car or testing plant should be used to determine whether the locomotive is properly designed and constructed, but tonnage rating should not be determined solely
by the use of data thus obtained. Allowance must be made
for slight defects in the locomotive, slightly inferior fuel,
variation in efficiency of engine crews, and the multitude of
variables in car and track construction and maintenance, all
of which affect movement.
For example the movement of

—

with wheels having worn treads requires much more
power on curves than would be necessary if the original concars

.

September
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tour of the wheel treads obtained.
Car- with sufficienl
coupler side-play, anti-friction side bearings, well-lubricated
center plates and journal bearings, also can be moved with
less power than other- of the same capacit) not so prepared.

The

extent that the OUtside rail

rially affects the

We

i-

elevated

Curves, mate-

i,n

movemenl of tonnage train-. et<
ven rare exceptions an average speed

believe that with

more than twelve mile- per hour for tonnage freight
and maintained without reduction in
the properly determined maximum allowable tonnage, and
that this tonnage will exceed the presenl rating in some in
stances, if the transportation and mechanical departments
co-operate effectively in determining the proper rating, and

of

trains can he attained

if

the officers of these departments, as well

a- those

in

maintenance of way department, put into regular use
possible

Some

means
of

585

especially adapted for those motor- which cannot be conA resistor with
nected directly across the line- when starting.
two sets of terminal- allow- the motor to be started on either

When the motor has
c-nt or 75 per cent bin- voltage.
reached normal speed, tin resistor i- cut out of the circuit
and the fu-e- inserted, which i- accomplished without breaking the motor circuit.
Therefore, the- fuses do not carry the
heavy -tartin^ current, and need be of no greater capacity
60 per

c

than to insure proper motor protection.
Hoth types of starters are completel) enclosed and are so
designed that it i- impossible to touch any live parts either
while operating or while renewing fuses and making adjust
The enclosing Cases, which are arranged for conduit
mentS,

the

ever)

for the elimination of delays.

those

furnishing information

assumed that the average

to

freight train speed

committee,

the

was

at

present

considerably in excess of twelve mile- per hour, and were
fearful that the committee would advocate the reduction
of the present average speed.

Discussion
Roesch (U.

R. A.) discussed the comparative cost
with light and heavy engine loading
giving statistics for stated condition- which -bowed that the
F. P.

S.

of handling tonnage

H. &
heavier loading was the more economical.
S. Kerby
O. ) expressed the opinion that locomotives are often over
loaded and better results would be secured by reducing the
tonnage and increasing the speed. L. R. Pyle (U. S. R. A..)
brought out that enginemen in general do not like to haul
heavy tonnage train.- and are prone to state that the motive
power is overloaded even though the loading is adjusted so
(

that trains can be moved
showing the variation of

at reasonably

good -peed.

Curves

with varying tonnage prove
conclusively that the net revenue increase- with heavier loading.
Mr. Pyle expressed the opinin that on many roadoperating results could be greatly improved by eliminating
delays and by keeping motive power in condition to percost

DeSalis (X. Y. C.) called attention to the fact that the cost of locomotive repair-, considered
on a mileage basis, often exceeded the wage- of the train
crew and for that reason the effects of varying tonnage on

form economically.

J.

II.

the unit cost of repairs must
ber- spoke on the necessity

In'

for

Several

considered.

co-operation

Switch with Overload Protection. Cover Is Removed, Showing Contactors, Duplex Relay and Low-voltage Coil
wiring, prevent the accumulation of dust and grease on the
contact- besides protecting the workmen from live parts. All
contact posts and fingers are of standard (If drum con

Hoth
struction, easily inspected and renewed.
switches an- provided with low voltage protection

types
coil-.

mem-

between

the

trainmaster and despatcher in order to
reduce delays and increase the average -peed of train- be
The prevailing opinion was that there itween terminals.
little danger of overloading locomotive- if the main journal
traveling engineer,

bearing- are kept in good condition.
An account of the latter part of the convention will be pub
lished in next week'- issue of the Railway Age.

Enclosed Starters

for

Squirrel
PROTECTION

FOB BOTH

Cage Motors

motor and the' operator I- the
in two new en. losed starting
the Cutler-Hammer Mfg.
b\

the

principal feature of design
Co..

switches manufactured
Milwaukee. Wis.

One -witch contain- an overload protection unit, which is
SO designed that the circuit is not interrupted b\ a high initial
-tailing current or b\ moment. r> overloads, yel gives protecThis
harmful overload-.
ol
tion again-t the continuano

Lowering the Panel of the Three-pole Starting Switch Deadens the Fuses and Makes Them Accessible for Renewal

i

inverse time element action

ted

by the retardation of

an oil dashpot. The time required for the relax
on
any given overload condition ma) be varied by
to operate
turning an adjusting screw.
a

plunger

The

in

other

-witch

i-

a

three-pole

fused

starting

-witch.

To

to
operate either type of -tarter, it i- old;.
handle-, which can be locked to prevent
unauthorized operation.
The -tarter- are made in various
capai ities for operating squirrel cage motor- on potential- not

raise

ex<

J

and lower the

eeding 550

volts.

nil::
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McKeown has introduced in Congress a
resolution providing that no railroad shall declari a
dividend ou1 of funds received from the governmenl as on
pensation for the use of its property during federal control

The Division of Valuation of the Interstate Comm<
Commission has Berved tentative valuations of the Chicago,
Terre Haute & Southeastern, the Hawkinsville & Florida
Southern ami the Wadley Southern.

Representative

joint

<

company shall have settled all valid final judgment!
rendered prior to federal control, including judgments from
which appeals were pending at the time and became final
subsequent to the taking over of the railroads by the government.
until the

Pleasure travel has been very heavy in Western Canada
this season, swarms of people coming From the United States.

The
ing

hotel at Banff, Alberta, reports thai it lias refused sleepquarters to 15,000 tourists this season.

The American Society for Testing Materials, which has
hitherto had offices at the University of Pennsylvania, has
now established society headquarters at the Engineers' Club
Building 1316 Spruce street, Philadelphia.

The United Mine Workers, in session at Cleveland, Ohio,
on September 13, following an address by Glenn E. Plumb
on government ownership of the railways and their operation by railway employees, adopted a resolution endorsing
the Plumb Plan and pledging the support of the miners' organizations to obtain its enactment. The mine workers also invited the railroad brotherhoods to join them in an alliance for
joint action, to be extended later into an economic alliance

The safety officers of the Northwestern region met at the
Hotel Morrison, Chicago, on September 16 for the purpose
of discussing plans for the "National Railway Accident Prevention Drive," to be held October 18-31, inclusive.

with labor organizations in other basic industries.

The American Association of Engineers has removed its
national headquarters from 29 South La Salle street to 63
East Adams street, Chicago. The Chicago chapter of the
association will retain its offices at 29 South La Salle street.

council of the Federated Railway Shopmen
Chicago district has called a national convention to be
held at Chicago on September 25, to act upon the new wage
scale granted to shopmen recently. According to statements
made by officers of the executive council, steps will be taken
at the convention to oust the grand lodge officers now conducting the wage negotiations with Railroad Administration
officers at Washington.
The convention was called by John
D. Sanders and M. L. Hawver, who were the leaders of the
recent unauthorized strike of shopmen in the Chicago district.
So far as can be learned it has not been sanctioned
by the international officers of the shopmen's brotherhood
and was called without their knowledge.

The executive

of the

Indications of valuable oil deposits have been found adjacent to the line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in Montana and Washington. President R. M. Calkins states that
boring for oil has been started in several spots near the road
in

Callam County, Wash., and

in

Musselshell County, Mont.

A plan for preventing strikes, similar to that embodied in
the Canadian law, is provided in a bill, H. R. 9062, introduced
It provides
in Congress by Representative Wood of Indiana.
for the appointment by the President of commissions to investigate labor controversies and would prohibit a strike or
lock-out pending the conclusion of any investigation by a

Oil as fuel has long since supplanted coal on the lines of
the Southern Pacific in Southern California; nevertheless the
removal of the old coal handling facilities has not been entirely consummated.
An instance of this recently was
brought to light in the application of the Pacific Electric
Railway Company to the Railroad Commission of the State
of California for authority to dismantle and remove its long
wharf at Port Los Angeles, Cal., and to take up the railroad
tracks adjacent.
This wharf was originally used by the
Southern Pacific for a coal wharf. With the advent of oil
as fuel the Southern Pacific transferred the principal part of
its fuel handling in Southern Californa to the port of San
Pedro and allowed the wharf to fall into disuse.
large part
of the wharf was destroyed by a storm several years ago
and the application says that the need for it no longer exists,
and that it constitutes a menace to other wharves.

commission.

A tropical hurricane and tidal wave practically destroyed
Corpus Christi, Tex., Port Aransas and Portland, and other
nearby towns, on September 14, killing and injuring hundreds
Relief
of persons; the railroads were not seriously affected.
trains sent from San Antonio, Brownsville and other points
have already reached the affected districts with food and
medical supplies.
Louis, (Mo.) municipal bridge across the Missisis leased (as regards its railway dock) to produce
revenue, and so the city of St. Louis will have to pay taxes
on the Illinois half of the bridge. This is a decision recently

The

A

St.

sippi river

rendered in the County Court of St. Clair County, 111. The
Illinois half of the bridge has been valued at $600,000, and
the 1918 taxes on this amount, which were in suit, are about

National Transportation Conference Plan

Introduced as a Bill in Senate

$17,000.

Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey has introduced in
the Senate a bill, S. 2998, embodying the plan for railroad
regulation proposed by the National Transportation Confer-

A campaign for increased production in all industries has
been started by the Chicago Association of Commerce in the
shape of an appeal to workmen for intelligent co-operation
Statements of the
in meeting the present industrial crisis.
problem and the necessity for increased production have been
prepared by the Association of Commerce in such form as to
be suitable for inserting in pay envelopes and others for dis-

ence,

& Western

Railway, extending from Greenville, S. C, northward, 23 miles, to River Falls, evidently out
of commission because of unsafe road bed, will resume business as soon as the new ties can be laid and certain trestles
have been repaired, so as to make the track passable. This
is the substance of a letter received by the South Carolina
Railroad Commission and given out at Columbia. The road
has been bought by W. H. Cook, of Duluth. Minn.
Greenville

of

the

Canadian Regulations for Train Markers

play upon bulletin boards.

The

which was called by the railroad committee
of Commerce of the United States.

Chamber

In order to standardize both equipment and operating
practices, the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada
recently ordered that all passenger cars and cabooses hereafter constructed shall be equipped with marker sockets fixed
at such elevation as will permit lamps and flags to be placed
therein from the platform or floor of the car without the use
of steps. Furthermore, according to the order, alt^assenger

and cabooses now in use and not equipped with marker
sockets in this position must be so equipped on or before

cars
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The

marker sockets

action was taken because of the placing
at the corners of the roofs in addition to

the lower position on

some

of the passenger cars of the

Grand

Trunk.

as director general without compensation during the war.
"ft is small business to make an attack on Mr. McAdoo under

the circumstances," he said.
In reply to a question by Senator Kellogg as to what services Mr. McAdoo perform
as
special counsel Senator Robinson said that according to his
information they are largely advisory but far in exec
1

-

Pyle National Exhibit
Through an oversight

the report of the exhibit of railway supplies held in connection with the convention of the Railway
General Foremen's Association, published in last week's issue,
failed to mention the display of the Pyle National Company.
This exhibit consisted of an IX in. headlight case, an 18 in. special with glass reflector, an 18 in. special with wing side number
doors,
a K.2-generator,
E.2-generator, E.-generator,
14
in.
standard case, 1,450 lamp stand, Young valve gear, 32 U. and 33
E. connectors, 402 B. wheel, 1,602, 602 R wheels.
This company
was represented by J. Will Johnson, W. Miller, O. W. Young,
W. Smith and T. P. McGinnis.

The M. W. Brotherhood

Signal Division A. R. A.

— Annual

mittee reports were presented for discussion and action. The
committees reporting and the subjects of their reports appeared
on page 526 of the Railway Age for September 12. The entertainment provided consisted of luncheons on Wednesday and
Thursday, a theater party on Wednesday nighl and an informal
roundtable dinner on Thursday evening.

Locomotives

for

Arbitration Rules

The Arbitration committee

Canadian Pacific

The Angus shops of the Canadian Pacific at Montreal,
Quebec, recently completed 16 new locomotives which were
used to draw the royal train carrying the Prince of Wales
Locomotives of this type, which are said
across Canada.
to be the heaviest in service in the Dominion, are being
turned out at a rate of one every five and a half working
days. The total weight of each engine and tender in working order is 480,000 lbs., the cylinders are 25 in. by 30 in.,
the diameter of the driving wheels is 75 in. and the boiler
carries 200 lb. steam pressure, giving the locomotive a tractive effort of 42,000 lb.
The tender holds 8,000 imperial gallons of water and 12 tons of coal. The new locomotives are
to be used in the passenger service of the Canadian Pacific
between Fort William, Out., and Winnipeg, Man., and between Smith Falls, Que., Trenton and Havelock.

prepared in accordance with the
lowing general rules:
Requests

in

Senate

appointment as special counsel

for the Railroad Administra-

tion for the state of New York was criticised in the Senate
©n September 15 by Senator Sherman of Illinois and defended by Senator Robinson of Arkansas, who said that Mr.
McAdoo was -serving without compensation and had served

of

rules,

promulgates the

fol-

for

personally

c

Lumber Men Consider

Railroad Problem

Lumber men and

the lumber industry generally have always taken interest in railroad problems; however, with the
present complex situation, the railroad question has occupied
even more of their convention time than formerly. The governmental relations committee of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association, sitting recently in Chii
adopted resolutions vigorously denouncing government ownership or operation of railroads, and proposed rigid long-andshort-haul provisions. At the summer meeting of the Northern Wholesale Hardwood Lumber Association held recently
at Minneapolis, Minn., resolutions were adopted advocating
the return of the railroads to their corporate owners not
later than January 1, 1920, under proper regulation of the
power of
lie
Interstate
Commerce Commission and also
t

opposing any rigid long and short haul provision.
The
Northern Pine Manufacturers' Association, at Minneapolis.
Minn., adopted resolutions opposing government ownership
of railroads and government guarantees of railroad income,
but favoring government loans to roads which are in financial
distress.

Eastern Oregon Supports Senate

Bill 360

The passing

of laws which will assure the people of Eastrailroad rates now in effect under federal con-

Oregon
and prevent transcontinental lines from being returned
to pre-war schedules under private management has been
urged in letters recently sent by H. H. Corey, a member of
ern

trol

the Public Service Commission of Oregon to Senator* Cummins, Poindexter, Kellogg, Pomerene and Robinson, who
are the committee appointed to draft a law for the solution
of the railroad problem.
Mr. Corey's letter said in part:

"We

McAdoo's Passes Discussed

Mechanical Section

interpretation of the Rules of Interchange must be
by the chief mechanical officer of the railroad or comQuestions received from car foremen, bill clerks, inspectors and
in a minor capacity, will not be considered.
Many of the Ructions raised by these minor officers could and would be settled by the chief
mechanical officer without being referred to the arbitration committee.
2.
In presenting requests for interpretation, all facts in the case should
be clearly stated, and, wherever possible, repair cards and other records
involved should accompany the letter.
3.
Where the question for interpretation is the result of a controversy
with another company, the name of the other company should be piv< n
in order that the committee may, if necessary, request additional information from both parties to the dispute.
Several requests for interpretation of the rules have been presented recently that were in reality
disputes that should have been prepared as arbitration
All cases presented for arbitration should be prepared in accord4.
ance with provisions of Interchange Rule 123.
Roth parties to the dispute should join in ptescnting the ci se. The entire file, including original repair cards, joint evidence certificates, etc.. should accompany tix
pared statements.

signed
pany.
others

the eastern portion of this state are very much interested in
M>0. known as the "long-and-short-haul legislation-"
In view
of the arbitrary manner in which the carriers in the past kave discriminated against intermountain points, we feel that there enn be no

Senate

The issuance of railroad and Pullman passes to W. G. McAdoo and to members of his family on the strength of his

of the

American Railroad Association, calling attention to requests for interpretations and for arbitrations that are not
the

Meeting

annual meeting of the Signal Division of the American Railroad Association, and the twenty-fourth annual meeting
of the former Railway Signal Association, was held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, on September 17-19, with 311 members,
representing the railways of the United States and Canada, in
attendance. An address of welcome was delivered by Harry B.
Miller, prosecuting attorney for the City of Chicago, after which
the regular business of the Division was taken up, and the comfirst

New

the value of the passes.
Senator Kellogg said he doubted
there has been a time in years when so many people have
been traveling on railroad passes "as in a time when no one
should have a pass" and he declared that Congress ought t.>
prohibit the issuance of pn^c- at all.
if

1.

The United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees
and RailwayShop Laborers is holding a convention at Detroit,
Mich., with approximately 2,000 delegates from the United States,
Canada and the Panama Canal Zone present. The convention
will last two weeks (September 8-20).
The discussions are to
be on the wage question, including its relation to living costs, and
the probability of calling a strike unless wage demands and
working agreements are not granted. The membership has already voted power to the executive committee to call a strike
of the 600,000 men employed in maintenance of way and railway shop work. The latest reports from the convention indicate that the organization will abide by President Wilson's
plea to postpone action on wages until the conclusion of the
government's eorts to bring living costs to normal.

The

58/

"f

Bill

on this measure.
We hope that jrou may s, r the
of granting at lea^t equal railroad rates when the inn.c-.ind short haul
distances are disregarded because of competitive conditions
think
this is a larpe concession, for, as we view it. there is little justification
for a carrier to haul several hundred miles further over mountaia ranges
a. :he same rate as for the shorter haul."

compromise

We

Mr. Corey has also urged financial, industrial and »ommercial organizations throughout eastern Oregon to prepare

KAN. WAY
".He Bill 360
lowei rates from the
than ixi the shortei haul to in
linl i,
no! onlj denie
to
astei n
h egon an
equal
pportunitj in the manufacturing and jobbing business
but lias pt.h ticallj pul out oi business
tland has suffered more from lack of watei transports
tion than an) othei poi
ol the Pacifi<
Coa
here fh e
tinental lines meel the potential boat rates, this mak
impossible for them to operate; while the roads make
up .im defi< ii- thai ma;
fi om
this prai
issessing highei rates in the back haul tei itoi y.
'•

1

ciation,

1

the practice ol allowing
-

.

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

be

empowered

wages of railway employees, as well as
porting freight and passengers
Following
this duty, the committee will function as the
facturers of the nation in propaganda work.
the

to

decide

the rates for transthe performance of
agency of the manuThe committee con-

Charles Piez, president. Link-Belt Company, Chicago,
chairman E. B. Leigh, president, Chicago Railway Equipment
Company, Chicago, and representing the National Association of
Manufacturers, New York; Alba B. Johnson, president. Railway
Business Association, New York Samuel O. Dunn, editor, Railway Age, Chicago: George M. Gillette, Minnesota Employers'
Association, Minneapolis. Minn.: Milo D. Campbell, National
Milk Producers' Federation, Coldwater, Mich.; Thomas Creigh,
American Institute of Meat Packers, Chicago: R. H. Rice. National Conference of State Manufacturers' Wociations. West
ynn, Mass.; Charles S. Keith, National Lumber Manufacturers'
Association, Kansas City, Mo.
H. Stackhouse, National Implement and Vehicle Association, Springfield, Ohio; H. H. Merrick, Mississippi Valley Association, Chicago; Dvvight T. Farnum,
American Institute of Industrial Engineers, St. Louis, Mo.; J. J.
Phoenix. National Association of Hosiery & Lnderwear Manufacturers. Delavan. Wis.; S. Edward Davis, Butter and Egg
Board, Chicago; George M. Verity. Ohio Manufacturers' Assoof:

:

;

W

Steel

I

.ii

at

die

Hammond,

Ind.,

plant

of

the

l

troops were withdrawn about two week- ago and since that time
work iii small numbers,
men who refused
Mini.

On September

9,

about

200

men on

I

their

way

to

work

were attacked by a crowd of 1,(1(10 strikers, who in turn were
ordered to disperse by police and special guards employed by the
company. The rioting which ensued as a result of the attempts
of

the

police

to

arrest

die

leaders

of

the

mob

resulted

in

the

death of live of the strikers and the wounding of 15. Since this
latter outbreak there has been no serious trouble reported and the
Strikers continue to return lo their work in small groups.

Safety Committees'

Work

in

June

The Safety

Section, Division of Operation, of the United
States Railroad Administration, has issued bulletin No. 7,
showing that in the month of June, on the class 1 railroads,
158 employees were killed, and 10,000 were injured, as compared with 210 killed and 12,624 injured in the corresponding
period of 1918. In June of this year the number of meetings
held by general and local safety committee- was 1,958, with
an attendance of 32,020.
The magazines, pamphlets and
other printed matter distributed, numbered 1,095,808 pieces.
This bulletin contains detailed suggestions to supervisors
of safety, on the government operated railroads, for making
effective the "National Railroad Accident Prevention Drive"
which is to be conducted from October 18 to October 31.
Committee meetings should be generally held during the
ensuing four weeks and the drive definitely presented; there
should be general inspections of tools, shops, buildings, and
all railroad property; clean-up periods, short or long, and
meetings early in October, to be managed by foremen and
gang bosses; and pledge cards should be circulated. It is
desired also that the co-operation of ministers, schools, public officers, etc., shall be secured and, in general, that all the
methods heretofore proved useful in no-accident drives be
employed now with the utmost possible efficiency.
Men
should be drilled, and every individual wdio can do anything
in this direction should be assigned to a position for action.
The records of the results of the drive are to be made up
on the basis of casualties per 100 persons in the service, comparison being made with the casualty records for the period
Ictober 1-15: and also with last year's October record.
Reports will include all deaths or bodily injuries which are to
be reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The bulletin ends with an appeal to everyone to take personal pride in making the drive a success. The net decrease
in casualties in the first half of 1919 was 19,110 employees
(or 21,390. if all cases are included).
Special care should be
taken with new men in the service, who must be watched,
advised and instructed.
(

J

;

Illinois

Car Company Strikers Riot

workmen

oi

Glenn, secretary,

ago.

the strikers have been returning to their
thereby creating ha<l feeding among the

—

Conference" held in Chicago September 8 and 9, a report of
winch appeared in the Raihvay Age of September 12.
This
committee was announced recently by John M. Glenn, secretary
of the Illinois Manufacturer-' Association, under the auspices
of which organization the conference was held.
The committee,
which consists ol 1" men, among whom are four prominent railway and railway supply men, was selected to obtain a countrywide ratification of anti-red resolutions which are to be presented to Congress.
\mong these resolutions is one asking thai

-ml.,

M

lohn
!hi<

did not eaiiM serious trouble until ahoiit three wi
when
rioting broke out between the strikers and the police and a number ol persons were injured, as a result of which the Indiana
-late militia wa- ordered to Hammond to restore order.
These

i

Standard Steel Car Company Strikes Riot
A permanent committee has been appointed to represent the
manufacturers of 36 states who attended the "Our Country First

lie

<

'*,

Lesson

Its

iation,

ompany, which has been in progre
approximate!) two months .n\<\ which necessitated the calling out
of eleven companies of the Indiana jtate militia
everal •
igain assumed a -'-nous aspect on September
when live
-Inker- weie killed and 15 wounded in a battle between 1,000
iei
employees of the company and the police. About two
months ago thi workmen ai the plain went on a strike for increased wave- and unproved working conditions. The strike

I

Written undei the imprint ol
red hand and the caption
above is the \ugust accidenl record of the Pere Marquette
.mil other roads under the jurisdiction of Federal Manager
Frank II. Ufred,
["he firsl paragraph of the
Vugust bulletin,
prepared l>>
George
Bradshaw, supervisor of safety,
tells the cause of the
red hand:
"Well, hoys, we have been
hard hil this month. Seven of our men have made their lasl
run- and entered the greal terminal. William Ryan, a brakeman on the Canadian division fell from a ear, was run over
and killed: William Young, a laborer in Sarnia roundhouse
was fatally injured in falling from the running hoard of an
engine on which he was working and five employees of the
Chicago-Petoskey division were killed in a collision between
an extra freight and a regular passenger train.
The cause
of the collision was clear and undisputed
the entire crew of
the freight -imply forgot about the (opposing) passenger
train and they came together at full speed on a sharp curve
between station,-."
The bulletin, with its moral, ends as follow.-:
"In the midst of life there is death, and in the best devised
system of safety there is ever lurking the germ of a serious
mishap.
It
has always been and always will be so long as
men. measure short of perfection.
Our sacred duty is to so
conduct and govern ourselves that this germ will be least
likelj to develop and multiply within us.
A man in train service i- never off duty and the hook of rule- is only one
short
paragraph in the great volume of his guiding principles."

"
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Western Railway Club Opening Meeting
Monday evening. September 15, the Western Railway

Club, Chicago, held

its opening meeting of the season at the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
R. M. Calkins, president of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company, discussed
the railroad situation from the standpoint of the corporation.
He said in part that the railroad companies were willing to
accept government regulation, fair and just wages to em-

'-
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ployees, pooling oi cars when necessary and unification ol
terminals if the service rendered would be more efficienl
and economical, but in return it would be only ju-t that the
owners of railroad securities should be allowed a fair return

on their investments.
the money is lo come

The problem
from

in

ascertain

to

is

Express and other contract earners by
toii,

where

just to

,ouisiana.
Male and federal legislation; V.

on

'

I

M.

railroads;

II.

Ron-.

P

II.

Wilson, Nebrasl

E.

Publication of commissions' den-ion-;
-;u

Weed, Mas

R,

\.

husetts.

Exhibitions at Traveling Engineers' Convention
i- a li-t of the companies exhibiting at the
the Traveling Engineers' Association, H
hicago, September 16 to 19:

following
ntion

Sherman,

of

(

my,

R( dui tion

Aii

\<

Yorl

i

M. Weist and

American Flexible
hi reduced
v\

I

.

Bolt

American

ne \\ eldii
Feabody,

T.

R.

II

S.

Eliason.
Pa.
American flexible
American marine hollow bolt, American
Represented by R. W. Bi

Co.,

Pitl

bolt,

American rivet.
Widmeiei and

staybolt iron,
Hi icock, I.. \\

liolluw

A.

B.

li

Mills,

I..

M.

Sliaykin,

W. W. McAllister.
New York Locomotives, Alco

.

Locomotive

I

r<

staybolts,
Alco throttle lever, Alco trailing truck, Alco
motion box, Alco rotary snowplow.
Represented bj W. J. Murray,
ini;i I'.
and
Rob n
Ami
Simplex
clasp
brake,
Sii
rs,
Simplex shelf coupler pocket, Eclipse coupler yok<
draft
\\
ented by W. <i. Wallaci
\\
h
and J. H. ["inker.
zeji,

flexible

lateral

all.

<

Following Mr. Calkins' address, a paper on "Railway Train
Lighting" was presented by E. \\ anamaker, electrical engiThis paper outlined
neer. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
the history, development ami progress of train lighting since
its earlv beginning in England in 1825.
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National Association of Railroad Commissioners
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Baldwin Locomotive Co., Philadelphia, Pa
bj W. T. Sample and C. II. Gaskill.
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sented at this convention will be unusually interesting and
important. They will be taken up. so far a- practicable and
convenient, in the order in which the subjects are given heMembers are called upon to make special efforl t" he
low.
present, and to attend the session of the first day, when the
\itchison.
opening address will hi' delivered bj Hon. C.
It
safe, says the circular, to infer thai the propaganda
is nol
o r
"Congress musl be
againsl state regulation is dead.
OUghly informed of the facts concerning our dual system of
regulation and the necessity for its continuance. Justifiable
commissions, a
pride in the accomplishments of th<
proper consciousness of our responsibilities to tin- public,
and a clear appreciation of the complex problems "l reconstruction, vitally relating transportation and utility services
to our industrial fabric, make it imperative thai ever) memiii. hi
attend."
ber of thi
ore the convention, as
The twentj subjects to
indicated by the titles oi th< committees together with the
Hows:
name of the chairman of each comm

for

and

and

wheel

tester,
'

'

kind-

Landreth

P.

.1.

all

,,i

-

by

Mass.

nam

n ordi
and gagi

for the thirty-first annual convention of the National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners,
to be held at Indianapolis, End., on October 14. wa- given
President Charles
in the Railway Age last week, page 527.
E. Elmquist expect- that tin committee reports t" he pre-

The

companies;

of public utility

I

and

fair

;

1

stated that it wa- hi- Indie!
would adjust itself rapidly if the
to their owners a- soon a- pos-

was enacted which was

companies;

Williams, New Mexico
11 in
Valuation committee W. \. Shaw.
Capitalization and inter-corporate relations;

He

this high cost of li\iiiL:
railroads were turned hack
sible, providing legislation

and accounts

Schreiber, Wisconsin
Grade crossings and trespassing

(

that

and accounts of railroad

Statistics

railroads, to exservice t" tin- public

tend their facilities anil to give adequate
these securities do n<
return, for insurance
tir
companies, bank- and other financial institutions which have
been purchasers of large quantities of railroad stocks and
bonds, are now looking elsewhere for investments.
In regard to rate- and the Cummins plan now before the
Senate committee, Mr.
alkins -aid that it did nol seem fanto allow a certain rate and thru ask that all over and above
a certain margin of profil bo returned to the government,
because it would certainly kill initiative on the pari of those
in charge of railroad properties and discourage the employees
from attempting to save anj thing over and above the fixed
When a rate is fixed it stays fixed until
margin of profit.
changed by the rate making bodies, in contrast with the
prices of a great mans commodities which are shipped
the railroads at a fixed rate.
For instance, beef, pork or
mutton may vary five "t" six cent- per Ih. up or down even
within a week'- time, while tin- rate per lb. for shipping such

remain- the same.
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preventer, Franklin buffer, Economj engine
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tit v ii.i.
i. .mi.,
safety
bar,
nivernl valve
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Represented b) J, L
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driving boa
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B,
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H.

Prescott,
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Galena ^himI Oil Company, Franklin,
Walah, D
Hale, P.
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\\
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I,

R,
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I
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i

Partington,

A,

I.

I
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I

.

ii
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Eubanks, V
Ferguson,

w

I
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Mi N. iii

Poole,

I

I".

I

["rout,

F.
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V

I
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and F. Hartman.
11.
(i.
Hammett, Troy, N Y. Staytite metallic piston rod and valve
steam pad
Locomotive stokers.
llann.i Locomotive Stokei Company, Cincinnati, 0.
Represented l»y W. T. Hanna, F. E. Cornwell, L. J. McConnell and J. R.
Fuller,

c".

Gallagh<

r.

Galloway

—

Henry Manufacturing
Henry automatic grease

&

Cup Company, Terre Haute,

Grease

J.

11.

Hn'u

;

E.

D.

1..

industrial

and brake cylinder packing

— Air

pump and

throttle

sets,

Trent and II. Flannagin.
Lewis Valve Company, New York Lewis automatic drifting valve.
Represented by F. M. Patterson.
Locomotive Firebox Company, Chicago Nicholson thermic syphons for
Represented by J. L, Nicholson, S. Hawley and
locomotive fireboxes.
J. T. Anthony.
Company, Louisvile, Ky. Railway paints, locoi-on;-,
R.
Char,.
Jr..
motive black varnish, Staybrite front end paint. Lo-kost front end paint,
Lovico process freight car paints, passenger car and locomotive enamels.
ented bj Harry Vissering, G. S. Turner, W. H. Heckman and
J. M. Monroe.
The Leslie Company, Lyndhurst, N. J. Pressure regulators and removRepresented by S. I. Leslie and J. J. Cizek.
able coupling nuts.
Locomotive Peed Water Heater Company, New York Model of feedwater heater and pump. Represented by W. L. Allison, E. A. Averill and

—

—

—

—

—

W.

Bennison.
Locomotive Lubricator Company, Chicago--Schlacks' system of force
Represented by
locomotive valves and cylinders.
feed lubrication foi
C. W. Rudoph, O. II. Neal and W. J. Schlacks.
RepreLccomotive Stoker Company, Fittsburgh, Pa. Duplex stokers.
sented by C. D. Barrett, W. S. Bartholomew, J. J. Byrne, O. B. Capps,
V.
Hannahan,
E.
Prouty,
L.
Crawford,
D.
F.
Clark,
W. G.
J.
J.
Stevens, O. W. Deitrich, H. C. Cale, A. N. Willsie, D. T. Carlisle, E.
Ryan, R. C. Jordan, E. G. Haskin and F. H. Tryon.
Locomotive Superheater Company, New York City Pyrometer for
R. Porterfield,
Represented bv G. E. Ryder,
superheater locomotives.
R. M. Osterman, K. E. Stillwell, G. Fogg, G. E. Crisp, B. R. Bristol,
H. G. Lynch. H. opiccr, J. E. Monroe, H. B. Oatley, R. J. Van Meter,
F. Schaff, W. Boughton, A. C. Louden, W. A. Buckbee, B. Browne,
A. C. McLaughlin, S. MacDonald, C. Wickham, W. Tawse, J. Bell and
T.

—

—

&

Bell.

H.- C.

RepreTool Works, Chicago— Cone bearing journal jacks.
W. H. Dangel.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York Ashcroft Manufacturing Co.,
gages, Hancock inspirator, Hancock boiler tester, boiler checks, appliances.
Consolidated safety valve. Represented by C. L. Brown.
Metal & Thermit Corporation, New York Thermit and alloys, compounded with chromium, nickel, iron, titanium and manganese; thermit

Lovejoy

sented by

—

—

process

for

pipe

W. H. Moore, H.

welding,
S.

thermit

Mann and

C.

welding
D.

equipment.

Represented

by

Young.

— Draft gears, side bearings. Represented by
R. Mitchell and B. S. Johnson.
Mudge & Company, Chicago — Mudge-Slater spark arrester. Represented
K. Vanatta and G. W. Bender.
by
Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York — Injectors, lubricators,
W*.

H.

Xiiner,

Chicago

J.

J.

Repregage cocks, water gages, boiler washer and tester.
Best, W. R. Walsh, W. Brumble, J. Am, H. Gettys, J.
Lemley, F. C. Darern and R. Welsh.
Shoemaker vertical fire
National Railway Devices Company, Chicago
Represented by J. G. Robinson, E. J. Gunnison and F. Lind.
doors.
National Boiler Washing Co.. Chicago National hot water locomotive
Represented by D. Anderson.
boiler washing system.
National pipe and tubes.
National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Represented
Packing and wiping waste.
National Waste Co., Chicago
by G. Green.
New York Air Brake Co., New York City Forsyth automatic air
and steam connector, air pump strainer, type L, automatic brake valve,
leather and rubber gaskets for air brake equipment, pipe fittings for
Represented by G. Kleifges, W. J. Elliot,
railroad air brake seryice.
H. Yohn, W. Owens and L. W. Sawyer.
checks,
sented by O.

boiler

—

—

—

lubricator,

<

Chicago
<

t"i

hi<
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Standard

S,

(J,
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A, C,
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B

special

tor,

I

w

Represented by
Edwards,
Beckwith, r
in v and F, B,
Fai aswoi th.
W. S,
Company,
Chi
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from end binge, locomotive blow
tin, hi
tlvea,
bow couplers, Okadei n/atei
and round
I,.
washout
valves.
Kepi, •nli.l
I,.
Ili.lhie lo.i-l
A
.no! \V. II
II eckman,
I,, Bean
Valvi
Company, Chicago Multip
Perfection

automatii

drifting

i

valve,

i

I

.

bj

I

Pigott,

1.

Pa

l'.

I

i

O'Malley,

I

i

gla

i

drains,

-..

spi

i

lal

lo<

F.

J.

,ii

cylinder

,

packing

rings

Represented

omoth
.1

i

pi

I

.hi,

and

wat,

O'Malley, J,
Brown,
Hitesman and W. Morris.
Company, Omaha, Neb— Paxtorj Mitchell

by

N.

•

ton

ro.i
I-.

J.

\

Gall

P

M

Pyh National
and wing side

Company,

Chicago
Headlight cases, witl
eflectoi
nuiiilii
doors, K.2 Kcnerator, lC.2-gcnerator,
14-inch Btandard case
1450 lampstand, Young valve fear, 32 U. and
Represented by J. W. Johnson, W. Miller, 0, W.
33 E, connectoi
W. Smith, I. Reese, C. Lcl'cvrc, R, I-. Kilkcr, 'I P. McGinnis,
('.
P. McGinnis and (1. Haas.
Represented by E.
Pilliod Company, Swanton, O.
Baker valve gear.
I

i

.

Harnett, W. 11. Iiclimain, K. J. Eklund anil R. II. Wtatl.erly.
Pocket list of Railroad Officials, New York City The Pocket List.
uted by C.
Dinsmore and J. Alexander Brown.
Railway Review. Chicago.
Schroeder Headlight & Generator Company, Evanaville, Ind.
Head
li,;lit
light on yard and
with switch lens and special lens for diffusing
switch engines.
Represented by J. H. Schroeder, A. II. Varne\
ii.
Bains, C. E. Kmnaw and F. Edmunds.
Wm. Sellers & Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. Peed water equipRepresented by J. D. McClintock and J. K.
ment and special devices.

J.

—

L

I

New.
Publishing Company, New York City Railway Age.
Mechanical Engineer, Locomotive Dictionary, Car Builders' DicRepresented by A. I". Stuebing, J. M. Rutherford and F. H.

3tnunons-.Boaidnran
tionary.

Thompson.

—

Sargent Company, Chicago Ironclad water glass protector, Sargent
water gage, E. S. E. Reflex gage, E. S. E. water glass cocks,
Renn gage cock, Loodige quick acting blower valves, E. S. E. automatic feed grease cup, Martins self-locking grease plug.
Represented by
G. S. Garren and K. C. Robbins.
Southern Locomotive Valve Gear Company, Knoxville, Tenn. Southern
Represented by E. L. Challman.
valve gear.
Smith Adjustable Hub Plate Company, Chicago Smith adjustable hub
Represented by A. J. Sams and R. G. Long.
plate.
Standard Stoker Company, New York Locomotive stokers.
Represented by J. A. Carey, H. L. Walker and F. M. Morley.
Company,
Cleveland,
O.—
Draftac
W. S. Tyler
spark arrester.
Represented by J. H. Jackson and A. D. Busch.
Universal Equipment Company, Toledo, O.
National Gregory automatic fire door.
Universal Packing & Service Company, Chicago Spring journal box
Represented by L. Rowe.
packing.
United States Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. King type
single and tandem piston packing, King type air pump packing.
Represented by M. B. Brewster, H. E. Hyslop, L. B. Miller and J. Luscombe.
Vapor Car Heating Company, Chicago Locomotive cab heating arrangement; pressure reducing valves, steam gages, traps and metallic
Represented by E. C. Post.
straight port steam joints.
Harry Vissering & Co. Chicago Viloco fire door, Crescent metallic
piston rod and valve stem packing, sanders, duplex sander valves, bell
ringers and Viloco steam compressor governors.
Represented by G. S.
Turnei, J. M. Monroe and W. H. Heckman.
Ala.
Locomotive
H.
Watters,
Anniston,
track
sanders, feed water
J.
Represented by J. H. Watters.
strainer valves.
Western Railway Equipment Company, St. Louis, Mo. Linstrom syphon,
Western M. C. B. malleable iron journal wedge and security dust guard.
Represented by R. M. Hoerr, R. L. Langtim and S. H. Campbell.
Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. H.-6 brake valve
with collapsible equalizing piston, No. 4 brake pipe vent valve, M. C. B.
hose couple o'uge, hose coupling packing ring gages, triple valve shipping
caps, auxiliary devices governor, freight brake cleaners and testing outfit,
Represented by W. S. Barbrake cleaning tools, air compressor strainer.
tholomew, C. J. Ohlmstead, J. S. Y. Fralich, J. B. Wright, L. Wilcox,
L. M. Carleton, A. K. Hohmyer, F. H. Parke, A. L. Bergaane, W.
Sleet, A. G. Houston, F. B. Farmer, J. A. O'Malley, H. H. Barns and
F. B. Johnson.
safety

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

At a meeting of the Railway Equipment Manufacturers'
Association, held on Tuesday, the following officers were
elected: President, C. W. Floyd Coffin, Franklin Railway
Supply Company; Vice-President, David L. Eubank, Galena
Signal Oil Company; Secretary, Fred W. Venton, Crane
Company; Treasurer, Charles L. Brown, Manning Maxwell
& Moore.

—

—

hicai
Injector,
prot)

Railway

insulation for pipes,
Represented by
lagging, brake slack adjuster.
and locomotive
('.
Austin,
P.
P.
E. II. Willard,
C. Jacobs,
R.
Meek, I.
Younglove,
Hennings, L. S. Wilbur, H. M. Butters, G. Christenson, J. H.

packing
f,

—

W. Harding.
W. Johns-Manville & Company, New York

pany,

<

non-liftins,

—

Ind.

Represented by M. Henry.
cup.
International
Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa. Correspondence
Represented by E. M. Sawyer, II. T. Pettinger, C, Z. Meyers
courses.

and

Injectoi

Chicago

oiler,

J.

Linahen,
Smith, R.

ray lor, M, Meehan, .1. A.
Dyer, L.
J. .1.
Roosevelt and .1. S. Brown,
Packings,
Represented
Y.
Garlock
Packing Company, Palmyra,
\\
Sullivan .in.l W, II. Cook.
ervative.
RepreMagii
boilei
pr<
Chicago
Garrett-Callahan Company,
\
eatb and E, V. Sackctt.
iculed by A H. Hawkinson, W, Rollinson,
\\
\
conomj locomotive fire door.
Gillespie & Company, Chicagc
Represented by A W. Gillespie and J, S. Seeley.
Piston valve
Corporation,
Boston, Mass.
Manufacturing
Hunt Spiller
cylindei packing,
nga, piston valve packing, piston valve bull rings,
kle
pin bushings,
I
lead shoes, driving box shoes and wedgi
Represented bj J. G. Piatt, V. W. Ellet, E. J.
side rod bushings.

Webb,
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Checking Percentages by Chart

An

and chart by William Wyer was published in our
The caption to this chart
issue of June 27, on page 1826.
was through an error placed at the side of the chart instead
of at the bottom of the chart. Thus, in other words, to read
the chart according to the directions of the caption. Wk page
article

should be turned horizontally instead of held vertiealb
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Houston, Tex., on behalf
Wheel & Machinery Company, haa peti
of

rex
Districl Freighl Traffic Committee
tioned the Dallas
foi
revision ol rates on old and now car wheels and axles
to points m Arkansas and
Oklahoma. Changes are requested
in the rates on scrap iron and steel, old wheels on or otT
The proposed rates would
axles and now wheels and axles.
allow Houston ear wheel manufacturers to compete with

A(JK

and

Vol. 67, No. 12

ihis
ommiaaion, mindful of the pa t, requi
thai the Ad
ministration give
uch attention to Oregon'a needi as will pre
vein any recurrence ol adverse conditiona heretofore encoun
tered by our shippers.
We suggest again directing the attention
Oi
hippera both by circular and placard, tO the necessity of
i

1

t

.

loading to full capacity, and promptly releaaing cart, with
other advice as will tend to assist in conserving the supply, and
speeding up the movement.
We further suggest the advi ability
of carriers moving traffii to destination by the mosl duct pout<

>

I

available."

i

'

those

in

St.

Louis and Kansas City.

The Canadian Railway War Hoard has recently issued an
order allowing regularly organized railway and steamship
ticket agencies to continue the sale of railway tickets under
such arrangements as the individual railway companies believe best suited to protect their interests.
This action is
taken, according to the hoard, because of the character of
service rendered by these organizations to the public and
to the railways in the handling of railway transportation.
The grain elevators

number

and

at

Fort William and Tort Arthur, Ont,

the near future, following the completion
of certain additions, the total capacity of these elevators will
be 55,560,000 bushels of grain. This is the largest elevator
storage capacity of any port in the world, exceeding Chicago
and Minneapolis. A large proportion of these elevators are
fireproof. The Port Arthur elevator has a capacity of 9,500,000 bushels. The elevators in this port can unload 2,360 cars
in ten hours, and the 23 elevators on the water front can in
that time load into steamers 9,350,000 bushels.
On one day,
36.

November
-

in

1915, they actually did load 7.350,000 bushels.
Canadian Pacific Bulletin.
30,

the week ended September 8 show
the movement of freight throughout
several of the regions, compared with the same period in
1918.
In the Southern region, according to the figures issued
at Washington, revenue freight loaded showed an increase
of 3,807 cars over the corresponding week of last year, and
10,973 cars over the week ended September 1, 1919.
In the
Traffic conditions

some improvement

for

in

Central Western region lumber loaded showed an increase
of 16 per cent and grain 8 per cent over the same week in
1918.
In the Southwestern region 37,881 cars of wheat were
loaded during the period July 1 to September 3, being an increase, of 8,850 cars over the same period last year.

The Pacific Coast Shipbuilders' Traffic Association, with
headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., has been organized recently to obtain reductions, if possible, on the present freight
rates on ship steel.
The association is composed of 18 Pacific Coast shipbuilding companies, and its officers are as
follows: L. R. Bishop, chairman, representing the Southwestern Shipbuilding Company, the Long Beach Shipbuilding
Company and the Schaw-Batcher Shipbuilding Company;
H. C. Reed, secretary, representing the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd.; C. E. Robinson, treasurer, representing the Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Company. Soon after the
organization of the association it began an active campaign
to have the existing transcontinental freight rates on steel
reduced in order that Pacific Coast shipbuilders would be
enabled to continue the fabrication of steel ships. Letters
outlining the present situation on the Pacific Coast and its
relation to transcontinental steel rates have been sent to Max
Thelen, director of public service, and Edward Chambers,
director of

traffic,

of the Railroad Administration

The

necessity for loading cars to full capacity and releasing
them promptly in order to avoid a car shortage has been called
to (he attention of shippers, consumers and officers of the Rail-

road Administration

in a letter recently made public by the
Public Service Commission of Oregon. The letter says in part:
"Grain is now moving and very shortly the maximum shipments
may reasonably be expected, followed by the transportation of
apples, potatoes and perishables, with demand for refrigerating
equipment
Our lumber shipments must he adequately cared for,

According
ended Sept.

a report on overseas traffic for the week
5,842 cars of commercial export freight were
North Atlantic ports for this period, compared
to

10,

received at
with 869 cars for the same week in 1918, an increase of 4,973
cars, or 572 per cent, for the first ten days of September,
1919, over the corresponding period for 1918.
The report
shows that there were 14,186,237 bushels of grain stored in
elevators at North Atlantic ports for the period mentioned.
There were received during the week 6,549,358 bushels of
grain, while 6,587,037 bushels were cleared. The total amount
of grain in elevators as of Sept. 10 represents 72 per cent
of the total elevator capacity at these ports.
At South Atlantic and Gulf ports there were 10,366,191 bushels of grain
in elevators, the elevators at Port Arthur being the only ones
reported empty. At North Atlantic ports there were 20,321
cars of export freight on hand on September 10, 1919, compared with 20,593 cars for the same day of the preceding
week. The report shows that there were 8,621 cars of export freight on hand at South Atlantic and Gulf ports as of
September 9, 1919, as against 8,958 cars on September 3. a
decrease of 337 cars.

Freight Situation on the

New Haven

Pearson, federal manager of the New York, Newissued an appeal to shippers and
consignees to release cars more rapidly in order to avoid an
embargo. Loaded cars are accumulating and the co-operation
of the shippers, which brought relief in July and August, is
still urgently necessary.
He says further:
"Since the recent strike the number of cars placed at destination for unloading has rapidly increased from an average
of about 8,000 a day to between 11,300 and 12,000, and, in
addition, there are a considerable number of cars at destination awaiting space on unloading tracks.
Unloading is progressing at the average rate of 2.4 days per car placed. Previous record has been at the rate of less than two days per
car placed, which, on account of the necessities of the present situation, should be improved upon if possible.
"At the present time there are about 50,000 cars on the
system, whereas the record volume of traffic formerly was
handled with 5,000 to 7,000 less.
The present increase is
congesting transportation facilities, restricting the inbound
movement, the current performance of terminal switching,
prompt removal of empties, the receipt and forwarding of
trains, and is decreasing capacity for maximum performance.
The demand for empty cars is extremely urgent."
"The work of construction needed for the completion of
extensive terminal improvements, including also a transfer
station at Cedar Hill (New Haven), has been recently resumed through the assistance of the United States Railroad
Administration, so that within a few months capacity will be
E.

J.

Haven & Hartford, has

still

further increased.

Coal Production
Bituminous coal production in the United States for the
week ended September 6 is estimated by the Geological Survey at 9,660,000 net tons, a decrease of 7.6 per cent as compared with the week before, apparently due to the observance of Labor Day as a holiday in some districts. However,
the rate of production, the report says, appears to have risen.
and at least maintained that set up in late August. For the
week ending August 30, the percentage of full time output
lost on account of car shortage was 24.1, as compared with
In part, however, the report
16.8 per cent the week before.
says, the change was more apparent than real because, without any change in the number of cars, an adequate car sup-

September

19,
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week when the demand is dull and men are on strike
may become an inadequate supply the next week when demand is brisk and men are hack at work. Such an apply one

parent change seems to have occurred in Illinois; but taking
the country as a whole the less adequate car supply was
real and the number of empties available for loading was
smaller than the week before.
Car supply, instead of improving, during the week of August 30 became somewhat
less satisfactory and just now the principal obstacle in the
way of increased production is shortage of cars.

National Industrial Traffic League Meeting

The National

Industrial Traffic League's

summer

session

on September 4 and 5. The reports of the various committees of the league were presented,
however, much of the time was taken up with the discussion
of action taken by the executive committee regarding legislative recommendations for the solution of the railroad problem and discussion of the car shortage situation. Among the
legislative recommendations made by President G. M. Freer
of the league, in reporting for the executive committee, are
suggestions that Congress be asked to provide a time limit
within which carriers must present bills for charges on shipments, opposing the extension of the jurisdiction of the Interstate
Commerce Commission over port-to-port water
rates, and endorsing the suggestion made to the House Com-

was held

at Pittsburgh,

595

nspiracy, punishable by proper remedy, if they did strike
though they might resign. The Board would be composed
of eight members two from carrier employee-, two from
earrier officers and four from the general public
and would
be appointed by the Interstate Commerce Commission and

—

—

report to it.
President Freer was instructed by the league to Oppose the
rigid long-and-short-haul clause section of the Cummins Bill,
the provision for a transportation board, the provision for
rate zones and in his discretion such other portions of the
bill as are opposed to the provisions of the Esch-Ponn
bill, in his appearance before the House Committee.
The
league also voted that the Senate Committee be asked to
have hearings on the Cummins bill.

J'a.,

mittee for a provision in the law that interstate rates will
not automatically revert to their pre-war status when the
roads are restored to private ownership, but will continue
until June 30, 1921, unless changed by action of the properly
constituted authorities.
With the exception of the latter
recommendation the league approved of the executive committee's recommendations.
The latter recommendation created considerable debate as to its probable effect and the question was postponed for further discussion.
A report of an investigation conducted by the league as
to the car shortage situation was also presented.
The answers to a circular sent by the league to its members asking
for information as to the reasons for the car shortage stated
briefly that poor switching, slow movements in transit, failure
to repair bad order cars, accumulation of administration cars
because they were not allotted, freight schedules lengthened,
bad condition of motive power and labor disturbances, both
Max Theindustrial and railroad were contributing factors.
len, director of the Division of Public Service, who was present at the meeting, replied to each of the assigned reasons
for the car shortage, outlining the administration's side of the

Anthracite Shipments for August

The production

of anthracite continues to increase, according to the statement of the Anthracite Bureau of Information, Philadelphia. The shipments for August amounted to
6,144,144 gross tons, as compared with 6,052,334 tons in July,
which in turn had the record for largest shipments since October, 1918.
Compared with August, 1916, the latest normal
year in the anthracite trade, the shipments last month showed
an increase of a little over 600,000 tons or about 11 per cent.
For the first five months of this coal year the shipments
have amounted to 28,752,699 tons, as compared with 26.678,333 tons for the corresponding period of 1916, an increase of

2,074,366 tons.

The shipments by

railroads were as follows (gross tons
August,

August,
1916

Five Mo.,
1919-1920

Fiw M."

936,212
716,333
438,214
678,437
182,450
318,428

1.000.667
1,026.074
541,156
875,131
572.822
482,416
658,044
184.708
190,779

5,559,110
5,220.226
2,593.506
4,619,134
3,380.415
2,029,557
3,161,576
838.560
1,350,615

4,904,976
4.865.344
2,633,831
4,063,406
3,007,146
2,265,283
3,182,216
814,272
941.859

6,144.144

5.551.797

28.752,699

1919
P.

& R

V

L.
C. ol K. J
D., L. &

W

D.

&

II

Tcnna
Erie
N. Y. O.
r. & N.

& YV
E

1,142,713
1,171,026
560,331

problem. The action taken by the league on this matter was
expressed in a telegram prepared by a sub-committee and
forwarded to Director General Hines assuring the continued
cooperation of the shippers but demanding further efforts
by the Railroad Administration to avoid a car shortage.
Among the resolutions adopted by the league at the meeting are the following:
A resolution offered by the executive committee providing
that the directors of public service and traffic be requested
to require that application for the cancellation of rates alleged to be obsolete should be accompanied in all cases by
a showing that interested parties have been consulted as to
the actual or prospective use of such rates and whether or
not these parties consented to the withdrawal of the rate,
also that all tariffs carrying such cancellations shall contain
in connection therewith a provision to the effect that such
rates shall be re-instated on one day's notice on proper showing that the rates will be actually used
A resolution, also offered by the executive committee.
recommending that legislation be enacted that will continue
the rates, fares, etc., existing, with intra and interstate, at
the time the carriers are returned to private operation until
same be later changed either by the act of the carrier or carriers as provided by law or by properly constituted authority

having jurisdiction.

recommending

law provide for a
hear labor railroad
Ct to revision only
disputes whose decision should
by the authority to whom it would report. Railroad employees would waive their right to strike and would be guilt v
\

resolution

thai

board of conciliation and arbitration
I

the

to

From

tie

'

Columbus (O.) Stati Journal

Stalled

1916-1917

26,6',
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Public Service Commission of New York, Second Di
acting on ;i complainl oi the Brotherhood oi Railroad
lew law, of New Yolk, |.i.
tut n. dec ide- thai the lull
I

Scribing the number Ol men to be employed on freight trains
..I
over 25 ears, but excepting trains on roads less than SO
miles long, does not ,ippl\ I,, li<- Wallkill Valley Railroad,
entral extending from
.U miles, a branch oi the New York
Although the
Kingston, southwest ward to Montgomery.
branch is operated under base, as a pari of the New York
Central system, which is much more than SO miles long, the
commission holds that as the branch trains never run on to
the main line, the Wallkill Valley is to be treated, so far as
Either a
this law is concerned, as a separate railroad.
its ownership, or as to its method of operation it is not "a
railroad of more than SO miles in length."
t

<

Commerce Commission

Interstate
Discrimination

Against

Western
Pacific

["he

Interstate

Ordered

Commerce Commission

in

a

Removed
decision

l>v

unlawful and in violation oi
the second paragraph of Section 3 of the commerce acl a
lower basis of divisions oi joint through passenger fares be

Commissioner McChord,

finds

tween points in California and Sail Lake City and points
north and east thereof accorded to the Western Pacific by
the Southern Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

The deallow each other of similar joint fare-.
cision also holds that the Western Pacific is entitled to reparation, although the amount has not set been determined.
Commissioner McChord says the expression of rates and
charges in the form of divisions makes them none the less
than the)

The effort
rates and charges which may be discriminatory.
to relieve a discrimination does not necessarily involve the
power to describe, the order of removal normally operating
in the alternative, and that as the commission has found that
the division fixed upon was discriminatory that statement
of the fact establishes the

damage.

The amount

of the

dam-

ace i- demonstrable and doe- not depend upon any contingency. The plaintiff", because of the unlawful practices of the
defendants was placed in an unfavorable and unjust situation
with respect to passengers transported by it between points
in California and Salt Lake City as compared with its comIf it had been placed in the same situation as its
petitors.
competitors it would have received more money for each passenger transported, but as the exact amount of damage cannot be determined upon the record, the plaintiff should prepare a statement showing the details of the transportation
of passengers, upon which the commission will consider the
entry n\ an award of reparation.
ommissioner Clark dissented to the award of reparation,
but concurred in the remainder of the report. Commissioner
Eastman tiled a concurring opinion and Commissioners DanI

Commissioner Dantiled dissenting opinions.
he was unable to agree that reparation should be
awarded and that he was inclined to doubt whether the evidence disclosed a violation of Section 3. By continuing its
participation in through routes and joint fares with the Western Pacific, he says, the Southern Pacific voluntarily short
haul- itself, and the joint fares must therefore be regarded
as a distinct concession on the part of the Southern Pacific.
A different basis of divisions resulting from such an inequality of mutual conditions generally is not necessarily unlawfully discriminatory. Mr. Daniel- also says that the record
nvv be searched in vain for e v idence sbow'ne t'^at the olaintiff sustained actual damage
If the Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific had demanded of each other the same minimum
divisions as they demanded of the Western Pacific the latter
would not have derived any benefit therefrom. Commissioner
Hall agreed substantially with Commissioner Daniels, pointing out that while the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe
competed with each other, their lines are so located as to
supplement each other and in many instances each is a necessary and important connection of the other: while the Western Pacific supplements neither in any practical sense and
affords to neither any traffic possibilities of consequence.
iel-

and Hall

iel-

said

State

Commissions

The Xew York

State Public Service Commission. Second
the installation of "audible-visible"
warning signals at highway grade crossings on the Xew
York Central and the Delaware & Hudson, as follows: At

District,

has

ordered

Elsmere: between Elsmere and Delmar:
and at the Guilderland road two
Schenectady.

ter

Guilderland Cenmiles from South

at

The Xew York

State

Public Service Commission, Second

complaint of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, decides that locomotives should not be
towed under steam except under the control of an engineman or of a fireman with at least one year's actual experience; and not in charge of a fireman until he shall haV(
tablished his ability by satisfactory examinations and tests.
The complaint was against the Boston & Maine for permitting engines to be towed under steam when manned only by
a fireman.
On this road steam locomotives, with their train-.
are hauled through the Hoosac Tunnel, about 5 miles, by
Evidence was presented to the effect
electric locomotives.
that engines have been thus run while manned by stupid or
careless firemen. As a fireman is, presumably, in training for
the position of engineman, the commission holds that, after
one year, he ought to be able to attend to such elemental
duties of the engineman as are required when the engine is
being towed. The decision requires, therefore, that such tiremen shall have had one year's experience and that this fact,
with his qualifications, shall be made a matter of record,
which record shall be accessible to the commission.
District, acting

on

a

The Xew York

State Public Service Commission, Second
complaint against the American Railway Express Company, in Buffalo, decides that the rule of
that company limiting its pickup service to the hours before
5 p. m., and providing for no pick-up service in Buffalo on
Sunday, is reasonable. Certain bakers, fish dealers, makers
of ice cream, and motion picture exchanges, have been accommodated in former years by evening and Sunday wagon
service: but the commission holds that these branches of traffic should not be considered as such serious necessities as
to warrant the Sunday (or evening) wagon service; these
shippers, in these irregular hours, must do their own carting.
The express company's offices are kept open for the receipt
of shipments during the entire 24 hours every day, including
District, considering a

Sundays.

Court

News

Taxation of Automatic Block Signals
The Montana Supreme Court holds

that the block-signal
located on the roadbed and attached
to the track, and operated automatically by passing trains,
is assessable by the state board of equalization and got the
county assessor.
Judgment for the railroad in an action
asrainst a county treasurer was affirmed.
X. P. v Dixson
(Mont.X 174 Pac. 706.

system of

a

railroad

—

Limitation of Liability

— "Character

of the

Shipment"

In an action by a shipper against a railroad for the full
value of a shipment -of oriental rugs, destroyed en route by
a fire of unknown origin, it appeared that the shipper had
undervalued the rugs and thus obtained a lesser freight rate.
The New York Appellate Division holds that the railroad
was not liable for more than the declared value of the rugs,
as it had no knowledge of the "character of the shipment"
within the meaning of the Carmack and Cummins amendments. The shipment was described as rugs but this gave
the railroad no knowledge that it consisted of valuable
oriental rugs.
Haddad v. Southern Pacific, 185 App. Div. 500.

—
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German Railway Rates
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1

— From

Raised.

way passenger and baggage

1

<

line.

>ctober

all

1

be raised

will

—

on German Railways. Suspension of Sunon Baden, Wurtemburg, Bavarian and other German railways for all purposes except transport of essential
foodstuffs, is said to he contemplated, owing to coal shortTraffic

age.

The Colonial Government of the Dutch Eas1 Indies, says
the Far Eastern Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, proposes to build 10,000 miles of railway
during the next 15 or 20 years. This is only possible, colonial
officials say, by the investment of American capital with the
of

American engineers.

Representing a Real Service

Agency learns from a Belgian official source.
Railway Gazette (London), that when the armistice was
signed 1.500 kilometers of Belgian railways had been deSo rapid lias been the work of repair that todav
stroyed.
Renter's

only 300 kilometers are out of order.
to

men

& North Western Railway Com-

provided by the London
pany at Euston.

the principal rail-

lirusscls

Exports of Cars

in July

July totaled 1.986 valued a'
146,923, as compared with 5,055 valued at $13,675,186 in June
Xo passenger car.s
and 3.008 valued at $6,268,078 in May.
The detailed figures as compiled bj
were exported in July.
the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce are as follows:

Exports of freight cars

in

Freikli'

IMDON.

I

states that during the year 1918.
passed through the Soldiers' & Sailors' Free Buf-

fet

On

marvelous work has been accomplished, and the normal service is being run on the embankment line which was constructed at the time of the
Ghent Exhibition, and all work has been more or less restored
The bridges on the Lys and Scheldt
to its pre-war condition.
are in a fair way towards completion, and meantime the service is maintained over temporary bridges.

way from Ostend

Passenger Cars

The Engineer (London)
1.029,000

Railways

the

traffic

stance

Reconstruction of Belgian

Rapid

rail-

I. T. Williams, general
manager of the London & North
Western Railway of England recently had conferred upon
him the honor of knighthood.

Sunday

is

1

50 per cent.

day

it

IIIIIIHIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlS

Germany

rates in

The

area of land to be developed is 2.estimated that it will provide land for
5.8(H) settlers,
The estimated cost of the railways is £1,420,000, while the provision will have to be made for roads and
water supply.

Dawson Valley

500,000 acres, and

(

i
I

.Mil

Number

s

Dollars

Prance

and Other Cars
Nt mber
1.417

Italy

Dollars
3.117,436
514,800

i

[ondutas
Mexico
i

Cuba

Ambulance Trains Over Great Western

15,257

Dominican R<

public

tlrazil
I

The Great Western Railway Magazine states
the outbreak of war until the end of June this

.ONDON.

that

from

year.

5,895

loaded ambulance trains passed over the Great Western railway. 2,989 of which were loaded to stations on this company's
system.

Railway and Port Concessions

Russia

in

Danish authority England is asking for a
railway concession through Esthonia to Russia, in order to
open up a road to the Russian market. It is also stated that
negotiations are being; carried on with a view to leasing the
islands of Dagos and Oesel to England for the construction
of a large commercial port there.

According

to

A New

Electric Railway in Switzerland

A concession has been granted to the Berne Power Works
narrow gage railway between Meiringen and

for an electric

This

Guttanen.

line

will

be

used

at

firsl

for

the

transport

goods in bulk for the erection of the projected waterpower work, at )berhasli. and afterwards will doubtless at-

of

I

tract a fair

amount

of tourist

traffic.

ChiU
China

14,340
162,500

Tola!

Railway Construction

in

Mexico

Satisfactory progress is being made, writes a corres]
dent in the construction of the extension of the Llano Grande
branch of the National Railways of Mexico. The road is
being built by E. E. Shaw, an American contractor,
lie has
about 1,800 men employed in the grading and track laying
work.
The first 28 miles out of Llano Grande will be finished
in a few more weeks.
It
will penetrate a dense forest of
commercial timber. The rails for the new line are being
manufactured by the Monterey Iron & Steel Company. The
proposed terminus is the Pacific port of Mazatlan
The
surveyed route is over the heights of the Sierra Madre range,
with a drop from about 10.000 feet altitude to sea level within
a distance of about 30 miles.
\l Llano Grande large lumber
mills were established several years ago.
is planned by
It
owners of timber tracts reached by the toad to install other
lumber mills.
From Llano Grande the branch line runs to
DurangO, 7? miles, where it connects with the old Mexican
International Railroad that runs to Piedras Negras, oppi

Eagle Pass. Tex.

Japanese Railway Reform
Reforms on the Japanese Government railways base been
locomoinstituted (says the Japan Chronicle). Till recently all
tives made very short runs to the greal inconvenience ot tinnew type of locomotive, which made a
\
traveling public.
between Tokyo and HamamatSU, a distance of 167 miles,
run
without changing,

is

to

he

used

time on

in

all

the

govern-

ment railways

Railway Development

in

The Queensland Acting Minister

Queensland
for

Railways has been

inspecting the Burnett district of Queensland in conm
with the scheme of railways for opening lands to settlement
instruct four spur hues in con
by soldiers. It is proposed to

junction with the proposed Man) Peaks to New Cannindah
including junctions with the hue at Mundubbera and the

line,

British
In

Trade with Germany

commenting on trade with German) the London Tunes

Trade Supplement

saj

s

There is an old adage about the folly of cutting off one's
nose to spite one's face, and logicall) this saying applies to
the question of future trade relation- between Britain ami
Germany. Other countries, with the possible exception ol
Belgium, whose experience "i Nun methods has been burned
in too deeply to he quickly forgotten, are making strenuous
efforts to secure a commanding position in the German marDistasteful as the idea of doing business with Germans
ket
is t.. large numbers of people, we are afraid that the exigencies of the situation will compel US to bid for our shat
the German market.
The decision of the Federation of I'ritish Industrie-

RAILWAY AGE
open

.1

hi. null

necessity.

The

in

recognition >>i an unwell
Cologne is
which will be afforded thereby

b'/,

No.

12

ern

•>

facilities

Vol

will

no doubt be very valuable, particularly in the direction of investigating the financial standing ol German firms deiiring
to do business with tins country.
This extremely necessary
work will certainlj prevent a good deal of loss to British exportei s

Railway.
He introduced the
ten oi telephone tram
control and be al o fo t< red the extension of road motor car
service to and from country districts not served by
railroad.

Exports
Exports
than those

of

Railway Track Material

"t

track

Hi

any previous month

materia]

in

wen

July

in July

considerably

less

kails exported

this year,

amounted

Belgian Railroad Receipts

to 32,707 tons valued at $1,870,583, a
compared
with 67,028 tons valued at $4,208,872 in June.
he total
Jub .is compiled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau
I

Belgian railroads are now said to be working with 00 per
rem oi pre wai efficiency, writes Trade Commissioner Harry
That
r
Collings from Brussels, under date of Augusl 13.
the railroads arc last returning to normal conditions is shown
by the following figures giving the receipts of Belgian railroads for the lust five months of 1919, as compared with the
corresponding months in 1914
(All conversions have been
made at the normal rate of exchange, $0,193 per franc.)
Keren
I'

l-i

and Baggage

<

and
Merchandise

"in f reight

(ther

K
N

I

Month—

L914

January
February

$1,464,677
1,304,101
1.485,907
1,752,826
1,834,272

March
April

May

These
numbers

1919

$883,677
1,025.023
1,469.309
1,940,229
2,161,986

I

1914
$3,537,497
3,626,084
3,887,599
3.673,176
3,625,891

ommerce

are

K—

1,261,834
1,993,304
2,321,404
2,773,410

not be taken to indicate equivalent
of passengers or quantities of freight in the two years
compared, Mr. Collings says. Previous to the war, railroad
In
fares and freight rates were exceedingly low in Belgium.
general, one may say that the railroad fare in 1914 was 3 cents
a mile first class, 2 cents second class, and 1 cent third class.
Fares have now been increased from 40 to 50 per cent. Previous to the war, tickets good for travel on all lines in Belgium for 15 days from date cost about $12 first class, $8 second class, and $4.75 third class.
These are not issued at
present.
Cheap workmen's tickets permitted workmen in
1914 to go to and from work up to a distance of 3 miles for
about one-half cent a mile, for longer distances the cost per
mile was much lower tickets permitting a journey of 25
miles each way costing as low as one-seventh of a cent a mile.
Many of these tickets have not been issued since the war;
those issued are at much higher cost per mile than before
the war. Proposals have recently been made to increase still

—

further railroad fares to enhance government receipts.
In 1914 freight rates in Belgium were exceedingly low and
were uniform throughout the country, except that a special
rate was granted for large quantities of merchandise destined
for export (tarifs des ports de mer).
The present freight
rates in Belgium are 40 per cent higher than before the war
and may be increased soon.

follows:
'K»,

Raik

Splice
liars, etc.

,

iun

149,730

.'iiu

37,117
5,636

1,163
1,074

Dollara

Dollars

67,279
66,574

27,586
20,529
909

Ctoij

lands

314
S3

17,952
2,000

6

fell

44,1/60

Luglaud

2 "2
1,992

Scotland

200

17,136
114,998
12,803

5,640
1,433
4,101

356

20,352

341

18,459

1,568

"a

1,000
78,299

2,856
44,762
196
139
23
42
30,241

'oi

i

tugal

Sweden
\

1919
$929,102

as

Switches,

.

figures should

British Honduras
Canada
Guatemala

24,675
200
10,000

llcnduias
j

anan.,.

764
10

436

820

'

Salvador

1,000

Mexico
Newfoundland and Labrador

515,498

:

;b
23,734

Jamairn
I

602
28,044

1,992
'

145

8.540

'ii

1,500
144,091
5.040

riniuad and Tobago

Other British West Indus
Cuba
French West Indies
Haiti

2,000
507,724

100
20,771

3,077

120
30,000

1,05c

342.943
44,400
59,892
40,000

20,943
1,850
3,379
1,600

Dominican Republic

244

Bolivia
Btazil
Chile

Colombia
Ecuador

.

4,480
29,368
1,760
2,527

10

359

128

7,202

933
772

52
5,613
12,770

70,197
66,748
1,677
18.000
3,486
305,858
742,923

29,002
33,989

l'eru

3,911

Venezuela
China
Japanese China

234
456,330

20,899

British India
Straits Settlements

Other British East
Dutch East Indies
japan

?4
191
Incites.

Siain
Fhilji/pine Islands
Biitish South Africa

Ttia!

.

2,400
1.087

420

561.124
363,940
134,000
32,000

46,270
11,634
11,291
1,497

452

32,901

10.188

3,803.927

209,054

32,707

1,870,583

289,232
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Effect of French Railway Nationalization
In a manifesto published on June 2, the French Federation
of Railway Employees protested against the proposed rise in
rates, and suggested as an alternative the nationalization of all
the French railways.
Commenting upon this, the Journal des
Debats of June 7, points out that a rise in rates is inevitable in

—

Aldington Becomes General

Manager

'

Noi way

n

Passi

•

Domestic

St( el

.\c ;hc

I

K

ri -11111

Foreign and

ol

of

Great Western

'Charles Aldington recently was elected general manager
of the Great Western Railway of England, succeeding Frank
Potter, deceased.
Mr. Aldington has many acquaintances
among the railway officers of the United States, having traveled over and studied the railways of the United States extensively. Mr. Aldington, like most American railway executives, has risen from the ranks.
He entered the service of
the Great Western as a junior clerk when 14 years old.
In
1894 he became chief clerk to the superintendent of the London division. Five years later he became traffic superintendent of the Central London Railway, but returned to the
Great Western in 1902 and for a time was attached to the
staff of the general manager.
In 1909 he became assistant to
the superintendent of the line and later was made assistant
superintendent of the line. On January 1, 1911, he was appointed superintendent of the line and held this position
until March, 1919, when he was made assistant general manager.
In 1905 he was a delegate to the International Railway Congress at Washington. He familiarized himself with
railway practice in France, Germany and Italy and elsewhere
on the Continent, as well as in America.
While superintendent of the line Mr. Aldington inaugurated a fine system
of express freight trains, which for some years prior to the
war were a distinct feature of the service of the Great West-

view of the huge deficits on working 5,500,000,000 francs in
1914-19, and 3,000,000,000 francs for 1919 alone.
But would
nationalization benefit the users of the railways or the Exchequer? asks the Journal. It is easy to answer the question
by comparing the working co-efficient (operating ratio) of the
State system, which was 120 per cent in 1918, with 87 per cent
for the Midi, 85 per cent for the Paris-Orleans, and 90 per cent
for the Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean.
The State figure exceeds
even those of the companies serving the liberated districts 96
per cent for the Est, and 112 per cent for the Nord. A comparison has been made between the Ouest system purchased by the
State and the Orleans system, which have a very similar traffic
both in kind and length of haulage. The Orleans deficit for
If,
the last 10 years (1909-1918) reached 241,000,000 francs.
instead of being worked at a working co-efficient ranging from
52-85 per cent, the co-efficient of the Ouest had been employed
(68-120 per cent) the deficit would have exceeded 1,200,000,000
francs.
From these figures the cost of complete nationalization
The Federation, moreover, the
to the taxpayers may be guessed.
Journal continues, omits to mention that not the least of the
:

causes of the actual deficits of the lines is the rise in wages
Before the war the employees of the great
of the personnel.
railways earned about 800,000,000 francs. In 1919 they will share
nearly 4,000,000,000 francs, or an increase of 400 per cent.
A rise in rates is unavoidable, and the increased revenue thus
gained will be accompanied by the reduction of work owing to
the general adoption of the eight-hour day.

.

September

19,

:

:

.
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Recent Damages to Mexican National Railroads
The National Railroads, says a recent issue of Excelsior,
quoted in commerce Reports, have suffered serious losses in
the recent storms, and it is officially estimated that an additional expenditure of 200,000 pesos will be necessary for ties
alone, without counting the value of the material which the
railroads have at present on hand for the purpose.
It is said
that even greater expenditures will he necessary for rails and
other supplies. The materials which were stored in Torreon,
Durango, Monterey, and other cities of the north have been
used already for the repair of tin- lines in the State of Chihauahua, which have been more seriously damaged than in
any other section. Paulino Fontes, Director of the Railroads,
states that the President of the Republic, in view of the absolute necessity of immediately repairing damages which have
been done, has decided upon the immediate appropriation of
money for these purposes, in addition to that which is taken
in from freight and passenger transportation.
More than 50 bridges, large and small, have been destroyed
by the storms in the division from Jimenez to Chihuahua. Almost as many more have been destroyed from Chihuahua
to Ciudad Juarez and in the branch from Jimanez to Chihuahua. The repairing of the bridges will be very expensive and
it will be necessary to make an even greater outlay in the
construction o'f enbankments to support the roadbed, which
has been completely obliterated in many places for miles.
It is stated that the large Ortiz bridge, in the State of Chihuahua, will have to be completely rebuilt. It is planned to
construct a new bridge entirely of concrete, in order that it
may more successfully resist the repeated overflows of
Eng. Angel Pembert has been delegated
the River Concha.
by the President to make a thorough investigation of the
probable cost of the work and of the conditions under which
it may be carried out.
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Locomotive Deliveries
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in July

The Railroad Administration has issued the following:
period July

For

1

to

Road

Works

July

5

Type

No.

Vgn

3

B&LE
B&O

5

USRA

Mallet

3

USRA

USRA
USRA

2

6

C&O

USRA

1

P&R

P.L.W

SP

T&P

1

S.

F.

1

S.

F.

UP

For week July

Work
I

American.

.

.

6

to

Road

I

July

12

Type

No.

C&NW

F

S
Pac.

Pac
Mount.

Mallet
Mallet

1

6

.

Vgn

3

USRA
USRA

6W. Sw
Mallet

9

AT&SF
AT&SF
B&O
C&S
Baldwin

.

.

2
1

.

Ga

N&W

.

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA

1

Mallet
Mallet

1

S.

1

.

Penn.L.
Sou. Pac

Pacific
F.

S.

1

...

Erie

.

4
3

.

.

Pac.
S.

F.

Fac.

8W.

Sv

F.

16

England's Exports and Imports
London, England.

taken from the English Board of Trade
statistics, gives the exports and imports of railway material of
the United Kingdom for the seven months ended July, 1919, as
against the same period for the two previous years

The following

mimiiiiiilllimiiiiiitiii
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For week July 13

table,

Works

July 19

No.

C&NW

f

American

to

Road

4
8

CSTPM&O

]

[Vgn

3

Type

USRA 6W. Sw
USRA 6W. Sw
USRA Mallet

15

Exports
1919
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

5.946
65,621
7,683
14,321
8,938

Locomotives
Steel

rails

Railway wheels and axles
Tires and axles
Chairs and sleepers
Railway carriages for passengers

Railway trucks, wagons,

Machine

£249,882
£646,913
£1,024,408

etc

tools
I

1919

Tires and axles

£2,660,041

tools

The following

tables

ported from the United

show

1918
178 tons
278 tons
368 tons
£2,211,516

1919
49 tons
3.901 tons
1,030 tons

1918

N&W

India
Settlements

Ceylon
Australia

New

Zealand
Other countries

P.L.W.

1

The following table shows the
ported from the United Kingdom
To Spain and Canaries
Other countries in Europe
Argentine Republic
Other countries in South \mericn

Ceylon
Australia
Other countries

USRA
USRA

2

Santa Fe

1

Pacific

1

Mallet

Pac.
F.

S.

1917
112 tons
219 tons
1 ton

£1,456,812

For week July 20

Works

to

July 26

Road

American

3.

Vgn.

2

r

1917

,9V2 tons

25.151 tons
8,091 tons
3 tons
21 tons
7,291 tons
17,805 tons

P.L.W

13 tons
2 tons

100 tons
104 tons
38 tons

Baldwin.

1

2
3
1
1

1

I

Mallet

Mallet
Santa Fe

USRA

USRA
Mallet
USRA

4

I

P.L.W

S.

F.

Mik.
Pac.

Fe

i

1

Pacific

3

USR

\

S.

F.

18
21 tons
18,047 tons

10 tons
132 tons
23,894 tons

For period July 27

Road

distribution of locomotives ex

[

P&R
S S

:

1918
tons
tons
tons
tons

1919
605 tons
1,608 tons
529 tons
289 tons

150
8.189
193
183

1919
277 tons
1.672 tons
65 tons
73 tons
427 tons
401 tons

1918
441 tons
2,386 tons
39 tons
35 tons
57 tons
645 tons

•Including Federated Malay States and Labuan.

2

SP
C&S
CRI&P
1 P&R
B&O
\T&SK
VT&SF
.

ton
124 tons
1

Type

USRA

2

Worl

British South Africa
British India
•Straits Settlements

1

Santa Fe
Mallet
ISRA Mik.
Mallet

1

2

AT&SF

127 tons

Argentine Republic
British South Africa

To

..

B&O
C&S
SP

£109.557
£276.552
£1,324,772

tons

5

Chile

ts

<

Baldwin.

tons

Kingdom

Portuguese East Africa

British

1

6

the distribution of steel rails ex-

To Russia
Sweden

*Str;

tons

7
.

CRI&P

22

29 tons
3,748 tons
2 tons

rails

Machine

£418.782
£175.875
£858,533

AT&SF
CC&O

1917
tons
tons
tons

13.584
24,403
2,980
12,238
4.250

M PORTS

Locomotives
Stee!

1918
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

12.318
18.088
5,829
11,205
4.076

1917
tons
tons
tons
tons

'.aid

win

.

10 tons
178 tons
459 tons

P.]

1

2

i'

.W.

T&P
SP

Grand

1917

857 tons
253 tons

No.

...

.

P.L.W.
I

74
9.593
138
79

1,943 tons

to July 31

1

2

.

...

2
1.

total

Type
Mallet
Santa
Santa IV

USR

\

S.

1".

USRA Mik.
Santa Fe

112

In addition to the above, the American Locomotive Company completed 53 foreign and shipped 2 miscellaneous domestic locomotives, and the Baldwin Locomotive Works

completed 20 foreign and shipped
locomotives.

7

miscellaneous domesti:
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Locomotives
Belgian Government, The
Figuring >>u 400 locomotives

iii

I

pan)

i

Cuba Railroad Company
Company 'one 4-6-0

in

i

motive

m

J<>

cylinders, and

total

.t

h.i-

ordered from
locomotive,

in

American

th<

Vmerican rRADiNG Company, Cuba, has ordered from
the American Locomotive Companj one 2-8-0
onsolidation
type locomotive, with II in bj 20 in cylinders and a total
weight in working order "i 72,000 lb.

nil, in

illlllllllliliiniliiili

mini

Illlllllllllllllll

i

ii

i

Hunter has been appointed

R. S.

Warren

»

Oil

Company

mi

i

<

hicago

of Pennsylvania,

ma

Warren,

th<

Pa.

American Locomotive Company is plan:
improvements to double the capacitj of its
hester, Pa.
The work will cost about $1,000,000.
Mi.

,rry

nit
I

in
[mperiai Karafi i" Government h.is ordered from the
American Locomotive Company one 2-6-2 tank locomotive with
14 in. by 22 in. cylinders, and n total weight in working order of

iniiii

Mllllllllllllllll

with 20 in b)
working ordei ol 152,0001b

I'm

Ill

Supply Trade News

American Locomotive Cora
ihe Belgian government.

i<'t

type

weigh)

Vol. 67, No. 12

plant

at

I

"O.tXH)

lb.

E. M. Cutting, Pacific Coast manager for the Edison Storage Battery Company with office at San Francisco,
al., has
been appointed manager of the railroad department wit
<

at

Mocyana

R \ w \ n oi Brazil has ordered from the
American Locomotive Company four 2-6-6-2 Mallei type locomotives with Id
in. and -(>'.• in. by -4 in. cylinders, and a total
weight m working order of 160,000 lb.
Tiii

1

'

'range,

Mr.
utting
railway work

1

N.

J.

enl

(

in

18K8

in

1

department
of the Southern Pacific.
In
was ap1898 he
the

.•

Tin Centra! oi Bra m has ordered from the American Locomotive Companj six 4-6-2 type locomotives with -1'j in. by
28 in. cylinders, and a total weight in working order of 205,000
!li.;
also seven Consolidation type locomotives with 21'
in. by
26 in. cylinders, and a total weight in working order of 165,0001b.

pointed
di\ ision

is

inquiring

for

Tank Car Company

is

inquiring

for

on

prices

1,000 ta"k cars.

in<>:

The Buffalo
two 50-ton Hat

Bolt Company, Buffalo, X.

Y..

is

inquiring

for

making

re-

is

cars,

Grace & Co.. New York,
number not stated, for export.
lv

inquiring for 40-ton coal

rial

cars

from

American Car & Foundry Company.

Thk Sotth African Government Railways have ordered 300
drop-side and 200 high-side gondola cars from the Pressed Steel
Car Company.

The Magnolia Petroiltm Company, Dallas, Tex., has ordered 25 40-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

M. Cutting

E.

Mr.

Iron and Steel

Work

The Haskell & Barker Car Company. Chicago, has placed
an order for 400 tons of repair material, largely plates, to be
used for repairs on 300 hopper cars of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
Locomotives for Central and South America
London.

that

the

North

'-Modern Transport"
Co., Limited, Glasgow, have received an
order for 38 4-8-0 two-cylinder compound locomotives for
the Central Argentina railway.
article

Sir

in

states

Locomotive

W.

G.

Armstrong Whitworth &

Co.. Ltd.. has

now

in

hand ten 4-6-0 type locomotives for the Leopoldina Railway
i

o

m

p a n

y,

promo-

has begun on an extension of the

Algoma

$7,000,000.

Company, New York, has recently
department to its general sales organization.
This new department is under the direction of E. Cantelo
White. Mr. White has served in the electric lighting field
for almost 15 years, both in the United States and Canada,
as a salesman and designer of lighting equipment.
Electric

a lighting

Charles Riddell has resumed his duties as manager of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works and the
Mr. Riddell, who was
formerly manager of the Chicago office, has been serving as
assistant secretary and treasurer in the financial department
at the Philadelphia, Pa., office for the past year and a half.
Arthur S. Goble, manager of the Chicago office, has been
office

Steel

of

C.

the

Works Company.

transferred to the

An

C

rail mill at the
Steel Company, Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.
The improvement will cost several hundred thousand dollars
and is part of development plans made by officers of the
company which involve an expenditure of from $5,000,000 to

Chicago
Standard

Miscellaneous

British

Battery

which position he held

Cutting

plant of the

added

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 231 tons of
deck plate girder spans from the American Bridge Company,
Chicago, to rebuild its bridge over the Platte river, near Ashland. Neb.

become

aas instrumental in initiating the movement which culminated in the formation of the Association
of Railway Electrical Engineers of which he was elected
president in 1909.
tion.

The Western

British

1912 to

until his recent
is

O. B. Cintas, Havana, Cuba, has ordered 150
the

in

Coast manager
for the Edison Storage

pairs on 300 freight cars.

W.

in

Pacific

cars.

York CENTRAL.—The Ryan tar Company

NeVi

1902,

he

cars.

The Union

in

tram lighting. In 1908
became engineer of
train lighting, heating
and ventilation, res

on

prices

and

of

Western

addition
to
his
duties
in
the signal departlie
was
ment,
charge of all electric

Freight Cars
The Union Tank Car Company,

supervisor

signals for the

'.

l.lW lank

signal

St.

Louis, Mo.,

office.

Norwood, contracting electrical and mechanical
has moved his offices from 417 South Dearborn
Chicago, to 116 West Illinois street, where increased

H.

engineer,
street,

shop facilities will permit the manufacture of electrical and
The
mechanical specialties pertaining to moving bridges.
business will be incorporated about October 15 under the
name of the C. H. Norwood Company. James B. Noonan.
office manager, will then become a member of the firm.

Brazil).

The Colombian National Railway has ordered six KitsonMeyer type locomotives from Kitson & Co., Ltd.. Leeds,
which have already been delivered. All of these
locomotives are fitted with the Robinson type of superheater.
three

of

The Dunbar Manufacturing Company, Chicago, manufacof railway and automobile supplies, has appointed
Irwin district sales representative in St. Louis and the
Southwest, with office in the Frisco building. St Loiiis. Mr.

turers

W.

C.

September
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1919

19,

Irwin has boon in the railway supply business for several
years and at present is district representative for the Doss
hiNut Company, Chicago, the Railroad Supply Company,
cago, and the Woven Stool Hose & Rubber Company, 'IronDuring the war Mr. Irwin was a captain in the
ton, N. J.
Engineers' Corps of the United States Army.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works and
both of

Philadelphia,

the
Pa.,

Standard Steel
have opened
i

office in the Merchants National Bank building, St.
Henry Blanchard, sales representative in the
Minn.
Chicago office of the concerns, has been appointed manager
Mr. Blanchard entered the service
of the now branch offices.
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works and the Standard Steel

branch
Paul,

Works Company in the lattor part of 1915, in the PhiladelIn April, 1919, he resigned as assistant to the
phia office.
vice-president in the Philadelphia office and was transferred
to the Chicago office as sales representative.
Prior to entering the service of these companies he served as sales engineer
of the American Stool Foundries, with office in Chicago.
Lieutenant-Colonel L. P. Winby, whose appointment as manP. & M. Company (England), Ltd., with
offices at 31 Budge Row, London. E. C, was announced in the
Railway Age of June 27.
aging director of the

page 1842, is now in this
country on a six weeks'
business trip for the purof undertaking the
accounts of a few com-

—

manufacturing
railroad and engineering
appliances and who de-

Ltd.,

Empire

the East.

in

in

This company

P.

L. P.

&

Winby

gaged in engineering work, including the construction of railways
South Africa. At the outbreak of war he rejoined the army
and served continuously in France and Belgium as a lieutenantcolonel in the Westminster Dragoons, resuming his former work
In June of this year be was
after the signing of the armistice.
appointed managing director of the P. M. Company (England).
Ltd.

Trade Publications
Automatic Ore Unloaders.
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, in a

W-S-M

Wellman-Seaver-Morgan

The

recenl bulletin, presents an exautomatic ore unloader built by

of points on the Croat Lakes for the
unloading of cargo ships into railway cars or storage piles. The
special feature of this equipmenl is a grab bucket of enormi us

company

at a

I

.

ommisth< order <i' the Massachusetts Public Service
laine
approving the plan to reorganize the Bo
under the acl of 1915, has been dismissed b\ the Sir,
The 1915 statute gives the Boston
Court of Massachusetts.
& Maine the right to acquire ownership of all leased lini
issue bonds and stock to the amount of $13,306,000 to refund

amend

<

sion

•

the

floating

del

t.

Chicago & Western Indiana.—This companj has given
on its $15,000,000
that interest which fell duo September
6 per cent collateral trust gold notes, will be paid on and after
he princiSeptember 15, at the office of J. P. Morgan & Co.
pal of these notes also matured the first of this month, but no
1

I

provision for paying it has boon made, except the invitation
More than
the holders to extend the notes at 7 per com.
75 per cent of the notes have boon deposited under the extension agreemenl with the Bankers Trust Company, which
will pay the September coupon on the deposited notes by
The notes
chock. The offer to extend the notes is still Open.

to

matured September

!,

1918,

and were extended

for a year,

Companj

—

York, Mew Haven & Hartfcrd. Federal Judge Mack ba>
October 28 for the hearing of arguments on motions made
by Harold Morris and more than 1.300 other stockholders of
set

in

that

nr.

,

Mew

M. Company, Chicago.
Lieutenant-Colonel Winby was born in Glamorganshire, England, and educated at Brighton College and Cambridge University,
He entered the Royal Engineers (British Army) in
1900 and served under Lord Roberts in the South African war.
Leaving the army in 1902 be joined the firm of L. P. Winby &
Co.. Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster, London, S. W., en-

tended article on the

Milium

the issue legal investment for Massachusetts savings banks.

Mexico and Cuba, under
patents of the

milium

Central refunding 4Cs and 75,000 shares of Readfirst preferred stock, the collateral having a value
of over 120 per cent of the amount of notes issued.
The new
notes are being offered at 99-5^, to yield about 6.40 per cent.
The stale bank commissioner of Massachusetts has declared

controls the sale of rail
anti-creepers in all countries
outside
of the
L'nited States, Canada,
the

urn

Brown et
Boston & Maine.- The bill in equity bj Edmond
al
owners respectively of 55 and ?2 shares of Boston & Maine
-look, seekii.g to have the court review, annul, modii

ing

the

and

imiiimnmim

iiimiiMiiimmimimiiiiimmmiiiimiii

ii

ii

New York

& M. Company

(England),
British

nun

J. P. Morgan & Co. are forming a syndicate to offer $15,000,000 New York Central one-year 6 per cent
notes.
Those notes art- to be secured by pledge of $20,000,000

organization

soiling

ft

Mew York Central-

foreign business
which can be reached by

of the P.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimmimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiimiii.

with an extra compensation ^i l'i per cent.

sire

the

iimiiniiiiiiiniii

Railway Financial News

first

panies

nun

mi

IIIIHIIIIIII

I

Works Company,

601

number

capacity.

the

Mew Haven for permission
Adams and others for

to

Edwin

the

intervene
recovery

the

in

suit

more

of

of

than

$150,000,000 alleged to have been, wasted by William Rockefeller and other former directors of the company.
Judge Mack
will also hear on the same day argument on a motion for the
appointment of a limited receiver to prosecute the Adams suit
at the expense of the company.

Air

Seaboard

Line.

— This

company is
per com

privilege of one year on a 7

offering

an

extension

basis to holders of the

$4,000,000 6 per cent notes which were due September 15. The
September 15 coupon, plus a cash compensation for extension
of $9.50 per $1,000 bond,

Company, New York.

is

The

paid

being

at

the

Guaranty Trust

collateral behind the notes will be

increased

from

bonds

The extension has been approved by
Administration.
The company's -tross income

$5,334.00!)

first

and

consolidated

6

cent

per

to $6,000,000.

Railroad

1918 and 1919 will be about $7.0

{

'

(

».s57.

the agreemenl

the
for

armed

between the Railroad Administration and the Seaboard Air
Lino calling for an annual compensation of $6,920,025
Estimating corporate expense at $50,000, and taking charges as el
LM7. the company should have a not income of $941,452, against

at

$s.54,067 in

1917."

Louis-San Francisco, 'flu Missouri Public Service Commission has authorized this company to issue $1,283,000
prior lien mortgage 6 per eent bonds to reimburse the companj

St.

•

Machine Tool Equipmeni -A number of two-page bulletins
have been issued by the Bilton Machine Tool Company, BridgeThese bulletins are bound in a cover with punched
port, Conn.
boles to which others ma) be added from time to time and each
briefly describes and illustrates a machine made by ibis company.
ing machines, automatic
These include gear milling
drill presses, drilling and
milling machines, automatic cam
riveting machines, etc.
'

'

money

actually expended for its income and to -ell the
not less than '0 con's on die dollar.
The monej expended represents the acquisition of additional property.
for

same

a

1

Meal Stations, on the time-tables of railroads
are indicated b\ the simple bul suggestive pictun
knife and fork opposite to tin name of the station.

in

Sweden,
•

ossed

e
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Beven has been appointed acting terminal manager at
Orleans, La., vice E. A. Kelley, deceased.

C. T.

Federal and General Managers

superintendent, Western Division of the Western
only, with headquarters at Sacramento, Cal.

Pacific

Subsequent to the separation of the Southern Pacific from
Western Pacific, the Deep Creek and the Tide Water &
Southern, and the appointment of E. W. Mason as general
manager of the latter lines, as announced in Railway Age of
September 5, the following appointments have been made by
General Manager Mason, the officers to have jurisdiction
over the Western Pacific, the Deep Creek and the Tide Water
& Southern: H. K. Faye, general freight and passenger agent
of the Western Pacific, to be traffic manager; J. P. Quigley,
the

superintendent Western Division, Western Pacific, with
headquarters at Sacramento, to be superintendent of transportation and telegraph, with headquarters at San Francisco;
W. R. Groom to be chief special agent and W. T. Jacobs to
be purchasing agent. H. K. Faye in turn has appointed B. K.
Smith, assistant general freight and passenger agent of the
Western Pacific, general passenger agent, and W. J. Shotwell,
assistant freight agent.
Unless otherwise stated the headquarters of these officers are to be at San Francisco.

Traffic
O. O. Ogden, has been appointed general agent of the Natchez & Southern and the Natchez & Louisiana Railroad
Transfer with offices at Natchez, Miss.
J. H. Wingfield has been appointed manager of dining cars
of the Southern Railway, Lines East, with office at Washington, D. C, succeeding W. Netherland, deceased.
E. H.

office at

superintendent
Charlotte, S.

dining
C, succeeding
of

Samuel L. Seymour, assistant to George D. Ogden, freight
manager of the Pennsylvania, Eastern Lines, with

traffic

office at

Pittsburgh.
Erie,

parts of the world and
particularly
in
New

York,

*£

London

and

Paris where he had practised; superintendent of
construction of six tunnels in New York City,

among them

the

Penn-

sylvania tunnels and the
Hudson Tubes, died
Sept. 14, in London. In
1907 Mr. Jacobs was appointed consulting engineer to advise the

French government on

Spelman, general superintendent of the Western PaSan Francisco, Cal., has also been appointed division

Lines East, with
Mr. Wingfield.

o.,

Charles M. Jacobs, member of a district board of producof munitions for the British Ministry of Munitions during the war; noted authority on tunnel construction in many

Operating

cars,

I

tion

appointed special engineer in the accounting department, a
position recently created, with office in Chicago.

appointed

Mi

(

R. D. Anderson, assistant engineer on the Minnesota and
Dakota division of the Chicago & North Western, has been

been

continuous service
brokerage bu

George S. Leavenworth, mining engineer of the Tenn.
Copper o., engaged a great part of his life in railroad location and construction work, died August 8 at Ducktown.
Tenn. Mr. Leavenworth was a graduate of the Universitj
of Vermont.
At the time of his death he was engaged in
mining operations in the South.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

has

-I

Obituary

tration.

Rosecrans

peai

eral insurant e

Edwards, George &

E. R. Richardson, assistant to the federal manager, has been
appointed federal manager of the Coastwise Steamship Lines
succeeding H. B. Walker, who has resigned to reassume direction of the Old Dominion Line.
Mr. Richardson was
freight traffic manager of the Ocean Steamship Company before the steamships were taken over by the Railroad Adminis-

S.

51

I

Regional

J.

.mil

.

furloughed for service with A. T. Hardin, regional din
the Eastern region.
Herman J. Klein, assi tant
"i" rintendenl oi the Erie, lanes East, has been a]
acting general superintendent to serve during Mi
absent

Central Administration
Cunningham has resigned as assistant

cific at

will

'"

director of the
J.
Division ni Operation, effective on September 15, to return
to his work at Harvard as James .1. Hill professor oi transMr. Cunningham organized and was appointed
portation.
manager of the Operating Statistics Section early in 1918
and was appointed assistant director of the Division of Operation, ami also chairman of a special committee on maintenance expenditures, on June 1, this year.

Xe\\

pans

'

mi

Augustus E. Ruffer, general superintendent of the
rn division, with office at
New York City, ha

Mil

Railroad Administration
W.

"'

in-
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Pittsburgh, has been retired under the pension rules

a proposed tunnel under the Seine river near

Although he
submitted plans and estimates the work was
never
done, probably
C. M. Jacobs
because of the war. He
was also consulting engineer to the contracting firm of Dade & Pelle for the tunnel under the Seine at Paris, part of the rapid transit system
of Paris, completed in 1908. Until 1915 when he retired from
active engineering work, he was a member of the firm of Jacobs & Davies. He visited his New York office each year
Harve.

until 1913.

Mr. Jacobs was born and educated in England, receiving a mechanical training in the workshops and drafting
offices of the firm of Charles and William Earle, engineers

and shipbuilders, Hull, England, and was

finally appointed
superintendent engineer in the construction of marine works;
practised as consulting engineer in South Wales and London and came to the United States in 1889 by invitation of
the late Austin Corbin, then president of the Philadelphia &
Reading, to advise on various schemes in which that gentleman was interested, and more especially with reference to
designing deep tunnels for rapid transit between Brooklyn,
New York and Jersey City. During the period from 1890
to 1896 he was consulting engineer of the New York & New
England Railroad; Elmira, Cortland & Northern; Long Island Railroad, and also chief engineer of the Blackwells Island bridge. In 1892-4, as chief engineer of the East River
Gas Co., he designed and constructed a tunnel between Rav-

enswood, L. I., and Seventy-first St., N ew York City. There
are laid through this tunnel two large gas mains with a 3-ft.
gage railway track alongside. This tunnel was driven simultaneously from both sides of the East River. The headings
met at midnight July 11, and were joined up, thus completing the pioneer tunnel under the East river. From 1902 until about
1909, Mr. Jacobs served as chief engineer of the
North River division of the tunnel lines of the Pennsylvania.
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will

S

select

FALLOWING
*

of the

who

"Reds'"

arc

the

radical

New York
in effect,

mum

leaders of two printing trades'

have demanded that the employing printers

wage

vehicle

is

shall,

of 44 hours

and

its face,

the issue

In

is local.

fact,

is

'civilized'

than

to

is

a

.

.

is the first stage of the revoluWith a leader capable of preaching such
proper."
doctrines as these to a mass of more or less uneducated and
un-Americanized foreigners, all kinds of trouble may be
expected.
It is fortunate, however, that the issue is so clear.

a threat to strike

it

no more careful

is

or

'just'

tion

not granted.

On

syndicalist

'fair,'

he says, "The general strike

an unreasonable demand for a mini-

$50 a week

of

the

are

that

.

unions in

turn their respective businesses over to their em-

The

ployees.

enemies,

those

He knows
householder attacked in the night by a burglar.
he is engaged in a life and death struggle with an absolutely
With him the
lawless and unscrupulous enemy
Speaking of the general strike,
end justifies the means."

now

trying to throttle the country by tying up the steel indus-

try,

if

THE TRACKS

IN

of the Advertising Section

capitalist

Strike!

_

This country is American, and a question of Americanism
can be decided only one way.

the kindling

of a nation-wide conflagration with far-reaching possibilities.

Under

the circumstances

it

our plain duty as American

is

citizens to fight until the last vestige of fire shall

stamped
At

(the workman) the true
servant of the public and of the country, which rewards his
efficient service with an interest in the
Working
For
dividends of the enterprise

The Plumb plan "makes him

have been

out.

this writing

is

it

impossible to predict

when we

shall

we ask the indulgence of subscribers and advertisers
we can resume. In the interim, our editorial staff

but

alike until

continue to function to the end that our readers shall

will

not fail to have a connected story of happenings in the rail-

way world.

Should

it

be necessary, a

way

will be

found

to

get out special bulletins covering matters vital to the operation of our railways

and the welfare of those who make what

Entirely

of
it

is

the

pros and cons of the strike

clear that the struggle has resolved

between Americanism and alienism. This is shown not
Steel
only by the fact that it is the foreign
element mostly Slavs who are on
Strike
the
strike, but by the character of
leader of the strikers
Foster, secretary
in reality, William
Mr. Foster is
of the Steel Workers' National Committee.
an out-and-out radical. He was at one time an organizer
of the I. W. W., and in 1911 was sent by that organization
to Europe, where he spent much time with the radical leaders
He later left
in France, Germany and Austria-Hungary.
the I. W. W., and is working in the A. F. of L. on the
basis that the way to work out his radical ideas is through
itself into a contest

—

—

—

medium

'/..

it
with his
by means of a militant
minority.
Further than that, he is the joint author of a
book, "Syndicalism," published in Budapest in 1911, in
which among other things he favors the revolution by gen-

the

stronger organization,

of

theories,

and of carrying them

out

eral strike.

"The Labor Campaign
the

Locomotive

actions of

men

the

service

civil

Is

On," in

Engineers'

more

for the public

in

the September

government

service,

does not

rules,

.

number

Observation

Journal.

of

of
the

and particularly under

bear this

statement

in railroad service are

out.

now working

The Iron Age

in

its

this;

indeed they are treating the public with

has done the

people a service by reproducing passages from this book,
such as "The syndicalist knows that capitalism is organized
robbery and he consistently considers and treats capitalists
He knows they have no more
as thieves plying their trade.
3Sed than a burglar has
right to their wealth they ha
to his loot."
Or, "In his choice of weapons to fight hi-

same

the

fortunately is all too general.
Inefficiency means decreased
production and higher cost of living.
Democracies are slow
to anger, but once aroused exert an irresistible force in righting wrongs. America has high ideals
the question is whether

—

who

are abusing

them
handwriting on the wall and
those

inoculating

latest issue

much

contempt as are the profiteers. A group of railway mechanics
was discussing one of their number and criticising him because of his close attention to his work. "He forgets that he
working for the government and acts as if he were still
is
working for a private corporation,"' said one of them.
Thoughtless words; and yet reflecting an attitude which un-

will

awaken

profit

by

The "no accident" campaign- recently
United State- Railroad Administration

In short.
of the established labor organizations.
in, or of getting

he has adopted a policy of boring his way
into

work

will

.

—

I" e

the

man

unstintingly than he will work for that
."
impersonal thing called Capital.
These are the words of Grand Chief Warren S. Stone of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers in an article entitled

for the public
a public which has treated most of them
handsomely, both as to wages, and working conditions. The
employees generally do not seem to be at all appreciative of

irrespective

industry,

a

Public

Moreover the employees

the railways buy.

in the steel

the

for

again be able to get out another issue of the Railway Age;

time- to see the

conducted
have been

b\

th

h'ghh

successful from the standpoint of both
the railroads and the employees.
Even

Effects
of

Safety

in

it.

their effects
were confined to the
railroad field, they would be worth the

if

Campaigns

efforts

and time expended on them, but

much farther than
Association of
merce has designated October 9 as "Fire and Accident Pr<
vention Day."
In its announcement of this one-day drive
for the prevention of fire? and accidents, the association has
given credit to the Railroad Administration for what it has
their

influence

is

beginning

their author- anticipated.

accomplished

603

in

to

be

felt

The Chicago

drive- of a similar nature,

I

and the publicity

RAILWAY AGK

m-\
matter prepared lor the drive
the Railroad Administration

refers

tO

tin

e\perien<

<•

oi

U

proving tliat 75 pel Cent
of accidents are due to carelessness on the part of individ
uals, and can be prevented b) inspiring individual to be
Safety work has long Keen carried on i>\ railroad
careful.
companies, industrial concerns, and municipal, state and
rnmenta] agencies, DU1 the Railroad Administration has

had an especially

.muni opportunity

for carrying

it

"ii

effo
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and mechanics, paru'cularl) roadway, which evident!) hat en
livened a good man} -tali me< ting
and lorae ol thi
in
have a feeling that they an- being unfairl) criticised.
If
feeling would seem to he due to .ii.noriii.il sensitiveness.
the roadwaj of a division
neglected tin division en
It
is
the man immediately responsible.
maj he that tin
,

I

i

division

superintendent,

the general manager,

i

than

rather

was responsible

the

officer to find

accidenl drives, which will outlast the actual campaigns.

division, hut the hitler OUghl QOl to need
to fix

has pointed out that the application
of radieal policies to the railways was sure to he followed

Government
Ownership
of Coal Mines

by the advocacy of radical policies in
The Plumb
other fields of industry.
plan provides for government ownersm P an<^ employees' management of
'

the railroads.

The

coal miners have

waited for the adoption of the Plum plan to begin an
agitation for the application of a similar policy to the coal
mines.
The United Mine Workers of America has commenced a propaganda for nationalization of the coal mines
not

and participation of the employees in their management. It
also has decided to demand a 30-hour week and a large
advance in wages. The railways are the largest purchasers
of coal, and their owners and officers are interested in the
new program of the miners because of the very large increase in railroad expenses which its adoption would cause.
But the demands the miners have decided to make have a

They are a striking illustraothers the country recently has
been afforded, of the extent to which radical counsels are
now have both
coming to prevail in organized labor.
the labor brotherhoods and the United Mine Workers en-

much broader
tion,

significance.

in addition to

many

out what

is

going on from day
a

why

the superintendent

more than with the other two
of the ease.

manager

The

must

to

day on

tin

greal deal of tun.

the manager's attention on the essential

reasons
otter-

<>i

A chief
division engineer, hut this is not usually tin- case.
in Washington must, indeed, work through the chief division

lively, because it could make its influence felt on such a
large mileage of railroads and throughout the entire country.
Habits of carefulness may be formed in short, intensive do
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engineer

chief

for the selection of the

ISSUet

I'll'

live with the trainmaster

are to he found in the nature

may

trainmaster

he likened to the Stage

of a theatre; the division engineer to the painter of

—

the scenery.
While the show is going on which, on a railroad, means all of the time
the stage manag'-r's office is
Or, to adopt a simile used by George M
the critical place.
Basford in one of his addresses, we may compare the superin

—

tendent to the conductor of an orchestra; he must concentrate
attention on the players, not on the men who made the instru-

Again, the science of keeping up track and that of
maintaining locomotives are comparatively settled; the young
officer has, or should have, a good mental equipment of clearly
defined principles; whereas the trainmaster must learn
efficiency from a multitude of teachers.
Much of his
knowledge must come from experience; he cannot get it from
books or at school. Even at his best he, much oftener than
the other two, has problems which he cannot settle; and
the man who (having been duly diligent) has the largest
number of unsolved puzzles, is the one who is entitled to the
first call on the superior's time and attention.
ments.

We

gaged in propaganda for the acquisition of the industries in
which they are employed at the expense of the general
public and their management partly or wholly by the em-

would result in the
overthrow of existing American industrial and political institutions, and evidently the support of many large labor
organizations is' being won for plans which their leaders
know would involve an industrial and political revolution.
It is daily becoming clearer that we have entered a great
ployees.

The adoption

struggle between those

of such plans

who wish

to preserve

of America and those who
and sovietism in their place.

institutions

socialism

the existing
wish to establish

The

first

great

be over the future ownership and management
If private ownership and management
of the railways.
If private
wins in this field it will probably win in others.
property in railroads is destroyed private ownership of
other kinds of property also probably will be destroyed. The
issue is clear-cut, and we have no doubt as to the side on
which a great majority of the people finally will array
fight

will

themselves.

The Annual Convention

of

the Signal Division

The

first

annual convention

of the

Signal division

American Railroad Association, which was held
in
Chicago on September 17-19, resembled previous
conventions of the old Railway Signal Association in that
of the

there appeared to be a determination to forward constructive
measures that will conform to or improve upon the best

present practice.
During the past few years the annual convention of the
Railway Signal Association has been held in September.
It is now recommended that the annual meeting be held in
July in order that the executive committee of the American
Railroad Association can dispose of each year's work of all
its sections and divisions at its annual convention, which
is to be held each year in November.
Such an arrangement would necessarily require a change in the time of
holding at least one of the two stated meetings of the
Signal division. These stated meetings have heretofore been

March and June, and it is proposed now to hold them
March and December. It is probable that some objections may be raised to July as the annual convention month.
held in
in

A

superintendent manages the work of his division through

three principal assistants, the engineer, the master mechanic
and the trainmaster. Which of the three
A.
is the most important is not a practical

Superintendent's

question,

for

each

one

is

absolutely

which of the three should
engage the most of the superintendent's
time and attention is a question which all competent observers
will in most cases answer alike; it is the trainmaster.
Director General Hines has sent out a letter intimating that
operating officers are not giving sufficient attention to roadway

Nights and Days

essential; but

In normal times that is a busy time for the signal department.
Construction work, seasonal repairs, and inspections
are usually going at full speed.
Then, also, July is about
the middle of the vacation period, when the department is
Under such circumstances, it may mean that
short handed.
some roads cannot send representatives to the annual convention.
Besides, passenger business is especially heavy
So far as the stated meetings are
at that time of the year.
concerned, there probably can be no objection to holding one

March, since has always at least one day been set aside
during that month for one of the stated meetings. December,

in

September
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however, may prove to be a poor time to hold such a meeting.
At that time of the year, at least in sonic parts of the country,
storms are prevalent and it may, therefore, be out of the quesThere is one feature,
tion for some members to attend.
however, that may relieve the situation somewhat, and that
is that at any meeting, committee reports may be submitted
to the

members

The

for action

by

letter ballot.

was brought up
in the form
of recommended requisites for the design and construction
It is the opinion of some of those who
of such devices.
subject of automatic train

again by Committee 10

control

— Signaling

Practice,

have made a detailed study of train control devices that the
when service tests should be made on a
larger scale and that the railroads should lend all the assistance practicable to those who are conscientiously engaged in
the development of such devices.
Another problem confronting the association is illustrated
by a remark made during the meeting that only five per
cent of the total signal business of one signal supply company conformed to Railway Signal Association standards.
This might at first seem surprising; for it would appear that
the railroads should use material approved by the Railway
time has come

Signal Association and the Signal division of the American
It would seem that, inasmuch as a
Railroad Association.
great deal of time and much conscientious constructive work
have been devoted to the development of standard materials,
the amounts of such materials used by the railroads should
represent more than five per cent of the total signal supplies
purchased.
It is true, however, that the Railway Signal
Association has not yet prepared standards for all signal
materials, but it is certain that they have been prepared for
more than five per cent of such materials. It is understood
that when the executive committee of the American Railroad
Association approves the work of any section or division
of the association and it is also approved by the Railroad
Administration, the use of such materials or specifications
becomes mandatory. In such a case it might be possible for
the executive committee of the American Railroad Association and the Railroad Administration to approve many of
the standards already adopted by the Railway Signal Assoin which case the total signal business of a signal
material manufacturer would soon show a much larger percentage of R. S. A. standard supplies than indicated by the

ciation,

statement referred

The Plight

to.

of a Short Line Railroad

/^Vne or the witnesses on Monday

^^

before the

House

committee on interstate commerce is the builder and
owner of an 88-mile railroad running out of Savannah,
Ga.
George M. Brinson appeared before the committee and
testified that he had put over $700,000 of his own money into
his road, the Midland, which runs back from Savannah
through a timber and agricultural country, crossing two or
three other railroads and running through no large towns
excepting Statesboro.
Not only had Mr. Brinson built the
road largely with his own money, but he was president and,
as he remarked in answer to a question of one of the comHe had premittee, was about all the officers there were.
viously built other small roads in the south and had made
The Midland runs
a fair amount of money out of them.
through what Mr. Brinson characterized as the richest county
in Georgia.
Building the road afforded transportation facilities to villages and rural communities heretofore without a
railroad outlet.
The road had been in operation only a very
few years when the United States went into the war.
Mr. Brinson testified that the road cost about $1,200,000,
which presumably included equipment. There are outstanding $360,000 of bonds which are now in default, of interest.
The bonds are held by quite a number of different people and
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Mr. Brinson, beas yet no foreclosure suit has been begun.
cause there seemed no better way out of a hopeless position,
signed one of the standard short line contracts with the
government, but what he had to tell the committee was in substance that he could not go on operating the road under
present conditions and make it pay even its expenses and the
interest on the bonds, disregarding any return on his own investment of $700,000. Neither did he think any one else
could take the road and operate it in such a way as to pay
expenses and interest on the bonds even if his own interests
were wiped out completely. The bonds are only at the rate
of $4,000 a mile.
Is this a plain case of a man making a bad business venture and now coming before Congress and asking to be helped
out? It is not; if Mr. Brinson's testimony may be taken at
its face value, and the testimony was remarkably convincing
and apparently made a considerable impression on the memIn Mr. Brinson's opinion,
bers of the House committee.
this was a clear case where the government through its action,
necessary as that action might be to meet war conditions, had
wiped out his investment of $700,000 and had created conditions which made the many other short lines situated some-

what as the Midland is, unprofitable, if not actually a source
of expense instead of revenue to their owners.
The owner of this little road, since the roadbed was enthe
tirely unseasoned, had bought five old, "rattle-trap"

—

—locomotives, with

the intention of running them
until the roadbed had been seasoned enough to justify putting
on heavy new locomotives. The Midland did not have cars

word

is

his

to do its local business, but, as Mr. Brinson
was a family affair between him and his connections; he could give them traffic and they were willing to
But government operation changed all
let him use their cars.

enough of
expressed

its

it,

own

it

that.

Fully as disastrous, however, to the Midland and likeMr. Brinson's opinion, as the shutting off
of car supply after the government took over its trunk line
connections and the routing of freight by a government line
rather than over an indepepdent line, was the situation
Before
created by the government's railroad labor policy.
government control a short line such as the Midland could
hire men through individual bargaining with them, could, in
effect, make a strictly local, rural industry of operating a
Now, Mr. Brinlocal line through an agricultural country.
son testified, his local labor demanded the same rate of wages
as the government was paying.
He could no longer get a
boilermaker to speed up when one of the "rattle-traps" brokedown. Now this boilermaker must have not only the same
wages, but the same restricted output as the boilermaker on
the Central of Georgia, United States Railroad Administrasituated roads, in

tion.

We

Mr. Brinson some confusion
which might have been effective whether
or not the government had taken over the operation of the
trunk lines and causes which are directly traceable to the
see in this testimony of

of economic causes

policy of former Director General

McAdoo, but

the one thing

and seemingly irrefutable and the thing
that visibly impressed the House committee was the fact that
unless the American people are willing to forego expansion
that stands out clear

of railroad facilities through the building of such roads as

independent 88-mile line, some specific provisions will
to be made in the bill for the reorganization of the American railroad systems for the encouragement of the short line
railroad builder.
Mr. Brinson thought that the Cummins
bill, if he understood it correctly, would possibly help him
out of some of his difficulties, but he did not go so far as to
express the opinion that it would encourage other optimistic
would-be railroad builders to put $700,000 into a new railroad anywhere in the south.
It is true that the aggregate mileage of all the short lines
is not large when compared with even a few of the largest
this

have
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a pari in the economii
should qoI be overlooked, and while the
short line problem is a small one compared to the greal prob
lems which face Congress in regard to the American transpox
tntion question as a whole, it is one that deserves stud] and,

ms, bul the short lines plaj

the country

ol

u

tli.it

would appear,

ha-- the

What

sympathetic intexesl of Congress.

provisions in the Cummins bill designed to bring
about the settlement of labor controversies by an impartial tribunal instead of by the use of, or, more frequently,
l.\
the tlue.it oi tone, and to prohibit "any combination or
agreement with the intent substantially to hinder, restrain
or prevent tin movement oi commodities or persons in inter-

commerce," has called forth a lot of impassioned rhetabout interference with the inalienable right of a freeborn American citizen, or of two such citizens, to quit his or
their employment peaceably, when they have regretfully arrived at the conclusion that they can no longer maintain or
Improve the "American standard of living" on the wages
This notwithstanding the fact that the bill
offered them.
says specifically that "nothing herein shall be taken to deny

state
oric

any individual the right

employment

to quit his

for

any

reason."

The

constant repetition of the presumption that a strike
hands or that it is prop-

consists of a peaceful folding of the

by the euphemistic language used by Mr.
Plumb recently when he said that men would "cease to
serve" is becoming tiresome. It is true that we have no basis
in experience for a proper conception of the kind of nationwide strike that has been occasionally threatened by the
train service brotherhoods and other large organizations of
railroad employees but we have had plenty of experience of
the kind of strikes that includes such practices as throwing
emery dust into machinery, soap into locomotive boilers and
bricks at the heads of men who are not only willing but
anxious to take the places of the strikers and to try to maintain a standard of living on the wages that they scorn and
by hours of labor that they find irksome.
We have also had recent experience of the fact that a
strike does not necessarily mean a termination of employment, because when Mr. Hines announced that such an inerly

described

would be placed upon the action of the Pacific
and of the shop men on a number of
eastern roads if they failed to report for work by a specified

terpretation

coast train employees

time the men returned to their jobs.
It even seems somewhat problematical whether the provisions of the Cummins bill would apply to the individual
employees under the present form of strike ballot on which
an employee signs his name to an authorization to the officers of the union to "use the protective features of the organization if necessary," knowing that if he does not so sign
his name will be recorded in a little notebook carried by the
walking delegate for future reference. It would seem that
the conspiracy in such cases would be on the part of the
The latter like to have it appear that they
labor leaders.
are "sitting on the lid," in anxious endeavor to restrain their
restive followers from a too rash eagerness to burst the bonds

have been so successful

of serfdom, but their bluffs

past that

it is

a

little difficult

to force the labor leaders to

in the

what
showdown.
One way would be
strike card and show

to predict with assurance

would be the result if they were brought
There are ways to find out, however.
play their

to a

what extent their claims represent the real feeling of the
men. This might also tend to show how many of the easier
jobs at higher pay which the labor organizations point out
For example,
in their arguments they might be able to fill.
the shop employees last year got a raise on the ground that

to

keep them from migrating to the ship
wen- allowed less than the shipyard
xale, the increase in wages i"i the mopmen wai followed
b) a large increase in the number of them applying lor rail
road service,
rhe mere taking oi a trike vote is bo
ami usually has been so successful, and the methods <>t labor
organizations include so many ways of making it unplea
ml lor a man to vote' against a strike, that it is tune to lind
it

1.

1

.

to

hut although

1

1

1

«

\

what a strike vote mi BUS.
Another way would be to cn.n

Tin

to

was necessary

No. 13

67,

OUt

a Strike?

Is

Vol

vision as that contained in the

I

1

into law

ummins

bill

some
and

pro

BUCfa
let

a

i

la

employees submit its grievances to arbitration by a board
linn ii
on which they would have equal representation,
the board should award them, say, only 25 per cent instead
oi .mi per cent and the men should still feci so dissatisfied
and so disgusted with their employment that they would
feel justified in "ceasing to serve" we imagine that the law
could be repealed before enough new jails could be built in
which to house the martyrs, because the jails now in existence might be needed for the leaders, whose interest in their
own jobs is causing most of the trouble. If, on the other
hand, a large percentage of the men should even grumblingly
accept such a trifling increase in their emolument until they
could think up a new excuse for reopening the case, or if the
peaceable strikers motoring homeward to await their summons to court should find their passage obstructed by the
pedestrians in search of employment, they might be led to
join with the public in a conclusion that the law was a good
of

one.

Public Sentiment and the Steel Strike

C
L
"
1

H. Gary, chairman of the United States Steel Corporation, has declined on behalf of the corporation to
deal with organized labor, and the long-threatened great
strike in the steel mills has begun, in spite of the plea of
President Wilson that it should be postponed until after
the industrial conference which he has called.
There is a circumstance relative to the attitude of the
Steel Corporation which is highly significant.
Although its
refusal to recognize or deal with organized labor has resulted
in a great strike, its course has received little criticism from
the press, except the labor and socialist papers; and the
If the
sentiment of the public seems to be in its favor.
Steel Corporation had assumed a few years ago the same
attitude it would have been criticised by a large part of
the press, and public sentiment would have been against it.
One of the reasons why, in this crisis, the Steel Corporation has fewer critics and enemies than it would have had a
few years ago is that it has voluntarily given its employees
large advances in wages and the opportunity to acquire its
Another is that it promptly
stock and share in its profits.

and patriotically placed all of its vast resources at the disThere is another
posal of the government during the war.
reason, however, which probably is much more important
and influential. This is the tendencies which large labor
organizations recently have been manifesting.
Until some years ago employers generally held the whip
hand in dealing with their employees. The public knew
this resulted in much injustice and not a little oppression
and accepted the view that labor must be organized to
its rights and protect its interests, and that employUntil recently the
should recognize organized labor.
public has looked with sympathy and approval upon the

secure
ers

number

labor organizations and the
A great impetus to the growth
of the labor organizations was given during the war by
the government's attitude of friendliness to them.
But simultaneously with the recent acceleration of the
increase

in

the

of

growth of their memberships.

September
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growth of labor unions there has been occurring a change
in the purposes which many of them avow and in the
methods they use.
When labor organizations were weak
they demanded that employers should submit controversies
with them to arbitration.
Recently, however, there has been
a growing tendency on the part of strong unions to decline
arbitration,

and

to

insist

that

granted under penalty of a
illustration of

this

change

all

strike.

demands must be

their

The

in the attitude

first

conspicuous

was afforded

in

the controversy regarding the basic eight-hour

day on railwhich resulted in an order for a general
railroad strike and the hasty enactment of the Adamson
Formerly the labor unions confined themselves to
law.
seeking better working conditions, shorter hours and higher
wages for their members. Recently their demands in respect to working conditions and hours have been rapidly
growing more extreme until finally the coal miners have
asked a 30-hour week accompanied by a large increase in
wages; but the unions are no longer confining their activities to such matters as working hours and wages.
For
road-

in

1916,

years the socialists tried without success to secure control
of the American Federation of Labor.
Recently, however,
large labor organizations affiliated with the Federation have

begun to advocate measures which would be even worse
than socialism.
The railroad labor organizations are carrying on a propaganda for government ownership of the railroads and their management by the employees.
The coal
miners have begun a propaganda for government ownership
mines and the division of their management
between the government and the miners.
Under these
schemes, while the public is to buy the industries in question, it is not to be allowed, as it would be under socialism,
to manage its own industries, but is to turn them over largely
or wholly to the irresponsible management of the persons
on the pay roll.
At the very time when big unions are demanding that the
government shall nationalize vast properties and practically
turn them over to the unions to manage, the unions have
begun to lose control of their own members. The advocates
and spokesmen of organized labor used to contend that
collective bargaining between employers and employees was
of the coal

necessary to secure not only justice but continuous orderly
Recently, however, the members of
operation of industries.
labor unions in all parts of the country have begun to strike
in violation of their contracts with their employers and
These
contrary to the orders of their own organizations.
"outlaw" strikes have even occurred in shipbuilding plants
and on railroads which at the time were under the control
These have been
or actual management of the government.

government itself.
Developments such as those mentioned are making a very
unfavorable impression upon all classes who do not belong
to labor unions and even on many members of labor unions.
strikes against the

When members
contracts

and

of labor unions strike in violation of their
contrary to the orders of their own officers, the

question naturally is raised as to what good it does to earn'
on negotiations and make contracts with labor organizations.
When they demand a 30-hour week, as the United Minethe question arises as to whether
continued increase in the strength of labor unions will not
result in a curtailment of the production of coal and of
other commodities which will be destructive of the welfare

Workers are demanding,
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the present labor leaders seem disposed to force upon the
country public ownership and labor class management of all
large industries, which would be worse than socialism. The
extreme demands which have been made-, the "outlaw"
Strikes which have occurred and the radical measures which
have been proposed have been supported by the spokesmen
of labor in words which themselves have been alarming.
bey have used the familiar language of the socialist and
the anarchist in denouncing property owners, and the word
"revolution" frequently has been on their lips.
There undoubtedly is a connection between rec ent developments in the labor world and the attitude of the press
and the public toward the controversy between the- United
States Steel Corporation and organized labor.
The general
pros and public are inclined to think that the Steel Corporation in refusing to recognize organized labor may be
fighting the public's battle.
If the public 'believed that
recognition by the Steel Corporation of organized labor
was all that was involved its attitude might be different.
But naturally the public is beginning to wonder whether the
further recognition of organized labor by employers and its
I

further growth in membership and power means that there
are to be disastrous curtailments of production in the United
States; that contracts made by organized labor are not to
be observed by it; that organized labor is going to refuse to
its demands to arbitration; and that it is going to
become a giant agency for the promotion of socialism, or

submit

even bolshevism. The public naturally reasons that if these
are to be the results of the development of labor organizations, their recognition by employers is not so desirable as
it formerly seemed to be.
Knowledge of the fact that John
Fitzpatrick and

W.

Z. Foster, the principal leaders of or-

ganized labor in the steel strike, are extreme radicals, Foster
being an avowed advocate of the overthrow of the present
industrial system, and of the use of "direct action" to bring
this about, is not adapted to make the public look with
less suspicion and apprehension upon the steel strike.
Only time will tell what is to be the outcome of the
strike.
The patent fact, however, that the attitude of the
general press and public is far less friendly to organized
labor in this struggle than it would have been a few years
ago may well cause the leaders and members of labor organizations to pause and reflect.
The people of the United
States are just as determined not to be ruled by an autocracy
of the proletariat as they ever were not to be ruled by an
autocracy of the plutocrats.
A vast majority of them are
not in favor of socialistic or bolshevistic measures, but believe in private ownership and individual initiative.
A
large part, and perhaps even a majority, of the members
of labor organizations are not in sympathy with the extreme
radicalism being manifested by their present leaders.
In
other words, while the tendency of the labor organizations
is

to

become more

sentiment

is

radical, the general

conservative,

and there

is

trend of American
a

growing

belief

among

the people that the labor organizations are trying to
use the power they believe they possess to exploit the general
public.
Many very strong men and organizations, just

when they have thought their power had reached its maxiand was ready to be used with the maximum effect,

mum

have suddenly found themselves rendered powerless and
even crushed by the overwhelming reaction of an aroused
and exasperated public.

When labor unions
of the working and all other classes.
commit themselves to such schemes as the Plumb Plan and
nationalization

of

the

coal

mines,

the

question

naturally

whether the continued growth of unionism will
not strengthen the movement for extreme radicalism and
push the country finally into socialism or bolshevism. Many
of the labor leaders disavow socialism; but socialism is
merely the public ownership and public management of all
the facilities of production, distribution and exchange, while
arises as to

The proposed alliance between the railroad brotherhoods
and the unions of coal miners is expected by the officers of
the United Mine Workers to result in joint action in wage demands. A committee has been appointed by the United Mine
Workers to meet a similar committee from the railroad
brotherhoods on October 1, to prepare a plan of co-operation
in presenting wage and working condition demands.
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Public Works
National Department
Versus the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.
of

Ch icacO.
I'o

i

in

I'm rOB

justly

States

proud of

its

Engineer

Corps

is

record, but hostile to an)

a

bod)

of

nun

movement which

It
threatens its authority or reduces its field of action.
has i'ii its roster the names of many men who deserve credit
Their country had educated them
for high attainments.
and made them a class apart, invested with authority and
They have been entrusted with vast
clothed with dignity.
responsibilities and for the most part have discharged those

responsibilities worthily, hut not without the advice and
help of untitled civilian engineers, who have paid for their
education and gotten their experience without the aid of
It is these men who have done
paternal Government.
vast proportion of the work for which men who
wear insignia of military rank have been accorded, and have
graciously accepted, the credit.
A statement of the vast area of the field of operation
of the Corps of Engineers is a fitting preface to what I am
Continental United States has an area of
about to say.
3,742,583 square miles, within which are 26,410 miles of

a

the

navigable rivers, 1,200,000 square miles of arid lands, and
75,000 square miles of swamp lands. Our continental and
insular coast line is 48,881 miles long, not including our
water front on the Great Lakes. We have between 35 and
40 continental ports, besides all those in our insular possessions.
There are 517 West Point engineers to care for this
vast array of work, as shown by the "Statement showing
rank, duties, and addresses of the officers of the Corps of
Engineers," issued by the War Department on January 1,
1919.
A large proportion of the 375 captains and lieutenants were rushed through West Point without completing the
course of study. We have then, old and young, experienced,
and novices, 517 officers to do the vast work suggested by
the citation previously made.
There are in the United States over 100,000 engineers in
the various lines coming within the term engineering. Thousands of these men responded to war's compelling need; the
American Society of Civil Engineers supplied more than
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers sent
1,500.
1,497.
The American Institute of Mining Engineers, 739.
The American Society of Electrical Engineers supplied 1,412.
The American Society for Testing Materials supplied 575.
The architects sent hundreds. These were not novices, but

men who, when

the need was presented, were able to meet
and their record of achievement is a proud one. They
know that they have earned recognition from the government.

it,

They

I

.

links and

are so self-respecting that they are not willing,

that the piping days of peace have returned, to

now

do the plan-

ning and the work which must be done along their several
lines, and submit their work to a military engineer who,
as a matter of form, will attach his name to the plans and
as a matter of course, accept the credit which goes with the
work.
Military engineers are educated to meet the constructive
and destructive needs of war, and war has demonstrated to
the United States its need for them.
They do not fit into
the every day life of a democracy.
Their training makes
them autocratic. Most of them, however, have the instincts
of gentlemen and they deport themselves as such, but the
officer is a rare exception who can wholly divest himself of
a superior attitude toward the civilian.
The feeling may

I'anama (anal are

the

in

evidence.

An

the skill and brains Of Alfred Noble, Joseph Ripley, L.
)e Young, and many other
Sabin, David Molitor, Isaai
I

civilians

built

Panama Canal.

:

The United

Mane
riot

into

Sault structures?
Then take the
to the glory of the Corps of Engineers,

the

It is

were in charge of that tremendous project,
and the names of Goethals, Sibert, Gaillard and Hodges will
always Hash upon the screen of memory when that work is
thought of, and they have had recognition and reward; but
we who know, will also remember Williamson, Goldmark,
Schildhaur, Cornish, Zinn, Nichols and their civil associates.
Alfred Noble, too, left his impress upon that great
work. The Pacific division had as its Chief, S. B. Williamson, civilian, all of whose aids were civilian engineers.
An examination of the Chief Engineer's report for 1913
(Vol. 6," Statement of Construction Expenditures to June 30,
1913) shows that the military on the Atlantic division built
2,265,415 cubic yards of masonry for $16,993,254.33, or an
average of $7.50111 per cubic yard; and that the civilians on
the Pacific division built 2,453,320 cubic yards for $13,646,113.96, or an average of $5.5627 per cubic yard; showing a
civil economy of $1.9384 per cubic yard over the cost of the
Military division, or a saving of $4,745,515.49 on the job.
Did Williamson ever receive any recognition from Congress?
He did receive it from a business organization to which his
achievement recommended him.
Did any one of his civil
associates receive commendation or reward from Congress?
If so, when, and what was it?
And furthermore, we know
that these engineer officers did not plan the Panama canal.
The type and salient features of that canal were worked out
by a minority of the International Commission for the
Isthmian Canal.
To the project thus prepared the army
engineers fell heir,
a project changed, except as to dimensions, in only one particular.
The lake which the minority
planned on the Panama side of the Culebra cut, with dam
across the Rio Grande and locks between Sosa and Ancon,
was abandoned because locks in that location would be
within range of gunfire from warships.
The locks were
moved back to Miraflores and a large item of cost was added
to the work.
The wisdom of this move from the military
standpoint could not be questioned then, but the World
War has shown such advance in the power of modern artillery, and indirect fire has reached such precision of aim
that the interposition of a hill and the withdrawal for a few
miles count for but little as a means of defense.
I have grown old in engineering service and I have been
in touch with military engineers for 40 odd years.
I have
admired, valued and still value the friendship of many of
them.
But I have not learned to admire the system which
environs them, and I believe that the injection of that system
into the activities of our civil life is a harm so great that
it needs to be abated, as it will be by the passage of the
bills supported by the Engineers, Architects and Constructors Conference on National Public Works and introduced
on June 25, in the Senate by Wesley L. Jones and in the
House by Frank G. Reavis, and the 100,000 or more engineers of our country should use every honorable influence
I

S

A., that they

—

and means

to secure that legislation.

Isham Randolph,
Consulting Engineer.

Eight-Cent Street Car

Fare in

St.

Louis.— The Public

Service Commission of Missouri has authorized an increase in
street car fares in St. Louis to 8 cents, the advance to continue
for six months.

Raising a Large Train Shed Under Traffic
Lackawanna

Lifts Entire Structure at

Hoboken

to

Overcome

Settlement and Restore Original Clearance

Looking Over the Train Shed Toward the Station

A train shed having an area of approximately
and weighing about 18,000,000 11)., from
4 to 17 in. above the level to which many of its
supporting columns had sunk, is the unusual engineering
project which has just been completed by the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western at its Hoboken (N. J.) terminal.

$250,000 and, in addition to raising the shed, includes the
complete reconstruction of the skylighting facilities.
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Plan of Shed Showing

The work was done under

the

necessity

of

Amount

interfering

as

with the 1,500,000 passengers passing
through the terminal each month and the operation of the
225 trains which arrive at and depart from the terminal
daily.
The project involves an expenditure of more than
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The Shed
It is of
trainshed at Hoboken was erected in 1907.
the Hush type with columns set in rows along the center of

The

as

possible

of Raise.

A

i

i

/

Typical Profile

platform, supporting a series of arches which extend
from center to center of platforms.
The roof of
the shed is formed of reinforced concrete slabs resting on

each

laterally

purlins which are 6 in. bulb angles.
slabs are 2 in. thick, reinforced with

609

The

concrete

roof

expanded metal and
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610

Smoke ducts are pro
ed with
composition roofing,
vided over the center of each track, and daylight is admitted
to the shed through continuous skylights over each platform
in in. in width of
7 tt.
wire glass.
s hi
rhe shed is 360 it. wide by 630 ft. long.
It
covers 14
tracks and has an area of approximately five aires.
It
.i

ing
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columns wen- embedded

before lifting could be begun

in
it

concrete

and

foundations,

was necessary

to cut

away

from around the roliimn bo
planning the work it was decided to rai
an entin
section at one time, providing jacks at each column in a
this concrete
lii

i

and is supported by
on concrete foundations
and which, in turn, are supported on wood piles averaging
80 ft. in length.
The site is on made ground over the old
bed of the Hudson river, and the supporting piles are driven
weighs approximately
107

cast

into the

iron

18,000,000

columns which

mud undcrh

ing

it.

Shortly after the completion
noted in the pile foundations.
in extent,

of

ranging from

1

in.

IT"
i

As

a

a

ll».

rest

of

The

minimum

the

shed settlement

was

settlement was irregular
of 5'.|

result of this subsidence

in.
it

to a

maximum

became neces-

Clearance of Train Shed After Completion of

The

Work

operations were confined to the
it had
been cut free
from the adjoining section. The connection members between the sections were cut by means of acetylene torches
The lifting was accomplished by hand jacks resting on
wooden blocks placed on the concrete platforms and jacking
section.

first

lifting

section adjoining the concourse after

A View

The Extent
on the Column

of the Jacking Apparatus.
Is Indicated

of the Raise

sary to raise the tracks to a temporary grade, reducing the
clearance under the roof from that originally provided, and
the lifting of the shed was undertaken to restore ample
clearance as well as to provide for the continually increasing
size and height of motive power and equipment.
The wire
glass skylights originally provided had been found difficult
to maintain in good repair owing to the vibration set up in

and the exhaust from locomotives.
Consequently, when it became necessary to raise the shed it
was decided to replace the original skylights with others of
the vault type.
At the time of its erection four expansion joints were provided in the length of the shed, dividing it into five sections
which were tied together with structural steel connection
members. The roof was made weather tight by flashings of
As built, the bases of the supportcopper over the joints.

A View

the structure by trains

of the

Old Type Skylights

shores working against blocks of wood, triangular in shape,
firmly secured to the flanges forming the section of roof
support next to the columns, by bolts passed through the

The arrangement of the jacking apparatus
one of the photographs, and with the jack>
installed at all the columns the weight was first taken at
After this
the columns where the settlement was greatest.
rivet
is

holes.

shown

in

September
all
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26, 1919

the jacks were started

to the

and

the entire section brought

up

proper grade.

During

lifting

the

of

the

first

section

the

possibility

On

the north line above the grade.

these

In the lifting of this section the jacks were supplemented
by levers of 12-in. by 12-in. timbers mounted on the smoke
ducts at the expansion joints, the ducts acting as fulcrums
and furnishing the means for attaching the chains and hooks
to the section to be lifted.
On the opposite side of the joint
the ducts acted as the resistance against which the levers
worked through the blocks and falls.

611

little

A

columns were jacked down

to

completion of the lifting
the proper grade with

trouble.

force of approximately 20

men was employed

mak-

in

ing the preparations for the jacking operation-, this being
increased to 40 men during the actual operation of the jacks.
With all in readiness the work of lifting the first section

was accomplished
in many cases was

one day,

in

In lifting the shed the

lift

column bases above

sufficient to bring the

level of the platform-, which were then raised
ance with the new grade of the shed.
the-

in

accord-

The Skylights
Under the old skylighting arrangement -M^-in. wire glass
was used in both the trainshed and concourse roofs, the
In
skylights in both cases being of the continuous type.
the trainshed a skylight was provided over each platform.
Under the new plan the wire glass is replaced by skylights
of the vault type furnished

Constructions.

Inc.,

of

and erected by the Keppler Glass

New

York.

In the .roofs of both

The Completed Roof
of

Two

in a Panel of the Train Shed Consists
Sections of Concrete Slab and One Section
of Glass

from one end of the structure to
and on experiment was found to
Consequently the remainder of the work was
be practical.
done in that manner, thus obviating the necessity and expense of cutting the expansion joints between sections and
of jacking continuously

the other suggested itself,

the use of levers.

The continuous
of

columns

jacking was begun by lifting the first line
approximately 2 in. in the

in the second section

This was followed by

first lift.

a

similar

lift

of the

No.

2

A

Concrete Curtain Wall on the North of the Shed
plicated the Jacking Operations

Com-

concourse and the trainshed the area of glass will be
reduced approximately 67 per cent, the photographs of the
old and new conditions showing clearly the- manner in which
this reduction is accomplished.
In a trainshed bay the new
glass is installed in the center of the three- panels and rethe

inforced concrete slabs
concourse roof the

the

The Forms,

the Glass and the Copper Expansion Joints

panels.

In

the

inserted

in

reduction in glass area being made in the transvers< section,
concrete slabs replacing every other row of the old skylights.

The new
which a lift could be made
columns, and so on to the end

the end

new skylights are continuous,

are-

skylights

made up

are

of

vault

lights

7-in.

square supported by reinforced concrete beam-, the reinforcement consisting of
-in.
steel
rod- placed between
either in the No. 1 or No. 3
the rows of glass in both direction-.
In placing the glass,
of the structure.
When the lifting was begun it was feared that the jacking separators of cardboard -trip- are used which may be
stripped out by hand from underneath the roof when the
operations might cause further settlement in the foundaform- are taken down.
tions, but this did not prove to be the case, and the raising
Owing to thi
Throughout the roof, copper expansion joints, as shown
progressed without any serious trouble.
in one of the photograph-, are used every 9 ft.
When placed
dement of the foundation, however, certain of the steel
the joints provide al-o for drainage, being made continuous
members had taken a permanent set, and in lifting the north
in the concourse roof b) mean- of lapping.
In the skylights,
line of columns where the settlement had been comparatively
themselves, each glass is free to expand and contract, each
slight it was found that in raising the adjoining lin
columns to the permanent level it was necessary to raise unit being given a coat of white along it- corrugated edges

columns

in

the

section

after

'

t
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ordei

in

ih.it

Over

there

this

ia

will

do interference with the

be

placed

a

preparation

ol

asphall

light

which

permits expansion in ea< li glass.
he concrete slabs are reinforced with expanded metal,
Inmix of the concrete
the concrete mu< being 1:2:4,
Mm con
surrounding the glass ii the skylights is 1
crete plant is located al the track level, all materials being

broughl m
an elevator.

The outhl consists of the mixer and
materials arc wheeled to the mixer which
discharges into push buggies which arc elevated to the roof
where timber runways arc provided.
i'\

train

Doughty, division engineer.
Work is now under way on the new roof and skylights, and
it i> estimated that this portion of the project will be completed
early in November.

Convention

of the Associated

Business Papers

Till

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

of

the

Asso-

Business Papers, Inc., was held at the Congress hotel in Chicago on September 18, 19 and 20.
This organization is composed of companies publishing over
one hundred of the largest technical and trade papers in the
United States.
In addition to transacting business affecting primarily
the interests of the "publications belonging to the Association, the convention heard addresses and adopted resolutions
touching upon the present industrial unrest, the large reconstruction problems confronting the country, and took
action intended to make the business press a potent factor
in the education of public opinion regarding these matters.
Resolutions which were drafted by a committee headed by
H. G. Lord, president of the Technical World Journal, of
Boston and New York, called attention to the present labor
unrest and current radical labor movements, and instructed
the Executive Committee of the Association to take whatever steps were necessary to bring about such co-operation
between the editorial departments of the different publications of the Association and between the Association and
other organizations as will enable the business press to exert
the maximum influence for sound industrial and governmental policies.
The resolutions set forth that while an increase of government activities during the war were necessary, it is now
desirable that government activities in relation to business
Adshall be reduced to the lowest practicable minimum.
verse reference was made to such projects as the Plumb Plan
and the nationalization of the coal mines. Congress was
commended because it evidently is determined not to give
serious consideration to any scheme for government ownership of railroads and their management by the employees,
but to adopt measures for the return of the roads to private
ciated

operation.

The enactment of legislation which will cause railway rates to be so made as to encourage adequate developwas advocated.
following officers of the Association for the ensuing
year were elected: President, Samuel O. Dunn, Chicago,
Editor, Railway Age, and vice-president, Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co.; vice-president, M. C. Robbins, New
York, president, The Gas Age; treasurer, H. L. Aldrich,
New York, president, Marine Engineering; members of the
Executive Committee, A. J. Baldwin, vice-president, McGraw-Hill Company, New York; R. Marshall, president,

ment

of railroad facilities

The

Mi<

No. 13

i.

Building

b.

;

I

.

Management;

I*.

Porter,

A.

I

York; A. C. Pearson, president, Drj Good Economi t,
York.
At the session of the \ ociation on Thursda) morning
papers were presented by II. G. Lord and II. M S wetland,

The

The lifting of the shod was begun in June of this year
It
and completed in August.
was done by company t<
under the direction of L. I., lalynn, acting chief engineer
of the Lackawanna; A. E. Deal, bridge engineer, and M. H.

>

67,

president, Building
0. Backert, vio presidenl
manager, Penton Publishing Co.,
leveland, Ohio;
\\
Ulen, president, Allen Nugenl Company, New
I

and
ami

I

I

Vol

aess

denl of the United Publishers Corporation, on the busi
press as "the partners of busu
These papers

outlined

and emphasized

papers can

liest

serve

the

the

ways

industries

in

which the busini
which they arc

with

connected.

Charles Pie/, president of the kink Belt Company, and
formerly vice-president of the Emergency Fleet Corporation,
delivered "An Appreciation by Business."
Mr. Piez discussed the industrial situation now confronting the country,
and especially the phases of it due to the present radical
labor movement.
He pointed out that this unrest is largely
clue lo an exaggerated idea on the part of labor as to the

amount of the products of industry which goes to capital,
and emphasized the necessity of business concerns and business papers frankly and clearly presenting to labor the
facts regarding the amount of return derived by labor on
the one side and capital on the other from their joint efforts
in production.
He also emphasized the good that the business press can accomplish by actively engaging in the work
of educating business men as well as workingmen regarding
the economic principles of efficient production and the advantages of the present American system of industry and
government over the socialistic system which organized

now disposed to advocate.
address on "The Significance of the Plumb Plan"
was delivered by Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway
He pointed out that one of the most significant feaAge.
tures of the Plumb Plan is that it is the first formal demand
labor

is

An

made by any large body of American workingmen to have
the management of a great industry transferred from the
brains in that industry to the hands in it.
Since the Plumb
Plan was announced the coal miners have proposed a somewhat similar plan regarding the coal mines. Both schemes
contemplate the purchase of great industries by the government at the expense of the public, after which they are to
It is claimed
be turned over to the employees to manage.
that great increases of efficiency would be obtained under
employees' management, but, Mr. Dunn contended, the
great increases in industrial efficiency in the past have been
due to the ability and initiative of able men to whom the
existing industrial system has afforded the opportunity to
rise to positions where they could exert an influence over industrial operations in proportion to their ability.
Government ownership and employees' management of industry
would interpose insuperable obstacles to the rise of able
men to the most important positions in industry, and would
put the power of management in the hands of those who
would not own the industries and who would therefore have

no sense of responsibility for the results of their management.
Under the Soviet scheme of ownership and management the individual disappears as a factor in industry, and
replaced by committees of the proletariat.
sessions of the Association on Friday and Saturday
were devoted chiefly to consideration of problems relating
primarily to the editing and publishing of business papers.
At the annual dinner on Friday evening A. C. Pearson,
president of the Association, acted as toastmaster, and the
speakers were Prof. Sorres, of the University of Chicago;
Prof. John A. Scott, of Northwestern University, and MajorGen. Leonard A. Wood. General Wood urged the business
is

The

papers to oppose the current radical movements and defend
the political and industrial institutions which have been
established bv and under the federal Constitution.

Signal Division Holds

First

its

Annual Convention

Automatic Train Control Considered; Switch

Lamp

Standards

Submitted and Other Details Discussed

Tin-the

i

iks

annual meeting

i

Engineering

Signal division of

of the

of such device.- to those that

will

pass signal requirements.

more

American Railroad
Asociation and the twenty-fourth annual meeting of
was held at the
the former Railway Signal Association
Congress Hotel, Chicago, September 17, 18 and 19, in-

completed serviceable train
control devices for -team railroad- that should facilitate- the
handling of trains to a greater extent than will the automatic
That is, these
signal alone due to the continuous control.

with a total registration of 254.
R. E. Trout (St.
chairman of tlu- division, occupied the chair, and
H. S. Balliet (N. V. ('.), secretary of the division, acted as
secretary of the meeting.

devices assume control of the train instantly whenever a
dangerous condition occurs which can be detected by the

section

of

There are today one

the

clusive,

L.

&

S. F.),

track circuit.

The president, in his opening address, dwelt mainly upon
the character of the work being carried on by the division
and its importance to present day railroad operation. He
example of the division's work is the
and bonding resistance formula which provides an approved and recognized reference sheet for use

"The educational

recent typical
rail

not only for a poorly maintained ballast section for track
circuits, but also for sections containing zinc treated ties.
I personally was unable to convince my own railroad that
the annual installation of zinc treated ties should not exceed
12.5 per cent in any track section until I used this division's
Their adoption resulted in the avoiding
recommendations.

many signal interruptions and saved money by making
unnecessary the shortening of track sections.
''The railroads may be led to adopt the division's standards

of

more freely if a larger number of the
construction and maintenance forces attend the stated
and annual meetings so that all standard plans and specificaThe committee
tions submitted may be criticised fully.
chairmen will thus get the benefit of these men's actual field
experience covering years of work. As to new standards, I
wish to urge the preparation of standard switch layouts with
specifications

anil

field

fittings and that consideration be given the locking feature so
that the switch point will be locked with reference to the stock
rail instead of to the locking or plunger stand. With the pres-

ent arrangement

and

still

it

would be possible

to

remove the stock

rail

complete the locking.

"A

well signaled single track division is certainly a step
as the signals will increase the
capacity of that division, and with the added safety to be
in the right direction,

derived through the track circuit the signals will, as is
being done today, practically eliminate the '31' train
orders.
The '19' order can be delivered with safety and
These features, with the addition
little reduction in speed.
of insuring the observance of signal indications, in the
The
opinion of your chairman, come very near the goal.
observance of signal indication- may be brought about
by automatic train control or more severe disciplinary
measures for improper observance during surprise or effisuggest that the
With this <nd in view
ciency checks.
checks and the required discipline be made under the superI

vision

of

spectors.
after

Interstate Commerce Commission
know how thorough these inspectors

competent

in-

We

are

all

an accident.

eliminate the

it

is

advisable to

features

derived through the work of

the regional committee- have increased the efficiency of the

said, in part:

"A

train control in sight,

consider whether automatic block signals should be installed
first, getting nearly 100 per cent protection from them with
the increased capacity they afford, which later could be followed with installations of train controls, or whether it
would be advisable to make complete installations of both.

President's Opening Address

ballast,

With

or

human

No manner

of

protection

will

entirely

equation

"The automatic train control would have eliminated a
ccidents.
The division,
large number of our recent
through the Railway Signal Association, can well lay claim
to the present automatic tni:' control requirements which
the design and consideration
have been the mean- of holdi
s

signal

departments as the meetings permitted an exchange
and methods that are of great value to our rail-

of experiences
road-.

Automatic Train Control
"The use of some form of automatic train control has
been recommended by the Interstate Commerce Commission
for some time in connection with reports covering investigations of serious railroad accident-.
This subject was brought
more prominently before the railroad officers through the
establishment of an automatic train control committee by
the United State- Railroad Administration on January 14
by Director General Hines. This committee was instructed
"to make a study of and report upon automatic train control
devices now undergoing tests upon various lines of railroad-, or available for test, with their recommendations for
installation, and for the practical suggestion of any device
now or during its investigation, made available for that
purpose, which it may consider practicable and reasonably
conforming to the purposes to be accomplished."
In this
connection the views presented by two members of the division
on automatic train control are of particular interest to the
operating officers."
The speaker then proceeded to quote from Messrs. Anthony
and Shaver, as follows:
C. C. Anthony, formerly assistant signal engineer of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, said: "I should like to bring before you at this time a few thoughts in connection with automatic- stops or automatic train control.
It is my belief that
the time has come when trial on a larger scale than usually
has been undertaken so far is desirable. A number of years
ago, when I was more closely associated with the work of
the Railway Signal Association, I made a statement somewhat as follows: 'If a railroad should insist that an automatic stop must be installed on its lines, a practical and
workable one would soon be in service.'
Possibly I was
wrong at that time, but several years have elapsed since
and development has gone on to such a point that I feel
-ure device- are available which will meet the requirements
and work successfully in regular service.
"I think we know pretty well that not all the work done
in this field has arrived at the development of one or more
good automatic -top-: at least in some cases, it has seemed
that this was a mere incident and that selling stex'k was
the main thing.
But in several cases conscientious efforts
have been made by individual'-, not often by the- railroads.
on development work in connection with automatic train

613
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apparatus.
believe we have reached the point
where one or more such device: tnaj be expected to give
satisfactory
service and should be tried and proved on

not enthusia in and encour
speaking, the signal engineer
aging regarding it.
"Because of general sentiment favoring automata train

A great deal of money has been spent
fairlj large scale.
on development work which cannot go much further withthan have usually been
out much more extensive trials
given so far.
Requisites of automatic train control have
been formulated and revised several times; l>ut requisites

control,

contra]

1

.i

Those who arc working conalone will not bring results.
scientiousl) in this field need the help and encouragement
An engine division comof extensive operation in service.
monly is accepted as the proper unit For a trial installation
of a train control device.

"Possibl) this is not the time to make such a suggestion,
an expression of the conviction of the signal division
that largt scale trials of train control devipes are desirable
that the time for further development by that means is lure
but

and no longer

in

the

future

— would

certainly give

are

in

the

way

of

applications of a
think few of us have

practical

I
system of automatic train control.
gone into that part of the problem in detail.
We simply
have thrown up our hands at the prospect, and have been
more than willing to put off the effort until it should be
I recently have had occasion, however, to
forced upon us.
give the matter some study in possibly its most difficult
phase the application of automatic stops on single track

—

and I think I may say that the difficulties are not so great
Some changes in the signal controls
as we have imagined.
when they also become automatic stop controls are, of
course, necessary to secure full protection between opposing

without interfering with their approach at meeting
But the problem does not seem so monumental, after
all, when one gets down to the details.
"I wish to leave with you these two thoughts; that the
next step in the development of automatic train control
step that the art is now ready for, and that ought to be
taken in the very near future
is trial on a large scale, with
heart} co-operation on the part of you who are on the railroad
"side of the fence"; and that there is no need to shrink from
the difficulties to be overcome in dealing with practical
operating conditions."
A. G. Shaver, consulting signal and electrical engineer,
speaking on the same subject, said in part:
'The railroads have not given heretofore much attention
trains

points.

—

—

development of new ideas and new
use.
This development has been
carried on mostly by the inventors and the manufacturers,
sometimes at heavy expense.
The time has arrived when
the railroads must interest themselves in such matters, at
least to the extent of lending a helping hand.
"Automatic train control development requires much experimentation and costs considerable money.
Thus far the
railroads have not shown great enthusiasm regarding it.
Many operating officers favor it; I have an idea a majority

and money
schemes for

of

them

do.

to

the

their

Of

own

course, the railroads look to their signal

engineers as experts in such matters, and they depend on
their reports and opinions.
The signal engineer is naturally conservative, and especially in a subject so important as train control he does not want to make any mistakes.

"His duties are numerous, and he is a very busy man.
does not have time to study and analyze highly technical
subjects of such broad scope and difficult detail as train
control is supposed to be. and for the same reasons also.it
is difficult for him to keep up with progress in the art as
fully as he would like to do.
Therefore, he considers train
control cumbersome and complicated
although Mr. Anthonv
says it is not, and I agree with him.
Hence, generallv

He

—

-et
l" the task
we signal engineer- inn
OUTSelve
becoming familiar with it and of being charitable in our
consideration and criticisms, which
am lire we shall lie
when we are fully informed. And we Bhould use our inlhi
t

of

1

ence with the railroads that train control systems of merit
shall he given an opportunity and a fair show in demon
strating what can be done by installation- being made of
Sufficient size and extent to he considered worth while; for
example, equipping an engine division as Mr. Anthom
gests
Signal engineers can be of much help and it is due
them that they should have credit for their part in such
an important undertaking."

First Day's

Committee Reports

Thirteen of the 17 committees of the Signal division sub-

enough

impetus to the work; this, of course, provided the division
has reached that conclusion.
"It seems to he the thought of many that all sorts of
difficulties

>

At the

mitted reports for discussion and action.
reports were

session

made by Committee No.

—

16

firsl

day's

— Standard

Mechanical Interand Committee No.
Power Interlocking.
Committee No. 16, F. B. Wiegand (N. Y. C), chairman,
in connection with the standardizing of various clauses and
sections in the different specifications as adopted by the
Signal division reported on general provisions; standard
sections; general electrical requirements and on phrases and
words.
A brief discussion took place on the information
Clauses and Sections; Committee No. 2
locking,

.3

—

It was voted that the report as revised be approved and submitted to letter ballot for inclusion in the
manual.
Committee No. 2, C. J. Kelloway (A. C. L.), chairman,
reported on specifications for a mechanical interlocking
machine, having approved Saxby & Farmer locking; on a
compensation chart and a specification for machine locking
with a view of establishing uniformity and sequence. A compensation chart revised to meet the suggestions made by
members at the annual meeting in New York in 1918 was

submitted.

presented as a part of the report.
There was some discussion on the question of using a
greater lever length for interlocking machines to permit
greater ease of operation.
Some members said that the
Saxby &: Farmer machines used in Canada, England and
France have longer levers, thus increasing the ease of operation.
It was pointed out, however, that it was necessary

machines of the Saxby &
in this country, and if
special machines were desired another specification would
have to be drawn up to cover the conditions.
to

have

a

specification

for the

Farmer type now manufactured

It

was suggested

that the committee, in preparing a specifi-

cation for mechanical locking, provide for clearing opposing
signals on the same route when no traffic is handled on the
crossing line, so as to dispense with the need of operating the

plant at certain periods, thus reducing the expense of operaThe compensation chart submitted will enable construction forces properly to set compensators for temperature

tion.

changes. After revision the report was approved and will be
submitted to letter ballot for inclusion in the manual.

Considerable discussion occurred on the specification for

machine locking, establishing uniformity and sequence with
reference to the locking of lifting type derails in both the

normal and the reverse positions. Some changes in phraseology were proposed, and it was decided .that the report be
accepted as progress and referred back to the committee.
Committee No. 3, F. B. Wiegand (N. Y. C.) chairman,
submitted specifications for electric locks for interlocking
machines; for power interlocking machines; for universal
first and second range voltage electric lock for hand operated switches; and for universal electric motor switch operating and locking mechanism, first and second range voltage.

The

specification for electric locks for

power interlocking

—
September
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machines developed some discussion with reference

to

the
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made it necessary to shorten up track
where these ties were used. The report on the zinc
treated ties was submitted as information.
Committee No. 8, C. H. Morrison ( N. V., N. H. & H.),
chairman, reported revisions suggested at the June meeting
caused trouble and

various parts of the report. The report
was received as information.
It was felt that better provision should be made in the specification to cover the
wiring between terminal boards and electric locks, light

circuits

levers, etc., on the machine.
A number of revisions were
suggested and the committee recommended that the specification as revised be adopted for submission to letter ballot and
inclusion in the manual, which motion was carried.
Little discussion was brought out on the specification for
universal first and second range voltage electric lock- tor
hand operated switches, and it was moved that this specification be reecived as information.
Motion carried.
Considerable discussion occurred in connection with the
specification for universal electric motor switch operating
and locking mechanism, first and second range voltage, with
reference to the average operating thrust of 700 lb., and
It was the feeling of the manufacthe time of operation.
turers that the present low voltage switch machines could
not be operated in the time specified with a thrust of 700

covering material included in various specifications for A. C.
automatic block signaling. It was ordered that the specifications presented at Atlantic City in June, and as revised,
be submitted to letter ballot for inclusion in the manual.

phraseology used

in

It was moved that the specification
motor switch operating and locking
mechanism, first and second range voltage, be referred back
to the committee for further action and consideration; which
met ion was carried.

lb.

on the throw rod.

for universal electric

The Second Day's Session

On September 18. the committees submitting reportwere Committee No. 11
Batteries and Switchboards; Committee No.5
Rules for Maintenance and Operation; ComDirect Current Automatic Block Signaling:
mittee No. 4
Committee No. 8 Alternating Current Automatic Block
Signaling, and Committee No. 10
Signaling Practice.
Committee 11, R. B. Elsworth (N. Y. C), chairman,
submitted a specification for primary battery jars, which
after a little discussion was accepted and submitted to letter
ballot for inclusion in the manual.
Committee No. 5, L. R. Mann (Mo. Pac), chairman,
submitted instructions for the installation and handling of
The discussion brought out slight
caustic soda batteries.
changes in wording for certain paragraphs, which were
accepted by the committee, after which the report as revised
was adopted and submitted to letter ballot for inclusion
in the manual.

—
—

—

—

—

Committee No. 4, C. F. Stoltz (C. C. C. & St. L.), chairman, presented unit specifications for direct-current motorConsiderable
operated signal mechanism, 10 to oO volts.
discussion was offered on the various sub-paragraphs and
many minor changes in phraseology, and additions were suggested for the committee's consideration. This specification
was referred back to the committee.
A report was also submitted on the use of zinc treated
follows: "As the
ties
in track circuits, which, in part,
electrical conductivity of zinc treated ties decreases with age

before using in

be had by allowing
from two to six months
a circuited track, thus avoiding the use of

the tie while

conductivity

during the

first

year better results

may

the ties to season for a period of

its

is

greatest.

number

of zinc treated ties installed
per year in any track circuit should not be greater than IS
per cent of the total number of ties in thai circuit."
In the discussion of this subject, C. A. Dunham (G. N.),
said that after 15 years' experience with zinc treated ties
he had found that the ordinary tie renewal- in track circuit-

"For good

results the

did not affect the operation of the circuit if it did not exceed
F. W. Pfieging (U. P.), said that in
3,000 ft. in length.
his experience with zinc treated ties when not more than 0.3
lb. of zinc chloride per cu. ft. was used he had experienced no trouble in connection with track circuits with
Some inc treated, ties having as
ordinary tie renewals.
much as 0.5 lb. of zinc chloride per cu. ft, however, had

or 0.4

The committee recommended
current

alternating

electric

that

the

generators

specification

be

cancelled

for

and

eliminated from the manual as the revised specification for
and this was agreed to. The
specification for single-phase track transformers, 250-volts
or less, was recommended by the committee to be eliminated
from the manual as the specification for single phase line
transformer, oil-immersed, self-cooled and the specification
for single phase track transformer cover the above subject
alternators covers the subject;

was moved that this recommendation be adopted and
was carried.
Committee No. 10, J. A. Peabody (C. & N. W.), chairman, in presenting the report on the problem of signaling
railroads with reference to the effect of signaling and the
proper location of passing sidings on the capacity of the
line, decided that the work on this subject is complete insoIt

the motion

far as it relates to the proper location of passing sidings
on the capacity of the line, and that the problem of signaling
can more properly be handled by the sub-committee which
is assigned to report on
requisites of signal locations for
automatic block signals for single track roads.
The recommendation of the committee that this subject be considered

was adopted.

closed

The committee

reporting on automatic train control submitted for the information of the members of the division

and requisites adopted by the Automatic
Train Control Committee of the United States Railroad
Administration on February 4, 1919.
It was recommended
the definitions

that these requisites be accepted as information.
The discussion with reference to the automatic train control following the presentation of the requisites is given above.

The Third Day's Session
Reports were presented on September 19 by Committee
No. ) Wires and Cables; Committee No. 15
Valuation;
Committee No. 17
Specifications for Oils; Committee 13
Electric Testing,
and Committee
Standard Designs.
After the submission of the last report the results of the
election were announced and other unfinished business pre-

—

(

—

—

6—

sented.

Committee No. 9, W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C), chairman,
submitted for consideration a specification for wire joints,
accompanied by drawings. Nos. 1403 to 1407 inclusive, and
also submitted a specification for friction tape.
It was the
sense of the meeting that not enough construction details in
the form of instructions were contained on the drawings, inasmuch as they represented the only information furnished
the men in the field.
The various drawings were criticised
from a construction standpoint, and numerous suggestions

made:

after

committee

which

the

report

was

referred

The

further consideration.

for

back to the

specification

for

tape was discussed to some extent, and it was voted
that this be approved for submission to letter ballot for

friction

inclusion in the manual.

Committee

M. Gault (I. C). chairman, presented
portable direct current volt-ammeter-.
During the discussion the committee accepted several minor
change- which were suggested, after which these specifica
13,

a

specification

tn

ii-

1'.

for

revised were approved for submission to letter ballot
in the manual.

.i-

for inclusion

Committee
mitted

a

15.

progress

J.

M. Carley (B. & A), chairman, subreport

in

part

a-

follow-:

"We

have

;;

.
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concentrated oui work on: the average life in years of th<
important units ol the different types of signal installations,
considerinj depreciation and obsolescent jeparately; tables
i.
the different types ol signal installations which will shew
the percentage of material to be added to cover waste, contour,
loss, breakage, etc., and on the extension ol the Btudj
made of labor costs b) a joint signal committee ol the Inter
i

state

Commerce Commission and

Committee,

to establish a

to arrive at

the total cost.

the

President's Conference

percentage to be added to material,
Studies are being made to estab-

lish a percentage to be added to the cost of material to
cover Labor and other costs in the installation of highway
crossing signals, bells and gates.
The committee has pre-

100 major items of signal material
mailed oui to signal engineers for obtaining
information as to the average service life of the various

pared

a

which

is

to be

The

units.

of about

list

report

Committee No. 17, 1.
Raymer (P. & I.. E.), chairman,
submitted a specification for mechanism, lubricating oil and
an historical sketch on oils.
The specification for the oil
was dismssed at considerable length, and some felt that it
should include two grade- of oil, one for use in the northern
section of the country and the other for use in the southern
section.

A

one

the signal manufacturers
have two grades of oil because
o( the climatic conditions, that is, one grade for certain
sections where the temperatures were high and one for the
sections where they were low.
It was claimed that if one
grade of oil only was provided for the entire country it
would necessarily have to be for use in that part where low
temperatures prevailed, and when this oil was used in hot

representative
it

of

was necessary

w

Vol

M

M

i

\

a

foi
I

Ellis

I

\\

elected

E.

of

to

evaporation would make it necessary for the
mechanisms to be oiled more frequently. The report was
turned back to the committee for further consideration. The
historical sketch on oils was accepted as information.
Committee No. 6, F. P. Patenall (B. & O.), chairman,
submitted for adoption at the meeting one revised drawing
and three new ones. In addition, four new drawings were
nresented as information and for discussion.
The drawings
presented for adoption were R. S. A. drawing 1014, one-way
horizontal type compensator, revised; drawing 1459, staff
tip adapter, new; drawings 1460, switch lamp (cylindrical
type), new, and drawing 1461, switch lamp base socket, new.
These were accepted for submission to letter ballot for inclusion in the manual.
The four new drawings submitted
as information were: Drawing 1440, switch lamp (spherical
type); drawing 1470, train marker lamp; drawing 1480,
engine signal lamp, four lens, and drawing 1490, engine
signal lamp, two lens.
These were accepted as information.
During the discussion objections were raised to the use
of the same size lens in switch lamps when they contain
more than one because, even though it is the practice to have
damaged lamps repaired at a central point by experienced
men, it sometimes happens that roadmasters and others have
been successful in getting through requisitions for new lenses
climates
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Executive Committee of the
Railroad Association not later than October 15,

committee might act upon them at its
it
would be advisable to change the
schedule of meetings.
In this connection it was tin

order that

this

November meeting,
[•resent

was accepted.
S.

stated that

A(.l

sense

of

the

Committee of Direction that the

&TS1

Stated

should be held at New York the first week in
December, the second stated meeting to be at (hit ago in
March, and the annual meeting should be held in July.
This arrangement would give the various committees opportunity to round out their work and report to the Executive
Committee of the American Railroad Association. The time
between the July and the December meetings would also
give all committees a long period to prepare reports for presentation in December.
The proposed change was given as
information, and will be presented to the division for approval by letter ballot later.
inciting

Signal Appliance Association

The

officers of the

Signal Appliance Association, chosen

for the ensuing year at a meeting held in Chicago, on Sep-

tember 17, are: Chairman, A. S. Anderson (Adams & Westlake Company); vice-chairman, J. Warren Young (Kerite
Insulated Wire & Cable Company)
secretary and treasurer, F. W. Edmunds (Schroeder Headlight & Generator
Companv). Those elected to the Executive Committee are:
W. J. Gillingham (Hall Switch & Signal Co.); M. R.
Briney (Federal Signal Company); C. S. Pflasterer (National Carbon Company)
W. P. Allen (Union Switch &
Hackett (Okonite Company)
Signal Company)
J. W.
H. G. Thompson (Transportation Engineering Company)
The
S. G. Johnson (General Railway Signal Company).
chairman of the Arrangements Committee for the ensuing
year is Henry Lee (Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company), and the chairman of the Place Committee is George
A. Blackmore (Union Switch & Signal Company).
;

;

;

and have made repairs in the field which have resulted in
not getting the lenses in the proper place. It was the thought
of the committee, however, that all such lenses should be the
same size as this is a matter which has been thoroughly discussed at previous committee meetings. It was also felt that
one type of lamp bracket socket should be used on all cars,
because of the interchange of cars.
Officers Elected

The

officers of the division

as follows:

Chairman, C.

chairman, F.

J.

chosen for the ensuing year are

Kelloway (A. C. L.);

first

vice-

W;

Pfleging (U. P.); second vice-chairman,
F. B. Wiegand (N. Y. C); secretary, H. S. Balliet (Grand
Central Terminal). The following were elected to the Committee of Direction to serve for a period of three years
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Organization for Purchasing and Stores
Executive Officer Should Supervise Purchasing, Selling, Storing,

Handling, Protecting and Disbursing

By Henry

B. Spencer

Director. Division of Purchases, United States

When the Railroad Administration

was being' or-

common

and to that extent have increased their own
and have influenced higher costs on other

cally necessary

ganized, the function of purchasing the larger
items of material, the use- of which was more or

cost of operation

railroads through competition established

in

the territories

from which they procured certain portions of their supply.

and
ties, as well as general supervision of the purchasing of
all other supplies, was combined with the function of providing the finances for the operation of the railroads under
The director of
the Division of Finance and Purchases.
this division was assisted in his duties by two committees,
each composed of three members, one known as the Advisory Committee on Finance and the other as the Central
Advisory Purchasing Committee.
It was determined later that the relation between the
financing of the railroads and the purchasing of their necessary supplies was not so intimate as might be supposed, and

less

Railway Administration

to all railroads, such as rolling stock, rail

believe that

I

if

when

the railroads return to private

man-

agement the executive officers will give serious thought to
some co-ordination of action with respect to the development
and economical distribution of the tie supply of the country
considered as a whole, most beneficial results can be obtained in their costs of maintenance, in which the cross tie
plays such an important part.
One step towards a permanent improvement which, in

my judgment,

is

vital to the best interests of the railroad-

this finally led to a separation of the functions of finance

would be the adopby the railroads of a standard specification for controlling the purchase of cross ties and a uniform and

and purchasing and the creation of two distinct divisions,
as the Division of Finance and the Division of Pur-

universal application of the requirements of such a specification by a standardized inspection.
The efforts which the

chases, each in charge of a director with assistant directors
replacing the original Advisory Committees.
The work of the Central Advisory- Purchasing Committee,
which was subsequently absorbed in the Division of Purchases, has been very largely carried on through the local
purchasing organizations of the various railroads, supervised
as to detail by regional purchasing committees, which form
a part of the staff of each regional director, and through him

Railroad Administration has made to bring about such a
condition have not only met with the unqualified endorsement of the more reputable tie producers, but have acted
to improve the average quality of the ties being used by
the railroads, as well as to conserve the timber from which
they are produced.
I believe that concerted action in this
direction on the part of the railroads, taken perhaps through
the medium of the American Railroad Association, would
prove to be of incalculable benefit.

as well as of the tie-producing industry,
tion

known

report to the director of the division.
The railroads under federal control

Due

annually purchase
material and supplies of all kinds to the value of approxiSince the organization of the Divimately $1,700,000,000.
sion of Purchases, it has expended directly $400,000,000 for
rolling stock and $9,000,000 for rails, and has quite directly

all

in the

manufac-

which had to do with the allocation and control of manufactured products used by the railroads, and was in constant
touch with the Priorities Board and the Price Fixing Com-

supervised the production and distribution of 120,000,000
which have cost $90,000,000. From the inception
of the work it has been the policy of the director in disbursing these large amounts to obtain the widest possible dis-

among

abnormal conditions existing

taining supplies for the operation of the railroads became
increasingly great and the Division of Purchases was directlv
represented in every section of the War Industries Board

cross ties

tribution of the business

to the

world during the year 1918, the difficulty of ob-

turing

mittee.

of those manufacturers

In the original organization of the Railroad Administrano definite provision was made for any distinct supervision of the cars and distribution of the material bought

who were

able to supply any portion of the railroad requirements and to encourage as much as possible individual initiative on the part of those supplying the materials for the
railroads, and to give all of the various devices which have
been presented for attention, careful and impartial scrutiny
with the object of adopting for use as main of them as could
be shown to offer results that were satisfactory from both

tion,

mechanical and economical standpoints.

the railroads had
possession aggregating
in value $495,680,000.
The difficulty of obtaining deliv
ries of material within any reasonable time and the higher
prices paid for such as was obtainable, resulted in greatly
increasing the value of these stocks, which on July
of this
year had reached the enormous total of $642,192,000, an
amount, by the way, which is much larger than necessary.

under the jurisdiction of the Division of Purchases, the
work of this character being left to the discretion of the
regional directors and the local federal manager-.

Cross Tie Situation
has presented one of the most
problems with which the division has had to deal
A great many interesting facts have been developed by the
concentrated survey which the division has been enabled
to make of the entire field of tie production, and one of the
cross

tie

situation

"I-'iom

an address at the Scpti

Ciub.
Mr. Si em
the death of his motlu
G. Ycotuans.

ir

lilway

tail

to attract

causes.
r.

He was

in

control

their

(Since January I, $14,000,000 worth has been transferred.)
The constantly increasing investment in material did not

supply than was economi
New York B

federal

material

It
is
gratifying to be able to report that through the cooperative effort of the federal managers ;m <| their respective
organizationthese
large
are
balances
being reduced.

we have learned

many

tories for a larger portion of th<

of

1

in that respect has been that in a
cases the local production has not been developed
or conserved to the best advantage, so that In a large number
of cases individual railroads have drawn on foreign terri-

lessons

stocks

>

difficult

great

beginning of

the

reserve

The

Too Much Stock

Railroads Carry
\t

ity
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of

attention

and

led

to

an investigation of the

-non became evident that there wa- no uniformpractice among the railroads with respect to the
It
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r>is

purchase,
In-

conservation

and

distribution

their

oi

material,

uniformity in the handling of such a large
investment led t<> an examination of the methods and the
results which were being obtained bj the different railroads,
it became apparent that the best results were being obtained
l>\
those railroads which had entrusted tin- work to a dc
I

lack

<>f

partment created exclusively for that purpose, and to which
was given the sole responsibility for the proper care and
distribution of the material and the accounting for its receipt
and disbursement. These organizations were found to be
working with various degrees of success on different railroads but, generallj speaking, were obtaining lK-ttcr results
than were found on those railroads where the work of this
nature \\a> wholly or partially under the jurisdiction of
other operating departments which used the material.
The amount of material in stock on July 1, 1°19, represented an average supply sufficient for six months' operations, based on the average monthly consumption during the
first six months of the year.
Those railroads which have
maintained for some years well organized and effective
stores departments have been able to so control their investment in material that it did not exceed an average of four
If all of the railroads had been equally
months' supply.
well managed in this respect they would have expended
approximately #215,000,000 less for their material than
they actually did expend in the last 18 months.

Relation Between Purchasing and Stores Departments
It further became apparent that the relation which existed
between the work of the purchasing department and the
stores department was so intimate and their activities so
vitally interwoven, and that the results which were being
obtained on railroads which had recognized the affinity of
these departments in their form of organization, were so
much better as a rule than those obtained on roads where
this relationship was not recognized, that it was determined
to combine the operations of the stores department with
those of the purchasing department, under the jurisdiction
of the Division of Purchases, and joint instructions to that
effect were issued by the directors of the Division of Operations and the Division of Finance and Purchases in October,
1918, the general tenor of which was that an independent
stores department reporting to the purchasing agent should
be organized on each railroad under federal control.
The necessity for a strong organization working along
well svstematized and effective lines to properly care for

which the railroads have
so large an investment, may be illustrated by the following
approximate figures, comparing the amount of money spent
for material by the railroads under federal control with their
operating revenues and expenses:
the vast

amount

of materials in

Approximate average daily operating revenues
Approximate average drily operating expenses
Approximate average daily purchases
(These purchases do not include any rolling- stock.)

$12,600,000
11,300,000
4,600,000

Operating Officers at Fault

One of the fallacies indulged in by the average railroad
operating officer seems to be that he does not regard money
expended for material as being money spent until it appears
To this fallacy I
in and affects his operating expenses.
attribute much of the apparent lack of interest on the part
of railroad executives to bestow the same careful attention
on the stocks of material which are accumulated by their
subordinates
business.

that

they give

As soon

as

to

the

other

details

of

money has been transformed

their

into

has apparently lost all value until it reappears
in the shape of an operating expense, and some of us have
not vet learned that it requires even more diligent attention
to prevent serious losses through improper care in the purmaterial,

it

and accounting for material than lor
which it represents.
For a great man) \eais m was one of the accepted theoriei
thai the users of material were the men DCSt qualified to
determine the amount which it was desirable to provide loi
future use, to care lor the material which had been provided,
and to aCCOUnt for its ultimate disposition,
To this theory is due the unnecessarily large accumulation
of material found on many railroads.
It is still being acted
ii|>mi in some cases, although its validity has been disproved
l»\
the advance which has been made (luring the past 15 or
20 years in the methods of handling this important brain h
chase,

distribution

money

the

itself

of railroad operation.
It
has been effectively demonstrated

more economically and

be

efficiently

that this work can
performed by an or-

ganization devoting its entire attention exclusively to that
feature of the business and working independently, but in
co-ordination with those departments whose functions include
The sole function of the stores
the using of the material.
department is to provide materials and supplies suitable
for the service for which they are required, when and where

they are needed and at the lowest net cost, which involves
the work of properly storing and protecting the property
until it is used and accounting for it accurately.

Concentrate the Management of the Service of Supply

The

receipt

and distribution of material

is

so intimately

procurement that they cannot be successfully disassociated, and experience points directly to a combination of the purchasing and stores department under a
single authority as the ideal form of organization for the
involved with

its

service of supply.

For the stores organization to be effective and efficient
and produce the economy which it should, it is important
that adequate and convenient facilities shall be provided
for the handling and storing and issuance of materials.
The
storerooms and yards should be planned so that the materials can be readily inventoried and the storekeeper and his
assistants can at all times readily see and know the amount
of stock on hand.
It is, of course, advantageous to have modern storerooms,
but

it

is

not necessary in order to obtain results that these

immediately built. With intelligent planning
and co-operation between the engineering department the
present facilities can generally be modernized and made
facilities are

efficient at comparatively small costs, but it is important
that in locating and designing any new facilities of this
nature, or in remodeling those which already exist, the final
decision as to details should be made by those who are
directly responsible for the handling of the material.
For
handling scrap and heavy materials, it is desirable that

cranes and other modern facilities for reducing the cost of
Reclamation machinery should be
labor shall be provided.
installed wherever

be seen that out of every dollar earned 36 ^2 cents
expended for material.

It will
is
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and

it

is

found that

for various reasons this

it

will result in

work should be

economy,

entirely under

the supervision of the stores department.

In order to obtain the best results which such an organization should be capable of producing, the importance of its
work must receive recognition. It should be immediately
apparent that the officers who are entrusted with the investment of 35 per cent of the gross earnings of a railroad
Reshould be men of character, ability and experience.
sponsibility of this magnitude cannot be successfully placed
upon shoulders of incompetent or inexperienced men without resulting disastrously, but with the proper personnel results can be and are being procured which seem almost
incredible to those who still adhere to the theories and
practices of the past.
of the case, I quote from
two typical railroads, one above
the average with an efficient organization such as I have

Illustrating

the

possibilities

the performance records of

—
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attempted to describe and one below the average which hand as yet fully developed its stores department along the
lines indicated.

Road A at the beginning of federal control had $11,840,000 invested in the ordinary run of material, exclusive of
rail, ties and fuel.
This represented 5.6 months' supply,
based on the average monthly consumption for the lir-t SUE
months of this year, and was abnormally high due to large
purchases made at the low prices prevailing prior to the
entry of this country- into the war.
During the 18 months ending June 30, last, this railroad
has reduced this investment 17.5 per cent, or $2,079,000,
and is currently using 21.5 per cent of its stock even' month,
or turning it over more than two and one-half times per
year.

Road

B, a smaller road, which should therefore be more
in such matters, had an investment in
similar material of $6,955,999 at the beginning of federal
control, which represented 5.1 months' supply on the same
easily

basis.

controlled

During the same

1

8 months' period this railroad in-

and on June 30,
1919, had an investment of $11,686,000, of which it is
currently using only 11.5 per cent monthly and has enough
money tied up in material to last it for approximately nine
c

reused

its

stock $4,7.51,000, or 68 per cent,

months.

supply department of the latter railroad had been
organized and managed as the former, it
would have expended $5,951,000 less for material than it
actually spent during the last 1 8 months, or $330,000 per
that amount free for other
month.
It would have had
uses and would also have avoided the expense of handling
If the

as

effectively

and caring

for this

inevitable losses

which accompany

large

amount

of stock

as

well as the

depreciation and obsolescence
such unnecessarily large accumulations of

incident

to

material.

These are extreme cases, but they show conclusively that
executive officers can well afford to devote considerable attention to this department of the service and to expend
sufficient money to secure the supervision of trained experts
in this particular field and to adopt the methods which have
been successful in producing such economical results.
After rarefully studying the practical results which haw
been obtained by the various railroad: under federal control,
it is my conclusion that the best means of enabling executive
officers to obtain effective supervision and control of these
large expenditures is to concentrate the exclusive management of the service of supply in the hands of a single
organization created for that particular purpose and to
which should be entrusted even' detail of the work of pro-

curing, storing, distributing and accounting for all supplies
of every description that are required for the maintenance
I'lider such a .system there
and operation of the property.
is no division of authority, and there can be no shirking
The records of performance present a
of responsibility.
complete and comprehensive view of the entire situation

with respect to the total investment of tin- railroad in maand render that investment more responsive to the
current needs of operation and easier of effective control.
It is not possible to accomplish this where the authority
and responsibility for the amount of the expenditure and
terials,

custody of the material i- divided among several different departments and where- the accounts are distributed
among numerous independent unit-, which renders the work
SO intricate that the combined results cannot be presented
in a manner that permits the detail- to be clearly grasped
the

without laborious research.
The money spent for material is the same kind of money
and mu-t be obtained in the same way a- the money that
ispent for labor, and the requisitions for material purchases should be scrutinized with the same care and attenIt too frequently happens
is given to the pay rolls.

tion that

610

so persistently upon the pennies
we fail to see the dollars in their
converted form which are being lost through inadequate
supervision and imperfect methods in the purchase and
There is a natural tendency to shun
handling of material.
the expense involved in any work which does not of itself
produce a direct and tangible income, but from the figures
I have quoted no one can doubt that Road B would have
been fully justified in adding $100,000 or even $500,000 a
year to the payroll of its supply department if by so doing
they would have created an organization which would havefunctioned as effectively as the one which Road A has built
It is these concealed losses which are most difficult
up.
to bring to light and which sometimes seem incredible when
exposed, but I know of no way of exposing them more
clearly than in the manner I have endeavored to outline,
and until they are exposed the proper remedy cannot be

that
in

our gaze

the

payroll

is

focused

that

applied.

Recapitulation

To

On

a large system or railroad the orpurchasing, selling, storing, handling,
protecting and disbursing of all materials and supplies
should be under the jurisdiction of an executive officer of
sound business judgment who must at all times be posted
He should be ason commercial and market conditions.

recapitulate:

ganization

for

the

sisted

By purchasing officer or officers with
who will procure the material from

(1)

forces, etc.,

necessary
the

manu-

and producers with efficiency and economy;
By managers of the stores department with clerks,
(2)
laborers, etc., who will make requisitions and supervise the
He
caring, storing, accounting and issuing of all supplies.
should keep the supply of material on hand to the lowest
practical amount consistent with market conditions.
There should be the fullest co-operation betwen this
department and the departments which control the use and
consumption of materials, such as the department of maintenance of way and structures, maintenance of equipment,
transportation and construction and improvements.
facturers

Railroad Hearings Before

House Committee
Washington,

1>.

C.

hays of the hearings on proposed railroad legis
lation before the House committee on interstate commerce were devoted last week to the representatives of
steamship lines, who vigorously opposed the provisions of the

SEVERAL

Esch bill designed to give the Interstate Commerce Commission jurisdiction over port to port rates. YV. E. (lark of
Seattle, Wash., representing the Pacific Steamship Company,
told the committee that such legislation might result in
"regulating American shipping into the bone yard."
Legislation to benefit water lines, he urged, should permit a free
hand in competitive foreign commerce, including Alaska, and
provision for export and import rates on American railway
lines applying only to water freight moved by American
-hip-.

A

Question as to

Benjamin

F.

secretary of the

What Farmers Think

and executive
Marsh,
Committee on Transportation of the Farmer-'
director of Legislation

National Council, told the committee that it is a waste of
time for Congress to consider any plan for the return of the
railroads to private management.
He advocated government

owner-hip and "democratic operation" of the railroads, although he did not define hi- idea of democratic operation.
He -aid, however, he was not in favor of the Plumb plan
When Mr.
unless it were amended in some particulars.

'

RAILWAY AGK

620

government
from Thomas
National Grange, saying th<
Vtki on, representing th<
Mr. Marsh
farmers are opposed to government ownership,
said thai would make it necessarj for him to expose the
He declared
"fraudulent claims" of the National Grange
that instead of having
,000,000 members it has only 620,000
and that mam of them arc not farmers; that its membership
has never adopted a resolution against government ownership,

Marsh

said the farmers are almost

unanimous

ownership Chairman Esch said he had

foi

letter

a

I

1

and

thai

members

its

of

method
the

of

state

voting

is

not

organizations,

the votes of the masters o\

representative of the
bul

represents

merely

and their wiv<
letters from masters

the state granges

then proceeded to read a number of
and presidents of state farmers' union- de
daring that the farmers of their states were almost unani-

He

of state granges

mously

for

and engineei

wen

devices, bul the

vinced
adopt
that

oi

(

inclined

Chesapeake

of

new

iifficiently

con-

be Blow to approve

t<»

& Ohio had

been

practicability ot automatic
train control, to
Esch referred to the objection often made

tin-

Mi

it.

automata

lessncss on

devices

the part

tend

to

causi

inattention

or

•

Mr, Stevens did not
think this objection had much force because he said thi
device made it possible for the officers to rheek up on tin
engine nun and to hold them to an amounting.
He esti
mated the COSl of the devil e as about $400 to $500 a mile
lor the track equipment and $600 to .5700 a mile for the
engine equipment
Mr. Elsch asked whether tin saving
lesulting from freedom from accident- would offset tin
of the engineei

Mr. Stevens replied that train control devices would not
prevent all classes of accidents, but that they would prevent

government ownership.

Representative Raybum Of Texas remarked that his district is almost entirely an agricultural one, and that the
farmers are the most violent opponents of government ownerWhen the letter from the president of
ship he knows of.
the Illinois farmers' union was read. Representative Denison
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collisions,

no collisions on

and
its

that
line

the Chesapeake & Ohio had had
where the device is installed since

During the
was experienced as a

installation.

it-

trouble

first

winter,

result of

ice

he

said,

somi

and snow, but

during the second winter the difficulty had been remedied.
The forthcoming winter would constitute a more conclusive

inquired as to whether any referendum oi the
farmers had been taken, because, while there might
be a farmer in Illinois for government ownership, he had
Mr. Marsh said that no referendum
never heard of one.
had been taken, but that the writer of the letter had
Mr.
given his judgment of the opinions of the farmers.
Denison suggested that he find out more about those opinions before expressing his judgment of them.
Other members of the committee asked similar questions,
but Mr. Marsh did not know just how the opinion that the
farmers were for government ownership was arrived at
Chairman Esch asked him if
except by general knowledge.
lie did not have any letters from opponents of government
ownership, because the epistles that Mr. Marsh had put in
the record were in reply to a questionnaire he had sent out.
Mr. Marsh said he had a few from New England, but that
Mr. Esch suggested that it
they did not discourage him.
would be fair to file both kinds of letters. When the letter
from the president of the Washington State Grange was
reached Representative Webster asked if that man were not
under indictment for sedition. Mr. Marsh said he had been
indicted as a result of a Wall Street conspiracy because he
had said that the war was a ''rich man's war," but that the
When Mr. Marsh chalindictment had been quashed.
lenged the committee to investigate Mr. Plumb's charges,
Representative Rayburn said they merely represent an effort
to "re-open old sores that have been agitated in the newspapers for 50 years with a view to reviving the prejudice

test.

against private management."

out under service conditions nearly a year, working under
weather conditions when the stop shoe was entirely encased
in ice, the signal engineer has reported that trains have
been stopped when the following dangerous conditions prevailed
open switches block occupied by train cars foul-

ot

that

State

Illinois

Automatic Train Control Devices

A number
trol

of witnesses interested in automatic train con-

devices appeared

before

the committee at the

Chairman Esch, who has long been

of

request

especially interested

and who recently made a personal inspection of the train control device on the Chesapeake & Ohio near Charlottesville, Va.
J. W. Williams of Spokane, Wash., representing the General Safety Appliance Company, discussed the need for
automatic train stops at considerable length and urged legislation providing for the appointment by the President of
a committee of five members, only two of whom should be
railroad men, to investigate the subject of automatic train
in railroad safety legislation

control.

On

September 20 George W. Stevens, federal manager of
Chesapeake & Ohio, and Charles Stephens, signal
engineer of the road, described the installation of the American Train Control Company's system on their line from

the

Gordonsville to Charlottesville, Va.

In reply to questions

bv Chairman Esch, Mr. Stevens admitted that railroad men

went more particularly into the dewhich was described in the Railway
Age of March 28 and was enthusiastic regarding its practicability; but he said that legislation would be necessary to
compel railroads to adopt automatic stops.
Mr. Esch put into the record a letter from Calvin W.
Hendrick, president of the American Train Control Cornpan}-, in which he gave a list from the Interstate Commerce Commission reports of accidents which he said could
be prevented by the use of automatic train stops and also
described his device in glowing terms.
The letter included
the following statement: "It is as marketable as it is remarkable; it is elastic in its adjustability; provides absolute
and permissive block movements; affords entire protection;
it has been extensively tried and is now declared a perfect
system and stands unchallenged in the field of safety and
Charles

Stephens

scription of the device,

economical operation.
"Unsolicited approval of these experts in the science of
railway transportation who have written editorially in the
Railway Review, Railway Age and the Railway Signal Engineer of what they saw demonstrated on the Chesapeake &
Ohio is convincing and leads me to believe that the public
is forcefully getting behind a movement exacting just such
protection to passengers and freight as the American Train
Control System affords."
Mr. Hendrick also submitted a letter from Federal Manager Stevens to him, saying in part: "After testing the system

—

main

—
—broken

—on

—

This
would seem to justify the cost of installation."
D. P. Moore, a patent attorney who said he had long
been interested in automatic stops and had examined many
ing the

line

installations, told the

rails

three occasions.

committee that the time

is

now about

ripe for legislation to compel their adoption by the railroads.

There are several devices that have proved their practicahe said, and are in a more advanced stage than
He
automatic signals were when they were first adopted.
said that officers of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
were enthusiastic about a device he was interested in that
has been installed on that line and that can be used without roadside signals; and that enginemen are anxious to have
He said that automatic stops are
their engines equipped.
not yet 100 per cent perfect, but thought that railroad officers are gradually getting more interested in their practicbility,

ability.
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Theodore Perry Shonts
P. Shonts, president of the Inter! >orough
Rapid Transit Company, died at his home in New
York city on the morning of September 21, at the

Tiimiuore

age of 63.
Mr. Shonts had been a leading figure in the railroad and
engineering world for nearly 40 years. He was West known
as superintendent, general manager, and president of the
Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, where his service extended from
1882 to 1902, and as head of the subway and elevated lines
in New York city, which position he had held for the last
12 years; but he had figured in many other important enterHis character embodied a combination of progressiveprises.
ness and conservatism which made him a leader in any line
which he entered; and his abounding physical and mental
energy gave him a remarkable command of details.
He was born in Crawford country, Pa., May 5, 1856, son
In
of Dr. Henry D. Shonts.
his boyhood the family moved
to Iowa, and there he was
brought up; and in 1876 he

621

below
lines have been greatly extended, both above and
ground, and express tracks have been built on the earlier
elevated structures. These improvements have cost hundreds
The enormous tram movement has had to be
of millions.
kept going constantly, while the changes wen- being made,
hour's intermission on any track, day or
financial burden of these improvement- has been

with scared)' an
night.

The

borne mainly b) the <ity; but the negotiations between the
operating company and the officers of the city and of the
State have demanded constantly the talents of an astute diploThe new -papers, day in and day out, have furnished
mat.
the general criticism, (sometimes aided by the city officials);
and the state, through the legislature and the Public Service

Commission, has

Through

tion.

He

of

M.A.

interested

world.

Mr. Shonts continued as a
director in a

law

tral, the

&

St.

work being

Louis, the Pittsburgh

Louis

The strike of commercial
coal dock workers at the coal
the head of the
Lakes has for some
time tied up coal traffic at
that point and has resulted

clocks

railroad

at

(ireat

that of superin-

of

increased demand being
made from many points in

in

general superintendent of tinIndiana, Illinois & Iowa; in
1886 general manager, and
In conin 1898, president.

the northwest, which

junction with Paul Morton,
second vice-president of the

ter

tically

coal

was
St.

the

to

and

Louis

&

to

its

the

the

win-

for

cars

with

move

coal

from

this point to distributing cen-

and smaller towns. The
Northwestern Regional Direc-

T. P.

tor,

response to these com-

in

plaints, has

and general manager of the

Toledo,

Western.
to

President

1905, appointed chairman of the
Isthmian Canal Commission, in which position he became
He -pent two years on
president of the Panama Railroad.
the Isthmus where he cleansed the cities of Panama and
Colon, organized a sanitan force, and did much other
Roosevelt, Shonts was, in

preparatory work.
Mr. Shonts was made president of the InterboroughMetropolitan Company in February, 1007. being at the same
time president of the Chicago & Alton and of the Toledo,
St. Louis & Western;
but his New York work gradually

absorbed the whole of his energ

The management of the New York city railways during
Mr. shouts came
these dozen years has been a unique task,
to it with a fund of general experience and a reputation as
an organizer; but the specific problems encountered were in
respects new. With thi growth of the city the subway

many

prac-

ters

Vanderbilt in1904 Shonts

Having been recommended by Paul Morton

supply,

which

in

elected president

is

dependent upon
passing
through

head of the lakes for

Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, he acquired control of
Later, this was
this road.
sold

&
&

the Toledo,
Western; and in

&

struction

terests;

Mexico

numerous other corporations.

the Iowa ConCompany.
In 1882 he was appointed

tendent

City,

at-

to civil engineering
while in college he soon made
his mark in railroad confirst

Kansas

Shawmut and

tention

his

of rail-

Orient, the Minneapolis

St.

in railroad build-

struction,

number

including the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Iowa Cen-

roads

still

Having given some

ing.

Interborough's claim

for the

to be the safest railroad in the

for two
young he
became a partner in the law
Drake & Baker;
office of
through this firm he became

While

years.

to carry a traffic

quite reasonable justification

received his degree
three years later, and

studied

then

have had

constantly over-taxing their capacity: yet the train.- have
been run with a speed and punctuality really wonderful; and
this has been done with a degree of safety which affords

was graduated from Monmouth College, Monmouth,
111.

management and opera-

criticised details of

all this, the cars

been moving from
900 cars daily from the coal storage dock- at the head of
the lake- to northwestern point- and loading these cars for
the return trip with grain.
In addition to complaint- made

800

to

concerning the lack of coal car- in the Northwestern Region.
lumber interests in the Puget Sound district and grain shippers in the northwestern states have Keen requesting more
Insofar as the lumber loading i- concerned the
cars.
shortage is more the result of a heavier production of lumber due to the resumption of building throughout the United
States rather than to an actual car shortage for the loading
Insofar as the grain car shortage situa
of this commodity.
tion i- concerned, it i- cited that in 1918 at the opening of
the grain shipping season, 38,000 cars

wen

stored, inspi

and ready for the grain traffic in the grain producing
whereas this year there were only approximately 3,000
for

this

seasonal

movement.

In

addition,

the general car
ascribed to the heavy
increase in the miscellaneous freight loading, din- probably
to the resumption of activitj in many of the -mailer industries.

shortage

in

the

Northwestern Region

is

Labor Makes Protest Against the Cummins
Plumb Hints

at a

French Revolution Unless His Plan

Samuel Gompers and Warren

Gi

i

\\

E.

l'i

i

mb, author of the Plumb plan for turning
employees at govern

the railroads over to the railroad

ment expense, Warren S. Stone, and other labor leaders,
appeared before the Senate committee on interstate commerce
on ruesda) and Wednesday of this week to protest againsl
the Cummins l>ill and especially against that part of it
which makes it a misdemeanor for railroad employees to
strike pending the settlement of their disputes with railroad
Mr. Plumb was the first witmanagements by arbitration.
ness called and began his testimony with a general economic
discussion of the usefulness, significance, etc., of strikes, disCUSSing the question, as he expressed it, from the point of
view of the student of economics and not as a representative
Following the general discussion of the
of organized labor.

man

constitutional right of any

to quit

employment which he

found distasteful, Mr. Plumb expressed the opinion that

was

lature to

—

—

power constitutional power of the
take away by law this inherent constitutional

not within the

it

legisright,

he expressed unqualifiedly the belief that what an individual had a constitutional right to do,
individual employees had a constitutional right to do col-

and

later in his testimony

lectively.

He said that strikes had, up to within the last year, been
caused by one or both of two reasons, a desire on the part of
working men for higher wages or a demand for the recogniNow, however, conditions have changed.
tion of the union.
Whenever the strike for higher wages had been successful the
capitalists had merely added the wage increase to the cost of
the product of labor and thus passed along to the consumer,
which included labor, this additional cost. Thus an apparent increase in wages gained by means of a strike did not
reduce profits of capitalists, but was taken out of the pockets
of all consumers, including labor, through the higher cost of
living.
Labor, according to Mr. Plumb, now realized that it
must attack and cut down the profits of capitalists, that wages,
if advanced, must not be passed along as a burden on the
consumer, that the laboring class could increase railway wages
most effectively by cutting down the high cost of living and,
to do this, profiteering on the part of capital must be stopped.
Now, therefore, according to Mr. Plumb, we may expect a
new type of strike, a strike which shall benefit all consumers.
Labor heretofore had struck only to benefit itself as a worker,
not as a consumer, but now labor might be expected to, and,
in his opinion,

would

strike against the profiteering of capital.

and purely as a hypothetical case, Mr.
Plumb suggested the possibility of a strike on the part of
As an

illustration

government had entered into with the owners of the railThis
roads were valid contracts and could be repudiated.
question he did not answer directly, although acknowledging
in general that it would not be legitimate for a minority to
force upon the government a relinquishment of actual responsibilities.
Yet he pointed out that only about 80 of the contracts with the railroad companies had been signed and that
mere than 100 still remained to be signed. Again and again
he returned to the point that the strike could, and, in his
opinion, would, in the future be used as a means of cutting

down

illegitimate

profits

of capitalists

and

were Congress to pass a law which would

meanor

for railroad

men

to strike,

it

that,

make

it

therefore,

a misde-

would not only be un-

constitutional, but would tend to continue indefinitely the increased cost of living.

Adopted.

Stone Testify

S.

He pointed out that the transportation was the one essential
element which entered into the COSt of every produ< t bought
b) the consumer whether or not such product was transported
"a single yard" by railroad
He was asked: "Does not a
production?" and answered: "There would be a
production for the time was curtailed on account of strike, but if the strike was successful
this loss would more than be made up to the consumer by the
gain which would result from the reduction in profit of capitalists.'"
In answer to another question along the same
lines, Mr. Plumb said that, in his opinion, labor now, if never
This realization
before, realized its interests as a consumer.
is part of the progress of economic life.
To take away,
therefore, the power of railroad employees to strike would be
a direct interference with progress and a step backward in
economic and industrial life.
Mr. Plumb was asked whether or not, while fighting the
causes of a contagious disease, the patients suffering the disease were not quite properly quarantined.
He acknowledged
that they were, but he said that the Cummins bill quarantined
labor, whereas it should have quarantined capital; that it was
not quarantining a patient to jail 2,000,000 railroad employees because they would not work under the conditions
prescribed by capital.
He said the Cummins bill made no
provision to compel capital and railroad managements to meet
the demands of labor under penalty of a jail sentence pending
the finding of a tribunal, whereas it imposed a jail sentence
on labor for its refusal to work until its demands had been
strike limit

temporal")

loss in so far as

satisfied.

Mr. Plumb was asked whether a strike to enforce the adopPlumb plan would be justified. He was most
emphatic in his denial and denied equally emphatically that
he or other representatives of labt>r had ever claimed a strike
tion of the

for such a purpose to be legitimate.

He was asked whether or not labor had threatened to strike
unless the legislature passed the Adamson law\
He denied
again emphatically that this was the case and said that the
Adamson law had been urged by the administration. One
member of the committee told Mr. Plumb that in this contention he

was

entirely wrong, that he

and other members of

the

were members of the committee when the
Adamson law was under discussion and that he and other
members of the committee understood plainly that the brotherhoods threatened to strike unless this passing of legislation
committee

at present

was enacted immediately.

The Use

railroad labor against the paying of the "exorbitant" rental
He was asked whether the contracts which
for the railroads.
the

is

Bill

of

Force a Possibility

Mr. Plumb was asked whether there was no legal way

to

prevent strikes. He said that he would not go so far as that.
He intimated that the way to avoid strikes was to go to the
root of the trouble and to enact into legislation the Plumb
plan.
He likened himself and other leaders of organized
labor to the conservatives just prior to the outbreak of the
French Revolution. If the progress of evolution was blocked
by legislation which would make a strike of railroad employees illegal, revolution would follow. Mr. Plumb talked
vaguely and rather guardedly about the seething unrest in
the masses, which for the time being labor leaders were
generally able to control, although recently, as in the case
of a strike of the machinists, the power of the leaders might
Asked whether he thought there would be
be overthrown.
a revolution or not, he said that an industrial revolution was
a possibility, although he firmly believed in the ability of
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meaning himself and other labor

the conservatives,

oppress the laboring man. He acknowledged, however, under
cross-questioning, that an industrial revolution might be the
worst sort of revolution and that he thought the use of lone

was a possibility.
Asked again whether he deemed
employees
bill into

it

legitimate for railroad
of the

Cummins

law, he said that it would be illegitimate, but he did
to be enacted and to
it was possible for a law

not believe

become
rights

effective

which would take away the constitutional
to strike.
He acknowledged that the

of employees

law might legally 'he passed but he expressed the opinion
Pn
it could not and would not lie made effective.
to say whether or not a .-trike would lie legitimate if the
law were enacted and actually made effective, he said that he
that

did not believe that it could be made effective, but that if
He
were made effective then hi-- reasoning was wrong.
it
was asked what he considered a fair return to capital. He
said that he thought 6 per cent on the money actually invested and employed in the private operation of railroads

was fair and that 4 per cent was ample under a government guarantee. One of the Senators pointed out that the
government itself had had to pay 4->4 per cent on the last
issue of government securities, notwithstanding the fact that
these securities were exempt from many classes of taxation,
state taxation.
He answered this question by
remarking that the bonds he had bought only bore 4^4 per
cent interest or less and when pressed for direct answer as
to whether railroads should be made exempt from state taxation he said that, of course, if railroad securities were free
from taxation they ought to bear a lower interest rate.

especially

Deficit

Due

to Exorbitant Rental

Mr. Plumb was asked whether in the face of the present
large deficit from government operation freight rates would
Senator Cummins was appealed
not have to be increased.
to to express an opinion as to what the deficit would be and
said that he thought it would be about So 50,000,000 for the
two years. Mr. Plumb said that he thought that the rental
was too high by $300,000,000 to $400,000,000, although he
did not make it perfectlv clear whether he meant $300,000,000 to $400,000,000 per year or $300,000,000 to $400,He thought, however, that the
000,000 for the two years.
way to increase revenues and thus wipe out the deficit was
to

lower freight rates, not

the belief that

if

to

freight rates

He expressed
increase them.
were to be increased now it

would increase, not decrease, the deficit.
lb -aid that no
Again he returned to the Plumb plan.
one had questioned the constitutionality of his plan; that
what he and the other labor leader- proposed to do was to
cause of the present labor difficulty by constitutional
if such mean- were not adopted, it was possiwould be
ble that some other mean-, unconstitutional,
adopted by a radical minority.
get at the

means, but that

Testimony

of

Samuel Gompers

On Tuesday afternoon Samuel Gompers appeared before
the committee and protested againsl Section 29 of the Cummins bill, which provides that "if two or more persons enter
into any combination or agreement with the intent substantially to hinder, restrain or prevent the movement of commodities or persons in interstate commerce; or enter into
any combination or agreement which substantially hinder-,
restrains or prevents movement of commodities or persons
in interstate commerce such persons SO combining and agreeing shall be guilty of a con-pir.c y and -hall be punished by a
fine not exceeding $500 or bj imprisonment not exceeding
six months.''

rail-

road labor to strike, to collectively quit its job. The essential difference between a freeman and a slave i- the right
which the freeman has and which the slave lacks of refusing
Mr. Gomto work under conditions which are distasteful.
pointed

p.r-

arbitration

the enactment

to strike against

Mr. Gompers said that this took away the right of

leaders,

to control and prevent such a catastrophe by preventing the
government from adopting a polity which would further

623

out that any law.

ad

or something else,

of labor to collectively quit

it-

whether (ailed compulsory
which took away the right

job

made

a

-lave of the labor-

had had broad experience with the
He cited the
working of various laws to compel arbitration.
Xew Zealand compulsory arbitration act, which when it was
first proposed was hailed as the remedy which would do
away with the bitterness of war between labor and capital.
But even in New Zealand, where it would seem that condi-

He

ing man.

said he

tion- were especially favorable for the carrvinii out of such

Mr. Gompers '-aid.
and shoe trade.
The dispute went to arbitration and was decided in favor
Whereupon, the manufacture of boot?
of the working men.
and shoes in Xew Zealand was stopped and shoes were imNor was there anything in the law
ported from England.
which could reach this situation. This was only one of
many proofs of the unsatisfactoriness of the law and its enMr. Gompers
forcement virtually had to be abandoned.
said die Canadian arbitration law had proved entirely una

law as

He

this, the

law proved

a failure,

cited the case of a dispute in the boot

It exists, but it does not prevent strikes.
labor have entered so full-heartedlv into the war
if such a law as Section 29 of the Cummins bill had been in
"Why should
effect at that time?" asked Mr. Gompers.

workable.

"Would

itself unqualifiedly loyal during the
be driven into slavery?"
Mr. Gompers pointed out that Congress, if it should enact
this Cummins law, would go against all its own precedents,
that Congress had reversed the decision of the Supreme Court
of the United States in passing the seamen's law, and in

labor,

war,

which proved

now

passing Section 6 of the Clayton bill Congress had specificallv given railroad employees the right to strike.
"Have the railroad men proved traitors?-" asked Mr.
Gompers.
He said that three weeks before the war the
American Federation of Labor had unreservedly pledged
He
It-elf and its members to the support of this country.
said that once a meeting of inter-allied labor leaders was
held in London without the attendance of representatives of
the American Federation of Labor, a resolution was passed
petitioning the Allies to seek a negotiated peace, but later,
in September, when another meeting of the same delegates,
with the exception of the addition of five American delegate-,
was held in London, ihe petition was withdrawn and a new-

was

urging the Allies to fight until the
Empires had been driven from the
countries that they had invaded and until the 2overnment^
of the Central Empires had been overthrown.
The American delegates numbered five out of the total of >^7 inter-allied
resolution

soldiers of

the

pas.-ed

Central

labor representatives, but it was the work of thes< delegates
alone. Mr. Gompcr.- implied, which so rapidly changed the
attitude of this labor ((inference before the

"Is

it

a

fair

reward

for labor to

war.

now be confronted

with

law?"

this

"You propose

to turn the railroads

back

to private

owner-,

but the railroad workers are to lie hand-cuffed."
Again Mr. Gompcr- returned to the impossibility of enacting any compulsorj arbitration act.
He -aid that Carranza
of

Mexico had issued an order making people who aided
liable to the death penalty, but no one wa- put

-trike

a

to

death.

"I have done my share to prevent unnecessary -trike-. but
I
Americans will never surrender the right to quit work.
don't want to live a minute after this right has been taken
away from them," -aid Mr. Gompers. "There are no -trikes
in China or in India." -aid Mr. Gompers, "but in even free
country the strike i- a necessary part of the freedom of labor.
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AG!'

00
imiM have the
Ighl to quit work just .1must hold the purse strings oi the cation,
in, effect ol thisbillwouldnotbetopreventstrik.es,
would strike il necessarj even if this law were enacted," said
"There 1- nothing in the law," he said, "to
Mi Gompers.

ball be
nited States and the carrier
counts between the
evidenced by notes payable on demand, with interest al the
rate ol 6 per centum per annum," is Bimply an excuse i"

railroad corpora
prevent the president or the directors of
ti.iu from resigning
At this point the chairman, Senator Cummins, Interrupted
ken, tli;it
to tell Mr. Gompers thai on this point he was
the bill provided that any two persons, officers or directors

ties

<

i

1

.1

mV

or anybod)
tlu-

bill,

this

else,

who combined

were liable

to

in

the

imprisonment

The

aside as theoretical.

manner prescribed

in

Mr. Gompers brushed

and

president

the

directors

could ad behind closed doors. The
On the other hand, labor had to
law could not reach them.
They were at the mercy of the law.
act in the open.
Mr Gompers was then excused because of an engagement
which he had made earlier, hut promised to answer ques-

and the executive

tions of the

officers

committee

later.

Warren

S.

Stone Testifies

Warren S. Stone, chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
He disEngineers, then appeared before the committee.
claimed any intention of being offensive, but he said he beHe said first that
lieved in straight from the shoulder talk.
he wanted to correct a statement that had been made in the
morning session by one of the committee in the cross-examinaMr. Stone said that it was not true that
tion of Mr. Plumb.
the Adamson law was forced through Congress by representatives of labor.

It

was forced through Congress,

if

forced

by the President of the United States; that neither he.
Stone, nor any other labor leaders had approached any member of Congress in order to urge the passage of the Adamson

at all,

He said that he and the other representatives of the Big
Four had approached the President of the United States and
laid before him the demands of the Big Four for an eight-hour
day and time and a half for overtime and that finally, at the
request of the President, they had withdrawn the request for
Mr. Stone was asked whether
time and a half for overtime.
or not this withdrawal was conditional on the passage of the
He was
Adamson law. He acknowledged that it was.
asked by Senator Robinson whether or not there would have
He
been a strike if the Adamson law had not been passed.
said that there would have been a strike had the law not
Senator Robinson pointed out that the statebeen passed.
ment made earlier that the Adamson law was passed under
compulsion was not a mistake but was a statement of fact.
This point was then dropped.
.
Mr. Stone said that he was a chief executive officer of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, but he had no power
to call a strike, but that he had absolute power to veto a
He was then
strike and absolute power to call off a strike.
asked whether, if a strike was called because of the passage
of the Cummins bill or a similar bill, he would veto such a
strike.
He virtually refused to answer this question on the
ground that he did not believe such a strike would be called.
He then took up the Cummins bill, section by section, and
found it vicious and impossible. He characterized it as the
mast retroactive step which had ever been proposed and
wound up by saying that he had only had six hours to study
the bill so that the specific objections to it which he
made were probably not all the objections which he could
He said the proposed Cummins bill
with more study make.
limited the power of the Interstate Commerce Commission it
law.

T

;

repealed the Adamson law; it made the transportation board
a court of last resort which could deny the granting of wages
to labor and from the decision of which there was no appeal
He said
but on which board labor had no representation.
He said that the section
the law throttled the short lines.
which provides: "Any other indebtedness of any such carrier
to the United States which mav exist after settlement of ac-

I

1

higher

He characterized

rates,

Section

for the consolidation of roads, as a greal

He

for graft.

said

thai

the

which provides

LO,

gap

sections

lull of possibili

dealing with

th<

were full oi jokers; thai the ability oi
roads to issue short term notes without the consent of any
government body Opened the door wide to over capitalization
and resulting higher rate-; that Section 24, which prescribed
the methods under which new securities could be issued, was
a joker.
Section 25, which provides for sharing excess earn
ings with employees, he characterized as vi< ious and a sham;
Section 26, which create- a committee of wages and working
conditions as a mere bluff; and Section 29, which is the one
making conspiracy to interfere with interstate commerce pun
ishable by imprisonment, as "frankly vicious."
In cross-questioning Mr. Stone- was asked again and again
to say whether or not any tribunal could be created which
could arbitrate the differences between capital and labor, and
again and again he evaded the direct question or said it was
"doubtful."
Asked whether it was defensible to tie up the
entire transportation system of the country and so bring
about conditions of starvation in the cities, he answered that
it was wrong for all the railroads of the country to be controlled by a little group of about 12 men on one short block
issue

in

of

Wall

He

securities

Street.

said that, in his opinion, the representation of labor

on the board of directors of the railroads, as provided for in

Cummins bill, was of no advantage at all to labor. He
was asked whether he wanted a majority representation,
then, on the board.
He said "No," but reiterated the statement that the representation provided for by the bill was usethe

less.

In the course of the discussion, one of the committee rethat the government was now operating the railroads.

marked
"Oh,

no,

it

isn't," replied

Mr. Stone.

"The government

is

only paying the bill."
Mr. Gompers, continuing his testimony Wednesday afternoon, said that he would rather see his country put to the
inconvenience of a general strike than see the workmen made
slaves

by the Cummins

was nothing

bill

becoming

a law.

He

said that

Congress could do to prevent the
possibility of a general strike of railroad labor, but that in his
opinion, no such strike would ever occur.
He said that if
the Adamson law had not been passed there would have been
no strike because the railroad managements were prepared
there

that

to give in to the brotherhoods.

He thought that a labor representative on the railroad
board of directors would be helpful to all concerned. He
wound up by saying that the labor leaders could now control
the radical elements in the ranks, but that he could not answer for labor if Congress passed such a law as this.
Charles O. Roberts, former ticket agent at the La Salle
through his attorney, has filed three
suits in the Circuit and Superior courts, seeking redress for
malicious prosecution and libel against the American Surety
Company of New York and officers and agents for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company, who caused
The suits
his arrest recently charged with embezzlement.
aggregate $75,000. Mr. Roberts was accused of taking $500
of government railway money on August 31. When arraigned
before United States Commissioner Mark A. Foote, he testified that, being called home suddenly, he carried the money
with him because the relieving agent refused to accept responsibility for it and that on his way to his home he was held
street station, Chicago,

up by robbers who stole the money. Witnesses of the robbery testified to the fact and Roberts was discharged by
Commissioner Foote on September 23.

Equipment

Unit

Multiple

English Railway*

for

Description of All-Metal Cars Offers Opportunity for Interesting

Comparison with Similar American Rolling Stock

problem of the designers of
Tiikment
for the Manchester-Bury

section

of the

illustrated, bear-

upon

known

a rail

as the Aspinall

protected

full

&

electric cars

all-steel

is

The shoe is pivoted
side-contact live rail.
horizontally and parallel to the center line of the cars and
is allowed to move freely between stops.
A pressure of 25

Lan-

Yorkshire Railway was that of designing
for operation from a 1,200-volt third
rail.
The maximum grade on the line is 2.04 per cent,
and the result of test- made with a train consisting of one
motor coach and one dynamometer car weighing 54 and
32.6 tons respectively showed a maximum speed of 40 miles
an hour and a maximum acceleration of 2.52 ft. per second.
The contact shoes, which collect the 1,200-volt current
from the live rail are directly connected to the main trolley
cables running along each side of the car.
These trolley
cashire

which

multiple unit equip-

lb.

is

maintained on the

rail

a spring

by

placed between the

and the shoe beam..
An effort was made to find suitable means for isolating
the main trolley cable from the contact shoe, either by a
fu-e in the connecting cable between the shoe and the trolley
top of the shoe

After a
or a switch of the circuit breaker type.
thorough investigation it was decided that any such method
would be useless, because if fuses were used, four would be
required on each car. and at some period it would be possible for the whole of the current for the train to be carried
by one shoe, which would necessitate each fuse being capable
of withstanding the whole of the current for the train withcable,

out fusing.

Owing

to the fact that the current at starting

is

about

would be more than likely that the substation circuit breaker would open before the shoe fuse
was blown. In addition to this, the blowing of a fuse at
1,200 volts is attended by an explosion which, unless the
fuse is well protected, might set up an arc between the
shoe or its connecting leads and some grounded portion
2,000

amp.

it

Similar reasons apply to the use of the cirbreaker and in addition the housing for the circuit
breaker would rec[uire a compartment 3 ft. by .^ ft. by 2 ft.
in si/.e, which, to be satisfactory, would have to be quite

of the truck.
cuit

close to the contact shoe.

Trolley-Cable
In order that the car be "all metal" in every sense of
the term the question of housing the trolley cable gave
rise to considerable investigation, and much effort was

ST[£l SPflfCOP

made

Cross

Section

Through Conductor

Rail

Showing Contact

to find a substitute for Jarrahf timber, which has
been used for some years quite successfully on the Liverpool Southport 600-volt section of the Lancashire & Yorkshire
Railway.
Exhaustive tests were made with various kinds of housing
materials, but it was found that Jarrah fulfilled all of the
conditions most successfully.
It is an additional insulation,
it
will not burn with a flame and it smothers an arc when
formed.

Shoe

Couplers

are paralleled, and connections are taken through
main knife switches and fuses, then through the circuit

cables
the

breakers to the contactors, resistances, motor cut-outs, rebrushes, and finally to the motors, returning to the
earth by a connection on the field frame. Another connection
from the trolley cable through a knife switch and fuse to
the starting switch of the rotary transformer supplies an
auxiliary current at 100 volt- for the operation of the contactor, pump-motor, lighting and auxiliary apparatus on
the car, with the exception of tin- heating, the latter being
taken direct from the trolley-cable. The heating unit- are
protected by grounded metal covers.
verses,

The

connectors used between cars are of the
plug and socket type and are so located that when a train
is made up the plug of one car is directly opposite the socket
of the car next to it.
The high-tension couplers are connected directly to the 1,200-volt cable running along each
side of the car.
A cross-sectional diagram of one of these
The plug portion
couplers is shown in one of the drawings.
is fixed to the car and the contact consists of a copper rod
Tension is maintained by
which i- split by four -aw cut.-.
the small springs B; C is the socket which is a part of the
are the connectors to
loose portion of the coupler; P and
the main trolley cable; /•' and
are fiber insulating tubes,
and
is a mica insulation wrapped around the block form/•.'

,'

(

H

Contact-Shoes and Protective Devices
Each contact shoe
the

axle-boxes

*'l!u

s

i:

l)st,n:<>

Hugl

es

bi

of
'.t

is

the

secured
mot<

r

a

taker

this

fore ihe

to

truck-.

ln>titi

ti

of

Ch

il

beam
The
from

i

fixed

kind
papei

electrical

ing the socket C.

When the plug and socket are in position, as shown in the
drawing a spring catch, J, comes into operation, which
makes it impossible for vibration to cause the plug to fall

between
adopted,

presented by

Engine

mahogan;

625

gum

Irec

"'

Southwestern Australia.
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out

to

the

oi

socket.

I

In-

plug

portion

fixed

to

the

car

ing switch

ia

and held ha a vertical position b) a small pin, K
lli re are two low tension couplers similar in construction
the high tension couplers excepl thai thej are smaller and

each coupler contains a number of contacts.
One sel of the
low tension couplers is connected with the 100-voll cable
from ilu rotarj transformer and the other low tension set is
connected with
multicore cable which controls ilu* con
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i

in

ii

ni

is

so that

it

ia

impo uble

to

open the door when

on.

There arc two main

circuit breaker! on each car.
They
magnetic shield type, insulated for 1,200
and are so designed thai they can be sel or resel from the

are of

the

motorman'-

I

ompartment.
Electrical Control

Equipment

.i

The

equipment

is of the shunl multiple-unit type,
being operated from a loo volt circuit sup
plied by the rotary transformer.
Either automatic or manual operation may be used at will in the forward position,
and manual only in the reverse.
A supplementary field
control is used for higher speeds.
When the controller handle is placed in the series or parallel
notch the main contactors operate automatically in se-

control

the contactors

quence until the series or parallel running positions are
reached.
The automatic operation is controlled by means
of relays which are governed by the main motor circuit and
so arranged that no succeeding contactors come into operation until the motor current has dropped to a predetermined
value.
The current sequence of operation of the contactors
is controlled by electrical interlocks.
Automatic control is installed to prevent the motorman
from exceeding the normal acceleration current by operating
the controller handle too quickly.
It is not a unit saver.
Its adoption makes necessary the use of relays and a large
number of interlocking secondary contacts. Experience has
shown that much attention is required to keep these in effective working order, and the maintenance of relays and extra

Arrangement
factors,

up by

a

of

High Tension 1200-Volt Coupler

When the loose portion is not in position it is held
dummy holder. The low-tension connecting cables

between cars are covered with rubber tubes as a protection

from weather.
In

connection

from
:n

with

the

bell-circuits,

a battery of accumlators, there

thf

is

which are worked
also a small coupler

center of the car.

The

rotary transformer is located under the car and is
attached to the under frame.
It is a compound-wound machine of 10-kw. capacity and has a single armature with
two commutators, one at each end. There are two windings
on the armature, a high-tension winding being placed in the
same slot with and above the low-tension winding. This

machine

is operated _/n the high-tension motor side by an
automatic control-switch and is protected by a knife switch

and

fuse.

has been found necessary to equip the rotary transformer with an automatic starting device because when
short trains are in use there may be gaps in the live rail at
junctions and cross-over roads.
In such cases the current
will be cut off for a short period and would cause the
motor portion of the rotary transformer to flash over and
give trouble if it were not so equipped.
A compartment, which is on the opposite side to that cf
It

the motorman, contains all of the 1,200-volt portion of the
control equipment.
It completely isolates the whole of the
high-tension equipment from the remainder of the car by
sheet-metal walls and door.
All apparatus in this com-

partment can be operated manually from outside, and the
door of the compartment is interlocked with the main isolat-

Section of

Wheel and Gear

The
tends to exceed that of the main contacts.
question of additional motor maintenance, however, due to
overloading, is minimized in motors of modern design, especially when the motormen become efficient.
Each motor and each trailer car is provided with two
There are nine positions of the conmaster controllers.
troller handle, four series notches, four parallel notches,
contacts

and one for supplementary field control.
There are four positions of the reverser handle: ahead
manual control, ahead automatic control, off, and reverse
control.
Two reverses are fitted in each motor car and each
reverser controls two motors.
Each motor car is fitted with two motor cut-outs. Each
It
cut-out controls two motors and is manually operated.
consists of two fixed mica-insulated bars supporting contactConfingers, with a movable contact-barrel between them.
nections from the contactors and motors are made through
the contact fingers, and when the contact-barrel is in the
normal position both motors are in circuit. When the barrel

September

moved to
moved to the
is
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the right, one motor
left, the other motor

is

is

cut out,

and when

it

is

motors are built with solid
field coils

cut out.

A side elevation of one of the motor trucks is shown. The
frames are built of 12-in. by 4-in. by 0.6-in. angle for
sole bars (side frame) and transoms.
The greatest advantage claimed for the built-up frame
The truck is stiffly gusseted at
is low maintenance cost.
the top, and horn-plate ties take the place of any necessary
The design is the result of the development of
trussing.
the built-up frame truck, and is calculated to withstand
vibration and inertia stresses due to starting and stopping
at curves.

The gear wheels

are pressed on to the axles and also
bolted to flanges cast on the running wheels, as shown in
This relieves the axle of a considerone of the drawings.
The wheels are of the
able portion of the torsional stress.

standard locomotive spoke pattern, having 10 spokes designed
of sufficient strength to withstand the pressure due to tire
shrinkage and the shock caused from the fact that a considerable portion of the weight of the motor is carried
The wheels are 3 ft. 7 in. in diameter.
directly on the axle.
The bolster rests on two sets of four helical springs, and
built of 8-in. by 3-in.
is of the box-girder form, being
channels and ^>-in. plates; the rubbing-blocks are fitted with
The
detachable case-hardened plates for renewal purposes.

The standleave free access to the adjusting turn-buckles.
ard English practice of attaching the brake block direct to
The mechanical advantage of the
the hangers is adopted.
brake

giving a total
is 8 to 1
of the total weight of the car.
Each truck is equipped with
and geared to the axle through
59 to 25.
The usual type of

block pressure of 65 per cent

frames and interpoles.

The

mica insulation

and

is

The motorman is compelled to retain his hold on the
handle when running; should he release it, the handle rises,
the vacuum brake is applied, current is cut off from the main
motors by a tripping switch below the valve body, and the
pump motors are stopped should they happen to be running.
The handle has a range of movement without tripping
actually occurring, which enables the motorman to move his
wrist slightly from time to time and thereby rest his hand
without danger of setting the brakes.

Wiring
The high
distinct

tension

1,200-volt cables are kept separate and
100-volt cables, the former

from the low-tension

being placed in Jarrah troughing well below the car floor
and the low-tension cables immediately under the car floor.
Code signals between the guard of the train and the
motorman are communicated by means of bells, one of which

Motor Truck

each motorman's compartment, with pushes suitabl)
for easy access by either the guard or motorman.
Current for these bells is supplied by batteries of accumulators, 14 motor cars being fitted with "Ironclad-Exide" cells,
and 14 with Edison cells. There are 6 "Exide" cells to a
battery, haying a discharge capacity of 150 amp. in 5 hours.
They are built up in lead-lined wooden boxes and supplied in
two crates with three cells in each crate, the crate being
There are 10 Edison cells to
fitted with outside terminals.
a battery, and these also have a discharge capacity of 150
amp. in 5 hours. These cells are supplied in two crates with
live cells in each crate, the two crates of cells being placed
in a sheet-iron case, which is suspended from the underThis case is also pivoted on one of the
frame of the car.
suspending arms, so that when the cells require recharging
is

in

placed

they can be removed quite easily.
Six spare batteries of each type are kept fully charged

,

or on charge, so that

two 200-hp. motors, mounted
-pur gearings, the ratio being
nose suspension of the motor
has been adopted so that half of the weight of each motor
is supported by three sets of concentric rubber springs, and
Thus half of
the other half is borne directly on the axles.
the weight of the motors

suspension

steel

coils are enclosed in brass cases

handle."

Side Elevation of

The
holster has a lateral movement of V/2 in. each way.
swing links are of forged steel and of ample proportion. The
upper ends are bushed with case-hardened steel ferrules.
Laminated type of bearing springs are used which have
The
auxiliary helical and rubber springs at the ends.
helical springs have an entire absence of friction, and are
very responsive in their movement, while the laminated
springs are slow moving; hence a combination of these two
gives good riding qualities and minimizes oscillation.
The wheel base is 9 ft., which allows room for the large
A double brake-block
motor and for a long spring base.
arrangement is fitted, thus eliminating unequal stresses in
The outside brake hangers are cranked, so as to
the axle.

and interpole

used in the armature coils.
The vacuum type of brake equipment is used, and the
vacuum is maintained by a pump having a swept volume of
90.8 cu. ft. per minute, capable of releasing the brake in 12
There is a brake valve in each motorman's comseconds.
The brake
partment, which is connected to the trainpipe.
valve includes vacuum-pump control switch and "dead-man's
solid

Motor Trucks

and centrifugal forces

627

was

adopted

is

spring-borne.

because

of

its

This method of
simplicity.

The

in

A

exchange of batteries can be effected

very short time whenever a car is in the repair shop.
battery can also be used for emergency lighting in case of
a

failure of the Lighting circuit.

The lighting is taken from the 100-volt circuit supplied
Each motor car is lighted by
by the rotary transformer.
thirty-three 35-watt lamps.
Power for heating is taken directly from the 1,200-volt
trolley cable, and there are 20 heaters arranged in series in

—
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each
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current
tains
in a

I-.

heater has

uli

consumed

ia

a

\" 11 S W.
perforated metal cover.

G

ol 60, and the
Each heater coo

voltage drop

amp. per

7

heater,

high resistance wire, enclosed
heaters are arranged along

The

Maintenance of Equipment

starting

fingers

switch,

are

contacts,

cleaned

it

ciivuit

necessary.

breakers

and con-

A weekly examina-

motor cut-outs,
motor brushes and the commutator.
The brake rod, springs
and oil arrangements on the motor trucks arc also examined.
The cars arc given a general overhauling every six months.
at which time the car bodies are removed from the motor
trucks, the motors taken out, the armature removed, the commutators examined, turned up and the mica undercut if
necessary, the brush gear overhauled, the armature windings
cleaned, blown out and varnished, the steel frame cleaned
ami connections examined, the motor trucks inspected, the
wheels turned up if required, and the bearings adjusted. The
electrical equipment is thoroughly overhauled, every individual piece of apparatus being inspected and the necessary parts repaired or adjusted and the wiring of the car
inspected and put in order.
>nce even twelve months the equipment is overhauled, the
contactors are taken down, the fingers being taken off and
renewed where necessary, and the controller and all other
equipment is dismantled and renewed, cleaned and adjusted.
According to the author, this periodical examination has contion

is

made

of

the

controller,

Railroad Administration will do
in

Washington and

organizations are striving earnesth
distribution

oi

the

existing

to

reversers,

(

tributed materially to efficient sendee.

lull

it-

part.

The

the various regional

-<

equipmenl

ore

i

as

a

fair

well

as

and

just

to

med

individual shippers. Of the 100,000
Admini rat k m ordered COD
struct ed, 59,409 had been completed on September 13 and
are now in servi< r, and this number is being up mi ed it the

requirements

oi

i

freighl Cars whi(l) the Railroad

rhe operation of the train is bo arranged thai the vital
parts of the electrical equipment, motors and motor trucks
are looked over twice a week.
During this inspection, the
tact

in

Car Service Section

iln

the side of the car between the seats.

rotary

I
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Instructions have been
over 900 each working day.
issued to all regional directors to bend every effort t<< »peed
up road and yard movements, to sec ure heavier loading of

rate

equipment, to establish and maintain complete and
yard checks, to reduce the number of bad order cars, to n
prompt delivery to connections, to effed early deliver!
freight houses and team tracks, to reduce the number of
freight cars used in the transportation of company material
and to expedite the movement of grain car- in termn
The hours of labor of car shop employees have been increased
and even- effort is being made, both in railroad shops and in
the shops of private concerns to whom the work is being let
out, to reduce the number of bad order cars.
"I earnestly urge all shippers and receivers of freight
to redouble their efforts to promote freight car efficiency.
"Shippers of freight can assist

By loading

"1.

capacity.
"2.
By

all

cars

to

full

visible

or

carrying

prompt loading and

release to the carrier.
ordering cars only when actually required.
"4.
eliminating the use of railway equipment in trap
or transfer service when tonnage can be handled by motor
truck or wagon.
"5.
By reducing the diversion and reconsignment of cars
"3.

to a

By
By

minimum.

"Receivers of freight can assist

Doings of the Railroad Administration

"1.

By prompt unloading

of cars

and notice thereof

to

the carrier.
Washington', D. C.

Director General

Hixes has authorized

the following

"2.

statement, asking the further co-operation of shippers

"3.

and receivers of freight in promoting freight car

"4.

effi-

ciency to avoid a serious shortage of transportation facilities:
"During the war no one was more patriotically helpful
than the American shipper. With zeal and efficiency he did
his part in the common cause. The Railroad Administration
had excellent opportunity to observe this attitude during the
war, and has appreciated heartily the subsequent continued
co-operation of the great majority of the shippers.

"The time has now come for renewed efforts by both the
Railroad Administration and the shippers and receivers of
freight so that the nation's transportation service may be
rendered with the greatest satisfaction possible under the circumstances.
An unusually heavy grain and coal movement,
deferred repair and the construction of public highways in
all sections of the country and the concentrated requirements
of suddenly reviving business, combined with the usual transportation requirements at this time of the year, threaten a
serious lack of transportation facilities unless all parties
interested co-operate in securing the greatest possible utility

from the existing limited transportation facilities.
"In this connection attention is invited to the following
extract from a recent public statement of the President:
" 'We have now got to do nothing less than bring our industries and our labor of every kind back to a normal basis
after the greatest upheaval known to history, and the winter
just ahead of us may bring suffering infinitely greater than
the war brought upon us if we blunder or fail in the process.
An admirable spirit of self-sacrifice, of patriotic devotion and
of community action guided and inspired us while the fighting was on. We shall need all these now, and need them in
a heightened degree, if we are to accomplish the first tasks of
peace.'

By

ordering goods in quantities representing the full
and disregarding trade units.
ordering from the nearest available source.
pooling orders so as to secure full car loads.

safe carrying capacity of cars

By
By

"A

resumption of intensive loading will not merely reduce
of cars under load, but will also relieve congested
terminals where it is a question of track room.
"With a strong concerted effort on the part of the Railroad Administration and the shippers and receivers of freight,
it is hoped that during the period of abnormally heavy traffic
with which we are now confronted the nation's transportation
needs may be met with reasonable satisfaction to all parties.
"I earnestly ask the continued and even more effective
the

number

co-operation of all shippers and receivers of freight."
Director General Hines also authorized a statement that
the new cars ordered constructed by the Railroad Administration continue to be placed in service in increasing numbers.
During the week ended on September 13, 5,341 of these cars,
being at the rate of 890 per working day, were placed in
service.

The total number of these cars in service on September 13 had increased to 59,409. The next week, he said,
should show still further progress in the number of cars
placed in service.

An

Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau has been estabLondon, charged with the duties of collecting information regarding the mineral resources and metal requirements of the British Empire. The bureau is to be directed
by a board of governors, comprising one appointed by the
home government, one by each of the five self-governing dominions, one each by the government of India and the seclished in

retary of state for the colonies, and six representatives of
the mineral, mining and metal industries.

Unrest Growing

Among Maintenance Men

Survey Shows Increased Wages, Eight-Hour Day, Exodus of
Foreigners and Shortage of Labor Complicates Situation

WHAT

has been

the

net

effect

of

Which idea was correct?
With a view to gaining some
mation on

first-hand, authentic infor-

this subject a questionnaire

was addressed

to a
various parts of
the country, soliciting replies to eight questions listed below,
covering matters of actual fact and expressions of personal
opinion regarding labor problems.
The number of men employed now as compared with
( 1 )

number

of maintenance of

a year ago

way

and normal pre-war

The

officers in

times.

higher wage rate in increasing the
efficiency of the existing forces, in attracting a better supply
(2)

of labor,

(3)

effect of the

etc.

The

eight-hour
day on increased
and hold men, etc.
effect of the reported exodus of foreign labor.
adequacy of supply of skilled and unskilled
effect

of

the

efficiency, the ability to secure

(4)
(5)

The
The

labor.

(6) The dissatisfaction with wage scales for men and
foremen in the various branches of work.
(7)

The

general unrest

among

has a normal track force but i.- short 20
The foregoing
bridge carpenter gangs.
figures supplied by one of the granger roads for the years
1913 to 1919, inclusive, are probably typical of conditions

laborers.

General comments regarding other influences.
The information thus obtained which may be taken as
representing conditions on August 1, has been analyzed
from the standpoint of the number of men employed, the
available supply, the reasons for an appreciable shortage,
(8)

per

its

Thus, while the total number of men employed this
not vary to an appreciable extent from previous
records, the number of hours worked is at least 20 per cent
In taking this into account, it must be noted that the
less.
dead time spent in getting out the gang car, riding to and
day.

year

may

from work, unloading and loading tools, etc., is practically
same under an 8-hour day as with a 10-hour day. Consequently the reduction of working time is more than 20
Some roads have made a definite effort to comper cent.
pensate for this deficiency in working time by employing
a larger number of men.
Another factor closely related to this, is the new rule
that traveling to and from work should be done during the
regular working hours, in contrast to the old rule under
which the men should travel in one direction on their own

the

One railway

time.

As
work

are doing much less improvement work this year than
This, of course, affects also the labor charge
normally.
As one railway officer expresses it.
for maintenance.
"Were we able to do the same amount of work done in
pre-war times, we would have to have at least 1,000 more
men, due to the reduction in working hours per day for the
same period." The policy of the Railroad Administration
to restrict maintenance of way expenditures has also had
an influence, and there is no question but that the large cut
in forces made by some of the railroads in June had a pro-

nounced

effect

tion of the

on the number of

demand

A
On

No. of men

Year

17,422
.

.

15,321
,

""

1

-'

M.497
IS
1-

16,569

many as in normal times. Several roads
One has only 40 per
are suffering a real shortage of men.
One
cent of the normal number; another lacks 13 per cent.

men

at

work and

the rela-

to the supply.

Shortage of Labor Exists

the general question of labor supply the consensus of

opinion seems to be that there
the industrial districts.

summer

shortage."

The

is

One man
dearth of

a shortage, especially

refers to

it

in

as "normal

men would seem

to

be

to skilled labor than for unskilled

Terbut one report indicates the reverse of this.
depending on negro and Mexican labor seem to fare
much better than those depending entirely on white men.
One peculiar manifestation is the reluctance of the hobo to
go outside of the large labor centers where he is now in
demand as a strike breaker at attractive wages.
The exodus of the alien is beginning to have a pronounced
effect in most districts where he has been a chief factor of
the supply.
As is now well known, a large number of men
of foreign birth, most of them Italians and Greeks and a
large number of Poles, have returned to their native lands
and many others have applied for passports.
Just what
their motives are is not well known, although it is assumed
to concern the restoration of family ties broken by the war
and it is not clear whether these men expect to return to
However, if this movement continues
this country or not.
ritories

The number of men now employed in maintenance of
way work is about the same or somewhat less than in years
Some roads reported more men than were at work
past.

at least one-

a matter of fact, this deficiency in the actual hours of
is compensated for in part by the fact that the. roads

forces,

Work

Shorter Hours Reduced Output of

that this accounts for

officer estimates

an additional loss of effective working time of
half hour per day per man.

more serious with regard

analysis are submitted below.

last year, but not as

in

However, figures such as these must be considered with
one point clearly in mind, namely, that this year's figureare for men generally on an eight-hour day, while the totals
for the other years are in nearly all cases for a ten-hour

the relation of this shortage to the increased wages, the
The
eight-hour day and the exodus of the foreign laborer.

subject of efficiency was studied with respect to the effect
of the increased wages, the eight-hour day, organized labor
and the matter of general unrest. The results of this

cent

the country over.

and

1913
19i4
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

road

northern

of the revolu-

all

changes in the labor situation during
the past 18 months?
Has the coming of peace
relieved the labor shortage?
Is the present supply of
men adequate? Have the eight-hour day, the increase in
the pay check, and union working conditions made any
marked change, for better or for worse, in the efficiency
These are all-important questions which
of the employee?
every supervisory officer has asked himself again and again
The signing of the armistice on
in the last six months.
November 1 1 was taken by many people to mark the end
of most of our war-wrought ills.
With the transition
from war to peace activities, the return of soldiers and the
closing of munition plants, many expected a marked relief
from the labor shortage, if not an actual labor surplus.
Others, however, maintained that the shortage would continue and even become more aggravated as time went on.
tionary
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jobs, the railroad work reverts to the old status in which it
In rural districts, on
attracts only the least desirable class.

the other hand, the class of men now employed is better
Thus, in the Middle
than it has been for several years.
\\i>t in particular, the railroads have been able to employ
local native help to the almost entire exclusion of the forThis return to old-time conditions has been very
eigner.

welcome, for it not only serves as a compensation for the
increasing scarcity of the alien class, but gives the roads a
more intelligent and agreeable type of workman to deal
with and largely removes the need for camps and commissary

discussion of the influence of the increased compenmen is complete without adequate con-

sation in attracting

What

a

man

can earn

work depends not only upon the rate of pay per
hour but also upon the number of hours he works. This
in his day's

simple problem in arithmetic is not overlooked by even the
most thick-headed workmen in comparing the relative merits
of two jobs, and it is the experience of most railway officers
replying to the questionnaire that the net daily rate of pay
as well as the hourly rate has an influence where competiThus, one report states, "We are
tion for labor prevails.
paying 40 cents per hour and are getting no better men
than we formerly obtained at the old rate. Our men claim
that they cannot maintain their families at the rate we are
now paying, namely $3.20 per day for 8 hours work. If
we could work our men 10 hours per day straight time at
40 cents per hour, I am sure we could secure a large increase
Another says, "The majority of the men
in our forces."
prefer to work 10 hours and many of them are insistent on
doing so. It requires careful watching to avoid the practice
Still
of working overtime, especially among extra gangs."
another says, "The men would prefer to work 9 or 10 hours

—

a day instead

of

8.

This would give them more money for

The

chief engineer of a western line states,
"Practically all gangs have made numerous requests for
the privilege of working 10 hours, and on portions of the
line where industrial competition is keen, it has been necessary to increase the working hours to 10 hours in order to
hold the men." Only a few instances were reported where
the men indicated a preference for the 8-hour day."

,their day's toil."

Changes Have Not Increased Efficiency
Considering the changes that have taken place in the
status of the maintenance of way employee, during the past
year, it is of particular interest to ascertain whether he is
any more efficient than formerly. In other words, whether
the employer has benefited by the advantages accruing to
Chief among the changes were the large
the workman.
increase in the wage rate and the eight-hour day, but these
two factors cannot be discussed intelligently without taking
other considerations into account, namely, the advance accorded to other railway employees and those in outside
industries, the circumstances under which the advances were
granted, the relation of supply and demand in the labor
market, and most of all the growth of the union labor idea.

—

tandard

oi

a definite improvement
in
the
together with some advance in the
In all other cases the reports indi

reported

efficiencj

no such increase in efficiency has taken
and while the higher rate has attracted a better claSJ
of men in some cases, the general observation is that the
CatC a

feeling that

plate,

has

efficiency

been

lessened.

One

railway

officer

report

an

improvement which he believes has resulted from the
shorter working period, but the remaining statements report
no improvement if Dot a definite retrogression.
Several
replies

give

good

reasons

tor

this.

On<

Regular

men now have

longer hours for leisure, for cultivation or for other occupations and
for
In conpleasure.
sequence, they are less fit to give a full day's work by
the physical exhaustion of these additional occupations."
track

Another says of the Mexicans that the shorter working day
them more time to get into trouble.

gives

Present Influences Are Detrimental

To

obtain increased output from any man it is necessary
an incentive, therefore in a study of the present
labor situation it is necessary to determine what agencies
influencing the workmen in maintenance of way service

to provide

effect.

Eight-Hour Day Not Favored

sideration of the eight-hour day.

road

men employed

class of

would tend to produce such an incentive or have the reverse
There are two prime motives that will tend to make
First, the desire to hold his job and,
a man work harder.

facilities.

No

one

Onl)

jooo

serious matter,
One of the replies received does not
be
take tins so seriously and for a rather novel reason, it says
"I he effed of the absence <>t' foreign labor is not serious, as
tin- efficiency of this class has dropped to a point where, gen
orally speaking, it is the least desirable."
Opinions on the efficiency of wage advances in holding
tin- Supply Of labor or attracting a better class of DM n seem
to be divided.
The question reduces to one of competition.
Where the railroad rate is better than that offered by other
employers the effect has been good, but in large industrial
center- where the men have opportunity to get better paying
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second, eagerness for better pay.

The

first

of these motives

any labor shortage, for as soon
as a man knows there is no one to take his place, he is not
going to worry much about his job. Labor has been scarce
is

entirely ineffective during

so long in this country that the indifference of the laborer
as to the opinion of his boss has become almost insolence.
The second motive can be utilized to get more effort out
of the men only when there is some relation between the
increased effort and the rate of pay and this fact must be
clear to the men.
There has been no recognition of this
in the entire history of the wage advances by the Railroad
Administration.
Arrangements for increased rates to exper-

ienced or leading workmen as provided for in the wage
schedules are totally inadequate to provide such an incentive.
The wage schedules also automatically suspended the only
attempts at bonus systems in use on American railways.
The feeling of the men based on their experience is that
the force and effectiveness of their representations before
the Board of Wages and Working Conditions are infinitely
more important in obtaining a raise than any extra effort
which they put into their work.
Influences tending to destroy efficiency are much more
in evidence than those designed to promote it, but these in
general have to do with the feeling of unrest noted in nearly
all classes of labor, and are discussed under that heading.
So much has been said about labor unrest in the last six
months that it is, in a sense, a trite subject. However, the
character of the replies received to the questionnaire is such
as to supply much information on which to base a definite
analysis of the matter as relating to maintenance of way
employees. This current unrest has been ascribed to several
agencies, chief

among which has been mentioned

of living,

wage

(1)

dis-

by the high cost
(2) the organized labor movement and (3) the

satisfaction with

increases as affected

From the information
spread of anarchistic doctrine.
obtained the importance of these influences, at least insofar
as they concern maintenance of way employees, is about
in the order named with the third of minor or very slight
importance in most cases.
The most natural expression of unrest is manifested by
a dissatisfaction with the wages, a subject closely allied to
Six of the reports received point to the
the cost of living.
increased cost of living, or the decreased value of the dollar,
As one officer exas the most serious cause of trouble.
presses it, "The men feel the effects of high prices charged

September
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and the large increases granted them
year do not improve their actual living conditions as
much as might be thought when comparing their present
rate with what they received in 1917."
Another evidence of unrest is traced to the feeling among
maintenance of way employees that they have not been
treated fairly as compared to the men in other brandies of
In other words, they feel that Supplement
the service.
No. 4 was more generous in its provisions than Supplement
No. 8. This is explained in one report as follows: "This
has been due mostly to the fact that every order or supplement issued gives a different effective date and the various
interpretations and instructions as between the different
classes of employees and supplements were more or less conflicting with a natural tendency to cause dissatisfaction."
As is well known, this constituted the principal grievance
living expenses,

for

last

of the recent agitation for an increase in the

The

wage

Effect of General Organization

may be

to

and grievances,

it

Necessary as any organization of workingmen
secure
is

scale.

recognition

of

an unfortunate

their

contentions

fact that the formation is not conducive

on the part of the individual.
In the
case of the maintenance of way employee, this has not been
caused so much by agitation on the part of the organizer as
by the policy of the Railroad Administration in dealing with
the men.
For instance, one report states that the foremen
"have been more or less dissatisfied for the reason that the
men know that their immediate superiors have little or
to increased effort

nothing to do with the increases and there has been a
natural tendency not to respect the foreman or officers."
One officer describes the condition as follows: "I believe
that well over 50 per cent of the men are decidedly against
any wage trouble, but on account of the Administration
policy of forcing all men to organize and deal only with
organized units many of the more stable classes of men
have been forced into the organization and are now dominated by force and fear of the radical element."
There has been but limited evidence of agitation of the
Only one report refers to this condition,
anarchistic type.
which is undoubtedly a local manifestation. "This in my
opinion is due to the radical teachings and writings of
irresponsible men, in a large proportion foreigners, who
have no property of their own, many of them without

and who personally prefer troubled conditions to
*
*
*
At the present time the
conditions.
the skilled and unskilled
in
is dominated, both
branches of labor, by the irresponsible, travel ing-about
younger class of men, who are comparatively a small proMany
portion of the total men employed in this district.
of our better class of men, married and with families, are
unable to do much toward stabilizing conditions, although
with assistance by business management, I believe they
would soon improve conditions."
Among minor sources of disquiet mentioned in the reports
The hobo has not yet adapted himself to
is prohibition.
the new era and it takes him longer to spend his money.
This hobo tendency to lay off because of surplus money has
families,

peaceful
country

also been noted in other classes.

While the supply

of labor

is

more nearly adequate than

not large enough to afford a sufficient
Conditions would be much worse
force of good workmen.
if the railways were employing enough men to compensate
for the short working day, or if they were doing as much
work as in normal years. The present wage rates, coupled
with the eight-hour day, do not afford a daily wage sufficient
to attract the best men, while the conditions of employment

during

last year,

it

is
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to ihe great increase in wages, the cost of maintenance work
per unit of work done has increased enormously so that
money spent is no measure of the work done. At the same
time, a decrease in the percentage of effective working time
per hour ot time paid for and the decreased efficiency of the
men, as compared to the "test period," makes it apparent
that the man-hour unit can not be considered a true measure

of the

work accomplished.

Orders of the Regional Directors

—

bills of lading.
Supplement 7 to Circular
240 of the Southwestern regional director states that
through export bills of lading should not be issued for
freight via North Atlantic ports destined to Central and
South America, Africa, the East Indies, Straits Settlements,
Australia and New Zealand.
Protection of Cotton from Fire.
Order 237 canceling
Order 73 of the Southwestern regional director calls attention to the necessity for taking measures to protect cotton
from loss and damage by fire and to certain rules already
promulgated to prevent fires of this nature.
The Central
Western regional director issued a similar order September 10.
Grain Embargo Primary Markets. Supplement 13 to
Circular 83 of the Northwestern regional director states that
permit regulations have now been modified to include maize,
kaffir corn, and feteria, and they should be handled the same

Export

—

—

—

as other grain insofar as permits are concerned.
The Southwestern regional director issues similar instructions in Supplement 1 to Circular 247.

—

Export Bills of Lading via Pacific Ports. Circular 248
canceling Circular 241 of the Southwestern regional director
contains revised instructions for the issuance of through
export bills of lading via Pacific ports.
Car Loading Company Material. Circular 249 of the
Southwestern regional director states that the maximum loading of cars in the transportation of material is particularly
important now.
Cars containing ties are reaching destination not loaded even to minimum capacity.
The circular
calls particular attention to shipments of lumber.

—

—

—

Apprentices in Car Shops.
Order 238 of the Southwestern
regional director requests that, effective at once, an apprenticeship system be established in the passenger car and freight
car departments for both regular and helper carmen appren-

making the ratio of apprentices to mechanics in the car
department the same as that for machinists, boilermakers and
tices,

other craftsmen.

National Safety Council.
rector, file 8-1-89,

— The Northwestern

regional di-

recommends that

the chief safety officer of
each line attend the annual session of the National Safety

Council

at

Cleveland, Ohio, October

1

to 4 inclusive.

Employees Holding Two Positions and Working 16 Hours.

—The

Northwestern regional director, file 42-1-99, calls
to several cases where employees are working an
eight hour trick on one railroad and an eight hour trick
either in a similar capacity or some other position on another
railroad.
The rule prohibiting employees from filling two
jobs on the same railroad or upon two different railroads
must be made universal in the Northwestern region.
Interchange Records.
Circular 250 of the Southwestern
attention

—

regional

director contains suggestions

for

the

improvement

efficiency.

Since per diem settlements were discontinued!
apparently the feeling has prevailed on some railroads that
interchange reports are not of the same importance as before;
and some inaccuracy is complained of.
Freight Car Distribution.
Freight Car Distribution Notice

high cost of living
influenced to an appreciable extent by the development of
Owing
labor organizations under government sponsorship.

15 of the Northwestern regional director orders that all shippers of newsprint paper be given full car supply for
shipments of that class of paper.

and the plan of compensation do not encourage
Unrest

is

largely the result

of

the

•

of car records.

—
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The

Steel Strike

I

the

Tin

9trike of tke organized steel mill

workers which be
September 22, has succeeded to the
extent thai it has tied up steel plants in the Chicago
district, in the Mahoriihg Valley district of Ohio, at Cleve
land, in the upper Mfonongahela Valle)
(Monessen and
Donora) and in various other places, but it has failed in that
it

in

Monday,

has not
the

center

interfered seriously with operation of the mills
Pittsburgh district which is held to be the strategic

in

difficult

to

the

Conflicting

situation.

determine how

many men

reports have made il
arc on strike or to how

great an extent the steel industry has been tied up.
became evident, however, thai the strikers were

It

early

composed

of the unamericanized and uneducated foreign element and that even those plants whose operation was impeded mosl severely were handicapped principally by the
walk out of their unskilled labor.
Many of the workers,
apparently, have not reported for work because they were
intimidated and feared violence on the part of the strikers,
rather than because they were on strike themselves.
It is
notable in the situation that in those districts, such as Pittsburgh in particular, where the protection on the part of the
state constabulary has been at its best, the strike has proved
largely

the least effective.

There has been violence and shooting

New

in

a

number

of

N. Y., Farrell,
Pa., and McKeesport, Pa., but here and at other places where
the constabulary was on hand the situation was quickly put
under control.
The reports on Wednesday did not show any decided
change in the degree in which the various districts were tied
up or otherwise, except that in such places where the mills
were operating the men were gradually beginning to return

places, notably at

to

Castle, Pa., Buffalo,

work.

The

district that seems to be tied up the worst is the Mahoning Valley district of Ohio. At Youngstown, three plants
were compelled to suspend operations Monday and on Tuesday practically all the Mahoning Valley plants were idle.
The secretary of the strikers' committee for the district
claimed that there were 30,000 men idle in the city and
60,000 idle in the district.
In the upper Monongahela Valley, the plants at Donora
and Monessen are closed and some 15,000 men are idle.
Reports Tuesday night showed that some 8,000 workmen
in the Sharon-Farrell district of the Shenango valley were

idle but officers of the steel plants expressed their opinion

only 1,000 were strikers, the rest being out of work
through the shortage of unskilled labor and the resulting
cessation ct work.
The Farrell works of the Carnegie Steel
Steel Company, however, are reported as running 100 per
cent.
There has been rioting in both Farrell and Sharon.
Cleveland is another district that has ceased operation to
a large extent.
Only two independent steel manufacturing
concerns were reported in operation Wednesday, these being
protected by contracts with the Amalgamated Association of
Sheet and Tin Workers.
The last of the Steel Corporation
plants closed Thursday.
that

At Buffalo, it was reported that four plants affected by the
had closed.
The Lackawanna Steel plant closed
Tuesday morning and the Donner Steel Company, Tuesday
strike

afternoon.

At Johnstown, some 15,000 men were reported out of work.
The Cambria Steel plant is entirely idle, but the Loraine Steel
Company is operating at about 85 per cent.
The mills at Coatesville are reported to be showing improvement as the men who were originally intimidated are
returning to work.
Operations in the open hearth departments of the Midvale Steel Company and the Lukens Steel
Company were impeded at first but each company reported

Tuesday night

that

it

had succeeded

in putting three addi-

tional open-hearth furnaces in operation.
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m

he redeeming nature

in. uiy

as .scrioush

lions.

Sonic

the entire situation, however,

Thai center thu

Pittsburgh district.

fai

hai

not

is

been

i-\
the strike at the othei
out from the various plants, but not
impede operations seriousl) and there has been

affected

men were

enough to
some disorder.
By Wednesday, moreover, the situation had
begun t<> improve and mam ot tin- plants reported that their
men were gradual!} returning to work. The Edgar '1 hom-on
works of the Carnegie Steel Company at Braddock was able
to blow in one blast furnace which had been banked and
was operating at Dearly Ol per
nt although there was a
shortage of unskilled labor. The Homestead works was also
I

operating

all

men were

its

<

)

.

departments, although 25 per cent

absent, these being mostly

quesne plant and

foreigners.

ot'

The

the
'''I

Carrie furnaces at Rankin were also
normal.
The American Steel and Wire
Company mills at Braddcxk, however, were idle and some
10,000 men out of work.
At McKeesport, the National
Tube and other plants were operating in part and some reported a gradually increasing personnel.

operating nearly

tin-

at

The Chicago

District

Practically all of the big steel mills in the Chicago steel

producing district, with the exception of those in Hammond,
Indiana, have been closed down as a result of the strike. According to estimates prepared by officers of the steel workers'
unions, between 75,000 and 80,000 men in this district are
on strike and the walk-out has completely tied up the steel
industry in the Chicago district.
At the Gary, Ind., mills,
the strikers, on leaving the plant banked the furnace fires
but left some of the fluid steel in the furnaces which if the
fires are allowed to go out will completely ruin them and may
cost the steel companies one million dollars or more for reThe steam and operating engineers who have not
pairs.
been directly involved in the strike have declared their intention of remaining out as individuals although the international organization of their union has declared their strike
unauthorized and has threatened to take away the charter
of the local organization.

In South Chicago practically all mills have been closed and
only small crews have appeared at the mills and at Joliet,
111., it is reported that 95 per cent of the men have left
their work.
Newspaper reports compiled from various steel producing points in the western territory indicate that plants have
been closed at Anderson, Ind.; De Kalb, 111.; Cleveland,
Ohio; Columbus, Ohio; Canton, Ohio; Steubenville, Ohio;
In practically all of these
Denver, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo.
places, however, the cessation of work was not general, some
plants remaining in full blast and others operating in part.
The strike, being but a few days old, has not as yet af;

fected the railroads to

any

extent.

railroad officials that enough steel

time to

fill

It
is

is

believed by man}
at the present

7

on hand

the requirements of the railroads until the end

and that no serious difficulty will be encountered because of the curtailment of the production of
rails.
Although officials of the railroad brotherhoods have
given no indication of their attitude toward the strike, it is
possible, according to some reports, that sympathetic action
may be taken, insofar as handling supplies to mills affected
by the strike is concerned. The car building plants and railway supply companies engaged in the manufacture of steel
materials for the railroads have been variously affected by
the strike, the Hammond plants of the Standard Steel Car
of

the

strike

Company, the American Steel Foundry Company, the Illinois
Car & Equipment Company, the Keith Railway Equipment
Company and others reporting that all of their men are at
work and that production has not been curtailed. On the
other hand the South Chicago plant of the American Brake
Shoe & Foundry Company and the Indiana Harbor, Ind.,
plant of the American Steel Foundry Company has been
closed

Report on Railway Mail Pay
The Commissioners Recommend
Car Per Mile
By

for

board or railway commissioners has
handed
Thedown
a
appeal
Canadian railways
just

report in the
for
of
an increased allowance for the carriage of mails. The
matter had been at issue for seven years. In 1912 the primary
demand was made, and in the year following a general

adjustment was

was not

made by

the post office department.

This

satisfactory to the railways, and, while accepted for

the time being, the government was asked, if better terms
could not be offered, to have the whole case referred to the
railway commission for investigation and report.
The out-

break of war occurred in 1914, and because of the resulting
disturbance, as well as for other reasons, a hearing was not

Payment

and freight service. At the bottom of
was the contention that, inasmuch as the postal

as between passenger
this course

was a part of passenger

it should earn its full
In support of this argument a considerable mass of data was presented, based on
operating results for the preceding year.
A summary of
the facts thus introduced will be interesting, and must suffice
for the purposes of this judicial statement of what took place.
For the statistical year 1918 the operating expenses of the
(
'anadian Pacific were segregated as between passenger and
freight service, and to each account a definite percentage was
assigned.
These ratios were moneyed out and reduced to a
car mile basis.
It would take up a good deal of space to

car

existed at that time.

final analysis to

In 1912 the railways appealed to the post office departAt that date a somewhat mixed
for an advance of rates.
To the trunk lines was paid
schedule was in operation.
an allowance of from $130 to $160 per mile per annum. The
branch lines were paid at the rate of 8 cents per car mile.
In 1913 the post master general put the whole service on a
uniform basis of 16 cents per car mile for full postal cars.
Half cars were allowed 9 cents. For baggage car service,
when over 30 feet of space was used, the maximum rate of
16 cents was granted; for from 15 to 30 feet 9 cents, and
While accepting these new
for less than 15 feet 4 cents.
rates ad interim the railways, as I have said, put in a vigorous plea for increases on the broad ground of inadequacy.

this he

inadequate, to determine, as the result of evidence to be submitted by both parties, what would be fair rates of payment
for the service." Those were the terms of the reference.
In order that a fair comparison may be made as between
the rates in dispute in Canada and the rates which prevail in
the United States, it is necessary to make clear the character
of the service rendered by Canadian railways in return for
This can be
the payments to which allusion has been made.
Speaking broadly, and omitting only
done in few words.
minor and relatively unimportant details, the railways pro-

The post
vide the cars and keep them clean and in repair.
practically
including
else,
everything
does
office department
The receiving of mails
all of the transfer work at terminals.
offices, and so on. arcwhich rest wholly on the department
The Canadian Pacific led in the attack at the hearing, and
W. J. Moule, assistant comptroller of that company, was the
He was effective. His command of data
principal witness.
was excellent, and to this he added a modest and moderate
There is a good deal in the character and hearing
attitude.

at

depots and their carriage to post

responsibilities

of witnesses, as I can say from a considerable experieiH
The railways
stenographer and reporter in court practice.
operation since 1912,
rested their case on the advan< ed cost of
and submitted an arbitrary segregation of •operating expenses

trains,

ratio of operating cost per car mile.

necessary.

This was done by the Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk
specifically; but, of course, it was clearly understood that all
In February last, on
railways were as directly concerned.
the recommendation of the post master general, the privy
council referred the appeal to the railway commission "to
determine as to the accuracy of the claims made by the railway companies, and, if it is found that the present rates are

Per

Payne

arranged until March last.
In order that the case may be
understood in all its bearings, it is necessary to pause for a
moment or two and get the situation clearly in mind as it

ment

of 34.7 Cents

Mail Car Service

L.

J.

a

Canada

in

its entirety, and that
Mr. Moule, however, brought

give the statement in

made

is
it

perhaps un-

down

33.10 cents per passenger car mile.

in

the

From

example in the case
and so on, amounting in all to
30.58.
It was argued that to

certain deductions, as for

of maintenance, train supplies

2.52 cents, leaving the

sum

at

should be added a certain percentage for taxes, fixed
charges, dividends and common stock, having a total of 8.93
cents.
The final sum would thus be 39.51 cents per car mile,
or 38.25 in case the allowance of 2 per cent for common
stock should be eliminated.
It was the broad contention of
Mr. Moule and this constituted the essence of the case for
the railways
that all the services in connection with passenger business should be considered as in effect, since
advantage of the whole passenger service was taken by the
mail service.
Mr. Moule did not, however, stop there. He showed that
the cost of passenger service had been materially increased
for that part of the statistical year 1919 for which definite
information was then available. His calculations on the 1919
basis carried the operating cost per car mile to a figure well
beyond 40 cents, and he maintained that heed should be given
to the facts in that regard in the ultimate reckoning of a fair
allowance for postal service, looking to the future.
In rebuttal, the department relied in large degree on the
testimony of the writer.
[Mr. Payne is comptroller of statistics for the government railway department.]
Here again
the practical aspects of the case do not call for an
attempt to present even an epitome of the mass of
statistical
data which
was introduced.
He suggested
that all calculations based on a segregation of operating expenses, as between passenger and freight sen
should be received with reserve. They contained an obvious
element of purely arbitrary assignment, as to which expert
railway accountants were far from being agreed. The Association of Railway Accounting Officers, he pointed out, had
definitely declared that an accurate separation of accounts
on such a basis was impracticable. If, however, Mr. Moule's
formula and deductions should be accepted, there still remained large ground for debate as to what subtractions should
properly be made because of the manifestly special character
of the service given by mail cars.
For example, the outlay
under the divisional head of traffic had no bearing whatever on postal sen-ice.
A large number of other items
attaching quite clearly to passenger train service had no connection with the mail car.
Other accounts applied onlv in
degree.
No one knew or could know what volume or perthis

633

—
—
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t

total operating expenses should 1*' legitimate!)
He in. ulc
ted to the postal service rendered by railways.
hypothetical summarj «>i all accounts as to which doubt

ccntage of
a

mighl

exist anil

showed

that tin

n

I

eaminga at me prevailing allowance; that it was
more profitable than Borne other passenger tram

large

actually

and

ears,

that relatively

He

ear.

did

not

it

assent

gave
to

a

the

man am

higher net return
loose eontention

sometimes

the nature
heard that earnings from mails were largely in
would be
it
that
insist
did
he
of velvet to the railways; hut

operat-

charge postal tar, with the measure of
assigned to some other
ing cosl wl.uh might properly be
not say what deduction
could
He
ears.
train
passenger
he argued that it was
should' be made on that account, but

a mistake

>02,712, as against an operating cost of $19,273,583. An
addition of $3,800,000 on railway postal service account
would create a deficil under present conditions.

reduced Mr. Moul.Y cal

dilation by 18.50 inns per car mile.
lb' .showed that the DOSt&l C8J
he witness went further.

made
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to

quite material.

and the
in deciding as between Mr. Moule
appraisement on the
higher
a
put
statistics,
of
comptroller
for their report
calculations and arguments of the former;
his estimate of what the
closely
pretty
followed
and finding
The commissioners
allowance for postal service should be.
cents per car mile
34.7
that
suggesting
in
unanimous

The board

Reflector Globes for Vapor-proof
Lighting Fixtures
LIGHTING iixiUKES in railroad buildings are sub'
to gas and moisture conditions that call for
the use of moisture and vapor-proof fittings.
It has

Many

jected

been

standard practice

in

the

past

to

Lighting fittings with clear glass globes

equip vapor-proof

and in order properly

has been necessary to place a reflector
over the glass globe. This procedure, however, did not produce a highly efficient lighting unit.

to direct the light, it

A combined vapor-proof globe and reflector has been
designed by the Holophane Company, New York, in which

were
Giving due
department.
should be paid bv the post office
say in their
they
involved,"
averages
the
consideration to
concerned in dealing
report "and the element of judgment
of the mail
participation
proper
the
to
as
with the question
unreasonable
not
appear
service in general cost, it would
board for the kindred express
that the rate accepted by the
express judgment should be adopted;

service in the general
It would
for a full mail car mile.
is, a rate of 34.7 cents
other
the
for
charges
the
appear also not unreasonable that
in the
contained
as
order-in-council,
the
services set out in
increased in each case by
references to the board, should be
rate represents over
cents
34.7
the
as
the same percentage

that

'to

this

to the effect that 34.7 ^cents
subregarded as the maximum rate

was added a

per car mile should be

memo

This latter
deductions »
Pracexplanation.
of
qualification calls for a word or two
roads in the
Hill
the
except
Canada,
tically all railways in
In a
aid in some form
West' have received government
subject to
made
was
paid
subsidy
number of instances the
government," and o reservacertain services "if required by
matter is not clear, at all
The
mails.
tion, for the carriage of
that the railway commission
events not to me, and it may be
ject

all

to

bonus or

statutory

interpretation.

will be asked for an
What does this report

_

mean?
by the railway commission

this is
does not necessarily mean that
report
make
a
to
board was asked
the end of the matter. The
binding
not
report
is
that
and
and not to give a judgment;
what
I have, from a sense of
on the post office department.
syllable
single
a
offering
from
would be proper, refrained
preof the case as I have here
of comment on the merits
to
presume
not
shall
I
and
form,
sented it in this brief
but
done;
be
may
or
nduW in surmise as to what shouldrelating to the effect of
or two facts
I mav at least state one
by the commission. If it is acmade
recommendation
the
means an increase of 117 per
place,
first

In the

first

place,

it

it, in the
paid by government for the transcent in the allowance now
second place, the monetae aspect
the
portation of mails. In
by the
it an additional outlay
with
carries
increase
of that
8
several
of
post office department
earned $3 288 734 from
Canada
of
railways
The
annum.

cepted,

^^^^Y

mails in 1918, and
the

new

To

that

this

P^

sum would be more than doubled

it

mile is given effect.
rate of 34.7 cents per full car
the volume of their
to
add
would
railways
extent the

significance of these figures is accentuated
the post office
when it is pointed out that the revenues of
fiscal year were
department from all sources for the last

earnings

The

Globe Can Be Used with Any Standard Vapor Proof Fitting
it has used the well-known prismatic construction.
Reflecting prisms are on the upper portion of the globe to redirect
the light in downward directions and refracting and diffusing prisms are on the lower surface to distribute the light in

different directions in the desired proportions,

so that the

resulting illumination of the

work

show

increased by 75 per cent over

that the illumination

that given by

an ordinary

is

will be uniform.

Tests

clear vapor-proof globe.

The

globes are for use in connection with the standard
vapor-proof fittings now on the market, including the stand-

Navy thread, and are made for the 40 and 60-watt type
lamps and for the 75, 100 and 150- watt type C nitrogen

ard

B

lamps.

—

Engineer Casualties Third Highest. Only the infantry and
the Signal Corps suffered heavier battle casualties in the war
than the Engineer Corps, according to recent figures compiled

men

by the

Among each 1,000 enlisted
reaching France there were 270 killed
Among each 1,000 in the Signal Corps the

War

Department.

in the infantry

or wounded.
casualties

were

50,

and

in the

Engineer Corps

—

43.

Canal Service Restored. Upon the opening of the
regular steamer service was established between Atlantic and Pacific ports. This service was interrupted by slides, and has not since been regularly resumed.
The California Manufacturers' Association now demands the
resumption of this important service which, it claims, would
tend to reduce rail rates on raw material.

Want

Panama Canal

Economic Span Lengths
Showing the Fallacy

for Simple-truss

of the

Bridges

Old Criterion of Equal

Superstructure and Substructure Costs

By

Dr.

Consulting

A. L. Waddell

J.

Engineer,

City,

Mo.

to THE preseni TIME the general knowledge possessed by the engineering profession concerning eco-

piers the piles are 75

nomic span lengths

spaced three feet center to center.
The character of the
materials passed through during the sinking is assumed to

UP

for bridges has been rather crude
Until three decades ago the only data
available on this subject were covered by the broad statement that the greatest economy in a bridge layout exists

and

Kansas

unsatisfactory.

when

the cost of a span is equal to the cost of a pier. In his
pamphlet on "General Specifications for Highway Bridges
of Iron and Steel," issued in 1888, the author pointed out
the fact that the then popular impression concerning this
question was incorrect, because the cost of the floor is constant, and hence the adjustment is one between cost of substructure and cost of metal in trusses and laterals.
Three
years later he gave, in a paper published by "Indian Engineering," a mathematical demonstration of the theory of
the economics of bridge layouts, showing that the greatest
economy will exist when the cost of a pier is equal to onehalf of that of the trusses and laterals of the two spans which
it
helps to support.
This demonstration was based upon
the assumption that the piers rest on hard material and that,
in most cases being of minimum size, they would not vary
in dimensions or total cost for small changes in the span

bases,

ft.

long and project 60

which are assumed to be 20

ft.

be the ordinary mixture of silt, quicksand, soft gumbo, and
other river deposits, overlying either coarse sand, suitable for
foundations, or bed-rock.
The methods assumed for sink-

ing the caissons are those of open dredging and the pneumatic process, the former being employed when the bases
are to rest on sand and the latter when they are to reach
bed-rock.
In the case of pile piers, the open box is first
to be sunk by dredging to the required depth, then the piles
are to be driven inside of it, and finally the remaining space
is to be filled with concrete.
The specifications for the designing of superstructure are
those given in Chapter 78 of the author's 'Bridge Engineering," and those for the designing of substructure are to be
found in Chapters 39 to 43, inclusive of that treatise.

Unit Prices of Materials in Place
The following table gives the unit prices for materials
place assumed for the purpose of this investigation:

lengths.
is

not applicable to the case of

because the cost per lineal
foot for substructure is often nearly constant for all moderate span lengths, while that for the superstructure augments;
and this fact is not at all generally recognized by bridge designers.
It has become evident of late to the author that
there is needed by the profession a systematic investigation
to determine in an authentic manner the economic span
lengths for simple truss bridges to support the different kinds
of live loads by piers resting on various types of foundation
at all practicable depths,

piles,

and

to

conform

to

changing market

prices for materials in place.

The author has computed
and superstructure

the actual costs of both
for over

sub-

two hundred cases of

Railbridge layouts covering the following combinations:
way, highway, and combined railway and highway bridges
on concrete pier shafts overlying caissons or cribs resting on
sand, bed-rock, or piles, and reaching to depths below low
water of 50. 100, 150, 200, and 250 ft; also for low, medium, and high conditions of the material market.
The following are some of the assumptions and conditions

precedent adopted for the series of calculations:

Character of Structures

The different classes of bridges covered are double-track
railway, single-track railway, standard highway, and combined double-track railway and highway, all metal being
carbon steel (excepting in one sel of estimates where nickel
steel was employed), the railway floors being open, the high
way floors being paved with creosoted blocks resting on a
reinforced concrete base, the footwalks being slabs of reinforced granitoid, and the handrails being of steel.
All

*

All caissons
are of plain concrete.
are of timber with concrete filling
In the pile
cutting
edges.
bases and

pier-shafts

founded
having

on
steel

Abstracted

Engii-.eers

in

Condition of Market

This principle, though,
piers resting on sand or on

structure

ft. below the
high, the piles being

at

sand

from a papi
Chjcago on September

before

r

'?.

the

Western

Society

of

1919.
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Materials
Low
Structural steel, per lb
4 cents
Concrete shafts of 20 ft. average thickness, per cubic yard
$9 00
Mass of caissons, including all materials, for a width
of 30 ft. and a
height of 150 ft., sunk by opendredging, per cubic yard
15.00
Mass of cribs, including enclosed pileheads, per cu. yd
15.00
Portion of long piles projecting belowbase of crib, per lin. ft
0.75

Medium
6 cents

High
8 cents

$12.00

$15.00

20.00

25.00

20.00

25.00

1.00

1.25

For the "Medium Condition of Market," the price per
cubic yard of the shafts and for mass of caissons was modified by addition or subtraction from the price, depending on
the width of the structure and the price of caissons was modified slightly for increases in height.
Without these modifications of unit prices for substructure, the investigation would
be not only

illogical, but incorrect.
prices per cubic yard for caissons sunk by the pneumatic process under medium market conditions, have been

The

made two dollars greater than those for caissons sunk by
open-dredging.
This is due primarily to the more rapid
sinking by open dredging, but also to the fact that the pneumatic caissons are generally filled solid, while the open
dredging caissons often have their excavating wells only partially filled.

The price used for nickel steel superstructure
medium market conditions has been taken as 8

in place for
1 /,

cents per
reason that the last ante-bellum figures on
structures, designed partially with that alloy, quoted to the
author made the price of the nickel steel portion 2 ^ cents
per pound higher than that of the carbon-steel portion.

pound;

for the

T

Method

of

Determining the Economic Span Lengths

In making each of the cost estimates there was assumed a
structure of indefinitely great length and unvarying profile,
so that the

sum

of the cost of the steel

work

in a

span and

—
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636
cosl

tin

ol

a

complete pier divided by the horizontal dis-

tance between adjacenl pier Centers gives the comparing cosl
per lineal foot of structure, although, as before indicated,
not the

omplete

(

osl

<

th<

In the following table

nearl)

all

is

given a re'sume' of the results of

computations that were prepared';

the cosl
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ordinarily changes
does the substrui ture

ted,
ih. in
I

In re

;ire

not

many

value Bomewbad more rapidly

in
"i

«

1

1

*
-

brid

irregularities
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International Railway Congress

is

The

executive committee of the
Association has approved the

American Railroad
plans for the new association, so far as these have been defined, and has voted to continue the membership of the A. R.
A. in the international association. Mr. L. Weissenbruch, of
Brussels, Belgium, the long-time secretary of the organization,
has sent letters to the members throughout the world, in which
he expresses the expectation that a date and place for a
general congress will soon be settled upon by the Permanent
Commission.

The

Low-market

unit-

prices.

High-market

unil-

prices.

of the preceding table there can be

drawn

lighter the superstructure and the live load it carries,
generally is the economic span length, and the
greater
the
greater the variation of the latter with the depth of foundation.

,For sand foundations there is not much difference in the
economic span lengths for low level and high level bridges of
the same type.
Structures with piers founded on bed rock generally have
economic span lengths somewhat greater than those of the
corresponding structures founded upon sand.
Single-track railroad bridges have economic span lengths

than those of the corresponding double-track

structures.

Pile piers for high-level bridges involve, for economic considerations, rather short spans; and for low-level structures
they usually necessitate such short ones as to require the

adoption of plate girder superstructures.
In highway bridges having very deep foundations on sand,
increasing the batter of the shaft augments the economic

span length.
Using "nickel

steel instead of carbon steel in the superstructure increases materially the economic span length.
The assumed variations in unit prices with changing market conditions make very little difference in the economic

There would have been no difference at all
had the prices of all the materials used been assumed to
vary in the same proportion; but the superstructure steel,
span lengths.

span Lengths, and from the variations between

1

The

less

is based provide a check on
methods of determining economi*

this table

ft

same proportion.

little

which

of

the following deductions:
For all types of bridges the economic span length increases
with the depth of foundation, though not necessarily in the

a

15.

the correctness of the old

>

2751

325
350

Fig.

costs on

International Railway Congress had its headquarters
It is of many years' standing, but its life was
in some degree dependent on a Royal Decree of September
22, 1911, under the terms of which the Belgian Government
now holds that the organization must be dissolved. German
occupation of Belgium forced the complete suspension of the
activities of the officers, and suppressed the publication of
the Bulletin of the Congress.
The property of the old association will be distributed
among the members pro rata, according to their respective
contributions during the last six years of the life of the
Congress.
With the approval of a large proportion of the members
of the Permanent Commission, an outline of the proposed new
constitution, signed by V. Tondelier, president, and L.
Weissenbruch, general secretary, has recently been sent to
in Brussels.

all

members.
At the time of the suspension of

activities the association

included railroads in the following countries: Argentina, Belgium and Colony, Brazil, Bolivia, Chili, China, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt, Ecuador,
Spain, United States of America, France, Algeria, Tunis and
Colonies, Great Britain and Ireland, India, Protectorates and
Colonies, Greece, Haiti, Italy, Japan, Luxemburg, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Norway, Paraguay, Netherlands and Colonies,
Rumania, San Salvador, Serbia, Siam, Sweden, Switzerland,

and Uruguay.
In many of the countries the railroads belonging to the
association are wholly or largely government-operated, but

membership

includes non-government companies in
Great Britain, Italy and the United States; in
France about 25 companies; Great Britain, 43; Italy, 19
(including tramways); United States, 56.
There are also
independent companies in Canada, India, Spain and Sweden.
The last list of officers shows 37 members of the Permanent Congress. Among the names are Stuyvesant Fish, E. J.
Chamberlin, F. A. Delano, Theodore N. Ely (deceased),
Fairfax Harrison, L. F. Loree, E. P. Ripley, Sir Guv Granet
and Sir Frederick Harrison.

the

France,

1
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Hugh M. Wilson

While Mr. Wilson \i<u\ not been identified with the
and railroad supply field for over eleven
years, he had a very wide circle of acquaintances and many
warm friends in it who still remember favorably the work
fields.

steam

M. Wilson,
Hugh
Age, and

formerrj associated with

lor several years

the early part of 1917

its

The Railway

owner, and from 1910 to
vice-president of the

first

Mc-

Graw Publishing Company, died Sept.

in

1

ville,

111.,

at

Jackson-

and

his

first

experience was as city
editor of the Jackson-

Daily
Journal.
which he was a
reporter on the Minneapolis
Evening Star.
In 1889 he entered the
technical
paper field
on the staff of the Misville

papers.
He advocated a vigorous policy of government regulation of railroads at a time when the desirability, and even
necessity, of government regulation was by no means as

after

sissippi

generally recognized in the railroad field as it is now.
As
a publisher he was distinctly a builder, always being in
favor of issuing the best papers practicable from an editorial

berman. From that beginning and with but
one brief interruption
he devoted his energy and

Hugh M. Wilson

respects one of the highest grade

and became an

abilities to the object of develop-

associate

He

soon entered the railway

editor of the Northwestern

Railroader.
When that publication was shortly after consolidated with The Railway Age, at Chicago, he was made
secretary-treasurer of the new organization.
He subsequently became manager of The Railway Age, meanwhile
continuing as secretary-treasurer, and was elected president
of the

company

men who have ever entered
paper publishing field in the United States. Both
as president of the Wilson Company, and later as vicepresident of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, he
exerted an influence which has tended to raise permanently
the ideals and improve the policies followed in the business
paper field.
Mr. Wilson had a bad breakdown while he was connected
with the McGraw-Hill Company.
He went abroad and
took a long rest and seemed to have largely recovered when
he was struck by an automobile and seriouslv injured. While
his breakdown and the automobile accident occurred some
years ago, they undoubtedly produced the condition which
ultimately resulted in his sudden death.
the business

ing trade and technical papers.
field

and typographical point of view, even though this involved
expenditures which might yield no immediate return, and,
indeed, might never yield any return at all.
He was in all

Lum-

Valley

it.

distinctly

was impossible for anybody to come in contact with his bluff
and magnetic personality without liking him. He was primarily a publisher, but as a publisher he was always interested in, and exercised a great influence over, the work
of
the editorial department.
He always encouraged his editors
courageously and outspokenly to advocate honest and public
spirited policies, regardless of whether this course seemed
adapted to increase or to diminish the prosperity of his

ing practically his enbusiness life.

was born

that he did in

a man among men.
He was always
bubbling with enthusiasm and overflowing with energy.
It

work dur-

tire

railroad

He was

19.

Mr. Wilson was
journalistic

637

in 1899.

In these years, although busily engaged in the business
department of the paper, he found much time for editorial
work, particularly on news matters relating to the purchase
His familiarity with this
of equipment and supplies.
branch of railroad work soon made him an authority and
fitted him for the work he did as secretary of the Railway
Supply Manufacturers' Association from 1897 to 1902.
His energy was perhaps best displayed by the publication
during the International Railway Congress at Washington,
in 1905, of a daily edition of The Railway Age, which was

designated as the

official

journal of the congress.

Supple-

menting the praise showered on him by both American and
foreign delegates for the success of this enterprise he was
created a chevalier of the Order of Leopold by the King of
the Belgians.

Company, with Mr. Wilson a- the
was organized, taking over The Railway
Age and the Street Railway Review, which had just then
been purchased and which was changed shortly to the Electric Railway Review and from a monthly to a weekly publiIn 1906 the Wilson

controlling owner,

cation.

Two

years later Mr. Wilson sold both papers.

The Rail-

way Age was consolidated with the Railroad Gazette to
make the present Railway Age Gazette, while the McGraw
Publishing Company purchased the Electric Railway Ri
view and consolidated it with the Street Railway Journal
under the name of the Electric Railway Journal.
Mr. Wilson immediately wenl abroad for an extended trip,
and on his return in June, 1909, was elected vice president
and a director of the Barney & Smith Car Company, Dayton,
Ohio.
He continued with flu Barney & Smith Car Com
pany until 1910, when he was elected first vice-president of
the McGraw Publishing Company, which position he retained until January, 1917.
News of the death of Hugh M. Wilson- will shock and
sadden many persons in the railway and railway supply
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of Stokers

in

considering the application of mechanical
we have thought in tonus of the present

stokers to locomotives
only.

is now at hand when
power and wage eosts

In our opinion, however, the time

we must consider

future needs.

Man

road,

receiving
tin;

Steam chest temperature- in connection with superheated
engines should receive much more attention than they have
ha<
in the past and there is no question but that a scientific
job of firing largely affects steam chest temperatures when
using superheated engines.
On some tests conducted on a
superheated engine it was demonstrated that it was possible
to increase the steam chest temperatures from 20 to 50 (leg.
by expert firing, as compared with the work of the regular
fireman on the job.
Uniform temperatures in the fire-box,
together with perfect combustion, will give the highest steamchest temperatures possible to obtain, and as it takes a given
amount of air to produce perfect combustion from a given
I

on Modern Locomotives
Heretofore,

With

engines equipped with mechanical stokers,
proper attention at terminals and by the men on
eat li will give identically the same service.
the

below

The Advantages

that division rather than on the average best lireiiieu.

are the dominating factors, and tor economical operation we
must use machinery to do the work that at one time could
The economical rating of
profitably be performed by hand.

locomotive is no longer the greatest tonnage it can drag
over a division regardless of time, but the greatest tonnage
This time
it can haul over a given distance in a given time.
has been fixed at eight hours for one hundred miles in freight
service, which on account of delays en route may call for a
speed considerably in excess of 12^ miles per hour.
The ever-increasing cost of wages makes it necessary to
a

amount of coal, and as the admission of air to the fire-box
can only be regulated by the depth of the fire on the grate, it
can readily be seen that in firing an engine by hand where
the fire-door has to be opened to admit of the fuel charges,
that the admission of air to the fuel bed through the grate
must be intermittent, either too much when the door is closed
or not enough when the door is open.

more work out of the machines, and we can therefore no
longer limit the capacity of the modern locomotive to the
capacity of the fireman to shovel coal, but must by mechanical
means overcome the physical limitations of the man.
In the first place, the advantage to be gained by the

The stoker also makes it possible to carry the water at a
lower uniform level than is possible with a hand-fired engine,
for the reason that the steam pressure can be maintained at
any time even though the engine is being worked to its
maximum capacity through any sustained period.

application of stokers is the realization of maximum boiler
capacity, not only through sustained periods, but at any time
when needed. The necessity for using mechanical devices
wherever possible arises, not only from a humanitarian
standpoint, but more particularly where it is necessary to

In all the comparative tests that have been made between
and hand-fired engines no one seems to have come
to the same definite conclusion regarding fuel consumption,
but from our experience we have found that in using the
same grade of coal with the stoker and hand-fired engines,
the boiler capacity of the engine not only is increased to a
great extent as far as handling tonnage is concerned, but
that it makes it possible materially to reduce the running
time between terminals; therefore, with the present stoker
in its perfected form, it should not only show much greater
efficiency than a hand-fired engine, but also effect a very
material reduction in fuel consumption, based on the consumption per ton mile per hour.

get

develop 100 per cent efficiency in each individual, and as
this factor enters into the effectiveness of the locomotive more
than any other part of railroad operation, it would seem that
the human element with which we have to contend, if for

no other reason, would be the strongest recommendation for
the installation of mechanical stokers on all power that is
kept in road service.
Years ago the capacity of the firemen at times governed

work performed and not the capacity of the
There were two reasons for this: First, it is
impossible to educate any two men up to a point where they
will fire a locomotive exactly the same under all conditions
and look ahead to be prepared for any emergency; second,
The
the physical capacity of men to perform the work.
stoker makes it possible to have every engine 100 per cent
effective.
Of course the stoker is not automatic and it takes
a certain amount of intelligence to operate it properly, but
there can be no question but that there is a much larger field
for fuel economy in its use than there has ever been in hand
firing, regardless of what our method has been in educating
the

amount

of

locomotive.

our firemen in the past or

how

careful our supervision has

been.

Every railroad

has had practically the same expenamely, that in some instances
it is possible to get full capacity out of the locomotive, while
in other instances, even with experienced men, it is not.
Therefore it is only fair to assume that the amount of work
performed by any given number of locomotives in any given
territory will be based on the average poorest firemen on

rience in the

work

officer

of firemen

;

the stoker

There seems to be considerable stress placed on the stack
some stoker-fired engines due to the extremely fine
quality of coal necessary to use on them. While it is true that
in the past considerable loss occurred from this source, with
the present perfected stoker and the brick arch extending well
back to the door sheet, the stack losses can be reduced to a
point nearly as low as is done by using run of mine coal hand
fired.
In some large Mikado type engines, where originally
they used six bricks in the arch, the arch was extended two
losses of

it up to within about seventeen
inches of the crown-sheet. This not only has made a saving
in stack losses, but has almost entirely eliminated the smoke,
and we believe that with an arch of this kind and a large
combustion chamber it would be possible with careful manipulation to burn 98 per cent of all fuel in the fire-box.

bricks further back, bringing

demand for another
addition to this are requesting that all
engines above a certain limit be equipped with mechanical
stokers, and all under that limit be equipped with mechanical
Considering the cost of the
coal passers and grate shakers.
mechanical coal passer and grate shaker, it would seem that

Today

increase,

638

the firemen are presenting a

and

in

'

September

it

would be much
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better to take the

money expended

in this

way, apply it to the stoker and equip all engines kept in
road service with a stoker.
While committees reporting on this subject in the past
have never been able to secure reliable information in regard
to stoker maintenance cost, records for the past live years
show our maintenance cost to have been a little under $10
per thousand miles. As to the miles per engine failure due
to stoker trouble, the record of the 1.1 I'aso & South Western
show an average of 61,556 miles per stoker failure. The
application of stokers on this line has entirely eliminated the
stereotyped engineers' report of "engine not steaming."
While as a rule the size of nozzles has not been increased, it
has been possible to adopt a standard front end and make
all engines give a uniform service as far as steaming is concerned without any complaint from engine crews.
It was
never possible to get any class of engines to steam alike when
hand fired. One fireman will want a bridge in the nozzle,
while another wants it out; one would want the draft-sheet
15 in. from the bottom of the arch, while another wanted it
21 in.; one would want the petticoat adjusted one inch above
the nozzle, while another man would want it six inches. With
the stoker, however, practically no work on front ends is
necessary by the roundhouse force except to make regular

the tinted
the subject of circuit recently issued D)
the
Stan- fuel Section, which have brought out very plainly
l>e
should
nozzle
exhaust
The
due to these two causes.
back
made as large m diameter as possible, so as to reduce
proper
pressure and vet furnish the draft required to produce
The grates should have ample air opening
action on the 'lire.
shaking
and the grate rigging should be such as to permit
done if too man] S«
freely by the fireman, which cannot be
tions of grate arc carried on one shaker.

made

Essentials for Proper Operation
operation of locomotives covers many pi
It is
few of them will be touched on here.
recognized that where locomotives are pooled they are not so
same
well maintained, as the engine crew does not take the
for a month;
interest in an engine that they may not see again
and they do not make the lighter repairs, nor the thorough
inspection and report of defects occurring en route which they

The proper

and only

a

assigned engine. Although it may
pooled engines, particularly when business is heavy, there are instances where regularly assigned engines could be used, and it is preferable to-

do

in a case of the regularly

Ik?

more economical

do so when

consistent.

Locomotive performance

inspections.

by the terminal

Let us not forget thnt the fireman of today is the engineer
tomorrow, and owing to the constantly increased coal
burning capacity of the locomotive, the application of a
mechanical means of supplying the fuel is the only thing
that will make the work sufficiently attractive to enable us to
get and keep the right kind of men on our engine-.
The report was signed by E. Gordon, chairman, J. A.
Cooper, A. N. Willsie, J. O. Clendenen and J. R. Bissett.

include various

of

Handling Locomotives
The

Secure

to

Efficiency

and Fuel Economy

essential requisites to locomotive efficiency are proper
and proper maintenance of power,

design, proper operation

economy always being closely related to
any of the three. The matter of proper design should start
with having the boiler and grate area designed of ample proportion to furnish enough steam to develop the maximum
Some
cylinder horsepower of the cylinders at all times.
of the older boilers are of rather low capacity for the cylinders
the matter of fuel

of the engine, but in late years there has been a decided
tendency toward having 100 per cent boilers. Every modern
locomotive should be equipped with superheater, brick arch

and

power

fire-door;

all

which

of

are

fuel-saving

and

The combustion chamber also
makes for fuel economy and is now in successful use on most
The mechanical stoker should be applied
large locomotives.

capacity-increasing devices.

and although the conditions under which
operate would govern, generally speaking,
engines with over 50,000 lb. tractive power ought to be stoker

to all large engines,

the engine

is

to

fired.

Air compressors and headlight turbines of modern and
most economical design should be used on new power, and
on some old power it will be found in the interest of economy
to replace existing auxiliaries with the mure economical outfits
There are some as yet undeveloped -nines «,f fuel
for locomotives, one of which, the bed water heater,
while still in the experimental stage, will undoubtedly soon
be perfected and put in more or less general use
In designing the engine, front end. grate- and ash-pan
It is accessary to keep
should be given plenty of attention
the air out of the front end. and yet admit it in plenty to
ih pan air openings and
the ash-pan, which means

economy

all joints tight

leaks

and

around the front

also

insufficient

;h

i

nd.

The

effect of front

pan

air

opening

has

end
been

in general to use

facilities.

is

affected to a considerable extent
Terminal facilities may often

fuel or labor-saving appliances, but these
are not always installed in co-ordination with other appliances
Proper terminal layout should be Well
at the same terminal.
as to get the quickest movement into and out of the engine-

house of engines arriving at and departing from terminal*.
Considerable fuel is lost, the expense of handling the engine
is increased, and there are many delays due to improper (resign of terminals. In the past we have been rather shortsighted as regards designing locomotive terminals with a view
of handling increasing sizes of power.
One question in the operation of trains and locomotives
that is very important and is not as a rule given much attenWherever it is
tion is the matter of proper water supply.
possible to change an existing water supply for one of better
quality, it should be done, providing the cost of the change
is not prohibitive, and then, having obtained the best available water, every water should be given the necessary treatment to prevent scale formation and corrosion within the
boiler.
We are all familiar with the many troubles that
result from using hard waters.
Fuel lost from having scaled
heating surfaces is a large expense; boilers operate at reduced
efficiency when scaled up; engines fail and give up train" on
account of Hues leaking, and the cost of boiler maintenance
is
much higher on account of frequent flue, stay-belt and
fire-box renewals.
Most all this can be avoided. Engine
failures due to leaking can be reduced to practically nothing;
stay-bolt trouble can be reduced to a minimum, and considerable fuel will be saved with the proper treatment of all
waters.
This should be done on every railroad, and the
steam user who does not adopt some method of water treatment to avoid incrustation is unprogressive and is losing
money.

M

\i\

1

1

\

w<

i

en

Machinery and Boiler

Proper maintenance depends first on proper inspection and
then on getting the defects corrected which are brought out
b\ this inspection
The pooled locomotive can be run successfully and efi&cientl) if there is adequate terminal inspection and re'pair.
\ot infrequently the officer in charge of
the terminal is under the impression that the only inspection
necessary is searching for loose nuts, missing parts of macracks, hot bearings, etc.. and consequently uses
rather low-grade men for this purpose.
The best man on
the job is none too good for inspection, as a locomotive ought
to be tested for steam blows, pounds and such defed

chinery,
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observed b)

l><

lused

bj

rings, go further
rive,

and

the eye alone.

Steam blows, such a
valve and valve

defective cylinder packing,

waste

toward reducing tlu- efficiency of the Locoxno
great deal more coal than is generally
a

realized.
If tin-

In

inspection and repair of locomotives were carried oul
with federal inspection laws,, prettj good

accordance

results

would be secured; but even though the

ply fully with these laws,

it

is

spirit

is

to

unfortunate thai there

is

com
still

times considerable neglect or rather inefficient inspection
and repairs. All repairs found b) the inspector oughl to be
made, and when possible a check should be made before the
engine leaves to See that all work has been done.
at

\ Few items o\ maintenance, or shop practice, that might
be mentioned are care in laying out shoes and wedges, and
proper maintenance of binders, tramming of engine trucks,
drivers and tender trucks, and the fastening of valve bushings

SO that they

cannot move, making

rings for all engines of a class.

it

It

possible to use standard
will frequently be

found

not correct for engines of the
same class, due to slight differences in the position of the
valve bushing and size of valve rings used.
Perhaps one of the most important items of maintenance

that the steam distribution

is

is

the proper care of superheaters

and superheater

flues.

The

superheater is the greatest fuel-saving device, and as the
saving in fuel depends on the amount of superheat, it follows
that any obstruction which prevents free passage of the hot
gases around the superheating units will result in a reduction in superheat and a corresponding reduction in the
efficiency.
It does not take many trips for superheater flues

become stopped up and unless constant attention in the way
them out in roundhouses is given superheaters
will be found only saving perhaps 50 per cent of what they

to

of blowing

should when properly maintained.

Fuel Department Organization
Although fuel economy depends on proper design, proper
operation and proper maintenance of power, it is necessary in
order to get real results to have a separate fuel organization.
staff officer, in charge of
should devote his entire attention to

This should consist of a general
fuel conservation,

who

the conservation of fuel on locomotives, in shops, at terminals,
water stations and for all miscellaneous purposes. He should
also have jurisdiction over the quality, preparation and
uniformity of coal furnished. It is important that the cleanest

grade of coal should be obtained from each mine in the
district from which the fuel supply comes, and a vigorous
inspection should be maintained to see that the railroad gets
what it is paying for in this respect. Mine weights should,
of course, be 'checked at certain prescribed intervals to know
that accurate weights are being obtained.
To carry out his plans, the general fuel officer should have
divisional fuel supervisors, who should be assigned a certain
territory for all the various details of fuel economy, but whose
principal duty should be the education of firemen in the
economical firing of engines. The fuel organization should
have enough clerical assistants to keep up-to-date records
of fuel performances by individual engine, by engineer and
by fireman, so that performances on any division can be
known and examined at any time. These records give means
of locating the cases where an engine or an engine crew is
operating wastefully, and they also show what progress is
made in saving fuel.
Co-operation with the operating department is, of course,
very important. Monthly divisional fuel meetings should be

held with the superintendent, master mechanic, divisional
At
officials and such employees as can consistently attend.
these meetings progress reports are made, conditions are
analyzed and suggestions invited from all present as to where
improvements in engine or train operation can be obtained
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should attend these division fuel meet
the superintendent should be
the chairman of the divisional fuel committee and conduci the
meetings, as this brings about a mOTC thorough and moouniform understanding of the importance of various marten
effecting fuel economy by operating officials who otherwise

General

fuel officials

ings as often as possible, but

up
some of the details and leave
department The minutes of these fut up
should be furnished to the general manager, general
mighl overlook
me.

1

1

:

1

1

1

i

<

it

al

1

to

the

I

SU

superintendent of motive power, general fuel
official, division superintendent, and master mechanic.
Any progressive movement must be backed by educational
efforts and great stre^- i- laid on the necessity of constant education of enginemen particularly, as they, of all emplo\
intendent]

and also of all others
any way may be concerned in the use or waste of fuel.
The report is signed by J. B. Hurley (Wabash), chairman; Robert Collett (U.'S. R. A.); F. P. Roesch (U. S.
R. A.); B. J. Feeny (U. S. R. A.); and G. E. Anderson
are most responsible for the coal pile,

who

in

(Gt. Nor.).

Discussion

W.

G. Wallace (American Steel Foundries) emphasized

the importance of having a record of the coal consumption

immediately available at the end of each trip.
If this
information is given to the train dispatcher at the end of
the run, it makes it possible to check up the coal consumption, taking into account all the conditions surrounding the
This helps greatly in fixing the responsibility for
trip.
excessive fuel consumption, whether it is due to the operating conditions, the mechanical condition of the power or
the quality of the coal. E. Hartenstein (C. & A.) mentioned
the losses due to slow orders and unnecessary stops.
He
also touched on the qualifications of locomotive inspectors
and stated that men who had received their training in road
work were often better qualified than men from the shop.
V. C. Randolph (U. S. R. A.) called attention to the important part which the locomotive engineer must play in
securing economy in the use of fuel, and advocated that
these men should be taught how to operate the engines at
the greatest efficiency.
Among the common wasteful practices he mentioned especially working the locomotive harder
than is necessary. H. C. Woodbridge (U. S. R. A.) stated
that irregular action of reverse gears

was often responsible

consumption and expressed the opinion
that it is necessary to make improvements in these devices.
A. G. Kinyon (Fuller Engineering Company) advocated a
fuel department organization reporting to the chief execuHe brought out that instruction must be suppletive officer.
mented by adequate supervision to get the best results. B. J.
Feeny (U. S. R. A.) stated that too much attention is given
to accounting for oil and far too little attention to fuel
He also emphasized the fact that the responsibility
records.
for excessive

fuel

for saving fuel extends to all departments.

Caring for Locomotives at Terminals
to Secure Efficiency and Increased Mileage
Assuming

that the locomotives

come from the shops in a

condition to readily develop the state of efficiency for which
they are rated, the efficiency that can thereafter be maintained
and the mileage obtained, will depend largely upon the
thoroughness of the work done upon the locomotive during
The limited facilities of the
general overhauling periods.

average terminal plant should neither be required nor expected to make good the shortcomings of the general repair
shops.

Increased mileage is but another term for maintenance of a
high efficiency, as it pre-supposes less delay along the line
due to locomotive troubles", quicker turning at terminals for
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and a greater number of

service

trips

between shoppings.

The

efficiency of the practices in use at terminals, the extent of

work and the excellence of
general sense determine the measure
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cause cannot be given that the report describes just what
takes pla<

the facilities available for doing

the work, done will in a

of efficiency that can be expected to be maintained at such
It follows that a constant striving for the betterment
of practices, of facilities and of workmanship, are the essen-

places.

needs at terminals to maintain locomotives in an efficient
The traveling
and to increase the mileage obtainable.
engineer should be of valuable assistance to those in charge
of terminals in bringing these betterments about.
tial

state

The

cjuestion

as to

what

for locomotives at terminals

arc
is

tin- best methods of caring
synonymous with, what con-

good roundhouse practice?
Studied from any angle, these two questions constantly
intermingle and seemingly resolve themselves in every case
into the same identical set of fundamental requirements
which, in turn, constitute equally the basic principles of good
roundhouse practice and the essential necessities of locomostitutes

tive maintenance.

These requirements are: Caretaking inspection of the
locomotive by competent locomotive inspectors as soon as
possible after arrival at terminal; the obtaining of an intelligent report from the incoming engineer as to the conditions noted during his trip which were detrimental to the
efficient operation of his locomotive; the proper cleaning of
fire, ash-pan and front end, and attention to the fire and
water while lying at the terminal; a careful inspection by
competent workmen of the troubles and defects as reported
by the engineer and locomotive inspectors and the making
of the necessary repairs and changes in an efficient manner;
the furnishing of the proper engine tools and the necessary
supplies for the outgoing trip, which will include filling of
lubricators and rod cups; frequent riding of the locomotives

the

by the traveling engineer, especially in cases of trouble, the
cause of which is in doubt and usually due to a combination
of adverse conditions.
With the exception of the last mentioned point, these
requirements are incidental to every trip in either direction

where inspection and repair facilities are provided for at each
The maintaining of the least reasonable condition
of efficiency demands that these requirements must be provided for and carried out at least at the end of each day's
work, and is required by the Interstate Commerce Commisterminal.

the points already mentioned, provision
should be made for periodical inspections not usually covered
in work reports, which will include boiler washing, boiler
inspections and inspections of the operating parts enumerated

addition

needed supplies of all
kinds for making the repairs and for renewals, and for shop
equipment and tools necessary for reasonable running repair
maintenance.

Engineer's Reports

Inasmuch as

may have an

them

constitutes a violation of the law.

Carried out in the spirit intended, they stand for good
Where observed, however, only within the
maintenance.
letter of the law, a high state of efficiency is not necessarily
indicated, as many of the rules do not cover the best conditions obtainable, but rather the poorest allowable, and the
The
limitations below which it is not permissible to go.
efficiency obtained will therefore depend upon the spirit in
which these rules are followed out. The inspection should
be thorough and painstaking, inasmuch as defects that result
in delays, breakages and failures, are frequently discernable
only under the closest scrutiny.
In addition to those parts to which attention is called by
the rules referred to, every part subject to wear that would
interfere in any way with the efficient working of the locomotive and all parts subject to severe strains, breakages, or
loosening effects, including nuts, keys and cotter pins, as well
as the condition of all safety appliances, should receive attention.
It is a good plan to have an outgoing inspection, covering conditions of air brakes, injectors, electric headlight, and
for the examination of such parts of
the locomotive as were reported for shop attention.

power reverse gear, and

Where

for any reason the fire is dumped at the terminal,
provision should be made for the inspection and
testing of steam and air-operated devices, such as the air
brakes, injectors, electric headlight, power reverse gear and
similar devices, while still under sufficient steam pressure to

suitable

operate such parts. This guards against defective conditions
in such parts, gives opportunity for repair if any defects
are found, and in the case of air brakes, provides for the

and adjusting of piston travel within proper limits.
All locomotives should be cleaned in order to facilitate the

testing

of inspectors

there are certain troubles

and defects which

important bearing on the efficient operation of
the locomotive, such as steam blows, pounds, and conditions
affecting the steaming properties, which are only discernable
when the locomotive is working, an intelligent report from
the engineer as to the detrimental conditions noted while
running, is of the greatest importance in connection with good
maintenance.
There is scarcely a way in which the traveling engineer
can be of more use to the mechanical department and be of
greater aid in assisting to keep locomotives in an efficient
condition than in seeing that engineers' work reports are
made out in such a manner as to clearly indicate the part
complained of, the nature of the defect to be corrected, the
cause of trouble experienced and in cases where a definite

and shop men.

Shop Facilities and Tools

to

later on; for the carrying in stock of

i

The Locomotive Inspection Bureau of the Interstate Commerce Commission has issued rules governing the inspection
of locomotives which embrace practically every feature of
importance requiring either daily or periodical attention, and
including limitations of wear permissible for certain parts.
These rules are based upon the practical experience of both
the Federal Inspectors and representatives of the most important railroads of the country, and failure to live up to

work

sion rules.

In

Locomotive Inspect

Where

the facilities of a general or so-called back shop
are not readily accessible, adequate means for doing light

work of a reasonable nature should be provided in the
of a small machine and blacksmith shop.
This should
contain at least a lathe, a small shaper, a drill press, a press
repair

way

pushing bushing in and out, a blacksmith forge and a
Such a plant is almost invaluable, providing,
as it does, for both quicker and better work as well as assisting in cutting down the cost of maintenance.
Arrangements
should also lie made for a liberal supply of tools in evervday demand, such as drills, taps, reamers, dies, files,
wrenches, pipe fitters' and boilermakers' tools and others of
like nature not usually provided by the workmen themselves.
The building of larger and heavier locomotives and the
increased weight of various parts which have to be handled,
demand the more or less constant use of portable cranes,
jacks and block and fall, and the same should be provided
for quick and safe work.
An electric or other tvpe of welding machine has also become practically a necessity in
terminals of any size.
for

grind-stone.

Si n rvision, Quale [cation and Methods
Competent supervision over mechanical activities

minals

i-

a

mosl

important factor

in

efficient

at

ter-

locomotive
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Hen

maintenance

for these positions

general

from an) large terminal through which
could be procured, often with poor
facilities for doing work and nunc too competent help, their
success or failure depends largel) upon their own capabilities
and the) find a constanl demand for the exercise of each of

.it

distant

points

immediate

assistance

the qualifications mentioned.
in more or less demand in
is constantly
the varying conditions inmeet
and
means
to
devising ways
cidental to running repair work and in overcoming the
unexpected requirements and emergencies that are constantly
the
It may well be added that the interest taken in
arising.
in
the
feature
dominating
a
will
be
supervision
work by the
Not only should the methods of the workresults achieved.
nun be generally watched to prevent loose methods and bad
practices creeping in, but the completed work should be
frequently examined as a guard against poor work and

Resourcefulness

carelessness.

Turning Power
than the
It must not be overlooked that features other
maintaining of an efficient locomotive enter into the matter
of increased mileage and that insofar as they have to do
with the care of the locomotive while at terminals, they must
work.
lie uiven due consideration in connection with terminal
of

Increased mileage necessarily implies a greater number
trips to be made between shoppings than previously

averaged.

Conditions at terminals which interfere with the promptness with which locomotives may be reached for the
purpose of making needed repairs and for being otherwise
prepared for a quick return to service, tend to prevent increased mileage.
It is usual to consider the cleaning of fires, the obtaining
of coal and water and the turning of the locomotive as
adjuncts to the maintenance and care of power. The extent
of the provisions made for doing this work and the ease with
which the locomotive can reach the points where the work is
to be done, is most important in the quick turning of locomotives, and as a means of bringing about increased mileage.
Lack of adequate provisions in this respect slows up terminal
movements, hinders getting at the locomotive promptly to
make the needed repairs, tends to hurried repairs and to
work being left undone. If frequently leads to badly conconditions and serious
ness in the various stages of
return to service on account
them through the terminal in

gested

delays,

and

fosters

careless-

preparing the locomotives for
of the necessity of crowding
order to turn them with any
degree of promptitude, and in general results in poor conditions and delays, neither of which is conducive to increased
mileage.

in this respect are especially troublesome
where more or less severe winter weather
is experienced and where during such periods they may be
the cause of power conditions becoming very serious.
In this connection it may, therefore, be pointed out that

Poor

facilities

at terminal points

the trackage about terminal plants insofar as it provides for
prompt and free movement of the locomotive in conjunction

obtaining coal and water, getting to
in reaching and departing from
the shop, is important in giving more time for the making of
repairs and lessening the time required for preparing the
In a like manner the adequacy
locomotive for despatching.
of the provisions made for cleaning the fires, for inspection
purposes and for coaling, have an important bearing on the
time required in doing such work and on that necessary in
getting the locomotive otherwise ready for service.

with

cleaning

fires,

Responsibility

ihould be chosen with
to
in refereno

fitness

particulai regard for their
as
experience, good judgment, foresight and resourcefulness,
located
Frequently
men.
handle
well .i- for their ability to
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oi

mi Traveling Engineer

The duties of the Traveling Engineer are of such nature

upon him considerable hare of the responsibility
maintenance of the locomotive over which he has
nominal control.
Being in constanl touch with all the con
ditions that enter into their handling both at the terminal!
and on the road, he cannot well evade uch responsibilit)
In various Ways as through casual inspection of methods
USed and work being done when he is around terminals,
through riding the- locomotive, through investigation of delays
and failures and through his contact with the locomotive
crews, it is within li is power to know just what conditions
He has the
are prevailing with reference to maintenance-.
means of knowing whether his engineers are making intelligent reports or not by occasionally looking over their work
reports.
He has the means of knowing by personal observation and by information gained from delay and failure
reports whether inspectors are competent and painstaking in
Being around terminals for a time at
their work or not.
least, daily, he should know whether or not fire, ash-pan and
front end cleaning is being done properly, and the locomotive cared for in a proper manner while laying over. He
should know by the results obtained as well as by the complaints of the locomotive crew, by his personal experience in
riding and by results of investigation of delays and failures
whether the work being reported is being properly done or
neglected.
He can easily ascertain what is done in reference
to boiler inspection during boiler washing periods and to
other parts during periodical inspection.
In the extent to which he avails himself of this information which is always at his command, and the use to which
he applies it in assisting to maintain efficient conditions,
or in aiding to bring them about, where such are not of the
best, will lie the measure of his share of the responsibility
for the conditions which exist.
It is scarcely sufficient that
he is able to say in explanation of poor conditions, delays

as to place
for

the

work required to better conditions was
be relieved of his share in the responsibility'
for poor conditions he must be able to show that he made
use of all the means within his power to bring about a betterment of conditions. It comes well within the scope of his
authority to take up, consult and advise with those in charge
of terminals as to conditions which come within his observation that are detrimental to maintenance and efficiency and
in regard to which improvement may seem possible.
He will almost invariably find that the information and
advice that he can offer as the result of his observations and
experience will be most gladly received.
As a rule the
terminal authorities are more given to complaining of the
lack of assistance given them by the traveling engineer than
in regard to his insistence on better conditions.
He who
offers friendly advice and assistance is ever more welcome
than he who criticises without offering a remedy.
The traveling engineer should take particular interest in
the prevention of operative practices which tend to decrease
locomotive efficiency, such as moving engines without opening the cylinder cocks, with its ill effects on cylinder and
piston rod packings and the slipping of locomotives in starting them, with its general racking strains.
The report is signed by T. F. Howley, chairman, Joseph
Keller, B. J. Feeny, C. W. Qorning and J. W. Burrows.

and

failures, that the

reported.

To

Discussion

and from the turntable and

W. H. Gallagher (M. K. &

T.) advocated a method of
means of securing greater
efficiency from locomotives.
E. R. Boa (N. Y. C.) brought
out the necessity for co-operation between the traveling
engineer and the roundhouse foreman.
F. L.
Pierce
(C. & A.) described a method of inspection of outgoing
engines by traveling engineers which had brought good
adjusted tonnage rating

as

a

September
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E. F. Boyle (Sou. Pac.) spoke of the damage to
results.
locomotives resulting from improper operation by hostlers,
who often moved the engines when the cylinders were filled
with water. B. J. Feeny (U. S. R. A.) stated that while good
facilities were necessary to secure the best results, a fair
degree of efficiency could be secured by giving attention to
simple matters which required no elaborate equipment, such
as blowing tubes and cleaning grates, as these matters have
a great influence on the operating results secured with the
engines.
W. L. Robinson (B. & O.) mentioned the abuse
of locomotives by incompetent hostlers, and stated that
traveling engineers should have authority over these men

and should

instruct

them

method

in the proper

of handling

engines,
E.

S.

power

Boyle

Pac.)

(Sou.

work reported by

the

all

stated

that,

a

as

rule,

if

enginemen is done, the motive
fairly good condition.
It is, howthe

be kept in
ever, necessary for the traveling engineer to see that the
men do not fail to report necessary work. He advocated
occasional joint inspection by the traveling engineers, genwill

One-Piece Cast Steel Frames
for Electric Locomotives
A

NOTABLE EXAMPLE

L\

eral

foremen and master mechanics to check up the engineers'

A

and

of the large

which are successfully made of

<

intricate

ast Steel

is

parts

the bed

order of electric locomotives
Hartford.
In designing this locomotive, the weight of the built-up frame
was found to be so great that the total weight would exceed
For that reason the Commonwealth
the allowable limit.
Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., was asked to submit a deThe general plan for such a casting had been worked
sign.
out by the company's engineering department, but the 10
beds for the New Haven locomotives were the nr>t to be
casting

built for the

for

New

the

latest

York,

New Haven &

made.

The
and

l>ed is 32 ft. 4 in. long, weighs 17,000 lb.
probably the most difficult casting of its kind ever

locomotive

is

attempted.
of

parts,

One-Piece, 17,000-Pound Steel Bed Casting for

This single unit replaces a very large number
reducing the weight and increasing the

greatly

New Haven

Electric

Locomotive

Numerous bolts and nuts have been eliminated
become loose and allow play, especially at the pedestals.

strength.

that

reports.

M3

stating that it was the opinion
should be responsible engine inspectors and night roundhouse foremen at all engine ter-

This will result in a considerable saving in the cost of
maintenance and repairs. This locomotive bed strikingly

minals.

eonstruction.

of

resolution

the

was passed

association

there

Other Business
At the session held on Friday, the report of the committee
on amalgamation with the American Railroad Association
The committee stated that
was received and discussed.
in view of the fact that the duties of the traveling engineer
were not strictly mechanical work nor transportation work,
but a combination of the two, it believed that the best results
would not follow from amalgamation as a division of either

illustrates the adaptability of cast steel to certain types of
It not only provides an irregular contour of
meml>ers for clearance without sacrificing strength, but also
facilitates securing various cross sections of all members.
correctly proportioned in size to correspond with various
stresses, at the same time providing the required flexibility

in the structure.

the operating section or the mechanical section, but by the
creation of a separate section to take over the activities of
This course had been
the Traveling Engineers' Association.

suggested to the officers of the American Railroad Association, but no answer had been received, and in view of this
situation the committee was continued.
The by-laws of the association were amended to leave the
selection

of the place of meeting entirely

in

the

hands

of

the executive committee.

The
Kell,

following

officers

Grand Trunk;

were

first

elected:

President.

vice president,

W.

E.

Southern; second vice-president, L, R. Pyle, Railroad
istration;

third

vice-president,

E.

Alton; fourth vice-president, J.
Central; fifth vice-president, E. F.

C

\

Preston,

Admin

Chicago 82
H. DeSalis, New York
Boyle, Southern Pacific;
1

lartenstein,

W. O. Thompson, New York Central; treasurer,
David Meadows, Michigan Central; members of executive
secretary,

committee, F. P. Roesch, Railroad Administration; B.
Feenv, Railroad Administration; J. Keller, Lehigh Valley.

J.

n. y.

Women

Section

Hands Working on Railroad Line en

Mumansk Front

the

Recommends

C. C.

I.

Consolidated Classification

Decision Follows an Extensive Investigation.

Dissenting

Opinion by Commissioner Woolley
\

repori

signed

"by

the

commission,"

In Commerce Commission recommends

That evidence will be referred to later in the
were advised by tin- director of traffic that he
had under consideration also the advisability of canceling the
exceptions to all classifications, but that commodity rates
hat
might he established in lieu thereof in proper cases.
matter, however, has not been referred to us for investigation

Interstate

the

1

to the director general

of railroads a consolidated classification to be adopted in
place of the presenl official southern and western classificaThe commission
tions by railroads under federal control.
finds that this consolidated classification is also reasonable
The
for application by road- not under federal control.

articles

in

the official,

was possible

at

a

and re< ommendation.
The consolidated lassification
not uniform.

same as now.

they could not by January

1,

and western classificaintended to be filed with
the Commission, with a separate I. C. C. number for each
territory.
In other words, from a legal or technical standIt is
point, it is to be three classifications in one volume.
not much larger and is no more complicated than any one

1919,

uniform classification, to
which was assigned the duty of working out a common set
of rules and descriptions for the three general classifications.
This committee made disappointingly slow progress, largely
because of technical considerations and the disposition of
the carriers in each territory to force their views and measures

and uniformity sought, and, in addition thereto, proposes
increases and reductions in ratings, most of which,
however, have no necesary connection with the work assigned
The volume was not filed with us as a
to the committee.

of expediency upon the carriers in the other territories.
It
was abolished shortly after the proposed consolidated classification was prepared.

tariff schedule.

tion

and give him our recommendations

visability of

adopting

it

for application

investiga-

relative to the ad-

;

tions

and

the unification of the rules

The

by carriers under

We

accordingly instituted this proceeding
of inquiry and investigation into the reasonableness and
propriety of its provisions. We made respondents all of the
carriers subject to the act and which were not under federal
control, in order that the same classification might, if that
course were found advisable, be prescribed for their use also.
The special committee distributed about 14,000 copies of
the volume among carriers, state commissions, interested shippers and shippers' organizations throughout the country, each
copy accompanied by a notice of this proceeding. Hearings
were held at Boston, Mass.; New York, N. Y. Chicago, 111.;
Omaha, Neb.; Portland, Ore.; San Francisco, Cal.; Denver,
Colo.; Fort Worth, Tex.: New Orleans, La.; Atlanta, Ga.,
and Washington, D. C. Nearly 15,000 pages of testimony
were taken and over 800 exhibits were filed. The evidence
of objectors or protestants was generally confined to the
proposed increases, changes in the nature of increases, and
new items. In other words, objections to a particular item
were not heard unless the item proposed to put some new or
added burden upon shippers. Most of the evidence relates
to the increased ratings.
The consolidation of the classificafederal control.

and descriptions, gen-

erally speaking, were received with favor.

As we understand it, the consolidated classification was
proposed as a general standard classification to supersede
not only the existing issues of the official, southern, and
western classifications, but also all state classifications, and
at the request of the director of traffic we have received evidence as to the general effect of canceling the various state

in use.

carriers created their committee on

many

we make an

now

consolidated classification is the result of effort toward
uniformity extending over a long term of years, and since
uniform rules and descriptions are necessary before uniformity in ratings is possible, it marks an important step
toward a uniform classification. Definite action in the direction of uniformity was taken about 10 years ago, when the

which accomplishes the consolidation

director general requested that

is

The

Shortly thereafter the director of traffic of the railroad administration, after conference with us, appointed a special
committee of experienced classification men to carry out the
work he had in mind. This committee prepared and submitted a volume entitled "Proposed Consolidated Freight

The

amended,

of the three general classifications

modity descriptions with three rating columns, one for each
territory, subtended, and with one set of general rules.

1,"

In a majority of the items, the ratings arc tin
The consolidated classification would preserve

tions, and, as finally

or sooner, effect a consolidation of the three general classifications into one volume containing one set of uniform com-

Classification No.

not a uniform classifica-

the identity of the official, southern,

and descriptions of

southern, and western classifications
we accordingly in-

why

is

1

tion in the full sense of the term, because all the ratings are

not distant date, and

quired of the carriers

We

I

commission says in part:
In our annual report- to Congress we have from time to
time mentioned our efforts to stimulate' work in the direction
Early in
6f greater uniformity in freight classifications.
1918 it was apparent, in view of the progress already made,
that a complete unification of the rules

lassifications.

report.

special

committee which prepared the consolidated
chairman of the committee on

classification consisted of the

uniform
tern

classification, the

Classification

chairman of the

committees,

Classification Committee,

now

a
its

member

Official

and West-

Southern
chairman, and our classiof

the

In consolidating the classifications and unifying the rules and descriptions the members of the special
committee are understood to have been guided largely by their
fication agent.

own

They were

not of one mind in respect to some
have proposed in the rules and descriptions.
Numerous concessions were made and some long
standing and deep rooted controversies growing out of territorial or local traffic policies were cast aside.
There are
instances in which the existing rules as to a given situation
and the descriptions, even of like articles, differ widely in
the three classifications, and in respect of certain items some
radical changes were necessary in order to accomplish the
ideas.

of the changes they

desired uniformity.

As stated, the consolidated classification also proposes many
changes in ratings. The special committee was not directed,
however, to change ratings where that was not necessarily or
reasonably incident to changes in descriptions.
The task
assigned to the special committee was merely the completion
of the work begun years ago by the committee on uniform
classification, which committee had nothing whatever to do
with ratings. The changes in ratings were proposed, not by
the special committee as a body, but by the representatives of
the respective territorial committees, individually and on their
own initiative. The representative of each classification
committee undertook a realignment of the ratings in his
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own

classification, in accordance with what he conceived to
be proper principles and considerations.
Our representative

on the special committee had no voice in fixing any of the
proposed ratings.
There was no concerted effort to make
the ratings uniform, but the desirability of uniformity seems
to have been kept in mind, and as to a number of items where
there were considerable differences in the existing ratings
in the three classifications, changes were proposed which
effected a greater degree of uniformity, particularly in the
higher classes.
Changes proposed for the purpose of attaining a greater degree of uniformity have more of an upward
than a downward trend.
The table below, showing the nature and number of
changes and new items proposed, was prepared by the special
committee and submitted with its report to the director of
traffic:

Number
changes

of

645

without changes
serious effect

in

rate

upon any

scales

and.

our view,

in

without

one, particularly in so far as less-

than-carload ratings are concerned.
In large part different
ratings in the three territories are not due to actual or substantial differences in circumstances and conditions, but are
the result of mere differences of opinion and the natural inclination of traffic officials to give expression to their respectheories

tive

of

classification.

For instance, on furniture

than carloads, the chairman of the official committee,
following a pra< tic e of long standing in his territory, proposes

in less

the

same rating

for the articles

or crated.

The chairmen

I

wrapped

as for the articles

of the southern

and western

committees in some instances do the same thing; in others the)
do not, but propose ratings one or two classes higher for
articles wrapped than if boxed or crated.
Moreover, the
proposals of the three chairmen, even as to one and the same
article

of furniture,

are in

in the classifications

some cases directly opposed

to

each other.
Nature of changes
Inciesse

in

Southern

Western

Total

890
47S
136
342
229

2,574

393
464

39
1,144

1,665

3,258

5.S59

Official

ratings

Reduction in ratings
Carlo&d ratings eliminated*
Increases in minimum weights
Reductions in minimum weights
Carload mininum weights to which rule 34
is added, subiecting them to the graduate ^cale
Additions or

new items

Total

1

4

599

194

3,857
1,840
141
1,135

73

61

363

49

132
425

3,234

,673

10,790

898

1

220

*The number
included

in

of carload ratings established does not appear, but they are
tne reductions.

A
We

Uniform

Classification

have stated that the consolidated classification

marks

Our
an important step toward a uniform classification.
hitherto most important case in which the matter of classification uniformity was considered was the Western ClassiI. C. C, 442, decided December 9, 1912.
In that proceeding the lines parties to the western classification sought to establish a large number of changes, including
revised rules and descriptions which had been recommended
by the committee on uniform classification. We there discussed classification matters rather fully and stated that in
our opinion a uniform classification was practicable, but that
there were great difficulties to be overcome, particularly in so
In the instant case
far as uniform ratings are concerned.
several traffic organizations, one or two state commissions,
and a number of the shippers who would be adversely affected
by the changes proposed in the consolidated classification as
a result of efforts toward uniformity went on record as being
opposed to, or at least not advocating, a uniform classification,
contending that there are such wide differences in conditions
in the various parts of the country as to make a uniform
classification impracticable and undesirable.
We are now,
as formerly, fully convinced that a uniform classification,
with such exceptions or commodity rates as may be necessary

fication Case, 25

in special cases, is practicable

and

desirable,

and practical

uniformity should not be unnecessarily delayed.
Naturally
there must be both increases and reductions, which may
adversely or advantageously affect individual shippers and
carriers, but a broad view of the situation justifies the statement that carriers and shippers alike will be amply repaid
in the end by the benefit- which will accrue from uniformity.
The fact that a uniform classification would be of convenience is a consideration of relatively minor importance; we
have advocated uniformity because it is an essential part of
the general scheme which contemplates greater consistency in
rate making and elimination of discriminations and inequalities.

Placing the ratings

in juxtaposition in three parallel colopposite the descriptions impresses us as never before
with the great lack of consistency thai exists among the three
Many of the inconsistencies are due
classification territories.

umns

to consideration.^ of

minor importance and could be removed

General Observations
As we have pointed out, most of the increases proposed
have no necessary connection with the work of consolidating
and descriptions. None of them, except such as
were necessarily or reasonably incident thereto, were contemplated by us when we suggested a unification of the rules
and descriptions, and, as we understand it, were not in the
mind of the director of traffic when he appointed the special
committee. When the case was assigned for hearing we did
not realize that there was such a vast number of changes
that had no necessary connection with the work required
the rules

of the special committee.

The director general did not intend that the consolidated
classification should be a revenue measure, and the chairmen
of the classification committees disclaim any purpose on their
make it such. While in fact it would yield the carsome additional revenue, the record is convincing that,

part to
riers

in the main, the proposed increases reflect conscientious efforts

bring about a proper relationship of ratings and to fairly
distribute transportation expenses over the various articles
of traffic.

to

A

study of the changes in ratings proposed by the classichairmen disclosed inconsistencies in each territorv
which apparently we could not endorse. We therefore made
a comprehensive analysis of the existing and proposed ratings to ascertain whether or not we could properly recommend,
with modifications, the somewhat general revision of ratings
proposed, or an amplification of those proposals.
We find
fication

that

we can not properly recommend

that

many and important changes

as

either for the reason
to

which

interested

shippers have had no notice or opportunity to be heard would
be included.

Our analysis of existing and proposed ratings was made
with a view of also ascertaining what changes in existing
ratings other than those proposed would, in the judgment
of our classification and general traffic experts, formed
without fully hearing shippers or carriers that would be affected
thereby, be proper to propose in any general revision
of
ratings having for its principal purpose attainment
of a
higher degree of uniformity.
The results of this analysis
appear in Appendix No. 6, and constitute practically a uniform

classification so far as the first four classes are
conThe results of this laborious work are thus preserved.

cerned.

They

will be available

and valuable in the future as efforts
of uniformity progress.
They must be understood to be the tentative views of our expert assistants
who
heard the case and in no sense as findings or
conclusive suggestions by US.
However, the suggestions in this appendix,
so far as they affect descriptions, packing
specifications,
in the direction

minimum and

and

estimated weights are adopted as recommendations by us without prejudice.
We can not recommend the increased ratings as proposed,
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Mi.

>.ui u
recommend, oritfa modifications, those proposed
unaccompanied b\ manj others that have qc4 been proposed
.mil as to which do opportunity for hearing affected parties
h.i> been afforded
We shall noi recommend any changed
ratings except as the establishment of new items may in
directlj effect changes, and such changes as may be a a<
sarj part of the establishment of uniform descriptions of
articles, uniform nunmuiin weights, or uniform packing reOur recommendations as to such changes will
quirements,
not prejudice any complaint that may be filed as to individual
changes that are believed by complainanl to resull in un
reasonable rates or in undue prejudice,
Commissioner Woolley, dissenting in part. 9aid:
ttoi

At the close of the majority

report, 54

I.

C,

C.

72,

I,

I

resen'ed the privilege of announcing separately my view- oin
this subject
The course this proceeding has taken and the

conclusions announced by the majority lead toe to the conviction that our administrative functions have been pressed
into the background by a seemingly nice, yet in my judgment
wholly unwarranted, judicial finding, which unhappily
a
prevents

expedient

urgently sought by

and

effective

progress

the commission

itself

toward
for

a

result

more than

a

score of years.

apprised by the commission in
uniform classification, and 10
years later. 1907, was informed that the carriers then had
taken definite steps to establish it.
Also in this latter year
the National Association of Railway Commissioners unanimously adopted a resolution requesting the Congress to "enact
a law requiring the Interstate Commerce Commission at once

The Congress was

KS

(

>7

first

of the desirability of a

*."
*
*
proceed to make a uniform classification
Since then in nearly every annual report for the past 10
years the commission has informed the Congress of the
made by
rather lack of progress I would say
progress
Apparently the theory
the carriers toward the end sought.
to

—

—

was that the task should primarily be left to the carriers
work out, and that course was followed. After at least
10 years' endeavor real results were still in the promising
stage, and it was not until the properties and operations of
the carriers fell under federal control that the commission
finally succeeded in having brought forward suggestions for
greater uniformity in the concrete form of a consolidated
classification.
Judging from previous progress this was posto

sible only because the railroads of the country were being
operated as a unit under a single directing head.
The director general did not seek by independent action
to give effect to the proposed classification; he did not assume the responsibility of filing the classification pursuant
to the regulating statute, but simply sought our recommendations as he was authorized to do under section 8 of the
federal control act, and we so reported the situation to the
Congress.
I mention these facts merely to emphasize the
status in which the classification reached us and to make it
plain that the recommendations sought could be given as a
matter of course without adversely affecting the legal rights
Their day in court could not be taken from
of Clippers.

them in that way.
Presumably, in the light of the commission's inquiry as
to the possibility for complete uniformity of "rules and
description" by January 1, 1919, and the fact that the consolidated classification contemplated an even greater and
more important degree of uniformity in the sense that it
proposed greater uniformity in ratings and numerous other
changes, the director general was disinclined to

file

it

as a

recommendations of
may, the form of presentation

classification without first obtaining the

the commission.
left

Be

that as

it

us free to bring into play our administrative functions

There was no
unhampered by technical legal strictures.
issue presented for trial and no judicial finding to be reached
under the act to regulate commerce, unless, technically, the
commission ftself raised such an issue by making respond-

Vol

ents the comparatively

fevi

short line!

not undei

67,

No. 13

federal cob

which are sustained Largely by their share of trunk Lint
i. itigoverned b) tin- three pi
ifications now n
pal cla
force,
As
view the situation, however, we were asked only
loi
recommendations, and wen free to give them, in aa
administrative sense, both ;is to the carriers under federal
control and the remaining few that had been relinquished,
trol,

I

without prejudicing the rights or interests of either shippers
or carriers.

Based upon th< same deep stud) billowed by tin experts
on the several classification committees and the Bpecial com
nutter created by the Railroad Administration, and after a
wide field of inquiry and hearing, the combined judgment ot
our attorney-examiner and classification agent was not only
to sustain in a large measure the suggested changes in ratings
but to advocate the immediate adoption, as shown in Ap
pendix No. o of the majority report, of almost complete
uniformity with respect to the first four (lasses as well as
the partial uniformity suggested in the remaining classes.
With commendable prudence the\ worked over the mass of
detail and out of it marshalled a real approach toward the
result the commission has sought for more than a score of
years.
The parts of the work which proposed substantial
uniformity in ratings, and likewise the parts of the work
of the several committees which proposed desirable changes
I refer to the proposals and suggestions that reach beyond
uniformity of "rules and description"
are passed' to the
director general by the commission, not with recommendations, but, as I read the majority report, with the suggestions
that these parts be merely laid upon the shelf labeled "preserved for future reference."
In course of a few years we
may again hear of this work, but is it not likelv then to be
labeled "obsolete"?
There has thus been another move in what may be likened
to a game of chess commenced in 1897; the director general
passed to the commission the question of changed ratings
and the commission passed it back. The reason assigned
for declining to make recommendations in respect of ratings
is
"that many important changes as to which interested
shippers have had no notice or opportunity to be heard would
To my mind this means about the same as
be included."
sustaining a demurrer to a dilatory plea in an ordinary lawsuit, rather than the exercise of an administrative function.
We have ample authority under section 15 of the act to prescribe reasonable classification ratings and rates, and in my
judgment the commission will not accomplish the uniformity
in classification which for years it has been seeking, and
which it evidently believes would be reasonable, until we
affirmatively exercise our administrative functions in that

—

—

direction.

In the recommendations

made

I

concur only because they

are a step in the right direction; but I am unwilling to
acquiesce in declining recommendations in respect to uniform

upon the ground that changes are suggested of which
shippers have had no notice or have not been heard, when
the rights of such shipper are amply protected by the statute.
In expressing this view I do not wish to convey the impression that I favor, either in the form of uniform classification ratings or otherwise, substantial increases in rates
I am opposed to that course and
for revenue purposes.
have been since the beginning of this proceeding; moreover,
ratings

the presentation of the proposed classification was accompanied by an express disavowal that it was intended as a

The point I wish to emphasize is that
revenue measure.
recommendations looking toward uniform ratings and the
prompt establishment of a uniform classification could have
been made without, in a legal sense, approvfcig or authorizIf any unwarranted and unjustifiable
ing increased rates.
rate increases resulted such shippers as found themselves
adversely affected promptly could seek and secure relief
under the provisions of the regulating statute.

News Department

General

the directors an anuual rental of $3,600,000, this amount being based on the average earnings of the last ten years. The
directors asked $5,800,000, basing their demand on the net
receipts in 1913.

The Seaboard Air Line has decided to use oil fuel in the
locomotives on its lines south of Hamlet, N. C, and has contracted for a supply of oil from Mexico.

The Mechanical Section of the American Railroad Association has given notice that the Rules of Interchange as revised in June, 1918, will he continued in effect until November

At the threshold of bankruptcy, is the present position of
the railroads of America, according to Robert F. Maddox of
Atlanta, Ga., president of the American Bankers' Association.
The statement was made in the course of an address
before the Illinois State Convention of the American BankThe cause,
ers' Association, held recently at La Salle, 111.
Mr. Maddox declared, was that the nation's roads never had
been able to convince the federal rate making body of their
financial need.
His address also included a plea for a solution of the present railroad problem that would be free of all
political consideration.

1919.

1,

of Representatives has passed a bill taking away
to change rates without the
The
approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
House bill amends a bill already passed in the Senate and

The House

from the President the power

now goes

to conference.

The Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight
Handlers', Express and Station Employees has been ordered
to take a strike vote to enforce demands made to the Railroad Administration by the Brotherhood on August 18, according to statement accredited to J. J. Forrester, president
of the brotherhood.

W.
now a

Merrifield,

lately

fireman on the

sergeant

in

the

British

Six and a half miles

army, but

Algoma Central & Hudson Bay, was inroyal train when the Prince of Wales

The Sandusky (Ohio) Chamber

of

Commerce

has instituted

campaign for the early realization of the project to build
a bridge across Sandusky Bay with available tracks for the
Northwestern Ohio, thereby giving it an entrance to Sandusky. A general committee of bankers, manufacturers and
merchants has been appointed to push the project to complea

A

of Youngstown, Ohio, has applied for a writ of
to force the Erie to proceed at once with grade
The application claims that
separation work in that city.
the road has not proceeded with due diligence to acquire land
needed for the elimination of a number of crossings and in

meantime property values have advanced, which
a loss to the city, as

it

is

and

it

is

officially

train

robbery on the Canadian National, near Harlaka,

a short distance from Quebec, on the morning of September
The train was
18, is said to have netted the robbers $100,000.

The city
mandamus

the

ft.,

utes.

tion.

mean

the latest airplane altitude record;
18, by Roland Rohlf.

reported.
This is 5,610 ft. higher than the highest peak of
the Himalayas, the highest mountain in the world. At about
17,000 ft. the airplane became invisible from the earth and was
out of sight for an hour. The aviator wore an oxygen mask,
and began inhaling oxygen when he was at a height of 20,000
ft.
For twenty minutes he was in a temperature of 43 degrees
below zero. The management of the machine in the rarefied
air above 31,000 ft., was very difficult.
On the following day
Rohlf rose from the ground to a height of 2,000 ft. in ten min-

to board the
passed over that line, and was invested by the prince with
the Victoria Cross. Sergeant Merrifield won this decoration
at Cambrai in October, 1918.

vited

is

made near New York on September
The exact indicated height was 34,610

will

responsible for 35 per cent of

the expen

Several hundred claims againsl the American Railway ExCompany, for goods lost, wen- the suhject of a conference
of merchants in Philadelphia lasl week, the claims hcing for
packages which were collected from shippers by a thief, disWhether or
guised as a truck driver for the express company.

the Ocean Limited, eastbound. Five masked robbers appeared
in the mail car, while the train was in motion, having smashed
in the rear door of the car; and after intimidating the mail
clerks, and taking the money, which was in coin, in bags,
they jumped off the train while it was approaching the next
station, St. Thomas; the robbery was not discovered, however, until the train had run about 25 miles farther, to Can
St. Ignace, where the conductor became suspicious at the
silence in the mail car.
lie went in, and found the five clerks
hound with ropes.

press

Dr. John D. Robertson, health commissioner of the City of
Chicago and head of the Smoke Prevention Bureau, recently

not the claims have been presented to the company is not stated.
The merchants are going to demand payment for their losses
is responsible for failure
on the ground that the ex]
to prevent the unauthorized use of it- drivers' uniform.

declared, in connection with a smoke prevention drive he is
now conducting, that smoke from locomotives in the city of
Chicago must be eliminated.
Just how this can be accomplished Dr. Robertson is not quoted as saying. A recent newspaper statement quotes him as saying:
"I don't
They can
care how the railroads end the smoke nuisance.
use smokeless coal, change their boilers or do anything they

smoking engines must stop- No excuses will
Railway executive-, master mechanics, and locomotive
firemen and engineers were called into conference in Dr. Robertson's office and plans were formulated for reducing the
smoke nuisance insofar as the railroads entering Chicago are
concerned.
desire, but the

"Fire-Prevention Day," October 9, is to be converted, this
year, in Chicago, into a "fire and accident prevention day."
The Chicago Association of Commerce has promulgated this
title, and lias urged all resident- of the city to co-operate in
the reduction of accidents and in the prevention of fires. October 9 is the anniversary of the Chicago fire, and public exercises are to be held. The circular- issued in this campaign
refer repeatedly to the success ol the Railroad Administration
in conducting its "no-accidcut week" and similar campaigns.
Sir Alfred W. Smithers, chairman of the board of direi
of the Grand Trunk Railw.n of Canada, has agreed to submit to arbitration the question of the terms on which the
Grand Trunk System shall I"' transferred to the Dominion
Government, the decision o the arbitration tribunal to be
accepted as final by both sides. The Government has offered

go."

The United Mine Workers

of America, in

convention

at

addition to advocating an alliance with
the railroad brotherhoods, have further co-operated with the
latter in opposition to the clauses in the Cummins bill, now
pending in the Senate, prohibiting strikes in the railroad industry.
In addition, they have formulated a demand for a
on per cent increase in wages, a limit of six hours upon the
lay's labor underground, a five-day week with time and a
half for overtime and double time for work on Sundays and
holidays.
A joint wage scale conference is to be held with

Cleveland, Ohio,
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in
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operat
the central competitive district al Buffalo,
Should
\ Y„ at which
d
new agreement will be
conference in time to b*
no agreemenl be reached .it
ratified by the convention, which will be reconvened at In
dianapolia for thai purpose, a general strike of all bituminous
coal miners in the United States will automatically ensue <>n

Pullman Conductor's Pay Further Increased

the

.i

i

1

November

1 1

--

1.

A

shortage of labor, housing and storage facilities has led
congestion of freight .it the Detroit (Mich.) terminals
and .in a result an embargo on less than carload freight lias
been considered as a means of eliminating this cong istion.
The terminal warehouses arc full of household goods, in
addition to which there is a large accumulation at the pus
cut time in cars on the terminal tracks that is unable to reach
In addition many families arriving in
the terminal warehouses.
Detroit with their household effects have been forced to re
ship them to their former homes because of the congestion
Efforts are being made to force consignees to remove their
shipments at the end oi the three-day storage period allowed
them and it is hoped by this means to eliminate the congesIt is believed by railroad operating
tion to a certain extent.
officers at Detroit that if freight can be moved from the
terminal warehouses within the three-day time limit, much
of the presenl trouble will be eliminated and the railroads
will be able to handle the situation without placing an embargo in effect.
!..

,i

Florida is the latest state to be advertised by the Railroad
Its advantages as an agricultural state are
Administration.
presented in an illustrated booklet issued by the Division of
P. H. Rolfs, dean of the FlorTraffic, Agricultural Section.
ida Agricultural College, who extends a welcome to homeseekers, says that the opportunities offered by Florida are
unsurpassed in any part of America; and America is the best
of the world. "Florida is a land of undeveloped opportunity,
as well as a land of almost unlimited agricultural possibility.
It is a land in which agriculture is new, giving an opportunity for the largest range of imagination and constructive
Nature has done almost everything to make
ability.
The cold is
this an ideal land for agricultural development.
rarely severe, even in northern Florida, and the hottest summer
days are comparatively mild, sunstroke being unknown. The
."
educational advantages of the state are second to none.
Ralph X. Greene, State Health Officer, writes about health
Dependable information is given regarding the
conditions.
state's farm production, transportation facilities, markets,
roads, schools, churches and living conditions.
.

.

.

.

Meeting of Western Chief Special Agents
Chief special agents and heads of special service departments of all roads in the Central Western Region attended
a meeting at Chicago on September 12, called by Hale
H olden, regional director of the Central Western Region,
at the request of R. S. Mitchell, chief of the Secret Service and
Police Section of the United States Railroad Administration,
to form a permanent regional organization of chief special
agents and heads of special service departments for co-operative

work

of material benefit for the protection of property.

Enimett Gregg, chief special agent of the Atchison, Topeka,
& Santa Fe, with office at Topeka, Kans., was elected president of the new organization; H. A. Koach, inspector in the
Secret Service and Police Section of the Railroad Administration, was appointed inspector at Chicago, and James
Dahlman, also an inspector in the Secret Service and Police

The
Section, was appointed inspector at Omaha, Xebr.
new association will appoint a committee having among its
members representatives from railroad centers throughout
the region. It will be the duty of this committee to appoint
other committees at the smaller terminals or junction points.
The chief special agent of the line having the most business
at thes<e points will designate his special agent as chairman
Mr. Mitchell has also appointed
of these subcommittees.
an advisory committee of chief special agents, one from each
region in the United States, who will meet with him to further direct the work. T. E. Pratt, chief special agent of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at Chicago, will
represent the Central Western Region on this committee.
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A

readjustment of the wages <>t sleeping and parlor car
has been made by the Railroad Administration
whit h givi
nun, numbering about 24,000, a further
ase of from $10 to $15 a month, retroactive to M
1919,
This increase is in addition to tin- general rai
$25 which was granted under general oxler \<>. 27 (April
ll.
That increase was based mi incorrect data con1919),
cerning working conditions, and the Pullman conductors did
not receive an in.
a par with other railroad emees.
The Railroad Administration talis attention to the
fact that the present is not a further incr<
from
the demands of employees, but merely a readjustment to
rect an error.
luctors

i

i

Safety on the Southern Pacific
In announcing the National Railroad Accident Prevention
Drive, R. J. Clancy, in charge of this work for the Southern
Pacific, Lines South of Ashland, calls attention to the fact
that during the last 12 years the Southern Pacific has transported approximately half a billion revenue passengers
(19,000,000,000 revenue passenger miles) with such a high
degree of safety that, relatively, a passenger may travel on
the Southern Pacific the equivalent of seven hundred and
sixty thousand times around the world without danger of
loss of life in a train accident.
One of the safest places in
the world is on a Southern Pacific train. "We have demonstrated ability to safeguard the traveling public, but what
about safeguarding each other?
Are we manifesting the
same degree of interest and care in safeguarding ourselves?
Our record in this respect is good, but we can make it better."

American Legion on the Pennsylvania
Employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
fice in

Philadelphia,

who have been

at the

general of-

in the military or naval

service, number over 1,400, and "Pennsylvania Railroad Post,
No. 204," of the American Legion has just been formed. Over

500

men

ter

members.

first meeting, and were enrolled as charTwelve such posts have been started on the

attended the

lines of the Pennsylvania, east of Pittsburgh, and it is expected that the national body will approve of the wish of the
employees to call these, permanently, Pennsylvania Railroad
Posts. Altogether, on the eastern lines of the Pennsylvania,
over 18,000 employees entered the military or naval service
in the World War.
Among those who have joined Post No.
204, are Brigadier General W. W. Atterbury, Colonel H. C.
Booz, Colonel C. M. Bunting, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Study
and Lieutenant-Colonel I. A. Miller. The president of Post
No. 204 is Claude Liddy and the Secretary, J. M. O'Brien.

The

Labor Conference
announced a list of 22 men whom

President's

he
President Wilson has
has invited to represent the general public at the conference
to be held at Washington, October 6, to discuss relations between capital and labor.
Twenty-two representatives of
labor and an equal number of employers are also to be seThe President's list is as follows:
lected.
Bernard M. Baruch of XT ew York, former chairman of the
War Industry Board; Robert S. Br-ookings of St. Louis, former chairman of the Price Fixing Committee of the War Industries Board; John D. Rockefeller, Jr.; Elbert H. Gary,
chairman, United States Steel Corporation; Dr. Charles W.
Eliot, president Emeritus of Harvard; Charles Edward Russell, of New York; John Spargo, of Vermont; O. E. Bradfute, Xenia, Ohio, president Ohio Farm Bureau Federation;
Ward Burgess, Nebraska; Fuller R. Callaway, La Grange,
Ga., cotton manufacturer; Thoma;s L. Chadbourne, New
York; Charles G. Dawes, president Central Trust Company,
Chicago; H. B. Endicott, Milton, Mass.; Edwin F. Gay, dean
graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University; George R. James, Memphis, Tenn. Thomas D. Jones,
Chicago; A. A. Landon, Buffalo; E. T. Meredith, Des Moines,
Iowa, editor Successful Farming; Gavin McNab, San Francisco; L. D. Sweet, Carbondale, Col.; Louis Titus, San Fran;
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of the

Cotton Belt

tracks of the St. Louis Southwestern, in Texas, are unsafe

normal operation, according to a telegram given out at
Austin by the chairman of Texas Railroad Commission, the telefor

gram being signed by J. M. Herbert, president of the railway
company. The telegram, as printed in Texas papers, reads:
"Undoubtedly portions of the St. Louis Southwestern tracks in Texas
have reached a point through failure and neglect of maintenance by Railroad
Administration of unsate condition for normal operation, as evidenced by
accidents killing and injuring employees and others, traceable directly to
inadequate inspection and maintenance.
In my opinion it is the duty of
your commission to make an immediate inspection with view of having conditions lmpioved.
If you desire any assistance or further information
fiom mc shall be glad to respond."

The commission

651

entered military or naval service and a special fund was created to provide financial assistance for these employees, as
well as their families, in case of necessity.
In April of the
following year when the United States declared war on Germany, it was decided to continue the same arrangement during the world war, and employees who were members of the
Relief bund and who were disabled while in military or naval
service, have regularly received the benefits provided by the
rules.
A special bureau was established in Philadelphia,
which kept in touch with the military authorities; and the
Voluntary Relief Department made prompt payment of benefits accruing to employees in the same manner as though
they had been in the service of the railroad at the time

replied to Mr.

tailed information,

Herbert with a request for depromising to make inspections where neces-

Steel Strike Situation

sary.

The

Louis Southwestern is in the Southwestern Region,
B. F. Bush, regional director, and the federal manager is William
N. Neff.
St.

Public Ownership Conference
the railroad question and the Plumb Plan solution
problem "the first and most important subject
on the program," a public ownership conference will be held
under the auspices of the Public Ownership League of America in Chicago on November 15, 16 and 17. The general purpose of the conference, as stated in the announcement "is to
study the problems of public ownership, to get the ideas of
the most careful and competent utility experts in America,
to hear the methods and plans of those who have made a success of public ownership in this and other countries and to
devise ways and means for the advancement of the public
ownership, efficient operation and democratic control of pubGlenn E. Plumb, author of the Plumb Plan for
lic utilities."
government ownership of the railways and their operation by
the railway employees, will speak, and may, according to the
announcement, enter into a debate on the subject, the negative side of which will be taken by a representative selected
by the United States Chamber of Commerce, provided, of
course, this organization accepts the invitation which has
been extended to it. Lawrence B. Finn, chairman of the Kentucky State Railroad Commission, W. L. McKenzie King.
leader of the Liberal Party in Canada and Frank P. Walsh,
formerly of the War Labor Board will also speak on the rail-

With

of the railroad

way problem.
National Agreement with Shop Unions
Heretofore the shopmen have had local agreements with the
railroads being operated under the United States Railroad Ad-

For some time the representatives of the shopmen
and of the Railroad Administration at Washington have been
working on a national agreement which should supersede the
local agreements.
Such an agreement has now been worked out

ministration.

and, in general, agreed on between the representatives of the
Administration and the shopmen. It is expected that this agreement will be signed in the near future. In general, it does not
change existing agreements materially, but simply incorporates
the provisions of these agreements into a comprehensive national
agreement. The scale of wages is not raised, it is understood,

but the shopmen are left free to apply for higher wages on account of the increased cost of living and, in general, the form
of agreement is like that entered into between the four brotherhoods and the Railroad Administration.

Pennsylvania's Relief to Soldiers; $257,454
Hunt, superintendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Voluntary Relief Department report- that from the time of
the outbreak of the trouble on the Mexican border in 1916,
to August 1 of this year, he has paid to the beneficiaries ol
those employees who were members of the Relief Fund and
who were killed or died from other causes, while in military
or naval service, $182,000; to members incapacitated on acE.

B.

count of sickness or accident while in military or naval service, $44,130, and to dependent members of the families of
these

men

$31,324.

At the outbreak on the Mexican border the director- of
the railroad company granted furloughs to employee- who

The

Chicago district, after conalmost two days without serious clashes between
police, mill guards and strikers, resulted, on September 24, in
fighting between strikers and workers leaving the plants.
At
the Indiana Harbor, Indiana plant of the Mark Manufacturing
Company eight or ten men were badly beaten and others slightly
strike in the steel mills in the

tinuing

for

injured in clashes between the loyal workers and
the unions which are on strike. Very little change

members
is

of

recorded

Chicago district. Union officers and
have issued statements concerning the situation
which do not agree. The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway, which
is owned by the Steel Corporation and handles much of tonnage to the steel producing districts near Chicago, has not experienced any serious trouble so far and is handling regular
tonnage already fabricated. However, the traffic from the cement
plant to the steel mills has been practically eliminated because
in the strike situation in the

company

officers

down of many of the furnaces. No action has
been taken in the Chicago district by members of the railroad
brotherhoods in regard to the strike.
of the closing

Senator

Hoke Smith Denounces Plumb Plan

Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia recently stated his position in
regard to the Sims bill, in which is embodied the Plumb plan for
government ownership of the railways and their operation by the
employees, in a letter to Atlantic Coast Line Shop Federation
officers in reply to a letter requesting him to aid in the passage
of this bill.
Senator Smith's letter in part is as follows:
"I desire to answer you with entire frankness.
I am opposed
to the 'Plumb Bill,' and do not believe it will receive considerable
support in Congress. I feel sure it should not receive such support.
I have had a number of letters from my constituents with
it, and all, except railroad men directly interested in
have protested against its passage. I do not believe the
railroad men will urge it when they fully understand it.
"As you perhaps know, for many years I have earnestly sought
to help the men employed in the railroad service to better their
conditions.
1 have insisted that the owners of the roads should
not be permitted arbitrarily to fix the pay of the men, or to fix
the conditions under which they were to work, and that the men
were entitled to a hearing, and that finally, if the men and the
owners could not agree, impartial arbitration should settle their
This was the position of the brotherhoods for many
disputes.
years, and the right of arbitration was contested by owners of

reference to

the

bill,

the properties.

proposed

Bill' that these properties bought
be operated by the National Railway
Operating Corporation, which is to be a corporation without
capital stock; the Board of Directors, Official Employees and
The bill proClassified Employees to constitute the corporation.
vides that the corporation is to be operated by fifteen directors,
live named by the President and confirmed by the Senate, and
live by the Classified Employees and five by the employees other
than classified. But the employees, without putting up a dollar,
are to have ten of the director? and control the corporation.
"The 'Plumb Bill' therefore proposes that one hundred and ten
millions of people buy eighteen billions of dollars worth of property and turn it over to be controlled by a Board of Directors,
two-thirds of whom are selected by the employees of the rail"I

by

i

i

is

lie

in tin-

Government

'Plumb

shall

roads.

"The proposition

is

so unreasonable

it

scarcely deserves serious

discussion.
"

Vgain,

how

could

you obtain

the

railroads

by

i^uing the

1
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owners would nol be compelled to lell except tor
would probablj be neceasarj to k<> into the markets
.uul sell iln bonds
We know the difficulty with which we s,, ld
li
required flie patriotic enthusiasm
Libert) and Victory bonds,
bonds

l
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created a vasl quantity
..I
credit, and to > substantial extent, disorganited the bu
of the cotmtry.
To pul eighteen billions more of bonds upon
the entire people

ni

absorb them,

to

market would be raos
"Furthermore, if such
would be justified as

the

11

as

justified

farms.

to

reach * fabulous
tions for our

a

'

sum

it

course was justified as
bo all other industries.

to
It

railroads
would be

amount of the bond issue would
would be to substitute Russian condi-

in

lit

was

became more expensive as a result of this increased compenThis one billion dollars is carsation to the railroad employees.
ried by the farmer, by the man in town, and by the man in the
Nol only did the railroad employees receive their increase
city,
in pay, but they received approximately five hundred millions of
life

dollars in back pay.
"Be wise and be reasonable.

Do

nor allow yourselves to be

persuaded to adopt extreme measures. You have won the confidence of your fellow citizens. In years past you have enjoyed
You cannot afford to lose it. You cantheir intense sympathy.
not afford to put yourself in the position of seeking to force
discriminatory advantages.
I fought for you, and now I beg of
lake action which will place you in the position of
seeking to do injustice to others."

"When you were opposed
to

Shortage of Automobile Cars
account of the acute shortage of automobile box cars
the Michigan-Ohio territory, R. H. Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern Region has issued instructions to
suspend the loading of automobile cars at all points within
500 miles of Chicago and expedite these empty cars east
through Chicago. The only exception to this order is actual

On

in

loading within the restricted territory.

automobile

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Convention
The Master Car and Locomotive

Painters' Association

met

Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, on September 9, for its fortyeighth convention, with J. F. Gearhart, foreman painter, of
The
the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa., presiding.
association was welcomed by a representative of the Chicago
Association of Commerce, following which the president addressed the convention and the secretary-treasurer presented
his report. The association then proceeded to the considera-

at the

tion of technical papers.

At the Wednesday morning session the question of amalgamation with the American Railroad Association was considered and it was voted unanimously to join as a division of the
Mechanical Section.

Roadmasters' Association Elects Officers
At the closing session of the thirty-seventh annual convention of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association in Chicago on Thursday of last week the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, J. W.
Powers, supervisor, N. Y. C, Rochester, N. Y.; first vicepresident,

W.

P. Wiltsee, principal assistant engineer, N.

W., Roanoke. Ya.
pervisor, C.
J.

C

C.

;

&

second vice-president, L. M. Denny, su-

&

St.

L.,

McAndr'ews, roadmaster,

Indianapolis, Ind.
C.

&

;

secretary, P.

N. W., Sterling,

111.,

(re-

treasurer, Coleman King, supervisor, L. I., Jamaica,
N. Y. (re-elected). Directors: J. B. Baker, supervisor, general manager's staff, Penn. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.; R. J.
Vausrhan, general roadmaster, U. P., Green River, Wyo. T.
elected")

i

i

;

;

E. White, roadmaster, A. C. L., Sumter, S. C.
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were shat tered at the South Omaha, Nebl yards on Monday,
of stock cars totaled 1,337
September 15, when th<
a record for the
Again on Friday night, September
month of September was established for tin- loading oi
.

(

l

at

tin-

',

-aim- yards, a total of 475 cars

briii'.'

loaded

and moved.

me

It may be that this
increased approximately one billion dollars.
amount was not equally distributed among the employees. If so,
adjustments should be made. But this one billion dollars inU went to increase
creased the COSt oi living oi all the people.
The necessities of
freight rates and increased passenger rates.

you not

ii

stock cars

own.

say to you a word which comes from my sin
regard for you, and mj earnest desire for your welfare.
"last year the payroll oi the employees of the railroads

"Now,

-.urn

All

unv

I

News

Traffic

li

Thomas

Lipton, Inc., London, Eng., has established
J.
department in Chicago with A. C. Hedlund as w<
Mr. Hedlund was formerly connected with
traffic manager.
the Chicago office of the Southern Pacific for fifteen years,
holding various positions. He was foreign trade agent
the
Southern Pacific at Chicago previous to the closing of that
office by the Railroad Administration.
Since that time he
has been connected with the Trans-Oceanic Company, with
>

traffic

i

office in

f

Chicago.

The United States Grain Corporation recently annotn
it is paying country grain dealers thousands of dollars
each week under the terms of an agreement that any dealer
unable to ship at least 20 per cent of his holdings within a
given week is entitled to 2>y2 mills a bushel a week from the
corporation to cover interest and insurance charges.
The
shortage of cars for shipment of grain has resulted in many
claims being made for such allowances and these are being
paid by the Grain Corporation.

that

Dracos A. Dimitry, traffic manager of the New Orleans &
South America Steamship Company, New Orleans, La., has
been placed in temporary charge of that concern's new office
in Chicago.
Mr. Dimitry was for a number of years connected with the traffic departments of the Southern Pacific
and the New Orleans & North Eastern, with office at New
Orleans, La., and before serving in the war as an army
aviator he was traffic manager of the Great Southern Lumber

Company

at Bogalusa, La.

The Traffic and Transportation Bureau of the Tacoma
(Wash.) Commercial Club and Chamber of Commerce, believing that shippers should express their views on the question of proposed railroad legislation, has adopted a plan for
the solution of the railroad problem.
This plan is based
largely upon the plan adopted by the Chamber of Commerce
Copies
of the United States, but with a number of changes.
of the plan have been forwarded to members of the Senate
and House committees on interstate commerce for their
consideration.

The Railroad Administration's report on export traffic for
the vyeek ending September 17 shows 6,899 cars of commercial export freight received at North Atlantic ports, as compared with 941 cars for the same week of 1918, an increase
At South Atlantic and Gulf
of 5,958 cars or 621 per cent.
ports there were 8,925 cars of export freight on hand on
September 16, as against 8,621 cars one week previous, an
increase of 304 cars. For the week ended September 17 there
were 14,885,043 bushels of grain in elevators at North Atlantic
ports and at South Atlantic and Gulf ports 9,211,442 bushels.
The elevators at Port Arthur were empty.

Macon (Georgia) Prepares
The Macon

Chamber

for

Railway Strike

Commerce, fearing

the posgeneral railroad strike, has organized a fleet of
500 motor trucks to haul freight to and from Macon in event
threats of the leaders of the railroad unions to call a nationwide strike of employees should materialize. Furthermore,
the motor truck division of the transportation department of
the Chamber has organized a force of drivers and adopted
plans for conserving supplies of gasoline and lubricating
This motor transportation plant was formed primarily
oil.
to insure an adequate food supply coming from the rural
sibility of a

(Ga.)

of

September
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around Macon, but it could also carry merchandise
and countr) towns.
Also, the Chamber o(
ommerce has adopted resolutions
advocating amicable settlement of the differences between
the railroads and their employees, opposing any steps that

aiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiittiiiiiiiMiiHiiiiiiniiiiiiii

may

nnihiiininiiiniiMuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiii;

districts

to farms

(

constitute a surrender of the carriers to bolshevistic
tendencies.
Civic and commercial organizations of Georgia have been
informed of the action taken and their cooperation requested.
It is proposed to establish motor express lines, paralleling
the railroads and connecting with each other.

Refrigerator Car Shortage
interesting facts on the production and movement
of perishables have been compiled by William Sproule, district director of the United States Railroad Administration
His view of the car shortage situaat San Francisco, Cal.
tion, insofar as California perishables are concerned, is as
follows:
"The fruit and vegetable crops throughout the United
Every
States have been very large and shipments heavy.
car that could be had anywhere has been pressed into this
The fruit is carried in special trains and
national service.
returning refrigerator cars have preference over every kind
The production of fruit was
of freight except livestock.
greatly stimulated during the war, but no refrigerator cars
could be built. This stimulation is still felt and it naturally
creates an acute demand for each refrigerator car in this
year when the crops requiring such cars are heavy everywhere from California to Georgia, and from Florida to the
It is a crop surplus rather than a car
Pacific Northwest.
shortage. For the past three months shipments from California were about 50 per cent above the same period last
During the first twelve days of the current month,
year.
the Pacific Fruit Express alone furnished 71 per cent more
cars for fruits and vegetables in California than during the
same days in 1917, and 66 per cent more than during the

Some

.

months, June to October,
inclusive, the increase in shipments of fruits and vegetables
this year will probably be about 45 per cent and possibly
50 per cent above last year."

same days

in

1916.

For the

five

Terminal Committees to Expedite Car Movement
traffic managers at Kansas City, Mo.; Omaha, Nebr.;

The

Alton,
111.; Des Moines. Iowa; Davenport. Iowa, and
and the chairmen of the local operating committees at
Denver, Colo., and St. Joseph, Mo., have been instructed by
Hale Holden, regional director of the Central Western
Region, to create a special committee at once to specialize
in the handling of all equipment matters .it terminals under
the jurisdiction and supervision of the terminal mat]
and chairmen of the local operating committees. The purpose
of these committees will be, in general, to expedite the
handling of equipment at terminals in order to relieve, as
A study of
far as possible, the present acute car shortage.
methods of speeding up road and yard movement, securing
heavier loading equipment, establishing and maintaining
complete and accurate yard checks, reducing the number of
bad order cars, making prompt delivery to connections,
ight houses and team tracks,
effecting earlier deliver!
preventing delays and abuse of equipment loaded with company material and expediting movement of grain cars in
terminals will be made. In addition the committees will give
particular attention to the service to and from industries
and to interchange between lines. It is believed by means
of this study and work that much lost motion in the delivery
of cars to industries, either loaded for unloading or empty
for loading, and in taking away such cars promptly when
they are ready to move, either as loads or empty, will be
taken up. The men selected by the terminal managers and
the chairmen of the local operating committees to serve on
the special committees are to belong to the terminal organizations and be carried on the payrolls of the present
employing road. In addition, as many outside inspectors as
are necessary to make the committee's work effective are to
be employed and the committee will function as a separate
department of the terminal organization.

Peoria,
111.,

Commission and Court News
State

f

Commissions

of California has received from
an appeal that the Commission compel the
Southern Pacific to proceed with the construction of a subway under its tracks near Red Bluff. The county officers
declare that the plans for the subway have been appi
by the county, the highway commission and the railroad and
that the county is ready to proceed with its share of the work,
It is asserted in the application that eight months ago the
railroad sought delay due to the fact that labor and material
were increasing in cost, that furthermore this condition is
likely to continue and that therefore no further delay should
be tolerated.

The Railroad Commission

Tehama County

Nebraska is again suffering from the seasonal shortage of
grain cars, according to a bulletin issued by the Nebraska
Railway Commission. This shortage bids fair to be as severe as that of 1916 with a difference that at the present time
the price of grain is fixed, whereas in 1916 the price was steadAfter considering the matter carefully, the comily rising.
mission decided that it would make no efforts this fall to see
that cars were equitably distributed between railroad stations and between shippers at stations.
This position was
taken because, under the decisions of the Supreme Court,
the federal government has supreme power in handling the
railroads during the period of government control and state
commissions cannot attack its jurisdiction.

Personnel
Simon

J.

of

Commissions

McLean, whose appointment

as assistant chief

railway commissioner of the Board of Railway Commissioners of

Canada was announced

in the

Railway Age of Septem-

ber 12, was born on June 14, 1871 in Quebec, Que., and was
educated at private and public schools in that city. He was
graduated from the University of Toronto in 1894 and from
1894 to 1897 he was a graduate student in economics at the
Universities of Toronto, Columbia and Chicago.
From 1897
to 1902 he was professor of economics and sociology at the
University of Arkansas, in addition to which he served as an
expert on railway commission legislation and as a special
commissioner on railway rate investigations for the Department of Railways and Canals of Canada. From 1902 to 1905
he was associate professor of economics and social science
at the Leland Stanford Jr. University, California.
In 1903
and 1904 he served as expert in charge of railway valuation
in the Rocky Mountain states for the Bureau of the Census
and the Interstate (."ommerce Commission.
From 1906 to
1908 he was associate professor of political economy at the
University of Toronto and in 1908 was appointed a member
of the

Board of Railway Commissioners

re-appointed for a second term in 1918.
served until his recent promotion.

Court

He was

of Canada.
in

which capacity he

News

"Stop, Look, Listen"

The Pennsylvania

rule as to the traveler's duty to stop,
look and listen before attempting to cross a railroad is somewhat more stringent than in the majority of the state
is an absolute and unbending rule that a traveler must Stop,
look and listen before he crosses any tracks. If he has done
this and then proceeds, the question whether or not he has
thereafter exercised proper care and whether it is necessary
for him to stop again, is held a question for the jury.
The
-

fact that the first track was a siding on which cars impeded
the traveler's view did not. the Pennsylvania Supreme Court

holds, relieve him
also been held that

from the obligation of the

when

a

rule.

driver stops at a point

Tt

has

where an
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.uc liable to be passing cannol recover for simple negligi
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and listens; and this duty is absolute at any railroad crossing,
whether in a city <>r the country, oi whether the track crossed
be the main line or s side track, and regardless of the frei
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Exports of Locomotives

Conn

Employers' Liability Act
\n employee was injured while riding to work on an enHis regular work consisted
gine provided by his employer.
in cleaning t'nes and coaling locomotives, part of which were
engaged in interstate commerce. The New York Appellate
Division holds that he was at the time of injury engaged in
Lindstrom v. New York
interstate commerce within the act.
Central, 174 N. Y. Supp. 224.

in July

Few locomotives were exported during July. The
following figures compiled by the Division of Statistics of
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce shows a total
<ii
only 17 valued at $322,775.

Onlj

a

Number.

I

France

Total

Fires from Sparks

fires, and of the emission of sparks, and of
finding of cinders, should be limited in point of time
and place to facts having some probative value in establishing the probable cause of the particular fire in question. The
admissibility of such evidence is a matter of judicial dis-

dence of other
the

322,775

French Canals Opened
Water communication between Belgium and

damages from fire from a locomotive, the
Connecticut Supreme Court of Errors holds, Gra. Rock Spring
Co., v. Central New England Ry. Co., 105 Atl. 350, that evi-

17

l

2

Islands

—

In an action for

7

2

Brazil

Philippine

1

1

Chosen

Dollar*.

70,450
3,000
25,000
11,100
18,300
94,925

-1

Canada
Mexico

the liberated

regions along the old battlefront may be considered as reestablished, according to a report made to President Poincare
by M. Clavelle, Minister of Public Works and Transport. The
report states that navigation is almost normal once more
along the Aire, Deule, Sensee, St. Quentin and Somme canals;
that since the armistice approximately 350 miles of double
track railroad and 300 miles of single track line have been reconstructed and only 29 railroad stations remain to be opened
to traffic. Among other works completed, it is stated, are 367
bridges which were destroyed during the war.

cretion.

Electrification

Intrastate Shipments

— Limitation

rates for intrastate shipments are based on the
value of the property as set out in the contract, the Kansas
Supreme Court holds that a provision thereof limiting the
carrier's liability to that amount is valid, even with respect
In the absence of evito loss occasioned by its negligence.
dence to the contrary, it will be presumed that the tariffs

Where

by a carrier have been properly filed with the utilities
commission. Kennedy v. Atchison. T. & S. F. (Kan.), 179

in use

—

Pac. 314.

Burden

of

Proof of Non-Delivery

rests upon the shipper, in an action against a
The
railroad, to establish the fact of nondelivery of freight.
New York Appellate Division holds that the mere fact that

The burden

the goods were receipted for at destination by a third
party was no evidence of nondelivery to the consignee, in
the' absence of proof that such party was not authorized to
accept the goods on his behalf; nor was hearsay evidence of
an assertion by the consignee that he had not received the
goods.— Hirsch v. L. V., 174 N. Y. Supp. 68.

Refusal of Train

Men

to

Extinguish Timber Fire

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has repeatedly held that
where a railroad company takes the necessary precautions
and employs a proper mechanism to prevent the escape of
sparks from its engines, there can be no recovery of damages
any injury which results simply from the throwing of
A
sparks, provided the mechanism is in proper condition.
somewhat different question arose in a recent case. A fire
started on land contiguous to a railroad's coal branch, but
not on its right of way, and not from any negligent operation
of its trains. The fire extended to land beyond and set fire
In an action for the destruction of the
to timber thereon.
timber the negligence alleged was that of the train men in
not extinguishing the fire. It was held that the railroad was
not liable for the refusal of the train men to leave their train
and extinguish the fire, as this duty was not within the scope
Genter v. Pennsylvania (Pa.), 105
of their employment.

for

—

Atl.

824.— Decided January

4,

1919.

of

Railway from
Christiania

of Liability

to

Drammen

writes Consul General Marion Letcher of Christiania, Norway, has recently accepted
the bids submitted by three Norwegian firms for the electrifiThe
cation of the railway from Christiania to Drammen.
three companies are:
A/S Norsk Electrisk & Brown Boveri; Norsk Maskinindustri, A/S; A/S Per Kure.
The bids include 18 standard gage electric locomotives,
which are to be built at Thunes Mekaniske Verksted at Christiania.
This is the first definite step to be taken in the plan
for the electrification of the entire Norwegian railway system. The power is to be obtained from the Hakavik power
station, which is located not far from Kongsberg, Norway,
where can be produced about 25,000 horsepower.

The Norwegian Government,

Bolivia-Argentina Line to

Announcement

Be Pushed

made, says a press despatch from Buenos
Ayres, that the Bolivian Legation has concluded preliminary
arrangements with the Argentine Government which are calculated to expedite work on the proposed railroad from Formosa, Argentina, to Cochabamba, Bolivia. The line as now
planned will have 500 kilometers in Argentina and 850 in
Bolivia.
English engineers are already at work on the survey and construction is expected to begin as soon as the railroad material market shall have returned to normal.
This line when finished will open up the rich forest lands
of the Bolivian and Argentine Chaco, development of which
has been anxiously waited for many years. It will also place
the Bolivian montana in easy communication with Buenos
Ayres via the extension from Formosa to Embarcacion and
will be of great advantage to Santa Cruz, an important city
of eastern Bolivia. In addition, this line will provide another
is

transcontinental railroad, for at Cochabamba, a junction will
be effected with the Antofagasta Railroad.

Sweden

is to get 5,000,000 tons of coal annually from Amerunder an agreement reached with American exporters,
according to press despatches from Stockholm. The freight
charges on the coal will be about $25 a ton. Sweden is beginning to feel the lack of coal, due to British restrictions on
its shipment from Germany.
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Equipment and Supplies
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Locomotives
Mitsui

&

Co., Ltd., 65

York, is inquiring for
ten-wheel locomo-

six

Imperial Karafuta Government has ordered, through
Mitsui & Co., Ltd., 65 Broadway, New York, two light locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Pennsylvania Equipment

Company,

Chestnut
second-hand
standard gage, consolidation type locomotive, with wheel centers of from 44 to 48 in., cylinders 20 in. by 24 in. or 26 in., a
steam pressure of 180 lb., wheel base not over 23 ft., and a tractive

Philadelphia,

power

Pa.,

in

is

the market

of not less than 26,000

for

1420

a

B.

The Atlantic Coast Line

flat cars.

has renewed an inquiry for 100

50-ton phosphate cars.

The Western Maryland

is

asking for prices for repairs on

about 700 freight cars.

quiring for one

St.

Louis, Mo.,

office at

Steel Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, lias appointed
Lake Shore Engine Works, Marquette, Mich., as its agent
for the upper peninsula of Michigan and the E. R. Hensel
Steel & Copper Company, Security building, St. Louis, Mo.,

The Pollak

agents for the

St.

Louis

district.

McCormick, treasurer

New

The Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y., has
opened a branch office and warehouse in the Burkhardt building at Second and Larned streets, Detroit, Mich. This branch
is under the management of Anthony Dobson, who will have

in-

is

inquiring

charge of all western
with headquarters
in Chicago.
Mr.
Schurch graduated
from the University of

snow sweepers.

The Chesapeake & Ohio

is

between 2,000 and 3,000 freight

sales,

asking for prices for repairs on
cars.

The Forks Coal Company, Portage, Pa., has ordered
American Car & Foundry Company.

Minnesota

25 mine

The Pennsylvania Coal Company, New York, has ordered
& Foundry Company.

200 mine cars from the American Car

The Pittsburgh & Lake
The Crown

is

is

Oil & Refining Company has ordered 300 40-ton
American Car & Foundry Company.

8,000 gal. tank cars from the

The Estate of John Murrin, Carbondale, Pa., has ordered
25 mine car bodies from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Cuban Central

bus ordered 200 30-ton box cars from
and 200 flat cars from the

Car Companj
Standard Steel Car Company.
the

Pressed

Steel

J.

Francisco, Cal., have ordered
W'illits & Patterson, Sari
quipped for the shipment
twenty 8,050-gal., 50-ton tank
of edible oils, from the Standard Tank Car Company, Sharon,

Pa.

The Pennsylvania

Equipment

Company,

1420

Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, Pa., wants to lease IS 8,000 to 10,000 gal.
tank cars, with coils, for one year from October 15, and will buy
or lease 35 acid tank cars.

The United Railways of 1! u vna are inquiring for 25 40-ton
hopper cars. This company has also ordered 300 30-ton box cars
from the Pressed Stee] Car Company and 300 flat cars from the
Standard Steel Car Company.

Passenger Cars
The Southern

Pacific has ordered 15 baggage cars from the

Pullman Company.

He

Marie the same year,
serving consecutively in
the office of the auditor, and of the general superintendent and
in
the
transportation
departments, resigning
in 1905 after having obtained the position of

inquiring for 1,000 hopper
also asking prices for repairs to freight cars.

Erie

in 1893.

entered the service of
the
Minneapolis,
St.
Paul
& Saulte Ste.

cars from the

car bodies and

district.

John F. Schurch, operating vice-president of the T. H.
Symington Company Lincoln Park Works, Rochester, N. Y
has been elected vice-president of the same company in

,

(Mass.) Elevated Railway Company

The Boston

is

flat car.

for 2 double-truck

Andrews, mechanical engineer

charge of the Detroit sales

The Medart Patent Pulley Company,

iimiir

the

E.

inquiring for 10

i

of the Railway Steel Spring ComYork, has been appointed assistant to the presiH. S. Banghart, assistant treasurer, succeeds Mr. Mcdent.
Cormick as treasurer and B. C. Dunn has been appointed
assistant treasurer; all will have their headquarters at New
York.

lb.

Freight Cars
is

iiiiiiiliiiilliiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiimiiiimiiiimiiti

George A. Cooper, of the sales and advertising department
of the United States Graphite Company, Saginaw, Mich., has
been appointed advertising and export manager of the Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.

pany,

The Tremont & Gulf

n

I

of the Seaboard Air
Portsmouth, Va., has resigned to become
vice-president and general manager of the Union Iron Works,
Inc., at Berkley-Norfolk, Va.
S.

The

street,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuii

Line with

New

Broadway,

ten Consolidation type locomotives, and
tives for the Hankow-Canton Railroad.

qui

F.

Schurch

chief clerk to the vicepresident.
From 1905
until 1914 he was associated with the Railway
Materials Company of
was elected vice-president

In February, 1914, he
Chicago.
of the Damascus Brake Beam Company with office in Cleveland, Ohio, and in June. 1914, he was elected president of the

same company which position he resigned the same year and
was elected vice-president in executive charge under President C. H. Symington of the Symington interests in the production of 75 m.m. guns, shells and forgings. The Symington
interest included the Symington Anderson Company, the
Symington Machine Cor])., the Symington Forge Corp., with
office in Rochester. N. Y., and the Symington Chicago Corp.,
In August, 1918, in addition to these
with office in Chicago.
offices he was made operating vice-president of the T. H.
Symington Lincoln Park Works. Mr. Schurch is also vicepresident of the Railway Supply Manufacturers Association.

Lawrence A. Rowe, mechanical inspector on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa IV. with headquarters at Chicago, has been
appointed general manager of the Universal Packing & Service Company, with office at Chicago.
The Universal Packing

1
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recently to manufacture
journal box packing and in addition will main

Company was organized
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board
Wharton & Northern Railroad, and (haiinian <>\
ompany. Mr. Replogle,
directors oi the.Wharton Steel
I

oi

li<

I

during the wai

department

upplii
directoi oi steel
also served a
i.im.I upon him reixl i:
oard and had
the War
cent Is b) the French Government the decoration oi
hevaliei
of the Legion of Honor in recognition of the service he ren
[

and contracting department
oi the American Steel Export Company, New York, ha
Ferrarria & Co.,
sailed for Italy where he will confer with M
Italian agenta of the company, aa to the means and methods
foi insuring a continuance of the company's sale service in
Joel B. Ives of the engineering

that

country.

(

dered for the Allied cause.

The Dunbar Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has apalt
representative in St.
pointed W. C. Irwin as district
n CO building,
Louis and the southwest, with offices in the
St. Louis. Mo. Mr. Irwin has been in the railway supply busivera! years and at presenl is district represi nt
for the Boss Nut Company
o,
the Railroad Supply
Company, Chicago, and the Woven Steel Hose & Rubber
pany, Trenton, N. J. During the war Mr. Irwin was captain in the Engineer Corps of the United States Army.
I

W. Ulmer,

has been appointed eastern railway sales
representative of the Detroit White Lead Works, with office
Mr. lliner has recently been i<1.
in Philadelphia, Pa
from his duties in the United States Marine Corps. Mr. Ulmer was connected with the Detroit White Lead Works be
fore lie entered the military service.

Louis

E. U. Buckwell, secretary and manager of sales of the
Cleveland Twist Drill Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has just
returned from a three-months visit to England and the Continent, where he has made a thorough trade investigation in
conjunction with the Cleveland Twist Drill Company of
Great Britain, Ltd., London, the European branch of the
Cleveland Twist Drill Company.

The American Car & Foundry Company has purchased
two pieces of property adjacent to its plant in Chicago at
a consideration of approximately $90,000, with an encumbrance of $15,000. One of the properties is 361 ft. by 240 ft.
and the other 100 ft. by 240 ft. The company contemplates
the building of an addition to the present plant which, together with the rebuilding of the old plant, will cost approxi-

mately $2,000,000.

John D. Rogers has received

his discharge as captain of en-

gineers in the office of the director general of military railways in Washington, D. C, and is now in the foreign sales
department of the Baldwin Locomotive Works at PhiladelPrior to entering the army, Mr. Rogers was shop
phia.
superintendent on the Virginian Railroad, having previously
served on the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Pere Marquette, and
the Union Pacific railroads.

The Vanadium Corporation of America, New York, has
bought the property and rights of the American Vanadium
Company, and has elected officers as follows: J. Leonard
Replogle,
president;
Merrill G. Baker, vicepresident; Lawrence E.
Diffenderfer, treasurer
and Edward F. Nickerson, secretary. The directors are Chas. M.

Schwab,

schools

public

tered the

Cambria
pany as

He

employ
Steel
office

Otto A. Ruemelin, second vice-president and manager of
production of the Pawling & Harnischfeger Company, manufacturer of traveling electric cranes. Milwaukee, Wis., died
on September 1 after a long illness. Mr. Ruemelin was born
in Milwaukee in 1872.
He joined the Pawling-Harnischfeger
interests as an apprentice in 1889.
After several years as
journeyman, he was made a foreman, serving in various departments. Later he was appointed assistant superintendent
and after several years, superintendent. In 1912 he became
works manager and later was elected to the second vice-presidency, in which position he served until two weeks prior to

Altoona in 1873, and graduated from Cornell University in
1902.
His first work was as a machinist for the Pennsylvania
Railroad. He later was in the employ of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and then served as a draftsman for the Jones
& Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh. He entered the serv-

Homestead Steel Company as a construction forewas made superintendent of the armor plate
department. During the early part of the war he developed

ice of the

man and

of

enof the

Com-

years has represented the Hisey-Wolf Machine Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, in the East, will become associated, on October 1 with the F. H. Niles & Co., Inc., in charge of its portable tool department.
This company handles in the east
the Hisey-Wolf line of electric machine tools, and the Canton pneumatic hammers and drills made by the Pittsburg
Pneumatic Company, Canton, Ohio.

vale

Payne Whitney, and
Joseph D. Wyckoff. J.
Leonard Replogle was
born in Bedford county.
Pa., on May 6, 1876,
and was educated in
the

F. H. Crawford, sales manager of F. H. Niles & Co., Inc.,
building, New York, has been appointed secretary, and J. E. Haetten, assistant sales manager, has been
appointed sales manager. G. P. Goodman, who for several

Woolworth

L. R. Custer, formerly development engineer for the MidSteel & Ordnance Company has been elected a vicepresident of the Cambria Steel Company. He was born in

Replogle, E. R. Tinker,
Alhin A. Ryan, Ledyard Cogswell, T. Coleman du Pont, Harry

Johnstown.

Crading and tracklaying have been started at the Miles,
Ohio, plant of the Youngstown Steel Car Company, ilaselErection of the superstructure of the first unit
ton, Ohio.
of the plant, 80 ft. by 400 ft., will begin in the immediate
future.
The erection of the first building is to be followed
by a second of the same size. The new plant will be used
for repairing cars for railroad companies and private owners.
Industrial cars of smaller dimensions than standard rolling
stock will be built early in 1920. It is said the complete new
plant will be in operation in January, 1920.

his death.

Leonard

J.

i

J.

L. Replogle

the ordnance department of that company.
the close of the war he left the Homestead
with the Midvale Company.

boy at
and served successively

as clerk, shipper, asthe age of 13,
sistant superintendent of the axle department, superintendent
of the forge, axle and bolt departments, assistant to the assistant general manager, superintendent of the order department, assistant general manager, assistant to president, and
in September, 1912. was elected vice-president and general
manager of sales. In February, 1915, he resigned from the
Cambria Steel Company to become vice-president and general manager of sales of the American Vanadium Company,
and subsequently became president and general manager of
He is also president of the
sales of the same company.

in 1914,

Shortly before

Company

to

go

Trade Publications

—

Storage Battery Cars. Typical installations of Edison
equipped railway storage battery cars are shown in Bulletin 106,
consisting of 16 pages and issued by the Edison Storage Battery
Car Company, New York. Illustrations show cars in service in
various parts of the United States, Central and South America,
Mexico and Alaska. A short analysis is included of the relative
costs of storage battery and steam operation on the Long Island
Railroad and the Edison nickel-iron-alkaline storage battery is
described.
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—

—

ft. concrete arch bridge over Kellogg Creek, one mile south of Painesville, Ohio.

for the construction of a 38

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Preparations arc being
made to extend the Chattanooga (Okla.) branch southward 15
miles to Grandfield, Okla., on the \\ ichita Falls & Northwestern.
This branch connects with the Enid-Waurika line at Lawton,
Okla.

—

Davenport, Springfield & Southern. The company lias applied
Public Utilities Commission of Illinois for authority to
construct and operate an electric railroad from Rock Island, 111.,
to Metropolis, with branches from Pinckneyville and East St.
Louis and other short spurs.

to the

—

Chicago & Eastern Illinois. Work has been started on a
combined passenger station and freight house at Salem, 111. It
is to be a one-story structure, 28 ft. by 108 ft., and will cost approximately $20,000. The contractor is T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago, who expect the work to be completed by December.

—A

new station is to be built at Trois
building is to be in the French chateau
The exterior
style of architecture and of fireproof construction.
facing is to be of trim brick, with cut stone of Dcschambault or
similar limestone. The floors will be of marble and terrazo tile,
and the inside walls finished with marble wainscoats with Caen
Canadian

Rivieres,

Pacific.

Que.

The

stone or marble above.

Officers

miikiimmiih

mi

Harry D. Mudgett, formerly trainmaster on the Northern

ceeding

G. Curren, special agent of transportation at New York
has been appointed superintendent of transportation
of the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern Lines, with office at Baltimore, succeeding H. B. Voorhees, promoted.

W.

H. B. Voorhees, general superintendent of transportation
of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed manager of the
Staten Island Rapid Transit, the Staten Island, the Balti-

more & Ohio, New York Terminals, and the Baltimore and
New York, with offices at New York City, succeeding J. M.
Davis, resigned to accept service elsewhere.

Traffic
J. O. Adams has been appointed general eastern freight
agent of the Grand Trunk, Lines in Canada, with office at

New York

City, vice S. E.

Dewey, deceased.

W. C. Douglas, assistant general freight agent of the Michigan Central, with office at Detroit, Mich., has been transferred to Chicago, succeeding F. J. Parker, who has resigned
to become assistant cashier of the First and Old Detroit
E. W. Brunck, chief clerk to the
National Bank, Detroit.
general freight agent of the Michigan Central at Detroit, has

Monongahela

street viaducts.

suc-

City,

this

that contracts will be let in the near future Eor the erection of
the superstructure of the Harrison street and of the Twelfth

from

Sexton, transferred.

J.

J.

Chicago Union Station.— Work on the Chicago Union Station, which has been delayed by building trades union strikes
Completion of the viaducts
for some time, has been resumed.
at Twelfth, Taylor, Polk and Harrison streets and of the headhouse at Canal" street, is now being rushed and it is expected

— The

wiim

Seaboard Air

Pacific at Livingston, Mont., has recently been released
military service and has resumed his former position,

been appointed to succeed Mr. Douglas.

Pacific.

Canada has ordered

i

Operating
S. B. Andrews, mechanical engineer of the
Line, has resigned from railroad service.

Board of Railway Commissioners
company to file plans with the
board for a station at Prince George. B. C, and to complete and
place the proposed station in operation on or before December
Owing to the exigencies of the war and the state of
31, 1919.
the railway company's finances, the requirements of a similar
order issued in November, 1914, were not enforced.

Grand Trunk

for

iiniiimniHiinm

iniiiinm

Railroad Administration

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ik. This road has awarded a
contract for the building of a 15 mile line from Porterville, Cal.,
to Dncor, to the Sharp <!v Fellows Contracting Company, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines. Sheesley & Janney,
contractors, Johnstown, Pa., have been awarded the contract

mum

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini:

miimiiiiii
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V. C. Williams has been appointed division freight agent
Pittsof the Pennsylvania ai Pittsburgh with jurisdiction over:
burgh division, main line and branches. Conemaugh to Pitts-

burgh inclusive except Southwest branch and Youghiogheny
branch; Conemaugh division Cedar Point and Blairsville Intersection to Butler and Karns, to Allegheny, inclusive;
Division, Pittsburgh to Allenport. inclusive;
Cresson division, Josephine only. J. T. Wray has been appointed division freight agent at Erie, Pa., with jurisdiction
over: Renovo division, Buffalo division.
Glade to Ridge
View, Sand Co., inclusive. Allegheny division, David Ready
'il
City, inclusive and north of Oil City to Corry, into
clusive.
Other appointments have been made as follows:
C. T. Mackenson, Jr., division freight agent at Pittsburgh
with jurisdiction over: Allegheny division. HI City exclusive,
to Kiskiminctas Junction Red Bank to Mix Run, inclusive
Conemaugh division, Pittsburgh to Kiskeminetas Junction,
inclusive. Joseph Weed, division freight agent at Uniontown,
Pa., succeeding Mr. Mackenson, with jurisdiction over: Pittsburgh division. Southwest branch and Youghiogheny branch.
(

<

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.— This road is constructing a
branch road from its main line at Shattuck, Okla., to Spearman,
Tex. Seventy miles of the 84 miles of new construction have
been completed. The line is through the extreme upper part of
wide
the Panhandle and affords a transportation outlet for a
75
"stretch of wheat producing territory that was formerly 50 to
is not
expected that
It
miles from the nearest railroad point.
the line will be extended beyond Spearman for some time.

Honest Labor the Remedy. It is no! by demands of higher
wages for a shorter day's work, by the threat of strikes and by
bv wild plans for the nationalization of industries and
increasedincfficiencv of workers at the expense of the taxpayers,
as
that workmen will help themselves and the public. So far
these methods are successful the] cripple production and swell
the cost of living. There is but one way to diminish that
That is, for every workman to do an honest and a hard day's
work. The best labor of every member of the producing community must be given without interruption. The high cost of
other.— Nav York
living can be lowered in that way, and in no

Monongehela

division south of Allenport.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Lawrence A. Rowe, mechanical inspector of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, has resigned to become general manager of the Universal Packing & Service Company, with
office

at

Chicago.

strikes,

Times.

F. C. Hohn, division engineer of the maintenance of way
department of the Pennsylvania division of the Delaware &

Hudson

at
arbondale, Pa., has resigned, effective September
Mr. Hohn has been succeeded by J. C. Dorsey, division
engineer of the Saratoga division of the Delaware & Hudson
at Albany. N. Y.
i

1.

L. R. Wink, general foreman of shops on the Galena and
Wisconsin divisions and the Chicago terminals of the Chi-

RAILWAY AGK
& North Western, has been appointed assistant mpei
ol
the cai department, with headquarter! al Chi
.m. C. J. Nelson has been appointed general foreman,

intendent

I

suet eeding

\i

I

(
1
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lie
fiicc of the
was appointed office engineei in the
engineei at Wilmington, X. C, which position he held
the time of his re. nil .i|.|>. tin mint.

>I7,

<

chiei
.it

t

\\ ink

Purchasing
Johnson, assistant engineei on the Montana division
i>i the Oregon Short
Line lias resigned to niter private pra<
tice .n Idaho Falls, Idaho, and A. H. Hoult, has been appointed his successor. R. B. Reasoner, formerly division en
gineer on the Oregon Short Line with headquarters at Po
catello, Ohio, has recently been released From military service and has resumed his former duties.

R

B.

G. A. Carroll, formerly divisional engineer of the El Paso
division of he Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, recently discharged from militarj service lias been appointed division
engineei of the same road at Eldon, Mo., succeeding W. A.
Wallace, who is appointed division engineer of the Nebraska
division with headquarters at Fairbury, Neb. A. G. Bradley,
formerly division engineer of El Reno, Okla., also discharged
from military service recently, has been reappointed to the
t

same

position,

succeding

G.

H. Pash,

assigned

to

Hopkins has been appointed local storekeeper ol the
Baltimore & Ohio al
leveland, Ohio, succeding L. F. Ryan,
T. C.

<

resigned.
J.

M. Strong has been appointed division storekeeper of
Schuylkill

the

headquarters

Pennsylvania
Reading, Pa,

division,

in

Eastern

Lines

with

A. Laughlin and Henry Stephens have been appointed
general storekeepers of the New York Central,
Lines West of Buffalo, with headquarters at Collingwood,
>hio.
Mr. Laughlin has been storekeeper at Elkhart, Ind.
J.

assistant

<

Corporate

other

Engineering and Rolling Stock

duties

John Edward Fanning, whose appointment

as chief engineer oi the Gulf & Ship Island and the Mississippi Central
with office at Ilattiesburg, Miss., was announced in the

Roihuay Age, September

5,

page

490,

was born

at

Okolona,

Miss., on August 13, 1885, and was educated at the UniverHe entered railway service in 1905 with
sity of Mississippi.
the Gulf & Ship Island and was successively transit man, as-

In 1910 he was apsistant engineer and supervisor of track.
pointed assistant engineer, in which capacity he served until 1917. when he went to the Illinois Central.
C. H. Paris, assistant engineer on the Chicago & North
Western, with office at Huron, S. D., has been transferred to
Winona, Minn., succeeding R. D. Anderson, promoted. L. B.
Dodge, assistant engineer, Galena division, with office at
Chicago, has been transferred to Huron, S. D., succeeding
C. H. Paris. C. H. Wells, assistant engineer in the valuation
department, has been transferred to the Galena division,
succeeding L. B. Dodge. R. D. Ransen has been transferred
from the federal manager's office in Chicago as assistant
engineer to the valuation department, succeeding C. H. Wells.

C.

J.

Wymer,

sales representative of the Grip

H. K. Morrison, resident engineer on the Superior division
Canadian National Railways, with office at Hornepayme, Ont, has been appointed division engineer, a newly
created position, with the same headquarters.
of the

Nut Com-

superintendent of the Sudbury
Canadian Pacific, with office
at Sudbury, Ont., has been transferred to the Toronto terminal division, Ontario district, with headquarters at West
Toronto, Ont., succeeding W. J. Stinson, who has been transferred to the Trenton division, Ontario district, with headquarters at Havelock, Ont.
Mr. Stinson succeeds R. de B.
Girouard, who has been transferred.
F.

S.

division,

Rosseter, assistant

Altoma

district, of the

Obituary
Hon. Francis Cochrane, former Canadian Minister of Railways and Canals, died at his home in Ottawa, Ont., on September 22, at the age of 67. Mr. Cochrane was born in
Clarenceville, Que.
He had been connected with the government for about 15 years, and in 1905 was minister of lands
and mines. He was appointed to the Ministry of Railways
in

1911.

pany of Chicago, has been appointed superintendent of the
car department of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Danville, 111. Mr. Wymer entered railroad service
1891 with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
He later
became connected with the car inspecting department of the
in

Chicago

&

Eastern

resigning as general car inspecthen appointed general car foreman on
the Belt Railroad of Chicago.
In May, 1916, he was appointed sales representative at the Chicago office of the Grip
Nut Company, in which capacity he served until his recent
appointment. Mr. Wymer's appointment places him in entire charge of the car department of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois and is the first appointment'of this nature made by
tor in 1912.

Illinois,

He was

that road.

Leonard L. Sparrow, whose appointment as principal assistant engineer of the Atlanta Coast Line, with headquarters
at Wilmington, N. C, succeeding T. L. Morton, deceased, was
announced in Railway Age of September 5th, was born in November, 1872, at Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Sparrow is a graduate
of the University of Tennessee.
In 1895 he entered the employ of the Baltimore & Ohio as rodman on the Philadelphia
division and the next year was transferred to the second division with headquarters at Martinsburg, W. Va. From 1899
to 1904 he was assistant engineer and resident engineer on
surveys and grade reduction work on that road and in May,
1904, he left the Baltimore & Ohio to take charge of the construction of terminals at Jacksonville, Fla., for the Atlantic
Coast Line, remaining in that position until 1907 when he
was appointed engineer of roadway, first division, with headquarters at Rocky Mount, N. C, being transferred in August,
1908, to the third division with office at Jacksonville, Fla., in
charge of maintenance of all lines in Florida. In September.
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Special Strike Bulletin.
As stated in the editorial "Another Strike!'' on page 603
of the Septemher 26 issue of the Railway Age, we have
suspended publication indefinitely because of a strike called
for the reason that we refused to meet the arbitrary and
unreasonable demands of certain printing trades' unions who
flatly refused to arbitrate and whose members deserted the
presses in the face of existing contracts.
And as promised in that editorial, it is our purpose to
make certain that both subscribers and advertisers are kept
informed of happenings in the railway field which seem to
us of special interest to each.

Hence this, the first of a series of bulletins which will
be published at least once a week during the suspension of
the paper, and more frequently, if necessary.

Organized Labor Versus Organized Society!
The

today following with intense
Great Britain and the steel
This is the case because
mill strike in the United States.
the civilized world is keenly alive to the fact that these
strikes do not involve merely the wages and working conentire civilized world

interest the

is

railroad strike in

of working people, but are tests of the relative
strength of organized labor and organized society in the
two leading Anglo-Saxon countries.

ditions

This is more clearly true of the railroad strike in Great
In Great
Britain than of the steel strike in this country.

Government is operating the railroads. The employees made certain demands which the Government refused to grant and almost without warning the strike order
was put into effect.
Premier Lloyd George has leaned
toward the workers in almost all their disputes with capital.
Nevertheless, he has denounced the railroad strike.
The
"precipitancy" with which it was entered upon "caused the
Britain the

impression" he declares, "of a deliberate and mature intenon the part of some individuals to seek a quarrel at

tion

any cost."
There is no doubt

in the

mind of any

as to the reason for seeking a quarrel.

intelligent observer

Organized labor

in

Great Britain is dominated by radicals who are trying to
bring about syndicalism that is. government ownership of
industries and their management by, and primarily for the
benefit of, the employees.
These radical leaders have been
calling one great strike after another since the war ended
in an effort to force the adoption of syndicalism.
The recent
strike in the British coal mines, winch also were being operated by the Government, was ordered by the same element

—

for the

The

same purpose.

steel mills of the United States are not being operby the Government.
The strike in them has been
brought about, however, by the same kind of leaders who
have caused the coal and railroad strikes in Great Britain,
and for the same general purpose. The principal organizer
of the steel workers and promoter of the strike was formerly

ated

6,

NEW YORK

1919

an organizer for the I. \Y. W. and has been preaching
syndicalism for years.
Samuel Gompers and other leaders
of organized labor who have claimed to be, and have been
regarded as, conservative, deny that the steel strike has any
revolutionary purpose. But it is evident that, for the present
at least, men such as Gompers have lost control of the
organized labor movement in the United States.
Mr.
Gompers has opposed the espousal of socialism by the
American Federation of Labor; but recently the United Mine
WOrkers of America and the railway labor brotherhoods
have begun advocating what would be practically syndicalism on the railroads and in the coal mines. The character
of the men who are leading the steel strike is evidence
enough that if they should succeed in making organized
labor as strong in the steel mills as it is on the railroads
and in the coal mines, it would be but a short time until we
should be confronted with demands for syndicalizing the
steel mills similar to those which already have been made
with respect to the railroads and the coal mines.
The situation in Great Britain and the United States
raises two vitally important questions.
The first is as to
whether the people of these countries want the syndicalistic
or Bolshevistic system of industry substituted for the system
of private ownership and management. That is an economic
and political question which is open to argument. If organized labor, by ordinary political methods, can get a majority
of the people to favor the syndicalist system, it has a right
to do so.
The syndicalist system might work well or ill,
but if a majority of the people want it, it ought, on democratic principles, to be established.
The second and more important question which the
present situation in Great Britain and the United States
raises is whether the system of syndicalism is going to be

imposed upon the public by force, regardless of whether
the public want it or not.
It is idle to say that no attempt
to impose it by force will be made.
Such attempt actually
being made in Great Britain right now.
is
The railroad
strike in that country is an obvious and audacious attempt
to starve the public until it will compel the
Government to
yield to the demands of the strikers.' That may not be
exactly the use of force, but if the Government attempts
to operate the railroads with non-union men the strikers
undoubtedly will interfere with, and try to maim and even
kill the "scabs," and there is no doubt that
this would involve the use of force.
It
may be said, and truly, that the leader of the steel
strikers

has offered to arbitrate.
But the railroad labor
brotherhoods used to demand and insist upon arbitration.
When, however, they thought they had become strong enough
to enforce their demands by strikes and threats
of strikes
they

began absolutely to refuse to arbitrate.
Experience
seems to show that, under the kind of leadership it now has,
organized labor will submit its claims to arbitration
only
when it seems practically certain that it cannot win by the
Strike.
But if syndicalism is to be established or any other
great change in our industrial or political system is
to be

made, nol bj political methods but by force, then those who
have become able bj the bse ol force to efreel the change
have overthrown the Government and have substituted their
mi\

.
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he people.
be

settled,

therefore,

is

whether

Agreement Entered Into With the Shop
Employees

to be able, by the use of the strike-,

to bring about an industrial anil political revolution
by fo
even going to be allowed to try to bring it aboul
It
organized labor wins in such struggles as thai of the
railroad workers with the Government in Great Britain and
that of the steel workers with the steel companies in the
United States, there undoubtedly will be an increase in the
use of the strike and of strike violence for revolutionary
purposes until either the present industrial and political

overthrown or organized society rises in its full
strength and subjects organized labor to some form of control which will make the use of the strike for revolutionary
system

in rates were advanced at the present time
per cent the} would be made only as large relatively to
value of commodities as they wen five years ago.

is

first time the railroads of this country, through
Railroad Administration, have entered into a national
agreement with the shop crafts as represented by the Rail-

For the

the

way Employees' Department

of

the

American

Federation

Labor and its affiliated organizations of the Mechanical
Section and Divisions L, 2 and 8 thereof, including the

oi

International

Association

of

Machinists,

International

Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders and Helpers
of America, International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths and
lelpers, Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers' International
Alliance, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
and the Brotherhood of Railway Car Men of America.
The agreement includes 186 rules. The first section
covers general rules applying to all trades and is followed
by special rules for the machinists, boilermakers, blacksmiths, sheet metal workers, electrical workers and carmen.
The wages have been raised to put them on an equal basis
with wages paid to other railroad employees. The rate for
mechanics who have been receiving 68 cents an hour has
been increased four cents an hour steel car workers and
other mechanics in the car department who were receiving
63 cents an hour have been increased four cents an hour;
other mechanics in the car department who were receiving
58 cents an hour will be increased nine cents an hour. In
I

purposes impossible.
In this great crisis

it

is

essential that the people should

clearly understand the issue presented and align themselves

accordingly.

Organized

labor,

under radical leadership,

is

trying to impose its will upon organized society by force.
The avowed ultimate object of its radical leaders is the over-

throw of the present industrial and democratic political system, and the establishment of an industrial and political

As long as organized labor
autocracy of the proletariat.
submits to such leadership, and uses the methods its radical

;

leaders favor, the rest of the people, however friendly their
attitude toward organized labor may have been in the past,

must, as a matter of self-protection, take a
against organized labor.

united stand

cases these increases are effective as of May 1, 1919.
Apprentices, helpers and other classes of workmen covered
by Supplement 4 to General Order 27 have been increased
four cents an hour, effective May 1, 1919, except for linemen
all

Relation of Freight Charges to

Commodity Values
The argument has been made by some persons
official

in

high

positions that freight rates ought not be advanced,

even though an advance may be necessary to prevent a railroad deficit, because an increase in the freight rate would
increase the cost of living. A most striking demonstration
of how little influence freight rates have upon the cost of
living is made in a letter which Julius Kruttschnitt has
written to Chairman Esch of the House committee on InterBriefly, Mr. Kruttschnitt
state and Foreign Commerce.
shows that in 1914 the average value per ton of freight carried on the railroads of the United States was $56 and that
the average rate on it was $2 per ton, which was 3.6 per
cent of the value of the freight. In 1919 the average value
of a ton of freight is $119 and the average freight charge
on it only $2.80, which is but 2.4 per cent of the value of
the freight.
Between 1914 and 1919 the average value of
a ton of freight increased $63, while the average charge on
Therefore, the increase in the
it increased only 80 cents.
average freight charge per ton was only 1.3 per cent of the
increase in the value of the freight. Mr. Kruttschnitt shows
that between 1899 and 1900, when commodity prices in genbetween 1907
eral advanced, freight rates were unchanged
;

and 1908, when there was a fall in prices, freight rates were
declining; that between 1915 and 1916, when there was a
further increase in prices, freight rates were still declining;
in 1916 and 1917, when prices were higher than at any time
in 19 years, freight rates were lower than at any time in
19 years. He also shows that the sharp advance in freight
The exrates in 1918 was followed by a decline in prices.
planation, of course, is that the freight charge is so very
small in relation to the average value of commodities that
it would take a relatively enormous change in rates to affect
It is a notable fact that in 1914 the freight charge
prices.
was 3.6 per cent of the average value of commodities, while
in 1919 it was only 2.4 per cent, which demonstrates that if

and others, ground men, coal pier elevator operators and
coal pier electric hoist operators, who are covered by special
rules.

Hearings Before the House Interstate

Commerce Committee
Interstate Commerce Commissioner Edgar E. Clark appeared before the House Committee on Interstate Commerce
on September 25 and 26. He denied that regulation of railroad rates had operated to reduce revenues, and thought
that the only thing that could be done with the weak roads
was to put them through a reorganization.
A. P. Thorn, general counsel for the Association of Railway Executives, introduced a letter from Charles E. Hughes,
formerly Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States,
expressing an opinion on the provision of the Cummins

which would take away all of the profits of a successful
above a certain fixed percentage.
Justice Hughes'
opinion, in brief, is that if rates which produce so-called
excess earnings are just and reasonable rates, as they are
presumed to be when fixed and regulated by a public
authority like the Interstate Commerce Commission, then
the earnings from those rates are the property .of the railBill

road

road companies. They may be taxed, but they cannot be
taken away. This would be confiscation.
Mr. Thorn took up the question of the relation of state
He thought that it was absolutely
rates to interstate rates.
essential that one federal body should be given jurisdiction
over the rates on every interstate carrier, whether the carrier
itself was wholly within one state or not, and whether the
haul was wholly within one state or not. He said, however,
that if at this time Congress did not wish to go so far as
to make a specific declaration of this scope, there should
be an amendment made to the Esch Bill to provide (1)

I

have the right to complain

the carrier should

hat

to

against the state rate,
(2) that not only discrimination hut unequality and undue
burden on other rates could be complained of in regard to
a

state

A

the

Great Railroad Strike in Britain

Commerce Commission

Interstate

rate,

and

confer power on the Interstate
suspend intrastate rates and to
respect to such rates.
to

(8)

Commerce Commission
grant reparation

in

to

June Mechanical Conventions

The railways of England, Scotland and Wales were
paralyzed on Friday, September 26, by the most complete
strike in their history, and all the business of the country
was disorganized for several days; but as we go to press
Sir Eric Geddes,
it seems certain that the strike will fail.
in control of the railways for the Government, took a firm
stand from the outset, and was vigorously sustained by the
people and press condemned the strikers with
The two largest unions joined in
substantial unanimity.
the strike, the National Union of Kailwavmen, and the
The stoppage of subSociety of Engineers and Firemen.

Ministry;
the

The General Committee of the Mechanical Section of
American Railroad Association held a meeting at the

Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., on October 23 and 24,
at which, among other business, the plans for the next convention were laid. A joint conference was held with a committee of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association
and the Hotel Men's Association of Atlantic City, and it
was decided to hold the 1920 and 1921 conventions on
Young's Pier. The dates selected for the 1920 convention
The first three days of this period will be
are June 9-16.
devoted to papers on locomotive subjects and the last three
to car subjects, consolidated committees reporting on MonAn invitation was extended to Section VI,
day, June 14.
Purchases and Stores, to hold its convention simultaneously
with Section III, in order that the members might avail
themselves of the opportunity to visit the extensive exhibit.
A number of new committees were appointed and important
changes were made in the personnel of others.
The Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association will
hold its usual exhibit.
The following committee appointments have been made by the executive committee of that
association: Chairman exhibit committee, J. G. Piatt, HuntSpiller Manufacturing Corporation, South Boston, Mass.;
chairman entertainment committee, W. K. Krepps, Crucible
Steel Company of America, Xew York; chairman enrollment
committee, C. H. Gayetty, Quaker City Rubber Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.
chairman finance committee, George A.
Cooper chairman transportation committee, John C. Kuhns,
Burden Iron Company, Troy, N. Y. John D. Conway was
;

;

re-elected secretary-treasurer of the association.

agement of the Young's Pier

The man-

at Atlantic City

has agreed to
enlarge the seating capacity of Convention Hall from 600

to 850.

Railway Business Association on
Railroad Problem
Alba B. Johnson, president of the Railway Business
Association, has sent to Senator Joseph S. Frelinghuysen a
letter commenting on and comparing certain vital points in
the Frelinghuysen and Cummins hills.
These comments relate

of

particularly
roads,

to

the

transportation

hoard,

consolidation

adequacy of
revenue and the dangers involved in the six per cent return.
President Johnson has also sent a letter to Congressman
John J. Esch, chairman of the louse Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, emphasizing certain recommendations of the Railway Business Association and commenting upon the testimony of Guy M. Freer, president of
the National Industrial Traffic League.
regulation

of

security

issues,

the

I

President Rea Addresses Bankers
Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company, made an address on "Our Railroad Problem" hefore the Savings Bank Section of the American Bankers'

He outlined
Association at St. I.ouis, Mo., on October 1.
the plan of restoring the railroads as advocated by the
Association of Railway Executives and went into a very
thorough discussion of the Cummins bill, particularly in relation to the objectionable features from the standpoint of the
railway executives.

traffic and of all trains on the London underground
railways caused extensive curtailment of activities in shops
and offices in London and to a less extent in other cities.
Xo serious violence was reported. David Lloyd George,
prime minister, declared that the leaders were striking against
society, and were seeking a quarrel at any cost; he was

urban

convinced that a vast majority of union labor was opposed
to the movement, which he described as an anarchist conspiracy.
strikers numbered about
once suspended the demobilization of the military forces and prepared to run trains with
It

was

600,000.

estimated

the

that

The Government

at

By Monday, the 29th, it was said that the
Government had the situation well in hand. Automobiles
were brought into use by the thousands for the transportation of food, and the Government proceeded as it would

volunteers.

Airin case of an invasion by a foreign enemy.
Over 80,000
planes were used extensively to carry mails.
Making
private motors were offered to the Government.
use of the services of volunteers, the principal railways ran

have done

some passenger trains on Monday, all train movements being
made at long intervals because of the signalmen being on
strike.
Partial train service was resumed on two underground lines on Monday evening. Along the coast the Government used naval vessels

to carry mails.

Passenger service was first restored for suburban travel;
but by Tuesday most of the main lines ran a few through
trains, and the Great Western declared that its service was
almost normal. The airplane mail service between London
and Paris, which had been running three times a week, was
at once put on a daily timetable.

On Wednesday, October 1, the Ministry of Transport
announced that the number of passenger trains run on that
day was about 2,000, or double the number in service on
the preceding day.
This was exclusive of the London underground service, which was much improved. Of the large
numbers of men at work on the trains the reporters were
unable to decide what portion was made up of volunteers
and what of returning strikers.
Though the Government made continual prorgess. there
was, of course, much disorganization, and even on Wednesday the large London newspapers printed only four pages
each.

Obituary
John J. Reardon, superintendent of the Litchfield &
Madison, died at his home in Hdwardsville, 111., on September 19, at the age of 57.

John B. Browned, formerly assistant general auditor of
Deleware & Hudson, died suddenly at his home in
Altamont, N. Y., on September 12.

the

Eugene Chamberlain, who recently retired from the posimanager of the Equipment Clearing House of the
Xew York Central Lines, died at his home in Mount Vernon,
tion of

X. Y.. on September 80, after a long illness, at the age of 70.

Prank

II.

The Boston

Clark Goes to China
consulting engineer, New York

city,
Frank II. Clark,
and formerl) general superintendent motive power of the
Baltimore 8 Ohio, is shortl) going i" Peking, where h<- will

temporarily

act

as technical adviser to the

Ministry of

Com

conference, which was called b) the Chamber ol
Commerce of the United States to meet at Atlantic City
the first week in October, has been postponed until Monday,
October 20. This was necessary because of delays in the
departure of delegates from Italy, France and Belgium.
'Plus

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company
the

II.

LOS

.n

Chambers

The Canadian
moii Switch &

street,

New ybrk

City.

awarded a contract to
Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., for
complete installation of two Saxbv & farmer intcrlocl

International Trade Conference

ot'

Webb, X.

at

Fred I. lloiden has been promoted to sales manager oi
the Railway Division of the B. \. Jonei Company, Inc., with

I

Over 800 veterans

v\
Maine has ordered 860 tons of steel from
Bridge Company, for bridges to be built at

Winchendon, Mass., and

offia

munications oi the Republic oi China.

Westinghouse Air Brake Com-

subsidiary companies in Milwaukee, St. Louis,
California. Pittsburgh and Canada met at the William Perm
Hotel. Pittsburgh, Saturday evening, September 27, to cele-

pany and

American

the

its

brate the fiftieth anniversary of the formation of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

at

Brantford, Ont.

has

Pacific

;

one oi 24 levers and one oi

the
tin

20i

The Canadian National has awarded a contract to the
Union .Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., to remodel
the mechanical interlocking at the Grand Trunk crossing,
Kim street. Port Colborne, Ont.
Mitsui & Co., Ltd., 65 Broadway, New York, has given
an order to the McClintic-Marshall Company, New York,
for 2,100 tons of steel for bridges, to be built on the South
Manchurian Railroad. There will be .'!2 Spans, varying in
feet to 110 feet each.
length from
<>.">

The United

States Railroad Administration has placed
an order for 200,000 tons of steel rails. This has been allocated between the United States Steel Corporation, the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and the Lackawanna Steel
Company. The exact division of the rail order has not yet
been announced.

—

Charles H. Markham, director of the Allegheny region,
has resigned from the Railroad Administration to return to
the presidency of the Illinois Central; he is succeeded by
L. W. Baldwin, heretofore operating assistant to Mr. Mark-

Freight Car Inquiries. Morris & Co., Chicago, is inquiring for 400 refrigerator cars. The Oklahoma Iron Works,
Tulsa, Okla., is inquiring for one special 36-ft. 30-ton flat
car.
Charles E. Sharp, St. Louis, Mo., is inquiring for 50
The American Indussteel cane cars for export to Mexico.
trial & Development Company, Inc., New York, is inquiring

ham.

for

Official

Changes

Adams

has resigned as traffic assistant to the
regional director of the Southwestern region, and has been
appointed vice-president of the Union Pacific, in charge of
traffic, with office at Omaha.

H.

M.

C. B. Porter has been appointed acting purchsaing agent
of the Texas & Pacific and allied lines, with office at Dallas,
Tex.. R. I. Irwin, purchasing agent, having been granted
leave of absence.

two

special flat cars for export to France.

—

Freight Cars Ordered. The American Car & Foundry
Company has received the following orders: 50 mine cars,
from the Plillside Coal & Iron Company, Scranton, Pa.;
twenty-five 40-ton tank cars from the Sterling Oil & Refining Company twenty-five 40-ton tank cars from John H.
Witte & Sons, Minneapolis, Minn. twenty-five mine cars
from the Pennsylvania Coal Company.
;

;

— New

has been appointed supervisor of locomotive operation, succeeding E.

locomotives shipped by
under federal control are reported, for the week ending September 13, as follows
By
the American Locomotive Company, to the Atlantic Coast
By the Lima LocoLine, 6 engines, U. S. R. A., Pacific.
motive Works to the Missouri Pacific, 5, U. S. R. A.,
Mikado. By the Baldwin Locomotive Works to the Pennsylvania Lines West, 3, and to the Lehigh Valley 5 Santa
Fe type to the Norfolk & Western, 1, and to the Wheeling
& Lake Erie, 1, U. S. R. A., Mallet; and to the Seaboard
Air Line, 1, U. S. R. A. Santa Fe type. Total shipments,

Salley, deceased.

22 locomotives.

M. Rosevear. general auditor of the Grand Trunk, has
been appointed controller, in place of W. H. Ardley; and J.
B. McLearn, auditor of revenue, succeeds Mr. Rosevear.
W. A. Parker, division engineer of the Kansas division
of the Union Pacific, with office at Marysville, Kans., has
been promoted to assistant engineer, maintenance of way,
with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.
William H. Menner, road foreman of engines of the
J.

Erie, with headquarters at Jersey City, N.

J.,

A. G. Miller, chief travelling auditor of the Nashville,
& St. Louis, has been appointed auditor of disbursements, succeeding J. H. McEwen, deceased.

Chattanooga

W. C. Dorsey, senior accountant for Clink, Bean & Co.,
accountants, San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed auditor
of expenditures on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with
office

at

Chicago, succeeding F. G. Allen, resigned.

Supply Trade News
The Buda Company has opened branch

Buenos

C. N. Replogle has resigned as general manager of the
Ralston Steel Car Company, Columbus, Ohio, to become
general manager of the new plant of the Timken Roller

Deliveries.

to

railroads

:

;

—

Railway Construction. The Portland, Astoria & Pacific
constructing a 32-mile railroad from Wilkesboro, Oregon,
to Keasey.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has begun
work on additions to its yards at Sioux City, Iowa. The
Cisco Banking Company, Cisco, Tex., is constructing a road
from Cisco into the oil fields of Stephens county, a distance
of about 35 miles, to be known as the Cisco & Northeastern.
Articles of incorporation have been approved by the Attorney
General of Texas for the Panhandle Short Line; construction will start in the near future between- Dalhart, Tex., and
Lubbock the financial and purchasing agent is S. M. Porter,
Caney, Kan. Jake L. Hamon of Ardmore, Okla., and Frank
Kell, of Wichita Falls, Tex., are constructing a railroad
from New Castle, Tex., to Dublin, through Breckenridge
and Ranger; the project comprises the construction of 105
miles of main line, to be known as the Wichita Falls, Ranger
& Fort Worth.
is

;

offices in

Aires, Brazil; London, England; and Paris, France.

Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio.

Locomotive
manufacturers

;
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the date announced by the President; but main of their colleagues think it is not possible to reach an agreement in the
time available and have already begun speculation as to

whether that state of

Roads Will Be Returned January

president's plans.

1

Director General Hines has sent a letter to Chairman
Esch of the House Committee urging early legislation
to determine the status of the railroads in order to avoid uncertainty and consequent demoralization of service. If such
a bill is not passed before the end of the year he indicates
that it would be impracticable for the Government to retain
the roads and he says that the corporations will be greatly

hampered

in

tlieir

plans for next year unless legislation

is

enacted.

'Longshoremen's Strike at New York
Freight traffic at the port of New York has been seriously
disturbed since October 1 because of suspension or congestion
of ocean commerce. Because of the railroad strike in England, the Shipping Board cancelled all sailings for Great
Britain, and the Railroad Administration was obliged to put
a partial embargo on shipments from the interior for export
that is to say, the permit system was revived and no ship-

ments were accepted until it was certain that vessel room
would be ready. Before this difficulty was removed, following the settlement of the English strike, many thousands of
'longshoremen at New York left their work; and on Wednesday, October 8, all permits for shipments of freight to New
York, either for export or for coastwise vessels, were suspended. This will stop a movement amounting normally to
about 6,000 cars a day. The grain movement, to a large ex-

was not affected. The strike is not authorized by union
and the situation is confused but an early settlement
is hoped for.
But by the 11th. the trouble had spread to
other ports and at New York the railroad passenger ferries
tent,

leaders

stopped running.

Railroad Legislation

Still in

Doubtful Stage

Observers of the progress of the two Congressional comthat are wrestling with the railroad problem are
becoming increasingly doubtful as to whether any comprehensive railroad legislation is to be expected at this session
of congress, which Congressional leaders are now talking
Ai
of adjourning possibly by the first part of November.
the same time it is realized that to throw the railroad question into the regular session which begins in Decembei
would be to give little chance for the passage of a bill be
fore January 1.
mittees

It is not believed that the Congressmen more directly in
terested in railroad legislation are planning to postpone action.
On the contrary, members of the interstate commerce

committees of the two houses are working hard in the effort
prepare bills that can be passed before, any question can
be raised as to the return o\ the roads to their owner- oi
to

affairs

would cause a change

in the

The Railroad Administration, however,

is

proceeding on the assumption that the roads are to be returned as the President has stated and reiterated, and is making various preparations to that end, although with a realization that probably a considerable part of its organization will
be needed for some time after the actual relinquishment of
federal control to wind up its affairs and adjust the numerous
problems that will remain to be straightened out. The administration does not desire to retain control of the roads
for an uncertain tenure and is understood to believe that
it would be better to relinquish them even without
legislation than to continue the uncertainty.
The House committee concluded its hearings on reconstruction railroad legislation on September 26, although it
held another hearing on October 4 to give the labor representatives another chance to object to compulsory arbitration.
A sub-committee, consisting of Chairman Esch and Representatives Winslow, Hamilton, Sims and Barkley, was appointed to draft a bill for consideration by the full committee
and has since been busily engaged on its work in executive
session.
The Esch-Pomerene bill representing the Interstate
Commerce Commission's ideas as to needed amendments to
the act to regulate commerce is still being taken as the basis,
but it had long been apparent to most members- of the committee that something more fundamental would have to be
added to it and much consideration is being given both to the
problem of assuring adequate revenues and to some basis for
adjusting labor controversies without strikes. Chairman Esch
has indicated that he is in favor of strengthening his bill so
as to assure adequate revenues and credit to the carriers,
and Commissioner Clark, who represented the commission at
the healings and who admitted from the start that the EschPomerene bill did not attempt to cover the whole ground,
finally took the position that it would be desirable to have a
gnized standard of measurement of railroad return,
fixed by Congress as a matter of public policy rather than
by an administrative body, and said that of various plans
'->ed for establishing such a standard he would prefer
the Warfield plan.
The Senate committee, which has been holding frequent
sessions on the Cummins bill, has indicated a hope that it
would be able to report a bill by the middle of this month.
Its principal struggle has been with the provisions intended
to establish an adequate basis of rates and while the original
bill left the fixing of the standard return with the Interstate
Commerce Commission the committee has recently come
around to an effort to establish a standard itself.
The work of the committee is still in a tentative stage but
considerable progress has been made during the past two
weeks and it is understood that the original provision for an
absolute limitation of railway return has been definitely
abandoned and that a tentative agreement has been reached
;

per cent and Eoi
produce
requirement, the pro
portion to be retained by the eompairj decreasing as the
amount above 8 per cent increases, The committee lias also
adopted i provision giving the Interstate Commerce Coimnis
mom
power ol suspension over State rates during the fivt

on
.1

a provision

t<>i

a rata basis to

fl

division of the ea/irlngs above that

.1

months' period of readjustment provided

is

the

bill.

In ipit<

the commission's suspension

with

amendments

I

more conservative element.
\\
\. Doak, vice-president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, also opposed any kind of compulsory arbitration and said that Congress ought not to "start anything"
He said a
that would further alienate labor and capital.
get-together conference between railroad operators and employees is probable after the railroads are given up by the
Government ami that voluntary agreements without addi.

prove more satisfactory.
Davies Warfield, president of the National Association
of Owners of Railroad Securities, has filed with both the
Senate and House committees on interstate commerce an
opinion by Elihu Root, John G. Milburn, John S. Miller.
Hugh L. Bond, Jr., and Forney Johnston, advisory counsel
of the association, that Congress has the constitutional power
to regulate excess earnings of railroads over and above a fair
return upon the value of their property. The opinion takes
<lecided issue with that recently furnished by Charles E.
Hughes, and states that such excess earnings are the result
tional legislation will
S.

of rates made to meet the actual necessities essential to the
preservation of the life of the transportation system of the
country.

Director General Suggests That Railroad

Companies Prepare
Director General

1

for

Rate Advance

lines has disposed of

various rumors

of an impending general advance in freight rates by announcing in a letter to T. De Witt Cuyler, chairman of the
Association of Railway Executives, that it will be impossible

for the Government to establish any general readjustment of
rates prior to January 1, 1920, the date set for the return of
the roads to their owners, but that if the corporations desire
to make progress at this time with preparations for an ad-

vance he will assist them by placing the traffc organizations
of the Railroad Administration at their disposal for a study
of the problem to determine what tariffs they think ought
to be proposed.
Mr. Hines is thus passing to the railroad companies the responsibility for proposing a rate advance to meet the increase

bill

the

Mouse

and, therefore, required

i

tainly be passed before the director general could get out a
rate order.

Capital and Labor in Conference at

Washington

Hearings Before the House Interstate
Samuel Gonipers, president of the American Federation of
in oppoLabor, testified before the committee on October
sition to any provision that may be inserted in the Railroad
Arbitration, he
bill providing for compulsory arbitration.
said, must he voluntary or it cannot be successful, and labor
must always have the right to strike. Mere discussion of
such legislation is likely to produce serious consequences by
giving the radical element the means of undermining the

po%cr was passed by

Senate

coniertnet '<> reconcile the differences, but the conferees
have agreed and their report only awaits final passage, which
was expected pOSSfbl) this week, and at any rate could eer

of the protests of the labor leaders, the Senate committee
lias decided to retain die anti-strike provision in the bill.

Commerce Committee

to the

Ihe conference of representatives of employers, employees
and the public called by President Wilson for the purpose of
reaching, if possible, "some common ground of agreement
and action with regard to the future conduct of industry" and
"means of bettering the whole relationship of capital and
labor" began its sessions at Washington on October t; but
spent the first three days in getting started. After organizing and adopting rules to govern its procedure which required
that any proposal to be made to the conference should first
have the assent of one of the three groups, the conference
adjourned on Wednesday morning until Thursday in order
to give the groups an opportunity to hold meetings.
Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, was elected
chairman and Lathrop Brown and J. J. Cotter secretaries.
A general committee was chosen consisting of five representatives of each group which is to pass upon all proposals
made to the conference which have first received the assent
of the group in which they originate, and voting is to be by
groups, while a majority vote in each of the three groups is
a prerequisite for any expression or conclusion by the conference, although one-third of any group may express itself
The plan of group voting operates
in a minority report.
against a possible combination of the public group with that
representing either the employees or labor and the manner
in which the rules were adopted indicated the greatest caution on the part of both the labor and the employers' group
to prevent any action by the conference to which they could
not assent.

The members of the conference were not selected with
reference to particular industries but after the railroad labor
organizations had demanded and had been given more direct
representation than that of the delegates selected by Mr.
Gompers, two delegates were appointed by the President to
represent the railroads, R. H. Aishton, regional director of
the Northwestern region of the Railroad Administration
and Carl R. Gray, president of the Western Maryland, who
was director of the Division of Operation during 1918. L. F.
Loree, president of the Delaware & Hudson, is also a member
of the employers' group as one of the five selected by the
Fifteen labor delegates
National Industrial Conference.
were selected by Mr. Gompers but the railroad organizations
demanded a representative for each of their 14 organizations.
By a compromise suggested by Director General Hines, the
train service brotherhoods were invited to select four representatives and Bert M. Jewell, acting president of the Railroad Employees' Department of the American Federation of
Labor, was named as one of the public representatives by
-

the President.

For a time the brotherhoods threatened to stay away but
when the roll was called they were found represented by H.

expenses that has occurred during federal control,
hut in his letter, dated October 7, he states the reasons why
he considers that such a step is necessary. He has long
made it plain that he did not consider the earnings of the
first half of this year to afford a proper measure for the ad-

Brotherhood of Locomotive
Timothy Shea, acting president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen; L. E. Sheppard. president of the Order of Railway Conductors and

vance to be made, but shippers and others have felt so certain
that an advance was being contemplated that both Houses
of Congress have passed the Cummins bill to take out of his
hands the war power to order increases without the approval

men.

in railroad

of the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

The

bill

restoring

E. Wills, vice-president of the

Kngineers

W.

;

G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Train-

The public group consists of 25 members, including 3
women; the employers' group includes 17, including 5 selected by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 3
by

farmers' organizations,

2

by the Investment Bankers'

Association, 5 by the National Industrial Conference,
the 2 railroad executives appointed by the President.

match $1,000,000;

The

Eureka, 84 miles.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has sold to the Central Union Trust Company and the National Bank of Commerce, New York, $5,500,000 one-year, six per cent, col
lateral trust notes, secured by its first and refunding bonds.
The Sacramento Northern has applied to the California
State Railroad Commission for an order authorizing capital
expenditures to the extent of $436,380, and for an authority
to apply to that amount funds in the hands of the company
received from the sale of bonds.

organized labor group includes 15 chosen by Mr. Gompers
and the 4 brotherhood representatives, hut the representatives of the miners and the carpenters were not present.

However, the puhlic group includes several members who
would naturally he classified in the other groups, ranging
from E. H. Gary and J. D. Rockfeller, Jr., to John Spargo
and C. E. Russell, socialists, while Mr. Jewell, representing
10 organizations of railway employees,

is

member

also a

the road runs between Palisade, Nev., and

and

of

that group.

Thomas L. Chadbourne of New York, was elected chairman and Frank Morrison and John J. Raskob secretaries of
The chairmen of the groups were
the general committee.
chosen as follows: Puhlic, B. M. Baruch, of New York; employers, H. A. Wheeler, of Chicago; labor, Samuel Gompers,
of Washington.

Railway Construction
The Central Texas Electric Company has been incorporated with $500,000 capital; the principal office is to be at
Temple, Tex., and the road is to build about 70 miles of interurban electric lines between Temple and Waco, and Temand Marlin.
The Erie Railroad has given a contract to the Arthur McMullen Company, New York, for building the sub-structure
of a bascule bridge over the Passaic river at Newark. N. J.,
bids will be asked for in the near future for the steel work
ple

National Railroad Accident Prevention Drive
The safety supervisors
now actively engaged in

of all the principal railroads are
preparations for the campaign, to
be conducted for two weeks, October 18 to 31, to reduce the
personal injury record. Marcus A. Dow, of the New York
Central, is leader of a "safety squadron" which will conduct
a 23-day campaign holding rallies in 23 cities on the lines
of that company.

of the superstructure.
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

and grade reduction, 50,000

The

British Railroad Strike

Official

.">,

;

The

clause refers evidently to the

last

;

fact

that

wages

due to the employees on the pay day which occurred soon
after the beginning of the strike were not paid.

Important Railway Club Meetings
Frank McManamy,
ndi, United

States

assistant director, Division of Opera-

Railroad Administration, will

make an

Efficiency at the meeting of the New Engand Railroad Club at the American House, Boston, on Tues

uldress on

Shop

lay evening, October 14.

W. C. Kendall, manager. Car Service Section, Division of
Operation, United States Railroad Administration, will make
in address on the Utilization of Freight Car Equipment at
he meeting of the New York Railroad Club, Engineering

New

York, on Friday evening October L7.
L. K. Sillcox, master car builder, Chicago, Milwaukee &
5t. Paul, will make an address on Principles in Connection
vith the Economics of Freight Car Maintainance and Operaion, at the meeting of the Western Railway Club, to be held
tt the Hotel Sherman. Chicago. Monday evening, October 20
societies Building,

St.

Louis has award-

cu. yd. of

grading per mile and

the construction of 11 concrete bridges.

The strike of railroad employees in England, Scotland and
Wales, was suddenly ended on Sunday afternoon, October
by an agreement between the Government and representa
It was agreed that work
tives of the employees' unions.
should be resumed immediately that negotiations should heresumed and be completed before January
that wages
should be stabilized at the present level until September 30,
1920. though at any time after August 1, next, they may Inreviewed in the light of circumstances then existing; that
no adult employee should receive less than 51 shillings a
week while the cost of living is 110 per cent, above the prewar level; strikers are to work harmoniously with those
who had returned to work, or who had not struck; arrears
of wages to be paid on resumption of work.
1

&

ed a contract to the Walsh Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa, for building a second track on its lines between
Ansonia, Ohio, and Houston; the work involves realinement

Railway Financial News
Eugene Davis, Eureka, Nev., has purchased the Eureka
Nevada from Mrs. Whitelaw Reid and Ogden Mills, of Xeu
w>rk. and George Whittell. of San Francisco, for approxi

Changes

Brigadier General William W. Atterbur) has resinned his
former position as vice-president in charge of operation of
the Pennsylvania Eastern Lines, with headquarters at Philadelphia.

Charles Donnelly, general solicitor of the Northern Pacific,
has been appointed executive vice-president, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding Thomas Cooper, who has
been granted leave of absence.
Wilbur C. Fisk, president of the Hudson & Manhattan, has
been elected chairman of the board. Oren Root, vice-president, has succeeded Mr. Fisk as president.
W. G. Curren has been appointed general superintendent
of transportation of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore,

Md.

K. Savage, assistant general superintendent of the Canadian Pacific, Eastern Lines, has been appointed acting
J.

general superintendent.

H. G. Griffin, manager of the National Bridge Company,
Montreal, Quebec, has resigned to become general superintendent of the car department of Morris & Co., Chicago.
A. J. Devlin has been appointed master mechanic of the
St. Louis-San Francisco Western division, with headquarters
at Enid. Okla.
W. E. Marmison, master mechanic of the Erie with office
)hio, has been appointed shop superintendent at
at Kent.
(

Galion,

(

)hio.

Frederick II. Murray has been appointed master mechanic.
Erie Railroad, New York division, with headquarters at
Jersey City.
C. F. Perkins, freight traffic manager of the Missouri
Pacific, has been appointed general traffic manager, with
office at St. Louis; this position has been newly created.
W. A. Rambach, assistant freight traffic manager of the
Missouri Pacific, has been appointed freight traffic manager
of that road, with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo.
IT. S. Clarke has been appointed division engineer of the
Pennsylvania division of the Delaware & Hudson with headquarters at Carbondale, Pa.
Irving, assistant engineer of the Chicago X- Mortl
1).
J.

has been promoted to division engineer <>f tin Madi
son division with headquarters at South Pekin, 111.
Wrenshall, Jr., has returned to die position of di
|.
virion engineei of the Philadelphia X Reading at Spring

Locomotives Ordered

\\ estern,

C

Garden

Si..

Philadelphia.

Obituary

Walter H. Graves, formerly chief engineei <>i the iregon
Short Line and presidenl of the Oregon Societ) of Civil Engineers, died suddenly at Salinas, Cal., September 26.
Willi. un R. Hudson, general manager of the Atlanta. Birm
ingham & Atlantic, Charleston & Western Carolina, Augusta
& Summerville, Atlanta & Wesl Point, Western Railroad of
Alabama, Georgia Railroad, Augusta Union Station, Atlanta
Terminal and Augusta Belt, with headquarters at Augusta,
I

September 25.
Lewis S. Smith, federal treasurer of the Texas &
at his old home in Franklin. La.
died October

The Imperial Karafuta Government (Japan) has ordered
two Prairie type locomotives from the American Locomotive

Company.
The Cordoba Central Railway (Argentine) has ordered
six Mikado type locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.
Mora & Mendoza (Cuba) has ordered one four-wheel
switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Com
panv.

The Trinidad Government Railways have ordered threi
and three switching locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company.
The Jamaica Government Railway has ordered three loro
motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
freight

Ga., died

Freight Car Inquiries

Pacific,

The Skinner Packing Company, Omaha,

1

Neb.,

is

inquir

ing for 100 refrigerator cars.

Supply Trade

Mitsui

News

Horace S. Wilkinson, of Syracuse, N. Y., has been elected
chairman of the Crucible Steel Company of America. Pittsburgh, Pa., to succeed Herbert Du Puy, resigned.
Chicago of the
II. 11. Gilbert, assistant manager of sales at
Pressed Steel Car Company and the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company, has been promoted to manager of sales,
succeeding J. H. Mitchell, assigned to other duties.
Harry M. Giles has been appointed general superintendent
of the South Philadelphia Works of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company,

the late

Co., Chicago, exporters to Japan, are inquiring

Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding

Perin & Marshall, 2 Rector street, New York, are inquiring for eighty 50-ton freight cars; these will include 50 flat
cars, 20 coke and 10 self-dumping gondolas, some of which
are for export to India.
The Belgian State Railways are inquiring for 2,000 twent)

metric ton gondola cars.
The Peking Sui Yuan Railway, China, is inquiring for
five hundred 40-ton gondola cars.
The Pennsylvania Lines West are inquiring for 200 cabin
car underframes, and for options on an additional 250.

Freight Cars Ordered

Oscar Otto.

A. C. Allshul, in charge of the Milwaukee, Wis., district
has been apoffice of Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago,
pointed branch manager of its new warehouse plant at Buffalo, X. Y.
in an
Lieut. Vernon S. Henry, who served prior to the war
engineering capacity with the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, has re-entered the service of that
company and is now connected with the Philadelphia office
as sales representative.

The Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee, Wis., has moved
southern sales office from New Orleans, La., to Birmingham. Ala., room 212, Jefferson County Bank Building.
The American Brake Company, St. Louis, Mo., is planning on erecting a four-story machine shop, at an estimated
its

cost of $225,000.
L. A. Muttart. railroad salesman for the

Company,

Inc.,

Western Electric

Chicago, with headquarters in that

city, ha.-

been promoted to manager of the Chicago railroad sales department of that company.
Locomotive
E. L. Chollman, formerly with the Southern
Valve Gear Company, has been made vice-president and

manager of

sales

&

for 500 freight car trucks for export.

the

Paxton-Mitchell

Company, Omaha.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered one hundred 50-ton
phosphate cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Pennsylvania Coal Company, New York City, has
ordered 25 mine cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Jamaica Government Railway has ordered 12 flat and
30 cane cars from the Magor Car Corporation.
The Cuban Central has ordered 50 narrow gage 15-ton
cane cars from the Gregg Company.
The United Fruit Company has ordered for its railway
lines in Cuba four 5,000-gal. tank cars and four 8,000-gal.
tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.
The Tela Railroad, Honduras, has ordered through the
United Fruit Company, fifty 30-ton fruit cars from the Magor
Car Corporation.
The Trinidad Government Railways has ordered 70 cane
cars from the Magor Car Corporation.
The Sterling Oil & Refining Company, Wichita, Kan., has
ordered twenty-five 40-ton tank cars from the American Car
& Foundry Company.
The Acme Petroleum Company, Chicago, has ordered ten
and ten 10,000-gal. tank cars from the General
American Tank Car Company, East Chicago, Indiana.
^.000-gal.

Neb.
ply

Passenger Car Inquiries

manager of the Curtain SupCompany, Chicago, has been elected a director and sec-

T.

W.

Holt, assistant general

retary, in place of

William

manufacturers of railway

The statement

in the

Emergency

specialties.

Bulletin

for October

6,

that the United States Railroad Administration has placed
an order for 200,000 tons of steel rails is incorrect. The

Railroad Administration has been giving consideration to
such an order for several weeks but has not yet placed an
order.

is

inquiring for four dining cars.

Passenger Car Orders

S. Estell, resigned.

Charles H. Small and George F. Shade have established
an office in the Monadnock Building, San Francisco, Cal.,
as agents for the Sargent Company, Chicago, auxiliary locomotive device manufacturers. They will also act as agents
for other

The Atlantic Coast Line

The United Railways of Havana have ordered

eight

first-

and six third-class passenger cars from the Wason
Manufacturing Company, and six baggage cars from the
Osgood-Bradley Car Company.
class

The Cuban Central has ordered six third-class passenger
cars from the Wason Manufacturing Company and six baggage cars from the Osgood-Bradley Car Company.
The Cuba Railroad has ordered six passenger cars from
the Pullman

Company.

Atlantic Coast Line has ordered four six-wheel dining
cars from the Pullman Company.

The

—

f^&aifowayAge
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October
labor situation in the printing industry of New York
still such that we are unable to publish the RAILAGE. This is the third Emergency Bulletin which
of September
has been sent out since the
For convenient reference and in order
26 was published.
binding
and
indexing
for
the
of the Bulletin with
to provide
the regular issues, we have allowed page numbers for the
two previous Bulletins and are numbering the pages of this
Preserve your Bulletins in order to keep your files
one.
complete.

The

City

20, 1919.

beneficial to all concerned,

is

WAY

NEW YORK

BUILDING,

and especially the railway com-

panies.

The

RAILWAY AGE

are

principal charge

now making

is

the

spokesmen of the brotherhoods

that the

railways are overcapitalized,

and that their book cost of road and equipment account is
padded to the extent of $8,000,000,000 to $10,000,000,000.
The book cost of road and equipment is larger than the net
capitalization and therefore we will examine this charge
as applied to

it.

year 1916, the latest for which complete statistics
arc available, the total book cost of road and equipment as
reported by the railroads to the Interstate Commerce ComPrior to 1907 this account on
mission, was $17,525,570,908.
many roads undoubtedly was made higher or lower than the
actual investment, since the companies up to that time kept
Since 1907, however,
their accounts as each thought best.
the companies have kept their accounts as required by the
Interstate Commerce Commission and therefore it must be
assumed that all additions made to the book cost of road
and equipment since 1907 represent actual investment. The
increase in book cost of road and equipment between 1907
In the

Baseless Charges Regarding Railroad
Capitalization
One of the most remarkable hallucinations about business
which ever obsessed the minds of any intelligent people is
the hallucination of probably a majority of the people of the

United States that the railways of this country as a whole
That some railways have
are enormously overcapitalized.
been greatly overcapitalized everybody knows, and from
conclusion has been drawn that all railroads are
The facts that there are numerous important roads, such as the Pennsylvania, the Burlington, the
Lackawanna and the Santa Fe, which it is possible to demonstrate are, measured by any standard, greatly undercapitalized, and that not a few railroads which have been overcapitalized such as the Rock Island, have reduced their
capitalization to a normal' basis, do not seem to be known
this

the

overcapitalized.

to

many people.
The railroad

labor brotherhoods within recent years, in

order to array public opinion against private management
of railroads, have carried on a widespread propaganda on
the subject of overcapitalization, the obvious purpose being
to convince the public that it is the return paid upon watered
capitalization, and not the increased wages of labor, which
is making necessary advances in railway rates.
The Railway Aye repeatedly has exposed the fallacy, and
even the falsehood, of many of the charges made. Glenn
E. Plumb, on behalf of the labor brotherhoods, recently made
indiscriminate attack upon the financial
railroads and demanded that his
charges should be investigated before the roads were returned to private operation. The Railway Age showed that
that from 1900 to 1919
in the period to which he referred
a

sweeping and

management of American

—

the operating income of the railway companies had increased
only 98 per cent while the wages of the employees had in-

creased

391 per cent.

reason why
S. Stone recently appeared

Doubtless

when Mr. Plumb and Warren
before the House Committee on

this

is

the

Interstate

Commerce

to

urge again the investigation of Mr. Plumb's charges, they
complained to the House Committee that the Railway Age
had been "abusing" the railway labor organizations and based
upon this alleged "abuse" the allegation that the railway
companies are trying to prevent investigation of their
charges.

The Railway Age hopes
vestigation

of

their

that

charges.

Congress

An

will

order an

investigation

in-

would be
667

and 1916 was $1,495,232,580. Meantime the increase in the
railroad mileage of the country was 24,299 miles.
Let us now go back to 1907. We find that at that time
the total book cost of road and equipment was reported as
The 'number of miles of railroad in the
$13,030,344,328.
If, as is alleged, the book cost has
country was 229,951.
been padded to the extent of $8,000,000,000 to $10,000,000,ooo. all this padding was prior to the end of the fiscal year
1907.
Tf we assume that the padding up to 1907 was, as
alleged, $8,000,000,000 to $10,000,000,000, then we must conclude that up to that time the railway companies had built
approximately 230,000 miles of railroad for from $3,000,000,ooo to $5,000,000,000.
If we assume that the "watering"
amounted to only $8,000,000,000, we are obliged to conclude
that the

companies had

built 230.000 miles of railroads

for

$5,030,000,000, or an avreage of less than $22,000 per mile.
The railroads of the United States in 1907 were good

many of them with double or more tracks. Never
any country in the world was even a good single track
railroad built and equipped for $22,000 a mile, or for any
amount approaching this sum. Tn 1907 the cost of construction of the Government owned and operated railways of
Xew South Wales and Australia, was reported as $60,000 a
railroads,

in

mile; the cost of construction of the government-owned Intercolonial Railway of Canada was officially given as $60,168 a mile; and the cost of construction of the government-

owned railways of Germany, where the wages paid were
half those paid in this country, was reported as over $107,000

a mile.

The charge

that the railways of the country are overcapi-

talized to the extent of $8,000,000,000 to $10,000,000,000; or

any other large sum. seems so absolutely preposterous to anybody who has a scintilla of knowledge regarding railroad
matters as not to be worth a moment's notice and yet these
outrageous charges regarding overcapitalization must be

;

668

answered again .mil again because, vvliile as Applied to the
railways as a whole thev have not the slightest foundation,
they are made with such confidence and repeated so often

many

people are led to hclieve them.
We should greatly regret to see the return of the railroads
to private operation delayed in order that a Congressional
committee mighl investigate a charge known to he false by
everybody who knows anything about the railroad business.
that

same time, we should like to see a thorough investigaand complete report upon the subject of railroad capitalization in the United States made by some such committee
as the present House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. Such an investigation and report would demonstrate the baselessness of the charge of great overcapitalization and thereby do more than almost anything else could
do to put the railway companies in good standing before
\t the

tion

the

American

public.

Railroads Will Be Returned January

1

A

provision tentatively

agreed upon, authorizing the Into sustain state rates during
period was reconsidered and action on it

Commerce Commission

terstate

readjustment
The provision in the original Cummins bill for
postponed.
an absolute long and short haul clause has been stricken
out of the bill.
At a meeting on Wednesday the committee
gave Consideration to the method of providing for the indebtedness of the railroads to the government, but took no
the

and Chairman Cummins and Senator Kellogg were
appointed a sub -committee to consider the plans proposed by
the Railroad Administration and the railroad companies.
It was roughly estimated before the committee that the government advances to the railroads for capital expenditures
would amount to approximately $1,200,000,000 and other advances might bring the total up to $1,500,000,000. The railroads have asked that indebtedness for capital expenditures
be funded for a period of years, while the Railroad Administration wants to offset as large a portion of it as possible
by the indebtedness of the government to the railroads on
account of rental.
action,

Regardless of any congressional action which may or may
not be taken before January 1, 1920, the railroads will be
handed back to their owners December 31 by the Railroad
Administration, according to a statement by Director Gen-

The Railway Executives and Higher
Freight Rates
The Association

Hines at a conference of the officers of the Central,
Western, Southwestern and Norwestern regions in Chicago,
October 16. The director general said there has been no
qualification whatever of the President's announcement made
in a message to Congress last May that the railroads will be
handed back to owners at the end of this year. The Railroad Administration is making all its plans to this effect,
with the view of making the transfer back to private management at that date with the least possible disturbance to

of Railway Executives has written to Diis of the opinion
that since higher rates are made necessary because of the
increases made in expenses by the government, it is the duty
of the government to itself make the necessary increases in
rates.
The Association therefore asks the director general

public service.

Hustis,

Regarding questions as to maintenance of railroads during federal control, and whether they will be in proper physical condition when turned back, Mr. Hines' judgement is that

Willard, E.
H. Gray, R.
Krutschnitt
Short Line

eral

December 31. the physical condition of the property will
compare favorably with conditions when properties were
taken over on December 31, 1917, aud this is what the government's obligation contemplates. On some particular railroads it may turn out that less maintenance of a particular
sort has been done, this being due to inability to get material during the war, but he believes that this will be more
than offset by maintenance of other character which has

at

it is a fair general statement to say that
the government will turn back the railroads in the condiIn specific instances, there
tion required by the contract.

been done, so that

may have

to be

the government,

readjustment, some involving payments to
some involving payments by government.

Senate Railroad

Bill

Nearly Completed

The Senate committee on interstate commerce were engaged last week in putting the finishing touches on amendments to the Cummins railroad bill as drafted by its subcommittee and introduced in the Senate by Senator Cummins. At a meeting on Tuesday the committee reached an
agreement by vote of 10 to 5 on a provision requiring the
Interstate Commerce Commission to make rates which will
produce a net operating income equal to an average of 5^
per cent on the value of the property of the railroads in
a rate-making group, authorizing the commission to add J^
of 1 per cent to take care of non-productive improvements,
and providing for a distribution of the excess.
Because of the objections of the labor leaders to any
plan of profit-sharing, the committee has abandoned the
profit-sharing provision contained in the original Cummins
bill, but it has declined to be influenced by their objections
to anti-strike legislation and by a vote of 14 to 1 the com-

mittee decided to report some such provision.

rector General Hines that the Association

to

meet a committee

to discuss the situation.

The committee appointed to confer with the director general is as follows T. DeWitt Cuyler, Alfred P. Thorn, J. H.
:

Howard

Samuel Rea. A. H. Smith, Daniel
M. Felton, C. H. Markham, Carl
M. Calkins, E. N. Brown, Henry Walters, Julius
and Bird M. Robinson, president of the American
Elliott,

E. Loomis, S.

Railroad Association.

Cross Ties for Next Year
question of the procedure to be adopted in making
ties and other railroad materials and supplies
which will be needed by the railroads next year and which
it is necessary to order several months in advance, is. still
under consideration by the Railroad Administration. The
question is particularly acute in the case of cross-ties which
must be ordered before the close of the year if an adequate
supply is to be available for next year. This was considered

The

purchases of

a meeting of the chairmen of the regional purchasing
committees with officers of the Division of Purchases at
Washington, but no decision was reached as to whether the
Railroad Administration should place orders in the usual
course and transfer the contracts to the railroads after the
return to private management or whether the corporations
should be asked to make their own purchases for next year in
the same way that Director General Hines has suggested that
they make their own arrangements, with the assistance of
the Railroad Administration, for proposing such general advance in freight rates as they considered necessary.

at

Disastrous Strikes at
The
in the

strike of

longshoremen

Emergency

at

New York
New York

City

City, reported

Bulletin of last week, remains unsettled

though a considerable proportion of the men have returned
to work, and the strength of the strike seems to be broken.
The delays to ocean traffic have been very serious.
Since

Monday

the

13th,

the

business

of

the

American

Railway Express Company has been almost completely paraTersev Citv and Hoboken,
lvzed in New York Citv,
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by a strike of about 7,000 teamsters and helpers, the strike
spreading on Wednesday to a number of suburban cities.
The express company, like the railroads, succeeded in saving
much perishable freight by diversion. The express strikers
say that the United States Railroad Administration has been
unreasonably slow in considering their claim for increases
in pay but the director general has written a letter explaining the impossibility of dealing promptly with all of the
multitude of wage questions which come before the Board
at Washington.
;

Strike at Altoona

A

strike

of engine house shopmen of the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Enginehouse No. 3, Altoona, Pa., on Wednesday, October 8, spread on the 10th to the large shops, and
by Friday night there was an almost complete stoppage of
work, about 20,000 men having left their places; but by
the following Monday the men had listened to the admonition of the director general of railroads, and his message
that no grievances could be considered while the men were
The strike was started beout, and they returned to work.

cause an assistant foreman had been transferred from Hollidaysburg to Altoona in disregard, as claimed, of the seniorThe three engine-houses at Altoona employ about
ity rule.
The railroad company brought about 200 men
1,900 men.
from other shops, chiefly foremen, bosses and inspectors, and
succeeded in keeping passenger trains running without interruption. The movement of freight was also kept up with
a fair degree of success, although employees at Juniata,
Hollidaysburg, Bellwood and Tyrone joined in the strike.
This is said to be the first serious strike that has occurred
at Altoona in forty-two years.

The

Society of Railway Financial Officers

The Society of Railway Financial Officers held its annual
meeting at the Waldorf Astoria, New York, on October 15,
16 and 17. On Wednesday afternoon, the question of what
constitutes a good and sufficient reason for refunding payments on account of Liberty Loan subscriptions was introduced by H. R. Wheeler, federal trtasurer of the Boston &
Maine. The amount of bonds which are being taken by the
railroad company either because the employee subscribing
for

them

left

the service or got

into

financial

Railroad Employees' Department of the American Federation of Labor.

General

News

The American Railroad Association
meeting

at the Blackstone,

will hold its regular
Chicago, on Wednesday, Novem-

ber 19.

-The American Railway Bridge & Building Association
hold its annual convention at Cleveland, Ohio, on
October 21, 22 and 23.
will

The National Industrial Traffic League will hold its annual meeting at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on November 12,
13 and 14.

The Senate on October 14 adopted and

sent to the

House

the Kellogg resolution postponing until July 1, 1920, the effective date of Section 10 of the Clayton Anti-Trust law

requiring railroads to obtain competitive bids on purchases
and other transactions with companies in which they have
an interlocking interest.

The International Order of Railway Yardmasters has submitted a petition to Director General Hines, asking that
yardmasters be given the benefit of several provisions of
wage orders which have been allowed for employees, such
as an eight-hour day and extra pay for overtime. They also
ask more exact classification of grades of employees.

To study the expedition of the movement of freight cars,
both loaded and empty, within terminals in order to overcome avoidable delays and thus increase the efficiency of
the freight car equipment of the country, special terminal
committees have been arranged for by the Railroad Administration at 70 of the principal terminals of the nation, each
to be composed of local railroad representatives and a representative of shippers.
The question of supply of railroad fuel in the event of
the coal strike which is threatened for November 1 has been
considered by the Division of Purchases.
It is understood
that most of the railroads have not a reserve supply which
would protect them for many days and that they were urged
to do as much as possible in the way of accumulating a reserve without engaging in competitive bidding against each
other for the available supply of free coal.

difficulties

because of sickness or death in the family, varied from four
per cent of the total amount subscribed for by employees of
the company to nine per cent, with some instances of an even
This means that when the roads are
greater percentage.
returned to their owners, the question of what shall be done
with these bonds subscribed for at par by the Railroad Administration, and now selling below par, will have to be
settled.

of the Louisville & Nashville,
J. H. Ellis, federal treasurer
introduced a discussion of the delivery of "order notify"
Tt
shipments without the surrender of the bill of lading.
was generally agreed that General Order No. 25 of the Railroad Administration worked out unsatisfactorily and defeated the purpose of this kind of bill of lading and shipment since it prevented the consignor from getting payment
on or before delivery of the goods to the consignee. It was
suggested that if a bond were required upon the deposit of
which a new bill of lading could be issued and deposited
with the consignor's bank for collection, the difficulty would
be overcome.

Industrial Conference
Brotherhood of Railway
J. J. Forrester, president of the
and Steamship Clerks, has been substituted as a member of
the public group for Bert M. Jewell, acting president of the

Early
issued

home

in

the

present

year the

Railroad

Administration

instructions that cars be loaded in the direction of
with a view to getting cars re-located on home lines

The conclusion has been reached that
further be aided by re-establishing the
per diem rules whereby one railroad is required to account
tor per diem on cars used by it belonging to another railroad.
A general order making this requirement has therefore been issued.
a larger extent.

to

this policy will

still

Hearings were held week before last at Washington before
Board of Wages and Working Conditions on the demands
for increased wages presented to the Railroad Administration in August by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Enginemen.
Timothy Shea, acting president of the
brotherhood, made the opening statement for the organization and was followed by other officers of the brotherhood,
while the railroads were represented by a committee of

the

operating officers appointed by the regional directors.
Official

Changes

Ralph

Budd, vice-president of the Great Northern Railhas been elected president, succeeding Louis W.
Hill who has resigned as president but retains office as
chairman of the board of directors.

way

B.

Co..

A.

Wait, assistant engineer on the First Division of
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Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific with headquarters at
Dei Moines, Iowa, lias been promoted to division engineer
ol the Cedar Rapids division with office at Cedar Rapids,
the

low. i. succeeding Garret!
other duties.

I

who has been

'avis,

assigned to

The
tor

!'.'>

Detroit United Railway, Detroit, Mich., is inquiring
express trailer cars and three intci in ban bodies.

The Eastern

Company,

Steel

Pottsvillc,

for 33 hopper cars ami B gondola cars;

all

l'a., is inquiring
of 50-tOTl capacity.

The National Enameling & Stamping Company, Granite
Obituary

City,

Laden, district engineer on the Illinois Central,
with office at Waterloo. Iowa, died at Ins home in Rockford,
111., on October 13, following a stroke of apoplexy.

111.,

is

inquiring for o

all

The New York, Chicago &

Patrick

steel 50-ton
St.

Louis

is

gondola cars.
inquiring for 11

passenger cars.

The

Car & Foundry

Pacific

Co., Seattle,

Wash.,

is

inquir-

ing for steel underframes for passenger cars.

News

Supply Trade
\\

II.

Kenly &

Ross

.

lias

been elected vice-president of Templeton,

Co., Ltd., Chicago,

Mudge &

manufacturers of Simplex jacks.

Canuck Supply

Co., Chicago, has appointed the

Co., Montreal. Out., as

The name

its

Canadian

I

The Standard Supply & Equipment
inquiring for one self-acting dump

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
car.

& Generating

Cars Ordered

Co.,

ml.,

James S. Hearons has become affiliated with the GustinBacon Manufacturing Company, Kansas City, Mo., as rail-

The Duncan Lumber Company, Portland, Ore., has been
appointed the exclusive sales agent of the Luedinghaus Lumber Company, Dryad, Wash., and the Meskill Lumber Company, Meskill, Wash.

The T. Geo. Stiles Co., Arlington, N. J., designers and
manufacturers of railroad signals, interlocking and third rail
safety appliances and supplies, has appointed the C. H. Whall

Summer

The Ashford Coal Co., Ashford, W. Va., has ordered 30
wooden mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Chelsea Refining

Co., Ardmore, Okla., has ordered 50
from the American Car & Foundry Co.

8000-gal. tank cars

road representative.

The Eagle Refining Co., Wichita Falls, Tex., has ordered
50 8050-gal. tank cars, from the Pennsylvania Tank Car
Company.

The Foco

Oil

Company, Franklin, Pa., has ordered 10
from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Co*.

8050-gal. tank cars

The Freedom

Oil

10050-gal. tank cars,

Works, Freedom, Pa., has ordered 50
from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Co.

New Eng-

The H. C. Frick Coke Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has ordered
100 mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

K. C. Gardner, assistant manager of sales of the Pressed

The Holland Coal Co., Altoona, Pa., has ordered 50 lowvein pit cars "from the American Car & Foundry Co.

Co.,

170

Street, Boston, Mass., sales agents for

materials, in territory covering

all

railroads in the

its

land States.

Steel

Car Company and the Western Steel

& Foundry Com-

pany, has been appointed manager of sales of the Central
district with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., and Huntley H. Gilbert,
assistant manager of sales, has been appointed manager of
sales of the Western district with office at Chicago, vice
J. H. Mitchell, assigVied to other duties.

Extensions

are

contemplated

Works. Lima, Ohio, which

by

the

Lima Locomotive

will increase the plant's capacity

approximately 50 per cent and involve an expenditure of
$1,250,000.
Additions to the present plant include a new
erecting shop with a capacity of 70 locomotives a month, and
a superheater shop extension for the boiler and tank works.
N-ew machinery costing approximately $300,000 will be purchased.

Railway Construction

The Chicago & Alton has begun work on the second unit
of a two-unit freight house at Chicago. The new building
will be of steel construction, 165 feet by 460 feet.
The Chicago, Rock
to

is

sales agent.

of the Schroeder Headlight

was changed to Sunbeam Electric Manufacturing Company on September 27, 1919.

Evansville,

The Peking Sui Yuan lias increased to 1,000 its inquiry
through Mitsui & Co., New York, for 500 40-ton high sidegondola cars.

Island

&

Pacific will receive bids

up

October 22 for the construction of a double track bridge

across the

Des Moines

Iowa

river at Eldon,

;

the bridge will

and one 46-foot concrete arch spans,
and two 44-foot deck plate girders with concrete decks.

consist of eight 93-foot

Holmes, Bulkley & Wardrop, 61 Broadway, New York,
have ordered 100 8050-gal. tank cars, from the Pennsylvania
Tank Car Co.

The Magnolia Petroleum

Co.

is

100 40-ton, 8000-gal. tank cars from the American Car

inquiring for 25 horse

Locomotive Works, New York City,
for 45 narrow gage flat, coal and tank cars.
Bell

Clark

&

Hutcheson, 80 Wall Street,

&

The Manila Railroad
first-class

Co.,

New York

City, has ordered 25

coaches from the American Car

& Foundry

Co.,

for export to the Philippine Islands.
F. M. Pease, Chicago, has ordered 20 8050-gal. tank cars
from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The Ranger Refining Co., Kansas City. Mo., has ordered
25 8000-gal. and 25 10000-gal. tank cars from the American
Car & Foundry Co., and 20 10050-gal. tank cars, from the
Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The Transcontinental Oil Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has ordered
50 8000-gal. tank cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.
States Industrial Alcohol Co., 27 William
York, has ordered 124 8050-gal. tank cars,
from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The United

Street,

New

Locomotives Ordered

cars.

The

American Car & Foundry Co.

Co., -Dallas, Tex., has ordered

Foundry Co.

Freight and Passenger Car Inquiries

The Arms Palace Horse Car

Co., St. Louis, Mo., has ordered 50

The Lubrite Refining

10000-gal. tank cars from the

The South Manchurian Railways have ordered 12 0-8-0
type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Steel & Tube Company of America, Indiana Harbor,
has ordered 2 0-6-0 type switching locomotives from

The
is

inquiring

New York

City, are

Ind.,

the Baldwin Locomotive

inquiring for a number of electric storage battery steel cars
for export to South America.

Remember

the
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31.
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Cannot Be Passed By Jan.

Bill

The
No Emergency

Printers' Strike

was

Bulletin

reasons beyond our control.

Age

of the Railway

in a

issued

We

last

week

— this

for

expect to resume publication

few days.

Just a few words about the strike. The employing
printers had entered into an agreement with the international unions of the printing trades to give the men a

May, 1921. The pressmen and
York City, whose local agreement
expired September 30 last, insisted on an increase of $14
a week and also on the immediate adoption of the 44-hour
week. The employing printers offered the men, who were

week beginning

44-hour

union

feeders

New

in

well paid, an increase of $6 a week. The men
refused this offer and went on a strike. Their international
organization, which is affiliated with the American Federa-

already

on the men returning to work and
revoked the charter of the union and classed the

tion of Labor, insisted
finally

men

"outlaws."

as

The compositors

remained

at

work, but actually

went on a "vacation strike" in sympathy with the striking
pressmen and feeders. As their local agreement had run
out and contained no continuing clause the international
organization has been unable to revoke their charter— no
agreement having been broken— and has had to content
with advising the

itself

men

to return to work.

The

bind-

and mailers have signed an agreement with the em-

ers

ployers.

The
is

international organization of the pressmen and

trying to get the

determined to rid

men back

itself

classes as bolshevists.

of

After

feeders

the

organization, but
radical element, which

five

weeks

into

its

of idleness the

is
it

men

that they have been misled by
and are gradually taking out new international cards and returning to work. A few employers
gave in to the local pressmen and feeders' union, but other
unions affiliated with the American Federation of Labor
regard their output as "struck work" and are boycotting

beginning to

are

realize

their local officers

them
For the

three weeks of the strike the publishers.
employing printers, decided not to take their
work out of the city, even temporarily. This encouraged
first

to protect the

the

men who
the

lishcrs

adequate

These handicaps, it
indeed the strike
a complete victory for the employers.

of

realized

strike

have kit
1

that

they could recoup their losses
Recently many pub-

by overtime work.

New York

City,

temporarily

or

facilities.

shortly be overcome,

is

of Travel

— No

expected,

will

not ended by

is

if

Enormous Increase

Increase of Cars

The public is expecting that soon after the railways are
returned to private operation there will be a great improvement of service and especially of passenger service. Doubtless there soon will be some improvement, but how difficult it is going to be and how long it is likely to take to

make

service as good as it was before government opera~
was adopted is indicated in a striking way by the
statistics regarding the changes which have occurred in
lhc am0 unt of travel within recent years and in the number
f cars which have been pr0 vided to carry passengers,
Between the years 1910 and 1916 the number of passenger
cars n serv ce increased from 47,095 to 54,774, or 16 per cent,
Meantime, the increase in the number of passengers carricd one mile; which is the meaS ure of the total amount of
travel, was 36 per cent.
After the United States entered the war in the spring
f
1917 the railways, in order to enable them better to
handle the country's war business, began sharply curtailing
passenger service, and also in order to enable the manution

;

j

facturing resources
exclusively to war
increase

of

country to

the

work they sharply

be

devoted almost

curtailed the

number

including

cars,

in

passenger cars, ordered. In 1917 the
the number of passenger cars in service was

1,167

Government control was established

at the beginning of
passenger cars ordered
for all the railroads was only 131, and in 1919 no substantial orders for passenger cars have been placed.
In consequence, within the last two years there has been no increase
in the number of passenger cars, and probably, owing
to
retirement of old cars, there has been some decrease.
Meantime there has been occurring an increase in the
volume of passenger traffic which far surpasses all records
ever made before. As already stated, the increase in travel
in the six years from 1910 to 1916 was 36
per cent. In
1917 alone it was
2 per cent.
In 1918 the increase over
1917 exceeded 8 per cent.
In the first eight months of
1919 the passenger business handled was 6.3 per
cent
greater than handled in the same months of 1918. These
cumulative increases since 1916 aggregate 32 per cent,
1918,

and during that year the

total

W/

The
ha s

-

after

and periodicals are gradually coming out, most of
them somewhat incomplete and unfinished because of lack

of
officially

1919

nently,

1

on Interstate Commerce on
The
Wednesday practically decided that it was impossible to
pass comprehensive railroad legislation before the end of
the year; it tentatively decided to substitute for the Cummins bill a brief resolution providing for the return of the
roads, January 1, with temporary extension of the guarSome conferences are to be held to determine just
anty.
what terms can be enacted without opposition and the
committee is to meet again Friday.

Committee

Senate

6,

large increase

been

attributed

in

passenger

chiefly

to

traffic

the

in

1917 and

movement

1918

troops

of

and to the traveling of their relatives and friends to and
from the cantonments where they were located. Since 1918,
however, there has been a very large reduction in the
movement of troops, and yet the statistics of the Railroad
Administration

pcrma-

1919,

671

was

\2'/l

show
per

that

the

amount

of

travel

cent greater than in July,

in

1918.

July,

672

The

ind

relationship

thi>

enorm

ol

travel

very

is

interesting.

[\

travel during the month
in
we do know thai within two
months that is, in August, 1918—the increase in travel
August, 1917, was almost 12 per cent; that in Sep
tember, 1918, it was 14 per cent; and that the increase in

know what was
immediately

has gone

travel

in

in

July,

on

but

ever

since,

the

volume of

it

in

July,

we have already shown, MVi per cent greater

1919, being, as

than

increase

the

following,

1918.

In other

words, the largest increase

in

which probabl} ever took place in so short a time
occurred immediately after the 50 per cent increase in passenger fares; ami the amount of travel has continued raptravel

idly to increase ever since then.

the

that

is

u iges

higher

more

than

ever

The explanation

doubtless

country are being paid
before and that they are doing

working people

of the

than ever before.
There is no present reason for doubting that the present
large amount of travel will continue, and even increase.
If the railroads during the last three years had bought only
as manv- passenger cars per year as they did in the preceding six years they would have bought in this three years
traveling

least

at

7,000

more

cars

than they actually did.

But the

increase in passenger business in the last three years has
been almost as great as in all of the preceding six years

Taking into consideration both the very small
number of passenger cars that has been bought during the
last three years and the enormous increase in passenger
business which has occurred, it is safe to say that the railway's after they are returned to private operation would
have to have at least 8,000 and probably 10,000 more passenger cars than they actually will have in order to handle
their passenger business in the same way that they handled
it in
1916.
But the largest number of passenger cars ever
built in the United States and Canada together in one year
was only 4,412. It is evident, therefore, that no matter
together.

how

anxious the railways may be to give satisfactory servthe resumption of private operation it will take
several years to make up for the deficiency of passerger
cars which has accumulated during the last three years.

ice

condemnation

to the

always has been
contended that reductions in passenger fares would increase
travel, and that advances in passenger lares would reduce
In June, 1918, passenger tares throughout most of the
it.
We do not
United States were increased 50 per cent
increase

after

i

>

there

i

right minded man in America,
would be
o di a brou
to the

oi every

nothing

is

that

comi

a

respecting

long

return

the

ol

delay
these

in

establishing

a

properties

to

irasl

promi ed i" pr< enl a report on the
Senator La Follette announced
thai he would file a minority report expressing his dissent
from the provisions of the bill and at the appropriate time
would also propose a substitute measure.
The revised bill is a vastly different bill from that
tentatively drafted by the subcommittee, which was outlined
in the Railway Age of September 5, page 448.
It is based
(in
no single plan of the many that have been proposed
but probably bears a closer resemblance to that proposed
by the National Transportation Conference than to any
other, as that plan itself represented the selection of ideas
from the principal plans previously proposed.
The most important change made by the committee was
the adoption of the idea of establishing a definite percentage of return for the guidance of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in rate-making, with a provision for a division
of net operating income above 6 per cent but not for distribution to the so-called "weak roads."
In 1925 and every
fifth year thereafter, however, the commission may revise
To
the percentage basis in accordance with conditions.
owners."

their
bill

within

1

1

1-

few

a

days.

meet the constitutional and other objections to the idea
from a prosperous or efficient road directly for

of taking

its less fortunate or less deserving neighbors
provided that the contributions made by roads having
excess earnings shall go into a general railroad contingent
fund to be administered by a federal transportation board
for common railroad purposes, which includes the possibility of loans to roads that need assistance.
The provisions in the original bill providing for the use of half the
excess earnings for the benefit of the employes were
omitted because of the objections made before the com-

the benefit of

it

is

mittee by labor leaders.
The provisions dealing with the method of funding the
indebtedness of the railroads to the government, and those

settlement of labor disputes, have been
the regulation of security issues is

relating

to

entirely

rewritten;

the

transferred from the Interstate Commerce Commission to
the proposed new transportation board, and there are new

provisions relating to the co-ordination of rail and water
traffic
and to the powers of corporations incorporated
the act.
The provisions relating to control of
telegraph and telephone systems
were omitted.
The
revised bill contains no provision giving the Interstate
Commerce Commission power to suspend state rates during the transition period after federal control although at
one time the committee tentatively' approved such a plan.

under

Cummins
The Cummins
system

of

bill,

railroad

Bill

Reported to Senate

providing for a reorganization of the
and also for the gradual

regulation

reorganization of the railroads into 20 to 35 competing systems, was reported to the Senate on October 23 in the
form of a new bill, S. 3288, including the many important

which have been made by the Committee on
Interstate Commerce since it was originally introduced on
September 2 as the work of a subcommittee.
In submitting it to the Senate, Senator Cummins read
revisions

from Director General Hines urging early action
on railroad legislation and also his reply to Mr. Hines
stating his intention to do everything in his power to bring
the bill forward for consideration by the Senate the moment it is free from the present involved subject of the
peace treaty. He said that while there has been a movement in Congress for an early adjournment he intended
to oppose it with all the influence he could command and
that in his opinion two weeks of steady work ought to
secure a final vote on the bill.
He also stated to the
Senate that he agreed with Mr. Hines that Congress ought
his letter

give its consideration to the bill to the exclusion of
every other measure.
"I believe," he added, "that if the Senate were to adjourn
before it has disposed of this question it would be subject

to

Rules for Competitive Bidding

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission has

governing

lations

the

method

obtaining

of

common

regucompetitive

issued

and companies
provided by
Section 10 of the Clayton law, but it is expected that Congress will have extended the effective date of the law
before the regulations become effective on January 1.

bids on

which

transactions by a
"interlocking"

have

carrier

relationships,

General

as

News

The Railroad Administration has ordered 40,000 tons of
from the Bethlehem Steel Company.
The annual me-eting of the National Industrial Traffic

rail

League

will

on November

An

be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
12,

13

and

111.,

14.

extra storage charge of $10 a car as an emergency
is now imposed on refrigerator cars not unloaded

measure,

within five days; and on cars of lumber held for reconsignment, after two days. The National Bureau of Whole-

673

Lumber

Distributors, has instructed its traffic
seek a conference with Director General
to protest against this charge on emergency lumber.
sale

mittee,

to

Official

1

com-

the Nebraska division, with headquarters at Fairbury, Nebr.,

lines

a

Changes

Frank Hedley, vice-president and general manager of the
fnterborough Rapid Transit Company, New York, has been
elected president of that company succeeding Theodore
P. Shonts.
I.
B. Tigrett, president of the Birmingham & Northwestern and the Meridien & Memphis, has been appointed
president of the Gulf, Mobile & Northern with headquarters
at Mobile, Ala., succeeding John W. Platten, resigned to
become chairman of the board of directors. Mr. Tigrett
will continue also as president of the two roads first men-

tioned.

LaRue Brown, assistant U. S. attorney general, has been
appointed general solicitor of the Railroad Administration
to fill the vacancy created by the recent appointment of
E. Marvin Underwood as general counsel of the administration.

Benjamin B. Greer, assistant regional director of the
Central Western region, has been appointed federal manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Ontonagon
and the Escanaba & Lake Superior, succeeding H. E.
Byram, who has resigned to become president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Company, which ofhe held prior to his appointment under federal management.
C. R. Capps, traffic assistant at Philadelphia to Regional
Director L. W. Baldwin, of the Allegheny region, has
resigned to resume his former duties as senior vice-president of the Seaboard Air Line with headquarters at Norfolk, Va.
William Hodgdon, traffic manager of the Pennsylvania, Western Lines, has been appointed Mr. Capps'
fice

successor.
F.

E.

Clarity,

transportation

assistant

the

to

regional

director of the Central Western region, has been promoted
to assistant regional director succeeding B. B. Greer.

W.

G. Curren has been appointed general superintendent

of transportation of the Baltimore
ters

at

&

Ohio, with headquar-

Baltimore, Md.

L.

of

created position.

M.

L.

Howard,

assistant

to

the

has resigned.

W. H.

Bulletin

of

October

6.

W.

Malthaner, general master mechanic of the Northwest
district of the Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines, with
headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed acting
superintendent maintenance of equipment with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. G. Johnston, master mechanic

Newark division with headquarters at Newark, Ohio,
has been appointed Mr. Malthaner's successor and F. E.
Cooper, shop superintendent at Newark, Ohio, has been

of the

appointed to succeed Mr. Johnston.
J. S. Jennings, division master mechanic on the Michigan
Central at Bay City, Mich., has been promoted to assistant
superintendent of motive power with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., a newly-created position.
J. O. Goodwin, road

foreman of engines with office at West Bay City, Mich.,
has been appointed to succeed Mr. Jennings at Bay City.
W. F. Kiesel, Jr., acting mechanical engineer of the Pennat Altoona, Pa., has been appointed mechanical
engineer succeeding A. S. Vogt, retired; H. A. Hoke has
been appointed Mr. Kiesel's successor; R. N. Miller, assistant engineer at Altoona, has been appointed acting assistant
mechanical engineer, succeeding Mr. Hoke, and B. S.

sylvania,

Brown

Mr. Miller's successor. J. V. B. Duer, assistant
Altoona, has been made electrical engineer,
and S. M. Viele assistant electrical engineer of the new
electrical engineering department operated in conjunction
with the mechanical engineering department at Altoona.
S. A.
Schickedanz, chief draftsman of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois, at Chicago, has been promoted to mechanical engineer, at Danville,
111.,
succeeding W. H.
Hauser, who has resigned to become connected with the
A. B. C. Transit Refrigeration Company, Chicago.
Brekenfcld has been appointed shop supervisor of
J. C.
the St. Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at Springfield, Mo., succeeding A.
J. Devlin, whose transfer was nois

engineer

at

ticed in the

Emergency

Bulletin of October

13.

Lenzner, master car builder of the Michigan Central
with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed
supervisor of passenger equipment, a newly-created position.

federal

manager, with office at Chicago, has been appointed to
succeed Mr. Johnson at St. Louis.
E. W. Hoffman, superintendent of the Ohio division of
the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Chillicothe, Ohio, has
been transferred to the Chicago division, with office at
Chicago, succeeding J. H. Jackson, who has resigned.
M. C. LaBertew, superintendent of the Great Northern,
at Harve, Mont., has been transferred to the Kalispell
division, succeeding J. L. Close, granted leave of absence;
T. F. Dixon, trainmaster of the Great Northern at Great
Falls, Mont., has been appointed acting division superintendent during the absence of Mr. LaBertew.
C. W. Crosby, trainmaster of the Piedmont & Northern
at Greenville, S. C, has been promoted to superintendent in
charge of the operating department with headquarters at
Greenville, succeeding E. Thomson, general manager, who
Oliver, division engineer on the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe, with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal., has
been promoted to engineer of the Grand division with
headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal.
W. A. Wallace, division engineer on the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, at Eldon, Mo., has been transferred to

&

Emergency

the

in

S.

Johnson, general superintendent of the Missouri
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed assistant to
the general manager, with office at Chicago, a newlyF.

district

newly-created position.
11. Lowther, division engineer of the Idaho division
of the Oregon Short Line, has been appointed division
engineer of the Kansas division of the Union Pacific
succeeding W. A. Parker, whose promotion was noted
\Y.

Supply Trade Notes
H. Mitchell, manager of sales of the western district
Car Company and the Western Steel
Car & Foundry Company, with headquarters in Chicago,
left recently for Havana, Cuba, to assume the position
of
J.

for the Pressed Steel

executive vice-president of the American Steel

Company

of

Cuba.

Amsden, advertising manager of Mudge & Co., Chiwith headquarters in that city, has been appointed

S. C.

cago,

district

manager

of the

southwestern territory, with head-

quarters at St. Louis,

Mo.
Automatic

The American
Train Control Corporation,
American building, Baltimore, Md., which has been organized as the successor of the American Train Control Company, announces that it is preparing to push activities on
its own factories.
The president of the
corporation is Calvin W. Hendrick, and the vice-president
is
Finley J. Shepard, New York City, vice-president of the
Missouri Pacific Railroad Company. The other members

a large scale, with

the board of directors are John B. Ramsay, Morris
Whitridgc, M. M. Elkan (New York); T. R. Thomas, L. A.
Cover, W. J. Donnelly, R. L. Williams and S. H. Lauchluimer, all of Baltimore except Mr Elkan.

of

674

.,

I

sales

the

ol

Mi
Chicago,
Fisher building,

will
hi<

(

Pneumatic

Chicago

I

man

appointed

been

has

-

i

railroad

have

tern

headquarters

his

in

the

with headquarters at Chicago.

The Railway Lock Spike Company,

Atlanta. Ga., has been

chartered with $300,000 capital and the privilege of increasing to $1,000,000, to manufacture railway spikes and other
II.
railway supplies.
E. Harris, W. E. Paschall and J. J
Casteel arc the incorporators.
R. E. Trout has resigned as

signal engineer of the St.
Louis-San Francisco to become general sales manager of
the primary battery division of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,
with office at Bloomfield, N. J.

Locomotive Inquiries

The Hukuang Railway

of

China

is

inquiring for 25 loco-

motives.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

market for a second-hand, standard gage, fourwheel, saddle tank Baldwin or Porter locomotive, weighing
the

in

is

not

than

less

or

tons,

10

more than

12

tons.

Locomotives Ordered

The Central Railway

of Brazil has ordered five Consolida-

from the American Locomotive Company.
They will have 17-in. x 20-in. cylinders, with a total weight
in working order of 93,000 lb.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is having repairs
made to about 40 locomotives at the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Egyptian State Railways have ordered 50 locomotives
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Thirty of these
are of the 2-6-0 type and will have 21-in. cylinders, and
20 are of the 4-4-2 type, and will have 20-in. cylinders.
The Egyptian State Railways are also said to be asking
prices on 65 additional locomotives.
The United Fruit Company has ordered two Consolidation locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
They will have 17-in. by 24-in. cylinders, and are for use
on its lines in Cuba.
The United Verde Copper Company, New York, has
^ordered two Mallet locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. They will have 2Z /2 x 37 x 32-in. cylinders, and a total weight in working order of 448,000 lb.
Perin & Marshall, 2 Rector street, New York, have ordered five 2-6-4 type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Mysore State Railways (India).
tion locomotives

l

Freight Car Inquiries

The

Famous

inquiring

for

Broadway

five

60-ft.

Shows,

flat

The Ford Motor Company,

Cincinnati,

Ohio,

is

cars.

Detroit,

is

inquiring

fifty 50-ton flat cars and for twelve 50-ton high side,
coke rack gondola cars.
Frazar & Company, 30 Church street, New York City,
is inquiring for one 3-ft. gage freight motor car.
The International Railway Supply Company, New York,
is inquiring for 100 low-side cane cars,
for the Trinidad
Government Railways. These cars are in addition to the
70 cane cars ordered recently by the International Railway
Supply Company from the Magor Car Corporation for the

railroad.

The National
is

estimating on

Steel Car
100

Company,

ten-ton

&

i

'

New

the market for 40
hopper cars and 60 iteel platform cars, 20 ft.
long, for the Mysore State Railways (India).
The Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company is asking
for prices on 30 coke cars of 70-ton capacity.
A. C. Torbert, Chicago, is inquiring for 50 gondola cars.
The United States War Department is asking for prices
on 500 tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity.

Perin

Y<ul<,

are

in

ore

steel

all

Marshall,

Freight Car Orders

The

Railroad & Canals Company, Sulphur,
ordered 25 hopper cars from the Pressed Steel

Brimstone

has

La.,

Company,
The Cuyamel

Car

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Company, New Orleans, La., has
from the Magor Car Corporation, for

Fruit

ordered 15 fruit cars
export to Honduras.
F. M. Pease, Chicago, has ordered thirty-five 8,050-gal.
tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.
This is in addition to the 20 cars recently ordered from

same company.

the

The Pekin-Suiyuan has ordered 100 forty-ton gondola
cars from the General American Tank Car Company, and it
is understood has given the same company an additional
order for 500-forty-ton high side gondola cars.
Then Penn Coal & Coke Corporation, Cresson, Pa., has
ordered 75 wood and 100 steel and wood mine cars from the

American Car & Foundry Co.
The United Railways of Havana reported in the Railway
Age of September 26, as inquiring for twenty-five 40-ton
hopper ballast cars, have ordered this equipment from the
Standard Steel Car Company.
The Wabash Railroad is having repairs made by the
Pressed Steel Car

Company

to

300 of

its

wooden

freight

cars.

Passenger Car Inquiries

The Crownshield Trading Corp., 30 Church street, New
York City, is inquiring for two passenger cars, one first
and second class and one second class.
Dodwell & Company, 161 Water street, New York City,
are inquiring for one kerosene motor coach for export
China.

to

Jardine,

Matheson

&

Co.,

New York

Ltd.,

inquiring for two passenger coaches.
The Long Island Railroad is inquiring
cars, 30

steam coaches, and 20 motor

for

cars, all to

City,

50

are

trailer

be 54 feet

long.
C. E. Morfoot, Starkville, Miss., is inquiring for one
combination sleeping and baggage car.
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is inquiring for
four 70-ft. coaches and for two 70-ft. partition coaches.
The Penn General Supply Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is

inquiring for from 30 to 40 steel railway velocipedes.

& Marshall, 2 Rector street, New York, are in
market for steel underframes and trucks for five
passenger cars and five baggage cars.
Perin

Mich.,

for

same

in

is

c

1

.1

[ngersoll

territory

ill'

.1

Rand Company, New Vork, has established
a branch office in the Sam Houston Life building, Dallas,
Tex., ni charge of R. H. Brown, Jr., a> manager.
Jean K. Vanatta, service manager of Mudge & Co., Chilian been appointed district
manager of the central

The

ii<
box
Morocco State Railways.
Pennsylvania Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
the market foi eight second hand steel underframe
nil hand well
also i"i
ar.

ten ton

Company,

l*ool

Ltd., Hamilton, Out.,
drop side gondolas and 100

the

Ricardo, Gomez & Dietlin Co., 161 Maiden Lane, New
is inquiring for 80 tramway chasses, for export to

York,
Italy.

The

Stephensville
Tex.,

Stephensville,

& Desdemona
is

wooden passenger cars.
The Texas & Pacific

inquiring

Oil
for

Railway Company,
five
narrow-gage

inquiring for 69 miscellaneous
is
passenger cars, including 50 coaches, 5 diners, 12 baggage
and express and 2 mail cars.
The United Railways of Havana are in the market for
three

sleeping cars.

Railway Age
Table

of
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will

be found on Page

Another Apology

5 of

the Advertising- Section

ual roads.

One

peculiar weakness in railroad organization

"Should
indicated by rule 34 of the agreement, which reads
an employee be assigned temporarily to fill the place of a
LS

F*)R seven weeks, since September 26, publication of the
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rate, straight time for
time hours, and overtime for overtime hours, if
If it is not he will get the
greater than the foreman's rate.
If the former condition is true how much
foreman's rate."
will the workman who is acting temporarily as foreman look
up to or respect his immediate superior when he returns to his
job as a mechanic? The foreman coming into intimate contact with the workmen should surely be placed on a much
higher plane than this if the management expects real results.
This shortcoming is not a development which has come about
under federal control, although it may have been intensified
One great
by it.
It is a "hangover" from pre-war days.
weakness of American railroads is the lack of adequate
The roads must invest their officers and foresupervision.
men with real dignity and importance if the efficiency and
effectiveness of the various departments are to be improved.
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For the first time the railroads of this country have entered
While the
into a national agreement with the shop crafts.
statement has been made that the in-

The
Shop Craft
Agreement

creases in wages granted are insignificant and are only such as to bring the
rates for the shopmen up to a basis
comparable to that of other railroad

employees, this is hardly borne out by a dose study of the
For instance, the rates of pay for mechanics
agreement.
who have been receiving 68 cents an hour have been increased
4 cents an hour, effective May 1. 1919; steel car workers
and other mechanics in the car department who have been
receiving 63 cents an hour have also been increased 4 cents
an hour; while other mechanic- in the car department who
were receiving 58 cents an hour have been increased 9 cents,
Apprenall these changes being effective May 1, 1919.
tices, helpers, and other classes of workers, except certain

ones covered in a special rule, also received an increase of
These increases may,
1919.
4 cents an hour effective May
to some, seem insignificant compared with the high rates
which the men have been receiving, but they promise to make
a very considerable addition to the expenses of the individ1

.

Restricted production directly increases the cost of living.
The Railway Age has pointed this out time and time again
A keen obduring recent months.

The High

thoroughly familiar with railroad mechanical departments and their
practices and who has made several
trips over the country in recent years,
says that he was astounded, on a recent trip, to note the idleness on the part of railroad shop men, and their apparent
lack of interest in their work.
Tourists returning from their
summer vacations tell of inattention, brusqueness and indifference on the part of station employees with whom they
came in contact in buying tickets and in checking baggage.
A professional man in a city which is largely made up of
railroad employees (it has a large locomotive and car repair
shop and terminal yards) tells of surprising extravagances
The habits of thrift which
on the part of railroad men.
they cultivated in pre-war days have been succeeded by the
most thoughtless and careless expenditures.
These are not
If
isolated instances; unfortunately they are too general.
this country is to take its real place among the nations of the
world; if its citizens are to enjoy prosperity and comfort,
these disturbing conditions which exist throughout our industries and railroads must be corrected.
The coming winter promises distress and even suffering among the poor and
less favored classes, and this not because of any failure in our
natural resources, but largely because of restricted production at a time when the need was never so great, coupled with
a spirit of extravagance.
Fortunately, people are gradually
awakening to the fact that those who hamper or restrict production arc just as guilty as the profiteer.
If this feeling
on the part of the public can inspire the Administration or
Congress to conduct a spirited campaign of education in
economics relating to labor, production, money, wealth, etc.,
This will be particularly true if at
it will be most helpful.
the same time the labor leaders and the radical element in
the ranks of labor will awaken to the fact that the public is
server,

Cost of
Living

sick

and

mood no
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tired of strikes

and threats of

strikes

longer to tolerate restricted production.

and

is

in a

k'AII.WAY

Needed Railroad Development
and the Cummins
Tin

DEVELOPMEN1 OF im

RAILROADS may be

VI

railroad- the thing mo-t vitally necessarj to the promotion
of it- welfare i- that measures should It adopted which will

make

sure that the development of the railroads will speedily
The only
catch up with tin- development of tin- country.
way in which the development of the railroads can he made

up with that of the country is to cause an enormous
Railroad facilities
investment to be made in new facilities.
are today utterly inadequate to the handling of the comIf they are to he made ademerce of the United States.
quate within the next three years there must be invested in
them within the next three years at least three times as much
new capital as ever has been invested in them in any three
to catch

years.

There never has been a time since the fall of 1915 when
railroads under either private or government management could handle all of the available traffic, and there never
will be such a time again until billions of new capital have
the

been invested in them.
While this condition of affairs exists Congress is trying
to frame legislation under which the railways can be returned to private operation. It is considering especially what
amount of return the railroad companies should be allowed
to earn.' It is aware that an increase of railroad facilities is
needed and that this cannot be secured unless the railroad
companies are enabled to earn larger net returns than they
did under the old system of regulation. But does Congress,
or even those of its members who are especially engaged in
framing railroad legislation, fully realize how great is the
existing shortage of railroad facilities, and how vast is the
of

new

capital

which must be raised and invested

We

to

fear not.

The most ambitious and constructive effort which has been
made in Congress to frame a measure the adoption of which
would provide railroad development has resulted in the production of the Cummins bill. In relation to the return which
the railwavs should be allowed to earn, this bill provides,
first, that the return allowed to be earned by the railways in
each territory shall be based upon the combined valuation
This at once introduces an element of
of their properties.
uncertaintv because no investor knows, or soon will know,
what the valuation of any group of railways is to be. Probablv, however, this is unavoidable because it is doubtful
whether, in case the return is to be measured by any specific
standard, any basis except valuation could be taken which
would be satisfactory to the country. Second, it requires that
the rates of each group of railways shall be so made that they
J
will be able to earn an average of 5 2 per cent upon the
Since bonds of the strongest railroad companies
valuation.
are now selling at prices wdiich yield an average return of
5.8 per cent, it seems improbable that if the average return
allowed should be only 5^2 per cent, the railroad companies
could even raise vast sums of capital by the issuance of
Furthermore, their bonded debt already is so large
bonds.
that future financing should be done chiefly by the issuance
It is further provided, however, that the Interof stocks.
state Commerce Commission "may in its discretion"- permit
an additional 2 per cent to be earned, to be used, however,
solely for unproductive improvements which should not be
It is a well recognized principle that unproduccapitalized.
If the
tive improvements should be made from earnings.
railroad companies are to make any considerable amount of
unproductive improvements from earnings they must have an

/

)

average return of .it leas! 6 per cent.
Why, therefore, should
it
be left to the discretion oi the [nterstafc
ommerce am
mission to determine whether the railways shall be alio
per cent?
to earn this
of
Third, under the Cummins bill if a railway earns over 6
per cent, one half of the excess between 6 and 7 per cenl
'

five

railroad situation.
It necessarily follows that so far as tin'
welfare >»t the country i- determined by the condition of the

this deficiency?
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Bill

It
behind thai of the real of the country.
la certainly
not less than three yeara behind.
This i- nun h the raosl importanl fact regarding the present

amount
remedy

AGE

I

l

•

It
be paid into a general railroad contingent fund.
be seen thai up to this point no carrier would have a
return of more than 5
per cent, which it could pay out as
interesl and dividend- upon il- -locks.
After a carrier had

musl
will

'

accumulated and was maintaining a reserve fund equal to
per cenl on it- property, if it earned in any year more than
6 per cent upon its valuation it could keep one-third of the
surplus over 6 per cent and use it for its own purposes, and
must pay the remaining two-thirds of the surplus into the
general railroad contingent fund.
Manifestly, however, if a
company may pay into its reserve fund each year only onehalf of its surplus earnings between 6 and 7 per cent and
only one-fourth of its surplus earnings over 7 per cent, it
will take even strong carriers a long time to build up a reserve fund equal to 5 per cent of the value of the properties.
Meantime, according to our interpretation of the bill, no road
will be able to use a net return of more than 5^2 per cent
upon its valuation with which to pay its dividends on its
bonds and stocks.
The general railroad contingent fund "shall be invested
or expended by the Board in furtherance of the public interest in railway transportation by carriers subject to the Act
to Regulate Commerce in avoiding congestions, interruptions or hindrances to the railway service of the United
States by carriers subject to the Act to Regulate Commerce,
or in furthering the public service rendered by them, either
by way of purchase lease or rental of transportation equipment and facilities to be used by such carriers wherever the
public interest may require, or by way of loans to such carriers, upon such fair and reasonable terms and conditions, in
either case, as the board may prescribe."
The first comment which an examination of this plan of
providing and dealing with net earnings suggests is that it
As the
is extremely complicated and by no means clear.
provisions stand today they are susceptible of different in5

terpretations,

and these

different interpretations lead to dif-

how much money

a railroad earning
a given return upon its valuation would have available for
Secondly, it does not afford sufinterest and dividends.
ficient incentive to the efficient operation of any railway
which is able to earn 6 per cent. Everybody knows the excess profits tax law is a breeder of extravagance in the management of every business earning a large return. A railway
company which was earning 9 per cent would not be able to
ferent conclusions as to

pay out more than 6 per cent to its security owners until it
had built its own reserve fund up to 5 per cent, which, apAfter that it would be able
parently, would take five years.
to pay out only 7 per cent, since it would have to pay into
the general railroad contingent fund two-thirds of its excess
Third, it seems very doubtful
earnings over 6 per cent.
whether under this plan any but the strongest roads would
be able for a long time to finance improvements by the issuFourth, altogether aside from the question
ance of stocks.
of legality, it seems very doubtful whether, as a matter of
principle, earnings should be taken by the government from
some roads and used for the purpose of helping to finance

may

be that part of the surplus earnings of
by the government for taxation, but it certainly seems very doubtful whether the government should advance money raised in this or in any other
way to railroad companies. The government should make it
possible for any well-managed railroad company to earn
other roads.

It

the rich roads should be taken

enough
it

to finance its

will have done

railroad

is

its

own

requirements.

full

duty,

not able to finance

its

and

own

Having done

this

then an individual
requirements that fact

if

:

Oct.

Issued Nov.

3,

19,
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will show, not

aid to

it,

that the government should extend paternal
hut that there should he some kind of change in the

management
I

lie

of the road.

most important question

„o the provisions in the

to be considered in relation

Cummins and

other bills relative to

the next three years will still be inadequate to the needs of
the country. The present provisions of the Cummins bill are
a great improvement over the provisions it contained in the
original draft, and their adoption would enable a majority
of the railroads of the country to earn a larger net return
than they earned before the adoption of government control.
But it is very doubtful whether the return the existing pro-

would allow to be earned and retained by the more
prosperous roads would be sufficient either to cause the greatest efficiency in their operation or to enable them to raise as
large a part as they ought to raise of the six billion dollars
of new capital which ought to be invested in railroad facilities before the end of the year 1922.
visions

in Financial Results

Mainly Real, But Partly Nominal
Taking the

statistics for August at their face value, the

railways in that month produced the best financial reThe Class I roads, which are
sults that they have this year.
practically identical with the railways under government
The
control, earned a net operating income of $92,397,000.
average net operating income earned in August of the three
years on which the guaranteed return to the. companies is
Nominally, therefore, the roads
based was $86,860,000.

earned for the government a surplus of about $5,537,000.
These figures indicate a remarkable improvement since
In that month the ratio of operating expenses to
March.
total earnings was 92 per cent and the net operating income
was only 16 per cent of the government's guarantee for
'
March. In August the ratio of expenses to earnings had declined to 76 per cent and the net operating income was 107
per cent of the government's guarantee for that month.

nominal improvement in financial
Between March and August
been very great.
total operating revenues increased from $377,000,000 to
$472,000,000, or 25 per cent. This m. rease of about $95,000,000 in earnings reflected a corresponding increase in the

The

real as well as the

results has

amount of traffic handled, and the increase in transportation
expenses incurred in handling it was only $6,200,000, or a
As we have often pointed out, a
little over 2>y2 per cent.
saving in transportation expenses is always a real and permanent saving, and this large increase in total earnings and
the very small increase in transportation expenses with which
increase in operating
it was' accompanied indicate a great
efficiency

between March and August.

a fly in the ointment: in fact, more than one
indeed, we venture to
ven
indicate
The statistics
expenditures
state, conclusively— that during this time the

But there

is

made for maintenance of equipment and maintenance
way were inadequate and thai a large part of the im-

being
of

provement in financial results was secured by unduly holding
down maintenance expenditure^. The following table gives
the percentages of increase or decrease between March and
August, 1919, and March and August, 1917, the last year of
private operation, in operating revenues, operating expenses
and the three large classes into which operating expenses are

divided

Decrease)

Much

to

August,

1917,

and

1918.
1919.

1917.
15.2

Operating Revenues

railway net return is whether they are well adapted to enable
the railway companies to raise about six billion dollar- in
new capital during the next three years. Railroad facilities
are today wholly inadequate to the needs of the country, and
unless six billion dollars or more is invested in new facilities
within the next three years railroad facilities at the end of

Improvement

(or

Operati

25.2
3.4

—

a

Maintenance of

Equipment

M

way

4 4

,9 6
-

4 4

Conducting Transportation
It will be seen that between
increase in operating revenues

-

14 7
3.6

March and August, 1917,
was a

the
over 15 per cent.
expendiin
increase
little

an
by
accompanied
maintenance of equipment of 8.2 per cent
and for maintenance of way of 19.6 per cent. There is no
reason for believing that these increases in maintenance expenditures were, under the conditions, more thftn normal.
An increase in the business handled puts an extra strain
upon equipment and makes necessary more work on it to
keep it in shape. There is normally a very sharp increase
of expenditures for maintenance of way between March, when
the large expenditures for this purpose begin, and August,
when they ought to be at their maximum. On the other
hand, however, between March and August, 1919, when the
increase in total operating revenues was 25 per cent, there

This

was

tures

for

was an actual decrease of 4.4 per cent in expenditures for
maintenance of equipment and an increase of only 14.7 per
cent in expenditures for maintenance of way.
Careful consideration of these figures and other pertinent
facts leads to the conclusion that, while nominally the Railroad Administration earned a surplus in August, actually it
Its expenditures for maintenance
did not earn a surplus.
of equipment were $4,250,000 less than they were in March.
In view of the present condition of equipment, and especially
of freight cars, and also the increase in the business handled,
they probably ought to have been increased at least $10,000,000 instead of being reduced $4,000,000. If they had been
increased this much the Railroad Administration would have
incurred a small

deficit.

Furthermore, the statistics indicate that there ought to
have been a substantially larger increase in expenditures for
maintenance of way, and this conclusion is supported by the
well-known deficiency in the tonnage of rail and ties that
have been laid this year.
There is another point of some importance to be considered.
The contracts with the railroad companies not only
guarantee them the average return earned in the test years
on investment which had been made up to the end of those
3, but also a return upon all new capital invested by the
companies since January 1, 1918. We do not know just what
the investment made by the companies since the railways
have been under control has been, but it amounts to several
hundred millions of dollars, and the interest upon it must be
added to the results disclosed by the statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Railroad Administration in estimating the total deficit being incurred.
The great improvement in financial results indicated by
the statistics of the Interstate

Commerce Commission and

the

Railroad Administration since March is in the main a real
But it is partly
improvement and is highly gratifying.
nominal and reflects not only an increase in efficiency of
operation, but also an excessive zeal on the part of the Railroad Administration in curtailing maintenance expenses.
While the rate at which a deficit is being incurred by the
Railroad Administration is being rapidly lowered, it undoubtedly would be still incurring a substantial deficit if it
were adequately maintaining the properties.
In order to put the properties in good condition and render
satisfactory service to the public the railway companies will
have to increase expenditures for maintenance of equipment
and maintenance of way after private operation is resumed,
and this very important fact should not be overlooked in
considering the question of what rates the railway companies
will have to be allowed to charge.
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Co-ordination of Railroads
Under Private Operation
VY7 inn
vv

\it\ki\i

is

ii

spokesmen

date,

without

passing

in

difficult)

of

reservation

the

that

tint Congress will have great
needed legislation before thai
administration continue to saj

the

railroads

will

returned

be

to

l.
private operation on Januar)
The financial problem
raised by the prospective return of the railroads is extremely
difficult and important and much attention is being given

to

but hardly less difficult and important

it,

is

the operating

problem raised.
The American Railroad Association will meet in Chicago
has Keen reorganized to bring into it
It
on November
l)

l

sections mosl

as

tions.

wax

The

officers

.

of

who

other

the

association

is

important railroad organiza-

now composed

exclusively of rail-

are in the service of the Railroad

Adminis-

committee of executives representing the railway corporations has been appointed to co-operate with the
executive committee of the A. R. A. in determining what
methods which have been adopted by the Railroad Administration and what parts of its organization shall be reOur understandtained after private operation is resumed.
ing is that the various questions raised have been referred
to committees which will make reports to the meeting of the
American Railroad Association in Chicago on November 19.
The necessity for some kind of co-ordination of the operation of the railroads of the United States after they are returned to private control cannot be too strongly emphasized.
The body which should decide in what way this co-ordination shall be effected is the American Railroad Association,
which, of course, should act with the advice and in harmony
with the officers of the railroad corporations. Unless there is
a radical change in plans it will be only a few weeks until
private operation will be resumed, and therefore decisions
must be made and action taken concerning this most imporThere is
tant matter with the greatest possible expedition.
much criticism of Congress because it is not making faster
tration, but a

progress in the solution of the regulatory' problem involved.
Railway officers should not subject themselves to similar just
criticism by being equally slow in solving the problem of
future co-ordination of operation.
When the need for co-ordination of the operation of the
it does not follow that this means
operation as worked out under the Railroad
The
Administration is desirable and should be continued.
fact is that the need for close co-operation regarding operating matters between the different railroads was recognized
by the railroad corporations themselves when the war began
in 1917, with the result that the Railroads' War Board was
appointed and that a large organization which acted under
The need for some such organiits direction was built up.
zation as that of the Railroads' War Board existed because
the traffic of the country had become larger and more complex than could be handled by the raihvays without closer
Even before the
co-operation than had previously existed.
Railroads' War Board was created, however, there were nu-

railroads

is

emphasized,

that unified

merous committees of different kinds in different sections of
the country which had been formed to co-ordinate more or
less the operation of the railroads in the different territories.

The adoption

of government operation resulted in the de-

by the Railroad Administration of all
On January 1, with the cessation of government control, the entire
organization of the Railroad Administration will automatIf, therefore, arrangements have
ically go out of existence.
not been made meantime for the creation of new organizastruction or absorption

the operating organizations which existed before.

tions or for the continuance of the life of different parts of

the Railroad Administration's organization, there will be no
organization after January 1 through which the railroads
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an work together,

11mii
Service Section would go out
and there would be no commission or car Bervio
as there was before government control to handle the distriThe various officials who have bi
bution of cars.
charge of the joint operation oi terminals in Chicago and
other ities would lose their positions and th< joint operation
of terminals would suddenly be- discontinued.
The consolidated city ticket offices in the various cities would go out of
existence, and there would be no individual cit) ticket office
i

I

of existence

<

of the individual

lines to take- their place,

What would

he result would be something
be the result.-'
We are told when the statistics an
Very similar to chaos.
available it will be found that in October the railways hanI

dled more passenger and freight business than

in any previOctober in their history.
In other words, the traffic
which was moving at that time was larger than the traffic
which was moving in 1917, the last year of private operation.
But the railroads could not have handled the traffic
in 1917 as they did if it had not been for co-ordinated operation under the Railroads' War Board.
They could not have
handled the railway traffic in 1918 as they did if it had not
been for the co-ordinated operation under the Railroad Administration.
The result of the Railroad Administration
suddenly going out of existence without some organization
or organizations being provided by the railroad companies
to take its place would be necessarily a revival of the competitive rivalries of the individual roads, a reduction in the
efficiency with which facilities in general were used, acute
congestions of traffic at all the large terminals, and an enor-

ous

mous increase in the shortage of freight cars.
The demoralization which would ensue would not only be
disastrous to the commerce of the country, but also to the
prestige of private operation.
The public now believes that
private operation is greatly superior to government operation
in efficiency, but if the return of the railroads to private
operation should suddenly be followed by a great decline
in the efficiency of operation, as it inevitably would be if the
railway companies had not made suitable arrangements to

co-oidinate their operations, there probably would be a sudden change of public sentiment on the question of government versus private operation which would be very harmful.
It is a rather astonishing fact that many persons who
should be familiar with the existing conditions do not seem
to realize the chaos which would come if the railroads should
suddenly be returned to private operation without definite
and complete preparations being made for the future control
of the distribution of freight cars, for the continuance of
unified operation of terminals in many large centers, and for
many other matters of that kind. We fear that these persons
have not given due consideration to the vast increase in passenger and freight traffic which has been taking place in
this country within recent years, while there has been only
a trifling increase in railroad facilities.
All the traffic now available cannot possibly be handled
with the present facilities under any system of operation, and
therefore it is absolutely essential that the very best use of
the existing facilities shall be made.
The best use of existing facilities cannot be made without the closest co-operation between the railroad companies.
An immediate revival
of competitive service, either passenger or freight, such as
prevailed on our railroads prior to 1917 would be immediately disastrous.
Some railroads might profit from it, but
the roads as whole and the country as' whole would suffer.
The operating problems which will be presented by the
return to private operation ought to be very carefully and
fully considered at the meeting of the American Railroad

Association, and definite constructive action for solving

That meeting
ever held, and it

should be decided upon.

will be the

them

most im-

portant the association
is easily conceivable
that it mav largely determine the future of railroad management in this country.

Cummins

Railroad Bill Reported to Senate

Provides Legislative Standard for Percentage of Return

and Division of Excess Earnings

The Railway Age

Emergence Bulletin

of

Novem-

as lie may determine, to adjust, settle and close in a manner
not inconsistent with the provisions of the act or this act, all
matters growing out of federal control.

ber 6, noted that the new Cummins Bill, S. .>288,
was reported to the Senate on October 23, and the
changes from the bill as originally introduced were commented on in a general way.
The following is a summary
of the provisions of the

Section 4 provides that for the purpose of ascertaining the

adequacy of

bill.

Summary

The

1

rights

and

interests of the

in producing revenues

or rate group as a whole shall not be put in issue in controversies relating only to rates, fares
ticular

changes and modifications as in the meantime may be ordered by the commission, and the commission within that
time shall determine whether they or any of them are to be
so modified or changed in order to make them just and reasonable rates for the service to be performed.
"Until the commission renders its decision in that regard,
or until the expiration of the four months' period, this act
shall constitute a guaranty to each carrier with which the
President has entered into a contract for compensation under
the act of March 21, 1918, of an operating income for the
said period proportionate to the compensation so agreed upon.
With respect to those carriers of which the President is in
possession or control at the time this act takes effect, but
with which he has not entered into contract fixing compensation under said act of March 21, 1918, and with respect to

Rates, fares and charges and divisions of joint rates in

changed by competent

authority.

Indebtedness to the Government
provides that the indebtedness of any carrier
corporation to the United States for additions or betterments or for advances to pay off indebtedness properly
chargeable to capital account shall, at the request of the
carrier, be extended for 10 years, or less, at the option
of the carrier, with interest at 6 per cent, to be
evidenced, if practicable, by the first mortgage bonds of the
carrier, but if this is impracticable, in such form as shall
Any other indebtedness
be prescribed by the President.
shall be evidenced by demand notes at 6 per cent.
2

those carriers of which federal control
to

The

President may, in his discretion, apply upon any indebtedness to the United States any sum due the carrier
from the United States as is permitted to be deducted currently under any contract now or hereafter made, or where
no such contract exists, as would be permitted by the
terms of the standard contract relative to deductions from

but no application shall be made of any sum
due to the carrier unless there shall have been paid such
sums due it as shall have been necessary to enable the
carrier to pay the fixed charges as defined in the contract,

compensation;
so

dividends at the regular rate paid during federal control,
and such sums as may be necessary to provide the carrier
with working capital in amount not less than one month's
operating expenses or due on account of material and supIt" the President and the carriers
plies not returned in kind.
or any of them shall enter into agreement for funding the
indebtedness to the United States tor equipment, such indebtedness shall not be refundable under the foregoing provisions.

All powers invested in the President by this act, except
those relating to the appointment of the transportation board,
may be executed by him through such officers, agents or
agencies as he may from time to hinie appoint, and the
power of the President under the federal control act is confirmed ?nd extended to authorize him, through such agencies

and charges upon par-

commodities or for particular communities.

Section 5 provides that schedules of rates, etc., filed with
the commission within 60 days after federal control ceases
shall become effective at the end of four months, with such

United States acquired un-

force at the time the repeal of the former act takes effect

Section

and charges

power

der the provision of the federal control act authorizing expenditures for the utilization and operation of waterways are
transferred to the United States Snipping Board.

shall remain in force until

fares

railway carriers into railway rate groups and shall have
to hear and determine upon complaints of the carriers or any one interested in transportation, or upon its own
motion, apart from the question of rates upon particular commodities or for particular communities, the issue of the
adequacy of the rates for any one district and the carriers
therein as a whole; and the adequacy or inadequacy of rates,
fares and charges in producing revenues for the rate district

provides for the repeal of the federal control
act at midnight on the last day of the month in which the
new act becomes a law and that the President shall then relinquish control of railroad and transportation systems.
All
rights and remedies, whether provided for by contract or
by the terms of the federal control act, are preserved for
the purpose of adjusting and closing up all matters, arising
out of and incident to federal control.
Proceedings based
on causes of action growing out of federal control may be
brought in any court which would have jurisdiction if the
the cause of action were against the carrier and shall be
brought against the United States.
Section

rates,

hereinafter provided, the commission shall, as soon as
practicable, divide the country into rate districts, and the
as

July

1,

was reliquished prior

1918, as provided in the act of

March

21, 1918,

guaranty for the said period of a
railway operating income, computed in the

this act shall constitute a

proportionate

manner prescribed
ascertaining what

March

1918, for
standard return; and, in the case of carriers which did not earn an
operating income in the test period, and therefore have no
standard return which can be used as a basis, the guaranty
in this act provided shall cover and include the deficit in
actual operating expenses, including taxes, of any such road,
and such deficit shall be determined and certified in the
same manner as provided with respect to the standard return.
The commission shall as soon as practicable after the expiration of the period of such guaranty certify the amount of
the actual railway operating income, showing the excess or
deficit as compared with the guaranty and the board, or the
secretary of the treasury if the board be not then organized,
is directed to draw warrants in favor of the carriers upon the
treasury of the United States for the amount of any deficit
shown, provided however, that if the operating income of
any carrier exceeds the guaranty it shall pay the excess into
in the said act of

is

commonly known

21,

as the

the treasury.

In computing the railway operating income for the purpose of this section, the commission shall not allow as
operating expenses, for maintenance for any month of the
period covered by such guaranty, more than the monthly
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amounl

the

amount

applicable

vision- in
of

fire

Sri lion

iced

as operating expenses in
standard contracl to the extent thai
sar)

so thai

the

1

1

rami

" n

under

contract,

but

the

.1-

the

amounl

of

in

the

its

judgmenl

guaranty

shall

will

be

be

the

substantial equivalent, proportionately for the time being, of
the commission shall find in the
the .standard rotum.
of ,m\ carrier thai charges to operating expenses other
1

1

maintenance are clearlj abnormal for an) month, it
have the power to require the restatement of the operating expenses for the period in question to the extent necessary
month.
to make them reasonably applicable to that

than

shall

Rule of Rate-Making
the provisions governing tindivision of earnings are contained in Section 6 as follow-:
In dividing the country into districts and
"Section 6.
commission shall
the carriers into rate-making groups the
and traffic contransportation
of
similarity
have in view the
Rates of transportation shall at all times
ditions therein.

The

rule of rate

making and

reasonable
be just and reasonable and sufficient to produce a
rate
return upon the aggregate value of the property in each
transportation.
of
service
group used or held for the
uniform
"It being impracticable to establish a level of
sustain
will
which
areas
competitive
rates and charges within
by
sundry carriers indispensable to the communities served
to
carriers
situated
favorably
them,' without enabling more
revenue from such rates, negligibly as to each sendee
receive

unreasonably in exbut in the aggregate substantially and
upon their property,
cess of the aggregate over a fair return
United
unless regulated in the interest of the commerce of the
subject to the
States as a whole, it is hereby provided that,
the
exceptions and conditions of this act, no carrier subject to
reprovisions of this act shall be authorized to receive and
such proportion
tain for the transportation services rendered
may yield in the
of the rates and charges collected by it as
its property
upon
return
aggregate more than a reasonable
In changing or modifying rates, fares, charges,
investment.
proclassifications from time to time in the manner

and

and

vided in the act to regulate commerce, as amended,
viewing them from the standpoint of their effect in producing revenue in any rate-making group as a whole, the
commission shall initiate, modify, or adjust rates, fares,
in

the
charges and classifications, as nearly as may be, so that
railway carriers as a whole allocated to each district and
railway
subject to this act shall earn an aggregate annual net
l
per
'operating income equal, as nearly as may be, to 5 2
centum upon the aggregate value, as determined in accordof
ance with the provisions hereof, of the railway property

/

such carriers in the district held for and used in the service
the comof transportation: Provided, That in this respect
mission shall have reasonable latitude in order to adjust any
particular rate, fare, or charge which may be found unAnd it may, in its
reasonably high or unreasonably low.
of 1
discretion, add to the basis above mentioned one-half
to
per centum upon the aggregate value of said property,
for
be,
may
case
the
part,
as
in
whole
or
in
make provision,

what are commonly known as nonproductive improvements,
betterments, or equpiment, which, according to the custom
heretofore prevailing, have been charged to capital account,
but which, to the extent that such allowance for such purpose
shall be reflected in the net operating income of the several
carriers, to be determined by the commission, shall not be
capitalized or used in any way as a basis for increased rates,
fares, or charges

by those

/

l
for the year exceeds 5
respective properties.

2

whose net operating income
per centum upon the value of their
carriers

or modi fying rati
ind
from time to time in the manner provided in
regulate commerce, ai amended
the commission

iiiaiions

the

the

in

14

01 hanging

"In

pro

The
such expenses.
make further allowances
accordance with a provision in the

be included
its discretion

in

the

b)

maintenance

of the standard

5

insurance ma)

commission may,

fi

such

for
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.u

shall

t

to

take into consideration the

interests

of the publii

the

shippers, the wagei of tabor, thi cosl oi maintenance and
operation, including taxes, the requirements for additional
capita] in order to enable the carriers to adequately perform
then- .hide- to the public, and the conditions under which the

same can be secured;
just

rates,

fares,

and

charges,

shall

and

so

far as practicabli

that the net
operating income of the several carriers shall hear the same
relation to the value of their respective properties.
or the
classifications

1

purpose aforesaid, the commission -hall from time to time
determine the value of the property in each district and ratemaking group so held for and used in the service of transportation, and lower or advance the rates, fares, or charges

may

for transportation to produce, as nearly as
operating income above mentioned.

be, the

net

"If, under the above provisions, any carrier shall receive
a net railway operating income in any year of more than 6
per centum, after allowance, as aforesaid, by the commission

for nonproductive improvements, upon the said value of its
property, one-half of such excess between 6 and 7 per centum
shall be placed in a reserve fund established and maintained
carrier, and the remaining one-half of such excess
between 6 and 7 per centum, shall within the first four months
of the succeeding year, be paid to and recoverable by the
board for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a general railroad contingent fund, as hereinafter described. Of any
such excess above 7 per centum, one-fourth thereof shall be
placed in the reserve fund to be established and maintained
by the carrier and the remaining three-fourths thereof shall,
within the time aforesaid, be paid to and recoverable by the
board as a part of said general railroad contingent fund.
"For the purpose of paying dividends or interest on its

by such

company may draw upon its said reand to the extent that its annual net
railway operating income shall fall below 6 per centum of
obligations, a carrier

serve fund whenever

the value of

its

property, determined as provided in this act.

"In any year in which the said income of a carrier company which has accumulated and is maintaining a reserve
fund equal to 5 per centum of the value of its property, determined as provided in this act, exceeds 6 per centum of
such value, such carrier shall pay, within the

first

four

months of the succeeding year, two-thirds of such excess to
the board as a part of such general railroad contingent fund
and the remaining one-third shall be retained by the carrier for

such lawful use or disposition as

it

may

determine.

aforesaid general railroad contingent fund and accretions thereof shall be administered by the board and invested in obligations of the United States or deposited in
authorized depositaries of the United States, subject to the
rules promulgated from time to time by the secretary of the
And the said
treasury relating to government deposits.
fund and all accretions thereof shall be employed or invested or expended by the board in furtherance of the pub-

"The

lic

interest in railway transportation

the act to regulate

commerce

by

carriers subject to

in avoiding congestions, inter-

ruptions or hindrances to the railway service of the United
States by carriers subject to the act to regulate commerce, or
in furthering the public service rendered by them, either by
way of purchase, lease, or rental of transportation equipment
and facilities to be used by such carriers wherever the public interests may require, or by way of loans, to such carriers, upon such fair and reasonble terms and conditions,
in either case, as the

"The commission
for the determination

board

may

prescribe.

rules and regulations
and recovery of the excess earnings of
subject to this act over and above the

shall

prescribe

the respective carriers
reasonable maximum provided for herein.

To

that

end the

Oct.

3,
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commission may,

in addition to the exercise of its general
powers, require such security or prescribe such reasonable
regulations and conditions as it may find necessary.
"The provisions of this section shall not be construed as
depriving shippers of their right to reparation in case of overcharges, unlawfully excessive or discriminatory rate-, or rate-

excessive in their relation to other comparable- rate-, but no
shipper shall be entitled to recover upon the sole ground
that particular rates may reflect a proportion of excess earnings produced and to be recovered in the public interest un-

der the provisions of this act: Provided, however, That in
the year 1925, and in every fifth year thereafter the commission shall determine what, under the conditions then existing, constitutes a fair return

way

property,

centum

and

upon

the value of such rail-

may

increase or decrease the 5}/< per
basis herein prescribed, or the basis for the deterit

mination of excess income."

Section

7

for

the

creation

of

in the

if

judgment of

the board

it

Among

the duties of the board are the following:
board shall carefully and continuou-ly make inquiry
respecting the transportation needs and facilities of the
whole' country, and of each transportation situation as it may
arise, the adequacy and efficiency of such transportation
facilities and service, and when and how they should be enlarged or improved.
"It shall inquire into the state of the credit of all such
common carrier- subject to the -aid ait to regulate commerce,
as amended, and inform itself of the relation between the
operating revenues, the operating income and the net operating income of such carriers.
he;

I

new capital which the public
require the carriers or any carrier to secure in

"It shall inquire as to the

may

interest

under which said new capital may be secured.
From
it shall certify to the commission its findings in
these respects, and the commission shall accept such certificate or certificates as prima facie evidence in any hearing
upon the matters to which such certificate or certificates retions

a

transportation

board of five members appointed by tin President, with the
advice and consent of the Senate, the chairman to be selected

by the members of the board to serve as chairman during his
Members of the board are to receive a salterm of office.
ary of $12,000 per year.
Not more than three members shall
be appointed from the same political party and no member
shall during his term of office hold any office or employment
under any common carrier subject to the act to regulate commerce, or own securities thereof or be in any manner pecuniarily interested therein.
Section 9 declares it to be the policy of the United States
that the railways of continental United States shall as soon

may

be practicable be divided in ownership and for opermore than 35 separate and distinct systems, each to be owned and operated by a distinct
In the
corporation organized or reorganized under this act.
division into systems competition shall be preserved as fully
as possible and wherever practicable the existing routes and
The
channels of trade and commerce shall be maintained.
as

be excluded

for the public interest.

order that adequate and efficient transportation servi< e and
facilities may at all times be provided, and into the condi-

Transportation Board
provides

may

dation
is

o81

ation into not less than 20 nor

several systems shall be so arranged that the cost of transportation as between competitive systems and as related to

time to time

spectively relate.

"It shall have the authority to lay before the commission,
by petition or application, any matter within the jurisdiction
of the said commission for action thereon. <jr make repre-

and show such cause as it
performance of its duties imposed by this act,
deem proper and appropriate.
"It shall from time to time make reports to Congress, accompanied by recommendations of such measures and policies
as in its opinion will promote and protect the interest of the
sentations in the public interest

may,

in the

public in respect of the efficiency of the transportation service
and the adequacy of transportation facilities."
The following functions and powers now exercised by the
commission are hereby transferred to the board:
(a) The functions and powers created and conferred by
the act

(b)

commonly known as the "car service act."
functions and powers created and conferred

The

the last

paragraph of section

1

in

of the "act to regulate com-

the value of the properties shall be the same, as far as prac-

merce." relating to the construction, maintenance and oper-

systems can employ uniform rates in the
movement of competitive traffic and under efficient management earn substantially the same rate of return upon the
value of the railway properties involved in the comparison.
Immediately after its organization the board
Section 10.
shall prepare and adopt a plan for the consolidation, and
when it has agreed upon a tentative plan it shall give the
same due publicity and hear persons who may file or preAfter the hearings are at an end the board
sent objections.
shall adopt and publish a plan for such consolidations, provided that it may at any time thereafter upon its own motion or upon application reopen the subject for such changes
or modifications as in its judgment will promote the public
welfare.
The voluntary consolidation hereinafter provided
for shall be in harmany with the plan and the compulsory
consolidations which are to ensue after the period hereinafter
The general plan
mentioned shall be in completion thereof.
of consolidation into systems shall be submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission and be subject to its approval.
Street and interurban railways whose chief business i> the
transportation of passengers, plant trackage facilities owned
by private industries, and terminal and other railways owned
or controlled by industrial corporations and principally used
for the transportation of their products shall not be included
in the plan of enforced consolidation, but terminals, belt

ation of switch connections

ticable, so that the

tap lines and others short line- or lines owned and
operated by distinct corporations and so situated or in such
financial condition as to be practically incapable of consolilines,

(c)

The

functions and

and side

tracks.

powers created and conferred by

the act of August 24, 1912, with respect to the matters contained in paragraph (a) in the publication of the "act to

regulate commerce," as amended.

(d) The functions and powers created and conferred in
what are commonly known as the "safety appliance acts."
(e) The functions and powers created and conferred by
the act requiring carriers to

make

full

reports of all acci-

dents to the Interstate Commerce Commission and authorizing investigations thereof by the commission.
(f) The functions and powers created and conferred by
"an act to promote the security of travel upon railroads engaged in interstate commerce, and to encounme the saving of
life."

(g)

The

functions and powers created and conferred by

the hours of service act.

The

functions and powers created and conferred by
promote the safety of employees on railroads,"
approved May 30, 1908.

(h)

"An

(i)

"An

act to

The
act

functions
to

promote

and powers created and conferred by
the

safe

transportation

in

interstate

commerce" of explosives and other dangerous articles, and
to provide penalties for its violation," approved Mar. 4, '09.
reated and conferred by the
(j) The functions and poweract compelling common carrier- to equip their locomotives
with safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances.
(k) The functions and powers created and conferred by
c
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resolution

directing

and

the

Interstate

Commerce

I

ora

the

terminu
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one carrier and

<>\

ii

to

be

delivered

to

an-

block signal systems
and appliances for the automatic control of railway trains."

other whenever practicable and

approved June 30, 1906.

(b) If it finds it to be in the publii intere
and to be
practicable, without impairing the ability or substantial <<>nVenience of BUCh a carrier owning or entitled to the enjoyment of terminal or other fat ilities to handle it- own busini

nii-Mi>n

to

investigate

report

on

departments heretofore organized
tor the discharge of the foregoing functions and powers, ami
the employees, hooks, papers, and records pertaining to such
functions and powers, arc likewise transferred, and dull
All bureaus, divisions, or

hereafter be under

tin-

exclusive jurisdiction of the board.

To Encourage Water Transportation
It is declared to be the policy <>f Congress "to promote,
encourage and develop water transportation, service and facilities in connection with the commerce of the United States,
and to preserve in full vigor both rail and water transpor-

tation.

"With

end

that

in

view the hoard shall inquire into water

both for internal and external commerce, and especially into the relations between carriers by
land and carriers by water, and the best method of cotransportation

facilities

ordinating the two kinds of transportation, when the carriage is partly b) land and partly by water; shall investigate
the appropriate types of boats suitable for different classes
of waterways, also the subject of water terminals both for
water traffic and for through traffic by water and rail, including the necessary docks, warehouses, apparatus, equipment, and appliances in connection therewith and railroad
spurs and switches connecting with such terminals with a
view to devising the types most appropriate for different locations, and for the more expeditious and economical transfer
or interchange of passengers or property between carriers
by water and carriers by rail; shall advise with communities, cities and towns regarding the appropriate location of
such terminals, and cooperate with them in the preparation

of plans for suitable terminal facilities; shall investigate
the existing status of water transportation upon the different
waterways of the country with a view to determining whether
such waterways are being utilized to the extent of their capacity, to what extent they are meeting the demands of traffic,
and whether the water carriers utilizing such waterways are
interchanging traffic with the railroads; shall cooperate with
communities, cities and towns and established lines of water
transportation in obtaining joint and proportional through
carried partly by water and partly by rail;
and shall investigate any other matter that may tend to promote and encourage water transportation.
"It shall also be the province and duty of the board to
compile, publish, and supply from time to time such useful
rates

on

traffic

statistics, data,

and information concerning transportation by

and the puhlii

interest

may

a

fair distribution of traffic

require,
i

it shall have power to require the use of any such terminal
or other facilities including main-line track or tracks for a

reasonable distance outside of such terminals of any carrier
by another or other carriers on such terms and for 9U( h COmpensation as the carriers may agree upon, or, in the event
of their failure to agree, as the board may fix a- reasonable
and just for the permitted use, to be ascertained on the
principle controlling compensation in condemnation proceedings (which compensation shall be paid or adequately secured before the enjoyment of the use is entered on).
If
the carrier whose terminal or other facilities are thus to be
used by others, is not satisfied with such requirement or with
the terms fixed for such use, or if the amount of compensation is not duly and promptly paid, the carrier whose terminal or other facilities have thus been thrown open to use,
shall be entitled to recover the damages growing out of such
requirement and just compensation for the privileges awarded.

Consolidations
Section 12 provides that it shall be lawful for two or more
railway corporations, common carriers and engaged in interstate

commerce,

to consolidate their properties or

thereof into one corpoation for the ownership,

and operation of
tions

any part

management

the properties under the following condi-

:

The proposed

consolidation must be in harmony with and
furtherance of the ultimate complete consolidation and
must be recommended by the board and approved by the
in

commission.
The corporation which
solidated properties
visions of this act

is to become the owner of the conmust be either organized under the proor must be reincorporated and become a

federal railway corporation pursuant to the provisions
the act.

The

of

capitalization shall not exceed the value of the con-

solidated properties as determined by the commission,

in-

cluding a reasonable working capital.
The value shall be
ascertained by the commission in accordance with the valuation act and it shall be its duty to proceed immediately to
the ascertaining of such values for the properties involved
in the proposed consolidation upon the filing of the application.

When

country,
for the regulation and improvement of transportation by
water as it deems advisable."
Section II provides that the board shall also have the

a railway corporation proposes a consolidation it
its application to the commission which shall at
once refer it to the board for a report and recommendation.
The board having made its report, the commission shall notify the board, the authorities of the states in which any part

following powers:

of the properties is situated,

finds that a carrier can not, by reason of the
congestion of its lines, properly handle its traffic it shall
"have power to require the distribution of such obstructed

involved, of the time

water as

(a)

may be of value to the commercial interest of the
and make such annual recommendations to Congress

If

it

over other lines upon such terms as it may find under
If any traffic
the circumstances to be just and reasonable.
shall be diverted from a carrier which it is ready and able
to handle properly, then such carrier shall be entitled to
traffic

recover from the carrier to which such traffic shall be thus
diverted, the revenue accruing in excess of the actual out-ofpocket cost of transporting the same; and if such revenue
lie awarded by the board and duly and promptly
paid, then such carrier shall be entitled to recover by suit
or action against the carrier or carriers liable therefor.
With respect to traffic not routed by the shipper, to direct
the route which such traffic shall take after it arrives at

shall not

shall present

and the railway corporations
and place for public hearing. If after

such hearing the commission shall find that the public inwill be promoted by the consolidation and that the
conditions of this section have been or will be fulfilled, it
shall enter an order authorizing the railway corporation so
engaged in interstate commerce to acquire the properties to
be consolidated and they may then be acquired in any lawful
manner that will result in such consolidation and in single
terest

ownership and operation, the provisions

o'f

any

state

law

to

the contrary notwithstanding.
Section 13 provides that seven years after the passage of
the act the commission and the board shall proceed to th«
completion of the plan of consolidation and if in any proposed system complete consolidation has not occurred it shall
be the duty of the board to secure the incorporation of a

Oct.
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railway company under the provisions of the act, cither by
initiating its organization or by co-operation with other corporations in fully effecting the consolidation and reorganization.

It shall

commission,

have the power, subject

to

make

to the

approval of the

contracts

with such existing coqwrations as will co-operate, providing for a guaranteed operating
income pending the reorganization, provided the guaranty
shall not exceed that authorized in the federal control act,
with due allowances for subsequent additions for betterments

and extensions.
provided for

When

the reorganization

and consolidation

complete the board shall he reduced to three
to appoint successors to the two members whose terms of office first expire.
Section 14 provides that "any railway corporation which
is

members by omitting

683

Nothing

in the act is to he construed to affect the existing
laws or powers of the states in relation to taxation or lawful
police powers, including the power to make and regulate
intrastate rates of transportation except as provided in the
act.

Regulation of Securities
Section 24 provides for the regulation of security issues.

From and

after 90 days after approval of the act it -hall be
unlawful for any railway or water common carrier subject
to the act to issue securities except for some lawful object
within its corporate purposes and compatible with the public
interest and with the approval of the transportation board,
which shall have power to grant or deny the application as

now owns and

operates any line of railway engaged in the
transportation of interstate or foreign commerce, having been
incorporated under the laws of any state or territory, is hereby authorized and empowered to reincorporate itself and be-

made or in part or with such modifications and upon such
terms and conditions as it may deem necessary or appropriate.
It may also make supplemental orders modifying the
provisions of any previous order.
The board is required to

come a corporation under the laws of the United States in
manner and subject to the terms and conditions herein

give notice of applications for authority to issue securities to

the

the governor of each

provided."

carrier operates

Sections 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, prescribe the method
of reincorporation under the laws of the United States and
for the organization, powers and duties of such corporations.
The board of directors of any such reincorporated company

to

shall consist of not less than 11 nor

and there

more than

15 persons,

two directors selected from the
classified employees of the company and also two directors
appointed by the transportation board. Upon all committees
of the board of directors upon which power to act in any
shall at all times be

manner relating to the affairs of the corporation is conferred,
there shall be one director selected from the classified employees and one appointed by the board.
Each railway carrier corporation subject to the act to regulate

commerce not

reincorporated or organized under the new act shall after
June 30, 1920, where practicable and consistent with the
laws of the state creating such corporation, make provision
for at least one director selected

from the

classified

one person appointed by the transportation board
where the board of directors consists of less than 11 directors,
and two such representatives of the public and two from the
senior classified employees where such board consists of 11
at least

or more.

Section 21 provides that five or more citizens of the United
with the recommendation of the board, may incor-

States,

porate themselves under the act for the ownership, maintenance and operation of one of the railway systems or for the
construction, ownership, maintenance and operation of new
lines or systems into which the railways are to be divided by
the board. This capital stock shall be fixed by the commission and new stock shall be issued at par and only for money

The coror property of equivalent value actually received.
poration shall engage in no other business than that of constructing, owning, maintaining, operating, bettering or extending the system of railways, nor shall it become the owner
of any property save that which is reasonably necessary for
its

duties

and obligations

as a

common

incorporated under the
act shall have as members of their hoards of directors at
least two selected from the classified employees, and two
carrier.

The new system companies

appointed by the board, and one director selected from the
employees and one appointed by the board shall have place
upon each committee.
Section 23 provides that the property of railway corporations organized or reincorporated under the act shall not be
exempt by virtue of the act from taxation by the several states
or other lawfully constituted taxing authorities, but all discrimination in the taxation of such property is prohibited.

in

which the equipment of the

state authorities are given the right

representations as they

for conserving the rights

and

deem

just

and proper
and

interests of their people

the states involved.

Nothing in the act is to be construed to
anty or obligations as to such securities.
relating to the regulation of security issues
notes maturing in not more than two years
not more than 5 per cent on the par value
The board
of the carrier then outsanding.

imply any guar-

The

provisions

do not apply to
and aggregating
of the securities

shall require re-

ports from the carriers issuing securities, showing the disand the application of the proceeds.

position of the securities

After two years from the passage of the act it shall be unlawful for any person to hold the position of officer or director
of more than one carrier subject to the act, except with the
approval of the commission upon showing that neither public
nor private interest will be adversely affected.

employees

of not less than 10 years' service on the road, if available,
or if not, from those senior in the service of the road, and

the performance of

make such

state

and the

Adjudication of Labor Disputes
Section 25 provides for the settling of disputes and conunder existing provisions of law or

troversies, not adjusted

and their employees, through a
committee of wages and working conditions and three reThe committee of wages and
gional boards of adjustment.
working conditions is to consist of four representatives of
labor and four representatives of the carriers, appointed by
the board for terms of four years, on nominations of the
The committee
various railway crafts and of the carriers.
of wages and working conditions shall have jurisdiction over
controversies respecting wages and working conditions and
to hear and determine cases on appeal from the regional
boards.
It shall be its duty to consider all complaints respecting wages and working conditions submitted by representatives of employees or of the carriers and to make decisions by majority vote as promptly as practicable, which shall
be certified to the board and take effect when approved by
otherwise, between carriers

If it shall be evenly divided the matter in dispute shall be referred to the board, whose decision shall be
final.
The board shall certify to the commission all decisions of the committee of wages and working conditions
when approved by said board or decisions by the board itself
in cases referred to it, and its certificate shall be conclusive
evidence before the commission of the matter- so determined

the board.

and

certified.

Section 26 provides that wanes and salaries, hour- of labor
and other condition- of employment shall be fair, just and
In determining the fairness, justness and reareasonable.
sonableness of wage- and -alaries, the committee and the
board shall take into consideration, among other relevant
circumstances, wages paid for similar work in other indus-
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wages and cost oi Living, hu
employment, training and skill required, degree <>t'
responsibility and the character and regularity of the emthe relation between

tn.-N.

of

the

ploj raenl

Section !7 provides for regional boards of adjustment, lo
cated at such places, and having jurisdiction over such terri
They shall
tory, a- the transportation board may determine.

labor and
three representing carriers, and shall be empowered to hear
and determine complaints, grievances, matters and disputes,
including questions of discipline and controversies arising in
ordinary railway operations, other than controversies relating

consist

of

six

members

each,

three

representing

wages and working conditions, where the officers of a railcorporation and the accredited representatives of an
employee or group of employees fail or arc unable to reach
a satisfactory settlement, it being the intention to encourage
the voluntary settlement of disputes between carriers and
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not exceeding $500 or \,\ imprisonment not exceedin
months, or by both mk h line and imprisonment."
Section 12 provides a means whereby companies may be
dissolved or divested "i their corporate powers and privileges.
Corporations organized under the ait may be dissolved by
the stockholders if upon application the commission
hall
certify that the compan) has fully discharged
and
obligations as
common carrier and that its continu
is
no Longer necessary or convenient in the publii inl
i

.,

for the transportation of persons and property, and that its
obligations have been duly provided for.
Section 33 increases the compensation of each member

Commerce Commission

to

of

road

annum.

their employees.

Section 34 contains the provisions relating to car service
as an amendment to the amendment of Section 1 of the act
to regulate commerce, approved May 29, 1917, which is made

All decisions other than those relating to personal discipline shall be tded with the committee of wages and working
conditions, which for the purpose of securing uniformity of
practice shall have

power within 30 days

to review

and

to

In the event a regional board
or disapprove the same.
evenly divided either party to the controversy may have
the proceedings transferred to the committee for its decision.
The committee and the boards are authorized to subdivide
into sections for the hearing of cases and to hold hearings at
any point within the United States. Members of the committee are to receive a salary of $7,500 and of the boards a
It is provided that nothing in
salary of $5,000 per annum.
the act shall be held to repeal the Adamson law of September

amend
is

3,

1916. nor to authorize the committee or the boards to make
rule, regulation or decision contrary to any law of the

any

United

or by

imprisonment not exceeding six months or by

to

$12,000

per

Car Service

to read as follows:

"The term

'car service' in this act shall include the use,
supply, movement, distribution, exchange and interchange, and return of locomotives, cars, and other vehicles
used in the transportation of property by or to any carrier
subject to this act, or by or to any shipper making or offering any shipment or shipments subject to this act.

control,

"It shall be the duty of every carrier by railroad sub-

and adequate car service and
and enforce just and reasonable rules,
regulations, and practices with respect to car service; and
every unjust and unreasonable rule, regulation, and practice with respect to car service is prohibited and declared

ject to this act to furnish safe

to establish, observe,

to

be unlawful.

is
hereby authorized by general or special
orders to require all carriers by railroad subject to this act,
or any of them, to file with it from time to time their rules
and regulations with respect to car service, and the board

may,

and regushowing rates,
and charges for transportation, and be subject to any

in its discretion, direct that the said rules

lations shall be incorporated in their schedules
fares,

or all of the provisions of this act relating thereto.

both.

Anti-Strike Provisions
its

The

anti-strike provisions are as follows:

"Section 30. It shall be unlawful for two or more persons,
being officers, directors, managers, agents, attorneys, or employees of any carrier or carriers subject to the act to regulate
commerce, as amended, for the purpose of maintaining, adjusting, or settling any dispute, demand, or controversy which,
under the provisions of this act, can be submitted for decision
to the committee of wages and working conditions or to a
regional board of adjustment, to enter into any combination
or agreement with the intent substantially to hinder, restrain,
or prevent the operation of trains or other facilities of transportation for the movement of commodities or persons in interstate commerce, or in pursuance of any such combination
or agreement and with like purpose substantially to hinder,
restrain, or prevent the operation of trains or other facilities
of transportation for the movement of commodities or persons
in interstate commerce; and, upon conviction, any such persons shall be punished by a fine not exceeding $500 or by
imprisonment not exceeding six months, or by both such fine
and imprisonment: Provided, That nothing herein shall be
taken to deny to any individual the right to quit his employ-

ment

for

any reason.

"Section 31.
shall aid,

Whoever knowingly and with like intent
command, induce, or procure the
performance of any act made unlawful in the

abet,

commission or
last

Interstate

"The board

States.

Section 29 provides that any carrier or any officer thereof
knowingly refusing to obey the decision of the committee
after it has been approved by the board or of the board in
cases referred to it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
open conviction shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding

$500

the

counsel,

preceding section hereof shall be held guilty of a misshall be punished by a fine

demeanor and upon conviction

"The board may, after hearing, on a complaint, or upon
own initiative without complaint, establish reasonable

and practices with respect to car service,
including the compensation to be paid for the use of any
locomotive, car, or other vehicle not owned by the carrier
using it, and the penalties or other sanctions for non-observance of such rules.
"Whenever the board shall be of opinion that shortage oi
equipment, congestion of traffic, or other emergency requiring immediate action exists in any section of the country
or upon any railroad the board shall have, and it is hereby
given, authority, either upon complaint or upon its own
initiative without complaint, at once, if it so orders, without
answer or other formal pleading by the interested carrier or
carriers, and with or without notice, hearing, or the making
or filing of a report, according as the board may determine, to
suspend the operation of any or all rules, regulations, or
practices then established with respect to car service for such
time as may be determined by the board, and also authority
to make such just and reasonable directions with respect to
car service and the interchange and use of locomotives, cars,
and other vehicles, without regard to ownership, during such
emergency as in its opinion will best promote the service in
the interest of the public and the commerce of the people, and
also authority to give directions for preference or priority in
transportation, embargoes, or movement of traffic under permits, at such times and for such periods as it may determine,
In time of
and to modify, change, suspend, or annul them.
war or threatened war the President may certify to the board

rules, regulations,

Oct.

that

it
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is

essential to the national defense
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and security

that

certain traffic shall have preference or priority in transportation, and the hoard shall, under the power herein conferred,
direct that such preference or priority be afforded.
"The directions of the hoard as to car service

685

separate offense), which penalty shall accrue to the United
State- and may be recover'-d in a civil action brought by
The provisions of this paragraph shall
the United States.
not be construed to limit or restrict the power or authority
to require the establishment, observance, enforcement, and filing of reasonable rules, regulations, and
practices with respect to car service not in conflict herewith.

may be
such agents or agencies as the hoard
shall designate and appoint for that purpose.
It shall be
the duty of all carriers by railroad subject to this act, and
of their officer-, agents, and employees, to obey strictly and
conform promptly to such orders or directions of the hoard,
and in case of failure or refusal on the part of any carrier.

of the board

receiver, or trustee to comply with any such order or direction
such carrier, receiver, or trustee shall he liable to a penalty of
not less than $100 nor more than $500 for each such offense
and $50 for each and every day of the continuance of such
offense, which shall accrue to the United States and may
be recovered in a civil action brought by the United States.
"It shall further be the duty of every carrier by railroad,
subject to this act, serving coal mines located upon its line
or lines to make just, reasonable and nondiscriminatory
distribution among such mines of all cars available for the
transportation of coal during any period (hereinafter called
a car shortage period) when the carrier's supply of cars for
such service does not equal the requirements of such mines.

line of railroad, or the construction of a new line of railroad,
or shall acquire or operate any line of railroad, or extension thereof, or shall engage in transportation under this
act over or by means of such line of railroad, or extension
thereof, unless and until there shall first have been obtained
from the board a certificate that the present or future public
interest requires or will require the construction, or opera-

made through and by

that end, every such carrier shall make and establish rules
and regulations providing for the rating of such mines and,

To

during car-shortage periods, the distribution of cars among
The rules and regulathem in proportion to such ratings.
tions so established shall provide, among other things, that
each and every car furnished or used for the transportation

of coal during a car-shortage period shall be counted against
the proportionate distributive share of the mine receiving
or using it, and that no cars shall be furnished to or used
by any mine for the transportation of coal during a car-

shortage period in excess of the proportionate distributive
share of such mine, regardless, in cither case, of who the
consigner or consignors or the consignee or consignees or the
owner or owners of the coal loaded or to be loaded in such
or of the purpose for which such coal may
be used or intended, or of the ownership of such car or car-.
It shall be unlawful for any such carrier, by any rule, regulation, or practice, either directly or indirectly, to fail or refuse to count against the proportionate distributive share of
cars

may

be,

any mine any ear or cars furnished

to or

used by such mine

for the transportation of coal during a car-shortage period
or to furnish to any mine for the transportation of coal during a car-shortage period any car or cars in excess of the

proportionate distributive share of such mine, regardless, in
who the consignor or consgnors or the consignee or consignees or the owner or owners of the coal loaded
either case, of

or°to be loaded in such cars may be, or of the- purpose for
which such coal may be used or intended, or of the ownerThe proportionate distribution reship of the car or cars.

quired by this paragraph shall be accomplished during sucdesignated from time
cessive 14-day periods which may be
the event the board
to time by the carrier: Provided, That in
finds that it is necessary in order to furnish transportation
companies with coal to be used in the movement of trains,
fuel in the movecars to be loaded with coal to be used for
ment of trains may be omitted in the said count to the extent,
and only to the extent, prescribed by the order of the board.
In case of failure or refusal on the part of any earner,
against the proreceiver, or trustee to count any car or cars
furnishing
portionate distributive share of any mine, or the
trustee of any cars
for loading by any carrier, receiver, or
share of any mine,
in excess of the proportionate distributive
shall he
as herein provided, such carrier, receiver, or trustee
than
more
nor
$500
than
$100
less
liable to a penalty of not
refusal to count any
for each offense (and each failure or
one car or each furnishing of any one car shall be deemed a

Certificate of Public Interest

"From and after January 1, 1920, no carrier by railroad subject to this act shall undertake the extension of its

and operation, of such line of railroad,
and no carrier by railroad subject to
this act shall abandon any portion or all of its line of
railroad, or the operation thereof, unless and until there shall
first have been obtained from the board a certificate that the
present or future public interest permits such abandonment.
"The application for and issuance of any such certificate
shall be under such rules and regulations as to hearings
and other matters as the board may from time to time prescribe, and the provisions of this act shall apply to all such
tion, or construction

or extension thereof,

Upon receipt of such applications by the
proceedings.
board it shall file or cause to be filed copies thereof with the
governor of each state in which such line of railroad, or
extension thereof, is proposed to be constructed or operated,
or any portion or all of such line of railroad, or the operation thereof, is proposed to be abandoned, with the right
to be heard as hereinafter provided with respect to the hearing of complaints or the issuance of securities.
"The board shall have power to issue such certificate as
prayed for or to refuse to issue it, or to issue it for a porline of railroad, or extension thereof,
described in the application, or for the partial exercise only
of such right or privilege, and may attach to the issuance of
said certificate such terms and conditions as in its judgment
From and after issuance
the public interest may require.
of such certificate, and not before, said carrier by railroad

tion or portions of a

with the terms and conditions of such certificate
or attach to the issuance thereof and proceed with the conAny
struction, operation, or abandonment covered thereby.
construction, operation, or abandonment contrary to the fore-

may comply

going provisions of this section may be enjoined by any
court of competent jurisdiction at the suit of the United
States, the board, any commission or regulating body of the
state or states affected, or any party in interest, and any
carrier knowingly violating any of the foreging provisions

misdemeanor and upon conviction shall
punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than three years, or both such fine
and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.
he board may, after hearing, in a proceeding upon
complaint or upon its own initiative without complaint, authorize or require by order any carrier by railroad subject
to this act. part}' to such proceeding, to provide itself with
safe and adequate facilities for performing as a common carrier its car service as that term is used in this act, and to
extend its line or line-: Provided, That the board shall
find that such provision of facilities or extension is reasonably necessary in the public interest and will not impair
the ability of the carrier to perform its duty to the public;
and, with respect to extensions, that the carrier has the necessary funds or can obtain the same at a reasonable rate of
interest: Provided further. That the authority of the board
shall be guilty of a
lie

'

I
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origin to the place

conferred bj this section shall not extend to the construction
or

abandonment

of

switching tracks,

side

tracks,

spurs,

industrial,

train

for

oi

nece arj purposi and without
aril) interrupt
ontinuoiu arriage.

36 amends the second paragraph of section 3 <>f
Commerce tO provide that all carriers subject to the provisions of the act shall, according to their respective powers, afford all reasonable, proper and equal facilities for the interchange of traffic between their respective
lines and for the receiving, forwarding and delivering of passengers to and from their Several lines and those connecting
therewith and shall not discriminate in their rates, fares
and charges between such connecting lines.
Section .^7 amends the long and short haul clause of 'lie
commerce act. authorizing the commission to permit carriers
to charge less for longer than for shorter distances, but the
commission shall not permit the establishment of any charg
to or from the more distant point that is not fairly compensatory for the service performed, and if a circuitous rail
line or route is because of circuity granted authority to meet
tion

the a»l to regulate

!

the charges of a more direct line or route to or from competitive points and to maintain higher charges to and from
intermediate points on its line, the authority shall not include intermediate points as to which the haul of the
petitioning line or route is not longer than that of the direct
line or route between the competitive points; and no such
authorization shall be granted on account of merely potential

water competition not actually in existence.
Section 38 amends the anti-pooling section of the commerce act by inserting the words "except upon specific approval by order of the commission as in this section proThe commission is given authority to authorize
vided."
divisions of traffic or earnings between carriers under prescribed rules and regulations whenever it shall be of the
opinion that such division of traffic or earnings will be in

the interest of better service to the public, economy in operation, or otherwise of advantage to the convenience of commerce and the people and will tend to equalize earnings
between carriers and will not unduly restrain competition.

Section 39 adds to Section 6 of the commerce act a provision authorizing the commission to make suitable rules
and regulations for the simplification of schedules of rates,
fares, charges and classifications and to permit in such rules

,

and regulations the filing of an amendment of, or change in,
any rate, fare, charge or classification without filing complete
schedules covering rates not changed, if in its judgment the
public will be better informed by so doing.
Section 40 authorizes the transportation board to estabbetween the lines of the rail carrier
and the dock at which interchange of passengers or property

lish physical connection

be made, by direction to either to rail or the water
carrier or to both.
Section 41 extends the authority of the commission to
prescribe rates by substituting for the words "maximum
joint rates" and "maximum proportional rates" the words
is

to

"joint rates or

maximum

or

minimum

imum joint rates" and "proportional
minimum or maximum and minimum

maximum and minrates or maximum or

or

proportional rates."

the commerce act to
prohibit common carriers from entering into any combination, contract or agreement to prevent by change of time
schedule carriage in different cars or by other means or
divisions the carriage of freights from being continuous
from the point of origin to the place of destination; and no
break of bulk, stoppage or interruption made by such carSection

rier

42

amends Section

7

of

from being and
one continuous carriage from the place of

shall prevent the carriage of freights

beinsr treated as

in

intenl

good faith
avow

to

<

(

cated or to be located wholl)

less,

made

destination unless

oi

somi

car and electric

interurban lin« I"
within one state."
Section 35 applies the provisions of the ad prohibiting
rebating to the transmission of intelligence b) wire or wire
street
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State Rates
Section 43 provides for a method of co-operation between
the federal and
state
commissions in all proceeding! b)

amending Section 13 of the commerce ad by adding at the
end thereof the following:
"Whenever in any investigation under the provisions of
this act there -hall be broughl in issue any rate-, fare,
hargi
classification, regulation, or practice made or imposed by
authority of any state, the commission, before proceeding
to hear and dispose of such issue, shall cause such stab
i

or states to be notified of the proceeding.
litcommission shall confer with authorities of any state having reguI

latory jurisdiction over the class of persons and corporations
subject to this act with respect to the relationship between
rates, fares, (barges, classifications, regulations, or practices
of carriers subject to the jurisdiction of such state bodies and
of the commission; and to that end is authorized and em-

powered, under rules to be prescribed by it, and which may
be modified from time to time, to hold joint hearings with
any such state regulating bodies on any matters wherein the

commission

is

empowered

authority of a state
by the commission.

is

and where the rate-making

to act

may be affected by the action taken
The commission is also authorized to
or

avail itself of the co-operation, services, records
ties of

and

facili-

such state authorities in the enforcement of any pro-

vision of this act.

"The commission
findings

and orders as

shall,

after

will in

its

full

hearing,

make such

judgment remove any undue

or unreasonable advantage, preference, or prejudice as between persons or localities in state and interstate or foreign
commerce, or any undue, unreasonable, or unjust discrimina-

which is hereby
forbidden and declared to be unlawful, and such findings or
orders shall be observed while in effect by the carriers parties
to such proceeding affected thereby, and shall make the

tion against interstate or foreign commerce,

rates, fares,

such

and charges, or the minimum and maximum of
and charges, and any classification, regula-

rates, fares,

or practice which, in its judgment, will remove such
advantage, preference or prejudice.
"Nothing in this act shall be construed to amend, repeal,
impair, or affect the existing laws or powers of the states or
other local authorities in relation to taxation or the lawful
police powers of the several states, including the power to
make and regulate intrastate rates, except as in this act
Any carrier shall have the right to
otherwise provided.
make complaint to the commission respecting any such intrastate rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or prac-

tion,

tice."

Section 44 authorizes the commission, whenever it shall
be of opinion that any rate, etc., is or will be unlawful, to
determine and prescribe what will be the just and reasonable individual or joint rate, fare or charge or rates, fares,
or charges to be thereafter observed in such case, or the
or minimum or maximum and minimum to be
charged, and what individual or joint classification, regulation or practice is or will be just, fair and reasonable to be
thereafter followed, and to make an order for the future.
Except as otherwise provided, orders of the commission other
than those for the payment of money shall take effect within
such reasonable time, not less than 30 days, and shall continue in force until its further order or for a specific period

maximum

of time.

The section also gives the commission complete jurisdiction over divisions of joint rates between carriers, providing
that the commission shall inform itself and take into consideration the efficiency with which the carriers are operated,

Oct.

3,

Issued Nov.

19,
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the amount of revenue required to pay operating expenses,
taxes and a fair return, the importance of the carrier to the
public, whether the participating carrier is an originating,
intermediate or delivering line, and any other fact or circumstance which would ordinarily entitle one carrier to a
greater or less proportion of the joint rate than another.
In establishing through routes the commission shall not,

except as provided in Section 3, require any carrier without
its consent to embrace in such route substantially less than
the entire length of its railroad and of an intermediate railroad operated in conjunction and under common management
or control therewith which lies between the termini of such
proposed through routes unless such inclusion of lines would
make the through route unreasonably long as compared with
another practicable through route which could otherwise be
established.
It is provided, however, that in time of shortage of equipment, congestion of traffic, or other emergency,
it may establish temporarily such through routes as in its
opinion are necessary or desirable in the public interest.

This section also amends the provisions of the present law
as to suspensions, which are limited to 120 days.
If the
hearing cannot be concluded within this period the commission may extend the time of suspension for a further
period not exceeding 30 days and if the proceeding has not
then been concluded the proposed rate shall go into effect.
Whenever property shall have been diverted or delivered
by one carrier to another contrary to the routing instructions
in the bill of lading, any carrier thus deprived of its right to
participate in the haul shall be entitled to recover from the
carrier or carriers to which such traffic shall be thus diverted
the revenue accruing on such diverted traffic.
Section 45 requires ocean-going common carriers engaged
in foreign commerce or in coastwise or in coast-to-coast
commerce, whose ships are registered under the laws of the
United States, to file with the transportation board schedules
showing the routes over which the boats ply, the sailing
dates and the rates, fares, and charges for transportation to
and from the various ports, stating the period during which
The board shall cause such
such rates are to be in effect.

information to be published for the information of shippers
and furnish such publication to rail carriers in such quantities that they may supply them to their agents in each shipping community sufficiently important to be specified by the
board for that purpose.
The absorption of the necessary
reasonable cost for the transfer of shipments from rail lines
to boats in the transportation charge of the rail carrier is
authorized under such rules and regulations as the board
may prescribe and under regulations prescribed by the board,
rail carriers are required to issue through bills of lading.
Section 46 provides a penalty of $5,000 for each offense
for violations of the provisions of Sections 3, 13 or 15.
Section 47

commerce
cess

to

amends

the fifth paragraph of Section 20 of the
commission shall have ac-

act to provide that the

all

accounts,

records

and

memoranda,

including

documents, papers and correspondence kept or required to
be kept by carriers subject to the act.
Section 48 provides that Sections 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, and
28 shall not apply to street, suburban or interurban electric
railways operated chiefly for the transportation of passengers
and not a part or parts of a general system of transportation conducted and operated in the ordinary way.

The University of London proposes to grant degrees in
Under this scheme it is proposed to grant the
degree of bachelor of commerce to candidates who pass the
commerce.

necessary examinations after a three years' course of study.
Those who so desire may later proceed to the degree of master of

commerce,

perience

after a

in the particular

minimum

of

two years' practical ex-

trade or industry taken up.

(,S7

Provision for Funding Equipment

Ordered by Government

A

i.
WHICH WOULD permit the United States Railroad Administration to accept stock in the proposed
national equipment corporation for funding the cost
of locomotives and cars ordered for the railroads last year
by the government, in accordance with the plan worked out
for the Association of Railway Executives by a committee of
bankers, has been introduced in the Senate by Chairman

jiii.

Cummins, of the Committee on Interstate Commerce, and
in the House by Chairman Esch, of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
The bill provides that
order to make provision for the reimbursement of the
United States for the sums advanced to provide motive
power, cars and other equipment ordered by the President
for the carriers, the President may, upon such terms as he
shall deem advisable, receive in reimbursement cash or obligations of any carrier, or part cash and part such obligations, or, in his discretion, he may accept for such motive
power, cars or other equipment cash or the shares of stock
or obligations, secured or unsecured, of any corporation not
a carrier, organized for the purpose of owning equipment
or equipment obligations, or part cash and part such shares
of stock and obligations, and he may transfer to such corporation any obligations of carriers received on account of
motive power, cars or other equipment, and he may execute
any instruments necessary and proper to carry out the intent
of the provision of the federal control act which authorized
the President to order equipment, to the end that title to the
equipment ordered for the carriers may rest in them or their
trustees or nominees.
The President is also authorized to dispose in the manner and for the consideration aforesaid of the equipment
provided by him in accordance with any other provisions of
the section of the law referred to, and of any obligations of
carriers that may be received in reimbursement of the cost
thereof.
It is also provided that any contract for the sale
of the equipment may provide that title thereto, notwithstanding delivery of possession, shall not vest in the carrier
until the purchase price, which may be payable in instalments during any period not exceeding 15 years, shall be
fully paid and the conditions of purchase fully performed.
The plan, which has now been practically agreed upon,
provides for the financing in a single operation of all or a
large part of the cars and locomotives purchased by the
government, the total cost of which is estimated at approximately $400,000,000.
The bankers' committee proposed to
sell $280,000,000 six per cent 15-ycar equipment trust certificates to the public, while the' remaining $120,000,000
worth of equipment and a reserve fund of §28,000.000
would be constituted by a stock issue of $148,000,000,
which, it was suggested, should be subscribed for by the
Railroad Administration.
The corporation would take title
to the equipment and the various companies accepting it
would obligate themselves to the equipment corporation to
purchase it in 15 annual installments with interest at 6
in

per cent.

The

bill

has been passed and has been approved by the

President.

—

British Coal Production. During the four works which
ended on July 19th last, the total output of coal in the United
Kingdom aggregated 1S.120.7O0 tons, while the number of persons emplayed was 1,146,700.
Tin: City ok

Wiwiiic. Manitoba, to build its recently comown standard gage railway and

pleted aqueduct, constructed its

a telegraph line.
The road is 110 miles long and its locomotives
and 115 cars are valued at $1,439,522.— Fire and Water Engi-

neering.

Railroad Labor Questions

n"i

Coming

to a
i

sum wo

Tiiquestion

Head

INOTONi

D. C,

connection with
their demands for increased wages, as well as in connection
with their protests against proposed anti-strike Legislation
in Congress, and for a time tlure was some talk of a general
uttered

strike

m

mands

o\

!>y

railroad

labor

leaders

in

which the railroad employees would participate.
It has become apparent, however, that the railroad labor organizations are mainly engaged in looking out for their own
interests and that the working arrangement between the train
service brotherhoods and the American Federation of Labor
Is not so close as to induce them to depart from their traditional policy against sympathetic strikes, and while the dethe railroad organizations include the possibilities

of a crisis, they are not regarded so seriously as they were

before

November

1.

understood that Grand Chief Stone, of the Engineers,
has been making some efforts to bring about a peaceful settlement of the coal strike in order to avoid consequences
which might be disastrous to all organized labor, and the
firm policy adopted by the administration in dealing with
the United Mine Workers has undoubtedly given much food
for thought to any other labor leaders that might have been
planning to go farther than to threaten a strike. While the
labor leaders have been protesting loudly against proposed
anti-strike legislation such as that embodied in the Cummins bill and bills introduced in the House, they seem to
have overlooked entirely the teeth in the food and fuel control act which has proved so potent in dealing with the coal
This has been in existence since August 10, 1917,
strike.
and was strengthened as late as October 22. As amended
at that time it makes it unlawful to "conspire, combine, agree,
or arrange with any other person, (a) to limit the facilities
for transporting, producing, harvesting, manufacturing, supplying, storing, or dealing in any necessaries"; and the stress
which has been laid upon the effect of the coal strike upon
transportation in the proceedings in connection with Judge
Anderson's injunction leaves no room for doubt that the
same law could be applied in the case of a railroad strike.
Officers of the railroad brotherhoods were called into conferences with the leaders of the steel and coal strikes, presumably for the purpose of enlisting their co-operation, and
it is understood that they agreed not to oppose walkouts by
individual employees of industrial roads serving the steel
plants on which the employees are not under contract with
the Railroad Administration, but so far apparently the cooperation of the brotherhoods has been confined to "moral
It is

support."
L. E. Sheppard, president of the Order of Railway Conductors, in announcing the intention of the brotherhood representatives to withdraw from the Industrial Conference on

October 22, said:
"I regret beyond the power of words to express that I
must in the near future, if things go as the stage is set, fight
men that I fought years and years ago, but whom, for some
the
years at least, we have been on friendly relations with
railroad men and the railroad managers, who have gotten
together, and have been getting along in peace and harmony,
and who have begun to fully realize what can be accomplished by co-operation, but now it seems that all that we
have accomplished is to be sacrificed, and that we are to be

—

drawn

into the vortex of this industrial warfare.

"Railway labor cannot stay out of the controversy. The
You canrailroad men are the key to the whole situation.
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want to live up
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coal strikes having materialized, the

whether they are to be followed bj a strike or
strikes of railroad employees baa naturally aroused
much speculation, in view of the various threats that have
been
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to our men, when tin
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are leaving the service of the employers all about
at
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to

us—'Stay

your work and help teal down the other workers?' That
what
means, and
say it is not fair to the men who want
do the right thing."
it

I

W. (1. I.ee, presidenl of the Brotherhood of Railroad
rainmen, was quoted on November
a- having given the
following reply to a question as to the attitude of his organization in connection with the coal strike:
"Our organization is fully in sympathy with the miners
in attempting to secure a living wage and better working
conditions, and believes that the position taken by the government in connection with the injunction issued will probably disturb industrial conditions to a far greater extent than
recognized by those in charge of governmental affairs.
"The railroad brotherhoods will assist the miners in every
honorable and consistent way and the officers of the miners'
organization fully understand the brotherhoods' position.
"I have not assumed to impose my opinion or presence
either at the White House or upon the Attorney General in
connection with the miners' strike, because no intimation
from the officers of the miners' organization has come to the
trainmen's brotherhood, to my knowledge, requesting such
assistance or the use of our influence."
Apparently the first concern of the railroad labor organizations has been to prevent the return of the railroads on
December 31, not because they are particularly enamored of
government control, but because they have thus far been able
to get more of what they wanted from the Railroad Administration than from private management, and their representatives have recently been very busy in working with
members of Congress for an extension of federal control.
They have also laid plans for getting as much as possible
from the Railroad Administration before it lets go and will
probably make some demonstration in an effort to insist on
their demands before the railroads are returned, but present
indications are that their efforts will not meet with entire
I

1

success.

The demands

for general increases in

wages presented in

July and August have been held in abeyance in accordance
with the President's request that the government be allowed
a reasonable time in which to attempt to reduce the cost of
living, and meanwhile the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions has been holding hearings and making
recommendations to Mr. Hines on requests for readjustments to correct alleged inequalities.
Some of the labor
leaders have expressed impatience with the slowness of the
results achieved in the direction of reducing prices and have
declared they will regard the "reasonable time" as having elapsed very shortly.
Director General Hines has arranged for an early conference with the executives of the four brotherhoods, and
also of the maintenance of way employees' organization, at
which he is expected to give them some kind of a definite
answer on the various demands that have been made, including the question of time and one-half for overtime in
road train service. The engineers and conductors have not
presented any formal wage demands, but the conductors are
involved in the demands presented by the Brotherhood of
A hearing on the firemen's demands
Railroad Trainmen.
has recently been concluded by the wage board.
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Be Returned January

Railroads Expected to

1

Temporary Legislation May Be Necessary if Permanent Act
Is Not Passed by That Time.

Active

preparations FOR the return of the railroads
owners at midnight of December 31 are now
under way, both on the part of the Railroad Administration and by the executives of the railroad companies that
expect to resume their operating functions.
However, the
to their

proposed legislation to provide for the regulation of the roads
after their return, or for their reorganization, as contemplated
by the Senate bill, has encountered so many snags that it
now seems probable that the roads will go back with only
temporary legislation providing for a continuation of the
guaranteed standard return until a permanent bill can be
enacted and efforts are still being made to continue the
present form of control for another year or two.

The House committee completed

its work on the revised
on November 8 with the purpose of reporting it
the following Monday, and of attempting to pass it dur-

Esch

bill

ing the week.
Chairman Cummins, of the Senate committee,
also planned to attempt to get consideration of the committee's bill in the Senate during the week in an effort to
pass it, but it is recognized that it will be practically impos-

sentatives of the 14 railroad labor organizations at a recent
meeting in Washington decided to work for a two-year extension.

For a long time members of Congress and others seem to
have harbored an idea that the President could be easily
induced to retain his control of the railroads indefinitely
pending the completion of the railroad legislation, in spite
of his declaration last May that they would be returned at
the end of the year.
This idea seems to have been rather
definitely dispelled by recent announcements of the director
general that he was planning for the return of the roads
regardless of legislation, and has given way to a realization
that the Republicans can no longer dodge their responsibility.
Director General Hines has made it plain on several occasions that he does not consider it practicable for the govern-

ment to continue the operation of the roads for a brief or
uncertain period, and during the past week he seems to
have made it plain that the President is not going to change

The

his mind.

idea has prevailed in

railroad labor situation

now coming

many minds
to

a

that the

head would in-

do so or to obtain an agreement before the end of the
year between the House and the Senate on the two conflicting
bills if both should succeed in passing them.
After that
situation is made clearly apparent it is proposed to pass
a temporary resolution in December, although the plan will
encounter some opposition on the part of members of Congress who will favor a further extension of the period of

terfere with the plans for the relinquishment, but as the
preparations for winding up the active operations of the
Railroad Administration have proceeded, it has been more
frequently suggested that the labor situation represents one
of the reasons why the government would be glad to let go.

federal control.

On November 4, Senator Cummins urged the Senate to
dispose of the German treaty during the week in order that
the railroad bill might be taken up, and said that if he
could not be assured in some manner that the railroads would
not be returned to their owners in the absence of adequate

sible to

The House committee has

held almost daily sessions on
its bill since a tentative bill was reported to the full committee on October 29, by a sub-committee which had worked
on it since the conclusion of the committee's public hearings
The Senate committee reported the reon September 26.
vised Cummins bill on October 23, but later the committee reached a point where it was practically ready to
agree that the Cummins bill could not be passed before
January 1, and that the only practicable course to pursue
to put through a temporary resolution on which an
agreement could be reached with the House, avoiding all

would be

points of controversy.
When the House leaders objected to
this idea and insisted that it would be possible to pass the
Esch bill in time for an early adjournment it was decided
to make another effort in the Senate and postpone the pro-

Before that
posed temporary resolution until December.
time conferences will be held between Chairmen Cummins
and Esch of the two committees, Director-General Hines and
representatives of the railway executives as to the terms of
the temporary resolution.
Political considerations, the desire of Congress for an
adjournment of the present extra session before the new session begins in December, the interminable character of the
Senate debate on the peace treat) and wide differences of
opinion between the House and Senate committees as to
what should be included in the railroad bill, have been added
to the inherent complexity of the railroad problem as factors
causing the delay.
The Democrats apparently have made
up their minds to wash their hands of the railroads, while
the Republicans, who have taken great delight in criticising
Democratic management of the roads, have recently evinced
increasing reluctance to assume the problem themselves and
this situation has added strength to the element in Gongress,
backed by the railroad labor organizations, for an extension

of federal control until after the election, next

fall.

Repre-

Cummins Urges Action

Senator

and protective

legislation he

that the treaty be displaced.

would feel it his duty to ask
"Nine months ago, substan-

he said, "the President declared that not later than
of January he would feel it his duty to return the
railways to their owners, under a power which he undoubtedly possesses.
I have good reason to believe that his
purpose at that time has not been changed.
I cannot
speak positively with regard to his intent, but I am led to
think that about the first of January these properties will
be returned to their owners.
Nor could anyone criticise the
President with much severity, because we have had ample
opportunity to prepare and enact into law the legislation
which I regard as absolutely necessary in the return of our
systems of transportation to their owners.
In view of the
impending calamity and it will be a calamity from which
we cannot escape, if the railroads are returned without adequate legislation
the German treaty ought to be disposed of.
"If the railroads are returned without adequate legislation, you will not only see an intensification of all the difficulties which are now observed in the labor world, but in
my judgment you will witness a financial catastrophe against
which it will be very hard for us to contend."'
Senator Cummins added that if he were in the President's
stead, he thought he would not return the roads until adequate
tially,"

the

first

—

—

legislation

is

which move
"there

enacted, "yet there are a great many reasons
that direction."
"At this time." he said,

in

almost complete demoralization in the railway servthat degree of efficiency
which ought to be manifest in all such service.
The railway
companies are utterly incapable of doing anything, for they
have nothing with which to accomplish any purpose.
The
ice.
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There

consideration

for

the)

the

rapid disposition of the sub-
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the salary of anj
hall be charged to
railroad officer
operating expenses, or be considered by the Interstate
ommerce Commission in reaching its conclu ion as to the
justness or reasonableness of any rate, fare, barge, classifiI

<

cation, regulation or prat

When

it

became apparent

thai

the

Senate \\a^ not

The

able

Eiouse

bill,

tit e.

as sent

to

the printers on

November

8,

agree upon an early date for the disposition of the treaty
the Senate committee on interstate commerce held a meeting

differs radii ally

on November

transportation board.
It does not provide
lor federal
incorporation nor compulstory consolidation.
It has no
definite standard of rale making and it contains no antistrike provisions.
It contains a rule of rate-making requiring the commission to consider "the interest of the public,

to

and decided to propose the plan of temporary
legislation.
disThe House committee, however, showed
DOSition to go ahead and attempt to pass its lull and Chairman Cummins gave out a statement to make it clear that the
effort to pass permanent legislation had not been entirely
abandoned.
"We are informed definitely that the railroads will he returned by the President to the companies on January 1,"
he said.
"In that situation, and with the uncertainty about
passing much needed legislation before they are returned,
the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce has been in
;

.

;

,

conference to consider the possibility of taking steps to
pass temporary measures to rentier the transitional period

a

easier.

By

that

I

mean, particularly, the extension of the

guaranteed return for some brief period until the permanent
reconstruction legislation can be passed.
"There was complete agreement as to the necessity for
getting legislation passed before the roads go back, but
realizing the difficulties that will confront it in the Senate
I have begun to doubt whether we could pass it at this session, or even before the beginning of the new year."

The

Anti-Strike Clause

understood that some of the House leaders and also
members of the steering committee of the Senate urged that
the Senate committee omit from its bill the proposed antistrike legislation in order to expedite the passage of a bill,
or even to put it into a separate bill.
Organized labor is preparing for one of the biggest fights
in its history in an attempt to defeat any anti-strike legislation.
The officers of the four railroad brotherhoods conferred with Chairman Cummins of the Senate committee on
October 31, and made formal application for another hear-

in

the

Interstate

from the

It centers authority
)ummins bill.
Commerce Commission, with no provision
(

for a

maintenance and operaincluding the wages of labor, depreciation and taxes,
and a fair return on the value of the property used or held
for the service of transportation"' in reaching its conclusions.
The bill provides for the termination of the present government control at the end of the month within which the
measure is approved by the President, for the temporary continuation of rates initiated by the government during federal
the shippers, the reasonable cost of

tion,

control, for the continuation of the guaranteed standard
return for six month, including a similar provision for short
lines that were relinquished, and for a funding of the in-

debtedness of the roads by the government for 10 years.
Provision is made for voluntary adjustment of labor controversies through boards similar to those created by the
Railroad Administration and for the assessment of damages
against the company or against a labor union for violation
of a contract by a lockout or strike.

It is

ing on the so-called anti-strike provisions of the Cummins
although they had had a three-day hearing in SeptemThey had prepared written objections to the bill which
ber.
Senator Cummins submitted to the committee, but by unanimous vote the committee declined to reopen the hearings.
Representative Sims, on November 5, introduced a bill
providing for an extension of federal control until December
This is in
31, 1921, "or until Congress otherwise orders."
accordance with the proposals of the railroad labor organiMr. Sims had proposed a six-months' extension
zations.
the week before in the House committee, but the proposal
had been voted down.
It was reported, however, that a
strong support might be gained for a one-year extension, as
a compromise between those who were opposed to a continuation of the guaranty unless the roads are retained by the
government and those who favored the labor plan for a
Mr. Sims had a long conference with
two-year extension.
Director General Hines the day before he introduced his
bill,

bill.

Mr. Sims also introduced a bill to provide that for one
year from the end of federal control no attachment, execution, order of sale, or other process, mesne or final, shall
be issued or levied upon or against the property of any railroad company subject to the federal control act, used or
necessary to be used by such company as a common carrier
engaged in general transportation; but that actions at law
or suits in equity may be brought against such carriers and
He also injudgments rendered as now provided by law.
troduced another bill to provide that not more than $20,000

Minimum Weights

in

Grain Increased

The Railroad Administration has
Commerce Commission supplements

with the Interstate
providing for
the establishment of minimum weights on grain and grain
products designed to secure heavier loading and to make
available additional freight cars for the transportation of
grain and grain products.
The amended tariffs will provide
that the new minima are made effective purely as an emergency matter. When the emergency has passed, the tariffs
will be withdrawn.
filed

to tariffs

This step had been made necessary by the extremely heavy
demands which are being made upon the Railroad Administration for the transportation of grain and grain, products
and by the fact that in many markets cars are being ordered
loaded only to the existing

minimum

weights even though

these are considerably less than the capacity of the cars.

These minima are not being established for the purpose of
securing revenue or as a permanent policy, but solely to
assist in providing more freight cars during the present
emergency.

The new minimum weights

On

grain,

all

marked capacity

kinds,

the

will be as follows:

minimum weight

of the car except that

will

be the

where the marked

than 40,000 lb. the minimum weight will be
per car.
The actual weight will apply when
grain is loaded to within 24 in. of the roof at the side walls
of the car for the purpose of federal or state inspection by
grain exchange at points where federal inspection is maintained (notation to that effect being inserted in the bill of
lading by shippers) or when grain is loaded to proper grain
line of cars so marked.
capacity

40,000

is less

lb.

On grain products, the minimum weight will be 60,000 lb.
per car provided that when the marked capacity of the car is
less, the marked capacity, but not less than 40,000 lb. per
car, will apply, and provided further than when a car is
loaded to full space capacity the actual weight will apply.

Organized Labor Opposes Anti-Strike Legislation
General Labor Conference Called; Anti-Strike Bills

Introduced

in

Both Houses
Washington, D.

railroad LABOR ORGANIZATIONS and the American
Federation of Labor have united their forces to oppose
the proposed anti-strike legislation now pending in
Congress, which is included in the Cummins bill in the Senate and several bills in the House.
After having assumed a

THE

during the summer the railroad labor
leaders have been rather put on the defensive recently by the
evidences of strong support in Congress for such a law.
belligerent

attitude

A
The

are

now

waiting," said Mr. Shea, "the outcome of

campaign against the high

shall have to have further advances in our
in

We

cost of living.

wish to

If prices are not reduced, however,

we

wage schedules

order that the standards of living of locomotive firemen
at least be maintained on a subsistence

and hostlers shall
executive officers of the four train service brother-

representatives of

level."

some of the farmers' organizations.

Mr. Shea pointed to the war activities of the railway
whose patriotism and patience during the war
years, he claims, were notable.
For nearly four years, he
said, the railway men have been waiting for the establishment of a reasonable work day, with time and one-half pay
workers,

The

for overtime.

call for the conference says:

"We

considered," he continued, "it our duty to remain
in the transportation industry in a time of war
emergency, even though we suffered great financial loss in
so doing.
looked upon the war as a time to give the
full measure of our capabilities and experience to the country and not as a time to make money.
"Strikes occur in industry for various reasons.
The experience of the world has shown that anti-strike legislation
has always been abortive. The Senate committee which has
reported the Cummins bill, has a report, prepared two years
ago, which was based on an exhaustive study of anti-strike
legislation in Europe, Great Britain and Australia, and the
conclusion was drawn that in all countries where it had been

"In this critical reconstruction period labor is confronted with
grave dangers affecting the very foundation of its structure.
So grave is the situation regarded that at its recent meeting
the executive council of the American Federation of Labor
and the representatives of the railroad brotherhoods agreed
that the executives of the national and international unions
should be invited to participate in a conference at the headquarters of the American Federation of Labor at 10 o'clock on
the morning of December 13, 1919, and there to take counsel
and to formulate such action as may be essential to safeguard

at

rights, interests and freedom of the wageearners, the workers, who form the great mass of the people
of our republic.
"It is imperative that the responsible representatives of the
labor movement shall, therefore, consider the situation in the

it was found to have been a failure.
Now, we find
same committee, in the face of its own exhaustive investigations and conclusions, and contrary to the well-known
experience of the leading industrial and commercial nations

tried
this

and legislative field and agree upon fundamental
principles and a program which the wage-earners will accept
in performing their duties as citizens and at the same time

industrial

men

maintaining the right of free

in

order to conserve

human

of the world, submitting anti-strike legislation.

and welfare."

tionality of such action

This conference was decided upon at a meeting on October 25 at which, according to Mr. Gompers' announcement,
"general discussion ensued regarding the legislation pending
in Congress inimical to the rights and interests of industrial
and agricultural workers," and "further discussion ensued
regarding legislation which should be urged at the hands of
Congress in the interests of the above." Mr. Gompers said
the

representatives

work

We

and promote the

that

"We

see prices reduced.

hoods have joined with the executive council of the American Federation of Labor in a call for a general labor conference to be held at Washington on December 13 by representatives of 112 national and international unions affiliated
with the American Federation of Labor and possibly by

interest

as a condition precedent to the return of the railroads.

this

Conference Called

C.

Mr. Shea's statement was prompted by the publication of
extracts from his recent testimony before the wage board
when he announced the program he proposed to insist upon

of

the

farmers'

organizations,

"although in entire sympathy with the discussion and purposes, stated that they had no authority to join in the call,
but in their convention, which would be held within a month
from now, would be glad to receive invitations upon which
to act."

Timothy Shea Says Anti-Strike Law
Would Not Be Observed
W. H.

Johnston, president of the International Associawas quoted in the newspapers as saying
that in the event of the passage by either House of Congress
of proposed anti-strike legislation he would immediately
tion of Machinists,

order a strike vote of his 350,000 members and that he had
no doubt similar action would be taken by other unions.
Timothy Shea, acting president of the Brotherhood of Locomoive Firemen and Enginemen, issued a statement on October 25 opposing the proposed anti-strike law, saying that
firemen and hostlers would not observe '.'any law which

is

only equalled by

its

The

irra-

ineffective-

ness.

"If railroad employees are given their simple, fundamental, economic rights, together with proper machinery for
adjusting current and less important grievances, there would
be no occasion for strikes and few strikes would occur.

This

and effective policy to pursue. If the
of the Senate committee were possessed of the elements of real industrial insight and constructive statesmanthe intelligent

is

members
ship,

they would

foolish

and

recommend such a policy instead

futile anti-strike provisions of the

or the proposed

amendment

of the

Cummins

bill

to the federal control act intro-

duced by Congressman Black."
Shea asserted that firemen cannot physically endure the
hours they are now required to work and that after four
years of waiting they have decided that the shorter workday issue cannot long be postponed. Unless the cost of
living is reduced, he added, the rates of pay must also be
advanced to meet the increased cost of living.

He

also

made

reference to the labor

League of Nations which guarantee to
a living wage and an eight-hour day.

deprives them of the rights of American citizens."

691

all

provisions of the
industrial workers

"These two principles," he adds, "have, therefore, been
sanctioned by the enlightened opinion of the civilized world.
They are obligatory upon our government and upon the
Railroad

Administration to see that they are practically
It is the duty of the Senate to see that they are
embodied in any legislation as a condition precedent to the
applied.

RAILWAY AGE
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their private owners ox to any
if they wish
method of operation,
bring aboui Btabilitj of operation of the railroads and

return

change
to

of

the

in

the

railroads
presenl

traffic, they should assure
employees of these fundamental rights,
"If anyone will take the time to review the history <>f the
transportation brotherhoods they will have do trouble to
ascertain thai strikes have been an almost unknown quanIt
is true thai now
tity.
and then, lure and there, on an
individual road there has been a temporary Stoppage of
traffic, but nol Until every other effort to secure justice had
been exhausted.
There have been do sympathetic strikes
The public has been always free from any insanctioned.
inconvenience, and to haw the Congress single out railroad
employees and attempt to deprive them by statute of the
economic right to strike if Deed be, to prevent injustice being
imposed upon them, must be accepted, in connection with
other information we have, as a foregone conclusion that the
railroad interests contemplate putting into effect a general
reduction in wages of railroad employees after the roads are
returned to private control, and to prepare for this action
they desire a law to prevent such employees from striking
to combat injustices which may be perpetrated by reducing
their wages or interfering with their hours of labor or rules
of employment which have been established.

prevenl strikes or interruption of

tin-

"If these interests or the legislators believe railroad employees will unresistingly submit to any such invasion of
their rights as citizens, they had better expel that thought
from their minds, because I believe I speak for locomotive
firemen and hostlers, at least, when I say that any law which
deprives them of the rights of American citizenship would
not be observed, not because this class of American citizens
are lawbreakers, but because such a law would be unwarranted, un-American, and contrary to American institutions.

"If an anti-strike law is enacted, the responsibility for
any upheaval which might follow lies with Congress."

While many observers

Con-

would not pass an

anti-

strike law and some surprise was expressed when the Senate
committee voted for the anti-strike section of its bill by a
vote of 14 to 1, Senator La Follette constituting the minority,
the coal and steel strikes have caused a remarkable crystal7

lization of feeling against strikes

and

several bills

future

carriers

fust

board has made a finding thereon.
If the carriers conform tn the findings of the board the- right of the employees

the-

thereafter to strike in order to obtain their

hibited

and declared

demands

The common

unlawful.

is

carrier

prore-

fusing to abide by the finding of the board would be made
punishable b) a line of $25,000 for each offense and its
officers who advise or acquiesce in the action of the carrier
in refusing to comply with the findings would be made Bubto indictment and a fine of not lis- than $5,000 or
imprisonment for not more than two years, or both. Any
group of employees striking after the board had rendered
its findings w<ould be made punishable by a fine of not more
than $2,000 each or imprisonment for not more than one
year, or both.
The word ''group'' is defined to mean two
or more employees and a strike is defined to mean the abandonment of employment by such group, pursuant to an
agreement, understanding, or by concert of action.
The bill also provides that when any carrier shall need
material or supplies and shall be unable to agree with the
manufacturer or seller upon the price or the terms and conditions, or when contracts have been made and the proposed
charges are alleged to be unreasonable, the carrier may file
a petition with the board, which shall enter upon a hearing
and thereafter determine and prescribe just and reasonable
prices, terms and conditions.
A decision of the board would
jecl

be subject to court review.

Plumb Plan League

Issues a Newspaper

Plan League, which

for

some time has

issuing a small weekly paper called "Railroad

of the course of legislation in
it

common

14

and their employee! to prescribe for
ami reasonable wages, terms and condil
oi employment, hours >>\ service, or working conditions.
It
would also make it unlawful for any group of employe)
enter upon a strike before its controversy with the employer
carrier or carriers has been submitted to the board and until
tween

the

ThebeenPlumb

Public Opinion Crystallized
gress have freely predicted that
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on the

subject were introduced independently.

An anti-strike bill, H. R. 10138, was introduced in the
House on October 23 by Representative Black as an amendment to the federal control act, providing that during the
period of federal control if two or more persons enter into
any combination or agreement with the intent substantially
to hinder, restrain or prevent the movement of commodities
or persons over the lines of railroads or systems of trans-

portation under federal control, they shall be deemed guilty
of a conspiracy, and punishable by a fine not exceeding $500
or by imprisonment not exceeding six months, or by both.
It is provided, however, that nothing in the act shall be
taken to deny to any individual employee the right to quit
his employment for any reason, but that it is the purpose
expressly to prohibit his conspiring with other employees
to do 'so by means of a strike.
Another bill, introduced by Representative Blanton, would
make coal miners or railroad employees who strike subject to
$5,000 fine, or two years' imprisonment, or both.
Representative Snyder on October 29 introduced in the
House a bill, H. R. 10256, providing for the creation of a
railroad wages and supplies board to decide controversies
between common carriers and either their employees or corporations, firms, partnerships or individuals engaged in furnishing such common carriers with materials and supplies.
The board would be empowered in cases of disputes be-

Democracy," has made
changed the name to "Labor."

into a newspaper and
contains news articles and
editorials regarding current labor issues outside of as well
as within the railroad field, and on the first page appeals to
all organized labor "to fight for rail democracy" by becoming members of the Plumb Plan League.
Everybody is
invited to take out individual memberships for a fee of one
dollar a year, and lodge memberships for $10.
One news
it

It

item, "Action

Postponed on Return of Roads," apparently
intended to state that leaders in both parties of Congress
have come to the conclusion that there will be no railroad
legislation before the December session, although one line
of the type is missing.
It is stated, however, that a report
on the House bill is not expecte*d until November and that
the Cummins bill will also be held up pending further developments and that "this action may be interpreted as the
first victory of the Plumb plan in the legislative struggle for
a solution of the railroad problem.
Two months ago there
was no question in the mind of Congress of any action except a return of the railroads to their private owners.
Since
then they have had time to think the matter over."
The news in the paper includes a report of the testimony
before the Senate committee on the steel strike and of the
railroad labor leaders before another Senate committee on
the Cummins bill, stories regarding the British railroad
is

strike, etc.

of

Managers of the League have announced that the State
Ohio has been selected for the first intensive organization

"Plumb Plan." Plumb Plan leagues are
be organized at once in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Toledo.
Columbus and other cities, following which the labor unions
are to be organized in support of the plan.
Efforts will
later be made to obtain additional support from the farmers.
in support of the
to

Railway Executives

Ask

to

for

Rate Advance

Administration Refuses to Increase Rates; Gives Data
Its

Possession to Railway Executives

General Hines, having announced

Director

for the future should naturally be considered,
not from the standpoint of unified operation of all the railroads, but to a greater extent from the standpoint of the

established

his con-

clusion that the Railroad Administration should not
establish any general readjustment of rates during the

of the separate railroads.
A rate adjustment
which might fully protect the government when operating
all the railroads as a unit might wholly fail to protect equally

remaining period of federal control for the purpose of increasing revenues, the railway executives had begun preparations for filing tariffs with the Interstate Commerce Com-

necessities

mission designed to establish a proper relationship between
In this
the revenues and expenses of the railroads.
they are taking advantage of Mr. Hines' offer of the assistance of the traffic department of the Railroad Administration which had already done a good deal of work toward
the tentative preparation of tariffs during the time while the
Railroad Administration was considering the advisability of
a rate advance on its own account.
The first point to be
decided is as to what increase in revenue will be required;
this is a difficult problem because of the uncertainty as to
the volume of traffic and also as to whether further increases
It is understood 'that the plans
in wages will be granted.
so far considered have contemplated not a horizontal percentage advance, but a readjustment designed to bring up
the low spots in the present rate structure.
Director General Hines announced his conclusion that
the government should not increase rates and gave his reasons in a letter dated October 7 to Thomas De Witt Cuyler,
chairman of the Association of Railway Executives, confirming a previous conversation on the subject. Mr. Hines said:

or fairly the different railroads

Why

"From time
what,

if

to time

of

I

any, increases should be

executives,

made

the question

in railroad rates,

"I suggest, therefore, that you advise the railroad corporations that, if they desire to take this course, I shall be glad
to place at their disposal all the information in the possession of the Railroad Administration bearing on the subject.
Since most of the traffic experts who would ordinarily be
relied upon by the railroad companies in a matter of this
sort are now employed by the Railroad Administration, I
shall be glad to provide that the traffic experts so employed
shall aid the railroad corporations in studying this problem
and bringing it to a conclusion."
To this Mr. Cuyler replied on October 13, as follows:

Railroad Executives Pass Resolution
"I duly received your letter of October 7, confirming our
conversation in reference to the increase in railroad rates,
and submitted the same today to meetings of the steering
committee, the standing committee and the full membership
roads, all of which were very fully attended.
"The committee came to the conclusion unanimously that
they did not see their way clear to accept your suggestion of
an application by the roads to the Interstate Commerce Commission for an increase in rates before a further conference
with you on the subject.
A very strong feeling was developed that it was the duty of the government, in view of
all the circumstances, to make an increase of their own volition.
I enclose you herewith a copy of the resolution that
was adopted by both the steering and standing committees
and the general membership.
"Under the terms of the resolution, I propose to appoint
a committee to confer with you. and T shall be glad if you
will advise me when you can conveniently see the committee
at as early a date as possible."

of

and

My
the manner in which such increases should be made.
view has been and is that this impurtant matter must be
handled in accordance with the two following considerations:
"First:
The question of an increase in rates could not
properly be considered on the exclusive basis of the unfavorable showing which the Railroad Administration was making in the early part of this year, because that showing was
very largely due to an abnormally small freight business, so
that the results of that period could not fairly be taken as a
Necessarily, therefore,
test for making increases in rates.
it seemed to me that the formulation of any proposal for a
general increase in rates would have to await a better opportunity for making an estimate as to what the earning
I have been
capacity would be under normal conditions.
increasingly confirmed in this opinion by the various developments which have taken place.
"Second:
It has seemed to me that the public would not
be satisfied under existing conditions to have any general
increase in rates put into effeel without the concurrence of
The public sentiment
the Interstate Commerce Commission.

to this effect

the year

has been manifested

in

The

1.

That

the Association of

tives respectfully insists that the

ment

the recent passage by

I

road Administration before those rates shall go into effect.
It follows, therefore, that tim< and opportunity must be provided for public consideration by the regular rate-making
authority of any rate proposals now made.
"Since the foregoing controlling factors must be respected,
it is evident that it would be impossible for the government
to establish anv general readjustment of rates prior to JanIt is also evident that any new basis to be
uary 1, 1920.
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to restore,

on

its

own

duty

rests

Railway Execuupon the govern-

initiative and by its own action,
revenues and expenses which the
government's ad ion, in increasing expenses, lias di-turbed;
and that appropriate action in this direction is necessary in
order to be in conformity with the statement of the President, when the railroads were taken over by the government,
that investor- in railroad securities might rest assured that
their rights and intere-ts would lie as scrupulously looked
after by the government as they could be by the directors
of the several railway systems.
"2.
That a committee be appointed by the chairman, of
which he shall be chairman, to take such action as it may
(onsider appropriate to secure a reconsideration of the conclusion of the director general as stated in the letter above
referred to, and to take such other action as they may deem

the

two houses of Congress of .ill- providing that there shall
be an opportunity to review an) rat.- proposed by the Rail-

the

resolution reads:

"Resolved:

many ways throughout

and has been emphasized by

separately operated.

authority.

lic

have discussed with you and other

the railroad

when

no escape from the conclusion that

if the
corporations desire to make progress at this time with this
matter, they enter themselves upon a study of the problem to
determine what tariffs they think ought to be proposed, with
a view to filing tariffs accordingly with the appropriate pub-

"I, therefore, see

Director General Will Not Increase Rates

representatives

in

relationship between

:
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d

to

in

order

rates to

to protect the

interests of the railroads in

effective aftej

I"-

the end of

federal cod

1920, ami

l,

In- previously

a

by the director general

reiteration

announced

position, the executives advised

that they would take advantage of his
separate meeting following the conference with
the director general the executives agreed upon the following
statement, a copy of which was left with the director general:

offer

Director General Hines Replies
Regarding

the

position

of

the

railway

executives,

Mr.

Hines, while at Duluth, Mum., on October 18, authorized
the following statement
" rin- suggestion of the railroad executives that the Railroad Administration make increases in rates can mean only
one thing and that IB, that the Railroad Administration shall
these increases during federal control for the sole and
exclusive benefit of the railroads under private management

make

end of federal control.

This

is

true because the

conclusion has been reached with the approval of the President that it is not in the public interest to make an immediate increase in rates for the purpose of increasing the
revenues of the Railroad Administration during federal control.
A fundamentally wrong conception is involved in the

claim that the President ought to exercise the emergency
rate-making power conferred upon him for the purpose of
deciding as between the railroads and the public what the
former shall charge and what the latter shall pay after
The theory of federal control
federal control shall end.
was that the movement would guarantee a rental during
The idea, of course,
federal control but not afterward.

permanent statutory reviand procedure would be looked to by the railroad
companies to secure for themselves adequate compensation.

was

January
<»f

14

the director general

tnil."'

after the
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that after federal control the

sions

The

resolution of the railroad executives in effect takes the
position that they are not willing to resort to the permanent
statutory provisions to protect their interests, but instead
they want the President to use his emergency power so as to

provide for their compensation after federal control, in addition to having guaranteed them their return during federal
There is no duty whatever, either legal or moral,
control.
resting upon the Railroad Administration, to initiate for the
benefit of the railroad corporations rates which it believes to
On the conbe inexpedient to initiate for its own benefit.

companies have the power to protect their
interests in this matter just as fully as they have had in the
past, and they ought to resort to it unless they choose to
stand on the rates as they are.
"With regard to the position suggested by the railway
executives that the Railroad Administration ought to increase the rates because of the Railroad Administration's
action in increasing the expense, this could not be true as to
increases in expenses which would have taken place if the
In view
Railroad Administration had not been in existence.
of the extraordinary increases in expenses of all forms of
industry under private management, there is no basis for
demonstrating that the increases in expenses of the Railroad
Administration were due to any cause other than those which
affected all forms of industry, hence no basis for claiming
that a temporary emergency power of rate-making during
federal control should be employed for the exclusive purpose
of meeting them after federal control shall have ended.
Even though the Railroad Administration deemed it expedient to increase rates for its own benefit, it would still be
true that the increases it would make under which to defray

trary, the railroad

the expenses of the unified operation of all the railroads in
the country might be very different from the increases which

would be necessary

to protect the separate railroads or sepa-

rate territorial groups of railroads in different parts of the

county."

At

"Following the

Director General Hines met with the committee of execuAfter some discussion of the position
of the executives, which was reaffirmed by them, that the
government itself should initiate a revision in rates prior to

tives at their request.

re,

en!

correspondence between the director

hairman of the Asswiation of
Railway Executives, a conference was held today between the
director general and a committee of railway executives for

genera] of railroads ami the

<

the purpose of considering the request of the executives that
the director general reconsider hi- da ision not to make a

general readjustment of rates during federal control.
The
director general having after discussion announced that he
felt obliged to adhere to the conclusion he had already

reached, he reiterated his offer to place at the disposal of the
railroad companies all the information in the possession of
the Railroad Administration bearing on the subject and to
provide the aid of the traffic experts employed by the Railroad Administration in studying the problem and bringing
it to a conclusion.
"It was thereupon resolved that the above-mentioned offer
of the director general be accepted and immediate steps be
taken by the railroad companies, with such aid, to ascertain
the pertinent facts and to prepare their proposals for a readjustment of rates in such way and to such extent as will
establish a proper relationship between the expenses and
revenues of the railroad companies, in order that their financial needs may be adequately provided for and they be put
in a position to perform efficiently their transportation duties
after their properties are returned to them."

Plumb Plan Propaganda
Plan League has
The Plumb and
postage
printing

for

its

a large appropriation for

publicity work, but

not always necessary to draw on
distribution

of

its

propaganda.

Members

it is

fund for the

its

of

the

Plumb

Plan League have been receiving during the past few days
an official looking envelope bearing in its upper left-hand
corner in large type, the following imprint:
Hmise

of Representatives U. S.
Part of Con?. Record -Free

—

GUARD YOUR LIVING COSTS
3e Guaranteed on
Watered Stock Equal to Rebuild-

Shall Dividends

ing the Railroads?

The Plumb Conspiracy

Letter.

In the upper right-hand corner, where ordinary mail
usually carries a stamp, is the printed autograph of George
Huddleston, M. C, who is a representative from Alabama
The envelope contains a
in the House of Representatives.
printed document headed as follows:

CONSPIRACY OF THE RAILROADS
To Tax

the Public on Their Debts
and Raise the Cost of Living

CAPITALIZATION DOUBLES THE COST
OF REBUILDING THE RAILROADS. NEW.
SHALL DIVIDENDS OX BILLIONS OF WATERED
STOCK BE GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED
AT 6 PER CENT?

Below is the information that this refers to a speech of
the Hon. George Huddleston of Alabama in the House of
Representatives on August 18, 1919, and that it was printed
at Washington in the Government Printing Office in 1919.

The

speech was one delivered by Representative Huddleston

in connection with the introduction of a resolution providing
for a Congressional investigation of alleged "sensational"

before the committee on interstate and foreign
of 2,200,000
railroad employees," that "the railroads of the United States
are now seeking to validate billions of fraudulent capitalization, thereby burdening the American people in the cost of

charges

Final Action

a

made

commerce by "the responsible representatives

living with unjust

and oppressive charges

for transportation.

Wage Board

Firemen Given Hearing Before
Board

of

Railroad

Wages and Working Conditions Exposes

Fallacy of

Timothy Shea's Arguments

Railroad

EMPLOYEES PROPOSE to demand, as a condition precedent to the return of the railroads to private
management, the granting of their demands for in-

creased wages and other concessions, according to a statement
made by Timothy Shea, acting president of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, at a hearing before
the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions. This
hearing was on the demands of the organization for increased wages, new rules governing working conditions and
the installation of labor-saving equipment on locomotives,
which were presented to the Railroad Administration in
August.
Mr. Shea used the word "we," which presumably

and did not state whether he was
voicing the views of other organizations.
He declared that
the Railroad Administration had never complied with the
proclamation made by the President at the time the War
Labor Board was established stating the right of workers
to a living wage based on a standard of health and reasonable comfort, and he continued:
"If our demands for a living wage cannot be considered
at the present time and should they not be met when the
time approaches for turning back the railroads to their private owners, we shall demand that as an essential preliminary to the turning back of the railroads to their private
owners there shall be established as a conditions precedent
to the change to private operation the realization of the
fundamental rights of labor, the living wage, the eight-hour
day on all federal controlled roads, time and one-half for
overtime, and other principles to which the government
pledged itself during the war, which have now been made a
part of the Treaty of Peace and which so far the Railroad
Administration has never fulfilled."
The hearing before the board was begun on October 1.
Because of Director General Hines' instructions to the wage
board that it was not authorized to consider at this time
general increases in wages, but was limited to consideration
of readjustments to correct inequalities, the complete demands of the firemen's brotherhood were not considered at
the hearing, but Mr. Shea stated that the stay is only temporary and that it will be absolutely necessary for his
organization to seek "relief" within the very near future for
the reason that existing rates of pay to firemen and hostlers
are so inadequate and their earnings have fallen so far
below living requirements that immediate relief is necessary
unless there is an immediate reduction in the cost of living.
He was convinced that the measures being taken by the
government to reduce the cost of living are inadequate and
will not meet with success and he declared that the President should first have ordered the director general to increase the wages of railroad employees so as to restore prewar conditions, at least, and then if the cost of living were
The governreduced an adjustment could have been made.
ment, he said, should take control of and administer the
available supplies of food, raw materials and manufactured
refers to his organization,

goods and stop profiteering.

"Living Right

Up

to the

he thought the cost of living could be reduced and wages
increased simultaneously. Mr. Shea said he thought it could
be done. He insisted that labor costs constitute only a small
part of the price of a majority of commodities and he gave
figures to illustrate his point, but members of
board brought out the fact that his figures for labor
usually represented only the labor cost of manufacture
did not include the labor cost involved in production and
tribution of raw materials nor those of the wholesaler

some

Because of the increased cost of living, Mr. Shea said, his
are unable to provide for their families and are going
without proper food and proper clothing.
He said that
when he began railroading as a brakeman, men could build
their homes and live well on $1.25 a day and had more than
they

now

Asked

have.

if

the question of thrift

necessities of life.

"Do you represent any men who are buying automobiles
and those things?" asked Mr. Morse.
"I do not hear of any fireman, or many firemen, buying
automobiles," replied Mr. Shea.
"You would not regard an automobile as a necessity,
would you?"
"Yes, I would."
"Well, I have denied myself a necessity all my life, then,"
said Mr. Morse, who was general manager of a railroad
before becoming a member of the wage board.
"An automobile may be a necessity to any man," said Mr.
Shea.
"I have an automobile and it is a necessity to me
and my family to a considerable extent. That would apply
with equal force to any man and I think we have reached a
period of our life where the laboring man must enjoy some
of the necessaries and luxuries of life.
I do not think the
time is at hand when the American working man should be
required to make any great sacrifices now.
They have

made

their sacrifice."

Mr. Shea testified that the number of protests received
from members of his organization as to the inadequacy of
the rates established in Supplement No. 15 of General
Order No. 27 exceeded those received against any previous
wage increase or any other matter affecting the interests of
the organization.
A revised schedule of wages and rules
for firemen and hostlers and their helpers was submitted to
the Railroad Administration on August 23 and he was informed on August 27 that the board would hold a hearing,
but was not authorized to consider requests involving general
increases.
Mr. Shea then wrote to Director General Hines,
requesting advice as to what matters could be considered
and asking whether the director general did not intend to
settle the question of time and one-half for overtime in
road train service pending the outcome of the efforts to rerules

relating

living.

to

final

He

also asked whether the proposed

terminal

detention,

out of this conference it may be necessary to use other
means, but I am going to get it. I want to make that posi-

of labor saving appliances on locomotives

tion pretty clear."
of the board, asked

Mr. Shea

time held

away from home

dead-heading,
expenses

terminals,

while away from home, monthly guarantees and installation

it

member

did not

Mr. Shea said he did not think it
possible for working people to curtail expenditures any
more; that the men he represents are living "right on the
margin" and depriving themselves and their families of the
enter into the situation,

overtime,

E. Morse, a

and

men

"There is an increase due to firemen and hostlers," Mr.
Shea said, "and they have got to have it. If I cannot get

W.

and
dis-

retailer involved in the distribution of the finished product.

duce the cost of

Margin"

the
cost

if

and relieving the
firemen of incidental work, were to be precluded from consideration.
He also asked for a comparative statement of
wages by classes in December, 1915, December, 1917, and
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the present time,

al

which would omit the

effect oi

abnormal

increases resulting from reclassifications,

To
12,

this Director

stating

thai

his

General limes had replied on September
instructions

insured such consideration

any improper effect of Sup
A- to the Labor Baving
plement No. IS being corrected.
appliances, Mr. Sines said thai as they involved capital
expenditures which would require the concurrence of the
corporations before they could be authorized, he did not see
what good would resull from Mich consideration hy the
wage board, and that the) should be handled by himself
and the director of the Division of Operation. As to data
covering the effect of reclassification of employees, he said,
no reliable data is available and the board's report of the
hearing will doubtless cover arguments for the proposed
rules, including the question of time and one-half for overtime and any additional information it might he able to offer
nt"

the request as will

him would

result

in

receive full consideration.

Labor Saving Devices
had taken up the question of equipping locomotives with labor saving appliances in June, 1918,
with Director General McAdoo and had held conferences on
the subject with the directors of the divisions of operation
and of labor and the director general. The locomotives
ordered by the railroad Administration were so equipped
and the regional directors were instructed to take up the
question of equipping the other locomotives with the federal
managers with a view to securing the approval of the corporations, but little had been accomplished.
"Unless you secure the consent of the corporations to the
installation of these labor saving devices and to relieve the
firemen from the hardships to which they are now subjected," Mr. Shea said, "it will be necessary for the organization to press its claim for two firemen on large locomo-

Mr. Shea said

that he

tives."

Wages

of

Firemen and Shop Employes

Mr. Shea based his case principally on the statement that
1914 were inadequate
and since that time have been increased only 50 per cent,
while the cost of living has increased 85 per cent, and also
upon comparisons of the firemen's rates with those of other
classes of employees.
He declared that there had been an
inequality in the rates of firemen and hostlers as compared
the wages of locomotive firemen in

with those of other classes since federal control because
time and one-half overtime, Sundays and holidays, had
been granted to all employees except those in road service.
He also claimed an inequality as to the expenses while away
irom home on duty, saying that Supplement No. 4 allowed
$2.00 a day for meals and lodging to shop employees for
expenses when away from home.
He put H. J. Arries, a
clerk in the Grand Lodge office at Cleveland, on the stand
to introduce a series of exhibits of comparative wages, which
he had made up from information furnished by the general
chairmen in the absence of the information he had requested
from the director general. The comparisons between the
wages of firemen and shop employees aroused the ire of
A. O. Wharton, chairman of the board, who was the head
of the shop employees' federation before becoming a member of the board, and led to a controversy between him and
Mr. Shea which extended over several days.
Mr. Wharton declared that Mr. Shea had used rates of
pay instead of actual earnings, whereas the schedules applying to train service make it possible for the employees to
earn much more than the basic rates of pay for a given time;
that he had not made proper allowance for the effect of the
introduction of the eight-hour basic day, and that he had
so misunderstood the conditions applying to the shop employees that his comparisons were exceedingly unfair.
He
also pointed out that firemen's rates apply to inexperienced
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men on their first trip, whereas the shopmen's rates quoted
apply to .^killed employees who had been required to
an apprenticeship before receiving full rates.
Mr. Shea
insisted that the fireman was a skilled employee and the
fact that he ws
qoI required to serve a previous apprenticeship was offset by the fad that he dor- not receive

lull

time

-I
Mr. Wharton said that tin- ial«
pay quoted have nothing to do with the earnings and he

employmenl

at

fust.

objected to the idea of using the shopmen's
argument for increasing those of the firemen, saying that the
-hop crafts had never used the rates for transportation
-ervi< e for

"As

comparison.

"I have never dreamed
that a man representing a labor union would bring before
the tribunal data which shows such an incorrect picture of
the conditions and the earnings of the men as you have prea trade unionist," he said,

Mr. Wharton also objected to Mr. Shea's efforts
compare the mileage rates of the trainmen with the piecework rates of the shopmen.
"Do you know of any other class of employees," he asked,
"who have established as a condition of pay a system that
would permit them to draw a full day's pay and not give in
sented."

to

return therefor the
clay's

number

of hours' service constituting a

work?"

"Yes, if they are on the piecework basis, the same as the
enginemen," replied Mr. Shea.
Mr. Wharton said that the piece worker produces for each
minute or hour worked the amount of work represented by
Mr. Shea said that a trainman does also
the price paid.
and that the man in the shop by speeding up could earn in
five hours as much as his fellow machinist on an hourly
basis could earn in eight hours.

"Does the man on the 57-mile run, who is paid for 100
up?" asked Mr. Wharton.
"It all depends entirely upon the condition of the road,
the tonnage hauled, the condition of the locomotive and the
density of the traffic," replied Mr. Shea.
"That does not answer my question," said Mr. Wharton.
"One fireman runs 57 miles in four hours and gets paid for
100 miles and another runs 100 miles in eight hours and

miles, speed

gets the same.

Who

is

responsible for one train going over

a division faster than the other?"

"Well,

it

would be hard work

"One man would have

to say," replied

Mr. Shea.

the advantage over the other."

"I am afraid you do not understand piece work as I understand it and know it," said Mr. Wharton, who added
that he would be able to show before the hearing closes that
on the average shopmen have not received as much for a
day's services as firemen.
Mr. Wharton also produced a statement of a large number of instances where inexperienced firemen had received
When Mr.
increases in pay ranging up to 140 per cent.
Shea protested that this was only by comparison with the
former rates of pay of men who had been "oppressed" and
whose schedules had not been made by the organization, Mr.
Wharton said that was the kind of comparisons Mr. Shea
had been using to show that the shopmen had received
When
greater percentages of increases than the firemen.

Mr. Wharton also produced some examples of firemen's
earnings which Mr. Shea said were abnormal and did not
represent average conditions, Mr. Shea said that he had just
got the director general to order a limitation of the mileage
which a man could make in accordance with a principle
adopted by the brotherhood at a convention several years
ago for the purpose of reducing excessive earnings of men
resulting from large mileage.
Mr. Shea took the position that the director general's instructions contemplated that each class of employees should
be given the same amount of increase in dollars and cents
and that if the firemen had received an increase of $1.50 a
day while other classes had received a $2 increase the fire-

Oct.

Issued Nov.

3,

men were 50

19,
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and the discrepancy -hould be
while the question of a general increase for
firemen was not supposed to be considered at the hearing he
kept arguing for one, saying that he understood the restriction was only for a limited period in order to determine
whether or not the campaign of the government for a reduction in the cost of living is to be effective.
After a reasonable time if there is no reduction, he said, it must be
accepted that the present cost of living is permanent for the
time being at least and the wages of railroad employees must
"So I anticipate that by the first
be increased accordingly.
of November at least the board will have to be giving consideration to railroad employees on further requests for gencorrected.

cents behind

And

eral increases."

Claims Board

Is

Unfair

Mr. Wharton objected repeatedly because Mr. Shea was
comparing the hourly basic rates of foremen with the piecework earnings of shop employees, saying that if the comparisons were to be

made

the earnings should be used, not

Mr. Shea said he never discussed earnings because they often resulted from excessive hours or mileage,
but confined his arguments to the minimum basic rates, on
the theory that the basis rate for eight hours and 26
days a month ought to produce an adequate earning. He
insisted that the board was adopting a manifestly unfair
the rates.

attitude for the purpose of discrediting his presentation.

D. B. Robertson, vice-president of the firemen's brotherhood was put on the witness stand with an exhibit showing
the expenses of firemen for meals and lodging while away
from their home terminals. This covered 397 men, with
an average expense of $34.08 per month, ranging from
$15.50 to $55.50. One man reported 90 meals for a month
and two beds a day, which aroused considerable discussion
Mr. Shea tried to
as to what kind of a run the man had.
argue that an increase of $40 a month meant little to the
firemen if they had to pay out $34 for living away from
home, but members of the board remarked that only the increased cost of living away from home should be considered,
because the expenses away from home had been considered
in fixing the wage rates, and that, moreover, the majority of
firemen do not regularly have as much expense as was reported.
The demand presented by the brotherhood asks
that the railroads provide meals and lodging away from
home terminals or make an allowance in the form of an
expense account.

Mr. Morse also made the point that the expense away
from home is not always an extra expense to the single man.
Mr. Shea retorted that that made no difference because a
man may be single today but married tomorrow. "He may
also be married today and single tomorrow," said Mr. Morse.
When Mr. Shea argued that supervisory officials have ex-
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nical discussion of the effect of various schedule provisions
Mr. Wharton put into the record a table
on earning power.
in percentages and in dollars and cents
brought about by the general wage order and its various
supplements for the various classes affected by the supplements, including the latest increase to the shop employees,
as shown in the preceding table..
The exhibit showed the average earning prior to General
Order No. 27 as $83.79 and the present average $118.24, per
month.

showing the increase

Men

to

Be Judges

of

Wages

Mr. Shea said he had read in the press that the management in New York had settled with the dock workers after
they had been on strike several days by granting an increase
"I have been wondering,"
of approximately 10 per cent.
hi'
said, "if it will be necessary for the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen to use this same
method, or if we are to infer that the strike is the only way
that we can hope to secure fair treatment and increases in
wages and better conditions of employment. We have
reached a point now in our industrial life where labor must
be recognized. They must receive fair wages, fair treatment,
and if they do not they are going to resort to other methods,
and when they do the responsibility will not be placed on
labor."

"I

am

wondering," asked Mr. Morse, "in connection with
who are going to be the judges as to whether

that statement,

wages are fair and the conditions are fair, the men
themselves or some joint conference?"
"The men themselves, or as a group," replied Mr. Shea,
"and when it can be shown that a class of working men in
the employ of rich corporations are not receiving a wage
sufficient to maintain themselves and their families then they
their

are to be the judges as to

what

shall be fair rates,

nobody

else."

W. J. Lauck presented a statistical exhibit comparing the
wages of firemen with those of other classes of employees.
Chairman Wharton insisted that the present methods of
compiling the statistics do not make it possible to make fair
Other witnesses representing the firemen's
comparisons.
brotherhood were also heard on various phases of the demands, including a number of firemen. On October 20
Mr. Shea made a final argument reviewing the testimony
that had been presented and the arguments for each of the
articles in the demands and on October 23 and 24 Elisha
Lee, chairman of a committee representing the regional
directors,

presented

a

statement

in

reply,

presenting

management as to each of the articles
demand, whereupon the hearing was adjourned.
position of the

pense accounts, Mr. Morse said that they work 12 to 14
hours a day without overtime, but Mr. Shea said it was
generally difficult to find one at his office before 10 in the

morning, or after 4

"We

are

"and labor

now
is

in the afternoon.
living in an advanced age," said Mr. Shea,

coming

into

it-

own now.

[ncn

Supplement

No.

Labor must have
nl

Per

(

27.11

7

47.
57.1

8

35

14
IS

51.14
42.1
54.9
60.4

17
is

something

and the

to

regarding

the

salaries they receive and

is sufficient to

Most

say

lent Increase.

4

1.!

maintain

the

conditions

of

we must have

employment
wage that

a

American standard of living."
was taken up with a tech-

of the time of the hearing

Arrival of the First

German Prisoners

the

in the

at Stuttgart.
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Meeting

Tin

General Committee,
Mechanical Section, A. R. A.

of

Committee of the Mechanical Section
American Railroad Association held a meeting
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., on Octo-

Generai

of

tin-

at

the

which, among other business, the plans
A joint conference was
were laid.
held with the executive committee of the Railway Supply
Manufacturers' Association and a committee of the Hotel
Men's Association of Atlantic City, and it was decided to
>21 conventions on Young's Pier.
hold the 1920 and
The
ber
for

-'.>

and

2-\,

at

the aezl convention

(

1

The
dates selected for the 1920 convention are June 9-16.
first three days of this period will he devoted to papers on
locomotive subjects and the last three to car subjects, conAn
committees reporting on Monday, June 14.
invitation was extended to Section VI, Purchases and Stores,
to hold its convention simultaneously with Section III, in
order that the members might avail themselves of the opportunity to visit the extensive exhibit.
Several new committees were formed and important
changes were made in the personnel of others. The new
Auxiliary
subjects assigned to committees are as follows:
solidated

or Safety Connections Between Engines and Tenders, M. H.
Haig (A. T. & S. F.), chairman; Feed Water Heaters for
Locomotives, F. M. Waring (P. R. JR..), chairman; Engine
Terminals, Design and Operation, C. E. Fuller (U. P.),
chairman; Modernization of Stationary Boiler Plants, A. G.

Trumbull (Erie), chairman; Repair Shop Layouts,

Downing

&

I.

S.

Scheduling and
Routing Systems for Locomotive Repair Shops, H. Gardner
(B. & O.), chairman; Standard Method of Packing Journal
Boxes on Freight Cars, C. J. Bodemer (L. & N.), chair(C. C. C.

St.

L.), chairman;

man.

A new Committee on Couplers and Draft Gears was
formed by consolidating the two committees on these subjects, R. L. Kleine (P. R. R.) being the new chairman.
Duplication of committees of the Master Car Builders'
Association and the American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association has been eliminated by consolidating the committees on Specifications and Tests, F. M. Waring (P. R. R.)
chairman, and on Standard and Recommended Practices,
W. E. Dunham (C. & N. W.), chairman. The Arbitration
Committee has been increased to eight members by the addition of J. E. O'Brien (M. P.), and T. H. Goodnow (C. &
N. W.) has been appointed chairman.
New chairmen were appointed for other committees as
Committee on Loading Rules, R. L. Kleine
follows:
(P. R. R.); Committee on Mechanical Stokers, M. A. Kinney (H. V.); Committee on Depreciation of Freight Cars,
C. E. Chambers (U. S. R. A.); Committee on Prices for
Labor and Material, G. E. Carson (N. Y. C); Committee
on Superheater Locomotives, H. R. Warnock (C. M. & Vt.
P.).
The Committee on Welding Truck Side Frames,
Bolsters and Arch Bars was changed to the Committee on
Autogenous and Electric Welding, and J. T. Wallis (P.
The Committee on Train
R. R.) was appointed chairman.
Brake and Signal Equipment was enlarged and was assigned
The

the subject of automatic hose connectors.

scope of the

committee on Locomotive Headlights was enlarged to include also classification lamps.
The following subjects were assigned for individual
papers:
The Modernization of Existing Old Locomotives,

from the point of

to include a study of locomotive operation

view of a large investment, G. M. Basford (G. M. Basford
Company); Automatic Coal Weighing Devices for Locomotive Tenders, J. S. Spurway (secretary, New South Wales
Snow Fighting
Government Railways and Tramways)
Apparatus, C. E. Fuller (U. P.).
The committee decided that the date effective of the
;
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pecincations requiring boiler plate steel, flange quality, for
tanks of Clasi ill tank cars should be extended to Decern
ber31, 119.
Arrangements were made to publish thespi
cations and standards of the former Ms tier Mechwnict' and
Master Car Builders' Associations in a separate volume, as

standards of Section III, Mechanical.
A committee consisting of A. W. Gibbs (P. R. R.), C. B.
Young (U. S. R. A.) and V. R. Hawthorne (A. R. A.)
was appointed to act as a conference committee with the
American Society for Testing Materials. W. E. Dunham
(C. & N. W.) was appointed to represent the Mechanical
Section on the joint committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers to consider standard designs of pipe
unions.
The proposed amalgamation of the Master Car
and Locomotive Painters' Association as the Equipment
Painting Division of the Mechanical Section was approved.
The Rules of Interchange were approved with the changes
recommended by the Arbitration Committee, the only additional change being the abolition of the differential between
the labor rates on steel and wood cars and the increase of
the labor rates from 58 cents to 67 cents an hour for freight
cars and from 68 cents to 72 cents for passenger cars.
The management of the pier has agreed to enlarge the
seating capacity of Convention Hall from 600 to 850.
The executive committee of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, after the meeting at Atlantic City,
announced the following committee appointments: Chairman of the exhibit committee, J. G. Piatt, Hunt-Spiller
Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass.; chairman entertainment committee, W. K. Krepps, Crucible Steel Company of America, New York; chairman enrollment committee, C. H. Gayetty, Quaker City Rubber Company, Philachairman finance committee, George A.
delphia, Pa.;
Cooper, Frost Railway Supply Company, Detroit, Mich.;
chairman transportation committee, John C. Kuhns, Burden
The executive committee also
Iron Company, Troy, N. Y.
In addire-elected John D. Conway as secretary-treasurer.
tion to the exhibits on the pier the usual track exhibit will
be made on Mississippi avenue.

Hines Urges Early Railroad Legislation
General Hines on October 7 sent the following letter to Chairman Cummins of the Senate
committee and Chairman Esch of the House com-

Director
mittee:

"I know that you are exceedingly anxious to press the
railroad legislation to the earliest possible conclusion.
It
occurs to me that you may naturally find that there are
legislators that have not followed the subject as closely as
you have and who may not have an equal appreciation of

the reasons

why

possible solution.

the public interest necessitates the earliest
I, therefore, write this letter to point out

in legislation will seriously impair the public
by virtually suspending improvements and the acquiof equipment and by seriously imperiling the morale

that delay
service
sition

of the railroad organization.

"The difficulties I point out could not be obviated by the
government remaining in control of the railroads from week
to week pending adoption of the legislation, because the suspension of the improvement and equipment program and the
impairment of morale could not be remedied by such a
course.

"Pending the passage of railroad legislation uncertainty
naturally exists.
Such uncertainty makes it impossible for
the government to plan or carry forward necessary additions
and betterments and to acquire essential new equipment.
And such uncertainty likewise makes it impossible for the
railroad companies to make such preparations.
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"In order to keep abreast of the growth of business in this
country it is indispensable that the railroads should continue to spend large sums in the acquisition of new equipment, the enlargement and unification of terminals and the
construction of additional and the enlargement of existing
shops, engine houses, turntables, etc., and in the carrying
forward of normal programs for the revision of grades,
-

construction

of

additional

main

tracks,

longer

and more

numerous passing tracks, etc.
"In the year or two prior to the beginning of federal control this work was largely arrested by the difficulties of securing materials and labor and also by the difficulty of
securing new capital.
During the year 1918 this work was
largely restricted to things which could be promptly done
and which would have a relation to winning the war and
also restricted by the scarcity of materials.
The result was
that comprehensive programs for developing the railroads
were largely interrupted. During the calendar year 1919
there has been unavoidably an almost complete stoppage of
all these matters because of the prospect of early termination

of federal control and the resulting indisposition on the part
of Congress to make appropriations large enough to provide
for extensive improvement programs to be carried on with
government funds under the direction of the Railroad Administration.
"Hence a vast amount of work now remains to be done
which the intervention of the war has necessarily delayed
and accumulated and the result is that during the year 1920
very large capital expenditures ought to be made to make
up for the interruptions inevitably due to the war and to
prepare the railroads to serve adequately the increased traffic throughout the country.
This is particularly true as to
equipment, as it seems to be reasonably certain that in the
fall of 1920 there will be need for materially more freight
cars than will be available if the corporations are not able
promptly to make plans for the additional equipment which
the government has been without provision to acquire.
"In order to make the necessary preparations for additions and betterments, including equipment, it is obvious
that considerable time must be allowed for planning the
improvements and for raising the money. Even the physical planning for the improvements cannot be successfully
made until the legislation shall be determined upon and the
improvements cannot be entered upon without knowledge
as to how the money can be raised to pay for them, and the
raising of the money will, of course, be dependent upon the
fact and character of the legislation.
Even 30 days' delay
in the ability to make plans means a probably much greater
delay in carrying the plans into effect, and if legislation
should be so delayed as to prevent the definite making of
plans until well along in the spring the probability is that
the plans could not be carried out at all in time to meet the
railroad traffic requirements in the latter part of the summer
and fall of 1920.
"What I have said above with regard to capital expenditures of course does not affect the situation as to maintenance work on the railroads.
The Federal Control Act
and the contracts which the government has made with the
majority of the railroad corporations imposes an obligation
to return the railroads to their owners in substantially the
same condition as they were in when they were taken over,
and the Railroad Administration is carrying on its maintenance work on this basis.

"A

and entirely distinct element of great imthe question of morale of the railroad forces.

different

portance

is

Undoubtedly uncertainty and suspense cannot improve
morale and serious prolongation of uncertainty and suspense
would very greatly impair morale. So far I feel both the
Tailroad officials and the railroad employees are withstanding in a splendid way the injurious influences of uncertainty
suspense, but I am sure that it will become more and

and
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more difficult for both officials and employees to concentrate
upon the present performance of their work rather than
dwell upon the future condition of the railroad business
and their relation thereto. This is an inevitable manifestation of human nature which is not subject to any criticism.
But it is a fact and the sooner legislation can be completed
the sooner can a favorable influence take the place of the

unfavorable

which the uncertainty

influence

is

bound

to

breed.

"While

I believe

that you personally are fully alive to the

importance of these factors, it has occurred to me that it
might be helpful to you to have my views in regard to them."

Per Diem Reinstalled
Early in the present year the Railroad Administration
issued instructions that cars be loaded in the direction of
home, with a view to getting cars relocated on home lines to
a larger extent.
The conclusion has been reached that this
still further be aided by re-establishing the per
diem rules whereby one railroad is required to account for
per diem on cars used by it belonging to another railroad.
A general order making this requirement has therefore
been issued.
This order will not only promote the policy

policy will

of the Railroad Administration, but accords with the wishes
of the officers of the railroad corporations, who are anxious,

as far as practicable, to get cars relocated
prior to the termination of Federal control.
The general order is as follows:

upon home

lines

"Effective October 1, 1919, the following rules and regulations shall govern the accounting for the use of equipment
of one carrier in federal operation by or for the account of
another carrier in federal operation (cancelling instructions
in conflict therewith in

General Order No. 31).
computing and paying per
diem, mileage, or rental for the use of freight and passenger
train cars of one carrier in federal operation by or for
account of another carrier in federal operation, and the adjustment of differences, reclaims, etc., between such carriers
shall be reinstated, in accordance with such detailed instructions as may be issued by the Division of Operation, Car

"The

practice of recording,

Service Section."

Commissioner McChord on
Railroad Credit
Commissioner McChord

has submitted a memorandum
sub-committee of the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, which has been
working on the railroad bill, referring, as he says, to a statement made by Judge R. S. Lovett to the House committee
"m effect that he had seen statements from four of the
to

present

the

members

of

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission
know of the exist-

wherein they declared that they did not
ence of any problem of railroad credit."

Judge Lovett's statement, as it appears in the printed
record of the hearing, was:
"I have seen statements, some
of them in the newspapers, where three or four members
of
the commission as now constituted apparently do not
realize
or appear not to be aware of, the existence of anv
problem of
railroad credit."
"I have no idea to

whom

what statements reference
says.
"If he has reference to statements in decisions of the commission in various
advance rate cases wherein at least four commissioners took
the position that there was no good reason for
decline of
railroad credit, it appears that these discussions were with
respect to the cause of the decline.
Nowhere do I find a
is

or to

made," Commissioner McChord

.
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denial of the l.ul that their bad been a decline "I
"So fax as
have never iii publii
can recollect,
l

vate statemenl

lem

I

announced

that

railroad credit

have

is

from

pri

not a prob

time

time
high
officials in railroad circles that railroad securities Were ii"
Longer worth} of consideration from a safe investor's stand
that

must

hi-

considered.

expressed mj surprise

at the

I

continual announcement

"I

Credit.
<>i

tn

<>i

point.
have pointed OUt that the propaganda diret ted
against the value of these securities in the first instance had
1
reacted so as to unnecessarily depress railroad credit.
also pointed out that while this was going on railroad earn
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have repeatedl)

a

lerted

that

14

whatever decline there

was in railroad credit, previou to federal control, was not
due to an} action ol the- [nterstate Commerce Commis ion
were in refutation of the
"My attitude and ni\ a
•

1

1

1

j r

i

-

repeated declaration thai the railroads of the country were,
or are, in a state of bankruptcy.
It
has been m\ effort to
defend the railroad- a- againsl their traduCd

1

ings had increased."
"1 have also pointed out that while under federal control
the income of the railroad

companies

is

income they received for the three fiscal years of 1915,
They are insured that income no matter
1916 and I'M 7.
what has been or what may he the conditions of traffic.
Under the law their properties are to he returned to them in
as good physical condition as when they passed to federal
control.
" That the net income the railroads now receive is based
on the highest average earnings they have ever received in
The average yearly return on which
any three-year period.
payment is now made is approximately $936,000,000.'"

McChord's

memorandum

tables of statistics to support his contention.

also

includes

He shows

that

the average income for the three years, 1912, 1913 and 1914,
was $761,938,378, while for the three years, 1916, 1917 and

Markham Resigns

Ei. Markham, director of the Allegheny r<
resigned from the Railroad Admim.-tration
return to the presidenC) of the Illinois Central.

Cbarles
has

based on the operat

bag

Commissioner

Regional Director

to

He

succeeded by L. W. Baldwin, operating assistant.
Mr. Markham was president of the Illinois Central when
he railroads were taken over by the government in January,
1918.
At the request of William G. McAdoo, then director
general, Mr. Markham became director of the Southern
region, with office at Atlanta, Ga., the country at that time
icing divided into three regions only, the Eastern, the
Southern and the Western.
In June, 1918, when the Allegheny region was formed, Mr. Markham was appointed
director of this region, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.
This
is

I

I

region takes

in,

roughly, the territory south of

New York

and north of Washington, from the Atlantic seaboard

to

1918, the average was $939,809,635, or about $3,000,000
more than the guaranteed income.
"The income from operation in the calendar year 1918
was 829,874,077, or 3.9 per cent less than the average for
the three years, 1912, 1913 and 1914; $21,967,175, or 2.9
per cent less than the average for 1913, 1914 and 1915,

while the average income for the calendar years 1916, 1917
and 1918 exceeds that for the fiscal years 1912, 1913 and
1914 by $177,875,257, or 23.4 per cent.
"It is true there has been an increase in capital issues and

From reports of the railproperty investment since 1912.
roads to the commission the average percentage of operating
income to the average outstanding capital for the three fiscal
years 1912, 1913 and 1914 was 3.98 and to property inThe average percentage of operating investment 4.59.
come to the average outstanding capital for the calendar
years 1916, 1917 and 1918, was 4.75, and to property inThis shows that the percentage of operating
vestment, 5.08.
income to capital increased .77 per cent and to property
investment .49 per cent.
"From the returns already received, which
few of the roads of the country, it appears
balances will be as large on January 1, 1919,
During the year 1918 dividends
1918.
1,
substantially the same amount as during the

include only a
that the credit

on January
were paid in

as

previous year,

The
while the roads were under private management.
guaranteed operating income for 1919 will be approximately

Add to this the corporate inthe same as received in 1918.
come for the year, and the credit balance of the railroads as
a whole will be substantially the same on January 1, 1920,
January 1, 1918."
Regarding estimates based upon the earnings of the first
six months of this year that the earnings of the carriers will
fall short of the government guaranty of variously estimated
amounts, Commissioner McChord points out that for the
vears 1912 to 1918, inclusive, the actual railway operating
income for 12 months was considerably in excess of what
In conit would have been based on the first six months.

as on

clusion, he says:

"I am unable to appreciate how such statements of facts
can be tortured by anyone to mean that I have not and do
not recognize that railroad credit has nevertheless declined
and that there is a problem as to railroad credit.

C.

H.

Markham

L.

W.

Bald-win

Pittsburgh, Wheeling and Erie, the Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia & Reading and the Baltimore & Ohio being the
largest roads.
In the beginning the Allegheny region included the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio only as
far west as Pittsburgh and Wheeling, but in December last
the operating departments being free from the stress of war
conditions, the western lines of both companies were taken

out of the Eastern region and added to the Allegheny. This
was the most badly congested region in the country when
Mr. Markham assumed jurisdiction in June, 1918, and the
operating conditions were described at some length in the

Railway Age of August 23, 1918, page 331. Something
more was required than a good operating man for the
straightening out of the railroad situation in the Allegheny
It is probable that Mr. Markham was
region at that time.
selected not only for his general railroad knowledge and
experience, but for his diplomatic abilities as well.
When Mr. Markham was elected president of the Illinois
The
Central the morale of that company was shaken.

ousting of Stuyvesant Fish a few years before had left an
organization somewhat uncertain in its loyalty to the succeeding president, J. T. Harahan, and manipulation of car
repair bills by certain officers later tended still further to
weaken the organization. Moreover, the Illinois Central
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serious difficulties with some classes of employees and
Under
went through a rather severe strike of boilermakers.
the management preceding Mr. Markham the southern end
of the road had been left to itself and the relations between
the company and its patrons were not as good as they should
have been.
In his handling of this situation, Mr. Markham showed
great tact and remarkable patience.
The Illinois Central
had been, under Stuyvesant Fish, one of the financially

had

Under the Harrimanwas preserved, but the cash
position of the road when Mr. Markham took it needed
Strikes did considerable damage and there
strengthening.
was one year in which the Illinois Central was somewhat
hard pressed to pay its dividends. During this trying
period no ill-considered move was made in an attempt to
Underlying causes were
temporarily better conditions.
studied and remedies were applied to eliminate the cause of
When Mr.
troubles rather than to cover up the symptoms.
Markham turned over the Illinois Central to the government
it was in good shape physically; it had a loyal organization,
and its patrons, both on the north and south lines, were
strongest

roads

the

in

Harahan management

country.

this credit

entirely friendly.

Under Mr. Markham's

directorship,

congestion

in

the

Allegheny region was entirely cleared up and even before
the signing of the armistice order had been brought out of
Coal, iron and steel and the supplies for the Americhaos.
can Expeditionary Forces were moving freely to the seaWith the great let-down in traffic which followed
board.
the signing of the armistice a new problem arose for both
the director of the Allegheny region and the director of the
This was the equitable routing of what
Eastern region.
traffic there was between the different roads within the two
return of competitive conditions was in sight
and naturally the corporate officers of the different properties watched with a jealous eye the routing of all important
In this situation Mr. Markham's diplomatic qualitraffic.
regions.

ties

The
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American Manufacturers'
Export Association
American Manufactukkks' Export Association

Tinheld

annual convention at the WaldorfYork, October 16 and 17. The
first day of the session was devoted to a consideration of
trade with eastern and central Europe, including in particular Russia, the Central Empires, the Near East and the
"new states." The second day of the meeting was devoted
to more general topics, sessions being held on "Our Diplomatic and Commercial Service Under New World Conditions" and on "Our International Financial and Commercial
The annual banquet, Friday evening, was adPolicies."
dressed by representatives of the French, British and Italian
governments, by William C. Redfield and others.
A number of important points were brought out at the
its

tenth

Astoria Hotel,

New

general sessions, among them in particular being the matter
of the low salaries paid consular representatives and the
difficulty resulting therefrom in getting and keeping good
men.
Speakers also referred to the present difficult exchange situation, the matter of credits to cover sales abroad
and the steps that were being taken to overcome our present

disadvantages.

Those who spoke on our trade relations with Russia, the
Near East and the so-called new countries, brought out that
these countries should prove large markets for American
goods and that the American business man would be well
repaid in investigating these countries, in following their
reconstruction work, and in carrying out development work
which, although it might not pay at the start would be well

worth while

in the long run.

A number

of the speakers referred to the lack of transportation facilities in the several countries and the large
amount of equipment needed to bring the railway lines up
to proper standard.

Poland

probably stood him in good stead, although under any

circumstances

it

was a rather trying

position.

Mr. Markham is succeeded by L. W. Baldwin, who has
Mr. Baldwin, like Mr. Markbeen his operating assistant.
ham, served in the Southern region before going to Philadel-

He is best known as an officer of the Illinois Central,
which company he served about 10 years, mostly in the
roadway department. Mr. Baldwin was born in Waterbury, Md., in 1875, and was graduated from Lehigh UniHe entered the
versity, South Bethlehem, Pa.^ in 1896.
service of the Illinois Central in that year, and soon was
made assistant engineer. In 1900 he was supervisor of
track, and for three years, 1901-1904, was roadmaster.
Then for two years he was trainmaster, and in 1906 was
In 1910 he was appointed engineer of
superintendent.
In April, 1913,
maintenance of way, with office at Chicago.
he was appointed superintendent of the Kentucky Division,
and in January, 1915, was promoted to the position of genphia.
for

superintendent of the southern lines of the Illinois
On
Central with headquarter- at New Orleans, La.
November 15, 1915, he resinned his position on the Illinois
Central and went to the Central of Georgia a- general maneral

ager,

road.

and a vear later was elected also vice-president of that
He was drafted into the service of the Railroad

Administration in

February,

assistant to the regional

dim

L918,
tor

,it

being

made operating

Atlanta.

In speaking of Poland, G. Barthel de Weydenthal, acting
consul general of Poland, said:
"The Poland of today has a population in excess of 35,000,000 and an area greater than that of Italy. Warsaw,
its capital, has a population of upward of 1,000,000, and
has rightly been termed the 'Hub of Central Europe.'
"One of the most crying needs of Poland today is adequate
transportation facilities.
The railroads of Poland, before
the war, were in the hands of the several imperial governments, and their development was regulated almost entirely
by strategical considerations, absolutely no attention being
given to the interests of local population or commercial
needs.

"In the United

States,

where so much importance

is

at-

tached to railroad building, it i* almost inconceivable that
the total length of railways in Poland does not amount to
more than 12,150 miles, or seven miles on every hundred
square miles of territory.
Most of the railroad development
has been concentrated in former Prussian Poland where, in
pursuance of its policy of aggression, the imperial German
authorities laid out a railroad net for their own ambitious
interests.

The

total length of railroads in

former Pru—ian

Poland is about 4,500 miles or. roughly, 15 miles
hundred square miles of territory.

for every

"Just the opposite policy of preventing railroad construcwas always pursued by the Russian government and a
lamentable scarcity of transportation was the result.
In this

tion

The movement of freight over the Pittsburgh Division of
the Pennsylvania Railroad for the first fifteen days of September, counting both eastbound and westbound was 6.991
cars (loaded and empty): which is an increase of 32 per cent
over the average in April last. On September 15 the number of freight cars moving westbound past Gallitzin was 4,802, or 35 cars more than the highest previous record which
was for April 10. 1916.

section

the total

miles, or 4.5 per

"The

Polish

length of railroads does not exceed 5,000
hundred Square miles of territory.
railroad

administration

has alreadv taken

remedy the situation:
New lines, as a part of a
comprehensive system, are now in course of construction,
and electrification on a larger scale is under consideration.
steps to

—
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he present time la ideal for an extensive railroad,
waterwaj and road construction program. Little doubl ex
ists but that American capitalists could accomplish extra
concentration of efforts in this
ordinary results through
l

;i

."

formerly neglected

<

ounti

j

Jugo-Slovakia
rhe kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes

is

a

new

Serbia, Kingdom of
combined of the Kingdom
Montenegro and the provinces inhabited by the Serbs, Croats
and Slovenes, which formerly belonged to Austria-Hungary,"
said Aco Despitch <)\ the Royal Serbian Trading Agenq
<>!'

state,

new

about 100,000 square miles,
of Pennsylvania, Ohio
The population is about 13,000,000, the
and Maryland.
combined population of Pennsylvania and Ohio. The
density of population is about 130 per square mile, as compared with Pennsylvania's density of 200 per square mile.
There are 2.000 miles of railways and about 12,000 miles
of roads.
Both railways and roads need to be thoroughly

"The

area of tin-

corresponding

to

the

state

is

combined area

repaired."

Russia

M. Goldstein, professor of
University of Moscow, "with a
population of 160,000,000 has a railway mileage not much
in excess of that of Canada with a population of only
"Russia."

political

said

economy

Dr.
of

Joseph

the

8,000,000."
Russia, he said, to raise her economic productivity to the
level of even so backward a country as Austria-Hungary
was before the war, will have to expend in the next ten
years a sum of no less than $56,000,000,000, of which
$5,500,000,000 is for new railroads and $3,500,000,000 for
The former amount for new railroads is figured
equipment.
on the basis of the construction of 3,500 to 4,000 miles yearly
for ten years, a total of 35,000 to 40,000 miles at $150,000
The $3,500,000,000 for new equipment includes
a mile.
expenditures for new freight and passenger cars, and repair
of old locomotives and cars.
W. L. Saunders, chairman of the board of the IngersollRand Company, New York, was elected president of the
association.

Wheat

Transportation
Limited by Elevator Capacity

Director General Hines on October 9 authorized the following statement regarding the difficulties being experienced
'in the handling of wheat:
"My associates and I have been and are giving most
earnest consideration to the transportation of wheat, but it is
important to have it clearly understood that the present inability to transport the wheat is due to causes which the
On May 20 and
Railroad Administration cannot control.
again on May 29 the Railroad Administration issued notices
to the public that in view of an expected large crop of wheat

and the
ment to

necessity of utilizing all available railroad equip-

would
have to be handled under the permit system under which
wheat would not be accepted for transportation until there
the fullest possible extent, the wheat crop

The permit

unloading it
system, which is administered in connection with the Grain
Corporation, was put into effect in accordance with public
notice on August 1, and since that time permits for the
shipment of wheat have been issued only when there were
facilities at destination for unloading it.
"The reason the Railroad Administration has not been
supplying more cars for wheat is that the elevators are full
at the proposed destinations and consequently the wheat
It is absolutely necescould not be unloaded from the cars.
sary to avoid a situation where vast numbers of railroad cars

were

facilities for

at destination.
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would be filled with grain which could not be disposed of at
destination, because this would result in practically taking
the can out of transportation service ami using them for
storage and depriving the public generally <>f <ar- which axe
badly needed for business of every sort.
The Railroad

Administration is prepared as an emergency measure to provide ample freight Cars to take (are of all wheat that can be
unloaded out of the cars at destination, giving preference to
wheat on the ground.
The situation thus becomes one of
finding elevator capacity to take care of the wheat at destination.
My associates and I arc using every endeavor to
improve this situation through co-operation with the United
Stato Grain Corporation and that corporation is following
up the matter in a most active way. It must be appreciated,
however, that there are world-wide limitations upon the
extent to which grain can be immediately moved out of the
elevators on account of conditions in the foreign markets
and conditions of ocean shipping and it will be exceedingly
difficult to overcome these limitations.
Just as fast as elevator capacity can be provided at destination, the Railroad
Administration proposes to give preference to the wheat
movement and furnish the cars to move it, but it would make
the situation worse and greatly injure transportation generally to tie up cars by loading them with wheat which
could not be unloaded at destination."

Roads Earned $16,000,000

August

in

The Operating

Statistics Section of the Railroad Adminhas published figures covering the financial results
of operation for the month of August for all Class 1 Roads
in federal operation.
These comprise 231,964 miles of road,
or 97 per cent of the total of 240,177 miles of road federally

istration

operated.

The condensed income account

is

as follows:

August.
1919.

Increase or Decrease.
1918.

Operating revenues
$464,550,969
Operating expenses
353,416,001
Nex operating revenue
111,134,968
Taxes, rents, etc
20,485,967
Net operating income
90,649,001
Operating ratio
76.1
Note. D. indicates decrease.

$497,689,570
354,682,438
143,007,132
16,324,502
126,672,630

Amount. Percent.
D. $33,138,601
D.6.7
D. 1,266,437
D.0.4
D. 31, 872,164
4,161,46S

D. 36,023,629

71.3

4.8

One-twelfth of the annual rental due the companies covered by the report amounts to $74,352,976, so that the net
profit to the government was $16,296,025 for these properties.
In this connection, however, it should be observed that
the August expenses do not include the increases in wages

shopmen which are retroactive to May
estimated that these increases will amount to
Freight and passenapproximately $4,000,000 per month.
ger rates are on substantially the same basis in both years.
The expenses in August, 1918, include about $19,000,000
back pay applicable to prior months, but they do not on the
other hand reflect the increases to agents, telegraphers, trackmen, clerks, enginemen and trainmen, granted subsequent to
August, 1918, which are included in the August, 1919, exrecently granted the
1,

1919.

It is

penses.

The condensed income account for the eight months ended
August 31 is as follows:
8

Months Ended Aug.
1919.

Operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Taxes, rents, etc
Net operating income
8-12 of annual rental
Operating loss
Operating ratio

$3,238,744,231
2,763,103,717
475,640,514
151,326,023
324,314,491
594,823,808
270,509,317
85.3

The comparison between

31.

Increase or Decrease.

1918.

Amount.

$3,017,761,965
2,457,633,745
560,128,220
144,976,921
415,151,299
594,823,808
179,672,509
81.4

$220,982,266
305,469,972
D. 84,487, 706
6,349,102
D. 90,836, 808

Per

ct.

7.3

12.4

90,836,808

the eight months' period

3.9

is

sub-

fact that the rate increases, approximately 25 per cent, which were in effect this year,
became effective for passenger and freight traffic, respectively,

stantially affected

the middle

and

by the

latter part of

June, 1918.

Director General in Charge of Coal Distribution
Coal Stocks Will Last at Least a Month; Locomotives

Be Converted

quate supply of fuel, without which they could not serve
other consumers, and also because they already had an
organization in the field, as well as a directing organization
at Washington, whereas that of the Fuel Administration had
been practically disintegrated, the Railroad Administration,
in anticipation of the coal strike, was given the important
function of allocating the available fuel supply, or that
is

available for distribution to other consumers after

the essential needs of the railroads have been supplied.
The orders and regulations of the Fuel Administration

had never been cancelled but had been merely suspended on
January 31 last, and although the organization of the Fuel
Administration had ceased to function, Dr. Garfield's resigDr. Garfield was called to
nation had not been accepted.
Washington for consultation on the plans for dealing with
the coal strike situation, and it was a simple matter to issue
an executive order reinstating his former regulations, after
which he issued another order designating Director General
Hines and his representatives to carry the orders into effect
so far as the distribution and allocation of coal was conThe Department of Justice was given charge of
cerned.
enforcing the

maximum

Coal

Commandeered

Director General Hines on the day before that set for the
had issued orders to the regional directors authorizing
them to commandeer all coal in transit which should be
necessary to the establishment of proper reserves, making
exemptions in accordance with the old priority list of the
Fuel Administration, and on November 1 Mr. Hines anstrike

nounced the organization of a
Washington and regional and

central
district

coal
coal

committee at
committees at

other points to handle the distribution.
For several weeks prior to the strike the Railroad Administration had been putting forth every effort to transport a
maximum of coal, both in order to overcome the shortage in
production during the first part of the year and by way of
preparation for the strike, and for two weeks before the
strike preference was given to the coal traffic in order to get

The instructions issued also provided that there should
be as little disturbance as possible in the distribution of coal,
but that the necessities of the railroads, which have a public
duty to perform, should be protected.
During the first six months of this year an abnormally
small amount of bituminous coal had been mined and transported because of the lack of demand. The demand began to
improve

Slight car shortages for the
June and July.
of bituminous coal began to become evident in

in

movement

In a
June and became more pronounced about July 15.
statement sent to the Senate under date of August 14. in response to a Senate resolution, Mr. Hines said that he did
not anticipate any shortages in transportation which would
be in any sense exceptional or abnormal, or which would
justify oppressive prices for coal.
On September 4 he appeared before a sub-committee of the Interstate Commerce
Committee of the Senate investigating the coal problem, and
stated that the Railroad Administration would be able to
transport the necessary coal and that the Railroad Administration proposed to adopt whatever expedients were necessary to accomplish that purpose.
He called attention to the
fact that while the highest production that had ever been
made in a week was 13,000,000 tons, the highest that had
been averaged for any considerable period of weeks was
something over 11,000,000 tons.

much coal away from the mine- as possible. Open top
equipment was devoted to coal loading to the exclusion of
other classes of traffic and the movement of such equipment
was expedited.
On October 16 Director General Hines held a meeting with
the western regional directors in Chicago and conferred by

as

Oil

ticable.

price regulations.

in Transit

Burn

placed for unloading.
The result of these instructions was
indicated by a large increase in production during the week
ending October 25, estimated at 13,118,000 net tons, the
highest week's record this year.
Up to October 30, the day before the strike, the Railroad
Administration had permitted coal to go to the designated
consignees in order to interfere as little as possible with the
normal course of distribution of coal traffic. After it became
certain that the strike order would not be recalled, however,
and it became necessary to be prepared to insure against all
temporary contingencies in order that the transportation
service might be protected, Mr. Hines announced that the
regional directors had been instructed to accumulate a necessary reserve of coal when it was not already on hand, purchasing it, if possible, and otherwise holding coal in transit.
Mr. Hines' instructions were that in holding such coal exceptions should be made as far as possible of coal destined to
certain classes of consignees in the order of priority adopted
during the war by the Fuel Administration.
Coal held in
transit was not to be unloaded from storage nor used until
actually needed, so that if its use was later found unnecessary, it could be forwarded to destination whenever prac-

as dine tor general of some
miles of railroad, Walker D. Hinea has taken
over a large part of the functions formerly exercised by the
United States Fuel Administrator.
Because of the vital interest of the railroads in an ade-

addition to his functions

In230,000

which

to

May

Speeding

Up

Coal Production

telephone with those in the east on the coal situation, as a
result of which instruction? were issued to railroad- serving
coal mines to make preferential efforts to furnish mines with
empty coal cars up to the abilit) of the mines to load daily

Up to September not exceeding 10,000,000 tons of bituminous coal had been transported per week.
The Railroad
Administration early in September instructed that the railroads endeavor to provide transportation for 11.000.000 tons

and to non-coal loading railroads to deliver daily to their
nearest coal loading or coal route connection- empty coal
cars up to the maximum ability of the connections to receive
them.
Instructions were also issued on the same day to the

per week.
Reports for the week ended November
show that railroad cars were supplied for practically all bituminous coal
offered.
Bituminous coal mines in the Fastern. Allegheny,
Northwestern, Central Western and Southwestern regionduring the week mentioned had 100 per cent car supplv and
in the Pocahontas and Southern region- car placement- were
96 per cent of cars ordered.
Restrictions resulting in curtailment of car supply for
the loading of stone, sand and gravel which were placed in

open-top cars should be immediately withdrawn
from non-coal service in number- sufficient to permit placement at mines and deliveries to coal loading connections as
required, also that consignees not unloading coal within 24
hours after cars were placed for unloading so that the c*rg
could be returned to the mines should have no additional cars
effect that

1

703

.
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temporarily to enable the full loading oi bituminous
were removed on October 30, after il was determined
thai requirements for bituminous mines were fully protected
effect

coal

up

November

in

On

I

Wilson,

advice of Dr.
accordance with
the plans arranged al previous conferences, signed an execu
tive order revoking the orders of January 31 and February
20, 1919, which had suspended the previous rules, regulations and proclamations relating to the fixing of prices, the
production,
shipment, distribution,
apportionment,
sale,
President

members

of his cabinet,

the

at

and

in

storage and use of coal, and restoring to the extent necessary
the orders fixing prices of bituminous and Lignite coal at

mme-. fixing or regulating the commissions of middlemen, and fixing or regulating the gross margins or prices of
wholesale and retail dealers in bituminous or lignite coal.
The Fuel Administrator was also authorized to restore,
change or make such other rules or regulations as in his
judgment might be necessary.
On the same da\ Fuel Administrator Garfield issued a
detailed order, and Director General Hines gave instruction- through the regional directors to put its provisions into
the

immediately.

effect

Railroad Administration in Charge of Distribution
Mr. Garfield's order restored the order of January

14,

191 S and portions of the order of May 25, 1918 setting up
preference lists and designated Mr. Hines to carry out the
former.
Dr. Garfield explained that it would have required too
much time to set up the old machinery of the Fuel Administration, so it had been decided that the Department of Juslice would have charge of seeing that the maximum price list
is observed and the Railroad Administration, with its staff
already in the field, would direct the distribution.
For the
present, he said, no action would be necessary with reference to anthracite coal, but on November 5 President Wilson issued orders giving Dr. Garfield authority to reinstate
the regulations
it

and maximum prices as

to anthracite coal if

should become necessary.

Method
The

following

is

of Distributing Coal

an outline, as announced by the Railroad

Administration on November 1, of the instructions governing the procedure to be followed in the handling of commercial coal diverted in accordance with instructions of the
Director General under the authority conferred by the fuel

,

taken and held in
accordance with the instructions of the director general of
October 29 and 31, or thereafter, will be handled by the
director general and the regional directors through the agency
of a central coal committee at Washington and regional coal
committees which will be established jointly by the regional

Bituminous

directors

and the

coal, including lignite,

fuel administration.

Such regional coal

committee will comprise the following representatives: one
appointed by the United States fuel administrator and such
others as the regional director may select to handle in matters of purchase, distribution

and accounting.

The bituminous coal held must be distributed only to
those consumers who have no reserve supply and must have
The following order
coal to meet their emergency needs.
2.

shall govern the regional coal committee in
suuh distribution as they may make within their jurisdiction
for emergency consumption in the United States and Can(b) Army and Navy, together with
ada: (a) Railroads.
(c) State and
other departments of the federal government,
(d) Public utilities,
county departments and institutions,
(f) Manufacturing plants on War In(e) Retail dealers,
dustries Board's preference list,
(g) Manufacturing plants
(h) Jobbers,
not on War Industries Board's preference list,

of preference

(i)

Lake,

(j)

1

i

1

i

tion oi the commercial coal near coal
available for prompt distribution.
5. Intermediate and terminal (airier-

practicable,
vicinity

of,

move commercial

waybilling
should,

a

point-.

I

and hold it in the
point- mosl convenient lor prompt rehandling
coal

to,

and distribution.
6. Coal must

not be delivered to commercial consumers
accordance with the priority list (established in
Rule 2) or otherwise, except with specific authority from
the coal committee having jurisdiction.
7. Regional
directors will immediately notify each railroad under federal control of the regional coal committee
with which it shall deal.
8. Each railroad shall report at once to the central
committee and to the regional coal committee the name, title.
location and telephone address of the representative in whom
this whole matter will be centered for that railroad.
9. In order that the central coal committee may be informed of the requirements for coal in each region and of the
necessity for transferring coal from one region to another,
each regional coal committee will make such daily reports
to the central coal committee as are provided for herein and
may be called for from time to time.
10. Each railroad (or each grand division of a railroad)
shall report daily by wire to the regional coal committee, to
be received not later than 9:00 a. m., information as to its
coal situation for the 24 hours ending at 1 :00 a. m., that
day.
II. Each regional coal committee will report daily by wire
to the central coal committee, as promptly as information is
available, a summary of the coal situation for the 24 hours
ending at 1 :00 a. m., that day.
12. Applications to regional coal committees for delivery
of coal to commercial consumers must be made through the
railroad which will make deliver}' of the coal; such applications must show complete and accurate information with
respect to the preferred nature of the requirements, the
amount of coal which the applicant has on hand, and the
amount which the applicant requires for the preferred use,
together with the rate of consumption and the kind and size
of the coal desired, all as set forth in Form C attached

either

in

hereto.

regional coal committee will apply a consecuto all orders authorizing the delivery of coal,
compliance with such orders must be reported promptly

Each
number

13.

administrator:
1.

.>.
When commercial coal is diverted to other than
Consignee, promptly notify shipper and original ion igni
e.u
car and keep adequate record for Ian
ttlemi al
I.
Originating coal roads should hold a on iderabli
i

October 31

Garfield and
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Tidewater.

tive

and

by the railroad to the regional coal committee.
14. Coal diverted for commercial uses shall be paid

for in

accordance with the fuel administrator's order dated JanuIn order to insure payments coal shall be
ary 14, 1918.
diverted for commercial use to such applicants only who
shall satisfy the federal or general manager of their financial responsibility or wdio shall deposit a certified check or
other satisfactory security in such sum as will insure full
payment for any coal furnished. The applicant shall make
definite written obligation to pay the shipper for the coal

promptly upon presentation of

bill.

The

legal transportation

charges, including war taxes, from mines to point of delivery to the applicant, will be collected on delivery in the usual

way.
It was announced that where other priorities had been
taken care of and the requirements of the railroads had been
provided for, ships would be given bunker coal sufficient to
take them to the first fuel station en route to destination.
The Shipping Board on November 3 issued an order cutting
off the export of coal and on November 6 the Central Coal
Committee ordered that the supply of coal to foreign-owned
ships in American ports be stopped immediately.

Oct.

3,

Issued Nov.

19,
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Passenger Train Service Curtailed.

over the state

and continent."

Mr. Hines on November 6 authorized the following:
"The machinery set up by the Railroad Administration

to

distribute the coal held in transit by the railroads in accord-

ance with the directions of the Fuel Administrator

is

in full

operation, and, as a result, wherever possible coal is being
distributed in accordance with the priority list established

by the Fuel Administrator where such coal is absolutely
Therefore, where there is real need for coal, the
needed.
problem should be taken up immediately with the railroad
ordinarily supplying the coal and every effort will be made
by such railroad to meet the demand. It is, of course, essential both because of the present bituminous coal strike and
in order that the needs for the coming winter may be looked
It
after, that fuel be used as economically as possible.
should also be remembered that the railroads did not interfere with the delivery of coal to designated consignees until
In order to conthe day before the present strike began.
serve coal as much as possible, regional directors of railroads have been given authority wherever it seem- absolutely
necessary to eliminate for the time being train service, but
in order to provide for the essential business needs of the

country, no general curtailment of train service is contemThe maintenance of the public transportation service
plated.
is of paramount importance in order to serve the countless

needs of the general public, and the interruption of that
service should be minimized as far as possible."
Although the Railroad Administration has not made public figures showing the amount of its coal stocks on hand.
for at
it is understood that the supply is sufficient to last
least a month.

Locomotives

May Be

Converted to Oil Burners

miners should be sufficiently protracted to reduce seriously the available supply of fuel, a
large number of locomotives could be converted to burn oil
instead of coal on fairly short notice, according to information gathered by the mechanical department of the Railroad
Administration. Without expecting that such a contingency
If the strike of the coal

an investigation has been made of the possibilities which shows that a locomotive could be converted to an
oil burner in about 10 days in any of the principal shops of
the railroads or the locomotive companies, and that about
would also be possible
It
250 could be converted per week.
to obtain the use of about 1,200 acid tank cars which were
should

arise,

used by the ordnance department of the Army, of 7,000
gallons' capacity, which could be readil) converted for use in
It is understood that a considtransporting an oil supply.
erable number of industries have been making investigations
of the possibility of changing from coal to oil if necessary.
The central coal committee consists of: II B Spencer,
director of the Division of Purchases, chairman; Brice
Clagett, assistant to the director general;

S,

Porcher, assist-

ant director of the Division of Purchases; B. P. Philippe,
fuel distributor; E. J. Roth, manager -tore- section;
G
Wright, assistant director. Division of Operation: A
1

I

section; I'. M. Whitmanager inland fuel traffn S. II. E. Freund, assisl
ant general counsel, and H. Y. Saint, representing the Fuel

Gutheim, assistant manager, car service
taker,

Administration.

;

given herewith:
H. Greenlaw, chairman; C. A. How, X. W. Brice, J. G. Livengood.
A. M. Smith, chairman;
Southern Region, Atlanta, Ga.
Fechtig,
Fpes,
S. L. Yerkes, G. W.
F.
H.
King,
Horace
J. J.

The

The regional directors were given authority to curtail
passenger train service if necessary, and a few trains were
taken off, although partly in accordance with seasonal reducSome complaints were received because
tions in schedules.
of the taking off of trains and some because trains were not
taken off. The fuel administrator of Iowa sent a telegram
saying that he did not believe "there is any law in peace
times that will deprive the citizens of Iowa of heat, water.
health and happiness in order that the Railroad Administration may be allowed to run luxurious California trains
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of regional coal committee-

list

Southwest Region,

St.

Louis, Mo.

—

is

P.

—

Lamb.
Northwest Region, Chicago,

man

111.

—T. W.
—
— G. N.

Geo. W. Reed.
Central Western Region, Chicago,
man; P. Hunter,
C. Honnold.
;

I

.

Proctor, chair-

B. J.

111.

Roue, (hair-

Snider, chairEastern Region, New York City.
A. K. Morris, R. D. Starbuck, A. E. Russell, E. B.
Wight, H. L. Ingersoll, J. W. Searles.
Allegheny Region, Philadelphia, I'a.
]. B. Fisher, (hairman; E. II. Bankard, W. S. Yeatts, J. W. Laurel, C. C.

man;

—

Foedisch.

Pocahontas Region, Roanoke, Ya.

man:

E.

r.

Howe,

F. L.

—

D. E. Spangler, chairPoindexter, E. T. Burnett, J. W.

T. D. Hobart.
At the ((inference on November 14, after considerable preliminary sparring, an agreement was reached to proceed with
negotiations on a wage scale for the central competitive
field, to be followed by negotiations to cover the other fields.
Director General Hines announced that the strike order
having been rescinded, the Railroad Administration had
completed plans for releasing coal held under authority of
the Fuel Administrator just as rapidly as additional coal is
There was some shortage of coal in the Southproduced.
west, and these needs would be cared for at once, coal now
being in movement to that region.
.

The

object of diverting the coal in the possession of the

railroads, he said,

was

to continue the operation of the rail-

on the Fuel Administrator's priority
to supply needed coal to other doThe need for coal by consumers other
mestic consumers.
than the railroads began to be felt on November 6, although
before that time some coal had been released on a showing
In the period from November 6 to Nothat it was needed.
vember 9, inclusive, a total of 2,655,300 tons of bituminous
coal, or an average of 66.3,575 tons per day, was released by
the railroads to consumers other than railroads, while during
the same period a total of 1,442,100 tons of bituminous coal
was loaded, or an average of 360,525 tons per day, the coal
released to domestic consumers other than railroads in that
period being an excess of 1,213,200 tons, or an average excess of 303,050 tons per day above the amount of bituminous
coal loaded in the same period.
It was estimated that the reserve stocks held by the railroads and under the supervision of the central coal commitroads which were

list

and

tee

when

at the

first

same time

the strike

was called

off

amounted

to slightly less

than 15,000,000 tons, or about a 30-day supply.
The production of bituminous coal in the week of November 8, during which the strike was in progress, was estimated
at 3,477,000 tons, or approximately 20 per cent of the average for the four weeks ending October 25. in which production was at the highest rate attained tli s year, according to
As indicated in the reports
the Geological Survey report.
from the mine- for the week of November 1, this production
i

of the central competitive district, which includes
The
Indiana, Ohio, and Western Pennsylvania.
fields were almost completely shut down, the open-

was outside
Illinois.

union
shop districts but partially, and the non-union fields little.
affected.
if any,
Thus production was maintained in the
general territory extending from parts of Western and Central Pennsylvania, south to Alabama, in Western Kentucky,
Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico. The only held- normally
supplying the upper and central Mississippi Valley markets
at work were those in southern Wesl Virginia and Kentucky.
Production in the week of November 8 was. of course, the
lowest recorded in recent years, for no strike has ever before
a fleeted all union mines at the same time as has this one.

RAILWAY AGE
liu- dail) average output in the week, of 580,000 tons, was
54 pez cent greater than on Saturday, November L, the first
da) of the strike.
In- strike became effective ai
midnight, October 1, and
thus include
the reports for the wink ended November
five days of work and one daj of strike in those fields which
l

l

have been affected.
For the week as a whole and in the last
five days of October in particular the bituminous mines enjoyed the best car supply of which there is definite record
in

a

period of active

demand and

full

labor supply.

The
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aver

time on accounl ol car shortage for all d
reporting was but 3.4 per cent, anil in mosl fields car short
age was so small as to in- negligible.
The performance "i
the

I

in that week
under the item

railroads

is

that

ol

Stood

transportation

disability

noteworthy when

th.it

is

under-

II

such items a- derailment, congestion of

which

it

shortage is included all
curtails the output of coal;
I

lo.

id-

on

ti

limited

extent will always prevent tin- prompt
servile of cars to mine-, no matter how many empty cars

may

to

a

be available nearby the mines.

Strike of Bituminous Miners Called off
Government Uses Full Powers to Prevent Shortage
Fuel and Stoppage of Transportation
STRIKE OF MINERS AND MINE WORKERS
THEminous
United Mine Workers
by
in the bitU-

the
coal fields, called
of America, encountered the full force of the

law when
Judge A. B. Anderson, of the United States district court at
Indianapolis, on November 8, issued a mandatory injunction enjoining the union leaders from permitting the strike
order to remain in effect and commanding them to issue a
withdrawal and cancellation of the strike order by 6 00 p. m.,
:

November

recent law.

and mine workers in the
approximately 425,000, responded
to the strike call on November 1, and during the first week
bituminous production was principally confined to the nonunion mines, although many defections from the ranks of
Every effort had been made by
the strikers were reported.
the President and members of his cabinet to avert a strike by
peaceful settlement, but when the union leaders refused to
consider any proposal that involved a calling off or postponement of the strike the federal authorities prepared to
exercise all the powers of the government to make it ineffective by attacking it as a conspiracy in violation of the food

Most

and

negotiation or arbitration without imposing disaster
country.

The

upon the

President reinstated the orders of the Fuel Adminisand governing its allocation

tration fixing the price of coal

which were suspended
eral

and Fuel Adminan order designating Director Gen-

earlier in the year,

istrator Garfield issued

Hines and the Railroad Administration as his repre-

sentatives to carry the orders into effect so far as the dis-

and allocation of coal is concerned, while the Department of Justice was given charge of enforcing the maxitribution

11.

Declaring that the government and laws of the United
States are supreme, even above the dictates of the leaders of
organized labor, the court pronounced the strike call a conspiracy to limit the production and transportation of coal
and other necessaries of life, prohibited by the food and fuel
control act, and held that the law is still in force and that
the provisions of the Clayton act, designed to protect the
right of labor to organize, does not apply as against the more
of the unionized miners

bituminous coal

of

fields, or

fuel control act.

On November 1, on petition of the federal authorities, the
court issued a temporary order restraining the union leaders
from taking any part in directing the strike and from disbursing any of the $15,000,000 fund reserved for strike benefits.
It was hoped that in depriving the strikers both of
leadership and of strike benefits much of the impetus of the
strike would soon be expended and federal troops were
dispatched to the mine fields to give protection to all who
were willing to work, but during the first week, pending the
hearing on the injunction, little effort was made by the operators to open the mines.
Both the President and the attorney general had pronounced the strike unlawful and unjustifiable both as an
abrogation of a wage contract extending until the termination
of the war and as a conspiracy in violation of the Lever act,
and without attempting in any way to pass upon the merits
of the demands for a 60 per cent increase in wages, a 6-hour
day and a 5-day week, insisted that the issues be settled by

mum

price regulations.

The demand

of the United Mine Workers was adopted by
the delegates at a convention held in Cleveland on September 23 at which it was decided that all contracts in the bituminous field should be regarded as having automatically ex-

November 1, and the executive officers were authorized to call a strike of all bituminous miners and mine
workers throughout the country if a satisfactory wage agree-

pired on

ment should not have been secured by that time for the cenThe demands were presented to the
operators at meetings at Buffalo and Philadelphia at which
the operators declined to negotiate a new contract on the
ground that the agreement as to wages which was made with
the sanction of the United States Fuel Administration was
to run during the continuance of the war, but not beyond
April 1, 1920, and that some of the wage contracts had dates
not dependent upon the war.
The strike order was then issued on October 15, and Secretary of Labor Wilson, acting by direction of the Presi-

tral competitive field.

dent's cabinet, immediately called into conference at

Wash-

ington the heads of the union and the operators' association.
Subsequently the full scale committees of each side were
called in and various proposals were offered and rejected
by the union leaders, who declined to withdraw the strike
order except after full compliance with their demands. The
final proposal was made by President Wilson, who insisted
that after negotiations without reservation all questions still
in dispute should be submitted to arbitration and that the
operation of the mines be continued pending a final settlement. The operators offered to accept this suggestion in its
entirety, while the union leaders proposed to accept the offer
of negotiation, but held the other two proposals "for consideration later."
This action abruptly terminated the conference.

After a special meeting of the cabinet held on October 25,
which Director General Hines was also present, and at
which the government's attitude toward the threatened strike
and plans for action were discussed, President Wilson issued
a statement for the purpose of making the issue clear to the
at

Oct.

3,

Issued Nov.

19,
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ountry and to give the miner-' leaders an opportunity to
call the strike order.
The President's statement pointed out that it was prolosed to abrogate an agreement as to wages made with the
auction of the Fuel Administration, and that the strike was
iroposed at a time when the government was making a most
arnest effort to reduce the cost of living and had appealed
nth success to other classes of workers to postpone similar
disputes until a reasonable opportunity had been afforded
or dealing with the cost of living.
He also said that the
,-ar itself was still a fact, the world was still in suspense
for peace, our troops were still being
s to negotiations
ransported and their means of transport was in urgent need
f

General

Palmer

voice

to

of

M

B.

fewell

9ame

the

a meetig at Indianapolis on October 29, at which consideration
/as given to the President's statement and a statement was

iven out saying that "a canvass of the entire situation shows
iat a strike of bituminous miners cannot be avoided."

Word of this action was received at a conference attended
y Joseph P. Tumulty, secretary to the President; W. B.
Wilson, secretary of Labor; Walker D. Hines, director genral of railroads; Dr. H. A. Garfield, former fuel adminis•ator, and Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer.
The at>rney general then issued a statement designed to show that
ie government was not attacking labor in general, nor the
ight of labor to strike, but to differentiate the coal strike
rom other strikes, both because it represented an abrogation
f a contract and because it was a conspiracy in violation
These facts, he said, put the
f
the food and fuel act.
:rike outside the pale of the law and made it necessary for
ie government to use all its resources for the protection of
ie public interest.
Strike Leaders Enjoined

On

October 31,

Judge A. B. Anderson,

tates district court at Indianapolis, issued a

the United
temporary in-

of

mction restraining the officials of the United Mine Workers
:om all activity in the direction of the strike or from issuing
rike benefits. The injunction was issued on a petition filed
q behalf of the United States government by C. B. Ames,
ssistant attorney general in charge of the enforcement of
ie food and fuel control act, as an emergency measure,
he hearing of the case was set for November 8, when the
ideral authorities were to ask that the strike order be reilled.
In presenting the petition Mr. Ames explained that
ie case did not involve the general right to strike, but that
involved the right of the government to enforce its laws
id to protect the public interest.

The

petition asserted that

would stop the operation of the railimpossible for the Railroad Administraan to earn the guaranteed return for the use of the railroad
strike, if effective,

iads

and make

it

by the government so that the federal government
ould have to supply the deficit in income out of the public
inds, and that suspension of railroad operations would
ean also the stopping of the mails and the transportation
the armed forces of the United States and a cessation of
•operties

terstate

commerce.

It

was

also stated that the Railroad

dministration has more than 1,200 contracts for coal, 60
:r cent of which are based upon the extension of the Washgton wage agreement to March 1, 1920.

Before the injunction was served, Acting President Lewis,
the United Mine Workers, had sent out telegrams with
structions to carry the strike order into effect.
The application for the injunction apparently came as a
rprise to the labor leaders and at once aroused bitter prosts among them.
President Gompers and other officials of
e American Federation of Labor immediately called on At-

Officers

objections.

and

J.

J.

Forrester, also called on

him about
had

time, but the attorney general said later they

merely offered their services toward bringing about a settlestrike and did not join in the protest against
the injunction proceedings, although they had told him the
government "was taking a grave step." Nor did they join
in a statement issued later by Mr. Gompers and the A. F.
of L. officials declarim^ that the injunction "can only result
in creating new and more disturbing issues, which may not
be confined solely to the miners."

ment of the coal

Miners'

the

central

their

of several of the principal railroad labor organizations, including Warren S. Stone, L. E. Sheppard, P. J. McNamara,

fuel.

Members of the international executive board
Jnited Mine Workers, the scale committee of the
ompetitive district and the district presidents held

ie

torney
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Argument

argument of the union for a five-day week and a sixhour day is that there is not enough work to keep the miners
busy, that during 1919 they have not had work more than
about 50 per cent of the time, and that the present number
of miners working on the basis proposed in their demands
distributed evenly throughout the year could produce enough
coal to meet the requirements of the country.
They also
Iht'

ridiculed the claim of the operators that the contract had not
yet been legally terminated and made much of the point that
the orders fixing the prices of coal had been suspended
several months ago.
Before proceeding against the miners,

however, the government reinstated its price-fixing orders,
and Attorney General Palmer made it plain that the government intended to deal just as firmly with any attempt to
take advantage of the opportunity to profiteer as against the
striker.

The miners' union argument was advanced in a statement
by Samuel Gompers, in which he attempted to show that the
demands are by no means radical. He said the miners were
not permitted to work more than 160 to 180 days a year because the operators wish to restrict the output in order to
keep prices up. The executive committee of the coal operators of the central competitive field issued a statement denying that the miners have averaged only 160 to 180 working
days and that they are not permitted to work full time.
It
was stated that the operators have no control over the demand for coal and that it is not possible to distribute the
work evenly and, moreover, that virtually every bituminous
mine in the country has on its payroll a substantial number
of men who deliberately lay off from one to three days a
week when they have an opportunity to work.
In a statement issued by Mr. Gompers on November 5,
he declared that the injunction was "not only wrong, but a
gross blunder," because it practically took away the "constructive influence of the officers of the organization

and

in-

deed bars them from attempting to end the strike." He said
that if the injunction were vacated and the Department of

Labor would
the United

invite the operators

Mine Workers

to

a

and the representatives of
further conference, he had

"an abiding faith" that a mutually honorable adjustment
could be negotiated and effected whereby the coal strike could
be brought to an end. Acting President Lewis also said that

an immediate resumption of negotiations could follow dismissal of the injunction suit, but he would not say that the
strike would be called off pending the negotiations.
Assistant Attorney General Ames, however, announced that the
strike itself was a violation of the law and that as long as it
continued there could be no thought of dismissal of the injunction proceedings.

On November

o, counsel for the United Mine Workers
a motion with the court to dissolve the temporary injunction on the ground that the petition did not disclose any
filed

government in the case. It was also argued
government was 'without clean hands" in filing its
in that it had recognized the efforts at "collective

interest of the

that the
petition

RAILWAY

OS
bargaining"

in

the

negotiations between

operators b) calling the
ences with the Secretary

parties

the

union and the

Washington

to

for

as tin

iii.it

When

the hearing on

the question of

permanent was called

November

making

the

injuni

Indianapolis,
attorneys for the union moved for a postponement to allow
This was opposed by Assistant Attime Tor a settlement.
torney General Ann- on the ground thai the questions in-

tion

<>n

8,

at

Arguments were
to admit of delay.
then had on the question of a dissolution of the injunction
and the petition for an order that the strike call he canMr. Ames offered affidavits from officers of the
relied.
Railroad Administration to show the requirements of the
volved are too important

and that the government's deficit in the
operation of the railroads would be increased by a forced
These were to show the incurtailment of railroad service.
An affidavit detailing
terest of the government in the case.
the alleged violation of the wage contracts was also presented
and the reinstatement of the Fuel Administration orders was
The argument of the defense was based largely
established.
on claims of the right to strike and that the contracts had
for coal

railroad-

been terminated by the practical cessation of hostilities.

"Do you mean

to tell

me

that any group of

men have

the

railroads?" Judge Anderson
asked of Henry Warrum, counsel for the union.
"I do claim the right of the men to exercise the primary
right

the

conspire to stop

to

right to stop work,"

Mr.

Warrum

replied.

hold that the Lever act is valid right now," said Judge
Anderson, "and that the act of men who conspire to reduce
I am
production and transportation of coal is unlawful.
going to hold that it would result in irreparable loss why,

T

—

it

the loss of millions to the government
act is plainly constitutional, plainly in
I think that the government is right and that the

would

alone.
force.

result

in

The Lever

Clayton act does not apply

at all.

I

think that this restrain-

ing order should be made a mandatory injunction and that
the strike order should be withdrawn."

Strike Called Off

on November 11 when the officers of the United Mine Workers sent out a notice cancelling the strike order in accordance with the mandatory
order issued by Judge Anderson, of the United States disThe decision
trict court at Indianapolis, on November 11.
conferto obey the court order was announced after a long
ence of the union officials by John L. Lewis, acting presi"We are
dent of the United Mine Workers, who said:
We comply
Americans. We cannot fight our government.
with the order of the court, but under protest."
The federal authorities had let it be known that they would

The

strike

was called

Vol. 67, No.

Glenn

E.

confei

Apparentl) the theorj
of Labor,
government had recognized the phase of col
lective bargaining involved in the negotiations it should also
ni/. the strike as a proper phase of collective bargain
It
ing.
was further argued thai it is not unlawful to strike
and that the President had no constitutional power to restore
the orders of the Fuel Administration after the exigencies of
the \\ ar had passed.
u.is

AG!-:

off

endeavor to prepare the way for the opening of negotiations
between the miners and the operators as soon as the strike
order was recalled, and Secretary Wilson, of the Department
of Labor, immediately called representatives of the unions

Plumb on Speaking Tour

\\
umb, counsel
Giiganizations,
spending the
E.

14

for

I'i

is

the

month

railroad
of

lab

November I

an extended Speaking tour in the interest of the I'himl
During October he spoke ;it a large numbei of meet
ings in the East, including New England, and during tin
plan.

part of the

latter

month

lie

transferred In- attentions to

th<

Northwest, speaking in Grand Forks, N
I)
and Duluth
St. (loud, Minneapolis ;,nd St. I'aul, Minn.
Some of th<
principal points on his schedule for November were Siol
hall-, Aberdeen, Sioux City, Omaha, St. Jon-ph. Topeka

Kansas City, St. Louis, (Imago. Memphis, Madison, Wis.
Grand Rapids, Midi, and )es Moines, la. He also CO
*
a large number of smaller towns.
In addition, the Plumb Plan League has a number o
other speakers who arc kept busy, including ex-Congn
C. C. Dill, who is also on a western trip; W. E. Kennedy
M. L. Clausen and Frederic C. Howe, and during the winte
I

it expects to have a large staff of lecturers in addition to
volunteer army of "four-minute" speakers.

i

The following extracts from Mr. Plumb's speech as seJ
out to newspapers by his press bureau will give a sample o
the kind of doctrine that is being used to settle the "spin
of unrest"

"As

among

the railroad employees:

resuming private ownership, the owner
a right which we have never here
tofore accorded them, a right which they seek to have em
bodied in the written law, permitting them to charge th
public such rates for service as will insure them a minimur
return of 6 per cent upon the assumed value of their prop
erties
this assumed value to be found in the book report
a condition of

of the railways

demand

—

of their 'property investment account.'

"In order that you may understand w'hat this means,
must define the 'property investment account' of these rail
roads.

"Theoretically the right of the railroad to charge for it
depends on the amount of the money invested; tha
is, the extent of the liabilities w hich it has incurred to it
stockholders and bondholders for money furnished, and it
Theoretically its asset
liabilities for materials purchased.
that is, the right to charge the people for service, exactly bal
service

T

ances its liabilities, and things which are equal to the sam
thing are equal to each other; therefore, its liabilities consti
And the greater its liabilities the greater it
tute its assets.
assets.

has no asset except it
necessary for the men owning th
railroad and conducting its operations, in self-interest. t<
make the liabilities as large as possible. The result is tha
the railroad experience of the past 80 years shows that n<
railroad ever paid off an indebtedness except by creating

"In

fact,

liabilities.

a

railroad corporation

This makes

it

;

new indebtedness of the same or greater par value. We hav
now in the liabilities of our railroad companies the indebted
ness incurred generations ago.
"Therefore the money expended for rails, ties, and equip
ment in the days of our grandfathers, and long since passe(
out of existence, still demands its return in the present rates
"Today we are still paying for the use of locomotives Ions

We

and of the operators to a conference at Washington for that
purpose on November 14. but comparatively few of the

are paying returns on thl
since sent to the scrap heap.
Rail:
shades of ties that have been ashes for generations.
that have been replaced half a dozen times still demand fron
us the earnings paid by our ancestors. The 'property invest

miners returned to work.

ment account'

Exports of Iron and Steel in August, 1919, aggregated $75.compared with $95,780,230 in the same month of August,
For the year ending August, 1919, the total exports
1918.
831,942,

amounted to $689,661,816, against the total of $704,675,554 foi
the

twelve

months ending August,

1918.

of these railways is nothing but a whitec
Withn
sepulcher, full of corruption and dead men's bones.
repre
dollars
of
shadow
billions
find
we
that charnel-house
senting shadow certificates of stock that never meant any-

thing in service to the public.
"This coffin of the past they drag into Congress, and nov
demand of the people that it be brought to life and made i

Oct.

Issued Nov.

3,
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living thing by a guaranty of 6 per cenl on the total sum of
its dust and corruption, in order that the 'faith and credit'God save the murk! of this empty grave may be re

"We

709

established amongsJ living

such a policy is adopted, reason and
place of passion, and the autocratic and
militant attitude now being displayed, a successful and permanent adjustment of the relations between capital and labor,

ened as

which vitally concerns

men of this generation, and fastperpetual burden upon our children and our chil
dren's children to the end of time.
a

"Who
"It
Ik'i'ii

is

shall deliver us from the body of this death?
out of this chaos of corruption thai labor's plan has

evolved."

believe that

justice will take

if

the-

Commission

Industrial

ON Novembek

2

the advisory board of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive

Engineers issued a statement at Washington deploring the •'attempt at government by injunction," and declaring that the principle of "collective

bargaining"

is

organization.

of

vital

importance

to

the

members of

the

be hoped

for."

Demountable Mirror Unit
for

Engineers' Board Proposes

the people, could

all

Locomotive Headlight

Electric Servici

T.n

phia,

structed

as

Supplies Company, Philadel-

has introduced a demountable mirror unit
for locomotive headlights,
which is designed primarily for the purpose of replacing 18-in. by 9-in. metal
reflectors with a reflector which will not corrode in service.
These mirror units are supplied for practically all of the
standard 18-in. eases now in general use, and are so con-

alterations.

Pa.,

to

slide

They

into

the

eases

consist of a

without

heavy sheet

fitting
steel

or other

shield

and

also suggested that steps be taken to assemble an industrial commission that is "not pledged to
oppose collective bargaining."

The

It

statement follows:

"In view of the conditions facing our country at this time.
which in our judgment is far more serious than during the
late war, inasmuch as it affects all classes of the people, and
in consideration of the situation, the advisory board of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, assembled at Washington and formulated the following declaration of principles:

"The advisor}- board of locomotive engineers, the undoubted Americanism of whose membership should assure
them of recognition, not only by the government, but every
factor contributing to the welfare of all the people, believe
that:

"The

industrial

conditions

now

confronting the nation,

with capital and labor occupying a militant attitude toward
each other, while the whole country is suffering from high
cost of living caused by hoarding and profiteering, resulting
in general discontent which tends to lower production, has
brought about the most serious crisis in the history of our

Rear View of Demountable Mirror Unit, Showing Mirror
Protective Shield and Micrometer Screw
Focusing Device

country.

"We believe that there is no industrial dispute or misunderstanding that cannot be adjusted upon a basis of justice and right, and we further believe that in seeking justice,
justice should be practiced by all concerned.
"We believe in the laws and institutions of our country
which guarantee that all the peopli shall have equal opportunity and a fair and impartial hearing before being condemned. We deplore the action of the federal government
in its present attempt at governmenl by injunction, believing
such action will only tend to make- conditions worse and
defer

not defeat

if

peaceful settlement.

a

full assurance thai we express
85,000 members of our organization that the principL ol collective bargaining is of vital
importance to them and cannot be construed as harmful to
any interest which desires to be just and fair.

flange fitted into a horizontal steel base at a

and secured thereto with

steel

midwa\

The shield

braces.

is

point
lined

with

felt at its extreme edges where the reflector rests, for
purpose of protecting the reflector.
A clamping ring,
secured by screws which bear against a ground surface on

the

the outer periphery, holds the reflector in place.
These- units are supplied with universal focusing devices
which are mounted on the back of the sheet steel shield.

Leads from the lamp sockets are supplied which connect to
the brass contacts mounted on the back of the shield base.

"The advisory board have

unanimous sentiment

of the

remedy for the present turbulent conditions we sug
immediate steps be taken to assemble at Washington an industrial commission that will recognize the rights
of all citizens and is not pledged to oppose collective bar

"As

a

gest that

gaining, as this
of all concerned

is

in

a
a

time for deliberate action on the part
peaceful solution of the present con

"We

in

Service

Director General Hines announced on November 6 that
only 168 of the freight cars ordered by the Railroad Administration and alread) built remained to be lettered and
numbered and placed in service, and thai this remaining
supply would b< lettered and numbered and placed in serv-

During the week ended November 1, 1919,
and in storage were lettered and numbered and placed in service at the rate of (>2 a daw and new
ears were constructed and placed in service at the rate of
ice

immediately.

the cars already built

ditions.

of our organization to the gov
ever) jusl and reasonable effort toward stabilizing industrial condition-, to the end that normal conditions

eminent

Standard Cars Being
Placed

pledge the support
in

be restored.

187 a day.
Of the original order of
there remained to be built
7,881
1

.

100,000 freight cars

iniimiuoiiiiiu

News Department

General
The Vicksburg, Shreveport
from the southwestern region

<K.-

t>>

Pacific has been transferred

the southern.

emeritus.

ick,

who

vising

Richards, claim agent of the Chicago & Norths
ern, has been elected president of the National Safety CounR.

C.

iter

The American Association
at

of

Railway Surgeons held its
Sherman, Chicago, on

the Hotel

The new passenger terminal
Railways
Saturday,

at

Vancouver,

November

B.

of the Canadian National
C. was opened for business on

1.

Pittsburgh.

fense.

The

the American Railway Express
and adjacent cities was ended on
Thursday, October 23, by the men voting to return to work.
A committee had been sent to Washington to see the
director-general, but he told them that unless they returned
to work by Friday evening, the 24th, their places would be
filled.
The strike leaders in New York interpreted Mr. Hines'
position as an intention to employ soldiers on the express
wagons if necessary. The Merchants' Association of New
strike of drivers of

Company

making an additional appropriation for the construcHouses
of Congress and has become a law without the President's signabill

tion of the Alaska Railroad, $17,000,000, has passed both

ture

William Barr, consulting chemist of the Union Pacific will
a paper on "The Treatment of Water for Locomotive
Boilers" before the next meeting of the Western Railway
Club which will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on

in

New York

York city sent to the director-general a formal complaint
of the great inconvenience and considerable losses caused to
the business interests of New York by the ten days' strike.

present

November

cc

the

resentatives in examining the men.
Those found guilty of
violating the ordinance were warned not to repeat the of-

At Clearing, near Chicago, the operation of the hump
yard, which was discontinued several months ago, because
of lack o\ traffic, was resumed on October 27.

The

for

Railroad enginemen and firemen to the number of more
than 100 were called before Health Commissioner John Dill
Robertson of Chicago, on October 16, and accused of permitting locomotives to violate the smoke abatement ordinance of that city. Representatives of the railroads and of
employees' unions were present and joined with the city rep-

cil.

sixteenth annual meeting
October 22, 23 and 24.

Mr. Aukerman is succeeded by R. I) Emerlast seven years has been general supersecretary of railroad associations on the Buffalo,

tarj

17.

The Western Society of Engineers,
successfully a seven-day drive for 2,000
on Friday, October 17, increasing the
Among the enlarged
society to 3.200.
be undertaken is the establishment of a
The National Safety Council

is

Disastrous Collisions in Europe

Chicago, completed

members
membership of the

Press dispatches of October 25 report a collision between
a passenger train and a freight near Kranowitz, Silesia, in
which 40 persons were burned to death. Over 60 others
were severely injured.
Forty-one persons were killed and many others were injured in a collision at Vigerslev, Denmark, on the first of
November, five coaches being wrecked.
Twenty or more persons were reported killed, and about
20 injured, in a collision on the night of November 3 at
Pont-sur-Yonne, France, about 60 miles southeast of Paris.

additional

activities

which

will

railroad section.

to organize

an Engineering

Section, a special committee having been appointed for tha:
It will be composed of members of the Council
purpose.
(or their employees) who are also members of the national
engineering societies; or who have had ten years' experience in engineering work and five years' experience in

responsible charge of such work.

Changes

airplane mail from Cleveland, Ohio, to New York
city, was carried through on Thursday, September 25, in
three hours, twelve minutes, including a stop of 13 minutes
The distance through is calculated at
at Bellefonte, Pa.
430. miles, making the rate of speed 134 miles an hour, or,
The
excluding the stop, more than 140 miles an hour.

The

mail carried on this trip weighed 355 pounds.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced a
hearing for oral argument on the valuation proceedings in
the Texas Midland, Winston-Salem Southbound & Elgin,
and
Joliet & Eastern costs at Washington on January 7,
has granted leave to the parties to file briefs upon the
elements
final value which the commission should find, the
to be considered and the weight to be attached thereto.
the United States
by the setting back of clocks one
on Sunday, October
houf at 2 a. m. The railways of Canada, which also havt
authorityused summer time—without special statutory
cities of CleveThe
hour.
same
the
at
change
the
made
unchanged
land, Ohio, and Cincinnati, Ohio, left their clocks
instead
and now are regulating their activities by Eastern

Normal time was resumed throughout
26,

of Central standard.

railroad

general secretary of the
Association, at Altoona, Pa. (Pennsylvania Railroad), has retired from that position after a
service of 37 years, and will henceforth be known as secre-

Henry J. Aukerman,
Young Men's Christian

in Interchange

The Mechanical Section

Rules

American Railroad Asso69 and 70 covering minor changes
of the

ciation has issued circulars
Circular 69 provides
in 'the code of car interchange rules.
that the charge for Pintsch gas from October 1, 1919, to
December 31, 1919, shall be $1.40 per receiver. The addition of 30 per cent as authorized by passenger car rule
No. 20 is not applicable in this case. Circular No. 70 calls
attention to errors in freight car rule 131 and passenger car
rule 24 which show the dates on which the 1919 code becomes effective as October 1, 1919. The new rules went into
effect November 1, 1919, as provided by Circular 63.

American Society

of Civil Engineers

Nominates

Officers
Society of Civil Engineers has made public
report of the nominating committee, suggesting the
following members for officers for the ensuing year: President (one year), Arthur P. Davis, chief engineer, U. S. Reclamation Service, Washington, D. C; vice-presidents (two
years), Robert A. Cummings, construction engineer, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Francis Lee Stuart, construction engineer
New York City; treasurer (one year), Arthur S. Tuttle, dep-

The American

the

uty chief engineer, Board of Estimate and Apportionment,
New York City; directors (three years), Clarence W. Hudof
son, professor of civil engineering, Polytechnic Institute
Brooklyn, New York City; Carleton Green, construction
engineer, New York City; John A. O'Connor, construction
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engineer, New York City; John C. Hoyt, hydraulic engineerin charge, Surface Water Division, U. S. Geological Survey,
Washington, D. C; Anson Marston, dean of engineering,
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa; and David C. Henry, construction hydraulic engineer, Portland, Ore.

Steel Treaters' Society

The American

Steel

To make changes

(5)

of the Interstate
plications to be

Holds Convention

Society held its first convention at the Seventh Regiment Armory, Chicago, on September 23 to 27.
This organization, which was formed
several months ago, has for its object the promotion of the
art of heat treatment as applied to steel.
Numerous papers
dealing with various phases of heat treatment were presented and an extensive exhibit was held in connection with
the convention. The following officers were elected: President, T. E. Barker, Miehle Printing Press & Manufacturing
Company, Chicago; first vice-president, E. J. Janitzky, Illinois Steel Company, Chicago; second vice-president, D. J.
Barnes, Cann & Saul, Philadelphia, Pa.; secretary, A. G.
Henry, Illinois Tool Works, Chicago; treasurer; A. L. Boissoneau William Ganschow Company, Chicago.

necessary

comply

to

with

orders

Commerce Commission (these apmade only by one of the general

committees and only

in

Commerce Commission

cases where the Interstate
has ordered the removal o*

discrimination without .netting the rates).
subjects concerning which a request for consideration i> received from Washington.
in the consideration of pending subjects, committees are
requested to give preference to those which have been
longest before the committee and those which are of the

On

(6)

Treaters'

711

must importance.

Meetings and Conventions
or regular
The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next
meetings and places of meetings:

New York City.
Air Brake Association.— F. M. Nellis, 165 Broadway,
Next convention, May 5-7, 1920, Chicago.
American Association of Demurrage Officers —F A. Pontious, SuperChicago.
visor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. W. Ry.,
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents— S. W, Derr,
C.

R. R. of N. J., Philadelphia, Pa.

American Association of Freight Agents.— R. O. Wells,

Central,

Illinois

Next annual meeting, June, 1920.
American Association of General Baggage Agents— E R. Reynold*,
Next meeting, November 11-13, 1919, ^ew
C. G. W. R. R., Chicago.
Chicago.

B.

&

B. Association Meets in Cleveland

The; twenty-ninth annual convention of the American
Railway Bridge and Building Association was held at the
Statler Hotel, Cleveland, on October 21, 22 and 23, over 250
members in attendance, a larger number than at any previous convention.
At the annual meeting on the third day the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, F. E.
Weise (C, M. & St. P.), Chicago; first vice-president, W. F.
Baltimore, Md.,; second vice-president, C. R.
Strouse,
Knowles (I. C), Chicago; third vice-president, Arthur Ridgway (D. & R. G.), Denver, Colo.: fourth vice-president, J.
S. Robinson (C. & N. W.), Chicago; secretary-treasurer, C.
A. Lichty (C. & N. W.), Chicago; members of executive
committee, J. P. Wood (P. M.), Saginaw, Mich.; A. B. McVay (L. & N.), Evansville, Ind.; J. H. Johnston (G. T.5.
C.
E. T. Howson, Railway Age, Chicago
Montreal, Que.
W. Wright (L. I.), Jamaica, N. Y. and G. A. Manthey
;

;

(D. S. S. & A.), Marquette, Mich.
Atlanta, Georgia, was selected

as

the

location

for

the

Freight Traffic Committee to Close Docket
The Dallas (Tex.) District Freight Traffic Committee in
Circular No. 130 has reproduced a letter received from
Washington to the effect that the work of all freight traffic
committees should be brought to a close on or before
January 1, and all subjects now before the committees be
disposed of. Changes in rates, etc., which may result from
the committees' work should be not only published but
made effective before the end of federal control. No further consideration is to be given by any freight traffic
committee to any subject involving a general revision of
rates, except where consideration has already been authorThis withdraws the instructions of February 15, 1919,
ized.
under which these general questions could be referred to
Washington, and is intended to save the committees' time
the preliminary consideration of such subjects.
After November 10, no new applications are to be accepted
by any committee nor docketed for public consideration
except as follows:
To publish new commodity rates, on articles whic i
(1)
deusually take commodity rates, to cover newly
veloped traffic, where only class or combination
rates are in effect.
To publish new class of commodity rates on newly
(2)
constructed lines.
To correct clerical errors.
(3)
To readjust rates thrown out of line by General Order
(4)

Xo.

28:

Association

of

Officers.— W. C. Hope,
Next meeting, Octo-

Fassencer Traffic

:

New

C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St.,
ber 28-29, Chicago.
_

York.

....

T
D
American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—J. Rothschild,
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
40th St.,
W.
Bumtt,
B.
8
E.
Association.—
American Electric Railway
New York. Next convention, October 6-10, Atlantic City, IV J.Dell,
F.
Association.
C.
Manufacturers'
J.
American Electric Railway
.

—

.

New

York.
American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe 1-itters
Association.— Otto E. Schlinck, 185 W. 5th St Peru, Ind.
American Railroad Association.—J. E. Fairbanks, 75 Church St., -New
50 E. 42nd

St.,

York:
Section

I,

...

,
r D
activities of Association ot Kail-

Operating (including former

-i

way Telegraph Superintendents).
Section

Engineering.— E.

II,

H.

Fritch,

South

431

Dearborn

Signal Division.— H. S. Balliet, 75 Church St., New
annual meeting, September 17-19, Congress Hall
Chicago.
...
,
Section III, Mechanical (including former activities of
V. R.
Builders' and Master Mechanics Association).
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Section IV, Traffic (including former activities of Fregiht

—

St.,

Next
and Annex,

York.
_,

_,

Master Car
Hawthorne,
,

Claim Asso-

...

ciation).

next convention.
Thirty-four firms presented, in rooms adjoining the convention hall, exhibits of material used in the bridge, building
and water service departments.

in

Orleans, La.

American

.

.

Section V, Transportation (including former activities of Association
of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers).
Section VI, Purchases and Stores (including former activities of Railway Storekeepers" Association). J- P- Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R., Collinwood, Ohio.
...
Section VII, Freight Claims (including former activities of the Freight
Claim Association).
*»»*••«.
rl
4
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty,
N W. Ry., 319 N. Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago. -Next
convention, October 21-23, 1919, Cleveland, O.
American Railway Engineering Association. (Works in co-operation
E. H. Fritch,
with the American Railroad Association, Section II.)
Next convention, March 16-18,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
1920, Chicago.
_ .,
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. (See American Kailroad Association, Section III, Mechanical.)
American Railway Perishable Freight Association. E. F. McPike, 135
Regular meetings, 2d Wednesday in March
E. 11th Place, Chicago.
.

—

U

—

—
—

and September.

—

R. D. Fletcher. 1145
East Marquette Road, Chicago.
University of
Warwick.
L.
Materials.—
C.
Testing
for
American Society
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Engineering
Hunt,
Charles
W.
Civil
of
Engineers.
American Society
Regular meetings,
Societies Building, 33 W. 39th St., New York.
August.
and
33 W.
except
month,
July
in
1st and 3d Wednesday
39th St., New \
W.
Rice,
W.
29
Calvin
Engineers.
Mechanical
American Society of
39th St., New York.
Northern
Darling,
L.
D.
Association.
Despatchers'
American Train

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

—

—
—

Pacific Ry., Spokane, Wash.
American Wood Preservers' Association.

— F.

J.

Angier,

B.

&

O.,

Mt,

Next annual meeting, February 10-12,
Baltimore, Mil.
1920, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. Willis II. Failing, C. R. R. of
Next meeting. May, 1920. Atlantic City,
1..
Jersey City, N. 1.
Royal

Sta.,

—

V

N.

J.

"

—

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti. C.
Next meeting,
\ X \V
Room 411, C. & X. W. Sta., Chicago.
.

October, 1919, Chica
(See American
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
Railway Association, Section I, Operating.)
(See
Association of Transportai u in and Car Accounting Officers.
American Railroad Association, Section V, Transportation.}
M J. rrees, «'hicago
riOR.
Bridge and Building Suppi
Next annual convention, October
Bridge & [ron Works, Chicago.
21-23, 1919, Cleveland. O.
Booth.
131 Charron St., Montreal. Que.
Canadian Railway Club. W. A.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline. 626 North Pine
Ave., Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June,
July and August, New Morrison Hotel. Chicago.
Car Foremen's A
iation of St. Louis. Thomas B. Koeneke, Federal

—

—

—

—

—

Rt-crve Rank Bldg.,

St.

Louis, Mo.
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U

M
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UVTUCIIANGI

R

Scranton,

R.i

'

C

i,i..,,

45th and Otkl.

.any,

"

'

•

D. G. Stuart, Washington,
rciow
American Railroad \
(Se«

Fridaj

in

oi

i

Chu

vgo.

Mill,

Hunter, 121
preced

Wedneadaj

Room

month,

856,

V

Exchang.

"ION.

I

A.

Bldg.,

Woo.l-

1..

refused

anerman,

[mteenaSoTl Railway Genmai Foremen's VssociATios.-Wm.

Hall, 1061

W. Wabash

"X

Mhbimahci

M.„»

M

or

meeing,

Ave

May,

19Z0,

F.

Association.

nn

a att „
W. Hager,

1323
October

convention,

Next annual
It.
Worth, Tex.
American Annex Hotel, St. Louis Mo.
Harry D. fought, 95 Liberty
Association.

BohJa Makers

1

St.,

States
motivi Painter^ Association of thi United
Master^Car^n?!
MASTE
Nexl convenMass.
P. Dane, B. & M., Reading
V.
and Canada
Sentember 9-11, 1919, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
tion
(See American Railroad Association,
Master^ &rBui«ers' Association.
a,
l
cuo
::" :!r u.v„.w,v
c «*, s «o,.»..a ND
;^ !'\u
x, „r;
Next annual con-

um^s
£ D-s ^.r
™

:,

1

1

Walker, 49 Lafayette St.. New York.
Ind.
vention October 14,, 1919; Indianapolis,
Square. New
>
NahonTfokku-.n TRADE COUNCIL.-0l
n ls co.
S.m 1
1920
U-15,
May
Next convention,
York.
f
Kelly, Kelly-Demy
National Railway Appliances Association.— C. W.
Co Peonies Gas Bids., Chicago.
Cade, Jr
683 Atlantic Ave., BosNew EngLand Railroad Club. W. E. 2d
Tuesday in month, excepting
Regular meetings,
ton Mass
September.
and
August
July.
months of June,
Irak.
\ ought, 95 Liberty St., New
New York Railroad Club.—Harry D.month,
except June, July and August,
Regular meting. 3d Friday in
,,,,
!9 \V
39th St., Now York.
,
George A. J. Hochgrebe, 623
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.—
Tuesday in
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Regular meetings, 3d
_
each month Teniost Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pine St., San Francisco Cal.
Pacific Railway Clu^—W. S. Wollner, 64
in San Franalternately
month,
in
Thursday
2d
Regular meeting
|,.'m-<

B

.

.

„

,

"

New

annual meeting, December, 1919

\ ork, N. Y.

York. Next
Grandview Ave PittsRailway Club of Pittsburgh.— J. D. Conway, S15 in month except June,
Regular meetings. 4th Thursday
burgh Pa
Pa
Pittsburgh.
House,
Club
Americus
Tulv and August,
Pacific R. R..
RailwaY Development 'Association.-D. C. Welty, Missouri

Supply Manufacturers' Association.— J. Scribner, GenAnnual meeting with Association of
Electric Co., Chicago.

Rmlw ay* Electric

Railway Electrical Engineers.

p„»*,nk

Halena
L.aiena

L. Eubank,
Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association.— D.
Next annual meeting, SepSignal Oil Company. Richmond, Va.

tember 1919. Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
L. Ball, St. Lou.s-San
Fire Protection Association.
Next annual meeting, October 21-23,
cisco Ry.. St. Louis, Mo.
_
La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
Morrison, C. &. O.,
Railway Real Estate Association.— R. H.
.

-G

Rmlway

Fran1919,

„.
Rich,

.

0I

Si'gnal Association.— (See
tion II, Signal Division.)

Railway

American Railroad Association, Sec.

.

.

Railroad Association,
Railway Storekeepers' Association.— (See American
Section VI. Purchases and Stores.)
nl „
Conway, 1841 Uiiver
D.
RjCilway Supply Manufacturers' Association.— J.
Pa.
_
Pittsburgh,
Bldg.,
M
A S0CI
Railway Telegraph and Telephone £" LIAuN
4
6"hT
York
New
son, Waterbury Battery Co., 30 Church St.,
McAndrews,
P.
Association.—
J.
Ro\dmasters' and Maintenance of Way
September
C & N W. Ry., Sterling, 111. Next annual convention,
Ch a g
1
8
Station, St. Louis
Union
Frauenthal,
W.
B°'-B.
Ci
u
Rl"vAY
St Lo ms
and
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July
.

.

.

^

A

gU
A p pLi A NCE Association.— F. W. Edmunds, West
1
^" RaiIway" Financial Officers.-L. W. Cox,
Society

SiGNAL

Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Atlanta,

March,

Souths

May,

Ga.
July,

Nyack, Rockland

1217 Commercial
Next annual meeting, October 16-17,

New York City.
Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.— A.
1205,

_

L

__

.„
Merrill,

„ ^
Box
P.O.

_.

Regular meetings. 3d Thursday in January,
September and November, Piedmont Hotel,

Association of Car Service Officers.— E.

The

—

Hillburn,
Track ^UP^LY Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works.Auditorium
NY. Next annual convention, September 16-18, 1919,
Hotel, Chicago.

.

a
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. P. rinan, A.

Ry., Needles, Cal.

xt

v
Y

t1. e&

c
r.
b. t?

r
K„ p
K.,
C. w

Traveling Engineers' Association.— W, O. Thompson, N.
Next annual meeting, September 16-19, 1919, Hotel
Cleveland, O.
Sherman, Chicago.
/-,jjTur:ii„
Western Association of Short Line Railroads.— Clarence M. Oddie, Mills
_.
_
Bldg., San Francisco.
_
..
,

Railway

Chicago.
y

Club.— A.

Regular
U

S

F.

meetings,

Stuebing,

3d

750

Monday

in

,

Transportation Bldg.,
month, except June.

oF Engineers.— Edgar S. Nethercut. 1735 Monadnock
Western
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except
Block, Chicago.
August.
July and

SocTETY

both

bill

Commfesioners

increased

round

effect

certain

bj

anada, hah
passengei fai
"i
Canadian road
for

making an additional appropriation

Alaska Railroad, $17,000,000,
Houses of Congress and lias become a law
of

<

trip

the

the conhas passed
withoui the

for

The Mexican Government

lias issued an order abolishing
special freight rates on the railroads of the republic which
have been granted to foster "infant industries."
The pro-

all

motion of

traffic

by

this

The American Chamber

means

is

a

custom

Commerce

of lonij standing.

the City of Mexico
has entered a protest against the enforcement of the order

of

in

A. S. Titus, special claim adjuster for the Southern Pacific
with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed
traffic manager of the California White & Sugar Pine Mann
facturers'
Association
with office at San Francisco.
Mr.
Titus was formerly connected with the freight claim departments of the Southern at Washington, D. C, and the Southern Pacific at San Francisco.
In his new position he will
handle all traffic matters for the mills in the association.

Charles E. Christopher, formerly sales representative of
the Joseph T. Ryerson &
quarters in that city, has

Son Company, Chicago, with headbeen appointed traffic manager of
the Midco Oil Sales Co., Tulsa, Okla., and assistant traffic
manager of the Mid-Co Gasoline Co., Tulsa, and the MidCo Petroleum Co., Tulsa. Mr. Christopher was formerly
connected with the general freight departments of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Kansas City Southern and
the Missouri,

Oklahoma &

The National
the Interstate

Gulf.

Industrial Traffic

League has complained

to

Commerce Commission, concerning the twoSome roads are
the uniform bill of, lading.

year clause, in
construing this as forbidding the payment of valid claims
for damages after the expiration of two years and one day,
The Leagu:
the time limit named in the bill of lading.
calls for a more reasonable construction; for an interpretation which will not forbid the voluntary payment of claims,
and will make the clause applicable only in cases where no
claim has been filed.

The longshoremen's strike at New York City was broken
by November 1, but it was not subdued until November 6.
Even then, though most of the men were back at work, the
Exrelations of employers and employees were confused.
port and coastwise freight traffic, though badly hampered,
had adjusted itself to the situation in some degree, so that
the congestion was less than would be expected from such a
long-continued blockade. Normal conditions had not, however, been restored before many ocean vessels were again
held up by the scarcity of coal, because of the strike of the
bituminous miners, the United States Fuel Administration
refusing to supply coal to foreign-owned vessels.

W. Sandwich, West-

ern Ry. of Ala., Atlanta, Ga.
s Association
Supply Association of American Railway Tool Foremen
Peoples Gas Bldg.,
C. N. Thulin, Duff Manufacturing Company, 935

Western

Ill

I

,

,

a d
SC
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Stricter

Packing Rules for Express

The American Railway Express Company announces the
adoption of new and stricter packing rules< to be put into
The rules will forbid the use of paper
effect December 10.
wrapping for packages weighing over 25 pounds, or of ordinary paper boxes, wrapped or unwrapped, when the weight
of the contents is over that limit. For heavier packages, the
regulations, like those used in the freight department of railroads, will require wood, fibre board, corrugated strawboard.
servetc., of specified test strengths; though in the express
carton
a wider latitude is permitted in the size of the
No.
used. The new regulations are embodied in Supplement
5, to Express Classification No. 26.
ice
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long.
them about i'-.- kilometers (l.S mile
The co
construction will be over twice what it would have been before
\
conservative estimate would allow at least two
the war.
years for the completion of this line.

of

I
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Standardization of Brazilian
rhe government of India

considering methods of mak-

is

[ndia more independent of outside sources in the supply
railway material.
It is proposed to guarantee the purise in India of 2,500 standard gauge and 500 meter gauge
gons yearly for ten years, provided the price is no higher
quality no lower than in the case of imported
i the
gons.

Electrification in Brazil.

—The

London Times Trade Sup-

mient states that the electrification of the l.arra to Pirahy
ilway is likely to be carried out shortly as a government
tmnission has recommended the system to be employed,
e power will be obtained from one. of the existing power
The cost of rolling stock, sub-station plant and
tnpanies.
.nsmission line will be nearly £1,000,000.

Ninety per cent, of the railroad rolling stock in the Perm,
:aterinburg and Cheliabinsk districts of Russia was pulled
before the territory was given over to the Bolshevikt.
t
lis is the substance of an Associated Press dispatch from
nsk, Siberia, dated in July and printed in American papers
August. The statement was credited to General Jack of
Inter-tAllied Technical Committee. The number of locoHives saved was about 600 and of freight cars about 30.).
The railroad machine shops, as well as other factories
the territory given over to the Bolsheviki, were left intact,
effort being made to destroy them.

Equipment

Commercial Attache J. K. Philippi, Rio de Janeiro, reports
that a commission has been appointed to make a special study
looking to the adoption of uniform types of equipment and
material for the Government railways of Brazil.
The members of the commission are to In- engineers from the Federal
Department of Railway Inspection ami the Federal railways.
Tin- lust study will he devoted to the selection of uniform
types of locomotives, passenger
railroads of one meter gage.

cars

and

freight

cars

for

the

Cars and Locomotives in Russia
London.

The Ironmonger

states that at

war kussj;,
possessed in the neighhorhood of 30,000 locomotives and 570,000
cars and that at the time of the revolution there were 6,200
locomotives and 120,000 ears in good condition with 3.MJ0
locomotives and 145,000 cars needing repairs.
This has been
considerably reduced and this year a new Commission of the
Russian Government does not record more than 4,(XH) locomotives and 95,000 cars.
the declaration of

:

Poland Takes Over Railways
at Warsaw

\ cablegram from the American Legation

should
states

Polish authorities that all railway
reported by
it
it
is
es of Poland, comprising a total of 7,110 miles, are now
Of the railways thus
der the control of the Government.
the

erated, 5,606
les

miles are under the

under the Polish

New

War

authorities

civil

and

in

Nicaragua
London.

ucted.

In the Belgian
proposed

matter

the

diplomatically

with the United
order to enable
residents of the interior of Brazil to find a better and more
profitable market for their goods.
to obtain

rolling

stock,

in

to reports

the General Director of the Danish State Rail
said that the Danish railway, authorities have bought
large quantities of coal in the United States. He is satisfied
with this coal and wants imports from America to continue

ways

American

coal is slightly more expensive in Denmark than
British coal, and it is reported that the Scandinavians will
have to buy it if they do not wish to he without coal during
the coming winter.

Railway Extensions

to

;

the lowness of the

up

effort

Congo

extend the Katanga Railway, which now
the
ds at Bukama, to a new terminus at a place which
waters ol
lgian Administration calls Kihouerbo, on the upper
Congo. This is expected to get over the difficulty ol navi
Kabolo and Bukama,
tion on the upper channels between
owing
iich at present often necessitate the discharge of cargo
is

take

States in an

Danish Railways Run by U. S. Coal
Owing to tin British coal strikes several contracts were
made with agents for American coal merchants. According

A new railway, 75 miles in length, is to be constructed in
caragua, says Modern Transport, from a point on the
iculaya River, following the course of the Bamabana and
ronguas Rivers, of which 40 miles have already been con-

it

Transport Difficulty

1,504

Department.

Railway

Brazil's

According to La Xacion, the Minister of Public Works,
the Congressional Committees and the managers of tinBrazilian railways met recently with a view of finding a
solution to the transportation problems in Brazil.
At the
meeting it was suggested that the Rrazilian Government

water.

in

Columbia
I

Modern Transport
the completion and

states that $100,000 is to be
extension of the railway from

[bagne.
A trial trip has already been
day Divide.

made over

ondon.

raised for
Tolima to

the Gualan-

Plans are being prepared for the construction of the
raba Railway, and when ready will he submitted to the
National Congress of the Republic.
A further extension of the Sabana Railway is also to be
carried out which extension will run from Faeativa to
I

The Drama-Cavalla Railway

of

Greece

\n important railway and sea connection i> being undertaken
the Greek Government, writes Trade Commissioner Eliot
Mears, from Athens. This line will conned up the Salonicares-Conslantinople Railway

at

Drama

with

the

Aegean Sea

Cavalla.
At the present time the onlj outside outlet is in
tern Thrace at Dedeagatch, an open roadstead unprotected
The Drama Cavalla line has
the strong southerly winds.
considered a commercial necessit) For many years, hut
Cavalla is tin- only im_.-r Turkish rule nothing was done.
rfant Macedonian port except Salonica. and is the most im.

rjant tobacco-exporting port in Gr<
The right of way will be 43 kilometers (27 miles), compared
The
tl
36 kilometers (22.5 miles) by the carriage road.
I try is mountainous! which necessitates several tunnels, one

I'aeho.

Westinghouse Becomes Metropolitan Vickers
The name of the British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
ompany, Limited, has been changed to Metropolitan- Vickers Electrical Company, Limited, following an

British

(

amalgamation

with the extensive Vickers interests of the
Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon & Finance Company, Ltd.

From
house

its

inception

Electric

trolled by

in

1899 until 1017 the British Westing-

& Manufacturing Company,

American

interests, but in 1917 the

Ltd., was conAmerican hold-

ings were taken over by the Metropolitan Carriage,

Wagon

1

:

—

:
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1

& Finance Company, Ltd., followed later by amalgamation
with the Vickera interests,
rhe change of name will nol affed the genera] polii
the company.
As a direct result of the amalgamation, much
additional strength will be gained, allowing particularly
greater possibilities of competition in the markets of the
w orld.

$25,000,000

Loan

to

China

Vol. 67, No.

type
roda x
'"'

lo., .id

omotivi

gage locomotivei

Indian Railway, and 17

entral

(

i...

if.

m

for

Bombay,

the

2—8—0

14

type broad

fl

p

Mahratta Railnh
Limited, of Patri< rofl
have ordi rs for the delivery of 17 lo
for the Burt
Railway, 12 for the
Vssam-Bengal Railway, 10
Eastern Bengal State Railway, 10 for the South Indi;
Railway, and 9 for tl
marantccd State Railwj
All these locomotives are to be fated with the Robins
pe Buper-hi
rhe Greal Indian Peninsular Railway has recently plaoj
contracts with the North British Locomotive Co., Ltd.,
Glasgow, for 100 locomotives for their broad gage (5 1
10
6 in.) lines, comprising 30 2
8J
type enj
60 2
type goods engines and 10 0—8—4 "Ghat" tank locomotiv<
and an order has been placed with the Vulcan Foundf
6
Ltd., for 4 standard 4
passenger engines
il'.

W

on

ill

&

(

k

....

i

t

j

loan

of $25,000,000 to the Republic of China, which lias
been arranged with the consent of the Four Power Consortium,
will shortly l>e offered in this country by a syndicate headed
\

Continental & Commercial Trust Co. and the (has.
Corp.
The proceeds of the loan will be used for the development
oi railroad properties in China.
The first offering, unless the
plans are changed, will be limited to $15,000,000, hut it is expected that later offerings will raise the total to $25,000,000.
if this amount is not offered in the first place.
The loan is the first that has been authorized by the consortium.
by

the

Securities

Proposed Electrification of Italian Railways
The London Times Trade Supplement

reports that the Counof Ministers has approved a scheme, proposed by the Transport Minister, De Vito, for the electrification of the State railways.
The bill provides for the exploitation of the national

— —

——

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles in August
The exports

of car wheels and axle- in August total<
nearly one-half of which total was destined I
There were also large shipments to British India at
Japan.
to France.
The figures as compiled by the Division
tistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce a;
as follows
$1,302,546,

•

cil

The

1

816

Honduras

480
546

Mexico
Jamaica

2

Cuba
Dominican
Argentina

bill

Brazil
Chile

1

!

Japan

Turkey

in

Asia

5 74
8.799
2,852

as-

of

from the standpoint of value were destined
The figures in detail as compiled by the
Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
half the August total
for Japanese China.

are as follows

Number

Countries

Canada
Cuba
Dominican Republic

5

Bolivia
Brazil
Chile

5

'>,200

1

1

18

Ecuador
Paraguay
Peru
Japanese

Dollars
57,865
57,595

7

1

1

China

India
Philippine Islands
British South Africa
British

1

5

18,694

16

2

833.600
17.205
116.508
28. 800

69

1,539,540

2
5

Total

9,500
62,990
KJ8.583
11.400
1 0.600
1

1,302,546

Total

locomotives in August totaled 69, a value of
This was considerably more than in July, but not
great as the exports of some of the preceding months. One-

Commerce

Islands
South Africa

British

,875

145
0,497

81,648
37,064
282,202
13,958
546,554
2,500

India
Dutch East Indies
British

$1,539,540.

J

5,800

Colombia
Ecuador
Peru
China
Japanese China

Exports of Locomotives in August

1

29,773
333
19,770
29,647

Republic

Australia
Philippine

Exports

9,163
7,936

Costa Rica

Salvador

to Reggio, Calabria, or from
provides for an expenditure of
800,000,000 lire spread over eight years.
Other sums are
provided for the acquisition of material and for the government's subsidies to the new plants.
The bill will be submitted to the King shortly.
The Trentino alone can provide
at least 1,000,000 horse-power, while the mountain basins of
numerous rivers and torrents along the Alps and the Apennines
can be transformed into artificial lakes.

Trieste.

56.680

Scotland

Canada

tem of the peninsular from Trient
to

Dollars
Ill ,829
50,654

Norway

water power resources and their utilization for propulsion. The
first programme, which limited the improvement to 2,000 kilometers is now extended to 6,000 kilometers. This includes the
two principal trunk lines across the Apennines, viz., the two
"Direttissime",
Genoa-Tortone and Bologna-Florence, eight
mountain passes and the principal arteries of the railway sys-

Turin

Countries

France
Italy

Portuguese East African Railway Development
At present only one railway line has been constructed in th
Beira district, running from Beira to Alacequece and Umtal
called the Beira & Mashonaland Railway, and operated entire!
by British employees. Another railway is, however, about t
be constructed. It will link up the Central African Railway
with Beira, and will be constructed from Chindio, on th
Central African Railways, to a point on the Beira and Mashona
land Railway about 20 miles out of Beira. The total distanc
will be about 200 miles, and the survey has been completed
The gage is to be 3 ft. 6 in., the gage common to nearly al
the South African Railways.
As at present the Beira and Mashonaland Railways as fa:
as possible obtain all their supplies in the United Kingdom, i
is probable that efforts will be made to secure materials re
quired for construction and the necessary rolling stock fo

new line in the United Kingdom also.
The line presents no abnormal difficulties, excepting

this

New

Locomotives for Indian Railways
London.

An extract from Modern Transport states that the Indian
State Railways have placed contracts with the Vulcan Foun6
dry, Limited, of Newton-le-Wiliows, Lanes, for 82
type locomotives; with the Hunslet Engine Co., Lt., for
type locomotives
26 4 6
type locomotives, and 70 2 8

——

——

——

from Messrs. Kitson & Co., Limited, of the Airdale FounThe North British Locomotive Co., Limited,
dry, Leeds.
of Glasgow, has an order for thirty broad gage and five meter
gage locomotives for the Bengal-Nagpur Railway. Sir W.
G.

Armstrong Whitworth

&

the bridgi

over the Zambezi, and the estimated time for construction

Co., Limited, are to deliver 25

ii

On*

of the effects of this line will be that, althongf
Morromeu will send its sugar to Chinde by the Zambezi River,
Sena and all the factories in that district will certainly despa#
Instead of loading sugar at Sena, traflj
their sugar by rail.
shipping it at Chinde, and possibly again transhipping it al
Beira, the sugar will be railed to Beira and shipped to

two years.

destination.

There
rnade,

is

that

also
a

a

possibility

railway

will

though no survey has yet bell
constructed from Mclsetta t£

be

Should this line be constructed, a large area o:
Perry.
farming land would be opened up. A plan has been passed

Villa

:

Oct.

3,

1

Issued Nov.

and the work
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I

executed immediately, tor deepening the
approach the wooden jetties
at all states of the tide to load or discharge cargo.
A very
great saving in time will ensue from tin's work, as at present
at low tide work i« almost at a standstill.
to be

is

1
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lighter channel so that lighters can

Equipment and Supplies
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Exports of Railway Track Materials in August
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Locomotives

The exports

of railway track material in August were greater
than in July, but not as great as in June or May. Of spikes,
4,009,107 pounds, valued at $216,154, were exported in August

compared with exports in July of 3,803,927 pounds, valued
The August exports of rails totaled 48,700 tons,
valued at $2,768,558 as compared with July exports of 32,707
August exports of switches, frogs,
tons, valued at $1,870,583.
Nearly
etc., totaled $538,914 as compared with $289,232 in July.
one-half the August shipments of rails went to Japan.
The detailed prices for August as compiled by the Division

The Birmingham Southern

The Chesapeake & Ohio

as

at $209,054.

of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Spikes
Dollars
158,760
11,163

Pounds

Countries

Belgium

Denmark
145,432

France
Netherlands

8,636

Norway

79

Sweden

100

4.810
7,774

England
294,600
800
23,070
200
50,000
62,100
319,800

Canada
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua

Panama
Salvador

Mexico
ramaica
Dther British West Indies

Cuba
Danish West Indies
French West Indies
Dominican Republic
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile

Colombia
Scuador

Guiana
Paraguay
?eru

733

Philadelphia,

...

1,211
....

1,801

110
94S
2,545

4,984
50,532
96,760

...
...

....
....

458,584

11.948

7.829

150
88
295

...

8,249
3,452
12,948

...

1,286

79,276

322

25

1,170

6,100
731

...
...

....

•••

••

•••

460
309,216

42
24,049

...

....

606

39,017

....

apan
\ustralia
Slew Zealand
Philippine Islands

70

1,696
2,200
7,000
91,797
52,000
136,188
21,128
153,400
20,000

•

101,900

Mam

•

90

1,617

•

3,192

•

•

1420

for

a

Chestnut
second-hand,

A.

J.

Ccccaro,

Broadway,

1

New

York,

is

inquiring for 51

is

Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, 39 Broadway,
inquiring for 6 box cars and 6 flat cars.

New York

City,

Ohio,

338

is

209
39
3.129
20,475
3.228

476,176
938,869
66,528
8,392

42,991
39,888
5,291

473

...

142.700

6,974

434
150

4.171

213

216,154

W.

487
16,404

flat

inquiring for 7 tank cars of 10,000-gal. capacity.

England, with an area of
planning to

invest

less

33,531
2,505
Ill
39,954

903

24,
18.461

12,4

5,133

131,450
11,612

945

157,986

The Government

46,3

197,860
1,867
1,245

292
200
930

258,306

48.700

2,768,558

538,914

t.t'2

1st

down

Dutch East

Indies.

of

15,000

Netherlands has ordered through
tons of steel

rails

for

its

export to the

Mitsui

3,

11,520

twice

office

& Co., 65 Broadway, New York, are in the market for
export for 3,300 sicel high-tension transmission towers, and the
necessary insulation material.

,

bonuses are given of a month's wages, and often conThe working hours may be given generally
siderably more.
per
is 70 hours per week, and the amount of work produced
lour by a Japanese workman may be put down very roughly
British workman
it one-half of that produced by an average
As
where large jobs and heavy machinery are concerned.
close

New York
T

^earlv

nonth only, about the

City,

Iron and Steel

1,160,31'.

26,491
11,500
17,512
11,669
60,716

to

New York

96

;

is

all-steel

1.425
(.(,,544

than the Slate of New York
in a ten year campaign to

rule

ordered 60

& Foundry Company.

Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, 39 Broadway,
are inquiring for six passenger cars.

11"

Japanese Laborers.-^TIic average wage for an

general

City, has

Passenger Cars

unskilled Japanese male laborer to-day is 2s. ($.48) and for a
for a skilled male laborer it is from
'emale laborer Is. 4d. (.32)
is. ($1.20) to 7d.
($1.68) per day. These rates are about 70 per
Besides the daily rates however,
:ent above pre-war rates.

the

New York

from the American Car

11,

acres of land, so as to replace for future
:ommercial use the timber used in France during the war.

holidays,

Co.,

The Union Tank Car Company has distributed an order for
2,000 tank cars between the Standard Steel Car Company, the
Cambria Steel Company and the Pressed Steel Car Company.

250,000

of

&

The L. O. Steinbeck Lumber Company, Charleston, W. Va.,
has ordered 10 15-ton narrow-gage logging cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

4,2.?.?

— President

$17,000,000

Grace

cars for export

612
....

4,539

Beatty of the Canadian
Pacific has announced that his company will spend over $2,000,)00 in the extension of the Chateau Frontenac Hotel at Quebec,
Canada.

To Extend Quebec Hotel.

R.

•

....

4,009,107

Total

-egards

in

half-ton capacity cane cars for export.

70

26
1,060
1.742

East Africa
Portuguese Africa

Wages

Company,

the market
standard gage gasolene locomotive.
is

The Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company, Youngstown,

1,014
5,700

3,803
2,328

51

....

South Africa

•eforest

Equipment

Pa.,

Freight Cars

...

370,524

Uruguay
Venezuela
China
rapanese China
British India
straits Settlements
Dutch East Indies

25.245
35,807

10,669
68
1,048
12
2,484
12,341
....

....
....

British

is

The Pennsylvania
street,

1,013

406

Scotland

British
British

inquiring for five Pacific type lo-

Commerce

Switches.
Frogs, Splice
Steel Rails
Bars. etc.
Tons
Dollars
Dollars
10
537
1,151
229
14,790
1,740
717
39,715
893
41,473
1,329
30
1,500

Portugal
Spain

inquiring for two locomotives.

comotives.

follows

are as

is

is

a

and the 15th.— The Engineer, London,

The Pennsylvania Railroad System is inquiring for 200,000
tons of steel rails to be delivered after the termination of the
federal control of the railroads.
The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 5,600 tons of bridge steel
from the American Bridge Company, for its bridge over the
Allegheny river at Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Southern Railway

has ordered 2,300 tons of bridge steel
its bridge over the

from the American Bridge Company, for
Tennessee river at Chattanooga, Tcim.

The Northern Railway

of Costa Rica has ordered, through
United Fruit Company, a 103-ft. riveted truss span bridge
from ihe l S. Steel Products Company.
the

T

.

Perin & Marshall, 2 Rector street, Xew York, lias given an
order to the Consolidated Steel Company for 2,357 tons of 30-lb.
steel rail
also for the necessary splices, bolts and dog-eared
spikes and for 50 complete turnouts for the Mysore State Rail;

;

ways (India).

Sophus Berendsen
rails

laid

is inquiring for 210 tons of 116-lb. groove
with the necessary angle plates, tie bars and bolts, to be
on the wharves in connection with harbor improvement
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work, and has ordered from the United Statei Steel Corporation
1,500 tons "i ''• Hi rails and the necesi irj accessories for the
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Supply Trade News

Copenhagen Tramways (Denmark),
KunNi \ l>
hipp, United States representative al New York,
the Parana Railway, Brazil, is inquiring for 51 tons of 44- lb.
i

oi

3,000

rail,

the

for

rail,

l

oi

Bplice

bars,

bolts,

Bplice

10,000

8 complete switches, 2 velocipedes and

screws

and

pairs

l.(XK)

15 extra

Sao Paulo Rio Grande Railway, 370 tons

16,500 splice In. lis. 2,000 track screws, 21

wheels,

of 50-lb.

complete switches,

velocipedes and 18 extra wheels.

t>

I'm

i

States Steel

I

Cuba;

to

the

2,357

United
ions oi

tons for its lines in
ir
2,263 ions for the Trujillo Railroad in Hon
duras, and for 230 ions ol steel for three bridges to be erected
\ contract lias also been given to the LackaOH the Cuba lines.
lb

(H)

ins

rail

in

wanna Bridge Company

for

The Bowen Motors Railway Corporation, Tern
linl

,

lias

for 2.357

a 210-ft.

steel

span to be built on

the Trujillo Railroad.

Machinery and Tools

completed plans

for a plant to

Haute,

produce gasoline-pro-

us.

pelled pa

The

kmi Company has given orders
For
Products Company as follows:

\iih>

illllliilllllllllllllllMlliilllllHI

track

C. A. S.
Mich.,

Engineering Company,

7'H)

Woodward

Ave.,

been appointed Detroit district r<
live of the Pollak Steel Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Detroit,

lias

The Tenc Haute, Ind. plant of the American Car & Foundry Company, was damaged by lire, on October 7, causi
loss of $1011,000.
Rebuilding will be started immediately,

W. Russell Walsh, son of \V. J. Walsh, district manager of 1
the Galena-Signal Oil Company at Chicago, has recently liecome associated with the Glidden Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
The Edgewater Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., lias
Rank & Goodell, 906 Merchants Ban k Building,

pointed
Lines Wist, are inquiring for a large
number of machine tools for shops at Columbus, Ohio, Crestline
and Stark, and at Terre Haute, Ind.

The Pennsylvania,

Tin. Tela Railroad, Honduras, has ordered the following shop
equipment through the United Fruit Company: a driving wheel
lathe, car wheel press, car wheel boring machine, steam pile
hammer and a crank shaper.

Paul,

its

selling agents for St. Paul, Minneapolis,

ap-

J

St.

|

Duluth and

adjacent territory.
R. H. Brown, Jr., of the St. Louis, Mo., office of the Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, has been appointed manager of the new office of the company in the Sam Houston
Life building at Dallas, Tex.

Mudge & Co., Chicago, has completed the
new railway motor car plant at Chicago.

construction of

C. P. Benning,
assistant general manager, with headquarters at Chicago, has

its

Track Specialties

been appointed factory manager.

The Oneida & Western

is

inquiring for 12 miles of 40-lb. re-

laying rails with angle bars and spikes.

15

Broad

street,

Steel

& Tube Company

of

America, Chicago,

is

asking

on an additional merchant blast furnace stack to be
erected either at South Chicago, 111., or Indiana Harbor, Ind.

The

New

inquiring
for 85 copper firebox plates to have a tensile strength of 32,700
These plates arc for the Danish State
lb. to the square inch.

Sophus Berendsen,

The

for bids

Miscellaneous
York,

is

capacity will be rated at about 600 tons per day.

The Lyon Metallic Manufacturing Company, Aurora, 111.,
has opened a New England district sales branch at 161 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass., in charge of J. B. Throckmorton, formerly New York City representative of the company.
The Pettibone-Mulliken Company, Chicago, manufacturers

Railways.

The Du Pont Chemical Company,

Wilmington, Del., is disposing of the equipment used in its war plants and has issued a
circular giving a list of the machinery, equipment and material
which is for sale, including machine shop and foundry equipment, power plant equipment,

etc.

Signaling

awarded a contract to Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company, New York City, for a onestory foundry, 150 ft. by 240 ft. at Chicago, to cost $200,000,
including equipment.
of railroad specialties, has

C. E. Hutchison, formerly district representative at St.
Louis, Mo., of the La Belle Iron Works, Steubenville, Ohio,
has resigned to become associated with the Youngstown

Sheet

& Tube Company, Youngstown,

Ohio, with headquar-

ters at Cleveland, Ohio.

The Canadian National Railways have ordered from the
Federal Signal Company, Albany, N. Y., a mechanical interlocking for Villeroy, Quebec; Saxby & Farmer, 32 levers.
The Pennsylvania, Lines West, have ordered material for
an all-electric interlocking plant at Leetonia, Ohio, from the
General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y., 52 working
levers

Dan Greene, who has been engaged in the Signal Valuation department of the Wabash at Decatur, 111., has been
appointed service engineer in the railroad sales department
of the National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, with
headquarters at Chicago.

The Rock Island Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, Rock

and 20 spare spaces.

111., has been incorporated with $200,000 capital stock
manufacture brake shoes and other railway supplies. The
incorporators are Simon Lewis, Hyman Lewis and M. I.

Island,

to

Americanization Work among foreign born employees of
Chicago industrial plants, conducted by the committee on Americanization of the Chicago Association of Commerce in collaboration with the Board of Education has grown remarkably since it
was started a year ago. More than 6,000 students are attending
65 classes which hold sessions in 30 different plants^
of Great Britain, according to
of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, have made grants, to July 31, 1919, amounting to
British
$45,500,000 for the repair of roads and bridges in the
This grant was divided as follows: England, $39,240,000;
Isles
Scotland, $2,640,000; Ireland, $645,000; Wales, $2,975,000.

The Highway Authorities

a

report

received

by the

Bureau

•

Morris,

all

of

Rock

Island.

The Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich., is making additions to its plant, which include a new general office
building and a new machine shop. The construction will cost
$500,000 and is such as to admit of adding more stories to
the building as necessity may require.
Robert N. Dickman, mining engineer on the

W. Hunt & Company,

staff of

Rob-

engineers, Chicago, died on SepMr.
tember 14, at La Jolla, Cal., following an operation.
Dickman was formerly associated with the mining engineer-

ert

ing firm of

Dickman & MacKenzie.

Oct.

Issued Nov.
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G. E. Anderson, formerlj assistant to vice-president of the
American Locomotive
ompany, has been appointed assistant eastern sales manager, oi the Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., with headquarters al it- eastern sales
offices, 50 Church street, New York.
i
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Railway Construction

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, has appointed
Engineering Company, 790 Woodward avenue,
Steel

the C. A. S.
Detroit, Mich., as

its

representative

the

in

Detroit district,

which embraces Michigan and northern Ohio, including
cities of

Toledo, Elyria and

I

the

leveland.

John B. Jordan, assistant manager of the railroad sales de
partment of the Crane Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed manager of the department with
the same headquarters, succeeding F. D. Finn who lias been
granted an indefinite leave of

The Railway Signaling Text Book
Y.,

has

orporation, Utica, X.

(

articles of incorporation at the office of the secstate, Albany, N. Y., to deal in school supplies;

Tiled

retary of

capital $60,000.
Strobel, and A.

The incorporators
M.

are

II.

C.

Williams, H. L.

Kieffer, all of Utica.

The Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio, has been given
an order to replace all couplers on the electrically operated
cars of the Long Island Railroad, with the Tomlinson coupler
which, in addition to coupling the cars connects the air pipe.
A total of 154 cars will be equipped in this way.
H. V. McKedy, assistant to the vice-president in charge of
American Locomotive Company, has severed his
connection with that company. He has been appointed east-

sales of the

ern railway representative of the Glidden Company, Cleveland, Ohio, with headquarters at 636 West 34th street, New

York

City.

W. W. Herron
pany with
will

make

has Organized

office in

the

Herron Lumber Com-

Henry

the

a specialty of

building, Seattle, Wash., and
shipments to railroads, railroad con-

tractors, and car manufacturers. The new company will take
over the interest of the Herron Company of Seattle and will
maintain the latter's branch office in Chicago.

T. H. Symington Company, Xew York, announces that
meeting of its board of directors held in New York on
October 22, C. J. Symington was elected president in charge
of sales and operation, vice T. H. Symington, elected chairman of the board, both with headquarters at New York. Donald Symington, vice-president in charge of operation at Rochester has resigned from the company.

The

at the

Dr. Leonard F. Fuller has been appointed assistant manager of the insulator factory at Barberton, Ohio of the Ohio
Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio. Dr. Fuller did some notable work in connection with the laboratories of the Federal
Telegraph Company at Palo Alto, Cal., and in recognition of
his work in wireless telegraphy, was recently given the degree of Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering by Leland Stanford
University.

A. G. Gibbons has become associated with the Wetmore
Reamer Company, Milwaukee, Wis., as production engineer.
He was formerly superintendent of tools and supplies for
Winslow Brothers Company, Chicago. He also served with
the Cadillac Company and the Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company for many years. The Wetmore plant has been
re-arranged and additional equipment installed under the direction of Mr. Gibbi m

Valentine Winters, presidenl of the Winters National Bank,
Dayton, Ohio, has been appointed receiver tor the Barney &
Smith Car Company, of that city, <>n petition of Frank II.
Ballman and Edwin P. trvin, partners, doing business as
Ballman & Irvin of Cincinnati. Suspension of the business
of building and equipping both freighl and passenger cars,
caused by the war, is d< ned as the chief reason for the receivership action. The receiver his been authorized to borrow on receiver notes t<> the extent "I £ 1<K).00() with which to
mpany, it us set forth, possesses
carry on the business,
assets largely in excess oi the liabilities, but it is unable to
meet the liabilities as they mature
I

1

Canadian

mini
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National

Railways. This system has let conabout 410 miles of line as follows:
To
(.rani, Smith & McDonell, Ltd., Calgary, Alta., 25 miles on the
Arcadia Valley branch; the Wes
upany,
Ltd., North Battleford, Sask., 21 miles on the Jackfish Lake
branch from mile 61.95 to mile 83, and on the Luck Lake branch
from mile 13.64 to mile 35, a distance of 21.36 miles. On the
Peebles-Lampman branch 20 miles has been let to the Canadian Construction Company, Ltd., Winnipeg, Man., on the Swift
Current branch 27 miles from mile 92 to mile 120 to Gibbs
Brothers, Gravelbourg, Sask.; on the Peace River branch 38
miles, beginning at mile 34 has been let to Malcolm McCrimmon \ Son, Kdmonlon, Alta.; on the Thunderhill branch, 9
miles from mile 100 to D. R. & D. J. McDonald, Xctherill, Sask.;
on the Munson-Wayne branch a contract has been let for double
tracking from mile 312 to 322 to J. Manning, Drumheller, Alta.,
and on the Rosebud Creek diversion, Carter-Halls-Aldinger
Company, Ltd., Winnipeg, has a contract for the Calgary subdiversion. The Canadian Construction Company, Ltd., also have
received contracts for two extensions on the Hanna-Medicine
Hat branch for a total of 88 miles, and J. W. Stewart & Co.,
Winnipeg, has received contracts covering 150 miles of construction on the following branches 35 miles on the Eston southeasterly line, 30 miles on the Melfort northeast line, 28 miles
on the Melfort-Humbolt branch, 15 miles on the Amaranth
extension, 22 miles on the Oliver northeast branch and 20 miles
addition on the Amaranth extension to Ste. Rose du Lac north.
building

for

tracts

:

Canadian National.
made by this road on

— Extensive

improvements have been
through Alberta, Canada.
A
second track has been completed between Munson Junction, Alia,
and Drumheller, a distance of 11 miles, and is being extended
its

lines

to Wayne, a further distance of 7 miles.
On this stretch a 300-ft.
tunnel is being built, together with a number of diversions to
eliminate a number of Trestles along the Rosebud and Red Deer
River valleys. At D umheller a new freight yard accommodating
750 cars and a new roundhouse have been completed.

A branch line extending from Peace River Junction, Alta., to
Whitecourt, a distance of 78 miles, is Hearing completion.
Freight service is in operation from Peace River Junction to
Sangudo, 31 miles, and grading and preparation for track laying
have been completed to Whitecourt.
The Canadian National is also improving its station at New
Glasgow, X. S„ by building a brick extension, two stories high,
38 ft. wide and 41 ft. long. The work is being carried out by
company

forces.

Lines Wkst.— Officers of this road and
the municipal officers of the Akron, Ohio, have signed an agreement to collaborate in the construction of a temporary grade
separation viaduct at South Main street and Miller avenue in

Pennsylvania,

Akron. As soon as the signatures of officers of the Baltimore &
Ohio and Erie, both of which roads are interested in the project,
are obtained, the work will be started,
The articles
signed include a plan providing for a structure across the south
Main street yard at Miller avenue, which will serve to carry
traffic over tracks in the southern end of the city while viaducts are being built over other crossings.
The cost of the
temporary structure is estimated to be $150,000.

Tidewater Southern- A survey

lias been completed for a proextension from Hilmar, Cal., 62 miles southerly to the
Sin Joaquin River, at a point known as Skaggs Bridge. It
has not been decided when construction work on this line will

posed

I

started.

e

fin.

had

To

1

its

1

ai

i

\

n

ECONOMIC Mission

to

the

departure postponed until October

Crj mi

Pi

in

1

1

Sentiment

for

the

1'nitcd

has

States

15.

Plumb

plan,

a

la

-

mass meeting was held in the Hippodrome Theatre at Pottsville, Pa., on September 29, under the auspices of the Plumb
Plan League of that city.
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organize
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Chicago & North Western. This road has obtained authorfrom the Public Utilities Commission of Michigan to
issue unsecured five and one-quarter per cent promissory notes
in the aggregate amount of $800,000 for the purpose of enlarging and extendng the capacity of its rain elevator and inter
change facilities connected therewith in Chicago. The notes
will be issued in denominatons of $1000 and $5000 and shall be
at the

rate of $100,000 per year.

—

veland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. This company has applied to the Public Utilities Commission of Ilinois
for leave to execute its refunding and improvement mortgage,
dated June 27, 1919, and to issue bonds thereunder to an amount
not exceeding S20.000.000. The petition filed by this company
also asked for rehearing and for modification of the order
dated July 1. 1919, and elimination from this order of provisions for the payment of a lee by the petitioner for authority
to issue bonds.

—

Coast &

Piedmont. Judge Evans of the United
Court at Savannah, Ga., on October 18 confirmed the sale of this road to H. H. Dean, of Gainesville, Ga.,
The business interests of Brunswick, Ga., and
for $426,500.
points along the line put in a bid for $410,000, with a view of
operating the railway as a going concern. Mr. Dean announced
after the sale that the road would be dismantled except a
small portion of a few miles which he had sold to the citizens
Georgia

States

Illl

Miiiiii

i

ii

illinium

Officers
lltlllllllii

Central

and others, for $167,500, has been confirmed

ity

made payable

I

of

resigned.

.

Illlllll

14

Railroad Administration

Harry Landa

Centrai oi Georgia, Charles H. Markham has been elected
chairman of the board oi directors to succeed Charles A.
abod)

I
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a companj
and will continue to operate the line.
extends from Kirk, Tex., to Christine, a distance of 45 miles.
An increase in traffic is expected from the development of the
Somerset oil fields.

1\

I

Railway

mi'

Jarrett and

E,

'

News

sale of the Artesian Bell to

"i

Antonio,

":
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District

Major C. E. Lester has been discharged from military service and appointed assistant supervisor of equipment with
the

Railroad Administration at Meadville, Pa.

General
J. A. Gordon, general manager of the Detroit, Toledo &
ronton has been appointed federal manager, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich. G. W. Eckerle, assistant to Mr.
Gordon as general manager, has been appointed assistant t"
him as federal manager and also purchasing agent, with
I

headquarters

at Detroit.

H. B. Sargent has been appointed federal manager of the
Alabama & Vicksburg, the Louisiana & Mississippi Transfer and the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific with headquarters at Vicksburg, Miss., succeeding E. H. Coapman as federal manager of the first two mentioned roads and J. A. Edson of the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific.

Regional
H. D. Brown, assistant

to the transportation assistant to
director of the Central Western region, has
been promoted to transportation assistant, succeeding Frank
E. Clarity, who has been promoted.

the

regional

Gentry Waldo,

committeeman

district freight traffic

of the

Dallas district of the Southwestern region and traffic manager of the San Antonio & Aransas Pass, with office at
Houston, Tex., has been promoted to traffic assistant to B.
F. Bush, regional director, of the Southwestern region, with
office at St. Louis, Md., succeeding H. M. Adams, who has
resigned.

Operating

of Reidsville. Ga.. for $3,500 a mile.

T. Peyton, superintendent of the Fort Worth Belt, has
been appointed terminal manager with headquarters at Fort

maha

Worth.

which is
the only passageway for motor
river at Darien.

points north,

is

The bridge over the Altamiles long and practically
traffic between Jacksonville and
five

offered for sale by Mr. Dean.

president and director
York, has been elected
a director succeeding Roger Shepard of St. Paul, Minn.

Great

Northern— Seward

of the Bankers Trust

Prosser,

Company

of

New

& Alabama— H. B. Thorne, vice-president of
Metropolitan Trust Company of New York, representing
the bondholders' committee purchased this road, on October 14
A new company to be known
at Pensacola, Fla., for $500,000.
as the Pensacola. Gulf & Northern is being organized to operGulf. Florida

W.

Thomas
Northern

E.

Coyle, trainmaster on

Pacific,

the

Tacoma

division,

with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., has

resigned.

D. F. Kirkland, terminal manager of the Atlanta Terminal,
with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed superintendent also.

the

ate the property.

Central.— After a long legal battle the Cook County
(Chicago) Board of Review has ruled that the Illinois Central
must pay taxes amounting to $300,000 on approximately $10,Illinois

000.000 worth of stocks and bonds of other corporate organiThe railroad company had
zations, held by the company.
maintained for years that the bonds were not subject to taxThe city attempted to collect taxes this year and when
ation.
the railroad objected the case was taken to the Board of
Review. The contention of the city's corporation counsel that
the bonds were noncbartered property and taxable was sustained.

Immediately after the return of the decision, E. J. Brundagc,
attorney-general of Illinois, announced that he would file claims
sum
for back taxes on the stock and intimated that a large
would be involved.

—

An extension until
International & Great Northern.
November 1, 1922. with interest at 7 per cent has been granted
on the SI 1,290.500 first mortgage 6 per cent bonds of this company, due

November

1,

1919.

R. B. Willimason has been appointed superintendent of
claim prevention of the Missouri Pacific with headquarters
at St. Louis, Mo.
of the Great Northern, with
J. McNaught, train master
headquarters at Minneapolis, has been appointed superinten 1ent of terminals with the same headquarters, succeeding P.

L. Clarity, transferred.

E. G. DeLong has been appointed assistant trainmaster on
the Toledo division of the Pennsylvania, Western Lines.
with office at Toledo, Ohio, succeeding F. A. Watkins, who

has been assigned to other duties.

and
G. H. Moore, has been released from military service
appointed trainmaster of the Shasta Division, Southern PaciCal., succeeding H. G.
fic, with headquarters at Dunsmuir,
McCarthy, assigned to other duties.

Guy M. Lawrence has been appointed acting trainmaster,
Railway
Lake Superior division, of the Northern Pacific

Company with headquarters at Duluth. Minn., succeeding
the
Henry J. Councilman appointed committeeman for
United States Railroad Administration.

Oct.
B.

J.

port

&

Issued Nov.

3,

19,
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Peasley, master mechanic of the Vicksburg, Shrevebeen appointed superintendent of motive

Pacific, has

power

of that road and of the Alabama & Vicksburg and
the Louisiana & Mississippi Transfer at Monroe, La. J. P.

Stanton has been appointed superintendent of car service
Vicksburg, Miss.

at

B. L. Bugg, superintendent of the. Atlanta Terminal, has
been appointed general manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, the Charleston & Western Carolina and
other roads under the direction of l\ T. Lamb, federal
manager, with headquarters at Atlanta, /a., succeeding W.

R. Hudson, deceased.
R. H. Smith, assistant division superintendent of the Pocahontas division of the Norfolk & Western has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Radford division,

with office at Roanoke, Va., succeeding A. S. Payne, promoted. W. O. Tracy has been appointed Mr. Smith's successor with office at Bluefield, W. Va.

W. H. Johnson, superintendent
folk & Western, at Roanoke, Va.,

of terminals of the

Nor-

has been appointed superintendent of terminals at Norfolk, succeeding B. W. Brownell, resigned.
A. S. Payne, assistant division superintendent
of the Norfolk & Western has been appointed to succeed
Mr. Johnson as superintendent at Roanoke.

W.

F. Schmitz, assistant trainmaster of the Chicago, MilSt. Paul, Sioux City
Dakota division, has beer,

waukee

&

&

appointed trainmaster of the Hastings & Dakota division
with headquarters at Montevideo, Minn., succeeding H. L.
Bigg, resigned. C. F. Urbutt, district engineer with office
at Chicago, has been appointed Mr. Schmitz's successor.

Elmo Hodges, assistant chief clerk to the manager of the
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, has been appointed
assistant superintendent of the Southern Pacific, Louisiana
Lines, with headquarters at Lafayette, La., succeeding W.
Middlemas, resigned. Mr. Hodges began railroad work
yard clerk with the Houston & Texas Central. In
1908, he became roadmaster's clerk of the same road; two
years later, division accountant and in 1914 was appointed
The following year he
chief clerk to the superintendent.
went to the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio as head
clerk in the auditor's office at Houston, Texas. In 1917 he
returned to the position he had resigned with the Houston
& Texas Central and again resigned shortly after to accept
S.

in 1906 as

chief clerkship to the assistant general manager of the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio. From March until September of this present year he held the position from which

he received his recent promotion.

Financial, Legal

and Accounting

L. Mitten, has been appointed auditor of passenger
of the Pere Marquette with office at Detroit, Mich.,
succeeding F. W. Niemann, who has resigned.

E.

traffic

A. J. Silham, acting cashier and paymaster of the Chicago
Eastern Illinois, with office at Chicago, has been appointed
cashier and paymaster with the same headquarters, succeeding John H. Pratt, deceased.

&

C. H. Nero has been appointed auditor of passenger receipts of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the Central New England and other roads under the supervision of
S. Palmer, federal auditor, succeeding H.
signed to other duties.

H.

W. Snow,

as-

Fred Horton, general accountant for the Pere Marquette,
with office at Detroit, Mich., has resigned to become federal
auditor of the Grand Trunk, Western Lines, with the same
headquarters, succeeding J. L. Talbott. Mr. Talbott retains
his position as federal auditor of the Pere Marquette with
office at Detroit.

H. H. Leroy, auditor of the Vicksburg, Shreveport

New

&

Pa-

Orleans, La., has been appointed federal auditor of the same road as well as of the Alabama & Vicksburg and the Louisiana & Mississippi Transcific,

with headquarters

at

719
same headquarters.

Udolpho Wolfe, local
headquarters at New Orleans, has been appointed federal treasurer with the same headquarters.
with the
treasurer with
fer

Fitzgerald Hall, assistant general solicitor of the NashChattanooga & St. Louis, the Tennessee Central and
the Birmingham & Northwestern, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed general solicitor to fill the
vacancy created by the death of Judge Claude Waller, who
died December 7, 1918.
ville,

Traffic
D. R. Lincoln, has been appointed assistant freight traffic
of the Missouri Pacific, with office at St. Louis, Mo,
succeeding W. A. Rambach, promoted.

manager

William T. Boardman has been appointed general freight
and passenger agent of the Mississippi Central with office
at Hattiesburg, Miss., succeeding H. R. Wilson, who has
resigned.

Warren H. Fogg has resigned

as consolidated ticket agent
the Railroad Administration and returned to his former
position, district passenger agent of the Central of Georgia
at Atlanta, Ga.

for

Hiram M. Pearce, traffic manager of the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
has been appointed general traffic manager with the same
headquarters.

John A. Jackson, general freight agent

of the Gulf, Mob-ie
Northern, with office at Mobile, Ala., has been promoted
to federal general freight and passenger agent of the Gulf,
Mobile & Northern and the Meridian & Memphis, with the
same headquarters.

&

N. J.. Brennan, of the commercial agent's office of the
Michigan Central, at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed
freight representative succeeding A. W. Billington, who has
resigned to become general agent for the Toledo Distributing & Forwarding Co., Toledo.

W.

E. Callender, division passenger agent of the Chicago
Eastern Illinois with headquarters at Evansville, Ind., has
been transferred to Chicago succeeding S. M. Childs, resigned to enter other business. O. B. Lozier, division passenger agent at Chicago, succeeds! Mr. Callender at Evans-

&

ville.

W. A. Rambach, assistant freight traffic manager of the
Missouri Pacific, has been appointed freight traffic manager
of the same road as well as of the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf,
Arkansas Central, Natchez & Southern, Natchez & Louisiana
Railroad Transfer with headquarters at St. Louis, succeeding
C. E. Perkins.
M. Lawrence,

assistant trainmaster of the Lake SupeNorthern Pacific with headquarters at
Duluth, Minn., has been appointed acting trainmaster in
charge of the first and second subdivisions with the same
headquarters, succeeding H. J. Councilman, temporarily as-

G.

rior division

of the

signed to other duties.

H. E. Heller, assistant general freight and passenger agent
of the Chicago,

Kansas

Burlington

&

Quincy, with headquarters at

Missouri, has been appointed general freight
agent of the Missouri district with headquarters at St. Louis,
Missouri, succeeding William Gray, resigned. Frank A. Hait
has been appointed Mr. Heller's successor.
City,

C. A. Smith, general freight agent of the Carolina, ClinchOhio Railroad
& Ohio and the Carolina, Clinchfield

field

&

of South Carolina, with office at Erwin, Tenn., has had his
jurisdiction extended over the passenger department, under
the title of general freight and passenger agent, with the
same headquarters. As general passenger agent he suc-

succeeds C. T. Mandel, deceased.

H. L. Hanes, assistant general freight agent of the NashChattanooga & St. Louis, the Tennessee Central and

ville,

RAILWAY AGK
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thf

Birmingham &

and

has resigned to beconi
*\ >mpanj
grain dealers
clerk in the rate
C. Kirk, ii,' 11

Northwestern,
II.
Wilkes

associated with the J.
<>i
Nashville, rennessee.

J.

,

I

A. c. Johnson, chairman ol the Freight Traffic Committee,
oi
the Northwestern, Central Western and Sotithwesterr
regions, and assistant traffic manager of the Chicago &

Northwestern,

at Chicago, lias been appointed
Chicago & Northwestern, with the
same headquarters, succeeding H. R. McCullough, who resigned to accept service with the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway Company.

managei

with
oi

office

the

A. J. Chapman, auditor of disbursements of the Southern
Lines with headquarters at Cincinnati, lias been appointed
freight traffic manager of the Alabama & Vicksburg, the
Louisiana &
Mississippi
Transfer, and the Vicksburg,
Shrevepori & Pacific with headquarters at New Orleans, La.
C. F. Woods, general passenger agent of the Alabama &
Vicksburg, has been appointed general passenger agent of
thai road and of the Louisiana & Mississippi Transfer and
the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific.
division freight agent on the CleveSt. Louis, at Cleveland, Ohio,
land. Cincinnati, Chicago
has been promoted to assistant general freight agent with
office at Cincinnati, Ohio, a position which he held prior to

George Krause,

Jr.,

&

August, 1918, when, in the reorganization under government
control, he was assigned to the position of division freight
agent at Cleveland. J. E. Anderson, division freight agent
at Cincinnati, has been transferred to Cleveland, succeeding Mr. Krause. Miles Todd, of the freight department, has
been appointed to succeed Mr. Anderson at Cincinnati.
R. B. Battey, chief clerk to the federal manager of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at Chicago, has
been promoted to assistant general freight agent in charge
of coal traffic with the same headquarters, succeeding W. A.
Holley, whose resignation was announced in the Railway
Mr. Battey was born in ChiAge of June 13. page 1450.
He began railway work in April, 1905, as a stenogcago.

rapher in the superintendent's office of the Pennsylvania
Lines at Chicago. In 1907 he became connected with the
general passenger department of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, where re remained until 1910, when he was transferred to the office of vice-president of the traffic departas secretary to C. G. Burnham, vice-president. When
Mr. Burnham was made federal manager of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy in 1918, Mr. Battey was appointed
position
chief clerk in the federal manager's: office, which
he held until his recent appointment.

ment

Engineering and Rolling Stock
J.

headquarters
Corcoran, assigned

A. Bryan, has been appointed roadmaster of the MonWyoming & Southern with headquarters at Belfry.

Montana.
F. A. McArthur has been appointed mechanical valuation
engineer in charge of the valuation of rolling srtock of the
St. Louis-San Francisco.

K.

P.

with

C. H. Holdredge, road foreman of engines of the Southern
Pacific at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed assistant
air

brake inspector succeeding A. M. Meston, pro-

D. M. Pearsall, shop superintendent of the Atlantic Coast
Line at Waycross, Ga., has been appointed superintendent of
motive power, second and third divisions, with the same
headquarters.
A. M. Meston has been appointed district road foreman
oil burning inspector of the Southern Pacific

of engines and

Bates,

office

(<>

Loa

Angeles,
other duties,

at

succeeding

Cal.,

assistant engineer on the
Louis, Mo., has been

St.

bridge engineer
ceeding W. D. Hudson,
sistant

P.

W.

with

who

the same
has res,.

Missouri

Pacific

promoted

t<

headquarters,

suc-

B. E. Conlan, roadmaster oi the W< tern Pacific at PorCal., has been appointed roadmaster of the third and
fourth districts of the Denver & Rio Grande with head-

tola,

quarters at Walsenburg, Colo., succeeding Richard
who has resigned.

Hughes

J. C. Wrenshall, Jr., has returned to the position of division engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading at Spring Gai

den Street, •Philadelphia, succeeding

who has returned

engineer,

division

W.

G. Wieand, acting

the position of superAdams, acting supervisor,
to

Lansdale, succeeding C. D.
has been appointed assistant supervisor at Lansdale.

visor at

who

W.

Hillman, division engineer of the Madison division
Chicago & Northwestern, with headquarters at Madison, Wis., has been transferred to the Wisconsin division
with office at Chicago, succeeding Lee Jutton, who has been
F.

of the

operating department with headquarters at
A. Dyer, division engineer of the Southern Illinois division, with office at South Pekin has been
appointed to succeed Mr. Hillman and J. D. Irving, assistant engineer, with office at Boone, Iowa, has been promoted to division engineer succeeding Mr. Dyer.

transferred

to

Madison, Wis.

the

J.

Purchasing
F. E. Outerbridge has been appointed storekeeper of the

& Toledo Shore Line Railroad with headquarters
Lang, Ohio.

Detroit
at

P. H. Shay has been appointed storekeeper of the Lehigh
R. E. Walker has been appointed
Valley at Coxton, Pa.
storekeeper of the Lehigh Valley at Auburn, N. Y.

W. W. Blowney has been appointed assistant purchasing
agent in charge of purchases and stores, of the Toledo, St.
Louis & Western and the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line with
headquarters at Toledo, Ohio.
T. H. Ryan, local purchasing agent at

New

Orleans,

La

,

&

Alabama, has been appointed purchasing
agent of that road and of the Louisiana & Mississippi Transfer and the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific.
of the

Vicksburg

R. I. Irwin, purchasing agent of the Texas & Pacific, the
International & Great Northern and other lines under the
direction of J. L. Lancaster and F. G. Pettibone, federal
managers, has been granted leave of absence. C. B. Porter
has been appointed acting purchasing agent with headquarters at Dallas,

Texas.

Special
land commislsioner oi
J. M. Hughes has been appointed
the Northern Pacific with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
succeeding Thomas Cooper, resigned.

Corporate

division engineer of the Pennsylvania diviJ. C. Dorsey,
the
sion of the Delaware & Hudson, has been transferred to
Saratoga division with headquarters at Albany, N. Y.

general
moted.

at

14

1

department <>i the freight ti.n.' u organization <n
the above mentioned roads, lias been appointed to succeed
Mi
lanes.

tana,

with

traffic

traffic
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
R. A. Clark has been appointed auditor of the
Valley with headquarters at Kenilworth, N. J.

Rahway

of the Gulf, Mobile &. Northern, with
has been appointed controller of the
same company with the same headquarters.
F.

office

M. Hicks, auditor
at Mobile, Ala.,

Frank B. Bowes, traffic manager of the Illinois Central,
with office at Chicago, has been elected vice-president of the
Illinois Central, the Central of Georgia, and the Yazoo &
Mr Bowes was vice-president of the
Mississippi Valley.
Illinois Central prior to government control.
1

.

Oct.

3,

Issued Nov.

19,

1919
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D. R. Harris, of Henderson, Tex., has been appointed re
ceiver of the

Timpson

&

Henderson Railway Company.

R. W. Hannington, formerly city solicitor at Victoria, B.
C, has been appointed general attorney of the Canadian
National with office at Vancouver, B. C, a position newly

Purchasing
A. S. Perry, of the New York City office of the Panama
Railroad Company, has been appointed assistant commissary
purchasing agent at New Orleans, La., a newly created position.

created.

George H. Ingalls, senior traffic assistant to the regional
director of the Eastern region and traffic manager of the
New York Central, lines west of Buffalo, with office at Chicago, has been elected vice-president of the corporation,
with the same headquarters.
H. E. Byram, has resigned as federal manager of the ChiMilwaukee & St. Paul, the Ontonagon and the Escanaba
& Lake Superior, having been elected president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Company, which posicago,

held prior to federal control.
R. M. Calkins, who
has been president during the period of federal control, has
been elected vice-president in charge of traffic.

Obituary
Edgar Slump, freight agent of the Pennsylvania
Lines, at Alliance, Pa., died September 8 at his
Alliance, Pa.

New

York.

Trunk sysJ. B. McLaren, auditor of revenue of the Grand
tem with office at Montreal, has been appointed general
auditor succeeding J. M. Rosevear promoted. Mr. McLaren
began railroad service as junior clerk of the Grand Trunk at
Brockville, Ont, and later held the positions of accountant,
chief clerk, agent and general yard master at Durand, Mich.
He was appointed clerk in the audit office of the Grand
Trunk headquarters in 1"U1 and has since been successively
traveling auditor, chief clerk to the auditor of the freight
accounts and auditor of revenues. W. S. Harrison, assistant
to Mr. McLaren, has been appointed to succeed him as
auditor of revenues.

Operating
assistant superintendent of the New
C. W. P.
Brunswick district of the Canadian Pacific with office at
Brownville Junction, Maine, has been appointed acting super-

Ramsey,

intendent with the same headquarters, succeeding
Boyle, temporarily assigned to other duties.

J.

H.

C. J. McGregor, car distributor in the car service departof the Canadian Pacific, has been appointed assistant
superintendent of the Smith Falls division; C. L. Leighty,

ment

at Smith's Falls, has been appointed assistant
superintendent of the Montreal Terminals division.

chief dispatcher

in

J. R. Anderson, superintendent of the Blue Ridge at Anderson, S. C, died suddenly of apoplexy in the railroad yards

at

Anderson, November

4.

John T. Finerty, trainmaster

tion he

Edward G. Smith, formerly cashier for the Union Pacihc
but engaged for the past two years in construction work for
The United States Government, has been appointed assistant
treasurer of the Union Pacific with headquarters at New
York city succeeding C. W. Weston, who resigned to become vice-president of the Metropolitan Trust Company,

Western

home

&

Western,

of the Delaware, Lackawanna
Scranton, died October 27 at his home. 362

at

Butler Street,

Dunmore, Pa.

Robert Weddell, founder of the Weddell Bridge & Engine
Works, Trenton, Ont., which has executed many contracts
for the Dominion Department of Railways and Canals, die'!
at Trenton recently.

William Zabel, designing engineer and formerly engineer

&

of production of the Union Switch
Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., with office in that city, died at Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
on October 22, at the age of 39 years.
Z. T. Brantner, superintendent of the maintenance of the
of the Baltimore & Ohio ai Martinsburg, \V. Va.,
died in that city October 21. Mr. Brantner has been in the

way shops

service of the Baltimore

&

Ohio for 57 consecutive years.

Samuel O. Malin, formerly special agent of the Northern
Central and the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, with
headquarters at Baltimore, died recently at his home in that
city.
Mr. Malin retired in 1916 at the age of 70 years.

Howard B. Bryning, district passenger agent on the Chicago Great Western, with office at Kansas City, Mo., died
in that city recently at the age of 47 years.
He was at one
time traveling passenger agent on the Northern Pacific.
^

George W. Thompson, assistant to R. Jj Parker, general
manager of the Panhandle & Sante Fe, and formerly general superintends of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, died
in Springfield, Ohio, October 19 following a nervous breakdown.
William C. Copley, special agent of the Pennsylvania,
with headquarters at Altoona, Pa., died October 15, at his
home in Altoona after an illness of four years. Previous
to his appointment in 1918, as special agent, Mr. Copley was
Freight trainmaster of the same road.

Traffic
T. D. Geoghegan, traffic manager of the Gulf, Mobile &
Northern, with office at Mobile, Ala., has been appointed
the same hi
traffic manager of the corporation with
quarters.

appointed assistant general fr<
J. H. Norton has been
agent of the Canadian National with headquarters at M
E. B. Robb, division freighl and district pas
ton, N. B.
office
senger agent for the Transcontinental Division, with
division freighl agenl
at Cochrane, Ont. has been appointed
G. Bishop has
rith headquarters at Halifax, N. S., W. E.
Robb.
Mr.
succeed
been appointed to

Engineering and Rolling Stock
engineer of the Grand Trunk at
signal engineer succeeding R.
appointed
been
Montreal, has
C.

F.

H.

Tillett, acting signal

Morkill, resigned.

Na
MacGillivray, resident engineer on the Canadian
Port William. Out, has been promoted to district
H. L. Vercoe, who
Engineer at Saskatoon, Sask., succeeding
has been assigned to other duties.

A M.

tional at

Jamea C. Rogers, former division superintendent of the
Vancouver division of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle with
headquarters at Vancouver, B. C, died recently in Spokane,
Wash., at the age of 54 years. Mr. Rogers was in the service of the Great Northern from 1889 to 1900 as dispatcher
and superintendent. Later he went to Alaska in the service
of the White I'ass & Yukon, where he remained for seven
years prior to becoming connected with the Spokane, Portland

&

Seattle.

John B. Brownell, formerly assistant general auditor of the
Delaware & Hudson, died .suddenly at his home in Altamont,
X. Y, Sept. 12.
Mr. Brownell was bom at Schenectady,
X. Y.. December 31, 1842.
In 1870 he entered railroad service as clerk in the freighl office of the Delaware & Hudson
at Troy, X. Y., and continued in the service of that company 4X year-. In 1903 he was appointed auditor of revenue
and nine years later was promoted to assistant general
auditor, a position he held until pensioned on July 1, 1918.
Doctor James Burry, chief surgeon of the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern and the Illinois Steel Company, was found dead on
the suburban tracks of the Illinois Central near Harrison

RAILWAY AGE
Whethei he had been robbed
Chicago recently.
thrown from
railroad train oi had been the victim
.in
..i
accident the police have been unable t>> determine
was 65 years old, was born in Montreal,
Doctoi Burry, \n
te
i anada,
and ame to Ihicaga at th(
was graduated from the Chicago Medical College in 1875
.uu! began practicing in Chicago in 1883, and has been chiel
Burgeon oi the Elgin, Joliel & Eastern for 25 years.
;

in

.uui then

;i

l » •

•

(

(

1
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Birmingham &
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>i
Atlantic; from then until April
ed
tendenl oi the
& Ohio. In
April, 1918, he returned to the Seaboard Air Line as general
superintendent but
resigned
in
Decembei oi thai year to
aci epl the position he held at his d< atl
ship "l the loads mentioned above.

as

general

su]

(

1

(

I

J,ohn J. Reardon, for the past 12 years superintendent of
Litchfield <!v Madison at Edwardsville, 111., died Sept. 19
Mr. Reardon was born in May, 1K62, ."t
dwardsville.
Southlields, N. V., and received a public school education.
IIentered railroad service at the age of 17 as station agent,
Two years later he became station agent,
of
the
Eric.
aph operator and interlocking tower man of the Long
In 1884 he was appointed train dispatcher and someisland.
time later chief nam dispatcher of the Long Island. Eight
years following he was trainmaster of the Chicago & Alton
at
Bloomington, 111., a position he held ten years and left
to become general yard master of the Chicago Terminal.
Having served in the capacity just mentioned two years, he
was appointed superintendent of the Litchfield & Madison.
the

the Illinois Central at
Rockford, [11., on U to
He was 57 years old.
her 13, following a Stroke of apoplexy.
Mr. Laden entered railway service with the Illinois Central
fn 1888 he was promoted to
in 1SS7 as extra gang foreman,
ro.ul supervisor, with office at Rockford, 111., and in 1889
was made io.ulma-tci of the Mississippi division with office
From that year until 1907 he was roadat Jackson, Tenn.
master on various other divisions and in the latter year
was made superintendent with office at Mattoon, 111.
1912 he was appointed district engineer of the Northern and
Western lines with office at Waterloo.

Patrick Laden, district engineei
Waterloo, Iowa, died at his home

oi

in

<

I

Joseph S. Ford, former secretary and auditor of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters in Chicago, died
Mr. Ford was born
October 16 at Jamaica Plain, Mass.
He entered railway servat Damariscotta, Maine, in 1839.
served
ice in 1868 as treasurer of the Missouri Valley and
several
successively as treasurer, auditor and controller of
western roads until October, 1901, when he was appointed
assistant

secretary

and assistant

treasurer

of

the

St.

Louis-

San Francisco with headquarters at New York. In 1903 he
resigned to become secretary and auditor of the Chicago &
Eastern
1,

1916,

Illinois.

He

served the latter

when he resigned on account

John H.

Pratt, cashier

company

until

May

of ill-health.

and paymaster of the Chicago

&

Mr.
died October 31, at Asheville, N. C.
Pratt was born in Swaffham, Norfolk, England, on July 10,
He
1889.
1871, and came to the United States in March,
entered railway service in 1890 as a clerk in the general
In 1895 he
office of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
August,
resigned, returning to Europe to visit relatives. In
Chicago
the
with
connected
became
and
returned
1896, he
& Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago. In April,
which posi
1903, he was appointed cashier and paymaster
was
tion'he held until his death. Because of ill health he
Eastern

Illinois,

granted a leave of absence in May, 1918.

George H. Earl, vice-president of the Northern Pacific,
Mr. Earl was
died October 25 at his home in Jersey City.
the Jersey
from
graduated
and
1857
in
City
in
Jersey
born
Two years later
City High School with the class of 1877.
general counsel of
he began railroad work as clerk to the

Later he became stenographer and
the Northern Pacific.
From October 21, 1886, until
vice-president.
clerk to the
He was apOctober, 1890, he was assistant secretary.
position until
pointed secretary in 1890 and retained that
secretary and
August 15, 1893, when he became assistant
secretary and
of
duties
the
resumed
he
In 1897
treasurer.
served until
assistant treasurer, in which capacity he

became

October

24, 1916,

when he was

elected vice-president.

BirWilliam R. Hudson, general manager of the Atlanta,
AuCarolina,
Western
&
Charleston
mingham & Atlantic,
Point, Western Railgusta & Summerville, Atlanta & West
Union Station,
road of Alabama, Georgia Railroad, Augusta
with headquarters at
Belt,
Augusta
and
Terminal
Atlanta
Mr. Hudson was born
Augusta, Ga., died September 25.
November, 1886, and received a
in Pulaski County, Va., in
railroad
grammar and high school education. He entered
the Norfolk & Westservice in 1882 as freight handler with
during whicn
ern remaining with that company until 1901,
year just mentioned
time he advanced to trainmaster. The
Air Line; in 1907
he became trainmaster of the Seaboard
of the same
was promoted to superintendent and in May
general superbecome
to
Line
Air
Seaboard
year left the
From August to Octointendent of the Norfolk Southern.
manager of the Atlanta,
1912, he was assistant general
;

ber,

David Bosnian, vice-president, secretary and treasurer of
the Erie, and for two years Mayor of Rutherford, N. J.,
died October 24 at his home in Rutherford after several
months' illness. Mr. Bosman was born in Brooklyn, N. Y
December 18, 1864. He was graduated from the Brooklyn
High School and for the first few years after graduation
from school he was employed! in the law office of William
B. Hornblower, New York city.
At the age of 23 he began
railroad work as clerk in the office of the general manager
of the Erie. The following year he was appointed secretary
to the vice-president and in 1894, secretary to the receiver.
In 1895, he became secretary of the Chicago & Erie, now
part of the Erie, and in 1903, assistant secretary of the Erie
Later that year he was made secretary. He received his appointment as vice-president in 1911. In 1918 he was appointed treasurer of the Erie.
,

Morgan K. Barnum, corporate mechanical engineer
Baltimore
Md.
Mr.

&

of the

Ohio, died suddenly October 26 at Baltimore.

Barnum acted as assistant to the vice-president
of the Baltimore & Ohio, giving special attention to the conservation of material of all kinds from stationery to locomotive and car material and such as is used for the maintenance of way and buildings. He undertook this work in
February, 1917, the position having been created for him.
He graduated from Syracuse University in 1884 with the
degree of A.B. and later received the degree of A.M. Shortly
after graduation he began railroad work as apprentice in
the shops of the New York, Lake Erie & Western, now
He soon became machinist
the Erie, at Susquehanna, Pa.
and mechanical inspector and two years later was promoted to general foreman of the same road at Salamanca,
In 1889 he was appointed general foreman of the
N. Y.
Louisville & Nashville at New Decatur, Ala., and in Sep
tember of the following year became superintendent of shops
of the Atchinskm, Topeka & Santa Fe at Cheyenne, Wyo.
During the years intervening between 1890 and 1904 he continued to rise, serving for periods with the Union Pacific,
Southern and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific in difIn 1904 he was appointed mechanical exferent positions.
pert of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and left that road
of motive
in April, 1910, to become general superintendent
Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi
joined the staff of the Baltimore & Ohio in
in September
July, 1913, as general mechanical inspector and
of motive
of the next year was promoted to superintendent
corpower, the position he held when he was appointed
porate mechanical engineer.

power of the
Valley.

He

The Co-operative Store Project among railroad employees is
of New
looked upon with favor by the allied shop employees
for such a store
Castle, Pa., who have started a movement
Incoretc.
through which thev will purchase their foodstuffs,
are proposec.
poration and a capital of $30,000 with which to start
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Plumb plan will be dramatized and presented to
movie
This information comes from press

public as a

The Plumb Plan

the

It

re-

ti<

A

on
Railroads

our shores year after year
before the opening of the world war.
Foreigners have been left largely to
themselves; little real interest has been
flocked

in

their

—

—

The Railroad Y. M.
aggressive Americanization program.
C. A., in connection with its continental extension program,
is planning on directing some of its energies to this end and
the railroads can well afford to back up this effort; indeed,
they should supplement it, for there are many points that
are not served or cannot be reached by the Y. M. C. A.
suggestion made by the Railroad V. M. C. A. is the
formation of clubs with the slogan, "Every member a voter";
but why should not the road- as a whole enter into such a

One

why not have the different divisions vie with
each other in having every employee become an American
and also an intelligent voter?
citizen as soon as possible
This movement is every bit a- important as a Liberty Loan or

campaign;

—

Why not instill the same spirit
Victory Loan campaign.
Even
and organization into it and "put it over the top?"
an optimist must admit that the days to come will be full
of serious problem- for this country and that of making real
Americans of our foreign population is not the least of these.
andsons that we lacked
Let it not be said by our soi
in

(

,

tion

management, or arbitrary business
methods on the part of certain railway
officers in cases where lack of competigave them the advantage over the shipper. While most

railway executives now see the folly of this policy, it is a
fact that evidences of this tendency still crop out from time
to time.
To illustrate: A recent derailment on the coal
track of an industrial plant caused a car to run through a
corner of the building and block the track so that three coal
cars could not be withdrawn.
When the track was repaired
the industry entered a claim for damage to the building,
and the railroad presented a bill for demurrage on the three
cars for the time that they were tied up on the track and
proceeded to take advantage of its strategic position by refusing further service until the bill was paid.
The merits
are of no importance; it is entirely
industry was responsible for the maintenance of the track and liable for all damage done by the
derailment.
Nevertheless, a shortsighted, arbitrary disposal
of a case such as this can have but one effect
to'rnake another strong advocate of rigid and minute regulation of the
roads by the local regulating authority*.
Because of the
thoughtless acts of a few, many may be forced to suffer

of

controversy

the

possible

that

the

unjustly.

to

methods of living or of their habits or
beliefs; in many cases they have been exploited by selfish
and unprincipaled interests. The seriousness and danger of
and in some cases abuse is clearly evident
this neglect
There are many foreigners in the employ of the railtoday.
roads and it is questionable whether any better investment
can be made by the management than that involved in an

shown

t

Sighted
Policy

—

This country is suffering severely from the almost absolutelack of any system for educating to our customs and ideals
the great hordes of immigrants that

Americanization

Section.

a question whether the general movement toward
railway regulation during the last two decades was more
the result of the wide publicity given
Shortseveral notorious cases of gross mis-

in the

to chronicle in this period.

of the Advertising

is

ports accredited to reliable correspondents in the movie producing field about

Los Angeles, Cal.
It
is practically imMovies
possible to even hazard a guess as to
the manner in which the Plumb plan
could be incorporated, as the dramatic raison d'etre, in a
story.
However, one who has studied the plan in all its
ramifications can readily see many features, especially in its
results, that would lend themselves admirably to moving picFor intures rather than to any other form of exposition.
stance, the steady stream of dollars from the taxpayer's
pockets to the government for the paving of deficits incurred
under this form of railway owner-hip and management certainly would require a moving picture with its rapidity to
If the authors and proadequately present the situation.
ducers of this new development in the present economic
struggle tell the "whole truth and nothing but the truth,"
they certainly will outrival the greatest authors and producers of this age, who have considered the sovietizing of
the world's greatest republic a subject too great for them

5

preparedness in this respect.

One

of the sessions of the recent meeting of the
Fxport Association held in New

Manufacturers'

American

York on
October 16 and 17, was devoted to
The
trade with Russia.
The several speakRussian
ers who addressed the session clearly
Situation
brought out the important fact that the
American business man owes it to
himself to study Russia and to lay his plan for cultivating
that country as a future export market.
Russia today does
not present much of a market for anything, but it is well to
remember that the tide in that great country has turned and
the plague of Bolshevism is gradually being eradicated.
Russia represents not only a great nation but a great market,
and one that we will make a great mistake in believing that
we cannot cultivate.
At present it is apparent that the
Germans are much more alert to the possibilities there than
we are.
Germany, from its experience before the war, understands the Russian market probably better than any
other country.
Today she has the advantage over most of
her competitors in the almost ridiculously low value of the
mark.
But we must not agree that we are to be left out
because of these factors.
It would no doubt help Germany
the better to meet her obligations to the world to cultivate
the Russian market, but the rest of the world is in no position to sit back and let the Russian market get into the
hands of a single nation especially one such as Germanv
has show n herself to be commercially or otherwise.
The
railway supply industty of this country is perhaps the best
fitted of any American industry to take up the work in hand.
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Russia needs railwa) equipment as probabl) no other nation
We and England are the onlj nations in a poneeds it.
The other couo
sition to supply it m quantity al present
German] among them have no small task on their
hands to Bupply their own needs and even Britain will have
in

difficulty

supplying

The Amen, an

India.

her own dependencies, especially
railuav BUpply field should, there

fori-, closely watch the Russian situation and should be the
most interested in being first on the ground when normal
conditions are once more restored.
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INDEBTED

Collision
to the Hureati of Sal.

Commerce Commission

t\

<>l

de
tails of collisions not brought out by the ordinary published
trains
Reporting on the rear collision of pa
ag<
accounts.
which occurred at Elwood, N. J., on August 24 (see Railway
Age, September 12, page 514), Chief Borland conclude!
that the engineman at fault "must have dozed off or have
Interstate

the

for disclosing

i

i

a momentary lapse Of his mental faculties"; and
"had probably had less than four hours' sleep since
Saturday morning." The collision occurred at 4:45 Sunday

suffered
that he

Running Passenger Trains on Time
Tin- movement

Regional Director Winchell
stimulate rivalry between
the different railways in running passenger trains on time
has been broadened l>y the Railroad Administration, which
LS now giving publicity to data regarding the "on time" recot"

the

started

Southern

by

region

to

The statistics for August show
month 320,718 passenger trains were operated
on 156 roads and that of this number 226,184, or 83 per
ords in the different regions.
that in that

In Septemcent, arrived at their final terminals on time.
ber 317,742 trains were operated, of which 74.3 per cent arIn August the worst record was made in the
rived on time.
Pocahontas region, in which only 74.3 per cent of the trains
were on time, while the best was made in the Allegheny

which 88.1 per cent were on time. In September
the Pocahontas region showed a great improvement, with
84.5 per cent on time. The poorest record made in September was that of the Southwestern region, with 77.3 per cent
of its trains on time, and the best was that of the Allegheny
region, with 88.7 per cent on time.
Some trains originate in one region and run to a final terminal in another. The region in which the best record was
made in September in handling both trains which originated in it and trains which originated outside of it was
the Southern, in which 91.9 per cent of all trains either arrived on schedule time, or, if late when received in that

region, in

made runs in it in schedule time or less. The improvement in the general results in September as compared
with August is gratifying, but the total showing made is by
In September one passenger train
no means satisfactory.
in every six run on the railways of the United States was
In 1917 the average
late in reaching its final terminal.
number of passengers carried per train was 65. In view of
region,

the large increase of passenger business since then, and
especially of the curtailment of passenger train service, it is
^safe to estimate that the average number of passengers carThe number of
ried per train in September, 1919, was 75.

month was 50,034. This means that in
month at least 3,750,000 people were inconvenienced,
irritated, and perhaps caused loss by delayed passenger

trains late in that

that

trains.

As

a

matter

of

fact,

the

number was much

larger,

has been
Every one of those people
late at intermediate stations.
helped to make public opinion regarding railroad operation
and probably none of them helped to make it more friendly
to government operation.
The late passenger train as an American institution canIt was
not, however, be attributed to government operation.
very frequently in evidence under private operation perhaps as frequently as it has been under government operaThe Railroad Administration deserves great credit
tion.
for stimulating the movement for getting passenger trains
on an "on time" basis, and it is to be hoped that after the
railways are returned to private operation the companies
will continue the efforts now being made to cause all trains
to be run more nearly in accordance with their published
since a train which

is

late at its terminal usually

—

schedules.

morning.
)
hours out of 23 is not a condition to conBeing awake
demn an engineman, absolutely; hut it is significant that
sleepiness has been a chief factor in four of our worst recent
collisions:
Mount Union, Pa., February 27, 1917; Ivanhoc,
Ind.. June 22, 1918; South Byron, N. Y., January 12, 1919,
and now Elwood. The law requiring enginemen to take
eight hours off duty may almost be looked upon as a farce.
It does prevent thosf: extreme abuses which formerly were
frequently heard of; but there are men who, when off 12 or
24 hours, or even much longer, continue their former irregu(

1

lar habits of sleeping

whenever they please; and the com-

parative frequency with which cases of that kind become
public indicates that actually there must be multitudes of
them. Obsessed by a combination of lack of knowledge, insufficient experience and dull consciences, such men get into
a condition where they will start out on a trip in a foggy
night with apparently no realization of the awful responsibility they are taking.

The

make such unsatisfactory
coping with this difficulty the difficulty of
knowing that runners always go on duty fresh and rested
reinforces very strongly the argument for the use of the automatic train stop.
The objection that automatic stops are
costly will always be with us; but of the other arguments
those of a technical or scientific character
all have been
silenced, except that concerning this matter of improving discipline. In the face of 25 years' unsuccessful efforts to build
up a measurably perfect personnel for our locomotives, the
argument persists that the automatic stop and its perplexities must be frowned on because we can provide "something
else just as good."
This means, if it means anything, that
our discipline is good enough, or is becoming good enough,
to warrant passengers in entrusting their lives to enginemen
depending for competency on the use of their eyes, and perfect habits in using them.
(We go on ignoring the benefits
to be derived from signal adjuncts making use of enginemen's ears.)
This claim is not being made good. And if
this is the situation on our best roads, what shall we say of
those which are second best?
Or of those parts of the big
roads where the officers, the enginemen and the signaling
Keeping a large force of
are below the highest standard?
enginemen 100 per cent efficient or even keeping them
somewhere near that is not accomplished to a satisfactory
degree in the passenger service, let alone the freight.
As long as the Chicago & Eastern Illinois can boast of
five years' favorable experience with an extensive installation of automatic stops; and the Great Western of England
can report 12 years' satisfactory experience with its large
number of cab signals (many of them fitted also with brakesetting apparatus), the burden of proof rests on American
fact

progress

that our best roads

—

in

—

—

—

railroads to

them

show what reason, except lack of money,

in their policy of inaction.

And

it is

justifies

just possible that

the financial side of the question might profitably be studied

Figures showing the money cost
or the last fifty
notable train
wrecks in the United States would make a striking impression, even when set beside the highest estimates of what
automatic stops would cost.

somewhat more

in detail.

of each one of the last ten

—

—

Oct

10,

The Elwood
the
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collision

report, abstracted

was

occasioned

—

on another page, shows that

—

caused by an unexplained electrical failure in connection with an automatic
block signal; a striking example of the delicate nature of the
signal maintainer's responsibilities.
The report also contains instructive details concerning auxiliary causes.
The
flagman and the firemen had little or no acquaintance with
the road, and even the engineman apparently had none too
not

much.

The case also affords a very interesting example of how,
with the best visual block signals, the flagman, with his torpedoes and fusees, cannot be expected to furnish a satisfactory supplementary safeguard.
The line of road is straight
and nearly level, and is well signaled; but the conditions
on that August morning afford very definite evidence that
with sixteen passenger trains following one another, on a
foggy night, as closely as they can, the desideratum is a
block system on which the dependence can be absolute. This
report shows with what difficulty and how very imperfectly
the flagging rule

Operating

officers

is

carried out under such circumstances.
do well to read every page of it.

will

no map or diagram of the line, and it is difficult
and make clear all of the doings of the men on the
three or four trains, the movements of which are discussed;
but there is ample testimony to the great gap between the
words of Rule 99, as they are quoted in courts and other
public hearings, and the practice of the men who are expected to put the rule in practice.
Even where the conduct
There

is

and treated as unsold treasury bonds, or turned over to the
corporations at market value, not par value.
This seems so
obviously fair that it needs no comment.
On the other hand, as to continuing the work of collecting
subscriptions, cashing coupons

seem

satisfaction, in a subsequent inquiry.

finds itself powerless, in the final

The

test, to

flagging system

avail itself of

what

does possess, for no one is able to put the
witnesses' testimony together into a lucid story.
little

virtue

it

Corporations and
Liberty

The

among certain
was not a duty

to be

that this

and exchanging bonds, there

railroad financial officers a feeling
that devolved on the corporations

when they resumed operation. While this attitude is easily
understood, and in a narrow sense may be justified, a
broader way of looking at it would be to cheerfully shoulder
the burden of this work, accepting it as part of the after-war
costs that we all have to pay.
The experience of having
bought Liberty bonds with the resulting regular saving of
part of the monthly wage was of inestimable value to railroad wage earners, as to other wage earners, and the railroad corporations can well afford to bear a certain amount
of the left-over trouble and expense of completing the transaction.

The Extraordinary

to localize

of a flagman has been measurably correct, it is next to impossible, in a case like this, to demonstrate the fact, with any
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Railway Labor Conditions
''The present conditions in the railroad labor field are
* the most remarkable that ever existed.
A little over
three years ago a controversy arose between the railway
companies and the train service employees over the demands
of the latter for the use of an eight-hour day as a basis for
calculating wages and for time and a half for overtime. The
railway companies offered to arbitrate.
The employees declined arbitration in any form or before any tribunal. President Wilson supported their declination, saying the eighthour day was not an arbitrable matter.
Congress on the
President's recommendation passed the Adamson law establishing the basic eight-hour day.

Bond Subscribers

United States Railroad Administration sold a
amount of each of the Liberty Loan bonds to railroad

large

employees and officers, on the installment plan under which
payments for the bonds were deducted from the payroll.
Whether intentionally or not, there was actually considerable
pressure brought to bear on the individual to subscribe to
bonds to an amount equal to the average subscription of
Since the individothers earning about the same amount.
ual capacity to save, even when such accidents as sickness or
death in the family do not arise, differs widely between different individuals, there were a considerable number of railroad men who found the payments on their bond subscripIn most cases, the federal
tions irksome, if not impossible.
managers of the railroads refunded partly paid subscriptions
to individuals who had sickness or death in the family, and
to those who left the employ of the railroad before all of the

Payments on the Fourth
payments had been completed.
Liberty Loan and the Victory Loan are not in all cases
completed yet.
Furthermore, the cashing of the coupons on
the bonds and the exchange of the present temporary bonds
for definitive bonds is something which the employees have
looked to the railroad company to do for them. When the
roads are turned back to the owning corporations, what is to

become of the bonds which the federal treasurers hold, and
which they have paid par for in the expectation of having
the bonds taken off their hands through monthly subscriptions by employees?
This subject was discussed at some
length at the annual meeting of the Society of Railroad Financial Officers, which includes in its membership both federal and corporate officers.
No action was taken officially by
the Association, but the consensus of opinion was plainly
that either the bonds should be retained by the government

Subsequently, during the sixteen months which remained
of private operation, the railway companies made advances
in wages, including those caused by the
Adamson law

amounting to probably $300,000,000. On January 1, 1918,'
government operation began.
The government has openly
and expressly encouraged the organization of railway

em-

ployees, practically refusing to deal with them except
through
unions.
Never were railway labor unions treated with so
much consideration as since government operation was

adopted.
The eight-hour day and the basic eight-hour day
have been made practically universal.
Advances in wages
have been granted amounting to $1,000,000,000
a year,
which, added to those made under private operation,
makes
the total advances during the last three
years about $1 300 '
'
000,000 a year.

The

traditional visitor from Mars might expect
to find the
railway labor situation, as a result of these
changes, settled
and untroubled. On the contrary, the railway
labor situation never was so unsettled and troubled.
Three years ago
Congress was rushing through legislation to give

certain rail-

way employees what they asked to keep them from
striking.
Today Congress is seriously considering the enactment
of
legislation to make it a criminal offense
for railway employees to strike, or for any person or persons
to incite them
In spite of the vast advances in wages which
have
been made the railroad labor organizations
are threatening
to strike unless the government either
reduces the cost of living or grants another huge advance
in wages.
They are
also threatening to strike if Congress
passes legislation to
prohibit railroad strikes.
One of die charges
to strike.

formerly urged

against private management of railways was
that it was not
successful in dealing with labor.
The government, in spite
of all the enormous concessions it has

made, has been just
as unsuccessful as the companies in satisfying
labor.
Meantime, the public has revised its ideas regarding
the

RAILWAY AGK
win. h wot
hronic under
found that the labor leadi
ard to satisfy and as belligerent under government as
under private operation the public has begun to assume an
attitude which is distinctly hostile to organized railroad
labor.
This attitude is reflected in the compulsory arbitraHi.

i

controversies

M

11

,

ing

•

been
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indulging evei

inoe.

I

h<-\

nave been trying to bluff
peopli have about

American people, and tin- American
made up their minds to all the lull.
ill'-

I,

I

\o\v, there i- no u -« in railwav employees fooling th.inselves wiih the belief that they can dictate to tin- entire
Anieri. an public,
i'.nii
railwa) employe
tried to dictate
to tin- British public by actually
hi
government
ii

i

provisions of the Cummins bill.
These provisions arc
more drastic than any ever suggested by tlu- spokesmen of
tlu- railwa) companies.
The farthest the spokesmen of the
railways have suggested legislation should go is to make
Mrike- and lockouts unlawful until tin- merits of the points
in controversj have been investigated and reported upon by
tion

some tribunal

in which representatives of the public hold the
The senators who drafted the Cummins
balance of power.
hill propose to make strikes and lockouts absolutely illegal.
Railway Age never has advocated compulsory arbitraIt
tion.
does believe, however, that strikes and lcxkouts
which will interrupt transportation should be made unlawful until the matters in controversy have been heard and
passed upon by some tribunal on which the public is repreFurthermore, we believe the law should contain prosented.
visions which would insure that no strike would be ordered
until it actually had been authorized by the members of the
labor organizations concerned, and authorized under conditions which gave all of them opportunity to know what the
matters in dispute really were, to vote their true sentiments,
and to have their votes correctly counted and reported. Our
European editor has sent us an extremely interesting article
about the railway strike in Great Britain. It shows, among
other things, that their strike occurred without the men having an opportunity to vote on it and without a large ma-

them knowing what they were striking about.
question of whether the railroads of this country shall
be tied up is far more important than most of the issues
more important
voted on in our state and national elections
Therefore, if strikes
to railway employees and to the public.
are to be permitted after the matters in dispute have been
fully investigated by representatives of the public the law

I

them, a vast majority of the publii backed it, and
the strikers were whipped.
The immediate outcome would
be the same in the United Stat.-.
The ultimate ..Hi.. .nil
might be the destruction of the railway labor organizati
The railway companies dictated in politics in mai
resisted

Then

the public arose against them and for alyears the companies have been struggling, not
to get back the power that they have lost, but merely to get
something like decent and fair treatment from the public.
wise man once said that "experience IS the besl tea. her, but
lor years.

most

fifteen

A

a

man

a

is

Nobody

is

Shea, Mr.

:

without pressure or dictation from his fellow members or leaders. Second, that every strike vote shall be counted and reported by public officials to make sure whether
those voting actually have voted to strike or not.
The railway labor leaders say that the absolute prohibidictate,

would mean "involuntary servitude" for railway employees and would be contrary to American institu-

tion of strikes

There would certanly be nothing undemocratic or untions.
American, however, in legislation the only effect of which

would be to require such an important issue to be passed
upon freelv and intelligently by those who were considering
The public clearly has a right to protection from
striking.
railroad strikes, such as that in Great Britain, which are
ordered by labor leaders regardless of the views of their
followers.

Meantime

it

behooves the members as well as the leaders

what
of the railway labor organizations carefully to consider
majority
large
means.
Congress
of
attitude
present
the
of its members, if they should vote their true sentiments,
would vote in favor of the anti-strike provisions of the Cum-

A

Nobody who comes in contact with all classes of
bill.
the people will question that the attitude of members of Congress reflects that of a large majority of the people of the
United States. The present attitude of the public is due to
the destruction of voluntary arbitration by the leaders of the
railway brotherhoods three years ago and to the incessant
threatenings of strikes and revolutions in which they have
mins

who

will not learn

by the experience

Mr. Stone, Mr.
others about a revolution.
Revolu-

in the least scared by the talk of

Plumb and

which a vast majority of the people of a democratic
country are opposed never occur.
A vast majority of the
people of the United States are not in favor of a revolution
of any kind; they don't intend to have one, and furthermore,
they don't intend to be ruled or bluffed by any particular
class.
The sooner the organized railway employees recognize
these plain facts and begin to act accordingly the better it
will be for everybody, and especially for them.

New

The

First, that all strike votes
should provide for the following
shall be taken by the Australian ballot system so that every
member of a union considering a strike will be given a ballot
setting forth clearly and correctly what it is proposed to
strike" for and have opportunity to go into a booth by himself and vote on the question as his reason and conscience

fool

tions to

jority of

—

d

of other people."

Books

Report
1917-1918,
Benedict
of
Secretary of War and Director of
Munitions.' 592 pages, 6 in. by 9 in., illustrated. Bound
in cloth.
Government Printing Office, Washington.

America's

Crowell,

Munitions,
Assistant

This rather unusual government publication steps outbounds usually set up for such documents and takes
It
a place among the really interesting and readable books.
contains a complete description of America's many-sided
and extensive activities included under the name in the title.
Each chapter is devoted to a particular part of the work,
such as gun production; mobile field artillery; railway artillery; explosives, propellants and artillery ammunition; maside the

chine guns; airplane production; the Liberty engine; balloons; engineer activities; gas defence, and so on, over the
Written
wide range of activity that had to be carried on.
in an interesting fashion, each chapter describes the material
relates and shows how different models were inand adopted French, English and American, as
It then shows how the models
the case may have been.
adopted were put into production, which required in many
to

which

vestigated

it

—

cases the building of entirely new plants, or at any, rate extensive additions, and the installation of the new machinery.
Naturally, the book is written in a somewhat optimistic
vein and one does not find much trace of the criticism that

racked the country at the time concerning the slowness with
which many of the things to be done were gotten under way
There is some attempt nevertheless, to
and carried out.
explain many things that unfortunately reached the point

where they needed explaining.
In view of the great part that the railway supply industry
played during the war, the book will be found of no small
The author has
interest to readers of the Railway Age.
recognized the able work done by the industries of the country
during the war, and has given in detail the work done by
the individual concerns, with special reference to those
cases where they had to overcome unusual obstacles or carried
out their contracts with exceptional despatch.

The Deserted Great Eastern Railway Goods Siding

at Stratford,

London.

Great Britain's Nine-Day Railway Strike
Test of Strength Between Railwaymen's Union and

Government Decided by Public Opinion
By Robert

E.

Thayer,

European Editor of the Railway Age.
London, England.

Never

annals of organized labor has
there been called a strike of such great proportions
and which affected so vitally the life of a nation on
such unwarranted grounds as that of the nine-days' railway men's strike in Great Britain. The fundamental cause

before

in

the

of this strike was a minimum wage which the government
proposed to put into effect after the cost of living had been
reduced to a certain amount, and under no circumstances
That a
six months hence.
until the end of next March
body of men, such as the executive committee of the National
Union of Railwaymen, should precipitate such a serious
crisis as a complete tie-up of railway transportation when
there was at least still six months before any reduction
would be made in existing wages, is beyond belief. A consideration of the facts as they stand gives strong support to
the accusation, already made in Great Britain, that this
Union was seeking an excuse for a strike; in other words it
was seeking to test its strength against the government.
While the union executives persistently made the claim
that it was a strike wholly and solely for the betterment of
conditions and increased compensation, the public, regardless of its views as to the justice of the men's claims, could
To the public it was not so much
not consider it as such.
a matter of wages as it was an insurrection, and the pi
The unrose to meet the situation in a wonderful spirit.
popularity of the strike and the weakness of the cause were
further illustrated by the action of other labor unions which
came to the rescue of the National Union of Railwaymen,
and so ably brought about "an honorable settlement," which
again opens the discussion of the minimum .wage and adthe
to the end of September, 1920
vances six months

—

—

—

during which no reduction shall be made in the
existing wages, which in any case would not have been put
into effect unless there was a reduction in the cost of living.
While the responsibility of the strike has been placed on
the railway men it is a question whether they as a class
should be charged with it, for the strike was precipitated
more by the action of the executive committee of the union
rather than by the men themselves.
When the strike was
called on Friday, September 26, at midnight, there were
but few railway men throughout Great Britain that really
knew the details of the disputed points which led to the
strike, but they followed their leaders blindly.
The men
period

had absolutely no voice

in the matter, as

no

strike vote

was

taken on the questions involved.

The Important Lessons

of the Strike

One

great lesson to be learned is that no government,
deserving the name of a government, despite the extremely
poor situation it may be in, will permit itself to be dictated

by a class of workers no matter how important their posimay be in the economic life of the country. The government of Great Britain was surely in no position to fight
a strike that involved the cessation of work by its railway
workers, but it did not permit itself to be dictated to by
them.
Another important lesson taught by the strike was that
of the independence of a nation when faced with a crisis so
grave as that of a general cessation of work by its railway
workers.
Botli the government and the railway men were
greatly surprised to find how well the nation could ph\ sically exist with meagre transportation facilities.
Of course,
to

tion

—
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length of time without adequate railwaj
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men

trans-
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was shown that
a could Dot be done
.it
leasl in Greal Britain. Other means
oi transportation have developed so rapidly during the war
that it was not difficult to provide adequate means for propi
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whether that

takes,

community needs

alive without the aid of the railways.

With

bution of food.

A third point which the strike strongly emphasized is that
of the necessity oi the laboring classes using greater care in
the

selection

of

the

men who

represent

them and

whom

they give such unlimited powers. The strength of the labor
unions in all countries depends upon their being led by men

oi

buildings or labor,

land,

must pay a

fair

pruc

for

if

"We

it.

t

—

—

— but always

master

a

ii

In

its

own hoc

The -Questions

the experi-

ence gained from the war and the equipment available as a
heritage from the war, England found little difficulty in
rapidly organizing a comprehensive and adequate system
oi motor transport to meet the pressing needs in the distri-

it

mu make it elear," he said, "that the nation inraiis to be
master in it- own house
a linn master, a Strong mater.
We must make it clear a fair master and a generous

erly distributing the food supply of the nation, thus keeping

u

it,

During

war

the

the

in

Dispute

government

British

found

sary, in order to meet the increased cosl of living, to

the

it

neces-

advance

wages of the railway men. This was done on a sliding
and the pre-war wage was still maintained as a base.

scale

The increase made applied to every railway man in the
country and at the beginning of the year it amounted to 33
shillings ($7.92) per week per man which was to be added
to the regular pre-war rate of pay.
Last March an agreement was made between the government and the unions
the National Union of Railwaymen, the organization which

and broader vision than are many of the
The organization of labor has become
union leaders today.
so large and has so great an influence on the economic welfare of the nation that as much thought and care should be
exercised in choosing its leaders as is done in choosing the
It is not enough for labor unions at the
leaders of a nation.
present time to think in terms of increased wages and better
working conditions they must also consider their economic
of greater ability

—

position as regards the nation as a whole.

A

fourth essential point is the necessity of "open diploin controversies between labor and the government.
not until three days after the strike had been called
that the public of Great Britain had an opportunity really to

macy"
It was

Passengers

Removing Their Own Luggage at Waterloo
London & South Western Railway

Station,

precipitated the present strike,

and the Associated Society

—

of

Locomotive Engineers and Firemen to the effect that the
railway workers should continue to receive this 33 shilling
bonus until the end of this year and during that time a
permanent standard wage should be determined for all railway workers to apply to all the railways throughout Great
Britain.
This has been given the constant attention of the
government, and last August standard rates of pay were
determined and accepted by the union for the locomotive
engineers, firemen

These new

Photo copyright by Keystone Viezv

Co.,

N. Y.

The Volunteer Workers Helped Save

the Day.

A

Scene at

Marylebone Station

what the strike was about, and until then it was
unable to form any definite opinion as to the justice of the
Had the
position of either the unions or the government.
conferences and the questions at issue been thoroughly understood, not only by the public, but by the rank and file
of the railway men, it is very doubtful if there would have
been a strike.
The justice of the unions' claim for an infind out

minimum wage was entirely forgotten when it
was learned that the union had still six months in which to
seek a settlement before any reduction could be made.
In commenting on the strike a few days after it had
closed, the Prime Minister stated that in order to preclude
the recurrence of similar misunderstandings, the community
must make it clear that it means to deal justly and fairly
crease of the

with the claims of

all classes.

A

man's property, whatever

and

cleaners.

were such as to include and in some cases
to exceed, for most of the engineers and firemen, the 33
shilling war bonus.
The plan was to increase the wages
by an average of over 100 per cent over the pre-war wage.
Several schemes were also submitted to the National Union
of Railwaymen for the other railway workers, which includes porters, ticket collectors, passenger guards (con(freight
conductors), shunters,
ductors), goods guards
These men
checkers, carmen and plate layers (track men).
are of the lower wage class and in applying the 100 per
cent increase to their wages the new standard wage was not
A
sufficiently high to absorb the 33 shilling war bonus.
minimum wage was established at 40 shillings ($9.60) per
week for all adult workers. These men did not receive the

same increase
and it was to

rates

in actual

money

as the engineers

and firemen

National Union of Railwaymen
objected, claiming that members of its organization should
receive as

this that the

much

as the

members

of the Associated Society

Locomotive Engineers and Firemen. In presenting the
new wage schedule to the union the government stated that as
soon as these new rates were agreed upon they would come
of

Oct.

10,

Issued Nov.

26,
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immediate effect with the added stipulation that in no
case would a reduction in wages be made before the first of
the year.
The union considering this as a definite order
and at the same time declining it, announced on Wednesday
afternoon, September 24, that the railwaymen would be
called upon to strike at midnight on Friday, September 26.
The negotiations with the union had been carried on by
the Board of Trade and the Railway Executive Committee,
into

but the declaration of the strike brought forth a conference
between the Prime Minister and the Cabinet on the one
hand and the executive committee of the National Union of

Railwaymen on the other. Conferences were held the following Thursday and Friday in which the union demanded
that the permanent standard minimum wage would be the
highest maximum paid in each class of service before the

729

Time and a half for Sunday duty and time and a quarter for
This has already been conduty with overtime over eight hours.
ceded and is in operation and represents an average increase to the
lailway workers of 20 per cent over the pre-war wage.
In addition to these advantages in money the government hai
3.
already reduced the hours of labor to eight.
In any event no reduction in the present wage will be made be4.
fore January 1, 1920, and from that time on no reduction will be made
2.

night

the

until

cost

of

more than

not

has

living

110

per

fallen

and remained

for

months

three

at

cent.

It will thus be seen that the men who were to receive more
than the 33 shillings in their new adjusted permanent wage
would be better off by the acceptance of this schedule, and
further that those who did not receive an advance equal to
33 shillings per week would not suffer any reduction until
the first of April next, and not then if the cost of living had
not remained as low as 110 per cent of the pre-war cost for
the three preceding months.
The schedule of weekly wages proposed by the government for the men in the lower wage class and concerning
which the controversy was principally about is shown, in
.-hillings (24 cents), in the following table which gives the

Photo from Central Mews

A Cameron

Highlander on Duty at Marylebone
Great Central Ry., London

Station,

pre-war wage, the present wage guaranteed until March 31,
minimum standard wage and the bonus which rises or

the

falls

Photo copyright by Keystone View

The Rev. W.
Duty

Co..

N.

Present

Pollack-Hill, Chaplain to the Forces,
as a Porter at Paddington Station

1.

Standard wage of an
with

a

of the decline

minimum
in

the

of
cost

average
40
of

-

1

of

100

per

remain

cent
in

over
effect

the

Pre-war

Doing

war plus the 33 shilling war bonus. The secretary of the
union pointed out that when the cost of living had been
reduced it would be time for the government to ask the union
to review the circumstances in the light of conditions which
The government made a further offer
existed at that time.
that in no case would the existing wage, including the 33
shilling war bonus, which was fixed when the cost of living
ost be reduced until the
was 125 per cent above the p
cost of living had fallen and remained for three months at
The folnot more than 110 per cent of the pre-war cost.
lowing is a summary of the government's final analysis of
what it had given and would give the men:
•wage

with the cost of living:

Y.

prewar

irrespective

wage
Porters
Parcel porters
Ticket collectors
Passenger conductors.
Goods conductors

mum

stand-

March

ard wage
40 to 49
45 to 54
45 to 54
48 to 60
48 to 60
46 to 60
40 to 47
46 to 55
45 to 52
40 to 50

to

31

Carmen

20 to 29

49 to 55
53 to 63
54 to 64
58 to 68
58 to 68
53 to 64
53 to 59
54 to 64
53 to 62

Platelayers (trackmen)

21 to 24

54 to 57

Shunters

Goods porters

20 to 26

Checkers

21 to 31

Note
in

16 to 22
22 to 30
21 to 31
25 to 35
25 to 35
JO to 31

(11.

The lower

War bonus

Mini-

wage
guaranteed

rates apply chiefly in the country;

w hich
falls

rises

and

with the

cost of living

9 to

6
9
9 to 10
10 to 8
10 to 8
7 to 4
13 to 12
8 to 9

8 to

8 to 10
14 to

7

the higher rates

industrial areas.

Note

(2).

The

of food, clothing,
Labor Gazette.

figures of the cost of living, that is, rent, retail prices
light and so forth, are to be those shown in the

fuel,

Regardless of the fart that the situation would not be
changed until six months hence, the executive committee of
the Union would not accept the terms and despite the Prime
Minister's request that more time be taken for discussion
it permitted the strike to go into effect.
Throughout the negotiations every effort was made to im-
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Committee

whal the concessions
Sir Robert
operating expenses.
Home, the minister of labor, estimated the proposed in<
at approximatelj $335,000,000, or 140 per cenl of the pn
war wage. To meel this added cosl in railwa] operation
it
was stated thai the passenger rates, which it has been
press

would

upon
cost

Union's

the

in

increased

hoped would be reduced from their 50 per cenl increase,
would have to remain as they are, and thai freight rates
would undoubtedly have to be raised if the government
i.w\cd to the Union's demands.

Attempts

same manner

the

Union

thi

No. IS

67,

.

i

ol

thosi

settlement has been effected

a

The government

rejected

that the grades nit rred to

this

wen-

proposal

on

was

tin

ground

laimed by the
railwaymen on their special merits and on tin- understanding
that the other grades now in dispute would be treated on
their in. rit-. and that the demand made now wa- only a
repetition

of

the

original

settled >

i

scheme which had alread;

beea

dec lined.

The Prime

Minister

then

made

tin

following

countei

proposals:

at Reconciliation

remarkable
response from the railway men, and on Saturday, and Sunda\
the first two days of the strike, railway services was practiThe engineers and firemen, although
cally at a standstill.
they had accepted their revision in wages, went on strike in
sympathy with the Railwaymen's Union. The Union was
thus very much encouraged and throughout the country made
the prediction to its men that the government would accede
But such was not the
to their demands within three days.
Public opinion was unanimous in support of the govcase.
ernment, and it was not long hefore it was seen that the
Railwaymen's Union was playing a losing game.
On Wednesday, the fifth day of the strike, the Transport
Workers' Federation, an organization made up of over 30
unions, including the dockmen, and licensed vehicle workers
and having a memhership of about 500,000 men, held a conference to discuss, it was supposed, the matter of a sympathetic strike.
Representatives of various other prominent
labor organizations which were not directly interested in
transport were called to attend this conference. "While nothing is available regarding the discussions at this conference,
the succeeding actions indicate that the more level headed
call of the

to the various grades ai in

grades for which

The government

mm- prepared t«i agree in
truc< of ieven days to
reaumptioi
dei to diacu
standardization <<
(li)
Any alleged unfairness oi hardship affecting any particular grade
ol
workmen through tin- operation of tin- scheme of standardization
ready brought forward by the government, and any anon
l.

The

Vol

for a strike received a

count
i

a

i

iicpmi

the

The

pi'i

full

iod
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-'il

and conservative elements in labor recognized the serious
Union of Railwaymen had
placed the whole labor cause. The result of this conference
was the appointment of a conciliation committee consisting
of conservative labor representatives, which acted as an intermediary between the railway men and the government.
A meeting was arranged between the railway men Executive
Committee and the Prime Minister with the distinct understanding that the government would no resume negotiations
with the Union until the striking railway men had resumed
position in which the .National

work.

As a result of these conferences on Wednesday and Thursday the Government made the following proposal of the
basis on which negotiations could be continued:
That upon the men now on strike returning to work negotiations
1.
shall be taken up where they were broken off last Friday.
That in accordance with the offer made by the Prime Minister on
2.
Friday last the government guarantee that there will be no reduction in
wages until March 31. 1920, and the government undertake that any time
after December 31, 1919, they will be ready to discuss, in view of the
circumstances then existing, the possible extension of that date.
3.
That the government are prepared to discuss with the railwaymen
any unfairness or hardships affecting any particular grade of workmen
through the operation of the scheme of standardization already put forward
by the government, and to consider any anomaly as between the various
grades in the application of the percentage of increase proposed to each
grade.
4.
In the event of failure to agree upon any question arising out of
the matter mentioned in paragraph 3 the point of difference be referred to

arbitration.

The National Union

of

Railwaymen declined

to accept

these terms.

At a meeting on Friday morning the Prime Minister proposed that the N.U.R. should agree to a truce of the strike
for a limited period of a few days in order that negotiations
might be resumed with a view to reaching a settlement. The
Prime Minister further indicated that if the railwaymen
returned to work on this basis arrears of wages would be
paid to them.
The N.U.R. agreed to the suggestion made by a truce,
but only "on condition of the government being prepared to

work out

a basis for standardization

which shall operate

in
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Cholmondeley, Unloading Eggs

at

Pad-

dington Station
the various grades in the application of the percentage of increase proposed
to be made for each grade.
In the event of failure to agree upon any
question arising out of the matters mentioned.
2.
The government are prepared to submit the questions in dispute to
arbitration.
If at the end of five days after the full resumption of work
the representatives of the men come to the conclusion that the negotiations
cannot be brought to a satisfactory issue, they will undertake to give 48
hours' notice before any cessation of work takes place.
If negotiations
be again broken off, the men agree to hand over all plants in good working
order, and to run all trains to their destination.
The men agree to work
harmoniously with the railway servants who have remained, or who have
returned to work.
The railway executives agree to undertake that there
will be no victimization of the men who have gone on strike.

This proposal was rejected by the N.U.R.

The intermediary committee, however, attempted to find
way of renewing the negotiations, and late on Sunday, the

a
ninth day of the strike, a compromise was made, the terms
of

which are as follows:

Work to be resumed forthwith.
1.
2.
On full resumption of work negotiations shall be continued with
the understandi"e that they will be completed before December 31, 1919.
Wages will be stabilized in the United Kingdom at their i>re-ent level
3.
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Features of the Strike

of

the nun work- harreported to work,

At the beginning of the strike the response to tin- nil of
the labor union executives was remarkable.
Practically all
train services wire at a standstill on Saturday and Sunday,
no trains being run into or out of London on Saturday, (in
i

National

nion

I

oi

Railwaymen and Amalga-

Monday a few trains were run, and from that time on the
number increased rapidly each daw On Tuesday over >S00
passenger trains were run, on Wednesday 2,380, on 1 hursday 2,593, on Friday over 3,400, and on Saturday a similar
number. The number of freight trains operated remained
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at Victoria

Station

at a very low figure throughout the entire strike.
The improvement in the passenger service was obtained through the
gradual return of the strikers to work and by the aid of
volunteers.
The action of the union's executive committee
in declaring a strike was so precipitate and so little information had been published regarding the negotiations between
the union and the government before the strike, that but
very few of the railwaymen understood the points of contention, and they were under the impression that there was to
be a drastic reduction in wages.
The union was so thoroughly organized and the men had such faith in their leaders
that there was no difficulty in getting an immediate response

to the strike orders.

mated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen agreed that no man
shall be prejudiced in any way as the result of the strike.
The arrears of wages which have been withheld in consequence of
6.
breach of contract

will

be paid after the resumption of work.

A seventh point was brought
Thomas, the general secretary

to light in the report of

of

the

Sailers

Mr.

National Union of

A

correspondent of the London Post who mixed among the
during the week found them to be very much misinformed.
Practically every striker he interviewed was out
to resist a reduction of wages
an immediate and heavy reduction.
Those who were not familiar with the situation
strikers

—

from the Navy Try Their Hand

Railwaymen, to his men, but which was not included in the
It
was, in effect,
government's report of the settlement.
that if the standardization of wages resulted in an increase
over that which the men .we nun receiving, it is to in- paid
rhus tin- final settlement
as from August 18 of tin- sear
appears to include an extension of the guarantee that the
present level of wages, including the war Umus, will in no
case be reduced until September 30, 1°20, and that any

at Plate

Laying

were under the misapprehension that all wages were going
reduced to 40 shillings a week except for the engine
drivers.
The correspondent attributed the misunderstanding to the propaganda of the railwaymen's union.
It is a conceded fact that had the strike been balloted and
had the men thoroughlj understood the questions at issue
there would have been no >trike.
W. A. Appleton,
tary of the General Federation of Trade- Unions, i- reported
to be

-

—
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have said thai aa do reductions were liable to be made
within the oexl three or sis months there would have been
In fa. t, a
Tio strike had the men Uvn allowed to killot
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Food and Mail Situation

to

railway office at one important railwa} center obtained s
pledge from the local union thai the men would return to
work if the government promised that there would he no
in wages before the end o\
This point
March,
had already been conceded by the government before the
strike was called, and the circumstance indicated the un-

reduction

familiarity of the men with the points at issue.
Another factor that influenced the men in returning to
work was the fact that the government threatened to with-

hold the two weeks' pay that was due the workers in
they returned immediately to work, the argument of the government being that the men broke their contract and stopped
work without due notice and in complete disregard of the
Further the
effect of their action on persons and property.
government did not feel justified in handing over to the
strikers money which would be used to prolong the struggle.
The amount involved in this question was some $5,000,000.
In addition to this the strike pay fixed by the Union was only
($2.88) a week for scale A men, which comabout 75 per cent of the strikers, and 6 shillings
($1.44) a week for the remainder, with one shilling for each
This absurdly low allotment which, by
child under 12.
would put the strikers to a
the way, was on a pre-war basis
very great disadvantage in a long strike and as time went on
the prospects were that the strike would last for some time.
Not only did this monetary consideration and the unreasonableness of the strike influence the strikers in returning to work but in addition the fact that public opinion was
so strongly against them and the response of volunteers to the
government's appeal for aid was so great that the more intelligent of the strikers saw that they were playing a losing
game.
Under the head of "Fight for the Life of the Community"
the government issued a strong appeal for volunteers to assist
Not only
in maintaining the necessary transport service.
thousands of individuals, but many organizations, responded
12

shillings

prised

—

—

Notable among the
latter was the British Federation of Discharged Soldiers and
Sailors having a membership of 7,800, the Gillingham
Branch of the Comrades of the Great War which had a memto this call,

and offered

their services.

bership of 1,600, the British Engineers' Association and the
In four days this last named
Scottish Middle Class Union.
association placed in railway service at Glasgow 57 locomotive engineers and firemen, and over 200 men in other posiMany prominent persons entered into the struggle acttions.
ing in various capacities from that of porter to motor and engine driver. Graham White, the well known aviator, volunteered to serve as a motorman on the Underground system in
One of the first trains to leave London for the
London.
north of England was driven by a son of a Peer with his
Lord Portarlington acted as
chauffeur acting as fireman.
porter on the Great Western Railway at Paddington station
and various other members of English society acted in other
capacities.

At London over 35,000 volunteers offered their services not
only as railway operatives but as motor car drivers for the
extensive system of motor transport the goverment instituted
to assist in the distribution of food immediately on the strike
particularly hard hit because of the fact that

underground subway workers went on a sympathetic
strike with the railwaymen. People in the outlying districts
of London found it particularly hard to get to their places
Thousands had to walk to the city and
of employment.
those with automobiles were ever ready to give assistance.
Large business houses which operated motor trucks offered
them to the service of the public with only a nominal charge.
the

food situation

was, of COUTSe, the greatest problem
was here that the
It
had to contend with.
It was only a matter of
govt rnmenl did remarkable work.
hours before a well developed and effective distributing system was inaugurated in order to provide all sections of the
COUntry with food, and in no case was any mtJohv Bhortagl
reported during the strike.
In explaining this organization,
the government

Prime Minister Stated that an organizaan emergency was started last February.
At that time there were signs that such a crisis was coming,
and the Prime Minister left the Peace Conference in Paris to
come to England to see what could be done. With the aid of
his colleagues the organization, which was a purely civilian
after the strike, the

tion for just such

one,
tary,

was started under the chairmanship of the Home Secreand the plans were so well developed that it was put

into operation in a very short time.

had nothing

He made

it

clear that

it

do with the war forces and was an entirely
separate organization which will be kept alive in a dormant
state for any other similar crisis.
On the sixth day of the strike it was reported that there
were 150,000 vehicles of various kinds in use by the government for transport work.
The flour mills had found it possible to despatch 50 per
cent of their output and the bakers were further assisted
by flour from the government's reserves. Hyde Park, one
of the largest parks in London, was requisitioned for the
distribution of milk to London, and on the sixth day of the
strike this distribution was up to 75 per cent of normal. As a
further precaution to prevent any undue privations, emergency
rations were put into effect.
Inasmuch as a rationing system
was already in effect the difficulty on this score was not great
and the situation was met by still further reducing the rations.
The weekly ration of sugar was set at 6 ounces, butter
one ounce and butchers' meat 40 cents' worth. At hotels and
restaurants the total quantities of meat, flour, bread and
sugar were fixed not to exceed the following scale per meal
to

:

Meat,

Sugar,

Bread,

Flour,

oz.

oz.

Breakfast
Dinner, including supper and meat,
Luncheon, including meat dinner

Tea

2

tea..

4
4
nil

'

oz.

oz.

A

2

nil

Vx
Y%

2

l

%

i

2

1

2

nil

The consumption

of bread and cakes at afternoon tea was
limited to 2 ounces in all.
No sugar or butter was served
separately at any meal; except to children under ten, no milk

could be consumed
as usually served.
for articles of food
In London 12,000

thousand motor

except in tea, coffee, cocoa and chocolate,

Furthermore maximum prices were fixed
which had not previously been scheduled.
tons of food were required daily and one

lorries

were used in the distribution of milk.

Throughout the entire nine days of the strike no reports of
any privations were received.
The use of motor lorries proved so successful that plans
are being developed for using this means of transportation
for relieving the breakdown in the system of inland trasportation which has been a serious matter in England for some
time and which has contributed so seriously to the congesIt is believed that something like 1,000
used at Liverpool for this purpose. Such
use of this means of transportation will show how far it can
be used as a practical proposition for commercial purposes.

tion of the docks.
lorries are to be

Some

being called.

London was

The

believe that until petrol falls in price, the motor lorry

will be too expensive for long distance traffic.

The more

used by the government are capable of running 8 to 9 miles on one gallon of petrol, but most of the
vehicles cannot do more than 6 miles to the gallon. During
the strike the Ministry of Food charged traders making use
It is beof the motor transport 12 cents per ton per mile.
lieved that any loss which may be occasioned by using this
means of transport to relieve dock congestion will be more
efficient lorries

Oct.

10,

Issued Nov.

26,
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than offset by decreasing the large loss resulting by the detention of ships which are unable to discharge their cargoes.
The transportation of mail created another serious prob-

This was handled by army lorries and such few trains
running at the beginning of the week. In a very few
days an aeroplane service was inaugurated from London to
Bristol, Birmingham, Newcastle, Manchester and Glasgow,
in addition to a continental service between London and
Paris and London and Brussels.
The aeroplane service
worked out extremely well and on Tuesday, the fourth day
of the strike, 54 aeroplanes were in service.
A charge of
lem.

as were

7S1

General Gassouin, Director of Transport of France, in

commenting on the

strike

stated

France

that

it

was particularly

dependent on England
for a coal supply, as the Germans are far behind in their
promised delivery of coal. Furthermore in addition it was
stated that the export business of France was completely paralyzed and while it was not a matter of great importance to
certain lines of merchandise it was fraught with serious conserious for that country.

is

sequences in the case of perishable foodstuffs.
Italy too suffered, for the lack of coal, as it relies on England for a monthly supply of 500,000 tons.
The quantity
of coal coming from America, Belgium, and Germany
through France is comparatively small.
A press despatch from Amsterdam presented another phase
of how the strike affected Holland.
The British fishing fleet,
owing to the strike in Great Britain, sought to dispose of its
catch in the Amsterdam market and the Ship Owners' Association there requested the government to take measures
to prevent this, for otherwise the natural herring industry of
Holland would be seriously affected.
Four Atlantic liners were held at Liverpool and the passengers were not allowed to disembark until means could be
provided for sending them to their destinations. Both England and the United States were also affected by the cancellation of sailings announced by the American
Board on account of the strike.

Shipping

Military Measures
quite remarkable that there were not more cases of
sabotage during the strike.
few instances were reported
where engine drivers and other men who had remained loval
It is

A

f^
r

'

T

y

%fcir*
it'

A

Volunteer Attending to a

Lamp

an ounce on each letter was made for this speOn one day a Handley-Page machine carried
1,400 pounds of mail matter to Brussels for Holland and
Norway and brought back 2,000 pounds. A strong effort has
been made through the press to retain this service which
worked so successfully, but as the train services improved
during the latter part of the strike, the aeroplane service was
two

-^

.

on an Underground Coach

shillings

cial service.
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Effects of the Strike on Industry

suffered greatly from the lack of cars but in many instances
mined coal was stored until cars could be procured.

A

the

week

had been

majority of the
firms in the iron and steel industry had been somewhat affected.
In some cases it was nei essary to close down the furnaces. The textile industry was not affected to any appreciable degree, nor were the engineering industries. In fact
at that time very little reduction of production was reported.
after the strike

in

effect the

^Vi-2* v J jfirW
*

1

discontinued.

While it is impossible to calculate the monetary loss to the
country of the nine days' strike, it has been estimated to be
in the vicinity of $250,000,000.
Despite the fact that Mr.
Smillie, the head of the Miners' unions, stated that a week's
strike would put 90 per cent of the miners out of work, this
did not prove to be true. A large number of mines, however,

»

l

M

if.
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A

Parade of Strikers

to the government were attacked; numerous cases of
stone
throwing were reported, and one or two cases of attempts to
derail trains.
The government precluded any serious attempts to cause trouble by the distribution of soldiers to
strategic points on the railways.
The terminals were guarded
by police and detachments of soldiers which camped on the
station grounds. In some cases machine guns were in readiness to prevent any serious demonstrations.
While exact

figures of the

lished

it

number

of troops involved have not been pubin the Birmingham d\>lrkt 2,00f>

was Mated that

RAILWAY AGK
were on duty. Wherever an indication of trouble
was Found, troops were immediately despatched to provide
In some cases detachments of nun were carried
protection.
soldiers

in the baggag< cars of the trains in readiness for an) dis
turbances along the line. One cause of the lad oi serious
demonstrations on the pari of the strikers was undoubtedly

due

!<>

the counsel of the

strike

leaders,

for they

urged the

men to refrain from demonstration, and it is a fine commentary on the character of the railwaymen thai more trouble
was not experienced.
However, it was believed desirable on Friday, Octobei
seven days after the strike had been in effect, to issue an ap
peal to all citizens in all countries, cities and ports to form a
citizen guard to act in co-operation with the polite in the duty
of protection and maintenance of order. This organization
is somewhat after the plan of the home guards which were
recruited in the United States during the war.
The appeal
went on to say that if the food and the safety of the nation
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lii'iIm
of the communit) and so bringing untold
It
miser ] upon thousands of innocenl people.
was evident
that he wa
eeking to give the railwaymen a Bquare deal,
l>ui at the same time In
could not p'Timt the governmeni to
In- held up at the point of a pistol by a group of workers who

tacking
1

considered only their own selfish ends. After the settlemenl
had been made he disclaimed anj credil on the part ol the
government for having won a victorj and -aid that neither
In- nor tin- governmeni wanted a \i< tory over the men.
They

only wanted a settlement, and that was the -pirit in which
the negotiations had been conducted.
Thomas, the leader and general .secretary of the
II.
J.
National Union of Railwaymen, on the other hand disclosed
throughout the controversy a ver\ PniSsianistfc attitude. He
acted as though he fell he had the power to make the government accede to his every wish and he certainly must have
had an overdose of egotism to believe that he could challange
the government of Great Britain on such a frail excu-e as
for which the strike was (ailed. A side light on the
character of the man is shown by the following extract from
a talk he made to the railway men at Clapham Common dur-

that

ing the early days of the strike.

He was commenting on

a
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made by the government to the effect that the
was a war against society. (The arrangement of the
quotation and the italics are ours.)
statement

strike
Photo

from

Central

News.

A Rush

for a

Tram

were to be safeguarded in face of the menace by which they
were confronted, it was essential that all citizens who were
willing to contribute labor should do so without interference
or apprehension. While the cessation of the strike made unnecessary the formation of such an organization, it is reported that the plans will be carried forward in order to have
such an organization well developed in case any future
similar occasion arises.

The Leaders
Too much

in the

Dispute

Lloyd George, the British Premier, for the tactful way in which he handled the
entire situation during the discussions prior to and after the
strike was called. There was no attempt to "bulldoze" the
men. In fact he made the statment that before the war the
railway workers w ere very disgracefully paid and their hours
of labor were too long; in a latter statement he said that the
government w as not fighting trade unionism, for trade unioncredit cannot be given

r

T

is a recognized factor in the industrial life of the counbut that the government was fighting to prevent the extremists of anv industrial bodv from gaining their ends by at-

ism

try,

He

said:

"I have warned them all through that if it is, the responsibility is theirs.
"I say to the government: Do they know what they are playing with?
Do they know they are letting loose passions that it will be difficult to
control?
"1 have refused the offer of other trade unions
"I have refused the busmen and tramway men.
"I have refused the electricians, but
"I am not going to continue to do so now that

to call their

men

out.

am driven to this fight and
"My back is to the wall."
"I

That labor leaders in general were not in accord with the
action of the railwaymen's executive committee is well illustrated by the action they took in seeking a reconciliation
and also by the following statement issued, after the strike,
by J. R. Clynes, who is a strong labor man:
"Workmen must more and more look upon the public as a
jury which to a great extent can influence governments and
determine the settlement on the verdict they may give,
whether the men act rightly or wrongly.
"A large number of people who have fully believed the
railwavmen should get better terms have not been on the railwavmen's side just because of the manner in which the
trouble started.'"
This statement

was

settled

sums up the situation
by public opinion.

well, for the strike

Will

New

Legislation Cause Railroad Expansion?
Law — Carriers

Real Test of Value of the

Should Invest

$6,000,000,000 Within Three Years

By Samuel

O.

Dunn

Editor of the Railway

WHEN

were

money for new equipment Decause
own future, so the result has been

GOVERNMENi operation was adopted there
many persons in the country who favored gov-

It appears certain that the railroads will be returned to private operation at the end of this year.
Assuming, as we all must, that the railways are going
to be returned to private management, it would appear that
regardless of our individual views on the question of government ownership versus private ownership we should want
to see the conditions made favorable to the success of private
management. This is a democratic country and if the pub-

tionable.

ever wills, as

it

We

may, that government ownership shall

be made the policy of the nation, I shall want to see the
system of management adopted one which will insure that
government management will be made as successful as it is
possible to make it.
On the other hand, since the public
has willed, that for some years to come, at least, the system
of private management shall prevail, every patriotic citizen
should desire to see legislation enacted which will give
opportunity to make private management as successful as
it can be made.

Enormous Deficiency

Imperative Need of Railroad Revival

said:

i

•From an address delivered before the annual convention of the American Mining Congress, St. Louis. M

of

Investment

Mr. Hines had chosen to use the available statistics
bearing upon the subject of the inadequacy of railroad facilities he could have presented the existing situation in a manner which would have been positively startling. There are
several different ways in which you can estimate the amount
of new investment which must be made to increase the facilities of the railways enough to bring them abreast of the demands of the country's commerce. Probably the best way
to estimate it is on the basis of the increases which have
occurred in the investment in the properties and in the
amount of traffic handled. Mr. Hines remarked that in the
year or two before this country entered the war the railway
companies had been unable materially to increase their facilities because of the difficulty of raising new capital.
His
remark takes us back practically to the year 1915.
Now, in the ten years from June 30, 1905, to June 30,
1915, the increase in the freight business was 61 per cent
and the increase in the passenger business 45 per cent.
Meantime ,the investment made in new facilities was $5,300,000.000, or 44 per cent.
The increase in freight business since the year ended June 30, 1915, has been 57 per
cent, and the increase in passenger business 32 per cent,
each being almost as great as it was in the preceding 10
years.
If the new investment had been as great in proportion to the increase in traffic during the last four and a
half years as it was during the preceding 10 years it would
If

At the present time the most imperative need of the country from a transportation standpoint is an immediate revival
of the expansion of railroad facilities on a very large scale.
This need does not exist because the railways are going to
be returned to private management.
It would exist just the
same if government ownership and management or the
Plumb plan were going to be adopted.
The fact that there is need for an early and very large
expansion of railroad facilities has been emphasized repeatedly by the director general of railroads, Mr. Walker
D. Hines, who is strategically in the best position to know
what the transportation situation is. In a recent address he
"In the year or two preceding federal control of the railroads the normal additions to cars and other transportation
facilities were not made because prices were very high, labor
was scarce, and financing on the part of the railroad com*
During tiie first
panies was unusually difficult. *
year of federal control there was
limitation as to the
s< ver<
amount of material that could be taken from other war purposes to use for providing additional railroad facilities. * * *
When the year 1919 began we were then confronted with a
new difficulty in the way of adding to the facilities, and that
was that federal control naturally was approaching it-; end
from the time the armistice was signed. More than that, th
failure of the appropriation on the 4th of March last, which
had been sought by the Railroad Administration to enable it
dy incurred, postponed the conto meet its obligati>
struction of even the hundred thousand cars that had been
ordered, because they could not b< paid for, and the equipment companies naturally had to slow down on their production.
The railroad companies were unwilling to furnish

uncertainty a- to their
that the Railroad Admin1919 has not been in position to
ot

during the year
provide any additional facilities except those which were
needed, as an emergency measure, unless the railroad companies were willing to furnish the money, and the result is
that at the present time the Railroad Administration has been
unable to order or obtain authority to order any cars in
addition to the hundred thousand that were ordered last year.
"So that that inadequacy of facilities, which were inadequate before federal control began, and which have become
increasingly inadequate since that time, principally accounts
for the fact that the facilities are not sufficient to handle all
of the enormous business which is offering to the railroads
*
*
*
are in a waiting and uncertain
of the country.
situation with reference to the provision of transportation
facilities, and it is a matter of very grave concern to the
country. In my judgment if the legislation cannot take definite shape during the month of December, so that the railroads will know where they stand, and can begin making
their plans to get the additional facilities they will undoubtedly need to handle the business of next fall, the country
will be most disastrously handicapped next fall in having its
business moved."
istration

ernment ownership and management. After almost
two years of government operation the only large class that
now favors government ownership is the railroad employees,
and there is no large class which is in favor of government
management. I shall not attempt to review the reasons why
there has developed such an overwhelming public sentiment
against government management.
That it exists is unques-

lic

Age

have 'been about $5,000,000,000.
As a matter of fact, it
has been less than SI. 900, 000, 000.
Furthermore, because
of advances in wages ami in prices of material-, a dollar
would not buy during the last four and a half years more
than two-thirds, and perhaps not more than one-half as
much as it would buy on the average during the preceding
10 years. Therefore, equated on the 1905-1915 basis of the
value of money the investment during the last four and a
half years has been only about $1,300,000,000.
Assuming that investment should have been made during
this four and a half year- as fast in proportion to the in-
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as it was during the preceding Ceo pears,
investment in the railways haa fallen behind approxi
matelj $3,700,000,000 during this time.
But that is stating
In the
the deficiency in the pre war value of money.

the

1919 two dollars will not buy a railroad any move labor,
equipment and materials than a dollar would on the ati
I'lu- average wage of an employee
in the wars l°i^ 1915.
Now, the
is now
125 per cent higher than it was then.
deficiency of investment must be made up in dollai
the present value.
On that basis it would take over
$7,000,000,000 to make up the deficiency in railroad investment which has been allowed to accrue since 1915.

Great Increase of Traffic

— Little Increase of Facilities

This deficiency in investment is strongly reflected in the
remarkably small increase in facilities which has been made.
During the ten years ending with 1915 the increase in the
freight traffic of the country was 61 per cent and the increase in the numher of freight cars in service was 36 per

During

the last four

and

half years the increase
in the freight traffic of the country has been 57 per cent
and the increase in the number of freight cars in service
has been only about 5 per cent.
Between 1905 and 1915 the increase in passenger traffic
in this country was 45 per cent and the increase in the
number of passenger cars in service was 36 per cent. Since

cent.

a

1915 the increase in passenger business has been 32 per
cent and there has been practically no increase in the numThe increase in the number of
ber of passenger cars.
years
from
in
the
ten
locomotives
in the country
1905 to 1915 was 30 per

cent.

In spite of the enormous

increase of traffic since 1915 there has been practically no
The increase in the
increase in the number of locomotives.

railroad mileage of the country between 1905 and 1915 was
There has
over 40,000 miles, or over 4,000 miles a year.

been almost no increase in mileage at all in the last four
years, the mileage torn up or abandoned being practically
equal to that built. There has been a great increase in the
efficiency with which railway facilities have been used in
most of this increase having taken place under
recent years
and therefore
private management during 1916 and 1917
be an exaggeration to assume that
it undoubtedly would
there must be an investment of $7,000,000,000 to make
But
good the deficiency which has accrued since 1915.
allow all that we dare for that increase of efficiency, and
cut the estimated deficiency in half, and you will still have
a deficiency to make good of at least $3,500,000,000.
Besides making up this deficiency of investment and
facilities, the railways must provide in future still other

—

—

additional facilities to care for the future increase of busiAs I have shown, the average investment per year in

ness.

the

ten

years

ended

With present wages

June 30, 1915, was $530,000,000.
and prices it would cost at least

$1,000,000,000 to provide as much additional facilities as
were formerly provided for a half billion dollars. With a
deficiency of at least $3,500,000,000 to make good and an
investment of at least $1,000,000,000 a year required to
provide for the growth of business, it follows that the railways, if they are to provide for the needs of American
commerce, must raise and invest at least $6,000,000,000 or
$6,500,000,000 of new capital within the next three years
This
if they are to catch up with the needs of the country.
They ought to acquire within
is a conservative estimate.
that time, for example, about 800,000 freight cars, 20,000
locomotives and 10,000 passenger cars and to provide other
facilities

—

new

lines,

tracks,

roundhouses, shops, and so on

—

sidings,

yards,

terminals,

offered to then
railroads to handle all tin. Ersffii win. h
am time when the COUntfJ is producing BO auvwh.n- near
i

at

the Linrii of

its

apai

i

In (be fall ol

ity.

1911 the Railroads'

government that cwn then it had
become impossible tO handle rill the available freight and
that if the essential war traffii was to be handled the soIn
called "non essentials" would have to be excluded.
1918, under government operation, in spite of the fact that
the government had almost unlimited power and the ad
vantage of $577,000,000 worth of additional facilities the
railway companies had provided in 1917, it was able to
increase the freight handled only 2 per cent, and it found
it necessary constantly to embargo many kinds of commodities.
Last spring, when the railways lost a large amount
of war business, there was a temporary surplusage of cars,
but as soon as the country began to produce again on a
peace basis this surplusage disappeared and during recent
months it has again been impossible to handle all the avail-

War Board warned

the

able freight.

do not say merely

has been impossible to handle
I say it has been impossible
It has been impossible to
to handle much of it at all.
furnish sufficient cars to the coal mines and that has cut
down the production of coal. It has been impossible to furnish enough cars for the movement of lumber and that has
curtailed the production of lumber.
It has been impossible
to furnish enough cars for the movement of wheat and that
has curtailed the movement of wheat.
The various state r
municipal and other governments have appropriated $633,000,000 to be spent during the next year in building new
Those roads can't be built simply because the railroads.
ways can't handle the materials.
I

all

that

it

the freight satisfactorily.

Railways Limiting Factor

in

Production

People talk about the need for an increase in production.
is great need of an increase of production, but there
cannot be any further substantial increase of production in
this country until there has been a substantial increase in
the facilities of transportation, because there can be no
substantially increased production without increased transportation.
Unless there is invested in new railroad facilities within the next three years at least $6,000,000,000 of

There

new

capital,

a perfectly safe prediction that three years

it is

from now the railroads will still be unable to move all the
commodities that the country can produce; and regardless

amount of new investment made in railroads meantime there will not be a year in the next three, unless there is
a severe depression in general business, when the railroads,
whether under government or private management, will be

of the

able

to

move

all

the

traffic

which the industries of the

country can offer.
Many people seem to think that as soon as the railways
are returned to private operation there will be a restoration
of the good freight and passenger service which formerly
was rendered.
The good service formerly rendered will
not be restored immediately or very soon after a return to
private operation because the cars, locomotives, tracks and
yards required to render it do not and will not exist. They
can be provided only by a vast expenditure of new capital,
and unless there is a vast expenditure of new capital they
never will exist.
Having provided means of preventing abuses in financial
management in future the public must also in its own interest in some way assure to those who make investments
in railways that they will be given opportunity to derive a
reasonable return from their investments.

in proportion.

needless to tell any man who ships goods or who
upon our railroads that the vast deficiency in railroad investment which has accrued is reflected in the servIt has become impossible for the
ice now being rendered.
It

The True Test

is

travels
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principal test which should be applied to any measure to solve the railroad problem which is introduced in
Congress is the question, "Would this proposed legislation

Oct.

if

10,

Issued

Nov

passed enable the

26,
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railroad

companies

to

raise

vest in their properties at least $6, 01)0,000,000 of
within the next three years?"
[f the answer

and

in-

new capital
"Yes" can

be made to that question, then the proposed legislation may
be sufficient, but if the answer "No" must be made, then
the proposed legislation certainly is not sufficient, no matter how good it may be in other respects.
The question
of what net return the railway companies are to be allowed
to earn, is from the standpoint of the public as well as that
of the companies the very essence of the railroad problem.
Without that question clearly and soundly settled no advance whatever will have been made. Without that ques-

and correctly answered by new legislation the
return of the railways to private operation will not be followed by a revival of the expansion of railroad facilities;
tion clearly

and without a revival of railroad expansion the country's inand commercial growth will be practically stopped.

dustrial

Effects of

Temporary Legislation

President Wilson announced in May that the railways
would be returned to their owners at the end of the present
It was generally recognized at that time that before
year.
they were returned some important legislation should be
It now appears probable that if they are returned
passed.
to their owners on January 1 it will be under some kind of
temporary legislation which will continue the present government guarantees, but which will not definitely settle what
return the railways are to be allowed to earn after the
It will be better to return the
guarantees are withdrawn.
railways to their owners under such temporary legislation
than not to return them at all at the end of the year; but
every day that permanent legislation is delayed will postpone the beginning of the expansion of railroad facilities.
There will be no revival of investment in railroad securities
on a large scale unless the government has definitely indicated to investors what kind of a "run for their money" it
intends to give them in future.
At the same time, the railways will be returned to their

owners under conditions which

for

some time

them very

successful private operation of

and un-

passed the results of private management will be disappointing to the public. In that
case we shall be in great danger of drifting into government
ownership, in spite of the strong sentiment against it which
less the right

now

kind of legislation

time when there was urgent
portation use of such cars.

is

exists.

demand for an enlarged transThe Railroad Administration

was able substantially and promptly to correct this situation
by the imposition of an emergency charge. Such a step could
not have been taken promptly if it had been necessary to
consult also state authorities throughout the Union.
"Since the authorities of each state would under this bill
have the full power to exercise an independent judgment,

had been in
notwithstanding the fact that the federal government was the sole operator of the railroads, and as such conducting the intrastate
the probable result
effect, to

would have been,

if this bill

prevent any uniform practice at

all,

operations, as well as the interstate operations.

"At the present time the Railroad Administration is proceeding with an important measure to secure the heavier
loading of cars with grain and grain products so as to meet
more fully the urgent need for a greater transportation of
those commodities. If it should be necessary to obtain the
independent judgment of each state tribunal, the delay would
probably be so great as to defeat the purpose of the plan.
"The matters I have mentioned are illustrative of pressing practical emergencies which must be dealt with promptly
if they are to be dealt with effectively, and while the federal
government alone is responsible for railroad operation, it
ought to have within itself the power to deal with these
problems.
"The practice of the Railroad Administration to secure the
advice of the Interstate Commerce Commission upon matters
of importance reasonably insures an adequate representation
of the public interest and avoids the divided action and inevitable delay which would result if each state authority
should have exclusive and final power as to regulation of all
matters of intrastate traffic within its borders.
"Beyond these pressing practical exigencies, I feel that
it is a far sounder general principle to vest in the federal government power to raise the revenue to operate the railroads
when the federal government alone is responsible for paying
the bills for their operation.

will render

difficult,
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"In a country of such great extent

it is

undoubtedly desir-

able to get the fullest practical benefit of local advice

and

much

upon

be desired in
respect of local interstate rates and practices in a given portion of the country as in respect of intrastate rates and pracIt is the
tices covering a similar extent in the same locality.
policy and practice of the Railroad Administration, which
local matters,

I

this is equally as

to

heartily endorse, to secure as far as practicable the

full

suggestions of the state authorities, both as
to intrastate rates and as to local interstate rates, but in the
last analysis, while the federal government is solely responbenefit of the

President Vetoes Bill to
Restore I. C. C. Rate Powers
Cumto the Interstate Comrate making power. The

President Wilson on November
mins bill, S. 641, restoring
merce Commission its pre-war

18 vetoed the

President said the immediate effei of the proposed law would
be to deprive the federal government of the ability "to cope
promptly and decisively with operating emergencies which
t

are now' arising

and must continue

to arise

during the

exist-

ing period of heavy traffic."
"This bill," said the President's message, '-deprives the
government of the United States, while still charged with the
exclusive responsibility for operating the railroads during

make any change

any

federal control, of any power to
trastate rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or practice without having first secured the approval of the proper
state regulating tribunals, whereas under the federal control
act as originally enacted tin

gi

vi

in

in-

rnmenl of the United States

has the same power to determine the intrastate matters as it
had to determine similar matt rs of an interstate character.
"Recently the Railroad Administration found that refrigerator cars were being unduly detained by' consignees at a

sible,

it

power as

seems to

me

that

entirely

independent and final
should

to a large proportion of these vital matters

not be transferred to the respective states.
"The broad question of general principle which 1 have
just discussed might perhaps be waived in view of the short

duration of federal control, but the practical emergencies to
which I have first referred are matters with which the federal
government must deal day by day in the discharge of its
responsibility and I do not think its ability to deal with them
promptly and conclusively should be impaired even during a
brief period of federal control.

"The leading principle of this bill, which is to give the
Commerce Commission power, pending its provi-

Interstate

sion thereon, to suspend rates, practices, etc., initiated by the
President, is entirely acceptable to me, although if in the

future the bill should be repassed I should hope to see some
modifications in detail which would avoid attaching a pre-

sumption of unreasonableness (as this bill appears to do)
changes so initiated in rates, practices, etc.
"1 should also hope to see another modification which
would avoid any possibility of bringing in question the

to
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validity

i

i

i

rders

which ulread) hav< been made

Administration

road

in

the discharge of

Cummins oi
committee, who introduced
Chairman

Senate

the

Report

the Rail

bj

commerce
amended by

interstate

was nol likel) thai anj attempl would be
il
pass the measure over the President's veto, as the
rate-making powers of the commission would be restored
when the roads were returned to private operation Januarj l.

the House, said

made

to

Senator

Cummins

President's

the

said

of

action

was

nol

a

approving the President's
measure "should never have been
passed," and he added thai he expected no effort would be
made by the House to override the veto.
Mondell,

Leader

Republican

veto of the

Til

I

C0MMERC1

[NTEKSTAT1

bill,

said the

A. R.

A.— Section

VII

American Railroad
execi mm committee
Association, al a meeting held on July 31, created a new
Freight Claims;
section, to be known as Section VII
and 11. C. Pribble of Topeka, Kan., chairman of the secof

T.u

the

—

has issued a circular setting forth the plans for the
organization of the section.
The temporary general committee, appointed by the executive committee of the association to manage matters until
tion,

regular election shall be held, consists of prominent memClaim Association, as follows:

bers of the former Freight
i.

C.
II.

1.

.1.

J.

R.

W.

PribbU

1..

(chairman)

A.

T

&

F.

S.

Howe, C. & N. W.
Howard, manager, Claims and Propertj

Railroad

St.it. s

Hooper,
Calkin-.

Protection Section, United

Administration.

Southern.

New York

ha

i

lied

a

hi'
special report by C. S. Fake, assistant director
Division of Operation, of the Railroad Admin
lion which was given in the Railway Age of September 12,
page 514.
Extra (excursion) passenger train 2416 was
run into at the rear by extra passenger train 5.S42 at 4:43

subject

;i

a.

in.,

the

latter

train

August 11 and
Mr. Pribble chairman, Mr. Howe, first vice-chairman, and Mr. Howard, second vice-chairman; and Lewis
The conPilcher, Richmond. Va., was chosen secretary.
stitution and rules of the Freight Claim Association, as pub-

lished in 1917, were adopted, with suitable changes in the

wording.
is

also continued, but the secretary of

to act as secretary of all committees.

The seven arbitration committees of The Freight Claim
Association were elected to serve as the arbitration commitSix of these will be known as loss and
tees of Section VII.
damage committees, and are .composed of men handling loss
and damage claims; one will be known as the overcharge
committee, and is composed of men handling overcharge
claims exclusively, to which shall be referred all overcharge
The appeal committee of The
claims for arbitration.
Freight Claim Association was also elected to serve in the
same capacity with Section VII.
Members

are requested to submit
any subjects upon which it

to the secretary of the
is

desired to have the

may

be docketed and placed in
The Comthe hands of the committeemen without delay.
mittee on Cause and Prevention has already met and is
The other committees will hold
asking for suggestions.
Copies of
their initial meetings as early as practicable.
the adopted rules of order and freight claim rules and
rulings, with names of those composing the several committees, will soon be mailed to members.
committees pass, so that they

Chairman Pribble announces

that henceforth the cost of

arbitration will be $15 per claim

$25 per claim.

at

the

been started, after

a

of

it.

The speed

of the col-

i.-

stop of several mhiutes,

and was run-

ning at six or eight miles an hour. The three rear cars of
the leading train were considerably damaged.
At Elwood station there is an automatic signal which is
used also as a train order signal.
When, as in this case,
the station operator is off duty, a stop signal must be investigated particularly; and, this signal having been at stop,
with no discoverable cause, a freight train preceding the
excursion trains had stopped long enough to make sure that
the operator was not on duty; and the delay of the freight
had delayed several excursion trains preceding those involved in the collision. At one time there were at least three
and perhaps four of these passenger trains standing short
distances apart, north of Elwood.
For a part of the time
at least, the signal was operating properly, and whether or
not more than one failure occurred could not be definitely
several pages of the testimony of the
excursion trains, with regard to fog
and other conditions; but on the whole it appears that the
fog was not serious enough to prevent seeing the signals

This general committee met in Chicago on

The committees were

moment

contad
believed to have
been about 20 miles an hour; and the leading train had
train

The report contains
men on the different

elected

the section

having run past distant and home
set against

established.

Central.

Hunter. C. R. I. .V 1'N. W.
]•:.
J. Bloodgood, C. &
J. B. BaskerviUe, N. & W.
W. S. Reed, Pitts. & W. Va.
0.

section

ION

j

liding

II.

O dMl

September 2, and signed bj W. i'. Boi
land, chief of the Bureau oi Safety, on the rear col
lision of passenger trains on the West Jersej & Seashore,
near Elwood, \. ]., on August 2 t, in which one
was lulled and 25 injured.
This collision was made the
report, dated

automatic block signals

II.

Collision

of the

surprise.

a

Elwood

No. 15

67,

responsibility."

bill, later

original

th<

it-

Vol

and the deposit on appeal

several hundred feet, and probably several hundred yards,
The engineman of train 5342 said
before reaching them.
that he saw the stop signal when only about six feet away
from it, and he appears to have admitted passing the cauHis testimony, however,
tion signal without seeing it.
seems to be regarded by the investigator as not worthy of
He had been resting from noon the preceding
credence.
day until 12:10 a. m., the 24th, when he was called for this
run; but the report concludes that he had not slept over four
It is stated that he
hours during the preceding 23 hours.
had run over this line on August 16, and on July 27; and
had fired over it for eleven days in July; and apparently
these runs (13 days) constituted the whole of his acquainThe fireman was not familiar with
tance with the road.
the road; he appears to have called signals to the engineman, more or less faithfully, but his testimony is not clear.
The flagman of train 2416 is held responsible for not
providing adequate protection by flag; but his testimony appears to be of little value. Because of the delays occasioned
by the slackening of preceding trains he had had occasion
to go back several times, but, the last time, he put down
Asked
torpedoes only about 150 ft. back from his train.
why he went such a short distance he made no satisfactory

explanation.

The engineman of train 5342 is 30 years old, and entered
the service as fireman in 1912. He w'as promoted to engineman in May, 1918, and had a good record. He said posiitively that he was wide awake all the time, but the inspector believes, nevertheless, that he

must have dozed

off.

China is planning to educate her farmers to modern methods
and with that object in view is to have a demonstrating farm
every fifty miles along her railways.

The Esch

Bill

Passed by the House

Policy Pursued of Attempting to Build on Existing Structure
of Regulation

Rather Than Adopt

is an
xtra<
of the Esch bill, as submitby John J. Esch, chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, giving a
discussion of the committee's conclusions in various phases
of the proposed railroad legislation.
(The bill was passed

Following

i

i

ted

on November 17.)
H. R. 4378, introduced

June

2,

1919,

basis for the hearings held by the committee.

constituted the
Only one other

H. R. 8157, introduced by Hon. Thetus W. Sims, a
of the committee on interstate and foreign commerce,
and presenting the so-called "Plumb plan," was introduced.
The committee began hearings on July 15. These hearings
continued with morning and afternoon sessions continuously
Some 3,500 pages of testimony have
until September 27.
been printed. Exclusive of the printed hearings, numerous
Proponents of various plans were first
exhibits were filed.
These were followed by witnesses interested in speheard.
bill.

member

of the railroad problem, or special interests
vould be affected by the legislation. Practically every
person wno applied for a hearing had his request granted.
Every class, condition, and interest found one or more repreThese witnesses
sentatives in the long list of witnesses.
came from no particular section but from every part of the
Almost without exception, the witnesses were well
country.
The special
versed in the subjects they sought to present.
cial

features

*-WS

of them will make these
more elaborate and intensive
investigation of the railroads and their relations to the
government and to the public has ever been undertaken by

and general knowledge of
hearings of especial value.

many

No

Your committee

respectfully

offers these hearings for careful study not only

by members

a

committee

of

Congress.

Scores of witof Congress but by the country generally.
nesses voluntarily appeared and gave us the benefit of their
views and study. Private individuals appeared representing
Labor organizations appeared
nobody but themselves.

through numerous representatives. The side of the shippers
and of the general public was given full presentation. Days
were devoted to listening to representatives of carriers by rail
and water. The wire systems telegraph, telephone, cable,
and wireless made their showing.

—

Although H. R. 4378 (Esch-Pomerene bill) was made
of consideration during the course of the hearings and in executive session- of the committee, drafts of
the basis

presented to the committee but not introduced in
Senate or House were carefully examined and their special
Among such drafts and
features given due consideration.
By the railway executives, known
bills were those presented
as the "Railway Executives plan": by the transportation
conference, being the plan indorsed by the United States
Chamber of Commerce, known as the "Transportation Conference plan"; by the National Association of Owners of
Railroad Securities, known as the "Warfield plan"; by the
Citizens' National Railroad- League, outlined in S. 2889,
known as the "Amstef-Lenroot plan": by the railroad
brotherhoods as set forth in H. R. 8157. known as the
"Plumb plan." Several other plan- less pretentious in purIn addition to these drafts
pose and scope were presented.
and bills witnesses offered many amendments to H. R.
bills

:

the termination of federal control,
readjustment of the carriers with the
government necessitated by such control, or for financing the

provisions

relating

financial

to

Plan

during the period of reconstruction immediately
following the termination of such control. The bill now reported makes such provisions and the details will be hereinafter explained.

carriers

Government Ownership and Plumb Plan
In view of the fact that the President early this year
delivered to the Houses in joint session a message in which he
expressed his intention to return the roads to private owner-

ship and control by the end of the current year, and in
view of the desire on the part of the carriers to be so
returned and the wide-spread demand among the people
that federal control cease as soon as suitable legislation
could be enacted, your committee has not recommended
government ownership as a solution for the railroad problem.
Only one bill (Plumb plan) has been introduced at
this session providing for ownership of the railroads by the
United States government. This bill not merely asks that
the government should secure ownership and control of the
railroads, but also asks for employee operation thereof.
The provisions of this bill are so radical and the principles
so foreign to the fundamental principles of our government
that it was considered by our committee as impossible.
Notwithstanding this fact, the committee devoted six days to
listening to its proponents.
As a result of a rigid crossexamination of these proponents, the committee was all
the more strongly convinced that it was not and ought not
to be the solution which should be proposed to the House.
There is appended a summary of the proposed plans
for railroad legislation, prepared by Richard Waterman,
secretary, Railroad Committee, Chamber of Commerce of the

An

examination of this summary discloses
bills and drafts or plans have
certain features in common.
All except the "Plumb plan"
provide for ownership of all railroads of the United States
by private corporations, with operation by such carriers.
All advocate consolidations including the "Plumb plan."
Some, including the pending bill, go only to the extent of
permissive consolidation.
Some provide for permissive and
some for compulsory federal incorporation. All drafts, bills,
and plans set forth in the above summary provide for full
control by the Interstate Commerce Commission over stock
and bond issues. As to wages and working conditions the
various drafts, bills, and plans differ widely.
Most of
them provide for some form of arbitration board, with the
right of appealing to some higher board, such as a "transAs to the federal agency of regulation
portation board."
there is also much diversity of a plan and method.
All
of them agree, however, in the maintenance of the Interstate
Commerce Commission with its present rate-making powers.
In addition to the commission some of the plans provide for a
federal "transportation board"; others, such as the pending
bill, increase the powers of the commission instead of granting such additional powers to the "transportation board,"
United

the

States.

fact

that

the

several

or other like agency.

Objections to Including in the Pending Bill Some of
the Features Found in One or More of the Pro-

posed Drafts,

4378 and also amendments to the other drafts and bills.
As H. R. 4378 was originally introduced it contained no
or to the

New

1.

Bills,

or Plans.

Transportation Board

In support of a transportation board advisor}- to or
wholly independent of the Interstate Commerce Commission, it is argued that the Interstate Commerce Commission
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administrative

baa

Functioning

as

well

aa

quasi

powera and that the exercise of such powers by a
single agencj ia contrarj to the spirit of our Constitution;
thai the commission is now overburdened with work and
bould the
that its burdens will still further be in<
pending bill be enacted; that the transportation board would
be able to take a broader view of transportation problems
and after investigation be able to recommend plana and
policies looking to the better coordination of all forma of
rail,
highway, and water; that it would
transportation
more wisely determine the financial needa of the carriers;
COUld formulate the transportation budgets and drt lair what
should be the level of rates and issue a mandate to the
judicial

interstate

Commerce

Commission

to

so

adjust

the

level

meet the financial needs as found by the
transportation board; that the grant to and exercise of such
powers by the board would "fortify" the Interstate Commerce Commission in any action it might take in fixing the
Your comrates necessary to meet the board's mandate.
mittee, while conceding the merits of some of the arguments
presented in support of a transportation board, concluded
that such board was not necessary and for the following,
of

rates

among
The

as

to

others reasons:

transportation board with its members nominated
by the President and confirmed by the Senate would in all
probability be made subject to political influence, certainly
more so than the Interstate Commerce Commission a quasi
judicial body; it would not and could not have for many
wars to come the intimate knowledge of all phases of the
railroad problem, financial, commercial, operative, or otherwise.
It would be impossible to so separate the functions of

—

the transportation board from those of the Interstate Commerce Commission as to prevent duplication of work or
It would be but another governmental
conflict of authority.
agency whose gauntlet of regulations and restraints would
have to be run by the shippers of the country. With the high
salaries that would have to be paid to secure competent

members, with a staff of experts, accountants, attorneys,
agents, and examiners, a large and increasing burden would
be laid upon the federal Treasury.

The

Interstate

Com-

merce Commission does not need any governmental agency
No other
to "fortify'' it for the performance of its duties.
official body in our government stands higher in the estimation

of

our

fearlessness

people.
in

the

Its

integrity,

performance of

nonpartisanship, and
duties can not be

its

questioned.
The creation of a transportation board to take over the
various administrative duties of the Interstate Commerce
Commission with reference to safety-appliance acts, hoursof7service act, explosives act, boiler-inspection act, and other
acts,

can not be justified on the ground that the administra-

tion of these several acts

by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission has not been efficient and satisfactory. It is certain
that these acts can not be better administered if their adIf this be true,
ministration were transferred to the board.
why transfer their administration? Under the organization now existing under the commission for the administration of these several acts, the judicial functions of the commission have not been interfered with. In fact, the commission has been aided in the performance of its judicial

functions by reason of the intimate knowledge its members
to practical problems of railroad administration arising out of the administration of these several
In short, your committee fears that the creation of
acts.
a transportation board, no matter how clearly its duties may
be differentiated from those that are to be left to the Interstate Commerce Commission, will result in a division of
If the
authority and hence in a divided responsibility.

have acquired as

recommendations of the transportation board are to be merely
If
advisory to the commission, the country will gain little.
the commission ignores the recommendation of the board,
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occasion for misunderstanding and jealou \ mighl ari t.
If,
on the other hand, the recommendations of the hoard were
in the nature oi b mandate to the commJ sion, the commi

would. degenerate in prestige and influence and lose the
it
now occupies in the publii mind. 'I he people of
the United States would not approve of any legislation which
i.

.ii

position

would have

sui h

a

result.

2.

Federal Incorporation

ederal incorporation was strongly urged before the Newlands Joint Commission in 1916 and the chief reason offi red
then and re offered during the course of the hearings recently ended before your committee was to get rid of the
so-called "48 masters," that is, the regulatory bodies e
I

lished by the states of the Union.
It is admitted that the
uncertainty of regularitory laws enacted by the several states
with no attempt at uniformity has proven, in many in-

burdensome.
This is especially true as to safety
appliances, full crews, and laws relating to physical operation.
The laws of many of the states require consent of
the state regulatory bodies as a condition precedent to the
stances,

and bonds and has resulted in delay and the
exaction of unjust conditions.
In view of the fact that the
pending bill gives the Interstate Commerce Commission
exclusive jurisdiction over the issuance of railroad securities,
issue of stocks

the conflicting laws of the several states with reference to this
matter could no longer be urged as an argument for federal
incorporation, for Congress once occupying the field it is
entitled to occupy under the commerce clause of the Constitution, the right of the states to legislate on the subject matter
abates.
But a principal argument for federal incorporation lies in the fact that the carriers so incorporated would
be relieved, in a large measure, of the regulation by the states
for they, being the creatures of the federal government, might
no longer be subject to the jurisdiction of the states. Once
federal incorporation is accomplished the claim would be
immediately made that jurisdiction of the several states
over rates, fares, charges, etc., would no longer be tenable.
The primary purpose behind federal incorporation is the
elimination of state control.
While ultimately this may
come to pass, we are convinced that the country is not
yet ready to indorse legislation which would bring about
The increasing tendency of Congress
so radical a change.
to exercise to the full the powers granted it under the

commerce clause of the Constitution, and the decisions of the
Supreme Court of the United States in the Shreveport and
Minnesota rates cases, indicate a gradual but certain diminution of state control.

Federal incorporation necessarily involves some grave conand eminent counsel have submitted to
your committee briefs arguing with much show of reason that
Congress has no authority to compel a common carrier, holdstitutional questions

ing a state charter, to become federally incorporated. Without determining in our own minds the relative merits of the
constitutional aspects of this question, we are persuaded
that the carrying out of a plan of federal incorporation would
entail large expense, long delays, and a vast amount of litigation.
It is but natural that the stockholders in a common

by a state, enjoying special privileges which
that state charter conferred, would reject or refuse to entertain a proposition for exchange of their securities in the
state corporation, for the securities of a federal corporation
carrier chartered

no matter how attractive such offer might be. Refusal to
accept such exchange by recalcitrant security holders might
be compelled on the part of the government by the right of
eminent domain. This would mean litigation and would not
be decided until the Supreme Court of the United States
had passed thereon. The situation which will confront the
carriers at the conclusion of federal control is one which
The period
requires a plan that can be readily applied.
of reconstruction is one which should not invite litigation as

—
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Issued Nov.

10,

26,
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to the legal status of the carriers.

It

is

better to deal with

them under their exi ting chart
Under federal incorporation a new status as to taxes both
federal and state might arise.
If the carriers are federally
incorporated they could, and would in all probability, be
taxed by the federal government. The states are jealous of
their taxing powers and even under the federal control act,
during the war period, the right of the states to tax the railroad properties within their boundaries was specifically recogShould federal incorporation raise an issue between
nized.
the states and the federal government on the matter of taxation, this would constitute another reason why federal incorporation should not be included in the pending bill.
For the above, among other reasons, your committee has not
adopted federal incorporation and made it a part of the
pending bill.
3.

As

Consolidations

consolidations the plans presented to your comBut two are recommended. One,
mittee differed materially.
permissive consolidation, and the other, compulsory conThe pending bill favors permissive consolidasolidation.
to

approval by the Interstate Commerce ComThe so-called "Warfield plan" advocates the same
The "Amster plan" favors complete consolidation

tion, subject to

mission.
policy.

—

resultof all railroad companies into a single corporation
ing in an end to competition. The "Senate Committee plan"

(Cummins

bill)

and the "Railway

executives' plan" favors

a certain number
permits
voluntary consolidation if accomplished within seven years
Many of the objections we
after the approval of the act.
have above urged against federal incorporation arising out
of delays, expenses, and litigation are alike applicable to
In our opinion, the interests
compulsory consolidations.
of the public will be better served where the consolidations
are voluntarily entered into, upon approval by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and where such consolidation or
merger is in the interest of better service to the public, or
economy in operation, or otherwise of advantage to the
convenience or commerce of the people. Under such a plan
the problem of weak roads when taken in connection with the
other provisions of the pending bill will, in a large measure,
the consolidation of

existing lines

of strong competitive systems.

into

The "Senate plan"

be capable of solution.
Your committee believing that the creation of regions for
incorporation, administrative, and rate-making purposes
would not permit of the fullest measure of competition and
would make rate making based on average conditions of
carriers within a given region an impossible task, have not

deemed it wise to adopt any such plan in the pending bill.
Rate making even as it now is, is a most difficult task. If
rate making is to be based upon regions, or upon systems
of roads within a region, the meat railroad systems of the
country traversing vast areas would in many instances have
If
to be placed in one or more regions or group systems.
the regions are to follow existing trunk lines, especially in

and western classifii ation territories, their rates would
be affected by the rate structure adopted in the several regions
through which they passed. This would involve differences
Trunkin the application of through routes on their systems.
line roads running north and south and traversing more
than one region and not. because of their length, capable of
being embraced within single regions, would still further add
official

to the

complexity of the probl
4.

Owing

Regional Commissions or Commissioners
to

the present

merce Commission and
increase its duties, some

large task of the Interstate Comfact that the pending bill will

This phase of the
regional commissioners be appointed.
problem was given very full consideration in the hearings
and by the committee, with the result that the committee
it was better to leave the administration of the
law and of the pending bill, should it become law,
solely in the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
While such subordinate agencies might relieve the commission of some of its work, decisions would result which lacked
uniformity. There might be as much diversity of decisions as
there has been on the part of district courts with reference
Such diversity of decisions begets
to war-time prohibition.
uncertainty, and uncertainty
especially in rate matters
is highly detrimental to the shipping interests and to the
general public.
Moreover, no time will be saved in the
adjudication of rate cases by the creation of these subordinate agencies.
The amount involved can not be the limitation, as in the case of the United States district courts, because of the fact that a rate case in which but a small
amount of money is involved may involve the application
of a principle of widest application.
This would mean that
appeals would be necessarily taken from the subordinate
agency to the commission here at Washington resulting in
greater delay than if no subordinate agency had passed upon

believed that

existing

—

the question.

Your committee believes that the increased duties imposed upon the commission by the pending bill can be met
by increasing by two the membership of the committee, and
the bill provides for such increase.
Under the present practice, attorney examiners representing the commission take
testimony as to rate matters in the field and thus obviate
the necessity of witnesses coming to Washington. It is hoped
that with the increase of the number of the commissioners
that the practice of 10 years ago may be revived and that
the commissioners may, so far as their work here at Washington will permit, visit the various sections of the country
personally and hear cases. This would, in a measure, meet
the complaint that the commission was not in as close touch
with the shipping and consuming public as it might be.
5.

Some

of the witnesses

guaranty on the part of
per cent upon
public interest.

property of the carriers used in the
This is what has been designated as a
straight guaranty and is the plan that has been adopted to
some extent in foreign countries. The success of such plan
in these countries has not been such as to warrant its adoption in the United States.
In most cases such guaranty
has resulted in the taking over by the government of the

The failure of the roads to earn the guaranty created
such an indebtedness as to compel the government in its
own interest to take over the roads to protect the investment it already had made therein.
A straight guaranty, irrespective of the amount in percentage either on a basis of capitalization or of valuation,
is destructive of all initiative and would lead to extravagance,
inefficiency, an increased cost of transportation, and to government ownership.
A modified form of guaranty has been incorporated in
some of the plans above referred to and has been suggested
It
consists in dividing the railby individual witnesses.
roads of the country into groups, or by regions, and then
requiring the maintenance of a general rate level by the
roads.

Interstate Commerce Commission under a statutory rule
prescribing that rates shall, as nearly as possible, produce
not less than a certain per cent on aggregate investment ac-

count of the railroads

of the plans presented and some of
urged the creation of re-

Interstate

'

Guaranty

and some of the plans favored a
the government of a certain rate

the

the

individual recommi
gional commissions subordinate to the Interstate Commerce
such regional commissions, that
Commission, or. in lieu
the

741

of rate

in

each group or system;

or, that the

Commerce Commission under a statutory rule
making should provide a rate structure designed to

yield a certain percentage on the aggregate fair value of the
roads in each traffic section of the countrv.
This form of

——

—
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based upon the ability oi the commission to bo
ol rat*- within each group system, or n
as will produce the percentage on property investment ac
count, or on valuation, as fixed bj Congress.
We question
the ability of the commission, or anj regulatory body, to

guaranty
ii\

the

is

level

It
known thai freight and
accomplish this result.
is well
passenger revenues fluctuate from year to year, and even
during a single year.
rhese fluctuations maj be due to
drought
affecting crops throughout great areas
or may be
due to crop failures due to pests, or ma) be due to floods
destroying tracks and bridges and delaying traffic, or may
be due to economic causes national or international in scope,
flu- difficulty, and. in fact, the impossibility of maintaining
the level of rates required to produce the percentage rate
fixed by the statute should make us hesitate to adopt any
It"
the rate level must he changed to meet such
such plan.
As business
fluctuations there can be no stability of rates.
is interested almost as much in the stability as in the amount

would inevitably suffer as the result of
any such plan. By making a given region, or traffic area, a
unit within which the required rate level is to be maintained, a uniformity of kind and quantity of production
would seem to be necessary.
But in a country like ours with such diversified interests
and because of the large extent of the territory which each
unit or traffic area under the plans proposed would have to
oi the rates business

cover,

it

would be

difficult for the Interstate

Commerce Com-

make

If
a fair estimate of average conditions.
New England is to constitute a region, or traffic section,
the commission would have to consider in arriving at an
average the agricultural and timber products of northern
Maine, and the manufacturing production in the densely
It
-populated States of Massachusetts and Connecticut.
seems to the committee that such a plan is unworkable and
It is
imposes upon the commission an impossible task.
contended that this plan is not in fact a guaranty, in that
the government is not responsible for losses. Yet the government, through the commission, assures the security holders
of the railroads that it will, under all circumstances and
regardless of fluctuations in traffic, so adjust the rates that
they will produce 6 per cent, for example, on the aggregate
This is nothing less than a
property investment account.
The objections to a straight guaranty based on
guaranty.
the fact that such guaranty destroys initiative and leads to

mission to

extravagance and inefficiency, and to government ownership
But the
is applicable to this modified form of guaranty.
plan proposed seeks to meet the objection by permitting
the carriers to retain a certain portion of the excess over the
In our opinion the retention of only a
guaranteed return.
portion of the surplus will not be sufficient to promote enterdevelop initiative, and preserve the morale of the
Such
administrative and operative forces of the carriers.

prise,

It has been tried elsea plan is not new in its main details.
where with the result that no surplus has been developed.
On the other hand, the prospect of sharing the surplus with

the government, or with labor, leads to extravagance in exThis has been the experience of the state of

penditures.

New Hampshire

and the Republic of Brazil.
This question of sharing any excess over the fixed return as established by the statute gives rise to the question
of the constitutional right of Congress of making any such
law. Very distinguished counsel in briefs and orally have contended that as the rates fixed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission are the legal rates, whatever return to the
owners such rates produced as a matter of law, belonged to
them and could not, therefore, be taken away from them
under any plan providing for the division of the excess
that the deprivation of any part of such excess was in
violation of the fifth amendment to the Constitution. Without passing upon the legality of this portion of the guaranty
plan we have felt it better and wiser to continue the methods
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pn cribed
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n ro
o
act
and followed
ommission upon the initiation of
the ai ni
to det( nun.- the justni
and r< a jonablem
While this guarant) plan is propounded with much
rates,
confidence as the solution ol the problem oi the so-called
"weak sisters," we believe that such elaborate machinery
laborate as to be unworkable in some of its parts

bj

for

the

int<

[uiring

<

i

i

state

the

i

i

•

i

disappointment. We believe that equally
results can be obtained b) the provisions oi
the pending bill.
These provisions would authorize tin
commission to permit the voluntary consolidation of the
weaker with the stronger lines. By the application of minimum as well as maximum rati- to permil a longer and
weaker line to get a greater share of the business than heretofore, and with the initiative in the commission to establish joint rates and through route-, and the division of the
will
if

result in

not

better,

would still further aid the short or weaker lines.
There is another, and fundamental, reason why your committee opposes the fixing by act of Congress of a percentage
return.
This reason is political. As one Congress can not
rates,

hind its successor, this Congress, should it fix the percentage
return at 6 per cent, can give no assurance that this rate will
remain fixed or continue for any stated period. If, because
political agitation, a majority of the people, or any
considerable portion of them, are led to believe that the
percentage rate fixed by this Congress is excessive, the
percentage rate might, and in all probability would, become
a political issue of large importance and wide-reaching

of

This would result in dragging rate making into
and would endanger the stability of the rate strucWe believe that existing law as to the standard of
and that the rates that are fixed pursuant to such

effect.

politics
ture.

rates,

standard, should be continued. Neither the standard nor the
rate structure prescribed by the commission thereunder have
heretofore been the object of political strife.

The Pending

Bill

The

policy pursued by the committee in framing the pending bill was not to adopt new and untried plans, but rather

on a structure already in existence, whose foundawere well laid. In the period of reconstruction when

to build

tions

conditions are still unsettled and the public mind is in.
more or less of ferment resulting from the World War, it
was thought wise not to make experiments with the largest
single industry in the United States, outside of agriculture,
but what the committee sought to do in the bill now presented, was to provide for an adjustment of financial relations between the carriers and the government arising out
of federal control and to provide, during the brief period
of reconstruction, for financial support and for temporary
relief in the way of loans, as might be asked for by the
weaker roads. In addition to these provisions of a financial
character, the bill seeks to preserve to the people such ad-

vantages arising out of unified management and control as
have been demonstrated during the last two years, having
more particular reference to joint use of terminals, a greater
degree of coordination between rail and water carriers
and consolidations together with
especially on inland waters
pooling of traffic, earnings, and equipment.

—

The Elimination

of

Wire Systems and Water

Transportation

The bill H. R. 4378 as originally introduced placed wire
systems (telephone, telegraph, cable, and wireless) under the
full jurisdiction of the Interstate

applied to them as

common

Commerce Commission and

carriers the provisions of the

interstate commerce act, and also applied to them the provisions of the bill with reference to requiring a certificate of
convenience and necessity for any extensions or abandonments, and also the provision requiring certificates from the

commission for issues of stocks and bonds.

As

a result

of

Oct.

10,

Issued Nov.

the hearings

and

a
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fuller consideration of the situation, the

committee left the control of wire systems practically as
it
wus under the interstate commerce ad prior to federal
control.
There was practically no demand for placing
with added powers the wire systems under the commission.
Since 1910, when the wire systems were declared to be
common carriers and the commission was granted authority
to pass upon the justness and reasonableness of their rates,
only a half dozen cases have been brought before the comMoreover, over 80 per cent of the business transmission.
acted by telephone companies i- intrastate and therefore very
largely under the jurisdiction of state regulatory bodies.
As there are over 10,000 telephone companies in the

United States and most of these
was not thought wise to subject

of small capitalization,

these thousands of

it

small

companies, who, because of their various exchanges, might
be doing an interstate business, to the restrictions, obligations,

and penalties of the

interstate

commerce act.
is somewhat

situation as to telegraph companies

While the
different, in

that they do a larger percentage of interstate business, there
are but two large companies, and if their rates are unjust

and unreasonable, the present interstate commerce act affords
proper remedy. But the committee was also persuaded that
wire systems should be eliminated from this bill, as the bill
deals primarily with railroads, and it was not thought wise at
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charge.-, or the- value of the service rendered, which, immediately preceding the termination of federal control, are
in effect on the lines of carriers subject to this act, .-hall
continue in force and effect until thereafter changed by or
Without such a provision
pursuant to authority of law."
the rate>, fare-, (barges, etc., authorized under federal control would terminate immediately upon the termination of

federal control and

would

revert to the Status existing prior

were changed or increased by order of the
In view of the enormou- increase in operating

they

time

to

President.

wage- and co.-t of maformer level would re.-ult in such
an enormous decrease in the revenues as would render it
utterly impossible, even for the stronger railroads, to meet
By the insertion of the above section
operating expenses.
the existing rates, fares, charges, etc., are to continue in
force and effect until changed by or pursuant to authority
that is, until changed by the appropriate regulator}'
of law
of

due

carriers

to

increased

terials, a restoration to the

—

body.

The

financial sections of Title II relating to:

of carriers' indebtedness to the United States;

Refunding
guaranty

railroads after the termination of federal control,
loans to railroads, require further explanation.

to

and new

Refunding of Carriers' Indebtedness to the United

this time to complicate the solution of the railroad question

States

problems connected with the regulation of
wire systems.
The better course to pursue would be at a
later date to take up the whole situation as to wire control
-and deal with it in a separate measure.
The original bill (H. R. 4378) gave to the Interstate
Commerce Commission jurisdiction over transportation by
Under the existing law the commission had jurisdicwater.
tion over water transportation only when such transportation
constituted a part of a through route and gave it no jurisIn the original bill jurisdicdiction over port-to-port traffic.
tion was given over port-to-port traffic on inland waters, the
Great Lakes, and the coastwise trade, including Alaska.
Much opposition was developed in the hearings against the
water transportation features of the bill. Opponents of these
provisions contended that water transportation, especial ly
coastwise, should remain free and unrestricted as heretofore,
and that if jurisdiction were given to the commission our
shipping interests would be seriously hampered and in some
For these and other reasons the cominstances destroyed.

Section 205 provides for the refunding of the indebtedness
of the carriers to the United States arising out of matters
of federal control. The indebtedness of the carriers for additions and betterments made during federal control and for
advances made to it by the LT nited States, and chargeable to
capital account, shall at the carrier's request, be extended

Avith the peculiar

mittee eliminated the provisions giving jurisdiction to the
commission over transportation by water, retaining, however,
those provisions relating to physical connection between rail

and dock and the construction
provision for the continued

of docks.

operation

of

The

bill

makes

government tows

and barges on the Black Warrior and Mississippi rivers,
placing the operation thereof in the hands of the War Department, but giving to the commission authority to regulate
the rates, fares, charges,

etc.

Important Features of the

Bill

The bill is divided into four titles for purposes of clarity
and easier reference. Title I deals with definitions. Title
governmentwhich has already been

II deals with the termination of federal control,

owned boats on inland waterways

—

settlement of matters arising out of federal conreferred to
because of action
trol, inspection of the records of carriers
arising during federal control, refunding of carrier-' indebtedness to the United States, continuing in effect existing rate-.

guaranty to railroads after termination of federal control,
to railroad-, and execution of the powers of the

for 10 years, or a shorter period at the carrier's option, with
interest at the

same

rate as that fixed

by the President, under

section 4 of the federal control act, on the cost of additions

and betterments made during federal control by order of the
First-mortgage bonds are to be taken if possible,
and if not, then the security is to be such as the President

President.

may

Any

other indebtedness of the carrier to
by notes payable on
demand with interest at 6 per cent per annum.
The President is authorized to set off against such indebtedness any indebtedness of the United States to the carprescribe.

the United

States

is

to be evidenced

riers to the extent that such set-off is permitted under the
terms of the standard contract between the carriers and the
United States, in such manner as to leave the railroads with
sufficient funds to pay their fixed charges and dividends and
have a month's working capital.

Guaranty to Railroads After Termination of Federal Control

months followtermination of federal control the United States
guarantees to each railroad at any time under federal control that its railway operating income for such guaranty
period ?s a whole shall not be less than the average of
its railway operating income for the three corresponding
periods of six months each during the three years' test period
ending June 30, 1917.
If the road was not meeting expenses during the test period the guaranty is of the amount
by which the deficit for the guaranty period exceeds the
average deficit for the three corresponding periods during
Section 207 provides that during the six

ing

the

the test period.

In order to prevent excessive charges to operating expenses and for maintenance of way and structures or maintenance of equipment during the guaranty period, the secprovide'-

that

the

amount

of

such

expenditures,

for

new loans

tion

President.

the purposes of the guaranty, shall be limited by the Inter-

"all rate-, fare-, and
the term- of the bill (sec. 206
all classifications,
rate-,
and
joint
of
divisioncharges, all
regulations, and practice- in anywise changing, affecting, or
any part or the aggregate of rates, fare-, or

Under

determining

)

state

Commerce Commission in such manner as to corn -pond
may be to the average expenditure- for such

as closely as

purposes during the test period.
In order that the carriers mav have sufficient sums

to

meet
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their fixed charges

anty

period

the

and operating expenses during the guar-

Secretary

Treasury,

the

of

on

certificate

from the Interstate Commerce Commission, may make ad
vances during the period of the guaranty <>n proper security
being given that, if the amount of tho advance exceeds the
amount of the guaranty when thai is ascertained, the difference shall be paid to the United States.
In order to prevent the railroad from relying on the
guaranty and making no effort to increase its rates until
the guaranty period ha- expired the section provides that
the guaranty shall not he given to any road which does
not within (>() days after the termination of federal control
with the Interstate Commerce Commission schedules
file

embodying general increases

New Loans

in

its

rates.

Railroads

to

20S provides a revolving fund of $250,000,000
the purpose of making loans to railroads during the two

Section
for

following the termination of federal control.
made by the Secretary of the Treasury
for terms not exceeding five years with interest at 6 per
cent and the security given must be adequate to secure the
year>'

period

Such loans

shall he

loan.

Title

One

Disputes

III.

Between Carriers and Their
Employees

pending railroad
method for the
adjudication of disputes between the carriers and their
employees arising out of wages, working conditions, and hours
of service.
It is agreed on every hand that the tribunal
created to decide disputes and to reduce or prevent strikes
must be of such character as to create respect on the part
of the parties to the controversy, as well as on the part of
the general public. Many plans were suggested, ranging from
those which provided only for mediation and conciliation,
to those making strikes, pending, or after an award, illegal
and penalizing disobedience of the award. An intermediate
plan, patterned after the Canadian arbitration act, proposed
to prohibit a strike or lockout pending consideration of the
matter in dispute by the arbitration board, was also considered.
Your committee believed that fulfillment of contracts betw een carrier and employee is fundamental and
that organized labor can not win or retain public confidence
where contracts duly entered into are violated without notice
of the most difficult phases of the

legislation

is

to provide for a fair

and

just

?

or without sufficient cause.

The
wage

public expects the carrier to
contracts

employes should

and knows
not,

of

no

fulfill to the

sufficient

letter its

reason

why

with a full sense of responsibility,

fulfill their part of the contract.
It is true that many of
the recently organized unions among railroad employees, with
little or no experience in the ranks of organized labor, have

not felt the binding effect of contract obligations, or been
as scrupulous in this connection as the members of the older
organizations represented by the four brotherhoods. Nevertheless, these newer organizations should submit to the
discipline prescribed by their own rules and regulations and

should be made to feel that they injure their own cause by
The committee, therea nonobservance of their contracts.
fore, has adopted provisions authorizing the bringing of
actions for damages by the parties injured because of the
violation of contracts or agreements relating to wages, hours
After hearing numerof service, and working conditions.
ous witnesses and after a full view of the situation, your
committee deemed it unwise to include in its plan an antiThe committee is eager and willing to go
strike provision.
as far as it is possible to go to enact a just, workable, and
effective law.
Believing in the potency of public opinion based upon the
findings and recommendations of a disinterested tribunal, the
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committee advocates tin- plan of conciliation and arbitration,
and to llii- end presents the following plan:

Railway Labor Adjustment Board

The hoard

shall be Composed of a group of employee
members consisting of one representative for each union,
who shall be a member thereof, fo he appointed by its chief
executive, and a group of members repn enting the em-

The employer group

ployers or carriers.
representative

for

the

is
also t'> have
companies, and one for the
either the employee or employer
representative on the Adjustment
;»

expn

If
sleeping-car company.
group does not appoint a
Board within a specified time, the President is to make the
appointment.
This Adjustment Board, consisting of 30 or
more members and representing both groups, is to constitute
a panel from which, whecnever such board shall receive for
hearing and decision any dispute between a carrier and union
or member thereof, the Adjustment Board shall refer such
dispute to a conference committee composed of an equal
number of representatives of each group. This conference
committee is to use due diligence in reaching a decision upon
the dispute and is to report its decision to the parties interested and to the Board of Labor Appeals and also to the
President, making public its findings and recommendations
in such manner as the Adjustment Board may determine.
The Adjustment Board neither hears nor decides any such
dispute nor does it review the decision of the conference
committee, but the decision of the committee is made in
the name and constitutes the decision of the Adjustment
Board. The Adjustment Board is to hold its first meeting
within six weeks after the passage of this act at Chicago,
111., and maintain its central offices in that city.
But the
Adjustment Board, or any committee thereof, may meet at
The board is to
such other places as it may determine.
determine all matters relating to its own procedure and to
The salaries of members are
appoint its own employees.
paid by the constituent elements of the employee and em-

ployer groups.

Railway Board of Labor Appeals

The

bill

further

provides

for

the

establishment

of

a

Railway Board of Labor Appeals to be composed of three
One division is composed
divisions of three members each.
of three members representing the unions, one to be appointed by the President of the United States from each of
three sets of six nominees offered by the group of employee
Another represents
members of the Adjustment Board.
members,
all
also
appointed
carriers
and
its
the
nominees
offered
by
President
from
the
the
by
Board.
employer
members
of
the
Adjustment
the
The third division represents the public, and is also appointed by the President, in such manner that the agricultural interests, commercial interests, and unorganized labor
No member of the Appeals Board
shall be represented.
shall be a member of the Adjustment Board nor shall any
member of the Appeals Board, during his term of office, be
a member or in the employ of, or hold any official relationMembers of the Appeals
ship to any union or carrier.
Board shall after the first appointments hold for terms of
six years, and shall receive from the United States an anMembers may be removed from
nual salary of $10,000.
office for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or

malfeasance in

office,

but for no other reason.

Board of Labor Appeals shall
and consideration of any dispute
certified to it by a conference committee of the Adjustment
Board or by the President, only the members of the divisions
representing the unions shall decide any such dispute or
The decision of the Appeals Board
vote in respect thereto.

While

all

members

of the

participate in the hearing

requires the concurrence therein of at least five of the six
members of the divisions representing the unions and car-

Oct.

10,

Issued Nov.

The
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immediately be communicated
Adjustment Board, and
to the President, and shall be made public in such manner
as the Appeals Board may determine.
The Appeals Board
shall also maintain central offices at Chicago but it may meet
at such other places as it may determine.
The board shall
investigate and study the relations between carriers and
their employees, particularly questions relating to wages,
hours of labor, and other conditions of employment and
the respective privileges, rights, and duties of such employers and employees, and shall gather, compile, classify,
digest, and publish from time to time data and information
relating to such questions.
Any party to any dispute to be
considered by a conference committee of the Adjustment
Board or by the Appeals Board shall be entitled to a hearing either in person or by counsel. Full authority is granted
for the production of any books, paper, document, or other
evidence; securing the attendance of witnesses, and the taking of depositions.
Failure to comply with any subpoena
or with any order of the court in cases of contumacy is
made punishable.
Any carrier which breaks any term of contract of hire
based upon the decision of the Adjustment or Appeals
Board shall be liable for full damages to the union member
In case any union which authorarising from such breach.
izes any member to break any term or terms of any such
contract of hire, or in case such contract is modified by any
decision of the Adjustment Board or Appeals Board, then of
such contract as so modified, or which aids, abets, counsels,
riers.

decision-

shall

to the parties to the dispute, to the

commands, induces, procures,
to effect

any such breach by

or

its

consents

member

to,

or conspires

shall be liable for

the full damages to the carrier arising from the breach.
For the purpose of enforcing such liability (1) service of
papers may be made upon the chief executive or other principal officer of the union; (2) no action for such damages
shall abate by reason of the death, resignation, removal, or
any official or member of such union or

legal incapacity of

in the membership thereof; (3) such
be commenced and prosecuted against the union
in its recognized group name; and (4) satisfaction of any
judgment rendered against the union shall be limited to the
common property thereof, and no insurance, pension, or
other benefit fund shall be held a part of such common

by reason of any change
action

745

cluded "the movement, distribution, exchange, interchange,
and return of cars used in the transportation of property."
As amended the term is made to include the use, control,
supply, movement, distribution, etc., not only of cars, but
It is further extended
of locomotives and other vehicles.
to include, "the supply, movement, and operation of trains
by any carrier by railroad subject to this act," and so require every carrier by railroad "to furnish safe and adequate
In a recent decision of the Supreme Court
car service."
it was held that under the commerce
commission does not have the authority to order a
common carrier to supply itself with certain cars. The
pending bill gives the commission such authority. The same
section makes it the duty of every common carrier, or railroad, "to make just and reasonable distribution of cars for
transportation of coal among the coal mines served by it,
whether located upon its line or lines of customarily dependent upon it for car supply. During any period when the sup-

of the United States
act the

ply of cars available for such service does not equal the
requirements of such mines it shall be the duty of the carrier to maintain and apply just and reasonable ratings of
such mines and to count each and every car furnished to or
used by any such mine for transportation of coal against

During federal control such a rule has been
followed by the director general and the committee follows

the mine."

the decisions of the Interstate

and has put

with respect to car
be determined and to make
such just and reasonable directions with respect to car service
"without regard to the ownership of locomotives, cars, and
other vehicles, and to handling, routing, and movement of
or all

regulations,

rules,

service for such time as

traffic

Expenses of the Adjustment Board and the Ap-

Board, including salaries of secretaries and other
employees and necessary expenses, shall be paid by the
Federal Government. The sum of $100,000 is appropriated
for the salaries and expenses of the Appeals Board for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and the sum of $50,000
for the Adjustment Board.
peals

Title
Title

IV

relates

to

IV

amendments

to

the

Only such amendments as materially change

commerce

act.

existing law will

be given particular attention.
In paragraph 4 of section 400 it is made the duty of
every common carrier "in case of joint rates, fares, or charges,
to establish just and reasonable divisions thereof as be-

tween the carriers subject to this act participating therein
which shall not unduly prefer or prejudice any of such
The commission upon complaint
participating carriers."
or upon its own initiative can compel a division of the rate.
This is a matter in which the so-called "short-lines" are
Ofter short lines refrain from making
vitally interested.
complaint against their trunk line connection because of the
By giving the commisssion the
fear of giving offense.
initiative in

such matters the short line

is

relieved in this

respect.

Car Service
car service act of
the
amends
402
Section
in several particulars.

Joint

The commission is
such joint or common

29, 1917,

Originally the term "car service" in-

Use

of

Terminals

further given the authority to require

use of terminals as in its opinion will
and serve the public interest and
grant such preferences or priority in transportation, embargoes, or movement of traffic under permits, at such time
and for such periods as it deems necessary to meet the
Some objections have been urged against these
emergency.
provisions with respect to car service on the part of owners
In view of the recommendations of the
of private cars.
commission in its report on private cars in 1918 holding
that private cars perform a distinct public service and facilitate transportation, it is believed that the owners of private
cars need have no fear if the above provisions as to car
best meet the emergency

service are enacted into law.

Extensions and Abandonments
Section 402 further provides that extensions of an existing
railroad or the construction of a new line or the abandonment
of a line shall not be permitted unless and until there shall
have been obtained from the commission a certificate that
the present or future public convenience and necessity reA
quire or will require such construction or abandonment.
like provision can be found in the statutes of a number of
states.
Your committee believes that the requirement of
such a certificate, so far as extensions are concerned, will tend

and prevent the construction
of unnecessary or parallel lints which, without any reasonable hope of profitable operation, would become a burden to
to stabilize existing conditions

A

similar provision in the laws of several states
in preventing the construction of weak
This provision of the bill, however, does not extend to

the public.

May

or practices

may

during such emergency."

may

property.

Commerce Commission and

in form of law what had
been enunciated as proper practice.
Whenever the commission is of the opinion that shortage
of equipment, congestion of traffic, or other emergency requiring immediate action exists in any section of the country, it is given authority to suspend the operation of any

the present practice

has proven successful
lines.
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construction

01

abandonment

sidetracks, or ol

ol

spur,

team, or switching tracks, or ol Btreel car and
electric interurban lines, it such ir.uk-> or lines are located
or are to be located wholly within one state.
Industrial,

authorized
struct

I

tion

ma)

presenl

some

difficulties,

these can

be overcome.

The right of the individual carrier to the exclusive use of
it- own
property should be made to yield to the superior
In these days, when the cost of terminals
right of the public.
in the larger cities is almost prohibitive, the joint use of
terminal- under regulations prescribed by the commission
will result in large economies in operation, and in many
instances add to the convenience of the public.

Consolidations, Mergers, and Pooling
Ever since 1887, when the original commerce act was
enacted, pooling of traffic earnings or equipment has been
prohibited.
Our experience during the war, when the railroads of the entire country were operated as a unified system,
Many of
consolidations and poolings became a necessity.
the objections formerly raised have in

Your committee,

many

respects lost

(sec. 407),
permits unification, consolidation, or merger by purchase,
lease, stock control, or in any other way, also the pooling of
traffic, earnings, or facilities upon application to the commission and its findings that these will be in the interest of
better service to the public or economy in operation, or otherwise be of advantage or convenience to the commerce of
In this connection the commission is given the
the people.

their significance.

therefore,

authority to approve and authorize the unification, consolidation, or merger of the four express companies into the
American Railway Express Company upon application by

such company.

Amendment

a

suitable dock

and construct and conned with the
Such

line- of the rail carrier a track or tr.uk- to the dock,

be considered

shall

a

terminal

with

authority

lull

in

determine and prescribe the terms and
conditions upon which these docks and connecting ti
shall be operated, and to determine what sum shall be paid
to or b) either carrier in the construction of mch docl and
the

may require the
the commission
nder section
105
terminals of an) carrier to be open to the traffic of other
carriers upon such ju>t and reasonable terms and condi
tions, Including jusl compensation to the owners thereof,
as the commission, after full hearing, upon complaint or
The ad
upon n- own initiative, ma) b) order prescribe.
vantages of joint use of terminals have been fully demonstrated under federal control, and it is to preserve these
advantages that the above power has been granted to the
While the question of compensacommission in this bill.

either or both the rail and water car
or in connection with one another, to con-

direct

to

individuallj

rier,

dock

Terminals
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lission

i

to

track.

Minimum and Maximum Rates
Under

412

section

minimum

as well

as

the commission

maximum

rate.-.

is

authorized

Under

the

to

fix

Interstate

Commerce act the commission ever since 1887 has only been
empowered to declare the maximum rate to be charged. As
result of the testimony the committee believes that the
commission should also be granted authority to prescribe
joint rates, or maximum, or minimum, or maximum and
minimum joint rates. With this power the commission could
prevent a rail carrier from reducing a rate out of proportion
to the cost of service, by establishing a minimum, below
which such carrier could not fix its rate.
It would also
prevent a rail carrier from destroying water competition
between competitive points by prohibiting such carrier from
so reducing its rates as to destroy its water competitor.
Circumstances have been cited where the rail carrier destroyed
its water competitor by such a reduction of rates as to make
it impossible for the water carrier to survive.
When once
competition was thus driven off the rail rates would be restored or would rise to even higher levels.
The power to
fix minimum rates will also enable the commission to adjust
many cases under the fourth section of the commerce act,
known as the "long and short haul clause."

a

Adjusting Conflicts Between Inter and Intra State
Rates
Whenever, in any investigation under the provisions of
the Commerce act, or in any investigation instituted upon
petition of the carrier concerned, there shall be brought in
issue any rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation, or

made

by authority of any state, the
415) before proceeding to hear and dispose of such issue shall cause such state or states to be
The commission can ask the
notified of the proceeding.
state regulatory body to "sit in" with it and hold joint hearpractice

commission

or imposed

(sec.

.

to the

Panama Canal Act

act of August 4, 1912, is amended
408) so as to permit the ownership and operation of
vessels owned bv rail carriers even where such vessel may compete with the rail line, except where such vessel passes through
the Panama canal. The testimony before the committee indicated that the divorcement of vessels from their rail owners,
except where such vessel passed through the Panama canal
has been of no public benefit. On the contrary, such divorcement has proven a serious loss to shipping along the Atlantic
coast and on the Great Lakes and to the communities served
The enforcement of the Panama canal
by such shipping.
act caused rail lines, such as the Erie, New York Central,
Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania, and other lines to dispose of
Only two vessels owned by rail cartheir lake vessels.
riers are now plying on the Great Lakes; in consequence, the
packet freight business has been reduced to a minimum, to
Section
the great loss of the cities along the Great Lakes.
408 permits existing service by water to continue and also
permits new service if, in the opinion of the commission,

The Panama canal

(sec.

such service will be in the interest of the public.

Connections Between Docks and Rail
Section 411 extends to the provisions of the Panama canal
act of 1912, in the matter of a better coordination of rail
and water transportation. To this end the commission is

ings and to avail itself of the co-operation, services, records,
and facilities of such state authorities. After such hearing
the commission shall make such findings and orders as
may in its judgment tend to remove any undue advantage,
preference, or prejudice as between persons or localities in
The provision
state and interstate or foreign commerce.
practically enacts into law the decision of the Supreme Court
in the so-called "Shreveport" case.
interstate

or

foreign

to be unlawful.

tion will

commerce

is

Any undue burden upon
forbidden and declared

It is believed that the

provisions of this sec-

have a beneficial and harmonizing

effect

and

will

tend to reduce the number of so-called "Shreveport" cases,
while at the same time recognizing the regulatory bodies of
the several states.

Rule of Rate Making
Section 417 provides as follows:
"The commission shall be charged with the duty and responsibility of observing and keeping informed as to the
transportation needs and the transportation facilities and
service of the country, and as to the operating revenues nec-

essary to the adequacy and efficiency of such transportation
In reaching its conclusions as to the
facilities and service.
justness and reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation, or practice, the commission shall take

Oct.

10,

Issued Nov.
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into consideration the

interest of the public, the shippers,
the reasonable cost of maintenance and operation (including
the wages of labor, depreciation, and taxes), and a fair re-

turn upon the value of the property used or held for the
service of transportation."

747

of the members from $10,000 to $12,000 per
in view of the provisions of the pending bill giving
the commission increased duties over car service and operation and the provisions giving it control over stock and bond

the

salaries

annum,

issues,

the committee

to increase the

Suspension of Rates

be created in

Paragraph 4 of section 417 changes the existing law with
suspension by the commission.
a fixed period of four months
which upon application may be extended for an additional
six months, making a period of 10 months not including the
period of 30 days notice. It has been contended that this is
The pending bill limits this period of
too long a period.
suspension to 120 days.
If at the conclusion of this period
the commission has not passed upon the lawfulness of the
proposed change of rate, fare, charge, classification, regulareference to the period

Under

existing

commission may require the carrier or
carriers to keep accurate account in detail of all amounts
received by reason of such increase, where an application
for an increase is made, to the end that a refund with
interest

may

Under

be

made

to the persons

interested.

where a carrier suffers loss by reason
of the diversion or delivery by one carrier to another consection 419

of lading, unless

trary to routing instructions

in

such diversion or delivery

in compliance with a lawful

order,

is

the

bill

or regulation of the commission,

rule,

have a right of action
freight charges by reason
This provision is inserted in
frequently indulged in and
shall

such diversion or deliver}'.
order to put an end to a practice

of

work

in charge of a division of three
this division will finally

This will not mean that

determine the principles of valuation.

Its

recommendations will be passed upon by the

findings

full

and

commission.

Stock and Bond Issues
gives the commission control over stock and
In 1914 and again in 1916 the House passed
containing almost the identical provisions now embraced

Section 43

bond
bills

7

issues.

These provision- are familiar to the House
in section 437.
and need not be dwelt upon. Suffice it to say that pracindorsed the provisions of secsuch provisions been on the statute books
during the last 10 years the financial wrecking of such roads
as the Frisco, the Rock Island, Pere Marquette, Pittsburgh
Terminal, the New Haven, and others, would not have been
Provisions similar to those contained in section
possible.

tically all of the witnesses

tion 437.

Had

437 are found in the statute- of several of the

states.

The

experience of these states with the regulation of stock and
Without federal conbond issues has proven successful.
trol the carriers would have to be subjected to the diversified
requirements of the several states. These requirements have
been burdensome to the carrier- and resulted in expense and
The enactment of tin pending bill will put the condelay.
trol over stock and bond issues exclusively in the hands of
the federal government and will resull in uniformity and
greater promptness of actii
m

Enlargement

of the

Commission

Section 438 enlarges the Interstate Commerce Commission
instead of 9 and in* n

so as to consist of

l

1

i

some action

should be taken by Congress which would hasten the inIn the end the installastallation of such safety devices.
tion of such devices would be an economy to the carrier.
The annual losses, by reason of collisions, which would be
prevented by the installation of automatic train-stop and
The
train-control devices, would equip many miles of road.
saving of lives as well as property should l>e a sufficient
justification for the enactment of this section.

Authorize Commission to
Require Automatic Train Stops

Bills to

A

5

to be placed

safety of employees, your committee believes that

mainly by the larger lines to

of section 429 changes the existing law by
permitting the division of valuation of railroad property
under the physical valuation act to consist of three instead
of five members. All other divisions of the commission conOwing to the increased duties which
sist of three members.
will be imposed upon the commission by the enactment of
the pending bill, it was deemed advisable to permit the valu-

members.

which could take charge of the

such carrier

Size of Divisions

ation

a division

was absolutely necessary
commission so there could

Section 439 gives the commission after investigation
authority to order any carrier by railroad to install automatic
train-stop or train-control devices, which comply with specifications and requirements prescribed by the commission.
Automatic train-control devices have passed the experimental
Stage and in the interest of the public as well as of the

for the recovery of loss of full

the detriment of the short lines.

Paragraph

it

of the

Automatic Train Control

is

tion, or practice, the

it

that

issuance of securities.

of

law there

felt

membership

section or the Esch bill for the further regulawhich was passed by the House

lation of the railroads

on November 17 authorizes the Interstate Commerce
after investigation to order any carrier by railroad subject to the act to regulate commerce, within a time
specified in the order, to install automatic train stop or train
control devices which comply with specifications and requirements prescribed by the commission, upon the whole or
any part of its railroad, such order to be issued and published one year before the date specified for its fulfillment.
It is provided, however, that a carrier shall not be held to
be negligent because of its failue to install such devices upon
a portion of its railroad not included in the order and any
action arising because of an accident happening upon such
portion of its railroad shall be determined without consideration of the use of such devices upon another portion. Any
common carrier which refuses or neglects to comply with
any order of the commission made under the authority conferred by this section, would be made liable to a penalty of
$100 for each day that such refusal or neglect continues, to
be recovered in a civil action brought by the United States.
In its report referring to this section, the committee said:
"Automatic train-control devices have passed the experimental stage and in the interest of the public as well as of
the safety of employees, your committee believes that some
action should be taken by Congress which would hasten the
installation of such safety devices. In the end the installaThe
tion of such devices would be an economy to the carrier
annual losses, by reason of collisions, which would be prevented by the installation of automatic train-stop and traincontrol devices, would equip many miles of roads. The sav
ing of lives as well as property should be a sufficient justification for the enactment of this section.''
Another bill, introduced by Representative Vestal on November 10, to require railroads to provide such service, way.
structures, facilities, rules and operating methods as shall
promote the safety of employees and passengers, also contains a section somewhat similar to that in the Esch bill,
authorizing the commission to require carrier- to install an
automatic train-control system, such an order to be i- ; ued

Commission

,
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.u least sis

he

months before

the date specified for

its

fulfillment

commission to require carriera to adopl a block signal system on not more than onefourth of its entire line during any calendar year, to require
l

lull

also

authorizes

the

the installation of interlocking plants or systems at railroad
crossings at grade, railro.nl junctions, terminals, cross overs,

draw bridges, and other similar locations wheie,
in its judgment, such a system is necessary, and wherever
there shall e\i.-t on a railroad line where the block system
is in use or i- to be adopted in accordance with the act, any
Bwitcb.es,

switch, draw-bridge, railroad crossing or Streel railroad
crossing not provided with adequate signals, the commission
would be authorized to require the carrier to submit for ap-

proval a rule or code oi rules regulating and limiting to a
safe rate the speed of all trains passing or approaching such
point.

Another section would authorize the commission after
hearing and notice to issue orders fixing, determining and
designating changes, improvements and repairs to be made
in the way and structures, equipment, supplies and operating rules governing the movement of trains.
Another section authorizes the commission in its discretion to conduct experimental tests of automatic train control devices or systems and to require the installation and use
for development purposes of any automatic train control devices or systems on any line or portion of a line.

and the forms and numhers of the powers of atconcurrences under which that participation is
It
is,
therefore, important that before fedl id
authorized.
."Html terminates complete arrangements for exchange and
filing of powers of attorney and concurrence! -hall he made
and that in every instance in whit h a airier is shown BJ
partu ipant in a schedule filed by an agent or another airier
and it is desired to continue li.it participation it shall be
authorized by power of attorney or concurrence that i- on
tile with the commission.
"Powers of attorney and concurrences that were on file
with the commission when the carriers were taken under
federal control and that have not been revoked prior to the
termination of federal control will be still on file and available for use just as if there had been no interruption of private control. In instances where such instruments have been
or are revoked or where it is desired to publish joint rates,
fares or charges that are not covered by such powers of atCarriers

torney

or

<

<

1

torney or concurrences it will be necessary to execute and
file new powers of attorney or concurrences.
"It is very desirable that this matter should have prompt

and careful attention

Be Prepared

Resumption

BY

for

of Private

Operation

WAY of preparation for the return of the railroads
the Interstate Commerce Commission on November 22

issued the following instructions to all carriers of
passengers or property that are subject to the act to regulate
commerce to get their tariff files with the commission in
proper shape:

"The

act to regulate

commerce requires

all

common

car-

riers of property and passengers that are subject to the provisions of the act to publish, post and file with the commisIt prohibits such
sion schedules of their fares and charges.

carriers from engaging in transportation except under schedules so published, posted and filed; and from charging, demanding, collecting or receiving a greater or less or different

in order that controversies as to the

may be avoided.
proposed in a bill which has been receiving consideration in Congress to provide that all rates, fares, and

legality of a schedule

"It

is

charges,
practices,

Tariffs to
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divisions

qf

classifications,

rates,

which may be in

effect

regulations

and

immediately preceding the

termination of federal control, shall continue in force and
effect until changed by or pursuant to authority of law.
If
that shall become law prior to the termination of federal control, it will, of course, be conclusive on that point, but if that
provision shall not be contained in the law, or if no legislation is enacted prior to the termination of federal control,
the commission will adopt and follow the rule above referred
to. That is, that unless it shall conflict with a law that may
be enacted the commission will hold that the tariffs on file
and in effect at the termination of federal control will be and

remain the tariffs of the carriers participants therein until
they are changed by or pursuant to authority of the law, and
that all changes therein must be made under and in conformity with the commission's tariff regulations or in accordance with special permissions granted by the commission."

compensation for transportation or any service in connection
therewith than is provided and specified in the schedules on
file with the commission.
"Each such carrier must publish and file such schedules
for itself, or by power of attorney or concurrence, in form
required or approved by the commission, authorize publication by an agent, or concur in the publication of another

1
'

carrier.

"The forms of powers of attorney and concurrences approved and prescribed by the commission and regulations in
connection therewith appear in the commission's regulations
governing the construction and filing of freight tariffs and
classifications and passenger fare schedules, Tariff Circular
No. 18-A.
"After the carriers generally were taken under federal control the Railroad Administration decided that it was not necessary for carriers under federal control to exchange concurrences with each other inasmuch as they were all operated
by one administration and as part of a unified system. There
is a probability that the carriers will be released from federal
control at a not distant date. After their return to private
control it will be necessary for all carriers and their agents to

conform
schedules

to the commission's regulations in connection with

thereafter

published,

that the schedule shall

show

the

including

names

the

requirement

of all participating

*
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Baikal Engine and

One of the Curious Water Tanks
on the Trans-Siberian

in

Use

The Test

u-as

Mary Prominent Men

Witnessed by

Test of

New C.

Two Steam

M.

&

P. Electric

St.

Locomotive

Motive Power Units Used to Try Capabilities of
Giant Electric Competitor

were made on

one of the five electric locomotives
by the General Electric Company for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Erie, Pa., on Friday,
November 7. The large number of prominent engineers and
railroad men present at the demonstration was evidence of
The repthe interest taken in the subject of electrification.
resentation included 1 1 American railroads, two Canadian
railroads, the Chilean Railway Commission, manufacturers
from the United States, France and Japan, several consulting engineers, and representatives of the General Electric
Company from various parts of the world.
During the morning a number of speed runs were made
Two passenger cars were
along the three-mile test track.

Tests

built

Two Steam

Locomotives Were Used as Prime Movers for
Regeneration Test

hauled on some of these run- and some wire made with the
The runs were continued until
locomotive running light.
even- one had had an opportunity to ride on the locomotive.
It

was particularly

the railroad

interesting to note that practically all of
rode in the cab of the locomotive un-

men who

A
der-estimated the speed.
estimated usually at about 45.
In the afternoon tests were nude to show what could be
done with regenerative braking. Two New York Central
steam locomotives were brought onto the test track. One of
type and the other a (4-S-2)
Pa
these was a (4-6-2
speed of 60 miles an hour was

|

Mohawk

type.

These

w<

r

.oupled in tandem to the electric

locomotive and used to push it while the electric locomotive
was made to regenerate electric power to the trolley and
thereby resist the power of the steam locomotives.
The
steam engineers were instructed to use all the power they
could, but it was possible with both steam locomotives working to full capacity to hold the speed down to any desired
value by regenerating with the electric.
The noise of the
exhausts was good evidence of the fact that reverse levers
were left in the extreme forward position and that throttles
were wide open. A measurement of just what the steam locomotives were doing was obtainable in the sub-station where
the meters showed that the electric locomotive was returning
1,200 amperes at 3,000 volts or almost 5,000 hp. of electrical
energy to the power system.
This was done at a speed of
When pushed by another electric
about 25 miles an hour.
locomotive, one of these engines has returned as much as
1,600 amperes to the line.
After a number of regeneration tests had been run all of
the observers were taken in a train hauled by an oil-electric
locomotive to a point near one end of the test track, where a
tug-of-war test was made. This part of the track was used
because of the possibility of damaging rails by slipping drivers.
The three units were coupled as before and at a given
signal the steam locomotive engineers started to push the
electric locomotive, and the driver of the electric started to
push against them. The steam engineers -bowed some expert handling in this test, and neither one slipped the drivers
of his engine.
At first the steam locomotives were allowed
to push the electric a short distance.
Then additional power
was applied to the electric until the steam locomotives were
pushed slowly backward. This was repeated several times.
Comparative data for the two locomotives is given in the
table.
The total weights given for the steam locomotives do
not include the tender.
Pacific
Mohawk
Electric
Tntii

weight. U'

Weight on drivers, lb
Weight on each driving
Diameter
Size

.>f

Number

axle, lb..
of driving wheels, in. ...

cylinders, in
of driving axle-.

Z'OO
173.000
57,667

.W.OOO
234.000
58,500
62

458.000
44

28x28
3

4

'.2

From the data in the table it may be seen that the total
weight on drivers of the electric locomotive is 51,000 lb.
For this reason
greater than that of both steam locomotives.
the test did not illustrate the fact that greater adhesion is
'40
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possible

with

torque.

Od

locomotive because of uniform
hand, il shows thai
greal amounl
of power (.in be delivered to the rails b) an electrii locomo
live.
lu- test showed the ease with which an electric loco
motive can be controlled, and illustrated the possibilities of
regenerative braking in a manner to convince the most
A description of one of the electrii Locomotives
skeptical.
will appear in an carl\ issue of the Railway Age.
the

electrii

the other

.1

I

Vol

cause of the death of either of these men
was aused by the ollision.
i

The

bul

67,

No. 15

neither death

i

train derailed at

was southbound pa

Bum

enger

b,

No

I

>kla.,
3.

on the 2nd of August,

The

train

was running

about 35 miles an hour when the locomotive Was thrown off
the track and the whole train, except the two rear cars,
was ditched.
he mail <;ir was wrecked.
The engineman
and fireman were fatally scalded and 15 pa engeTS and two
trainmen were injured.
The cause of the derailment wai
I

not determined.

Train Accidents in August

1

The train derailed on the Fort Worth & Denver City
near Vernon, Tex., on the 8th, was southbound passengi
No. 4.
Three Pullman cars were overturned; four pas
l

FOLLOWING

Tin dents

a

1-

list

of the most notable train acci-

occurred on the railways of the United
the month of August, 1919:

that

State- in

•

-IONS

Kind of

Road

Date
20.

Marquette
\\.
& Seashore
Southern
Pere

1

28.

Accident

Place
Sabin

he

Klwood
Rankin

Kind of
Train
P.
P.
P.

re

xc

Kil'd
6

& F.
&P.
& F

Inj'd
34

22

1

Derailments

Road

Date
2.

8.

13.
14.

20.
21.
27.
31.

Cause of Kind of
Kil'd
Derailment Train

Place

unx

Punch
Worth & D. C. ..Vernon

Kan. Citv So
Fort
t

'dorado So

Chicago,
Central

N.

The

R.

V.

1

& \V
Si P

Norfolk
Chi.,

& Q

P..

Ga

Walsenburg
Dcwees

1

C

unx

ceds

Boyce
Tucumcari

b.

truck

Painesville

P.
P.
P.

2

of the derailment

The engine and tender fell through a trestle bridge
9.
spanning the track of the Southern Railway and a stream
of water, and lodged in the stream.
A foreman carpenter
working beneath the bridge was killed and three other men
were injured; but the engineman and fireman escaped with

1

2
3

P.
P.

2

13
4

1

1

on the Pere Marquette at Sabin,
Mich., four miles south of Traverse City, on the evening
of the 20th of August, were a southbound passenger and
Both locomotives were wrecked. Six
a northbound freight.
trainmen were killed and 34 passengers were injured. The
collision was due to neglect on the part of the men in charge
of the freight (an extra) who overlooked the schedule of
the passenger train.
The trains in collision on the West Jersey & Seashore
near Elwood, N. J., on the 24th of August, were the 9th
and 10th sections of an excursion train from Washington
The ninth section had been
destined for Atlantic City.
stopped because of a train ahead, and it was run into at
the rear by the tenth section, badly damaging three cars.
One passenger was killed and 22 were injured. The tenth
section had run past cautionary and stop automatic block
This collision was made the subject
signals set against it.
of a special report by C. S. Lake, assistant director of the
In this report, summarized in the
division of operation.
Railway Age of September 12, page 514, the fault of the
trains in collision

engineman

is

held inexcusable, and responsibility

is

placed

on the flagman of the ninth section and also on one
other brakeman and the conductor of that section.
The trains in collision at Rankin, Tenn., on the 28th
were passenger train No. 102, eastbound, and a westbound
The freight was on a side track and had
freight train.
nearly cleared the main line when the passenger train
als,o

approached

at

uncontrollable

speed,

striking

the

caboose.

is charged against the passenger train for approaching at a higher speed than was
proper, according to the rules, and against the freight for
It appears that the flagman of
not being protected by flag.
the freight was sent forward, but he had not gone far bevond the forward end of his train when he was struck and
The conductor in charge of
killed by the pasesnger train.

Responsibility for the collision

a locomotive, standing on the side track, also was killed.
Officers of the road have not been able to determine the
Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
b,
xc, Other collisions
be, Butting collision
Rear collision
unx,
UnexUnforeseen obstruction
unf.
Broken
—d, Defective
ace,
ms, Misplaced switch
derail, Open derailing switch
plained
malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obst.. Accidental obstruction
-fire, Cars burned while runboiler, Explosion of locomotive on road
F. or Ft., Freight train (includtrain
Passeneer
or
Pass.,
ning
p,
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
destroyed by fire— Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
1

re.

—

—

was not determined.

The

train derailed on the Central of Georgia near Leeds,
Ala., on the 20th was the westbound Seminole Limited, No.

1

& F.

The train derailed on the Colorado & Southern, near
Walsenburg, Colo., on the 13th. was southbound passenger
No. 2. Two cars were overturned.
The engineman was
killed and the fireman and express messenger were injured.
The train derailed near Dewees, Neb., on the 14th was an
eastbound passenger. The fireman was injured. The cause

Inj'd
17
4

P.
P.

P

sengers injured.

slight injuries.

The

train derailed near Boyce, Va., on the 21st about
m. was northbound passenger No. 2.
One coach and
two sleeping cars were overturned. Twelve passengers and
one trainman were injured.
The train, running at about
45 miles an hour, was thrown off the track by a broken
1

a.

tender truck.

The train derailed on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
near Tucumcari, N. M., on the 27th was the eastbound
Golden State Limited. The engine and first two cars were
overturned.
The engineman and fireman were killed, and
four other trainmen were injured.
The trains involved in the accident on the New York Central near Painesville, Ohio, on the 31st of August were an
eastbound freight and the eastbound Twentieth Century
Limited express, running on parallel tracks. Four cars in
the freight train were thrown off the track and fouled the
track on which the passenger train was running and were
struck by the engine of the passenger.
The runner of this
engine was killed.
A few passengers were injured by
broken glass.
Electric Car Accidents.
Near Parkersburg, Ohio, on the
14th an electric car ran into a locomotive of the Baltimore
& Ohio and 11 or more occupants of the car, mostly children,
were killed. About 30 were injured.
Canada. Near Stonecliff, Ont, on the 4th the eastbound
Imperial Limited, of the Canadian Pacific (train No. 2)
was derailed, and one passenger was killed. Four cars were
overturned and a number of persons were injured. The derailment was reported as due to a broken rail.

—

—

—

Plans for Census. Special effort is being put forth to make
the manufacturers' section of the approaching fourteenth decennial census the

made.

most complete and comprehensive ever

The schedules

for use in tabulating the information
mailed to every manufacturing establishment in the
United States in December. The questions relate to the calIn 1914, the year the last manufactures
endar year 1919.
census was taken, about 275,000 manufacturing establishments
were listed. This time more than 300,000 schedules will be
sent out; and, in addition, it is expected that about 50,000
will be

mines and quarries

will also

be reported.

Salaries of Railroad Officers in 1917
Eleven Shown as Having Received $75,000 or Over; Ten as Being
Paid $60,000 and Fourteen About $50,000
or 208 railroad
in ers
Alibi
Pullman Company receiving
o]

and

salaries

officers of the

in

excess

of

$20,000 a year during the year I'M 7 was put into the
Congressional Record of November LS as an extension of remarks by Representative Thetus W. Sims of Tennessee in
connection with his proposed amendment to the Esch railroad bill to provide that not exceeding S20,000 of the compensation of a railroad official should be (barged to operating expenses or be considered by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in reaching its conclusion as to the reasonableness of rate-. Mr. Sims also used it as an argument against
a proposed section of the bill, which was eliminated, requiring the commission to take into consideration "the reasonable cost of maintenance and operation." In the list, which
Mr. Sims said he got from "the report of the Government
Railroad Wage Board," the highest compensation shown was
that of J. M. Dickinson, receiver of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, $120,732.90.
R. S. Lovett, as chairman
of the executive committee of the Union Pacific, is shown as
having received $104,104.16.
Julius Kruttschnitt, A. J.
Earling, Walker D. Hines, L. F. Loree, Samuel Rea, E. P.
Ripley, A. H. Smith, W. H. Truesdale and F. D. Under-

wood are shown as receiving $75,000 or over. There are
10 shown as receiving approximately $60,000, and 14 shown
as receiving approximately $50,000.

A

list of the salaries over $10,000 was made up by DirecGeneral McAdoo's office early in 1918 at the request of
the Senate committee on interstate commerce but it was not

tor

made

public.

Mr. Sims said

—

more than $25,000.
•This amendment i- to limit expenses chargeable to costs
of operation, and does not prevent these railroad officials receiving any amount in excess of $20,000 each, provided it
is paid out of the net earnings which belong to the stock
received salaries of

—

who elect the directors, who allow
They undoubtedly do it for other

holders

these exorbitant
reasons than the
public interest, as the public interest requires no such extravagant expenses of operation of this kind. The owners of
the roads are responsible for the employment and compensation of these officials.
"I do not object to giving Mr. Rea the salary he receives if
it comes out of the net earnings in excess of $20,000.
A distinguished official of the Southern Railroad, coming from
Virginia, a fine young man, gets $50,500. These salaries of
railroad officials that I have referred to were for the year
1917, and my information comes from the report of the Govsalaries.

ernment Railroad Wage Board. Now, the director general
may have employed more laborers under operation and effect
of the Adamson eight-hour law, and for the further reason
that the best men they had were taken from them for Army

and abroad, but everyone knows that they

service, both here

have not employed more general officers than did the railroads themselves before they were taken over. The railroads,
prior to federal control, had for the year 1917 208 general
including attorneys and receivers, receiving $20,000
a year as salaries or compensation."
list as given by Mr. Sims follows:

officers,

and over

The

in part:

"My personal friend, the able gentleman from Virginia,
ex-Gov. Montague, says that there is a tendency to have too
many employees under government operation. It may Inbut what in the name of
I am not controverting it
true
consistency has been the tendency of the railroad companies
when they had the right to employ as many as they pleased
and pay as many officials as they pleased and as much as
they pleased and all of it to be charged up to expense of
operation? Take the greatest railroad system in this country, which is, according to my judgment, the Pennsylvania
Railroad System.
It had for the year 1917 a president at
a salary of $75,460, which is more than the President of the
United States receives. It has 11 vice presidents with compensations beginning with $40,020 and running down to
$25,000. I have only included the officers of this system receiving salaries of $20,000 and over. In all, it has in this
class 23 officers and attorneys whose compensation is from
$20,000 up to $75,460, amounting in all to $681,060. The
President of the United State- receives $75,000. Ten Cabinet
officers receive altogether 3120,000. Tin nine Justices of the
Hie Vice-President of the
Supreme Court received
United States receives $12,000. The Speaker of the House
of Representatives receives $12,000. These 23, the highestpaid officials of all departments of the Government, executive, judicial, and legislative, all combined, receive salaries
amounting to 3345,500, just a little more than half the
23 executive officials of the Pennsylvania Railroad System
amount to all combined.
"Did the Interstate Commerce Commission have any power
expenses of operation, into consider the reasonal
cluding the payment of salaries to railroad officials greater
than that of the President of the United States in fixing
rates? I said the other da\ in my opening .remarks that some

have never

of the ablest railroad officials in the United States

and attorneys who received
more during 1917.

List of railroad oMcers

w

a salary of $20,OC0 or

Compensation.
\-j
/...
n- l
j tt
*
„
Aishton, Richard II., president, Chicago & North Western
$50 240 00
Atterbury, W. W., vice-president in charge of operations. Pennsylvania
40 000 00
Alien, John F., vice-president and traffic manager, Philadelphia
•

& Reading

Baker, Bolts, Parker & Garwood, attorneys. Southern Pacific.
Jiannard, Wm. Newell, special agent to general manager, Pennsylvania
'
Batchelder, F. C, president, Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago Ter-

minal
M.
Bell,
...
general counsel, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Railway Co
Bernct, J. J.,
president
and general manager, Nashville
Chattanooga & St. Louis
]
er ry J- .J*-., consulting engineer, l.os Angeles & Sait Lake!!
i
,
Lesler, W. (... president and general manager, Central Kailload Co. of N. J
Biddle, W. P., president, St. Louis-San Francesco Railroad..
W. «... presidenl
Alton
Biscoe, H. M.. vice-president, Boston & Albany
Blair, Joseph P., general counsel. Southern Pacific
assistanl general solicitor. Atchison. Topek'a

000 00
3o'oCOOO
2

25 000 00

22 015 00

I

t

'

59,486.45

26 906 66

3/60000
50^10 00
39*879 00
36 646 55
20 010 00

3450000

.

&

Santa

Fe

Dlendinger,
Bond, Hugh
a Ohio

I.

I.,

1..,

V.

E.

,'!,•.

counsel

genera]

and

director,

\

ici

tral

lard

cl

Brownell, Geo.
vic<
Bruce, Ilclin, local counsel,
Buckland, Edward

of

Burnham,

|
Butler,

!

Erie..

solicitor,

Louisville \

Nashville

1'.,
]

Burlington & Quincy.
Missi

Milwa
counsel

Pierce,
11.

,

C. G., \
president,

I!.

''

•

kei

m,

K, presidenl

Bj ram, II.
Calvin, Edga

,\

St

Missouri
p au

Paul'.!
Pacific.
]

I

Campbell,

•

!

30000 00
31^249 98
44'i7o'oO

2001o'oO
45 OOO'oO
60 000 00
^oo' 00
.

dent,

'

Union

Pacific...

......

3508000

i

Hartford

28 343 33
^00.00
^00 00

M

Ledyard
ande

Carstensen, John.

751

49,610 00
27 770 00

!'<

•York,

Carpenter,
eastern

20J15 00

099.99
20 000 00

Northern

ll

U

Charles

Byram,

.

New Haven &

York.

>

.

2L666!67

.

.

!

direi

1-

Bush,
us h

Baltimore
25 290 00

B.,

i-

Brown,

vjci

Jr.,

20,000.00
20 120 00

southJ.J

&

Milburn,

general
t

counsel,

New York

040 oq

Denver & Rio
55 qqq qq

Central

!!.

3s!o00.00

.
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Compensation,

ition.

New York Central
Denvei \ Rio irande
vice-president, Atchison,
ropeka \

general counsel,
S

n\

t>h<

Edward!

Chumbers,

oun

el,

12,000.00

Santa

faniei

i

president,

.

Chicago,

in,
i

ii.

i

•

i

\s
.

,

vice-president, Southern
vio pri ident, Erii
to president,
Missouri Pacific
counsel, St Louis & San
I

executlvi >•
nittee.
Union
general counsel i" receiver,
bicago 8

chairman,

S.j

n,

Pacific.

•

McAllister. Henry, Jr.,
I

•

<

25,

•

ident,

I

Mc< hesney, w.
St.
Louis
Mi "i mat .

ihs

Cooper, rhomas. assistant
Cravath & Hendei

R,

McCabe,

Minneapolis &

Paul,

St,

"on,

idi

<

irande.

it.

rernunal

Railroad

l..

Darlow,
Davis,
tenant

I

Baltimoi

e,

e

&

(

Ihio

cuti.il

Agnew T. president, Philadelphia A Reading
Dickinson, .1. M.. receiver, Chicago, Rock Island 8 Pacific...
Dixson, Geo. Dallas, vice-president in charge of traffic, Penn
sylvania
Donnelly, Chas.. assistant genera] counsel, Northern Pacific.
Doran, Joseph 1.. genera] counsel, Norfolk & Western
Earling, A. 1.. president, Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul....
11.
bicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul..
B., vice-president,

Dice,

.

(

.

.

president, Kansas Citj
Howard, director, president

J.

Elliott,

3S,i

J5,3u0.o0

.

Richmond, vice-president, Pullman Co
Depew, Chauncej M., chairman, board of directors, New York
I

25,i

'

t

i

vici

l>.,

pri

lident

oi

traffic,

Southi

i

n

Pai

and controller, Southern

Southern
and chairman,

A.,

,\,» Haven a Hartford
Evans, W. F., general solicitor,
Fahnestock, fames I-., treasurer,

Louis & San
Pennsylvania

St.

J4.COO.O0
jo.imo.oo

31

ifii

Pa>

25,260.00
35,000.00
120,732.90

30,000.00
20,000.00
20,310.00
75,319.00
20,1

York,

Francisco....

Farrell, .1. 1).. president. Union Pacific
Felton, S M.. president, Chicago Great Western
Galloway, Chas, Wm., general manager, Baltimore & Ohio....
Gilman, L. C, president, Spokane, Portland & Seattle
Gorman, J. E., president, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Gowan, Marcus I., genera] counsel, Pennsylvania Railroad....
Gowan, Francis I., general counsel. Pennsylvania
Gray, C. R., chairman of board, Western Maryland Railway..
Gruoer, lames M.. vice-president and general manager. Great

Northern
Hannaford, J. M.. president, Northern Pacific
Hanson, Burton, general counsel, Chicago, Milwaukee &

25,000.00
50,000.00

Paul
Harahan, W. .'., president, Seaboard Air Line
Hardin, A. T., vice-president, New York Central
Harris, Albert 1L, vice-president, New York Central
Harrison. Fairfax, president, Southern
Hawkins. W. A., general attorney, El Paso & Southwestern..
Heiseman, C. !'•.. general counsel, Pennsylvania Western....
Henderson & Burr, solicitors, Pennsylvania System
Herbert, T. M., president, St. Louis Southwestern of Texas.
Herrin, William P., vice-president and chief counsel, Southern

25,000.00
40,857.00
35,020.00
35,560.00
50,500.00
25,000.00
20.000.00
29,700.00
20,343.36

Pacific
Hill. Loins

38,170.00
50,000.00

W., chairman, Great Northern
Hillard. Charles W., fourth vice-president,
cisco

St.

Louis-San Fran20,000.00

i

Hincs, Walker D., director,
Santa Pe
Holden, Hale, president and

chairman,

Atchison,

Topeka &
77,210.00

Chicago,

director,

Burlington

&

Quincy
House, F. E., president and general manager, Duluth & Iron
Range
Howard, E. A., vice-president, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
Hughitt.

Marvin,

Sr.,

chairman,

board

of

directors,

& North Western Railway
Howard L., assistant

Ingersoll,

34,645.00
20,000.00
60,460.00
25,050.00
20.000.00
20,660.00
20,000.00
35,200.00
36,260.00

to

president,

New York

Cen20,000.00

tral

Inglis,

65,000.00

Chicago

& North Western
Hughitt, Marvin, Jr., vice-president, Chicago & North Western.
llungerford, L. S., general manager, Pullman Co
Huntington, C. W., president, Virginian Railway Co
Huntington, G. R., general manager, Minneapolis, St. Paul
& Sault Ste. Marie
Hustis. James H., president, Boston & Maine
Hyser, Edward M., vice-president and general counsel, Chicago

Wm.

W., vice-president and manager, Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western

Jackson, Wm. J., receiver, Chicago & Eastern Illinois
James, Arthur Curtis, vice-president, El Paso & Southwestern.
Jeffery, E. T., chairman of board, Denver & Rio Grande....
Jeffries, L. E.. general counsel, Southern Railway
Jenney, Wm. S., vice-president and general counsel, Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad
Johnson, L. E., president, Missouri Pacific
Jungen, C. W., manager, Southern Pacific
Kearney, Ed. F., president, Wabash.
Keeley," E. S., vice-president. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul..
Kenney, Wm. P., vice-president, Great Northern
Kerr, Tohn B., president and general manager-director, New
York, Ontario & Western Railway
Kramer, Le Roy, vice-president, Pullman Co
Kruttschnitt, J., chairman of executive committee of board of
directors, Southern Pacific Transportation System
Kurn, T. M., president, Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
.

Lamb, E.

T.,

.

president, Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic
L., president and receiver, Texas & Pacific

Lancaster, J.
Lathrop, Gardiner, general solicitor, Atchison, Topeka

31,383.98
60,090.00
21,500.00
50,120.00
20,000.00
22,500.00

20,230.00
24,000.00
88,860.00
20,000.00
25,110.00
20,470. CO

25,000.00

tral

Levey, Chas. M., president, the Western Pacific
Levy, Edw. D., first vice-president and general manager, St.
Louis & San Francisco
Lincoln, Robt. T., chairman, board of directors, Pullman Co..
Lindley, E. C, vice-president, director and general manager,
Great Northern
Loesch & Richards, solicitors. Pennsylvania
Loomis, E. E., president, Lehigh Valley
Loomis, N. J., general solicitor, Union Pacific
Loree, L. F., president, Delaware &
Loree, L. F., chairman, board and
Kansas City Southern

30,030.00
27,000.00
26,650.00
20,166.66
23,083.32

& Santa

Fe
Law-ton-Cunningham, general and division counsel, Central of
Georgia
Ledyard, H. B., chairman, board of directors, Michigan Cen-

Hudson

executive

committee,

waukee

\'..

E.

&

McKenney

21,000.00
30,240.00
25,420.00
27, 600. CO
25,300.00

vie*

W

'..

er,

Duluth,
21

25,020.00

president, Peni
mcmbei confei

St Paul
& Flannery,

solicltoi

committed
.

I

bicago,

Mil-

Pennsylvania

vice-president of operations, Norfolk & Western.
Markbam, C. II., president, Illinois Central
Martin, w. I.., vice-pri ident and traffic manager, Minneapolis,
1).,

St. Paul & S. Ste. Marie
Middleton, J. A., vice-president, Lehigh Valley
Minnis, lames I.., vice-president and general solicitor, Wabash.
Mudge, il. U., president, Denver & Rio (Irande
W. Hey ward, vice-president, Pennsylvania

Pittsburgh.
Noonan, William T., president, Buffalo, Ri
n, Bcardman, Harper & Fox, counsel, Pennsylvania
Pardee, Dwight W., secretary, New York Central

Patterson,

37,381.69
25,000.00
20,000.00
30,030.00
40.259.96
20,210.00
30,000.00
47,715.00
30.000.00
30,000.00
32,960.00

St.

.

McKeen,
McKenna,

Northern

Si

N.

25,000.00

New

abe

Piatt,

G.

11.

S.,

V.,

•

•
.

26,250.00
35,735.12

pri ident, Maine Central
McDonald, Morrj
McGonagle, William \., president am

Mi

>

lociation,

\

.

I.,

P.

Daly, C.

r

i".

22,450.00

I

McDonald, A.

pri

S.,

Rio

.\

Penn flvania

Fran

operatin
[dent, Nr« York Central...,
vice-president, New Vork Central
E R., president. Buffalo & Susquehanna
M vice president, charge oi operations and main

Crowley,

104,104.16

tern

i

Illinois

J5.000.00

Fa
il.uk.

i

Lyford, Will

•

general solicitor, Pennsylvania
vice-president and general
manager,

20,000.00
21,250.00
36,350.00
60,555.00

20,160.00
30,445.00
20,833.33
43,232.00
25,000.00
50,000.00
26,500.00
21,500.00
30,000.00

Union
20,000.00

Pacific

Pearson, Edw. J., president, New York, New Haven
ford
Peck, G. L., fourth vice-president, Pennsylvania
Fennir.gton, E., nresident, Minneapolis, St. Paul &

& Hart40,000.00
30,030.00
S.

Ste.

Mane
Peters, Ralph, president, Long Island
Pierce, Winslow S., general counsel, Wabash
Place, Ira A., vice-president, New York Central Lines
Potter, Mark W., president, Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
Randolph, Epes, president, Arizona Eastern
Rea, Samuel, president, Pennsylvania
Reed, J. H., president and director, Bessemer & Lake Erie....
Ridgway, A. C, vice-president, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
Rine, E. M., vice-president. and general manager, Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western
Ripley, Ed. P., president, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Robertson, Alexander, vice-president, Missouri Pacific
Rodd, Thomas, chief engineer, Pennsylvania Lines West....'..
Rcss, Walter L., president and receiver, Toledo, St. Louis &

Western

52,723.34
30,470.00
24,000.00
35,150.00
20,000.00
26,465.00
75,460.00
23,562.00
25,390.00
33,373.33
75,400.00
25,869.55
21,080.00

25,090.00

Ruhlender, Henry, chairman, board of directors,
San Francisco

St.

Louis

Runnells, John S., president, Pullman Co
Russel, Henry, vice-president, Michigan Central
Schaff, Charles E., receiver and president, Missouri, Kansas

&
40,000.00
60,500.00
20,095.00

&

Texas
Schoomaker, J. M., vice-president, Pennsylvania
Schumacher, Thomas M., president, El Paso & Southwestern..
Scott, W. B., president, Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship
Scott, William R., vice-president and general manager, Southern

43.C00.OO
25,000.00
60,150.00

Pacific
Seger, C.

23,766.67
37,016.87
20,160.00
27,000.00
30,250.00
35,120.00
78,360.00
20,639.09
36,525.00
27,123.28
62,036.67
31,873.26
29,070.00
32,950.00
20,000.00
35,120.00
35,200.00
31,235.00
50,880.00
30,510.00
30,395.00

B., vice-president and comptroller, Union Pacific...
Sewall. E. D., vice-president. Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul..
Seymour, M. V., counsel, St. Paul Union Depot
Shriver, G. M., vice-president, Baltimore & Ohio
Sloan, George T„ first vice-president, Northern Pacific
Smith, A. H., president, New York Central
Smith, Milton H., president, Louisville & Nashville
Spence, L. F., director of traffic, Southern Pacific
Spencer, O. M., general counsel, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
Sproule, William, president, Southern Pacific
Stevens, George W., president, Chesapeake 6: Ohio
Stone, A. L, vice-president, Erie
Storey, W." B., vice-president, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Strong, A. H., general attorney, Pennsylvania
Slade, George T., first vice-president, Northern Pacific
Tatnall, Henry, vice-president, Pennsylvania
Taylor, Edw. B., vice-president, Pennsylvania Lines West. .
Thomas, E. B., chairman of board, Lehigh Valley
Thompson, Arthur W., vice-president, Baltimore & Ohio
Todd, Percy R., president, Bangor & Aroostook
Trabue, Doolan & Cox, district attorneys for Kentucky, Illinois
Central
Truesdale, William H., president, Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western
Trumbull, Frank, chairman of board, Chesapeake & Ohio
Turner, James J., senior vice-president, Pennsylvania Lines

West
Underwood,

27,225.00

27,720 00
75,399.88
26,738.97
40,620.00

F. D., president and chairman, executive committee, Erie
Utley, F. H., vice-president and general manager, Bessemer &
Lake Erie
Warfield, S. Davis, chairman of board, Seaboard Air Line....
Waterhouse, Frank, foreign freight agent, Union Pacific
Williams, W. N., vice-president, Delaware & Hudson
Williams, Henry R., vice-president, Chicago, Milwaukee & St

Paul
A., president, Central of Georgia
Winchell, B. L., director of traffic, Union Pacific
Woodworth. James G., second vice-president, Northern Pacific.
Worcester, H. A., vice-president and general manager, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
Young, J. H., president and director, Norfolk Southern

Winburn, W.

.

77,950.00

20,867.12
50,000.00
24,000.00
20,636.66
31,117.00
21,855.00
36.000.00
22,500.00

22,395.00
26,020.00

20,000.00
25,805.00
44.287.18
20,000.00
50,800.00

MisLucius E. Johnson in 1917 was president of the Norfolk &
Western. H. E. Byram, whose name is included twice, left
the Burlington during the year to become president of the

30,825.00

St.

L. E. Johnson

is

given in the

list

as president of the

souri Pacific, evidently through a typographical error.

the

Paul.

Doings

of the

United States Railroad Administration

Time and One-half

for

Overtime

Freight Service

in

— Results

of Accident Prevention Drive

Director

General Hines announced on November 1
the Na-

brotherhoods in return which they have refused to consider
it has been proposed by the railroad companies,
Mr. lines' statement was in part as follows:
"The Railroad Administration, in discharging its responsibility to make readjustments necessary to avoid unjust

when

that gratifying progress in connection with
tional Railroad Accident Prevention Drive

was shown

in reports received by the Safety Section of the Railroad

ministration.

the

The

same number

figures follow, the

of days in the

_.,,,,

Eastern Region, 11
Pocahontas Region,

fiS&R^9

comparison being with

same period

inequalities in the compensation of different classes of railto the four brotherhoods repreproposed
road employees, has r
x
r

a year ago:

,

days, decrease of
days, decrease
ii
11

I

Ad-

428

u
casualties

r

.

d^d£ST'of?f::::::::::::::::::

Northvyestern Region, 7 days, decrease of.
Central Western Region, 11 days, decrease of
Southwestern Region, io days, decrease of

IS? SSffiS
3os casualties
390 casualties
148 casualties

.

.72^85 casualties

Total

*

',

.

.

,

.

senting the train and engmemen that, in order to give an
additional measure of compensation to the train service emplovees
in the slow freight service, time and one-half will
J
'
°
.
.
,
f
be paid for time required to make runs in excess of what
would be required if an average speed of 12>4 miles per

38 casualties

of

.

,

.

o
Freight Service.

nour were maintained, provided, however, that all arbitraries
various forms of freight
and spedal a n owances now paici

Administration, according to a statement
authorized by Director General Hines on November 15, has
proposed to the four brotherhoods representing the train
and engine employees that in order to give an additional
measure of compensation to the employees in the slow freight
service, time and one-half will be paid for time required to
make their runs in excess of what would be required if an
average speed of 12^ miles per hour were maintained, provided, however, that all arbitraries and special allowances
now paid in various forms of freight train service are enThe proposal was taken under consideratiiely eliminated.
tion by the officials of the brotherhoods that have been conferring with Mr. Hines and Railroad Administration officials, with a view to consideration and further discussion.
The statement says it is estimated that the net cost of this
proposal will be approximately $3,000,000 a month, or

train service are entirely eliminated for the railroads as a

Time and One-Half

•

for

Overtime

•

in

•

m

The Railroad

whole.

"Last August the President suggested to Congress that
view of the early approach of the termination of federal
control it would be desirable to have these questions of further compensation for railroad employees committed to a
The Conspecial tribunal to be created by act of Congress.
gress, however, was unwilling to adopt this course and the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce took the position
that such legislation was not needed because ample power
was conferred upon the director general under the federal
in

control act to deal with these matters.

ascertain the result of the efforts

making
road

was

that,

there-

while

it

of the government

was

to reduce the cost of living, nevertheless, the Rail-

Administration

would

endeavor

to

correct

unjust

inequalities as between different classes of railroad labor,

"In discharging the responsibility which thus unavoidably rested upon the Railroad Administration consideration
has been given to the claim that various classes of train and
engine employees are relatively underpaid.
In considering
these claims, the conclusion has been reached that the train
service employees in freight train service who are habitually
averaging less than 12^ miles per hour do not get an
opportunity to earn a reasonable monthly wage as compared
with employees in fast freight service or employees in passenger train service, without working abnormally long hours
per month, frequently amounting to from 275 to 300 hours
or more per month, and the above method has been decided
to be the best way in which to make a fair equalization of

being granted before the roads are returned to private

this condition.

management.
not complied with the
full demands of the brotherhoods, however, for the principle of time and one-half will not be applied in the passenger service, as requested, nor will it be applied for Sundays and holidays as provided for in the new demands

"It has frequently been the practice to

The Railroad Administration has

submitted by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Trainmen and
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen
Neither does Mr. Hines agree with the brotherthis year.
hoods on the principle of "punitive overtime." He prefers to
base his proposal on the conclusion that the train service
employees in freight service who are habitually averaging
less than 12^ miles per hour do not get an opportunity to
earn a reasonable monthly wage as compared with employees
in fast freight service, or in passenger service without working abnormally long hours pi r month, and are entitled to an
equalization.

policy

could not consider increases in the general level of railroad
wages until a reasonable opportunity had been afforded to

$36,000,000 a year.
The Railroad Administration has thus conceded as to
the freight service the principle which the brotherhoods
have contended for since 1916, when time and one-half for
overtime was one of the principal features of their demand
which led to the enactment of the Adamson eight-hour law.
The demand for time and one-half was waived during their
negotiations with the President in 1916 but was repeated
when new wage increases were demanded in 1917, and
again before the wage board created by the Railroad AdminTime and one-half for yard service was allowed
istration.
last year.
The wage board submitted to the director general a divided report earlier in the year, and Mr. Hines has
since had the question before him for decision, while some
of the brotherhood leaders have been insisting on the de-

mand

The

upon adopted by the Railroad Administration

He

also

requires

a

concession

from

the

make employees

in

payments and special
mileage rates, and the pro-

freight train service various arbitrary

allowances in addition to their
posal of the Railroad Administration contemplates that all
of these arbitraries and special allowances must be eliminated from all freight service on all railroads under federal control.

"For many years the train and enginemen have urged that
time and one-half ought to be allowed for excess time as a
punitive measure to compel trains to be run at a higher average speed. The director general, however, has decided that
this step is not justifiable as a punitive measure, because it
is not, generally speaking, feasible or reasonable, to economically run the heavy freight trains at a speed as high as
l2]/> miles per hour.
The present proposal, therefore, is
not adopted as a punitive measure, but simply to enable an

753
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rvice employees to earn a reasonmonthl) wagi .i- compared with other nam servici
employees, without working an abnormal number of hours
in- condil
- above explained grow
out of tin- fad that
for man) years train service employees have been paid a<
cording t>» the number of miles the) have made, with a
guaranty >t a minimum number of miles per hour, which

imp. H
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oi the
ntej »tati
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which either the Division oJ frafft and the Division
Publii Set u e ma) r< qu<
con id< ation.

ordei

-
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<
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\

I

of

i

'

I

minimum was formerl)
Adamson act became -"
l

LO
_

miles,

and

b)

reason

The

miles per hour.

of

resull

the

of

employees on freight trains which habitually
make 12
miles per hour or more get an important benefit
from the additional mileage they make, whereas this bene
tit
is entirel)
denied to those employees working on trains
which habituall) make less than l_"j miles per hour, and
this inequality will be substantially corrected by the proposal now made.
"It is important to emphasize thai this proposal will
operate exclusively for the benefit of employees in the slow
freight train service.
Hiese employees have all the disadvantages of spending a large time away from home at their
own personal expense and yet have not the advantages of
the larger compensation enjoyed by employees in fast freight
service and also in passenger service, making much larger
mileage in the same or less length of time.
It is these employees making large mileage in a comparatively short time
who are frequently accepted by the public as indicating the
>tandard of compensation for men in all train service.
'"It
with the average speeds now made
is estimated that
by the slower freight trains the net cost of this proposal
will be approximately So, 000,000 per month.
Undoubtedly,
however, the proposal would have the effect of correcting
man}- extreme cases of trains being kept an abnormally long
time upon the road and to the extent that this condition can
be so corrected the cost will be reduced."
this

i-

that

Timothy Shea, acting president of the firemen's brotherhood, was quoted as saying in Chicago that apparently Mr.
Hines proposed to allow an increase of $36,000,000 and to
take away $30,000,000 in arbitraries and special allowances.
He said that the brotherhoods would continue to insist on
general wage increases.

New

Freight Cars Put in Service.

Director General Hines has announced that with the exdamaged while in storage and
have to undergo repairs, all of the freight cars ordered by
ception of 17 cars which were

which had been completed and
placed in storage awaiting lettering and numbering have
now been placed in service. Of the total order of 100,000
freight cars, 16,636 remain to be built.
During the six
days from November 1 to November 6 new cars were constructed and put in service at the rate of 207 a day.
the Railroad Administration

7

Traffic

Committees Instructed

to

Wind Up

The Car Service Section has issued instructions supplementing those of Director General Hini
effective October
I,
governing the settlement of
and freight car
hire accounts between the railroads.
The new regulation!
are contained in Circular CS-77, which supei edi
Circular CS 59, and are, in part, as follow,,: "In accordance with
dint tor general's order 31-A October 3, 1919, effective
October I, 1919, the settlement of passenger and freight car
hire accounts will be in accordance with the following:
"Per diem settlements for use of freight cars will be in
accordance with the Code of Per Diem Rule.-, in effect July
,

1918, with the following exceptions:

1,

"Rule
"Rule

3.

Suspended.

All regulations embraced in Circular CS-57,
covering the issuance of embargoes are continued in effect
and will supersede paragraph 3, of the rule.
15.

"Rule 19. Suspended.
"Per diem and mileage settlements for use of passenger
cars will be in accordance with Rules 7 and 8 of the Code
of Car Service Rules in effect July 1, 1918.
"1.
The settlement of car hire accounts between Canadian roads and United States roads through the Car Hire
Bureau at Buffalo will discontinue with per diem reports
for the

month

of September, 1919.

"Per diem accruing from October

1, 1919, should be reported direct to the car owner.
"Per diem due to or from Canadian roads account of
discrepancies and reclaims for period May 1, 1919, to September 30, 1919, will be handled through the Car Hire
Bureau at Buffalo.
"Per diem due to or from Canadian roads account of discrepancies and reclaims covering period to May 1, 1919 (not
in process of settlement through Car Hire Bureau), will
be handled direct by the interested lines.
"2.
The settlement of car hire accounts between Federal and non-Federal roads within the United States through
the assigned Federal road will be discontinued with the per
diem reports for the month of September, 1919.
"Per diem accruing from October 1, 1919, should be reported direct to car owner.
"Per diem due to or from non-Federal roads account of
discrepancies and reclaims covering period prior to May 1,

1919, will be handled direct between the interested lines.
"Per diem due to or from non-Federal roads on account
of discrepancies and reclaims for period May 1, 1919, to
September 30, 1919, will be handled through the assigned
Federal road."

Sub-Committee on Upkeep, Additions and Better-

directors of the Division of Traffic

and Public Servand local traffic

ice have written letters to
committees, saying that in view of the probable return of the
railroads to their owners on or about January 1, 1920, they
desire the work of all freight traffic committees brought to a
close on or before that date and all subjects before the committees disposed of so that the publication of changes in
rates, etc., which may result from the committee's work
may be not only published but made effective before the

the

Diem Settlements

Their

Work.
The

Rules for Per

regional

Detailed instructions are given,
end of federal control.
under which after November 10 no new applications were
to be accepted by any committee nor docketed for public
consideration, except in such cases as applications to publish new commodity rates to cover newly developed traffic
or for newly constructed lines, applications to correct clerical errors or to readjust rates thrown out of line by General
Order No. 28, or to make changes necessary to comply with

ments.

The Railroad Administration has appointed

a sub-com-

mittee on upkeep, additions and betterments, to make an
investigation and report on what part of the cost of additions and betterments made during the period of federal con-

should be charged to the capital accounts of the railroad companies, what part to maintenance and what part
The committee conshould be borne by the government.
sists of S. H. E. Freund, representing the Division of Law;
E. M. Alvord, representing the Division of Operation; C. W.
Hillman, representing the Division of Accounting, and
George N. Huss, representing the engineering department.
The work of the committee will include an investigation of
a large number of cases where improvements were made for
trol

the joint benefit of two or

more

carriers or for the general

purposes of the government, as to which there is a question
as to whether they can be properly charged to any railroad.
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The

providing for the acquisition of the Grand Trunk

bill

Railway by the Canadian Government has passed both houses
of Parliament by large majorities.

The Great Northern Railway Company has been

author-

1919.
The announcement was made by Thomas Broad, vicepresident of the Canadian Pacific Railway Joint Protective
Board of the brotherhood. A total subscription of $210,000
has been made by the brotherhood to the various Canadian

public loans.

ized by the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission
to abandon a certain portion of its present track, and its passenger and freight stations at Hibbing, Minn. Business interests protested against carrying out the change before the

whole village of Hibbing had been removed to Alice, two
miles away. The change is to allow the extension of certain
coal mining operations.
Subsidiary oil companies of the Southern Pacific plan extensive oil operations in the near future; this is shown by
the transfer of oil leases covering 8,000 acres situated in Eastland county, Tex., and 2,000 acres in Comanche County, by
the Rio Bravo Oil Company of Texas to the Associated Oil
Company of California. Both are subsidiaries of the Southern Pacific. The necessary operating facilities are now being arranged for.

The

railroad sections, which have been organized by the
American Association of Engineers during the last six
months have been so successful that the board of directors
of the association has decided to extend the plant to other
industries so that sections may be formed wherever there is
a special group who desire such an organization. These sections will be subordinate to the chapters, which have jurisdiction in their respective sections of the country.

Signal Division

— A.

R. A.

The
will

Signal Division of the American Railroad Association
hold its fourth meeting at Hotel McAlpin, 34th street

and Broadway, New York City, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
December 2 and 3. Committee reports to be discussed will
be distributed on Tuesday morning.

Chicago Car Foremen's Association
At the annual meeting of the Car Foremen's Association
of Chicago, held at the Morrison Hotel, October 13, the following officers were elected:
President, M. F. Covert,
Standard Car Construction Company; first vice-president,
James Reed, assistant master car builder. New York City;
second vice-president, E. H. Mattingley, general car foreman,
Baltimore & Ohio; treasurer, F. C. Schultz, Chicago Car Interchange Bureau; secretary, Aaron Kline.

An Unusual

Souvenir

,

of the Federated Railway
Chicago, called by the Chicago District Counof the organization without the sanction of the Interna-

The unauthorized convention
Shop Crafts
cil

tional

at

shopmen's brotherhood

officers,

ended on September

after sitting three days, with the repudiation of the in*
ternational officers of the organization by the delegates and

28,

a refusal on their part to pay further per capita taxes or dues
into their various international unions until the repudiated
officers gain the demands which they presented to the Rail-

road Administration for increased wages and better shop
conditions. The delegates also denounced the "one big union"
idea.

The Chesapeake & Delaware Canal has been formally
taken over by the United States Government, and the event
was the subject of a celebration at Delaware City, Del., on
October 11. This canal is about 15 miles long from Delaware City on the Delaware river, westward to Chesapeake
The
City, Md., on a stream flowing into Chesapeake Bay.
The last session of Congress
canal was chartered in 1799.
appropriated $2,514,290 for the purchase of the canal, and
about 500,000 additional for deepening and widening. It is
proposed to make it a sea-level canal, which involves excavation to make it 10 ft. lower for a considerable distance at
the summit. With adequate enlargemenl this canal will complete an inland waterway from Philadelphia to Norfolk.

Canadian National Railways have subthe Canadian Victory Bond Campaign
scribed
which has just closed in Canada. This amount was subAt the outset of the drive the
scribed by 27,000 employees.
directors of the Canadian National set their objective at
$5,000,000, and an elaborate organization was perfected to
reach this amount. Apart from the bonds taken by the employees, outside subscriptions amounting to $1,960,800 were
reported through the Canadian National auspices, and the
total subscribed by the employees or secured by them was
$7,037,100. The Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of America
has subscribed $100,000 to the Canadian Victory Loan of

Employees

Subscribers to the Bulletin of the International Railway
Congress, have received from Brussels a rare souvenir; copies
of the Bulletin for September and October, 1914.
This bulletin, it appears from a slip attached to it, "was printed at the
moment when Brussels was occupied (by the invaders) in
August, 1914." The contents of this number consists mainly
of reports presented for discussion at the Ninth session of
the Congress; but it contains also the usual elaborate indexes of the volume for that year January-October, 1914.

—

Grade Crossing Disaster
In a grade crossing accident at Clarksboro, N. J., on the
night of November 1, about 11:20, sixteen persons were killed

and about twenty injured, an automobile truck, occupied by
thirty men and four women, on a pleasure trip, being struck
by train No. 1926 of the West Jersey & Seashore, at a crossing which was without warning signals, but with approaches
giving an unobstructed view.
Clarksboro is on the Salem
branch, 14 miles south of Camden. A coroner's jury on November 3 exonerated from blame the men in charge of this
train.
It appears from newspaper accounts that the pleasureseekers were moving southward, and the passenger train
northward, the crossing of the highway being at an acute
angle with the railroad track; and there was a house near
the crossing, except for which the headlight of the locomotive might have been seen sooner by the driver of the automobile.

Highway Crossings

of the

The

$5,076,300 in

state of Pennsylvania

is

in
to

Pennsylvania

have cautionary signals at

highway crossings which arc not already protected, the
Public Service Commission having arranged with the railroad
companies of the state to furnish these signals. The total
cost will be something like $200,000.
The setting and care
of these signals, which will devolve on the town, city, or
county authorities, seems to be a matter which is still the
subject of negotiation, there being no compulsory law touching this feature of the matter. The Public Service Commission finds that there are in the state 11,738 highway grade
crossings, of which 9,773 are unprotected.
The signals are

all
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Texas, lawyer and former attorney general;
kei ham, New Yoi Si
neral
in Tan cabinet; Oscar S. Straus, New York, diplomat, lawyer
and author, secretary <!
merce and labor under R
Taussig, Washington, formei collegi profi sot
velt; Frank
and chairman of the United Stat,
tarifl commission; Samuel
\\
Met all, Boston, lawyer, former governoi "i Ma achusetts; Herbert Hoover, former food administrator, mining engineer.
Y.,
Martin H. Glynn, Albany,
N.
newspaper man
and former governor of New Vork; II.
Stuart, Richmond,
Va., Inisiness man, former governor of Virginia; W. O.
rhompson, president of Ohio State University and Presbyte-

several
black
on a white ground, and fixed on
post al the right of the
road about 300 it. short oi the crossing,
a

AGIO

.

Service

The Secretary

Wai

of

has announced that

it

desired to

is

immediately for service with American Forces in
France and Germany, 253 nun to constitute an engineei com
pan) for possible use in railwaj operations and maintenance.
Enlistments will be foi
Only white men will be enlisted.
Former military service will
periods of one or three years,
Men eligible for discharge and reenlistment
imt l>e required.
under existing instructions maj also be reenlisted under this
Men enlisted under this authority for the service
authority.
indicated will he sent to Camp Humphreys, Va.
Furloughs
upon reenlistment will not be required.
enlist

Railway Revenues

for

(

minister; George T. Slade, St. Paul, former vice pn
Northern Pacific; Julius Rosenwald, Chicago, president
Sears, Roebuck & Co.;
).
I).
Young, New York, lawyer;
ny Star, and former pi
Henry J. Waters, editor Kansas
dent Kansas State College of Agriculture; Stanley King,
lawyer, of Boston and Washington, former member of the
council of national defense and. special assistant to the secretary of war; Henry W. Robinson, Pasadena, Cal., former
member United States shipping board: Richard Hooker,
Springfield, Mass., newspaper man, former Washington corrian

i

dent

(

(

August

Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly summary
of railway returns for August and eight months of the calen-

The

respondent.
The President said in his letter of invitation: "Guided by

TABLE 1*— GROSS AND NET RECEIPTS OF PRINCIPAL RAILWAYS TO SEPTEMBER
August

1.

Average number of miles operated

1

Eight Months

Amount

Amount

Per mile of

A

,

.

^

road operated
1918
1919

1919
234,079.09

1918
234,186.07

Dollars
313,875,305
120,521.120
4,676.173
9,975.941
11,422,837
10,812.142
623,483
180,598

Dollars
350,936.907
113.761.117
4,481.361
10,659.296
12,501,588
11.994,994
527,827
149,997

Dollars

Dollars

1,341

1,499

515
20

486

43
49

46

46

51

2

Z

1

471,726.403

504,713,093

68,222.897
92.221.959
4,014,769
180.555,506
4,361.989
10,388.166
496,031

56,820.820
116,154.835
3,527.066
172,399.959
3,363.793
8,625.164
429,494

359,269,255

A

r

^

Per mile of
road operated
1919
1918

1919
233,924.88

1918
234,456.73

Dollars
2,118,443,819
667,123,598
36,089,150
76,245,372
81,986,711
81,156.329
3,808,879
1,157,680

Dollars
9,552

1

Dollars
2,234,389,636
776,979,660
34,639,799
70,416,421
81,296,535
83,644,267
4,457,032
1,385,860

6

5

2,015

2,155

3,284,437,490

3,063,696,178

14,041

13,067

291

394

243
496
15

772

736

19

44

14
37

2

2

506,085,281
761,870,793
30,777,439
1,401,291,573
31,288,131
82,196,781
4,052,369

399,606.175
662,429,478
35,152,055
1,308,348,937
25,446,361
73,618,745
3,750,406

2,163
3,257
132
5,990
134
351
17

1,705
2,825

17

360,462,142

1,535

1,539

2,809,457,629

2,500,851,345

12,010

10,667

112.457,148

144,250,951

480

616

474,979,861

562,844,833

2,031

2,400

16,360,913
72,877

15,757,619
51,938

70

68

124,071,069
493,293

124,170,494
426,839

530

530

3

2

96,023,358
2,234,588
1,392,134

128,441.394
*995 056
1,280,602

410
9

4

6

5

350,415,499
13,741,665
9,647,378

438,247,500
9,148,630
9,174,324

1,498
59
41

1,868
39
39

92,396,636

128,155,848

395

547

327,026,456

419,924,546

1,398

1,790

Revenues.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Freight

Passenger
Mail
Express

8.

All other transportation
Incidental
Joint facility— Cr

9.

Joint

6.
7.

10.

facility— Dr

Railway operating revenues

Expenses
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation tor investment— Cr

18.

Railway

Traffic

operating

expenses

from

19.

Net

20.

Railway tax
Taxes")

21.

Uncollectible railway

22.
23.
24.

Railway

revenue

railway

accruals

operating

operations.

(excluding

facility

revenues

income

(Dr. Balance)
rents (Dr. Balance)
23 and 24

25.

Net of items

26.

Ratio of operating expenses to operating
revenues, per cent

22,

'

76.16

'Credit item.
Note The average railway operating income corresponding
the test period was $396 per mile of line.

—

71.42

to

New

Industrial Conference Called

new

industrial conierence

meet at Washington on December 1, in accordance with
the recommendation made by the public group at the conference which met in October, to endeavor to work out some
plan for an improvement in the relations between employers
and employees. None of the delegates to the former conferto

in the list of those invited to attend the
one, and there will be no specific representation of either
capital or labor.
The personnel of the new body follows: Thomas W. Greg-

ence are included

new

348
358
19

325
350
346
16

151

5,580

109
314
17

548

85.54

81.63

item 22 above for August in the three years 1914, 1915 and 1916, included in

dar year, covering 186 Class I railroads and 17 switching and
terminal roads, is as shown in table 1.

President Wilson has called a

148
301

Dollars
9,036
2,845
154

"War

Equipment rents
Joint

19

S3

3,321

the experience of the last conference, I have thought it advisable that in this new body there should be no recognition of
distinctive groups, but that all of the new representatives
should have concern that our industries may be conducted
with such regard for justice and fair dealing that the workman will feel himself induced to put forth his best efforts,
that the employer will have an encouraging profit, and that
the public will not suffer at the hands of either class.
"It is my hope that this conference may lay the foundation
for the development of standards and machinery within our
industries by which these results may be attained.
"It is not expected that you will deal directly with any condition which exists today, but that you may be fortunate
enough to find such ways as will avoid the repetition of these
deplorable conditions."
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Aviator Crosses Continent in 79 Hours

ill
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W. Maynard, of the United States Army,
DeHaviland 4, and starting from Mineola, N. Y.,
York city, on Wednesday, Oct. 8, completed a

nun

it

iiiimi'iimmmmmiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiifiimimiiimiiiiiiHiiiii

Lieutenant B.
flying in a

near

New

round

trip to the Pacific (Oast and return, in a trifle
ten days; and, in accordance with the regulations of the 'War
Department, he made prescribed stop-, at regular landings
throughout the journey and did no Hying at night or on

Sunday.
Tuesday.

He remained

in San Francisco from Saturday until
Lieutenant Maynard was the leader of 47 contestants in this elaborate race. A large proportion of the men
dropped out before finishing the trip. Numerous accidents
in flying resulted in the death of nine of the competitors and

the injury of several others.

Lieutenant Maynard left Mineola at 9:23 a. m., on Oct. 8,
in San Francisco at 1:12 p. m. on Oct. 11, making
the time 78 hours 49 minutes for a calculated distance of
The time actually on the wing was 24 hours 58
2,701 miles.
minutes 55 seconds.
Eastbound he left San Francisco on
Oct. 14, at 1:19 p. m., and arrived at Mineola at 1:50 p. m. on
the 18th. The time in the air was about the same as on the
westbound journey, but the elapsed time, 93 hours 31 minutes, included 18 hours lost in Nebraska because of a broken

Traffic
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News
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J. E. Houck has been appointed traffic manager
Samson Tractor Company, Janesville, Wis.

of

the

The Canadian Pacific Ocean Services Ltd., has moved its
Chicago office from 140 South Clark street to 40 North Dearhorn street.
T. J. McGeoy, has been appointed general western freight
agent in charge of the Chicago office of the Luckenbach
Steamship Company, Inc., of New York City.

and arrived

motor

shaft.

On

Saturday, the 18th, Lieutenant Queen flew from Bryan,
Ohio, to Cheyenne, Wyo., 1,046 miles, the longest single
day's flight in this contest.

The San Diego Arizona Completed
With the driving of a golden
east of Jacumba Hot Springs,

spike on Nov.

16,

to

that part <>i the road which lie-, in Mexico.
of this corporation, however, are the same as

manage

officers

those of the San Diego

&

Arizona

president of Henry Ford & Son, Inc., DeMich., has designed a passenger car for street or interurban service to be driven by an internal combustion motor.
It is expected that the car will be tried out on the Michigan Central tracks within the next 60 days.

Henry Ford,

troit,

Toledo, Ohio.
Albert L. Wilson, chief tariff clerk in the Chicago offices
of the Illinois Central, has been appointed traffic agent of
the 4-Ones, a national association of manufacturers of wire-

bound boxes, with headquarters

at

Chicago.

The Car Service Section of the United States Railroad Administration, acting on an appeal from the Louisiana Railway Highway Council, has promised to furnish a better
supply of open cars for carrying gravel in Louisiana.

Cal.,

the Imperial Valley will begin Dec. 1. On Dec. 10 it is expected to begin Pullman car service between San Diego and
Chicago by way of the new road, the Southern Pacific and
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. A freight terminal costing $100,000 has been completed at San Diego and also a
union station. This project comprises the only heavy railroad construction that has been carried on in the United
States since the entry of the country into war with Germany
and Austria. It was released from federal control within a
short time after the roads were taken over by the government and, because of the pressing necessity for the completion of the line, authority was given to proceed with the
construction.
The company has applied to the Railway Commission of
California for authority to issue bonds to the amount of $710,912 with which to reimburse the Southern Pacific Company
for money advanced for construction. Increases in the cosl oi
labor and materials materially increased the cost of building
and equipping the road. According to tha financial statement
filed with the application, the actual investment in road and
equipment in the San Diego & Arizona on Sept. 30, 1919,
amounted to $15,945,800. In order to avoid complications and
to comply with the Mexican laws, a separate corporation,
known as the Tijuana & Tecate Railway Company has been

formed

I. Nokely, formerly in charge of the Toledo (Ohio) ofof the United States Grain Corporation, has been appointed traffic manager of the Paragon Refining Company,

six miles

by John D. Spreckels,
president, the construction of the San Diego & Arizona was
completed.
The road extends from San Diego, Cal., eastward to El Centro, a distance of 147 miles, much of which is
through the Ysidro mountains.
It connects at El Centro
with the Southern Pacific, running south to the Mexican
border at Tia Juana, Cal., where connection is made with the
Inter-California (Southern Pacific), which debouches southerly 16 miles from the international line, thence easterly and
northerly to the boundary of the United States again where,
at Cantu, Cal., connection is made again with the Southern
Pacific.
The length of line in Mexican territory is 44 miles.
Local train service on the new road between San Diego and

The

W.

fice

Changes

in

Boston Suburban Fares

The Massachusetts Public Service Commission, acting on a
request from the director general at Washington, has investigated the request of railroads centering in Boston for authority to make increases in suburban passenger rates; and it
holds that no increase is necessary except that on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford five-ride tickets, good to pointswithin five miles, may be discontinued.
These have been
sold at 5.6 cents a ride, but it does not appear that the increase in fares which will follow this discontinuance will

1

amount

to

much.

All three of the roads had applied for authority to make
the increases, because of congestion of traffic due to an advance in rates on surface and elevated electric railroads which
has driven large numbers of suburban passengers to the
steam roads; but the commission declares that this claim of
congestion, from this cause, is unfounded, except as regards
outbound trains on the New Haven road between 5 and 6
o'clock in the evening. At other hours, and on the Boston &
Albany and the Boston & Maine at all hours, the congestion
is not intolerable.
The commission finds that rush-hour
traffic on the New Haven road has increased 83 per cent in a
year, and other traffic 28 per cent; but the company has
added only one train since 1913; but on the rush-hour trains
the number of cars is about 24 per cent more than one year
ago.
Where 83 per cent increase in traffic can be handled without
increasing the number of trains, the commissioners think that
the traffic must be more nearly remunerative than it was at
any time in the past.
Director General Hines has issued a circular reiterating
his belief that the disparity between the fares on the steam
roads and on the elevated lines must inevitably tend to impair
comfort if not safety on the steam railroads, and that the
twelve-ride tickets, which will be used in place of the former
five-ride tickets, ought to be advanced in price substantially;
but in view of the Massachusetts Commission's unfavorable
attitude, and also in view of the prospect of federal control
Charles A.
terminating on Dec. 31. he will take no action.
Prouty, representing the United States Railroad Administration, sat with the Massachusetts Commissioners in their hearings on this matter. The Administration will discontinue the
sale of the "open form" of 25-ride tickets between Boston
and stations within 15 miles, this change apparently being not
disapproved by the Massachusetts Commission.
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Locomotive Works

at Essen,

Germany
I

English Goods Traffic Rates Increased
ON DON.

I

From the London Times states

\n abstract
I
rransporl
traffic.

It

to about

is
considering the schedules
estimated that there will be

is

thai

<>i'

the

rates

increase

Ministry

for goods
amounting

SO per cent.

Railway Rates

in

Brazil Raised
London.

Modem

Transport slates that as a temporary measure designed to meet the transport crisis in Brazil all railway rates
are to be raised immediately.
It is also announced that a bill
is to be introduced empowering the government to revise rail-

way

contracts,

Cost of England's Railway Strike
London.

The

total cost of the nine days'

railway strike in Great Britain
is
estimated at about $50,000. including delay in demobilization estimated at $25,000,000. Mr. Boltomlcy, Independent Labor
member, called on the government at once to introduce legislation rendering illegal any stoppage of public services at the
instance of trade union executives without due notice to and a
ballot of the members concerned.

Railways have apparently guaranteed to take 108 locomotives
and 2(XK> cars a year from the works, and the Krupp Company
has undertaken to limit its profits to a very low percentage, no
matter what economies in production it may In- able to effect, ill
The government is
the excess going to the public exchequer.
tree (if responsibility for any loss that may be sustained by the
linn and reserves the right of inquiring into the company's cost
prices.

All-Steel Passenger Rolling-Stock for Indian Railways
The Bengal-Nagpur Railway has placed a contract with Cammell Laird & Co., Limited, Nottingham, for the construction of
four bogie dining cars, underframes, bogies and ironwork, and
for ten third-class bogies, underframes and bogies. These underframes will each be 67 ft. in length. The same company have
also received an order from the Great Indian Peninsular Rail-

way

for forty-six bogie carriages, each 68-ft. length together
with the necessary underframes, bogies, ironwork, as also the
ironwork with the metallic furniture, lavatory and electric light
details and other fittings for nine ordinary first and second-class
bogie carriages for the Assam Bengal railway.

France Will Receive But

Railway Congestion at Nigeria

Few Machine

Tools from

Germany

London.

An

extract from the London Times Trade Supplement states
to lack of inland transport facilities and to the bad
the railways due to a deficiency in rolling stock,
large quantities of local produce are awaiting removal in difThe pay offered to railway men
ferent Nigerian trade centers.
does not attract good mechanics to the service of the Nigerian
railways, with the result that repairs to engines, rolling stock
and permanent waj- suffer from the shortage of skilled labor.

'.-.DON.

mw

locomotive works of Krupp
capacity of the
Z* Essen fire stated, says the Engineer, to be 3(X) heavy locomiThe Prussian State
tives with tenders and 2.5(H) 15-ton tars.

The annual

London.

that

owing
working of

Allied commissions which have searched the occupied territory in Germany estimate that of the material and machines
stolen from France and Belgium only 10 per cent can be removed in good condition, 15 per cent is useless and the remainder has been totally destroyed, says the Fortnightly Information Review, the publication of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Paris. Approximately about 50,000 machine tools
were stolen or destroyed in the invaded district of France

Rebuilding of Railways in Devastated Parts of France

alone.

London.

An

extract from the Times Trade Supplement states that the
rebuilding of the destroyed parts of the Nord and Est railways
has recently made great progress. On October 1 only 44km of
track and two stations of the Nord line remained to be put in
order. Nearly all the bridges are rebuilt, and only two tunnels,

On
those at Feren and Folambray, remain to be reconstructed.
the Est, 175km of track are still to be put in order and only
twenty-four stations are not open to the public.

Railway Material from France
London.

An

abstract

from the London Times says that the Ministry

of Transport is hurrying the work of bringing back railway
material from France. By means of the train ferry, wagons are
returning at the present time at the rate of 500 a week, and it is
hoped shortly that this number will increase to 900. The material consists of two kinds, one being that which was taken from
the railway companies and which is now being returned to them,
and the other that built specially for the war. Locomotives and
trucks are being allocated to the railway companies according
to priority of need.

Japanese Laborers'

Wages
London.

An

extract from the Engineer states that the average wage
for an unskilled Japanese male laborer today is 48 cents and for
skilled laborer earns from
a female laborer 32 cents per day.
$1.10 to $1.68 a day. These rates are about 70 per cent above prewar rates. Besides the daily rates, however, yearly bonuses are
given of a month's wages, and often considerably more. The
working hours may be given generally as 70 hours per week,

A

British

Government

to

Manufacture Railway Rolling
Stock
London.

The government

arsenals of Great Britain are to manufacture
rolling stock for the railways of Great Britain and there are
now on order 2,000 freight cars for the North Eastern and 500
It is stated,
for the Great Western at the Woolwich Arsenal.

however, that the government will not do this work in competition with the private car builders and will only undertake
such work when the railways are unable to get the deliveries
In addition to cars 100 locomotives were
required from them.
manufactured at the arsenal for the government under order
from the Ministry of Munitions and a certain amount of repair
work of railway rolling stock has been done.

Railway Congestion

in

England
London.

In reply to a question in Parliament, Sir Eric Geddes, Minister of Transport, stated that the cause of the delay in transport of freight on the railways in England was due chiefly to
the congestion at terminals and ports, shortage of freight cars,
diversion to railways of traffic which before the war was carried by coast-wise vessels (the rates by water have been greatly
increased while those by rail have not changed), the 8-hour day
and the more recent dislocation caused by the railway strike.
Over a thousand government-owned motor lorries are being
placed at the disposal of the railway companies for the purpose
of carrying traffic to and from the railway terminals and in
addition to this government lorries are to be used in relieving
the congestion at ports.
It is anticipated that the wagon shortage will be alleviated
by the return of the 30,000 freight cars sent to France during

Oct.

10,

the war,

the

war
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and the 8,000 freight cars which were constructed for
and which are being consigned to the railways.

office

Railway Labor Unions Seek Joint Control
Roads

English

of

London.
negotiations between the government and the National
Union of Railwaymen which wire resumed shortly after the
close of the railway strike presumably to discuss the question
of the standardization of railw aymen's wages has, it is learned,
developed into the discussion of a scheme placed before the
government by the unions relating to the future control of the
railways.
While it is impossible to obtain any concrete information as to what the plans of the labor leaders are on account of the fact that the negotiations arc being kept absolutely
secret, it is believed that the labor unions are demanding somewhat the same concessions as those included in the Plumb plan
of railway administration in the United States. Press despatches
state that the proposals are believed to give the railwaymen a
certain amount of control over conditions of labor as well as a
share in the formulation of railway policy; in other words, it is
believed that the proposals provide for the administration and
direction of the railways by joint boards of control.

In

Improved Conditions

in

Mexico

According to Col. Paulino Pontes, director general of the
National Railways of Mexico, the several lines comprising that
system are being gradually improved and brought up to their
former standard of efficiency. He recently finished an inspection
New steel
trip over all of the principal divisions of the system.
and ties are being laid upon the main line between the City of
Mexico and Laredo. The steel is obtained from the plant of
the Monterey Iron & Steel Company, and the ties are for the
Plans have
most part obtained from domestic lumber mills.
been adopted for the erection of several new passenger stations.
The new station at Saltillo will be finished in about three
months. Large machine shops, roundhouse and other improvements are also being made at Saltillo.
Inactivity on the part of Villa during the

last

few weeks has

enabled the reconstruction of much of the railroad in the state
of Chihuahua which has been out of commission for several
months. Mr. Fontes said that within the next three months the
destroyed bridges, track and roadbed upon the old Mexican
Central main line between Torreon and El Paso would be replaced and through traffic resumed.
At Durango much work is now under way. The new station,
be the finest in the country, is well toward comThis city is the center of four different lines- -the one
to Tehauntepec, the one to Torreon, the one to Canitas and
the fourth to Llano Grande, which when completed will extend
to Mazatlan, on the Pacific coast.
At Aguascalientes, where extensive repair shops are situated,
it
was arranged so that ten or eleven locomotives should be
repaired each month, while nol less than 100 freight cars and
ten passenger coaches are turned out in complete order within

which

will

pletion.

The creosoting plant at thai place was also
the same period.
New contracts were let for the delivery of
put into operation.
half a million ties monthly until all the lines shall have been
put into good condition in this respect.
Electrification in

South Africa
London.

The Times Engineering Supplement

states

that a

report

has

government on the problem of electrifying
the railways of the Union of South Africa by Mr. C. H. Merz,
It
deals with four sections of
of Messrs. Merz and McClellan
ap< Town to Touws River with
the lines- tlie main line from
suburban lines in the peninsula; the Natal mam line from
Durban to Glencoe. and the Glencoe Vryheid Easl branch: the
Witbank-Germiston-Randfontein line; and the Delagoa Bay line
between Witbank and Komati Poort.
been presented

to the

(

The estimated

return on

thi

net

capital cost

,.t

electrification

on the main line from Cape Town to Touws River is
cent and on the Simonstown branch of this line 10 per
" the Docks branch
the Seapoint line 8.1 pei

and in the Docks area >7 per cent.
The Durban-Glencoe line is calculated as returning

12.1

cent,

per

on

20.5

per

40.5

per

(

cent,

759

cent and the Glencoe-Vyrheid East branch

12.5

The

per cent.

Witbank-Germiston-Randfontein line is estimated to return 10.8
Owing to the
per cent and the Delagoa Pay line 5.6 per cent.
anticipated results of the Durban-Glencoe line it is recommended that this electrification be undertaken first, followed by
that of the Rand line, the Vryheid East branch, the Cape lines,
and finally the Witbank-Komati section.
The direct-current system is regarded as most suitable for
Though the narrowness of the
South African requirements.
gage to some extent restricts the use of high-voltage motors,
supply to trains at an average of 3,000 volts is pronounced pracThe overhead system is recommended
ticable and desirable.
and regenerative working would be adopted.
For main line traffic it is proposed to use freight locomotives
with a tractive effort of 48,000 lb. compared with the 53,750 lb.
of the present Mallet articulated type, and passenger locomotives with a tractive effort of about 30,000 lb. which would be
in 60.
capable of hauling a 600-ton load up a gradient of
Provision is to be made for a speed of 20 to 23 m. p. h. up
ruling gradients by freight trains and of 28 to 39 m. p. h. by
passenger trains, as tending to the most economical working.
While on the level the express passenger locomotives would
haul 15 main line coaches at not less than 55 m. p. h.
For suburban service the trains would be made up on the
multiple unit system, each unit consisting of a motor coach and
In this way trains at busy times could be composed
a trailer.
1

of four or

two

five

units (eight or ten coaches), while at other times

units might suffice.

Reorganization of Railway Systems in Serbia, Croatia
and Slovakia
London.

The Jugo-Slav minister

for transport

and war has issued the

following provisional order, dealing with the reorganization of
railways, says the Journal des Transports, Paris.
1.
All railways situated in Serbia, Croatia and Slovakia are
placed under the administration of the transport minister.
2.
The whole of the system is divided into live district managements, at the head of which is a director.
The traffic of the whole system is regulated and directed
3.

by the former directorates.
4.
The maintenance of the present

traffic and the acquisition
of the material required arc directed by the transport minister.
The latter must in the first place provide for military
5.

transport.

For the purpose of ensuring the regularity of military
6.
transport, station commanders are to be stationed in the main
stations.

Until the end of the war an agent shall be appointed to
each directing body for the purpose of issuing to the
and working services the necessary
trains
of
personnel
7.

assist

instructions.
8.

transport minister shall direct the rapid reorganiza-

The

tion of railway traffic.

Should offers of Hungarian
minister shall have the
expense of the Hungarian state,
showing the necessary aptitude for
9.

transport

labor prove insufficient,

the

at

the

right

other

to

requisition,

Hungarian

workmen

the work.

The

transport minister is authorized to procure all the
and material for the construction of bridges.
11.
He will take the necessary steps with the French Government to provide that all the railway systems in Serbia and
Croatia be placed under the administration of the said minister.
12.
In order to ensure as rapid a resumption as possible of
traffic on the destroyed Systems, Steps shall be taken to ensure
10.

tools, plant

of the Serbian State Railways, on active
be liberated therefrom and placed at the disposal
of the transport minister.
13.
Necessary credits shall be allotted to the transport minthat

the

personnel

service, shall

to cover the expenditure inclined by the execution of
railway construction.
14.
Until complete demobilization the whole of the railway
personnel shall lie subject to military law in the event of any
disturbances or breach of discipline.
15.
The minister of transport and war shall take the necessary stops for the purpose of carrying out the modifications
required for the application of the Order of 1908 dealing with
ister

the interior.
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Tin. (.ii man
ordered ten

has

'ennsj

I

Locomotives
is

asking prices on three switching

has ordered one 2-8-2 type locomotive

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Pennsylvania Railroad
50 passenger locomotives

al

its

Government

Jamaican

(miii

Company,

i',

8,050-gal.,

Tank Car

I

40-ton

New

Inc.,

truck

tank

Orlean
from
,

cars,

50,

La.,

the

ompany.

Refining Company, Wichita

Bui

ordered

8,050-gal.,

40 t<m

truck

lank

Tex.,
the

Falls,

cars,

from

G impany.

Tank Car

The Colonial
American

the

Altoona

.simps.

have ordered three
Locomotive Company.

Verdi Copper Company has ordered two 0-o-()
switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The United

inquiring for ten 50-ton steel gondolas,
cars and from 40 to 50 50-ton hopper cars.
is

Philadelphia,

ten

50-ton

flat

Phillips & Sons Company, New York and Philadelphia,
market for 3,600 car wheels and 1,X00 axles to he
mounted; also for 200 steel car frames 37'/^ ft. long and 300,
F. R.

are in the
30-ft.

Proprietary Company (Australia) has
two 2-8-2 locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

The Broken

l

The American Railway Equipment Company,
Pa.,

Railway

Collieries Company, North American buildPa., has ordered 75 mine car bodies from
;ir &
Foundry ('ompany.

Philadelphia,

ing,

has authorized the building of

from the Canadian

4-8-0 locomotives

ordered

the

es,

The Sewell Valley

I'm-

ania

'ennsylvania

I

locomoth

l\

Tm
has

Claib Terminai

Si

111.,

I

i
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'I'm

Manufacturing Company, Decatur,
truck tank can from

has ordered ten 8,050-gal. 50-ton
'ennsylvania Tank Cai
ompany,

for export.

long,

Hill

Union- Tank Car Company has placed orders for 5,500
tank cars of 10,000-gal. capacity each, as follows 3,500
to the Standard Steel Company, 750 to the Pressed Steel Car
Company, 750 to the Cambria Steel Company, 500 are to be built
by the Union Tank Car Company at their own shops. The 3,500
tank cars is the largest order ever placed with any individual
company, and 5,500 is the largest ever placed by any individual

The

all

Works.

The Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis has
ordered fifteen 0-6-0 type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 22y2 in. by 30
in. cylinders, and a total weight in working order of 204,000 lb.

steel

:

company.

Freight Cars
The Paulista Railway

(Brazil)

is

Passenger Cars

inquiring for 450 freight

cars.

M. A. Hanna
50 mine cars.

The

Wilkes-Barre,

Co.,

Pa.,

inquiring

are

for
5

& Northern

is

The Texas & Pacific, reported in the Emergency Bulletin
of November 6 as being in the market for 50 coaches, 5 diners,
12 baggage and express and 2 mail cars, has ordered this equipment from the Pullman Company.

The South African Railways

The

Missouri,

are asking prices on 10 cattle

cars.

Kansas & Texas

is

on 300

asking prices

10,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

The

Chemins

Cie Francais de

Soudan)

is

de Fer

au Dahomey (French

inquiring for five cars.

The Chile Exploration Company, New
'

The Seaboard Air Line is inquiring for 2 postal cars and for
combination baggage and mail cars.

inquiring for 1,000 steel coal cars of 100

the

tons capacity each.

and 60 drop side

York,

In the Railway Age Emergency Bulletin of October 20,
under the heading of freight and passenger car inquiries, it was
erroneously stated that the New York, Chicago & St. Louis was
inquiring for 11 passenger cars.
The error was editorial, the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis being the inquirer.

inquiring

is

Iron and Steel

for 50 ore cars for export to Chile.

John Dunn, Son &
in the

inquiring for 30 street-

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is inquiring for
one baggage and mail car and four baggage cars.

in

is

coal cars.

The Virginian

is

market for 250

Mobile

Gulf,

box and

&

Alberto Vales, New Orleans, La.,
railway cars for export to Mexico.

Co.,

New

44 Whitehall Street,

York, are

The

Erie Railroad

Company

is

inquiring for from 20,000 to

30,000 tons of rails.

market for 200 or 300 freight cars for export.

The Maryd Coal Company, Hazelton, Pa., has ordered
& Foundry Company.

30

John Dunn, Son &
for about

mile cars from the American Car

10,000 tons

Co.,

44 Whitehall Street, are inquiring

of heavy steel

rails

and accessories for

export.
C.

U. Snyder

&

Co.,

Chicago, have ordered

50-ton truck tank cars from the Pennsylvania
pany.

25,

8,050 gal.,

Tank Car Com-

Mitsui &

Co.,

65

Broadway, New York, are inquiring for
Tientsin-Pukow Railway, and are

2,200 tons of 85-lb. rail for the

also inquiring for 500 tons each of 12-lb. sections, 16-lb., 20-lb.

The Conley Car Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa., has ordered 25,
8,050-gal., 40-ton truck tank cars, from the Pennsylvania Tank

and

Car Company.

Phillips
has ordered 300

The West Penn Power Company,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.,

from

the

dered 10 hopper cars, of 55 tons capacity,
Steel

has orPressed

Car Company.

The Hately Brothers Company,
10,050

gal.,

50-ton

25-lb. of light rails for

truck

tank

Chicago, has ordered three
from the Pennsylvania

The Wilhoit Refining Company,

Mo.,

has

50-ton truck tank cars, from the Penn-

ordered

10,

sylvania

Tank Car Company.

10,050-gal.,

Spring-field,

'tons

Signaling

cars,

Tank Car Company.

export to Japan.

& Sons Company, New York and

Philadelphia,
of 50-lb. rails and the necessary accessories from the United States Steel Products Company, and
has also ordered 2,500 tons of rails from the United States Steel
Corporation, for export to Brazil.
F. R.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh have ordered
from the General Railway Signal Company an electric interlocking for Leetonia, Ohio, 52 working levers, and 20 spare
spaces.

10,

Issued Nov.
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in charge of the engineering department of the federal
railroads in Switzerland, and is an authority on railway signal equipment in that country.
is

The Buda Company, Chicago, has opened branch
511111111
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O. P. Wilson, assistanl genera] manager of the Norma
of America, New York, lias been elected vice-

president of that company.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, on October 1, removed its Birmingham office from 801 Brown Marx
building to 1925 Fifth avenue, north.
Ballentine will remain as southern sales manager and will he
J. Wilkie, who for many years has been connected with the sales department at South Milwaukee.
assisted by E.

of the board; W. H. Brevort, president; Charles McNeill,
vice-president; L. K. Diffenderfer, treasurer, and S. H. Bell,
secretary.
The headquarters of the company are at 120

Broadway,

New

York.

The Replogle Steel Company was incorporated recently in
Delaware to take over the rights and property of the Wharton Steel Company, Wharton, N. J., and the Wharton &
Northern Railroad. The new company, in addition to the
production of iron, ore and pig iron, will maiufacture steel
products.
The officers are: J. Leonard Replogle, chairman
The Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee,

Wis., has moved
Orleans, La., to Birmingham, Ala., room 212, Jefferson County Bank building. C. N.
The Vapor Car Heating Company of Canada, Ltd., with
headquarters at Montreal, Quebec, has taken over the business of the Canadian branch at Montreal of the Vapor Car
Heating Company, Inc., of Chicago.
its

southern sales

office

from

New

A. Clark Moore has resigned as vice-president of the
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, Chicago, to become associated with the Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Company, with temporary headquarters at Chicago. J. H. Rodger,
western manager of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, will assume the duties of Mr. Moore without change
of

title.

has been incorDelaware, with a capital of $5,000,000. The office
of the corporation in Delaware is with the United States
Corporation Company, 311 S. State street, Dover. The following incorporators are all residents of New York: Joseph

The Permanent Railway Tie Corporation

porated

in

the employ of the Hazard Manufacturing Company in 1886,
serving successively as machine runner in the wire rope mill,
lie was transferred to the
assistant foreman and foreman,
Pittsburgh branch in 1907, and was for several years assisIn 1917 he returned to the factant district manager there
tory to take the position of assistant general superintendent

The Bossard Railway Signal Corporation, Troy. X. Y., has
been organized to market a system of signaling invented by
Gisbert L. Bossard, president and general manager, and
Rudolph Zaugg, advisory signal engineer and director of the
new company. The other officers are W. Edward Hamilton,
vice-president; John L. Lehman, Jr., secretary; M. J. O'Suladvisor and
livan, treasurer, and Guy F. Swinnerton, legal
The company is capitalized for $150,000, of which
director.

President
preferred and $1(10.1100 common stock.
acquired
an inhas
and
graduate
engineering
Bossard is an
timate knowledge of railwaj signal equipment covering a
Mr. Zaugg
period of 10 years in that and allied industries.
$50,000

is

England,

and

offices

Paris,

J.

I

with the sales force of the home office of the Buda Company, has been appointed sales representative in charge of
the Paris office.
His headquarters will be 29 Rue de la
Rochefaucauld, Paris.
A. C. Allshul, in charge of the Milwaukee, Wis., office of
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, has been appointed
branch manager of its new warehouse plant at Buffalo, N. Y.,
this company having recently bought the warehouse plant,
stock and good will of the Ferguson Steel & Iron Company,
Buffalo.
The property covered by the purchase at Buffalo
includes a main building of about 100,000 sq. ft., divided into
three spans, served by several bridge cranes, together with
a large crane-served yard, office building, garage and store-

Plans are being made to carry out extensive im-

house.

provements and for the enlargement of the property this
coming winter. The Ryerson Company now has plans for
warehouse service at Chicago, New York, Detroit, St. Louis
and Buffalo.
After the meeting of the stockholders of the American
Locomotive Company on October 28, Andrew Fletcher,
president, said that the formation of an export combination
of four large railway equipment concerns is now in the hands
of the lawyers, and that it would be completed soon.
Mr.
Fletcher said that the organization was being framed under
the terms of the Webb-Pomerene act, permitting combinations in export trade.
The work has proceeded rather
slowly, inasmuch
the
as
companies are exploring new

ground. The enterprise will be confined strictly to the exportation of railway equipment, the idea of a general export
financing corporation having been abandoned as too radical
a departure.
The other companies associated in this undertaking are the Baldwin Locomotive Works, the American

Car & Foundry
Company.

A. Silver, 835 West 178th street; Edwin L. Carpenter, 140
West Sixty-ninth street; Charles H. Phelps; Elmer E. Studley, and Lawson Sanford, 17 Battery Place.

William S. Hart, assistant general superintendent at the
factory of the Hazard Manufacturing Company, W'ilkesBarre, Pa., has been appointed district manager in charge
succeeding
of the Chicago sales office and warehouse,
Albert W. Gabriel, district manager for a number of years.
who has retired to go into other business. Mr. Hart entered

London,

Brazil,

H. Maher, departmental manager at the Buda
ompany's Harvey, 111, plant, has been appointed sales representative in charge of the Buenos Aires office, with temporary headquarters at the Savoy Hotel, Buenos Aires.
Colonel R. S. Chapman, recently discharged from the British Army, has been appointed sales representative and manager of the London office, which is at 10 Gloucester Place,
Portman Square, London, W. I. A. Conro Fiero, connected
France.

Company

.Aires,

Company and

the

Standard

Steel

Car

Trade Publications
Steam Motor.— A
bulletin

Mass.

many

description of the steam motor is given in
issued by the Steam Motors Company, Springfield,
bulletin contains 23 pages of descriptive material and

Xo.

5,

The

showing
method of its

illustrations

motor and

the

the

turbine designed for use in direct

blower

and construction of the
The motor is a steam
connected centrifugal pump and
parts

application.

units.

—

Locomotive Cranes. An illustrated folder has recently been
issued by the Erie Engine Company, Erie, Pa., which contains short descriptions and illustrations of the various applications of the type-B Erie locomotive crane to dredging,
trenching, loading materials, hoisting, etc.
Tables and diagrams of the dimensions of this equipment and the capacities, weights, etc., are also given.

Window
Company,

Fixtures. Catalogue W-19 of the O. M. Edwards
Syracuse. X. Y., contains 64 pages and should

Inc..

prove of practical value to car designers. It contains considerinformation about the fixtures and the service for
which the various designs are best adapted and by means of
drawings clearly shows their application to single and double
sash windows.
All of the detail parts, such as sash balances and
brackets, sash locks, racks and lifts, compression devices and
weather stripping, are shown in numerous sketches and photoable detailed

graphs.
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Railway Financial News
elected a director

Chicago &
ized bj

the

Eastern

Illinois

The

offer

of

general

director

the

has been

receiver
(

of

author-

hicago, to refuse
railroads of $3,280,000

ourt,

.it

reorganized.

—

Oregon, California & Eastern This company has placed on
the office of the county clerk at Bend, Ore., a trust
file in
deed in favor of the Portland Trust Company, Portland,
Ore.,

covering

all

property the company

bond

now owns

or

for the construction of

issue

Officers
mini

III!

mm

imminiuiimiiiiiiiiiilli

M. P. Blauvelt, assistant regional director of the Allegheny
region, lias resigned to accept other service.

*

annual compensation for the period thai this road has been
under control. The order entered directed the receiver not
only to refuse the offer of $3,280,000 annual compensation,
but to demand compensation from the director general by
bringing the case before a board of referees appointed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission with power to fix the
amount due the road.
Federal Judge George A. Carpenter,
who rendered the decision, based his findings on the premise
that during normal periods the road has earned greatly in
excess of the amount offered, on the basis of profit during
the three year period prior to 1918, when the road was being

acquire, to secure a

inillllll

m

Federal and General Managers

to

the United States Distrid

mum

mnm

mi

Railroad Administration

Paul M. Warburg of New York has been
succeed his brother, Felix M. Warburg.

Baltimori & Ohio

mum

n

iniiiiniiiii

ii
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from Bend, Ore., to Klamath Falls, from near Silver
Lake to Lakeview, from near Millican to Crane, and from
this line to Burns and Narrows.

J. B. Carothers, assistant to the federal manager of the
Baltimore & >hio, Western Lines, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, has had his jurisdiction extended over the departments of fuel and locomotive operation.
<

Operating

W. M. Archer

has been appointed superintendent of the
Blue Ridge at Anderson, S. C, succeeding J. R. Anderson, deceased.

H. F. Gibson has been appointed trainmaster of the Aberdeen division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Aberdeen, S. D. succeeding H. M. Gillick, promoted.
C. J. Kavanagh, superintendent of the Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton, with headquarters at Springfield, Ohio, has been
promoted to general superintendent with the same headquarters.

lines

T. M. Bryden, has been discharged from military service
and has resumed his former duties as chief despatcher on the

Chicago, Rock Island
Kans.

Railway Construction

—

&

—This

road is now replacing
its bridge crossing the Des Moines river, south of Des Moines,
The work consists of replacing four 150-ft. through
Iowa.
trusses with three 150-ft. riveted through truss spans of heavier
Chicago, Rock Island

Pacific.

design and a pile approach.

—

Erie Railroad A contract has been given by the Erie Railroad to the Arthur McMullen Company, New York, for building the substructure of a bascule bridge over the Passaic river
Bids will be asked for in the near future
at' Newark, N. J.
The bridge will be
for the steel work of the superstructure.
434 ft. 6 in. between abutments and will consist of three plate
girder spans with a Strauss lift span of 180 ft.

Grand Trunk

— This

building a passenger station at
Gravenhurst, Ont. The main building will be 68 ft. by 25 ft.
with a 15-ft. addition for baggage.
The construction will be
of concrete with walls of brick to the sill line and a frame
superstructure.
is

—

Kanawha, Glen Jean & Eastern. This company is laying
track on its extension from Mount Hope, W. Va., along Mill
creek to the new mines of the Lee Coal Company, 1.25 miles.
Contracts for grading and ballasting were let in the latter part
The maximum
of August to A. Keathly, Longacre, W. Va.
curvature is 10 deg. and the maximum grade is 3.4 per cent
compensated. The work included about 22,000 cu. yds. of solid
rock excavation. The principal traffic on this line will be coal
and timber.
St.

Louis-San

—A

Francisco

two-story

brick

and

and has returned to the Northern Pacific as trainmaster of the Seattle division with headquarters at Seattle,

Wash.
Summers, superintendent of the Slaton division, AtTopeka & Santa Fe, at Slaton, Texas, has been transferred to Emporia, Kan., succeeding C. T. McLellan, retired
under the pension rules of the company.
F. E.

chison,

H. R. Lake, acting superintendent on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Wellington, Kan., has
been appointed superintendent, succeeding J. C. Schaffer, deceased.
F. J. MacKie, assistant division superintendent of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe at Wellington, Kan., has been
appointed superintendent of the Slaton division with headquarters at Slaton, Tex., succeeding O. J. Ogg, transferred.

A

Walker,

has been appointed assistant trainmaster
of the Southern and associated railroads,
with jurisdiction over the territory from Kingsville, S. C, to
Marion, N. C, including the Sumter and Gaffney branches.

Rock

at

Hill, S.

Jr.,

C,

W. F. Thiehoff, assistant to the general manager of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Lines West, with office at
Omaha, Neb., has been appointed assistant general manager
of the Lines West, with the same headquarters, succeeding
G. W. Holdredge.
Frank McCabe has been appointed superintendent of terminals of the Southern and associated railr.oads, Eastern DisThe portion of
trict, with headquarters at Charleston, S. C.
Reads' Branch not included in the North Charleston Corporation and to the west switch at Ten Mile will come within
Mr. McCabe's jurisdiction.

frame

freight depot, with office facilities in the second story, will be

erected at Okmulgee, Okla., at a cost of $50,000.
for the construction has been let to Charles
Louis, Mo.

with headquarters at Pratt,

service

J. S.

road

Pacific,

Major Fred Brastrup has been discharged from military

Pacific The Board of Railway Commissioners
of Canada has authorized this road to construct a three-track
ferry slip with a moving leaf on the south shore of Burrard
Inlet, Vancouver, B. C.

Canadian'

&

contract

Cunliff,

St.

J.

P. Quigley, superintendent of the

Western

division of

with headquarters at Sacramento, Cal.,
has been appointed superintendent of transportation and
succeeding
Cal.,
telegraph, with office at San Francisco,
the

Western

Pacific,

Oct.

10,

Issued Nov.

26,
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W. Mason, whose promotion
Western Pacific was announced
E.

tember

page

5,

to general
in

manager of the
Age of Sep-

the Railway

490.

manager of the Macon,
at Macon, Ga., lias
resigned to become vice-president of the R. 1*\ Willingham
Corporation, Cannery and Storage Warehouses, of Macon.
With the exception of four years, Mr. Streyer has been in
railroad service since 1890, when he became messenger in the
John A. Streyer,

&

Dublin

assistant general

Savannah, with headquarters

department of the Georgia, Southern & Florida, after
which he was promoted to clerk in the general freight office,
and in 1894, to assistant chief clerk in the claim department.
From 1894 to 1898 he engaged in mercantile business in Macon, but returned to railroad service in October of that year
as traveling freight and passenger agent of the Macon & Birmingham Railway. In 1901, he was appointed commercial
agent of the Macon & Birmingham; a few months later general agent, freight and passenger departments, and promoted
in 1904 to general freight and passenger agent. The road from
which he has just resigned secured his services as general

763

Potter again entered the operating department as assistan;
In addition to the
general manager and federal treasurer.
above, he has been an active member and often chairman of
many transportation and commercial committees, as well as
social bodies identified with traffic matters in New York and
Furthermore, he is well known as a writer on
Brooklyn.
transportation subjects, some of his volumes being, "The
I'nion Freight Terminal," "Railway Traffic Departments"
and "Freight Handling in the Port of New York."

Financial, Legal and Accounting

traffic

agent

February,

in

1904,

a

position

he

held

until

E. C. Davis, acting federal treasurer of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, has been appointed federal treasurer with
headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

Patterson, general solicitor of the Pennsylvania,
office at Philadelphia, Pa., has resigned,
Mr. Patterson was born in Philadeleffective December 1.

George

S.

Eastern Lines, with

1914,

road, was announced in
the
Railway Age of
26 (page 657),
Sept.

&&

Saratoga
Springs in 1876 and at
the age of twenty graduated from the Rensselaer Polytechnic In-

service

in

as

His

neer.

was

later

spectively

H. B. Voorhees

£:•

engirailroad
with the

&

G. S. Patterson

Read-

became

re-

assistant

trainmaster and trainhe
master.
In
1901
went to the Baltimore

& Ohio as assistant
while in the service of that company became
successively division engineer, assistant to the general superintendent of transportation, superintendent and general
agent, assistant to president, general superintendent transportation, general superintendent, general superintendent transportation and manager, the position he held at the time of his

•engineer

_^^L JL

^^tf

civil

ing,
whose staff he
joined in 1897 as assistant
super\isor.
The
next year he was promoted to supervisor

and

£k

first

Philadelphia

and

recent appointment.
C. Potter, assistant general manager and federal
treasurer of the Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal, has resigned to become resident manager al New York for E. Atkins & Co., raw sugar merchants of Boston, Mass., and Havana, Cuba. Mr. Potter was born in New York in 1885 and

Edward

received his education in St. Paul's School, Concord, N. II.
and Harvard University, being graduated with the class of
1906.
After two months' service in the sales department of
the American Sugar Refining Company, he entered the employ of the Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal in Septem
ber, 1906, and until his recent resignation, has served that
company continuously as, respectively, car sealer, tally man,
billing clerk and cashier; being appointed in 1908 agent of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at the Brooklyn Eastern
District Terminal; becoming assistant general manager of
the whole terminal in February. 1909. and vice-president in
charge of traffic, in October, three years later. When the
terminal was taken over by the railroad administration. Mr.

from

the

Germantown
in 1884.

Four

years later he was graduated from the University of the Pennsylvania, academic depart-

H. B. Voorhees, whose appointment as manager of the
Baltimore & Ohio, New York Terminals, Baltimore & New
York, Staten Island Rapid Transit and Staten Island Kail-

stitute

on October 10,
graduated
and

Academy

when he was appointed general freight and passenger agent
and in 1916, traffic manager of the same road. In L918 he became assistant general manager as told above.

was born

1868,

phia,

ment, and in 1891 from
the law department. He
entered railway service
assistant
in
1900 as
solicitor of the Pennsylvania and in 1902
became assistant general solicitor. Upon the
reorganization of the
legal department of the

road in November, 1907,
he had his title changed
assistant
general
to
counsel and on January

1912, was elected to
1,
the position from which he has just resigned. In addition to
his legal work for the Pennsylvania, he was chairman of the
committee of counsel appointed by the presidents of the 3&
eastern railroads to handle the presentation of the five and
fifteen per cent rate cases instituted before the Interstate
Commerce Commission in 1913 and 1917.

E. P. Bracken, general manager of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Omaha & Kansas City, with headquarters in Chicago, has been promoted to federal manager of
the following railroads, succeeding C. G. Burnham, who has
resigned to resume the position he held prior to government
control as executive vice-president of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company and the Colorado & Southern Railroad Company; the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy;
the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City; the Toledo, Peoria &
Western; the Illinois Terminal; the Davenport, Rock Island

Northwestern; the Rapid City, Black Hills & Western;
& Illinois Bridge & Belt; the Rockport, Langdon & Northern; the Paducah & Illinois; the Winona Bridge;
the St. Joseph Union Department; the Hannibal Union Depot and the Keokuk Union Depot. Mr. Bracken entered railway service in 1887 as a gang foreman on the Lincoln diviFrom 1888 to
sion of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
1905 he was successively extra gang foreman on the Wymore
division for one year, roadmaster for 13 years and trainmaster for 3 years. From 1905 to 1906 he was assistant superintendent of the Lincoln division and from the latter date
until May, 19<)0 when he was successively superintendent of the
Lincoln. Sterling. Sheridan, Brookfield and Galesburg divisions.
The following year he was appointed general superintendent of the Wyoming district and from 1910 until 1912
was assistant general manager of the Lines East of the Missouri River with headquarters at Chicago and in 1917 was
elected vice-president in charge of the operating department.
When the government assumed control of the railroads, he

&

the Missouri
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appointed general manage) of the Chicago, Burlington
ami the Omaha \ Kansas
it)

Oiniw

it

\

(

Traffic

John M. Hughes, eastern land agent of the Northern Pa
cific with office at
Hudson, Wis., has been appointed land
commissionei with office al St, Paul, Minn.
The position lias
been newly created.
D. G. Gray, assistanl traffic manager of the Baltimore &
Western lines, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., has
hern appointed general traffic manager of the Western Maryland with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.
Ohio,

A. E. Buck, chief clerk to the general freight agent of the
International & Great Northern, with office at Houston,
Tex., has been appointed division freight and passenger agi it
of the International & Great Northern, the Galveston, Houston & Henderson and the Houston 6k Brazos Valley, with the
same headquarters.

H. E. Heller, assistant general freight and passenger agent
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at
City, Mo., has been appointed general freight agent of
the Missouri district with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding William Gray, who has resigned.
Frank A. Hart,
division freight agent with office at Kansas City, has been
the

of

Kansas

promoted

to succeed Mr. Heller.

George A. Upton, agricultural and

industrial agent of the
Ohio, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been
promoted to foreign freight agent, with office at Chicago.

Baltimore

&

Lee H. Landis has been appointed industrial commissioner
the Western Pacific, the Tidewater Southern Railway
Company and the eep Creek with headquarters at San Franfor

cisco,

Cal.

D. L. Gray, traffic assistant of the Eastern region, United
States Railroad Administration, with offices at the Grand
Central Terminal, New York City, and the La Salle Street
Station, Chicago, will take over the duties formerly discharged by G. H. Ingalls, following whose recent resignation
the position of senior traffic assistant was abolished. James
Webster, freight traffic manager of the New York Central,
with office at Chicago, will supervise the Chicago office during the absence of Mr. Gray.

quarters
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at

San Francisco, CaL, succeeding

H. Holdrcdge,

George H. Brown, principal

assistant engineei at Altoona,
has been appointed assistant engineer, maintenance of
way, bridges and structures, succeeding G. W. Snyder II, proin.. led.
T. J. Skillman, division engineer al Jersey
ity, N. J.,
has been appointed Mr. Brown's successor.
Pa.,

(

Guy Franklin Egbers has resigned from service with the
Ku^siau Railwaj Service Corps and returned to the Northern
Pacific as master mechanic, Pasco division, at Pasco, Wash.
Christian A. Worth, acting master mechanic at Pasco, has
resumed his former position as road foreman of the P;
division.

F. T. Rice, chief joint inspector of the Fort Worth railroads, has moved his office from the first building north of
the Fort Worth & Denver City roundhouse to 108 West

Front street, Fort Worth, Texas. Hereafter all mail for the
Joint Car Association as well as for Mr. Rice should be directed there.
Colonel E. B. Cushing has been discharged from military
service and has resumed his duties as engineer maintenance
of way of the Southern Pacific Lines, the San Antonio &
Aransas Pass, the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf and the Trinity & Brazos Valley, with headquarters at Houston, Tex.,
succeeding C. R. Morrill, who has been re-assigned.
E. W. Smith, superintendent motive power of the Pennsylvania, Central Division, at Williamsport, Pa., has been transferred to Altoona, Pa., as acting superintendent motive
power, relieving R. K. Reading, granted leave of absence
because of illness. John J. Davis, general foreman machine
shops at Philadelphia, has also been transferred to Altoona,
succeeding Henry S. Schumn, assigned to other duties be-

cause of illness.
I. A. Uhr, inspector of electric signals on the St. LouisSan Francisco, with headquarters at Springfield, Mo., has
been promoted to signal engineer, succeeding R. E. Trout,

who

has

resigned

to

become general manager of the Primary Battery

the
division
of
A. Edison Co.,

Thomas

Mr. Uhr was born
111., on July
In 1904, after
5, 1883.
several years' employment with a local telehe
phone
company,
became connected with
the Kinlock Telephone
Inc.

Thomas D. Guthrie has resigned as assistant general
freight agent of the Georgia Southern & Florida to become
traffic manager of the Southern Wholesale Grocers' Associa-

at

with headquarters at Jacksonville, Fla. Mr. Guthin 1905 with the Southern and has
also given service to the Georgia Southern & Florida, Macon
& Birmingham, Hawkinsville & Florida Southern, associated
Jines of the Southern.
As a railroad man he has held successively such positions as mail correspondent, statistician,
tariff and rate clerk, chief clerk to general freight agent and
assistant general freight agent.
tion, Inc.,

rie

C.

promoted.

began railroad work

Atlanta,

Company, St. Louis,
Mo. The latter part of
the same year he became foreman of a line
gang for the Union

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Switch & Signal Company, in charge of the

R. Tawse, master mechanic of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton at Jackson, Ohio, has been promoted to superintendent
of motive power and equipment, with the same headquarters.

installation
I.

A.

Uhr

between

signals
Cleveland,

of

Ohio, and Chicago on
J. O. Hackenberg, division engineer of the Pennsylvania,
Eastern Lines, at Wilmington, Del., has been appointed
principal assistant engineer, Southern division, succeeding
J. C. Auten, granted leave of absence.

F. M. Sloane has been appointed district engineer of the
Rocky Mountain, Missoula and Idaho division, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Lines West of Mobridge, at

Butte, Mont., succeeding C. T. Jackson, transferred.

H. L. Moore, road foreman of engines of the Southern
Pacific at Tucson, Ariz., has been appointed road foreman
of engines of the Coast Division, Southern Pacific, with head-

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
He was transferred
to Indianapolis, Ind., in the employ of the same company, in
July, 1907. From 1908 to 1909 he was a wireman on the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio.
In May, 1909, he again
became connected with the construction force of the Union
Switch & Signal Company as a foreman in the installation
of automatic block signals on the St. Louis-San Francisco.
In February of the following year he was appointed supervisor of the Ozark division of the St. Louis-San Francisco,
and in March, 1914, he became inspector of electric signals
for the entire system, which position h eheld until his recent

promotion.
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In this issue will be found the first of a series of three aron the railways owned by the sugar plantations of
Cuba. These lines, few of which are
Cuba s
sizable in themselves, are, however, in
Cane
the aggregate, an important part of

me

transportation

facilities

of

that

great sugar producing island.
So important are they in fact that their total length amounts to
4,633 kilometres, or 750 kilometres more than Cuba's standard gage public lines. The sugar cane railways are owned
in nearly all cases by the sugar mills to which they transport
the cane, and at any rate the cars and locomotives which
run over them are supplied by the mill or "sugar central."
This naturally means that they are operated only as a subsidiary feature of the "'centrals," so that Cuba has a large
net work of railways that are run not nearly so much with

a view

to their efficiency as railways, as the efficiency of the
This does not detract from their imindustry they serve.
portance, for as the articles will clearly bring out everything,
big and little, depends on getting the cane to the "centrals"
and in keeping the grinding going on without interruption
The cane railways are of various gages and
of any kind.
the types and kinds of equipment they use vary within the
widest limits. The articles will bring out these factors and
show how their subsidiary operation to the "centrals" has
resulted in giving them a secondary aspect in many ways.
They will show, for example, the lack of repair facilities
even on the lines belonging to the better mills, the lack of
care given to the locomotives and cars on the cane railways
and the difficulty of including provision for new railway
equipment and supplies in the company's requisitions for
machinery and material. The Cuban cane railways do, however, present a large market for railway supplies, although
one which does not prove as easy to cultivate as might be

wished.

of the Advertising Section

start them.
With this, as with many other
the hurried (or the lazy) baggageman must
carry it out many times when he feels sure that there is no
But can the supernecessity for such extreme precaution.

that

no wind can

safety rules,

ticles

Railways

S

„

And can he require it with
intendent require any less?
reasonable hope of success unless he employs a sufficient
number of cold-hearted inspectors to discover a good share
of the instances of flagrant neglect of the rule?
The only
businesslike way to keep trucks three feet clear of the danger
line is to insist on their being kept three yards from it
or
farther.
Mr. Mayo desires that "all agents be additionally
cautioned and requested to keep this feature of their station
operation constantly and prominently before employees
."; but the practical-minded station agent will be disposed to call this an impossible requirement except as he
can make his words concrete by applying them (as we have
suggested) to actual trucks, every day.
The specially commendable thing about this circular is the fact that it is devoted to this one accident.
The whole safety-first movement
may be considered as the giving of emphasis to precautions
which ordinarily would not be emphasized. How far can
this be carried ?
How frequently, and in how great variety,
can such special admonitions be promulgated without defeating themselves by their numerousness ?

—

—

It is gratifying to note that not a few railroad officers are
doing some real hard thinking in connection with the order
recently issued by the Division of
Training
Operation, looking toward a more comof
prehensive training of shop apprentices.
It is high time that some actual
Employees
forward steps were taken by the railroads generally, not only in the training of shop apprentices,
but also in the education and training of all employees, new

Campaigns

the chief underlying reason why safety- first effort cannot
Logically, the safetyalways bring 100 per cent results.
rule with baggage trucks is for the man in charge to leave

first, better car and train loadhave demonstrated conclusively,
time and time again, that much inefficiency and carelessness
are due to a lack of knowledge on the part of employees as
to just how best to do their work.
The Railway Age has
repeatedly directed attention to this; and yet comparatively
few railroad officers have caught the spirit and profited
thereby.
The Santa Fe has excellent apprenticeship courses
in the mechanical department and before the war had
planned to extend its educational work to other departments.
While the training of a man in a complicated and difficult
trade requires time, intensive and limited campaigns have
their uses.
They may be conducted with excellent results
in all departments for new employees; and they are in many
cases useful for men who have been in the sen-ice for some
time and have had considerable experience.
The value of
such courses was clearly demonstrated in the training of
certain technical branches of our army during the war. One
reason for the success of the apprentice movement on the
Santa Fe was the vision of President Ripley and the unfailing and consistent support which he gave to the movement.
The New York Central started a splendid shop apprenticeship system on its lines in 1906; it is still accomplishing

his sight only when they are placed on the part
of the platform farthest from the track and are blocked so

fair results, but the movement suffered considerably because
of a change in management a number of years ago and a

or old.

in safety

ing, fuel conservation, etc.,

"Too much care cannot be exercised by station employees in
The matter has been
handling baggage trucks.
.

called

Refinements

.

.

frequently

the

to

attention

of

These are the main
points in a letter to chairmen of safety
in
committees, which has been sent out
"Safety-First"
by H. M. Mayo, superintendent of
safety on the Southern Pacific lines in Texas, advising them
of the fatal injury (on another road) of Miss Julia Heinrich, an opera singer, whin a passing train struck a truck
which had been left standing on the station platform too near
the track.

What

agents.

.

."

.

can the safety-first

man

more than he is doing? This is
adventures which occur so infrequently

this,

do, in a case like

typical of those mis-

that the average employee will get into trouble, because of them, only once in a
life time, if ever; for dangers occurring so rarely all the admonitions, lectures, circulars, and letters that can be thought

of afford but a poor preventive.

them out of

This,

as

we

all

know,

is

765

.
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support which was given to
So greal is the problem and
so large the possible returns that any hoard of directors can
well afford to give it personal attention; to endorse the move
oul con
naenl and see that successive managements carrj
sistently.
is desirable that
the officer in
For this
;e of tin' educational work on any large railroad should
be a big man and should report direel to the chief executive.

subsequenl lade of the heart)

work

m

Its

early

stagi

it

it

ua\

bet
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ause

ondition

i

al

one la ation

may

16

require the u

watchman; while another place ma} Deed a watchman and
and at -till Other lo
Ome type Of audible or
die purpo
audible and visual warning in.
audible warning proved mon or
efficienl before the ada

li

vent of automobiles but with their im reasing u
this mi thod
of protection bas become
effective as very often the
i

li

warning cannot be heard above the Doise of the engini in
To overcome this condition an audible and visual
indication has been used to advantage at many cros
One of the main consideration- in protecting liighwa
ttract the attention of those using the crossings and this
can perhaps In l.c-t accomplished by means of a mi
the car.

In the course of miscellaneous discussion during the animal
convention of the Railway Financial Officers, the question of protection against pay (.link
Protection
frauds was brought up by
E. katzenbach, federal treasurer of the Great
Against Pay
Northern.
The treasury departments
Check Frauds
of the railroads spend each year considerable sums of mone\ on various safet) devices to protect
I

pay checks, but none of them are entirely satisfactory.
water-marked paper or other safety paper is used,
check writing machines are purchased and used, one after
another, and the railroad treasurer is continually on the lookout to throw further safeguards around the pay checks, but
frauds still occur.
Check writing machines are a source of
expense, and as Mr. Katzenbach said, the salesmen of each
new device can demonstrate that a clever forger could raise
Furthera check written by previously designed machines.
more, there is the ever recurring case of human error, where
a check is made out either to the wrong man or to a name
which is not on the pay rolls at all. Obviously, in such
cases, responsibility rests on the railroad company and not on
A suggestion for doing away with this source of
the bank.
expense in connection with safety devices for checks and
their

Special

with the loss

incurred

despite

taking

the

for

responsibility

devices was that a
a certain premium for

safety

bonding company should be paid
all

losses

source, connected with fraud in cashing

additional expense of
be entirely done away
companies are willing
check or the signing

from whatsoever
pay checks. The

safety devices for writing checks could

and it is said that some bonding
assume not only the risk of a raised
one man's name by another man,

with,
to

of

visual

indication

since

a

,

but also such risks as are incident to making out a check to
There is
the wrong man or to a name not on the pay rolls.
something more involved in this kind of insurance than the
mere spreading of risks. It has been found that both with
burglar insurance and with the bonding of employees, the
knowledge on the part of a would-be criminal that he will
be hunted down by the organized forces of the insurance
company, is a strong deterrent to criminal action. Railroad
treasurers have no nationally organized bureau for such
work as this, and the suggestion made at the meeting of
financial officers is Well worth consideration.

quicker than a

still

object.

moving
That

method which has been developed
the

by

fact

Sashing light
a

warning

With

to

the United

that

many

in

object
this

attracts

is

to this

attention

perhaps the best
time

States government

is

is

indicated

using a

cases in the light house service as

navigators.
increasing number

of automobiles each year
normally become more numerous and it is
of vital importance that the railroads and the municipali-

the

accidents

will

cooperate closely in effort to lessen the number of these
As a first step, it is essential that careful consideration be given to the selection of the type of protection
which will best serve the purpose for which it is intended
at each individual point.
ties

accidents.

Whatever
long ago

Not

Worth Doing
Is Worth Doing Well

Is

engineer complained bitterly
bridge paint furnished him, paint
which was made by the road under the direction of the
The poor quality of this paint, as he
company chemist.
understood the situation, was not the result of incompetency
on the part of the chemist. Instead it arose from potential
competition between the company paint plant and the paint
To justify the "home made" product it
manufacurers.
had to be turned out at a cost that compared favorably with
of

prices

the grade

a

division

of

on the commercial product quoted
was

agent, with the result that quality

to the

purchasing

sacrificed for unit

price.

illustration of this same short-sighted policy'
in a case where the question of outside competiThe superintendent of a railroad timber
tion did not enter.
treating plant was taken to task by an associate from an-

Another

was noted

other road for the indifferent character of some of the treatIn reply
in an inspection of his plant.
he frankly admitted that there was room for considerable
improvement, but unfortunately his superiors seemed to be

ment observed

more concerned about the plant investment charge against

Highway Crossing Protection
""THE

number

highway grade crossing accidents
* occurring throughout the country creates a problem that
should receive more consideration from the railroads and
large

of

the municipalities than it has been given in the past. The
majority of these accidents are the result of carelessness upon
the part of automobilists and others using the highways.
To realize that this is true and to see the chances taken by
the average person,

it

is

only necessary for one to watch

the traffic passing over almost any railroad crossing.
The railroads have in many cases provided some kind of
protection at certain crossings where the conditions are parti-

cularly adverse although

some roads have been

gressive along this line than others.

The

less protype of protection

which should be used cannot be determined in a haphazard

each stick of timber than in thoroughness of the treatment.
To get better results it would be necessary to hold the
charges longer

in

the

retorts

and he would be severely

criticized for the resulting decrease in output.

Of all the arguments presented by those who advocate
that railroads manufacture a large part of their own supplies, the one which has been most favorably received is the
idea that under company production, the incentive for profit
being absent, all interest would be centered in the output
While the two examples given
of a high quality product.
with the idea of establishing
here
presented
not
above are
the fallacy of this theory, they serve to indicate a tendency
Whether produced by railway emthat must be watched.
plovees or purchased in the open market, there can be no
economy in the use of an inferior article. In the case of
the timber treatment the cost of the thorough preservation
may be considered unduly high by the management, but the

Oct.

17,

Issued Nov.
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poorly treated timber may
between the cosl of good
and bad treatment.
Under some circumstances it may be
entirely proper Tor a railroad to continue the use of an article
made in its own -hop- a
r cost than it could purchase
the nearest equivalent produced outside, but surely if the
railroad plant can compete with the commercial plant only
by turning out a shoddj product, it ought to be abandoned.
losses consequent

be

many

times

to

;

use ol
differenc

the

The Weak and the
Strong Road Problem
John

E.

OLDHAM,

of Merrill,

Oldham &

Co., Boston, in

his discussion of the report of the

Committee on Railroad
Securities of the Investment Bankers' Association, makes an
analysis of the bills now pending before Congress for the
solution of the railroad problem, which reduces differences
of opinion to their lowest common denominator.
In Mr.
Oldham's opinion, there are two essentially different remedies for providing adequate rates.

One

is

to include in

the legislation restoring the roads to their owners a specific
rate of interest which shall be allowed to owners of railroad

based on some valuation of the property, and the
other is to leave the determination of this rate to a transportation board or other governmental agency.
Assuming that either one of these two courses is taken,
we still have the weak and the strong road problem, socalled.
It is in the discussion of this phase of the subject
that Mr. Oldham brings out a point which has not been
securities

generally

discussed.

Mr.

Oldham's

contention

is

that^

broadly speaking, the weak and the strong road problem
resolves itself simply into a matter of the financial structure
In so far as the properties themof different companies.
selves are concerned, there is no great difference between
the so-called strong roads and the so-called weak roads.
The strong roads have good credit, the weak roads have poor
credit, not because the strong roads have a much better railroad property, which can be operated at a much lower ratio
of expenses to earnings, but because the margin of safety
above fixed charges is much greater with the strong roads
than with the weak roads. Mr. Oldham figures that there
is not more than a difference of ten per cent between the
operating ratio of the very strong roads and the operating
ratio of the very weak roads.
This, of course, is a question of fact.
Operating men
who have labored under the disadvantage of inadequate
facilities, light, power, obsolete shops and bad grades, in
competition with a road having adequate facilities, modern
power and greatly reduced grades, will be inclined to feel
that Mr. Oldham is laying far too little stress on the physical
characteristics of different roads.
On the other hand, an
examination of the income account of typical weak and
strong roads during the tesl period will bear out Mr. OldFurthermore, given
ham's contention to a surpnat.
good credit, even the road- with physical disabilities would
tend in a comparatively short time to overcome this difficulty through modernization of their plant.
A- long as the roads remain independent, as they were
prior to government operation, if Mr. Oldham is right the
strong and the weak road problem will remain only if the
financial structure- of the companies remain as they now are.
Were all the weak roads to go through receivership and
drastic reorganization, with a readjustment of their capitalwould call for but a small proization, so that fixed chargi
portion of the total available operating income in normal
times, the weak and the strong road problem would be
This is assuming, of course, that Mr. Oldham's
solved.
contention is entirely correct.
Wholesale receiverships, while it might in the long run

7 1,7

work out

to the advantage of tin- transportation systems of
United State-, would work hardship on individual investors, and might prove disastrous to the whole credit
structure of industrial life.
On the other hand, the weak
and the strong road problem will be perpetuated indefinitely
unless something can be done to restore the credit, or rather

the

weak roads. It is generally
valuation based on the present market price
of railroad securities, which was to be used as a basis for
taking over the roads by the government, would be quite
unfair to investors in railroad securities.
The government
has depressed the price of all railroad securities through itpolicy of railroad regulation, and it would therefore be takto establish

the credit of the

argued that

a

ing advantage of

its

own wrong-doing

securities at this depressed
ever, argues 'that,

market

in

taking over railroad

price.

Mr. Oldham, how-

roughly speaking, the government's actions

have affected all roads.
The valuation of securitie- of
one road, as compared with another, on present or rather
average market prices of securities is not unfair, either to
the

weak roads or the strong roads. Therefore, if the roads
to be combined into a dozen or twenty or more systems,

were

they could with equity be put into such combinations roughly
on a comparative market valuation of their securities.
In

Mr. Oldham, it should be said' that this is carrysomewhat further than he does himself, but
it would appear to be the logic of his argument.
Assume that such consolidations be made, with a wiping
out of railroad financial structures with an undue proportion of interest bearing securities, then the question of what
to do with the surplus earnings of the strong roads would
have disappeared. There would be no large surplus earnings, for the simple reason that rates would not have to be
fixed to take care of weak roads.
One of the two principal
fairness to

ing his argument

differences of opinion in the proposals now before Congress
would, therefore, have been done away with.
Mr. Oldham's analysis of the situation is searching, and
the conclusion which he reaches is drastic, but both analysis

and conclusion deserve careful consideration.
It might be
pointed out that in the reorganization of bankrupt railroad
properties success has generally been obtained by drastic
measures, and failure has often been the result of' a desire
to preserve an unsound financial structure.
Mr. Oldham's
contention rests on the assumption that what applies to the
reorganization of a single railroad property would apply
also to a readjustment of the affairs of the entire transportation system of the United States,

How

Not

to

Promote Efficiency

jyjAXY

students of American railway transportation are
firmly convinced that the roads could have been operated more effectively and economically during the war period
under private control than under government administration
if the private managements could have
enjoyed equal free-

dom from

>tatutory restrictions.
However, any one having
a thorough knowledge of the facts, appreciates fully that
the expenses of railway operation under private management would have increased in a ratio at least partially commensurate with those obtained under the United States Railroad Administration, as a consequence of the pressure for
increased wages.
m the other hand, not many railroad
(

would be willing to admit that conditions of employment under private management would today be surrounded
by detailed rule- and working conditions like those which
have been thrust upon the railroads by the United States
officers

Railroad Administration.

With

respect

to

the

negotiations

recentlv

consummated

between Director-General Hines and the officers of the United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees and
Railway Shop Laborers, there can be no argument on the
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Justice

priTih

the

award

to

the

maintenance of

way
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men

i

ii

i

ii

iriiif

<>f

equivalent to those already granted i<> other classes
(W employees.
The fault in tln^ regard would seem to lie
in the initial recognition of such basic print iples as the
hour day, punitive overtime and other features ol the
a

;.

standardized agreements,
A study oi employment
partnuiii

made

Letters to the Editor
.III

1

1

iiiiini

11 III tit

Kin the maintenance of wa)
months ago demonstrated thai the
Reports from
an unmixed privilege.

day is not
maintenance of way officers in various parts of the countr)
indicated that many trackmen preferred the Longer work
da} because of the greater earnings ami that under some
circumstances the railroads were being placed at quite a
disadvantage in competition with other sources of employ
nient that offered the men ten hours work.
But even the eight-hour day and the high hourly wages
paid are of secondary consideration.
The real cloud that
darkens the horizon of the railway officer who is ambi-

improve the efficiency of his department is the workHow fruitful this can he in throttling initiaing agreement
tive has been anticipated by the operations of the seniority
clauses of the supplements to order No. 27, which have
practically eliminated the possibility for improving personnel
tious to

cases of reductions in force, promotions, etc., since the
rules favor the oldest man, irrespective of relative effiLike all agreements fostered by union labor, the
cients
in

.

all-important factor

is

the basic principle of standardization

—standard compensation

workman, with
no distinction between the dullest drone and the best man
With such conditions imposed upon the mainin the gang.
tenance of way department, the possibilities for marked increases in the efficiency of the work are not what they might
for the standard

I

ii

mum

1

1

mi

1

1

mm.

iimiiimiiiiiiimniim

minim

iiiiiiiiimiiiimii,

Test Their Sincerity

<

several

eight hour

i.e.
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San

in

Editor:
Reading your editorial on page

Antonio,

'lex.

in

i

2M

,

August

8,

in

refer-

ence to the historic "basic eight-hour day" struggle of three
years ago, the thought occurs to me that it is time for a showing of sincerity on the part of the brotherhoods as to their

made at
demanding more pay, but
representations

that

are in consultation over further

how

the "basic eight-hour

tions

come authoritative

time,

when they were not
While the chiefs

shorter hours.

day"

demands,
is

working.

it

is

time to ask

From

all direc-

statements, led off by the President

and voiced by Director-General Hines, that "the Railroad
Administration is firmly convinced that the eight-hour day
is

the natural right of railroad workers."

S. Carter, who is president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, and who holds the position in the railroad administration of director-general of
labor, complained to his brothers in 1915 that those who en-

W.

joy the "social distinction" of seniority, "demand the right
He
to do two men's work in order to earn two men's pay."
cite J an instance where one man "made 365 round trips in
one year; and at the same time on that same railroad they

had cut
of

the firemen's

men hungry and

list;

hundreds and hundreds
hungry; and yet they call

there were

their families

he exclaimed in disgust.
apparent that similar conditions still exist notwithGrievance
standing the "basic eight-hour day" legislation.
committees are demanding that train crews be taken off
while seniority men are making many hundreds of miles over
the basic eight-hour day, which would represent 3,000 miles
a month in freight service and 4,500 miles a month in
passenger service. Now is the time to have a showdown on
The brotherhoods should be asked to take
this question.
action in line with Paragraph 5 of General Order 27, in
which Director General McAdoo said: "Since the application of the increases hereby granted will tend in individual
cases to give increases, greater than is appropriate or necesthis a brotherhood!",

be.

It

New

Books

By Charles E.
of the Old Colony Railroad.
Eisher, 196 pages, illustrated, 6 in. x 9 in. Bound in
paper. Published by the Author. Taunton, Mass.

The Story

a book which will delight every old employee of
of the old employees' intimate
of the railroads of New England
is always interesting, because of the great variety of facts,
scenes and incidents found on every page; and the Old

This

is

Old Colony, and all
friends. The early history

the

Colony

is

by no means the

least interesting of these early

It includes the four-mile Quincy railroad, of
wooden rails, built in 1826, the first railroad in America.
Mr. Fisher evidently is the son of an old-time employee, and

enterprises.

his book might perhaps be best described as a transcript of
a station agent's, a shopman's or a general office clerk's
diary for half a century; possibly the diaries of the author
and his father. He gives very full notes from 1844, when
the company was chartered, down to the absorption of this

road in the New York, New Haven & Hartford; and a
The illustrations are
good deal of matter of later date.
mainly photographs of locomotives. This is a field which
has been pretty well worked already, but the present volume
contains some illustrations of engines not published elsewhere. The locomotive history of this road is not without
gene-rail interest, J. N. Lauder, who was president of the
Master Mechanics' Association in 1880-82, having been r,t
the head of the Old Colony motive power department for

many

to those train and enginemen who make abnormal
amounts of mileage, and who therefore already make abnormally high monthly earnings, the officials of each railroad
shall take up with the respective committees of train and
enginemen the limitation of mileage made per month by
employees paid upon a mileage basis, so as to prevent employees now making such abnormal mileage from profiting
by the wage increases herein fixed greatly in excess of employees habitually making a normal amount of mileage."
Director-General Hines, in Supplement No. 16 to General
Order No. 27 under Passenger Service, Article II, Basic Day,
says: "One hundred and fifty miles or less (straight away
Again in
or turn-about) shall constitute a day's work."
the same supplement under "Freight Service. Article VI,
Basic Day and Overtime, (a) "In all road service except
passenger service where under mileage schedules a more

sary,

favorable condition exists 100 miles or less, eight hours or
(straight away ro turn-around) shall constitute a day's

less

work."

years.

reports that for the month of October,
the tolls for vessels passing through the canal amounted to
$661,000, which is the highest sum on record; the highest pre-

The Panama Canal

ceding month's tolls was recorded in May, 1918,
000 was collected.

is

when

It is conceivable even that many of the returning soldiers
who have fought for democracy in Europe may be among
those who are left without a job through the selfishness of
those who demand the right to ignore the basic eight-hour
day and to make two men's pay by doing two men's work.

Alex. Campbell.

Short Bridge

in

Ghent,

One

of the

Few

of Structural Steel

Picture

The Reconstruction
War

Was Taken on June

2.

of the Belgian

Loss of $265,000,000— Practically All Lines

Now— Opportunities

for

By Robert

in

Railways

Operation

American Business.

E. Thayer

European Editor of the Railway Age.
London, November

AS A
Taken
exception

"whole

the railways of

no country, with the

of the railways of Russia, suffered during

war to the same extent as the railways of Belgium.
During the war those lines that were not directly under
the

German

control were operated by the military forces of the
With the signing of the armistice, the con-

Allied armies.

of the railways was gradually taken over by the civil
railroad administration which entered upon its duties with
During
the railways in a very much dilapidated condition.
trol

when the Germans began to realize
that they were playing a losing game, they entered upon a
program of destruction of the railways in Belgium, for the
purpose of further crippling that nation economically, with
the last part of the war,

German thoroughness with which the whole world is
familiar.
The extent of the destruction was limited only by
the time the Germans were given by the advancing Allies and
that

by the

facilities

they

required

to

handle the

retreating

forces.

Bridges, buildings, shops and track were destroyed and
such materials as could be conveniently taken away were
Shops were robbed of their
carried forward in the retreat.
tools and belting; the cars and locomotives which had to
be left behind were left in an extremely dilapidated condition, and the locomotives were for the most part unfit to run.
The signalling had either been dismantled or fundamentally
altered to meet the needs of the German military forces;
telephone and telegraph apparatus had disappeared or was
entirely destroyed; interlocking plants were practically of
no use, and in fact no detail of the railways was left
It was this condition that faced the Belgian
undisturbed.
Railway Administration on the signing of the armistice, and
the

manner

in

which

it

entered

upon

its.

program of

re-

769

4,

1919.

well representative of the industry and perseverance of this small nation.
habilitation

.

is

Destruction of Permanent

Way

and Buildings

A total of about 1,500 kilometers (approximately 1,000
miles) representing about 35 per cent of the whole line was
destroyed at the time the armistice was signed, of which
1,100 kilometers (approximately 700 miles) was main line.
This figure, however, does not represent the total amount
of destruction done to the lines during the war, for as will
en from the map, which shows the extent of damage
at the time of the armistice and the lines that had been
partially rebuilt for the services of the army up to the time
of the armistice, a considerable length of line was repaired
by the Allied forces before the armistice was signed.

There was but a small amount of damage done to the line
which can be charged directly to the fighting, as will be seen
from a study of the map. Between the line extending from
Ostend through Thourout, Roulers and Courtrai, and the
frontier lies the territory in which the lines were destroyed
as a result of battle.

In addition to this there was some
damage done on account of the fighting in the region of
Lime. Namur and in the vicinity of Antwerp.
The remainder of the damage done to the lines can be attributed
to the policy of

organized destruction followed by the Ger-

man army which

includes that

of

wilful

destruction

and

removal of the tracks for service elsewhere during the
German occupation of Belgium.
The territory which suffered most from unwarranted destruction was that lying directly west of a line through Ghent,
Ath and Mons.
In this district the destruction was most
tin-

complete.

The

line

was destroyed and

all

permanent strue-
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demolished including bridges, stations, water w<
etc.
Perhaps the most glaring example of wanton
destruction which had not the remotesl claim to destruction

v( n the railwaj
station
m re aot vsu uated without hav
ing been damaged and practically all the equipment relal
ing to the operation of freighl yards such as signaling

for militar) reasons was thai of the destruction of a number
of bridges in an uncompleted line extending from Brussels

towers, switches,

tures

shops,

At

three intermediate points.

done

The

great

at

of

in

an inoperative conditii

stated the

Germans

left

the signal

condition.
Not underand not being able to

0S

itandmg the method of operation
any of the Belgian railway men into operating the

coerce

WWWWkr

damage

;-^

^

masonry work is well illustrated by the photoThe most important bridges destroyed were those

to the

graphs.

left

much disorganized

tunnel was
both ends and

amount

were

As has been pfeviouslj
systenj in a very

One

destroyed
at

etc.,

Destruction of Signals

the

was in the vicinity of 250.
blown up, being completely demolished

-

i

Ghent, on which no

rails had been Laid.
time oi the" armistice, Belgium lacked rail com
munication with the Allied forces and there was a territory
over 30 miles deep over which all communication had to
irried on over extremely poor roads.
The devastated
region included the greal industrial works and coal minewhich \\et\- so uecessar) to the country for reconstruction and
greatly augmented the rehabilitation work.
The Germans did a large amount of damage to important
The number of important bridges totally.
construction work.
to

I
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Tournai Suffered Particularly. This Shows the Collapse of
the Morelle Bridge.
1

JL

i

signal plant, vast changes were

5fc-

•

plete

>

i.

r

**

was

1

that could be operated by the Germans
installed during the four years of occupation of Belgian

territory.
'

"

A Masonry

1

W

made and an almost com-

new system

moved

or

A large amount of
damaged and due to

the equipment

was

either re-

the changed traffic conditions

during the war, the entire arrangement was made inadequate
for civil use of the Belgians.
The signals were very much

Culvert Near Angre Destroyed by Mines Set in
Its

Walls

in

Three Places.

at Huy 150 metres (490 ft.) long and one at Namur 100
meters (327 ft.) long.
Other important bridges were destroyed at Boons, Waelhem, Duffel, Termonde, Breedene,
Bruges and Grammes.
There were destroyed in addition
several highway bridges and two important viaducts at
Meirelbeke-les-Ghent and the Morelle bridge at Tournai.
Among important buildings destroyed are those of the
shops and engine houses at Walcourt, Eecloo, Tournai,
Merirelbeke, Audernaerde, Anseghem, Hoboken and Ostend.
These buildings were destroyed by burning. Other shops
and engine houses were badly damaged, including the car
works at Brussels and the locomotive shops at Luttre and
Ghentbrugge.
In very nearly all of the shops regardless of whether they
were completely destroyed or not, the best machine tools,
belting and hand tools were removed by the Germans.
Part
of the old tools remained intact at the shops of Braine-leConte. Titeon, Jemelle, Arlon and Courtrai.
At the car
works at St. Nicholas and the main locomotive shops at
Cuesmes all the up-to-date equipment had been removed
while much of the equipment remaining at these shops had
its essential parts missing.
In the main, it can be stated
that nothing was left that could be removed except the old
types of machines which were unfit for important work.
Throughout the country the water supply plants were
systematically destroyed even to the extent of blowing up
canals at various points.

Another Bridge

in

Ghent Which

Is

Typical

of

Belgian

Bridges.
simplified,

and

a great

many

of the signals

and interlocking

apparatus were eliminated.

On the cessation of hostilities the railways used the signaling system as it was found, where possible, and in other
cases the former signals were partially re-established. Trouble
was experienced in this respect because a great many semaphores and much of the mechanical and electrical safety
appliances had been removed. In order to ensure safe operation of trains on main lines, a station to station telephone
block system was installed which had to be further developed
by the re-establishment of the regular system as traffic
increased.

Prior to the war, Belgium had in the neighborhood of 4,400
locomotives, 10,000 passenger cars and 92,000 freight cars,

and

at the

time of the armistice there were onlv about 1,700

Oct.

17,

Issued Nov.
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locomotives, about 4,000 passenger cars and a very small
of freight car-, all of which were in a very lamentable codition.
The locomotives were very much neglected

coal for immediate needs

and many

coal trains.

number

them had some of their parts missing. The
Germans left some locomotives tired up without water in
the boilers which did considerable damage to the fireboxes,
and at the end of December, 1918, 1,200 locomotives were
put out of order.
To make matters still worse there was
considerable difficulty in getting satisfactory equipment from
Germany under the terms of the armistice. The damage
done to the passenger cars showed the same desire for wanton
destruction. Windows were broken, roofs were in bad shape,

•

i

Map

of

difficulty

of

its

was experienced

and some had none

at all.

I

in replenishing these yards because

being impossible for a period to re-establish regular

The

situation for lubricating and lighting was also
Quantities of lubricating oil, however, were discovered among the stores the Germans did not have time to
remove but this was not adequate and an emergency supply
had to be obtained from England.
Among other things lacking were copper for staybolts,
wires, firebox plates and tube sheets.
The Germans removed the brass tubes and oil boxes from locomotives and
oil

serious.

Belgium Lines Out of Service at Signing of Armistice
Destroyed Belgium Lines Partially in Service and Used by Army alSigning ofJrm/st/'ce
OtherStandord Gage Lines in Belgium and Standard Gage Lines in France
Light Railways

Showing Their Condition
ways

of the Belgian Railways,

at the Signing of the Armistice.
Is

Not

The Condition

of the

French

Rail-

Indicated.

the air brakes and lighting apparatus were in extremely
bad condition, and even the upholstery was ripped from the
seats.
The heating apparatus had been removed and the

supplies of white metal, zinc and lead.
Even the fire brick
tor locomotive fireboxes, transmission pulleys, rubber hose

Where the electric
supplies in the stores were destroyed.
light dynamos had not been removed they were impossible
The result of this
to run because no belts wire available
made traveling in Belgium during the past winter extremely

not available.

uncomfortable and hazardous

large expenditure

Lack
As
left

in

of Supplies

trai

I.

:<

i

washing

boilers

and

for air

The Work
The
table,
to

and equipment, the supplies
operating train- were exMost of the coal yards had onlv enough

the case of the

behind by the Germans

ceedingly low.

to health.

lor

the

brake connections,

etc.,

were

of Reconstruction

rehabilitation of the Belgian railways involves a very
and the budget, which is shown in the

for the operation for the year

amount

1919, calls for credits

1,137,827,000 francs ($227,565,404) of
which 736,103,000 francs ($147,221,000) is chargeable
directly to the war.
In addition to this the budget calls for
5<)7.338,944 francs ($119,468,000) for expenditures in arof

^
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rears which is also chargeable to the war.
Thus the war
has cost the railways oi Belgium aboul $265,000,000.
Ap
proximatel) $100,000,000 is requested for repairing the
roadwa) and $25,000,000 is required for rehabilitation of
shops, tools, itr., ami $20,000,000 for the maintenance, re
pairing and renewing of the cars and locomotives.
["he first problem of the civilian administration as soon
as it became organised after the signing of the armistice was
that oi re establishing communications between important
points and of bringing the railroads hack into operation at
At the outset it had to get together
the earliest opportunity.
such railwaj rolling stock as could be used.
The military
forces required a large amount of equipment and still ion
trolled a large territory over which no trains could he run
by the civilian administration without military authority.
This greatly hampered the reorganization of train services.
As the military authorities found opportunity, the operation
of the lines and equipment was turned hack to the civil

Vol. 67, No.

was required and

also

At

From November

11

December

to

29,

1,500 kilometers of destroyed lines that there

The

Station at St. Pierre

thoroughness of

the

indicate

German

1918, over

Was Thoroughly

is

now

Destroyed.

ap-

air,

temporary

the

destruction

by

the

armies.

the beginning of the reconstruction

work, the Belgian

government was severely hampered by the lack of rails and
steel, particularly on account of the fact that none of the
steel works were in a condition to operate, and it was not

L*

-

i

^—

fet

J^B_
igWl
tfl

milL

1

270,000 tons of coal, food stuffs and other goods were
handled by the civil authorities.
On December 12, 1918,
the first public time table was published including 155
trains.
The service has since been rapidly developing until
adequate service is now being obtained.
So rapid has been the work in the reconstruction of

was

I

management.

country.

large

construction used.
be illustrations show clearly the manner in which the bridges and viaduds are being rebuilt and

|

lure were some 30,000 cars loaded with war material
which had to he unloaded and storage space was difficult to
find.
Therefore the freight cars were cleared but very
slowly.
In addition to this the enemy left behind in the
station yards stocks of explosive bombs, munitions, etc.,
which presented a real danger to the traffic and serious
accidents occurred until the military authorities were able
At the end of the year, however,
to clear away this material.
in spite of these difficulties 330 passenger trains were in
operation and shipments of food were handled in such a
manner that no undue hardship was caused throughout the

damage was

tin-

16
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That There Is Left at the Station of Hollain. Bent Rails
Will Be Noted by the Platform. The Belgian Workmen Are Applying Their Screw Spikes.

All

until the early part of June that the first blast furnace was
As regards the masonry and brickplaced in operation.
work, however, they were particularly fortunate in finding
large quantities of cement which had been left by the German army and plenty of bricks and sand were available. It
was found possible to use some of the steel work from the

This Illustration Shows the Viaduct After the Debris

Had Been

Removed.
proximately only 200 kilometers out of operation.
The
supply of cars and locomotives has been augmented by
those claimed from Germany and those returned from
France, so that now there are approximately 4,000 locomotives and 75,000 freight cars in operation.
There is,
however, a shortage of about 30,000 cars.
In reconstructing the lines even attempt has been made to
put in permanent structures and only where immediate service
-

destroyed bridges for the construction of t'he few steel bridges.
The work was done by contractors on a cost plus basis with
Steel workers were brought from avail10 per cent profit.
able points and worked on a schedule of 66 hours a week
in order to push the reconstruction work through as rapidly
The industry of the workers was quite remarkas possible.
able and spoke well of the esprit-de-corps of the Belgian
workmen and their willing help in re-establishing the trans-
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17,
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'Jinn- will undoubtedly be opportunities for the sale
special types of railway machine tools which

portation system.
Most of the bridges built for the railways
were of brick construction; very few steel structures being

ment.

used as permanent

must be purchased, as many of these were absolutely destroyed.
Furthermore, as in all Europe and England, there
will be an increased demand for labor saving machines due

installatii

Machine Tools
The rehabilitation of the railway shops destroyed by the
There was a
Germans presents a very large problem.
sufficient

amount

of

equipment available

to operate the

of

the

more

to the increased cost of labor.

Electrification

Program

shops

Belgian railways which has been
presents another
Inasmuch as there
feature in the reconstruction program.
is such a large amount of reconstruction work to be done,
the adoption of electrification becomes a much easier problem.
A commission has been formed under the guidance
of the government and special committees have been working on the plans with a view of determining the extent to
which electrification will be carried out and the system to
be used, but in this case, as in others, much depends upon

The

electrification of the

mentioned

these

in

columns previously

the fall elections as any radical change in the government
is liable to result in a reorganization of the railway administration.

On

this

commision are French engineers who have

studies of electrification, the benefits
There is
of which will accrue to the Belgian commission.
no question but what electrification will be carried forward
but as to detailed plans nothing is known. Previous studies

made comprehensive
Bridge Over the Rietgracht at Avelghem. This
in the Battle Zone and in the Original Photograph

Site of the

Was

Barbed Wire Entanglements Are Faintly Discernible in the Background.

The additional
at one-third capacity during the summer.
machines required will be met by what can be reclaimed from
Germany and by advantageous purchases from the Ameri-

Another View

of the St. Pierre Station with Construction

can government. As regard- the former it was stated by the
Belgian Minister of Economic Affairs on September 21, that
since April 1, machinery valued at 2,,SS-U)()0 fr. had been
All of this, however, does not
recovered from Germany.
apply to railroads. The term- under which machinery will
be obtained from the American government have already been
namely, at the I'M 4
F.O.B. Antwerp, with three years

published,

have indicated that Ostend, Ghent and Antwerp would be
the most logical points for super-power stations with four
additional power stations between Liege and Lille. Ostend,
Ghent and Antwerp are so located that fuel can be transported to the power stations by water, and the four power

prices
in

phi-

which

to

55

make

per

cent

a settle-

Well Along.

This Picture

stations between Liege

and

Was Taken

April

3,

1919.

Lille are contiguous to the coal

district.

Reconstruction of the Signal System

As has been stated above, the Germans during their occupation of Belgium so destroyed the signal system that
It is
practically the whole of it will have to be rebuilt.
estimated that the cost of rebuilding will be about S0,000,-

1

1
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franca

($16,000,000).

hand

li

Belgium

is

believed

thai

with

the

be unnecessary I
out of that countrj for material, with the exception of
in order to gel some idea
purchase of electric cables,
facilities

.it

work

in

will

it

oi

to be

done, the following brief description of the
signaling system as it was before the war is given:
he danger points of the line were protected l>\ sema
phores with square ended blades and these signals were
repeated al a distance of 800 meters or approximately 2,600
When a stop
with semaphores with pointed blades,
ft.,

the

I

Tin

I'.rn,

i

i

it

Exp< nsea
Foi

in. id.

•

nee

I'^.m
nperatioi

oi

67,

installations foi operating switches

No. 16

and

signals

have also been placed is operation, notably at
Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent, Alost, Charleroi, Marchienne
Louvain, Namur and Vilvorde
In all the yard thi
witch
electricity

ing

was dune by mi

a ni

oi

signals,

The

absolute l»l<xk system was used on ih<- importanl
and Mock apparatus for a track normall}
lines with lo<
closed.
There were aboul 2,500 of these signals.
Iran in the practice in man} countries a hand magneto
I-

(
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enses

A number
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Total
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Clin
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the war

required

able to

lb.

war)
(

(Fr.i

SERVICES

0RI>1N \K\
S.iI.h

mni
and

li

ties for
Si. ill

Francs)

officials

815,31

815,31

3,31

Remuneration o> sen
ants and wages of
182,000

764,500

6,179,170

80,000

Printed matter, tickets,
stationer}

•

5,179,170

etc

ies to insurance
retii ement funds

1.000 000

265,500

li

workmen benc-

I

Confcrcm

163,000

163,000

23,000

23,000

125,000

125,000

160,000

exp< nses,
including [nternation-

<

al
Railway Con
Medical attendance

cluding

"First

PERMANENT \\
WORKS

A

in-

70,000

AMI

\\

Salaries anil indemnities of officials and

o,715,851

staff

of minor foremen, workmen, etc.
Tiro, rail ami other

3,715,851

13,509,492

14.168,991

55,224,483

Wages

accessories

for

14,168,991

per-

19.200,000

500,000,000

519,200,000

2,699,000

31,203,742

125,000,000

156,203,742

57,205,611

3,598,551
46,590,698

15,293,841
175,392,960

3,818,626

14,171,678

implements and
cost oi maintenance

Tools,

of railway property.

.

LOCOMOTIVE AND ROLLSTOCK
Salaries and indemniof officers and
ties
staff

Wages

workmen

of

Bonuses

for

Masonry Bridge Near Andregnies.

Aid"

.

.

.

3.598.551
46,590.698

economy
3,818,626

ruel and other car and
locomotive supplies.
repairs
Maintenance,
and renewals

117.911,000

5,040,000

122,951,000

5.300,000

78,306,455

100,067,000

178,373,455

71,058.000

31.148 844

31,148,844

110,638,088

24.899,04!
1.484,908
13,937,853
394.000

24,899,041
1,484,908

55.689,284
6,329,235
423,000
30,000

used to produce an alternating current instead of batteries.
The single track lines were operated by means of a telegraph block system, but the lock and block signals had
been put in places where these lines joined the double track
lines in order to ensure greater safety.
The Germans not being familiar with this system, changed
all this.
The plans of operation on main line track were
based on the regularity of schedule rather than on signals,
and the existing block signals of the Belgian railways were
not used and in most cases were destroyed or removed. Although the Germans left a certain number of masts in position they generally removed all but one of the signal blades.

TRANSPORTATION
Salaries and indemnities
of officers and
staff

Wages

o

f

workmen.

guards and cartage.
Bonuses for regularity.
Working expenses....
.

Commercial advertising.
Loss and damage (indemnities for accidents that have al
ready occurred) ....
Bonuses to employees
who have detected

18,783853

4,846,000
150,000

544,000

'

false declarations
freight

2,130,000

2.130,000

10.000

10,000

50,000

2,299,270

2,299.270

9,273,228

153,212

153,212

587,900

,137,527.023

597.338,944

of

AUDITING AND COLLECTION OF RECEIPTS
Salaries and indemnities
of officers and
staff

Wages

of servants

Total

and
401,724,023

736,103,000

1

and distance signal were at the same point they were placed
on the same signal mast with the principal signal below as in
England.
In the newer signal work the upper quadrant
position signals were used.
At all the junctions and in a large number of stations the
There are
levers were centralized in interlocking cabins.
about 1,000 of these cabins having a total of nearly 20,000
The majority of the interlocking apparatus was of
levers.
Double wires were used in
the Saxby mechanical type.
most cases for operating the signals and at a certain number
of the cabins there were used for operating the switches.

Another Example of Bridge Destruction.

They also allotted certain tracks for special service where
previously these tracks had no definite- assignment.
They
eliminated a large amount of signals and terminals and all
the interlocking apparatus.

The re-establishment of the signaling system of the Belgian railways has been placed under the direct charge of
L. P. A. YVeissenbruch, who is developing a more refined
signaling system than that which was previously used, the
details of

which are not

vet available.

Oct.

17,

Issued Nov.

29,
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Rehabilitation of Cars and Locomotives

Prospects for American Business

The greatest problem of the Belgian railways a- regards
equipment was that of obtaining cars and locomotive- and
repairing those which it already had.
After some difficulty
Belgium received some 2,000 locomotives from Germany and
about 80,000 cars, out of the 5,000 locomotives and ISO. nod
cars that were to be turned over to the Allies by the German
government under the terms of the armistice. Of the cars
about 5,800 win- passenger and the rem, under freight
It
will thus he seen that the greal majority of the equipment

he above account of the devastation done to the Belgian
railways during the German occupation indicates that Belgium presents a wonderful market for railway supply manufacturers, hut there art- several circumstances which affect
the situation, particularly as regards the United State-.
In
the first place, the Belgian railways being state owned must
I

home industries. And in the -econd
place the political situation is such at the present tunc that
although the present railway administration has formed
of necessity cater to the

definite plans of procedure, it must wait before going too
deeply into their development until the election- -how which
party is to be in power, for the coming election- whii h will be
held on November 16, are very much in doubt.
In addition to this there lias been some talk about removing the
railways from direct control of the state, and placing them

m

the

hand-

of

private companies for their operation.

A

has been introduced for the formation of a company
called the Regie Xationale de Chemins des Fer en Belgique.
Furthermore, the quantity of business given to various
hill

Destruction of a Bridge Between Avelghem and Audenarde.

on Belgian lines was German equipment which presented a
serious problem in maintenance.
As before stated the equipment left behind by the Germans was in a dilapidated condition and all the shop reContracts
sources were at once put to work on its repair.
were let with Belgian locomotive builders to repair 900
locomotives by January 1, 1920, but it is improbable that
this will be done.

With

the crippled condition of the shops

on the railways, these were only running to about one-third
capacity a short time ago, and not much help was obtainable
from that source.
Some 200 locomotive.- and 9,000 cars have been purchased

Some

of the Railways in the Vicinity of Mons.
Each Small
Rectangle Indicates an Important Station and Each
Small Circle a Destroyed Bridge.

countries will depend to a very large extent on the credits
that are offered by those countries.
It has been stated that
England, for instance, has loaned the Belgian government

£50,000,000 ($250,000,000) for a term of 2i years.
Undoubtedly this will serve to throw a large amount of the
Belgian business to England.
Switzerland is al-o a lively competitor of the United States.

A Masonry

Most representatives of American concerns in Belgium have
asking 75 per cent cash with an order notwithstanding
the adverse rate of exchange, while the Swiss firms have

Bridge Ready for Rebuilding.

been extending

from America, hut these are
habilitate

the

railway.

Ii

not
is

sufficient

the

desire

properly
of

the

to

re-

railway

administration to return tin cars and locomotives to Germany
and demand money with which to buy standard equipment to
its own designs, hut no decision as to tins has yet been
made. On March 1, there were about 2,900 locomotives on
the Belgian railways of which 1,700 were in working order.
On August 1, there were approximately 4,300 locomotives
of which 2,5oO were in working order.

Acan

i

redd.-.

practical solution of the credit situation the AmeriChamber of Commerce. Pari-, suggests that American
a

manufacturer- obtain credit- for the purchase of raw products
in the United State-, that they themselves carry the manufacturing expense, that the) sell in francs at an average
pegged rate of exchange in Belgium and leave the pro
<if the sale in
Belgium until such time as condition- might
warrant their withdrawing it. The Chamber argues that the
amount- involved would naturally U- a great deal smaller

RAILWAY AGE
purchase credits and the plan would
advantages to tin- American manufacturer.
tli. 111

resull

in

man}

I

m

article cheaply.

believed that Belgium will go out of the country for
it is possible for its local industries
In other words, it intends to act
to get foreign business.
as a back stop for its industries, keeping them filled with
It is

large orders in so far as

orders and at the same time leave them free to regain and
develop their foreign business which has suffered so greatly
during the war.

Colonel Kennedy's Annual
at

No.

\C>

oJ

th<

\\

i

tern
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Luncheon
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Mar) land; W. EI. Truesdale,
i>
Underwood, president of the
\\
Noonan, pn sid< al oi d"- Buffalo, Rot
I, (aim
& Pittsburg; E.
presidenl oi tin- Lehigh Valley;
Ralph Peters, presidenl of th<
[sland Railroad; S \l.
li'ii,
president of the Chicago Great Western; W. T.
presidenl

dent of the Lackawanna

also stated thai there i> in the hands of the Belgian
cnmenl 7,000,000,000 marks which .ii the normal rate
In- u
of exchange would amount t<> $1,750,000,000
is reported, bought
from the inhabitants al the remarkable
price of 1.20 francs to the mark, ami the government re
fuses t<i let tin- money go at the present rate of exchange
of the mark.
(At the presenl time a mark can In' purchased
iii
Belgium tor .35 francs.)
The government's action in
tin- matter dearly indicates that this money will he used for
purchases from Germany as soon as the political situation
will permit
Another thing which has affected particularly the equipment manufacturers in the United States, is tin- American
press reports of a combination entered into between various
prominent equipment builders there to facilitate the matter
The Belgian
of credits between Belgium and the States.
govern ent having hoard of this report is inclined to look
upon it as a trade agreement for the regulation of price's for
equipment to Belgium. It will be highly desirable to remove
this idea from the minds of the government officials there,
for this rumored combination has already had a detrimental
As a result of it the Belgians
effect on American business.
look with suspicion on all prices quoted from America. That
equipment will be bought here is quite certain.
As regards machine tools the greatest field of the American manufacturer is in the sale of machines particularly
adapted to railway work and machines of improved designs
which will reduce the cost of labor and produce a good
Ii

v,,i

Ragged Edge

The

Railway Age is not much given to chronicling
purely social events even when they are participated
in by the railroad and railway supply fraternity, but
the luncheon given by Colonel Moorhead C. Kennedy at
his country home, "Ragged Edge," near Chambersburg, Pa.,
was so interesting, so unique and so largely
attended by men in this paper's particular field that it must
The luncheon was something more than a
be mentioned.
social event
It was also a high personal tribute to Colonel
Kennedy. It is probable that the only other time on which
an equal number of prominent railway men ever got together on a purely social occasion was the dinner given to
oil October 4,

President E. P. Ripley of the Santa Fe by his friends on
his seventieth birthday.
Three special trains were run to

Chambersburg to take
one from Philadelphia,

Colonel Kennedy's guests there;
one from Baltimore and one from Pittsburg. The number
of guests was about 300 and there were included large
numbers of railway presidents, federal managers and other
There is danger of being invidious in
railway officers.
mentioning only part of the guests on an occasion of this
kind r but the Railway Age ventures to mention "as among
those present" the following: Governor Sproule of Pennsylvania; Governor Davis of Virginia; United States Senator
Pomerene of Ohio; Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad; E. T. Stotesbury, chairman, and A. T.
Bice, president of the Philadelphia & Reading; C. R. Gray,

i

I

l

I

!'..

I

I

i

Tyler, director of operation of the Railroad Administration;

Winchell, Southern Regional Director; Robert Bridges,
Scribner's Magazine;
DeWitt Cuyler, chaii
of the Association of Railway Executives; II. II. Westinghouse, chairman of the Westmghouse Air Brake Company,
Ii.

L.

editor,

and

I

SO on.

How

Kenned\ Succeed in getting about 300
prominence to leave their daily tasks and
journey to Chambersburg to have lunch with him?
oloni
Kennedy and his father, Thomas Benton Kennedy, before
him, have been the moving spirits on the Cumberland Valley

men

of

did Colonel

Such

I

I

Railroad almost ever since it was built.
Colonel Kennedy
became vice-president of the road in 1889 and president
in 1913, and since its consolidation with the Pennsylvania
System he has been resident vice-president. In 1901, when
he built his house and moved to Ragged Edge, he started
the custom of giving an annual luncheon to some of his
friends, and, with the exception of 1905, the year

when

his

In
he always gave a luncheon until 1917.
that year he entered the United States Army and was appointed Deputy Director General of Transportation with
Therefore, he gave no luncheons
headquarters in London.
in 1917 and 1918.
At his first luncheon there were not more than 30 or 40
guests, but the number has grown year by year until his
luncheon has become a big annual affair in the railroad
Geographically, Chambersburg is located at about
business.
the cross roads between the East and West and the North
and South, and this enables him to get together a good many
men of prominence from these different directions. The
location of Chambersburg would not be sufficient by any
means, however, if it were not for the great reputation
which Colonel Kennedy has acquired as a host and also
the reputation he has acquired for always having good
weather.
On the sixteen occasions when he has given
luncheons he has never had a bad day. Regardless of the
kind of weather which has preceded or followed, on his
luncheon days it has always been warm and sunshiny, so
that he has been able to serve his luncheons on the lawn
excepting one year when it was not quite warm enough and
he served in the house and on the verandas. When he first
built his house it was only a slight frame budding 24 feet
square, where he and his family spent the summer months,
but at different times he has added to it until he has made
it his permanent home the year round.
On the occasion of the luncheon on October 4 last the
guests on their arrival climbed the tall hill on which
"Ragged Edge" stands and were greeted by Colonel KenAfter this there was informal
nedy and Mrs. Kennedy.
The luncheon
conversation and visiting until lunch time.
was novel in the respect that there was no speech-making,
father died,

but just eating, conversation and some occasional singing
by the "old-timers." After luncheon the guests spent some
time walking around the grounds and visiting some more,

which they returned to their trains.
Colonel Kennedv's luncheons have been always very simple
and informal, which probably is one of the reasons why
It
they have come to attract so many prominent people.
is no derogation from Colonel Kennedy's oualitles as a host
to add that one reason why so many attend is that the trips
to and from his home on the special trains and the meetafter

his house give those who attend opportunities to
from rear to vear acquaintanceships with a large
number of persons that they do not have opportunity to

ings

at

ren<=w

see at other times.

Railroad Regulation
Roads Have Some Friends

in

Passed by House

Bill

Congress but Labor Organizations,

Commissions, Shippers and Waterways Have More
Was!.

Tin

sch

bill,

ii.k.

ni,i\

sion

tirely

work on

the

the bill provides for a six-months' extension of

While the

bill is largely

file

devoted to broadening and round-

ing out the regulatory powers of the

Interstate

Commerce

Commission, it also gives the commission discretion to remove
some of the restrictions heretofore placed on the railroads
and contains some provisions of this kind which have been
strongly urged by the railroads, including the removal of
the prohibition against pooling and consolidation upon approval of the commission as in the interest of better service
to the public, economy in operation, or otherwise of advanAlso
tage to the convenience or commerce of the people.
the period during which the commission may suspend a
change of rates is reduced from four to 10 months to 120
he commission is empowered to fix minimum rates.
days.
It is also provided that extensions of an existing railroad, or

an extension of

I

the
line,

construction of a new line, or the abandonment of a
shall not be permitted until there shall have been ob-

tained from the commission a certificate of convenience

and

nccessitv

The commission is given the supervision of security issues
and much broader powers than it has heretofore possessed
in it- regulation of rates and of car service.
The elimination of the rule of rate-making leaves in effect
merely the old rule that rates shall be "just and reasonable."

bill

Wage
le

in

I

Orders of Railroad Administration Confirmed
from

this,

probably the most violent change

the committee bill by the

House was

|

i

60 days

the
standard contract, leaving other indebtedness of the
roads to the government to be evidenced by demand notes.
A fund of $250,000,000 is created by the bill from which
to make loan- to railroads.

in

i

committee a provision was

ernment during federal control estimated at $775,000,000,
but it first deducts from that amount all indebtedness of
the government to the railroads to the extent permitted by

making

by the Committee after it had received the tentative drill prepared by a sub-committee, were
More
struck out by the House before the bill was passed
amendments to the original bill
than 100 pages of
mmittee.
were considered by the
of

last session of the

applications for increased rates, and for a funding for not
to exceed 10 years of the indebtedness of the railroads to
the government for capital expenditures ordered by the gov-

suggestion of representative- of the railway executives, the
Railroad Administration, the commission, shippers, business
men, and others that have been working with the committee.
Some of the most important changes added during the lasl

week

board.

however, are similar.

eliminated by the House.

As passed

bill

introduced

the transportation

bills,

the guaranteed rental for railroads that within

was based on the original Esch I'omethe House at the beginning of the
session, which was largel) the work of the Interstate Commerce Commission and represented its ideas as to desirable
amendments to the ad to regulate commerce. As reported,
the bill represented many important changes from the original bill and several new features adopted by the committee
after hearings extending throughout the summer and at the
bill

two

Principal Provisions of the Bill

the period of

The committee

the detail- of the

and reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge,
regulation or practice, the commission shall
take into consideration the interest of the public, the .-hippers, the reasonable cost of -maintenance and operation (including the wages of labor, depreciation and taxes), 'and
a fair return upon the value of the property used or held
for the service of transportation," but this section was en-

the continuing order of business until it- final passage.
Sessions were held from 10 a. m. until 10 p. m. and the most
important features of the bill were hotly contested throughOn the general question of whether the roads should
out.
be returned to private management there was very little difference of opinion, although several of the recognized spokes-

rene

new functions on

in. ui\

(it

as to the justness

it

for

C.

classification,

The bill was introduced in the House on November 8.
favorably reported by the committee on interstate and foreign commerce on November 10 and its consideration was

for organized labor urged the plan
government control.

>.

bill

be interfered with by state commissions), whereas
would confer some functions of the commis-

At the

to the elements of a reasonable rate.

men

Cummins

inserted by a vote of 9 to 8 that "in reaching its conclusion

waterway advocates, and those who object to any legisCommerce Commission as

a rule

tin

Ilk' House bill contain- no provision for a transportation
board, no prohibition against strikes, no provision for federal Incorporation nor for compulsory consolidation^ and no
definite standard of return to be considered in the fi.xing of

lative instruction to the Interstate

on November 11 under

and

Man\

the railroad labor organizations, those who object to too much
curtailment of the powers of the state railroad commissions,

floor

i-

the Senate bill

complete the permanent legislation later.
The hopes of those who had sought for the introduction
of some radically new principle- into the system of railroad
regulation to improve railroad credit must now be transferred to the Senate because during the week of debate the
House surrendered some of the most important provisions
of the bill as reported by its committee to the demands of

begun on the

bill

In-

1

as the bill encounters obstacles in the Senate and it becomes
apparent that it cannot be completed before the end of the
year it is planned to introduce a temporary resolution and

the

very different from

reported
by tin Senati committee, a- it Leaves the regulating author\cept
it} (entered in the Interstate Commerce Commis

10453, described in its title as providing for the termination of federal control of railroads, for the settlement of disputes between carriers
and their employees ami to further amend the act to regulate
commerce, was passed by the House of Representatives on
November 17 by a vote of 203 to 160, wit!) 69 not voting,
largely by a party vote, the Democrats being opposed to the
hill because it provides for a six months' continuation of
the guaranteed standard return.
The bill was then sent to
the Senate where it was referred to the committee on interThe text of the bill is published
state commerce.
where.
Consideration of railroad
was technically
Legislation
started in the Senate on November 1° just before the adjournment when Senator Cummin.- moved that the Senate proceed
to the consideration of his bill as in committee of the whole.
The motion having been agreed to, the bill was temporarily
laid aside but it was thus made the unfinished business for
As soon
consideration at the regular session in December.
i

the labor provisions of the

777

bill,

made

the substitution for
which provided for boards
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new plan, proposed by the Leaders of the railroad
labor organizations, which neither provides for arbitration

dividends and

nor againsl

dm-

entirely

for a

strikes,

method

it

was generally discussed as providing

of voluntary adjustment by a continuation oi

the boards of adjustment established by the Railroad

Admin-

fad it gives to the boards of adjustment
jurisdiction over wages, which is now in the hands of the
director general and an advisory wage board, and also reat< similar la parti-. in commissions on labor disputes to which
max be taken appeals from the adjustment boards, without
istration

but

in

i

am provision for a final decision in case of a deadlock. In
addition it confirms for the future' "all decisions of a general
character heretofore made by the United States Railroad
Administration affecting the questions of wages, hours of
Service or conditions of employment," and also decisions
applying to individual carriers, which arc
until superseded by mutual agreement, or
a hoard of adjustment or a commission
in accordance with the terms of the bill.
The new labor provisions, offered in

remain in effect
by the decision of
on labor disputes,

inate the provisions for a guaranty for six

months and mak-

to

an amendment by
Representative Anderson of Minnesota after statements had
been made that they represented the views of the labor leaders, were adopted by a vote of 161 to 108 after a substitute
for the committee provision proposed by Representative
Webster, which contained a prohibition against strikes, had
been voted down by a vote of 151 to 75.
Several other amendments were adopted to reduce the
extent to which the committee bill would have curtailed the
authority of the state commissions, particularly one affecting
the car service sections, which Chairman Esch of the committee said would ham-string the federal authorities and
Jake the vitality out of the car service act.
Vigorous efforts were made, but unsuccessfully, to eliming an application for a rate advance a prerequisite for a
The guaranty provisions, at the suggestion of
guaranty.
Director General Hines, were made subject to a direction
to the Interstate Commerce Commission to limit the expenditures for maintenance which may be charged to operating
expenses to the amount provided for in the standard contracts.

One

of the

Representative

first

amendments adopted was proposed by

Lanham

providing that the period of federal

control shall not be computed as a part of the period of
limitation in actions against carriers or in claims for reparation to the Interstate Commerce Commission for causes of
actiorr arising

was included
President on

prior to federal control.
in the bill, S. 641,

November

which

Such a provision
by the

w-as vetoed

18.

Funding

of Indebtedness

A lively controversy was aroused by an amendment offered
bv Representative Denison of Illinois as a substitute for the
provisions in Section 205 regarding the funding of the carThe plan in the committee bill would
riers' indebtedness.
allow the funding for 10 years, at the same rate of interest
allowed the carriers on capital improvements made during
federal control,, of the indebtedness of the carriers to the
government for additions and betterments made by the Railroad Administration during federal control, while other indebtedness would be evidenced by demand notes at 6 per
cent, and indebtedness of the government to the carriers
would be set off against the amounts for which they would
foe

required to give

demand

notes.

Mr. Denison's amendment provided for. the plan proposed
by the Division of Finance of the Railroad Administration,
which had been rejected for the other plan by the committee,
under which the government would first set off against the

\r>

1

1

1

1

•

•

1

ii

i

making

capital

u<>

tin-

i

extent that the

money

purpo
Mr. Denison argued, from data furnished by tin- Rail
road Administration, that under his plan there could be
deducted from the $775,000,000 estimated for addition- and
betterments (cm hiding equipment), a total of $415,016,000
of indebtedness of the government to the carriers, Leaving
Only $360,000,000 to be funded, whereas under the plan
contemplated in the bill only $133,911,000 could he deducted.
The result would be, he said, that under his plan
the Railroad Administration would require an appropriation
of only $171,000,000 to Square its accounts, whereas under
the other plan it would require $.303,355,000 and under the
plan of the Senate bill an appropriation of $415,451,000
would be required. This led to a protracted debate in which
many members took the position that it was only plain common sense to subtract what the government owes the roads
from what they owe it, while those who defended the committee plan pointed out that what the government owes the
railroads is for current purposes while the indebtedness for
additions and betterments represents capital which would
ordinarily be represented by long-term securities.
A letter from Director General Hines to Chairman Esch
advocating the plan proposed by the Division of Finance
and represented by the Denison amendment was read, in
which he argued that the rate of interest to be paid by the
government to the railroads on capital improvements should
bear no relation to the interest they should pay the government, for which he suggested 6 per cent.
He pointed out
that the plan of the committee bill, which represented the
views of the railway executives, would work out unequally
in the amount of working capital it would allow the various
roads and he contended that the railroads should be encouraged to obtain money through private financing instead
of invited not to repay the government as rapidly as their
financial resources might permit.
Representative Sanders of Indiana, one of the advocates
of the plan of the bill, said: "It is not enough to say that
we are opposed to government ownership unless we are willReduced to its
ing to make private ownership a success.
simple terms, the question is whether you are going to give
a period of 10 years to these carriers to meet these obligations, which would have been in ordinary times long-term
obligations or whether we are going to make them pay now,
and send them into the market to raise large sums of money
at the time of the termination of federal control."
is

Mit'iic

lent

for

these

•

|

Representative Merritt of Connecticut presented a letter

from Alfred P. Thorn, counsel for the railway executives, in
reply to Mr. Hines' letter, in which he argued for the same
rate of interest on both sides of the account and against the
plan of offsetting part of the rental against the capital expenditures.
Chairman Esch of the committee supported the
Denison amendment, which was adopted by a vote of 134
to 69.

State Rights Preserved

The question of state rights came to the fore in connection
with Section 206, providing that the existing rates shall continue in effect until changed "by or pursuant to authority of
Representative Sweet of Iowa proposed an amendlaw."
ment inserting the words by "state or federal authorities
respectively," which was adopted by a vote of 73 to 11.
A similar question came up in connection with the section
giving the Interstate Commerce Commission extensive powers
over car distribution and car service and Representative
Sweet secured the adoption of an amendment providing that
nothing in the act should impair or affect the right of a state

Oct.

17,

Issued Nov.
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"to require just and reasonable freight and passenger servand the fair exchange and distribution of equipment for
intrastate business." This was adopted by a vote of 95 to 39
and later confirmed on a record vote by 193 to 77.
Also, in connection with the authority of the commission
ice

over extensions of lines, an amendment was adopted that the
commission's authority shall not extend to the construction

abondonment of any line located or to be located wholly
within one state.
Representative Sims led a vigorous fight against the extension of the guaranty for six month-, in which he was supported by a large number particularly from the Democratic
side, but his motion to strike out the section was defeated
by a vote of 114 to 72. There was particular objection to
the provision that as a prerequisite to receiving the guaranty
a road should apply to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for an increase in rates within 60 days.
It was explained
that this was to prevent a road from resting on its guaranty.
Chairman Esch said the six months' period had been fixed
because the commission had advised that it could pass upon
the rate advance in that time after allowing for two months
for notice and preparation.
Before the final passage of the
bill a motion by Mr. Sims to recommit it to the committee
with instructions to strike out the guaranty section was deor

feated 200 to 165.

An amendment proposed by Mr. Esch was adopted to
provide that the contract between the American Railway Express Company and the director general shall remain in
effect during the guaranty period so far a- it constitutes a
guaranty against an operating deficit.
Labor Disputes
Probably the most

contested question in connec-

fiercely

was that involving
method of dealing with labor disputes. The committee
bill had proposed a railway labor adjustment board to con-i-t of one representative for each union and a similar number of representatives of the carriers, and a railway board
of labor appeals to be composed of three representatives of
the employees and three of the companies, to adjust and
decide labor controversies and to study the relations between
carriers and their employers.
It contained no prohibition
of strikes or lockouts but it did contain a provision making
either a railroad or a union liable for damages for a breach
tion with the consideration of the bill
the

of contract of hire.

acts

779

of the

Railroad Administration relating to wages and

conditions of employment was almost entirely overlooked
in the discussion, although attention wa- (ailed by Representative Win-low and others to the fact that it provides
no permanent investigative body as to the relation- of earners and employees and that it provides but one method of
getting a dispute considered by a board of adjustment,
namely joint action by a union and a carrier initiated by
the employees.
There is no provision by which either a
union or a carrier alone can refer a dispute to the board.
It
is provided that, after a failure to settle a controversy
through the usual channels, if the contention of the employees' committee is approved by the chief executive officer
of the organization, "then the chief operating officials of
the carrier and the chief executive officer of the organization
rned shall refer the matter" to the proper boards, and
"no matter will be considered by the respective board- of
adjustment unless officially referred to them in the manner
herein prescribed."
Apparently the hands of a railroad
would be completely tied in any effort to get rid of some of
the extreme examples resulting from the blanket wage orders
of the Railroad Administration which have been complained
of.

Representative Madden of Illinois offered an amendment,
which was defeated, providing that no carrier shall enter
nto or be bound by an agreement with a labor organizan that excludes "native born American citizens," meaning negroes.
Representative Madden also proposed an
i

(

amendment

to prohibit

the issuance of free transportation
employees, which was defeated 58 to 8.
In connection with the discussion on the labor provisions.
Mr. Esch referred to the statement sent to the press and to
members of Congress by the railway labor leaders in the
Plumb Plan League to the effect that the labor provisions
on the bill as reported had been dictated by Wall Street.
He said that no influence outside the committee room had
dictated a single line or phrase of it.
Representative Rayburn of Texas also referred to the
statement issued by the Plumb Plan League. He said: "The
statement that labor representatives were not consulted and
were not given a full hearing upon this bill, and the further
-latement that Wall Street wrote any provision of this bill
ia slanderous lie."
He also called attention to the fact
that Edward Keating, a former member of Congress, who
to families of

acting as manager of the Plumb league is also drawing
government salary as head of a commission on reclassification of government salaries.
Representative Madden aroused a controversy which took
some time to dispose of by introducing an amendment requiring carriers to furnish equal and identical accommodations regardless of "race, color or previous condition." aimed
against the Jim Crow law- of the southern states, which
was voted down 142 to 12.
Representative Sims revived the old controversy over the
long and short haul clause by proposing an amendment to
i-

This had been objected to by representatives of the railway labor organizations and their friends in Congress as
more objectionable than the anti-strike provisions of the
Cummins bill, but it was not sufficiently drastic for many
Representatives and a strong fight was led by Representative
Webster of Washington for an amendment providing for a
board of railroad wages and working conditions whose findings would be final and binding, and making it unlawful for
any group of employees to enter upon a strike pending the
It also would make individuals,
decision of the board.
groups of employees or labor union- liable for damages for
breach of contract by a strike or for any breach of findings
and conclusions of the board. The plan also provided for

a

prevent
'Phis

fourth

was

section

relief

rejected by a vote of

to
(

»7

meet
to

tion

by the Railroad Administration
The same amendment had been offered in committee and,
according to a member, had received only 2 votes out of 21.
It proved too drastic for the members of the House and was
defeated by a vote of 151 to 75 to substitute the amendment
introduced by Representative Anderson of Minnesota, which
it was stated represented the view- of the labor organizations,
and had been proposed in the committee by Representative
The Anderson amendment was then adopted, 146
Sweet.
to 117, and in a roll call voti before the final passage of
the bill this wa- confirmed by a vote of 253 to tl2.

amendment by Representative Briggs

fact that

the

Andersi

n

amendment confirms

all

the

competition.

Mr. Sim.- also led the tight against the provisions in Sec407 authorizing the Interstate Commerce Commission
to permit pooling and consolidation-.
An amendment by
Representative Hudspeth of Texas to provide- that nothing
in the act shall relieve any carrier from obedience to the
and anti-trust laws of the state of its creation
c< nstitution
or in which it may operate was rejected. 63 to 32.
An

the continuation of the three board- of adjustment organized

The

water

5ft.

of

Texas

to strike out

paragraph relieving carrier- from the operation of the
anti-trust laws in cases approved by the commission to enable
them to perfect unification, consolidation or pooling was
rejected.
An amendment by Representative Plack of Texas
to -tnke out "economy in operation" as one of the reasons
for which the- commission could authorize consolidation or
the-

:
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was

pooling

out

strike

rejected

the

entire

64

to

33.

pooling was rejected 73

Mr

relating

section

Sims' amendment to
consolidation and

to

to 20.

Waterway

Provisions

Several of the waterwaj advocates endeavored unsuccessto amend or strike oul section 408 which authorizes

full)

the commission to permit the continuance of water line owner-

ship

railroads

l>>

Other

than

through

the

Panama (anal

Representative Small
of North Carolina obtained the adoption of amendments to
Section 411, which authorizes the commission to require the
establishment of physical connections between the rail lines
and docks, striking out the words which would give the
commission jurisdiction over docks irrespective of the ownerThe amendments were adopted en bloc
ship of the dock.
l'\
a vote of 102 to 51 and later confirmed on a record vote

when

in

by 148

the

interest

of

the

public.

to 97.

Another amendment by Mr. Small to strike out a paragraph authorizing the commission to establish through routes
and joint rates between and over rail and water lines and
to determine conditions under which such lines shall be
Mr. Small said: "Water
operated was adopted 81 to 59.
is free and water lines ought to be free."

The states' rights advocates made another fight against
the adoption of Section 415, which provides for a method
of cooperation between the state and federal authorities,
where the relation of state to interstate rates is brought into
issue, along the lines of the plan proposed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission and endorsed by the state commissioners' association, but various

amendments were

rejected.

Section 417, which contained the proposed rule of ratemaking, was stricken out by an amendment by Representative
Barkley of Kentucky by a vote of 115 to 42, although the
rule was warmly defended by Representatives Sanders of
Indiana, Parker of New York, Montague of Virginia, Deni-

son of Illinois, Little of Kansas, Merritt of Connecticut and
Watson of Pennsylvania. After the section had been eliminated Mr. Sims offered as an amendment his bill to limit
the salaries that may be charged to operating expenses to

$20,000 a year, which was rejected 38 to 80.
The proposal to increase the salaries of members of the
Interstate Commerce Commission aroused some discussion.
An amendment to change the figure to $10,000 was rejected
by a vote of 50 to 120 and one by Mr. Sims to make the figure $20,000 was rejected by a vote of 4 to 139. There was
also some objection to the proposal to allow the commission
to fix the salary of its secretary and an amendment to strike
out the provision was agreed to but a committee amendment
'fixing the salary at $7,500 a year was adopted.

An Army
A

Substitute for the

Plumb Plan

novel solution of the railroad problem which combined

with it the advantage of offering jobs to a number of returned soldiers was proposed, apparently seriously, by Rep-

He said that government
Nevada.
operation of the railroads had failed because the railroad
managers sought to disgust the public with government
operation. Therefore he suggested that the governor of each
state nominate five enlisted men from his state and from
those thus nominated there should be selected a president,
auditor, secretary, seven directors and 230 traveling inspectors, who should be given full power, authority and credit
to maintain and operate the railroads until they are upon a
sound financial basis and out of debt to the government.

resentative

Evans

of

Chicago's Anti-Smoke Campaign.

— In

a letter directed to

of the Illinois Central, Dr. John
Dill Robertson, health commissioner of the City of Chicago,
commended the road for its efforts in reducing the smoke
C.

M.

Kittle, federal

evil against

manager

which the

city

is

conducting a drive.
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involving
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potential

viola-

hours of service law were reported
by railroads in the G cal year ending June 10, 1919, to
the cumber of 150,393; of which 149,660 were on ro
which [usually] have reported mure than 25 instances each.
These totals appear iii a statistical analysis which has been
issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and which,
for the roads reporting 25 cases or more, gives details for
each road.
The final totals in this summary are given separately for
each of live years; and we have inserted the word "usually"
because of the uncertain or irregular basis on which the
smaller roads are excluded.
The 733 cases representing
the difference between the larger and the smaller numbers
above mentioned, were on roads which reported fewer than
25 instances for each of five successive years; while the
roads named individually in the five-year table are those
which have reported more than 25 instances in some one of
the past five years.
Some roads reported fewer than 25
instances for each of the four preceding years, but in 1919
reported more than 25; while others have reported in the
year 1914 more than 25 instances, but fewer than 25 in
The totals for the
each of the five succeeding years.
five years reported are as follows:
of

the

federal

1919

1916
1915

149,660
£63,279
134,638

1918
1917

Table

men

1,

97,311
77,885

for the last fiscal year, giving data concerning

service, shows a total of 21,952 instances
where men were on duty continuously over 16 hours and
not over 17 hours; 21,943 over 17 hours but not over 18;
and 12,817 over 18 but not over 19 hours; and so on down
to the column reading 24 hours to 25 hours, in which the
total is 976; and no fewer than 258 instances are classed as
over 36 hours. Forty of these were over 65 hours. The total
number in this table is 78,169, of which 14,023 instances
were attributable to causes arising after the men had been
on duty 14 hours.
Table 2 shows, for each road, the causes of the delays
Of the total number of instances
recorded in Table 1.
78,169, nearly one-third, or 24,556, are entered under the
Engine delays, largely mechanical
head of derailments.
defects, are charged with 6,547 instances; adverse weather
conditions, 2,769; congestion of traffic, 4,631; coupler and
drawbar defects, 12,881.
Table 3 shows instances of excess service in 1919 of
trainmen who were on duty more than 16 hours in the
and of telegraph operators on
aggregate not continuously
duty more than the prescribed length of time nine hours
in offices operated continuously and 13 hours in other
The columns covering continuously operated offices
offices.

in

train

—

—

—

contain a total of 66,133 instances, and those representing
the 13 -hour offices contain 1,333 instances.
Table 4 gives totals for each of five successive years.
The total above mentioned, 149,660, for 1919, is made up as
follows
Trainmen on duty

for

longer than

16

consecutive

hours....

duty after 16 hours' continuous service
— Returning
duty
without having 10 consecutive hours
duty after aggregate service of 16 hours
—Returning
duty..
hours
consecutive
had
eight
without having
Continuing on duty after aggregate service of 16 hours.
—
continuous
nine
hours'
than
more
Telegraphers on duty

78,883

to

2-37

off

to

217

off

.

2,685

in

66,

offices

On

duty more than 13 hours in day

offices

^S

1.373

This summary shows the facts as reported by the railroad
companies, under oath; and neither the classification of
causes nor any other facts shown have any relation to the
question of whether the excess service was or was not
excusable under the law.

Requisites of Adequate Railroad Legislation
Financing Roads During Transition Period; Adequate

Revenues Necessary

Alfred
way

p.

thom,

counsel

for the Association

Executives, has filed with

members

of

for

demoralized, much of their ordinary traffic has
verted to other lines, and their equipment is widely
because of its having been used indiscriminately
lines wherever needed. The problem of a successful

Kail-

House
commerce the
of the

Committee on interstate and foreign
following memorandum in respect to certain salient features
of the proposed railroad legislation:
"In our opinion

tion of their transportation duties

obvious that the proposed railroad
legislation has to deal with two distinct periods: First, the
period covering the interval between federal control and the
time when such a relationship between revenues and expenses is established as will put the roads on a self-sustaining basis.
This may be called the 'Period of Restoration';
and second, the period succeeding the 'Period of Restoration.'
The latter may be called the 'Permanent Period.'
it

Permanent Period

It

is

is

with empty treasuries.
sufficient for ordinary

"1.

of Restoration

Entirely aside from the question as to whether there

federal control, the relationship between revenue and expenses has been so disturbed that something must be done
to restore a proper relationship between them, if the roads
are to survive under private management. This will involve a readjustment of the rates, and we think that, as this
dislocation occurred during federal control, the duty rests
upon the government to make the necessary readjustment.
We ask that the duty to make this readjustment be imposed
by statute upon the Interstate Commerce Commission, and,
of course, unless interstate commerce is to bear a disproportionate part of the burden, the readjustment should cover
both state and interstate rates.
"Pending this readjustment, the standard return or rentals should be continued, to cease as soon as the readjustment
If it be insisted that a time limit should be put
is made.
upon this readjustment of rates, we think that the limit
should be a year, with the understanding that the guaranty
shall cease as soon as the readjustment is made.
"2.
In the transitional period the companies will be
confronted by a very considerable indebtedness incurred by

the carriers to the government during federal control. Under
Section 6 of the federal control act, the government could
and did impose indebtedness upon the carriers for additions

and betterments, and, under Section 7 of the federal control
act, carriers could not issue any bonds, notes, or other securiIn this way,
ties, without the approval of the government.
the financial management of the carriers was practically put
The
in the hands of the government during federal control.
result is a large indebtedness of the carriers to the govern-

ment for additions and betterments, some of it approved
by the carriers and some incurred notwithstanding the cardisapproval.

manifest that these capital expenditures for addifor out of current income. No railroad can have a current income sufficient to provide for its capital expenditures for additions
"It

tions

is

and betterments cannot be provided

and betterments.
"It

quate

is

likewise manifest that the duty of providing adewhich the carriers must assume at

transportation,

confront them with very
have been taken from
them for governmental purposes for a period of two years.
In that time their organizations have necessarily become
the end
serious

of

federal

difficulties.

control,

The

will

properties

if

they undertake

it

They must have

not only an amount
capital, but sufficient, in

working

re-establishing themselves in respect to their traffic.
"It is manifestly in the public interest that they shall be
in a condition to perform successfully their transportation

any blame, and,

riers'

on other
resump-

addition, to take care of the extraordinary expenses which
they will be under in rebuilding their organizations and in

if so, where the blame lies, in respect to
the situation that will confront the railroads at the end of
federal control, it will be universally admitted that, during
is

di-

scattered

thus, at best, difficult.

impossible to anticipate success

duties.

The Period

is

been

The

uncertainties

of the

future

in

respect

to

the

system of regulation deprive them for the moment of even
the ordinary credit, which, in the best of times, is not adequate.
Some provision must, therefore, be made for the
capital indebtedness which they owe to the government.
We ask that it be funded for a period of not less than 10
years and at a reasonable rate of interest.
"In Section 4 of the federal control act it is provided
that for the use of such additions and betterments as have
been put upon these properties during federal control, the
President shall allow compensation at a reasonable rate
per centum, to be fixed by him upon the cost of such additions and betterments and extensions as were made by the
carriers during federal control with the approval, or by
order, of the President. It is for the cost of such additions
and betterements that the carriers will owe the government
at the end of federal control, and it is this indebtedness, in
large part, which is to be funded.
"In paragraph (d) of Section 7 of the standard contract
the President is likewise authorized to fix the rate of interest that is to be paid by him upon such cost. We think it
manifestly just that whatever interest the President fixes
as reasonable upon the cost of these additions and betterments for their use during federal control, should be accepted as the reasonable rate at which the indebtedness
should be funded, and we ask that the rate be fixed during
the funding period at the same rate that the President fixes
as reasonable during federal control.

The Permanent Period
"1.

It is, and must necessarily be, the controlling obCongress to establish a system of regulation of these
carriers which will insure to the commerce of the country
adequate facilities and service. The basis ,,f any such system must be an assured credit, and there can be no credit
without an adequate and stable rate structure.
"It thus becomes a condition precedent to any successful
system of regulation, that there shall be an assurance to the
investing public of revenues to these carriers adequate to
attract the necessary investment.
The prime interest which
Congress, therefore, has is to create a system that will insure
revenues which the investing public will accept as adequate to attract their investments, and thus to provide for
the future of transportation. While the object to properly
protect existing investments i< a very high one. that is not
the first duty of Congress. Congress must deal successfully

ject of

with the future of transportation, ami must rely on the
system which it adopts for this purpose to properly take
tare of existing investments.

781

It

must not make existing

in-
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vestments
adequately

prinv and onl) duty,
with the future; whereas

thai mighl not deal
can not deal sue
full) and adequately with the future without providin
due protection i<» legitimate investments which nov exist.
"The first test to which Congress musl subjecl an) pro
posed system of regulation, is the tesl of whether or not
that system will command the confidence of the investing
public, for tn the investing public
successful appeal must
its

i

«

i~

*

il

.1

be made.

"When it 1- considered that Congress has received the
assurance from ever) investing source that the old sys
discretion in the Interstate Commerce
tern of unlimited
Commission has not prevented an alarming decline of
credit; when it is remembered that this is reflected in each
of the leading plans proposed to Congress -in the Warfield
plan, by subjecting the discretion of the Interstate Commerce Commission to a fixed statutory percentage on values as a guide to rates; in the Chamber of Commerce plan,
by likewise subjecting the discretion of the commission to
a permanent rule of a fixed percentage on values; and in
the railway executives' plan, by securing from an indepen
dent board, charged with the obligation to sec that transportation facilities and service are adequate, a certificate
of the amount of revenue that it is necessary for rates to
provide; it must be seen that the conviction is widespread,
and, outside of governmental circles, universal, that something must be added to the discretion of the Interstate Commerce Commission, if the confidence of the investing public is to he attracted.
"2.
In view of these incontestable facts, we submit that,
at least, an assurance should be given to the investing public of a rule of rate-making which shall be precise and definite, and shall contain a statutory assurance that the proper
elements in determining what revenues rates shall provide
We do
will be properly considered by the regulatory body.
not think that there can be a legitimate doubt that the revenues, considered in respect to average conditions in a
adequate to provide (a) for extraffic group, should be
penses of operation, including labor and taxes; (b) for a
fair return upon the property used or held for the public
service; and (c) for a basis of credit to attract the new
capital needed for facilities and service which the commerce of the country must have.
We think further that,
in the present condition of inadequate credit under the
system of unrestricted discretion in the commission, it is
necessary to provide an authority whose express statutory
duty it shall be to see that the facilities and service in
transportation are up to the requirements of commerce; to
study the credit of the carriers with reference to their needs
in order that they may be able to provide such facilities;
and to certify the facts to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which should take them as their guide in rate-making.
"3.
It is, in our judgment, also necessary to avoid taking
away any part of the earnings of a railroad from lawful
In our opinion to do so would be unconstitutional,
rates.
but it is not proposed to restate here the reasons for that

view.

"If it is constitutional, it is all the more dangerous, beThe
cause there would be no relief from it in the courts.
consequence of the assertion in the proposed law of a legislative power to take all the earnings of a road at lawful rates
above a limit fixed at the discretion of this Congress, would
be that the next, or a succeeding, Congress might take still
more, until the point of acknowledged confiscation is reached.
The railroad industry would thus be the only industry subject, at the present time, to the assertion of such a power,
and the question would be whether the investing public
would seek the one subject in the field of industry where
the amount of its earnings at lawful rates might be taken
away at legislative discretion or caprice. To engraft this
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principle upon

the system of railroad regulation would be
implant m it ti
of >t> own death, because no inan survive when it
111
dustr)
discriminated against, and
ilm- made unattractive to the investing public.
In- aspect "i the matter has been developed in oui
timony from the standpoint of rates, but n 1- equally clear
t"

I

1

1

1

1

I

that,

irrespective of rates,

the

proposal

is

both

indefensible

and destructive.
For example, let us take two roads costing
exactly the same amount, and doing exactl) die Bame busiat exactly the same rates.
One of these roads is well
managed. The money spent upon n ha- been USed in reducing grades, in eliminating curves, in acquiring engines
with greater motive power, and in other directions which promote economy.
The money spenl upon the other road has
not been wisely spent.
The net result of the two will be entirely different
tin diffen me not being due to dofference in

ness

cost, or to difference in business, or to difference in rates,

entirely

dom

due

to difference

of conception,

cisely the

in

financial

and, in operation

management,

—one

amount Congress may he willing

may
for

it

in

but
wis-

earn preto retain,

The

proposal is to take from the better managed road all that it earns over a given figure, and reduce
it to the dead level of the other road.
Outside of the quest'on of law or morals, such a proposal would absolutely dethe other more.

stroy enterprise, initiative

and good management, and these

elements of advantage to the public would be thus withdrawn from the public service.
"Moreover, to adopt this principle would be to open the
door to socialism.
If the principle can be applied to railroads, which are now regulated by public authority, no answer can be made to the effort to apply it to any subject
which may hereafter be regulated, such as fuel, manufacture of essential articles, or even money.
If the rate on
money, as it even now is, is regulated by public authority,
is it not easy for the legislative authority to declare that the
interest rate is made as high as it is out of consideration for
those weak financially, that it is too high for the strong, and
that a part of the earnings of the strong at the legal rate must
be 'recaptured' and taken away?
"We respectfully urge that the policy of taking away
from a railroad what it earns at lawful rates, no matter to
what purpose it may be applied, should not be adopted.
"4.
Having provided for adequate revenues, the question
arises as to where these revenues are coming from.
It is
manifest that they should not all be provided by any one
class of traffic.
They should not all come from interstate
commerce, nor should they all come from the state commerce
No view can be sound which
of these interstate carriers.
does not properly distribute the burden of raising these revenues equitably among all the commerce of the carHow can this equitable distriburiers, state and interstate.
There can be no assurance of equity if one
tion be made?
authority fixes one class of these rates, and another authorThere must be some
ity, or authorities, fix the remainder.
way of bringing the two together.
"The constitutional duty and power to regulate interstate
commerce rests upon the national government, and it should
be at least the ultimate authority to supervise the distribution of the burden of raising the needed revenue over all the
traffic of interstate carriers.

"Moreover, it is well known that many interstate rates
can not be fixed or collected unless state rates are fixed in
This is manifest from every
proper relationship to them.
rate situation in the country.

If,

then, state rates are not

and interstate
have to give way, it is
that are regulating interstate commerce, and not

fixed in proper relationship to interstate rates,
rates, either actually or practically,

the states

the national government.

"There must likewise be a prompt method of making this
Interstate commerce can not be allowed,

relative adjustment.

Oct.

17,

Issued Nov.

29,
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without serious injustice to those engaged in it, to bear, for
a disproportionate part of the burden. From the experience of the Interstate Commerce Commission in administering the Shreveport principle, it is mani-

lationship between rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations or practice- of carriers subject to the jurisdiction of
such state bodies and of the commission; and to that end it is
authorized and empowered, under rules to be prescrihed by

under thai system, the readjustment of state and
interstate rates into a proper relationship will he so indefinitely prolonged as to amount to a denial of justice.
We,
therefore, ask that, on a prima facie showing that state rales

and which may be modified from time to time, to hold
any such state regulating body, on any
matters in which the commission is empowered to act, and
where the rate-making authority of a state is or may he affected by the action taken by the commission.
The commis-

any considerable period,

fest that,

are not bearing their just proportion of the burden of pro
ducing the necessary revenue, the Interstate Commerce Commission be given the power of suspension, subject to properreparation to any shipper found ultimately to be prejudiced
by such a ruling.
We have prepared with much care a
provision on this subject which will be found in the supplemental memorandum filed with the Senate committee, and is
hereto attached as an exhibit.
"We have mentioned here only some of the salient fea
tures of the proposed legislation.

"We,
salient

therefore, respectfully ask that, in respect to certain
of the proposed legislation, provision be

features

made, as to the period of restoration.
"For a readjustment, by the government itself, of rates.
state and interstate, so as to establish a proper relationship
between the revenues and the expenses which have been increased during federal control;
"That, until this is done, the standard return shall be continued, with a limit, if a limit be insisted on, of one year;

and
"For the funding of the indebtedness of the carriers to the
government for additions and betterments at the same rate of
interest as the President fixes as reasonable under Section 4
of the federal control act, or under paragraph (d) of Section 7 of the standard contract.

"As

to the

permanent period:

That

a rule of rate

making

—

and no
any class at
To this end we ask the
less than reasonable compensation.
adoption of the provision to be found in the supplemental
memorandum, filed with the Senate committee, and hereto
so that no class of traffic shall be unduly burdened,

carrier shall be required to furnish service of

attached."

lows

suggested provision attached as an exhibit

is

as fol-

:

"For the information

of the commission, ever) carrier sub-

ject to the provisions of this act shall file with the

commis-

schedules showing all its individual
or joint rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations and
practices for the transportation of passengers or property
wholly within one state; and shall likewise file with the
commission copies of all laws and orders of any state railroad
commission or other state authority regulating rates, fares,
charges, classifications, regulation- or practices of said carrier for the transportation of passengers or property wholly
The commission may determine and prewithin one state.
scribe the form, time and manner within which said sched
ules, order-, and ait- -hall he tiled with it.
"The commission shall confer with the authorities of any
state having regulatory jurisdiction over the class of persons
and corporation- subjeel to tin- Act with respect to the resion,

from time

sion

is

also authorized

to

avail

itself

of the co-operation,

and facilities of such state authorities in the
enforcement of any provision of this Act.
'Whenever, either upon the complaint of any carrier, or of
any person interested, or upon the initiative of the commission itself, there shall be brought in question any rate, fare,
charge, classification, regulation or practice or any body or
level of rates made or imposed by authority of any state on a
carrier engaged in interstate commerce, the commission shall
services, records

cause such state, or states, to be notified of the proceedings.
"The commission, after full hearing, shall, as to carriers

engaged in interstate commerce, make such findings and orits judgment, remove any undue inequality,
or undue or unreasonable advantage, preference, or
prejudice
as between persons, localities, commodities, or other traffic,
in

ders as will, in

and interstate or foreign commerce, respectively, or any
undue, unreasonable, or unjust discrimination against interstate or foreign commerce, which, on the part of carriers
engaged in interstate commerce, are hereby forbidden and declared to be unlawful, and such findings or orders shall
be
observed, while in effect, by the carriers affected thereby, and
the commission shall make the rates, fares and charges,
or
state

the

minimum and maximum

of such rates, fares and charges,
regulation or practice which, in its'
judgment, will remove such inequality, advantage, preference, prejudice, or discrimination.

and any

be established which shall express, as a plain statutory requirement, the elements that must be considered by the rate
making power, and that the commission, in making the rates,
shall be guided by the expert advice of a board specially
charged with the responsibility of seeing that transportation
facilities and service are adequate, and of ascertaining and
certifying to the commission the amount of revenues the carriers need in order to provide them; and
"That the burden of providing these revenues shall be
properly distributed by a single authority, which in the nabetween
ture of things, can only be the national authority
all the traffic, state and interstate, of the interstate carriers,

The

it,

joint hearings with

classification,

"Pending such hearing and consideration, the commission,
it be made to appear to its satisfaction
by informal evidence, that any rate, fare, charge, classification,
regulation,
or practice, or any level or body of rates, applicable
to state
traffic of a carrier engaged in interstate commerce,
constitute
an undue inequality, or an undue or unreasonable advantage,
if

preference or prejudice as between persons, localities,
commodities, or other traffic, in state, or interstate and
foreign

commerce, or any undue, unreasonable, or unjust discrimination against interstate or foreign commerce, shall
suspend
such state-made rate, fare, charge, classification,
regulation
or practice, or

body or level of rates, and direct the carrier,
until further order of the commission, to maintain
such relationship between state and interstate rates, fares,
charges,
classifications, regulations, or practices, as to the
commission
may seem reasonable and just; hut, in the event of such

pension and such direction to a carrier, the commission
shall
make reasonable requirements as to payment of any amount
of reparation that may thereafter be ordered
by the commission, within one year after the date of final action
of the commission in the premises."

to time,

The Fourth

Industrial Safety Congress of

New York

State

to be held at the

Hotel Onondaga, Syracuse, on December 1, 2, 3 and 4. James M. Lynch, president of the
State Industrial Commission, Albany, issuing the call for tincongress, urges employers to be present in person; or at lea-t to
-end their foremen and brightest employees.
is

—

Steamers between New York and Asia. Robert Dollar, of
San Francisco, president of the Dollar Steamship Company.
has bought 14 acre- of land at Hunt's Point, adjacent to

New York

harbor, for a ship terminal, with the intention, it
understood, to establish a steamship line between Xew
York and Vsiatic port- by way of the Panama Canal.
is

:
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International Trade Conference

Problems

0]

world-widi

ther

in

Ail. mtii

(

trade

\.

ity,

I

brought
20 to
France, ital)

>ctobei

more than 50 delegates from England,
Belgium to confer with representatives <>! American
business,
I'he meeting was held under the auspices oi the

.Hid

Chamber

Commerce

«>i

ol

the

I

oited

States.

For the fust

<>i
the meeting the delegates mel in secret session
with representatives <>i nil. mi American industries and with
commitees covering certain aspects of the work of the conference, while during the latter part of the week the meet
ing consisted of general sessions attended by several thousand American business men.
With the exception oi the British commission, which explained that Britain had no reconstruction problem that
it was not
in a position to solve of itself, the delegates from
the four countries explained in detail the progress that had
been made in reconstruction in the industries of their
respective countries and showed of what their remaining
needs consisted.
The problems of credit, the exchange situation, the demands for coal ami steel, and of shipping,

three days

particular.
attention
in
were considered
Special
waf
given to the problem of credits and a strong sentiment in
favor of the assistance permitted in the Edge hill now pend-

Considerable
ing in Congress, was particularly noticeable.
was also given to a proposed league of business,

attention

suggested by Eugene Schneider, head of the French commission, and it is expected that something of this kind will be
worked out whereby there will be an international board of
directors consisting of two delegates from each member
nation of the league of nations.
The committee on reconstruction supplies is typical of the
several committee reports and contains considerable data

concerning

the

requirements

of

railway

supplies.

The

report said

"Belgium

— The

Belgians need from us, and principally,
coal, coke, oil, machinery,

money; then tools,
railroad engines and lumber.
of

first

"Italy

all,

—

problem is principally agrithat about 90 per cent of her peo-

Italy's reconstruction

cultural, due to the fact
ple are engaged in agriculture.
"England England, as stated by

—

plies committee, has

—

its

reconstruction supit

is

itself.

"France The French committee presented an interesting
and surprising statement of the reconstruction work which
has already taken place in France and tended to show that
unemployment is diminishing rapidly, agricultural reconstruction has progressed substantially, the people of the
country are going back to work in a most gratifying manner, transportation facilities, such as railroads and canals
destroyed during the war, are rapidly approaching their prewar consideration, immense new public works, transportadrainage, harbors, etc., are being projected, and in
general, the French situation as regards industry and commerce is far and away in advance of what is rather generally believed in this country to be the case.
tion,

1

The French committee

stressed the importance of pro-

lines which will recognize
sound economic principles. They propose to buy where the
buying is best, and to sell where they can do so with great-

ceeding

along

est benefit to

manBenn, at one time British vice-consul at Mobile, Ala
aging director of Hunter, Benn & Co., a member of Parliament and haiiman of the Belgian Rfilil i 'OD
France Was represented by Some \') French business nun,
Eugene Schneider, tin- bead of the great iron and
led b\
.

(

i

steel

works of Schneider & Co.,

at Creusot,

France.

was
nunt M
tt 11
naval attache of the Italian Embassy at Washing
and the party consisted of 19 members.
Florimond Hankar, director of the National Bank of
Belgium, and interested in a number of Belgian industrial
Concerns, was the bead of the Belgian party which COD
sisted of six leading business men.

The head
i

of the

Italian delegates

(

,

Orders

of the

Regional Directors

Transportation Committees.

—

By order 241 of the
Southwestern regional director, transportation committees are created at St. Louis, Mo., Wichita, Kans.,
Little Rock, Ark., Oklahoma City, Okla., Fort Worth, Dallas, San Antonio, Waco, Houston, and Galveston, Tex.,
Shreveport, La., Joplin, Mo., Wichita Falls, Tex., and
Each committee
Tulsa, Okla., to study terminal operation.
is to consist of at least three members who will work under
the direct supervision of terminal, federal

agers of the roads interested.

and general man-

—

Employment of Men in Train and Engine Service. The
Northwestern regional director, file 42-1-87, requires that
men entering the service to fill the position of brakemen,
flagmen, baggagemen, switchmen and firemen must be able
to read and write; will be required to pass uniform examination and will comply with the regulations governing the
use of standard watches.

—

Freight Car Distribution
Intensive Loading of Potatoes.
Notice 16 of the Northwestern regional director contains
instructions for the reinstating of distribution rules in effect
This action has
year for the handling of potatoes.

last

no reconstruction problem which

not fully qualified to take care of

and othei improvements in their transportation situs
Hon
England was represented at th< conference b> a comn
Sion ot Some nine members headed by Sir Arthur Sh
tem

relationships
J.,
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reconstruction

France.

the importance which their deposits of
iron will have in the work of French reconstruction and
referred to the great quantities of lumber, wheat and other
materials to be found in the French colonies and which

"They emphasize

would be transported to Europe in French ships.
"They need, as do Belgium and Italy, money, lumber,
machinery, automatic car couplers and railroad signal sys-

been taken in view of the fact that the potato crop this
year is considerably larger. Reports indicate that the loading is not in all cases as heavy as conditions warrant. Standard box cars, including those lined and fitted with false
floors and equipped with stoves are to be distributed for
loading on a minimum basis of 750 bu. per car; and heavier
7

loading than this be secured wherever possible.
Placarding Cars.
By circular 251 of the Southwestern
regional director shippers are allowed to placard cars to
indicate the side from which they should be unloaded. This
will facilitate the placing of cars for unloading with the least

—

possible switching.

—

Order 244, canceling
Notice of Timetable Changes.
Order 80 of the Southwestern regional director, requires
federal managers to announce changes in the schedules of
trains which carry passengers, by posting printed notices
ten days in advance at all stations at which changes are
made; and if folder timetables are reissued a supply of
the folders should be in the hands of each agent before the
Order 243, canceling
effective date of the new schedules.
Order 79 of the Southwestern regional director, contains
similar instructions and grants authority for the advance
These
notice of the changes in schedules in newspapers.
announcements are to appear not exceeding three times in
any one paper; the space occupied is not to exceed two
newspaper columns in width and the length is to be only
such as

may

be necessary to give a proper display of the

essential information.

Government Ownership on the Plumb Plan
"More Vicious Than Any Project of This Nature Ever Put Forth
By Any Exploiting Wall Street Promoter"
By George

THEandADOPTION

OP A PERMANENT

POLICY of ownership

unified operation of the railroads by the national
government 1 regard as one of the greatest needs of
the country.
Therefore, I claim the right to be heard at a

conference called in the
ever,

what

have

I

to say

name
i-

Howmany

of public ownership.

likely to be displeasing to

in attendance at this gathering, for seemingly the champions of the Flumb plan are in the majority here.
But I
wish to voice my protest and to warn the genuine public
ownership men and women in this meeting that endorsement by them of the Plumb plan will be an act of folly.
For years I have been studying suggested franchise
arrangements put forth by privilege-seeking private corporations and have been criticizing such suggestions with the
view of protecting public interests.
I think I have some
familiarity with such matters.
In my opinion, the Plumb
plan is more vicious than any project of this nature ever put
forth by any predatory transportation magnate or exploiting
Wall Street promoter. As a public ownership measure, the
Plumb plan is a perversion and a fake. It represents an
attempt to perpetrate a colossal confidence game on the
American public and on the advocates of government ownership.

The Tlumb plan propaganda, in so far
mask of public ownership, is misleading,

as

the

hypocritical

and

essentially dishonest.

The author

it

wears

of the plan, Glenn E. Plumb, has been given
ingenious activity before in similar lines usually for

to

—

When I
and advantage of Plumb.
heard of the man he was trying to break into the street
the glorification

—

rail-

—

His aim now, as heretofore, is the transfrom one group of selfish private interests to

public ownership.
fer of control

another group of selfish private interests;

not for transfer

of control from private hands to agencies of the public as

a whole.

"Exploitation Is Exploitation"
is exploitation, whether by capitalistic promoters or by a group of organized workers. The idea that
exploitation is all right if carried on in the interest of certain
But such doctrine
labor groups may be accepted in Russia.
will be spurned by any land that remains steadfast in its
Autocracy is autocracy, whether
adherence to democracy.
the autocrat be a selfish labor group, or a plutocrat, or a
Whenever the workers of a country in
kaiser, or a czar.

Exploitation

large numbers,

in

selfish

disregard of the public welfare,
in the hope that they may
is danger that the country

accept the principle of autocracy
benefit from its application, there

may

under the control
It was inevitable
Revolution should produce
fall

extreme.

of the autocracy of the opposite
the excesses of the

that
a

Napoleon.

French
from
cannot be doubted
If

stories

Russia are to be accepted as correct, it
that the conditions there musl lead sooner or later to reaction
If dependence Is to be
and to some form of despotism.
placed on might, rather than on right, labor rule in any
*An addn ss
on November

Ownership Conference

I

•cago

at

Labor can hope to share effectgovernmental affairs for any considerable
time only by making its cause as broad as the public welfare and by acting in accord with the principles of democracy.
Henry George, in memorable words, voiced the true
principle when he was a candidate for mayor of New York
some years ago, with strong labor backing. While espousing labor's cause, he refused to be regarded as the candidate
land must be short-lived.
ively in control of

narrow sense of the term. "I am not for
working men," he said, "I am for men."
It is a far cry from the time when Henry George uttered
that sentiment, with the approval of labor, to the present,
when important labor groups, differentiating themselves from
of labor, in the

the general public, are brazenly bent
their

Clii-

16.

7X5

own

selfish

Prussianism.

benefit,

upon exploitations

for

in accordance with the spirit of

Psychologically speaking,

The

Germans had won the war.

it

spirit of

looks as

if

the

Prussianism was

never so rampant in the United States as it is today.
Cerand business interests are more arrogantly
autocratic than they ever have been before.
And some
spokesmen for labor groups are just as bad, if not worse.
In a battle between an autocracy of capital and autocracy
of labor, I do not believe labor can win. Labor's only hope
lies in democracy, in making common cause with all who
stand for right and justice and the broad public welfare.
tain employing

An

American Labor Movement

Effort to Prussianize

The Plumb plan

first

in Chicago.
He sought to capitalize popular
much as he is trying
opposition to Charles T. Yerkes then
as
to capitalize popular opposition to the raliroads now
a means of furthering his own schemes as a traction proMr. Plumb has never been a consistent advocate of
moter.

way game

C. Sikes

movement

is

in America.

an

effort

It is

to Prussianize

an appeal

to certain

the labor

groups of

workers to stand for exploitation of the general public for
own selfish interest, coupled with a deceptive, false
appeal to public ownership advocates to help on the undemocratic move.
Under the Plumb plan, if put into effect, the United States
will buy the railroads and pay for them.
It will not retain control and operate the roads itself in the public interest,
however.
Instead, it will immediately turn them over, free
of charge, to a corporation, under an irrevocable 100-year
lease or franchise arrangement, to be controlled by a board
of fifteen directors.
Five of these fifteen directors will be
named by the President of the United States. The remaining ten, or two-thirds of the board, will be selected by the
railroad officials and employees.
Mr. Plumb seeks to give
the impression that the five members of the board of directors
to be chosen by employees designated as officials would
have a status corresponding somewhat to that of representatives of owners; that their interests would be antagonistic
to the interests of the classified employees.
This impression is entirely false, of course.
Under private ownership,
railroad official- represent the owners. But under the Plumb
plan, by which the government will own the properties and
vest their control in a board of 15 directors, of which it will
name but five members, the interests of officials and of employees described as classified employees will be substantially
their

1

identical.

Not content with providing an arrangement under which
government, after buying the roads, would vest their
control in a board of directors dominated by railroad employees, the Plumb plan places the control of salaries and
wages absolutely in the hands of a board composed entirely
of representatives of those who are to draw pay from the
the

RAILWAY ACK
And

own wages, the
sharing arrangement,
could go to more extreme limits, my imagina[f absurdity
tion is unequal to the task of conceiving whal the) might be.
railroads,

employees are

It

i^

said

then,

after

fixing

to participate in a

power

mission, under the

left

is

Plumb

in

their

profit

the

Interstate

plan, to

fix

Commerce Com

rates,

This

rate fixing

could affect wages at all, could operate to keep
by first depriving the government of an)
returns whatever upon its enormous investment in railroad
propei ty.
On top of all else, the Plumb plan provides that the lease

power,

if

it

them down onlj

or
to

franchise

manage

arrangement

under which

the railroad properties in their

the

own

employees

are

interest, shall

100 years, and be practically irrevocable dur\\ hat business have public ownership advocate-' standing for 100-year franchise grants to any kind of
a corporation representing mainly private interests?

have

a life of

ing that period.

"All the Public Is to

The Plumb plan
the public

to do,

is

Is

Hold the Bag"
All

called a public ownership plan.

however,

is

to hold the bag.

It

is

to

the capital for the purchase of the roads, and
immediately divest itself of control for a 100-year

furnish

then

is

Do

all

period.

The Plumb plan is
that I do not see how

so grotesquely absurd and immoral

can

n is 1. 11 too complex to work well.
purchase board, a board ol directors,

ownership.
If I am any judge of public opinion, the sentiment for
government ownership of the railroads is not as strong right
now as it has been in the past. I believe a referendum vote
at this time would show a majority of the American people
to be opposed to government ownership, and to be in favor

Interstate

and

sympathize with the desire of labor for a larger
It
management of industry.
seems to me, however.
thai thai desire musl seek it^- satisfaction, through develop
nieiit of the co-operative idea, mainly in competitive productive industry, with a measurable output.
Railroad transportation should not be hx)kcd upon a- a business, but as
I

the

in

service.

It

is

akin, in this rtspect, to the postal system, the

department and the school system. It should not be run
upon competitive lines, but it should be dealt with as a
public monopoly.
The suggestion that the railroad employees be allowed to run the railroads in their own interest,
after purchase by the government, is even less defensible in
some ways than would be a suggestion that the teachers
should manage the schools, or that firemen should direct
the affairs of a city fire department, in such a way as to
insure primarily the promotion of the interests of the teachlire

ers or of the firemen.

Passenger Tickets

What public ownership advocates should do is to have
a program for government ownership and operation of the
Fake
railroads, to be pushed as opportunity may offer.
plans and selfish schemes falsely labeled public ownership
If this gathering is a genuine
can only hurt the cause.
.public ownership body it will condemn the Plumb plan as
spurious, and stand for government management as well as
government ownership of the railroads.
I am aware that some public ownership advocates who
see faults in the Plumb plan are drifting with the Plumb
plan movement, because it has an organized force behind it,
in the hope that the plan will be modified and made more
I contend that the
acceptable before it is put into effect.
riumb plan is so faulty that it should receive no support
from disinterested citizens; that as it comes to be better
understood by the general public it will be regarded with
marked disfavor; and that a program so changed as to be
meritorious but still bearing the Plumb plan label, would
be doomed to defeat. To permit the organized public ownership movement to become a mere annex to the Plumb plan
propaganda must tend to make that movement an object of
If the railroad brotherhoods will not join in an
derision.
effort to bring about the ownership and permanent operation
of the railroads by the government, in the interest of the
country as a whole, public ownership advocates should refuse
Plumb plan makes

pro-

Metal

metal tickets are in use on the Metropolitan
Railway, of London, for passengers traveling every day.
Circular disks about 1}4 in. in diameter are used for
first class, and disks with straight sides and round corners,
about like an old-fashioned American brass baggage check,
are used for third class. These tickets have been introduced
as an experiment, and will be furnished to any passenger

/£
5\
TH|RDt9ClAS3
METROPOLITAN
RAILWAY

HARROW

HARROW ON THE HILL

ON THE HILL
&

&
LIVERPOOL STREET
VIA BAKER STREET

is?

i

LIVERPOOL STREETJ
VIA

AKER SIREE

7ir

V.
will buy one for twelve months, and will apply for
a month before it is needed. The designs are enameled
in red, white and blue, the colors being arranged to faciliEach ticket has a
tate identification of different issues.
small ring by which the holder can suspend it from the

who

it

outside of his coat.

City Northwestern ceased operation on Nosecond time in three months because of
financial difficulties. The decision of 90 yardmen, mechanics
and blacksmiths to strike precipitated the last stoppage. Increased cost of coal, wage demands and the prospect of a
coal famine contributed to the financial difficulties of the

The Kansas

vember

1,

for the

road according to E. H. Campbell, general superintendent.
is 158 miles long, from Kansas City, Kan., to Vir-

The road
the

of

Enameled

"Fake Plans Can Only Hurt the Cause"

•

i

ion,

I

roads to private management.

m

w.i

each with important
independent powers, there should be but one body, with full
authority, subject to supervision b)
md the P
dent, to acquire and manage the properties.
The railroad
workers might properly have minority representation in
sue h a body.
tin-

I further
of the early return of the railroads to their owners.
believe, however, that public ownership sentiment will begin
to develop rapidly again soon after the return of the rail-

to co-cperate with them.
hanism for which
The

Commerce Commi

Instead of having
a

command any

support whatIt is another sign of the craziness of the times that
ever.
such a plan does have advocates in considerable number.
That it can ever have the support of the country as a whole
seems incredible. As I see it, advocacy of the Plumb plan
under the name of public ownership is discrediting public
it

.1
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Cuba's Sugar Cane Railways a Large Market
The Importance and Extent

of the

Possibilities for

By John
Part

I

any railroad max in Cuba from a chuchero
(switchman) up, knows that "la Zafra," the Spanish
term for the sugar cane harvest, is one of the most
At that important season of
potential words on the island.
the year, which commences about the first of December and
lasts until June, all hands and wheels are urged to keep
moving 24 hours a day. The switchman referred to and
anybody else concerned with the big job of transporting
29 million tons of sugar cane to 195 mills, knows that the
"harder the grind the more sure the reward" and all hands
perform accordingly.
Nobody knows the meaning of the
season better than the jefe locomotaras of a plantation, in
whose charge is generally found from two to 17 locomotives.
The maestro carpintero (master carpenter) likewise appreciates the significance of the approach of the country's annual event, for the preparation of all the cane cars is up
to him.
Their sense of responsibility is well developed;
they are aware of the penalties involved by a forced shutting
down of the mill for any reasons which could be traced
to the locomotive or car departments.

—

principal public lines of Cuba are of 4-ft. 8^-in.
gage and are familiarly known in the cane growing disAside from 13 small and
tricts, as the "linea principal."
independent companies, which operate about 700 kilometers
principal is composed of two systems with
The western properties comprise
3,163 kilometers of line.
the United Railways of Havana, an English corporation,
which with its subsid
two thirds of the
hese subsidiaries are the Cuban
total, or 2,113 kilomi b
Central Railways, the Western Railway of Havana, tlitHavana Central Railroad and the Mariano Railway, the
trically operated.
two last named being
all told, the linea

first

of three articles on the sugar plantation

Description

The

tracks of the United lines run as far east as the
Santa Clara, a point which is nearly half-way down
the island from west to east.
From that point the Cuba
city of

composing the other third of the main line mileage,
an American corporation operating to the eastern end of
the island.
Between them they maintain fast and frequent
train service from Havana, near the western end of the
island, to Santiago de Cuba on the extreme eastern end,
and intermediate points. The Pullman cars which are provided are always well patronized. Although non-vestibuled,
built of wood and mounted on two four-wheel trucks, they
are thoroughly comfortable, carry a buffet and provide excellent accommodation.
Branch line service is generally
convenient and comfortable and as fully dependable as some
of our own.
First-class day coaches are similar to those on
the roads of the United States, and third-class cars, which
appear in a majority on each passenger train, are chiefly
comprised of old cars, but thoroughly clean and equipped
railroad,
is

with wooden

With

railways

the

are

seat-.

exception of the third-class cars referred to.
of unquestionable value in handling the vast

of workers

which moves

to and from the plantations
considerable number- at all times of
American railroad man would, as far as the
physical equipment is concerned, feel quite at home on a
Cuban train. It" he should stop at any way station on the
main line to observe operations he would recognize American standard- at the station and on the right of way. How-

— and

twice a year
the year— an

in

if he should write down his impressions of a few railroad customs which he found there, and with which he was
unfamiliar, prominent among these notes would probably
appear some reference to bright red pilot beam- and number

ever,

I

the

Risque

army

The

is

P.

which

The Main Lines

*This
Cuba.

Improvements

— General

Almost

Sugar Plantation Lines.

which characterize the front ends of the United's
locomotives
warning- against head-on collisions.
efficient
A description and possibly a sketch of cast iron water tanks
plates

of

would

787

interest

the "boys"

in

the water servio

back home.
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would contribute to the
matters of operating, de
For lack oi any
spatching, etc., he could observe much.
better method of relieving his feelings he could scribble a
u\\ ..ui-iii comments in plain English on the subjecl oi

Main

line

intere

ol

t

outs"

"turn

and

who open

the station agents

iii

ti<

window-

kel

would probablj m
dozen or more empty or
loaded cane trains had gone through in quick succession,
each drawn by a different type of locomotive whose lettering
proclaimed it as belonging to a different owner.
rhese air the private cane trains, operated by the respective plantations, more or less remote from the main
the

interested

be

fact

that

a

and

in,

half

a

which use the "tinea principal" in their trips to and
from distant fields in search for cane for their respective

a

The balance
narrower.
Of the total mileage noted, one company
is 4-ft. 8J/2-in.
operating 17 large plantations owns 1,200 kilometers alone,
380

of

which

is

is

narrow gage.

Tiempo Muerto
completion of the "Zafra" in the month of June,
shut down and the all-pervading stillness of
tiempo muerto (dead time) which follows is as noticeable
by contrast to the busy harvest season just past as a

Upon

the

mills

sudden cessation of the island's famous breezes which rarely
A visit at this time to any plantation
ever fail to blow.
and its mill, known as the "ingenio" or "central," completes
the evidence that for the time being "everything is off."
The annual crop is ground, the sugar and molasses is stored
cutters, railroaders,
or shipped and the entire personnel

—

i

a

The "central's"
may he, may

three, or five, or ten Locomotives,

kink somewhere

difficult

in

its

in

owner had
the track

failed to negotiate

and had

lain up-

the field until a crew could be spared to go
it

in.

Devoid of even the simplest types of cranes, as these
plantations usually are, this frequent job is both arduous
and costly. If the jefe de moviemiento of the jefe locomo-

Sugar Mill "Batey"

the service of which there are about 1,200 locomotives and
unknown thousands of cars. Two-thirds of the trackage
it

latter

lucrativi

out to bring

Records show that privately owned plantation lines exceed the main lines of the island by about 750 kilometers,
there being a total of 4,633 kilometers of cane railways, in

and some of

case

side-down

Extent of the Cane Railways

of 3-ft. gage

a

lead to the inference that

mills.

is

the

i

—

line,

A

16

he found under shelter oi the
SUgar mill roof if there is room, or backed onto the most
available switch regardless of protection againsl the weather.
There they will stand until tittnjio <!< reparation, or the
An
repair season, arrives about the middle of September.
examination of these engines offer- mute testimony to their
24 hours a day
day in
-i\ months' battle in the fields
and day out with infrequent stops or none at all for boiler
Damaged or
washing and the necessary running repairs.
missing pilots and a dented front cylinder head casting here
and there testify to a rhoque -(collision) or two, and telltale mud on a smokestack, dome casing or jacket would

form,
of,

iv. in.

fully

the

is

regardless of the size and impatience of the crowd
of patron- assembled in the waiting room and on the plat-

He would

1,

the fields.

as the train

pulls in,

note

1

and

in

their

&

No.

(>7,

upation being a plea tanl pa
woi king at the null.
dilapidated cane
Long lines of empty and mil
cars arc lined up on track
near tin mill and leading to

stations

at

collection,

the

Vol.

—

are gone; some to play, some to
mill hands and others
work in stores in the cities and perhaps some to run jitneys

toras or the maestro carpintero
.

tendent, the locomotive chief

—being

the traffic superin-

and the car foreman

respect-

"big three" of a railroad end of a large plantation
are still on the job, the keeper of the ingenio store, el
But at this unseasonable
bodeguero, will know about it.
time, he will probably admit that tiempo muerto has set
in in its most aggravated stage and that if Senor Administrador .(the general manager) has remained, there is no welcome on the mat for people who want to do business; they
ively, the

—

had

better

The

last

come again.

named gentleman

He

is

as truly a potentate as ever

sometimes the owner, but always the boss.
His authority is unquestioned and respected, and it not
infrequently happens that he is regarded with affection and
esteem by every worker on the job many of whom he has
existed.

is

—

known for years.
The administrador

is the logical buyer; it is he who in
the last analysis, signs or vetoes pedidos and requisitions
of importance, even though converts must first be made
among the department heads of the mill. Frequently it will

Oct.
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29,
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be found that the jefe maquinista or chief engineer of the
mill is an authority on purchases and acquisitions of new-

methods, including renewals of locomotives and cars and
revisions or additions of facilities For their repair- but these
organizations vary with the individual mills.
At some plantations the locomotive and car nun report
to the chief engineer; at others they report direct to the
administrador.
The former official is a good man to cul-

7H<>

"comes back" with the advance of the army of returning
workers whose arrivals give renewed impetus and hope to
Before the end of
the traders in the sugar mill towns.
September tirmpo de reparation the great preparations for
is under way and shortly thereafter, the
the coming crop
orders for almost every conceivable kind of supplies are
forwarded to the principal centers of Supply.

—

—

Material Rodante

tivate in either case.

As has been pointed

out,

tkmpo muerto

is

a

bad time

Tin's

is

Narrow gage locomo-

the term for rolling stock.

and vary slightly. They
are principally of 2-6-0 or 2-8-0 types and are represented
by the various American models which are illustrated and

tives follow a conventional design

in
locomotive builders' plantation locomotive
Outside and inside driving boxes appear, and
Copper fireboxes
late models have Walschaert valve gears.
and tubes, which existed in large numbers, are being replaced by steel and charcoal iron, owing to the high price
Air brakes, vacuum brakes, and electric, carbide
of copper.
and oil headlighting vary according to the tastes of the
Two-inch
jefe locomotoras and his persuasive powers.
horizontal steam pumps located on the running board are
popular, being used to draw water from shallow ditches
along the right of way and supplant injectors when the
Tenders are mostly eight-wheel and are
latter fail to work.
provided with ample water spaces.
Standard gage engines
vary from wheezy old high wheel Moguls of the vintage of
1880 to modern superheater Consolidations equipped with
many modern devices. Belgian 2-6-0 types with elaborate
smoke stacks and screw reverse gears and Moguls from the
Henschel and Borsig factories in Germany are to be found.

described
catalogs.

The

Original Cuban Switch Engine

among

the sugar mills of Cuba.

Logically
be the psychological
if tradition had not decreed otherwise.
If the closing of the mill were followed immediately
by a thorough inventory of damaged equipment and the
writing of necessary requisitions, the result of such action
would doubtless obviate many costly delays in the arrival
of all classes of materials indispensable to the next start
to seek business

would seem, to the
time and it might be,
it

of operations.

uninitiated,

But as stated

to

before, tradition relegates this

The Cienpiegos Express on
Even
job to more than two month- after the -hut down.
if the management should attempt to advance the requisition
date, it would be difficult to find men who would volunteer
for the job at any price. Sis month.-' hard labor with many
operatives on 12-hour shifts and more, often finds the June
vacation due in the mind- of the operatives before it arrive-.
The passing of tiempo muerto is manifested in the middle
Freight
of August by renewed activity along the main line.

Conspicuous among
trains increase in numbers and length.
the loads appear machinery and building materials with an
plantationwith
for
farheaded
occasional trainload
A month later passenger business
sighted management.

One

of the latest

German

contributions just prior to the

war comprised two Moguls, German throughout with the
exception of American bar frames
a wise provision as
neighbors with engines equipped with European plate
frames have found out. The German locomotive man found
favor in Cuba, not so much because of his types, but on
account of his business policy.
He was ready to make
almost any kind of a business bargain, even to putting his

—

the United Railways of

Havana

He thus made a great
engines to work to earn their cost.
quantity of sales in spite of the remoteness of bis base of
Supplies for repair part.-.
That the great war did not overlook contributing its quota
of misfortune, even to the selection of cane engines, is witnessed by the presence of familiar old "has beens" from
Lines

in

the

states.

specimen- look as

if

Many of these "thoroughly rebuilt"
they were too feeble to venture out of

the "batey."
Some of them are ex-passenger engines which
did their bits with fast schedules in the 90's.
Their late
owners apparently did not have the heart to relegate them
to the scrap pile where they most legitimately belonged,
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were

i.ui

willing

over

prolong

to

rhere

consideration,

ia

their

miserable lives
for ;i
however, that these

this to be said,

and handers" made it possible
season and to secure cane.
.i

for
It

some

mills

to

they had been

tide

com

the world's war-time production of
to rely upon
It
is unfortu
locomotives they would have gone without.
iutc, however, that unscrupulous dealers on the island,
and off o\ it, took advantage of the situation and succeeded

pelled

and materials

were wholly unfit for tin*
service.
As a consequence of promiscuous "hit and miss"
locomotive buying, the general run of mills with five or
more engines will enjoy a variety. Tubes vary with cadi
type, not to mention numberless varieties and sizes of
One of the most infrequent
everything else on the engines.
and encouraging sights on the island is the plantation with
its locomotives all alike- or so nearly so as to simplify one
of the most difficult problems with which they have to deal
maintenance and the procurement and stocking of supin

Belling types

that

—

plies.

No One Can

What

Tell

Interest Rates Will
Lisman,

of F. J.

FJ.the following
*

state

Co., New York, has sent
Albert B. Cummins, Chairman

Lisman &

letter to

of the Senate Interstate

John

J.

Be

Commerce Committee, and

to

Esch, Chairman of the House Committee on Inter-

Commerce:

The

principal object of present railroad legislation

is

in-

tended to be, as I understand it, the rehabilitation of the
credit of the railroads in order to enable them to get the
necessary additional capital required for purposes of expansion.
As a specialist dealing in railroad securities for
about 30 years, I am somewhat familiar with the finances
of nearly every railroad company in the United States, and
having this information, I want to state emphatically that
the 5p2 per cent return will not attract capital under present
conditions.

now proceed to prove this statement as
will
I
concisely as possible by giving you the prices at which the
securities of some of our best railroads are now selling.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 4s, due 1955, are selling
on the New York Stock Exchange, at 69, at which price
they pay about 6.15 per cent, taking re-payment at par 36
years hence into consideration.
l
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern Div. 3 2 per cent bonds,
due '1925, are selling on the New York Stock Exchange at
The 5 per cent general mortprices to pay over 7 per cent.
gage bonds of the system are selling at 71 paying 7 per cent.

/

Chesapeake & Ohio, 4^s and 5 per cent bonds are selling
pay considerably over 6 per cent.
Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul bonds are selling at prices
to pay over iy2 per cent.
Some of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific bonds can
be bought at prices to pay over 9 per cent.
Chicago & Western Indiana 4s, a closed first mortgage on
at prices to

an important terminal in Chicago, are selling at a price to
yield 6^4 per cent.
Denver & Rio Grande System. The first mortgage bonds
are selling on a ?/2 per cent basis and junior issues which
are paying their interest are selling at prices to pay over
9 per
Erie

cent.

Railroad.

bought at prices

to

Various

issues

pay 10 per

of

this

system

can

lu-

per cenl

(>

ding

Convertible Debenture bond

96.

.ii

\<u' York,
bonds, that is

WW

Haven &

Hartford

I

pei

cenl

main

Uing
Central Nevi England fii
59, j ielding over 7 per ent.
Norfolk & Western o per cut debentures are selling on a

at

i

<

S

!

j

per

i

ent basis.

Pennsylvania Railroad.
The 5 per cenl bonds of this
tem are selling on a 5.40 per cent basis, and sold a few
days ago on a 5.50 per cent hasis.
St.
Louis San Francisco prior lien bonds, $70,000,000
of junior securities paying interest (jack of them, are sell]

and some of the junior securities,
are selling at prices to pay from 10 per

ing on a 7 per cent basis

paying

interest,

cent to 12 per cent.

To

the best of

my

knowledge, there are

at

the

moment

l
whose securities are not selling below a S /i
per cent basis, and they could not sell any substantial
quantity of bonds better than a 6 per cent basis.
I refer
to
Chicago & North Western, Chicago, Burlington &
Ouincy and Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
New York city and many other tax-exempt bonds are
selling at prices yielding from 4.40 per cent to 5 per cent.
Government bonds pay approximately 4^4 per cent at present.
Capital will not buy taxable securities and cannot be

three railroads

attracted to taxable securities, unless

it

gets

a yield equal

to 4^4, plus the average income tax and in addition thereto
some compensation for whatever risk is incurred.
It does not seem reasonable that the railroads should be
allowed to earn a return which is less than money is yielding in the open market.
Suppose you owned a farm and
had a tenant farmer whom you wanted to go ahead and
develop and improve said farm and to buy a good team
of mules
How far do you think this tenant would
get if you gave him $500 to buy this team of mules when
other people were paying $600 for the same mules? I think
you will agree with me that the tenant would not get the
mules, and your farm would not be improved.
Unless the suggested rate of interest is changed, the proposed bill is worthless and useless.
I
wish to offer the following constructive suggestion.
The board of directors of the Federal Reserve Bank is a
body nominated by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. These gentlemen compose the only financial board, which keeps in close touch with the money
market and which always knows what would be a fair rate
of interest frcm time to time.
Why should not the fixing of
a fair return be left to this very competent board?
Practically all of the bonds above named were originally
sold to investors on a 4 per cent to a 4 r 4 per cent basis.
The present low price level is due:
1. To
the general demand for money the world over,
which has made itself felt before the war.
2.
To the war and consequent large borrowing by all
governments.
The extraordinary low price in many ways is due to
3.
the uncerta'nty of the future of the railroads.
Legislation will overcome the third cause but it cannot
and will not overcome the first and second causes. No man
living under present conditions of the world knows what
a fair rate of interest for prime securities is going to be
two or five years hence. The directors of the Federal Reserve Bank, however, are unquestionably the best judges
of what is a fair rate of interest for borrowers to pay from
time to time. Why, therefore, not let them determine this
point?

be

cent.

Seme of the direct mortgage
Central System.
bonds of this system, like the consolidated 4s, are selling at
a price to pay 5^ \ per cent.

New York

I
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The Utah

Legislature has passed a law authorizing the
Public Utilities Commission tc grant certificates of conThe ruling
venience and necessity to railroad corporations.
State

becomes

effective

on December

5,

1919.

Investment Bankers' Association of America
Report of Committee on Railroad Securities;

Weak and

Strong Road Problem Analyzed

The

annual convention

of the

Investment Bankers'

Association was held in St. Louis on October 20, 21
and 22. John E. Oldham, vice chairman of the committee on railroad securities, presented the following report

of his committee:
At the convention held

at

Atlantic City in

placed

itself

the railroads and in favor of their return, as early as possible or practicable, to private ownership under such altered

methods of regulation as would insure sound railroad credit
and an adequate system of transportation.
It may be said that for some years prior to the taking over
of the railroads by the government railroad credit had
become so depreciated and doubtful that even the strongest
railroad companies were having great difficulty in financing
There were many who believed that
their requirements.
under the circumstances the transportation requirement of
the country could not be met unless private credit were supplanted by government credit and that the solution of the
problem of satisfactory and adequate transportation was
therefore to be found only through government ownership.
At the time the resolutions of the association were passed
it appeared probable that there would be an early termination of federal control and it was expected that the question
of public or private ownership would at once become a vital
public question. It was found, however, that public sentiment was already undergoing such a change in regard to
public management in general that at no time during the
year has there appeared to be any real danger that Congress
would adopt a government ownership plan. Even the proposition of the Railroad Administration for a continuance of
federal control for a period of five years for the purpose, as
stated by the director general, of establishing more clearly

the relative merits of private and government management,
was so generally opposed by shippers, railroad managements,
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the public generally that the proposal was not given serious consideration
even by the Congressional committee to whom it was referred.
There appeared to be great apprehension lest a continuation
of federal control would result in an indefinite postponement

of the return of the railroads to private management and that
government ownership would be the inevitable result. Had
the extension of time been proposed with a view to meeting
the many difficult problems incidenl to the transition from
federal to private control, without making the eventual re

of

bills

in

definite,

incorporate
itself

fixed

The

rule

of

or of incorporating a

at this

efficient operation.

differences in point of view in regard to these matters

are indicated by the provisions for rate

making and dispo-

excess earnings set forth in the several
bills which have been prepared embodying the suggestions of
the railroad executives, the Transportation Conference, the
sition of so-called

National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities and
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Other bills have also been introduced including the Esch
bill, which represents the point of view of the Interstate
the Senate

Commerce Commission and

the

Plumb

bill,

which

is

largely

in the interests of labor.

The four bills to which special reference is made are the
ones which have been given the most serious consideration
and the committee in its report will confine itself largely to
a discussion of the provisions contained in these bills. These
bills all recognize the same fundamental difficulties and
differ substantially only in the methods of meeting these
difficulties; They agree that successful railroad policy must
first of all create conditions which will assure the extension
and commercial
meet the conditions, they recognize
that the credit of the railroads of the country generally, individually and collectively, must be placed on a sour.d and
of railroad facilities to meet the industrial

needs of the country.

To

have been

the legislation

and more

To

Weak

Congress

which are of fundamental importance.
These questions have particularly to do with methods of
rate-making. They bring up for consideration the relative
advantages of

whether Congress shall

upon the proposed method of rate making and the determination of a standard by which an adequate return be measured.

tions

making

is

It
is natural
under the circumstances that much of the
controversy in connection with the various plans should enter

introduced into Congress
based upon the plans prepared by various associations, but
it
does not seem probable that any of these bills will be
legislation without material revisions and
enacted
into
changes, for opinions are Still at variance on some ques-

A Dumber

question, therefore,

time determine some fixed minimum rate of return on some
unknown value as a measure of a fair return, or whether it
will place the responsibility of sustaining credit upon some
governmental commission, indicating more clearly than heretofore the principles which the commission will be expected
to follow in reaching its conclusions in regard to rates which
will be adequate to sustain credit.
A further matter to be considered in connection with the
method of rate making is the question of limiting the income of all carriers alike to the same fixed return on some
value to be established and making provision for the
"recapture" as it is called by some, or "confiscation" as it
has been termed by others, of the excess income above the
established return whether such excess arises from foresight
and good business judgment or from superior management

satisfactory ba

turn to private management more difficull or more doubtful,
it is possible that the opposition would nol have been so uniIn view of the circumstances, the committee has not
versal.
felt called upon during the year to concern Itself seriously
with the question of government ownership.
Bills Before

The

December of

on record as opposed
to the policy of government ownership and operation of

last year, the association

and well defined statement of principles only leaving the
application of these principles to the commission which will
have jurisdiction over rates and further to be applied in
accordance with the facts and circumstances as they may
exist from time to time.

rate

clear

and Strong Roads

provide rate- which will permit tin less favorably situto prosper without providing too generous a return for the road- more favorably situated, especially as
rate- must of necessity be uniform for all roads operating in
the same territory, i- generally conceded to be the most vital
problem to be solved.
H meet this problem the National
Association of Owners of Railroad Securities propo-cd that
the country be divided into rate making districts and that a
fair return should be measured by a return which would be
It
adequate for the average road in each of the districts.
proposed that t!h
property investment of all the
ated

791

roads
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each district should serve as a basis for computing
and thai 6 per cen1 on this aggregate investment
should constitute the aggregate income for the roads in the
it. however, recognized, because of the
district as a whole,
disparity in operating and tinain ial conditions, that even
though the return were adequate for the railroads taken as
a whole, there would still he railroads with advantages ahove
the average which would receive a larger return than would
he justified it' the rates were made only with a view to provid
roads

in

the return

ing a fair return on the investment in these roads; and also
there would he railroads helow the average which

that

would not receive
vestment

in

earnings

above

treated

as

a

return

commensurate with the

their properties.
(>

excess

per

cent

It

in

income, only

fair in-

proposed, therefore, that
individual cases should he
a part of which should be
is

retained for the benefit of the owners of the properties and
that the balance should he disposed of in ways from
railroad employees and the less successful roads

which
would

The National Transportation Conference, also recognizing the difficulty of providing an equitable return for both
the strong and the weak roads under uniform rates, attempted
to solve the difficulty in the same way, determining the aggregate income on the basis of a 6 per cent return on the aggregate property investment of the roads as a whole in each
rate-making

district.

essential difference in the plans of the National As-

Owners of Railroad Securities and of the TransConference in regard to matters relating to rate
making have to do with determining what part of the income shall be considered excess income in individual cases
and the purposes for which this income may be used.
The Transportation Conference or Chamber of Commerce
sociation of

portation

plan, recognized the contention that the so-called excess intax, determined upon the basis of existing property
investment in individual cases as provided in the National
Association of Owners of Railroad Securities or Warfield

come

plan,

t"

u tain railroad credit

of the hoard

recommendations

upon

a

should

propei

ba

is;

Bervi

16

that
juide

to the Interstate Commerce Commission in iti consideration
of rates, and rates should In- made and adjusted with a view

producing the amount of income recommended by the
hoard unless good Cause could he shown for overruling its
recommendations.
The Railway Executives take issue with both the- (hamber of Commierce and Warfield plans in the matter of distributing the so-called excess income of the strong roads for
the benefit of the weak. The) contend that it would he unconstitutional to deprive the- owner- of the successful roads
of the income obtained under competitive rates which have
been recognized as reasonable by the Interstate Commerce
Commission and that the entire earnings should he retained
for the benefit of the owners of the properties on which they
to

originate.

The Cummins

bill

is

in line with the other proposals to

the extent that the rates should be determined with a view to

benefit.

The

necessar)
the

Vol. 67, No.

would be a discrimination against the conservatively
properties in favor of the roads which

managed and financed
have been

less

conservative

in their

accounting

methods.

That a railroad which had a large property investment, due
to unsound accounting practices, and larger than would be
justified by a fair valuation of its property, would distribute
less in the form of excess income than a railroad of equal
property value which had been more conservative. It, thereproposed that the excess income should be determined
on the basis of relative earning capacity rather than upon a
valuation determined by the existing property investment
standing on the books of the individual companies. The
Chamber of Commerce plan also provided that a substantially larger part of the so-called excess income should be

average conditions. In its original draft, although it is our
understanding that the revised bill will probably be changed
in this respect, it did not provide for any fixed return but
left the matter, as in the case of the Railway Executive bill,
to be determined by a Transportation Board, subject to review by the Interstate Commerce Commission. It however
contains an excess earnings provision which appears to follow the suggestions of the Warfield plan more nearly than
that of the Chamber of Commerce plan as far as the proposed uses of such income is concerned. It is probable that
the provisions of the original bill will be changed in this
respect also and eventually be brought more in line with the
suggestions contained in the bill of the Chamber of Commerce. The determination of the value of the property to be
used as a basis for determining the so-called excess income is
to be left with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The National Transportation Conference, the Association
of Railway Executives and the Cummins bills are much in
accord in providing for the eventual consolidation of existing systems in the several districts into a limited number of
strong competing companies, as the best means of meeting the

problem of the strong and weak roads, believing that in this
way the disparity in operating and financial conditions can
be so equalized that the newly constituted systems will be
able to earn substantially the same rate of return upon their
property investments.

fore,

conserved for the benefit of the properties on which the
earnings originated than was provided in the Warfield plan,
as a measure of protection to the investors in these properties
and contained no provision for the distribution of any part
of this income for the benefit of employees.
The Railroad Executives also sought to determine a fair
return on the basis of average conditions. They were opposed however to the principle advocated by the other two
plans mentioned, that the amount of income necessary to
support credit should be determined by any fixed rate or
They provided that the
return on property investment.
amount of income necessary for an adequate return should
be left largely to the determination of a transportation board
created by the bill and that this board should be instructed
to study the conditions under which capital could be obtained; should acquaint itself with the credit position of
the individual carriers and with a broad and comprehensive
view of the situation should certify to the Interstate Commerce Commission from time to time the amount of income

Consolidation or Excess Income Taxation
were realized, there would be but litof surplus income of the individual roads and the necessity of making any provision for
the disposition of excess income would be correspondingly
If these expectations

tle difference in

the

amount

lessened.

The

question to be considered, therefore, is whether the
problem of the weak and strong roads is more
easily and more satisfactorily solved by removing the disparity in conditions through a consolidation of the properties on such terms as may be reasonable and fair to all concerned, or to allow the disparity in conditions to remain and
attempt to provide in some way for a fair distribution of
so-called

the so-called excess incomes which must necessarily accrue
to the more favorably situated railroads under these cir-

cumstances.
A study of the essential provisions of these bills taken as a
whole seems to indicate that the future railroad policy of the
country is likely to be developed along lines which will bring
about greater unification of ownership and operation resulting
in the consolidation of many existing lines now in competition, these consolidations being undertaken not only for the
purpose of simplifying ratemaking through the equalization
of conditions of competition but also for the purpose of elimi-
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nating waste in operation and preventing unnecessary duplication of facilities. With this in view the proposed legislation universally provides for permissive consolidations and
in

some

cases,

after

a

lapse of a

stated

period,

for

com-

7

ployment

different

in

railroad employees that

less be

Sherman

ing wages in force.

law, the majority of them also contain
provisions for compulsory federal incorporation in order to
remove some of the difficulties occasioned by the conflict of
federal and state laws. As a further indication of the ten-

dency toward greater unification it may be pointed out that
the proposed legislation quite generally provides for greater
common use of terminals, equipment and other facilities, as
well as the pooling of traffic under proper restrictions when
not incompatible with the public interest.
In the matter of supervision over issues of securities as
well as in the matter of control over the expenditures of the
proceeds of these securities, there is little difference of opinthe bills providing that such supervision and control
shall rest with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
ion,

H

communities. The demand of the
the same kind of work should be

equally compensated regardless of the cost of lr-ing and
wages for similar employment in different communities was
acceded to by the administration and the railroads will doubt-

pulsory consolidations. To facilitate consolidations the bills
all contemplate the removal of restrictions imposed by the
anti-trust

(

is

returned to their owners with this method of determinAs the responsibility for this situation

the result of a

ministration

the

wage policy adopted by
government

should

bility for sustaining the credit of the

the Railroad

assume the

Ad-

responsi-

roads affected until the

owners of these properties have had an opportunity to adjust
themselves to the conditions created by this policy. It is
evident that this adjustment can take place only by return
to the policy of determining wages as heretofore based on the
cost of living and the average wages for similar employment
in the communities served or by averaging the cost for the
railroads as a whole, which would in part be accomplished
consolidations or properties took place in line with the

if

permanent policy proposed.

The Transition Period
The Labor Problem
obvious that a railroad program cannot be complete
or successful which does not insure continued and uninterrupted railroad service and in order to accomplish this, conditions surrounding labor must be satisfactory, wages paid
for labor must be as liberal and working conditions as attractive as in other lines of industry.
Settlement of labor
grievances must be determined promptly by a fair and impartial consideration of the circumstances without resort to
strikes and the proposed legislation accordingly provides for
boards of arbitration on which labor interests will have
proper representation.
It may be said that if the point of
view and attitude of the railroad employees is fairly represented by the Plumb bill, which is prepared in the interests
of labor and which seeks to nationalize the railroads and
establish a policy of complete domination of transportation
by the labor interests, it seems very doubtful if any of the
provisions for arbitration proposed in the bills which have
been discussed will be satisfactory from the labor standpoint.
While the progress which has been made during the past
year toward a sound permanent policy of railroad regulation
may be viewed with some satisfaction, there is, nevertheless,
serious danger that adequate provision may not be made for
the stabilization of credit during the time which must necessarily elapse before the permanent policy can become effective. The early discontinuance of the guarantee of the standard return as proposed by some of the bills seems to indicate that the difficulties which the weaker systems will have
It is

in re-establishing their former status in the field of transportation are not fully appreciated. Not only have the traffic
departments of many of these systems been largely reduced

or become inoperative but their business generally has been
seriously disarranged and to some extent diverted to other
systems.
Furthermore, the policy of the administration in the matter of compensation of employees will render it difficult for

many roads to regain
be established which
when applied to the
policy of equalizing

their former position. While rates can
will offset the total increase in wages

whole, the effect of the
wage- will render it difficult to distribute the benefit.- arising from the increase in rates proportionately among the systems to accord with the increase
in wages in individual cases.
It is obvious under these circumstances that the inrailroad,- as

a

crease in wages which has taken place will prove a greater

burden to some systems than to others.
It should be understood that before the railroads were
taken over by the government, railroad wages were made
with relation to the cost of living and wages for .similar em-

It seems probable that it will take a much longer time
than the few months proposed to bring about these adjustments whichever method is adopted. Not only as a measure
of justice, but also because of the importance of maintain-

ing railroad credit generally, consideration should be given
continuing the standard return as the simplest way of

to

guaranteeing credit until

it is assured that conditions pertaining to the railroads not only as a whole but to the railroads individually, have approached more nearly to those
which prevailed prior to federal control or until the new
relationships, which are to be established between the railroad lines with the permanent policy proposed, are more
nearly completed.

In brief, it may be said that the credit of many railroads
during the period of federal control has been dependent
entirely upon the guarantee of income provided by the standard return and a discontinuance of this guarantee under
circumstances which will render it impossible for a considerable number of railroads to maintain themselves in
independent operation will contribute to the further unsettlement and
erally.

It

lack of confidence in railroad securities genfurther likely also to bring direct losses

is

government which might be avoided
were sustained and capital were thus

to the

if

ally

made

with which to liquidate the
due the government.

While

desirable

from

many

credit gener-

millions of

available

obligations

points of view that the
government and the railroads should be terminated as promptly as possible after the
relinquishment of federal management, at the same time if
the policy toward railroad rates and revenues is carried out as
provided in the legislation the income derived from transportation from the railroads as a whole should be sufficient to
guarantee the government against any loss occasioned by the
it

is

all

financial relationship between the

continuance of the standard return. If the rates are not sufficient to guarantee the government against lo-s, income would
not be sufficient to provide the necessary income for the railroads to sustain their credit and

it

would thus be clearly

demonstrated that the proposed legislation had failed to
meet its most important objective. It furthermore provides
the simplest method of disposing of the problem of the socalled excess income during the time which will elapse
before normal conditions are restored.

The result of the consideration and study which your
committee has given to this subject confirms the position
taken by the Association in connection with the original
appointment of the committee that government ownership
or operation
in the

is

both

permanent

impracticable and unwise and is not
of the railroads, the general pub-

interesl

RAILWAY

"I
In.

shippers

<>i
labor, and ii is our opinion thai tins
shared bj an in
number oi people
and tli. a ii ..m be safel) said that publii sentimenl
i.\u whelmingl) against it.
the turn
Ih. questiop of iairo.nl credit is of such momentous and
all-embracing importance thai it- proper solution ma) It
said t<> be a n
on to the development ami preservation
to all its individual
of tin' prosperity of the countrj an.
In- committee therefore
ns.
feels that there must be
incorporated in anj plan which is finall) adopted
conditions as will enable the railroads confidently to appeal
to tlu' general public tor m w monej necessary to the devel-

tin

conclusion

is

i

,

I

I

opment of
bonds ami
cept where

the
it

i-

situation

will

the

b)

known

of

-all-

that

the opportunities exisl

stock

a-

will

as

k cannot be sold ex-

sto<

for

a

satisfactory

return

on the investment commensurate with the risks involved.
In conclusion, we wish to record our opinion that a very
satisfactory development of public sentiment has taken
place during the past year and that the country, as a whoie,
lias a much more normal conception of the railroad problem than perhaps ever before and is more disposed to attack the problem and its solution without passion or
pre-conceived prejudi<
We feel that the country

is

especially to be congratulated

on the conscientious intelligent manner in which the subject has been approached by the committee in both houses of
These committees in their personnel have the
Congress.
advantage of experience on the subject of a number of the
members who have, by previous service on congressional
committees, familiarized themselves with the large problems involved; and we have a feeling of considerable confidence that when the congressional measures are prefected
they will exhibit the result of trained intelligence and conscientious effort to solve the problem in a recognition of the
vital relations which this mammoth industry bears to the
fundamental prosperity of the country. The attitude of the
committee also warrants the view that, before final action is
taken, the most considerate hearing will be given to such
further suggestions or views as may be presented.
The report was signed by Allen B. Forbes, chairman.

Discussion
Mr. Oldham
cussed it from

after presenting

his

own

the

committee report dis-

individual point of view in part

as follows:
I think this question of the transition period is a most
important one, and I do not think it has been fully considered from the standpoint of labor and of the equalization
I think in a general way that we understand
of wages.
that wages have not only been increased, but they have been
equalized. But just the bearing of that on the different railroads, as I have said, I do not think is fully appreciated.
Now, that is the problem that is going to be met by the
railroads when they are turned back, and it is quite apparent to me if that condition has to be met, while there
was a disparity in the operating costs of roads operating in
the different communities a uniform rate of wages will
apply so unequally, that we are going to find that there
will be an even greater disparity when the railroads are
turned back because the operating expenses of some roads
will have increased very much more in proportion than
others. But I think we are going ahead, the legislation appears to be going ahead on the assumption that if we have
a basis for rate making which will allow the average railroad to prosper as soon as those rates are put in effect the
railroads ought to be self-sustaining. Now, the rates may
be sufficient to make them self-sustaining as a whole. You
may easily grant an increase in rates which will offset the
total increase in wages, but it is a question of some getting
more and some getting less, and if we are to have a proper
solution of the railroad problem, we must have not only

A(JK
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per >.nt of

<>o

railroads with credil

full LOO pel
bul
have
n dit.
think the real
problem is a problem of whether we are going to consolidate
these railroads or whether we arc not.
what we

.

nit

of

the

ih.-

railroad

rau

t

i

I

i

1

I

onl\

a

little

railroads

more

Loose

to

in.oinr,

I

op, rate

believe that

when Wt turn

independently,

these

Leaving

sub
tiall) the same number oi railroads thai we have operating
now, you an- going to havi
on have now, abou
per tent of the railroads,

when

saj 60 per ..-Hi
refer to
doing 60 pi cent of the
business, thai an- proper!) organized financially, thai
with a proper relation of stocl and bonds, and they will
be able to finance themselves ii you give them a little more
liberal rates.
But, on the other hand, you are going to
have the other ..5 to 40 per (cut of the railroad- not
favorably situated in a large majority of the cases with a
Large proportion of bonds and a small proportion of stock
not represented, perhaps by the face value of the stock,
but represented by its market value.
That is the real
equity, and you are not going to solve the problem unless
you undertake to put through plans of consolidation in
such a way that you will remedy this question of railroads
that have not the proper kind of financial organization, because an increase in rates won't put them in a position
where they are going to have credit. I think that is the
fundamental thing, I think the question of the fixed return
There is a difference of opinion on the
is less important.
subject, I don't know how the committee would stand on

ine

portion

of

the

I

I

railroads

that question.

think the tendency

is towards these consolidations into
few systems, and I think there is some confusion in thought in regard to the strong and weak roads. We

I

relatively

hear these roads referred to as the more favorably situated
and the less favorably situated, and a uniform rate which
will permit both to prosper and to equalize conditions we
provide for the excess income to be taken away from the
strong for the benefit of the weak. The consolidations, if
they take place, will serve to equalize the conditions, I
believe, as proposed in the plan.
But the difficulty is, when we get talking about these
strong roads and the weak roads, we start out with the assumption that the weak roads are less favorably situated from
a traffic standpoint, unable to support themselves on the
same rate, etc., and after we have gotten through with
that then we make the application by classifying every
road that has poor credit as a weak road.
Now a large part of those roads which we are accustomed
• to term weak
roads, if they were properly financed and had
a proper relation of stocks and bonds would be strong
roads. If you should make a comparison of the kind of
business they did, the way they did their business, the cost
of operation and the amount of money they put back into
the property, you would not find a substantial difference between those roads from the strong roads, and you would
not discover the real difference until you investigated and
saw how they distributed their income, and then you would
find that the weak roads were the roads that were distributing practically the same total to the public in the form of
interest charges that the strong roads were distributing in

both interest charges and dividends.
And that is about what the difference is. But I am satisfied that the difficulties of the strong and weak roads can
be overcome best through the plan of consolidation which is
the fundamental part of the Transportation Conference
plan, and which is the most prominent feature, in my judgment, of the Cummins bill, which has now been acceded to
by the railway executives, and if anyone wishes to know
their position I would rather they would learn the position
of the railroad executives by reading the testimony of Judge
Thorn before the House Committee than to interpret the
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position of the railroad executives, perhaps, from the pamphlet of Judge Lovett and some others. They would
that they have com.' together, practically, those three organfor a consolidation of the railroads of the country

izations,

few strong competing systems and I beI wish to qualify as
not representing the view- of the committee one way* or
another, representing simpl) m\ own views on that parinto

relatively

a

lieve in

making

this statement, again,

ticular point,

but I
railroads along the

believe

the consolidation

that

of

which have Keen suggested, will
be the greatest step forward m solving the railroad difficult

lines

i(

Railroad Fire Losses in 1918
FEU LOSS and PROTE< HON
THE
Administration has compiled

of the Railroad
recording thi

SECTION

a bulletin

losses and their causes sustained on 419 railroads under
federal control during the year 19LS; the percentage that
the number of losses from each cause bears to the total

number

795

$51,170, a total of 252 fires of this origin, with a total loss
Of $169,629, and no doubt man} of the "unknown" origins
might be attributed to the same cause. Miscellaneous causes
including spontaneous ignition and the large number of
"unknown" causes produced 1,683 fires. Sixty-nine fires
were occasioned through electrical defects, causing a loss
io(J,352.

Under "transportation hazards" (fire- to rolling stock and
lading) a large amount of loss was produced through sparks
thrown from locomotives as noted above, then- having been
The largest individual
1,172 tires with $644,370 loss.
amount of loss from any one cause was from wrecks, collisions, and derailments, there having been I'M tires with
Car heaters contributed 56 fires
loss of $1,152,742.
exposure fires, 180, or $251,828 loss; hot lading, 615 fires, $94,136 loss; forest fires, 17, or $413,732
and there were 1,226 fires of unknown origin with
$1,541,269
The bulletin calls upon employees to study this statement
with care and exert their individual interest and effort in
I.

reducing the large

and the percentage that the amount under
each cause bears to the total amount of losses sustained.
These have been classified for better reference under two

general headings, one giving the causes of fires to buildings
and their contents and the other the causes of fires to
rolling

The

equipment and

its

lading.

bulletin says in part:

"The

details

of

tinct

loss

and an interference

to operating

efficiency,

and

the large aggregate of fire loss is a serious charge against
The reduction in the fire waste
the railroads' expenses.
can only be accomplished through the enforcement and acceptance of individual responsibility and the correction of

which produce
There were 20,628 fires reported, with a

total estimated

of $12,263,220, divided $6,777,410 on buildings and
This
contents and $5,485,810 on rolling stock and lading.

loss

total aggregate of loss included the large item of losses aris-

ing from damage to property of others along the line of railroads assumed to have been caused by sparks thrown from
locomotives, there being 9,923 fires attributed to this cause,
with aggregate loss of $1,610,190, the largest item from any
single cause.
The total loss from locomotive -parks was
nearly three millions, as follov
Number
:

Railroad property
Property of others
Rolling stock

alon

or "labor," the weekly newspaper published
by the Plumb Plan League, were advised in the issue

Leaders

port

Congress

the

interests

biggest

and are asked

are pre-

steal

the

in

suptheir Congress-

to lend their

Cummins

on the ground that "both measures
The article makes
validate eight billions of watered stock.'
no differentiation between the two bills, although they differ
bill

-

widely.

Cummins bill contain- "the infamous
clause which would shackle labor," while the
Esch bill does not contain this clause but "in other respects
is worse than the Cummins bill."
This presumably refers
to the provisions for assessing damages against a labor
The

article says the

instruct the

bills

Mines, would add
in

this

1,172

whether

12,298

in

creating

fire

waste.

live

five

in

billion dollars

This

country."

644,370

ed 369 fires,
dropped from
dropping oil
amounting to $100,364 loss, whi
This group
caused eight fires, amounting to $168,666 loss.
of losses with the above fr< m sparks from locomotives shows

Interstate

the American people a
on the eight billions of watered stock which, the article .says,
"means an increase of from 25 to 50 per cent in freight
and passenger rates and, according to Director Gen

$2,822,247

coals

The article adds that both
Commerce Commission to tax
sufficient amount to pay dividends

union for breaking a contract.

family of

ive culprit"

that "the railroad

defeat this purpose by writing to
Senators telling them to vote against the

and the Esch

bill

that

the

it
would be
would do this.

a

said

to the

cost of living

mean $250

for every
but the article fails to state
25 per cent or a 50 per cent increase
is

to

nation,

Readers of the paper also are advised to tell their Congressmen and Senators that they want them to vote to continue government control of the railroads' for at least two
years.

It

says that

Samuel Gompers and the chiefs of

made known

14 railroad labor organizations recently

the

their

views on this point to the "labor grouj " of the House of
Representatives in a formal conference
d an
address to the people of the country in which th<
"1. Thai Amerii in labor will exert itthi
utmost within the limits of the Constitution to defeat the
i

Under buildings and

of

tire

through that
handling of

losses

sami

ma

ith

a

es

I

I

rig
•

were ocloss of $85,766 (not,
through heating de-

5

•

casioned by lighting including electricity); and
fects, with a loss oi $
cause of 392 fires, aggregal
jority

to

men and

t

1,610,190

the locomotive to be an

8

history of frenzied finance''

1,203
Urn

Total

November

of

paring to jam through

anti-strike

fires."

defects

Hot

waste.

Plumb Paper Alarmed

causes and

importance should be carefully studied, so
that each cause may be fully understood and the proper
remedies applied. The causes are all more or less common
and a large majority readily preventable. Every building,
car, or piece of property that is destroyed by fire is a disrelative

their

fire

of losses

116

losses

arelessness was the direct

$236,167, although the maaid to have been produced

cause.

Through

the

careless

fires caused a
loss of
oils, paints, etc., 50
Carelessness in smoking or the use of matches
$20,125.
caused 162 fires to buildings and contents, with a los. of
$118,458, and 90 tires to rolling equipment, with
1<

I

vicious anti-strike provisions in the
measures of similar charai ter.

Cummins

bill

i

and other

That in the opinion oi American labor the return of
the railroads to private ownership at this time would be a
grave mistake.
Under plans proposed for the return of
the railroads to private operation it would be followed by
increase in freight and passenger rates of over 25 per cent.

Either result would shake the industrial fabric of the nation

.
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i

.h

i.il

time

when

.i

and

politit

,il

war

k

si<

world

is

looking for moral, finan

Hum

oi

to

*

com

the

peace.

lusion ol

This

will afford the

American

consider the many solutions ol
the railroad problem which have been put forward.
••
rhe railroad question affects the lives of all the people
of our country, who should be given opportunity to acquainl
themselves with the various solutions proposed, that a
This problem should
mature judgmenl may be reached.

people

opportunit)

an

to

for hasty consideration and decision.
was agreed thai the legislation suggested on these
questions would be drafted at the earliest possible date, and
would be presented and pressed very earnestly in both
it
Bouses of Congress, and thai every effort possible will be
made to defeat all legislation whieh aims to deny to the

not be a subject
"It

wage-earners their right to self-expression in matters affeel
ing their freedom."
Since thai tune Representative Sims, who introduced the
bill providing for the Plumb Plan, has introduced a bill
providing for a two-year extension of the period of federal
control, hut his two years date back from December SI 1919,
The present
rather than from the conclusion of peace.
,

federal control law

is

limited to 21

months

with

No. 16

October

31, the period ol intensified
prevention which prevailed throughoul
the territorj of the railroads operated under federal control
inDumber ol persons employed on these railroads in
October, 1919, somewhal over two million, being a little
larger than in October, P'lH, the number killed in the two
'<>
in
84, as compared with
weeks was 33 per cent less
Tin- number injured
the corresponding fortnight last year.
l

I

fell from 5,102 to 2,371, and the
employees from 0.266 to 0.1

total casualties per

hundred

,;

1

The

.

gives these totals

bulletin

and percentage!

for each

reporting, and summarizes the whole by n
below, the different regions being tabulated in the order of
their respective percentages of dec reave in casualties per

road

loo employees.

—

The number of employees killed, as
August Casualties.
reported to the Safety Section, on all of the government
operated railroads in August, was 150, as compared with
304 in August, 1918; and of injured, 11,370, as compared
with 14,421. In the month of August, 1,629 safety meetingwere held, with an aggregate attendance of 24,804.

The

of copies of safety bulletins, circulars, etc., posted
on bulletin boards in the month was 71,447, in addition to
which pamphlets and other pieces of safety literature were

number

distributed to the

number

of 719,287.

after the procla-

—

mation of peace.

The Accident Prevention Drive
Duffy, manager of the Safety Section of the
Division of operation, United States Railroad Ad* ministration, has issued bulletin No. 9 giving data
concerning the work of the Section for the month of August,

AF.

and a summary

ending

f>7.

attention to accidenl

leadership.

avoid these calamitous consequences, the
were urged to introduce legislation
continuing government control oi the roads for two yeaia
order

In

members

week

Vol.

of the statistics of

accidents for the two

Five Persons Were Killed and 143 injured five fatally, on
October 29, in the derailment of northbound train No. 50, on the
Southern Pacific, San Joaquin division, near Vincent, Cal. The
engineman, the fireman, one passenger and two trespassers were
The train was derailed on a 10-deg. curve, descending
killed.
grade, the engine, two baggage cars and five coaches being overturned. This is the first serious train accident in which a passenger has been killed on the lines of the Southern Pacific in
The cause is believed to have been excessive
eleven years.
speed.

-

Employees Killed and Injured October

18-31,

1919

C asualties
Total number

Employe es

of employees

Employee

Total

i

injured

killed

c

to err

Region
Northwestern
Allegheny
Central

Employee

ployees

Casualty

per 10O
employees

.

.

.

Southwestern
total.

.

1918
280,676
406.059
268.048
320.100
59,478
449,043
175,703
1,959,107

1919
289,764
437.717
277,038
342,557
61,478
460,622
186,295
2,055,471

1918
16
37
13
12
o
27
12

126

1919
12

1918
624

11

1,250

14
10

509
749

3

106
1,038
526

25
9

84

5,102

1919
271
540
201
284
50
597
428
2,371

1918
840

1919
557

1919
.098
.122
.078
.086
.096
.135
.232

.201
.187
.165
.152
.107
.102
.074

.119

.147

1,065

622

538

437

101

5.228

2,455

2,773

.266

1,287

622
761
115

53

736
407
467
62
443

per 100

employees

1918
.299
.312
.233
.238
.193
.237
.306

283
551
215
294

Decrease

-*

t

Western

Grand

asualties

Scenes on the Government's Alaska Railroad. Yards, Offices and Commissary Departments of the Engineering Commission.
New Freight Shed and Depot in Foreground

——

.

.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Operating Statistics for September

— New Instructions Cover-

ing Interline Waybilling of Freight
Washington, D.

The Operating

Section

Statistics

has published figures
covering the financial results of operation lor the month of
September for all Class I roads in federal operation. These
comprise 231,993 miles of road, or 97 per cent of the total
of 240,177 miles of road federally operated.
The condensed
income account is as follows:
Month

of

SepUn

Increase or decrease
*

,

1919
$492,442,654
393.854.580
98,588,074
20,843,679
77,744,395

Operating Revenues....
Operating Expenses. ..
Net Operating Revenue
Taxes, Rents, etc
Net Operating Income..
Operating Ratio

Note

—d

indicates

Amount

1918
$482,676 967
364,922,933
117,754,034

(119,165,960

18,704,905
99,049,129

2,138,774
d21,304,734

80.0

75.6

v

Per Cent
2.0
$9,765„687
28,931,647
7.9

was 14,699 or a decrease of 9,555.
The figures given above by regions follow:

New

4.4

Loss and

Damage Freight Claims Received
3

decrease.

June

One-twelfth of the annual rental amounts to $74,352,976,
so that the net profit to the government was $3,391,419 for
these properties, but the September expenses include an estimate of the increases in wages recently granted the shopmen
which are retroactive to May 1, 1919. Consequently, September expenses include $16,000,000 applicable to the
months of May to August, inclusive, and the net profit to

Regions
Eastern
Allegheny

Pocahontas
Southern
Northwestern
Central Western
Southwestern
.

for the nine

.

1,035,981

June

Region
Allegheny
Pocahontas
Southern
Northwestern
Central Western

Southwestern

.

.

Total

347,945

LOSS AND DAMAGE

months ended September 30th,
_

were as follows:

Region—
Nine months ended

Stpt.

30

1919
1918
Operating Revenues
$3,731,186,885 $3,500,522,249
Operating Expenses...
2,822,556,678
3,156,958,295
Net Operating Revenue.
677,965,571
574,228,590
Taxes, Rents, etc
172,163,481
163,683,255
Net Operating Income.
514,282,316
402,065,109
9/12 of Annual Rental
594,823,808
594,823,808
Operating Loss
80,541,492
192,758,699
Operating Ratio
80.6
84.6
.

.

Handling

of

Increase or Decrease

Amount Per Cent
$230,664,636
6.6
334,401,617
11.8
dl03,736,981
8,480,226
dl 12,217,207

30, 1919
270,369
168.600

19,104
146,031
169 103
138,691
90.744

1,002,642

.

.

September
30, 1919

55,082
40,953
4,712
47,578
75,034
69 139
40,238

332,736

FREIGHT CLAIMS ON HAND FOUR MONTHS
and Over
June 30,
September
1919
80.641

46,154
,

.

Total
!Ee

30 1919
54,303
29,934
,

1,561

1,0_1

47,235
47,600
20,819
7,575

30,548
36.004
12,113
4,005

251,585

167,928

number was 332,736

Months' Old or More
June

Region

As to loss and damage freight claim- presented, the number in the three months period ended June 30 was 1, OSS, 981
and for the three months period ended September 30 was
A.s to overcharge freight
1,002,642 or a de< reasi of 33,339
claims presented, the number in the three months period
ended June 30, 1919, was 347,945 while during the three

30,

1919

Eastern
Allegheny
Pocahontas

5,977
5,242

Southern
Northwestern
Central Western
Southwestern
.

.

762
3,694
3,391
3,331
1,857

.

Total

24,254

September
30, 1919

3,557
3,083
381
1,831
1,949
2,737
1,161

14,699

Instructions Covering Interline Waybilling
of Freight

and Accounting for Freight Charges

In order that the freight revenues at the end of federal
control may be stated and allocated between the director
genera] and the corporation in a manner comparable with
the stating and allocating of freight revenues at the
beginning of federal control. Director General Hines has is

General Order No. 64, in which General Orders Nos. 11
and 21 arc canceled, and the following instructions are made
applicable to the waybilling of freight on and after Di
ber 1, 1919, and the apportionment and settlement of freight
revenues thereon:

or a decrease of 15,209.

Unsettled loss and

Eastern
Allegheny
Pocahontas
Southern
Northwestern
Central Western
Southwestern

4.0

Reports both as to the numl>er of loss and damage claims
and overcharge claims presented and as to loss and damage
freight claims and overcharge claims remaining unsettled
just compiled for recent months show a very gratifying improvement in every respect, according to a statement authorized by Director General Hines on November 10. The number of both classes of claims received in the three monthending September 30 and the number of claims remaining
unsettled in the three months ending September 30 show a
decrease as compared with the preceding three months.

the

September

112,217,207

Claims Shows Improvement

months ended September 30, 1919,

30,

1919
62,009
43,070
4,804
48.943
70,580
74,237
44,302

Eastern

I'XSETTLED

results

A

30,

Overcharge Freight Claims Presented

penses.

The

.

Months ended

1919
286,419
168.831
25,0"O
159,051
159,7n4
142,607
94.299

Total

the government for the operations applicable to the month
of September was approximately $19,000,000.
The ex-

penses for September, 1918, include about $9,000,000 back
pay applicable to prior months, but they do not, on the other
hand, reflect the increases to agents, telegraphers, trackmen,
clerks, enginemen and trainmen, and the recent increase to
shopmen referred to above, granted subsequent to September, 1918, which are included in the September, 1919, ex-

C.

number of unsettled loss and damage freight claims on
hand for four months and over and unsettled was 251,585
while the number on hand, four months and over and unsettled as of September 30, 1919, was 167,928 or a decrease
of 83,657.
The number of overcharge freight claims as of
June 30, 1919, more than three months old and unpaid was
24,254 and the number of overcharge freight claims more
than three months old and unpaid as of September 30, 1919,
the

damage freighl claims are (becked up
number on hand for four months and

on the basis of the
over and unsettled, whereas overcharge freight claims are
checked up on the basis of the number unpaid and unsettled for more than three months.
A< of June 30, 1010,

1. The
waybill forms and the methods of waybilling
scribed in General Order No. 60 shall be continued.

2.

joinl
shall

7 ( )7

de-

shall he made for all freight covered by
through rates; freight not covered by joint through rates
be waybilled to junction stations except that interline way-

Interline waybills

:

:

RAILWAY AGE

798
billing

federal

arrangement! which were
control

in

immediate!)

effect

prioi

to

be continued,

will

station.
n
freighl must move with the
4. Waybills
for carload
waybills for less carload freighl must! move with the cars when
practicable; otherwise, thej shall be mailed in accordance with
the requirements of each carrier to junction, transfer, break
When waybills for a solid car ol
bulk or destination station.
less carload freight are mailed, a separate waybill for the car
i

form, in duplicate, show
ing destination and complete routing, and bear notation:
"Merchandise Car. Waybills

movement

nuisl

be

made on standard

Mailed

The

original car

-

"

to

movement waybill
be placed on top

shall

accompany

the car,

of the revenue waybills,
securely fastened together and mailed as outlined above.
all
Agents receiving merchandise waybills without car shall take
immediate action to locate car and forward waybills in accordance with the information obtained, and connecting carrier's
requirements to junction, transfer, break-bulk or destination staSingle waybills which become separated from the freight
tion.
duplicate

the

shall

Forwarding junction
shall be promptly mailed to destination.
agents must stamp car movement waybills in the manner provided in paragraph 3.
miscellaneous charges of any character, collectible
5. When
from consignee, accrue in transit, they shall be covered by
"Advances Only" waybills, which shall clearly describe the servSuch waybills and regular
ices for which the charges are made.
waybills shall be cross-referenced to each other, and the amount
and character of the charges shall be noted as information on
the "Advance Only"
the regular waybill in the lading column
waybill shall be securely attached to and move with the regular
waybill when possible.
6. All waybills shall be stamped as of the date of arrival of
Settling carriers in preparing interfreight at each junction.
line accounts shall make separate abstracts for all waybills
;

dated prior to January 1, 1920, and shall show, immediately
under each waybill entry, the name of junction through which
shipment passed, and the date such shipment reached each
Separate division
junction, as indicated by stamps on waybill.
statements and interline summaries need not be made for wayThe total of abstracts covbills dated prior to January 1, 1920.
ering such waybills should be included on division statements
with total of abstracts covering waybills dated subsequent to
Interline accounts shall be analyzed in audit offices,
that date.
and revenues from less carload freight that would have been
rebilled or settled in junction settlement accounts under practices in effect in December, 1917, and which arrived at junction
stations before midnight December 31, 1919, shall be allocated to
federal account. There shall also be allocated to federal account,
the revenues on all carload freight which arrive at junction
stations before midnight December 31, 1919, provided such an
allocation

was made

apportioning
shall be observed
7.

In

(a)

When

as of

December

31, 1917.

revenues between carriers,

the

following

and agreed published divisions
such divisions or percents shall be

joint through rates

or percents are

in

effect,

used.

(b) When joint through rates are applied, for which divisions
or percents have not been arranged by interested carriers, the
revenue shall be apportioned on the basis effective in December,
1917.

When

freight is moved via routes not authorized by
revenue shall be apportioned between carriers on
basis of actual mileage, allowing to originating and destination
carriers an additional twenty' (20) miles each, recognizing estab(c)

tariffs,

all

lished arbitraries.

Destination carriers shall completely revise waybills as to
classifications, extensions, footings, weights, etc., thus insuring correctness of the revenues based on tariffs applicable,
and they shall account to interested carriers for their respective
proportions of such revenues in the manner herein prescribed.
If flagrant or continued errors are observed by destination carriers, the attention of waybilling carriers must be called thereto.
8.

rates,

Waybill correct
i

3 Complete routing must be shown on each waybill when
Each forwarding junc
made, in the space provided therefor.
lion agenl musi stamp each waybill in the space provided thereSuch .stamps must show
for .ukI in the order there showa
the name of the forwarding carrier, the date, and the junction
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unless

iei s

,ul\

totices

am

shall

nol

be issued to waybilling cat

es or piepaul ch

waybills dated prior to December 1, 1919, which are
settlemenl i"i December, V>\ >, or subsequent months,
shall be subject to the provisions ,,f this order.
in
ircular No 85, dated April 5, 1919,
Accounting
9.

All

included

(

in

(

canceled, and effective with accounts for November, 1919, the
ribed
plan of Audit Office Inteklini Freighi Settu ii
1**17 Synopsis of the Railway Accounting Officers Associain
tion shall govern, except as hereinafter provided,

EXCEPTIONS:
(a)
shall

Where
not

be

corrections are made on waybills, correction notices
issued unless advances or prepaid charges are in-

volved.
(b) The correction minimum between carriers shall be one
dollar, instead of twenty-five cents.
(c) The settling carrier shall retain original abstracts and
division statements, sending first carbon copy to waybilling car-

and legible copies to each intermediate carried, in time to
reach them not later than the 18th of the succeeding month.
(d) Tracing for unreported waybills by intermediate carriers
shall be limited to carriers whose methods of accruing revenue
make such action necessary.
(e) For all carload shipments, car initials and numbers shall
be shown on the interline abstracts; if transferred enroute, the
ex-car initials and number shall also be shown.
(f) The forms prescribed in Accounting Circular No. 85,
adapted to the requirements of the plan, shall be used.
11. Interline Freight Accounts shall be audited, records shall
abstracts shall be
be checked to establish unreported waybills
checked against division statements; arithmetical calculations
and bases of apportionment, including arbitraries, shall be veririer

;

fied.
12. Junction settlements shall be made periodically on gross
or net basis in accordance with practices in effect at December

31, 1917.
13. General Order No. 55 and Accounting Circular No. 76 are
Effective with overcharge and agency relief
hereby canceled.

claims paid or settled on or after December 1, 1919, apportionment betw.een carriers shall be made in accordance with the rules
of the Railway Accounting Officers Association, published in
the 35th report.
14.
Interest payments shall be apportioned between carriers on
the same basis as the overcharges.
15. This general order shall not be comstrued as affecting the
relations between the public and the carriers.

Passenger Traffic in August

The number

of passengers carried one mile in

August was

4,375,694,522, according to the monthly report of the OperThis was an increase of 8.8 per
ating Statistics Section.
For the eight months ending with
cent over August, 1918.
August 31 the number of passengers carried one mile was
28,793,142,453, an increase of 6.3 per cent.

Number

of

Bad Order Cars Being Reduced

Steady and gratifying progress continues to be made in
connection with the bad order car situation, according to
a statement authorized by Director General Hines.
Excluding cars held out of service as not worth repairing,
bad order cars had fallen on November 15 to 130,833 or 5.2
per cent. The figures since October 4 have been:
No.
October 4
October 11
October 18
October 25

November
November
November

1

8
15

172,210
169,343
163,986
156,372
146,702
136.238
130,833

Per Cent
6.9
6.7
6.5

6.3
5.8
5.4
5.2

Including cars held out of service -as not worth repairing,
number of bad order cars has decreased to 150,133 or 5.9
The figures since October 4
per cent on November 15.
the

follow
No.

October 4
October 11
October 18
October 25

November
November
November

1

8

15

191,656
188,308
183,070
175.348
166,514
155,564
150,133

Per Cent
7.6
7.4
7.2
7.0
6.5
6.1
5.9

News Department

General

iiiiiiiiiii

William T. Payne,

far eastern manager of the Canadian
Services, Limited, Yokohama, Japan, has been
decorated by the Emperor of Japan with the Order of the
Eastern Sun, in recognition of his services toward promoting international commercial relations and the improvement
of navigation facilities.

Pacific

Ocean

W.

G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainrecent statement says that during the years 1917,
1918 and 1919, out of 1,322 benefits paid by the brotherhood
for deaths due to accidental causes, 400, or nearly one-third
of the entire number, were due to the one cause of falling
from or being knocked from trains.

men,

in a

Five robbers who boarded a southbound passenger train
Mississippi Valley at Memphis, Tenn., on
of the Yazoo
the morning of October 11, were foiled by the alertness of
a yardmaster, who saw the men board the train and telephoned to West Junction in time to have the train stopped.
Several packages were taken from the express car, the messenger being bound. A former railroad employee was arrested, later, and is said to have made a confession.

&

The American Association of Engineers has announced a
membership drive throughout the United States during the
first two weeks of December.
The clubs and chapters of this
organization will divide their membership into teams, each of
which will be assigned a certain territory. Telegraphic reports will be made to the central headquarters daily. Special
prizes will be awarded to the clubs and members securing
the largest results.

Senator Nelson, of Minnesota,

lias

introduced

the Senate

in

a bill, S. 3183, authorizing the Interstate Commerce Commission to investigate the warehouse facilities of railroads at
Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf ports for the purpose of determin-

ing whether they are proper and adequate for prompt and
handling of grain and grain products, to determine
what new facilities or additions to existing facilities will be
reasonably necessary and to make proper orders requiring
carriers to provide such facilities as are determined to be
necessary.

efficient

The Canadian
tions

to

Pacific, following its

custom

of

naming

sta-

and employees of
naming several stations on new lines it is

perpetuate

the

nanus of

officers

the company, is
building in the west after officers and employees who were
Among
decorated for meritorious service during the war.
the officers who have been so honored are J. A. Hesketh, assistant engineer, Winnipeg, Man.: W. M. Kirkpatrick, asGascoigne.
sistant freight traffic manager. Winnipeg; F. A
superintendent of car service, Montreal, Que.; J. M. Thrasher.

fireman, Kenora, Ont.; H. Neighbour, storeman at
L. B. Unwin, accountant at Schreiber, Ont.

California, is the subject of an illustrated booklet for the
information of prospective settlers and homeseekers, which
has been issued by the Division of Traffic of the United
States Railroad Administration.
Governor William D. Stephens, writing the introduction, says that there is to be found
within the limits of California every condition of soil and of
climate existing in any other part of the nation. More nearly
than any other State even more nearly than many of the
great nations of the earth California is capable of sustaining a great population and supplying its every material want
or need. The booklet contains 62 pages filled with information about what the Golden State will produce, available
lands, irrigation and reclamation, climate and soil, roads,
churches, schools,
transportation
facilities
and co-operative
marketing.

—

Boiler Makers'

strike

of

12,000

members

of the

of the Master Boiler Makers' Associaannounced that the next annual meeting of that asso-

ciation

May

will

the

report was

country

that

a

strike

vote

was

taken

at

a

The

ued a Statement from Washpresident of the org
'1
strike would be wholly
ington to the effect thai the tl
unauthorized and without the sanction of the Brotherhood
However, on the day set for the strike several of the local
brotherhood officers stated that a general strike \<>tc had not
been taken in the Chicago districl and the report had gained

men acting on their own incirculation because a nut
itiative held an unofficial meeting and sent their demands to
Washington.

Curtis

Hotel,

Minneapolis,

Minn.,

The Automobile Wins
Interurban Railway Company after substituting
for an unprofitable steam train service a passenger bus service,
the cars in which were equipped with a combination steel and
rubber tire which permitted operation over either rails or the
highway, has been authorized by the Railroad Commission of
California to discontinue all service on its lines between El
Centro, Cal., and Holtville.
Both services have been financial
failures, the public seemingly preferring automobiles which use

The

the

llolton

highways exclusively.

A
A

Comprehensive Reform

and roadbeds
good quality,
which shall render the roadbeds practically waterproof and exclude water from coming into contact with the roadbeds and
thus render them soft, unstable and dangerous for the operation
of cars and rolling stock thereon and thereover," has been introduced in the Senate by Senator Thomas of Colorado. The
bill, which is S. 3278, sets forth in the preamble that its purpose
is "to more fully insure the safety of human life and property,
to reduce the cost of transportation and to make the railways
better both physically and financially."
One section of the bill
would make it unlawful for a railroad to lay any cross tie which
shall have been artificially treated by any process by which any
to require the railroads to coat their ties
with "a suitable covering of hydraulic cement of
bill

poisonous substance has been injected into the pores

Chicago Telegraphers'

Brother-

14 locals in this district on October 26.
given extensive publicity in the press. \Y. G

meeting of the

be held at the

25-28.

Winnipeg

hood of Railway Trainmen in the Chicago switching district
on October 30, did not materialize. Reports were circulated
throughout

Annual Convention

The executive committee
tion has

and

The threatened

—

Wages

Although a strike vote was ordered taken on October 30 by
the 21 chairmen of the Order of Railway Telegraphers representing 23,000 men in the Chicago district, no strike of operators
has materialized.
The cause of the action was due to a delay
in the application of interpretation 2 to Supplement 13 to General Order 27 winch had the effect of increasing the hourly rate
of pay of telegraphers on railroads where a 26-day month was
This interpretation was issued by the Railroad Adin effect.
ministraiion
put the

on

August

wage order

16,

but

the

railroads

involved did not

and referred the matter back to
for modification.
The executive com-

into effect

Director General
Tines
mittee of the various branches of the organization again submilted the question to the telegraphers employed on 21 roads
in the Chicago district; and following conferences with Director
I

General Hincs the situation is reported settled satisfactorily to
both the roads and the telegraphers.
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Railway Revenues
The

Interstate

for

September

railroad earnings and expenses, covering

186 Class

report

of

roads, and

l

switching and terminal companies, shows gross revenui
oi $498,762,533 and railway operating income of $81,«

17

September

The details are as shown in the table. Operating income amounted to $349 per mile of toad operated, which com

675,721,

pares with an average of $-115 for September
test period ended June 30, 1°17.

K\ti\\

in

the

about

to

which

tlu-

affect

ol

oil

the

land

title

61

the

involved

the

facts

different

in

involving the more valuable tracl arc so
decision affords no basis for drawing
regard to the other case.

in

in

now

the suit

Settled arc situated in the

FOR SEPTEMBER AND FOR MINI MONTHS,
I

I

1.M11KR

mile
of road operated

$342,101,018

$1,481

470

$1,462
452

19

19

56

11,756,939
12,391,250
606.725
197,503

105.9J5.071
4,352,989
13,753,762
11,626.208
11,584.008
508,213
153,820

53

59
50
49

3

2

26,384
887,036,130
38,916,417
83.551,706
93,053,474
95,919,422
5.064.277

1

1

498,762.533

489,697,449

2,131

69,036,844
125,628.378
4,107,709
186.951.947
4.365.408
10,515,524
434.118

60,220,089
118,263,735
3,469,185
177,483.809
3,418.062
9,217,497
360,282

2

400,171,692

371,712,095

1,710

98,590.841

117,985,354

16,844,715
70,405

16,072,560
38,453

81,675.721

101,874,341

2,403,566
1,509,132

940,327
1,407,009

77,763.023

99,527,005

80.23

75.91

234.0SS.20

$346,736,748
110.056,471
4,276,617
13,135,286

Rev enues:
reight
4.

Mail

5.

.'

Express

Ml Other transportation
7. Incidental
S. loint
facility— Cr
9. Joint facility -Or
10.

Railway operating revenues

Expenses;
11. Maintenance of way and structures
12. Maintenance of equipment
13.
14.

Traffic

15.
16.
17.

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investment

18.

Railway operating expenses

19.

Net revenue from railway operations

20.
21.

Railway tax accruals (excluding
Uncollectible railway revenues

22.

Railway operating income

— Cr

"War

Taxes")..

23. F.m.ioment rents (Dr. Bal.)
24. Joint facility rent (Dr. Bal.)
22, 23

and 24

25.

Net of items

26.

Ratio of operating expenses to operating revs.
§

— Credit

.

%

N

I

1

1

S

$ J. 58 1,1

1919

mile

i

o

1918

$11,034

1,583,883

$2,460,544,553
773,048,309
40,433,304
89,982,589
93,623,278
92,730,543
4.317,093
1,311,499

7

19
6

2,092

3,783.083,927

3,553,368,170

16,173

15,160

295
537

257
505

18

15

799

759

18
45

39
2

575,122,124
887,499,174
34,885,149
1,588,243,519
35.653,538
92,712,304
4,486,487

459,627,192
780,130,283
38,621,702
1.4S5, 674,281
28,864,246
82,700,729
4,110,924

2,459
3,794
149
6,790
152
396
19

3,328
165
6,339
123
353
18

1,588

3,209,629,321

2.871,507,509

13,721

12,251

421

504

573,454,606

681,860,661

2,452

2,909

72

69

140.915,784
563,697

140,243,424
465,292

602
3

598
2

431,975,125

541,151,945

1,847

2,309

16,145,230
11,156,510

10.089,126
10,581,332

69
48

43
45

404,673,385

520,481,487

1,730

2,221

84.84

80.81

50

15

435

332

425

3,792
168

357
398
409
22

$10,497
3,298
173
384
399
396

1,961

item.

Southern Pacific Loses Minor Oil Land Suit
The United States Supreme Court on November 17 sustained
the government in its proceedings to cancel patents for about
6,000 acres of oil land in California, alleged to have been obThe
tained by the Southern Pacific Company through fraud.
government thus becomes repossessed of the lands granted to
the company in 1904 under railroad land grant laws which reThe Federal District Court held that
served mineral lands.
while there had been no actual discovery of oil on the land, surrounding conditions clearly indicated that it was valuable for

and the Circuit Court of Appeals, which reversed this opinnow in turn reversed by the Supreme Court. The government contended that the company knew of the presence of oil,
although in affidavits filed by its land agent the land was declared to be non-mineral. The opinion by Justice Vandevanter
declares that the Southern Pacific officers were not acting in
good faith; that they endeavored to obtain the property "by
representing that the lands were not mineral when they believed
the fact was otherwise."
"After considering all the evidence,'' he said, "we believe that
valuable
it is adequately shown that the lands were known to be
for oil when the patent was sought and obtained; and by this
we mean that the known conditions at that time were such as

oil

ion, is

to reasonably engender the belief that the lands contained oil of
such quality and in such quantity as would render its extraction
Regarding the
profitable, and justify expenditure to that end.

company's contention that a general land office agent examined
the lands and reported them as non-mineral, the court said the
report was made in another connection and was not considered
by the government in approving the company's selection. This
report did not relieve the company from showing that the lands
were not mineral, nor did the company understand that it had
any such

I

of road

1918

1918

234,099,38

1

I''

Amount

1919

1919

Passenger

in

the present

lands involved

Amount

3.

mit,

the case

thai

1'cr

Average number miles operated

Pa

anotlu-i

I

Si r

I.

Southern

in

district court .sustained the

any inference

threi

nol

162,000 acrei

16

company's claim and which
the government lias not y<
appealed. The case just decided was
rded as the government's strongest ease and it is stated that

The

u RETURNS

decision doi

in-

I

Commerce Commission's monthly

Vol. 67, No.

effect."

region of Kern County, California, near the town of
McKittrick, about 50 miles west of Bakersfield.
Suit to return the lands to the government was started in

Elkhills

1910.

Guarding Against Forest-Fire Dangers
construction of fire lines along the right-of-way of all
railroads in the Northwestern region has been ordered by R. H.
Aishton, regional director, as a precaution against field and
forest fires caused by sparks from locomotives or from other
The rules have been approved by the Executive Comcauses.
mittee of the American Railroad Association and are as follows

The

"Disposal of inflammable material such as standing dead trees,
dead and rotten wood, brush, dry leaves and dry grass.
This will involve burning over the right-of-way as often as m?y
be necessary to keep it cleared of inflammable material. Where
the right-of-way is less than 200 ft. wide and permission can be
obtained from owners of adjoining land a strip should be cleared
in
as above described of 100 ft. or more from the outside ra
each side of the roadway. If such permission cannot be obtained,
then such right-of-way as is owned must be cleared to its full
logs,

;

l

width.

"Continuous fire lines must be constructed at the outside edge
of the clear strip consisting of a plowed or grubbed line not less
than three feet in width which must be renewed yearly before
the season of fire hazard, or as often as necessary to keep the
exposed.
"Fire lines may be omitted where the railroad is paralleled by
a stream or body of water not less than 20 ft. wide and not less
than 100 ft. nor more than 200 ft. from the nearest track or
where the railroad is para leled by another railroad or a graded
road not less than 100 ft. nor more than 200 ft. from the nearest
track, or where in prairie regions the grass can be burned off
clean in the fall, provided this can be done safely and effectively
without plowing a fire line."
soil
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The Oklahoma Industrial League has been organized, to
interchange ideas concerning traffic matters; II. T. Driscoll,
manager of the Oklahoma Traffic Association, is president.
R. M. Field, manager of the traffic department of the Peoria Illinois Association of Commerce, has been appointed
shippers' representative on the Chicago Western District
Freight Traffic Committee, succeeding J. S. Brown, who has
resigned.

The Boston & Maine announces

that a general increase in
per cent will go into effect on
December 31. It is said that the Massachusetts State Public
Service Commission approved this increase in April, 1918, but
accounting difficulties had prevented earlier action.
local

freight

rates of about 25

George E. Clinton, chief clerk to the assistant general
freight agent of the New York Central, with office at New
York City, has been appointed traffic manager of the Shef-

Condensed Milk Company, Inc., and the Sheffield Farms
Company, Inc., both of New York, with headquarters in that

field

city.

Suits against the Southern Pacific and the Atchison, To& Santa Fe for damages said to have resulted from nondelivery of cars for transportation of grapes in 1917, have
been filed in the Superior Court at Sacramento, Cal., recently
by the Earl Fruit Company, San Francisco, Cal. Aggregate
damages in excess of $100,000 are asked.

peka

R. Bremner, traffic manager of the Association of Comof Madison, Wis., has been appointed traffic manager
Prior to
of the South Bend (Ind.) Chamber of Commerce.
his service in the industrial traffic field, Mr. Bremner was
employed for 20 years in the traffic departments of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Union Pacific.
J.

merce

The Canadian Railway War Board

in

a

recent circular calls

attention to the practice in vogue on certain railways of using
standard bill of lading forms for the conveyance of instructions from the consignor to the carrier covering the shipment

and routing of empty tank cars without charges. There has
been misunderstanding as to the responsibility of the carrier
in such cases and the Board directs that the standard bill of
lading forms he used only in connection with revenue bearing
traffic.
Billing instructions covering the movement of empty
cars should be furnished by letter.

Wilmer W. Wood,

traffic

managei

ol

the

United

States

Cast Iron Pipe & Foundrj Company, Philadelphia, Pa., lias
been appointed general freight agent of the Kerr Steamship
Company, Inc., New York City. Trior to his seven years of
service with the pipe company, Mr. Wood was connected
with the traffic and transportation departments of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Chinese merchants and students, to the number of 346, recently passed over the Southern Pacific from San Francisco to
New Orleans (leaving San Francisco October 11) bound for
South America to study commercial and educational methods.
These passengers, traveling in a train of IS coaches, were not
allowed to step out of the cars while en route, guards being
posted at all of the door- to guard against violations of the
Chinese exclusion law.
ommission in the
ommerce
The opinion of the [nl
consolidated classification case has been turned over by the
director of the Division of Traffic of the Railroad Administration to the Consolidated Classification Committee for analysis
and report. It will be the duty of the committee to prepare for
submission to the director general a modified consolidated classification which will not conflict with the views expressed by the
commission, and which, if approved by him, could be promptly
'

filed

to

supersede existing classifications.

I

801

As a result of the experiences of the city of Los Angeles, Cal.,
during the recent unauthorized strike of employees on the railroads entering that city the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce,
through its Board of Directors, has called on the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States to start a national movement
to make it a criminal offense for two or more persons engaged
in public utility work to enter into a conspiracy to render such
an industry impotent in order to compel settlement of some
grievance.
At Los Angeles two per cent of the population on
strike paralyzed rail transportation and isolated the city from
the rest of the country.

Improper storage of cotton is the subject of a vigorous note
which has been issued by B. L. Winched, regional director,
Southern Region, United States Railroad Administration, and
circulated among cotton growers and others in the southern
Quoting data from a report prepared by the Departstates.
ment of Agriculture, Mr. Winched declares that millions of
dollars are lost every year through improper storage.
A bale
weighing 492 lb., stored flat on the ground for six months lost
232 lb., which, at 30 cents a pound, meant a loss of $69.60. The
Agricultural Department made tests with seven bales.
This
bale during the test absorbed moisture until it weighed 912 lb.,
but at the end of six months, 232 lb. had moulded and was
worthless.
A bale standing on end on the ground lost 120 lb.;
one on edge lying on the ground, but turned about once a week,
lost 22 lb.
A bale standing on edge and covered with tarpaulin lost only four pounds.

The Southern Pacific Company has protested to the United
States Railroad Administration against the proposed change
in fares which will make travel to the Pacific Coast from
eastern states not bordering on the Atlantic much more expensive via New Orleans than over the more direct Ogden
The Railroad Administration bases fares on mileage,
route.
but the protestant claims that this will lessen the available
trains to California for a large part of the population of the
United States, except on the basis of excess fares. While
the distance from eastern cities to San Francisco via New
Orleans is 1147 miles greater than by way of Ogden, the distance to Los Angeles via the Ogden route is but 188 miles
greater than the distance to the same city by way of New
Orleans.
Objection is also raised to the mileage basis because of the other factors such as climate and scenic interFinally, attention is called to
est, which influence tourists.
the fact that, under the new rates, travelers eastward bound
from California can reach points in the south by way of Chicago as cheaply as they can by way of New Orleans, although travelers from the East cannot reach California by
the New Orleans route without paying additional fares

Northwestern Transportation Committees
Special transportation committees have been appointed in the
At Chicago, F. H. RutherNorthwestern region as follows:
W,
ford, chairman, superintendent terminals C. & E. L:

W

A
superintendent, M., St. P. & S. S. M.
and Robert
Lloyd, superintendent Western Division, N. Y. C.
C. Ross, traffic manager, Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago.
\i
Duluth and Superior. Minn. II. J. Councilman, chairman,
trainmaster, N. P.; W. D. Boyce, trainmaster. M.. St. P & S
C. St. I'.
& 0., and F. S
S. M .;
J. Nealey, trainmaster.
Wade,

assistant

1

;

;

M

J.

Kciser, traffic commissioner.
\t

Portland,

S.,

P.

&

E.

S.;

chairman, assistant general
general manager,
Lyons, genera] manager, N. P. Terminal, and

Ore.,

manager, O.-W.

Commercial Club, Duluth. Minn.

R

N.

F.

& N.;

Finch,

E. E.

Lillie, assistant

Lothrop, secretary traffic and transportation association,
Portland. Ore
At Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.. J. II. O'Neill, chairman, gen
1.
B. Richards, general superineral superintendent, G. X.;
tendent, N. P.; W. B. Foster, genera] superintendent. C, M. &
J.

St.

II.

P.,

and

Chamber

of

J.

D.

Mansfield, traffic commissioner of

Commerce,

Seattle,

New

Seattle

Wash.

At St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., P. L. Clarity, chairman
G. A. Van Dyke, terminal
terminal superintendent. G. N.
superintendent, O. M. & St. P.; L. A. Mixener, assistant general freight audit. C. St. P.. M. & O. and Joseph II. Beek,
traffic director, St. Paul Association.
;

:

:

1
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Movement November

Freight

10-17

llllllllll

conditions for the week ended
According to a report on
November 17, made to Directoi General limes, the revenue
freight loadings and receipts from connections for the various
regions \\ ere a-, follow i
deEastern Region, revenue freight loaded 203,653 cars,
crease of 4,335 cars under corresponding week last year; retraffii

connections, 242,032 cars, a decrease of 8,236 cars
Region revenue freight loaded,
under last year;
^lleghenj
172,390 cars, a decrease of 32,607 over last year; received from
connections, 166,223 cars, a decrease of 24,836 under last year;
Pocahontas Region freight loadings, 34,487 ears, a decrease of
1,594 ears under last year; receipts from connections, 15,737 ears,
Southern Region- freight
B decrease of 4,471 under last \c.u
loadings, 109,566 ears, a decrease of 7.225< under last year; receipts from connections, 7Ji}X)7 ears, an increase of 577 cars over
last year; Northwestern Region -freight loadings, 139,103 ears,
an increase of 10,430 ears over last year; received from conceipts
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companies subject to the jurisdiction of the Board
ommissioners Eoi
anads havi been granted ai
time until September 30, 1920, within which to equip
I

I

freight cars with safety appliances as required by a recent order

of

the

Hoard.

Pursuant to a Senate resolution calling for information as to
the present or prospective ownership or control by the Canadian

;

nections, 73.249 ears, an

Western Region

tral

—

increase of 1,647 over last year; Cenfreight loadings, 116,323, an increase of

from connections, 71,702, an
same week last year; Southwestern

11,334 cars over last year; receipts

of

increase

\2.727

over

Region revenue freight loadings, 61,624 cars, an increase of
7,054 over last year; receipts from connections, 51,753 cars, an
increase of 6,066 over last year.

Anthracite Shipments for October
The record for anthracite shipments for this year was made
October, 6,560,150 gross tons, the largest record since August,
Shipments exceeded those of September by nearly 880,000
tons, and showed an increase over October, 1918, of 273,784
gross tons. The total shipments for .the present coal year have
amounted to 41,000,250 gross tons as compared with 38,092,613
tons in the normal year 1916-17.
The shipments by railroads were as follows
in

1918.

October
1919
P.

& R

1,240,001
1,209,345

L.
V
C. of N. J
D. L. & W.

D.

639,924
963,618
797,041
465,544
698,613
187,926
358,138

& H

Penna
Erie
N. Y. O. &
L. & N. E

W

6,560,150

Coal Year
1919-1920

Coal Year
1916-1917

132,291
279,252

7,939,838
7,552,394
3,785,154
6,341,692
4,730,605
2,926,615
4,500,633
1,202,978
2,020,341

7,182,849
6,992,276
3,707,753
5,941,961
4,148,447
3,226,469
4,301,230
1,121,892
1,469,736

5,870,204

41,000,250

38,092,613

October
1916
1,206,570
1,073,176
538,031
946,945
589,636

480,920
623,383

government of railways in the United States the Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered a proceeding of inquiry and
investigation.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission's monthly

railroad earnings and expenses, covering 186 Class
17 switching

September

Canada, Maj.-Gen. J. Lyons Biggar, quartermaster
general of the Canadian Army, set forth statistics regarding "the
admirable services" of the railway and steamship companies in
The following is the
the movement of troops during the war.
number of troops which have been carried by the various
railways

CANADIAN PACIFIC
Canadian troops
United States troops
Chinese coolies for overseas
French battalion, Serbian, Montenegrin and Polish

Mobilization
153,826

Demobilization
175,567

81,530
16,103

reservists

9,032

Imperial troops

Total

306,269

184 599

2C0.273
118,180

105,259

318,453

105,259

339,172
5.843

267,436

345,015

267,436

GRAND TRUNK
Canadian troops
United States troops
Total

CANADIAN NATIONAL
Canadian troops
United States troops

The

shown in the table. Operating
$349 per mile of road operated, which compares with an average of $415 for September in the three-year
test period ended June 30, 1917.
income amounted

details are as

to

The Quebec, Montreal & Southern has been granted permission by the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada
to increase its standard passenger fares from 3.45 cents to 4
cents a mile between all stations.
The application was accompanied by detailed statistics showing the deficits incurred on
the road from year to year, the density, average journey and
average fare as compared with all other Canadian railways and
the percentage of general expenses to total operating expenses.

The Interstate Commerce Commission Bureau of Valuation
has served tentative valuations in the cases of the Northern
Dakota, the Savannah & Northwestern, the Talbotton, the Santa
Fe, Raton & Eastern, the Evansville & Indianapolis, the St.
Francois County Railroad (Missouri) and the Mississippi River
& Bonne Terre. The commission has also announced a series
of hearings on protests of carriers to its tentative valuations
before Examiner Flynn at Washington, the case of the Flint
River & Northeastern on November 5, the Louisville & Wadley
November 6, the Wrightsville & Tennille November 7, and the

The number

17.

Inspection of Stationary Boilers in Canada

The Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada has requested Canadian Railway companies subject to its jurisdiction
to file with the Board an expression of opinion on the question
as to whether inspection of railway steam boilers other than locomotive boilers should be performed by provincial inspectors or
otherwise. These expressions of opinion are requested because
of the fact that the attention of the board has been drawn by
provincial authorities to the existing conditions under which such
inspections have not been performed by provincial inspectors in
one or two of the provinces for the reason that the railway companies claim that in complying with the orders of the board they
The result has been, it is
have fulfilled their obligations.
claimed, that the protection aimed at by the
defeated and the public is not safeguarded.

different

acts

is

Personnel of Commissions
U. G. Powell and V. E. Wilson, formerly of the Railway
Commission of Nebraska, have resigned and formed a partnership for the practice of law, with office at Lincoln, Neb.

Total

as follows

of

and terminal companies, shows gross revenues for
$498,762,533 and railway operating income of

Norfolk Southern November

of

report

roads, and

of

$186,675,721.

Five Years' Troop Movements on Canadian Railways
In a memorandum addressed recently to the Minister of
Militia

I

carried

by the Canadian

Pacific

steamships

was

at Anchorage, has been appointed
engineer of the Alaskan Engineering CommisMr. Edes retains his office as
sion, in place of W. C. Edes.
chairman of the commission.

William Gerig, engineer

assistant chief
:

CANADIAN PACIFIC
Eastbound

Canadian troops
United States troops
Chinese coolies
Prisoners of war
Total

.

.

.

Westbound

121,097
18,407
37,034
1,424

80,811
2,120
3,120

177,962

86,051

Charles W. Needham, assistant counsel in the Bureau of
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, has been apA.
pointed solicitor of the Bureau of Valuation to succeed

Law

G

Oct.

Issued Nov.

17,

29,
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Benton, who has resigned to succeed C. E. Elmquist as solicitor
of the valuation committee of the National Association of Rail-

way and

Utilities

Commissioners.

State Commissions
The

State Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has undertaken
a campaign for the elimination of dangerous grade crossings
and Colonel H. M. Tripp, formerly associated with the Valuation Division of the Interstate Commerce Commission has been
appointed grade crossing engineer, to conduct the campaign.

The Railroad Commission

sands of dollars, covers shipments of petroleum products made

from January 1, 1916, to December 27, 1917, the
which the government took over the railroads.

date

upon

Holding that the United States Supreme Court has sustained
the contention of the Southern Pacific that the Railroad Commission of California has no jurisdiction in the matter of determining the switching limits of the railroads in San Francisco,
Cal., or over the matter of carload rates between San Francisco
and South San Francisco, the commission recently ordered a
dismissal of the action brought against the Southern Pacific
by the South San Francisco Chamber of Commerce. The action
was originally brought to bring South San Francisco within
The case was heard in Febthe San Francisco switching limit.
ruary, 1918, and subsequently a supplemental answer questioning
the jurisdiction of the commission was filed by the Southern
Pacific.
This answer was later sustained by the Supreme Court,
which held that the Federal government had the sole power
over such rates.

News

Court

Inexcusable Delay to Live Stock
The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that a railroad cannot justify 17 hours' delay in transportation of live stock on the
theory that it was complying with the law forbidding the working of a train crew more than 16 hours at a time, since it will
presumed that the railroad companv has more than one train
crew available— K. C. M. & O. v. Cliett (Tex.), 207 S. W. 166.
be

Fire from Sparks

— Kentucky

Rule

The Kentucky Court of Appeals confirms the rule, first handed
down in 1890 and never departed from, that if a railroad company

in

that

state

equips

its

locomotives with spark arresters,

and operates them with due care, it
for damages occasioned by fires set from

as required by Ky. St. §7X2,
will

not be liable

sparks.

— Hartford

(Ky.), 206 S.

W.

Fire

Ins.

Co.

c.

Cincinnati, "N.

<

).

&

T.

—

United States Supreme Court
Workmen's Compensation

for Facial Disfigurement.

The Supreme Court of the United States holds that a State,
in administering a Workman's Compensation Law, may take into
consideration, in ascertaining the amount of compensation, any
physical impairment attributable to the
injury,
immediately affects earning capacity or not.
The cases in which the question arose involved the constitu-

substantial

whether

it

to the New York
Act, section 15, providing that in case
of an injury resulting in serious facial or head disfigurement the
Commissioner may, in its discretion, award compensation, not

cionality

and validity of the 1916 amendment

Workmen's Compensation

to

exceed $3,500.

The defendants'

would deprive them

sole contention

was

that this

of their property without

due process of law.
The court holds that the "due process of law" clause does not
require the states to base compulsory compensation solely upon
loss of earning power.
Whether an award for such disfigurement should be made in combination with or independent of the
compensation allowed for the mere inability to work is held a
matter of detail for the Stale to determine.
Mr. Justice McReynolds dissenting. New York Central v. Bianc.
Decided

—

November

10,

1919.

Collecting Undercharges in Rates

A

railroad delivered to a consignee

two boxes of Indian relics
shipped to him at Dayton, Ohio, frcm Los Angeles, Cal., the
waybill specifying charges of $15, which the consignee paid on
receipt of the goods.
By the filed tariff the charge should have
been $30. The railroad sued the consignee for the difference.
The Supreme Court of the United States holds that under section 6 of the Act to Regulate Commerce, which controls the case,
it was unlawful for the carrier to depart from the tariff rates.
For the legal charges the carrier had a lien upon the goods and
the consignee could become entitled to the goods only upon
tender or payment of the legal rate. This may be a hardship
on the consignee, but instances of individual hardship cannot
change the policy of Congress to secure uniformity in rates.
The court followed Louisville & Nashville v. Maxwell, 237 U. S.
94, where this rule was enforced as against a passenger who
had bought a ticket from an agent of the company at less than
the published rate. It was immaterial that the consignee did not
become owner of the goods until after they were delivered to
him. And the doctrine of estoppel could not be invoked to avoid
the requirement of the act as to equal rates.
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis \. Fink.
Decided November in. 1919.

—

P.

Famous Georgia Railroad Taxation Case

628.

Licensees on Railroad Premises
The Arkansas Supreme Court hold- that a person who, without being expressly or impliedly in
enter a railroad station, entered the building to ascerl
rtain friends of his
were there was a mere licensee, and could not recover from the
company for injuries caused by falling down an open stairway
in a baggage office he had entered t<> ask a porter about his
\rk), 206 S. W. 666.
friends.— Rock Island v. Russell
I

Twenty-Eight Hour

Law

A

railroad delivered a shipment of hoys at the proper place
according to the car tickets before the expiring of the time to unload under the 28-hour law.
The consignees refused to accept
the shipment, because the car tickets made by a connecting
carrier did not agree with the hills of lading, which called for

delivery at another point

before the shipment could be redelivered.
Further delay was
caused by the refusal of another connecting carrier to accept the
animals after the government inspector had ordered them unThe federal district court for the
loaded for rest and feed.
Eastern District of Pennsylvania holds that there was no willful
disobedience of the act, or even negligence, and that the carrier
was not liable tor the penalty. United States v. Allcntown
Terminal K. Co., 256 Fed. 855.

of California recently stated in an

accompanying an order awarding the Ventura Refining
Company reparation for overcharges on shipments of refined
petroleum from Fillmore, Cal., to Los Angeles, Slauson and
Colton over the Southern Pacific, the Atchison Topeka & Santa
Fe, the Los Angeles & Salt Lake and the Pacific Flectric, that
"a more aggravated case of prejudicial and unreasonable treatment would be hard to find." The award, amounting to thouopinion,

803

:

and the time for unloading expired

The Supreme Court of

the United States has just handed
probably the final decision in a litigation which has
been before the court since 1S74. between the Comptroller General of tlie State of Georgia and the Central of Georgia Railroad,
in respect of taxes on the Augusta & Savannah and other Southwestern roads, leased in pcrpctuin by the Central of Georgia.
The opinion of the court, by Mr. Justice Holmes, which is
substantial!} as follows, se ts forth the course and result of the
litigation.
At last term it was decided that the Central of
Georgia was exempt from liability as lessee of certain roads,
248 U. S. 525, as it had been decided a few terms earlier that it

down what

is

was exempt from taxation upon the lee of the same roads, 236
A rehearing was granted on the question whether
the exemption thus adjudged to exisi extends to portions of the
railroad let to the Central of Georgia by the Southwestern and
the Muscogee railroads, which were assumed to lie embraced in
the decision, but which were not specially discussed.
The con-,
sideration of the court was directed especially to the charter of
U. S. 674.
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Augusta

the

S

Waynesboro road granted

features characterise

of

in

1838

and having

mi

iiuhiih

It
was argued tli.it the charters of the other lessors just
named, granted -it a later date, even when limiting the corpora-

in

.i

to

liability

different

taxation

in

similai

The Supreme Courl is satisfied that between 1838 and 1845
there had been no such change in the policy of Georgia as to
require the same words to lie given a different meaning at the
later date from thai which the Supreme Court has decided that
they had at the former.
Circumstances had not changed when
to let was given in 1852.
The Muscogee was
Southwestern under an act of 1856, but the exempt ion remained superior to legislative change. No real distinction could be made between the charter of the Augusta &
Waynesboro and those of the Southwestern and Muscogee roads.

power

merged

in

decision of last term, deciding against the state's contention,
was therefore adhered to. Central of Georgia v. Wright. Decided October 27, 1919.

—

McKenna,
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Colonel C.

S. Coe, of St. Augustine, Ila., is reported by
Associated PreiB as having been appointed by the Jl
Slav republic to take charge of railroad construction.
olonel
erved during the war as commander of the Se
Railway Engineers.

the

<

Railway Extension

in

Brazil.— Consul

Edward

Iliggins,

reports thai work is to be resumed on the
extension of the Estrada de Ferro de Nazareth, the legislature of the State of Bahia having opened a credit for the
carrying on of the work. This line has in operation 221 km.
(137 miles); 30 km. (19 miles) in course of construction, and
,^5 km. (22 miles) surveyed.
Work on this extension has been
suspended since June, 1918, because of the failure of the state
to appropriate money for construction.
Bahia,

Brazil,

Deficit

—

When the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic won its suit restraining the enforcement of the Michigan two-cent fare act of
1911 (repealed this year) the railroad was required to issue to all
by which it agreed to refund, if
should be held valid, the amount paid in excess of a
two-cent fare. Later, the railroad was required to deposit, subject to the court's order, such amounts thereafter collected.
The
fund now on deposit exceeds $800,000, and the refund coupons
are still outstanding. In order to determine the rights of coupon
holders and dispose of this fund it was necessary to decide
whether the act of 1911 was, as respects this road, confiscatory.
The district court found that the two-cent fare would have resulted in a return on intrastate passenger business of less than
two per cent during the six years ending June 30, 1917. The
State contends that this was error, due partly to the district
judge having included in his calculations property and operations
which should have been excluded, and partly to his having
adopted improper formulas for the d'vision of common charges
and expenses as between the freight and passenger services; and
that if these specific errors were corrected it would appear that
the two-cent fare would have been highly remunerative.
The Supreme Court of the United States has affirmed the
decree of the district court. Regarding the formula adopted for
dividing charges and expenses common to freight and passenger
services, the court says that what method should be pursued in
making such division is a very difficult problem to which railroad
accountants, the Interstate Commerce Commission, and State
railroad commissions have for years given serious attention.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, upon its organization
July 1, 1887, required the railroads to report operating expenses
intrastate passengers receipts

London

An

abstract

deficit

from Modern Transport

on the Swiss railways

Electrification

is

on Railways

states

that this

•

The difficulties were so
separately as between these services.
great and the results so widely discredited that the requirement
was withdrawn in 1894. It was restored in 1915. In the interval
railroad accounting had in this respect made gradual advances.
Despite much patient study and the exhibition of great ingenuity
no wholly satisfactory method has yet been devised. The variand
ables, many of them due to local conditions, are numerous
experience teaches that it is much easier to reject formulas
claimed to be misleading than to find one apparently adequate.
The science of railroad accounting is in this respect in process of
development and it may be long before a formula is devised
which can be accepted as satisfactory. The court could not say
that the lower court erred in adopting the method it pursued.
Gresbeck v. D. S. S. & A. Decided November 10, 1919.
;

year's

estimated at £8,000,000.

in the Silesian

Mountains
London.

an extract from the
Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift by E. C. Zehme, in which it is
stated that as the total available water power (9400 kw. peak
load) was not sufficient to run the railways, a generating station
burning a local low grade coal was erected at Mittelsteine to
gives

supply single phase alternating current at 15,000 volts, 16f^ cycles.
The total length of the railways served is 500 km. of track,
and the grades and curvatures are particularly severe.

act

;

on the Swiss Railways

The London Technical Review

Two-Cent Fares Division of Operating Expenses
Between Freight and Passenger Services

—

News

Pitney, Brandeis and Clarke dissented, but

without written opinion.

the

.

, ;l

the

The

Justices

i

the

property therewith connected, or the capital stork of the said
railroad company, should not be Bubject to be taxed higher than
one half of one per cent upon its annual net income, they did
not contain the provisions that showed the legislature in 1838
to contemplate indifferently a revenue derived from using, from
sharing, or from letting the special privili
ited
provisions
that were of weight in the decision of the court.

express

nun

ii

Foreign Railway
Mimill'llllllllllll

Southwestern and the Muscogee roads
were nol granted until 1845, and while like the earlier ones they
provided thai the said railways and Its appurtenances and all
of

mini

ii

words, should be construed

\\.<\

charters

mi

16

the conception of railroads then enter*

tained
tion's
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Swedish Ferry Line to England
London.
Detailed plans have been prepared, states the Technical Review, for transporting railway cars between England and Sweden.
A daily service could be maintained by four boats, each country
building two, and working them on the same lines to those now
in operation between Sweden and Germany, that is, loaded cars
are run on to rails laid on the deck of the ferry boats and landed
on completion of the voyage without the goods breaking bulk.
It has also been suggested that Norway and Denmark should
join in the scheme, as this would considerably improve the return on the expended capital.

British Freight Cars for

Belgium
London

of Railways, states Modern Transport,
has bought from the British Government, 8,750 freight cars, formerly used by the British Army, which are still in France.

The Belgian Minister

Railway Construction

in

South America
London.

An

have
been prepared, for the construction of the last stages of the
Potosi-Sucre Railway, in Bolivia. The total length is 170 kilometers of which 50 are almost ready for service. The sum of
25,000,000 pesos, gold, is to be expended upon the electrification
of the first zone of National railways in Chile. The ValparaisoSantiago railroad is comprised in the zone. Construction upon
the Trujillo railway, Honduras, between kilometers 46 and 66
has been completed and opened to public traffic. The Uruguayan
Government proposes to extend the track of the Uruguayan
Eastern railway from Punta del Este to' Maldonado, a distance
abstract

from Modern Transport

states that plans

of five kilometers.

Railway Construction in Chosen
The American Consul General at Seoul, Chosen,
the

Government General has granted permission

reports that
for the con-

:

Oct.

17,
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expected that trains

running

Marrakesh

struciion of two broad gage, light railway lines in North Chosen,
for the exploitation of the forests along the Yalu

in

and Tumen Rivers, and the development of the mining industry

Over the River Bou Regreg between Rabat and Sale an important road and rail bridge is being erected which will do away
with the existing inconvenience of the ferry and will form the
connecting link between the lines Sale-Fez and Rabat-Casablanca.
In spite of the narrow gage of these lines they have rendered
very important services in the opening up and trade of Morocco.
The tariffs for passengers are; hirst class, 50 centimes; second
class, 30 centimes; and third class, .08 centimes per kilometre,
with an allowance of 30 kilos of baggage free. Merchandise is
carried at rales varying between 30 centimes and 50 centimes
per ton per kilometer, according to classification of goods.
These tariffs are the same all over the railways of the French
These existing railways are only of a more or
Protectorate.
less temporary nature and are merely the forerunners of an
extensive system of commercial lines, the construction of some
of which is already in hand.

primarily
that

in

One

region.

Chosen Forest Railway,

will run from Hamheung,
lluchang,
North Pyongan
Province. The
Ryoko Takurin Tetsudo, will
consist of two lines, one running from Komusan and the other
from Kilju, North Hamkyong Province, to Haisanchin.
The total length of these lines will exceed 200 miles and involve a capitalization of about $12,500,000.
The establishment
of a paper mill at Hamheung is contemplated,

South

line,

the

Hamkyong

Province, to
other railway, the

Railway Developments

in Chile
London.

The London Times Engineering supplement states that the
Public Works Department of Chile is preparing studies for important constructional work, including new railways, upon which
The completion of
$2,000,000 is to be expended for equipment.
the new railway between the capital, Santiago and Valparaiso by
way of Casablanca will be the first to be undertaken. It is estimated that the cost will be approximately 45,000,000 Chilean
paper pesos or at the present rate of exchange would be £2,432,432. This line it is proposed to work by steam, but the existing
between Valparaiso and Santiago

will be converted to elecoperation in the near future.
Other work to be carried out includes the proposal of the construction of a line from Larrain Alcalde to Pichilemu, the project for a new reinforced bridge over the Maipo River, on the
Paine-Talagante line, and the completion of the various plans
and estimates for the railway from Los Angeles to Santa Barbara
line

trical

and

Quilleco.

The Ayacucho-Cuzco Railway

of

Peru

Press despatches from Lima, Peru, report that criticism is
being voiced regarding the government resolution of August
20,

which stipulates that the gage of the Huncayo-Ayacuchoshall be one metre.
Some of those interested

Cuzco Railway

in the project are inclined to believe that it should be the
standard gage of 4 ft. 8V2 in., the same that has been used on
the Central and .Southern Railroads.
It is claimed by others that the cost of construction entailed
by the standard gage would be prohibitive. It is recognized
that a uniform gage would be desirable, but since this is impossible the adoption of the meter gage would make it possible
to link up the Government roads of Bolivia, Chile, Argentina and
Uruguay.
The Ayacucho-Cuzco Railroad is one of the most important
projects now being pushed by Peru, for it will open up a rich
interior region and will also put the capital in railroad communication with ithe southern part of Peru and make unnecessary the ocean trip from Callao to Mollendo,

Railway Extensions

in

The London Times Trade Supplement slates that the railMorocco extend today over
ways of the French Protectorate
a length of nearly 1,000 kilometres. The system is divided into
two sections respectively the Eastern and Western Moroccan
Railways.
These lines arc all of narrow gage— 60 cm. and
were constructed for military purposes, but are now open as
commercial railways and for passenger traffic.
<>t'

—

—

.

The Eastern
is

seotion begins at Ujda, near the Algerian frontier,
completed as far as a point between Taza and Fez. The

distance from

Ujda

to

Taza

is

235 kilometres.

Ujda

is

will be

to

—

Tangier-Fez Line.

By

the

Franco-German agreement of November,

1911,

it

was

commercial railway to be constructed in Morocco.
It was not, however, until 1914 that the concession of the line was accorded to
stipulated that the Tangier-Fez line should be the first

a Franco-Spanish company. This line will have a total length
of 310 kilometres, of which 240 are in the French Protectorate
and the remainder in the Spanish with the exception of a few
kilometres in the Tangier zone. In the French sphere of influence
the greater part of the work has already been tendered for
and is making good progress. The small section which falls in
the Tangier zone and one of the three sections of the Spanish
zone have already been put up to tender, and work will be
begun almost immediately.
The importance of the Tangier-Fez railway cannot be exaggerated.
It will form, when completed, the northernmost section of a great series of African railways, which will reach in
time both the British and French colonies of West Africa, and
doubtless extend beyond them in the future.
It will connect
Tangier, the port of Africa nearest to Europe, by rail with
Tunis, and, when the Tunis Tripoli-Egypt rail is built, with
Cairo.
It will also greatly facilitate communication with South
America. But its immediate result will be to connect Europe
with the flourishing French Protectorate of Morocco. The entire
absence of roads in the Spanish zone still renders overland
communication always difficult and often impossible, and the
only sure means of reaching the French Protectorate from Tangier is by a 12 hours' sea voyage to Casablanca. That the Spanish
Government during its seven years of occupation has not yet
built this 50 miles of necessary road through its zone gives little
hope for the future of that portion of Morocco which has fallen
to Spain's share.
Aparl from the Tangier-Fez railway, the concession for the
remaining commercial lines has been accorded to a consortium
representing the great railway companies of France.
The gage
will he throughout 1 metre 44 cm. (4 ft. S l 2 in.).
The lines to
be constructed are
Kilometres.

/

Morocco
London.

and

hand. It
next year.

is

in

turn

connected with Algeria by an extension of the West Algerian
Railway. Between Taza and Fez the line is nearing completion
and should shortly be open to traffic. When trains run between
these two towns there will he uninterrupted rail communication
between Tunis and Casablanca.
From
The Western section extends over o22 kilometres.
Rabat-Sale the line runs north and east to Kcnilra, Mekinez,
and Fez (247 kilometres), and southwards to Casablanca and
on to Oued Zem via Ber Rechid, with a branch from Ber Rechid
to Kaid Tounsi and Ben Guerrr. On both Eastern and Western
The recent extension of the line
sections trains run regularly.
to Ben Guerir brings Marrakesh. the southern capital within
70 kilometres of the railhead, and on this section work is already

i

)asablanca-Kenkra

145

Kenitra-Petil Jean
Kenitra to a junction of the Tangier-Fez in the

85

Gharb
SO

district

Casablanca Marraketh
Fez to Algerian frontier

240
320

The total length is 870 kilometres, serving all the principal
centres and towns of French Morocco.
There will be added to
system of broad-gage railways a network of light railways
through the great grain-producing and mineral districts, by
which produce and ore will find their way to the coast for exportation.
It is a highly satisfactory program.
It
already
is
in hand and its speedv accomplishment can be confidently looked
this

for.

Electrification of

Railway

From Stockholm

to

Gotenburg
I

An

extract from the

i

\r>ON\

Board of Trade Journal by the Technical

Review states that preparations are now being made by the
Swedish Railway Administration for the electrification of the

:

-
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Gotenburg railway.
A government bill pro
purpose is to be laid before the Riksdag
next session
The power required is estimated at .<(i,(HK) lew.,
and will be obtained from the Trollhattan and Motalastrom
Falls .ii the rate of aboul 15,000 kw. from each,
Transformei
Stockholm

viding

;

1

will

Ik'

The expenditure

erected

al

aboul

Fourteen

on

places

the complete electrification

the

line.

estimated ai
aboul (Hi million kroner net. The work is to be commenced nexl
year, provided thai the necessarj grants are made bj
Rika
The jourdag, and should be completed in aboul three years.
ney in!,, rin Stockholm and Gothenburg, after the electrification
should take leSS than six hours instead of the present eleven
hours.
for

Equipment and Supplies

is

1

1 1

*

Freight Cars

-

John

R.

tank cars
I

hi

Wai.sii, Savannah, (ia., has ordered three
from the Pennsylvania Tank
at
ompany.
i

SO.SO

•.•.,!

i

Delaware, Lackawanna

modeling some 1,900 of

its

& Western is figuring on reold equipment to steel underfrann

cars.

Railway Notes from South Africa
(Special

The Mid-Co Gasoline Company,

correspondence from Johannesburg)

August

Now

II.

ten

peace has been declared, it is hoped that normal
conditions will he restored at no distant dale and tlia.it the
Administration's long pending requisitions for rolling stock,
The resumption of excurwill he completed in the near future.
sion traffic, however, will he out of the question until the majority of the locomotives which are on contract have heen delivered.
The South African Railway Administration in March last had
on order 187 engines. Besides there remain to he delivered 14
large bogie tenders, 414 coaches of various types, 203 of which
are being constructed in South Africa, and 3,994 goods vehicles.
During the fifteen months preceding June, 1919, there have been
put in service 56 new locomotives, 30 new 3 ft. 6 in. coaches,
consisting of 17 main-line saloons and 13 suburban coaches; 34
highsided 50-ton steel bogies, 5 bogie goods guard vans, 2
breakdown vans, 6 bogies and 3 short goods guard vans. The
locomotive stock of the Union government as at the end of
June last consisted of 1,566 locomotives of 3 ft. 6 in. and 52 of
2 ft. gage.
The number of coaches in stock at that date was
The total wagon stock
2,632 of 3 ft. 6 in. and 93 of 2 ft. gage.
as at the end of March, 1919, was as follows
t,

that

8-wheel.

lass.

Wagons

6-wheel.
207
6

10,389

Vans

203
120

Miscellaneous

4-wheel.

Total.

16,253

26,849

488
497

697
617
515
106

17,238

28,784

Narrow Gage
Cranes

10-000-gal.

One of the most striking features of the commercial development of the Union of South Africa is the rapid rise of the coal
industry, the tonnage consigned from the various collieries of
the Union for the financial year ended March 31, 1918, totalling
10,433,385 tons ?.s compared with 4,438,385 tons despatched durThe railway revenue derived from this commoditying 1906.
amounted to £3,083,204 for the financial year. The importance
of the coal traffic can be gaged from the fact that for the year
the

1918-19,

Passengers
figures

cars

from

Tulsa, Okla.,

the

Pennsylvania

for the period April

respectively
1

to

May

27.55

31,

1919,

and

20.18,

being

in

respectively 27.50 and 21.20.

The Conley Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa., has ordered five
from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.
addition to 25 recently ordered from the same com-

This

is

in

pany.

Iron and Steel
The New York Central

is

in

the market for 150,000 tons

of steel rail for 1920 requirements.

Signaling
The

Fort

Wayne & Northern

Indiana Traction Company
& Signal Company, Swiss-

has ordered from the Union Switch
Pa., a
eight levers.

vale,

Saxby

& Farmer

interlocking

for

past and

still

company's men.

Miscellaneous
Sophus Berendsen, 15 Broad Street. Xew York,
for 300 railroad jacks for export to Denmark.

the
turn

—

a live topic.

The housing problem is at present exciting keen interest of
railway employees. The 8-hour day or 48-hour week is being
gradually introduced.
The establishment of a Conciliation Board is at present in
Embryo. It is proposed that the board be constituted of five
members nominated by the Minister of Railways and Harbors,
one of whom to be chairman, and five members representing
various sections of the service, one of the five to be vice-chair-

man.

Ind.

A

—

is

Bluffton,

The Union Pacific has ordered from the General RailwaySignal Company two electric interlockings for Omaha, Neb.,
to take the place of machines installed several years ago, in
Towers
and B. The larger machine will have 64 levers, and
the other will consist of 37 levers added to a 40-lever machine
now in service. The work of installation will be done by the

all the neyv lines authorized by Parliament in 1913
second program of new construction since Union were
completed and it is anticipated that the districts now most in
need of railway communication will be given due attention in
the near future.
The question of the establishment of a grain elevator system
in the Union is at present engaging the attention of the Administration, and an engineer has toured the various grain centres.
His report will soon be in the hands of the government.
The question of electrifying certain sections of the Union's
railway system has been under contemplation for some time

In 1918

the

Tank Car

8050-gal. tank cars

percentages of earnings derived under the heads,

and Coal, were

has ordered

Company.

signal

213

10,712

tank

View

of Talcahuano, Chile

is

inquiring

Oct.
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He

Kingston, Ont., and will continue in office.
granted a six-months leave of absence.

II

Supply Trade News

has been

Construction work on the $1,500,000 addition to the plant
Company at St. Louis, Mo., is nearing
completion. The addition includes rolling mills for merchant
bars, reinforcing rods and structural shapes.
of the Scullin Steel

iMmiiiiiimiiiiiimiiimmiiimii

llllllllilHIII.

MINI
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The Southern Wheel Company,
ering plans for additions to

its

Illlllllllllllll

Louis, Mo.,

St.

is

consid-

approximately

plant, to cost

$400,000.

an

The Chesapeake Iron Works, Baltimore, Md., have opened
office in the Woolworth building, New York, in charge
H. L. Mode.

of

The Bucyrus Steam Shovel Company, Evansville, Ind., is
building an addition to its plant which will cost approximately $500,000.
K. C. Gardner, who has been appointed manager of sales
Central district of the Pressed Steel Car Company
and the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, with offices
for the

Bank
the Farmers
Pittsburgh,
building,
Pa., as was announced

in

in

our Emergency Bul-

October 20,
entered the employ of
the Pressed Steel Car
Company in 1901, and
was connected with the
operating department at
of

letin

McKees

Rocks,

Pa.,

He

was

transferred to the

New

until

York

1911.
office,

remaining

there for a period of
eight
years,
and on

January
turned
as
of

manager

assistant

1919,

re-

Pittsburgh

manager

A. W. Swan, of the sales department of the Canadian
Ingersoll-Rand Company, Sherbrooke, Que., with headquarters in that city, has been appointed assistant secretary of
the Engineering Institute of Canada, with office at Montreal,
Quebec.

John Kopf, formerly associated with the Bureau

of Air
Production, with headquarters at Dayton, Ohio, has
been appointed manager of the engineering department of
the Duff Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., with office in

Craft

that city.

The Chicago Heights, 111., plant of the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Co. has been purchased by the Giant Truck Corp.
Equipment other than the chassis manufacturing machinery
of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. has been removed to its
Cleveland, Ohio, plant.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, engineers and contractors,

Chicago, has just closed a contract with the Saint Clair

Terminal Railroad for building a reinforced concrete automatic electric locomotive coaling and sanding plant, for
installation at Clairton. Pa.

Louis J. Schneider has been appointed general sales manager of the Clark Tructractor Company, Chicago.
Mr.
Schneider is a graduate of Stevens Institute of Technology,
Hoboken, N. J., and is
a member of the So-

Central district, which position he
held until his recent
promotion to the posi-

K. C. Gardner

tion of

1,

to

W. H. Scales, chief designing engineer of the Lackawanna
Bridge Company, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y., has
resigned to become associated with W. E. Russ, architect, of
Indianapolis, Ind., as chief of engineering and construction.

of sales of the

same

sales,

ciety

Automotive

of

Engineers, as

well as
the American Society
of
Mechanical
Engi-

district.

neers.

He

closely

identified

has

been

of the Lyman Tube
that city recently at

for
the
automotive
industry,
having served in the

Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, contracting engineers,
have moved their office from 118 N. La Salle street to 3240
S. Michigan boulevard.

engineering department
of the
Hyatt Roller
Bearing Company during 1911, and in the

Frank D. Lyman, managing director

&

Supply Co., Montreal, Que., died

in

many

the age of 42 years.

The Engineering

Service Corporation of Illinois, successor
K. Palmer Company Engineers, has recently moved
offices into new quarters at 15 West Tenth street, Kansas

to the
its

The Ralston
opened an

Steel

office

charge of Ford

Car Company, Columbus, Ohio, has

20 E. Jackson boulevard, Chicago, in
Clark, formerly of the Philadelphia office

at

S.

of the concern.
of the

Algoma

Steel

Corporation, with headquarters at Sault Ste. Marie, Out, has
George Scholl, superintendent of the rolling mills,
will succeed Mr. Nelson.
resigned.

Hammond

plant of the
Standard Steel Car Company has been officially declared off
with the return to work of the blacksmiths. The car workers returned to work some time ago.
strike of the

employees

at

the

General Guy E. Tripp, chairman of the board of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, has been
elected a director of the American International Corporation,
to succeed

J.

department from

L. J. Schneider

manager

M. Nelson, general superintendent

The

with

1912 to 1916; during the
early part of 1917 he
was sales manager of
the Jackson Rim Company, Jackson, Mich.,
and later in the same
year he became sales

Mo.

City,

J.

sales

W.

years

Ogden Armour,

resigned.

F. C. Wallace, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has withdrawn his resignation as president of the Canadian Locomotive Company,

of the Harrison Radiator Company, Lockport, N. Y.,
which position he resigned to take charge of the sales department of the Clark Tructractor Company.

R. J. McComb and J. L. Terry have been appointed assistants to the president of the
& C Company, New York.

Q

Mr.

McComb

has charge of the Chicago office in the Peoples
Gas building, while Mr. Terry has charge of the St. Louis
office,

in the

Railway Exchange building.

The Keller Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has opened
offices in Birmingham, Ala., Jefferson County Bank
building, under the management of H. I. Kahn; Salt Lake
City, Utah. Xewhouse building, under the management of
the C. H. Jones Co.; San Francisco., Cal., Los Angeles, Cat,
and Portland, Ore., all under the management of the Eccles
branch

& Smith

Co.,

San Francisco.
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Frank J. Walsh, mechanical expert with the Galena Signal
Oil Company, New York, has resigned t" become secretary
of the Douglas Wray Papei Company,
hicago.
Previous
>il
to his service with the Galena Signal
Company, Mr.
Walsh w.i-- a division master mechanic on the Chesapeake
I

(

& Ohio
R.

Woods

has resigned from the

New

America,

ol

New York

York

City,

to

Ulied Machinery

become

manager

Stokvis & Zonen, Ltd., Rotloll. mil.
Mi Woods is now in Europe studying
terdam,
industrial and economic conditions and is to return to New
office of

R.

graph, telephone and signals and electric lighting and power.
in 1910 he resigned to become supervisor of interlocking on
the Chicago Great Western and in
tober of the same year
became signal engineer, with headquarters al
In
hicago.
1914 he was appointed senior signal engineer, Division of
Valuation,
Interstate
Commero Commission,
entral
Di
trict, with headquarters at Chicago, and in June ol the next
year was appointed senior telegraph, telephone and signal
engineer, which position he held until his recent resignation.
I

>i

I

S.

1

York

early

in

November.

The A.

Gilbert & Sons Brass Foundry Company, St. Louis,
recently completed a two story with basement addition, 25 ft. by 180 ft., to its plant.
The basement is to be

Mo.,

lias

used for heating plant, wash rooms and lock*
he first
floor for metal storage and melting room, and the second
floor for office and wood and metal pattern department.
I

Orville A. Pier has been appointed secretary-manager of
the National Association of Railroad Tie Producers, with
R. E. Hussey
office .it 205 Security building, St. Louis, Mo.
continues his connection as secretary of the hoard of directors, with office at 1102 National Rank of Commerce
building, St. Louis, Mo

M. E. Allen has resigned as engineer in charge of sales for
the Central State Bridge Company, Indianapolis, Ind., to become contracting engineer in charge of sales for the Federal Bridge & Structural Company, Waukesha, Wis., with
headquarters in the reopened Chicago office of that concern,
at 1228 Peoples Gas building.

The International Railway Supply Company, New York,
announces that it has incorporated the International Railway
Supply Company of Cuba, with Otis R. Hale, former locomotive superintendent of the United Railways of Havana, as
manager. The office of the company in Havana is at Edificio
Abreu, Room 501, corner Mercaderes y O'Reilly.
Joseph Beaumont, senior telegraph, telephone and signal
engineer, of the Central District Bureau of Valuation, of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, with headquarters at Chicago, has resigned to

become connected with
the Casale Safety De-

Company,

vice

York,

of

New

an engineering capacity, with the
same headquarters. Mr.
Beaumont was born at
Staffordshire, England.
on October 10, 1874,
and came to the United
in

States in 1888. In 1892
railway
he
entered
service in the mechanical department of the
New York Central,

with

headquarters

New York

City.

J. Beaumont
machinist
Haven
Mott
the
in
shops and stationary engineer in the Grand Central Station,
New York City. The following year he enlisted for the
Spanish-American War and served as a first lieutenant until
1899, when he entered the signal department of the Standard
Railway Signal Company, now the General Railway Signal
Company, Rochester, N. Y. In 1901 he was appointed general foreman in charge of construction and maintenance of

journeyman

electrical plants on the Buffalo division of the
New York Central, with office at Buffalo, N. Y. From 1904
to 1906 he was assistant supervisor of signals and during
part of the latter year was promoted to supervisor of signals
on the same division with the same headquarters. In 1907
he was appointed principal assistant engineer of sales and

signal

and

Railway Signal Company, later
interlocking on the Atlantic Coast
In 1908 Mr.
Line, with headquarters at Charleston, S. C.
Beaumont was appointed signal engineer on the Panama
Railroad and from 1909 to 1910 he was superintendent of teleinstallations of the General

becoming supervisor

I

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son Company, (hicago, has purchased a block of property adjoining its plant in that city,
A brick foundry building
with an area of 380,290 sq. ft.
valued at $100,000 located on the property and at present
occupied by the Crane Company, Chicago, will be used by
the purchaser as the first unit of an addition to their facilities.

M. Spangler, southwestern
Carbon Company,

sales engineer for
Cleveland, Ohio, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been promoted to western manager of the
railroad sales departJ.

the National

ment

with

office

railroad

Inc.,

at

Mr. Spangler was born at Middleburg, Pa., on December
Cleveland.

1889.
He was eduin
the
public
cated
schools of McConnellsburg, Pa., graduating
from high school in
1906 and from the electrical
engineering department of Pennsylvania State College in
2,

1911.

He began

way work

rail-

in the signal

department of the

New

York Central Lines in
the same year.
From
1913 until 1915 he was
connected
with
the
Railroad Supply Com-

J.

M. Spangler

pany, Chicago, as sales representative in the signal department.
In 1915 Mr. Spangler was appointed southwestern
railroad sales engineer of the National Carbon Company,
Inc., which position he held until his recent promotion.

at

From

that date until 1898 he
was successively machinist apprentice and

all

16

<

George
Company
of the
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Andrew W. Mellon, president of the Mellon National Bank
Pittsburgh, Pa., and a director in the Aluminum Company
of America, and Eversley Childs, chairman of the Barret
Company, president of the Bon Ami Company and a director
of the Hamilton Trust Company of Brooklyn, have been
elected directors of the Crucible Steel Company, Pittsburgh.
Field, central western sales agent for the La FolCoal, Iron & Railway Company, La Follette, Tenn.,
with office at Cleveland, Ohio, has resigned to become manager of sales of coke, coal and pig iron for Fairbank & ComThe department
pany, Cleveland, with office in that city.
was formerly in charge of George L. Fairbank, president

Robert

lette

of the

company.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has closed a
contract with the Pere Marquette Railroad for the complete
designing and construction of a 250-ton, three-track reinforced concrete automatic electric locomotive coaling and
sanding plant at Plymouth, Mich., to replace a timber plant
The
of other make, which was recently destroyed by fire.
contract price is $40,000.
John L. Bender has resigned as sales manager of the An& Machine Company, Detroit, Mich., to be-

derson Forge

Oct.

17,

Issued Nov.

come connected with
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the

engineering

department of

Mudge &

the

page

Engineering Company,

16th street in
principally of

at

717.

Stockholders of the Pullman Company,

at an annual meetelected Harold S. Vanderbilt, of New
York, to the directorate. The directors re-elected the retiring officers and approved a contracl to manufacture 4,000

ing

November

\2,

«

Russell W. Stovel, who recently returned from France,
where, as lieutenant-colonel of engineers, he served as chief
of the Terminal Facilities division of the Army Transport
Service, has been appointed consulting enWestinggineer
of
house, Church, Kerr &
Inc.,
Co.,
and as a
member of that organwill

devote his

entire time to the
electrical
p my's

com-

and
mechanical work. Mr.
Stovel has had an unusually comprehensiv
experience in electrical
and mechanical problems
connected with
i

ifl*v

central

power

Chicago, recently have opened at 4425 West

that

city,

motor

a

new

cars,

J. Symington, who has been elected president of
H. Symington Company, New York, was born on
February 2, 1883, at Baltimore, Md., and was educated at

Charles

automobile bodies for $5,370,000 for the Packard Motor Car
Company, Chicago, and also a $2,000,000 contract for phonoompany.
graph cabinets for the Edison

ization

N.U.,

plant for the manufacture
with a capacity of 6,000 cars a
year. The company heretofore has had its motor cars made
in a plant at Atchison, Kansas.
The new plant is located on
the Belt Railway of Chicago and is so located and constructed that additions may be made to it which would treble
its present capacity.

Detroit, which has been
appointed sales agent of the Pollak Steel Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, as announced in the Railway Age of October 3,
C. A. S.

809

the T.

lie entered the service of the T. H. SymCollege,
ington Company in 1908 as assistant manager, eastern sales,
In 1910 he went to
with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.
Chicago as general sales agent and in 1912 was appointed
vice-president in charge of sales with headquarters in Xew
lie became president of the Symington Machine
York.
Corporation in 1918, with offices in Rochester and Washington, supplying the government with approximately 12,000,000

Amherst

mm. shells; vice-president of the Symington Ander-on
Company, manufacturing 75 mm. field pieces, and vice-president of the Symington Chicago Corporation, manufacturing
On October 22, 1919, he was elected presi155 mm. shells.
dent of the T. II. Symington Company, as noted above.
75

Paul M. Lincoln,
the

for

many years commercial engineer with
& Manufacturing Company, has

Westinghouse Electric

resigned

from that

organization

to

station

Institute of Electrical Engineers and of the
ican Society of the Mechanical Engineers.

American

Amer-

O. A. Phenix, associated with the sales department of the
United States Graphite Co., Saginaw, Mich., with office at
Birmingham, Ala., has been promoted to advertising manager with office at Chicago, succeeding George A. Cooper,
whose appointment as advertising and export manager of
the Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich., with office in that
city, was announced in the Railway Age of September 26

(page 655).

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company,
600 West Jackson boulevard, Chicago,

offices,

a successful sale- meeting at which branch
representatives from the North, South, East,

it- general
recently held

at

managers and
Wesl and Can-

ada were in attendance. The meeting was in charge of VicePresident and General Sale- Manager K. S. Cooper, other
officers of the company in charge being: John I). Hurley,
president; F. W. Buqhanan, secretary: Adolph Anderson,
assistant to president: F. P.. Hamerly, works manager; Axel
Levedahl, consulting engineer, and R. A. Xorling, C. D.

an interna-

is

It

was

designed

and

engineering.

who

installed the first
plant
dro-electric

Niagara

hyat

and sub-

Falls,

sequently directed its
operation for a period

equipment

Kerr & Co., to become managing engineer for Gibbs & Hill.
consulting engineers, New York.
For this company he had
direct charge of the I'aoli-Chestnnt Ilill electrifications of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Elkhorn grade electrification
of the Norfolk & Western, and the electrification of the New
York Connecting Railway. While in France, Mr. Stovel
occupied the responsible position of chief of Terminal Facilities division, in which capacity he had charge of all matters relating to the procurement, maintenance and operation
of all terminal facilities under the jurisdiction of the AmeriMr. Stovel is a member of the
can Transport Service.

Lincoln

he

design,

Stovel

Mr.

al

construction,
and operalie
tion,
was graduated from McGill University in 1897 with the degree of
electrical engineer and the following year entered the employ
of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.; he soon became an
assistant engineer, then successively engineer in charge, mechanical
engineer
company, and finally managing
of
the
engineer.
In 1914, Mr. Stovel left Westinghouse, Church,

W.

en-

field.

the

tional figure in electric-

and steam railroad electrification work, including
fundamental
the
economics involved, the
R.

consulting

gineering

enter

of six years.

pioneer
voltage

in

He was

a

hightransmission
the

line field and is today
considered an authority

on

this subject.

Among

other

notable
inventions he perfected the
Lincoln
synchronizer

large
for
P. M. Lincoln
which he received various medals and awards.
Mr. Lincoln was elected president of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers in 1914 and has served for years on
the board of managers and upon the Transmission Committee of the Institute.
In his new capacity Mr. Lincoln will
take up for the Lincoln Manufacturing Company, Cleveland,
Ohio, the problem of motor drive for machinery, involvingthe determination of the proper type, characteristics and
sizes of motors best adapted for direct connection to the
various sizes and types of machinery.
for

paralleling

electric alternators

Major C. E. Smith, formerly bridge engineer of the Missouri Pacific and more recently consulting engineer at St.
Louis, Mo., has been discharged from the Construction Division of the United States army and has resumed the man
agement of the linn of C. E. Smith & Co., consulting engineers, with headquarters at St. Louis.
A Chicago office has
been established in the Steger building, in charge of W. C.
Curd, who was engaged for a number of years in general railway work and was formerly drainage and water service engineer for the Missouri Pacific with office at St. Louis and

more recently was connected witli the Layne & Bowler Co.,
Memphis, Tenn and the Wm. Graver Tank Works, East
.

Chicago,
cation.

souri

111.,

W.

B.

Pacific,

the department of water supply and purifiHudson, assistant bridge engineer of the Mis-

in

with office

become associated with

at

St.

C. E.

Louis, Mo., has resigned to
& Co.

Smith
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Railroad Administration

tin-

Mm

(

H. Johnson, on leave of absence, lias resumed his duties
on the Northern Pacific, with office at Minneapolis, Minn, succeeding Frank L. Birdsall, who has resumed is position as trainmaster at Duluth, Minn.
1

1

E. J. Worden, division superintendent on the Chicago,
Burlington ec Quincy, with headquarters at La Crosse, Wis.,
has been Transferred to acting superintendent of Aurora division, with headquarters at Aurora, 111., succeeding C. D.
Peckenpaugh, who has been assigned to other duties. F. E.
Haines, assistant superintendent at Ottumwa, Iowa, has been
appointed acting superintendent, succeeding Mr. Worden.

W. M.

Thurber, superintendent of the Dubuque division of
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at
Dubuque, Iowa, has been appointed superintendent of the
Iowa & Dakota division, with headquarters at Mason City,
Iowa, succeeding H. H. Ober, assigned to other duties. A. J.
Hasenbalg, trainmaster of the LaCrosse division at Portage,
Wis., has been appointed Mr. Thurber's successor and W. G.
Bowen, Mr. Hasenbalg's successor.
the

tramportation

department,

being

released

Engineering and Rolling Stock
A. L. Crew, road foreman on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., has been promoted to general road foreman of engines, with the same
headquarters, a newly created position.
he,

J.

as trainmaster

tin-

office

that honor.
He has also been notified that the Frcm h
authorities have proposed liim for the Legion of Honor.

Operating
D. A. Gibson has been appointed trainmaster of the Iowa
& Dakota division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at
do Mackenzie, S. 1>.. with jurisdiction over the line from
lhamberlin to Rapid City.

"i

16

was abolished on September 1, 1919. Colonel
Shaughnessy on June 9, 1919, was awarded the Distinguished
Service Medal for his services in France, being the only one,
or at least one ol the trerj lew, in the Transportation Corps
outside of General Atterbury and Colonel McCrca, to receive

when

Railway
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F. P. Miller, master mechanic on the Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul, with headquarters at Marion, Iowa, has been

&

transferred to Portage, Wis., succeeding M. F. Smith,
has been transferred to Minneapolis, Minn.

Lon

who

on the Atchison,
has been promoted to
road foreman of engines of the first district of the Arizona
division, with the same headquarters, succeeding L. H.
Ledger, who has been transferred to the second district, with
the same headquarters, succeeding C. C. Reynolds, who has
been transferred.
Byers,

terminal

Topeka & Santa Fe

engine

inspector

at Needles, Cal.,

C. C. Reynolds, road foreman on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, at Needles, Cal., has been transferred to the first
and second districts of the Los Angeles division, with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal., succeeding J. C. Love, who
has been transferred to the third and fourth districts, with
headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal.

Purchasing
Lieutenant-Colonel E. H. Shaughnessy, at one time general manager and acting director general of the advance section, transportation department of the A. E. F., has returned

Chicago

the

to

North

Western

&
as

trainmaster of the Gadivision at Stervice R. J. Hall,
assigned to other serv-

lena

ling,

111.,

November

ice, effective

Colonel

1.

Shaugh-

commiswas
nessy
sioned a first lieutenant
of Engineers May 28,
1917, and assigned to
the

command

pany

E

He was
to

H. A. Fidler, traffic manager of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironhas been promoted to general traffic manager, with
headquarters at Detroit, Mich; F. E. Remsburg, freight claim
agent, has been appointed general claim agent at Detroit,
Mich., in charge of matters pertaining both to freight claims
and personal injuries.
ton,

Corporate

captain

En-

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

proof

on March
21, 1918, and, being detached from the regiment on June 28, reEngineers

ported to the director
E. H. Shausrhnessy
general of transportaGeneral W. W.
tion,
Atterbury.
He was promoted to major, Transportation
Corps, on September 7, 1918, and to lieutenant-colonel on
February 21, 1919. He returned to New York on September

and was released to the reserve October 20. For
was in France Colonel Shaughnessy was executive officer of the 13th Engineers in charge of operation
while operating a military railway for the French Second
Army. He was later general superintendent, eastern division,
advance section of the transportation department (this containing the Chateau-Thierry sector) and after the divisions
had been withdrawn from that sector was general superintendent western division of the advance section, then assistant general manager, general manager and acting deputy
director general, all of the advance section. When G. H. Q.
was done away with he went to Tours and acted as general

26,

Special

Com-

of the 13th

gineers.

moted

of

G. V. Booth, storekeeper of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton,
has been appointed general storekeeper at Jackson, Ohio.

J. Jackson has been appointed auditor of the
Statesboro, with headquarters at Statesboro, Ga.

O.

&

L. Englehart, chairman of the Commission of the Temis& Northern Ontario, with headquarters at Toronto,
Ont., has resigned because of ill health.
J.

kaming

Charles T. Airey, freight traffic manager of the Central of
Georgia, has been appointed vice-president and traffic manager in charge of all traffic, with headquarters at Savannah. Ga.
Charles R. Capps,

1919,

the time he

Savannah

traffic assistant

to the regional director

Allegheny region, has been re-elected first vice-president in charge of traffic of the Seaboard. Air Line Company,

of the

with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., the position he held prior
to

government

control.

H. A. Scandrett,

traffic

assistant to the regional director

Western region and assistant to the director
of traffic and the commerce counsel of the Union Pacific
System, with office at Chicago, has been promoted to valuation counsel and commerce counsel of the Union Pacific System, with the same headquarters.
of the Central

Oct.

17,

Issued Nov.

29,
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George H. Minor, assistant general solicitor of the Eric,
with headquarters at New York City, has heen appointed
vice-president and secretary succeeding David Bosnian, deMr. Minor was
ed.
born in 1866 in Deposit,
graduated in
X.
Y.
1886 from the Deposit
four
and
Academy
;

years later from Hamilton College, Clinton,
\.

He began

Y.

road

service

rail-

811

accepted, and it was mainly through his efforts that the
carrying capacity of the Interborough was increased from
about 250,000 to almost 2,000,000 persons a day. During the
years that Mr. Shonts ami be served as president and vicepresident together, Mr. Hedley was always in close association with Mr. Shonts and he thereby acquired an intimate

knowledge

of the policies of the

company.

George H. Ingalls, traffic manager of the New York CenWestern Lines, with headquarters at Chicago, has been

tral,

elected vice-president

in

charge of

traffic

the

in

legal

department of the

Erie

at

New York

in

born July

been
having
the
from
graduated
1903,

Law

Department

of

railroad work
year as clerk in
the general manager's
Chesathe
of
office
peake & Ohio. In 1895
he became clerk to the
general superintendent,
Western division of the
same road, and in November of 1896 clerk in
the office of the president, a position he held

mitted to the Illinois
bar the same year and
to the New York bar
In
the following year.
1904 he was appointed
land and tax agent of
the same road at Cleve-

1905 when he beassistant general solicitor, the position he held at the
time of his recent appointment. Mr Minor is the author of
''The Erie System, Its Organization and Complete History,"

until 1900,

1911.

Frank Hedley, vice-president and general manager of the
Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York, has been
elected president of that company, succeeding Theodore P.
Shonts, notice of whose
death appeared in the
Railway Age of Sep-

tember
ing

26.

receiv-

In

appointment,

this

Hedley

Mr.

achieved

striking

cess in the

has

assistant to
the president in charge
of coal and coke traffic.

much
be

From February

of his ability

attributed

to

1,

1901,

to

November

1,

1902,

he was with

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Cincinnati,
Ohio, serving as general freight agent.
He then became
general freight agent of that road, as well as of the Cincinnati Northern and the Dayton & Union, a position he held
for four years and left in 1906 to accept the appointment of
freight traffic manager, New York Central, Western Lines.

suc-

work which

he began in 1882, at the
of twenty, as mechanic for the Erie at
Jersey City, N. J., having only recently arUnited
in
the
rived
States from England,
where he was born and
where he received no
more than a common
school education. However, it is believed that
Hedley

when he was

appointed
Geo. H. Ingalls

F.

at

that

came

in

1872,

He began

land, Ohio, serving in that capacity until

which was published

28,

and
Mass.,
Boston,
graduated from Harvard University in 1893.

Lake Forest University
at Chicago in 1895; ad-

G. H. Minor

with headquarters

the Grand Central
New York
Terminal,
Mr. Ingalls was
city.
in

may

Engineering and Rolling Stock
A. C. MacKenzie, engineer maintenance of way of the
Canadian Pacific at Winnipeg, Manitoba, has been transferred to Montreal, succeeding Frank Lee, transferred also.
J. R. Mackenzie and T. E. A. Hall have been appointed
assistant engineers of the Canadian National with headquarters at Toronto; R. B. Jennings, appointed division engineer
with headquarters at Toronto; W. H. B. Bevan, S. Mcllwain,
T. Kearney and L. C. Dupuis, division engineers with headquarters at, respectively, Ottawa. Capreol, Montreal and

Quebec. C. H. N. Connell has had his title changed
division engineer at Quebec to district engineer, the
of the territory having been so changed.

from

name

the

he came from
a mechanically able family, prominently identified with steam
His grandrailroad and locomotive engineering in England.
uncle, William Hedley, was the designer of the first locomotive traction engine ever built.
Mr. Hedley left the Erie and worked for more than live
years in the Manhattan Elevated Shops, going from there
to the Kings' County Elevated in Brooklyn as master meIn 1893, he was appointed superintendent of motive
chanic.
power and six months later general .superintendent of the
The following year the
Lake Street Elevated in Chicago
construction of the Northwestern Railroad of Chicago was
begun, and although he continued to perform bis duti
superintendent of the Lake Street Elevated, he also, throughout the period of construction, about two years, served as a
member of the staff of consulting engineers for the Northfact that

His success at Chicago attracted the attention of
the Belmont interests in New York, and in 1903 he was
offered the position of general superintendent .of operation
of the Interborough Rapid Transit, an office which he
western.

Obituary
Charles H. Holmes, general auditor of the Wheeling &
Erie, died at bis borne in Cleveland, Ohio, on Octo-

Lake
ber

31.
civil engineer of the Pennsylvania, with
York, died on November 11 at his home in

Walter B. Scout,
office

at

New

Elizabeth, N.

.1

Walker, assistant superintendent of transportation
Chesapeake & Ohio, with headquarters at Richmond,
Va., died October 26 at Richmond after an illness of several
months.
C.

C.

of the

William H. Killen, land commissioner for the Minneapolis.
Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters at St. Paul.
Minn., died at Minneapolis on November 5. at the age of
62 years.
St.
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James M. Ashley, who had charge <>i the construction oi
Ann Vrbor, between 1878 and 1889, and who desi fned th<
first
cai
ferries on the Greal lakes, died al Ins home in
roledo, Ohio, on November 3, at tin- ag< oi 65 y<

the
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John W. Renncr, formerl}

Company

and

"i

controllei

16

Pennsylvania

the

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
hicago ft St.
Louis, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., died in thai cits
Novembei 10, Mr. Rennei was born at Petersburg, Pa., on
began railway work with the PennsylJanuary 1, 1845.
vania Company as a clerk in \x<>\ and s< veil in Mi.it capacity
In 1864
in different department
oi th< road for three years.
in
became connected with the Steubenville & Indiana, now
pari of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
Louis, as a
5t.
clerk in the office of the general superintendent and in 1865
was promoted to private Becretarj to the receiver and supply agent.
From 1866 to 1870 he was paymaster of the
Steubenville & Indiana and the Pittsburgh,
incinnati &
St. Louis.
From 1871 to 1874 he v.
eral bookkeeper
and chief clerk in the auditor's office of the Pittsburgh, ('incinnati & St. Louis and from 1875 to 1882 auditor of the
same road. In 1883 he was appointed assistant controller
of the Pittsburgh, Cincfnnati & St. Louis and the Pennsylvania Company and in 1891 was appointed controller of the
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the PennsylIn 1905 he was also appointed controller of
vania Company.
These positions he held until his retirement
the Vandalia.
in January, 1915, under the pension rules of the company.
the

<

<

1

David S. Wcgg, formerly president oi the Chicago &
Northern Pacific and the Chicago & Calumel Terminal,
solicitoi for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and general
solicitor for the Wisconsin Central, died in Chicago, on

1

-

i

(

Mr. Wegg lefl railthe age of 72 years.
road service to engage in the private practice of law in 1894.

November

al

18,

A. J. Himes, assistanl valuation engineer of the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio,
Mr.
died on November 3 in that city.
limes was valuation
engineer until two years ago, when he was forced to retire
from active management of the office because of ill health.
W. J. Bergen, assistant valuation engineer at that time, was
appointed, temporarily, valuation engineer, pending the outcome of Mr. limes' illness. Mr. Bergen will retain the title
and office of valuation engineer.
I

I

A. W. Giltzow, district superintendent of the Chicago
southern district of the Pullman Company, with headquarters
at Chicago, died on November 10 in that city.
Mr. Giltzow
was the oldest employee in the official family of the Pullman
Company, having served 47 years. He entered the service in
1872 as an office boy in the Chicago office and held various
positions until 1889, when he was appointed district superintendent of the Chicago southern district, which position he
held until his death, at the age of 62 years.

Eugene Chamberlain, who recently

retired as

manager

of

equipment clearing house of the New York Central Lines,
office at New York, died September 30 at his home in
Vernon, N. Y.,
after a long illness. Mr.
Chamberlain was in his
He began
70th year.
railroad service in Ohio
the

Edwin T. Lamb, federal manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic and president of that road prior to government control
Atlanta

of the railroads, also federal

& West

New York
was

master

builder of the

apcar

& West Carolina,
Atlantic Terminal
and the Georgia, died
Birmingham, Ala.,
on November 10 at the
age of fifty-six years.
Mr. Lamb was born
June 29, 1863, at Richmond, Va., and at-

Newport News,

Va., in
1881 as receiving clerk
in the construction department of the Chesa-

Western

headwith
quarters at Buffalo. In
1893 he left railroad
division,

service

to

engage

commercial

peake

business,

—

Frank B. Montgomery, traffic manager of the International
Company, Chicago, and president and general
manager of the Chicago, West Pullman & Southern, the Illinois Southern, the Deering Southwestern and the Oswaco
Harvester

River, died in Chicago on

November

24.

Mr. Montgomery

Parkersburg, W. Va., on October 14, 1864. After
considerable experience in the railway field he was appointed
traffic manager of the McCormick Harvesting Machine Company in 1900 and from the formation of the International
Harvester Company in 1903, until his death, he was president and general manager of the above industrial lines of
that

at

company.

&

Ohio.

He

re-

E. T.

Lamb

mained with that road

in

but in 1899 became superintendent of equipment of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit and five
years later was called
£. Chamberlain
back by the New York
Central to the position
he held at the time of his death. In addition to the above,
Mr. Chamberlain was a founder and a senior past president
He was also past
of the Central Railway Club of Buffalo.
president of the New York Railroad Club and for many years
active in what was formerly the Master Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master Mechanics' AssoMechanical, American
ciation, now known as Section III
Railroad Association.

was born

the

ton
the

tended a school affiliated with the William
and Mary College. He
began railway work at

he

of

and Western Railway of
Alabama, the Charles-

with the Wabash. Some
time after joining the
the

manager

Point

at

Central
pointed

ii

I

with
Mt.

staff of

I

for seven years as, respectively, chief clerk at the export pier at Newport News
and joint representative of the Chesapeake & Ohio, the
United States & Brazil Mail Steamship Company and the
Ducal Line. From 1888 until March, 1890, he was agent of
the Richmond & Danville, now part of the Southern, at Danville, Va.
In March, 1890, he was appointed general forwarding agent of the same road in charge of deep water
terminal at West Point, Va. He held that position until 1896
and was, during the same period, joint representative of the

Old

Dominion

Steamship

Company,

Merchants

&

Min-

ers Transportation Company, Clyde Steamship Company and
the York River Line. In 1896, when the Southern absorbed
the Richmond & Danville, he became general agent in charge
of deep water terminal of the Southern at Norfolk, Va., during which time he organized and superintended the construction of the new terminal at that point and was also

In
general agent of the Chesapeake Steamship Company.
November, 1906, he was appointed superintendent of the
Norfolk division of the Southern, in addition to his other
From June 15 until June, 1910, he served as general
duties.
manager for the receivers of the Norfolk & Southern and
was then elected president and general manager of the NorIn
folk Southern, successor to the Norfolk & Southern.
1912 he was appointed receiver and general manager of the
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with headquarters at AtIn January, four years later, he was appointed
lanta, Ga.
president of the same road, a position he held until he was
chosen federal manager as stated above.

Table of Contents

will

be found on Page

A. C. Woodbridge's article on fuel economy, which appears
elsewhere in this issue, touches the real heart of the problem
of fuel conservation.
What interest
has a fireman, engineer, hostler or
a
other railroad employee in the abstract
Unless he
problem of saving coal?
Game
is woefully inefficient his wages go on
just the same, whether he tries to economize or not; he is
only one of a great number of individuals making up the
railroad organization and unless he is very different from
other humans he has a fair degree of selfishness; he is not
deeply concerned in improving the efficiency of operation

Playing

It must be assumed
unless he will profit directly thereby.
that in most cases he does not feel that he is a vital factor
The stockholder
in the welfare of the corporation at large.
and bondholder are so far removed that to him they are
Today he is working for the governentirely impersonal.

but apparently he regards that also as something
vague and impersonal; he does not feel any strong sense
of responsibility toward his fellow citizens whom the govBut, whatever the obstacle, an educaernment represents.
tional program directed toward the elimination of waste and
the conservation of our national resources, is a plain and
Reduce the fuel conservation program to a
obvious duty.
simple but direct form and couple it with a comprehensive
campaign conducted in the spirit of playing a game and
Mr. Woodbridge tells how this
results will surely follow.
has been done in the Allegheny region and gives a hint as to
Work performed in
the concrete results which followed.
Invest tie
the spirit of drudgery is always poorly done.
same task with the spirit of playing a game and it is done
immeasurably better and with fai less fatigue to the worker.
Thus truth is self-evident, and yet for some reason, executives are backward in taking advantage of it or are not

ment,

rightly constituted to put

phia

& Reading

it

into effect.

Try

5

of the Advertising Section.

They thereby stopped coal production entirely in their district for several weeks, and
were even so vindictive that they called out the pumpmen
and stood ready to let the mines fill up with water and be
The ability to export coal is of the greatest addestroyed.
vantage in export trade, and it is also essential to the welfare
of the world that America should export coal to meet the
fuel demands of Europe that Britain now is unable to
supply.
But export trade, or the welfare of American industry, and the fear that America and Europe may be
crease production, struck.

compelled to close down their industries and freeze were apparently not included among the worries of the bituminous
miners.

The figures showing exports of railway supplies which are
compiled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of For
eign and Domestic Commerce and pub
Railway
lished in our Foreign Railway News
Supply
column do not yet begin to show the
Exports
increases that the supply trade has been
expecting.

the Philadel-

Locomotives.
No.
Value.

Month.
January
February

One

They
lent in struggles of this kind.
acted with absolute disregard of the welfare of the rest of the
American people and have shown no qualms whatever about
depriving their neighbors the country over of the fuel to keep
from freezing during the winter, or of the tranportation to
carry to them the foodstuffs wherewith to keep from starvaThe miners are preventing continuance of the sendtion.
ing of what little fuel we have thus far been aide to send
The
to
the
non-coal-producing countries of Europe.
resemblance to the
labor difficulties abroad, particularly in the United Kingdom.
There, while the pre-- and other leaders of thought were
emphasizing the necessity of increasing coal production to
put England back on her feet industrially, and to make up
the shortage of coal in Scandinavia, France and Italy, the
present

labor

difficulty

Yorkshire coal miners,

ha-

a

despite

close

the

pleas

for

them to

in-

87
85
27

March

many

unfortunate effects of the strike of the bituThe coal
is its effect on export trade.
miners went ahead with their preparations for a cessation of coal mining with
The
the reckless disregard of consequences
Coal Strike
which has of late been only too prevaof the

the

table

F.XPOKTS OF RAILWAY MATERIAL

experiment and see what will happen.

minous coal miners

As shown by

below they mounted to high lev:s in May and June, bu'
have not since retained that kvel.
The lack of a greaterquantity of exports, has re-uited, of course, from the diffi
culties of the credit situation, for there have been no changes
that take away from th. United States the pre-eminent portion that it has now occi )ied for some time as the best source
of railway materials for the world.
Nor has there been any
evidence that the countries of the world that have been unable to secure railway equipment for some four or five years
past have as yet made much progress towards having their

April

55
97
78
!7
69
78

May
Ji'ne

July
A- ",ust
-i

ntember

wants

$3,076,543
2,584,269
852,224
2.193,168
4,040,551
2,356,909
322,775
1,539.540
2.326,339

Freight Cars.
No.
Value.
583

$957'.

i

28

1,986

i.VlV.728
6,268,078
13,675,186
4,146,923

1,774

3,538,002

1,005

3.008
5,055

Car Wheels
and Axles.
Value.

$278,393
541,630
686,281
946,304
769,733
2,740,479
1.3C2.546
1,013,440

India and the United Kingdom are possible
Large orders for the railways of both these
countries have been put on the books of the builders in
satisfied.

exceptions.

although, of course, labor troubles

—

we refer parprevented as large a
production of cars and engines there as might have been
hoped for.
By way of -peaking concerning the idea that we
have hardly begun as yet to cultivate the world-wide markets
Britain,

tic

ularlv to

thai

tin-

coal

-trike

-may have

before us, particularly in the neutral countries, it is
to observe that Japan -till remains one of our
largest customers.
We welcome this Japanese business, but
it must
be kept in mind that Japan is as likely in the future
to lie a competitor as a customer.
But, be that as it may,
lie

interesting

and even

if the totals of railway supply exports have not
reached high figures, there is no reason to feel anything else
than optimistic ewer the situation.
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The Esch Railroad
yin
A

Bill

PROVISIONS of the Esch railroad

In

hill, as
was passed
House of Representatives on November 17, arc

the

it

not adapted to encourage the expectation thai the legislation
for tlic return of tin- railroads to private operation which
finall)
will be passed by Congress will solve the railroad
problem. At the same time there docs not as vet seem to
he reason for being pessimistic regarding the final outcome.
i- very doubtful whether the hill as passed expressed the
It
real views of even those who voted lor it. When it was originally reported from the Committee to the House it contained

some very gOOd provisions. It was not as constructive a
measure as the situation demands, hut its enactment into
law would have substantially improved the old system of
regulation. There is good reason to believe that many of the
members who voted to eliminate some of its important provisions did SO to placate certain classes of interests and not
with the expectation that as originally passed it would finally

become

a law.

The Senate doubtless will pass a very different hill after
Congress reconvenes. The two hills will then go to conference
and the conference committee will report a bill. There is
much ground for hoping that the hill reported by the conference committee will be a great improvement over the Esch
hill.

Even
a

as

it

was passed by the House the Esch

few good provisions.

Commission

to fix

It

bill

Commerce

authorizes the Interstate

minimum

as well as

contains

maximum

rates.

It

extends for six months the government guarantees of standard return. It reduces to 120 days the time within which
the Interstate Commerce Commission must pass upon pro-

posed advances in

rates.

It

gives the Interstate

Commerce

Commission discretionary authority to remove the restrictions placed by existing laws upon consolidations and agreeIt also gives the Interstate
ments by competing railways.
Commerce Commission authority to regulate the issuance of
railroad securities.

In

some

respects,

however, the

bill

is

very weak, and,

indeed, in certain particulars it is no less than vicious. The
most serious defect in the laws heretofore enacted for federal and state regulation of railways has been that they have
not required, and the regulating authorities have not fixed,

enough to enable the railways to earn enough to
needed to enable them adequately to develop
capital
raise the
their facilities. The Esch bill as reported from Committee
provided that "in reaching its conclusion as to the justness
rates high

reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge, classification,
regulation of practice, the commission shall take into consideration the interest of the public, the shippers, the reasonable cost of maintenance and operation (including the wages
of labor, depreciation and taxes), and a fair return upon the
a"nd

value of the property used or held for the service of transportation."
Interwas intended to give the
state Commerce Commission authority and instructions to
so regulate rates as not merely to make them non-confiscatory, but as to make them sufficient to enable the railways
adequately to develop their facilities. The provision was not
well drawn for its purpose, but its adoption would have
effected some improvement in the existing law. This provision, however, was stricken from the bill on the floor of
the House. If the Esch bill as finally passed by the House
should be enacted into law the act to regulate commerce

This

provision

would continue to require merely that rates shall be "just
and reasonable."
Under the provision that rates shall be made "just and
reasonable" the Interstate Commerce Commission has in the
past so regulated rates that the net operating income of the
railways and the new investment made in their properties
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has steadil) declined. There is no reason for believing
under this provision the Commit ion would regulate
any differently in the future from what it has in the

thai

rate-

pasl

Therefore, the enactment of the Esch hill into law would
have no tendenc) whatever to encourage increased invesl
ment in railroad securities or a revival of the expansion oi

The rate problem is the heart of the rail
problem and the Esch hill would contribute almost
nothing toward the solution of the rate problem.
railroad facilities.

road

The

provisions

those

are

relating

of
to

which

the

bill

the

settlement of

are

positivel)

viciotU

labor controversies

The House made

the mosl disgraceful surrender to organ
labor which has been made since Congress passed the
Adarason bill in 1916. The Esch hill provides for Boards of
Adjustment and a Hoard of Railroad Wages and Working
ized

now exist under govern
Hut these hoards, which consist equally oi
officers and employees, have under government control onlv
the power to conduct hearings and make recommendations to
the director general, while under the Esch bill their decisionwould be appealable to certain commissions which also would
he composed equally of railway officers and railway employees.
Just what could be done in case it was impossible
to get the members of any of these boards and commissions
Conditions similar to those which

ment

control.

to agree the bill does not specify.

The most extraordinary provision of the bill is one confirming for the future "all decisions of a general character
heretofore made by the United States Railroad Administration affecting the questions of wages, hours of service, or
conditions of employment," and also decisions applying to
individual carriers, which are to remain in effect until
superseded either by mutual agreement between the companies and their employees, or by the decision of a board of
adjustment or a commission on labor disputes, in accordance with the terms of the bill. The effect of these provisions
is to fix forever as minimum wages and conditions of employment the wages and conditions of employment established by the Railroad Administration. It would be impossible under them to reduce any wage or to change any condition of employment fixed by the Railroad Administration
without the previous assent of the representatives of the employees; and it is needless to say that that assent would
never be given. Will the people of the United States endorse
r
a provision whose adoption would make it forever irnn a"ticable for any railroad company to reduce wages or change
conditions of employment, regardless of what changes in
wages or conditions of employment might be made in other

lines of industry?

The Esch bill as passed would seem to indicate that the
knowledge and thought of members of the House regarding
railway matters are today no more advanced than they were
Taken at its face value its passage indicates
members of the House have learned nothing from

ten years ago.
that the

the country's experience with government regulation or
experience with government operation.

We

its

however, as we have already indicated, that
does not express the real views of a large
majority of the members of the House, and certainly it does
not express the views of members of the Senate. The bill
which will be passed by the Senate probably will be a better
the

feel sure,

Esch

bill

measure.
bill
better
If
Congress should not finally pass a
than the Esch bill the immediate results of the return of the
railways to private management would be wholly disappointing to the country and the ultimate result very likely would
be government ownership; for private management cannot
succeed as a permanent policy in the United States without
the enactment of legislation which will greatly improve our

system of railroad regulation.

Oct. 24, Issued Dec.
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1919

3,

for

The

RAILWAYS NORMALLY REQUIRE somewhat over two

three million

tons.

for next year may We fixed
The maximum production

at at least

of rails

in

purposes, including traction lines and
those in foreign countries, does not far exceed that figure.
In other words, the indications are that almost the entire
rail mill capacity of the country will he needed for the steam
In fact, with the unsettled labor condiroads next year.
tions in that industry, which will undoubtedly reduce the
this country

for

all

output, the needs of the roads will be greater than the expected output, and the needs of other customers must also

With an expected shortage, it would naturally
be satisfied.
be expected that those in charge of the properties would be

making

for the necessities of 1920, yet the government has
only a small tonnage on order, on which rolling is expected
to be completed this year, while it is either placing further
orders or lifting the restrictions on the purchase of rails by
the railway corporations themselves, although we are now
entering on what has been officially announced to be the
last month of government control.
To prepare to meet this
situation as far as possible, a number of the railway corporations are making reservations of space or placing orders
with the mills for their requirements, with the proviso that
they can be cancelled if the roads are not returned to their
owners on January 1. The result is that the mills cannot
begin rolling until this uncertainty lias been removed.
Rail is a seasonal material in that it can be placed in
track to best advantage in most parts of the country only
between the months of April and October and particularly
in the first three

therefore

is

months of

important,

for

this period.

the delay

Its early delivery

now

existing

in

the

placing of orders will result in only a small part of the
possible output for 1920 being secured in time to lay it
most economically and in but little more than half of the
normal requirements being delivered in time to lay it at all

The end of "federal control is less than a month off.
There would seem to be no further reason for retaining conpurchase of supplies such as this, unless this conContinued delay is expensive
and unfair to the roads. For this reason the ban on corporate purchasing should lx' lifted at once.
trol of the
is

resolved into action.

Prepare

for Private

Operation

his address at the dinner of the American Railway Guild
recently Director General Hines called attention especially
to the conditions affecting transportation which will exist
when the railways arc returned to private operation. He

IN

fact that before the government took over the
roads the traffic had outgrown the facilities and that for
various reasons which he mentioned the shortage of facili-

emphasized the

has become intensified under government operation. He
traffic will continue to be large for some years
to come; and he anticipated that the return to private opera
tion will be immediately followed by sharp competition between roads seeking to get back traffic which they have lost
under government control and roads trying to keep that which
ties

predicted that

they have gained.

We

publish Mr. Hines' address elsewhere in this issue
it ought to be carefully read and pondered by
The description he gives of
every important railway officer.
the conditions which will exist after the railways are returned to their owners undoubtedly is correct. There will be
a large amount of traffic and insufficient facilities for han-

and we think

making of concessions by individual railways
shippers in respect to the loading, unloading and handling
of cars. Competition in rendering better service i- greatly
to be desired, but competition which resulted in the granting
of certain kinds of concessions to shippers might result
disastrously for the railroads, the shippers and the public.
For example, it ha- been possible to come as near to handling
all
the available traffic as has been done largely because
to involve the
to

during the stress of war the co-operation of shippers in
loading freight cars heavier than ever before was secured.
Already, however, the average load per loaded car has begun
to decline. The average load per loaded car in the United
States in September, 1918, was 30.2 tons, while in September, 1919, it was only 28.3 tons.
R. H. Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern
region, has pointed out that had shippers loaded car- as
heavily in September, 1919, a6 in September, 1918, there
would have been equipment available for the loading of
7,43 7,547 more tons of freight than could be handled during that month.

This decline in loading was not the result of competibut it shows the tendency of shippers to lose their zea]
for heavy loading, and if under private operation the railways begin to grant them concessions in respect to loading

tion,

there will necessarily be a further decline in the average
load per loaded car and, therefore, a further decline in the
amount of freight that the railways will handle. Freight
car efficiency depends both upon the amount of freight loaded
per car and on the miles per day that each car travels. Competition between the railroads
to cause

them

to enforce the

is

likely to

demurrage

have a tendency

rules less

strictly,

thereby giving shippers opportunity to delay cars for loading and unloading longer than they have during recent years.
The effect of reducing the average miles traveled per car
per day would be to reduce still further the amount of
freight that could be

handled with existing equipment.

desirable that there should be some revival of compeEmulation in operating
tition in service between railroads.
efficiency and competition in service have contributed greatly
It is

next season.

trol

all of it, regardless of how the railways are operated.
return to private operation will have a powerful tendency to revive strenuous competition. Competition is likely

dling

Action

million tons of rails for renewals and for new construcIf they are to take up any considerable amount of
tion.
the deferred work of either maintenance or additions their

normal requirements

815

United States to render as
good service as they have at as low cost as they have. It is
largely because the public believes competition will tend
to improve service and keep down costs that it is in favor
of returning to private operation. But one fact the officers of
the railways must not, in the interest of the companies and
the public, lose sight of under present conditions and that
is that the facilities of the railways are today inadequate
to handling the total business, and that any revival of competition which will even temporarily have the effect of reducing the amount of service which the railways can render
with each car, locomotive, mile of track and yard, will restrict the total amount of business that they can handle;
and a reduction of the total amount of business handled,
accompanied, as it probably would be, by congestions and
car shortages, would be extremely injurious to private operation, and therefore to the railway companies.

to enabling the railways of the

To strike the right balance between competition on the
one side and co-ordination of operation on the other will
be extremel) difficult.
It cannot be struck at all without the
individual railways delegating control over certain features
and service- to some body or bodies representing all of them. To any central body or bcxlies which the

of operation

railways may create they should delegate sufficient authorUnder
ity to enable the object- -ought to be accomplished.
the old system of regulation it was very difficult to do this
because any consdl'dation or combination of railroads which

ded

to restrict

competition was illegal: and therefore .even

RAILWAY AGE

sir,

agreements were made it waa impossible to enforce them
|p\
imposing appropriate penalties. It is entirely probable,
however, thai anj ney railroad legislation which may be
enacted will modifj or repeal the anti-trust and anti-pooling
provisions, and that, therefore, the railways, perhaps with
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if

tin-

sanction

the

of

Commerce Commission,

interstate

able not only t<> make agreements for the purpose of
bringing about reasonable co-ordination of their operation,
kit also to provide and enforce penalties againsl roads which
refuse to live up to the agreements.
The time when the railways will be returned to private
operation is not very far distant. It was thought that the
American Railroad Association would take some definite ac-

regarding matters of the kind mentioned at its recent
meeting in Chicago. It could not do so effectively, however,
without the approval of the officers of the railroad corporations, and the officers of the corporations were not ready
finally to commit themselves. Fortunately, the operating difficulties of the situation which will be presented after the
railways are returned to their owners are becoming daily
tion

more generally understood and appreciated, and therefore
good reason to hope that provision will be made

there seems

regarding such matters as the distribution of cars, the joint
operation of terminals, the maintenance of consolidated city
ticket offices, the limitation of competition in passenger ser-

and so on.
great danger

The
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Moving Pictures

in

Engineering Investigation
PlTTSBUlGH,

To

Pa.

KniiMK
The communication of J. C. Marsh 00 page 292 of the
Railway Age for August 15, entitled "The Motion Picture
Machine as an Engineering Instrument" recalls an experiIn an
ment made by the writer on December 12, 1912.
endeavor to study the deflection of track under loads a moving picture machine was used almost exactly as outlined by
Mr. Marsh. The picture showed clearly the deflection of the
rail, but on account of the inflammable films used at that
time, it was not possible to make measurements of the amount
of the deflection by stopping the movement of the film. From
the experience obtained in the experiment mentioned above,
I believe that with the non-inflammable films which are,
or soon will be available, it is probable that the moving pici

iik

:

—

tures will be of considerable value in engineering work.

D. F. Crawford,
is

that the

managements

which will be essen-

of the operation of the various roads

Vice-Piesident and General Manager, Locomotive Stoker Company.

of the individ-

ual railroads will be so keen about engaging in competition
the results of which they believe will be to their individual
advantage that it will be impossible to secure the establishment and maintenance of arrangements for the co-ordination
tial

.llllllt

will

l)i-
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Letters to the Editor

Some

Railroad Clerks

Still

Underpaid
Decatur,

111.

To the Editor:
In your editorial on railway wages in the Railway Age

to the welfare of all.

August 29, page 387, you state: "The wages of railroad
employees already have increased more in proportion than
the cost of living, and they are asking for increases which
would make their total advances far exceed the increases in
of
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This book covers a field in which comparatively little has
been written heretofore, and gives considerable statistical and
general information relative to the quantities of timber available in various forms, and the manner by which it is converted into commercial products, the more important processes and products being thoroughly described and illustrated
Because of the abnormal and more or less temporary conditions prevailing in the timber field at present, the subject is
Most of the information
presented from a pre-war basis.
given was obtained through personal investigation by the
author who was also able to secure considerable first-hand
data on European timber conditions and processes, etc., having been a trade commissioner with the United States Lumber Trade Commission to Europe.
The following typical chapter headings are indicative of
Wood Pulp and Paper; Tanning
the scope of the book:
Materials; Veneers;" Cooperage; Cross Ties; Poles and Piling; Posts; etc. Owing to the magnitude of the subjects, the
book is intended for a brief reference treatise preliminary to a
more complete book or series of books to be published at
some future date.

—

Our Pig Iron Output. The United States now produces
more than half of the entire pig iron output of the world,
according to Commerce Monthly, the magazine of the National Bank of Commerce in New York. Thus, while in 1900
hut 13,789,242 gross tons were produced,
output was 39,054,644. tons.

in

1918 our total

the cost of living."

While I do not wish to question your statement as to railroad employees in general, I feel safe in saying that if the
employees were considered by classes, as is done by the
Railroad Administration in granting wage increases, you
I think
will find an entirely different result in some cases.
your statement is misleading, as it gives the impression
that all railroad employees are now overpaid, which is not
the case, except for some of the large labor organizations
which have had strength enough to enforce their demands
at the

expense of the weaker organizations.

You show in your
made by investigating

editorial

that three different reports

committees gave the increase in food
prices from June, 1914, to March, 1919, as 77, 80 and 71
Let us take an approximate average of 76 per
per cent.
cent and compare it with the increase in salaries granted
clerks.
Since June, 1914, my salary has been increased but
64 per cent, and under government control but 21 per cent,
as against a very low estimate of 76 per cent in living expenses.
My own case is no different from thousands of
I find
others who work in division and general offices.
that the average percentage of increase in salaries of clerks
since June, 1914, was approximately 65 per cent, and since
government control about 20 per cent.
In making these averages I have used only the wages of
clerks at division offices and the larger freight stations, as
they are the men who are vitally affected, being situated as
they are in the larger towns, and subject to high living costs.
Clerks at small outlying stations have all received an
increase probably larger than the increased cost of living, but
the men who live in large cities and towns are the men who
are now suffering and cannot get what is justly due them
from the Railroad Administration.
A Clerk.

What

Will Happen
Large

When

Railroads Are Returned

Traffic Will Continue, Facilities Will

Be Inadequate, and

Railway Co-operation Will Be Necessary
By Walker D. Hines
Director General,

As

well as
we are

i

can estimate

the

situation,

United State- Railroad Administration
I

believe

have a large railroad traffic in this
country for some time to come.
During the war
many of the normal demands of the public had to go unsatisfied; there was much building which had to be postponed and many sorts of activities had to remain in abeyance.
The opportunity has now come to satisfy those demands and the building that is beginning to develop, and
the other activities which are now getting back to a normal
likely to

create a demand for a very large railroad traffic.
think the railroads must be prepared to handle a large
business for a considerable period in the future.
Along with that I believe it is true of the railroads generally that it has not been practicable to provide the facilities necessary for the normal increase of business in this
country, plus the exceptional increase which comes about
by reason of business now making its appearance which
has been kept in the background during the period of the
war.
I am discussing only additions and betterments including equipment which are chargeable to capital account.
As far as the actual maintenance of the properties including the equipment is concerned the government is under
contract to return the properties in substantially the same
condition they were in when the Government took them
over, and of course the government will fulfill its contract
basis,

So

I

obligations in this regard.
In the year or two before federal control began, the railroad companies found it very difficult to provide the necessary additional equipment and to provide the usual proportion

the

of additions
of

difficulty

labor, partly

When

due

and betterments.

It

partly

due
and

financing,

to the high prices

was partly due
to

the

scarcity

to

of

scarcity of material.

federal control began, during the first year of that
what was done in the way of improvements

federal control

and additional equipment was limited absolutely to what
was regarded as necessary to promote the ends of the war
and was also limited by the amount of material that was
obtainable.
The result was that in the year 1918 it was
out of the question, under the war conditions, then existing for the Railroad Administration to make up any part
of the shortage or provision of facilities which had taken
place in the year or two more preceding Federal control.
Facilities Insufficient for Traffic

House- was willing to pass.
So that Congress adjourned
on March 4 last without any appropriation for the railroad at all and forced a still more stringent restriction on
improvement work than had been contemplated before.

When

the appropriation was finally made in midsummer
was still so limited that it was impracticable to expand
the improvement program.
So, as we get to the end of the year 1919, we have not
been able to make up any of the shortage in improvements
and equipment which had occurred when the federal control
began, and have not been able
to make any satisfactory
provision for 1919 because the nearness of the end of federal
control and the absence of appropriations has made that
impossible.
So that the railroad companies will start in
1920 faced with a very large traffic, not only the normal
increase in business, but this abnormal increase due to the
resumption of ordinary business after the war, and with
a plant which is considerably less ample than it ought to
it

be to handle that business.
I look, therefore, for considerable difficulty to be experienced in handling the business, especially if we have
large crops this coming year.
In that connection I want to say that it is my own judgment after observing this thing through federal control, that
it will be highly expedient for the railroad companies to

join in

some common control of

extent as
to the

is

necessary to

maximum

make

their

equipment

to

such an

the equipment do the

work

extent.

I think too that the permit system which has been developed during
federal control and which has largely
eliminated congestion through preventing shipments being
loaded until the}- could be taken care of at destination is
an exceedingly valuable aid to the service. I think it will
go far to prevent the congestion which has been quite a
usual thing in the busy time of the years preceding federal
control.
But in both of these respects, the pooling of equipment to whatever extent may be accessary, and in the
thorough-going exercise of the permit system, I think the
railroad companies are going to be confronted with two
divergent motives, and 1 think the railroad companies will
have to make some sort of compromise between the two
in order to get adequate results.
On the one hand there
will be the motive to consolidate and unify these operations
to whatever extent is necessary to handle the business.
)n
the other hand, there will be the motive of competition.
(

All that was done, as I view it, was no more than would
have been necessary in a normal year in order to keep
abreast of normal development of the country.
So we
entered the year 191° still behind in the amount of im-

provements and in the amount of equipment and we had
been unable to make up any of the shortage in those respects which had existed when Federal control began. When
1919 began we were than in sight of the end of federal
control.
Congress was very reluctant to put any more money
into the railroads.
They questioned very closely any plan
for the government to spend any more money in improving
the railroads or in acquiring additional equipment.
That
situation was intensified by the failure of the appropriation
which Congress was willing to pass that is, which the lower

—

*From an address deliver.,
November IS, 1919.
I

.it

the

dinner

of

the

American

Railway

Ouild, Chicago,

si:

Intensified Competition

My own judgment

May

Result

is, we are going
a competitive
condition more pronounced than any we have seen for some
years prior to federal control.
It seems to be perfectly natural that any railroad which,

to see

during federal control, has had increased business due to
the relocation of traffic under federal control, is going to
fight to the last ditch to hold that traffic and any railroad
which, during federal control, has lost its traffic to some
other railroad is going to fight to the limit of its power to
get back that traffic. My judgment is that this is going to develop an intense competitive spirit, and how that spirit,
which is perfectly natural under the circumstances, is going
to be reconciled with a really effective joint control of
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equipment

m

nn
ii

oi

and

traffic,

can be taken care of at
interests are going

dieting

enough in the
will be ven greal
far

\\

have

will

i

over the ship
being shipped until
destination, how those two con
supervision

effective

reallj

so as to prevent

stars to

be

you.

reconciled,

Bui

it

situation in

a

it

cannot

I

seems

difficulty to reconcile those

the traffic originates

railroad to which

to

tell

traffic

t

to

me

there

hings,

perfect!} willing to take it, but the
destined will be blocked if it is hauled.

Bui under those circumstances

it
is going to be verj difficull
which originates the traffic to refuse to
permit it to be loaded, simpl) on the chance it may result
m congestion on Some Other railroad to which it LS destined.

to gel

the

railroad

Yet,

without

will

be confronted

effective

control

in

that

respect,

1

think

questions.

<>i
course, technically,
did have the power,
den) it, but
felt in the public
interest it would
be better to have a tribunal of a permanent character to
deal with the matter rather than have it deall with by a
I

I

didn'1

I

mere temporary agenq
Being confronted with the respon
sibility, however,
had th<
task of having to dischargi
it
t<> tin- best
of m\ abilit) and iii accordance with mj con
Science, and the result IS that it ha- In -en necessar) lor im
from time to time since then to pass upon various ol these
Wage problems Which would far more properly have
to a permanent tribunal representing the public in a much
more permanent sense than I could possibly do.
With respect to the labor situation,
do not want to
hazard any forecast as to the future, except
do want to
I

which the railroad on which

is

is
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we

with a condition which will be disapand embarrassing to the railroad
publi

I

I

make

the

suggestion

that

the operating

men

of

the

Rail-

that

Administration believe that a great deal ha- been
accomplished by establishing the boards of adjustment which
have dealt witli the various grievances which have arisen,
and the best information I can get and the best opinion I
can form is to the effect that it will be decidedly in the
interest of tranquillity in the handling of labor matters to
I understand that
perpetuate some agencies of that sort.
the Esch Bill, as it passed the House, contains provisions
establishing by law a machinery similar to that which the
Railroad Administration has established, and I hope very
much the matter will work but in some way so as to provide
for dealing with matters of that sort, as I believe it is
distinctly in the interest of promoting a common under-

of the

standing.

pointing to
companies.

the

Labor Under Government Control
another matter I want to speak about, and that
question of labor.
That is a matter particularly
where the public has attributed to the fact of government
control all the phenomena which were due to the changes
brought about by the war.
There has been a tendency to
charge up to the government the things that were chargeable to the war.
I think the most interesting illustration I have seen of
There

is

is

the

was last spring, when the press was full of criticism
government for having increased the wages of railroad employees, the head of one of the big private industries
of the country announced that in the last six years his
labor cost per ton had increased 119 per cent.
Nobody
had claimed that the increased cost of running the railThe smaller increase made on
roads had been that much.
the railroads was charged to government control.
The
larger increase made by this private industry was charged
The smaller increase made on the railroads
to the war.
was an evidence of governmental inefficiency, the larger
increase made in this private industry was an evidence of
the efficiency of the private industry.

was a very interesting illustration of that disposition
connect the most obvious aspects of the situation and
stop at that.
The real difference was that the private
industry in question was able, by an increase of from 80
per cent, to 100 per cent in its prices to offset the increased
wages, whereas the Railroad Administration, by an increase
of 25 per cent in its prices, was not able to offset the increase in its wages.
As a matter of fact, as I recently
reported to the Senate, the average increase per hour in
railroad wages at the present time as compared with
December, 1917, has been 56 per cent, and I think that
will not compare unfavorably with what has been done
by private industries which have suffered the competition
It

to

incident to

The

war conditions.

for dealing with these wage question
has been one of the gravest and most difficult that has confronted me.
Last summer, when it became evident that the
continued increased cost of living was making railroad labor
insistent upon very substantial increases in wages, I recommended to the President that he ask congress to provide
a special tribunal to deal with those matters because I felt
federal control was nearing the end and that it was unfortunate for this temporary railroad administration to
undertake to pass upon these matters which would have
such a vital bearing upon the situation after federal control
was over and which would have such a vital bearing upon
the general public interest. The president made that recommendation to Congress, and Congress was unwilling to
The Senate Committee on Interstate
to take any action.
Commerce took the position that the President, through the
director general, had ample power to deal with all such

responsibility

road

What

Will Be Done About Rates?

I anticipate that when the question comes up as to a
reasonable basis of rates, there will be a good many elements
Undoubtedly, the public has come to expect that
of doubt.
a very great many economies will be brought about as soon
as the railroads go back to private control, and I have no
doubt that there will be very strong arguments presented
to the Interstate Commerce Commission by shipping in-

to the increase in rates to the effect that the
not necessary because we are on the point of
realizing very important economies, that the railroads were
turned back to private control to obtain those economies
and that it would be inconsistent to make an increase in
rates on the idea that the economies will not be obtained
when the whole theory has been that they would be obtained.
I am emphasizing that because I think that is the very
practical situation that is going to develop in connection

terests

opposed

increase

is

with this rate situation. I am not doing it to be a kill-joy
this pleasant occasion, but simply because I think it is
We never have seen
a fact that you might as well face.
the time when an important rate increase has been adopted,
except after the most thorough-going study and with the
greatest reductance and after the fullest hearing by anybody who had occasion to object to it. I think you may
well be prepared for the most emphatic objections along

on

that line.

Undoubtedly, for the time being, the public is in the
most friendly attitude toward the railroad companies, far
more friendly than I have ever seen it in my railroad experience, which extends over a great many years, but you
must not forget that the public is going to be expectant of
great things in improving the service, of great things in

economy in operation, and, when it. gets right down to
the time of facing a rate increase, it is going to go into the
matter in pretty much the same way that it has always
been gone into in the past.

Railway Statistics of the Dominion of Canada for the year
ended June 30, 1918, show a total operating railway mileage
of 38,879.

Tons with 229 Tons on Drix

The Locomotive Weighs 265

Gearless Electric Locomotive for C. M.

&

St

P.

Five Units of This Type Will Be Used in Passenger Service

Over the Cascade

Electrified Section

Mxm be completed and
passenger service on the
Othello-Seattle-Tacoma electric zone of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul. They are of the 3,000-volt, direct
current, gearless type. A test of one of the locomotives was
described in the October 10 issue of the Railway Age.
The original electrification from Harlowton to Avery, 440
miles, has now been operating for a number of years under
the bad weather conditions common to the Rocky and
Bitter Root mountains.
It is significant, therefore, of the
success of the original installation, that the same system will
now be used to meet the severe grades and snow condielectric locomotives
Five
placed in operation for

tions of the

will

Cascade range.

The motive power now

in service on the eastern elec42 locomoti\v> for freight and
passenger service and four switchers. Of this original equipment, the freight and passenger locomotives were practically
the same and differed from each other only in the gear
ratio between motors and driving axles.
The new locomotives are of an entirely different design,
built distinctively for passenger service and possess some
They
very interesting mechanical and electrical features.
trified

section

consists

of

used on the new Cascade electrification strictly for
passenger service, and the present passenger engines will
be adapted for freight service by changing the gear ratio.
will be

The

locomotives

are

of

the

bi-

polar

gearless

type,

with

armatures mounted directly on the driving axles.
In this fundamental feature they follow the design of the
The
gearless locomotives in use on the New York. Central.
principal advantage of this method of construction is the
simplicity of mechanical design, which eliminates gi

motor

armature

and

suspension

bearings,

jack-shafts,

side-rods,

or other transmitting devices.
The new locomotives weigh 265 tons with 22° tons on
Thev have 14 axles, 12 of which are driving and
drivers.
two guiding axles. The weight of the armature and wheels
is

the onlv

dead weight on the

track,

and

this is

approximate-

819

9,500 lb. per axle. The total weight on drivers, 458,000
is 86 per cent of the weight of the locomotive, which
being distributed among 12 axles, results in a weight of
only 38,166 lb. per axle.
One of the most interesting and important features of the
locomotives is the design of the leading and trailing trucks
and the method of suspension of the cab weight upon them.
The successive trucks are coupled together in such a way
as to dead lead or break up any lateral oscillation which
may be caused by inequalities of the track. The weight,
of the main cab is so supported on the front and rear
ti ucks
that any lateral thrust or kick of the leading or
trailing wheel against the track is cushioned by the movement of the main cab, which increases the weight tearing
down on the wheel at the point where the thrust occurs,
and automatically reacts to prevent any distortion of the
track.
The result of this design is such as to give particularly good riding qualities at high speed.
Exhaustive
tests have demonstrated the remarkable riding qualities of
the new locomotives at speeds as high as 65 miles an hour,
which was the maximum speed permissible on the length
ly

lb.,

1

of test track available.

These

tests also indicated that the
higher speeds with equal sin iSS.
The locomotive is designed for handling in normal service
a 12-car train, weighing 960 tons trailing, against a grade
of two per cent at 25 miles an hour.
This performance
requires 56,500 lb. tractive effort, which is equivalent to
a co-efficient of adhesion of 12.3 per cent of the weight'
upon driving axles.
The wide margin thus provided between the operating tractive co-efficient and the slipping
point of the wheels, as well as the ample capacity o\' the
motors, will allow this locomotive to haul trains with as
many as 14 cars in emergency. For continuous operation
the
locomotive is designed to operate at 42,000 lb. tractive
effort at a speed of 27 miles an hour.
The total weight supported on driving axles is practically
the same as that on the present geared passenger locomotives,

locomotives will operate

at

1

1
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dimensions,
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i
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In the curved end of one of the cabs is located a -mall
motor-generator set operating in conjunction with an 80volt storage battery in the other cab, width supply power

o

ft.

the

maj
in

tank> for nil and water, circulating pumps, and a motor
driven blower for furnishing forced draft. This center por
tion of the cab may be lifted out in case the Bteam boilei
is in need of heavy repairs,

II).

1-

.

rating

.il mi'
nolihour rating
Tractive effort
iting
coi
rractive effort
pei cent ruling
1

three

center cab

for heating pa
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motives.
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in.
in.

the

battery

passenger

is,

in

general,

coaches.

In

the

ap

Bimilar to those used
cab with the storage

contactors and grid resi

compressor driven by a .3,000-volt direct current
circuit breaker is placed in the
tali which contains the motor-generator set.
Power for train lighting is obtained from the motor-generator set.
A switchboard located in the operator's section
of one of the cabs is equipped with switches, resisters and
motor.

The motors are bi-polar, the two fields of each being
supported upon the truck springs with full freedom for
The
vertical play of the armature between the pole faces.
For
armatures are mounted directly on the driving axles.

switches, contactors, lights and

battery are also the 3,000 volt

and an

Motors

The

air

The high speed

6000

7000

6000

»00

4000

5000

2000

1000

-

400

500

Miles from
Profile

Showing the

Two

Electrified Divisions of the Chicago,

Milwaukee

&

St.

Paul

speed operation, the 12 motors are connected three in
Control connecwith 1,000 volts per commutator.
tions are also provided for operating four, six or twelve
Additional speed variation is obtained
motors in series.
by tapping the motor fields in all combinations.
Regenerative electric braking on down grades is obtained
by using four of the motors as generators to supply exciting
current for the other eight, which then return power to the
This reduces the size of the motor-generator set
trolley.

The head
meters for controlling the train lighting circuit.
end system of lighting is in use on the trains over this division.
In the other operating cab is a small motor-driven
air compressor, operated from the battery circuit, with sufficient capacity for raising the pantograph when first putting
the locomotive in operation.
A slider pantograph, similar in construction to those now
This
in use, is mounted on each of the operating cabs.
pantograph has two sliding contacts, giving a total of four

and

Secondary Apparatus

on the slider with a double trolley. The pantograph and
flexible twin trolley construction enable the locomotive to
collect current as high as 2,000 amperes at speeds up to
60 miles an hour without noticeable arcing at the contact
points.
The second pantograph is held in reserve as a spare.

Cooling air for each pair of motors is supplied by a
This arrangement avoids the
small motor-driven blower.
heavy duct losses encountered with a single large blower.

Sand boxes, with pipes leading to each pair of driving
wheels, are located directly beneath the pantographs outside of the operating cab.

full

series

required

for

control,

accessories

and

train

lighting,

thereby effects an appreciable reduction in the weight of
control equipment.

:
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The main

motors are controlled by a reverser

1919

Control
driving

handle and two control handles. Within reach of the driver
are also the straight air and automatic air brake valves, the
sander, the bell ringer, several meters to show what the locomotive is doing, and a number of switches for the headlight,
the cab lights, the cab heater, etc.
The control handles are
mechanically interlocked to prevent incorrect manipulation.

The
field

meters indicate line voltage, speed, line current and
The needle of the ammeter which registers

current.

will swing in either direction and show how
current the motors are using or how much they are
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any reason whatsoever the conditions of employment become
The right to quit work after
distasteful and unsatisfactory.
all other methods of adjustment have been exhausted is the
concrete expression of individual liberty.
"The workers of America are not opposed to voluntary

methods of arbitration; they are opposed to compulsory arbitration, which in fact means the fixing of wages, hours, and
conditions of work by law. Such a condition and relation of
employment is a denial of the rights of free men the right
the right to freedom of contract. In
to freedom of action
fact,

dom. There
which results

17 miles of 2.2 per cent grade from the Columbia river west,
and 19 miles of 1.7 per cent grade between Cedar Falls and
The traffic over this division
the summit of the Cascades.
consists of the heavy main line transcontinental passenger
trains, "Olympian" and "Columbian," carrying from eight
to twelve steel passenger coaches, which will be handled over

maximum grade without helpers. Freight pushers are
already in operation on the 2.2 per cent grade, using two
It is
of the locomotives from the original electrification.
expected that electrical operation during the coming winter
will assist in overcoming many of the delays which are commonly met with during winter operation in this district.
the

it

is

—

a return to involuntary servitude

line current

much

regenerating to the trolley.
The ammeter which registers
The meter scale
field current registers from zero to 400.
is black from zero to 200 and red from 200 to 400, to
indicate to the operator that he must not run continuously
with values of field current in excess of 200 amperes.
The diagram shows a profile of the road from Seattle to
a point about 1,000 miles east, including the Cascade electrification, the Harlowton-Avery electrification and the intervening 220 miles. The new locomotives will operate over
the section between Othello, Seattle and Tacoma, including

—

—

industrial serf-

nothing which is fraught with more danger,
in more rank injustice and injury than com
pulsory arbitration and compulsory service.
"The Cummins bill now before Congress is the most unAmerican piece of legislation ever proposed by any one. It
not only intends to return the railroads to private interests,
but it likewise undertakes to guarantee to the railroad
holders an income of 6 per cent on all their investments,
whether these investments originally represented legitimatecapital or merely water of every shade or color, while during
the war the government only paid to the millions of patriotic
investors in Liberty and Victory Loan bonds an income ranging from 3 to A J 2 per cent interest.
"Besides attempting to place this heavy financial burden
on the people. Senator Cummins and those associated with
him further propose to turn the railroads back to these private interests with over two million of workers tied hands and
is

/

and the railroad interests. It is difficult
more vicious proposal than that which is now
proposed to re-enact and re-establish serfdom and slavery.
"During the war, when the government found it necessary
feet to the railroads

to conceive a

to take the railroads out of the control of private interests,

these

workmen were

and as such responded in all their
American fashion. Now that the war

free,

These locomotives were built by the General Electric Company in the shops at Erie, Pa.

has ended,

A. F. of L. Opposes Compulsory
Arbitration and Return of Railroads

same interests from which the government took the control,
and in so doing deprive the loyal and patriotic American
wage earners of their liberties and freedom. Under the cloak
of industrial peace, Senator Cummins would impose involuntary servitude on the railroad workers and give added

The

American Federation of Labor has made pub-

a series of replies by its vice-president, Matthew
Woll, to questions put by Will H. Hays, chairman of
the Republican National Committee, outlining the attitude
of labor toward the present conditions of industrial unrest
In reply
and various forms of proposed legislation.
to a question as to whether the Erdman act should be modified or strengthened or whether a new system for the settlement of industrial controversies should be adopted, Mr. Woll
replied that evidently Mr. Hays had overlooked the fact
that the Erdman act was repealed in 1913 and that the
lic

Newlands act has been substituted in its place. There is
nothing particularly wrong with this enactment, he said, but
the question might have been better framed had it asked
what kind of railroad legislation should not be enacted. In
connection, Mr. Woll says:
"Without venturing into the problem of whether the railroads should be owned and controlled by private interests or
by the government, I have no hesitancy in stating that whatever form of ownership or control may ultimately prevail
that any and all legislation intended to enforce or promote
compulsory arbitration or include anti-strike provisions
should be defeated if we are going to be true to the ideals of
freedom and democracy so clearly manifested during the war.
"While strained relations between employers and employes are to be deplored, while strikes are not desirable and
are favored only as a final means of protest, the wage-earners
cannot and will not admit of the right of any person or any
legislative bodv to compel them to remain at work when for
this

activities in a truly
it is

proposed

to return the railroads to these self-

powers to private railroad interests over the lives of nearly
two millions of wage earners.
"It is suggested that the government do not return the
railroads to private interests for at least two years from the
conclusion of peace, in order that the American people may
have an opportunity to consider the many possible solutions
of the railroad problem which have been put forward and so
that a mature judgment may be reached and justice be done
to all concerned."
Regarding profit-sharing, Mr. Woll says
"Profit-sharing, as thus far proposed and practiced, is
nothing more nor less than a sham and a fraud. In a competitive field of industry this method of compensation is not
only impracticable, but will ultimately cause more friction
and turmoil than any other method of compensation I know
of.
This method of rewarding labor for services given will
not tend to equalize compensation for equal work performed:
rather it will throw the question of compensation into a
greatly confused state. In a monopolistic or semi-monopolistic enterprise profit-sharing can only serve as a cloak for

excess profits under the guise of philanthropy.
"Profit-sharing and like methods of compensation now
urged are designed principally to prevent organization of

employes into trades unions and to tie the workers to their
job as well as to compel them to labor under the most intensive strain of which they are capable' by an appeal to undue
Its very conception is an impressive indictment
selfishness.
of the present questionable method' of industry as a whole."

The Plumb plan

is

not mentioned in the

letter.

—
A. R. A. Committees Present Progress Reports
Work Accomplished

in

Each Section Since

Organization and

Its

Status of Present Studies Outlined at Chicago Meeting
reports were made by each of the seven se<
American Railroad Association at a meel
ing held in Chicago on November 18 and 19.
In
addition the Executive Committee of the association held
meetings on November 17 and 18 and subsequently pre
sented a reporl to the association outlining briefly the im
portant features which have occupied the attention of the

Progress

tions of the

association

since

its

last

meeting on

November

15,

1916,

and the association's historical development. The report deals
with the development in car service and car service rules,
the co-operation obtained with military authorities during
the war, the co-ordination of the various voluntary railroad
organizations and the consequent reorganization of the association.

The report of the Executive Committee in addition contained the following facts and recommendations:
The president of the association has been authorized to
appoint a committee of four to investigate and recommend
a plan covering the preparation and publication of the records of the American railroad men in the war, both at home
and abroad. T. C. Fowell, director of the Division of CapiExpenditures, United States Railroad Administration;
tal

Howard Elliott, president of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford; W. \Y. Atterbury, vice-president of the Pennsylvania Railroad; and Howard G. Kelley, president of the
Grand Trunk, have been appointed members of this committee. A report will be promulgated as soon as the committee completes

In

order

economy

to

its

labors in this connection.
uniformity and in the

secure

interests

of

the general secretary has been authorized to act as

agent in the publication of such tariffs as may be nationwide in application. Up to the present time a storage tariff,
a tariff covering penalties for detention of equipment and a

demurrage tariff have been filed by the general secretary
and arrangements have been made for the filing of rules
covering the handling of perishable freight and regulations
governing equipment under private ownership. The suggestion has been made, and has been concurred in by the director

general,

that

seven representatives of the corporations

be appointed as advisory members of the Executive ComThe director general communicated with T. DeWitt
mittee.
Cuyler, chairman of the association of Railway Executives,
suggesting the appointfnent of seven corporate officers to
become advisory members of the Executive Committee. Mr.
Cuyler thereupon nominated and the Executive Committee
elected the following as advisory members:
T

H. Hustis, president, Boston & Maine, representing the

New England

Atterburv. vice-president, Pennsylvania Railroad, representing' the Trunk Line district: A. H. Smith, president. New York Central,
representing the Central Traffic district; W. H. Finley. president, Chicago
& Northwestern, representing the Western district: E. N. Brown, president,
district; J. KruttSt. Louis-San Francisco, representing the Southwestern
schnitt president, Southern Pacific, representing the Transcontinental dissouthern
trict: C. II. Markham. president, Illinois Central, representing the
district:

W.

\V.

district.

The Executive Committee has

authorized

Section

IV

time to the
interests of that section. The Executive Committee has also
approved the election of C. W. Crawford to succeed George
Hodges as chairman of the general committee of Section

Traffic to

employ a chairman

to devote all of his

V—Transportation.
Attention has been directed to the question of securing
greater efficiency and economy in the maintenance of" way
and structures department and the Executive Committee has
therefore referred this subject to the general committee of
Engineering, with instructions to have a study
Section II

—

made

measures for obtaining higher efficiency and economy
maintenance of way and structures department and
present a plan which will effect the greatest economj and
efficiencj in the maintenance of way and structures department, both as in the handling of labor and material; also
n> present suggestions as to the units by which maintei
of way and Structures work may be gaged, the re< ommenda
tions to include suggestions as to improvements in supervisory methods and especially in the direction of educating
supervisory forces to the importance of the subject.
The Executive Committee has appropriated the sum of
$8,000 per year for two years for the expenditures of the
Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track. In addition the
committee has approved the appropriation of $7,500 for the
continuation of the work of the rail committee beginning
in

oi

the

June

1919.

1,

Report of Section

I

— Operating

The Committee on Operating Rules has considered and
made a recommendation upon a rule covering the use of
dimmers on electric headlights.
The Committee has had referred to it a number of suggested changes in the Standard Code. The suggestions will
be considered by the committee when a revision of the code
is

necessary.

Among

the matters

now

being developed by the committee
and the standardiza-

are the standardization of safety fusees
tion of bunting signaling flags.

A Sub-Committee has been appointed for the purpose of
recodifying the existing questions and answers to the present
Codes of Train Rules, Block Signals and Interlocking Rules.
The Committee on Grade Crossing
much study to the

passing has given

Protection and Tressubjects

which

it

has

hand and is unanimously of the opinion that it is essential and important to obtain National legislation pertaining
to trespassing and the control of highway traffic at grade
in

has prepared separate statutes covering grade
and trespassing on railroads. These
statutes have been submitted to the several committees of
railroad counel for an expression of their views. A conference with the National Association of Railway Commissioners and the American Automobile Association will be
held also in order that their advice and co-operation may be
crossings.

crossing

It

protection

obtained.

The committee has recommended

to the General Commitadoption of the Nine Second Whistling Code which
provides that in whistling for grade crossings, the two lorni
blasts shall be of two seconds' duration and the two short
blasts of one second duration each, with a one second interval between each blast.
The Committee on the Safe Transportation of Explosives
and Other Dangerous Articles, which is also the Executive
Committee of the Bureau of Explosives, has been active in
the safe transportation of explosives and other dangerous
articles during the continuance of the war.
The Committee is also making progress in the work of
Mechanical (M.
enforcing the requirements of Section III
C. B.) in the matter of tank car tests, safety valve tests, etc.,
which work, by direction of the Executive Committee, was
turned ever to the Bureau of Explosives in November, 1916.
tee the

;

—

Report of Section II^Engineering

The

report of

presentation
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of

Section

new

II

—Engineering

specifications

for

consisted in the
track scales, pre-

—
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3,

pared in co-operation with committees of other interested
associations and a review of the action taken at the annual
meeting of the American Railway Engineering Association.

The

scale specifications will he published in a later issue.

Report of Section III

The

report

of

the

general

— Mechanical

committee of

Section

—

was passed.

Resolved, that the secretary be instructed to notify the
general secretary that the general committee of Section III
Mechanical accept the proposal of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association to unite with the Mechanical
Section of the American Railroad Association as the "Equipment Painting Division."

in

the

reports

from the

following committees were considered at the annual meeting, were referred to letter ballot in accordance with the
Rules of Order of this Section, and every recommendation
adopted by more than the two-thirds majority required:
Standard and Recommended Practice (A. R. M. M.); Standard and Recommended Practice (M. C. B.); Standard Blocking for Cradles of Car Dumping Machines; Loading Rules;

and Tests for Materials (A. R. M. M.);
Specifications and Tests for Materials (M. C. B.); Car
Wheels; Car Trucks; Couplers; Welding Truck Side
Frames, Bolsters and Arch Bars; Car Construction; Train
Lighting and Equipment, and Train Brake and Signal
Specifications

Equipment.

The

that the lahor rates

and
shown

2.3

24,

1919,

it

was recom-

in these rules he revised

conform to the rates at present in effect on the railroads
under Federal control. This recommendation was approved
by the Railroad Administration, and incorporated in the
book as revised, effective November 1, 1919.

to

Loading Rules
At the annual meeting, the recommendations contained in
the report of the Committee on Loading Rules were accepted
and referred to letter ballot, with the exception of the recommendation for. changes in the rule governing the loading of
structural material, plates, girders, etc., on open cars (twin
or triple loads) which was approved by the Convention and
Supplement No. 1 to these Rules issued, effective August 1,
1919. The recommendations submitted to letter ballot were
all adopted by more than the two-thirds majority required
03 the Rules of Order. The recommendations contained in
the letter ballot from the Committee on Loading Rules, if
approved, will be covered in an additional supplement, to
be known as Supplement No. 2.
,

Tank Car

Specifications

At the annual meeting held June 18-25, inclusive, the
report of the Committee on Tank Cars was received, subof the General Committee. At a meeting of
Committee held September 23 and 24, the recommendations from the Committee on Tank Cars for changes
in the Tank Car specifications (Standard), were approved,

ject to action

Letter Ballots

The recommendations contained

Committee held September

mended

III

Mechanical reviews its own activities and those of the section as a whole from the time of the first meeting of the
temporary general committee on February 17, 1919, up to
and including the last meeting of the general committee held
on September 23 and 24, 1919. With the exception of the
action taken at the meeting held on September 23 and 24,
reports of these activities have all appeared in varfious
issues of the Railway Age.
At the meeting held on September 23 and 24 the following resolution admitting the Master Car and Locomotive
Painters' Association as a division of Section III
Mechanical

823

the General

addition,

Specifications were received from the

Gen-

Committee at a meeting held September 23 and 24, 1919,
with the following exceptions:
The vote on the recommendation from the Committee on
Car Trucks was approved with the exception that the General Committee ruled that the non-standard axle of the
in. journals shoald be
Norfolk & Western with 5 J 4 by
permitted on a limit load of 148,000 lb., and shown in
the table of non-A. R. A. standard axles, also that in case
of repairs on foreign lines, it would he permissible to replace
in A. R. A. standard axle, in
this axle with the 5 by
which case the cars should he re-stenciled to a limit load
eral

Tank Car Committee

and approved.

Manual of Standard and Recommended Practice
At a meeting of the General Committee held September
2.1 and 24, it was decided to issue the Manual of Standard
and Recommended Practice of this Section in a separate
loose-leaf

volume instead of being included in the back of
Annual Meeting. This will eliminate

the Proceedings of the
the

vote on the letter ballots was approved by the

incorporated in a reissue of these specifications. In
several other proposed changes in the Standard

to be

reprinting of a great portion

of these Standards each
provide a better reference book for the
departments of railroads and manufacturing
companies. The Committees on Standard and Recommended
Practice and Specifications and Tests for Materials have
been designated to supervise the preparation of this manual.

and
mechanical
year,

will

Standard

Form

Agreement

of Interchange

(

>

{

)

marking of 132,000 lb.
The recommendation from

the Committee on Car Wheek
"G" from the legend "M. C. B."

providing that the letter
should be chipped off when the wheels

was considered, and

fail

to

meet the

the

Rules of Interchange
The report of the Committees on Arbitration and The
Car Rules of Interchange were
Revision of Passengei
adopted on the floor of the convention, and the changes
recommended in the Rules of Interchange approved by the
Executive Committee at a meeting held July 31, 1919. These
changes were then approved by the United States Railroad
Administration, and the Rule- of Interchange revised and
issued to become effective November 1, 1919.
In addition, to the above, at a meeting of the

—

shown below.

Agreement Adopting Interchange Rules
The

Subscriber hereto adopts and agrees, jointly and severally, with
each and all other parties (whether corporations. partnerships or individuals) owning or possessing railroad cars used tor the transportation
I commodities, which parties have respectively entered into agreements in
effect similar to this instrument, that the Subscriber will abide by the Code
of Rules governing tin- condition of. and repairs to. freight cars for the
interchange of traffic, .1-- formulated and promulgated by the former Ma-ter
ilders' Association and by the American Railroad Association (Section III
Mechanical) or by cither thereof (which rule- arc designated on
the minutes of said Association's proceedings and an- commonly known as
bange Rules"), and by each of said rules, and as will will abide byeach and all decisions and interpretations of the Arbitration Commute
provid«*l for by suid (ode of Rules, until this agreement on the part of
tinSubscriber shall be terminated by three moeths' notice in writing filed
with the General Secretary (or such other Officers as from time to time
-hall be acting .1- Secretary
of said Railroad Association, or of such
ill
at the time hare -tin-ceded therett.
'

committee decided
that the letter "C" should only be chipped off when the
wheels fail to pass the thermal or drop test, or have some
physical defect which impairs their serviceability.
specifications,

At a meeting of the General Committee held at Atlantic
City, September 23 and 24, a standard form of interchange
agreement was approved, to be executed by all subscribers
to the Rules of Interchange to replace the present method of
subscribing to these rules shown in the Rules of Interchange
Rules 128 to 130. inclusive. This form of agreement i-

General

»

—

Committees of Section III Mechanical
At #Se meeting of the General Committee held September
23 and 24, 1919, the standing and special committees for
Section III
Mechanical for the coming year were ap-

—

pointed.
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Subjects Assigned to Committees

Investigation ol

i

the propei

Dumbei

com-

croutiei to be used on boppet

"i

to Committee on Cat Construction
fibre (treat to be employed In 1 ><- design "t helical springs
"
a. icni diameters "t steel win
TEe
!
to
In. diameter.
from
ordinary ipring table calls for 80,000 lb, throughout t>>t -ill sixes, but it is
well known thai thi^ is not the manufacturers' practice, end in fact in
i

in-

Referred

propei

1

i

'

.•

|

many
ol

cases h

is

impossible to obtain

Referred
Consideration

wire.

to
oi
steel

i

propei

spring with the smaller sizes
foi materials.

Committee on Specifications and Teats

»( iron
adopting the standard ball tape
wheels.
Referred to Committee on Cai Wheels.
sad >>uk)i rolled
ili.it in
4.
the manufacture ol steel wheels the wheels be machined to
Referred to ( ommittee on Car Wheels.
exact diameters
Referred to Committee on Supei
5.
Repairs u> superheater units.
beatei Locomotives.
(..
Desiraoilit) •! more water and steam space above the crown sheet.
Referred to Committee on Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers.
Referred to Committee on Train Resist7.
Equated tonnage ratings.
ance and Tonnage Rating.
locomotive
tenders to allow the coal to (low
8.
Design for coal space of
within easj reach of the fireman, and to permit it to practically all feed
Referred to Committee on Mechaniinto the hoppers of locomotive stokers.
S,

i

>

cal Stokers.

Referred to Committee on Specificafor tank hose.
rests for Materials.
Referred to Committee on
mountings.
fittings
and
glass
Water
10.
Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers.
boiler tubes or
fuse.
for
for
beading
tools
practice
11.
Standard
Referred to Committee on Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers.
to
boilers.
Referred
locomotive
in
blow-off
cocks
of
1'roper
location
12.
Committee on Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers.
for
lubrication
force
feed
hydrostatic
and
merits
of
comparative
The
13.
locomotive cylinders and steam chests and best method of application.
9.

tions

Specifications

and

Referred to Committee on Superheater Locomotives.
Front end netting and netting door and other draft appliances.
14.
Referred to Committee on Fuel Economy and Smoke Prevention.

The study of ash nit and coal chute operation including organization
Roundhouse operations as a whole. Referred to Comand supervision.
mittee on Engine Terminals, Design and Operation.
Modernization of existing old locomotives. Referred to Mr. G. M.
16.
Basford, President, Locomotive Feed Water Heater Co., New York, N. Y.,
15.

with request that he prepare an individual paper on it.
Automatic hose connectors for freight and passenger equipment.
17.
Referred to Committee on Train Brake and Signal Equipment.
A study of locomotive operation from the point of view of a large
IS.
Referred to Mr. G. M. Basford, President. Locomotive Feed
investment
Water Heater Co., New York, N. Y., with request that he prepare an
individual paper on it.
Referred to ComElectric arc welding in railroad repair shops.
19.
mittee on Autogenous and Electric Welding.
results
as to fuel
boilers;
Combustion chambers for locomotive
20.
economy; difficulties in maintenance and other points of interest. Referred
Boilers.
Locomotive
to Committee on Design and Maintenance of
Referred to Committee on Car
Modernizing freight equipment.
21.
Construction.
Economical diameters of piston valves of superheater locomotives,
22.
with recommendation for Standard Practice in connection with various
Referred to Committee on Superheater Locomotives.
cylinder diameters.
What shape of exhaust nozzle will cause the highest vacuum and
23.
Referred to Committee on Fuel Economy
least bac< pressure in cylinders.
and Smoke Prevention.
Referred
Automatic coal weighing devices for locomotive tenders.
24
Railways
to .ur. J. S. Spurway, Secretary, New South Wales Government
and Tramways, Sydney, Australia, with request that he prepare an insubject.
dividual paper on this
c at r> «
Snow fighting apparatus. Referred to Mr. C. E. Fuller, S. M. F. &
25
M., Union Pacific R. R., Omaha, Neb., with request that he prepare an
individual paper on this subject.
?6
Designs, with complete lay-outs, for round houses of various sizes.
Referred to Committee on Engine Terminals, Design and Operation.
Power Plants for both round house terminals and repair shops and
27
Referred to Committee on
stokers for such power plants.
suitable
Modernization of Stationary Boiler Plants.
Ash pit lav-outs for both dry and water pits. Referred to Com28.
mittee on Engine 'Terminals, Design and Operation.
Adequate lighting of engine terminals for night work. Referred to
29.
Committee on Engine Terminals, iJesign and Operation.
Referred to Committee
Specifications for Mechanical Rubber Goods.
30.
on Specifications and Tests for Materials.
.

Recommendations
The General Committee asked for approval

of

its

action

in handling the affairs of the Section and of the recommendations covered by letter ballots of the Section.

Report of Section

was received from four differenl sources suggestions
something should be done to secure more accurate
weights on less than carload freight, preferably by inducing
shippers to declare on their shipping bills the correct weight
BO as to save the time taken in weighing over house scales
and the consequent delay in loading, and to shippers' teams
waiting to deliver their goods, especially in the rush hours.
This would result in operating economies and the elimination of a great many freight claims for overcharge in weights.
\
(inference will be held with corresponding committees of
the Operating and Freight Claims Sections.
there

The following subjects have either been assigned to
mittees or are to be the subjects of individual papers:
coal care,
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IV— Traffic

At a meeting of the Committee on Standard Containers,
Packing and Marking, held August 6, 1919, the question of
damthe constantly increasing amounts paid out for lost and
decision
and
consideration,
earnest
received
freight
aged
reached that some energetic and corrective measures be taken,
whereupon a joint conference was held on August 27, 1919,
corresponding committees of the other sections, at
campaign to better conit was arranged to launch a
commodities or
ditions, selecting for this purpose a few
co-operation with
situations particularly susceptible, and in
Operating, Transportation, Freight Claim and Account-

with

which

the

remedies.
ing Departments, and the public, bring about
InspecAt a meeting of the Committee on Weighing and
and
12, 1919,
11
September
held
Traffic,
Freight
of
tion

that

c

Report of Section

V — Transportation

The General Committee has continued

negotiations with

League with respect to the
National Car Demurrage Rules and recommended several
changes in the rules and demurrage rates which have been
made effective on all railroads throughout the United States.
As a result of these changes there was difficulty in the
application of certain rules and to secure uniformity the
following curculars have been issued covering interpretations and recommendations formulated after consultation
with the Interstate Commerce Commission and the League:
the National Industrial Traffic

issued November 14, 1918
issued November 19, 1918
issued July
1, 1919
issued Tuly
16, 1919
issued September 17, 1919

1931
1932
1954
S. V. 11
1959

As a result of joint conferences with the Committee on
Demurrage and Storage of the League and representatives of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, there has been completed a recodification of the National Car Demurrage Rules,
the purpose of which is to bring the existing Instructions,
Explanations and Interpretations into the rules themselves;
to clarify the rules

in accordance with lawful practice;

to

obviate the necessity for future interpretations, so far as may
be practicable, and to secure uniformity in their application.
The revised rules have received the tentative approval of the
Interstate

Commerce Commission.

They have been submit-

ted to the Railroad Administration, with the

made

December

recommenda-

1919, through
the publication of a joint tariff for the account of all railroads in the United States, including the non-Federal conThis joint tariff will be issued by J. E. Fairtrolled lines.

tion that they be

effective

1,

banks, general secretary.
Attention has been called to the difficulty of members
securing settlement for cars destroyed in Mexico as well
for per diem, repair bills, etc. To expedite the handling
this matter, conferences were held with the representatives

in

as

of
of

Mexico and the General Committee has submitted for ratification by the corporate officers of
railroads, members of the Association, a form of agreement
under which the National Railways of Mexico will make
the National Railways of

satisfactory adjustment.

The Committee on Car Sendee, acting jointly with the
Committee on Records, has prepared a code of rules to govern
the handling of cars under authoritative administration and
has also prepared a revision of the Code of Per Diem Rules
to eliminate so far as possible the large amount of work incident to adjustment of per diem discrepancy claims, etc.
Owing to the importance of these subjects, the General Committee has submitted its recommendations to the Executive
Committee. In accordance with the Rules of Order, it has
on
also made recommendations to. the Executive Committee
the following subjects:
under
Restoration of per diem settlements between roads

Federal control.

Demands

for

increase

in

mileage allowance on private

refrigerator cars.

of deApplication, enforcement and proper supervision
murrage, storage and track storage tariffs.

Senate Committee Report on Steel Strike
Says Strikes Are Relic of Industrial Barbarism But Finds

Some Autocracy on Both

ThewhichSenate
was

Committee on Education and

Labor,

instructed by a Senate resolution to investigate the steel strike and report to the Senate as to the

cause and reason therefor, submitted its report on November 8, in which it finds some occasion for criticism of both
parties as having given evidence of a lack of consideration
for the great third party, the public.
The committee says,
however, that the underlying cause of the strike was the
determination of the American Federation of Labor to organize the steel workers, and lays considerable emphasis on

the fact that the strike resulted from a movement initiated,
not by the steel employees themselves, but by an outside organization.

After discussing the events which led up to the calling of
the steel strike on September 22 and quoting the correspondence relating to the demands upon the steel companies and
the efforts of the President to bring about a postponement
of the strike until after the Industrial Conference at Washington, the report of the committee, by Chairman W. S.
Kenyon, says in part:
"We may say in passing that the statement in the letter to
Mr. Gompers that seven of the organizers and members had
been brutally murdered in cold blood during the past few
days is false. Many statements in the letter to the President
likewise are very greatly exaggerated or false.
"From the foregoing letters it would appear that the responsibility for continuing the strike under these conditions
was assumed primarily by Messrs. John Fitzpatrick, M. F.

Tighe and W. Z. Foster. None of them except Mr. Tighe
were connected with the steel industry. It is not contended
that the employees were permitted to pass on the President's
request or were even consulted about it. These three organizers apparently were the only ones who were consulted at

The

that time.

sole responsibility, however, for the refusal

to postpone the strike at the President's request cannot be

entirely charged to the three above mentioned.

Five days

Mr. Gompers there was a
the 24 responsible leaders of the unions involved, and the testimony of Mr. Gompers and others shows
after the labor leaders' letter to

meeting of

all

which several members came prepared
urge acceding to the request for delay all present, including Mr. Gompers, decided that further delay would result
The responsiin the failure to hold the men from striking.
bility should, therefore, at lease be shared by all alike, Mr.
that at the meeting to
to

Gompers

included.

Wages
"The

question of wages

is

not involved in the controversy.

made any complaint as to
wages.
Some of them did contend that they should have
12-hour pay for 8-hour work, but most of them, while strikIt
ing for an 8-hour day, claimed only a fair living wage.
is the opinion of the committee that, broadly speaking, the
employees of the steel industry at the time of the strike were
fairly well satisfied with the wages received, and that such
question was not persuasive at all in any consideration of a
strike.
The average wages in July, 1919. were $6.27 per
day.
The wages of unskilled labor in 1914 for a 10-hour
day were $2; in 1919, for a 10-hour day, $4.62. In July,
1914, the wages were $2.40; in July, 1919. for a 12-hour
day the wages were $5.88. The lowest wage paid to grown
men is 42 cents an hour for 8 hours, and 63 cents per hour,
The lowest
or time and a half, for all time over 8 hours.

Few

of the witnesses examined

Sides

paid wages for unskilled labor amounts to $4.62 per day.
"It may also be said that most of the men speak highly of
such homes as are furnished by the company.
There is
undoubtedly great need of more homes to be sold to the
men in order to encourage home owning. They rent these
homes at very reasonable prices, and the general condition of
these homes seems fairly good.
"We find also little complaint as to lack of safety appliances, as to improved machinery or as to conditions in general outside of the long hours of work.
In encouraging and
assisting

its

guarding

its

employees to become owners of its stock; in
employees against accidental injuries; in caring

and in sanitary precautions generally the work
of the United States Steel Corporation at the present time is
in the main admirable, and in refreshing contrast to the
for the sick,

short-sighted selfishness that
turing concerns.

still

persists in

Causes of the Strike
"The underlying cause of the strike is
of the

American Federation of Labor

many manufac-

the determination

to organize the steel

workers in opposition to the known and long-established
policy of the steel industry against unionization.
The seizing upon this cause by some radicals who are seeking to elevate themselves to power in the American Federation of Labor
will be discussed later, but were it not for the attempt to
unionize the mills the strike in all probability would not have

occurred.

Failure to Postpone Strike

would seem that the request of the President of the
States, backed up to a large degree by the request of
the president of the American Federation of Labor to postpone the strike, should have been complied with. It is hardly
sufficient answer to say that Judge Gary likewise declined to
"It

United

accede to the request of the President of the United States
that he confer with the claimed representatives of the laborers of the United States Steel Corporation with relation to
the strike. Both parties, it seems to us, are at fault in refusing to heed the request of the President, and evidences upon
both sides a lack of that consideration for that great third
party, the public, which is always the greatest sufferer in a
strike of this character.
The refusal of the labor leaders
who seem to have been the guiding spirits of this strike to
accede to the request of the President, even when backed to
a certain degree by the president of the American Federation
of Labor, lends weight to the idea that radical leadership,
instead of conservative leadership, was taking possession of
and guiding this particular strike. We regret that Mr. Gompers did not take a firmer position as to postponement.
I.

"In a hearing of

this character

it

is

natural that there be

differences of opinion on the part of the committee

some of them.

Some

of the most difficult

problems of our industrial
this strike.

Some

life

come

as to

and far-reaching

to the front as issues in

of these questions will be discussed.

The

committee, however, present these proposition-:

"(a) That the laborers in the steel mills had a just complaint relative to the long hours of service on the part of

some of them and the right

to

have that complaint heard by

the company.

825

"(6) That they had the right to have the representatives

a

,
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their own choosing present grievances to ilic employers.
Some members of the committee believe tli.it more friendly
relations would be maintained between employer and cm
ployee
the representatives who arc chosen to presenl griev-

ac;k
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"The

<>i

publii

ha- an

also

hour day.
Fatigue
and dissatisfaction.

8

in

interesl

human

employers were actually working in the industry
ami that >uch repersentatives ought not to be from outside

namely, the right of the men to

of the industr)

tives

"(f)

tin'

That behind this >trikc there

able elemenl

of

\\

1.

.

W'.'s,

i>

massed

anarchists,

a

COnsider-

and
harmony

revolutionists

Russian Soviets, and that some radical men not in
the conservative elements of the American Federation
Of Labor are attempting to use the strike as a means of elevating themselves to power within the ranks of organized
with

labor.

"A few suggestions as to these findings will be in order.
The evidence disclosed that a percentage of the men work 8
hours; a larger percentage 10 hours, and a lesser percentage
1 2
hours, although there is dispute in the evidence as to
this proposition.
Judge Gary testifies that 34.8 per cent
work 8 hours; 09.40 per cent work 10 hours; 26.52 per cent
work 12 hours.
* -

YVe believe that a

working

in the mills

large majority

of

men

the

actually

work 10 and 12 hours per day. While
and there through these long

there are spells of rest here

periods of 10 and 12 hours, yet the fact remains that the
general rule is either a 10 or 12 hour day, during which the

men

are on duty.
"There has been some improvement in the steel industry
in this respect, for some years ago a large percentage of the
labor worked 10 and 12 hours a day and 7 days in the week.
While the claim is made that the 7-day week has been abolished, except in emergencies, and the men who work on Sundays are allowed one week day for rest, the evidence on this

point

is conflicting.

"We

believe where continuous operation

essary the

men

is

absolutely nec-

should at least be allowed one day's rest in

each week.

"The work in the steel mills is such that men must be
To
constantly in attendance and the work does not stop.
change to an 8-hour day would mean three shifts instead
of two.
The steel corporation claims that it is impossible to
get the

And,

men.

further, that the

men want

to

work more

than 8 hours in order to get the additional pay, there being
a basic 8-hour day as far as pay is concerned and time and
a half for all time over 8 hours.
"It is true some of the workers testified that they wanted
to work longer in order to get the increased compensation,
but most of them seemed anxious for an 8-hour day with a
The policy of working men 10 and 12 hours
living wage.
per day in the steel mills is, it seems to the committee, an

unwise and un-American policy. There are many hundreds
of thousands of employees in the steel mills, a considerable
portion of whom cannot read, speak or write the English
language.
"The 8-hour day

is

involved in the solution of this ques-

These non-English-speaking aliens must be Americanized and must learn our language, so the question of a
reasonable working day is involved in the question of Americanization.
Men cannot work 10 and 12 hours per day and
tion.

attend classes at night school.

It

is

the general consensus

of opinion of the best economic writers

and thinkers that

the establishment of 8-hour-day systems does not diminish

the claim made that an
impossible because the workmen cannot be
An 8-hour day with a
secured for three shifts is tenable.
living wage that will enable men to support their families
rfnd bring up their children according to the standards of
American life ought to be a cardinal part of our industrial
policy, and the sooner the principle is recognized the better
it will be for the entire country.

production.

8-hour day

Nor do we think

is

in
ia

problem of an
breeder of unrest

tina

II.

ii

ances to

kind

"As

to

subdivision

ment.

of the

findings of the committee,
select

their

own

represents

perhaps i>< an
made.
The representatives selected should be
believe in the principles of the American govern-

to presenl

exception
those who

(h)

their grievances, there should

In the instance of

Judge Gary refusing

to

receive a

committee claiming to represent the men in the employment
of the company, he could well have objected to receiving a
man with the views of Mr. Foster. He did not put his
refusal on that ground, but put it rather on the ground that
the men did not represent the employees, though himself conceding that 10 to 15 per cent of the mills were probably
unionized.
It seems to us that even 10 to 15 per cent of the
men had the right to select their own representatives and
present their grievances to the steel company, and that they
should have been heard. Judge Gary could have announced
to them, as well as he did afterwards in his letters to the
presidents of his subsidiary companies, that he would not
deal with representatives of the unions, and that he considered the question one of open and closed shop; likewise, it

seems to us unfortunate that Mr. Gary did not answ er the
r

Samuel Gompers, the accredited representative of
the American Federation of Labor and president thereof.
Such things do not tend to harmonize conditions but rather
of

letter

to accentuate them.

The

proposition under discussion raises

the question of collective bargaining, unionism, closed

open shop, and on these propositions there

is

much

and

contro-

versy.

"The committee is agreed that the principle of collective
bargaining is a right of men working in industry.
Collective bargaining has generally been recognized as a right of
labor.
It is apparently one of the effective methods that
labor has used to secure its rights.
The right of collective
bargaining, however, should not be employed for the purpose
of discriminating against any class of workmen, whether
union or non-union men. Furthermore, the right when exercised should involve full responsibility on either side to
abide by the terms of the bargain.
"Judge Gary seems to believe that the question of open
and closed shop is involved in the general proposition. There
may be two kinds of closed shop as we understand it
shop closed against non-union men because they do not belong to a union and a shop closed against union men because
they do belong to the union. One is a closed shop through the
instrumentality of the men themselves who belong to the union
and the other is a closed shop through the instrumentality
of the employers.
Both of such closed shops are un-American.
The testimony taken does not disclose either class of
closed shop existing in the steel industry.
Men have the
right in this country to work whether they belong to unions
or not, and no body of men has the right to stop other men
working because they do not belong to a union.
On the
other hand, men have the right to join unions and to speak
through their unions, and employers have no right to prevent joining unions or to discharge men or make their positions untenable or unpleasant because they have done so.
The doctrine of collective bargaining as generally understood is not recogized in the steel mills, and this has aaused

—

ptert of many of the
question of the open and closed shop
wduld not be involved, except indirectly, until in fact there
However,
was a substantial unionization of the plants.

considerable dissatisfaction upon the
steel

woilkers.

The

Judge Gary takes the position that the organization and
unionization of the plants of necessity results in the closed
shop.
The difficult proposition in this matter continually
arising is this:
Does collective bargaining through union
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representatives result in a closed .shop?
li the unions would
recognize the right of men to work and be treated as fellow
workers, even though they do not belong to the unions, it
would not of necessity result in a closed shop. The question

he

is one of great difficulty, and the solution of it is not neces
sary in the view of the committee in order to present a report
of conditions.

"Labor has done a great work in the war. It has stood
nobly by the purposes of this country.
It
can not now
afford to harbor men who in their heart- desire to destroy

"The committee,

not being entirely of one mind on the
and the variety of opinions to the

subject, presents the facts

Senate.
III.

"The testimony as introduced and the study the committee has made of the situation lead them to the conclusion
that while there were legitimate complaints as to long hours
of service, that the strike has been seized upon by some
I. W. W.'s, Bolshevists and anarchists to further their own

and that

interests,

their

influence

in

the

strike

has been

powerful.

"The committee

of the opinion that the

American Fedand has lost
much favorable public opinion which otherwise they would
possess by permitting the leadership of this strike movement
to pass into the hands of some who heretofore have entertained most radical and dangerous doctrines.
If labor is to
eration of

is

Labor has made a

serious mistake

retain the confidence of that large element of our population

which affiliates neither with labor organizations nor capital,
it must keep men who entertain and formulate un-American
doctrines out of its ranks and join with the employers of
labor in eliminating this element from the industrial life of
our nation. Unquestionably, the United States Steel Corporation has had the support of a larger and of a wider
country during the strike because of the characLabor organizations
of some of the strike leadership.
should not place the workingmen in the position of
sympathy with un-American doctrines or make them folSuch practice will result
lowers of any such leadership.
circle in the

ter

accomplishment of their demands.
Mr. William Z. Foster. Mr. Foster is
secretary to the committee composed of the 24 international
unions managing this strike.
His duties were substantially
in defeating the

"Take

the case of

to act as secretary of the strike, to look after the organiza-

and to handle the finances. He is in the
office at Pittsburgh and seems to be the general manager of
the strike.
While it is claimed that he has had little to do
tion

of workers

quite apparent to the committee that he has

with

it,

it

more

to

do with

is

than any other man in its actual manAt the time of his writing "Syndicalism" he was
it

agement.
wholly antagonistic to American labor unions, and especially
Soon after, however,
to the American Federation of Labor.
he seems to have come to the conclusion that he could accomplish his aims and purposes better by boring from within*
as he expressed it in one letter to Solidarity, the I. W. W.
Carrying out his doctrine of "boring from
publication.
within," he became active in organized labor work and soon

became a

"We

leader.

insert excerpts

lieved that nothing

He

was

from his book showing that he beillegal

if

necessary to carry out his

He

charged that the
American labor movement was infested with hordes of dishonest officials. The evidence convinces the committee there
has been little change of heart on the part of Mr. Foster
and that he is now in the full heyday of his power in the
'boring from within'
rocess.
"Such men are dangerous to the country and they are
dangerous to the cause of union labor. It is unfair to men
who may be struggling for their rights to be represented by
such leaders.
It prevents them from securing proper hearing for their cause.
If Mr. Foster has the real interest of
the laboring man at heart he should remove himself from
any leadership. His leader-hip injures instead of helps. If
views.

advocated violence in

|

strikes.

will not remove himself from leadership the American
Federation of Labor .should purge itself of such leadership
in order to sustain the confidence which the country ha- had
in it under the leadership of Mr. Gompers.

Government.
There is inserted here a part of the declaration adopted
during the war by the National and International Trade
Unions of America and some extracts from articles by Mr.
Gompers.
"There is a startling contrast between the words of Foster
and these words.
This is the language of the man who
attempted to secure a postponement of this strike at the request of the President of the United States.
The laborers
were contending for American principles in contending for
an eight-hour day. They cannot put the management of a
campaign for American principles into the hands of men
who do not believe in American doctrines and hope to sucthis

ceed.

"There may be, in view of the radical utterances and
actions of certain leaders, some warrant for the belief that
the strike in the steel industry is a part of a general scheme
and purpose on the part of radical leaders to bring about a
general industrial revolution.
The committee, however, do
not go to that extent because they feel there were some real
grievances.
While Mr. Gompers did not originally partici-

pate in counseling or advising the strike, lie sub'sequentlv
indorsed it and put the power of his influence behind it.
In
view of his standing and patriotism the committee does not
believe that he could be a participant in a movement involving such revolution.

IV.

"We

have not discussed the 12 demand- of the organizers, but only a portion of them.
They were undoubtedlv to
be used as a basis for compromise, and we see no
particular
need in the discussion of any of them except those heretofore
considered.

"Since the strike there has heen complaint that
the strikhave been denied the right of free speech and
that the
treatment by the officers has been brutal
and that their treaters

ment in the courts does not accord with the high
ideals of
American democracy. Officials should not hesitate

to prevent meetings called together for the purpose
of advocating
the overthrow of the government.
On the other hand, they
ought not to be permitted to prevent men meeting and talking over their grievances and presenting
to the^ men their

arguments

in favor of joining the union or refraining from
joining the union. Incident- have been presented
to the committee of the use of unnecessary force by police officers.
Probably there will always be abuses in times of excitement,
but
apparently there have been cases of unoffending men and
women arrested without reason by the officers, put into jail
and in some cases fined by magistrate- without warrant or

justification.
The action in many instances was such as to
lead one side of this controversy to the belief that the officers
o! the law were acting on the side of the steel company.

Such

a

situation

is

unfortunate and help-

to

breed discon-

tent.

"As to the complaint of the action of the courts, we arc
inclined to believe that there i- some ground for complaint
and that the action of the magisterial courts in the taking of
bonds and the forfeiting of bonds, in the arresting of peopje
merely as suspicious characters and sending them to jail
therefor, has not in every instance been justifiable.
The
courts should be very careful that they are not subject to
just criticism for curtailing the rights of
" The foreigners
the needs

whom

defendants.

of our industries bring

;
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among

us cannol

be dragooned

into

love

foi

America and

Public officials should always be
ready to receive sympathetic suggestioni for the relief of just
Loyalty to

institutions.

its

complaints or violations of or interference with the legal or

humane

upon a proand the preservation

rights of labor, as well as the insistence

tection of the property rights of capital

of law and order.

V.

"We

have thus tar discussed the situation as pertaining to
the employer and the employee.
There is a third party, however, to all of this controversy

no place

—

the great public.

There

is

country either for industrial despotism or
labor despotism.
No one should be permitted to unjustly
cause the great body of the public to suffer. Strikes are a
relic of industrial barbarism, but at present strikes are apparently the only way for labor to secure even its just demands if employers refuse to grant them or to submit them to
arbitration.
It is not to the credit of our Nation that no
way has been devised to settle these disputes outside of
strikes.
life

this

in

They

are destructive

of the nation.

every instance

demand

it

is

and wrecking to the industrial
to pay the bill and in

Somebody has
the public.

The

public has a right to

that capital shall not arrogate to itself the right to

these industrial questions, and it
and the duty is upon the Congress as
representing the people to provide some means for the adjustment of these difficulties. This was done during the war
through the War Labor Board and their action was fairly

determine in
is

the

same as

its

own way

to labor,

satisfactory.

"Before suggesting remedies the committee desires to make
A large percentage of the strikers are
foreigners. By this we mean unnaturalized citizens. Pass-

these observations:

men besuggested that, while America welcomes those
who come from foreign shores who desre to become Amercan
citizens and enjoy the great liberties and opportunities of
American life, yet those who come for the purpose of stirring
up trouble against this government and attempting to undermine it and overthrow it should be escorted to the water edge
and shipped back to the land from which they came. If the
laws are now sufficient such characters should be deported
ing

now

ing here,

the question of the responsibility for these
it

is

at once. If they are not sufficient Congress should immediately enact laws covering this serious situation. Men who
try to destroy a government should not be permitted to ap-

peal to that government to protect them in the processes of
destruction.

There are in
"Another
-this country working in the factories, mines, and mills thousands of men who can not read, speak, or write the American
language. Many do not know and can not know the purposes and ideals of this Government. While in the Government, they are not a part of it. These men must be given
the benefit of some education. They must be given the opportunity to learn the American language and start on the
question closely involved

is

this:

road to American citizenship.

Remedies
"While the committee was not under the resolution asked
to suggest remedies, it feels it would fall short of its duty
if it did not make some suggestions to Congress along remSome of the suggestions are not directly inedial lines.
volved in the steel strike, but they come to the minds of the
committee from the evidence that they have taken and conditions they

have observed.

That a board or commission somewhat similar to
the War Labor Board should be established. This board to
have power of compulsory investigation; to have large power
in mediation and conciliation and recommendations; not to
"First.

the extent of compulsory arbitration, but before this board
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controversies

be heard, investigations made, and deThai pending said investigation and deision no strike should be do fared provided no employees
arc discharged for taking pari in the controversy and provided further that all opportunity tor the employer to take
advantage of the delay has been removed; that the principle
of collective bargaining and an 8-hour da)' should be considered by said board, and re< ommendations made to labor
an industry in relation thereto; that the board should be in
the nature of a federal industrial commission, seeking at all
times not only to settle pending disputes but to help bring
about a more harmonious condition between employer and
''

ions

<<>nl<l

rendered.

i

employee.

There is good sense enough among the great body
American people to bring about an adjustment of these
difficulties. The great body of the American people believe
in a liberal industrial system, in living wages for men employed in industry; wages that will permite them to raise
their families according to the standards of American life
and to enjoy recreation from hard, grinding toil; but the
American people have no patience and will have none with
any leadership that seeks to accomplish its purposes by barbarous methods of freezing or starving the American people.
On the other hand, they are as much opposed to an autocracy
of capital. Capital must be reasonable likewise. The employer must recognize that there is a new spirit in the world
that labor is not content to be merely a hewer of wood and
a drawer of water, and that labor is fighting for a status in
industrial life, and it is not concerned merely with wages.
"Why can not capital and labor co-operate and establish
of the

between themselves the doctrine of the square deal; cease to
be suspicious of one another, join together and act together
for the good of each other and for the well-being of the
public at large?
It is the hope of the world that military
warfare has ceased. Have we not reason also to hope and
insist that industrial warfare may cease? It can not without
a spirit of mutual co-operation between capital and labor.
"Second. That an Americanization bill be passed by the
Congress which will provide for the effective education and
Americanization of the illiterate foreigners and native illiterates in this country. A bill of this kind has already been
reported out of this committee and your committee urges an
early adoption of the same by Congress.
"Third. It is observable in the strike districts that the men
who own their homes are more contented and more inter-

One real antidote for
unrest in this country is home ownership. The work of the
steel companies in building homes has been most commendable.
It would not be out of place to suggest that it would
be most commendable for the steel companies to use some of
their large profits in extending the work of home building.
ested in the affairs of the country.

"Fourth. There should be a change in our naturalization
laws which will require the naturalization and some education of all foreigners, at least to the extent of speaking the
American language; that they should acquire such knowledge
within a period of five years after they arrive, with proper
limitations upon further immigration, giving to those already here a certain period of time in which to become
naturalized, and if this is not done then deportation should
follow.

An

law should be passed dealing with
and all who would destroy the
American government. There are too many Americans who
love their country and are willing to give their life for it and
who intend that all the doors of American opportunity shall
remain open for the children of to-day and the children of
to-morrow to permit a few thousand anarchists, revolutionists, and I. W. W.'s to keep on with their nefarious propaganda to destroy the government."
"Fifth.

anarchists,

effective

revolutionists,

A

Standard Gage Cane Train Backing Into the Mill.

Cuba's Sugar Cane Railways a Large Market
The Importance and Extent
Lines.

Possibilities for

By John
Part

II.

was pointed

out, in the first article, that certain locoon a sugar plantation traveled on main lines in
In every ingenio
search of cane remote from the mill.
where such engines are used, they are designated as locoThey are required to
motives for the "linea principal."
conform to regulations which govern the operation of all
locomotives on the main lines and as such will be found
Conditions allowed on an interior
relatively "up to date."
or strictly plantation engine cannot "get by" on the main
line.
Air brake equipment, coupler heights, packing, headlights, etc., are all expected to comply with the main line
requirements.

Probably the most popular locomotive specialty in Cuba
The administrator likes them because "they make clay out of night" and facilitate night
loading of cane.
This advantage really seem- to outweigh
that of the increased safety and consequent efficiency of
operation of the entire train and crew which the use of the
Brick arches in -onie of
electric headlight makes possible.
the recent arrivals are respected as long as the supply of
Injector- and lubricators are pet- by their
bricks hold- out.
various names, and blow-off cocks might as well be rem* vol
as far as the benefits accruing from their use are concerned.
Superheaters are numerous and sufficiently abused and negquestionable economy, except
lected to make their use
where they arc properly handled. In these rare cases their
the electric headlight.

:i

•This is the second of these articles on the sugar plantation railways of
Cuba. The first appeared in the Railway Age of October 17, 1919.
.

P.

Sugar Plantation

Improvements

Risque

Locomotive Specialties and Supplies

ITmotives

is

of the

comparative showing makes them priceless. Front ends are
watched carefully, owing to the frequency and disastrousness of cane fires.
Frequent cause of complaints regarding the introduction
of specialties of all kinds from the United State- i> found
in the persistence with which some manufacturer- circularize
their clients with English literature and instructions which
are understood by all but about 95 per cent of the population.
Coal, which was burned almost universally up to
L914, has now arrived at the prohibitive price Stage and
oil is taking its place.
Conversion- are now being made in
large numbers, both on plantation and main lines, and it is
expected that all of the locomotives on the island will eventually burn oil.

Cane Cars
This is a study in itself.
To the uninitiated a cane car
merely a cane car, even though he recognizes that some
have the top hung doors at the end and others at the side.
On a plantation, however, the type of car and the name of
i-

die prospective builder of the next bunch of cars to be ordered is almost a- interesting a topic of discussion as an
argument about the qualifications of the next presidential
candidate.
End dump c;ir> have no partitions.
The cane
i- dumped through the top hung swinging gate or door at
die end of the car when it is tipped up on end by the
dumping platform at the mill.
Side dumpers are parti-

tioned in two or three compartments
L'ates
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hung on

and are equipped with

the top rail on the side.

As

the car

is

tipped,

—
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the gates are
tive

wooden

released
types,

b)

stakes

Latches

onl)

.11

are

the

In

bottom,

used,

the

stakes

prirai

being

released one at a time i>\ an individual stationed at the re
ceiving hopper of the mill, who strikes the catches open with

wooden maul. Cars with no doors are unloaded
swung around the load and lifted by a hoist.
a

bj

chains

Practically all standard gage cane cars are equipped with
automatic couplers and some have air brake equipment
Some of the narrow gam' cars are of steel and have auto
matic couplers.
Wooden narrow gage cars are mostly link
and pin equipped; some have chains and some a home-made
car coupling, and practically none haw air equipment
nor
is it required.
Thefts of waste and oil are prevented in
some cases by the use of patent journal boxes, whose lids
can be locked securely by a socket wrench, and in the other

A Cane

Train

Cane Car Capacities
The

"tinea principal"

is

a transporter of cane in tremen-

dous quantities, not only for plantations that have no rolling
stock of their own, but for those which have overtaxed or
insufficient and inefficient locomotives and cars.
Privately
owned cane cars have followed the main line constructional
practices and circulars sent to ingenios by them in advance
of the annual crop, outlining regulations for loading and

charges, are effective in the matter of capacities.

The

aver-

age standard gage cane car is built to accommodate from
20 to 30 tons of cane; the narrow gage cars from 7 to 15
tons.

Sugar (box) cars and molasses (tank) cars are found on
some plantations, but the main lines have handled a majority

of the business.

Owing

to the

comparative shortness of the season of

and the low average speeds
railroad gets

traffic

Un

little

ol

tram-, the roadbed

attention.

Second hand

ol

cane
from
wcured
a

rails of

50 to 7<> lb. are used and are spiked to tit
mo tlj
from the United States.
Stub switches are almosl universal
and answer the requirements. Bridges art ol wood, culverts
"i corrugated iron or concrete.
An overgrowth ol weed- on
the track is not discouraged in the least and aside from dii
guising a possible deled in the rail>, does not seem to interwith

lere

traffic

.

Locomotive Repair
The average

Facilities

ingrnio

is conspicuously devoid Of anything
cinder pit or two which facilitates getting
underneath the locomotive when the pit is not full of ashes
or flooded with water may be found here and there, and it

of the kind.

En Route

extreme, thousands of journals are ruined annually through
negligence and allowing journal box lids to be lost.
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A

to the Mill

is said that there are one or two mills on the island which
have locomotive shops equipped with cranes. If these buildings are not stored with bags of sugar instead of locomotives

they are magnificent exceptions to the
the degree of efficiency attained by a
tracting every particle of juice from
dry remains of what was once a stalk

Compared with
cane mill wdiich, ex-

rule.

the cane, returns the
to the fireboxes of the

mill's boilers, the science of the ingenio's transportation of
its

cane

petent

is in its

engineers.

infancy and the fact

This

refers

is

recognized by com-

particularly to

the

neglect

and cars which compares with the treatment
accorded binder* and reapers by our own farmers; expensive machinery that is left to rust in the open fields from
one harvest's end to the beginning of the other.
A large combination of sugar mills and plantations with
over 1,200 kilometers of railway, owns 125 locomotives (and
more than 4,500 cars), but possesses but one locomotive
shop merely a shed
at a mill where there are 16 locomotives.
Plans have been reported under consideration for
of loeomotives

—

—
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locomotive shop, but demands for other equipment eviAt another important mill belonging
supersede it.
to this concern the rafters of a Leaky wooden root" permit
Of the jacking up of but one engine at a time.
There are
seven large engines at that point.
Before another locomo
live can he jacked up by hand the first one must be rea

dently

wheeled ami moved. The nearest approach to anything like
maintenance and repair of these 125 locomotive- occurs at a mill where the eight standard gage locomotives can during the repair season he accommodated on
temporarily laid tracks in the entrance of the mil whose
crane runway is sufficiently extended to permit the lifting
of entire locomotives and the handling of part- by the
efficiency in the

cram, whose principal function IS intended to serve
and other machinery. These "facilities"
are more probably the result of accident than foresight.
Driving wheels loaded on fiat cars can be seen en route
during the repair season, bound for public repair shops located in the various towns.
To the cosl of having this work

electric

die milks engines

Celebrating the Completion of a Record Crop.

831

equipment was adequate. The mere physical existence, however, of an elaborately equipped machine shop for the care
and repair of the mass of complicated machinery with which
a sugar mill is equipped does not mean that the locomotive
repairer will get a run for his money, for the mental attitude
On this subject, from the standpoint of the manager, i> "mill
other repair- afterwards."
lir.-t
Consequently, and obviously, if the machine room become- crowded with mill
work as it usually due- and stays that way locomotive

work

gets the traditional

Chinaman

-

.-

cha]

The chief engineer of the mill thinks in terms of rollLast minute pressure under
and pump- and evaporators.
threat of incomplete locomotives for the coming crop may
direct his mind in temporary favor of the latter.
Not infrequently the COSt of transporting the cane to the mill is
«

nhanced by the distant trudge

track to the

the easiest calculations to
sible

in

the

mud

from the repair

machine shop, often with heavy

tremendous savings

make
in

is

but costly job.
A constant source of irritation and excessive cost, incident to the overhauling of Cuba's cane engine-, is tin- locomotive repair gang's entire dependence upon the mill'- genOrdinarily, it would appear to one who
eral machine shop.
had not been compelled to struggle with the problem that
the array of tools encountered in the shop of the average
iningenio should be ample to take care of all the work

—

cluding that of the locomotives, whether there are two or
ten.
In some cases, even an engineer might be able to
stretch his imagination sufficiently to conclude that the

to mills,
facilities

shop

One

of

the cost of hauling sugar cane

Locomotives Are Accorded Honors, but Not Adequate

done on the outside, must be added the cost of loading,
transportation, and unloading, with the assumption of the
risk of late or non-deliveries which are known to accompany the performance of contract jolt-. A simar cane company, attracted by the apparent economies of reclaiming locomotive and stationary boiler tubes, sent an engineer to the
states to make a thorough study and report on tube welding
His report resulted in the outright purchase
apparatus.
and the installation of an elaborate and costly plant, which,
when last seen, was stored with bags of sugar. Tubes are
now l>eing safe-ended on most plantations in the primitive
manner of the blacksmith and the anvil; they do a good

parts.

that involving the pos-

Facilities

by the installation of necessary locomotive repair
elaborate, just plain
but ample back

— nothing

facilities.

Labor
Wages and

have increased in Cuba in the same proportion as they have in all other parts of the industrial
world and the wages paid to competent locomotive repairmen and runners are no exception. In fact, the situation
was rather aggravated by the exodus of Cuban workmen in
great numbers to the well paying munition plants of the
Spanish and Cuban workUnited States during the war.
men are competent, intelligent, and as a rule take pride in
their work.
On a small plantation a locomotive foreman
will run an engine during the crop.
On a large plantation
he will generally supervise locomotive sendee during the
Zajra, and his first-class machinists are engineers of the
"Hnea principal" engine-, -econd grade mechanics are runners of interior cane engines and helpers make good firemen
tor both.
The plantation main line engineers are certified
by examinations which they are required to pass before they
can venture out of the mill yard onto the public lines.

The

costs

prevalence

of

unsatisfactory

locomotive

results

in

—
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mam

due

localities

to

the

principal contentions oi

thi

ai

has encouraged
the growth of public repair shops which thrive in the various
They take on .ill kinds ol work
towns of the sugar belt.
for which tlir ingenio is unprepared, Including general loco
tide

lack

of

motive repairs,

and

facilities

.1-

foi

proper

repairs

well as the construction of complete

fireboxes, or the attachmenl

and

fitting

up

of

fire

method of renewing a
firebox,
rhese shops are, as a rule, well equipped with
Some of them have firsl class pattern
modern facilities.
shop- and foundries in connection, and a thorough inspei
it
tion of Cuba's repair facilities would not be complete
did not include the visiting of these several busy shops.
Some of them are of considerable size and still growing,
and are continually adding tools to their equipment.
from

boxes

the

states

a

cane is famous for it- high yield, a little matter oi 60 or
7n kilometers will not interfen in the least with a mill's
im|. avor
to please thai partii ular patron,
1.
Along about Dei. mi..
colonos commence to notif) the
null thai their cane i- read) to grind and thai the) want
1

1

cai

I"

new

frequenl
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and from

for

thai

moment

the annual cane tran portation

depends upon

It

the

mill

locomotive and

car

service

struggle

is

on.

it

is

the

generally

main

lini

erved

well

it"

The Zafra
Like the packers who claim to have. capitalized every
available product but the squeal from the carcasses of their

Equipment and Track

Slightly

Out

of

Date

Its requirements will have generally been considered in advance by all of the machinery of a well organized staff and
When the call comes, trains are ready. If,
equipment.
however, the "central" is to fight the battle alone with its
own material rodante the colono 's luck will depend upon

the central's progress in the repairs of its rolling stock previously referred to, or on the delivery from the contract shop.

The Stake Opener with His Maul
animals, the cane mills make efficient use of every inch of
In transportthe stalk which enters their hungry hoppers.
ing the cane from the fields to the mill, however, there is
vast room for improvement; there are "squeals" and other
The railways
items that could well be saved and utilized.
and their equipment are the "ties that bind" the mills to
their customers, the colonos.
The latter are the colonizers
the

actual

fields,

cane growers

others of

whom

—some

rent the

of

whom own

fields

and

sell

their

own

their cane

Whatever the financial arrangement
between the mill and the colono, the one is as dependent
upon the other as both are dependent upon daylight. The
cane railroad is their line of communication, regardless of
the distance the colono mav be from a mill; if the latter's
to their favorite mill.

l^>

TnMu

lit

1

Seems As If It Might Be a Good Idea for Us to Wait and
See How Those Who Have Tried It Like It

:

Methods

Effective
How

Reducing the Coal

of

Bill

Transportation Department Officers Are Promoting
Fuel Conservation and Improving Operation

By H.

Woodbridge

C.

Supervisor Fuel Conservation Section, Division of Operation, U.

The cost of fuel
most,

ment
wages.

making

placed on locomotives constitutes alnot quite, as great a transportation departexpenditure as the now disturbing matter of
if

The growing cost of fuel and the national need for
the best possible use of the available supply has led

an appreciation of this fact by operating officers, many of
formerly gave the problem the most perfunctory consideration, and they are now effectively promoting fuel economy. The methods being used vary considerably. All have
for their purpose the enthusing of the whole operating organization to produce effective co-operative effort.
Enginemen, trainmen, despatchers and others experienced
Like
in the handling of trains are proud of their ability.
all Americans, they enjoy fair tests of their skill and are
keen enough and broad enough to improve their own methFurthermore, being
ods from the experience of others.
human, commendation does not go amiss with them.
One way in which effective use of these principles has
been made is shown by the two bulletins issued by R. T.
to

whom

Morrow, superintendent of the Pittsburgh division of the
Pennsylvania. General Notice No. 57 reads as follows:
"During the week ending July 19, 1919, trips were made
over the division in through passenger service on the number of shovelsful of coal as shown below:
Number

Train

number
2

9

2

10

up

323
331

7

6

8

8

made

"In freight service trips were
Kngine

To

tons

shovelsful

2490
2520
3210
3100

1127

Pit.

Alt.

46

Pit.

Alt.

50

608
1582

C K h.

Wilmore
Wilmore

54

Cgh.

Number

Adjusted

of cars

1197

43

the

"Avoid making black smoke and

These bulletins indicate very clearly that efforts to secure
and added effort in the promotion of fuel economy

interest

Some

need not be stereotyped.

specific facts typical of every-

day occurrences may be presented
interest

is

created in

its

in

such a way that a new
with the result that

significance,

personal pride in accomplishing good work and the competitive spirit are aroused and fostered.
The following extracts from another bulletin issued by a
division superintendent are also examples of the effective
use of what might be considered unimportant occurrences in
every-day railway operation

"An engineman and fireman on a local passenger
made seven successive eastward trips without

train

per-

mitting steam to blow off at the safety valve. This is a commendable performance.
"A short time ago there was a noticeable improvement in
the emission of smoke from freight locomotives, but at present the black smoke of these locomotives seems to be on
dislike very much for the firemen to lose
the increase.
their reputation and trust an improvement will be effected."

Another bulletin issued by a superintendent is significant,
it points out the effect of unfavorable operating conditions and of failure to maintain a locomotive in good condition, not in an academic way, but with concrete evidence
on which to base the comment. This reads as follows:
"During the week ending August 2, 1919, trips were made
over the division (on the same run in each case) in through
passenger service on the number of shovelsful of coal as

of

810
163

163

"Why should a fireman with 46 cars, 2,490 tons, burn 317
shovelsful more coal passing over the same territory than a
Likewise, why should a
fireman with 50 cars, 2,520 tons?
fireman with 43 cars, 3,100 tons, burn as much coal as another
fireman with 54 cars, 3,210 tons?
"It is gratifying to note the improvement with stoker-fired
locomotives. Recently a number of stoker-fired locomotives
have been noticed making but very little smoke. This is indicative of efficient operation of

"The very satisfactory performance on the Pennsylvania
Railroad, Lines East, in both passenger and freight service,
as compared with other roads in the Allegheny region, is
indicative of the efforts made by our enginemen, firemen and
others who have to do with fuel conservation. They are to
be congratulated as well as encouraged to still better the
results, as we have a few competitors who have shown a
Every effort should be made to conbetter performance.
tinue to improve on the results we have thus far obtained."

in that

as follows:

Number

3641

Railroad Administration

We

389
441

601

From

of

shovelsful

20

601

number

Number

Time made

of

cars

S.

stoker by the firemen.
blowing off at safety

shown below:
Number

Time made up

Number

of

Pounds

of

of cars

shovelsful

10

368

7,728

385

8,085

10

4

coal

very good work. The difference in the coal
consumption was due to making up four minutes. This emphasizes the importance of giving the trains clear distant
and home signals whenever possible and avoiding unneces-

"The above

sary

is

slowdowns and

stops.

valves.

Number

"Never work the locomotive harder than necessary to haul
the train at the desired speed.
"Never place more fuel on the fire
maintain the required steam pressure.

"The least amount of
work for the fireman.

Time made up

than

coal consumed, the

is

necessary to

least

amount

of

"Pull together.
"Team work counts."

Number

of

shc>\ elsful

of cars

Pounds

of

coal

9

311

5.5Q8

9

386

8,106

coal consumption was due to leaking
superheater units, which resulted in the engine not steaming
properly.
This increased coal consumption emphasizes the
importance of maintaining the superheater and otherwise
keeping the engine in good steaming condition.

General Notice No. 58 presents a comparison of the locomotive fuel consumption per 1,000 gross ton miles in freight
service and per passenger train car-mile in passenger service for the roads in the Allegheny region during the month
of May, 1919, and closes with the following comment:

833

"The

difference

Number
of cars

in

Time made up

Number

of

shovelsful

5

198

5

.'00

"This illustrates the result of competitive,

Pounds

of

coal

4,158
4.200

skillful

and co-
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operative work on the pari ol the enginemen and firemen
"In freight service trips (in the same direction) were made
follow

.t-.

9

i

ol

Itful

mln,

conducting of competition between divisions on the
same system.
Such competitions have been carried ou1 be
tween some o\ the divisions on the western lines of the
Baltimore & Ohio, with the resull at the end of May, 1919,
that Superintendent Stevens of the New ('astir division is
sued a bulletin to all employees of the division congratulat-

enginemen and all others who contributed to the
showing which had been made during the month
of April, and closing thus:
the

excellent

"On the strength of this
have challenged the superintendent oi the Chicago division for a fuel contest for the
month of Juno, and in order to have this division ahead of
the Chicago division, it will be necessary for all of us to do
our utmost to conserve fuel. This applies not only to the
men handling the trains, hut to sectionmen, mechanical men
at terminals, train despatchers, operators and all others.
"1 have been assured hy both road foremen of engines
that there will be no question but that we will beat the Chicago division. However, it will require everyone's efforts to
1

know

you are as much interested as I am
and very anxious to see what you can accomplish."
The challenge was accepted by Superintendent Jackson
of the Chicago division.
At the close of the contest the fuel
accounting on each division was carefully checked by auditors from the general office, and a decision was rendered as
this.

1

that

follows
l'"i

nds of Coal

Per 1,000
G. T. M.

New

Castle division
division

On

Per passenger

Per switch

car mile

engine mile

11.14
10.98

95.2
125.5

145.6
114.7

Chicago

amount

with about

l
'

end of the round
as

trip

follow-:

...

..

in.. In

I'.

hundred!
min k ..I

I".

.mi.

Is

s

..i

'

mil.

.a

in

....|"

Number

"i
«.is

valve

I. .11

eoa]
coal
.

s

mil.

s

,i,

1!

tU

hand

i.\

titnea

14

7

lafet)
<i

6

1

lira.

36 nun.

S

1

min.

hrs. II

II

mm

hrs. 47

in

train

72
i.

Not

I

i

s.

bandied

train

.in.

in

oni um< d.
1,000
i-

i

raiaed.
road,
ol

in

iund

milts

i

I'M

\i lu.il

th

ns

handled

..

in
...

'v

1

98

daunted by this exceptional performance, another similar test was arranged by the superintendent of
at

all

New

Castle division.
Ibis is considered one of the
performances ever made l.\ a stoker- filled locomotive
rhe engine, a Mikado, having a tractive effort of 50,200
1!».,
stoker Bred, was run a round trip of 294 mile- on one
tank of coal, producing a gross ton-mileage of 807,300, with
three tons remaining on the tender at the completion of the
round trip.
The data for this round trip is as follows;
the

best

Westbound
Locomotive-miles
Actual gross ton-miles

hundreds
Poiinds of coal consumed.
Pounds of coal per 100
gross ton-miles
Number of times safety
.

valve

Grates
used

wis raised
shaken and

cars
oars

handled
handled

Total
Z94

147

4,364
16,000

3,709
16,000

8,073
32.0C0

36.66

43.14

39.64

hook

Total time on road
Actual running time

Loaded
tram
Empty
tram

Eastbound

147
in

8 hrs.
6 hrs. 40 min.

9 hrs.
7

hrs.

1

min.

17 hrs.
13 hrs. 41

min.

in

50

32

82

2

50

52

in

performance contest between the New Castle division and Illinois divisions was conducted during the month
of August, and arrangements are being made for other similar competitions between divisions on both the Baltimore &
Ohio Eastern and Western Lines.

A

fuel

Percentage of Improvement
lQI^. as compared with June. 191S

Other Operating Economies

Passenger

Switching

6.28
8.52

22
16

16

Castle division

3.6

On this basis the New Castle division saved $1,000 more
than was saved on the Chicago division.
Some conception of the interest which was taken in this
contest and its effect on locomotive performance may be
gained from the results of a trip made on the New Castle
division on the last day of the contest.
The locomotive was
Mikado type, stoker-fired, having a tractive effort of
The complete trip of 147 miles westward and
lbs.
60 miles eastward was made on three tons less than one full
of the

54,600

coal.
Total

Westbound
Locomotive-miles
Gross
ton-miles
dreds

in

Eastbound

and average

14"

60

207

3,776
23.000

1.728
9,000

5.504
32,000

52.08

58.14
12 hrs. 55 min.
10 hrs. 20 min.

hun-

Pounds of coal consumed.
Pounds of coal per 1,000
.

gross ton-miles, actual.
Total time on road
Actual running time
Loaded cars in train
Empty cars in train

competitive

.

.

60.91
9 hrs.
7 hrs. 45 min.
19
79

spirit

still

3 hrs. 55 min.
2 hrs. 35 min.

64

83
79

running high, the Chicago
same class a round

division on Tulv 3 ran an engine of the

Philadelphia

& Reading

officials,

impressed by the results

of tests which showed that the coal consumption was increased by from 500 to 1,500 lb. for each stop of a full
tonnage freight train, in March started an intensive campaign for the purpose of eliminating every unnecessary stop

down in freight train movements.
Performances on the various runs were carefully investigated, and in many instances opportunities were found to
put into effect adjustments and modifications of operating
practices which have resulted in a material improvement.
Many suggestions of value were obtained from engine and
train crews, and these suggestions were given such considOpen
eration that most satisfactory co-operation developed.
meetings with engine and train men were addressed by
superintendents, chief despatchers and others, and improper
practices were brought to light and corrected as a result of
or slow

Freight

Chicago division

tank of

to

of coal

Tune.

The

coal,

ol

the

The performance was

basis the Chicago division won, but as regards

comparison being as follows:

New

tank
at

Relation of Coal Consumption
this

consumed per unit of work done the New
Castle division showed greater improvement during the
month in question, as compared with the corresponding
month of 1918, than was shown on the Chicago division, the
the

on oni
tender

Total

the

do

tin-

W(
I

15,030

.i

ing

n

miles.

!56

o..l

I

"The tonnage «a> the same, but the latter train, while h
made a fjood run, met with delay, This emphasizes the fad
thai
free movemenl is always in
the
interest
fuel
of
economy
Another method which has been used to great advantage
is

tonnage servia

remainii

'"||

Poui

835

mm

ii

bra.
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in

ti'ip

"i
\iunl»,

kdjUlted

<•

;

.

:

these meetings.

Arrangements to start freight trains at opportune times
were put into effect, and the crews on many of these trains
were given proposed schedules, consisting simply of a series
The men were allowed "to get over the
of marks to aim at.
railroad" on these runs, and some most gratifying movements were made, clearly indicating the possibilities of which
the officers have taken advantage.
Suitable bulletins showing the proposed and actual running time of trains aroused interest on the part of all who
were concerned in train movement, and the despatchers have
been greatlv assisted by information and recommendations

—
Oct. 24, Issued Dec.

3,
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from engine and trainmen en route. Commendatory letters from superintendents have encouraged cooperation and individual effort.
That the results obtained were real and decidedly substantial is shown in the table giving the results for the weeks
ending June 7 and August 23, of the average time on the
road and the cars and tons moved on several typical runs on
the Reading division:
That the two periods are fairly comparable is evident
from the fact that the freight tonnage movement was only
approximately six per cent less in 1919 than in 1918 for
The effect on fuel consumption has been
the weeks shown.
very marked, although an exact comparison of the two
periods in this respect is impossible, due to the lack of fuel
sent in by wire

COMPARISON OF TYPICAL

National Agreement for

Maintenance
A
tion-,

of

Wyomissing
Phila.

to

Tamaqua
St.
St.

Jet.

to

Maintenance of

Wyomissing

Manayunk

to

Clair

to

91-5

Manayunk

Manayunk
Bridgeport

to

78-8

lo

to

Tamaqua
St.
St.

91-5
91-5

Clair

statistics for last year.

6
4

19 IS

6
4
10

1919
1918
1919
1918

gional

directors

Railroad Wages

and the employees and by the Board of
and Working Conditions.
It has been

7

A

Hours

77

4280

6

77

5

45
22

15

71

7

41

58
27

61

4581
2158
1993
3733
4089
3689
5419
4255
5470
1589
2032
1255
1760
1287
1962

80
74
58

11

15

81

19x8
1919
1918
1919
1918
1919
1918

9
6
11

8

11

10

36

74
59

7

48
42

66
80
51

81

59
87

57

Furthermore, the results have demon-

strated the fact that whether such efforts in the operating

department are directed primarily toward the end of saving
fuel or to improve operating conditions, the results are the
same.
Fuel economy and good operation are synonymous

Mins.

3

50

9

41

7

29

9
8

8

53
02
32
56
29
40
42
42
09

7

17

9
5
11
7
9
7

23

Average Haul

Tons

58
57
23
30

terms.

T me

Cars

7

10
4

Average

Mins.
47
58

10

1

Week Ending August

7

Average Haul

9

9

78-8

Clair

[ours

1918
1919

1

Clair to Bridgeport

Manayunk

I

91-5

Employees and Railway Shop La-

The
continue in force during the period of federal control.
request for revised rules and working conditions for these
employees was made 10 months ago and has since been
under consideration by a committee representing the re-

A

in

60

Jet

Way

SHOWING AVERAGE TIME ON THE ROAD AND CARS AND TONS HANDLED.

Kl.\s

60

Phila

Employees

national agreement covering rules and working condifor employees represented by the United Brotherhood

Week Ending June
Distance
Miles

Way

of

borers has been signed between the director general and the
officers of that organization, effective December 16, and to

Average Time

Between

835

Cars

Tons

77

4210
5039

78
69

1775

59
70
66

2170
4130
4504
4197
5159
4548
5609
1598
2068
1426

84
60
88

1850
127'
1922

75
69
72
63
77
69

80

understood for months that this agreement would be

made

end of federal control.
The agreement covers rules upon seniority, discipline, etc.,
and provides that there will be no change in the agreement
during the federal operation until after 30 days' notice has
been given by either party.
Overtime for regular section
laborers and other employees in this classification, except
laborers in extra or floating gangs whose employment is
seasonal and temporary in character, and certain employees
whose positions do not require continuous manual labor,
will be paid on the basis of time and one-half after the
eighth hour of continuous service, exclusive of the meal
period, thus applying the same principle which was estabeffective prior to the

lished last year for important classes of railroad workers.

Heretofore such maintenance employees have been paid
overtime at pro rata rates for the ninth and tenth hour and
time and one-half after the tenth hour.
Under the agree-

ment laborers

in extra or floating

gangs whose employment

seasonal or temporary in character will be paid overtime
at a prorata rate for the ninth and tenth hour and time and
one-half after the tenth hour, whereas employees holding
positions not requiring continuous manual laber such as
track, bridge and highway crossing watchmen, signalmen at
railway non-interlocked crossings, lampmen, engine watchis

men

at isolated points

and pumpers will continue to be paid
work a monthly rate equal to their

for their present hours of

present pay.

The following

is

the text of the national agreement:
Article

I

— Scope.

These rules govern the hours of service and working condiall employees in the Maintenance of Way Department
not including supervisory forces above the rank of foremen and
not including the Signal, Telegraph and Telephone Maintenance
Departments), shop and roundhouse laborers (including their
gang leaders), transfer and turntable operators, engine watchmen, pumpers and highway crossing watchmen, except the fol-

tions of
I

Photo Copyright by Underwood

&

lowing:
Underwood,

.V.

)'.

a.

Scenes from Foreign Ports

Calloa, Peru

Employees provided for in the national agreement with the
crafts, dated September 20, 1919.

mechanical
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forces and othei employees provided i<h in Articles
Supplement No. 7, General Ordei No. 27.
c.
Boarding car and rami' employees provided for in Supplement No 18, to Genera] Order No. 2.7.
riu-\ supersede .ill rules, practices and working conditions in
b.

lerical

*

and

l

II,

therewith

conflict

understood

that this

Article
Section
Maris.

(a)

Seniority

II

begins

— Seniority.
at

the

time the employee's pay

Rights accruing to employees under their seniority entitle
consideration tor positions in accordance with their
relative length of service with the railroad, as hereinafter pro(b)

'hem
v

to

ided.

Seniority rights of all employees are confined to the
(c-1)
sub-department in which employed.
(c-2)
Except as provided in Section (d) of this article and
in Section (h), Article III, when force is reduced the senior men,
in the sub-department, on the seniority district, capable of doing
lie

work

shall be retained.

Seniority rights of laborers, as such, will be restricted
gangs, except that when force is reduced
laborers affected may displace laborers junior in service on their
their

respective

seniority district.

Seniority rights of laborers to promotion will be reunder the jurisdiction of only one supervisor or other corresponding officer, except that for laborers in
the Mechanical Department, such rights will be confined to the
place where employed.
(e)
Seniority rights of employees of higher rank than laborers to new positions or vacancies will be restricted to the territory over which one superintendent, one division engineer, or

(d-2)

stricted to the territory

one master mechanic, has jurisdiction. When force is reduced,
foremen will have the right, before displacing other employees,
to displace only foremen with the least seniority rights on their
respective seniority districts.
(f)

\

ail

,

(b)

employees assigned to temporary service, may, when refrom which taken, without loss of

leased, return to the position
seniority.

Seniority rosters of employees of each sub-department
districts, will be separately compiled.
Copies will
be furnished foremen and employees' representatives and be kept
at convenient places available for inspection by employees inter-

(g)

by seniority

ested.

(h)
Seniority rosters will show the name and date of entry
of the employees into the service of the railroad, except that
names of laborers will not be included and their seniority rights

have been in continuous service of the
railroad in excess of six (6) months.
(i)
Rosters will be revised in January of each year and will
be open to correction for a period of sixty (60) days thereafter.
will not apply until they

Employees given leave of absence in writing by proper
authority of the railroad, for six (6) months or less, will retain
their seniority.
Employees failing to return before the expira*(j)

tion of their leave of absence will lose their seniority rights, un-

an extension has been obtained.
When employees, laid off by reason of force reduction,
desire to retain their seniority rights, they must file with the
officer of the sub-department notifying them of the reduction,
their address, and renew same each sixty (60) days.
Failure to
renew the address each sixty (60) days or to return to the service within seven (7) days after being so notified, will forfeit all
less

(k)

seniority rights.

Employees temporarily transferred by direction of the
(1)
management, from one seniority district to another, will retain
their seniority rights on the district from which transferred.
(m) In case of change in seniority districts, a relative proportion of the total employees affected will be transferred to and
their seniority rights adjusted in the revised districts, by the
management, with a properly constituted committee representing
the employees.

i

sufficient,

seniority shall pre-

judge,

transferring employees to nil vacancies or new pot!
section i.M oi (his article will apply.
Employees are entitled to promotion, only on the district

In-

(cj

|in>\ ish.ns ni

iii<-

sub-departn

,

over which their seniority rights prc-

.nl

(d)

Employees declining promotion shall not lose their seniorexcept to the employee promoted and only in the next higher
rank of service.

ity,

(e)
Employees accepting promotion and failing to qualify
within thirty (30) days, may return to their former positions.
(f)
New positions and vacancies will be bulletined within
thirty (30) days previous to or following the dates such vacancies occur, except that temporary vacancies need not be bulletined
until the expiration of thirty (30) days from the date such vacancies occur.

Promotions to new positions or to fill vacancies will be
after bulletin notice has been posted for a period of ten
(10) days at the headquarters of the gangs in the sub-department
of employees entitled to consideration in filling the positions,
(g)

made

during which time employees may file their applications with the
whose name appears on the bulletin. The appointment
will be made before the expiration of thirty (30) days from the
date the bulletin is posted and the name of the employee selected
will then be announced.
New positions or vacancies may be
filled temporarily, pending permanent appointment.
(h)
The general rule of promotion and seniority will not
apply to positions of track, bridge and highway crossing watchmen and signalmen at railway (non-interlocked) crossings, but,
when practicable, such positions will be filled by incapacitated
employees from any department and preference in filling and
retaining these positions will be determined by the degree to
which incapacitated for other work, seniority in the service of
the railroad and ability to perform the work.
Article

IV— Discipline and

Grievances.

Section (a) Employees disciplined or dimissed will be advised
of the cause for such action, in writing, if requested.
An employee disciplined or who feels unjustly treated,
(b)
shall upon making a written request to the immediate superior
within ten (10) days from date of advice, be given a fair and
impartial hearing within ten (10) days thereafter and a decision
will be rendered within twenty (20) days after completion of
hearing.
Such employee may select not to exceed three employees to assist at the hearing.
A transcript of an employee's evidence, when taken in
(c)
writing, will be furnished only to such employee upon verifying
and signing them.
A copy of all the evidence taken in writing at the hear(d)
ing will be promptly made available for use of a properly constituted committee, when required in handling cases on appeal, of
which notice has been given in accordance with section (e) of
this article.

an employee

dissatisfied with a decision will have the
appeal in succession up to and including the highest
official designated by the management to handle such cases, if
notice of appeal is given the official rendering the decision within
ten (10) days thereafter. The right of the employee to be assisted by duly accredited representatives of the employee is
recognized.
(f)
If the charge against the employee is not sustained, it
If by reason of such unsusshall be stricken from the record.
tained charge, the employee has been removed from position
held reinstatement will be made and payment allowed for the
assigned working hours actually lost, while out of the service of
the railroad, at not less than the rate of pay of position formerly
held on or for the difference in rate of pay earned, if in the

(e)

right

to

service.

(g)

Prior to the assertion of grievances -as herein provided,

and while questions of grievances are pending, there will neither
be a shutdown by the employer, nor a suspension of work by
the employees.

Employees serving on committees, on sufficient notice,
and free transportation, for the
adjustment of differences between the railroad and its employees.
shall be granted leave of absence

railroad, except as provided in these rules.

Article III
(a)

in be tin-

(h)

Employees accepting positions, in the exercise of their
seniority rights, will do so without causing extra expense to the
(n)

Section

and merit being

In

lions,

\

\i>iln\

management

iin

official

(.d-1)

to

seniority.

•""1 I"

agreement does not annul agreements
already in effect with other organizations unless and until a majority oi the employers concerned express a desire for a change
is

it
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Promotions

—Promotions.

shall

be based on ability, merit and

Article

V— Hours

of Service,

Overtime and

Calls.

Section (a-1) Except as otherwise provided in these rules eight

Oct. 24, Issued Dec.

(8)

3,
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consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal period, shall con-

stitute a day's

work.

minutes shall be allowed in which to eat, without deduction in
when the nature of the work permits.
Regularly established daily working hours will not be
(a-3)
reduced below eight (8) to avoid making force reductions.
When less than eight (8) hours are worked for convenience
of employees, or when regularly assigned for service of less than
eight (8) hours on Sundays and holidays, or when, due to inclement weather, interruptions occur to regular established work
periods preventing eight (8) hours work, only actual hours
worked or held on duty will be paid for except as provided in
pay,

these rules.

Except as otherwise provided in these rules only the
(a-4)
hours between the beginning and release from duty, exclusive of
the meal period, shall be paid for.
Except as otherwise provided in these rules time
(a-5)
worked on Sundays and the following holidays New Year's,
Washington's Birthday, Decoration Day, Fourth of July, Labor
Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas shall be paid for at the prorata hourly rate when the entire number of hours constituting
he regular week-day assignment are worked.
On roads where an agreement or practice more favorable to
the employees is in effect such agreement or practice, in so far
as it relates to this section (a-5) may be retained.
Except as otherwise provided in these rules when
(a-6)
assigned, notified, or called to work on Sundays and on the
above specified holidays, a less number of hours than constitutes
a day's work within the limits of the regular week-day assignment, employees shall be paid a minimum allowance of two hours
at overtime rate for two hours work or less, and at the pro-rata
hourly rate after the second hour of each tour of duty. Time
worked before or after the limits of the regular week-day assignment shall be paid for on the actual minute basis at the rate of
time and one-half time.
On roads where an agreement or practice more favorable to
the employees is in effect such agreement or practice, in so far
as it relates to this section (a-6) may be retained.
(a-7) Overtime for laborers in extra or floating gangs whose
employment is seasonal and temporary in character, when engaged in work not customarily done by regular section gangs,
such as ballasting and rail laying including the tie renewals incident thereto, and ditching or in improvement work such as bank
widening, grade and line changes, rip rapping and similar work,
shall be computed for the ninth and tenth hour of continuous
service, exclusive of the meal period, prorata, on the actual
minute basis and thereafter at the rate of time and one-half time.
Such extra or floating gangs will not be used to displace regular
:

•

section gangs.

Overtime for regular section laborers and other em(a-8)
ployees except those covered in Sections (a-7) and (a-12) of
this article shall be computed after the eighth hour of continuous
service, exclusive of the meal period, on the actual minute basis
at the rate of time and one-half time.
(a-9)
Except as otherwise provided in these rules, employees
notified or called to perform work not continuous with the regular work period, will be allowed a minimum of three (3) hours
for two (2) hours work or less, and if held on duty in excess of
two (2) hours, time and one-half time will be allowed on the
•minute

new assignment bear to the hours of
assignment, except that hours above
ten (10) either in new or present assignment shall be counted
Nothing herein shall
as one and one-half in making adjustments.
be construed to permit the reduction of hours for the employees
covered by this section (a-12) below eight (8) hours per day
for six (6) days per week. The wages for new positions shall
be in conformity with the wages for positions of similar kind,
hours of service

service

For regular operation requiring continuous hours, eight
(a-2)
(8) consecutive hours without meal period may be assigned as
constituting a day's work, in which case not to exceed twenty

basis.

Except as otherwise provided in these rules, employees
(a-10)
will be allowed time and one-half time, on minute basis for service performed continuous with and in advance of regular work
period.

Employees who have completed their work period for
day and been released from duty, required to return for
further service may. if conditions justify, be paid as if on con(a-11)

the

tinous duty.
Except as otherwise provided in this section, positions
(a-12)
not requiring continuous manual labor such as track, bridge and
highway crossing watchmen, signal men at railway non-interlocked crossings, lamp men. engine watchmen at isolated points,
and pumpers, will be paid a monthly rate to cover all services
rendered. This monthly rate shall be based on the present hours
and compensation. If present assigned hours are increased or
decreased the monthly rate shall be adjusted pro-rata as the

837

in

tin

in

the

present

and hours of service wliere created.
Exceptions to the foregoing paragraph shall be made for individual positions at busy crossings or other places requiring continuous alertness and application, when agreed to between the
management and a committee of employees. For such excepted
positions the foregoing paragraph shall not apply.
(b)
No assigned hours will be designated for employees, performing intermittent service, requiring them to work, wait or
travel, as regulated by train service and the characttr of their
work, and where hours cannot be definitely regulated.
Employees' time will start and end at designated as(c-1)
sembling points for each class of employees.
The starting time of the work period for regularly as(c-2)
signed service will be designated by the supervisory officer and
will not be changed without first giving employees affected thirtysix (36) hours notice.
Employees working single shifts, regularly assigned ex(c-3)
clusively to day service, will start work period between 6 a. m.
and 8 a. m.
Employees working single shifts, regularly assigned
(c-4)
exclusively to part day and part night service, will start work
period between 3 p. m. and 6 p. m.
Employees working single shifts, regularly assigned
(c-5)
exclusively to night service, will start work period between
6 p. m. and 9 p. m.
class

For regular operations necessitating working period
(c-6)
varying from those fixed for the general force as per sections
(c-3), (c-4) and (c-5), the hours of work will be assigned in
accordance with the requirements.
(d-1)
When a meal period is allowed, it will be between the
ending of the fourth hour and beginning of the seventh hour
after starting work, unless otherwise agreed upon by the employees and employer.
If the meal period is not afforded within the allowed
(d-2)
or agreed time limit and is worked, the meal period shall be paid
for at the overtime rate and twenty minutes with pay in which
to eat shall be afforded at the first opportunity.
(d-3)
Unless acceptable to a majority of the employees directly interested, the meal oeriod shall not be less than thirty
(30) minutes nor more than one (1) hour.
(e)
To compute the hourly rale of monthly rated employees,
the number of working days constituting a calendar year, multiply by eight and divide the annual salary by the total hours, exclusive of overtime ami disregarding time absent on vacations,
In determining the
sick leave,; holidays, or for any other cause
hourly rate, fractions less than one-fourth of one cent shall he
as one-fourth of one cent; over one-fourth and under one-half.
as one-half cent; over one-half and under three-fourths, as threefourths; over three-fourths as one cent.
(f)
Employees required hy the management to travel on or
off their assigned territory in boarding car>, will be allowed
straight time traveling during regular working hours, and for
Sundays and holidays during hours estahlished for work-periods
on other days. When traveling in boarding cars after workperiod hours, the only time allowed will be for actual time traveling after 10 p. m. and before 6 a. m., and at half time rate.
No overtime hours will be worked without authority of
(g)
a superior officer, except in case of emergency, where advance
authority

is

not obtainable.

and or supervisory
working hours or days
assigned for the general force, will be compensated on a monthly
rate to cover all services rendered, except that when such employees are required to perform work which is not a part of
their responsibilities or supervisory duties, on Sundays, or in
IS of the established working hours, such work will be paid
for on the bases provided in these rules in addition to the
monthly rate. For such employees, now paid on an hourly rate,
apply the monthly rate, determined by multiplying the hourly
rate by 208.
Section foremen required to walk or patrol track
(h)

duties

Employees

require

whose

responsibilities

service in excess of the

—
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on Sundays
in

rules,

shall be paid therefor, <>n the bases

,nl(liiiuii

the monthly

to

provided

in

these

rate

i

Except

iii

Employees temporarily oi permanently assigned to duties
variable hours, working on oi traveling ovei an as
signed territorj and awaj from and out oi reach oi their regular
boarding and lodging places oi outfit cars, will provide board and
lodging .ii linn own expense and will be allowed time ai the
rate of ten (I0> hours per daj at pro-rata rates and in addition
paj i"i actual time worked in excess oi eight (8) hours on the
bases provided

these rules, excluding

time traveling or wail
points accessible to regular boarding and
lodging places or outfit cars, the provisions of this rule will not
in

When working

ing.

at

applj

Regular section laborers required to repoii ai usual start(j
ing time and place for the day's work and when conditions prevail work being performed, will be allowed a minimum oi three
tf held on duly over three (3) hours, actual time so
(3) hours,
)

hold w

ill

be paid tor.

Employees whose regular assignment is less than three (3)
hours, are not covered by this rule
(This paragraph is to cover
regular assignments such as care of switch lamps or other duties
requiring short periods on Sundays or oilier days for special
pur; Kises.)

temporary

i"i

l!

sanitary
ticabh

will

be

th'

policj

condition and
and desired by
'l

daily

will not be required to suspend work, after
assigned work period, for the purpose of-

absorbing overtime.
(\)
Gangs will not be paid off for short periods when proper
reduction of expenses can be accomplished by first laying off
the junior men.
(m) Employes not in outfit cars will be allowed straight time
for actual time traveling by train, by direction of the management, during or outside of regular work period or during overtime hours, either on or off assigned territory, except as otherwise provided for in these rules. Employees will not be allowed
time while traveling, in the exercise of seniority rights or between their homes and designated assembling points or for other
personal reasons.
In emergency cases, employees taken off their assigned
(n)
territory to work elsewhere, will be furnished meals and lodging
by the railroad, if not accompanied by their outfit cars. This rule
not to apply to employees customarily carrying mid-day lunches
and not being held away from their assigned territory an unThis rule
reasonable time beyond the evening meal hour.
will also not apply to employees temporarily transferred under
Section (1), Article IT.
Employees taken away from their regular assigned duties
(o)
at the request of the management, to attend court or to appear
as witnesses for the railroad, will be furnished transportation and
will be allowed compensation equal to what would have been
earned had such interruption not taken place, and, in addition,
necessary actual expenses while away from headquarters. Any
'fees or milesge accruing will be assigned to the railroad.
An employee working on more than one class of work
(p)
on any day, will be allowed the rate applicable to the character
of work preponderating for the day, except that when temporarily assigned by the proper officer to lower rated positions, when
such assignment is not brought about by a reduction of force or
request or fault of such employee, the rate of pay will not be
reduced.
This rule not to permit using regularly assigned employees of
a lower rate of pay, for less than half of a work day period, to
avoid payment of higher rates.
The pay of female employees for the same class of work
(q)
shall be the same as that of men and their working conditions
must be healthful and fitted to their needs. The laws enacted
for the government of their employment must be observed.

i.

bathing

imp

will

not

l><-

i"

..0

facilities

good and

in

when

prat

j

its buildings, camps or outfit cars.
Where it miisi be
transported and stored in receptacles, they shall be will adapted
to the purpose.
(e)
Employees will be allowed, when in the judgment of the
management conditions permit, to make week-end trips lo their
homes.
I'ree transportation will be furnished consistent
with
the regulations. Any lime losi on this account will not be paid

living in

tools as are necessary to

Employees

nni. on

so d<

employees and to provide lufficieni
mi. ins oi ventilation .m.! .it spaa
All dining and sleeping can
will bi
when neci ai
Permanent '.imp cars used i"t
load service will In- equipped with springs consistent with
ami charactet "i cat .mil comforl oi employees, li will be the
duly oi the foreman to see that cars an- kept (lean. When
necessary, in the judgment of the management, km ben and dm
ing cars will be furnished ami equipped with stoves, utensih and
dishes, in proper pro]
ion to tin number oi nun to be accommodated.
The railroad will see to it that an adequate supply of
(d)
water suitable for domestic uses, is made available to empl

apply.

any

employees

'he

for.

(k-2)

in.

tO

furnish

to

Where special work is done outside of regular work
(k-1)
period and extra compensation agreed upon, overtime will not

starting

service,

transferred to another division unless the)

ill

requiring
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(

I

)

The

railroads

will

furnish

perform

the
their

as are customarily furnished by skilled

employees such general
work, except such tools

workmen.

Employees transferred from one location to another, by
(g)
direction of the management, will be entitled to move their household effects without payment of freight charges.
(h)
Employees transferring from one location to another,
in exercising their seniority rights, will be entitled to move their
household effects, without payment of freight charges, only once
in each twelve (12) months' period.
Any privilege or practices, necessary to meet local condi(i)
tions and nol conflicting with any rules of these articles are not
affected.

This schedule of working conditions shall be printed by
(j)
the railroads and any employee affected thereby shall be provided
with a copy on request.
(k)
Controversies arising over the application of this schedule of working conditions shall be referred to Railway Board
of Adjustment No.
eral

Order No.

3,

in

accordance with the provisions of Gen-

53.

Rates of pay for the employees named herein authorized
(1)
by Supplements Nos. 7 and 8 to General Order No. 27 including
addenda and interpretations thereof, also any new rates which
may hereafter be authorized by the director general, shall become part of this agreement and shall remain in effect during
Federal operation until changed as provided herein.
It is understood that adjustment made by regional directors.
under authority of July 9, 1919, in the rates of pay of certain
foremen and assistant foremen covered by this agreement which
rates were made to compensate for all services rendered, including overtime, are to be reconsidered by the regional directors
and readjustments made, the overtime and other provisions of
this agreement to be taken into consideration in making such
readjustments and such readjusted rates to be made effective as
of the effective date of this agreement.
(m) This schedule of hours of service and working conditions
takes effect December 16, 1919, and except as otherwise herein
provided, there will be no change in it during Federal operation
until after thirty days' notice has been given in writing by either
party to the other.

—

Section (a) There will be no discrimination on account of
membership or ncn-memebrship in an association of employees.
Employees serving on committees will, on sufficient notice, be
gran'ed leave of absence and such free transportation as is consistent with the regulations of the railroad, when called for com-

Shipping Delays Abroad. Undoubtedly the shortage of
trucks has of late caused much inconvenience to many sections
of the community in South Africa, and it may be some consolation to the sufferers to know that the position elsewhere is
worse than it is in this country. According to a recent cable
acute congestion exists at the London docks, and it is stated that
it will require 5,000 railway trucks to clear the arrears alone.
It
is
pointed out that in pre-war days South African boats of
8,000 tons could enter the Thames, immediately dock, unload,
reload, be headed round, and depart on the next voyage within a
fortnight, whereas now it takes six weeks.
The quays are overloaded owing to the insufficiency of trucks, and the transit sheds
are crowded with Government imports. S. A. Railzvays and

mittee work.

Harbours Masazinc.

(r)
Except as provided in these rules, no compensation will
be allowed for work not performed.

Article

VI

— General.

r

Villiam

B.

Wilson Opens the Meeting of the Industrial Conference

in

Demand

the

employees

to be represented

committees" or the so-called
are so bitterly opposed by the big

them to accept it in the forms in which it
was offered and subject to the interpretations which they
declared would be put upon it would amount to practical
position that for

surrender to the trade unions affiliated with the A. F. of L.
laid much stress on the statement that 98 per cent
of the industries in the country have less than 1,000 employees each, that the labor unions represent a minority of
the workers and that in many businesses better relations
can be maintained between employers and employees with-

They

out the interference of outside representative- of unions.

The

Steel Strike Resolution

The

conference also voted clown by a majority of the employers' and the public groups a resolution introduced by

Samuel Gompers, president of the A. F. of I.., and chairman
of the labor group, providing for an arbitration of the steel

that

without discrimination, to bargain collectively
by representatives of their own choosing in negotiations with and adjustments with employer-.
In this form it was approved by both the labor and public
groups.
The original resolution proposed .by the public
group had been voted down both by the employers and by
organize

"shop

as fundamental and declared that unless they could get it
accepted they saw no object in further attendance at the conference, while the representatives of the employers took the

widen the breach between capital and labor which it was
intended to lessen.
The impasse came on a resolution recognizing the right
of employees to organize and to bargain collectively, which
the employers' group rejected by a vote of 10 to 4 on the
ground that while they were willing to recognize both the
right to organize and to bargain collectively, through representatives chosen by the employees, they were unwilling to
endorse the interpretations put upon the resolution by the

and

through

labor organizations was opposed both by the labor and
public groups.
Tht labor representatives made it plain early in the meeting that they regarded the collective bargaining resolution

the conference, aside from the clarification of the principal
issue involved, that of the recognition of the unions, was to

to

Unions

Labor

"company unions" which

tober 22 dissatisfied with the attitude of the employers'
group. The group representing the employers was virtually
"locked out" on the following day when the conference was
adjourned at the request of the President that the public
group remain in session in an effort to carry out the original
purposes of the conference.
The public group adjourned
on October 24 after making a report to the President recommending that a new conference be called. At a special session of the President's cabinet held on October 26 to consider the threatened coal strike, plans were considered for
calling another conference. Apparently the only result of

would confine the exercise of
collective bargaining to trade and labor unions, and they
insisted on the reservation of the right of the employer to
refuse to deal with his employees except through represen
tatives chosen by and from among their own number.
In the form in which tin- resolution was finally put by
the employees' group it recognized the right of wage earners

Photo by Clinedinst

group that had offered it after representatives of the
labor group had placed an interpretation on it confining its
application to unions.
A substitute resolution offered by
the employers' group reserving the right to deal with their

at Washington on October 5 at the call of President
Wilson for the purpose of "bettering the whole relationship
of capital and labor," was adjourned on October 23 after
the labor group had withdrawn from the conference on Oc-

representatives

Washington.

the

labor,

labor

Building,

for Recognition of

as Sole Representatives of

Conference of representatives of
TintheIndustrial
public, employers and organized
assembled

Pan-American

Without Result

Industrial Conference
Labor Group Insistent

in

committee appointed by the conference. A subwas proposed by the public group providing for a return of the steel strikers to work, their reinstatement by their employers and the election by the employees
of each plant of their own representatives to confer with the
employers; points of difference remaining unsettled to be
submitted to arbitration by a committee appointed by the
conference whose decision should be final. This had earlier
been voted down by all three groups, by the labor group because it repudiated the unions that have called the strike and
by the other two apparently because of unwillingness to
having the conference used to protect the labor organizations

839

strike by a

stitute resolution
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from the consequences
l

in-

"i"

their action

in

calling

embodying

strike

the

introduction of the steel resolution had threatened to

break up the conference almosl al the start, li was referred
the genera] committee of 15, which reported it back to
the conference without recommendation, announcing thai
representatives of the employers and of the public on the
committee had voted against it but thai a majority was in
Thomas L.
favor o( reporting it without recommendation.
Chadbourne, Jr., then proposed the substitute resolution providing tor the election of representatives by the steel employees and alter this had been voted down an effort was
made to >teer the conference into less controversial channels
by the discussion of collective bargaining. The issue involved in the refusal of Chairman Gary of the -led eorporation to deal with the unions that had called the strike on the
ground that they did not represent his employees was neverin

-

1 1

»

*

While

theless inextricably involved in the entire diseussion.

progress Judge Gary went to New York and
after conference with his associate> returned with a statement reiterating his former position that lie would not compromise on the principles of the open shop involved in his
this

was

in

original refusal to deal with the officers of the unions.

Strong Pressure on Employees' Group

series "i principles which demon trated vers
wide difference between tin- two group
because
while the employers laid great emphasis <m tin desirabilit)
of the open shop prim iple, labor BtOOd SOUarely on it- d<
mam i<m recognition of ilir union- as tin- -ole repn
of labor as fundamental.

earl}

a reservasubjected them
to strong pressure from members of the public group, which
supported the labor group until it learned that the latter had
placed an interpretation upon the resolution which inhibited

the idea that

any

own men

bod}- other than a trade or labor union

could be included and that it was an invitation to the wage
It
earners of the country to join no other organization.
thereupon proposed a substitute resolution recognizing the
right of wage earners to organize "in associations of their
own choosing'' for collective bargaining. President Gompers
of the American Federation of Labor protested against this
change of attitude on the part of the public group because of
who
the interpretation of one member of the labor group
happened to be the secretary of the American Federation of

—

—but when given

an opportunity to state the interpregroup he made no reply. Whereupon the
conference by a vote of two groups to one voted against the

Labor

tation of the labor
resolution.

In concluding his speech to the conference before withdrawing, Mr. Gompers announced that the executive council of the federation had decided "to more fully, if possible,
bring the moral and financial support of the workers of
America to aid the iron and steel workers in their just contention for a conference with a view of collective bargaining."

The Reason
The

for the

fact that the conference

Break

was not

likely to result in

any agreement was strongly indicated by the wary attitude
assumed from the start by the groups representing labor and
the employers. To prevent a possible combination between
either side and the public group, which included several
members who would naturally be classified with one or the
other of the other two groups, rules were adopted providing
that no conclusion should be reached by the conference except
by a majority vote of all three groups and that no resolution
should be considered until it had first received the assent
of one of the groups. No program had been planned in advance and under the rules adopted the conference had some
difficulty in getting started.

A

large number of resolutions proposing various plans
improving the relations between capital and labor were
introduced and referred to various committees, but only one
general resolution was adopted and only the strike and collective bargaining resolutions were brought to a vote. Both
the labor and the employers' groups submitted statements
for

.i

tin-

I

Railroad Representatives on the Conference

The

public

group

bers, including three

in

the conference consisted of 25

women

sell

1

1<

d in the

name

of the

mem
I'

The employers' group included 17, of wlmh live wen
by the Chamber of Commerce of the United Si
three by
farmers' organizations, two by the Investment
Bankers' Association, five by the National Industrial Con
ference Board and two railroad executives. The organized
labor group included 15 representatives of the A. F. of L.
chosen by Mr. Gompers and four representatives of the rail
road train service brotherhoods, but the representativ'
the miners and the carpenters refused to attend.
dent.

selected

B.

M. Baruch

of

New York was

elected

chairman of

tin

public group; H. A. Wheeler of Chicago, chairman of the
employers' group and Mr. Gompers chairman of the labor
group. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, was
chosen chairman of the conference.

The

For several days the employers' insistence on

tion of the right to deal with their
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employers' group included three railroad officers: L.

F. Loree, president of the

Delaware

& Hudson, was

one of

the nominees of the National Industrial Conference Board:
R. H. Aishton, regional director of the North Western region

and C. R. Gray, president
Maryland, were chosen as representatives of

of the Railroad Administration,
of the Western

the railroads.

The four brotherhoods were represented in the labor group
by H. E. Wills, vice-president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, with W. S. Stone, grand chief, as alternate; Timothy Shea, acting president of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, with P. S. McNamara.
vice-president, as alternate; L. E. Sheppard, president of the
Order of Railway Conductors; and W. G. Lee, president
of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. Bert M. Jewell,
acting president of the Railroad Employees' Department of
the A. F. of L. was chosen as one of the public group, but
J. J. Forrester, president of the Brotherhood of Railway
Clerks, was later substituted for him. W. H. Johnston, president of the International Order of Machinists, was a member of the labor group.
No subjects directly relating to the railroads was taken
up. Mr. Loree took a prominent part in the opposition of
the employers' group to the demands of the labor representatives and at one time during the discussion declared that the
conference "had been maneuvering for five or six days on
what seems to be rather a political than an economic situation" and that time after time when about to decide a question had been adjourned "in order that back door communiIn this he apparently referred
cations could be received."
to

the directing efforts of B.

Chadbourne

M. Baruch and Thomas L.
who were in frequent com-

of the public group,

munication with the White House.
W. G. Lee and L. E. Sheppard spoke in behalf of the
collective bargaining resolution, saying the principle had
been recognized and had operated successfully in railroad
service for 25 years. In reply to this, Homer S. Ferguson,
president of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
pointed out that the railroads had not been able to meet the
demands of the labor organizations. "It seems to some of
us," he said, "as if the United States had been meeting them
for

some time, and we do not notice that in the coal miners'

district,

with thousands of

men

organized, there

is

peace

and tranquility."
When the American Federation of Labor officials withdrew from the conference the brotherhood executives re-
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mained

until the close of the day's session,
explaining that
they did so out of courtesy to the conference
but would not
return.

W.

G. Lee said he hoped the conference would
not adjourn
had been settled. "I have been hoping,"
he said, "that I could say to the 190,000 men I am speaking
until the question

for that their instructions positively to

me

to

do

a certain

thing by October 1 have been overlooked because
of the
President calling this conference."
Mr. Gray said he was very glad that the last people
in the
labor group to leave the conference were the railroad
people,
"because what has been said here about the relations over
a
great many years is true.
associate and I, who represent
railroad management were classified with the employing
group, but it was well known that all our lives we have dealt
with organized labor. Now, we have conceived our duty in

My

the employers'

group to be one of a democratic gathering.
expressed our opinions there, and I have seen
material progress made in this employers' group to the
common viewpoint which I do not believe others fully ap-

We

have

preciate.

all

Now,

that progress has been made. It was a deplorable thing that we could not have gone ahead.
These
gentlemen here never got where they are now in two and

one-half weeks, and

we did not

where we are in such
time, but we have progressed to a proper evolution through
all kinds of misunderstanding. We have been in each others'
hair in these thirty years, time and again, but we usually got
together in the end, as I had hoped this conference could get
together in the end, upon some common understanding."

Labor Wants a Voice

get

in

Management

On

841

"First— It brought

the issues involved

home

to the entire

nation.

"Second— It demonstrated

the

great difficulties of a so-

lution.

"Third— Its

discussions have had the effect of setting
the

entire people thinking,
solution.

and from

this

thought will come the

"Fourth— There was brought home

to all participants the

intimate relations that exist between
the

and

farming

interest*

all industrial questions.

"Fifth—What was not brought out clearly was
that both
and labor owe to society—which is inclusive
of capital and labor—
a duty to produce in quantity at the
capital

lowest

possible cost

commensurate with the protection of both capital and labor, all of the 'things'
that are necessary to keep up
the proper, just, and humane
standards of modern life
"As the result of what transpired at
the Conference

sions the people
fects

now

ses-

realize that the industrial

every one in every walk of

life.

I

problem

affeel certain that the

farmer will attain his proper place
in the solution yet to be
All of the questions suggested
go, not alone to the
man and woman who works with his or her
hands, but to all
reached.

salaried people.

These include, for instance, firemen,
policemen, postal employes, and other
workers in governmental
-state and municipal lines,
as well as the school teachers
of
he country. It is evident that the
teacher has more to do with
the upbringing and final moulding
of good citizenship
than
any one else. All workers want not
alone proper financial

reatment, but recognition of their
positions as part of the
foundations of society itself.
This'recognition must come
not as a privilege granted, but
as a matter of inherent
nVfc
The outcome of this conference must
be, in my opinion
that there will be manifest an
increasing effort on the
Tart
of employers to see that, not
alone proper wages are
but that the human rights of
the
are" on de^ed
The employer has certain rights which
must be roemfeed

October 15 L. E. Sheppard, president of the Order of
Railway Conductors, introduced with the assent of the labor
group a resolution proposing an extension of something like
the Plumb plan of "tri-partite control" to all industries. The
resolution declared the recognition by the conference that the
three "equal and essential interests in organized industry,"
*<* HghtS iS e
consumers, capital and labor, should share equally in the to
see that all of his employes
toleeThatln
are accorded just treatment."
conduct of the management, and proposed the adoption of
national laws requiring "all public service corporations operPublic Group Reports to President
Wilson
ating under grants of privilege or monopolies," to be manVing fS Part f the report
t0 the President made by
°
aged by boards of directors, one-third of whose members
}
thJn!!M
tne
public group:
would represent the public, one-third the owners of capital,
hC PUbli gr ° Up as was
inten ded, differed from
°
and one-third the workers employed in the industry.
the
ntC!
UPS eP r
nt
la 0r
This differs from the Plumb plan as proposed for applicaCa P ital in 0ne im P°"an
P ar cuTr
particular.
T
;
h
It had not the homogeneity
cation to the railways in that it says nothing about governof interest of either
of these groups; it
represented rather a cross-section
ment purchase and Mr. Plumb does not provide for any
of Amer
5
Were em
representation of the owners of capital as such.
His board
er s of labor, large
and nvm
would consist of one-third representing the public, one-third «jmafl farmers, capitaliste, representatives of labor, socialists and professional
students of social and industrial
representing the classified employees and one-third represent^^•Notwithstanding this diversity of interest and
ing the official employees, who would, however, not be in
n latum, there was
manifested throughout an astonishing
any sense representatives of capital. Mr. Sheppard also proamount
of
agreement upon the most vital
posed that in "private industries not based on grants of
subjects
inis
we regard as a most hopeful
privilege, franchise or monopoly, one-third of the directors
sign
for
the
uture and an evidence of the
should be elected by the employees."
possibility of a united action
in the interest of the
entire nation.
In a statement issued after the adjournment, Mr. Loree
"The existence of the steel strike had
said that the action of organized labor in withdrawing from
the effect of focusing interest and attention
the conference and "the whole history of the conference preupon present conflict as against
constructive measures and
ceding it made it perfectly clear that if the American Fedagreement for the future and
made the calm discussion of such
eration of Labor can bring it about it will be impossible for
constructive measures difficult.
Because it was manifestly impossible
any man to work in the United States unless he belongs to a
to dispose of
this subject by agreement under
trade organization within the A. F. of L."
the rules of the conference
which required concurrence of at
least a majoritv of each
Statement by B. M. Baruch
ot these three groups, the
conference decided to defer action
After two protracted meetings following the adjournment
upon the question until the subject of
collective bargaining
6
of the conference proper. Chairman Baruch of the public
was passed upon.
group on October 25 gave out the following statement:
"After several days of earnest endeavor

Sd

JLLs

*

ofl^ 7*

'

i

T

A™" *

"The

Industrial Conference, as originally constituted, ac-

complished far more than appears on the surface before
finally

was

dissolved.

it

ri

l

^^

»-

^

P%

and numerous

attempts at adjustment between the
points of view of the
several groups the conference failed to
agree upon this issue.
In this connection we deem it important
to emphasize
the
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NIJ
faci

thai the conference did not, b4 anj

time, reject the prin-

lectivel)

with their employers.

whole nor any one group

The

right.

difficulty

in

arose and

that

and

bargain col
Neither the conference as a
the conference opposed thai

ciple of the righl of workers to organize

the

conference

involved, but

failed

upon

issue

upon which

to

tin-

another way.
"Obviously, the important principle of collective bargaining cannot be sharply separated from other elements in the
great problem of the relation of employers and employed,

rhe right of organization, the protection

in the exercise of
seek to organize the workers; the careful definition of the various forms of organization through which the right may be exercised, and the
machinery necessary for adjusting disputes arising in con-

their lawful rights, of those

nection

with that

right

who

must

all

be taken

into account

in

their proper relation.

"We believe that the right of workers to organize for the
purpose of collective bargaining with their employers,
through representatives of their own choosing, cannot he
denied or assailed. As representatives of the public we can
interpret this right only in the sense that wage earners must
be free to choose what organizations or associations, if any,
they will join for this purpose.
"In the recognition of the right of workers so organized
to be represented by representatives of their own choice diffibelieve that it
culties will from time to time arise.
would be possible for a properly constituted arbitral autho-

We

ity to

adjust such difficulties with justice and fairness to all

parties concerned.

"The abrupt termination of the conference prevented any
discussion in the conference of the important matter of the
right of workers to strike and of the methods whereby without destroying or impairing that right the public interest

may be adequately conserved and protected. We are deeply
impressed by the necessity of setting up some machinery
for effecting the speedy adjustment of disputes arising between workers and employers, whether the latter be private
individuals or firms, or public and governmental authorities.
"It is impossible to discuss in detail the numerous schemes
for affording to workers representation in the regulation of
the conditions of labor, the plans for profit sharing, the
respectfully
many forms of shop councils and the like.

We

suggest that a very great service could be rendered to the
nation, to employers and employes alike if in the Department of Labor there were established a bureau for the pur-

pose of gathering and making available accurate informaSuch
tion concerning all such experiments and their results.
a bureau could give expert advice and assistance to any persons desiring to undertake plans for bettering labor conditions in particular establishments.

"We do not believe that this group can at this time with
advantage further proceed with the discussion of the great
questions with which we have been dealing. It may well be,
however, that a small committee selected by you, composed
of persons of varied interests and points of approach, could
take up the matter and prepare along some such lines as
herein indicated a program which will be of value at the
present time.
"Upon the presentation of the report of such a committee
steps could be taken to give it practical effect through another
conference, representing capital, labor and the public, if in
the circumstances then existing it should seem to you to be
wise."

Buying

La

Follette for

to

agree was n«>t upon the principle
method of making it effective.
"In our judgment, even this difficult} would not have been
insurmountable had the conference approached its task in

the
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Government Operation
C«i\ii\i

\mi.\

Savings Stamps

is

the beginning of wealth.

for

live

years

control of the railroads

of

for the

the

present

purpose

ol

federal

affording

a more complete test of government operation was
urged by Senator La Follette in a minority report on the
Cummins bill, submitted to the Senate.
Senator La F ollette said in pan
"It is ver\ properly urged in the report, submitted b) the
majority of the committee, that railroad Legislation should
receive prompt consideration.
Uncertainty regarding the
status of the railroads, the period of government operation,
:

government control, if the roads are to be
returned to the owners, must necessarily result harmfully
Investors are timid about
to the railroads and to the public.
the character of

in railway securities the value of which may be
The railroad
by legislation in the near future.
owners themselves are in doubt as to their relations to their
property, and they are entitled to know what their Status
I do not in the
is to be for the next few years at least.
slightest degree underestimate the importance of dealing
with this question as promptly as may be, but it will not
relieve the situation to pass legislation hurriedly if it is
wrong in principle, and will only serve to create new difficulties in the railway prohlem instead of solving those already before us.
"The avowed purpose of the President to return the roads
to private control by the first of next January is, as I understand it, the reason why we are urged to pass legislation of
this great importance through Congress within the next two
or three weeks.
"Any bill attempted to be perfected and passed on this
subject within the next 30 days will be a mere experiment,
and must necessarily be an illy considered one. The House,
which began its consideration of this subject early last sum-

investing

affected

mer through

its

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Combill which is opposed in all its

merce, has recently passed a

essential features to this bill.

"As

I shall show a little later, the Senate committee bill
revolutionary in character.
It proposes to put into practice various doubtful innovations and radical experiments
is

wreck the whole complicated scheme,
its finances in an unsettled
and chaotic condition, and involve the business of the country in confusion and disorder.
There is no reason why we
should be hurried in our consideration of the plan proposed

which,

if

they

fail, will

leave the railway situation and

in this bill, but every reason

why we should

proceed with

the greatest caution.

upon the legislation, for taking over the
Senate Committee' on Interstate Commerce
conducted extended hearings in 1917 and 1918, and upon
the subject of government operation in January and February, 1919. Those hearings were, however, very general in
character.
The bill now before the Senate, with its novel
provisions, was not then in existence.
"No general hearings were permitted by the committee
upon the bill before the Senate, although representatives of
the agricultural interests and others requested such hearings,
with a view, as I am advised, of urging the consideration
of extending the time of government operation, in order that
such operation might be fairly tested under settled peacetime conditions.
"The committee did grant limited hearings on September
23 and 24 to the railway employees upon the provisions of
"It

is

railroads,

true that

the

the bill relating to strikes.
"The bill before the Senate

mittee of five

War

Continued

members

was prepared by a sub-com-

of the Committee on Interstate

Com-

merce during the extra session of the present Congress. The
bill was presented to the full committee for its consideration

—
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September 2, 1919, and was reported to the Senate in its
present form October 23. During the time that the bill was
under consideration by the sub-committee and the full committee the league of nations and the treaty with Germany
were engrossing to a very considerable extent the time of all
members of the Senate. It was, therefore, not possible for
the committee to consider any plan of dealing with the rail-

road problem other than that proposed in the pending bill.
"I respectfully submit that the Senate and the Congress
cannot discharge its obligation to the public interest without a much broader consideration of the entire subject than
is proposed in the committee bill.
And especially do I venture to contend that the Senate be not foreclosed from all
consideration of the importance of making a fair trial of
government operation of our transportation system when
normal peace-time conditions shall have been fully restored.
"Long before we entered the war the railway transportation system of the country was on the verge of total collapse
through mismanagement and corruption.
The railroads
from the beginning were grossly overcapitalized, and the
public was burdened with constantly increasing rates to pay
dividends on watered stocks.
Added to this, the railroads
were unlawfully permitted to collect from the public a further excessive rate for the accumulation of billions in surplus.
Out of these vast sums, thus wrongfully levied upon traffic
and pocketed as surplus, the railroads built extensions and
made permanent improvements. They then overcapitalized
these improvements as a basis for further wrongful exac-

from the public.
"Moreover, the managers openly robbed the railroads from
Construction and supply companies were orthe inside.
ganized by railway officers and managers. From these companies the railroads bought supplies of all kinds at exorbiUnrestrained greed exacted such profits on
tant prices.
purchases by these insiders from themselves that there was
always a shortage of funds for properly equipping the roads.
This inside graft ate up the revenues of the railroads and
furnished a perennial excuse for still further increasing
It goes without saying that a transrates upon the public.
portation system honeycombed with official graft and disinsofar as supplied at
honesty was certain to be supplied
all
with inferior and defective equipment.
tions

—

—

"The
came

result

was

inevitable.

When

the

European war

stimulus to increased production and
traffic, the roads, already short of engines, cars, and all
manner of equipment, at once disclosed the rottenness and
inefficiency of the whole transportation system.
By the summer and fall of 1916 months before we entered the war,
to quote Director General McAdoo, 'they had reached such
a point that traffic was almost paralyzed, through inability
to furnish but a small part of the cars necessary for the
transportation of staple articles of commerce.'
on,

with

its

—

"When

1917 the government was forced to seize the
roads it took over a ramshackle and utterly demoralized railway system. The operation of railroads in such a state of
disrepair was very expensive and wasteful under the most
favorable conditions and excessively so under the extraorThe government
dinary demands which the war imposed.
at once found itself compelled to enter upon the enormous
undertaking of restoration and up-to date reconstruction in
order to meet the immediate demands of its own and the
public needs.
And this it was toned to do at war prices
in

for both labor

"But

and material.

only partially states the government's handicap.
imposed by the broken-down
ever generous with
condition of the railroads, Congress
the people's money, in response to corporate demands
authorized contracts with the private- owners of the railroads
for the use of their worn-out property at an annual rate of
compensation so extravagant as to insure a deficit in government operation of the railroads from the outset. Tin's was

Added

this

to the vast expenditures

—

843

very satisfactory to the owner- and their friends in and out
who were opposed to government operation, lest

of Congress

to government ownership.
organized assault was at once made upon public
ownership of public utilities in general and government
From
ownership and operation of railroads in particular.
the day the railroads were taken over down to this hour, in
Congress and out, through the interest press and otherwise,
there has been conducted a systematic and powerful propaganda to discredit government operation and the railroads
and hasten their return to the private owners and private
management with another era of commission 'control.'
it

might lead on

"An

"The failure of private ownership and private operation,
under commission 'control,' leads logically to government
ownership and government operation.
"That has been the natural evolution in the history of all
communities.
It is inevitable here.
It may be delayed, but
it
will come.
The danger is and it is a great danger
that we are to be involved in another costly and temporizing
expedient before it is accepted.

—

"So strong is the influence of the billions invested in railroads and the interests allied with them, and so great is the
prejudice which their combined forces have for the time being manufactured against government operation that Senators and Representatives shrink from advocating a continuance of government operation, even for such time as to
give it a thorough trial under normal business conditions.
"In an effort to find a way out and avoid meeting the
issue of government operation, which, if ultimately successful, may bring government ownership in the end, we are
asked to embark upon a complex experimental scheme of
legislation uncertain in its results and open to attack as unconstitutional on more than one side.
"Private ownership and uncontrolled private operation of
railway transportation was tried for 40 years.
It became
intolerable.

"Private ownership with a commission regulation of rates

and

services

was

tried for

30 years.

*

It resulted in colossal

failure.

"Through it all the public has been the long-suffering
victim of a monstrous system of venal exploitation.
"We are now urged to enter upon another protracted
period of attempting to combine the conflicting and warring
elements of private ownership and public control.
"If our past experience teaches us anything, is it not plain
means another era of enormous profits for the private owners at the cost of an enormous and unwarranted
expense to the public?
"Is it rational to believe that in a few short months a
small group of Senators and Representatives no one of us
an expert in railway transportation has discovered some
that this

—

—

magic by which the miserable failures of 70 years are to
be converted into a marvelous success?
"And when we find that the Senate committee has one
plan, that the House committee has developed another plan,
which in all essential features is opposed to the Senate bill,
does it not raise a serious question as to whether either
committee has found the way out?
"Does it not seem the part of wisdom to extend mandatory government operation for a period of five years rather
than commit ourselves in haste to either plan?

"When the President issued his proclamation of December 27, 1917, seizing the railroads, which he did under the
act of August 29, 1916, he referred to the war with Austria
as a reason for taking over the roads as much as to the war
with Germany.

"When, therefore, the act of March 21. 1918, fixed the
time for termination of the railroad control by the government at one year and nine months following the proclamation of peace by the President, it meant peace with Austria
as well as peace with Germany.
As the proposed treaty
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yd even been

wuli Austria has not

laid

before the Senate,

on lor some Considerable tunc, and
peace with Germany lias not been formall] declared, it is
evident that there is nothing in the law which 'an he held
to require the Presidenl to return the roads for almost two

and

will

years

not

be acted

the earliest.

at

can be said, however, with force that the interests of
railroads as well as the public require that the status

i'

the

the railroads should he fixed for a period longer than
two years, and for that reason 1 propose that we extend the
government operation of the railways and make the same
of

mandatory
•'Within

period of

for a

the

next

five

five

of

the

roads

Within
have been completed under the ait of 1913.
that time the government will he able to give a practical
demonstration of its ability or inability to Operate the roads
During that
Successfully in times of peace as well as war.
period the making of extensions and betterments will go
forward, managers and employees will understand that their
hold or

if

may purchase

their

work

is

efficient,

and those who

the securities of the railways will do

so in the confidence that their investment

is

An

safe.

in-

railway rates will not be necessary.
And more
than all, within that time the Congress, with all the added
knowledge that it may acquire, can deliberately frame railway legislation with a reasonable assurance that it will furnish a solution of this great problem.
"What I am here suggesting I understand to be the position taken by both Mr. McAdoo and Mr. Hines, the two
directors general of the railroads under government operaI know it to be the position of at least two members
tion.
crease of

Commerce Commission, who have

of the Interstate

in public addresses in the last few

"I

am

7

"(i) The Large outlay required to rehabilitate the wreel
age which the government found on its hand on taking thl
roads OVl f,
')
The government took over a transportation Bystem
a
eased to Iium tion.
that had pnU ti( alb
Q<
ttOl
A bun
single serviceable Locomotive in (reserve) Mora".
i

I

<

dred and

fort)

five

helpless congestion.

thousand freight cars were
It

required

t

lom

1

to 25

stalled

days

to

in

a

ship

ol grain from Iowa to Chicago.
"It cost the government a very large amount of money to
set in motion the machinery of this badly stalled transports

a

carload

tion system.

years.

years the valuation

will

positions are secure
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so stated

weeks.

aware, of course, that the interests which are anx-

ious to discredit government ownership are very desirous that

the railroads should be returned to the owners at once without the government having an opportuni ty to show with
what success it could operate the railroads under stable

business conditions in time of peace.
Such interests should
not be permitted, however, a controlling voice in this legis-

"(3) The
than

in

peai

cost of operation in

war was enormously greater

e.

"Obviously not

a dollar of all these vast expenditures is
It should be
chargeable to government operation.
charged to private operation and not to public operation in

justly

any comparison of relative costs.
in which to make a fair comparison between the cost of private operation and government operation of the railroads is to extend the government operation
for a reasonable period of time under normal business conditions and compare the cost and efficiency of government
operation for such time with a like period under private
instituting

"The only way

operation prior to the war.
"In this connection I call attention to the fact that government operation has for several months demonstrated the
reasonable certainty of ultimate economic success.

"There is no longer a loss chargeable against the government in operating the railroads as we slowly approach more
settled business conditions.
The monthly deficit, which has
been the object of so much adverse criticism against government operation, has wholly disappeared, and in its place
appears a net monthly profit of millions of dollars.
I am
advised on the most creditable authority that as expenditures
are adjusted to normal conditions that government operation
can be continued without requiring any increase in existing
rates."

The

Senator also opposed the provisions for compulsory

arbitration

and other features of the

bill.

lation.

"In the report
is

filed

for the majority of the

said:
" 'The writer of this report

the government

is

committee

firmly convinced that

it

when

assumed the operation of the railways they

were, taken as a whole, earning all they should be permitted to earn; but in the inevitable distribution of the earnings
among the various railway companies the railways which
carried 30 per cent of the traffic were earning so little that
they could not, by any economy or good management, sustain themselves. Nevertheless, it is unthinkable that these

highways of commerce shall be abandoned, and some system
must be devised not only for their continuance but for their
betterment and growth. Government ownership would solve
the problem, but it is the judgment of the committee that
government operation is attended with so many disadvantages

— notably in the increased

—

cost of operation

that this

plan must be discarded.'
"The portion of the language quoted above, which I have
put in italics, is every word that is to be found in that report
on the subject of government ownership and operation.
"The whole subject is dismissed with a sentence. And
the most notable disadvantage of government ownership is
disposed of with a passing reference in five words to the
increased cost of (government) operation.
"This is the logic of the committee:
"It cost very

much more

to operate the railroads after the

government took them over.
"Ergo government operation

is so expensive that
be discarded.'
"This reasoning takes no account of:

it

'must

Orders of the Regional Directors
Improved car handling.

— Circular

86 of the Northwest-

ern regional director calls attention to the necessity for the
improving of car handling especially in view of the
present acute situation in connection with car supply. In
addition to this, particular attention should be paid to the

prompt delivery of cars to connections, early arrivals at
freight houses and team track deliveries, prompt unloading
of equipment and movement of "company" material utilizing
the full capacity for loading which will result in saving of
much equipment for revenue loading.
The Northwestern regional diDetention to Coal Cars.
rector, file 44-1-198, requests that reports be made by wire
from each station, showing all coal in open cars held for
unloading in excess of established free time whether under

—

straight or average agreement, in order that there

may

be

accurate and complete information available as to detention
This information is to be colof open cars in coal service.
lected by a division officer and a complete summarized report

each railroad and mailed daily to the Car Service
Washington with one copy to the regional
This report should show by stations the
director's office.
number of consignees holding cars, the number of cars held
and the aggregate days held. Action should also be taken
to impress upon each delinquent consignee the necessity of
cooperation on his part in the prompt release of equipment,
in order to assist in remedying the general shortage of cars.

made by
Section

at

7
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bring the average wages of mine workers up to this point at
is 14 per cent.
"Readjustments heretofore made since 1913 were such as
to give certain classes of mine workers an average increase in
excess of the increase in the cost of living, and certain others
an average increase below the increase in the cost of living.
This form of adjustment was made in order to establish or
preserve certain relative bases in the mining industry. I do
not think this condition, however, ought to result in giving to
mine workers, as a whole, and, in consequence, imposing
upon the public, a total average increase in excess of the
total average increase in the cost of living, because if this
course be adopted the result would be that the total increased burden placed upon the mining industry will be far
in excess of the increase in the cost of living. If this principle were applied in industries generally, it is obvious that

Increase of 14 Per Cent
Offered Coal Miners
NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE OFFICIALS of the United
Mine Workers and

the present time

the representatives of the coal op-

erators that have been in Washington in an effort to
negotiate a wage scale since November 14 were broken off

Day after the union leaders had definitely
refused to accept a proposition made by Fuel Administrator
Garfield for a 14 per cent increase in wages without any
increase in the government- fixed prices for coal. Dr. Garfield's proposal was made as representing the average increases, in addition to the wage advances already made, that
would be justified by the increased cost of living of 79.8 per
on Thanksgiving

and was submitted to the representatives of
and the operators on November 26 after a careful study of the situation and after it had been approved at
a meeting of the President's cabinet. It was formally accepted by the operators.
When the conferences were begun on November 14, Secretary of Labor W ilson declared that a 30-hour week and a
60 per cent increase in wages for the miners must be regarded
as an impossibility, and that the "stand-pat position of the
Later he proposed an
operators" was also an impossibility.
cent since 1913

the unions

the

by the government on coal were calculated to increase production for war purposes.
Coal was
basic and the increase in production was imperative. The
operators are now in receipt of margins which were necessary
to affect that increase of production, but which are larger
than are required under present conditions. It was estimated
that the production needed for 1918 was 600,000,000 tons.
The estimate for 1919 is 500,000,000 tons.
"Applying the principles set forth in paragraph 2 of the
statement of November 24, when the average increases in
wages since 1913 for the various classes of mine workers are
deducted from the the increase in the cost of living since that
time, we arrive at the amount of additional increase in wages
prices fixed

justifiable at the present time.

"I have taken the figures of the bureau of labor statistics
for both cost of living and for the weighted average of wage
increases. According to these figures the cost of living has
risen 79.8 per cent since 1913. and the amount necessary to

would be passed along to the general
wages would increase in a rapid

minimum,

the percentage of increase in
In the long run this would add many
and serious burdens to the cost of living of the entire

new

public,

and would fall more injuriously upon the working
upon any others.

classes than

"It seems to
situation

is

me

that the reasonable

way

to give to the industry as a

to deal

with this

whole an average

increase commensurate with the increase in the cost of living
and then let that amount of increase be apportioned in accordance with the wage bases that are acceptable to the
employers and the employes.

"Control of prices by the government will be maintained
for the present.

"The present negotiation stands by itself, but it is far
from disposing of the fundamental controversy between operators and mine workers. That controversy is bound to be

.

a continuing one as matters now stand.
It involves living
conditions and conditions in the mines, as well as wages and
profits, and the general relation between operators and mine
workers. Therefore, to aid in applying the principles which

have governed us and which should govern in reaching conclusions in the future, it is urged that a permanent consultative body, with purely advisory powers, be set up, consisting of the Secretary of the Interior as chairman and of an
equal number of representatives of the operators and of the
mine workers.
"In order that the data necessary for the consideration of
this consultive body may at all times be available,
it is urged
that the Congress make provision for collecting definite and
trustworthy information concerning the coal and coke industry and for the tabulation of the same in quarterly re-

ports showing:
"1.

increase in coal prices at this time.

"The

cost

the increased

the cost of living.

increase of approximately 31 per cent.

7

and

spiral, taking as a

insisted

"On the 24th instant I announced that the public must not
be asked to pay more than it is now paying for coal, unless
it is necessary to do so in order to provide reasonable wages
to the mine workers and a reasonable profit to the operators.
Careful investigation forces me to the conclusion that, in
accordance with this and the other principles set forth on the
24th instant, the public ought not to be required to pay any

resulting

public,

r

The union leaders
on their original proposals and on November 20 flatly
rejected an offer of 20 per cent made by the operators with
the expectation that part at least of the increase in wages
would be met by an increase in the prices for coal. On November 21 the union modified its demand to a 40 per cent
increase.
For several days the fairness of the 31 per cent
compromise suggested by Secretary Wilson was discussed pro
and con but it was never given an official status and was not
accepted by either side. The entire question was discussed at
several meetings of the cabinet which were attended by Dr.
Garfield and by Director General Hines and on November 26
Dr. Garfield announced the proposal for a 14 per cent increase in wages as one which the government would sanction. This was regarded by the union officials as a repudiation of the 31 per cent proposal made by the Secretary of
Labor, which they were then ready to accept, but Dr. Garfield stated that Mr. Wilson had no authority to make such
an offer. The fuel administrator's statement was as follows:

845

Production, distribution, storage and stocks of coal

and coke.
"2.
The cost of production and distribution and of maintaining suitable stocks, and any other data concerning the
industry deemed necessary.
"3.
"4.
ators,

The
The

cost of living in the several coal fields.

selling prices

middle-men and

and

profits obtained

by the oper-

retail dealers.

Export requirements and the conditions limiting them.
"The settlement of the present controversy on the wage
and price basis above indicated must be considered in the
light of the proposal to set up this permanent, consultative'
body. While it will not have powers of decision, it will
hardly seem possible to a reasonable man that in the light
"5.

its
conclusions demands for exorbitant profits or unreasonable wages can be successfully maintained, or that conditions unfavorable to the American standard of living will
be tolerated."

of

On November

28 a committee representing the operators

:
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846
telegrams urging

sent

.ill

operators to post notices

al

their

mines offering a 11 per cent average increase effective .it
once, in an effort to attract the miners back to work and
furnish prote
tin" government authorities took steps to

who

to all

desired to work.

Attorney Genera] Anus issued tlie following
statement outlining Department of Justice plans:
•'All United States attorneys in the bituminous coal fields
have been officially advised of the result of the negotiations
sistanl

\

Washington and have been given instructions

at

relative to

the situations.
"It

is.

of

course,

Doings

obvious thai

of the

the

time has come

when
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ample protection
work in mines.

will

furnished

he

all

persons desiring to

"All persons, whether miners or operators, making any
agreement <>r arrangement with each other to restrict the
suppl) of coal will be proceeded against as the law provides,
and it should be understood that any person who aids or
abets in restricting the supply of coal is likewise guilty by
the terms of the

I.

ever

a<

t.

issued by the War Department
and under these instructions department
commanders will act in proper cases when requested to do

"Instructions

are

still

so bj

heretofore

force,

in

the State authorities."

United States Railroad Administration

The Railway Coal

Situation

Showing Improvement

—Orders

Relative to Coal Transportation
D. Hines, Director General of Railroads,
Walker
November 25 authorized the following statement

on
re-

garding the handling of coal by the Railroad Admin-

November 1
"The railroads had in their possession on November 1,
when Fuel Administrator Garfield turned over the distribu-

istration since

of soft
tion of coal to the railroads, about 22,000,000 tons
From this supply
coal, either in railroad storage or in cars.
and the current production, that has been increasing steadily

was in full swing when the strike began, but obviously so long as the coal in cars and the current production are no more than what is needed for the protection of
this country, export of coal should not be and will not be
allowed.
The situation is well in hand and there is and

in coal

will be no lack of empty cars for the coal mines that are
working. The cars of coal hold under load at various points
for emergency use are not interfering with regular trans-

portation."

since the strike began, the railroads have been kept in operaof fortion, all American flag ships and a limited number

eign ships have been bunkered, public utilities and absolutely essential industrial plants and institutions of various
kinds, such as hospitals, have been kept supplied, and the
These uses have prior
householder has been kept warm.

claim to coal and until coal is again produced in sufficient
quantity more than to meet these needs, and unless there
are unusual conditions, no supplies will be released to other
users.

"In the first week of the strike the average number of
cars of bituminous coal loaded daily was 9,305, or 26 per
cent of the pre-strike average; in the second week loading
was at the rate of 10,608 cars, or 30 per cent of the normal
Last week,
rate, a gain over the first week of 14 per cent.
the third of the strike, production steadily increased and
The present week
reached nearly 40 per cent of normal.
promises so far a still better showing.
"Production now is mainly in the East, in the South and
In the central states, where
in the Rocky Mountain region.
bituminous coal is so largely used, there is little or no pres-

The railroads have the difficult and unusual
ent output.
task of moving west a large part of the production of such
fields as the Pocahontas and Pennsylvania fields, that normally moves east. The 22,000,000 tons the railroads had
on November 1 was as evenly divided as possible over the
country, but in the sections where there had been no production, supplies have become depleted
eastern producing fields has been
fill

and

is

and

coal from the

being sent west to

"At the eastern tidewater ports there were on November
of coal assembled for export to
cars were held, when the strike
supplies for the railroads, essen-

bunkering of ships. The accumulation of cars of coal at these ports is nothing abnormal,
is not interfering with operation, and has not been allowed
being held for the protection of essential
consumers on the Atlantic seaboard. The export business
to increase.

It is

Demand

of Traffic

The railroads of the country are now doing a heavier
business for the present season of the year than was ever
done in the history of the railroads in normal years, and
practically as heavy business as was done at this season
in 1918, which exceeded all previous records, according to
a statement authorized by the director general, on October
They have more

12.

cars in actual service, after excluding

cars held out of service for repairs, than in 1917 or 1918.
While the bad order car situation was greatly embarrassed

by the extensive strikes among shopmen in August, the percentage of bad order cars is now rapidly improving. There
was an increase of 52,456 cars in serviceable condition between August 16 and October 4 of which 12,110 were added
in the one week ending October 4.
While the freight business is practically as heavy as at
this time last year, the Railroad Administration in performing that business is deprived of many exceedingly important
One of these is
aids which it was able to utilize last year.
the zoning of coal which last year compelled consumers to
take their coal from nearby mines and thereby greatly inAnother is
creased the efficiency of coal transportation.
that last year there was much heavier loading of many important commodities than it has been possible to secure this
year, and the result is that under existing conditions more
cars have to be used for the same amount of traffic. There
are various other important respects in which traffic was
controlled in the interest of the

the

these needs.

1 many thousands of cars
These
foreign countries.
was first begun, as reserve
tial industries and limited

Railroad Facilities Below

maximum

results out

war

last year, so as to get

of rail transportation

and with

the return of peace conditions and the resulting insistence
of public sentiment upon release from wartime restrictions,
these advantages have been lost.

"The

fact that there is still a shortage in rail transporta-

tion is

due

offering

is

•

to

the

condition that the amount of business

far in excess of the transportation facilities of the

country," the statement says. "This has always been true in
this country in times of heavy business in the autumn
months, except last year when the matter could be and was

Oct. 24, Issued Dec.

controlled

3,
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1919

with an iron hand with a view solely to war

the firemen's brotherhood held a conference to consider

"At the same time railroad

facilities have not expanded
Even prior
public interest.
to the war, railroad facilities were not equal to the demands.
During the war the addition of new facilities was greatly
restricted by scarcity of material and labor.
Since the war,
it has been impossible to enter upon or carry out any ex-

tensive

program

for

in the

Coal Orders
H. A. Garfield, United States Fuel Administrator, on
November 22 issued an order directing that coal dumped
into barges, scows, boats and other vessels on lakes, rivers
and other inland waterways shall be subject to diversion in
like manner and to the same extent as bituminous coal
loaded in cars of a common carrier under the orders now in

enlargement of railroad capacity, be-

cause of the uncertainty as to the status of the railroads.
The Railroad Administration was not provided with the
money and therefore could not originate or carry out any
such program. The railroad companies, in view of the uncertainty, were unwilling to provide the money.
"The result is that the railroad facilities of the country
are decidedly below what the traffic demands.
Nevertheless the maximum traffic is being handled and this is being

RBGIOHS

NUMBER
OP
ROADS

TOTAL
TRAIN3
OPERATED

by the party receiving the same, in accordance with the provision relative to the

the order of

payment

November

12,

for diverted coal contained in

1919.

TRAINS WHICH ARRIVED
ON SCHEDULE TIKE
PER CENT OP
NUMBER
TOTAL TRAINS

43

98 081

82 071

AXLE GHENT

15

80 261

70 756

3

3 970

2 949

SOOTHERS

38

49 683

42 224

86.0

PERCENTAGE OP PASSE!

^

B."3

30

20

,

The

director general of

Compiled by
OPERATING STATISTICS SECTION
Division OP OPERATIOB
Washington, D.C., Sept. 22, 1919.

PERCENTAGE OF PASSEIGER TRAINS ON TIME
Month of August'. 1919.

EASTERN

POCAHONTAS

of coal in transit, and coal
diverted under the authority of this order shall be paid for

effect relating to the diversion

UNITED 3TATE3 RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
Direotor General of Railroads

Baaio data taken
from reports of
Olaas 1 Roads under Federal Control

what

should be done in connection with their demand for a general wage increase, which has not been acted upon by the
Railroad Administration.

necessities.

to the extent required

847

TRAINS WHICH ARRIVED AT PINAL TERMINI ON SCHEDULE TIBB
40

50

60

7Q

80

i

83.7
88.1
•

74.3

CENTRAL WESTERS

24

42 474

32 390

76.3

NORTHWESTERS

16

25 960

19 939

76.8

SOUTH'.VESTERB

S3

20 289

15 866

78.1

166

320 718

266 184

83.0

~

AVERAGE
ALL REGIONS

REG IOBS

SOMBER
OP
ROADS

TOTAL
TRAINS
OPERATED

TRAINS WHICH ARRIVED ON
SCHEDULE TIME OR WHICH,
IP LATE, MADE RUN IN
SCHEDULE TIME OR LESS
PER CEHT OP
NUMBER
TOTAL TRAINS

EASTERN

43

98 081

86 989

87.7

ALLEGHENY

IS

80 261

72 912

90.8

3

3 970

3 973

77.4

89

49 683

44 668

89.9

NORTHWESTERN

16

26 960

21 064

81.1

CENTRAL WESTERJT

24

42 474

35 272

83.0

SOUTHWESTERN

S3

20 289

16 992

83.8

156

320 718

279 970

87.3

POCAHONTAS
SOOTHERS

PERCENTAGE OP PASSENGER TRAINS WHICH ARRIVED AT PINAL TERMINI ON SCHEDULE TIME,
OH, WHICH, IP LATE, MADE THE RUN IN SCHEDULE TIME OR LBSS
1

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

—

AVERAGE
ALL REGIONS

Trains arriving at final terminal 10 min. late or less are considered on
tlme;seoond sections considered as scheduled 10 min. behind first section.
Trains included in the lower ohart are those which arrived at final terminal not later than 10 min. in excess of the number of minutes late
leaving the initial terminal.

less shortage of transportation than manifested
times in the pre-war period."

done with
itself at

Trainmen Seek Interpretation

of

Overtime Proposal

A

committee representing the four brotherhoods of train
was to confer with Director General Hines
on Tuesday, December 2, to ask a more specific interpretation of his recent proposal to allow time and one-half for
service employees

Suburban trains are excluded.
When considering time of departure, delays at initial terminal chargeablt
to oauses other than waiting for connections are considered as part of
the running time. Delays at intermediate points waiting for connections
are considered as ptrt of the running time.

railroads and his representatives are authorized by the order
make such diversions of bituminous coal dumped into

to

barges, scows, boats and other vessels as may from time to
time be necessary in the order of priority set forth in the
fuel administrator's order of October 31.
In another order the director general or his representatives acting by and under his authority are authorized to
make such rules, regulations and orders restricting or prohibiting the use and consumption of bituminous coal for the
purpose of producing of manufacturing coke in beehive
ovens as may from time to time be necessary.

overtime in freight service, contingent upon the elimination
of all arbitraries and special allowances. The committee,
which has full power to accept or reject the overtime proposal, was appointed at a conference of the general chairmen of the four brotherhoods at Cleveland, called to consider Mr. Hines' proposal, after the conference had voted

cents per net ton for rebilling.

held-away-from-home-terminal rule
providing for payment of wages for time held at other than
the home terminal after 16 hours. This was as a substitute for rules proposed by the trainmen and firemen providing for pay after 10 hours. About 180 general chairmen of

and after October 30, 1919.
The right to make this charge which was originally allowed
by the order of January 14, 1918, was withdrawn by order
dated November 20, 1918, and the order of January 14 as
thus amended governed the settlement price for diverted coal

to accept his offer of a

On November

19 Director General Hines announced that
had advised that the charge of 15

the Fuel Administration

settlements for coal diverted on

etc.,

is

not a proper item in

:

^-

:
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SIS

on January 31, L919, when the regulations of the Fuel Ad
ministration were suspended.
Edward Chambers, director of traffic of the Railroad Ad
ministration, announced thai where coal has been held by
the Railroad Administraiton under the order of the fuel
administrator and has subsequently been released to a con

ompared with August, L918. The coal "i
mile in September was 156.2,

service per train

wiih

has been decided
thai where coal is taken by the Railroad Administration and
subsequently consigned to a consignee, the rate of freight to
be charged such consignee should be the published freight
rate from the mine at which the eoal originated to the destination of such consignee, regardless of any out of route or
back haul which may have been involved in the movement
while under charge of the Railroad Administration.

November

12 stating that

combined
for last

L.2

per cent

August,

figures lor all regions

L918, of

ii

per cent

1

1

ain

loc

itive

mill

— September—

1919
.106.7
35.4

l'U8
107.9
35.3

8.0

8.2
19.1

39.6

41.9

Enginemen

motive fuel
oilier
locomotive

luppliea

Cost of train service per train mile
Engim qou
icpen tea

3.4

3.3

156.2

1S8.1

10I i\ t
" paira
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies

49 4

so 2

45.1
3.8

48.4

Train Engincmcn
Trainmen

23.0
26.9

22.0
25.9

i

1

The
figures

year air a- follow-

/

i

I

Train supplies and expenses
Enginehouse expenses)
Locomotive fuel
|
Cost of total train service per 1,000 gloss ton miles

Administration, and finally to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which has given its tentative approval, subject to
its right and duty to inquire into the legality or reasonableness of any rule or rules which may be the subject of

2

train

compared
was
August

and the comparative

1

Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Enginemen and Trainmen
Train supplies and expenses

to questions arising as to the application

Association in connection with committees of the National
Industrial Traffic League and the results submitted to the
Divisions of Traffic and of Public Service of the Railroad

in

freighl
ai

,

and interpretation of demurrage rules it was determined sometime
ago to recodify the rules with a view to improving their
form so far as possible and avoiding any questions. As a
result this work was undertaken by the American Railroad

Owing

oi

increase over

locomotive lervice per
Locorooti
repain
Enginehouse expeniea

it

Demurrage Rules Recodified

.in

decrease

a

158.1,
.

aignee or to the original consignee, the demurrage rules I"'
come applicable from the time of such release.
Director Chambers also issued instructions to regional
directors on
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3.8

8.0

7.8

•,->«
iiM

,,
iiJ

101.1

106.2

29.2
32.3

32.5
2.6
32.2

5.2

5.2

2.5

Railroad Activities in Connection with Foreign

Commerce
Director General Hines has transmitted the following to
the Senate in reply to a resolution requesting information
in regard to the activities of the Railroad Administration
in connection with foreign commerce:

"The Railroad Administration has endeavored to assist
movement of foreign traffic by the

in the restoration of the

crease in the present rates.

do not involve any increase or deThe recodified rules have been
embodied in General Order 7-A issued by the Director
General, revoking General Order 7 together with suppleThe recodified rules will be effective on
ments 1 and 2.

application of reasonable rates, rules, and regulations, such
as are consistent with present conditions.
To assist in determining what properly might be done, it has conferred
with and secured data from various departments of the government and worked with them in that manner to co-operate
in fostering, promoting, and developing the foreign commerce of the United States. The Railroad Administration

December

is

any complaint.

The

recodified rules

1,

1919.

Miles Per Car Per

Day

Increasing

indicative of increased efficiency in the use of freight
cars, the average mileage per freight car per day in October, 1919, was 27.3 as compared with 26.7 in September,
1919, according to a statement authorized by the director

As

general.

The comparison with October

ing vears

is

of the two preced-

as follows:

October, 1919
October, 1918
October, 1917

27.3
26.0
25.9

-The comparative progress thus made in October is even
than that made in September, as is shown by the following comparison with September of the two preceding
better

years
Seotember, 1919
September, 1918
September, 1917

26.7
2 °- 5

26 4
-

Freight Locomotive and Freight Train Costs
locomotive service, per 1,000 gross ton miles, which had been decreasing each month this year, including August, was slightly greater in September than in August, according to the
monthly report of the Operating Statistics Section, although
For September, 1919, it
less than for September, 1918.
was 101.1 cents, as compared with 106.2 cents in September,
1918, and as compared with 99.5 in August, 1918. In July,
1919, it was 100.6 cents. Per locomotive mile and per train
mile the cost was less than for September of last year, whereas in August the costs were still greater than in the cor-

The

total cost of freight train service, including

The cost of freight locoresponding month of last year.
motive service per locomotive mile in September was 106.7
In August
cents, as compared with 107.9, a decrease of 1.1.
it was 103.2 cents, which was an increase of 1.5 per cent,

represented on the economic liaison committee organized
by the Department of State.
"There is no assigned division or department of the Railroad Administration devoted to the fostering, promoting,
and developing of foreign commerce.
"The Railroad Administration is not involved directly
in the gathering of data used or the expense incident
thereto, but only in the proper transportation of the traffic
as developed and offered for shipment within the United
States.
A great many railroad employees who are generally
engaged in the handling of traffic are, to an extent, involved
in the handling of import and export traffic; it is an inci-

The foreign
dent of the general business of the carriers.
freight agents employed on the individual railroads are employed in facilitating the transfer, including the necessary
customhouse business, of traffic between the ocean carriers
and the inland rail carriers, their functions being performance of service rather than primarily the fostering, promotThey are a
ing, and development of foreign commerce.
part of the organization maintained by the railroad corporations prior to federal control, which will doubtless be
maintained by such corporations after the termination of
federal control."

Division of Capital Expenditures

A revised form, No. 12, has been issued, making slight
The purpose of this
changes in the "Completion" report.
change is to show the expenditures made for work actually
done during federal control, the credits to capital account
for property retired and replaced during federal control,
and the net charge or credit to capital account during federal
No change is made in the manner of reporting
control.
the completion or work involving a capital charge of $1,000
or less.
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The American Concrete Pipe Association will hold its
annual convention in the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago,
on February 20 and 21. The general sessions of the convention will be held in the lecture rooms of the Western Society
of Engineers.
Resolutions favoring the Plumb plan and denouncing Judge
Anderson for issuing the anti-strike injunction were adopted
at a meeting of general chairmen of the United Brotherhood
of Maintenance of Way Employees and Railway Shop Laborers held in St. Louis on November 14.

A

The "Public Ownership Conference" held in Chicago on
November 15, 16 and 17, failed to endorse by vote the Plumb

establish uniformity in railroad safety work and
First Division under the Interstate Commerce Commission, for the purpose of organizing and supervising safety committees composed of officers and embill to

plan, but passed a joint resolution urging the government to
retain control of the railroads for two years more.
The

to create a Safety

ployees was introduced

in the

House on November

A mail aviator, flying from Bellefonte, Pa.,
was found dead on the ground near Dover, N.

to
J.,

resolution was introduced by Timothy Shea, president of
the firemen's union, Warren S. Stone, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and Glenn E. Plumb, special attorney of the railway brotherhoods.
It provides for
the union of the Public Ownership League with the Plumb
plan.
The resolution stipulates that reservations may be
made to the Plumb plan as "they may be needed."

12.

New York,
on October

supposed that he crashed into a tree while flying
Another aerial mail carrier fell, with his machine,
near Baltimore, Md., on October 14, and was burned to death.
In this case four bags of mail were destroyed.
30.

It is

in a fog.

The Development Committee

of the

American Society of

Engineers has submitted its final report to the Board
of Directors of the society and the committee has been discharged. The three representatives of the committee on the
Joint Conference Committee (co-operating with members of
similar committees of the other three national engineering
societies) have been continued, reporting directly to the
Civil

Near Marcel, Cal., on the San Joaquin division of the Southern Pacific, traffic was suspended from October 25 to October 31 because of a blocked tunnel.
Tunnel carpenters
were at work and a small amount of earth which rolled down
derailed the locomotive of a freight train.
The derailed
locomotive knocked down several tunnel posts, precipitating
a slide of considerable magnitude.

Board of Direction. The report of the Development Committee is being printed and will be distributed to the members in the near future. It will also come up for discussion
at the annual meeting of the society in January.

Engineering Council has issued a call to engineers for support in order to continue its work. The member societies
contributed $25,000 for the support of Engineering Council
during 1919, while it is estimated that $50,000 will be needed
for $1920.
Aside from the possible appropriations of the
member societies it is expected that $30,000 additional will
be needed and the call which has been issued is for that

Fuel conservation measures on the Chicago Great Western
resulted in such substantial savings during the early months
of 1919 that W. L. Park, federal manager, has addressed a
letter of

commendation

to all

enginemen as well

as others
securing such a satisfactory
record. A comparison of the fuel performance for January,
February and March, 1919, with the same months of the
previous year showed a decrease in coal per 1,000 gross ton
miles in freight service equal to 10.7 lb., or 4.1 per cent,
equivalent to a monetary saving of $13,956.
In passenger
service, based on pounds of coal per passenger train car mile.
there was a decrease of 3..1 lb., or 12.9 per cent, amounting in
money to $23,650, or a total saving in freight and passenger

who

amount.
Engineering Council has issued a statement regarding the
of the engineering society's employment bureau
which shows that in the interval from December 1, 1918, to
September 30, 1919, 17,083 men were interviewed and that
4,858 registered with the bureau; and over 1,000 men are reported placed. This was accomplished at an expenditure of
The number of engineers visiting the bureau now
$10,600.
averages from 60 to 70 a day.
activities

contributed less directly

in

service of $37,606 for the three months.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is negotiating with
Chicago municipal authorities for the right to operate its
own telephone system for its Chicago terminal, connecting
the general office building with the freight houses and other
points, and an ordinance granting this authority is being
sought.
The road has an agreement with the old Illinois
Tunnel Company allowing the use of the tunnels for telephone wire, but there is opposition from the city authorities
and the Chicago Telephone Company.
The Committee of Engineering Council on curricula of
engineering schools has reported with reference to a suggestion that the engineering course in the colleges be extended
to six years, that it does not favor the substitution of a sixyear course for the present four-year course generally in the
engineering colleges, although it calls attention to the fact
that the longer course is now offered at a number of colleges
The committee strongly urges the extension of facilities for
vocational training throughout the United States and particularly in the industrial centers.

Speaking by telephone between a moving railroad train
and an instrument in a station office was the subject of a
demonstration by W. W. Macfarlane on the Philadelphia &
Reading near Wayne Junction, Philadelphia, on Xovember
25, in the presence of M. H. Clapp, W. P. Borland and G. E.
Ellis, representing the United States Railroad Administration.
Mr. Macfarlane uses the rails of the track as a part
of his electrical conductor, and he talked with a person on
another train, two or three miles away, on the same track.

Ticket Frauds
Sleeping car conductors and porters employed by the Canadian Pacific Railway, to the number of six or more, have been
tried and convicted in court at Winnipeg, Manitoba, on charges
of accepting secret commissions from passengers.
Fines of from
$100 to $600 and jail sentences of ten days to six months have
been imposed. The term "secret commissions*' seems to mean
the carrying of passengers, for a personal consideration, without
requiring the presentation of tickets.
Three Milwaukee (Wis.) business men and two conductors on
the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee Electric have been arrested in Milwaukee charged with a ticket selling swindle, which
is alleged to have netted them over $30,000 a year for several
years.
The conductors are said to have obtained a supply of
ten-cent tickets from one town to the next, which they cancelled
instead of the Chicago-Milwaukee tickets presented by the passengers. These latter are said to have been bought by the busi-

ness men from the conductors at 25 cents each and later sold
to a selected list of customers at $1.50 each, the regular price
being $2.32.
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Railroad Reserve Force Proposed
introduced by Senator I'lmmas of Colorado just before
the Senate adjourned on November 19 provides foi the creation
oi
railroad .nun reserve Force of 200,000 men to be trained
.it
land grant agricultural colleges for service on the railroads in
iimcs t<<i emergency.
Men between 18 and 30 years of age will
be eligible for enlistment, but not for re-enlistment,
The term
of enlistment would be for 10 years with a provision for 12
bill

\

.i

months' training for work as train operatives, hostlers or telegraph operators and during the training period the men would
receive regular army pay.
If in tune of emergency they were
put to work on railroads they would receive the usual railroad
pay, but would be barred from having any connection with a
labor union.

Railroad Y. M. C. A. Extension Program

The Railroad Y. M.

C. A. officers and secretaries have held
regional conferences for the planning of a greater intensification
and extension of the work during the coming months. It will
De recalled that this organization held a continental membership
drive last May, which netted an increase in membership of be-

tween 48,000 and 49,000, greatly exceeding the goal, which was
new members. In inaugurating an enlargement and ex-

40,000

tension of the

work

weeks during the
will be

made

to

it

has been decided to set aside different

and winter during which special efforts
plan for and extend the work in different direcfall

tions.

The Railroad Y. M. C. A. officers and secretaries for the
Allegheny region met at Pittsburgh September 25; those for the
Western and Northwestern regions at Chicago, September 26;
Southwestern region, Kansas City, September 29; Eastern
region, Albany, N. Y., October 3; Pocohontas and Southern
regions, Richmond, Va., on October 6, and a conference will be
held in Canada at a date which has not yet been decided upon.
Members of the boards of management of the different associations attended these conferences in considerable numbers and
the meeting were notable because of the activity of the railroad
men.
The resolutions which have been passed embody a program
for laying special stress on the launching and emphasis of activities in religious work during the week of October 12-18; on
boys' work, October 26-November 1
educational work, November 9-15; health and happiness, November 30-December 6; citizenship and social, December 14-20; thrift, January 17-24; mem;

bership, April 12-19.

Road Building Dependent on Railroad
The
money

Facilities

Agricultural Department estimates that the amount of
that can be profitably expended in 1920 for hard surface
highways in the United States is $633,000,000; but this is contingent upon the quantity of materials that the present limited
railway facilities can transport. A circular issued by the Bureau
of Public Roads of the Department of Agriculture urges that the
shipping of such materials be started earlier than usual and that
as great a mileage of road work be placed under contract during
December and January as possible. Unless the available open
top cars, many of which normally lie idle in the late winter, are
utilized in that slack season, the work which can be done will
necessarily be curtailed for lack of materials.
The total proposed expenditures for 1920 amount to more than
four times the amount that has been expended during any previous year for like purposes. Therefore, there must be a tremendous increase not only in the materials, supplies and shipping
facilities, but also in the labor supply, and also an enlargement
of contractors' organizations. First of all, Thomas H. MacDonald, chief of ihe bureau, says, the attention of all state,
county and city roadbuilding interests should be directed toward
overcoming the car shortage. It has been customary to wait
until contractors' organizations were ready to begin work before
starting the shipment of material. Under these conditions many
thousands of open top cars lie idle during the latter part of
February, all of March and the earlier part of April. During
the past spring, the circular says, the number of open top cars
that were idle was more than 250,000, but by awarding contracts
as early as possible, contractors will be able to ascertain their
material requirements at different points and so will be in a
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to place orders dependent upon
considerable time in advance, and while
in storage involves some expense it will
the loss thai will result if contractors are
ahead with the work becaU
oi lack of

position

railway transportation

a

the placing of material

I

The Prince

of

Wales on

be small compared to
nol in a position to go
materials.

the C. P. R.

The

10-car train prepared by the Canadian Pacific for the use
of the Prince <>f Wales on his trip across Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacific has already been described briefly in Kailway

The
more than

Age.

Prince's journey in this train covered a distance of
10,000 miles, four-fifths of which was over Canadian

Pacific lines; and the London Times, whose correspondent accompanied the Prince, devotes a column, on the termination of
the journey, to a sketch of the life of the party on the train.
The parly, including reporters, numbered, all of the time, about
100 persons; and this account gives the railroad credit for maintaining the most perfect convenience at all times.
Many side
journeys were made, and the trip lasted about two months. On
Lake Kootenay, in British Columbia, the whole train was transferred from one landing to another on floats. The train had a
telephone line from one end to the other and had a medical
dispensary, a workroom for a tailor and one for a photographer.
News bulletins were received by telegraph four times each day.
"P'ishpoles" were at hand to connect with the telegraph or telephone line at the side of the road in case of need. The railway
company had, altogether, a corps of about 60 employees to attend
to the wants of the passengers.
The cooks, waiters, etc., were
picked men, most of them having had practice in English households.
On a number of occasions the party left the train and
lodged in a hotel, and then the baggage master had to see to
sending out and getting back a good part of the 250 pieces of
baggage on the train. The railway police on the train were
Scotchmen and Irishmen who had seen service in the British
army.
In addition to commending the men for efficiency, as the term
is usually employed, the reporter credits them with a high degree
of personal devotion to the Prince and an equally praiseworthy
spirit of loyalty to the railway company.

Coal Production
Production of bituminous coal during the third week of
the strike (November 16-22) was 44.8 per cent of normal,
according to the weekly bulletin compiled by the United
States Geological Survey. During the first week, before the
strike order was withdrawn, it had been 29.6 per cent, and
during the second week, 33.3 per cent. The third week's out-

and coal made into coke, was 5,416,000
net tons.
Compared with the week before, this was an increase of 1,390,000 tons. The average production during the
four weeks ended October 25, which may be regarded as
put, including lignite

normal, was 12,089,000 tons.
The Central Interstate Wage Conference was reopened in
Washington on the afternoon of November 14. It continued

throughout the week of the 16th to the 22nd. Durmen returned to the mines in considerable
numbers in West Virginia, Southeastern Kentucky and Tennessee, Alabama, Colorado and Wyoming. In the great central competitive field, from western Pennsylvania to Illinois,
and in the tier of states immediately west of the Mississippi
from Iowa south to Oklahoma, the situation underwent no
change.
In all that territory the only coal mined was an
insignificant tonnage from scattered wagon mines and steamin session

ing that period

shovel

pits.

The anthracite industry responded to the stimulus of active
demand caused by the soft coal strike with the largest production of the year. The week's output is estimated at 2,018,000 net tons, an increase over the week before of 192,000
tons, or 10.5 per cent.
The highest rate of production ever

maintained by the anthracite mines for an extended period
of 1918, when war-time demand for
the steam sizes of anthracite carried the output to an average of 2,080,000 tons for a full-time week. The fact that the
mines are now producing within 60,000 tons of that maximum
indicates that but little more can be expected of them to
fill the deficit caused by the bituminous strike.

was during the summer
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Railwaymen

Boston &
go into

cent.

Ship
J, Vandewalker, traffic manager of the American
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed traffic
of the Detroit Shipbuilding Company, with office at
Mich, a subsidiarj of the former.

of sugar, has been moved from place to
ll>.
place during this period and in the meantime its cost has been
swelled by the sum of $2A<-0. The car was originally consigned
by the Godehaux Sugar Company, Nashville, Tenn., to J. P.

containing 54,250

tradesman & Company, Chicago, but was resold by brokers four
and finally reached the Washburne-Crosby Milling Company in Minneapolis, Minn. From Nashville the car was moved
to Paducah, Ky., increasing its "value'' in freight charges approximately $162. From there it was moved to Omaha, Neb.,
increasing it? value (cost) approximately $187. Subsequently
it was moved back to Chicago, for which the freight charges were
approximately $201, and it then proceeded to Minneapolis, for
which movement there were freight charges of $200 more. The
total cost of the trip according to this compilation is approximately $2,466. Mr. Poole suggests that the Railroad Administration and the attorney general cooperate to stop such repeated
reconsignments. "Meantime," says Mr. Poole, "so far as we
know, the car is still rolling.'"
times,

sales,

opening

(8)

ticket
offices

Arrange for

office

hours during the period of heavy

at night, if

necessary.

publicity necessary to induce passengers to

buy tickets in advance, thus avoiding congestion and permitting
advance estimate of train and equipment required. The passenger traffic committee will suggest a form of poster to be used
for this purpose in depots and ticket offices, and will also prescribe rules to govern advertising which will include instructions
to passengers.

Careful attention to supplies and the provision of neces(9)
sary additional help on dining cars and in restaurants, lunch

rooms,

etc.

i

u

in

News
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to Strike

Prance are taking advantage of the absence oi
General Federation oi Labor, who are in
Washington, by carrying on an active strike propaganda, Thi
Paris Section ol" the Slate railways i^ taking the had and
ordering
were distributed on November 6, among all servio
work to cease on November 7 "ii the left hank of the S<
The political object of this threatened strike is clear from the
"Ihe railwaymen of the Champ de
following order of the day:
Mars decide to have work at 3 p. m. on Friday, November 7.
as a protest, first, against the delays in the amnesty and, second,
Extremists

ihe

leaders

in

"i

th<

I,.

against intervention in Russia."

Frank H. Clark, consulting engineer of New York City,
has gone to Peking to act as technical adviser to the .Minof China.
Mr.
istry of Communications of the Republic
Clark recently resigned as general
superintendent
of
motive power of
the
Baltimore &
Ohio to open
offices
in
New
York City and undertake
engineering investigations,
report upon railway conditions and
operations and cooperate in the prep-

Preparing for Christmas
Believing that the movement of mail, parcel post and express
shipments will be extraordinary during the holiday season this year
and that there is every indication of an unusually large passenger traffic, R. H. Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern
region, has promulgated nine suggestions for the handling of this
traffic, embodying them in a statement which has been sent to
railroad officers in his district. Mr. Aishton suggests that
Requirements of business to be carefully estimated in
(1)
advance and equipment and power provided sufficient to avoid
overcrowding of delayed movement of trains.
Repairs to all passenger train cars to be expedited and all
(2)
such cars fit for use held out of shop in the meantime.
Special attention' to be given to the inspection, cleaning
(3)
and general preparation of cars for service during the holiday
season.
Cooperation between individual roads with common use of
equipment, including through routing of cars to avoid transfers
which would Cause delay or be inconvenient to passengers. Cooperation with Pullman Company, with the purpose of making
best possible use of available sleeping cars.
Temporary increase of facilities for storage and handling
(5)
of baggage, mail and express to avoid congestion which has
occurred in past years, use conveniently located freight houses
and other buildings.
Provide additional employees in ticket offices, baggage
(6)
and parcel rooms, information bureaus, etc., and, if necessary,
increase the number of depot passenger representatives.

Change

n

to

In order to throw some lighl on the present prices of sugar,
Russell .1. Poole, food director of the City of Chicago, has compiled the history of Illinois Central I'.ox Car No. 33093 for the
The ear, according to Mr. Poole,
month ending November 15.

(7)

miiiini

i

Foreign Railway

Maine wiih the announcement of a new freight tariff,
effect in December, making general advances of 25 per

Building

nmmim
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aration of plans
and specifications
for railway equipment and materials
as well as to advise

export

firms,

for-

eign railways and
other concerns
purchasing equipment or materials
from United States

manufacturers. He
was associated with
David L. Barnes, consulting engineer of Chicago, for four
years and later entered the service of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, where he held successively the positions of
chief draftsman, mechanical engineer, superintendent of motive power and general superintendent of motive power.
Resigning from that company in 1910, he joined the staff of the
Baltimore & Ohio as general superintendent of motive power,
Mr. Clark is a member
a position he held for eight years.
and has served as president of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association and the Master Car Builders' AssoF. H. Clark

ciation.

Germany's Passenger Service Ceases
On Tuesday, November 4, the whole passenger service throughout Germany ceased for 11 days, and after that period there will
be only absolutely necessary passenger trains. In the industrial
regions the workers' trains will not be taken off, and in and
around the cities a restricted local service will be kept up, but
that is all.
The telegraphic and postal service is in a chaotic
Stations
condition and the telephone service is impossible.
throughout the country are congested with goods traffic and
the canal services are almost at a standstill. The mails will have
to be forwarded by goods train, and the only travel service in
Germany will be its Zeppelin service running between Berlin
and Friedrichshafen. The stoppage of passenger traffic is officially explained as being necessary in order to secure adequate

:
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distribution of coal and potatoes.
As, however, the occupation
troops must be in a position to occupy the plebiscite areas as
provided by the Peace Treaty, and the moving of considerable
bodies of troops is attended with difficulty, some connect the
government's decree with the forthcoming troop movements.
Other people think the desire to avoid trouble round about
November 9, the anniversary of the revolution, has something

do with

to

measure.

this

Deficit

The

on Prussian Railways

on Prussian railways for 1919, so far as can be
ascertained, amounts to approximately $155,000,000, of which
$40,000,000 has been expended in indemnities for railway thefts.
It is estimated that the total working expenses for the year will
deficit

amount

to about $1,700,000,000.

Modem

Transport.

being rapidly restored. Germany has replaced a large part of
the cars and locomotives which were taken away, and slow
freight is now moving almost normally.
On the main railroads
passenger traffic is already quite as intensive and as rapid as
before the war. Conflicts between labor and capital in Belgium
have been settled, in general, quite peaceably; employers have increased rates of pay, and the workingmen, realizing the serious
state of the country, have not pushed their claims to the extreme.
Belgium still needs machines and raw materials, and must have
capital.

Want More Holidays
And More Free

Passes

London.

According to an article published in the Morning Post, at a
meeting of the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen at Leeds the Executive Committee was instructed to demand 7 shillings and 6 pence per week special rent
special

allowance to all members to be paid in addition to wages. The
following resolutions were passed
1.
That 14 days' holiday be allowed annually with full pay
after six months' service; an extra day to be allowed for each
bank holiday worked six free passes to be available annually to
any part of the United Kingdom, for each man, his wife and
;

family.

That enginemen, motormen, assistant drivers, firemen and
trainmen who from ill health or defective eyesight
brought about by their employment arc taken off the footplate
2.

electric

or steam)

shall

be paid not less than the rate they

were receiving when taken off the footplate.
A definite stand was also to be taken against the question of
lodging away from home, and to refuse to undertake journeys
which involve this practice. It was also agreed that members'
contributions should be increased by 2 pence per week.

England's Railroad Deficit
The Times Trade Supplement

states

in connection with railway receipts

that

official

London.
statements

and expenditure have by no

established the existence of any such large deficit as was
paraded to make a vase for the setting up of a Ministry of
Transport. It is known for example that receipts from freight
traffic during the war period, even if the Government traffics are
excluded, have been higher than for the year 1913. The increase
in freight traffic revenue for the year 1918, as compared with the
year 1913. was nearly 20,000.000, and for the years 1916 and 1917

means

was considerably

in

excess of that figure.

There

been replaced by the demand for ordinary freight traffic with the
new claims on revenues to meet the higher wages bill, it is
difficult
to see how a deficit on working can be avoided.
Whether it will require an average increase in freight rates of
anything like 50 per cent is quite another matter and it will be
the business of the Advistory Committee, on which important
commercial interests are represented, to see that no undue burden is imposed on British trade.

Electrification

The following

The coal mines of Belgium were not damaged by the Germans,
and although they need new hoisting cables and other important
repairs, they are now turning out 84 per cent of their pre-war
deliveries.
This statement is from a circular which has been
issued by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, in
connection with the International Trade Conference. Belgium
is already exporting coal to France, Italy, Holland and Switzerland, a total of about 400,000 tons a month.
Iron works suffered
seriously from the war; of 52 blast furnaces, 9 are now working.
In the textile field there is a good deal of activity and about a
million spindles are now resuming operations. The railroads are

(electric

Government traffics were allowed for, the estimated
on working during the war period, even after allowing
for claims to be made by railway companies for arrears of maintenance would be almost extinguished. Under present condition,
with a heavy falling off in Government traffic which has not yet
belief that if

deficit

System Proposed
to Be Adopted on French Railways
London.

Recuperation in Belgium

English Railwaymen

853

is

a general

an abstract taken from "Le Genie Civil" of
August 30, regarding the conclusion arrived at by the French
Commission to America in connection with the choice of a
system of electric traction:
In view of the remarkable results obtained by the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, with 3,000 volt direct current, M. Mauduit, Professor at the Faculty of Science of Nancy,
France, does not hesitate in finally deciding in favor of the adoption of this system, which he considers to be the only one at
present

realy

is

efficient

phase current, which at

for main-line
first

electric traction.
Singlesight offers the advantage of lend-

ing itself to a great variety of combinations, may some day
achieve satisfactory working, but it is beyond doubt that the
present practice is far from this desirable state of efficiency.
The drawback to continuous current is that it is more costly
in initial outlay, on account of the rotary sub-stations which
transform the 50-period three-phase current generally generated
in power stations.
However, one must bear in mind that in
order to realize a saving in this direction with single-phase current, it is necessary to generate this single phase current under
low frequency (16 periods) by means of special generating sets,
failing which, if one wishes to utilize the current normally produced by the power stations (50 periods three phase current)
it is necessary to resort to rotary transformers,
both with the
single-phase and the direct currents. From this standpoint continuous current offers the advantage of lending itself to the
utilization of current from any power station, under the same
conditions.

With regard to working expenses, M. Mauduit, does not
consider that the difference between the two systems will be
considerable and that it will count in the choice of a system.
The almost complete absence of perturbations on the telephone and telegraph lines forms, as regards continuous current, a very considerable superiority over the other systems.
Three-phase current which in America is only of insignificant
local use has not been mentioned, as M. Mauduit is of the opinion that it should be rejected, especialy in view of the complexity and high price of the installation and upkeep of its two
contact lines.
From an economic point of view, the documents which we
have brought from America are far less complete and less precise than the technical information.
On the other hand, it is
necessary, in order to draw conclusions from the American
experience as to the economic future of European electric traction, to introduce considerable modifications in the figures, on
account of the two main constants which differentiate the
American working from the European working.
The coupling used in America has a tensile strength of about
135 tons and one may allow for a tensile stress up to 40 tons;
in Europe, there are two types of couplings, the tensile strength
of which is 35 and 55 tons respectively, while the tensile stress
allowed is limited to 10 tons except in Switzerland where it is
12 to 15 tons.

American passenger cars and goods wagons are
compressed

air brakes.

The

result

is

fitted

with

that they use engines two
trains two to three times

more powerful, goods
longer and heavier than in Europe, and that the attendants on
goods trains are comparatively less numerous, which completely
alters the figures in connection with working.
Exact calculation made by companies, and particularly the
to three times
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results obtained with the

lirst

electrifications carried out

and the

account the actual price of coal, will alone show
under what conditions eledtric traction will be more economical
It
is
than steam traction,
already known, anyhow, that tli«'
saving will be greater on lines with long gradients and heavy
traffic, and il
probable that, as regards liens deviating too
is
taking

hi
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these conditions, electric traction will be

more

Equipment and Supplies
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costlj

than steam traction.
However, the ever increasing necessity t<> economize coal, and
the great side-advantages well known to derive from electrification, make it necessary to proceed as rapidly as possible with
the initial work of a progressive electrification of the most interesting linos of our Paris-Orleans, Paris-Lyon-Mediterranean,
and Midi systems.

Locomotive Deliveries,
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Week Ended November

8

The following new locomotives were shipped during
week ended November 8:
Win Ks

Number

Road
a R....

3

P.

Raldwin.

r..

v

c.

c.

Type

USRA
USRA

Consol.

Santa Fe.

1

& o.

the

1

Mallet.

Total

Coal Shortage in Argentina Results in

Use
In the Argentine Republic all the coal

of

Corn as Fuel

consumed on

the rail-

ways and by power companies, etc., used to be imported from
England, says an article in the Railway Gazette (London).
Soon after the outbreak of war, however, the necessity for the
employment of ships for other purposes reduced the supply of
coal and, as time passed, the quantity decreased until at last
practically no coal was introduced.
It had always been customary for the railways in the far
northern part of the country, where forests of hard wood
abound, to burn wood in locomotives, and the use of this class
of fuel was rapidly adopted by all the railways, and also by the
factories and electric-power companies in the large towns, as
well as by private householders. As a result, the price of wood
fuel largely increased and it soon became evident that the railways could not haul to the south sufficient wood to supply themselves and other consumers.
The British Government sent to the Argentine a certain number of ships to bring back wheat to Europe, but practically none
to carry maize, of which a very large amount is grown in the
Since it was not being exported, the farmers could
Republic.
not sell any, and they consequently became holders of large
stocks of corn (maize), which they could not turn into cash.
At the time the shortage in wood fuel was becoming pronounced, and it was suggested that corn might be burnt in its

Locomotives.
The Fore River Railroad has ordered one 0-6-0 locomotive
from the American Locomotive Company.

The South Manchurian Railway has ordered
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The farmers

Perrin & Marshall, 2 Rector street, New York, will be
market shortly for two 40-ton switching locomotives.

shunting engines.

maize and coal are found to be
in practice, as 2.5 to 1 ; similar values for hard wood and coal
vary between 2.1 of wood to 1 of coal, and 2.5 of wood to 1 of

The

relative calorific values of

The coal referred to is the best Welsh steam coal. The
coal.
hard wood varies much according to the class of the trees from
which it is cut, and the length of time it has been cut. Some of
the new, green wood rushed forward directly after cutting, in a
wet season, contained as much as 40 per cent by weight of

in

The Detroit Edison Company, Detroit, Mich., has ordered
two 0-6-0 switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Shantung Railway

(China) has ordered through Mitsui
Broadway, New York, seven consolidation locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company.

&

Co., 65

The

Pennsylvania

Equipment

Company,

Chestnut

1420

market for three standard gage
six-wheel switching engines, weighing about 70 tons.

street, Philadelphia, Pa., is in the

The United Fruit Company is in the market for a number
of three to six-ton fuel oil locomotives of 24 in., 30 in., 36 in.
and 42 in gage, for use on its lines in Central America.

Freight Cars

put forward their stocks at about $15 a ton, de-

Experiments were made, and it was found
that maize would burn freely and had practically the same caloIt gave good results in the stationary
rific value as hard wood.
boilers of power houses, and some was used in locomotives.
Thousands of tons were burnt each month in the power houses
of the railways, and in those established by public companies in
the large towns to furnish electricity for lighting, power, electric
tramways and railways.
It was burnt sometimes in the form of grain, but more often
on the cob. Firebars had to be placed about J4 in. apart, otherwise the grain fell through into the ash pit or ash pan. This
closing up of the bars was particularly necessary when maize
was used on locomotives. In such cases it was burnt mostly on

0-8-0

the

stead.

livered at rail side.

six

The Great Northern

is

asking prices on 1,000 30-ton wooden

stock cars.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is repairing 250
may repair several thousand additional cars.

freight

cars

and

The Sterling Coal Company, Daniel Boone, Ky., has ordered
49 mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
Thomas W. Simmons & Company,
City,

is

4 John

street,

New York

inquiring for 100 steel box cars for export to China.

George H. Carey, 1 Broadway, New York, is in the market
for 200 second-hand, all-steel gondola cars of 100,000-lb. capacity.

The Hyman
one 40-ton

flat

Pickle Company, Louisville, Ky., has ordered
car from the American Car

& Foundry Com-

pany.

The

Federal Ship Building Company, Kearney, N.

inquiring for 20 low-side gondolas and 10

flat

J.,

is

cars of 50-tons

capacity.

The Manhattan Oil Company,

Minneapolis,

Minn.,

is

in

moisture.

the market for 100 8,000-gal. capacity and 100 10,000-gal. capacity

If maize is ground down until the particles are about the size
of those of a medium sand, and it is then blown, by a fan, into
a heated combustion chamber, it immediately bursts into flame,

tank cars.

and

is

panies

much more economically consumed. Some power comlaid down the necessary plant for dealing with it in this

The Aracoma Coal Company, Huntington, W. Va., has ordered 50 composite mine cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company.

manner, and obtained results which showed the maize fuel to
have a calorific value, relative to steam coal, of 2 to 1.
A large quantity of maize is still being burnt in the Argentine
Republic, but the fuel question is a little easier, due to the fact
that oil in reasonable quantities is now arriving from the Mexi-

The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, 96 Liberty street,
New York, is in the market for 100 50-ton ballast cars for the

can and other

cars

oil

fields.

South Manchurian Railway.
has bought 1,000 30-ton gondola
from the American Government, 2,000 Belgian standard

The Belgian Government

Oct. 24, Issued Dec.
type

cars

from

British

the
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3,

and 5,000 from Belgian manufac-

855
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turers.

The V. V. Lebedjeff Engineering & Supply Company, 227
Fulton street, New York, is inquiring for 60 second-hand flat
cars with steel underframes; 40 of these cars to be of standard
gage and 60,000-lb. capacity, and 20 of 36-in. gage and 50,000-lb.
capacity, for export to the West Indies.

Supply Trade News
MnmnimmmiuiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiini?

Henry

C. Frick, a director of the U. S. Steel Corporation,

of (he Pennsylvania Railroad, and
Santa Fe, died on December 2, at his

the

also

&

Passenger Cars
The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
street,

Philadelphia,

Pa.,

is

in

the

market

1420 Chestnut
for a second-hand

The Madrid, Zarogossa & Alecarte Railway, Madrid, Spain,
has ordered 20 second-class and 30 first-class passenger coaches

& Foundry Company.

Iron and Steel
George H. Carey, 1 Broadway, New York, is in the market
for 150 tons of 20-lb. relaying rails with the necessary bars.

The

V. V. Lebedjeff Engineering & Supply Company, 227
New York, is in the market for 2,000 tons of 12-lb.
for export to the West Indies.

Fulton
rails

Atchison, Topeka

New

in

York.

The plant of the E. A. Kinsey Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,
manufacturers of railway and contractors' supplies, was damaged by fire on November 21 to the estimated extent of
$100,000.

standard gage baggage car.

from the American Car

home

street,

Signaling
The Canadian

Pacific is installing automatic block signals on
between Gait, Ont., and Woodstock, 30 miles; the General
Railway Signal Company's signals arranged on the "absolute
its line

The Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company,

Kalamazoo,

Mich., has increased its capital stock from $150,000 to $300,000 and plans the erection of an addition to its plant 100 ft.

by 310

ft.,

to cost $10,000.

Steel Tube Company has been incorporated under the laws of Delaware with a capital of $2,500,000,
of which $1,000,000 is preferred and $1,500,000 common stock,
and is planning the immediate construction of the first unit
of a seamless tube plant at Cleveland, Ohio. William P. Day,
president of the International Steel Tie Company, is president, and Thomas Parrock, former superintendent of the
Republic Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, is vice-president of the new concern.

The International

H. W. Ross has been elected vice-president of Templeton,
Kenly & Co., Ltd., Chicago, manufacturers of Simplex jacks,
and assumed his duties with that company on September 29.
In 1916 Mr. Ross was
designated as engineer
in charge of installing
a bureau of standards

permissive" plan.

for the

Miscellaneous

Quartermaster

Corps, U.

S. A., for the

purpose of testing and

The Government
office,

of Netherlands, through its New York
has ordered 4,000 forged wheels and axles for the Java

State Railways from the Forged Steel Wheel Company, and
18,000 tons of 50 lb. and 70 lb. rails with angle bars, tie plates
and clips (2,000 tons) from the U. S. Steel Corporation and the
Consolidated Steel Company.

Perin & Marshall, 2 Rector street, New York consulting
engineers for the Lung Yen Mining Administration of China,
are in the market for four 3,000 cu. ft. 8 wheel type self-dumping
cinder cars of standard gage; also for a 15-ton steam locomotive
crane with 45 ft. boom, and additional 20 ft. removable extension
piece in center, with a Ya cu. yd. clam shell bucket, a 45-in. lifting magnet and 7K kilowatt engine driven generating set, standard to be same as on the Pekin-Kalyon Railway, on which the
crane will be located.
R. S. Willis, 11 Broadway, New York, has ordered from the
Consolidated Steel Company 2,400 steel wheels and 1,200 axles,
also an additional 200 wheels and 1,000 axles for use on railroads in Spain.
Orders have also been given to the Railway
Steel Spring Company for 11,700 steel springs and to the NilesBement Pond Company for a 48-in. hydraulic press of 200 tons'
capacity, a Niles No. 2 automatically-driven axle lathe, a 48-in.
standard car wheel borer, and a No. 2 extra heavy car wheel
lathe, all

for export to Spain.

—

Big Engine Menaces Town. The throbs of a 2,000-h.p. engine are the cause of heart throbs and consternation in Sisterville, W. Va.
Residents fear a part of the city will tumble down
The engine in question belongs
as a result of the vibrations.
to the West Virginia Light Heat and Power Company, furnishCouncil has condemned
ing electricity to four municipalities.
the engine and citizens in addition have appealed to the Public
Service Commission. The engine was built a number of years
ago, but was not used because of its great size, but recently the
smaller engines have become disabled, and it has become necessary to use the larger one.

selecting various

motor

machine
shop
and accessory

tools
equip-

ment

for the United
States Government. In
1917 he was called to
Washington, D. C, to

purchase
tools and
sories

machinery,
auto accesfor use of the

Motor Transport Corps
France, on August 1,
1917. receiving his com-

in

H.

W. Ross

mission as captain, later
being promoted to ma-

jor.
He went overseas,
where he was connected with the Motor Transport Corps in
an engineering and purchasing capacity. He was later sent
to Spain and Portugal in connection with the General Purchasing Board.
After the close of hostilities Major Ross
was selected as officer in charge of sales of Motor Transport
Corps equipment in connection with the United States
Liquidation Commission, and he had charge of the appraisal
and selling of the vast quantity of motor cars, trucks, motorcycles and machinery that the government had accumulated
in France.
Major Ross returned to the United States on
September 15, and at his request was mustered out of the

service soon thereafter.
Mr. Ross' new work covers the
general sales management of Simplex jacks, and he will give
particular attention to the Simplex pole pulling and pole
Straightening and special emergency jacks used by steam and
electric railways and other public utility compani'

M. J. Keane, manager of the steam goods branch of the
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, with headquarters at
Toronto, Ont., has resigned and organized the Valve Engineering Company, with office at 160 King street West, Toronto. The new concern will act as agents for the Pennsylvania Flexible Metal Hose Company, the Penberthy Injector
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Spands & Witwyte, manufacturers of pressure
packing for steam and gas engines, and other power planl
equipmenl companies

Eby, with office
ceed Mt
formerly of the New York
.<-d Mr,
[elmstaedtei al

Robert C. McCartcr, consulting engineei to all the European Westinghouse companies and president and managing
director of the Russian Westinghouse Company, with office
.it
New York ity, and William Cooper, consulting engineer,

Company, has addressed a
the proceeds of the new

Company,

(

who

prior

to

the establishment

of

Ion

office

in

New York,

was European manager and chief engineer for Robert
\Y. Hunt & Co., have formed a partnership and will act as
consulting engineers under the firm name of McCarter &
Cooper, with office at 165 Broadway, New York City.
in

1917,

Major C. G. Carothers, who served in the U. S. Army as
captain and major from September, 1917, to September, 1919,
lias boon appointed Chicago railroad representative of the
B. F. Goodrich Rubber

Company,
quarters

head-

with

Akron,

at

succeeding F. O.
promoted. Major
Carothers was born on
August 31, 1881, at Mattoon, 111., and was educated in the grade and
(

Hiio,

Slutz,

high

schools

native town.

of

his

He

served
an
apprenticeship
as
machinist at Mattoon
on the Cleveland, Cin-

Chicago & St.
Louis, and then worked

cinnati,

1

i

H. A. Jackson, president

fayette,

Ind.,

at Is-sur-Tille.

The Detroit Star Grinding Wheel Company has been
formed by merging the business of the Detroit Grinding
Wheel Company and the Star Corundum Wheel Company,
both of Detroit, Mich.

The

officers

of the

new company

John R. Kempf, president; J. T. Wing, vice-president;
Edward N. Dodge,
F. H. Whelden, secretary and treasurer.
formerly with the Norton Company, Worcester, Mass., has

are:

been appointed general sales manager. The company's plant
and offices will be at 241-61 Cavalry avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Earl E. Eby, sales manager of the industrial bearings division of the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, New York
City, has been appointed to the board of directors of Hyatt,
Ltd., London, a new company formed to market the Hyatt
bearings in Europe. Mr. Eby will devote his entire time to
G. O. Helmin New York.
manager of the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, has been promoted to sales manager to sucthis

work, with headquarters

staedter, Chicago district

hit

of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
letter to shareholder! stating thai

Charles S. Pflasterer, manager of the caustic soda primary
battery department of the National Carbon Company, Inc.,
Cleveland, Ohio, with office in that city, has been appointed
eastern manager of the
railroad sales department with the same
r
headquarters.
Pflasterer was born in

M

.

Allegheny, Pa., in 1875.
After
spending
two
years in the steel mills
Braddock, Pa., he
at
became connected with
the Union Switch &
Signal Company, Swiss-

and was

graduated as a railway
mechanical engineer in
1912.
From August of that year to August, 1914, he was
mechanical engineer with the Falls Hollow Staybolt Company, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. He then served to September,
1917, as senior mechanical engineer with the Interstate Commerce Commission, Division of Valuation, Southern District,
with headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn. In July, 1917, he
received a commission as captain in the Engineers Reserve
Corps, and was called to active service the following September to attend the Second Engineer Officers' Training
Camp, American University, Washington, D. C. He subsequently was attached to the 301st Engineers of the 76th
Division at Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass., and in January, 1918,
was sent to France, to report to the general superintendent
of motive power, Colonel H. H. Maxfield, of the Railway
Transportation Corps. He subsequently served in the railroad yard at Is-sur-Tille as master mechanic and built a
shop there, also one at Villa-le-Sec, the advance section ammunition depot. He later served as superintendent of motive power of the 13th Grand Division, with headquarters

'

be $35.55."

sequently attended
Purdue University, LaC. G. Carothers

W. B, Wachtler,
York.
has been appointed to u<
ago.

New

office,

Stock issue of $6,448,800 will be
used as follows: redemption ol bonds mow outstanding, $3,086,300; extension of planl ami of sabs and service brant
$1,775,000; additional working capital, $1,587,800. The authot
ized stock at present is $7,500,000, of which the amounl
It is proposed to inissued and outstanding is $6,448,000.
crease the authorized capital stock to $13,000,000 and to
at par to each stock holder of the company an amount of
new stock equal to the present holdings. Mr. Jackson stated:
"As a result of the increase, earnings will be substantially
increased, the company will be free from all fixed charges,
including sinking fund requirements, and there will be no
capital liabilities other than the capital stock aggregating
128,976 shares. Assuming the same rate of earnings for the
remainder of the current calendar year as has been experienced in the past nine months, the earning per share will

for a number of western railroads. He sub-

'i

al

1891 as a
In
1893 he
entered the employ of
the Johnson Railroad
Signal Company, Chicago, and from 1894 to
1901
was
connected
successively with various signal companies,
the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois, the Cleveland,

vale,

Pa.,

in

laborer.

C. S.

Pflasterer

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the Chicago Elevated RailIn 1901 he was apthe Chicago Great Western.
pointed interlocking foreman on the Union Pacific at Omaha,
Neb. From 1901 to 1908 he was successively signal foreman,
general signal foreman, superintendent of construction, general signal inspector and assistant signal engineer and in 1900
was appointed assistant signal engineer of the Oregon Short
In 1911 he became
Line, with headquarters at Ogden, Utah.
connected with the National Carbon Company, Inc., in charge
of the caustic soda primary battery department, which posi-

ways and

tion he held until his recent appointment.

The Pollak Steel Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, with plants
located at Cincinnati and South Chicago, 111., manufacturers
of railroad car axles, locomotive forgings and heavy forgings for marine and machine builders, announce that it has
recently added to its South Chicago plant a large extension
for the manufacture of drop forgings for the automobile,
tractor and agricultural implement trade and has added to
its Cincinnati plant a large extension for the manufacture
The Pollak Steel 'Company has just
of automobile parts.
closed negotiations with the Interstate Iron & Steel Company, Chicago, which was desirous of carrying out its policy
of concentration in the Chicago district, for the purchase of
The Marion mill
its rolling mill property at Marion, Ohio.
is in full operation and this adds to the Pollak product the
manufacture of shapes, angles, bars, as well as concrete reinforcing bars for the building trade, agricultural implement

1

Oct. 24, Issued Dec.
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manufacturers, tractor and automobile trade. In addition to
manufacture of specialties, such as automobile parts and
drop forgings, which cannot be measured on a tonnage basis,
this now gives the Pollak company a capacity of both forged
and rolled products of approximately 300,000 tons a year.
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Dr. M. E. Pennington has joined the staff of the American Balsa Company, Inc., New York, manufacturers of Balsa
wood products, including insulation material. She will be
in charge of its research and development work.
Dr. Pennington graduated at the University of Pennsylvania, where
she specialized in chemistry and received the degree of
Ph. D. Dr. Pennington had charge of the chemical department of Women's Medical College of Pennsylvania and later
of the City Bacteriological Laboratory of the Department
of Health and Charities of the City of Philadelphia; she then
established her own clinical laboratory, making a specialty
of doing scientific research work in connection with medical
research work of practicing physicians.
Since 1905 she has
been employed by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, having entered the service on part time, doing special research
work, and later took up the preservation of foods by better
handling methods, especially the application of refrigeration
to all phases of the distribution of foodstuffs.
Dr. Pennington gradually gave up her various other interests and has
devoted herself entirely to that line of work under the
auspices of the Department of Agriculture since 1907, when
the Research Laboratory formally was established as an
organization of the department.
Dr. Pennington is the
author of a number of articles which have appeared in the
technical press and elsewhere, dealing with chemistry, bacSince her connection with the Deteriology and botany.
partment of Agriculture a number of articles by Dr. Pennington on the preservation of foodstuffs by low temperatures, the effect of better methods of handling perishables,
also on refrigerator cars, have appeared in the Railway Age.

Thomas H. Symington, who

Railway Financial News
Boston & Maine.—Judge Moiton, in the United States District
Court at Boston, has signed a formal decree terminating the
receivership of this road on December 1.
James H. Hustis
was appointed receiver of the Boston & Maine on August 29,
1916.

discharge of the receiver, the Boston &
seven leased lines were consolidated. The government has turned over approximately $20,000,000 to meet the
claims of the bondholders.

Following

Maine and

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. At a meeting on November
18, the directors deferred dividend action until December, when
semi-annual dividends will be considered, the last returns having been made in July.

San Francisco-Oakland Terminal Railway.

—

—The

Railroad

Commission of California has authorized this company to
issue two notes to the Realty Syndicate Company, one for
$247,000. the other for $33,630." To secure the payment of the
larger note, the company is to deposit 370 of its general lien
mortgage bonds and as security for the smaller note, 50 of the
bonds are to be deposited. The commission has also authorized
the company to issue its 6 per cent demand notes, not to
exceed the sum of $169,520 to renew notes for a balance of
$169,520 due on notes amounting to $218,460 issued to various
banks.
The company reports that it has paid $48,940 of the
original notes. These notes are to be procured by the deposit
of $257,000 face value of the company's general lien mortgage

has been elected chairman of

Trade Publications

—

The quarterly dividend of V/2 per cent on the
stock of this company was paid on November 29 to 113,881
stockholders.
Although this is the largest number ever recorded only 1,709 of the checks went abroad.

Pennsylvania.

Symington Company, New York, was
1869, at Baltimore, Md., and educated at

Concrete and Highway Grade Crossings. The Portland Cement Association, Chicago, has issued an eight-page pamphlet
containing a report on the use of concrete slabs for paving highway crossings on railways. The report is illustrated by numerous photographs of actual installations of this nature.

—

& St. Louis. This company
has applied to the Illinois Public Utilities Commission for permission to issue $20,000,000 of refunding and improvement
mortgage bonds.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

the board of the T. H.

born on May 14,
Lehigh University. In 1885 he served as an apprentice at
the Mt. Clare shop of the Baltimore & Ohio and subsequently
was consecutively journeyman-machinist, inspector of engines
and inspector of materials on the same road. From August
to November, 1893, he was draftsman at the Richmond Locomotive Works and then for two years was general outside inspector of the same works.
From November, 1895, to June,
1898, he was assistant superintendent of the Richmond Locomotive and Machine Works and then to April, 1901, was
superintendent of motive power on the Atlantic Coast Line.
He then organized and became president of the T. H. Symington Company, with a plant at Corning, N. Y. In 1908 he
reorganized the company and built one of the largest malIn 1916 he
leable iron plants in the country at Rochester.
organized the Symington Machine Corporation, Rochester,
for handling large shell contracts for Great Britain and Russia.
Two years later he extended the operations of the machine company to handle government orders for shells and
he organized and operated additional plants, including The
Symington Anderson Company, to manufacture 75 mm.
French model 1897 field pieces; also organized the Symington Forge Corporation to manufacture 75 mm. shell forgings and the Symington Chicago Corporation to manufacture
155 mm. shell forgings and machine shells. He was appointed
1918,
and since
assistant chief of ordnance in September,
November of the same year, when he resigned his commission from the army, has served as president of the T. II.
Symington Company, malleable iron foundry men and manufacturers of railroad equipment, with headquarters at New
York.

the

its

bonds.

— Walter

Kerr, president of the New York
has been elected a director
to succeed A. D. Julliard, deceased.

Southern Railway.
Life Insurance

&

Trust

Company

—

Spokane & Inland Empire. This road has been ordered sold
under foreclosure on November 1 by order of the United
States District Court at Spokane.

Timpson & Henderson.

—

D. R. Harris,
Texas, has been appointed receiver for

Mayor

of Henderson,
which is 35

this line,

miles in length.

Twin Mountain & Potomac

—

John J. Raker of Keyser, W. Va.,
been appointed receiver for this road which operates
between Keyser, W. Ya.. and Twin Mountain, 27 miles.

has

Railway Construction

—

California Southern. The rapid increase in the development of the Palo Yerde Valley, Cal., and the corresponding
need for railroad service have been cited by the California
Southern Railroad Company as reason for its application to the
Railroad Commission of the State of California for authority
make an eight-mile extension of its lines southwest of its
present terminus at Blythe, Riverside county, Cal.
The commissioners weii' also asked to authorize the issuance of bonds
to the extent of $135,000 to meet the cost of making this exto

tension.

The

Erik Railroad has given a contract to Baldwin & WelCity, Pa., to build a brick machine shop at Monmouth street, Jersey City, N. J.

comes Union

i
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mission

connection with matteri relating to the financing
ft Hartford Railroad
From
i'M-i to 1918 he was chiefly engaged as special counsel for
the United States in various anli liu.l suits, including that
against the United Shoe Machinery Company, and was also
engaged with proceedings under the Panama canal act, relating to the control of watei carriers by competitors.
..I

Railway

Officers
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the

in

New York New Haven

Traffic

Federal and General Managers

Lyman
the

Delano, federal manager of the Atlantic Coast Line,
Savannah Union Station and the Winston-Salem South-

bound, has had his jurisdiction extended over the Charleston
Western Carolina and the Georgia; T. F. Darden, assistant to Mr. Delano as federal manager of the Atlantic Coast
Line, with headquarters at Wilmington, N. G, has been appointed assistant federal manager of the Charleston & Western Carolina and he Georgia; W. L. Mapother, federal manager of the Louisville & Nashville and four other roads under
the direction of B. L. Winchcll, regional director of the
Southern region, lias had jurisdiction extended over the Atlanta & West Point and the Western Railroad of Alabama.
These extensions of jurisdiction have been occasioned by
the death of Federal Manager Edwin T. Lamb, whose death
occurred November 9.
<S,-

Ernest Williams, assistant general freight and passe
agent of the Georgia, with headquarters at Augusta, Ga., has
been appointed general freight and passenger agent of that
road and of the Charleston & Western Carolina.
D. H.
Crenshaw, division claim agent of the Georgia at Augusta,
Ga., has been appointed freight claim agent of both roads.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

t

Operating
F. M. Doar, chairman board of control of the Augusta
Union Station, has been appointed superintendent of the
Charleston & Western Carolina.

A. W. Anderson, general superintendent of the Augusta &
Summerville, the Augusta Union Station and the Georgia,
with headquarters at Augusta, Ga., has been appointed general manager of the Georgia and the Charleston & Western
Carolina.

L. G. Morphy, designing engineer of the Boston & Albany,
has had his title changed to principal assistant engineer with

duties to remain unchanged.

E. Willoughby, chief engineer of the Atlantic Coast Line
Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed chief engineer of
the Georgia and the Charleston & Western Carolina.
J.

at

S. L. Church, division engineer of the Conemaugh division
of the Pennsylvania at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been transferred
to the Maryland division, succeeding J. O. Hackenberg, ap-

pointed principal assistant engineer at Wilmington, Del.;
N. B. Pitcairn, main line supervisor at Perrysville, Md., has
been appointed Mr. Church's successor.

Purchasing
H. Fechtig, purchasing agent of the Atlantic Coast Line
at Wilmington, N. G, has been appointed purchasing agent
of the Georgia and the Charleston & Western Carolina.
F.

S. T. Grimshaw, trainmaster of the Seaboard Air Line at
Monroe, S. G, has been appointed assistant general manager
of the Macon. Dublin & Savannah, with headquarters at Ma-

con, Ga., succeeding
elsewhere.

J.

Traffic

whose promotion to general superSystem of the Pennsylvania Lines
Pittsburgh, Pa., was announced in the

C. McCullough,
intendent of the Central

James

Corporate

A. Streyer, resigned to accept service

with headquarters at
Railway Age of September 12 (page 490), was born in DeersHe entered railway service
ville, Ohio, on August 31, 1865.
in 1881 as a tinner's helper, on the Pittsburgh division of the
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. From 1881 until 1898 he was successively bolt machine operator, machinIn April,
ist's helper, fireman and engineman at Pittsburgh.
1898, he was appointed assistant road foreman of engines on
the Pittsburgh division and in 1901 was promoted to road
foreman of engines and trainmaster on the Marietta division.
On January 1, 1902, he was made trainmaster of the Pittsburgh division and in 1910 superintendent of the Marietta diIn January, 1912, he was transferred to the Richvision.
mond division and in 1914, to the Pittsburgh division, which
position he held until his recent promotion.

C. A. Blood, has resigned as federal traffic

manager

Lehigh Valley and has been appointed corporate
ager with headquarters in

New York

of the

traffic

man-

City.

H. C. Franks has been appointed general agent of the San
Antonio & Aransas Pass with office at San Antonio, Texas.

He will represent the corporation in matters pertaining to
freight and passenger traffic.
F. H. Glendenning has been appointed foreign freight
agent of the Canadian Pacific at Vancouver, B. C. C. S.
Gowans, foreign freight agent at Montreal, and H. W. Gillis
has been appointed assistant to Mr. Gowans.
;

W. R. Smith, general manager and chief engineer of the
Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia, the Alberta &
Great Waterways and the Central Canada, with office at Edmonton, Alberta, has also been appointed
succeeding C. Dowling, who has resigned.

traffic

manager,

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Obituary

W.

H. Vincent, auditor of the Georgia and assistant secretary and auditor of the Elberton & Eastern, with headquarters at Augusta, Ga., has been appointed federal auditor of
the Georgia and the Charleston & Western Carolina. W. S.
Morris, federal treasurer of the Georgia, has also been appointed federal treasurer of the Charleston & Western
Carolina.

La Rue Brown, whose appointment

as general solicitor of

the Railroad Administration was announced in the Emergency
Bulletin of the Railway Age of Nov. 11, was born in Louisville. Ky., and graduated from Phillips Exeter Academy, the

academic department of Harvard and Harvard Law School.
After practising law, he became chairman of the Minimum
Wage Commission of Massachusetts and in 1913 became
special counsel for the Massachusetts Public Service Com-

Lewis S. Smith, federal treasurer of the Texas & Pacific,
and acting federal treasurer of the Trans-Mississippi Terminal, notice of whose death appeared in the Railway Age
Emergency Bulletin of October 13, began railroad work in
1877 in the treasury department of the International & Great
Northern at Palestine, Texas. He entered the employ of
the Texas & Pacific in 1886 in the capacity of paymaster. In
1890 he was appointed treasurer of the same road and in July,
1918, after the road had been taken over by the government
he was made federal treasurer. The following year he was
appointed acting federal treasurer of the Trans-Mississippi
Terminal. Prior to joining the staff of Texas & Pacific, he
was connected with the Missouri Pacific with offices at St.
Louis.
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be found on Page

n most parts of the country the track is going into the
with water from the recent general rains.
This will lead to more than the usual
Increased Preamount of heaving and rough track,
cautions Will Be particularly since less than the normal
amount of ditching and other drainage
Necessary
work has been done during the last
hree or four years.
This condition is arising at a time
i-hen the track structure itself has been weakened by indequate renewals of rails, ties and ballast.
It is now too

an undue amount of work is done by the two or three more"
ambitious and alert ticket sellers and an unnecessary delay
results.
If there was an incentive for the ticket seller to
sell as many tickets as he could, the service to the public
would probably be considerably improved, and a source of
waste time and possibly of waste money in salaries of ticket
sellers would be eliminated.
Might it not be possible to
grade the salary of ticket sellers so as to give the ambitious
clerk a somewhat higher average monthly income than the

winter saturated

ate to

make amends

iroblem

is

to see that sufficient supervision

and inspection

provided to detect and correct any weaknesses promptly
nd before they become serious. This will call for added
are by all responsible for the safety of track.

November formal ceremonies attended

course, there are difficulties in the

such a scheme; a clerk who had the hard luck
to sell an undue proportion of short trip tickets might feel
himself aggrieved, but if the salary was fixed on a threemonth's average, it would seem that the more efficient man
If consolidated ticket offices
would be properly rewarded.
are to be continued after the corporations resume operation of
their roads some such plan as this might be worth consider-

way

re

,ate in

Of

indifferent clerk?

The

for the deficiencies of the past.

of the Advertising: Section

S

of

ation.

the opening of

San Diego & Arizona, a 148-mile line extending eastward from San Diego, Cal., to a con-

le

Recent Railway
Extensions
(Rarae Aves.)

nection with the Southern Pacific at El

to

who during

the past year or two have been able
accustomed railroad journeys only by occasionally
or
frequently
standing in
Reserving Seats the aisle of a day coach for from ten

Travelers

This line, which was described
in the Railway Age of April 11, page
931, is one involving somewhat more
lan ordinary construction difficulties. However, there would
e little remarkable about the completion of such a railroad
ut for the fact that the building of new main line railnub in the United States has become almost an extinct
ursuit.
Annual statistics still disclose that some mileages
f new railways are being built each year, but analysis shows
lat these are concerned, for the most part, with branch line
^tensions, lumber spurs and oil and coal field developments.
Repeated reference has been made in these columns to the
Imost total cessation of extensive railway development in
u's country and the completion of the San Diego & Arizona
iIk
exception which proves the rule.
Centro.

make

their

—

—

hundred miles ought, perhaps, to
congratulate themselves that they had

in

to a

Day Coaches

an American day coach to stand in.
England, where nearly every passenger-earning unit
classed as "coaching stock" is a compartment car, and where,
consequently, the standing-up arrangement is nearly or quite
out of the question, passengers by the hundreds during the
past summer have been paying a shilling each for the advance reservation of seats; this merely for the clerical work
incident to reservation, not for extra breathing space or
luxury of fittings as in the case of a Pullman car. On many
In

occasions it was necessary to take this precaution a sufficient
time in advance, or else stay at home.
A Saturday express

from London to the seashore was rehundred seats hooked three weeks
ahead!
There were not enough cars and locomotives to
carry all the people who wished to travel, and no other solution of the problem was possible.
The same arrangement
was in vogue to some extent in France. And tin- practice
of the Great "Western

ne
i

of the changes

passenger

traffic

which the Railroad Administration made
conditions was the establishment of consolidated

Service at

ticket

offices.

The

corpo-

had had con sol iConsolidated
dated ticket offices in some cities for a
number of years and where such an
Ticket Offices
office is well located, with ample atndants to take care of the peak load, it is generally considrations

themselves

a convenience to be
ed satisfactory.
It is undoubted!)
to choose between two or more alternative routes and
cure railroad and Pullman tickets on any one of these
>utes at the same office.
As in nearly every other busi)le

however,
:t

clerks

it

has

who come

been

found

in<

reasingly

difficult

directly in contact with the public

to

who

e polite, alert and intelligent.
Hie arrangement of the
msolidated ticket offices in the larger cities is such that one
erk or ticket agent is assigned to a specified section of the
"
1" or 15 such sections
>unter; in a large office there ma)
ne difficulty which has developed is the tendency of a lazy
!

from his section of
appear to be engaged in other work, so that

indifferent ticket seller to he absent
e counter, or to

ported as having

its

has

features.

attractive

six

Unless passengers can get into
chair under the arm, there are
still situations in America (in the vicinity of our laru-e
cities)
in which some way of economizing scat- i- desirable. Chargits

the habit of carrying

a

.amp

making
when tars

ing for

reservations is not necessarily unreasonable,
are not desperately scarce.
The idea of
penalizing a railroad when it fails to do its best to provide

even

s,at for each passenger, a familiar proposition with
demagogues in legislatures, is not without its friend- among levelheaded people.
When the demand exceeds the supply, or
is Keating thai point, a stiffening of the charge is legitimate.
a

It
would not he long,
would arise () condemn
t

to
all

be

s Urr

.

railroad

before some
management

legislator
sas cxtor-

but the principle is sound, nevertheless.
Twentywould he too high, as a permanent rate; and the
required advance notice of three weeks would be a good deal

tioners;

five cent-

859
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shortened Eta the restoration of normal conditions becann
when willing
possible; but any experienced passenger who

Pullman accommodations
or unwillingly deprived oi
has had to put up with disagreeable conditions in a day
coach, would no doubt Be glad to see some 9uch experiment
lv

tried.

Henry

\>\
government operation ol the
This country* needs an increased, no1 a dimini

convincingly

road

l>.

i<

'

Stores Depts.

whid

;m(i

;

.

was

nature of suggestions

ments

the

in

'

.

«

-

largely

as

purchasing

in

to

the

improve-

and

stores

of course, depend upon getting a big enough man for the
job and of having, at the same time, the very best methods
for keeping an accurate record of the material and its
movement. A perpetual or continuous inventory is essential
in order that the exact condition may be ascertained promptly
and at any time. Such records rightly used and accompanied
by close co-operation between the purchasing and stores
departments and those departments using material will
bring results no matter what form of organization is folThe question is to develop that form of organizalowed.
tion which, under the peculiar conditions on a given road,

will develop these ideal conditions.

strong road problem of the railroads is not
unique; just at present an analogous problem is presented
Just as
in the coal mining industry.

The weak and

and

Strong
Coal Mines

which will yield the Denor the Chicago
Great Western a bare existence, will
freight rates

ver

& Rio Grande

Pacific or the Chicago,
a large profit, so the price per ton for
more than pay miners' wages in operayield the

Burlington

& Quincy

Union

coal which will little
work,
tions where the seams of coal are thin and difficult to
William G. McAdoo, former
-will yield a very large profit
to
director general of railroads, speaks of 200 per cent
other mines with broad, easily workable seams of coal.
there
Just as in earlier discussions of the railroad problem
have been advocates of government ownership on the ground
that the public and not private investors should profit by
earnings of the advantageously situated road, so there

—

—

the
are now advocates of government ownership of the coal
mines, in order that the public rather than the operators
One
shall get the profit from rich, cheaply workable coal.
unof the important factors in convincing the public of the
been
•desirability of government ownership of railroads has
the quality of the service rendered during government opera-

not so important a factor in the coal situaand
tion, but another reason which applies to the operation
ownership of coal mines, as well as to the operation and
ownership of railroads, namely, the higher cost of governService

is

ment business than

of private business, has been

The Remarkable Revival

of

Railroad Freight Traffic

,

departments organizations, based upon observations of the
Mr. Spencer
practices of the roads under federal control.
recommends that the purchasing, storing, handling, disbursing, etc., of all material and supplies be placed under
That there is great
the direction of an executive officer.
need for better organization and methods on some roads is
indicated by the comparative data as to the amount of stores
carried by two unnamed roads, which are said to be typical
Unfortunately, the discussion of the
of two extremes.
paper did not deal with the larger aspect of Mr. Spencer's
There is bound to be a wide difference
recommendations.
Its success will,
of opinion over such a radical suggestion.

Weak

<

Division of Purchases,

Spencer, director of the

Purchasing and

raj

bij

outpui of coal.
Apparentl) the most practical as well
the cheapest waj in thi Long run to gel it, is to
j>t &
nomit law, and permit owners and operators of cheap
workable oal mini to make the profit whi< h their advanH
over other <oal mine operators gives them
i

United States Railroad Administration, presented a paper
before the New York Railroad Club
September 19, which was printed in
d^i.****.. Between
n«t,.,.«« ,',,.,
Relation
,..
,
,.
the Railway Age of September 2o,

tion.

strated
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demon-

LAST

si

-king the freight

traffic

of the railways of the Unite<

States declined to the smallest

1915.

was

amount

that

In October, 1919, the amount of freight

it

had

sino

traffic handle*

any single month in the his
American railroads except August, 1918.
These statements show the remarkable way in which th
industry and commerce of the country recovered after th
slump which was caused by the cessation of the war h
Europe. In February, 1919, the number of tons carried on
mile by the railroads was only 25,700,000.
This was th
smallest month's business that had been handled since 1915
the largest ever handled in

tory of

In October, 1919, the number of tons carried one mile wa
I
40,300,000, an increase over February of 57 per cent.
comparison between February and October is unfair, how
ever, because of the fact that October has a larger number o
days than February. But March and October have the sam
number of days; and the business handled in October wa
40 per cent greater than it was in March. October is alway
one of the busiest months of the year on the railroads am
the traffic handled in October, 1919, was 1.3 per cent greate
than that handled in October, 1918, which held the recon

October up to this year.
coal strike caused a sharp decline in the amount o
business handled by the railroads in November. The rapi<
increase of freight business from February to October, how
ever, and the fact that the business handled in October brok
for

The

all records, show how large is the productive capacity of th
country at the present time, and are very reliable indication
of how large the production will be after the coal strike i
over.
Looking at the matter from a transportation stand
point, while the railroads have succeeded in handling 1..
per cent more freight than in October, 1918, they did nc
handle quite as much freight as they did in August, 191?

and

it

taxed their

facilities to the limit to

handle what the

did.

With the productive capacity of the country so great as
shown to be by the immense volume of business it began t
give the railways as soon as it had partially recovered fror
the effects of the war, and with the difficulty that- the rail

i

is

roads experienced in handling that business, the fact is mad
increasingly clear that under any system of operation th
railroads for some years to come are going to find it im
possible to handle all the business the country can give then
a sharp industrial depression.
and while it makes so obviou
the necessity for the immediate revival of the expansion o
railroad facilities, the government at Washington continue
unless there

While

is

this fact is so plain,

from adopting any definite and constructive meas
ures for the solution of the railroad problem. President Wil
son has announced that he will return the railways to thei

to refrain

owners on January

1,

but Congress has passed no

to prepare for their return.
Some people continue to predict that the

legislatioi

•

failure of th

administration and Congress to deal constructively with th
privat
subject of railroad regulation will make successful
management of railroads unavoidable. If the administratis
and Congress should show no more capacity to deal with th

Oct. 31, Issued Dec.

5,
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which would arise under public ownership
than they show in dealing with those which arise under pubis obvious that government management
it
lic regulation,
would not be made any greater success than the government
regulation has been and is being made.
railroad problems

THE

The Dunkirk

Collision

COMMERCE

COMMISSION

INTERSTATE

issued

On

November 26

a report, dated September 2, and signed
by W. P. Borland, chief of the Bureau of Safety, on the rear
collision of passenger trains at Dunkirk, N. Y., July 1,

eight passengers were killed in a New York Central
The report says that the investigation was
express train.

when

conducted in conjunction with the Public Service Commission of New York state, but that commission has published
no report on it.*
The cause of this collision and the problem of preventing
such disasters in the future, have been discussed by many
Different phases of the question have been touched
writers.
upon in the Railway Age. In a letter printed July 18, page
92, S. G. Neal presented the claims of the "Automatic
In the issue of August 15, page 291,
Straight Air" brake.
E. W. Pratt gave his experience with certain safeguards.
The
In the issue of July 25 there was an editorial note.
question why no action was taken by any person on the
C.
train back of the engine is uppermost in many minds.
"The enVV. Hoisington, of Wichita Falls, Tex., writes:

gineman sounded the signal for brakes. How many trainmen realize and fully appreciate this signal? It is plain
Why? Simply because the trainmaster
that many do not.
who employs them does not make them acquainted with
its

true importance.

It

may

be admitted that the average

brakeman could not have stopped that train in the distance
available; but it would seem that two men, with the assistance of the conductor and the baggageman could have at
slackened the speed to such an extent as to have
How about the conductor's
mitigated the consequences.
valve?
How many trainmen are taught that on the first
intimation of an impending collision or derailment they
should pull the cord?"
Another correspondent asks, "Were the brakes applied, on
the cars, either by hand or by pulling the conductor's valve?
If they were applied did the application indicate full air
pressure? If not applied, did the trainmen hear the whistle?
least

If they did not hear

it,

why?

Over how many cars can

Central standard whistle be heard by men
in a train moving at high speed"?
They sugIt is pertinent to consider these questions.
gest a great change which has taken place in railroad
practice since the air brake became universal, but which
we recognize only tacitly. By reason of the general and
complete reliance on the air brake-, hand brakes have not
only fallen into disuse, so far as passenger trains are concerned, but, as an emergency safeguard, have become imthe

New York

The task of keeping trainmen keyed up to the
high state of vigilance which prevailed in the old days is
The rule books still keep
practically out of the question.
up the fiction, but the practice has no respect for the rule
books.
Our correspondent asks if the trainmen of Train 7
heard the short blast of the whistle calling for the setting of
possible.

*This collision was reported in the Railway Age of July 4, 1919, page 40.
Westbound passenger train No. 41, second section, standing at tin- station,
ibout 2 a. m., was run int.. .it the reai bj westbound passenger No. 7.
noving at about 40 miles an hour; 12 persons were killed and 111 injured.
riding between the tender and the leading car, is believed
in the air brake pipe, on the assumption
:o have cbsed the angle cock
The present report summarizes the
:hat thereby he could stop the train.
:estimony of trainmen and other competent witnesses. 10 of whom heard
whistle signal given by the engineman oi No. 7, calling for the applicai
:ion of hand brakes.
Some of these witnesses said the whistle was sounded
The report
Eour times, some seven times and others an indefinite number.
;ontains five photographic pictures of the wreck, but contains no conclusion
:xcept that the collision was caused by the closing of the angle cock.
A.

trespasser,

H61

hand brakes; and if they did, why they did not respond.
Mr. Borland's report settles it that the single blast was
sounded, and was several times repeated; but it also gives the
facts which explain the uselessness of the whistle signal in
such an emergency.
Ten witnesses testify to hearing the
whistle stop-signal given by train Mo. 7, most of them
the

saying that it was repeated three or more times; yet the
conductor of the train (sitting in the seventh car) did not
hear these repeated blasts; the baggageman did not hear
them; the "second conductor," riding in the same car with
the conductor, heard them, but took no action; and Brakeman Colmorgan heard them, but did nothing more than
The second
to "ask the conductors what they meant"
conductor "did not pay any attention" to what this brakeman said. The flagman of this train, when approaching
Dunkirk, "heard more whistling than usual" and interpreted
it as the engineman's warning to pedestrians to get off the
!

track.

Discussion as to the amount of noise
or the size of the whistle

any profitable information.

gageman say

made by

on the locomotive,

the train,

will not develop

The conductor and

the bag-

that they did not hear the sounds; but

it

is

had heard them no quicker
The hand brakes on heavy
action would have been taken.
vestibuled cars are a slow and clumsy resource at best and
nobody expects anything from them. The conductor's valve
That does its duty if it is
is the last (and only) resort.
a safe conclusion that if they

used; but the vital question is to get it used promptly. Our
problem is that of the human agency; and the big problem,
from that standpoint, is that of training common human
beings to act as quickly in an emergency which may occur

once in two or twenty years, as they would in an everyday
The desiderprocedure which has become second nature.
atum is to educate all of the employees on a train including
porters, waiters and cooks
to open the air valve as quickly, when they perceive that the train is in danger, as the
engineman would open it if he saw danger.
The most
cursory comparison of the conditions in the cars with the
conditions surrounding the engineman is sufficient to show
Only the
the almost insuperable difficulty of doing this.
most regular and efficient attention to a thorough drill of
all
hands could accomplish even an approach to this
theoretical safeguard.
It is true, as our correspondent suggests, that the ideal
trainmaster, with unlimited resources at his command, might
train a force of men up to a much higher degree of efficiency than is now to be found, even on the best roads.
But, with conditions as they are, the practical operating
officer must feel a strong sympathy toward the trainmaster
who frankly admits that his trainmen depend wholly on
the engineman to keep their train from running into danger.
And our remedial measures must be directed to insuring to
the engineman every possible means of doing this.
The statement of facts in this case, as given by the trainmen, has the earmarks of the kind of "testimony'' so familiar
at such hearings, where the directness of* the questions and
the positive and unequivocal nature of the replies (as recorded in the printed report) leave, as a final impression on

—

—

the testifiers'

mind, the feeling that the real situation in
mind- is neither dear nor simple; that what

they

or

the

hearer's

heard,

did,

or

thought,

or

said,

in

the

crucial

moment, was confused or indefinite, or could not be clearly
described, and that what they said on the witness stand was
Their conduct had fallen
correspondingly untrustworthy.
far short of their duties (duties as outlined by the questioner

after his study of the

rule book)

and

their narrative,

two

hours or two days afterward, thus was inevitably almost or
quite worthless.

Thus we have

eases, a puzzle for the

For an

effective

directions.

here, as in countless other

investigator which he cannot solve.

remedy he must

direct his efforts in other
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Results of the Operation
of the English Railroads
\i
ki m
of the operation <>f the railroads oi Great
Britain bj the government from August S, 1914, to June
30, 1919, has been a deficil after the payment of the guaran
teed rental to the private companies of £21,911,000 ($109,-

Tin

i

i

i

is estimated, however, that in the fiscal year
It
555.000).
ending March 31 next, the deficit for thai twelve months
It was not until
alone will be £45,000,000 ($225,000,000).
1918 that net operating revenues fell below the amount necSince
essary to meel the government guarantee of rental.
that time, however, a decline in gross revenues and a large
increase in operating expenses have reduced the net operating
income to but a fraction of the amount of the rental guaran-

tees.

October 31. 1919, Sir Eric Geddes, minhas issued a "white paper" giving the
figures for revenue and expenses of railroads of Great Britain
and Ireland during the period of governmental control. The
total operating revenues for this period (five years lacking
The
one month), was £749,065,000, ($3,745,325,000).
total net operating income was £220,810,000 ($1,104,050,000), and the total guaranteed rental was £222,721,000
(SI .1 13, 605, 000) leaving a net loss to the government of
£21,911,000 ($109,555,000). The rental guaranteed by the
government was based on the revenues and expenses of 1913.
In 1913 the railroads of Great Britain earned £118,701,000
($593,505,000) and operating expenses including taxes

Under date

of

ister of transportation,

to £75,127,000 ($375,635,000), leaving a net operating income of £43,574,000 ($217,870,000) available for
At the outbreak of the war earnings
interest and dividends.
The railroads under government operaincreased rapidly.
tion made no charges for government service, but in all of the

amounted

is included an estimated amount
Thus, in the period
as revenue from government service.
from August 5 to December 31, 1914, £3,500,000 ($17,-

figures quoted above there

500,00) is credited as revenue from government traffic; in
1915, £10.279,000 ($51,395,000); in 1916, £20,649,000
($103,245,000); in 1917, £35,699,000 ($178,495,000); in
1918, £41,917,000 ($209,585,000), and in the first half of
1918, £12,919,000 ($64,595,000).
In addition to performing railway service the government
took over the operation of railroad hotels, steam boats, docks,
In each year since 1914 there has been a deficit from
etc.
these operations amounting to £158,000 ($790,000) in 1915,
but to £2,190,000 ($10,950,000) in 1918. Furthermore, the
government has paid the interest on additional capital since
the beginning of the war. This interest amounted to £543,000
($2,715,000) in 1915. and had reached the rate of £1,000,000
($5,000,000) a year by June 30, 1919.
Included in the government statement of railroad expenses
for the period of government operation is an amount covering arrears of maintenance. Apparently the government has
been fairly liberal ip making its estimate of arrears, although
to prove this we would have to have available more detail
than is covered in the ministry of transportation "white
paper."

Maintenance of way in the test year, 1913, cost
A somewhat similar propor£11,818,000 ($59,090,000).
tionate amount was spent in the last five months of 1914,
hut a charge of £800,000 ($4,000,000) was made for arrears.
In 1915, £11,598,000 ($57,990,000) was spent on maintenance of way, and £2,985,000 ($14,925,000) was charged
for arrears, "in 1916. £11,924,000 ($59,620,000) was spent
and £5,056,000 ($25,280,000) was charged for arrears. In
1917, £13,266,000 ($66,330,000) was spent, and £6,282,000
In 1918, £16,145,000
($31,410,000) charged for arrears.
($80,725,000) was spent, and £6.485,000 ($32,425,000)
charged for arrears; and in the first six months of 1919 £10,-
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224,000 ($51,1 10,000) was spenl and £1,357,000
785,000) was barged for arrears.
It
should be horn in mind that the track structure* efa
"I English railroads are on the average more nearK
perms
neiit structures than the average on American railroad
rh<
evil effects oi delayed maintenance are slower, therefore, m
making themselves apparent. The final result, however it
similar to that which has resulted from deferred maintenana
on American railroads.
Assuming that the estimates oi
I

<

arrears

is

based OD

impartial opinion, the

jump

in

iiiaintr

nance expense from less than £12,000,000 ($60,000,000) in
1916 to more' than £13,000,000 ($65,000,000) in 1917, and
to more than £16,000.000 ($90,000,000) in
1918, with a
Steadily

arrears

increasing,

not

significant.

decreasing,

amount chargeable

for

The

increased eost of labor and materials would not probably account entirely for the course
taken by cost in maintenance of way and charges for arrears.
Figures for maintenance of equipment show similar conditions. Maintenance of equipment in 1913 cost £13, 258,000
is

In the five months of 1914 quite a little
($66,290,000 )
than a proportionate amount was spent and £315,000
($1,575,000 ) only was charged for arrears.
In 1915 the
amount spent was £500,000 ($2,500,000 ) more than in
1913, hut £2,477,000 ($12,385,000) was charged for arrears.
In 1916 £15,212,000 ($76,060,000 ) was spent and
£3,203,000 ($16,015,000) was charged for arrears.
In
1917 £17,621,000 ($88,105,000) was spent and £3,668,000
($18,340,000 ) was charged for arrears. In 1918 £21,888,000 ($109,440,000 ) was spent and £3,327,000 ($16,635,000) was charged for arrears, and in the first half of 1919
£14,157,000
was spent and £358,000
($70,785,000 )
($1,790,000 ) was charged for arrears. It will be noted that
the jump in maintenance of equipment expenditures came
a year earlier than in maintenance of way expenses, which
is what would be expected if we are correct in assuming
that a part of the large increase in maintenance expenses and
charges in the later years of government operation are the
result of accumulated deferred maintenance.
The English divide their transportation expenses into twogeneral classes, those pertaining to the cost of running locomotives and those pertaining to train and station costs. Notwithstanding the fact that fuel is the largest item of locomotive running expenses, the so-called traffic expenses, which
include train and station expenses, more than kept pace with
the increase in locomotive running expenses. This is probably
due in part to the very low wages paid to station agents,
less

ticket, collectors,

in

wages

to

porters, etc., prior to

this

class

of

employees

1914.

The

increase

was proportionately

Locomotive
than the increase in fuel costs.
1913
amounted to £17,131,000
running expenses in
($85,655,000) and increased steadilv until in 1918 they
were £29,974,000 ($149,870,000), and in the first half of
1919, £18,168,000 ($90,840,000) or at the rate of more than
£36,000,000 ($180,000,000) a year. So called traffic (train
and station) expenses amounted to £23,261,000 ($116,305,000) in 1913, and steadilv increased until they amounted
to £41,622,000 ($208,110,000) in 1918, and to £25.513,000
greater even

($127,565,000) in the first half of 1919, or at the rate of
The increase in
over £51,000,000 ($255,000,000) a year.
1918 over 1913 in locomtive running erpenses was 43 percent, and in traffic expenses 44 per cent.
Had the English roads been returned to their owners at the
end of 1918, the results of operation by the government
would have placed but a very slight burden on the tax payers.
The forecast wdiich Sir Eric Geddes makes for the fiscal year

ending March 31, 1920, is based on an expectation of traffic continuing at about the 1918 volume, but with a great
If the estimate is correct, it
increase in expense over 1918.
shows a serious situation for the English railroads.

Heavy Machinery Buy, Logansport Shop

Pennsylvania Lines Improved Locomotive Facilities
Shop

at

Logansport, Indiana, and Roundhouse at Stark, Ohio,

Designs Developed.

Illustrate Character of

Pennsylvania lines
Theprobably
made more

west of Pittsburgh have
extensive improvements and ad-

vania Lines.

At the Columbus (Ohio), locomotive shops,

ditions to their shop and engine terminal facilities in

existing facilities have been extended so that this will serve
as the central heavy repair shop of the Southwest system,

two years than any other railway system in the
To some extent this lias involved the extension of
existing facilities, but in large measure it has involved the
construction of complete new structures and in several cases

Stark, Ohio, complete
provided which, while
.-mailer than those at Columbus, are to be equipped to take
care of all locomotive repairs except those involving firebox

the last

while

ITU

"'»'

at

Logansport,

new locomotive shops

country.

Ind.,

are

and

at

being

r

.,.ijf*

^f-Foremens' Offices

Foremens

Heavy Machine

Offices.

Shop.
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Plan of the Logansport Shop Building
of entirely
special

new

interest

layouts.
as

1

hese

indicating

the

new developments
trend of modern

are

of

renewals.

These -hop- are, moreover, of special
same standard design was applied

design,
and exemplifying the development and application of stand-

point.

ard plans, as the principle of standard structures was applied extensively in this terminal program of the Pennsyl-

isting houses

863

because

the

interest
at

each

In the case of engine houses, extensive addition.- to exhave been made at Logansport and Columbus,
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while .it Si.uk and Crestline, Ohio, Richmond, Ind., and
one or two other points complete new roundhouses have
been built, several ol which conform to a standard plan that
ol design and the introduction of
is notable for the noveltj
number of unique features Foi this reason, the following
description of an example of a heavy repair Locomotive shop
recently put into operation at Logansport, 1ml., and ol a
,i
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each end ol the building, connecting with the
At the south end of the shop there
materia] yard, provided with a 10 ton gantry cram ol 75-ft.
span.
The shop proper consists of a 90 ft. erecting bay, a 75-ft.
heav) machinery bay and a 30 ft. auxiliary bay which was
The ground Hour of
buill with a second or mezzanine Boor.
lead tracks
let

a!

table.

:

-

r 8-0"

8-0'

°'

S-5pcs@S'-^

r

~ 6-0'+ 8-0'-rd-0'-r8O'-i
i

•
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Cross Section of the Standard Locomotive Repair Shop Building

new roundhouse

at

Stark (Canton), Ohio,

now nearing com-

The Logansport Shop
The new shop at Logansport occupies a site at the extreme end of the shop property where a space could be had
which was not being actively used in the shop operation,
thus reducing interference between the construction and

North End

of the

rooms, fan rooms, general
machinery work, while
the mezzanine floor is used for a tin shop, headlight repairs,
air brake inspection and testing and locomotive pipe fitting.
The predominating feature of the erecting bay is the proThe upper
vision for two craneways, one above the other.
one carries a 250-ton Morgan crane equipped with two
trolleys, each of which is provided with one 125-ton hook

the 30-ft. bay

foreman's

pletion, will be of interest.

is

devoted to

office, tool

toilet

room and

light

Logansport Shop Showing the Storehouse Wing and the Concrete Roadways

Another advantage of the
activities to a minimum.
arose from the fact that rock underlies the natural
ground surface at a depth of only four or five feet. The
new facilities include a shop building 195 ft. by 422 ft. with
shop

site

a storehouse wing at the- north end 37 ft. by 109 ft., a
transfer table 60 ft. wide extending the entire length of
the building and a parking space for locomotives consisting
of 20 short tracks occupying a strip of land 72 ft. wide on
Access to the shop is afforded by
the far side of the table.

and one 20-ton auxiliary hook. This bay has a clear headroom of 54 ft. while the top of the upper -craneway rail is
39 ft. and the lower craneway rail 27 ft. above the floor
The lower runway carries a 10-ton Whiting crane.
level.
The erecting bay contains 17 engine pits 56 ft. long and
spaced 24 ft. center to center. These pits all drain to the
west end where catch basins are connected with a sewer
system.

The

75-ft.

bay which contains the heavy machine

tools

I

'
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equipped with a 10-ton traveling crane The roof is supby roof trusses 34 ft.
Lear above the floor and
grouped in pair- to form transverse monitors which afford
the high degree of overhead lighting necessary to the absence of light from the sides of an interior bay.
In point of construction this building is typical of
is

ported

<

plant practice, with steel columns and
roof trusses, exterior curtain walls of brick with large window areas. The great height, wide span and heavy crane
loads in the erecting bay necessitated extremely heavy construction in the columns, especially those between the 90-ft.

modern

865

on the other end of the next tru-s. In
addition to this system of lighting, there are four 50-watt
lamps spaced uniformly along the center line of the building to serve as illumination for the night watchman service.
In the 75-ft. bay five lamps equipped with "intensive light"

to the quarter point

shades are provided

industrial

and 75-ft. bay which make provision for two crane-ways
on one side and one on the other.
These columns weigh
21,940 lb. each. The mezzanine floor is of reinforced conThe roof is
crete supported on steel columns and girders.
composed of 2-in. yellow pine decking on the steel purlins

in

each panel.

The Heating System
The
heating.

heated by the Vento system of hot air
This installation consists of duplicate plants, serv-

building

is

12 Concrete capping.

Zl Concrete roof slob

L/S7-33"

-8'3E

covered with a built-up roofing.
The down spouts are of
Aspromet corrugated asbestos covered steel. All floors with
r;
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Mastic finish
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Cross Section of the Store Building at Logansport

Erecting Bay, Logansport Shop
of those in the toilet and wash rooms are
wood blocks on concrete base. The toilet and
wash room floors are covered with Sarco mastic, finished

the exception

creosoted

high against the walls on all sides.
the building is operated by electric
power supplied from a motor-generator set taking 3 -phase,
60-cycle, 2300-volt alternating current and delivering direct-current at 250 to 275 volts.
The illumination has been well worked out. Natural
with a flashing 6

The equipment

in.

of

ing the north and south halves of the building, respectively,
and having fans and heaters located in the extreme north
and south ends of the 30-ft. bay. Each power unit consists
of a No. 10 Sirocco blower driven by a 20-hp. alternatingcurrent motor, drawing air from the outside through a sixunit heater, and blowing the heated air through conduits
For the 30-ft. bay,
to outlets in various parts of the house.
overhead sheet metal conductors were provided but in the
two main bays underground concrete conduits were installed,
leading to a row of eight outlets along the center line between the 90-ft and 75-ft. bays and 17 outlets along the

outside wall of the erecting bay.

Live steam

is

used in the

General View of the Stark Roundhouse

light

is

supplied

through

large

areas

of

Truscon

factory-ribbed

sash in
addition to the monitor lighting previously mentioned. Artificial lighting in the 90-ft. bay is provided by 750-watt
lamps placed in X-Rav shades, one of which is attached to

glass,

mounted "rough

side cut"

in

steel

the bottom of each roof truss, the position on these trusses
alternating from the quarter point at one end of the truss

heaters and a small motor-driven pump returns the conLouvers for the admission
densation water to the boilers.
of air from the outside are provided with adjustable vents
so that a smaller amount of outside air may be taken in
cold weather in conjunction with a certain degree of re-circulation of the air within the building.
Power service from the power house consists of a six-inch

)

S(
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steam
Foui

m.un,

a

three inch

a concrete conduit, the top

return pipe and a
These are conducted through
which consists oi pre asl con

condensation

inch compressed air line.
<>t

i

equipped with lift bars for ready removal,
for shop employees are installed on the
firsl floor at each end of the building and wash and locker
rooms containing a total of 315 lockers on the mezzanine
door directl) above.
Provision has also been madt
for
toilet
facilities and lockers
for women employees of the
shop at the north end of the messanine floor,

crete slabs

Toilet

facilities

The Store House
Store space

building. 37

is
ft.

provided in a wing at the north end of the
wide l>v 100 ft, long with two -tones and

Layout

of the

concrete supported on the n«k.
The -pair m ide
oni rete slali wlmli dupewalls is paved with a
to lour lines oi drainhe table is operated by a 75 lip
motor at a speed of 100 ft. per nun. with full load.
walls oi

the (Will

i

I

or facility Occupying a separate building \i an el©
This
welding shop 20 ft. 1 in, wide by loo ft. long.
inlo five separate rooms of whi( h three an
is divided
foJ
electric operations, one for gas welding and one for tinmotor generator set used to convert 3 phase, 60 ycle, 220\oli alternating-currenl to 75 volt direct current
Inter shop transportation is conducted very largely by the
use of electric industrial trucks and this -<rvne lias heen
greatly facilitated by provision for a concrete roadway along
the west side of the building, at the angle al the north end
\

t

1

1<

it

I

lit

i

Engine Terminal

It lias a steel frame, brick walls and concretebasement.
covered girders and beams supporting reinforced concrete
floors.
The first floor is designed for a load of 600 lb. per
With
sq. ft. and the second for a load of 350 lb. per sq. ft.
the exception of offices for the storekeeper and clerks on
the second floor, the space in the building is taken up en-
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at Stark,

Ohio

adjacent to the storehouse wing and leading to other buildings

and

to the street entrances.

The Construction
The

work was carried on under a contract
with the Austin Company, Cleveland, and was handled in
a manner to secure early completion although failure of
steel delivery as a result of war conditions greatly interfered with the record for expeditious progress.
Thus while
the steel was scheduled to be delivered entirely by September, 1918, the last of it did not. .arrive until March, 1919.
Considerable of the excavation, particularly for the transfer table was moved by a steam shovel.
Concrete was
mixed by a mixer mounted on a flatcar with cars of stone,
sand and cement placed on the track to the rear of it in the
order named.
A platform erected alongside this track for
each position of the cars was used for wheeling materials
to the machine.
The concrete was dumpted into twowheeled carts of 6 cu. ft. capacity and wheeled to the point
of delivery in the forms.
About 12,000 cu. yd. of filling
was placed in the shop building for which sand hauled from
This was thoroughly wetted
a pit on the railway was used.
as it was placed and became thoroughly compact so that
the concrete floor slabs could be laid on it without danger
of settlement.
The walls of the building contain 835,000
brick of which a large part were laid at the rate of 250,000
bricks per week, and the entire east wall of the shop was
laid in 14 working days.
Hanging scaffolds supplied by
the Patent Scaffold Company, Chicago, were used for this
work. The steel was erected with a double-boom traveler.
construction

.

Interior of the Stark

Roundhouse During Construction

Loading and unloading from
by tiers of shelving.
cars is facilitated by a concrete platform extending the entire length of the wing, the space underneath this serving
tirely

a> an addition to the

basement area.
is 60 ft. wide by 532

long and
E. rail to
As in the case of the
carry a table of 250 tons capacity.
building, the presence of a rock foundation greatly simpliThe rails are carried on continuous
fied the construction.

The

is

transfer table pit

equipped with

five

lines

of

85-lb.

A.

S.

ft.

C.

The Stark Engine Terminal
The engine
of

terminal

at

Stark occupies a triangular piece

ground along the north side of

a

freight

classification'
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yard located about two miles east of Canton, Ohio, the
terminal having connections with the yard both to the east
and to tlir west, with the main approach from the west. Inbound locomotives come in over the south track ot the laxout which expands into four tracks for the accommodation
of the inspection and cinder pits, although only the two
(enter tracks

bound track

The outpa-- through the inspection shed.
is
north of the inbound tracks and has a
/Roo r slope I :/2

867

is so ft. shorter that the one at Logansport,
while a separate building 90 ft. by 300 ft. has been provided
A section of this group
for a tank, wheel and pipe shop.

the shop building

of buildings

shown

i-

The roundhouse
future
features

almost

addition
entirely

about

of

embodied
to

in the

illustration as the map.
30 -tall- with space for the
The unu-ual
20 stalls more.
engine house may be ascribed

same

contains
in

this

the

desire

to

provide a

traveling

crane

/Ring truss

Longitudinal Section of a Typical Stall of the Standard Engine House

North of the outseparate connection with the turntable.
bound track and with a lead connecting to it is a four-track
engine storage yard with space for 44 85-ft. engines. The inbound and outbound track- and the lead from the engine

and to maintain the house as free as possible from gases
Provision for the traveling crane led
from the locomotives.
to the adoption of a three-bay construction which comprised
a wide, lofty ba\

for the traveling

crane along the outer side

The
turntable side.
presence of the traveling crane did not permit the use ot

of the house with

two lower bays

at the

Monitor- in the roof were deemed ineffective
jacks.
the removal of the smoke to a degree that would not be
objectionable from the standpoint of illumination, corrosion
of the steel work or discomfort to the crane operator, so it

smoke
in

was decided to install a -moke exhau.-t system although
there was no call for this in the way of public objection to
smoke nuisance. The predominating feature of the -moke
collector i- an upright smoke receiver having much the
appearance of a water penstock, connected by a system ot
underground ducts to an exhaust fan in the power plant.
A- seen in the drawing- these -moke jack- are placed between every second pair of -tails and consist of a riser pipe
24-in. in diameter fitted at the top with two 18-in. branches
with universal joints and telescope extensions SO that the
nozzle may be inserted in the top of a -moke stack with
considerable variation in the position of the locomotive and

The

ga-e- are exhausted through
chimney of the power plant.
Horizontal bottom discharge fans are used SO that both the
Owing
inlet and outlet dud- are below the floor level.
to the corrosive nature of the gases handled a minimum of

the height of the stack.

the fan- mentioned above into the

rolled

One

of the Cinder Pits at the Stark

storage yard are served
we-t end of the layoul

b)

a

Engine Terminal

coaling station at the extreme

and also by two penstocks located
Water supply is also projust we.-t of the coaling Station.
vided by a third penstock located between the inbound and
To the west of the
outbound track- near the turntable.
roundhou-e i- a complete locomotive repair shop very similar
to the one. at Logansport, the principal difference being that

metal

is

u-ed

in

the housing of the fan, the wall- of
with circumferential plate- of

which are made of brick
Banged cast iron segments.

Structurally the building i- of a composite type, the large
bay having a structural steel frame and concrete roof, while
The
the two lower bays are entirely of reinforced concrete.
exterior walls
of

arc-

brick but a lar^e part of the area consists
A clear height of
Steel sash.

window- with Fenestra

30-ft. to the

results in the

underside of the roof trusses of the crane bay
unu-ual height of 39 ft. 4 in. for the outside

"
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wall
5

two

the

oi

over

the

of

tiers

high, respe< tivelj

wall
the

thai

so

in

.

windows

give a

IS

it

9

in.

and

foi

lai

15

ner

f1

which, together with monitor windows
bays, provide unsual natural lightin

plied

house,

lower

of

oi

other

ever)

service

light

electri<

i

being six plug revolving

roundhouse

illumination is provided bj two 200-watt. ceil
lamps in the lov» part of each stall and two 400 watt
lamps in the high portion. The lamps are equipped with
Artificial

IK

columni between the high and low
Service from these lines
sup
column while on the intermediate

roundhouse.

the

at

columns

line

the

side ol

part

the outer
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outlets

are

provided,

fixturi

The Power Plant

ing

Maxolite
utility

rhe

fixtures.

Currenl

is

supplied

b)

a

local

The power

a separate wing to the rear of
with the latter by means of a smaller

plant occupies

the house, connected

publii

company.
floor of the

roundhouse

is

paved with creosoted wood

-

8-0'

The track pits are unusual in
blocks en a concrete base.
the exceptional width of walls as shown in the cross sectional
view.
In the half of the pit nearest the table the wall is
of sufficient width outside the rail to carry 34 in. of jacking
plank- while the outer end has somewhat narrower walls.
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Details of a

Two-Track Inspection

Pit

wing containing the heater and smoke exhaust fans. The
main wing is 89 ft. by 108 ft. and contains a boiler room
fitted with four 450 hp. boilers with space for one additional
hoiler.
There is also an air compresser room 43 ft. by
60 ft., an electrical repair room and one for a boiler washout system. The boilers are equipped with automatic stokers
and are served by a complete installation of mechanical coal
and ash handling machinery in conjunction with a track
Smoke from the furnaces is
hopper outside the building.
earned to a 150-ft. Custodis chimney of 11 ft. inside diame-

which also takes the gases from the smoke exhaust sysTo avoid interference between the natural chimney
dratt and the lorced draft of the smoke exhaust fans, the

ter

tem.

Smoke Exhaust Duct

The

drainage duct which also refrom the entire roof through down

pits drain to a concrete

ceives

the

drainage

spouts.

Three complete drop pits are provided, each embracing
two-track pits in the manner indicated in the plan.
The
pits are of the type in which the ram is carried by a pit
truck, a slot being provided in the bottom to accommodate
the barrel of the ram.
These pits have an average length
of about 45 ft. with an inside width of 7 ft. 6 in. and a
depth of 5 ft. 7 in. plus 5 ft. 4 in. for the ram slot.
The roundhouse is heated by the forced draft system of
hot air heating common to most modern roundhouses, this
system being very largely parallel to that for the smoke
exhaust, that is, with the use of concrete ducts below the
floor and vitrified pipe branches leading to outlets in the
track pits.
The heating system consists of two Sirocco
pressure fans, one 65-in. and one 100-in., the smaller one
to be replaced by a second 100-in. fan when the roundhouse
is extended to the full number of stalls.
These fans draw
outside air through steam heater units and discharge the
heated air into the concrete ducts.
Pipes for the washout, filling, blowout, cold water and
air supply lines are carried on brackets attached to the in-

One

of the Inspection Pits

Covered by a Reinforced Concrete
Shed

chimney is divided into two flues by a vertical diaphragm.
Another wing of the building 55 ft. 7 in. wide by 50 ft.
maximum depth serves as a light machine tool annex.
No small amount of attention has been given to the provision of adequate accommodations for engine house men
and engine crews in a third wing of the roundhouse which
This consists of a square
also contains space for offices.
two-story portion 58 ft. 7 in. by 67 ft. 4 in. which is connected with the roundhouse by a one story structure 32 ft.
wide by 73 ft. 6 in. long. The lower floor of this wing contains toilet and locker rooms for engine men and engine
house men and offices for the roundhouse foreman, road
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foreman of engines and lerks.
The second floor contains
separate rest and toilet rooms for the shop and office women
as well as a large record room.
The roundhouse is served by a 100-ft. turntable of the
(

deck type which i- unusual in that tin: table is turned by
the application of power directly to the end wheels through
line shafting from a motor mounted on one side of the table
near the center. The trucks are equipped with spring bear-

Another detail which will add greatly to the possikeeping the turntable pit in a neat condition is a
pavement of cull bricks in the pit.
ings.

bility of
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American
Methods of Railroading

French Opinions
By

vision

feature of the engine terminal

made

for inspection of

a two-track

is

INTERESTING, in talking with French railroad men,
hear their views of the' improvements which the American Transportation Corps introduced into French methods
The French have been parof railroading during the war.
ticularly enthusiastic over certain features, some of the most
important of which are mentioned here.
is

Train Despatching Methods

the complete pro-

incoming engines,

in the

form

covered with a reinforced
100 ft. long, 3 ft. V/2, in. deep
and 16 ft. center to (enter, requiring a shed 37 ft. wide.
To avoid the possibility of men being run over or injured
while climbing in or out of the pits and to afford ease of
access, the pits are connected by a transverse tunnel with
stairways leading to the pits and from the tunnel up to the
platform between tracks.
This inspection pit is provided
with a pneumatic tube connection to the roundhouse foreof

concrete shed.

man's

inspection

These

pit,

pits are

office for the delivery of inspection reports.

The ash

pits are also of a design that differs considerably

from prevailing practice.
Two pits are provided, each
serving two tracks 18 ft. center to center.
As shown in the
photograph the arrangement provides for the delivery of
the ashes down an incline covered with paving brick to a
central basin with the bottom

10 ft. 3 in. below the base of
Instead of using a locomotive crane to remove
the cinders from the basin, a special crane mounted on a
gallows frame is installed which travels on rails spaced
This frame stands astride of the
36 ft. center to center.
two tracks over one pit and has a cantilever projection to
reach the basin of the other pit. With this arrangement the
cinders can be removed from the pit- without any interferrail level.

The

ence with engines on the tracks.

outer

rails

of the

running tracks are carried on the outer walls of the pit,
while the inner rails are supported on built-up steel beams
spanning between piers made of 18-in. ca.-t iron pipe filled
with concrete.

'

The Coaling Station
The

coaling station is a reinforced concrete structure having a storage capacity of 700 tons, and was built by the
The automatic
Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago.
hoisting equipment is capable of delivering 75 tons of coal
per hour from the track hopper under the coal deliver}'
track.

Adjacent

to this

track

i-

wet sand storage bin,
of wet sand.
This wet
a

having a capacity of 1200 tons
sand is wheeled by hand to a hopper under a drying house
built adjacent to the coaling station from which it Is hoi-ted
by a bucket elevator to a 60 ton storage bin over a battery
of two Pennsylvania Line- coal-burning dryers
From the
latter the dry sand i- spouted down through screens to a
pneumatic discharge which delivers the sand to a 10-ton
wooden storage tank located in the top of the coaling station.
The engine terminal al Stark is being built by the Walbridge, Aldinger Company of Detroit with the exception of
the coaling station and the design and installation of power
plant equipment which i- being handled by Westinghouse,
All of the terminal improveChurch, Kerr, New York.
ment work on the Pennsylvania Lines has been carried on
under the general direction of Robert Trimble, chief engineer construction, Pennsylvania Lines, Pittsburgh.
The
work at Canton was under the supervision of 'I'. M. Bole
The imand later H. W. Hinkley, engineers in charge.
provements at Logansporl were under the immediate direction of W. Iv Guignon, division engineer and T. L. Doyle,
assistant division eimineer.

Francis Jaques

It to

Well Planned Inspection Pit Provided
One

of

One which impressed them most

favorably was tlur American method of train despatching.
This was tried experimentally at the end of 1918 on the Paris-Orleans, between
St. Xa/aire and Saumur, a distance of about 115 miles, and
Four French train de-patchers
the results were excellent.
were installed in the American Transportation Office at
Saumur to learn the despatching system. The chief despatches was a man peculiarly fitted to acquire and appreciate the value of these new methods, and he and his three
associates were immediately impressed with the opportunities which the centralized system of train control offered for
improving train operation.
The Frenchmen were quite unfamiliar with the apparatuused in telephone train despatching, and had not beforerealized the peculiar adaptability of the selective telephone

system for handling train movements.
The rapidity with
officers were called, either singly or in groups, the
clearness of the lines and the mechanical accuracy of the
selective apparatus were a marvel to them.
These French dispatchers quickly saw the good points of
this centralized system of train control and when asked their
opinion of this method, after they had tried it for a certain
time, stated that they believed that it was better than their
own system because it offered the following advantages: A

which

perfect

knowledge of the location of

all

train

movements,

giving advance
information to the terminals as to the probable time of arrival of trains, thu> facilitating the preparation of engines,
crews and equipment and their proper use; the elimination
of useless side tracking and the intelligent arrangement of
movements out of turn; and also the chance of relieving an
overloaded line in case of need. American railroad men are
naturally familiar with all of these- advantages, but they
were a revelation to the French who had never before had
delays,

a

congestion,

practical

etc.;

the

demonstration

possibility

of

this

of

method

of

train

des-

patching.

because of the success of the trial on the Paris-Orl<
between St. Xazaire and Saumur, the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean is now installing the- despatching system on the
heaviest section of it- line between Dijon and Lyons, and
later it intends to put it in all the way from Pari- to Mara distance of 550 mile-.
seilles
The Est is also going to
adopt this improvement, and it ha- already begun to introduce the despatching System on the line from Pan- to Met/..

Passing Tracks at Stations
Another thing which the A. P.. P. transportation officers
made the French realize was the importance of getting traintin- main
where tram-

off

lines by the use of passing trae k-

at

-tations

water or coal, or waited for order\
great man)
passing sidings were- constructed, and others
lengthened, by the \
during the war.
This was, in
teiok

1

fact,

the chief

1

.

mean- employed

to increase the- capacity of
roads for. contrary to the generally believed myth, the American- constructed very few entirely new line-.

The

passing traek- in Franc
before the war were
ft.
(500 meters) loin: and, a- they were
too short to handle- American train-, they were therefore
lengthened.
At first they were made about 2.210 ft. (680
not

longest

over

1,625

i

RAILWAY
meters) long, but towards the end of the war some were be
Hie improvement
ft.
(730 meters).
ing lengthened
the
train operation was mosl marked as a result ol
in
Where
lengthening of the sidings and oi their proper use.
these pass.ng tracks are still useful for future commercial
Where thej were purely for war
needs the) will be kept.

purposes and arc no longer required, thej
and the material will be used elsewhere.

American Locomotives

in

be removed

will

France

French

to

locomotives,

the

therefore get OUt of order less easily

and can be

more' readily

French had considerable trouble due to the
heating of the bearings, but this was chiefly because they
Later they had no more difficultl it
not understand them.
They also had to make some slight
ties on this account.
changes in the idling arrangements. Otherwise they found
our freight locomotives adapted for their work, and they
used them to great advantage during the war.
French ideas in regard to locomotives have recently
The "old school" of railroad engineers
changed radically.
had gradually worked up a type of compound locomotive in
firsl

tin

1

I.

order to obtain certain economies, particularly in the consumption of coal which is very expensive in France. With
the introduction of the superheater, the results given by the

simple locomotives equipped with this apparatus began to
be quite as good as those given by the compound locomotives,
whereas the use of superheated steam with the latter type
added little to its value. For this reason the younger engineers, of the "new school," believe that it is better to construct, at the present time, two-cylinder simple locomotives
equipped with superheaters, as they do not consider that
the economies obtained by the use of the compound locomotives are sufficient to compensate for the high initial expense and the great cost of maintenance of this complicated
A committee formed by the Paris, Lyons, Meditertype.
ranean, the Midi, the Paris-Orleans and the State Railroads
is, therefore studying designs of two-cylinder, simple locomotives equipped with superheaters as being the best type
for the immediate future in France.
It may be here stated that the A. E. F. left 1,333 locomotives in France divided up according to type as follows:
ISO

American
Baldwin

1,143
30
10

Saddle Tank
150 H. P. Gasoline

1.333

Total

American Freight Cars in France
The French considered the big American cars

exceed-

ingly practical, for in France cars of 10 tons (2,240 lb.),
It is probable
or less, capacity were used before the war.
that all cars of less than 10 tons capacity will gradually go
out of service, and that 20, 30 and 40-ton cars will be used
Average

Number

Capacity
33 tons
33 tons
.30 tons
10 tons

8,649
^-050
6 7"9

X{ ox

Mats

Open

850

Tanks
Petrol tanks
Refrigerator

Ammunition
Total

interesting,

is

figures,

of

corrected

43
1,450
65

5,000 pals.

tons
20 tons
-'5

19,886

almost entirely. The large American cars left in France by
the A. E. F. will continue to show the excellent practical
results of the use of larger cars, and this will soon lead to
The tariff minimums will,
their being adopted universally.
of course, have to be adjusted because of the increased
capacity of the cars and this question is now be ng studied.
;

this

in

to

connection, to note the

April

American freight cars

1919,

I,

left

in

Arrangement

relative

to

France by the A.
of

foregoing

the
E.

number
F.

Yards

he French consider the American yard layouts better
than their own as being simpler, and for this reason more
They are planning to
economical to build and to operate.
use some of the besl features of our yards when building
I

future yards in

repaired.

At

It
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Frani

were

favorably
impressed b) our engines lor freight service. They consider
them more suitable for this work than their own locomotives
They
as the) are simpler and contain fewer refinements.

With regard

ac;k

e.

Labor-Saving Machinery
The lead ng French engineers were enthusiastic, too, over
improved American shop machinery, and they intend to
introduce it into France as fast as possible. This is particularly important, for it is necessary to economize in every

the

way
due

possible in labor to
to the large

number

make up for the lack of
men killed during the

of

Operatives
war.
Im-

proved methods will have to be used also to compensate for
the high wages which the railroads are now forced to pay.
The former prejudice of French workmen against modern
machinery, because it reduced the number of laborers and
so took away their jobs, is no longer as strong, particularly
among the better class of workmen, as they are beginning to
realize that they reap many advantages by the introduction
of modern improvements; for instance the ensuing reduction
of the high cost of living.
The heads of all the railroads are determined to put in
this modern shop machinery as soon as they are able to do
so; but this will require a

great question

is

how

tremendous

to obtain the

initial expense.

money

The

for all such im-

Leans and imports both affect the rate of exchange of the money market in a way which is disastrous to
France, as is shown by recent events and yet these improvements are, in the end, absolutely essential for regaining the
provements.

prosperity of the country.

A

rapid solution of this difficulty

Whether this
most desirable for the future of France.
would lead to the placing of large orders in America by the
French railroads for shop machinery, etc., is a question, for
it is the present policy of the government to restrict importais

tions,

thus preventing the placing of orders

for

railroad

equipment and material elsewhere than with French firms,
even when better prices and deliveries can be obtained
This is done to help build up French industries
abroad.
and to offer employment to the demobolized soldiers, as well
One can readily unas to keep down the rate of exchange.
derstand this in cases where there is no immediate haste in
There are, however, many
procuring the finished articles.
people in France who believe that certain machinery, such
as railroad shop machinery, for instance, should be imported
at once in order to permit the fast development of transportation facilities which are so essential for the future
prosperity of the country.
It will be seen from the foregoing that, after studying
American railroad methods introduced by the A. E. F. in
France during the war, French railroad men propose to
change French methods of railroading notably by: the introduction of the American despatching system; the increased use of passing sidings to keep trains off the main

lines; the adoption of a simpler type of freight engine; the

use of larger cars; the simplyfying of yard layouts, and the
They believe that,
introduction of modern shop machinery.
although railroad conditions are entirely different in France
than in the United States, they can use American experience
and methods to great advantage. In the same way, American
railroad men who were in France with the A. E. F. have
gained a broader experience and many new and valuable
ideas from their contact with the French.

The

cordial rela-

the French
during the war will certainly lead to a constant exchange of
ideas in the future which will be most valuable for the entions

tire

established

between the Americans and

railroad world.

—

Loading the Cane

7 rain

Cuba's Sugar Cane Railways a Large Market
The Importance and Extent

of the

Possibilities for

By John
Part III

Although
in

mechanical

<.A\K

a variety of designs in

Improvements

P. Risque

— Loading and Transporting the Cane

CUTTERS have appeared
effort to expedite and

an

speed the big job of getting the
and adoption is measured by
tenacious reliance on the wielder of the
thousands of hand swung knives of great
their success

Sugar Plantation Lines

cane to the mill,
the cane growers'
These
machete.
length and width

considerably augmented by the arrival of thousands of professional harvesters who annually come from various parts

and the Canary islands.
hand with the methods of the primitive, but reliable hand cutters, go the traditional ox-carts with their
eight-foot wheels. These cumbersome vehicles equipped with
cane racks or bodies, called jaulas, collect the cane from the
cutters in the fields and a sleepy looking pair of oxen slowly
drag their burden to the batey, or park in front of the mill,
if close by.
If the mill is remote from the field, the cart is

of Spain

Hand

in

driven to the trasbordador at the side track of the plantation railway or the main line, as the case may be.

The process of unloading the cane from the carts to the
waiting cane cars by means of the trasbordador or hoist is
one of the few efficient links in the chain of transportation
steps from the field to the mill. This apparatu> is generally
a simple drum hoist driven by oxen and occasionally by a
gasoline engine. Its action is quick and efficient. The cart
is weighed, checked on the books in favor of the contributing colono, chains swung around the load of cane which
The
is quickly hoisted and swung over into the cane car.
train from the mill leaves a section of empty ear- on tin'
its return picks up the load-.
Burned cane is a bugbear that is a steady threatener; such
cane must be gathered and ground before fermentation sets

siding and on

is generally understood that burning hi- cane is tindesperate resort of the colono who i- unable by threats
or otherwise, to cajole train- to hi- district; a questionable
method to lie sure, but one which is usually successful as it
means a choice between a total or a partial loss for all con-

in.

It

last

The "Trasbordador"

or

Cane Loader

cerned.

Waste

of

Cane

keeping ahead of the supply
of cars. In order to make up tin- deficiency in the supply of
Cuban cane field labor, the passenger business of the main
lines from the various port-, up and down the island, is

If all the good sugar cane that is strewn along Cuba's cane
railroads were added to the amount •lifted" from the cars
by well
at water tanks and way stations during the Zafra

This is the third of three articles on the su«ar plantation railways of
Cuba
The first appeared in the Railway Agt of October 17. and the second
in the Railway Age of October 24, 1919.

doubtless run

have no apparent

difficulty

in

of raw cane, the total would
whole season. An investigation of
the cause of more or less frequent complaints from COlonOS

meaning native connoisseurs

871

a

mill

a

—
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claiming short weights would reveal a considerable loss of
cane through the tendency to overload and wrongl) Load tin.
lie cane shakes off the top or slides through between
cars.
I

the stakes.
It
the r.ulio.ul md of the mill is not running behind in
supplying the required hourl) amount of cane, the yard will
shou n l>\ the lines of waiting loads on the spare mill tracks.
Cars are detached from the line one at
time (in the case
of end dump mills), drawn b) oxen onto the tipping table,
upon which the car is then chained down, the table mechanicallj Inclined, the door latch released and the cane dumped
OUt into the hopper. The dumping platform is then lowered,
the ear unchained, and the ear as slowly and methodicallj
withdrawn to the empty track by the waiting ox-team.
Mills arranged for the accommodation of side dump cars
carry their entrance tracks over the tipping table and on
past the receiving table, the table tips sideways, the eane is
dumped from the side and when the table is returned, the
train is pushed forward and the next ear takes its place. In
side and end dump
both of these cases
a light 0-4-0
.1

—

-addle tank locomotive

upon

—

is

the capacity of the

utilized by

hopper

some

mills,

dependent

to take care of such accele-
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are hooked to the rings and the laborious job of raising tinloaded tar from the standard ^a^e trueks by hand begins.
\.u row gagi 11 in
.10
.0
rolled under tinone bj our.
and when the job is complete thr re equipped train proceed!
on its way. A formidable crew of men is stationed at this
1.

tinrop movement to take an- of tin- busim u
swapping inn I.- ami the thnc or four narrow gage loco
motives which take care of their end of tin bu ini
in the open field when imi otherwise engaged.
Thu occurs

point during

1

<

of

-

another item

in

the cost of transporting sugar to the refinery,

and consequently
finished product

a

under a four-post steel frame work, equipped with four
hand-operated hoists ordinarily chain blocks. The chains

—

nn

nt

in

the COSI

of the

Cane Transportation Experiments
The vexing problem

of field to mill has received serious
thoughl and the expenditure of considerable money, not only
by the pioneer of cane car construction, but from one of the

—

best known sugar engineers of the island
the present manager of a large company. To a certain extent portable light
railways are laid from the main stem of plantation lines with
considerable success, but their use has not become general.
It is understood, however, that under the present conditions,

— an

Dumped

at the Mill

by Tipping the Car

increase in the value of oxen of about 150 per cent

the complexion of the cane field during the Zafra is due for a
change, and the portable railways will compete with the
tractor for efficiency.
tor

drawing several

The

introduction of a caterpillar tracan innova-

trailers is as yet considered

The trailers are provided with wide tread wheels and
removable bodies, which when loaded are slid over on to
the empty frames of a narrow gage train of cars on the
mill's permanent railway.

tion.

—

cars carry steel rings at their outer ends. When the train
arrives at the end of the standard gage line the cars are put

relative eiih;

itself.

Typical Three-Compartment Car. The Cane Is Loaded Lengthwise of the Car and
and Opening the Side Bars and Gates
rated movement. Old mills to which additional rolls have
been added or otherwise speeded up are most logical candidates for switchers to supersede the oxen.
The principal product of the mill, raw sugar, is packed
in bags of 320 lb. each and stored in the plantation's sugar
warehouses (or in the locomotive shed if there is one) or
shipped in their own sugar cars to main line cars, to port.
Molasses, which constitutes a small percentage of a mill's
product, is most often shipped from the mill in main line
tank cars. There are a few molasses cars owned by the
plantation
luckily so, if the numerous complaints of
''molasses on the tracks" (due to faulty condition of the
cars) is any criterion.
Various complications exist in the transportation of sugar
from the mills to ports, among which may be mentioned the
very singular combination which governs the haul of sugar
from one of the Santa Clara mills to a port near the city of
Cienfuegos on the southern coast. The sugar cars of this
plantation are provided with narrow gage bodies mounted
on standard gage trucks. Extra long body bolsters of these

1

Business Opportunities
It
has been the
primarily that there

in

in

intention

Among
in

this

the Plantations
article

to

indicate

improvement
the repair facilities of locomotives owned by plantations
Cuba. Incidentally the field is open for an entirely new
is

a wide possibility for

system of collecting cane; the eventual elimination of the
patient buey (ox) and his cumbersome cart, however, painFurther sale of
ful to tradition, is none the less certain.
electric headlights is assured (two to a locomotive, for they
back up as much as they go forward there are no turn
tables and but few wyes) as they are fast becoming recognized as nearly indispensable.
Shop equipment and storehouses naturally follow in plans
for locomotive maintenance. Painting machines have not as

—

Oct. 31, Issued Dec.

5,
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yet had a good tryout, although the United Railways maintain a special painting department, equipped with air ma-

Plantation cars are painted by hand and it is slow
this job is a very necessary one owing to the
excessive rust creating qualities of the climate. Oil storage
tanks, piping and tank cars will Ik- required as conversions
to oil increase.
Tube reclaiming machinery will eventually
come into use when sufficient >w'i\r warehouses are erected.
chines.

work

— and

A

An Example

Side

of

Dump

Car

at the

873

Branch agencies of American firms are increasing
numbers and commission houses which handle American
specialties are easy to find and are generally well equipped.
The introduction of new methods and means for their accomplishment should, after a careful analysis on the ground,
be planned by the newcomer, with a view to the careful cooperation with the forces which already exist. Competent
Spanish speaking engineers and salesmen who know the
often.

in

The Famous "Careta"

Tipping Table

Good Cane Loading and

a

Modern Type

of

The Wrong

Way

to

Cane Car

A Narrow Gage Wooden Cane
for Brakes, Couplers

Electric

The

list

and

air tool-

of materials

Car; Note the Opportunity
and Better Journal Box Lids

ami their use will increase.
purchased for 195 Cuban
of additional requirements which

arc used

annually

enormous. The lisl
gradually added b) the introduction of labor saving
tools and better cane collecting systems will increase this
amount.
mills

is

Load Cane

or

—a

Ox-Cart

Wooden Car Without

Brakes

The Other Extreme in Cane Car Equipment.
Modern Steel Cane Car

The End

of a

country and it> people are available and are well able to
promote worthy enterprise- under their own and outside
direction and capital.

will be

Doing Business with the Plantation
Mill machinery and supplies come principally from the
United States, although Scotch and German machinery is in
evidence. Mill supply houses in Havana are numerous, large
and very active. Salesmen cover the field regularly and

Xhu

I\

York

On

daylight

saving

is

to

be

resumed next

spring, regardless of federal law. according to an ordinance

unanimously by die Hoard of Aldermen, and approved by
24.
It this ordinance goes into effect the
clocks will be set ahead on the last Sunday in March. 1920, and
restored on the last Sunday in October, as was done the present
d

die

mayor cm October

year

in

conformity to the federal law.
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How

the

"Plumb Plan" Will Work

(

i

>i

C.

1

lowing

i-

.in

1

pitch

"Judge"]
what

in

illustration of

will take place

meeting of the board of directors of the National
ized Railways when the brotherhoods are represented
on the board of directors and the employees have ten dire<
,ii

tors

,i

and the public

representing the employees as a whole, moved thai a general
wage increase of 25 per cenl be adopted, effective January
l,
1920, all back pay bearing interesl at sis per (rut com-

pounded M'mi annually; and

to

provide the funds necessary

made in freight and
meet
Resolution adopted:
passenger rate- as will he required.
Yea-. 10; Nays, 1.
Brother Smith, representing the trainmen, moved that
Brother Barleycorn, who was dismissed on the X. V. X.
Railway in 1918 for drinking on duty, be reinstated with
full seniority rights and full pay from date of dismissal to
tin- increase

such advances be

time of resuming duty and with interest at six per cent compounded semi-annually, and that the officers who discipfrom the
lined Brother Barleycorn he summarily dismissed
National
the
on
employed
be
again
not
shall
and
service
Yeas, 10;
Carried:
Railways during their natural life.

Nays,

1.

Brother Leasure, representing employees at large, moved
railroads
that the original plan of the government to buy the
the 100,for twentv billions of dollars by assessing each of
000.000 people $200; that the $200 assessed to each of the
1,000,000 employees be returned to them and the public
other than railway employees be made to pay this amount
divide the
into the treasury;' also that the original plan to
government
the
and
employees
the
between
equally'
surplus
entitled to
be changed, and that the employees hereafter are
Motion
surplus.
the
produces
alone
labor
as
surplus,
all the
Yeas, 10; Nays, 1.
carried:
Brother Carr, representing the trainmen, offered a resotwelve
lution that all freight trains be hereafter limited to
owing
cars in order that the number of crews be increased

and in order that this be accomplished
purchase
the committee on equipment be instructed to

to reduction in traffic

that

this result.
the necessary addit-'onal locomotives to accomplish
Yeas, 10; Nays, 1.
Carried:
Chairman of the Board Rack offered a resolution that
hereafter the board of directors meet twice a week, that
members be paid their fees, and that the fees be in-

absent
creased from $20 to $50 for each meeting of the board.
Brother Straight of the trainmen offered a resolution that
each freight train be provided with a Pullman car, includproing buffet, and that a chef and waiter and porters be
food,
vided, and that all equipment and supplies, including
Carried unanimously, the
be purchased by the railways.
public director having left the meeting to attend a political
meeting.
Brother Jones offered a resolution that special agents be
appointed whose duty it shall be to report each case of employees doing anything outside of the specified duty, a sec-

ond offense

to

The board

meet with prompt dismissal.
considered

the

results

of

Carried.
operation for

the

year 1924, which was as follows:
Miles operated

v

Z

Deficit

•

•

::.::...

,

.7.7.7.7.V.V.V.V.V-'

•

•

•

jooioOO

g

e

make

a

defii

it

i

.1

surplus,

th.it

the

a

<

a

to

to

bonus of tin per cenl on the deficit,
making the sum of $50,000,000 to tx distributed among th<
employees, and that an increase in freighl and passei
rates be made to meet the requirements.
arried:
¥ea
in; Nays. 1.
voted

l"

fivi

meeting of the board of directors of the National
Railways of America, January l. 1925, the following mem
Representing the public, one; representbers were present:
ing the employees, ten.
Brother Janis,
The following business was transacted:
At

employees

tin

employees

[By

Tin

pari oi
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•'•'•'•'•'.'. '.'.'.'.'.
.

3.500.000.000
500,000, 000

A resolution was offered that inasmuch as no surplus
was .earned and whereas it requires as much effort on the

Seat Tickets

Dining Cars

in

dining tar-, by mean- of
passengers before the beginning
of the meals, has now been the regular practice on the
Congressional Limited train> of the Pennsylvania Railroad
for a whole year; and the officers of the road express do ided
satisfaction with the plan, though they do not as yet in Mm

Till-. RESERVATION

of seats in

tickets distributed

mend

to

for trains which make stops during or near meal
The Congressional Limited trains run for four or
five hours without taking or leaving passengers.
The southbound train leaves New York at 3:25 p. m.; Manhattan
it

times.

Transfer, ,k42; Baltimore, 7:30, and arrives in WashingNorthbound, the train leaves Washington at
ton 8:30 p. m.
4. j). m., Baltimore 5 p. m., and arrives in New York at 8:10

The southbound

p.

m.

at

Baltimore.

The

train

takes on but few passengers

tables are set four times for periods of 45 minutes

—namely,

from 5:30 to 6:15; from 6:15 to 7; from
and 7:45 to 8:30. A notice describing the arrangement for the dinner service is found by each passenger

each
7

to 7:45,

when he enters the train. All of the cars in the train are
parlor cars, and. each passenger, therefore, has a numbered
Usually there is one
seat which is identified by his ticket.
Each of the tables bears a card
dining car on each train.
showing

its

number.

The steward

distributes to passengers the tickets for seats
according to their choice, each series of tickets, for each
sitting, containing the numbers of six large tables and
six small ones, there being four tickets, with the same
table number, for each large table, and two tickets with
This plan
the same table number for each small table.
works well, and there has been no attempt to number individual seats in the dining cars.
The car seats 36 persons, and four sittings will accomin case of a larger number, when an extra dining car is provided, the extra car serves meals a la carte.
The regular cars are manned by one steward, four cooks

modate 144;

and

six waiters.

service in these cars is table d'hote, and the tickets
for the different sittings are of different color, obviating any
On the southpossible confusion in seating the passengers.

The

bound

train the steward goes through the parlor cars immeManhattan Transfer, and on the north-

diately after leaving

bound after leaving Baltimore; and therefore he has no
trouble with the problem of passengers getting on the train
after he has made his rounds.
The second period 6:15 to 7 is the most popular one,

—

—

all the seats for this sitting are

and
get

it

who

quickly disposed

desires the most convenient
occasionally enters an objection, but

passenger

of.

hour and

no great

The

fails to

difficulty

It is obvious that the chances of
has been experienced.
obtaining a desirable sitting are at least as good as under
the a la carte system, which, though it might economize time,
in some cases must labor under the disadvantage of crowd-

ing at other hours if the train is well filled.
The average length of time occupied by the passengers in
eating is 35 minutes, leaving 10 minutes for the resetting of
On one occasion 150 passengers were served by
the tables.
one car in one evening, but this made necessary a fifth sitting,

beginning

at

8:30

p.

m.

,

Doings

of the

United States Railroad Administration

Additional Information Issued Regarding Schools
for

Mechanics and Apprentices

Director General tiines, on November 1, sent the followtelegram to Henry J. Allen, governor of Kansas, in
reply to one from tin- governor dated October 25, alleging
discrimination in the car supply available to Kansas
shippers:
ing

loading in Central Western
and Southwestern regions, seven weeks ending September
27 do not furnish fair comparison of relative loading in
••Referring

first

to

relative

From July

October 17, the railroads
transported from Kansas farms 71,682,000 bushels of
wheat, from Oklahoma farms 34,711,000 bushels, and from
Texas farms 21,438,000 bushels, as compared with 11,898,000 bushels from Minnesota farms, 26,972,000 bushels
from North Dakota farms and 15,120,000 bushels from
South Dakota farms.
Wheat transported from Kansas,
Oklahoma and Texas farms was 73,841,000 bushels in excess of entire movement from Minnesota, North Dakota and
South Dakota combined, being more than twice entire
movement from these three Northwestern states. During
same period wheat transported from Kansas alone was 20,000,000 bushels in excess of entire amount transported from
Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota. During same
period 62 per cent of entire wheat crop was transported from
states of Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas as against only
55.8 per cent from Minnesota, North Dakota and South
Dakota. Allegations of discrimination by Railroad Administration in favor of Northwest against Southwest, and
particularly Kansas, are contrary to facts, and it is hoped
that there will be no more of these charges from public
Referring next your
officials holding responsible positions.
statement that daily market reports continue to show that
grain receipts at Northwestern terminals are greater than at
Kansas City, St. Louis and Chicago combined, thus showing improper distribution of cars, facts are that from October 1 to 29, grain receipts at Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas City amounted to 22,996 carloads as against only 20,985
at Minneapolis and Duluth. Also you have omitted Omaha,
Also you
St. Joe and other Central Western terminals.
have overlooked heavy shipments of wheat from Kansas,
Nebraska and Oklahoma to Minneapolis relieving producing sections.
Also you have overlooked entirely movements
earlier in season when nearly all grain cars were used for
Referloading in Kansas and other Southwestern states.
ring to your statement that Kansas millers cannot ship flour
while Minneapolis mills are guaranteeing prompt deliveries, our reports show that on October 25 there were only a
few mills closed in Kansas while during last week no loading of box cars with either grain or tlour was permitted for
Referring your statement that
two days at Twin Cities.
there are now in Kansas warehouses more than one million
barrels flour sold but which cannot move, official records of
United States Grain Corporation show that on October 17
there were only 300,000 barrels of flour and food products
Referring your statement as to
in stock at Kansas mills.
•capacity Kansas mills, records of United States Grain Corporation show a present daily grinding of somewhat less
Referring your statement concerning
than 300,000 bushels.
car shortage for cement and other industries in Kansas,
shortage in Kansas is no greater relatively than in other
•states.
Supply of preferential cars for loading grain, grain
products and sugar in Kansas and elsewhere has necessarily
Your
•diminished available supply for other commodities.
suggestion that Kansas situation is not understood by
these regions.

1

to

875

Railroad

Administration

is

without

foundation

in

fact-

Situation is fully understood and Kansas will continue to
receive just and impartial treatment.
Referring instructions
issued result of Chicago conference, you will understand

takes a little time to make such instruction- fully
All available car- suitable for grain, grain products and sugar are now being so applied and regional directhat

it

effective.

advise me that with movement of empties now tided
west prospects are favorable for progressive improvement in
Kansas loading.
As advised in my telegram of October

tors

18 to you, individual instances requiring relief should be
to attention of
superintendents of transportation
in my telegram."

drawn
named

Vocational Education for Mechanics
and Apprentices in Railroad Shops
For the guidance of railroads contemplating the establishment of schools and classes for training of mechanics and
apprentices under provisions of the federal vocational education act and the Division of Operation circular of Augu>t 1
1919, the following additional information on the matter
submitted in a circular issued by Frank McManann

is

sistant director of the division:

The

federal vocational education act provides that schools

organized under

its provisions shall be conducted by the
particular state in which the school or class may be located,
and under the general direction of the state board for vocational education.

In establishing such schools and classes under the auAugust 1, 1919,
railroads in federal operation will co-operate with the state
board for vocational education.
It is expressly stated in the vocational education act that
the controlling purpose of the work to be aided under its
provisions is to fit for useful employment those who are preparing for a trade or industrial pursuit or who have entered upon the work of a trade or industrial pursuit.
Since the state director for vocational education is informed on all provisions of the federal law, as well as the
state plans under which the schools will be operated, such
arrangements as may be necessary for installing this system
of training in any railroad shop should be made by the
railroad with that official, and in conducting a school at
any point the railroads should designate some local officer
at that particular place to coojK'rate with the local superintendent of schools.

thority of Division of Operation circular,

A

list

of the

names and addresses of

for vocational education

is

the state directors

appended.

The purpose for which federal money has been approand may be expended by the state and under what
conditions the state may allot such funds is determined in
priated

general by the provisions of the law, all details of which
will be furnished the railroads upon application to the state
board for vocational education.
The general conditions set up in the act are as follows:
1.
The school or class must be under public supervision
or control.
2.
The controlling purpose must be to prepare for useful

employment.

The

instruction must be of less than college grade.
All pupils must be over 14 years of age.
5.
To meet the requirements of the vocational education
act, the instruction must be given for not less than 144 hours
3.

4.
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rhe United States Railroad Administration au
208 hours of instruction per year meets this

per year,

thorization

1

For

condition.
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without the

in

<

i

jsit)

"i

making an

entire

(

hange

oi

Or entailing an unnecessary loss of time.
It
is
understood that railroads may conduct

clothing

their

own

Every dollar of federal funds musl be matched b) a
dollar of state or local money, or both.
The expenditures
are to be made b) the state board direct or by the Local com
munity, and reimbursement made from federal funds by the
state board for vocational education.
7.
Reimbursement ma) be made from federal funds
This docs
onlj for money expended for salaries of teachers.
not include any reimbursement for buildings, equipment, or

schools independent

supplies.

1919, the provisions of General
Order No. 20, in so far as tluy relate to passenger accounts,
arc hereby canceled.
2. Effective with
the business on and after December
1, 1919, General Order No. 32, and Accounting Circulars
Nos. 12, 12-A and 106, are hereby canceled.
On and

(>.

circular August

1,

1919.

The course of study may include trade drawing, trade
science, trade mathematics, and actual shop work.
In all
9.

i

ases

the

type,

instruction given

supplementing

in

be of the trade-extension
character the regular employment
shall

of the pupil.
10.
The methods of instruction must be such as will insure the functioning of that instruction in the trade which
the apprentice is learning.
This means that the instruction

should be given as far as possible by the individual method
rather than through lectures.
Demonstrations, illustrations,
and examples should be drawn from the shop in which the
pupil is employed.
A careful coordination must be maintained between the instructor responsible for the related instruction in the classroom and the training which the apprentice

is

receiving in the shop.

All instructors for whose work reimbursement is to
the state board for vocational education
must be thoroughly qualified and meet the qualifications set
up by the state plan in the state in which the work is to be
given.
The instructor of related subjects should be a man
possessing at least two years' technical education of college
grade, or equivalent technical education, and having a satisfactory practical expereince and contact in one or more of
the trades represented in the railroad shop
a contact sufficient of giving an appreciation and working knowledge
of the principal trade processes.
It is recognized that when11.

be

made through

—

ever a man can be found possessing, in addition to the technical training, a journeyman's experience in a trade, he is
more likely to be successful as an instructor.

these arrangements with the Federal

for Vocational Education, but in bucH cases the enexpense will be borne by tin- railroad, ami no reimbursement Can be made from federal funds under provisions of
the federal voi ational education ad.
:

tire

Instructions Covering the Apportionment of

Revenues from Interline Passenger
1.

8.
rhe railroad must supply the plant and equipment
adequate for the type of instruction to be given. This has
already been authorized by the Railroad Administration in

oJ

Effective

December

Traffic

1,

the date all bases and practices in effect December
1917, as published in the Official Digest of Passenger
Fares and Divisions, circulars issued by the various territorial passenger associations division circulars issued by
individual carriers in effect December 31, 1917, and the
recommendations of the Railway Accounting Officers Association as published in 1917 Synopsis, and as subsequently
amended, shall govern the division and apportionment of
interline passenger revenue, excess baggage collections and
other analogous revenues derived from the interline passenger
after

31,

service,
3.

between roads under federal control.
preparation of division slips on a revenue basis

The

shall be started at once, in order to facilitate the work of
making apportionments for the month of December, 1919,
and to permit reports to carriers to be rendered not later

than the last day of the succeeding month.
4. Adjustments made in the accounts for December, 1919,
and subsequent months, covering tickets sold prior to December, 1919, and settled on "passengers carried one mile" basis,
shall be made by applying the average revenue per passenger per mile that was used by the issuing carrier in the
apportionment of interline ticket sales made during November, 1919.
5.

Adjustments made in the accounts for December, 1919,

and subsequent months, on account of excess baggage

col-

The Federal Board for Vocational Education, in cooperation with the United States Railroad Administration,
will prepare suggested courses of study for at least three
trades, namely, machine shop, boiler making, and sheetmetal work, and these suggested courses of study will be
placed at the disposal of the various state boards, and
through these boards can be obtained by the railroads upon

December, 1919, that were apportioned on
a mileage basis, shall be made by applying the average
revenue per mile that was used by the issuing carrier in
the apportionment of interline excess baggage collections
for November, 1919.
reports of interline passenger traffic,
6. In rendering
carriers shall use the forms prescribed by the Railway Accounting Officers Association, as published in 1917 Synopsis,
and as subsequently amended.
7. Claims shall not be rendered nor adjustments made

application.

for

There are certain condidtions which should be considered
in making arrangements for railroad shop apprentices'
schools under this plan:
1.
There should be an advisory committee. Such com-

for the period of federal control, but errors shall be brought

may

properly include representatives of the workers
shop management, and public school.
2.
This advisor}' committee should be responsible for
insuring cooperation between the workers, shop management
and public-school authorities.
3.
The instructors employed for this work should be satisfactory to the advisory committee, as well as meeting the
qualifications set up in the state plans.
4.
The courses of study should be satisfactory to this
advisory committee.
5.
The classrooms to be used should be suitably fitted
up for the instruction which is to be given, and they should
be so located that the apprentices may readily have access
from the shop to the classroom and the classroom to the shop

mittee

in the trades, the

lections prior to

errors

developed in interline passenger

traffic

reports

Tracers for unreported
be rendered and adjusted, and revenues allocated
by each carrier in accordance with the practice in effect at
the beginning of federal control.
8. Effective December 1, 1919, General Order No. 49 and
Accounting Circulars Nos. 42 and 43 are hereby conceled.
The use of the forms and the application of the methods set
forth therein are, however, left to the discretion of the individual carrier except that the present uniform forms and
methods shall be continued at the consolidated ticket offices
and union stations.
to the attention of the initial carrier.

tickets shall

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has
contracts with the

the

Susquehanna

Morgantown & Kingwood

land, Delaware

&

executed compensation

& New York

for $51,362,

Virginia for $49,543.

for $56,884,

and the Mary-

Interstate

Commerce Commission's Annual Report
Had

Organization

a

Busy Year

— Recommendations
thirty-third awi
ThkCommerce
Commission

new

REPORT

\i.

of

the

in Spite of

Presented to Congress

Interstate

Congress, covering the year
ending October 31, 1918, contains little in the way of
recommendations for the future because its views have
to

been so fully expressed before the Congressional commitengaged on the proposed railroad legislation.
The routine report of the activities of the commissioners
and the various bureaus shows, however, that the commission has been fully occupied in spite of the fact that its
authority has been somewhat curtailed by federal opera-

tees

ing companies, the commission says that in the investigation
of the affairs of operating railroad companies its. work has

been obstructed by reason of the fact that desired information concerning the carrier under investigation was obtainable only from the records of a holding company, which
its records and accounts.
thus sought usually has to do with the financial status of operating accounts and their relationships to
other carriers
matters of manifest concern to the public and

questions

summarized

authority to inspect

—

important in the performance of their regulatory duties.

An
are

its

The information

tion of the railroads.

The commission's recommendations

Reduced Authority

abstract of the report

in

is

as follows:

Abstract of Report

the report as follows:

Summary

of

Recommendations

1.
That consideration be given to our recommendation in
the 1916 annual report that the power to award reparation
be placed wholly in the courts; that a .condition precedent to
an award of reparation by a court for unreasonable rates or

charges be that we have found such rates or charges unreasonable as of a particular time; that the law affirmatively
recognize that private damages do not necessarily follow a
violation of the act; that provision be made that sections 8,
9, and 16 of the act to regulate commerce shall be construed
to mean that no person is entitled to reparation except to the

damage; and that the law
found to be unreasonable the
rule of damages laid down in the International Coal Case,
230 U. S., 184, should control.
That section 20 of the act be amended to provide
2.
that its terms shall be applicable to holding companies.
3.
We renew the recommendations made in previous reextent that he shows he has suffered

should provide that

ports

favoring

the

if

a rate

is

standardization

railroad

of

operating

rules.

In connection with the subject of reparation, the commission refers to its previous report, in which it said it should
be borne in mind that the standard of reasonableness under
the commerce act is not a definite fixed standard, and whether
a certain rate is reasonable or not often cannot be known by
The
the carrier until the commission has passed upon it.
report refers to the fact that the shipper claiming reparation
has frequently in fact passed the unreasonable charge along

consumer in the price of his goods. The commission
discusses the decision of the Supreme Court in the DarnellTaenzer case, in which the defendant carrier offered this fact
sufas a defense, in which the court said that the plaintiffs
the
paid
when
they
verdi<
the
of
amount
the
fered loss to
Their claim accrued at once in the theory of
freight rate.

to the

I

and it does not inquire into later events. The commission says the law might will affirmatively recognize that
private damages did not necessarily follow a violation of the
shall be construed
act, and provide that sections 8, 9 and 16
except to
reparation
to
entitled
is
to mean that no person
Incithe extent that he show, that he has suffered damage.
cerretain
carriers
to
permits
now
law
dentally, it says, the
tain unreasonable charges ill excess where rates are found
awarded only to the
to be unreasonable, and reparation iparties claiming it within the statutory period, and an unreathe law,

sonable rate under existing conditions is in the last analysis
an
a matter of judgment and in legal sense not generally
extortion.

As

to the extension of the act to

make

it

applicable to hold-

Shortly after the armistice the Committee on Interstate
Commerce of the United States Senate requested us to designate one of our members to present at the hearings of the
committee "available data and other information bearing on
the railroad situation in the country."

member

the senior

of the commission

Commissioner Clark,
and chairman of its

was designated

as such representative.
conference the commission authorized him to present to the Senate committee statements embodying the prevailing views of the members of the commission and outlining generally the legislative program to
which as a body we gave our support; and, second, the somewhat divergent views of Commissioner Woolley.
Commissioner Eastman did not become a member of the
commission until February 17, 1919, and was therefore not
a participant in the deliberations which led to the adoption
Under date of July 8, 1919,
of the program so submitted.
Commissioner Eastman issued an individual statement. The
formal statements were supplemented by extensive oral tes-

legislative committee,

After

consideration

in

timony and statistical date.
Subsequently the Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce

of the

House

of Representatives

made

a similar

which much additional testimony was
submitted and numerous illustrative and explanatory statements compiled.
As stated in our last report the service section created by
the director general supplanted the carriers' commission on
car service and took over its organization and personnel as
well as a part of our Bureau of Car Service, thus in effect
continuing the arrangement which then existed for handling
This method of
car service and transportation generally.
The experience had under fedoperation has continued.
eral control has demonstrated the public benefits which can
be derived from unified direction of car service and emphasizes the necessity for expanded power in the commission in
order that those benefits may be continued and, where practicable, enhanced after operation of the railroads is resumed
request, in response to

by their respective owners.
Certification of the Standard

Return

Last vear we certified to the President the average annual
During the currailway operating income of 282 carriers.
rent year we certified the average annual railway operating

income of 285 carrier-. After reviewing the accounts of 117
we found that some of the reported figure- should
rrected to harmonize with our accounting rules, and that

carriers

2 7

corrected certifications should be

made

to the President.

Ninetv of the original certifications were based upon accounts
and computation- which required no corrections. Additional

877
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corrected

will be made where warranted
examinations now being conducted

certifications

the furthei

Boards
Under

of

Referees

provisions of section 3 of the

the

and in response t<> petitions filed b)
tions, we have appointed eighl boards of
petition

the

director genera]

board, to luar claims

one such
adjusted
in

b]

filed

b)

section

1

agreement upon
of the

a

for

just

contract,

federal control act.

federal

Minimi
corpora

railroad

act

a

bj

referees, and upon
we have appointed

compensation nol
i> contemplated
These hoards have
as

Vol

No. 18

67,

chairmen had no aecesarj connection with Oh- work assigned
to the special committee.
Our representative thereon had no
voice in assigning the ratings.
Changi
proposed foi the
purpose of attaining a greater degree of uniformity had more
of an upward than a downward trend.
While some of the
proposed changes had been discussed with tin- public, the
greal majority
changes were laid before tin- publi< in the
consolidated volume lor the first time,
["he following tabli
will give >oine idea of the magnitude and scope <>f th<
era] revision put forward bj the carrl
An increase of more than one class in the rating ffects an
increase in the average charges ranging from 15 to 25 per
Many reductions were proposed, hut it happens that,
cent.
upon the whole, they would not apply to traffic of tin
The director general
importance as would the increases.
«

> t

i

proceeded promptl) with a view to reporting, as soon a> prac
ticable in each case, to the President the just compensation.
One of these cases h;i> been concluded, and in four of them
the evidence has been presented and briefs are soon to be
hied.

annual report we advised that we
endeavor to stimulate uniformity in freight
classification. We stated that we had inquired of the earners
as to win they could not by January 1, 1919, or earlier, effect
an assimilation or consolidation of the three general freight
classifications into one volume containing one set of uniform
rules and regulations and with three rating columns, one
for each territory; that this was followed by the appointment by the director general of a small committee, of which
our classification agent was a member, to take up and finish
the work delegated in September, 1908, to the carriers' committee on uniform classification; that the special committee
duly submitted such a volume and that request was made
upon us by the director general to make an investigation and
submit our recommendations to him.
The hearings were concluded shortly after our report was
submitted, some 15.000 pages of testimony having been taken
and 800 exhibits filed. Our report and recommendation was
submitted to the director general on September 22, 1919,
All of the carriers subject to the act and
54 I. C. C, 1.
which were not under federal control were made respondents
In

la>sific aiton a- a revenue
did nol intend the consolidated
measure, and the classification committeemen disclaimed any
purpose on their part to make it such. The record showed
that, in the main, the proposed increases reflected conscientious efforts to bring about a proper relationship of ratings
and to fairly distribute the transportation expenses over the
various articles of traffic.
Generally speaking, the consolidated classification, as proposed by the carriers, would bring
them more revenue.
So far as western classification territory is concerned, most of the increases proposed were of
minor importance and comparatively few of them were proc

Consolidated Classification
our thirty-second

had continued

to

in order that the same classification might, if that course
were found advisable, be prescribed for their use also.
The consolidated classification was not proposed as, and
is not, a uniform classification in the generally accepted

sense of

the

term.

It

would preserve the

identity of the

In consolidatsouthern and western classifications.
ing the classifications and unifying the rules and descriptions numerous concessions were made and some long-stand-

tested, hut in the two other territories some of the increases
would apply on important kinds of traffic, and were the subjects of vigorous protest.
The uniform rules, descriptions
and estimated minimum weights were generally recognized
Objections were
as desirable and were received with favor.
voiced mainly to increased ratings and to a general rule
relating to charges on mixed carload shipments.
An absolute uniform classification could be prepared and
proposed only in connection with a uniform system of rate
Until that is
scales having a uniform number of classes.
worked out, however, there is no real bar to complete uni-

formity except in so far as carload freight in the lower classes
The percentage relationships between the
is
concerned.
classes are not uniform, even within any one of the three

nor among the tariffs of the same
system of railroads, or even for different distances in the
same tariff. This should not be a bar, however, to partial
classification territories,

uniformity.

official,

ing and deep-rooted controversies growing out of territorial
Number

of changes in the

classification
a

-^

,

Nature of changes
ratmas

Increase in
Reduction in ratings
Carload ratings eliminated*
Increases in minimum weights
Reductions in minimum weights
Carload minimum weights to which rule 34
is added, subjecting them to the graduate

scale............
Additions or new items
Total

Official

890
478

Southern Western
898

393
464

1

4

2,574

Total
3,857
1,840
141

136
342
229

599

194

73

61

39
1,144

49
1,665

132

220

425

3,234

3,258

5,859

1,673

10,790

1,

135
363

*The number of carload ratings established does not appear, but they are
included in the reductions.

or local traffic policies were cast aside.

Some

radical changes

order to accomplish the desired uniformity
There was no concerted effort
as to rules and descriptions.
to make the ratings uniform, but uniformity seems to have
been kept in mind. The special committee was not directed
to change ratings that were not necessarily or reasonably

were necessary

in

incident to changes in descriptions, and most of the increases
and reductions in ratings proposed by the classification

A

stud}- of the

changes in ratings proposed disclosed in-

We, therefore,
which we could not endorse.
had a comprehensive analysis made to ascertain whether or
not we could properly recommend, with modifications, the
somewhat general revision of ratings proposed, or an ampliWe found that we could not
fication of those proposals.
properly recommend either, for the reason that many and
important changes as to which interested shippers had had
no notice or opportunity to be heard would be included.
So far as general rules, commodity descriptions, packing
specifications and estimated and carload minimum weights
are concerned, and subject to the modifications thereof indicated in our report, we recommended the adoption of the
consistencies

consolidated classification for application in lieu of the present official, southern and western classifications by carriers
under federal control. With but two or three exceptions we
did not recommend changed ratings, except as the establish-

ment

may
of

of new items indirectly effected changes and such as
be a reasonably necessary part of the establishment

uniform

descriptions,

specifications

or

minimum and

The same rules, descriptions, packestimated weights.
ing specifications and minimum and estimated weights, subject to the same modifications and limitations, were, tentatively, and without prejudice, found just and reasonable for
also tentatively sugcarriers not under federal control.

We

Oct. 31, Issued Dec.

gested a

10-class
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classification

for

the

entire

country and

uniform percentage relationships among the classes

in

the

879

The amendment
act,

August

of

9,

expires by limitation January

1917, to section 15 of the
1, 1920.

class-rate scales

throughout the country.
has instructed the territorial classification committees to prepare a consolidated classification
conforming to our recommendations, and it is expected that
such an issue will be filed at an early date. The proposed
classification is the result of effort toward uniformity extending over a long term of years, and since uniform rules and
descriptions are necessary before uniformity in ratings is
possible it marks an important step toward a uniform classi

The

fication.

In

Investigation and Suspension Docket

director general

connection

with

the

consolidated

classification,

the

No proceedings were instituted on this docket.
declined to suspend protested schedules in 10 instances, and
disposed of 8 proceedings previously instituted.

We

Express Companies
After hearing upon application of the express companies
for a 10 per cent increase in their interstate rates, we authorized such increase on June 17, 1918.
Proposed Increase in

Express Rates, 50

director general requested that we hear evidence as to the
effect of cancelling various state classifications and substi-

effective July

This request
was not made until the hearings as to the latter were well
advanced and no order was made broadening the scope of
Generally speaking, the states of Alabama,
the hearings.
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa. Mississippi, Nebraska,
North Carolina and Virginia have their own classifications.
Evidence was accordingly received on this subject. Our conclusion was that while ordinarily there could be not justification for a different rating on an article when transported

control

tuting therefor the consolidated classification.

wholly within a state than when moved into or out of the
state or between states in the same general territory, equality
between intrastate and interstate ratings should not be accomplished by such substantial increases on important articles of traffic as would result if the proposed consolidated
classification were substituted for the state classifications.
We expressed the view that the respective situations should
be worked out carefully and gradually after full investigation and co-operation with the interested shippers and state
commissions with a view to not depriving any commodity
or community of fair and reasonable rates and that, there-

15,

On November

C.

I.

adopted that system and increased the express rates generally about 8 per cent.
During the period covered by this report schedules of rates
substantially in accordance with the block system applicable
to less than carload shipments of fruits and vegetables produced in 10 of the southern states have been established interstate, and similar schedules were also established on intrastate shipments in several of the states.
Schedules of
interstate carload rates on these commodities are still under
consideration by the express company.
The director general has filed with us, to become effective
December 10, 1919, regulations governing the packing of
property shipped by express. These regulations contemplate
better protection to the property transported and consequent

damage claims.
Numerous informal complaints have been

received because

damage to, or
delays in the transportation of property by express.
These
have been taken up with the several companies and in general disposed of.
The Adams Express Company, not now
of claims for loss of,

in-

stances failed to give claimants definite response within two

The formal complaints filed numbered 838, of which 695
were original complaints, and 143 subnumbers, which may
be compared with 342 original complaints and 114 subnumber complaints filed during the previous period. We decided
458 cases and 140 have been dismissed by stipulation, or on
complainant's request, making a total of 598 disposed of, as
againt 653 during the previous year.
We conducted 839 hearings and took approximately 106,591 pages of testimony, as compared with 596 hearings and

104,983 pages of testimony during the preceding year.
Subjoined is a statement which shows certain fads as to
10 IS
the condition of our docket upon November 1, 1917,

andl919:

,917
J*5'
'•'}

!

.

'.

'-

-

1 '

1918
21
'£*>'

/o8

19,9
54
»°*

|^
o^n

years after deliver)' of the property or after a reasonable
time for deliver}' has elapsed, and has refused to pay claims
when suits were not brought within the period of two years

and one day

after delivery, as

was stipulated

in the contract

In some instances it has offered to adjust the
claim by payment of 60 per cent of the amount claimed,
explaining that if that offer were not acceptable investigation would be continued and the claim disposed of on its
merits.
While the several companies were merged under a
contract with the director general, apparently on provision
was made for the assumption by the American Railway Ex-

of shipment.

press

Company

of

claims

against

the

constituent

express
to the

companies the cause of action in which accrued prior
(nation of the consolidated company.

The Fourth Section

86 °

Applications to Increase Rates

Amended

payment

engaged in the transportation of property, has in some

Formal Docket

the

were made

Effective January 1, 1919, by his general order No. 56,
the director general adopted the block system of stating express rates in the three states which had not theretofore

of delays in

Under

rates

eral of railroads.

question of the elimination of the Illinois classification
was pending before us at the close of the period.
The question of eliminating exceptions to the territorial
classifications was not referred to us b> the director general.

at issue, but not set for hearing
set for hearing, but not heard.
heard, but not fully -"
submitterl
Total cases pending

These

1918, the President took possession,

16,

reduction in loss and

Cases
Cases
Cases
Cases

385.

and operation of the American Railway Express
Company and placed it under the charge of the director gen-

fore, we could not recommend the substitution of the proposed consolidated classification for the state classifications.

The

C,

1918.

Fifteenth Section

The total number of these applications filed since the
amendment of August 9, 1917, is 8,439; number pending
During the year 1.755 applicaOctober 31, 1918, 1.237.
have been approved; 37 have
1.041
tions have been filed;
been denied in full, and 68 denied in part; 1,024 have been
withdrawn by the applicant carriers; 8 have been assigned
are now pending.
to dockets for formal hearings, and 814

The operation of the transportation systems of the country
by the director general of railroads has had a marked effect
upon the applications for relief from the requirements of the
The director
fourth section of the act to regulate commerce.
defend cardeclined
to
instances,
important
in
has.
general
riers' applications for relief under the fourth section, but
The applications filed
requested relief in a few instances.
have been in the main on behalf of carriers not under fed
eral control, and as these carriers form in the aggregate but
a small part of the transportation system of the country, and

»
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have comparatively
essary,

the

fevt

Dumber

of

situations where lucfa relief ii net
applications has been less than in

wire
<>i
tin- 5 casts finally disposed of 2
courts.
dismissed on motion of tin- petitioner, 2 were dismi sed on
motion <>f the parties and 1 was concluded by a decision of
tlic Supreme Court.
district

character and 55 for tempo1-2 were in response to
applications included among the original 5,030 applications
for authority to continue then existing fourth-section departures, ami 60 were in response to applications fded subsequently.
Applications withdrawn alter correspondence with
carriers
in

in

the orders entered,

numbered

23.

Orders granting

relief

in

Bureau
The work

124.

Applications were assigned

in

whole or

It is perhaps needless to say that the amounts
shown will not be exactly the aggregate of the amounts
for which contracts are signed nor necessarily the ultimate
amount payable to those classes of roads when all corrections and adjustments are made:

here

Rate Schedules
95,961 tariff publications containing
changes in freight, express and pipe-line rates, passenger
fares

and

filed

classification

decrease in the

number

ratings.

These figures indicate a

and fares ordered by the director general of railroads,
and most of the changes in these publications were made to
restore relationships between points and commodities which
were disturbed by the percentage increases.
The file of schedules which is maintained for the use of
the public, including shippers, carriers and departments of
the government, has been used to the limit of its capacity,
and, in addition, the Bureau of Tariffs has continued to furrates

nish rate information to shippers, to the Railroad Administration and to other departments and bureaus of the government in constantly increasing volume.

Bureau

of Inquiry

Item
Class I companies under Federal control
Class II companies under Federal control
Class III companies under Federal control
Switching and terminal companies under Federal control

Total
Class I companies not under Federal control
Class II companies not under Federal control
Class III companies not under Federal control
Switching and terminal companies not under Federal
control

Total

65 cases were concluded. Pleas of guilty were offered by
the defendants in 57 of these cases and a plea of nolo conA verdict of not guilty was rendered in 1
tendere in 1.
case and indictments were dismissed in 6 upon motion of
the government.
Several prosecutions have been instituted against shippers
who filed with carriers false claims for alleged loss and damage to shipments in transit, in violation of section 10 of the
act to regulate commerce, and thereby obtained payments

from the carriers of substantial offsets against the transportation charges paid by such shippers, a discrimination against
honest shippers who did not engage in such fraudulent pracThe obtaining of money from carriers under federal
tices.
control by means of such false claims is practically equivalent to the obtaining of money from the Treasury of the
United States by the presentation of false claims against the
government.
In our last annual report reference was made to prosecutions under the Elkins act undertaken against dealers who
had obtained the transportation of lumber into embargoed
districts by using, without authorization, the names of government officials upon the billing for such shipments with
intent to show- that the lumber was intended for the use of
the government when in fact intended for private purposes.
Most of these prosecutions have been concluded successfully.
A few still await trial.

Bureau

of

Law

October 31, 1918, there were 16 cases involving orders
or requirements of the Commission pending in the courts, of

of
roads

M63
03
2

22,014,303.34

415

918,715,935.40

3

The net railway operating income with

deficits

4,624,908.25
8,097,419.00
2,365,702.99

°48

3,331,200.21

404

18,419,230.45

4
27
25

653,814.22
1,195,815.35
347,770.97

8

76,723.95

64

2,274,124.49

7 21

8 144

643,082.74
973,879.36

37

636,713.57

202

2,253,675.67

Total

Total

11

*122
e 223

trol

Class I companies not under Federal control
Class II companies not under Federal control
Class III companies not under Federal control
Switching and terminal companies not under Federal
control

35

of

income
$887,650,248.12
8,671,996.48
379,387.46

2 124

deficits not included in above
Class I companies under Federal control
Class II companies under Federal control
Class III companies under Federal control
Switching and terminal companies under Federal con-

Twenty-eight indictments were returned for violations of

Three of
the act to regulate commerce and the Elkins act.
these were against carriers or carriers' agents and 25 against
During the year
shippers, passengers or other non-carriers.

On

mmary of Computations of Average Annual Railway Operating Income, as Defined in the Federal Control Act, for the Three
Years Ended June 30, 1917
Number
Amount

si

of rate changes established during

the period, but this period followed the general increases in

of Statistics

the computations underlying the cer-

involved.

whole or in

instances.

were

making

of average annual railway operating income has
The following table gives a
been practically completed.
survey of the number of steam roads of each class for which
such computations were made, and the amount of the income

part for hearing in connection with other proceedings in 157

There

of

tificates

part total S2; orders denying relief in whole or in part

numbered

i

i

of applications received for relief from the
provisions of the fourth section was 51, a decrease of 214.
rhe number of fourth-section orders entered was 182, of

Of

5

instituted, so there

The number

rary relief.

have been concluded. During the year i cases were
.in- now
pending in tin- different courts
cases.
Of these 3 arc in the Supreme Court and n in

which

previous years.

which 127 were permanent
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de-

ducted would be
Roads under Federal control
Roads not under Federal control
-

916,441,811.00
16,165,555.00

'Excludes Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railway Company not certified.
two companies not certified.
Excludes Utah Railway Company not certified.
4 Includes
28 companies operated under co-operative contract.
includes 37 companies operated under co-operative contract, and excludes 53 companies not certified.
6 Includes 1
company operated under co-operative contract, and excludes
2 Excludes
s

company not

1

certified.

Includes 3 companies operated under co-operative contract.
includes 18 companies operated under co-operative contract.
7

The federal operation of the roads has necessitated a
change in the annual report form of steam roads. Two reports have been required for 1918 for each controlled road,
the one returned by the federal auditor and covering the
revenues, expenses and operating statistics of the road, and
the other returned by the corporate auditor and covering the
Owing to the nufinancial transactions of the corporation.
merous new' accounting questions which have been raised by
federal control, carriers have again been unable to comply
w ith our rule that annual reports must be rendered within
Our stathree months after the close of the reporting year.
tistics for the calendar year 1918 will for this reason be
7

much delayed.
The attempt
a

of the Railroad Administration to inaugurate

more elaborate method of reporting

statistics of the

various

General Order 59, issued by the director general, contemplated the reclasses of commodities received our approval.

*

:

Oct. 31, Issued Dec.

5,
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porting of the commodities carried in such a way as to show
not only the number of tons carried but also the freight revenue for each class of traffic, and further to show the number of tons of each class carried from any one state to each
other state.

attempt

ment

is

A new
This order was, however, rescinded.
to work out a practicable improvekind of statistics.

bemg made

in this

Bureau
The

of Carriers'

Accounts

bureau have been directed chiefly
to the execution of duties imposed upon us by the provision
of the federal control act, which requires that as a basis
for compensation of railroad owners we shall determine and
certify the average annual railway operating income for
the three years ended June 30, 1917.
As the work has
been prosecuted without additional force it has been necessary temporarily to defer the broader investigations of acThe review has
counts usually conducted by this bureau.
nevertheless resulted in substantial benefits through the
activities of

this

discovery and correction of erroneous practices in connection with the important accounts involved, as well as material
changes in the amounts reported by the carriers as their
operating income, which was the immediate subject of

881

but reports of .such violations were furnished to the
States Railroad Administration to enable it to take
corrective measures as contemplated by Order No. 8 of the
director general.
Re{>orts of 1,569 specific instances of violations of the law were transmitted to the director general.
In connection with the consolidation and unification of
terminal facilities effected by the Railroad Administration,
investigations conducted by us have disclosed that in some
instances proper inspection was not being given equipment
in such terminals and available repair facilities were not being sufficiently utilized to insure that cars having safetyappliance defects would not be moved in violation of law.
Several cases of this character were called to the attention
of the director general, and in each case corrective measures
were taken to secure compliance with the requirements of
law.
Investigations have disclosed that situations exist on several railroads where trains are still controlled on mountain
grades by means of hand brakes. Measures are being taken
by us to bring about the discontinuance of this practice and
tion,

United

to secure full

investigations

compliance with the law. In some cases, joint
and demonstrations have been conducted for

the purpose of fully establishing the practicability

inquiry.

of operating practices

Of approximately 560 carriers whose accounts it became
necessary to examine for the purpose of verifying the average annual operating income' as reported by them, there
have been submitted by the field force of the bureau reports
of 387 examinations, leaving 173 examinations yet to be
made, of which 33 are now in progress.

the law.

Bureau

of

Correspondence and Claims

The number of informal complaints received was 4,450,
Carriers filed 1,885 special docket
a decrease of 1,008.
applications for authority to refund amounts collected under
the published rates admitted by them to have been unreasonOrders authorizing refund were
able, a decrease of 876.
entered in 1,755 cases, a decrease of 997, and reparation
was awarded thereon in amounts aggregating $420,867.77.
In addition, 648 cases were dismissed or otherwise disposed
of without orders.
The bureau also handled approximately
48,000 letters, many of which, while not classified as complaints, had the characteristics of complaints.
Bureau

of Safety

The

casualties on steam railroads in connection with the
operation of trains during the calendar year 1918 are sum-

marized as follows
Number

of

persons

—

Class of persons

Trespassers

Employees
Passengers
Persons carried under contract,

man

mail clerks,

conductors, etc

Other nontrespassers
Total of above classes

5

Killed

Injured

3,255
2,928
471

2,805

47,556
7,316

Pull-

48

766

1,995

5,701

8,697

64,144

In addition, there were 589 persons killed and
injured in nontrain accidents during the year.

110,431

During 1918 there were 164 employees killed and 2,332
injured in coupling and uncoupling cars; casualties due to
employees coming into contact with overhead and side obstructions, falling
from and getting on and off cars, resulted in 630 deaths and 14,533 injuries.
As compared
with the figures for 1917, there was a decrease of 2 in the
number killed and 176 in the number injured in the former
class of accidents, and an
m rease of 39 in the number
i

killed

and

a decrease of 1,851

in the

number injured

in the

latter class of accidents.

The

which conform

and safety

to the requirements of

results of safety-appliance inspections also direct at-

tention to the fact that

improvement in the condition of airOur order of June 6, 1910,
specifies that not less than 85 per cent of the cars in a train
must have their brakes used and operated by the engineer
of the locomotive drawing the train, and this requirement
is generally understood and recognized.
The order also provides that "all power-brake cars in every such train which
are associated together with the 85 per cent shall have their
brakes so used and operated." This latter requirement is not
brake equipment

is

required'.

generally observed.
It is common practice at the present
time for trains to leave terminals having some cars with
inoperative brakes or having brakes cut out, notwithstanding the fact that facilities are available at such terminals
for

making

repairs or replacements necessary to place

all

power-brake equipment in operative condition.
The period within which carriers subject to the safetyappliance laws were required to equip their cars to comply
with the standards fixed by our order of March
13, 1911,
was, as to paragraphs b, c, e and
/ of the order, extended
on February 1, 1918, to September 1, 1919. On August
15,
1919, application was made to us by the United States Railroad Administration, and by the American Railroad
Association for an additional extension of nine
months. At the
hearing it was shown that there remained yet
unequipped
about 80,000 cars, 16,596 of which would require
reconst ruction of the ends in order to
provide sufficient end ladder clearance.
It was also shown that on account

of difficulty in obtaining men and material, in locating
nonequipped
cars and getting them unloaded and to repair
tracks, it would
be necessary to grant additional time within
which to equip
them, or it would be necessary to take from service
cars otherwin' suitable for use and needed particularly
for transportation of coal and grain.
In view of this showing, on

August

29. 1919, an order

time until

With

March

respect

was issued granting
1,

1920.
railroads

to

a further extension of

which are not operated under

federal control, there were, during the fiscal year,
15
of violations of the safety-appliance law. involving
73 counts,
transmitted to United States district attorneys for prosecui

tion.
Cases aggregating 57 counts were tried, of which 49
counts were decided in favor of and 8 counts
advcrselv to

the government.

During the year information of violations of safety-appliance laws by railroads operated under federal control was

United States

not filed with United States district attorneys for prosecu-

violation

During the
of

year there were transmitted to the several
attorneys for prosecution 10 cases of
hours-of-service act, involving 61 counts.

fiscal

district

the
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'i
iting
counts were tried, of which 2 counts
are pending decision, 2 counts were decided in favor of, and
17 adversely to, the government.
Of these 17 counts, 16 have

The

1

rhere were also 42 counts da ided againsl
government on demurrers to defendants' answers. There
In the
were i<>i counts confessed and 46 counts dismissed.
various circuil courts of appeals there were decisions in 3
cases involving 23 counts, all in favor of the government.
In 2 cases decided by the Supreme Court involving 29 counts,
the decisions were in favor of the government; application
for a writ of certiorari was denied in two cases which were
Consolidated and tried as one case, involving 120 counts,
wherein the decision of the circuit court of appeals was
favorable to the government.
Pending trial in the various
district courts are 71 cases involving 651 counts.
Report- of 225 instances of violations of the law were

been appealed,

the

Of the cases filed for
to the director general.
prosecution in the district courts, 4 were instituted against
the officers and agents in charge of the employees who
exceeded the statutory periods of service, involving 18 counts.
rhese officials were employed by four railroads which are
transmitted

operated under federal control.
During the year ended June 30, 1919, we investigated 79
These included 53 collisions, 25 derailtrain accidents.
ments, and one miscellaneous accident. The collisions resulted
in 261 deaths and 1.083 injuries, the derailments resulted
in 55 deaths and 251 injuries, while the one other accident
resulted in 20 deaths and 19 injuries, a total of 336 persons
killed ami 1.555 persons injured.
Of the 53 collisions investigated, 28 occurred on lines operated by some form of block signal system, 19 on lines oper-

and train order; 6 were yard accidents.
the 28 collisions occurring on block signal roads, 18
occurred in automatic block signal territory, of which 12

ated by time table

Of

were rear-end collisions, 5 were head-end collisions, and 1
wa^ a side collision.
Eleven of the accidents occurring in automatic block
signal territory were due, directly or in part, to the failure
of enginemen properly to observe and obey signal indications;
in some cases improper performance of duty by flagmen was
In one of the rear-end collisions the
a contributing cause.
primary cause was the failure of a crew to wait a sufficient
time after opening a side-track switch before passing out

upon the main

line.

Two

of the collisions investigated were

In one
caused by lack of proper maintenance of signals
of these cases a false clear signal was the primary cause of
the accident, while in the other, which occurred on an interurban line, orders had been issued by the dispatcher for train
crews to disregard automatic block signals, several of which
were not in operative condition and had been out of order
The crews of the trains involved in this
for some time.
accident overlooked a meeting point which was fixed by time
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6 yard accidents investigated consisted of
i

occurrence of disastrous accidents of this character is the
adoption of seme form of automatic train control system for
the purpose of compelling obedience to automatic block-signal

is

and in the other case the operator failed
an order. Two accidents were due to enginemen
not operating their trains under proper control in occupied
blocks, as required by signal indications; another was due
the stop
to the failure of an engineman to observe and obey
being
signals of a flagman, another to a runaway due to cars
alteration

;

sufficient number of hand brakes
while another was due to a work train occupying
the main track without protection.
left

on a grade without

being

set,

1-

Misreading signals, failing entirely to see signals due to
fog, smoke, and steam, being temporarily engaged in other
duties, or being asleep, constitute the more common reasons
for the failure of enginemen to observe and obey signal indications.
Accidents due to these causes have occurred on
roads where the best trained and most competent men are
The only remedy proposed which appears to
employed.
be adequate to check and provide protection against the

signal territory, 4 were rear-end and 6 were head-end colOne was due to improper flagging. In 4 collisions
lisions.
train orders were involved. In one case the engineman failed
to stop and take siding as directed; in another case a train

to deliver

1

sive speed, and the other to the failure of a dispatcher to
provide a meeting point between 2 extra trains. Among the
accidents due to occupying the main track on the time of a
superior train was the most disastrous accident ever investigated by us; it resulted in 90 deaths and 180 injuries.
In
this case a passenger train, inferior by direction, passed from
double to single track and collided with the opposing superior
train.
No train register was maintained at the end of double
track, and the conductor, who was busy collecting tickets,
thought that a train which had been passed while on the
The
double-track section was the opposing superior train.
engine crew were killed in the collision.
Three of the 25 derailments were due to defective equipment and 14 derailments were due to track conditions, including broken rails, switches being open or partly open, washouts, the malicious removal of rail connections, and to the
poor condition of track. Five derailments were due to excessive speed; one was caused by an obstruction maliciously
placed on the track and one resulted from an arrangement
of signal lights at the end of double track which was such
that the engineman thought a derail was closed and the
signal clear, when the contrary was the case.
The failure of enginemen to observe and obey signal indications and the failure to provide adequate flag protection
for trains continue to be the principal causes of collisions.

indications.

and an

rear-end

1

1

table as well as by a train order.
Of the 10 collisions which occurred in nonautomatic block

crew failed to obey a wait order; in the third case an operator
made an error in copying a train order, and the crew accepted
the order, which was incomplete and also contained an erasure

l

side collision.
head-end collisions, and
The
most serious of these was a head end collision between a light
engine moving away from a roundhouse, and a heavily loaded
It
employees' train.
OCCUrred in a dense fog and ua
result of both enginemen failing to take proper precautions
in view of the prevailing weather conditions.
The 1°- collisions on lines operated by tli< timetable and
train order system consisted
of
5
rear-end collisions, 12
head end collisions, and 2 side collisions. All of the rearend and side collisions were due to failure properly to protect
trains by flag.
Errors in transmitting, receiving and fulfilling train orders were responsible for 5 of the 12 head end
collisions.
Of the remaining 7 head-end collisions, 5 win
due to trains occupying the main track, on the time of superior
trains, 1 to running by meeting point on account of e
collision,

The

matter of providing proper flag protection for trains

most cases essentially a question of observance or enIt has been clearly established as a
forcement of rules.
result of accident investigations that numerous disastrous
railroad accidents would beyond question be prevented by
strict adherence on the part of the flagmen to the requireImprovement in this regard
ments of the flagging rules.
can be effected by railroad companies by exercising proper
supervision and care in the selection, training, instruction,
and assignment of flagmen. In this connection attention is
again called to the recommendation made in previous reports
in

The
of railroad operating rules.
adoption by railroads throughout the country of uniform
operating rules, specific and definite in their requirements,
and embodying the best operating practices now in vogue,
would constitute an important step in providing increased

for the standardization

safety in railroad operation.

^

:
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Collisions continue to occur on lines which are operated
by the time-table and train-order system, due to the weaknesses inherent in the train-order system of operation, which
have been discussed in previous report-.
There have also
been several collisions in block-signal territory, which resulted from lack of necessary maintenance of automatic
signals and failure to observe rules essential to the safe
operation of the nonautomatic block system.
Block-signal
statistics indicate a very slight increase in railroad mileage
operated by the block system during the calendar year 1918,
and during the past four years the average net increase in
block-signal mileage has been less than a thousand miles
per year.

Investigations of a number of fundamental questions pertaining to railroad rails and the causes of their failure are
now in progress. These investigations include both manu-

facturing conditions and

service

conditions encountered in

All accidents which have been reported to this bureau, as
by section 8 of the law, and rules 55 and 162

required

promulgated thereunder, have been carefully investigated and
a report rendered, as required, for the purpose of determining, as far as possible, the exact cause of su< b accidents, and
applying a remedy that will tend to prevent recurrences.
Copies of such reports have been furnished to all interested

The work

of

shown

the

fiscal

year

ended

in detail in the report of the chief

The

below show

„
Number

tables

number

of

locomotives inspected, the number and percentage of those
inspected found defective, and the number ordered out of
service because of not meeting the requirements of the law,
together with the total defects found.
The amendment to the locomotive boiler inspection law
of March 4, 1915, to include the entire locomotive and
tender and all appurtenances thereof, did not become effective
until September 4, 1915; therefore the record for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1916, includes accidents and casualties
investigated under the amended act for only 9 months and
26 days of that year.
The following table shows the total number of persons
killed and injured by failure of locomotives or tenders, or
some part or appurtenances thereof, during the four years

ended June 30, 1916-1919:
\

r

Members

1918
Killed

Brakemen
Conductors

...

.

11
2

Switchmen ...1
Roundhouse and

13

230
304
60

12
9

16

3

14

1

7

1

16
1

6

1

1

8...

205
225
74
6
6

1

Machinists

9
5

Foremen

3

Inspectors

6

Watchmen
Boiler

washers

.

6

shop

11

1

n

4

...

i

4

4

...

3

•

•

5

•

•

7

S

...

6

...

2

1

21

22
23

1

7
3

38

599

•

11

...

.

..

;
-

•

•

l

3

...
...

8

3
10

6

rounda n

1

e in

ployces
Other employees..

Nonemployees
Total

1

8

11

'

.

11

...
...

•

Hostlers

house

inspected..
defective
found defective

Percentage

dcf<<-,

s

out of service

f,,,i

nd

1919
59,772
34,557
58
4,433
135,300

km.

I

I

1918
41,611
22,196
53
2,125
78',277

1917
47,542
25,909
"54.5

ob
Occidents, Number Killed, ind Number Injured,
parison, Covering Fau
mi. Pabts *nd Vppurti
of the Fntirf. Locomotive and Tender
.

,

.

,

.

Number

killed

Decrease from previous year. per cent
.

Number

injured

Decrease from previous y-ar. per cent
.

1919
565

1918
641

11.8
57
123.9

Ml
4'g

647

25 8
756

14.4

>4.8

,

to

DM-

1918
537

616
'

38
721

599

a

ended

Number oe Persons Killed and Number In.i
Failure of Some Part or Appurtenance of th
motive Boiler Only, with Their Percentage of
Decrease, by Comparison of the Fiscal Years
the

.

ot

30,

With the

1912-13,

.

30,

1919
341

.

accidents

Decrease 1919 from 1918
Decrease 1919 from 1912

45

1918
393

1917

35

'3^

5jq

Q ,j

g^r.

percent
25
percent 50.5

injured

413

Decrease 191° from 1918
Decrease 1919 from 1 9 1 J

Fiscal

1918-19

percent 14.3
percent 60.2

killed

Increase 1919 over 1918
Decrease 1919 from 1912

A umber

<

of Accidents,

1

v
-Number

by

1917

increase.
Note
Percentage of decrease not shown for 1916, because of
act not being in effect the entire year.

Number
Due

1916
52,650
24.685
47
1,943
71,527

3,294
84^833

Number

KT
Mirnber
of accidents
Decrease from previous year. per cenl

in

officials,

percent
19
percent 58 9

1916
856

91

1,005

order to acquaint them with the conditions, as disclosed by
our investigations.

The

fact that

it

fully investigated,

is

known

that all accidents will be care-

and the existing conditions made known

by parties whose only interest in such matters is to prevent
recurrences, has had a most beneficial effect in reducing the

number of casualties to employees and travelers upon railroads, as indicated by a comparison of the reports rendered.
The reduction in the number of accidents and casualties is
gratifying when it is remembered that up to September 4,
1915, the law applied to the locomotive boiler and its appurtenances only, since which date it has covered the entire
locomotive and tender and all of their appurtenances.
all
accidents and casualties occurring
year ended June 30. 1919, covering the
entire locomotive and tender and all of their appurtenances,
shows a decrease of 11.8 per cent in the number of accidents,
an increase of 23.9 per cent in the number killed, with a
decrease of 14.4 per cent in the number injured, as compared
with the year ended June 30, 1018.
A summary of all accidents and casualties, caused by the

of

fiscal

and its appurtenances only,
ended June 30, 1912, which was the first

failure of the locomotive boiler

shop employees
Boiler makers..

Other

locomotives

Number ordered
Total

during the

1916

Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured

306

!l

'

1917

II

14

Firemen

of

A summary

ended lime 30

u

a

~1919

Killed Injured
of train

crews:
Engineers

,

,

Number found

to railroad

Defi

Ordered
Found, by

is

•

Number

in concrete form the

Fot m.

Years Ended June

June 30, 1919,
inspector, published separately.
is

\i HB1

i

Locomotive Inspection

of this bureau during

and

requested,

Ended Tune

Bureau

[

when

parties,

Mill..

the track.

Under authority of the act of October 22, 1913, tests have
been conducted of an automatic train-control device and an
automatic train-pipe connector. Detailed reports of the results of these tests have been transmitted to the Congress.
During the fiscal year plans of 89 devices were examined and
opinions thereon transmitted to the proprietors.
During the fiscal year three applications for medals of
honor under the act of February 23, 1905, were received.
In two cases we recommended to the President that the applications be denied, and he approved the recommendations.
The third case is still under consideration.

883

...

1'

2

23

•

19

3
-'

11

••

24

1

57

647

46

756

62

I

5

•

721

tor the fiscal-year

year of the existence of the law, compared with a summary
of all accidents and personal injuries which occurred during
>1 ), shows the substantial
the fiscal year ended June 30,
decrease in the number of accidents of 60.2 per cent: a
decrease in the number of persons killed of 50.5 per cent;
1

(

(

md a decrease in the number injured of 58.9 per cent, caused
by the failure of such parts.
The increase in the number of persons killed during the
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SSI
last

year over the year previous

is,

to

a

considerable extent,

due to some very violent explosions resulting from firebox
crown sheet failures.
These failures serve to illustrate the
prime importance of proper firebox construction, inspection,
and repair, together with the location, inspection, and main-
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ami brack work in tin- districl will run some four or live
months beyond the previously estimated average date ,,t
Completion of January 1, 1920.
In the land section oin prOgH
as not l/cen ft| great B
was anticipated owing mainly to the inability of carriers
li

tenance of such

to supplj

injectors,

their right of way.

appliances .1^ water glasses, gauge cocks,
steam gauges, and safet) valve-.
Substantial progress has been made in equipping locomo
tives with headlights which will meet the requirements of
our orders o{ December 26, 1916, and December 17, I'M 7,
the effective date of which

was

as of July 1, 1918.
Notwithstanding the strenuous opposition offered, by certain
carriers, to the adoption of these requirements, the use of
fixed

such Lights as a safety device is meeting with the general
approval of the employees who are employed where locomotives are so equipped; and a Dumber of the officials, under
whose jurisdiction these lights are being operated, have expressed their opinion that such lights are economical and

.\M materially

to the safety of operation.

Under our order

of April

7.

1919, certain modifications in

the rules which were granted in our order of September 20,
I'M 7. because oi conditions brought on by war, were abro-

gated and others substituted.
Experience had demonstrated
that certain modifications granted in our order of September
20. 1Q17, could be made permanent without adversely affecting the safety of operation; therefore, such modifications

were retained in the rules.
It has
been the purpose to co-operate with the United
StateRailroad Administration and the officials of the
various carriers to the fullest extent consistent with our
duties and the purpose of the law, and avoid as far as possible, being compelled to order locomotives removed from
service for unsafe conditions at a time when traffic might
be seriously delayed.
This bureau has also furnished transcribed reports showing defects found on all locomotives ordered out of service
and all defects found approaching violations of the law and
rules to the federal managers or the chief operating officers
of the carriers.
This was done for the purpose of keeping
them informed so that proper repairs might be made to such
defects before they

became violations and

and property, and consequently serious delay

to

traffic.

Bureau

and extent.

The

greatesl difficulty

ing section

is

bene' experienced

and here again the delay

in the

account-

arises from the inability

of the carriers to furnish us proper information, especially
as to the cost of their ec|iiipment and the original 0Sl of their
lands.
The effect of the war has been to increase the demand
i

for accountant-, especially of the higher grade, more in
proportion to the supply than in case of any other class of
employees engaged in our valuation work. Not only is there
an unusual demand for accountants in private occupation
but the government itself has become a large employer. The
federal control of railroads has imposed upon the railroad
accountant a great amount of additional work for which an
adequate number of competent men has not been available.
In our report in the Texas Midland case, we said:
"*
*
*
Tentative valuations in which a simple sum as
the value of the property is not stated will in due course be
supplemented by such finding and a final valuation, including a single sum as the value of the property, will be duly

issued."

At the time that report was issued it was our thought that
action concerning final value should not be taken until after
a comparatively large number of tentative valuations had
been prepared and served and the interested parties had been
given an opportunity to be heard fully upon the question.

All parties to the record represented to us that in the presentation of this question they would be greatly aided by the
observation and study of a comparatively large number of
cases, and that we could act in the premises more intelligently
We have therefore
than would otherwise be possible.

arranged to hear argument early in January.

to prevent, as far

as possible, failures which might result in serious accidents
to persons

necessary preinventory information, like map- of
Our appraisers mii not fix the value of
lands until the carrier has pointed out their location

of Valuation

Fifty-three tentative valuations have been served, and
hearings are now being held upon protests which have been
In connection wdth the properties of the Texas Midfiled.
land Railroad, the Winston-Salem Southbound Railroad
Company, and the Kansas City Southern System, action upon
protests has been taken and final reports published, except
that we have not fixed a single sum as the final value of the
common-carrier property of any of these carriers.
As stated in our last annual report, the work of the
bureau had been seriously interfered with during the war
by inability to obtain and retain competent men, and it was
expected that with the cessation of hostilities this condition
would disappear, but it has not. The difficulty of finding
men with the requisite expert qualification has not lessened,
and the cost of employing them has materially increased.
This has to an extent interfered with progress.
The field work of the engineering section has been subThe road and track parties, which make
stantially finished.
the major part of the field inventory, have been disbanded
in the Southern, Western, and Pacific districts and will be
disbanded in the Central district about January 1. A small
amount of branch work, that is, the inventorying in the field
of buildings, bridges, and equipment, is still to be done in
all districts except the Southern; and owing to a mistake in
estimating; the mileage assigned to the Eastern district, road

Orders of the Regional Directors

Report

or Operating Conditions.

— The

Southwest

regional director, by Supplement 3 to Order 36, directs reports of operating conditions to be made

monthly instead of semi-monthly.
Export Bills of Lading Via North Atlantic Ports. Supplement 2 to Circular 240, of the Southwestern regional director, gives additional names to the list under paragraph
8 of the original circular (Railway Age, page 424, August

—

29).
Disposition

—

Order 236, of the Southof Old Ties.
western regional director similar to file 113-1-1 of the Northwestern regional director (Railway Age, September 12, page
518).
Condition of Locomotive Cabs.
The Northwestern
regional director, file 66-1-122, states that the condition of
many locomotive cabs is such that in cold w eather severe
hardship to the men as well as loss of efficiency will result.
Openings in cabs around boilerheads, injector pipes, reverse levers and other places must be properly closed; clear
vision windows must open and close properly; cab heaters
must be applied and be put in proper condition for service,
and suitable cab curtains must be provided as soon as needed.
Cold Weather Fire Warnings.
The Southwestern
regional director, in Order 242 (renewal of Order 85), quotes
Bulletin 3 issued by the manager of the Insurance and Fire
Protection Section, relative to prevention of fires in the winter and the necessity for eliminating firf hazards.

—

r
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Double Sheathed Box Cars Built by
Underframe Has

Steel Center Sill

and Wooden Side

Wooden Frame Body with

A

in which many interesting features
have been incorporated has been designed by the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and a lot of 1000
is now being built in the company's shops at Milwaukee. The
general outside dimensions of the car are as follows: length
42 ft. V/2 in.; height at eaves 13 ft. 2 in., and width at eaves

9

ft.

in.

8fy$

The

body

is 41 ft. 5J^ in. long, 8
high at the center and 8 ft.
high at the sides with a door opening 8 ft. 2J4 in.

11 in.

10^

ft.

40-ton box car

in.

inside of the

wide, 9

ft.

\%

in.

The cubical capacity of the car
average light weight is 44,800 11).

high.

is

3267

cu.

ft.

and the

two side

sills,

boards.

The

wooden

sills

and

is

made up

in.

sills

are all &)/> in. high, the width of the inter-

being 4
\]/^

in.

of a steel center

sill

three truss rods on each side.

with three

The

center

/

/

T
l
It
sill is of wood, 6 2 in. wide by 8 2 in. high.
cut out to a height of 3)4 in. where it passes over the
center sill. Two nailing strips ZYa, in. high are bolted along
each side of the center sill. With the four intermediate and

The end

/

and of the side

in diameter,

in.

Body Construction

bearings.

is

Sills;

there are eight points of support for the floor
sills

truss rods are

The

two 12 in., 40 lb., channels, 43 ft. long, with a
by 20 in. cover plate extending practically the full
length on top of the sill. A double body bolster of the builtup type is used. The top chord members are ->4 in. by 7 in.
and pass through the center sill channels near the neutral axis
and over a combined filler and center plate casting. The
bottom bolster members are 1 in. by 7 in. and pass under the
Malleable iron fillers are bolted between the
center casting.
two members at each intermediate sill and also at the side
consists of

%

St. P.

Ends

side trusses are

made up

of 6

in.

by

2^2

in.

angle iron weighing 3.1

C.

lb.

per

M. &

ft.

St.

and

3 in. posts

braces, each vertical post being reinforced by a 2*/2

Double Sheathed 40-Ton Capacity Box Car Designed and Built by the
sill

&

sills A l 2 in.
The
with ends upset to \y2
in.
The needle beams are secured to substantial spacing
castings attached to the bottom of the sills.
The draft gear is of the Cardwell friction type. One of the
A coupler
illustrations shows the details of its application.
with a 5 in. by 7 in. shank is used but slots for a coupler key
are provided in the sills.

mediate

Underframe
The underframe

Steel

M.

C.

The door

in.

by

posts are

P.

by 5^ in. and a 2 in. by 3 in. post with a
wrought iron strip between. These parts
are bolted together and the front post is further reinforced by
the door stop.
The side plate is 7^2 in. by 3 in. There are
two belt rails, 4 in. by 3 13/16 in., located 2 ft. 5-Hj in. and
5 ft. 5y& in. from the floor.
The flooring is 1$4 in. thick and
the inner and outer sheathing are 13/16 in. thick.

made up
234

in.

/

of a A l

by Y±

2 in.

in.

The ends are of the Murphy two-piece type, J4 in. plates
being used for the lower section and 3/16 in. plates for the
upper.
The lower plate extends down behind the striking
casting and over the end sill, and a 2 l 2 in. by 2 z 2 in. angle

/

/

iron riveted to the plate sets into the upper face of the

sill.

This construction is clearly shown in the drawing of the draft
rigging. Diagonal braces extend from the post pocket casting

885

886
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Longitudinal Section Showing the Arrangement of the

Details of the Draft Gear Application
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0^en,ng_
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887

over the bolster to the top of the lower end section on each

The end

side.

3 in. thick

The end

is

which the upper section is joined, is
fastened to the side plate with strap bolts.

plate, to

and

is

lined with \Y\

in.

matched boards placed

verti-

cally.

The

roof

is

by }i

supported on Ideal carlines formed of two 3 in.
in. angles, to which are bolted the wooden pur-

by 3

in.

lins

and ridge

The

flexible.

X

pole.
The roof is the Murphy type
L A
doors are of the bottom supported type with

Arrangement

Camel door fixtures.
shown in one of

are

of the

Foundation Brake

Details of the construction at the doors
the illustrations.

Brake Slack Adjuster

An

-9'8"Roof-

is the method
employed for taking up the slack. No adjustment is provided in the bottom or top rods.
Instead the fulcrum lever is
attached to a bracket which has several holes for adjusting
the piston travel.
The lever is provided with a handle and
lettering on the side of the car calls attention to the fact that
excessive travel is to be taken up at the fulcrum lever and
not at the trucks.
The convenience of this arrangement has
proved of great assistance in eliminating excessive piston

-d'e'OyerP/ates-

travel.

Door Construction

Details of the

3 '// "Extreme Wd+h

interesting detail of the brake rigging

\°"—>

r-~2

\

Amending

Section Four of the

Act

GW.

Luce,

freight

*

a treatise

Regulate Commerce

traffic

San Francisco,

Pacific at

if

to

manager of
Cal.,

the Southern
has recently written

on the disadvantages which would accrue

the "long-and-short-haul" clause of the Act to Regulate

Commerce is amended as proposed in the bill recently introduced in the Senate.
Mr. Luce says in part:
"There was introduced in the Senate, on May 20, 1919, a
bill to amend Section Four (commonly called the long-andshort-haul clause) of the Act to Regulate Commerce.
Much
has been said by the press of interior cities regarding this
bill, giving the impression that a great disaster would befall
such communities if the bill were not passed. The following
is a quotation from articles that have appeared in some of
the interior papers:
'Inland towns and cities no longer will be compelled to pay higher freight rates than terminal
points if the bill to amend the long-and-short-haul
clause in the Interstate Commerce Law is passed.'

"This statement,

Half Sections of the C. M.

&

St. P.

Double Sheathed Box Car

taken

by

itself,

may

be

true,

but

the

freight rates which interior communities will be required to
pay, if the bill is passed, will be higher than they are today,
If the pre-war service
or ever have been, for this reason:
between the Atlantic seaboard and the Pacific coast is resumed, and the transcontinental railroads are prohibited

—
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sss

rates, unless the} make the lame,
lower, rates to interioi points (which they cannol afford
to 'I" unless water rates are sufficiently high) the traffic will
move b) water, and if the railroads Forego the revenue on
thai traffic, it is quite evident thej musl increase the rates
sufficiently on the only remaining traffic, which is thai t" the

from meeting the watei

or

interior, to earn the necessary
traffic

ol
i

the

money

between the Atlantic and

many such

situations.

pay their

to

Pacific

They

coasts

exist in

all

is

Wills,

parts of the

"Arc the railroads now t<> be compelled by Buch an amend
prevent their handling any
ment to so adjust their rates as
t

«

.

can move by water, and be limited to interior
traffic that can only he handled by rail and to increase their
tales on such traffic SO that their earnings will be sufficient
ior fixed charges, operating expenses, taxes, and a reasonAlso, are the railroads to be restrained from
able profit?
making necessary rates on United States manufactured goods
from interior points to the Atlantic, Gulf or Pacific coast
cities to meet competition of foreign-made goods reaching
that

these cities by water?

"If the traffic is forced to move by water, and then transshipped to interior points, the railroad not being permitted
to fairly meet water competition, it follows that the railroads
must fix the interior point to which they can afford to handle

the traffic from points of origin at rates based on the water
Further,
rate, plus the rail rate back to such interior point.
traffic from points of origin to destinations beif rates on
yond such fixed point must be the same, or higher, the traffic

"What

to the water lines.

difference does

towns and

cities'

whether

it

make

to the

his freight

is

merchant

moved

at 'inland
via rail direct,

or via water and rail route, so long as the through charge
It is to his advantage to
is about the same by both routes?
have at his command the use of either route. He would have
the benefit of daily service by rail, and not be dependent
wholly upon specific sailing days, a week or^so apart, by

water routes.

"Viewing the situation also from the standpoint of moving
by rail through interior points to terminals, or coast

traffic

helpful to the interior, for the more trains hanthrough the interior to water terminals, the
more trainmen are employed and more material and supplies
and terare' used, which is always beneficial to both interior
as
minals. Again, it is beneficial or harmful to the interior
cities;

dling

it

Urges
Continued Government Control

<>n
Democratic Control of the Railby tin' Plumb Plan League, has issued
a statement urging that pending railway legislation be

delayed until an investigation of the whole Bubjed can Inmade by an official commission created for the purpose. It
suggests that government control be continued until such
an investigation is laid before Congress and the country.
Statement said in part:
"There is no justification for precipitate haste in turning the railroads hack to their owners.
Neither the public,
shippers nor consumers arc suffering under the present arrangement. In many ways they are receiving better service
than ever before, and at much lower rates than the railway

owners are demanding.

"Abnormal war conditions created

deficits under federal
These deficits have disappeared. The railroads are
now more than paying their way. Official reports of the
Railroad Administration for July and August, 1919, show

control.

"It is not contended here that the railroads should be permitted to make rates that will force the water lines out of
business. I suggest, therefore, that the railroads be permitted
to fairly meet the water line rates and enjoy a share of the
business, utilizing their facilities to the fullest extent; the
Interstate Commerce Commission to say to what extent the
railroads may go towards meeting water competitive rates
without affecting intermediate rates, which must at all times
be reasonable in, and of, themselves.

would then be forced

" Conference''

conference
Tinroads
organized

["he

only one

nited States.

traffic

Plumb
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is

traffic

whether
that service is increased or diminished, depending on
handling
or not the railroads are compelled to retire from
traffic to water terminals.
"Are the terminals, or coast cities, to be denied the choice

compelled
of either rail or water service and are they to be
rail lines
the
of
use
the
denied
be
and
lines
water
the
to use
by
by the passage of a law forbidding an adjustment of rates
lines in both rates and
rail, fairly competing with the water

that the roads are earning all operating charges, including

maintenance, as well as the governmental rental of over
$900,000,000 a year. They are actually earning a surplus
In July they earned a surplus of
for the government.
$2,316,501, and in August $16,296,025, in excess of all
charges.

"These earnings are

likely to increase, rather than decrease,

in the future, as business

once more assumes normal condi-

tions.

"Despite this showing, railroad owners are demanding an
immediate increase in operating and freight rates of at least
25 per cent. This will amount to nearly a billion dollars a
Other railway representatives, speaking for different
year.
classes of securities, are demanding an increase running up
would amount to approximately
to 50 per cent which
$2,000,000,000 a year."
The conference says that to return the railroads now would
be to restore them to the bank syndicate which previously
controlled them.

1— Congress

The conference recommends that:
postpone action on pending legislation and

continue federal control for two years.
2
That an expert commission be created representative of
railroad, financial, industrial, agricultural, and labor interests with instructions to investigate the entire problem of
transportation with the definite aim of developing it into an
agency for the upholding of industry, the promotion of production, the expansion of foreign trade; that means be devised by which all transportation agencies, rail, water and
truck be integrated into a single system from producer to
consumer as a means of stimulating production and reducing the cost of living, and that means of decentralized administration be worked out so that the railroads will come in
close and intimate contact with shippers, producers, and the
public and for such democratic control as will awaken the
Investigations
interest of officials and workers as well.
should be made into the transportation agencies and pro-

—

posals in foreign countries.

service?

well
to me that all manufacturing industries, as
cities, should not
coast
and
interior
at
both
jobbers,
as all
the Fourth
be favorable to the passage of an amendment to
will create
Section of the Act to Regulate Commerce which
a rigid-long-and-short-haul clause.
reads, is
test the Fourth Section, as it now
"It

seems

"Measured by
continued to be properly
just and fair to all interests, and if
both rail and
and fairly administered will continue helpful to
and coast
water carriers, also the public both at interior

the future
especially if the rates of the water lines in
Commerce
Interstate
the
by
regulated
and
controlled
are also
cities

Commission."

The Railwaymen's Buns. — Is

it higher pay or greater leisure
railwaymen with a craving for tea and buns? At
many of the great London stations now it is difficult for the mere

that has filled

passenger to get served in the refreshment rooms, so great is
Th s writer dropped into
the rush of men in railway uniforms.
:

the refreshment room opposite No. 18 platform at Liverpool
street yesterday morivng and counted fourteen porters and other
railwaymen busy with tea or coffee and buns. It was pleasant
'shop." London
to meet them and to overhear their cheery
Chronicle.

:

Annual Convention

of

Railway

Electrical Engineers

Present Applications of Electricity to Railroad Work Presage
Great Development in the Future

The

eleventh annual convention

tion of

of

the Associa-

Railway Electrical Engineers was held

Representatives of two of the headlight manufacturers offered further testimony on this point, which seemed to
corroborate the statement that oil was superior to grease.

Hotel
opening sesE. Gardner,
at

Morrison, Chicago, October 28-31. The
to order by the president, J.
of the Burlington, at 10:00 a.m., October 28.
In a brief address President Gardner called particular
sion

was called

attention

to

the

necessity

for

active

participation

in

Each manufacturer had run tests with both grease and
and each had eventually arrived at the same conclusion
that oil was the better lubricant.
An interesting point was brought out in the discussion
when it was suggested that it might be advisable to in-

oil,

the

discussion by the members. He also expressed the appreciation of the association for the splendid array of exhibits
which the Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association had provided.

The

crease

the capacity of the headlight turbo-generator sets
order that their range of usefulness might extend to
other fields.
The specific use mentioned was the equipping
of tugboats to supply power to wireless telegraph sets. Such
a use is, of course, restricted, as far as railroads are concerned, to companies operating tugboats as a part of their
regular equipment.
There is, no doubt, however, that in
time the efficient, compact turbo-generator will find other
uses than that of locomotive lighting, but it is also probable
that various sizes will be built to meet the requirements of
different fields, rather than attempt to make one type for
universal use.
In view of the fact that so many thousands of locomotives will shortly be equipped with electric headlights the
in

report of the secretary-treasurer, which followed the
address, showed the excellent financial status

president's

of the association.

Locomotive Headlights
The

importance of the electrical headlight on
steam locomotives is clearly emphasized by the fact that
three distinct committee reports out of a total of nine were
devoted to various phases of this subject.
The time limit
set by the Interstate Commerce Commission when all locomotives must be equipped with high power headlights is
but a few months away, and this fact was responsible for
present

shown in the numerous
headlight installation and maintenance.
the great interest

The
up

problem of instructing those who are to maintain this apparatus becomes one of special importance.
The work of
co-ordinating the information and instruction necessary for

details of electric

reports of the committee on electric headlights opened

the use of headlight maintainers was assigned to the Committee on Electric Headlight Handbook.
In its report this

many

construction and operating details
of the various equipments.
The committee's reports showed
that it held two meetings in conjuction with representatives
a discussion of

committee

for

the standardization

Among

of

a

more

or less trouble witli this lubricant.

balls

One

had found

comprising

five

sections,

as

including suburban lighting, equipment manufactured
Instructions for operation and maintanance
of all the various makes and types of locomotive lighting
in this country.

equipment manufactured in this country.
Methods of installation, as used by a number of the railroads at the present
time, both for locomotive lighting and suburban lighting.
Standard practices for conduiting and wiring locomotive
headlight equipment as recommended by the association.
It was the idea of the committee to bring out a handbook
on electric headlights, worked up along the same general
lines as the handbook for car lighting, which was published
by the association last year. Among the association members
the general opinion seemed to be that the sooner the book
could be placed in the hands of the headlight maintainers,
the better it would be, as the need for some trustworthy
source of information on this subject is beginning to make
itself

felt.

Another phase of the headlight question that is developing
side by side with the installation of the equipment, is the
necessity for some system of keeping operating and maintenance records.
The committee on compiling costs for
maintenance of headlight equipment submitted a number
of sample forms as recommended practice for the use of
railroads in keeping actual records for their costs of operation and maintenance of electric headlights, with the idea
that if such information is to be exchanged between different railroads, it would be comparable on account of
having been drawn up on the same, or practically the same

representative

when using a stiff grease the
were never lubricated and that when a thin grease
they became clogged.
His particular
substituted,

said that he

book,

ing,

parts of headlight apstandard generator base
committee, such a plate

plate was recommended by the
having been designed by one of the members. This plate
is made in such a way as to make it possible to bolt it to
any type of headlight generator now on the market.
It was recommended that the manufacturers furnish headlight turbo-generator sets of such design and capacity as
to operate with practically constant voltage under any load
within the rated capacity of the equipment, and with steam
pressure ranging from 100 lbs. to 250 lbs. boiler pressure,
without the necessity for change of nozzle or governor parts.
Ball bearings of rugged construction were recommended.
These were to be of standard size and manufacture, which
would enable the railroads to obtain them for their requirements in the open market, if so desired.
It
was recommended that turbo-generator sets be so
designed as to enable the use of either oil or grease for
lubrication, sufficient capacity being provided to lubricate
bearings for a minimum of one month at one application
of lubricant.
Much discussion developed on the question
Some roads that have been using
of proper lubrication.
grease have had satisfactory results, while others have had

a

Introduction.
Descriptions and illustrations, covering the
various makes and types of practically all locomotive light-

certain

other things

outlined

follows

of the manufacturers of electric headlight equipment, the
companies represented being the General Electric Company,
the Pyle-National Company, the Schroeder Headlight &
Generator Company, the Electric Service Supplies Company, the Buda, Ross Company, the United States Headlight Company, and the Loco Light Company.
The object
of these meetings was to arrive, if possible, at some basis
paratus.

—

form.

that

was
problem had, been solved by using

a

good grade of

oil.

Electrification

The Committee on Electrification presented a unique and
valuable report of the most unusual character.
The re-

889

I-

port

consisted

two sections, the

All.
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being an outline ol
any investigation in
the matter of electrifying existing steam roads.
The great
mass of details thai must be given careful consideration to
determine whether or not the electrification of anj piece of
track will prove practical is trulj remarkable.
To those who
have never had the occasion to make inquiry into an) elo
trification project, this firsl section of the report was a
revelation,
rhe investigation form as presented in the first
section of the report i^ undoubtedly the most comprehensive
and complete outline ever compiled, and it will be of greatthe

manj

ol

factors

to

be considered

firsl

in
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11,1 "i

in

much

ided as

the

variet)

of

the service.
The subject
complicated and the progr<
necessarily slow.
The aim of this committee was to pr< en!
the matter before the association aprogress report,

ot

i

;i

to

obtain

the opinion

The work of the Committee on Illumination was divided
between two sub-committees.
Sub-committee A presented
a report on car illumination, which included a large number
of photographs of car lighting fixtures used in both coaches
and Pullman cars.
A number of curves were also included in this report, showing the intensity of illumination
obtained with various types and arrangements of fixtures
at different terminal voltages.
Parts of the report were
exceedingly technical in nature, but the greatest portion
treated the subject in an easy, descriptive manner.
From
the evidence presented, the indications are that while the
average illumination of day coaches is by no means poor,
the demands of the traveling public for more light will
probably result in increased illumination in the future.
It
was brought out in the discussion that little or nothing had
been done to improve the lighting of diners and baggage
cars, and that it might be of advantage to confine the investigations of the association for a time to these two types
of cars.

Sub-committee B of the Illumination Committee presented
report on incandescent lamps and lamp specifications.
This report included specifications for tungsten lamps of
a

various types and voltages.
One of the things that falls
within the scope of lamp specifications is the satisfying of
the demand for a rugged carbon incandescent lamp for
portable service.
The advent of the tungsten lamp with
its greatly increased efficiency has all but driven the carbon
lamp from the market. This condition has been much deplored, for while the carbon lamp cannot compare with the
tungsten for efficiency, it does prossess rugged physical
characteristics, which make it particularly desirable for
In connection with car lighting
use on extension cords.
lamps, the fact was brought out that very recently the
manufacturers had developed a lamp for lighting country
homes that was designed for operation on 30-32 volts, and
it was thought perhaps that there might be some possibility
In fact, such
for getting the wrong lamp when purchasing.
an instance did occur on one road and was not discovered
Although designed for car
until the lamps began to fail.
lighting voltage, these country home lamps lack the rugged
construction necessary to stand the vibration in car service
and failed very quickly after being installed.
In preparing the specifications for electric train lighting
equipment, the committee assigned to this subject earnestly

the tar

lighting engineers,

1

One

year.
1

1

n

•

.

.

which
of the

mmendation

standard rating for axle generators. Another was tin
question of increasing the heighl of battery boxes from
21 ]/, in. to 23 in.
for a

value to those interested in electrification either in the
near future or within the next 10 or 15 years.

Electric Car Lighting

of

would ad as a guide during the coming
most important matter- considered was

esl

The second section of the report consisted of a bibliography which covers practically everything that has heen
written on the subject of electrification from 1908 to the
present time.
In most cases the author's name is given,
SO that read\ reference is had to any article or hook, by
any particular author.
The vast amount of information
contained in these several hundred articles and books forms
a source o( inestimable value to any engineer making a
study of electrification problems. This report may be found
in the 1910 proceedings of the Association of Railway Electrical Engineers, and also in the October, 1919, issue of
the Railway Electrical Engineer.

reduction as could possibly Ik- mad<
withoul impairing Hie qualit)

apparatus

Power Plants

Stationary

The Committee on Railroad

Power

Stationary

Plants

an exceedingly long report, full of great detail
It should be considered, perhaps, as an essay on ideal power
plant installation and operation rather than a report of
existing or proposed equipment.
There was practically no
discussion on this subject.
presented

Welding

Electric

The Report

Committee on Electric Arc Welding
consisted principally of a series of additions and changes
to the masterly work presented by the welding committee
at last year's convention.
For the greater part, these changes
of the

were not of great importance, but were simply such detailhad come to light through another year's experience with
the welding art.
The report included many photographs
showing the various types of welding accomplished on actual
machinery.
One of the applications of electric welding in
which much interest is shown at present, is the welding of
cast iron, such as broken cylinders.
By setting studs into
and alongside the broken surfaces and placing the welded
metal around these studs, a joint is made in broken castas

ings that possesses fully as much tensile strength as anyequivalent cross-section of the same casting.
In the discussion of the report the question of whether
or not a welding supervisor was necessary for railroad
welding aroused much comment.
In the opinion of representatives from roads that have gone into the matter
of arc welding most extensively, it is absolutely essential

make a thorough study of the
be expected. During the discussion the question was asked as to the relation in time
consumed in welding tubes by the open fire method and
by the electric welding process. From the statements of those

that

some one be appointed
welding

art if successful

who

are doing

much

to

is to

of this

work by the

electric

welding

method was
immediately apparent. Twenty to 25 tubes can be welded
per hour by the open fire and in some cases possibly a few
process,

more,

vast

its

with

but

superiority

the

quality of the work.

to

attendant

With

the open

danger

fire

of

the

sacrificing

the electric process

it

is

quite

possible to make as many as 80 welds per hour, the average
weld requiring from 25 to 30 seconds.
At the final session of the convention the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year:

President,

Billau, assistant electrical engineer, Baltimore

&

L.

S.

Ohio, Baltimore, Md. senior vice-president L. C. Hensel, chief electrician, St. Louis-San Francisco, Springfield, Mo.; junior
vice-president, E. S. M. Macnab, electrical engineer car
lighting, Canadian Pacific, Toronto, Canada; secretary and
treasurer, Joseph A. Andreucetti, assistant electrical engineer, Chicago & North Western, Chicago.. Executive committee: L. C. Moore, electrical engineer, Missouri Pacific,
St. Louis, Mo.; J. R. Sloan, electrical engineer train lighting, Pennsydvania Lines East, Altoona, Pa.; A. E. Voight,
car lighting engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka,
Kan. C. H. Quinn, electrical engineer, Norfolk & Western,
E. Lunn, chief electrician, Pullman Car
Roanoke, Va.
Lines, Chicago; F. J. Hill, chief electrician, Michigan Cen;

;

;

tral, Detroit,

Mich.

Commissioner Woolley Opposes Return
Add

Increase in Freight Rates Will

Living

Robert

W. Woolley,

of the Interstate

—The Labor Question

Commerce Com-

aside.

When

chiefly coal

ground that such a step would result in
an increase in rates which he dec hired would he multiplied
He proposed to check the
in its effect in the cost of living.
Mr. Woolley said in
profiteer by holding down the rates.

the

the

part:

"Mr. Cuyler, chairman
last

of the railroad executives, testify-

commerce committee

ing before the interstate

winter, sounded an alarm, although he

meant

to

do

so,

when he

railroads to their owners

Commerce Commission
rates.

What

stated that

of the Senate

may

not have

upon the return

of the

will be necessary for the Interstate

it

to grant a further increase in freight

the measure of this increase

may

be

I

am

sure

do not know. It seems to be generally agreed that it will
have to be at least 25 per cent; some have placed it as high
In a speech delivered at St. Louis in June
as 50 per cent.
last, Director General Hines stated that an advance of
$300,000,000 in freight rates would be reflected in the cost
of the finished article to the consumer to the extent of
$1,500,000,000. Investigations made in normal times amply
For instance, when an increase of
justify such a prediction.
10 cents per ton was granted on anthracite coal in 1902, the
price of a ton of anthracite to the consumer advanced 50
An increase of 25 per cent
cents, and it never came down.
in freight rates would mean approximately $875,000,000,
which the people would have to pay to the railroads, and
using Mr. Hines's ratio, $4,375,000,000, which the ultimate
consumer would have to pay for what he uses, eats or wears
because when he buys a finished article he pays an accumuI

lation of increases.

"Does Congress propose
owners

at this

to turn

perilous time

back the railroads to their

and thereby make new high

price levels instead of lower price levels inevitable, or does

propose to enact legislation requiring the holding of these
roads for a fixed reasonable period following the proclaiming of peace and thereby aid the vitally important work of
checking the profiteer and getting us back to normal ? That
it

is

the problem in a nutshell.

"We

Return the railroads and
no measure before the House
or the Senate today can save us.
For nearly a year now,
in statements to Congress and in addresses before conventions ancF commercial clubs, I have been contending that the
are at the cross-roads.

increase freight rates

and

I

Roads

Greatly to the Cost of

mission, in an address be fore the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, on October 18, at
Philadelphia, opposed the return of the railroads to private

management on

of

fear

present freight rates are ample, that the operating revenue of
the railroads in the period of shrinking or vanishing traffic

following the signing of the armistice was no test of their
and that as we approach a general resumption
of industrial activity, the soundness of my contention would
become evident.
In other words, though hostilities ceased
with the signing of the armistice, economic disturbances due
sufficiency

war did not cease by any means.
"That there should have been an operating deficit tremendous in proportions following the cessation of hostilities
was inevitable. As a war-making measure there had been
stored in all big center- and in many smaller ones, large

to the

reserves of coal in order that the fearful experience of the
winter of 191S might not be repeated.
Building operations,

other than those conducted by the government, had practically ceased, private enterprise had either put its shoulder
to the wheel in the winning of the war or it had stepped

you consider that the product- of the mines,
ores, road and building material constitute

and

fully 70 per cent of all the freight traffic of the railroads,

easy to understand that the Savior of man himself, with
Arch-angel Gabriel as his chief assistant, could not
have earned the standard return without increasing freight
rates and consequently making higher and higher the cost
of living, unless he had performed a miracle.
"I hope you will pardon me for taking pride in the fact
that my prediction as to the early disappearance of the
monthly operating deficit has come true. Since July 1 the
railroads have earned the standard return and a few millions
Congress should treat the total amount of the
besides.
operating deficit incurred from the beginning of federal
control to July 1, 1919, as a war cost, and appropriate for
it out of the public treasury just as only one year ago it was
appropriating billions for munitions with which to vanquish
the Hun.
Let the government retain the railroads during
the period of reconstruction and hold freight rates where
they are.
By pooling receipts of all the roads it does, with
the present operating ratio of 85 per cent, what would be
Let it
impossible for most roads under private control.
help, not hinder, the President in his fight on the high cost
it is

of living.

"The President and

the director general have dealt suc-

As I say this I realize what is runminds of some of you. You are thinking

cessfully with labor.

ning through the

of the substantial increases in

wages granted railroad work-

ers.

"Denouncing

the

government

for

doing

what

capital

did in the steel plants, the munition plants, the shipyards,
and in many other industries has been a favorable snort
with those who refuse to deal with this problem fairly, who
find it convenient to forget what the presidents of the great
railroads of the eastern United States said they needed money
for, how many rate increases they might need for the same
purpose, when they testified in the fifteen per cent case before
the Interstate Commerce Commission in November, 1917.
"How easy it is for those who seem to be afraid that the
government will not remit the railroads once more to the
mercies of great banking houses for capital with which to
finance additions and betterments to forget the picture of
labor conditions on the railroads in the autumn of 1917
painted by Samuel Rea, how skilled labor was leaving to
take up unskilled employment at much better wages in the
shipyards, munitions plants and steel plants; how it was
necessary to use three men where formerly two men would
do; how the shortage in Official Classification territory especially was becoming alarming.
But joyfully do they point
to the fact that on the date of the signing of the armistice
there were approximately 145,000 more men employed on
the railroads than there were at the time the railroads were
taken over by the government.
I have asked this question
once before.
Suppose Director General McAdoo had not
so augmented his force that he could get approximately
100 per cent efficiency no matter what the emergency, and a
crisis had found him unprepared, would those who now
talk of waste and prodigality have come forward with paeans
of praise for the niggardly policy he had pursued?
The
ratio of labor cost to the entire operating cost in 1917 was
61.36; in 1918 it was 65.54 and I am informed by the
Railroad Administration that for the first seven months of
1919, it is estimated to have been 64 per cent.
I wonder
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how

this

showing compares with

thai

made

in

Borne of our

Wheat Shipments

Be Treated
as an Emergency Movement

other big industrii

"If the present unified control is done away with and each
road now under federal control s turned back to its owners
on January 1, what is to be the policy of those owners
Have the executives of the corporations who
toward labor?
have been sitting on the side lines criticising Tor two years
caught a vision out of all that lias happened, and arc they
ready to deal with the labor problem sanely and fairly
and by that
do not at all mean abject surrender to labor's
or do they propose to pursue the mailed list
every demand
policy and run the risk of seriously crippling the transportation systems of the country in the hour of its greatest ecoi

—

1

nomic need

?

"Several days ago one of the foremost traffic attorneys of
me an interesting story. He was shouting
a few months ago to give the railroads back; today he says
the service the shippers are receiving is so much better than
they ever got under private control that he now wants the
the country told

He came to Washington to
government to hold the roads.
see what could he done about the recent coal car shortage
in Kentucky.
'I called on Mr. Hastings, assistant traffic
director,' he said, 'and immediately he got on the wire with
Atlanta.
He directed the Southern Railroad to turn over
500 coal cars to the Louisville & Nashville. When I get
back to Kentucky the relief will be under way. Under private control we would have stewed in our own grease before
such a thing could have happened.'
A few weeks ago Clifford Thorne, who represents many
of the big independent oil companies, and other considerable
•

Commerce CommisHouse Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce that now is no time to be turning back the rail-

shippers in actions before the Interstate
sion, told

the

roads; that they should be held for two years following the
proclaiming of peace. Mr. Thorne was one of the bitterest
critics of the Railroad Administration during the war and
one of the first to demand, almost viciously, that the railroads be given back to their owners at the earliest possible

moment.

"When you
trol in

its

we have never had federal conwe have only had what amounts

consider that

real sense, that

receivership and a loose-jointed one at that, that the
morale of the director general's organization has for many
months been admittedly low, due to uncertainty as to what
is going to happen, don't you think the. testimony of such
men tells a story which is worth considering in these critical
times?"

to a
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Wheat will

to

ii 1
an emergent j shipment and
ed a
bi
given right of way over all other traffic demands in
an effort to injure its prompt movement to grain elei

1

1

Director-General Walker 1). Him- announced after
conference held on October 16 at Chicago.
Julius Barnes,
din. tor of the United States drain Corporation; B. F. Bush,
vators,

a

regional director of the Southwestern region; Hale llolden,
regional director of the Central Western region; J. E. (Jormley, assistant regional director of the Northwestern region;
C. Kendall, manager of the Car Service Section; Max
Phelan, director of the Division of Public Service, and the
federal managers of the principal roads in the West and
Southwest were present. Following the conference at which

W.

the car situation in the Western wheat growing states was
fully discussed, Director-General Hines issued the following

statements:

"The Railroad Administration

is

situation today with respect to the

wheat harvest from the country
places of storage, has

to

again

movement

reviewing

the

of this year's

primary markets and other

had reported

to

it

the quantities al-

ready moved from southwestern states and is impressed
with the comparatively small amount of wheat yet to be
handled.

"Approximately 20,000,000 bu. of the Texas crops have
already been moved, leaving 11,000,000 bu. on farms. The
entire movement of wheat last year in Texas was 5,500,000
In Oklahoma, of the total crop of 45,000,000 bu.,
bu.
33,000,000 bu. have been moved in three months, leaving
Against this movement
12,000,000 bu. yet in the country.
of 33,000,000 bu. this year, it is to be noted that the total
movement of wheat from Oklahoma in twelve months last
year was 28,000,000 bu.
"In the entire southwest there have already been moved
market 134,000,000 bu. in the last three months, leaving
99,000,000 bu. on the farm.
Against this movement of
134,000,000 bu. so far this year, the total movement for the
previous twelve months was 137,000,000 bu.
"In the state of Kansas there have been moved to market
66,000,000 bu. of wheat, leaving 63,000,000 bu. on the

to

farm.

"Notwithstanding the extraordinary transportation of
wheat which has already been performed this year, and notwithstanding the heavy demands for transportation by all
other sorts of traffic, the Railroad Administration is taking
steps to increase still further the handling of wheat.
Pref-

erence is to be given so as to move wheat that is on the
ground, additional equipment is to be provided to relieve the
elevators at Kansas City, Mo., and Omih^, Neb., and the
various railroads located in the wheat territory are to give
additional intensive supervision to the handling of local
wheat."

Waste of Car Space still constitutes a serious leak. A warning to the shipping public has been issued by K. M. Nicoles,
chairman of the San Francisco (Cal.) Terminal Efficiency
Committee. Loss of car space in these days means loss of
business handled; a matter of concern to the shipper as well
as to the carrier. A comparison of the loading for September, says Mr. Nicoles, shows that, in wheat, shippers are
using but 95 per cent of car capacity this year, as against
101 last year; in corn and oats, only 77 per cent as against
94; in sugar, 89 per cent as against 106; in canned goods, 96
per cent compared with 100; and in rice, 98 per cent com-

Valparaiso, Chile's Chief Port

pared with 109 per cent last year. As practically all cars
can be loaded to ten per cent above their marked capacity,
the loss is seen to be large

.;:!,.„: ..;i.,;!i.

inn
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Advances to railroads by the War Finance Corporation
have amounted to $204,794,520; and of this $134,436,310 had
been repaid up to November 15, according to the annual
report of the secretary of the Treasury; leaving a balance

ized by national officers of the Brotherhood of Railway Traina representative of the national organization attended
a meeting of the strikers held on November 30, counseling the

of $70,358,210 outstanding.

which resulted

The airplane mail carrier who made the regular trip from
Washington to New York on Tuesday, December 2, covered

men and

men

return to work. The vote was taken at that meeting
in the ending of die strike.
The two-day walkout practically paralyzed freight shipping in the terminal yard.
to

Net Operating Income

the distance of about 218 miles

in one hour, 34 minutes, or
an hour; and the load of mail weighed
The airplane was a new DeHaviland-4 with twin
630 lb.
motors. The start was made from College Park, Washington, at 12 o'clock noon, and the plane arrived at Belmont
Park, New York, 1:34 p. m.

at the rate of 138 miles

Daylight saving and the advantages of the plan arc now
under discussion in 16 states, according to Marcus M. Marks,
of New York City, who says that public sentiment is being
crystallized so that these 16 states will be ready by next
spring to follow the aldermen of New York City in the
adoption of a law to set the clocks forward in 1920 the same
as was done in 1919 under the now obsolete federal statute.
Mr. Marks thinks that there will be a general movement
next year to begin the use of '"summer lime" a month later
than heretofore, and to terminate its use a month earlier.

Prize for Report on

chart made by the Bureau of Railway Economics
shows the net operating income of the Class 1 Roads in 1919,
compared with the average in the test period (1915-1916-1917
l

on which government rental is based.
figures on which the chart is based.
JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR

MAY

JUNE

JULY

The

AUG.

table gives the

SEP.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

Lakewood Trucks

The Lakewood Engineering Company,
nounces prizes of

The

Cleveland,

Ohio,

an-

and $250 for the three best papers
describing experience with the Tier-lift trucks made by that
company. This truck, which is of two tons capacity, is propelled by power fr< m a storage battery, and also is arranged to
lift its load, by means of its motor, to any height up to 76 in.
Papers must be sent to A. R. Bond, Scientific American, New
York city, by January 30, and within a month thereafter the
awards will be made by a committee consisting of Mr. Bond,
Prof. D. S. Kimball, Cornell University, and Irving A. Berndt,

New York

$1,000, $500

City.

Kansas City Switchmen Strike
Approximately 1,500 switchmen members of the Brotherhood
of Railway Trainmen left their work in the Kansas City terminal
district on Saturday, November 29, and returned again on Monday, December 1. Definite reasons for this action were not given,
but it is believed that the walkout was due to dissatisfaction over
the present wage scale and because the national officers of the
brotherhood "failed to gel action" on their demands. The ending of the strike immediately followed the sending of telegrams
to the governors of Missouri and Kansas by the mayors of
Kansas City. Mo., and Kansas City, Kan., and the president of

ommerce. The messages were
the Kansas City Chamber oi
sent in compliance with a resolution unanimously adopted at a
mass meeting of representative citizens called to discuss measures lo meet the serious coal situation in Kansas City resulting
from the national coal strike and abetted by the strike of the
I

local

switchmen.

The

strike

STANDARD RETURN

Net Operating Income, Cumulated by Months, 1918 and 1919,
Compared with Standard Return, Class I, Railways

had already been termed unauthor-

-.'

Avei

oi

i

of

States.

operating income

Stan. lard
(turn)
3 \ car test period

i

\'<t

i

in

United

operating

tncome earned

in

1919

Deficit in

1919

Month
onths

January
February

March

.

13.000

lumulatn
I.!. 000

7,'».?4.000

10-1,547,000

(S.J51.000

"J, 798,000
210,087,000
317,472,000

.

-4

...

so, 000

April

May

77,385,000

....

(

1

;CO0

0,

June
uly

August
September
.

.

.

75.341 000

475..!..

86.860.000

562,223,000
65.1, 496,000

91,2

October

94,333

November
December

83,53i

iion

-J. ooo

747,8

831,365.000
904,647,000

893

By months
$18.;

Cumulative

?3

$28,889,970

'

39,

By months

•

10.106,268
10.84 608
26,115,214

65.916.807

7.

It

52,27

157.44-

77.176.933

J34.625.602

Cumulative

S 30.0 )0

37,828.000
57.409.000
41.174.000
30.279.000
1,835.933
(Increase)

$75,658,000
133,067,000
174.241,000
212.257.000
242 573.000
240,737,067
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Commerce Commission

Interstate

The Commission has declared
in

Commutation tickets on the Pennsylvania Railroad for
com. mi long distance journeys must bear the photograph of
the holder.
This rule goes into effeel on December 5 and,
according to an announcemenl of the company, is made neccessarj because of frequenl misuse of tickets between Philadelphia .iik! Trenton (31 miles) and between Trenton and

New York

miiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiii

Commission and Court News

Wilson
Redding, representative ai Pine Bluff, Ark., foi
Arkansas for the Chevrolel Motor Company, has resigned,
having been elected traffic manager for the traffic bureau o\
the

milium

imimiiiiiimiiiii

amiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii

News

Traffic
liiminniniiiiiiiiiii

mi

mini
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in-

hicago & Calumet Kivcr
the
carrier and, therefore, lawfully entitled to parinterstate rates with other common carriers, or to have
(

common

,i

ticipate in

charges >>n interstate shipments absorbed under proper tariff
provision by the roads having a line haul. The road now serves
lu- Ryan Car Company, the Camel Company, the General
Fuel

its

I

& Supplj Company and the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company and is making arrangements with the Koppcl Industrial
Car & Equipment Company and the Fidelity Storage Company
The commission has ordered the company

for similar service.

According

November

to

19,

a

on overseas

report

made

to

traffic

for the

week ended
com-

to

a tariff for

file

its

approval.

the director general, 5,442 cars of

export freight were received at North Atlantic ports
during this period as compared with 912 cars for the same week
This shows an increase of 4,530 cars, or 496 per cent
of 1918.
for November 19, 1919, as against the corresponding period last
mercial

For the week ended November 19, 1919, there were 16,339,185 bushels of grain stored in elevators at North Atlantic ports.

year.

There were received during the week 2,940,240 bushels, while
were cleared. The deliveries exceeded

4,912,416 bushels oi grain

the receipts by 1,972,176 bushels. The total amount of grain in
elevators at these ports represented 77.7 per cent of the total
elevator capacity.
There were 8,478,216 bushels of grain stored

Gulf ports on November
cent of the total elevator capacity.
in elevators at

Canadian Cars

in the

19,

representing 82.5 per

United States

The problem of the shortage of cars in Canada has been
brought to the attention of the United States Railroad Administration by the Department of Railways and Canals of Canada.
The Canadian Railway War Board has advised that department
that the following is the status of the Canadian-United States
freight car situation

Canadian box cars in United States
United States box cars in Canada

An

adverse balance of

Canadian livestock cars in United States
United States livestock cars in Canada

An

adverse balance of

Canadian refrigerator cars in United Stntes
United States refrigerator cars in Canada

An

adverse balance of

43,661
21,240
22,421
1,830
158
1,672
1,800
1,246

544

Coal Production
Coal production during the second week of the strike was 33
per cent of normal as compared with 29.4 per cent during
the first week, according to the weekly bulletin of the Geological
Survey. The output of the seven days, November 9 to 15, including lignite and coal coked, was 3,990,000 net tons, an increase of 438,000 tons, or 12.4 per cent, as compared with the
week before. The average production during the four weeks
ending October 25 was 12,089,000 tons. As the strike order was
withdrawn on the afternoon of November 11, the week contained two days during which the order was in force and four
days after it had been withdrawn, but, the report says, production was not resumed during the week on a considerable scale
except in scattering districts outside of the central competitive
field.
The report contains an analysis of operating conditions
during the first week of the strike, November 2 to 8, inclusive,
but show« that in the central competitive field the strike was
Virtually no coal was mined
practically 100 per cent effective.
in Illinois, Indiana. Michigan, Ohio and the Pittsburgh district.
In the tier of states immediately west of the Mississippi the tieup was also practically complete and from Iowa south of Oklahoma about 99 per cent of the capacity was closed. The closing
of so many mines afforded to the others which remained at work
exceptional car supply and, thanks to the efforts of the railroads,
transportation disability as a limiting factor practically ceased
Only one small district afforded serious shortage of
to exist.
cars and, the report says, there is little doubt that the percentage
of loss on account of car shortage for the entire country will be
found to be less than 1 per cent.

Demurrage on Grain

A recommendation of dismissal is made in a tentative report
by Attorney Examiner Charles F. Gerry on complaints instituted by the Armour Grain Company, the Minneapolis Traffic
Association and others against the railroads arising from the
imposition of demurrage on carloads of inbound transit grain
at Chicago and Minneapolis during the periods of car congestion
in the fall of 1916 and 1917 when the railroads did not furnish
cars for outbound shipments to keep a steady flow
through the transit elevators. Several hundred thousand dollars
in demurrage charges is involved, but the tentative report finds
that the carriers were not liable for failure to furnish cars under
such unusual conditions and that the transportation of transit
grain involved two contracts of carriage, of which the first was
complied with after proper placement of car and a reasonable
opportunity afforded for unloading it.

enough

Illinois Classification

Commerce Commission has issued a decision
written by Commissioner Meyer on an investigation initiated at
the request of the director general, who asked advice as to
The

Interstate

whether the present Illinois classification and the present class
and commodity rates applicable between points in Illinois should
be continued in

That

1.

minimum

effect.

The Commission recommends

for the rules, descriptions, packing specifications and
and estimated weights of the Illinois classification

there be substituted the corresponding portions of the consolidated classification, subject to the modifications thereof
indicated in Consolidated Classification Case, 54 I. C. C, 1.

That the Illinois scale of class rates and ratings applicable
under the Illinois classification be canceled; and the
Disque scale, governed by the official classification, be substituted
therefor and applied between points in the Illinois district south
and east of the lines indicated, extending from Chicago through
Peoria to St. Louis, Mo.; and that class rates, governed by the
contemporaneous western classification, and not higher than the
level of interstate rates between points in northwestern Illinois
and adjoining states, be substituted therefor and applied between
points in the Illinois district on, north, and west of the Chicago2.

thereto

St.

Louis

line.

a review of particular commodity rate structures be
order to remove discriminations which now exist or may
arise from any readjustments growing out of these recommen3.

That

made

in

dations.
4.
Specific recommendations
rates on certain articles.

made with

respect to

commodity

Commission Reduces Rate
Initiated

The

by Director General

Commerce Commission in the case of the Solvay Process Company vs. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has
Interstate

decided that an increase from 17 cents a long ton to 30 cents a
net ton in the rate on limestone, c. 1., from Jamesville, N. Y.,
to Solvay, N. Y., made by the Railroad Administration in connection with its general rate advance in 1918 was unreasonable

Oct. 31, Issued Dec.

5,
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need of the Railroad Administraincreased revenues; and that a rate in excess of 25
cents a long ton is unreasonable.
Reparation is awarded from
June 25, 1918, at which time the rate was increased to 40 cents
a long ton, although it was reduced to 30 cents a net ton on
September 16, 1918. The case has attracted interest because the
Secretary of Commerce took part in it, was represented at the
hearing and filed a brief supporting generally the contentions
of the complainant, but urging also the power and primary duty
of the Railroad Administration to foster and protect commerce,
with only secondary regard to the adequacy of rates as sources
He differentiated in this regard between federal
of revenue.
and private control, pointing to the fact that the Railroad Administration was given the support of public funds derived from
general taxation.
He urged also the importance of relieving
complainant's traffic from any unnecessary burden in view of
However,
the utility of its products and their wide distribution.
in considering its powers and duties under the federal control
act, in reviewing the rates initiated by the director general, the
commission has concluded that the words "just and reasonable"
as used in that act have substantially the same meaning as in
the act to regulate commerce, from which they are drawn, and
the case was decided upon the facts of record pertaining to the
particular rate involved.
The director general filed formal answer denying any violation of law, but was not represented at
the hearing.
The defendant carrier offered no denfense of the
40 cent rate, but in defense of the 30 cent rate cited the act of
August 29, 1916, the President's proclamation taking over the
railroads, the federal control act, and General Order No. 28.
"These recitals tend, however," the commission says, "to justify
the rate increases under that order as a whole and not necesWhen General Order No. 28
sarily the increase in every rate.
was promulgated, an immediate increase of revenue was doubtIt is not, however, to be presumed that
less deemed imperative.
there was any intent permanently to abandon the standards by
which the rights of individual shippers had been determined
during a period of peace. It is rather to be presumed that the
constituted authorities had in contemplation ultimate readjustment in cases where the universality of their methods might be
fn itself in spite of the genera!

tion

for

shown

to

work undue hardship upon

commission,

therefore,

found

The

particular shippers."

unnecessary

it

to

consider

the

justification for the general increases in rates, but said that the

question concerns the specific increase applied to
almost unique movement of this particular traffic.

Court

what

is

an

News

Safety Appliance Acts

The New York Supreme Court, Trial Term, Erie County,
holds that the federal Safety Appliance Acts requiring that cars
engaged in interstate commerce shall be "equipped with couplers
coupling automatically by impact, and which can be uncoupled
without the necessity of men going between the ends of the
cars," does not apply to a defect in the timber bolted to the
car frame, to which timber the drawbar was fastened. The purpose of these acts is to relieve railroad employees from the neThe
cessity of going between the ends of cars and the couplers.
supplementary act of 1916 does not extend the carriers' liability
for defects in couplings outside of the statutory requirements.
It is an extending act only in declaring that carriers shall not
escape liability to employees for the reason that cars not meeting with statutory requirements are being moved for repair.
This is the first time this particular question has been passed
upon by the courts. Buschalewski v. N. Y, C, 173 N. Y. Supp.

—

506.

895

honing tunnel the rates should not exceed those on coal from the
Lehigh region, from Penn Haven to the same points, either by
the Central or by the Lehigh Valley. In August, 1906, and thereafter the tariffs filed by the Central contained a footnote providing that in compliance with this covenant, a lateral allowance
was made to the coal company on all anthracite originating on
its tracks in the Panther Creek, Nesquehoning and Hacklebarnie
districts mined and shipped by it, when coming via the Hanto,
Nesquehoning, and Mauch Chunk gateways.
All subsequent
tariffs, 262 in number, contained the foot note.
The allowance
was 19.18 cents a ton, and this was credited in the monthly settlement of the company's account with the railroad. This credit
was the point of the government's attack.
The certificate asked the following question "In the criminal
prosecution of a shipper for knowingly accepting transportation
at less than the duly established rate by receiving an allowance
:

was referred to in the tariff but was not specified in figures
therein, has the defendant a right to offer in evidence that the
that

allowance was received under the honest belief that it was lawfully established by the tariff, and under the honest belief that in
receiving it he was not disregarding what he believed to be the
provisions of the tariff, but was complying therewith?"
The
Supreme Court answers the question in the affirmative. There
was no misunderstanding of the law, or of what it required. The
misunderstanding was induced by practice and the opinion of
those in authority that the act was complied with, and a tariff
was filed. The word "knowingly" in the statute required to
incur the guilt of a misdemeanor by accepting a rebate was
therefore to be given exculpating effect. Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. v. United States. Decided November 10, 1919.

—

Rear End Platforms

— Mail

Cars

State and Federal Legislation
Complaint was made to the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission that the Pennsylvania .Railroad ran a specified train in
interstate commerce, the last car of which was not equipped at
its rear end- with a platform thirty inches wide, guard rails and
steps, as required by a Pennsylvania statute of 1911.
The railroad contended that it was not bound by the statute because
the rear car was a mail car constructed in accordance with the
regulations of the Post Office Department, and because the
Federal Government had assumed control of the matter so far
as to exclude 'such intermeddling on the part of a state.
The
Commission and the State Superior Court decided against the
railroad.

The Supreme Court of the United States has now reversed that
The court says, by Mr. Justice Holmes, that if all that
had been done on behalf of the United States in the way of regudecision.

had been to determine how maii cars should be built, and
exclude a thirty-inch platform, it might be said that the state
law could be obeyed by putting a different car at the end of the
lation

to

It would be a tax upon the railroad when it wished to
run a mail train wholly made up of mail cars; but it could be
done.
But when the United States has exercised its exclusive
powers over interstate commerce so far as to take possessii n of

train.

the field, the states no more can supplement its requirements
than they can annul them. In the present instance the rules for
the construction of mail cars, admitted to be valid, not only
exclude the wide platform, but provide an equipment for them
when used as end cars. The Safety Appliance Act, with its
careful requirements for the safety of the men was followed by
most elaborate regulations issued by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which include three large pages of prescriptions for
"Caboose Cars Without Platforms."
aboose cars constantly are
used as end cars and these pages, like the Post Office order as
to mail cars, recognize the lawfulness of an end car such as the
Pennsylvania statute forbids.
"The subject matter in this inI

United States Supreme Court
"Knowingly" Accepting

a Rebate

The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company was convicted and

New

Jersey for accepting rebates
New Jersey in violation of
A case was certified to the Suthe Interstate Commerce law.
preme Court of the United States on the following facts: When
the coal company leased its railroad, the Lehigh & Susquehanna,
to the Central in 1871, covenant 10 of the lease provided that on
coal shipped by the company at the northern end of the Nesquefined in the district court of

and concessions from the Central of

stance

is

peculiarly one that calls for uniform law and in our

opinion regulation by the paramount authority has gone so far
that the statute of Pennsylvania cannot impose the additional
obligation in issue here
The Interstate Commerce Commis
is continually on the alert, and if the
Pennsylvania law represents a

real necessity, no doubt will take or recommend steps
meet the need." Mr. Justice Clarke dissented, being of the
opmion that the United States had not taken possession of the
field
involved in this controversy.— Pennsylvania Railroad v.
Public Service Commission.
Decided November 10, 1919.
to
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London Subway

•

Officials Visiting

America
'•'IN.

News

Foreign Railway

V

MacCullum, a instant to tin- mechanical engineer of the
underground lines in London;
Spencer, m
of the
J.
London and Suburban group of tramways, and Frank
commercial manager and C. J. Spence, engineer of the London
General Omnibus Company, are visiting tin- United States to
make a close study of the present day traffic and transport ('oiiModem
ditions in New York and other principal cities.
i'
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German Government

the

bj

ii

to

the

the construction

of rolling stock i-- repi
by the United States commercial attache at The Hague, as calling for 2,000 freight cars, of IS tons capacity, and 1<K) locomofor

each year.
price
the

Ii

factor)

shall

make

contract stipulates that the
materia] and labor and that
profit of only two per cent.

said

is

must correspond

to
a

'I

thai

the

Demanded

Nationalization of Mines

costs of

Underground Railway

i

port.

An

extract

from an

article

the

in

in

England

London Times

states

that

by an almost unanimous vote- on September 10, the Trades Union
Congress declared its readiness
perate with the Miners'
ederation of Great Britain io the fullest extent with a view to
compelling the government to adopt the scheme of national
I

for Marseilles

I

The Marseilles Municipal Council lias decided to proceed
with the construction of an underground railway in the city,
a project which has long been in contemplation in view hi
the ever-increasing congestion of the streets.

ownership and joint control recommended by the Coal Industry
Commission. The figures were as follows: Lor the resolution,
4,478,000; against, 77.C00;
resolution of 4,401,000.

Prussian Railways Deficit

Railway Extensions

amounts to 634,which 160,000,000

For 1919 the deficit on Prussian railways
000.000 marks (nominally $158,500,000), of
marks ($40,000,000) goes to cover indemnities
The total working expenses for the year will
000,000 marks (nominally $1.875. 000,000).

making # a majority

for railway thefts.

amount

to 7,500,-

in

in

favor of the

Jamaica
London.

The Times Trade Supplement states that the question of railway extensions in Jamaica is attracting a good deal of attention.
At present the total length of the Jamaica railway is 1,970 miles.
The island is 4,450 sq. miles and the population in 1916 was
It is stated that there is a project to extend the railway
and that a scheme had been projected to electrify the railway
and thus do away with steam haulage. The waterfalls in Jamaica
should make this possible. Trinidad had mapped out its railway extension program, and the new work will involve an expenditure of upwards of $10,000,000.

892,406.

Oil Fuel on the Central

The

directors of the Central

Uruguay

Uruguay Railway,

in its

report, say that having regard to the present high prices

annual

and the

obtaining coal and wood, the board has made arextend the use of fuel oil, and has contracted for
supplies to be delivered during the next two years.
difficulty

in

rangements

to

Trade with Germany
London.

Cost of the Eight Hour

Day on

Underground

the

About

In the cost of the eight-hour day on the

London omnibus
by

tramways and railways operated

the

Under-

ground, an additional expenditure is incurred of approximateAn addition of about
ly £700,000 ($3,500,000) per annum.
20 per cent to the staff is required to work the services.

Uruguay East Coast Railway

months ago the Textile Trade

London

resolution deciding to have no
On Wednestrade
at least 10 years.
day, October 29, the mover of that resolution proposed, at a
meeting of the section, another resolution to exactly the opposite
effect, expressing the opinion that resumption of business with
Germany and other enemy countries should be regarded as
properly open to members of the section. Consideration of the

of

motion was deferred for

Sale

section of the

Commerce passed a
relations with Germany for

Chamber

London.

services,

18

a week.

— London

Times Trade Supple-

ment.

in London from the general
Uruguay East Coast Railway Com-

Cable advices have been received

manager

in

Uruguay of

the

High Cost

pany, Limited, that the sale and transfer of the railway to the

Uruguayan Government was completed on October

15

of

Fuel in South America
London.

of this

An

Argentine Railway Projects

extract from the Engineer states that Follett Holt, M.I.C.E.,
the chairman of the Entre Rios Railway of Argentina, speaking
at the annual meeting stated that the fuel bill has absorbed 23
per cent of the total expenses of the company, and it was now
seriously considering the oil fuel question. It had under con-

Buenos Ayres advices state that the Chamber of Deputies is
shortly to discuss a project which will authorize a French company to construct a railway across the Federal territory of
Formosa to an extent of 300 kilometres. It is understood that
several deputies intend strenuously to oppose this project, with

struction an 8,000 tons capacity oil plant and would use oil fuel
He states that during
for the locomotives and ferry steamers.
the past few years all the South American railways had been
bled almost to death by coal prices, and that the market for
some million tons of coal in South America was in danger of

month, the sale and transfer to take

from October

effect as

1,

1919.

the object of giving preference to a
formed with Brazilian, Argentine and

company which has been
North American capital.

being

lost

to

England.

Locomotive Building
The British Board of Trade Journal, reporting revenue and
expenditure of railways of great Britain and Ireland for the
years 1916, 1917 and 1918, shows that the average rate of dividend for the first time during the war exceeded the 1913 average
of 3.63 per cent. For 1918 the figure given is 3.70 per cent. The
again increased, but the per cent of expenses was
greater than in the previous year (the proportion in 1914 was
C3 per cent)
total receipts

:

Total receipts, thousands
Kxpenditure, thousands

Xetincome
Per cent of expenses

1916

1917

£154,468

£168,721

102.520
51,948
66

115,994
52,727
69

in

England
London.

English Railway Earnings

1918
£197,293

"3,342
53,951
73

locomotive to be built by Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd.. at its Scotwood works, was tested on November 12. This engine is a main line 0-8-0 superheater locomotive with a 6-wheel tender for the North Eastern. At the
date of the armistice the Scotswood works were entirely devoted

The

first

Large quantities of shells of
the production of munitions.
every calibre, from the smallest to the giant naval projectile of
over a ton weight, were reproduced the output during the period of hostilities reaching the total of 14,500,000 shells, in addito

;

of cartridge cases, fuses, etc. These works
manufacture of locomotives and a remarkA large task was involved
able transformation has taken place.
tion to vast

number

were selected for

the

:

:

Oct. 31, Issued Dec.
in clearing

away

5,
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the quantities of shell machinery

and

in

re-

organizing and equipping the shops for locomotive manufacture.
It is reported that this plant will employ 3,000 men and produce
one finished locomotive per day.

The War and Indian Railways
London.

An

from the Times engineering Supplement states
that the pressure of the Mesopotamian, East African and other
distant campaigns on India's still very inadequate railway resources may be gaged to some extent from official statements
made in the Viceroy's Legislature last month.
abstract

The materials belonging to Indian railways sent out of the
country for war purposes included 774 miles of new and second
hand rails, 217 locomotives and 5.423 vehicles. Of the rolling
stock 196 locomotives and 4,908 vehicles were meter gage. The
other materials sent were varied in character and very large in
quantity.
Before the cessation of hostilities the replacement of
157 meter gage locomotives and 2,500 vehicles had been arranged.

897

Engineering Employers' Federation, to enable the latter to state
views on the consolidation of present earnings, including
war advances, into permanent rates of wages and the stabilization
of existing wages.
Representatives of the Trade Unions have
submitted a general claim for stabilization until November, 1920,
which would necessitate an extension for another year of the
Wages (Temporary Regulations) Act. The employers are
pressing for certain amendments and conditions if the Act is
renewed. The Minister of Labor has promised to consult the
government, and the position will probably be further discussed
with the parties concerned.
their

England's Export of Railway Material
London.

According

Board of Trade Returns, the value of railway
material exported during the first eight months of the present
year was as follows
to the

1919

1918

Locomotives

£675,403

£900,987

Rails

1,246,608
324,168
907,465
438,246

381,104
443,423
210,166
247 650

(.-images

Wagons

Motor Vehicles

Wheels and axles
Tires and axles

as Feeders to Italian Railroads

use of motor vehicles as feeders to the railroads is said
to be more extended in Italy than in any other country in the
world. This is owing to the fact that Italy is a mountainous
country in which railroad lines can only be built at considerable
cost and labor.
The iolal length of railroad lines in Italy is
8,700 miles, while the length of routes over which motor services
are run with a fixed time table is 8,070 miles. There are 400 of
these lines over which regular public services are run either as
feeders to the railroad or in order to open up country which has

remained inaccessible to the railroad.
These public automobile services for goods and passengers
were begun in a small way ten years ago in order to meet the
deficiencies of the railroad system.

Traffic

Between

Italy

and Germany
London.

The London Times Trade Supplement says
many have entered into an agreement with

that Italy

and Ger-

a view to re-estabthem through Switzerland.
Passenger
and freight traffic already have thus been reopened, though subThis is of great economic signifiject to certain restrictions.
cance for Italy because of the abnormal exchange rate, German
goods can now be bought by Italians at 60 cenlesimi the mark,
as compared with more than double that rate under pre-war

lishing

traffic

between

conditions.
Italy is struggling for the life of her industries.
Many trains
are not running for lack of fuel, and if it were not for the
receipt from Belgium of 2,000 tons coal daily, Italy would be
in great distress.

638,876
177,812
533,106

(hairs and metal sleepers
Miscellaneous permanent way
Total permanent way

The

402',760

88,397
418,356
895,530

1,986,414

The weight

of rails exported was 77,694 tons, as against 20,899
tons for the same period in 1918, and of chairs and metal sleepers 10.875 tons, as against 5.610 tons last year.
Locomotives to
the value of £63.767 and rails £38,930 were sent to India during
the month of August.

Electrification of the

North Eastern Railway

London.
directors of the North Eastern Railway have provisionally
sanctioned a scheme for the electrification of the main line between York and Newcastle (a distance of 80 miles).
The
scheme provides also for the electrification of the loop line (31
miles in length) from Northallerton to Fcrryhill via Stockton.

The

On these portions of the railway there
varied traffic, ranging from East Coast

a very heavy and
and other important

is

through trains to local freights. Hitherto the experience of the
electric traction has been confined to the working
of a dense local passenger traffic on Tyneside, between Newcastle, North Shields, Tynemouth and Whitley Bay, and of the
coal traffic between Shildon and Newport (Middlesbrough).
No
other company in Great Britain has, however, experimented with
the electric haulage of freight trains.
On Tyneside the third rail system is in use, but between Shildon and Newport overhead electrical equipment has been adopted.
The new proposal is a combination of the third rail and overhead systems, and the general idea is that the former should be
used i>n die running lines, and the latter adopted in the freight
yards and at large sta'ions.

company with

American Imports and Exports Into France
Railway Reconstruction

London.

The Fortnightly Information Review of the American Chamber of Commerce give the imports into France from America as
follows for the
1917:

seven months of the years 1919, 1918 and

first

1918

Machines and machines
Tools and hardware

1,824,000

Fes. 202, 748, 000

"142,996,000

123,995,000

F(

•This figure includes lie quantil
in 1918 for the Government.

ted

t

to

1917
Fcs.291. 631.000
327,259,000

regularize

the

imports

made

The exports from France

United States for the same

period are as follows
Machines and mechanical a]
Tools and manufactures of metal....

""0

|

-U4.000

1918
Fcs.223,000
542.000

1917

Fes

!

892,000

The

Steel Strike

was caused in England through the skilled
steel works at Ebbw Vale and Dowlais
asking for a certain minimum which the employers could not see
their way to accede.
As a result of the demand put forward by
about 200 men, who struck to enforce it, between 4,0(10 and 5,000
\ conference held
other workers have been pul out of work.
at the Ministrv of Labor between Sir David Shackleton and the
steel

strike

men employed

in

the

says

that

recent
idtng on the Transandine line (Buenos Ayres to Valparaiso), on account of snowstorms blocking the Uspallata Pass,
the

has again

brought forward suggestions for a new transcontinental line in South America.
The most immediately practical
idea is that necessitating the construction of only 175 miles of
railway, and even though this includes the crossing of the Andes,

means the line would be
snow blizzards, and that

does not exceed 6,000

ft.

By

this

from danger of Mocking through
the expense and difficulties connected

free

with railways constructed to climb higher altitudes

would be

obviated.

The

The English

Patagonia
'.ONDON.

The London Times Trade Supplement

the height to be negotiated

into the

in

transcontinental

line in existence at present in South
the Buenos Ayres- Valparaiso railway, about 1,030
miles in length, crossing the Andes at a height of 10.470 ft., the
Andean section of this line being of a gage different from that
of the railways of Argentina and (bile, winch on either side
complete the link, and necessitating three handlings of freight

America

is

on each through journey. Completion of the new route would
the creation of a second sea-to-sea railroad, over an all
broad gage line (5 ft. 6 in.), traversing ascents of such easy
grade that no rack sections would be necessary.

mean

j
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make

business.

possible
I

in-

it

increaied financial

future development

W

various types and magnetic chucks used
while they arc being ground

Smi.im.

eneral managei of the Van Dorn & Dutton
Company, reai specialists, ol Cleveland, Ohio, has been
elected president oi the company
Mr. Sinram is also p
denl of the Vmerican Gear Manufacturers' Association.
tirbanks,
;i1

"

ft.

city

for

$15,000.
.i

b)

Morse &

Co..

Chicago,

have

purchased

a

lot

150 it in the central manufacturing districl of thai
the purpose oi erecting a new warehouse, t<> cosl
It
will be of brick and concrete, three stories and

basement.

The Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
templating the erection of

a

M. Drake, sales manager for the Deeming-Endsley
Company, Chicago, with headquarters in that city, lias been
appointed manager of the railway supply division of The
Pierce Company. Kansas City, Mo., with office in the TransM.

portation building, Chicago.

who

has resigned as signal engineer of the
St. Louis-San Francisco, to become general sales manager
of the primary battery division of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,
with office at Bloomfield. X. J., as was announced in our Emer-

gency Bulletin of No6, was born at

vember

now

Miles Grove, Pa.,

North Girard, on Augan

18,

1874.

He

be-

railway career
in 1892 with the Union
Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., as
an apprentice in shop
and construction work.
He entered the service
of

his

the

Michigan

of

the

in

oi

holding iron
machined.

.mm!

C. P. Neudorfer,
general planl
uperintendenl for the
Standard Tank
ompany, Masury, Ohio, has been proai
moted io general manager, a position which has been vacant
I

I

N. L. Mabcy, chiei engineer, becomes a
time.
Frederick Burroughs, chief estimator,
general manager.
has been made chief engineer, and J. W. Todd, assistant chief
engineer, has been appointed assistant purchasing agent in
the office oi the superintendent of transportation.
J. T.
O'Connor, superintendent of transportation, has been apR. Sweeken
Mr.
pointed purchasing agent.
J.
nnor as superintendent of transportation.
for

some

.,ni

E. L. Chollman, whose election as vice-president and sales
manager of the Paxton-Mitchell Company, Omaha, Nebr.,
was announced in the Railway Age Emergency Bulletin of
>ctober 13, was born
Omaha, Nebr., on
at
August 5, 1877. He en<

^0^

tered railway service in
1892 as a machinist's

Cen-

1896 as construction foreman and signal
inspector.
In 1898 he
returned to the Union
Switch & Signal ComR. E. Trout
pany, in charge of the
installation of an elecfro-pneumatic interlocking plant at the South Station, Boston,
Mass. In 1900 he was appointed signal inspector on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, with office at Providence,
R. I.
Mr. Trout again returned to the service of the Union
Switch & Signal Company in 1901 as inspector of material
and construction work. From May, 1902, to July of the same
year he was connected with the signal department of the
Chicago & Alton. On the latter date he was appointed signal
engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco, which position he
held until his recent appointment. Mr. Trout has been a vicepresident of the Railway Signal Association and later became
president, wdiich position he held until that association became the Signal Division of the Engineering Section of the
American Railroad Association, at which time he was elected
chairman of the Signal Division.
tral in

The business and property of the O. S. Walker Company,
Worcester, Mass., manufacturers of grinding machines and
magnetic chucks, has been sold by Oakley S. Walker to a
group of men prominently connected with the machine tool
and supply business, and the reorganization of the company
The name of the company will remain
has been completed.
unchanged and the new officers are: President, W. B. McSimmon, Boston; vice-president, J. H. Drury, Athol; general manager, secretary and treasurer, Clayton O. Smith; the
third director being William F. McCarthy, Boston. The new

JT

^m

£

I

apprentice on theUnion
Pacific

gust

t

con

is

factory at Kansas City, Mo., to
cost $500,000.
The first unit will be equipped for the manufacture of painl and will be followed by the construction of
a v arnish factoi

R. E. Trout,

which

ource

company manufactures grinding machim

steel p. uts

i

r<

and increa

at

Omaha

From 1897 to
shops.
1901 he was machinist
railroads
on
various
and from 1901 to 1902
was

fe^HE*NfeV*

irt
\'

'

5

roundhouse forethe Union Pa-

man on

office
cific,
with
at
Evanston, Wyo. In 1902
he was appointed assistant general foreman at
Cheyenne, Wyo. From
1903 to 1904 he was
master mechanic for
the La Follette Coal &
_ _
„ _
E. L. Chollman
/t
t-»
m
Iron Railway Company,
La Follette, Tenn. In
the latter year he was appointed general foreman on the
Southern, with office at Alexandria, Va. In 1905, he was appointed general foreman at Danville, Va., and in 1906 was
transferred to Greensboro, N. C, which position he held until 1909, when he was appointed superintendent of car shops
at Knoxville, Tenn.
In July, 1914, he was elected vice-president of the Southern Locomotive Valve Gear Company,
Knoxville, Tenn., a position which he held until his recent
election as vice-president and sales manager of the Paxton-

Mitchell

Company.

The American Steel Foundries, Chicago, in its report for
the year ending September 30, 1919, shows a decrease in surplus over the corresponding period in 1918 of $144,150. The
decrease in net earnings before taxes, the statement shows,
The comparative income account is as follows:
is $2,823,232.
Depreciation

$3,751,696
210,826

1918
$6,858,017
305,860

Balance
Other income

$3,540,870
330,118

$6,552,157
142,063

Total income
Charges
Federal tax reserve

$3,870,988
*165,302
1,243,113

$6,694,220
117,497
3,970,000

$2,462,573

$2,606,723

1919

Net earnings

Surplus

'Includes $122,739, net earnings subsidiary companies applicable to stocks
not owned by American Steel Foundries.

The International Cement Corporation has been incorporated under the laws of Maine, with headquarters at New
York. It is a consolidation of the Cuban Portland Cement
Corporation, with properties in Cuba, the International Portland Cement Corporation, with properties in Argentina, the
Compania Uruguaya de Cemento Portland, with properties
in Uruguay, and the Texas Portland Cement Company, operating two plants in the United States, one at Dallas, Tex.,
and the other at Houston, Tex. The directing heads of the

Oct. 31, Issued Dec.

5,
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International Cement Corporation art- F. R. Bissell, chairof the board of directors, and Holger Struckman, president and general manager.

man

Harry M.

who

has been appointed general superinPhiladelphia works of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
as was announced in our Emergency Bulletin of October 13,
has risen from the ranks in the Westinghouse organization,
having for a number of years been superintendent of marine
lie was born in Boothby, Me., on March 23, 1869,
erection.
and when a small boy his parents moved to Providence, R. I.,
where he received his schooling. Leaving high school, he
went to work at an early age in the shops of the Corliss
Steam Engine Company. While working he took a night
course in the Rhode Island School of Design and later received private instruction in mechanics, kinematics and mathematics. In 1900 he became superintendent of Corliss engines
with the Westinghouse Machine Company, a position he held
until the company became a part of the Westinghouse ElecGiles,

tendent of the South

tric

&

Manufacturing Company.

Huntley H. Gilbert, who has been appointed manager of
Western district, of the Pressed Steel Car Company
and the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, with offices
Peoples
Gas
425
at

our

Chicago,

111.,

announced

Emergency

in

Bul-

October 20,
of
graduated from Cornell

letin

Pa.,

manufacturer

of wrought iron pipe, is undergoing reorganization under
the direction of L. E. Thomas, the newly elected president,
who succeeded F. C.

Thomas

Mr.

Smink.

was formerly vice-president and general manager of the Birdsboro

Foundry & MaCompany.
He
has had a broad and

Steel

varied experience in the
iron and steel busine^-.
having held several important operating positions in the Ohio works
of the Carnegie Steel
Company, and, later,

with

identified

some

installed

of its
the leading steel plants of this
country.
For 14 years
he was vice-president

equipment

as sales agent of the
Steel
& Iron
Scully
Company and then as
western representative
of the George E. Molleson Company. He entered the employ of the
Pressed Steel Car ComH. H. Gilbert
pany in June, 1912, as
sales agent in the Chicago office and in 1915 was sent to England and France as
special representative to investigate the manufacture of shell
forgings. In July, 1917, he was commissioned captain in the
Ordnance Officers Reserve Corps and reported for duty
July 25, 1917, as assistant to the chief of the Field Artillery
Section, Carriage division, Ordnance Department, serving in
Washington until February, 1918, when he was transferred
to the Rock Island Arsenal, serving there as executive assistant to the commanding officer, later administrative officer,

He

attended

the October, 1918, staff class at the War College, and was
then appointed division ordnance officer, 97th Division, Camp
Cody, N. M., serving there until the division was demobilized,
at which time he was honorably discharged from military
In January, 1919, he re-entered the service of the
service.
Pressed Steel Car Company and Western Steel Car & Foundry Company as assistant manager of sales. Western district,
and was recently promoted to manager, of sales of the same
district.

Lieutenant Vernon S. Henry, who has re-entered the sen
of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New
York, and is now connected with the Philadelphia office as
a sales representative, as was announced in our Emergency
Bulletin of October 13, is a graduate of Stevens Institute
of Technology. At the outbreak of the war lie attended the
first training camp at Fort Myer, Va., and received his comHe went to
mission as first lieutenant in August. 1917.
France the following November and was in charge of automatic rifles in the A. E. F.. remaining there until May, 1918.
He then returned to the United States to as.i>t in the proice

Reading Iron Company

& Foundry Company,

Company at its South
Works and later served

he was promoted to major.

of the

The Reading Iron Company, Reading,

the United Engineering

University in June,
degree of meHe
chanical engineer.
then was in the employ
Steel
of the Illinois

25, 1918,

Reorganization and Expansion

while

1907, with

and on July

duction of machine gun tripods, model 1919, and for his development in this work he afterward-, received a citation for
meritorious and conspicuous service. In 1918 he returned to
France and was in charge of the development of machine gun
and anti-aircraft material until discharged from the service
in February, 1919.

chine

sales,

building,
as was

899

in

and general manager
Machine Company.

W. Woodward
ager of the

L.

of

the

E.

Birdsboro

Thcmas
Steel

Foundry

&

Williams has been appointed general manto succeed George Schuhmann, who

company

on August 1.
on account of ill
health.
Mr. Williams
retired
1919,

formerly

served

.^^^9^
^^

witli

the A. M. Byers Company,
Pittsburgh,
as

general sales manager
general manager.
Craig Geddis has been
appointed
advertising

and

manager. He was formerly connected witli
the sales and publicity
departments of the National Tube Company,
later was publicity

and

manager for the Mesta
Machine Company. EdF.
Blessing has
been appointed metallurgical
engineer and
W. W. Williams
W. E. Dunham production engineer.
Mr.
Blessing was formerly connected with the Doehler Die Casting Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mr. Dunham was, until
recently, service manager for the V M. Byers Company.
The Reading Iron Company has also bought the George
B. Lessig Company plant at Pottsdam, Pa., giving the Readtjar

Company

an additional monthly muck bar capacity
has also bought from the Empire Steel &
Iron Company ten acres of land adjoining its tube works
for use in future extensions.
Branch offices for the district
sales representatives have been established at New York,
Philadelphia, Pa., Pittsburgh, Chicago, Dallas, Texas and
Cincinnati, Ohio. Additional branches are now being located
and will be opened by the company in the future.
ing Iron

of 2,600 tons.

It
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Trade Publications
I'm

to large
construi

Association,
Concrete Pipe
Chicago, has issued an illustrated bulletin on the manufai
iim- and testing oi concrete pipe
tor culverts, drains, pressure
pipes .mil sewers,
rhe illustrations show almost every phase
of this importanl industry

Concreti

I

\ iiu-i

Ik-

ican

Curtain Fixtures. Bulletin F-l, published by the Curtain
Suppl] Company, New York, describes and illustrates the action
oi the ring curtain fixtures developed by tl'is company and contains .sketches showing standard types of open and enclosed
grooves t< aid in selecting the proper style of ring fixture.
v
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mation

foi

cro

call

Vulcan

n<

<

essai

Sooi

ectioni

manner

a

to

j

oi

thai

varied
the

architect

completi

working

prepan

Cleaneb

Bulletin

Soot

applications of
the
all

the
givi

541,

issued

by

Iff

this-

in-

layt tut.

the

Vulcan

Cleaner Company, Du Boi
Pa., contains a discussion of
the merits of the Vulcan patented diagonal method for cleaning
soot from the tubes of horizontal water tube boilers, covering
such features a! maintenance cost and first cost, accessibility for
inspection and repairs and ease of installation and cleaning.
Illustrations in two colors show typical designs as applied to
The bulletin
pntal water tube boilers with vertical baffling.
also contains an analysis of the COSt of Vulcan cleaners and their
.

value as investments.

Storage Batters Cass. Bulletin No. 106, describing Edison
equipped railway Storage battery cars, mention of which appeared in the.se columns in the September 26 issue, was published by the Railway Storage Batterj Car Company and not by
the Edison Storage Battery Company, as incorrectly staled.
Edison Primary Batteries. Batteries for electric lighting of
railroad signals are described in a handsome eight-page pamphlet
The pamissued, by Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Bloomfield, X. J.
phlet contains also a handsome portrait of Mr. Edison and a
brief sketch of the history of incandescent

the

first

one on October

21,

lamps since he made

1879.

—

Whiting Railroad Equipment. The Whiting Foundry
Equipment Company, Harvey, 111., has prepared catalogue 145,
containing 36 pages, to show the advantages and labor saving
features of the various railroad specialties manufactured by this
company. The equipment described in this catalogue consists of
screw jack locomotive and coach hoists, transfer tables for locomotives and coaches, cranes, and turntable tractors. For those
contemplating new shops a drawing of a modern shop layout,
showing the most- practical and economical arrangement of the
equipment,

allied products.

Valve Eacing Tools. Etc.

— An

illustrated catalogue

and price

of valve facing tools, ball check valves, solid and hollow
balls, pneumatic tube welding machines, ball finishing tools for
repairing superheater ball joints, pneumatic locomotive turntable motors, etc., products of the Draper Manufacturing Company, Port Huron, Mich., has been issued by this company and is
list

known

as Catalogue

No.

7.

—

Pulverized Coal for Locomotives. The Fuller Engineering
Company, Allentown, Pa., describes its equipment for burning
pulverized fuel on locomotives in Bulletin No. 21. Figures are
given covering the cost of drying and pulverizing coal and of
The advantages of this method
installing a pulverizing plant.
of firing locomotives are described and sectional drawings show
the equipment applied to locomotives.

A

Shockless Crossing.— The Alexander Railroad Crossing

& Equipment Company

has issued an illustrated folder describing the Alexander crossing and pointing to the satisfactory results secured with this construction on various railroads during
Vibration charts are also shown illustrating
the last 10 years.
the marked reduction in the vibration secured by the use of
Alexander crossings as compared to other types.

—

Process Metal. The Robertson Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
formerly the Asbestos Protected Metal Company, has issued a
small pamphlet on the use of the Robertson process meta! or
steel plates, sheets, and shapes, covered with a coating of asphalt,
Illustrations and descriptions tell
asbestos and water proofing.
how this material is used for roofing, sheathing, ventilators,
window sash, skylights and many other purposes.

—

Fans, Blowers and Exhausters. The various types of blowers, exhausters and fans manufactured by the Buffalo Forge
Company, Buffalo, N. Y.. are described in catalogue No. 400,
with illustrations and tables of specifications. Diagrams and
illustrations of countershafts designed for use with these blowers
and exhausters are shown, together with dimensions and price

This booklet, consisting of 35 pages, contains information
lists.
of special value to fan users.

— The

Truscon Steel Company. Youngstown,
new catalogue on its line of steel sash
windows including pivoted, continuous and balanced sash, with
photographs of typical installations. Most of the space is given
Steel Windows.

O., has issued a complete

included.

—

An eight-page bulletin, embodying
Copes system of boiler feed regulation, has
been published by the Northern Equipment Company, Erie, Pa.
A cover is provided with punched holes for adding future bulletins or specifications that will be published by the company.
The
bulletin discusses the principle and operation of the regulator
and its mechanical construction, heat storage, reduction of furnace temperature fluctuations on sudden load changes, service
performance, and the Copes steam pump governor. It containsa number of charts and photographs.
Boiler

—The

Magnesia Association of America, Philadelphia. Pa., is now publishing a monthly booklet, which is devoted
The
to the interests of the asbestos and magnesia industries.
magazine is known as "Asbestos" and contains information regarding market condition and prices, and articles on subjects of
special interest to users and manufacturers of asbestos and
Asbestos.

is

Feed

Control.

specifications for the

—

Feedwater Heater. Bulletin 5 of the Locomotive Feed Water
Heater Company, New York, is a complete treatise on the application and operation of the Type E locomotive feedwater
heater developed by this company. A colored chart shows how
the heater performs its functions and is arranged to show in a
graphical manner just where all of the heat that comes from the
burning coal on the grates of the locomotive is distributed and
its amount at various points throughout the route between the
fuelbed and the top of the stack.
A sectional drawing shows
the arrangement of the equipment on a locomotive, with all pipe
connections.

—

Automatic Cut-Off Valves. The Lagonda Manufacturing
Company, Springfield, Ohio, in catalogue S-2 describes the Lagonda automatic cut-off valves for power plants, which are
designed to close automatically in case of an abnormal flow of

The booklet conin either direction through the valve.
an account of tests made by the Department of Commerce
of the United States to determine their reliability of operation
and adaptability for different conditions. External dashpot
valves for use when the flow of steam from boilers to the header
is practically constant, and internal dashpot valves for installation
where load conditions are unsteady are fully described, with
Laillustrations showing sectional views of the various classes.
gonda non-return valves which close in case of tube rupture or
an accident to the boiler are also covered in the catalogue, which
steam

tains

contains 32 pages.

Fuel

Oil.

—This

the Tidewater Oil

is

the

title

Company,

of a 46-page booklet published by
York, which gives a brief sur-

New

vey of experiences of various users of fuel oil and gas oil, and
is intended to be of service not only to non-technical executives
and plant managers, but also to plant engineers. It contains
many charts, diagrams and illustrations and is divided into 15
chapters. The following chapter headings 'will give some idea
Advantages of Fuel Oil Over Coal; the Nature
of its contents:
and Refining of Crude Oil; Greater Economy of Heavy Over
Light Fuel Oils; Results Obtained Where Fuel Has Been
Changed from Coal to Oil; Installation, Burner and Furnace
Requirements. Under the heading, Estimating the Saving, Fuel
Oil vs. Coal, a formula is given for computing roughly the
amount which a particular plant can afford to pay for oil as

computed from the present price of coal

firing.
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Railroad Administration

—

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis. Chellis A. Austin, president of
the Mercantile Trust Company of New York, is chairman of
a committee formed to act for the holders of Chicago, Peoria
& St. Louis equipment 6 per cent notes due November 1, 1919,
Notes
for the payment of which nc provision has been made.
of this issue maturing a year ago were purchased by the Railroad Administration and the interest thereon paid by it, but
the Railroad Administration has declined to act similarly in
regard to this year's maturity. The receiver for the road has
no means with which to pay the notes. The committee states
that the equipment securing the notes appears to have a present value largely in excess of the notes outstanding, but insurance thereon has expired and the receiver is without funds to
renew it. Holders are asked to deposit their notes with the

Mercantile Trust Company.

Grand Trunk. — The Hon. J. U. Reid, minister of
Canada, recently made public at Ottawa, Ont., a

railways of
schedule of

total liabilities which the Dominion government assumes
by taking over the Grand Trunk. These consist of:
The debenture stock in perpetuity, amounting to a
(1)

the

total of $155,373,806.

(2)
814,780.

Second mortgage equipment bonds, 6 per

cent,

(3)

Northern third mortgage, 6 per cent bonds,

$70,566.

(4)

Canada

(5)

Wellington, Grey & Bruce bonds, $295,893.
Matured bonds unpaid, $3,407, or a total of $18,184,738.

(6)

In addition,

$1,-

will

assume

liability

for the interest at

4 per cent on the guaranteed stock of £12,500,000 in perpetuity,
with the exception that the government will have the right at
he end of 30 years to take over that stock, instead of paying
the 4 per cent interest that has been guaranteed on it so long
as the government leaves it in its present position, in the
meantime the stock being divested of its voting privileges.

First preference 5
Also included are the following stocks:
per cent stock, $16,644,000; second preference 5 per cent stock,

$12,312,666; third preference 4 per cent stock, $34,884,535, or
a total of $63,841,201.

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford.—Judge Learned Hand,

in

Federal District Court at New York, granted a motion
asking that the $150,000,000 restitution suit brought by Edwin
Adams and other stockholders of this company against William
Rockefeller and other officers and directors of the New Haven
In the same proceeding
be restored to the court for trial.
Harold Norris and another group of stockholders asked the
the

receiver to press the trial of the
Adams suit which has been pending for more than a year.
This motion is scheduled to be heard by Judge Julian T. Mack

court to appoin'

on December

a

limited

11.

opinion handed down in the United States CirCourt of Appeals at St. Louis on November 24 holds that
the Equitable Trust Company of New York is entitled to collect approximately $51,000,000 from the Wabash Railway ComThis opinion affirms the judgment given by Judge
pany.

Wabash.— An
cuit

Adams, following

the foreclosure of the old

of the Denver & Rio Grande,
has been appointed transportation assistant to the regional
director of the Southwestern region, with headquarters at
Dallas, Tex., a newly created position.

Wabash Railroad

Brown,

federal

manager

Federal and General Managers
Benjamin B. Greer, assistant regional director of the CenWestern region, whose appointment as federal manager
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Ontonagon and
the Escanaba & Lake
Superior, was announced in the Emergency Bulletin of the
Railway Age of November 11, was born at
Chicago on August 6,
1877.
He began his
tral

with
career
business
the Pullman Company
in the summer of 1899

and

Atlantic, 4 per cent bonds, $16,000,092.

Canada

Regional
E. L.

a

few months

later

entered the service of
the Great Northern at
St. Paul, Minn., as a
clerk in the accounting
department, after which
he was successively main
the
clerk
superintendent's office,
extra
gang foreman,
assistant
roadmaster,

terial

B. B. Greer

chief clerk to the division superintendent and assistant superintendent, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.
On December 15, 1908, he
left the Great Northern to become transportation inspector
on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at Chicago.
In 1910 he was promoted to superintendent of the St. Louis
terminal.
In May, 1911, he became superintendent of the
Hannibal division and in January, 1912, was transferred to
the St. Joseph division.
He was promoted to assistant to
the general manager of the Lines East of the Missouri river,

with headquarters at Chicago, in 1913, and in 1914 became
general manager of the Lines East.
From 1915
until July, 1916, he was assistant general manager of the
Lines West and on the latter date became assistant to the
vice-president in charge of operation, which position he held
until September, 1917, when he was elected vice-president
and general manager of the Colorado & Southern. In November, 1917, he was also elected president of the Colorado
Springs & Cripple Creek, with office at Denver, Colo. These
positions he resigned later in that year to become assistant
regional director of the Central Western recrion.
assistant

in 1915.

Traffic

H. Stinson, assistant traffic manager of the Wabash,
with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has assumed the duties
of traffic manager, succeeding W. C. Maxwell, who has resigned to become connected with the Wabash Railway ComC.

William

L. Carlisle, the notorious train robber, escaped re-

state prison at Rawlins, Wye. where he was
sentence for the robbery of tiiree Union Pacific
trains in 1916; and within a few days be stopped westbound
Union Pacific passenger tram No. 19 between Medicine Bow,
Wyo., and Rock River, about 100 miles west of Cheyenne, and
He gol away safely, and durtook some $250 from passengers.
ing the next few days telegrams signed "Carlisle" and referring
humorously to the efforts of police to find him were received by
railroad officers and others; but he was at last captured, seriously wounded, near Glendo, Wyo., on December 2. after a long

cently from the

serving a

life

chase through snow covered mountains.

pany.

H. Wingfield, whose appointment as manager of dining
of the Southern Railway. Lines East was announced
in Raihvay Age of Sept. 19 (page 602), was born in Richmond, Va., June 6, 1871, and educated in the public schools
of that city.
He entered railroad service in October, 1886.
in the office of the purchasing agent of the Richmond & Danwas transville, now part of Southern, at Manchester, Va
J.

cars

:

«
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in March, 1889, and to the
M
1896
rhr<
latei
service and in
August, 1910,
appointed superintendent ol dining can "i the Mobile &
in July, 1913, he was promoted to superintendent ol
Ohio,
dining cars ol the Southern Railwaj and Sept. IS last became
managei b s ment >ned abo\ t

department

depai tun-in in M.i\
entered dining cai

,
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Igned to Other duties; J. V. Bland, slhas been appointed Mr. Mitchell's suc\
G. C. Donovan, has been appointed acting
ucceeding Mr Bland.

iir ii. .n

Sew. ills Point,

.i

'

I

eepei

Corporate

i<

Walter A Rambach, whose appointment as freight traffii
managei oi the Missouri Pacific, with office .it St. Louis, Mo.,
w.is announced in the Emergency
Bulletin of October 13,
u.is born in St. Louis on August 10, 1878.
He began rail
road work id 189S with the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis
lion Mountain & Southern as a dork.
From ls
to 1908
he was successivel) chief clerk in the office of the assistant
general freighl agent and chief clerk in the office oi the
os, he
In September,
freight traffic manager at St Louis.
was appointed assistant general freight agent at St. Louis,
>14, was appointed assistant
and in January,
to the vicepresident.
He was promoted to assistant freighl traffic manager with office at St. Louis in 1915, which position he held
Mr. Rambach .succeeds C. E.
until liis recent promotion.
1

'.^

(,

l

l

l

who

resigned to become general freight
ager of the Missouri Pacific Railroad Company.
Perkins,

traffic

man-

C. E. Perkins, whose appointment as general traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific with office at St. Louis, Mo., was
of Ocannounced in the Railway Age Emergency Bulletin
tober 13, was horn in Chicago in 1871. He received his education in the public schools of Kansas City, Mo., the Williston Seminary, East Hampton, Mass., and Amherst College.
He entered railroad service as a clerk in the office of the Kansas City. Fort Scott & Memphis in 1891. In 1896, he was appointed chief clerk to the general agent of the St. Louis-San
Francisco with office at Kansas City. In 1897, he entered the
service of the Kansas City, Pittsburg & Gulf, now the Kansas City Southern, as chief tariff clerk, later becoming successively chief clerk and assistant general freight agent, with
In 1909, he was appointed assistant
office at Texarka.na, Tex.
general freight agent of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern, with office at St. Louis, and in 1910, he was promoted to general freight agent. In 1913, he was appointed
assistant general traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific-Iron
Mountain System and in the same year was promoted to
freight traffic manager, which position he held until his recent appointment on the Missouri Pacific, where he succeeds
H. M. Adams, recently elected vice-president of the LT nion
Pacific.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. W. James

has been appointed assistant valuation engineer of the Central of New Jersey and the New York & Long
Branch.

H. L. Laning has been appointed assistant valuation engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading, the Atlantic City, and
the Port Reading*
E. Y. Allen, assistant valuation engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading and the Central of New Jersey, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed valuation
engineer of those roads and of the New York & Long Island
Branch, the Atlantic City, the Port Reading, the Baltimore
& Ohio New York Terminals, the Baltimore & New York,
the Staten Island Rapid Transit and the Staten Island.
of the Pennsylvania, Eastern Lines,
East Liberty, Pa., has been appointed division engineer of
the West Jersey & Seashore division; C. L. P. Russel, supervisor at Verona, Pa., has succeeded Mr. Lipman, and J. R.
Scarlett, main line assistant supervisor at Baltimore, Md., has
been appointed Mr. Russel's successor. R. Woodcock, assistant supervisor at Youngwood, has been transferred to Baltimore, Md., and H. P. Heil, transit man of the Philadelphia
Terminal division, has been appointed Mr. Woodcock's suc-

M. Lipman, supervisor

at

.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Ralph Budd, whose appointment as president of the Gnat
Northern with office at St. Paul, Minn., was announced in
Bulletin oi the Railway Age of October 20,
the Emergent
was bom at Waterloo, Iowa, on August 20, 1877. lie gradu
ated from Highland Park College of Engineering at D<
Moines, Iowa, in 1899, and began railroad work in the saiiM
year in the engineering office of the Chicago Great Western.
Until 1902 he was siieecssively draftsman, levelman, instrument man and assistant engineer, and from 1902 until 1905
he was successively roadmaster, general superintendent of
construction on the St. Louis division and division engineer
\

From 1902 until 1906 he was division enof that division.
gineer on the same road with headquarters at Chicago. The
following year he became chief engineer of the Panama railroad with headquarters at Colon, Panama. In 1909 he resigned to become chief engineer of the Oregon Trunk, with
headquarters at Portland, Ore., having charge of the conFrom 1910 to
struction of that line into Central Oregon.
May, 1914, he was also chief engineer of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, and from 1911 to January, 1913, also chief engineer of the Spokane & Inland Empire and the Spokane
Traction Co. Mr. Budd was appointed assistant to the president of the Great Northern in January, 1913, and in February
In May,
of the same year was appointed chief engineer.
1914, he again became assistant to the president which position he retained until February, 1918, when he was elected
He served as assistant to the reexecutive vice-president.
gional director of Western railroads in charge of capital expenditures with office in Chicago in April, 1918, returning to
his

former duties

late in that year.

Charles Donnelly, whose election as executive vice-president of the Northern Pacific Railway Company was announced in the Emergency Bulletin of October 13, was born
at Grand Rapids, Wis.,

on November

9,

1869.

He

high
a
received
in
education
school
that city and later entered the Georgetown
University Law School
at Washington, D. C,

graduating in 1896.

He

began railroad work on
September 8, 1903, with
the Northern Pacific as
assistant division counsel
on the Montana

headquarHelena, Mont.
In January, 1908, he
was appointed assistcounsel,
general
ant
with headquarters at
In
Minn.
Paul,
St.
May, 1918, he was appointed general solicidivision, with

ters

tor

at

of the

C.

Donnelly

Northern Pacific under federal control and on

was elected to his present position, with
Mr. Donnelly, in addition to his
Paul, Minn.
duties as executive vice-president, will temporarily take over
part of the duties of Thomas Cooper, vice-president and land
commissioner, who has been given a leave of absence beOctober

office

at

cause of

1,

1919,

St.

ill

health.

cessor.

Purchasing
J.

of the Virginian at Roanoke,
transferred to Victoria, Va., succeeding K. A.

M. Mitchell, storekeeper

Va., has

been

Alexander C. Brown, president of the Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been elected president of
the northeastern Ohio division of the National Safety Council.
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In November 72 large corporations and some smaller corporations sold $294,845,000 worth of securities to raise new
capital or for refunding purposes, and
Uncertainty
not one of these corporations was a
In the first
Destroys Market railroad corporation.
cleven months of 1919, railroads sold
.

For Securities

$250,919,000 worth of securities, according to the compilation which is made by Dow Jones &
Company (Wall Street Journal). This is less than a tenth
of the total corporation financing done in the eleven months
of 1919, and furthermore, not a dollar of it represents
further partnership participation in the railroad business.
There were $118,331,000 of railroad bonds sold, and $132,588,000 of railroad notes, but not a share of stock. The fact
that no railroad securities of any kind were sold in November reflects one thing
uncertainty.
Uncertainty is more
deadly to credit than worry to the proverbial cat. The law
of supply and demand is set aside by uncertainty.
The fact
that industrial corporations sold nearly two billions of dollars of securities in the eleven months of 1919, shows the
broad market which has been developed for investment
securities.
A study of the maturing obligations and immediate capital needs of the railroad corporations, shows
how large is the supply of railroad securities which should
Uncertainty prevents the joining of issue bebe marketed.
tween the supply and demand.
Of more far-reaching importance, however, than this temporary present uncertainty
is the fact that no railroad stock has been sold this year.
An industry in which nobody wants to become a partner, is
in an unhappy situation.

—

The recent accident prevention drive furnishes additional
evidence of the tendency on the part of the railroads during
recent years to improve the working
The Safety
conditions of their employees, and it
Movement and is to be hoped that the termination of
Past Experience the drive on October 31 has not marked the end of concerted efforts to reduce the number of accidents. There would seem to be no
good reason why an active safety campaign should not be
maintained continuously, if it is not overdone. But in carrying out these activities one should profit from experience
gained in the past with movements of somewhat similar
character and avoid the old pitfalls.
It is easy to recall
the enthusiasm which attended the so-called "Welfare"
movement and easier to recall how it was killed by its
friends in allowing the idealistic phase of the problem to
obscure the practical side.
Thai there is danger of defeat
ing the purpose, or at least of lessening the efficiency of the
"Safety" movement in a similar manner is evidenced by

The

fact that such conditions exist

fact

that

it

is

is

common

practice

due, probably, to the
roads to employ
the safety committees.

is

for

the

from outside to head
Naturally their hr>t interest is in actual results and, as
It seems
naturally the viewpoint of others is lost sight of.
that the employment of men experienced in actual railroad
work and thoroughly awake to comparative values would

specialists

go

a

long

way

to relieve the situation.

That there is a feeling of unrest among all classes of railroad labor despite the large wage increases the majority
of workers have received, is generally
The boards created by the
Handling
admitted.
Railroad Administration to pass on
Labor
Controversies
labor disputes have performed an important function during the period of
federal control by providing a channel for the orderly settlement of the disputes arising due to this general air of disEach successive bulletin dealing with labor
satisfaction.
matters brought up innumerable controversies, a large share
of which were finally passed on by the board of adjustment.
Important agreements governing the working conditions in the mechanical and maintenance of way departments have recently gone into effect. The labor organizations are now strongly intrenched on all the large roads and
they will undoubtedly try to place their own interpretation
As the Division of Labor will go
on these agreements.
out of existence at the end of federal control, the managers
will have a serious labor problem to face during the first
few months of private operation. It is essential that during
this period of readjustment railroad officers should be free
to devote their attention to the problem of operating the

not difficult to find division officers

who,
because of the local conditions under which they work, are
forced to devote as much as one week in each month to safety
matters and meetings. Granting the great importance of the
movement it is hard to conceive of any division officer being
willing to give a week of his time continuously to these matters.
That hi- interest will eventually be lost seems certain.
the fact that

it

903

properties in the most efficient manner.

In the past too

much

of the time of the higher executives has been spent in long

drawn out
matters.

disputes,

over petty questions concerning

The climax has been reached during

wage

federal con-

After one of the wage supplements was issued the
superintendent motive power of a certain large road spent
three weeks in conferences with representatives of the -hop
crafts, yet only one-fourth of the questions brought up were
disposed of, the remainder being referred to the adjustment
board.
Such procedure is an unjustifiable waste of time,
With the exof which the executives should be relieved.
tremely complex wage agreements now in force it might
be well to have an officer in each department, reporting
trol.

to the department head, who would be the final
The repauthority on the interpretation of wage contracts.
resentatives of the labor organization- have little to attend
to aside from these disputes and if their demands are re-

directly

fused, seldom fail to take their case to the highest tribunal.

goes without saying that the higher officers must keep
close touch with the general labor situation, but it is
quite unnecessary that they should be called on to settle
trifling differences with regard to the meaning of the various
It

in

Some such plan as suggested
provisions of the contracts.
above should prove helpful by taking this burden off the
shoulders of the executive-.

—

—
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Colli

""Tnw

lOS

under the

that

here

system
safer than the time-table and
system <>t running trains, goes without
'l< k> many railroads
aying; but it does not go far enough.
or parts oi railroads are managed by men who accept this
in theory
h<
but do not heed it is practice
block
:n is Bafer because of its simplicity; hut in what does the
Sunn- things are so simple thai to imsimplicity consisl
them on the unreceptive mind it is necessary to build
up a line oi auxiliary argument in order to arouse the reason-

collision at

ing faculties, as

ing 23 passengers,

*

block

the

tiiiu-

i

interval

i

done

teaching the beautiful simplicities
of geometry.
The simplicity of the block system can sometimes be best set off by looking at the confusion which is
inseparable from the other plan.
This confusion is illustrated

in

a

is

Striking

in

way by

a

recent collision.

While the

attending it have scarcely any element of
novelty they may, nevertheless, be studied with profit.
We
have been Studying the same kinds of facts for years; but
there is need of keeping on, for we learn the lesson so poorly

circumstances

that

we continue

to kill people,

because of our ignorance

or perversity.

the term which may properly be applied to
correspondence between the mental processes
and the outward conduct of enginemen (and conductors) and
the theoretical mental operations (for running trains without the block system) in the rule book.
In this case an
engineman (passenger, eastbound) displaying green flags,
said that he sounded the whistle to call the attention of a
freight engineman (westbound) on a side track and that
there was a sound from the whistle of the engine on the
siding; but whether or not this sound was the prescribed
acknowledgement of his own signal he could not say; there
was too much noise on his own engine. The freight engineman did not see the flags; he denied hearing the whistle
signal (and of course did not answer a signal which he
did not hear)
the fireman and the head brakeman corroborated his statement that the eastbound train did not
whistle; the conductor of the eastbound could not corroborate

Confusion

the

lack

is

of

;

own engineman; and

the government investigator diswho did back up the engineman.
In fact, the investigator was so confused by the multitude of
discrepancies in the testimony of the ten or eleven men who
ought to have been able to give clear, truthful, and consistent testimony concerning the whole situation that he
gave up in despair, and he only said that he "believed it
possible" that the whistle signal was not sounded.
The rest of this story would take a column or two. It
is more, interesting than fiction; but like the popular fiction
Of the day, its length compels us to send the reader to another page (our account of train accidents in September).
The most comprehensive conclusion of the investigator is
that embodied in his statement that all of the men on the
westbound train, except the pilot, were inattentive to their
his

trusts the testimony of those

duties.

Adding to the foregoing the other confusing features
shown in the account of the collision and the subsequent investigation, wdiat do we see?
A dozen questions of veracity
which no ordinary man could settle without the skilful aid
of the Supreme Court; and as many more questions about
qualifications, discipline, personal habits and daily practices, which the trainmaster could, indeed, settle if he had
unlimited time and financial resources, but which, with
things as they are, simply baffle him.
Any one who gets
at the real state of mind of the typical trainmaster finds
him burdened with an assortment of unsettled problems
concerning the training of his men that is truly amazing
to one who comes to the subject fresh from the outside.
Simplification of collision puzzles by the use of the block
system serves markedly to reduce these problems, (and it is
the only way to reduce them.
Compare any investigation

m

hi'

with any report of a

difference ii obvious
al a glance.
Questions of veracity are not absent, of course;
where tWO men are involved in any serious error, all sorts
like

referred

to;

the

of desperate efforts of each to shift the
to

be

but

expected;

the

Maine

to the other

investigator's

task

is

This case was a good deal
greatly simplified, nevertheless.
more complicated than the average but it was not unusual.
I

he records of the Interstate Commerce Commission would
of them every year, if not every quarter.
The

show numbers

though not so

On

on September 28, 1917,
was of the same kind as the present

kelleyvillc, Okla.,

many men were

at

kill-

case,

fault.

other hand, look at South Byron, Ivanhoe and
Union, the three most prominent recent collisions

the

Mount

under the block system; the question of responsibility was
pretty well settled in each case by or before the time the
formal investigation was started. These were great disasters,
involving difficult questions; but at least we can say that
the technical definition of what ought to be done in such
cases is reasonably clear.
These three collisions all occurred under automatic signals.
With nonautomatic the
situation is not usually so free from complication; but with
either system the problem is simplicity itself as compared
to that of dealing with men who have "fallen down" in
their grapple with the intricacies of the Standard Code.
As intimated above, this article is predicated on a collision reported in the record of last September (the second
item in the list)
but its lesson applies without change to
a large class; to most of those on lines not worked wholly
by the block system, where the readability of the conductor
and the engineman are supposed to be bolstered by the
vigilance of brakemen and firemen.
;

Increased Investment Required
to

A mong

**

Reduce Labor Costs

the most interesting statistics which have been

made

public by the Railroad Administration are those
Committee on Interstate Commerce regarding the number and compensation
of railroad employees in the year 1919 as compared with
December, 1917, the last month of private operation.
These statistics show that in December, 1917, the number
of employees of the railways now under government control
was 1,703,748, while in July, 1919, it was 1,894,287, an
increase of 190,539, or 11.2 per cent.
The total compensation paid to the employees of Class I railways
which are

which

it

recently furnished to the Senate

—

substantially the same as those under government control
in the entire year 1917 was $1,740,000,000.
The total com-

pensation paid to the employees of the railways under government control in July, 1919, was $226,141,000. This is
at the annual rate of over $2,700,000,000.
Some advances
have been granted since July to shop employees and train
service employees.
These statistics confirm estimates previously made by the Railway Age that wages on the Class I
railways are now running at the rate of approximately $2,800,000,000 a year. If the wages being paid by the Class
II and III railways were added this amount would be increased to approximately $3,000,000,000.
Director General Hines calls attention to the fact that the
increase in the number of employees has been almost entirely due to reduction in the hours of work per day.
He
points out that in December, 1917, the total number of
hours worked by the persons then on the pay roll was 434,000,000, while in July, 1919, with over 190,000 more persons on the pay roll, the total number of hours worked was
less than 417,200,000.
The average number of employees of Class I roads

Nov.

7,

Issued Dec.

8,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

throughout the year 1917 was

1,732,876,

and

it

may

be

pretty safely assumed that this was approximately the numThe amount of passenger
ber employed in July, 1917.
traffic handled in July, 1919, was substantially larger than
On the other hand, the
the amount handled in July, 1917.

of freight business handled in July, 1919, was sub1917.
In other words, the increase in the number of men employed was not due to or

amount

stantially less than in July,

accompanied by an increase in the amount of

traffic

handled,

and, in consequence, there was a decline in the total amount
Such statistics as are
of traffic handled per employee.
available indicate that the number of tons moved one mile
per employee in July, 1917, was 21,000, and in July, 1919,
only 18,500; while the number of passengers moved one
mile per employees in July, 1917, was about 2,300, and in
During all the years when the
July, 1919, it was 2,400.
question of an eight-hour working day in the railroad and
other businesses has been under discussion it has been contended by some persons that a reduction of hours would
result in a reduction of production and by others that it
would not result in a reduction of production because the
average worker would accomplish as much in a working
day of eight hours as in a working day of ten hours, for
The statistics of the Railroad Administration
example.
demonstrate that the effect of reducing the average hours
worked per day per employee has been to make it necessary to employ over 11 per cent more men to do a somewhat smaller amount of work.

The

be to

will

make

large

investments of capital in facilities

which will increase the amount of traffic which can be
handled in proportion to the number of persons employed.
There has been much said in our own columns and elsewhere about the need for a large investment of capital to
Another
enable the railroads to expand their facilities.
most important reason why a large investment of capital
is needed is afforded by the enormous increase which has
The fact cannot be too
occurred in the railroad pay roll.
forcibly emphasized that the effect of this on operating expenses cannot be materially offset in any way except by
a large investment of capital in equipment and facilities
which will reduce, as past investments of capital have reduced, the amount of labor required to move a ton or a
passenger one mile.
It is most unfortunate that such fundamental principles
of railway economics as this one are understood by very
few people outside of the class who finance and operate
If it were possible to make economists, members
railways.
of regulating commissions, shippers and lawmakers under?tand that whatever tends excessively to restrict the amount
of capital invested in railroads not only tends to prevent
them from adequately increasing their facilities, but also
tends to prevent them from effecting economies in operation which are necessary to enable them to make low rates,
we should soon have the railroad problem discussed and
acted upon with more intelligence than it has been in the
past.

made in working hours probably was
was justifiable if, in the circumstances ex-

reduction

justifiable.

It

isting at the time, the establishment of

and improved

facilities.

New

an eight-hour day

But the fact that the
in any industry was justifiable.
hours has resulted in a reduction in
in
reduction
the amount of work done per employee and thereincrease
in
the
number of emlarge
in
a
fore
ployees required to handle the same amount of traffic,
The eight-hour day in railway
must not be overlooked.
service having been adopted, it is practically certain that
Under private operation the
it will never be abolished.
companies may succeed, even with existing facilities, in
handling a slightly larger business with the present number of employees.
But all the big increases in the amount
of traffic handled in proportion to the number of men employed which occurred before government operation was
adopted, were due, not to the fact that the average employee did more work, but to the fact that the managers
and officers of the railroads worked out better operating
methods and designed or adopted larger or better yards,
cars, locomotives, and so on, and that the owners of the
railroads furnished the capital required to provide the additional

905

They were due

Proceedings, American

Wood

Books
3

Presevrers Association, 1919, 6

in.

310 pages of text, 30 pages of advertising, illustrated.
Published by the American Wood Preservers' Association.
by 9

in.,

F.

Angier, secretary -treasurer, Baltimore

J.

Baltimore,

&

Ohio Railroad,

Md.

This book contains the running report including comand personal papers presented at the fifteenth
annual meeting of the American Wood Preservers' Association held at St. Louis on January 28 and 29, 1919.
Studies of substitute preservatives to compensate for the
growing scarcity of creosote, specifications of the United
States Railroad Administration for ties and for preservative treatments of timber were among matters of special
interest presented at this meeting.
The last 40 pages of
the text consist of statistical data on the consumption of
mittee reports

amount of timber, ties, piles, poles, etc.,
as prepared by the United States Department of
Agriculture, Office of Forest Products, in co-operation with
the American Wood Preservers' Association.
preservatives, the
treated,

chiefly,

not to the work of the employees, but to the investment of
more and more brains and capital in the industry.
The establishment of the eight-hour day, with its consequent effect of rendering it necessary to employ about
11 per cent more men to handle actually a smaller traffic,
has of itself caused a large increase in railroad expenses.
This increase in the number of employees required for a
given amount of work has been accompanied by a large
increase in wages per employee, which has had the effect
of pyramiding the increase of expenses and making it very
large.
There is only one way in which the effect of these
influences on expenses can be even partly nullified, and
that is by adopting better operating methods and providing
facilities which will again begin to reduce the amount of
labor required to move a given amount of traffic, as was
being done steadily for years before the eight-hour day

was established. But these larger and better facilities canIt
not be provided without a large investment of capital.
will be true in the future as it has been in the past, that
the only way to effect very large economies in operation

Scenes on the Government's Alaska Railroad.

King River, Matanuska Branch
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Canada's Extension of Railway Nationalization
Development

of

Government Ownership

in the

Dominion

Produces a Peculiar Transportation Situation

Theanddominion of Canada

Edward Island, the National Transcontinental and
Canadian Northern. This operating company was formed
after the mileage of government-owned lines had been so increased by the addition of the 9,648 miles of the Canadian
Northern System as to make their unified management and
operation seem desirable. The executive officers of this company are in the main the old executive officers of the Canadian Northern. Its operating staff is composed substantially
of the same men who have been operating the Canadian
Northern and the Canadian Government Railways, i. e.. the
Prince Edward Island, the Inter-Colonial and the National
Transcontinental.
Until recently the Canadian National
Railways Company was a temporary arrangement, but, with
the passage by both houses of the Canadian parliament of a
bill, House Bill 70, incorporating the company, the temporary organization became a permanent one.
the Prince

seems to be drifting steadil)
nationalization of her railways.
Despite a lesson more convincing every day
of the failure of government operation of railways in the
United States, and in spite of the similarity between the
surely toward

the

the

two countries in respect to almost all conditions which affect
railroad operation and management, the experience of the
United States with government operation during the past two
years has, to all appearances, meant little to those in Canada

who

In fact, the long
are formulating national policies.
struggle with the railroad problem south of the international
boundary has had little or no effect on developments in the

Dominion.
This apparent checkmating of national railway policies by
When the United States
the two nations goes even further.
turned to government operation as a war-time measure, the
Dominion refrained from such drastic action and allowed
the roads which were then leading a corporate existence, to
prove that they were able to handle the increased volume of
war-time traffic as expeditiously and as successfully as they
had handled the smaller peace-time business. While our
government shouldered the burden of operating the railways.
Canada went to the source and controlled the shipper inand succeeded. This policy of laissez
stead of the railroad
faire, in transportation, which made Canada's war problem
much less complex than it otherwise would have been,
proved the efficiency and versatility of the privately owned
and operated railroad under the abnormal conditions in-

Under the provisions of this bill there has been created
a "railroad company" in every sense of the word except in
that, instead of shareholders being the power behind the management, the government has assumed this position.
The
powers conferred upon the new organization are substantially
those conferred upon a private railroad corporation by its
stockholders; the voice usually retained by the shareholders
in a privately owned railroad corporation is retained by the
government; and the government, like the shareholders in a

—

private corporation, supplies the money for the operation
and development of the plant. In other words, Canada now

cident to the war.
Again, our recent railway ailments promise to be eradicated at the present session of Congress by a return to private management with governmental regulation as a perpolicy, whereas Canada, which has long
been dabbling in government ownership, seems now to be
entering upon a very extensive nationalization policy.
Where our troubles are seemingly to diminish in the near
future, Canada's real troubles are seemingly just about to

manent national

begin.
It is the purpose of the present article to outline only the
The
present railway situation in the Dominion of Canada.
events which have led up to this situation, the seeming inevitableness of the steps which the Dominion government has
taken so far, and the probable effects upon Canada's contemporary and future railway history of the steps already

taken and those which appear about to be taken, will be
dealt with in later articles.

has in the case of these lines something approximating to
government ownership and private operation.
All statistical statements used in the compilation of the
cost of construction, indebtedness, etc., of Canada's roads
which appear in this series of articles, are taken from the
Sessional Papers presented before the Canadian Parliament
up to and including the report for the year 1916. Figures
for these items after that date are not available, but with
higher operating costs, higher costs of material and labor,
and no corresponding increases in rates, the financial posiThe Canation of the roads has not improved since then.
dian railways have been granted rate increases equal to
those granted by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the
United States. At the same time the Canadian roads have
granted wage increases equal to those granted in the United

The increase in the cost of materials and labor have
States.
more than counterbalanced the advantages arising from the
increased earnings.

The
Canada's Transportation Plant
At the present time Canada's seven main lines may roughly
be segregated into three classes insofar as the nationalization
program is concerned first, roads owned by the government
and managed by an operating organization; second, roads in
which the government is heavily interested financially, but
which are operated by private management and, third, roads,
or rather a road, wholly privately-owned and operated.

Of roads belonging

to the first class there are consolidated

under the direction of one operating organization (that of
the Canadian National Railways Company) the four government-owned lines, formerly known as the Inter-Colonial,
* First of a series of three articles outlining the present situation ->f
Dominion of Canada's railways, the events which led up to this
The second and
situation and the results that might ensue as a result.
third articles of the series will appear in subsequent issues of the Railway

the

Age.

Intercolonial and Prince

Edward

Island

by the Dominion
is the Intercolonial, running from Sidney, N. S., and Halifax
north to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and thence southward
along the St. Lawrence river to Montreal, passing through
Moncton, N. B., and Quebec, and forming the eastern link
The govin the government-owned transcontinental line.
ernment's ownership dates back to 1867, approximately 52
The mileage of the Intercolonial is approximately
years.

The

oldest railroad in point of ownership

A large part of this mileage is through un1,500 miles.
productive, rocky sections of eastern Canada, with great
stretches of non-traffic producing territory lying between the
main terminals. Because of this uneconomic location, determined years ago by political and military considerations,
plus the inevitable results of political interference under government ownership, the road has been a consistent drain on
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Never since its purchase and develop
the publi< treasury.
ment by the Dominion government has it been able to meet
both its operating expenses and interest charges on the capital invested, and in a majority of yean it has not
Probably, situated as it is
earned it> operating expenses.
with regard to traffic produi ing territory, it could never have
Now, however, it is
been successful as a separate venture.
linked with other roads which are traffic producers and the
decision as to whether it will be successful or not depends not
so much on its operation as a single unit as on its operation
as one link in the government -ou ned transcontinental chain
of roads.
the Prince Edward Island, the second road named in
group of roads which are now under the jurisdiction of
the newly formed Canadian National Railways Company,
little need be said because of its remoteness from the genIt is a narrow gage road
eral railway situation in Canada.
of approximately 278 miles, serving Prince Edward Island
and was formerly under the same management as the InterHowever, it has one characteristic in common
colonial.
with the other roads in this group, namely, the propensity
Never in any year in its histo consistently incur deficits.
tory has the Prince Edward Island been able to earn its
It has
operating expenses, much less its interest charges.
had little effect on the present situation in Canada except

Of

this

as a drain

upon the public

treasury.

National Transcontinental
In the case of the third of these government-owned railroads, the National Transcontinental, an entirely different
The National Transcontinental
situation presents itself.
was built directly by the Dominion government, beginning
in 1904, and has been operated by the government since its
Running from Quebec to Winnipeg
completion in 1913.
with a mileage of approximately 2,067 miles, the National
Transcontinental forms the second link in the new government chain across the continent. It was built as a result of
an agreement between the Dominion government and the

Grand Trunk Railway Company,

the details of which will

be given in the second of this series of articles. In regard
to the present situation, however, the cost of construction
The
of this road up to 1917 amounted to $164,000,000.

was composed of men
inexperienced in railroad construction. Another government
commission, composed of F. B. Gutelius and J. LynchStaunton, which was appointed in 1912 to investigate
charges of extravagance, corruption and mismanagement in

government commission which built

it

the road's construction, reported a waste of many millions
of dollars.
As an operating success it has been equally deficient. The
total operating expenses up to 1916 were $4,744,129 as
compared with operating revenues of $3,956,234, leaving an
operating deficit of $787,895. The road has many miles of
main lines with few miles of branch lines or feeders. The
main part of the route between Quebec and Winnipeg passes
through undeveloped territory, originating little traffic other

than wood pulp and timber. Whether the National Transcontinental will be a success as a part of the new government
transportation system depends on the latter rather than

upon

it.

Canadian Northern

The

now owned by the government and operated as an integral part of the Canadian National Railways
is the Canadian Northern, running from Quebec in the East
to the Pacific coast at Vancouver, B. C, and with a network
fourth road

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. The total
mileage of the road is 9.405 miles.
It provides an alternative route from Winnipeg east through Toronto and Montreal to Quebec, and the section from Winnepeg west forms
the western link in the new svstem. The line was constructed
of lines in
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Sir Wilh. mi

iiv

MacKenaie and

government b
the road developed

in

BUch

Sir

Donald Mann with

B

manna

a

to

make

lib-

story of

financial

the

Briefly,

tstance.

era]

the govern-

Provincial and Dominion, is one way or another the
guarantors of about 75 per Cent of the company's liabilities.
The war, higher operating COStS, invasion of the territory
in. in-,

served by the Canadian Northern by other railways and a
faulty policy pursued by the road brought it into financial
Ostensibly
difficulties and it was unable to finance itself.

government to do, in the light
maintaining uninterrupted service
throughout this part of the Canadian west and protecting
its already large investment in the property, but to take over
Alter arbitration proceedings Messrs. MacKenzie
the road.
and Mann, who held 60 per cent of the common stock, were
paid approximately $10,000,000 for their holdings and the
road was placed under the jurisdiction of the Canadian NaThe extent of the interest of the governtional Railways.
ment in the Canadian Northern at the time of the report
made by Sir H. L. Drayton and W. M. Acworth, members
of a Commission of Inquiry appointed in 1917 to investigate
the railway problem, was $298,253,263, which sum includes
subsidies, proceeds of land sold, loans outstanding on investments and guarantees outstanding. In view of the prospect
of the necessity of constantly aiding the road from funds in
the public treasury, it was taken over by the government on
July 1, 1918, thereby bringing the total mileage of the government-owned lines up to 13,200 miles.
This system as now constituted gives to the Dominion government a nationally owned transcontinental line. However,
this line has a serious lack of traffic originating branch lines
in those districts in which much of Canada's products originate.
The one exception to this lack of feeders is in the
Western grain-producing provinces where the Canadian
Northern had built a large network of branch lines to handle
there

of

was nothing

the

for the

left

for

necessity

A

transcontinental line, so much of which
passes through unproductive territory as does the Canadian
National Railways, could never be successful without a complete system of branch line feeders to originate traffic, which
in turn supports the expense of the long haul.
Fortunately, perhaps, for the nationalization plan the
the wheat crops.

trouble which precipitated the acquisition and
amalgamation of the Canadian Northern has also affected
two other lines, one of which, the Grand Trunk Pacific,
financial

traverses rich traffic-producing territory in the western provinces

and extends

to the Pacific coast,

Grand Trunk, forms a network

and the

other, the

of traffic-producing lines in

Canada's industrial districts. These two roads comprise the
second division, i. e., roads in which the government is
heavily interested financially, but which are not yet government-operated in the ordinary sense.

The Grand Trunk
The Grand Trunk

Pacific

Pacific, with a mileage of 2,809 miles,

the eastern terminal of

which

is

at

Winnipeg, and which

traverses the richer portions of the provinces of Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia to Prince Ruis now nominally a government
railroad, although it is not operated as a part of the Canadian National Railways. The Honorable J. D. Reid, minister of railways, was appointed by the government as receiver for the road, on March 7, 1919, under the War Measures Act. This action was taken immediately after its parent
pert on the Pacific coast,

and sponsor, the Grand Trunk, had

notified the

Dominion

could not operate the road after March
10, because of the heavy deficit incurred in its operation and
the refusal of Parliament to grant further aid for the maintenance of service on the Grand Trunk Pacific. This rather
complicated situation is due to the conditions under which
the Grand Trunk Pacific was constructed and the relations

government that

of the

it

Grand Trunk and

the

Dominion government

to

it.

Nov.

Issued Dec.

7,

may

It

8,
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Grand Trunk

be recalled here that the

constructed by the

Grand Trunk,

Dominion government
of

struction

a

Pacific, part of

Trunk and

an agreement entered into

as part of

between the government and the

was
by the

Pacific

assisted

liberally

company for the contranscontinental line, the Grand Trunk
which was to be constructed by the Grand
latter

the eastern half, the National Transcontinental,

by the Dominion government.

Winnipeg, was

This

latter portion

of the

completion, to the Grand Trunk Pacific Company, the rental to be
based on the cost of construction.
Upon the completion of
the National Trancontinental the Grand Trunk refused to
take over its operation because of its excessive cost of construction, which, of course, greatly raised the rental to be
east of

line,

Insofar as the Grand

paid.

to be leased, after its

Trunk

Pacific

is

concerned, the

financial development of the road arrived at a point

the

Dominion government was

interested

to the extent

of

the

Grand Trunk, who are
Grand Trunk Pacific, to notify

ment

that

it

would be impossible

Grand Trunk

likewise the officers of
the

Dominion govern-

to continue operating the

March

As a result, at the
10.
present time the Honorable J. D. Reid, minister of railways,
is head of the Grand Trunk Pacific company as receiver,
and its former officers are continuing operation. But this
arrangement

is

Pacific after

at best only a temporary device to

uninterrupted service until

it is

maintain

possible to absorb the

Grand

Trunk Pacific into the Canadian National system. It is
generally conceded that this action will be taken in the near
future and that the Grand Trunk Pacific will become an
This deintegral part of the Canadian National Railways.
velopment, however, depends largely upon the future relations between the Dominion government and the Grand
Trunk.

The Grand Trunk
As

to the other line or system falling into this classifica-

Grand Trunk,

can be said with certainty as
extending liberal financial aid to the company, and in January,
1918, opened negotiations for the perpetual lease of the
property.
These negotiations, after passing through a series
tion, the

to its present situation.

little

The government had been

proposals and counter proposals, in which the Grand
Trunk's liability for the Grand Trunk Pacific played a
major role, seem to be nearing completion. The outcome of
these negotiations has not been announced, but when the
oi

Grand Trunk

is

considered,

the assumption that the negotiations will end in

government

strategic position of the

lines

acquisition seems safe.

The main
tario,
tario.

ada's

Grand Trunk's mileage lies in Oneast of Lake Huron and north of Lakes Erie and OnIn this district is produced the major part of CanThe Grand Trunk's lines
manufactured products.
part of the

traffic produced here as
well as possible, and the result is a network of lines, all
serving a definite purpose.
In this district, too, the cities

have been constructed to handle the

and towns are old and well developed, making the establishment of new terminals in this territory doubly hard and

On

the other hand, the Grand Trunk has built
fairly adequate terminal and switching facilities throughout

expensive.

The needs of government lines can be largely
Grand Trunk, and it is therefore safe to assume

this district.

met by the
that some co-ordinating arrangement will .be made.
Without some arrangement with the Grand Trunk the Canadian

the

of

and successfully,
Grand Trunk,

be obliged,

in

order to operate
and terminals

to duplicate lines
at

a

cost

of

a]

(proximately

$150,000,000.-

The Canadian

Pacific

Against these two closely interwoven groups of railroads,
which may be viewed even now as one, is arrayed the successful privately owned and operated transcontinental line,
the Canadian
Pacific.
Operating approximately 13,000
miles of splendidly equipped and maintained road from St.
John, X. P., on the Atlantic coast to Vancouver on the
Pacific coast, it stands out as one of the best examples in
the world of a successful privately owned and operated railroad.

Financially

where

about half of the approximate expenditure of $200,000,000
through the payments of deficits and the guarantee of bonds,
and the Grand Trunk was responsible for approximately an
equal amount.
The upward trend of operating costs and, as stated before, the refusal of the acting premier, Sir Thomas White,
to ask Parliament to appropriate further funds for the maintenance of service on the Grand Trunk Pacific led the officers of the

National Railways would
efficiently

it

is

a powerful corporation; this too in spite

and stationary revenues.
Since July 1, 1913, the road has had relatively a very small
funded debt and the government now has practically no

of rapidly rising operating costs

definite financial interest in the

an indirect

Canadian

interest figured in the value of

Pacific other than

land granted the

normal state, which, however, is a standard to which it would take millions to elevate
most of the roads now or to be under the Canadian National
Railways Company. The position of the Canadian Pacific
road. Physically the road

is

in its

known to require detailed exposition; the interest
not in the Canadian Pacific's present status, but in the
status of the Canadian National Railways and especially in
is

too well

lies

what

this peculiar

Canadian railroad situation may develop

into in the future.

The Present

Situation

Summed Up

Briefly, then, the present railway situation

may

be sum-

marized as follows:
The Dominion government owns and
is operating as one system approximately 13,200 miles of
line, namely, the Intercolonial, the National Transcontinental and the Canadian Northern, which represented up to and
including 1916 a total public interest officially reported at
The Dominion government further controls
$600,000,000.
the Grand Trunk Pacific with 2,809 miles of line and is
negotiating for the control of the Grand Trunk with 3,567
miles more.
Thus it may be assumed that there will be
under the banner of the Canadian National Railways and
operated as one system in the near future almost 20,000
miles of railways, in which will be included not only a transcontinental line but a system with a network of traffic-pro-

ducing lines to feed the main lines.
In competition with this will be operated the Canadian
Pacific with its records for service, its established traffic and
its admitted financial strength.
This situation of a govern-

ment owned transcontinental railway, operating
tition with a privately

in

compe-

owned transcontinental

railway, each
with its network of branches for the gathering of traffic and
practically paralleling each other across the American continent will be without precedent in the history of steam
transportation.

There is an interesting international complication in connection with this situation, which has not been without its
influence upon the developments so far and will not be
without influence upon developments in the future.
The

Canadian Northern, now owned by the government, has a
in the United States of 22S miles, of which 44 miles
are proprietary and 181 are leased.
Most of this mileage
is in the Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific, but this line is pracmileage

The fact that this mileage is
comparatively small has not and probably will not make a
tically a separate corporation.

great difference in international relations, as the present arrangement of a separate corporation controlling this mileage
in the United States will probably be continued by the Do-

minion government.
The Grand Trunk, however, controls approximately 1,868

:
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•Mn

controlling ol this
h<
road in the United State
miles
mileage b) the Grand rrunk would, ii the Grand rrunk
were purchased b) the Dominion government, creat< a rather
complicated international situation, with the Dominion
<<m
eminent practicallj taking orders from the Interstate
merce Commission and being forced to abide by laws made
l<> obviate this situation
by the United States government.
.

I

!

<

plants

Coal

1

r5 are

proprietary, 32 leased,

and 4.771 miles controlled. This mileage of the Canadian
Pacific has no influence on the present situation, but it would
have an influence if there should be a move toward nationalization ol" the Canadian Pacific itself.
Whatever may be said of the railway nationalization program in Canada the fact remains that some of these roads
had fallen into financial difficulties, and that because of the
Canadian policy of government assistance to railway construction, the government was faced with the necessity of
paying ever-increasing deficits out of the public treasury.
The government decided that, since it had to pay these deficits it might as well he >ure of its reward in the event that
the roads whose deficits were paid should become successful
in

the future.

The developments which have led Canada

to the present

situation will he discussed in the next article in this series,
after which the hearing the present situation may have on
the future of Canada's railroads will be treated in a third
article.
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1917 and L918 compared

prices for
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$O.07S to
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/,,„ chl
Zim chloride,

cent solution, per lb.
fused, per lb

0.063 to

0.065 to

0.08S

of cross

sisted

ties.

Of

the total

number

of ties treated,

Consumption of Wood Preservatives iiy the Treating Plants op thb
United States 1909 to 1918
Other

Zinc
prints

Creosote (a)

chloride

Year

number

gallons

pounds

1909
1910

64

51,431,212
63,266,271

16,215,107

71

1911

80

73,027,3.15

1912
1913

84
93

83,666,490
108,373,359

16,359,797
20.751,711
26,466,803

1914

94

79,334,606

27,212,259

1915

102

80,859,442

33,269,604

1916

117

90,404,749

26,746,577

1917

115

75.541,737

26.444,689

1918

107

52,776,386

31,101,111

proceedings of the American Wood
Tin.Associates
for 1919 contains a statistical
the

wood preserving industry

for

Preservers'

report on

1918 and previous

data of interest to railroad men
concerned with the treatment of timber used in railroad
The statement below was prepared from material
work.
years which contains

many

contained in this report.
There was a reduction of over 10 per cent in the cubic
feet of wood subjected to treatment during 1918 as comThe cubic feet of wood
pared with the year previous.
treated in 1918 was 122,612,890 cu. ft. as compared with
137,338,586 cu. ft. in 1917. The number of railroad cross
ties treated in 1918 was 30,609,209 or 2,850,261 less than"
The number of piles
.the 33,459,470 reported for 1917.
treated in 1918 was 12,286,517 lin. ft. as compared with
The quantity of wood blocks
12,695,567 lin. ft. in 1917.
treated was 2,398,869 sq. yd. or 1,062,071 sq. yds. less than

In the case of construction
the quantity treated in 1917.
timber which includes bridge timber, switch ties, etc., the
quantity treated in 1918 was 122,587,120 ft. "b. m. or a decrease of 15,000,000

ft.

b.

m. from the quantity reported in

1917.

This decrease in the amount of timber treated during the
year has, of course, a direct relation to the amount of preservative used. In the case of coal tar and creosote, of which
there was a distinct scarcity during the latter part of the
war period, 47,787,998 gal. were used or a reduction of
22,610,611 gal. or 30 per cent as compared with the quantity
The consumption of water-gas tar,
reported for 1917.
2,822,652 gal., paving oil, 4,057,862 gal. and miscellaneous
preservatives 28,013

gal.,

also represent decreases as com-

However, in the case of zinc chloride of
pared to 1917.
which 31,101,111 lb. were used during 1918, there was an
increase to the amount of 4,656,422 lb. as compared to
1917.

These

statistics

were gathered

by the Forest Products

pre-

servatives (b)
gallons
(c)

2,333,707
1,000,000
3,072,462
3,885,738

-'.532

7*1
2'

{

4 86' 63

d
( l'693'544

d

S

I

'582'754

d

7

*137'361

{

(a)
(b)
(c)

Wood

0.045
0.085

Of the total quantity of timber subjected to treatment
during the year, measured in cubic feet, 75 per cent con-

4
{

Preservation Statistics for 1918

activ<

in

tn ating planl
in
here ar<
operation during 1918.
idle
the countr) at the presenl time bul L6 ol these wen
inothi r during th<
for on. rea on on
The prices paid for preservative materials did not ini <•
a- much between 1917 and 1918 as in the period previous
to

the United States, of

from

Service

Dominion government is negotiating for the perpetual
lease of the Grand rrunk rather than its purchase.
rhe Canadian Pacific also has a mileage of 4,948 miles

the
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Includes coal-tar creosote and water-gas tar.
Includes refined coal-tar, corrosive sublimate, and carbolineum
not available.

d

oils.

Statistics

(d) Paving

oil.

30,609,209, the number that were hewed ties was 19,502,999
Of the total number 3B
as compared to 11,106,210 sawed.
per cent or 11,714,728 were oak ties, 33 per cent or 10,216,064 were yellow pine ties and 12 per cent or 3,855,318 were
Douglas fir.
Four million more ties were treated with
creosote than with zinc chloride, but with the scarcity of
creosote in 1918 larger use was made of zinc chloride, with
the result that during the year covered by the report, 17,055,382 ties were treated with that material as compared with
11,546,049 treated with creosote. A total of 2,007,778 were
treated with zinc creosote emulsion, while no ties were subjected to treatment with miscellaneous preservatives.
During 1918 lighter injections of preservatives were given.
In
the case of creosote, water-gas tar and paving oil, the amount
of preservative forced into the wood was 7.77 lb. per cu. ft.
For zinc chloride it was 0.47 lb. per cu. ft., while with the
zinc creosote emulsion the injection averaged 2.61 lb. of
creosote and 0.49 lb. of zinc per cu. ft.
The piles subjected to preservative treatment during the
year were principally Douglas fir and Southern yellow pine
with a small amount of oak. In treating piles with creosote,
water-gas tar and paving oil an average injection of 13.79
lb. per cu. ft. was obtained, while in the case of zinc chloride the average absorption was 0.46 lb. per cu. ft, and in
the case of the emulsion it amounted to 2.5 lb. of creosote
and 0.51 lb. of zinc per cu. ft.

A

scheme has been prepared

for converting the section of the
Forty-second street and Times
Square into a moving platform. It is proposed to provide four
moving platforms. The nearest will run at walking speed, the
second at 6 miles per hour, the third at 9 miles per hour, and

New York subway

between

the furthest at 12 miles per hour.

The

last will

be 5

wide and have seats, each to hold three persons.
platforms will be 2 ft. wide.

ft.

10 in.

The other

Wages

Director General Reports on Railroad
11.2

Per Cent More Employees Worked 3.9 Per Cent Less
Hours Unit Wage and Monthly Earning Compared

—

Director General Hims

mind

amount

labor

paid for in December,
extreme cold weather,

on November 14 submitted
Senate the following letter and
accompanying statements in response to the resolution
of the Senate of August 20, calling for information as to
the amount of railroad Labor, its rates of pay and its average

in

compensation in December, 1917, and in each month from
January to July, 1919:
The amount of labor, measured by the time worked and
paid for, for which the United States Railroad Administration has paid in months from January to July, 1919, as
compared with the month of December, 1917, is listed in the

1917
1919

table at the right.

which resulted in the suspension of much outside work
and because the competition of war industries, generally

to the president of the

In considering this comparison,

it

is

important to bear

that

was

1917,

Deci mb<

the

reduced

of

because of

the

Total
mini
houi
434,252,656
440,699,731
375,204,721
398,689,315
393,578,428
409,674,681
396,385,011
417,182,290

i

[anuary
February

March
April

May
[une
July

percent
with December, 1017

1.5% in
13.6% decrease
8.2% di
9.4% di
5.7% decrease

8.7% decrease
increase

Average Monthly Compensation and Agerage Days or Hours Worked Per Employee
Class 1 Roads Under Federal Control
1919, Compared with December, 1917. and Monthly Average for Calendar Year, 1917
Average Monthly Compensation Per Employee

Inly,

Per cent increase
July, 1919, over

Item
No.

5

Monthly

Class of Employee

land
3

Avei rage hours

f

2

and 4
and 6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

General
Division

officers
officers

Clerks (except No. 37)
attendants
Assistant engineers and draftsmen
M. \V. & S. foremen (excluding Nos. 10 and 28)
Section foremen
General foremen— M. E. department
Gang and other foremen M. E. department
Machinists

Messengers and

—

Boiler

16
17

Masons and

18

Carpenters
Painters and

19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

Blacksmiths
Structural

bricklayers
iron
workers

upholsterers

Electricians
Air lnake men
Car inspectors
Car repairers

.•

Other skilled laborers
Mechanics' helpers and apprentices
Section men
Other unskilled laborers
Foremen of construction gangs and work trains
Other men in construction gangs and work trains

Traveling agents and

.

Yard

switch

Other

\ard

Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road

61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
"rf"

40 and 66).

rs

and motonnen

helpers
passenger firi
passenger conductors
passenger ba
passenger brakemen and flagmen
Other road train employees
Crossing flagmen and gatemeri
Drawbridge operators
Floating equipment employees
Express service employees
Policemen and watchmen
Other transportation employees
AH other employees

Totals

1917
$379.84

178.23
79.58
44.26
104.74
106.90
78.21
135.69
122.26
126.11
127.67
110.92
80.88
86.17
81.70
85.89
93.59
100.59
106.03
87.77

174.92
77.63
42.86
95.40
99.74
73.84
138.37
112.64
116.20
118.76
104.84
77.64
84.53
78.35
79.22
85.84
90.53
95 02

95.00
74.17
53.48
63.77

88.77
68.52
50.09
57.94
85.91
51.95
136.82
88.85
110.83
150.13
76.39

142.18
147.74
136.35
115.37
131.58
117.30
118.64
143.97
132.37
145.71
123.33
132.15
95.13
77.80
87.60
128.04
81.84
177.60
140.85
165.40
288.13
129.46
131.43
125.28
129.23
139.64"
139.50
161.01
93.52
247.39
216.17
175.14
126.03
159.09
120.76
92.12
132.73
104.55
223.86
156.72
194.73
145.70
256.41
184.19
226.20
162.33
151.43
20.09
78.68
98.75
135.66

tormen
freight engineers and
freight firemen and helpers
freight conductors
freight brakemen and flagmen
passengi

1917
$390.26

141.51

tenders
emoloyees

Enginehouse-men

60

\'os. 5, 6, 37, 38, 39,

11m. tiers

52
53
54
55

.

Yardmasters
Yardmasters' assistants (not yard clerks)
Yard engineers and motormen
Yard Firemen and helpei
Yard conductors (or foremen)
Yard hrakemen (switchmen or helpers')

51

56
57
58
59

solicitors

Employees in outsidi agencies
Other traffic
iloyees
Train dispatchers and directors
Telegraphers, telephoners and block operators
Telegrapher-, and telephoi
rating interlockers

Levermen (non-telegraphers)
Telegrapher-clerks
Agent-telegraphers
Station agents (non-teleg
Station masters and assistants
Station service employ<
except

December,

1919
$359.60
245.47
111.83
70.44
138.96
142.68
108.18
259.51
195.41

makers,

14
15

July,

Calendar
vear

1

I

17.79
97.52
82.91

$119.38

'

and italics— decrease.

Note,

91

101.71
59.24

154.29
119.72
125.16
155.66
80.59
85.48
74.24
80.23
87.51
92.36
109.07
64 7 C
157.9S

average for
December calendar

82.81

79.71

70.99
74.35
79.06
86.52
107.66
59.14
150.19

136.02
148.6

92.15
129.68
111.85
75.44
60.70
110.80
76 83
190.09
114.20

149.16
91.10
132.03
110.55
70.52
55.54
103 73

91.09
74.7

44.59
69.04
92.57

1919

rf7.o
37.7

d 5 3

d 27.7

40.3

40.5
59.2
32.7
33.5
38.3
91.3
59.8
12.7
15.7
22.9
42.6
52.7
43.6
38.1
53.8
31.6
37.4
40.5

44.1

64.3
45.7
43.1
46.5
87.5
73.5
22.4
24.4
30.1

17.6
32.2
46 6
60.6
53.8
68.8

48.6
55.7
49.7
49.8
67.7
46.2
53.3
48.9
48.9
38.8
55.3
51.2
49.0
57.5
29.8
58.5
49.2
52.0
69.5
64.9
76.5

61.1

73.8

59.6
51.0
47.6
44.4
56.6
58.9

76.6
61.2
49.6

39.1

28.3
45.5
37.4
25.9
38.1
15.1

58.1

c/

29.4

213
d 28.1

December,
1917
27.9
rf30.6
rf

230

d 29.9

,/27.5
rf26.7
rf 29.1
rf28.9
rf 27.1

rf28.4

rf.28.9

d 26.6
,/

rf

27.2
28.2

206
213
200

248
253
224
223
226
234
225

201
201
194
rf26.8

217
239
2C9
213
208
207
215
226
206
25.8
d 27.8
rf27.0
rf

242
234
232
240
237

rf29.0

280
328
240
254
251
251

260
316
248
28.5
(132.5
rf24.8
rf

258
252
283
273

244
rf29.5

223

273

64.7

17.8
36.8
22.7
26.5
60.1
51.8
19.8

1*32.4
/ 30.4

52.1
17.4
38.3

237

20.5
28.0
71.2

224

271
269

231

317
243

32?

240
250
242
233

318
269

18 8

28.0
50.3
27.5
47.7
26.0

36.8

4 5.5

250

^r.a
63.3

">20

17.8

47.5
31.9
57.7
s.yo
60.7
62.9
11

!

5

77.36

46

78.44
77 82
58.29

74.66
70 4:

50.2
25.3
42.2

$89.83

$83.64

d indicates davs worked

July,

year, 1917

50

124.85
171.4?
102.96

t

1917

36.1

175.55

154.50
101

,

worked per employee

32"

38.1

65.8
66.2
76.5
55.7
75.4

57.8
38.5
'

50.1

42.7

287

216
235
240
227
239

d w.s
rf

3

1

.0

265

224
223
232
245
234
241
rf30.5
rf33.0

305
rf'31.7

rf25.5
rf28.2

rf32.0
rf29.3

I

RAILWAY AGE

912

and the demands of military and
w an us ol labor u bi<
pn vented
ling of .ill the labor which could be winked even
in
>uch cold weather.
On the contrary, in January, L919,
the winter was exceptionally mild and made practically the
ution of an unusual amount of outside work and the
labor supply was relatively greater because <>i" the cessation
of war activities and because of higher wages.
The total number of employees in December, 1917, and
in the months of 1919 from January to July is as follows:
payii

uava

created a

li

i

Innc.iM' in
centages as compai ed
with >< cembi
1917

pel

I

1,703

fanuan

1.84J

February

1,840,197
1,823,220
1,830,093
1,864,561
1,863,741
1,894,287

M
\

irch
r

.'

,,i

Ma\
|une
July
It will

the

has decrea ed, there hai been an increase in the Dumber
This is due to the fad thai the general
employees.
neo titated a
establishment ol the eight-hour basis ha
for,

of

employees to perform the ame number of
December, 1917, prior to the adoption
of Hiis basis, many employees worked unduly long hours.
This is brought out by the attached comparison between
hours worked per employee, by classes, in December, 1917,

number

i

of

hour- service.

In

and July, 1919.
A comparison as to the increase in the average compensation of employees in December, 1°17, as compared with con-

up

dition- established

Number

5

9.47o

be observed that while the amount of labor which
for, as measured by the hours paid
of Days or Hours

Number

Class of Employee

and
and
and

4

6
S
<)

10
11

12

officers
Division officers

of employees

reported on a daily basis
Average compensation per hour for employees
reported on an hourly basis
Per cent of increase for July, 1919, over
1917. 35.3 per cent.

Worked

Machinists
Boiler makers

15
16
17
18

Blacksmiths

19
20
21
>

\

23

24
25

26
27
28

Telegrapher-clerks

Agent telegraphers
Station agents (non-telegraphers)
Station masters and assistants
Station service employees (except
5, 6, 37. 38, 39, 40 and 66)

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
.51

52

53

54
55
56
57

58
59

60
.61

62
'63

64
65
66
67
68
;69

Yard
Yard
Yard
Yard

Enginehouse

Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road

passenger engineers and motormen
passenger firemen and helpers....
passenger conductors
passenger baggagemen
passenger brakemen and flagmen.
Other road train employees
Crossing flagmen and gatemen

Drawbridge operators

444,767

400,328

6,697,610

5,603,575

5,524,554

Express service, employees
Policemen and watchmen
Other transportation employees
All other employees
Totals

1,327,900

1,194,465

1,310,541

5,136,759

5,222,225

4,460,012

4,903,408

1,910,410
993,865
3,052,479
5.848,196

1,893,374
969,160
2,820 176
5,158,275

1,717,734
880.996
2.514,293
4,318,879

1,834,239
968,258
2,689.739
4,654,494

9,466, 32.8

1,364,800
1,127,846
2,482,098
17.756.949
6,263.527
6,257,073
5,359,094
12.915,403
2.347,697
2,255,029
2,082,034
1.140.051
2,845.733
726,998

671,742
46,726

62i,22i
42,258

331,998
162,932
519,675

302,594
174,057
468,586
391,444,483

1.946,109

2,089.886

2,273,867

331,808
209.510
528,578

4,260,727
4,236,463
4 100.946
9,790,417
1,447.634
1,155,690
2.748,388
18,431,070
6,556,893
6,580,927
5,620,466
13,481,742
2.565,925
2,463,100
2,268.753
1,256.022
3,114,553
804.316

4.017,528
3,996,772
3,961,781

4,867,441
4.889,536
4,800,808
11,749,143
1,535.967
1,252,221
2,972,926
21,425.629
7.749.304
7,823,401
6,580,869
15,738,811
2,724,306
2,636,626
2,337,848
1,254.982
3,200,223
881,618

6,156,906

118 042
94,892

110,951
89,524

52,121

23,078,699

21,022,046

24,834,419

663.069

387,696,788

19,558

19,285

126,571
109,475

389.373
175.669
533,597

408,846

381,266

441.531
19,518

2,517,476

5,819,486

34,092
27,966
10,780

31,352
26,873
9,644

33,262
34,133
10,200

474,942
41,803

Floating equipment, employees

1,494,573
5,675,237
15.610,970
11,834,188
22,578,405
53,036.684
26,210,592

518.930

5,593,160
5.639,441
5,472,878
13,139,861
1,534,079
1,180,765
2.859,587
19,191,693
8,849,605
8.896,511
7,556,378
18,029.699
2,877,377
2,778,482
2,460,948
1,352,449
3,356.350
892,522

.

1,406,559
5,537,436
14,964,963
11,332.593
21,637,057
48,423,402
25,154,498

707,328

124,312
93,484

men

11,679,304
3,778,833
1,883,839
220,421
131,144
10,749,709
2,103,229

53.320,778
27,026,316

30,206,592

freight engineers and motormen..
freight firemen and helpers
freight conductors
freight brakemen and flagmen....

10,984.995
3,577,035
1,798,094
199,306
109,736
10,421.794
1,980,469

313,360

Nos.

conductors (or foremen)
brakemen (switchmen or helpers)
switch tenders
Other yard employees
Hostlers

of

hours

1,587,555
6,336,603
18,236,118
13,205,187
24,801,164
59,495,365
29,444,243

19.520

firemen and helpers

Number

656,298

593,674

352,501

452,606

Yai dmasters
Vardmasters' assistants (not yard clerks)
Yard engineers and motormen

of

days
203,564
362,858

45,765,746

12,592,995
4,078,782
2,074,276
269,289
153,649
12,131,975
2,^74,912

1,328,309

Levermen (non-telegraphers)

37

Number

274,191
275,755

259,552

operating

39
40

hours

26l',445

648,421

149,383
43,579
12,623

intcrlockers

38

of

182,704
334,238

and

ators

42

days

Number

220,437

7,119,116

telephoners

of

1,130,404
50,793

apprentices....

Telegraphers

March, 1919
_X

hours

Number

206,634

Foremen of construction gangs and work

and

Februbary, 1919
of

1,043.068
43,808

men

35

.342

December and calender year

237,528

Other unskilled laborers
gangs

3.52

.532

48,624,775

1,636,340
6,811 054
15,948,946
14,030,197
23,097,913

32
33
34

-41

days

Number

2X1,871
289,067

287,368

construction

$153,039,988

4.93

1.178.324
53,019

Air-brake men
Car inspectors

Traveling agents and solicitors
Employees in outside agencies
Other traffic employees
Train dispatchers and directors
Telegraphers, telephoners and block oper-

36

of

10,651,011
3,411,669
1,878,208
297,177
192,511
11,883,446
2,223,531

Electricians

Car repairers
Other skilled laborers
Mechanics' helpers and

Number

193.416
362,983

532,500

ember,

]<>\7

226,174

trains

31

hours

i

1,703,748
5,819,486
387,696,788

1,138,383
45,168

Masons and bricklayers

Other men in
work trains
30

of

242,015
288,585

Structural ironworkers
Carpenters
Painters and upholsterers

Section

Number

d

by Employees

44,805,376

Clerks (except No. 37)
Messengers and attendants
Assistant engineers and draftsmen
M. W. & S. foremen (excluding Nos.
10 and 28)
Section foremen
General foremen, M. K department....
(;.mg and other foremen, M. E. Department

14

of

davs
208.056
340,346

General

13

I

Days worked
368,202,810
Hours worked
$226,140,935
compensation
for
per
day
employees
Average compensation

11.2%

Item

3

given below:
1919
1,894,287
6,122,435

Class I, Roads Under Federal .Control,
to July, 1919, inclusive
December, 1917, and January
January, 1919
December, 1917

2

is

Total

Number

i

1919,

8.5%

government has paid

No.

to July,

,

lulv,

Decembei
1919

i

Vol. 67, No. 19

5,518,096

331,059,953

5,967,755

350,947,275

5

Nov.

:

7,

Issued Dec.

8,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

It is only fair to point out that this showing does not
completely reflect the condition as it exists at this date,
because in order to equalize the shop crafts with what has
been done for other classes of railroad employees, it was
found necessary in August, 1919, to make increases in their
These, however, could not
wages effective May 1, 1919.
he included in August or the preceding months affected,
hut it is believed that if they could have been included in
the accounts for Jul}', 1919, the average percentage of in-

crease in the unit of compensation for all railroad employees
for the month of July, 1919, as compared with the month

1917, would have been 56 per cent instead
per cent.
It is important to point out, however, that the individual
railroad employee did not get in the month of July, 1919,
an actual increase in his earnings equal to the increase
above indicated in his rate of pay.
This is due chiefly
to the introduction of the eight-hour day, as a result of
of 53

of

days
1

3
5

and 2
and 4
and 6
7

8
9

10
11

12

General

effect of the increases recently

Clerks (except No. 37)
Messengers and attendants
Assistant engineers and draftsmen
M. W. & S. foremen (excluding Nos. 10
and 28)
Section foremen
General foremen, M. E. department..
Gang and other foremen, M. E. depart-

ment
13
14
1

16
17
IS
19

The

May

24
25
26
27
28

30
31

32
33
34

men

36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50

Telegrapher-clerks
Agent-telegraphers
nou telegraphers)
Station agents
Station masters and assistants
Station service employees (except
5, 6, 37, 38, 39, 40 and 66)

60

63
64
65
66
67
68
69

days

1919

Number

of

hours

205,808
367,898

647,830

46,184,264

670,200
11,467,285
3,694,663
1,844,712
213,236
126,836
9,904,552
2,310,807

341,953
1,608.966
5,709,398
15,114,145
11,784,411
21,945,320
62.072,471
25,183,317

,

12,178,870
3,916,276
1,981,134
239,603
135,541
10,209,395
2,450,992

353,157
1,575,594
5,434,258
15,139,816
11,225,333
20,939.083
58,225,314
24,339,750

1,685,990
5,794,623
16,793,844
11,990,522
22,341,446
59,165,115
25,525,610

385,573

414,995

409.043

435,504

6,203,812

6,094,356

6,236,869

33.547
25,361
10,036

35,295
25,804
11.261

35,014
25,738
11,519

1,266,506

1,303,775

1,273,023

1,310,770

4,686,721

4,852,013

4,694,573

4,880,990

1,767,716
913,078
2,605,280
4,552,146

1,826,077,

921,364
2,678,429
4,628,131

1,818,478
889.250
2,576,838
4,412,929

1,911,941
941,603
2,697,274
4,642,576

406.522
18,659

111,701
89,051

394,294
18,190

409.301
18,304

men

freight
freight
freiphi
freight

'.

660,445
49.597

5,856,568

113,402
88,355
4.288,827
4,253,900
4,092,512
9,810,697
1,482,802
1,121,966
2,563,185
17,660,475
6.777,663
6,824,748
5,915,073
14,186,772
2,653,495
2,541,526
2.364,492
1,272,958
3,329,657
781,402

346,725,884

6,036,026

4,221,025
4,169,747
4,086.242
9.791.973

4.548,628
4,515,982
4,410,928
10,702,970

1,414,471

1,466,045
1.141,541
2,563,346
17.156.217
7,366,429
7,359,532
6,276,685
15,147,345
2,804,575
2,678,172
2,504,709
1.362,304
3,544,158
816,184

1,103,666
2,503,726
16,551.016
6,732.136
6,800,513
5,766,293
13,967,199
2,611,935
2,510,448
2,345,072
1,259,796
3,321,308
784,196

699.031
51,761

2,336,726

2,317,097

361,386,473

5,836,664

2,458,460

348.746
139,237
588,449

335,165
140,565
548,581

340,090
147,219
554,308

25,727,848
118,470
92,769

670,016
49,576

693,947
50,856
2,149,937

326,210
138,268
517,038

24,167,491

24,465,857
114.803
87.983

4,113,141
4,080,644
3,950,611
9,465,557
1,413,867
1,094,018
2,518,097
17,297,610
6,378,342
6,399,224
5,454,037
13,179,768
2,543,300
2,440,253
2,247,678
1,215,378
3,143,919
762,651

Hostlers

Totals

of

44,636,991

11.810,943
3,815,911
1,901,339
212,304
113,267
10,348,258
2,343,755

23,282,722

Yardmasters
Yardmasters' assistants (not yard clerks).
Yard engineers and motormen
Yard firemen and helpers
Yard conductors (or foremen)
Yard brakemen (switchmen or helpers)..
Yai d switch tenders
Other yard employees

Express service, employees
Policemen and watchmen
Other transportation, employees
All other employees

hours

Number

Nos.

engineers and motormen..
firemen and helpers
conductors
Road
brakemen and flagmen...
Road
Road passenger engineers and motormen.
Road passenger firemen and helpers....
Road passenger conductors
Road passenger baggagemen
Road passenger brakemen and flagmen..
Other road train employees
Crossing Bagmen and gatemen
Drawbridge operators
Floating equipment, employees

62

July,

of

5,495,415

397,593
18,961

i

Enginehouse

61

1919

Number

operating

52
53
54
55
57
58
59

days
200,497
354,770

,

49,476

344,555

35,853
26,965
10,160

interlockers
Levermen (non-telegraphers)

51

56

of

and

Traveling agents and solicitors
Employees in outside agencies
Other traffic employees
Train dispatchers and directors
Telegraphers, telephoners and block oper-

Road
Road

Number

and work

gangs

telephoners

hours

659,346

1,562,933
5,513,019
14,626,722
11,469,089
21,692,103
57,564,662
24,316,444

Other unskilled laborers

and

June
of

220,931
1,154,790
51,039

Car repairers
Other skilled laborers
Mechanics' helpers and apprentices

Telegraphers

1919

Number

45,888,968

11,504,967
3,695,161
1,907,792
196,309
137,573
10,327,132
2,169,426

of construction gangs

,

215,079

342,039

construction

days
204,727
365,650

of

1,069,281

upholsterers

Other men in
work trains

Number

223.285
1,149,053
49,497

ators

35

hours

49,432-

trains

29

45.3%

213,821
1,118,197

bricklayers
Structural ironworkers

Foremen

$83.64

35.3%

284,324
275,949

Masons and

Section

$89.83

266,247
264,443

Carpenters
Painters and

121.50
$121.50

275,131
278,035

Blacksmiths

Air-brake men
Car inspectors

22
23

of

648,615

Electricians

1917

figures as they actually appear in the accounts, with-

45,239,362

Boiler makers

21

1919

269,707
277,704

Machinists

20

December,

granted to the

shopmen

199,727
355,484

officers
officers

Division

Number

Calendar
year
1917

July,

Per cent of increase for July, 1919, over December and calendar year 1917

April, 1919

Number

— which

Average monthly compensation per employee for
all employees, including an estimate of the

which the employee did not on an average work as many
This
hours in July, 1919, as he did in December, 1917.
is emphasized by the attached statement, above referred to,

Class of Employee

showing by classes of employees the average hours per employee worked in December, 1917, and in July, 1919.
On the other hand, a comparison with December, 1917,
not conclusive, because in that month employees were
is
working a great deal more overtime than they were working
on an average during the year 1917, and al-o many employees had received increases in the latter part of the year
1917, which were not enjoyed throughout the year.
In order to bring out these comparisons (and taking into
consideration, as far as it can be done at present upon an
estimate, the readjustments recently made to the shop crafts
were retroactive to May 1, 1919), a comparison of
average monthly compensation is as follows

of December,

Item
No.

913

349,691,699

6,122,435

368,202,810

4

;

RAILWAY AGE

"It
out
(

ideration the readjustments with the Bhop

i

.i

gradual

improvement

<

.ii, i.

n

tli

ndai

il \

ution,

held

both

wage
i-

in

attached

the

for the periods specified in the Senate
importanl to remark that the view is generally
railroad officers and by employees that the

bj

of the past

statistics

due

42.7%

32.9%

ye«

mule

i>

it

$S3.61

13

1919,

.

While the above comparisons and those
statements are

arc not entirely

wage

to the fact that the subject of

nu re recenl development

in

reliable.

statistics

is

a

This
mat-

sorts

longer

which

these
recenl

I

reports

for

for the

is

misleading.

To

a

considerable extent

sami

classes

of

)]7, obtained redu<
employees had, prior to December,
tions in hours (which resulted in their average compensation per hour being substantially increased) or increases in
rate- of pay, or both, whereas other classes of employees
secured corresponding treatment only after December, 1917,
so that the disparity in the rates of increase of pay for the
different classes of employees is not nearly so great as this
(

railroad accounting than

\

statistics which have been compiled for a
and with greater care.
For example, the
month of December, n 17, was the firsl month for which
the compilation of wage statistics was required, all former
requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission havThere has been
ing been based upon annual requirements.

other

with

believed thai the

i

$119
I

i

is

calendar year 1917, with which
comparisons are here attempted.
The Senate resolution calls for the information itated
separatel) as t<> different classes of railroad employees and
i~
It
statements as below inumerated arc atta< bed hereto.
vcr\ important, however, to call attention to the fad that
the comparisons between the average compensation for in
dividual classes of employees in 1919 with the single month
of December, L917, or, indeed, with the entire year of \'))7,

1917

1917

ii

more accurate than the

reports are substantially

December, 1917, or

1919

accuracy

the

in

made and

reports have been

follows

are as

rufts,
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of

period

l

Employees and Their Compensation
Roads, Under Federal Control
Class
July, 1919, Compared with December, 1917
Days worked
Number of employees
1

Item

Class

v

1

3
5

and
ami
and

-'

4

6
7

8

9
10
11

12

General

offit

of

Division officers
Clerks (except Xo. 37)

Messengers and attendants
Assistant engineers and draftsmen
M. W. & S foremen (excluding Nos.
10 and 28)
Section foremen
Genera] foremen, M. E. department....
Gang and Other foremen, M. E. department
Machinists

1

Boiler makers

15

Blacksmiths

6
17

Masons and

18
19

Carpenters

Structural

bricklayers
iron workers

Painters and upholsterers
Electricians

21

Air-brake

22
23

Car inspectors
Car repairers

_"4

Other skilled laborers
Mechanics' helpers and apprentices

men

Other unskilled laborers

28

Foremen

of construction gangs

men

30
31

32

33

34

in

construction

gangs

agents and solicitors
Employees in outside agencies
Other traffic employees
Train dispatchers and directors
Telegraphers, telephoners and block oper-

Traveling

35
36-

37
38
39
40
41
J 2
4 3

44
45
46
47

48
49
50

.

Enginehouse

52
53
54
55

Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road

56
57

58
59
60
61

62
63

employees

men

freight engineers and motormen...
freight firemen and helpers
freight conductors
freight brakemen and flagmen....

passenger engineers and motormen
passenger firemen and helpers..
passenger conductors
passenger baggagemen
passenger brakemen and flagmen.
Other road train employees
Crossing flagmen and gatemen..

Drawbridge operators

68

employees
Express service employees
Policemen and watchmen
Other transportation employees
All other employees

69

Totals

64
65
66
67

.

Yard switch tenders

51

216,764
10,122
10.370

7,452
11,136
195,097
8,810
10.810

8,119
40 899

7,786
39,443

1,707

1,665

23,592
59,067
IS. 413
9,898

18,429
42,973
13.469
8,369

1,186

1,330

673

852
50,848
9.878
9,894

Floating equipment,

5

ompensation

Amount

^

July
1919

December

46,184,264

44,805,376

December
July
1919
1917
208,056
205,808
367,898
340,346
284,324
275,949

242,015
288,585

220,931
1,154,790
51,039

1,138,383

670,200

532.500

353,157

July
1919
$2,672,523

1917

226,174
45,168

10, 651. Oil

12.178,870
3.916,276
1,981,134
239,603
135,541
10,209,395
2,450.992

3,411,669
1,878,208
297,177
192,511
11,883,446
2,223,531

1,68S,990
5,794,623
16,793,844
11,990,522
22.341,446
59,165.115
25,525,610

1,636,340
6,811,054
15,948,946
14,030,197
23.097,913
53,320,778
27,026,31a

287,368

846

20,763
66,443
55,201
92,018
212 663
104,050

December

3,071,053
24,241,123
712,962
1,441,030

1917
$2,908,207
1,984,738
15,526,105
389,948
1,132,279

1,158,393
4,424,347
442,981

832,296
3,084,905
225,917

4,610,063
8,397,900
2,720,291
1,349,636
136,832
88,555
5,965,251
1.498,650
1,900,387
1,029,975
3,534,628
9,917,826
7,440,693
10,204,313
22,274.798
10,418,428

2,253,167
5,419,490
1.719,544
928,293
107.576
73,420
4,154,224
848,462
926,027
588,059
2,201,447
5,831,462
5,244,247
6,825,060
11,372.899
6,635,365

1,910

2,239

435,504

707,328

244.557

227,718

30,306

6,236,869

7,119,116

2.480,285
240.653
130 564
70,461

1,697,182

5,413

28,651
5.245
1,342
510
5,158

20,859

20,975

8.243
3.926
11,362
19,065
13,898
605

7,588
3.513
11,178
19,149
14,411
614

115.255
3,905

110.647
3.835
3,080
20.355
20.821
20,362
50,874
4.841
3,663
8,493
60 439
32.923
35.549
26,320
65 242
12,826
12.433
10,607
5.532
14.362
3.697
15.569

1.355

927
426

35 014
25 738
11.519

149.383
43,579
12.623

'.'.'.'.'.'.

'.'.'.'.'.'.

1,310 7"0
4,880,990

1,328,309
5,136,759

1.234,867
2,700,463

911.941
941,603
2,697.274
4,642,576

1,910,410
993,865
3,052.479
5,848,196

25.727,848

30,206,592

1,083.416
491.852
1.468,318
2,662,214
1.938,830
97.409
10,778,339

1

409,301
18,304

452.606
19,520

Nos.

Vardmasters
Vardmasters' assistants (not yard clerks).
Yard engineers and motormen
Yard firemen and helpers
Yard conductors (or foremen)
Yard brakemen (switchmen or helpers)
Other yard
Hostlers

1917

7,432
12,511

f

worked
A

809,232
160.659
63,831

802,874
l,690.41o

operating

Telegraphers and
interlocked
Levermen (non-telegraphers)
Telegrapher-clerks
Agent-telegraphers
Station agents (non-telegraphers)
Station masters and assistants
Station service employees (except
5.
6, 37, 38, 39, 40 and 66)
telephoners

S

and

trains

ators

„

loin

and work

trains

work

1919

80,417
56,307
107,263
286,300
118,932

men

Section

27

Other

December,

7,781
24.258.

26

29

July,

50,854
12.632
13.200

20

25

(

,

ers

13

1

Employee

(

1

A

A

.

3.122
19.153
19,559
18,785
47.815
6.129
4.705
10.687

68.685
30,405
31.608
24.501
60.525
12.761

12.413
10.649
5.669
15,636
3,415
23.069
1.669
9,288

118.470
9:,7b9

2,517,476

1,141.541

474,942
41,803

20.876

12,275
5,492
18,203

348.746
139,237
588,449

389,373
175,669
533,597

1.894,287

1,703,748

6,122,435

5,819,486

11,541
5,470

2,458.460

5,515.982
4.410.928
10,702.970
1.466,045

699.031
51,761

1.267
8,243

2 563,346
17.156,217
7 366,429
7,359.532
6.276,685
15,147.345
2.804.575
2 678,172
2 504,709
1,362,304
3,544.158
816,184

5.593,160
5,639.441
5 472,878
13,139,861
1.534,079
1,180,765
2,859,587
19,191,693
8.849,605
8,896,511
7,556,378
18,029.699
2,877,377
2,778,482
2,460,948
1,352,44°
3.356,350
892,522

4 548,628

368,202,810

387,696,788

66,970
7,164,361

920,256
2,367,684
410,121
1,815,083
164,813
1,260,040
1,359,386
533.415
1.730,778

1,061,011

3.354,511
2,465.102
2,988,537
6,766.231
740,127

433,439
1.418,525
7,180.685
6.806,390
4,953,471
4,771,093
8,818 391
3.272,012
2,286.297
2,408,764

!

1,675,803
1,330,976

605,839
418,949
3,025.069
1,918,553
2,640,518
5,690,199
365,213
222,327
941,060
4,643.739
6.258,403
4.059,644
4,313.747
6,949.781
2.584,447
1.552,220
1,818,760
569,554
1,421,430
276,235
751,899
88.618
763,084

966,047
674.871

124.312
93.484

648,654
260,794
896,806

962,869
427,405

£226,140,935 $ 153,039,988

51

Nov.

)

Issued Dec.

7,

restricted

8,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

The

comparison suggests.

amount

records do not indicate

which "time and
a half" or more was paid, but it is probably true that in
December, 1917, numerous classes of employees were working punitive overtime to a larger extent than in July, 1919,
and consequently, the increase in rates of pay for these particular classes of employees has been somewhat more than
this restricted comparison would indicate.
There have also
been numerous reclassifications of employees which materially affect the comparison- mentioned.
The statements submitted with the report, which were
the

of "punitive"' overtime,

i.e.,

for

915

compiled by the Operating Statistic Section, are as follows:
Schedule 1.
Statement lor Class I railroads in federal
operation showing the number of employees for the months
of December, 1917; January, 1919; February, 1919; March,
1919; April, 1919; May, 1919; June, 1919; July 1919.
Schedule 2.
Statement for Class I railroads in federal
operation showing the total compensation of employees for
the same periods covered by Schedule 1.
Schedule 3.
Statement for Class I railroads in federal
operation showing the number of days of employees reported on a daily basis and the number of hours of employees

<

lompensation
A

Per day

Item
Class of

Mo.

1

3
5

and 2
and 4
and 6
7

8
9
10
1

12
13

14
1

16
17
18
19

General

July
1919
$12.99

officers
officers

Division
Clerks (except No. 37
Messengers and attendants
Assistant engineers and draftsmen
M. W. & S. foremen (excluding Nos.
Section foremen

5.22
10

and 28)

(non-telegraphers)
Telegrapher-clerks
Agent-telegraphers
Station agents (non-telegraphers)
Station masters and assistants
Station service, employees (except Nos.

5,

(

65

Policemen and watchmen
Other transportation employees
All other employees

69

Totals

56
57

58
59
60
61
().'

63

64

*

Averages per day and per hour shown opposite
respectively.

51

$0,347

56
33

42
41
74

.695
.695
.571
.653
.584
.611

.509
.504
.504
.362
.381
.350
.382

.611

.408
.562
.398

.359
.323
.366
.374
.296
.213
.246
.322
.238

.942
.553
.567
.522
.544
.573

.604
.329
.340
.262
.294
.285

.419

.237

737

.541
.340
.483
.433

.610
.591
.621
.457
.376

5.42.

3.69
5.06

4.74
5.32

2.94
3.43

8.15
7.27

4.87
4.48

40 and 66)

.41')

.924
.673
.760
.582
1.167
.854
.962
.676
.668
.502
1.58
2.12

3.90
3.83
2.94

2.47
2.43
1.99

4.93

3.52

71

88
77
77
81

67
60
67
70

117

89

81

61

66
54
77
66
75
67
27
37

56
68
67
99
85
101
61

55
77

.238
.188
.329
.242
.707
.456
.570
.385
.898
.559
.739
.421
.424
.309

62
36
61

40
46
112
102
68
73
31

48
33
51

30
53

30
61

58
62
65
50

.513

class 69, "Totals," are for those classes only

46

63
36
38
38
58

67

553

2.60
3.18

43

4f

21

.546
.678
.632
.505
.380

>

66
67
68

52
53
54
55

37, 38, 39,

$0'.347

3.22

<

Yard switch tenders
Other vard employees
Hostlers
Enginehouse-nien
Road freight engineers and motormen
Road freight firemen and helpers
Road freight conductors
Road freight brakemen and flagmen
Road passenger engineers and motormen
Road passenger firemen and helpers
Road passenger conductors
Road passenger baggagemen
Road passenger brakemen and flagmen
Other road train employees
Crossing tlagmen and gatemen
Drawbridge operatorFloating equipment, employees
Express service employees

51

6,

Yardmaslers
Yardmasters' assistants (not yard clerks)
Yard engineers and motormen
Yard firemen and helpers
Yard conductors or foremen
Yard brakemen switchmen or helpers)

6.87
5.07
6.12

unit

Compensation

3.92
3.68
2.71
5.00
4.23

.730
.734
.734

Section men
Other unskilled laborers
Foremen of construction gangs and work trains
Other men in construction gangs and work trains
Traveling agents and solicitors
Employees in outside agencies

1917

in

43

.651
.700
.663

Levermen

48
49
50

6.88

.538

36

45
46
47

3.83
8.68

i

Other traffic employees
Train dispatchers and directors
Telegraphers, telephoners and block operators
Telegraphers and telephoners operating interlockers

41

5.2-i

men

33
34
35

42
43
44

Per cent

December

67
$0,525
$0,252

.676"

Electricians

40

hour

5.83

.657

Car inspectors
Car repairers
Other skilled laborers
Mechanics' helpers and apprentices

37
38
39

1917
$13.98

Carpenters
Painters and upholsterers
Air-brake

3?

Tulv
1919

and bricklayers
Structural iron workers

20

31

December

Masons

22

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

8.35

General foremen, M. E. department
Gang and other foremen, M. E. Department
Machinists
Boiler makers
Blacksmiths

21

23

Per

l.i

.303

69
58
58

48
.532

whose time worked

is

.342

53

reported by days and by hours,
,

This report is compiled according to the classification prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in accordance with the Act to regucommerce, which classification has been the prescribed form since July l, 1915.
The Interstate Commerce Commission classification sub-divides Items 1 and 2, General Officers, and Items 3 and 4, Division Officers as between
those receiving over and under $3,000 per annum, and sub-divides Items 5 and 6, Clerks, as between those receiving over and under $900 per annum.
As the sub-division of these classes on such a basis is purely arbitrary and has no relation to the class of work performed, the sub-divisions are omitted
from these reports.
The classification of employees prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission and used in the reports does not correspond with the classification of employees used in the wage orders of the Railroad Administration, with the result that employees in a given class (of wage orders)
receiving either higher or lower wages may be included with the employees of another class (of the Interstate Commerce Commission classification).
Generally speaking, the averages of a single month present such a restricted view that such figures should be used with the greatest caution.
Speaking specifically, some of the conditions which exemplify this (and it is obviously an exceedingly difficult thing to give in detail all the
conditions which would affect the situation) are as follows:
A comparison between the rates of pay in 1919 with the single month of December, 1917, is likely to be misleading because to a considerable
extent some classes of employees had, prior to December, 1917. obtained reductions in hours (which resulted in their average compensation per hour
being substantially increased) or increases in rates of pay, or both, whereas other classes of employees secured corresponding treatment only after
December, 1917, so that the disparity in the rates of increase of pay for the different classes of employees is not nearly so great as this
The records do not indicate separately the amount of punitive overtime, but it is probably true that in December
restricted comparison suggests.
1917, numerous classes of employees were working punitive overtime to a larger extent than in July, 1919. and consequently, the increase in rates
of pay for those particular classes of employees has been somewhat more than this restricted comparison would indicate.
Note. Italic figures indicate estimate of increase to shopmen in September, 1919, retroactive to May 1, 1919.
late

d

—
—and

italics

—decrease.

RAILWAY AGE
n
:

JllK'

In

mi K

basis

foi

same

the

i

1

Statemenl for Class
railroads in federal
tin' average dail)
compensation for ernbasis and the average hourly
es reported on a dail)
compensation of employees reported on an hourl) basis for
the same periods covered bj Schedule 1.
railroads in federal
Schedule 5.
Statemenl for Class
operation showing the number of employees; number of
days worked for employees reported on a dail) basis; number
of hour- worked for employees reported on an hourly basis;
total compensation; average compensation per day for em
ployees reported on a daily basis; average compensation per
hour for employees reported on an hourly basis for the
average for the months of May, June and July, 1919, and
for the month o\' December, 1917, and showing the percentage o\ increase in the hourly or daily rates comparing

Schedule

Orders of the Regional Directors

covered

teriod

i

1

Expori
hi

nun showing

1

the average for the

months

of

May, Juno and

with December, 1<H7.
Statement for Class
Schedule 6.

I

Jul}

railroads in

number of employees for
May, June and July, 1919;

operation showing the

-

,

1919,
federal

the average

the average
months of
monthly compensation per employee for the overage for
the months of May, June and July, 1919; for December,
and for the calendar year 1917, together with the
1 )17;
percentage of increase for the average of May, June and
July, 191Q, over the month of December, 1917, and the
monthly average for the calendar year 1917.
Schedule 7.
Statement for Class I railroads showing
comparison by classes of employees and hours worked per
employee in December, 1917, and in July, 1919.
In addition there were submitted copies of all orders
making advances in wages, and of all schedules explanatory
of the

(

thereof, as requested in the resolution.

In connection with the schedules, attention was called to
inasmuch as certain employees are required to

the fact that

be reported only in days worked, it is not possible to show
a precise comparison of the hours worked in each month.
In order to present an approximately correct comparison the
statement of the number of hours worked was made on
the assumption of eight hours per day for the employees
whose time is reported on a daily basis (amounting to

between 10 and 11 per cent of the total hours of all emIt was also noted that the classification of employees).
ployees prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission
and used in the reports does not correspond with the classification used in wage orders of the Railroad Administration.
The number of employees as used in the tables refers to
the count as of the 16th day of the month except when
that day falls on a Sunday or a holiday, in which case the
count is made as of the last preceding business day. It is
averages of a single
month present such a restricted view that such figures should
be used with the greatest caution.
The total compensation as shown bv Schedule 2 was as
follows: December, 1917, $153,039,988; January, 1919,
$230,800,589; February, 1919, $204,059,816; March, 1919,
$211,228,547; April, 1919, $207,120,939; May, 1919, $218,606,040; June, 1919, $215,271,437; July, 1919, $226,Schedules Nos. 3, 5 and 6 (with which is com140,935.
bined No. 7), are reproduced herewith.
stated

that,

generally

speaking,

—

the

British Export Credits. The Board of Trade has announced that the British Government is prepared, through
the Export Credits Departments, to consider applications for
advances up to 80 per cent of the cost of the goods, plus
freight and insurance, for goods sold to Finland, the Baltic
provinces (Latvia, Esthonia, and Lithuania), Poland, Czechoslovakia, Jugo-Slavia and the areas in Russia to which the
scheme for insurance against abnormal commercial risks applies.
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i-.ii

the

paragraph
expori

liill-

Federal

mum..
Supplement
to Circular 286
Western regional director states n
regard t<» whal officers may issue through

.'i

i

(it

l

in

lading

controlled

I

i

Central

when

roads,

the

traffii

hills

originates
will

be

with

Clai

i

only by
the initial mad haul carrier.
Other Federal controlled roads,
or nun Federal controlled roads may, if in a position to do
issued

the bills may be issued
connections; or by port terminal
at ports of exit.
Through export

issue through bills of lading, oi

so,

immediate Class
through their offices

their

li\

lines

1

lading will be issued only by the general freight
or designated general or commen ial agents,
district freight agents, export agents or division freight agents,
unless other arrangements are spe< ilially authorized.
of

bills

departments

hires. The Northwestern regional di9-1-31, directs that rules for the prevention of
forest and field fires, contained in the report of the committee
on Conservation of Natural Resources, Section 11
Engineering, American Railroad Association, be put in effect on

Forest

rector,

and Field

file

—

railroads.

all

file

35-1-88, quoting

—

The Northwestern regional director,
Edward Chambers, director of the Divi-

Demurrage on Coal.

sion of Traffic, directs that where coal has been held by the
Railroad Administration under the order of the Fuel Admin-

and has subsequently been released to a consignee,
original consignee, the demurrage rules become
applicable from the time of such release.
American Red Cross. The Northwestern regional director,
file 33-1-17, urges that every officer and employee be given
an opportunity to take a Red Cross membership for the coming year in view of the great humanitarian work the Ameriistrator

or to the

—

can Red Cross has performed.
Issuance of Through Bills of Lading.
Supplement 2
to Circular 252 of the Southwestern regional director states
that on export forest products agents at shipping points will
issue a domestic bill of lading and waybill to the point of
trans-shipment, with the following notation:
"Inland
charges to be collected at port of exit." The terminal road
at port of exit will issue through export bill of lading for
such shipments in exchange for the initial road's domestic
bill of lading, but only after collection of the inland charges.
The Southwestern regTransportation of Bananas.
ional director, in Circular 253, states that messengers accompanying bananas in transit have no authority to sell or re-

—

—

move any

of the freight

from any

Violations of this

car.

It does not conflict with tariff prorule will be prosecuted.
visions for stopping in transit to partly unload, as stipulated

on the way bill.
Supplement 1 to Circular 250 of the
Interchange Records.
Southwestern regional director amends paragraph 5 of the
original circular to require that the original copy of the
monthly statement should be sent to J. W. Smith, manager,
Car Hire Bureau, Buffalo, N. Y., instead of to W. G. Kendall, manager, Car Service Section, Washington, D. C.
Supplement 16 to
Permit System for Grain Shipments.
Circular 270 of the Central Western regional director states
that effective November 10, a blanket basis of permits was
substituted for individual permits for shipments of grain
Indifrom country stations to interior primary markets.
vidual permits will be required for shipments between pri-

—

—

mary markets.

—

—

Circular 256 of the
Merchandise.- Car Conservation.
Southwestern regional director states that statistics showthat practically one half of all the box cars of the entire
country are continuously used in handling L. C. L. traffic
it is of the greatest importance, therefore, that every
be made to increase the supply of cars for use in handling carload traffic by increasing the number of through
merchandise cars.

and

that

effort

President Will Address Congress on Railroads
Message on December

2 Related to

Domestic Problems and
Largely to the Labor Question

surprise
Some
include a

was caused by

discussion

of

the

Washington, D.

railroad

question

in

tion

his

message to Congress at the beginning of the regular
session on December 2, because it was hoped he would make
a more definite announcement regarding the 'return of the
railroads than his rather casual statement of last May that
they would be relinquished at the end of the year. He said,
however, that "in the matter of the railroads and the readjustment of their affairs growing out of federal control," he
would address the Congress at a later date. The President
will defer this message until after receiving a report from
Director General Hines who was to confer with Chairman
Cummins and Esch of the Congressional Committees on
Interstate Commerce.
Mr. Hines talked with Senator Cummins on Wednesday.
While the Railroad Administration has for some time
been making active preparations for the return of the roads
and plans for the organization it will retain to wind up its
affairs, and has even allowed some of its officers who are
to return to their former positions an opportunity to devote
some time to their own preparations for the return to company management, the officers of the Railroad Administration in referring to the prospective relinquishment have usually been careful to make a reservation for "contingencies"
and a plain statement from the President would be accepted
with considerable relief.
The message was devoted entirely to domestic problems
and repeated recommendations made at the last session, including those urging action to help reduce the cost of living.
A large part of the message was devoted to the labor problem, which is of acute interest to the railroads at this time,
but the President did not apply his remarks specifically. He
particularly emphasized the need for the establishment of
some acceptable tribunal for adjusting the differences between capital and labor, but whil^ his statements were in
sympathy with many of the principles urged by the labor
organizations they can hardly find much support for their
opposition to proposed legislation for compulsory arbitration
in

The real antidote for the unrest which mannot suppression, but a deep consideration of
the wrongs that beset our national life and the
application
of a remedy.
general interest.
ifests

the food of radicalism. The only way to keep men from
agitating against grievances is to remove the grievances. An
unwillingness even to discuss these matters produces only
dissatisfaction and gives comfort to the extreme elements in
our country which endeavor to stir up disturbances in order
to provoke governments to embark upon a course of retalia-

its

willingness to deal with

country
by leading the way in developing the means of preserving
and safeguarding lives and health in dangerous industries.
It must now help in the difficult task
of finding a method
that will bring about a genuine democratization
of industry,
based upon the full recognition of the right of those
who
work, in whatever rank, to participate in some organic
way
in every decision which directly affects their
welfare.

"The great unrest throughout the world, out of which has
emerged a demand for an immediate consideration of the
difficulties between capital and labor, bids us
put our own
house in order. Frankly, there can be no permanent
and
lasting settlements between capital and labor which
do not
recognize the fundamental concepts for which labor has
been
struggling through the years. The whole world
gave its
recognition and endorsement to these fundamental
purposes
in the League of Nations. It is, therefore,
the task of the
statesmen of this new day of change and readjustment
to
recognize world conditions and to seek to bring
about,
through legislation, conditions that will mean the ending of
age-long antagonisms between capital and labor and
that
hopefully lead to the building up of a comradeship
which will result not only in greater contentment among the
mass of workmen but also bring about a greater production
and a greater prosperity to business itself.
will

"To analyze the particulars in the demands of labor is to
admit the justice of their complaint in many matters that lie
The workman demands an adequate wage,
permit him to live in comfort, unhampered by
the fear of poverty and want in his old age. He
demands
at

their basis.

sufficient to

inviolate

to be antagonists instead of partners. The
failure of other nations to consider this matter in a vigorous
way has produced bitterness and jealousies and antagonisms,

is

"Congress has already shown

of

and capital are

itself

these industrial wrongs by establishing
the eight-hour day
as the standard in every field of labor. It
has sought to find
a way to prevent child labor. It has served
the whole

his statement that "the right of individuals to strike is

and ought not to be interfered with by any process
government." No one is proposing to interfere with
"individual" strikes and moreover, the President followed
this statement immediately with the declaration that "there
is a predominant right and that is the right of the government to protect all of its people and to assert its power and
majesty against the challenge of any class."
The president's statement regarding the labor problem
was in part as follows:
"No one who has observed the march of events in the last
year can fail to note the absolute need of a definite programme to bring about an improvement in the conditions of
labor. There can be no settled conditions leading to increased
production and a reduction in the cost of living if labor

C.

and repression. The seed of revolution is repression.
The remedy for these things must not be negative in character.
It must be constructive.
It must comprehend the

the President's failure to

the right to live

and the right to work amidst sanitary surroundings, both in home and in workshop, surroundings that
develop and do not retard his own health and well-being;
and the right to provide for his children's wants in the
matter of health and education. In other words, it is his
desire to make the conditions of his life and the lives of
those dear to him tolerable and easy to bear.

"The establishment of the principles regarding labor laid
down in the covenant of the League of Nations offers us the
way to industrial peace and conciliation. No other road lies
open to us. Not to pursue this one is longer to invite enmiand antagonisms which in the end only lead
and social disaster. The unwilling workman is
not a profitable servant. An employee whose industrial life
is hedged about by hard and unjust conditions, which
he did
not create and over which he has no control, lacks that fine
spirit of enthusiasm and volunteer effort which are the
necties, bitterness,

to industrial

essary ingredients of a great producing entity.
"Governments must recognize the right of men collectively
to bargain for humane objects that have at their base the
mutual protection and welfare of those engaged in all industries.

917

Labor must not be longer

treated as a commoditv.

It
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hum

1.
regarded as the activity of human beings, pot
deep yearnings and desires. The business man gives his
besl thought to the repair and replenishmenl oi
his ma
chinery, bo thai its usefulness will not be impaired and its
power t*> produce maj always be at its height and kept in
lull vigor and motion.
No less regard OUght to be paid to
the human machine, which after all, propels the machinery
of the world and is the great dynamic force that Lies back of
all industry and progress.
Return to the old standards of
wage and industrj in employment are unthinkable. The
terrible tragedy of war which has jusl ended and which has
brought thr world to the Verge of thaos and disaster would
be m vain if there should ensue a return to the conditions
The right of labor to live in peace and comfort
Of the past.
must he recognized hy governments and America should he
the first to lay the foundation stones upon which industrial
peace shall he huilt.
"Labor not only is entitled to an adequate wage, hut capital should receive a reasonable return upon its investment
1
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Departure Poster, Waterloo Station
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Waterloo station, London, on the London & South
western Railway the large bulletin, showing the mini
hers of the platforms from which passenger train
their departure, is now printed in a QOVel Style, illusl
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is

who

a majority.

little

difference

,

what minority

it

is;

whether capital or labor, or any other class; no sort of privdominate this country. We
are a partnership or nothing that is worth while. We are
a democracy, where the majority are the masters, or all the
hopes and purposes of the men who founded this government
have been defeated and forgotten. In America there is but
one way by which great reforms can be accomplished and
the relief sought by classes obtained, and that is through the
orderly processes of representative government. Those who
would propose any other method of reform are enemies of
The instrument of all reform in America is
this country.
the ballot. The road to economic and social reform in AmMen have
erica is the straight road of justice to all classes.
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The list of trains departing between one o'clock and two>
o'clock in the afternoon is abnormally long because of the
inclusion of a number of trains which run only on Saturdays. The list of those between five and six o'clock in the
afternoon shows 40 trains, departing from 16 platforms.
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Samuel M. Felton, president of
Western Railroad, has established a prize

Pennsylvania Military College, to be awarded annually to
who has led his class in the study of engineering

the student

subjects for the junior and senior years.
as the

Felton engineering prize.

the college

from 1868

to 1870.
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Let those beware who would take
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The right road
the shorter road of disorder and revolution.
is the road of justice and orderly process."
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Burleson Finds Railway
Mail Service "Perfect"
Washington. D.

C.

annual reports

Thkcome

of government departments which
out in great volume about December 1 are ordin-

arily rather

dry reading, but occasionally they contain

some news. The report of the postmaster general contains
an example which will be of great interest to all who have
had much experience with the mails during the past year
or two.

In connection with

its

discussion of the railway mail

pay question and the inauguration of the space basis plan
of compensating the railroads which was put in operation
on November

1,

1916, the report says:

"So carefully were plans of the post office department
worked out and so flexible was the new system of space that
during the trying war period, notwithstanding it was subjected to the severest test, when the freight and express
agencies broke down and laid embargoes on shipments practically throughout that period, the post office department
was the only transportation medium that functioned unrestricted and transported not only the great normal parcel
post load but an immense additional parcel post load thrown
upon the department through the internal breakdown of
these other agencies. This tremendous task was performed
without interruption and with dependability and despatch
except in so far as it was handicapped by the very irregular
train schedules and the reduction of train speed and withdrawal of trains by the railroads as necessitated by the exigencies of war/'

The

report does not attempt to explain

why

the freight

and express agencies, which were also under government
down in spite of the increases in freight and

control, broke

express rates, but the inference is that the reason why they
did not also perform a perfect service was that they were
not under the management of the post office department
which, the report says, was able to get its railroad transportation, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, for $54,563,534.49 'with a largely increased volume of mail, whereas
the cost of transporting the mails by railroads for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1916, was $62,176,943.05.
"Notwithstanding the disruption of railroad schedules,"
the report says, "the railway mail service has functioned
perfectly. The proof of this is that there was less unworked
mail in the railway mail service during the year than in any
previous year of which there is a record and a comprehensive
investigation has shown that no serious delay to mail of any
character occurred in the railway mail service during the

year."

Since the close of the war the department notes a gradual
in the operation of railroad train schedules. A
number of the trains which were withdrawn or discontinued
during the war period have been restored and the schedules
of others have been shortened and otherwise modified so as
to furnish better connections for the transmission of mails.
The passenger service, however, it says, is not as efficient
as it was prior to the war and there is still an insistent
demand on the part of business interests throughout the
country for adequate service. The report adds that the "railroad companies" (.sir) are now more responsive to the de-

improvement

mands

of the business interests and the post office department
and it is hoped that shorter schedules will be put into effect
and additional trains provided as rapidly as circumstances

be added, it says, that the postal
transportation service is limited to the facilities afforded by
passenger train service, over which the post office departwill

permit.

It

ment has no

should

control.

The

space basis plan is described as "a scientific and
business-like method of railway mail pay" that "enables the

department

to

pay

for

what

it

receives

and the railroads

to

919

receive what they earn, which was not possible under the old
system of average weights taken once in four years. As a
result of the advantages of the new system the department
was enabled during the war period to remit to the railway
companies for other transportation work 72,906,490 car
miles per annum no longer needed for mail transportation.
This, reduced to a 60-foot car basis, means 15 trains of 10
cars each running every day between Chicago and New
York." The report does not say that these 15 trains were
actually run nor does it explain how the mail cars which
it had previously
required the railroads to buy were made
useful for the transportation either of troops, coal or other

war

materials.
It says that this great saving was accomplished through scientific loading of cars, rational rearrangement of letter distribution on cars, and the elimination of

despatches of mail at periods when such despatches by reason
of trains not making direct connections failed to expedite
the delivery of mail.

The

scope of the authorized service on space and weight
as of June 30, 1919, is stated as
follows: Number of routes, 2,897; length of routes, 259,580.7 miles; annual travel (including emergency service),
519,674,375.69 miles; annual rate of expenditure, $51,086,238.68; average rate of cost per mile of route, $196.80;
average rate of cost per mile of travel, 9.83 cents.
The annual rate of regular authorizations on space basis
routes, which on June 30, 1918, was $52,022,070.43 had on
June 30, 1919, been reduced to $49,918,031.16. The lowest
annual rate of authorized service since the inauguration of
the space basis system
$47,706,842.46
was reached
during the December quarter and, the report says, "it is
obvious, therefore, that transportation requirements have
been gaged and adjusted to the needs of the service."
In the investigation before the Interstate Commerce Commission as to the proper basis for paying railroads for carrying the mails and as to the fair and reasonable rates for such
service, extensive hearings were held in Washington on Nobasis

routes combined,

—

—

vember 4, 1918,- January 7 and from April 8 to May o, 1919,
after which arguments were had before the commission. The
report says the department believes that the space basis plan
has been thoroughly justified and that its contentions with
reference to rates have been sustained. The decision and
order of the commission is looked for at an early date.
In describing the method of shipping blue tag mail "by
fast freight," the report says that since the cessation of the

war

activities the railroads have been able to maintain their
schedule of fast freight movements with regularity and but
few complaints of delays have been received which were
attributable to the movement of this matter by freight.
Twelve requests were received from publishers for exemption
of their publications from the blue tag freight movement,
seven of which were approved by the department. The total
shipments of periodicals (blue tag matter) by fast freight
during the fiscal year consisted of 2,684 carloads at a cost
of $866,639.63. This represents a saving to the department
as compared with the cost of carrying it in the regular mails
of approximately $498,857.65.
In the more detailed part of the report it is admitted that
"in common with practically all other activities of a kindred
nature, both governmental and private, employing large
quantities of labor and dependent upon railroad transportation for success during the war, the postal service' unavoid-

ably deteriorated in some localities to a certain extent from
the high standard previously maintained. This was a natural
and inevitable effect of the war, due to condition- over which
thi'
department had no control, including impaired train
service, loss of highly trained employees, inability to obtain
competent clerical assistance to fill vacancies and delay in
the receipt of equipment and supplies. Coupled therewith,
in addition to handling a greatly increased volume of postal

t
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business and

the

provision of adequate postal

facilitie

for
Additions

the greal armj caraps established throughout the country, the

tnd

department, owing to its extensive organization, was called
upon to perform for Other branches oi the government in
numerable duties whollj foreign to the postal service, >u
which were vital to the successful prosecution <>f the w;ir.
Notwithstanding these handicaps the postal service was
continued throughout ths critical period without curtailment
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bill
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management was begun

Tuesday
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Senate,

Cummins

gives

for
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unfinished
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right
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regulation

business
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before the
other

way over most

matters.

Chairman Cummins of the committee on interstate commerce, spoke for two afternoons explaining the provisions of
the hill and urging the necessity for prompt action upon it
in an effort to get it passed before the end of the year. He
was frequently interrupted by Senators, although scarcely
more than a dozen remained in the chamber, and apparently
had considerable difficulty in getting them to understand his
explanations of the complicated financial transactions and
accounts between the railroad companies and the Railroad
Administration. He said that Congress would have to appropriate at least So 2 5, 000,000 to settle the accounts of the
Railroad Administration and possibly $330,000,000 more if
it became necessary to return to the railroads the amount of
working capital that was taken over at the beginning of
federal control.

He

also expressed the opinion that 25 years

would be required to
against the government

of litigation

settle

the claims of the

and

the government's
counter claims. He said the government's actual loss from
the operation of the railroads for two years was estimated
by the Railroad Administration at $646,000,000, but he
would not predict that the amount would be greater after
taking into consideration the deferred maintenance. Some
roads, he said, would be returned in better condition than
when they were taken over, while many would be in worse
railroads

condition.

Senator Cummins recently filed with the Senate a supplemental report giving estimates and an explanation of the
accounts between the government and the railroads by
Swagar Sherley, director of the Division of Finance of the
Railroad Administration, which included the following
statement, giving a comparison of the amounts to be funded
and appropriated under the provisions of the Cummins bill,
the Esch bill as it was introduced and the plan proposed
by the Division of Finance, which was later adopted by the
House in an amendment to the Esch bill:
Comparison of Amounts to be Funded
i(1) Under the provisions of Senate Bill No. 3288.
(2) Under the provisions of H. R. 10453 (as introduced).
Under the provisions of
(3,)
the section originally submitted by the Division of Finance of the Railroad Administration permitting offsets in accordance with the provisions
of the standard contract.]

1.

2.

Class I toads
Total cost of additions and
betterments (excluding allocated equipment
that may be deducted therefrom account
compensation or open account due company

Senate Bill
No. 3288

H. R. 10453

contract

$775,551,000

$775,551,000

775,551,000

223,823,000

133,911,000

415,016,000

551,728.000

641,640,000

260,535.000

158,884,000

16,876,000

105,646,000

68,375,000

68,375,000

68,375,000

Standard

Amount

3.

Net amount of additions
and betterments (exclud-

4.

Open account due Govern-

5.

Long-term loans (including
N. Y.. N. H. & H. R. R.
and Boston & Maine...

ing
to

allocated

equipment)

be funded

ment, to be evidenced by

demand

notes

M'.ii

Note

i.

"i

isli

13,000,000

.ill

'

779,891,000

587. 556.000

ov

equipmi nl ti
and bettei mi ul

i

172,.

watei

i

opei

pi

til

i.

1

11,000

mow

1

1

made
|uii

415.451. iini,

BMeti

"i

iii.

"10,000

i-.l

((.3,355,000

171,0

predicated upon thi
a
into
Railroad Administration, otbei than thoae shown
In point oi fact, in dealing wit!
complicated, it will necessarily follow thai
timati

i

77, 000

1,613,
1, 250,00(1, (XKj

1

The

14,342,000

646,777,000

.us alread)

i.ii

I4j.il 1,000

n
i

'

requirement!
iii

1,000

is

as being ca
and tnattera .is
will be .i considerable amount of ;.ss.is of the government subsequently
convertible into cash thai can not be immediately realized, oi
ized contemporaneously with the need of paying out an account of iiabilithe government.
is safe
It
to estimate that this amount will be at hast $200,000,000, so
that, practically, to cany out the requirements under the Senate or House
substitute
bill, or
the
proposal in accordance with the existing standard
contract, the Congress should appropriate a sum at least $200,000,000 in
oi
that staled ill item 13.
Note 2.- The Operating loss shown above represents an estimate for the
two years of federal control of the amount by which the net operating
income of the railroads fell short of the Btandard return, estimated amount
of interest on accounts due from the government to the railroad companies,
and on accounts due from the railroad companies to the government; and
is predicated on the present basis of earnings, the latest available figures
on an actual basis being for the month of August, 1919, so that for the
four months the figures are necessarily speculative.
The operating loss also includes an estimate of $95,000,000 on account
of adjustment of materials and supplies, under provisions of the standard
contract.
It
should be added that beyond these things there are various
matters that will reach adjustment, and a status sufficient to enable them to
he stated in money only after presentation and determination of claims,
respectively, by the government and the railroads, touching many items
incident to federal control; so that in particular the items of operating
loss must be considered as subject to considerable change in amount bei.uise of the subsequent bringing into it of debits and credits which can
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In describing the proposed plan for the reorganization of
the railroads in order to group them into systems of approximately equal earning power, Senator Cummins said he
looked forward with very little optimism to private ownership and operation of the railroads but that he proposed
to do his best to create conditions under which it could be
successful. If the railroads cannot be returned under conditions which will result in an improvement in the system of
railroad regulation which will give them a chance for a suc-

then he would feel obliged to favor government ownership although he was opposed to government ownership
because he believed it would result in less efficient operation
than private management. But without the provisions of the
bill providing for the reorganization of the railroads, he said,
it would not be advisable to pass the bill at all because it
would be impossible for private management to succeed and
cess,

the experiment

would end

in utter collapse.

In the House Representative Sims reintroduced his bill
providing for an extension of federal control until December
31, 1921, with an added provision to prevent increases in
rates being put into effect without consent of Congress.
Chairman Good of the House committee on appropriations
is reported to have announced that a bill to provide an appropriation for settling the accounts of the Railroad Administration will probably be considered soon. He estimated the
amount at possibly $400,000,000 but expected to confer with
Director Sherley of the Division of Finance on the subject.
Congress is being flooded with petitions and resolutions of
various lodges of railroad labor organizations protesting
against the provisions of the Cummins bill and urging a

two-year extension of the present federal control.
Director General Hines conferred with Senator
on railroad legislation on Wednesday.

—

Cummins

Lumber Imports. During the first eight months of 1919 an
aggregate of 760,554,000 board feet of lumber, or an average of
about 95.000,000 feet a month, was imported into the United
Nearly all of
States, duty free, from various foreign countries.
this came from British Columbia.

One

of

the

180-ton

Baldwin-W csttnghouse Locomotives

The Use

Built

for

the

of Electrical

New

York,

New Haven &

Harifonl

Energy on the Railroads

Application of Electricity to the Operation of Railroad Equip-

ment

Theroadmany applications
were

of electrical

Is

Being Greatly Extended

machinery to

house Electric & Manufacturing Company will supply ten
locomotives, each weighing 275 tons; the drive is through
gears and quills by six twin motors of 700 h. p. each. The
General Electric Company will supply five locomotives, each
weighing 265 tons, and equipped with twelve bi-polar gearless motors of 270 h. p. each.
One locomotive of each type
has been completed and tested, and the balance of each order
is well under way, so that soon after the new year, all 15 of

rail-

treated in five papers presented at

service

the fifteenth annual electrical night of the New York
Railroad Club.
The program was a departure from the
usual one in which electric traction has been the only topic
under discussion. The papers presented touched on the use

of electricity in all

its

ramifications.

There were 625 members and visitors present which was
the largest attendance on record at any previous meeting except for a patriotic rally last year at which the attendance
was about 750. Six papers were prepared, five of which
were read. The subject of Electric Shop Power and Light
was to have been covered by J. L. Minick, foreman, electrical
department, Pennsylvania Lines East, but he was unable
to attend the meeting and his paper, prepared in the form
An abstract of the
of notes, was therefore not transcribed.
other five papers follows:

Electrification of

Steam Railroads

By Edwin

in 1919

B. Katte

Chief Engineer Electric Traction,

New York

Central

First of importance comes the electrical extension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul from Othello to Seattle, a
distance of 127 miles over the Casacde range of mountains.
This work is pratcically complete and is in partial operation,
full service is delayed pending the delivery of the passenger

The system is 3,000 volt direct current with a
double overhead working conductor or trolley, exactly the

locomotives.

Baldwin-Westinghouse 275-ton Electric Locomotive. Ten
Locomotives of this Type Will Be Used on the Rocky
Mountain Electrified Division of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul

as the existing and wry successful 440 miles now in
third year of operation on the Rocky mountain and Mis-

same

these locomotives will be

its

more important and complete

souri divisions.

The most interesting thing about this
new types of passenger locomotives which

service.

921

new

shows the
Electric

275 Ions
168 tons
12-350 H. P
4,200 II. P.
66,000 1b.

265 tons
220 tons
12-270 fl 1*
3,240 H. P.
46,000 lb.

Passenger Locomotive

While describing passenger locomotives,
the

table

Wist inn house
weight
on drivers
Number and horsepower of motors
Total II. P. one hour rating
Tractive effort, one hour rating

Wright

New Haven

The

data.

Total

extension is two
are just ready for

These locomotives are designed to operate a 950ton train at 65 miles an hour on level track and to average
25 miles an hour over 18 miles of average 2.2 per cent grade
and 20 miles of average 2 per cent grade. The Westingservice.

in

electric locomotives of the

I

must mention
which are

New Haven

)

RAILWAY

,,)

in express service between
terminal, New Vorlc
Pennsylvania
*
n\. over the
Gate Bridge Connecting Railroad, opera!
mi; either alternating currenl at 11,000 voll overhead trolley
Each loco
or direel currenl al 600 volts on the third rail,
motive weighs 180 tons of which 115 tuns are on the drivers.
Mi.
motor equipment consists of six twin motors of 170

haul 900-ton trains

ned U

N

Haven

and
1

I

1

1

the

1

The drive is through gears and
normal rating each.
quills,
rhe total one hour rating of the motors is
h. p. and at this rating, the tractive effort is 21,000 11).
The
motor armatures are permanently connected in lour groups
li.

ut"
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now in operation. The substations ar< in
tatii
ban formei and rotan con
contain
verters to change tin- transmission currenl from !0,000 volts,
three i>lia->e>, 25 cycles, to the working current of 1,500 volte
seven an'

these,

form

unit
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Electric Automechanical Freight

p,

Several of these Locomotives arc

three in series.

now

on the trolley win-.

By Zenas W.

Handling

Carter

Handling
Material
Secretary-Treasurer, The
Manufai ture's Assim iation

Machinery

in

successful operation,

Pennsylvania Freight Locomotive

The railroads are to go back into private hand-. The fir.-t
problem executives and managing heads of all departments
of railroading must face and work to solve is that of
i

A

description of recent electric locomotives, be it ever so
brief, would be incomplete without recalling that the engineers of the Pennsylvania and the Westinghouse Electric

Company have developed and

tested an electric freight locomotive weighing 250 tons for sendee over mountain grades.
This locomotive, known as No. 3931, was tried out in June,
I'M 7, and after the usual test track trials was put in regular
freight service between Philadelphia and Paoli, where to
date it has traveled about 5,000 miles. The electric equipment is designed to operate on 11,000 volts single-phase
current, taken from an overhead trolley wire.
At each end
of the locomotive there are a pair of motors, each driving a
jack shaft, the power being transmitted through springs and
side rods to a set of three driving axles.
The combined one
hour rating of the motors is 4,800 h. p. and at this rating
the tractive effort is 87,200 lb. The maximum speed is 20.6
miles per hour.

Electrification of the

Xot only
trically

Melbourne Suburban System

have things been happening elecon steam railroads during the past year, but also in
in this country

other countries, notably Australia.

The

electrification of the

metropolitan railway system of Melbourne was put in service last

May.

In 1908, C. H. Merz, the distinguished English authority
on electric railroading, first reported favorably on the electrification of the Melbourne suburban section of the Victorian
Railway System.
Proposals were received in 1912, based
upon a single-phase 11,000 volt alternating current system,
and other proposals upon the 1,500 volt direct current
system.
Under both methods the propulsion current was to
be collected from an overhead catenary trolley supported by
steel masts or bridges.
It is reported that the single-phase
scheme would cost 23 per cent more than the direct current,
and it was estimated that the single-phase system would
cost 21.7 per cent more in annual operation.
Hence, the
adoption of high voltage direct current. The delay in completing this

The

work

is

attributed to

war

conditions.

suburban and the longest individual line extends a distance of 26 miles from the terminal.
Trains running beyond the electric zone are drawn by steam
locomotives.
Multiple unit cars are used and they are of
the compartment type with cross seats and wide side doors,
following the usual English practice.
The installation includes a large modern power station with two boiler rooms,
set at right angles to the turbine room, much like the Fisk
Street station of the Chicago Edison Company.
The ultimate capacity of the turbine room is six 12,000 k. w. generaThis generating station is regarded as the nucleus of
tors.
a scheme that will make available cheap electrical energy for
future industrial development throughout the state of Vicservice

is

entirely

toria.

The
transmitted at 20,000 volts.
part underground cables and part
There
aerial carried on the steel masts of the trolley system.
are 15 substations in the complete electrification scheme. Of
The

electric

transmission

power

system

is

is

The
both cost tor materials aiid costs for manual service.
second problem is labor shortage; the third problem is lack
of equipment; the fourth problem is condition of equipment;
and last, but not least, is "attitude and productively
the entire personnel from the section hand to the directing
chief."

Unfortunately, under government ownership and espeon account of the war re-action which is influencing
men so strangely, there has been little serious attempt on the
part of the operating and working forces to keep down costs.
Further, man-power shortage is the natural result of the war.
This same cause may be given as the reason for lack of railroad equipment and condition of equipment.
Depreciation
in productiveness is partly psychological and partly the recially

sult of the

sudden increase

money among

in the distribution

and rotation of

Rotation of money tends to develop a sense of luxuriousness which directly results in a
slacking of effort.
the masses.

Knowing the problem and the factors of the problem is
half the solution, however, and the real work for the railroad
executive is the application of methods which will change
the factors into a co-ordinated unit.

It

is

possible there-

fore to visualize electric automechanical freight handling as

a very important method which may be Used to change the
factors of high costs, labor shortage, lack of equipment, etc.
We may even conceive that used thus, electricity may be the
collodial to improve both the attitude of the individual toward his labor and to increase his productiveness. To visualize this it is only necessary to consider the changes electricity has already made in our daily life, and to make the
application specific as it relates to the use of electricity in

new ways

in railroad progress, it is only necessary to check
over the present activity at some few points.
For instance,
few men in this country, even in the railroad lists, are
familiar with the fact that the British Government is right
now considering very seriously the elimination of every one
of the 74 freight yards and stations in the city of London.

The

Gattie System

The idea is to combine the entire interchange of all freight
both carload and 1. c. 1. into one immense central freight
This would be absolutely
station and distributing point.
impossible without electricity as the all-powerful, infinitely
When such an idea is
flexible force with which to operafte.
even mentioned the average man simply must smile to himself and look to assure himself that the man who makes the
statement is not a victim of shell shock. .Nevertheless, this
scheme, known as the "Gattie System," has received the consideration of the government and financial and business interests and although an unusual one it is not at all an
impractical proposition.
Air. Gattie has worked out every detail from planning an
immense depressed area of 30 acres to be known as the
"Crypt" to the detail of the floor section and stalls on each
of the planned nine stories of a gigantic fifteen acre freight
station.
The "Crypt" will be used for all incoming trains

Nov.

Issued Dec.

7,

8,

and in making up trains
and out of London.

Of course the
smaller cars than

to travel over all

Lines radiating in

—

much
of gondola cars in England
America has made his plan workable,

use
in
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and he is to utilize the flexibility of electricity throughout to
operate 196 powerful overhead electric traveling cranes, supplemented by a system of conveyors. The entire plant being
planned to handle heavy loads in hulk.
The cranes will
uniform containers bodily from the platform of a car on
the London & Northwestern say, and take it over and place
it on the platform of a car on the Great Eastern.
This will
eliminate the present need for that car to pass through dozens
of switches and suffer from four to ten days delay in its
transfer across London.
In the handling of 1. c. 1. freight the containers are lifted
bodily and taken to one of the four distributing floors.
All
goods, as the\' term freight in England, will then be handled
from these central distributing floors to every part of that
tremendous station by electrically operated conveying systems,
lift

and electric trucks and trailers.
goes from the central distributing floor directly to
stalls where are particular containers for each railroad station or group of small stations.
These containers filled with
goods for one particular town will be lifted from the car
platform by local cranes when the train reaches that town.
The car platform then empty, may be at once utilized for a
local container which has been previously loaded at that
oscalators, elevators, chutes

Each

lot

station just as

we now load

and the
place the container on the empty

local traveling crane will
car platform and the train

box car with

a

may

1.

c.

1.,

then proceed towards

its

destination.
little reflection

to completely bring to

your mind's view just what is necessary in the way of electric automechanical
freight handling equipment to completely handle a system of this kind.
Certain it is, however,
that it is all-possible through the use of electrically operated
shuttle cars, electric traveling cranes, electrically operated
conveyors or both the overhead trolley and the belt and apron
and gravity types, and automatic elevators, and electric

trucks and trailers.

The

and working back to tin- principles of operation, the facts
seem almost as revolutionary at !ir.-t as the "Cattic System"
will be in England.
Lor instance, this Cin< innati plan to
handle freight by automechanical methods, using electric and
gas motor trucks and machines instead of steam coal, switch
engines, engine and switch train crews, and switches, is estimated to release 66,000 freight cars previously used exclusively in "spotting," transfer, trap, or ferry service in the

terminal territory.
There is problem one, two,
and four met in a way which at first tends to stagger
even our American imagination.
Cost is reduced; equipment both released and saved from deterioration, and labor
(

incinnati

three

shortage overcome.
But that is only part of the saving. The complete motorization of Cincinnati 1. c. 1. will save the railroads entering
that city just about 300,000 switch cut movements per year,
and also will extend existing terminal facilities over 30 per
cent and make a reduction of 25 cents per ton in handling
costs.
All at the insignificant cost to the railroads of approximately $150,000.
Furthermore, to date over 140,000
tons of general classification merchandise freight have been
moved without a single loss or damage claim resulting, and
the current movement of all connecting line and substation
freight has been greatly facilitated.
Thus electricity functions tremendously as a force to help overcome these
problems of railroad management at Cincinnati.

The

result of using such a system will be great

the release of the great spaces

now used

for yards

economy,

and switch

detail of the operation at Cincinnati is not a

five

new un-

scheme as it has been under practical every-day test for
almost two years between main and sub-stations of the Big
Lour. The actual figures resulting from the tests were used

tried

making

now being
combination of motor trucks, overhead electric traveling cranes and uniform containers, with
which will ultimately be combined many forms of mechanical handling machinery such as industrial electric trucks,
stacking and tiering machines, portable conveyors, and other
electrically operated devices which reduce physical labor and
tend to improve the morale of the men who serve in the hanin

take just a

It will

923

installed.

the estimates for the complete plants

The system

is a

dling of freight.
It is the combination which is the essential element of
saving as all of these devices and machines are now daily
reducing manufacturing costs in most of our American in-

storage tracks and freight stations and it is figured that the
value of the 74 stations will be much greater than the entire

dustries,

cost of the

proposed gigantic station. This would also solve
problem of reducing freight handling costs,
labor shortage and equipment shortage.
In addition the
psychological effect upon groups of men operating machinery
under sanitary and healthful conditions in all kinds of
weather, and with a minimum of physical effort, is certain to
be such as to change their very attitude toward this work,
while the synchronization of the whole would automatically
speed up the productivity of each worker. What is still more
important it would tend to give both regularity of hours of
toil and continuity of employment, with a resultant uplift in
the mental calibre of the men employed which would be in-

well as freight.

much

of 1. c. 1. interchange at Cincinnati is as
bearing in mind that at the present time the railroads are not making any attempt at store door delivery, although this also is undoubtedly going to be the outgrowth of
the use of this system. At Cincinnati only railroad freight
i> being handled.
The cars are spotted alongside the freight
station in the usual manner.
Doors are opened and hand
trucks or electric trucks receive the goods in the usual manner.
They are then conveyed to the uniform containers and
packed into the container identically a.- you pack a freight

of

the

calculable.

Freight Handling System for Cincinnati
Just to prove that electricity right here in the United States
going to help solve the coming problem of the railroad
executives and managers and employees of the railroads in
the United States
all the railroads of Cincinnati, Ohio, have
made arrangements with a private operating company for the
installation of a patented system of terminal operation.
This
company has almost completed all the installation of the
electrically operated machinery necessary to carry out its
method of handling 1. c. 1. freight at Cincinnati, and it is
my opinion this or a similar system is going to revolutionize
the transfer point interchange of 1. c. 1. freight all over the
is

—

United

States.

Starting from the results which will accrue at Cincinnati

nal

and most of them will soon be in sendee at termiand transfer points handling ocean and river cargoes as

The handling

follows:

car.

These containers are placed in rows in the freight station,
each container being plainly marked for one of the seven
railroads entering Cincinnati.
The ocntainers are wood and
steel boxes, \l l 2 feet long, 8 feet wide, 7 feet high, and are
usually loaded not to exceed four tons. The containers each
have wide side doors and wide end doors so they may be
easily loaded with miscellaneous freight of all kinds.
Also
each container (at least mosl of them) is fitted with large

/

substantial casters so that

it

may

be rolled across the station

along the platform alongside a car. When the
container is filled or loaded it is lifted by a traveling electric
crane, swung from its position and transported by the crane
to the point where a motor truck chassis stands ready to receive the container as the complete body of the motor truck.
Clamps are set and tightened, and the motor truck dashes
floor or rolled
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which

station oi the railroad over
liner are

the

good

in

that

tions the traveling crane delivers the container

At
to the

motor tun

chassis

k sidewise

endwise.

is

made, and

in

and

others the delivery

at

In most cases

to the

where endwise deliver}

cases where crane operation

is

nol

is

necessary

on acocunt of the few containers pei day to be handled, the
containers are sel on a type of skid, which is jusl high
en< ugh and wide between its supports to permit the truck
chassis to be backed underneath the container, and the lifting and lowering is then done through the use of electrically
Where this Latter method is in use,
driven chain hoists.
the skids arc in bays extending into the station shed.
When the truck reaches the destined station, the traveling
crane immediatel) relieves the chassis of the container and
then places a return container on the chassis, effecting a
minimum of delaj for the motor truck. A central despatcher
handles the operation of all of the motor trucks, insuring
their operation tor a maximum percentage of the day.
The electric traveling came of course carries the container
with its load to the point nearest the spotted car of the connecting line ami it is unloaded direct from the container into
the car of the connecting line; or, if the goods in the container are lor various small stations along the line, they are
placed in proper cars in the usual manner, remaining in the
container until cars are spotted for that particular freight
It is entirely pracdivision on which the station is located.

by means of a winch or
although they are not yet equipped

ticable to haul the containers about
electric tractor truck

an

movement by electric
Of course, it is but a

for

tractor.

step

from the development of

this

system into an electrically operated unit for the complete
system of freight service, including delivery and receipt of
freight from store door, which will be a very simple step
ahead involving merely the use of the same type of trucks
and containers for the door to door service as is now emIt is almost necessary
ployed in the inter-railroad service.
for similar plans to be put into use throughout the country
in order to meet the demands of the economic situation of

—

manual service need and equipment shortage.
Because of this engineers and railroad operatives are making exhaustive studies of these different machines and their
co-ordination into handling systems. With its adoption will
also ocme a fuller appreciation by the railroads of the value
In our
of all types of mechanical handling machinery.
manufatcuring plants, men are given the benefit of every
conceivable type of machine or device which will save physical effort and conserve time and energy, of speed up production, but little use has been made of these electrically
operated machines in freight and ocean cargo handling.
An automobile plant is equipped with numerous systems
costs,

And in
of conveyors, cranes, etc., all electrically operated.
all large plants coal is handled by crane, belt oenveyor or
trolley with grab bucket, oftentimes without manual labor
service from coal car to furnace grate bars, and even the
ashes are automechanically carried to refuse piles.
Endless instances of the use of mechanical handling machines could be given, where savings have resulted sufficient
to pay for equipment in one or two months after installation;
and it is logical to believe that the very first moves on the
part of the actual owners of the railroads after January 1,
will be to purchase and install
handling machinery of many kinds.

Electric

electric

auto-mechanical

Trucks and Tractors

The Elwell-Parker

By

Electric Co.

Frederick B. Fink

hours

it

and means

i
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freight,
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baggage, ma-

their Shops,
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at
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lioilei

in

tun'

accomplished at pre enl b) tin manual labor method.
Man power i- not entirely done away with by tin- adoption
oi electrii trucks and tractors, but their usage will displace
from six to ten men lor ea< h ma< lime Installed, depending
upon conditions, ami the services oi those men can b<
is

ployed in more profitable ways.
he use of electrii trucks and traitor.- not only means a
greal saving in dollar- and quicker service, but it makes the
lot of the operator a mot, contented one.
homaS A. Kdison
I

I

has -aid, "It
scientific need
toil

m\

i-

of labor."

belief

that the world.-

most immediate

inventions which will lighten the grinding
he more machines brought forth to become

is
'I

industry which can prove themselves labor
saving, the more they will be the cause of enlarging the
("ones of employed labor, notwithstanding the belief by some
classes of labor thai these men-displaying units cause them
identified

with

This belief is wrong, as the men are
to lose employment.
placed in other classes of work. For example the automobile
displaced many men, but it has given employment to hundreds of thousands of chauffeurs, a million men and women
in automobile factories, branches, offices, service stations,
and parts and accessory manufacturers.

The

electric truck,

and also

and

tractor, are offered as labor saving

to the remedy for the
but principally as a means of saving
money on the cost per ton of material handled, and this is
accomplished by means of their displacing men and handling
more material in a shorter space of time. For the purpose
of more clearly analyzing the handling of material in railroad service, it would be best to divide the subject into four
sections, viz., piers, transfers, depots, shops and storehouses.

machines

shortage of

assistants

as

labor,

Piers
In the handling of freight on piers, the first object is to
do so as cheaply as possible; the second is to handle the
freight quickly, keeping the bulkhead clear for outbound
freight and the inbound freight moved rapidly to the piles
on the piers, ready for consignees trucks.
Freight congestion at piers and freight terminals is caused
Old
by cramped quarters and lack of proper schedules.
fashioned methods, hand trucks of the two wheel type such
as now used, were in use when the pyramids were built, as
any one interested sufficiently can see for himself by visiting
A pier is not elastic and
the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
where a pier is handling from 5 to 10 times the freight it
was designed to handle, it is not surprising that congestion
should occur resulting in confusion and extensive delays.
It is all very well to talk about longer piers and larger terminals, but these in

many

cases are physical, if not financial,

We

must work with what floor areas we
present and by bringing efficient methods to bear

impossibilities.

have at
upon the handling of merchandise, endeavor to relieve the
pressure until such time as improved conditions are possible.
To do this properly, if the pier is of sufficient length to
warrant the use of tractors, then tractors and trailers are
The height of the trailer should be governed by
advised.
the height of the average tailboard from the floor of the
bulkhead, on outbound freight, so that the freight may be
placed directly on the trailer, pushed onto the scales and
It is then ready to be made into a train for the
weighed.
tractor to pick up and pull onto the car float, where each
trailer is dropped at the car door, to be pulled into the car,
or pushed in by tractor if very heavy material such as machinery, etc., is on the trailer.
Objections to this method of unloading from tail board to
trailers have been put forth because of the inability of the
receiving

present labor shortage, high wages and shorter
becomes necessary for railroad officials to investi-

With the
gate ways

il

than

routed.
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clerk to give the exact weights to the different
which he has to estimate if the consignor has

classifications,

failed to put the weight

course,

on the

bill

of lading.

applies only to mixed classifications

This, of

on the same

Nov.
trailer

7,

Issued Dec.

8,
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and does not apply

to

solid

loads

made up

of one

To offset these objections some of the railroad, companies
unload to the platform of the bulkhead, where the freight
IS hand trucked to the scale and there hand trucked a few
feet to waiting trailers on a level with the platform.
Each
trailer stands at a place bearing the corresponding number
of the car,

and when

up and
properly belongs and the

fully loaded the tractor picks

it

trails it to the car where the freight
verichecks are given either to the tractor operator or to the
coupler of the trailers, who rides with the train.
Objections to the latter method have been raised, in that
it causes an additional handling of the freight, thereby increasing the cost per ton for handling, but the users of this

method claim accuracy for it, while with the tailboard to
trailer method too much estimating has to be done.
Adherents of the tailboard to trader method claim there
estimating to be done, but its greatest value is
is kept clear, allowing the
delivering street trucks to unload and get away quicker because the platform of the bulkhead is not congested. It is a
noticeable fact that on those piers where hand trucks are
still used the platforms are congested all day and at about
4 o'clock in the afternoon the freight is piled half way to
the ceiling, while on the piers where electric trucks and
tractors are used the freight is moved away as fast as it is
unloaded and at 4 o'clock the platform is as clear as it has
been at any hour during the day.
As a further indication of the saving to be effected by the
use of electric trucks and tractors, at one pier on the Hudson
river where the tonnage handled per day is comparatively
small, an electric truck with platform, known as a "load
carrying truck" to differentiate from a tractor, was placed
It was found howto try out its possibilities for pier work.
ever that the truck was not the proper unit, as the time consumed in loading and unloading was too great to warrant
It was then decided to try it out using the
the investment.
truck as a tractor and five trailers were put in service with
it.
This is about one-tenth the proper number of trailers to
a tractor and is mentioned here to indicate the handicap of
the test.
Notwithstanding the handicap and the unfamiliarity of the force with tractor and trailer operation, 119 tons
were handled at a cost of .264 cents per ton.
is

but

little

that by this

method the bulkhead

To

have moved this same tonnage by hand trucks, would
showing a saving by the use of
In spite of the handicap
the tractor of .296 cents per ton.
mentioned above the operation kept two doors of the bulkhead clear. We furthermore found in the experiment that

have

cost .56 cents per ton,

when using hand

now about nine
due

classification.

the driver of the street vehicle
would place the boxes or packages on the tailboard of his
vehicle and wait for the freight handlers to unload it on to
the platform, while there was no hesitancy on his part to
place the boxes or packages on the trailer himself when it
was backed up to the tailboard, thereby freeing at least one
trucks,

freight handler for other work.

Transfers
Here also seems to be a division of opinion, as to whether
and trailer system or the load carrying low platform electric truck, is the most efficient and economical.
Both systems of handling have their adherents, but with
either method as compared to the use of hand trucks the
handling is done quicker and with considerable saving in
money.
From figures received from transfers where load

the tractor

carrying trucks are used the conclusion can only be arrived
at that while the initial investment is greater than that for
tractors and trailers, the cost per ton is less.
To illustrate this, one of the large transfers using a number
of load-carrying trucks, handles about 1200 tons per day at
a total cost per ton, including everything chargeable to the
operation, of 6,1 cents per ton, and this with trucks that are

to a

925
)ear> old with the higher cost of maintenance
In this operation, manual labor is reduced
as the loaded truck runs into and to the end

to their age.

minimum

where its load is removed from the low platform
by hand, and vice versa when loading.
In another large
transfer, where only traitor- and trailers are used, and where
about 1200 tons average per day are handled, it
interesting to note that on November 7, 1918, 19 gangs of 5 men
each with two-wheel hand trucks; 14 tractor gangs of J to a
gang; 14 floaters and 41 packers, or 192 employees in all
were thought necessary to handle 1352 tons of miscellaneous
freight, at a cost of .955 cents per ton.
By proper supervision and rearrangement of the handling it was found that,
after the wrinkles had been ironed out, 1221 tons could be
handled by 4 gangs of 5 men each with two-wheel hand
trucks; 11 tractor gangs of 3 men each; 13 floaters and 39
packers, or a total of 105 employees at a cost of .769 cents
per ton, or a saving of .186 cents per ton over the cost without proper supervision.
It will be seen therefore that in two transfer- handling
about the same class of freight and about the same tonnage
per day, a difference of .159 cents per ton is shown in favor
of the load carrying truck over the tractor and trailer system.
Handling 1200 tons per day, would amount to $190 per
day or $57,000 per year, thereby proving the contention that
the difference in initial cost is soon made up.
Further, in
the use of the tractor and trailer method, the tractor drops
the loaded trailer at the car door, when it becomes necessary
for man power to be used to push the trailer into the car
and possibly to the end of the car over floors that often are
none too smooth and very often wet, and when unloaded has
to be used to push the trailer out onto the platform for the
tractor to pick up.
By the use of the man power, in this
operation the tractor becomes only partly a labor saving unit,
which is wrong when units better adapted to the service are
of the car

i.-^

available.

However, in small transfer stations tractors are being
used with good results, two of these small transfers reporting that in the handling of 300 tons each per day, each with
one tractor, one transfer having 16 trailers and the second
having 40 trailers both tractors working under adverse

—

—

the first showed
etc.,
a saving of six cents per ton, due to the small number of
trailers used and the second a saving of 10 cents per ton.
Both are showing a saving, but in addition, the receiving
platforms are kept clear, something unknown before, and the
entire operation is speeded up.
conditions, as to crossovers, platforms,

The
is

belief that

the proper unit

any one type of electrical truck or tractor
erroneous and there is an inclination to-

is

ward the use of electric elevating platform truck for transfer work, as by its use castered platforms may be picked up
with their load and deposited in the car at the point of
stowage, the truck picking up an unloaded platform and returning it for a load, depositing it and immediately picking
up a loaded platform which the laborers have loaded while
the truck was in transit with its previous load.
By this
method the pushing of trailers into and out of cars is eliminated, as in the tractor and trailer system, and the objection
to the load carrying truck

without the elevating platform of
having the truck tied up so long for loading and unloading
has been overcome.
Another type of electric truck which is a valuable adjunct
on piers, in transfers and shops, is the crane truck of 2000
lb. capacity, used for handling heavy pieces of machinery
and other heavy materials and in the case of piers or transfers, lifting that machinery or other heavy material onto the
load carrying trucks or onto trailers, as the case may be,
thereby saving a great amount of labor and time.
The sight of electric trucks hauling baggage and mail in
passenger terminals is a common one, but its importance can
scarcely be enlarged upon, as while

it

is

an established fact

:
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the savings

di.it

the

are

from 58

the trucks b)

to

S|1

>

hand,

mil on which
those

it

are

prompt despatch

b<
taken into consideration
impossible to place a value in dollars and
the relief to terminal congestion and the

i-

of trains resulting

rhis

detention,

applies

also

from avoidance of bag
mail
to express and

haulage.

Shops and Storehouses
the elevating platform
combination of the two types,
are of such value in the shops and storehouses thai the sa^
ing is almost unbelievable, as the records submitted on 51
electric trucks in 14 shops show a saving in labor as high
,i- 89 per cent, and thai without the later types of truck- de
signed for use in -hop- and storehouses.
Record- -how that with the installation of one truck in
the -hop- on one of the large eastern railroads, four men
were displaced who were receiving 39 cents per hour which
On the same railroad, in the shops
equals $3,744 per year.
located in another city, three trucks were installed, which displaced 11 men, who were receiving 42 cents an hour, or

rhe

truck,

electru

particularly

type and the crane truck, or

$1

equipmi

a

,088 per year.
1
In the shop of another well

known

lli,-

have been obtained from both

results

Satisfactory

some items which musl

there ar<
cents;

shown bj these trucks
<>lil
method ol pulling
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typi

n1

weldinj

facilities

consisl of the -ingle operator typi

tin- buildings and
u
bus Inn- thai machines can be electrically con
hi- arrange-hop-.
to anj outlet throughout tin
n, Med
ment gives all the advantages ol multiple operator machine!
with none of the disadvantages.
The saving in our locomotive -hop sine electrii welding

of

machine

connected

Located throughoul

suitablj

l>v

I

was installed can hardly be calculated and
obtained from Locomotives
that
This i- mainly due to the following:
A. Greater permanency of repairs.
mileage

B.

i.-

Shorter period-

in

tin
is

additional
remarkable.

the shop, giving additional

USC

ol

equipment.
('.

Existing shop facilities permit taking care of a larger

eastern road, an elec-

truck was installed for handling car seats to and from
This truck showed
the upholstery department to the cars.
saving of S3. 024 a year, and that at the time when the

tric

i

labor the

truck displaced was receiving but 24 cents per

hour.

The shops of still another road in the east have in service
four load-carrying trucks and one tractor and these have displaced 25 men with hand trucks, S horses or mules with
drivers and the services of a switch engine for 2 hours a
day; they show a saving over the former method of handling
of $34,363 per year.
The electric crane truck of 2000 lb. capacity will be found
to be a valuable unit in shops for the handling of pumps
to and from the locomotive, as well as in the handling of
heaw castings, etc., picking the material up, placing it on
the platform of the truck, carrying it to its destination
quickly and depositing it where wanted, saving a great deal
of time

and

Electric

By H.

Welding

A. Currie

Assistant Electrical Engineer,

New York

show the ever-increasing

interest in the subject.

displayed by the Emergency Fleet
Corporation was reflected in the appointment of the well
known welding committee composed of representatives of
shipping men, engineers, the government, colleges and railThe wide publicity given the work of this committee
roads.
has had much to do with the great interest taken by manu-

and railroads.
This paper will be devoted to a brief resume of the welding facilities and general character of work done in the
One
motive power shops of the New York Central.
phase of welding that has had but little attention paid to it
This
is the fundamentally important one of preparation.
Railroad shops are
will be emphasized in the present paper.
are perhaps the largest users of arc welding machinery for
facturers, builders

repair purposes.

The

facilities in

New York

Central shops consist both of

Depending on

Work Done by

Locomotive Cylinder Repair
Electric Arc Welding.

number

of locomotives than originally expected.

gestion

relieved.

Shop conelec-

tric

interest

D. C. and A. C. units of various makes.

of

D. The use of worn and broken parts which without
welding would be thrown in the scrap pile.

Central

During the past three years numerous articles have been
written describing the progress in the art of electric welding, covering the relative merits of machines, electrodes,
These
methods of welding, current values and so forth.

The keen

Example

labor.

local

requirements they are either portable or in a fixed location.

E.

The time

required to

make

repairs

is

much

less

and

requires fewer men.

A

smaller quantity of spare parts carried in stock.
following is a brief description of some of the work
done on steam locomotives
F.

The

Flue and Fire Box Welding

The most important

by welding the
average mileage between shopping an account of leaky flues on passenger locomotives was 100,000 miles. This has been raised to 200,000 miles with individual records of 275,000 miles. For
freight this average has been raised from 45,000 to 100,000
miles.
At the time of locomotive shortage this effect was of
inestimable value.
Good results have been obtained without the use of sand
blast to prepare the tubes and sheets.
The engine is either
fired or an acetylene torch used to burn off the oil, after
which the metal is cleaned off with a scraping tool. The
ferrules are of course well seated and the tubes rolled back.
The boiler is filled with water in order to cool the tubes,
which having a much thinner cress section than the sheets,
would overheat sufficiently to spoil the weld or burn the tube.

boiler tubes to the

back

results are obtained
flue sheet.

The
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The metal

is then laid on, beginning at the bottom of the
bead and working to the top.
Records -how that the time
to weld a Pacific type locomotive boiler complete is 12 hours.
A variety of repair work is readily accomplished in locomotive fireboxes such as the welding of crown sheet patches,
side sheet cracks and the reinforcing and patching of mud
rings.
Smokebox studs are also welded on.

Side Frames, Couplers and

Wheels

scrap value is about $5.
Great success has resulted from various repairs to steel
wheels and tires. Flat spots have been built up without removing the wheels from the locomotives, thus effecting a

and money. Building up sharp flanges
about ->g inch cut off the tread, which when followed through means about $30 for a pair of wheels, a
great increase in tire life and reduction, in shop costs.

great saving in time

saves

Cylinders
developed by arc welding
The diffiiron welding.
cultv in welding cast iron was that while the hot metal
would weld into the casting, on cooling the strain would
tear the welded portion away from the rest of the casting.
Not until
Small studding was tried out with no success.
wrought iron studs, proportioned to the sectional strength
of the casting, were used did any satisfactory welds turn
Studding of this large size was looked upon with disout.
of

cast

it was thought that the only weld was to the studding.
This naturally meant that the original structure was conThis, however, was
siderably weakened due to the drilling.
The large studding was rigid enough to hold
not the case.
against the cooling strains and prevented the welds in the
easting from pulling loose, thus adding the strength of all
In most cases
the welded portion to that of the studs.

permit,

reinforcing

sufficient

where external clearance will
can be added to more than compensate

for

the metal

re-

i

i

free of charge.

Supervision
Co-ordinate with the actual welding is intelligent supervision. The scope of the supervisors should include preparation of the job for the welder and general oversight of the

equipment in the shop.

Thus the duties of the inspector might be summarized in
the following points:
To see that the work is properly prepared for the
1.
operator.
2.

3.
4.

Cost of welding broken cylinder, labor and material
Lenutb of tun, out of service, 5 days al $20 a day
Scrap value of old cylinder (S.440 lb. at 2.09 lb.)

100.00
17/.00

when
5.

PI

v,

11
I

I

'

'

welds.

1_

shown

in the table.

electrode

axles are being reclaimed by building up the worn
These are tender and truck axles which are worn on

3.

about $25

etc.

may

be held approximately perpendicular to

When

this

cannot be accom-

grit.

shop alone.

is

Work

plished the electrode must be bent so that the arc will
be drawn from the point and not the side of the electrode.
For cast iron the studding must be properly
arranged and proportioned. The surfaces to be welded
must be thoroughly dean and free from grease and
2.

and collar-. The saving
per tender axle and $20 for truck axles.

of

Flue welding.
For all repair work, broken frames, cylinders,
For building up wearing surfaces.

the plane of welding.

Jlj!

Many

-in.
,n.

In closing it will be well to point out a few general rules
required to obtain satisfactory welds.
The work must be arranged or chipped so that the
1.

one

at

interchange of

General Rules

$1,108.00

way

of

Whenever a new lot of electrodes is received it is good
make up test piece samples and subject them to

12-in.

______

Total saving

and medium

careful tests and analysis.
The sizes of electrodes and uses to which they are put are

_____

25 locomotives have been repaired in this

fits

advisor

practice to

$1,510.00

the journals, wheel

as

with justice either to the operator or the job.
Bare electrodes are used almost exclusively, even for A. C.

$1,000.00

Less cost of welding

parts.

finished.

act

In work such as flue welding and industrial processes
which repeat the same operation, piece work rates may be
fixed. For varying repair jobs this method cannot be used

\UER

Cost of new cylinder ready for locomotive
Labor charge to replace it
ill---:
Locomotive out of service 18 days at $20 a day

Some

To

welding practices from one shop to another.

^ 020 °

Total
R]

are kept in good condition.
Proper electrodes are used.
To inspect the welds in process of application, and

The machines and wiring

Type

ded Job.

of the question to get the

of the electrode for various classes of work and the characteristics of the various machines they will be called upon
to use. A properly equipped school for teaching these matters
would be a valuable adjunct for every railroad. Manufacturers of equipment have recognized the importance of proper
instruction and have equipped schools where men are taught

is

V

was out

This is the most important feature of arc welding. Success
depend- solely on the men doing the work. They must be
instructed in the use of the arc. the type, size and composition

1/8

required for this class of welding,
A
but with a properly prepared casting success is certain.
concrete case of the economy effected in welding a badly
damaged cylinder on a Pacific type engine i- as follows:
skill

it

Training of Operators

in drilling for the studs.

Perhaps more

some cases

broken part replaced.

feature

trust as

moved

of part- that may be repaired or brought back
Standard size by welding is continually expanding. Wearing surfaces on all motion links and other motion work,
crosshead guides, piston rod crosshead fits, valves and valve
seats, air, -team, -and and other pipe-, keyes, pins and
journal boxes have all been -ue< --fully welded.
A large saving i- effected in welding broken parts of shop
During the war this was of untold
tools and machinery.

The range

to

value, as in

(racked main members of side frames are restored and
wearing parts built up and reinforced.
Because of accessibility no special difficulties are encountered in this work.
Formerly this work was chiefly done with oil welding and
some acetylene and thermit work, but it was very much more
expensive as the preparation required considerable effort and
took a good deal of time.
Fifty per cent of the engines passing through the shops
have worn and broken coupler parts and pockets. By weldIt
ing an average saving of about SI 5 per coupler is made.
costs about $.-50 in material and Labor to replace a coupler
The
and only $4 to repair the average broken coupler.

The most interesting
was the accomplishment

927

4.

The proper electrode and current value must be S
ed for the work to be done.
The arc should be maintained as constant as possible.
For nearly all work the prepared surface should be
evenly welded over and then the new surfaces welded
together.
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Suitable shields or helmets must be used with proper
oloi values for the lenses.

i

I

locomotive work

.)i

av< rage of

limits are

1

and

from

more ductile wild-,

good operator will deposil an
oi ele< trode per hour.
The

lb

•

to

i

a

'

i

2
in

lb.

High current values give

proportion to deposited metal.

For Locomotive welding the greal advantage of the arc
over thermit, oil or acetylene welding is that preparation at the weld is all thai is necessary. No secondary
preparation for expansion of the members is accessary,
rhis is the greal advantage in welding side frames.

German Ships
A

to railroad work when a committee
nun was appointed by Capt. E. P.
S. Navy, to reporl on the feasibility of making
by electric welding to the damaged German ships.

Jessop,
repairs

l

railroad

.

This committee, headed by D. H. Wilson, after careful examination reported that it was practicable to weld the damaged parts, as similar cast iron welding work was daily done
Machines and operators borrowed from
in railroad shops.
the railroads were responsible for the speedy and thorough
repairs to these ships.

By being able to weld the damaged parts without removing
them, the ships were released for transport service in three
or four months instead of a year or more, as the Germans
anticipated.

in the United States, but the general
the 32 VOlt axle generator systems.

tendency

ia

the repairs to
to these ships

months in time, enabling us to
transport at least 500,000 troops to France and effected an
economy which is conservatively estimated at upwards of
$20,000,000. He further states that there was not a single
resulted in a saving of 12

instance of a defective weld, nor has one developed during
months of arduous service in which these ships have been

the

engaged."
considered that these repairs released a tonnage
it will be realized what an important
part electric welding played during the war.
it is

of nearly 290,000 tons,

Electric

By

Car Lighting

A. G. Oehler

Associate Editor, Railway

Age

generally conceded that the railroads are in need of
car equipment. This, of course, includes
car lighting equipment, and those interested in car lighting
are asking what the equipment will consist of and how much
is needed.
At one time cars were lighted with candles. Candles were
superseded by oil lamps, and oil lamps in turn were largely
It is

much new passenger

displaced by gas light. Now, if present day practice is
continued, gas will in time become little more than a memory.

Types

of

Equipment

in

Use

adopt

to

types oi axle lighting tun- manUnited State-, each of which has its merits.
Practicall) all of this equipment which is in servici
belt
driven and generators are either truck-mounted or bodyhere are two general types of batteries, namely, the
hung.
lead a< id and the nickel-iron.
Then i- but one make of
Qickel-iron batten-, but several of the lead a< id type.
I

hen are

ufactured

six different

in the

i

I

Maintenance
The two

biggest maintenance costs are,

first,

batteries

and

kept at a minimum
by keeping battery compartments and containers clean and
painted, by proper flushing and particularly in the case of
the lead cells, by avoiding excessive overcharge and complete
or nearly complete discharge. It is also essential that the
battery box be dust tight, that vent plugs be kept in place,
connectors carefully maintained and regular inspection made
for leaky tanks and general repairs.
There are different kinds of current control for maintaining proper charge in the batteries. In this connection it is of
second,

Battery maintenance

belts.

interest to

is

mention the fact that modern practice indicates

that the cutting in speed of the automatic switch

The Secretary of the Navy, in his report on
the German ships, has stated "that the repairs

When

Straight storage lighting is still in use to a cos idez
is being rapidly displaced bj
axle ligh
There is still a large percentage ol gas lighted can in use

train.

able extent, bul

was paid

fine tribute

consisting of
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less

importance than the

erator.

The

size

of

minimum

the

full load

generator

is

of

much

speed of the gen-

and of the battery

is

governed by the kind of car and the class of service in which
the car is to be used. Recommendations have been made by
the Association of Railway Electrical Engineers regarding a
standard method for rating generators, material for armature
shafts, bearings, grease retainers, etc., which will be of considerable interest to the prospective purchaser. These recommendations will appear in its 1919 proceedings.
The factors of first importance in applying belts, whether
for truck-mounted or body-hung generators, are that the
pulleys must be in line, that the belt will clear the end sill
and brake rigging by at least three inches and that the pulleys
run true. This last consideration has been deemed of sufficient importance by the Master Car Builders' Association to
warrant the adoption, as recommended practice, of the use
of rough turned axles for mounting axle pulleys. Careless
switching in the yards is a common cause of belt trouble.
Belts may be snapped off in the yards in this way, or so

when the generator load is applied.
gear-driven machines have recently appeared in the
.field which may prove to have considerable merit.
Other
types of gear and direct drive have been tried out in the past
and discarded because of inherent faults such as difficulty
strained that they are lost

Two

and removing the equipment and the high first
progress has been made, however, in the last
few years in the use of gears in general and should a special
axle be considered essential for belt operation, there would
be several added arguments in favor of a gear drive.
of applying
cost.

Much

Electric train lighting can be divided into three general
i.
e., head end, straight storage and axle systems.

Lighting Fixtures

classes,

systems usually consist of a steam turbo-generator
baggage car, supplied with steam from the
locomotive, working in conjunction with two or more storage
batteries placed on the coaches. Where head end systems
are used in conjunction with electric locomotives, a motor-

Head end

set located in the

generator set on the locomotive supplies the power for train
lighting. For short suburban trains, some consideration is
being shown to the use of a turbo-generator set located on
cars for this service are equipped with
There is also a headtrain lines, but without batteries.
end axle system in which a large axle generator in the

the locomotive.

The

baggage car supplies power for lighting

all

the cars in the

The

and placing of lighting fixtures in the cars
has become a problem in illuminating engineering, and, following modern lighting practice, the tendency has been to
provide general illumination with a few large units, placed
along the center line of the car. Fixtures are designed and
placed so as to give a certain number of foot candles illumination on the reading plane. Aside from light intensity are
selection

considered efficiency, uniformity, distribution, quality of illumination produced and artistic merit. For coach lighting
and other classes of cars where efficiency is the primary
object, the open-mounted reflector is the one most universally
used, and where appearance is the primary consideration,

:
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enclosing units arc usually applied and efficiency somewhat
sacrificed.

Special lighting

is

required for certain cars and consists
lamps for parlor cars and composite

of berth lamps, reading

club cars, and special novelties for table lighting in diners.
Aisle night lights for sleepers are probably the most recent

•or

development in car lighting. They are placed under alternate seat ends and consist of a fixture fitted with a ten-watt
straight side bulb which throws light onto the aisle carpet
glass. They tend considerably to enhance
the value of the upper berths. For postal cars, the specifications of the Standard Car Committee of the Post Office
Department must be met. Aluminum or aluminized metal
reflectors are in very general use in postal and baggage cars,

through a green

due

high efficiency and durability.

to their

Lamps
Both the type B and type C tungsten lamps are used, the
type B supplying the need for units of 50 watts and less,
and it appears that the type C lamps will be used to fill the
requirements for 75 and 100 watt units. The type B lamps
are made both as round and straight sided lamps. Based on
1918 records, the sales of straight sided lamps exceeded
those for round bulb lamps. This is probably due to the
lower cost of the straight sided lamp, particularly in the

929

large amount of travel will continue, and even increase.
In
addition to this, the railroads have had to postpone their
Steel car program and, of course, in the past the replace-

ment of wooden by

passenger equipment has been a
during the last three
years had bought only as many passenger cars per year as
they did in the preceding six years, they would have bought
in this three years at least 7,000 more cars than they actually
did. But the increase in passenger business in the last three
years has been almost as great as in all of the preceding six
Taking into consideration both the very
years together.
small number of passenger cars that has been bought during the last three years and the enormous increase in passenger business which has occurred, it is safe to say that the
railways after they are returned to private operation would
have to have at least 8,000 and probably 10,000 more passenger cars than they actually will have in order to handle
their passenger business in the same way that they handled
it in 1916.
The largest number of cars ever built in one year in the
United States and Canada was only 4,412, so it is apparent
that conditions can not be entirely corrected at once, but I
hope that consideration of these figures may aid the car
lighting men in anticipating the size of the job they have
ahead of them.
steel

very important factor.

If the railroads

larger sizes.

Train Lines

The time
to

is

mention the

train
tically

too short to say

fact that the practice of

equipping cars with

recommended. It has been pracdemonstrated that good train lighting service may be

lines

is

generally

had without them, but

it

is

apparent that

facilities for train

line connections will greatly reduce the possibility of light
failures.

They

are particularly desirable for the protection

of mail cars.

Amount

of

Equipment Needed

I have stated that the railroads were in need of passenger
cars and have endeavored to outline the fundamental considerations which enter into the purchase of car lighting

equipment.

A. R. E. A. Rail Studies

more about car wiring than

Perhaps you would be interested

in

an

low

:

esti-

mate of how much the railroads are snort.
Between the years 1910 and 1916, the number of passenger cars in service increased from 47,095 to 54,774 or
16 per cent. Meantime, the increase in amount of travel
was 36 per cent. In 1917 the increase in the number of
passenger cars in service was 1,167. Government control
was established at the beginning of 1918 and during that
year only 131 cars were ordered for all the railroads. This
year no substantial orders for passenger cars have been
placed and owing to retirement of cars, there may have
been some decrease.
Passenger traffic in the meantime has increased.
As
already stated, the increase in travel from 1910 to 1916
was 36 per cent. In 1917 alone, it was 14^2 per cent. In
1918 the increase over 1917 was 8 per cent. In the first
eight months of 1919, the passenger business handled was
6.3 per cent greater than that handled in the same months
of 1918.
These cumulative increases since 1916 aggregate
32 per cent.
The large increase in passenger traffic in 1917 and 1918
has been attributed chiefly to the movement of troops and
to the traveling of their relatives and

no. 218 of the American Railway Engineering
Association which has just been issued contains the
annual compilation of statistics of failed rails and the
results of a number of individual and committee investigations of different phases of the rail problem.
The rail failure statistics, which have been compiled by M. H. Wickhorst, engineer of tests for the rail committee, include the
failures reported by the railroads of the United States and
Canada for the year ending October 31, 1918, and cover
rails rolled for 1913 and succeeding years.
The ages of the
rollings in track average as follows for the years shown be-

Bulletin

and from
Since 1918, how-

friends to

the cantonments where they were located.
ever, there has been a very large reduction in the movement
of troops, and yet the statistics of the Railroad Administration show that the amount of travel in July, 1919, was 12^
per cent greater than in July, 1918.
There is no apparent reason for doubting that the present

1913
1914
1915

5

years

1916
1917
1918

4 years

years

3

The tonnage

2 years
1

year

months

several

covered by the statistics in the report are as

follows
Year

Bessemer

rolled

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

Open-hearth

155,417
59,918

.

12,14'

42,399
24,223
12,967

Total

1,550,938
1,060,763
1,034,531
1,191.628
1,077,832

1,706,355
1,120,681
1,046,672
1,234,027
1,102,055

470,768

483.735

It will be noted that rails of Bessemer steel have formed
only a small part of the tonnage covered by the reports. The
average weight of open-hearth rail reported for 1918 was
101.5 lb. per yard, while that of Bessemer rail was 87.4 lb.
per yard, indicating that the open-hearth rail was placed
in tracks demanding heavier service.
In spite of this fact

the Bessemer rail

track miles as

is

show a larger number of failures per 100
indicated by the following table:
Failures per
k

Year

Years

rolled

service

1913.
1914.
I'M 5.

1916.

mil*

Comparative failures

s

a
'

)pen-hcarth
90.3
47.4
33 8

Bessemer

Open-hearth

Bessemer

107.7
111.1

100
100

119
234
186
149

6

'

7

41.6

100
100

The most encouraging feature of the railroad situation as
indicated by these reports is the steady decrease in the total
number of failures per 100 track miles. The number of
these failures per 100 track miles for five years' sen-ice, as

:
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i-

follow

-i-

1913

the rail committee for

in the reports of

in. lusive,

to

1918
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and lacs "i homogeneity in tin structure, i close examma
Mi
faded to disclose an) signs "i transverse
un
dishing concluded that "it i- reasonable t" expect, there

lion

-

1918

1916

1913

11

ii

fore,

1

that,

if

severity

of

service,

heavy wheel load-, be the
107

91 9

i

Study

of

Transverse Fissures on the Santa Pe

'M 7 a tram on the Gull Lines ol the
10,
Uchison, Topeka & Santa Fe was derailed bj a rail which
rhis
broke into l<> pieces and showed 13 transverse fissures,
The 51 remaining rails
rail was of ><> lb. Santa Fe section.
from track, and senl to
<>t'
tin-* heal were located, removed
ropeka, Kan., where the) were subjected to extensive tots
The drop and et< h
to deted further indications of fissures.
tests indicated the presence of great numbers of cracks
u:
in the interior of the head of -nine of the rail-, a few of
which acted as nuclei for the growth of fissures in service.
Chemical analyses showed rail steel of about the usual composition, fairly cvenh distributed and that the rail- with
l

.

l

i

1 1

fissures
rails.

mal

were all ahout the same composition as the other
The physical properties of the rails were about nor-

in the different

part- of the section, except that the rails
in ductility in the head, both longi-

especiallj

cau

b)

dn

oi

e

exceedingly

defeel

known

unusually long
service, ami in some of the cases under the heaviest wheel
load- in use, would be -lire to be tilled with tran-vi
That SUCh W8fl proved b) <an!ul exaininat ion not
Mire-.
to be the fact, that rail- adjaient to and undergoing pr<cisely the same conditions of service a- those in which
transverse fissures have been found to not have any, and that
rail- nicer put into service as well as tho.-e which have been
un
in .-civic e, have been show n by Waring and \Vi< klior-t to
tain microscopical cracks, seems to prove beyond a doubt that
the cause, the real cau-e of transverse fissure- niu-t be sought
in tin
The wheel loads are the
processes of manufacture.
instruments of development from the initial defect, and it
is true that the service has become uncommonly severe.
he
rial office of a rail is to undergo service, and we will continue to seek a material which will fulfill the requirements
i

On December

k>1<

n. in \.i

.

fissure,

these

rails,

after

their

Ii

|

I

I

of the service."

with fissures were low

Intensity of Pressure on Rails

tudinally and transversely.

A

Relation Between Length of Service and Transverse
Fissures

W. C. Cusbing, chief engineer maintenance, Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh, has prepared a monograph describing a set of rails which have given long sendee to
determine whether these rails show any indication of transverse fissures.

The study
internal

started with the assumption that

stresses

principal

three

in

rails

proceeding

components which

in

stored

if

combination

them

affect

in

up

from

service,

(1) cooling strains of fabrication; (2) cold-rolling
strains from wheel loads; (3) direct stresses in the track,
tell the whole story of the cause of "transverse fissures" then
it
might be reasonably expected that rails especially long

namely:

would be not only likely to have that type of debut would be almost certain to have it, particularly if
the elastic limit of the metal were very low, thus reducing
service

in

fect,

the

ration

between

it

and the wheel load,

six

rails

were

selected as follows
Years
English rails
P. R.
P. R.

A.

S.

P. R.

(wrought

iron"),

Louisville

Division
R.

rails (iron and steel pile). Long Island
R.. Bessemer. Pittsburgh Division
R., Bessemer. Columbus Division
C. E., Bessemer, Pittsburgh Division
R., Bessemer. Cincinnati Division

German

Xothwithstanding the high internal

41
45

R

25
22
10
19

stresses,

low

Scenes on the Government's Alaska Railroad.

elasticity

sub-committee of the Rail committee which has been
intensity of pressure due to wheel loadssubmitted a report based on a series of tests from which the
following conclusion is taken:
The service experiment seems to indicate that with this
section and composition of rail (100 lb. P. S. section, practically the
same as the A. R. A., "B" section, of 0.666
carbon), the load of 25,000 lb. per car wheel should not be
exceeded, but the committee is not prepared to accept this
as a general conclusion.
The intensity of pressure which a
given spot on the head of a rail will stand is evidenth influenced by the resistance of the metal surrounding that
spot, a larger or differently shaped head may yield to a
investigating the

much

Some

New York

Central expericontour fit, the
areas of contact with a given load are much increased and
this by longer contact across the head. If but one wheel
contour and but one rail contour existed and could be
maintained, this would go far toward settling the question,
but it must be remembered that with the existing diversity
due to modifications of the original contour produced by
service, this ideal condition is not likely to be reached.
It
is very certain that the practice of allowing wheel contours
to depart wddely from the original standard before renewal
or returning is at the direct expense of severe punishment
of any rail section that can be devised.
less extent.

of the

ments show that where the wheel and

Left, Effect of Blast

Near Mile

97.

Right, Steel

rail

Gang

at

Mile 166

Convention of State and Federal Regulators
B. Aitchison Address the

Walker D. Hines and Clyde
Railway and
outstanding
Theconvention

features

of

the

thirty-first

annual

National Association of Railway
and Utilities Commissioners, held at the Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind., October 14 to 16 inclusive, were
the addresses by Walker D. Hines, director general of railof

the

roads, Clyde B. Aitchison,

chairman of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, Charles E. Elmquist, president of the
Association, and Max Thelen, director of the Division of
Public Service of the United States Railroad Administration.
In addition the numerous reports, especially the one of the
committee on public ownership and operation, evoked widespread interest and called forth earnest discussion.
Representatives of state commissions of 24 states answered
the roll call at the opening session of the convention, the
With
total number of delegates being approximately 100.
the heads of the Railroad Administration, the Interstaee
Commerce Commission and the Division of Public Service
on the program it was but natural that the major portion
of the convention's time was devoted to the discussion of
problems relating to the regulation of common carriers by
In man}- of the addresses
both state and federal bodies.

and reports relating to these subjects it was conceded by
both federal and state regulating officials that state regulaThe conflict over
tion of common carriers was essential.
the right of state and federal regulating bodies to prescribe
rules for the transportation systems which had arisen during
the period of federal control seemed to be satisfactorily
adjusted.

A majority of those who spoke on the general subject of
public ownership and operation of railroads, including those
named above, declared themselves heartily in favor of a
return to private operation with suitable federal legislation.
The champion

of the opposing side was Laurence B. Finn,
chairman of the Kentucky Railroad Commission, who addressed the convention at his own request on the necessity
for
government ownership and operation of common
carriers.

The convention was opened on October 14, by John W.
McCardle, a member of the Indiana Public Service Commission,

who

delivered

the

address

of

welcome.

In

ad-

Governor Goodrich of Indiana welcomed the delegates to Indianapolis and outlined his views on the raildition

way

situation as follows:

Governor Goodrich Emphasizes

Need
"I

am

Commissioners

Utilities

the

American

sion

of

them,

owners at the very earliest possible moment. There
no good reason for delay, once Congress has provided a
method of control and arranged to compensate them for
equipment purchased by the federal administration and not

"There

Congress should direct the advance of rates so as

to

of

government took pos
and economic-

efficiency

is

only one

way

to restore the old spirit of loyalty,

and that is to restore the roads
owners and permit the rebuilding of the human element, which is so vital to efficient and economical manageThe longer the return is delayed, the more difficult
ment.
the problem and the longer will it take again to restore our
railroads to their former efficiencv.
"I can see no good reason why the roads cannot be returned at once under adequate rates to permit them to go
on, with the assurance that the government will fully compensate them for losses incurred by reason of government
operation, and aid them in financing their obligations to
the government and then work out the final plan afterward.''
to their

Clyde B. Aitchison on Railroad Problem
Clyde B. Aitchison, chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, who followed Governor Goodrich at the opening session of the convention concurred in the letter's viewregarding the necessity for a return to private ownership

and operation, and in addition outlined specific recommendations for the final solution of the railroad problem.
Mr. Aitchison said there must be a Far greater degree of
unification and utilization of facilities, terminals and equipment than ever before and that future railway construction
should be limited to that which is necessary and convenient
for governmental purposes and the public.
As a necessary means of preventing wasteful competition,
he recommended a national regulating body, which would
have power to prescribe the minimum rate as well as the
maximum. This authority, he said, has long reposed in

many

of the state regulating tribunals, but has never been

vested

in

the

He

Commerce Commission.

Interstate

also

modification of the present plan of district traffic
committees, under the direction of public authority, may be
necessary during the readjustment stage that the carriers
and the country may be spared the burden of anything approaching a rate war.
With the return of the properties and until the corporations have had an opportunity to make their own adjustments it seems reasonable, Mr. Aitchison said, that the government should stand behind unavoidable losses from operasaid

a

ground that

to a large extent the increased costs

war and should be borne as such.
Regarding the labor situation, the speaker declared that
legislation must be provided for speedy and adequate means

constitute a direct cost of

to their

necessary in peacetime operation, and for other losses incident to the government's seizing these properties.
"If present rates are nut adequate, the director should
immediately increase them, or in case of his failure to act,

marvels

the morale of the organization,

of the opinion that the railroads should be returned

is

such

operation.

tion on the

for Increase in Rates

railroad-, before the

of enforcing the just demands of employees, but that the
country is entitled to protection against the irretrievable

damage which must

follow

if

either

part}

-

to

upon being the final judge of the justice
cause and stops the wheel- of commerce,

fully

cover the deficit in current operating revenues.
This deficit
should not be met out of the federal treasury.
"So long as the railroad- are under government supervision, they should be freed from the operation of the Sher-

man and

Clayton acts and encouraged to consolidate, but in
such fashion as to preserve the great competitive systems
which have developed in our country and which have made
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Insists

the
of

dispute
its

own

President Elmquist on Federal and State Regulation
Charles E. Elmquist, president of the association, in deaddress at the opening session, reviewed the war-time activities of the state public service commissions, their relationship with the federal Railroad and
Fuel Administration-, and cautioned the commissioners to
give particular attention in the future to die tendency of the
public in peace time to demand lower rates from public
utilities, while the cost of materials and supplies are inlivering the president's

;
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rd

;

laid

t"

the railroad

problem Mr, Elmquist

i

governmenl ownership, or the Plumb plan,
oi government operation
for the political advantage which might arise therefrom in
the ensuing national campaign, naturall) oppose the anal
consideration of railroad legislation during the special
sion. Bui adjournment withoul passing such Legislation may
throw the whole question into the national campaign, in
which event remedial legislation ma) be indefinitely postAdvocates
those

ol

\\ln>

favor a continuation

poned.
seriousl)

this question.

De-

interferes with the readjustment of our business

and strengthens the conviction of many persons
that the time has come for this governmenl to assume the
permanent ownership and operation of the transportation
lines, coal mines, packing plants, flour and lumber mills,
coal and oil lands, stool plants, banks and many other imactivities

portant industries.
"We aro accustomed to privately operated

railroads, and
the experience which has boon gained during the two years

of federal operation has not convinced the American people
that private operation is a failure.
are convinced, how-

We

over, that regulation

must be rounded out so as

to give the
people more perfect control over the rates, service, standardization, operating costs, consolidations, and extensions of

those arteries of commerce.

No

serious consideration should

be given to the question of public ownership until it has
been demonstrated by experience that private operation, subject to

tli.

(

ision

\

oi

Publii

Servi<

e.

Director General Hines Reports on His Stewardship
Mr.

lines said

in

part

\h experience

in

Washington has convinced me

I

not been convinced of
i

ii

before that this country

plate to be run from Washington;

I

is

it

I

had

too big

attach the very

g]

importance to representation of the public through Local
agencies which are directly in touch with the people, SO from
the time
became dint tor general I felt one of the important
things to do was to endeavor to avail myself to the fullest
possible extent of the assistance and support of the state
It is therefore
utility commissions throughout the country.
gratifying to me at this time that I have this audience of
the state utility and public service commissioners of the
country, to whom I can render an account of my stewardship
est

"There should be no uncertainty upon
La)

it. in
ition from governmenl to private control;
barlei
Elmquist, retiring pre idenl oi the a tociation, who poke
on state comra
Mas Thelen, director of the Dirid
i>!

E.

id

.iikI
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more perfect regulation,

fails to

produce satisfactory

service at reasonable rates, or that the enforcement of statu-

tory laws will prevent periodical financial

mismanagement.

"Congress is about to kick the anti-trust law into the
middle of the ocean and permit consolidations subject to
the approval of public authorities.
It is difficult to say
whether sentiment for the consolidation of railroads is real
or artificial, but it nevertheless exists.
Every combination
of railroads means an extension of monopoly and imposes
upon Congress and the states the absolute duty of seeing to
it that the arm of regulation shall secure for the people that
adequate service which competition has in a large measure
provided for them.
"Remarkable as it may seem, the railroads, bankers and
securities holders unite in demanding government regulation
of capital issues.

"Corporations have taken advantage of federal operation
and unify rates, charges, practices and classifications.
They have persistently advocated centralization
of all rate-making power in the federal government. 'Regulation by forty-eight commissions' is held forth as a great
menace, although most railroad systems operate through only
Railroad emissaries fail to mention the good
a few states.
work done by state authorities, but any mistake or alleged
radical action of a state commission or court is shouted from
the housetops."
In concluding his address Mr. Elmquist presented his
resignation as general solicitor of the National Association
to standardize

Railway and Utilities Commissioners to take effect on
December 1, 1919. Mr. Elmquist has held this position for
the past two years, and in addition to the aid he has given
in the carrying on of valuation work both by federal and
of

commissions he has served as representative of the
commissions in dealing with the Railroad Administration and has been instrumental in the elimination of difficulties which have arisen over the right of state and federal

state
state

regulating bodies.
The principal addresses before the convention were delivered at the annual banquet held on the evening of October
15.
The speakers were Director General Hines, who talked
of the railroads under government control; Chairman Aitchison, of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, who spoke

1

as director general of railroads.

The railroads of the country at the present time are handling a larger business than they handled last year, and the
business they handled last year was larger than the business
they had handled in preceding years.
They are doing that
at rates which represent a lower proportion of the value of
the things transported than

I believe has ever been true in
from experience that the price of nearly
everything has gone up far more than the cost of its production has justified, but the price of transportation has gone up
in less proportion than has the cost of producing it.
"It is hard to express adequately the scope of the work
of the movement of troops.
In the twenty months ending
with August, 1919, there were seven billion passenger miles
of service performed in the handling of troops in this country, and that was to a very large extent in addition to a
practically normal passenger traffic.

the past.

We know

Inadequacy of Equipment
enormous volume of traffic the freight
it was at the same time last year
and it was larger then than in preceding years, so we have
a condition where we are unable to meet the demands for
This has always been true in times of heavy volume
traffic.
of business, but there are some special and obvious reasons
for the difficulty which now confronts the railroads in handling all the business which is being offered, and that is the
inadequacy of facilities and especially of freight cars. The
reason more facilities are not provided is that in the year
or two preceding federal control of the railroads the normal
addition to cars and other transportation facilities were not
met, because prices were very high, labor was scarce, and
financing on the part of the railroad companies was unWhen federal control began it therefore
usually difficult.
began with a railroad plant that was not as large as it ought
During the first year
to have been to handle the business.
of federal control there was a severe limitation as to the
amount of material that could be taken from other war pur"In spite of

traffic

is

larger

this

now than

poses to use for providing additional railroad facilities.
After the most careful study it was decided that the Railroad Administration could not hope to get material for more
than a hundred thousand freight cars, and that was the number that was ordered, and even then we found it was so difficult to get the materials for these freight cars that very few
of the cars could be constructed in the year 1918.
"When the year 1919 began we were confronted with a
difficulty in the way of adding to the facilities and that
was that federal control naturally was approaching its end
from the time the armistice was signed. The government
was not in a position with the end of federal control in sight
to provide new government funds to acquire additional facilMore than
ities beyond what had already been provided.

new

Nov.

7,

Issued Dec.

8,
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the failure of the appropriation on the 4th of March
which had been sought by the Railroad Administration to enable it to meet its obligations already incurred,
postponed the construction of even the hundred thousand
ars that had been ordered, because they could not be paid
for, and the equipment companies naturally had to slow
down on their production. The railroad companies were
unwilling to furnish money for new equipment because of
uncertainty as to their own future, so the result has been
that the Railroad Adm'nistration during the year 1919 has
not been in position to provide any additional facilities exan emergency measure,
cept those which were needed,
s
unless the railroad companies were willing to furnish the
money, and the result is that at the present time the Railroad Administration has been unable to order or obtain authority to order any cars in addition to the hundred thousand
that were ordered last year.
So that that inadequacy of
facilities, which were inadequate before the federal control
began, and which have become increasingly inadequate since
that,
last,

;

that time, principally accounts for the fact that the facilities

now

are not sufficient to handle all of the

which

is

enormous business

offering to the railroads of the country.

And

yet,

even with that, we are handling more business than we did
last year, and then we handled more than we ever did before.

Facing a Grave Peril

"We are in a waiting and uncertain situation with reference to the provision of transportation facilities, and it is
I have no
a matter of very grave concern to the country.
reason to believe that the business will not be heavy again
next year, when the railroads will be back under private
control and when they may find it difficult to pool their
facilities and use them as fully as they can be and are used
under a unified control. Now, if this period of uncertainty
and waiting shall be prolonged for any considerable length
of time the result is going to be that there can be no timely
planning for facilities to handle next year's business.
In
my judgment, if the legislation cannot take definite shape
during the month of December, so that the railroads will
know where they stand, and can begin making their plans to
get the additional facilities they will undoubtedly need to
handle the business of next fall, the country will be most
disastrously handicapped next fall in having its business
moved, so I regard that as perhaps the most compelling reason why the legislation providing for the future of the railroads shall be pushed through with the greatest expedition,
and shall be adopted not later than some time in December,
because unless these plans can be entered upon by the first
of the new year I do not see how they can be effectively
brought to a realization in time to handle the heavy business
of the latter part of next summer and the following fall.
I
say, I think this ought to be done in December, and that
carries with it the implication of what the President has
already announced
his intention to hand the railroads back
to the owners on the thirty-first of December.
"Our handling of this larger freight business at the present time is being accomplished without some of the important aids which we had last year in dealing with this matter.
One matter of very great importance last year was the zoning
of coal, whereby we acquired a very much larger efficiency
out of the coal equipment, because consumers were required
to get their coal from nearby mines, and unnecessarily long
hauls of coal were prevented.
That naturally terminated
with the war and the result has been that the old custom
has again been resorted to, and the amount of car mileage
now required to carry a given tonnage of coal in the eountrv
has been very greatly increased.
"Again, under the control of the Food Administration and
with the patriotic zeal of the people we got a heavy car loading last year, which had never been realized l>efore, and
which admitted of the traffic being carried in fewer cars

—
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than before. We are doing what we can to accomplish heav)
loading this fall, but we can hardly hope to get the result
which could be and was accomplished under war conditions.

Moving

i

he Grain Crop

"We

are endeavoring as far as necessary by an emergency
movement to provide whatever cars are required to trans-

port grain

making

to the

capacity of the elevators.

We

are

now

any elevator space that is not occupied, with a view to finding the cars and supplying them to
haul grain until that space is filled and then to supply cars
to whatever extent is necessary to keep the elevators filled
The extent to which the elevators can be relieved of grain
will largely depend on the rapidity of the export movement,
and that will depend on foreign buying, and on the ocean
a study to find

tonnage available, so that in the last analysis the speed with
which the grain crop will move is likely to be controlled by
export movement, and that in turn will be controlled by the
foreign buying and by the ocean tonnage.
"There were a number of very complicated influences
which had the result of bringing about an unusual proportion of bad order cars, in the early part of the summer.
In

June we gave instructions

to

overcome that

the time those instructions got into effect

serious

and widespread strikes on
month of August, and that

difficulty.

we had

About

the very

the part of the shop

men

back our program to
a very serious extent, but beginning with about the middle
of August we have rapidly overcome that position.
We have
diminished the number of bad order cars by about 45,000,
and at the same time we have brought into service some of
the new cars which we ordered last year, to the extent of
in the

set

about 40,000; so that the situation with respect to the number of cars available for service is rapidly improving, and
yet the demands for services are apparently increasing more
rapidly than the cars can be found for that service. All of
which goes back to the condition that there are not enough
cars in the country and that there will not be until we can

on the basis to which the
buy the additional equip-

get a definition of the situation

railroad companies can proceed to
ment the}- need.

The Labor

Situation

"You have heard

a great deal, and should, about extreme
cases of increases in pay to the railroad employees.
In that,
as in so many other things, it is the extreme cases that are

dwelt upon, whereas in a matter of this sort we must look
at the general situation.
The general situation is that the
average increases in rates of pay which have been made for
railroad employees throughout the United States has been
about 50 per cent over the rates of pay which were in effect
in December, 1917.
I have yet to learn of any important
industry which has shown a more conservative average of
increase in pay in the same time, in view of the war conditions which made increases in pay both proper and necessary, and while this increase in the rate of pay has been
about 50 per cent, the increase in the earnings per individual
has been less than that, because the number of hours the
individual employee works is less than the number of hours
he was working in December, 1017, under the war pressure
then prevailing and under the longer hours which were then
established.

"I

am aware

unsparingly.

I

that

it

is

the present habit to

believe this

i>

unjust.

I

condemn

labor

believe most of the

extreme positions which have been taken by labor have been
the reaction from extreme and unjust position^ which have
been taken in the past by employers, and I believe, too,
that a large part of the present manifestations on the part
of labor are -imply a part of the world-wide unrest that we
see on everv hand.

I

think

into an attitude of settled
is

a

it

is

unfortunate for us to drift

antagonism to labor, because labor
very important part of the community, and in the long
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run we must find a proper modus vivendi whereby we can
believe, bj
secure the proper co-operation with labor, and
patience and fairmindedness, as well as firmness, thai that
I

unfortunate and not
on account
regard as tern
of these manifestations at present, which
porar) and which are momentarj growths of the unsettled
conditions which have been the result of the war.

..in
in

be accomplished, and

think

I

it

is

the public interest to develop a bitter hostilit)
I
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We do l.i mi thai we did take advanl
broad opportunity thai was "i\'ii \<> us i" develop
a similar int< real on the part of all railroads, and to develop
comparative interesl a- between differenl railroad
a
"In addition to that we have been endeavoring to encour
age tin- enlistment of tin interesl of the employees in tl
matters, because tin- employees see a greal deal that can be
improved upon, and we arc trying to encourage a situation
where they will let encouraged to ome forward with Himi
Suggestions and criticisms, and will feel that they will be
ir<
welcome in doing so, instead of being criticised. M
judgment i- thai in all these matters that I have used for
this

iif

-..I

i

i

i

a verj

(

I

Ex wi

I'l

i

s

"I

I

\i

pron

1

1>

1

i

I

[CD NCY

find ways
is the most earnest desire to
want
improve the efficiency of railroad operation. And
to give you a few illustrations, which are mere types of many
things that have been done.
"At the outset of the Railroad Administration it was decided to make a careful check of the practices that obtained
in the roundhouses, in the handling of locomotives, and the
practices that obtained in handling locomotives in terminals.
A most careful stud) was made of that subject and it was
found that there was room for very considerable improvement, and the present indications are that we are saving
from fifteen to twenty million dollars a year on account of
improved methods of handling the locomotives in the roundhouses and at the terminals.
•'Another matter that was taken up with great activity
was the matter of fuel conservation, to get a better quality
of fuel, to see that it was fired with more care, to see that

"I believe there

to

I

was gotten out of it. The railroad officers
and engineers, the firemen and trainmen, and the shopmen
Conthroughout the country were interested in that work.
ferences and discussions were held all over the country, and
our present belief is that we are saving from twenty to thirty
millions of dollars a year on account of the improvements

greater efficiency

have been made in our conservation of locomotive fuel,
without any reference to the conservation of fuel in stationary power plants.
"We undertook early in the Railroad Administration to
adopt standard operating statistics, so as to bring out the
various elements of railroad efficiency, and so that we could
compare what was done on one railroad with what was done
before, and what was done on one railroad with what was
done on another railroad. The result is that these statistics,
which had never before been developed for the railroads of
the country, as a whole, have been so developed that many
of the railroads now get information about their own operation which they did not have before, and all the railroads
now have an opportunity to compare theirs with those of
other railroads, which was before impossible.
In the spring I took up the proposi•"Another matter:
tion that the railroads were not in a position to supervise
that

for maintenance of way and structures,
and expenditures for equipment, to the same extent and with
the same success that they supervised their expenditures in
The regional directors took the matthe movement of trains.
ter up at my request, and each one held conferences with all
They exchanged the minutes of their
his federal managers.
meetings, and the federal managers then held conferences
with all their subordinates, and local committees were formed
and there has been a study of ways and means to improve
the efficiency of supervision in all maintenance matters, and
that is where a very large part of the total operating expense is found. There has been a greater study of that phase

their expenditures

of railroad administration than ever before in the history of
the country, and there has been a reaching out to find new
units of comparison, so that each officer can see whether his
subordinates are using their labor and material to the best
advantage, so that one operating division can be compared
with another, and so that there may be more efficient supervision of the men themselves.
And I believe that we are
getting very important progress in that direction.
"The mest progressive railroads had been doing things of

illustrations,

as well as in a great

many

other-,

the things

that have been done by the Railroad Administration, dimply
n at! (Hint (if the opportunity it had, and which the rail
roads themselves did not have before, are going to bear fruit
in increasing measure for a long time to come.

i.

Maintaining the Properties
'AW' have another branch to our work which is of supreme importance.
We are charged with the task, representing the United States government, of settling with the
railroad corporations, after two years of occupation of property worth, perhaps, sixteen to eighteen billions of dollars,

or more, and with perhaps two hundred and twenty-five or
two hundred and fifty thousand miles of railroad, with all
sorts of incidental properties which have been included.
"We devised a standard form of contract which the railroad companies and the government entered into.
Those
contracts are necessarily complicated, because they deal with

one of the most complicated of subject matters. The questions that arise under those contracts are bewildering' in
number, and in their complexity, and it will be a work of
supreme importance, involving hundreds of millions, and
even billions, of dollars of the government money in working out a proper and just final settlement.
''One of the most important phases of that subject is the
question of the maintenance of the properties.
The statute
contemplates, and the standard contract provides, that the
properties shall be turned back in the condition in which
they were received.
But the contract also provides that the
government shall be deemed to have complied with the obligation if it shall have spent upon the properties the same
amount that was spent on them during the test period of
three years, for similar purposes, making due allowances
for differences in prices of wages and use of the property.
So that is one of our greatest problems, to maintain the
properties up to what the contract contemplates, and to avoid
over-maintenance. We have given that a great deal of study.
We have had in many instances to cut down budgets that
were proposed for railroad companies. On the other hand,
it has been impossible, on account of the scarcity of materials which existed during the war, to obtain for all railroads all of the materials that they put on the properties
during the test period.
"Broadly speaking, my judgment is that we will be able
to show, at the end of this year, that in the aggregate we
have spent on the property what the contract contemplates;
that what we may be short in some respects has been made
up in other respects. The general impression, which has
been disseminated to a considearble extent, is that the railroads have been seriously under-maintained during federal
control, is altogether erroneous, and the balance, one way
or the other, will not be a large figure, considering the

enormous amounts that are involved.

"Now,

we have another one,
not a small one.
That is the problem of effecting the transfer of these properties back to private control.
That is a vastly more difficult problem than was that of the
government in taking over these properties. I am particuand that

in addition to these problems,

is

larly anxious that this transfer

back

to private control shall

:
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be made without disturbing the public

service,

and without

subjecting the traveler or the shipper to confusion or uncertainty as to how he shall conduct his business when the
railroad companies resume control, which control will not be
unified, and

may

not have the uniform practices which have

prevailed during government control."

The

report-

made by

committees

the several

to the

ciation were all adopted, although

in.

brought forth lengthy discussion.

These reports

several

asso-

instances they
art'

briefly

The

valuation committee of the association reported the
valuation work in the United States during the
past year and outlined briefly the work of the association's
Bureau of Valuation in assisting the federal government in
The committee also recommended that, in view
this work.
status of

of the fact that

many

of the carriers will urge that the cost of

reproduction new should he based upon the prices which
have prevailed during the abnormal war period, all regulating commissions should begin now to give close attention to
that question.

Railroad Rates in Inter-Mountain States
special committee appointed to confer with the direc-

tor general of railroads

in

reference to passenger rates on

federal controlled railroads in the states of Arizona,

Nevada

New Mexico

and

with a view of having the rates in these
states reduced from 4, 5 and 6 cents to the general basis of 3
cents per mile, reported the results of its conferences with

McAdoo and Walker D. Hines, and after outlining the financial result of this extra fare in Arizona, Ne-

"William G.

vada and

New Mexico

commission of the three
complaint before
the Interstate Commerce Commission in the hope of obtaining
a 3-cent per mile rate by attacking the interstate rates from
and to those states. Immediately following the presentation
of this report Commissioner F. A. Jones of the Arizona
Corporation Commission introduced a motion that the convention go on record as opposing more than a 3-cent per
mile passenger rate on any of the Class A railroads of the
United States.
A substitute motion was later presented by
Mr. Jones, and when the attitude of the convention seemed
to be full}' against adoption of the motion it was withdrawn.
stated that the

involved have decided to

-tates

Special

The

tile

a joint

War Committee

war committee dwelt largely on
chairman and members on legislative

report of the special

the action taken

questions
problem.

by

its

connection with the solution of the railroad
In addition the report outlined the efforts of this

in

committee to adjust satisfactorily the status of state commissionas regulating
bodies, and the recommendations
made by the committee to the House and Senate committees
investigating the railroad problem.
The position taken by
the committee was, in general, in opposition to any form of

government ownership or operation of the railroads and in
support of the Esch-Pomerene bill with amendments which
would preserve the police power- of the state with respect to
service, utilities, abandonment, extensions and rates, and
also to the proper co-operation between state and federal authority.
In addition, the committee recommended that the
existing interstate and intra-state rate-, fare-, charges and
classifications, be continued in tone for a period not beyond
July

1,

1021.

Railroad Service, Accommodations and Claims

to

"With respect to restoration of train service, particularly
on branch line.-, the attitude of railroad offi( ials has been
generally that the trains which were discontinued were those
which were the least profitable, and in fact unprofitable,
and that therefore these trains should not be restored. While
contentions

as

unprofitableness

to

made by your committee through

the commis-

sions of the various States," -aid the committee on the above
subject, "disclos< that owing to jurisdiction being limited
largely to acting in an advisory capacity to officers of the
federal Railroad Administration, state authorities have been

the

are

in

many

in-

ha-

frequently
been overlooked. The reasonable convenience of the public,
to whom the carrier owe- its first duty, should be the- depubli<

termining factor in such matters.
Even though the passenger revenue derived from a particular train on a branch line
may not indicate a profit, it will generally be found that the
total revenues of all

will

amply

kinds received from

traffic

on the branch

justify the operation of passenger train- as a con-

venience of the public.
The operation of passenger trains
for the reasonable convenience of the public is a part of the
price which the carrier should justly pay for the privilege of
enjoying the generally profitable freight business of a branch
line.

"With reference to the handling of package freight, there
appears to be some conflict of opinion as to the results obtained by the 'Sailing Day' plan inaugurated by the Railroad
Administration, and which was later curtailed to a large degree. In most instances wdiere the plan proved a failure, it
was probably due to inadequate freight house terminal and
transfer facilities, which continue to be the biggest problem
to contend with in the handling of package freight.
Considerable objection is made against delays occasioned by
holding package shipments until a minimum weight of
10,000 lb. has accumulated. However, in order to properly
conserve equipment, it is doubtful if this practice should
be discontinued.

"The establishment
freight

of

more

way-

refrigerator car lines on

runs, should be encouraged in every possible way.

Commissions in the various states might properly co-operate
with the state agricultural and marketing departments, with
a view of having refrigerator car lines established, in order
to get the
to

excess overproduction

of

perishable

food

stuffs

populous centers.

"The closing of stations and the abandonment of unprofitable lines, both steam and electric, constitute a class of cases
which appear to be steadily increasing before many commissions.
The reported decisions indicate that all commissions
grant the desired authority in such cases only with the greatest reluctance, and after -bowing is made of hopeless insolvency or long continued operation at a loss.
A carrier
should be permitted to forego its obligations to the public,
only in cases of the most extreme urgency, and it is needless
to say that the caution displayed
by all commissions with
n-pect to such case.-, i- to be highly commended.

"Claims for loss and damage, and overcharge-, while apparently being handled more expeditiously on the part of
some carriers, continue to lie a constant source of annoyance
and friction with others. Overcharge claim- a- in the past
are occasioned largerj through failure of agent- and rate
clerks t o properly revise billing.
It appear- a hopeless matfor agents at small stations to keep their tariff file- in
proper order, making it impossible to keep in tomb with the
currenl rate-, even if the agent possesses Sufficient knowledge to interpret a tariff.
Some of the more progressive
bne- have a corps of tariff inspectors employed, whose duty
ter

it

"Inquiries

to

stances true, the convenience of

Valuation

The

accomplish as much as might In- hoped for with
an improvement surrounding railroad service
and accommodations, and the handling of railroad claims
during the past year.

unable

reference

these

as follows
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is

tariff

to

visit

file,

and

all

stations

frequentl)

to instruct agents

and

for

inspection

rate clerks in the

of

the

proper

use of such tariff-.
This work is to be commended in every
way, as enabling employees to make correct quotations to
the public, and eliminating many overchange claim-.

"Complaints are made

in

some

sections, of refusal of cer-

:
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carriers to join with shippers in reparation claims, on
claimant can furnish proof of actual financial loss, the
practici
resulting in some instances in injustices to claim

t.iin

ownership during the pasl few yean than evft before.
underlying reasons are many, ami may perhaps all be
back tO tin war and the conditions growing OUt oi
it

reason-

ants.

"Complainl

is

also

made

that

back in their records, over
digging up undercharges of
for collection.

This entails

numerous

carriers are going

period of several years, and
all kind-, and presenting bills

a

in

tnosl

instances a severe hard-

former consignees, who Had no knowledge of the
fad that their freighj bills were incorrect, and who cannot
now collect, in turn, by deducting from the invoice, or adding to the selling price of the merchandise involved.
The
enactment of statutes of limitation, fixing a reasonable time
within which undercharge claims may be collected, would
appear to be a proper matter for serious consideration on

"Public health

officials

and physicians of prominence have

issued country-wide warnings of the danger of a recurrence

epidemic during the coming winter and
Railway stations and waiting rooms, and passenger
coaches, where large numl>ers of people necessarily congregate, offer a fertile field for the dissemination of the germs
of

influenza

the

spring.

malady.
Your committee respectfully urges
commissions, the propriety of immediate action,
with view of having all station huildings placed and kept
in proper sanitary condition.
It is further urged that after
consultation with the health officials of your states, instructions be issued to railroads, to be promulgated to all agents,
as to proper care of waiting rooms, with respect to ventilation, heating, disinfectants, etc., with a view of minimizing
the chances for the spread of this scourge."
of this dread

upon

all

Public Ownership and Operation
There is now before Congress what is known as the Sims
embodying the so-called "Plumb Plan" for government
ownership and labor operation of the carriers. It is apparent
that so far as it has gone it has gained little support in
Congress, and that it will not have serious consideration in
It is the most radical
the framing of railroad legislation.
movement toward government ownership yet broached, but
the fact that sentiment for it has been aroused and fostered
by as well organized and widespread propaganda as can
well be imagined has given it publicity which it does not
merit.
There is need, however, of the committee's calling
attention to the fact that so deep-rooted in some quarters
has become the belief in this measure by the use of propaganda that it must be combated by sane dissemination of
information and not summarily dismissed as visionary.
We cannot fail, also, to note the growth of the nationalization idea in this country, especially in the middle west.
North Dakota has made more rapid strides in socialization
than any other state in the union. We will be able in a few
bill,

years to judge dispassionately of the proposition.
The movement toward public ownership and operation
has received succor from a wide variety of sources. The argument that the public should hold in its name the fee and
title of those activities which serve the public and which the
public regulates is an argument which many people accept

The argument that the
as the last word on the subject.
public can do as it pleases with that which is its very own
is in many quarters equally conclusive.
One of the arguments that is seldom used, and never can be truthfully used,
is that public ownership and operation is more efficient than
private ownership and private operation.
Instances do exist
where a well-managed, publicly-owned property is more efficient than a poorly-managed, privately-owned property, but
these are rare and do not in any way weaken the statement
that the final desideratum in a public property is that degree
of efficiency which is being obtained under private ownership
and operation.
There has been considerably more agitation

for public

for

the

impetus given to the movemenl

ownership and operation ma)

briefly be

for

summarized

Thi
tra<

ed

Thl
publu

a

fol

lows

The propaganda

1.

of

ship on

the part of legislative bodies.
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by the governmental control

The failure of utility managements
demands upon them.

2.
i

started

wire lines and railroads.
to

meet the in-

reased

The failure of regulatory bodies, either Mate or local,
seriousness of situations and to give utilities
the needed assistance in time to avert disaster.
4.
The inherent thought with many people that public
ownership and operation is a panacea for all ills.
Increased rate- have had a great effect.
5.
Your committee recommends that the members of this organization as individuals and as members of regulator)'
bodies keep awake to the tendency and see to it that whatever legislation is perfected to help solve the problem be the
3.

to

sense the

and study.
This report was not concurred in by all members of the
committee, George R. C. Wiles, chairman of the West Virginia Public Service Commission, filing a supplemental report stating that the committee's report was not vigorous
enough in its denunciation of government ownership; W. G.
Busby, chairman of the Missouri Public Service Commission, objected to some of its clauses, and Lawrence B. Finn
upheld its conservative language.
result of experience

State and Federal Legislation

Your committee met in conjunction with the Executive
and Special War committees, and the president of the association on two occasions in Washington deliberated for several days each time and attended congressional committee
hearings at which the results of their conferences were presented.

The
taken

first
is

meeting was in January, 1919, and the position

as follows:

no general reconstruction of the laws relating
should be attempted by the Congress then in session, but that certain remedial legislation was imperatively
needed.
Second, that federal control of the carriers should be subjected to the authority of federal and state commissions as
First, that

to carriers

it

existed prior to government operation.

Third, that the proposal to continue federal operation of
the railroads five years beyond the ratification of peace
treaties, and the wires indefinitely, be rejected, and that
Congress provide in lieu thereof that the railroads be returned to their owners on December 31, 1919, and the wires

on June 30, 1919.
Fourth, that the

Commerce Act be amended so as to proCommerce Com-

vide for co-operation between the Interstate

mission and the state commissions affected in the establishment of non-discriminatory state and interstate rates.
Fifth, power to merge all railroad operation into one system in times of stress or emergency should be lodged in some
federal authority, but the conditions under which the authority may be exercised should be carefully defined and
provision made for the return of the properties when such
conditions cease to exist.
Consolidations should be permitted when in the public interest as determined by the
Interstate Commerce Commission on interstate roads and
by the proper state authorities as to terminals and intrastate roads.

Sixth,

the

construction

of

additional

railroad

facilities

should be limited to those required by public necessity and
convenience, with concurrent jurisdiction over the subject
in both state and federal authorities as to interstate roads
and where the proposed construction substantially affects
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commerce. The states should have exclusive jurisand industry tracks.
Seventh, the issuance of securities by interstate carriers

Force stop rises or hump.-

interstate

diction over spur

should

be

regulated

by the

Interstate

Commerce Commis-

sion.

Eighth, the membership of the Interstate Commerce Commission should be increased or state commissions empowered
regional commissions under the federal commission.
Ninth, co-ordination of railway and water transportation
systems should be provided for and the regulating tribunals
to act as

empowered

to

fix

minimum

as well as

maximum

rates.

Tenth, shippers should have the right to route traffic except in cases of emergency.
Eleventh, the proposal to empower the Interstate Commerce Commission to fix the wages of railroad employees
was disapproved as a serious interference with the efficiency
of the commission along other lines.
Twelfth, the proposal to create a federal secretary of
transportation was disapproved; also the federal incorporation of the carriers.

Thirteenth,

in

the event extensive consolidations of the

carriers take place, a larger control by both nation

and

state

was favored.

The second meeting of the Association committees was
held on the Esch-Pomerene bill. The consensus of opinion
of the members present was that, assuming the constitutionality of the bill, it would deprive the states of practically
all their powers over the railroads and wires.
This conference recommended several amendments to the bill.
On September 3, 1919, Senator Cummins, chairman of
the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, introduced a
bill, which, together with the Esch-Pomerene bill, is to become the foundation of national railroad legislation, in the
opinion of your committee.
The Esch-Pomerene bill,

amended

in

harmony with

the greater part of the suggestions

made by your committees, is incorporated in the
Your committee has been unable to confer as
eral

wisdom

of the bill, but

we

believe that

it

bill.

to the gen-

embodies the

most practical plan of dealing with the railroads fundamentally that has so far appeared.
The committee recommends,
in view of the prestige the bill has by reason of its authorship, that the convention consider

it

in detail

and take

defi-

nite position as to all its provisions.

Grade Crossings and Trespassing on Railroads
In addition to recommendations in 1916 which were endorsed by the association, this committee strongly urges the
adoption of standard signs showing the hours on duty of
crossing watchmen and "STOP" signs which should be displayed when such crossings are left unprotected, similar to
those approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Connecticut.
It is very important to the public using the railroad crossings that dangerous crossings not protected by a
watchman should be provided with movable warning signals
or other devices.
With the popularity of the automobile as a medium of
locomotion, there is a widespread demand for the elimination
of grade crossings or the separation of grades, especially in
populous communities when- trains pass frequently and
where the physical conditions are such as to prevent a clear
view of approaching trains.
The public welfare certainly
requires that there should he some protective device at all
dangerous crossings to warn the unwary. It would seem advisable to carry out the recommendations of your committee

1916 in reference to the installation of uniform crossing
signs, supplemented by automatic warning signals at grade
crossings where traffic is more or less continuous and no
flagman or crossing gates are maintained, and standard signs
showing the hours on duty of crossing watchmen.
Every
crossing should be plainly marked if it is only to be the
familiar crossed arms and sign "Look out for the Cars."
in

937

the (enter of the

the road or a pile of rocks

in

highway calling

attention to the proxgrade crossing undoubtedly do a good job of
abruptly checking the -peed of an automobile bowling along
toward the crossing at a lively clip, but they are at best
crude devices aim temporary expedients.
It is questionable
whether the\' are more of a menace- than an aid to safety.
The' carrier- in the opinon of this committee should spare
no pain- in making their crossings safe, and at crossings in
cuts there should be dugouts or yards to provide an avenue
of escape in the event of an impending collision.
It might
be well to have all crossings at right angles where possible
in

imity of

a

as a further means of safety to give a motorist or driver an
opportunity of getting out of a tight place should such aD
rnergency arise.
Some of the states already have laws providing for the
prorating of expenses incurred in the elimination of grade
i

crossings, for the removal of the old crossing

and the estab-

lishment of a new roadway. The commissions of most states
probably can apportion the expense between the railroad
companies and die public when grade crossings are ordered
eliminated or separated.
Practically every state in the Union has a law or laws
designed to prevent trespassing on railroads and providing
for violation.
However, judging from the large
of trespassing accidents occurring annually, it would
appear that these statutes are not strictly enforced.
It is

penalties

number

out of the question to expect the railroad companies to police
their entire rights of way to guard against trespassing.
Every effort should be made to co-operate with the railroad
companies in suppressing the trespassing evil and curtailing
the casualties resulting therefrom.
Statistics

We

and Accounts of Railroad Companies

recommend

that a resolution by the convention be
adopted that will provide that operating expenses of steam
railroads shall be divided between states on the following

bases
1.

Maintenance

of

way and

structure expense accounts

shall be charged to the state in

which the expense is incurred.
All other maintenance of way and structure expenses which
are incurred for the common good of a railroad system shall
be divided between states on the basis of the allocated expenses for this group of accounts found chargeable to the
several states through which the system runs.
2.
Maintenance of equipment group of expenses as to
yard engines shall be charged to the state in which the engine performs service.
Maintenance of road locomotives
shall be charged to the state in which the service is wholly
performed, on train divisions which overlap state lines, the
expense of maintaining such engines shall be apportioned
between states on the locomotive miles made by the locomotive in each state.
The expense of maintaining passenger
train cars shall be divided between states on the car mile
basis, for the different classes of passenger train cars stated
in the Interstate Commerce Commission's accounting cir-

which require railroad companies to state separatelv
the mileage of passenger train equipment.
The expense of
maintaining freight and work train equipment shall be diculars,

vided between states on the freight car mile basis.
3.
The traffic group of expenses shall be charged to the
state in and for which the sen-ices are performed as far as
possible; all other expenses of this group of accounts shall

be divided between states on the basis of the allocated expenses found for the traffic expenses for each state.
4.

The

transportation group of accounts shall be charged
which the services are performed; such ac-

to the state in

counts as station wages and expenses, yard wages and expenses, road train operating expenses that run over train
divisions which lay wholly within one state, should be

charged to the

state affected.

On

train divisions

which run
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ate line the expenses ol operating 9uch trains
be prorated between states on the train mill
All other transportation expen
the train- affected.

shall
ol

i

sion
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thai

tli.it

commission changi their presenl account
monej spenl For thi maintenano ol equip

rules so thai the

igine
menl where the car
lit
charged to the depreciation

is

given

a

|

ral

overhaul

which cannot be allocated b) states Bhall be divided between
states on the allocated expense basis found for the trans
portation group of accounts.
shall be di
rhe expense oi operating dinii
vided between states on the dining car mile basis.
6.
rhe genera] expense group of accounts shall be <li
vided between states after .ill expenses incurred in and for
an individual state have been charged to thai state, on the
basis o\ the found allocated expenses for the several groups
of accounts, maintenance of waj and structures, equipment,
traffic, transportation, and dining car services.
Accrued city, county and state taxes shall be charged to
All other taxes
the state in which the taxes are accrued.
shall be prorated between states on the basis of the allocated

declares itself in favor of the return of the railroads to
private ownership and operation not later than December

taxes.

31,

The hire of equipment, debil or credit, shall be divided
between states on the ratio of the freight train car mileage
in each state to the total freight car lines of the system.
We further recommend that the convention go on record
as favoring the following plan or method for dividing operating expenses between freight and passenger services after
said expenses have been divided between states.
1.
Maintenance of way and structure group of accounts
shall be charged direct where possible to the class of service
By this we mean that
for which the expenses are incurred.
the expenses of maintaining freight yards shall be charged
The expense of maintaining passenger stations
to freight.
should be charged to passenger, and exclusively freight depot.- should be charged to freight service.
Station buildings
used in common for both classes of traffic should be divided
iet ween freight and passenger on the space occupied basis.
All expenses incurred for the maintenance of railway and
track structures used in common shall be divided between
The
passenger and freight on the "gross ton mile" basis.
expense of maintaining roadway buildings such as water
tanks and coal chutes, shall be divided between freight and
passenger on the gross ton mile basis.
Maintenance of equipment expenses shall be charged
2.
direct to the class of sendee for which the expenses are incurred.
Road locomotives that perform mixed freight and
passenger services shall be divided between the two classes
of business on the gross ton mile basis of the trains affected.
The expense of maintaining yard engines shall be divided
between freight and passenger on the switch engine hour
I

basis.
3.

Traffic expenses shall be charged direct to the class

of service for

which the expenses are incurred; where pos-

common

expenses shall be divided on the allocated
expense basis for this group of accounts.
4.
Transportation group of accounts shall be charged
sible, the

direct

where possible

to the class of service for

which the

expended.
The .train despatchers and telegraph
operators shall be divided between passenger and freight
Station employees' wages
on the revenue train mile basis.
and expenses that cannot be charged direct shall be divided
between freight and passenger on the time employed basis.
The yard group of expense accounts shall be divided on the
switch engine hour basis.
All other unallocated expense
accounts in this group of accounts shall be divided on the
found expenses freight and passenger in the transportation
group of expenses.
Dining car expenses shall be charged direct to pas5.

money

is

senger service.
6.
General expenses shall be divided between freight and
passenger on the found expenses for all of the other group
of accounts described in former paragraphs on this subject.
YVe further recommend that the convention adopt a reso-

lution

recommending

to the

Interstate

Commerce Commis-

reservi

account.

Resolutions Adopted at Closing Session

The

following resolutions regarding the railroad problem
at the closing session of the convention:

were adopted

annual convention of the Railway and
firsl
Commissioners, in convention assembled al fndi
anapolis, [nd., being fully advised as to the purpose for
which the railroad- were taken over by the government and
the result- of it- operation.-; and being of opinion that the
war emergency is now over and that there i- no need for tin
further continuation of the government control of railroads,

"The

I

t

i

I

i

t

it

thirtj

-

The transition from federal to private control
1919.
Reshould be made with as little disturbance as possible.
alizing that the immediate restoration of pre-war intr;
rates would result in violent discriminations between intrastate and interstate commerce, we thus recommend that the
existing interstate and intrastate rates, fares, charges and
classifications initiated by the director general may continue
in force for a period not beyond July 1, 1921, unless sooner
changed by the
''Congress
tion.

We

is

state or federal authorities.

now

considering remedial railroad legisla-

believe that certain principles should be incor-

porated into the law and do earnestly recommend the favorable consideration of the following:
"We favor the prompt merger, without friction, of all the
carriers' lines, facilities and organizations into a continental and a unified system in times of stress or emergency.
"We favor the merger, within proper limits, of the carriers' lines and facilities in such part and to such extent as
may be necessary in the public interest to meet the reasonable
demands of our domestic and foreign commerce. Consolidations of interstate lines or systems should be made with
the approval of the Interstate Commission, with ample provision for proper state authorities to appear and be heard
for or against the proposition.
"We favor the consolidation of terminal facilities whenIn these
ever the public interest will be promoted thereby.
matters the local state authorities are in a better position to
pass upon the merit of the question than a federal body and,
therefore, we suggest that such consolidation should not be
made without the approval of local authorities. In passing
upon consolidations, the public officers should have due regard to the value of competition.
"We favor the limitation of railroad construction to the
necessities and convenience of the public and believe that
no new construction should be permitted without the issuance of a certificate of public convenience and necessity.
"If the construction is for a line passing between two or
more states, there can be no objection to having the federal
authorities approve the same, but its action should be in
addition to and not exclusive of the action of local authorities.

"Federal authority over this subject should not extend
the construction of sidetracks, spur, industry, team or
switching tracks, street cars and electric interurban lines or
the extensions of lines to be located wholly within one state.
"We favor the control of the securities of interstate lines
to

by the federal government under such- laws, rules and regulations as will require copies of the applications to be filed
with the proper local authorities in the states through which
the lines operate.

"In
power
urban
giaph

respect to this question we do not believe that the
should apply to street car companies or electric intercompanies nor should it apply to telephone or telecompanies, the major portion of whose physical prop-

'

Nov.

7,

Issued Dec.
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8,

devoted to public use, measured by its value, is
within one state.
"We favor the development and encouragement of inland
waterways and co-ordination of railroad land and water

Train Accidents

erties,

located

transportation system-.
"We believe that employees of public service corporations
should be adequately compensated and that rates should be
established on a basis which will permit the

payment of

just

"We do

not believe that a transportation board should
be given any of the jurisdiction which is now exercised by
the Interstate Commerce Commission over rates, valuation,
accounting, car service, safety appliances or any other duties

now embraced by
are

statute.

opposed

federal

to

incorporation

of

railroads,

either permissive or required.

"In view of the inherent
to the establishment of a

social

and practical objections

definite guaranteed return to pri-

corporations, we wish to record ourselves as
unalterably opposed to such a plan.
"Under any form of regulation, due consideration must
be given to the necessity of preserving local control over the
rates, service, accounting, extensions and abandonment of
the properties employed in public service.
"We iterate the resolutions heretofore adopted by this
convention favoring co-operation between state and federal

vate service

authorities in respect to rates.
officials will eliminate,

to a very great extent, unjust discrimination

which may

exist

between state and interstate rates."

special committee appointed to select

election of officers resulted in the selection of the fol-

lowing men, each by a unanimous vote: President, Walter
A. Shaw, commissioner, Illinois Public Utilities Commission; first vice-president, James A. Perry, commissioner,
Georgia Railroad Commission; second vice-president, Carl
E. Jackson, chairman of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission; secretary, James B. Walker, s& retary of the Public

Commission of

Xew York

(First District),

Boyd, librarian of the
Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C.
secretary,

L.

S.

a

list

tions

Kind of K
Date
lu.

21.
23.
29.

Road
Monongahela
Bait. & Ohio
Phil. & R'd'g
A., T. & St. F
Central N. Eng

Place
Brownsville

Brooklyn

Acorn
Kennedy, N. M.
Holmes

train
& F.

dent
be
be
be
be

F.
F.
P.

&

1'.

.V

re

F.

Inj'd

Kil'd

2

1

&F.
&

F.
I

42

.

F.

6
8

1

3

7

Derailments

Cause of
Dale

Road
Atlanta,

1.

II.

Merchts.

18.

A

,\

B'dge

derailment

Place
Fitzgerald

Louis
Llack Oak
St.

Kind of
tram

Kil'd

washout

J'.

2

d. eq.
b. rail

F.

2

Southern
Minn. & St.
London Mills b. wheel
Bait. & Ohio
Confluence
Seaboard A.
Seacoasl
malice
Kansas City M. & O.. Foard City
Southern Pacific
Salinas, Cal.
exc. speed

21.
21.
23.
27.
28.
28.

1

I

1'.

I

14
1

2
2

F.
J'.

3

I'.

P.

1-!

2

1'.

40

Other Accidents

Kind of
Date

Road

Place

Louisville

The

& N

accident

Hygeia

boiler

train
F.

Kil'd

Inj'd

1

1

on the Monongahela Railroad,
near Brownsville, Pa., on the 10th, were through freights,
the trains meeting on a curve while running at a moderate
speed.
There was a dense fog at the time. One trainman
was killed and two were injured.
The trains in collision near Brooklyn, Ohio, on the 15th,
were westbound freight No. 97 and eastbound No. 60,
second section, the latter consisting only of a locomotive and
The enginemen and firemen jumped off
two cabooses.
and escaped, but six trainmen were injured. The cause of
the collision was the failure of No. 97 to regard the superior
right of the opposing train.
Train No. 97 was on a side
No. 60
track at Willow, about 4 miles east of Brooklyn.
was a first-class train, and the first section sounded the
whistle to warn the westbound train to wait for the second
trains

in

collision

The engineman

>ection.

at both the front

claims that this whistle was given

end and the rear end of No. 97; the men

the front end say that they did not hear

it,

and they

also failed to observe the flags on first 60; the men at the
rear of the standing train did hear the whistle, but never-

curred
a place for the

1920 convention reported that it had decided upon WashingD. C. The date set for the next national gathering of
the commissioners is November 9, 1920.

Service

of the most notable train aecion the railways of the United
the month of September, 1919:
is

no action to prevent the engineman from
moving forward on the main track; and the collision oc-

ton,

sistant

September

theless they took

Other Business

The

in

occurred

that

States in

at

"Proper co-operation between these

A

dents

"17.

advisory.

"We

THE FOLLOWING

IS.

Public service should not be jeopardized by strikes
wages.
or lockouts. The responsibility of capital and labor is equal.
Each owes to the public the highest measure of duty. Thus,
we favor the development of some plan for the final determination of wage disputes.
"We favor the creation of a transportation board charged
with the duty of making a comprehensive study of transportation conditions, rail, water and highway, including
The conconsolidations of railroad systems and terminals.
clusion of this board should be submitted to the Interstate
Commerce Commission and its functions should be wholly

939

and

as-

Interstate

miles east of Brooklyn.

l*/2

No. 97 was a train of about fifty cars, and as the side
track was not long enough or it, a flagman had to be sentout to stop first No. 60; the engineman of No. 60 acknowledged the flag, but there was conflicting testimony as to
whether he sounded the whistle again until he reached
the rear end of the freight train.
In or near the freight
caboose there was a pilot, who saw the green flags on the
passenger train and communicated by word of mouth with
men on the passenger train, and with the rear brakeman of
the freight; but neither the pilot nor the brakeman took any
action to prevent their own train from proceeding.
The
train might readily have been stopped by the use of the
conductor's valve in tin- caboose.
The flagman claims that
he

swung

bis red flag as a stop signal, but the line of road

know that any one at the front end
saw his signal. He and the pilot assumed that
the engineman and the conductor (who was on or near the
engine) bad probably received some order from the pasThe freight had moved forward and cleared
senger train.
tin- main track before the passenger reached tin- east switch.
The train despatcher, in issuiiiL: orders to the freight had

is

curved and be did not

of the train

The movement of wheat over the lines of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, in Texas, New Mexico. Oklahoma and
Kansas was greater during November than any similar movement in the history of the Southwest. Much of the urain was
loaded from heaps on the ground and the total movement
was about 2,000,000 bushels, principally to Galveston, for forA total of 3,69,? ears were moved from Texas
and New Mexico during the last week of the month. It iestimated that there are still approximately 1,000,000 bushels
on the ground waiting to he moved in Texas and about
eign shipment.

500,000 in Kansas.

•Abbreviations and marks used in
List:
xc,
Other collisions
Rear collision
be,
Butting collision
b.
un\,
obstruction
UnexBroken
—d, Defective - -unf,
plained— derail, ('pen derailing switch
ms, Misplaced switch ace,
—malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
"l>*t..
Accidental
fire, Cars burned while runboiler. Explosion of locomotive on rad

——

re,

—

I

—

ning
Freight train (includoi
Ft.,
-P. or Pass., Passengei train
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engine-, uotk trains, etc.)
destroyed by fire— Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

—

I
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no copj for the pilot, explaining this b) saying
he thought the conductor was better qualified for dut)

furnished
thai

on that part

ol

the road than the pilol

when

ted,

characteristics ol

called,

the

thai

line,

was

he waa not full)

was

he

but

told

rhe

pilot

had

posted on the
that

the

train

On reaching the train the con
master said he must go.
Some
ductor told the pilol thai he did not need a pilot.
time after the freighl had started from Willow the pilot
asked the conductor, who had just come back from the trout
end of the nam, where he was going fox second No. 60; the
conductor said thai thej were going to K 1) Tower, and thai
"second No. 60 has better stay there." The pilot, even then,
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boiler exploded
lie

I

i.\

bi

tin

idge wa
in tin"

rh<
lightl)

ol

engineman and fireman were killed.
hi
damaged.
ngini wa
liled
d<
'1

i

the w heels

ofl

i

the tra< k on one

main rod

ide b

the rod striking again
Black Oak, Tenn., on the evening
of the .'l-^i was southbound passenger No. 16, consi til
a locomotive and seven cars well filled.
The engine and five
cars were thrown off the track b) a broken rail.
Six
sengers and one trainman were injured.
The train derailed near London Mills, 111., on the W inn:'
i

reaking

The

the

oi

train

derailed

|

al

i

of the 21s1

was

a

westbound

freight.

The engine wa

involved had been inattentive to their duties; and he did not attempt to clear up
all of the discrepancies in the statements of those who

and with six loaded
through a trestle bridge. The engineman and one
brakeman were killed.
The train derailed near Confluence, Pa., on the morning
of the 2. ml was eastbound passenger No. 8.
One of the
two locomotives drawing the train, and the smoking ar,
were overturned.
One fireman was killed and one engineman fatally injured. The collision occurred about 2 a. m.
The train derailed near Petersburg, Va., on the night of
the 27th was southbound through passenger No. 5.
The
engine was thrown off the track at a switch, and with four
freight cars and two baggage cars was overturned, the speed
of the train at the time being about 40 miles an hour. The
engineman, fireman, and one trespasser were killed. The
derailment was due to malicious displacement of some part

testified.

of the switch.

conductor's orders; he, the on
ductor, had been on that run for six or seven months and,
said the pilot, must know more about the work than himself.
he men in charge of the freight train had been on duty
about 13 hours, and all of the men, of both trains, were

did

not

ask

to

see

the

1

experienced and with long records of satisfactory service,
except one brakeman; but the conductor and the pilot of
the freight had been disciplined for not properly protecting
their trains by Bag, and the engineman of the freight had
been responsible for a rear collision.

The

investigator

the

for

Interstate

sion concluded that all of the

Commerce Commis-

men

appears that space interval lules are in force on this
part of the road for the protection from each other of firstclass trains moving in the same direction; and second No.
60 was held at R D Tower, the first office west of the point
of collision, until first No. 60 had passed South Park, the
It

of the point of collision.
trains in collision near Acorn, Pa., on the 21st were

first office east

The

southbound passenger No.

112,

and a northbound extra

fireman of the freight was killed and eight
The collision was due to failure
passengers were injured.
of the men in charge of the freight to observe, by the
schedule of train No. 112, that it ran on Sunday. These men,
Howard Long, conductor, and William Andrews, enginefreight.

The

man, were

tried in court

ristown, on

November

on a criminal charge; and at Norwere sentenced each to six

15, they

months' imprisonment.

The trains in collision near Kennedy, N. M., on the 23rd,
were a westbound passenger and an eastbound locomotive
Forty-two passengers were injured, none of
without train.
them very seriously. The collision was due to forgetfulness
on the part of the engineman of the eastbound locomotive,
who overlooked a train order.
The trains in collision on the Central New England at
'Holmes, N. Y., on the 29th, were an eastbound extra freight,
and a train ahead of it consisting of two locomotives and
one caboose, the caboose being occupied by a number of
trainmen who were being carried to their homes deadhead.
The freight, disregarding a stop signal, and also because
not properly warned by the flagman of the leading train,
ran into the caboose, and eight train-service men were inTwo other trainmen were injured, three of them fatally.
jured by jumping off the engine of the freight just before

railed by the breaking of a tender-wheel

cars

fell

<

The

train derailed

on the Kansas City, Mexico

&

Orient,

near Foard City, Tex., on the 28th was northbound passenger No. 4.
Three coaches were overturned, and twelve
passengers were injured.
The train derailed on the Southern Pacific near Salinas,
Cal., on the 28th of September, was northbound passenger
The engineman and fireman were
No. 77, first section.
killed, and 40 passengers were injured, most of the injuries
being reported as slight; damage to cars and engine about
The train was running at excessive speed on a
$15,000.
10-degree curve.
The train involved in the accident at Hygeia, Tenn., on
While it was standing
the 17th was a northbound freight.
in front of the station, preparatory to entering a side track,
the boiler of the locomotive exploded, and several freight
The firecars and the station building were set on fire.

man was
was due

and the engineman injured.
low water.

killed,
to

Electric

Car Accidents.

The

explosion

— Of the eight serious accidents

to

newspapers as having occurred
in the month of September, two resulted fatally, a butting
collision near Worcester, Mass., on the third, in which one
person was killed and nine were injured, and a similar collision at Gary, Ind., on the 25th, when a motorman and one
passenger were killed and about 50 passengers were injured.
Both are reported as due to failure of block signals.
electric cars, reported in the

the collision.
The train derailed on the night of the first of September,
near Fitzgerald, Ga., was northbound passenger No. 20.
The engine and first two cars were derailed at a washout
and fourteen passengers were slightly injured.

The train involved in the accident on the Merchants
Bridge, St. Louis. Mo., on the 18th, was an eastbound freight
One of the three locomotives at
of the Wabash Railroad.
the rear of the train was thrown off the track while on the
The engine
bridge and fell 50 ft. to the ground below.
turned over in its descent and as it fell against a pillar at or
near the srround the steam dome was knocked off and the

The Headquarters Yard "Goat" at Hailor, Mongolia, Where
Some of the Russian Railway Service Corps
Are

Still

Stationed

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Deficit for

Ten Months

— Regional Directors Given Authority

to Curtail

Passenger Service

The government's deficit from the operation of the railroads for the 10 months of this year ending October 31, as
compared with ten-twelfths of the standard return guaranteed to the companies, was $269,768,158, according to a
preliminary estimate issued by the Railroad Administration.
The net operating income for the 10 months was approximately $479,000,000, as compared with the guarantee for
that period of approximately $748,000,000.
In order to break even with the standard return it would
be necessary to earn over $400,000,000 more of net operating

sive, after redistributing to those

various months the appropriate charges on account of the back pay to shopmen. That
table is repeated, together with a showing for October, taking
into consideration in the last mentioned month the additional

$9,000,000 of revenue which is not actually reflected on account of the two conditions above referred to:
Month
juiy

October

of

these

two abnormal increases

in

the
allow-

to

ing for one-twelfth of the

annual rental

Month

Net gain

January
February

March

'

"

.

'..'.'.

June

!!!!!!
$1,968,453
16.397,112
2,392 584
2,000,000

JAul y

August
September
October (Estimated)
loss for ten

.

......

May

Net

Net

months

loss

$57,782,557
65,439,850
64.881,856
48,757,056
33,642,128
22,031,800

..'.'.',
'

April

$269,768,158

"The following comparison

of net ton miles per mile of
road per day indicates that the freight business during the
month was greater than in October, 1918, and October, 1917,
and about the same as in September, 1919.

Those results are substantially affected by several
abnormal conditions, two of them operating to understate
the revenues and two operating to make the expenses more
The revenues are understated by about
than normal.

effect

:;:;;;
$12,397,112
19,000,000
11,000,000

Net Gain or Loss
Government after

operation.

to the

loss

net gain or loss for these properties by months for
the present calendar year, on the basis of the
accounts as
they stand is as follows:

ordinary expenses incurred in making preparation for it. The
statement authorized by the director general follows:
"Detailed statistics will shortly become available of the
operating results for the month of October for practically
all class 1 railroads and large terminal companies in federal

operating expenses, although they are believed to amount
to several million dollars.
"Last month a statement was made showing what the net
gain or loss was by months from May to September, inclu-

Xet

$37,642,128
26 031.860
2,031,547

"The

handled was greater than for October, 1918, or October,
1917, was about $77,000,000, whereas for October, 1918, it
was about $87,000,000. After making allowance for the
per diem balance, which will not appear until the November
accounts are compiled, the Railroad Administration statement estimates that the net operating income for the month
would be about $86,000,000. This does not reflect the loss
of traffic caused by the coal strike but it does reflect extra-

mate as

::

August
September

income in November and December. In 1918 the net operating income for those two months was only about $85,000,000
but it was reduced by retroactive wage increases. The net
operating income for October, in which the volume of traffic

$9,000,000, first, because beginning with the month of October per diem charges for the use of freight cars were reinstated with the result that in October there were approximately $6,000,000 included in car per diem debits while
the corresponding car per diem credits which inure on this
account to other railroads in federal operation on account of
October transportation will not appeal until November, and
second, because a large amount of revenue, estimated to be
not less than $3,000,000, from coal traffic transported in
October does not appear in that month because, on account
of the impending coal strike, such coal traffic was held in
transit in the last few days in October and the revenues
shown on the waybills relating thereto where not taken in
the revenues for the month. Taking these two conditions
affecting revenues into consideration there would be a net
operating income for the month of October, 1919, of about
$86,000,000, but the results as shown by the reports for the
month are about $77,000,000. The operating expenses were
abnormally large, first, because of an extraordinary shifting
of open top equipment in order to furnish the maximum
number of cars to be loaded with coal in the two weeks
immediately preceding the coal strike and, second, because
of exceptional expenditures for maintenance of equipment
growing out of the prevention of a normal amount of repairs
in August on account of the unauthorized strikes of the shopmen. It is not practicable, however, to make a reliable esti-

Net gain

May
June

Revenue and non-revenue ton miler
per mile of road per day
/

Month

1919

January

4,275
4.002

I'ebruary

March

AP r

4 059
....

>l

May
lln e
-J

July

August
September
October

Ten months ended October

31.

4,134
4,524
4,615
4,878
5,075
5,625
5,651
4,687

^

1918
3,878
4,591
5,273
5,471
5,226
5,423
5.487
5,691

\

5,731
5,584

1917
4,770
4,511
5,192
5,257
5,617
5,694
5,441
5,351
5.217
5,385

5,234

5,168

"The preliminary

reports on passenger traffic during October indicate a substantial increase over October, 1918, so
that both freight and passenger traffic were greater than last

year."

The Fuel
Hopes

Situation

that the offer of a 14 per cent increase in

wages
would induce a considerable number of the striking coal
miners to return to work seem to have been disappointed.
Although there has been a gradual increase in coal production the coal loading for Monday, December 1, was only
40 per cent of normal and the highest percentage reached
on any day has been 48 per cent. Production was 42 per cent
of normal on Tuesday. Director General Hines announced
on Tuesday that with a view to the further conservation of
coal by the Railroad Administration the regional directors
had been instructed to review the situation carefully and had
been authorized to eliminate passenger trains which can be
spared with the least inconvenience to the traveling public.
It was also announced that in pursuance of Dr. Garfield's
order instructions had been issued placing coal transported
on the inland waterways on the same basis as coal handled
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that

rail,

is

itration coal

<

subject to allocation by the Railroad

Admin

I

Overtime Pay

for

Express Employees

to General
No. 27, issued on November 22, by Director General
Hines, effective November 1<>, it is ordered that the following articles shall supersede and be substituted for the articles
of the same numbers in Supplement No. 19 to General Order
No. 27, applying to employees in express service in federal
operation.
Except as changed hereby, Supplement No. 19
to General Order No. 27 remains in full force and effect.

amendment No.

1

to

Supplement No. 19

Order

Article VII.

Overtime and Calls

For all employees, excepting these coming within the
(a)
provisions of Article VI, Section (b), Supplement No. 19
to General Order No. 27, and Article VIII of this order,
time in excess of eight hours, exclusive of meal period, on

any day

When the full number
week (produced by multiplying by eight the

will be considered overtime.

of hours per

19
1

40 per trni of normal coal production allows pr&i
ticall) do coal to be distributed to industries which will be
obliged to shut down when their reserves are exhausted, and
some of them have alreadj had to do so. The available new
supply is only about sufficient for the railroads, public utilThe requirements of the railroads
ities and retail dealers.
arc being gradually reduced as traffic is diminished.
The
use of coal for coking has urn reduced by 25 per cent.
None of the winter resort trains to the South scheduled
to be put in service before January 1 will be put on.
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on

month's work. Deadhead liourage properly
authorized to be counted as Bervice hourage
Tin* for trip
ol employees up to designated scheduled tune of fir
lion shown in working time table after midnight on a
ar
cheduled to leave prior to 12 o'clock midnight of the last
a

basil

I

<

day of a month will be credited to the month in which the
train handling the car is Scheduled to leave.
(b)
Train service employees included in the preceding
Section shall be paid overtime on the actual minute basis for
all time on duty each month in
of two hundred and
forty (240) hours at the rate of time and one-half times tinhourly rate which shall be determined by dividing the
monthly wage by 240. Time shall be counted as continuous
for each trip from the time required to report for duty until
released from, duty, subject to the provisions contained in the

Even hours shall
be paid for at the end of each day period; fractions thereof
shall be carried forward.
(c)
Extra employees performing road service in the place
of a regularly assigned employee or on an extra assignment
shall be paid the compensation a regularly assigned employee would receive for the same service, which will be
determined, in the case of a regularly assigned run or trip
over the same district, by dividing the monthly wage by the
number of trips (initial terminal to final terminal) required
for a month's work; for a trip where there is no regular
assignment the compensation will be determined by multiplying the time on duty by the following rates per hour:
last sentence of Section (a) of this Article.

days of the weekly assignment) are worked, overtime will
be computed at the rate of time and one-half time. Where
the total hours worked in regular assignment do not equal
the number of hours so produced, overtime will be computed pro rata until the weekly period is fulfilled; thereafter
overtime will be computed at the rate of time and one-half
time.
It is

of days

not the intention of this section to change the number
upon which the present monthly or weekly wages are

For employees coming within the provisions of ArtVI, Section (b), Supplement No. 19, the first two hours

of overtime accruing after eight hours of service within the
spread of twelve hours shall be computed pro rata, and thereafter (including overtime after 12 hours) at the rate of time

and one-half time on the actual minute basis.
Employees who are notified or called
(c)

to

work

out-

side of the eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal
period and continuous service, constituting their regular as-

signment, shall be paid a minimum allowance of two (2)
hours at time and one-half time for 2 hours work or less;
if held over 2 hours, time and one-half will be paid, com-

puted on the actual minute basis.
Exclusive of employees whose regular assignment
(d)
Sundays or holidays, employees notified or
includes
called to work on Sundays and or holidays will be paid not
less than a minimum allowance of two (2) hours at time
and one-half time for 2 hours work or less, and thereafter
on the actual minute basis at the pro rata hourly rate. When
the entire number of hours constituting the week-day assignment are worked, they shall be paid for at the pro rata
hourly rate up to eight hours service, with time and one-half
thereafter on the actual minute basis.
Employees will not be required to suspend work dur(e)
ing regular hours to absorb overtime.

Article VIII.

Hours of Service and Overtime Rules.
Train Service Employees

employees in the train service, except those
in combination service as defined in Article IX of Supple(a)

For

all

50c.

40c.

The minimum allowance for a trip where there is no
regular assignment will be eight hours. For the purpose of
calculating time under this Section, where time end at

shown in working time-table

station

based.
(b)
icle

Express messengers
Express messenger helpers

first

after midnight, the trip

will not be considered as completed until released at terminal.

Article X.

Not

Relief Period

than 96 hours off duty each calendar month in
24 consecutive hour periods, or multiples thereof, will be
allowed at designated home terminal for employees specified in Article VIII whose assignment and service do not
permit of at least 12 hours off duty period at their designated home terminal each 48 hours. Employees required to
work on assigned lay-over days will be paid extra therefor
on the basis provided in Section (d) of Article VII.
less

Consolidated Classification to Be Put Into Effect

The

director general has authorized the publication and
with the Interstate Commerce Commission, effective
on December 30, 1919, of Consolidated Freight Classification No. 1, which is a reissue in one volume of the Official,
Southern and Western classifications.
filing

This new classification, which is a substantial step toward
uniform classification, is published in accordance with the
Interstate Commerce Commission's recommendation in the
Consolidated Classification Case, in which the commission
approved the uniform rules, descriptions, minimum weights
and package requirements as proposed by the classification
committee of the Railroad Administration, but did not approve the changes proposed in ratings except as the establishment of new items may indirectly effect changes, and
such as

may

be a reasonably necessary part of the establish-

ment of uniform

descriptions,

specifications,

or

minimum

weights.

In publishing this new classification the director general
has followed all of the recommendations of the commission,
except that he has modified Rule 10, applying on mixed

Nov.

7,

Issued" Dec.

8,
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car loads, so that in Southern

and We-trrn

i

lassilication ter-

ritories the provisions of the rule are applicable only in con-

nection with class rates. This modification has been made
in response to the request of many shippers that the mixed
carload rule, should not be made effective in those territories.

The

rule as adopted will provide uniformity in all
shipments moving at class rates, but in the

territories as to

South and West the exception on commodity rates will make
no change in the movement of freight taking commodity
rates, of which there are many more in the South and West
than in the East or Official Classification territory, and it
is believed that this modified rule will more nearly fit the
different conditions and meet with more general approval
by the shippers than would the rule as proposed by the
classification committees.

Through Export

Lading Via North Atlantic

Bills of

Ports
June 28 announcement was made that an understanding had been reached between the Railroad Administration and practically all the steamship companies operating on the Pacific coast under which those companies would
assume any demurrage or storage charges for which they
might be responsible in connection with through export bills
of lading issued by the railroads under federal control
through those ports, that understanding to be effective as
soon as tariffs could be published. At the same time announcement was made that a similar understanding had been
reached with Osaka Shosen Kaisha, which had recently
inaugurated service between the port of New Orleans and
It was stated that negotiations to bring about
the Far East.
a similar understanding with steamship companies operating from Gulf and South Atlantic ports were being conducted and also that efforts made by the Railroad Administration to bring about the same understanding as to North
Atlantic ports had up to that time proved unsuccessful, the
steamship companies serving North Atlantic ports having
failed to assume the storage or demurrage as had been done
with regard to Pacific ports. It was added that in order to
go as far as possible to meet the desires of exporters and
pending further discussions with steamship companies, the
Railroad Administration was making arrangements to issue
instructions to restore through export bills of lading via
North Atlantic ports on the basis that prevailed prior to
January, 1918; namely, that through bills of lading would
be issued to shippers who would agree to assume any demurrage or storage charges which might accrue in accordtariffs.

Announcement is now made that in pursuance of an
agreement entered into between the Railroad Administration
and the Shipping Board through export bills of lading will
be issued in connection with the Shipping Board or its agents
under practically the same conditions outlined. The following is the basis of the arrangement agreed upon with the
Shipping Board:

Through export

bills of

lading will only be issued

when

founded on written ocean contract, and then only when
shipper gives written guarantee that any demurrage or storage charges
Exception).

accruing

at

the

seaboard

will

be paid

(see

Exception

Through export

bills

of lading will be issued

In the event storage or demurrage charges should acto interference with transportation by shipper, or
his agents through the issuance of orders to hold such freight,
or to divert such freight, or due to delay in securing, or
error in preparing proper export documents, or for any other
cause for which shipper or his agent may be responsible,
such charge shall be collected from and paid by the shipper.
6.
The arrangement covered by the five preceding paragraphs is applicable only in connection with carload export
freight moving under through export bills of lading and
which has been booked for transportation on vessels owned
or operated by or for the account of the United States Shipping Board via the following named ports and agents of the
United States Shipping Board:
Boston
Lawrence & Co., via Providence and Port5.

crue,

due

—

land, Me.;

J.

S.

Emery &

Co.;

Transport Line; American Line;
Patterson & Wylde.

New

York

— Moore

Red
C.

Star Line;

H. Sprague

Atlantic

&

Sons;

& McCormick; New York & Cuba

Mail; France & Canada SS Co.; U. S. & Brazil SS Co.;
Munson Steamship Line; Kerr Steamship Line; Barber
Steamship Line; Oriental Navigation Co.; J. L. Elwell &
Co.; South Atlantic Maritime Corp.; Independent Steamship Co.; U. S. & A Line; Luckenbach SS Co.; A. H.
Bull & Co.; W. R. Grace & Co.; Nafra Line; Red Star
Line; Cosmopolitan Line; The Globe Line; American Line;
J. H. Winchester & Co.; Atlantic Transport Co.; Phelps
Bros.

—

American Line; International Freighting
Philadelphia
Corp.; Red Star Line; Atlantic Transport Line.
Baltimore Red Star Line; Export Transportation Co.;
Baltimore Steamship Co.; Standard Steamship Co.; Baltimore Oceanic Steamship Co.
Norfolk American Line; Harriss McGill & Co.; Robert
Hasler.
As indicating the attitude taken by the Railroad Administration the following is an extract from a letter sent by the
representative of the Railroad Administration to the Secretary of the Trans-Atlantic Associated Freight Conferences,
which is an association of the principal foreign lines operat-

—

—

ing out of North Atlantic ports:
"Referring to conference in New

York with Messrs.

Peter-

Love and Blake, the committee appointed by your association to confer with the undersigned relative to demurrage
and storage charges at North Atlantic ports on export traf-

off,

In pursuance of an agreement entered into between the
United States Railroad Administration and the United States
Shipping Board, through export bills of lading will be issued
in connection with the United States Shipping Board and
or its agents on the following basis:
1.

2.
Carload freight covered by through export bills of
lading issued in connection with the United States Shipping
Board and or its agents will be held in warehouse, or, at
option of carriers, in cars, (free of charge at the port of
exit for a period of not exceeding 15 days, exclusive of date
of arrival).
3.
In the event of the omission or failure of the United
States Shipping Board and or its agents to clear carload
freight on any vessel for which booked, all demurrage or
storage charges accruing after the period of free time of 15
days shall be paid by the United States Shipping Board.
4.
If the rail carriers fail to transport shipments regularly booked to the port in time to clear on steamer for which
specifically booked, demurrage or storage charges will not
apply until announced date of the steamer on which it is
again booked, after which the liability of the United States
Shipping Board will be the same as in connection witli the

original tranaction.

On

ance with published

943

when

founded on written ocean contract with the United States
Shipping Board and oi its agents.

fic.

"The

proposition that

we submitted contemplated

that the

accrument of demurrage or storif the railthat is to say.
age, should assume the amount,
road fails to deliver the cargo at port in time to connect
with designated sailing, demurrage or storage charges would
interest responsible for the

—

—

:
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be waived; and oo the other hand, it" the iteamahip company
Failed to lift the cargo within the free time period, the steamship company should pay any chargei that might accrue,
••in the event storage or demurrage chargei should accrue,
due to interference with transportation hy shipper, or his
agent, through the issuance of orders to hold such freight, or

such freight, or due to delay in securing, or error
proper export documents, or for any other
-'i-iS
i
*
k„
canst- tor which shipper or his agent may be responsible,
such charges shall be collected from and paid by shipper.
"\\e also offered to extend the present free time period,
which is 10 days, to 15 days, although the Interstate Commerce Commission has held that the 10 days period is

to divert

in

•

"We also advised your committee that the United States
Shipping Hoard had accepted our proposition, and that
tariffs would be published accordingly, as quickly as might
be possible
"Your committee rejected the proposition, which in our
judgment, was a fair and liberal one in all the circumstances,
We believe you will agree with us that differing conditions
on export traffic at the same ports are impracticable, or at
Furthermore, we feel that as a progresleast undesirable
sive measure in transportation of export traffic, the time has
come when the shipper should know, at the time he conshipment, what the through transportation
tracts
for
charges will be, and that the plan that has heretofore obtained,

attempting to hold the shipper responsible for
is not responsible, cannot any longer

of

something for which he
h * t'fi d "
'

'

Terminal Committees Appointed and
Special Storage Charges Imposed
To study the expedition of the movement of freight cars,
both loaded and empty, within terminals in order to overcome avoidable delays and thus increase the efficiency of
the freight car equipment of the country, special terminal
committees have been arranged for at 70 of the principal
terminals of the nation, each to be composed of local railroad representatives and a representative of shippers. The
work on these committees will be pushed vigorously and
delays
to freight cars
effort made to prevent
every possible
j
r
"

y~ J

.

Administration has received numerous comthat refrigerator cars were being unduly
d toed at destinations and that cars loaded with lumber
unduly held. During
were also being
he u
d for reconsignment
5
°
j
;
j„i. QT,*;„„
prevent undue detention
emergency,
oicocm ex
the
urc present
j, in order to
b
„
e „ tn ™,Ki;cy, im

TheTaUroad

plaints

recentlv

.,

" rSUStX.
.

i

lZ
r'acctn
av.^
iucuidiciy
£diST£
101

effective

on seven days'

•

ji^„^„ „,io».
rules:
following
notice, the fr

On

refrigerator

cars which

2.
On cars loaded
charge of $10 per car
of a day that a car is
hour at which free time

lumber held for reconsignment, a storage
be assessed for each day or fractional part
held for reconsignment after 48 hours after the
begins to run under the demurrage rules.

with

These charges

DayJ

_

c>
u
Increased in September
r
,

•

The volume of freight traffic in September nearly approached the record of last year, according to the monthly
report of the Operating Statistics Section.
The net ton miles
of revenue and non-revenue freight handled amounted to
38,860,311,000, a decrease of only 1.8 per cent as compared
Train miles decreased 3.5 per cent
with September, 1918.
and car miles decreased 4.8 per cent, while the loaded car
The net ton miles per mile
miles increased 4.8 per cent.
The
°f roa(l P er day were 5,625 as compared with 5,731.
net ton miles per train mile show an increase of 1.8 per
cent, from 735 to 748, but the net ton miles per loaded car
mile shows a decrease from 30.2 to 28.3.
The percentage of loaded to total car miles was 69.6 as
compared with 66.9 in September last year. The percentage of unserviceable freight cars shows an increase from
6.5 to 8.5 and the number of serviceable cars was 2,265,549
The
as compared with 2,304,497 in September last year.
average miles per car per day was 26.55 as compared with
26.5 last year and the net ton miles per car day averaged
For the nine months ending
523 as compared with 535.
Wlt
September the net ton miles amounted to 288,485,362,000, a decrease of 12 per cent as compared with last
This was handled with 14.1 per cent less train miles
year.
and

8.6 per cent less car miles.

time to time, upon the
average miles per freight car per day made
by he railroads during the early part of this year was
The Railroad Administration has explained
relatively low.
that the low average per car per day in the early part of
the year was due in part to the fact that the freight busi"ess was exceedingly low and that many cars were on that
account entirely out of service for the tune being and yet
these cars out of service were figured with the divisor which
1S use(} t0 determine car miles per car per day and thus
diminish the resulting average. The fact that this explanaturn was correct and also the fact that increased efficiency
,

Comment has been made, from

fact that the

being attained is shown by the figures for September when
£
the increased business was reflected and when the average
miles per freight
s , car per day made by the railroads exmii
ax.
i
a +u~
ceeded the record of September, 1917, and has equaled the
prior
to
months
.wo
SepLber,
1918
record
of
fendid
the signing of the armistice, when business was unusually

"",/,

^he

re-

,

Compiled by the Division of Operation for
September,
1919, show the average
*'
° miles per
r
freight car per day for that month as compared with September of 1917 and 1918 to be as f olloWS
statistics

>

will

assessed regardless of whether cars are held
other
on railroad hold tracks or delivery tracks, including consignee's or
and
private sidings and will be in addition to any existing demurrage
3.

_

h

are not unloaded at the expiration of
under the demurfive days after the hour at which free time begins to run
rage rules, a storage charge of $10 per car will be assessed for each day
under load.
or fractional part of a day thereafter that such car is held
1.

Miles Per Car Per

-

•

i

reasonable.

"

Excluding cars held out of service as not
Genera] nines.
worth repairing, the percentage of bad order can lias fallen
from 172,270 or 6.9 per cent on October 4, to 146,702 or
Including can held out of
5.8 per cent on Novcmher l.
service as not worth repairing the percentage of had order
cars has fallen from 191,656 or 7.6 per cent on October 4,
to 166,514 or 6.5 per cent on November 1.

preparing,

•
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26.4

September

1917

September'

1918!!!!!'.'.".!".!'.".".!

September',

1919

!

!

26.5

26.55
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will be

storage charges.

These rules were authorized for publication
sulfation with shippers.

after

con-

.

_,
Number of Bad Order Cars Reduced
,

Since the unauthorized shopmen's strike early in August,
which interfered with the repairing of cars, very gratifying
progress has been made in connection with the bad order car
situation, according to a statement authorized by Director

The method of making the foregoing Computation IS SOmewnat misleading as an indication of relative car performance f or t he reason that the divisor used to determine car
miles per car day includes all cars entirely out of service
for the time being
Subtracting the latter figure and confining the computaserv i C e, the average miles
tion tQ the efficiency of the cars

m

per

f re i g ht

car per day were as follows:

^

2g

3

.'

September!
September!

i9is'.

1919

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!

!!!!

!

29.1
29.1

Nov.

7,

Issued Dec.

8,
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Results of the Gulf Coast Storm

The effects on

the railroads operating in the districts

recently devastated by a tropical storm and tidal wave,
which swept across the Southern Texas gulf coast, have
but recently been fairly definitely determined.
On account

of the fact that the water driven onto sections of the main
land by the storm receded very slowly, it has been practically
impossible up to this time to ascertain the amount and extent
of the damage done to the right of way of lines passing
through this district.
However, the conditions on some of
these lines have been reported as follows:
The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe's main line escaped extensive damage, although a series of washouts on the causeway over Galveston Bay interrupted traffic for approximately
48 hours. On the Port Bolivar division the water thrown
on the peninsula, on which a part of this line runs, has
drained off slowly and several days elapsed before it was
possible to do any repair work. As a result it was necessary,
to place an embargo on that district, covering freight and passengers for Seabreeze, Tex., Galveston
and intermediate points, which embargo was cancelled on
September 20. During that period freight and passengers

on September 16,

destined to Galveston were detoured via Houston.
The main line on the Galveston division of the Southern
Pacific was under water at several places between Seabrook,
Tex., and Galveston, obstructing passenger service approxi-

mately 44 hours and freight traffic approximately 72 hours.
On the El Paso division of the Southern Pacific, on the edge
of the storm area, rainfall aggregating 7.5 inches for the
first 36 hours quickly filled Osman Canyon, the head of
which is approximately 50 miles north of the Galveston,
Harrisburg & San Antonio main line, which follows the
canyon several miles and crosses it a number of times, and
completely washed out eight bridges, aggregating approximately 3,000 lineal feet, including one 144-ft. steel girder
span, together with approximately one-half mile of bridge
approaches and track. Temporary repairs were undertaken
immediately, but continued rains and high water have been
washing out foundations and greatly interfering with repair
work.
The latest estimate of property damage in this disTraffic over this line was
trict is approximately $200,000.
detoured and an embargo placed upon the sale of through
tickets over Southern Pacific lines pending the restoration
of service.

Six miles of track, including a long reef bridge, in the

Corpus Christi, on the San Antonio & Aransas
Pass, were washed away, and heavy damage was also inThe work
flicted upon the Rockport branch of this road.
of reconstructing the damaged portions has been greatly
vicinity of

retarded by high water, which is now beginning to recede.
rains which resulted in the washouts on the El
Paso division of the Southern Pacific have swollen all streams

The heavy

in the territory served by the San Antonio & Aransas Pass,
the Nueces and Frio rivers being out of their banks and
The total estimated damage on
endangering approaches.
this line is $125,000.

Heavy damage was inflicted between Odem, Tex., and
Corpus Christi on the San Antonio, Uvale & Gulf, approximately 13 miles of track being washed off the embankment.
The approaches to bridges have also been washed out, and
Because of the high
the decks and stringers swept away.
water, which has not yet receded, it has not been practicable
to estimate the amount of property damage, but from casual
inspections the
It

damage

will be at least

is

said to be in excess of $100,000.
to reports made by

30 days, according

officers of the road, before the line

can be opened for

wave which accompanied

traffic.

storm
passed over the Gulf Coast Lines at several places, washing
out the right of way at Lavaca, Tex., for a distance of one-

The

tidal

the

tropical
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half mile and damaging it to the extent of $2,000; at a
point near Calallen, Tex., 5,500 ft. of track was washed
entirely outside of the right of way and the ballast carried
away. Near Angelita, Tex., one-third of the bank (which
was 8 ft. high) was washed away and the track completely
washed out for a distance of one mile, causing an estimated
damage to the track and embankment at this point of approxi-

At Kingsville, Tex., on the Gulf Coast
machine shop, roundhouse and car shop were
damaged to the extent of $3,000, and the station at Port
O'Connor, Tex., was completely destroyed, in addition to
which a half mile of track was completely washed out, inThe latest reports
flicting an estimated damage of $5,000.
indicate that the Gulf Coast Lines' fuel oil tanks at Aransas,
Tex., were badly damaged and that much of the 30,000 barSuch oil as
rels of fuel oil stored at this point has been lost.
mately $10,000.

Lines,

the

is left in the tanks cannot be recovered for several months.
After restoring the line between Houston and Corpus Christi
another washout occurred at Agua Dulce creek near DrisThe
coll, Tex., cutting off traffic on this line for 24 hours.
total damage on the Gulf Coast Lines prior to the Nueces
river flood has been estimated at approximately $30,000,

and when the present
accurate check
to

made

damage is computed and an
damage will probably total close

flood

this

$50,000.

In addition to the damage already enumerated, the heavy
rains and water have softened roadbeds in many places in
this district and the storm inflicted minor damage to the

way and to terminal facilities, making it practically
Reconimpossible to estimate the total amount of damage.
struction work is being carried on as rapidly as possible by
all of the affected railroads, and in the majority of cases

right of

traffic

has already been restored to a normal basis.

.^Improvements on Jordan Spreader
keeping with

Indevices,

demands for labor saving
Company, East Chicago, Ind.,

the increasing

the O. F. Jordan

recently added two improvement to the Jordan spreader,
which increase its range and adaptability. Under the old
arrangement a solid bar rigidly supported the outer end of

the spreader wing, keeping
out its range of operation,

it

horizontal at all times through-

which included a vertical movement of the entire wing and allowed it to cut to a maximum
The first improvedepth of 26 in. below the top of rail.
ment substitutes for the old rigid type of wing support and
an adjustable brace operated by a 12-in. air cylinder mounted on the upper end and connected to the main air supply
by a flexible air hose, thus permitting the same vertical

movement as before. Through the addition of this air cylinder and the adjustable brace, a longitudinal movement of
39 in. is obtained along the length of the brace whereby the
wing may be inclined to provide a maximum cutting depth
at the tip of 60 in. or a slope of 34 in. along its length.
7'his is especially important where it is desired to give a
designated slope to enbankments as in the construction of

second track, where settlement is to be provided for, etc.
The second feature of the Jordan spreader consists of a
substitute wing or improved ditching attachment which is
used in place of the regular spreading wings for the purpose
This
of cutting new ditches or the cleaning of old ones.
wing is built in two sections which arc hinged at the joint,
the inner one being the templet or cutting wing which, because of its design, is enabled to produce ditches of the
standard cross section desired by the road using the
This wing is fastened to the same support used
spreader.
for the regular Jordan spreader wing, is raised and lowered,
by the air from the train line and is controlled through the
regular valve installations; the adjustable brace is fastened
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the joint of the inner and outer w
wing fully extended it will shape the ballast
ditch and bank hi am cross section up to 19 II.
and in
from the center <>i the trade and to a maximum depth of
3 it. below the top of rail and by the use of a specially
signed spreader m is possible to form a ditch A ft. below the

higher than the top ol the tic-, two ;md
about
in
miles i'f completed ditches wen- formed per hour,
tin' bottom <>f the finished ditch being .•><) in. below the top
mi
i. ni
.oid Necessitating the removal oi
mi. yd. ol ma
terial per lineal foot ol ditch.
)n a bisis of $125 per day

top of

moved

in

this

With

case

near

the Outei

>

.i

rail.

improved ditching attachment is intended for operation under two conditions, depending upon the depth of tinrut.
When used for ditching in nits over 7 ft. in depth the
OUter wing is SWUng forward and held parallel to the car
by two braces fastened at the tip of the wing and running
in triangular form to an adjustable sliding support on the
This support is connected to the
forward end of the ear.
main raising and lowering supports by two braces, the two
adjustable supports working together whenever the depth of
cut is changed, thus keeping the same relatve position of
outer wing and templet.
The tip of the outer or carrying wing is provided with a
cast steel nt'se plow at its lower front corner, which is adI

In

wa

in,

I

h.tli

•;

'

operating the din her the dirl wa
n
().
7 cents per <u. yd. or at the rate
per mile of completed ditch on one Bide of the

for the entire cost

of

in

$6.25

ol

thi> case

for

1

track.
In

(

nis over 6

ft.

deep the problem was somewhat different

and when in operation holds the
carrying wing down to its work.
In actual operation the
wing is lowered sufficiently so that the pocket formed by the

justable to different angles

Outer

Wing Extended

Cutting

Shallow

Both
Cut

Ditch

and

Slope.

though the original ground level was about the same as in
in. above the top of the

the preceding case, being about 4

For this work it was necessary to move the material a
considerable distance to be wasted on fills in spite of which
400 ft. of ditch was completed to a depth of 36 in. below
the top of rail in 35 min.
The dirt in this instance was
2
moved at the rate of /t,
cu. yd. per lin. ft. of ditch over an
l
average distance of 250 ft. at a cost of approximately i /i
tie.

Outer Wing Swung Forward Forming Wing Pocket.
Cut

Deep

two wings will be filled as the spreader is pushed through
This is repeated dropping the wing lower each time
the cut.
until the desired depth is reached, the pocket holding from
8 to 10 cu. yd. of material which is considered to be the
maximum amount which can be handled at one time in a
satisfactory manner.
The usual procedure is to start the
ditcher at the end of the cut where the dirt is to be wasted
so that not more than 10 cu. yd. will be handled at a time,
the spreader being then moved back so that approximately
the same amount of dirt is removed in the process of each
operation.

In forming ditches in shallow cuts, the carrying wing is
to form a continuation of the templet and the
outer end, which is adjustable for slopes from horizontal to
1 to 1 is then raised to the desired height and secured in
Two additional braces
that position by a diagonal brace.
are attached to the rear of the car to hold the wing out when
'When operating the attachment in this manner,
at work.
it is sometimes necessary to take two or three cuts to form
a ditch and bank on account of the total amount of material
to be removed.
The first of these improved ditching attachments, owned
by X. K. Snead, railroad contractor, Huntington, W. Va.,
has been employed on the Gulf, Florida & Alabama where
it worked in both deep and shallow cuts where no ditches
of any kind had been maintained for a considerable length
of time. Under these conditions and in open cuts; not over
5 or 6 ft. deep where the original cross section of roadway

swung back

Standard Spreader Equipped with Adjustable
and Air Cylinder

Wing Brace

cents per cu. yd. or $121.44 per mile of completed ditch

on

one side of the track.
In case of a deep cut ending

at a road crossing or where
impossible to waste the material on
fills it may be carried to piles of from 30 to 50 cu. yd. each
which will materially facilitate its handling with a steam

for other reasons

it

is

ditcher.

Where

ditches have already been formed and only cleaning
necessary the amount of material to be moved is much
in cost.
Ditches
less with an accompanying reduction
formed by this attachment were perfectly uniform in cross
section, with no loose material in the bottom to retard the
flow of water, nor was there any fouling of the ballast.
is

m
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At Brookfield, Mo., 700

citizens,

mostly farmers and em-

ployees of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, have organized a
co-operative store, to sell groceries, meats and. clothing at cost.

One store
is now in

bakery goods and work clothes
planned to open a second one.

selling groceries, meats,

operation and

it

is

"The Increasing Necessity for Steam Railway Electrificacome before the next meeting of

tion will be the subject to

Western Railway Club which will be held at the Hotel
Sherman, Chicago, on December 15, with a paper by Norman
W. Stone, of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Comthe

iron and steel field.
In the event that the judges do not
consider that any paper worthy of this prize has been presented during a given year, the income from the fund for
that year will go to St. Luke's hospital, Chicago, while in
the event that no award is made for five consecutive years,
the principal itself will be turned over to the hospital and
the trustees discharged.
The establishment of this award
has for its purpose the encouragement of the younger men
and to direct attention to the problems of the steel industry
in the

Middle West.

pany.

George Bradshaw, supervisor of safety of the Grand Trunk
Western lines and the Pere Marquette, says that the Grand
Trunk Western had the fewest casualties per 100 employees during the period of the recent "No accident drive" of any railroad in the United States having the same or a greater number

The Federal Trade Commission on December

2

began

hearings on complaints against the continuance of the use of the
Pittsburgh basing-point system in fixing prices for steel products, under which the freight rate from Pittsburgh is added to
the price at Gary.
The commission is to decide whether to
issue a formal complaint against the practice.

The steam locomotives used

test with the
have 79 in. and
69 in. drivers. In the October 10 issue of the Railway Age, page
749, the diameters given for the Pacific and Mohawk type locomotives were 72 in. and 62 in., respectively, whereas these dimenthe diameter over the
sions are for the driving-wheel centers
tires being 79 in. and 69 in.
St. P. electric

locomotive

in

the recent

at Eria, Pa.,

;

Steubenville, Ohio, two young men who stepped out
way of a passenger train and into the path of a yard
engine and who, in consequence, were both carried to a
hospital, got their names into the papers recently, with a
prominent headline, by reason of the fact that when they

At

of the

mistake they were on their way home from a
safety-first campaign on the Pennsylvania Lines.

made

this

organizations, denouncing the
recommendation of government retention of control of the
railroads for two years more, voted by the Public Owner-

Delegates from

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings and ("laces of meetings:

—

farmers'

ship Conference held in Chicago, November 15, 16 and 17,
declared that the action was the outcome of "steam-roller"

methods. These delegates, from the South and Southwest,
deny that such was the opinion of their constituents. William Hale Bowen, of Arlington, Tex., representing the Texas
Farmers' Union, J, T. McElderry, of Talladega, Ala., representing the Alabama Farmers' Union, and John A. Simpson,
of the Oklahoma Farmers' Union, in statements made public
following the conference, assert that organized farmers oppose government control and operation of any private inThe delegates say that their
dustry by a large majority.
organizations instructed them to oppose such government
control resolutions, but that, despite their opposition, resoludisputed points were "railroaded"
tions embodying the

through.

—

C. R. R. of N.

fiftieth

W. Hunt &

Co.;

Chicago^ the income from which is
be awarded annually to the person,

constitute a prize to
not over 30 years of age. presenting the best paper before
Three
the society on the manufacture of iron and steel.
srominent engineers are to constitute a committee on award,
sne of whom must be a person of recognized authority in the
to
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Philadelphia, Pa.

J.,

American Association of Freight Agents.

— R.

O. Wells, Illinois Central,

Next annual meeting, June, 1920.
Association of General Baggage Agents.

Chicago.

American
C. G.

W.

— E.

Reynolds,

R.

R. R., Chicago.

—

American

Association of Passenger Traffic Officers. W. C. Hope,
C. R. R. of N. J.. 143 Liberty St., New York.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents. J. Rothschild,
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
New York.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. C. F. T. Dell,
SO E. 42nd St., New York.
American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'

—

—

—

Association.— Otto E. Schlinck, 185 W. 5th St., Peru, Ind.
American Railroad Association. J. E. Fairbanks, 75 Church

—

York:

St.,

New

Operating (including former activities of Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. J. Frippe (chairman), N. Y. C.
R. R., New York, N. Y.
Telegraph and Telephone Division M. H. Clapp, U. S. R. R. A.,
Washington, D. C.
Section II, Engineering E. H. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St.,
Section

I,

—

—

Chicago.
Signal Division.— H. S. Ballict, 75 Church St., New York.
Section ill, Mechanical (including former activities of Master Car
Builders' and Master Mechanics' Association).
V. R. Hawthorne,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Section IV, Traffic (including former activities of Freight Claim Association).
Robert C. Wright, (chairman), Assistant Director, Division
of Traffic, U. S. R. R. A., Washington, D. C.
Section V, Transportation (including former activities of Association
of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers).
Pearson
E.
T.
chairman), Federal Manager, N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., New

—

—

—

Haven, Conn.
Section XT, Purchases and Stores (including former activities of Railway Storekeepers' Association). J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R., Collinwood, Ohio.
Section VII, Freight Claims (including former activities of the Freight
Claim Association). II. C. Pribble (chairman), A., T. & St. Fee,

—

Topeka, Kan.

—

American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
X. W. Ry., 319 X. Waller Ave
Austin Station, Chicago.
American Railway Engineering Association, -(Works in co-operation
.

ID

with the American Railroad Association, Section
E. II. Fritch,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Xext convention, March 16-18,
1920, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.

— (Sec

American

Rail-

road Association, Section III, Mechanical.)

American Railway Perishable Freight Association.- E. F. McPike. 13S
Regular meetings, -M Wednesday in March
E. Ilth Place. Chicago.
and September,
American Railway I'ooi. Foremen's Association.-— R. D. Fletcher, 11-45
Mari|uette Road, Chicago.

East

American Society for Testing Materials.

— C.

L.

Warwick, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American SOCIETY 01 Civil ENGINEERS,
1st

Robert

City.

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, Supervisor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. S. W. Derr,

Societies

anniversary dinner of the Western Society
Df Engineers, held at the Hotel Morrison, Chicago, on Tuesday evening, December 2. announcement was made of the
setting aside of $5,000 by Robert W, Hunt, president of

At the

New York

Air Brake Association. F. M. Nellis, 165 Broadway,
Next convention, May 5-7, 1920, Chicago.

—

of employees.

C, M. &

Meetings and Conventions

Building,

W.

33

and 3d Wednesday

Xew

in

Charles W. Hunt, Engineering
39th St.. New York.
Regular meetings,
month, except July and August, 33 W.

York.
American Society op Mechanical
St.,
Xew
39th
York,
39th St.,

American

Train

Pacific Ry.,

American

Engineers.

— Calvin

DESPATCHES' VSSOCIATION.- D.
Spokane, Wash.

Wood PRESERVERS

L.

W.

Rice,

Darling,

29

W.

Northern

T.
VsSOCIAflON.
F.
Angier, B. & (>.. Mt.
Xext annual meeting, February 10-12,
Md.
Sherman, Chicago,
Association of Railway Claim Agents.- Willis II. Failing, C. R. R. of
Xext meeting. May, 1920, Atlantic City,
N. L, Jersey Citv, X. J.

Royal

St. i..

1

Baltimore,

1920. Hotel

N. T.
Tos. A. Andreucetti, C.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
& X. \\\. Room 4M C. S N. W. Sta., Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph SUPERINTENDENTS.
(See American
Railway Association, Section I, Operating.)

—

.

—

—
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IN8PBCT0BS' and Car I''hki mi
CI
W, R, R Seranton, P
iMSPECTOtS' and Car Fokem en's SuPPLV Min's
ilimi Company, 45th and Oakley Sts.,
B. Wright,

IK

I

Smith, D.

i

-.

I

ft

.

[NTXaCRANOI CaI
D,
I

Claim

i\.

Stuart. Washington, i>. c.
(See American Railroad \asociation, Section

Association

D,

—

Gbnekai SuPEaiNTBNDBNTS' Association of CmcAco. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Sta., Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preced*
IMdg.,
mi; 3rd Friday in month, Room 856, Inaurancs
Chicago,

Railkoao Mastbi Blacksmiths' Association.

[ntunationai
Wonll.

i

It.

[NTKNATIONA1

I

'.,

I

1111. i,

)llio.

(

— G,
meeting. May,

RAILWAY FuBX Association.

St.,
Chicago.
Chicago,

annual

Next

T.

— A.

L.

WoOd-

Crawford, 702 E. 51st
1920, Hotel Sherman,

—

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 1061
\Y. Wabash Ave., Winona, Minn.
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association. F. W. Hager, 1323
Hurli
We., Ft. Worth, Tex.
Master Hoh.fr Masses' Association, Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York, Next annual meeting, May 25-28, Curtis Hotel, Min-

—

v

neapolis,

—

Minn.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada. A. P. Pane, R. & M., Reading, Mass.
Master Car Builders' Association. (See American Railroad Association,

—

—

on III. Mechanical.)
National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners.
lames 1!. Walker, 49 Lafayette St., New York.
National Foreign Trade Council. O. K. Davis. 1 Hanover Square, New
York.
Next convention. May 12-15, 1920, San Francisco.

—

—

—

Appliances Association. C W. Kelly, Kelly-Derby
Gas Bldg., Chicago.
Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr.. 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting
Mass.
ton,
months of Tune, July, August and September.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meeting 3d Friday, in month, except June, July and August,
W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. George A. J. Hochgrebe, 623
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
each month, Tenjost Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pacific Railway Club. W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.
Regular meeting 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Francisco
and Oakland.

National Railway
Co., Peoples

—

New England

—

—

—

—

Railway Accounting Officers' Association. E. R. Woodson, 1116 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C. Next convention, May 12, Atlantic
City. N. J.

—
—

Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Next annual meeting, December, 1919, New York, N. Y.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave., PittsRegular meetings, 4th Thursday in month except June,
burgh, Pa.
July and August, Americus Club House, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway 'Development Association. D. C. Welty, Missouri Pacific R. R.,

Railway Business Association.
York.

—

Little

Rock, Ark.

<

iiiiiniiiiiii

News

Railway Electrical Engineers.

—

Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association. D. L. Eubank, Galena
Signal Oil Company, Richmond, Va.
Railway Fire Protection Association. G. L. Ball, St. Louis-San Francisco Rv., St. Louis, Mo.
Railway Real Estate Association. R. H. Morrison, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Railway Signal Association. (See American Railroad Association, Sec-

—

—

—

tion II, Signal Division.)

—

(See American Railroad Association,
Section VI, Purchases and Stores.)
J. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson, Waterbury Battery Co., 30 Church St., New York.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. P. J. McAndrews,
C. & N. W. Ry., Sterling, 111.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

Railway Storekeepers' Association.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.

—

—

—

—

August.

—

F. W. Edmunds, West Nyack, Rockland
Countv, New York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. L. W. Cox, 1217 Commercial
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Southern and Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, P. O. Box
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in January,
1205, Atlanta, Ga.
March, May, July, September and November, Piedmont Hotel,

Signal Appliance Association.

—

—

Atlanta.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.

— E.

ern Ry. of Ala., Atlanta, Ga.

W.

Sandwich, West-

—

Supply Association of American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.
C. N. Thulin, Duff Manufacturing Company, 935 Peoples Gas Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y.
Association
of America. J. P. Finan, A. T. & S. F.
Train Despatchers'
Ry., Needles, Cal.
Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Cleveland, O.
Western Association of Short Line Railroads. Garence M. Oddie, Mills
Track Supply Association.

—

—

—

San Francisco.

Western Railway Club.— J. M. Byrne, 916 W. 78th St., Chicago. Regular
meetings, 3d Monday in month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers. Edgar S. Nethercut, 1735 Monadnock
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except
Block, Chicago.

—

July and August.
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The shipment of approximately 500 deer carcasses daily
through Birchwood, Wis., to the homes of hunters in Wisconsin and Illinois is reported as causing considerable delay
to both passenger and freight trains in the Birchwood district.

The first big shipment of news print paper into the Great
Lakes region of the United States from Western Canada recently arrived at Minneapolis, Minn.
The shipment consisted
of 26 carloads, made at Powell River, B. C, 2,000 miles away,
and valued at $75,000.

A

committee has been appointed to study the
movement of cars through the El
Paso (Tex.) terminals. This committee will function in a similar manner to committees appointed in other large terminals.
A. U. Tatlock, traffic manager of the El Paso Chamber of
Commerce, has been appointed shippers' representative on the
committee, the appointment having been made by Max Thelen,
director of the Division of Public Service, United States Railroad Administration.
best

special terminal

means

to expedite the

George R. Browder, traffic manager of the Container Club.
Chicago, an organization intended to maintain proper standards for fibre shipping cases, has been appointed general
manager in charge of the Chicago office,. He is to have general supervision over the activities of the club under the
direction of the executive committee. The position of traffic
manager has been abolished. W. S. Felt will continue to act
as secretary and treasurer of the club, A. J. Neumann as
assistant secretary-treasurer and Dr. E. O. Merchant as
statistician.

Oregon

the state which forms the subject of the latest
booklet which has been issued by the Agricultural
Section, Division of Traffic, United States Railroad Administration.
It has the endorsement of Governor Olcott and President
Kerr, of the Agricultural College. Oregon, with a total area of
96,699 squares miles, has great diversity of soil and climate; irrigated lands with mild seasons the broad prairies of the Central
and Southeastern sections and the foothills of the mountain
ranges. These latter offer innumerable home sites that for natuInformation is given about public
ral beauty are unexcelled.
lands, including state schools and forest homesteads.
is

illustrated

;

—

Railway Electric Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner, GenAnnual meeting with Association of
eral Electric Co., Chicago.
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The Beauties of Arkansas are presented in an illustrated
booklet issued by the Agricultural Section, United States Railroad Administration, to meet the demand of homeseekers and
other investors for information. It contains descriptions of the
three agricultural empires of the State Alluvial Area, Coastal
Plains and Ozarks. There are chapters on cotton, rice, corn,
alfalfa, oats, wheat, peanuts, apples, peaches, strawberries, melons,
grapes, Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, pecans, beef cattle, hogs,
sheep, dairying, poultry and bee culture. Almost always two,
and often three, crops may be secured from the same tract of
land in one year. No section of the United States offers natural
advantages which are superior to Arkansas for livestock production of all kinds.

—

The report on overseas traffic for the week ended 26th November, shows 6,813 cars of commercial export freight received
at North Atlantic ports, as compared with 832 cars for the same
week of 1918, an increase of 5,981 cars, or 718 per cent. The
deliveries to ships during the same period increased 6,497 cars,
or 566 per cent. At South Atlantic and Gulf ports as of November 24, 1919, there were 11,589 cars of export freight on
hand as against 12,289 cars on November 17, an increase of 700
cars.

Of

grains,

14,692,819 bushels

were

in elevators at

North

There
Atlantic ports in the week ended November 26, 1919.
were received during the week 3,473,231 bushels, while 5,100,666
There were 8,453,717 bushels of grain
bushels were cleared.
stored in elevators at Gulf ports on November 26, 1919, representing 82.3 per cent of the total elevator capacity.

—
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and without assurance of safety or a light forthcoming
reasonable tunc, continues to work in the dark removing a
metal platform which had been used as a passageway between
freight cars on parallel tracks, must be held to have assumed
the risk.
It is only risk of employment from violation by the
master of a federal statute which the employee is not held to
assume under the federal Employers' Liability Act. D. L. & W.
v. Tomasco, 256 Fed, 14.
of a light,
in
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State Commissions
of Louisiana, acting on complaint
land owners, well contractors, and others interested in the
Harmon-Bayou oil field, has ordered the Texas & Pacific to put
on an additional passenger train between Shreveport, La., and
The railroad objected, arguing that automoGahagan, 47 miles.
biles would lake much of the iratlic to and from these oil fields,

The Railroad Commission

of

but the commission held that poor roads would make automoHeretofore there
bile traffic impracticable in the winter season.
has been one train a day between these points, and many of the
patrons of the road were obliged to take two days for a round

Standing Cars Not Attractive Nuisances
the. doctrine of the "attractive nuisance," or of the socalled "turntable cases," has been accepted in the state of Missouri, the Supreme Court of that state holds that a standard

While

sage railroad flat car of light construction on a side track, unbraked and unlocked, requiring from 6 to 8 boys from 9 to 13
years of age to move it was not within the attractive nuisance
rule as to a 10-year-old child, caught between the car and an
adjacent pile of construction material while the car was being
moved by children. The danger is obvious, like that from fire
or water, and not latent. Buddy v. Union Terminal (Mo.), 207

—

trip.

S.

Personnel of Commissions
Edgar E. Clark has been nominated by
appointment as a

member

the President for reInterstate Commerce Com-

the

of

mission.

Commission.

The Department of Public Utilities, of Massachusetts, succeeding to the functions of the Public Service Commission, conof five members, and the chairman

is

Henry

C. Attwill,

who

has been appointed commissioner for a term of five years. The
other appointments for four, three, two years, and one year,
respectively, are E. E. Stone, A. R. Weed, D. A. Ellis and H. G.
Wells. Messrs. Attwill and Stone were members of the Public
Service Commission. Under the reorganization which took
effect December 1, under a law passed this year, this department
will take up the work of the gas and electric light commission.
Under the new organization the chairman will have a salary of
$8,000 a year, and each of the other four members will have
The new chairman was formerly attorney general of the
$7,000.
The former chairman of the Public Service Commission,
state.
F. J.

MacLeod,

is

now

out of

office.

Court
Fraud

of Railroad's

News

Agents by Overcharges

and an employee of a shipper whereby
collected, and
the two divided the surplus.— Scullin Steel Co. v. North Amerits

station agent

amount than was earned was

ican Co., 255 Fed. 945.

Excessive Valuation for Taxation
The Illinois Supreme Court holds that where the railway
committee of the State Board of Equalization arbitrarily increased the assessed valuation of certain railway property
fixing it at six times the valuation returned by the railroad and such valuation was arbitrarily approved by the
board under suspension of the rules, the railroad's objection
as to five-sixths of the tax should have been sustained.
People v. Chicago, Lake Shore & Eastern, 286 111. 576, 122

by

109.

Federal Employers' Liability

Act— Assumption of

Risk

Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, holds that an
refusal
interstate commerce employee, of experience, who after

The

in

Passenger Rates
Ejection from Drawing

Room

was brought by a passenger for ejectment from the
drawing room of a Pullman car. He was informed when
he bought a first-class ticket from Reno to Tonopah and

when he entered

the train that under the railroad's rules he

could not .occupy the drawing room unless another person
holding a first-class ticket occupied it with him, or unless he
bought another first-class ticket. He said that he expected
During the night, no one
a friend to occupy it with him.
else having appeared with the required ticket, the conductor
awoke him and informed him that he would have to vacate
the drawing room or pay for another first-class ticket. After
discussion, and against his will, he was ejected from the
drawing room. The sole question in the case was whether
For a long time
the railroad was justified in ejecting him.
the- company had permitted a passenger holding one first-

between Reno and Tonopah to occupy the drawing room, but some time prior to the date of the plaintiffs
ejection the company had changed its tariff so as to require
two passage tickets for use of a drawing room. It was held
that the change in tariff had been properly made and it was
lawful to eject the plaintiff. Crumley v. Southern Pac.
(Nev.), 177 Pac. 17.
class ticket

—

of Cost of Crossing and Interlocking
The Washington Supreme Court affirmed an order of the

is

freight in a greater

N. E.

Change

Apportionment

a presumption that knowledge of an agent
does not apply^ where
is that of the principal, that presumption
the agent is engaged in a scheme to defraud his principal.
Therefore the Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds
that a railroad company will not be charged with a scheme be-

Although there

tween

821.

Suit

James H. Wilkerson, a member of the Illinois Public Utilities
Commission, has been appointed chairman of that body, succeeding Thomas E. Dempcy. Mr. Dempcy has resigned as chairman because of ill health, but retains his membership in the

sists

W.

State Public Service Commission apportioning the cost of
crossing of the track of the Northern Pacific by the Tacoma
Eastern (the railroads having been unable to agree thereon)
the cost of the grading, of the frogs, and the
as follows:
installment thereof to be borne entirely by the Tacoma Eastern; the cost of the interlocking plant and its installation,
one-third by the Northern Pacific and two-thirds by the Tacoma Eastern; maintenance of the whole to be borne in
The court held,
equal proportions by the two companies.
at the same time, that, the necessity for the crossing being
found, there can be no favor shown the company whose line
If, when
is crossed merely because it is a pioneer company.
a petition is filed for permission to cross an existing road,
the State grants the right to cross, all questions of prior
right or occupancy of the ground must give way, for the
order is a finding by the sovereign state that the need of the
public demands two roads instead of one, and the order
ipso facto forecloses all questions of seniority or priority

between the contending roads. In this the court followed
State ex rel. Puget Sound & Willipa Harbor v. Northern
Pacific, 94 Wash. 10, where it was held, contrary to former
holdings of the Washington Supreme Court, that it was
within the power of the legislature to apportion the cost of
coma crossing and interlocking devices between the two
State ex rel. Tacoma Eastern v. Northern Pacific
panies.
(Wash.) 176 Pac. 539.
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Scale of

Pay

for English

Railway Clerks
London.

Foreign Railway

News
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London.

—

Railway Construction in Madagascar. According to the
London Times Trade Supplement, railways lines are being
built from Antsirable to Tamatave on the east coast, and
from the famous lake of Alaotra to Majunga.

A strike of employees of the Central Railway of Peru,
which had caused a suspension of traffic for eight days, was
settled on September 27. According to press despatches the
strikers were granted all of their demands, the government
having authorized an increase of freight rates to cover the

An

extract from the Engineer states that under the new
scheme of pay for railway clerks, station masters, agents,
etc., arranged between the Railway Excutive Committee, the
Railway Clerks' Association and the National Union of Railwaymen, clerks engaged continuously on night duty re-commencing before 4 a. m., or ceasing after 10 p. m., are to be
relieved where possible, one turn of duty every ten nights.
When it is not possible to find the relief, an extra day's pay
is to be given.
Clerks continuously working on a middle
turn, that is, when the hours of duty fall between 8 a. m. and
6 p. m., are to have a weekly half-holiday.
Station masters, too, are to have a half-holiday. Twelve
days' holiday is given to all and in some of the higher grades
15 and 18 days.

addition to the payrolls.

Considering

New Wage Demands

in

France
London.

Railway Communication Between

Rome and Athens

Italy and Greece have signed a convention providing for
railway communication between Rome and Athens, with a
ferry from Otranto to Valona.

New
French and

Alpine Tunnel

Italian engineers lately arrived at Salanches to

reconsider plans made by the engineer, M. Monod, in 1908,
for piercing Mont Blanc with a new railway line from Salanches, on the Swiss side of the frontier, to Aosta, in Italy.
The new line will be 50 miles long, with a tunnel 9 miles in
length, similar to the famous Simplon tunnel. It is expected
that work on the new undertaking will begin next spring.

The London Times

of October 8, published a cable from
Reuter, Paris, in which it is stated that the permanent commission of railwaymen employed on the Paris-Etat lines has
addressed a note to all unions and groups of French railwaymen inviting them to take an urgent decision with regard to
a proposal to demand a new rise of wages of 100 per cent
plus present bonuses, with a minimum wage of 800 francs per
month. The note adds that the commission is also anxious
to have within a period of ten days the opinion of the unions
on such questions as intervention in Russia, the amnesty,
definite recognition of syndical organizations, etc.
This
initiative has apparently been taken by the Paris-Etat group
on its own responsibility and outside the National Federation
of Railwaymen, which has not even been consulted.

New

Electrification in Chile

The London Times Trade Supplement

states that the government of Chile has decided to electrify all railways under
State control, utilizing for this purpose the abundant water

power

available from falls of the western slopes of the Andes.
State railways, administered from Santiago, comprise
about 2,300 miles projected or under construction; they include the Longitudinal Railway, the Arica-La Paz, the Copiapo, and branches, the line to Coquimbo and branches, the
Los Vilos line and the Central system.

The

Deficit

on Paris Metropolitaine Railway
London.

An

extract from the Engineer states that during the year
1918, there were a dozen stations on the Paris Metropolitaine
Among
at each of which over six million tickets were sold.
these were:
Vincennes 11J4 millions, Porte Maillot 10
Bastille 9^4 millions, Gare du Nord 9% millions,
Gare de l'Est 9 millions. While the total receipts increased
by Zy2 million francs, the expenditure rose by \2 /2 million
francs, and the receipts were not sufficient to pay the fixed
millions,

l

In
charges, there being a deficit of three million francs.
1913 the ratio of expenditure to receipts was 42.79 per cent,
in 1916 it was 47.14 per cent, in 1917, 50.93 per cent, but last
year it was 61.28 per cent.

Some Figures Regarding Great

Britain's

Railways
London.

An
is in

article in the

Great Britain

Times Trade Supplement states that there
some 23,500 miles of railway, and reckoned

including the length of sidings, the total mileoperation is in round figures 55,000 miles. The total
length of running track included in this total is over 40.000
miles.
The number of passenger journeys made in the last
year of normal conditions was approximately 1,233,000,000,
which produced a revenue of about £54,250,000. The amount
of goods traffic was 372,037,000 tons. The engine mileage of
loaded trains was 405,300,000, and the shunting mileage 137,865,000, the total engine mileage, including the haulage of
empty trains, being 628,324,000.
in single track,

age

in

French Plan

of Railroad Control

A

decree has been issued, says a press despatch from Paris,
instituting the "Committee of Exploitation" to have control
of the railroads in France.
This is in accordance with the
plan of M. Claveille, minister of public works, which provides for the collaboration of representatives from the different classes of railway workers with the heads of depart-

ments and directors in the management of the roads.
The committee will comprise a high official of each line as
president, the operating managers of all the lines, three representatives of commerce and industry designated by the
minister of public works and three representatives of the
employees, also designated by the minister.
A technical committee has also been instituted to supervise
the rolling stock. This is composed of the chief engineers
of all the lines, three manufacturers of railroad material and
three representatives of the employees appointed by the minister of public

works.

A

representative of the government will attend the meetings of the committees, and his assent will be necessary for
the execution of exceptional measures.

Railway Traffic Needs of Danish Island
London.

The Times Engineering Supplement

states that the

demand

for
railway bridges across the Little Belt, between the Island of
Funen and Jutland, and across the Storstrom between the islands
of Sjelland and Falster. as a link in the Danish-German railway
traffic, has of late been pressed in an increasingly urgent manner,
and the director general of the Danish state railways has now
promised that measures for their construction shall be laid before the Danish Legislature in the course of the next session, if
the plans are ready in time.
Some interesting figures in connection with the traffic across
the two waters in question are available. The steam ferry traffic across the Little Belt in 1893 was 110,000 tons of freight; in
1913 this rose to 562,000 tons and in 1917 to 880,000 tons. The
passenger traffic was 222,000 in 1893, 598,000 in 1913, and 713,000
in 1917, and the actual expense of the ferry traffic, exclusive of
interest on cost of material and harbors, repairs, etc., rose from
144,000 krone ($38,000) in 1893, to 393,000 krone ($98,250) in

.
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Railway. Brazil, has ordered
American Locomotive Company.

Snkoroi'.AXA

the"

8.'

locomotives

Tin-:

SoROCOBANA Railwav, Brazd.

is

inquiring for 200 freight

cars.

The Bas Congo-Katanga,
for 80

box

Belgian Congo, Africa,

is

inquiring

cars.

Tile Central of New Jersey has bought 1,000 55-ton
hopper cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Carnegie

Steel

Company

is

in

steel

the market for 40 tank

cars of 10,000 gal. capacity and 27 tank cars of 15,000 gal. capacity.

The American Linseed Company, Woolworth Building, Xew
York, has ordered 10 10,000 gal. tank cars from the Pennsylvania
Tank Car Company.
The Chilean Exploration Company, Xew

York, reported
Railway Age of October 10, as being in the market for
50 70-ton ore cars, has ordered this equipment from the
Pressed Steel Car Company.

in the

Miscellaneous
Rodney D. Chipp, United

New

States representative, at

York,

San Paulo-Rio Grande Railway Company and the Parana
Railway, is in the market for 450 locomotive and tender tires;
450 truck and car springs eight complete sets of mounted axles
and wheels; 26,400 lb. of ingot copper; 26,400 lb. of ingot lead;

of the

;

7.700 lb. of ingot tin; 1,320 lb. of ingot zinc; 1,320 lb. of ingot
phosphor bronze; 100 tons of pig iron; 55 tons of refined iron
in bars and sheets; 11 tons of steel bars and sheets; 1,320 lb. of
high speed tool steel also miscellaneous railway hardware, tool,
etc., for the above railroads.
;

Locomotives Shipped in October
The Railroad Administration has compiled the following
statement of locomotives shipped for the month of October, 1919.

USRA

Constructed in
railroad shops

orders

Xo.

Type

USRA Pacific
USRA Mallet
USRA Pacific

A-

r-

>,

Type

No.

4
:

1

.

IS

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA

4

Mikado
Mikado

.

4
28

F

5

Consol.:
Santa Fe

5

Santa.

1

4-

.*.

28
5

:

5

;.

1

Switch

'•'•'•

Mallet.

4
5

.......'

Mikado.

...

....'.

.

60

American
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
Baldwin

3
7
3

Pacific

4

Mallet

Builders

Total
4
6

6
3

.

. .

/.eek

Freight Cars

Santa Fe

.

the

in-

Locomotives

No.

.

dm
>

-

order prior
Federal control

.

i

'

Santa Fe
Mallet

Kill

'

—

Type

were

.!:•

Total
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Exclusive of coal for locomotives and railway workshops something like 150,000 tons per annum the traffic conveyed by the
South African Railways has since the outbreak of the war increased by at least 2,000,000 tons per annum, last year's quantity
having been approximately 14,000,000 tons. To cope with this
increased volume of traffic besides meeting other requirements
4,000 wagons have been on order for some time past already,
2,500 of these being for livestock and sheep, but also suitable
for coal traffic and general purposes. There are also included in
the former number 200 insulated and refrigerator trucks of the
latest pattern for the carriage of meat and other perishables.
The need of additional engine power is most pronounced. At
the beginning of the year there were 174 engines on order and
of these 29 only are in service, while another 20 have arrived
and are being assembled in the railway workshops. A further
66 are expected by the end of this year.

to

mi

i

.

Durban

—

|

Works
American

requires at least 60,000 tons of coal,
while the ships at Delagoa Bay, or due there within the next
week or so, will want another 50,000 tons to be supplied. Cape
Town also requires an additional quantity of this commodity.
To relieve the position no other course was open than to utilize
trucks employed in the carriage of general goods. Fortunately
the inconvenience is only of a temporary nature, every nerve
being strained to meet the situation. The position is due largely
to the arrival of more transports and other ships than anticipated.
lately.

.ti\es

XovemhcY

erldeti

The question oi electrifying certain sections of the South African Railway System is being vigorously inquired into by Charles
Merz, of the firm of Merz & McLellan, who is at present in this
lie will report to the Union Government in this concountry,
nection in due course, as well as in regard to the generation of
electrical power in South Africa generally.
The proposal for the establishment of a Union owned line of
steamers is being received with general acclamation. Already
three of the boats captured in South African waters are in commission, one of these being engaged in coal bunkering trade
between East London and Durban.
Owing to the necessity of withdrawing a considerable number
of trucks from general traffic for the conveyance of coal to the
ports, coupled with the already sadly depleted available railway
material, traffic on the South African Railways has been affected
most acutely

nun
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Locomotive Deliveries

"i

complete
application of the eight hour working daj For Railway and Hbtbor servants'
From April 30 to Vugusl 7, 12,000 additional
servants of the Administration were placed on the 48-hotlr week.
On August ~. 28,000 of the European stafl in service at that date
were working 48 hours or less and 9,000 more than 48 hours a
we^k.
More than 800 additional learners have been taken on
in connection with this change and in addition a very large
number of railway servants returned from active service have
been absorbed. The Administration has decided that all dailypaid employees in the grades to which the 48-hoor week. will be
applied- that is, the whole of the daily-paid staff, with very few
exceptions— will be paid on the 48-hour week basis as from the
beginning of January. l'L'0, pay month.
h.is
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Penn. R.
Baldwin
Baldwin

American
Lima
American
Baldwin
Baldwin

2

1

2

2

So.

3

Baldwin

.

6
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New York, general patent solicitor of the Westinghouse
Brake Company. As the office boy for a. Pittsburgh attorney,
Mr. Kerr witnessed the application for the fundamental Westinghouse air brake patent No. 88,929. H. H. Westinghouse,
brother of the late George Westinghouse, spoke on 'Westinghouse and Allied and Subsidiary Interests." E. M. llerr, president of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
and a member of the board of directors of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, responded to the toast, "Our Husky Infant."
Paul B. Cravath spoke on" "Mr. George Westinghouse, As I
Knew Him and His Achievements." Thomas Oakley, a machinist at the Wilmerding works, who has been in the service of the
company continuously for over 35 years, spoke on "A Word to
My Present and Future Co-workers."
K(

rr,

,\lr

Supply Trade News
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S. Waterman, sales manager for the' Hutchins Car RoofCompany, Detroit, Mich., died in that city on Decem-

H.
ing
ber

1,

after an illness of 10 days.

W. D. Horton, district sales manager of the Patton Paint
Company, lias resigned to accepl a position with the Murphy
Varnish Company, Western Railway Department, with headquar•

ter.-,

.

at

Chicago, effective

6ecember

1.

Mr. Hor-

ton was- born in Brook-

.

lyn.
1880,
in

December 3,
and was educated

N.

the public schools of

thai

city.

On June

1,

1908 (at the time of the
of t h e
consolidation

Railway

Age

and

traveling
subscriprepresentative,
on
April '1, 1914, being ap-

as

tion

previous
W. D. Hortcn
to 1908, selling various
commodities, such as
stationary engines, boilers, wood-working and other machinery.
In this work he traveled extensively throughout the United
States, Canada, Mexico, Cuba, the West Indies, and in South
and Central America. As circulation manager, he obtained a
wide personal acquaintance among executive officers and department heads of nearly all the railways in the United States and
years,

Canada.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company
Celebrates Fiftieth Anniversary
At the meeting of over 800 veterans of the Westinghouse Air
Brake Company and its subsidiary companies at the William
Penn Hotel at Pittsburgh, September 27, which was announced
in our Emergency Bulletin of October 16 to celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary of the formation of the company, A. L. Humphrey,
president of the company, presided as toastmaster, and in commenting on the celebration, said
"Officials of our company
realizing that September 28 marks the closing of 50 years of air
:

brake development, as well as standing as a milestone in the
remarkable growth of a Pittsburgh industry, debated a long time
concerning a fitting method of recognition. We decided that the
men themselves who had been with the founder, the late George
Westinghouse, and others who had been associated with us for
over 21 years, were justly entitled to the honor of the occasion.
With this end in view we invited every employee of this company
and its subsidiaries to a jubilee dinner at the William Penn
Hotel. A large number of these men have seen the Air Brake
Company expand from a modest beginning at the old Twentyeighth street plant and in Wilmerding to its present size, and who
is more interested in this day than they are?"
Veterans were present in large delegations from the National
Brake & Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis.; Pacific Coast Brake
Company, Emeryville, Cal. Canadian Westinghouse Company,
Hamilton, Ont.
American Brake Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Locomotive Stoker Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Union Switch
& Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. On the same evening celebrations were also held in London, England, by the Westinghouse Brake Company, Ltd., of London at Paris, France, by the
Compagnie des Freins Westinghouse, Sovran, France, and at
;

;

;

Turin, Italy, by the

The

first

Compagnia

Ilaliana

speaker of the evening

at

the

—A

Metallic Packing.
four-page folder, issued by Harry Yissering & Company, inc.. Chicago, describes and illustrates the
construction of. Crescent metallic packing for valve stems and
piston rods of locomotives. This packing is made of four flexible
pieces, all the joints overlapping, and is adapted for use with
either saturated

circulation

manager.
Mr. Horton
has had a wide selling
experience, having Spent
several

—For

the purpose of briefly describing its nickel prodInternational Nickel Company, Xew York, has pubThese products consist of
lished a small illustrated booklet.
nickel shot and ingots, electrolytic nickel, nickel oxides and nickel
salts, for use in the manufacture of malleable nickel.

Nickel.

ucts,

the

he
Railroad
Gazette)
and
staff
joined
its
from 1908 to 1914 acted

pointed

Trade Publications

Y.,

Westinghouse dei Freni.
Pittsburgh was Thomas

or superheated steam.

and

—

Detailed instructions for treating Colonial
tools have been compiled as the result of experi-

Steel Treating.
tool steel

ence, by the Colonial Steel

Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.,

and pub-

a booklet entitled The Colonial Tool Steel Treating
Book. In addition to tre directions for hardening and treating,
the book contains a complete list of tools with the grades of
Colonial steel best adapted for their use, with a separate list of
lished

in

railroad tools.

High Speed and Alloy

Steel.

— An

attractive

cloth

bound

by 6 in., entitled Catalogue and Hints on
Steel, is being distributed by the Halcomb Steel Company, SyraThis catalogue contains a brief description of the
cuse, N. Y.
company's various grades of crucible and electric tool and alloy
It also consteel and their uses, with instructions for treating.
tains a large number of tables of useful information on areas,

book of 92 pages, 4

weights,

in.

etc.

High Temperature Cement.

— Hytempite, a

ing firebrick and kindred uses, which

is

material for bondmanufactured by the

Quigley Furnace Specialties Company, New York, is described
This matein a pamphlet entitled Hytempite in the Foundry.
rial can be used as a binder wherever fire clay, silica brick or
tile are used, requiring no heal to effect a bond between materials
A number of applications of Hytempite in foundry work
joined.
are described, with directions for applying the materials.

A "Shockless" Crossing. — The Alexander
& Equipment Company, Chicago, has issued

Railroad Crossing
a

folder,

entitled

Shock Out of Your Crossings." In addition to describing and illustrating the swing rail construction of the crossing manufactured by this company, the folder discusses briefly
the disadvantages of ordinary types of crossing construction and
points out the highly satisfactory experience which a number of
railroads have had with the Alexander crossing during ten years

"Take

the

of actual service.

Casehardening Materials.

— Bell

&

Gossett

Company, Chi-

cago, 111., briefly describe several products manufactured by them
for use in casehardening, in a pamphlet entitled Casehardening
Materials. These specialties include a carbonizer known as
Hi-Carbon Compound; B-G Compound for hardening, serving
the same purpose as cyanide without giving off deadly fumes;

Enamelite, which when applied to low carbon steel will prevent
from absorbing carbon during the casehardening process, producing soft areas where they are desirable: Bath-ite. a
compound used fr>r preheating between 1,200 and 1.600 deg. F.,
making it possible to heat the work to a uniform temperature
away from the air in order to eliminate scale and oxidization,
and Cleancoat, for scouring the steel heated in lead baths.
the steel
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Railroad Administration
Operating
been appointed superintendent of dining
car service with headquarters at Columbus, Ohio, succeeding
E. W. Westlake, transferred to Chicago as supervisor of dinC. E. Milliron lias

to

transportation and later to the position of
the general superintendent of transportation,

with headquarters at Baltimore, Md. The next year he was
transferred to Cincinnati, Ohio, with the Baltimore & Ohio,
Lines West, including the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
In 1917 he was appointed superintendent of transportation of
the Baltimore & Ohio and in 1918 transferred on furlough
to the staff of the regional director of the Eastern region at
New York City as special agent in charge of transportation.
He was promoted to transportation assistant in 1919. He
returned to the Baltimore & Ohio as general superintendent
of transportation, as mentioned above, September 15 of the
present year.

ing car service.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

V. Rowland, has been discharged from military service
and resumed his position as trainmaster on the Northern division of the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at
transSt. Paul, Minn., succeeding E. J. Whalen, who has been
S.

ferred.

John Duffy, assistant to F. L. Blendinger, federal manager
of the Lehigh Valley, has been appointed assistant to E. E.
Loomis, president.
L. Lancaster, federal manager of the Texas & Pacific,
Trans-Mississippi Terminal, the Weatherford, Mineral
Wells & Northwestern, the Gulf Texas & Western, the Denison & Pacific Suburban, the Fort Worth Belt, the International & Great Northern, the Galveston, Houston & Henderson and the Houston & Brazos Valley, has been appointed
J.

the

Engineering and Rolling Stock
the
C. E. Trotter has been appointed master mechanic of
Lake Erie & Western, the Fort Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville and the Northern Ohio at Lima, Ohio.

T.

J.

Mullin, general foreman shops of the

Lake Erie

&

superinat Lima, Ohio, has been appointed shop
tendent of that road, as well as of the Fort Wayne, Cincinthe same
nati & Louisville and the Northern Ohio, with

Western

headquarters.

Purchasing
N. Pollard, division storekeeper of the Southern at
Columbia, S. C, has been transferred to South Richmond,
Smith has been
Va., succeeding W. F. Lamb, deceased; J. H.
appointed Mr. Pollard's successor.

receiver of the Texas & Pacific Railway Company. A successor will not be appointed for the remaining period of federal control but A. G. Whittington will be general manager
Northern, the Galveston,
of the International & Great
Houston & Henderson and the Houston & Brazos Valley;
and J. A. Somerville, general manager of the remaining lines.
The general managers will have jurisdiction over all departments of the lines under their control, reporting to the regional director of the Southwestern region.

W.

Corporate
Operating

W. G. Curren, who has been appointed general superinwith
tendent of transportation of the Baltimore & Ohio,
headquarters at Baltimore, Md., succeeding H. B. Voorhees,
promoted, was born in
Webbs Mills, N. Y., and
the
from
graduated
In
high school there.
December, 1901, he en-

way Age

of October 3

(page 722). Mr. Gardner was born in Salem,
Mass.,

in

1872,

and

Technology

in

1896.

Immediately

after

of

graduation

he

began

work

as special
apprentice of the Bos-

railroad

the Pennsylvania. The
he
year
following
trainmaster's
became
clerk and secretary to
superindivision
the
tendent of the Erie.
In 1903, he was transferred to New York as

and

Henry Gardner, supervisor material conservation of the
Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., has
been appointed corporate mechanical engineer succeeding
Morgan K. Barnum,
notice of whose death
appeared in the Rail-

the
from
graduated
Massachusetts Institute

tered railroad service as
agent of the Northern
Central, now part of

secretary
clerk to

Engineering and Rolling Stock

ton & Maine shops in
Boston, Mass., at which
work he remained un1900 when he was
til
appointed shop draftsman and inspector at
DurConcord, N. H.
ing 1904 and part of

chief

the superintendent of transportation of the same road
and later that year proW. G. Curren
moted to fast freight
clerk. Three years after
the same
he was made night transportation clerk and later
car
year passenger transportation clerk. Appointed general
transof
inspector
to
promoted
was
he
distributor in 1906,
Kansas
portation in 1908. In September of 1908 he went to the
superintendent
City Southern as chief clerk to the general

superintendent of
and in November two years later became
him assistant
appointed
Ohio
Baltimore
car service. The
year to
superintendent in 1912 and he was promoted that

&

H. Gardner

he was assistant
master mechanic at the
1905

.

Between 1905 and 1911 he was respectively erectCompany at
ing shop foreman for the American Locomotive
same

place.

K. Porter
Allegheny, Pa., locomotive designer for the H.
apprensuperintendent
assistant
Pa.,
Company, Pittsburgh,

New York Central at New York City; and from
apprentices and shop sys1911 to 1914 was superintendent
& Ohio as assistant
Baltimore
the
to
went
he
1914
In
tems
the follow ig year
and
Baltimore
at
shops
superintendent of
^-presispecial engineer in the office of the i

tices of the

was appointed

i

he held until 191/ when he
at the time of his recent
filled
he
position
the
for
was chosen
appointment.
dent at Baltimore also, an

office
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The problem of disposing of locomotives when they become obsolete for through service is one for which no
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OTHER
Nomore
try.

The

industry except

mining

The operators offered 20 per cent, provided they
should be allowed to advance prices. Fuel Admini.-trator
Garfield who, as this paper once before remarked, knows
nothing about fuel and less about administration, decided,
with the concurrence of the cabinet, that the miners should
be offered only a 14 per cent advance, which should not be
accompanied by any increase in the price of coal. Naturally,
the miners were not disposed to accept 14 per cent after the
operators had indicated they were entitled to 20 per cent and
the Secretary of Labor had indicated they were entitled to
31 per cent.
Finally, the

of the United

spirit

i

cessation of production speedily and seriously affects their

earnings.

The immediate

to

condition.-,

irregularity of

employment

in

the mir.es

was

little

short of

barbarous and should have known that the ultimate result
would be an explosion, did nothing constructive to remedy
the conditions which caused this irregularity.
Second, the United Mine Workers demanded an increase
of 60 per cent, in wage- and the establishment of a maximum
30-hour week simply because, as they contended, miners were
given opportunity to work an average of only 30 hours a
week In other words, they tried to capitalize the irregularity

officers

to recall the order for a strike

as well as the Utter of the order of the court.

The

Lever act was a war measure. The miners knew that the
war was over. It is not very surprising that even the lawabiding men among them were not much disposed to obey a
court mandate issued under a law passed to deal with a war
emergency which had ceased to exist. It was probably a
blunder to use the law at all. Having once used it, however,
it was certainly a blunder not to use it effectively.
The result of this extraordinary series of outrages and
blunders is, that the strike has been in effect since November 1, that there has been an enormous reduction in the
supplies of coal on hand, that the country's business has
been compelled largely to shut down, and that while industry
and the people suffer government officials continue to play
with legal and economic theories and conditions go from bad
to worse. It is one of the ironies of 'he situation that at the
very time when the Department of Justice was using the
Lever law to break the strike, the President of the United
States in his annual message pronounced the right of labor

itself is

mitted a more' perfect and unbroken series of blunders in the
handling of any great industrial and public problem.
First, the mine operators, although they knew that the

Department oT Justice compelled the

Mine Workers

by proceeding under the Lever act, and having done this
took no further steps to compel the miners to carry out the

affected by the coal strike than the railroad indusrailroads are the largest consumers of coal and

causes of the coal strike and the chaotic
business and other, which have resulted from it
are obvious.
Everybody who has dealt directly with the
matter has blundered. Probably there has never been com-

have been reman exhorbitant advance

instead, should

cent.

therefore the strike directly affects their operation. Coal constitutes the largest single
lass of their traffic and therefore
a

— which

in addition, tried to get

been complied with.
Fourth, the government officials have made one blunder
after another. The Secretary of Labor publicly announced
that the miners should have an advance in wages of 31 per

Muddle

that of coal

employment

— and

Third, the United Mine Workers, before any conferences
had been held with the operators, ordered a strike to begin
on November 1 unless before that time all their demand- had

large

Strike

the Advertising Section)

in wages.

mileage of branch
^ nes small engines can be gradually
Locomotives
retired by reassigning them from timeto time on divisions having light traffic.
This, however,
represents an unusual condition.
The majority of roads
have more light locomotives than can be used to advantage,
and the tonnage per train in through service is limited by
the necessity for keping light power on important divisions.
In considering such a condition, railroad managers are
confronted with a dilemma; the cost of new equipment is
extremely high, yet the operation of light power is wasteful
as regards both fuel and wages.
Many roads have added
superheaters, brick arches and other devices on comparatively
small engines. Such changes save fuel and also reduce wages
by shortening the time trains are on the road.
A rather
unusual policy in the modernizing of power is that adopted
by the Northern Pacific, as described elsewhere in this
issue.
This road has not only added devices to increase
the efficiency of the engine, but has also taken advantage
of the possibility of securing greater tractive effort by adding
another pair of drivers and lengthening the boiler.
The
operating results secured from the rebuilt locomotives show
the large savings that can be effected by a relatively small
change in the design. Roads that have an overabundance
of small power may well consider the advantages to be
gained by converting locomotives to a heavier type, thereby
increasing the capacity and postponing the time when they
must be retired as obsolete and uneconomical.

The Coal

of

of their

generally satisfactory solution has been
found.
On roads which have a proportionately

S

strike inviolate!

Presumably, the country will finally, after great loss and
suffering, muddle through the terrible situation which has
been created by the recklessness ol some people and the
stupidity of others.
There is much talk of applying the
principle of compulsory arbitration to the coal mine.-, of
smashing union-, and so on. Certainly, the situation existing
does raise in a ver\ serious form the question whether the increase of the u'reat labor union- in number- and in power,
and the growth of radicalism in their rank-, are not beginning to constitute a danger of the lir-t magnitude to the
industrial and political institutions of the country. It seems
evident that

if the greal Labor organizations continue to take
country by the throat and try to choke it into submission
to their wishes, as they have been doing within recent months,

tin
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thr result

is

bound

to be a greal struggle

nunt and the publi< on the
the other

i<»

da

Ide whi< b

is

on<

between the govern

and the labor unions on

Bide

the master

organized labor from getting control of government and in
dustry an effort should be made to remedy the conditions
which cause so much discontent.
The miners have real reason for being discontented with
the conditions of their employment. They are at fault for
having attempted to improve then- lot in the way they have,
hut many classes i^i persons are at fault because of tin- conditions which have given rise to their discontent.

employment

The

great

been due to irregularity
in the operation o\ the mines.
This in turn has been due to
wide fluctuations from season to season in the market for
coal.
Because most coal is consumed in the late fall, winter
and early spring months it has been customary to produce
it in much larger volume in some seasons of the year than
in others.
It must continue to be consumed in much larger
quantities in some parts of the year than in others, but it
lias

and
which would
cause a more nearly uniform coal production throughout the

would

l>e

perfectly feasible for the public, the railroads,

the coal operators to enter into arrangements

year.

Everybody agrees that it is desirable that coal for domestic
consumption should be stored in houses and apartment buildings in the spring and early summer, but the public will not
buy it at that time unless given»an incentive to do so. That
incentive should be afforded by the railways making lower
rates and. the coal operators and dealers making lower prices
in the spring and summer than they do in the fall and winter,
and then using their utmost efforts to get people to buy at
the right time. The railroads, which are the largest consumers of coal, should move and store a much larger part
of their supplies than they do now in the spring and summer
Of course, stored coal has to be rehandled, but the co^t of
rehandling could be offset by the operators making lower
prices in the spring and summer than in other parts of the
year and by the railroads moving it at that time, when the
amount of traffic moving is normally less than at other seasons and when, therefore, the operating expense of moving
it would be less than at other seasons.
Manufacturers also
could buy and store a great deal more coal in the spring and
summer months than they have in the past, and probably
w/iuld do so if they were given the incentive of lower railway
rates and lower prices.
The effect of the adoption of these measures would be
greatly to reduce the irregularity of

employment

and thereby to reduce the number
necessary, and the economic cost

of miners that
of

it.

bul in view of the wa)

dealt with the coal strike

ference there

Meantime, however, it i- besl thai uc should recognize
frankly the fad thai conditions such as now exist in thi
mining industry, have real causes: thai labor never shows
such a spirit of discontenl without their being some reason
for it; and that while the Struggle is going on to prevent

irregularity of their

take
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in the nrn°s.

would be
producing and trans-

porting fuel. The reduction of the irregularity of employment
would be beneficuil to the miners, and the reduction in the
cost of production and transportation would be beneficial to
all classes of consumers. Why have not these obvious remedies for the entirely unsatisfactory conditions under which
coal has been produced and transported been adopted? Because the leaders of the public and the miners, and the
leaders in the fields of transportation and mine operation
have not seen and admitted that they have had a duty to
perform and co-operated in the performance of it.
The strike will be ended sooner or hter. When it is ended
the plain duty, which the crisis through which we are passing
points out, should be performed. Somebody must take the
initiative in bringing about its performance. If nobody else
takes it the managers of the railways ought to take it. Some
people doubtless will say that government officials should

it

it

government

thai

official! bav<

seems probable thai the

from them the better the results

lesi int

will

i

bi

even bodv.

The Cost

of British

Locomotives
Eng„ October

Li

Qn

LONDON CONTEMPORARY,
cut

ihe

19,

1919,

Railway Gazette,

U3

the

Egyptian State Railua\ Administration for spending several thousand pounds
in
for
Locomotives
America, indicating that the purchases were made without due consideration of prices even
though the British concerns quoted prices from 76 per cent
to 81
per cent higher than that quoted by the successful
American locomotive builder. Its implication was, although
they took great pains to forestall any criticism in thi
spect, that even though the quotations of the British manufacturers were much higher than those of the American
manufacturer "the quality of British workmanship and the
class of material put into the engines, compared with those
produced in other countries, result in an economy in repairs
and maintenance and an increased life which more than
repay the higher first cost."
a

The

ret

editorial

figures

quoted

(

rit

as

i<

i^t—-

the

bids

of

the

British

facturers were from £15,000 ($63,000)* to £17,000

manu($71,-

400)* with a possible delivery in 1921, as against the
American locomotive builder's figures of £8,500 ($35,700)*
to £9,400 ($39,500)* with delivery in four months.
In
other words the Railway Gazette would imply that the workmanship of the British locomotive builders is sufficiently

warrant the Egyptian State Railways paying from
(76 per cent) to $32,000 (81 per cent) more a
piece for their locomotives.
We are well aware that the
expense of maintenance and repairs should be as carefully
considered as the first cost of an article, but at the same
time we also believe that the interest on the investment is
as important a factor as the cost of maintenance.
Figuring
money at five per cent, which is an exceedingly conservative
rate at the present time, had the Egyptian State Railways
purchased their locomotives from the British manufacturers
at the quoted figures they would have had additional yearly
capital charges varying from $1,400 to $1,600 to apply to
each one of these engines.
better to

$27,000

Before the war, the manufacturers in Great Britain were
advantageous position as regards the cost
of labor.
They could economically put more labor in their
manufactured articles and produce a product of greater refinement at a much lower cost than was possible in the
United States. At the same time the low cost of labor made
unnecessary the development and use of so-called labor saving machinery.
During and since the war, however, the
cost of labor has increased in Great Britain to such an extent that the cost of the final product when made according
to pre-war practice, is greatly increased.
America on the
other hand having had to carefully watch its labor cost has
constantly improved its manufacturing methods by the installation of inproved machinery and on the other hand
has found it impractical and uneconomical, in the final
analysis, to go to the refinement of the British manuin a particularly

facturers.

The

real

lesson

to

America
America

from the fact that the
buy so much cheaper from

be learned

colonies of Great Britain can

development has been made in
improved machinery.
It has been
repeatedly stated by careful students in manufacturing costs
that with

is

that

greater

in the use of

the

greatly

*Based on an exchange

increased cost

rate of $4.20.

of

labor

both

Great

Nov.

14,

Issued Dec.

many

Britain and
increasingly
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European countries will find it
improve their manufacturing
use more modern labor saving machinery
the

of

necessary

methods and to
than they have in the

The

9,

to

past.

Salaries of

Railway Officers

D epresentative
1V
-

Sims has rendered a real service to railrailways and the public by publishing
Congressional Record a list of the salaries amounting

way

in the

officers, the

$20,000 or more, which were paid by the railway companies in 1917, the last year of private operation. This list
was given in the delayed issue of the Railway Age for October 10, which was published on November 26.
There has been much talk for years about the "fancy"
to

What has been said on this
persons to believe that the large salaries
were so numerous and excessive as to result in "exploitation"
of employees, stockholders and public. Doubtless the large
salaries paid in 1917 were larger, and there were more of
them than ever before. It is, therefore, interesting and instructive to find how few really large salaries were paid and
what a trifling sum they aggregated in comparison with the
by the railways.

salaries paid

subject has led

many

expenses and pay roll of the roads.
There were about 20,000 general and divisional officers
in 1917.
The list published in the Congressional Record
shows that just 200, or about 1 per cent of these, received
$20,000 or more. The aggregate amount paid to these 200
officers was $6,644,074. This was $16 out of each $10,000
of the total earnings of the roads; $24 out of each $10,000
of their operating expenses, and $31 of each $10,000 that
they paid out in salaries and wages. The amount was so
small that if instead of having been paid to the officers it
had been divided between the employees the average employee
would have received less than $4 a year more than he actually
did. The aggregate salaries of all those receiving $50,000
or more were less than $1,900,000. This amount, if divided
between the employees, would have added less than SI. 2 5 to
total earnings,

why this many salaries ranging
$100,000 a year were paid? There are two
answers: First, bidding among the railway companies themselves for the best brains in the business has placed a premium upon those brains and this premium is represented by
the salaries paid to the principal officers. Second, the railways have had to bid for brains against other industries. It
It

may be

asked, however,

from $20,000

to

been no uncommon thing for men of ability to leave the
railroad business in order to secure in other lines of business
incomes larger than they could get in the railroad business.
lias

If the railroad

companies did not pay high salaries

of first-class ability most of the
the industry

manufacturing concern. We know of two cases of railway
lower rank than that of president who very recently
became the heads of large industrial concerns under arrangements which will yield them larger incomes than that received by any of the railway officers whose names appeared
officers of

in the list published in the Congressional Record.
It is the
misfortune of a man of ability in the railroad field that he
has to depend for his income almost entirely upon his salary,
because in the railway field the opportunities for making
profitable investments are much more restricted than in almost any important line of commerce or industry.
A certain newspaper, in commenting upon this list of salaries of railway officers, remarked that it was adapted to
increase the sentiment for government ownership among
railway employees, because it would make them feel more
sharply the difference between their incomes and those of the
higher officers. As a matter of fact a very large majority of
the men receiving large salaries on railways have risen from
the ranks of the employees. The number of individual officers receiving $50,000 or more whose names appeared in this
list is 29.
The following list gives the positions in which
and the ages at which 18 of these 29 men entered railway

service:

R. H. Aishton, axman, 18 years old,
W. G. Besler, trainmaster's clerk, 16 years old,
H. E. Byram, call boy, 16 years old,
A. J. Earling, telegraph operator, 17 years old,
J. M. Hannaford, clerk in general freight office, 16 years
old,

Walker D. Hines, attorney, 23 years old,
Marvin Hughitt, telegraph operator, 19 years

old,

L. E. Johnson, fireman, 20 years old,
E. F. Kearney, telegraph operator, 17 years old,
J. Kruttschnitt, engineering department, 24 years old,
L. F. Loree, assistant in engineering corps, 19 years old,

R.

S.

W.

Lovett, local attorney, 24 years old,

T.

Noonan,

employee

in

accounting

department,

14 years old,

Edmund

Pennington,

warehouseman

and

brakeman,

21 years old,

wages for the year.

their average

959

men

to

men

of first-class ability in

would be attracted away

to positions

in other

fields.

While to a man who is receiving an income of perhaps
$1,000 or $2,000 a year salaries of $20,000 to $100,000 may
seem very large, the fact is thai the incomes which railway
officers have enjoyed in proportion to the amount of energy
and ability they have devoted to their work have been much
smaller than the incomes made by men of corresponding rank
While it is very unusual for a
in other lines of industry.
railway officer to receive a -alary of $75,000 a year, it is by
no means unusual for men in purely industrial and commercial businesses to make income- largel) exceeding this
amount. In fact, there are thousands of men running small
businesses in the country in which they own substantial
amounts of stock, who are receiving salaries and dividends
ranging anywhere from $100,000 to $1,000,000 a year. We
know of the case of a railwav president who a very few years
ago refused a salary of $250,000 a year as head of a large

Samuel Rea, engineering

corps, 16 years old,
E. P. Ripley, contracting freight agent, 23 years old,

T. M. Schumacher, telegraph operator,
W. H. Truesdale, clerk, 18 vears old.

17 years old,

A. H. Smith, William Sproule and F. D. Underwood have
modestly rendered it impracticable for us to ascertain offhand how old they were when they entered railway service,
but Mr. Smith entered it as a foreman of bridges, Mr.
Sproule as a clerk, and Mr. Underwood as a clerk, who soon
graduated into a brakeman.
It will be noted that a large majority of these high-salaried
men entered railway service when they were mere boys; and
most of them had been continuously in the service for more
than 30 years before the}- became heads of railroads and
began to draw really large salaries. When it is '.onsidered
that the 200 men included in the list as receiving $20,000 or
more were the principal officers and managers of properties
senting an investment of approximately $19,000,000,000
and having earnings of over $4,000,000,000 a year and operating expenses of almost S3 .000,000,000 a year, it is rather
difficult to understand how anybody having any knowledge
of the character of the work they had to do and the responsibilities they had to carry can say that they were paid too

much.
a very large majority of them rose from
would seem thai the larger were the salaries
them the greater would be the incentives afforded to

Furthermore, since
the ranks,

paid to

it

the ambitious

men

positions.

by increasing their
chances of rising to the highest

in the service to strive,

efficiency, to increase their

'

l<

>(

>
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Northern Pacific Converts Prairie Type
More

Increased Tractive Effort and

Use

Efficient

to

Mikado

of Fuel

Secured by Changing Old Power
RECONSTRUCTION
THE
Mikado

of a

An

Prairie type locomotive to the

ment

in

recently

the

with

efficiency

a

of

consequent
the

boiler

increase

type is uniformity of train load- on several divisions.
heavier Mikado- in use on the Northern Pacific have
tractive- effort.- of 46,000 11-. and 57,100 lb. and, in connecand class \Y-4, provide motive power
tion with the class
units adapted for hauling approximately equal tonnage on

and

cylinders,

The

been effected on the Northern Pacific.

work are of particular interest as
how motive power which is no longer suitable

tails

of this

the

unit

consumption of

for

has
de-

lu

1

lines with grades that vary widely, thus facilitating

heavy

movement without breaking up

and de-

The changes

fuel.

1

illustrating

service can be redesigned to increase the train load

crease

21

of

additional advantage secured by the conversion to the

Mikado

per
cent in the tractive effort and a substantial improvetype,

The

that

class

T

Prairie locomotive-.- which were rebuilt were

"

Northern Pacific Prairie Type Locomotive, Class
were made not only raised the tractive effort but also improved the steaming qualities of the locomotive, so that an
even greater increase in the train load was secured.
The reconstructed locomotives were intended for use beOn this division the
tween Glendive and Billings, Mont.
heaviest grade is opposing the westbound movement, the

*-

-.

.

T

The weight on drivers was 153,500
The
weight of the engine 204,500 lb.
new class W-4 Mikado weighs 204,000 lb. on drivers, with
It will lie noted that in maka total weight of 249,000 lb.
ing the change, the weight per driving axle remains substantially the same and, by the addition of the fourth pair
of wheels, the weight on drivers was increased in a greater
ratio than the tractive effort.
The 21 in. by 28 in. cvlinders
purchased
lb.

In this direction
ruling gradient being 26 ft. per mile.
the rating of the Prairie type, or class T, which has a rated

through

trains at division points.

in

and the

1906.

total

Mikado Type, Class W-4, Rebuilt from Class T
tractive effort of 33,300

for

the

Mikado,

class

1,600 tons, while the rating
with 40,300 lb. rated tractive
On the
increase of 02 per cent.

lb.

is

W-4

effort is 2,600 tons, an
eastbound movement the rating is controlled by the passing
sidiny, the ratings for the two types being as follows: Prom
Billings to Forsyth, class T, 2,900 tons, class W-4, 3,400
tons; from Forsvth to Glendive, class
2,800 ton-, class
W-4, 3,300 tons'.
1

,

were replaced by cylinders 24 in. by 2s in. with 14 in. piston
To provide ample .-teamvalves and outside -team pipe-.
ing capacity for the larger cylinders, the size of the boiler

was increased and a superheater was added.
The grate
area was not changed and no alterations were made in the
brick arch.
The boiler barrel was lengthened 57 in. by
adding a new front course. This was utilized by increasing
the distance between the tube sheets, making the tubes and
961

.
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flues

it.

(i

in.

long,

and

provide room for the superheater header.
The length of the
smokebox ahead <>t" the cylinder center was also incres ed
from 39 in. to 50 in.
rhe change in the boiler and the
application of the superheater increased the equivalenl heating surface from 2,359 sq. ft. to 3,186 sq. ft. or 35 per
cent.

The frames wore replaced with new
The uniform spacing
section.

east steel

larger

66

of

frames of
between

in.

driving wheels was retained, thus reducing the numher of
new parts required.
A heavy cast steel crossbrace was
added over the main driving axle. In redesigning the running gear no radical changes were necessary. The engines
as originally built had a short rigid wheel base and the
distance from the cylinder to the front axle was unusually
short for locomotives of the Prairie type, making it necessary
For
to couple the main rod to the rear driving wheel.
this reason, the distance from the transverse center line of
the cylinders to the center line of the front drivers was
maintained unchanged in the new design, making it possible
to use the same spring rigging on the Mikado with the addiThe equalizing
tion of equalizers for the main drivers.
is

divided between the second and third

valve gear was changed by substituting an indirect for a
direct rocker arm, the travel being increased from 5 in.

Sy2

in.

in the smokebox were designed to
overcome the trouble of throwing sparks. With the class T
engines this has been very annoying in the past, particularly
when used in the district where semi-bituminous coal is

The improvements

The converted engines ride much easier than the Prairie
tvpe and, because of the better load distribution, are much
easier on the track.
For the purpose of comparison, the principal weights,
dimensions and ratios of the two types are tabulated below:
General Data

T

Class

Class

%y2

ft.

33,300
204,500
153.500
20.500
30.500

i

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

4

ft.

working order

on drivers
on leading truck
on trailing truck
of engine and tender

order

in

/2
l

in.

Bit.

coal

40.300
249,000
204.000
19.600
25,400

lb.
lb.

1b.
lb.
lb.

lb.

in.

S'A

i

m.

1

nitdi

n

i

In

full

1/32

gear

In.
in

in.

1/32

neg.

In.

in,

Wh$$U
Driving, diametei
Driving, tin
Driving journal!, main, diameter
length
Driving journals, Others, diameter
length
truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck journals

63
314

in.

63

in-

3'/i

in.
in.

and
9 'A in.

by 12

in.

10

by 12

in.

in.

and
by 12
9'A
33y, in.
6^ in. by 12
in

45
8

0'/j

in.

(>y,

by 12

in.

33'/,

45

14

in.

8

in.

in.

by

In,

in.

in.

by 12

in.

in.

by

in.

in.

12

in.

Boiler

Wagon Top

Ext.

Style
WOl king

200

in.

Ext. Wag. Top.
185 lb. per sq. in.

in.

96

Firebox,
Firebox,

length

and width

per so,,
72^n in.
96 in. by 65J4

plates,

thickness

Door, crown and

Firebox,

water space

pi

esaure

Outside diameter of

first

ring

lb.

H

sides

tubes

ii

70^

4 in.
306-2

Tubes, number and outside diameter.
Flues, number and outside diameter....
.

Tubes and flues, length
Heating surface, tubes and
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total

.

13
flues

Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

2124
235
2359

sq.
sq.

ft.

ft.

2359

sq.
ft.
43.5 sq. ft.

Yr,

%

tubes

4J4

in.

and 4

173-2

in.

3 in.
ft.
sq.

ft.

sides

in.;
in.

Front
4y2 in.,
back and sides

in

in. by 65^ in.
Door, crown and

in.

2%S%
16

ft.

in.,
in.
in.

in.

6 in.

2138
259
2399
526
3186

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
43.5 sq.

ft.
ft.
ft.

ft.

ft.
ft.

Tender

Tank

Rectangular
5'/2 in. by 10 in.

Journals, diameter and length
Water capacity
Coal capacity

Equivalent heatting surface
times the superheating surface.

Orders

of the

8O0Ogal.
12

=

total

tons

Sy2

Rectangular
in. by 10 in.
8000 gal.
12

tons

evaporative heating surface

+

1.5

Regional Directors

—

Order 248, of the Southwestern
in Train Loads.
regional director cancels the instructions in Order 211
stipulating that 20 or more cars of oil for one destination, distributing center or junction would be symbolled, reported and handled as a trainload
Order 246 of the Southwestern regional
Clergy Tickets.

Oil

—

353,000
11

28
57

and tender

ft.

ft.
ft.

lb.

in.
in.
ZVi in.

11

1b.

lb.
lb.

397.500

lb.

16

in.

ft.

6

34 ft. 5
62 ft. 9y2

in.

in.

Weight on drivers

4-

tractive

effort.

4.61
6.14

5.06
6.18

889.3

796.9

.

—

54.2

73.2

10.0

8.15

65.1

64.0

.

86.7
11.20 cu.

78.2
ft.

14.62

cu.

ft.

217.9
2.98

210.6
3.88

Simple
stroke..

export bills of lading.
Supplement 2 to CirFires Resulting from Derailments.
cular 189 of the Southwestern regional director calls attention
to recent derailments in which loaded oil tank cars caught
fire resulting in damage of $6,380, and points out the necessity for observing certain precautions prescribed by the
Bureau of Explosives.
Supplement 14 to CirVacations for Train Despatchers.
cular 28 of the Northwestern regional director contains rules
and regulations regarding rates of pay and vacations for
train despatchers adopted at a recent meeting of regional
directors in Chicago, with W. T. Tyler, director of the
These rules were effective on
Division of Operation.

October

Cylinders

Kind'
Diameter and

Southwestern Region, contains instructions for the distribution of the 11 copies which should be made of all througn

—

Ratios
Total weight -=- tractive effort
X diam. drivers -iTractive effort
equivalent heating surface*
grate
Equivalent heating surface*
area
Firebox heating surface -5- equivalent
heating surface,* per cent
Weight on drivers -=- equivalent heating surface*
heating
equivalent
weight
-fTotal
surface*
Volume both cylinders
Equivalent heating surface* -t- vol.
cylinders
Grate area -f- vol. cylinders

Ticket sellers must punch each
coupon and contract "one-half," and stamp thereon
"Clergy." Federal auditors must see that tickets and coupons
punched "one-half," are checked against local or interline
reports, and call attention of reporting carriers to all tickets
reported at one-half fare, where coupons are found not
punched and stamped.
Export Bills of Lading. Supplement 2 to Circular 248.
of half fare clergy tickets.

ticket,

—

lb.

work-

.

base, driving
base, total
base, engine

9>

Freight

coal

Bit.

l

ing

in.

Freight

Service
Tracti e effort
in

5

—

W-4

2-8-2

.1-6-2

4

Gage

Weight
Weieht
Weight
Weieht
Weight

[

Lead

14

in.

i_'

r\

Outside lap

director modifies current instructions governing the issuance

burned.

p ue

Kind
Diameter

*

In order to provide for the increased stresses due to the
larger cylinders, the axle of the main wheel was made 10 in.
The piston, rod was lengthened 3/2 in. and the
in diameter.
The
main rod was shortened a corresponding amount.

to

Valvts

increasing the Length of the

bj

combustion chamber from 32 in. to 50 in. The increase in
the length of the frame to provide for the fourth whirl was
66 in. The additional space of 9 in. was taken up by the
increased length of the smokebox from the center line of the
stack to the first ring of the boiler which was necessary to

system, as before,
wheels.
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21 in.

by 28

Simple
in.

24 in by 28

in.

1.

—

Through Bills of Lading Via North Atlantic Ports.
Circular 282, canceling Circular 277, of the Central Western
regional director contains instructions governing the issuance
of through export bills of lading via North Atlantic Ports
which supersede all previous instructions. The Southwestern
regional issues similar instructions in Circular 2521.

The Coal

and the Railroads

Strike

Coal Necessary to the Operation of Railroads and Railroads

Necessary to Distribute Coal to Consumers
General HlNES on December 6 authorized
following statement:
"The shortage of coal has reached a point where it
vitally necessary to reduce passenger train service and to

DIRECTOR
the

is

upon the public to assume the inconvenience and discomfort which this action will inevitably entail.

call

"On Monday, December
December
day, December
day,

9,

8, in

the Western regions; Tues-

in the Southeastern regions,

and Wednes-

Eastern and Allegheny regions,
certain passenger trains will be annulled and a large number of parlor cars will temporarily be discontinued.
The

The

10,

in

the

Principal Coal Fields of the United States.

Bituminous Fields Shown Shaded and Anthracite Shown Black

average seating capacity of a parlor car is less than half
the average seating capacity of a coach, and this step is
taken for the purpose of providing the maximum seating
capacity consistent with the necessary reduction in train
mileage.
These changes are being worked out in detail by
the regional directors, and promptly upon their completion
Before making arrangements
will be given wide publicity.
for travel inquiry should be made of railroad agents as to
available trains.
"It

is

the plain duty of the administration to

warn the

emergency has passed travel conditions will be difficult and unsatisfactory, and to urge everyone who can possibly do so to refrain from travelling.
"It is unfortunate that the emergency comes as the holiday season approaches but it is hoped and believed that our
public

that

until

this

people will appreciate the gravity of the situation and will
and cheerful co-operation."
The railroads of the country under present conditions consume about 30 per cent of the total output of bituminous
The strike has reduced coal procoal of the United States.
duction to about 40 per cent of the normal production at
this time of year.
The railroads head the list of the industries to which prioritv in coal deliveries are to be allowed.
Were they, therefore, to continue to consume as much coal
as heretofore but 10 per cent of the total normal production
would be left for the domestic consumers and for industries
give full

The}- will not, however, continue to consume
In the first place, bituminous coal as a
commodity carried by railroads furnishes about 27 per cent
in

general.

their full quota.

of the total tonnage of freight carried by all the railroads
of the country.
tries

Were

the tonnage of coal carried to indus-

therefore to be cut

down

— varying

to one-seventh

from 15

of normal a

—

20 per cent of
freight service would automatically cease.
Furthermore, as
soon as industries begin to shut down on account of shortage of coal a large part of freight traffic other than coal
very considerable part

would also cease

The problem,
consume as

963

to

to flow.

therefore, for the railroads is to themselves

little

coal

as possible

while continuing

to

de-

an amount as possible to domestic consumers
Obviously the first step is reduction in
industries.

liver as large

and

to

"I.
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I

In- administration has announced
passenger train mileagi
ini.il
in in passenger train servi< e
riu- aim in the Eastern region is to reduce passenger train
mileage 10 per cent,
rhe rwentieth Centur) Limited ia to
be takm off, as is also, in the Alleghenj region, the Penn
In the
sylvania's 20-hour train, the Broadway Limited.
I

i

Wesl the reduction

A reduction

more

is

drastic.

in passenger train mile
age over the entire country would mean a saving of 57,500,
000 passenger train miles a year, or a saving, roughly, of
10,000 tuns of coal per day, making a rough allowance for

of even

L0 per cenl

the continuance of full service on roads burning oil for Fuel.

of

Coal

branch of the government should pay the operators
undertake collection from those to whom tin Raili
Administration delivers the oal.

.ind

<

The
On

such shipment, shall, from and after the effective date hereof,
be subject to the condition that the coal or coke so shipped
the title and interest of such
may be diverted
shall be completely divested and terpurchaser
.

.

.

.

minated, and his liability to pay therefor shall cease. The
person or the consumer to whom any such coal or coke is
diverted shall become liable, as of the time of such diversion

pay the shipper thereof the price in force at the date of
plus transportation charges and a handlshipment

Situation- in the East

Pennsylvania Railroad the average loading of
bituminous coal befon the strike was 38,000 cars daily.
The minimum so far has been ,4°l cars daily, and the
the

1

On
19,000 cars daily.
Eastern Lines, the average daily loadIn Noveming from May to October was 2,117 cars daily.
ber the average was 1,204 daily, and the average loadings
presenl

(December

loading

the Baltimore

5)

ia

& Ohio,

On
days of December was 1,421 cars.
Ohio, Western Line--, the average daily loadings prior to the strike were 627 cars.
This dropped to no
loadings at all for some days, and the average loadings
since November
to December 4 have been but 7 cars a day
In the Ohio-Indiana region the average daily loadings
amounted to 2,740 cars during October, dropped to an average of 144 cars in November and averaged 83 cars in the
first three days of December.
In the Pocahontas region the average before the strike
was 4,874 cars loaded, and on November 4 this had dropped
On November 12 3,897 cars were loaded, and
to 3,250 cars.
on November 25 the record was 5,216 cars loaded; the present rate of loading is about 4,393 cars.
the

first

three

the Baltimore

On October 31 Director General Hines issued an order
by which the Railroad Administration took control of all
The order said:
eoal in the possession of the railroads.
"The title of the purchaser, consignee or consumer, in the
ease of an\ such shipments of coal or coke, which by custom or law might become vested at the time and place of

2\>

othei

in

The Director General Takes Control
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1

Situation in the

West

to

.

.

.

ing charge of 15 cents a net ton.
On November 4 the following order of priority was fixed:
This includes inland and coast(Class A) Railroads
.

.

—

wise vessels.
(Class B)

army and navy, together with other departments of the federal government This includes bituminous
coal consumed by manufacturers or producers of supplies
for departments of the federal government when such department officially approves the request.
(Class C) State and county departments and institutions
This includes municipal institutions.
This includes the manufacture
(Class D) Public utilities
of newsprint paper for daily issue and the printing and publishing of same."

—

—

—

Coal Operators' Difficulties
This order threw on the coal operators the burden of
all the coal that they produced and shipped for

financing

an indefinite period.
the coal as soon as

payment was made
bill anyone for this

The Railroad Administration
it

was loaded

to the operator,

took over

into railroad cars.

No

nor could the operator

coal, since its disposition

was

fixed

by

the Railroad Administration. The coal operators claim that
sum involved is very large indeed and that the period

the

over which they
is likely to be as

may have to carry an unknown purchaser
much as six months. To. remedy this situ-

ation the Railroad Administration proposed to issue a receipt
coal, which the operators could discount at their

for the

banks and which

their

banks could discount with the fed-

eral reserve bank.

The

Secretary of the Treasury, however, has held that the
now draw a note to cover their shipments

coal operators can

of coal and that this note can be discounted with their own
banks and rediscounted at the federal reserve banks without
attaching to it a receipt for the coal delivered to the Rail-

road Administration. This, however, throws the burden of
financing back on the individual operators. They are using
their credit to finance the purchase of coal by unknown
parties.
They claim, therefore, that since the Railroad Adtakes title to the coal as soon
the government
ministration
as it is put into railroad cars the administration or some

—

—

A

conference was held in Chicago on December 3, in
which Hale Holden, regional director of the Central Western region; F. E. Clarity, assistant regional director of the
Central Western region; P. S. Eustis, chairman of the passenger traffic committee of the Northwestern, Central Western and South western regions, and M. J. Gormley, assistant
regional director of the Northwestern region, participated.
As a result of the discussion it was agreed that Mr. Eustis
should draw up the requirements for the curtailment of passenger traffic and the resulting orders should be issued simultaneously in the Central Western, Southwestern and Northwestern regions.
The order as prepared by Mr. Eustis, in general, calls
for a reduction in passenger service on lines using coal for
fuel of at least one-third in train miles, eliminating those
passenger trains which can be spared with the least inconvenience to the traveling public. At the same time the order
calls for the abolition of practically every train luxury calculated to increase coal consumption.
The regulations as prepared by Mr. Eustis and distributed from the three regional offices are as follows:
Effective at 12:01 a. m. Monday, December 8, the exist(1)
ing regular passenger train service using coal for fuel must be
reduced on your road at least one-third in train miles, eliminating those passenger trains which can be spared with the least
inconvenience to the traveling public.
Discontinue all parlor cars, and also- all exclusive club
(2)
and lounge cars. Also withdraw from service all observation
sleeping cars where the result is to save any switch engine service, provided you can obtain for substitution sleeping cars of
regular type where necessary.
No special trains are to be run for business or pleasure
(3)
traffic.

There must be no second sections of regular trains.
(4)
Business must be cared for by adding extra cars, but not beyond
the prescribed limit, and by lengthening the schedules of existing
trains. When capacity of regular trains is reached, overflow of
travel will of necessity wait over or seek carriage elsewhere.
Exclusive mail and express trains need not be reduced
(5)
in number, but no additional trains nor extra sections may be
run for such traffic. The prospective heavy business to be cared
for by adding extra cars to and lengthening the schedules of
existing trains.
(6)

Care must be used

to give publicity as early as possible

Nov.

14,

Issued Dec.

9,
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to changes in your train service.
This may he done by paid advertisements in the press and by bulletin notices in stations in
such manner as you decide. Keep all ticket agents fully advised
that the public may obtain information on application.
It has been arranged to keep all consolidated ticket of(7)
fices and passenger departments posted as to reductions, but you
should also fully inform your immediate connections of changes.
The Western Passenger Committee will, by general no(8)
tice through press associations and by advertisement in some
large cities, advise the public of intended curtailment of service,
with the request that people abstain from unnecessary travel.
Please have your officers and agents supplement and emphasize
this plea as quickly as possible.

1919, as compared with November, 1918.
That the winsupply of coal received at lake ports during the summer
and fall has been depleted for immediate use is indicated by
the fact that the coal loading of the Great Northern has
increased from 6,049 cars in November, 1918, to 9,.'i2h car- in
1919; the Northern Pacific from 12,451 cars in November,
1918, to 17,653 in 1919, and the Soo Line from 2,179 cars
in November, 1918, to 4,503 in 1919.
The total coal loading for the region was 57,217 cars in November, 1919, as
compared with 52,813 for November, 1918.

It is believed that, by thus conserving the use of coal
which would ordinarily be used in passenger service, extenIt
sive embargoes on freight traffic will not be necessary.
is also true, on the other hand, that if the present shortage
continues it will be practically impossible to carry out even
this program for passenger service for any length of time,
and it may be necessary to extend the curtailment of service

The territory through which the Central Western railroads
operate produced approximately 20 per cent of the bitumin-

to freight traffic as well.

Although suffering a heavy loss in coal traffic because of
the cessation of mining operations, the railroads in the Northwestern and Central Western regions have felt practicallv no
other direct effect of the coal strike until the last few days.
While some of the roads curtailed passenger train service
several weeks ago, these measures were initiated more for
the purpose of preparing well in advance to meet the inevitable fuel shortage than because of any immediate necessity

consumption. The roads
Northwestern region have now loaded practically all
of their reserve supply and little more than two or thrtv
This led to the drastic orders redays' supply is in sight.
at that time for a reduction in fuel

in the

ter's

Central Western Region

ous coal mined in the United States in 1917, but a number
of the more important western fields are not served exclusively by die railroads in this region, the traffic being divided between Central Western, Southern and Southwestern
lines.
In general, in spite of the severe curtailment in coal
production in this region during the month of November,
there has been only a slight reduction in the total amount
of traffic handled.
This is accounted for by an increase in
general merchandise freight, which may be due to an attempt
on the part of the consumers to provide against the contingency of a curtailment of transportation should the coal
strike continue.
The principal exception to this is the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, on which there has been a 45 per
cent decrease in traffic, due to the coal strike.
Some coal is now being produced in the central western
territory.
The Utah, Wyoming and Colorado mines, which
normally produce about 5,000 cars a day, are now producing 1,000 cars daily. The Wyoming field, which was closed

by the

ferred to above.

The Northwestern Region
Generally speaking, the territory tributary to the lines of
is not coal-producing, the figures
for 1917 production indicating that less than 3 per cent of
the total bituminous coal production of the country came
from that territory. The coal mined is mostly lignite, and
in some of the fields a large percentage of it is used by the
railroads.
A comparison of classified traffic figures for the
months of November, 1919 and 1918, respectively, show an
increase of 8 per cent in the number of car loads of coal
and coke originating on the Northwestern roads in 1919,
with a similar increase of 7 per cent in the total number
of car loads of freight originating on these lines and an
increase of about 5 per cent in the total number of revenue cars
handled, including that originating in the regio and received
from connections. This increase in coal-loading during the
month of November, 1919, that is, during the period affected by the strike, has been due to the large amount of
Eastern coal loaded from storage at the head of the lakes.
The principal mining districts in the Northwestern region
are in Washington, Montana and Iowa, the latter territory

the Northwestern region

also being tributary to the railroads in the Central Western
region.

The Montana and Washington

lignite

mines are

closed tight, with the result that the railroads in this territory have been forced to supply the divisions depending

upon these
result

fields

has been

with coal received from the East.
The
an additional long haul and the further

depletion of reserves stored

al

the lake ports.

The

railroads in the Northwestern region draw heavily
on the Illinois field for their coal supply, and this source
has been shut off entirely throughout the period of the strike.

This has been made up by

a heavy draft on the coal received
by such roads as the Northern Pacific, the
Great Northern and the Sou Tine and accounts for the increased loading of coal and coke shown by the railroads in
the Northwestern region during the month of November,

at the lake ports

now

in partial operation.
The mines along
which have successively been closed and
placed in operation several times since the strike was called,
are now closed.
The Illinois field, which produces half of
all the coal originating on central western lines, is now and
the

strike, is

Union

Pacific,

has been closed tight throughout the period of the strike.
While the operation of the roads, with the exceptions above
noted, has been normal up to the present time, reserves have
now been reduced so that there is not more than two or
three days' supply in sight.

General Situation

The annual

capacity of the bituminous coal mines is estimated at 700,000,000 net tons. The production in 1917
was 551,000,000, and in 1918 it was 579,000,000. The
production from January 1 to November 1, 1919, was 404,-

040,000, as compared with 504,339,000 during the corresponding period of 1918, according to the Geological Survey
report of November 8, which said that, bearing in mind the
great decline in consumption following the armistice, it is
believed that the stocks now in the hands of consumers compare favorably with those at the same season in previous
years.

The

had on hand, on wheels and in storage, on
about 22,000,000 tons (439,000 car-) of -oft
coal, and on December 4 it was 265,000 cars, or nearly a
month's supply, and they expect to be able to maintain that
railroads

November

1

amount. From November 6 to November 9 2,655,300 tons
were released by the railroads to consumers other than railroads, which was 1,213,200 ton- more than tin' amount
loaded in the same period. On the day the strike order was
officially called off the railroads had on hand about 15,000,000 tons, or about a 30-day supply. On December 31, 1917,
when the railroads were taken over by the government, the
stocks on hand in storage amounted to 9,000,000 tons.
On
Jul\' 1 of this year they had about 12.500.000 tons in -torage.
During the first week of the strike the average carloading of bituminous was 26 per cent of the prc-striLc
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J,„,

was 30 per cent; the third
it
was oearlj 40 per cent; on December
w
il
per cent; on December '. it was 12 per cent; on December
.\ n was 13 per cent, and on one da) recently it reached 18
average, and the second week

week

it

i

da)

to the

(

entral

W<

from which 5oo cars will go

l

per cent.
rhe total tonnage of bituminous coal transported by the
M 7 was 631,0000,000 tons. This, of course,
railroads in
includes duplications where it was handled b\ more than
one railroad.
rhe tonnage originating on road was 355,-
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ars to Illinois outside of

On December

(

tei n

and Nbrthwe

to the

'hit

'

V

i

n

n

hicago distrid and 600

a^o.

Fuel Administrator Garfield issued an
order extending the previous orders regarding the fixing of
prices

6

and the allocation

oJ

coal to apply to beehive or by-

(

l

873,000 tons.
rhe strike does qo1 seem

to

be reducing

railroad

earn-

yet, because traffic that was held hack
taking the place of coal.
Operating expenses in the latter part of October were increased by the
extraordinary shifting of open-top equipment in order to
furnish the maximum number of cars to be loaded with
coal in the two weeks immediately preceding the strike and
There is also
in the effort to give 100 per cent car supply.
an extraordinary movement of coal cars, and many are kept
empty near the mines so as to be ready for use at once. The
decrease in coal traffic, however, has relieved the condition
of car .-hortage which existed up to the middle of October,
and has enabled the railroads to handle practically all of
the coal offered, which they were not able to do for a time
It has also released open-top cars for
before the strike.
other traffic, which in turn released some box cars for
other traffic, such as grain, that can be handled only in box

ings

materiallj

as

car shortage

l>\

is

car-.

As to the effect on the movement of freight traffic, the ton
mileage handled in October showed an increase for the first
time this year since January, and was greater than for OctoNovember traffic was also affected to
ber, 1918 and 1917.
some extent by the steel strike, and December traffic will be
still further reduced by the loss of steel tonnage because of
The use
the shortage of coal and coke for the steel plants.
of coal for coking has been cut down by 25 per cent.

On December

6

an embargo was issued,

effective

Mon-

against the shipment of fuel oil from the
west to points east of the Illinois-Indiana state line and
north of the Ohio river, except on permits issued by W. L.
Barnes, assistant manager, Car Service Section, Chicago,

day,

December

8,

will give permits for industries that have used fuel oil
November 1, or for export. The object is to avoid
the eastward shipment of fuel oil that might be used in the
west to avoid the westbound shipment of coal, on the theory

who

before

that

new

users of oil should be those located in the west,
is no coal, rather than in the east where the

where there
coal

is.

There have been some newspaper statements that the Railroad Administration was trying to get its coal now at a
lower price than others and that it has had a lot of coal
standing around that it refuses to let go of. It has deliberately tried to build up and keep a reserve which could be
used for the most essential purposes, as coal has been consumed faster than it has been mined.
During the month of November the Railroad Administration delivered to essential consumers other than railroads
a quantity of coal equal to the entire tonnage mined during
that is, the railroads used up some of their own
the month

—

railroads are

End

of Coal Strike

now paying

the full government prices

for coal under the orders re-established on November 1,
which represents a considerable increase, as they have been
getting coal during the year at prices considerably less than
the fixed prices which they paid last year.
Lieut.-Gov. Oglesby of Illinois and other representatives
of the governor called' on Mr. Hines December 6 to urge an
After
increase in coal shipments to Chicago and Illinois.
they had explained the situation to the Central Coal Committee it was arranged to place additional orders for 1,500

Expected

Prospects for the ending of the bituminous coal strike this
week appeared certain Saturday night, December 7, when
John L. Lewis, acting president, and William Green, secretary-treasurer of the United Mine Workers, agreed to urge
ne acceptance by the miners of
"definite, concrete proposition" from the President "looking to a speedy termination
of the strike situation and an adjustment of the entire controversy," placed before them during the day at a conferi

.1

ence at the office of the attorney general, who had earlier
in the day conferred with the President.
The officers of the
miners' union, faced with prosecution in contempt of proceedings for violation of the Indianapolis injunction under
which the strike order was ostensibly recalled on November
11, agreed, in response to the suggestion of the President,
to call a meeting of the general scale committee, the representatives of the district organizations and the international
executive board of the United Mine Workers to be held at
Indianapolis on Tuesday, December 9, at which time the
President's proposal was to be considered and its acceptance by the miners urged by Mr. Lewis and Mr. Green.
Tuesday was the day set for the hearing in the contempt
proceedings before Judge Anderson, and it was understood
these would be postponed or called off.

The

nature of the President's proposal was not disclosed,
it is understood the administration has approved the
position taken by Fuel Administrator Garfield that no increases in wages should be allowed that will require an
advance in coal prices it was thought that the proposed basis
of settlement would approximate the 14 per cent advance
proposed by Dr. Garfield.
The leaders of the miners' union had been put in a posibut as

tion, by the efforts of the Department of Justice, where the
prospect that some of them would go to jail had become
prominent as one of the alternatives to be considered. The
department was said to be in possession of evidence that the

on Noby order of the court, had not represented a compliance in good faith with the court's order, but had been
sent out without the official seal of the union and in such a
way as to leave doubt in the minds of those to whom it was
addressed as to whether it was official. Evidence was also
said to be available that some of the strike leaders had
adopted surreptitious means of advising their followers to
Coal
keep the strike alive pending the wage negotiations.
production had been gradually increased, and during the
week ended November 29 was 5,429,000 tons, or about 45
per cent of the normal bituminous outDut.
notices recalling the original strike order, sent out

vember

1 1

Government Ownership No

reserve stocks.

The

product coke.

Alternative.

—

If

money

put into

only to be thrown away, there will be no
money put into railroad securities. And if the railroads cannot
support themselves in a healthy condition, able to obtain fair
rates for their maintenance, and new capital for their expansion,
why, then, they cannot exist. There is no use of suggesting
government ownership as an alternative. The American people
railroad securities

is

late about as much connection of the government
with public utilities as they can stomach. As tested practically,
than deficits soaring into
it has been shown to mean little else

have had of

the billions.— Albany Knickerbocker Press.

The Senate

Discusses the Railroad Bill

Various Amendments Have Been Offered, but Comparatively
Little Progress

i

I

I

PROGRESS

I

BEEN

ll.\s

sideration of the railroad

L[ begun

MADE thus
bill

in the

far

in the con-

Senate, which

was

on December 2. The first three days were taken
up with an opening speech by Senator Cummins, chairman
of the committee on interstate commerce, who explained in
detail the provisions of the bill and the reasons which actuated the committee in adopting them and answered various

questions put by the Senators.
On December 5 the bill was
read for amendments, and amendments were offered by Sen-

Watson and Spencer, after which Senator Kellogg began a long speech which was occasionally interrupted
Senator Kellogg favored the bill's
by calls for a quorum
principal provisions, including the anti-strike provision, and
ators Curtis,

charged the Railroad Administration with enormous extravagances in the operation of the railroads and with building
up a great central organization which, he said, "had benumbed the incentive and enterprise of every railroad organization."

He

Senator
plicity

wage awards
and lowered the

also declared that inequalities in

had added grossly to the
morale of the service

Cummins

and clearness

cost of operation

said he thought
if

it

would tend

to sim-

the Senate should proceed with the

having made such
changes in it as commended themselves to the judgment of
the Senators should substitute it for the Esch bill as passed
by the House, and *in that way present a foundation for a
conference between the two houses.
That course, he said,
was approved by the committee.
consideration of the Senate

bill,

and

after

Senator Cummins said he did not intend to discuss at
any length the merits of private operation, as compared with
public operation, because the committee was so nearly
unanimous that it was unnecessary for him to defend its
position.
He believed the great majority of the people of
the United States, in view of the experience of the last two
years, did not desire that public operation shall be continued,
and it desired that the railroads shall be returned to their
owners under such strict supervision and regulation as will
insure justice at once to the owners of the properties and to

the public as well.

He

expressed the opinion that the operis a proper governmental
only a question of how the people of the

ation of a system of transportation

function, and

it

is

He would
country can be best and most efficiently served.
adopt public ownership and operation in a moment if he
believed the people would thereby secure better, more adeIn answer to the claim
quate and cheaper transportation.
that government operation has not had a fair trial during the
last two years, he said:
"Whatever may be the merits of government operation, I
feel no hesitation in saying that tin- trial of the last two
years in the United States has been the fairest trial to which
The governthat form of regulation could lie submitted.
ment has had every po<<il>le advantage in demonstrating
First, the volume of the traffic of
1918 was substantially the same as the volume of the traffic
in 1917, and in 1919 that volume had been not greatly
diminished.
The government has had the advantage of
has had no interfering or embarabsolute authority.
It
rassing conflicts with any department of the government.
The director general, together with those officers who have
been appointed to assisl him in the administration, has been
supreme; and I say again that it is not in my heart to criticise the action of the director general, save in one or two

efficiency in operation.

Has Been Made
may become material a little later on; but I
impress upon those who believe in government
operation that the director general has been master of
the
whole situation. It was for him, and him only, to
say what
unification should take place.
It was for him, and him
respects that

now want

to

only, to declare

upon what routes traffic should be moved.
There was no one to dispute his authority, no one to question his decisions, and if government operation
could have
a fairer opportunity tc demonstrate

its efficiency I can not
general had complete authority
over rates.
dispossessed the Interstate Commerce Cornmission of all authority over the subject when we transferred
these properties to the President of the United States."

imagine

The

it.

director

We

Government Operation Expensive
Senator Norn's asked whether if the government had not
taken over the railroads they would have gotten through the
war without trouble, and whether the country would have
escaped the difficulties that have ensued.

"In my opinion," replied Senator Cummins, "thev would
have had very much less trouble than we have had so far
as

losses are concerned.
Of course, if the people of the
country desire to pay the price, government operation is

entirely feasible.

There is nothing that stands in its way
the people are willing to pay the cost.''
He added that
he was not saying that either private operation or government operation could have gone on doing business at the
if

same rates that prevailed before the war, but. he said, the
government had a great deal better chance for successful
operation under war conditions than the railroad companies
had under peace conditions and that the main thing gained
by public operation was the right to move traffic on any line
that it was desired to move it on
"It is my judgment," he said, "that the railroad- at the
time the President took them over were doing better in the
movement of traffic than they ever did afterward, but I do
not say that the railroads could have continued to do business upon the rates which were then in effect any more than
the government could continue under those rat
Senator Norris said that those who favored government
ownership would he opposed fundamentally to the kind of
government control that w< have had in the last two years.
Senator Cummins said it was his judgment that the organization we have had for the last two years was better qualified, more competent to operate the railroad- than
tin- organization suggested by the Senator from Nebraska.
lie did
not think it was an ideal organization, because it had too
much arbitrary power. He believed that Mr. McAdoo and,
following him. Mr. Hines, and especially Mr. Hines, had

done the very

best that could be done and had operated the
properties just a- cheaply as they could be operated, barring
the increase in wage-.
Xo one. he -aid. can question the
energy and the ability with which the railroad operations
have been carried on.
Senator Walsh suggested that the

government's operation had been less successful than it might
have been because it retained so many railroad men who
retained all their prejudices and predilections against government ownership and that "while perhaps there wa- nothing in the nature of a conspiracy to depreciate in the public
mind the policy of government ownership, yet there was no
disposition evinced to make it a grand success."
Senator Cummins replied that if there has been a spirit
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motive of thai kind, in his judgmenl n has been with
who have been excluded from the active managemenl
of the properties, .mil he Brml) believed thai the regional
director, the superintendents and the railroad men, all the
ua\ down the list, have been faithful and Loyal and have
done all tluv COUld to secure an clTu icnt and ccononu ial
u

those

However, he said, the government during the
the advantage of something which it can never
It has had the advantage of the war loyalty.
again enjoy.

management.
war has had

Radical Change in Regulation Required
Turning

changes in the methods of regulation proSenator Cummins said it would be absurd
tor the government to restore these properties to the railroad
corporations which formerly owned them unless the government believed at hast that those corporations could resume the operation of the railroads and render to the people
of the country the service which must be rendered if our
to the

posed by the

commerce

is

to

be sustained.

One

of

these

conditions

is

to

Our Interstate Commerce Commissystem of regulation.
It has
sion has been a faithful, intelligent body of men.
been, however, utterly impossible for the commission to
establish a body of rates that would enable the railway systems to maintain themselves. It has been utterly impossible
for any body of men to make a system of rates that will
sustain the weaker railroads of the country without giving
to

the stronger railroads an income excessive and intolerin its extent, and there lies the great fundamental

able

I look forward with
obstacle in our system of rate-making.
very little optimism so far as private ownership and private
operation are concerned.
I am going to do my best to make
private ownership and operation possible, but if these railway properties cannot be restored to their owners under such
conditions and with such regulation as, in my judgment,
will make private ownership and operation successful, then

am instantly and from that time forward for government
ownership and operation."
In discussing the proposal that the commission shall be
required to allow an average return of Sy2 per cent, Senator
Cummins said that Sy2 per cent is more than he thought it
ought to be.
It seemed to him that a lower basis would
furnish the credit which the railway companies must have,
but the majority of the committee were of the opinion that
$ l 2 per cent is a fair basis, and to that he finally agreed.
He said he had previously stated that the compensation provided by the federal control law was something like $200,He was of the same
000,000 more than it ought to be.
opinion still, but he wished to point out that that was not
inconsistent with his advocacy of a S l 2 per cent basis, because in the federal control bill Congress was providing for
an income for each individual railway, and he felt that the
amounts which it was agreed to pay to a great many were
excessive, but under the proposals of the bill there is no
provision to pay to the stronger railroad companies the
excessive income which is permitted under the federal conI

/

/

trol act.

Moreover, he said, the war has wrecked the world
way. Conditions are abnormal and uncertain, and he
looked with no optimism at best upon the return of the
properties to their owners, because in view of a movement
in a

ih.it i- Bweeping over the world with regard to property, its
ownership, its use and it> profit, he had the gravest doubt
about whether those who have money will be willing to invest
it
in railway securities, no matter what rate of return is pro-

vided.

Regarding the provision for a division of tXCti earning!
above () per cent, Senator Cummins said that, singularly
enough, it is assailed from two quarters. The railway executives attack it bitterly on the ground that it i> not only unjust but unconstitutional, and some very enthusiastic citizens who have no interest in railways attack it on the ground
that it is an approach towards socialism or communism.

bill,

borrow money.
"No matter what we may think
with regard to the wrongs which have been done in the past
by the railroad companies, the railroads must be able to
borrow money, because even if the government carries a
billion dollars of their obligations for 10 years, as it must,
in my judgment, or some such amount as that, the railroads
must borrow another billion dollars, or some such large sum,
in the coming year."
"Private operation of railroads cannot be continued as a
permanent policy unless there is a radical change in our
ability
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Dealing With Labor as a Commodity
Regarding the provision

for a division of excess earnings
he was the father of a somewhat famous
statement in the Clayton anti-trust law that the labor of a
human being is neither a commodity nor an article of commerce, but, he said, "I am just as much opposed to Mr.
Foster dealing with human labor as a commodity as I am
opposed to Mr. Gary dealing with it as a commodity.
It
is just as fatal to the welfare of the United States to allow
the American Federation of Labor to deal with labor as a
commodity as it is to allow the National Association of
Manufacturers to deal with it as a commodity."
He also said he believed in collective bargaining, and
that nothing could be more wicked than the assertions which
are being made that the bill would manacle the working
man and reduce him to involuntary servitude. The bill, he
said, does not pretend to interfere with or embarrass any
man who desires to leave his employment. "He can quit,
or 100 of them or 1,000 of them, can quit whenever they
desire to do so, but I am not willing to allow the statement
to go unchallenged that it is a fundamental and a constitutional right that every man can enjoy to quit his employment whenever he pleases. That is not true. A soldier cannot quit whenever he desires, an engineer upon a railway
train cannot quit whenever he may desire to quit; a physician
or surgeon cannot leave a dangerous operation half performed
because it is his pleasure no longer to continue the work of
his profession.
It is our profound conviction that the civilization of America cannot continue, cannot endure unless
organized society can find some plan to preserve industrial
peace and order. This bill punishes only a combination or
Even if I were to
agreement between railway employees.
grant that the individual right to cease employment is perfect and complete, I cannot grant that the right to enter into
a combination or conspiracy to accomplish a purpose inimical to the welfare of society is a natural or constitutional

Cummins

said

right."

Compulsory Consolidation Objectionable
Provisions in the bill for compulsory consolidation were
attacked as "objectionable" and "unworkable" by Senator
Senator
Kellogg, who continued his speech on December 6.
Curtis, who followed him, opposed the proposed transportation board and urged that complete supervision of the railroads be placed in the hands of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. He also opposed the consolidation provisions.
Senator La Follette was expected to speak in opposition to
the bill on
Director

Monday.

Hines has conferred with Chairmen
commerce committees
of the Senate and House, respectively, regarding the legislative situation, with a view to reporting to the President.
He has also conferred with Senators Kellogg and Watson,
General

Cummins and Esch

who

of the interstate'

members of the Senate committee.
settlement of the coal strike would remove one of the
factors of uncertainty in the plans for the return of the
are

A

railroads.

——

——

—

German Railways

Lack

Suffer from

Equipment

of

Loss of Locomotives and Cars Delivered to Allies Severely
Complaints Against Peace Treaty

By Robert

Felt,

Thayer

E.

European Editor of the Railway Age
London, August

INFORMATION

Little

Open wagons

made public relating to
German and Austrian rail-

been

luis

the actual condition of the

Straw

Trucks for
Rail

ways, but what has penetrated beyond the frontiers of
those countries has shown that the equipment of the railways
is in poor condition, and that there is a large amount of
rehabilitation to be done there in the matter of deferred
maintenance and in the recuperation of the losses suffered
from the war, both from destroyed and abandoned equip-

the early part of last April.

(c).

(d).
tute

Railway

IIuesi.au

in the

1.295
1,293
1,295

3,401
3.017
3,433

1,233
1,226

2,789
2,517
2,436

plant to repair a greater number of cars.
There were at
Nurnberg 42 locomotives and 59 wagons awaiting repairs.

1,145
1,120

2,475
2,230

Maschinenfabrik

March

The situation has been partially improved by reducing
passenger service as much as possible in favor of goods
service.
There were no repair shops at Wurzburg, but at
Konig, the Bauer's Printing Press Factory was being
used
for repairing cars, and rails were being laid to
enable that

1918

October

November
December

An average

1919

January
February

locomotives under repair

January
Februarj

Cars requisitioned and supplied foi the transport of coal
during February

1919
171,447
97,50
73.945

Supplied
ing

230 passenger cars and 1,208 freight cars with average
weekly deliveries of 10 heavy and SI lighl locomotive re

o wei
coal area

I

;

in

I'M')

pin

73,363

30,092
16,104
13. "88

33,437
33.437

276.403

30.847

.493

14,608

32,163
32,163

Tabli

Number

11.

Area:

on

oi

U'gust

Trains
1914.

l,

Wurzburg, Nurnberg und Regensbebc
October I. 1918, \m> April i. 1919

in

Main

March
158,865

I

Supplied
Lacking

134,

1914.
October 1, 1018.
\nril 1. 1919. ..

9

fust

Required

1919

Covered wagons
Open wagons
Straw wagons
Trucks

for

logs,

46,953
41.017
6 563

etc

1,760

Rail

trucks
Lime trucks
Workmen's trucks

March. 1919—
Covered wagons

.

Supplied
46,566
3,951

565

1.195

662

633
712

1.82S
7,190

1,116
5,970

63,137

61,130

•

1,220

2.007

.

Freight

trains

trains

4 53

197
ISO

125

346
210
188

164

307

86
60

147

143
94
77

197

135

!,erg

1914.
October 1, 1918.
|USt

Lacking
387
14,198
2.612

26.819

1.

line

nger

trains

Nurnbi

Requisition of trucks of all descriptions (with exception of coal
trucks) in February and March, 1919

February,

line

passenger

24.542

The

takes from 8 to 10 weeks to repair the locomotives and from
one to three weeks to repair the car-.
In the Regensberg
area on April 5 there were 119 locomotives under repair,

J6.9 per cent
40.1 per cent
40.3 per cent

March

of 13 to 14 were being delivered monthly.

Augsburg-Nurnberg has undertaken to
repair all railway equipment at this point and 12 locomotives and seme 70 cars were in the course
of repair.
It

1919—

Askc!

etc.).

1,277
1,286
1,295

(e).

1914

34.1 per cenl
33.7 per cent
34.2 per cent

manufacture of munitions, lack of lubricating oil,
Lack of raw materials for executing repairs.

of locomotives
in kilometei s
3.640
3.444
3,527

January
February

November
December

to inferior materials (iron, for example, as a substicopper removed from the locomotives to be used

for

Average service

November
December

October

cars in actual

Monthly
October

total

t0 P

72,548 open cars
80,702 open cars

average of
locomot" es

1913 —

Percentage of

and °P en

Losses on the eastern front.
Delayed repairs owing to the war.
Shorter running life of locomotives and wagons

(b).

owing

1918—

cars

60,492 covered cars
75,964 covered cars

the Entente.

of the Breslau railway.
the

number of box

and Regensberg.
Tables II, III and IV were arranged from information
and figures compiled by the presidents of the railway administration of these three areas.
There is notably a lack
of locomotives and cars, which was alleged to be due'
(a).
To the obligation to deliver locomotives and cars to

was a very great and
and rolling stock at that time.
Furthermore, due to the use of substitute materials and lack
of lubricating oils, those locomotives which were available
were constantly breaking down. Table I gives some statistics
from

12,342

^

3,271
1,817
171
3,597

960

(apart from the Palatinate)
divided into five areas, three of which were visited by the
English military officers, as follows. Wurzburg, Nurnberg

that in Silesia there

Statistics

1,654
8,745

1919.

is

real shortage of locomotives

I.

^825

i

12,

40,465
3,285

Conditions in Bavaria

Conditions in Silesia

Table

23,360
5,603
672

The Bavarian railway system

many.

was shown

68.825
8,888
3,943
2,777

The situation in this part of the country was, at that time,
extremely critical owing to the lack of transport.
Factories
were at a standstill, and unemployment was daily increasing.

In this report, which was made public only recently, conditions are analyzed in the several industrial districts of Ger-

It

etc

In February 1914....
In March. 1914

Investigation

Germany

aT fid lows*

use^werf

Considerable information of value, however, is given in a
report of British army officers who made an investigation of
transport conditions in

logs,

trucks

Lime trucks
Workmen's trucks

ment and materials, and from equipment and materials that
had to be given over to the Allies under the terms of the
Armistice and the Peace Treaty

An

wagons

\pril

1.

.

1919...

1,

171

Express Slow

Local
ns trains tr;
77
79
24
150
1,
Ql 8
is
42
Z">
195
April 1. 1910
18
30
g
136
Noti
It is alleged that, owing to the
condition of the locomotives freight
cars can only carry 80 per cent of their pre-war
capacity.
\\

urzburg—
tugust
October

j

1,

1914
1

'.'.
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per cent of the

also to the reduction of the efficiency of the

locomotives,

line
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oi

locomotives

under repair, whereas before the war the average was 18
per cent.
The output of the shops has diminished by over
30 per cent, in spite of an increase in the number of em
ployees from 8,000 to 13,000 men.
This was due chiefly
to the fact that the equipment was in very had shape, and
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locomo

workmen owing

to insufficient food.
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Total
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The

of the railroads as a whole is about 40
than before the war, owing to the increased
necessity for repairs, and the delivering of the best heavy
locomotives to the Entente.
Over 10,000 freight cars were
waiting repair at the time this report was written, and the
work cannot be carried forward very fast owing to the
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Freight Locomotives and Number Actually
xl rnberg and regensberg areas on october 1,
1918, and April 1, 1919
for

Covered
wagons

Open

Special

wagons

wagons

Nurnberg
October

1,

Demand

707

678
469

162
67

Demand

723

1,193

Actually supplied

627

455

184
62

1,363

Demand

549

496
425

161
103

622
529

952
369

353
57

1,008

Demand
Actually supplied

At that time there was a lack of raw material, both for
and to keep the rolling stock in use
in good repair.
Lubricating oil, copper and rubber were
the purpose of repair

needed.

Iron,
a

varnish,

substitute

tin,

axles,

leather

which thin wood

for

shavings were used) are also needed.

Conditions in Munich

Basin is to be left to German-Austria. This line is not only
regarded as a through line, but is intended to link up the
railway lines of German-Austria with the south. If the new
frontier is legalized all the lines running from north to south
would be cut through at, for the most part, unimportant places,
and would be left without any connection, one with another, in
German-Austria. It would be impossible to extend the Aspang
Pettau, as the Slavs would naturally prefer to build a
the Hungarian plains. The Spielfeld-Luttenberg and
Vienna-Trieste lines would be open to foreign countries at
Spielfeld, the Zeltweg-Unterdrauburg line at Lavamund, the
line

line

to

to

the Vienna-Klagenfurt
and the Brenner line at the
Brenner, but a connection inside German-Austria would only be
possible by a roundabout route, and there is no money for the
building of new branch railways. Only the Vienna-Semmering-

Luttenberg-Launsdorf

Owing

Munich during

to the disturbed condition in

the

time the British representatives were there, but little information was obtainable.
However, it was reported that
on all except the most important lines fast trains had been
entirely discontinued.
On April 13 two trains per day
were running to Berlin (by different routes), and one fast
train ran three times a week on the Landshut, Salsburg and

Lindau

The last three services were run with one
The slow trains had been reduced to oneformer number, while the number of freight

lines.

locomotive only.
sixth

their

trains

had

fallen

the

frontier now cuts off from German-Austria the railway
from Hungary to Switzerland, passing through Pragerhof,
Marburg, Unterdrauburg, Klagenfurt, Villach, Frauzenfeste,
Bozen, Meran and Mais, and forms a connecting link with the
eastern part of Switzerland, on the one hand, and Landeck, in
the Tyrolese Upper Inn Valley, on the other (the Arlberg line).
Only the short section leading from Vienna into the Klagenfurt

heavy and 68 light passenger car repairs, and 129
heavy and 670 light freight car repairs.

(as

German Complaints on the Peace Treaty
German papers have complained bitterly of the effect

The

pairs, 22

urgently

tion.

line

Actually supplied
April I. 1919—

and cotton waste

lack of tools and material.
Articles published in German papers and abstracted in
the Reconstruction Supplement to the Review of the Foreign
Press, a fortnightly publication issued by the War Office
of Great Britain, bring to light further interesting informa-

states

Recensber?
October 1, 1918—

most

less

Peace Treaty has on the German-Austria railway system.
The Neue Freie Presse in commenting on the new boundaries

1918

Actually supplied
April 1. 1919

efficiency

per cent

by about ten per

In the case of
the latter, however, the average load had been reduced by
some 30 per cent owing to the fact that the heaviest locomotives had been handed over to the Entente, and those which
remained were not capable of doing the same amount of
work.
The number of locomotives available in August,
1914, and April, 1919, are as follows:
cent.

August, 1914

Augsburg area
Munich area
Ratisbon area

During the week ending March

29.

required 22,260 box cars and 36,591

April, 1919

91

51

209
148

147
92

1919,

open top

there
cars.

were

Of

line

at

line

a point south of St.

at

Briickl,

Veit,

St. Michael-Villach-Arnoldstein line, affording direct connection
with the sea at Venice, would be left to German-Austria, and
Central Styria, being far removed from the line, would lose all
importance. In the north the railway junction at Gmiind and
the March, and with the latter the possibility of a Danube-Oder
Canal and a sufficient coal supply would be lost to German-

Austria.

Undue Preference

to

Poland Alleged

Dr. Walther Plenk w-rites to the Oesterreichische Volkswirt (June 28) complaining bitterly of the undue preferIn no direction
ence show^n to Poland in the Peace Treaty.
is this more apparent than in the matter of the railways,
for not only is German-Austria compelled to surrender to
Poland all the railway construction works and plant in a
perfect condition and all the rolling stock appertaining
thereto in a condition of normal repair, but in addition an
Experts Committee appointed by the Allied and Associated Powers is to determine how many locomotives, passenger coaches, and trucks are to be surrendered.

Nov.

14,

Issued Dec.

9,

1919
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Poland, a country which now demands rolling stock from
German-Austria, was unable, Dr. Plenk says, to provide one
single locomotive passenger coach, or goods wagon in order to
maintain the railway traffic indispensable for the economic life of
the country, but year by year many millions of Austrian money
were invested in Russian Poland for railway purposes, the investors relying on the loyalty of Polish people. When at the end
of 1918 the Austro-Hungarian Empire collapsed, nearly all the
Austrian rolling stock remained in Russian Poland, but this in
Dr. Plenk's view, should not be regarded as Polish war booty,

but as property loaned to a neighbor friendly up to that time,
ll is therefore extremely unfair to demand further rolling Stock
from German-Austria in addition to the locomotives and wagons
thus illegally detained.
The Austro-Hungarian army authorities bent on strengthening

Russian Poland economically and in opening up to traffic districts
neglected by Russia were not frightened by the vast
expense of constructing light railways 400 km. in length. Huge
masses of railway and light railway material belonging to the
army authorities were left behind in Poland, and GermanAustria, as one of the States succeeding to the heritage of the
But the
old Empire, has a right to a share of this material.
Peace Treaty ignores this fact, complains Dr. Plenk, and only
pays attention to the advantages of the Allies.
hitherto

Equipment Builders
account of the coal shortage in Germany and the
labor trouble the output of the manufacturers has been re-

On

duce

97.1

to the extent

<1

that the

Danish and Norwegian State

customers of long standing of the Hanover Engineering Company, have gone to America for large locomotive order-.
On the other hand, the war manufacturing
plants are turning their energies to equipment building.
The Frankfurter Zeitung (July 11) states that the dirailways,

rei

the

of

tors

Krupp Work-

in

Essen-Ruhr intend

to

re-

engage in the manufacture of railway material in future.
Before the war Krupps had a considerable output of railway
arrangement has been made with the Prussian
state Railways Administration that contracts will be assured to
the firm: but this could only be achieved by granting the Government comprehensive insight into the conduct of the business
of the construction of locomotives and carriages. The late guncarriage works have been recently fitted out for the production
of railway material, so that this section can now employ 2,000
workmen. The State Railways Administration has promised to
order 100 locomotives and 2,000 carriages every year. In accordance with the agreement, only a certain percentage of profit is to
be allowed to Krupps. the State Treasury is to benefit from any
Any loss which may arise is to be borne by the firm.
surplus.
The State is to examine every item in the cost of production.
The firm is endeavoring to secure other peace work for the
former artillery workshops, but this is very difficult. A staff of
34,000 would he required to keep the works fully employed.
Lack of coal and raw material in general keeps the present output at a low level.
material, and an

Company

Expediting the Release of Cars in

Service

Measures to Be Taken by the Maintenance Department to
Avoid Unnecessary Use of Equipment.
necessity for practicing economy in the use of
employed in company work is fully as urgent as
with those employed in revenue service, but all railway employees and officers have not realized this fact to the
This matter is of greater importance to those
fullest extent.
branch of maintenance of way work since
some
in
engaged
and with
this department uses the largest number of cars,

The

cars

the idea of indicating what can be done, four officers of this
department discuss measures which may be taken to reduce
the use of cars to a

minimum.

Understanding of Traffic Methods Essential
By John Evans
Division Engineer, Michigan Central, Detroit, Mich.

number

of

sulted on

cars,

the operating department should be conthe billing so that any additional in-

making out

formation which might facilitate movement or tend to avoid
confusion may be shown.
The shipper should lose no time in sending notice to
If the shipment arrives in advance of this notice,
frequently necessarv to defer unloading while the
consignee is trying to find out where the material is from
and what work it is to be used on. On account of the
possibility that tar cards may have been made out incorrectly and also on account of the liability of cards becoming

consignee.
is

it

misplaced,

it is not advisable to take them as authorunloading cars in the absence of notice from the
shipper.
All parties handling shipping information between loader and consignee should give the forwarding of

lost or
ity

for

this data preferred attention.

shippers, maintenance employees can aid in car conservation by the intelligent -election of loading points when

As

from which shipment can be
is more than one place
made; bv loading cars a- soon as placed; by loading to
capacity; by promptness and care in carding and billing
and by sending consignee immediate and complete notice of
there

shipment.

Where material to be shipped is available- at more than
one point, consideration should be iziven to the amount of
switching necessarv and the probable amount of time required in getting the empty car to the point of loading and
in getting the loaded car from point of loading to destination.

In carding and billing, (are should be used to make shipThis is parping instructions correct, clear and complete.
On
ticularly important on shipments into large terminals.
these shipments the particular yard and track to which cars
If shipments involve a large
are destined should be shown.

A

foreman should be given

understand that he is
and should advise his
superior in case Hi- requesl for placing is not complied with
within a reasonable time.
The interests of the maintenance
and operating departments in the prompl release of cars are
mutual and the matter will be taken care of. if called to
the attention of the proper authorities.
Therefore, in case
sponsible

f<

r

of serious delay
car

in

unl

was not placed should

The

to

getting the car placed

car shortage

not

he cars, the excuse that the
be accepted.

has been met

by commercial

ship]

some extent by the use of motor trucks in both Ion? and
short hauls.
There are localities where the use of team- or
trucks in handling maintenance of way material offi
promising field.
This is particularly the ca<=e around terminal- where the amount of material to be moved is large
and where the hauls on cars, though short in distance, require a great deal of time on account of the slowness of
vard movements.
to

:
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Shipping
Eh

M

A

The Supply Train

Bureau Suggested

Box, Roadmaster, and

F.

C.

McKnight,

Roadmaster'a ("Ink. Kansas Citj Southern, Neosho, Mo.
of

responsibility,

with

a

directing

head,

essentia] to an) scheme which will effect the efficient
is
handling of compan) material with the fewest possible num
For this reason, in so far as it is possible to
ber »>f cars.
do so without encroachmenl on the powers of an) depart
meut, it would be wise to create a subdivision in an appropriate department vested with authority to plan and direct
the assembling, transportation and distribution of company
material, or with authority to determine and exact certain
requirements of any department wishing the use of cars
Sm h a subdivision might be established in
for such work.
and conducted through the roadmaster's office with the following particular advantages: (1) This office is in direct
control of permanent labor forces at all points of the road,
by reason of which it could arrange more effectively for

the

use of these

forces

in

co-operation

with

other depart-

for the prompt release of rolling equipment
interference with the regular duties of such forces;

ments

without

and (2)
the great hulk of company material is handled under the
immediate direction of this office, by reason of which this
oftuc would have the problem well in hand at the outset and
might, therefore', the more readily determine its solution.
The following is a summary of measures suggested as
affording considerable benefit in effecting an economical use

—

(1) Utilizing local freight service in assembling
and distributing small shipments of track and switch material.
(2) Distributing small shipments of rail on one
(3)
car, each section crew to unload its own allotment.
Instituting shipping days when track gangs can arrange to
(4)
be near stations to assist in loading or unloading.
of cars:

ordering before
(5) Impressing the doctrine of
train foremen.
(6) Avoiding
shipments of material away from a point where it will soon
lie needed.
(7) Providing emergency facilities for coaling
engines to avoid holding coal cars.
(8) Co-operation be-

Emphasizing the necessity
the need becomes emergent.
"capacity loads" on work

of

foresight

master carpenter,

vigilance in releasing cars.

Handling Bridge and Building Materials
F. L. Burrell, supervisor of bridges and buildings, Chicago & North Western, Fremont, Neb., submits a method of
procedure which he follows in handling bridge and build-

ing material.

Our plan is to load the cars and send them to the station
nearest to the unloading point, have the local train following pick them up and the bridge men unload the materials
Instrucand rebill the car to the division material yard.
tions
all

have been given the yard material foreman

to see that

cars are loaded to their full capacity.

In order to get the capacity load we take one or more
as the case may be, requiring renewals, and have
the material loaded in such manner as to allow unloading at
each bridge, without having to tumble the load about to get
bridges,

at

any of the material.
In the matter of repairs, the

gang or

line

foreman

is

given

schedule of the work to be done and he will either send in
statement of the territorv he is to cover and have us makup the loading or he can make up a list of the material that
will be a full load.
To insure promptness in the handling of cars we have a
list of the cars received each morninc and of those unloaded
and if any delav is shown we ascertain the reason. If the
reason is unsatisfactory we go after the man responsible and

a
-i

straighten

him

out.

c

tin-

a

aumbei

Baltimori

of
>.\

essful

lii
all carload shipments the car should be Loaded to
capacity, billed oul promptly and the exact destina
linn given so that the transportation department
an deliver

(I

)

full

«

possible delay, and the- agent at destination should advise by wire as BOOH as the car arrives.
(2) Cars should be unloaded and released as -non as they
the car with

the

least

This should be arranged for by the officer in charge
shipment is made.
(A) When large shipments of
rails or ties are made, a work train should be ordered to
unload and distribute the material as soon as it arrives.
(4) Single carload shipments, and less-than-carload ship
ments should be handled by the monthly supply train, and
should not be loaded until a day or so before the- supply

arrive.

before

train

starts

On

out.

heavy territory like the Baltimore division of the
Baltimore & Ohio the supply train will cover an average
of 60 miles per day.
The force consists of 10 to 15 local
track men in charge of a track supervisor and an assistant
storekeeper.
The rail unloader is always part of the equipment of this train. Bridge and building materials are also
shipped on the supply train, and so marked that the proper
amount will be unloaded at stations, or between stations, as
the case may be, and at the exact location needed.
Surplus
materials are also collected by the supply train and moved
to other places where they are most needed.
a

Freight Traffic

Movement
and Car Performance

in

tween departments in making shipments.
(9) Using placards, posters and circulars to urge employees to exercise

,

sue

advo ate-, s. ('. 'I an
Ohio, Baltimore, Md.,
Following rules under which hi- system has proves

he supply train ha

I

tier,

gives

Centralization
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October

Innumber

for the first time this year since January, the

and non-revenue freight
handled by the railroads exceeded that for the corresponding month of last year, according to the monthly report of
the Operating Statistics Section. The net ton miles in October this year amounted to 40,343,750,000, an increase of
1.3 per cent. For 10 months of the year the net ton mileage
was 328,792,002,000, a decrease of 10.6 per cent as compared with the corresponding period of 1918. For the 10
months' period decreases are shown in all regions. For October there were decreases in the Central district, the OhioIndiana district and the Eastern region as a whole, and in
the Northwestern region.
In the New England district there was an increase of 20
per cent.
The net ton miles per mile of road per day in
The
October averaged 5,651 as compared with 5,584.
Ira in mileage showed an increase of 1 per cent and the
The net ton miles per train
car mileage of 6.6 per cent.
mile increased from 720 to 722, but the net ton miles
The car
per loaded car mile decreased from 29.7 to 28.
miles per car day increased from 26 to 27.3 and the net ton
miles per car day averaged 524 as compared with 525. The
percentage of loaded to total car miles was 68.4, as compared
with 67.9. The average number of freight cars on line
daily show an increase of \ l 2 per cent, while the percentage
of unserviceable cars was 7.4 as compared with 5.9.
For the 10 months' period the net "ton miles per mile of
road per day averaged 4,687 as compared with 5,234. The
train miles show a decrease of 12.6 per cent and the car
of net ton miles of revenue

/

miles a decrease of 7 per cent.

The

net ton miles per car

clav averaged 442 as compared with 492 in 1918. The net
ton miles per train mile were 697 as compared with 682
and the net ton miles per loaded car mile were 27.9 as com-

pared with 29.2.

Development of Present Railway Situation
The Events and

Policies

Which Have Tended

in Canada

to Create a

Dominion Owned Transcontinental Line

THE

PECULIAR SITUATION which now exists in Canada,
that of a government-owned transcontinental line

led

up

line,

As

No

explanation of the extensive
adoption of railway nationalization in Canada has been
made other than that it seemed inevitable because of the
financial difficulties into which certain roads fell.
It has
been taken for granted by government officials that the people of Canada would regard this action as inevitable, and
most of the people have done so, and in consequence the
tendency toward nationalization has not been made a clearcut issue, while neither has nationalization been openly

The

Early Railway History

of the products of the

West

to the

world's markets.

r

tion of the

it was located entirely independent of this idea, due principally to the efforts of its English directors.
The route selected made the Grank Trunk a through line and conse-

of

to this time the Intercolonial and Grand Trunk projThe scheme as forcould not be viewed a- separate.
mulated provided for a main trunk line having an outlet
at Halifax, with an extension into the Maritime provinces.
Two surveys had been made for a road of this kind, one
by the British government from Halifax to Quebec along
the coast of New Brunswick, because of the military con-

Up

*This is the second of a series .if articles on railway nationalization in
Canada. The first appeared in the Railway Age of November 7, pagi
The concluding article, treating thi development of tin present situation,
will appear in the next issue.

Grand

the line neared completion this unfortunate condition
to improve, because the traffic the railway had expected to carn did not materialize.
The road was originally projected to co-operate with the St. Lawrence river, but

In this

ects

years immediately following the start of the

failed

early development were included the inception and construc-

convenient lines in the United States, thereby injuring the
heavy capital investments already made in the western provinces.
Thus the Grand Trunk was conceived as a main
trunk line to connect with Canada's inland navigation system and to compete with the railways of the United States.

rail-

As

share

Grand Trunk and of the Intercolonial, in both
which the Maritime provinces in the east and the Imperial government were interested.
In 1846 the repeal of the Corn Laws by England, enabling American grain to enter Great Britain on the same
terms as Canadian grain, brought the Grand Trunk project
to a head and made doubly necessary the construction of
lines to lower the cost of transportation from the producing
The St. Lawrence river and
areas in the west to England.
the Gulf of St. Lawrence were very difficult of navigation,
and consequently involved higher charges than were in effect
from New York.
The construction of the Grand Trunk
was also hastened by the extension of railways into the
grain-producing districts of the United States, and the resultant fear on the part of the Canadians that Canada's grain
would eventually find its way southward to these direct and

first

it

Trunk, from 1852 to 1857, were years in which the building of railroads comprised the chief financial activitv in
Canada. Towns and villages, under a municipal loan act,
pledged their credit for railroad enterprises recklessly, and
in the end created a serious financial situation.
The Grand
Trunk project was soon in difficulties and the provincial
government was forced to come to its aid repeatedly.

Canada's railways were born of the necessity for uniting
the provinces of eastern British North America as well as
its

the discussion of the building of Canada's

pany.

ing of definite conclusions.

the opportunity of carrying

an earlier proposed route,

became apparent that because of the inability of the Imperial government and the provincial government to agree the two projects would eventually be separated.
The expected break finally came and the main trunk
line scheme, which afterwards became the Grand Trunk,
was officially started by the passage in the Canadian Parliament of three measures in 1852 providing for a Dominion
guarantee of £3,000 to the mile, the amalgamation of a number of existing charters and the incorporation of the Grand
Trunk. A prominent English contractor made arrangements
with the Hon. Francis Hincks, then Inspector General for
Canada, both to construct a line and to promote the com-

policy, nor has there
been a serious discussion of its effects upon the public welfare.
In Canada's railway history are to be found the causes
of the present peculiar situation.
In the policies pursued
by earlier political administrations, and the action taken as
a result of these policies, one will find the real causes of
the present situation, fraught as it is with possibilities of
disaster, but which is, as yet, too new to admit of the form-

Canada

other,

direct line to

ways continued

announced as part of the government

to secure for

the

Quebec along the American boundThe people of New Brunswick were not desirous of
ary.
contributing to the construction of a line of railway which
would pass through a sparsely settled portion of their province and terminate at a Nova Scotian seaport.

direct

to this situation.

more

a

in

competition with a privately owned transeach with its network of branch lines
throughout the traffic-producing districts and practically
paralleling each other across the continent, cannot be thoroughly understood without a knowledge of the events which
in

continental

involved;

siderations

viz.,

quently a competitor of American railroads and also of the
Canadian canals. In addition, the Grand Trunk came in
competition with the Great Western, built beween 1853 and
1856 from the head of Lake Erie to Niagara to compete with
the

Welland

it

As

canal.

a result of this

change in policy and

was offered to the road
paying proposition, and the company was in

location not
a

enough

traffic

to

make

financial

from 1855 to 1862, when it defaulted
payments on its bonds and threatened to close
the road.
The result was that the government was forced
to supplement its previous loan by permitting the issue of
second preference bonds and by withdrawing the interest
claims on its loan until dividends were earned on the comdifficulty practically

in interest

mon

stock.

In 1862 the company was reorganized and its bond issues
converted into preferred stock.
From this point the history
of the Grand Trunk concerns itself with the following of a
policy, a policy freer from political interference and
national consideration.
Connections were obtained enabling
it to bid for long-haul service, branch lines were developed

safer

further the local service and several connections were
acquired, among them the Great Western and the St. Lawrence & Atlantic, the latter a Portland, Me., connection.
Meanwhile the Intercolonial portion of the original railway scheme had been developing. After the subdivision of
to

two projects already mentioned,
constructing roads which they
served their respective interests.
In the end

the

original

plan

the

eastern

colonies

believed

<)7.l

besl

into the

began

—

.

.
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these

separate
oJ

tlic

provincial

strained

r«

enterprises

and the United States and the desire
ion

made

of the

were consolidated

lations exi sting between

Canadian provinces.

compad

to

li

beitain

bring about confed

The

intercolonial

was

bring the Maritime provinces
the confederation and, in being located uneconomically
as a was, it served the purpose of uniting the colonies and
providing a military road far from the American frontier.
It
was realized that a road so located could never !" su<
cessful from the standpoint of traffic, bul this consideration
was thrown aside because oi the demand of the government
for a line accessible to the sea and at the same time remote
pari

of the

to

from the American boundary.
for traffic in

l.^Td and, true to

cial SUCCeSS to this

The whole line was opened
form, has never been a finan-

da\

rims Canada's railwaj system was horn of a mixed and
complicated policy of government and provincial assistance,
ownership and operation, and private ownership and operation.
Indirectly the present situation in Canada can be
The completion of these
traced hack to these early policies.
two roads marks the close of the first period of Canada's
The colonies in the confederation were
railway history.
united, the provinces of Quebec and Ontario were made
accessible to Canadian ports during all seasons, and Canada
was enabled to compete effectively with American roads for
the grain traffic to Europe.
Following the construction of
these two main lines the customary development and construction of branch lines continued, giving Canada after a
time a fairly well-defined railway system.

The Era
The next

of Transcontinentals

step in Canada's railway history concerns itself

chiefly with the extensions westward.

Not only does

concern itself with these extensions but also the carrying westward of the same considerations that had been instrumental
in building both the Intercolonial and the Grand Trunk in
the east.
There enters into the first transcontinental railway
project the necessity for the uniting of Canada's provinces
in this case British Columbia to the other provinces
the race westward between railway construction in Canada
and in the United States and the fear prevalent at that time
that the United States might, through the development of
its railways, win the traffic of the grain provinces of western
Canada and the military necessity for the establishment of
communications with these new western territories.
It might be well to note here that with the apparent complexity of the policy pursued by the government in regard
to railway construction, and the controversies it has caused,
there had been up to this time a remarkable consistency in
The construction of the Canadian Pacific Railthis policy.
way, or the Pacific railway as it was called at that time,
came as a step subsequent to the entrance of British ColumA provision in the Britbia into the Canadian federation.
ish Columbia entrance agreement stipulated that a transcontinental line should be built for, first, national unity
it

—

It is on these two
and, second, commercial advantage.
fundamentals that the Canadian government's railway policy has thus far been constantly built.
From 1872 to 1880 the Pacific railway project was to a
large extent a matter of controversy between political parThe Liberal party, then in
ties and competing contractors.
opposition, urged the gradual construction of the transcontinental line as traffic developed, whereas the Conservatives
advocated pushing the project through to the coast as rapThe project remained in a nebulous state
idly as possible.
until 1880. when the Conservatives, on their return to power,
submitted a contract to Parliament providing for the construction by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company of a
road from Lake Nipissing to the Pacific coast, the portion
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constructed to be taken over as part of the system

alread)
hi
I

1

1

1

m

I

Was

a.

I

i

pled.

John

MacDonald, then head of the Canadian government, stated that
was the government's intention to be
libera] with the company, and tin
prepared
provided for a money subsidy of $25,000,000 and a land
Sir

it

Thoe grants, however, did
of 25,000,000 acres.
complete the assistance granted the Canadian Pacific.
company was allowed entire freedom in locating its

SUbsid)
not

The

provision was included in the agreement to tin
20 years no line of railway should he permitted to
COnstrui ted south of the new line, and the road was

lines, a

that

he

for

granted such privileges as freedom from taxation and the
remission of customs duties on construction materials.
On
the other hand, there was included in the agreement a clause
which provided that if the profits should exceed 10 per cent
of the capital invested the rates then in effect might be reduced.
Thus the Canadian Pacific began as a private

company, but with

The main

liberal

assistance from the government.

was completed

in 1885, the whole distance
of 2,906 miles being covered approximately five years before

line

the termination of the contract time.

Meanwhile, the pro-

moters of the Canadian Pacific had been busy forming connections for the road, acquiring other branch line properties
and in general building up a network of traffic-producing
lines throughout the territory which it was designed to serve.
This development work on the part of the road's directors
created a system of 4,338 miles by the time the main line
was completed in 1885.
However liberal the terms may have been, they were not
sufficient to prevent the Canadian Pacific from applying to
the

Dominion treasury

for financial assistance.

The amount

of this assistance at the time of the Drayton-Acworth report
in 1917 was placed at $66,905,481, which is exclusive of

and also of the road built and
surveys made by the government previous to this agreement
and turned over to the company free of cost. The cost of
this government work, according to the Drayton-Acworth
report, was $37,785,320, and the proceeds of land sold to
June 30, 1916, $123,810,124, making a total public assistance to the Canadian Pacific of $228,500,925. The period
immediately following the completion of the line in 1885
was one of rapid development in mileage, due both to the
construction of branches and the acquisition of lines already
the value of the land grants

constructed.

This brief resume of Canada's railway history brings it
Aside from the deficits which
to approximately 1903.
the government was called upon from time to time to make
good, it was up to this time free from any serious trouble
Beginning with that year there is a
from the railways.
more direct connection between the policies followed and the

up

present situation.
Pacific developed and expanded rapidly
encroach upon territory in Ontario formerly
The latter natuserved exclusively by the Grand Trunk.
rally viewed this development jealously, and when the rapid
development of the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta began to tax the transportation facilities and
equipment of the Canadian Pacific a second transcontinental
This project, backed by Sir Wilfrid
line was conceived.
Laurier and his party, was presented to the people of Canada, who immediately endorsed the project on the basis of
Back
the necessity for the development of the northwest.
of this support there seemed to be a certain amount of hostility toward the Canadian Pacific, especially in the western
provinces, on the grounds that it was monopolistic and that
In defense of
freight rates.
it was charging unduly high

As the Canadian

it

began

to

Canadian Pacific it should be said that this hostility
was due to the monopolistic position of the road rather than

the

to its actions.

Nov.

14,

Issued Dec.

The agreement

9,

1919
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of the new road was
Grand Trunk railway and the Dominion government, providing that the road was to consisl

drawn up between

for the construction

the

of two sections,
a

from Moncton, N. P., to Winnipeg, Man.,
distance of 1,800 miles, and from Winnipeg to the Pacific

The eastern division, called
the National Transcontinental, was to be constructed by the
coast, a distance of 1,756 miles.

government and, after

its completion, leased to the Grand
Trunk Pacific for operation.
The western division, the
Grand Trunk Pacific, was to he built by that company under

bond guarantee of three-quarters of the cost of construction, such cost not exceeding $13,000 per mile.
Furthermore, the government agreed to make up under an implement clause the difference between the amount realized on
certain bonds and their par value.
In the case of the mountain division the government agreed to pay the interest on the
bonds for seven years.
It was under such an agreement,
which can readily be seen to have made it practically a
government undertaking, that the second transcontinental
line was conceived.
At this stage the project seemed feasible and, because of
the exceptionally rapid development of the western grain
provinces, it gave every promise of being a success.
When,
however, the actual work of construction on the two sections
of the road began it was found that the estimates were far
below the actual cost.
The expenditures on the National
Transcontinental so far exceeded the estimates that, upon
its completion, the Grand Trunk Pacific refused to undertake its operation, it being provided in the agreement that
the rental of the road should be based upon its cost of cona

The refusal of the Grand Trunk Pacific to take
over the National Transcontinental made it necessary for
the government itself to place it in operation.
During this period there was an enormous amount of railstruction.

way

construction undei way in western Canada and a consequent rapid development of this territory, all of which
produced a great increase in the price of all railway mate-

and in the cost of labor. The Grand Trunk Pacific
found that the task of financing its own line had proved to
The result was that the government had not
be too heavy.
only to operate the National Transcontinental but to assist
This aid at
the Grand Trunk Pacific to complete its lines.
the time of the Drayton-Acworth report totaled $70,311,716,
which includes subsidies and other cash aid and which,
coupled with the Dominion government investment in securities and guarantees made by the Dominion, totaled $114,470,884.
More recently in the 1018 session of Parliament
the Grand Trunk Pacific was granted $7,500,000, which
rials

was expected to enable the line to operate until July, 1919.
However, owing to a bad harvest and heavy increases in
operating expenses, this subsidy was rapidly exhausted and
it was necessary to take the action indicated in the first of
this series of articles.
It

is

almost impossible

tion of the

Grand Trunk

to

speak intelligently of the situa-

Pacific during these past few years

without taking into consideration its relation to the Canadian
Northern project.
The Laurier government, soon after entering into the agreement with the Grand Trunk Pacific for
the construction of the second transcontinental line, backed

Arthur.
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The system

at

this time

might he termed successlarge dominion
of the new lines were con-

MacKenzie and Mann had secured

ful.

and provincial subsidies, and all
structed cheaply with heavy grades and little grading, timber bridges, etc., the idea being first to open large ana- with
as small expenditures as possible and then, a- the traffic
developed, gradually tc improve the lines to a normal basis.
In so opening up the country the roads developed a heavy
tonnage of grain, and this traffic largely made their early
mi.

i

Had

the system remained in this position it probably
would have been successful today, but MacKenzie and Mann
felt that their system could not be the success they wished it
to be unless it extended to the eastern ports.
Port Arthur
is closed for approximately four months of the year, and the
extension eastward was conceived to give the Canadian
Northern all the year traffic. While the Grand Trunk was
maturing its plans to build into the grain areas of the west.
the Canadian Northern was authorized to build eastward
toward Ottawa and Montreal and at the same time westward
to the Pacific coast.
At the same time the Grand Trunk
idea of extending into the grain areas of the west was maturing, and it would naturally be supposed that in some way
the two plans would have become co-ordinated, but this did

not take place.

The Candian Northern built its line to Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal and Quebec through a wilderness.
This extra
mileage, built at a heavy expense, brought practically no
additional traffic in eastern Canada, where the older roads
were strongly entrenched.
The heavy load of this added
expenditure overcame the earnings of the western lines and
soon put the Canadian Northern in financial difficulties.
In 1914 the road notified the Dominion government that it
would be unable to meet its fixed charges, and since then,
up to the time of the Drayton-Acworth report, approximately $60,000,000 had been given the Canadian Northern
in order to maintain operation.
As a result of this lack of
co-ordination and lack of foresight in the railway policies
adopted by the Dominion government at that time, both the
Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk Pacific have been
in financial difficulties ever since.

Results of Canadian Railway Development

The preceding

is a brief resume of the beginning and
development of Canada's transportation system.
The government from the beginning has extended encouragement
and aid to practically every transportation project which has
been brought to its notice, and has not only aided the original project but has granted liberal assistance for the maintenance of service on the lines after their completion.
The
results of this policy are now coming to light.
In fact, the
climax came with the appointment of a Royal Commission
of Inquiry in July, 1916, for the purposes of presenting a
solution of the grave financial problems presented by the
position of the Grand Trunk Pacific, the Canadian Northern and the Canadian government railways.
The policy of the government always has been based on
national considerations.
Whether it was for the purpose of
obtaining eastbound traffic, for military purposes in case of
an American invasion, for development of the western terri-

the promoters of the Canadian Northern for the construction of lines which constituted practically a third transcon-

tory or for the retention of western

Is
approximately 2.nno miles of
and which
the Grand Trunk Pac
The Canadian Northern came into being with the purchase in 1896 of the charter of the Lake Manitoba Railway
& Canal Company by Sir William MacKenzie and Sir Donald Mann.
The following two years chronicled rapid additions of new and old charter- and the construction of a network of lines in the prairie provinces, until finally the MacKenzie-Mann roads reached the head of the lakes at Port

dian trade channels, the fundamental purpose has been the
same.
In addition, there have been economic considerations,
although these, unfortunately, have not been given much
weight.
Had the construction of the railways been b
on economic grounds many of them would not be developed
to the stage to which they are now
Whatever may be said in justification of this national
policy, one fact remains indisputable, namely, that road- so
conceived "and constructed could not reasonably be expected

tinental,

Canada

traffic for

Cana-
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to

be

i"i

long time, nor have the)

.i

from

been, successful

bring about,

an economic standpoint.

In the Long run this
the early operation of the roads.
It
true thai
is certainl)
view ma) prove to have been right,
portions of Canada are still undeveloped, and in the future
these railroad- which have l>een in financial difficulties may
This, however, does
be able to vindicate their existence.

the

cannot ho defended

the

which the

in

Women

The first of these
entered the war in 1914 as part
the cost of railway materials and

Empire

labor shot
enues.

It

upward
was in

faster

far

and

the

1,

than railway rates and revboth the

Grand Trunk

Xtmber

of

were

Pacific

Women Employed and

Railroad Service

of

this period that large parts of

Canadian Northern

in

1919, there was a decrease of 4.9 per cent in the number
women railroad emplovees. The total number on April
1, 1919, was 86,519 and on July 1, 1919, it was 82,294.
The class showing the largest shrinkage was roundhouse
work, in which the decrease in the number of women em-

When Canada

British

the

upon

from the manager of the
showing the number of women employed on railroads under Federal control on January 1, 1919,' April 1, 1919, and July 1, 1919.
Because of the extremely heavy character of the work instructions are outstanding that women shall not be employed
in station parcel room, as section laborers or truckers.
The figures show that between April 1, 1919, and July

direct causes of the present situation.

the war.

is

and

system

a statement

This
a cause contributing to the present situation.
animosity partially led to the acceptance by the public of
the construction of much of the western mileage, and especially the Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian Northern.
There are two causes which might be said to be the final

of

transportation

director general has received
TiikWoman's
Service Section

ered

and

country's

the

general.

in

traffic

Especiall)

line.

upon

Canada

proposed

is

it

be expected to ensue a- a result of
railway situation in Canada and the probable

presenl

effects

was unable to support more
ha- this Keen true in the ease of
the Canadian Northern and the Grand 'Trunk Pacific. Traffic
sufficient to maintain these parallel lines simply could not
The undercurrent of animosity in western
he produced.
Canada toward the Canadian Pacific must also he considterritories

than one

program.

article of this -cries

last

may

what

discuss

to

and

the third

In

the wholesale duplication of lines in

is

i

the

supporting the nationalization

One development which

situation.

present

the

<>f

if

it
property of the
a natural step to turn the branch bins of tin- poi
of the government system over to the Hydro Electric, and
other government enterprise, tor electrification.
This has
Caused a great deal of propaganda to be Spread in Ontario

in

alter

but

but

development of Canada they believed that this development
would compensate for an) deficits which mighl be incurred

not

Grand Trunk this
difficult to
(band Trunk were to becomi tin
C argued that it would be
government

ownership

privati

Those who wen responsible for
the construction of man) <>f Canada's roads apparently were
unable t<> see this.
Perhaps in their enthusiasm for the
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Character of Employment (Class

I

Roads)

Per cent increase

Ea stern

Western

Southern territory

ter ritory

Total

te: rritory

or decrease
1 to July

Apr.
A
(

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

Employees

of

llasses

Jan. 1
1,043

Attendants
Bridge and lock tenders
Car Department

695
41,224
3.178
63
509

operators
Messenger service
Personal service

Elevator

Roundhouse
Shop work

1,371

588

work

Signal service
Station agents, assistants, agt.
operators
emSupervisors of women
plovees
Switch tenders and other yard
•

14

work
15.

16

Telegraph operators
Telephone operators (Train

Train service

20.

Other service

Warehouse and docks

Watchwomen

for traffic,

to operating

492
36.674
2,689
64

406
963
307
848

491
34,570
2,764
60
349

936
240
745

Apr.

143
8,318

856
14

22
354
141

96
8,079
740

The

64,602
4,674
96
562
2,404
595

4.4

1,085
138

23.6
18.5
18.7

1,323

1,120

1,297
25
198
1,185

399
356

330
224

15

223

344

283

73
128

25
116

1,138
561

588

24
206

5.471

100
754
2,863
1,290
2,854

1

1,426

July

1

Increase Decrease

15.1
1.6

4.0
9.9
.9

127

3

5

4

10

7

7

234

349

349

313

370

363

393

455

489

428

1,174

1,201

1,134

5.7

63

46

47

8

7

6

34

35

33

105

88

86

2.3

35
1,166

20
796

17

26

7.1

116

1,250

962

37
2,587

28

129

8
1,043

9

690

2
171

1,968

1,768

10.2

1,090

808

772

156

97

71

1,036

779

734

1,577

80
125
519
129

71

2,282
94

1,684

94
378
662
199

89

159
53
95

181
46
112

722

219

46,249

130
10
34

138
507
122
43,702

11,012

The

traffic,

16

12

214
49

34

44

102

82

10,295

made

financial difficulties of

other direct contributing cause referred to

is

67,548
4,752
100
624
2,427
779

398
22,533

11

is

propa-

ganda carried on in Ontario by the Hydro Electric ComThis commission operates a government-owned
mission.
power
public service utility and has been providing electrical
at
produced
is
power
The
rate.
low
a
to municipalities at

The Hydro

74,r44

508
22,795

1

12
12

of the

Niagara Falls and

3

1.096

1,275
19
931

10.6

1

1,525

712

1,437
23

and the abnormal conditions, not only as

doubly great.

/an. 1
1,816

687
25,202

613

Apr.

July 1
460

9i

7,499

far in excess of the present requirereached the limit of its

Electric has

ments.
employed
usefulness unless the excess power created can be
next
The
service.
municipal
than
other
for some purpose
electrification
step in its development is considered to be the
Ontario. Under
of the branch lines of the Grand Trunk in

9,430

33,722

1

A

Anr. 1
576

42

3

Canadian roads were augmented by these abnormal conditions, and even the Canadian Pacific, with its
great financial strength, showed the effect of them.

many

July

75

1

159

2,047
221

expenses and revenue but as to

their difficulties

1

61

Jan.

1,332
171

54,975

Total

opened

Jan.

1

or-

ders)
17.
18.
39.

July 1
724
19

semi-clerical

Clerical or
("leaning

Apr. 1
775

1

29,975

29,162

80
366
588

258
86,519

82,294

721
335

99,709

6.4
11.3

71

408
565
278

11.5

....
3.9

7.8
4.9

ployed between the two dates mentioned was 23.0 per cent.
There was a shrinkage of 18 per cent both in the number
of

women employed

off of

in

There was a falling
number of women employed
The largest number of women em-

in signal service.

only 4.4 per cent in the

clerical

positions.

ployed in railroad service continues to be engaged in clerical
The double column table shows the
or semi-clerical work.
figures for all classes of work in which women were engaged.
Freight rates will be one of the subjects which will be
discussed at the annual convention of the Michigan State
Horticultural Society at the Hotel Statler, Detroit, on December 3, 4 and 5. Among those who will address the convention are F. B. Coombs, secretary of the Michigan Traffic

League; former governor Charles

S.

Deneen

of

R. G. Phillips, secretary of the International
pers' Association, Rochester, X. Y.

Illinois and
Apple Ship-

Men Meet

Bridge and Building

in Cleveland

Twenty-Ninth Annual Convention Had Record Attendance
and Interest in Papers and Discussions.
American
TinCIATION
met

Railway Bridge and Building Asso-

twenty-ninth annual convention at
the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, on October 21-23 inclusive. Over 250 members were in attendance, the largest numl>er in the history of the association, while the interest in
the report- and discussions was equally high.
Over 80 new
members were received, a larger number than in any previous
for

it-

The

report of the secretary-treasurer showed a balance
in the treasury of $1,328, an increase of $300 over last year,

year.

The convention was (ailed to order by Lee Jutton (C.
N. W.) president, who introduced D. C. Moon, assistant
manager

the federal

of the

Xew York

recommendations as

to repairs

time of inspection and
case of metal bridges,

in

the replies,

may

it

In welcoming the association to that city Mr. Moon referred
his contact with bridge and building men for over 40

He emphasized the necessity for the displav of sound
judgment in the construction and maintenance of bridges
which may cost $1,000 or more per lineal foot while the

quency of inspection.

,

.

.

.

,-

Tii

i_ii

.

,

,

1

1

„

-j

•

two kinds of inspection of
bridges, one for the detection of defects involving immediate
are, generally speaking,

and the other for the detection of waning serviceabilSince the first is primarily a matter of constant patrol
of the railway lines, the second is the subject of this investigation. What is herein contained pertains exclusively to the
matter of inspection as involved in current maintenance from
safety,

ity.

year to vear.

Metal Bridges
While climatic conditions have

a

effect

on the

no general statement tan be made that territorial
is responsible in any way for the methods used in
inspection. It can be stated generally that an annual inspection of metal structure- i- more generally in effect than that
of any other periodicity. It may also be stated that the officer
conducting the inspection of metal bridges is more frequently
chosen directly from the Staff of the chief engineer than from
any other group of officers. The motor car seems to be the
90,000,

location

common means

By

far the

of locomotion

greater

number

of

for the inspection

and extent and range from ordinary mimeograph forms
bound note books.
far the greater

number

of railways

make

inspection of

metal bridges separately for the various members.
It is
probable that in most cases in the inspection of metal bridges,
the general appearance and the judgment of the inspector
are the criteria a- to whether actual measurements are nee-

decidedly

Semi-annuaiiy

major portion of the

4i

nm
Monthly".

?

tmhe
*
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."::."

officer
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.

5.9S
2.62

ally
.

55°

32.22

Three tunes annually
Four times annually
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'455
•

most often made responsible
for bridge mspecr
,
.

.,

,

.

,-,,,
,

either the supervisor or superintendent of bridges and
I.,,.
,
.,
x.
buildings. Nearly
75 per cent of the mileage represented in

tion

is

,

'

21

,

.

l

uses re - ular or sP ecial trains

)er ccnt

-

Regular forms for recording inspection notes in the field
are used b v 85 P er cent of the mileage represented in the
returns t0 the questionnaire. The condition of each member
1S recorded separately by lines aggregating about 70 per cent
-

m^ge

we are inclined to believe
bridges only. Actual measurements
are re P orted as being taken by 52 per cent of the reporting
mileage, while general appearance and judgment are used by

of the total
this

reporting, but

Pertinent to metal

By far the larger portion
of the lines record in the noteS recommendation- as to repairs

replies

and renewals

indicate

at the

time the notes are taken,

General practice is about evenly divided as to giving authontv to the inspector to order repairs or replacement in
distinction from simply making recommendations as to these
ni; dters.

Conclusions

A

well organized plan of thorough and periodical bridge
inspection should be in effect on all railroads.
Inspection
1.

should preferably be made semi-annually and in any event
not less frequently than annually

The

inspector should be particularly fitted by training
for the work, technical education and training
requisite for metal bridges and both judgment and

and experience
being

experience for wooden structure-.
3.

Motor car- afford

the best

means

of conveying the in-

spection party over the line,
4.

Such

tools,

either special or standard, as he

may

con-

sider useful for his purpose should be furnished the inspector,
5.

Special inspection form- for taking and recording note-

are essential.

ing

the

that
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6.

made for rcportmembers individually or by
dependent upon the facts disclosed by

Adequate

condition

groups and classes,
the examination.

essary.

A

—

Annually

2.

acter

By

total mile-

a Se reporting under that periodicity as follow.-:

party.

railways and the greater

portion of the mileage represented in the replies to the committee report the use of regular forms for taking and recording notes in the field. These forms are diversified in charto

tabulation of the returns shows the

and the percentage of the

the remainder, viz., 48 per cent.

marked

durability of metal bridge.-, from the replies to a questionnaire received from 40 road- with an aggregate mileage of

most

A

periodicity of inspection

the replies customarily uses the motor car as a means of conveying the inspection party over the line, while only about

t>
t
Inspection Methods
Report on Bridge

There

,

although railroads in the same territory differ as to the fre-

.

.

is

Entirely different results are to be expected from the effects
wooden bridges than with metal structures,

Central at Cleveland.

earnings are no greater than for a similar stretch of track
He stated that as between so-called prac1
,
,
and technical or book knowledge, he
would select a man with the former qualifications for the
majority of positions. He urged members to combine these
!•£• .„.•
j
r
1
f
xu
,.i
j
qualihcations and to studv
formulae, for they must be used,
, ,1
?
.,
:•
,
but not to forget the practical phases of the work.

.

,

of climate on

costing $5 per foot.
.•
.,
,
1,1
tical
horse sense

be said that before definite action

w
R
Wooden bridges

&

years.

at the

taken their consideration is strictly a matter for the bridge
engineer with whom the reports are finally lodged.

to

to

and renewal- are made

recorded with the notes, l>ut in the
it is more than likelv that such recommendations are appended to the inspector's report after mature consideration of the conditions reported. While different
courses of movement of the inspection reports art' described
art'

of

provision, should be

bridge

Sufficient assistance

to

insure the thorough and com-
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prehensivc

examination

structures

i>t'

inspected

should

be

supplied.

Where

necessarj

to

determine the extent oi the deter
oi members should be made.

measurements
8. ki ommendations of the
ure which should be applied
<

niil\

desirable bul practicall)

inspet tor as to
to

i

orre< tive

meas

observed conditions an

accessary.

aol

These recommends

tions should be recorded in the notes at the time of inspection

and upon its completion should be followed up through
proper channels for necessary action thereon.
>.
rhe inspector should be voted with authority to order
through proper channels the correction oi any imminently
unsafe conditions discovered.
10. Prescribed limitation.- in stress should, if possible, be
established, especially for metal bridges.
11.
The general program of inspection can best be formulated by the individual railroad and must needs be developed
l>\
a consideration of the operating organization in vogue,
{

methods of effecting repairs and renewals and the number,
magnitude and character of bridges maintained.
12. At least one complete counterpart of all notes, recommendation-, record- and papers pertaining to the inspection
and corrective measures applied as a result thereof should
be kept in one file of ready access.
The report was signed by Arthur Ridgwav, (D. & R. G.)
chairman; |. S. Huntoon, (M. C); J. H. Johnston, (G. T.);
Herbert C. Keith, (cons, engr.); G. W. Rear, (S. P.); J.
L.

Winters, (S. A. L.).

Discussion
This report brought out active discussion. G. W. Rear
(S. P.) described the system followed on that road in inspecting over 715,000 lin. ft., of wooden structures. To promote
uniformity of

inspections

over

the

system,

inspectors

are

employed throughout the year, working on the Southern lines
in the winter and the Northern lines in the summer. These
inspectors are accompanied by the division engineer, division
bridge inspector and division bridge supervisor on their reThey examine every structure on the
spective territories.
line and recommendations for their repair or renewal are
agreed upon at the time, these recommendations being subject to review in the general office to bring them within the
limits of available appropriations. Copies of the recommendations are also sent to the division superintendents,

who

prepare requests for work authorities for tranmission to the
general manager for approval.
The action of the committee in dividing the subject between
structures of metal and wood was criticised by Mr. Rear,
who advocated their classification as between truss and
stringer bridges. The action of the committee was defended
by R. H. Reid (N. Y. C.) who pointed out that the nature
of the deterioration of timber and metal structures is essentially different, and that they therefore require different
forms of inspection.
A wide divergence of opinion was expressed regarding the
frequency of inspections. Some members thought the annual
inspection was all that was necessary, while others favored
semi-annual inspections and C. W. Wright (L. I.) advocated
making them every two or three months.
A number of those present opposed the computation of
stresses in old timber too closely, one member stating that it
had been his experience in the handling of a large number
of structures that in almost every case the timber was found
to have been in worse shape than had been anticipated.

Report on Inspection and Repair of Roofs
A roof should receive as close if not more careful inspecany other part of a building. It should include
everything on the roof, such as skylights, ventilators, flashings, gutters, eaves, troughs, adjoining masonry, etc.
tion than

supervisor Should always make a thorough inspection
masonr) and ore walls adjoining the roof, because the
joints in the toping and brick work becom
d out
within a lew years, that water percolates down inside the
\

oi

ioration, actual
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tin

wall, resulting in a report of a leak in the roof tor

which the

propei is in no way responsible. The remedy is to i'
move the coping, repair ami point up mortar joints in brick,
lay in a damp proofing course of prepared rooting, and reroof

it up
with a plastic bituminous
Sometimes a layer of plastic cement is used instead
of the prepared roofing.
Flashings are a common source of leaks; those which are
.-upposed to be permanently cemented to the brick work are
rarely found thus after a few years of exposure to the elements. Large cut nails and Hashing hooks should be used
freely to hold the upper edges of flashings in place. A rich
cement mortar or bituminous cement should be employed in
the repair work, applying it along the upper edge of the

place the coping, pointing

cement.

dashing.

In localities where melting ice during the day and frozen
the night are a common experience, gutter
heads are an active cause of leaks, which are rarely cured
entirely. The flat metal portion of the gutter head should
always be nailed down securely over the full thickness of
the roofing and wall jointings; then the flat metal should
be covered with solid moppings of felt and pitch, carried
back at least 18 inches from the opening. If the metal is not
closed in on both sides, the expanding ice in the downspout
or leader will surely break the roofing away from it while it
is cold and brittle.
Straight runs of gutter which are improperly applied underneath roofing of various sorts frequently
cause trouble of the same kind. The best remedy for leader
troubles is the use of inside drains with heads like the Holt
roof connection, clamped securely in place without the use
leaders during

of nails.

Roof coverings that depend on paint or other coatings to
life are apt to become neglected, creating a lia-

prolong their
bility of

damage

or premature loss.

Especially

is this

so in

the case of railroad buildings where frequent changes are

made among officers and workmen.
Wooden shingle roofs usually have

to be repaired with
such roofs become old they are
a fire menace, especially when they are in close proximity to
coal-burning locomotives.
Tin roofs require soldering or patching when in need of
repairs. Temporary repairs may be made by the use of tested
elastic bituminous compounds while leaks of a minor nature
can be checked for a time by the application of a heavy coat
of paint. Tin roofs should be painted with a good mineral
paint about every four years.
There are many brands of composition roofings, commonly
termed prepared roofings, which are laid in sheets or from
rolls.
Some of these will last 10 to 15 years, while some of
the cheaper grades depend on an occasional coating of some
special preparation in paint form to prolong their life. Such
roofs can be patched successfully, this being about the only
manner in which repairs can be made.
The last few years have seen the introduction of the asphalt
shingles. When laid on suitable inclines to shed water it
rarely leaks because there are always two and sometimes

wooden

or tin shingles.

When

three thicknesses of roofing material.
There are all sorts of gravel roofs;

many

of

them have

been bought too cheaply. A three-ply roof made of light felt,
put together with 60 lb. of pitch and tar, and covered with
possibly 100 lb. of gravel, will need repairs inside of three
years. A five-ply roof made of 70 lb. of felt and 100 lb. of
pitch, properly graveled in will last seven years. The addition of 25 lb. of pitch at the time the roof is built, will make
A roof containing about 80 lb.
it last from 10 to 15 years.
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250 II). of pitch, depending upon whether
wood ()r concrete (as recommended in the

Barrett specification), will

surely outlast

it.^

20-year guar-

and probably be good for 35 or 40 year-.
Standard gravel roofs or makeshift gravel roofs can profitably be recoated at any time before the felt becomes exposed
and begins to turn brown. The method is to -weep up all
roof gravel with a stifi brush, pour on an ample amount of
coal-tar pitch, and then resurface with clean gravel. It is
antee,

(F. E. C.) advocated inserting a number of new ties together
because of the difficulty of securing an even bearing for the
rail

are applied singly between old rail-cut ties.
described the practice of turning the ties over
to overcome this objection, while another Mated that it was
his practice to frame ea< h tie to the [.roper height in
the shop
before shipment to the bridge, in order thai it might th

has been neglected until leaks develop, it is
necessary to go over it carefully after it is swept up and in
all places where cracks or serious rotting of the felt is found,
such places should be covered with at least three thicknesses
of felt and pitch, leaving margins in successive layers of the
repair of at least four inches all around before the recoating
done. Most roof troubles develop angles where the roofs
join walls, scuttles, skylights, etc.
Two or three layers of
is

solidly-mopped pitch and felt in such places never do any
harm, and assist in making a good job.

About the only way
the broken tile with

to repair clav tile roofs is to replace

new material

of the

same kind.

When

such roofs are constructed originally a number of the tile
should be laid aside for repairs, especially if the material is
of an odd design and not readily obtained in the market.

The

repair of tile roofs requires skilled labor. Large precement tile are also coming into use, being applied to
steel frames for inclined roofs.
A number of roofs have been la d in recent vears with
hard shingles made from a composition of asbestos, cement,
etc., more nearly resembling slate in size and degree of hardness.
In case of failure thev must necessarilv be replaced
with new material of the same kind, if second-hand pieces
are not available. These shingles have not been in use lone
enough to determine their lasting qualities.
Slate roofs are usually repaired bv substituting new slate
and this can be done readilv because standard sizes are always available. A good slate roof having greater than half
cast

;

pitch will last

The

report

chairman; C.

manv

rears without repairs.

was siened by M. T. Fivnn. (C. k N. W.),
A. Lichty, (C. & N. W.)
W. F. Mevers, (C.
;

between

installed

safe to use the old gravel if it is screened, but a considerable
amount of new material must be added to the old in order
to secure a good job.
If the roof

when they

One member

ties

which were

rail-cut.

Internal Combustion vs.

A

paper

of

Internal

Steam Engines

Combustion

Versus Steam Enpresented by C. A. Lichty, was
similar to one which he read before the convention of the
International Railway Fuel Association in Chicago in May,
and abstracted in the Railway Age of June 6.
In the discussion of this paper it was evident that then

gines for

Tumping Water,

a wide difference of opinion regarding the merits of
these
two forms of pumping equipment.
Some members favored
steam units because of the less skilled attendance
while others advocated oil engines because of their greater
is

i

economy

at

stated that

small stations. L. A. Cowsert (C. X. O. & T P
was the present practice of that road to install

it

engines whenever making a change in pumping station
equipment and that one of the large economies has been
found to result from the delivery of fuel oil from the tracks
to isolated stations by gravity through pipe lines, instead of
hauling coal by wagons, as had formerly been necessary.
oil

Report on Painting Metal Railway Structures
The

greatest

enemv

of steel

is

rust

and

to

make

a

iob of

painting successful the rust must be thoroughly removed. All
of the 17 roads replying to a questionnaire, specify scrapers,
wire brushes, chisels, and bars for this purpose, and three
use the sand blast occasionally. There can be no doubt that
the sand blast

by far the most thorough method of cleanexcessive and it is not generally used on
that account. Some of the road< specify sledges and bars for
the removal of rust, but it would seem that a structure
that
is so rusty as to require such heroic treatment would
be seriously weakened and would indicate faulty methods of inis

ing, but the cost

is

spection.

& X. W.).
Discussion

The discussion of this report centered largely about the
use of plastic cements for the repair of roofs of various types.
Some members told of the use of these cements successfully
'

on metal roofs, while others stated that while the cement had
eliminated leakage for 1 S months to 2 years, at the end of
that time it had been found thai the metal itself had been
destroyed. The use of high grade built up roofs on slopes
of moderate pitch was advocated by several members who
reported excellent service from this form of construction,
where it was properly installed originally.

All are agreed that the first coat of paint should be applied
as soon as possible after cleaning, providing the steel is dry.
as paint will not adhere to a wet surface The use of sprayers
is

not advised, 16 of the roads reporting unfavorably whileit believes it to be as good as brushing
but remarks

one says

lie has had no experience.
The operation of brushing
of vital importance and should receive more attention than
usually does. In painting steel onlv enough paint should

that
is
it

be used to cover and thai should be thoroughly brushed, mixing it with whatever rust or other impurities may have been
left on the surface and working it into all crevices

Thirteen of the roads favor red lead in some form for the
One favors the addition of white lead in the proportion of one-third white to two-thirds red: another advo
the addition of one per cent of lamp black with the idea of
filling voids in the coarser red lead and tending to make the
paint denser and more impervious to moisture. A proprietary
paint is used by four.
primer.

Report on Methods and Equipment
ing Timber Bridges

in

Renew-

A committee of which Mr. Johnson (I. C.) was chairman,
submitted an extended report on the organization of gangs
and the methods followed in the renewal or repair of piles,
caps, stringers

and

ties singly

and also incidental to the genThis report discussed in

eral renewal of the entire bridges.

detail the various steps in the carrying out of this work.

The

discussion centered largely about the advisability of
ties on bridges singly or out of face. Referring to
structures on which tie plates are not used; E. K. Barrett

renewing

For the succeeding coats the preference is about equally
divided between lamp black and graphite, while two roads
report the use of brown mineral with satisfactory results.
The method which s.vms to be giving the greatesl satisand to be followed most universally is to prime with
red lead, the second coat to consist of a mixture of red lead
and lamp black and finish with lamp black or graphite.
Only one of the roads reports the use of any other oil than
faction
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linseed; in this case soya bean <al receives favorable mention
I

lu-

addition of about

mended

aearl)

in

give the paint

considered

a

six

cases

all

per cent
to

turpentine

oi

assist

for

linseed

oil,

recona

penetration and

in

better spreading qualities,

substitute

is

This

bul

is

is

nol

added

to

to be
t<>

the

purpose.
rhe materials used on water tanks and coaling stations
do nol differ materiall) from thai used on bridges, except
that in a few instances the inside surfaces of water lank- have
paint

for a spe< ific

been painted with hot tar. NO satisfactory results have been
reported from the use ^f special coatings on coaling stations.
ordinary bridge painl giving as much protection againsl the
fumes of engines a- anj special preparation that lias been
tried. No preparation to he used as a paint can give adequate
protection to overhead members subject to the direel Mast
from locomotive smokestacks; all such members are better
protected by a cement covering or a suspended slab of as
bestos or other indestructible material.
The question of painting galvanized iron brought out a
great many formulas for washes to be applied to the iron
before it was painted. These washes are supposed to prevent
the paint from peeling, hut none of them have any very
The most successful method seems
enthusiastic advocates.
to he the weathering of the iron until the zinc coating is re-

necessary to remove the zinc coating from
the iron before it can he painted successfully, the zinc may
as well he saved and plain iron used instead. The following
chemicals are quoted as being used on galvanized iron for
the above purposes: sal soda, sal ammoniac, hydrochloric

moved.

If

it

is

aqua ammonia, copper sulphate, nitric
and turpentine.
The report was signed by C. T. Musgrave (O. S. L.),
chairman; (\ Ellenger (I. C); E. S. Airmet (O. S. L.);
F. Gaunt (O. S. L.); B. D. Rich (S. P.); J. R. Shean
acid, copper chloride,
acid, benzine

(Pac. El.).

Discussion

The discussion of this report centered largely around the
necessity of securing mechanics of the proper experience if
good results are to be obtained. I. W. Swaney, (SherwinWilliams Company) presented a
tices, in which he made a plea
paints and paint specifications,
the cost of manufacture from 25

discussion of painting pracfor the standardization of
stating that this
to

would

cut

50 cents per gallon.

Report on the Economical Use and Storage
Fuel

avoid undue deterioration, coal should not be stored
exceed 60 days. The storage supply should be located
outside of and at a convenient distance from the pump house,
away from other buildings and near an unloading track
where one is available so that coal may be handled direct
from the cars. To avoid the retention of some portion of the
coal in the bin for an indefinite time there should be two

To

openings to remove the coal.
Steam, water and other wastes must be prevented. Pump
houses should be built with a view to warmth. To minimize
heat losses, boilers, steam pipes and the steam ends of pumps
should be insulated where the saving will justify the expense.
Beginning at the grates upon which the fuel bed rests, see
that the air spaces are properly proportioned to avoid the
loss of combustible material into the ash pit. This will depend on the kind of coal used. Study the fuel with this point
in mind. Five per cent is not an unusual loss from this cause.
The amount of grate surface is important, as it determines
the rate of combustion. For power purposes in handfired
plants do not permit the rate of combustion to fall below 15
lb. of coal per square foot of grate surface per hour, or go
lb.

with bituminous coal.
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I

Wuli jettings tight to prevenl the infiltration oi an, heat
ing surface clean, radiation Losses reduced bj propel overing,
piping and
team mains Lagged, engine valves tight and
properly set, all condensation returned to tin- feed watei
i

a good start will have been made in fuel conservation.
However, merely placing the plant in good physical condition
will not suffice.
Conditions change from day to day, from
These changes
In in- to hour, even from moment to moment.
musl be interpreted, and tin- degree of intelligence with which
they are interpreted marks the degree of success which will
be realized in fuel saving. A good plant poorly operated will
-how low efficiency, while a poor plant skillfully operated
will sometimes show a relativel) high effi< iency.
Unlike coal, oil, if stored in closed tanks, docs not det<
riorate when standing nor is it subject lo spontaneous com-

heater

bustion; but the greatest care should be given to its storage,
and its vapors are very searching and extreme pre-

as oil

cautions are advisable, though with proper ventilation of tin
tanks the danger from fire is nil.
Steel tanks for the storage of oil may be secured in all
sizes and in accordance with any particular specification, but
it

more economical and satisfactory to have sizes and spa
conform to the gage and sizes of sheets commonly

is

ifications

carried in stock by the manufacturers, as specifying tanks of
size causes waste through cutting sheets rolled to
standard sizes and increases the cost of storage.
Partly or wholly burying oil tanks in the ground is a com-

special

mon

However, the ultimate economy is questionable,
from soil corrosion may be
rapid, and leaks, unless relatively large, are hard to detect
and expensive to repair.
Oil losses by seepage from properly constructed steel and
concrete tanks can be considered practically negligible. However, the volume of useful hydrocarbon products lost through
practice.

as the depreciation of the shell

evaporation in oil storage is a considerable item, the loss, of
course, being greater in the lighter oils than in the heavy
oils, although there is a continued stream of the light hydrocarbons escaping from its surface as long as it remains in
storage, even with oil of low gravity. There are two general
rules to follow to prevent evaporation losses:
(1) keep the
temperature of the oil in the tank as low as possible, and
(2) make the containers as tight as practicable.
The report was signed by F. M. Case, (C. & N. W.),
chairman; C. R. Knowles, (I. C); E. A. Demars, (O. S.
L.); A. D. McCallum, (C. H.'& D.).

of

to

above 28

A<.

Discussion

A
the
the

members pointed out losses resulting from
extended storage of fuel. A. W. Harlow (Erie) described
emphasis placed upon economical firing of pumping

number

of

plants by the officers of that road, as a result of which the
jurisdiction of supervisors of locomotive operation has been

extended over pumping plants insofar as this phase of the

work

of the

pumper

is

concerned.

The

operators of

pumping

stations are required to fire a shovelful at a time.

Railway Fire Protection Equipment

By

C. R.

Knowles

Superintendent Water Service,

Illinois

Central

The five principal fire extinguishing agents in use on railroads are bicarbonate of soda, caustic soda and sulphuric
acid, carbon-tetrachloride, dry sand and water.
Bicarbonate of soda is useful only in incipient fires and
is of but little value as a fire extinguisher.
Chemical fire extinguishers using soda and acid are usually furnished in the 2^ -gal. hand type and in the 40-gal.
type mounted on wheels. The hand type is one of the best
fire extinguishers known for small incipient fires. As many
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of them are located at points where there is no other fire protection it is important that they be kept in perfect order at
all times. They should be discharged, cleaned and recharged
at least once each year, the date of recharging to be marked
on the tag attached to the extinguisher. At least two extra
charges should be on hand for each extinguisher.

The

care of extinguishers should be assigned to some parman at each point as a division of responsibility for
their condition will lead to neglect. They should be inspected
weekly; this inspection should include a careful examination
of the nozzle, hose and hose connection and the renewal of

981

In passenger stations, three pails for buildings of ordinary
increasing the number by one pail for about each 500
sq. ft. of floor space over the first 2,000 sq. ft.
In freight stations at least one barrel and two pails for
buildings of ordinary size, increasing the number in larger
buildings by one barrel and two pails for each additional
3,000 sq. ft. of floor space over the first 3,000 sq. ft. so as to

size,

ticular

make them

defective parts as soon as discovered.

In combined passenger and freight stations, one barrel and
two fire pails to be placed in the freight room, increasing the
number in larger buildings as indicated for freight stations.
In shop buildings, one barrel and two pails to be distributed for about each 3,000 sq. ft. of floor space.
In warehouses, two pails for a floor space of 1,000 sq. ft.
or less, increasing the number by one pail for each additional

Carbon-tetrachloride

is

particularly effective on fires in

hazardous liquids, other rapidly burning materials, electrical
fires and other fires not readily extinguished by water. The
extinguisher for using this liquid is usually of the one-quart
type and, on account of the small size, is of value only
in incipient and small fires. The freezing point of carbontetrachloride is 25 to 50 degrees below zero, therefore, it is

pump

very desirable where low temperatures prevail. These extinguishers should receive the same care as other chemical
extinguishers and should be kept full of liquid at all times.
A reserve supply of liquid for refilling should also be available.

Sand

is

useful chiefly in oil fires and should be contained

in pails or properly constructed sand boxes with scoops for

throwing. The sand should be clean and dry and the supply
should be located near a doorway in order that it may be
accessible.
is, of course, the principal agent used in fighting
other agents being of value chiefly on incipient fires,
or in chemical, oil and electrical fires which are usually limTherefore, from whatever source water is
ited in extent.

Water

fire, all

fire purposes, the supply should be ample and
Second only to an ample supply of water is the
importance of adequate facilities, properly constructed and
so located as to permit fighting the fire with a minimum of

obtained for

500

sq.

readily accessible to all parts.

ft.

Barrels to have a capacity of not less than 50 gal.
When fire barrels and pails are located where there is a
liability of the water being frozen in cold weather, it is
recommended that calcium chloride or salt be placed in each
to retard freezing. The density of the solution required will
depend upon existing temperatures.
Fire hose is one of the most important fire-extinguishing
agencies, and it should be of the best material and workmanIt should always be in perfect working order and at
times properly cared for. Fire hose is subjected to a
severe class of service, the importance of which makes it

ship.
all

essential that the utmost care be given to the quality of the
materials and the character of the workmanship employed
in its manufacture. By purchasing only the best hose and
giving it the small amount of attention suggested, the greatest practicable

durability will be assured. Experience has
that a good cotton rubber-lined hose, properly cared
for, will frequently last 10 or 15 years

shown

constant.

C.

W. Wright

form of

delay.

The

Discussion

fire

underwriters have laid

down

extensive rules and

regulations governing the design, location, maintenance and
operation of pumps used for fire purposes, which rules are

Unfortunately there are but few pumps used
on railroads, the average pump
being designed and used primarily for general service pressure. Fire protection being incidental, therefore, it is impractical to apply these regulations to all pumps without
impairing the service for which they are primarily designed.
Where service pumps are also used for fire protection their
well known.

exclusively for fire protection

fire

(L. I.) urged that every employee using any
protection equipment be required to make a re-

port to the proper officer immediately, in order to insure that
equipment is at all times ready for service. The question
of the location of water barrels on high bridges was also
discussed by G. W. Rear (S. P.) who stated that it had

this

been found on that road that other than railway employees
would not venture out to barrels placed on the end of caps
on high structures to secure water with which to put out a
small fire. For this reason it is the practice of this road to
build platforms at the level of the track on which the barrels
are placed.

operation should conform as closely as possible to the rules

down for fire pumps.
Pipe lines serving fire hydrants and fire connections should
be independent of general service where possible, but if a
part of the general service system they should be so constructed and arranged that service connections can be cut off
and full fire pressure maintained on hydrants and hose conlaid

nections.

Fire hydrants should be of an accepted type offering the
lowest resistance to the flow of water. Ground or outside
hydrants should be of the two-way type and should be designed to drain automatically when the valve is closed, to
prevent freezing. They should be painted white so they may

be located readily at night. They should be inspected frequently to see that they are in proper condition and that they
drain properly to prevent freezing. Under no circumstances
should fire hydrants be used for other than fire purposes.
Hydrant wrenches and spanner wrenches for tightening hose

Closing Business
At the closing session Thursday morning the following
subjects were selected for consideration by committees during
the next year: (1) Filling Bridges with Special Reference

Maintenance of Structures During Filling; (2) Standard
for Bridge Inspection; (3) Abuse of Treated Timbers;
Repair and Maintenance of Tank Hoops;
(4)
Maintenance and Repair of Freighthouse Floors;
(5)
(6) Use of Electricity for Pumping Water; (7) Application
of Paint for Spraying; (8) Maintenance of Timber Docks;
(9) Reclamation of Bridge, Building and Water Service
to

Forms

Materials.

The following
suing year:

officers

were selected to serve for the en-

President, F. E. Weise, chief clerk to chief engineer, C.
St. P., Chicago; first vice-president, W. F. Strouse,
Baltimore, Md.; second vice-president. C. R. Knowles, superintendent of water service, I. C, Chicago; third vice-presi-

M. &

should be located conveniently and in sufficient number to
provide at least one for each hydrant.
The number of water barrels and buckets recommended is

dent, Arthur

as follows:

Denver, Colo.; fourth vice-president,

Ridgway,

D. & R. G.,
Robinson, division

assistant chief engineer,
J. S.

•
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(Georgi P.) & Broi., Chi
P Ni< ii"l
Roofing Company, Chicago; taphali
Vulcaniti
hinglei and
i'
\ an
Patterion >^ Sargent C
pany, Cleveland, Ohio; n
Anderion,
Patti raon and W, li
Mi Bi
Philip
arc) Companj
Roof coating and bingli
ill
.ui.
R, Si Inn In
Nil hoi

>"!

Paten)

\\

,

Chi

of executive committee: J. P Wood, super
and buildings, P. M.. Saginaw, Mich.; A B,
McVay, supervisor bridges and buildings, I.. & V. Evan*
11.
Johnston, superintendent bridges and
ville,
Ind.;
J.
Howson, Western
buildings, ('.. T., Montreal, Que.; E.
editor, Railway Age, Chicago; C. W. Wright, master car
in liter. L. I., Jamaica, N. V., and G. A. Manthey, assistant
superintendent bridges and buildings, D. S. S. & A., Marquette, Mich.
Atlanta, Ga., was selected as the Location for the next

members

I

mi-

\

,

I

W

i

.

i

I

I

.

'

in,

'

t

w

<

Harold

hicago;

Company,

H.

E

Marah and

V Smith and Charlei

Cleveland,

Ohio;

l.

G

Georgi

B

I

Batea.

Mowal

and

utea.

i

.

u

i'

K.

.1.

i

.

Railti

Wll nil
Railwaj Review,
siu win Willi. ui!
r

'

Conatrui

Si

dard

Vaphall

Wind
Upson-Wa

c

I

Com
Pump

ngine and

I

Volkhardl Company,
hydrant; W. Volkhardt.

Em

.

<

o.,

oil

ago

R,

F,

Snow,
Trumbull and
;

I

Batavia,

\\

111.;

C.

E.

I.

Ohio; H. B. McCreai
and 1
Y.;
\.
Yard and

Stapleton,

L

tiedrick.

Ward.
1

1

P

cinder

pit

convention.

afternoon the members made an inspection
freight terminal of the New York

On Wednesdaj
of

Orange avenue

the

Central and of the ore handling docks of the Pennsylvania
Following the adjournment of the convention on
lines.

Thursday noon, a party
Tire & Rubber Company

visited

the

plant of the

Goodyear

Akron. Ohio. The annual dinner of the Bridge &: Building and the Supply Men's associations was held at the Statler Hotel on Wednesday evening.
at

Supply Men's Exhibit

The supply men

elected the following officer* to serve for

the ensuing year:

Tom

the Lehon Company, Chicago;
Ward, United States Wind Engine &
Lump Company, Batavia, 111.; treasurer, M. J. Trees, Chicago Bridge
Iron Work-; secretary-treasurer, (L R. Mi
Vay, the Barrett Company, Chicago; members executive
committee, E. T. Howson, Railway Age, Chicago; Charles
Thulin, (i. W. Anderson, Patterson & Sargent Company,
Cleveland, O. D. J. Higgins, American Valve & Meter Company, Cincinnati, O.
F. M. Condit, Fairbanks, Morse &
Company, Chit ago.

President,

president,

C.

Lehon,

L.

<S:

;

;

The Bridge and Building Supply Men's association held
an exhibit in a room adjacent to the convention hall, in which
34 firms presented literature, photographs and models of their
The officers of the association for the past year
equipment.
were: President, P. J. Jacobs. H. W. Johns-Manville Company. Chicago; vice-president, Tom Lehon, the Lehon Company, Chicago; treasurer, C. E. Ward, United States Wind

Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, 111.; secretary, M. J.
Trees. Chicago Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago; members
executive committee. C. L. Cockrell, Philip Carey Company,
Chicago; E. T. Howson, Railway Age, Chicago; G. R. McThe Barrett Company, Chicago; W. O. Washburn,
American Hoist S: Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.; A. J.
Filkins, Paul Dickinson Company, Inc., Chicago.
Vay.

The following is a list of the firms represented, with the
nature of their "exhibits and the names of their representaAmerican Heist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.; W. O. Washburn
and F. J. Johnson.
American Tar Products Company, Chicago; P. J. Griffiths and S. H.
Fields.

American Valve and Meter Company, Cincinnati, Ohio; I-enner nonwater column; J. T. McGarry and
freezablc drop spout, Poage style
D. T. Higgins.
Holt vent and leader connection;
York
City;
Barrett Company. New
G. R. MA.iv and A. E. Thompson.

H

&

Bird

Co.,

Chicago; Mr. Caton and Mr. Inwood.
Chicago; Bridge gang motor car;

Company,

Buda
G.

Surplus

Director Gexeral

Hixes has announced that detailed
which will shortly become available of the operating results for the month of September of practically
all Class I railroads and large terminal companies in federal
operation will indicate that, after including in September the
estimated back pay for shopmen for the five months, May to
September, inclusive, the net operating income for the month
On this basis
of September, 1919, was about $78,000,000.
statistics

the net gain to the government, for the

month of September,

annual rental due the
railroad companies whose railroads are covered by these statistics, is $3,000,000, but if there be charged against September only its own part of the shopmen's back pay, the net
gain to the government for the month of September is about
after allowing for one-twelfth of the

tives:

'

September Earnings Show Some

H.

C.

Beebe

and

E. Bryar.

Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, Chicago; Illuminated photographs; H.
Brown and F. L. Cook.
Detroit Graphite Company, Chicago; L. D. Mitchell, T. J. Hogan, W. B.
Waugh and W. E. Bates.
Gradolph and
Devilbiss Manufacturing Company, Toledo, Ohio; W. F.
C. D. Ward.
Paul Dickinson Company, Chicago; Arthur J. Filkins.
Dixon (Joseph) Crucible Company, Jersey City, X. J.; Dixon graphite
paint; 11. A. Nealley and N. C. Cameron.
Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; E. A. Johnson.
Fairbanks. Morse & Co.. Chicago; catalogues; F. M. Condil, H. E.

$19,000,000.

May

If the results of operation for the five

to

Xet Gain

C.

Vogcl,

B.

C.

Skelton.

Smith,

Stephen

J.

C.

S. Spaulding, A. A. Taylor, H. E. \ ergasen,
Flanagan, G. Howard, G. Lang. F. M. Gardner

B.

Heath' and Milligan Manufacturing Co., Chicago; G. W. Lindholm
„,.''„.,
and W. II. Pratt.
c
a
High Grade Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio; Gilso cement; b. A.
Baber and J. N. Kina.
drill and
Ingersoll, Rand & Co., New York City; Pneumatic riveter,
bridge repair outfit; J. X. Thorpe, Jr., and Geoi 6 e C. Williams.
pipe
and
roofing
Tohns-Manville Company, Chicago; Asbestos
H
Sewell.
covering C. E. Murphy, W. L. Laurence, J. E. Meek and H B
and shingles; lom
) Tiie Lehon Company, Chicago; Mule-Hide rcohng
Lehon, D. B. Wright and Chas. V. Eades.
Tool grinders;
Wis.;
Milwaukee,
Company,
Luther Grinder Manufacturing
C. R. Pfeiftr and Bert St. Germain.
Massey Concrete I'roducts Company, Chicago; G. H. Redding and

months

September should be restated so as to apply to
each of these months its approximate proportion of this increase in pay for the shopmen, the net gain or net loss for
the months in question would be approximately as follows:

from

May

Net Loss
$37,642,128
26,031,860
2,031,547

Tune
July
$12,397,112
19,000,000

August
.,
September
.

The net gain or loss for these same properties by months
of the present calendar year on the basis of the amounts, as
they stand, and therefore including in the figures for September the increased wages for shopmen for the months
from May to September, inclusive, is as follows:
Net gain or loss to the Government after allowing for onetwelfth of the annual rental

.

W

';

A.

Humphrey.
Mudge & Co., Chicago; Jean K. Vanatta.
Xational Water Main Cleaning Co., New York
E.

City; Burt B.

Hodgman.

Month

Xet gain

March
April

.

.

.

.

.

May
June ....
July

....

August
September
Xet

Net

loss

57,782,557
65,430,850
64,881,856
48,757,056
33.642,128
22,031,860

January
February

(Estimated)
loss

for

nine months

$1,968,453
16,397,112
3,000,000

$371,160,742

;

Principal Provisions of the Esch Railroad Bill
Text

More Important Sections of the Bill
by the House on November 17

of the

as Passed

1

'

im COMPLETE TEXT

some of the more
FOLLOWING
important sections of tin- Esch bill us it was passed by
the House and particularly those which were radically
changed, by amendments adopted by the House, from the
form in which the bill was reported by the committee on
interstate commerce, of which a synopsis was given in ChairIS

man

Esch's

(printed

report

published

November

Settlement of Matters Arising Out of Federal Control
Si
20
The Pr
nation

of

deficienc)

26).

pi

Federal control

terminate

shall

ii

(1)

at

the

I'm

hall
not
have or exercise any of the
bj the Fed
iting
the use or o]
systems of transportation;
the control oi
carriers owning or operating
them, or of the business or affairs of such carri
(3) To their rates, fans, charges, classifications, regulations, or practices;
(4) To the purchase, const]
isition of boats,
tugs and other transportation facilities on the inland, canal, or coastwise
waterways; or (except in
contracts or agreements entered
into before the termination oi
ontrol) of terminals, motive power,
cars, or equipment, on or in connection with any railroad or system of

the

idenl

powers conferred upon him
(1)
(2)

To
To

I

I

'

]

transportation

To
To

the utilization or operation of can
the purchase of sei
carriers, except in pursuance' of
contracts or agreements entered into before the termination of Federal
control; or
(7) To the use for any of tin' purposes above stated (except in pursuance of contracts or agreement
entered into before the termination of
Federal control, and except as provided in section 202) of the revolving
fund created by such Act, <>r c,t any of the additions thereto made under
such Act, or by the Act entitled "An Act to supply a deficiency in the
appropriation for carrying out the Vet entitled 'An Act to provide for the
operation of transportation systems while under Federal control, for the
their
of
just compensation
ow ters, and for other purposes,' approved
March 21, 1918," approved June 30, 1919.
(c)
Nothing in this Act shall be construed as affecting or limiting the
power of the President in time of war (under section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for the support of the army for the
(5)

(6)

fiscal

opi
all

1

of

.'itn.n

mone

>

=

shall

1

foi

unexAct

all

,1,

rol

Act

".V

entitle d

carrying out

nply

Act entitled 'An
"s while under

il"

I''

1

a

Act

8,"

until

1

.

ral

thi

debtedness of anj
trol,

F<

United Stat
be ami remain available until expended
carriei

1.1

control,
the in-

Federal consaid purposes.

the-

fo

Causes of Action Arising Out of Federal Control

.

il

thereof.
(hi Thereafter

tiie

and

matters, innature,
nd for

all

cor

21,

h

ip

I

just

the'

Man

ami made available

priateei

end of the last
day of the month in which tins Ac) is passed, if this Vet is passed on or
before the fifteenth day of the month, 01 (2) at the end of the last day
of the month following the month in which this Act is passed, if this Act
sed after th<
fifteenth daj
ot
thi
and the President shall
then relinquish posses
ill
railroads and systen
transportation then undei Fedei
control and cease the use and operation
(a)

on

trol.

Hi.

foi

for

control,

tin

in

o\ idi

wind

fund
the-

Termination of Federal Control
200

1

pended balances

to

and

|uesti

all

out of or incidi nt to 1
purpose of making th,
in thi
revolving

the

approve d

Sec.

d

liquidati

settle,

1st,

at

.

arising

our issue of October 10,

in

ill

!.

.

1

Federal
cluding compensatioi
of

year ending June 30, 19

17,

1916) to take possession and
portation and utilize the same.
29,

and for other purposes," approved August
assume ontrol of any system of transi

Government-Owned Boats on Inland Waterways
Sec. 201.
On the termination of federal control, as provided in section
and other transportation facilities, on the
200, all boats, barges, tugs
inland, canal and coastwise waterways (hereinafter in this section called
"transportation facilities") acquired bj tin United States in pursuance of
the fourth paragraph of section 6 of the Federal Control Act (except the
parts of railroads or transportation
transportatii n
facilities constituting
systems over which Federal control was assumed) are transferred to the
hief of Engineers, shall utilize or
Secretary of War, who, through the
"in,
and carry out all conoperate such transportation faciliti
itered into by or through the
tracts and agreements in relation
tintime above fixed
to
President in pursuance of sui
rms of such contracts shall be
for such transfer.
All payments U!
of
this
made out of moneys available undi
Vet for adjusting, settling, liquidating and winding up matters arising out of or incident
such payments shall, from time- to
foi
to Feeleral control.
Moneys req tin
time, be transferred to the Secretary of War as required for payment
All other payments aftei such transfer
under the terms of such contracts.
Ltion of any such
in connection with the construction, util
(

'

:

-111111101', shall betransportation facilities, whethei
'no Is now 01 hereaftei made; availmade- by the' Secretary of Wai OUl ol
able for that purpose.
The- utilization and operation of such transportation facilities shall be
Vet as amended by this Act
subject to the provision
thi
oi
or by subsequent legislation, •in'
provisions of the- "Shipping Act,
to thi
same
1916," as now or hereafter amended, in the
manner anil to the same
extent as if such transportation facilities wen privately owned and operated;
and all such vessels while operated ami employed solely as merchant
vessels shall be subject to all other laws, regulations and liabilities govmted States is interested therein
erning merchant vessels, whether the
as owner, in whole or in part, or holds any mortgage, lien, or interest
therein.
For the performance of the duties imposed by this section the
Secretary of War is authorized to
employ such number of experts, clerks and other employees is may be necessary for service in the
provided for by
District of Columbia or elsewhere', and as may be
Congress.

Actions at law. suits in equity and pn
in admiralty,
out e,f the
uses "i ai tii
eration
'by the President of the railroac or system of transportation of any carrier
(under the- provisions of tin Federal
Olltrol Act, or of such Act of August
29, 19I6) of such character as prior to Federal control could have been
bi ..I'M against sui
rmination of Federal
be brought aga
lent designates to
adjust, settle, liquidate am] win! up matters arising ,,ut of Federal control.
Such actions, suits 01 .......
s
f limitation now
prescribed bj Stale 01 Federal
tutes but not later than two years from
the dai< of the passagi of this
\< 1.
be brought in any court which but for
Federal control would have
tion ot jhe cause of actum had it
arisen against such carri- r.
Process may be served upon any agent or officer of the carrier operating
such railroad or system of transportation, if such agent or officer is authorized by law to be served with process in
-t
such
carrier and if a contract has been made with such carrier by or through
the- President for the conduct of litigation arising out of operation during
Feeleral control.
If no such contract has been made process may be served
upon such agents or officers as may be designated by or through the President.
The agent designated by the President to adjust, settle, liquidate
and wind up matters arising out of Federal control, shall cause to Denied, upon the termination of Federal control, in the office of the clerk
of each District Court of the United States, a statement naming all carriers
with whom he has contracted for the conduct of litigation arising out of
operation during Federal control, ami a like statement designating the
agents or officers upon whom process ma) be served in actions, suits and
proceedings arising in respect to railroads or systems of transportation with
the owner of which no such contract has been made; and such statements
shall be supplemented from time to time, if additional contracts are made
or other agents appointed.
Actions, suits or proceedings of the character above described pending
at the termination of Federal control shall not abate by reason of such
termination, but may be prosecuted to final judgment, substituting the agent
or agency designated by the President to adjust, settle, liquidate and wind
up matters arising out of Federal control.
That the period of Feeleral control shall not be computed as a part of
the periods of limitation in act
si
carriers 01 in claims for reparation to the- commission for causes of action arising prior to Federal control.
Sec.

<

.

1

I

Refunding

1

'

1

of Carriers'

As soon

Sec. 205

President shall

the-

Indebtedness to United States

may

exist

at

the

the indebtedn

ascertain

termination
United State

The amounts

control.

the termination of feeleral control
oi the indi
of each carfor additions and betterments made
chargeable to capital account, which
theamount of

as practicable aftei

rier to the United States, incurred
during Federal control and properl)

ount

1

such carriei

to

I

..1

Federal

against each other to
extent permitted Ul
now or hereafter made bl
such carrier and the
the matters of Federal
control,
no such contract exists, to the extent permitted under
section 7 of tin standard contract between the United
States and the- earners relative- to
compensation.
51

:

tin-

I

I

(b)

i

I

204.

re-spec!

Any remaining
to

indebti

United Stat

such additions and betterments shall,

at the- request of the carbe funded into not
such parts to be
payable annually, beginning at the expiration of
after
the
termination of Federal control, with interest at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum from tin- date of funding, payable semi-annually, subject to the
right oi such carrier to pay, on an)
interest-payment day, the whole or
of an) such install..
is
ilue.
it
Any carrier obtaining
the- funding of such indi
in the discretion
ot
tinPresident,
in such
ity,
upon such terms, as
rier,

•

1

1

he

may

pre scrib<

(c)
Any other indebtedness of an) such carrier to the United States
may e-xist after the- SI ttle nie-nt of accounts between the United
States anil the carrier slid! be evidenced by notes payable on demand, with
interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum, and secured by such
collateral security as the President may deem it advisable to require.
I'll
With respect to any bonds, notes or other securities acquired under

which

983

—

—
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made
la

The

authorised

S<

the

and directed

to

the

n

th<

farea and ehargea, all divitioni of Joint rates, mid all
claaaificationa, regitlationi and practicea io anywise changing, affecting or denj any part oi the aggregate oi rates, farea or ehargea, or the value
i>t
tinlervicc rendered, which immediately preceding the termination oi
Federal control are In effect on the lines oi carriers subject to the Commerce Ait. shall continue in force and effect until tbereaftet changed by
State oi Federal authorities, respectively, or pursuant to authority of law;
but this shall not be construed as affecting the rights of any party to a
proceeding, Involving rates, farea, ehargea, classifications, regulations or
practices, which has been oi may be instituted under the Commerce Act
or other law,
\ll

rateSi

Guaranty to Railroads After Termination of Federal Control
See. 307,
(a) When used in this seetion
The term "carrier" means a carrier by railroad or partly by railroad
and partly by water, (1) whose railroad or system of transpotation is
under Federal control at the time Federal control terminates, or which
has heretofore engaped as a common carrier in general transportation and
competed for traffic with a railroad or railroads of which the President has
taken and retained possession, use and control (excepting, however, from
such railroads not under Federal control any street or interurban electric
railway which has as its principal source of operating revenue urban,
suburban, or interurban passenger traffic or sale of power, heat and light,
or both) and (2) which, within sixty days after the termination of Federal
control as provided in section 200, has filed with the Commission schedules
embodying general increases in its rates, fares and charges;
The term "guaranty period" means the first six months after the termination of Federal control; and
The term "test period" means the three years ending June 30, 1917.
(b) The United States hereby guarantees to each carrier that its railway
operating income for the guaranty period as a whole shall not be less than
the average of its railway operating income for the three corresponding
periods of six months each during the test period.
If during such corresponding periods in the test period, averaged together, the carrier had no
railway operating income, the guaranty shall be the amount by which any
deficit in railway operating income for the guaranty period as a whole
exceeds the deficit for the three corresponding periods during the test
period, averaged together.
(c)
For the purposes of this section the railway operating income for
the periods during the test period corresponding to the guaranty period
shall be computed in the manner provided for in section 1 of the Federal
Control Act.
(d) In computing railway operating income for the guaranty period for
the purposes of this section
(1) Debits and credits arising from the accounts, called in the monthly
reports to the Commission equipment rents and joint facility rents, shall
be included, but debits and credits arising from the operation of such
street electric passenger railways, including railways commonly called interurbans, as are not under Federal control at the time of termination thereof,
shall

be

excluded;

Proper adjustments shall be made (a) in case any lines which
were, during any portion of the period of Federal control, a part of the
railroad or system of transportation of the carrier, and whose railway
operating income was included in such income of the carrier for the test
period, do not continue to be a part cf such railroad or system of transportation during the entire guaranty period, and (b) in case of any lines
acquired by, leased to, or consolidated with, the railroad or system of
transportation of the carrier at any time since the end of the test period
and prior to the expiration of the guaranty period, for which separate
, operating returns to the Commission are not made in respect to the entire
portion of the guaranty period;
(3) There shall not be included in operating expenses, for maintenance
of way and structures, or for maintenance of equipment, more than an
amount fixed by the Commission. In fixing such amount the Commission
(2)

far as practicable apply the rule set forth in the proviso in para(a) of section 5 of the "standard contract" between the United

shall so

graph

States and the carriers (whether or not such contract has been entered
with the carrier whose railway operating income is being computed),
except that instead of taking th° whole of the test period for the purposes
of comparison there shall be taken the periods during the test period
corresponding to the guaranty period; and
The Commission shall require the restatement of the operating
(4)
expenses (other than for maintenance of way and structures, or maintenance of equipment) for the guaranty period, to the extent necessary to
correct any abnormal charge to such expenses for such period.
The Commission shall, as soon as practicable after the expiration
(e)
of the guaranty period, certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the
amount of the railway operating income of the several carriers during
such period, and the several amounts necessary to make good the guaranty
to each.
The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed
thereupon to draw warrants in favor of each such carrier upon the Treasury
of the United States, which shall be paid out of any moneys in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the amount shown in such certificate as necessary to make good the guaranty.
(f)
Upon apppiication of any carrier to the Commission, asking that
during the guaranty period there may be advanced to it from time to
time such surer, not in excess of the estimated amount necessary to make
good the guaranty, as are necessary to enable it to meet its fixed charges
and operating expenses, the Commission may certify to the Secretary of
the Treasury the amount of, and times at which, such advances, if any,
into

|

certificate,

|j

•
;

i

cb

i

tf«

advances Ifl the amount!
upon the execution by the

the

"i a conti
In such mannei as the Secretary may determine, thai upon final determination of the amount of the guaranty provided t"i by this section
uch
irriei
will
repay t" the United State*
anj amounts which ii ha
ed
such sdvai
ceas of 'lie
guaranty with interest at the rati nl 6 pi
centum i"
annum from the
tune Mull excess WSS paid,
ff any
lUCfa application is made hefoie the
tins
with the Coramiaaion schedules embodying general ln«
carriei
filed
in
its rate
fares and ehargea, im advances shall be made under
this paragraph unless .uch earner enters Into s contract, secured In »uch
manner as the Secretary of the Treasury may determine, that if it fails to
hie such schedules within s xty days after the termination oi Federal control it will repay to the United States the amount of such advances, with
intei est at the rate of 6 tier centum pet annum.
No advances shall be
made to any carrier after the expiration Of sixty days sftei the termination of Federal control unless it has previously filed such schedules with
the Commission.
The contract of June 21, 1918, between the American Railway
(g)
Express Company and the Director General of Railroads as amended and
continued by agreement dated November 21, 1919, shall remain in full
force and effect during the guaranty period so far as the same constitutes
a guaranty on the part of the United States to the American Railway Express Company against an operating deficit: Provided, That such express
company shall within sixty days after the termination of Federal control
file
with the Commission schedules embodying general increases in its
rates, fares and charges.
The Commission shall, as soon as practicable after the expiration of
the guaranty period, certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the amount
of the operating deficit, if any, of the American Railway Express Company
during such period and the amount necessary to make good such guaranty.
The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed thereupon
to draw warrants in favor of such express company upon the Treasury of
the United States, which shall be paid out of any moneys in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, for the amount shown in such certificate a»
necessary to make good the guaranty.
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New Loans

to Railroads

(a) For the purpose of enabling carriers by railroad subject
Sec. 208
to the Commerce Act properly to serve the public during the transition
period immediately following the termination of Federal control, any such
carrier may, at any time after the passage of this Act and before the
expiration of two years after the termination of Federal control, make application to the Commission for a loan from the United States, setting
forth the amount cf the loan and the term for which it is desired, the
purpose of the loan and the uses to which it will be applied, the present
and prospective ability of the applicant to repay the loan and meet the requirements of its obligations in that regard, the character and value of
the security offered, and the extent to which the public convenience and
necessity will be served.
The application shall be accompanied by statements showing such facts and details as the Commission may require with
respect to the physical situation, ownership, capitalization, indebtedness,
contract obligations, operation and earning power of the applicant, together
with such other facts relating to the propriety and expediency of granting
the loan applied for and the ability of the applicant to make good the obligation, as the Commission may deem pertinent to the inquiry.
(b)
If the Commission, after such hearing and investigation, with or
without notice, as it may direct, finds that the making, in whole or in
part, of the proposed loan by the United States is necessary to enable the
applicant properly to meet the transportation needs of the people, and
that the prospective earning power of the applicant and the character and
value of the security offered are such as to furnish reasonable assurance
of the applicant's ability to repay the loan within the time fixed therefor,
the Commission may certify to the Secretary of the Treasury its findings
of fact and its recommendations as to: the amount of the loan which is
to be made; the time, not exceeding five years from the making thereof,
within which it is to be repaid; the character of the security which is to be
offered therefor; and the terms and conditions of the loan.
(c) Upon receipt of such certificate from the Commission, the Secretary
of the Treasury, at any time before the expiration of 26 months after the
termination of Federal control, is authorized to make a loan, not exceeding

maximum amount recommended in such certificate, out of any moneys
All such loans shall
the revolving fund provided for in this section.
bear interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum, payable semiannually to the Secretary of the Treasury, and to be placed to the credit
of the revolving fund provided for in this section. The time, not exceeding
five years from the making thereof, within which such loan is to be repaid,
the security which is to be taken therefor, which shall be adequate to secure
the loan, the terms and conditions of the loan, and the form of the obligation to be entered into, shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury.
(d) Loans so made shall be preferred liens upon the income and property of the applicant in the same manner and to the same extent that
certificates issued by receivers appointed by United States courts are preferred liens upon the income and property that is being administered by

the
in

the receiver.

The Commission or the Secretary of the Treasury may call upon
(e)
the Federal Reserve Board for advice and assistance vrith respect to any
such application or loan.
(f)
There is hereby appropriated out of any moneys in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated the sum of $250,000,000, which shall be used
revolving
fund for the purpose of making the loans provided for in
as a
this section.
Sec. 209.

Any carrier securing a loan under the provisions of sectiom
208, or funding under section 205 its indebtedness to the United States, shall
not be subject, as regards the evidences of indebtedness given to the
United States under either of such sections, to the provisions of section.
20a of the Commerce Act added to such Act by section 437 of this Act.
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The boards

Execution of Powers of President

at stated times each month and continue
matters before thein are considered.
Unless otherwise mutually agreed, all meetings of the boards shall be
held in the city of Washington: Provided, That each board shall have
authority to empower two or more of its members to conduct hearings and
pass upon controversies, when properly submitted, at any place designated
by the board: Provided further, That such subdivision of the board will
All decisions shall be made and
not be authorized to make final decision.
approved by the entire board as hereinbefore provided.
Should a vacancy occur in any board for any cause, such vacancy shall
be immediately filled by the same appointive authority which made the
shall

meet regularly

-ion until all

Sec. 210. All powers and duties conferred or imposed upon the President by the preceding sections of this Act may be executed by him through
such agency or agencies as be may determine.

Investigation of Needs of

Water Transportation

211.
It shall be the duty of the Secretary of War,
Chief of Engineers, with the object of promoting, encouraging,
Sec.

through the

and developconnection with the com-

ing inland waterway transportation facilities in
merce of the United States, to investigate the appropriate types of boats
suitable for different classes of such waterways; to investigate the subject
of water terminals, both for inland waterway traffic and for through traffic
by water and rail, including the necessary docks, warehouses, apparatus,
equipment, and appliances in connection therewith, and also railroad spurs
and switches connecting with such terminals, with a view to devising the
types most appropriate for different localities, and for the more expeditious
and economical transfer or interchange of passengers or property between
carriers by water and carriers by rail; to advise with communities, cities,
and towns regarding the appropriate location of such terminals, and to cooperate with them in the preparation of plans for suitable terminal
facilities; to investigate the existing status of water transportation upon
the different inland waterways of the country, with a view to determining
whether such waterways are Icing utilized to the extent of their capacity,
and to what extent they are meeting the demands of traffic, and whether the
water carriers utilizing such waterways are interchanging traffic with the
railroads; and to investigate any other matter that may tend to promote
and encourage inland water transportation.
It shall also be the province
and duty of the Chief of Engineers, under the direction of the Secretary
of War, to compile, publish, and supply, from time to time, such useful
statistics, data, and information concerning transportation on inland waterways as may be of value to the commercial interests of the country.
The words "inland waterways" used in this section shall be construed to
include the Great Lakes.

Disputes Between Carriers and Their Employees

original selection.
All authority invested in the committee commonly known as the Commission of Eight to adjust disputes arising out of the application of the
so-called eight-hour law is hereby transferred to Railway Board of Adjustment Number One, in the same manner as has heretofore been done_ by
All decisions of a general character heretofore
the Commission of Eight.
made by tht so-called Commission of Eight or by the United States Railroad
Administration, affecting the questions of wages, hours of service or conditions of employment, are hereby confirmed and shall apply to all carriers
subject to this Act, unless exempted in such eight-hour law.
Decisions
which have been rendered by the so-called Commission of Eight or the
United States Railroad Administration, end which apply to individual
carriers subject to the provisions of this Act, shall remain in effect until
superseded by mutual agreement between the carrier and the employees,
or by the decision of Railway Board of Adjustment Number One, or the
Commission on Labor Disputes made in accordance with the provisions of
this Act.
All decisions of a general character heretofore made by the United
States Railroad Administration affecting the questions of wages, hours of
service, or conditions of employment, are hereby confirmed and shall apply
to all carrier lines subject to this Act.
Decisions which have been rendered

the United States Railroad Administration, and which apply to the
individual carriers subject to the provisions of this Act, shall remain in
effect until superseded by mutual agreement between the carrier and the
employees or by decision of Railway Board of Adjustment Number Two,
or
Railway Board of Adjustment Number Three, or the proper Commission on Labor Disputes made in accordance with the provisions of this

by

That it shall be the duty of all carriers subject to this Act
Sec. 300.
and their agents, officers, and employees to exert every reasonable effort
and adopt every available and reasonable means to avoid interruption to the
operation of a carriei subject to this Act growing out of controversy or
dispute over any question of wages, working conditions, or discipline of

The respective railway boards of adjustment shall render decisions on all
matters in dispute and as provided herein and when properly submitted to

employees.

the boards.

Questions affecting wages, working conditions, or discipline or employees
on a carrier's line shall be considered, and, if possible, adjusted in conference between representatives of the class or classes of employees affected,
or to be affected thereby, and representatives of the carrier or carriers
If any such question can not be
designated or authorized by it to so act.
adjusted in such conferences it shall be referred to the appropriate board

Questions of wages, hours of service, and conditions of employment,
including controversies arising from interpretation of wage agreements,
shall be decided by the railway hoards of adjustment, when properly presented to them.
Wages, hours of service and conditions of employment, when fixed by
the boards or commissions on labor disputes, shall be incorporated in existing agreements on the several carrier lines subject to the provisions of this
Act, and should differences arise between the officials and the employees of
any of the carriers subject to this Act, as to such incorporation, intent, or
application, such questions of difference shall be decided by the respective
railway boards of adjustment when properly presented.
Personal grievances or controversies arising under interpretation of
wage agreements and all other disputes arising between officials of any
carrier subject to this Act and its employees will be handled in their usual
manner by general committees of their employees up to and including the
chief operating officer of the carrier (or some one officially designated by
him), when, if an agreement is not reached, the chairman of the general
committee of employees mav refer the matter to the chief executive
officer of the organization concerned; and if the contention of the employees' committee is approved by such executive officer of the organization, then the chief operating officials of the earrier and the chief executive
officer of the organization concerned shall refer the matter, with all supporting papers, to the proper Railway Board of Adjustment, which board
shall promptly hear and decide the case, giving due notice to the chief
operating officer of the carrier interested and the chief executive officer
of tin organization concerned of the time set for hearing.
No matter will he considered by the respective Railway Boards of Adjustment unless officially referred to them in the manner herein prescribed.
In
hearings before the respective Railway Boards of Adjustment, in
matters properly submitted for their consideration, the carrier shall be
represented by such person or persons as may be designated by the chief
operating officer, and the employees shall be presented by such person or
persons as may be designated by the chief executative officer of the organization concerned.
All clerical and office expenses shall be paid by the United States Government.
The carrier directly concerned and the organization involved in
the hearing will, respectively, assume any expense incurred in presenting

If such question can not be
of adjustment, hereinafter provided for.
decided or adjusted by such hoard it shall be referred to the Commission
on Labor Disputes, herinafter provided for.
Boards are hereby created and established to be known as Railway Board
Railway Board of Adjustment Number
of Adjustment Number One,
Two, and Railway Board of Adjustment Number Three, for the purpose
adjusting
disputes
that have not otherwise been disposed
and
of handling
of, affecting the question of wages, working conditions, discipline, and
personal grievances of employees of carriers subject to this Act.
One, represented by the
Adjustment Number
Railway Board of
Srotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen, the Order of Railway Conductors, and the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
Railway Board of Adjustment Number Two, represented by the International Association of Machinists; the International Brotherhood of Boiler
Makers, Iron-Ship Builders and Helpers of America; the International
Brotherhood of Blacksmiths and Helpers; the Brotherhood of Railway
Carmen of America; the Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers' Alliance, and
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
Railway Board of Adjustment Number Three, represented by the Order
of Railway Telegraphers, Switchmen's Union of North America, Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, and the United Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way Employees and Railroad Shop Laborers.
All controversies growing out ot questions of wages, the interpretation
or application of the provisions of wage schedules, or agreements which
are not promptly adjusted by the officials, and the employees on any ot
the carrier lines subject to the provisions of this Act shall be disposed of
in the following manner:
There shall be created within thirty days after the passage of this Act
a board to be known as Railway Board of Adjustment Number One, to
consist of eight members, four to be selected and compensated by the
carriers subject to the provisions of this Act, and one each by the chief
executive officer of each of the four organizations of employees hereinbefore
named, and to be compensated by such organization.
There shall be created within thirty days after the passage of this Act
a board to be known as Railway Board of Adjustment Number Two, to
consist of twelve members, six to be selected and compensated by the
carriers subject to the provisions of this Act, and one each by the chief
executive officer of each of the six organizations of employees hereinbefore named, and to be compensated by such organization.
There shall be created within thirty days after the passage of this Act

a board

to

be

known

as

Railway

Hoard

of

Adjustment Number Three,

to consist of eight members, four to be selected and compensated by the
carriers subject to the provisions of this Act, and one each by the chief
executive officer of each of the four organizations of employees hereinbefore
named, and to be compensated by such organization.
The aforesaid Railway Boards of Adjustment shall meet in the city of
Washington within ten days afur the selection of their members, and each
elect a chairman and vice chairman, who shall be members of the board,
and each chairman or vice chairman shall preside at all meetings of their
respective boards, and shall be required to vote upon the adoption of all
decisions of the board of which they are member--.

Act.

case.
In each case an effort should be made to present a joint concrete stateof facts as to any controversy, but the respective boards are fully
authorized to require information in addition to the concrete statement of
facts, and may call upon the chief operating officer of the carrier or the
chief executive officer of the organization concerned for additional evieither oral or written.
All decisions of the respective Railway Boards of Adjustment shall be
a

ment

approved by a majority vote of all members of such board.
After a matter has been considered by a board and in the event a
majority vote can not be obtained, then any four members of Railway
Hoard of Adjustment Number due, or any six members of Railway
Board of Adjustment Number Two, or any four members of Railway
Board of Adjustment Number Three, depending upon the board considering the matter, may elect to refer the matter upon which no decision
has been reached to the proper Commission on Labor Disputes for a final
decision.
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Vdjustment Number Three.
shall be unlawful foi any membei of a Railway Board of Adjustment
li
ommission on Labor Disputes t<> be a member at the
or anj member of a
same time of any othei
commission herein provided for; nor shall
he act as a membei of anj Commission on Labor Disputes in any case in
itand consideration before any
presentation
which he took part during
Railway Board of Adjustment herein provided for.
Any controversj growing out of questions of wages, interpretation or
application of the provisions of wage schedules or agreements, discipline, or
personal grievances of the employees, arising on any carrier line subject
to this Act, on which no agreement has been reached by Railway Board of
Adjustment Number One, or Railway Board of Adjustment Numher
Two. .11 Railway Board of Adjustment Number 'Three, may be referred
to the Commission .>n Labor Disputes Number One, or Commission on
Labor Disputes Number Two. or Commission on Labor Disputes Nuro T
her Three, respectively for final action.
The Commission on Labor Disputes shall meet in the city of Washington
within ten .lays after the selection of their members and elect a chairman
and vice chairman, who shall be members of the commission. The chairman
or vice chairman will preside at all meetings of the commission, and both
shall be
required to vote upon the adoption of all decisions of the
commission.
The commissions shall meet at such time as is deemed necessary and
continue in session until matters referred to them are diposed of.
Unless otherwise mutually agreed, all meetings of the commissions shall
be held in the city of Washington: Provided, That the commissions shall
have authority to conduct hearings and pass upon controversies, when
properly submitted, at any place designated by the commissions.
Should a vacancy occur in either of the commissions from any cause,
such vacancy shall immediately be filled by the same appointive authority
which made the original selection.
A ("ommission on Labor Disputes shall render decisions on all matters in
dispute as provided herein when properly submitted to such commission.
No matter will he considered by a commission on Labor Disputes unless
(

referred to it in the manner herein prescribed.
In hearings before a commission, in matters properly submitted for its
consideration, the carrier shall he represented by such person or persons
as may be designated by the chief operating officer, and the employee shall
be represented by such person or persons as may be designated by the chief
executive officer of the organization concerned.
The clerical and office expenses of the commissions will be paid by the
United States Government. The carrier directly concerned and the organization involved in the hearing will, respectively, assume any expenses
incurred in presenting a case.
« Each
commission on labor disputes shall keep a complete and correct
record of all matters submitted for its consideration and all decisions made
officially

by the commission.
A commission will have authority to hear and decide only such cases as
are properly referred to it by the railway boards of adjustment.
All decisions of a commission on labor disputes shall be approved by a majority
vote of all members of the commission.

A

report of all cases decided, including the decisions, shall be filed with
Interstate Commerce Commission, with the chief officer of the carrier
affected, and with the chief executive officers of the organizations conthe

cerned.
Additional boards of adjustment and commissions on labor disputes may
be organized from time to time to cover other employees or classes of
employees under the provisions of this Act.
For the purpose of making this section effective the members of railway
board- of adjustment or commissions on labor disputes, or either of them,
shall have the power to administer oaths and affirmations, sign subpoenas,
require the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of
books, papers, contracts, agreements, and documents material to a just
determination of any matter tinder investigation, and may invoke the aid
T
of the L nited States courts to compel witnesses to attend and testify and
to produce such books, papers, contracts, agreements, and documents to
the same extent and under the same conditions and penalties as are provided for in the Act to regulate commerce.
Testimony before railway boards of adjustment or commissions on labor
disputes shall be given under oath or affirmation when it is deemed necesAny railway board of adjustment or
sary by such boards or commissions.
commission on labor disputes may employ such assistants as may be necesAny railway board of adjustment or comsary in carrying on this work.
mission on labor disputes shall whenever practicable be supplied with suitable quarters in any Federal building located at its place of meeting or at

anv place to which it may adjourn for its deliberations.
The L'nited States Railroad Administration and the Board of Mediation
and Conciliation are hereby authorized to turn over to railway boards of
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such paragraphs appear in section 7 of the Commerce Cdurt Act, are
herebj amended to read as follows:
"(1)
That the provisions of this Act shall apply to common carriers
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in

The transportation of passengers or property wholly by railroad,
or partly by railroad and partly by water when both ari
used under a
common control, management, or arrangement for a continuous carriage or
"i.ii

shipment; or

The transportation of oil or other commodity, except water and
"(b)
except artificial gas, by pipe line, or partly by pipe line and partly by
railroad or by water; or
"(c)
The transmission of intelligence by wire or wireless;
from one State or Territory of the United States, or the District of Columbia, to any other State or Territory of the United States, or the District
of Columbia, or from one place in a Territory to another place in the same
Territory, or from any place in the United States through a foreign
country to any other place in the United States, or from or to any place
in the United States to or from a foreign country.
"(2)
The provisions of this Act shall also apply to such transportation
of passengers and property and transmission of intelligence, in so far as
such transportation or transmission takes place within the, United States,
but shall not apply
To the transportation of passengers or property, or to the receiving,
"(a)
delivering, storage, or handling of property, wholly within one State and
not shipped to or from a foreign country from or to affy place in the
United States as aforesaid; nor
"(b)
To the transmission of intelligence by wire or wireless wholly
within one State and not transmitted to or from a foreign country from
or to any place in the United States as aforesaid.
"(3) The term 'common carrier' as used in this Act shall include all
pipe-line companies; telegraph, telephone, and cable companies operating by
wire or wireless; express companies; sleeping-car companies; and all persons, natural or artificial, engaged in such transportation or- transmission as
aforesaid as common carriers for hire.
Wherever the word 'carrier' is
The term
used in this Act it shall be held to mean 'common carrier.'
'railroad' as used in this Act shall include all bridges, car floats, lighters,
and ferries used by or operated in connection with any railroad, and also
all the road in use by any common carrier operating a railroad, whether
owned or operated under a contract, agreement, or lease, and also all
switches, spurs, tracks, terminals, and terminal facilities of every kind used
or necessarv in the transportation of the persons or property designated
herein, including all freight depots, yards, and grounds, used or necessary
in the transportation or delivery of any such property.
The term 'transportation' as used in this Act shall include locomotives, cars, and other
vehicle, vessels and all instrumentalities and facilities of shipment or carriage, irrespective of ownership or of any contract, express or implied, for
the use there, and all services in connection with the receipt, delivery,
elevytion, and transfer in transit, ventilation, refrigeration or icing, storage,
and handling of property transported.
The term 'transmission' as used
in this Act shall include the transmission of intelligence through the
application of electrical energy or other use of electricity, whether by means
of wire, cable, radio apparatus, or other wire or wireless conductors or
appliances, and all instrumentalities and facilities for and services in
connection with the receipt, forwarding, and delivery of messages, communications, or other intelligence so transmitted, hereinafter also collectively called messages.
"(4) It shall be the duty of every common carrier subject to this Act
engaged in the transportation of passengers or property to provide and
furnish such transportation upon reasonable request therefor, and to establish through routes and just and reasonable rates, fares, and charges
applicable thereto, and to provide reasonable facilities for operating through
routes and to make reasonable rules and regulations with respect to the
operation of through routes, and providing for reasonable compensation
to those entitled thereto; and in case of joint fares, fares, or charges, to
establish just and reasonable divisions thereof as between the carriers subject to this Act participating therein which shall not unduly prefer or
prejudice any of such participating carriers.
"(5) All charges made for any service rendered or to be rendered
in the transportation of passengers or property or in the transmission of
intelligence by wire or wireless as aforesaid, or in connection therewith,
shall be just and reasonable, and every unjust and unreasonable charge
for such service or any part thereof is prohibited and declared to be unlawful:
Provided, That messages by wire or wireless subject to the provisions of this Act may be classified into day, night, repeated, unrepeated,
letter, commercial, press, Government, and such other classes as are just
and reasonable, and different rates may be charged for the different classes
of messages:
And provided further, That nothing in this Act shall be
construed to prevent telephone, telegraph, and cable companies from entering into contracts with common carriers for the exchange of services.
"(6)
It is hereby made the duty of all common carriers subject to the
provisions of this Act to establish, observe, and enforce just and reason-
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able classifications of property for transportation, with reference to which
rates, tariffs, regulations or practices are oi
may be made or prescribed,
and just and reasonable regulations ami practices affecting classifications,
rates, or tariffs, Hie issuance, form, and substance of tickets, receipts, and
bills of lading, the manner and method of presenting, marking, packing,
and delivering property for transportation, the facilities for transportation,
the carrying of personal, sample, and excess baggage, and all other matters
toring,
relating to or connected with the receiving, handling, trail
and delivery of property subject to tin provisions of this Act which may
necessary
or
be
proper to secure the safe and prompt receipt, handling,
transportation, and deliver] oi property subject to the provisions of this
Act upon just and reasonable terms, and every unjust and unreasonable
regulation, and practice is prohibited and declared to be
classification,

unlawful,
"(7)

.

No common carrier subject to the provisions of this Act shall,
after January 1, 1920, directly or indirectly, issue or give any interstate
free ticket, free pass, or free transportation for passengers, except to its
officers, agents, and employees, and their familnes; to its surgeons, physicians, and attorneys at law, who devote the principal part of their time
to its service; to ministers of religion, traveling secretaries of railroad
Young Men's Christian Associations, inmates of hospitals and charitable
and eleemosynary institutions, and persons exclusively engaged in charitable and eleemosynary work; to indigent, destitute, and homeless persons,
and to such persons when transported by charitable societies or hospitals,
and the necessary agents employed in such transportation; to inmates of
the National Homes or State Homes for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, and
of Soldiers' and Sailors' Homes, including those about to enter and those
returning home after discharge; to necessary caretakers of live stock,
poultry, fish, milk, and fruit, transported by it; to employees on sleeping
cars or express cars, moving over its line; to Railway Mail Service employees, post-office inspectors, custom inspectors, and immigration inspectors, traveling in the discharge of their duties; to newsboys on its trains;
to baggage transfer agents on duty; to witnesses attending any legal investigation in which it is interested; or to persons injured in wrecks, and
physicians, surgeons, and nurses attending such persons, or to the remains
of persons killed in wrecks; nor after such date shall any such carrier
directly or indirectly give or issue any free frank for or free transmission
of intelligence, except to its officers, agents and employees, and their
families; or to its surgeons, physicians, and attorneys at law, who devote
the principal part of their time to its service:
Provided, That this provision shall not be construed to prohibit the interchange of passes or franks
for the officers, agents, and employees of common carriers, and their
families; nor to prohibit any common carrier from carrying passengers
free with the object of providing relief in cases of wreck, general epidemic,
pestilence, or other calamitous visitation:
Provided, however, That no
such free pass or free transportation shall be given to or asked or received
or used by any such person if he be a Member of the Congress of the
United States or an officer of the United States who under existing laws
is now prohibited from accepting or using free passes or free transportation:
And provided further, That the term "employee" as used in the
paragraph shall include furloughed, pensioned, and superannuated employees, persons who have became disabled or infirm in the service of
any such common carrier, and the remains of a person killed in the employment of a carrier, and ex-employees traveling for the purpose of entering the service of any such common carrier; and the term "families" as
used in this paragraph shall include the families of those persons named
in this proviso, also the families of persons killed, and the widows during
widowhood, and minor children during minority of persons who died,
Any common carrier
while in the service of any such common carrier.
violating the provisions of this paragraph shall be deemed guilty of a
misdeameanor, and for each offense, on conviction, shall pay to the United
States a penalty of not less than $100 nor more than $2,000; and any
person, other than the person excepted in this paragraph, who uses any
such interstate free ticket, free pass, free frank, or free transportation
shall be subject to a like penalty.
Jurisdiction of offenses under this
paragraph shall be the same as that provided for offenses in an Act entitled
'An Act to further regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the
States,' approved February 19, 1903, and any amendment thereof."
Sec. 402.
The paragraphs added to section 1 of the Commerce Act by
the Act entitled "An Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act to regulate
commerce,' as amended, in respect of car service, and for other purposes,"
approved May 29, 1917, are hereby amended to read as follows:
"(10)
The term 'car sen-ice' in this Act shall include the use, control,
supply, movement, distribution, exchange, interchange, and return of locomotives, cars, and other vehicles used in the transportation of property,
and the supply, movement, and operation of trains, by any carrier by railroad subject to this Act.
"(II)
It shall be the duty of every carrier by railroad subject to this
Act to furnish safe and adequate car service and to establish, observe,
and enforce just and reasonable rules, regulations, and practices with
respect to car service; and every unjust and unreasonable rule, regulation,
and practice with respect to car service is prohibited and declared to be
unlawful.

"(12)

also be the duty of every carrier by railroad to make
distribution of cars for transportation of coal among
mines serve. by it. whether located upon its line or lines 01
customarily dependent upon it for ear supply.
During any period when tinjust and
the coal

It

shall

reasonable

I

supply of cars aavilable foi such service does not equal the requirements of
such mines it shall he the duty of the carrier to maintain and apply just and
reasonable ratings of such mines and to count each and every car furnished
to or used by any such mine foi transportation of coal against the mine.
Failure or refusal so to do shall be unlawful, and in respect of each car
not so counted shall be deemed a separate- offense, and the carrier, receiver,
or operating trustee so failing or refusing shall forfeit to the United States
the sum of $100 for each offense, which may be recovered in a civil action
brought by the United States.

The Commission is hereby authorized by general or special orders
require all carriers by railroad subject to this Act, or any of them, to
with it from time to tunc their rules and regulations with respect to
car service, and the Commission may, in its discretion, direct that such
rules and regulations shall be incorporated in their schedules showing rates,
"(13)
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"(14)

The Commission may, after hearing, on a complaint or upon its
without complaint, establish reasonable rules, regulations,
and practices with respect to car •
irriers by railroad subject to
this Act, including the compensation to be paid for the use of any loco-

own

initiative

motive, car, or other vehicles nut owned bj the carrier using it, and the
pcnalto
sanctions for nonobscrvance of such rules, regulations or
practii

"(IS)
Whenever the Commission is of opinion that shortage of equipment, congestion of traffic, or other emergency requiring immediate action
exists in any section of the country, the Commission shall have, and it is
hereby given, authority, eithei upon complaint or upon its own initiative
without complaint, at once, if
-,
without answer or other formal
pleading by the interested carrier
and with or without notice,
hearing, or the making or filing of a report, according as the
ommission
may determine: (a) to suspend
of any or all rules, regulations, or practices then established with respect to car service
for
such
time as may be determined by the Commission; (In to make such just and
reasonable directions with resptet to car service without regard to the owner.

(

t

|!

ship as between carriers of locomotives, ears, and other vehicles, and to
handling, routing, and movement of traffic, during such emergency as in its
opinion will best promote the service in the interest of the public and the
commerce of the people, upon such terms of compensation as between the
carriers for the use of facilities and for handling, routing, or movement of
traffic as they may agree upon, or, in the event of their disagreement, as
the (ommission may after subsequent hearing find to be just and reasonable;
(c) to require such joint or common use of terminals as in its opinion
will best meet the emergency and serve the public interest, and upon such
terms as between the carriers as they may agree upon, or, in the event
of their disagreement, as the Commission may after subsequent hearing
find to be just and reasonable; and (d) to give directions for preference
or priority in transportation, embargoes, or movement of traffic under permits, at such time and for such periods as it may determine, and to modify,
change, suspend, or annul them.
In time of war or threatened war the
President may certify to the Commission that it is essential to the national defense and security that certain traffic shall have preference or
priority in transportation, and the Commission shall, under the power
herein conferred, direct that such preference or priority be afforded.
"(16)
The directions of the Commission as to car service and to the
matters referred to in paragraph (15) may be made through and by such
agents or agencies as the Commission shall designate and appoint for that
purpose.
It shall be the duty of all carriers by railroad subject to this Act,
and of their officers, agents, and employees, to obey strictly and conform
promptly to such orders of directions of the Commission, and in case of
failure or refusal on the part of any carrier, receiver, or operating trustee
to comply with any such order or direction such carrier, receiver, or trustee
shall
be liable to a penalty of not less than $100 nor more than $500
for each such offense and $50 for each and every day of the continuance
of such offense, which shall accrue to the United States and may be recovered in a civil action brought by the United States: Provided, however,
That nothing in this Act shall impair or affect the right of the State, in
the exercise of its police power, to require just and reasonable freight and
passenger service and ,the fair exchange and distribution of equipment for
intrastate business.
"(17)
After ninety days after this paragraph takes effect no carrier
by railroad subject to this Act shall undertake the extension of its line of
railroad, or the construction of a new line of railroad, or shall require or
operate any line of railroad, or extension thereof, or shall engage in transportation under this Act over or by means of such additional or extended
line of railroad, unless and until there shall first have been obtained from
the Commission a certificate that the present or future public convenience
and necessity require or will require the construction, or operation, or construction and operation, of such additional or extended line of railroad,
and no carrier by railroad subject to this Act shall abandon all or any
portion of a line of railroad, or the operation thereof, unless and until
there shall first have been obtained from the Con-mission a certificate that
the present or future public convenience and necessity permit of such

abandonment.
"(18)
The application for and issuance of any such certificate shall be
under such rules and regulations as to hearings and other matters as the
Commission may from time to time prescribe, and the provisions of this
Act shall apply to all such proceedings.
Upon receipt of any application
for such certificate the Commission shall cause notice thereof to be given
to and a copy filed with the railroad commission, or public service or utilities
commission, or other appropriate authority, or the governor, of each State 'n
which such additional or extended line of railroad is proposed to be constructed or operated, or all or any portion of a line of railroad, or the
operation thereof, is proposed to be abandoned, with the right to be heard
as hereinafter provided with respect to the hearing of complaints or the
issuance of securities; and said notice shall also be published for three
consecutive weeks
some newspaper of general circulation in each county
in or through which said line- e>f railroad is constructed or operates.
"(19)
The Commission shall have power to issue such certificate as
for, or to refuse to issue it, or te> issue it for a portion or portions
of a line of railroad, e>r extension thereof, described in the application, or
for the partial exercise only of such right eir privilege, ami may attach to
the issuance of the- certificate such terms ami conditions as in its juelgment
the public convenience and necessity may require.
From and after issuance
of such certificate, ami not before-, the- carrier by railroad may, without
securing approval other than such certificate, comply with the terms and
conditions contained in or attached to the issuance of such certificate- and
proceed with the construction, operation, e>r abandonment covered thereby.
Any construction, operation, or abandonment contrary to tin provisions of
paragraph (17), (18) or (19) of this section may be- enjoined bj any
court of competent jurisdiction at the- suit of the United States, the Commission, any commission or regulating body of the State or States affected,
or any party in interest, and any carrier knowingly violating any of the
foregeiing provisions shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be liable to the- penalties provided for violation of this Act.
"(20)
The Commission may, after hearing, in a proceeding upon complaint or upon its own initiative without complaint, authorize or require
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to read as follows:
All
engaged
carriers,

passengers or
of
in
the transportation
property, subject to the provisions of this Act, shall, according to their
and
equal facilities for
respective powera, afford all reasonable, proper,
respective lines, and for the
the interchange of traffic between theii
delivering of passengers or property to and
receiving, forwarding, and
,1,
several Inns and those connecting therewith, and shall not
discriminate in their rates, fares, and charges between such connecting
The Commission may require the terminals of any such carrier
lines.
just and reasonto be open to the traffic of other such carriers upon such
able terms and conditions, including just compensation to the owners
upon complaint
full
hearing,
thereof, as the Commission after notice and
or upon its own initiative, may hv order prescribe."
107. The first paragraph of section 5 of the Commerce Act is hereby
amended to read as follows:
"See. 5. (11 That, except upon specific approval by order of the Comas in this section provided, and except as provided in paragraph
(IS) of section 1 of this Act, it shall be unlawful for any common carrier
i

subject to this Act to enter into any contract, agreement, or combination
with any other common carrier or carriers for the pooling of freights of
different and competing railroads, or to divide between them the aggregate
or net proceeds of the earnings of such railroads, or any portion thereof;
and in any case of an agreement for the pooling of freights as aforesaid
each day of its continuance shall be deemed a separate offense: Provided,
That wherever the Commission is of opinion, after hearing upon application of any carriers or carriers, engaged in the transportation of passengers or property, subject to this Act. or upon its own initiative, that the
unification, consolidation, or merger by purchase, lease, stock control, or
in any other way, similar or dissimilar, of two or more such carriers subject to this Act, or of the ownership or operation of their properties, or

of designated portions thereof, or that the pooling of their traffic, earnings
or facilities, to the extent indicated by the Commission, will be in the interest of better service to the public, or economy in operation, or otherwise
of advantage to the convenience and commerce of the people, the Commission shall have authority by order to approve and authorize such unification, consolidation, merger, or pooling, under such rules and regulations,
and for such consideration as between such carriers and upon such terms
and conditions, as shall be found by the Commission to be just and reasonThe power and authority of the Commission to apable in the premises
prove and authorize the unification, consolidation or merger of two or
and apply to the unification, consolidation or
extend
shall
more carriers

merger of four express companies into the American Railway Express
Company, a Delaware corporation, if application for such approval and
authority is made to the Commission within thirty days after the passage
of this amendatory Act; and pending the decision of the Commission such
unification, consolidation or merger, shall not be dissolved.
"(2) The Commission may from time to time, for good cause shown,
make such supplemental orders in the premises as it may deem necessary
'appropriate, and may by any such supplemental order modify or set

or
aside the provisions of any previous order as to the extent of the pooling,
or as to the rules, regulations, terms, conditions, or consideration currently
moving in respect of any unification or consolidation of operation and not
of ownership, or of pooling, so theretofore approved and authorized.
"(3)
The carriers affected by any such order shall be and they are
hereby relieved from the operation of the 'anti-trust laws,' as designated in
1
of the Act approved October 15, 1914, entitled 'An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes,' and of all other restraints or prohibitions by law, in so far
consolidation,
as may be necessary to enable them to effect any unification,
merger or pooling so approved by order under and pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this section."
to
Sec. 408. The paragraph of section 5 of the Commerce Act, added
such section by section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the
and
Canal
Panama
the
of
operation
and
opening, maintenance, protection
the sanitation and government of the Canal Zone," approved August 24,
1912, is hereby amended by inserting "(4)" at the beginning thereof.
The two paragraphs of section 11 of such Act of August 24, 1912, which
follow the paragraph added by such section to section 5 of the Commerce
The first
Act, are hereby made a part of section 5 of the Commerce Act.
paragraph so made a part of section 5 of the Commerce Act is hereby
such
second
and
the
amended by inserting "(5)" at the beginning thereof,
paragraph is hereby amended to read as follows:
"(61 If the Commission is of the opinion that any such existing or
proposed new specified service by water, other than through the Panama
public, and is
Canal, is being or will be operated in the interest of the
people,
or will be of advantage to the convenience and commerce of the
and that a discontinuance of the existing service, or a failure to establish
commerce
the
the proposed new service, will be substantially injurious to
reasonable
or localities affected, the Commission may, upon such just and
which such
during
time
the
extend
order
by
prescribe,
terms as it may
authorize the
existing service by water may continue to be operated, or
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Schedules and practice! Oi SUCh water carrier shall be filed with llir Comand shall be Subject to this Act and all amendments thereto in
the lame manner and to the same extent as is the railroad or other common carrier controlling SUCfa water carrier or interested in any mannn in
Minn."
Sec -115. Section 13 of the Commerce Act is hereby amended by in"(11" after the Section number at the beginning of the first paragrapfa and "(2)" at the beginning of the second paragraph) and by adding
at the end thereof two new paragraphs to read as follows:
"(31 Whenever in any investigation under the provisions of this Act,
or in any investigation instituted upon petition of the carrier concerned,
which petition is hereby authorized to be filed, there shall be brought in
issue any rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or practice made or
imposed by authority of any State, th* Commission, before proceeding to
hear and dispose of such issue, shall cause such State or States to be
The Commission may confer with the authorinotified of the proceeding.
ties of anv State having regulatory jurisdiction over the class of persons
and corporations subject to this Act with respect to the relationship between rate structures and practices of carriers subject to the jurisdiction
of such State bodies and of the Commission; and to that end is authorized
and empowered, under rules to be prescribed by it, and which may be
modified from time to time, to hold joint hearings with any such State
regulating bodies on any matter? wherein the Commission is empowered to
act and where the rate-making authority of a State is or may be affected
by the action taken by the Commission. The Commission is also authorized
to avail itself of the co-operation, services, records and facilities of such
State authorities in the enforcement of any provision of this Act.
"(4) The Commission shall have authority, after full hearing, to make
such findings and orders as may in its judgment tend to remove any undue
advantage, preference or prejudice as between persons or localities in
intrastate commerce on the one hand and interstate or foreign commerce
on the other hand, cr any undue burden upon interstate or foreign commerce, which is hereby forbidden and declared to be unlawful, and such
findings or orders shall be observed while in effect by the carriers parties
to such proceeding affected thereby, the law of any State or the decision
or order of any State authority to the contrary notwithstanding."
Sec. 417. The first four paragrinhs of section IS of the Commerce Act
are hereby amended to read as follows:
"Sec. IS. (1) That whenever, after full hearing, upon a complaint made
as provided in section 13 of this Act, or after full hearing under an order
for investigation and hearing made by the Commission on its own initiative,
either in extension of any pending complaint or without any complaint
whatever, the Commission shall be of opinion that any individual or joint
rate, fare or charge whatsoever demanded, charged or collected by any
common carrier or carriers subject tc this Act for the transportation of
persons or property or for the transmission of messages as defined in the
first section of this Act,
or that any individual or joint classification,
regulation or practice whatsoever of such carrier or carriers subject to the
provisions of this Act, is or will be unjust or unreasonable or unjustly
discriminatory or unduly preferential or prejudicial, or otherwise in violation of anv of the provisions cf this Act, the Commission is hereby authorized and empowered to determine and prescribe what will be the just and
reasonable individual or joint rate, fare or charge, or rates, fares or
charges, to be thereafter observed in such case, or the maximum, or minimum, or maximum and minimum, to be charged, and what individual or
joint classification, regulation, or practice is or will be just, fair and
reasonable, to be thereafter followed, and to make an order that the carrier or carriers shall cease and desist from such violation to the extent to
which the Commission finds that the same does or will exist, and shall not
thereafter publish, demand or collect any rate, fare or charge for such
transportation or transmission other than the rate, fare or charge so prescribed, or in excess of the maximum or less than the minimum so prescribed,
as the case may be, and shall adopt the classification and shall conform
to and observe the regulation or practice so prescribed.
"(2) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, all orders of the Commission, other than orders for the payment of money, shall take effect
within such reasonable time, not less than thirty days, and shall continue
in force until its further order, or for a specified period of time, according
as shall be prescribed in the order, unless the same shall be suspended
or modified or set aside by the Commission, or be suspended or set aside
by a court of competent jurisdiction.
"(3)
Whenever, after full he?ring upon complaint or upon its own
initiative, the Commission is of opinion that the divisions of joint rates,
fares or charges, applicable to the transportation of passengers or property,
are or will be unjust, unreasonable or unduly preferential or prejudicial
as between the carriers parties thereto (whether agreed upon by such
carriers, or any of them, or otherwise established), the Commission shall
by order prescribe the just and reasonable divisions thereof to be received
by the several carriers, and in cases where the joint rate, fare or charge
was established pursuant to a finding or order of the Commission and the
divisions thereof are found by it to have been unjust, unreasonable, or
unduly preferential or prejudicial, the Commission -may also by order determine what (for the period subsequent to the filing of the complaint or
petition or the making of the order of investigation) would have been the
just and reasonable divisions thereof to be received by the several carriers,
and require adjustment to be made in accordance therewith. The Commission may also, after full hearing upon complaint or upon its own initiarates, fares or
tive, establish through routes, joint classification, and joint
charges, applicable to the transportation of passengers or property, or the
maxima', or minima, or maxima and minima, to be charged, and the
and
divisions of such rates, fares or charges as hereinbefore provided,
the terms and conditions under which such through routes shall be operated;
line.
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or rate between street electric passenger railways not engaged in the
general business of transporting freight in addition to their passenger and
«xpress business, and railroads of a different character; nor shall the
Commission have the right to establish any route, classification, rate, fare
or charge when the transportation is wholly by water, and any transportation by water affected by this Act shall be subject to the laws and regulations applicable to transportation by water.
And in establishing such
through route the Commission shall not, except as provided in section 3,
require any carrier by railroad, without its consent, to embrace in such
route substantially less than the entire length, of its railroad and of any
intermediate railroad operated in conjunction and under a common management or control therewith, which lies between the termini of such proposed through route,
unless such
inclusion of lines would make the
<hrough route unreasonably long as compared with another practicable
through route which could otherwise be established: Provided, That in
-time of shortage of equipment, congestion of traffic, or other emergency
-declared by the Commission it may (either upon complaint or upon its
own initiative without complaint, at once, if it so orders, without answer
or other formal pleadings by the interested carrier or carriers, and with
or without notice, hearing or the making or filing of a report, according
as the Commission may determine) establish temporarily such through
routes as in its opinion are necessary or desirable in the public interest.
"(4) Whenever there shall be filed with the Commission any schedule
stating a new individual or joint rate, fare or charge, or any new individual or joint classification, or any new individual or joint regulation
or practice affecting any rate, fare or charge, the Commission shall have,
and it is hereby given, authority, cither upon complaint or upon its own
initiative without complaint, at once, and :f it so orders without answer or
other formal pleading by the interested carrier or carriers, but upon reasonable notice, to enter upon a hearing concerning the lawfulness of such
rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or practice; and pending such
(hearing and the decision thereon the Commission, upon filing with such
schedule and delivering to the carrier or carriers affected thereby a statement in writing of its reasons for such suspension, may suspend the operation of such schedule and defer the use of such rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or practice, but not for a longer period than one
hundred and twenty days beyond the time when it would otherwise go into
effect; and after full hearing, whether completed before or after the rate,
fare, charge, classification, regulation or practice goes into effect, the Commission may make such order with reference thereto as would be proper
in a proceeding initiated after it had become effective.
If any such hearing
can not be concluded within the period of suspension, as above stated,
the proposed change of rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or
practice shall go into effect at the end of such period, but, in case of a
proposed increased rate or charge for or in respect to the transportation
of property, the Commission may by order require the interested carrier
or carriers to keep accurate account in detail of all amounts received by
reason of such increase, specifying by whom and in whose behalf such
amounts are paid, and upon completion of the hearing and decision may
by further order require the interested carrier or carriers to refund, with
interest, to the persons in whose behalf such amounts were paid such
portion of such increased rates or charges as by its decision shall be found
At any hearing involving a rate, fare or charge increased
not justified.
after January 1, 1910, or of a rate, fare or charge sought to be increased
after the passage of this Act, the burden of proof to show that the increased rate, fare or charge, or proposed increased rate, fare or charge, is
just and reasonable shall be upon the common carrier, and the Commission
shall give to the hearing and decision of such questions preference over all
other questions pending before it and decide the same as speedily as
lion

possible."
Sec. 424.

The seventh paragraph of section 16 of the Commerce Act is
hereby amended to read as follows:
"(8) Any carrier, any officer, representative, or agent of a carrier, or
any receiver, trustee, lessee, or agent of either of them, who knowingly
fails or neglects to obey any order made under the provisions of sections
13 or 15 of this Act shall forfeit to the United States the sum of
3,
Every distinct violation shall be a separate offense,
$5,000 for each offense.
and in case of a continuing violation each day shall be deemed a separate
•offense."
Sec. 437.

The Commerce Act is further amended by inserting therein
a new section between section 20 and section 21 to be designated section
20a, and to read as follows:
"Sec. 20a.
(1) That from and after one hundred and twenty days
after this section takes effect it shall be unlawful for any common carrier
by railroad (except a stre<t or electric intcrurban passenger railway not
engaged in the general business of transporting freight in addition to its
passenger and express business) which is subject to this Act, or any corporation organized for the purpose of engaging in transportation subject to
this Act (hereinafter in this section called 'carrier'), to issue any share
of capital stock or any bond or other evidence of interest in or indebtedness of the carrier (hereinafter in this section collectively termed 'securities') or to assume any obligation or liability as lessor, lessee, guarantor,
indorser, surety or otherwise, in respect of the securities of any other
person, natural or artificial, even though permitted by the authority creating the carrier corporation, unless and until, and then only to the extent
that, upon application by the carrier, and after investigation by the Commission of the purposes and uses of the proposed issue and the proceeds
thereof, or of the proposed assumption of obligation or liability in respect
of the securities of any other person, natural or artificial, the Commission
by order authorizes such issue or assumption. The Commission shall make
such order only if it finds that such issue or assumption: (a) is for some
lawful purpose compatible with the public interest, which is necessary
•or appropriate for or consistent with the proper performance by the carrier of service to the public as a common carrier, and which will not
impair its ability to perform that service, and (b) is reasonably necessary
and appropriate for such purpose.
"(2) The Commission shall have power by its order to grant or deny
the application as made, or to grant it in part and deny it in part, or
to grant it with such modifications and upon such terms and conditions
as the Commission may deem necessary or appropriate in the premises,
and may from time to tinx for pood cause shown, make such supple,
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mental orders in the premises as it may deem necessary or appropriate,
and may by any such supplemental order modify the provisions of any
previous order as to the particular purposes, uses, and extent to which,
or
or

the conditions under which, any securities so theretofore authorised
the proceeds thereof may be applied, subject always to the requirements of the foregoing paragraph (1).
"(3) Every application for authority shall be made in such form and
contain such matters as the Commission may prescribe.
Every such apas also every certificate of notification hereinafter provided
for,
oath, signed and filed on behalf of the carrier by
a vice-president, auditor, comptroller
or other
executive
officer having knowledge of the matters therein set forth
and duly designated for that purpose by the carrier.
"(4) Whenever any securities set forth and described in any application for authority or certificate, of notification as pledged
or held unencumbered in the treasury of the c?rrier shall, subsequent to the filing of
such application or certificate, be sold, pledged, repledged, or otherwise
disposed of by the carrier, such carrier shall, within ten days
after such
sale, pledge, repledge or other disposition, file with the
Commission a
certificate of notification to that effect, setting forth
therein all such facts
as may be required by the Commission.
plication,
shall

its

be

made under

president,

"(5)

Upon

receipt of any such application for authority the Commission
and a copy filed with the railroad
commission, or public service or utilities commission, or other
appropriate
authority of each State in which the applicant carrier operates,
or to the
governor of such State.
The railroad commissions, public service or
utilities commissions, or other appropriate State
authorities thus notified
shall have the right to make before the Commission
such representations
as they may deem just and proper for preserving and
conserving the
rights and interests of their oeople and the States,
respectively, involved
in such proceeding.
The Commission may hold hearings, if it sees fit,
to ^enable it to determine its decision upon the
application for authority.
The jurisdiction conferred upon the Commission by this section
(6)
shall be exclusive and plenary, and a carrier may
issue securities
shall cause notice thereof to be given to

and

assume obligations or

liabilities in accordance with the provisions
of this
without securing approval other than as specified herein.
"(7) Nothing herein shall be construed to imply any guaranty
or obligation as to such securities on the part of the United
States.
"(8) The foregoing provisions of this section shall not apply
to notes
to be issued by the carrier maturing not more
than two years after the
date thereof and aggregating (together with all other
then outstanding
notes of a maturity of two years or less) not more
than 10 per centum
of the par value of the securities of the carrier then
outstanding.
In the
case of securities having no par value, the par value
for the purposes of
this paragraph shall be the fair market value
as of the date of issue
Within ten days after the making of such notes the carrier
issuing the
same shall file with the Commission a certificate of notification,
in such
form as may from time to time be determined and prescribed
by the Commission
setting forth as nearly as may be the same
matters as those
required in respect of applications for authority to issue
other securities.
"(9)
The Commission shall require periodical or special reports from
each carrier hereafter issuing any securities, including
such notes, which
shall show,
n such detail as the Commission may require, the
disposition
made of such securities and the application of the proceeds

section

,

thereof.
(10) All issues of securities and assumptions of obligation or
liability
contrary to the provisions of this section or of anv order
issued thereunder by the Commission shall be void. If any security
so made void or
any security ,n respect to which the assumption of
obligation or liability
is so made void, is acquired by any
person for value and in good faith
and without notice that the issue or assumption is void,
such person may
in a suit or action in any court of competent
jurisdiction hold jointly and
severally liable for the full amount of the damage
sustained by him in
respect thereof, the carrier which issued the security
so made void or
assumed the obligation or liability so made void, and its directors,
officers
attorneys and other agents, who participated in any way
in the authorizing, issuing, hypothecating or selling of
the security so made void or
in the authorizing of the assumption of the
obligation or liability so made
void.
In case any security so made void was directlv acquired
from the
carrier issuing it, the holder may at his option
rescind the transaction
and upon the surrender of the security recover the
consideration given
therefor.
Any director, officer, attorney or agent of the carrier who
knowingly assents to or concurs in any issue of securities
or assumptions of obligation or liability forbidden by this section,
or any sale or
other disposition of securities contrary to the provisions
of the Commission's order or orders in the premises, or any application
not authorized
by the Commission of the funds derived by the carrier through such
sale
or other disposition of such securities, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor
and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than
$1,000
nor more than $10,000, or by imprisonment for not less than one
year nor
more than three years, or by both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.

"(11)
After December 31, 1921, it shall be unlawful for any person
hold the position of officer or director of more than one carrier, unless
such holding shall have been authorized by order of the Commission,
upon
due showing, in form and manner prescribed by the Commission, that
neither public nor
private interests will be
adversely affected thereby.
After this section takes effect it shall be unlawful for any officer or dito

rector of any carrier to receive for his own benefit, directly or indirectly,
any money or thing of value in respect of the negotiation, hypothecation
or sale of any securities issued or to be issued by such carrier, or
to
share in any of the proceeds thereof, or to participate in the making or
paying of any dividends of an operating carrier from any funds properly

included

in

capital

a.

count

Any

violation

of these provisions shall be a

misdemeanor, and on conviction in any United States court having jurisdiction shall be punished by a fine of not less than $1,000 nor more than
$10,000, or by imprisonment for not less than one year nor more than
three years, or by both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of
the court."
Sec. 438.
as follows:
"Sec. 24.

Section 24 of the

That

the

Commerce Act

Commission

is

hereby

is

hereby amended to read

enlarged

so

as

to
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The Commerce

\u

furthei amended by adding at
follows:
11
ommission may, aftei investigation, order anj cai
riei bj railroad subject to this Act, within a time specified in the order, to
msi. ill automatic train-stop or train-control devices, which comply with
specifications and requirements prescribed bj
the Commission, upon the
whole oi -1 11 > pari of its railroad, such ordei to be issued .'11111 published
.it
least one yen
before the date specified for its fulfillment: Provided,
[Tiat .1 carrier shall not be held to be negligent because of its failure to
Sei
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;

'

1

•

the end thereof two new
tin

rii.

sections,

is

to

herebj
read

.1-

i

install such devices upon
a
portion ol it-- railroad not included in the
order; and anj action arising because of in accident happening upon such
portion oi its railroad shall be determined without consideration of the
use .it' such devices upon inothei portion of its railroad.
Any common
carrier which refuses or neglects to comply with any order of the Commission made under the authority conferred 1>\ this section shall be liable
to a penally of $100 foi eaeh day that such refusal or neglect continues,
which shall accrue to the United States, and may be recovered in a civil
action brought by the United States.
"Sec. Jo. That this Act may he cited as the 'Commerce Act, 1887.'"

Trays

for

Emergency Connections For Brake Pipes

Ami

nun oi coupling broken pipes which does away
with the necessity of cutting threads has been di
vised by J. L. Boschart and Is now being manufactured by the Broschart Threadless Pipe Coupling Com
i

The object is to facilitate repairs in
pany, Trenton, Mo.
case of breakage of pipes forming part of the air brake or
In
>team heating system either on locomotives or cars.
actual service as a part of the equipment carried on locomotives and cabooses, the threadless coupling has beeii found
useful in preventing delays and engine failures, eliminating
the necessity of switching cars to the rear of the train or

Elevating

Platform Industrial Trucks

The Lyon

Metallic Manufacturing Company, Au-

has developed a type of side frame to be
used in making up trays or platforms for elevating
platform industrial trucks, known as the Lyon steel skid leg.
The skid leg consists of two welded feet which are, in
This channel is provided
turn, welded to a steel channel.
with holt holes, which are spaced so as to make it convenient
The legs have rounded
to bolt on either a wood or steel top.
corners and a wide bearing surface for preventing damage
rora,

to floors

Method

111.,

and

resisting lateral thrust.

Additional supplies of platforms

may

be carried in stock,

of Using the Emergency Connection in Making
Temporary Repairs to Broken Brake Pipes

them out with the consequent expense of sending a
mechanic to make repairs.

cutting

As shown

in the illustration the coupling consists of

short section of pipe A, which carries

a

two jam nuts B, sleeves

C and

D, rubber gaskets E, and look nuts F. In case a
break occurs in the train line, the ends are separated about
four inches enabling the coupling to be inserted in the pipe.
By turning the jam nuts, the rubber gaskets are compressed
and forced out against the walls of the pipe making an air
If the break occurs at the end of a pipe
tight connection.
coupling or union, the tapered end of the jam nut is sufficiently long to allow the gasket to extend through into the
pipe and make a tight joint.
By the use of other fittings
Rubber gaskets fully compressed

Rubber gaskefs in normal

L
LC £
Vi
W) LE
B
Which Can Be Applied Without Tools
l

A

Pipe Coupling

train lines can be connected even though the broken ends

The Load

of

Tin Plate on the Center Tray

Is Greater

Than

the Lifting Capacity of a Truck, But Was Placed to
Show What a Tray May Carry.
little space and yet may
The wooden cross pieces may be
assembled.
drilled to fit the skid legs, which are punched to a standard
All that is necessary to have a new platform compattern.

cannot be separated and in a similar manner angle cocks
can be replaced and other air or steam pipes can be connected or plugged.
The coupling can be applied without
the use of any tools.
It will withstand the standard trainline pressure and will not interfere with either service or
emergency applications of the brakes.

knocked down, so that they take up
be quickly

Hog
vessel

Island launched its
S. S. Noble.

was the

fiftieth

ship on

August

23.

The
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i

Engineering Council has requested, and the Director of the
Census, has ordered that the next census shall include a more
detailed classification of engineers so that technical engineers
will be listed separately from non-technical engineers (stationary engineers, locomotive enginemen, etc.), enabling any-

Francisco Bay and Southern district in October 35,000 men were
A strike in the shipyards in the New York
district began in October, lasted about thirty days and involved
some 20,000 men.
out thirty days.

one to ascertain readily the number of technical men in the
United States and in each state. Technical engineers will be
sub-divided between civil, mechanical, electrical and mining.

A

New

of 16 enparts of the United States has for some time
been studying the question of the licensing or registering of
engineers.
At a meeting held in Chicago recently a suggested
form of statute was drafted which it is expected will he preall

sented to Engineering Council at its December meeting for approval.
The proposed law will then he available for use in the
forming of legislation in those slates in which there is a demand
for the licensing of engineer.,.
Eleven states have already passed

As

It

Looks

who

suggested that we

work are the men who take the trains out on the roads.
This is not pure and simple devotion to duty. The pleasant
prospect of overtime has a little something to do with it.
The official working day on the road is eight hours long.
The reason that the trainman yets a salary bigger than that
of some of our most industrious governors is because he
usually sleeps only eight hours out of 24 and spends every
waking hour in building up his pay envelope. With a fair
share of overtime an engineer's monthly pay runs up from

At grade

Year

literally

crossings
79

1918.
1917.
1916.
1915.

71

91
65
65

191-1.

1913.
1912.

59
>2

The

city track elevation

ing

the

R. R.

deaths
318
355
335

239
282
360
326

The United

States Shipping Board
of January, strikes have cost the

that

since

the

Shipping Hoard a total
of $37,000,000.
Marine and harbor strikes, longshore strikes and
shipyard strikes have occurred on the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf
coasts.
The estimate does not include results of the coal strike,
or losses by foreign or private 1\ operated American vessels; nor
indirect losses to the public due to interruption of regular movement of shipping, congestion in ports, spoilage of perishable
cargo, etc. The marine strikes in New York harbor tied up 600
boats (16,000 men) for 13 days.
In a marine strike in July
some 25,000 men were out for about three weeks. A longshoremen's strike in New York in October involved 40,(KX) to 50,000
men for about thirty days. V further longshore strike occurred
at New Orleans in the same month, lasting thirty-one days.
Among the 200 strikes in the shipyards, one of the largest was
that in the Northern Pacific district, beginning in January, lasting for fifty days and involving some 40.000 men.
In the San
first

Chicago

Total

ade

Yt
I'M

l

fin
[909
1908
1907
1906,

R. K.

deaths
334
381
329
270
393

ings
62

55
8

1

371

l"(i

bureau has prepared statistics concernexpenditures by various roads for track elevation in
Cook County. From the time grade separation work began in
Cook County to January 1, 1919, the following expenditures have
been made by railroads entering this district, according to the
city track elevation bureau:
Road

ditures

Atchison, Topeka ,\ Santa Fe
Baltimore &
thio
Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal.
enti al Tei minal
Chicago, Burlington & Quim
Chicago Turn tion, yards
Chicago, Milwaukee S Si
Paul....
Chicago, Rock [sland & Pacific
Chicago & Alum
(

estimates

in

Total

<

Cost of Marine and Shipyard Strikes

for

:

$250 to $400.

—

plan

Cook County Coroner P. M. Hoffman. Coroner Hoffman estimates that $94,972,561 has been spent in Chicago to eliminate
grade crossings of railroads during the 27 years this work has
been in progress. Approximately 963 grade crossings have been
eliminated; yet deaths from grade crossing accidents are again
increasing.
At the end of the first seven years of track elevation work, deaths resulting from accidents of this nature began
to decrease, but in 1916 there was an increase of almost 50 per
cent.
Since this time there has been some reduction, but the
total for each year has remained above the record prior to 1916.
At the same time the total number of railroad deaths in
Chicago has not fluctuated in the same proportion nor at the
same periods. The following compilation, prepared by Coroner
Hoffman, illustrates this point

all

clamors for the chance to work. And as he
can't go to work until the caller calls him and as the caller
sometimes calls somebody else, he does most of his clamoring in the caller's ears.
Sleep, with the road man, is a
grudging concession to nature' and the Interstate Commerce
Commission, both of whom agree that he must have at least
steadily for more
eight hours off duty.
If he has worked
than 16 hours he must have 10 hours to himself. Of course,
is his own business whether or not he spends it in sleeping.
it
He usually does because he wants to be in shape for another
And woe to the
16 hours of work as soon as he wakes up.
caller who calls him an hour too early or an hour too late.
By the former contingency he loses sleep and by the latter
he loses money. R. S. Tompkins, in the Baltimore Sun.

a

of the elimination of grade crossings in the city
of Chicago has again come into notice in figures presented by

work an extra hour a day were put into effect there would
be one working man in the country who couldn't do it without actually overworking. The world's greatest gluttons for

He

Washington

President

The question

to a "Literary Feller"

the idea of the gentleman

out

Elimination of Grade Crossings

such laws, hut with widely differing provisions, while 17 have
laws regulating the practice of architecture.

If

called by

Wilson to
improving the
relations between employer- and employees began its sessions
at Washington Monday, December 1, and entered upon a policy
of working in non-public sessions, without stenographic record.
Secretary of Labor W. I!. Wilson was chosen chairman; Herbert
Hoover, temporary vice-chairman, and Stanley King, temporary
secretary.
All of the members invited by the President were
present except George T. Slade, who was said to be in Europe.

committee of Engineering Council consisting

gineers from

Industrial Conference Meets in

The new industrial conference
make another attempt to work

I

Mini

'is

W'estei

11

Western Indiana
Chicago & North
1 1

1

i

n

>

i

-

Illinois

(

I

,593

3,345
4.203.000

i.no.oco
10,025,000
5.40-

Belt

'il.OOO

14,596,372
13.900.770

Western

7. 1

entral
larlxn

Central

New

York,

Chicago \

Tan

Handle

Fort

Wayne

.'

000

6,131,050
5,000
321,700

Northern

New York

,

1,133,277
1

('rami Trunk

Indiana

$99n
1.57-

St.

Louis...

7,001.
1,428,707

6.386,836

Wabash

7,937

Total.

$93,557,561

Alderman G. M. Maypole, chairman of the Citj Council committee on track elevation, has directed the committee's engineer
to make a survey of all railroad grade crossings in the city with
the purpose of making further recommendations.
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Commerce Commission

Commission Requires Additional
The

1

j

Traffic Statistics

Commerce Commission has

an order
requiring class I and class II carriers, beginning with January
1920, to compile freight traffic statistics monthly, and report
1,
them quarterly and annually to the commission showing the

number
inating

Interstate

of carloads, the

on respondent's

issued

number of tons of 2,000 pounds origand the number of tons received

line,

from connecting carriers of 69 commodities and 1. c. 1. merchandise.
As a special study covering waybills included in accounts for
the month of April, 1920, but not thereafter until further order,
carriers of class I are to compile and report additional data for
the 15 following classes of commodities
Wheat, corn, cotton,
fruits and vegetables, cattle and calves, hogs, fresh meats, bitu:

minous

coal, lumber, timber, box shooks, staves and headings,
petroleum and its products, sugar, syrup, glucose and
molasses, bar and sheet iron, structural iron and iron pipe, cement, automobiles and auto trucks, and fertilizers.
For each of the above classes, there shall be reported for the
received tonnage only, except as otherwise provided below, the
number of carloads, the number of tons (of 2,000 pounds), the
total revenue, the state in which the point waybilled from is
situated, and the state of the waybill destination.
So far as
practicable, the revenue reported by each carrier shall correOn
spond to the state-to-state movement which it reports.
shipments to or from Canada, or Mexico, the revenue reported
shall be only the proportion accruing to the respondents within
the United States. The state waybilled from and the state waybilled to shall govern on rebillcd traffic.
The data is to be compiled from the audited records covering
local traffic including shipments rebilled at junctions with other
than class I roads), and inbound interline traffic, including traffic moving to other than class I roads, to Canada, to Mexico,
and to all other countries, when such traffic is waybilled to the

refined

junction points of delivery to other than class I or foreign carriers. When such traffic is waybilled through, class I carriers
shall include in their reports traffic delivered on through billing
Interline accounts rendered by
to all other than class I roads.
No adjustment
such carriers will be used to obtain the data.
of revenues or tonnage will be required on account of transit
privileges at intermediate points.

Court

Owned
Railroad Corporation

Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that
the United States, by its purchase of the property, stock and
bonds of the Alaska Northern, under authority of Act of
Congress, March 12, 1914, became the owner, not only of

The

the property, but of the corporation and is now its agent
for governmental and public purposes; and without its conBallaine v.
sent the corporation cannot be sued in tort.
Alaska Northern, 259 Fed. 183. Decided July 7, 1919.

—

Erroneous Quotation of Interstate Rates
holds, following I. C. v. H. E.
226 U. S. 441, 33 Sup. Ct. 176, that an interstate carrier
cannot be mulcted in damages by a shipper for failure to post
its freight rates, as fixed by the Interstate Commerce CommisThe
sion, in its station, or for misquoting the existing rate.
question arose in an action to recover undercharges on an interstate shipment of lumber, where the station agent, having re-

The Arkansas Supreme Court

Co.,

ceived no notice of an advance in freight from TOj/2 cents to
Judgment was di13 cents, quoted the old rate to the shipper.
St. Louis, I. M. & S. v. Wood (Ark.),
rected for the railroad.
207 S. W. 32.

—

Federal Operation

— Repair of Bridges

General Order No. 50 relates to actions at law, etc., and requires suits to be brought against the Director General of Railroads and not otherwise; and the rule shall not apply to proceedings for the recovery of fines, penalties or forfeitures. The
rule has no application to a proceeding to compel the performance of a duty required by statute (in this case to repair a bridge
over a railroad's tracks). The fact that the Director General
has control or management of the affairs of a railroad company
does not excuse the railroad from performing any duty owing
to the state.— In re Morris Ave. Bridge in City of New York,
Supreme Court, Special Term, 174 N. Y. Supp. 682.

Stop

— Look— Listen

Rule

*

Arkansas Supreme Court, while

In a crossing accident case the
recognizing that some courts hold that it is the duty of a traveler to stop and look and listen for the approach of a train, says:
"We have not laid down the rule so strictly, but have uniformly
held that a person who would pass over a railroad track at a
crossing or elsewhere must do all that a man of ordinary care
would do under similar circumstances to avoid any probable or
possible danger from a passing train, and, if need be, stop as
Whether such care requires stopping
well as look and listen.
as well as looking and listening depends upon whether, without
it,
the danger to be apprehended could be so well ascertained
and avoided.— St. L.-S. F. v. Stewart (Ark.), 207 S. W. 440.

United States Supreme Court
Effect of Federal

Control-

Injuries to Passengers

and

to Freight

In an action against the Director of Railroads and the
Missouri Pacific for an injury to a passenger, the railroad
demurred (1) because the complaint did not sustain a sufficient cause of action against it, and (2) because the plaintiff had not a lien on the railroad for the damage alleged.
The federal district court for the Western District of Arkansas sustained the demurrer, holding that under the acts
of 1916 and 1918, and Presidential Proclamation of 1917, and
in view of General Order No. 50, action cannot be maintained against a railroad company for injuries to a passenger
resulting from negligence of its employees after the President had assumed control of the railroads, for the act of 1918
did not annul the previous presidential proclamation as to
orders of the Director General, and the employees of the
railroad being no longer subject to the orders of the railroad
company, the maxim respondent superior (let the master
answer) does not apply. Mardis v. Hines, 258 Fed. 945. Decided July 17, 1919.
The federal district court for the District of Colorado
holds that under the 1916 and 1918 acts a railroad cannot
be made liable for injuries to shipments while the government has taken over the entire operation of the road, though
section 10 of the 1918 act subjects the carrier to all laws
and liabilities, whether arising under state or federal law,
or at common law. Hatcher v. Atchison, T. & S. F., 258
Fed. 952. Decided June 25, 1919.
The federal district court for the Northern District of Ohio
holds that within the Federal Control Act March 21, 1918,
section 10, subjecting carriers, while under federal control,
to all liabilities as common carriers, except so far as may
be inconsistent with the provisions of the act, and permitting actions to be brought and judgments rendered as now
provided by law, it would be inconsistent with all the provisions of the act to subject a railroad company to liability
for acts and conduct of public agents operating its property
under federal control. [Citing Rutherford v. Union Pacific,
254 Fed. 880. The court did not agree with such holdings to the
contrary as it had seen. It concluded
"It will not be assumed
that the United States will terminate federal control and cover
into the United States treasury the residue of the revolving
fund and excess income, if any, without providing for debts
and liabilities incurred during federal control." Maubert v.
B. & O., 259 Fed. 361. Decided September 3, 1919.
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ports of Car

Wheels and Axles

iiiinni

in

mi

n
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Borne "i the

September

August,

iii

the

Countries
I'.nw,

Dollars
10,864
!

Italy
<

16,6

anada

1

Honduras
Nicaragua

Panama
Mexico
I

I

1,335
1,562
116
102

26,597
544

\\ esl
r< nch
Indies
lominican Republic

is

FranV
hope of salvaging

the

The' in.nn station

traffic

16,897
32
3,981

Chile

Ecuador
British Guiana
China

at

Frankfort,

of spikes in

Jap:
British

at

1

Spikes
Steel Rails
Dollars
Tons

Belgium

Islands

France

14,433

300

39,204
67.520
35,600

1.005
2,651
1,430

Costa Rica
luras

Nicaragua

Panama

1.013,440

The exports

in

September

of locomotives in

September totaled 78, of a value
This total was considerably larger than the totals
for July and August, but not as great as in May or June.
Of
the September total of 78 locomotives, 15 were consigned to
Cuba and 14 io Japanese Thina. The detailed figures as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce are
as follows
$2,32()„.Vs (;

.

Countries

Number.

Trance

2

Norway

3

Canada
Cuba

8

75,550
60,450
37,674
306,755
94,600
189,600
10,650
199,000
701,800
44,160
170,700
4.500
27,900
90,000
2,000
311,000

78

2,326,339

5

15

Argentina

3

Brazil

6

Ecuador

1

•China
Japanese China
British India
Straits Settlements
Dutch East Indies

4
14
4
6
1

Japan

3

Russia in
Philippine

2

Asia
Islands
Portuguese Africa
Total

Dollars.

2,315

118,241

3,880
2,193

39,000
41,500
38,962

1,755
1,942
2,191
17

287
286
797

14.372
14,200
14,873

1,243
142
3,035

4

747

40

345
2,336
1,073

3.907

12

6,325
225

343.203
12,000

200

1

•

19,273

Cuba
French West Indies
Haiti

Dominican Republic
Argentina

418

10,480
544,396
15,124
10,000
17,300

19,073
1,072
355

788

99

110,780
263,000

4,106
11,248

430
607
249

5,044
655
30,084
32,001
14,492

58,834
90
70
5,317
49
1,468
67
12,430

7

Brazil
Chile

Colombia
Ecuador
British Guiana
Peru

Uruguay
Venezuela
China
Japanese China

298
804

691
1,180

36,105
92,121

2,505

11

3,941

4,036
133
3.185
6,743
93

4,785
55

587
238,133
3,206

1.060
526
33,460
1,540

144,745

10,114

1,153

East Indies

Brit.

497,365
120,400

23,186
3,940

303,800
61,500

11,006
4,797

3,785
3,417
36

203,308
224,251
2,007

1,923
9,377
2,331
170,494
5,149
7,963
33.633
22,371
1,155

4,298,046

179,197

58,424

3,403,771

473,753

Hongkong
in

624

7,225

21,040
109,361
2,264
197,073
159,500

British India

Dutch East Indies
Tapan
Russia

Asia

605
24,373

91,180
49.610
1,408,441

Siam
Philippine
British

15

12

4,064

Miquelon, Langley, etc

Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago
Other British West Indies..

Other

og^.

Ba
Dollars
2,125
525
21,040
2,340
3,440
15,830
1,769
723
38,616

300

Newfoundland and Labrador

Exports of Locomotives

184

i

494

Salvador

Mexico
Total

277
77s

Splii

Dollars
31,570
IK, 975
144.322
25,018
22,456
35,937
69,141
18,035
46.920
9.529

179,200

Guatemala
II

431
225
2,148
501
401
591
1,094

Canada

7,292

36

523
57,163

Honduras

British

2,221

South Africa

13,440
1,210,120

Norway
Sweden
England

409,106

Australia
Philippine

Pounds

ountries

Scotland

r'>,7M

Japan

September

[]

i

41

55,167
123,730

i

India
Dutch K.ist Indies

in

September amounted

to 4,298,046
$179,197; <»!' rails 5K.424 tons value. at $.5,403.771 and of switches, frogs, splice bars, etc.. to tbe value of
$473,753.
Of the shipments of rails and switches, etc., lapau
was the largest customer, while in the
piki
it
second. The figures in detail as compiled by the Division of
Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Comm<
were as follows:

valued

lbs.

426
1,003

British

Exports of Railway Track Material
The exports

Denmark

nil

;

n

th<

is

i,

Cuba

of

oi

In-

September exports, large shipments were
made to Japan, France and British India. The detailed figures
.is compiled
bj the Division of Statistics of the Bureau ol Foreign and Domestic Commerce are as follows:
in

one

one of the largest, finest and costliest in
<>f the capital expenditure incurred in building it was undertaken because of the pre-war importance of the
city as an international traffic centre.
should be added,
the \\<nld. and most

exports of car wheels and axles in September reached ;>
total value of $1,013,440 as compared with a total of $1,302,546
I

'bat

fact

twice a year,

be held

ii

mi

iliiiinii

tin

bji

for the establishment of the great industrial exhibition at

Islands

South Africa

French Africa
Total

England's Railway Rates Advisory Committee
London.

Avoiding Prussian Railways
The

schemes for the provision of international
railway routes which shall so far as possible avoid German and
Austrian territory, are causing alarm in commercial circles in
Germany. Owing to the Orient express, for instance, which runs
to Constantinople and Athens, being arranged to travel in future,
via Venice, Trieste and Belgrade, thus avoiding Vienna and
Budapest, which were formerly on the route, two celebrated
connecting trains, the Hamburg-Berlin-Vienna and the BerlinOderberg-Budapest expresses, will find their occupation gone.
Similarly, the famous "Xord Express," to Russia and the Far
East, which before the war provided a very striking example of
the extent to which international communications depended on
Germany, will no longer run via Cologne and Berlin, which in
turn affects two other connecting trains,, the Frankfort-Berlin
and Hamburg-Berlin expresses. The German route to Copenhagen, formerly giving the quickest service to and from London,
loses its monopoly of speed, while the route between Switzerland, Cologne and Frankfort has already given way to the
Franco-Belgian route via Brussels and Strasbourg. German
commercial fears at the result of this isolation in transport matInter-Allied

Sir Eric Geddes, Minister of Transport, has appointed F. Gore-

Browne, K.C., nominated by the Lord Chancellor as chairman
Lionel A. Martin,
of the Railway Rates Advisory Committee
representative of trade, nominated by the Board of Trade; W.
W. Berry, representative of agriculture, nominated by the Board
of Trade; W. J. Davis, representative of labor, nominated by
W. A. Jepson, representative of transthe Minister of Labor
portation, nominated by the Minister of Transport; W. M.
Acworth, additional member for question of immediate increase
of rates, nominated by Minister of Transport.
This committee will ultimately have to advise the Minister of
Transport on the question of a general revision of the bases of
The present classification of
rates and charges on railways.
;

;

freight traffic and the statutory powers for its conveyance were
based on conditions prevailing some 30 years ago. When the
maximum rates were fixed in 1891 and 1892 the various commodities were divided into eight classes. Rates have been provided for the eight classes on a fairly uniform scale throughout
the country, but not more than one-fourth of the total business
is carried at those class rates, the remaining three-fourths being

carried at

as "exceptional" rates, which are
with the result that a most complex

what are known

lower than the class

rates,

Nov.

14,

Issued Dec.

9,
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system of varying rates has been built up. It is also pointed
out that there is a great want of elasticity about the presenl
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Supply Trade

system.

Exports

of Freight

The exports

of

and Passenger Cars

freight

cars

in

September

September totaled

in

1,774,

valued at $3,538,002, of which the larger portion were conThe exports <>f passenger cars totaled
signed to France.
12, all consigned for Mexico.
The detailed figures as compiled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce, are

as

follows:
Passenger

Countries
France

Numbei

I

>ollai

Freight
-

Canada
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic

20

Peru
China

10
8

Hongkong
Russia in Asia
Philippine Islands

Dollars
3,162,010
66,375
43,6110

36

27.750

4

2,X(>2

1

10,050
25,175

I

4.

15.3011

1

.

81,975

12

The Nationalization

of

ISO

10,200
170,000
500

-1

100

Total

1,774

between the cash receipts and, working expenditure only (financial charges, interest and capital redemption of shares and debentures not included) was as follows in 1918:
85
87

East

90

Per cent
96

State

North
(

et

al.)

112
120

This means thai the slate railways exceed even the coefficient
the two railways which operate in the war zone and which
were deeply affected by the war.
The only system which may be fairly compared with the
State is that of Orleans, the composition, geographical posiNow, during the
tion and traffic of which are almost similar.
last ten years, the coefficient of working of Orleans fluctuated
between 52 per cent and 85 per cent, whereas that of the
State varied between 68 per cent and 120 per cent.
The Orleans deficit reaches 241,000.000; if it had worked at
the same price as the State, its immediate neighbor, its deficit
would have reached over 1.200 millions.
These figures cannot be refuted and they are not, at all events.
To represent nationalization, under those conditions, as a
means of re-establishing the balance of exploitation without
raising the tariffs, means, either to ignore the facts, or to
deny the well-tried power of experience.
If it is wished that the State should he the future sole owner
•of all railway systems of general utility, and at the same time,
however, leave the exploitation a certain elasticity, a certain
independence, relieve it from the strict forms and rules of public
administration, it might be possible to apply to the railways the
system of "Regie interessee (exploitation under the State's
supervision) which has been well tried, particularly in connection with the municipal gas supply of Paris.
But one cannot repeat too often that this is a solution for the
future, an administrative solution, which docs not do away with
the deficit incurred in the past and which does not ensure finan•of

equilibrium for the future.
a little common sense will suffice to realize that no industry, whatever the system may be (concession, "regie interessee," or direct management) cannot be compelled to work

cial

Only

below the cost

price.

:

Sidney Williams, who was for 15 years assistant director
and assistant to the vice-president of the Union
Pacific, until the change in organization was made by the
United States Railroad Administration, is now
dent of the United Products Company, exporter-, at 66
Broadway, New York.

The Standard Asphalt & Refining Company, Chicago, has
made arrangements with the Insulite Products Company,
Inc.,
its

Railway

products.

Exchange Building, Portland, fire., to handle
The Insulite Products Company is a new :om-

pany which has been organized recently under the management of F. B. Gilman, formerly of the F. P. Gilman & Co.
['.ranch offices are to l.e opened in Spokane, Wash.; Tacoma,
Seattle; San Francisco, Cal.; and Los Angeles.

Trade Publications
Forging.

by the Finance Minister. Both socialists and syndicalists see
in nationalization a remedy for the deficit.
One can certainly adduce argument in favor of the working
of the railways by the state, says Agence Radio in the Journal
des Transports, Paris, but to claim to have found in such a
measure the means of solving the financial crisis which is affecting our system, is to set one's face against the most conspicuous facts.
The coefficient of railway working, that is to say, the ratio

Per cent
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of purchases

French Railways

The Federation of Railwaymen and, with it, the whole of the
socialist party, has risen against the tariff increase announced

Lyons & Mediterranean.

minium

3,538,002

London.

Orleans
Midi

Vi,

News

and Other

Number
1,500
30
20

Norway
Sweden

Paris,

,,.,11111111:111111111111111111

,.i

—A

of

series

pamphlets

entitled

National

Forging

Machine Talks is being distributed by the National Machinery
Company, Tiffin, Ohio. No. 36 describes a method of forming
the eyes

on brake hangers.

—

The Austin Company.
Locomotive Repair Shop Design.
Cleveland, Ohio, has issued an attractive pamphlet containing a
reprint of an article published in the August 8, 1919, issue ol
the Railway Age, under the title "The Design of Locomotive
Repair Shops," by Gustave E. Lemmerich.

Shop Accessories. — Armstrong Brothers Tool Company, Chicago, has recently issued its general catalogue B-17, covering the
complete line of tool holders, ratchet drills, lathe dogs, clamps

and wrenches which

new products
cutters

and

this

company manufactures.

Among

listed are special tool holders for use with

a safety pulley

hanger for mounting

split

the

Stellite

pulleys.

Milliken Buildings.—The Milliken Brothers Manufacturing
Company, Inc., New York, has issued catalogue No. 10, illustrating and describing Milliken buildings and steel specialties, including transmission towers, radio towers and pinlock poles.
This booklet

supplemented by catalogue No. 11. an erection
is designed as a guide for the erection of build-

is

handbook which

Twist Drills.

—

The manufacture of Celfor drills is described
an interesting manner in a booklet, entitled "Putting Mettle
into Metal," issued by the Clark Equipment Company, Buchanan.
Mich.
The successive operations in the making and testing of
drills are illustrated and described.
A portion of the honk contains views of the company's plant, together with the hospital
and recreational facilities provided for the employees.
in

Blaw Forms for Light Walls and Foundations.—A 28 page
pamphlet, recently issued by the Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., as Bulletin No. 203. is devoted to the advantages of
is well illustrated, showing to some extent
this type of form.
It
the variety of work for which these forms are adapted, while
considerable space is given to describing in detail the method ol
assembling and applying them to different types of construction.
Erie

Shovels.

— The

Ball

Engine

Company,

Erie,

has

Pa.,

large six-page folder, with 12 illustraThe
tions, devoted to the use of Erie shovels in handling rock.
illustrations show actual conditions under which these shovels
have worked and the classes of material handled. Data on the
amount moved, time and cost, etc., are furnished through the

issued

medium

Bulletin

S-36,

a

of letters from

owners who are using

the Erie slim

el

in

rock work.

Typical Graphic Records.—The Esterline Company, Indianaphas issued a 24-page pamphlet containing a large number of tvpical charts produced by automatic recording instruments. While intended primarily to illustrate the character of
work accomplished by these instruments, many interesting facts
olis, Ind.,

1
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concerning
different

power Input and outpul

classes

of

industrial
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equipment,

load variation, with
are demonstrated by
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Castings.— Harrison

Catting! is the title of a
profusely Illustrated book issued by the Harrison Steel Castings
Company and the National Car Coupler Company, Chicago.
After a brief account of the origin of steel castings, data concerning the company's plant is given and the successive steps in
the manufacture of a steel casting are illustrated and described.
The hook forms a very interesting non-technical treatise on the

manufacture of

Blaw

minimum

iiiiiniii
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Steel

steel castings,

Blaw-Knox Company,
FOB Hun. dings.— The
Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently acquired the patents, personnel and
equipment of the Uniform Company of Boston and has taken
up the manufacture and sale of forms for reinforced concrete
Forms

building construction developed by the Uniform company. The
nature of these forms, and their application to various purposes,
is described and illustrated in a 40-page catalogue recently is-

sued by the Blaw-Knox Company.
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BOSTON & Maine. At an adjourned meeting of stockholders
on December 3 the following directors were elected:
Norman L. Bassett, Augusta, Me.; Richard Billings, Woodstock,
Vt.; Charles W. Bosworth, Springfield, Mass.; Frank P. Carpenter, Manchester, N. H.; Charles Sumner Cook, Portland,
Me.; Henry B. Day, Newton, Mass.; James L. Doherty, Springfield. Mass.; Charles P. Hall, Newton, Mass.; Woodward Hudson, Concord, Mass.; Benjamin A. Kimball, Concord, N. H.;
George von L. Meyer, Hamilton, Mass.; Walter M. Parker,
Manchester. N. H.; Jarvis P. O'Brien, Troy, N. Y. J. Duncan
Upham, Claremont, N. H. George R. Wallace, Fitchburg,
Mass. Henry E. Warner, Lincoln, Mass.
;

;

The new members

represent the new first preferred stock
given to the leased lines and the old preferred stock.
Samuel Carr, F. C. Dumane and J. M. Prendergast, who
have served on the board of many years, desired to be relieved
from further service. It is expected that James H. Hustis will
resume his position as president as soon as he can settle the
matters of the receivership.

been attained.
The booklet is illustrated with a number of
photographs showing results of various kinds of tests to deterthe strength of the material.

Lehigh Valley.

—

Centrifugal Pump Sales Service Data. A large amount of
information on the theory, design and testing of centrifugal
pumps, originally sent out in the form of sales letters to its own
men, has been compiled by the Goulds Manufacturing Company,
There are 18 chapters
Seneca, N. Y., into Bulletin No. 122.
dealing with methods of use, characteristics, effects of changes,
performances, proper installation and operation, etc., with illustrations and a considerable number of data curves.

Standard Locomotives.

1

;

— The

Iron.

1

Railway Financial News

American Malleable Castings Association, Cleveland, O., has prepared a short treatise on malleable
iron, explaining iis structure, uses and treatment, and indicating
a few of the principles on which the process of making malleable
iron castings is based, as well as some of the results that have

Malleable

mine

Illlllllll
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the charts.
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—The

Locomotive Superheater Com-

pany, New York, has compiled and published in Bulletin No. 7,
general arrangement drawings and details of construction, together with a photograph and general data for each of the 12
types of standard locomotives designed by the United States
Railroad Administration. Wheel loading and clearance diagrams for each are also given, making it a convenient reference
book for information pertaining to the stadard locomotives.

—This

company has declared

terly dividend of 1^4 P er cent on the
to stockholders of record December

the regular quar-

common
on

stock, payable

soon after
January 3 as the company receives from the government an
adequate payment of the rental now due. The regular quarterly dividend of 2^4 per cent on the preferred stock was also
declared, payable January 3 to stockholders of record December 13. This is same rate as declared on the common stock
three and six months ago.
13

or

—

Wichita & Northwestern. This road has applied
Kansas Public Utilities Commission for permission

to the
to issue

$9,000,000 in securities for the purchase of railroad property
and for railroad construction. According to the statement
filed with the commission, the roads intend to take over
the Anthony & Northern, purchase the Iuka branch of the
Missouri Pacific and construct a line from Wichita, Kans.,
to Olcott.

—

Cutters. The Cleveland Milling Machine Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has revised its list of cutters in Catalogue B. This
catalogue contains 140 pages, giving standard sizes and prices,
and illustrating the line of tools, such as cutters, end mills, collets,

hobs,

etc.,

made by

this

company.

Many

valuable tables

are contained in the catalogue, including tables of cutting speeds,
correspondinb diametral and circular pitches, decimal and milli-

meter equivalents, drill size decimal equivalents, screw threads
and spur gear tooth spacing and thickness.

—

Industrial Management. L. V. Estes, Incorporated, indusChicago, have published a small booklet entitled
Human Relations in Industry, for the purpose of pointing out
the underlying principles of personal relations and industrial
management that are essential to industrial harmony and maximum production. It contains a statement showing the trend
of present conditions and the need for definite action by employers, and outlines in a general way the procedure necessary
for putting in effect plans tending toward a betterment of human
trial engineers,

Railway Construction

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. This road will construct a
one-story, steel frame, car repair shop, 50 ft. by 128 ft., at
Chicago. The cost is estimated at approximately $10,000.

Chicago Union Station Company.
tion of the

—A

contract for the erecto the KellyChicago, at a figure of $206,000.

Harrison street viaduct has been given

Atkinson Construction Company,

—

Eastland, Wichita Falls & Gulf. The company has IS
miles of road graded ready for ties and rails, from Mangum,
Texas, on the Central branch of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
through Eastland, to the Eastland and Stephens county line
north. Contracts have been let for grading an additional nine
miles to Wayland in Stephens county. It is expected that all
the track will be laid and the line opened for operation by
April, 1920.
O. B. Colquit, president, Dallas, Texas.

relations in industry.

Air Hoists and Elevators.— Catalogue No. 149, issued by the
Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey, 111., is devoted
to the description of pneumatic and hydro-pneumatic hoisting
equipment. The air hoists include both the vertical and horizontal type, these designs being made in two different styles,
the one for ordinary service, the other for use where delicate

The accessories described include special
control is necessary.
valves to stop the hoists at any point on the upward stroke or
to maintain the load at any desired height, and also trolleys for
use where unusually long hose is required. The compressed air
elevators are intended for one-story lifts only and have capacities

up to 6,000

lb.

of the Great War was $337,946,179,657, according
an estimate made by Ernest L. Bogart, professor of economics at the University of Illinois.

The Cost

to

Passenger Traffic in July.

—The

number of passengers

car-

ried one mile in July was 4,535,725,858, an increase of 12.4 per
cent over July, 1918, according to the monthly report of the
In the Northwestern region the
Operating Statistics Section.
increase was 23.8 per cent, while in the Ohio-Indiana district
and the Southern region there were decreases. For the seven

31 the number of passengers carried one
mile was 25,856,907, an increase of 5.9 per cent.

months ending July
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Universities, colleges, technical schools and other institutions
of learning largely dependent on the more or less fixed refeeling
turns from investments, are

More Funds

seriously the effects of advancing costs

operation and many of them are
making appeals to the public to avoid

for the

of

Universities

the

only

other

alternate

—

curtailed

These appeals should meet with a generous response.
The railroads and industries in general are to a large extent
dependent upon the technical schools. It is to the technically
trained men that business must look for the perfecting of
scope.

mechanical devices,

scientific investigations, etc.

efficiency in the schools

sponding

let

down

Any

must surely be followed by a

loss of

corre-

in the efficiency of the various organiza-

advancement on the work of the techFor these reasons the
appeals must not fall on deaf ears. The railroads in particular cannot, from a purely selfish viewpoint, view these calls
with indifference. Taken collectively they, perhaps, employ
more technically trained men than any other single industry.
The engineering, the mechanical, and the electrical departments of the roads must necessarily look to the technical
tions dependent for

nically trained

men

in their employ.

schools as the source of supply in recruiting forces.
departments the recruiting of high grade technical
necessary as securing an adequate appropriation.

To
men

these
is

as

Many of those prominently connected with commerce and
industry wish to see propaganda against the Plumb plan
carried on with energy as they believe
Greatest Danger
to Private

Management

it is a menace,
ownership of railroads,
second, to private ownership of

that the agitation for
first,

an d»

to private

property

danger

of

all

kinds.

But the

real

ownership and management of
railroads is not the Plumb plan. It stands no chance of early
adoption, and probably no real chance of adoption at any
time. The greatest danger to private ownership and management of railroads comes from those who profess to be, and
who really are, in favor of that policy, but who are unwilling
to support the demand for the kind of legislation and regulation which are indispensable to the success of private management.
Ten years ago Judge C. A. Prouty said, in an
address at Yale University: "If we are ever brought face
to face with the proposition of government ownership it will
not be by the imposition of excessive charges, for we can
deal with that situation, but by the impossibility of obtaining adequate facilities. * * * If we are to look in the
future as in the past to private capital for the providing of
our railroad transportation, it is fundamentally necessary
that confidence in the fair treatment of that capital shall be
established."
The only way in which confidence in the
fair treatment of private capital invested in railroads can be
established is by Congress in its law-making capacity, and
at present to private

the regulating bodies in their administrative capacity, providing for the railways to be allowed and enabled to earn
a return sufficient to enable them to pay approximately the
same return upon capital which is paid by other large and
equally well managed concerns. A large part of those who
say they favor, and really do favor, private management are

997

today either opposing legislation to require that the railways
shall be allowed to earn sufficient to enable them adequately
to develop their facilities or are giving such legislation either
lukewarm or no support. It is high time that those who
believe private management will be best for the commerce,
the industry, and the people of the United States should
clarify their minds upon this subject and begin vigorously
to promote action in accordance with their professed principles.

Discussions of the railroad question such as that at the recent
meeting of the Academy of Political Science in New York,
are of great value in promoting thought
Technical,
among the general public about the
But Not Too
great economic problems involved.
It
is always a question, however, as to
Technical
how far it is possible to expect such a
discussion to throw new light on a tremendously complicated
and technical matter. Men of all shades of opinion participated in the discussion, but for this very reason they did
not talk the same language.
A man like John E. Oldham,
the Boston banker, who has made a life-long study of the
railroad problem, would have had to spend days, not hours,
in giving his audience a preliminary knowledge of the facts
involved, were he to have discussed the subject in the full
possibilities of his own technical knowledge.
On the other
hand, most men called on to discuss such a question before
a general audience, feel that a certain amount of old ground
must be gone over as a foundation for what new suggestions
they have to make.
But the going over of old ground in a
non-technical way is not without its value, especially to the
speaker himself.
Trying to put into non-technical words,
what he knows and thinks about the situation, tends to clarify
the mind of a man, no matter how thoroughly familiar he
is with his subject.
To have a proposition stated, a fact
made concrete, by way of illustration, is a contribution to
the solving of a complicated problem.
Even if, therefore,
no startlingly new suggestions were made at the meeting
of the Academy of Political Science, the re-statement in nontechnical terms of various phases of the railroad question

was of

real value.

Within a few weeks the Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C, expects to adopt and publish revised rules and regulations

Signal Lines

Crossing

of

at

least

a

portion

"National Electrical Code."

of

Of

ticular interest to the railroads

is

its

parthat

portion of the code which relates to sigThe
nal lines crossing over railways.
term "signal lines" here referred to should not be confused
with the facilities applied to railway signal department appliances, but should be considered as that general class of

Over Railways

wire lines operating below a certain stated voltage
mainly for some form of communication.

used

The crossing of wire lines over the tracks of railways has
always been a matter of considerable importance and in the
past it has been somewhat of a task to get some of the wire
owning companies to install crossings provided with ample

;

•
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strength to withstand the force of the elements and is man]
\- a
cases proper clearances have not been adhered to.
suit, troubles of various kinds have developed, some of which

The Only

have been oi a verj serious nature, even to the extenl ol
Railway despatching and message lines
causing loss oi life,
as well .in automatic block and other similar signal circuits
have been interfered with because crossing wires haw
Mam
dropped, causing dangerous crosses bteween wires,
cases could be cited to show how important it is for the
railroads to insist that wire crossings should haw ample

~P

1

strength.
It is not the intention to imply that great progress has Dot
been made in the development of satisfactory wire crossings.
The old rule of thumb methods have practically been abai
doned for those based strictly on engineering principles. For
instance, in 1913 at the annual convention of the Association
of Railway Telegraph Superintendents, now the Telegraph
and Telephone Division of the American Railroad Association, a specification covering the type of construction for

This specisignal line crossings over railways was accepted.
fication was the work of a joint committee on which the
Bureau of Standards was represented, and was based largely
on engineering principles. Later the American Railway
Association adopted it and a large number of roads and wire
owning companies accepted it as standard practice. Now
the Bureau of Standards is prepared to issue a revised set
of rules and regulations, which it believes are superior to its
former code and it is quite certain the railroads will welcome
the progress which has been made from the standpoint of
safety alone.

However, the Telegraph and Telephone division, which
held a special three-day session in Chicago on December 3
to 5 inclusive, feels that in some instances the revised code,
insofar as signal line crossings are concerned, does not meet
exactly with its views; particularly in the case of such wire
crossings over spur tracks. For instance, the revised code
states that a

grade of construction, known as "grade E" and

equivalent to two-thirds the strength of the type
known as "grade D" used for crossings over main lines,
shall be used for signal lines crossing over spurs not exceed-

which

is

It is a well-known fact
any number of such spurs, some of which are

ing two tracks in the same span.
that there are

of considerable length, that are as important as

main

line

tracks which require "grade D" construction.
The revised code also states that signal lines crossing over
branch tracks, on which no regular schedule of .operation is
maintained, shall conform to "grade E" construction. There
are also any number of branch lines that may be so classified
but they are considered just as important as main line track

which requires "grade

D"

construction.

The

matter of spur and branch tracks here mentioned,
which are classed by some as minor tracks but which in
reality are important tracks, should receive a great deal of
consideration on the part of those who must pass upon the
class or grade of construction to be adopted for signal line
crossings. The most important factor involved and the one
which should receive the greatest consideration, is the hazard
to life. A very large part of the deaths and injuries of railroad employees engaged in transportation occur upon these

minor tracks. Because of the particular class of
and because their use is for a certain service,
employees are obliged to ride upon car sides, ladders and
roofs much more frequently and under more hazardous circumstances than those engaged in work upon ordinary yard
and main tracks. It would seem advisable, therefore, that
extra care should be taken to avoid scant lateral and vertical
clearances between electrical conductors, their supports and
standard freight cars; and to provide ample strength in the
conductors, their attachments and supports at crossings over

so-called

these tracks

such tracks.

Way

1

Private

Make
Management
to

a Success

in
6
ential that the (lovernment
LSONS uir. ii
*
should provide a system of regulation which will enable
the railwa) companies to raise Bufncienl new capital have
been stated in various forms on many Occasions, but they
never were better ami more concisely stated than by Judge
A. Prouty, Director of Valuation of the Interstate Con>
merce Commission and also Director of Accounting of the
Railroad Administration.
Judge Prouty's summing up of
the situation was made in the following words:
ii

i

(

'.

"The government might have

built

and operated

its

own

railways, but instead of doing so it has invited private capital
to discharge for it this public function, upon the assurance
that such capital shall be allowed to exact a fair compensation for the service.
Nothing can be more unjust than to
deny to this capital that right.
"Not only does a sense of justice require this; self interest
also dictates it.
The railroads of this country must, in the
immediate future, be very largely extended and improved;
additional facilities must be provided to meet the increased
demands which will be made. This will require the outlay of
vast sums of capital; and this capital must come mainly, not
from the earnings of the railroads, from the investing public.
can provide by legislation the sort of cars which a railroad shall use and the rates which it shall impose; we cannot
by legislation force one single dollar of private capital into
railroad investment against its will.
"Capital will seek investment in this field for exactly the
same reason that it will in any other; namely, upon the
expectation of making a profit out of the investment.
It
is not necessary that the return should be large; but it is
necessary that it should be certain; that the people who put
their money into this form of investment shall feel confident
of fair and honest treatment.
"A want of adequate railway facilities would mean industrial paralysis.
Unless they are provided when needed,
the government will find itself confronted with a demand
from all sources from the merchant, the manufacturer, the
farmer which will force it to meet in some way the necessities of the occasion; and this can only be by either furnishing the capital or providing the railroad itself. If we are
ever brought face to face with the proposition of government
ownership, it will not be by the imposition of excessive
charges, for we can deal with that situation, but by the
impossibility of obtaining adequate facilities. The possibility
of such an emergency is by no means fanciful.
were
upon the brink of it in the fall of 1906, and the winter of
1907, when crops were rotting upon the ground because they
could not be carried to market and when people were freezing because coal could not be transported to keep them

We

—

—

We

warm.
"This phase of the matter is too little considered. If this
to continue its present system; if we are
to look in the future as in the past to private capital for the
providing of our railroad transportation, it is fundamentally
necessary that confidence in the fair treatment of that capital
shall be established."
The reader who is familiar with existing conditions and
with the legislative proposals pending in CrngYtts might
very naturaly assume that this statement of fundamental
facts and principles was made by Judge Prouty with special

government hopes

reference to the situation which exists at the present time.
On the contrary, the paragraphs quoted are from a lecture

him before the senior class of the Sheffield SciSchool of Yale University in 1909, over ten years ago.
The railroad situation was very unsatisfactory at that time,
but it was almost perfect compared with that which exists
now. The shortage of facilities which existed then was complete adequacy compared with the inadequacy which exists
The ratio of total earnings to operating expenses
at present.
was then small compared with what it is now. The net
operating income in relation to the investment on which a
delivered by

entific

Nov.

21,

Issued Dec.

10,

1919
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return had to be paid was large compared with what it is
The rate which had to be paid by the railroads for
new capital was comparatively small and railroad credit
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now.

compared with what they are now.
If it was desirable that the public and the Government
should ten years ago heed the statement of principles which
Judge Prouty then made and the implied warning which he
then gave, how much more important it is that they should
heed his warning and act on the principles ennunciated by
him at the present time.

Letters to the Editor

relatively excellent

Do Not Abandon Any Good Methods
/^ne

of the dangers in the transition of the railways
from federal to private control is that they may discard
some beneficial practices which have been adopted during
unified operation by the government, in the general desire
of railway officers to free themselves from the numerous unsatisfactory measures which have come into vogue during
the last two years.
This danger arises primarily from the
fact that many men have become so exasperated at the
restrictions of one kind or another that have been imposed
upon them that they are disposed to be hostile to every
measure that has originated under federal control, good or
As a matter of fact, unified control has afforded an
bad.
opportunity for the introduction of many measures long
advocated by railway officers, but impossible of attainment
under the former law-enforced competitive private operation.
To destroy these measures now would only result in permanent loss to the road and in many instances to shippers.
A prominent example of a good measure now in imminent
danger of being discarded is the new tie specifications. The
Railroad Administration took over the purchase of ties early
in 1918.
Late in the same year standard specifications were
put into effect and uniform inspection inaugurated. These
specifications have now been in force on all roads under
federal control for over a year, and are therefore generally
known. While opposed in some quarters they have been
approved by a large majority of the tie producers and railway men as well, yet at a meeting called by the American
Railroad Association the Track Committee of the Engineer-

^

ing Section of that organization recommended that the specifications of the Railroad Administration be superseded by
those of the American Railway Engineering Association.

The Tie Committee

American Railroad Association
also considered this matter at a two-day session the first
week in December. The specifications of the Railroad Administration are not perfect; their most ardent advocate will
admit that certain defects have been shown to exist. Yet the
of the

fact remains that they are in use today on almost the entire
mileage of the country, and their requirements are known
alike to producer and purchaser.
The hostility to them really does not arise from the specifications themselves, but from other measures of the Railroad Administration in buying tie^ under them. That the
centralization of the purchase of ties has not proved satisfactory to the producer or railway men is well known; few
activities have aroused greater hostility, yet most of the
measures giving rise to the opposition by the producers originated prior to the preparation of the specifications.
Indeed,
much of the opposition which exists to the specifications
themselves can be attributed to the hostile frame of mind
engendered by these earlier acts.
The uniform specifications have much of good in them.
The roads should not permit them to be discarded because
of hostility to ill-advised measures. Every method which
has been adopted under government control should be considered on its individual merits and should be accepted or
rejected as such without reference to other measures.

B
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Automatic Stops and Signals
To the Editor:
The letter describing a certain train control system published in your issue of September 26 on page 620 contains
the following statement:
"That trains have been stopped
(automatically)
prevailed
open,

when

following dangerous conditions
occupied by train cars
fouling the main track
broken rails (on three occasions)."
Anyone well informed on automatic steps and railway
signaling is well aware that just such results would be obtained by the use of any one of a number of train control

—

the

switches

—

— block

—

systems.

While the writer is in favor of automatic stops and feels
sure that their use will prevent a number of a certain class
of accidents, is it not a fact that the automatic stop is but
an adjunct to the present signal system and its real or
primary function is to enforce obedience to proper signal
indications as controlled by standard track circuits?
Technical railroad men and other railroad officers who
are familiar with the operation of automatic signals clearly
understand that properly placed signals would have given
stop indications for the above mentioned conditions and that
the function of the automatic stop

is to correct the engine
should he for any reason be unable to see or fail to
obey such signal indications.
A. T. C.

man

Supervision Versus Efficiency
To the
I

Editor:

note in the article on page 675 on

Agreement"

"The Shop Craft

your delayed issue of October 3, that you
state "One great weakness of American railroads is the lack
of adequate supervision."
I could more readily agree with this statement had the
word "adequate" read "efficient," as I believe there are few
of the larger roads which have not already an adequate
corps of supervisors
in fact most of the local officers on
those lines will, I think, readily concede that there generalises a superfluity in the number of supervising officers.
In my
in

—

opinion

if the present officers could be required to exercise
the efficiency for which they are paid, less rather than more
supervision would better meet the needs.

almost constantly on the railroad which employs
assigned to do general efficiency work to be
the eyes, so to speak, of the chief operating officer and to
remedy locally, when practicable, anything I observe which is
not efficient or up to standard.
In this capacity I am conI travel

me and

I

—

am

which the local and other officers concerned should and would discover themsevles were they doing
their work with the efficiency that should naturally be expected of them. The laxness of supervision on railroads generally is inexcusably appalling.
A man who draws a salary
for supervising and fails to do so is, in a sense, obtaining
stantly finding items

money under

false

pretenses;

if

his

failure

is

—

due

to

his

ignorance he has no right to be a supervisor and in either
event should be removed.
One superintendent said to me not long ago that most of
his time was taken up with the various specializers sent out
from the general office each having a list of items pertaining to their department which were not up to standard on

—

I asked him whether he and his subordinate
concerned were familiar with the standard require-

his division.
officers
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Meats and if so wh) they did Del ite they were observed and
He said these nun
thereb) make these apecializera useless.
look only tor the things upon which they are specializing
and having trained their muni- on those particular features

know from my own
could see whal the others could not
experience tins is a gross exaggeration and a mere excuse
heir superior officers, having as a rule
to ever iiu'llH uiu \
experience, take much
risen through their superintendent's
cfiithe same viewpoint, and in consequence this lack of
I

.

(

I

cienq not only is allowed to exist hut, heing unchecked, is
growing with impunity.
fa the attitude of the chiefs is reflected all the way down
is to beto the ranks, the tendency of officers and foremen
come complacent, self-satisfied individuals, imperturbed ap-

An

pendage- and expensive adjuncts.

Observer.

Inadequate Compensation
for Supervision

To the

Editor:
The writer was very much interested

in

an

editorial

pnnted

It referred
in one of the recent delayed copies of the Age.
compensation of railroad supervision.
By way of illustration, I should like to cite the predicament
line railroad:
of the shop superintendent on a certain trunk
about 500 employes, doing a general line of repair

to the

We have

work consisting of about everything from wheel-barrows to
Our output monthly consists of about 900
business cars.
of about 40
classified, repaired freight cars and an average
work
passenger cars. We also do a considerable amount of
manufacture
and
department,
way
of
for the maintenance
for other smaller shops along the line.
monthly compensation for the shop superintendent will
of the
little less than that earned by members

forgings,

The

etc.,

average a
wreck° crew.

Is it possible, under this arrangement of comforth
pensation, that the management can expect one to put
superthat
effect
in
order
the
with
especially
his best efforts,
under federal
vision may not be engaged by another road
the Railroad
from
permission
getting
first
control without

Administration?

Shop Superintendent.

The Train Despatcher and
His Opportunities
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

To the

*

Editor:

life in the railroad

The probable near approach of normal
from
world— superseding petrified existence as governed
in
Washington prompts me to put in a word once more

—

behalf of the despatcher.
that a
At first thought one might draw the conclusion
of fact
matter
a
but
as
position;
secluded
a
despatcher fills
broadest fields of
the position has to do with one of the
of the
individuality
the
on
depends
it
and
work,
railroad
from
despatcher himself as to what benefit he shall derive
>

the opportunities offered by his position.
he
Being assigned to regular hours with a certain routine,
mechanical
in
a
work
his
do
to
himself
allow
mav easily
Too many despatchers labor under the impression
wav
provision for the
that their only duty consists of making
meeting and passing of trains, leaving the other details to
given by the
the chief despatcher; but the more attention
despatcher to the smaller details the better will be his effihimself for
ciency, and only by efficiency can he prepare
more responsible positions.
The despatcher on duty has a better knowledge of gen_

eral conditions than
is
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To display the proper
could not furnish.
in giving information I" all concerned, from
superintendent to section foreman, is one of the chief opportunitiefl of a train d( pal. In r to gain favor with these men.
Ihis is ;i plain duty to himself.
uperinttndent

Spirit

and

(.ire

His duty

to familiarize himself with the physical characIks of his territory offers him a grand opportunity. He
should know not only the location of tracks, switches, grades
ter!

and bridges, but also the location of the principal industries
and the things that they require. He can become personally
acquainted with the owners of the different industries, thereby broadening and cultivating his own personality.
By
personal contact with these men. he is better qualified to
serve his company in its intercourse with them.
Some may
claim that these are matters to be handled by the superintendent and train masters. True, but the despatcher can do
these things in an unobtrusive manner, keeping in mind
that he is only a despatcher.
Again, the despatcher should make it a point to become
personally acquainted with the yardmasters and assistants
at the

terminals.

Everyone knows that better results are

obtained by personal interviews than through any other medium. Such acquaintance will often change the tone of all
subsequent correspondence.
In his frequent trips over the road the despatcher should
do his very best to become better acquainted with the train
and enginemen; learn their dispositions, character and manner of doing their work. Get on the engine and have the
enginemen show you the different parts of the machinery;
then when an engine failure occurs you have a nearer conception of the trouble. When failures occur which the despatcher does not understand let him keep it in mind and at
the first opportunity have some engineman explain it. Enginemen will be glad to do this.
When the trainmen learn that the despatcher possesses
clear knowledge of how things are being conducted on the
road they have greater confidence in him. Compliment the
man on the road as often as possible for good work performed.
The foregoing may be what the newspaper man calls
"tame stuff," but commonplaces make up the most of life.
The despatcher can increase his efficiency, make his position more secure and live happier by making use of diplor
macy and tact and not following a beaten path. We all
aspire to better positions. Let us study some of the requirements that are felt by the man higher up. The despatcher,
in the discharge of his duty, often has to assume the authority of officers, from the rank of superintendent down.
Why,
therefore, should he not inject some of their ingenuity into
his

work?

\y e cannot succeed by theory alone, but must carry theory
into practical execution. Let us try it.
Keep wide awake all the time! Don't let any eight-hour
limitation dwarf your interest in your employer's prosperity,
Keep your mind on good railroading sixteen hours a day.
j s t hi s t00 muc h?
Well, try it for three days in the week
an(j see

how

it

H.

works.

S.

M.

_

any other person on the division.

He

even the
in position to furnish first-hand information that

Every westbound train

is

that they are emigrating to a

filled

with passengers who admit
climate to avoid the in-

warmer

conveniences of cold weather and little coal. It has been a cornpassenger traffic officers on western roads
leading to southern California and other regions of balmy atmosphere, during the past few weeks. Sleeping car berths have

mon remark among

been engaged

many days

in advance,

and for weeks every trans-

continental train had to have a second section. The traffic originates in the east and north partly, but they say that Iowa and

Nebraska have been furnishing more California
other section.

tourists than

any

The Miami Conservancy Relocates Four Railways
Fifty-five Miles of

New Track

Constructed to Replace

Lines Lying Within Flood Basin
is

not

Itpublic

often that a railroad

is

by the public for a
what actually is tak-

built

utility corporation, but this is

ing place near Dayton, Ohio, where the Miami Conservancy District is now completing about 55 miles of track
or 40 miles of roadbed at its own expense for the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the Erie, the Baltimore &
Ohio, and the Ohio Electric. The work is under the joint
supervision of engineers representing the Conservancy project and the railroads, the former covering matters contingent upon the District's interest in the cost and the latter

higher elevation of the lints to avoid high water.
of the relocations is borne entirely by the
Conservancy district and will amount to about $4,000,000,
although the railroads, like all other owners of property
within the Conservancy district, are assessed "benefits" for
the advantages assumed to accrue through decrease of flood
hazards.
Agreements with the railroads also cover adjustments for the relative values of the new and old lines, from
to the

The expense

with respect to the completion of the work to standards acceptable to the railroads.
This work is a necessary detail of the flood prevention
project undertaken by the Miami Conservancy District in
the valleys of the

Miami and Mad

rivers above

Dayton.

A

Steam Shovel

at

Work

in the

Huffman Cut

Thus, while ruling grades were
an operating standpoint.
not changed, it was impossible to provide new lines which
were not either longer or shorter than the old ones or which
did not contain either a greater or a less amount of curvaFor instance, in the case of the relocation of the Big
Four and the Erie, the railroads are entitled to $400,000
extra compensation for 4,000 ft. of increased length and
In the case of the Balti100 deg. additional curvature.
more & Ohio line the case is the reverse, and the railroad
will compensate the District for providing a better line than
ture.

Map Showing How

great

dam

is

and another

Two Retardation Basins Interfered
with the Railroads

the

being built at Taylorsville, on the
at

Huffman, on the

Mad

river,

Miami

river,

to hold

back

waters in great retarding basins behind these dams.
Discharge spillways are provided which will release the
water in quantities readily handled by the river channels
through the lower valleys where much damage was done by
the flood of 1913.
All land located within the flood limits
of the reservoir is, of course, subject to potential inundation,
and for this reason has been vacated through purchase by
Included in the property thus condemned are
the District.
the lines of the four railroads mentioned, which must be
relocated outside of the flood limits. This work has involved
flood

not only the reconstruction of new lines to replace those
stretches of track lying within the reservoir areas, but also
entails considerable mileages both up and down stream
which were required to secure satisfactory approach grades

Double Levees to Protect the Railways
Recognition has also been given to the increased
maintenance in the early years of operating a newly
constructed line, and allowance is made to the roads covering such cost during the first six years of use.
its

old one.

cost of

The lines affected are the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton line of the Baltimore & Ohio north of Dayton in the
valley of the Miami river, and the Cincinnati line of the
Erie, the Cleveland-Cincinnati line of the Big Four between
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Dayton and Springfield and
the flood plain of the

seen on the

\

Mad

map,

the

Ohio

Electric,
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which occupy

river.

the old

Erie and Big Four Lines were

'

located aide by side mosl of the distance from Springfield to

Dayton in a location close to the Mad river. Near the middle
Wilbur Wright Field the two lines separated, the Erie
occupying the north side and the
u Four the south side of
the stream until a point close to Dayton, where the Erie
again joined the Big Four on the south side.
The relocation
of these roads commences about two miles east of Dayton
and extends for a distance of 15.2 miles. These two roads
have been operating their single track lines as joint douhle
tr.uk for a Dumber of years and will eontinuc to do so after
of the

1 >

the

The

has been completed.

relocation

Sil

i

Ohio

Electric lay parallel to the Big

ahout

five

Four

old

lines

of the

'm

for a distance of

miles out of Dayton, and occupied an independent

location for the remaining distance.

The

critical

point in the relocation project

is

the

dam

tl

Huffman, where the required position of the great
dam and spillway made it necessary to place the new lines
about 400 ft. south of the existing track of the Big Four.
This involved two difficulties, the presence of a massive
shoulder of rock rising abruptly from the south abutment
of the dam and the requirement of a 0.3 per cent approach
Because of definite
grade for the railroads from the west.
at

site

restrictions

on the location of the foot of

the city of

Dayton

dam

it

was possible

this

grade within

to raise the line at the

above the old grade line and 10
dam, with the result that
a rock cut 4800 ft. long and 119 ft. deep (on the upper side)
was required. This entailed the excavation of 683,000 cu.
Because of this
yd. of material, most of which was rock.
restriction on the elevation of the grade line a further cornsite

only about 31

below the

ft.

«

ft.

crest elevation of the

w

•>

53

^
Twin Three-Arch Bridges

for the

Big Four and the Erie

was encountered at the east end of the cut where
the line enters the south fringe of the flood area at an elevation below the maximum flood level.
As a consequence,

plication

was necessary to protect the tracks on both sides for a distance of 3500 ft. by the construction of levees to a maxiheight of 35 ft.
These were located 200 ft. center to
center and have the effect of placing the line in an artificial
it

mum
cut.

For drainage of the highlands

to the south of the track,

culverts were built under the tracks

and

levees

which will

serve also to equalize water levels on both sides of the levees
during flood periods. These levees are continued to a point
where the 0.3 per cent grade ascending eastward raises the

For the remaining disline above the flood water level.
tance the location was determined by requirements of suitThis was accomable connections with the existing lines.
plished with the use of an 8-mile tangent.
No change was required in the location of the Ohio Electric between Dayton and a point a short distance west of the
Huffman cut. After passing underneath the new embank-

ment of the Erie and the Big Four through

a

skew under-

_£L

§

—
Nov.

Issued Dec.

21,

'
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10,

crossing accommodating both the electric line and the Springfield pike, both the electric road and the highway occupy a
shelf in the face of the hill outside of the big railroad cut,
while to the east of this the Ohio Electric will be placed in
of

top

the

the

inner levee protecting the

tracks.

railroad

1003

The west approach of the railroad relocation is on a tangent approximately midway between the two old locations
of the Big Four and the Erie, throwing a considerable porThis entailed an extention of it into tbe Mad river flats.
sive channel change of the river, which was excavated by a
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Profile of a Portion of the Baltimore

The

tracks of the Erie and the Big Four occupy a single
at 14-ft. centers from the junction point near the

roadbed

city, limits

of

Dayton

end of the

to the eastern

levees,

where

spread to 60-ft. centers and occupy separate roadbeds
for the remaining distance to the end of the relocation. Single
track roadbeds are 20 to 30 ft. wide and double track 34

tlaey

44

rock.

ft.,

with slopes of l'j

The maximum

0.3 per cent grade

The width

is

rate

to

1

for earth

of curvature is

and
1

1

deg.

to

1

for

and the

compensated 0.04 per cent on curves,

of roadbed in the big cut

is

70.5

ft.

Relocation

shell bucket operated by a portable derrick.
The approach is entirely on embankment involving 374,000 cu.
yd of filling, which was made largely from material taken
from Huffman cut and excavation for the outlet of the conduits at the south end of the dam.
The Huffman cut was by far the most formidable portion

clam

Skew Undercrossing West
to

& Ohio

of the

Huffman Cut

the railway work and controlled the date on which it
The work was done by the forces of
could be completed.
the Walsh Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa, the

of

general contractor for the entire railroad project on the

Mad
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total Volume <>t" material removed is 683)000
which about 80 ptr ceal is rack, which extends
to tin- surface in main- pl.u he upper stratum of mate
rial is Hrasstield limestone, under ulm h is an Klkhorn shale,
underlaid in turn by limestone and day formations of the
din innatian period
This material had to he loosened l>y

Steam

blasting, using 40 per cent gelatine in holes drilled both with
well drill and steam hammer outfits.
These holes were

Of tin' Huffman CUl in the form of a 4 span through girdei
structure on a 25-deg. skew, involving .320 tons of structural
steel.
Toward the east end of the project where the Big

river.

ax.

hovel with three loot gagl ears and locomotives were
to remove the remaining portion of die material
for tli.
construction of embankments at greater dbl
from the cuts.

yd., of

.

placed from 12 to is

ft.

installed

I

apart and from 6 to 16

ft.

deep.

They were usually sprung before shooting and then loaded

The

Structures on (hi- portion of the work included
for the Ohio Electric and Springfield pike

an

underpass

Four and the Eric occupy independent roadbeds, there is a
pair of twin three-span arch bridges, shown in one of the
photographs.
Other structures include a considerable number of concrete culverts of various sizes.
Some of these,
which pass under the roadway, and two levees are over 300
long.
ft.
The masonry for the skew under-crossing mentioned above was built by the Walsh Construction Company,
but

all

of the other structures were built by the Conservancy

District with its

own

forces.

The Baltimore & Ohio Work
The Baltimore & Ohio

location

is

of an entirely different

nature than that in the Mad river basin. The old track of
the railroad occupies a location close to the river and at a
relatively small elevation above the normal water level, and
continues at this low grade for such a distance upstream
that the railroad does not reach an elevation above the flood
level of the retarding basin until within the vicinity of Tippecanoe City, some four miles above the site of the Taylors-

-'*SrJS

ville

The

dam.

quite narrow, are

Grading with Revolving Shovels and Horse-Drawn Wagons

sides of the

much

Miami

river valley,

steeper than those of the

which

Mad

is

river,

so the relocation of the railroad in this case consisted essen-

shifting it up the hillside for a maximum difference in elevation of about 32 ft. As in the case of the Mad
river project, the matter of approach grade was of vital conThe ruling gradient to be applied in the Baltimore
cern.
& Ohio work is 0.2 per cent, compensated for curvature. To
obtain the desired elevation at the dam with this limiting
gradient it was necessary to carry back the foot of the approach nearly 6 l 2 miles, or almost a mile south of the Miami
The
river bridge, which is about a mile out of Dayton.
grade over this bridge was raised 6 ft in connection with a
tially in

with 100

and shot in groups of about 11
holes at a time.
In moving the material from the cut after
the excavation had progressed to a point where it was possible

to

lb.

of explosive

eliminate switch backs in getting the dirt trains
the embankment, the loading track was made

down onto

continuous through the cut, so that the trains could carry
the spoil in either direction.
This was done so that the
material could be used in the levees to the east of the cut
as well as in the long approach embankment to the west.
The construction equipment consisted of a 70-C Bucyrus

/

reconstruction of the structure.

North of the dam the new

Section BB

Elevation

Elevation of the

Highway Arch Over

This shovel handled
as 4,000 cu. yd. of rock in a 10-hr. shift, with an
average of about 36,000 to 38,000 cu. yd. of material per
shovel and three standard-gage trains.
as

much

month.
East of the levees the heavier w ork consists of four cuts
of 35,000, 85,000, 105,000 and 23,000 cu. yd., respectively,
which were handled as sub-contracts by the George W.
Condon Company of Omaha. The last cut was handled
entirely by teams.
In the others excavating graders and
teams were used within the limits of economy, and then a
r

the Baltimore

&

Ohio

Section AA.

at Taylorsville

reaches the point where
protect the roadbed at
the dam, which has a crest about 14 ft. Above base of rail
level, levees are also being provided on each side of the track
While the old line was built for the
for short distances.
bench
at the foot of the hillside, the
low
part
on
a
most

grade line
it

is

virtually level until

intersects with the old line.

it

To

line, being elevated half way up the slope, traverses a
succession of short cuts and fills, producing a very choppy
ground line, as shown on the profile.
The line is built for double track, for which the railroad

new

Nov.

21,

Issued Dec.

10,
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pays the district the additional cost over single track at all
points where the existing line has no second track in the
form of a passing track or otherwise.
No provision has
been

made

for

new passing

tracks outside of the double-

track roadbed.

The

entire

project on this road

involved the excavation

of 850,000 cu. yd. of material, nearly all of which is earth,
and it is distributed among a large number of moderate

The work was awarded as a general contract to
Grant Smith of New York, but was handled directly by
H. C. Kahl of Davenport, who sublet portions of the work
to Kahl Brothers, the Vang Construction Company, and
Condon & Smith. The work was handled according to a
From stations 110 to 126 a sub-convariety of methods.
Between statractor used an excavating grader and teams.
sized cuts.
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The

railway project has been carried on under the direcArthur E. Morgan, chief engineer of the Miami
Conservancy District, the railroad work being under the
immediate direction of Albert Larsen, division engineer for
the District.
The interests of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis and of the Erie were represented by
G. P. Smith, consulting engineer of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Cincinnati, while the interests
of the Baltimore & Ohio on the Miami river project were
represented by E. G. Lane, chief engineer, Baltimore &: Ohio
tion

of

lines west at Cincinnati.

1918, and

The work was

started

in

April,

to be finished early in 1920.

is

Railroad Fuel Promptly Paid For
D. Hines, director general of railroads,
WALKER
December
authorized the following:

on

6.

"Statements having been given circulation to the
Railroad Administration is delaying payments
for coal in order to obtain a lower price, and that as a result
mines now producing coal will have to be shut down within
17 hours, I feel that the public should be reassured and informed that there is not the slightest foundation for such

effect that the

statements.

"The

coal

now being produced

falls into

two

classes, first,

used by railroads, and second, the coal
which is diverted under the orders of the fuel administrator
The coal within the second class,
to essential consumers.
under the plain terms of the fuel administrator's orders which
are the same as those in effect during the war is to be paid
Much
for by the new consignee, and not by the railroads.
of this coal is being shipped long distances, because practically no coal is now being produced in the West, and as a
result, it takes some time to render bills to the new conthe coal

actually

signees.

The Baltimore & Ohio Project Was Largely
Old Line

in the

Foreground,

New

Side Hill

Work.

Line Above

and 154 the material was removed with a 70-C
Bucyrus shovel and loaded onto narrow-gage dump cars,
while the distance between station 154 and Johnson two
revolving Erie shovels were used with teams. North of Johnson two more 70-C shovels were used with narrow-gage cars.
By far the most important structure on this portion of the
line is a 92-ft. reinforced concrete arch for a highway overcrossing at Taylorsville, and which connects with the highway on top of the dam. This is a two-ribbed, three-hinged
structure of a combination of the open spandrel and suspended floor types. This form of design was selected to
accommodate conditions under which the center line of the
arch ribs at the crown could be 6 ft. higher than the crown
of the roadway.
As a result the deck of the structure is
suspended from the ribs for a length of 44 ft. at the crown,
while the outer portions over the haunches are carried above
the ribs on a column-and-girder spandrel construction in
connection to two additional spans carried on independent
abutments and piers beyond the limits of the arch structure
on either side. The ribs are reinforced with built-up structural steel frames, having bolted connections to the hinge
tions 126

•

T

issue as to price involve some wholesalers, as to
the intent of one of the Fuel Administrator's orders
has not been entirely clear, and as to some coal sold under
contracts made prior to October 30 and shipped after November 13. Neither of these questions involve serious problems.

tions at

whom

castings.

Owing to the irregular nature of the ground
many waterway openings were required under

"As to railroad fuel, instructions were issued by the Railroad Administration prior to the present agitation of this
subject that it should be paid for promptly, and in addition
special arrangements have been put into effect under which
operators actually needing money to continue operations may
As an
be enabled to obtain money through the railroads.
evidence that such instructions are being carried out, arrangements have been completed under which the Chesapeake &:
Ohio has obtained one million dollars from the Railroad
Administration to pay operators on that road, and railroads
in the Allegheny region have been instructed to pay for coal
on a weekly basis.
"To assist further operators to obtain funds, the Federal
Reserve Board was requested to rule, and has ruled that the
note of a shipper of coal who has coal in the possession of
a railroad to be transported, delivered or diverted, and who
is to be paid by the consignee or divertee, is a note issued
or drawn for a commercial or industrial purpose, w ithin the
meaning of Section 13, of the Federal Reserve Act, and
The
is eligible for rediscount by federal reserve banks.
Railroad Administration has arranged that certificates shall
be given by the agents of the Railroad Administration to a
shipper on the loading of coal so that it may be established that a note is of that character and to make it desirable paper for rediscount, by federal reserve banks.
"The Railroad Administration is not delaying any payments on account of any dispute as to price. The only ques-

line a great

the

embank-

ment, which were taken care of by concrete culverts and
At four places provision for highconcrete culvert pipes.
way under-crossing and waterways was made by concrete
arches varying from 1 2 to 30 ft. in span.

"The

public should

tration will not permit

demand

any

that the Railroad

coal operator to close

coal delivered to railroads for their

Adminis-

down because

own use has

not been
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juitl

and, therefore, the statements mentioned are caul

foi

ing LUldue alarm.

should

it

also

be

understood

that

emanate from the same source which, soon

these

statements

after the present

th
fixing of the government
and regarding which the attorne)
that your proposition amounts in

strike began, protested againsl

maximum

prices on coal

general stated in a

letter

declaration thai coal dealers should be permitted
to take advantage of these abnormal conditions, and have

effect

to a

their prices based

entirely

upon

the law of supply

and

d<

is only another wa\ oi saying thai they should
be permitted to charm- me public whatever they please."
In response to Senate Resolution 243 directing a report

inand, which

to

the Senate of the arrangements

made

that

have been made or

prompt payment of coal diverted in
transit from the original consignee, Director General Hines
on December (> sent to the Vice President a statement in
will

lie

for

the

part as follows:

"The Railroad Administration has been acting as the
agency of the Fuel Administration in distributing coal to
those users entitled thereto under the priorities described by
the Fuel Administration and in performing this difficult work
has been particularly solicitous lo facilitate the promptest
payment for coal by the users thereof to which the same
might be diverted. Arrangements have been made to make
>ure that such users pay for the coal and pay for it promptly,
and imperative instructions have been issued and reiterated
that coal taken for railroad use should be promptly paid
In addition, the Railroad Administration has cofor.
operated with the Federal Reserve Board in adopting meth.ods to facilitate the borrowing of money by the operators
upon coal in transit. Further than this the Railroad Administration has requested the coal operators to give specific
information as to any mines actually in difficulty on account
of inability to collect their coal bills with sufficient promptness, and in the only instances which have accordingly been
reported to the Railroad Administration it has made arrangements to purchase for railroad use enough coal and
made immediate payment therefor to furnish the operators
affected sufficient funds to meet their immediate needs.
"On November 3, 1919, the Central Coal Committee which
the director general of railroads appointed at Washington
to supervise the distribution of coal telegraphed all regional

directors as follows:

The question which is being raised and which is deserving
of immediate consideration is the prompt payment for coal
confiscated by the railroads for fuel purposes. The point is
made that mines which continue to operate will have difficulty in meeting their pay roll if payment for such coal is
withheld for any considerable length of time.
The matter is, therefore, brought to your attention with
suggestion that arrangements be made with all your roads
for the promptest possible payment of coal that is confiscated
for railroad use.

"On November 3 and 4 after representation by the National
Coal Association and the Pocahontas Coal Operators' Association that coal operators were apprehensive about securing payment promptly for diverted coal, and in some instances that the operators might not receive such payment
with sufficient promptness to enable them to meet their payrolls and other production expenses, the Central Coal Committee suggested that the operators in each district should
interest themselves in this matter in their district, and arrange
-so that operators whose mines were working should be able
to secure the needed financial assistance by borrowing money
from banks against outstanding coal. It was suggested by
the National Coal Association that payment for diverted coal
would be facilitated if the railroad showed on the coal waybills the selling price of the coal when advised of this by
the shippers, and on November 6, instructions were given
was done.
by the representaNational Coal Association that apparently some

all regional directors to see that this

"On November
tive of the

20, after being advised
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operators did not know of the arrangemenl permitting the
pM.' <ii coal i" be shown on coal waybills, instructions were
therefore sent to regional directors by tin- Central Coal Com
mittee to have agents advise shippers in writing of this

On November 26 instructions were sent to the
regional directors that as far as practicable they should dispose of the oldest coal on hand lir-t when making diversions

arrangement.

or dclivc

ries.

"On November

28 the Central Coal Committee, on being
advised that some operators were' claiming to l>e financially
embarrassed, and this arrangement was desirable to a
them in securing their money, telegraphed the regional directors as follows:
To avoid financial

embarrassment to shippers of diverted
coal and consequent restriction of production, regional
committees and federal managers should be instructed to insure prompt payment of bills by final consignees by making
delivery of coal conditional on such payment if necessary.
Arrangement should also be made that shippers are in
diately advised of consignees to whom their coal is diverted.
Every effort should also be made to pay for railway fuel with
utmost promptness. This repeats previous instruction and
is sent you to emphasize the importance of giving the subject special consideration.

"On being informed that banks in coal field districts
were being drained of funds through loans to coal operators,
conferences were held with representatives of the coal operators and later with the Federal Reserve Board to see what
arrangements could be made to relieve the situation. As a
result of this, the arrangements covered by the inclosed press
notice of Dec. 3 were made and representatives of banks and
operators agreed that this would be of material assistance.
"Again on December 3, telegraphic instructions were sent
to all regional directors to put into effect at once the arrangements for issuing such form of receipt for coal shipments.
"Further on the same day the following telegraphic instructions were sent all regional directors:
See my telegram November 28 advising that prompt payfor diverted as well as contract coal was necessary to
avoid financial embarrassment of shippers and consequent
restriction of production.
Also that every effort should be
made to pay for railway fuel with utmost promptness. Our
information is that operators are not receiving remittances
promptly and instructions should be given by you to have
all bills prepared, vouchered and paid immediately on receipt.
This is of utmost importance.
"At various times since this matter was brought up, representatives of the coal operators have been requested to furnish

ment

information as to specific instances where there was a possimines would be unable to obtain funds to meet payroll and other operating expenses, and no such specific instances were reported to the Central Coal Committee prior to
December 4, when they were advised that two operators
located on the line of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad
were in such strained circumstances that a shut-down
Arrangements were made with the
might possibly occur.
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad to purchase for railroad
use and pay for immediately sufficient coal now being
produced by these operators to furnish them sufficient
funds to meet their immediate needs. In addition to written
and telegraphic instructions sent to regional directors, the
bility the

question of prompt payment for railroad coal and prompt
notice to shippers of diverting of commercial coal has been
made the subject of frequent telephone conversations with
interested railroad officers.
"The Central Coal Committee has arranged to secure daily
reports of the number of cars of diverted coal and information as to whether or not shippers have been notified so that
delinquencies can be corrected.

"As ma} be seen from the foregoing the Central Coal Committee and all representatives of the director general of
railroads have appreciated the necessity and desirability of
prompt payment for coal diverted and every effort has been
made and will be made to secure such prompt payment."
r

The Future

of Canada's Transportation

Problem

Present Situation Should Show Relative
Merits of Government and Private Ownership

Development

The present

of

kailroad situation in Canada and the
it about have been discussed in

events which brought

previous articles.
The question that naturally follows
will be the effect of this unique situation upon future
The Dominion government is now operatrailway history?
ing approximately 13,200 miles or about 34 per cent of
Canada's total mileage under the jurisdiction of the Canadian
National Railways Company.
In addition, the government
is operating under the form of a receivership, with the Hon.
J. D. Reid, Minister of Railways, as the receiver, the Grand
Trunk Pacific which without doubt will become an integral
part of the Canadian National system.
The Dominion
government, furthermore, is negotiating for the perpetual
lease of the Grand Trunk and, because of its value to the
is,

court.

However,

what

Canadian National

Grand Trunk
tional system.

ways

it is safe to assume that the
become a part of the Canadian NaAssuming that the Canadian National Rail-

project,

will also

will ultimately include the Prince

Edward

Island, the

Canadian
and the Grand Trunk,
making a total mileage of 20,000 miles, what will be the effect
of this merger?
We have, or will have in the near future, two great Canadian transcontinental systems, one owned and operated by
the government, the other owned and operated by a private
The parts comprising the former have been in
corporation.
more or less constant financial difficulty, whereas the latter
has been financially successful, and has been earning a subIntercolonial, the National Transcontinental, the

Northern,

the.

Grand Trunk

Pacific

its shareholders.
The service given the
public by the units of the former when compared with the
But it is only just
service given by the latter is deficient.
now that the government lines are being welded into a single

stantial return for

system.

What

happen

system will depend on two
and the education of the
public.
However, neither of these forces can produce an
immediate effect. Regardless of whether this peculiar situation of a great government owned line in direct competition
with a great privately owned line is desirable or not, it will
certainly afford an opportunity to all students of railway
affairs to view the relative merits of government ownership
and operation and private ownership and operation.
will

to

this

things, the policy of the government

Political Influences

Government ownership, it is often argued, cannot be
divorced from politics.
The Canadian National Railways
typify government ownership.
fore,

is

that

the

The

logical conclusion, there-

Canadian National Railways cannot be

divorced from politics.
Certainly it is true that there has
been political interference with government management in
almost every democratic country where it has been tried. But
the case of the Canadian National, the advocates of the
nationalization program in Canada say, is different.
It is
true that House Bill 70, which incorporates the Canadian
National Railways Company, has several clauses which are
openly directed against political interference in the operation
The principal clauses of this
of the government system.
nature are contained in Sections 14 and 15, which place the
operation of the system under the control of the Board of
Railway Commissioners which acts in a capacity similar to
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and give the public the
•Third and Inst of 9 series of articles on the railway prohlem of the
of Canada.
The first of this- scries appeared in the Railway Age
November 7, and *he second in the issue of November 14.

Dominion
of

right to sue the Canadian National in any court of competent jurisdiction as well as the right of appeal to a higher

no

this does not necessarily

mean

that there will be

Canadian Nawhich political interferpurpose aside from those against which

political interference in the affairs of the

There are too many ways

tional.

in

ence can achieve its
certain clauses of the incorporating bill are directed for one
to believe that the provisions of this bill entirely destroy the
probability of this interference.
It is claimed that the executive and operating staff of the

now

free from political inAt the same time it must
be remembered that there is not now a political party in power
The present government is a coalition Union
in Canada.
government established by the Liberal and Conservative parties in order to remove politics from the conduct of the war.
The present government is strongly intrenched, but it is
essentially a product of the war, and there is a general feel-

Canadian National Railways
fluence.

Apparently

is

this is true.

ing that the return to party lines should be made as soon after
Both the Liberal and
peace is signed as may l>e practicable.
the Conservative parties have been seriously disorganized by
the establishment of the present government and the result
is a mixed situation which may bring a third party into existIt is hardly probable that the same relations between
ence.
the Dominion government and the Canadian National Railways will continue after this resumption of party activities.
Taking the two possible outcomes of the political situation
in Canada, let us see what each will mean to the railway
A return to the old party lines
nationalization program.
and the consequent fall of the present government, will probably mean a consideration of the advantages and disadvanThe result may be that
tages of the nationalization program.
the two parties will not agree upon its merits and that the
The
question of nationalization will become a political issue.
fate of the natioalization program and consequently of the
Canadian National Railways will then depend upon the
In any consideration of the espousing of the
party in power.

nationalization program by either one of these two parties, it
should be remembered that representation in the Canadian

Parliament is based upon a membership of 65 from Quebec
and the remainder proportionally according to population.
If the
This gives the growing west a heavy representation.
policies of the old parties remain substantially the same as
they were before the war, it is probable that the nationalization
scheme will be supported by the Liberals, who practically
control the west, and opposed by the Conservatives, whose
strength is in the east.
It is then that Parliamentary representation will count.

On

if the Union government is perpetuated
depend upon the attitude taken toward the question
by Prime Minister Borden, whose opinion as yet has not been
It is sitinificant that statements have
publiclv announced.
been made by men prominently associated with the government advocating an extensive nationalization program. In
this connection the Minister of Finance in addressing Parliament on May 15, 1016, said: "T believe relief (from the
present situation) will probably involve the taking over by
this government of one or more of the existing railway system ;
and mav involve later on the nationalization of all the railway systems of Canada."
Railway nationalization to the extent to which it has progressed in Canada is due to the acts of the present Union
government and it is but natural to suppose that if this

much
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the other hand,

will

1
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tin-

nucleus of

will ool reverse

it

Canada do
for the cosl

a< ts,

All of the assumptions just
oi

a party,
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nationalization will

l>e

made

one

indicate thai the question

for political

consideration

in

not directl)
it

is

not care particularly about the railway problem,
to the government of nationalized railroads does

affed the masse-

cited that then

are but

the future.

municipal, and that the

cial transactions in

the people.

This seems to be inevitable. The railroad &nan
which the government will have to engage
make it inevitable thai nationalization shall come in for a
large amount o\ parliamentar} and political discussion, and
it
appears certain that there will he clear cut differences of
Here a point made by A. 11. Smith, a member of
Opinion.
the Commission of Inquiry appointed by the government in
1916 to investigate the conditions of Canada's transportation
system and to present a solution of the problem, naturally is
recalled.
Mr. Smith, in dissenting from the report made by
Sir H. L. Drayton and \Y. ,\1. Acworth, based his dissent
partly upon the impossibility of one Parliament binding succeeding Parliaments to a permanent policy in regard to railways.

With

all

believe that the
free

from

the conditions in

mind

it

is

Canadian National Railways

political interference.

Education of the Public

One

most surprising features of the present situation
in Canada is the apparent apathy of the public regarding the
steps so far taken by the government along the road of
nationalization and its tendency to travel further in the same
direction.
Even the passage of House Bill 70, incorporating
the Canadian National Railways Company and granting almost unlimited power to that organization, besides making
adequate provisions for the complete nationalization of all
Canada's railways, caused comparatively little comment.
This doubtless is due to the serious financial difficulties into
which some of the railways had fallen. The seeming inevitableness of the action so far taken has dulled the sense
Whatever the cause, the
of Canadians to the dangers ahead.
public has been apathetic regarding this tendency and only
But the fact that Canarecently has begun to be awakened.
dians are now beginning to awaken means that they will be
in a receptive mood to be educated as to the advantages and
disadvantages of a policy to which they have already subof the

scribed in part.

The

public

may

be educated as the public of the United

States has been educated regarding certain railway policies.
The nationalization program will be a matter of political

discussion;

it

may

of

resolve itself into a clear cut national

Both sides of the case will then be adequately presented to the people as they have been in the United States
and it will not be long before Canadian newspapers and
periodicals will be as replete with arguments pro and con as
are the newspapers and periodicals of the United States. This
is not a matter of today but rather of the future, and by that
time there will be brought home to every Canadian who pays
taxes or who has occasion to use the railroads in any manner
pleasant or unpleasant experiences with government or privately owned lines and he will have formed definite preliminary conclusions as to the respective merits of the two
issue.

systems.
It is in the future, then, that the public will begin
asking what this nationalization policy has cost and whether
the services rendered and the results achieved by government
management are or are not in the public interest.
In contra-distinction to this assumption it is stated by
advocates of the nationalization program that the people of

in

ts.

i

i

If

Canada will definitely
The Canadian national

feel the

extra burden.

debt, as a result of the war,

is

now

estimated at $1,950,000,000, or $220 per capita. The burden
of this enormous debt will call for rigid economy for years to
come.
With this debt and with probable reductions in the
government revenues, it is rather hard to see how large
deficits incurred in the operation of nationalized railways
will fail seriously to affect every Canadian.

Influence on Development

always be

The only real question which arises in this connection is
Those who
the probable extent of the political interference.
are opposed to the natioalization program maintain that this
interference will inevitably be extensive and cite the experiences of Canada with her government-owned roads during
On the other hand, those who favor the
the past 50 years.
nationalization program claim that the past incidents in
Canada's railway history do not necessarily indicate what
government management will be in future.

tin- argument
Canada, income and

upport of

taxes

do nol affect the majority of
enormous deficits are incurred in the operation of the Canadian National Railways, the public will haveto pay them, directly or indirectly, and the C0S1 will appear
in taxes in such a manner that ever}- pcr-on in the Dominion

impossible to

will

In

t\\<>

Work

Another of the arguments for government ownership and
operation of railways is that as a result of it extensive work
for the development of the country's resources will be carried
on.
Yet in Canada itself is an example of the development
work which can be carried on by a privately owned and
operated line, for there are few who deny the Canadian
Pacific credit for the opening up of the Canadian northwest,
and it would be difficult to point out any railway which has
done less effective development work than has the Intercolonial under government

The Canadian

management.

Pacific has spent for development purposes

$45,000,000 on 34,000,000 acres, or $1.34 an acre, while the
Dominion government has spent roughly $10,000,000 on
Surely these figures tell
84,000,000 acres or $0.13 an acre.
a story of the power of privately-owned railroads to carry on
such work.
The development of new territories depends upon capital,
not government capital, but primarily private capital, for it
is private initiative based upon the investment of private
capital that makes for success in new fields.
With government ownership of railways in the undeveloped territories of
Canada it seems probable that there will not be the same
amount of enterprise and capital invested as would be the
case were the territory served by privately owned and operated
With the bringing of the nationalization question to
lines.
the light of political discussion and appraisal, the people of
Canada will begin to measure the quality and quantity of
the development work which has been done or will be done
by the Canadian National Railways as compared with the
results achieved by the privately owned and operated Canadian Pacific.
Fortunately there will be no duplication of
lines by the two systems, for authorization for new construction will be based solely upon the relative merits of the
claims for such work presented to the Railway board instead
of to the Minister of Railways as has been the practice in the
past.

Service to

There

is

Be Rendered

the Public

another factor that will enter into the education

more effect than the cost of
government ownership or the extent of development work;
of the public which will have even
that

is,

the relative quality of the service rendered the public

by the government-owned transcontinental and the privately

owned

transcontinental.

The

service-

renderd to the public

which a great many CanaOn the Canadian Pacific
dians will form their own opinion.
an efficient and loyal operating and executive staff has been
developed and one has but to travel over a portion of its lines
will be a definite matter regarding

to appreciate the excellence of the passenger service rendered.
In regard to freight service the Canadian Pacific has gone

even farther to provide assistance to every industry and perIt is with this service
son that has occasion to deal with it.

I

Nov.

21,

Issued Dec.

10, 1919.
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the Canadian National Railways will have to compete.
Under government ownership there almost always has been a
notable lack, of interest and initiative on the part of emThe indifference of all classes of government employees.
ployees is proverbial.
The Canadian National employee is
a government employee, and it remains to be seen whether he

•.that

"government stroke."
Service to the public is dependent largely upon the physical
condition of the railway rendering it.
The units comprising
will or will not use the traditional

the

Canadian National Railways have been in serious finanmany years. Such a state of affairs is

cial difficulties for

hardly likely to be conducive to the maintenance of a property
In viewing the physical conditions of
to high standards.
these separate units at the time of their amalgamation into one
system, one can gain a rough idea of the present physical
status of the government-owned transcontinental line.
Beginning in the east and following this chain of roads across
the country one will find that the Intercolonial might be said
to be in mediocre condition.
Its maintenance expenditures
have not equalled those of the Canadian Pacific which traverses in part the same territory.
Compared, then, with the
physical condition of the Canadian Pacific in the east the
Intercolonial cannot be said to be its equal, although in
recent years there has been a serious effort to better the physical condition of the Intercolonial.
Moving westward, one will find that the National Transcontinental, being of recent construction, may be said to be in
This fact, however, is due to the newness of
fair condition.
the road rather than to an effort toward maintaining it to
Being a new road it will take large excertain standards.
penditures to place it in shape to compete with corresponding
portions of the Canadian Pacific.
Furthermore, the National
Transcontinental is badly lacking in equipment, although
this is a condition which will be remedied to a certain extent
by its inclusion in the government-owned system. The physiA large procal condition of the Canadian Northern is bad.
portion of the mileage was built to low standards, due primarily to the policy adopted by Messrs. MacKenzie and Mann
to construct lines on these low standards and later as the
traffic and consequent revenues increased to gradually improve them.
Coupled with this is the fact that the equipment is poor and insufficient although this, as with the National Transcontinental, will be compensated for to a certain
In
extent by its inclusion in the government-owned system.
the arbitration to determine the price to be paid by the government for the Mackenzie-Mann holdings an estimate of $110,000,000 was made by officers of that road as being necessary
The cost of materials and labor
to place it in good condition.
since that time has risen and it is probable at the present time
that $150,000,000 would have to be expended on the Canadian Northern alone to put it on a sound operating basis.
In regard to the Grand Trunk, its physical condition in
1916 at the time of the Dray ton- Acworth report was such
that an officer of the company in testifying as to its condition
stated that "If we had $25,000,000 now it would put us in
fine shape."
Howard G. Kelley, president of the Grand

Trunk Railway Company,

in testifying before the commission of Inquiry at the same time, estimated that deferred expenditures on the Grand Trunk totaled $21,181,345, of
which $8,943,971 was chargeable to the rebuilding and rein-

forcing of freight car equipment and $11,761,598 to deferred
Since that
renewals in the maintenance of way department.
time these conditions have not been greatly improved and

because of the higher costs of material and labor these estimates will have to be augmented greatly.
The Grand Trunk Pacific, like the National Transcontinental, being practically a new road may also be said to be
in only fair shape and will require more than the ordinary
capital expenditures to maintain it to the normal standard
On the other hand, the lines of the Canadian
of efficiency.
Pacific paralleling these units of the Canadian National Rail-
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ways have been maintained at an exceptionally high standard
and because of these efforts in the past the road can be maintained at the same standard of efficiency at a cost far less
than is the case with the Canadian National.
It is possible, then, to deduce from these rough e-tn
of the physical condition of the roads comprising the Cana-

dian National Railways that in comparing the .-ervice likely
to be rendered by the two systems, the Canadian National is
not in a position at the present time to compete successfully
with the Canadian Pacific on the basis of the relative condition of the two lines.
In fact, enormous expenditures will
have to be made by the government in order to place its lines
in a position to compete effectively with the Canadian Pacific.
Of the other factors influencing the matter of service to the
public, it might be said for the Canadian National Railways
that by this consolidation the mileage between certain points
in Canada will be reduced.
Furthermore, the Canadian National will have certain advantages in grades, especially from
Toronto, Montreal and Quebec to Winnipeg and Vancouver.
However, it is rather hard to determine the advantage which
this superiority in mileage and grades over the Canadian
Pacific will give to the Canadian National system.

Attitude of Labor
There

another factor to be considered in relation to
the eduation of the public, namely, the attitude assumed by
labor.
As yet Canadian labor organizations have taken no
definite stand in regard to this nationalization program.
However, with the wage increases awarded railway workers
it is probable that the same condition will prevail as now
is still

prevails in the United States, namely, that labor, because of
these wage increases, will be reluctant to countenance any
deviation from the application of the nationalization pro-

gram.

This, however,

possible that labor in
tion

is

merely a surmise and it is also
after hearing the nationaliza-

Canada

program discussed as a

defects as well as

its

political issue, will realize its

advantages.

Relation of Situation to Canadian Pacific

We

have outlined so far in this article the factors which
will to the largest extent influence future railway developments in Canada. The consideration which remains is what
will have on the remaining priCanadian Pacific?
To some the
situation, however it may develop, means eventual confiscation of one of the most successful railway operations in the
world.
This assumption is based on several considerations,
the principal one of which is the expressed attitude of the
people of Canada toward the right of railways to earn interest on the capital invested in them and the fact that rates
on a government transcontinental line can legally be reduced
without limit.
Throughout the history of the Intercolonial
one can find members of Parliament and publicists stating, in
effect

vately

all these conditions

owned

line,

the

defense of the continued deficits incurred on this road, that a
government-owned railway, merely because of its ownership,
should not be operated with a view to realizing interest on the
capital invested.
This belief has extended throughout
Canada, and it may at any time cause a demand that the
Canadian National Railways, being owned by the govern-

ment, be operated in such a manner as to realize only their
operating expenses, leaving the interest on the capital invested
to be assumed by the taxpayer.
Certainly the Canadian Na-

Railways as a government enterprise have a certain
right to reduce their rates ostensibly for the benefit of the
people.
If this is done to any considerable extent the Canational

dian Pacific will be forced into the hands of the government.
However easy it may be to put into effect radical reductions
in rates it will be found that there are many factors which
mitigate against such action on the part of the Canadian
National Railways. The action taken in bringing the Canadian Northern and other roads under the jurisdiction of the
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With these
Canadian Na-

to

even tor the

They think

it

the purpose and intent of tin- government to avoid any
action which will tend to force the Canadian Pacific into the
It is their belief that the governadopting this policy, is doing so with a view of
awakening and maintaining keen competition between the two

nationalization scheme.
in

manner nullifying some of
government ownership, especially indifference and lack of initiatives on the part of employees.
Sir Thomas White, the Minister of Finance, in reporting
the last year's budget to the House of Commons, said, "Insofar as railroad rates and such are concerned, the railway
rates in Canada, although recently raised, are certainly not
more than sufficient to make a carrying return on the value of
Indeed, having regard
the properties used for transportation.
to railway investments, railway returns, owing to the very
great increases in the cost of operation, may well be described
as low.
In view of this it is impossible to expect a reduction
in railway rates to be ordered by the Railway Commission.
transcontinental lines and in this

the bad features of

As a

rate

making proposition reductions

at the present time

are impossible."
If we are to accept the optimistic views of this latter class
of railway students the situation will resolve itself into the

development of the Canadian National Railways as a business enterprise rather than as a political project and the
natural development of the Canadian Pacific.

Opportunity Afforded by This Situation
There has been outlined in this series of articles the present
situation, the development which led up to this situation and
the probable effect upon Canada's future railway history.
Whatever the solution of this present and future problem may
be, whether it be complete nationalization of all of Canada's
railways or a reversion to private ownership, one thing is
certain, and that is, that for a period of years, students of
railway history will have in Canada an opportunity of noting
a direct comparison of the respective results of government
operation and private operation.
The Canadian National Railways will, whatever the future
brings, run in direct competition with the Canadian Pacific
long enough at least for conclusions to be drawn as to the
merits of the two methods of conducting transportation.
There is no doubt that advocates of government operation and
private operation alike will look towards Canada for an
answer to the problem, and this answer Canada will be prepared to give before many years have passed. Even at the
present time the Canadian Pacific has accepted this challenge

management and is bending all energies toward
its service, awakening its employees to their new
responsibilities and instilling in the minds of the public

to private

improving

the excellence of the service rendered on
of this

movement

is

its lines.

the establishment of the

Indicative

Trans-Canada

Limited with 92-hour service between coasts.
Should government operation, as compared with private
operation, prove unsatisfactory to the public, it is not inconceivable the result might be to cause all the lines in Canada to
be turned over to private management. It will be noted that the
officers of the Canadian National Railways are in the main
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the direct opposite of this

eventual confiscation of the Canadian Pacific.
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Permit

of

shr<

Regional Directors

System for Controlling Grain Shipments.

Supplement 4

—

247 of the Southwestern regional director states that, effective October 25, all
grain shipments destined to Chicago, St. Louis, Mo., East
Louis, 111., Kansas City, Mo., Omaha, Neb., Council
St.
Bluffs, Iowa, St. Joseph, Mo., Fort Worth, Tex., and Milwaukee, Wis., will require individual permits.
Rules are
also promulgated in the order for the application for such
permits and the form to be used.
Purchase of Material for Use After ipip. Order 247 of
the Southwestern regional director states that it is important
that the director general should not be obligated for any
material or supplies delivered to railroads after the termination of federal control.
It is equally important that the deto Circular

—

livery of material

and supplies necessary for the operation

of the railroads should not be seriously interfered with by

A

statement showing all
the termination of federal control.
of the outstanding unfilled orders or contracts, the delivery
of

which

the terms

by December 31, 1919, with
of purchase, should be presented to the

will not be completed

and prices

corporate officers of the railroads in order that the corporate
officers may determine to what extent they desire to assume
the obligations of the director general after the termination
of federal control; and they should be requested to render a
decision in writing as to which, if any, of the outstanding
orders, they desire to assume.
Upon receipt of this information the general purchasing agent should be instructed to
immediately cancel the undelivered portion of any such orders
which the railroad company has signified its unwillingness
to accept

and

same time the shippers should be notified
company has assumed the obligation to pay

at the

that the railroad

for such material as is snipped after the termination of fed-

As soon

as the railroad companies have sigwith respect to outstanding unfilled
orders and contracts, they should be requested to authorize
the federal manager or the general purchasing agent, as
federal purchasing officer, in writing, to place orders for
account of the railroad company for such material and supplies as may be necessary to insure the continuous operation
of the railroad or designate a representative authorized to
approve, on behalf of the railroad company, all orders for
material and supplies which it is necessary to place after
December 1, 1919, and the delivery of which will not be
completed by December 31, 1919, and to obligate the railroad company to pay for such portion of the material as shall
No orders for material or
be undelivered on that date.
supplies of any nature should be placed after December 1,
without approval of the corporate officer so designated except
in cases of emergency where the material is required for
immediate use and where it wrill be delivered prior to December 31, 1919. All orders and contracts for the purchase
of material should continue to carry the clause relating to
their termination with respect to the director general, and
in addition thereto all orders or contracts made subsequent
to December 1, 1919, must have printed or stamped on their
face the agreement of the railroad company to assume the
obligation to pay for such portion of the material as remains
undelivered at the termination of federal control.
eral control.

nified

their

decision

Work
By

of the

Fuel Conservation Section

Securing Co-operation and Without Issuing Orders, a
Startling Saving

Was

Effected

By Eugene McAuliffe
Manager, Fuel Conservation Section, United States Railroad Administration

A

maximum

STUDY

of the railroad fuel situation made by the Railroad Administration early in 1918 developed a marked
tendency toward increased consumption per unit of
service rendered; this investigation also brought out the fact
that the railroads receiving fuel coal

from certain

from

localities

roundhouse in the United States, with the result that the
echo of the May, 1918, appeal for clean fuel and fuel economy reached every mine official in charge of coal properties,
every mine employee engaged in the production of coal, and
every railway official and employee in any way connected
with the handling and use of same. Next to the several drives

to the fuel bill, but in addition very seriously

movement of heavy freight and passenger
with resultant general delay to traffic and marked
increases in general operating costs directly chargeable to
fuel conditions, were developed. It therefore seemed advisable to attempt at the very beginning the broadest possible
campaign for the conservation of railway fuel, this program
predicated on not only greater effort on the part of officials
and men responsible for the use of coal and fuel oil, but in
interfered with the

trains,

made by

the Treasury Department in connection with the
financing of the war budget, and the work of the Food Administration, the fuel economy drive of May, 1918, was,
perhaps, the greatest general concerted effort made toward
strengthening the hands of the Administration in the conduct
of the war.

addition thereto the necessity for greater effort and care in
the mining, loading and preparation of the fuel sent out
from the mines was strongly emphasized.

Simultaneous with the work done at the Chicago convenmen experienced in the handling of fuel, locomotives,
and stationery plants were called to service in the several
regions, and the office of assistant manager of the Fuel Conservation Section, with headquarters in New York City, was
established to take charge of the work in the Eastern regional
district, in which territory the maximum amount of fuel
trouble had developed; the measure of freight and passenger
traffic handled in the Eastern region was also heavier than
that handled in any one of the remaining six regions.
To cover the Allegheny, Pocahontas, Southern, Northwestern, Central Western and Southwestern regions, the office
of regional fuel supervisor was created in each region, and
the necessary assistants and office force were provided for
each region. A survey of the fuel inspection forces of the
several railroads was quickly made and arrangements consummated with the United States Fuel Administration,
whereby each field inspector was furnished a credential authorizing him to act in behalf of and for the Fuel Administration, as well as the Railroad Administration, in the matter
of securing the proper preparation of fuel coal, the Fuel
Administration withholding equipment from certain mines
and shutting down others which refused to establish the
standard of preparation commonly maintained in their immediate fields.
tion,

That

this important work might be taken up and carried
a conclusion along definitely determined lines, the Fuel
Conservation Section of the Division of Transportation (now
the Division of Operation), United States Railroad Administration, was created on May 1, 1918, and a manager, with
offices in Washington and St. Louis, was appointed.
The
work assigned to the Fuel Conservation Section was that of
"giving attention to the conservation of fuel on all railroads,
with special reference to its preparation and proper use," as
to

well as to "investigate and make recommendations in connection with the transportation of fuel and the handling of
same at fueling stations."
Immediately after the creation of the section and before

announcement of its existence could be made, the
work of organizing for cleaner fuel and its more economical
use was well under way, and the co-operation of the United
States Fuel Administration was sought toward the prompt
preparation of a program, which would bring quick results.
circular

A

Whirlwind Campaign

International Railway Fuel Association, whose membership is almost wholly made up of railway operating
officials and coal producers, was decided upon as representing the most forceful and direct instrumentality that could

The

Strengthening Field Inspection Forces

be employed toward securing the preliminary concerted effort
sought, and on May 23 and 24, 1918, this association, setting
aside its usual technical convention program substituted
therefor a whirlwind campaign for better fuel and greater
economy in its use. This meeting, covering two days, packed
one of the largest Chicago theatres, taking the form of a

More recently the work of co-ordinating the efforts of the
individual railroad fuel inspectors, to the end that fuel found
to be of inadequate preparation or quality and declined by
one road, would not be accepted by another, thereby standardizing inspection methods, has been worked out, and with
the extraordinary increase in the price paid for fuel f. o. b.
cars at mines compared with that paid in the pre-war period,
plus the additional expense incident to hauling same, greater
discrimination in the purchase and acceptance of coal has
been strongly urged on those responsible for the fuel supply.

great revival, and there men prominent in the mine labor
world, together with men high in railroad labor councils,
joined forces with railway operating and motive power officials, coal operators, fuel engineers,

and

others, specialists in

their respective lines, urging not only the

maximum

possible

production of coal, but that such coal that was loaded, be
loaded as clean as it was possible to prepare it, contributing
in this way the first essential element necessary to fuel economy. These appeals were supplemented by eloquently urgent
requests that every man connected with the transportation,

handling and consumption of fuel coal and

oil,

exert the

toward securing the best possible service

The stirring addresses delivered at this convention were
printed and mailed to every miner's home, to every mine
office, railroad employers' lodge room, machine shop and

were being supplied with material of a quality far below
that delivered in pre-war times.
This situation not only

added greatly

effort

it.

This strengthening of the field inspection forces was immediately reflected in the shape of reduced motive power
failures, decreased operating expense, and a decrease in the
unit consumption of fuel. In the meantime, the assistant
manager in the Eastern region and the fuel supervisors in
the other six regions, with their assistants, undertook the
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work of

callin

>

on each

railroad

.ill

officials

who

and use
,ii
railwa) fuel, again urging the greatesl possible mea ur<
of co operation, including the better maintenance of, and the
proper rating of locomotives, the elimination of terminal and
intermediate station delays; supplemented by such simple
direct supervision and education of the many new emplc
whose entrance into railroad service was made necessary by
the movement of the great volume of troops, munitions and
other war business, as well as those employed to take the
place of the thousands of experienced men who had left
railway service to enter the combat force. The patriotic
assistance of the heads o\ the several railway brotherhoods,
as well as that of the mine workers, was also solicited, these
appeals meeting with a wholesome and hearty response.
u.n-

an)

in

way connected with

How

the transportation

Co-Operation

Was

Secured

In connection with the work of directing the more economic consumption of fuel on locomotives and in miscellaneous
fuel consuming plants, a definite line of procedure was laid
down, this program including a complete abstinence from
anything that savored of bureaucratic methods, and from the

date of the inception of the Fuel Conservation Section to
this time, not a single positive order has been issued by any
representative of the section to any official or employee en-

gaged

in

the operation of the railroads under government

the other hand, every suggestion involving novel
fuel conservation was denied
support, the fundamental principle underlying the work of
the section being that of securing the adoption on the part

On

control.

and untried methods toward

of every official and employee of the best of the several methods proven and commonly in use on the several railroads,
which, in substance, meant nothing less than more vigorous

along the lines, and in the manner the individual roads
had previously laid down as representing the best line of

effort

conduct.

support of all operating officials has been given
of saving fuel as a result of the simple, concise
presentations made by the section, many federal and general
managers now leading the work on their respective lines. In
connection with the field methods employed in improving
the quality of the coal loaded at the several mines, no unreasonable' demand has at any time been made on either the

The

to the

full

work

coal operator or the mine employees, and a full recognition
has inof the limitations that attach to the mining of coal
variably been accorded the mining industry; nor has any
demand whatever been made toward the transfer of fuel
from the mines or localities established during the

purchases
pre-war period as the logical and proper source of fuel supply
of the
foe the several railroads. To this broad recognition
acknowledged skill of both coal mine and railway officials
and employees, is due to the extraordinary measure of cooperation accorded the section, and no claim for credit can

be made by the section with respect to the results obtained,
except that which is due the working staff of the section
have, in every instance considered themselves, not only
the
as responsible to the Railroad Administration, but to
operating heads of the several roads located in their re-

who

spective regional districts.
Supplementing the general

referred to, the

work above
economy was conducted and exemplified through divisional meetings of officials and employees,
at which time specific results of progress made were presented through the medium of comparative divisional and

campaign toward

fuel

made

of fuel used on individual
system
locomotives, the savings obtained at individual power plants,
Fuel conservation committees were organized on many
etc.
roads, employees as well as officials making up the perfuel statistics, studies

sonnel, all of

which have done splendid work. Road tests
from time to time, and the more serious

were conducted
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and maintenance disabilities affecting furl consumption were loiated and drought to the attention of offil ials
and employees in a brief, concise way, with suggestions for
ii.
remedial mea ur<
as could be employed without heavy
apital or labor expenditun
These investigations and studies, Including the losses due
to air ingress and steam leaks in locomotive front ends and
front end apparatus, with consequent reductions in the jize
of exhaust nozzles entailing back pressure losses, which in
turn lead to fuel wastes and decreases in tractive power;
sustained by the inadequate maintenance of superheater equipment and the adequate maintenance of grates
and ash pans; losses due to the improper adjustment of
locomotive front ends, and those incident to the operation
of locomotives suffering distorted and defective valve motion,
were all clearly brought out and remedies were suggested
through several circulars setting out the results of the specific
tests referred to above which were made by the Fuel Conservation Section in connection with motive power officials.
A special circular covering the maintenance and operation of stationary plants was also prepared for the use of
men in charge of, and handling same and a circular covering approved methods of storing coal, to the end that storage losses be reduced to the minimum, was prepared and
placed in the hands of officials in charge of this work, and
a further special circular on the maintenance and operation
of locomotive stokers was recently published for the use of
roundhouse and locomotive men.
Careful investigation of the fuel losses sustained by inadequate air brake maintenance developed that an annual loss
of over 6,000,000 tons of coal was being suffered from leakage of air in brake pipes and connections under freight cars.
The section therefore arranged for a study of the best method of preventing these losses, which was made by a volunteer
committee from the Air Brake Association. Specific recommendations were prepared directing the attention of yard
repairmen and freight train employees to the serious fuel loss
susatined from excessive air line leaks, as well as the methIn this
ods which should be employed to overcome same.
operating

ii

•

.

manner

the

campaign for

fuel conservation

rectly into the car repair department, the
fices,

was

carried di-

yard masters' of-

and to the men in the freight train cabooses. In no
was the influence of the maintenace of way men lost

instance

sight of.

Fuel Consumption Statistics

A

growing amount of fuel oil is used in certain sections of
and miscellaneous fuel purposes,
and special attention has been given to the more economical
consumption of fuel of this character, the majority of the
items adversely affecting the consumption of fuel coal equally
Through its Washington office
affecting the use of fuel oil.
the section early arranged for the assembling and compilation of such statistics of fuel consumption as would, when

the country for locomotive

published, not only show the operating officers of each road
what was being accomplished on their individual lines
and in their respective regions, but, in addition, these statements set out the results obtained on all roads under govjust

ernment control, thereby enabling each federal manager to
judge the results obtained on the particular road under his
direction when compared with those obtained on other lines
whose grade conditions, volume of traffic, etc., made such
reasonably comparable.

These statements, distributed monthly with a quarterly
and annual cumulative statement, represent the most comDuring
plete fuel performance presentation ever published.
the year 1917 the pounds of fuel used per 1,000 gross freight
ton miles and per passenger train car mile, when compared
with the 1916 performance, showed an increase approximating five per cent, and by the middle of the year 1918 this

Nov.

21,
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increase in consumption had grown to a point approximating eight per cent over the L916 performance, but in July,
1918, the effect of the personal inspiration received by rail-

way

Chicago meeting, and the results
obtained from the sending out of some 2,200,000 copies of
the appeals made at that meeting, began to show in the fuel
performance, until at the end of the year 1918 the
sustained during the first half of the calendar year, in part
due to extremely rigorous winter weather, were taught up,
and a saving totaling $19,231,000 stood as a credit to the
efforts toward fuel economy made by railway officials and
officials

at

the

big

l<

employees.

Tremendous Saving
During the year 1919 the program determined upon at
the inception of the work lias been maintained throughout
and the stride toward lower unit fuel consumption which
began with the May, 1918, Chicago meeting has been quickAn estimate of the total saving which will be made
in 1919, when compared with the previous year, based on
the progress made in the first nine calendar months of the
ened.

year, indicate the following results:

National Industrial Traffic

League Convention
cion oi officers
Tincommittees,
especially the
i

Freight

Passenger
Switch
Miscellaneous
Total

Saving

in

reduced haul on users'
Total

The

Consumption
Tons

Saving

72,098,000
29,615,000
20,310,000
16,643,000

5,993,000
2,524,000
986,000
1,395,000

$.'0,687,000

138,666,000
10,898.000
75 cents per ton..

$37,613,000
8,176,000

rails at

savings

Tons

Saving
Value
8,714.000
3.409.000
4,803,000

$45,789,000

fuel bill of the Railroad Administration for the year

1919, exclusive of any increase in mine price that may be
occasioned by changes in the miners' wage scale taking effect in November and December, 1919, will approximate
(including an allowance of 75 cents per ton for company
Unless checked by a dehaul) a total of $665,000,000.
creased unit consumption it will in a few years reach the
The 1919 fuel (fuel oil reduced to the
billion dollar mark.
basis of coal) would, if put into standard capacity coal cars,
make a train 26,261 miles long, a distance materially exceeding the circumference of the earth. The fuel saving of
this year would make a train of 2,064 miles long, extending
if coupled up solid from New York to Chicago by way of
the Pennsylvania, thence back to New York by way of the
New York Central and doubling back on the New York
Central to Albany. The value of the fuel saved would buy
763 modern heavy type locomotives or 15,263 modern freight
cars.

Measured

in area of coal land exhausted it represents a
Thus far
approximating 2.178 acres in extent.
our comparisons have been of the n ajor variety, but the real
results have been accomplished by using one less scoop full
The Fuel Conservaof fuel one and a half billion times.
tion Section has contributed toward the dissemination of certain fundamental principles, among which can be mentioned
the success that will always result from concerted effort, the
effort which individually examined semis small, but when
That the influence
totaled assumes splendid proportions.
of the work done in 1918 and I'M') will continue there can
be no doubt, as many of the suggestions made were of a charThe Fuel Conservaacter that will insure their permanence.
tion Section has fulfilled the expectations of its creators; it
has fully justified the outlay involved to maintain the organization, a sum equivalent to approximately three-tenths of
<ne per cent of the value of the fuel saved in 1919.

territory

—

Operation of Panama Canal. During the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1919, the ordinary expenses for the operation and maintenance of the Panama Canal, including those of civil government and sanitation, amounted to $6,121,194, as compared with
$5,920,342 in 1918 and $6,788,047 for 1917.— 'WauHcus."

i.i

.i

port on the

Cummins

and the reports of special
committee appointed

bill as

to re-

the legislative solution of

the railway problem, were the high light- of the annual
meeting of the National Industrial Traffi< League held at
Chicago on November 12 and IS. A significant feature of
the convention was the interest displayed by these present
in the solution of the present railroad problem as compared
with their interest in subjects confined wholly to the different phase- of shipping and transportation.

Legislative

Recommendations

chairman of the legislative committee of the
league and also chairman of the special committee appointed
C. E. Childe,

to report on the Cummin- hill presented the reports for both
committees of which he is chairman. Among the recommendations made by Chairman Childe in reporting for the legislative committee are the following:
"< »u

Class of Service
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war tax on transportacommittee recommends that the league oppose the cancellation of such tax at this time and the committee's recommendation was upheld by the members at the
Milwaukee meeting.
'There are now pending in Congress several bills designed
the question of cancellation of

tion charges, the

suppress bribery and other corrupt practices in interstate
and foreign commerce, namely, House bill Xo. 263 by -Mr.
Sims; Senate bill Xo. 54 by Mr. Fletcher, and Senate bill Xo.
1024 by Mr. Cummins.
Bills are now in the hands of the
Interstate Commerce committees of the House and Senate
and will be acted upon after the general railroad legislation is
disposed of. The purpose of all three of the bills above mentioned is to forbid the giving of any gratuity or thing of value
as an inducement, bribe or reward to influence the actions of
any employee or agent in relation to the affairs or business
of any employer or principal engaged in or affecting interstate commerce, and further forbidding the receiving of such
gratuity by any such employee or agent. The American Bar
Association has endorsed the general principles of these bills
at its meeting in Boston in September, 1919, without recommending any one in particular in preference to another. The
to

principal interest of the league members in these bills lies in
the fact that they would suppress the giving of bribes or inducements to railroad employees to influence the handling
of cars or shipments, and would make it unlawful for railroad employees to accept bribes from shippers. Your committee recommends that the League strongly endorse the
general principle of this legislation to the end that the soliciting of bribes by railroad employees and giving of such bribeby shippers may be effectually done away with and that the
interstate

commerce committees

of

Congress

be

notified

ac-

cordingly.

The report
Cummins

the

of the special
bill

committee appointed

to

analyze

as the legislative solution of the railroad

problem, did not go into exhaustive explanation of the details
of the bill but confined its analysis to certain objectionable
features.
Recommendation- were prepared by the committee
to eliminate these features of the bill and the report as presented to the convention was summarized as follows:
"Your committee believes and recommends to the membership that since the Esch-Pomerene bill includes in the main
the good features of the Cummins bill and omits its bad features, the Esch-Pomerene bill should be advocated by shipper- as a basis of railroad legislation to be passed by Congress, rather than the

In arriving

Cummins

bill."

conclusion the committee presented an
analysis of the objectionable features contained in each section of the Cummins bill and the reasons for its recommendaIn presenting the report Chairman Childe
tions in each case.
stated that the references to the Esch bill were to the bill before

it

at this

was revised
House

ences in the

in
bill

committee and pointed out the differbefore and after this revision.

After
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some discussion it was voted that
League be instructed to report

the

conclusions as to the

its
l

>

1

1

1

and

that

Cummins

the executive
to the
bill

recommendations be made

committee

members by

oi

circular

members

of the

I

league.

Other Committee Reports

bill of Lading committee, the classification
mittee, the special committee on coke and coal claim rules,
the membership committee, the special committee on through

committee, the

«

export bills of Lading, the committee on inland waterways, the
demurrage committee, a sub committee of the demurrage committee to consider storage rules and the committee on freight
In connection with the discussions following the
claims.
report of the last committee, Max Thelen, director of the Divition,

Public Service. United States Railroad Administra-

who was

present, stated that the 887,197 loss

and dam-

age claims unpaid on March 1, had been reduced to 486,492
on September 1; the S(>S.47o loss and damage claims unpaid
over four months old, on April 1, had been reduced to 193,642 on September 1, and the overcharge claims unpaid and
90 days old had been reduced from 72,215, on January 31,
to 14,721 on September 30.

Resolutions Adopted

Among

the resolutions adopted by the convention were the

following:
offered on the instruction of the executive
endorsing Commissioner E. E. Clark for reappointment on the Interstate Commerce Commission.
A resolution, submitted by the legislative committee at the
direction of the executive committee, declaring that the Railroad Administration was not abiding by the terms of Reparation Circular No. 7, issued by the director of the Division of
Traffic. United States Railroad Administration, and protesting against having to submit proof other than that charges

A

resolution,

committee,

were unjust and unreasonable.
A resolution offered on the recommendation of the export
and import committee expressing opposition to the Greene
bill (H. R. 8873), which was characterized as an attempt to
modify the present mortgage law.

Election of Officers

coming year necessitated the
're-arranging of the usual election plan because of the peculiar
situation arising through the re-election last year of President
G. M. Freer. The custom has been to advance the vice-presi-

The

election of officers for the

dent to the presidency each year, but W. H. Chandler, vicepresident last year, was not advanced to that position at the
end of President Freer's first term as president. The re-election of the latter and the election of R. D. Sangster as vicepresident at that time presented the problem of how the
League could advance its vice-president in the usual manner
and at the same time allow Mr. Chandler to serve the customary term as president. As a result of this situation a representative nominating committee was appointed to bring in

Mr.
list of two candidates for every office to be filled.
Chandler and Mr. Sangster were both nominated for the
presidency and the election was held on the last day of the
a

convention.

As a

result of this election the following officers

W. H. Chandler; vice-president,
C. E. Childe; treasurer, O. F. Bell; honorary vice-president,
New England territory, C. B. Baldwin; Trunk Line territory,
W. J. L. Banham, George P. Wilson, G. F. A. territory; F.
H. Baer, G. L. Cory, D. O. Moore, F. E. Williamson; Westwere elected:

ern territory, P.

President,

W.

Coyle, Seth

a

I

.

s.

Pawkett; Southern territory,

tern territoi y,

W, W,

in:'.

Address

dl

of

i,

J. S.

Davant; South-

Jr

Max Thclen

The ((invention was inn< hided on the afternoon "I November 13, and the members attended the annual dinner of the
Traffic Club of ( Chicago in the evening.
Mas Thelen, dire<
of the Division of Public Service, was the principal
speaker at the banquet. Mr. Thelen asserted that, had there
Keen a normal amount of freight
a tin
during the first six
months of I'M ', the government would have broken even, or
nearly SO, from its operation of the railro.ul this year at the
rates now in effect.
He predicted that the freight business
for the first six months of 1920 would be niuih heavier than
the abnormally low business during the first half of 1919.
tor

Among tin- other reports presented and accepted by the convention were those <>i" the special committee on minimum class
rairs, the committee on ear demurrage and storage, the express

sion of

i

ami the revised Esch
to senators and rep

resentatives not only bj the executive committee, but by indi-

vidual

tory,
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Mann; Southwestern

terri-

t

r

1

"Bearing in mind this increased traffic, which we have
every reason to expect," said Mr. Thelen, "it is clear to me
that if the government continued to operate the railroads in
1920 it would be unnecessary to make any increase in rates
or fares."

Referring to the bad-order freight car situation Mr. Thelen
total number had been reduced from
How16, to 146,702 on November 1.
ever, the Railroad Administration will not relax its efforts
to still further reduce the percentage of bad order cars as
long as there is any reasonable grounds for believing that
the situation can be improved, Mr. Thelen said.
Referring to the freight business as a whole during the
month of October, the Railroad Administration transported a
larger amount of freight than during any other corresponding
period in the nation's history.
"During the week ending October 25, the Administration
transported coal estimated by the Geological Survey to have
amounted to 13,118,000 tons, the largest amount transported
during any week in the history of the country," said Mr.
Thelen. "During the week ending October 4 the Administration transported 7,869 loaded revenue cars more than during the same week in 1918; during the week ending October
11, increased loads were only 2,293, but during the week
ending October 18, there were transported 42,125 loaded cars
in excess of the number transported during the corresponding
week in 1918, and during the week ending October 25, the
Finally during the week
increase amounted to 67,222 cars.
ending November 1, the last week for which figures are
available, there were transported 80,400 loaded freight cars
in excess of the number transported during the same week of
1918.
For the month of October, as a whole, there were
transported, in 1919, 200,000 more loaded cars of freight
than in 1918.
I also invite your attention to the fact that
the car shortage was considerably less in 1918."
Mr. Thelen stated that he was in favor of the return of
the roads to private ownership at the earliest practicable date,
giving as his reasons that it is absolutely essential to construct
at the earliest possible date a large amount of new equipment
freight, passenger, baggage, and express
to meet the deficiencies in construction during the last three or four years
and to assist in taking care of the tremendous volume of business which will undoubtedly be offered for transportation in
1920.
In concluding his address, Mr. Thelen urged that the public make a careful survey of the results accomplished by the
Administration and insist that whatever of value has been
made effective during federal operation should be retained
under private operation. Among these were the pooling of
equipment, the unification of terminals, the retention of con-

announced that the
228,549 on August

—

—

solidated ticket offices, the retention by the carriers of the right

wherever necessary to relieve
congestion, the permit system, the elimination to a large extent
of competitive train service and the retention of the traffic
to disregard routing instructions

committees which have recently been appointed by Director
General Hines.

Problems Involved
Mere Relinquishment Not
for

Return

in

Sufficient.

Legislation

Must Provide

Some Lessons Learned

Adequate Development.
By

of Railroads

Brice Clagett

Assistant to Director General of Railroads

Sooner

or later

— probably

on January

1

—government

control of the railroads of the United States will terminate and the roads will go back to the management
of their private owners.
And simultaneously, if past ex-

mean anything, the American people
heave a sigh of relief. "Get the government out of the
realm of private business," the people have said, and so the
government is getting out, at least is getting out of the diUnless the
rect, day-by-day management of the railroads.
Congress shall extend the period of government control, we
are going to have private operation again and naturally we
ought to know as accurately as possible what the change
will mean.
The really big lesson which must be learned, if we are to
obtain satisfactory railroad service, is that something more
must be done to remedy conditions than merely turning the
carriers back to private control under the same form of legislation in existence prior to government operations.
The
idea has grown up that once the railroads go back to private

pressions of sentiment
will

management all the ills will disappear. That trouble started when the opponents of government ownership over-played
their hand.
They set out to prove that the government could
not successfully run the railroads and they ended by convincing almost everyone that everything that has gone wrong
with the railroads during the last two years has been due to

government

control.

Problem Before Congress
Congress just now is wrestling with the problem of
whether government control is to be continued, or just what
kind of private control we are to have. On the outcome of
the action of Congress will depend in large measure whether
the railroads are to give satisfactory service or whether the
troubles existing before the

war are

to be repeated.

But,

meanwhile, it may be possible to learn something of what
has been disclosed by government operation
something of
what the change back to private control promises the public.
So far as the general public is concerned, its interest in
the railroads is that satisfactory service, both passenger and
freight, be rendered as cheaply as possible.
The traveler
and the shipper, and through the shipper the ultimate consumer, want trains run on time, want courtesy, want cheap
rates, want safe service.
None of these things can be secured unless the railroads are able to get the money to make
the necessary additions and betterments, buy the badly
needed equipment, put the roads on a financial basis they
have not had since long before the war; they cannot be
solved unless the railroad companies treat labor fairly and
take advantage of the lessons learned during government

—

control.

The

sooner the idea

difficulties of the last

is

dispelled

that

all

the

two years have been due

ment operation, the quicker

railroad

to govern-

will the railroads get

on their

—
—

but only in a sense.
private control, and in a sense we had
were controlled by
the rates
of the railroads
The service the
national and state governmental bodies.

—

The income

—

—were

being more and more controlled through
national and state hours-of-service laws, safety appliance
The government
laws, various regulations and statutes.
controlled, but did not take the responsibility.
However much the blame may have rested on the few railroad owners who betrayed their trust and prostrated great
properties, the fact remained that long before government
operation began the public generally had begun to appreoperations

that something had
were ahead.

ciate

to

The War Task
Then came

happen

or

railroad

troubles

of the Railroads

and after the war had lasted something more than six months the troubles became so manifest
that the government stepped in and took over the operation
of the railroads.
What would have happened had the government stayed out it is impossible accurately to say. It is
sufficient to remember that compelling demands for increased
wages were pending, many of the railroads were facing
bankruptcy, conflicting government priority orders and lack
the war,

among the railroads were throwing traffic into
confusion, and there was not sufficient equipment to handle
normal business, let alone the vast war needs. Time after
time have I asked some of the biggest railroad men of the
country what would have happened had the government not
taken over control of the railroads. The answers have been
varying, but in one respect they have been uniform: the railroads could not have carried the load had they been continued under the old laws and regulations and diversified

of unification

control.

Government control accomplished, one thing if it accomplished nothing else.
Under it the railroads handled the
war business without faltering. Forget for the moment the
inconveniences which you suffered or read about; forget the
wage increases so widely advertised; forget the lack of individual attention; forget the government railroad deficit.

Remember that primarily the railroads were placed under
government control to help win the war, and see how they
measured up to that standard.
This is neither the time nor the place to go into details on
the accomplishments of government control.
But the country perhaps should remember always that its railroads, operated by trained railroad men temporarily under direction
of the government moved 13,446,859 soldiers and sailors
and marines from January, 1918, to November 1, 1919. If
there has

been a serious complaint

about

how

the

troop

movements on America's railroads were handled I have not
heard of it. From home to camp and cantonment and from
cantonment to port, sometimes across the entire continent,
then back from port to camp and lastly on reduced fare dis-

home

feet again.

charge certificates

in

was drafted into the army or navy of the United
States was moved one or more times on an American railroad in comfort and in safety, adequately fed, delivered on

One does not have to be an advocate or believer
permanent government ownership or control to honestly
believe that.
Already there are beginning to be signs that
the real facts are being understood.
Before government operation began
*

we

believed

we had

Abstract of an article published in the Philadelphia Public Ledger of

November

16,

1919.

listed

again, virtually even-

man who

en-

or

time.

Perhaps the picture may be more vivid if it is remembered
railroad coaches and Pullmans were used in

that 213,749
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[Old
troop movements,

these

.mil

i

th.it

the

ill

it

18,400 special trains were op

movement was equivalent

to

transport

passenger 5,917-,658,719 miles.
then the other branch of the war work of the Amer
railroads
the movement of war supplies,
There has

one

An
i

i

an

.unli.i--.nloi- ai

country was not told,
in the spring of
1918 the allied
Washington, backed bj telegrams from their

premiers,

the

been no complaint about
could not be told, how

wa-

told

would

Allies

this,

director

lose the

war

it"

I

general

of

a certain

railroads

amount

that the
of foodstuffs

moved to the Atlantic seaboard in a certain numEmpty freight cars were rushed to the West
and rushed back again in Long
an expensive movement
train.-, loaded, and before the time was up the allied am
not

bassadors had

was

result

th.it

a

large proportion of the soldiers

because they did not have ships
on them.
In brief, it has never been denied, and 1 think never will
he denied, that at least SO far as handling war business is
the business they were taken over to handle
concerned
the American railroads under government operation performed their job in true American fashion. And in saying
that I mean much more credit to the officers and men out on
the road than to the few who happened to be in WashingI mention it not
ton directly representing the government.
to uphold government control of railroads, not to praise any
man or group of men. but entirely because I earnestly believe that, unless what government control of railroads did
accomplish and failed to accomplish is clearly understood
and the record made, there will be no satisfactory settlement
of the problem now before Congress and the people.
To learn what the change back to private operation involves, suppose we see what the chief complaints against
government operation have been and then examine them to
discover whether they can be cured merely by a change from
to call a halt

to load the foodstuffs piling in

government to private operation, or whether we have got to
have more than the old private operation we had before
the war.

Charges Against Government Management
Broadly, these are the charges against the railroads under
I have recognized them in the newspapers, in debates in Congress, in resolutions of trade bodies,
and in conversation from one end of the country to the
other:

The government-controlled railroads have
First.
money and have incurred a deficit to be paid by the

lost

tax-

(This deficit I have seen stated at anywhere from
$500,000,000 to $5,000,000,000.)
Rates have been too high.
-Second.
Third. Wages of railroad employees have been increased

pavers.

other

wire kept

major compensation

down and,

Fifth.
teriorated,

The railroad properties have been run down.
The service, both passenger and freight, has deand employees have been

less polite

than under

private control.

So that there may be no misunderstanding of the facts,
exit be said immediately that after paying operating
penses and paying to the railroad corporations rental of aporoximately $940,000,000 a year or approximately $1,880,000,000 for the two years of government control, the net
loss to the government on account of operating expenses will
be about $2.>6,000,000 for 1918 and $250,000,000 for 1919,
or a total of $486,000,000 for the two years.
Put the operating loss for the two years down at $486,000,000 and the figure will be as near as it is possible to
estimate until government control is actually wound up.
What are the compensations for that loss? The primary
compensation has been that the railroads were kept in a position to adequately perform the war business of the nation
at a time when failure to carry on that business would seOne minor
riously have endangered the outcome of the war.

let

therefore, a

was

that

restraining

railroad

i

hand held on

which in all truth needed a restraining
Living
Another result was that railroads were enabled to
hand.
keep their employees at a time when shipyards and other
war industries wire paying extremely high wages to attract
-killed nun.
Without a decided in< rease in rates undoubtedly it would have been impossible for the railroads under
private control to have granted any such wage incr
were allowed by the railroads under government control.
The big losses came in the spring of 1918 and the spring
In the spring of 1918 rates were the same as they
of 1919.
had been under private control, although under war conditions prices were constantly mounting.
In the spring of
1919, the spring following the signing of the armistice, busiAt the present time, and
ness had fallen off alarmingly.
since July, with unusually heavy business, the government
the cosl of

is making money out of the railroads; making money, but
not enough to compensate for that lost in the early months
of the year.

From articles appearing sometimes in newspapers it is
apparent that there is some misunderstanding as to how
much freight and passenger rates have been increased under
government control. The fact is that, considering the country as a whole, passenger rates have been increased approximately 25 per cent and freight rates have also been increased approximately 25 per cent. When it is remembered
that the cost of practically everything entering into railroad
operation has been increased more than 25 per cent, it is
evident that this increase in rates has not been extravagant.
While the charge to the public for railroad transportation
has increased 25 per cent, it is evident that the charge for
practically everything else in the country has been increased
in the same period decidedly more than 25 per cent.
Increase in

Wages

As to the charge that railroad wages have been increased
too much, here again it is necessary to get at the actual facts,
and I think that I cannot do better than to quote from a
recent address which has not been published to any extent,
made by Mr. Walker D. Hines, the director general of railroads

:

"You have heard
creases in

many

much.

Fourth.

sailors

Down

Rates Kept

One

government control as

too

and

United States, in man] cases distant from their
homes, were able to visit their families on reduced fare furlough (crtilit at
the

in

In-

ber of days.

enough
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pay

a great deal about extreme cases of in-

to the railroad employees.

In

that, as in so

the extreme cases that are dwelt
upon, whereas in a matter of this sort, we must look at the
The general situation is that the average
general situation.

other things,

it

is

pay wdiich has been made for railroad
employees throughout the United States has been about 50
per cent over the rates of pay which were in effect in DeI have yet to learn of any important incember, 1917.
dustry which has shown a more conservative average of increase in pay in the same time, in view of the war conditions wdiich made increases in pay both proper and necessary, and while this increase in the rate of pay has been
about 50 per cent, the increase in the earnings per individual has been less than that, because the number of hours
the individual employee works is less than the number of
hours he was working in December, 1917, under the war
pressure then prevailing and under the longer hours which
were then established.
"I think it is a mental habit that all of us have got into
on account of my peculiar situation I suppose I have escaped it to assume the government's treatment of the labor
question is bad because the government did it, and then
increase in rates of

—

—

Nov.

21,

assume

Issued Dec.

that

the
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10, 1919.

government

control

movement like it did.
many comments running around

treated the labor

a great

Covenant

to

Be

is

1

because

bad
think

I

it

in a circle that

way.

Fulfilled

As to the claim that the railroad properties have been run
down under federal control, it should be remembered that
the contract which has been made with a large proportion
railroad corporations and which is based upon the
control act, provides that the properties shall
he
turned hack in the same condition as they were when they

of the

federal

were taken over, and contains the covenant that it" it degovernment can satisfy this provision by spending
on each property the same amount as was spent on the average in the test period, taking into consideration the changed
prices for labor and materials.
The government, of course,
will fulfill this covenant.
On some railroads it has already been fulfilled; on others,
adjustments in money may be necessary. On some railroads
the way and structures are in better condition today than
they were prior to government control, whereas the equipment is not in such good condition, and on other railroad
properties the contrary is true.
The process of carefully
checking up on each property has been in progress for
months past, and the figures plainly show that, taking the
country as a whole, the government should be able easily to
sires the

satisfy

its

contract obligation

and return the railroads of
same con-

the country to their owners in substantially the

when they were taken over.
next serious charge against government control has
been that, under it, service has deteriorated, and that employees have been less polite and attentive. To take up that
charge we should divide government control into two parts;
first, the part during the war and immediately thereafter,
and second, the period after the soldiers got home and the
country began to do peacetime business again, say since
July 1, 1919.
dition as

The

Early Deterioration Admitted
During the

first

period

railroad

service,

The

now

have

meaning the

everyday service to the individual civilian passenger and
There is no use trying to disguise
shipper, did deteriorate.
the fact, nor is there any object in doing so, and we must
face facts if we are to know what is to happen after government control is over. After watching the situation closely,
month after month, reading innumerable letters, going
through newspaper editorials from every state and town,
on the railroad- in all parts of the country, 1
firmly believe that the deterioration in service during the
war and immediately thereafter was due, in a small degree,
to government control, and to a much larger degree to the

1017
fact

is

it.

to

reason was the lack of the competitive spirit. The
was the drawing in of solicitors and traffic representaAs a result of the latter, many shippers who had pre-

One

tives.

viously been given special attention no longer received it.
part that was due solely to the war was involved in
the loss to the army of many skilled employees, to the use
which otherwise
for strictly war purposes of equipment,
could have been used for civilian and business purposes,

The

to the necessity of putting civilian

ways behind war needs.
But when preparing for what

is

will

t<>

service

which

exist

very slightl) influenced
back to private control.

be

Some of those difficulties arc- more apt to be increased than
diminished. Leaving aside the personal attention which can
be given by traffic solicitor- and whnh undoubtedlj will be
increased under private control, the railroad plant of the
country has been functioning with unusual facilit) for the
last few months.
Competition, to a certain extent, already
has been restored even under government operation.
Both
within and between regions, railroad- are trying to get more
trains on time, and as a result, during September 88 per
cent of all the passenger trains of the country were either
on time or made their runs in a- good as, or better than,
Before the coal strike the railroad- of the
schedule time.
country were doing a heavier business than was ever done
before.
The bad order car situation on November 1 was
down below 6 per cent. There were more- than 1,800 locomotives in repair and in storage awaiting use.
And in the
last week before the coal strike, meeting the emergency presented, the railroads hauled more bituminous coal than ever
before, 13,200,000 tons.
From the above do not think I believe that the railroads
of the country have given perfect sendee during the last few
months.
I do not.
I realize, of course, that for a time
there was a shortage of cars to move coal, and that there is
still a shortage of cars for the movement of grain and some
other commodities.
I appreciate there are other difficulties.
But these are difficulties of the railroad- rather than difficulties

of government operation.

The

railroads need equipment, they need

all sorts of addispend from $750,000,000
to $1,000,000,000 in the year 1920, they need to make extensions into new territory.
But those are need- of the railroads whether under government or private operation. Turning the railroads back to their owner- will not get those
things unless there goes with the turning back legislation
which will permit the owners to get the money to do those
things; unless there goes with the turning back legislation
which will perpetuate some of the consolidations, some of
the unifications, some of the saving which has grown up
during government control and which should be added to
under private control rather than wiped away: unless there
goes with the turning back real constructive legislation,
rather than makeshift legislation and the thought that the

tions

and betterments, they need

return to private operation

Need

for

to

will cure

all

the

ills.

Improvements

During the last year of private control in 1 J17 and during the two years of government control there have not been
the needed additions and betterment- and the needed equip(

ment.

the war.

government control did not result from anything the government or any one representing
the government did, thai could have been avoided, as I see
other

which

merely by turning the railroad-

traveling

war and consequences of
The part that was due

the difficulties as

that

are difficulties

and business needs

to

come

after

al-

government

control the comparisons should be made not with the period
18 months ago, when the war was at its height, or with the

period in the spring when business was just getting over
the effects of the war, but with the last few months, when
peace had been more fully restored.

The railroads during the
not have sufficient

money

to

last

year of private control did

make

these improvements,

during the war they were not made,

and

because of the
shortage of materials and labor; second, because of the
lack of needed appropriations; and third, because in the
closing months of federal control it was impossible for the
government to make plans when its tenure of control was
first,

limited.

would have applied to the
control during the
entire period of the war, but this does not change the fact
that now that the war is over and the railroad- are about
to go back to private control some steps mu.-t be taken to put
Virtually

railroads

all

of these reasons

had they been under

private

the railroads on such a basis that they will be enabled to
the necessary additions and betterments and buy need-

make

ed equipment, so that a really adequate public service may
be given not only in the year 1920 but in years to come.
The fact is that if the railroads are to give adequate public service after government control they must adopt many
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of

plana which

the

ment

control.

idated

They
offices

ticket

An

have been worked out during govern
wanl to retain many of tin- consoland consolidated terminals; they will

will

continue the elimination of many circuitous routes
want
previously employed; they will want i<> continue the pooling
of repair shops; it is to be hoped that they will want to
continue the permit system for the loading of grain and
certain other commodities which prevents the use of railroad equipment for Warehouse purposes; many will want to
to

continue the utilization of universal mileage books; to a
degree at least, they will want to push forward the standard
i/ation of equipment; certainly many will want to continue
the maintenance ^\ common time-tables between important
points; they will want to continue the promotion of stand-
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Electric Rivet Heater
wa-le and loSSei experienced

reduce the

to

in

presenl methods of heating rivet-, a- well as to provide

portable machine which may be used in localities where
power i> available and win re fire, gases and smoke
cannol be tolerated, the General Klutri< Company, Schene
a

electric

Y., has designed an ele. trie rivet heater which in
(hide- a transformer rated ;\t 15 lew. mounted on angle iron
legs which may he fitted with wheels.
At the front of the
transformer two copper bars are fitted with heavy air tooled

tady, X.

electrode blocks of cast copper and

copper block which acts as

a

under these i> another
support and electrical connec-

ard operating statistics to bring out the various elements of
railroad efficiency.
They will want to continue and possibly
further develop the control over equipment, particularly over
freight

SO that

car-.

the

entire nation

may

get

the

benefit

equipment in existence; they will want to go on with
a score or more of developments which had either not been
developed under private control or had been prevented by
laws and regulations or over-developed competition.
Through co-operation between the Railroad Administration and the American Railroad Association during the last
few months many of the improvements developed under government control seem certain to be continued, whatever legislation is adopted; but what is really needed for the service
of the public is the development of really adequate legislation which will permit the making of needed improvements
and the purchasing of the necessary equipment, and which
of the

will put the entire railroad plant at the service of the entire

country.

back

Unless these things are obtained the mere passing
almost certainly will prove a snare

to private control

and delusion.

War Blamed
To sum

for Losses

up, therefore, the large proportion of the

money

by the government in operating the railroads has been
due to the war and to readjustments following the war and,
the situation having changed, this condition will neither be
bettered or made worse by the return of the railroads to private control.
There may be some economies in operation
brought about, but this will be largely offset by losing the
economies of unified control; the rates control; the physical
condition of the properties will not be bettered under private

lost

control unless the railroads are placed in position to secure

money; the

service, both

passenger and freight,

may

be bet-

tered under private control as far as individual attention

back to their owners under virtually the same legislation in
existence prior to government control; whether government
ownership is adopted; whether federal control is continued
for a year or more or whether really radical legislation reconstructing the existing railroad companies is put into effect will be determined during the present session of the
Congress.
All of the proposals mentioned have received strong supIt is to the highest degree important that the public
port.
decide as promptly as possible which of these proposals will
give after January 1 the most adequate railroad service to
the countrv.

The

Production of Petroleum in the United States in Octoamounted to approximately 33,319,000 barrels (barrels
of 42 gallons), as compared with 33,667,000 barrels in September,
1919, and 31,255,000 barrels in October, 1918.
ber, 1919,

Front View of the Rivet Heater

is

concerned, but can hardly be bettered as far as the aggregate service to the public is concerned; certainly it will not
be bettered or even kept as good unless the railroad companies retain many of the unifications, consolidations, etc.,
which have been built up under government operation.
Whether the Congress decides upon returning the railroads

tion for

two

the block

rivets in series.

and the

When

the rivets are placed on

electrodes are allowed to drop on the heads

of the rivets the circuit is closed and the heating begins. The
two electrodes may be raised independently by two-foot pedals
and a primary top switch mounted on the back legs of the
machine compensates for the different diameters and lengths
of the rivets. Higher efficiency owing to the localizing of the
heat energy, better regulation of heat, elimination of smoke
and gases and the losses due to uneven heating and conse-

quent failure to upset in the hole, thereby causing a leaky
some of the more important advantages claimed
for the machines.

rivet hole, are

Safety-first with
fifth

Teeth

in

It.

—At

Altoona,

Pa.,

on the

of December, five employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad

were arrested by railroad
magistrate

who

fined

—

police officers

them each

$1

and arraigned before a

—merely

the

amount

of

costs in the case for walking on the tracks. These employes
of the road, taking a short cut from their work to their homes,
crossed the yards at the eastern end, in violation of a wellrule.
The magistrate reprimanded the men for thus
needlessly exposing themselves to being struck by trains.

known

:

Annual Meeting

of the National Safety Council

Discussion of Industrial Relations Occupies Important
Place in Convention Sessions
Committee, Chicago & North Western, Chicago, was featured
by the address of A. F. Duffy, manager of the Safety Section, United States Railroad Administration, who said, in

UNREST and COLLECTIVE bargaining for a time
usurped safety's place in the sessions of the Eighth
Annual Congress of the National Safety Council held
at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, Ohio, October 1 to 4 inOrganized primarily to promote safety among workclusive.
men in industries, the National Safety Council has been
forced to widen the scope of its activities and enter the
broader field of industrial relations because of the labor
developments during the past year.
For this reason the
discussion of labor problems occupied a prominent part in
the proceedings of the gen-

Labor

sessions

eral

and

gress

of

the

many

in

part

A. F. Duffy on Work of Safety Section
Safety is basic in any business where physical hazard is
involved, for if you will look about you, I venture you will
perceive that the best railroad is the safest railroad and
the

most

efficiently

standpoint

of

the

and

people,

the

property,

the

and

but

last

very important, the men who
work on that railroad and

con-

of

operated from the
government, the owners of

satisfactorily

the

who have
make

Both
meetings.
sides of the present economic
between employee
struggle
and employer were presentsectional

in

it

to

organization

their

a

it

hands

successful

or

a

mediocre

been

a

practical

enterprise.

ed to the delegates, the result being an open and entirely
frank discussion of
the fundamental causes of

have

I

railroad

man during

my working

and

life,

all
I

of

pre-

dict,

without

qualification,

this unrest

that

when once

the railroad

ciples of

men

and of the prinreal democracy in

country thoroughly understand what
safety work we are endeavor-

labor.

The steam
tion

led

railroad
other

all

sec-

The

>ary,

of

railroad
to

safety

results

men

remain out-

congress was opened

on
Wednesday
morning
October 1, by the annual
R. C. Richards, President
meeting
at
of
members
which the chairman, David
Van Schaack, president of
the National Safety Council, presided.
Thereafter four
general sessions were held, two of which were devoted almost
exclusively to the presentation and discussion of papers on
industrial relations.
The sectional meetings, of which there
were 32, were divided into 19 groups.

The first general session devoted to the general subject
of employees' representation was featured by three addresses,
those of Cyrus IVfcCormick, Jr., \\orks manager of the International Harvester Company, Chicago, who spoke on "Cooperation and Industrial Progress"; Mathew Woll, vicepresident of the American Federation of Labor, who spoke
on "Employees' Representation from the Standpoint of
Organized Labor," and W. M. Leiserson, impartial chairof

the

Labor

Adjustment

industry of Rochester, N. Y.,

ment and

The

first

over by R.

session of the

C.

Board

for

the

clothing

who spoke on "Labor Manage-

Bargaining."
Steam Railroad Section, presided
Richard-, chairman of the Central Safety

Collective

neces-

subject

as

to

which

take hold

such a
accomplish

in

will startle the

Safety on railroads has
been advanced many years
by virtue of the recognition
which has been given it by
the United States Railroad
Administration, and I believe

The

is

it

railroad fraternity.

side.

man

this

manner

largest avail-

were three; nevertheless, at
each of these meetings the
room was overcrowded and

were forced

why

and what are the pos-

sibilities they will

able meeting room was assigned to this section for
its meetings of which there

many

this

ing to do,

sectional

meetings both in point of
attendance and in the indisplayed by those
terest
present.

of

its

permanency

is

already assured; it has demonstrated its capabilities

National Safety Council

and

is

time
its

now

when a

at

the

crucial

realization

of

fullest possibilities is all

but at hand.
opinion that railroads
like
many other industrial organizations have not, up to a comparative]}- recent time, given due consideration to the human
factor in industry by recognizing the fact that men and
women are infinitely more important than machines, structures, or appliances of any description.
When we contrast
the degree of care which is exercised in the purpose, use,
and maintenance of locomotives with the employment, service,
and training of the average employee of the average railroad
we are disappointed to learn the inequality which exists as
between the machine, which can be replaced with money,
and the life, which is absolutely irreplaceable, and which,
when once gone, can never be brought back.
Some of us arc disposed to be altogether too conservative
and reactionary in the activities we employ in conducting
this work, and sometimes we are apt to underestimate the
value which comes from the financial expenditure required
to carry it on.
I do not subscribe to the theorv that within

1019
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give

it

as

my

unbiased

—
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injd
intelligent

and

reasonable

limitations

it

i^

possible

to

be

overdo in a matter of this kind. We
must, from tin \« n nature of the work, consistently and
continuousl) develop new plans and methods foi creating
and sustaining the interest of railroad employees, and of
all persons subject, directly or indirectly, to the hazard of
It
railroad operation.
is jusl as good business, if we must
for the moment regard the matter from a monetarj stand
point, to expend money for safety activities as it is to make
investments for approved devices which will conserve fuel,
increase car loading, improve efficiency, or reduce mam
It
tenance cost.
is a great dial more important, and, as a
rule, will pay materially larger returns.
In deliberating these matters, however, I urge you not
to lose sight of the fact that the aim and purpose of the
work of the Safety Section is not to save money, but always
has hern and always will be to conserve human life and
It"
any saving of money is made by reason of a
limb.

come overzealous

reduction in casualties surely that result is not subject to
for in order to save money we must first avoid
the casualties themselves.
The recognition of the human element, then, is the most
important factor in railroad service, and its training and
education in safety is the foundation upon which are built

and purposes of the Safety Section. And, since
scheme of things revolves around the safety committee organizations it is to this phase of our work that the
greatest attention must be given.
There is no more honorable position today on a railroad than that of safety committeeman.
His is a real service to mankind, and he can
be proud of that service, if he is doing all that may reasonIf he is not measuring up to his
ably be expected of him.
the aims

the whole

responsibilities it is probably because he has not been
Our safety
properly instructed and trained in his work.
committee meetings must be so regulated that the members
thereof will be not merely interested in their work, but enthusiastic about it.
To this end it is essential that safety
officers or their assistants attend committee meetings frequently in order to insure their proper functioning and to
sustain the interest which is so necessary on the part of

safety committeemen.

A

fact

which

of prime importance in the relation of

is

is that when experienced men
are taken out of the service because of casualties the employment of new or inexperienced men in their stead not
infrequently causes additional casualties to occur, because
of the lack of familiarity with the work in hand; and always
such a situation decreases efficiency and output, and otherThis fact emwise costs money and causes hardships.
phasizes too the real necessity for constructive thought and
action in relation to the safety education, and training of

safety to railroad operation,

the

new man

in the

service,

and

of the employee

who

The

the necessity for

men who

it;

number of
and injured every year in the

of the altogether too large

are killed

business of operating the railroads of this country; of the
appalling number of people who are killed and injured
each year while wrongfully trespassing on railroad premises,
and of the alarmingly increasing number of people who
meet death and injury while passing over highway crissings.
Concretely, this publicity in the case of employees should
be in the form of bulletins, posters, pamphlets, casualty
statements, and such other data and information as may
must never lose sight of the fact
be deemed advisable.
that safety is fundamentally a work of the employees who
do the physical tasks incident to railroad operation. They
are almost entirely responsible for the accomplishments
heretofore made in this creat movement and will be the

We

ilu

railroad

men

America

"i

re

activities of the Safety Section of the

road Administration,

but

onie

(

have

m

tin-

futUP

ponded nobly to

United

we expect them

state-,

Rail-

to

continue in
their interest and enthusiasm it will not Suffice simply to
It will be le
beseech them to -top deaths and injuries.
sary to keep them constantl) informed as to the number of
casualties which occur, whal causes them, and whot maj
be done to prevent a repetition of similar casualties.
The
data, SO far as is practicable, should be prepared in some
competitive form so that rivalry will be created between the
various units of the railroad.
In the case of trespassing and highway-crossing accidents,
it has seemed to me for some time that we have not applied
ourselves to this vital question with deserved attention.
We
are too prone to take for granted that nothing can be done
to check these evils.
Consistent publicity, posters, and the
medium of public and parochial schools, automobile clubs,
and commercial associations, village, city, county, and state
officials represent available avenues of approach in this
if

matter.
It is but natural that certain developments during the past
year should stand out preeminently as auguring well for
the future of safety.
One of these developments is the truly
remarkable interest which has been manifested in safety
by railroad men, as evidenced by the endorsements of the
work of the Safety Section in the national conventions of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen

and Enginemen;

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen; Switchmen's Union of
North America; Order of Railway Conductors; Order of
Railroad Telegraphers; Order of Railroad Station Agents;
Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, Freight Handlers, and
Station and Express Employees; Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees; with a total membership of
1,182,000 railroad men and women.
Another development of significance is the universal approval of the safety committee organization and the entire
plan for conducting this work as promulgated by the Safety
Section.
It is encouraging thus to observe as we go along
that we are on the right track, and because we are right
we are bound to achieve the goal of all safety men, whereby
the lives and limbs of men, women, and children will be
saved from railroad casualties, so far as it is humanly
possible so to do.

M.

A.

Dow, general

New York

safety

agent,

City, addressed the meeting

New York

Central,

on the "Value and

Necessity of Safety Agents" and R. H. Doolittle, supervisor
of safety, Colorado Southern, Denver, Colo., spoke on the
co-operation of employees and officers in safety work on
railroads.

A

Big Improvement

is

promoted or changed from his customary occupation to one
with which he may not be familiar.
Another of the aims and purposes of the Safety Section
is to secure liberal publicity of the work we are doing and
railroad

Strength and power lor good which will

or to

criticism,
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The second session of the Steam Railroad Section was
addressed by W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen; T. H. Carrow, supervisor of safety,
Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa., and Robert Scott
superintendent of insurance and Safety. Atlantic Coast Line,
Wilmington, N. C.
Mr. Lee said in part:

No class of people can be more vitally interested in the
It is
progress of the safety movement than the trainmen.
wholly due to the progress of the safety first idea that accidents and subsequent expenditure of money for death
and disability claims has been lessened during the past
year.

Additional promotion of care and safety propaganda
and use of new safety appliances can lessen this loss in
life and efficiency to a still more appreciable degree.
Approximately $4,000,000 was paid out in 1918 for
So
death and disability claims in the railroad industry.
far in 1919 this figure has fallen below the three million

Nov.

21,

Issued Dec.
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10, 1919.

mark. This is due entirely to the safety movement, in my
opinion.
Let's talk safety, plan safety, and above all, practice safety.

Study the

Human

Mr. Carrow presented a general outline of the salient
safety committee work and methods of treating and disposing of suggestions and recommendations made
to eliminate unsafe practices and conditions.
Mr. Scott said in part:
Safeguarding and education represent the essential elements of any safety organization, which naturally requires
efficient planning, direction and supervision.
I have observed a tendency on the part of safety committeemen to confine their attention to the obvious mechanical and structural conditions, which should have been
remedied by the foremen or supervisors, instead of studying the broader and more productive field of dangerous
practices.
In other words, there is always a tendency to
superficial inspection which is difficult to overcome.
After selecting as head of the organization a man who
has an abiding faith in the necessity for the work, it is
apparent that next in importance is to place upon the committees only such men as are believed would prove loyal
to the cause and can grasp the real meaning of safety, i. e.,
that it deals with human nature and human relations more
than with structural or mechanical conditions.
It is believed that if safety committeemen are of the type mentioned
in the foregoing paragraph, they will create an atmosphere
of intolerance, of careless and reckless habits in the territory in which they work.
Not only will they be active
aids to the safety department, but they will serve in various
ways as the connecting link between the management and
These
between staff and labor.
the rank and file men

—

ment

men who

will

in time of stress;

come

who

managecome forward with informaand who, in countless ways,

to the assistance of the

will

beyond the officials' vision,
promote the unity of the entire organization.
The general safety committees should be composed of
general and division officers, chosen in such a manner that
the different departments of service shall be represented on
tion
will

The chief operating officer usually acts
committee.
as chairman.
It is desirable that this committee shall hawgeneral supervision of the safety organization.
A division safety committee, composed of division officers,
with the superintendent as chairman, and one or more representatives of each of the different classes of service, should
be formed and can be of much assistance to the general
committee provided it has the proper conception of its functions, and will with intelligence and zeal seek to perform
that

these

functions.

At all shops employing more than several hundred men
a safety committee composed of the principal officers of the
shop, with the ranking officer as chairman, and one or

more

representatives

of

each

of

the

shop

different

classes

of

under the jurisdiction of the division superintendent, the committee should
service,

should be formed.

If the

Where
ized

in

conditions require, local committees may be organyards, roundhouses, smaller shops, large freight

etc.

No

features of

are the

safety committee, otherwise to the general safety committee.

houses,

Factor

1021

is

report to the division safety committee, otherwise to the
Too much care cannot be exgeneral safety committee.
ercised in the selection of men to serve upon shop committees because of the necessity for having intelligent and

enthusiastic committeemen who will take it upon themselves
to instruct and advise new employees or older ones who
are not inclined to follow safe methods in the performance

of their work.
At each large terminal a safety committee should be
formed, compose d of the officers in charge, with the superintendent or ranking officer as chairman and one or more
representatives of each of the different classes of service.
If the terminal is under the jurisdiction of the division
superintendent, the committee should report to the division

accident prevention work can be successfully carried
on without the hearty support of executive and supervising
officers.
As the first and essential step, then, in inaugurating a safety educational movement, should be a clear, un-

equivocal statement by the management as to where it stf.nd?.
To properly maintain interest in safety among the officers it is necessary that the man in charge of the work of
accident prevention must be possessed of a compelling
personality and that he will with diplomacy, tact, and perseverance keep the subject of safety ever before these officers,
and present to them such interesting facts as will not only
command attention but will actually cause them to become
and remain deeply interested in it.
After having aroused the interest of employees, a more
difficult problem arises as to how this interest can be held.
I am convinced this cannot be done by following any one
scheme, but can only be successfully accomplished by the
employment of a combination of methods.
Among the things that have been used with the greatest
success is the motion picture car, accompanied by a lecturer,
on account of the benefit that accrues from placing the importance of safety before employees and their families, also
in enlisting their interest and support in accident prevention.
Carelessness has slain, crippled, and blinded more

men, has made more widows and orphans, has
face of this earth

more hands outstretched

left

on the

for charity than

wars or other calamities that have befallen
Let us fight it with all the intelligence we are
capable of developing and with the full strength of our
manhood to the end that the world will be a better place
for our having lived in it.
At the third session of The Steam Railroad Section, G.
L. La Fountaine, general safety supervisor of the Great
Northern at St. Paul, Minn., presented a paper on the
''Importance of Proper Inspection of Tools Used in Shops
and by Maintenance of Way Gangs" and J. L. Walsh,
superintendent of safety of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
of Texas at Dallas, Tex., spoke on motor and hand car
accidents.
In addition a discussion was held on the causes
and remedies for accidents in train service.
Mr. La Fountaine said in part:
For the purpose of formulating a definite plan of inspection, all hand tools used in shops and engine houses may
be roughly divided into two classes
those which are circuated in general use and those which are regularly assigned
the

all

great

mankind.

—

individual workmen.
In connection with the first class, I would suggest that
every shop or engine house employing any considerable
number of workmen maintain a tool room in which all
hand tools of general use be assembled at the close of the
day's work.
A competent man should be placed in charge
of this room with the care and inspection of those tools
as his sole duty; he should maintain his stock in a good,
serviceable condition at all times, and any tools worn to
any appreciable degree, such as a chisel with a burred or
mushroomed head or a wrench with rounded jaws, the
further use of which invites one of these minor accidents,
It should be imshould be repaired or replaced at once.
pressed upon this man that the primary purpose of his being
employed is in the interest of accident prevention, and that
the responsibility for any accident resulting from the u>e
to

worn or defective tool which left the tool room in
condition must lie directly with him.
In respect to those tools regularly assigned to shop employees, we encountered our greatest difficulties.
These tools
are kept in private lockers, and in a great many cases are
subject to no other inspection but that of the employee himof

a

that

:
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lion and he regards then with not a

inspection

We
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workmen
that dutj

To m\
inspection

ia

known

and thoroughly dependable workman,

to

be

thai

long period of seta
little

pride resenting

which maj question their further serviceability.
have frequent inspections.
Since the majority
cannot be relied upon to inspecl their own t<M)ls,
must devolve upon the shop foreman.
mind, the foreman tan make the most effective
tools

<*(

while they are

in

actual

use because

oi
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engine with their persona] funds, and in the latter case, a
foreman usually fits the engine to a dismantled hand Of

push

and creates

car,

think

should

a

home made motor

prohibited,

as

car.

This practice

wrong

in principle
require the employees to purchase their cars, and it
to had practices on the part of the foremen in many
I

lie

it

is

to

I

(

hand and push cars are not constructed Suffistrong to Stand up well in service under the strain
pounding to which they are subjected when equipped

In addition

ciently

and
with

gasoline

many

engines.

These home-made motor cars

in

opportunity this affords him tactfully to demonstrate
and explain the elements of danger in the imperfection,
thereby teaching the employe by example, as well as precept, which will leave a lasting and favorable impression.

necessary
safety devices, such as Beats, guard or hand rails on the
front of the car, toe hoards, and proper hand brakes.
Cars I think should be of the dim t-< onne< ted type, two-

inspection by the foreman might well be supplemented
competent safety committee, such as now exists in
Imbued with the
well-organized shops.
practically all
proper spirit, the members of the committee can make frequent inspections of their fellow-worker's tools with their
own daily experiences as a guide.
The importance of keeping the tools used by the maintenance of way gangs in good, serviceable condition is just
as essential as that of every other department upon the railroad, and what I have said in connection with the method
of inspecting tools assigned to individual workmen in the
shops, will serve equally well with the maintenance of way
gangs.
The foreman of the gang should inspect the tools

cylinder engine with

the

The

b)

a

and know that they are in first class condition before
permitting the employees to use them, and should be held
strictly responsible for all accidents resulting directly from
the use of worn or defective tools.
This inspection by the foreman should be especially severe
during those seasons of the year when "new" men are added
Many of these men are absolutely inexperiencto his gang.
ed in the use of tools of any kind, and defective tools in their
hands are a cause of far greater concern than such tools
would be if their use were confined to experienced men.
Not only is such inspection an absolute necessity in the
interest of safety, but they all should contribute much toward economy and efficiency. A well conducted method
of tool inspection serves a double purpose: safety and efficiency, the two great factors of modern industry, which go
hand in hand. If a tool is to do the work it was originally
designed to do, it must be kept in its original entirety. The
more it lapses from that state, the less efficient and more
dangerous it becomes.
daily

Motor and Hand Car Accidents
Mr. Walsh
-

When

said, in part:

efforts

and motor car

are made to reduce the number of hand
accidents, the first consideration is usually

given to the rate of speed at which cars are operated. When
accidents occur, the speed of the car is not usually the
primary cause of the accident. While division inspection
cars might be operated safely at 20 or 25 miles per hour
between stations on straight track, I think the general rule
for section and B & B cars should provide a maximum
speed of 15 miles per hour between stations and a maximum
of 10 miles per hour over road crossings, over frogs and
switches, in cuts, on curves, and during foggy weather.
Railroads adopting the motor car as standard for the

maintenance of way department, and others having occasion to use them, should organize a motor car department,
in charge of experts to keep the cars in repair, to make
frequent inspections and adjustments from time to time,
and to educate the employees using the car in its proper
The expense of such a
maintenance and safe operation.
department should be offset by less delays and greater efficia»cy in cars in use.
On some railroads
to

it has been the practice in the past
allow foremen to purchase their own motor car or gasoline

cases

are

adjustment.

If

not

properly equipped

its

possible

few
to

with

the

parts to get out of order
attach a speed governor

and
re-

a maximum of 15 miles per hour to
these cars, one that cannot be easily disconnected or tampered
with, one that is simple and will not cause engine trouble,
I would suggest that all cars for general use be so equipped.
There should be a curved hand rail or guard extending to
the floor on front of car, and also a toe board to prevent
tools and material from bouncing off and derailing it.
The
wheels should not be more than 16 in. in height, and the
floor of the car should be extended flush with the outer
edge of the wheels to prevent men getting their feet under
the wheels in attempting to board the car from the side.
Last but not least, each car should be fitted with a positive
stricting the speed to

hand brake.
method of keeping hand and motor car ac-

acting, effective

The

surest

minimum after adopting a practical, properlyequipped car as standard, best suited for the purpose intended, is I think, to promulgate a practical set of rules
covering their inspection, maintenance, and operation, and
see that they are strictly complied with.
cidents to a

Election of Officers
R. C. Richards, chairman of the Steam Railroad Section
for the past year, was elected president of the National
Safety Council to succeed David Van Schaack, and Fred
Meyers superintendent of safety at the Wabash, St. Louis r
Mo., was elected chairman of the Railroad Section succeedRobert Scott, superintendent of insuring Mr. Richards.

ance and safety of the Atlantic Coast Lines at Wilmington, N. C, was elected vice-chairman and H. M. Mayo r
superintendent of safety of the Southern Pacific, Tex.,
was elected secretary of the Steam Railroad Section. Mr.
Richards is the first railroadman to be elected president
A. F. Duffy, manof the National Safety Council.
ager of the Safety Section of the United States Railroad
Administration, was elected a member of the board of directors and Isaiah Hale, safety superintendent of the AtchiC.
son, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan., and R.
Richards, chairman of the Central Safety Committee,
Chicago & North Western at Chicago, were re-elected
directors.

exhibit of safety devices was held at Gray's Armory
connection with the convention and under the joint
auspices of the National Safety Council and the Safety
Among those who exhibited were the
Institute of America.

An

in

following
American Abrasive Metals Co., New York City.
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
The Buda Company, Chicago.
Central Electric Co.. Chicago.
Tames B. Clow & Sons. Chicago.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Norton Company, Worcester, Mass.
Pneumatic Safety Tool Co., Boston, Mass.
John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Safety Nut & Bolt Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
The Trumbull Electric Mfg. Co., New York City.
West Disinfectant Company, New York City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., E. Pittsburgh, Penn.

Steam Railroad Section, National Safety Council.
National Safety Council, Chicago.

Report on the Senate Committee s Railroad
Chairman Cummins Discusses Need

for

Improvement

in

Bill

System

of Transportation Regulation

Chairman

Cummins

A. B,

Interstate

of the Senate

Commerce, on

Committee on

November 10 submitted a

bill, of which the
an abstract:
The first thought which the committee desires to impress
upon the Senate is the importance of an early consideration
of the measure and the establishment of a reasonably permanent status for our systems of transportation.
The
health, commerce, peace, prosperity, and growth of the
United States are absolutely dependent upon adequate and

report on the railroad reorganization

following

is

constantly increasing

facilities

for

transportation.

Every-

body understands that the existing condition is a temporary
one; and, as we draw near the end of government operation

The conceded return
owners, within a short time,
necessarily destroys or at least seriously impairs the morale
of the operating force and it becomes less and less efficient.
A still greater difficulty lies in the fact that no plans can
be made for future improvements in the way of additions
the demoralizing influences multiply.

of

these properties

to their

and betterments, to meet the growing demands of an expanding commerce. Naturally and properly, the Railroad
Administration is disinclined to make expenditures of this
(haracter involving the execution of a program which, to
be effectual,

must be consistent and continuous, and the

railroad companies are manifestly incapable of either making
or carrying out provisions for the enlargement of their
facilities

for transportation.

The

result is a practical sus-

pension of work in this direction.

There is no practical
which the period of partial paralysis can be avoided
or prevented; but it is obvious, even to the most casual
observer, that the period should be shortened by the most
diligent attention on the part of Congress.

way

in

repeals the act of March 21, 1918, commonly
as the federal control act; continuing it only in so

The
known

bill

far as

is

required to close

federal control.
last

The

day of the month

up

all

act

takes

in

which

matters growing out of

miles which had been from the first day of January, 1918,
and still are being operated by the director general of railroads.

The federal control act empowered the President to agree
with each carrier, whose property was taken over, for the
payment of a maximum compensation equivalent to its average annual railway operating income for the three years ending June 30, 1917.
Upon this basis the aggregate annual
compensation for the use of the railways passing into the
hands of the government and retained until the present time
is, in round numbers, $900,000,000.
At various times the
President has entered into contracts with the several railway
companies, adopting his maximum authority as the "standard return." With respect to the exact number of contracts
so made, the committee is not advised, but it has information to the effect that while in the main the larger systems
are under contract there are yet quite two-thirds of the whole
number of carriers whose property is being operated by the
government which have not signed what is known as the
"standard contract."
These companies may or may not
sign in the future; and, if they do not, each of them will be
entitled to recover from the government the just compensation
which the law may award. With regard to those carriers,
very many in number, which claim that their properties
were taken over on January 1, 1918, but which were formally
relinquished prior to July 1, 1918, they may or may not be
entitled to compensation; and they are mentioned only to
say that they are not included in the statement of the existing financial relations between the government and the
transportation systems. The director general has made contracts with some of these carriers, but the committee assumes
such contracts have not been made under the authority to
agree upon compensation but are merely traffic agreements
of the general character that one common carrier may lawfully make with another.

at midnight on the
becomes a law, and at

effect
it

that time the transfer of the properties in the possession of

All rights and remedies, both
is to occur.
and against the government, are preserved.
Without
commenting in detail upon what these rights are, it may be
said that it will be many years before all the matters growthe government
of

ing out of federal control will be adjusted, for the disputes
already developed are numerous enough to occupy the attention of the courts for a decade.
All that this report will
attempt to do, in that respect, is to present an estimate of
the uncontroverted condition as it will probably be on the

The estimate has been prepared and
1st of January, 1920.
furnished to the committee by the financial department of
the Railroad Administration; but, as Mr. Sherley, who compiled it, very well indicates, it is only an estimate, for many
things may happen before the end of the year to affect it.
To understand fully the financial statement, it is necessary to refer to the federal control act under which the
director general of railroads has been operating about
230,000 miles of our 260,000 miles of railways. Whether
the President took possession of all the railways at the
beginning of the year 1918, is a subject of controversy.
It
is sufficient to say that the act of March 21, 1918, authorized
the President to relinquish at any time prior to July 1, 1918,
"control of all or any part of any railroad or system of
transportation."
About July 1, the President exercised this
power and relinquished a large number of the shorter lines,
retaining, as already suggested, something like 230,000

The Government's Loss
According to the estimate of the Railroad Administration,,
the net operating income of the systems in the hands of the
government for the two years 1918 and 1919, will be $551,777,459 less than the compensation to which the carriers
are entitled, computed as provided in the law and as prescribed in the standard contract; that is to say, when all
accounts have been adjusted and paid the government will
have lost that amount in its two years of operation. It is
the opinion of the committee, without reflecting in any wise
upon the Railroad Administration, that in the end the loss
will be found to be much greater than the estimate submitted;
but, however that may be, it must ultimately be paid from
the Treasury of the United States.
As is well known, Congress has appropriated, in all,
$1,250,000,000 for the use of the Railroad Administration.
This sum, so far as the committee is advised, has been expended, or will be expended, for the purposes and under the
conditions prescribed in the federal control

Assuming

act.

the two years
round numbers, $600,000,000, it is obvious that
if the railways could pay on December 31 all that they owe
the government, $650,000,000 of the appropriation would
be returned to the Treasury; but that will not be the situation, for it is entirely impossible for the railways to repay
out of income the sums which have been advanced by the
government for additions and betterments expenditures
which are ordinarily charged to capital account. It will bethat

the government's loss

for

will be, in

1023
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the governmenl to pay the railways
compensation in order thai the carriers may
paj the interesl upon their bonds and other fixed charges
and make such distribution in the way of dividends as will
If the
prevent undue hardship among their stockholders.
governmenl retains aboul $400,000,000 and applies that sum
Upon the amount due from the railways on aeeount of additions and betterments, the government would still CaiTJ aliout
If,
how000,000 Of the additions and betterments.
ever, it shall carry for future payment all expenditures dur
ing the two years for additions and betterments, it musl
If it is
fund nearly $050,000,000 on that account alone.
also to carry the amount of cash in the hands of carriers on
January 1, 1918, taken over by the government, and the balances in the hands of agents, the amount to be funded would
be increased 5.^ S.^, 000,000; making a total substantially of

come necessary

for

;i

part of the

$1,300,000,000.
The bill before the Senate pursues a middle course with
respect to funding the indebtedness due from the carriers to
the government which is thought to be just both to the public

Nearly three weeks ago the committee
asked the Railroad Administration to furnish a statement
applying the provisions of the bill to the settlement of
accounts and showing just what the result would be; but,
up to this time, the statement has not been received.
October 22 the Railroad Administration, through the
director of the Division of Finance, sent to the chairman
of the committee a letter which presents the basis of the genIt is in part as follows:
eral conclusions above stated.
"I beg to give yon below a statement showing, on the basis
of the best estimate that we can make at this time, an approximation of the amount that would be needed to defray
operating deficit, the amount that the Railroad Administration will have temporarily tied up in various assets and the
additional amount that will be required in order to aid in the
liquidation of the affairs of the Railroad Administration.
The figures are necessarilv tentative because the latest balance sheet is for June 30, 1919, and necessarily the most careful estimates can not possibly disclose the precise facts as
they would develop during the last six months.
"The figures given are upon the assumption that disposition will be made in accordance with the terms of the standThe other possible disposition suggested in
ard contract.
amendment proposed to provide for funding a certain
amount of the indebtedness of the railroads would naturally
present the matter in a different aspect.
"In order to enable settlements with the railroad com-

and the railways.

December 31, 1919. it will necessitate the payment
of approximately $326,541,893, arrived at as per the
following table:
panies at
to

them

\Accounts with the corporations immediately payable

at

December

Due the Government:
Demand loans
Short term notes
Open account balances due Government....
Less amount not now collectible

'••

Due

immediately payable

the corporations:

to

Government....

_

immediately payable

to

$53,078,186
75.533,167

154.025,282

370,381,494
'

200,000.000
45,100,13-

$898,138,261

$855,395,851
304,179,281
65,105,022

Balance due on compensation
Depreciation and retirements
Open account balances due corporations
Total

1919.

$220,053,510
66.028.228

For additions and betterments, other than allocated equipment, financed from income
Allocated equipment financed under general equipment
pj an
For additions and betterments financed through open acconst due company
Total

31,

corporations.... $1.224,680,154

to be appropriated to enable
Railroad Administration to immediately
pay to the corporations the net amount due

Amount needed
the

them

$326,541,893

"When the Railroad Administration shall have made settlement with the railroad companies in accordance with the
foregoing the situation will be as follows: The Railroad Ad-
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ministration will have expended and there will, in consequence, have been correspondingly consumed or tied up
-

i.

Amount
between

frn-iici
i.uli

,i.i,|

,

i,

operating
standard rente]

the

mp. mi,

I

and

tempoi
a

"f

coniioi

.Amount

3.

i.

in, oi

porate
pay .a

working

caafa

mi ilv
with the
iIm
operation <>f
lice, ,iin-

open

the

Uwy
ended Decembei

capital

ationi
their propi
oi poi

neceaaary
until

1919..

31,
to

I

leral

available
•"

357,913,276

I

<'•

66,028,228

Amount

4.

$551,777,459

li

ihi

due Governmenl by the corpo
representing paymenta by Government of
liabilities wliicli the corporations can not rc-

oi
.

i

,!if

i"

payable

I

mil-,

Amount

tin-

deficit,

I

of addition! and I" tti
pendituri
in-,
eluding equipment, made iu the railroad ci
properties during 1918 and 1919, which mu
by the Railroad Administration for the timi
being
Improvements on inland waterways
Loans during I')I8 and 1 919 to railroad companies not
immediately repayable
Boston & Maine reorganization
I

5.

6.
7.

Total

518,075,309
14,341,885
48,375,735
20,000,000
$1,576,541,893

"Appropriations heretofore made and applicable, to the
foregoing aggregate $1,250,000,000, so that to discharge its
obligations as they exist at December 31, 1919, on the basis
of the standard contract, the Railroad Administration will
need an additional appropriation, it is estimated at this time,
of $326,541,893.

"Concerning the proposal to fund the indebtedness of the
railroad companies to the Railroad Administration, it will be
noted that a settlement under the contract contemplates that
there will have been retained in settlement with the companies, on account of additions and betterments to their
properties, the sum of $415,481,626 and that it is contemplate!
that even with that deduction from the compensation that
the government, nevertheless, will be carrying $518,075,309
of additions and betterments which the companies are nor
able to repay at this time, so that if the whole amount of the
indebtedness for additions and betterments should be funded
the above appropriation would have to be increased by the
amount of $415,481,626 and the government would then be
required to fund for additions and betterments the sum of
$933,556,935.
"Regarding the proposal of the corporations that the
amount of the working capital taken over should also be
funded, it is to be observed that at the beginning of federal
control the amount of cash in the hands of the treasurers,
so taken over by the Railroad Administration, aggregated
$239,190,605. In addition, the balances in the hands of agents
and conductors aggregated $143,899,424.
"If the proposal looks to the furnishing of these amounts
in addition to amounts sufficient to pay off the liabilities of
the Railroad Administration, that amount would have to be
added to the requirements shown above. However, the fact
is that the Railroad Administration used such cash and agents'
and conductors' balances in liquidating the liabilities of the
corporations in the earlier months of federal control and it is
to be assumed that a like process will take place at the end
of federal control.
"If, therefore, the

Railroad Administration leaves in the

of working aswhich must be paid
simultaneously with the end of federal control but which will
be liquidated doubtless spreading over a period of from 30
to 90 days (it is true that a considerable part of such liabili-

hands of the corporations a

sufficient

amount

sets to liquidate its liabilities, not all of

must be met in the first 15 days following the return of
roads to private control and a sufficient amount of cash
or other quick assets should be left with the corporations to
protect them) it would be ample protection to the corporations in point of working capital and would practically duplicate the situation as it developed when federal control intervened.
"As stated above, the Railroad Administration used the
cash assets of the corporations, generally, for the payment
To the extent that there is
of the corporations' liabilities.
a balance in the hands of the Railroad Administration, resulting from such trasactions, the statement showing the ac-

ties

the

count with the companies on page 2 of this letter, contemplates that such amount will be paid over to the companies
except to the extent that any such amounts may be properly

Nov.

21,

Issued Dec.

10, 1919.
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applied to the repayment of the indebtedness of the companies to the Railroad Administration.
"To the extent that such process resulted in the Railroad
Administration paying corporate liabilities in excess of assets, the account on page 2 of this letter contemplates, moreover, the collection thereof from the corporations only in
cases where it is practical for such corporations to make payment thereof from balances of compensation due them.
"On this theory, the foregoing indicates that the government will be required to carry, for the time being, balances
due from the corporations on open account aggregating $66,000,000.

"With reference to the amount shown above for working
capital temporarily tied up, it should be observed that a considerable part of the assets of the Railroad Administration
are represented by items other than cash.
For example:
traffic balances, accounts receivable and various unadjusted
items, both debit and credit, that are necessarily incident to
a business of such magnitude and which can not finally be
cleared up short of several months. The amount shown represents the balance between such unsettled assets and unsettled liabilities
the net being the figure which is shown
as the amount which the government will temporarily have
tied up as working capital.
"If for any cause the plan for a general equipment trust
should not be carried out, there will be needed a sum greater

—

than has been set up. How much, it is now impossible to
The general equipment trust plan contemplates a

foretell.

repayment

to the government of at least $200,000,000 which
been used in the foregoing statements. In the absence of a general equipment trust plan, some moneys could
be immediately secured through equipment trusts of individual carriers.
Perhaps something like $100,000,000 could
be obtained in this regard. So that the figure given above,
$326,541,893, might need to be increased by $100,000,000.
"I think it is desirable that I again emphasize the fact that
this statement, though made from a somewhat detailed examination of accounts with the respective carriers, of necesThe need to forecast
sity can not be considered as final.
events more than two months away of itself introduces elements unstable enough to make conclusions necessarily ten-

figure has

tative only.

"In addition, there are various matters that will only reach
adjustment and a status sufficient to enable them to be stated
in financial terms after presentation and determination of
claims respectively by the government and the railroads
touching many items incident to federal control. So that in
particular the item set out under the designation of 'Amount
necessary to defray operating deficit, etc., must be considered
as subject to considerable change because of the subsequent
bringing into it of debits and credits which can not now be
even approximated. I am sure that you will appreciate these
facts and I emphasize them simply that a cursory statement
of the figures therein submitted may not lead others to erroneous conclusions."

The Policy Established by

the Bill for Future Control

and Regulation
Having made clear, as it is hoped, the terms upon which
the railways are to be returned to their owners for private
operation under public control and regulation, the committee advances to these parts of the bill which create the
permanent system for such control and regulation. In considering this phase of the subject, it should be constantly
borne in mind that if our policy is to be private operation
of the instrumentalities of transportation there must be a
As commerce inlarge and constant inflow of capital.
creases in volume, the facilities of transportation must increase; and, without reckoning the funds which must be
secured to discharge maturing obligations already in existit will be conceded by everybody that immense sums
be required from year to year for new construction,
The
additional equipment, and necessary improvement.
capital thus demanded must be drawn from those who have
money to invest, and, of course, it must be voluntarily contributed.
If the people who have money will not invest it

ence,
will

1025

in the transportation enterprise, private

tion

under

public

control

ownership and opera-

must necessarily

fail.

It

is

apparent, therefore, that any legislation which may be proposed upon the hypothesis of private ownership and operation must tender to the future investor reasonable security
for the investment he is asked to make and reasonable assurance of such yearly return upon his money as will induce
him to enter the field. The better the security and the more
certain the return, the less will be the rate required to attract
the investment.
It is here that our present system of regulation has failed.
Taking the railways as they are, with their widely varying
conditions, both of construction and environment, it is wholly
impossible for the Interstate Commerce Commission, no
matter how wise and faithful its members may be, to prescribe schedules of charges for transportation that will be,
at the same time, just to the public and that will maintain
the railways which must continue to function if the people
of the country are to be provided with adequate transportation.
In a given competitive area the rates which will
furnish one company a grossly excessive income will lead
another into bankruptcy. The writer of this report is firmly
convinced that when the government assumed the operation
of the railways they were, taken as a whole, earning all they
should be permitted to earn; but, in the inevitable distribution of these earnings among the various railway companies,
the railways which carried 30 per cent of the traffic were
earning so little that they could not, by any economy or
good management, sustain themselves.
Nevertheless, it is
until inkable that these highways of commerce shall be

abandoned, and some system must be devised not only for
and growth. Government ownership would solve the problem, but it is the
judgment of the committee that government operation is attended with so many disadvantages notably in the increased cost of operation
that this plan must be discarded.
There is but one other solution.
It is consolidation, and
here two policies at once present themselves.
The first,
complete consolidation into one ownership; second, consolidation into comparatively few competitive systems.
The
first has some advantages over the second, but it has some
disadvantages, and the disadvantages outweigh, in the opintheir continuance but for their betterment

—

—

ion of the committee, the advantages.

The superior efficiency of several systems need not be
enumerated at length, but there is one consideration to
which attention should be called: Competition, not in rates
or charges but in service, will do more to strengthen and
make public regulation successful than any other element
which can be introduced into the business of transportation.
Honorable rivalry among men is the most powerful stimulus
known to human effort. For this reason, largely, the committee,

mined

recognizing

the

in favor of the

necessity

for

consolidation,

deter-

gradual unification of the railways
into not less than 20 or more than 35 systems; not regional
or zone sytems but systems that will preserve substantially
existing channels of commerce and full competition in service.
In the grouping of the railways into these systems,
another vital rule is to be observed; namely, that they are
to be so divided that the operating incomes of the several
consolidated companies will bear substantially the same relation to the value of their respective properties held for
and used in transportation.
The procedure for bringing about the proposed consolidation may now be considered.
The bill creates a transportation board, with large duties and powers, which will be
more fully explained hereafter.
Section 9 declares the
policy of consolidation; prescribing that, as soon as practicable and in the manner provided for in the act, the
railways of the continental United States shall be divided in
ownership and for operation into not less than 20 or more
than 35 separate and distinct systems; each of said systems

:
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tn

be

owned and operated
organized under the

In the .ii"M
terns,

aid division

bj
act.
<>i

b

distind corporatiofi organized
Section 9 concludes:
.is

fully as possible,

and

wherever practicable the existing routes and channels of
trade and commerce shall be maintained.
Tlic several
tenis shall be so arranged thai the cost of transportation as
between competitive systems and as related to the value of
the properties through which the service is rendered shall he
the >ame, SO far as practicable, SO that these systems can em
ploy uniform rates in the movement of competitive traffic
and under efficient management earn substantially the same
rate of return upon the value of the railway properties involved in the comparison.
directed to the sentence last quoted.
for it expresses the object to be attained; and until it is
attained rate regulation can not be fully equitable to both

Especial attention

is

and the carriers.
Immediately upon its organization, the transportation
board is to prepare and adopt a tentative plan for consoliThe plan is to be submitted to a public hearing,
dation.
at which it is assumed that all persons interested will appear.
After the hearings are concluded, a final plan is to be
adopted and submitted to the Interstate Commerce CommisThis arrangement will make known
sion for its approval.
to the whole country the consolidations which must eventthe public

Section 12 presents the authority for the reorually occur.
ganization of existing railway corporations, and all consolidations must be either through a reorganized railway
corporation or one originally organized under the terms of
the act.
It is to be noted, also, that if a partial and voluntary consolidation is carried into effect it must be in harmony with and in furtherance of the complete plan estabSections 21 and 22 provide for the
lished by the board.
original incorporation of railway companies; and, concerning this part of the bill, it need only be remarked that any
such corporation must be organized "for a specific and defined purpose, namely, the ownership, maintenance, and
operation of one of the railway systems or for the construction, ownership, maintenance, and operation of new lines cr
systems into which the railways of the United States are to
be divided by the aforesaid board."
For the period of seven years after the act becomes a law,
voluntary consolidations are authorized, under the strictest
The
supervision by either the board or the commission.
distinctive feature of the voluntary as well as the involuntary consolidations is that the capitalization is not to exceed
the actual value of the property held for or used in the
transportation service. When the Interstate Commerce Commission finishes the valuation in which it is engaged and
when those values, as they are judicially determined and
only those values, pass into the capitalization of the newly
organized or reorganized corporations under this act, that
serious obstacle in the way of effective regulation will have
disappeared.
At the end of seven years the compulsory consolidation
If,
begins.
It is carried out as provided in section 13.
during the seven years, voluntary consolidation has accomplished the purpose, this section, of course, will not be
operative; but, during the voluntary period, its presence in
the law will be a compelling force which, in the judgment
of the committee, will stimulate the present railway companies to carry forward the declared policy of Congress.
The full advantages of the proposed policy of consolidation can not be secured for 10 or 12 years. The railways
must be returned to their owners at once. This situation
makes it necessary to provide a plan for immediate relief
that will tend, at least, to overcome the difficulties confronting us and render private operation possible.

A
First:

By

Review

of

The Plan

attempts to accomplish three results
prescribing a basis of return upon the value

In this regard the

bill

railway property, to give wich assurance to investors
them to look with favor upon railway securithat is to say, by making a moderate return reasonably

tin-

as will incline
ties;

the said railways into luch

competition shall be preserved

oi
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certain to establish

Second.
for the
lie

In

publi(

c

red.il

making
a

for the

i

an

return

i<

i

fairly

certain to secure
lower capital charge than would othei
tin-

necessary.
In requiring some carriers, which under any given
more than a fair return, to pay the

Third.

body of

rates will earn

excess to the government and in so using this excess that
transportation facilities or credit can be furnished to the
weaker carriers and thus help to maintain the general sys-

tem of transportation.
To bring about these results, section 4 requires the Interstate
Commerce Commission inmmediately to divide the country
into rate districts, having in view the similarity or dissimilar(

ity of

stitute

transportation and traffic conditions therein and to inhearings to determine the adequacy of the rates- in

any such

district

from the revenue standpoint and con-

The

be applied in passing
6, wherein it is
stated that the rates shall be so adjusted "as nearly as may
be so that the railway carriers as a whole allocated to each
district and subject to this act shall earn an aggregate annual
net railway operating income equal, as nearly as may be,
to 5^2 per centum upon the aggregate value, as determined
in accordance with the provisions hereof, of the railway
property of such carriers in the district held for and used
in the service of transportation."
To this basis the commission is authorized to add, in its discretion, one-half of
1
per cent upon this value as a current contribution to
improvements, betterments, or equipment unproductive in
character, but which are customarily charged to capital account.
This part of the revenue, however, if raised at all,
is, in the future, not to be capitalized by any carrier whose
net railway operating income for the year is more than the
basis adopted; namely, 5*/2 per cent.
The basis thus established has been the subject of much
criticism.
On the one hand, it is asserted by the carriers
that it is too low and will not enable them to obtain the
money which they must have in order to develop their properties and provide further transportation facilities which
On the other hand, it is asserted,
the country demands.
with equal emphasis, by some advocates representing the
shippers, that the basis is too high and will give the carriers a greater revenue than they need or ought to have.
There were differences of opinion in the committee with
respect to the matter, and it is but fair to say that the basis
It is bepresented is a compromise of these differences.
lieved, however, that both sides of the controversy somewhat
exaggerate the facts, or, rather, fail to take into consideraIn reaching a
tion all the facts which influence the subject.
conclusion, it ought to be borne in mind that the property
to which the basis is to be applied is railway property only;
that is, the property which renders the service of transportaAll outside investments by railway companies are
tion.
Further, in valuing these properties the comexcluded.
mission is to be guided by the rules of the law and is not
bound by either capitalization or by what is commonly
known in the accounting system of the commission as "property investment accounts."
Those who insist so earnestly that the basis will provide
insufficient revenue generally ignore the fact that at the present time there are outstanding more than eleven billions of
railway bonds which bear an average interest of about
per cent, and on that part of the value of the property the
carriers will save 1 per cent.
It must also be remembered
that the 5^ per cent basis for a rate district will not give
to each carrier in that district 5^2 per cent upon the value of
To some carriers the return will be much
its property.
To illustrate:
higher and to others correspondingly lower.
In the test period for ascertaining compensation under the
sidered

as

upon such

a whole.

issues

is

rule to

announced in section

4^

Nov.

21,

Issued Dec.

March

10,
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1919.

1918, the average net annual operating
I railways was 5.2 per cent upon the
aggregate property investment account. There are, however,
wide differences when the individual carriers are considUnder this average, the New York Central System
ered.
earned 6.09; the Pennsylvania Co., 6.25; the Pennsylvania
Railroad, 5.36; the Delaware & Lackawanna, 7.54; the Erie,
act of

21,

income of the class

3.56; the Baltimore & Ohio, 4.67; the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, 7.02; the Chicago & North Western, 6.13; the Missouri Pacific, 4.43; the Union Pacific, 6.72; the Southern
the Northern Pacific, 6.27; the Great
Pacific,
4.99;

Northern, 6.70; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 6.16; ChiMilwaukee & St. Paul, 4.71; Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific, 4.72; Chicago Great Western, 1.77; Chicago &
Alton, 2.64; Western Pacific, 2.28; Colorado Southern, 3.04;
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 2.81; Texas Pacific, 3.76;
Wabash, 2.91; Western Maryland, 2.58; New York, New
Haven & Hartford, 5.96; Boston & Maine, 4.80; Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, 1.95; Atlantic Coast Line, 5.76;
Seaboard Air Line, 3.68; Southern Railway, 4.12; Louisville & Nashville, 6.32; Illinois Central, 5.48.
The basis adopted by the committee is three-tenths of 1
per cent higher than the basis of the test period; and,
assuming, though not conceding, that the value of the
property is equal to the aggregate of the property investment accounts, it will yield for all the railways a net operating income of $54,000,000 in excess of the income of the
cago,

test period.

There were two considerations which led the majority of
the committee to believe that this increase is not only warranted but necessary:
The railways are being returned to their owners
First,

when everything

is

unsettled

and abnormal; when there

is

suspicion and distrust everywhere.
Just what rate of return
will enable the carriers to finance themselves under such conIt was, thereditions can not, with certainty, be determined.
fore, felt that some increase over the pre-war period is
justifiable.

As compared with all kinds
much less valuable than it was

commodities,
few years ago,
and it would seem to be only fair that the returns from
railway investments should be reasonably advanced.
The committee, however, recognized that the present situation may be temporary, and that in the course of time the
country may be restored to something like its former circumstances, and it provided for this very probable change in the
last paragraph of section 6, as follows:
That in the year 1925 and in every fifth year thereafter the
commission shall determine what, under the conditions then
Second.

money

is

of

a

upon the value of such railproperty, and it may increase or decrease the Sy2 per
centum basis herein prescribed, or the basis for the determination of excess income.
existing, constitutes a fair return

way

These are the reasons, in chief and in brief, which convinced the committee that the 5 l 2 per cent basis for computing the annual operating income of the carriers is fair
and just, both to the public and the railway corporations.
It is obvious that if the law gives to the carriers the
assurance of income heretofore mentioned there should be
a maximum beyond which an individual carrier shall not
be permitted to retain for its own use all it may receive
under a given body of rates. Referring to the illustrations
already given, it is seen that with uniform rates, and they
must be uniform in competitive territories, one carrier will
receive an operating income of 2 per cent, another 4 per
cent, another 6 per cent, another 8 per cent, and others
The bill fixes a standard of excess income and
still more.

/

requires the carriers which receive an excess income (which
will hereafter be explained in detail) to pay the excess to

the transportation board for uses that have been mentioned
and which will be more fully stated in a subsequent para-

graph of

this report.

Upon
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requirement there has been a long-continued
It has been
contended by eminent lawyers that the provision is unconstitutional in that it takes property without compensation.
It has been urged by equally eminent lawyers, and probably
more oi them, that it is not only constitutional but absolutely necessary if private ownership and operation are to
be continued.
It would unduly prolong this report to enter
upon a review of the authorities or an argument which would
this

and earnest controversy before the committee.

embrace

which are material to the
say that a large majority of the
members of the committee entertain no doubt with respect
to the authority of Congress in establishing this policy.
Heretofore the regulation of transportation has been regarded merely as a restriction imposed upon particular carriers.
For the first time it is proposed to look upon transportation as a subject of national concern and from a
national standpoint.
It is the duty of the government so to
exercise its power of regulating commerce among the states
and with foreign nations that all parts of a common country
shall enjoy adequate transportation facilities at the lowest
cost consistent with fairness to the capital invested and to
question.

the

the

all

considerations

It is sufficient to

men who manage and

commerce

operate these

facilities.

The

community, in these days, is deeply involved in the commerce of every community in the land.
All the railways we have, or substantially all, must be maintained; and, from time to time, they must be enlarged and
additional facilities must be provided.
If the lawyers who insist that taking excess income is
of one

unconstitutional are right in their premises, their conclusion

would be unassailable. They assume that all the earnings
of a given railway under a prescribed body of rates become
the absolute property of the carrier which receives them.
This is not true under the system which the bill creates:
and, therefore, the conclusion is unsound.
If there were but
one railway in the country, it would be entirely possible
for the regulating commission to fix rates for it under which
it could not earn more than 6 or 7 per cent upon the value
of its property, but we have a thousand railways; and rates
for transportation must be fixed with reference to all of
them and to the needs of the people to whom all of them
render their service. These conditions make it utterly impossible to fix rates which are reasonable for one carrier, considered apart from all the remainder.
It is, therefore, in
the competence of Congress to declare that the income which
any particular carrier receives beyond a fair return upon
the value of its property, it receives as a trustee for the pub-

and not as its own absolute property. If this analysis
power of regulation is not sustained, then the authority
granted in the Constitution is a mere delusion.
With reference to excess income, the bill provides that
any carrier receiving a net railway-operating income in any
year of more than 6 per cent upon the value of its property,
one-half of the excess between 6 and 7 per cent is to be
placed in a company reserve fund, and the remaining onehalf is to be paid to the transportation board.
Of any
lic

of the

excess above 7 per cent, one-fourth is to be placed in the
company reserve fund, and the remaining three-fourths is
to be paid to the board.
When the reserve fund equals 5
per cent of the value of the railway property and is maintained at that amount, one-third of the excess above 6 per

cent

is to be at the disposition of the carrier for any proper
purpose, and two-thirds is to be paid to the board.
The company reserve fund may be drawn upon by the
carrier whenever its annual net railway operating income
falls below 6 per cent of the value of its property.
The
reserve fund is, of course, the absolute property of the carrier; and the purpose in requiring it to be created and

maintained
and enable
in which it

is

to give

it

to render

is

stability to the credit of the carrier

more

efficiently

the public service

engaged.

The sums which

are to be paid to the transportation board
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arc to be placed in a general railroad contingent fund, which
is to be used by the board, together with all its accretion-,
"in furtherance <>t the publil interest in railway transportation," "in avoiding congestions,

interruptions, or

hindrano

railway service of tin- United States," or "in further
public service rendered by them (earners), either
\\.i\ ol purchase, Lease, or rental of transportation equipment ami facilities to he used h\ BUch carriers whenever
the public interest may require, or by way of loans to sueh
carriers, upon such fair and reasonable terms and conditions, in either case, as the hoard may prescribe."
to the

the

tag

I

\

The Transportation Board
Section

7

creates a

of commerce,

new public authority

[ts title

be composed of

is

for the regulation

"Transportation Board."

It is to

members, until the consolidation heretofore mentioned is complete and, thereafter, of three memhers.
The first duty of the hoard is to prepare and, after hearIts general powers
ing, adopt the plan of consolidation.
five

with respect to transportation are stated in the latter part
of section 10, and these include certain functions now exercised by the Interstate Commerce Commission, among which
(a) The administration
(b) of the safety appliance acts; (c)
of the hours of sen-ice act; (d) of the locomotive boiler
It is also
inspection act; and others of like character.
charged with a series of important duties relating to water

ma\

l»e

mentioned the following:

of the car service act;

transportation, mainly by
to

most important

results.

way of investigation but leading
The committee hopes that this

part of the bill will be carefully examined, for it is the first
real recognition of the coordination of water and land transportation which must eventually be accomplished.
Section 1 1 confers further powers upon the board. These
powers are new to our system of regulation but are con-

They look toward
sidered by the committee as essential.
unification in operation where conditions demand either a
diversion of traffic or a common use of facilities.
In section 24 the board is also given control over the
issuance of railway securities.

It

is

deemed unnecessary

has been so often
before Congress that we are all familiar with it in a general
way. The car service act, which is to be administered by
the board, is greatly enlarged; and, as now proposed to be
amended, will be found in section 34. The thirteenth paragraph of section 6 of the act to regulate commerce is
amended in important particulars, and the administration

to enlarge

upon

this subject, because

it

which is intended
increase our export and coastwise trade by making it

easier for the interior shipper to avail himself of the ocean
routes, is to be administered

Having thus indicated

by the board.

the

chief

duties and

powers of

the transportation board under the bill, it may be helpful
to state some of the reasons which led the committee to the
conclusion that it is wise to create this additional tribunal
in our regulatory system instead of committing to the Interstate Commerce Commission all the new duties and leaving

with

it

all its

present duties.

Every member of the Senate knows that the Interstate
Commerce Commission is the most overworked body of
men in the government its members are able and industrious, and they labor continuously from the beginning to
Nevertheless, they can not keep pace
the end of the year.
with the demands already made upon them, and, oftentimes,
;

The bill the committee
is justice denied.
has presented increases tremendously the work which some
body of men must do if its provisions are promptly carried
It was apparent to the committee that it must
into effect.
adopt one of two alternatives: It must either recommend a
very considerable enlargement of the commission, with such
division into sections as would permit independent action;
justice delayed

must recommend the creation of

it

chose- the latter alternative-.

a

distinct

body.

It

In determining the divi-1011 ol

work, power, ami responsibility

as

between the two Uxlics,

line'.
It has not
the Committee has traced a clear, ohviou
been able, always, to observe the exad distinction; hut, in

the main,

has succeeded in doing
haves with the Interstateommerce ommission
the quasi-judicial powers; that is to say, everything pertaining
to rates and rate making will he as heretofore, in the hands of
In
valuation of railway property, under
the commission.
the act of 1913, remains with the commission. The accounting
or reporting system is to he conducted by the commisThere are many
sion as inseparable from rate making.
other and most important duties to be performed by the commission, so many, indeed, that the committee has some doubt
These,
whether it will he able to do its work promptly.
however, need not he specified, as a reading of the bill and
The
a familiarity with the existing law will disclose them.
transportation board is given, chiefly, the powers which are
I

lit-

it

hill

I

I

I

more nearly and

directly connected with the physical opera-

and the issuance of securities, power
over the things tending for safety, both to employees and the
public.
It is believed that the division of powers and
duties has been so adjusted that opportunity for conflict
It may be here remarked
or discord is practically excluded.
that one of the most vital powers given to the board relates
to the settlement or adjudication of disputes between railway
employers and employees; but this part of the bill deserves
separate consideration and to that subject the committee
tion of the railways

now

invites your attention.

Labor Provisions
It is not necessary to enter upon the details of the establishment of the tribunals created for the adjudication of demands, disputes and controversies which may arise from
time to time between railway corporations and railway emThese provisions will be found in sections 25, 26,
ployees.
It is sufficient to say that there are
27, and 28 of the bill.
to be appointed three regional boards of adjustment and
These four
a committee of wages and working conditions.
tribunals, made up in each instance of an equal number of
men nominated by railway crafts and railway corporations,
have original jurisdiction of all complaints, demands, dis-

and controversies between employers and employees
which are not adjusted or settled between the parties them-

putes,

selves.

In the event of the failure of these boards of adjust-

ment or the committee of wages and working conditions

of that paragraph is given to the board.
Section 45, an entirely new regulation,
to

or
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to

reach a decision, the transportation board has final authority; and, indeed, all decisions of these boards or the comIt is
mittee must be approved by the transportation board.
intended in these sections to bring into existence governmental tribunals so composed that, in so far as mortal man
can do justice, there will be complete, impartial justice done
to both railway corporations and railway employees and to
the public as well.
Hitherto, the government has not undertaken to adjudge
the disputes which have so disturbed the field of trans-

portation and which promise to be still more serious in the
All that legislafuture than they have been in the past.
tion has done up to this time has been to authorize mediation
and conciliation and to present an opportunity for volunAfter the most careful consideration, it
tary arbitration.
is the judgment of the committee that the time has come
to make another advance in the settlement of disputes likely
to end in the suspension or restraint of transportation.
This forward step must be clearly understood in order «.o

In a controversy between railway
be justly considered.
workers and railways managers with respect to wages and
working conditions and which could only be settled by agreement between the disputants, the right to strike, that is, a
concerted cessation of work, seems inevitable; for it is the

Nov.

21,

Issued Dec.

10, 1919.
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only weapon which the workers could effectually employ. A
proposal to prohibit an agreement among workers to quit
their employment at a given time without substituting some
other instrumentality for securing justice would not receive
at the hands of Congress a moment's consideration.
In making the strike unlawful, it is obvious that there must be something given to the workers in exchange for it.
The thing
substituted for the strike should be more certain in attaining justice and should do what the strike can not do; namely,
protect the great masses of the people who are not directly
involved in the controversy. The committee has substituted
for the strike the justice which will be administered by the
tribunals created in the bill for adjudging disputes which
may hereafter arise.

From the public standpoint and in the interest of the
people generally, it has become perfectly clear that, in transportation, at least, both the strike and the lockout must
This country has been so developed, its population
cease.
so situated, its commerce so crystallized that regularity
and continuity in transportation have become absolutely
indispensable to the lives and health of the people and the
existence of our industrial and commercial welfare.
A
general suspension in the movement of traffic for a fortnight
would starve or freeze, or both, a very large number of
men, women, and children; and, if it were continued a
month or two months, it would practically destroy half our
population.
Our business affairs would be so disordered
that the loss would be greater than in any conceivable war
It is just as much the function
in which we might engage.
of the government in these circumstances to see to it that
transportation is adequate, continuous, and regular as it is
to maintain order, punish crime and render justice in any
is

other field of human activity.
It is clear, therefore, that
the government must settle the controversies between railway managers and railway employees which, if left to be
fought out between the parties themselves, will lead to the

There is but one way in
just described.
can be done: The government must undertake to
declare, in any such case, what is justice, what is fair and
right, between the parties to the dispute, and then there
must be no concerted rebellion or conspiracy among those
whose rights have been adjudged for the purpose of coercing either of the parties to the dispute into another and
consequences

which
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of the immediate conflict over this legislation has subsided,
a great majority of the railway workers will hail the substitution of intelligent and impartial tribunals, which will

render justice to them, for the right to enter into an agreeor combination to destroy transportation as a deliverance; and as a better way to secure what rightly belongs
to them than the methods which they have heretofore
employed.
The committee has now reviewed those parts of the bill
which propose legislation along lines distinct from those
which have been already attempted. There are, in the bill,

ment

many amendments

of the act to regulate commerce remedying defects which have been disclosed in the administration
of the present law; but it is believed that these corrections

need not be specifically enumerated in this report.
the bill

When

presented in debate, all these matters will be carefully explained.
It is but fair to say that this report has not been considered by the committee.
It is the work of the chairman,
is

and he alone must be held responsible

for

it.

Ripley Becomes Chairman and
Storey President of the Sante Fe

Edward

P. Ripley, president of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway Company, has been elected chair-

1920.

man of the Board of Directors, effective January
He will be succeeded as president by William

B.

manager of the Atchison, Topeka

&

Storey,

Jr.,

federal

1,

Santa Fe; the Panhandle & Santa Fe; the Rio Grande, El
Paso & Santa Fe; the Kansas Southwestern; the Grand
Canyon; the Atchison Union Depot & Railroad and the
Pueblo Union Depot & Railroad. Prior to government control of the railroads Mr. Storey was vice-president in charge
of construction and operation, with headquarters at Chicago,

this

different settlement.

The railway unions
visions

of

the

bill,

directly to them.

are especially opposed to these proand the committee addresses a word

In the step the committee has taken thert

no opposition to collective
Indeed, the unions and collective bargaining
The
are necessary parts of the plan suggested in the bill.
unions can be more effective in securing justice under the
proposed arrangement than they ever have been througli
the strike, for after all, even the most zealous of the union
leaders must admit that their efforts through the strike,
from their own standpoint, have substantially failed. The
existing complaints with respect to wages and working conditions must be sufficient evidence to these leaders that they
have not been able to attain their objects in the old way.
Why not, then, exchange the instrumentality which they
are now insisting upon and which can be tolerated no longer
in a free country, for a better one; namely the justice of an
The committee is
impartial governmental adjudication?
aware that the union leaders feel that they can not hope for
justice from the government, but in the opinion of the committee this distrust has no foundation and ought to give
way to confidence and hope. If we can not organize tribunals which will do justice to employees, employers, and
to the public in a business which so vitally affects the welfare of the nation, then the government is a complete failure
and free institutions must be abandoned as, an unsuccessful
The committee believes that, when the heat
experiment.
is

no

hostility to unionized labor;

bargaining.

Edward
111.,

and

P.

Ripley

William

B.

Storey, Jr.

his election to the presidency follows the policy of

Fe in filling higher positions from its own staff.
Mr. Ripley has been president of the Atchison. Topeka &
San Fe Railway Company since the reorganization of the
road went into effect on January 1, 1896.
Mr. Storey has
been vice-president in charge of construction and operation
of the Santa Fe System for the past nine years, excepting durthe Santa

ing his service as federal manager.

For the Railic-ay Age at this time to publish a long sketch
Mr. Ripley's railroad career would be a work of supererogation.
For many years his career has been followed with
of

keen interest by railway men of all ranks throughout the
On October 30, 1915, three hundred men, who included the leading railway and business men of the United
country.
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States, attended

.i

dinner

seventieth

birthday.

November

5,

1915,

In

in

the

Chicago
issue

to

<>i'

do him honor <>n his
Railway Age for

the

were published the addresses made on

which thoroughly reviewed and appraised Mr

that occasion,

Ripley's work.
it'
be had continued to be president of the Santa Fe until
January l. 1920, he would have rilled that office for 24
/ears, and his record throughout that period has been one of
Whin he
constantly increasing reputation and achievement
became president of the Santa Fe it had just emerged frorr
At the time of his retirement from the presi
bankruptcy.
rency the road is universally recognized as one of the best
physically, and soundest financially, in the world, besides
having a reputation for rendering service of the highest order.
Nobody will question that to Mr. Ripley's foresight and
ability the creation of the Santa Fe System of today is chiefly
While he is retiring from the presidency of the comdue.
pany he is taking the chairmanship and this means that when
the railway is returned to private control he will continue to
play a very important part in its management, although of
course Mr. Storey will become its executive head.
Mr. Ripley was born at Dorchester, Mass., on October 30,
1845, and entered railway service in 1868 as contracting

agent for the Star Union Line, with headquarters at Boston,
Mass. On October 1, 1870, he entered the service of the
Chicago, Burlington &: Quincy as a clerk in the office of the
From 1872 to
general eastern agent, with offices at Boston.
1S75 he was New England agent for the same road with
the same headquarters, and from 1875 to 1878 he was general eastern agent, and on June 15 of the latter year was
appointed general freight agent.
In 1887 he was promoted
to traffic manager and in 1888 to general manager of the
same road. In August, 1890, he was elected third vicepresident of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, which position he held until his election to the presidency of the Santa
Under Mr. Ripley's administration the system's mileage
Fe.
has increased from a total of 6,435 miles to 10,732 miles.
When Mr. Ripley was elected to the presidency, among his
first undertakings was the sale and abandonment of some
lines not considered desirable, which had been owned and
In accordance with
operated by the old railroad company.
the widely entertained theory of over-construction, Mr. Ripley
engineered the sale of the interests owned by the Santa Fe
in the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company; the sale
to David R. Francis and John Scullin, of St. Louis, Mo., of
the St. Louis, Kansas City & Colorado Railway, a line extending west of St. Louis to Union, Mo., and the exchange
of the Sonora Railway for the Mojave division of the
One of the earliest moves made by Mr.
Southern Pacific.
Ripley was to call on the chief engineer of the system, the
late James Dun, to report on the shortest practicable line be-
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tween

Chicago and

survej

the line has since been constructed.

Loa

Angeles,

Under Mr. Dun's

Cal.

Mr. Storey was born at San hrannseo, Cal., on November
1857, and graduated from the University of California
in 1881,
Trior to his graduation from college, Mr. Storey
in 1<S77 served as an axmaii on the Southern Pacific for one
After completing his college course he re entered railyear.
way service in 1881 as a rodman on the Southern Pacific
and was later levelman, transitman and assistant engineer.
From 1893 to 1895, he was assistant engineer with the
United States Hydraulic Mining Commission.
In the latter year lie was appointed chief engineer and general superintendent of the San Francisco & San Jcxjuin Valley, in
which position he remained until 1900, when he was appointed chief engineer of the Santa Fe System as above
17,

noted.

Mr. Storey, as federal manager of the railway, has been its
was adopted.
He has long been regarded as Mr. Ripley's logical successor.
He happily combines the technical training and experience
of the engineer with the experience and outlook of the operating officer and executive.
His election as president makes
practically certain that there will be no radical change in
the organization of the Santa Fe, of which he has been an
important part, and the Santa Fe organization has long been

chief executive officer since government control

recognized as one of the best in the railroad world.

88.4

AN

Per Cent

Trains on

of

average of 88.4 per cent of

all passenger trains on
roads under federal control made on-time runs
during October, or, if late at initial terminals on account of waiting for connecting trains, made as good as schedule time or better, according to a statement issued by the
Railroad Administration. This is a slight improvement over
the figure for September, 88.1 per cent, and for August,
87.3 per cent.
Of the trains which left their initial terminals on time,
and which arrived at their destination on time, the percentage was 84.2, as compared with 84.3 per cent in September
and 83 per cent in August.
The Pocahontas region, with 8,923 passenger trains, put
8,262, or 92.6 per cent, over the road in as good as schedule time or better, while at the larger regions the Allegheny
region operated 70,882 of its 77,480 trains, or 91.5 per cent,
in as good as schedule time or better.
Suburban trains are not included in the compilation.
Following are the figures showing the passenger train performance in the various regions, as compared with September and August:

Class

1

Trains which arrived
on Schedule time or
which if late made run

Trains which arrived
on scl edule time

No. of

Month

Region
Eastern

October
September
August
October
September

.

Allegheny

August
October
September
August

Pocahont:s

October
September

Southern
Northwestern
Central

Western

Southwestern

Average for

all

Regions.

August
October
September
August
October
September
August
October
September
August
October
September
August

Time

roads
43
43
43
IS
15
15
3

15
3

33
33
33
15
3
15

24
24
24
23
23
23
156
156
156

Total
Trains
Operated
93,9"9
95,972
98,081
77,480
77,523
80,261
8,923
7,648
3,970
49,945
48,604
49,683
26,274
25,372
25,960
43,091
42,312
42,474
20,806
20,010
20,289
520,498
317,441
320,718

t

%
Number
82.076
80,985
82,071
68,286
68.745
70,756
7,897
6.460
2,949
43,440
43.018
42,224
21,288
20,431
19,939
33,224
32,412
32,390
13,772
15,459
15,855
269,983
267,510
266,184

in schedul
'

of total
trains
87.3
84.4
83.7
88.1
88.7
88.1
88.5
84.5
74.3

87.0
88.4
85.0
81.0
80.5
76.8
77.1
76.6
76.3
66.2
77.3
78.1
84.2
84.3

83.0

Number
84,878
83,598
85,989
70,882
70,700
72,912
8,262
6,920
3,073

-

45,222
44,765
44.668
22,286
21,399
21,064
36,207
35,485
35,272
15,724
16,792
16,992
283,461
279,659
279,970

e

time or less

%

of total
trains
90.3
87.1
87.7
91.5
91.2
90.8

92.6
90.5
77.4
90.5
91.9
89.9
84.8
84.3
81.1

84.0
83.9
83.0
75.6
83.9
83.8
88.4
88.1
87.3

a

News Department

General

New York in the adoption of an
providing- for changing clocks, for the purpose
of daylight saving, beginning the last Sunday in March, 1920,
Philadelphia has followed

ordnance

and continuing seven months, as was done

this year.

not educated myself, which I guess you can see from my letter, but I would have loved to have gone to high school, but
happened to be a poor man's daughter and was raised to be
a good, hard-working woman, which I hope has done me
just as much good.
My husband admits he is satisfied with his salary and I think he ought to be, for it is more
than he ever made in his life, and with the education he had
he could not begin to make that money anywhere else, and
so it is with the rest of those country boys who shoved a
plow from sunrise till dark for $1 a day. Now, with the
salary they make, they want to be the president of the railroads and are trying to get Walter D. Hines' place. I would
love to give my name, but you know it would never do, but
I sure do love to read your editorials.
Here's luck to you and I hope there shall be no strike. If
there is I think I'll take a captain's place and run a train,
for I understand it better than some of these pumpkin rollers
.

F. Lavis, consulting engineer of the

American International
Corporation, has been re-appointed special lecturer on rail-

way

engineering, at Sheffield Scientific School, Yale Universwill resume his course of lectures which had been
interrupted during the war.
ity,

and

Alumni of the University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn.,
have revived a movement for the removal of the Northern
Pacific tracks from the university's campus.
It
has been
planned, tentatively, to run the tracks underground to make
way for new buildings which will eventually be erected. The
Minnesota Alumni Weekly, a publication of the university's
alumni, is carrying on the campaign for the removal of the
tracks altogether, asserting that the cost of doing so will not
be as great as would be the amount involved in the sinking
of the tracks, aside from possible damage to the buildings
under which they would run.

St.

Louis Municipal Bridge

C. B. Fox, corporate director,

the Alton
St.

&

and Baxter Brown, engineer of
Southern, have been requested to appear before the

Louis (Mo.)

Aldermanic Ways and Means Committee for

the purpose of obtaining a definite statement whether they will
agree to use the St. Louis Municipal Bridge across the Mississippi »River.
This action is the result of a proposed municipal
bond issue of $1,750,000 to be expended on the bridge and which

now pending in the Aldermanic Committee. According to
W. Coyle, traffic commissioner of the St. Louis Chamber of
Commerce, officers of the Alton & Southern have promised to
make use of the bridge provided an additional railroad approach
and terminals are built at the west end of the structure. The
Alton & Southern crosses most of the trunk railroads in East

.

.

Government Drops

Oil

Land

The Attorney General has announced

Suits

the government
from the adverse decisions in the cases brought
by the United States against the Southern Pacific and others to
set aside patents to lands in California on the ground that the
lands were known to contain oil when the patents were procured. The principal case was commenced in 1912. All of the
cases were consolidated for trial, and the trial court found
squarely against the contention of the government on the facts.
The Elk Hills case recently decided by the Supreme Court in
favor of the government involved facts which differed widely
from those presented in these cases.
that

will not appeal

is

Coal Production

P.

St. Louis,

111.,

and the eastern bridge approach

The aldermanic committee
concerning what use will be made of
its lines.

is

connected with

desires definite information
the bridge before approving

Representatives of the Chamber of Commerce
and the Manufacturers' Association have appealed to the committee for added funds for the proposed new bridge approach,
which would run south along the Mississippi river front and
connect with a proposed municipal road leading into the River
des Peres Valley. It is proposed to establish an industrial district in this valley similar to that in the northwest part of the
the

bond

issues.

city.

Wages and Earning Power
[Letter in

the

Louisville

(Ky.

>

Times, signed

"A

Conductor's Wife."]

have been much interested in your editorials, as I am an
L. & N. conductor's wife, and would just like to give you
I

my side of the story. Now, I am not at all in favor of unions,
although my husband is an O. R. C. man.
We have a family of six and my husband draws from $85
to $100 every two weeks, and I can live comfortably on that
salary.
What I mean is the way a poor, laboring man's
family ought to live, not to try to belong to the "400" society.
Railroad people get the swell head. They cannot get along
on that salary. Then there is the man who plays poker and
shoots craps all night in cabooses, especially around pav
days
Now this class needs more salary. Then again
you take most railroad men they are men raised in small
towns and surrounding country along the line of road upon
which they work and very few country boys have what I
would call an education. Then what can you expect? I am

—

The

on the working days
of the fourth week of the strike (November 23-29) was 48.3 per
cent of normal, according to the weekly report of the United
States

rate of bituminous coal production

Survey. During the first week it had been
normal during the second 33.3, and during the
per cent. Because of the Thanksgiving holiday, how-

Geological

29.6 per cent of
third, 44 5

;

was a little greater than that of the preceding week. The total production is estimated at 5,429,000 net
tons, an increase of 53.000 tons, or one per cent over the week
before.
The output on Thanksgiving Day itself was 560,000 tons.
On the five full-time days it averaged 974,000 tons. The average
production per working day during the four weeks ended October
25, which may be regarded as normal, was 2,015,000 tons.
The Central Interstate Wage Conference was in session in
Washington during the first four days of the week, adjourning
sine die on Thanksgiving Day.
Production increased on Monday
and Tuesday, as men returned to work in the Cumberland-Piedmont, Fairmont, and other fields of the Appalachian region. No
break in the strike occurred elsewhere. Production on Friday
was the second highest in the week, but Saturday showed the
usual week-end drop.
The total output during the month of November was 18,815,000
tons.
The littleness of this tonnage by far the smallest in any
month of recent years is conspicuous in contrast with the production of October, which revised reports now place at 56,270,000
tons, the largest in the history of the country.
The output of anthracite fell off nearly 300,000 tons during the
week of November 29, but the decrease appears to be entirely
due to the Thanksgiving holiday. Compared with the corresponding week last year, the production showed an increase of
185,000 tons, or 12 per cent. The total output since the beginning
of the coal year now amounts to 61,555,000 tons, or about 5y3
million tons less than during the corresponding period of 1918.
At the present rate of production, however, the anthracite mines
are rapidly catching up with their performance of last year.
ever, the actual output
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Bell Telephone Company, with headquarteri at Pittsburgh,
having to do with the design ol aerial and underground
telephone plants, electrical interference ol high tension lint
with telephone lines and studies determining office locations,
conduits, cable- and pole line extensions,
in 1907 he was pro
mi. tnl to as.isiant to the plant superintendent in which capacity
In the latter yeai he was promoted to
erved until 1910.
district construction superintendent of thi
ame company, with
headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.
From 1912 until 1914, he
was plant supervisor at Newcastle, Pa, In September, 1914, he
was appointed telegraph and telephone engi
which
position he held until his recent promotion,
Hi

tin

Pa.,

Commission and Court News
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Personnel of Commissions
Walter M. O'Loughlin, senior
charge ol the field parrj of the
Valuation, of the Interstate
quarters at Chicago, has
been promoted to ha\

»

railway
Central

signal
District,

engineer

in

Bureau of

ommerce Commission, with head-

S. W'orley, member of the Engineering Board of the Bureau
Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission in charge
ni valuation work in the western district with headquarters at
anuary 1, 1920, to
Kansas City, Mo., has 'resigned,
engage in other service.

«.-

J.

signal
the
charge
of
branch of He same office
with the same headquarMr.
O'Loughlin
ters.
was born at T c r r e
Haute. Iml.. in 1SS5. He
Rose
from
graduated
Polytechnic
n stitute,
Terre Haute, in 1907,
and in the same year enservice
railway
tered
Pennsylvania
the
with
Lines as a special signal

of

t

I

State

Commissions

1

He remained

apprentice.
in

position

this

until

1909 when he was appointed a draftsman in
the Chicago office of the
Chicago, Rock Island &
W. M. O'Loughlin
Pacific.
From 1909 until
1913 he was successively
draftsman, engineering draftsman and signal supervisor. As
signal supervisor his headquarters were at Lincoln, Neb., and
In 1913 he was appointed signal supervisor in
later at Chicago.
charge of maintenance and construction on the eastern district
of the Northern Pacific with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
which position he held until 1915, when he was appointed senior
railway signal engineer in charge of the field party of the Central
District, Bureau of Valuation, of the Interstate Commerce Commission. As senior railway signal engineer in charge of the
signal branch of the Central District, Mr. O'Loughlin assumes
part of the duties of Joseph Beaumont, whose resignation was
announced in the delayed October 17 number of the Railway Age
issued on

November

29.

Alexander C. Jenkins, telegraph and telephone engineer for
the Bureau of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission,
supervising field and office forces on telegraph and telephone
inventory, with office at

Chicago,

111.,

has

been

District
in

of

of

charge

the

the

in

News

Decisions Under Employers' Liability Act
The

Illinois Appellate Court holds that where a switching
crew after delivering a cut of cars, concededly a task involving
interstate commerce, returned to the yardmaster's quarters for
the purpose of obtaining orders for future work, the crew while
awaiting such orders was not engaged in interstate commerce,
and an injury sustained during the time of waiting by one of
them was not within the act. Bishop v. Chicago Junction Ry.
Co., 212 111. App. 333.

—

The New York Appellate Division holds that
who was fatally burned while cleaning a

a railroad

em-

car homeward
bound on an interstate trip while it was standing in the railroad's
yard awaiting delivery to another carrier, was at the time engaged in "interstate commerce," and was not entitled to recover
under the Workmen's Compensation Act. Kinsella v. N. Y. C,

ployee

186 App. Div. 856, 175 N. Y. Supp. 363.

1902.

Federal Employers' Liability Decisions

field

and office forces on telegraph and telephone inventory, with the same
headquarters. Mr. Jenkins assumes part of the
duties of Joseph Beaumont, whose resignation
was announced in the
delayed October 17 number of the Raihvay Age,
issued on November 29.
Mr. Jenkins was born at
Alamosa, Iowa, in 1874,
and was graduated from
Iowa State College, Ames,
Iowa,

Court

Central
Bureau,

the

of

rates for water.

—

promoted to senior tele'graph and telephone engineer

The contention of the Southern Pacific Company that it should
be considered in the same category as the ordinary householder
to whom the East Bay Water Company, Oakland, Cal., is under
obligation to provide service at any time and for brief periods,
was not sustained by the Railroad Commission of California in
a recent decision.
The Commission granted the East Bay
Water Company authority to remove certain pipe lines and facilities supplying water to the Southern Pacific at its Oakland
Under the
Pier roundhouse, yard, freight office and wharves.
authority granted by the Commission the water company is empowered to substitute smaller pipes unless the railroad agrees
to pay certain amounts monthly in addition to the established

The Supreme Court
shops

in

which

of Illinois
slight repairs were

holds

that

made upon

a janitor in
certain trains,

both in interstate and intrastate commerce, and who was
injured by a splinter when breaking kindling, was not engaged in interstate commerce. Heed (receiver of C. & E.
I. v. Industrial Commission, (111.) 122 N. E. 801.
The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that an employee injured while engaged in transporting in a motor-driven car
workmen from their residences to the roundhouse of the company, where they were to make running repairs on cars and
engines used in both interstate and intrastate commerce, was
not engaged in interstate commerce. St-. Louis I. M. & S. v.
True (Okla.) 176 Pac. 758.
The Kansas Supreme Court holds that a station agent who
was injured by attempting to start a fire in the stove by the
use of kerosene was not engaged in interstate commerce; it
cannot be said that his work at the time had a real and sub-

—

—

A. C. Jenkins

The

same year he entered telephone service with M. H. Harter, engineer and contractor, in the construction of electric light plants
and independent telephone plants in Iowa and South Dakota.
In 1903 he became connected with the engineering department

connection with interstate
Bush, (Kan.) 178 Pac. 747.

stantial

commerce.

— Benson

v.

Nov.

21,

Issued Dec.
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Bolivia Plans Railroad

Titicaca.

The construction of this line would obviate the necessity of
transshipment by the Lake Titicaca Steamship Company of
goods bound from Mollendo to La Paz, on the Southern Railroad of Peru. This transshipment is expensive, for it necessitates two extra handlings, and it is believed that if this could
be done away with by a railroad around the lake the resultant
decrease in expenditures would make possible a lowering of the
rates from Mollendo to La Paz.
Such a decrease in rates is
greatly needed, for at the present time the revenues of the
Southern Railroad are suffering severely from the competition
of the shorter Arica-La Paz Railroad.

Hump

Shunting

in

Rhineland
London.

An

North Eastern Railway Magazine describes the methods employed in shunting and mararticle published in the

shalling trains in Rhineland.
The heaviest gradient of the hump is about 1 in 8 from
the summit to a distance of about 150 ft., from which point
to the middle of the yard there is a slightly falling gradient.
Similarly from the other end of the yard a sister hump performs the same office, .the total distance between each hump
being about 2,700 ft. On a normal day an average car
(loaded or empty) is found to travel half the distance quite
comfortably, and a strong opposing wind is found not to
hold the car appreciably.
On every hump there are two
shunting tracks, on one of which a light engine is standing
ready to run down and pick up a wrongly shunted car and
it off its own hump, thus avoiding any delay to the
main shunt. There are two signal cabins, one at the foot
and one at the summit of the hump. The signal cabin at the

reshunt

Express Locomotives for Holland
London.

An

extract from De Ingenieur by the Technical Review
gives the description of the latest and most powerful locomotives supplied to the Dutch Central Railway just before
the war by J. A. Maffer of Munich.
Four of the engines are fitted with ordinary superheaters
placed in the smokebox, and the four with Schmidt's fire-tube
superheaters. The locomotives are similar in other respects
and of the following general dimensions:
Engine

Engine

Nos. 71-74

Nos. 75-78
4
1534 in.
25^4 in.

Number

of cylinders
Diameter of cylinders
Length of stroke
Diameter of coupled wheels
Diameter of boiler
Height of boiler above rail level
Grate surface
Diameter of boiler tubes
Number of tubes
Number of flue tubes
Diameter of flue tubes
Length between tube plates
Heating surface, firebox
Heating tube surface, sq. ft
Heating smokebox superheater
Heating firetube superheater, sq. ft...
Total heating surface
Steam pressure in lb. per sq. in
Tractive force in lb
Weight of locomotive when working...
Adhesive weight of engine
Weight of tender in working order...
.'.
Water capacity
Coal capacity

4
in.
in.

1S-J4

2S'A
6

ft.
ft.

3

in.
in.

6

5

5

ft.

3

9

ft.

8

in.

9

ft.

8

2

169
24

285
5
ft.

9

in.
in.
in.

37 sq. ft.
1J4 to 2 in.

37 sq. ft.
Wn, to 2 in.

13

2

ft.

in.

to

in

13

ft.

168
1,890

SVa in.
10 in.

sq.

ft.

1,555

296
2,360

20,300
69.5 tons

48 tons
48.3 tons
4,620 gallons
5 tons

500
2,230
174 lb.
20.300
70 tons
48 tons
49.1 tons
4,620 gallons
5 tons

are provided with spare boilers arranged
that the working boiler can be removed
and a spare fitted in its place while the old boiler is overhauled. Owing to scarcity of copper all spare boilers are constructed with fireboxes of steel instead of copper.
The locomotives are, in addition, provided with Knorr cylindrical feed water heaters having a heating capacity of 146
sq. ft. and a capacity of 55 gallons of water per minute. They
are fixed on plate supports between the boiler and engine frame,

in

asking for authority to use 15,(J00,()O0 pesos of the funds set
apart for the purchase of ships for the navy, in carrying out
the urgent improvements necessary for the service of the railway department the money to be returned to the naval funds
out of the loan of 160,000,000 pesos which probably will be
arranged for November. Some- reports say the probable financiers are English firms, other report- say a group of United
States hankers are Liking it up.
;

iiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinr.

Press despatches from La Paz, Bolivia, report that announcement has been made that the Minister of Public Works has
named a commission to survey a route for the proposed railroad to run from the city of Puno, in Peru, around the eastern
end of Lake Titicaca to Cuaqui, the Bolivian port on Lake

New
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The locomotives
such a manner

frame.

Chilean Railroads

—

foot of the hump is fitted with an electric frame. When the
switches are turned, a bell rings in the cabin and as soon as
If the switch is not
the switch is closed, it ceases ringing.
properly closed the bell keeps up a continuous ringing, giving the signalman time to switch the car to another track
and advise the cabin on top of the hump that the points
are defective.
During daylight the signalman sets his switches accordingto the large chalk numbers on the buffers of the cars, which
he can see as the cars come over the hump. At night he
obtains this information from the shunter's cabin on the
hump through a telephonic megaphone fixed above the electric frame, which he can hear or speak into from any part
of his cabin. The lamp indicators of the points have a lever
number affixed for the information of the signal fitters in
Tt is also arranged that a "dolly" indicates by
their work.
the arrow on one side that the turn-out is open, otherwise a
vertical line shows the points are set for a straight run

through.

As German cars are not constructed with side brake-, an
method has been devised for stopping the cars in
the use of the shoes. The shoe is placed on the rail about
effective

four to five car lengths from the train in dry weather and
twice that distance when the rails are greasy. With an experienced "shoeman" the cars drop on to their train very
gently.
The German shunting poles are an iron fork very similar
One prong is placed in the link
to a hoe with two prongs.
of the coupling and the shunter levers the other prong against
the hook.
All classes of traffic pass over the hump, from ordinary
cars to special vehicles such as are required for heavy maThe engine shunting the train operates at
chinery, etc.
about 3 m. p. h. and it is proved that there is a considerable
saving of coal and oil compared with other forms of shuntThe cars leave the top of the hump about two or three
ing.
car-lengths apart, except in the case of special vehicles, when

During busy shunting periods there
is allowed.
usually one "shoeman" to every two tracks, and one to
Cars are shunted
every three when the shunting is less.
according to the stops of the train, viz.. those for first stopping place and exchange being placed next to the engine
and so on.
A rule of the German yard is that not more than three
loaded or five empty cars may travel together unaccompanied
by a brakeman to their line. Tn one case a train composed
of 40 cars requiring 24 shunts was deal', with in ten minutes

Santiago-Valparaiso via Casablanca. The engineers who
have been surveying from Valparaiso to Santiago via Casablanca are in Santiago, arranging the results of their field
work. It is calculated that July next will see this survey completed if the necessary funds are forthcoming.
Arica-La Pas.—-Art increase of $214,387 gold has been agreed
upon in the extraordinary subsidy conceded to the Arica-La
Paz Railway by the Law No. 3319 of September, 1917; and
the one hundred covered 25-ton cars and the three Mallet locomotives bought in North America are declared free from import

more space

duty.

on dry

General Improvements— A

bill

is

being laid before Congress

is

train of

rails.

The German estimate

approximately 50 cars.

is

15

minutes for every

.

.
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inclusive:

World.

pei

ioi

August

l

No.

1

treatment

VT&SF

Mallet

USRA
USRA

S.

\w
B&O
W

....

....

1

USRA

Pac.

1

Mallet

Mik.

1

...

•>

August

to

9

Trade Publications

—

'

Works

Road

No.

NC&StL
Vgn.

1

.

4
.

1

.

Type

USRA
USRA

Mt.
Mai.

fPLW
AT&SF
PLW ...

4
6
7

4

....

1

....

N&W

.

Santa Fe
Santa Fe

USRA
USRA
USRA

S.

F.

Mik.
Mai.

1
1

.

24

For we ek August 10

to

16

A

Road

Works
f

No.

NC&StL

1

Vgn.

1

...

ACL

.

.

3

.

5

T&P

f

PLW

AT&SF
C&O

3

.

P&R
SAL
SP

Santa Fe

7

.

2

.

1
.

.

.

20

For week August 17

American

to

Road

Works

6

SAL

PLW

6
6
2
2

..
.

AT&SF
C&O ..

Baldwin

August 23
No.

ACL

PLW
N&W

T&P

Santa
Santa

USRA
USRA
USRA

.

1

Mallet

F

S.

?e
Fe

Mai.
S.

F

Mik.

17

For period August 24

Works

Road
f
{

f

to

August 31
No.
1

USRA
USRA

Mai.

ACL

8
9
16

USRA

Mik.

SAL
C&O

1

2
3
1
1
1

N&W
^

Type

Vgn

IHB
P&R

W&LE

1
1

5,000 hp. for hydro-electric

Superheaters. Two circulars dealing with the maintenance
and operation of superheaters arc being distributed by the Locomotive Superheater Company, New York. Bulletin No. 6 is
entitled "The Most from Superheating," and contains a reprint
of the committee report of the Traveling Engineers' Association
on superheater locomotive performance. Bulletin No. 8 contains instructions for properly maintaining and operating superheaters.
It deals with such matters as lubrication and drifting,
flue cleaning, handling units during repairs, etc.
Another bulletin, No. 5, describes the company's model "496" pyrometer equipment for locomotive service.

—

Pac.

USRA

1

1

4

of

one showing the

Steel Converter for Small Foundries. The Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, llarvey, 111., has issued catalogue No.
150, describing the Whiting side-blow steel converter. This device is adapted for the production of steel castings in limited
quantities and is particularly applicable in connection with apparatus for making grey-iron castings. The catalogue describes
the construction of the converter and explains its operation in
the manufacture of steel. A layout of a combined grey-iron and
steel foundry installed in a railroad shop is also described and

Type

USRA

.

.

.

is

—

1

3

.

booklet

common

illustrations

illustrated.

Mt.
Mai.
Pac.

1

...
.

Type

USRA
USRA
USRA

USRA Mik.
USRA S. F.
Santa Fe
USRA Mai.
Mallet
USRA S. F.

2

PI \V

the sliding fricton

number of

—

S

T&P
C&O
P&R

department of the Quigley Furnace

permits a rolling friction in place of
Among a
to other types of jonts.
large power drives contained in the
of
largest chain drive in the world
purposes.

12

For week August

i

Chain Drives. "A Chain of Evidence" is the title of a 20page illustrated booklet published by the Morse Chain Company, Ithaca, N. Y., describing the construction of Morse silent
chains, a distinguishing feature of which is the "rocker joint,"
consisting of a rolling or rocking bearing in each joint, which

F.

3

..

....

l'l

i

—

2
2
2

\\

\\v

Ill

experience in this important department.

3

T&P

Illllll

ype

USRA

3

l'l
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minim

Company, 26 Cortlandt street, New York, lias
been placed under the management of H. H. Harris, who has
a wide experience in the heat treating field and comes to the
ley company well equipped with information and
iical

For

iiiimi
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The htat
Specialties

August

The Railroad Administration lias compiled the following
statement of locomotives shipped for the period August 1 to
August
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Pac.

Mallet

USRA
USRA
USRA
Mallet
USRA
USRA

S.

F

Mai.
S.

F

Mai.
Mai.

11

128

Portable Welding Outfits. Three types of trucks for transporting portable oxy-acetylene and oxy-hydrogen welding and
cutting equipment manufactured by the Davis-Bournonville
Company, Jersey City, N. J., are described and illustrated in an
eight-page pamphlet. One of these is a cabinet truck which
provides permanent mountings for the regulators and gages
within a steel locker, which also affords space for the torches,
hose, accessories and supplies. The other two are open trucks,
one having large wheels especially fitted for traversing rough
ground and the other having small wheels, designed for use on
floors, pavements and level ground.

—

Celfor Drills. Putting Mettle Into Metal is the title given
by the Clark Equipment Company, Buchanan, Mich., to a booklet
describing the making of Celfor drills and precision tools and
telling of various innnovations which the company has put into
effect for the benefit of employees, which tend to give them a
keener interest in their work and promote harmony between
employer and employees. The booklet contains numerous illustrations, one colored two-page illustration showing a general
view of the plant and grounds which have been made into an
Other illustrations show a theatre which is
attractive park.
operated by the company without profit and is used by the employees for a great variety of activities a hospital which is conducted by a hospital association formed among member employees, and several homes which are typical of a large number
built by the company and sold to employees at actual cost on
;

In addition to the above, the American Locomotive
completed 119 foreign and shipped 18 miscellaneous

Company
domestic

locomotives, and the Baldwin Locomotive Works completed 54
foreign and shipped 14 miscellaneous domestic locomotives.

their

own

terms.
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must
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himself a wedge, so as to be ready to

let
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there will be an appointment to
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The

Bill for the

being

present time afforded by the steel industry.
Before
the steel strike in the latter part of September, 1919, the steel
market had practically recovered from the effects of wartime production and was getting on a firm and steady peace
basis.

During the period

of about

between the beginning of the strike and the first of December prices advanced nearly 20 per cent on rails and other
steel products this being almost entirely due to the shortened
Now, to fill
supply resulting from decreased production.
the cup to overflowing, there has come the coal shortage
with its resulting curtailment of important and much needed
production of iron and steel products. The industry is much
farther down in the list of essentials, and as a result is far
more affected by the rulings of the Fuel Administration, than
With such a serious
during the heatless days of 1918.
situation confronting them, the steel companies have practically suspended operation of their sales departments, but

know

all

N.

October

Y.,

19,

this issue, gives prominence to some lessons as striking as those of the Brooklyn collision, reported in the September
record
striking, that is, in their sim-

—

They are so obvious that we
The remedies for the errors which caused

them.

wreck can be agreed upon in a minute, when we are
or of
ready; but the habit of shutting the eyes to the future
trusting to luck
has become so easy that grave problems are
Fundamental principles of safe train
deferred indefinitely.
operation are constantly neglected, and for no other definable
reason, apparently, than that one of the characteristics of a
great corporation is the spread-out character of its functions
this

—

—

and the perfect facility with which responsibility can always
be shifted from one bureau to another.

One

of the fundamentals

and mental, are not

is

that enginemen's eyes, physical

infallible.

The most experienced and

conscientious runners have been running past switch targets,
on straight lines, in clear weather, without seeing them, for
the last 60 years; and probably they are doing not much
better today than they were 60 years ago, for the fault is a

at

two and a half months

Belmont,

at

plicity.

down the cost of living. Decreased production has proven itself
many times the main cause of a rise
in prices, a concrete example, and one
tnat i s °f considerable interest to the
railroads,

wreck

Brooklyn
and
Belmont

the chief factor in bringing

Steel Strike

train

fatal

reported in our monthly record of derailments, printed in

has often been said that increased production must be

Paying the

Advertising Section)

thorough understanding and voluntary support of working
themselves. Nothing of any importance has been gained,
and much has been lost, the public paying as usual through
the higher prices made unavoidable.

where
assume

brought to mind on reading the
letter from H. S. M., published in our
issue of November 21.
The train despatcher, on occasion,
should not hesitate to "butt in" where, if a narrow view
were to be taken, only the trainmaster, or some one higher
up, could rightfully act.
This is true, for example, in
cultivating friendly relations with shippers at outlying sidings; or customers who do not see the station very often.
Despatchers (and others) do well to do a lot of thinking
outside their own immediate field, even if it is but rarely
that such thoughts can be put in practice. We all know of
clerks who have got ahead by doing some job for the "old
man" without being told to do it; taking the boss's own work
out of his hands, as it were. Never encroach on a superior's
exclusive territory; never meddle; but don't be too fearful of
being accused (wrongfully) of doing something of that kind!
The thin end of a wedge resembles a knife, but it does not cut.

Wedge

of the

5

leaders could bring about such a state of affairs with little
or no justification for their actions, and without even the

constitute

force

into the first available opening

Usefulness

i±J!MZMJMkL

Contents Will Be Found on Page

of

deep-seated characteristic of the mind, not entirely curable
by human wit. This makes it fundamental that for safe running at high speed the runner's eyes must be given a second
chance at least. This is done by providing a distant signal
what used to be called an advance signal one to give
advance information. The use of signals set from 1,000 ft.
to 4,000 ft., in the rear of danger points
switches
has prevented innumerable errors from mental laxness or infirmity,
and in that sense has saved innumerable lives.
The New York Central placed distant signals at all facing
switches on the main line between Albany and Buffalo away
back in 1875-80, when most railroad men in this country
knew (and thought) very little about scientific signaling
except what they had learned from a Saxby & Farmer model
at the Centennial exhibition in Philadelphia. Yet here, in
the twentieth century, on a main line between two of the chief

—

—

—

—

—

the consumer, unless prices are held down by artificial means.
The amount of the advances will largely depend upon what
the large interests in the steel industry can do to check the
upward swing, which if it went too far would prove a seri-

the State of New York, trains are run at a mile
minute without a distant signal. One way to meet such a
situation
assuming that automatic signals with track circuits are out of the question because of the low income from
the traffic of the line
would be to impose a very low speed
limit on all trains.
(The low speeds then in vogue serve
largely to explain why more people were not killed on the
railroads 60 years ago). But the only sure means of imposing such a limit today would be automatic governors such as
we read of as having been used on the automobiles of our
army in France; an expedient which as yet has not been

ous detriment not only to the railroads, but to the country
It is, of course, to be regretted that a few labor
generally.

thought of in railroad service.
Another fundamental fact, developed by experience,

business continues to come in from all directions and is
It need hardly be said that
piling up at an alarming rate.
the output lost through the steel strike and the coal shortage
has caused a deficiency which cannot for a long time be
made up. With the demand continuing heavy, as in all
probability it will, the result must be increased prices to

cities of

a

—

—
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loss

a fireman cannot be depended on to monitor his engineman
even when, aa in this case, the result of his inattention will
he only
1h' the Loss of his own ami tlu' engihernan's lives.
1

ua\

to insure the vocal calling of signals across the

cab

at
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is hardlj
LikeLj ili.it undei government operation in 1919 thi
property will have earned the lull dividend on the preferred
stoi k iii addition to Interest charges, but the interest chi
will bave been shown as Bafelj earned, and the increase in
freight rates of 2.5 per cent on business within New Kngland

have the oral Funi
tion Supplemented by the operation of some apparatus which
should make a permanent record of each instance; and that
would not l>e easy,
It is fundamental thai a satisfactory force of reliable nun
for the delicate responsibilities of track foremen such a- is
needed on any road running Fast trains, cannot he assured

which the interstate
ommera
ommi ion ha already apof, hut which Has not as yet gone into effect, will add
nearly $8,000,000 to the earnings in 1920.
There were many aUSeS Contributory to the Boston & Maine
receivership. The Massachusetts law permitted the sale of
stock only at approximately the market price. Thus when

except by systematic training, long continued; yet, as everybody knows, the most of our training in that line is unsys

had

numerous designated places would

In-

to

tematie and far from ideally satisfactory
These are obvious fundamentals, too little disputed to need
demonstration. It is also undisputed that in the operating
1

.

department most of our railroads are under-officered; or, in
more scientific phrase, do not have the right quantity (and
quality) of supervision.

The Boston & Maine ReOrganization Complete

/^x December

1

James H. Hustis was discharged as re& Maine, and it is understood that

^-^ ceiver of the Boston

Woodward Hudson, who
and Mr. Hustis

is

now

president, will soon resign

re-organized under federal
supervision and during federal operation of the property. It
is the only road that has had its financial affairs re-organized during the two years of government operation of the
railroads. The re-organization of the Boston & Maine necessitated the relinquishing of presumably valid legal rights
on the part of the holders of stock of six of the eight leased
the Fitchburg, the Boston & Lowell, the Connecticut
lines
River, the Concord & Montreal, the Lowell & Andover, the

—

Manchester

&

Lawrence, and the Kennebunk

I

<

•II

& Maine

to

he done,

stock

was

selling at 130,

stock could

he

ottered

& Kennebunk-

Before the Boston & Maine receivership, of the total
4,370 miles operated but 1,374 were owned and the remainder
was leased. The re-organization provides for the direct
ownership by the Boston & Maine of 3,315 miles out of the
total 4,370 miles operated. Owners of the stock of the leased
lines, on which stock the Boston & Maine had guaranteed
dividends at varying rates as rental, agreed under the reorganization plan to accept new preferred stock of the Boston & Maine, dollar for dollar for their holdings of leased
line stock. Dividends on this new preferred stock, however,
are to be 20 per cent less for the first five years than the
dividends on the old leased lines stock. The re-organization
is to be retroactive to cover the entire year 1919.
The fact that the re-organization took place under federal
supervision was probably of help to the re-organization committee in bringing pressure to bear on the holders of leased
lines stock, to force them to accept a reduction for five years
in their income. The re-organization presents many points
of interest. In 1910, the Boston & Maine common stock
sold at 152, and as late as 1913 the preferred stock sold at
The re-organization of the system did not scale down
133.
the outstanding debt or stock, but did reduce the interest
and guaranteed dividends, and provided for funding unfunded
debt. The total unfunded debt before re-organization was
$88,317,000 and in addition there was $19,879,000 unfunded debt. The re-organized company has no unfunded
debt and $103,167,000 funded debt. The interest charges and
guaranteed dividends before re-organization amounted to
$8,056,000 and now amount to $4,407,000 interest and
$2,036,000 dividends on the new first preferred stock.
It

and new financing
to

stockholders at

about 130. Naturally there was no incentive to absorb any
considerable new offering of stock, and financing, therefore,
could not be done through the sale of stock, notwithstanding
the fact that the stock was selling above par. The refunding of a floating debt has now been done, although the prospects of a company like the Boston & Maine doing further
financing through the sale of stock depends on the general
railroad legislation which is adopted by Congress. Leased
line dividends as a fixed charge were a burden on the old
company which has now been done away with.
The management of the Boston & Maine prior to the election of Mr. Hustis as president, was sound rather than pro-

and was made more

by the relations beHartford, and the
Morgan-Mellen attempt to control the Boston & Maine with

gressive,

tween the

New

York,

difficult

New Haven &

the resulting lack of confidence both

will be elected president.

The Boston & Maine was

port.

<

proved

ployees,

among

officers

and em-

and on the part of the general public.

The new company

will start operation with a

management

which has actually been in charge of the property both under
receivership and during the period of government control.
Long steps have already been taken to bring the details of
up-keep, replacement, operating methods, etc., up to modern
standards, and the confidence and loyalty of employees and
officers and the public has been gained by Mr. Hustis,
both during the receivership and in the trying period when he
was acting as district director of the New England roads.

With a favorable general railroad situation, the Boston
Maine has for the first time in very many years a chance
become a

&
to

first-class railroad property.

Government Operation Under Mr. Hines
n a recent

discussion of railroad legislation Senator
Morris of Nebraska said that those who favored government ownership would be fundamentally opposed to the
kind of government control that we have had during the
Senator Cummins of Iowa replied that while
last two years.
he did not think the organization under which the railways
have been operated has been ideal, because it has had too
much arbitrary power, he believed it has been more competent to operate the railroads than one such as probably
would exist under government ownership. He paid especial
tribute to Director General Hines, who he believed had operT

w as practicable.
knows anything about the railroad
question that Senator Cummins was right in

ated the railways as economically as

Nobody who

?

really

business will
the position he took. There have been many things to criticize in the way in which government control has been exercized; but the Railroad Administration -has never varied
from the policy originally adopted by Mr. McAdoo of keeping trained railroad men in almost all the important posi-

on the railroads; and these men have almost without
exception rendered it as energetic and able service as they
They "stayed with the ship"
ever rendered the companies.
largely because the country was at war, however; and it cantions

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,

1919
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not be assumed that they would all, or most of them, stay
a policy of permanent government ownership were adopted.
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if

Senator Cummins' complimentary references to the charwhich have been rendered by -Mr. Hines
were particularly deserved.
Mr. Hines became and has
served as director general under especially unfavorable con-

Letters to the Editor

acter of the services

The war was over when he became director general,
and therefore the spirit which the war had infused into railway officers, employees and patrons was on the wane. The
freight traffic and earnings of the railways were rapidly
declining.
Labor, in spite of these facts, was beginning to
ask again for large advances in wages, and to threaten to
tie up the railroads if they were not granted.
The Railroad
Administration was in sore need of funds to meet its obligations to the railroad companies and to carry out an improvement program, and yet about two months after Mr.
Hines became director general the railroad appropriation
bill was defeated by a filibuster, and subsequently, when
Mr. Hines asked for a larger appropriation than he had
sought at first, Congress gave him only part of what he
ditions.

asked
In

for.

May

President Wilson announced that the railways
would be returned to private operation, and before and since
then some of the ablest men in the Railroad Administration
have left it to return to the corporations with which they

were formerly connected.
To cap the climax, just as the
railroads had begun to handle a large freight traffic again
and to earn enough monthly to pay the government's guarantees to the companies, the coal strike came, with its inevitably very bad effects upon railroad expenses and earnings.
In spite of these and other difficulties, the Railroad
Administration has come through the year much better than
seemed at all probable when Mr. Hines became director
general.
It has succeeded in avoiding a general railroad
strike while at the same time refusing to grant employees
It has
the large increases in wages which they demanded.
bridged over the financial chasm which yawned beneath it
when the railroad appropriation bill failed. It has restored
operating efficiency to something near normal and has rendered about as good service as was practicable with the facilIt has kept the deficit smaller than seemed
ities available.
possible six

months

ago.
the railway officers

who served the government
deserve credit for the way in which the railways have been
operated in 1919, the chief credit belongs to Mr. Hines.
He has made mistakes, and has received criticism from many
sources, but we believe that most persons competent to judge
will agree that in handling the situation he has shown rare
It is difficult
courage, fairness, resourcefulness and ability.
to conceive how, in the circumstances, he could have done
While

all

better in

most respects than he has.

Cummins i< entirely right in saying that under
government control the railways have been better managed
than they would be under government ownership. The very
autocratic power possessed by the director general which he
regards as objectionable has been one of the principal reasons
why they have been as well managed as they have been.
If the director general had not had autocratic power he
would have been subjected to more political interference.
If there had l>een serious political interference it is inconceivable that men such as Mr. Hines and the other important railroad men in the Railroad Administration would have
stayed in it. If they had not stayed the efficiency of railroad
operation, instead of having increased as it has since Mr.
Hines took charge, would have decreased. Those who say
that the results of government control arc no measure of the
results which would be secured under government ownerThe results under permanent
ship and operation are right.
jTovernment ownership and operation undoubtedly would be
Senator

very

much

worse.
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Politeness and Intelligence
To the Editor

mini

,

numr.

Combined

:

In discussing the Dunkirk collision (issue of October 31)
you refer to the ideal trainmaster and the joys and sorrows
connected with his difficult task.
We all sympathize with
him, for his problems every day are as puzzling as the
puzzles to which you refer as afflicting the investigator of
collisions
who at least has a little rest between collisions.

—

But whatever may be the obstacles to becoming an ideal
trainmaster, the traveling public demands that such obstacles
be overcome, for it is the trainmaster that keeps trains running; without him and his principal aide, the chief despatchI wish to cite an illustrative
es the wheels would stop.

A

certain New York paper says:
"Most of those
got off the 5 o'clock train yesterday at
emerged
from a car whose door was opened by a passenger. There
was no trainman at hand, and when the trainman's attention
was called to the fact that there was nobody to open the door
incident.

M

who

"Go ahead and

he said,
at once.

.

.

report

We

it.

can't be everywhere

."

That brakeman gave a reply which was
wrong in style. According

stance but all

spirit of the instructions

all right in

sub-

to the letter

and

which are usually given

to passen-

ger trainmen on the best roads, this man should have said,
"I regret that you have been inconvenienced, but I have no
authority to improve the situation, and if you are seriously
shall have to refer you to the passenger traffic
He, no doubt, will adjust the matter to your satisfaction; at least he has done so on all previous occasions
of this kind, so far as I can recall.
The trouble, you see,

aggrieved

I

manager.

is

we

that

To

are shorthanded.

this train of eight cars

only

two trainmen are assigned, and as one of these must remain
at the rear end to flag or to be prepared to flag (our block
signal system, costing $3,000 a mile, being slightly unreliable at times), I alone am left to attend to the vestibule
doors of four or five cars.
Usually I get around so as to
open them all before we reach the station platforms, but
today I am delayed because one of the doors stuck and caused
me a lot of trouble. I assure you that we are doing about
You (through the
as well as you have a right to expect.
cheap character of the men. you send to the legislature)
have forced the railroads to spend millions of dollars too
much in hiring men to man their freight trains, and now
you see they are spending millions too little on passenger
train crews."

Now,

in all seriousness,

not that about the course of

is

reasoning which the brakeman

is

expected

to

employ?

If

employees who come in contact with passengers are to be
really polite in their conduct habitually, and without straining or worrying, they must do their own thinking, and if
they think these things they are pretty likely to express some
One of the trainmaster's big tasks is to educate
the brakeman (and conductors and ticket sellers as well)
of them.

good word for the
a prodigious
pressure on his feelings in order to avoid exposing the unHow
pleasant things which he thinks about his employer.
can this be done? Readers of the Railway Agi would like
to hear from any trainmaster who has succeeded in educatto

put the best foot forward;

company," even when

ing his

This

brakemen
letter

to

do

to

"speak

so he

a

must put

to carry out his best theories in this matter.

may seem

like a pretty stiff attack on the train-
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master, but it i- not
il
ia intended mainly for his Buperion.
Will you not ..ill on a do/en or SO Oi yOUI friends among
the superintendents to explain why they do not strengthen
their trainmasters?
They do not educate, do not encourage,
do not full> pay tin- better men among their trainina
and they are not severe enough in getting rid of the pooler
ones.
These Buperintendenta air in duty bound to defend
Some superintend
themselves, it' any defense is possible
entS need a lot more boldness when they face the general
i^
the duty of .superintendents
It
all of them
manager,
Combined- to force him to make such appropriations as are
necessary to elevate the character of the trainmasters gen.

in
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some other enterprise

the definite

i

<

Regarding
now before Congress,
am
do not fed that

I

DM

in

do

not exprett

an opinion, l>ccause

I

sufficiently acquainted with the subject

I

to justif)

baa not yet been brought under

that

longn
ontroj od
any of the other features in either of the bills

doing

so.

I

am, however, deeply interested

the solvency of our American railroads, and it seems to
me, that this is a matter wholly dependent upon an adequate
in

basis of rates and depending entirely upon either the action
its agent, the Interstate Commerce Com-

of Congress itself or

mission.

(Mrs.)

Anna

C.

Tolman.

erally.

In his immediate staff the general manager aims to emmen in whom politeness and intelligence are combined;

ploy

he falls very far below 100 per cent in
and yet he tells the public that 100 per cent is
what he is aiming at.
This is a feature of his work in which
many a general manager has the reputation of being a very
poor marksman.
J. E. ].

Information About Profit Sharing
No.

in the train service

this respect;

A Woman

Stockholder on
Railroad Legislation
Denver, Col.

To the

Editor:

As a small holder of railway securities, I am very greatly
perturbed by the recent action of the House of Representatives in cutting out from the proposed railway bill, as
reported by its committee, that provision establishing a
definite formula for the guidance of the Interstate Commerce Commission in fixing a basis for rates.
According to my understanding, the House bill as now
amended would leave the whole matter of railway rates and
revenue to the discretion of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and that without any definite expression from Congress itself as to what such rates should be.
There are thousands of women (in one of my companies
there are 11,000 women stockholders) who, like myself, are
small holders of railway securities, either left to them, or
bought by them for cash, at different times as a permanent
investment.
It seems to me that Congress having resumed
the responsibility of regulating the railways, should also
assume that of outlining a definite policy for the guidance

1

Madison Avenue,
.\'i.w

York City.

To the

Editor:
"Profit Sharing by American Employers," the report of
an investigation of profit sharing between employer and
employee, which was published by the National Civic Federation in 1916, is greatly in demand and is to be reissued
with certain amplifications.
To make it as comprehensive
as possible, information is desired from all employers concerning the six different plans, namely:
1, percentage of
profits; 2, special distributions; 3, stock ownership plans;
4, exceptional plans; 5, abandoned plans; 6, proposed plans.
Any concern which uses any form of profit sharing is requested to give date of installation; and, if not in force when
discontinued, and why; average number of employees at
this time and how many participate in the plan; state of
feeling toward the plan by those for whose benefit it was
intended whether the plan has been the means of modifying
the tendency toward labor troubles; whether limited to heads
of departments; and whether an unqualified success, or if not,
;

where

it has failed.
be so treated.

Chairman

Profit

Information marked confidential will

George W. Perkins.
Sharing

Department,

National

Civic

Federation.

Commerce Commission.
In this regard, I feel that the Cummins bill is far more
satisfactory than even the House bill as reported by its committee and that when the matter is taken up as I suppose
it will be by a conference committee of both houses, I hope
that Section 6 of the Cummins bill will be accepted.
While it seems to me that even the Cummins bill has dealt
niggardly with the situation, it will surely be better to have
a definite law based on Section 6 of the present Cummins
bill, than to leave the whole matter in the indefinite shape
in which it has been heretofore.
As I understand it. Section 6 recommends a minimum
This I think is fair.
return of 6 per cent, to investors.
Unless this can be brought about, so as to relieve our terrible
uncertainty, I know that many will be compelled to dispose
of the Interstate

\^W

/*?•>

;

of their holdings.

As strongly as I can, I wish to urge in the interests of
small investors, like myself, that Congress recognize and
assume the responsibility resting upon it, of giving to its
agent, the Interstate Commerce Commission, definite instructions regarding the future treatment of the railroads. Unless
Congress itself is willing to determine and announce such a
policy, I shall feel strongly inclined to dispose of my railway

holdings even at a

loss,

due

to present

low prices and invest

»,.•
«^r"

**

The Trans-Andine Railway Operating Under

Difficulties

The Canadian

Pacific Builds Refrigerator Cars

Equipped with Tank Bunkers, Meat Racks and Ventilators; Steel
Underframe Construction, 41 ft. Long

The

Canadian PACIFIC has recently built at its Angus
shops, Montreal, an order of steel underframe refrigerator
cars, which embody a number of interesting features,
both in the underframe and body construction as well as in
the refrigerating equipment.
These cars are 41

ft.

long,

and have an average

plate slides which are secured in a closed position at all times
except when the cars are operating under ventilation.

The

use of ice or ice and salt whan operating under ventilaproviding a. wide range of regulation
which may be varied to suit the seasons, conditions of the
Fruit fresh from the
load, and the distance to be moved.
field is a very difficult commodity to transport, as the field
heat and heat generated by the ripening process produces a
condition that is difficult to handle. However, the brine tank
ventilator car when equipped with suitable floor racks arranged so that free circulation will take place around the ice

tare weight

tion, is optional, thus

of 59,000 lb. to 60,000 lb.
They are carried on 40-ton
trucks, which gives them a load limit capacity, including ice,

of 72,000 lb. to 73,000 lb.
They are designed for satisfactory service when handling any of the several different commodities which require transportation in insulated cars because of the need of protection from heat or frost, and also
for other miscellaneous freight which may properly be loaded
in refrigerator cars when they are not required for the transportation of perishables.

As packing house products

Steel

are regularly handled in

and out under the racks,

Can-

temporary

slats

Underframe Refrigerator Car with Brine Tanks and Ventilators,

fruit traffic

it

is

necessary to provide a

and checking the

is well to apply
along the sides of the car to provide space

process of ripening.

For

fruit

for the

shipments

it

Canadian Pacific

for circulation at the sides as well as underneath.

All other
be transported safely in these cars,
provided reasonable care is used in loading so that the air
within the tar may circulate freely.

perishables

may

Whenever

easily

the lading requires protection

from

frost,

char-

coal heaters are placed in the corner ice tanks, two or
per car as required.

more

struction.

For berry and

particularly suited to this traffic,

the car rapidly, absorbing the field heat

ada by railroad owned refrigerators, these cars are equipped
with galvanized iron tank bunkers which permits the use of
salt as required to obtain the proper degree of temperature.
To prevent the exchange of air through the hatch openings
at any time and especially when the hatches are opened for
re-icing, the tanks tit well around the ceiling.
Regulation
meat racks are included as part of the roof and ceiling con-

of ventilation.

is

as the use of salt on the initial icing lowers the temperature of

The Refrigerating Equipment

means

This has been taken care of by providing

Permanent

made

1^-in. by 3jkj-in. fir are
on each side of the car.
They are secured with hinges, similar to those used on side
doors, to the lining base plank and when propped up against

openings in the fronts of the ice tanks near the top, so that
when the hatch covers and plugs are opened, air will circuThe ventilator openlate freely into and through the car.
ings are fitted with malleable iron frames and close fitting

installed

in

floor racks

sections,

live

of

sections
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the car sides, the racks are entirely clear of the floor, thus
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permitting the floor to be thorough]} and easil) cleaned and
The racks Are
swepl "in through tin- side door openings,
made of relativel) heavy material to insure durability,
iall) when the car is loaded with miscellaneous merchandise
i

freight
lit-

Insulation

The

floor

insulati

i\

i-

one layer

>>\

proof insulation paper applied in
and end to end ol the ar, therein
<

i

i

ol

90

lb.

water-

ne piece from side to side
OVering the entire mo r
1-

)n top ol this are placed the door
frame and sub iloor.
rhe 'Miter stringers rest on and are bolted to
Btringers
the edge ol the center -ill cover plate, while the intermediate
Stringers rest on and are bolted to the holster-, crossbars and
tloor beam's.
Between the stringers four layers of ^-in.
insulation are applied in strips, continuous from end to end
Each layer consists of hair or fibre felt between
of the ear.
two courses <>f 90-lb. waterproof insulation paper. The
four layers are applied in two courses of double layers with
nailing strips and A -in. tongued and grooved hoards hetween.
The floor ((insists of two courses of tongued and grooved
hoards, the under course Y% in. thick, over which is spread
a heavy coating of felt, waterproof asphalt, and over this
<

bunkers consisl of four rectangular galvanized iron
s-in.
each end Of tin- car; the tank bottoms arc
ted steel, galvanized after pressing, and the Bides are
Substantial lugs are riveted near
ige galvanised iron.
These lugs bear againsl the underside of the hatch
the top.
frame and prevent the tanks from jumping when the
are being switched.
The tank supports consist of angle irons
which are arranged so that the front supporting angle may
After the removal
be removed without disturbing any tank.
l

tanks
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ice

at

of this angle one or

'

more tanks may be removed and

re-

applied without disturbing the others.
The drip pan under the tank is sloped from the rear end

Steel

-^

Underframe for the Canadian

towards the front of the tank, so as to be as nearly self-clearing as possible. The front edge of the drip pan is made of
This arrangement
^-in. pressed steel plate, galvanized.
avoids, to a considerable degree, the obstruction of free circulation of air down around the tanks and out under the floor
racks.

Only the center tanks at the ladder corners are equipped
with a drain valve. The remaining three tanks at each end
of the car are coupled to this tank by hose connections located
two feet above the tank bottom. The drain valve is connected
to a pipe extending directly through the car floor.
Insulated bulkheads are provided in front of the ice bunThese bulkheads are hinged at one side of the car so
kers.
that they may easily be swung open for inspection, cleaning
or repairing the tanks. These bulkheads have an extension
at the bottom with horizontal slats to prevent small crates or
boxes from sliding under the bulkhead.
The ice hatches are of U. S. R. A. design, modified only
as absolutely necessary to suit conditions.

Pacific 41-ft. Refrigerator

Cars

The top
one layer of two-ply asphaltum roofing paper.
course boards are 1% in. thick.
The side and end walls are insulated with three layers of
^2-in. insulating material, each layer stitched between two
Side and end
layers of 90-lb. waterproof insulation paper.
wall insulation extends continuously from floor to ceiling and
from the door opening to the end of the car, across the end
and to the door post opposite the starting point. One layer
of the insulation is applied on the outside of the superstructure frame, overlapping and fastened to the sills and plates.
Two courses are applied on the inside of the framing, against
The outside
the ^5 -in. tongued and grooved sheathing.
sheathing consists of standard 13/16-in. tongued and grooved
car sheathing and the inside lining is 13/16-in. tongued and
The total thickness through
grooved basswood or spruce.
the side walls

The

is

6}4

in.

roof insulation consists of six layers of J^-in. insulating material, each layer stitched betwen two courses of 90-lb.
The insulation is applied in
waterproof insulation paper.

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,
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one piece between the carlines from side plate to side plate.
It is applied in three double layers, each double layer supported on ;>,s-in. tongued and grooved boards.

On

the top side of the Ceiling hoard- one layer of 90-lb.
insulation paper is applied in one piece from
side to side and end to end of the car.

waterproof

Superstructure

The

Frame

framing members of the car body are fir,
excepting end .sills, end posts and end braces, which are of
oak or maple. All of the posts and braces are set in cast
iron pockets with the exception of the end post and br
which are set in special cast steel pockets each having a high
flange on the outside to prevent the lower ends of the posts
and braces from springing over the top of the casting. Each

"SO Insulation Paper Full Wdfh
and Lenqth of Car in one piece

that the roof frame may be assembled on the shop floor and
then placed on edge, while the ceiling hoards are applied.
This enables the builders to work at all times to the best possible

advantage, with the result that good work

is

rapildy

done.

The

galvanized iron, type XLA, flexible, applied
course of boards and one layer of two-ply
asphaltum roof paper.
As already noted, the spacing of
he carlines is governed by the spacing of the meat rack supover a

principal

1043

roof

is

single

i

and on account of the roof insulation the roof mullions
and running board saddles are >pa<ed to coincide with the
ports

carline centers; this provides a solid construction for nailing
the mullions.

The roof sheet pivot saddles are secured by carriage bolts
applied through a special washer nailed on the underside of

A While Pine

If Deaf>->ir,<r

Arrangement
casting

is

of the Brine

Tanks and Body Construction Details

bolted directly through the steel end

sill

flange with

two ^-in. bolts. This is to prevent the pocket from tipping
out and also to avoid trouble caused by dowels splitting the
wood end sill.
Diagonal brace rods are employed at each side frame panel
to reduce racking to a minimum.

The spacing of the carlines coincides with the spacing of
the meat rack cross supports and the supporting bolts pass
through the carlines, thus avoiding longitudinal blocking
which is undesirable, particularly on account of interference
At alternate carlines 24-in. cross tie rods
with insulation.
are applied.

The framing and

insulation of this car are so arranged

of the C. P. R. Refrigerator

Cars

when applied is L-shaped and
secured by two nails.
After the carriage bolt has been
applied the projecting end of the washer is bent back under
the ridge pole; this washer
is

head so as to prevent the bolt from dropping down.
hole in the washer is square to suit the shank in the bolt
head.
The side doors are equipped with W. H. Miner fasteners.
The threshold plates are of pressed steel with a shallow
shoulder at the inside edge for the stripping on the lower
inside edge of the door to close against.
The open door
fastener consists of a link and bolt arrangement that cannot become unfastened accidentally.
the bolt

The

Side door thresholds and

all

metal work on the interior of
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cars arc lu.ivil\

tin-

>.\.\\\

am/ed

!>\

the mibl

reliable

known

process.

Boating lever full rum, making it unnecessary to change the
adjustment on the trucks after they have been correctly ad

when

except that variations in the
in renewals
require the truck levers to be readjusted.

justed

The Underframe
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the car

is

built,

dimensions of brake beams and rods applied

The center
is of the center tarrying type.
are 30 in. deep at the center portion, composed of web
plates '.j-in. thick, a \s in. by -'<>'. in. top COVCT plate conHie underframe

may

The brake mast

sills

-now and

ice

is 1^4 -in. square and
proof ratchet and dog.

is

fitted

with

a

tinuous in one piece from end to end of the car, top Bange
in. by 3^-in. by J^-in. section, and 3J/-in. by
bottom Bange angles. The center --ill bottom cover
-in. plate.
is of s s-i'i. by -1
The bolsters arc of the box girder type, composed of ^4-in.
pressed steel diaphragms, with a -\s-in. top cover plate, 18
in. wide, and a 9/16-in. bottom cover plate, 15 in. wide.
The crossbearers are of single web girder construction, consisting of }4-im pressed steel diaphragms, with a 7/16-in.
by 7^4-in. top cover and a 9/16-in. by 7j4-in. bottom cover.
The floor beams are 4-in., 8.2-lb. Z-bars and the side sills
are 6-in. by 4-in. by 3£ -in. angles. The end sill angles are
of 6-in. by 4-in. by 7/16-in. section.

angles of 3]
5

in.

l(>

-

Freight Traffic

Movement and

!

The

1

draft arms

4Sg

are of

-}^-in.

pressed

steel.

The

rear

Car Performance
NET ton
THEhandled
during

mil is of revenue

per cent as
to

of the

and cast steel carry iron; the latter is secured by a
1^-in. bolt passing through the lower front corners of the
draft lugs. The cast steel striking plate has an extension arm
for the angle cock bracket, so arranged that the bracket may

plate

be located correctly for either 9j4-in. or 12-in. coupler heads.
The cars are equipped with friction draft gear, cast steel
yokes and 5-in. by l^-in. coupler yoke keys.

Trucks
The cars are equipped with C.P.R. standard 40-ton arch
bar type trucks, having Simplex bolsters designed to support
the center pin in the truck bolster. The truck columns are
Side
of the Harigan pinless brake hanger bracket type.
bearings are the roller type located 2 7 -in. from the center of
the car.
is

Statistics

Section.

day were 5,075 miles,
as compared with 5,691 in August of last year. Train mileage decreased 11.2 per cent and car miles decreased 6.7 per

cent, while the percentage of loaded to total car miles in-

41

Orer End Sills

Section on Center

Una

Canadian Pacific Refrigerator Cars

draft lugs are secured to the draft arm and center sill splice,
and are also riveted to the center sill bottom cover. The front
draft lugs are designed to receive a cast steel coupler striking

Adjustment of brake piston travel

Operating

net ton miles per mile of road per

——
Frame

and non-revenue freight

month of August decreased 10.8
compared with August, 1918, according

^4U-

Superstructure

August

the

the monthly report of the

The

in

provided for on the

creased 4 per cent, from 67.7 to 74. The net ton miles per
from 737 to 740, but the net ton miles
The car
per loaded car mile decreased from 30.4 to 28.
The net
miles per car day decreased from 25.9 to 24.2.
The percentton miles per car day decreased 11 per cent.
train mile increased

age of unserviceable freight cars was 9.2, as compared with
7 in August, 1918, and as compared with 8.7 in July of
The total number of serviceable cars shows a
this year.
decrease from 2,292,372 to 2,241,609, while the number of
unserviceable cars was approximately 226,000, as compared
with 171,000 in August, 1918.
For the eight months of the calendar year ended August
31 the net ton miles show a decrease of 13^2 per cent and
the net ton miles per car day of 13.1 per cent. The net ton
miles per train mile show an increase from 670 to 685 and
the net ton miles per loaded car mile show a decrease from
The car miles per car day for this period
28.9 to 27.8.
average 22.2, as compared with 24.4 in the corresponding

period of 1918.

—

Steam Railroad
Summaries

Statistics to

summary

1918

1 Corporations and of Federal
Operations as Compiled by I. C. C.

annual reports of Class 1
steam roads for the calendar year 1918, prepared for
use in the Preliminary Abstract of Statistics of Common
Carriers, the appearance of which has been greatly delayed
due to unusual delay on the part of carriers in filing their
annual reports for 1918.
tables giving

31,

of Reports of Class

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION has issued

THE

December

of the

The summary covers only Class 1 roads, excluding switching and terminal companies, and is in three parts:
1.
Summary of the reports of the Class 1 corporations,
whose property was operated by the United States Railroad
Administration.

Summary

2.

of the reports of federal operations, Class

roads.

Summary No.

1.
General Balance Sheet, Income Account, Profit and Loss Account, Operating Revenues, Operating Expenses, and Mileage;
from the Corporate Reports of Class I Roads, the Property of which W'as Operated by the United States Railroad
Administration for the Year Endeb December 31, 1918

Total

Item

No.

all

districts

Eastern

Southern

Western

district,

district,

district,

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Road
Average number of miles of road operated, 1918
Average number of miles of road operated, 1917
Number of miles of road owned on December 31, 1918
Number of miles of road owned on December 31, 1917

227,403.62
178,047.84
177,754.99

55,961.05
35,807.61
35,733.97

43,025.76
35,308.24
35,069.73

128,416.81
106,931.99
106,951.29

$14,697,277,741
269,966,452
3,761,463,367
975,925,019
95,483,332
5,558,129
762,629,299
1,608,478,374
128,737,477
250,007,961
22,555,527,151
7,124,019,210
350,414
9,166,838,894
1,018,101,900
1,347,434,012
122,787,696
743,825,228
391,355,448
810,991,075
50,026,068
65,599,237
47,711,734
114,577,864
1,551,908,371

$5,118,721,139
220,461,734
1.506,019,698
468,717,734
33,596,004
3,871,834
295,129,524
748,597,448
50,537,532
66,534,996
8,512,187,643
2,612,313,620
120,742
3,243,082,759
533,349,877
579,793,155
57,462,724
306,145,457
159,011,290
477,424,787
19,523,475
20,932,809
38,809,397
8,064,318
456,153,233

$2,548,001,522
35,687,985
401,352,380
92,289,488
10,543,616
*7
127,632,019
260,939,362
29,414,856
31,870,879
3,537,732,100
1,029,636,400
128,897
1,522,161,689
124,225,492
222,692,276
19,129,165
154,519,229
61,157,356
95,388,452
291,109
2,869,335
99,461
3,746,373
301,686,866

$7,030 ,555,080

746,784
9,986,779

166,989
3,287,149

*9, 239, 995

*3, 120,160

377,193
951,153
•573,960
6,528,959

202,602
5,748,477
•5,545,875
17,820,129
201
•23,366,205
20,557,494
15,940,462
4,617,032
249,326
4,367,706
•18,998,499

General Balance Sheet
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

Investment in road and
Improvements on leased
Investments in affiliated
Other investments
Cash
Material and supplies
Other current assets
Deferred assets J U. S.
Deterred
}

equipment
railway property

companies

or

Company

ther

Unadjusted debits
Total

Total
stock

Governmental grants
Total

long-term

Current
Deferred
Deterred

debt

liabilities
liahilitiei
liabilities

i

}

M" S

"

or

Company

ther

Accrued depreciation
Other unadjusted credits
Additions to property through income and surplus
Funded debt retired through income and surplus
Sinking fund reserves
Miscellaneous fund reserves
Appropriated surplus not specifically invested
Profit and loss
credit balance

—

13 ,816,733
1,854 091,289
414 ,917,797
51 ,343,712
1 ,686,302
339 ,867,756
598 ,941.564
48 ,785,089
151 ,602,086
10,505 ,607,408
3,482 ,069,190
100,775
4,401 ,594,446
360 526,531
544 948,581
46 ,195,807
283 ,160,542
171 186,802
238 177,836
30 211,484
41 797,093
8 ,802,876
102 ,767,173

794 068,272

Income Account for the Year
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Railway operating revenues
Railway operating expenses
Net revenue from railway operations
Railway tax accruals
Uncollectible railway revenues
Railway operating income.
Revenues from miscellaneous operations
Expenses of miscellaneous operations
Net revenue from miscellaneous operations
Taxes on miscellaneous operating property
Miscellaneous operating income
Total operating income
Hire of freight cars credit balance
Rent from locomotives
Rent from other equipment
Joint facility rent income
Income from lease of road
Miscellaneous rent income

37,341,921
3,028
*46,584,944
60,482,011
50,243,480
10,238,531
2,247^988
7,990,543
*38,594,401
228,290

—

6,420

890,632,748
1

Miscellaneous non-operating physical property
Separately operated properties profit

—

income
Income from funded securities
Income from unfunded securities and accounts
50^ Miscellaneous income
Dividend

All

Gross income
Hire of freight cars debit balance
Rent for locomotives
Rent for other equipment

—

64.

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

facility

rents

8,421
126,637,099
5,137,891
2,528,045
3. 328^820

Rent for leased roads
Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous tax accruals
Separately operated properties

61.
62.
63.

63'A

other non-operating income
Total non-operating income

Joint

Interest
Interest
.

— loss

on funded dcbl
on unfunded deb)

392.26K972
28,846.922
84.453,837

Miscellaneous income charges
All other income deductions
Total deductions from gross income

3,8]

Dividend appropriations of income...
Income aopropriated for investment in physical property
Stock discount extinguished through income
Miscellaneous appropriations of income
Total appropriations of income
Income balance transferred to profit and loss
.

deficit, loss,

]J96

648,144,876
399.535!852
8,735,897
212,347,007
27,437,682
...........
486.019
249, 006^605
150,529,247

Net income
Income applied to sinking and other reserve funds

•Represents

1,163,492
3,521,241
2,201,074

91,229,249
46,417,477
19,433,754
15,977,891
5,463,493
1,086,275,129
1,047,680,728
814,052
208,455
107^966

.

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

12,992,833
2,821

•16,115.814
39,924,517
34,303,018
5,621,499
1.998,662
3,622,837
•12.492,977

or other reverse item.

1045

6

•7,102,925

•7,102,925
227,858

432

6,420

356,183,468
6,178,482
1,622,053
1,871,140
37,444,601
6.963,279
12,268,209
2,947,033

4,610,817
430,080.080
417.596.103
806,639
208,455

137,509,993
1,368,271
606,203
8,237,382
7.561,235
2,127.856
2,785,347
172,526
160,603,091
153,500,166

396,939,287
3,616,739
1,292,985
329,934
45,547,266
31,892,963
5,037.689
10,245,513
680.150
495,582,958
476,584,459
7,413

98,311
8,423
73,166,107
2,477,824
1.348.335
2,922.869
139,118,561
18,126,940
36,821,684
1,846,330
277,950,478
139,645.625
5,582,988
71,400,296
9,113,229

9,655
*2
7,887,567
339,530
56.834
6,820
•09,142
1.548.404
8,331,569
413,408
89,092,927
64,407,239
428,863
6,130,866
819,997

45,583,425
1.320,537
1,122,876
399,131
182,644,269
9,171.578
39,300,584
1,551,658
281,101.471
195.482,988
2.724.046
134,815.845
17,504,456

386.804
86,483,407
53,162,218

85,631
7,465,357
56,941,882

13.494
155,057,841
40,425,147

"

1
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No.

I
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"'>l
(

diiti
i.

i

.1

on

ii

n,i,i

South.

tern
hsli H

.,11

III

p.

diati

1.

i

-

764,4

3

,828
.(196

10.

nrefundabl
Donation!
Miacellnneoua credit!
Total credita during s.-.u
othei
Surplua applied t"
irplua
Dividend approprial
Surplui appropriated foi inveatni nt

n.

Sunk

13.

Debl

B.

13.
it.

Mis,

dtaCOUnl
diacount extinguiahed

ell.

m cms

oaa ,"i
delayed

I

II

,

,ip|

i

,>|>i

i.itiuns

61,090,543
in

phyaical propcity

4,310,837

Mi plus

,,|

1,1

i

1.570

6,689
1,678,599
24,823,532
883,657
1,073,830

290,290

!

1,513,788

44.06t>."<)5

15,248,457
50,743,564
14,073,125
0,108
456,153,233

5.231,41.1

Miscellaneous

17.

total
year
\ii increase during year
Balance al beginning of yeai

debita
debita during

140,5
1,497,1

1,551,908,372

Balai

•

1,097

6,70 1,083

income debita

I

it..

diati

ii

t,

oi

•

$40,4:^5.147

16,931
1,')P>,H63

1.239,701

1

3D6.442
16,876,570
75,353,092
169,415
31,944,462
10,084,007

518.431
569.827
11.445.816
54,579.586
205.875
4,322,549
3,032,822

lurplui

Ii

road and equipment

retired

13,889

Fundi

reserve

through aurplua

IS.

18.
19.

1,140,366
!46,9S6
194,749,367

I

Western
(

$56,941,882

KJ4

_'5.i,

i

5.

Ill
i,

,,ii-

|

hi, ,iin,-

aold

I,
i

994.707
851,830
337,122
1,851,099
15,375,357
61,607,999
13,745,093
287,941,774
301,686,867

2,242,300
4,853,173
137,792
13,437,091
28,231,602
26,347,984
767,720,288
794,068,272

Railway Operating Revenues
Freight
598,017
2,142

Passenger
icceaa baggage
Sleeping car
Parlor and chair car
Mail
Express
Other passenger-train
Milk
Switching
All other rail-line revenue
Total rail-line transportation revenue
Total water-line transportation revenue
Total incidental operating revenue
I

24.
26.
27.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
3b.
37.

Joint
oint

facility
facility

5

76
.
*4,8S5
...........
747,516

Total maintenance of equipment
Total traffic
Total transportation rail line
water line
Total transportation
Total miscellaneous operations
Total general expenses
Transportation for investment Cr
Grand total railway operating expenses

—
—

3.

deficit,

Summary

202,644
76

*4,85S

377,144

202,549

49

53

352
1

1

746,785

166,990

377,193

202,602

203,679
2,323,398
93,156
313,076

123,148
74,487
124
269,639

1,028
20,665
8,113
40,415

79,503
2,228,246
84,919
3,022

'^"'

1,163
2,818.692
103
3,287,150

880,932

3,352,485

951,153

5,748,477

1

r.r

7,052,109
103
9,986,780

—

*5
154
•381

70
•165

•1.184
352

— Dr
operating revenues

*1

374,926
2,143

167,823

"1,082

Railway Operating Expenses
Total maintenance of way and structures

•Represents

"1

•

154
202,263

— Cr

railway

Total

•50,345
223,256

302

loss or other reverse item.

of the reports of Class

1

roads not under

federal control.
lease of road received by the corporaunder federal control is shown as $890,632,748. This
includes the rental from the United States government so
far as accrued by the corporations on their books.
The profit and loss credit balance of the Class 1 corporations, including those not under federal control, at the close

The income from

tions

was $1,536,805,230, as compared with a
corresponding amount of $1,473,359,933 shown in the Preliminary Abstract for 1917.
The dividends declared from income and surplus in 1918
by these Class 1 corporations amounted to $275,375,300 as
against $321,055,780 for 1917. The net income of Class 1
corporations amounted to $398,659,958 as against $589,044,923 in 1917.

of the year 1918

No. 2. General Balance Sheet, Income Account, Profit and Loss Account, Operating Revenues, Operating Expenses, Mileage,
From Reports of Operations of Class I Roads by the United
Equipment and Certain Statistics of Rail-line Operations;
States Railroad Administration, for the Year Ended December 31, 1918
Eastern
Southern
Totals,
Western

Summary

district,

all

Item

No.

districts

district,

district,

Federal

Federal

Federal

58,639.30

43,124.30

128,658.59

$5,515
4,466,819
99,132,105
273,S90,85l
298,930,292
607,286,690
15,544.762
181,338,864
1,480,595,898
519.526
338,297,184
661,354,383
10,210,464
48,044,204
182,516,832

$140,900
6,860,615
32,953,790
95,688,738
119,911,316
245.146,095
5,769,070
65,503,607
571,974,131

$1,242,401
16,027,144
75,014,615
252,133,177
221,188,213
518,407,709
26,673,150
203,745,011
1,314,431,420
1,115,919
278,501,585
503,562,164
25,388,641
38,407,258
103,707,843

Road
Average number of miles of road operated, 1918.

General Balance Sheet
Investments in affiliated companies
Other investments

Cash
Material and supplies
Other current assets.
( U.
S. or company

Deferred assets

|

Qther

'

/

Unadjusted debits
Total

long-term debt.
Current liabilities

Total

J

U. S. or company.
Other

19.

Deferred

20.
21.
22.
27.

Accrued depreciation
Other unadjusted credits

liabilities

1

Additions to property through income and surplus.
credit balance
Profit and loss

—

$1,388,816
27,354,578
207,100,510
621,712,766
640,029,821
1,370,840,494
47,986,982
450,587,482
3,367,001,449
1,635,445
735,014,739
1,389,112,852
44,414.811
109,491,009
331,407,779

70
755,924,744

239,153,'305

4,850 991,013
^' 94 ? 132,199
902 858,814
798,845
601,662
718 458,307
1 111,209
1 105,331
5,878
3,593
2,285
718 460,592

2,201,716,136
1,883,841,833
317,874,303
72,726,127
174,778
244,973,398

118,215,970
223,696,305
8,815,706
23,039,547
45,183,104
70
153,023,429

363,748,010

Income Account for the Year
23.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

38.
39.

Railway operating revenues
Railway operating expenses
Net revenue from railway operations
Railway tax accruals
Uncollectible railway revenues
Railway operating income
Revenues from miscellaneous operations
Expenses of miscellaneous operations
Net revenue from miscellaneous operations
Taxes on miscellaneous operating property
Miscellaneous operating income
Total operating income

784,431,573
609,124,537
175,307,036
27,669,099
126,778
147,511,159
722,345
716.467
5

244,973,398

1,864,843,304
1,455,165,829
409,677,475
83,403,619
300,106
325,973,750

388,864
388,864

878

3,593
2,285
147,513,444

325,973,750

Nov.

Issued Dec.

28,

12,
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otala,
all

distiicts

40.
41.
42.
43.
45.
46.
47.
49.
50.

Hire of freight cars—credit balance
Rent from locomotives
Rent from other equipment
Joint facility rent income
Miscellaneous rent income
Miscellaneous non-Operating physical property
Separately operated properties profit

—
securities

Income from funded
Income from unfunded

securities

and accounts

SOyi. Miscellaneous income
51.
All other non-operating
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

income
non-operating income
Gross income
Hire of freight cars debit b dance
Rent for locomotives
Rent for other equipment
Total

—

Joint

facility

rents

Rent for leased roads
Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous tax accruals
Separately operated properties

— loss

Interest on funded debt
Interest on unfunded debt
63.
63yi. Miscellaneous income charges
64.
All other income deductions
Total deductions from gross income
65.

Net

66.
73.

income

Income balance transferred
"Represents

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.

deficit,

loss,

to

profit

and

loss.

Eastern

Southern

district,

district,

Federal

Federal

18,281,832
14,034,135
14,162,870
24,764,778
8,606
52,363
21,748
119,862
8,954,769
93,954,358
45,093
174,400,414
892,861,006
35,791,216
14,901,558
11,062,880
45,391,048
75
131,549

73,042,666
318,016,064
27,010,695
8,083,701
6.746,652
21,269.387
75
104,649

53,256
6,722
476,779
15,330,682

53,256
921
242,800
1,515,207

123,145,765
769,715,241
769,715,241

$768,806,493
177,419

5,383,069
5,020,936
5,736,310
11,458,428
2,656

4,815,173
3,229,838
1,444,439
3,324,006

657

48,472
2,614
78,009
1,387,962
10,118,631

Western
district.

Federal

24,452,305
171,965,749
2,953,364
3,526,607
1,536,518
5,622,201

8,083,590
5,783,361
6.982,121
9,982,344
2,789
3,234
19,134
43,313
2,161,783
43,798,681
45,093
76,905,443
402,879,193
5,827,157
3,291,250
2,779,710
18,499,460

693

26,207

10
92,991
3,430,977

5,791
140,988
10,384,498

65,027 343
252,988.721
252.988,721

17,163.361
154.802,388
154,802,388

40,955,061
361,924.132
361,924,132

$252,079,973
94,579

$154,802,388

361,924,132
75,813

"'262,289

'"45;350

"466,398

3,358
532,879
252,973,076

1,066

264,486
155,120,317

1,526
1,489,546
363,951,415

*1,460
5,405,024
40,037,046

3,161

or other item.

Profit and Loss Account
Credit balance transferred from income
Profit on road and equipment sold
Delayed income credits
Unrefundable overcharges
Donations

'

Miscellaneous credits
Total credits during year
Surplus applied to sinking and other reserve funds
Dividend appropriations of surplus
Surplus appropriated for investment in physical property.
Stock discount extinguished through surplus
Debt discount extinguished through surplus
Miscellaneous appropriations of surplus
Loss on retired road and equipment

"768,037
5,950
2,286.911

772,044,810

70

875,366
692

7,027

70

643,059
217
13.176,497
13,810,773
239,153,305

37,216

195,091

15.243,938
16.120,066
755,924,744

2,059,602
2,096,888
153,023,429

475
7,839
203,405
363,748,010

7S5*924,"744

239^153,305

153,023,429

363i748,6i6

3,417 672,172
1,027 014,626

1,549.592,398
444,718,356
2,015,079

544,591,634
188,557,241
954,660
123,294
163,082
8,578,352
16,630,118
1,065,828
817,792
5.100.788
955.106
767,537,895

1,323,488,140
393,739,029
2,940,775
2,206,434
535,395
24,219,029
47,449,002
4,077.346
3,754.532
15,490.280
1,860,167
1,819,760,179
9.715,916
34.297,808
1,378,278
308,877
1,864,843,304

Delayed income debits
Miscellaneous debits
Total debits during year
Net increase during year
Balance at beginning of year
Balance at close of year

Railway Operating Revenues
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Freight

Passenger
Excess baggage

5 910,514

Sleeping car
Parlor and chair car
Mail
Express
Other passenger-train
Milk
Switching
All other rail-line revenue

2 329,728
941,011
53 341,605
125 .710,500
7 ,846,683
19 157,627
43 844,0^9
9 990,570

Total rail-line transportation reventu
Total water-line transportation revenue...
Total incidental operating revenue
Joint facility
Cr
facility
Joint
Dr.
Total railway operating revenues

14,585,'253
23.
'!

:

4,850, 991,014

7,175.297
2,126,461.001
5,283,929
67,745,636
3,134,303
908,732
2,201,716,137

644.606,618
094,825,873
48,263,234
2 007,862,605
9,929,740
38,618.897
110.064,096
6,038,863
3, 948,132.200
81.39

283.038.839
531,810,501
20,777,136
977,531,536
3,369,819
18,790,345
49,290,850
767,193
1,883,841,833
85.56

99,159,818
175,351,777
9,136,525
303,725,857

230,299.25
30,472.67
2,816.28
2,000.07
229.76

42,864.59

367,898.93

58,622.68
16,860.41
2,500.33
1,791.71
46.44
41,704.45
121,526.02

4,033.91
42.42
29.20
159.59
16,336.96
63,466.67

128.811.98
9,578.35
273.53
179.16
23.73
44,039.49
182,906.24

116,713,747
35,806,611
59,938
97,658.170
181.676,957
46,683,541
53.580.396
,244,379,360

29.051,534
11,653,396
379,307,905
19,993,139
113,888,987
31,476.018
28.052.375
613,423,354

16,153,805
3,412,650
135,391.864
30.934,825
24,494,234
7,625,594
8,411,869
226,424,841

71,508,408
20,740,565
197,560,169
46,730.206
43.293,736
7,581.929
17,116,152
404,531,165

590,258.043
12,976,642
526,320,026
28.553,638
1,440,779
,168,558,128
43,912,850

241,623.547
6.283,438
214,655,652
4,214.677
775.443
467.557,757
22,843,966

118,766.581
1,995,571
91.522,765
4,914,006
127.581
217,326.504
7,192,343

238,862,915
4.697,633
220,141,609
19,424.955
546,755
483,673,867

4,713 759,075
14 999,845
117 720,434

—
—

'"242;534
20,544,224
61,631.380
2,703,509

6,

000,520

1

,488,860

'i 5,676.990

1,487,939
271.251
784,431,573

Railway Operating Expenses
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Total maintenance of way and structures
Total maintenance of equipment
Total traffic
Total transportation rail line
Total transportation
water line
Total miscellaneous operations
Total general expenses
Transportation for investment Cr
Grand total railway operating expenses

1

—
—

—

Operating ratio (ratio of

op. cxps. to op. revs.)

— per

cent

"3,811,675
16,824.021
885.136
609,124.557
77.65

262,407,961
387,663,595
18,349,573
724,605,212
6.559,921
16,016,877
43.049.225
4,386.534
1,455,165.830
78.03

Road Operated at Close of Year
48.

50.
51.
52.
.S3.

Miles
Miles
Miles
Miles
Miles
Miles

54.

of road
of second main track
of third main track
of fourth main track
of all other main tracks
of yard track and sidings, etc
Total miles of road operated (all tracks)

102. OSO, 00

Freight Traffic (Tonnage Originating on Road)
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

69.

Total products of agriculture
Total products of animals
Total products of mines
Total products of forests
Total manu factures
Miscellaneous commodities (carload rates)
L. C. L. goods not distributed above

Grand

Freight
Freight

—
—

total,

all

commodities

Statistics of Rail Line Operations
Train-miles
ordinary
light

Passenger

Mixed
Special
Total transportation
service

Work

service.

15.876,541

.
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Totals,

Freight

i

\

i

616.810,600
54,372,610

principal

Freight—helper
Kic.ght

light

Passenger- -in ln< itpal
PasKcngei
Belpa

.

.

Total passenger
Total
rotal

mixed train

—

transportation
service

service

I

Work

121,081,625
1(1,198,338

48,060,592
337,500,767
24,167,842
11,6X7,755,773
54, 76^,257
14,823,569,433
7,066,107,922
613,654,420
22,503,331.775
1,342,710,352
733,611,096
107,192,787
,044,056,243
1
3,227,570,478
133,607,855
59,460,172
3,536,602
41,397,889
2,961,248
21,035
10,869,384
251,854,185
18,584,191
26,001.340,629
178,380,421

6,367,268,466
3,178,311.905
247,329,032
9,792,909,403
587,173,444
267,546,555
33,508,124
438,640.896
1,326,869,019
16,625,485
7,884,679
528,068
6,205,557
303,758
8,315
2,168,290
33,724,152
9,199,689
11,162,702,263
57,391,281

2,647,941,176
1,339,521,311
121,262,492
4,108,724,979
238,334,800
126,645,325
15,917,748
164,942,653
545,840,526
19,002,183
8,390,076
418,929
8.465,951
580,988

2,269,861,026
234,150,197
398,442,019,620
34,537,001,168
1,080,484,737
42,566,342,892
1,729,183
621.80
26.64

341,294,735
41,118,063
72,101,218,370
6,376,550,032
145,482,405
7,405,114,433
1,671,939

$1.50567
$0.00858
$0.95051
$0.02413

1,314,179.513
99,088,444
185,461,512,568
10,687,229,012
673,197,946
19.500,136,137
3,162,751
735.59
29.05
89.09
22.64
141.12
28.97
$1.17913
$0.00836
$0.66061
$0.02281

62,988
2,200,964,462

29,070
1,052,489,873

342

278
429,989

1,583,791

Yard switching—freight
Yard switching passenger

,ll

3,590,285
134,870,248
91,569,734

special

Train switching

"!n

5,455

707,561,826
511,737,832
9,996,972
14,030,124
535,764.928
29,478,342

Passenger— liRht

1

19,719,302
303,115,810
207,080,027
4,441,663
7,896,507
219,418,197
4,329,621
795.054
27,038,046
187,565,946
14,166,813
1758,952,570
30,243,055

36,37!

height

:

district.

Federal
251.261,053

districts

inilcs

Southern

Irrll

district,

.,11
t

'.947

1,613,028
94,552,709
1.

'"'2.384
14. ',673

5,702,850
49,301,683
2,837,704
1293,514,853
8,398,698

Western
district,

Federal
244,467,922
12,038,217
13,069,629
269,575,768
213,088,071
4,185,362
4,520,589
221,794,022
20,156,337
646,064
15,319,696
100,633,138
7,163,325
635,288,350
16,122,504

Cat miles

18.
i".

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
.'c

27.
28.
29.
SO.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Freight train— loaded
Freight train— empty
Freight train caboose

—
freight

rotal

Paaaenger
Paaaenger
Passenger
Passenger

train

passenger
—
— sleeping, parlor
train— dining
train — other

train
train

and observation

passenger train

I

Mixed train— freight— loaded
Mixed train freight empty
Mixed train caboose
Mixed train passenger
Mixed train sleeping, parlor and observation
Mixed train dining
Mixed train other passenger train
Total mixed train

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

Total special train
Total transportation
Work service

service

'

3S.

1,517

1,647,538
38,507,182
1,433,175
4,694,505,862
34,909,730

5,808,359,791
2,548,274,706
245,062,896
8,601.697.393
517,202,108
339,419,216
57,766,915
440,472,694
1,354,860,933
97,980,187
43,185,417
2,589,605
26,726,381
2,076,502
11,203
7,053,556
179,622,851
7,951,327
10,144,132,504
86,079,410

Miscellaneous
36.
37.
38.

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Tons— revenue

freight
freight
freight
Ton-miles non-revenue freight
Passengers carried revenue

—

Tons non-revenue
Ton-miles— revemie

—

'

—

—

51.
52.

Passenger-miles revenue
Ton-miles revenue freight per mile of road
Ton-miles revenue freight per train-mile
Ton-miles revenue freight per loaded car-mile
Passenger-miles -revenue per train-mile
Passenger-miles revenue per car-mile
Miles hauled revenue freight
Miles carried revenue passengers
Revenue per ton of freight
Revenue per ton-mile of freight
Revenue per passenger
Revenue per passengei-mile

55.
54.
55.

Steam locomotives
Steam locomotives
Other locomotives

4 5.

40.
47.
48.
41.
50.

—
—

—

Equipment (Owned or Leased) in Service at Close of Year
number available for service

—
—

total

tractive capacity (pounds)
available for service

—number
number

— number
—
—
—
Tank cars— number
Refrigerator cars — number
Box

5 7.

Flat

59,
GO.
61.
62.
65.
64.
65.
66.

—

—
—

56.
58.

—
—
—
—
—

—

cars
cars

76.71
20.07
175.54
39.40

1,032,176
1 10,201
86,931
917,734
9,792
62.841
86,633
2,306,308
35,429
18,184
53,613

Stock cars number
Coal cars number

Other freight-carrying cars

—number
—
—

number
freight-carrying cars
Total passenger-carrying cars number
Other passenger-train cars— number
Total number of passenger-train cars
All

573.71
27.04
76.79
19.80

27,899
13,841

229.30
59.82
$2.15416
$0.00939
$1.50394
$0.02514

10,411

23,507
782,232,489
52
433,903
55,273
63,220
148,862
9,279
31.333
56,139
798,009
12,739
6,327
19,066

6,751

4,196
401,776
4,817

1,106,523
17,873
9.263
27,136

17.69

211.26
50.90
$1.59566
$0.00755
$1.29608
$0.02546

366,242,100
112
168,284
27,029
9,870
185,619
27

583,253
486
24,757
26,298

614,386,778
93,943,690
140,879,288,682
17,473,222,124
261,804,386
15,661,092,322
1,094,985
535.69
23.85
65.37

2,594
7,411

(•Includes 3,637,685 miles in yard-switching service.
Jlncludes 2,523,083 miles in yard-switching service.
§Includes 1,114,602 miles in yard-switching service.

The

interest

on funded and unfunded debt accrued by

The standard

not entered in individual reAttention is called to the items
of $93,954,358, miscellaneous income, and $15,330,682,
miscellaneous income charges, which include the 1917 overlap items of operating expenses and revenues passing
000.

return

corporations amounted to $425,774,298 as compared with $418,229,507 in the calendar year 1917.
The corporations, although they did not operate their
properties, show some entries against operating revenues

ports of federal operations.

This is explained by the fact that some of
the accounts of 1917 were not settled until after the close
of that year.
Most of the overlap items, however, appear

through the federal books.

the Class

1

and expenses.

in the

income and

The summary

profit

and

loss accounts.

of federal operations

is

an aggregate of the

reports of the individual operating units and does not include the expenses of the regional and central offices of the

United States Railroad Administration, amounting to $3,No showing is made of the general financial
647,143.23.
transactions of the Railroad Administration, which must be
obtained from reports by the director general of ralroads.
The aggregate income accounts of the Class 1 operating
roads under federal control show an operating income as
The
defined in the federal control act of $682,555,220.
standard return for these roads is approximately $891,000,-

The summaries

is

covering the corporate reports and those

of federal operating are given in this article.

Summary No. 3 covering the Class 1 roads not operated
by the Railroad Administration covers 2,929 miles of road
operated, which had railway operating revenues amounting
to $29,211,246, railway operating expenses amounting to
$23,677,956, and railway operating income amounting to
$3,144,613.

The Coming plant which is to be erected in the harbor of
Melbourne, Australia, when completed will consist of four electrical hoists with grab buckets, which pick up four or five tons
of coal at a time and deliver it to mechanically operated conveyors, which in turn, will carry to bins of 30,000 tons capacity.

-
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Our Railways on a Business Basis

Putting

Factors Are Suggested

Which Are

Vital to a Satisfactory

Solution of the Railway Problem

By Alba

B. Johnson

President Railway Business Association.

What

legislation is to be passed in order to make
possible for the owners to operate their railroads
without bankruptcy, has become a question pressing
the public attention more strongly than any other at
it

upon

only that of the League of Nations and the
have had two years in which to think it
over; yet when the time is approaching, not a matter of
months, but a matter of weeks, when this problem must be
solved, we find ourselves with some 36 plans offered, of
which no less than seven have become widely known. The
voice of the business men of the United States has been a discordant medley. Every conceivable plan has been urged for
consideration. The Railway Business Association has prepared no plan, but has felt that there are certain principles
which are involved, and if these principles are adopted, we
care not what plan embodies them.
this time, save

We

Peace Treaty.

National

Cooperative Committee
In these circumstances Harry H. Merrick, president of the
Chicago Association of Commerce and also of the Mississippi Valley Association, arranged for a conference of officers
of organizations in Atlantic City at the time of the International Trade Conference in October. Among those who accepted the invitation to be present were National Chamber
officers
the chairman of the executive committee, a director,
the chairman of the Railroad Committee and the general
secretary.
These officers were asked whether they saw any objection to the formation of a committee, representing constituent bodies, to discuss principles not inconsistent with
the Chamber referendum and others not dealt with by it;
and if so whether the Chamber would prefer or not to act
as recipient of replies to a circular inviting cooperation

—

from associations.

As

Chamber Referendum

The

Chamber

Commerce

second question, attention was called to the

to the

culty, as

shown by experience,

diffi-

making members of Conbetween official recommenda-

of

of the United
Committee on
the first of May last. The polls closed on the referendum
July 24. The voice of the country was almost unanimous
in approving such of these recommendations as favored private operation of railways and certain other principles; but

gress understand the distinction

since July 24, although this question changes

by constituent bodies, that the proposed independent activity
of a group of associations was deemed entirely proper.
The Atlantic City conferees, including officers of four national and seven city associations, agreed to constitute themselves into what is called the Cooperative Committee on
Railway Legislation. The chairman is Mr. Merrick.

directors of the

of

States received the report of their Railroad

the
its

Chamber

of

discussion to

its

aspect daily,

Commerce has been constrained to restrict
the precise recommendations upon which

the constituent bodies voted in July.
This restriction is due to a rule of the Chamber which
the Railway Business Association voted for when it was

adopted and which we approve now. We would deplore any
impairment of the system under which after deliberate study
by a competent committee upon a subject of first national
importance the Chamber submits the fundamentals to the
business organizations of the country for a dignified and
impressive expression of deliberate and enlightened opinion,
the Chamber never speaking business sentiment without having ascertained it. No doubt some of the constituent bodies
misunderstand this process.
There is evidence that many
of them expect the Chamber officers to go outside the scope
defined in the referendum, believe that it does so, and fold
their hands in confidence that great national measures will
be carried to enactment with constant and always up-to-theminute participation by organized business without their
doing anything after voting.
That the Chamber recognized the need for supplementary

machinery was shown when

it

—

or

means

of rallying the constituents of the

Chamber

to their plan.

•An address delivered
November 17, 1919.

Louis,

before

the

;

Recommendations
What

Cooperative Committee urge upon Congress?
This is for the Committee to say; but I hope they
will put some questions to all those who are engaged in
agriculture, mining, industry or commerce. These are the
questions
will

I.

American

Mining CoHgress

at

St.

the

Defective Governmental Policy

Do you not believe that apart from misdeeds of railway
managers and financiers, which should be restrained, and
apart from their assertions of poverty, which are a matter of
business justment, the impairment of railroad credit has
been in part due to the policy of the federal and state governments in the regulation of rates?

Managers Made Scape-Goat

authorized the calling of the

National Transportation Conference, conducted under auspices of the Chamber but in no way authorized to speak for
it.
All the members of the Railroad Committee were appointed members of the Conference and several of them
participated actively. The result was one of the seven leading plans a plan containing matter in several aspects vitally
wider than the referendum. The conferees sat as individuals.
They bore no commission from organizations. They had no

ways

tions of the Chamber and those of groups to which it merely
lends its good offices and it was suggested that the proposed
committee keep itself wholly independent.
As to the first main question, a statement was made and
was subsequently used by the Chamber in answering inquiries

In support of the assertion that the railroads were themselves responsible for the impairment in their credit, it has
been declared that railroad-wrecking had spread its odium
over properties otherwise sound and that the managers by

had "beared" their own credit; so
two elements were eliminated no change in government regulation of rates would be necessary. But investors do not invest on "front" or refrain from investing on
second-hand odium; they act on expert advice, which is
based on knowledge with regard to each individual property
as to its income and prospects of income, and as to the
integrity and stability of its management.
Practically no
their calamity-howling

that

1049

if

these

—
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influence

opon investment

exerted

is

in

b

strong

road by
road

Each

misdeeds or misfortunes afflicting other roads

ondition,
its own
calamity howling, arc railway managers seriously
supposed to think thai statements oi' inadequate income laid
before rate tribunals can escape the eye of those who advise
in any evenl ever) railroad board includes, quite
investors?
properly, bankers who make a part of their living as whole

stands or falls on
\

i

for

Balers of securities.

Who

believes thai they

would consent

railroad directors, to a campaign certain to curtail their dea]
ings as bankers, if the income situation had not become desperate beyond remedy within the reach of the managers and

hoards contain the ablest, most sucand most fully trusted nun in the
merchants, manufacturers, professional men.
country
To accuse such men either of imbecility or villainy of this
Railroad

financiers?

cessful,

respected

best

—

sort is to indict the best there is in the nation.
ible.

It

not

i-

It is

incred-

true.

Credit can only he restored by adapting the policy of the
government to the course of events. Such a change in policy
It should wait no longer.
is long overdue.

Attitude of Congress

What

apparent attitude of the two branches of
Congress on this vital point?
The House bill, which has been passed, leaves the Interstate Commerce Commission without obligatory mandate to
permit such rates as will yield revenue sufficient, to attract
capital. The spirit of the House committee is, we fear, indicated by the annexation to their report of a statement by
is

the

Commerce Commissioner McChord, who says:
"Whatever decline there was in railway credit previous to
Interstate

was not due

federal control

Commerce Commission."
The Senate bill attacks the

to

any action of the Interstate

credit question directly

and

in

a mandatory manner, requiring that such rates be permitted
as will yield a specified rate of return on the value of the
property. The Senate committee report, moreover, has this:
must tender to the future investor
"Legislation
reasonable assurance of such yearly return as will
It is here that our
induce him to enter the field.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

present system of regulation has failed."
It is the task of citizens to aid the Senate committee
in commanding support in the Senate for the position set
forth in that quotation and to persuade the House to concur.
II.

Federal Jurisdiction Over Rates

VoL
IN

Question

credit,

om

carrying

ili.it

jurisdiction over each

reasonableness.

whole

tion

of

total

with

deals

proposal.

one of

The law

individual

The Commission

rate

67,

tand

it

at

to

justness

its

StOWS -ui h power.
should be a feature

The
the

oi

Hoiima<

l/ill

and

no authority to sanc-

has

Senate committee

Th<

the

givi

rate structures primarily to yield a certain

revenue.

in

essentials

tin-

a

No. 22

doc-

hill

amount

explicitly be-

Such power

not.

t.

IV. Advance Ascertainment and Report of Needs

Do you not believe that an indispensable requirement in
putting the railways on a business basis is that the regulatory authorities at workable interval- ascertain tor a forthcoming period the transportation needs

of the country,

and

report to Congress or to the public their findings as to such

needs and their estimate of the necessary revenue?
The House committee bill as introduced provided that the
Commission should keep itself informed of transportation
needs and operating revenues necessary to adequacy and efficiency of facilities and service. Newspaper despatches not
yet verified in detail indicate that possibly this passage was
eliminated on the floor.* Even if left in, it does not require
The Senate
the Commission to keep the public informed.
committee bill provides for a similar inquiry by a Transportation Board, which is to certify its findings to the Commission, such certificate to be prima facie evidence. Whether
there is to be a new board or not the results of such observation and study should be a public report of findings, and
such report should cover, not past periods, like the statistics
of large-scale rate-advance cases hitherto, but the future.
do not care anything about the water that has passed over
the dam. You have to be prepared for the flood that is
coming.

We

V. Announcement of Necessary Rate of Return

Do

you not believe that in estimating the net income refor each group in order to attract capital in the
amount approved as necessary the regulatory authorities
should have the power and the duty to ascertain and announce the rate of return which under money market conquired

ditions at a given time

"And announce."

it is

necessary to allow?

Nothing

is

more

vital.

If the regula-

authority is required to announce its estimates as a
whole, and specify what rate of return this is based upon,
the public will be able at all times to judge what, if any,
adjustments are required to bring the estimates into line with
the facts; the public, with this complete understanding of

tory

Since the federal authorities must sanction adequate total
revenue for all roads from all sources, do you not believe that

the situation, will acquiesce in such adjustments; the Commission, having set a mark to attain, will itself realize with

which are parties to

some exactness what is required of it and bend even- energy
toward performance.
Are you not willing to help Congress put the railways on
a business basis without regard to your preferences as to
methods, by informing Senators and Representatives what
you and others, whose view you have ascertained, regard as

any business-like regulation of

carriers

interstate hauls requires that all rates of all such carriers

shall be

under the jurisdiction of federal authorities?

Neither the railroads nor any line of public business can
be successfully regulated by 49 regulator}' bodies. In order
to prevent discrimination and undue burden on interstate
commerce through state regulation, every carrier which hauls
any interstate cargo should be subject to the regulation of
all its rates by the federal authority.
III.

Do
ment
ment

Adequacy

of

Rates

you not believe that resumption of railway developrequires,
its

among

present

other things, that Congress supplepolicy of restrictions only, by

statutory

enacting that rates shall be such as to yield revenue sufficient
for necessary expenses and for the credit basis which will
enable the average road to secure improvements and extensions?
This applies to the proposition contained in Question I.
That was that Congress should recognize the necessity for a
change in government regulation in order to restore railway

the necessary objects of railway legislation?
This last question may be summarized in two words
"Get busy." Now is the time. These next thirty days or less

may

be the time during which this great question of the
future condition of the railways of the United States is to
be established, not for next year or for the next ten years,
but for an indefinite period ahead possibly for all time.

—

address was delivered the House in passing the bill
eliminated the following: "The Commission shall be charged with the duty
and responsibility of observing and keeping informed as to the transportation needs and the transportation facilities and service of the country, and
as to the operating revenues necessary to the adequacy and efficiency of
such transportation facilities and service. In reaching- its conclusions as to
the justness and reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge, classification,
regulation or practice, the Commission shall take into consideration the
interest of the public, the shippers, the reasonable cost of maintenance and
operation (including the wages of labor, depreciation, and taxes), and a
fair return upon the valu>: of the property used or held for the service of

*On

the

day

transportation."

this

Electrification of the

South African Railways

Estimated Net Expenditure of $50,000,000 to Equip 860 Route
Miles Direct Current to Be Used

—

By Robert E. Thayer
European Editor of the Railway Age.
has been published in London
There
Merz & McLellan, consulting engineers,

by
most com-

recently
a

report on the proposed electrification of porthe South African Railways.
There is so much
interest in this report that an abstract is given below:
The South African Railways in preparation for an inplete

tions of

crease in traffic has given consideration to electrification of

more congested portions of its line by means of which
heavier trains can be handled at higher average speeds than
the

Map

and transmission lines. A credit of £5,033,197 was deducted
from the estimated gross total expenditure on account of the
equipment that would be released from actual service in
the electrified portions and on account of the cost of alterations to the lines and the additional equipment that would
have been required to provide for an increase of 50 per cent
The return on the net
in traffic under steam operation.
capital expenditure

With

deemed

which can be handled.
The proposed plans contemplate an increase of traffic at 50
per cent over the electrified portions with the present trackFour portions of the lines are considered, which inage.
volve 860 route miles and a total trackage, including yards,

50

The

tion involved for this electrification

of which £6,396,350

is

estimated net capitaliza-

amounts

to

estimated to be £801,900.
it

has been

of South African Railways

is possible at present.
As an alternative to electrification
material changes would have be made on the road as in some
cases the traffic density has about reached the limit of that

sidings, etc., of 1,219 miles.

is

the existing conditions in South Africa

£11,670,485

the estimated cost of power stations

practical to operate electrified portions by direct
current at 3,000 volts.
The power will be generated in die
form of three-phase alternating current at a frequency of
cycles.

The

report

recommends

electric

freight

locomotives

weighing 268,800 lb., having a tractive effort of 48,000
lb. for one hour and 64,000 lb. for short periods such as

when

starting a train.

With

the

maximum

traffic

effort

a

For passenger service
a locomotive of 161,280 lb. has been recommended which
will have a tractive effort of 30,000 lb., one hour rating, and
factor of adhesion of 4.2

1051

is

obtained.

i
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maximum

.in

<•!<•<

t

mended

trai tive effort <>f

38,400

lb.

For sliunting service
ll>. h;is l>ccn recomtractive effort of about

Locomotive weighing 125,440

lit

<»f Buffi*

ii

nt

'

.i

i.k

itj

to exert a

about 12. S m. |>. h., or a maximum tractive effort of about 24,000 11).
For suburban service the
multiple unit system made up of combinations of one motor
coach with a trailer is suggested. Regenerative braking is

14,000

at

ll>.

recommended
fied

for

adoption on certain portions of the electri-

lines.

Portion of Line to Be Electrified

The

portion of line which

considered for the present
There are
in Fig. 1.
four distinct portions indicated as Divisions 1,6, 7 and 8.
In all but Division 8 there are branch lines to be electriIn the vicinity of Cape
fied in addition to the main line.
Town these branch lines deal with the suburban traffic
almost exclusively and the traffic on the branch lines of
the other two divisions is principally freight.
The conditions of the line in Division 6, between Durban
and Glencoe, are such that electrification there is very desirable. Under the present conditions the volume of traffic

shown on

electrification is

which

is

carried

is

the

map

on the single track line has approached

the limit of the capacity of the section

and the increase of

50 per cent, which is traffic on which the electrification
scheme is based, would require an expenditure of at least
£750,000 for sidings and double tracks, whereas the total
outlay required for electrification of this portion apart from

power stations and transmission lines is only
£952,713.
The estimated profit chargeable to electrification of
The length of
this line is estimated to be £384,110.
line between these two points is 249 miles and the traffic
the costs of

consists principally of coal from the Naval coal fields in the
neighborhood of Glencoe. This line contains exceptionally
heavy grades and sharp curves, the maximum grade being
3.33 per cent and the minimum radius of curvature 300 ft.

Durban

of

is,

course,

at

sea

level

and the

altitude

of

Glencoe is about 4,300 ft. with a maximum altitude between the two places of over 5,000 ft.
line from Cape Town to Touws river, Division
160 miles and the ruling grade is 2.5 per cent.
In Division 7 the main line between Witbank and Randfontein is 131 miles and the traffic consists almost entirely
The ruling gradiof coal from Witbank for Cape Town.
ents are against loaded traffic; between Witbank and Johannesburg it is 1 per cent and there are numerous heavy
grades throughout the whole line as indicated in the profile of the line between Witbank and Germiston shown in

The main

1, is

Fig- 2.

The main

line

from Witbank

to

.«.«...
Division

Komati Poort

in

The

general character of line is similar to
that of the main line in Division 6. Komati Poort is about
600 ft. above sea level and the line rises very steadily to
4,144 ft. at Waterval Onder. Between the latter station
and the Waterval Boven which is not more than two or
8

is

223 miles.

three miles air line, there is a rise of about 700 ft. which is
covered by 8.5 miles of track, the ruling grade being 2

per cent.
grades
It will thus be seen that there are some heavy
throughout the territory which makes electrification particularly desirable.

Electrical

System Recommended

As stated above, the conditions in South Africa favor the
operation of the electric trains by direct current at 3,000
being transmitted
volts, with three-phase alternating current
Direct curof 50 cycles.
to the sub-stations at a frequency
admirably and
rent meets the needs of the suburban service
St. Paul electrifithe results of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
practical example of the
cation at 3,000 volts d. c, presents a

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,

1919
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adaptability of this system for long distance freight and
passenger traffic. The chief objection to the use of the direct
current system as compared with the single phase system
is that more substations will be required.
On the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul the average distance between substations is about 32 miles and in the present case it is believed that sub-stations could logically be placed from 25 to
30 miles apart. A further objection to the direct current is
that of designing the driving equipment for locomotives and
motor coaches for 3,000 volts, but regardless of the fact that
the narrowness of the gage of the South African railways,
which is 3 ft. 6 in., presents its limitations, it has been
The gage, however,
possible to design suitable equipment.
will not permit of placing the motors between the driving
wheels, and the design of the locomotive involves the use
of outside connecting rods, coupling the crank on each pair
of driving axles to those of a central jack shaft which is
driven through gearing by a pair of motors.
The use of direct current enables a simple construction
of electrical equipment for the motor cars and locomotives
first cost is low and the maintenance easy and
provides for variable speeds and is well adapted
to the requirements of a general system including suburban
and main line traffic. In view of the several heavy grades
mentioned above the use of regenerative braking is desirable.
While the use of this feature is most easily accomplished
with 3 -phase motors it can be applied to direct current
motors with the added advantage that the motors can be
worked regeneratively over a wide range of speeds whereas
with the 3-phase motors the current can be regenerated con-

which the

in

cheap.

It

tinuously only at one or two different speeds.
An overhead wire over the centre of each track supported
at intervals by steel structures is believed the most desirable
for the conditions in South Africa. The general arrangement proposed is the same as that already adopted for the
electrified Sheldon -Newport branch of the North Eastern
Railway in England. The contact wire is to be supported

by a catanery and the line
the

means

is

to be divided into sections

by

of section isolators.

planned to locate the sub-stations at Kalk Bay, two
Cape Town, Booth Junction (near Durban), Maritzburg,
Ladysmith, Glencoe and at suitable intervals between the
power stations which are to be located at Cape Town,
Touws River, Witbank, Komati Poort, Tayside and Durban.
It is

at

location of the generating plants required considerBecause of the fact that the divisions to be
electrified are so far from each other, with the exception

The

able

study.

7 and 8, this problem had to be considered
separately with a view of possible extension of the electri-

of Divisions

fication system.

The possible use of water power was carefully studied,
but the rainfall in South Africa is very irregular and the
flow of water in most of the rivers crossed by the portions
of the railway under consideration is unreliable and occaEven the Orange and the Vaal
flowing altogether and this
cease
known
to
rivers have been
importance.
is a common occurrence with other rivers of less
Thus lndro-electric plants are out of the question. Furthersionally ceases

more

in

altogether.

South Africa coal at the pit is cheap and the cost
is low, which, again favors the use of steam-driven

of freight

generating plants.
In deciding the location of the power sites, the security
of supply was carefully considered and they were chosen
with the idea of enabling duplication of work. Thus in
Division 6 it is recommended that power plants be located
In Division 7, a power plant is to
at Tayside and Durban.
this
be located at a station on the Great Olifants river. In
the
from
power
draw
to
possible
is
it
locality, however,
DiviVictoria Falls and Transvaal Power Company. For
sion

8,

it

is

recommended

that

power plants be located

at

—
RAILWAY AGK
I'iMirt on the
Komati rivei which with an increa e
capacity of the Clival Olifants river plant would be able
in Division l it is recomin take care of that division,

Koraati

hi

mended

to

place

plants

tli..'

Cape

al

rown

and

Touws

Che Cape Town plant will provide power for the
suburban branches around ("ape Town and for a portion of
the main line to Touws Hut. Although the distance between
Cape Town and fouws river is onlj 160 miles by rail, it
was considered inadvisable to depend upon a single source
(Cape Town) and a transmission line of this Length for a
Supply for the whole Section and it was therefore rrnun
river.

mended

that

TOUWS

the

river plant be included.

In considering the genera] question of power supply the
the engineers had in mind the possibility

report states that

of supplying power to municipalities and possibly to private
It is believed that
consumers in addition to the railways.

mi-taken policy to regard railway electrification as distinct from the general use of electricity throughout
The majority of the power undertakings in
the country.
South Africa have already adopted the 3-phase alternating
current with a frequency of 50 cycles which would make
A splendid opporco-operative working a simple matter.
it

would be

a

tunity presents

power plant

Town

at

for

itself

co-operative working for a large
as the municipality of Cape

Cape Town

will in the near future be obliged to increase its

power

facilities.

For the entire electrification project twenty-four 8,000 k.
w. units and two 5,000 k. w. units have been suggested, distributed as follows:
,i

Eight 8,000 k.w. units.

3,000
Touws Ri
Durban — Four 8.000 k.w.

k.w. unit.
units.

Three 8,000 k.w. units.
rayside
Eight 8,000 k.w. units.
Great Olifants River
Koraati Poort Two 5,000 k.w. units.

—

—

Electric Motive

suburban

traffic.

—

In South Africa where all
Electric freight locomotives.
the cars are fitted with air brakes, the controlling feature is
the drawbar pull required to haul the train up the ruling
grade. Investigation showed that the draft gear on some of
the freight cars (which is to be systematically placed on all
of the freight cars) was of a sufficient strength to enable a
train of 1 ,800 short tons to be hauled up a grade of one per
cent. This corresponds to a pull of about 48,000 lb. An
electric

and few,

was believed betti i" u
in addition to
a i"i li'
engine and foi ih.it n ason pa
ngi
loj oraotivi i
of 161,280 Hi. exerting a tnu live
Eforl oi 13,000 lb. at one
hour rating and a maximum tractive effort oi -js.-ioo lb. were
proposed.
This locomotive would be able to haul a 600 ton
train up a
,67 per cenl
ompi n at d grade without
ance and would be amply sufficient for all probable requirethe

freight locomotive was therefore designed to meet
and the characteristics suggested were that

these conditions

should have a tractive effort of 48,000 lb. and weigh
The locomotives are designed for hauling a
268,000 lb.
1,200-ton train composed of loaded cars at a speed of about
40 m. p. h. on the level, or a train of 1,800 tons at not less
than 30 m. p. h. Furthermore, they are designed to operate at a speed of 20 to 23 m. p. h. up to the ruling grade.
Thus a substantial increase in general speed in freight trains
The actual horse power of the proposed
is anticipated.
freight locomotives under these conditions works out at
about 2,800 (one hour rating). This may be compared to
from 1,000 to 1,400 h. p., the capacity of the present steam
locomotives. The general arrangement of these locomotives

-it

it

i

i

i

train

i

i

i

l

.

i

mi nt-.

speed

restrictions

due

to

local

mit speeds higher than 60 m.

h.

p.

conditions

and

will

for that

not

per-

reason these

locomotives have been designed for
normal speed on the
level with a train of 15 main line coaches ol not Less than
55 m. p. h., or 28 to 29 in. p. h. on the grades. 'I he di
;i

of the express passenger locomotive is similar to the freight
Locomotives with the addition of a leading four-wheel truck
to

adapt these engines to the higher speed.

special design of passenger locomotive will,
to

which present

to Division

1,

The

use of this

under the extent

electrification is to be carried, be restricted

for

on the other divisions there are but few
is possible owing to the large num-

places where a high speed
ber of sharp curves.
It

is therefore suggested that singlelocomotives should be used on Divisions 7 and 8 for passenger and double-unit electric freight
locomotives on Division 6, where the trains are heavy and
the grades severe.
Electric shunting locomotives.
A large amount of shunting has to be carried out at Cape Town, Durban and Kendal, and for this purpose a special shunting locomotive has
been recommended. It is of the double truck type, with a
center driver's cab, weighing about 135,440 lbs., and has a
It is planned to
tractive effort of 14,000 lbs. at 12 m. p. h.
have the electrical equipment practically identical with that
of the passenger coaches of the suburban passenger trains.

unit electric

freight

—

Power

As above mentioned it is believed advisable to use electric
locomotives for main line passenger and freight trains and
for switching work with multiple unit system for the
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Anticipated Results

One

of the

chief

reasons

From
for

Electrification

the electrification

of

the

South African lines was the purpose of increasing the capacity

of the tracks as they

now

stand.

The

investigations

were based on a 50 per cent increase in traffic. This is to
be brought about by the increase in the average speed at
which the trains will be operated and by increasing the
train load so that greater tonnage can be hauled with a
fewer number of trains. As most of the sections under consideration are single track lines, a reduction in the number
of trains and an increase in speed will produce a great
improvement in regard to delays at stations.
With electrical operations the average speed of the two
different classes of traffic will be more equal than it is at the
present time and there will be less necessity of side tracking
An example of what this means on the run
between Witbank and Germiston is illustrated by the diagram in Fig. 2. The full lines show a record of an actual

the slower traffic.

of anv of the sections under construction on which a special

with a steam locomotive commonly used on this line
loaded to 600 tons, and the dotted lines show the calculated
speed for the same load with an electrical locomotive. Electrically hauled trains will take 2 hours 40 minutes, exclusive of stops, as compared with 3 hours 45 minutes for the
steam train, or a reduction of nearly 30 per cent in the running time.
The saving of time on other sections is even
greater.
For instance, the running time for fast freight
trains from DeDorns to Touws river, allowing one intermediate stop for water, is at present 2 hours 24 minutes,
whereas with the electrically operated train the same disIn passenger
tance will be covered in 1 hour 12 minutes.
service the present running schedule between Cape Town
and Touws river is 7 hours 50 minutes, whereas under electrical operation the journey could be done in 5 hours 45

passenger locomotive would be used is 2.5 per cent. Thus
a tractive effort of about 40,000 lb. would be required. Inasmuch as these maximum grades are comparatively short

minutes.
In regard to the suburban passenger trains operated under
the multiple-unit system it is the universal experience that

is

shown

in Figure 3.

—

The average maximum
passenger locomotives.
load of the passenger train is about 600 tons. Platform and
station accommodations generally limit the number of coaches
per train to a maximum of 15 or 16. The maximum grade
Electric

test

:

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,
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such improvements in travelling facilities prcxluce a larger
traffic, which is due to a growth of the population in the remoter suburbs and to more frequent use of the
improved services.
With the increase in speed less equipment will be required
to handle the same amount of traffic.
There will be a reduction in the amount of coal consumed, with the accompanying decrease in the number of cars used for the transportation of company coal.
There will be an increase in
engine mileage.
In the case of the freight service between
Glencoe and Durban the yearly mileage of the electric locoThus fewer elecmotives would be at least 70,000 miles.

volume of

tric

locomotives will be required.

In this respect

it

is

esti-

mated that with 262 electric freight, psasenger and shunting
locomotives and 136 motor coaches, 448 steam locomotives
would be available for sale or service elsewhere and that the
152 steam locomotives would not have to be purchased in

1055

and transmission lines had not been included in this estimate because of the possibility of purchasing power from
various outside sources.
However, in the working exp
interest at 5 per cent per annum on the capital required for
new stations and transmission lines in event of the railroad
producing its own power is included, together with a depreciation charge of 3 per cent on the power stations.
The
estimated capital Outlay on power station- and transmission
lines amount to £6,396,350.
The net return on the net capital outlay, exclusive of the cost of power stations and transmission lines, is approximately 15 per cent.
If the cosl of
the power stations and transmission lines are included the
net return would be approximately 7 per cent.

War Time

Fuel Restrictions Ordered

order to deal with the 50 per cent increase in traffic the
262 electric locomotives and 136 motor coaches are expected
In addition to this, electrification would, on
to handle.

loss ok coal PRODUCTION during
THEduced
Xat
supply

account of increase in speed and the reduction in fuel consumed, make unnecessary the purchase of 1,038 new 40-ton
freight cars, or their equivalent, which would be required
for dealing with the increased demands under steam oper-

war were ordered on

the

The

decrease

in

annual train mileage, considering the

estimated 50 per cent increase in

well illustrated
steam locomotives it

traffic,

is

in the through freight service.
With
has been estimated that train mileage of the four divisions
would be 9,846,800 miles, and with electric operation this
would be 6,890,610 miles, or a saving of 2,956,190 train
miles, or 30 per cent.
The saving in working expenses involves a comparison
of the cost, under steam operation, of coal, water, wages of
train crews, engine house expenses, lighting and heating,
locomotive repairs, depreciation with, under electric operation, the cost of electrical energy,

wages of train crews, en-

gine house expenses, repairs and depreciation of the locomotives and motor equipment, depreciation, maintenance and
working expenses of the sub-stations and the maintenance
of the track equipment necessary for electrification.
On the
four divisions the estimated profit for electrical operation

amounts

to

£801,900.

the strike has so re-

that restrictions in the

use of coal paralleling those put into effect during the
the very eve of the proposed settlement

of the strike.

The
cember

8,

Harry A. Garfield, on Defollowing order giving the Railroad
authority to issue regulations covering the

administrator, Dr.

fuel

issued the

Administration

ation.

ion's coal

and consumption of coal, coke or other fuel or
power generated or produced by the use or consumption

delivery, use

of

of coal, coke or other fuel

"The United

States Fuel Administrator acting under auOrder of the President of the United

thority of an Executive

August. 1917, and of subsequent Executive
furtherance of the purpose of said Orders,
and of the Act of Congress therein referred to and approved
August 10, 1917.
States, dated 2A

Orders and

"Hereby

in

and directs that the Director Genand his representatives acting by and
under his authority be, and they thereby are, authorized and
empowered to make and prescribe such local or general
regulations restricting the delivery, use and consumption of
coal, coke or other fuel or of power generated or produced
by the use or consumption of coal, coke or other fuel as may
from time to time be necessary in the present emergency.
eral

of

orders

Railroads

regulations made pursuant to the authority hereby
granted shall be valid and binding as and for regulations
of said Administrator.

All

Capital Expenditures

The

various items of capital expenditure involved in the

electrification of these lines involves the cost of

new

rolling

"This order shall be

effective

December

8,

1919."

stock, electric locomotives, etc., the cost of the distribution

system, the cost of the sub-stations and the cost of the power
There are other items, such
plant and transmission lines.
as alterations to engine houses, telegraph and telephone lines,
lengthening of sidings, etc. The net outlay on rolling stock
is obtained by deducting from the gross expenditure for the
new electric locomotives or train equipments the value of
the existing steam locomotives displaced, the new steam locomotives that would be required for the additional traffic
under consideration, the new wagons that would be unnecessary to purchase on account of the increased speed of the
traffic, and the new wagons that it would be unnecessary
to purchase due to the reduction in fuel consumption.
The
cost of the distribution system and sub-stations present an
entirely new item of expenses, from which there is nothing
to be deducted.
There are, however, additional credits which enter into
the present discussion, such as the cost of alterations in the
track to handle the 50 per cent increase in traffic under steam
working, and which would not be necessary by electrical
working.
A balance of these items, exclusive of the power
stations and transmission lines, show the estimated net capiThe cost of power stations
tal outlay to be £5,274,153.

On December 1, the fuel administrator gave out a statement urging the conservation of coal for these uses and suggested that local authorities adopt regulations and put them
into effect to carry out this purpose.

A
if

careful survey of the coal situation indicates that even
is a prompt settlement of the coal strike, it will take
time to adjust the country to a normal basis and that,

there

some

therefore, certain restrictions will have to be placed on the
consumption of bituminous coal and of light, heat and
power derived therefrom, so that urgent domestic needs may
be cared for, the necessary food stuffs produced and really
essential light, power and heat supplied.
Already in many
parts of the country restrictions as to the use of coal and
coke for lighting and heating purposes and for the production
of electricity and power for such purposes have been adopted.
Regulations were tonight issued to make such restrictions
uniform over the country and thus aid in the conservation

of coal.

They

"Pursuant

follow:

to authority of the

United States Fuel Admini-

strator the following regulations governing the use of heat,

light

and power from bituminous coal and coke are made
and uniformly in the interest of conser-

effective generally
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ration of existing fuel supplies, and supersede an)

Bituminous Coal and Coki

Light from

ii'.
while way Or other Mint
No
street lights, outline IikIiHiik. electric signs or illuminated
billboards, shovi window oi show case lights, are to be oper
This does nol affecl street lighting necessary for the
tted.

..iii.imcnt.il

1

liKlits,

the public.
cabaret, dance hall, pool hall or bowling alley shall
be permitted to use lighl except between 7 p. m. and 11 p. m.
jellStores, including retail stoics hut cxecptii
3.
ing food, and warehouses must not use light (except safety
Manufacturing plants
lights) except for six hours per day.

safety

Distribution of the Railway Dollar

previous

Instructions:

oi

Vol. 67, No. 22

Om

m<>
triking features of the annual report
Bureau of Kailwa\ \ w and Statistic! for the
jrear ended December 31, 1918, is the diagrams on the
back (over of the report showing the distribution <>t tin- railwax dollar iii 1918 ami in 1916.
According to these diagrams, the railway dollar was distributed in these two
i

-

as follow-:

No

2.

\\ in
iii

for the use of power.

and locomotivi itippliei
i.il
and Mipiilii-s

Fuel
M.ii
I

i

oss

ing to

telephone, telegraph and newspaper offices are not included insofar as necessary lighting is concerned.
(c) General and office lights must be cut off not later than

Railroad

(b)

stations,

4 p. m. in office buildings

municipal

offices,

industries

is

hotels,

hospitals,

except necessary federal, state and
office operation of vital

and except where

involved.

Dairies, refrigerator plants, bakeries, plants for the
manufacture of necessary medicinal products, water works,
sewerage plants, printing plants for the printing of newspa(d)

pers only, battery charging outfits in connection with plants
producing light or power for telephone, telegraph or public
utility

companies are exempted.

Heat from Bituminous Coal and Coke.
in offices, stores, warehouses and manufacturing plants to keep the average temperature at 68 deg. Fahrenheit, and then only during the
hours for which light is permitted. During other hours only
enough heat is to be used to prevent freezing of water pipes

Only enough heat may be used

1.

or sprinkler systems.

In manufacturing plants or plants coming under power
2.
curtailment rules, heat (to 68 deg. Fahrenheit) will be allowed
only during that time prescribed for use of power.

Power from Bituminous Coal and Coke
1.
No manufacturing plant or factory shall be furnished
bituminous coal or coke, or heat, light or power from bituminous coal or coke furnished by or through the United
States Fuel Administration for operation in excess of three
days a week on the basis of present working hours.

Exceptions:
Dairies, refrigerating plants, bakeries, plants for the manufacture of necessary food products, of necessary medicinal
products, water works, sewerage plants, printing plants for

the printing of newspapers only, battery charging outfits in
connection with plants producing light or power for telephone, telegraph or public utility companies are exempted.

Elevator service must be curtailed as much as possible
accordance with above regulations on use of heat, light
and power.
2.

in

Electric Railways
Electric railways shall reduce schedules to minimum
requirements of service under revised hours of heating, lighting and power as herein provided.
1.

No

heat shall be provided on electric cars during rush
hours and heating during non-rush hours shall be curtailed
2.

much

as possible.

General
Electric railways and manufacturing plants, stores and
offices shall co-operate in arranging, within the provisions of
this order, schedules, days and hours of work to permit the
1.

maximum

1-1

i 1

'

rotal

leased

expense!

utilization

of transportation equipment."

W cut to—
in 1916
40.60

-,

7.45
15.77
.67

i.H7

4.46

HS.At

(j'j.95

8.74
2.59

12.48

2.65

11.78

lines

1.83

Available for dividends,

reserves

and surplus

Total

For

it

1

Taxes

Betterments

Drug stores and restaurants may remain open accordpresent schedules, but must reduce lighting one half.

(a)

11.11

.,

Interest
Rent of

Exceptions:

I.

1918

tboi

I

shall be allowed to use light only during the time prescribed

as

mi

"i

Of the

100.00

deficits

Commenting on
shown that when

....

says that "Experience has
the expenses and taxes of American railways as a whole exceed 70 per cent of their revenues many
roads are in distress and more lack credit."
It will be perceived that for the year 1916, when the
operating income of all the roads was $1,105,106,214, the
operating expenses were only .05 per cent within the zone
of safety.
It is this fact that makes the comparison of the
diagram especially valuable.
A similar diagram for the
this, the report

calendar year 1917 showed that the operating expenses had
crossed the line of safety into the zone of danger to the
extent of 6.15 degrees.
In 1918 the margin of safety was
left 15.46 per cent in the rear.
The first nine months of 1919 show that there has been
no halt in the march of expenses into the territory abounding in deficits, defaults and receiverships, from which the
taxing power of the United States alone saves its railways
The other means to save the situation the power
today.
the government
to raise the rates to yield sufficient revenues
has so far declined to adopt.

—

—

Another figure in the diagram for 1918 commands atten-

—

the 54.06 per cent of gross revenues paid to labor
Practically the entire
against only 40.60 per cent in 1916.
increase in expenses is accounted for here by the increase in
Moreover, this
the percentage distributed to employees.
54.06 per cent is computed on the largest operating revenues
tion

in the history of

American railways.

The

aggregate compensation of railway employees in 1918
was $2,686,734,498, or nearly $300,000,000 more than the
The average pay of 1,897,total operating revenues in 1908!
741 railway employees in 1918 was $1,416 a year and the
average per day was $4.52 against only $2.25 in 1908, an
These figures do
increase of over 100 per cent in ten years.
not include the administration's pay roll, which numbers
2,500 persons whose average pay is $2,567 per year; or the
2,619 officers and employees of the corporate organizations

whose pay averaged $2,147 per year. These last figures are
interesting as affording a comparison between the pay of
the officials dismissed by the director general and of those
appointed in their places.
Another revelation contained in this report is the enormous
increase shown in the pay of clerks from $120,766,765 in

1915 to $263,657,074 in 1918. The class of clerks receiving
than $900 per annum, of whom there were 101,751 in
1917, has been practically eliminated. Where this branch of
the service accounted for a total of only 1.9 per cent of the
operating expenses in 1907, in 1918 it amounted to 6.2

less

per cent.

The report covers 250,473 miles of operated line and presents the first complete review of the railways of the United
States for the first year of government operation.

The

December Meeting

Signal Engineers

Signal Division Holds Large Meeting in
ards Discussed

THEingfourth

meeting

— Plan Next Annual

of the Signal Division, Engineer-

J.

American Railroad Association, was held
the McAlpin Hotel, New York, on December 2 and
Section,

at

result of the recent letter ballot, the times of holding the meetings were changed to March and December for

A

the stated meetings, with the annual meeting in July.
tabulation of the vote shows that 338 voted for the change

—

The attendance

at this meeting was very good
140 active
railroad members, ? junior and 89 associate
affiliated non-railroad members, with 19 guests, a total
The meeting was presided over by the chairman
of 250.
of the Division, C. J. Kelloway (A. C. L.). 'Secretary H. S.
Balliet (N. Y. C), deferred the reading of the minutes of
affiliated

the September meeting, as because of the printers' strike in
New York, they had not been printed.

The first discussion was that on the report of Committee
No. 3, power interlocking, F. B. Wiegand (N. Y. C), chairman. This committee presented a specification for universal
electric locks for hand operated switches, first and second
range voltage; and a specification for an electric lock for
power interlocking machines. Both were presented only for
discussion, not for final adoption.
Mr. Wiegand, in presenting the report, gave an abstract of information received
from the Bureau of Standards, Washington, relating to proposed action by the Bureau looking to revision of the publication containing national standards of screw threads.
The discussion was participated in by Messrs. W.

H.

(N. Y. C), P. E. Carter (G. R. S.), B. H. Mann
(M. P.), J. C. Mock (M. C), A. H. Rudd (Penn.), and F.
L. Dodgson (G. R. S.). Questions as to the height at which
a switch box shall be placed, whether indicators should or
should not have doors, and as to the advisability of having
contacts on locks for power interlocking machines were considered.
Mr. Mock spoke of the need of improvement in
arranging apparatus on power machines; there is a tendency
to put too much on these machines; he has taken off such
things as polarized relays and placed them in separate
places, a change which was found to facilitate proper maintenance.
As to locks on these machines, it was the sense
of the meeting that they should have no contacts.
Committee No. 5, on maintenance rules and instructions,
L. R. Mann (M. P.), chairman, presented a code of questions and answers for an examination paper for signal mainThis fills a dozen pages of the program issued for
tainers.
the meeting and was discussed at considerable length. These
questions and answers were presented only as information
and the dozen or more members offering criticisms dealt only
with minor details. It appears that some of the things which,
Elliott

in this

document would be required

of maintainers. are for-

bidden by the agreement between the railroads and the maintainers as recently drawn up by the United States Railroad
Administration. Another significant suggestion was that some
of the clauses referring to flagging would seem to forbid a
maintainer to stop a train in case of danger.

Standard Designs
Committee No. 6 submitted for approval six drawings containing standard designs, and a seventh, a base for a 4-in.
mast, for discussion only, the report being presented by

Mock (Michigan

Central), vice-chairman.

The

first

;

and 105 against. The change was proposed so that all reports could be sent to the executive committee of the American Railroad Association, by October 15, but there is still
some dissatisfaction.
and
and

C.

Meeting

drawing, No. 1010, crank and jaw pins, was adopted without discussion. This and the next two are former standards
revised in a few details. No. 1015, one-inch signal pipe, was
adopted after brief discussion. The committee had changed
the rivet holes a member proposed that the rivet be made
one-sixteenth inch smaller. This the committee promised to
consider.
One member wanted the plug to be made a tighter
fit, but this view did not prevail.
The drawing was adopted
subject to possible change as to the length of rivet.
Drawing No. 1220, crossarm bolts, was adopted.
The list of
standard cotter pins, drawing No. 1409, was adopted with-

As a

3.

New York — Stand-

out discussion.

Drawing No. 1430, a semaphore lamp with two lenses,
facing in opposite directions, was the subject of considerable
discussion.
Mr. Ralph (Northern Pacific) proposed the
placing of a mark on the inside of the lamp, opposite the
peep hole, to simplify the work of the instructor who has to
tell illiterate men how to adjust the height of the flame.
The casting shown in the drawing is designed for a backlight
and a peep hole, both in one casting, although both of these
holes may not be called for in all lamps; the object being
to reduce the number of standard castings required.
This
explanation answered some inquiries as to the arrangement
of the holes.
W. H. Elliott, New York Central, believes
backlights no longer necessary.
Mr. Beck (N. Y. C.) objected to the adoption of a standard for a two-lens lamp as such a lamp gives satisfactory
service only where the line of road is straight; but to this
Mr. Ralph replied that on his road a lamp made by Adams
& Westlake was used with satisfaction, in which one of the
lenses is adjustable for curved track.
Criticism being made
of the outer hood surrounding ihe lens in this drawing,
which does not extend out quite so far as the bullseye, Mr.
Mock said the committee would consider the adoption of a
deeper hood; and the drawing was accepted.
Drawing No. 1449, a base for a four-inch iron mast, was
explained by Mr. Mock as having been made for the purpose of providing for heavy highway crossing signals a
stronger post than that usually uf.ed, while yet not so heavy
as the standard semaphore post.
This drawing was submitted for discussion only.
Drawing No. 101 A. R. E. A., a 16 ft. 6 in. split switch,
was presented by the committee for the purpose of showing
the location of the holes drilled in the switch points; after
brief discussion this arrangement of drilling was adopted.
Committee No. 11, batteries, R. B. Elsworth, chairman,
presented revised standard drawing No. 1224 showing a
storage battery jar, cover, sand trays, etc.
A few details
have been added.
The changes have been commended by
the manufacturers, and after a brief discussion the drawing
was adopted for submission to letter ballot and inclusion in
the Manual.
The committee submitted a specification for
type A, caustic soda primary cells and renewals.
Mr. Elsworth said that this had been fully discussed with the manufacturers and, except section 6, it was quickly approved.
That section, prescribing the required capacity of a battery,
was discussed at some length. Section 6 deals with the capacity of batteries but does not indicate the maximum capacity
nor does it describe the method of making a test, the batten- makers having been unable to agree on a recommendation to the committee.
There was some discussion of the question whether
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primar) batteries should be used for low voltage switch
machines; but Mr. Siebert, Mr. Rainey, and others said
that the) were using these primary batteries successfully,
Mr. Siebert's low voltage ma
using two Bets in multiple.
E. \Y. Kolb (B. R. & P.),
chines operate in 30 seconds,
reporting on results brought out in his laboratorj for testing
primary batteries, suggested in detail a complete revision <>t

of time can

sa cion 6 defining capacities.
here was some discussion over the desirability of a clause
in the specification providing for jars of rectangular shape.
There was considerable sentiment in favor of tins shape.
Mr. (Cellowa) had found that 14 cells and 5 cells for track

report detailing

1

circuits,

bj

using

this

shape,

could

be

installed

without

making special provision for housing.
Gault, chairman, presented a
Committee No. 13, P.
specification for ranges and scales for voltmeters for alternating current, which was briefly discussed.
Committee No. 2, on mechanical interlocking, Samuel

M

Miskellv, chairman, presented a specification for mechanical
interlocking machine, style "A" locking. This was discussed
very briefly and the meeting then turned to the specification
for lever locking for mechanical machines presented by the

Manual. It was argued
combined with the specification
for the machine, paragraph 6, but to this it was answered
that considerable reprinting could be saved by keeping mate-

same committee

for inclusion in the

that this matter should be

concerning lever locking separate.
discussion then arose as to whether specifications presented at a stated meeting could be acted upon by letter
ballot.
The rules allow this but there was doubt concerning
the advisability of submitting to letter ballot specifications
and other matter which has been discussed at only one meetIt appeared to be the sense of the meeting that there
ing.
should be discussion at two meetings so that all parts of
Mr. Elliott
the country would be more fully represented.
moved that the mechanical machine lever locking be accepted
for presentation at the annual meeting, and it was so voted.
Committee No. 7 on direct current relays, E. G. Stradling,
chairman, presented a specification for lifting armature
The comdirect current relays, which was briefly discussed.
mittee had made a number of modifications since the report
was presented at Atlantic City last June. A few further
changes were suggested.
Committee No. 10 on signaling practice, J. A. Peabody,
rial

A

chairman, presented a brief report on methods of control to
cause signals to indicate stop in emergencies, giving a condensation of information received from a number of railroads
replying to a circular. The committee had sent out 36 circulars and received useful information from ten roads. The
Western Maryland and the Illinois Central have arrangements for opening track relay connections and also have

The New York

Central uses knife switches
and also arrangements for conveniently cutting by pliers.
The Union Pacific opens the signal circuit wire by a knife
switch or breaks the track circuit by knife switch. The Norfolk & Western shunts the track circuit by knife switch. On
the Louisville & Nashville and the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, special indicators are provided for the information
On the Northern Pacific track cirof signal maintainers.

knife switches.

•

shunted by a controller operated by hand.
The committee recommends that for temporary protection
the maintainers should be instructed to disconnect the signal
Where a permanent arrangement is desired it may
circuits.
(A) Opening track relay through knife
be provided by:
switch.
(B) Opening circuit wires through circuit controllers.
(C) Shunting track by circuit controller or knife switch. Indicators may be provided to advise track workers of the

be saved by their use, as it ma} take a ^<*k1
while tor a track walker to reach a relay box.
II
the track
watchman can l>e depended upon to report dangerous conditions he ought to be competenl to manage a shunt wire.

Work Done by

Valuation

the

Government

Committee No. IS, J. M. Carley, chairman, presented a
some of the methods employed by the Interstate Commerce Commission is its work of valuation oi railroad property.
This report was di cussed briefly by C. H.
Morrison (N. \
II
& II), T. E. Be« k (N. Y. C),
G K. Thomas (A., T. & S. F.) and K. E. Kellenberger,
associate editor of the Railway Age.
Whether or not func..

V

tional depreciation should or should not be considered

the

main

was

topic under discussion.

Lubricating Oils
Raymer, chairman, presented a
and one for 45 degrees
below zero lubricating oil. It was proposed, and the committee will consider the naming of the different kinds of oils
by numbers so as to provide short names which will be distinctive and can be readily remembered.
There was a long
discussion on what elements should be included in describing
Committee No.

16,

I.

S.

Specification for zero lubricating oil

Because of the great demand for oil at the present
and the consequent impracticability of always securing
oil from the same field, there is a good deal of variation in
quality, and oil frequently fails to behave as well in service
as it does in the laboratory; but the only remedy mentioned
for this condition was to get the aid of the signal manufaczero

oil.

time,

turer in securing satisfactory

The

oil.

paragraph of each specification calls for clean,
dry containers as specified by the purchaser, and in discussing this paragraph there was a demand that the committee
recommend standard sizes of containers, one as small as onehalf pint. No action was taken. Both of these oil specifications were accepted for submission to letter ballot with a view
to including them in the Manual, but the motion evidently
was adopted with the tacit understanding that changes would
be made by the committee and that final disposition would
be made at the annual meeting.
Committee No. 4, on D. C. automatic block signaling, C. F.
Stoltz, chairman, presented for discussion a specification for
In the clause relating
universal switch circuit controllers.
to ventilation, the committee accepted a suggestion that caps
might be put on the inside of the case; also that binding
Mr. Elliott, New
posts should be prescribed of larger size.
York Central, has used for several years binding posts
5/16-inch in diameter and finds them satisfactory. A large
size is necessary to withstand the jarring to which these
last

A member called attention to the absence
of any clause requiring an inside cover for the operating
cams, but the committee replied that this point was omitted
because on so many roads it is the practice to have no such
inside cover.
The specification was accepted to be referred to the annual
meeting with a view to having it referred to letter ballot and
boxes are subject.

inclusion in the Manual.

Annual Meeting

cuits are

approach of trains.
In the discussion the use of shunt wires was criticized as
unreliable, especially in the hands of trackmen and others
unskilled, but it was pointed out that sometimes a good deal

At the close of the meeting, Secretary H. S. Balliet announced that the next meeting of the Division would be held
in Chicago on March 16, next, and the annual meeting at
Thousand Islands Hotel, Alexandria Bay, N. Y., on July
It is intended to arrange for the reser14, 15 and 16, 1920.
vation of rooms at the hotel by the secretary of the division,
Grand Central Terminal, New York City, early in June.
He and the secretary of the Signal Appliance Association will
In view of the probability of a
co-operate in this matter.
large attendance, arrangements are being made with two other
hotels within 500 feet of the Thousand Islands house.

Concerning the Utilization of Freight Cars'
Obligations of the

Carrier and

Co-operation

By W.
Manager

of the

railroad
The STEAM
used
units

is

— Car

now

nearly 90 years old. The
still in process of de-

the price of the commodity which
or the value of the trade to the purchaser.

either in fixing

The Obligation

is

of serious car shortage, in getting these cars into service.

Another line may be a heavy producer of perishable fruits
and require large quantities of refrigerator cars. The movements may be over two or three intermediate lines which may
not reasonably be expected to contribute refrigerator cars for
this through movement.
This question must be studied in
all its variations and some formula arrived at which shall
properly and equitably distribute the burden of ownership

among

all lines.
This is not an easy question, but is one
which a competent committee, duly authorized, concentrating for a few weeks, could find the answer. By such an arrangement the roads altogether might be saved a capital expenditure approaching $300,000,000 (100,000 cars).

to

Service

for

Terminal and divisional yards must be so policed that cars
may not get caught and held. In spite of such action as
has been taken to correct delays in yards, I have never seen
anything really effective except a record which will work
automatically and force those responsible to immediate action.
The individual card record can doubtless be adapted
to this purpose, and is the nearest proof against error I have
ever seen.
While the clerical expense involved may be increased somewhat, it is but little comparatively speaking and
is as nothing when measured against the possibility of sav-

of the Railroad

—

consignee
is, relatively speaking, of a different opinion as to
the type of coal car which is best adapted for his business,
from that held in Missouri. One shipper of lumber demands
open cars for the convenience of loading and assumes the
expense of staking, while another shipper of the same kind of
lumber demands a closed car to save the expense of staking,
disregarding the inconveniences and increased cost of unloading. A shipper of early vegetables in one section of the
country may feel that the market available to him will be better served if his product is moved under ventilation, while
another shipper of the same commodity will demand refrigeration for the same distance and perhaps in the same
general territory. We have constantly an exacting, and if I
may be permitted to say it, finicky public to be served.
We must try to please when and as we can, sacrificing
somewhat where nccesary. Shippers have been generous in
using unsuitable cars and in other patriotic acts, often to their
loss, carriers have given some poor service, but it is to be

borne in mind that in response to the demands of war time
production the wheels have almost literally been run off the
cars.
There has not until the past six or eight months, been
opportunity to stop the cars long enough for overhauling;
but covering the dissipated repair forces which were so largely
upset by war no effort or expense is being spared to properly
and promptly condition the cars now awaiting repairs.
A road under-equipped is not doing its duty to the public.
Generally, a railroad owns sufficient cars to market the com17,

of an address delivered before the
1919.

Pools

irrespective of whether that destination is on its rails or not.
This has required a heavy outlay entirely inconsistent with
purely local requirements.
On the other hand, a road may
be a heavy receiver of box car freight and originate little or
nothing; such a road may not reasonably be expected to
provide box cars for it would never succeed, except in times

have a country which spreads 3,000 miles in one direction and 1,500 to 2,000 miles in the other, within which
area we have a public with a widely varying opinion. The
or possibly I should say the
coal shipper of Pennsylvania

* Abstract

of

modities produced on it, but there are varied circumstances.
The coal loading road has, as a rule, provided cars in sufficient quantity to carry the product of its road to destination,

We

October

— Need

C. Kendall,

for transportation are

—

Shipper

Car Service Section, Division of Operation, United States Railroad Administration

velopment and new questions arise year by year. I am
posing neither as a reformer nor a critic; but I do believe that
we are just now at a period when we must take heed as to
whither we are drifting.
Freight cars now number about 2,500,000 and to replace
one will cost at present prices close to $3,000. In what other
business can you find an article of such value literally turned
loose for your use and mine ? I firmly believe the experiences
of the recent past have demonstrated beyond peradventure
the complete interdependence of the railroad and shipping
public.
The railroad has found that it can no longer act
in its own interest, but that the public will find a way to
demand a reasonable share of consideration. The shipper
has found that there are problems other than his own which
must be considered. There must be some measure of give
and take.
Our real progress must be measured by the
friendly spirit of understanding and co-operation which has
grown up between those who have the commodity of transportation to sell and those who purchase.
In probably no
other commercial transaction does the one party have so
much to say as to the fairness or otherwise of the other,
sale,

the

of

New York

Railroad Club,

ing in car days.
The shipper cares not so much for quick movement as he
does for regularity and dependability. Fast service has been
advertised and practically all of the special attention given
has been concentrated on these particular train- while the re-

mainder of the

traffic, probably comprising 90 per cent of the
whole, has been given no special thought. The public generally will be better served if the supervision is spread equitably over all freight movements. We probably lack super-

vision.
Its first cost is expensive; but we must devise some
means, automatic or otherwise, which will enable us to check
our overdue movement.

Car Distribution

When a car shortage prevails the railroad must determine
an equitable basis upon which cars may be divided between
shippers and between commodities. Certain obligation- must
be met and the question of preferential treatment must not
In the first place, freight houses must be kept
is a public necessity.
All the cars required to
move l.c.l. freight to other towns, must be furnished. Certain
commodities such as newsprint paper must be provided for.
The question of distribution gives a railroal much concern
lest it be accused of discrimination.
The distribution of cars for coal and grain is on a wellestablished and equitable basis.
It might be possible to do
interfere.

open.
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well with lumber.
doubt the practicability oi giving
Fair treatment of
mathematical rating to .<ll shippei
shippers, a- between commodities and between station,, and
between individual shippers is an elemenl to which the rail
roads must give further attention, arriving at some well estabI

.i

lished

ami acceptable

basis.
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again and again, possibly with the obje<
in view of
dodging demurrage barges. Meantime tin- ar Is kept under
lo.nl and out of tlir
.tvim- to winch it belongs.
Who has
not seen that Sale lit oi a hundred or more cars of luml>cr
"on wheels" and each with its little Code word? Why, we
all know that at leasl half of those <ar.s do not exist!
o| the more important element! of
These then an
transportation in which the publi< bas a direct re ponsibility
toward improvement.
am sure
annot bi < cu ed of undue
bias in making the statement that none of these things represent as mm h actual effort or expense as do those factors for
which the railroad is responsible. Supervision is the answer.
Hut it is impossible for the railroads to have officials respansible for every little thing, with eyes and cars spread
over the last inch of 200,000 miles of line, and the railroad
and the shipper should sit down together, in a spirit of helpfulness, and see that the tag ends existing here and there are
taught up according to the best judgment and conscience of
I do not believe that corporations have no
the individual.
souls, for I have abiding faith in the conscience of the
t

i

1

-c

The Obligation
[*he

average railroad

Shipping Public

of the

official

is

ready to admit shortcom-

ings and to assume In- share of the burdens, but there are well-

defined obligations resting upon the shipper ami consignee:
(1) prompt loading ami unloading; (2) capacity loading
of cars; (,i) proper use of the reconsignment privilege.
The
shipper is frequently careless, nol conforming his orders for
cars to his actual daily requirements, he is not apt to be
The shipper
considerate as to specific type and capacity.
should order cars in writing and will ahead of requirements;
and he precise as t<> ability to load
Under our present system
we have many cases of duplication and inflation which are
misleading with a consequent derogatory effect on the car

Supply
to

individual railroad

in general.

Some hold that demurrage is a device of the devil, designed
extract money from the unsuspecting and innocent, others

that the

demurrage rules are

them certain

built for their benefit, to give

rights with property not their

cised without limit; neither position

is

own,

to be exer-

Demurrage

correct.

by necesity a punitive measure to protect one against anHere the speaker made a strong appeal for
other's neglect.
concentration of effort with respect to prompt loading and
unloading.
He finds that even after a consignee has been
to considerable trouble in speeding up the unloading of his
car the railroad sometimes fails in its obligation to move the
car with corresponding promptness.]
Our Car Service Section records show that on a certain date
1,°22 consignees on 158 railroads were holding 7,764 cars
under load, an average of 3 days each beyond the free time, or
This represents a total of 23,292
a total of 5 days per car.
car days beyond the free time which divided by 16 days
an assumed average turning time of a coal car represents
the equivalent of 1.456 cars continuously tied up.
is

|

—

—

Capacity Loading
During the

railroads'

campaign of 1917 when

all

were

was infrom 10 to

fired with patriotism, the average loading of cars

creased by something over two tons a car, a gain of
If in the flight of your imagination you con16 per cent.
sider the 250 billion ton miles already recorded as moved by
the railroads under federal control for the first eight months
of this calendar year, and equate the loss of 3 tons per car
which is the figure for August, you will find a possible

something in excess of 200,000 cars for
instead of having 2,250,000 cars available
for service daily we should have the equivalent of close to
2,500,000.
In August our ton miles deceased 10.8 per cent
while our loaded car miles decreased but 2.9 per cent, which
gives a picture of the loss of car efficiency due to light loading.
theoretical saving of

daily use.

We

That

is,

between commodities, and
possibilities of double
and triple loading are daily before us. One car can be made
to do the work of two in moving salt, sugar, flour, feeds, etc.,
a saving which is of tremendous importance. Money invested

must study the

the effect of

possibilities as

minimum

weights.

The

in supervision of this element of transportation will return

a

I

hundred

fold.

Eternal vigilance

is

the only way.

Reconsignment
a reasonable and a legitimate traffic
The broker who deals in
bills of lading and has no established place of business is
a parasite on the railroads he is on a very questionable basis.
There are those who send shipments from one market to another, taking chances on possible sales; and they will recon-

Reconsignment

privilege but

it is

is

subject to abuses.

;

I

i

official.

Advanced Movements
It is to

the interest of

economically speaking, that the

all,

movements be spread as evenly as possible throughout
the year.
Some commodities do not lend themselves readily
to this practice. Melons, peaches and grapes will not wait for
transportation; transportation must wait on them. Fertilizer
must move generally according to the whim of the farmer;
he does not want to tie up his money and cannot store this
commodity in advance of requirement. To find adjustment as
between seasonal or semi-seasonal commodities and the general run of traffic presents an opportunity for the shipper, the
consignee and the railroad to get together in real hedpfulness.
Such commodities as pulpwood and clay for the paper mills
traffic

phosphate rock for the fertilizer plants; the winter's stock
of bituminous and anthracite; wood for the chemical plants;
should be moved when tracks are not crowded, and placed
in storage.
The phosphate rock mines of Florida have been
practically idle for the past six or seven months, but the commodities necesasry for next season's fertilizers are not yet
moved and they must be moved between now and February 1
our period of heaviest movement and most difficult operation.
For the calendar year up to July 1 the bituminous coal production averaged about 8,500,000 tens a week with literally
thousands of coal cars idle. Now, in response to vigorous demands of the public, we are hitting 11,500,000 tons weekly,
which represents an increased transportation requirement of
over 35 per cent for this commodity alone, accompanied by
a shortage of cars for this and other commodities, and also a
bit of hysteria.

Here

is

presented real opportunity for exer-

community of

cise of the principle of

interest.

Market Conditions

An

established market

is helpful to the railroads.
It prevents a tendency to panicky conditions among shippers and
creates a spread of transportation which is helpful.
A shortage in the potato market at New York will send the quotations up and the Maine farmer will call for cars instantly.
The warehousemen are all in the same state of mind, desiring

on that market, and orders for cars for potatoes
zero to hundreds overnight, presenting to the railroads an impossible task. Suppose cars were supplied to fill
all the potato orders; the shipments would then be so heavy
that the market would break and the producer would immediately cease shipping.
There is a considerable tendto catch a sale

jump from

.

.

.

wheat and other grains already on wheels
which ties up cars and which a stabilized market would help
to correct.
To some extent a similar situation exists with
respect to the lumber traffic.
Possibly there are certain advantages in having live stock arrive at the large markets on
ency to

traffic in

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,
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Monday or Tuesday, but what a saving would follow if
shipments of livestock were spread through four or five days
of the week!
Car supply would be stabilized and train runs
would be adjusted

to a more even basi
appreciate that we cannot interfere with the inexorable
law of supply and demand, but nevertheless there would
seem to be presented an opportunity for movements -uch as
these to be stabilized; perhaps through association membership which will voluntarily give control to some of these elements without in any way jeopardizing the interests of the
industry or the individual.
I

Day Plan

Shipping

The "shipping day plan" has
which

I

believe

it

deserves.

No

not gained the popularity
doubt the shipping public

have exercised all the patience as to the practice of
which can be expected, it must be borne in mind
was presented at a time when railroads were struggling

feel they

this idea

that

it

with a shortage of experienced labor, also that available
labor was somewhat short of experience. Furthermore, there
was not full cooperation among all railroads. But it was a
bit of pioneering which should have a stronger support.
The theory is excellent; it is not fool proof; it needs help
and not so much suspicion that the railroad is trying to put
something over.

Permits and Embargoes
In some instances of abnormally rapid development of industries a quite impossible burden is imposed on the railroad.
War-time Bridgeport (Conn.) and the oil craze at Burkburnett, Tex., are instances of what I mean.
Probably the
development of the Texas oil fields represents the most rapid
growth of railroad requirements of any period in our history.
* * *
But for reasons of his own the consignee does not
release cars promptly.
He clogs the ways. He falls behind
for perhaps perfectly legitimate reasons.
The embargo is
then necessary. This creates a wave-like line of transportation.
The permit plan of handling traffic strictly on a basis of
It
ability to dispose of at destination becomes necessary.
creates a "delinquent" list which is quite psychological in its
Generally speaking the public are favorable to the
effect.
permit system, for with it goes a sense of realization of its
benefits.

Wherever

there

i-

opposition

I

feel railroads

must

ask the public to be patient in its operation, as I am convinced that in no other way can the traffic of this country be
The system has fully
at all times satisfactorily handled.
justified itself.

—

certain industry anticipating a possible car shortage

it

had not arrived apparently communicated with all
branch office.- and correspondents in various states and
definitely suggested that the question be brought to the attention of the powers that be through senators and congressmen.
As a result we had complaints from practically every state
in the Union, all a- to a single situation at one loading station.
We were in receipt of seven letters from the people's
representatives of one state with enclosures which read identiPropaganda of a different sort comes incally the same.
If there is
directly from newspapers and newsprint mills.
a temporary car shortage at a paper mill there is likely no
preference as to whose paper shall have priority of movement
so all newspapers are notified that their paper cannot be
shipped and to get busy. There is relatively no storage of
We then hear of it
newsprint at points of consumption.
There is only a certain
from widely separated sources.
quantity of cars for distribution and innumerable telegrams
and letters cannot increase this quantity. To give preference
where no preference is due will involve unjust dealing. Much
time and energy would be saved for more important matters

positively

of

its

with a policy of direct dealing.

Car Service Rules
One of the most important questions
om in which the public will claim

before us today, and
a vital interest, is

whether we shall follow the rule- observing the ownership of
cars common railroad property and
In the fall of 1916 the demands for
ears became so urgent that there was a tendency for every
road to grab all available equipment and appropriate it to
the car or consider all
load them accordingly.

its

own

use- regardless of rules or obligation-.

The

result

was that the car^ gravitated naturally into those arears where
the industrial activity was the greatest; and not only did
they gravitate to these regions but they stayed there, making
a corresponding shortage in the producing sections.
Then
penalties were provided to force the cars home.
In the following spring and after various experiments with a strict

ownership plan, the war pressure became so urgent that the
lid was off; it was "catch as catch can"; and a common-use
plan for box cars was authorized with a forced relocation of
empties as occasion might demand.
In the fall and early
winter of that year the situation became so acute in the industrial centers that in the interests of greater production of
and easier operation a limited coal car pool was author-

coal

ized.
Both of these situations exist today and they present
a somewhat complicated situation.
This brings to the fore, as the time approaches for the return of the roads to private control, the question of right or
opinion as between the two schools of thought the adherents
of the ownership plan on the one side and those of the pool on

—

the other. Probably the answer lies somewhere between the two.
It probably will be conceded, based on the experience and
practice of the past two years that with an ownership plan in
operation there must be more flexibility than was had in the

On the other hand, if a modified plan of common
authorized some protection must be given the owner.
Each railroad executive will probably insist that this money
was expended for a certain type of car particularly adapted
for the shippers and receivers on his lines.
Then, too, there
is a general pride of ownership which, from a psychological
point of view, is important. The consensus of opinion among
the lesser operating officials, and this is meant to also include
the yard forces, is probably favorable to the flexibility of the
common-use plan, for it gives them an opportunity to respond
to the demands of their superiors for decreased operating
expenses and is a very considerable factor. Thus we have the
railroad family somewhat divided on this question.
The shipper is not particularly concerned as to whose car
he may be using. What he asks for is a unit of a type to
suit his needs
box, coal, flat, stock or refrigerator
which
is in good condition and which he can load to whatever
destination he chooses.
If his car is not forthcoming as he
has ordered it he is not at all cona rned as to the marks which
may be on the side of a car already in his possession. The
privileges which have been extended to the shipping public
the past two years with respect to the common use of cars
have served to form habits which may not he easily broken.
As shortages occur the shipper will demand a car without respect to any railroad rules which in his judgment deprive him
of something to which he believes himself entitled. If it were
possible to standardize cars overnight the problem would be
easier.
Standardization of equipment does not seem near at
hand, although progre-s has been made for years; but in the
nature of thing- standards must change as ideas develop.
Great progress has been made during federal control in the
way of standard types of cars and locomotives. Purchases
of these standards are however but a small proportion of the
whole in point of numbers. Inasmuch as the life of a car
will probably average 20 years the period within which
standardization can be fully accomplished is thus seen to
be a very indefinite one.
I do not think that with a concentrated effort the proposipast.

use

is

—

Propaganda

A
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100 cars better than engine 44K would handle only 90 cars.
On hauls out of the ore mines the regular rating for the
Compounds is 50 cars, but on test trips engine 468 handled
Another trial
55, 59 and 60 cars withoul any difficulty.
run w.i- made from Superior to (llenwood, Minn
a distance

Merel] as a
prove an impossible one i" deal with
believe that if ten railway presidents, ten operal
in:: exe< utives, ten mechanical superintendents, ten transports
iion superintendents and ten vardmasters, all selected
to cover a wide geographical distribution, were to sjsemble
in committee, guaranteed tin- privilege of tree speech and pro
tection from the consequences thereof, and with full authority
iion

will

in in

l

On

this division

the tonnage rating for the
2,200 tons, but in order to make
the trip in less than 16 hours the train
n st be reduced to
from 1,800 to 2,000 tons. With engine 468 a train of 2,157
tons was hauled from Superior to Glenwood in 10 hrs. 7
min. actual running time,
The fuel performance with the two engines on the trips
between boylston Junction and Moose Lake is summarized

00 miles.

compound engine

in two or three days' time they would develop princiwhich could form the kisis for a smaller committee to
frame a inle or an understanding under which all roads ould
handle cars to the best advantages and maintain them to tin
Like every other move toward
highest possible standards.
real progress this involves tin- good faith of the individual
and, what is all-important, sufficient and efficient superto ait.

is

1

ples

«
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I

in

the

accompanying

1

i

table:
Coal

vision.

>'
per m|.
crease ft. of
for
grate
I

There are probably car units enough

in this country to

Coal
per

production.
The freight equipment must
however be so kept in repair that only a reasonable number
of cars shall be out of service; and shipper, consignee and
railroad must each do their part in conserving time and
For the present we should
avoiding wasteful practices.
promptly replace all dismantled units, car for car, but of
present

handle

Engine

number
468
448
468

will all fulfill

90
90
100

1,440
1,440
1,600

1

It will

It is not altogether a lack of cars which
capacity.
Show
accounts for our shortages; it is lack of utilization.
me the actual number of cars short and I think I can show
you where there are cars which are or can be made available

we

nage

Running

124
144
128

6.93
7.78
6.96

78.0
56.5
80.0

13.9
....
....

time
42 min.
37 min.
52 min.

hi.

1

2 hr.
hr.

1

be noted that the actual evaporation per pound of
was 10.9 per cent less

coal with the superheated locomotive
than with the saturated locomotive,

modern

if

of cars

Actual

1,000 ton Engine tier evap. per
miles percent hour lb. coal

Numbei Ten-

Test

number
and 2
S and 6
3 and 4

due no doubt to the
reduction in tube heating surface resulting from the appliIn spite of this the superheated
cation of the superheater.
engine used 13.9 per cent less coal per 1,000-ton miles.
The principal dimensions, weights and ratios for the original and the converted locomotive are given below

our obligation-

7

:

Converting Cross Compound
Locomotives

General Data
Engine

to

Paul

weight in
At the present time they are

were

built, the total

working order being 101 tons.
used in through freight service, and in order to eliminate the unsatisfactory features of the compound, one of the

recently converted into a simple locomotive, using
Tests conducted to determine the rela-

superheated steam.

consumption of the compound and the simple superheated engine showed that the change resulted in a sub-

tive fuel

stantial saving of fuel.

For the purpose of the test two engines were chosen, which
were in practically the same mechanical condition. Engine
448 was a cross-compound, while engine 468 was superheated with simple cylinders. One engine crew was assigned
In order to obtain
to the test and was used on all the runs.
a close check on the fuel used, approximately the correct
amount of coal for the run was weighed and put into the
coal space of the tender. An additional supply was weighed
out into 100 lb. sacks and was carried on the back of the
tender. The fuel used in firing up and before the test started
was taken from the sacks and accounted for separately. After
the main supply had been burned sacked coal was used, or
in case the pit was not emptied the remainder was removed
and weighed. A record of the water used was made each
time the tank was filled.
The division on which the test trains were run extends
from Moose Lake to Boylston Junction, Minn., a distance
The regular tonnage for the cross-compound
of 38 miles.
locomotives is 90 cars, or 1,440 tons, and the majority of
On two trips with
the trips were made with this tonnage.
the superheated simple engine the train was increased to
Although the increase in the rated
100 cars of 1,600 tons
tractive effort of the simple over the cross-compound is only
six per cent, these runs showed that engine 468 would handle

'

&]/2
Freight

4

Service
Fuel
Tractive effort

&

still

was

Gage

the years 1905 and 1906

their class at the time they

class

pound)

Simple

the Minneapolis, St.
Sault Sainte Marie purchased considerable
number of cross-compound locomotives of the ConThese engines were among the heaviest of
solidation type.

During

Engine 468
Simple Superheated

448
com-

(Cross

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight of engine and tender in
working order
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender
Weight on drivers

in.

ft.

lb.

318,400

lb.

17

8'A
Freight

ft.

lb.
lb.

11
9J

A

ft.

lb.

lb.

lb.
lb.

314,700

in.
in.

ft.
ft.

39,500
197,800
169.800
28,000

lb.

in.

coal

Bit.

37,300
201,500
174,000
27,500

25
55

4

coal

Bit.

in.

17

ft.

25
55

ft.

lb.
in.
in.
9J/£ in.

11

ft.

Ratios

—

tractive effort....
tractive effort

4.30

4.67
5.40

5.01

Total weight -jTractive effort
X diam. drivers -5811.2
equivalent heating surface
Equivalent heating surface* -r grate
61.8
area
equivalent
Firebox heating surface
5.45
heating surface,* per cent
Weight on drivers 4- equivalent
60.1
heating surface*
Total weight -f- equivalent heating
69.6
surface*
11.45
Volume equivalent simple cylinders. .
15.65 cu.
Volume both cylinders
vol.
Equivalent heating surface*
252.8
cylinders
4.08
Grate area -f- vol. cylinders
Cylinders

—

909.2
58.4

_.

5.77

62.0
72.3

.

ft.

—

74.9
3.00

1

Kind

Cross-compound

Diameter and stroke

23

&

in.

35

by 34
Valves
H.P.

Kind

22 J4

Simple
in. by

cyl.

34

in.

in.

Piston

piscyl.

L.R.

ton,

in.

slide

Diameter

1" in
6 in.

,

.

.

in.

6

Greatest travel
IV heels
Driving,
Driving,

diameter over
thickness

of

63

tires
tires

3

63

in.
in.

A
l

3

/2

l

in.
in.

Boiler

wagon

Ext.

Style

210

Working' pressure

per

lb.

top

sq.

in.

wagon top

Ext.

170

lb.

per

sq.

Outside
Firebox,

diameter

of

length and

first

67 y& in.
96 I/8 in. by

ring

width

70 '4

Tubes, number and outside diameter...
Flues, number and outside diameter...

Tubes and flues, length
Heating surface, tubes and
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total

15

ft.

2739
158
2897

flues

Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

2897
46.89

—

'Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

total

in.

332-2 in.
9. in.

sq. ft.
sq. ft.
ft.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft.
ft.

in.
in.
in. by
7054 in-

67V&

96^

178-2 in.
28-5^§ in.
15 ft. 9 in.
sq. ft
sq. ft.
ft.
sq.
327 sq. ft.
ft.
2737 sq.
46.89 sq. ft.

2089
158
2247

evaporative heating surface

+
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Improving the Manufacture

of Steel Rails

Several Practical Suggestions for Raising the Quality by Better

Inspection and Mill Practice

By Robert W. Hunt
Hunt & Co.,

President, Robert \Y.

FROM

THE EAKL1I.M CONSIDERATION

of the subject, the

value of proper inspection has always been lecognized,
and some of the most important points of discussion
have been as to how that inspection should be conducted.
It has been the writer's fortune to have been connected with
the manufacture of steel rails during the whole of the
existence of that industry in America and therefore he has
had, from practical contact, an intimate knowledge of the
various developments that have taken place in that industry;
and, particularly, as during the last 31 years he has made
a specialty of steel-rail inspection, he feels that he may
claim to have had the best of opportunities to become
familiar with the details of the procedure.
This familiarity led him, early in 1912, to recommend
to his clients a more detailed system of inspection than had
until then been used, which should more thoroughly supervise the progressive steps in the manufacture of the rails;
beginning at the making of the steel down through the
various stages of manufacture to the loading of the finished
rails upon the cars for shipment.
On this line, the firm of
Robert W. Hunt & Co. at the request of one and with the
approval of several others of its more important patrons,
established in 1912 what is known as its ''Special InspecThis consists in placing inspectors in all the detion."
partments of the steel works, beginning at the open-hearth
furnaces or Bessemer converters, at the soaking pits and the
blooming mill, the rail mill, the drop-testing machines, the
hot beds, drilling and straightening departments, and, finally,
These men are placed
the inspection of the finished rails.
at each of these several departments day and night, their
duties being to observe carefully all the details taking place;
and if there should be any deviation from the provisions of
the specifications under which the rails were purchased, or
deviations from the accepted practice of the mills, or abnormal conditions of any kind, to make note of the same;
and while not at liberty to interfere directly with the workmen, to call the attention of the foreman of the particular
department in which the occurrence is taking place to what
is happening, and also to pass a written report to the inspector stationed in the next succeeding department, and so

The chief inspector is also
to the finished-rail inspectors.
required to give a written report of unsatisfactory conditions
to the superintendent of the mill, so that there may be an
absolute record of what has happened to each heat of steel
made on either turn, be it day or night, and as the rails are
stamped with their heat numbers, and location in the ingots
from which they were rolled, the mill management will possess an individual history of each rail, with the possible
identification of the individual workmen who were in control of the manipulation of the rail from beginning to end.
Moreover, a comprehensive report is rendered to the proper
on

railway company for which the rails are manufactured, resulting in the archives of that railroad possessing
a detailed history of the making of the rails. Hence, should
officer of the

a rail fail in service, it will be possible to not only have
cognizance of all the details of its manufacture, but the
makers will be able to determine the workmen who particiAs can be appreciated, this leads
pated in that manufacture.

to a personal responsibility 'being attached to ever)

must be remembered that the workmen

*A paper presented before the
at a meeting in Chicapo this week.

American

Mining Engineers

rail.

It

paid
by the ton, hence they are naturally desirous of producing as
large an output as possible, and under the ordinary system
of inspection, as soon as the rail left the works, all individual connection with it vanished, or, at best, any process
of personal connection was extremely difficult and uncertain.
at the mill- are

The result of this special system of inspection has been
most satisfactory to both the manufacturers and the purchasers, and it receives the approbation of the workmen
themselves, as each man knows that if he properly performs
his duties he is protected against the danger of being held
responsible for the acts of a less carefuf operative, while
management has given it, without cost, a thorough
system of supervision.
That it has proved satisfactory to
the railway companies who have been employing it is best
the mill

evidenced by the following, gathered from the records of the
American Railway Engineering Association.

The

statistics

covering

open-hearth

steel

rails

give the

failures that have occurred in five years, ending October 31,
1917, on 37,862 miles of track.
Forty-five per cent of this
mileage comprised rails rolled under special inspection, and

was made under other conditions. The
hundred track miles on all of
the mileage reported was 31.1, while the number of failures
per hundred track miles on the rails covered by special
inspection was 26.6, and the number of failures per hundred
track miles of those not covered by special inspection was
34.8.
Thus, there was 30 per cent in favor of specially
therefore 55 per cent
total

number

of failures per

inspected rails.

As each ingot is a separate and individual casting, I
believe that, in addition to the tests representing the whole
heat of metal, there should be some way of determining
the physical character of the steel rolled from each and
every ingot. As a destructive test seems to be the only way
to actually ascertain that point, and as, of course, vou cannot destroy all the rails, I, in 1915, installed what is known
as the nick-and-break test, under which a test piece is cut

from the top end of the first, or A, rail rolled from each
This is nicked and broken, thus enabling the inspector to examine the fractures and, in case of the presence
of segregation, pipe, or some other mechanical defect, to
reject the rail represented by the test piece.
Following such
rejection, a test piece shall be cut from the bottom end of
the same rail and broken; if that piece has similar defects,
the second, or B, rail is rejected, and a piece cut from its
lower end, and tested.
In case of failure, the procedure is
continued for the succeeding rails until a sound one has
This has proved an expeditious and cheap
been reached.
procedure, and in my judgment very satisfactory.
A large tonnage of rails made under it is in American
railway tracks and a much larger tonnage in those of
Canadian railways. In fact, at the present time every standard steel rail rolled in Canada, and for all of that country's
roads, is so made.
As the chemical composition of the steel is a fundamental

ingot.

part

of

taking,
Institute of

Chicago.

rail

specifications

for analysis,

a

very

important

of steel from which the rails are rolled.
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drillings
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from

taken

be

casting

these
in

attention,

now
the

fact,

receiving

American

r

and

ingots,

test

well

as

ingots,

the

as

time and
shape,

their

mannei
ii

conditions,

receiving

whole matter of Ladle test ingots is
and study of a committee of

the

attention

the

Sorietj

for

Materials

resting

conjunction

is

Pending a full report
on tin* subject by them, it would appear desirable to require
the adoption of a standard sized and shaped ladle tesl ingol
and to insist that it be cast as sound as possible by the
with the

addition

s.

of

Bureau

of Standards.

aluminum

to

the

molten

that

further,

steel;

cast at equal intervals in a heat
during the pouring of the large ingots and drillings from
them Carefully mixed.
Thus, greater protection would he

two or three should he

afforded as against a single small test ingot not representing,
thoroughly, say, a 100-ton heat of steel.
All specifications should demand that the inspector representing the purchaser should have the right to witness the
taking and mixing of the drillings, from which mixture,

given a portion for the purpose of
As a rule this is done, but at some plants
check analysis.
it is a subject of dispute which should be prevented.
A few years ago there were many rail failures through
what were designated as crescent-shaped breakages; that
is, ruptures in the rail flanges extending from the outside
inward toward the web, the broken pieces being of crescent
These fractures were frequently followed by comshape.

upon

his request,

he

is

plete cross-fractures of the rails, resulting in

and oftentimes

fatal accidents.

It

was found

many
that,

costly

as

an

almost inevitable rule, there was a longitudinal seam in the
bottom of the rail flange at the point of fracture, which was
This situation caused
directly under the web of the rail.
great anxiety and led to much discussion as to the causes of
One steel company developed and estabthe seams or laps.
lished a de-seaming adjunct to its rail mill, by which the
outer steel of that part of the blooms subsequently forming
The
the heads and flanges of the rails was milled off.
works claim success from the scheme. The later adopted
sections have thicker flanges and the crescent-shaped breaking trouble seemed to have become minimized; but I regret
to say that during the past year one of the prominent railway svstems has been having a large number of such failures
Another system encountered the same
from heavy rails.

kind of defects, which, in this case, fortunately were disThe rails were
before serious damage occurred.
from different steel companies; therefore, it is again a mat-

covered

demanding prompt and

ter

effective action.

To

require all

producers to establish de-seaming mills is very radical, but
protected
if that is the only way property and life can be
from such danger, it may have to be done.
Another point of less importance, but still of prime necesThis has been
sity, is the milling of both ends of the rails.
the practice of English mills for years and some American
makers mill one end of some of the rails made by them.

Depending on chipping and

filing

for the finishing of the

ends of the rails is very unsatisfactory. Milling would not
only eliminate all fins resulting from the hot sawing, but
positively assure squareness of ends and accuracy of lengths,
all

three of which are of great importance in relation to
a part of track maintenance that is receiving more

joints,

and more
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attention.

thought and considerable experiment have been
given to the betterment of the cold straightening of rails.
From the time of that procedure being represented by the
blows of a heavy sledge swung by a sturdy man, the practice
has been a brutal one. To accomplish the semblance of the
desired result, the steel has to be bent beyond its elastic
limit, thus enabling strains with an ever-present danger

Much

of causing actual or incipient ruptures in the metal, which
may result in complete rail failures. In my judgment, it
proper
is practical to do away with cold straightening, by
If, in case of uncontrollable
hot straightening of the rails.

suitable
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be

ed
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use,

foi
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mould come from

rail!

could, after

the)

ond
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the
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for

other
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straightening,

than

main
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and
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u

at
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I

i<

-,

hut

carefully,

a

rail

i-

put under the

punched

brutally,

i

old pi

into

straight line and surface.
ties and with ei|iial (are

Frequently, it ia later pul on the
-piked out of a straight line into
Railan lie ho:
n ,d
Curves of varying degrees.
without any short kinks and with lines that will permit
•.

i

good loading for transportation and satisfactory trade
ing; thus can the expense and danger of the cold straightening be avoided.
There are now at least a thousand tons
of rails, finished as above advocated, giving satisfactory
service in the lines of several railroads having heavy traffic,
and they have had over three years of trial. The rail
makers will welcome such a departure from present practice
and,

I

To

am

confident,

secure

make sound

make

it

rails

it

sound
ingots.

successful.
is

of

supreme importance

to

Sir Robert Hadfield presented a paper

before the Iron and Steel Institute in October, 1912, which
wide attention and much discussion. The plan is
broadly designated as using a "hot-top ingot," and many
plans of obtaining such castings, other than directly following Sir Robert's, have been and are being employed successattracted

As
notably on ingots to be used in ordnance work.
making; both encouraging and disappointing experiments have been made,
but I am satisfied that this method is practical and will be
Based on the results obtained with other than
so proved.
Thererail ingots, its success with them is bound to come.
fore, while I am not at this time prepared to incorporate
hot-top ingots in rail specifications, the time is near when
It may involve a someit will be entirely practical to do so.
what greater first cost, to be at least partly offset by saving
in scrap, but if the outlay is justified when making steel
to be used in destroying life, should it not be even more
so when producing metal on the soundness of which human

fully,

yet hot-top ingots are not used in rail

safety will so largely

depend?

The

threatened shortage of high-grade manganiferous
ores during the late war years led to economy in the use of
metallic manganese, particularly through the more general
adoption of the practice of adding it to the charges in a
melted condition. The obtained results from a metallurgical point of view have been very satisfactory and specifications should insist on the practice.
The importance of the chemical composition of rail steel
In former times, when acid Bessemer
cannot be gainsaid.
steel was used for rails, its composition was restricted to a
large extent by the character of the original ores, it was
controlled with considerable ease by the condition of the
Heat after heat of fairly uniform composiprocess itself.
tion was produced and, in short, the desired aim for the

But
various ingredients of the steel was readily obtained.
basic open-hearth steel manufacture is fraught with far
more difficulty, for, while the initial composition of the
charge does not exert so much influence, the attainment of
the desired composition for the heat is dependent on so
many constantly varying conditions that a wider latitude in
the range for some of the different elements must be proThe time will come when this will not be necessary
vided.
and the practice of using molten additions for recarburizing
enables operations on a much more consistent basis with
respect to furnishing steel of the analysis desired.
The most harmful physical characteristic of rail steel is,

The low amount of phosphorus present in open-hearth steel renders protection against the dangers from that element and permits freer use of carbon as
Experience has pretty well demona hardening element.
of course, brittleness.

strated that the safe

approximately 0.75

upper limit for carbon in rail steel is
and accepted practice has

per cent;

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,
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roads would have them by themselves and use them in places
which they would be well adapted. I think that there
would be but a very small percentage of such rails produced,
but the very fact that the danger of rejection from over high
carbon would be eliminated would cause the steel makers

allowed a working range of 13 points, with the result that
the lower limit of carbon ha- l>een most frequently specified
as 0.59 per cent, but in some rases 0.62 or 0.63 per cent;

for

speaking, of course, of the almost universally accepted practice of having the steel contain not over 0.04 per cent
phosphorus.
The problem of always making basic openhearth steel within this range is difficult and frequently
heats are cast slightly outside the limits specified.
There is

to feel

a

much

greater commercial

to find other than

rail

opportunity for manufacturers

uses for steel containing the lower

amounts of carbon than when containing
therefore, the}- naturally aim to have
nearer the low side of the permitted
larger percentage of heats is on the low

the higher amounts;

carbon content
Hence, the
side of the allowed
In repeated cases, "off heats" are produced which
carbon.
fail to be within the prescribed limits of the particular
specification to which the rails are being rolled, but are
entirely applicable to another rail specification for which
the mill has orders.
This leads to the ingots from such
heats being temporarily discarded, later to be re-heated and
rolled on the other specification.
This means re-heating
and rolling of cold ingots, which is invariably accompanied
by an increased production of second-quality rails, largely
augmented by the lack of proper control and treatment in
the soaking pits.
The various railway systems of the country are now using
as their standard practice about the same weight of rails.
There are some variations of sections, but I do not see any
serious objection to the adoption of a general or common
chemical specification.
We know that hundredths of perthe

range.

centages are very delicate variations and, especially in relation to carbon, errors may occur in the results obtained by
two different chemists, particularly if working under modern

manufacturing pressure.

If a

Fig.

common

1

—A

carbon, silicon,

man-

As a means

of lessening the tendency on the part of the
to protect themselves by keeping the carbon

content of the metal toward the lower range, it would be
well to accept not over an agreed upon small per cent of
heats slightly higher in carbon than the specifications. These
rails

less

restricted

in

their procedure.

In

other words,

would allow a certain elasticity which would, undoubtedly,
work to the advantage of both producers and consumers; of
course, for acceptance, the high-carbon steel must have sucit

cessfully passed the

prescribed physical

tests.

Another

development of great interest is the triplex
processes, both on the Bessemer open-hearth electric and the
Bessemer and double open-hearth plans.
These are being
worked out in practice and, I believe, will soon be adding
much toward the production of more regular and, hence,
better steel, and, of course, also better rails.

A

Convertible Stock Car

A

device designed to convert the ordinary live stock car
into a box car for general merchandise purposes has
been placed on the market by the U. S. Convertible
Car Company of Fort Worth, Texas. This equipment consists of moveable floors of 2-in. pine and steel folding side
walls, which are hinged to the moveable floor and to the inside
of the car near the roof.

As shown

in the illustrations, the
operated by means of ratchet
cranks attached to a worm and sector device located under the
car and connected to the moveable floor at each corner by a
^6 -in. steel cable moving over sheaves located inside of the

moveable sides and

floor are

car.

An
shown

old stock car to which this device has been applied is
in Fig. 1.
The water-tight live stock door I, with

Rock Island Stock Car Equipped with the Convertible Device.

ganese and phosphorus -pecification prevailed, the work of
the open-hearth steel melter would be simplified, the coldingot trouble eliminated, and, 1 think, better general results
obtained.

manufacturers

1065

could be specially marked and snipped, so that the

the protector or water seal 4, is part of the necessary equipment, although not an integral part of the convertible deThe worm and sector ,\ the ratchet cranks 5 and 6,
vice.
and the side lock bolts are located as shown. This car operated successfully for a period of more than a year.
In Fig. 2 the car is shown with one end having the convertible device raised

to the top

of the car,

as

when

live

and the other end with the device in place,
as when the car is used for general merchandise or grain.
The manner in which the device operates is clearely indi-

stock

is

carried,
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which shows the folding side walla <> and 7
untold, .1-- the moveable Boos
lowered into position on top of the permanent live stork
In the foreground of Fig, 3 the merchandise, or
floor to.
moveable, floor 8 is lowered down on top of the live stock
floor to b) operating the ratchet crank.
The cable 4 running over the sheave, 5 lowers the floor and tne side mills
untold, the slot hinge / and -•, secured by the
boll 3,
The side
permitting the movement without anj binding.

cated
;i>

in

the}

Fig. 3,

automatically
'
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A number of advantages ifl said to !)<• gained by the use
of this device. The transportation of live stock necessitate!
type "i car for which it has been Impossible to find freight,
1

•

of a kind
tities

(,m be handled in them, In sufficient quanthe cars on their return trip to the stock-

that

load

to

in

1

*

•555SJ
."•»«

mm*

i

'

£ KULSOBt!
rjmmmin

NsT

Fig. 4

— Interior

Car as Arranged for General Merchandise.

of

raising sections of the country.

due
Fig. 2

— One

End

Car Arranged for Merchandise. (1)
Moveable floor; (3) Showing absence of
of

Safety lock; (2)
any nails or projections to injure live stock; (4) Instructions for operating device; (5) Door water seal;
(6) Provision for fastening grain doors.

when

there

The

general appearance of the interior of the car

arranged for merchandise

is

illustrated in Fig. 4.

As

there are long

is

is

so simple that

it

is

claimed that a sta-

any other person can convert from one type
the other without any assistance from the mechan-

tion agent or

of car to
ical

the lock bolt button JJ.

results in great loss,

no live stock business, these cars must
frequently lie idle, and it is estimated that the average time
in service of such cars is only from 25 to 40 per cent.
This convertible appliance makes it possible to keep
stock cars in practically continuous service, and the operaperiods

tion of the device

walls are then secured against the slatted sides II of the
car by the side lock bolts, which are secured in place by

This

non-revenue or empty car-miles.

to

department.

when

This shows

Passenger Traffic

The

number or passengers

in

December

carried one mile by the

railroads under federal control during the month of
September amounted to 4,331,339,003, an increase of

9.2 per cent over September, 1918, according to the monthly
report of the Operating Statistics Section. All regions and

showed increases except the Southern region, which
showed a decrease of 17.3 per cent. For the nine months
ended September 30 the number of passengers carrid one
mile was 34,949,294,185, an increase of 6.7 per cent. Decreases were shown by the Ohio-Indiana district and the
districts

Southern region.

Tie Production

The
Fig. 3

— One

end of Car Ready for Merchandise and Con-

vertible Device

Lowering

into Position in the

production or ties

and December
the clean merchandise floor 2 in place on top of the live
stock floor and the ventilated door 5 closed for merchandise
loading.
An end door 1 is provided, so that live stock can
be given necessary attention. The ends of the steel folding
side walls are crimped, so that the door jamb 4 is exposed
With the addito permit the application of a grain door.
tion of a grain door this arrangement can also be used for

the transportation of grain.

for the 10

months ended Oc-

tober 30 this year has been approximately 84,500,000,
according to reports received by the Forest Products
It is estimated that the production for November
Section.
will

amount

to 10,250,000,

which will make

The numthe total for the year approximately 95,000,000.
ber of ties inserted foi renewals up to October 30 this year
was 76,580,185. The production in 1918 was only 65,000,000 while 86,000,000 were inserted during the year. The
number of ties on hand when the railroads were taken over
This had been
in December, 1917, was about 44,000,000.
reduced to 36,000,000 on January 1, 1919, but on November
1 the number of ties on hand had increased to 51,000,000.

Railway Fire Protection Association Convention
Methods

Tin

and Handling Inflammable Liquids and
Means of Reducing Fire Hazards

of Storing

SIXTH annual meeting of the Railway Fire Protection Association held at the Hotel La Salle, Chi-

gation of rules and regulations for the proper protection of
properties and the guidance of officers and employees in the
proper care of property in their charge or where they may be
employed to guard against fire hazards.
(7) The appointment of fire marshals on divisions, districts or
terminals to have charge of all fire equipment, and the formation
and drilling of fire brigades and to make frequent inspections
as to general care and cleanliness, in their respective territo-

cago, on November 18, 19 and 20, inclusive, was featured by extended reports and discussions on the best methods
for handling and storing fuel oil and inflammable liquids
and by lengthy discussion of the means of reducing the fire

hazard in rolling stock.

Both of the business sessions on the
day of the convention, November 18, were featured by
the presentation of reports and papers dealing with the handling of inflammable and explosive liquids and fuel oil and
throughout both sessions there was much discussion as to
the recommendations made. The two business sessions on
the second day of the convention were devoted mainly to
first

ries.

(8) The full co-operation of all railroads with the Bureau of
Explosives in the enforcement of rules and regulations for the
safe transportation, storage and use of explosives and other

dangerous

of experienced inspectors to
report on the conditions and adequacy of fire equipment, the
condition of properties affecting the fire risk and the safeguards
required to protect dangerous processes and occupancies.

the presenation of reports concerning heating appliances in
freight and passenger equipment and the discussion thereon.
The last session of the convention on November 20, was devoted largely to the question of protecting wooden bridges

and

(10) The rigid investigation of all fires, with particular effort
trace the cause and fix the responsibility for damage or
destruction of property.
to

trestles against fire.

The convention was

formally opened at 10 o'clock on NoScott, superintendent of insurance and safety of the Atlantic Coast Line at Wilmington, N. C, who stated in his opening address that the problem before the members of the Association was to make the
employees on the railroads understand their responsibility

vember

18,

articles.

The continued employment

(9)

The education

(11)

by President Robert

to

common

pensated for by insurance.

Report of the Committe on

The

The reports of the executive committee and the committee
on resolutions immediately followed Mr. Scott's address. E.
B. Berry, superintendent of fire prevention of the Southern
at Washington, D. C, and vice-president of the Association,
speaking for the former committee, stated that the total membership in the Association had increased to 184 during the
past year, or a growth of 72 per cent. C. N. Rambo, manager
of the Fire Loss and Protection Section of the United States
Railroad Administration presented the resolutions prepared
by the latter committee.
These resolutions which were
unanimously adopted by the convention called attention to
the following facts and measures:

E.

Through
Section

based upon report of

initial

419 roads under the Federal Administration
20,628 fires with a total loss of $12,263,220, an
average loss of $594.50 per fire and $51.10 per mile of road.
These figures, however, include 9.923 right-of-way fires with
a loss of $1,610,190. As right-of-way fires were not reported nor included in our 1917 statement, if we eliminate
the fires charged to this specific classification we have
10,705 fires with a loss of $10,653,030 in other railroad
properties.
With this elimination or reduction, the average
loss per fire during 1918 amounted to $995.15 with loss per
mile of road of $44.42, as against $857.59 average loss per
fire and $34.47 average loss per mile of road during 1917.
Notwithstanding the very large percentage of increase in
the number of roads sending in statistics over previous years,

of the fire loss.

cost.

(6) The co-ordination of all fire prevention activities on each
railroad through a central administrative officer for the promul-

from 419 roads having trackage

Briefly, the

The encouragement of fire-restrictive building construcand a more genral recognition on the part of engineers and
architects that through them and the adoption of improved
building construction the first and gravest responsibilities rest

A

fires

reported

(3)

of extinguishing fires at their incipiency and a comprehensive
study of the use and service of standpipes and hose, fire hydrant
systems, all with abundant water supply. A greater study of the
economic results of the installation of adequate fire fighting
devices, eliminating a too prevalent consideration only of the

the co-operation of the Fire Loss and Protection
the Administration, it is possible for me to

of 239,761 miles.

tion

much

of

present for your information and consideration a very comglete and comprehensive statement of fire losses in railroad
properties for the calendar year 1918.
The statement is

in the fire

(4) The more extended use of fire walls dividing structures
of large areas as a means of reducing the spread of flames.
wider general use of automatic sprinklers as a means
(5)

B.

Statistics

report of the committee on statistics presented by
Berry, chairman of this committee, contained inter-

esting data concerning the number and origin of fires on
railroads of the United States during the past year.
This
report is substantially as follows

waste can only be accomplished
through the enforcement and acceptance of individual responsibility as a matter of daily duty, through which means carelessness and defects which produce fires may be eliminated.
(2) To continue on each individual railroad the concerted
work undertaken during federal control of railroads that there
may be no let-up in protecting properties, even though actual
war conditions may be past, and that the comprehensive system
of education as to fire dangers and the use of even,' means possible of lessening the likelihood of fire occurring be continued.

in the elimination of

etc.

A

Reports of Resolution and Membership Committees

The reduction

of employees in careful habits with respect

dangers through bulletins, meetings,

full realization that fire insurance only partially ocm(12)
pensates for the fire waste and is in a measure but a tax imposed
on carelessness and neglect and that there is always a large
consequential loss that must be considered, which is not com-

for the results arising from fire waste.

(1)

fire

we

under the risk classification report that, as in past
and merchandise in transit have suffered 59.9 per cent of the number of fires and 48.7 per cent
of the loss.
It might also be of interest to note under the
risk classification statement that passenger and freight stations suffered approximately 6 per cent of the total number
of fires and 9 per cent of the total loss during 1918, which
compares favorably with 9.3 per cent of the loss during 1917;
find

years,

rolling stock

coaling stations suffered 1.3 per cent of the total fires

and

3.6 per cent of the loss during 1918, while during 1917 the

1067
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Right-ol

on tlu> class of property was 3 per cent; mechanical
property is charged with 4.3 per cent of the Dumber of fires
and 14.5 per cent of the loss during L918, as compared with
4.8 per cenl of the loss during 1917; bridges and trestles

i

out

own)....

9,923

162.30

1,610.190

loss

l)
per cenl oi the number of fires and
>l 7
the loss
per cent of the loss during 1918 while m
on this class of property amounted to 2.9 per cent.
Under the origin classification statement you will find
62.74 per cent oi the number of fires and 24.42 per cenl of
origins
the loss was caused by locomotive sparks. The other

show approximate!}

1017
49
141,849

1918

\nMii"

i

i

poi ting

239,761

rtcd

5,701

4,899,146
857.59

I

|

(

4

l

their relative importance as

following in

to

number

the

i

luding

i

ight oi

way

fire*)

51.10

n<
1

I

Includes loss of $1,610,190 not

included

luded

1''17

in

34.47

itati

mi

nt,

right

1917

in

[oss.

of

Comments by

C. N.

Rambo

are as follows:

fires

.
i

Unknown

«

cent.

^y

cinden

and

\siu-s

'

^'S?

appliances

Heating

property

~on
i-'-jO

Mot coals from locomotives

2.13

Adjacent

20,628 fires reported, there were but five indiwith loss between $100,000 and $250,000, four
fire
of these were between $100,000 and $150,000 and one

Of

the

vidual

fires

Statemeni OF

SSIFICATION for Year 1918
Losses by Origin Classification

1'irk

Per
Origin

No.

Classification

-199

Vanes or cinders
Boilers
Careless burning ot
etC

works
oil

Forest

-41.3 IS

5

.024
-562

-

116

Friction, hot box, brake shoes

24

.116

54
124

.261
.601

72
923

etc

Heating appliances
Heating appliances, car

213
99
161

taneous combustion
heating

62.740
2.137

trespassers.

.063
1,032
.480
.780
.920
.058
.572
.708
13.825
.175
.994

190

....

12

Torches
.

.

118
146
2.810
36
20?
114
43

.

Unknown
lockers,

.625
.959
.281

13

Smoking

Waste,

1,424

26.067
424.892

.271i

467
oil

Loading charcoal, lime. etc..
Matches

and

.974
.030
1.770

4.475

56
129
19!
58
12.963

Incendiary
Lighting appliances
Lightning
Locomotive, sparks
Locomotives, hot coals
Locomotives dropping hot

Tramps

119,432
3.657
217,066
2,624
53.939
486,957
128.371

.121

.456
.506
2.883
.001
.156
.224
1.516
.155
1.792

.021

.440
3.971
1.047
.012
.212
3.465

6.108

heat-

(freight)

ers

5.492
.620
.525

.043
.349

9

Fusees
oil,

5.691
.514

005

1

systems

fires

Gasoline,

1917

$697,930
63,030
14,848

etc

Wrecks
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous thawing pipes.

20,628

Total

rhe principal address of the morning session was given
by C. X. Rambo, manager of the Fire Loss and Protection
Section of the United States Railroad Administration, who
after outlining the history of the Fire Loss and Protection
Section and the results that it has accomplished in reducing
tire hazards said in part:
"Fire prevention work is carried on because of the wellfounded knowledge that fire hazards are ever present on railroad properties. It is a continual subject for study, developing experts in recognizing defects in material things and in
practices and conditions. It is the study of the elimination of
causes of fires. Fire protection, on the other hand, shows its
value more directly in the study of the proper application of
fire apparatus of all kinds and in the study of property
construction.

Explosion
Electric wiring
Fire

so

272

1918

roadbed,

.'

Fuel

t

2.205
2.419

c ent

Loss

Per cent

fires

455

Adjacent property

Tire

594.50

220

i

27,959
483.930
147,134
35.335
2,995,200
166.126
170,379
110,323
78.943
102.874
228,807
5.214

72.157
166.540
3.783.751
67.725
1.281.248
79,097

.228
3.946
1.199
.228

1.721
.860
.916
9.615
1.531

24,425
1.354
1.389
.899
.643
.839
1.866
.042
.588
1.358

.992
.271

1.985
5,864
1.265
2.156
38.040

30.853
.552

.427

10.449

11.209
2.714

.208

19.641

.650
.164

100. 000 $1

263.220

100.000

"I think the railroads should feel that the fire prevention
is a necessary part of their operating plan, with the
removal of certain uncertainties as to extensive property loss
and interference with operation, which would seem to make
any reasonable expenditure for fire protection quite desirable.
"Through the work of the Fire Loss and Protection Section of the Railroad Administration there has been a constant effort to reduce the fire waste of approximately $30,000
per day on railroads, an average loss per fire reported of
nearly $1,000 and on average loss per mile of road reported
of nearly $40. I believe that at least 50 per cent of this
can be prevented, possibly more, by the exercise of individual care and by the acceptance of individual responsibility.
There has been an effort made to prevail upon the
approximate 2,000,000 employees to realize this individual
responsibility and to prevent carelessness. This large fire
loss means that much charged against the railroads' revenues,
that much added to the operating expenses."

service

Other Reports

100.000

Opening Session

at

The

w-as

$242,000, so

it is

obvious that our heavy aggregate losses

in railroad properties

come from

fires

reporting relatively

small losses.

report of the committee on use of inflammable and
explosive compounds and liquids in shops was also pre-

sented at the morning session by Charles P. Beistle of the
Bureau of Explosives and chairman of the committee. This

Statement of Fire Losses by Risk Classification for Year 1918
Average
per

Per c ent
Risk Classification

Passenger and freight stations and contents, including freight
Warehouse for storage of miscellaneous merchandise and contents
Automobile platforms
Dwelling and section houses
Hotels, eating houses and contents
Office

Per

142

4.279

1,539,585

14.5

9

.084
.579
.329
1.056
8.836

116,922
12,706
131,534
94,851
461,208
2,450,615
2,739,263
37,930

1.1

93

station
Oil tanks and contents
Coaling stations and coal

1918

458

3

and contents
and pump houses

r
Loss

cent.
5.988
.308
.028
3.139
.504
.869
2.037
.168
1.327

336
54

buildings

Water

Xo.
Fires
641
33

218
18

.$958,511
209,731

loss

fire
*

9.0
2.0

1918

1917
9.876
.584

$1,495.
6,355.
604.
341.
880.
711.
520.
5,609.
2,694.

1,813

114,720
47,523
66,152
113,484
100,978
382,648

1.1
.4
.6
1.1
.9

3.6

.544
.891
.972
.080
3.078

1917
$1,113.
134.
201.
968.
421.
604.
3,540.

Mechanical department property, including shop buildings, storehouses, round
houses, etc
Grain elevators
Stock yards, pens, loading platforms, etc
Piers,

wharves,

,

i

'

62

etc

35

Signal and interlocking towers

.113

Bridges and trestles
Rolling equipment

946

Merchandise in transit in cars
Floating equipment
Contents of floating equipment
Cotton platforms and warehouses
Cotton-carrier and warehouse man's
Miscellaneous,

all

Total

other property

......!,
.'.!'.!!!.

5,453

963

."..!".!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!

13

..........'

138
959
10,705

100,000

17

. .
'.'.'.'.

1

liabilitv

not

specified

50,940
8.995
.159
.009
.121
l.?89
8.958

.

.1

...: ......

4.801
.003
.524
23,000
.984
2.972
19,739
15.265
1.461

270

.0

10,318
518,036
544,233

4.9
5:1

6.016
5.432

3,361.
12,991.
204.
3,758.
839.
487.
449.
2,844.
2,231.
270.
793.
3,753.
577.

$10,653,030

100.00

100.00

$995.

.1

1.2
.9

4.3

23.0
25.7
.4
1

.608

-

863.
53.

546.
86,488.
134.
283.
437.
1,469.
4,202.

2,265.
2,001.
301.

$857.59

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,
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report went into detail concerning the uses of gasoline, benand varnish, oils, wood alcohol, paint and varnish

zine, paint

removers, lacquers and ((impressed gases in railway shops
and contained many recommendations for reducing the fire
hazard in handling these commodities. The paper evoked
considerable discussion regarding its recommendation for the
handling of gasoline and the containers therefore. As a
result of this discussion the report was accepted as a progress
report and suggestions were made to the committee for
further consideration.

The morning

session

was closed with a paper presented by
Our Association and What

F. H. Elmore, on the "History of
It

Has Accomplished."

Use and Handling

of Fuel Oil

The afternoon session on the first day of the convention
was featured by the presentation of the report of the committee on oil burning appliances by B. S. Mace, chairman of
the committee, and a paper presented by A. M. Schoen on
"Fuel Oil vs. Coal for
committee on oil burning
mittee had taken a great
the report was prepared

Locomotives." The report of the
appliances indicated that the comdeal of care in its preparation and

and distributed

A liberal use was made of drawings
mendations. The length and detail
its reproduction here; however, the
1,000 copies of the report which are
secretary

of the

association.

The

in booklet

to illustrate its

form.

recom-

of this report prohibit

committee has printed
to be sold through the
report

is

the result

of

work on the part of this committee and it contains specific rules and requirements for the storage and use
of fuel oil and for the construction and installation of oil
three years'

burning equipment.
Mr. Schoen's paper on "Fuel Oil vs. Coal for Locomotives" contained many recommendations concerning the various kinds of fuel oil, the methods of handling oil and the
fire hazards involved, and said in part:
While oil has been used for locomotives in the West and on
the Florida East Coast for a number of years, there would
appear to be no well-defined standards to govern; even the
individual roads seem not yet to recognize this fuel as permanent to such an extent as to formulate standards for their
own use. The time now appears to have arrived, however,
for changing all this and formulating standard specifications
in an advisory form at least, that may be adopted by these
roads preparing to adopt oil as fuel and to be worked
toward, either in changes or new work by those roads having
equipment already installed. From all reports the Mexican
oil fields appear almost inexhaustible and bearing in mind
the case of handling, reduced cost of firing and the independence of mine strikes incident to this fuel as compared
with coal, there is reason to anticipate its very widespread
adoption especially by roads not remote from large navigable
waterways, while the recently developed colloidal fuel in
which pulverized coal to a percentage of something like 35
per cent can be held in suspension in the oil will doubtless
go far toward justifying the adoption of foil by many of the
far inland systems.

Much more attention has been paid to locomotive efficiency
than to safeguarding the storage at points along the right
of way, the loading and unloading of the oil and the fueling
of tenders.
Among special weak points noted may be included: unloading tank cars to storage tanks, location and
protection of large storage tanks, inadequate valve equipment in pipe lines, gravity feed to locomotive tenders, electric driven pumps having remote control not arranged to
best advantage, oil columns dirty, wasteful and unsafely arranged, gravity and flash point of oil not kept within safe
limits.

The wide
the

oils

variation in the flash test and viscosity test of
in different parts of the

used for fuel purposes
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United States forms one of the obstacles to the determination
of uniform standards, the gravity test varying from 12 or 13

Baume

deg.

the

flash

to

as

of

test

high as 30 and 32 deg. Baume, while
untopped or undistilled oil varies from

atmospheric temperatures up according to their constituents;
this date, however, it would be quite safe to say that
almost without exception only topped oils are being used in
railroad work.
There are two distinct kinds of oil obtained from the
earth's underground reservoirs, one having a paraffine base
such as that found in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and now
being found in Texas, which contains all the valuable petroleum products and is subjected to the process of fractional distillation, being too valuable to use for fuel purposes; the
other has an asphaltum base, most of it being found in
Mexico, California and Louisiana, with some in Texas; this
oil has only a small proportion of the more valuable petroleum products in consequence of which it is subjected to
fractional distillation to only a moderate extent, most of it
being merely "topped" by which the lighter or more dangerous ingredients are taken off and the residue is sold for
at

fuel purposes. Under flash test the oil used for fuel should
not test lower than 150 deg. F. closed cup, or 160 deg. F.
open cup test. So far as the fire hazard is concerned, of
course, the gravity test is of small importance except that

the lighter the oil the

more readily it flows. Oil testing from
18 deg. to 26 deg. Baume is ordinarily a good viscosity
for practical purposes and the heavier oils are oftener blended
to bring them within these limits.
When the viscosity is
very low, especially in cold weather, it is found necessary to
equip both storage tanks and tenders with circulating steam

may

coils so that the oil
to

flow

more

freely.

be

Where

warmed sufficiently to enable it
this warming process is used

the oil should never be heated to a point higher than 40
deg. F. below its flashing point.
The generally accepted standard today for large storage

tanks of this character so far as capacity is concerned is
55,000 bbl. at 42 gal. The standard tank as constructed is
steel throughout, that is, top as well as bottom and
sides.
In the past many of these tanks have been built all steel.
except the top, which was built of matched boards and covered with galvanized iron.
Investigation shows, however,
that this

from

fire,

form of tank has been the one to especially suffer
and it is now uniformly agreed that the highest

degree of safety

lies in the all-steel tank with proper "proequipment provided. The covers of the tank should
be equipped with manhole, explosion hatches and relief vent;

tective

the relief vent should be protected by not less than two
thicknesses of not larger than 30-mesh nickel gauze separated onehalf inch or more to prevent any fire striking back through

escaping gases.

The

explosion hatches should operate quickly

and positively and form a gas tight closure, as should the
hatch to the manhole. Tanks should he set solidly on adequate
foundations and should he enclosed by a lew or dyke having capacity of at least one and one-half times the capacity
of the tank and built with a crest of not less than three feet
and a slope on either side of not less than two to one. Any
pipes should either be carried over the embankment or
through wing walls of concrete. An O. S. & V. valve should
he set in the supply pipe inside the levy and near the tank.
The large tanks should be at a distance of not less than
350 feet from buildings or other combustible propertv, and
this

may

well he

line of the

made

the

minimum

distance from the

main

road as well, owing to the fact that should the

tank he on fire and a strong wind blowing in the direction
of the tracks the burning gases and dense smoke could he
driven a considerable distance and if the tank is not sufficiently isolated the operation of the main line trains might
be affected for a considerable t me.
Also the tanks should
be so located and protected that under no circumstances
;
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could the

oil

of which

it

reach streams, either flowing or tidal, by means
might be carried into the proximity of destruc-

tible property.

by
view of the danger of the
entire contents of the tank escaping in event of accident.
Most approved practices would require the oil to be pumped
into the tender from reservoirs constructed below the grade
level, which would permit of the flow being promptly shut
These
off in event of accident to the piping or apparatus.
wells can be filled at regular intervals either by gravity feed
from the large storage tanks or else direct from the tank
These underground reservoirs, if completely covered
cars.
over, may be located at such points as may be most conUsually they should be
venient for their intended purpose.
It

is

gravity

strongly

recommended

pressure be avoided,

that the fueling of tenders

in

constructed either of reinforced concrete or steel.
Tank cars are arranged for unloading through a pipe in
the bottom, fitted with a cap at the outer end and a valve
where it leaves the tank. This valve is opened and closed
manually from the top of the car. With the cap screwed
tightly in place, the tank car may be filled with the valve
wide open, and no one will be the wiser until the cap is
removed, when a large part of the contents will be lost before a man can climb to the top of the car and close the
It seems that this sometimes occurs and two or three
valve.

thousand gallons of oil escape into the yards before the
For this and other reasons it is
trouble can be remedied.
recommended that at unloading points pits be constructed
between the tracks, 4 to 6 inches in length, over which the
tank cars may be placed and their contents allowed to
discharge into these pits. Through proper size pipes the oil
can be flowed from this point to underground pumps of
capacity, from which it may be pumped to the
This arrangement will reduce the time of
storage tanks.
unloading, improve surrounding conditions as to care and
cleanliness and minimize the fire hazard.
Oil columns are vertical pipes, with a horizontal arm used
In some
for conveying the oil to the opening in the tender.
forms the arms are arranged to swing vertically, in others
horizontally, and others the vertical pipe or column itself
can be turned on its axis in a horizontal plane. Oil-tight
stuffing boxes are provided at the joints to prevent escape
Of the various oil columns I have seen, each
of the oil.
has its objectionable features. The drop pan arrangement
on the Rose column commends it for cleanliness, but the
suitable

-

rigid self-cleaning telescoping device that transcends into
the tender opening sometimes results, I am told, in the whole
column being torn down when the locomotive moves off preThe determination of the type of oil column
maturely.
desired would be a matter for the consideraiton of the motive
is determined upon
should be equipped with rapid closing gate valves at the
base of the standpipe, and unless a man is to be kept at this
valve while filling there should be another on the horizontal
arm that can be reached by the man standing at the tender
opening, and if an electrical signal to pump house or remote
pump control is used the button should be promptly available to the man at the filling point. All stuffing boxes should
be well made mechanically and kept in non-leaking con-

power department, but whatever type

dition.

pumped from reservoirs to tenders by steam
pumps, which pumps should, wherever pracbe arranged in duplicate in order that pumps in bad

Oil should be
or

electric

ticable,

condition may be shut down at suitable times for repairs
At shop yards and other
without interrupting the service.
places where steam is at all times available, the pumps should
have permanent steam connections, and if so located that an
accident to any of the oil equipment might make them unapproachable they should be equipped with remote control,
by means of which they could be stopped quickly in case

Hi
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emergency.

At

point*

no Steam

where

oil

.stations

are considered

pumps

could be
arranged for connection to the locomotive blower pipe and
Air pressure
Bteam for filling furnished from thai Bource.
from the locomotive air system might be used for filling
purposes under extreme conditions, but this is considered
ordinarily undesirable for mechanical res
The greatest hazard to which tanks under ordinary circumstances have been subjected has been from lightning,
though there has been a general misapprehension as to just
how the tanks have been affected, it being thought that the
steel tanks are struck by the lightning discharge and their
contents ignited. As a matter of fact, tightly closed oil tanks
need not be considered in any special danger from lightning,
as they are not very high, expose a large mass of metal and,
ordinarily resting on the ground, may be expected to proThe tanks
vide a very fair path to earth even if struck.
it\

hut

is

available

the

that are in most danger are those from which the lighter
hydro-carbon gases are being thrown off, as a lightning flash
in the vicinity may ignite these and flash back to the oil in
the tank, which will then burst into flame and continue to

This is especially liable to happen when sulphuretted
hydrogen gas has been brought over in suspension and is
burn.

being liberated.
Naturally these accidents generally happen to the tanks
containing crude oil, or else the very light products of
petroleum.
Fuel oil that has been properly treated should
be very nearly immune, especially if it stand in properly
The necessary
constructed tightly closed all-steel tanks.
vent can be effectually protected by means of small mesh
metal gage, using the same principle as that embodied
When the ground on
in the Humphrey Davy miner's lamp.
which the tank rests is very dry, or when raised on supports,
artificial grounds should be provided.
The two principal agents that have been employed for the
extinguishment purposes are steam and Firefoam foamite,
both of which embody the same principle, namely, shutting
off the air from the surface of the burning liquid and thus
depriving it of the supply of oxygen that supports combustion.
So long as the tank remains tight steam will render
effective service, otherwise the blanketing effect is largely
This protection is accomplished by means of steam
lost.
jets inside the tank above the surface of the oil supplied
from boilers and through pipes of adequate capacity.
Foamite is a foam very much like soapsuds and is produced by bringing together two chemicals in liquid form
which react when mixed to form a thick foam like soapsuds,
which floats on the surface of the oil and blankets the fire.
The equipment necessary to the protection of large tanks is
rather extensive as well as expensive, and ordinarily is not
justified except in yards or terminals, when a single equipFoamite is
ment can be extended to protect all tanks.
Allespecially valuable when the oil surface is exposed.
steel tanks properly constructed, well grounded, with all
seams tight, equipped with explosion hatches and proper
vent and surrounded by well-constructed devices, present
little if any fire hazard, unless it be from exposure of other
In case of an installation of this kind, however,
property.
the greatest danger point will be the vent which should be
regularly inspected to see that the gage service continue
intact.

In addition, a paper was presented to this session of the
convention by W. A. Fravel on "The Disposition of Sweepings and Rubbish from Warehouses, Freight Cars, etc."

Protection of Rolling Stock

The morning session on the second day of the convention
was featured by the report of the committee on freight car
heaters, presented by E. A. Ryder, chairman of the committee.

The

report brought forth considerable discussion as

:

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,

recommendations;

to its

it
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was

finally

adopted by the asso-

ciation as a progress report.

W.

Topping, assistant chief inspector, Bureau of Expaper on "Methods of Handling
Wrecks or Derailments Involving Tank Cars of Oil, etc."
Mr. Topping recommended that in case of a wreck involving tank cars containing inflammable liquids the following
S.

1071

(4) That some
ing fire resistive.

That

(5)

method should be adopted

cars

all

should,

far

as

according

to

as

to

make upholster-

practicable,

be

lighted

plosives, also presented a

with electricity installed
National Electric Code.

rules should prevail:

(6) That smoking cars should be positively prohibited in nonpassenger carrying cars.
(7) That all fire extinuui-hers should be given the necessary
tests or examinations at terminals prior to each trip to insure
their being in good condition.
(8) That sufficient supplies should be kept in coach yards
for immediate charging of extinguishers.

Pest guards and keep all spectators away.
Locate all leaks and stop them if possible, using only
electric flashlights or electric hand lanterns when lights are
necessary. If open flame lights must be used keep them elevated
(1)

(2)

as

much

as possible.

(3) Dig holes and trenches to bury exposed and leaking gasothat cannot be transferred promptly to tight containers.
(4) Allow reasonable time after stoppage of leaks and burial

line

of gasoline for vapors to escape
(5)

Keep steam crane

and not

less

to

fire

from wreck and

than 500 feet away until

vicinity.

much as possible
completion of work to this

windward

as

This

report, like

many

requirements

the

of

others presented at the convention,

brought forth considerable comment, and it was finally
adopted as a progress report.
After the presentation of a
paper by E. B. Berry on the "Future Work of Our Association," the convention adjourned to visit the Underwriters'
Laboratories in Chicago.

Protection of

Wooden

Bridges and Trestles

point.

(6) First move to safety the least injured cars to avoid starting
leaks during handling by crane.
When leaks are to be
expected in handling, empty the car first either by transfer of

new

contents to other car or container, or by drainage to a hole or
trench in the ground for burial.
(7) Do not allow trains to pass on adjoining tracks, especially
on same or lower level, as long as gasoline is leaking or exposed
in quantity.
When allowed to pass keep fire doors and ash pan
slides closed and draught shut off.
(8) The placing of leaking tank cars for repairs in close
proximity to shops where fires or naked lights are maintained
must be avoided.

Handbook on Railroad

Fire

Prevention and Protection
chairman

the committee preparing for
Fire Prevention and protection,
In general, it is
presented a tentative outline of the book.
the idea of the committee that the book will be divided into
two major sections, one being a general section, the other a
The general section will include the various
special section.
E.

B.

Berry,

of

Handbook on Railroad

railroad properties by risk classifications, to be treated in
detail, showing the risk, common and special hazards, pracIt is proremedies and fire protection recommended.
posed that the general section be divided into sub-sections,
In other words,
each dealing with a specific class of risks.
there will be a sub-section for mechanical property, transportation property, a section for merchandise and traffic at

tical

and rolling stock, etc. The special section will treat
other independent subjects applicable to fire preven-

stations

on

all

and protection of railroad properties.
W. H. Merrill, president of the Underwriters' Laboratories, Chicago, also addressed the morning session.

tion

Protection of Passenger Train Equipment

The

session of the second day's cconvention
the report of the committee of fire protection
in passenger train equipment, which was presented by E. W.

afternoon

was featured by

Osborne, chairman of the committee.
sions in this report are as follows:

The

general conclu-

We

believe that, except in local trains specified, every
(1)
coach, whether metal or wood, in main line trains should be
equipped with at least one fire extinguisher, and that in local or

branch trains of four cars or

less there

should be two in each

car.

(2) That in general the liquids used in fire extinguishers
should be non-freezing, but exceptions may be made where means
are available for protecting liquids that are not in themselves
resistive against cold.

That an extinguisher with a capacity of at least 2y2 gals,
containing a chemical charge which has the cooling effect of
water, such as is found in the calcium chloride or acid-soda
types is especially to be desired in baggage and other non(3)

passenger carrying cars.

The closing session of the convention on Thursday morning was featured by a paper by O. B. Heppner, chief chemist of the St. Louis-San Francisco, who spoke on "The
Relation of the Chemist to Fire Protection," and the report
of the committee on the protection of wooden bridges and
trestles against fire, which was presented by A. W. Smallen,
chairman of this committee, and the election of officers. Mr.
Heppner's paper told of the assistance which could be rendered to fire protection by the chemist and the chemist's
relation to the success or failure of fire prevention measThe report of the committee on the protection of
ures.
wooden bridges and trestles against fire contained specific
recommendations for preventative measures and for fighting
These
fires which have been able to gain some headway.
recommendations are as follows:
As preventative measures it is recommended
(1) That effective spark screens be provided
end of

in

the

front

locomotives and carefully maintained.
(2) That ash pans and grates be made tight and kept in good
working order, as the dropping of hot coals or ashes is a source
of a large amount of our trouble.
(3) That special places be provided for the dumping of
cinders and ashes, and grates are not to be shaken down except
all

points.

at safe

(4)

weeds,

That

all

brush

combustible refuse such as dry leaves, dead grass,
and rubbish be cleared away from under and

around all wooden bridges.
(5) That the decks of all wooden bridges, between the rails,
be covered with No. 22 galvanized iron, this to prevent sparks
from setting fire to the structure should they be dropped from
the locomotive.

As a further preventative measure, it is recommended that
wooden bridges be coated with a fireproof or fire retardent
paint, demonstration having proven some of them to be of
(6)

all

can be applied at a cost no greater
than that of ordinary paint.
excellent protection, and

As

protective measures

(1)

That one water barrel and one

it

is

recommended:
pail

be provided for

all

wooden bridges of a length of 50 ft. or less, and two water
barrels and two pails one to each barrel, be provided for all
bridges whose length is more than 50 ft. up to a length of 150 ft,
and that one water barrel and one
additional 150

pail

be provided for each

ft.

That where a bridge requires one or two barrels and
same are to be placed at the ends of the bridge, located
at proper clearance from the track and buried in the ground to
within six inches of the top, and where barrels and pails are
(2)

pails the

located in the middle of the bridge, they are to be located at
proper clearance from the rails and the top of the barrel is to
be provided with a wooden or galvanized cover.
In the past a great difficulty has been experienced in
(3
s

)

keeping pails intact with the water barrels, especially where
galvanized iron pails or fire buckets have been used, and they
are invariably missing when wanted and it is therefore recommended that a square wooden bucket of unfinished lumber be
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provided and
of the bai
\s

thai

the

same be suspended

water inside

the

in

further

.i

recommended

means

extinguishing the blaze, it is
equipped with fire lighting
cope with the situation should
oi

that all locomotives be

apparatus so thai they

may

sion arise.

Other Business

The following companies arranged exhibits in connection
Aero Alarm Company, New York;
with the convention:
Ohio Injector Company, Chicago; Nu-Ex Fire Appliance
Company, Ohio; Pyro-Non Taint Company, and the Fire
Protection Equipment Company, Chicago.
The election of officers, held at the last session of the
President, E. B. Berry,
convention, resulted as follows:
superintendent of fire prevention, Southern Railway, Washington, D. C. vice-president, W. F. Hickey, superintendent
of fire prevention, New York, New Haven & Hartford; sec;

and

treasurer, R. R. Hackett.

Train Accidents in October

T

1

he following

is a list of the most notable train accidents that occurred on the railways of the United
States in the month of October, 1919:
Collisions

Kind
20.
30.

•30.

Southern
Ft.

Worth &

G. C.

&

of

Accident
Place
xc
McGriff, Ga.

Road

Date

St.

D

Fe

Rhome

re
re

Crowley

Kind

of

Train
P.
P.
F.

&
&
&

Kill'd

P.

P.
F.

Inj'd
80
6

Road

4.

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

4.

Pitts.

2.

10.

tl2.
14.
17.
22.
28.
29.

t29.
30.
30.

&

L.

in

Erie

Place
Doylesford
S.

Elizabeth

W. Ellwood

J.

Kill'd

Inj'd

ace. obst.

P.

1

b. rail

P.
P.

25

b.

wheel

ms.
b. rail

ace. obst.
d. eq.
b. rail
d. wheel

exc. speed
exc. speed

unx

17

F.
P.
P.
P.
P.

2
1

IS

1

2
2

P.
P.
P.

2
10

P.
F.

2

1

1

139

trains in collision at McGriff, Ga., on the 20th, at

1:50 a. m. were southbound passenger No. 7 and northbound passenger No. 8. The northbound train was entering a side-track, and was struck in the middle by the southAbout 80
bound, wrecking and overturning one coach.
The southbound
passengers were injured, none seriously.
train had an order to hold the main track and meet No. 8
at McGriff, which is the schedule meeting point for these
trains.
No. 8 had arrived three or four minutes before
No. 7 and a trainman had thrown the switch for the side
track and signaled the engineman to proceed into the side
track.
The electric headlight of No. 8 was not burning,
because of an armature having been burnt out; and the
engineman of No. 7 thought that the other train was clear
of the main line; and seeing the hand signal given by the

This
trainman to No. 8 he construed it as for himself.
engineman had been in the service 33 years, and was classed
as one of the best on the division.
'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
xc, Other collisions
b
bs, Butting collision
re, Rear collision
Unforeseen
obstruction unx,
Unex
Defective
unf.
d,
ms.
Misplaced switch
ace
derail, Open derailing switch
plained
malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc
obst., Accidental obstruction
—fire, Cars burned while run
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
F. or Ft., Freight train (includ
ning
P. or Pass., Passenger train
Asterisks, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by fire

—

Broken

—

collision

the 30th,

tin
Fori Worth & Denvei
win southbound passenger b

on

I

was

a d<

i

I

m

be time.

OQ the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
on the 30th, were southbound freight.
The Leading train, Standing at a water tank, in a dense log,
was run into at the rear by the following train, and twelve
Nine tank cars, containing oil were
cars were ditched.
burnt up, together with parts of the locomotive and of
collision

Fe, at Crowley, Tex.,

other cars.

One brakeman was

injured.

The passenger train derailed on the Pennsylvania Railroad near Daylesford, Pa., on the 2nd, was the Metropolitan express, eastbound, No. 40, traveling on track No.
2.
A freight train moving westward on track No. 3, two
engines and 105 cars, was preparing to make a stop when
the ninety-third car, an empty wooden box car of 30-ton
capacity, buckled and, with three other cars, was thrown
Train No. 40 ran
off the track, blocking track No. 2.
into the wreck, a dense fog and the speed of the train
thwarting the efforts of the flagman of the freight to stop it.
The locomotive was overturned. The fireman was slightly
injured.
One baggage car and four sleeping cars ran off
the track, but no other personal injuries were reported.
The train derailed at South Elizabeth, N. J., on the
fourth, was eastbound local passenger No. 3800 carrying
about 350 passengers, moving at about 35 miles an hour.
Four coaches were derailed and 25 passengers sustained
The accident was due to a broken rail
minor injuries.
which failed because of a transverse fissure.
The train derailed at West Ellwood Junction, Pa., on the
night of the 5th, was a westbound express passenger No. 19.
The train running at about 50 miles an hour was derailed
by a broken wheel. Four employees and 13 passengers were
slightly

The

Cause of Kind of
Derailment Train

Belmont
Erie
Wagoner
Missouri Pac
Marlboro
Central N. J
St. Johnsb'y & L. C... Cambridge J.
Eatonton
Cent. Georgia
Percy, la.
Wabash
Mariana
Gulf Coast L
Vincent, Cal.
Sou. Pacific
Jersey City
Erie
Obey City
Tenn. Central

The

trains

he impact
The leading train was standing at the Nation.
Six passengers were injured.
There
crushed its rear car.

1

Derailments

Date

in

The trams

rhe report, after considerable discussion, was accepted as
a progress report, with the understanding that the aexl report of this committee will be made to include all bridges
of all types.
Considerable discussion arose over the fifth
preventative measure and also over the second recommenda
tion for extinguishing the blaze.

retary

I

Rhome, Tex., on

i

<

i
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injured.

derailed on the Erie Railroad at Belmont,
N. Y., on the morning of the 10th, was a first-class train,
westbound, No. 9, consisting of a locomotive, 16 express
cars, and a car at the rear in which the train crew were
riding. While running at about 60 miles an hour, the engine
was thrown off the track by passing over a misplaced switch
and into a side track; and the engineman and fireman were
killed.
Track repairers working near the spot had left the
train

switch open.
The line approaching this switch is straight
for about two miles.
The track foreman and his men were
close to the switch; they had removed their car from the
track but had neglected to straighten the switch. This acThe switch target is
cident occurred in broad daylight.
plainly visible for a good distance.
The trackmen were
within about 60 ft. of it and the foreman stood close to
The line is operated under the manual
the switch-stand.
block system, but this switch is not near a block station and

has no distant signal.
train derailed near Wagoner, Okla., on the 12th,
was a northbound passenger. Two coaches were overturned.
One passenger was killed and 15 were injured. The derailment was due to a broken rail.
The train derailed at Marlboro, N. J., on the 14th, was
a passenger No. 220.
The locomotive was derailed by
striking an automobile on a crossing and was overturned.
it

The

The engineman was

fatally scalded,

and a brakeman was

injured.

train derailed on the St. Johnsbury & Lake Champnear Cambridge Junction, Vt, on the 17th, was an
eastbound mixed train. While running at about 40 miles
an hour, a milk car near the front of the train was derailed
One passenger and one express messenger
and ditched.
were slightly injured. The derailment was due to a loose
chafing iron which became detached and fell out of position.
The train derailed near Eatonton, Ga., on the 22nd,

The
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28,
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The
about 10 j>. m., was northbound passenger Xo. 19.
locomotive was thrown of the track at a switch and was
overturned, the engineman and fireman were injured.
The train derailed near Percy, Iowa, about 20 miles east
of Des Moines, on the evening of the 28th, was eastbound
passenger No. 14.
Four coaches were overturned but the
The derailreports say only one passenger was injured.
ment was caused by a broken rail.
The train derailed at Mariana, Tex., on the 29th, was
southbound passenger train No. 3.
Moving at about 20
miles an hour the locomotive and tender were derailed at
a frog, by reason of a broken tender-wheel flange, and were
overturned; and the engineman and fireman were fatally
The locomotive fell against a freight car standinjured.
ing on a side track and a man in charge of one of these
cars

was

The
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Radical Departure in
Freight Car Door Fixtures

trying problems which railway emhave to face is that of opening freight car
doors without damage to the door-. A new device
which is intended to overcome this difficulty i^- the Jerry
Loc-Lever. The Loc-Lever works on the leverage principle
and when applied takes the place of locks, hasps and starters.
The iron bar which forms the lever proper is suspended
from the side plate of the car by a bolt and reaches a point
a few inches below the lower edge of the car door. Another
bar is fastened to the car door and extends across it horizontally about one-third the way from the top. To this
are attached four fulcrum pinions formed of bolts inserted
or
Oneploys

iin.

injured.

train derailed on the Southern Facific near Vincent,

on the 29th, was eastbound passenger No. 50. The
two baggage cars and five coaches
fell down a bank.
One passenger, two trainmen and two
trespassers were killed and 143 passengers were injured,
The train ran off the track at a curve
five of them fatally.
of 8 deg. 10 min., on a descending grade of 2.2 per cent;
Estimated damage to enthe cause was excessive speed.
gine, cars and roadway, $40,000.
All evidence concerning
Cal.,

locomotive, the tender,

it was in perfect condition.
This is the first serious train accident in which a passenger has been killed, on the Pacific System of the Southern

the track indicates that

Pacific

The

— 7,050 miles—

since July 4, 1908, or over 11 years.
N. J., on the 30th,

train derailed near Jersey City,

was eastbound passenger No. 1112. Seven cars, well filled
with passengers, ran off the rails, but no personal injuries
The cause
are reported except those classed as "slight."
of the derailment is given as excessive speed in passing
from the Northern of New Jersey branch to the main line.
The train derailed near Obe ,T City, Tenn., on the 30th,
was a westbound freight. The two locomotives drawing the
train crossed a trestle (No. 7.83) in safety, but 13 of the 20
cars in the train fell through to the ravine below.
Two
brakemen were killed. The cause of the derailment was
not determined.
Canada. Westbound express train No. 19 of the Grand
Trunk, moving at full speed, ran off the tra'ck at Rideau,
Ont., on the morning of October 23, about 1 o'clock, 11
cars going off the rails; but a broken rib of the express
messenger is the only serious injury reported.
Electric Car Accidents.
In a rear collision of electric
cars near Fredonia, N. Y. on the 4th, five persons were

—

—

and 13 injured; and in a rear collision on the Interborough Elevated line in the Bronx, New York City, on
the 21st, three persons were killed and 14 injured.
In
the New York collision two passenger cars were badly crushed, but there were only a very few passengers in them.
killed

A Combined
Freight congestion was troublesome in England even before the great strike.
The London Times of September 9
reported manufacturers in Leeds as bitterly complaining of
the holding up of merchandise owing to inadequate railway
facilities.
"Many hundreds of tons of goods have been held up
for some time, and business men are at their wits' end to deliver goods to their customers.
The railways are still refusing to take goods, except small consignments at occasional intervals.
One woolen mill head reports that the
Great Northern allowed him to send 10 cwt. of cloth to
London last Thursday. Although he had tons waiting to go,
since then he had not been able to get anything away. For
more than a fortnight he had been wanting to dispatch a

number of bales of cloth to Bristol via the Midland Railway,
but the company refused to take it until yesterday, when
only a small portion of an order was accepted."

through steel tubes,
around the bolt and

Floor Lock and Opener

enough in diameter to revolve
form a roller bearing. The handle

large
tlius

main lever is so constructed that the seal or the lock
of the car can be inserted through convenient orifices.
In operation, when the door is closed the Loco-Lever bar

of the

against the last pinion and holds the door securely in
When the door is to be opened the seal is broken,
thus releasing the lever, which is then raised away from the
car a distance sufficient to pass it over the last pinion, against
lies

place.

which it then lies in a diagonal position. A pull is exerted
on the handle and from the resulting leverage the door is
forced open a short distance. The operation is repeated on
the three other pinions in turn, with the result that the door
is fully opened without damage.
The device takes its name from the nickname of its in-

:

RAILWAY
Jerolaman, of the traffic department of the
ropeka & Santa Fe, who ia familiarly known as
in his work Mi
Jerolaman noted the difficulties
encountered in connection with the opening of car doors and
this device ia his idea for overcoming the trouble,
B
effecting a considerable saving in the damage ordinarily done
ii

tune

al

anticipated thai the device will also
-top- and transfer pointit

ia

saw
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lor the ahopa and alflO tin- foundries to carry
wheels than before, without holding a surplus on account of

Cal

l

Atchison,

the car door,

AGL'

'

ore

i

measun

mi

another example, take the -mall tools, such as wood
it
boring bits,
developed in the check that at 26 Bhops
there were pra. n a
Mown or made. A
m
j
I

..i

1

!

1

:

illustration, th<
to

10

inches, with

h
i

l

.

I.

size varied

from 6 inches in Length
It would seem that

different lengths.

would be all that waa necessary; thai is, the size
would bore any piece of wood that would pass under
the housing of the machine and likewise the thinm
It
was amusing when the various foremen were questioned
as to why the\ wanted certain sizes, and finally admitted
that they had always ordered and used them.
Three lengths
one

size

that

Standard Stock Sheets for Storekeepers
By W. L. W.

Om

"i
mi m.m DUFICULI iiiiNGs confronting the
Storekeeper today is the problem of preparing a suitable record for recording the receipts, issues and consumption oi material. The primary and essential thing to

know

what is standard material and, therefore, each railroad should have a stock book in which should be shown by
stock accounts the material which is standard for the various
Sufficient copies of this
classes and kinds of equipment.
book should bo made and supplied to all storehouses and
departments, so that in ordering material, uniform sizes and
kinds will be furnished.
It is a ver\ common practice on most railroads today for
every shop to order a different kind of material for the same
purpose, and the result is that it is most difficult to transfer
such material from one point to another. On the Pennsylvania Lines West a number of years ago a standard stock
book was prepared showing in detail all of the items of
material that were standard in the motive power department.
On this sheet is shown the page and line number, description, entry number, blue print specification, etc., with columns for amount on hand, due. consumed, etc. These
books are corrected currently by the general superintendent
motive power when it is necessary to change specifications
is

or reissue blue prints.

Among

the

principal reasons

for

adopting this method were:
(a) Standardization of items; (b) to keep up

to date the
record of reissues of prints and specifications; (c) elimination of non-standard material; (d) to insure the use of uniform names for various items of material; (e) to provide
an easy and simple method of checking surplus material;
(f) to give a standard record of material ordered, received
and consumed (g) to assist the purchasing agent in placing orders by insuring uniformity in all items on requisi;

tion.

In standardizing the items it was found that after all the
were compiled, there were 156 different sizes of
window glass. After checking over the standard items it
was possible to eliminate 101 sizes. In the item of belting,
one-third of the sizes were eliminated, even though it was
necessary to change some pulleys to do so. Bar iron, lumber, brass castings, screws of all kinds, magnesia lagging,
wheels and axles, small tools, and practically all other items
As an illustration, seven
showed substantial reductions.
iiifferent sized cores of cast-iron wheels were being specified
in order to take care of requirements, not only for home
On account of the wheelbut also for foreign equipment.
boring capacity of the shops it was felt that by ordering
the cores of various sizes, an increase in output could be
secured from the machines on account of reducing the numIt was found, howber of cuts necessary to bore the wheel.
ever, in anticipating the requirements for wheels on the
various weel makers, that they were also in a measure anticipating our requirements, and the result was that at times we
had a large supply of wheels on hand, but not the kind of
bore required. The blue prints were changed, reducing the
number and sizes of cores to two for each wheel, and the
whole situation was much improved, as this made it practirecords

were finally agreed
1 1
items

to,

reducing the number of this size alone

6,000 Items Eliminated

Every item of material was gone over and a standard was
established, resulting in the elimination of some 6,000 items
from the stock books. After this record was put in use a
comparison was made of January 1, 1915, with January 1,
1 904, and the results were as follows
Locomotives in service increased
Passenger cars increased
Freight cars increased
Stock on hand increased
Stock consumed per locomotive mile, decreased
Stock on hand per man employed, decreased

92 per cent
36 per cent
\7 per cent
9 per cent
21 per cent
30 per cent

However, the stock on hand today is in value greatly in
excess of this amount, due largely to the increase in price
as well as quantity on account of conditions brouhgt about
by the war.
In checking surplus material and transfering it from one
shop to another, by having the standard book it is unnecessary to mention the articles, as all articles are on the same
page and line. Only the page and line number are given
in communications between shops.
It has been of great
assistance in the placing of orders by the purchasing agent
to have one name, standard sizes, etc.
Another very important thing that has developed, which
probably every shop has experienced, is the question of
charging out material in the freight car repair yard.
On
account of a large percentage of car repairmen being foreigners, it was very difficult for them to learn the names of
the innumerable kinds of material so that they could intelligently describe to the foreman what was wanted.
It was a
common sight to see from four to eight men waiting in line
It was the practice to account
to secure their material orders.
material issued just as carefully as for material
On account of the shortage of experienced help,
it was decided to change the methods of handling material in
The rough material of all
the freight car repair sections.
kinds is now carefully piled or placed in bins, the new separated from the second-hand. Instructions have been issued
for the

received.

in the

form of notices printed in as many different languages

as there are employees, calling attention to the fact that they
are permitted to take material from bins or piles just as

needed, but they must not disturb the material nor take
more than required to complete the job. Special attention is
given to the material received, new or reclaimed, and at the
end of the month an inventory is taken, and the quantity
represented by the inventory at the close of the previous
months, plus the quantity received during the month, less
the quantity on hand per inventory at the close of the curA
rent month, represents the charge to freight car repairs.
record of all this material is carried through the chargeThis scheme has many
out book kept at the repair yard.
It has
advantages, and no disadvantages have been noted.
reduced clerical work, saved time of foremen and workmen,
and permitted the foremen to give to supervision the time

formerly consumed in handling material orders.

A Conservative View of National
Cummins

Merits and Faults of the

Railroad Problem
Need

Bill;

of

Specific Constructive Legislation

By Samuel Rea

r

President of the Pennsylvania Railroad

a pleasure

to address those in charge of the savings
they have, through their guardianship and
investment of the savings of our thrifty people, a substantial financial interest in the proper solution of the railis

It banks

for

road question. The savings banks are the chief reliance of
our people of small means who should not risk their savings,
but should have them within convenient call at all times,
and without hazard of diminution. I commend your faithfulness to the trust reposed in you by millions of our people.
The investment of their money by you in safe and useful
enterprises has been an important factor in developing our
country and assisting its people to prosper.
The Senate
and House committees have listened to about 50 plans; but I
now hope we can soon close our talking season, and that Congress will adopt constructive railroad legislation that will recreate railroad credit.
Today railroad credit is based not
solely on railroad earnings but directly on the treasury of the
United States, which is bad for the nation's finances and busi.

ness,

and a burden which increases

its

.

.

taxation.

[The

speaker here described the plan presented by the Association
Railway Executives, reported in the Railway Age, August
22, p. 353, and went on to explain its main features.]

of

Dangers

of Fixing

Maximum

Returns

As a result of close contact with the railroad problem here
and abroad and with the results of past experience of the
national and state governments with public works and railroads before us, we felt that government ownership or a
government guarantee was not desirable for the railroads of
the country. In its last analysis a government guarantee

means government operation, as, if the government is to
supply the funds, it must have a controlling force in expenditures.

Although we realized our plan was not perfect, we
avoided fixing a maximum return to all the railroads on
their property investment, and a division of profits by individual companies if they exceeded that maximum, believing
that any attempt to confiscate surplus earnings of any individual company would surely eliminate initiative, restrict
competition and injure credit. Interest rates are exceedingly
high compared to the pre-war period, and with the capital
necessities of the world far from satisfied, any suggested
maximum like 6 per cent would be too low for a period when
the credit of the government itself,

if left free

from bank and

treasury support, is nearly 5 per cent. The railroads have
to raise about a billion dollars annually of new capital for
improvements and equipment, as well as provide for maturing notes and securities, and may find 6 per cent insufficient
for several years.

The danger

of

maximum

earnings

may

be

by the experience of street railways. The five-cent
was regarded as providing a sufficient margin
of profit to meet all conditions, but it has proved totally
inadequate, so that public utility companies are as bad a
problem for the country to adjust as the railroads. Many
of us remember leases in which 60 per cent or 70 per cent of
gross was considered an ample compensation to a lessee to
operate a road but the lessees in most cases were later compelled to buy up the stocks of such roads and cancel the
illustrated

maximum

fare

•An address before the savings bank section of the
Abridged.
Association, at St. Louis, Mo., October 1.

American Bankers'

because 60 per cent or 70 per cent of gross proved
to pay operating expenses; while the rent of
40 per cent or 30 per cent of the gross paid to the lessor, as
earnings increased, became a bonanza.
From a long experience I distrust arbitrary maximum returns unless all other factors such as income, taxes, interest,
etc., are likewise fixed, because we cannot foresee or control
leases,

insufficient

future business and financial conditions. I have more sympathy with specifying a minimum return as a guide to our commissions of what is an unreasonably low transportation rate
and an unfair return on the investment low transportation rate
and an unfair return on the investment, instead of relying on
I would
the courts to save the carriers from confiscation.
consider a return of 6 per cent on the property investment a
minimum return, especially now when money will cost the
railroads even higher figures. Judging by past experience
there did not seem to be the requisite authority or initiative
in the commissions
federal and state
to make rates that
would produce a return of even 6 per cent for a traffic district, or rate making group of railroads, except in years when
the roads showed an unexpected expansion of business and
when costs continued somewhat stationary, as in parts of
the calendar years 1909 and 1916. I have been informed
that a minimum would not be specified by Congress, unless

—

—

be an absurdly low return, like 4 per cent, upon which
even the government itself has not been able to borrow the
it

moneys

it

required.

Neither a maximum nor a minimum is required, if Congress will take the responsibility of directing the federal commissions to enable the railroads to resume business on a
self-sustaining credit basis, and attract the necessary additional capital for improvements to properly serve the public.
The railroads cannot serve the public if they continue on the
"bread line."

The Cummins

Now
tion,

Bill

in response to all the testimony

on the railroad ques-

and the various plans suggested, and the serious condi-

tion of railroad credit, a tentative bill, Senate 2906, has been

introduced by Senator Cummins to solve our problem. It is
the first broad, friendly legislative expression towards railroads in the last fifteen years. Therefore, I propose to briefly
and, I trust, constructively, review some of its salient features,
with the expectation that Senator Cummins will not consider
the railroads and their owners ungrateful for the work he
and his committee have tried to do for the country, but with
the sincere hope that he and his associates will endeavor to
correct

The

some features of the

bill.

indebtedness of the roads to the government for capital expenditures made during federal control certainly ought
to be funded for not less than ten years rather than five
years, considering financial conditions generally, and the
annual requirements for capital by the railroadi. For general
indebtedness, some security other than demand notes should
be provided, otherwise credit will be imperiled rather than
helped by such funding. The government should leave the
railroads in at least as sound physical and financial condition
as when they were taken over. Merchants, farmers and others
have been protected by higher prices, but the railroads were
not placed in that position; and they should not be asked
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6

I-

with
pay the large capital expenditures ol the war pe
government to fund them for b
l»-w interesl rates,
hese capital expenditures
id and al
were made to assist in protecting In life of the nation, and
the roads should also have transporation rates sufficient to
rhe speaker hen- enumerated certain
hereafter sustain them.
features ol the bill which are accepted as beneficial or which
.it
Least were subjected to no unfavorable comment; exclusive
federal regulation of securities; new rates to be suspended
onlj Bve months instead of ten; creation of a transportation
hoard; better definition o! the elements to be considered in
to

I

out assistance from the

l

t

|

ribing a

rate;

sion to prescribt

prevention of strikes; pooling; commis-

minimum

rates.]

Objectionable Features

Some

— Cummins' Bill
is

over intrastate rates.
the transportation board fully
protect railroad credit? The provisions as to making compensatory rates and "permitting a return sufficient to maintain
railroad credit and provide adequate facilities are not suffithe

Commission and

and mandator}' to produce that result. The
labor provisions are too diffuse to be effective. The purposes
for which voluntary consolidations can be made, are too restrictive in their scope and the provisions as to compulsory
consolidations are fatal to railroad credit. The commandeering of the so-called excess earnings of individual companies,
and penalizing surplus earnings if used to provide better

ciently definite

railroad facilities, is a decided blow to operating initiative
and conservative financing. Railroad valuation in its present
form cannot be used for the various purposes proposed in the

nor can it be completed to enable the Commission or the
promptly carry out the various provisions of this
proposed law.
bill,

carriers to

Valuation
valuation found by the Interstate Commerce Commisunder the present law, is claimed by the government to

The

be a valuation only for rate making purposes, but this bill
requires the same valuation to be used for rate making, cap-

and the measure of a fair return,
or as a selling price of the property, and apparently the
commission may change that valuation from time to time.
To wait for the final valuation will cause great delay and
any intention of its use for all of these purposes is bound
to be disappointing. Therefore, rather than stop all progress
in fixing reasonable rates, let the existing records of "property investment" be used pending final valuation. It is the
italization, consolidation,

return on the property investment of a traffic district that is
a guide to the Commission in rate making, and not that of
single companies; and so far, in those districts, the return
has been found too low for sound railroad credit.

Authorization of Betterments
be

provides that the right of eminent domain cannot
exercised without a certificate of the Transportation
bill

Board and the
tion,

Interstate

construction,

Commerce Commission

for acquisi-

maintenance or operation purposes, or

any authorized extension or addition; but authority to proceed with any new construction is divided between the states
and the federal commissions. The construction of a new
line of railroad or extension must be authorized by the
Transportation Board; but this Board is specifically excluded
from authorizing the construction of side tracks, spurs, industrial, team or switching tracks located wholly within one
state
for that the railroads must apply for state authority.
The question of branches and terminals does not seem to
be very accurately defined. This serious question is further
tied up by the approval of the issuance of securities, to carry
out such work, being solely under federal authority. There-

—

!

tablishmenl or extension of their
cannot defer the
plants on such a divided and dilatory prOO
["he entire
nsibility for authorizing the acquisition of all additional
i

;i]>ital
.'II as all new
of way or terminal ar
aditure work, should at least be concentrated under one
hoard, just as this issuance of securities is to be solely under

right

the Interstate

<

Commerce Commission. When improvements

are so authorized, no public benefit is Secured by requiring
the consent of any governmental body to the exercise of the
power of eminent domain. The requirement of such consent

would mean delay and enhanced

cost.

Labor Provisions

not given effecWithout this authority

tive authority

how can

The

regard the provisions for carrying on improvement
work and exercising eminenl domain under such divided
federal and state authority as detrimental i'> business, Ind

of the objectionable features arc:

die Interstate Commerce Commission

sion,
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The labor provisions of the bill primarily concern not only
the management and investors but the welfare of 1,900,000
employees; and may affect the payment of $2,800,000,000 in
wages. The final decision on railroad wages is given to the
Transportation Board. No qualifications are stated for the
of this important board, which is to deal with the
operating and administrative questions of all the railroads,
including wages. Subordinate to this board is a committee
on wages and working conditions, consisting of eight members, four to be selected from the persons nominated by the
organized railroad working crafts on each railroad to represent labor, and four from among the persons nominated by
all the railroad corporations; and I suppose the Transportation Board is expected to represent the public. Four years is
the term of office and $4,000 each the compensation of the
members of the committee on wages and working conditions.
Unless this committee is expected to pass all disputes to the
transporation board, surely that short term and that salary
are insignificant compared to the magnitude of this responsibility, which has tested the ability of the President and
the director general, and the railroad managers. For that
task the best railroad managers, who understand social questions as well as operating questions, are needed, and the
labor members must be up to the same standard. Any suggestion as to standard wages that takes no account of the
varying living costs and conditions as between New York,

members

Florida, California,

Kansas and Maine

is

contrary to eco-

No

equitable plan for the avoidance of
future disputes as to wages will be complete or protective
against strikes, unless a sliding scale is adopted, whereby
wages will be adjusted to living costs. Settlement of wages

nomic experience.

under pressure or as a compromise,

is

bound

to produce dis-

satisfaction.

A

further labor proviso is that on the board of directors
of each carrier there shall be two labor directors and two

government directors after June 30, 1920. The two labor
from the classified employees and
nominated by the employees. The two government directors
are to be appointed by the transportation board, and apparently whether satisfactory or unsatisfactory to each corporation.
On all committees of the corporations' boards there
shall be at least one labor director and one government director. These labor and government directors are to be compensated and their expenses paid by the corporation for attending
board and committee meetings. There is nothing to show
whether they are to be on the two thousand or more railroad
boards of the country, or only on the boards of the operating
carriers. Wages and working conditions are to be settled by
the committee on wages and working conditions and by the
transportation board in Washington so that no individual
carrier corporation will have any responsibility for wages.
Further, no carrier can prescribe the wages of its own employees independent of other railroads. Therefore, these labor
and government directors on the board of directors of every
carrier corporation seem to be like the fifth wheel of a wagon.
directors shall be selected

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

They have no
and nothing

is

12,
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prescribed responsibilities or qualifications,
said as to the responsibility of the government

for their votes.

Looking for the results to be expected from the two government directors, the hill does not permit railroad companies
to make capital expenditures, to exercise the power of eminent
domain, or to issue securities except upon government approval. What useful service, therefore, will these two government directors render? If these four directors, instead of
sitting on the carrier's hoard of directors, could he elected
one-half by the carrier and one-half by the employees and
work as subordinates to the committee on wages and working
conditions, they might give a touch of home rule to the labor
question, and form a thread of a labor organization, starting
from the local ground and ending with the transportation
board, which might be of some benefit. This is a suggestion
and not a solution of the railroad labor question but it indiIt would appear
cates the necessity for careful revision.
wiser to let the transportation board, which has final responsibility for wages and for governmental supervision of the
railroads, direct how employees and corporations and the public shall be represented, and avoid prescribing elaborate
machinery.
There is another labor provision, i, e., an employees' advisory council selected from each organized craft of railroad
employees requesting representation, to administer a fund
consisting of one-half of any excess earnings over a fair
which any company guilty of that rare offense under

return,

a system of rates which must be reasonable and uniform,
shall pay over to the transportation board. This duty might
very easily be performed by the committee on wages and
working conditions or the transportation board and this advisory council be dispensed with.

Consolidation of Roads Into Competitive Systems
I am in favor of consolidation. The bill declares it is the
policy of the United States to divide the railroads into not
less than 20 nor more than 35 separate and distinct systems
this division to be a division in ownership and for operat-

—

ing purposes. Each of the systems is to be owned and operated by a distinct corporation and, where practicable, the
existing routes and channels of trade and commerce are to
be maintained. The systems are to be so arranged and
equalized as far as practicable, that uniform transportation
costs, uniform rates and the same rate of return on value
may be earned. The transportation board is to devise and
adopt the system plans, but may thereafter change them. The
Interstate Commerce Commission must also approve them.

The government

will

have no financial responsibility for

their formation either in the voluntary consolidation plans,

or in those regional companies to be mandatorily formed after
seven years by order of the transportation board. The arresting of the law of gravitation would be as easy to accomplish
as to arrange and maintain these ideal systems, considering
the divergent traffic conditions, physical, financial and other

conditions of the various roads in even a single

traffic dis-

trict.

calculated to stop consolidations, and
is
impossible to finance, it is a railroad alinement
of this arbitrary character. The existing systems have been
formed under a competitive system and follow the lines of
the natural traffic routes, and are feeders and extensions of
the original trunk lines, and in that way became attached to
them as systems. Others might be formed gradually on similar lines, and as their organizations could be trained for
If

anything

make them

the enlarged responsibilities.
The necessity for absorption, merger and consolidation of
smaller corporations is apparent. In the last complete Interstate Commerce Commission report, that for the year ending

June 30, 1916, we

find

following classes: Class

I,

1590 companies divided into the
189 railroads; Class II, 276 rail-
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roads; Class III. 431 railroads; Switching and terminal
hese 1590 comcompanies, 227; Lessor companies, 4o7.
panies do not in< hide about 600 roads that arc privately
owned, or industrial lint- not common carriers, -ome of
which report only to state commissions. The lh9 rir>t-class
roads, together with their lessor companies, earned '^7.4 per
cent of the total operating revenues of the country. Now
taking 162 of the chief operating companies, which earned
94.6 per cent of the total operating revenue- of the country,
we find that they already constitute 86 systems. Hut only 18
systems during the three-year test period earned over 6 per
cent on their property investment
Until earnings are
increased, it is hard to see the basis on which the railroads
can proceed with any wholesale plan of absorption or consolidation.
The 86 systems existing can he reduced, not
arbitrarily, but as traffic and earnings justify.
Indeed, as
23 systems already handle about 80 per cent of the total
operating revenues, there seems to be no necessity or benefit
to be obtained from constituting, valuing and financing new
systems arbitrarily put together.
What the railroads need is not an arbitrary division of
the country into 20 or 35 distinct systems formed by mandate
of the federal government and the changing views of various
boards or commissions; nor any attempts to tie the weak and
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

the strong together, in the hope that in some way or other
the few strong railroads of the country can support the weak

including lines that have thin traffic or should never
have been constructed. The railroads want laws that will
permit the existing railway systems to absorb and eliminate
the affiliated companies now owned, operated, leased or affiliated with their systems. Such further connecting roads may
be added as may be required to round out these systems on
a basis that would be approved by the federal commissions.
In the Pennsylvania system there are about 140 live companies, consisting of railroad companies, ferry companies,
bridge companies, water companies and warehouse companies

lines,

—

all essential for transportation purposes. They are leased
or operated, wholly owned, or owned in part by the parent
company. Therefore, an absorption law to clear up the bar-

and divergent state laws that
prevent the absorption of such affiliated companies, to round
out a single system and leave the name and securities of the
parent companies unchanged, seems desirable.
Xo such
absorption of small companies by the large systems can proceed on any large scale without reasonable earnings to enable
that course to be pursued, and thereafter leave the system
in a strong position to do its financing on reasonable terms.
The big systems have absorbed many weak lines, and are
now supporting other weak lines, and they have about
reached the limit in that respect.
At the conclusion of federal control the bill states that
rates are to remain in effect until changed by competent authority. This means state as well as federal. You can see what
a hopeless state of confusion will be caused by throwing all
the states into rate regulation again. The carriers are to
file new schedules of rates, fares and charges with the commission within thirty days after federal control terminates,
the same to become effective four months after they have
been filed. During this period of readjustment, but for not
exceeding five months, the compensation under the federal
control act is to be guaranteed. During the calendar year
1917 it took about 75 cents out of even- dollar to pay operating expenses and taxes, and now it is costing over 90 cents
out of every dollar. Certainly for this period of reconstrucriers in the existing charters

tion, affecting the entire nation, the

should readjust

all

rates

—

state

United States government
interstate
to meet the

and

—

transportation costs, and properly establish railroad credit,
by exercising the same control over rates as was done during
federal control. It is true that the bill authorizes the Interstate

Commerce Commission

to

co-operate

with

the

state

commissions and remove anv unreasonable discrimination
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all)

or

and foreign commerce, bu! the

interstate

states thai

power-

it

does not

m

amend

act specify

or affect the existing

relation to taxation or the

Lawful police

Including the power to make
and regulate intrastate rate-, except as in the act otherwise
It will, therefore, be seen that such reservations
provided.
will produce extensive proceedings or controversies so as to
delay justice to the carriers, or to other states thai maj be
affected by the rates made in a single state. It also divides
i-

of

the several

states,

The decthe responsibility as to the credit of the carriers.
laration.^ oi policy and elements affecting reasonable rateshould be made so mandator} that the federal commissions
should have a positive duty to see that the rates, both state
and interstate, are adequate to protect that credit.
The Cummins bill as it stands, gives us no definite or
prompt assurance of adequate rates, nor does it get us away
from conflicting state regulations. To make it a truly constructive measure it must be strengthened and amended in
these fundamental particulars.

Commandeering

of

Earnings

The provisions relative to commandeering and using for
other railroad companies and for railroad employees the socalled excess earnings of individual companies will throw
many railroad investments again into a condition of uncer-

What
may be a fair return for one company, and for one year,
may at the lapse of the next year be reversed by the commis-

tainty, because a fair return is not prescribed or defined.

for other companies. There will be no
incentive to any carrier to earn any money in excess of the
payment of an ordinary dividend, not only because of the
confiscation of the so-called excess earnings, but the further
sion, or be varied

provision that any surplus earnings invested in the property
cannot be capitalized or used as a basis for increased returns. These provisions will force all future additions, betterments and improvements to be provided from the issue
sale of securities. Such provisions would terminate conservative financing, as under private ownership, the money
for new improvements could be had only from the sale of

and

bonds under these conditions, and at higher interest rates to
accord with the risk of bad years. If this system is once
established for the railroads, it will in time be applied to all
public utility companies at the outset, and later to industrial
and manufacturing concerns, because their products are just
as essential for the daily life of the citizen as railroad transportation.
I desire to emphasize the fact that the conservative railroads which have successfully weathered the various panics,
industrial and financial, here and in England, without wiping out or reducing their dividends, are those railroads which
used their surplus over reasonable dividends to provide additional facilities and equipment for the public use, instead of
selling stocks or securities for that purpose. The Pennsylvania system is a fair example. Its property cost and marketable securities, not including holdings of securities of companies forming part of the system, exceeds the total outstanding securities in the hands of the public to the extent
of over $500,000,000. If the company instead of following
that practice had distributed all its yearly surplus in dividends, and had sold securities for all additions and betterments to its property and equipment, it would now require
$30,000,000 per annum of additional net income to pay its
6 per cent dividends; or the company's stock would have been
reduced to a 4 per cent dividend, and its bonds would have
had to carry a much higher rate of interest because of weaker
credit. It would have been impossible for it to have sold its
stock on the market, and that would have been to the detriment of the country and industry, as well as to the company's
security holders and owners.
The company's surplus was not derived from excessive
transportation charges. These charges have been materially
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below those authorized bj its charter. The freight charges
were material!) reduced from the beginning of
operation, about
igo, to within
and almost ruinou competition among the various roads
The surplu
bad a great effect in reducing thi
improving the company's credit and property was obtained
especiall)

i

.

il\
from moderate profits in the transportation business,
but by paying low dividends on its stock for a long scries
of years, from s< Uing its stock at premiums, and from profits
realized on its investments. This surplus was invested in the
property for the improvement of the same for the public use,

when legitimately it might all have been disbursed in dividends to the stockholders.
This practice was also followed by other companies without any regulation or legal requirements, and the public was
benefited.

What

I

object

to

is:

(1st)

the

reprehensible

what a company earns under fair and uniform
rates through good management and efficient transportation
can be taken from it and given to others, thereby sapping
the spirit of initiative and competition, and (2nd) federal
regulation that ultimately will create a situation in which no
surplus earnings over a fair return can exist, and that absolutely penalizes the railroads if they invest any surplus
feature that

earnings in the property for the benefit of the public. If these
provisions are allowed to stand, then the least I can ask is
that an allowance of some surplus over a fair return in good
years should be made mandatory, and not permissive, to assist in lean years. Otherwise in bad years, rates would have
to be increased when shippers could least afford to pay them.
If the Pennsylvania Railroad Company after paying its
fair dividends is not to have a surplus to sustain the credit
and operations of weak roads in its system, then several hundred miles of railroads must stop operations and improvements, and communities must suffer.
The Pennsylvania system represents about 6.5 per cent of
the whole track mileage of the country, about 13 per cent of
the ton mileage, and 13.5 per cent of the passenger mileage.
Its track mileage is about one-half of that of Great Britain
and Ireland, and it has invested for public use $1,800,000,000, in its road and equipment, approximately one- tenth of
It has been
the whole railroad investment of this country.
opened for traffic 67 years, and during that time its management has observed a sane and conservative financial and
operating policy, and dealt generously with labor in wages
and welfare funds to the extent the earnings permitted. I
have the honor of having served the company, with the exception of a few years, since 1871, and for over 30 years have
been closely associated with the executive department, familiar with the construction of new lines and branches to
serve the public and the financing, upbuilding and compactTherefore, I can speak intelligently, and
ing of the system.
So
indeed feelingly, about the company's policy and affairs.
far as public regulation is concerned, for the last ten years
the company has not been allowed sufficient revenues to earn
6 per cent on the cost of its property and equipment except
Yet so far as the management is conin 1909 and 1916.
cerned, long before there was any regulation of the railroads,
as we now understand it, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company did not distribute all of its net income in dividends,
but judiciously applied a substantial portion to promoting,
helping and upbuilding its feeders and connecting lines, to
eliminating grade crossings, and for other similar construc-

Other comIt was not alone in this policy.
tion items.
panies pursued the same course, and they could be depended
upon to continue such policies, under proper regulation, withThen why must Congress now
out injustice to the public.
propose, as a future national policy, to confiscate their socalled surplus earnings and stop incentive, and on the other
hand fail to definitely order reasonable rates that must produce a fair return upon which railroads can live and
progress ?

make

1

Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.

12,
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The Problem and

1

the

Remedy
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Ripken Automatic Drifting

The

railroad problem has not changed, nor is it shrouded
It is this: Railroad earnings and credit must be
in mystery.

created sufficient to support the existing railroad investment
and attract the additional capital the transportation business

New capital cannot be comTherefore, adequate rates made under public
approval, with opportunity for competition, initiative anct incentive, is the effective remedy for the whole problem, in my
opinion.
If adequate rates had been granted in the past
decade, there would not have been a railroad problem.
I derequires in the public interest.

mandeered.

Valve
SiiNCE superheated steam

for

Locomotives

has come into general use

the trouble experienced with deposits on locomotive
pistons and cylinders has increased greatly. The use of
the drifting throttle has proved effective in eliminating this
trouble, but it is difficult to insure that the engineer uses the

bill amended to definitely accomplish
mandate is not positively forthcoming as
the result of the new legislation, all the boards and machinery created for regulatory purposes will be useless.
Extreme care must be exercised to insure sound credit, and not

proper amount of steam and for that reason an automatic
drifting valve has important advantages over the drifting
Several types of drifting valves are in use at
throttle.
present, the majority being arranged to come into action
when a vacuum is formed in the cylinder. Since the vacuum
which operates the valve will also draw in the front end
gases which cause deposits on the cylinder walls, any drifting valve operated on this principle cannot entirely remove

theorize about

the trouble.

Cummins

sire to see the

that result.

If that

it.

If public regulation does not allow earn-

ings sufficient to sustain railroad credit, and provide necessary transportation facilities, the public will be forced to

regard regulation as a huge waste of money, time and

effort,

and demand a simplification of the situation, and start with
a new slate, or drive straight for government ownership with
its train of higher costs, inefficiency, and political domination
of the employees and of the industries depending on the railroads.
National reconstruction cannot be accomplished
while railroad investments and credit are left in an unsatisfactory condition.
This should spur Congress, the commissions, the investors, the employees, railroad management, and
the public to work together for an equitable and prompt solution of this great problem.
To that end the railroad executives are prepared to devote their whole time and attention,
if the Congressional committees so desire.
extremely dangerous to all concerned.

Cost of Freight Train and
Locomotive Service

Further delay

in

In order to do away with the formation of a vacuum in
is operated by
the compression in the cylinder.
This device is known as
the Ripken automatic drifting valve and is in use on the
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Sainte Marie.
The valve
the cylinder, a valve has been devised which

is

August

The total costAugust was

of freight train service per 1,000 gross
99.5 cents, according to the
ton miles in
monthly report of the Operating Statistics Section. This

the lowest point it has reached this year and compares with
101.1 cents for August, 1918, a decrease of 1.6 per cent. In
July it was 100.6 cents. Per mile, however, the costs are still
greater than last year. The cost of freight locomotive service
is

per locomotive mile in August was 103.2 cents, which is an
increase of 1.5 per cent as compared with August, 1918,
when it was 101.7 cents. In July it was 104.8 cents. The
cost of freight train service per train mile in August was
152.8 as compared with 149.8 cents in August, 1918, an
In July it was 153.8 cents.
increase of 2 per cent.
The
items of locomotive repairs and fuel show decreases.
The
combined figures for all regions and the comparative figures
for last year are as follows:
August
*

i

Cost of locomotive =er

per

:ce

loconiiiti\.'

Locomotive repairs
Enginehouse expenses
Train enginemen
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive sup'
Cost of train service per train mile
Enginehouse expenses
i

f
Locomotive repairs
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive suppl'
Train enginemen

-

Trainmen
Train supplies and expenses
Cost of train service per 1,000-ton miles

Locomotive repairs
Enginehouse expenses j
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Enginemen and trainmen
Train supplies and expenses
I

milt-

<>

1919

1918

103.2
32.3
^8.3
£0.2

101.7
33.6
7.0
19.0

39.1
3.3

39.2

15Z-.8

149.8

46

2.9

3

45 g

44.6

45.3

3.8

3.4

23.0
26.5

21.9
25.6

8.6

99.5

6.9
101.

30.

31.6

29.1
2.5
32.2
5.6

30.5
2.3
32.1
4.6

Section Showing the Connection of the Ripken Automatic
Drifting Valve

comes into operation before the cylinders are emptied of
steam pressure after the throttle has been closed and is kept
in operation and furnishes the needed amount of steam until
the pistons cease to move.
It is automatically closed just
as the engine stops by the building up of pressure in the
steam chest.
Only one valve per engine is used as the steam is passed
directly to the branch pipe or the saturated end of the superheater header.
This arrangement is advantageous as it reduces the amount of steam required and also protects the
superheater elements against overheating.
It is unnecessary
to use either air relief valves or by-pass valves in conjunction with the Ripken drifting valve.
One illustration shows a section of the valve which serves
to illustrate its operation.
The operating portion consists of
a cage A, and a differential piston valve B.
The cage has
an opening
at the bottom which is connected by the most
direct means possible with one end of the cylinder so that
the cylinder pressure is transmitted to the lower side of the
piston.
The side opening N, is connected through a twoinch pipe to a live steam line from the turret. The opening
P at the top of the valve communicates with the branch
pipe or superheater header.

M

1

1

1

I
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Within the
in which are porta l>
a bushing
/' ia surrounded bj a dud F, which ia
in- port
and /
Prom the dud F live steam
always filled with live steam.
At the lower end
through the passage G to pari
o\ the bushing C is a small regulating .mil reliei port //,
connected by piping to the exhaust chamber of the loco<

'.

i

Cost
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of

l

/•

motive.

Freight Train and
Locomotive Service in July

TOTAL
Tinmotive

including locoCOS! Of freight train
continues to show a steady dea
each month aa compared with preceding months, although increa
tnpared with Last year, according to
service,

i

\\ luii

the

main

the differentia]

throttle

piston

B

is

closed the pressure on top of

falls

and the compression

in

the

cylinders arting on the bottom of the valve being in excess
of the steam chest pressure raises the valve B off the

upon which it normally rests, placing the port
communication with port D. This permits steam to

shoulder

K

in

./.

flow through the valve into the steam chest maintaining the

The
required pressure to prevent a vacuum while drifting.
raising of the valve also uncovers port
and the steam entering the annular cavity under the valve is restricted by

E

the port // and furnishes the counter pressure necessary to
and
in communication until the engine is
hold ports
As the speed decreases the pressure
almost at a standstill.
in the steam chest will rise, and overcoming the pressure
on the bottom of the differential valve, will force the valve

D

4th notch

K

30M.PH

4 th notch

40M.PH

S7*Chest pressure. !68*Supply pipe pressure

the niontlih
the

as
in

report of the Operating Statistics Section.
l

i

1

1

parison of this figure with last year is given.
The cost of
freight locomotive service per locomotive mile in July was
104.8 cents, as compared with 98.7 in July, 1918, an increase of 6.2 per cent, and as compared with 107.1 cents in
The cost of freight train service per
June of this year.
train mile was 153.8 cents, as compared with 144.2 cents in

1918, an increase of 6.7 per cent, and as compared
All items of cost continue to
154.7 cents in June.
show increases as compared with last year, except locomotive

July,

with

fuel,

which

for July

-how-

a

slight decrease.
July

Cost

"I

locomotive service per locomotive mile

.

.

.

SOnPH.

4th notch

60t1.P.H.

4Z*Chestpressure. 160 Supply pipe pressure.

1

;

3.3

1S3.8
cq ,

6 th notch.

t4*Chestpressure 140'Supply pipe pressure.

27 "Chest pressure

58r1.PH.
14,5

Supply pipe pressure.

where the fraction of the rings will hold it
slight leakage past the lower rings is taken
and it is, therefore, practically imcare of by the port
possible for the valve to open while the engine is at rest.
Tests on a superheater locomotive with 25 in. by 26 in.
cylinders supplied with steam from a two-inch pipe showed
that the valve when adjusted to close at about 40 lb. per sq.
in. would maintain between 25 and 30 lb. pressure in the
steam chest at 25 per cent cutoff at a speed of 60 miles an
hour, preventing the formation of a harmful vacuum even at
such high speed. After a shut-off with the reverse lever in running position, the valve would open when the steam chest
The valve would close
pressure dropped to about 30 lb.
again when the steam chest pressure rose to 40 lb. which
occurred just before the stop, allowing time for the superThe
heater to empty itself before the engine came to rest.
Ripken drifting valve has been in use nearly two years with
It has required little attention and has
excellent results.
prolonged the life of cylinder and piston rod packing on the
engines to which it has been applied.
its

closed.

May,

April,

1919

1919

1

1919

1919

00.6

101.8

103.9

112.7

119.5

126.5

33.7

35.4

38.6

40.8

43.1

29.3

30.6

34.3

37.5

2.9

3.1

32.4
4.4

33.5
4.6

40.3
3.4
34.8
4.8

Locomotive repairs
)
32 7
Enginehouse expenses f
28.1
Locomotive fuel
2.5
Other locomotive supplies
31.9
Enginemen and trainmen
5.4
Train supplies and expenses....

2.6

31.5
4.7

seat,

Any

H

From

the

March, Feb'y,

June,
1919

1,000

Typical Indicator Cards from an Engine Fitted with the
Ripken Drifting Valve

to

3.4

21.3
24.8
5.9

1919

July,

4SM.PH.

43.6

3.8

22.6
26.
8.2

Train supplies and expenses

/Oth notch

45.3

43.0

Trainmen

per

8.3
9.8

37.7

Locomotive repairs
J
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Train enginemen

Cost of train service
gross ton miles

98.7
32.3
7.0
18.5
37.9
2.9
144.1

35.6

Cost of train service per train mile
Enginehouse expenses )

JS^Chest pressure. l60*Supply pipe pressure.

1918

1919
104.8

Locomotive repairs
Enginehouse expenses
Train enginemen
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
.

4th notch

F<H

month of Jul} it was 100.6 enta per ,000 gross ton miles,
compared with 101.8 cents in June, 103.9 in May, 112.7
*>.5 in March and 126.5 in February.
April,
No com-

Omaha Bee

More McAdoodle

2.6
31.1
4.2
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Profane language, or anytliing repugnant to the clause in
the rule-book calling for "the faithful, intelligent and courteous" discharge of duty may afford good cause for dismissal from the rairload service. This is the salient feature
of a circular recently promulgated on the Pennsylvania Railroad. Already, according to a local paper, a number of employees on the Middle Division have been suspended for
using foul and profane language.

Valley for $2,637,167 and the Atlanta,

In the derailment of a gasoline motor car on the MuscaBurlington & Southern, three miles south of Muscatine,
Iowa, on the evening of the 4th of December, three persons
were burned to death, and 13 or more were injured, every
occupant of the car being either killed or injured. According to the Des Moines Register, the car was thrown off
the track by a defective rail which had already been reportedj
the gasoline tank was punctured, when the car fell on its side,
and the gasoline took fire. The only available exit from
the car was a side door, which was on the side next to the
ground, and, because of the rapidly spreading flames, passengers struggled in vain to escape, until a man broke a window in the rear end. Some of the escaping passengers were
burned.
The Muscatine, Burlington & Southern extends from MusThe timecatine, Iowa, southward 54 miles to Burlington.
table in the Official Guide shows four trains each way on
week days, marked "motor car," and one other train each

Three thousand is the number of empty freight cars said
have been standing on side tracks in and near Louisville,
Ky., last Monday morning, held in the expectation that by an
anticipated decision of the Supreme Court, but which was
not handed down on that day, the cars could be used to carry
off 36,500,000 gallons of whiskey which distillers in that re-

way.

gion are anxious to dispose of before the constitutional prohibition of liquor traffic goes into effect. Plans had been
made to load the whiskey into the cars as fast as the revenue
stamps could be pasted on the barrels. Whether or not any
one is paying demurrage on these cars at the present time,

Supreme Court

Railway Revenues
The

October

for

Commerce Commission has

Interstate

issued for October

regular compilations of revenues and expenses of class I
roads (186 railroads and 17 switching and terminal companies).
Net operating income for October, 1919, was $86. 523,011, and the
This compares
average per mile of road operated was $369.
with $428 per mile for the month of October in the years 1914.
1915 and 1916, included in the "test period."
The details are shown in the large table.

its

breathlessly

is

At-

tine,

to

the

&

Passengers Burned to Death at Muscatine, Iowa

Cars were not held at Louisville for whiskey; so says DiIn accordance with shippers' orders,
rector General Hines.
instructions were issued to furnish cars for such shipments on
December 8, "consistently with the performance of other
transportation requirements." if the ban of the law should
be lifted by the court; but cars were not held idle for that
purpose. No decision having been made by the court, these
orders were rescinded and no cars are being held.

while the decision of
awaited, is not stated.

Birmingham

lantic for $480,000.

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has executed compensation
contracts with the Maine Central for $2,955,696, the Hocking

Railway Revenues and Expenses for October and Ten Months
Ten months
October

Amount

2

Freight

*

1919
234,122.45

1918
233,893.90

Dollars
368,502,283
98,863,902
4.520.077

Dollars
365.427.509
S4.S03.839
4.276,597
12,693,162
11. "81. 695
11. 25". 405
524.566
148.537

,

1919

4'

5'
6'.

7
8'
9.

10.

Passenger
Mail
Express

"

"

13.3

other transportation
Incidental
Toint facility— Cr
Joint facility— Dr
All

Railway operating revenues

11.
12.

Maintenance of *wa;
Maintenance of equipment

13

Traffic

.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Transportation
Miscellaneous operation
General
Transportation for investment— Cr

18.

1

3.0fl6

11,918,997
12,175.870
614,

509,718 565

72,431,070
115,
1.014. 623

440. "12
10,809,293

Dollars

1918

D

191"

1918

Dolla
2,949,628,666
985.900,032
43,445,495

Dollars
2,825,972,062
857,852,148

Dollars

Dollars

4.214

12.061
3.661

363

19
57

IS

54

51

51

104, "72471

105,604,973

48

108,094,751

103,7

3

2

I

1

2.098

44.7

191

175,749

'106
1,783,

4.292,802.493

414
44"

438
451
443

4,841,659
1,460,035

21
S

4,043,977,058

17.260

2.768

647,553,1

500

3.838

1,003

17

42.0!

849

7"4

19

14
41

46

457.260

3,288.638
".615.317
579.095

Railway operating expenses

405.sn.237

384,454.0":

1,733

1.644

4.

1918
234,301.78

1,563

.501

3.46

191"
233,"

4:2

309

6

mile of road

,

,

1,574

490.818.236

c

K

,

"Revenues.

3'

1',

Vmount

rated
(

Average No. miles operated

N

Per mile of road

^

*

I.

A

,

*

f

1,786.973,450

171

7.134
137

443

394

7,639

1,671.

103,520.23'!
''0,018

21

20

3,615.440,558

3,255.953,306

15,455

13.897

19.

Net revenue from railway operations

103. "07. 328

106.364.144

444

454

677. 561, "35

788,023,752

2.895

3.363

20.
21.

Railway tax accruals (excluding "war taxes").
Uncollectible railway revenues

17.281.136

16.591,369

74

71

158,196,921

676

671

103,181

'^2.20;,

666-

157,257.833
517,586

3

2

22.

Railway operating income

86.523,011

89.720.482

369

383

518.498.135

630.248,333

2.216

2.690

23.
24.

Equipment rents (Dr. Bal.)
Joint facility rent (Dr. Hal.)

8.924.486
1.201.312

1.243.169

38
5

24.947.788
12.467.816

11,332,295
11.705,360

107

5

53

48
50

25.

Net of items

76,397.213

87.353.285

326

373

481,082.531

607,210.678

2.056

2,592

26.

Ratio of operatine expenses to operating revenues, per cent

22, 23

and 24

79.61

1,124

7833
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84.22

80.51
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$13 (pre-war
2:18:4, or approximately $15
(pre-wat rate) with coal. The same maximum driving rates
obtained as with coal. The difficulty for storing fuel
ii.i
long journeys was met l>y running a special trucl
hind the engine,
i

News

Foreign Railway
,!,„,,,

H

i
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tli.it freight rates 00 the Austrian
Railways, as well SS OH the private railways in Austria,
were increased ISO per cem on October IS.

A Car

Reports from Trieste say

Stale

Railway Executive has had its attention drawn to
a link line between the city terminus of the Cork
& Macroom Railway and the Bandon & South Coast Railway,
which was constructed for military purposes during the war,

The

Irish

the fact that

might now be utilized for commercial purposes with great advantage to the public and a manifest economy in labor and expense. The executive has been asked by the local authority to
make such arrangements as may be necessary to adapt the link
(Modern Transport).
for commercial purposes.

—

Automatic Signals

in Australia
London.

The Queensland government railway has

4^-mile

installed a

section of 3 position upper quadrant automatic signals.

Renting Scheme

in

Oil Fuel in France
Press despatches from Paris dated November 27 say that on
the day preceding the first locomotive on a French railroad to
use oil as fuel was sent out on an experimental trip yesterday
and hauled a heavy train with complete success. It is announced
that railroads in France have planned to alter their engines so
as to use oil fuel instead of coal, and that 200 locomotives
may be thus changed.

German Railway Contracts

Electrification in Bolivia

The Government

of Bolivia is studying the problem of the
electrification of the railroads and has declared as public domain
the waters of the rivers having sufficient power for that purpose.

London.
extract by Modern Transport from the Koelnische Volkszeitung states that the German government has given Krupps a
contract for the manufacture and delivery of 100 locomotives and

An

2,000 fifteen-ton freight cars per year.

Raising of Rates on

Uganda Government Railway
London.

The proposal

to

raise the rates

on the Uganda Government

railway by 40 to 70 per cent, according to distance, is to be suspended, says the Engineer, pending further consideration.

Proposed Connection of India and Burma by Railway
London
The Times Trade Supplement states that sanction has been
given to a preliminary survey by State engineers for a meter
gage railway line by way of Hukong Valley to connect India and
Burma. This will connect the existing line to Lakhimpur with
the line from Mandalay along the Upper Irrawaddy valley.

Wood

Fuel on Swiss Railways
London.

The Times Trade Supplement states that the results obtained
from the use of wood fuel in Switzerland, are of considerable
interest. The technical difficulties were not so great as were
anticipated.
On lighting the fires with one cubic meter of wood
steam pressure of from five to six atmospheres was obtained
which otherwise 300 kilos of coal would have
been required. The cost was only £1:12:0, or approximately
a^

ih V/2 hours, for

Mikado Locomotive
One

Czechoslovakia

Several important Bohemian banks have formed a ten million
crown company for the renting of freight cars under the name
of Tschechoslovakische Wagonleih-A. G.
Negotiations will be
taken up with foreign car manufacturers. The cars will be purchased outright and rented only to such industrial undertakings
as are stockholders and in proportion to the amount of stock
they hold.

for the

Full details of this con-

known, but it is reported that the price to be
paid will be based upon the actual cost of the material used and
of the labor, and that the manufacturers themselves will only
be allowed a commission profit of 2 per cent. It is also stated
that directly after the armistice, Krupps converted two of its
munition factories into rolling stock factories, and these two
factories have a total capacity of 300 heavy locomotives and
tract are not yet

2,500 fifteen-ton freight cars per year.

New

Trans-Balkanic Railway

London.
extract from the Times Trade Supplement states that the
completion of a new railroad to run from Valona on the Adriatic
to Monastir will not only benefit the undeveloped country of
Albania, but will give Italy through communications across the
Balkans with Constantinople. The efficiency of the railway will
further be increased by two ferries which will carry the train
over the Otranto Canal. Thus the Italian system will be linked
up with the new railway.
It is also proposed to link up Durazzo, the most important port

An

of Albania, by a branch which will run in an almost straight line
through the plain of Kavaja along the old Roman road, via
Egnatia. After diverging from this road and taking the Musekeja road, it will join the Trans-Balkanic not far from Pekini,
at a suitable spot

between Fieri and Berat.

Korean Government Railways

of 12 locomotives recently built by the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives are for 4 ft. 8 z/i
cylinders; 57 in. driving wheels; a total weight in working order of 210, 000 lb.; a weight on drivers of 158.500

in.
lb.

gage.

They have

and a tractive

25 by 28

in.

effort of 39,800 lb.

——
Nov.

28,

Issued Dec.
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English Railway Shopmen's Demands

M

London.

At a meeting of the local railway shops' committees connected
with the Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades' Federation recently held at York, the following draft of a national program
for the railway shops of Great Britain was formulated.
1.
That all craftsmen be called upon at once to join their
respective craft unions.
2.
District rate of wages to all grades.
3.
Consolidation of all war bonuses, including the \2Y2 per
cent, into standard district rates.
44-hour working week.
5.
Abolition of systematic overtime, local arrangements to
be made for overtime in cases of emergency, breakdown, repairs
of plant, etc., overtime rates to be not less than time and a half
for time workers and rate and a half for piece workers.
A week's holiday with pay, and payment for all recognized
6.
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Cars Constructed in Railroad Shops

New

September

in

cars were constructed in railroad shops during the
ended September 30 as follows:

month

Class of cars

Steel

Steel

Steel

under-

center

frame

sills

Wood

Total

Passenger
Sleeping
Parlor

Dining
Parlor observation
Dining observation

Passenger baggage
Passenger coach
Passenger and mail
Mail

statutory holidays.

Abolition of the age limit in the medical examination and
management and control of railways.

7.

.

r

Equipment and Supplies

A

4.

1083

I

Baggage and mail
Baggage

a share in the

Express

British

Labor

to Participate in

Express and refrigerator.
Horse express
Milk

Railway Control
London.

Total passenger equipment.

H. Thomas, the general secretary of the National Union of
Railwaymen, who has been conducting negotiations with the
British Government relating to railwaymen's wages, in a speech
before railwaymen at Bristol on November 16, outlined the government's offer to the railwaymen regarding their participation
in government control of the railways.
In brief, the plan is
that three union representatives will join the Railway Executive
Committee with powers equal to those of the general managers
on this committee; a joint board is to be formed composed of
five general managers and five representatives of the unions to
deal with conditions of service; a committee of 12 is to be
formed composed of four representatives from the unions, four
from the railway companies and four from the public with an
independent chairman, which will consider questions on which
the joint board fails to agree, and, further, local committees will
be formed made up of an equal number of representatives from
the management and the men to deal with local grievances.
Mr. Thomas made it clear that the negotiations relating to the
participation in railway control were independent of the negotia-

The Interstate Railroad has ordered 510 55-ton hopper cars
from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

tions dealing with the standardization of wages. The latter is
still being discussed.
In the joint board three of the five union
representatives will represent the National Union of Railwaymen

bodies for the Pittsburgh

J.

and two the Associated Locomotive Engine Drivers and Firemen. This joint board will have pleniary powers, but only in
the sense that the men's side will be subject to their executive
committee.
In commenting on the committee of twelve, representing the
railwaymen, the railway companies and the public, Mr. Thomas
said in regard to the four members representing the public, one
will be a trade unionist not connected with the railways and
another will be a representative of the great cooperative movement. Furthermore, he said
"We want you, however, clearly
to understand that while they will be in a position to give recommendations and to advise and suggest, neither body will have

Freight
Stock

4

Hopper

7

Gondola
Flat

Coke rack

Work

power

to take

away

the right to strike so far as the

men

are

concerned, but obviously we would not strike while a matter
was being considered. That, in my judgment, is the first step
towards some real machinery for dealing with working conditions."

In speaking of the three union representatives on the Railway
Executive Committee, Mr. Thomas said, "I deny the possession
of a monopoly of brains by the employing classes, whoever they
are, and I have never hesitated to affirm that to general management the workers could contribute much." Two of the three
labor members to join the Railway Executive Committee will
come from the National Union of Railwaymen and the third
from the Associated Locomotive Engine Drivers and Firemen.
In recommending the acceptance by the unions of the government's offer of share in control, Mr. Thomas said, that while
this scheme will not render strikes impossible, it will, if properly
worked in a fair and genuine spirit on both sides, do much to
make trade unionism not only a means of improving men's condition, but also to smooth working on the railways of the
country.

2

car

2

1

Miscellaneous freight cars...

Caboose

22

1

3

3

1

106

79

23
185

freight

106

100

228

total

106

100

228

market for

1,000

Box
Refrigerator
Total

Grand

Freight Cars
The Chesapeake & Ohio

is

in

the

hopper

car bodies.

The New York Central is inquiring
& Lake Erie.

for

1,000

hopper car

The

U. S. Stores Company, Salt Lake City, Utah, has ordered
box cars from the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufacturing Company, Mt. Vernon, 111.
11

The Briar Hill Steel Company, Voungstown, Ohio, has
ordered 50 mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

Passenger Cars

:

the

"3

3

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
Philadelphia,
coaches.
street,

Pa.,

is

in

the

1420

Chestnut

market for six passenger

The St. Louis, Brownvillf. & Mexico has ordered 10 70-ft.
coaches and 6 70-ft. baggage cars from the American Car &
Foundry Companu.

Signaling
The Canadian National Railways have awarded contracts
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., for two

to the

half-interlocking plants at Fort William, Ont.

The New York Central has ordered from the Federal Signal
Company, Albany, N. Y., a 64-lever, style "A," mechanical interlocking machine to be installed at Warners, N. Y.
The Lehigh Valley has awarded a contract to the Federal
Signal Company, Albany, N. Y., for an electric interlocking at
Newark, N. J. The machine will be a 32-lever, Federal type 4,
direct current.

1

1
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Pacific.- Sir John Eaton, oi roronto, lias been
a director to succeed Wilmol D Matthews, deceased.
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Operating

The commit!
Chicago, Peobia & St. Loi ts
mortgage bondholders has
the general and refunding
ional
adopted a resolution declaring that "unless
enactments and oilier subsequent developments" should
make the company's prospects more promising than they
now appear, the bondholders should no longer subject
themselves to the loss and risk of loss involved in continuing the operation of the road.
The committee calls
upon the Banker- Trust Company, trustee under the mortgage, to take immediate steps to foreclose the niori
with the object oi reducing the property under the mortgage to cash, by sale, or scrapping, or otherwise. The
resolutions declare further that, pending foreclosure, the
receivers should not risk further losses by operating the
poperty.
The Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis owns 234 miles of line
in Illinois and operates a total of 255 miles, the main line
extending from Pekin to Peoria. Interest on the $2,850,000
general and refunding mortgage bonds has been in default
about two years. It has $2,000,000 other bonds and $4,000,000 stock, or a total capitalization of about $38,000 per
mile of line owned. Receivers were appointed in July, 1914.
Of a small issue of equipment notes, the principal and
interest due November 1, 1918, were paid by the Railroad
Administration, which refused to provide the funds for the

J. A. Mercer has been appointed acting trainmaster of the
Montana division of the Northern Pacific, relieving >. A.
MacMillan, granted leave of absence, due to illness.
1

i

notes due

November

1

last.

—

This company has filed a petition with the
Public Utilities Commission of Illinois for an order authorizing the issue of $1,568,000 additional 5 per cent gold bonds
of Series "A."

Pere Marquette.

—

Pacific. J. L. Lancaster and Charles L. Wallace have
been appointed receivers, succeeding Pearl Wight, former sole
receiver, who has resigned.

The Long Island Railroad

reports that in the

J. Jenkins, conductor of the Denver & Rio Grande, has
appointed trainmaster of the Salt Lake division at Soldier Summit, succeeding M. J. Ruland, who has been transferred to the Green River division with the same headquarters.

G. M. Lillis, locomotive engineer of the Denver & Rio
Grande, has been appointed traveling engineer and train
master of the Salt Lake division, at Soldier Summit, Utah,
succeeding G. T. Bourne, who has been transferred to the
Green River division, with the same headquarters.
L. B. Allen, assistant general manager on the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, with office at Chicago, has been promoted to general manager of the Lines East, with the same
headquarters, succeeding E. P. Bracken, whose appointment
as federal manager was announced in the Railway Age of
October 10 (page 763).

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Pearl White, sole receiver of the Texas & Pacific, has resigned, and J. L. Lancaster, federal manager of that road, and
Charles L. Wallace, assistant to the receiver, have been appointed co-receivers to succeed Mr. White. The appointment
was made by the United States District Court for the Western District of Louisiana.

Special

—

Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago. This company has declared an extra dividend of $5.75 a share, addition to the regular quarterly dividends, on the common and preferred stocks.

Texas &

W.

be< n

month

of

September 95.5 per cent of its passenger trains reached destination on time. The number of trains reported was 1,986 and
the number on time was 1,897.

Miss Daisy Oden, head of the information service in the
general offices at Chicago of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, has been appointed supervisor for women service,
with the same headquarters. Miss Oden will have charge of
the welfare of

all

women

in

the

employment

of

the road,

looking after their comfort in the offices and other places in
which they work. This is a new departure in railroad service,
the outgrowth of the great increase in the number of women
employed in all departments. Miss Oden was formerly passenger agent at Davenport, Rock Island and Moline for the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

Mountain Type Locomotive for the South African Railways
The locomotive is superheated. It is of 3 ft. 6 in. gage; has 22 by 28 in.
of 20 recently ordered from the American Locomotive Company.
57 in driving wheels; a total weight in working order of 194,000 lb.; a weight on drivers of 144,500 lb. and a tractive effort of 37,400.
The American Locomotive Company is also building 20 other Mountain type locomotives for the South African Railways weighing 192,000 lb. with
22 by 26 in. cylinders and 48 in. driving wheels.

One

cylinders,

Railway Age
Table of Contents

will

be found on Page

Samuel Gompers in protesting before the Cummins Committee of the Senate against the strike clause of the Cummins
bill, asserted many times that labor was
Labor
not a commodity.
In questioning Mr.
a

Commodity

Gompers, members of the committee
not infrequently prefaced their remarks
with a disclaimer of implying that labor

was a commodity.

The President in his recent message to
Congress reiterated the statement that labor is not a commodity.
Is not this a confusion of the words labor and
laborer?
Laborers are not a commodity, any more than
capitalists or college professors or artists are commodities.
On the other hand, what the capitalist possesses, capital;
what

the artist produces, pictures or statuary; what the professor writes, books or lectures, are commodities.
then
all this political horror of calling labor a commodity.
The

Why

Century Dictionary defines the noun labor as "work done
by human being or an animal; exertion of body or mind or
both for the accomplishment of an end; effort made to attain
useful results in distinction from exercise, for the sake of
recreation or amusement."
Labor in this sense would certainly seem to be a commodity.
The importance in distinguishing between the laborer and that which he has to sell
goes further, however, than a mere nice distinction between
words.
It has led to a confusion of thought about economic
problems which is peculiarly insidious because of lending
itself so easily to sentimentality.
Trade unionism while
taking as the slogan to use in its political discussions "labor
is not a commodity," clearly distinguishes between the laborers and labor when it attempts to restrict the output of the
individual laborer.
Then labor becomes a commodity subject to the law of supply and demand and the laborer who
sells more labor than his most inefficient brother workmen,
is regarded as cheapening the price of labor because he inEver\- article used in commerce is
it.
composed of material and of labor. Why distinguish between the two component parts and call one a commodity
Labor Is a commodity in the same sense
but not the other?
that capital is a commodity.

creases the supply of

"To

the creation of our railroads, the public has contributed
about $700,000,000 of public money.-, and a land area about
equal to that of Texas.
For
.

A

Mere

Nothing
f or

to

Show

Jt_

.

tremendous contribution of pub-

lie

property

railroads

cinnati, of Denver, of

Dallas, in fact every inland city in
it- existence as a threat city to the

railroads of this country. The $700,000,000
is bu! a -mall part of the increase in land
values in Texas alone, directly attributable to the railroads
What would wheat be worth
created by private capital.
a bushel in the Dakota- if it had to be hauled to the Great
privately

owned

mentioned above

Lakes by wagon, or even by motor truck. For that matter,
what would coal in West Virginia and Kentucky be worth
were it not that hundred- of millions of dollars of private
capital has been invested in building so perfect a transportation machine that a ton of coal can be hauled 300 miles
for about 90 cents.

one of its attributes, place. The value that has been added
by railroad transportation to commodities is incalculable.
Copper in Arizona, pork in Indiana, cotton in Texas, coal
in West Virginia, silver in Colorado, are all commodities,
but the consumer must have these commodities at the point
of consumption.
The value which is added by transportation is at least as great as the value of the article itself.
Transportation to the point of consumption is as necessary
to create value as is the existence of the article to be consumed. The Virginian Railway was recently enough built
so that the event of its opening is still fairly fresh in the
memory of the citizens of Norfolk. Let any' one ask them
whether new values were created for the public by the building of the Virginian.
There are people still alive who can
remember the first railroad built into Denver, Colorado. It
is safe to say that these people would testify to the fact that
the railroads have added value to Colorado.
For this contribution of $700,000,000, about a tenth of one of the Liberty Loans
the public has to show the development of this
United States as it is, a development inconceivable without the railroads.
The statement quoted at the beginning of this paragraph was made by G. W. Anderson, for
about a year a member of the Interstate Commerce (Om-

—

it

is

met

Ownership League recently
Chicago and endorsed the Plumb plan with minor res-

significant that the Public

in

Every commodity in commerce, has as
It

The

ervations.

Ut .Negative
and Destructive

incident

is

significant

and
want of rational principle on which
most of the agitation for government
Character
ownership has been and is based.
Until the Plumb plan was put forward the advocates of
government ownership also favored government management, and their arguments were roughly divisible into
two classes.
The first class of arguments consisted of
attacks upon private management as being dishonest, selfThe second class of arguments
ish, inefficient and so on.
were directed to showing that government management would
because

it

-hows

the

ignorance

management because the manawould represent and be responsible to the public and
would therefore strive to give it good service at low cost,
be greatly superior to private

gers

make
Plumb plan

rather than merely to

Under

privately

owned, the public now has nothing to
The city of Chicago, of Cinshow."

the United States, owes

of the Advertising Section.

.

this

to

S

the

railroads, but

profit-.

the government would own the
would not manage them. They would be
board of directors, one-third of whose mem-

it

managed by a
bers would be appointed by

of the United
employees and the elas-iAll salaries and wages would be fixed by
fied employees.
a board consisting exclusively of official employees and
classified employees.
In other word-, the management would
be one of the employee.-, by tin- employees and for the emThere is not a single argument that has been used
ployees.
in favor of government management of railroads which can
rationally be advanced in favor of the kind of management
proposed in the Plumb plan, because tin- two kinds of management would be a- different from each other as private
management would be from either of them.
Why, then, have those who composed the Public OwnerStates

)S5

and two-third- by

the

the

offi( ial

President

;
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League suddenly decided to abandon the advocacy of
rnment managemenl and take up the advocacy of Plumb
plan management?
["here is only one possible answer, and

ship

that is thai they have never been so much in favor ol
ernmeni managemenl as they have been opposed to private
management and that they arc willing to take any scheme
>u|>planting private
which seems to Stand any chance
management.
In other words, their attitude and agitation
have been much more negative than positive; they have been
bent rather on destroying something they have not liked than
on establishing in place of it something which knowledge
and experience, and reasoning based on knowledge and experience, have led them to believe would work better than the
They were bent on
thing they have been trying to destroy.
destroying private management; and they advocated government management only because they had to advocate
something; and that, on a superficial view, it seemed the
most available substitute for private management.
They
took up the Plumb plan because it seemed to have a chance
of winning more supporters than government management.
This incident is an illustration of the most important
.1

characteristic

of

the

—a

modern radical movement

charac-

which expresses the very essence of the movement.
It is a movement, not so much to create new institutions,
industrial or political, as to tear down existing ones; a movement not so much to enrich the poor as to impoverish the
rich; a movement based not so much on solicitude for the
masses as on envy of the classes; a movement not so much
to "socialize'' property as to destroy the private ownership
of it, even though incidentally the property itself be destroyed.
The only country in which the movement has been
entirely triumphant is Russia, and there the destruction not
only of the private ownership of property but of property
itself has been so great that while the rich have been made
poor the poor have been largely frozen and starved to death.
The American people cannot too early become fully alive
to the purely negative and destructive character of the radical movement.
The prosperity and progress of the human
race have been promoted, not by those who have been dominated by the instinct of destruction, but by those whose instincts have been chiefly or whollv constructive.

teristic

The

Virginian's Train Rules

"The Virginian railway adopted a few months ago, a
new book of rules for the operating department, which
deserves mention for the numerous examples of felicitous language with which its pages are sprinkled. The officers of
the road, no doubt, will look with amusement, if not with
mild contempt, on the critic who gives attention first to
language instead of to practice to form instead of substance
but "there is a reason." Rule-book makers have to expend
most of their energies on the form of the words. That is
the element in which they can do good work and make real
improvement, and improvements in language constitute the
Changes in the subfeature for which they deserve credit.
stance of the rule, on the other hand, are subject to varied
dangers comparable to lightning, earthquake and other cataFor example, Rule 93, in this book,
clysmic disturbances.
requires all trains to run under control within yard limits, a
simplification of practice in the interest of safety which
would seem at least to deserve a thorough trial; but the new
rule had hardly got started before it was knocked off its
pedestal; it was modified, as regards passenger trains, within
a few weeks after the new code went into effect.
Rule 4 (for changing time tables) is another in which
practice and language do not "function" together with any
Innumerable conferences have used up reams of
success.
paper in rewriting this rule, and one man has written a book
;
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about

it;

likely

to be

ncerning

Language do not seem
This is one of the
points where all the code makei
combined have failed to
lie \ m-mian
achieve a Mice ess.
book Settles the question
in the only way that is both simple and practicable; it says
but differen
settled

in

the

its

present age.
'

I

that

when a time

the old school

,

table expires all trains lose all rights.

despatcher

thus to cast aside the work
of years; but there

no

it

oJ

seem

.

iCOTt

To

no doubt, like .sacrilege
<>\
minds through SCOT I

real cause

lor their surprise; the
simplified rule, after all, is no more radical a simplification
than i^ the block system; and the block system is now familiar
is

everybody.

to

To make

an adequate review of this book would extend
beyond the scope and limits of an editorial article. There
would be many things to praise and many to criticize. Much
of die clumsy and stilted language of the standard code is
retained in this one, and not all of the additions which have
been made can be called improvements. But we must at least
take the space to give our reason for favoring the Virginian's
version of Rufcs 93 and 4.
The rule to require all trains
to run under control within yard limits is really an essential
element in the management of the block system on those
roads which have only one signal at each station.
The
Virginian, on the greater part of its line, has not as yet
adopted the block system; but it belongs to that class of
roads which usually defer indefinitely the introduction of
automatic signals and therefore affords a good example of
a line where the use of the manual system is "indicated."
The manual system, as it is operated on thousands of miles
of single-track American lines which have nothing more than
a train-order signal at most of the stations, is an example
of straddling which is anything but satisfactory. It is a comfar

of space-interval protection and time-table prowhich every operating officer ought to be glad to get
rid of; and the adoption of Virginian Rule 93 would make
the abolition of the patch-work practicable.
It is true that
such a change would purchase safety at the expense of speed;
but safety always costs something.
The simplification of Rule 4, as exemplified in this book,
is also desirable and commendable for the same general
The abolition of the complicated form of the rule
reason.
helps the despatchers to recognize more fully in practice the
block system principle of always giving trains absolute right
We have heard cf cases where conductors
to definite points.
and enginemen actually have lain off, when a new time table
went into effect, because of their dread of problems which
they would encounter in the transition from the old table
to the new one, under the longer form of Rule 4.

bination
tection

The extensive substitution of Form 19 for Form 31 in train
despatching is authorized by this book. This saves valuable
time for freight trains, and is a change which is gratifying;
while the retention of green signals, on the front of engines
(inconsistent with green for proceed in Rule 10) produces
the contrary impression; Rule 525 embodies a commendable
innovation; while the mixing of instructions for officers with
those for laborers (in the non-standard part of the book) is
objectionable; but as has been said, the substance of the book
is too large a subject for discussion in this place and must
be dropped our appeal to the reader is to examine the wording of the rules.
Some examples of the language are copied in the margin.
Take, for example, Rules 526 and 529; or 538. We do
not set up these examples as models of perfect English; a full
discussion by railroad and linguistic experts would improve
them; but they are worthy of notice as a marked improvement
Evidently the editor of the
over ordinary railroad English.
book, in this part of his work, had full freedom to fit the
words exactly to the thought which it was desired to express,
a process which, in a good deal of railroad "literature" falls
far short of success.
"Incongruity" may be a big word for
some brakemen, and nearly all brakemen may need advice
;
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as to just what the superintendent

them

tells
is

to •'observe the

much valuable
And

presented.

is calling for when he
conduct" of passengers; but there

suggestion
if

in the variety of

there arc

expression here

numerous new words

book which need to be defined, the author
good company; the same need will be found

in

this

will still be in
in rules of the

best roads.*

rules everywhere

is

at the outset, the

language of trainmen's

and
embrace every

susceptible of decided improvement,

wideawake operating

officer will, of course,

opportunity, such as the appearance of a new book, to reexamine the good and bad features of his own rules. The
American Railway Association when, years ago, it laid on
the table

(or,

rather, consigned to the garret)

the excellent

matter presented by its committee as an enlargement of the
standard code, deferred a useful and needed improvement.
The fact that these rules have lain buried in the dust for
20 years does not alter their value. Good rules do not insure
good practice; neither is uniformity in language a satisfactory substitute for precision and clarity.
The present argument is not intended to encourage the superintendent who
depends on a book to enforce obedience, nor to support any
Congressional bill to establish a uniform code throughout
the United States; but the duty of greatly improving our rule
books is exceedingly plain to every one who examines the
subject with discrimination and care.

Continue Fuel Conservation Measures
work

The

of the Fuel Conservation Section of the United

States Railroad Administration

end by the return
is

may

soon be brought to an

and
which have been accomplished

of the railroads to private operation,

a brief survey of the results

not out of place in relation to the future of the fuel con-

servation

movement on

the railroads.

At the beginning of its organization the Railroad Administration was confronted with a serious fuel problem. The
production of coal had been greatly reduced by the extraordinarily severe winter of 1917 and 1918, and the demand
for coal in 1918 gave promise of materially exceeding the
supply.
Aside from the necessity for conserving the available supply of fuel, the efforts at increased production had led
heavy increase in the amount of non-combustible matewhich also needed attention if the railways
were effectively to meet the transportation demands of the
country. The latter problem was the first to be taken up by
the Fuel Conservation Section following its official birth on
May 1, 1918. This part of its work was conducted largely
through the fuel inspectors of the various railroads and in
co-operation with the Fuel Administration.
In its efforts toward the reduction of coal consumption
the Fuel Conservation Section lias acted largely as a clearing
house of proved practices and a source of inspiration to those
needing it. As well established as the fuel department had
become on some railroads during the decade prior to government control, there were a large number of roads on which
no special attention had been given to the fuel problem.
to a

rial in the coal,

•KXTRACTS FROM VIRGINIAN RAILWAY RULE BOOK.
.

.

.

unusual stop

fuel
the credit of the Fuel Conservation Section it
must be said that in all its work no serious antagonism has
been aroused, while a vast amount of whole-hearted co-operation has been inspired even where managements
were loath to
go as far as the importance of the problem of fuel conservation justifies.

To

The concrete result of this work is reflected in the figures
of locomotive performance for the first nine
months of 1919
which, making due allowance for differences in
traffic
handled, show a saving of 8.4 per cent in freight service
and
8.3 per cent in passenger service, when compared with
the
same period of

in

or

the previous year.

For both classes of service
$32,051,312 over the same period of the
That this cannot be attributed entirely to

this is a saving of

preceeding year.
extraordinary

the

conditions

existing

during

the

early

months of 1918, is evident from the fact that for the
three
months of July, August and September of 1919, a saving
of
5.3 per cent in freight service and 3.7 per cent in
passenger
service are shown as compared with the same
period of 1918,

making a

total saving for
both classes of service of
$4,238,021.
It is highly desirable that such results
be continued. During the year 1917 alone the average value
per net ton of

bituminous coal at the mine increased 94 per cent in
the
United States, while fuel for locomotive use alone increased
from 10.3 per cent of all operating expenses in 1916
to 13.9
per cent in 1917, or from $984 to $1,697 per mile
of line,

and these figures do not take into account the further increase in the price of coal which has taken place since
the
removal # of the price control exercised by the Fuel Administration during 1917-18.

probably not be practicable to maintain a percentral organization or national supervision of fuel
conservation after the roads return to private operation. With
the economic soundness of such a course so well
It

will

manent

demon-

however, there is no reason why fuel supervision
should not be established under strong staff control on every
railroad of importance in the country and the departments
already established be effectively maintained.
strated,

Coal

a bulky commodity which does not lend itself to
in handling as is readily exercised with most
of the other materials used by the railroads.
The quantity
the

is

same care

in which it is used and the ease with which it
may be
wasted without detection demands a degree of supervision to
insure that it is not wasted in the several hands through
which it must pass from the mine to the firebox, which need
be given to no other material.
With these facts and the results obtained during the war in mind, the magnitude of the
coal bill is ample warrant for the expectation of a large return for the comparatively small cost of maintaining an effective organization for conserving the fuel supplv.

on

The proper

place for flagman of a passenger train making
yard limit-; or remaining to exceed three minutes at
i
regular stop within yard limits is at rear of train, on ground, with
flagging equipment ready to act in any emergency.
526. No passenger trainman should report for duty unless neat in appearance, uniform clean and neatly pressed, clean shaven, clean linen, and
.hoes polished.
There should be no incongruity in dress and no unnecessary adornment.
527. Brakemen shotdd station themselves at the point at which passengers
"ill board or leave the train, to render any assistance that may be
required
In no case must they lounge or stroll about the platform or cling
to the
handrailing of the cars for support, but maintain an erect attitude alert
and watchful.
It is bad taste tor a man in uniform to thrust his
hands
into his pockets, keeping them there.
528. After leaving stations, they should notice whether or not
persons
are hanging to sides of cars unable to enter on account
of closed vestihides, and if so, go immediately to their assistance.
529. Under no circumstances should passenger trainmen
necessary conversation with each other or with passengers, engage in unat stations,
525.

»n

Many of these roads have been induced to establish strong
organizations for the supervision of the distribution and consumption of the road's fuel supplies and on other roads, although distinct fuel organizations have not been established,
more adequate supervision of locomotive operation has been
provided, making it possible to give more attention to
matters.

As was intimated
the
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trains.

To do

important duty.
be conducted in
courtesy,

so will sooner or later result in their overlooking some
Necessary conversations of a business character should
a dignified and respectful manner, with never-failing

530 Passenger trainmen are required to exert themselves constantly to
see after the comfort of passengers.
However, care (should be taken
not to render themselves objectionable to particularly sensitive people
53-1. Passenger
trainmen should refrain from "reading on duty or
congregating in the same car.
They should pass through the cars frequently looking after the wants of passengers and observe their
conduct
seeing that none arc engaged in anything that might he
offensive to others
violation
or

ot

rules

announcing

of stations must be done in a CLEAR
and
tone of voice and not less than twice in each coach
and in
such a manner as that each person in the car
can hear the name of the
station, except such as may be deaf, who
are entitled to special "attention
This announcement should be made with closed
doors approaching the
Station and a such a time as that the roar of
the train or the whfstle of
the engine will not prevent the announcement
being disinctly heard
Brake
should as far as practicable, learn the destination
"
ofpassenge
and
1SS.SI .he cond.-etor m preventing
their being carried by their destinations

„/£&.£&
DISTINCT

m«

Deflections of Staybolts in Locomotive Boilers
Relative Action of Rigid and Flexible Staybolts and the

Sheets of Locomotive Fireboxes

By George
man) years the breakage of staybolts
Locomotive
Forboilers
has been
source of danger and this danger was

into

in

emphasized very soon after the Locomotive took its rapid
Leap ahead in size when it was found that it was no Longer
necessary to Limit firebox dimensions to the space available
between the driving axles and the frames.

and horizontal components and projecting

vertical

its

them

a

The

L. Fowler

<hi

a screen.

These were afterwards

movemenl

this relative

in

re<

ombim d to
The d

plot

the form of a diagram.

apparatus consisted of two small metallic
were first adjusted to a perfect parallel.
A
beam of light from a narrow slit was reflected back to a
One mirror was fastened rigidly to the outer sheet
screen.
and traveled with it and remained parallel to it at all times.
The main body of the apparatus including all lenses and
adjustments was also attached to this same sheet. The second
mirror was suspended on the main body of the apparatus but
was so connected to the inner sheet that, if any motion took
place between the two sheets, the mirror would be rotated.
This would cause a reparation of the two beams of light on
the screen and the amount of separation was a measure of

anism

of

the

mirrors that

increase in the length of fireboxes caused a correspond-

It was assumed that this
ing increase in staybolt breakages.
breakage \\a> caused by the bending of the staybolts due

to a variation in the expansion of the two sheets which they
connected, by which they were strained beyond their elastic

1

movement

the relative

of the sheets.

The

calculation of the

motion was simply dependent upon the distance at which
the screen w as set from the mirrors.
The first setting was such that separation of 1/16 in. indicated a relative movement of 1/20,000 in. between the two
This was found to give finer measurements than
plates.
were needed and the whole of the work, hereinafter detailed,
was done with the screen so set that each 1/16 in. separation

1

?

:

/

::

T

_

Movement of the
Reflected by the Mirrors

Screen for Recording the

Beams

of Light

It was also
thus producing a progressive fracture.
assumed when the boiler was working under normal conditions that staybolts were straight in their normal position
and were subjected only to that stress which would be imposed upon them by the steam pressure acting upon the
p'lates.
It was further assumed that the deflection of the
bolts occurred during the process of raising steam, and that,
because the breakage occurred at the ends of the firebox,
there was a neutral vertical zone at the longitudinal center
of the firebox along which there was no staybolt deflection.
But, while assumptions and theories were as plentiful as
autumn leaves, there was no data on the subject and no one
The most that had been done, in the way of inknew.
vestigation, was to determine that, under certain conditions,
there was an upward and downward movement of the crownsheet and the tubes.

limits,

The
was

to

object of the investigation described in this article
determine, by actual measurement, the amount of

relative movement between the inner and outer sheets of a
locomotive firebox and also when that motion occurred as
There was no precedent upon
well as its general character.
which to proceed nor any thing more than the vaguest of
except
guesses as to the amount of motion to be looked for
that probably it would be very slight.
The apparatus used was of a very simple character and

The
of the
in.

beams

movement

of

1/6400

plates.

subjected to investigation were of the
illustrated in the accompanying enThere w-ere two of them that were identical in
gravings.
construction except that one was fitted with a complete installation of the ordinary rigid staybolts and the other with
first

boilers

radial stayed type as

a complete installation of the

The

Tate

flexible staybolts.

firebox dimensions were:
Leneth
Length

—

involved only one moving part. Its work consisted of resolving the motion of the inner sheet relativelv to the outer one,

of light indicated a relative

between the

The

Original Apparatus

Width
Width

bottom
at
at top
at bottom
at top

8

ft.

3

8

ft.

8^

5

ft.

4

ft.

in.
in.

2 in.
8 in.

general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in
Each firebox was fitted with four water
the illustrations.
tubes for carrving a brick arch which was located as shown.
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New fireboxes had been placed in each of the boilers immediately prior to the tests SO that all of the sheets affected were
and

fresh

clean.

Scope of Investigation

The

scope of the

Deterwas as follows:
movement of the inner and

investigation

mination of the difference in tinouter side sheets of the firebox at eight points; the difference
in movement of the crownsheet relatively to the roof sheet;
of the back firebox sheet relatively to the back head; of the
throat -lurt relatively to the front tubesheet and of the front
Determination of the temtubesheet relatively to the shell.
perature of the fire ami water -ides of the inner firebox sheet
at the side at five points; the water temperatures in the

1089

1
say "tentative" because the investigation has not yet been
completed and full information is not available as to how
all kind- of fireboxes ad in service.
The reasons for this
will appear a- the description procee
In the tests at Stayboll No. 1, which wa- at the front

Upper corner of the firebox, the first method of testing was
used, and the results obtained are shown in the diagram.
In this, as in all diagram- to follow, the scale of movement
is
in thousandths of an inch, on cither side, vertically or
horizontally, of the

starting point

at

O

normal position of the two sheets when
at

the

commencement

In the

first

te-t

at

of

the

test.

No.

-taybolt

movement of
one was downward and
the initial

which denotes the
boiler was cold

the-

1.

it

will

be noticed that

the inner sheet relatively to

the-

outer

and it will be- -ecu later
that this initial downward movement was characteristic of
Both the downward and rearward
nearly all of the tests.
movements were, however, quickly reversed and the inner
sheet moved up and to the front.
There are feature- brought out in this diagram that are
characteristic of all of the others and to which attention may
One is that the sheets do not expand and
be called here.
return to their normal position when a -team pre.->ure is
to the rear,

raised; a second that the sheet- are in constant motion relaand that the relative motion

tively to each other at all times,
is

much

it

is

greater with a boiler fitted with flexible stays than
with one having rigid stays.

In the case of staybolt No.

The

1, this

difference in

movement

Original Apparatus Applied to a Radially Stayed Boiler

throat at the foundation ring and in front of the arch tube
openings, while steam was being raised in the boiler and
while it was at work.
Two methods of conducting the tests were employed. In
one the fire was kindled and the fireman instructed to raise
steam in the manner usual in regular roundhouse work.

When

the safety valve opened,

as to keep the

valve blowing

the
for

tire was maintained so
from 10 to 20 minutes,

the fire was dumped and the boiler allowed to cool.
The time required to raise the steam pressure to the blowing
off point varied from 50 to 90 minutes.
The second method was the same as the first insofar as
the raising of steam pressure is concerned; but, when this
was done, the distribution valves having been removed from
the locomotive, the throttle was opened and, with the injector running to capacity, the fire was maintained so as to
195 lb.
hold the steam pressure at the blowing-off point
for about 30 min utes .mil then the fire was dumped and

when

—

The Redesigned Apparatus Applied to
Wootten Firebox

a

Boiler

Having a

the boiler cooled.

In raising -team the -hep Mower, carrying a pressure of
about 60 lb. per Sq. in., was attached to the locomotive and
used until the boiler pressure reached that amount, after
which the regular locomotive blower- were used.
In cooling the boiler -team wa- blown out SO as to cau-e
lb. per min., taking about three
a fall of pressure of about
1

hours to reduce the pressure to zero.
In making the tests the apparatus was successively located

marked 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, <>, 7 and 8.
Lack of space will make it impossible to enter into the
detail- of all of the work done, and only enough of it will
be described to give an idea of what was learned and the
at the staybolts

basis

for

the

tentative conclusions that have been

reached.

very marked and the total maximum deflection of the flexstayed boiler i- more than twice that of the rigidly
It the variation n\ vertical movement alone i- taken
Stayed.
is

ibly

into consideration, that of the flexibly stayed boiler is more
It
five times as great as that of the rigidly stayed.

than

is a general progressive moveblowing-off pressure is reached, then, while
that is being maintained, there' was a movement of the sheets
to and fro, with a general return movement toward- the original normal position after the fire was dumped and until the

will

be seen, too, that there

ment

boiler

until

the-

had been ceded to the disappearance of all pressure.
first diagram, the rigidly -taxed sheet returned to

In this

within

about

.001

in.

of

it-

original

position,

while the

1

,
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stayed shed was ou1 about .009

with the rigid boiler, but the statement can be made
rding the flexibly stayed boiler.
Of course, it the front

the conclusion

line

stayed boilers, the break-

end

o.

and back corners oj the side shed was
much greater than ii was midway between the two, n bas
been assumed thai there was a neutral poinl on this midway

the

nar

flexibl)

a1

in,

of tin

Owing
age

fad

to the

upper

the

.ii

that, in rigidl}

fronl

Vol. 67, No. 23

the innei

there

must be

is,

sh<
go to the fronl and the l>a< k end
possibly, an instantaneous neutral line, but
i

constant

in

I

motion and, therefore, does not

t<>

it

fulfil

ideas as to the neutral line.
study of the curves of movement of the Btaybolts
examined on the rigidly stayed boiler, the evidence is that
the same holds true for that boiler, namely, that the point
of no movement- thai is, where the two sheets occup) their
This
is
in constant motion.
original or normal positions
the preconceived

From

means

a

that

staybolts are being constantly bent back

all

which

and

corroborated by the determination of sheet
temperatures which formed a part of this investigation.
In the case of staybolt No. 3, which was at the back end
forth,

is
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Arrangement of Firebox in Lake Shore Michigan Southern
Locomotive for Temperature and Expansion Tests
on which the staybolt deflection was little or nothing.
That this surmise was approximately correct is shown by
the diagram of the tests made at staybolt No. 2 which was
Here, in both the flexibly and
at the center of the upper row.
rigidly stayed boiler, we find that the horizontal motion was
line,
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row and close to the back head, there was a sudden
and rapid movement of the inner sheet to the rear on both
rigidly and flexibly stayed boilers, and the maximum of
the horizontal movement was reached in a very short time
of the top
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than the vertical, indicating an approach to a neu-

tral zone, but, as at staybolt

movement

much on
It is

No.

1,

we

of the sheet to be something

however, a matter developed that proved to be
Attention has already been called
to the fact that in the test at staybolt No. 1, the first apparent motion of the sheet was downward, but as this only
amounted to .00075 in. it was regarded as a negligible
quantity.
At the bolt below it, (No. 4,) there was a drop
staybolts,

Shore

Southern Locomotive

much

it in 10 and the flexibly stayed in 20 minutes.
Without going into details of the other tests, it may be
stated that while the amount of movement varied, the character of the motion did not vary essentially and the same
relationship between the rigidly and the flexibly stayed
boilers was maintained.
When tests were made at the next to the bottom row of

ing
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find the horizontal

more than twice as

the flexible as on the rigidly stayed boiler.
impossible to state positively that there is no neutral

of very great importance.

of .00225 in.

which was

still

not enough to excite suspicion,

but at No. 7 this drop increased to .009 in., apparently indicating a downward movement of the inner sheet at a point
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only a few inches above where it was riveted to the mud
Evidently this is an impossibility, and the only exring.
planation to be made was that the sheet had buckled and,
by throwing the apparatus out of line, caused it to indicate
a downward movement.
These first tests therefore must be regarded as showing
but two things: the constant movement of the staybolts while
in service and the relative movement of the sheets of a rigidly
and flexibly stayed boiler.
With no precedent to serve as .u;uide, the apparatus had
been designed on the assumption that the two sheets would
remain parallel to each other at all times. When this evident buckling was discovered the apparatus was redesigned
so as to indicate not only the movement of the sheets but
any buckling that might take place.
This redesigned apparatus was used on some boilers having a Wootten firebox with general dimensions as follows:
Length

Width

at

foundation ring

10
8

ft.

5
5

ft.

8

ft.

\

Height at front
Height at back
Depth of combustion chamber

ft.

in.

1

11J4

5%

Number

of 2 in. tubes
Length of tubes
Inside diameter of shell (front)
Height of roof over crown (front)
Height of roof over crown (rear)

i"-

in.

A
l

in.
in.

411
14

ft.

6

in.

6

ft.

i

1

ft.

654

1

ft.

9J/2

in.
inin.

There were three rows of expansion stays at the front to
hold the crown sheet and eight on each side of the center line
as shown in the drawing.
The staybolts were spaced on
four in. centers and the rigid bolts were
in. in diameter.
The two boilers were not as distinctly flexibly and rigidly
stayed as were those used in the first tests. The boiler which

1091

510 staybolts in the side sheet, 248 were flexible
These were located in equal numbers and with the
same arrangement at the front and back end of the firebox.
There were six in the top horizontal row next to the
crown sheet, with a gradual increase from the top to the
bottom as shown in the drawing and the photograph. This
left a wide section of firebox at the center that was stayed
by rigid bolts and which, evidently, exerted an important
total

of

bolts.

influence on the results as will be pointed out later.

The

were made were located
on the two drawings, and
the tests were made as before, by raising steam, holding the
throttle open for 30 minutes and then blowing down at the
rate of 1 lb. per min., readings of the sheet movements
having been made during the whole period at 10-minute
at the

staybolts at

which these

numbered points

1

tests

to 9

intervals.

Whether

because the apparatus used on the radially
only indicated the apparent motion of the
sheets while that used on the Wootten boilers indicated the
actual movement, that the diagrams of these movements are
much more complicated for the latter boilers cannot be stated
That the buckling that evidently did occur in
positively.
the sheet of the radially stayed boilers had its effect on the
actual movement of the sheets is a reasonable supposition, but
certainly there is a great difference in the character of the
stayed

it

is

boilers

two.

Comparison

%

of

Two Types

of Boilers

the two types
a steady even
with little or
and looping
over itself.
There was a constant movement, but it was, in
the main, a progressive movement
ending with an apparent deflection of about .008 in. from the
starting
point
of
the flexibly
stayed boiler.
The rigidly stayed boiler was
a little more complicated in its
motion, but still not at all con-

Let us compare those for staybolts No. 1, in
In the radial stayed boilers there is
motion of the sheet
no doubling back

of boilers

:

0036 /N.
0O3 IN.

and ended with a defleca little more than .001
in. from the starting point.
The diagram for the corresponding staybolt of the Wootten boiler is a mass of knots and
This
loops and back doubling.
fusing,

tion

is

of

especially

true

of

the period

prior to the development of the
first steam
peared
at

IS

MOVEMENT

w^-A
IO

IN

O-2H-10'

This

pressure.

in

ap-

marked
diagram when

point

the
the

steam began escaping from the
whistle

valve.

Then

there

was

a rapid upward movement for 20
Staybolt No. 3 Top Row Back Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Locomotive
minutes until a pressure of 75 lb.
was reached followed by an
equally rapid forward and downward movement during a
has been designated as the rigidly staved had a number of
quick building up of the pressure to 200 lb. Then came a
Tate flexible staybolts as indicated in the drawing. In the
quick recovery horizontally during the period that the throtthroat sheet all of the bolts in the seven upper rows and all
In the side
of the bolts in the outer row, were flexible.
tle was open with only a very slight change in vertical
sheets there were 15 Tate flexible bolts in the front row, and
position between the beginning and the end.
12 other scattering Tate bolts that had been put in for reThis movement is easily explicable if the tube action as
pairs, in the locations shown in the drawing.
indicated by other tests is taken into consideration.
It was
The other boiler, which is designated as the flexibly stayed found that during the early period of raising steam the tubes
boiler, had a complete installation of flexible bolts in the
were heated more rapidly than the shell with the result that
throat sheet, with the exception of 20 bolts near the foundathe back tube sheet and with it, probably, the front end of the
Of a firebox was pushed to the rear. This explains the slight reartion ring that were rigid as shown in the drawing.
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ward movement of
linn,

as

the

the

water

stayboll

al

the

became heated

starting

there

the

oJ

was

test,

tending

a

tow. ml equalization of the temperatures ol the tubes and the
in- resulted in a relative forward movemenl of tinshell
l

tube sheel permitting the firebox to expand normally,
Then,
wlnn the throttle was opened, there was a rapid ini
of firebox temperature resulting In a corresponding increase
in the temperature of the gases in the tubes themselves, whi< h
again pushed the tubesheet to the rear carrying the front
mil of the firebox with it.
Then followed the looping and

doubling of the movement
ing with the stayboll
original position.
In

a

the rigidly stayed

of the

movemenl

eral character,

movement

is

is

but,

much

during the cooling down, endmore than .002 in. from its

little

Vol
while

>il

of
the

boiler

The
prooi

and

ient
in

t

>

n

a

torn

fad,

however,

.

not

a

the

of
d<

line

b

to

tiffi

n

sh

monstrated

out

stand

verj

prominently

data

why

a<

this

i

amount of the stayboll deflection is
in the two boilers.
\
\d, there i- not suffiumulated to be able
di finitely
is so, and what should he done to the general
ti

design of one or both of the boilers
-train on each.
In

aded

movemenl

relative
ted

b

the character and

quite different
(

a

wa

pe there

rj

<< tion that

entral

No. 23

j.

The main
thai

i

prevenl
orth

i

Wootten

the

in

18 rigid bolts in the

67,

to

put the least possible

the matter of the buckling of the sheets qaused by the

boiler the entanglement of the line

equally marked and is of the same genas in the other cases, the extent of the
less

This condition hold- throughout the whole range of the
Work, varying in extent with the location of the staybolt
and the method of staying.
In general the movement was

greater
at

at

and upper portions of the firebox than
and lower portions.

the ends

the center

There i- another matter in connection with the rigidly
>ta\ed boilers that does not fully appear in the diagrams:
The evident reason for the lesser deflection of the rigidly
stayed boiler is that it is rigid.
The staybolts tend to hold
the sheets in one position and resist all tendency to move,
and this manifests itself in the jerky character of such

motion as takes place.

That

is

there are sudden

to say,

W
Delaware

& Hudson Locomotive

No. 794
Stayed Wootten Firebox

variations in the distance from the original position which

S-//V-

with

Rigidly

indicate that the stays resist the effect of the expansion of

move them, possibly buckling the sheet, and
then when the pressure becomes more than they can carry,
they suddenly yield.
The one point where a close comparison and check between the radially stayed and Wootten type is possible is
in the movement of the staybolts when the boiler is in service.
In both cases it was found that the sheets were in constant motion relatively to each other from the instant the
fire was built until the boiler was cold.
Also the extent
the sheet to

<?-//#•

[

Delaware

of the

& Hudson Locomotive

No.
Stayed Wootten Firebox

movement was much

813

with

Flexibly

greater in the flexibly stayed

boiler than in the rigidly stayed.

The character of the movement was, however, apparently
There was more
quite different in the two types of boilers.
bending to and fro in the Wootten as well as a much greater
movement. This is especially manifest in staybolt No. 1,
where the maximum deflection of the flexible bolt in the
Wootten type was about nine times that of the radially stayed,
and this amount entirely in a vertical direction.
There may have been several reasons for this. The Wootten firebox was 1 ft. 4 l/2 in. longer and 1 it. l J 2 in. deeper
and the staybolt was 8 in. long as against 5^4 i n f°r tne
Each of these items would tend to
radially stayed boiler.
increase the deflection, while the comparatively small amount
of horizontal deflection is explicable from the fact that there

/

-

a

complete installation of flexible bolts in the radially

combined action of sheet expansion and resultant staybolt
deflection, it was found that the buckling was greater with
the flexible than with the rigid bolts; but, it must be borne
in mind that the deflection was also greater, and a study
of the details shows that the ratio of the buckling of the
flexibly stayed to the rigidly stayed was less than the corresponding

ratio

of

deflection.

In

other

words,

given

a

amount of staybolt deflection the buckle put in the sheet
would be less with a flexible than with a rigid staybolt.
While at work on the rigidly stayed boiler having the
Wootten firebox an attachment was made in the space just
ahead of the No. 5 staybolt. As might have been expected,
the actual movement of the sheet was about the same as at
This dethe No. 5 staybolt, but there was less buckling.
veloped the probability that, in this long and wide firebox
fixed

at least, the whole sheet, while under steam pressure, assumes
a series of shallow corrugations that hold it out of alinement
with its original shape, and which are sweeping over it in
waves, as it were, according as the sheet expands or contracts.
The depth of the corrugations is slight and the angle
made by the sides of the same wdth the original line of the
The greatest angle
sheet is never as much as one degree.
obtained on the Wootten type was 48 minutes 52 seconds

with a general average for all points tested on the flexibly
stayed boiler of 7 minutes 29 seconds.
It is also possible that the buckling of the sheet might
be appreciably decreased by a change in the original adjustment of the flexible staybolts, and also that there might be
an increase in the deflection of the bolts. The suggested

methods of accomplishing this is to give a little more play
in the head of the bolt and the allowing of a little slack
under the heads in the first place. This would permit of an
easier adjustment to the movement of the sheet during the
period of raising steam, when there is no load on the bolt,
and the allowance of a little freedom of angular motion when
the sheet and bolt are under strain.
Other matters were taken up in connection with this investigation for which there is no space to deal in full at this
time." There were the effects of the admission of cold air to
the firebox on sheet temperature and the apparent lack of circulation in the water

leer-
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Conclusions

The fundamental
staybolt deflection

brought out were that the

fully

much

greater in a flexibly stayed boiler

is

facts

than in a rigidly stayed boiler, that certainly during the
whole period of operation and probably until the boiler temperature had reached that of the atmosphere the staybolt is
in constant motion as evidenced by the fact that, out of the
hundred- of measurements taken, there were no two consecutive measurements alike; that the two types of hoiler construction (Wootten and radially stayed) have quite different
effects on staybolt deflection; and that firebox temperatures
and the action of the tubes have a marked influence on staybolt deflection at the front end of the firebox.
These tests also showed in a marked degree the extreme
SOLID LINE
OOTTFD .

MOVEMENT

•

IN BOILER

•

1003

by the test is that tin- Wootten firebox is much more rigid
than the wide firebox when rigidly stayed with the radial
stays, and thai ii it were given a complete installation of
flexible bolts tin- difference between the two would be very
much greater than that indicated in these tests.
In every case the extreme sensitiveness of the sheets to
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2

Locomotive
of firebox temperature was noted.
This fully
explains the constant bending motion to which the bolts are
subjected while the boiler is at work.
It naturallv follows from this that a boiler which is so

any changes
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sensitiveness of the plates to changes of temperature.
For
example, a cold boiler may be filled with water of any temperature from cold to boiling and there will be no relative
But let the fire be laid and a
motion between the sheets.
piece of lighted waste thrown in to ignite it, and it has, thus
far, been impossible to get a reading before the sheets would
show a movement, though this has been done within ten second- from the time of the ignition of the waste.
This investigation is merely indicative and not conclusive.
The absence of any data upon which to estimate the probable movement and buckling of the sheets made a redesigning of the apparatus necessary, and the use of boilers with
a mixed assortment of staybolts in the second case, gave
results that would probably be greatly modified were boilers
Hut there is this
with complete installations to be used.

expand and the staybolts dethey have a chance, and that this chance is much
greater with a flexible bolt than it is with a rigid one.
As has already been intimated, the difference in the conditions of operation of the apparatus makes. a clean-cut comparison between the Wootten type and the wide firebox
But the impression left
radially stayed boiler impossible.

..

m
MOVLT1EV7

Staybolt

No.

Top

3

Row Back
Locomotive

— Delaware

&

Hudson

indication, that the boiler will
flect

if

built as to permit the sheets to expand under the influence
of temperature changes, will put less stress upon the Staybolts and sheet- than one where such freedom of motion does

not exist.
great

two

There

difference

boilers,

and

is

in
yet,

no reason

to think that there was any
temperatures of the sheets of the
as I have already indicated, there was

the
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a

marked difference

the

sheets.

definite

in

the

movements

of the staybolta

and

given change of

a

If

change of dimension

in

temperature produces s
the sheet, anything thai pre-

vents this change musl itself be subjected to stress and must
put .i similar stress upon the sheets
Hence, bo far as these
investigations have been carried, they indicate the value
of using the flexible in preference to the rigid holt.

There

and

that

one point that cannot he expressed in cold figures
the impression that this work makes on observers.

is

is

After watching the delicate and sensitive movement of the
and staybolts and the difference in the action of the
flexible and the rigid holts, everyone was greatly impressed
with the superiority of the flexible holt as a means of re-
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coal over the mosl unusual
of the normal hauls.

routei and for distances far in
This h.i required a much greater
amount <>i equipment than would he required in normal
times to move the same tonnagi to <i u u.il destinations and
has resulted in equipment Constructed for use in special parts

of the country being scattered widely to other parts of tincountry.
A period of time will he required for the complete

relocation o! this equipment and meanwhile it is not to heanticipated that all mines can be fully supplied with cars.
"The director general today saw a committee of the Na-

ducing the probable stresses that the several parts of the

Coal Association and pointed out these difficulties and
urged that as rapidly as that organization had information
concerning the expected resumption of mining operations such
information be duly communicated to the Railroad Admin-

The progress of this work
convincing manner the advantages of

manifested a policy to assist in this matter as far as prac-

sheets

boiler are called

upon

has driven home
flexibility

in a

to sustain.

tional

istration as well as to the local railroad officers.

There was

ticable.
It is hoped that the general public, the coal operators
and the miners will appreciate these difficulties and make allowances for the time required to restore normal conditions.
"The loss of production of coal since the strike began 5^
weeks ago has been a serious economic loss to the country.

in hoiler construction.

Coal Strike Settled
of the bituminous coal miners begun on
at the call of the United Mine Workers
was definitely called off on December 10 when the
officers of the union at a meeting in Indianapolis agreed to
accept a plan of settlement proposed on December 6 by Presi-

In many important respects the losses to the country cannot be made up at all and it will require some time before
coal production can bring the country's supply up to the
point where it ought to be.
"At the beginning of the strike and when the fuel admin-

dent Wilson and sent telegrams to the striking miners urging
them to return to work. The President's proposition was
that the miners immediately return to work with the 14 per
cent increase in wages which was recently offered by Fuel
Administrator Garfield and which was put into effect for the
men who remained at work by the coal operators, and that
the President should appoint a commission composed of a

istrator turned over the distribution of coal to the Railroad
Administration, the railroads had in their possession either
in storage or in cars about 22,000,000 tons of coal.
It is
estimated that the consumption during November was
40,000,000 tons, of which 18,800,000 tons were produced
during the month, 11,200,000 tons were used from consum-

strike
TheNovember

1

mine owner or operator in active business
and one other, which commission will consider further questions of wages and working conditions as well as profits
of operators and proper prices for coal, readjusting both
wages and prices if it shall so decide, including differentials
and infernal conditions in and between districts. The report
is to be made within 60 days if possible and will be accepted
as the basis of a new wage agreement, the effective date and
duration of which shall also be determined by the commission.
The 14 per cent increase was given on the condition that
it should not increase the government prices for coal and
therefore comes out of the profits of the operators as long
The original
as the government's prices remain in effect.
demand of the miners was for a 60 per cent increase in
wages, a five-day week and a six-hour day. They refused
to accept an offer from the operators of a 20 per cent increase
and also the 14 per cent offer when made by Dr. Garfield.
Walker D. Hines, director general of railroads, authorized
practical miner, a

the following statement:
"The dislocation which the strike has created in the production, transportation and distribution of coal cannot be
instantly remedied, and pending readjustment.it is highly
important for the public to continue to exercise great caution
in the consumption of coal and it is hoped there will be a
due appreciation of the difficulties which cannot be immediately overcome.
"During the strike the weekly production of coal was cut
from 11 to 12,000,000 tons to about 5,000,000 tons and this

much reduced tonnage was mostly mined

in

Pennsylvania

and West Virginia. Widely distant portions of the country
which were ordinarily dependent upon other coal fields had
to be supplied from these and other unusual sources of supThe central part of the country, the great consuming
ply.
territory of the Mississippi and Missouri valleys, is depending on shipments from the East and West, 41 per cent of
present production in the Allegheny and Pocahontas regions

now being delivered to the West. The result has been that
ihe Railroad Administration has been compelled to transport

ers' stocks

cumulated prior

to

November

1,

and 10,000,000

tons were taken from the 22,000,000 tons in possession of
the railroads.
"Since the end of November the stock in the possession of
the railroads has been still further depleted.
"Of the 22,000,000 tons in the possession of the railroads
at the beginning of the strike, 12,000,000 tons were held

by the railroads for their own consumption, representing
approximately 30 days supply.
Subsequently the Railroad
Administration adopted the policy of cutting its supply to
15 days and now as a temporary measure to aid in the most
rapid possible meeting of the needs of other consumers the
Railroad Administration will where necessary reduce the supply of coal for its own consumption to a 10 days supply.
"As a preliminary to bringing back normal conditions, the
Railroad Administration will as soon as practicable place
in effect an arrangement under which coal as mined will be
allowed to run as billed except that tidewater and export
embargo will continue; orders placed for coal to western
regions from Pocahontas and Allegheny regions will be cancelled, but coal billed on these orders prior to cancellation
will be permitted to go and be expedited, so that these cars
can be promptly released for mines.
"Just as soon as practicable regulations in connection with
the use of bituminous coal for power, light and heat will be
rescinded or modified and the same is true of the supplying
It will be necessary to obof coal to necessary industries.
serve conditions as the situation progresses before definite
time can be fixed for changing of these regulations and
orders.

highly important for the public to realize that serious
It will
is likely to continue for some time.
require time to bring consumption of coal back to normal
and meanwhile there is a tremendous shortage which needs
to be made up. On all hands, therefore, great caution ought
"It

is

scarcity of coal

to continue to be the rule in the

consumption of coal."

question of the extent to which the curtailed passenger
service can be further curtailed was to be taken up for consideration on Thursday.

The

Railroad Bill Debated in the Senate
Very Nearly Passed by Default; Senator La Follette Blocks
Its Passage and Opens Attack on It
RAILROAD
TinSenate
by

BILL came near to being passed by the
but lias since encountered what
almost amounts to a filibuster by Senator La Follette.
After having been before the Senate for a week as the unfinished business, while the attendance scarcely exceeded a
dozen at any time except for roll calls, the Cummins bill was
reported to the Senate from the committee of the whole on
December 8, read the third time and a vote on its final passage had been called for, when the proceedings were interrupted by a call for a quorum by Senator La Follette. Some
of the senators who were called into the Senate by the call for
a quorum, however, displayed more interest in the matter than
they had previously and on a motion by Senator Lenroot it
was voted to reconsider the vote whereby the bill was passed
This left it in the Senate as in legislative
to a third reading.

over a billion and a half dolhandling less traffic in 1919 than
In 1917 the Class I railroads earned
5.38 per cent on their property investment.
In 1918, he said,
they earned 3.71 per cent, and during the first six months of
1919 only .84 per cent.
For nine months of the year the
net operating income was 2.19 per cent and for the year it is
estimated at 2.92 per cent, or less than the interest and fixed
charges. For the nine months, Senator Kellogg said, 57 railroads earned $111,000,000 more than their fixed charges,
while 108 railroads earned $168,000,000 less than their fixed

and open

more in expenses
was handled in 1917.
lars

La

Follette.

that time, that

Referring to statements by Director General McAdoo expressing the hope that large economies in operation would

be accomplished, Senator Kellogg said that in no single department of railroad management, except possibly the legal
department, has there been economy, but, on the contrary,
enormous extravagance. He referred to the increase in the
number of employees and while he said he would not contend
that the general average wage of the principal classes of employees is too high, having been increased in about the same
proportion as the cost of living since 1915, he criticized the
policy of standardizing wages throughout the United States,
irrespective of local conditions, and of allowing very large
increases to some employees by reclassification.
The inequalities, he said, have added grossly to the cost of operation,
have created unrest and have had a bad effect upon the
morale of the service.

tion 7 of the

to

Only one amendment had been
by Senator Curtis of Kansas to

bill,

portation board.

offered

up

to

strike out sec-

which provides for the creation of a transSenator Curtis explained that he was op-

posed to other provisions of the bill, such as that providing
for compulsory consolidations, but thought the sentiment of
the Senate could be tested by his amendment which would
eliminate the transportation board. If this had been adopted
he proposed to strike out other provisions of the bill relating
to the functions to be exercised by the transportation board,
but the amendment was rejected without a roll call.
Confidence has been expressed by Senate leaders that the
bill can be passed before the holiday recess, tentatively set to
begin on December 20, when it will go to conference for a
reconciliation of the differences between it and the Esch bill.
Senator Cummins on December 9 reported the Esch bill from
the committee with a recommendation to strike out all after
the enacting clause and that the Senate bill be substituted,
There is no
in order to lay the foundation for a conference.
expectation that the conferees will be able to reach an agreement short of nearly a month but it is expected that after
the passage of the Senate bill a resolution will be offered

providing for a temporary continuance of the guaranty to
the railroads.

Dirctor General Hincs on December 9 submitted to the
President a report on the railroad and legislative situation,
after conferring with Chairman Cummins and Esch of the
committees on interstate commerce and with other members of
This was for the information of the
the Senate committee.
President in preparing his proposed message to Congress on
the railroad situation which was expected to set at rest the
Many
question of the date for the return of the railroads.
members of Congress seem to feel that the President might

postpone the relinquishment for a short time after December
31 to wait for the completion o fthe permanent railroad bill,
but there has been no confirmation to indicate that the belief
is well-founded.

Senator Kellogg on Government Operation
Four formal speeches were made while the bill was in
committee of the whole, by Senators Cummins, Kellogg, Curtis and Myers.
Senator Kellogg gave estimated figures for the earnings of
showing a net income for 1919 of. $536,500,000.
He
or nearly $400,000,000 less than the standard return.
the railroads

for

charges.

amendments.
On the following day the bill was restored to the committee of the whole and an attack upon it was opened by Senator
session

now paying

said the people are

default

Senator Kellogg

commended

the provision of the bill which

would extend the guaranty temporarily, but he

criticized the

provision for division of so-called excess earnings above 6
per cent.
He said it may be that the public necessity for
keeping all the roads operating as efficient systems would
justify a plan

which would take away from the more fortu-

nate a portion of what

is

called their excess earnings, but

a sufficient percentage on the earnings above 6 per cent should

be left with the road producing it to encourage economical
operation and good service. He questioned whether the 5^2
per cent return would be sufficient and pointed out that it is
not merely the so-called

weak

roads, but the stronger roads

borrow large sums of money with which
to make large extensions and improvements and buy needed
equipment. Senator Kellogg also put in the record voluminous statistical tables illustrating the effects of government

which need most

to

operation.

"We are now facing the most tremendous economic problem ever presented to this country for solution, to a large extent incident to the direct result of the government's operation
of the railways during the last two years," Senator Kellogg
said.
"When the President indicated, in December. 1917, his
intention to take over, for government operation, all the railways of the United States, many were convinced that there
was no necessity for it and that it would he di>astrous. The
It has cost the
experiment has amply justified all our fear-.
taxpayers of this country hundreds of millions of dollars,
destroyed the efficiency of the service, and placed the railroads today in a position where unless some drastic steps are
taken this countrv faces a financial crash, which will not only
destroy hundreds of millions in property held by the people

of the United States but destroy the efficiency of our trans-

portation system.
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"When

the

war broke out we had

in this country,

all

in
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all,

the best, cheapest,

system

the world.

in

and the

raosl

efficient

transportation

goes without

it

was

doI

and

will

be conceded by substan

Ili.it

perfect

saying.

Bui this

tiallj

the experts in the world, that nearly all the inven-

.ill

is

true,

improvements, and advancements oi transportation fa
cilities have resulted from American incentive, genius, and
An efficienl and constantly
energ) and enterprise.
transportation system is absolutely necessary to the verj life
and prosperit) of this nation and must be had to maintain
In the mam, the presenl de
the growth of the country.
plorable condition of the railroads is due to inefficient and
tions,

extravagant government management and stupid bureaucratic
There was no necessit) for taking over the railroads
control.
any more than there was for taking over the telegraphs, telephones, and cables, which has now been demonstrated beyond
question, and which proved so expensive to the government
and disastrous to good service. The postmaster general reports a loss to date of $14,418,237 in the operation of tele-

phone, telegraph and cable systems, and there are many companies with which a settlement has not yet been made.
"Because there was temporary congestion on account of
the sudden and enormous increase of business in a comparativeh small territory, the President took over all the railroads
of the United States for

government operation, created

a great

bureau, which, as everyone knows, always is ineffiI do not claim that after the war broke out the transcient.
portation system of this country was sufficient to effectively
take care of the sudden increase of business. But during the
first nine months of the war the railroads themselves, with
central
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quillity of tin- people of the United Stafa
merce, he said, certainly includes power
ence therewith or extinction thereoi and

l

to

hi

i'

gulftte

com

prevent interfer-

In- thought tin
bould reate a tribunal to hear and
determine disputes between railroad companies and theii
ployees with power to en fore e the granting ol reasonable v
and lair working conditions, hut as a corollary this should be
nation wide or ter
accompanied by a provision to prevent
ritoriall} extensive railroad strike from being suddenly and

ome when

(

longres

i

;i

arbitrarily

precipitated

upon

the

people

oi

the country.

Senator Myers on Anti-Strike Provisions
"In

when

my

opinion," Senator Myers said, "the tunc ha- come

the people an- entitled to

know whether

their L'overn-

supreme in tin' realm of domestii tranquillity,
general welfare, law and order, or whether a class of citizens,
only a small part of the people, banded together by class
organization, is to be supreme; whether the government or
There appears to
organized labor is more powerful.
labor circles a belief that labor is now in the saddle and has
things coming its way, and a determination to go to the uttermost extremity regardless of consequences."
Senator Myers expressed the opinion that the Adamson law
was a grave mistake and that the country is now reaping its
consequences because much of the trouble which has since
nu

nt

is

to he

arisen in regard to the operation of the railroads, much of the
government's deficit in the operation of the railroads, may be

traced to that act.
"As a result of class legislation in favor of

wage workers,"

government interference, priority orders,

he said, "there has grown up in this country an inner gov-

and laws which prevented the co-ordination of their facilities,
handled as great a business under more adverse conditions at
a less expense than has been handled by the Railroad Ad-

ernment. It is inside of the regular or constitutional government. It is not an invisible government. It is very visible.
It does not operate under the surface or behind the scenes.
The inner
It is bold and open and very much aboveboard.
government consists of combined organized labor and it is a
grave question if the inner government today is not superior
to and more powerful than the constitutional government."

all

the handicaps of

ministration since that time."
Regarding the proposed guaranty during readjustment,
Senator Kellogg said: "I think it is evident to everyone that
the government, having produced this condition of the railroads, without regard to the merits of the increase of operat-

ing expenses, incurs the duty for a reasonable time, while the
rates are being readjusted, to meet operating costs and con"We have no right to take over a publictinue its guaranty.
service corporation and use it for government purposes, increase its operating expenses so as to render the property

and turn it back without any remedy. Furthermore, should this be done, a financial collapse in this country

valueless,

bound to follow, and as the bonds of these railroads are
held in savings banks, insurance companies, and by millions
of individuals, and are a large basis of credit, the greatest
'care should be taken to preserve their integrity.
"It may be said that the government, having taken over
is

the railroads

and

fixed the rentals, owes

no duty

The railroads were not
The Congress practically

properties are turned back.

after the
consulted
fixed the

about being taken over.
terms of the agreement, and the agreement was presented to
Their only
the railroads to accept or reject, as they saw fit.
remedy, if they refused to accept the agreement, was to go
a remedy
into the Court of Claims, and sue the government
which, of course, was entirely inadequate, as the roads needed

—

and taxes.
government to a public-service
corporation is that the government has regulatory powers to
prevent the companies from earning more than a reasonable
income. But it has no right to reduce that income to the basis
of confiscation or to take the property over and destroy it.
So the least that can be done is to continue this guaranty for
a few months while the rates and operating expenses are being
their

income to pay

"The

interest

true relation of the

readjusted."

Senator Myers devoted himself particularly to the antistrike provisions of the bill, which he declared are absolutely necessary to the welfare, good order and domestic tran-

Senator Curtis Opposes Transportation Board
Senator Curtis moved to strike out the section providing for
the transportation board, on the ground that the bill provides
entirely too many boards and commissions and because he believed the Interstate Commerce Commission could do the work
more satisfactorily and also because he was opposed to the
plan of consolidation which under the provisions of the bill
w-ould be worked out by the board.
Senator Cummins said he sincerely hoped the Senate would
If the amendment should
not mutilate the bill in that way.
it would become necessary to re-form the entire measure because it would so destroy the machinery through which
the bill is to be administered that it would become entirely
unworkable. The time has come, he said, when the Interstate
Commerce Commission must be largely occupied in what
are known as quasi-judicial or semi-judicial duties and it is
desirable to disassociate the purely administrative duties from
them. He also said that one purpose of the bill is to prevent

prevail

strikes and if strikes are to be prohibited it is necessary to
create a governmental tribunal that will adjudicate the merits

The
of a dispute betw-een the employer and the employee.
proposed transportation board is to exercise this function
where an agreement is not reached by the wage boards.
Senator King supported the Curtis amendment, expressing
the opinion that the Interstate Commerce Commission could
perform all the functions proposed for the transportation
board, including final authority in wage matters.
Senator Cummins said there is no sanctity about the Interstate Commerce Commission, but agreed that it has or has
had the confidence of the people and he wanted it to continue to have the confidence of the people but it cannot do so
unless it can do its work with much more rapidity and much
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more promptly than

it has done its work in former times.
After a vote on the passage of the bill had been interrupted

by the

call

for a

quorum and

apparently being put through.
the effect that

it

was not

ciently interested in the

the discussion

and

that

Senator

which the

Cummins

his fault if senators
I

.ill

bill

was

the voting stage

that might be offered after the vote by
to third reading had been reconsidered.

Imperator Takes Too

had been reached
else.

He

ob-

which

it

was passed

Senator Thomas expressed wonder that the attendance had
been so small during the consideration of a bill of such vast
importance. He said lie thought he could say with propriety
and within bounds that except immediately after roll calls
scarcely 10 senators had remained on the average during the
speeches.

Cummins

on December 9 withdrew his objection
committee of the whole,
after which Senator La Follette made a four-hour speech attacking the bill.
He said it was a "railroad bill," on whose
passage "railroad stocks will go kiting" and that T. De Witt
Cuyler, of the Association of Railway Executives, and S.
Davies Warfield, of the National Association of Owners of
Railroad Securities, were responsible for it.
His argument
followed closely that of his minority report, in which he urged
a five-year extension of government control, and charged
that the railroads had broken down in 1917.
Senator Dial of South Carolina opposed the bill because
he said it undertook to say that every dollar invested in railroad property shall receive enough return to pay
per
cent interest on the value of the property.
He objected to
this because of the great difficulty in finding out the value
of the railroad property and also because he seemed to be
under the impression that the bill was to guarantee to every
railroad that has not been making as much as 5^ per cent a
return equal to that amount for all time to come.
Senators King, Cummins and Pomerene tried to disabuse
the senator's mind, but apparently made little impression.
They pointed out that the bill does not contain any guaranty,
but merely an instruction to the commission to make rates
produce as nearly as may be to 5 ) per cent, that many railroads under the bill would receive much less than
per
cent, while others would receive more and would have to giveup two-thirds of the excess over 6 per cent. Senator Cummins
also pointed out that provision was made for a readjustment
of the rate of return by the Interstate Commerce Commission
after five years, but Senator Dial continued his speech on the
assumption that it was proposed "to stamp a certificate of
value upon ever\- dollar invested in railroad property, without
taking into consideration whether or not it was necessary to
build more railroad or whether it was necessary to maintain
them." He said he did not complain of the rate of Sy2 per
cent because if he could have gotten that rate on the money he
had borrowed during his life he would be much better off today, but he objected to giving that percentage to all railroads.
He said that government operation had been generally conceded to have resulted in failure, but be thought the failure
was not so great as had sometimes been made to appear and
that the results of the war should be taken care of by paying
He suggested that instead of
the bills and a new start made.
an elaborate bill in an effort to stabilize railroad returns, it
to the restoration of the bill to the

5^

_»

5^

-

to write a short bill

Senator La Follette resumed his discussion on Wednesday.
was reported that he had planned a twelve-houi

suffi-

present and participate in

to be

merely because no one had interposed anything

would be preferable

It

Adam-

replied to

were not

jected to a proposal to re-commit the bill to the committee of
the whole, pointing out that it was open to any amendments

Senator

be repealed later and he would like to repeal also the
son law.

the motion to reconsider, sev-

eral senators objected to the rapidity with
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promising the railroads the return of their properties after 90 days or something like that with a provision for the guaranteed standard
return for six months to allow them to get back to the old
basis of operation and to become normal again.
Then, he
said, if the anti-combination law ought to be repealed it could

Tin.at

Much

Coal

steamship "Imperator" which had been held up

the request of the Railroad Administration for loading too much coal was allowed to depart from
York

Xew

on December

Following a conference between representatives of the Railroad Administration, of the British Ministry
of Shipping and of the ('unard Line, regarding the loading
of 5,900 tons of coal in excess of amount of 2,500 tons for
which permit was issued by the Railroad Administration
acting under authority of the Fuel Administrator.
The
British Minister of Shipping has expressed his regret over
11.

the occurrence, and offered to replace the coal so loaded in
violation of the regulations of the Railroad Administration

within one month. As a result of the Railroad Administration,
with the concurrence of the Department of Justice officials

handling the matter, requested the Treasury Department to
grant the "Imperator" clearance, it being understood, however,
that this action will in no way impair civil or criminal action
in connection with the supplying of this coal by the coal
companies involved or the receiving of it by the -teamship.
Permit had been issued only for coal sufficient to take the
boat to Halifax, the first available coaling station.
Following the conference correspondence on the subject was

changed and made public.
The letter from S. M. Racburn, director general of the
British Ministry of Shipping to H. B. Spencer, chairman,
Central Coal Committee of the Railroad Administration,
said:

"The British government is the owner of S. S. Imperator
which is operated for and on behalf of the British government by the Cunard Line
I
have been informed that owing
to an error, which the British Ministry of Shipping greatly
regrets. 5,900 tons of coal have recently been loaded on board
her without due permit and that yesterday clearance was
refused the vessel at New York on this account, and that the
excess coal, amounting to 5,900 tons, has been ordered removed from her, and that clearance papers will not be
granted until this coal has been removed.
I
submit herewith copy of report of survey held December 9, 1919, at
6.00 p. m. by technical experts, from which it appears that

owing to the structural conditions of the ship and the arrangement of her stoke holds and bunkers, it will take at
least a period of seven weeks to remove tin- coal.
I am further
advised that the vessel while lying at her pier i- consuming
about 240 tons a daw
"The British government and tin- British Ministry of Shipping had no knowledge of any violation of any United States
statute or regulation, and desires to clear the vessel s () soon
as possible.

government,

To
if

that

end,

the vessel

I

is

offer on behalf of the British
allowed to clear tomorrow, to

replace the coal taken in excess of permit, that is to say,
5,900 tons, and to do so at New York harbor within
month of the date of vessel's clearance. Fverv effort will, of
course, be made to get the coal here sooner, if possible."
The coal turned over in reparation must be coal produced
outside of the United Stah s.

Tin California Railroad Com mission has denied the petition
the Pacific Electric Railway Company for authority to
increase freighl rates on petroleum, e.
The company
desired to place its rates on a parity with those charged by
competing federal controlled roads, hut the Commission
finds thai the proposed change would result in advances
of

1.

ranging as high as 225 per cent.

;

New
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Number

\
CON has ISSUed ;i new
purchase of track scales,
which were drawn up by a joint committee represent
ing the American Railway
Engineering Association, the
United States Bureau of Standards, rhe Railroad and YYarehouse Commission o\ Minnesota, the National Scale Men's

Till

set

AMERICAN RAILROAD ASSO
oi

specifications

for

I

1

advance in scale practice.

They are intended to apply to knife edge scale of the straight
and torsion lever types for weighing cars in regular interchange
service.
They do not apply to overhead suspended scales, nor

now in service, except that reinstallations of old scales
should be governed as nearly as practicable by the provisions
of the specifications relating to the installation of new scales.
They are intended, except in special cases, to secure reasonable
uniformity in seales for similar service, but without preventing
improvements- in types of scales or in scale parts.
to scales

Classes of Scales
Character of Classification: Scales shall be divided into two
namely, heavy service scales and light service scales
and except when otherwise specifically provided these specifications are to apply to both classes of scales.
Heavy Service Scales: Heavy service scales are those over
which a large number of cars are to be weighed; and they shall
have sectional capacities of 75 or 100 tons, except for special
classes,

cases.

For special cases which cannot be covered in
Special Cases:
these specifications, it is recommended that the material, workmanship, etc., shall be at least equal to that required in these
specifications,
in so far as

and that the principles herein set forth be followed
they apply.

Capacity
The capacity of a scale is equal to the
Capacity Defined:
weight of the heaviest car it will weigh, provided that the scale
wiJl support a train of such cars passing over the scale without
stresses being developed in the members, of the scale which are
in excess of those hereinafter specified.
The sectional capacity of the scale is the
Sectional Capacity:
greatest weight which, if applied on the load knife edges of each
pair of main levers, will produce stresses in the scale parts not
exceeding those given in the table of working stresses.

Plans
Plans: The manufacturer shall furnish to the purchaser plans
of design showing stresses and detailed dimensions for all scale
parts, and the material of which they are to be fabricated; also
assembly plans showing location of all field connections and all
information necessary for the purchaser to design and construct
the pit and parts not furnished by the scale manufacturer.

Working

Stresses

following unit stresses shall not be exceeded when the
These stresses
scale is loaded to its capacity as defined above.
The
include an allowance for impact caused by moving loads.
strength of each member shall be determined by its weakest

The

cross-section.
•Abstracted from the complete specifications.

Committee

of Associations
ami

working stresses

-sKrl

pounds per square inch:

in

WoBKtNO SmissK.s

[BOH and StSXL,

Pounds

in

I'ik

SqUABI Inch
Shi foi pivots
ami bearing!
--*
,
;-j
I

Stct-1

Cast

Nature of stress
iron
Tension
1,500
8,000
Compression
Ti.tnsvei se bending:

mn

2,

Compression
Shear
Torsion

.

The bearing
per

sq.

.

500

8,000
2,500
2,500

stress

Machin-

Struc-

in^s

steel

steel

carbon

Special
alloy

8,000
10,000

8,000
8,000

10,000
10,000

24,000
24,000

30,000
30,000

8,000
10,000
6,000
6,000

8,000
8,000
5.000

10,000
10,000
7,000
7,000

24,000
24,000

30,000
30,000

ery

i

on

steel

pins

tural

shall

1 1

i«'>

not exceed

15,000

lb.

in.

Knife Edge Bearing Stresses:
load per linear inch of knife edge
high carbon steel or 6,000 lb. for
For light service scales the load
shall not exceed 6,000 lb. for high

For heavy service
shall not

scales

exceed 5,000

lb.

the
for

special alloy steel.

per linear inch of knife edge
carbon steel, or 7,000 lb. for

special alloy steel.

Concrete Bearing Stresses: Stresses to be allowed for bearing on concrete shall not exceed 300 lb. per sq. in. under scale
lever stands, and at all other points shall not exceed 400 lb. per
sq. in.

Loops, Formula for Stresses:
Considering the end of the
simple beam, its section at the point of maximum
bending shall be determined by the formula
/
]
f
} wherein
\ L
4 I
2

loop as a

W

—

W

j

equals the maximum load applied to the loop, L equals the
distance between the center lines of the depending sides, and /
equals the distance over which the load is distributed.

Length of Scale and Number

cases.

Light service scales are those over
Light Service Scales:
which only relatively few cars are to be weighed; and they shall
have sectional capacities of 60 or 75 tons, except for special

of a Joint

hi. n

I

the

The
Association and the Scale Manufacturers Association.
specifications are modeled largely after those previously prepared by the Bureau of Standards and the Minnesota commission, and, with the standing they will have under the
sponsorship of the American Railroad Association, they are
certain to effect a distinct

Work

Track Scales

of Sections.

Scale Length Defined: The length of a scale shall be considered as the effective weighing length of the live rails. In no
case shall this effective weighing length be greater than the distance between the centers of end sections.
Scale Lengths Standardized: The length of scales, except in
restricted traffic movements, or for special cases, shall be 50, 56
or 60 ft.
Number of Sections: Scales of 60 ft. or less in length shall
not be constructed in more than four sections.
Motion Weighing: When cars are to be weighed in motion
the speed shall not exceed four miles per hour, and each car
shall be entirely and alone on the scale a minimum of three seconds. This condition applies to cars normally weighed. When
scales are of such a design or length as not to permit of the
above condition, cars shall be spotted to secure accurate weights.

Scale Levers

Ways

for Nose Irons: Levers that are to be
equipped with nose irons shall have those portions of the lever
ends receiving them machined for the full distance over which
the nose irons are to move.
Leveling Lugs: In scales of the straight lever type each lever
shall be provided with leveling lugs for longitudinal alinement.
In scales of the torsion lever type, leveling lugs shall be provided on the pipe or torsion member for transverse alinement
and on the extension arm for longitudinal alinement. Each pair
of lugs shall be spaced 11 in. The leveling surfaces of each pair
of lugs shall be finished to a common plane which shall be parallel to the plane established by the knife edges of the end pivots.
Length, Allowable Variation: All main fevers shall be true
in.; and all extension levers shall be true to within
to within
knife edges of end
Yi, in. of their nominal lengths between the

Machined

%

pivots.

Loading of Levers Other Than Main Levers:

In establishing

the load for determining the stresses in the levers other than
main levers, it shall be assumed that the end extension levers

carry a total live and dead load corresponding to 100 per cent
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of the sectional capacity; the portion of the middle extension
levers carrying the load from the end section only, 100 per cent
of the sectional capacity and the portion of the middle extension
levers carrying the comhined load from the end section and inner
;

section, 160 per cent of the sectional capacity; the transverse
extension lever, shelf lever and heam, 300 per cent of the sec-

tional capacity.

Pivots and Knife Edges
physical
steel used for pivots shall be as follows
for

in

of

the

Not over 75,000 lb.
Not over 110,000 lb.
Xot les than 20 per
Xot less than 35 per

Tensile strength
Elongation in 2 in
Reduction in area

Special Alloy Steel
Elastic

Xot
Not
Not
No)
Not

Tensile strength
Elongation in 2 in
Reduction in area

Shore hardness
Steel in the

Steel

l.s
less
less
less
less

than
than
than
than
than

in.

in.

cent

160,000 lb. per
200,000 lb. per
5 per cent.
25 per cent.

Nol
Not

sq.
sq.

in.

in.

85.

Xot
Nol
Not

less
less

lb.
lb.

per sq.
per sq.

Shore hardness

less
less
less

sq.
sq.

in.
in.

;

the pivot for "cast in" pivots.

For heavy service scales all pivots of the main
machined and fitted into machined ways.
Continuous Contact: All pivots shall be mounted so as to
secure equal and continuous contact of the knife edges with their
Machining:
shall

be

respective bearings for the full length of the parts designed to
be in contact; in loop bearings the knife edges shall project
slightly

beyond the bearings

in

design that

Lever Fulcrum Stands
The

height of the pillars and the dimensions of the
bases of the stands shall be sufficient to prevent a tipping action.
In stands of the two-pillar type, both pillars shall be of equal

Design:

The pillars or upright portions of the stands carrying the
bearings shall be so placed on the bases that the centers of the
bearing lines shall be over the center of gravity of the bearing
surfaces of the stands.
Bases for Lever Stands: The bases of the stands shall be
finished to within a tolerance of 1/32 in. or machined when to be
mounted on metal bed plates; accurate to a plane perpendicular
to the axis of the upright portion of the stand, and the knifeedge bearing line shall be parallel to the surface of the base.
Pillars, Finish of Tops:
The tops of the pillars for receiving
the bearing steels, caps or blocks shall be finished to a tolerance
in.

Bearings, Bearing Blocks and Links

Design: All pivots shall be designed and manufactured so that
the two sides joining to form the knife edge shall make an angle
that will not exceed 90 deg. that the tolerance for offset of the
knife edge of the pivot, as figured from the center line of the
pivot at its base, shall be within 10 per cent of the width of the
pivot for "machined in" pivots, and 15 per cent of the width of

levers

iron shall be of such

the knife edge will be held parallel

in.
in.

than 15 per cent.
than 25 per cent.

than 135,000 lb. per
than 180,000 lb. per
than 3 per cent.
Not less than 12 per cent.
Not less than 85.

Tensile strength
Klongation in 2 in
Reduction in area

tiose

made

to its original position.

of 1/32

Hardened:

Elastic limit

arc

Annealed State:
Not over 55,000
Not over 117,000

Elastic limit

Tensile strength
Elongation in 2 in
Reduction in area

High Carbon

per sq.
per sq.
cent.

Hardened:

limit

High Carbon

Annealed State:

the

Elastic limit

Each

when adjustments

height.

properties

:

Special Alloy Steel

or in the lewis.

'

The requirements

Material.
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the loops.

Position: The pivots shall be so mounted that each knife edge
given lever will be maintained in a horizontal plane under
any load; and shall be so mounted that a plane bisecting the
angle of a knife edge wil be perpendicular to the horizontal plane
established by the knife edges of the etui pivots, and shall be
so mounted that the knife edges in a given lever will be parallel
to each other.
Support for Projecting Pivots: The reinforcing on the levers
to support projecting pivots shall lie tapered off to prevent
lodgment of dirt next to the pivots and to provide proper clearin a

ances.

Location of Main Lever Load Knife Edges: The load knife
edges of the main levers shall be so located that the center line
of the live rails can be placed in the vertical plane established
by the centers of those knife edges.

Nose Irons
Design and Fastening: Tin- nose irons shall be firmly fastened
in proper position by means of screws or bolts of a recognized
standard size and thread, or other equally effective mechanical
devices.

The mean-- tor clamping nose irons in position shall be of
such design that identations in the lever will not be made, and
shall be independent of any means provided for adjustment.
The means for clamping nose irons in position shall force or
hold them against the lexer in the same direction as they would
be forced by the load.
The movement of the nose irons shall be controlled by means
of adjusting screws of recognized standard size and thread.
These screws shall lie made of a material which will not corrode.

Finish and Pivot Mounting: Those surfaces of the nose irons
intended to come in sliding contact with the levers shall be
made true so as to secure an accurate fit of the nose irons on

Material for Bearing Steels: The bearing steels shall be equal
to or greater in hardness than the knife edges which oppose
them.
It is found good practice to have the bearing steels not
less than 95 points hardness on the Shore recording scleroscope
for high carbon steel, and not less than 90 for special alloy
steel.

Scales shall be so designed that, when
applied to the live rails, the oscillation of the weighbridge will not displace the bearings at points of contact on the

Design of Bearings:

the load

is

knife edges.

Mounting

of Bearing. Steels:

All like bearing steels shall be

or mounted in interchangeable bearing steel
blocks.
When the steels are separable and interchangeable in
the blocks they shall be fastened in position by means of set
screws of a recognized standard size and thread, and of a
material which will not corrode, or by other equally effective

interchangeable

devices.

Weigh-Bridge. Bearings: The tops of weigh-bridge bearings
the weigh-bridge girders shall be finished
to within 1/32 in. of a true plane that will bring them all to the

making contact with

same height when in position, and in a plane parallel to the
bottom of the bases of the fulcrum stands. These tops shall
be provided with bolt holes of a sufficiently large diameter to
allow for adjustment both tranversely and longitudinally to
secure a proper alinement of parts.

Loops and Connections
In loops which form bearings for projecting pivots, the radius of the portion of the bearing making
immediate contact with the knife edges and the radius of the
eye of the loop shall be not less than the length of the longest
side of the cross-section of the pivot to be used in the loop.

Design Proportion:

Length:

All loops in like connections, except
same length.

where made ad-

justable, shall be of the

Checks
weigh-bridges shall be checked by adjustable
checks of the rod or other approved type which shall be equal to
the rod type in functioning. Both longitudinal and transverse

Type:

All

checks shall be provided.
Number: Xot less than four longitudinal and eight transverse
checks shall be provided. When the rod type is used, they shall
be assumed to act in tension only.
Strength: The combined area in square inches of the check
rods at either end or side -hall be not less than the sectional
capacity in pounds divided by 60,000 when steel check rods are
used.

Weigh-Beam and

Accessories

Capacity: The maximum capacity of the beam shall be
greater than l-.i times the sectional capacity.
Full Capacity Beam:
Except for special cases a beam of
full capacity type shall be provided.
Notches: The number of notches for the main poise shall
exceed six per inch.
Registering Beam:
Scales that are to be used exclusively

not
the

not
for
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v

ra

Factory Adjustments

carload freight shall be equipped with

"i

capacity thai
beam, oi
type registering, oi othei r<
will enable the entire l<u<l to be weighed in one draft, and with
out the use of additional weights ol anj kind, except Eoi special
.i

,i

poise shall be equipped with

Jo

>

1
1

II.

movement
dii

and

interval,

means

beams

fractional
to insure a positive stop at

registering

levers and

the

ai in

the

ond

its

to prevent the
proper travel in eithet

ection

,002 in.

ill

be

in.

v,

shall

oi

kmanship and

he Mich

th.it

fa< t"i

j

adjut tm<

proper ratio

the

other approved
type ol band grip shall be provided to facilitate the printing or
registering ol the weight on the ticket with the leasl possible
disturbance of the beam.
substantial

double

or

On registering beams, means
Receptacle for Weight Ticket:
be provided to prevent the placing of the weight ticket in
position in which an incorrect weight can
its receptacle in anj

of

ni

"i

the

nut. lined.

Each notch in the beam shall Ik- adjusted
of the nominal distano from the zero notch.

to

within

Interchangeability
de ign and manufai
he
eable unless otherwise herein
scale drawings and the parts of the scale shall be marked to indicate the proper positions of the parts in ihe BCall
i]

i

shall

\

u

he, mi

stop shall be provided

a

the fractional bar bej

ol

M,

:

Beams:

On

Bar Stops:

Fractional
a
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vent

when

i

parts of
he ii

parts not
the scale

all

like scale, of the

I

symmetrically designed being incorrectlj
is

sit

pi

up.

Sensibility Reciprocal

shall

be registered.

The notches and graduations on

Intervals:
shall be

made

the

al

thousand-pound

the

main beam

intervals.

balance ball shall be provided and its movement shall be controlled by means of a self-contained hand
operated screw or other device which will not require that the
hall be rotated in making any adjustments.
A means for locking
The balance ball shall be
the ball in position shall he provided.
provided with vertical adjustment.

Counterbalance Weight:

If

counterbalance weights are to be

used, the lower end of the hanger stem shall be threaded; a cup

for the loose balancing material shall be screwed to the lower
end of the stem and each additional weight shall be provided

with an elongated hole in the center through which the hanger
stem may pass.
No slotted counterbalance weights are to be
When no counterbalance weights arc necessary on top of
used.
the counterbalance cup the cavity shall be closed by a cover,
secured in a positive manner. No counterbalance weights shall
be used in any place in the scale, except at the beam.
Multiplication:
of the beam.

The

7,000 or 10,000,

A

pivot with a loop shall be provided at the tip
multiplication to this pivot knife edge shall be

which

sensibility reciprocal shall be that weight required to.be added to or removed from the live rails to turn the
beam from a horizontal position of equilibrium in the center of
the trig loo]) to a position of equilibrium at either limit of its
travel.

A

Balance Ball:

The

Definition:

shall be plainly

and permanently stamped

on the beam.

I

The

'alue:

sensibility

shall

not exceed 50

lb.

in

Tolerance
The manufacturers' tolerance to be allowed on the
lest,

after

installation

corrections,

scales shall not exceed 1/20 of
for

any position of the

test car

1

test car

of

all

Type of

new

first

railroad

field

track

per cent, or 50 lb. per 100,000 lb.,
load on the scale. The minimum

load to be applied shall be 30,000

lb.

Scale Weigh-Bridges
Girders: In scales of more than two

sections,

weigh-

bridge girders may be either of the continuous type or the noncontinuous type, but non-continuous girders of such design of
joints over centers of bearings as will admit of flexure vertically
without derangement of sections are recommended.
Steel Specifications:
Structural steel work shall conform to
the specifications of the American Railway Engineering Association.

Bracing:

Each vveigh-bridge span

shall be designed for a
per Iin. ft. plus 4 per cent of the sectional
capacity of the scale, applied at the top of the live rail and
lateral force of 200

Beam Fulcrum Stand: The beam shall be supported on a
stand provided with compensating bearings, and shall not be
suspended. The height of the pillars and the dimensions of the
base of the stand shall be such as to prevent a tipping action.
The bearing surface of the base of the stand shall be finished
to a plane perpendicular to the axis of the upright portion of the
stand, and the knife-edge line of the bearing shall be parallel to
the base.
The center of the bearing line shall be vertically over
the center of gravity of the bearing surface of the base.
Trig Loop: The contact parts of the trig loop shall be made

reciprocal

any ease.

lb.

uniformly distributed.
Diagonal Bracing: Diagonal bracing shall consist of not less
than 3-in. x Y^-'m. angles and not less than three diagonals per
span shall be used, or the equivalent of this bracing shall be
employed.

of a non-magnetic material.

The play of the beam in the trig loop shall be not more than
2 per cent of the distance from the trig loop to the knife edge of
the fulcrum pivot.

The beam shall be fitted with a pointer to be used in connection with a fixed graduation or other device on the trig loop to
indicate a central position in the trig loop when the beam is
horizontal.
Anti-Friction Points and Plates
Required:

Anti-friction points and plates shall be provided
limit the relative lengthwise displacement of all knife edges
with respect to their bearings.

to

Material: The anti-friction points and plates shall be made
of hardened carbon steel and the plates shall be at least as hard
as the points which come in contact with them.
C learances:
The clearances between the anti-friction plates
and anti-friction points shall not exceed 1/16 in. on the beam,
%
l
in. on the shelf lever, and 4
in. on all other levers, and the
minimum clearances shall be not less than one-half these amounts,

respectively.

Photo from International Film Service

Clearances
The

clearance around and between the fixed and live parts of
the lever system of a scale shall be at least
A in. except at points
where other clearances are specified.

Y

Samuel M. Vauclain, President of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works (center) and Other Representatives of the
Baldwin Works at the Tests of the 14-in.
Naval Gun at Dahlgren, Va.
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The

Essentials of Efficiency in Railroad Shops
Machine Tools and Other Facilities Are Far Behind Developments in Motive Power and Cars
By Frank McManamy
Assistant

Shop

efficiency
iated

in

is

a subject

minds

the

Division of Operation, United States Railroad Administration.

Director,

of

that

is

usually very closely

most of us with intensive

production and stop-watch studies of the different
operations in connection with shop output, and from that
viewpoint it is a subject winch can never be exhausted.
There i- no doubt but that a great deal' has been and can he

accomplished in that way in the matter of increasing production, although it is usually done at the expense of a more or
I have sometimeserious dispute with the workmen.
found that while making time studies of shop operations
with split-second stop-watches, we were overlooking conditions and methods where the time that might be saved could
be measured with the hour-glass, and that we are, in many
of our shops, using machines and methods that are as far
behind the most modem and up-to-date practices as the
hour-glass is behind the split-second stop-watch.
The transportation machine lias, perhaps, been left by
the war in more nearly a normal condition than any other
industry for the reason that while it was worked to capacity
during the war in fact, most of the time was overworked

—

owing

the limited facilities, it is not possible to
greatly enlarge the plant, and there are no greatly increased
forces because both were impossible to obtain during the war.
yet,

to

The

increased transportation furnished represented almost
wholly increased effort on the part of those producing transportation and increased output of existing facilities.
The change which appears to be most important and farreaching, so far as the railroad shops are concerned, is the

survey of the situation immediately following Federal
showed many railroads hopelessly behind in the matter of repairs to equipment, due to their limited shop
capacity, although it was proved that the total shop capacity
of the country, if properly distributed, was sufficient to main'I he
tain the equipment.
inadequacy of existing shops and
the character and quantity of -hop machinery was one of the
things that received immediate consideration from the Railroad Administration, and while it was impossible in the
time at hand and under war condition- to -tart and complete
large, new projects, the matter of providing additional equipment and facilities at existing -hop- received earnest COnsideration and vigorous handling.
Investigations of shops and shop facilities during this
period confirmed a belief that many of us had that the importance of having shop facilities on any railroad keep pace
with other improvements is usually neglected and frequently
To promote efficient operation, grades
entirely overlooked.
are cut down, curvature reduced, terminal facilities are
added, bridges and roadbed improved and strengthened to
meet the requirements of new and heavier equipment, but the
if, in fact, it receives
last thing that is given consideration
any consideration at all until it i- forced by the condition of
power and terminal delays is the question of providing
shop and roundhouse facilities for the new and heavier

change in working condition^ and the increase in the rates
of pay of railroad shop labor, both skilled and unskilled,
and to my mind, this is a change which is permanent; therefore, it must be reckoned with in all calculations relating to
These
the purchase or maintenance of shop equipment.
changes have made it essential to see that our men are provided with modern tools and improved facilities, because in
no other way can operating costs he reduced.
The use of out-of-date tools and machinery in railroad
shops
although never satisfactory may have been in the

—

—

economy at the rates paid for labor before the
war, hut under the rate- now paid the use of inefficient
machinery is not only unsatisfactory hut decidedly expensive.
interests of

It is a

well-known

fact that

many

railroad shops, together

with their equipment were, at the time the railroad- were taken
over by the Government, and are today almosl hopelessly out

and that the method- which this lack of
make- necessary are such that no manufacturing
of date,

facilities

industi/,

operated on a competitive basis, could practice and exist.
In fact, it ha- been stated that $10,000,000 -pent for shops
and -hop machinery prior to 1917 would have made it unnecessary for the Government to have assumed control of the
railroad-.
Whether or nol this Statement i- true, it i- a fact
that one of the principal reasons for taking over the railroads was the condition of locomotives and cars in certain
of the country which, together with insufficient
terminal facilties and the effort of many shippers to use the
cars as storehouses, caused such a congestion that nothing
short of centralized control with complete authority could
sections

have met the situation.
"Abstract of a paper read before the

New England Railway

A

Club.
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control

—

—

equipmc

nt.

The

general rule in the matter of making improvements
is that if the saving to be brought about by the improved
facility will pay the carrying charge on the investment, the
improvement is a justifiable one, and under this rule, we

have all seen locomotives and other equipment scrapped
because of obsolescence that is. because the work performed
by the more modern equipment was sufficient to pay the
carrying charge on the investment and, therefore, the additional investment was justifiable.
Locomotives from 15 to
20 years old are either modernized by rebuilding or -crapped
to make room for modern power, ye1 a trip through the -hops
on practically any railroad will -how that we are trying to
maintain this modern power with -Imp tools and machinery,
much of which i- more than 50 years old and which should
have been replaced by modern equipment years ago.
I
am familiar with the statements which will probably be
made that the reasons for failure to provide proper equipment in the shops is because of the difficult}- in financing,
hut thi- dc
ver the ase bei ause a check of the service
performed by locomotives and the time lost at terminal- will
show that in many cases it would have been profitable to
have -pent the money that wa- spent for the' last order of
locomotives in providing -hop facilities to maintain locomotives already on the line and that, if this had been done, the
additional locomotives would not have been needed.

—

c

Efficiency
Efficiency, a- applied to railroa

1

-hop-,

i-.

therefore, the

-hop output to the time labor, material and capIn order that a railroad -hop may he effiital expended.
cient it i- necessary to have: fir-t. suitable shop buildings
with proper equipment and lay-out; second, an effective
-hep organization; third, necessary schedules so that the
ratio of the
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IOJ

various departments of the railroad in an} waj related to
the shop organization maj coordinate their efforts,
llu- efficienl railroad shop musl have as its fundamentals
It
proper equipment suitablj disposed and properlj boused.
is difficult t*> understand, in view of the saving to be effected
thereby, why we have so Long tailed to erect suitable build
ings tor shop purposes, and this not only applies to tin car
department where suitable buildings do not exist, but also to
the locomotive department where the loss of output in
decreased efficiency due to placing machines in badly lighted,
poorly arranged buildings where unusual effort is required
to deliver material To and from machines which are QOl
accessible, even to an ordinary warehouse truck, is really a
very serious question. So far as possible, the travel of material through the shop should be arranged to eliminate backThe material should move in as nearly a straight
hauls.
line as possible from the foundry or smith shop to the locomotive or car. 1 have seen shops where driving-box brasses
were machined at one end of the shop and pressed into the
box at the other end of the shop, several hundred feet distant; then returned for boring.
When any new shop machinery is requisitioned at the
present time, the purchase is objected to on the grounds of
the high cost, and this argument has been very effectively
used.
We must now, however, consider this in the light of
the comparative cost for machinery and labor, and when we
consider the rate paid to shop labor at the present time, we
will realize that in the life of the average machine, its cost
will be paid many times by the saving in the time of the
workmen, to say nothing of the increase in efficiency and
shop output and the additional service obtained from locomotives and cars, which are often sorely needed.
A very costly part of shop operation is the handling of
material in the shop. For that reason, crane transportation,
where it can be installed, is desirable, and in any event, wide
aisles for the trucking of material should be provided.
Shop machinery should be located with a view to the use
to be made of it, with machines or appliances for each parFor example, all the
ticular kind of work in one group.
work belonging to the valve motion should be handled in one
place.
Similarly, driving-box work and brake rigging work
should be located in one particular portion of the shop.
Someone has said, "Information is the essence of efficient
Nowhere is this more true than in the proper
operation."
conduct of a railroad shop and, generally speaking, in few
places is information as to probable requirements so sparLocomotives sent to the shop for repairs
ingly furnished.
which are said to require the renewal of a set of flues are
found to require fireboxes, and locomotives sent to the shop
It is of
for fireboxes are found to need only a set of flues.
great importance that proper record of the condition of locomotives and cars be kept and the shops furnished as much
in advance as possible with information as to the repairs
which will be required on equipment destined for the shop
within the next two or three months, in order that the shops
can provide the necessary material when the locomotive or
car is placed in the shop, thereby avoiding the too common
practice of having them occupy valuable space while waiting
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H

up to the supervision.
Each investigation made of
points where shop output is unsati factor) confirms the belief
which
have Long had thai effective and constanl Bupervi-

entirely

I

necessary

order to obtain a satisfactory output
in production comet
from the
lie average workman will give VOU, in the
top downward.
If
matter Of output, exactly what you are willing tO take.
the supervision is satisfied with a minimum performance
and low-grade work, that is exactly what they will get.
ion

is

Quality

as

well

in

as quantity
I

If we are to have efficient operation in any shop, we must
have supervision that is constantly on th< job, and will show
that the officials and foremen are as much interested in both
the quantity and quality of output as they expect the worknun to be, and that tlie\ are willing to aid in promoting efficiency by seeing that the workmen have: first, a suitable
place- to work; second, necessary tools that are as well maintained as they can be, and third, material and supplies
promptly delivered so that the workmen will not be required
to lose time waiting for their helpers to obtain material from
a storehouse inconveniently located, or have to hunt it them-

selves

from the scrap

in order to obtain

pile, or rob other

locomotives or cars

it.

An important factor in obtaining shop output is properly
scheduling the work through the shop so that the work of
the various departments may be properly coordinated and in
harmony. Scheduling will have a decided influence to keep
everything moving and avoid delays due to one department
waiting on another, and these schedules should not be interrupted from day to day by switching in jobs of running
repairs which could perhaps be better performed in the
roundhouse.
Locomotive schedules must be made very carefully. It is
almost as much of a task to make out a proper schedule for
locomotives through the shop as it is to make out a time
card for a division.
Schedules that work satisfactorily in
one shop will no more apply to another than a time card for
one division can be made to apply to another. A schedule
once made must be carefully followed, or one gang or
machine will be crowded with more work to be done at one
time than it is possible to accomplish.
Locomotive schedules bear the same relation to getting
work through the shop that time cards do to getting trains
over the line. Every possible effort should be made to live
up to the schedule, but when something goes wrong, the despatcher in the case of trains, or the general foreman in the
case of the shop, must take a hand, make new meeting points,
or devise new methods, hold some w ork back and advance
other; in fact, take whatever action is necessary until the
business is straightened out again.
It is no more possible to keep every engine in a big shop
moving on schedule time than it is to keep every train between New York and Boston on time. If it is found that
locomotives are continually behind schedule, it may be due
to two causes: first, the schedule may be too fast; or second,
something may be wrong in the shop that needs straightening
7

out.

A
real

schedule of any kind

and earnest

effort is

on material.

is

made

of very
to live

little

use unless some

up

it.

to

Equipment
Organization

Organization is defined as "A systematic union of individuals in a body whose officers, agents and members work
This is especially applicable
together for a common end."
to railroad shops where the ends sought are efficient production and minimum costs. While to some it may seem unfair
that brilliant, individual performances should be submerged
in an average, at the same time, whether in baseball or business, team work is essentially the thing that counts.
Without an organization embodying as well as implying
cooperation, little, if anything, will be gained, and this is

The equipment

is an important factor
with respect both to efficiency and output. It is not efficient
to continue in service, machine tools which have long since
A few conditions noted on a trip
outlived their usefulness.
over a railroad which operates about 1,500 locomotives will,
perhaps, explain more clearly than any other method of discussing the situation, the conditions I have in mind which
must be given attention if we are to reduce shop costs.
The principal shop is an old structure that has been added
to from time to time, and has no modern facilities or crane
Locomotive driving wheels are removed on drop
service.

of railroad shops

Dec.

5,

Issued Dec.

pits in the shop.

On

15,

1919
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account of the length of the shop, when

removing wheels from 2-10-2 type locomotives, they are moved
over the pit and spotted with the shop locomotive, and two
pairs of driving wheels arc removed. The locomotive is then
taken out of the shop to the roundhouse turntable about 150

yards distant and turned around, returned to the shop, and
the other three pairs of driving wheels are removed.
To
handle these wheels requires all the nun that can get around
them.
In re-wheeling the locomotive the same process is
followed; that is, three pairs of wheels are applied to the
locomotive, it is then taken to the roundhouse turntable,
turned around and returned to the shop so that the other two
pairs of drivers may be applied.
At another shop on the same railroad, in checking the
movement of parts of locomotives from the stripping pit, it
was found that the driving boxes, rods, cross-heads, driver
brake rigging, springs, hangers, etc., are trucked through the
entire length of the shop to the lye vat, a distance of 700
feet, and then distributed to the respective places for repairs,
and finally returned to the point they started from. This
movement of material which is trucked through a congested
shop could be eliminated by placing the lye vat at the stripping pit and in re-grouping some machines in the shop.
The driving boxes move 1,900 fret from the stripping pit
until returned finished.
This could be reduced to 400 feet
by re-grouping the machines.
At various other points on the same railroad, we found
repairs being made with the following obsolete machinery:
Wheel lathe, which was installed in 1878, on which it
requires seven hours to bore a driving wheel tire which
could be done with a modern, heavy duty boring mill in 30
minutes.
Tender truck wheels being turned on a 3 6 -inch engine
lathe in which but one tire can be turned at a time; therefore,
the operation is very expensive.
It requires five hours to
turn tires which on a modern, heavy duty wheel lathe could
be turned in 30 minutes.
Crown brass turning machine, built in 1861, which is
entirely unsuitable for doing this work.
Wheel lathe, date of installation not obtainable, but is
very old and requires seven hours to turn one pair of drivingwheel tires and six hours to turn one pnir of engine or tender
truck wheels.
Wheel lathe, old type, which requires six hours to turn
one pair of 50-inch driving wheels, and four and one-half
hours to turn tires on one pair of engine or tender truck
wheels.

Wheel lathe, which was placed in the shop in 1879 and
was second-hand at that time. On this machine it requires
from three and one-half to four hours to bore one drivingwheel

tire.

At another point locomotives are used to haul a transfer
and this practice has been in existence for about six

table,

years.

Planers of different sizes, built in 1864 and in 1867.
These machines have but one cross rail head and no side
head, and are entirely unsuitable for present-day requirements.

On a mountain railroad with over 100 locomotives, a large
percentage of which arc Mallets, there is no wheel lathe.
Tires are removed from the wheel centers and turned on a
boring mill, and when necessary to turn the journals the
wheels are pressed off the axles and the journals turned in
an engine lathe.
This list could be added to, either on this same railroad or
to any one of a number of others where this is fairly
representative of their shop conditions, and when we consider that these and other similar machines must be used to

by going

maintain some of the heaviest, modern locomotives now in
service, we will realize what some of the mechanical departments are up against in their efforts to maintain equipment.

1103

Modern appliances are an absolute necessity, and it seems
shame that some of the up-to-date shops should be filled
with hopelessly back-number machinery.
In such cases,
aside from improved facilities for handling, no decrease in
the cost of machine work and no adequate output can be
expected, and a road with such equipment will require a
greater investment in motive power and cars to handle the
a

The

is not how many locomogood, serviceable locomotive-,
and this depends entirely upon the facilities for repairing

business.

tives a

principal question

road has. but

how many

them and keeping them in servi
Next to the machine installation, it seems to me that the
problem presented in shop operation which is most deserving
of study

is

the question of transportation of parts; traveling

runways and
shop operation.

cranes, mono-rail
tors in efficient

jib crane- are

wonderful fac-

Manufacture of Parts
It is

usual for railroad shops to purchase some material

and manufacture

other.
In some shops, the manufacturing
a large portion of the work done.
In others,
the material purchased much outweighs the material manufactured.
Of course, shops, generally speaking, are repair
plants and not manufacturing establishments; therefore, if
we are to manufacture material or parts, I believe that
sharp line should be drawn as between material or parts to
be purchased and material or parts to be manufactured, and
having decided what is to be manufactured, prepare to do
it in an economical and efficient manner.
The railroads have not as a general rule organized their
mechanical departments on a manufacturing basis, but have
depended upon outside sources for the majority of their
manufactured products and such shop facilities as they have

of material

is

,

maintained have been largely for repair and maintenance
work.
Because of the diversified products of the ordinary
railroad repair shop of today, the question of production has
not been given the consideration it has in other fields.
On
some railroads, a start has been made towards the introduction of manufacturing methods by the establishment of centralized shop facilities which act as manufacturing plants for
such commodities as can be distributed to outlying points
where facilities for economical manufacture are not maintained.
Such work, however, has usually been carried on as
a side line at the largest repair shops on the individual roads.
On this basis, it has been found economical to install special
machinery and methods at a centralized point and manufacture pieces in quantities for storehouse stock to be distributed on requisition to the smaller shops or terminals over
the system.

hardly to be expected that in railroad work, it will
possible to introduce the methods used in automobile
manufacture or kindred lines, but it should be quite possible
profitably to produce parts used in sufficiently large quantities at a centralized shop or manufacturing plant.
InasIt is

be

much as the finished parts for locomotives and ears are not
designed to be absolutely interchangeable, either in design
or manufacturing tolerances, it is necessary for the most
part to provide sufficient latitude to permit of the final fitting of each piece at the point where application is to be
made.

During

few years, great improvement has been
in the design of machine tools and
special machinery for railroad shop work.
The installation
of automatic and semi-automatic machinery adapted for
railroad shop uses has been extended.
The introduction of
modern high capacity and special machinery into railroad
shops has not always been an economical procedure, however, because of the fact that the output of the shop, where
installed, has not been particularly adapted to the machinery,
or because in the average shop such machinery can only be
used a part of the time for the purpose to which it is par-

made and

the past
is

being

made
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At'.K

importance

formulating and following

definite

ami put
e under

parts are to be manufactured on b sub
be accomplished
best
could probabl)
ihrrough the establishment <>f centralized manufacturing
shops equipped with up-to-date machine tools and shop
equipment, with particular attention to automati* and semiautomatic machines for the production ol locomotive and

litions which confront the railroad! at the
with respei
to labor
OStS, if we in
-Imp costs within reason, efficient and adequate facilities in
the wa\ nf improved -hop- and -hop equipment, partii ularly

parts in quantities.

in.n

ticularlj

adapted,

stantial

scale,

One

li

of the mosl important

tion of a centralized

shop

for

factors

md

maximum

is

or even satisfactory

results

:

cost

for

material

and

labor,

it

will

be

to reorganize railroad shop facilities with a view to
keeping equipment maintenance costs within reason; therelore, modern methods of shop production should be applied
to railroad work in a much greater degree than is prevalent
Locomotives and cars should he looked at from the
today.
viewpoint o\ a large investment, the productivity of which
increases in exact ratio to the percentage which is available
It is usually estimated that the locomotives on
for service.
a railroad represent approximately eight per cent, of the
total cost of the property, but it is this eight per cent, which
makes the other 92 per cent profitable, so that even assuming that by suitable shop facilities and efficient shop operation we are able to reduce our percentage of unserviceable
locomotives from 12 per cent to 10 per cent, we have done
more than the percentage figures indicate since the amount
of transportation which can be furnished is represented by

necessary

number

the

of serviceable locomotives.

Steel

Car Repairs

While it is true that there has been failure in many instances on the part of railroads to provide locomotive shop
facilities, the

situation

is

even worse so far as

steel freight

cars are concerned, and with the exception of a very few
railroads, practically nothing has been done along the line
of facilities for the repair of steel freight cars.
facilities are

character;

Where

these

provided they are, as a rule, of the most meagre

frequently

home-made

furnaces, which result in

extravagant consumption of fuel, totally inadequate equipment of clamps, formers, etc., worn out pneumatic tools, an
insufficient supply of compressed air and, in a great many
cases, actual shortage of repair material is found to exist.
Hundreds of thousands of rivets are being cut by hand
which could be cut by proper pneumatic appliances in a
fraction of the time.
With proper buildings, proper equipment and a sincere and determined effort on the part of
those responsible, the steel car plant can and should be as
well organized and as efficient as any portion of our repair
facilities.
It can be made so only by presenting to the
proper officers, a list of needs, clearly showing the saving
which will result from their installation and, if they are
installed, by making efficient use of them.
The only locomotive and the only car that earns revenue is the serviceable
one.

Do

not understand this as a criticism of the men in charge
mechanical departments on the various railroads
except as it may be considered a criticism of their failure
more aggressively to urge that adequate facilities more
of

changed
ill

railroad

•>

mop improvement,

becau

i

tune,

i

t

nine tools, musl be provided.

the

storehouse departments.

from such an organization, it is essential that the shop be
organized for quantity production on requisitions originating
otherwise, we would be apt to
with thr stores department
have duplication of unnecessary parts and an accumulation
o\ expensive manufactured parts which represent obsolete
designs and have no value other than scrap.

With increasing

the

"i

the successful opera

manufacturing purposes

relation between the mechanical
In order to derive the

in

<>i

ive policj

it

the

promptly and economically to repair equipment be provided.
Neither is it intended to make us dissatisfied with what we
have, because all must realize that we must do the best we
can with existing facilities.
It is rather intended to be an outline of existing conditions
and is given for the purpose of directing attention to the

The Great Northern Railway

of

Russia

By Kenneth Durant

A

concession

for

the

building of the long

Great Northern Railway

in

projected

Russia was granted

re-

rd
Norwegian- American syndicate,
om
ing to information transmitted to the Department of
merce by Norman L. Anderson, the American trade commissioner at Sun kholm.
The "Svensk Handelstidning" of Stockholm recently
reprinted an official report of the franchise from the "Sev(Northern Commune), of Petrograd,
ernaya Kommuna"
slating that the constructing syndicate was backed by Ameriwell
can capital, and mentioning the name of "Hannevig"
known in Norwegian financial and commercial circles as
one of the principals. The report adds, in conclusion, that
if this group does not assume the undertaking, the concession will be offered on the international financial market.
The Great Northern Railway, which is essential to all
plans for the development of the great natural resources of
North Russia, was planned and its immediate construction
urged by a special commission created under the Russian
Ministry of Ways and Communications in 1916 for the purpose of outlining the whole railroad program of the Russian
Empire. The commission was headed by the assistant minAt that
ister of ways and communications, I. X. Borissov.
time the traffic on the Siberian lines was growing at the rate
of 20 per cent annually and the entire railroad system of
Russia was suffering from rapidly increasing congestion. The
commission reported that the construction of several new
trunk lines, equipped for heavy traffic was immediately essential if the economic development of the country was not to
The commission outlined an exsuffer serious interference.
tensive program of railroad construction, which included the
building of 4,150 miles in the five years 1917-1821, with an
additional 1,400 annually during the succeeding five years.
(This estimate left out of account special lines urged on the
The whole program called
grounds of strategic necessity.)
for the construction of between 28,000 and 30,000 miles of
If this plan had been
railway between 1917 and 1926.
realized, Russia would have between 70,000 and 75,000 miles
of railroad by 1927; still greatly less, of course, than the
The plans
railroad mileage of the United States in 1914.
outlined by the commission would have given Russia only
4.5 miles of railroad per 10,000 population and only 9.4
The budget for
miles per 1,000 square miles of territory.
materials and labor necessary for this program was estimated
by the commission at $600,000,000.
Among the roads recommended for immediate construction
by this commission was the Great Northern Railway, running north of, and parallel to, the Trans-Siberian railroad,
and designed to relieve the heavy traffic on the latter and to
stimulate the development of the vast coal and mineral re-

centl)

to a

i

(

—
—

sources of the Urals.

The Great Northern Railway is planned to run from
Soroka, a station midway on the Murman Railway, near the
Gulf of Onega, via Kotlas, a town on the Dvina river, thence
across the Urals, and so on to the junction of the Obi and
From Kotlas it is proposed also to
Irtish rivers in Siberia.
run two main lines to Zvanka, where the

Murman Railway

joins the Petrograd-Vyatka-trans-Siberian line, or else to run

Dec.

past

5,

Issued Dec.

Zvanka

15,
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directly to Petrograd.

In addition there are

planned shorter spur lines into important industrial
In

all,

The

1105

Relation of Freight Charges to

districts.

Values

the project represents about 2,000 miles of railway.
concession first comprises the construction and opera-

Russian standard gage (5 ft.) road for general
In addition the contracting syndicate secures the
right to exploit about 22,000,000 acres of Russian forest.
Of
this about 5,500,000 acres are for the needs of the constructing company for a term of 80 years, the net profits from
whatever mills and factories the company may establish to
be included in the surplus of the railway.
The remaining
16,500,000 acres of forest are given to the company for 48
wars with the right to fell the whole district. Besides the
forest concessions, the constructing syndicate is given the
right to exploit all live mineral lodes found on examination
of the lines.
The company also has the right to establish and
run shipyards, ports, and steamship lines, and will be ^iven,
free of charge, districts suitable for the establishment of
towns and villages.
Further, it may use all water power

Chairman

Julius Kruttschnitt

of the Executive

Committee and President

Southern Pacific

As

GENERAL IMPRESSION

nil.

of the

Company
of the relation of increases

steam railroad freight rate- to the present high
values of commodities is greatly exaggerated, the time
seems peculiarly opportune to place some computations before
you which show that transportation charges have played but
a

in

small

part

in

lifting

commodity

prices

to

their

present

This erroncou- impression has been inspired and fostered by public speakers, by representatives of
organized labor and by others, due we believe almost entirely
to ignorance of the slight influence of freight charges on costs
of commodities.
The cumulative effect of all -team railroad
unparalleled

Platinum

Flax

By

.

tion of a

traffic.

Commodities*

of

level.

[Gold

Petroleum

1U~-!U

Diagram Showing

the Proposed Great Northern Railway and Its Relation to Russia's Present Railways

in the neighborhood of the railway.
All such undertakings
are considered a part of the railway enterprise.
In return the Russian Soviet Republic is to be paid one
half kopeck per pood (36 lb.) for ore mined, without regard
to the kind of ore; and will collect a charge of 5 per cent of
the London market price on all timber cut.
The company
relieved from income and industrial taxes, paying, instead,
25 per cent of its net profit.
The road, should it be built, would be of incalculable importance to the future development of North Russia, bringing transportation for the lir-i time to the vast mineral, coal,
is

timber,
Russia.

petroleum

and

agricultural

resources

of

North

which in their remotest ramifications could
values of commodities, for the year 1914, which
marked the opening of the war. ha- been weighed, and the
same has been done for 1919. A- we seek to establish the
freight charge.-,

affect the

comparative effect <>f freight charges on commodity prices
in two period-. -i\ years apart, the Commission's methods
used in computing tonnage and revenue statistics and ours
in

establishing price- being the same in

in

ton of

pei

farmers of Lake

St.

John, Canada, arc applying for a provincial charter to build
and operate their own railway through the entire region,
covering several hundred miles and giving the remote districts of the north an outlet on the crulf hoard of the St.

Lawrence, probably

at

the

mouth

of the

Saguenay

ri\er.

will
''

14

freight originated"

56.00

er ton originated, dollars
value,
consi mi r. I'M" ovei 191
freight charges per ton, dollars
g< -

i"

i

3.6

i

dollars,

'.

•

— The

periods,

,

nmodity value
dollars
Preighl
Ratio "i
hai
1

Farmers Would Build Railway.

both

not affed the soundness of our conclusions.

cent ....

In other word-, only 80 cent- out of $63, or 1.3 cents out
of every dollar of increase in value of commodities in 1919,
was caused by increased freight charges; the responsibility
for the

remaining $62.20, or 98.7 cents out of every dollar.

Iter
.-

to

lion.

ml foreign conrni

John

rce,

'

I

J.

Esch, chain

ommittee on interstate
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nv,

must

sought

be

elsewhere;

u

was

caused

Dot

bj

freight

charg

entire yearly
ties

freight

transported

by

bill

the

bears to the value of all commodirailroads can be satisfactorily and

aa urately measured.

<

la

ended June 30, 1914, the Interstate Commerce
Commission reports show thai all Class I and Class II steam
United States originated 1,094,123,895 tons of
classified freight, (tonnage of Class III roads that earn less
than $100,000 per annum, whose aggregate freight revenue
i> but 0.53 per cent of the total, is not reported by the Commission), for transporting which the carriers collected $2,an average of $1.93 per ton; they also received
1 14,697,629,
S75.541.5o" express revenue for transporting additional tonnage of unknown amount; nevertheless, we have added express revenue to freight revenue without any addition to aggregate tonnage or values, thereby increasing the average
freight charge per ton from $1.93 to $2, and the percentage
of freight revenue to commodity value from 3.4 to 3.6. The
1,094,123,895 tons are classified by the Commission under
38 heads, to which appropriate unit values, based on data obtained from publications of the United States Department of
Labor, from the United States Railroad Administration, from
quotations in the press and from other reliable sources, have
been assigned.
The aggregate value of all tonnage originated and transported by the railroads, thus determined, is $61,482,000,000
(does not include the value of express tonnage, which is unin

in.

.

i

tOO

ifl

1'

mm

average freight charges to the average value of commodities,
because of the more rapid rise in values than in charges, is
less in 1919 than it was in 1914.

The preceding

table

-hows the

rates to values lor the past 21

In the year

roads

commodities "i 1916, whence tin average value
$119, or II 2 pel cent moo than that of 1914.
Freight charges per ton, iii< hiding express charges received
l'\
the carriers, are found id he $2.80, or 40 per rent more
than in I'M I.
this it appears that the relation 01

of

pel

So man} commodities originate on railroads, the values of
which are affected by freight charges, some exerting substantial and some exerting negligible influence, thai their
influence on commodity values in individual cases cannot
satisfactoril) be computed, bul the relation that the nation's
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the

obtainable), which, divided by the number of tons originated,
gives the average value per ton of all commodities $56, to
which the $2 freight charge bears the relation of 3.6 per cent.
Under the heading of "tons originated," the Interstate
Commerce Commission includes even- ton of freight that
originated on the lines of the carriers.

A

ton originating at

San Francisco, for example, and shipped through to New
York is counted as but one ton, regardless of the number of
Ton

Bradstreet's

index No.

mile

street's

(2)
7.21
7.88
7.57
7.88

(1)

1899
1900
1901
190°
1 903
1904
1905
1906
1 907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

.

7.94
7.92
8.10
8.42
8.90
.

.

.

•.

8.01
8.52
8.99
8.71
9.19
9.21

8.90
9 85
11.83
15.66
18.73
18 11

Relative
(3)
100.00
109.35
105.06
109.24
110.07
109.83
112.33
116.75
123.50
111.09
118.10
124.66
120.85
127.42
127.71
123.49
136.66
J64.01
217.15
259.84
251.21

(4)
.724
.729
.750
.757
.763
.780
.766
.748
.759
.754
.763
.753
.757
.744
.729
.733
.732
.716
.723
.862
.986

From 1899

1900: Rise in prices 100 to 109.35, freight
unchanged. From 1907 to 1908:
Fall
in prices 123.5 to 111.09, rates substantially unchanged.
From 1908 to 1912: Rise in prices 111.09 to 127.42, fall
in rates.
From 1915 to 1916: Rise in prices 136.66 to
164.01, fall in rates.
In 1916 and 1917 prices were higher
and freight rates lower than at anv time in 19 years. From
1918 to 1919 a fall in prices of 259.84 to 251.21 and a
sharp rise in rates.
The New York Sun, August 31, 1919, gives Dun's index
numbers of living costs for each of the first seven months of
1919.
During this period freight rates were unchanged;
nevertheless, the index number for August is 10.4 per cent
higher than in April.
In the case of imports that reach our shores unaffected by
domestic freight charges, the slight influence of freight
charges on their selling prices is ascertainable. For example:
to

Per cent

Commodity

From

To

Miles
Brazil coffee. New York, Pittsburgh... 444
444
Japan rice, New York4 Pittsburgh
Japan tea
(Yg. Hyson), New York, Buffalo... 440
Japan tea
(Breakfast), New York, Buffalo
440

Freight per Value per
100 1b.
1001b.
$0.27
$20.50

frt. to

value

.225

13.00

1.30
1.70

.60

65.00

0.92

.60

34.00

1.80

California oranges have at times been bought by the box
Prices of cantaloupes by
in the East at the California price.
the case are shown in the United States Department of Agriculture review of Imperial Valley, cantaloupe crop of 1919,
as follows:
Prevailing Market Prices

Relative

San

(5)
100.00
100.69
103.59
104.56
105.39
107.73
105.80
103.31
104.83
104.14
105.39
104.01
104.56
102.76
100.69
101.24
101.10
98.89
99.86
119.06
136.46

Francisco

Freight and express revcarriers over whose lines it passes.
enues as reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission
include all freight and express charges accruing both before
and after manufacture. No transportation charge, however
small or remotely affecting the cost of either a raw or of a
manufactured article, can escape detection and inclusion in
aggregate freight and express charges.
We have had to estimate data for the entire year 1919
from those that have already appeared for the first six
months, and as the estimated traffic is substantially the same
as that of 1916 we have applied 1919 prices to the tonnage

Brad

Column 3
Columns

rates substantially

rate (cents)

Actual

2 give-

reduces these numbers to the basis of that of 1899.
4 and 5 give actual and relative average ton mile rates.
The following will be observed:

A

Actual

Column

Index Numbers of commodity prio

r

Year

relation of average freight

years.

Tuly

1

2
5

$3.10
3.35
3.25

— (Box

Miles
from Impcrial Valley
700
700
700

of 45s)

Miles

from ImN. Y.

perial Valley

$2.75

2,580
2,580
2,580

3.35
3.35

In dealing with the almost numberless commodities embraced in a total of over a billion tons, it is impossible, in
casting up "average commodity value per ton of freight originated," to assign to each its exact influence, although great
care was exercised in selecting unit values. Criticism of our
investigation in some direction is perhaps unescapable, but
as the relation of commodity values in 1914 to those of 1919,
computed by us, is 100 to 212 and that of the United States
Department of Labor, published in the Labor Review of
July, 1919, is 100 to 210, we feel that the close coincidence
of these figures strengthens our confidence in our computations and conclusions, which we believe are free of substantial error.

Japanese commission of railway and civil engineers is now
Mexico for the purpose of making a study of the topography

A
in

of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. This has given rise to reports that
Japanese interests will build a railroad across the Isthmus. Recently it was announced that Japanese merchant ships were makcall.
ing Salina Cruz, en the west coast of Mexico, a port of
The
port.
this
through
entering
be
said
to
are
settlers
Japanese
only present railroad across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec is owned
by British capital, but is controlled by the Mexican government.

Maintenance

of

Way

Painters Convene at

St.

Louis

Propose Vocational Training and Labor Saving Equipment
to Offset

The

sixteenth annual CONVENTION

of

the

Main-

tenance of Way Master Painters' Association, which
was held at St. Louis, Mo., on October 23, 24 and 26,
was devoted for the most part to a discussion of ways and
means of overcoming the prevailing shortage of skilled paintAs a means to this end, the spray process was accorded
ers.
the most interested discussion, but considerable attention was
also given to a paper on the employment of painters the year
round as a means of attracting and holding a better class of
workmen, and to an address on the need of vocational training to replace the abandoned apprenticeship system.
Other
papers were devoted to further matters of direct application
to the special problems of the trade.
G. W. Thompson, Research Laboratories, National Lead Company, Brooklyn, N.
Y., presented a paper entitled "The Limited Palette," in
which he demonstrated that a wide variety of colors and
shades could be obtained by the intelligent mixing of a few
basic colors.
Martin Kane, bridge and building master,
Delaware & Hudson, Albany, N. Y., recalled the work of
the grainer, which was once so popular and pointed to a
number of modern tendencies that were leading to a revival
of graining as a surface treatment.
F. C. Rieboldt, master
painter, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.,
outlined the precautions necessary to obtain good results in
painting under extremes of temperature.
H. B. Wilson, master painter, Bessemer & Lake Erie, Greenville, Pa., submitted
a very complete list of tools and equipment required for all
classes of maintenance of way painting together with a discussion of the requirements of the more important items in
Economy in the handling of tools was also subthe list.
jected to a lively discussion.
The officers of this association during the past year were:
President, H. E. Conrad, master painter, Pennsylvania Railroad, Huntingdon, Pa.; first vice-president, H. F. Jones,
master painter. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,
Wabash, Ind.; second vice-president, Ole Stubstad, master
painter, Chicago & North Western, Winona, Minn. secretarytreasurer, F. W. Hager, master painter, Fort Worth & Denver,
Fort Worth, Tex.
;

Address of the President

The most

Workman

Shortage of

our industries and
our government."

to confiscate

1

jr

i

ri l:

about a chaotic state in

The report of the secretary recorded a net gain in membership of 11, giving a total of 82 members in good standing.
Thirty members were in attendance at the meeting.
Below is given an abstract of three of the papers presented, together with the discussions following their presentation.

Keep Men Employed Throughout the Year

By Harry

F.

Jon is

Master Painter, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

Wabash,

&

St.

Louis,

Ind.

is impossible to keep practical men by working them
months of the year and laying them off the other six.
Under this system we are merely operating a trade school.

It

six

The men we get are inexperienced. We spend our time during the summer trying to teach them, but some other industry
gets the benefit, for when we lay them off in the fall we very
seldom get them back in the spring. When the time comes
put on men we open up our trade school again and pav
another gang of inexperienced men good wages to teach them
to

the trade.

The problem of arranging the work so as to keep men employed throughout the year would be a very small job for the
master painter were he allowed to do so.
My system of
handling the work is as follows: We do our road work as
early in the spring as possible, using motor cars and men
enough

to finish

in as short a time as possible.

Consealong in the middle of the summer,
using valuable time and weather that should be used to better
advantage on other work.
After completing the road work
we give the steel work the attention it should have. I think
steel structures should be taken care of during the warm
months of the year. My experience has been that we get
better results
a better job of cleaning and longer life of the
quently,

we do

it

not drag

it

—

paint.

After completing the steel I start the station work, doing
work first, leaving interior work wherever possible
for winter months, especially all offices, interiors of shop-,

the exterior

pertinent feature of President Conrad's address
was his reference to

to the convention at the opening session

the Plumb plan, which is presented in part below:
"I wish to make an appeal to the members of this association on the subject of loyalty to our employers.
At the present
time much propaganda is being spread for the Plumb plan
of government control and it has many followers among the
radical class.
"The most ordinary common sense, awakened self-interest
and knowledge of human nature and human experience
should quickly repudiate the fallacies inherent in this plan.
The danger is that public thought will not be quickened to
the situation, and through lack of understanding and organization, legislation may he forced through Congress by means
of organized political pressure, backed by abundant funds
for propaganda and lobbying, which will work irreparable
mischief before the public is aroused to the peril.
As to the
labor unions, they are on trial before the public of this country, and they must cleanse themselves of their anarchistic
Therefore, let each and every one of us,
elements or fall.
who believes in American institutions, in property rights, in
oiderly government, line up in opposition to those who wish

etc.

During October we take care

ments, replacing
require it.

all

of all the glass requireall sash that

broken glass, also reglazing

The first of the year I make a schedule of the work to be
done that year, showing the amount of labor and material
that will be required to execute the work we have listed
We have been using this system for several years and I find
it much better and more practical than the old way under
which we had no system. We get a better class of work at
less cost by keeping the men employed throughout the year.
Results Secured with Spray Painting

By

H.

S.

Bird

Master Painter, Philadelphia

&

Reading, Philadelphia, Pa.

Spray painting is not of a recent origin. My first experience with it was in 1897.
The machine was a rather crude
affair, composed of a hand pump for compressing air into a
storage tank, a receptacle for mixed paint and a hose with a
nozzle attachment.
The paint used was rather thin in
character; owing to the low pressure obtained with a hand-

1107
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rwo nun were
pump the heavier paints could rial be used,
rhe spra) produced was
required to operate tlu> machine,
oi a cloud effect and as the operator received a large portion
of the spra) and inhaled a considerable quantity, the results
were noi

spra}

machine

is

quite

different

It

brush.

have received from concerns using spraj
Some reports
equipmenl complain of the heavy bodied paints clogging the
This may be due to many reasons other than the
nozzle.
The pigment may not be thoroughly
fault of the equipment.
mixed, or an incompetent operator may be at fault.
Spray painting applied by an experienced operator is
He is not only able to
economical in more ways than one.
cover a Large surface in much less time than with brush work,
but he has a greater reach, therefore saving in the moving of
planks and scaffolds.
He is also able to reach inconvenient
I

places, thereby eliminating the erection of special scaffolds or
I find in
rigging, which would be necessary in brush work.
some cases a saving in the labor cost of 80 per cent and in
material of 30 per cent. This is no doubt true where a com-

petent operator
is

is

employed, but in painting railings or

to the

is

lattice

wasteful of
small in comparison to the

the general opinion that the spray

paint.
This loss, however,
saving in the cost of labor.

As

in thi

coum

oi

the pre-

Vocational Training

permanence of coatings,

is

this is a question

bv

is

equipped with power air compressors which provide air at
higher pressures and make it possible to use a heavier bodied
paint, which is applied with considerable force and in a
satisfactory manner.
The nozzle or gun can be adjusted to
a broad or fine spray, the broad spray being adapted to large
flat surfaces,
The finer spray can be adjusted to narrow
surfaces and deep crevices which cannot be reached with a

it

question! which had been raised
eding disi ussion.

tin
i

all satisfa< torj

al

The modern

work
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which

Some report that the spray coatings
seems yet to be in doubt.
seem to be equal to that of the brush method, while others are
of the opinion that it is not as satisfactory as brushing the
This, of course, could be determined
material thoroughly.
by making a comparative test.
Discussion
Several members raised a question as to the saving of 30
One or two related some unsatisfacper cent of the material.
tory results secured with the spray process, but upon inquiry
by others it developed that these experiences concerned the

Chairman,

'I

Committee

he

I

»

Louis

iii
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Trade Education Development
United States and Canada, New York.

International

of the

Tin- need for more and better trained workmen in the
painting trade is recognized everywhere.
The abandonment
of the old-time apprenticeship system, and our dependence
upon foreign trained or untrained brush hand- has caused a
great deterioration in the quality of the work, and a Lowering
of its standards, until now we find it very hard to attract ambitious boys and young men to the trade.
Unless there is a

awakening among those directly interested and greater
co-operation and support of some definite apprenticeship sysgreat

tem by master painters and manufacturers
we arc bound to suffer the consequences.

of paint materials,

Ever since the passing of the old apprenticeship system,
or no consideration has been given to providing a substitute, because in our rush for greater production, and the
ease with which we obtained the foreign trained worker immigrating to our shores, caused us to forget and willfully
neglect our own American youth, who were left to drift haphazardly into all sorts and kinds of blind-alley jobs that
lead nowhere.
America is a great industrial nation and must in the future
depend upon her own resources for supplying the necessary
skill and efficiency.
It can no longer rely upon the foreign
trained product, as in the past, but it is our own American
youth who must meet the new conditions, and right now is
the time for us to adopt a system of training that will ft
little

and for others that are bound
This
are made upon us.
presents problems, the solution of which calls for the fullest

them

for present emergencies,

demands

to follow as additional

co-operation of all trades.
It is generally recognized that in abandoning the training
which was given by apprenticeship and falling in line with
the trend towards specialization in modern industry our workmen became greatly handicapped. There is a vast difference
between the mechanic trained in one operation and the

craftsman

who has been

trained thoroughly for all operations.

devices or to attempts to use the spraying
machines without proper instruction or training. President
Conrad stated that in painting some girders stored in a yard
one man with a spray accomplished as much as five men with

have need for workmen who are qualified
to assume every part of the particular trade in which they are
engaged, and this can be provided for only through a properly

brushes, but he did not claim that this record could be equaled
on all classes of work. He found the spray of particular ad-

schools,

home-made

use of

vantage for close quarters, as on the inside of box girders,
but felt that there was a considerable value in the thorough
brushing of paint, which was not obtained with the spray
process.

He

also emphasized the necessity for thorough instruction

of the

workmen in the proper use of the sprays; in his experimen were very much opposed to the machine at the

ence, the

but became very enthusiastic about it after becoming
In answ er to a question, Mr.
accustomed to its operation.
Conrad said that he mixed a certain amount of turpentine
with the paint to thin it, but had found it practicable to use
straight lead and oil in the machine.
start

7

The

general tenor of the discussion indicated a serious inspray process as the solution
of the labor problem of the master painter.
Several expressed
a willingness to co-operate with the manufacturers in the development and application of this labor-saving device.
C. B. Lyons, representing the DeVilbiss Manufacturing
Company, Toledo, Ohio, presented a lantern slide talk on
camouflage spray painting in France and a general exposition
of spray painting practice, which served to answer many of

terest in the possibility of the

The

industries

organized

still

apprenticeship system,
is taught in

where a trade

either
its

in

entirety

the

shops

and

a definite

or

standard of ability established.
We must meet the issue fairly and squarely and solve the
problem through compulsory laws if need be, but let us put a
stop to this vast waste that results from our present faulty
system, which menaces the welfare of thousands of our youth
and causes millions of dollars of loss to employers through the
Let us have
lack of efficient and properly trained workmen.
trade schools that will not only extend vocational training, but
also help in increasing civic efficiency.

The national government believes in this new and much
needed form of education as very essential to the country in
But
establishing standards of efficiency for all vocations.
you must bear in mind that no scheme of education is selfoperating, and that your craft wdll not be represented in this
broad and most liberal provision unless you personally take
the initiative in your own locality and thereby show the necessity for training apprentices in your craft.
In conclusion, I would warn you of the great problems
facing us, of the unrest

among

the laboring classes; of the

dangerous propaganda and influence of agitators striving to
The
obtain control of our labor element for personal gains.
demoralization of our laboring classes by this alien element
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far reaching, and its influence will be felt not only in our
workshops but also in our home-.
We must have 100 per cent Americanism among our
workers, and we must insist that in our system of education
and training', and also in the utilization of our resourcerecognize and maintain a standard that will insure 100 per
cent Americanism in our ivie, social and industrial life.
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that of the Bridge' and Building convention, and it will beheld at Detroit, Mich., on October 5, 6 and 7. 1920.
The

is

annual election of officers resulted in the selection of the following officers for the coming year: President, H. F. J
master painter, Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

Wabash,

Ind.;

vice-president,

first

painter, Bessemer

<

& Bake

II

B.

Wilson,

master

Brie. Greenville, Pa.; second vice-

president, Bert. E, Dai-row. master painter, Atchison, Topeka
Santa Br. Kansas City, Mo.; secretary-treasurer, and

Closing Business

&

Acting upon the suggestion of President Conrad, the date
was selected so as not to conflict with

Operation of the

New

Martin, master painter, Union

B.

E.

of the next convention

Pacific,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

York Terminal

District

Export Freight Has More Than Doubled in Five Years, but
Facilities Were Built Forty-five Years Ago
By
Terminal Manager.

THEandport
most

New York

of

difficult

presents,

freight

I

J. J.

believe, the largest

handling problem in the

world today.
It has fifty miles of waterfront with
berthing facilities for from 450 to 500 vessels; 90 per cent
of these facilities are located on the Staten Island, Brooklyn and Manhattan shores, the remainder on the Jersey side.
The percentage of piers equipped to handle freight direct

from car to vessel is negligible. The carriers have provided
accommodations at the rail-heads for 31 vessels; these piers,
however, are principally used for storage and for the transfer of freight from storage and from cars to lighters and
barges.

Terminal District

loading and the surplus empties are returned across the harbor for forwarding. The direct rail station service on Manhattan and Brooklyn approximates 000 cars per day; the

same traffic on the New Jersey side amounts to 800 cars per
day and service to the industrial sidings in the territory
amounts to 1,200 cars per day.
The fruit and vegetable traffic affords a very interesting
study of the highly specialized character of one of the operations.
There are 90,000 cars of fruits and vegetables handled
to

New York

yearly and this movement is confined almost extwo railroads, the Pennsylvania handling practhe southern and the Frie the western business.

clusively to
tically all

New York

and differs materially from other large ports, both here and abroad, in that
practically all of them have rail-head service more or less on
the order of Boston, where direct deliveries are made from
is

essentially a lighterage port

Furthermore, within a radius of twenty
cars to steamships.
miles of lower Manhattan reside one-tenth of the population
of the entire country. When you consider the industrial needs
of this population together with the large import and export
tonnage handled, and the peculiar physical characteristics
of the harbor, it will give some conception of the magnitude
of the railroad facilities necessary and the expensive operation that

Mantell

New York

must obtain

to serve a

community and a port

of this

kind.

Before attempting a description of the facilities including
marine equipment and piers it might be well to give some
data as to tonnage handled by the railroads. The total imports and exports of the United States for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, amounted to approximately 45,000,000
tons; 18,000,000 or 40 per cent was handled through the
port of New York.
As a comparison the Seattle district
handled 5,400,000 tons. New Orleans 4,800,000, Philadelphia 3,000.000, Norfolk 2,800,000. Baltimore 2.250,000,
San Francisco 2,300,000, Boston 2,200,000, Galveston 1,100,000 and Savannah 260,000 tons.
The daily average local handling is 6,000 cars. There are
maintained for this purpose 95 freight stations with storage
capacity for 4,000 carloads and team track facilities for
3,500 cars.

Practically

all

of the stations

in

Manhattan

and Brooklyn are what is known as "pier stations" served
The movement to these latter stations via
from car- floats.
car-float is 2,000 cars daily and there originates at these
same stations 1,400 carloads of outbound freight. Advantage is taken of cars made empty on car-floats for outbound
'Address before the

New England

Railroad Club, December

9,

1919.

'I

he California

livered at

fruit, arriving

Duane

over the Erie,

is

not only de-

Street pier station but is first

unloaded
and auctioned on the prem
after which it is removed by the buyers.
The southern movement over the Pennsylvania Railroad from the Virginia gateways is disposed of in like manner, except that the sale is

and

its

sorted, then displayed

conducted privately on the

piers.
Considering that this is a
seasonal movement, some conception ma}- be had of the demand made upon the railway facilities involved.
Of the export freight 90 per cent is handled at the Jersey

shore terminals.
With but very few of the steamships docking on the Jersey shore, it is necessary that practically all
cargo be lightered to ship's side at steamship piers.
To

handle the lighterage business

mainand covered barges with

in the port the railroads

tain for ordinary freight 1,600 open

a capacity of

12,000 carloads, 371 car-floats with a total
capacity of 5,300 cars and a Beet of 134 tugboats for towing
purposes.
This is the fleet maintained under normal conis augmented by charter when busiExport grain and tidewater coal is
handled by special equipment, the export grain being handled by five elevators and one treble, four of which have
facilities for direct vessel loading.
When steamers do not
take full grain cargo it is handled to ship's side on special
barges and there loaded by Boating elevators.
The carrier- operate some 100 grain boat- in this service.
In the

ditions but,

ness

is

oi"

necessity,

above normal.

tidewater coal

traffic

there arc 2,500 coal boat- in use

and

during the past year 537,324 carloads of tidewater coal were
received at the port of \e\\ York, aggregating 24. (>> 113
tons, of which 4.7 70.3 20 tons were destined and carried by
water to New England point- as far east as Boston, the latter
figures being exclusive of that coal moved to this section on
car-floats through New York harbor.
The transfer of the
fuel from car to boat is accomplished by 12 McMyler auto-

;

I

mam
I
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dumpers having

here arc

.iIm> 13

a ten

hour capacity

oJ

250 can each.
main

old style coal trestles, the latter being

tained more as an emergency

than for genera] dairj use,
rhere are nine principal trunk lines serving the i*>rt ot
Nn\ \ ork ami with the exception of ill' New Haven, all
maintain terminals on the New Jersey shore.
The New

York Central is the only line that enters Manhattan by rail;
the freight movement via this route is confined practically to
team track, industrial side track and inland station delivExport as well as other domestic freight is routed
over the West Shore road to tin- terminals at Weehawken <>u
eries.

the

New

Jersey shore.

Between the Hudson river ami the Palisades and Newark
bay the carriers maintain tidewater yards through which the
business Tor pier stations in Manhattan and Brooklyn as well
as the interchange
handled over 50 iloat-bridges, some of
these are electrically operated and capable of loading six
In these yards there are maintained 70
iloats per hour.
covered ami open docks for the accommodation of domestic
The covered docks have a
and export lighterage freight.
storage capacity of 9,000 carloads of freight and storage has
been developed on the ground in the various terminals for
20,000 carloads of rough freight. Local team tracks, freight
>t at ions and warehouse facilities are also maintained in these
The team tracks, local stations, lighterage piers and
yards.
other warehouses are served from these yards, cars being regulated to the tidewater yards from the large classification
yards which all railroads maintain on the west side of the
Palisades and Newark bay, and which are connected to the
tidewater yards through mile long tunnels, open cuts and
The open docks are equipped with mechanical
bridges.
cranes, both electrically and steam operated, of the locomoIn addition, the suburban passenger
tive, Gantry, etc., type.
i->

traffic

of all lines but the

New York

and Long Island discharges

Central,

New Haven

at stations in this highly con-

gested territory.
West of the Palisades and Newark bay on the meadowland are located the general classification yards or break-up
yards, which include receiving, hump or gravity classification and storage yards, some of which have a capacity as high
as 7,000 cars. In addition to the purely rail operation, all the

necessary facilities such as icing stations, car repair shops,
transfer platforms and ground or open storage are provided.
Here inbound trains are received and broken up, cars reclassified and held until such time as they can be accepted in
the advance or tidewater tracks. The capacity of all yards in
the New York district is 90,000 cars, the normal in and outbound daily movement is 25,000 cars. At times in the past
year there have been as high as 65,000 cars held in this territery.
The movement of the freight traffic requires 640

eight-hour switch engine shifts.

Handling Export Freight
The

fluctuation in the

ocean bottoms, the uncertainties of
scheduled arrivals causing congestion at the piers, and the
necessity of proper time distribution of weight and measurement cargo for ship's side, require a highly specialized car
and lighter handling. These factors coupled with the complicated requirements of the consular and customs departments of the different receiving countries, made necessary
the institution of the ten day free time feature on export
To obviate the necessity for holding this cargo on
freight.
wheels awaiting movement to vessels the railroads have pro-

number

of

available

This
vided the storage previously mentioned.
a second handling but increases the capacity of
that many cars and results in the saving of an
number of car days. Single, double and triple

device!

are

erage operation.

used in conjunction with this export lightLocal consignees also have the privilege of

lighter service at any <»i tin
equitably distributed public
pien and bulkheads or at am place the) may designate within the harbor.
This IS, Of COUrse, in addition to the deliv1

1

I

made .it the established freight stations.
Prior to and during the war the railroad- developed berthing spate alongside the various piers on tin New J
shore to accon
The traffic intended for
(date 31 vessels.
eries

was regulated from the interior in pracand was handled direct from car to
There was as high as 104 steamers per month han-

direct vessel loading
tically

full

cargo

lots

steamer.
dled at these railroad piers with a resultant saving of barges,
lighters, tugboats and expense.
The tendency during the
last few months has been against direct loading of this kind
owing to the lack of teamways at certain piers to take (are
of a small amount of freight originating at New York City.
This condition could no doubt be taken care of until such
time as teamways were improved or provided by the lightering of the New York City freight to the Jersey shore piers
this freight would not amount to 10 or 15 per cent of the
entire cargo.

Exports Doubled

in Five

Years

New York has
doubled in the last five years. If New York is to retain its
supremacy as the foremost port serious and immediate consideration must be given to its proper economic development,
considering the port as a whole and not only that part which
is under the jurisdiction of the city of New York and state
of New York but, as well, the section on the Jersey shore.
The pier development in New York is by no means modern,
with the probable exception of the Chelsea district; practically all the piers from the Battery to this district were
planned and built over 45 years ago, and with the exception
of the extensions that have gone on from time to time these
piers remain the same narrow piers as originally constructed,
being from 60 to 95 feet wide. The slips are narrow and
intended for the accommodation of the old type steamer.
With two modern steamships in a berth there is little room for
The

export handling through the port of

the accommodation of freight barges, and in

many

instances

when steamers

are taking bunker coal, with other barges
alongside loading and unloading, it is impossible to shift
out empty barges from the forward hatches. Railroad equipment is seriously delayed and it takes practically twice as

long to turn over marine equipment today in comparison with
the operation five years ago, with a resultant increase in expense to the carriers. The city must also give serious consideration to the fact that the ever increasing population increases the traffic that must be handled by the carriers, and
that practically all of the railroad stations serving the city
are pier stations municipally owned and are now being used

While many plans have
been prepared by the different city administrations nothing
definite has been worked out, nor has any start been made.
There have been many plans for marginal railroads, interior
freight stations and warehouses; most of them looked good
from an engineering viewpoint but lacked the essentials of
practical operation, did not comprehend the volume of business to be handled and made no provision for the future.
To handle the present domestic business now handled by
to the utmost of their capacity.

mention some of the important features

It is noteworthy to
in the handling of export freight.

'.il
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necessitates

the port by
inestimable

deck piers,
equipped with elevators and gravity conveyors, electric trucks,
electric tractor trucks and trailers and various other mechani-

and lighter to pier stations and to care for prospective
increases in the business for the next 15 to 20 years would
require several batteries of floatbridges taking up a considerable portion of the space available through the release of

car-float

pier stations, and would tremendously increase the expense
incidntal to the operation of an underground marginal railroad with its heavy overhead and heavy direct operating expenses, in addition to the switching expense necessary to serve
the floatbridges, inland freight stations, team tracks, etc.
It is a question in my mind wdiether you or I will see the

Dec.

5,

Issued Dec.

15,

day when the railroads can get away from the pier stations
in New York, but it is certain most of them will be forced
to

make

increasing deliveries of

New York

City freight at

team tracks and stations on the Jersey shore. In fact, during the peak periods it is now necessary that some volume
of the New York City business be handled on the Jersey
A vehicular tunnel has been planned by the States
shore.

New York and New Jersey to connect Manhattan Island
and Jersey City, with the New York end to be located at
Canal street and the Jersey City end at 12th street. The
traffic which is now trucked via ferry will no doubt be
of

diverted to the tunnel, but the full benefits of the proposed
tunnel will not be felt until the railroads have money available for the further development of their Jersey shore prop-

They

erties.

team

will require additional freight stations,

tracks, warehouses, etc.

The

territory in

Manhattan

to be

somewhat limited; I have in mind
from the Battery to the Bronx,
and in this connection the Brooklyn and Long Island situation.
Further, the heavy interchange of cars between the
New Jersey and New England roads should TSe via tunnel
connecting Greenville and Bay Ridge under New York Bay.
A tunnel of this kind would cost approximately thirty milserved by the tunnel

is

the large stretch of territory

lion dollars.

Heavy Cost

of

mi
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Terminal Handling

To

steamship business and 1 have no doubt that steamers will
naturally flow to that port where a quicker turnover of steamships will make it possible for steamship companies to increase the number of round trips made by their vessels during the year.

The
The

Erie can

be

Erie

Commended

commended

farsightedness in
modern pier
1000 feet long, 100 ft. wide, at their freight terminals at
Weehawken, N. J. On this pier are live railroad tracks and

the planning

and

for

its

erecting, prior to the war, of a

is equipped with four electric traveling portal Gantry
cranes which have a capacity of ten and twenty tons. These
cranes operate overhead and the switching operations are
carried on independent of crane operation.
Ocean freighters
are brought direct to this pier for loading direct from car
to boat using the mechanical facilities of the pier in loading.
This is a radical departure in cargo handling and the
most modern unit in the harbor. The time consumed in loading ships with these facilities is about one-half of that consumed under the old method of unloading from cars to lighters and towing lighters alongside of vessels and arranging
for special derricks to handle heavy commodities such as
The expense of direct
locomotive boilers, car parts, etc.
handling from the pier is considerably less and there is twice
This
as much freight handled than under the old method.
facility is fully described in the April 18, 1919, issue of the
it

emphasize the expensive operation at this port I might
say that on many of the commodities handled the cost of the
terminal handling from receipt of car at the outside classification yard to delivery in New York equals the operating
cost of hauling cars from Buffalo to Pittsburgh to the terThis situation can be corrected by the development
minal.
of facilities along the lines of economic handling with the
co-operation of the States interested, the Federal Government and the railroads. The solution, I believe, is the development of two large clearing yards in New Jersey, one to
the south and one to the north, to take the place of present

Railway Age.
I would like to degress for a moment to touch in a brief
way upon some modern facilities at Norfolk, Ya.. and Seattle,
Wash. The coal piers located at Norfolk and maintained by
the Virginian, Norfolk & Western, and Chesapeake & Ohio
R. R., are, I believe, the most modern to be found anywhere.
When I visited that port not long since I was greatly impressed with the operation; the ease and facility with which
the handling was performed brought forcibly to my mind

It would be necessary to
individual classification yards.
have two clearing yards as one yard sufficiently large to accommodate the business of the port would be unwieldy in
its handling.
These yards could be connected by a belt line
railroad; floatbridges could be centralized and the water front
developed to provide multiple story steamship piers along the
New Jersey shore from Greenville to Weehawken, a distance

ern

of approximately nine miles, the upper floors to be used for

and the lower

storage

floor

equipped with teamways and

tracks for the handling of freight direct from car to steamer.
Piers should be developed to suit the needs of the individual

and so constructed as to provide for the handling
of weight and measurement cargo at the same pier. Outside
open tracks should be provided, where necessary and piers
equipped with overhead cranes and various other mechanical
devices, detailed description of which would take up too
interests

much

time.

What
modern

is

true of conditions in

and mechanical
room between piers

facilities

adequate slip

New

York, in respect to

devices,
is

modern

piers

and

also true of practically

We

Americans have the
the other ports in this country.
inventive genius but we do not seem to apply it at home.
New York and other American ports cannot be compared
with some of the ports abroad, particularly Hamburg. The
all

import and export freight of the United States is increasing
volume from year to year; the increase is more pronounced

in

at the

North Atlantic ports and there

petition

To my

ness.

ume

among

is at

present some com-

the various ports for the handling of this busimind the port that will get the greatest vol-

the one that will economically handle freight, both
from a railroad and a steamship standpoint in the way of
effecting rail head deliveries and in the quicker turnover of
steamships.
The economy in handling can only be brought
is

about by modernization.

There

is

very keen competition in the

the necessity for immediate modernization of all large freight
handling ports. Steamers are turned over at these piers twice
as quickly as is possible at New York and the expense of
the operation

is

considerably less than at ports with less

mod-

facilities.

The city of Seattle has given serious consideration to modern pier facilities. They have already made a good start in
the construction of a modern pier, municipally owned; onehalf of this pier is open and is equipped with stiff leg derricks

and Gantry
end and

the land

on

its

cranes.

The open

section of pier

is

on

the steamship berths at that end to take

weight cargo, moving backwards to the river end of
is covered and equipped for the handling of

the pier, which

measurement cargo.
Speaking of pier development. New York has practically
stood still for several years and with the exception of the
development in the Chelsea district, which was more or less
on the old order of pier construction, no recent improvements have been made. The city of New York has many
plans and many others are being prepared for the development of Staten Island, where onlv a limited amount of
freight can be delivered at rail heads.
There are other plans
for the development of Jamaica bay which contemplate the
use of it as a distributing center for Brooklyn. Manhattan
Staten Island is approximately six miles
and the Bronx.
from the center of lighterage activity and Jamaica Bay is
approximately seventeen miles from the consuming and forwarding center of the city. You can readily appreciate that
such a scheme is impractical. Any development along these
lines should consider only the needs of the territory within

Manhattan, as well as the
Jersey district, which is fast developing, should
be taken care of by the modernization of the New Jersey
Of
shore front somewhat on the order heretofore outlined.
course any development on such a large scale as that proa

radius of six or seven miles.

large

New
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posed could
>.ui\

be undertaken

not

the

b)

railroads

alone;

to

kind it would require consider
able financial assistance from the two states and the
vial Government
Winn you consider that a development
along modern lines would undoubtedl) reduce bj 50 per cent
tli.it
ithe
now perfromed and, proportionately,
other terminal costs and would place the port on an economii
basis to compete with the other American ports, it is very
evidenl that some comprehensive development must be made
out

project

.i
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Percentage

Trains on

of

this

of

Time

I

Di

RING
<

Si I'M

\i

trains

i

li

it"

New York

is

to retain

mosl American port,

its

presenl

supremacy as

tin-

fore-

rhese are the questions engaging, our

attention at the presenl time and they will be before us

more

than ever in the future.

A Word About

Passenger Travel

according

to

a

September

in

pin ni.r
an even hii-ln
made on time run- than in i\lgU I,
statement issued by the Railroad Ad

id R

,

i

ministration, although
affected

bj

the results iii Augusl were adversely
various unauthorized strikes of shopmen.
I

ures compiled

month

b)

the

Operating

Statistics

Section

;

nearly the population of the city of Boston.
The flexibility
of the terminal organizations will be appreciated when it is
considered that for the war period, prior to November 11,

for

all

leasing initial terminals late because of dela\ to Connections,
per cenl made their runs in schedule time or better,
compared with 87.3 percent in August.

1918, in addition to the normal volume of business, 80 per
movement or 1,650,679 troops were moved

In the Southern region, comprising 33 roads, on which
48,905 passenger trains were operated in September, 43,216,
or 88.4 per cent, arrived on schedule time, while 44,940, or
91.9 per cent, made their runs in schedule time or better.
The following compilation, covering all regions, embraces
the Class 1 roads under federal control.
Suburban trains
are not included:
Trains which ar-

cent of the total

New York to points overseas.
following table will give an idea of the passenger
movement as between the railroads and the different passenger stations:

I

through the port of

arrived

WD

PaSENGERS In AND OUT OF

Eastern

of trains

43

9X.0M

15
15

77,523
80,261
7,648
3,970
48,905
49,683
25,372
25,960
42,312

)

.

.

Railroads

Stal

Grand

Central

Ivania

X.

V

Inbound bound

Flatbush Ave, I'.rookong
jyn
Erie
Jersey City
C. R.
Jersey City
P. L.
"Hoboken
Staten
George,
St
I.
S.
Island
1'.
R.
Jersey City
'

Total

bound

,N.

9,185

Weehavken

Inbound

Sta

Y. C. and X. Y.
X. It. & II
5,648
Station, ( I ong Island .... 3, 59-'
IPERLV.&B.&O. 5,593

N. V...

tion,

Out-

Island
R.

.a'

&

W

R.

T

R

West Sbore

X. J...

6,101
3,43-'

5,640

9,072 1,159.542 1,158,426

3,964
3.724
3,814
2,874

3,920
3,713
3.6S4
2.955

4.494
2,172
851

4,494
2,230

36,726

The Broken

1,384,376 1,443,336
756,098
754,982
403,444
403,444

,069,280 1,04S,027
,050,000 1,050,000
821.272
836,668
875,195
900,359

trains
oper-

...

,

of passengers

Out-

ber
of

[September.
August ...
_
[September.
Pocahontas
1 August
...
j September.
c
southern
) August
...
[September.
.,
XT
Northwestern.. 1 August ...
ral
c c
(September.
"t
Western
'(August ...
[September.
..
c
[southwestern..
...
j August
,

Number

Total

roads
ated
95,972
September. 43

(August

.„
Allegheny

One Month
Number

fob

NEW York

NumMonth

Region
f

LRAINS

rived on schedule
time or which,

rains

whicb

The

ENGER

for

regions that an average of 84.3 per tent
id"
the passenger trains arrived at their terminals on time,
compared with 83 per cenl in August.
Including trains
the

88.1

M\ talk would not In' complete without mentioning the
enormous passenger trawl in ami out of the cit) there arc
approximatel} 522,000 passengers handled in ami out of
the various passenger station- each working day or very

N'UMBEI

show

.

.

Average for
all

f

3

3

33
33
15
15

24
24
2i
23

September. 156
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85,989
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68,745
88.7
70,700
91.2
70,756
88.1
90.8
72,912
6,460
84.5
6,920
90.5
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15,855
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83.8
16,992

317,742 267,708
320,718 266.184

84.3
83.0

279,834
279.970

88.1
87.3

382,566
330,460
272.244

In the foregoing trains arriving at final terminal 10 minon time. When considering
time of departure, delays at initial terminal chargeable to
causes other than waiting for connections are considered as
Delays at intermediate points waitpart of running time.

37,012 7.342,013 7.427,066

ing for connections are considered as part of running time.
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1

382,566
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290,102
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utes late or less are considered
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The Relation
President

of

of Standardization to
the

Railway

Business

Progress

Presents

Association

Concrete Illustration to Congress
mi. hearings before the House Committee on
and Foreign Commerce, a number of manufacture- of railway equipment presented voluntary

DURING

Interstate

statement- as to certain phases of the question of the disposition of the railroads at the expiration of federal operation.
During their appearance before the committee these
men were practically all asked for their opinions relative to
standardization of railway equipment.
In response to these
questions the following letter was addressed to Representative Esch, chairman of the committee, by Alba B. JohnThe
son, president of the Railway Business Association.
letter, which presents .1 concrete illustration of the part competition and initiative- have played in the rapid development and improvement of railway facilities, is as follows:

Manufacturers of railway equipment upon concluding
voluntary statements before your committee were asked by
you their opinion regarding standardization. They replied
that they favored interchangeability of car or locomotive
parts through standardization of dimensions, but regarded
it
as essential to progress that there be variety of design
and competition among inventors and developers of appliances.

Competition Essential to Progress
you and to ourselves that a fuller explanation
and of the reasons underlying it should be made.
By conference and orre-pondence we have obtained the
knowledge and judgment of members of our association and
It is

due

to

of our view

i

In the subjoined statement we endeavor to demonstrate that competition is essential to progress in service
and in economy, that voluntary standardization by the railway.- acting collectively has long afforded and can continue
others.

to afford all desirable interchangeability,

and that diversity

indispensable condition for exertions by
inventors and by developers of appliances. As bearing upon
diversity of design, a description is given of a typical competitive appliance, the brake beam rigging.
Authorities
quoted in the statement are connected with the several concerns which make such rigging, and speak in response to

of design

is

themselves, with the- co-operation of the- manufacturers, have
in the natural cour.-e of business adopted and employed it.

A

vogue on American railways is
It comes
up from below. It must make it.- way into general approval
before it can have the force of a regulation which the minorit}' will observe.
So far as the manufacturer goes, the matter of applicability, of usability, which is the same thing as
interchangeability, is out of his hands without action of
standard specification

government.
For several decades the Master Car Builders' As-ociation
and the Railway Master .Mechanic-' Assot iation (locomotive), scientific institutes of railway officers, have annually added to the appliances whose dimensions and requirements for performance are specified.
These the
American Railway Association, as it existed prior to government control, recommended to all the roads. Generally,
they were put into effect as soon as announced.
The need of standardization of locomotives is almost
wholly imaginary.
A locomotive rarely leaves the road
owning it or even the division for which it was built; hence
in time of peace and almost entirely in time of war all
locomotive repairs are made at home.
As to cars, interchangeability has been made universal in
Accompanying this statement we present
the United State.-.
to your committee copies of two dictionaries issued annually
by the Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, publishers
of the Railway Age, one dealing with locomotive appliances,
The latter part of each book
the other with car appliances.
contains the standards referred to, with picture:- and drawFrom these books your committee can derive a conings.
ception of the extent to which the railroad s whin occasion
required have standardized voluntarily.

the

our request.

As a

factor in progre.-s what is at stake is competition.
Congress adopt- the principles set forth in Section 9
of the Cummins Bill (S. 2906), which deals with consolidations, the 20 to 35 ultimate systems will be so formed that
If

'competition shall be preserved as fully as possible.'
The
government determines rates, in which competition has thereWhat remains is competition in service
fore largely ceased.

and economy.
Such competition

in the past has been maintained between railways and between makers of devices. The makers' occupational motive for maintaining competition in both
directions is self-preservation; but the public has a vital interest in the preservation of these manufacturing enterprises
and in the continuance of competing railway systems, since
upon such enterprises and such railway competition depends
quality and cheapne-- of transportation performance.
From economical operation, the public benefits through
larger railway income, stronger railway credit, more vigorous
improvements of and additions to facilities and through a
tendency to keep down rates.

Standardization means the elimination of competition.
Insofar as standardization is desirable for the sake of
practical stability and convenience of repairs, the railroads

in

not the edict of a potentate or board of potentates.

Fundamentals

of Railroad

Economy

To

grasp the significance of the burden which a developing mechanical practice sustains in transportation
progress, it is necessary to bear in the mind the fundamental
of railroad economy.
In freight, the problem is the number of tons that can
in a word, the
be hauled by one locomotive with one crew
train-load.
Possibly the largest single factor in the notable
prosperity of such a road as the Union Pacific has been the

—

success of the
It

was

management in attaining heavy train-loading.
economy that the late Mr. Harri-

in pursuit of this

man gave

experiment and devoted hundreds of
improvement-.
For augmentation of
train-load, railroads in all parts of the country which had
been permitted to accumulate the investment basis have
poured out expenditures. They have built larger and stronger
car-.
They have constructed more powerful engines to haul

millions

hi-

to

day-

to

capital

1

the larger cars

and more of these cars

to the train.

They

have provided heavier roadway, rails, and bridges to sustain the enormously more ponderous train and cargo.
These expenditures, by reducing the cost of drawing
freight per ton per mile, not only paid for themselves, but
so far off-ct the rising cost in wages and material as to
postpone for years before 1010 the necessity for asking that
The train-load as a foundation
freight rates be raised.
basis of railroading explains the despair of

employees proposed

extra

men

in

crews

managers when
and a limit on

length of trains.
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Steel
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understanding <>i
ubsequenl n
an develop no fa rter than the beam.
operated by
For between the air cylinder, whose piston
initiated
in
the la omotive
ab, and the mi tal
ire
shoe which in action is forced againsl the wheel, there is
a mechanism which directly applies the power to the shoe.
A failure of thai mechanism puts the brake oul ol comThe cylinder piston operates a rod Located under
mission.
the vehicle midway laterally, and by a system oi Levers
moves the two, three or lour trussed brake beam structures
toward the pair- of wheels which they are to brake.
The
performance which is expected oi the beam ri
this:
that it receive the cylinder power; that it move so that
simultaneously the shoe, which is fastened to it, will l>e

will

I

an
brake

f.M ilitate

he

.hi

i

i

Development

of Aii

Brake

(

development there has been .n e\
phase
mechanical limit.
oi
instance, the
movement of the train must be controlled.
he engineer
musl be able to slow down or stop in any emergency,
["hat
i- to say, railways can progress in economy of operation qo
faster than the development of the brake
he air brake
tin-

.ill

r*o

.mil

m

i

ever)

.i

I

I

l

i>i

tlu-

60's replacing for

more exacting uses the hand brake,

stupendous advance; but stopping the toy trains
was to the stopping of the 100 car train of 125ton loaded cars of today what tlio air brake of 1870 was to
the air brake of 1919.
Progress in the trainload and in the
brake has gone hand in hand.
Even in the years when because of patent protection there
was only one maker of air brakes, competition was an ev< r
First there was tlu- competition between
present influence.
The most progressive-minded of the managers
railways.
were perpetually engaged in rivalry for cheaper operation.
It'
practice had been standardized for all lines no departure
cauld have been undertaken on any of them until the whole
national system, perhaps a central omnipotent hoard, could
he persuaded.
Cars of a certain capacity would have heen
achieved

a

of that era

obligatory until
after

specified

a

news cars for all
date might he built

all

contracted for
Territorial
larger.

lines

and topographical contrasts in conditions confronting the
several lines might imperfectly and tardily be met.
The
working of this tendency in practice can be observed in the
government standard cars allocated to some roads which
had long since adopted larger capacity as best suited to
their special problems.

Second there was the potential competition of makers who
might bring out competing brakes sufficiently original to
convince the patent

office.

A

rival actually established

it-

though it now in part covers its patent situation by a
license arrangement.
What kept one concern so long alone
in the field was that it diligently developed improvements
in short, it acted as it would have had to act if competition had been actual instead of merely potential.
A vivid
form of potential competition was that of makers ready to
enter the field the moment patent rights expired.
To maintain its commercial position the single maker long before
each such expiration abandoned the air brake of yesterday
and substituted a new device, protected in turn by new
The public was benefited because the essential
patents.
advantage which induced progressive railways to try and
use the newer appliance was the net saving in cost of operation through enlargement of the trainload.
A significant feature of the standard vehicles built by
the United States Railroad Administration was the effort,
in some cases successful, to use an appliance upon which
patent rights had run out and thus to exclude from the bidding more recent inventions still protected. From the point
of view of the public this is penny wise and pound foolish.
In doing so it exIt attains a little immediate cheapness.
terminates by starvation the breed of inventors whose work
is to promote not alone little economies but great ones.
self,

—

Brake Beam Standardization

An

more typical than the air brake is its
In what follows it has been
thought convenient to employ for concrete illustration one
appliance rather than several. For this purpose the deveice
selected is the brake beam.
This appliance is attached both
Rigid standardization of its
to locomotives and to cars.
dimensions and of its strength is necessary and is enforced.
ilustration

adjunct,

the

brake beam.

From

six to a dozen types are in use, while unsolved problems with regard to it are today the object of study and

experiment.

A

somewhat

full

description of this rigging

pressed against the wheel; and that it stand the strain.
It is in standing the strain
that is, the dependability and
durability -that progress has been made and is still prom-

—

manufacturer claims superiorhe ref<
The Master Car builders' standards tell him how many
inches the beam must measure from tip to tip and through-

ised
ity

out

the brake beam.

in

for his type

its

They

external

it

is

If a

to those qualities that

outline

in

order to

fit

prescribe the height at which the

above the

rail.

They

I

the

various cars.

beam must hang

require specified dimensions and lo-

cations for certain parts of trussed structures.

Consequently

when a car off the rails of the owning road is found with
a damaged brake beam and the road on whose rails it is
sojourning is addicted to a beam of another type, the defective beam can be replaced by one carried in stock by the
road which does the repairing.
The argument in favor of standardization is that while
interchangeability of beams as a whole is maintained with
variety of detail, each several part of the beam structure
cannot be replaced by a part from another type of beam,
but the whole beam must be substituted. Another view prevails.
This is that serviceable and safe brake beam repairs
are only made when the parts of the beam structure have
been put together under the same tests and conditions as
surround the manufacture, inspection and acceptance of new
beams; whereas such conditions are not and cannot be preThe discarded beam is not
sented on yard repair tracks.
wasted.
It is sebsequently carried to a place where under
rigid conditions qualified mechanics restore it; and it takes
its course of standard inspection like a new beam before
it can again be placed on a vehicle.
In their requirements the Master Car Builders' Association includes loads that beams shall successfully carry; but
the means by which the maker shall impart the specified
power of resistance to the beam and its parts is within his
own province. That is, the field in which progress lies.
The original brake beam was wooden. As trainloads began to enlarge it was seen that a wooden beam strong enough
for the new conditions would be a monstrosity in size.
C. F. Huntoon writes that "the best design of truss metal
beam 15 years ago weighing approximately 63 lb., carried
a load of 6,500 lb. at 1/16-in. deflection, this deflection being the maximum allowed by the M.C.B. Association, while
today a beam of 77 lb. weight, or 20 per cent increase, will
carry a load of 15,000 lb. at 1/16-in. deflection, an increase
Mr.
of over 125 per cent in strength and efficiency."
Huntoon attributes such progress "to specialists who have
directed their efforts to some one device or detail
each vying
with the other to produce an article of superior merit" and he
says, "without this competition and the protection afforded
by letters patent, there would be no fast schedule trains and
boats, no telephones on the desk or automobiles for convenience or pleasure; in fact, the industrial progress of
this country has been stimulated by and is largely due to
these very factors."
The advance proceeded through various forms in metal.
At first light metal beams met the situation, beginning with

—
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trussed structure of pipe.
Further increase in train
weights led from year to year to development of more adequate trussed brake nam structures by various manufacturer.-, differing in the various parts, most notably in the
"beam" or "compression" part proper for example, the
"U,"' the solid bar, the "channel," the angle, the "T" and
a

I

—

Each

these types taken in cross section has a
within itself and within its relation to
other parts of the brake beam structure.
Each of them
represents the means by which inventive genius competes
for superiority in meeting conditions as they evolve.
Tests
of these types and features are continually going on.
There have been strong and eminent advocates of a
standard beam. The railway men as a whole have prefered
to leave the opportunity open for continued improvement.
Since the proposal for a standard beam was made seriously
in 1910 substantial improvement has been made.
A. If. Peycke write.-: "The brake beam manufacturers
have conferred with the Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Committee this last year with a view to straightening out a good
many points in relation to interchange dimensions, clearance
conditions, etc., and cites a report delivered before the
M.C.B. convention in Atlantic City in 1919 by B. B. Milner,
of the New York Central, suggesting changes which are
necessary; also giving a complete synopsis of the brake beam
situation since about 1905.
Mr. Peycke's opinion is that
"The standardization of brake beams would be decidedly
disadvantageous to the railroads and people of the country,
and any attempt to adopt a standard beam would suppress
initiative, invention, genius and progress"
Albert Waycott observes: "Seven or eight different types
of brake beams, all interchangeable on equipment in service

so on.

distinctive

and

all

of

value

meeting

the

M.C.B.

tests,

will

surely

illustrate

how both improvement and

competition might easily have
been greatly reduced had any one type been insisted upon."
The manifest need today, according to C. Haines Williams, "is a more strict enforcement of existing M.C.B. rules
and more rigid application of test and manufacturing re*
*
*
No single design of beam has adquirements.
vantages sufficient to compensate for the penalty of having
*
*
*
brake beams stand still for years.
The initiative
and unhampered genius that produced the brake beam and
brake transmission rigging that has always satisfactorily
controlled our high speed trains cannot with safety be de*
*
*
stroyed.
The success of past practice guarantees
proper care of future problems if not interfered with by
standardization, which would unquestionably develop indifference on the part of the interested brake beam manufacturers of today.
All the present M.C.B. rules, specifications, requirements and safeguards have come, without
exception, from the recommendations

1115

and durability.
The bureau would tend to leave
hand- of subordinates the designation of those maker- permitted to bid.
Inevitably tin.- would degenerate into
a stereotyped process bereft of commercial enterprise and
of quality
in the

intelligence on

both sides of the counter.

What demands the future will make who can phophecy?
Charles J. Graham remarks: "Had the thought of standardization of parts been put into effect some year-- ago, we
*
*
*
would still be using wooden brake beam-.
The
same is true today. There remains ample
improvements if they are not -titled by the

field

for

further

fixing of stand-

ard details for parts."
We are told that locomotive- and cars have readied nearly
it
not quite their maximum capacity; that they already
crowd the overhead clearance of bridges and tunnel-: that

widen the traffic gage would involve expenditure- of appalling magnitude not only in acquirement- of wider rights
of way but in shifting and relaxing existing track< while
to

was carried on; that to lengthen the vehicles would
involve us in costly track problems and complications involving station platform- and the like.
traffic

Such pessimism is a counsel of sloth. For freight transportation at least higher actual speeds may be a possibility
contained in the now rapid elimination of grade crossings.
To what extent will this and other tendencies toward fuller
use of cars affect the stresses placed upon every part of
rolling stock?
Is it certain that electric propulsion
will bring no new conditions in this respect, or that fuel
or other source of motive energy in the future is even \"!t
identified?
Who can affirm that the controlling factor in
transportation development is yet dreamed of in our physics
and chemistry or other branch of scientific pioneering?
the

The manufacturer has always anticipated each new demand. When it came he was ready for it. He can exist and
perform that function only if experimentation is free on
the several railway systems and if achievements for the welfare of mankind promise reward to the inventor of appliances and profit to the developer.

and practices of brake

beam manufacturers."
Whatever may be the

future of voluntary standardization,
our conviction that the best interest of the public lies
in leaving the railways free without any government parit

is

ticipation in the process.

Centralized Buying

An

important consideration cognate to this view in every
line of railway requirements is that of centralized buying.
Standardization would, we fear, do more than put a stop
to the maintenance of vigorous departments of the manufacturing establishment- for the testing and development of
new devices and features. Not only would all the companies be reduced, so to speak, to automata filling orders
to specifications, but there would be the further tendency
to concentration of purchasing in some central bureau.
Its.
lesponsible heads would probably not get and keep personal knowledge of the reliability and resources of individual
makers. Bidding would tend to be controlled more and more
by the element of price, and less and less by the element
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Operating Locomotive Boilers Using Treated
Instruction of

Enginemen

the

in

Use

of the

Water

Blow-Off Cock

Essential to Secure Best Results

By

Tkimuch

water

\11\1.

locomotive

for

boilers

has

F.

W. Dunnin

following

in

for years

discussion,

therefore,

deals

chiefly

with

and

as tin- is not a re.-ult of treatment, and should be
avoided by changing the source of supply, or removing the
substances before passing the water to the engine tank. Alkali salts and sediment such as sludge are a result of soda
ash treatment, although these substances frequently occur
Soda ash, when introduced into the
from natural causes.
water, attacks the sulphate of lime, changing it into carbonate of lime and sulphate of soda. Only a small portion
of the carbonate of lime is precipitated before the water
reaches the boiler; the remainder causes the white sludge
The sulphate of soda is an alkaline
present in the boiler.
As water is continually be-alt and remains in solution.
ing evaporated the sulphate of soda continues to increase
in quantity since it does not pass off with the steam.
When the boiler is allowed to remain quiet, the mud or
sludge has a tendency to settle and work back toward the
Thus it will be found that the suspended matter
firebox.
much more heavily concentrated at the blow-off valve
is
than it is at the water glass. The distribution of the alka-

water

rhe process of water treatment must be divided into two
equally important phase.-; first, the actual mechanical feature- involved in introducing the chemical into the water;
second, the handling of the water in the locomotive boiler,
Both of these divisions
after treatment has been received.

One of the
need careful attention and close supervision.
made in water treatment is neglect
Very often the handling of the water
of the latter feature.
in the locomotive boiler is entirely ignored, and due to this

greatest errors that can be

the

treatment

is

doomed

to

failure.

handling of the treated water can cause as
the raw

Improper

much damage

as

or untreated water.

line

The substances contained in the water in solution cause
It is utterly
>uch trouble as scaling, pitting and foaming.
impossible to overcome these troubles by simply placing certain chemicals in the water, unless attention is given to other
Sonic of these substances can be removed and the
detail-.
chemical form of others can be changed, but not all the
troublesome matter can be removed. Therefore it is necessary to call on the engineman to help out, particularly where
soda ash

is

tin

cauS(

treated in this manner.

oversight

be attributed to the following Bubstances contained
water; animal or vegetable matter, mud or sediment,
inot nece.-.-ary to consider the first
It
alkali -alt-.

ing can

received

roday it is attracting still
more consideration and those informed on the subject
would not be feasible
It
agree as to the benefits derived.
here to go into the merits of ever) method now used; suffice
it to saj
that the majority of the roads have decided on the
use o\ soda ash. or soda ash and Lime together, as the most
economical means for treating the average boiler water. The
attention

salts,

which

are

in

solution,

practically

is

uniform

To reduce the mud, it must be althroughout the boiler.
lowed to settle and then be removed by opening the blow-off
valve.
To reduce the alkaline salts, part of the water must
be blown out and replaced with water containing less alkaThis does not require separate blowing for each
line salts.
case.

Reducing Concentration

in Boilers

used.

Interesting

Enginemen

The engineman cannot

in

For instance, assume the alkaline salts have reached a
concentration of 200 parts per hundred thousand. The concentration is not reduced by simply removing part of the
water.
The alkaline salts are uniformly distributed and
the water remaining in the boiler has the same amount in
solution as the water blown out.
It is necessary to open
the injector and replace the water blown out.
If the tank
water has only 20 parts of alkaline salts and 10 per cent
of the contents of the boiler is added as fresh water from
the tank, the result is the boiler water will now show 182

Water Treatment

assist in securing the best results

from the treatment unless he has the necessary information,

and while this
Whether
late.

not simple, yet it is fairly easy to assimithe instructions are given by bulletin or by

is

talks collectively or individually does not matter particuit is necessary to use all these methods to a

larly, although

The point is, the engineman must
greater or lesser extent.
know how to handle the boiler when using treated water.

Few men

will continue to carry out mere instructions unless
they have reason to believe they are accomplishing some useTherefore the objects and purposes of the waful result.

should be fully explained.
for educating the enginemen is as folSome capable person should be placed in charge of
lows:
the educational work, local conditions determining how
much time must be allotted to this subject. First, a list of
all enginemen and firemen in the territory under consideration should be procured, and preferably by personal observation these men should be graded as to their knowledge,
ability and performance in handling the locomotive boiler.
The men at the bottom of the list can be given special atIt is then a simple matter quickly
tention and instruction.
to remedy boiler troubles insofar as man failures are con-

ter treatment

One good method

parts of alkaline salts per 100,000 parts of water.

It is apparent then that the reduction of the alkaline salts can only
be accomplished by blowing out and replacing with water
of a lower concentration.
As water is continuously being evaporated, and the
amount of mud and alkaline salts continuously increased in
the boiler, it is necessaray to remove these substances before
they get to a troublesome point. This means the boiler must
be blown out at equal time intervals during a run. These
intervals and the amount to remove must be determined by
the quality of the water.
Heavy treatment will entail heavy
blowing and light treatment a lesser amount of blowing.

Use
The proper

of the

time for blowing out

after both the throttle

cerned.

Causes of Foaming and Priming
All the trouble resultant from water treatment is caused
by the foaming or priming of the water. Generally, foam-

Blow-Off Cock

and

injector

is

four or five minutes

have been shut

off.

This

allows violent circulation to stop and the sludge to settle
where the blow-off valve can remove it.
It is well not to
remove more than six inches of water as measured in the
water glass at one time, because an undue amount of cold
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water has a bad effecl on the flues and firebox sheets and
The blow-off should never be opened
cause leaking.
while the injector is working (except in emergency) as this
brings the cooling effect on the firebox sheets to the extreme
limit, and also allow- a great deal of fresh water to pass

may

out.

Definite directions for blowing out cannot be given without investigating thoroughly the quality of the water in use
in the territory in question, or running several tests to de-

termine the proper amount of blowing that is necessary.
Foaming trouble can be materially lessened by carrying the
Arrangements should always be
water low in the boiler.
made at terminals to have the hostler give the boiler a certain amount of blowing out, thus lessening the amount of
blowing which must be done on the road.
The whole question of taking care of the boiler using
treated water resolves itself into a matter of the proper way
and proper time to do the blowing out. The proper way is
explained above.
The proper time must be determined by
conditions and should be extended to three or four periods,
occurring at about equal intervals during a run.
All the
blowing out should never be attempted at one time, neither
at the beginning, middle, or end of the trip, as satisfactory
When the
results will not be obtained in this manner.
proper amount and time for blowing off have been determined, this schedule should be strictly adhered to.
The La Crosse division of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy has averaged about 2,000 miles per boiler per washout.
This means about one washout per month for each
This division uses soda ash treatment at all of its
boiler.
water stations.
Other divisions will approximate this performance when the blowing out proposition is given sufficient attention.

Analyzing Samples from Boilers
At the various terminals or sub-division points on those
& Quincy system where

divisions of the Chicago, Burlington

treatement is used, samples of water are collected at least
These samples are
once a month from locomotive boilers.
analyzed and reports sent to the master mechanics in charge
Explanations accompanying each
of the territorty affected.
report state whether the treatment is correct or not, and also
call

attention to the

by the

amount

total dissolved

of blowing out, as determined

solids or alkaline salts in the water.

then devolves largely on the master mechanic to take such
as are necessary to insure the proper
blowing out. The treatment itself is maintained correct by
frequent inspections and analyses at the various treating

It

corrective measures

plants, and these boiler samples serve also as an additional
check on the various waters last used by the locomotive.
Thousands of dollars have been saved in locomotive repairs, flue failures, washing out, and in coal consumed,
through the medium of treated water. Thousands of dollars have been wasted on water treatment because enginemen were not informed about their part of this work, and
the project in many instances has been given up.

Results Secured by Co-operation

Man} cases have come to my attention where one engineman on a certain division would have no trouble with treated
water, while the next man would continually have difficulty.
The first man had made it a point to inform himself on the
subject, while the other had made no effort to get the allOne particularly striking case ocimportant information.
curred with two passenger enginemen on the same run.
The
first man had a ''regular" engine on a hard local
run.
Conditions were excellent on this run for foaming trouble,
as every water station on the division furnished water
However, this engineman had no
treated with soda ash.
trouble and repeatedly offered to run his engine 30 or even
60 days to a washout. As a matter of fact, the boiler was
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washed out every 15 clays. One day the regular engineer
"laved oft" sick, and his run was taken by a second man,
who was also a regular passenger engineman. There was
no end of foaming trouble while he was on the run.
The
boiler must be washed out after each trip.
This man was
of the type who did not take kindly to the information at
His attitude was, "I have run engines thirty
his disposal.
years ago, before we ever heard of water treatment, and I
an see no advantage at this late date in usinu -oda ash.
It is all rot."
When the other engineer came back on the
job there was no further trouble.
The engineman who
would not assist in getting the best results from treated water did not bother to learn that the life of this same locomotive boiler had been increased over 100 per cent between
shoppings for boiler repair- since the water treatment was
i

introch

The same point is illustrated in connection with the introduction of water treatment on two railroad divisions; the
first division had it- entire force of enginemen lined up in
about four months from the time it was introduced, and the
locomotive performance was remarkable as compared to the
In this case the two traveling engineers
previous period.
made a special point of instructing these men on handling
the boiler.
The second division, after ten month-, was -till
having trouble.
In the latter case the traveling engineers
made no special attempt to educate the men on the proper
handling of the locomotive boilers.
The results in each case
illustrate

my

point.

cannot be emphasized too strongly that where water
treatment is contemplated, the handling of the locomotive
boiler must be given full and proper attention.
By neglecting this phase of the subject, water treatment can be made
an entire failure where otherwise it would effect a big
It

saving.

Why

the Railroads

Should Be Returned
Smith, formerly regional

director under the Railroad administration, who recently resigned to return to the presidency of the New York Central,
has outlined his views regarding the railways in a letter to
Senator Calder of New York, in which he says:
When I resigned as regional director of the United StateRailroad Administration certain newspapers asked for a
statement of my impressions of government operation of the
railroads and my views of the railroad problem generally. * I
have refrained from issuing such a statement, believing that
it
would be best to convey any ideas that I have on the
subject to you and the other gentlemen who are working on
the problem.
Therefore, if your mind is -till open with

AH.

perhaps
say may be acceptable to you.
The human element in American railroads represents 00
per cent of its effectiveness. The other small percentage of
the whole would be useless without individual vision, effort
and experience. Fixed responsibility really has seemed to
It leads into
be impossible under government management.
such a maze of interests and interference- that the employees
reference to the solution of the railroad situation,

what

I

do not

have

get

to

mind that they do in private
mind is one of the most important
operation.
and the eft.
Destroy

into that state of

operation, and the state of
part-

of

railroad

manifest all through the rank and
great machine.

it

file

and every part

I know that you realize fully that it is
must have the individual concern of the

a

of the

business that

—

employee the
engineer at the throttle, the fireman beside him, the conductor, the flagman, the signalman, the section foreman, and
on up to the officers of the company they all must have a

—
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responsibility

fixed

Mo-i

of

the

work

dome beyond

is

tin-

territory
spreads over a va
rhe m. m ,tt midnighl and in the storm musi do hh dut)
absolutely and Fully, with do one to see him and n<> one to
llr must have an incentive
not one oi mere
direel lnm.
salary, but one of pride and hope that he may some time
be mure than he is.
know never disputed,
it
has been stated, and so far as
es.

p|

tin-

officers,

because

it

I

1

thai

before the war the American

paid

them

railroads

for

each dollar

rendered considerably greater and substantially

England, France or Ger
European railways, however, do not in any
degree compare with the American railways in extent. They
better service than the railways of

mam.

The

are short railways tor the mosl part, with dense populations,
while the American railways are spread over a vast and, in

some

cases, sparsely settled territory.

we are to become what we are destined to become if we
make no mistakes a great commercial country, from a
foreign as well as a domestic standpoint—we must have sufThose that produce it
ficient and efficient transportation.
[f

by providing the capital and labor should he properly reThe manufacturers and the merchants and the
warded.
Ours is a country of
public as a whole owe that to them.
threat distances, and with that handicap we shall not he ahle
shorter
to compete successfully with those countries with
distances unless our transportation system is adequate and
The American railways require capital properly
efficient.

and liberally expended to furnish more facilities and modern
equipment to offset the lahor and other charges which have
been placed upon them. To my mind, it is important, thereFore, that a

fair return he allowed, so that capital will enter

and provide those facilities.
Looking backward, it is a little over a year ago when the
congestion was so acute that the people were willing to pay
almost anything for transportation if they could have it, and
These railroads have
such conditions should he avoided.
stood still in their expansion and development, broadly
Economy is going to come in
speaking, for a long time.
their expansion and refinement, and economy in rates will
result, not from radically cutting wage costs, but by giving
the railroads and employees a better machine to work with,
more facilities, more yards and shops, and other essentials
that go to make up a successful transportation instrumenPre-war we had approximately $450,000,000 of
tality.
equipment standing idle. Since the signing of the armistice
we have seen substantially the same condition repeated.
This is a situation that is inevitable and the compensation
to the railroad companies must provide for the lean years
which produce such a condition, for the reason that it is
impossible to provide the facilities as fast as the business
in periods of abnormal traffic.
In the matter of the return of the railroads to the corporaopinion is that they should be restored at an early
tions:
date.
It will eliminate uncertainty in the state of mind
The
referred to previously, and the morale will improve.
government said when the roads were taken over that they
would be returned in as good condition as when they were
That means not only -physically but as nearly as
taken.
possible mentally, and the government can not afford to
do other than to keep its promise. Perhaps a law can be
written that will cover all the involved questions that exist

demands

My

and permit settlement with the restoration. But the situation
is very complicated, and it may be that the government will
find it advisable to appoint a commission or board to make
the settlement after the return, in the meantime giving the
benefit of private operation to the people
tem of compensation being continued as a

—

the present sys-

guaranty pending

—

a limited time to be allowed after the return to
This comeffect the settlement and avoid protracted delays.
mission might well be made a permanent feature of our

settlement

svstem of railroad regulation and should be composed of at
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and he charged with the n'sjxminformed with leaped to the transports
lnm necessities Ol the COuntry generally, and to make repreInterstate
the
sentation-.
t<»
Commero Commission with
to the revenues required to provide the necessary
and insure proper development of the
facilities and servii
least

three commissioner-

sibility of

Iceepin'g

i

<•

transportation

sj

item.

The cases of the weak and the strong roads, so to speak,
If the road is
should be weighed out by thi< commission.
BO weak that it can not stand, it should have spo ial treatment,
[f it is absolutely necessary to the need- and comfort of the people it should have some extra allowances

The entire rate structure should not
he thrown out of proper position because of some exceptional case any more than any other business undertaking
in our country should be gaged by the exceptions.
The
question of rates, in which the public arc most deeply concerned, because it affects the cost of living and the amount
of business we may do, is a matter for study by experts.
Much has already been accomplished in this direction by
the Interstate Commerce Commission and those drafted into
government service, and they have shaped up a great
amount of valuable information which is available to any
authority that the government might designate. Rates established as a war measure and to meet the changed conditions
should be continued as presumptively reasonable.
Pre-war
rates should not be the basis of future rate regulation.
I
believe that it is generally admitted that the interstate commerce law sought to regulate the railways on a basis of
reasonableness and justice. The operation of that act, however, has put the burden of proof in all instances on the
railroads, and that, it seems to me, is a fundamental violation
of justice.
As I see it, what is needed is to bring order
out of the confusion of conflict of regulation between the
various authorities.
Briefly, the foregoing suggestions contemplate the prompt
return of the railroads; the continuance of the present rates
until changed and adjusted to meet the largely increased
charges; the continuance of the guaranteed standard return
until this is accomplished; the creation of a board or commission which will act as an administrative board, charged
with the responsibility to represent the public interest in
respect to the adequacy of facilities and service, and in addition to exercise the functions and powers of the present
Interstate Commerce Commission, except as to accounting,
locally or otherwise.

valuation, rates,

etc.

estimated that 12 per cent of the Nation's wealth is
invested in the country's transportation systems.
It is safe
to say that 100 per cent of the public interest is involved
therein.
It is one of the great problems that we have before
us.
It is of prime importance that it be solved properly.
Politics or theories have no place in its consideration; it is
a business of manufacturing transportation.
Good machinery should be used, together with good brains and full
effort, to the end that the country and the people shall continue to have what they always have had
the best transporIt is

—

tation in the world

;

the greatest in

volume and heretofore the

least in cost.

—

On Guard Agaixst the Wicked Railroads. The New York
Board of Trade and Transportation has written to Chairman
Esch of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, requesting the passage of
w hich is offered) "to continue

draft of

r

a joint resolution
in effect rate

(a

making

laws until Congress shall enact the general railway laws" for
which the country is waiting. The letter declares that in
the probable absence of the passage of any such general
railway legislation this month the effect of President Wilson's recent veto of the Senate bill to restore the Interstate
Commerce Commission's pre-war powers will be to give the
railroads full power to raise rates without hindrance.

All Steel Spreader

New

Plow Embodies

Feature

Was Recently Subjected to
Service Tests
Severe
Series of

Unusually Heavy Machine

The

bucyrls comi'A.w, South Milwaukee, Wis., has
developed and is now introducing a spreader plow
which embodies a number of new features, and also
involves much heavier construction than any previous deThis spreader has recently been subjected to an exsigns.
tended series of tests under heavy service on the lean ore
and waste dumps of the Oliver Iron Mining Company, at
Hibbing, Minn., where it has demonstrated it's ability to
stand up under unusually severe conditions.
It is designed
to plow material from between the rails to either or both sides
l
in. below the top of the rail and to spread
to a depth of 2 />

The

is hinged to
by three Bishop
bolts or shrink links so designed that they will break and
allow this section of the wing to swing back on striking a

length of 25

ft.

the rest of the

section at the outer end

wing and held

stationary object, before the
in position the

wing spread-

in position

wing
a

When

itself suffers injury.

minimum width

of 12

ft.

and

a maximum of 22 J/> ft. when horizontal or when inclined at
It can spread to a level of 19 in. above
the greatest angle.
the top of rail or 24 in. below, giving a maximum vertical
range of 43 in., which can be secured in increments of three
The wine; can also be inclined at the outer end to
inches.

45-72 Face to face of couplers.

General Plan and Elevation of

it

at either side to a

maximum

distance of 22)/.

ft.

from the

maximum

of 84

This spreader plow is of unusually heavy design and is
It
weighs 136,620 lb. of which
throughout.
80,640 lb. is carried on the front truck, this latter weight
being an important factor in holding the spreader on the
The frame
track and reducing the liability of derailment.

ing.

It
designed throughout for 100,000 lb. draw bar load.
is equipped with the Waugh friction draft gear, which with
the trucks is built to M. C. B. Standards.
The wings, which weigh approximately '12,000 lb. each,
are solid steel castings made in three sections with a total
is
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Spreader

depression of 12 in. below or to an elevation
The wearing edge of the
above the inner end.
wings is of high carbon steel angle castings. An important
and distinctive development in this spreader plow is the
arrangement whereby the wings can be folded in to the car
regardless of the pitch or angle at which they may be standa

center of the track.
built of steel

New

in.

The spreader wing is held in plowing position by a tubular
brace built of 9-in. extra-heavy, lap-welded steel pipe. The
forward end of this brace is connected to the wing by means
of a universal joint, while the rr;.r end is connected to a

movable cross-head

In

means

of

a

ball

and socket

joint.

1

I

1

In

RAILWAY AGE

_M
travel ol

this

>

head determini

ross

rhis width of spread

ma) be

vari

.1

b)

the width of spread
increments oi approx
and b) increments of

it
between
and 16 ft
it
in
from l'
arrangemenl ia also ft
unique feature and makes it possible to open and close the
wing from the cab automatical!) t" an) pre-determined
In- ma) be a< omplished with Little effon
width of -pii-ad.
and with do loss ni time
Hie vertical inclination of the
wing above and below the horizontal is accomplished by
shortening or lengthening the in< lined support brace.
The \ shaped pilot plo^ is Lo ited in from of the main

imatel)

(>

l

\

.'.

in.

l

I

Rear View

of the

and is arranged in such a manner that it may be
used for plowing and flanging either snow or ice from between the rails to a depth of 2
in. below the top of the
\

_.

plow carries a transfer or shift
wing that can readily be opened and fixed in position by
one man, for the purpose of transferring loose material from
Each side of the

one side of the track

Four

in

.i

M

for

motive and
i

fe<

i

in

opera! ing

lindei
taken rora
provided with an ail
diameter b) seven feel long.
ili<

the

machine

i

\

i

i

tin

ia

Ml movable part- of the spreadei are machine finished
which tends not only toward accurac) of lit but towards
oi

operation

contact between

with

the

resulting

conservation

of

air.

wings and the vertical sliding post

I

in

on

Wing, Showing Construction

car bod)

rail.

I
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pilot

to the other.

air cylinders control all the operations of the plow.

Plowing

a

Shoulder

Down

which they are raised and lowered is by rollers, greatly reAs
ducing the friction from that with a sliding contact.
a result the wings can be raised with a minimum air pressure
of 50 lb. while the spreader plow* can be operated readily
with the averag: train line pressure of 70 lb.
Summing up,
the plow presents to railroad men. A wide range of spread

The Spreader With Wings Folded Back

One cylinder is employed for raising and lowering each of
the two large wings, one for raising and lowering the pilot
plow and one for opening and closing both wings. These
cylinders are controlled by four-way valves located on a table
in

the front of

the car

which mav be enclosed in

a

cab.

both in width and elevation;

The automatic opening and

closing of the wings to any pre-determined width The opening and closing with the wings to any vertical angle Adapt;

;

ability to flanging

snow and

use as a snow plow in

from between the
yards or on the main line.
ice

rails

and

Interchange Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Meeting
Discussion of Changes

in

the Rules of Interchange;

Uniform Inspection Records Advocated
CHIEF
TillForemen'.-

INTERCHANGI

CAB

INSl'l

CToKs'

and

Car

Planters Hotel, St.
Louis, Mo., September 23-25, with W. J. Stoll, chief
At the
interchange inspector at Toledo, Ohio, presiding.
first session, prayer was offered by Captain Arthur Andrews
of the Salvation Army; L. McDaniel, prosecuting attorney,
Assck iation met at the

welcomed the convention, T.

J.

O'Donnell responding

for

the association.

President's Address
In his address as president of the association, Mr. Stoll
spoke in part as follows:
"The discussion of the M. C. B.
rules and other matters pertaining to the construction and
maintenance of cars is an important question and one which
requires sound judgment and executive ability. The changes
in the M. C. B. rules of interchange, which take effect October 1, while not numerous, are quite important.
The
rules now in effect have not as yet been discussed by this
association, and I hope the members will take advantage of
this opportunity to discuss them.
I would also call attention to the fact that the loading rules have been rearranged
and a discussion of them would be of interest and beneficial,
as many cars are being improperly loaded.
This association might well recommend that shippers should be furnished with copies of the loading rules. Because of the conditions which have been brought about by the war, such- as
pooling certain portions of the equipment, routing cars away
from home where material was not available to make proper
repairs, insufficient help, etc., it is necessary for this association as well as others to put forth its best efforts to remedy
;

conditions."

The report of the secretary-treasurer was then read; it
showed that the total membership was 508 and that there was
a satisfactory balance in the treasury.
Discussion of the Rules of Interchange
At the session on Tuesday afternoon, the discussion of the
Rules of Interchange was taken up.
The first question
raised was with regard to the meaning of paragraph 6 in

which reads, "Empty cars offered in interchange,
and serviceable condition, must be accepted." T.
J. O'Donnell (Buffalo) asked what constituted a serviceable empty car and whether this rule was to he construed
as permitting the offering in interchange of cars with minor
defects, which could readil) be repaired.
I".
C. Schultz
(Chicago) advocated ignoring slight defects in order to expedite traffic.
There was considerable difference of opinion
as to whether the receiving line had the power to refuse
cars which were not serviceable for the commodities for
which they were desired. F. Trapnell (Kansas City) stated
that instructions had been received from the regional direc
tor defining what should be regarded as a serviceable car
Terminal district inspectors had
and in the Kansas
it)
been working under tin.- interpretation.
Several expressed
the opinion that under present conditions it is necessary for

Rule
if in

2,

safe

and run, repaired or transferred, the empty cars tan be
if
in the judgment of the receiving line the}' arcnot in safe and serviceable condition,
did- rule has madeline

rejected

it

easy for roads that originate a great deal of
off their lines, while- road- that offer a

car-

traffic I

great

many

empty cars to connections have suffered from the accumulation of bad order car- which they are unable to dispose of.
The discussion showed that there was a wide diversity of
practice in different sections of the country, due in part to
lack of uniformity in the orders issued by the regional directors.
A committee was appointed to consider the matter
further and to present a report to the convention.
The committee after deliberation reported that it did not feel it consistent with the basic intent and purpose of this rule and the
decisions thereon by the Railroad Administration, that any
changes in the application of the rule should be recommended
other than the proper supervision by those in authority
at the several terminals and interchange points consistent
with local conditions.

Changes Recommended by the Arbitration Committee
Following the discussion of Rule 2, the association proceeded to consider changes in the rules as recommended in
the report of the Arbitration Committee presented at the
1919 convention of the Mechanical Section of the American
Railroad Association.
The revised text of the rules, together with the discussion concerning them, are given below:
Rule 32.
(Delivering line responsible) Damage to any car (including
cars on ferries or floats) if caused by (a) derailment, (b) cornering, <c)
side swiping, (d) collision or impact other than that occurring in regular
switching, (e) handling of cars with broken or missing couplers, or couplers
(nit
of place, (f) colliding with or shoving over bumping post or other
fixed obstruction, (g) shifting of loads from other cars, (h) overloading,
(i) explosion, (j) collapsing buildings or other structures on right of way,
(k) unconcealed fire damage, (1) flood, (m) storm where car is derailed or
destroyed, (n) failure to close hopper or drop doors before moving car.

The former wording of this rule made the delivering company responsible for damage due to wrecks, and this indefinite term had caused many controversies.
H. W. L. Forth
(Swift

& Company)

clarify the
tor will

meaning

still

switching.

made

it

brought out that while the changes

of this rule, the

enter in determining

judgment of the inspecwhat constitutes regular

F. C. Schultz stated that the rules

possible for roads to break

now

in force

up cars in switching and
the damage if the trucks

owners responsible for
were not derailed.
G. Lynch called attention to the fact
that the terms collision, impact and regular switching are
still indefinite and even the new rule will be hard to interpret.
J. P. Carney (Michigan Central) expressed the opinion that the changes in the rule were not intended to put
the responsibility for damage to weak equipment on the
handling line.
A motion was adopted stating that it was
the sense of the meeting that if cars are damaged the owner
yet hold the

i-

be held responsible,

to

the car

i-

if

the trucks are not derailed

and

not cornered or side swiped.

'

the joint interchange inspectors to allocate cars to the various
railroads, taking whatever measures local conditions make

Mr. O'Donnell contended
necessary to move tin traffic
that there should be some general ruling which could be
applied regardless of the immediate circumstances.
G.
Lynch (Cleveland) brought out that the rules make a defi-

between the handling of loaded and emptv
While loaded cars must be accepted by the receiving

nite distinction
cars.

Rule (id.
(Owners responsible) Periodical repacking of journal boxes,
regardless of the responsibility
nj for change of wheels,
boxes or journal bearings
Mo charge shall be made for repacking
unless all boxes are repacked.
X" charge shall be made if the repacking
is done
within nine months from date stenciled on the car.
If car bears
mi stenciling showing date of previ
ing, all journals mav

journ.il

I

try

and charged

for.

journal boxes shall be repacked with properly prepared packing
new or renovated) at least once every l-' months, at which time all packing will be removed from ihe boxes and tin- boxes cleaned.
Dusl guards to
he renewed when wheel, are changed.
(a)

All

i

The requirements for periodical repacking of journal
boxes were endorsed by all who discussed the rule.
The
opinion was expressed that this practice would improve op-
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and

erating conditions
u.i- called to the

fact

resull

in

largi

b

work

that the

ia

saving

Attention

often slighted and

ly,
i.iiiutivi -v

detachabli

with

Reprei
Wall
Bettendorl Company,

guard

I

Bettendorf, I"
ented by

trucl

Nut
Represented

Open-Top Cars

question was raised as to th< advisability of inspectors
making records of depressions in load- shipped in open top
cars in order to eliminate leakage en route and to protecl
the railroad- m case claims for shortage are filed by the
lu discussion broughl out that at most terminals
shipper.

i

omnany,

W.

bj

M.ipn

the roofs of the cars are required
report is made to the
shortages.

A
note an) apparent
agent and the >;ir- are weighed to determine the loss of contain- and to establish the amount occurring on each line in
In
case the shipment is hauled over more than one road.
general, if the road iIik- not transfer the load it must parany expense due

to loss of

tailing.

communication had been

re-

President Stoll stated that
ceived from one of the large interchange points asking that
uniformity of bisection records at interchange points be
T. J. C/Donnell stated that in
discussed at the meeting.

Niagara district some roads require the inspectors to
take the numbers of all cars interchanged, while others reC. Keene (Wabash)
cord only the defective cars.
J.
brought out the fact that there is no standard form for keepMr. Keene advocated
ing the record of cars interchanged.
the adoption of a uniform form which would be a check
the

F. W. Trapnell (Kansas
interchange record.
City) assented that the car inspectors record is valuable, as
no record of seal numbers is taken and there is less liability
H. J. Smith (D. L. & W.) objected to any pracof error.
would compel the car inspectors to write the numwhich
tice

against the

ber of every car interchanged, on the grounds that it would
consume much time that should be devoted to other work.
This contention was sustained by several other members. One
member brought out the fact that claim agents often request
records of the condition of cars when interchanged from the
car inspectors and no information can be furnished on cars
not found defective unless the numbers and initials of each
car are taken .down. J. C. Keene brought out that the inter-

change record does not necessarily furnish proof that the
T.
car has been inspected at the time it was interchanged.
S. Cheadle (Richmond) stated that since the inspectors had
been relieved of the necessity of recording the numbers of

A

comall cars, more efficient inspection had been secured.
mittee was appointed to consider the matter and report upon
'it

at the next convention.

Other Business

On Wednesday

a special train

was provided

for the

mem-

bers so that they might make an inspection trip around the
At the closing session addresses
St. Louis Terminal district.
were delivered by A. E. Bouchner, superintendent of the

Terminal division of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and
also chairman of the Interchange Committee of St. Louis,
and by L. T. Canneld, of the Union Draft Gear Company.
The' following officers were elected: president, J. J.
Gainev, general foreman car department, Southern; first
vice-president. E. Pendleton, car foreman, Chicago & Alton;
second vice-president, A. Armstrong, chief interchange inspector, Atlanta, Ga.; secretary-treasurer, J. C. Keene, general car inspector,

The following
the convention:

Wabash.

is

List of Exhibitors
a list of the companies exhibiting at

—

Foundation brake gear for
St. Louis, Mo.
Represented by R. E. Adreon.

American Brake Company.
cars and locomotives.

oupl<

w

is,

.1.

W. Fogg and w
bus,

i

'

]

'.

and screws.

rivets

bolts,

[rwin,

C,

»in.,

B. ( pe
A. standard tender
(ion
body bolsters.

C.
R.

S.

.

laaen.

i

steel

i

<

oupler

i

Buckeye iimk
by F, J.

bolsters,
R

I

Ige.
•

outside
bj

R,

metal
C.
igo

rooi

bj
ill

Munro and
Pneumatii

J.

Company, Chicago.

Roofing

-Pn

steel

>

ends,

Represented

parts,

Stark.

L,

Tool

Company,

Chicago.

Little

Giant

air

drills,

Represented l>y L. C. Sprague, C. W. Cross
pneumatic hammers.
and ll. W. Buker.
Chicago Railway Equipment Company, Chicago. Cresco brake beams,
Represented by E. A. LeBeau.
Creco third ooint support.
mts.
RcpieColumbia Nut & Bolt Company, Bridgeport, Conn. Lock nt
sented by H. P. Cook and J. E. Eipper.
Commonwealth Steel Co., St. Louis. Mo. Undcrframes and ends for
Represented by G. E.
passenger cars, transom draft near, steel castings.

—

—

—

Howard and

C. S.

Shallcnberger.

—

Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Barrett car repair jack.
Duff ball bearing journal jacks and car and locomotive jacks. Represented
by C. N. Thulin.
Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa. Lubricating oils. Represented
by W. E. Auger, W. J. Burnett, T. J. Powell and R. E. Webb.
Gold Car Heating Company, New York. Gold vapor system of car
heating, steam pressure regulators, steam hose couplings, thermostatic conRepresented by W. H. Ivers and A. Sheldon.
trol end valve.
Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago.
Chilled iron car wheels.
Represented
by H. N. Scott
Grip nuts.
Grip Nut Company, Chicago.
Represented by H. J. Tierney.
Heath & Milligan, Chicago. Railway paints.
Represented by W. H.

—
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ihclf, Economy draft arm, Simpli
by W, C. Walsh, J. II. Tinker, M. De Anglis and
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the inspectors

—

New

Chicago.

Foundries,

that

Inspection of Loads in
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it

requiring the work

i.\

ind

i
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improper repacking could be eliminated
.it
stations which are
t<> be done onlj
equipped with apparatus for reclaiming oil and waste.

was suggested
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—

—

—
—

Pratt.

—

Hutchins Car Roofing Company, Detroit, Mich. Hutchins flexible all steel
Hutchins standard all steel roof, Hutchins Type D outside light gage
roof, Hutchins plastic roof.
Represented by A. R. Wilson and

roof,

metal

C. F. Pape.

—

Imperial Appliance Company, Chicago.
Uncoupling attachments.
Represented by J. T. Cralley.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago. Thor air drills, hammers, pneumatic hoists, air hose couplings, Universal electric drills.
Represented by R. S. Cooper and F. J. Passino.
Bolsters, brake beams, sideJoliet Railway Supply Company, Chicago.
bearings, journal boxes.
Represented by J. E. Simons.
Lehon Company, Chicago. Mule hide canvas roofing for cabs, Mule
hide insulating paper and fabric, plastic car roofing.
Represented by
D. B. Wright and C. V. Eades.
McCord & Company, Chicago. Journal boxes for freight and passenger
Represented by J. A. Lamon.
cars.
Mahr Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis, Minn. Oil burning torches
and rivet forges. Represented by N. S. Griffith and D. W. Simonds.
W. II. Miner. Chicago. Friction draft gear, side-bearings. Ideal safety
hand brake, bolster locking center pin and drawbar yokes.
Represented
by A. L. Canavan and J. R. Mitchell.
National Malleable Castings Company, Chicago. National quadruple shear
cast steel yoke for passenger couplers, M. C. B. Type D coupler, Sharon
Represented by C. H.
coupler, National extended floor engine pockets.
McCrea and G. V. Martin.
Oxweld Railroad Service Company, Chicago. Cutting and welding torches
and tips, oxygen and acetylene regulators. Represented by Wm. Leighton,
Furbeck and A. L. West.
J. P.
Lubricating oils.
Represented
Pierce Oil Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.
by J. J. Casey, E. S. Marshall, F. Reardon and R. M. Wiggin.
Seats
Scarritt Car Seat & Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Represented by B. C. Howard.
for railroad coaches.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, Chicago.- Railway Age. Railway Mechanical Engineer, Car Builders' Dictionary, Locomotive Dictionary.
Represented by C. L. Smythe, J. W. Bailey and J. W. George.
Southern Wheel Company. St. Louis, Mo. Chilled iron car wheels.
Represented by W. C. Doering.
Union Draft Gear Company, Chicago. Cardwell friction draft gear.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Represented by J. W. Hathaway and C. J. Gorman.
Union Spring & Manufacturing Company, Louisville. Ky. Car springs.
Represented by" A. C. Woods and T. W. Chandler.
Universal Draft Gear Company," Chicago.— Cast steel draft arms, drawRepresented by C. C.
bar yokes, draft lugs and tandem draft castings.
Kinsman.
Western Railway Equipment Company, St. Louis. Mo. Car door fixtures, malleable journal bearing wedge, Western steel carline, Western
timber pockets, Acme pipe clamp, security dust guard, Western brake
jaws.
Represented by S. H. Campbell and R. M. Hoerr.
Westinghouse Air" Brake Company, Wilmerding. Pa. Air brakes for
Represented by F. B. Johnson.
freight and passenger cars.
Wine Railwav Appliance Company. Toledo, Ohio.— Wine steel ladders,
Wine side bearings, Wine hopper door latches, Wine ventilators. Represented by W. E. ^Wine, W. F. Cremain and C. J. Holland.

—

—

—

(Cal.) Chamber of Commerce has comState Railroad Commission that the
Southern Pacific charges excessive rates on lumber between San Francisco and all California points, but the

The San Francisco

plained

before

the

complaint has been dismissed by the Commission. The Commission holds that it lacks jurisdiction because the lines in
question are under federal control. For the same reason the
Commission discontinued its investigation into the intrastate
lumber rates of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Western Pacific, the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, the

Southern Pacific and the Northwestern

Pacific.

The

Unification of Terminals and Foreign

Commerce*

Formation of Local Commissions Proposed to Develop and
Operate All Port Facilities
By
Director of Capital

T. C. Powell

Expenditures, U.

A TRITE SAYING that history repeat- itself, but, as a
of fact, shipping has always been ahead of the
port facilities.
In 1860, the Great Eastern (sometimes
called the Leviathan) made her first trip from England to the
United States, and then found that there was no port in this
country with sufficient depth of water to accommodate her
draft.
We pass over a period of a great many years and
reach the year 1918. when we operated as a transport of the
United States, one of the German ships which had been interned in New York, and which was also christened the
Leviathan. On the first trip that this Leviathan made with
American troops, she also encountered the difficulty of inadequate port facilities, and was compelled to land in Liverpool because there was not a port in France deep enough to
accommodate her great draft.
Under the impetus of war, and under the direction of the
War Department, of which S. M. Felton, director general
of military railways, was the representative, the ports of
France assigned to the American army were radically improved.
The channels were deepened, new piers were con-

Many tables and charts have already been prepared, and
by extending the studio to an analysis of the imports from

is

ITmatter

and unloading machinery was installed, so that in
these ports of France there were cranes of a size such as had
never been put in use in any port of the United States.
If
this can be done by the United States government in an emergency within a few months from the time the emergency
appeared, it seems as though we should, in the next few
structed

years,

for all

provide equal, or greater,
of the ports of the Union.

Lack

of Information

facilities

in

this

.

.

.

Work

'Address
vention

at

in the
delivered

New

<

'i

United
before

leans,

La.

Mississippi

Foreign

any

routes.

Facilities Commission, under the resolution creating it, is
also authorized to investigate the situation as to drydocks,

coaling piers, ship repair plants,

etc., and to recommend to
Shipping Board additional facilities of this character.
The commission has established close relations with the
Department of Commerce. The speaker is one of the un-

the

advisors of the secretary, and it is gratifying to know
the recommendations of Secretary Red field have been
approved by the Appropriations Committee,' and the indications are they will be approved by Congress, with the result
official

that

that for the development of foreign commerce alone, there
will be a fund of over $900,000 available, enabling the

Department of Commerce

to establish something like 30
representatives throughout the foreign countries to report on
the possibilities of commerce, including information as to

port facilities which will be embodied in the data of the
Port and Harbor Facilities Commission and be available
for any port commission in the United States.

Diverse Control of Port Facilities in This Country

and steamship companies which acquired their own
Probably next in order come the railroads, which
provided such facilities as seemed necessary to handle the
traffic of the railroads; then the War Department and the
Navy Department, each developing to a certain extent its
boat

property.

own
to

facilities,

any

Trade Con-

facilities

especially during the last year.
In addition
on land, the War Department lias had charge

of the deepening of channels, while the Department of Commerce is responsible for the safeguarding of the harbor lights,

lighthouses,

etc.

In all of this there is not definite co-operation between
the different authorities responsible for the port facilities.
In some cases one railroad has built against another railroad;
at other ports the municipality has built in competition with

railroads and in competition with private owners.
In
some cases steamship companies have developed their facilities
independent of any other development in the same
locality, while private owner-, for personal profit, have built
piers, warehouses and coaling facilities.
the

result of tins has been in

in others,

many

unnecessary duplication of

cases excessive prices;

it
has
seemed dear to the Port and Harbor Facilities Commission
that there should be at each port a single controlling head
authorized to operate the facilities as a whole to the best
advantage of the commerce of the port and of the countrv.

facilities, so that

Freight Congestion a Reflection of Terminal
Deficiencies
I

Valley

at

In addition to these investigations, the Port and Harbor

States.
the

and

ports

The

Port and Harbor Facilities Commission is making
studies not only of the physical conditions at each port, but
In coof all conceivable factors affecting foreign traffic.
operation with the Department of Commerce and the Railroad Administration, the commission is securing statistics
of the products of each state and each industrial community
and is comparing and analyzing that proportion of traffic
which is exported, as compared with the domestic traffic

The

marketed

show

The authorities in charge of port facilities in this country
are varied.
First come historically the private owners; next
the development by local authorities; next come the steam-

Regarding Ports

Harbor Commission's

foreign countries, the commission will be able to

time the relative volume moving into and out of the United
States, thereby posting the exporter as to the most economical

country

It was because of the lack of information regarding American ports and because of the need of assembling all available data for further consideration and use by the U. S. Shipping Board, that that board created the Port and Harbor
Facilities Commission.
The commission, through its department of statistics, has collected, and is collecting, all possible
available data, not only with respect to the American ports
as they now are, but also in regard to foreign ports in Great
Britain and France.
The chief engineer of the commission, Captain Chambers,
was sent to Great Britain, and has returned with a very large
amount of data obtained through the courtesy of the officials
Director General Felton, who is also viceof Great Britain.
chairman of the commission, made an exhaustive examinaCaptain Chambers developed that
tion of the French ports.
the English ports, to some extent, were very much in the
same condition as the American ports with respect to the
diversified authority in charge of the facilities.

Scope of the

Railroad Administration

S.

suppose a^ long as any of us

live

we

shall

remember

the freight congestion of 1917-18, resulting partly from the

enormous tonnage shipped overseas and
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partly

from the

KAU.WAY

lljt

Nothing paralyzes trana
extraordinary weather conditions
ail 01 water, as congestion.
porta t ion operations, whether b)
rhrough
And the congestion was not onlj on this side,
lack of facilities, ships carrying munitions and supplii

ACJh
Correspondence

mud

I

i

were held up al French ports, not simply for days
and weeks, but sometimes for months, because the facilities
tor unloading were inadequate.
In- war i- practical*)
over, but the quick turn around of
the

days, and the cutting off of
vessel, reduction *>f la)
demurrage are among the essentials of successful for
Hiese reforms must be brought about b) unified
commerce.
action, and recognizing this the Railroad Administration has
.1

year been carrying out the policy of unifying
terminals, placing at ever) important terminal and port one
for

the

last

This may appear to
charge o\ the entire /one.
be in opposition to the former policy of railroad corporations.
therefore, interesting to note that the committee, of
It
is,
which S. Davies Warfield is chairman, and which is said

official

to

m

represent

already

a

very

Interstate

of

unification

security
of

holder.-,

view, and

.

.

.

has

The

terminals.

Commerce Commission has recommended

tinuance of this policy.
this

number

large

endorsed

publicly

the con-

Many

railroad officials concur in
finally, the committee of Railway
submitted by its chairman to the

plan
Senate committee within the last week, has provided for a
Secretary of Transportation, one of whose specific duties
shall be to harmonize any differences arising between the
Executives;

in

the

railroad- using the

same terminals.

think it can be safely said for the first time
in the history of transportation in the United States, that
the national and corporation interests and the state and
municipal authorities have united in the thought that all
Therefore.

I

terminals must be unified and must be made common between
all parties, and it necessarily follows that this should include
not onlv the tracks and warehouses property of the railroad
companies, but particularly as to the ports of the United
States, should apply to all facilities of whatever character

handling of foreign and domestic
within and through the port terminal zone.
necessary

in

the

traffic

The Local Port Commission and Its Duties
Not only is it necessary that these port facilities shall be
unified and operated on the most economical basis possible
consistent with efficiency, but it is also necessary to advertise
these conditions and to notify the manufacturers and shippers
of the United States, and the manufacturers and shippers of

foreign countries with which we deal.
It has not always been easy for a man located directly at

a port to understand the conditions, and it is infinitely more
difficult for a man located 500 or 1.000 miles in the interior
to keep track of the conditions, not merely of one port, but
of several possible ports through which he may undertake
It is for that reason that the Port and
to forward his traffic.
Harbor Facilities Commission has strongly advocated through
the press and by correspondence the formation in even port
-

of a local port commission to be made up of representatives
of not only the transportation interests, rail and water, but
also state and municipal authorities, banks, and of the com-

mercial organizations of that particular port.
It is particularly necessary that on such a commission
there shall be responsible representatives of the banking
interests, who will naturally solicit the accounts of those
engaged in export and import traffic by making a specialty
of handling the documents of those corporations and individuals so engaged.
The local port commission should be the medium through
which advice as to conditions at that port shall be given to
In such advertising there should be sufficient
the country.
detail so that the foreign producer or buyer will have some
idea of the relative advantages of the different ports and, of

same information should be given
manufacturer and shipper.
course, the

to the domestic
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constant growth from

and further
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la

by the commission
shows that there is a tendency for export traffic to move
through those ports which are best equipped with responsible
export agents or commission houses.
Such organizations
relieve the shipper and manufacturer from the burden of
man\ details, and, in my opinion, it is necessary for any
port whieli experts lo be successful to see that these organizations are encouraged, so that at each port, and especially
at each of the Gulf ports, there will be a medium developed
through which information regarding the possibility of shipping through that port will be made known to the interior
manufacturer.
The local port commission should assume the responsibility
of supervising the handling of freight through the poit of
which it is in charge. If a shipper sends his business through
a certain port, which we will designate Port A, and finds
that complaints are received alleging damage to packages
and he is told that the tackle is old-fashioned and so inadeto

'

lass

!

<

lass

l,

stud)'

quate that in spite of his best efforts his goods arrive at
destination in bad condition, he will no longer patronize
that port because, in spite of the fact that in some cases the
charges may be lower, the annoyance of his correspondence
and the dissatisfaction of his customers will more than counteract this charge.

Informative

The

Work By Commissions

Important

working out through such a local port
commission the necessary details for the development of foreign commerce can hardly be conceived until it is investipossibility of

gated.

At this particular
I saw the other day a map of Persia.
time trade with Persia is curtailed, but sooner or later the

War Trade Board

will release these restrictions, and it will
be possible to trade freely with Damascus, which is a terminal point for overland caravans bringing from Bagdad rugs,
figs, dates, tobaccos and other articles of American import

and luxury.
This map of Persia was on a scale of probably 25 miles
to the inch, and is in such detail that by studying the symbols
one may get all of the information, and more, too, than I
In the first place, there is a symbol
shall now enumerate.
Another shows
for a steam railroad; another for tramways.
important highways available for even' kind of vehicle and
beast of burden; another the highways not suitable for
vehicles, but which can be used by beast of burden, while
still
another shows highways that can be used by oxen,
Another direction
mules and horses, but not by camels.
shows that certain highways cannot be used by camels by
dav because of the stifling heat, but can be used by camels
by night. All this information has been worked out in detail
for the benefit of the merchant intending to trade with Persia,
and I need not tell you that it was prepared in Berlin.
Now. if the Gulf ports will work out the data with the
same detail with which Berlin prepared this map of Persia,
and will put the information in the hands of every manufacturer of this country, and in every foreign country with
which the United States expects to do business, there will be
such a distribution of reliable information as has never been
equaled before in the history of the commercial business of
the United States.
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New England

.

.said

.

The roads

."

was

a deficit of $19,968,991.

he said, had earned during the
period of government control 29.9 per cent of the government guarantee, whereas roads in other sections had earned
between 75 and 76 per cent. The relatively poor showing,
he explained, was due to increased costs of carrying
terminal charges that were excessive because of peculiar
geographical conditions and wage advances that had been
particularly severe on the Xew England roads because in
this section pre-war wages were below the average.
in

this

district,

This report, dated October

13, is signed by
Bureau of Safety. The accident
the Railway Age of October 10, page 750

noted

in

Machinery for Disposing of Administration Business
A discussion as to the kind of organization that would bo
necessary to dispose of unfinished business at the time of the
return of the railroads to private control was started at the
recent annual meeting of the National Industrial Traffic
League at Chicago. After some consideration of the subit was agreed that O.
\V. T. Tong, traffic manager and
secretary of the Xorthern Potato Traffic Association. Minneapolis, .Minn., who started the discussion, should communicate his views to the executive committee of the league in
order that some definite agreement as to the league's stand
on this subject might be taken.
In compliance with this
arrangement, Mr. Tong in a letter to H. C. Barlow, chairman
of the league's executive committee said in part:
"The bills now before Congress appear to make adequate
provision for the preservation of shippers' rights in all matters that may remain unadjusted on the date of return to
private control.
These bills, however, do not furnish the
necessary machinery to carry out the legal intent, and it
is,
therefore, important for the National Industrial Traffic
League to aid in getting the necessary organization to
protect the shippers' rights in their future dealings with the

ject

lations at this crossing, but trainmen had been specially instructed in the trainmaster's office in regard to it, and the
conductor of the switching train was responsible for the safe
movement of his engine over the crossing. Street cars do
not make a regular stop for the crossing. The locomotive

The conductoi was making his first
on this job as conductor, though he had served as flagman and was thoroughlj acquainted with the conditions.
was moving very slowly.
trip

England Governors and Business Men
of the six New England States met

governor-

government.
in

Boston on Decembei Ml to consider transportation and fuel
problems; and they adopted resolutions urging that financial
assistance be given to the New England railroads by the
Federal

s,"

of $10,511,828 there

electric car, a high speed interurban, ran into a switching
engine of the Baltimore & Ohio, at a crossing of an industry
track, and was wrecked.
The locomotive was hidden from
the oncoming street car by a building.
It had just started
from a standstill and had moved but a few feet; and the
conductor and a brakeman were in front of the engine and
should have given stop signals to the street car; but the
investigator finds that they were inattentive to their duty,
and did not notice the street car until it got within about
The street car, however, was running
150 ft. of the crossing
too fast. It appears that there are no specific printed regu-

six

:

during the twenty-two months of government operation net
income was reduced to $10,612,375, and in place of a surplus

P. Borland, chief of the

New

,,.'i

Haven & Hartford, presented a statement showing that the
railroads in Xew England during the three years prim to
the war averaged a combined net income totalling $38,883,011,

The accident near Parkersburg, W. Va., on August 14, last,
when 12 passengers in a street car were killed, has been made
the subject of a special report by the Interstate Commerce

The

i;

resolution recited that "owing to increases in expenses
the Xew England roads have been more severely affected
than roads in any other section of the country; thej cannot
under rates now in effect render sufficient service to the
public; their working capital lias been depleted and they are
substantially without credit."
Edward G. Buckland, president of the Xew York. Xew

unable to make an estimate; the sums that will he required
are almost entirely dependent upon Congressional action in
connection with the return of the railroads to their owners'
control.
Aside from the question of guaranteeing a return
to the railroads after they have been restored, there will remain enormous obligations of the government to pay the
deficit; but the amount of these depends on the settlements
which the Railroad Administration may be aide to make in
the disposition of cars and engines bought by the government
and in the collection of advances already made to railroad
companies.

briefly

i,im:i

The

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, stated that no estimate
for the Railroad Administration had been included because
on the date of the report the Railroad Administration was

was
The

,ii.,

industries, institutions and inthe resolution.
Financial assistance to Xew
England railroads was requested so a- to provide "for the
payment of the government guarantee until rates have been
put in effect by the Interstate Commerce ( ommission which
shall restore the pre-war relationship of rates between Xew
England and other rate districts, witli such increased divisions and allowances as shall assure to the Xew England
roads sufficient revenue properly to serve the Xew England
public
without undue
increase
in
intra-Xew
England

to a

Commission.

^,

disastrous to

Chairman Good, of the Mouse Committee on Appropriations, in discussing the estimates submitted by the Secretary
of the Treasury for the expenses of the government during

W.

.;:,

without legislation to restore former conditions "Would be

the subject

Commerce Commission, made

Senate resolution asking for inrfiorraatioo as
to present or prospective ownership, etc.
The Commission
has examined the Facte regarding the ownership or control of
line> in question
(a)
some short subsidiaries ©f the
adian Northern operated by the Canadian National Kailways and (In the lines of the Canadian Pacific and the Grand
Trunk which are Operated by the United States Railroad Administration. The report gays it does not appear that there
is any present or prospective ownership or control "by the
Canadian government of any lines in the United States other
than those included in the systems named.
in

.'-'L.h,

Government

after

their

return

to

private

control,

and that the United States Shipping Board be requested to
"allocate some of its large ships to Xew England owner-.
operators and managers of steamers." Representatives of the
Xew England railroads and business interests were present
at the conference.

To

return the roads to private control

"It is not difficult to foresee disastrous times ahead for
shippers if thej do nol now act intelligently in arranging
an organization subsequent
to return to private control
There will be. for instance, main overcharge, loss and damage nid reparation claims which will be unadjusted, and there
must, necessarily, be an organization which will be competent, efficient and duly authorized to dispose of these unadjusted matters in a manner satisfactory to parties interested.
Furthermore, it is altogether probable that the Interstate

Commerce Commission
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will issue, after

January

1,

1920,

many

AGK
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"When

iii

tin

Railroad

Administration.

Administration was created there was
ol unadjusted private control business, and the
employees, who then became employees foi the government,
uiii- allowed i" proceed to dispose oi this private control
I>iimih'»n tin same as though the carriers had not been taken
"in
ii
would be natural, •>! course, upon return to private
control, in have all the carriers continue to handle the busi
ih'>> hi the government and dispose ol it the same as though
there were no change in the management, l>ui it is my view
this would, in .ill probability, nol
work i>ut satisfactorily
unless safeguarded, .is
doubt very much whether, after the
expiration oi from three to six months, the carriers would
take the same interest in disposing of government affairs as
they formerly took in disposing of the corporation afi
alter they were on the government payrolls
This is not
It
would be natural for the
said in a spirit of criticism.
earners to attend to their own affairs first, after return to
private control, and this outstanding government business
would then he given secondary consideration, whereas the
affairs will be important and should he efficiently and promptly handled.
"In my view, arrangements should he made to continue in
office, for the disposition of government business, all treasurers of the railroads who may, after return to private conThey
trol, be appointed as treasurers of the corporations.
should act in the dual capacity of treasurer for the government and for the corporation. In the same manner, all other
officers of the corporations, after return to private control,
should act in the dual capacity of officers for both the corporation and the government.
In addition thereto, every
effort should be made to retain the present officers of the
Railroad Administration, such as Hon. Max Thelen, Mr.
Edward Chambers. Hon. t'has. A. Prouty, and the others
who are at the head of the various departments at Washington, they to be given such authority as to retain on the
Provision
government payrolls the necessary employees.
should also be made to insure government employees' obedience to every request or order from such government departments.
"The preferable way, of course, is to retain the present
Railroad Administration at Washington, with full power to
dispose of the unfinished business, but my fear is that many
of these officers will desire to leave the service immediately
upon return of carriers to private control, and if this is done
it is imperative that exceedingly good judgment be used in
selecting successors. This will be difficult on account of the
natural inclination to reject positions with dead and obsolete
departments, particularly as the departments will handle
business which will be, to say the least, very uninteresting
and with no particular incentive to be wholly efficient."
the

Railroad

but

when

the rule

"All

Vol

-Unless the public in the regulation of railroads adopts a
policy that will enable the private corporations to meet their
expenses and to secure necessary capital, corporate operation will fail, and the government will have to resume the
burden of operating and probably of owning the railroads,
according to a statement by the special committee appointed
by the board of directors of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States to make effective the results of the national chamber's referendum No. 28 on needed railroad legislation.

H. Goodwin, general secretary of the chamber, in a
letter advising officers of local chambers of the views of the
special committee, says that the time has come for the business men of the country to urge their representatives in Congress to include in the railroad legislation about to be enacted
a rule of rate making designed to yield sufficient revenue
Elliot

to enable the railroads to furnish the service that is required
by the public.
Mr. Goodwin calls attention to the referendum taken last
summer which declared almost unanimously in favor of a

The Cummins railroad bill, now being
rule of rate-making.
considered in the Senate, includes such a rule. The Esch bill
originally included a rule of rate making, and the House committee on interstate and foreign

commerce recommended

it;
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National Chamber Urges Rule of Rate-Making

Hous<

the

was

No. 23

67,

recognized," the committee points out,
were taken over by the government
their revenues were not sufficient to enable them to supply
the country with adequate transportation facilities and to
furnish the services needed by the public. During the period
of government operation the financial burden of maintaining transportation has been borne by the government, which
has drawn part of the funds necessary for maintaining the
roads from the Treasury of the United Stales.
"The railroads are soon to be returned to their owners,
who must necessarily incur large expenditures for postponed
construction and for deferred maintenance.
"It is clear that the revenues of the railroads in the future
must be greater than in the past, both because extraordinary
capital expenditures must be made and because current expenses, due to increased wages and higher costs of materials
and supplies, will be much larger than they have been in the
Unless the public in the regulation of railroads adopts
past.
a policy that will enable the private corporations to meet
their expenses and to secure necessary capital, corporate operation will fail and the government will have to resume the
burden of operating and probably of owning the railroads.
"A choice must be made of one of three courses of action;
(1) the statutory power and responsibilities of the Interstate Commerce Commission as regards the rates and revenues of the carriers may be left unchanged and reliance be
placed upon the commission to adopt and adhere to a policy
of rate regulation that will cause the carriers to obtain the
income needed to provide the transportation facilities and
services necessary for the public; (2) the government may
guarantee a definite minimum return upon capital now devoted to railroad transportation or hereafter invested therein;
or (3) Congress may adopt a statutory rule to be observed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission in regulating, adjusting, and prescribing rates and fares.
"To adopt the first of these three policies and to enact no
legislation to make railroad revenues more definite and the
credit of the railroads more stable would be to invite financial disaster on the part of a large share of the railroads and
to make probable the failure of corporate ownership and operation.
Public regulation would defeat its own object and
would start the country upon the fatuous course of government ownership and operation.
"The objections to a guarantee by the government of a
minimum return to each railroad company either upon its
capitalization or upon the property devoted to the public
service are definite and conclusive. As the Railroad Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States stated
"It

"thai

is

generally

when

the railroads

which accompanied Referendum 26, 'a government guarantee would tend to lessen initiative and cause

in the report

both the prosperous and the unprosperous roads to feel less
responsibility for efficient management.'
"The reasons in favor of the adoption by Congress of a
statutory rule of rate-making are as convincing as are the
arguments against either no action by Congress or the adoption of the policy of government guarantee of the return upon
the capital of the railroad companies. Such a rule would give
the Interstate

Commerce Commission

definite guidance.

It

rates and revenues which the commission, the carriers, the shippers, and the public could recognize as determining their obligations and rights. It would
not be a government guarantee because the government
would assume no financial responsibility. It would not lessen initiative on the part of the carriers because it would not
take away from them the incentives to improvements in economy and efficiency of service."

would establish

a

form of
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Armstrong Whitworth's Locomotive Shops

News

Wrongly Routed Ticket

for Refusal to

News

Foreign Railway
:

E. 793.

Damages
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passenger bought a ticket at Columbia, S. C, for Florence, between which places there are two routes. She specified the route she wished, but the conductor subsequently refused the ticket because it was not so routed.
In an action
for actual and punitive damages, the South Carolina Supreme
Court held that the testimony was not at all suggestive of
the willful conduct of the conductor, but merely of negligence of the ticket seller, for which the plaintiff was compensated by a verdict for actual damages, assessed by the
jury at $2.20.— I'enn \. Atlantic Coast Line (S. Car.) 98

A

"Hill!::

I

A

S.

1127

On November

12, one year after the signing of the ArmisArmstrong, Whit worth & <>., Ltd., celebrated
the conversion of its shell works at Scotswood to a locomotive manufacturing plant, by the official steaming and trial of
the first locomotive completed at these works.
This engine
is a freight engine of the 0-8-0 type and is the first of an order of 50 for the North Eastern Railway.
In view of the extreme difficulties of obtaining suitable
equipment immediately after the signing of the Armistice,
the change from war work to that of locomotive building
was exceptionally interesting. These shops are designed to
produce from 300 to 400 locomotives a year, and the erecting shops have a capacity of 50 locomotives without tenders.

tice, Sir \\

.

G.

t

Accept Mileage Book

a mileage book coupon,
thinking the book was not good on that road, and demanded
the cash fare
15 cents
which was paid. He discovered his
mistake the same day, and next day, when the passenger
tendered the same book, he accepted the coupon, acknowledged his mistake, and tendered three cents the difference
between the cash fare paid and the value of the coupon.
The passenger declined the offer and sued the railroad for
$100 damages. The South Carolina Supreme Court affirmed
a judgment for three cents, as the actual damage sustained,
holding that the circumstances did not warrant the finding
Schirmer v. Charleston & Western
of punitive damages.
Carolina (S. Car.) 98 S. E. 134.

conductor refused

—

to

accept

—

—

—

Construction of Uniform Bill of Lading

An action to recover damages for the loss of merchandise
delivered to the Erie Railroad for transportation from Passaic, N. J., to New York City involved the proper construction of Uniform Bill of Lading, section 5, providing that
property when received from private or other sidings, etc.,
shall be at owner's risk until cars are attached to trains. The
merchandise had been loaded by the consignors on a car
placed on a track laid by the railroad on its own land for
the use and convenience only of shippers whose warehouses
were adjacent thereto. The New York Court of Appeals
holds that the track was a "private or other" siding within
the bill of lading, the words "or other" following the word
"private" include not all sidings, but only sidings like private
sidings, such as this.
Rers v. Erie (N. Y.) 122 N. E. 456.

—

Modification of Freight Rate Contracts

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds that equity will
not restrain a railroad from charging a higher rate than that
fixed by a contract made in consideration of the grant of a
right of way over a shipper's land, though made prior to
1913, where the railroad is charging regular rates fixed by
the Public Service Commission. The shipper's remedy is by
application to the commission for a reduction of rates under
the act of 1913. It would be impossible for the commission
to enforce an equality of reasonable rates, except upon the
basis that it is not bound by contracts previously entered
into between a public service company and either a municipality, another corporation or a private individual.
A party
entering into a contract with a railroad relating to rates is
presumed to do so with knowledge that the state's right to
exercise its police power is expressly reserved, and that, if
public interest demands, its provisions may be modified without violating the provision of the Constitution of the United
tates forbidding impairment of the obligation of contracts.
Teiper v. Baltimore & Philadelphia (Pa.) 105 Atl. 551.

The

Locomotive Built
Armstrong-Whitworth,

First

at the

Former

at Its Trial at

November

Shell

Works

of

Newcastle,

12

The management

of the shops is in charge of R. B. McColl,
for 15 years with the American Locomotive Company at Montreal, and who came to England at the beginning of this year from a one year's engagement with the
Baldwin Locomotive Works of Eddystone. Under his direction a well laid out plant has been built, which is undoubtedly the most up-to-date locomotive building plant in England.
Orders have already been received for locomotives
for India, which will be built at this plant.

who was

The official opening ceremony at the works was presided
over by Sir Vincent L. Raven, chief mechanical engineer of
the North Eastern Railway. At a banquet given in the evenning Mr. Faulkner, chairman of the Armstrong, Whitworth
Company presided and mentioned the fact that this was the
third attempt of this company in the manufacture of locomotives since 1849.

tion to

He

stated that this plant will be in a posi-

manufacture electric locomotives shortly.

—

Railroad Development at Chicago. The Illinois Central
Railroad Company and the Michigan Central Railroad Company have made a joint application to the Public Utilities
Commission of Illinois for an order consenting to the acceptance of an ordinance for the establishment of Harbor District No. 3, the construction by the Illinois Central of a new
passenger station at Chicago, the electrification of certain
of the lines of the Illinois Central and the Michigan Central
within the city of Chicago and development of the Chicago
lake front, passed by the Chicago Citv Council on July
21,

1919.
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Freight Cars
l
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i

York Centra]

inquiring for

is

55-ton hopper

s.

Tin A\\

\uiuiK

inquiring foi
standard, single sheathed box cars
is

from Inn

to

200 U.

Tin l>i ikhm. I'm do & [ronton is inquiring for 700
standard 40 ton double sheathed box cars,
i

I

S.

S

R

A

R. A.

Briar llui Sum Company, Voungstown, Ohio, has
red 50 gondolas from the Ralston Steel Car Company, Col
umbus, Ohio.

Tin

Tin

Manhattan

Oh

Company, Minneapolis, Minn., reported

Railway Age of October 24 as being in the market for 200
tank cars, has ordered 100 tank cars from the General American
Tank Car Companj
in

the

Passenger Cars
The Long Island

Railroad,

reported in the Railway Age
6 as inquiring for 50 trailer
cars, 30 steam coaches and 20 motor cars, is negotiating with
the American Car & Foundry Company for this equipment.
The American Car & Foundry Company, it is reported on
reliable authority, will probably build the cars if it decides
to accept the proposal of the Long Tsland by accepting payment in car trust certificates and notes extending over a
period of ten years. The American Car & Foundry Company
is asking the manufacturers of the material specified for use
on the cars to accept their respective shares of the burden;
and if they all consent the contract will probably be signed
by the end of the month.

Emergency

Bulletin of

November

Locomotive Deliveries

in

September

order

USRA

prior to Federal control
/

Name
A. C. L
A. T. &

Type

of road

S.

F

No.

Santa Fe

C.

& O
C. &

I.

H. B

rj.

L.

O

V

Santa Fe

15

Missouri Pac

N &

W

Mallet

2

P.
P.

L.
L.

\V

Santa Fe

7

P.

& R

W

Mallet
Mallet

W. &
P. R.

L.

E

mill
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Fairbanks, Morse & Company are planning to erect a $1,The erection of the new
foundry at Beloit, Wis.
plant, which is to be 900 ft. long, 550 ft. wide and will
tain 495 sq. ft. of floor space, will be started next spring.
The foundry, when completed, will consist of one large
building covering 11 acres of ground and including facilities
for the storage of flasks, iron, sand, etc. The "capacity of the
new plant will be approximately 350 to 400 tons of gray iron
Plans and specifications for the structure are rapidly
daily.
Hearing completion and the raw material for its construction
will be placed on the ground during the winter.
Much of the
equipment in the foundry will be electrical, the present plans
calling for electric cranes, grab buckets, magnets and con500,000

vevors.

Trade Publications

—

Appliances. The Aeroil Burner Company,
N. J., manufacturers of oil burning appliances,
has issued an eight-page bulletin describing their outfits for
thawing out frozen cars, pockets, hoppers, pipes, switches,
loading gates, chutes, etc. The bulletin is fully illustrated
showing the application of the various outfits to the particular work to which they are adaptable.

Oil

Union

Burning
Hill,

Condensers, Pumps and Cooling Towers.— Bulletin No. 112revised and enlarged, entitled "Condensers, Pumps. Cooling Towers, Etc." has just been published by the Wheeler
Condenser & Engineering Company, Carteret, N. J. This

Administration orders

Type

No.

USRA Pa
..'.'.'..
USRA sV'f.
USRA Pac
USRA Mai
USRA Mik
USRA Mik '...'.'.....'.'..
USRA Mai
USRA S. F

Constructed
shops

in railroad

Type

No.

Total

3

3

8

8
15

15

IS

Lima

4

6
11

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Southern
American
Baldwin
Penn. R.

11
1

'4
.

6

4

4
6

1

1

1

1

USRA S*F.
USRA Mai." 1...........
USRA Mai

Builders

American
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
Lima
Baldwin

11

4

4

Switch

1

i

1

6

6

Decapod

R

The

Illlllllllllll

George Royal, western railroad representative of the Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York, with office at Chihaa been appointed railroad representative of Jenkins
Brothers, Chicago, manufacturers of valves and packings,
with the same headquarters.

4

4

Pacific

66

Total

Traffic Club of Chicago held a memorial meeting on

Frank B. Montgomery,
formerly president of the Traffic Club and traffic manager of
the International Harvester Company, who died on November 24.

December

nun

t

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.

A. L
Sou. Pac
Virginian
S.

I

Franklin Schneider, president oi the Van Dora Electric
ompany, has been elected vice presidenl oj the Van
Dorn & Dutton Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

.'.'.'.'.'.'

Ann Arbor
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The Railroad Administration has issued the following statement of locomotives shipped for the month of September:
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Supply Trade News

Equipment and Supplies
mnmmi

illinium

I

8,

as a tribute of

respect to

The Lake Tahoe Railway Transportation Company

has
been authorized by the Railroad Commission of California
to issue to the Union Trust Company of San Francisco, Cal.,
6 per cent notes aggregating $50,000 to renew notes now
held by the latter company.

bulletin illustrates the latest
tice

and shows photographs

developments
of a

number

in

condenser prac-

of actual installa-

tions of surface condensers. It illustrates and describes surface condensers, jet condensers, barometric condensers, the

Wheeler-Edwards air pump, the Wheeler rotative dry vacuum
pump, the Wheeler turbo-air pump, the patented Wheeler
steam jet air pump, Wheeler centrifugal pumps for all services,
jet condensers, barometric condensers, natural and
forced draft cooling towers, feed water heaters, and Wheeler
evaporators and dryers.

Railway Age
(Tabl* of

ContenU Will Be Found on Page

The operation of the railways of the United States as one
unified system has resulted in the very general pooling of

in

{

\

ic

common

use of

all.

As a

result the

relatively large quantities of materials

held in stock by the more forehanded
roads have been drawn on to replenish
the depleted supplies of others, to the interest of the railway
supply companies. This practice has been introduced very
generally in the mechanical department; it has been followed
in the transportation department; the maintenance of way
department has not been immune from its influence. More
recently this wave has reached the dining car department;
the waiters on a dining car on the most important train on
one of the leading trunk lines have been observed a few days
ago to be wearing jackets bearing the initials of three difSurely, the possibilities of unified operation
ferent roads.

Unification

are great

them indispensable still each year's experience discloses new
uses to which they may be put advantageously.
The history of other devices in the long list of labor-savins,' machines
already used by the roads is similar.
There never was a
time when the need for more extensive use of these substitutes for labor was more urgent.
After there is reasonable assurance that the most is being made of existing equipment there remains the question is the present equipment
sufficient to meet the requirements of the emergency which it

—

seems certain will confront the roads in the spring?
In
many cases the probable answer is "no." If so the opening
of the season's work will be marked by a demand for machines beyond the capacity of manufacturing plants to supply on short notice.
An analysis of the needs made now
followed promptly with orders will ensure more timelv deliveries and save much valuable time during the working

In the issue of the Railway Age for October 10, which
was printed on November 26, there was given, beginning on

Judge
Dickinson s
Big Railroad
^

balary

page 351, a list of railway salaries paid
in 1917 which was published in the
Congressional Record of November 18
at the j nstance
f Representative Sims
Q f Tennessee. T n this list the name of

season.

Jacob M. Dickinson, receiver of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railway Company, appeared, and it was stated
The Railway Age has
that his salary was $120,732.90.
received a letter from Frank Nay, vice-president and comptroller of the Rock Island company, in which he states the
correct facts regarding Judge Dickinson's compensation. "In

No

An Example

an effort to meet the conditions imposed
by the state of war, practices were
adopted and measures instituted which
Engineering
might be considered highly questionable under normal circumstances, but which under war conditions represent excellent engineering.
In many cases as
high a degree of ingenuity was displayed in the design and
building of what might be termed makeshift constructions

$120,000 a year, which, you will note, is far above the fact."
It is probable that if similar explanations were made regarding the amounts stated to have been paid to other railway officers the alleged "fancy salaries" paid would be substantiallv reduced in manv cases.

of the

One

war period

excellent

as in the

illustration

permanent work of peace times.
of

war construction

is

Chamberlain bridge of the Chicago. Milwaukee &

the
St.

new
Paul

over the Missouri river, described elsewhere in this issue.
At first thought the use of 300 ft. spans on timber piers in
a river subject to a shifting bottom and heavy ice floes

seems unwarranted, but after a careful study of
stances under which the structure was built, as
the introduction of the article referred to. the
adopting this particular design will be readily

an unsettled and unsatisfactory state, as now seems probable, at the start of the 1920
construction season and the railroads,
Place
through legislation, find themselves in
If labor conditions are still in

The combination

a favorable financial condition to start

the circum-

outlined in
reasons for

appreciated.
of reinforced concrete with timber is unique,

with respect to this also, careful analysis will disclose
that there were excellent reasons for adopting its use.
It is

but,

Now

the increased utilization of mechanical substitutes for manpower. This would seem to be the proper time for each of-

War-Time

of

amount named," says Mr. Nay, "is a special fee granted
by the court in July, 1917, amounting to $100,000, which in
reality covered the entire period of the receivership from
April 19, 1915, to June 24, 1917, inclusive, a period of
more than 26 months, or about $3,800 a month. Your remarks give the impression that Mr. Dickinson received about

uol 'k on a construction program which
will anywhere nearly approach their
needs, there will arise the important question of developing
means to carry out the work. The logical answer will be

record of the part played by engineers in the recent world
is complete without reference to their work in the
conduct of purely civil pursuits.
In

conflict

the

Your Order

the Advertising Section)

used economically is enlarging.
It is only within recent
years that section motor cars have been adopted to any considerable extent, and while many roads already consider

and the limitations are few.

t

of

&cer concerned with construction or maintenance to undertake careful studies to determine the character of the work
to be done under his direction, in the prosecution of which
labor-saving devices are most applicable, and if the proper
equipment is available. Each year it is being demonstrated
that the field of railway work in which machines may be

the supplies of the individual roads for

Ine Latest

5

not alone in expensive permanent construction that the deis afforded opportunities to evince his technical knowl-

sign

edge and
tion

ingenuity.

rather than to suppress

1129

The

limitations

by war conditions served
it.

to

foster

placed on construc-killful engineering

"Don't Take Chances"

The Railroad Problem and

w \k\i\i., peculiarl} appropriate in add
mto
mobile drivers, ia being Bent b) the State ol New York
to four hundred thousand <>i ita citizens, owners ol automo
biles, addressed personally to tai h individual, in the shape
of a card which is reproduced herewith m facsimili
Franda M. Hugo,
duced one-third in width and height.
etar) of state, ia Bending the carda in the envelope with
his regular annual circular advising automobile owners of
the approach ol the date when their licenses expire and need
tnis ia a highly commendable example of
to be renewed,
co operation between the state and the railroads, the cards
being furnished by the safety department of the New York
Central Railroad
The rani is particularly commendable in itself. Its forceThe
ful language is addressed to the head and to the heart.
first paragraph is arresting even if the reader had no heart.
The fad that fatalities are increasing month by month is just
as certain and obvious as the fact that the city of Detroit is
The multurning out 5,000 new automobiles every day.
tiplication table alone should be sufficient to call a halt.
The heart is appealed to in the word "deplorable." The
immediate reason why we Americans so persistently pursue
our course of self-destruction is that we do not deplore the

the "Party of Business"

Tin.

STOP—

F.ad\ year

'

injured

The number

is

OOK
==^=
I

ft

gates,

on

more than 1500 persons are
railroad

killed

and 4000

crossings in the United States.

steadily increasing.

Tlie majority of the deplorable accidents

can be

avoided by automobilists exercising care at grade
Don't take chances. Even if a crossing is protected byflagman or bell, be sure you are safe.
s ^ cX y device in the world is a careful
Stop, look both ways, and listen.
moment's caution may save your life.

LISTEN '"
*"

Tllc ^ cst
driver.

Plav

safe.

A

C^*——,' .^z^W*7

tragedies which are thrust before us every day in the news-

As long as it is someone else, we continue serene.
word "LOOK !" could turn the reader's eyes to such a
disaster as that at Oarksboro, N. J., on November 7, last,
when 10 or more men and women were killed at midnight,
caution with real effectiveit would impress the necessity of
papers.
If that

ness.

occasionally. With
It is desirable to repeat such warnings
people not to
warning
in
displayed
ingenuity
the
of
tithe
a
buy some other manufacturer's garters, or razors, or cigars,

could be impressed on those who need the
The word
warning, in a way that would be astonishing.
the subject
"caution"' in the last line of this card should be
It implies (in this case) the cultivaof an essay by itself.
the stop is
tion of the habit of stopping at crossings whether
and ConMassachusetts
of
people
The
necessarv or not.
this rule for
necticut,' through their legislatures, adopted
crossing drawrailroad trains crossing other railroads arid
"safety

'

first''

keep it on their
bridges, about 60 years ago; and they still
states, they
other
the
of
people
the
like
but
statute books:
The
have thus far failed to adopt the rule for themselves.
in the same
being
near
pretty
comes
today,
automobilist,
of 1853 (the year of
cla^s with the locomotive enginemen
and he needs the
disaster)
drawbridge
Xorwalk
the South
were liable by
They
did.
they
stop rule just as much as
kill only a
may
he
people:
hundred
a
kill
to
carelessness
one ol
that
possibility
the
always
half dozen, but there is
himself.
be
may
dozen
half
the

nrin. Kau.w

am

\
\'.i
not a political
paper, but n ii
within its provim e as a railway paper to di cu
th
latiorj lnp oi part) politic - to the railroad question.
Government control of railroads was adopted bj
demo
i

,

A

.1

rain

I

adiiiinist rat ion

and

tin-

railroad

I

ontrol law

wa-

|>

democratic Congress.
The Republican Leaden and
newspapers have made much political capita] nut of the r<
-ults oi tlie policy of government operation established under democratic auspices.
The unpopularity of government
operation of the railroad- and the telegraph and telephone
lines was one of the principal rea "ii
lor the (lection of a
a

b)

Republican Congress in 1918.
The Republican party has
always prided itself upon being the "party of business and
of general prosperity," and we were assured both before and
after the election of 1918 that a Republican Congress would
speedily pass constructive legislation under which the railroads could be and would be safely returned to the mori
fieient management of the private companies.
'resident Wilson, who usually has shown himself to be an
astute politician, passed over to the Republican Congress
both the opportunity and the responsibility of drafting and
passing the needed railroad legislation.
He announced last
May that the railways would be returned to their owners at
He called Congress in special session
the end of this year.
early last summer.
He made no specific recmomendations
regarding the legislation which should be enacted. The Republicans had a majority in the House of Congress.
Congress had ample time in which to frame and pass the needed
legislation before January 1, and the country knew it then
and knows it now.
Work upon the proposed legislation was begun at once by
the Senate and House committees on Interstate Commerce.
These committees conducted hearings at which the facts about
the railway situation were fully presented and able men representing all points of view put forward and advocated plans
for the solution of the problem.
The hearings and subsequent developments disclosed that the committees of both
houses were headed by and composed of able men who had
The Democrat- and Renuba good <zrasp of the situation.
They
licans upon these committees acted together amicably.
Each committee reported to its own
did not play politics.
house a railroad bill. While these bills differed in many
respects, and while each had shortcomings from the standpoints of all classes of students of the railroad problem,
most of those who really knew anything about the subject
conceded that either bill if passed would effect a great improvement in our system of railroad regulation and management.
The House with its Republican majority could have passed
It did
the Esch bill as originally reported from committee.
It emasculated the bill by eliminating some of its
not do so.
It inserted other provisions
best and most needed provisions.
some of which, especially those relating to the handling of
labor controversies, are so bad that the enactment of the bill
as a whole into a law probably would make the country's
system of regulation worse rather than better than it has been
A Republican majority in the House could have
in the past.
I

passed a good
a

bad

bill,

but

it

passed, or permitted to be passed,

bill.

on the Cummins
has been discussed at
length, especially by members of the committee that drafted
Although the bill deals with the most important of the
it.
nation's post-war reconstruction problems, it has been almost impossible to keep in the Senate eh amber a quorum to
What the newshear and participate in these discussions.

The Senate adjourned without

bill.

Since

it

has met again the

acting

bill

December

12,
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papers call " unexpected opposition" has developed.
opposition

is

directed principally

first,

This

,u"
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'

i

miiiiii

i

I

jP

minimi

n

i

mini

miiiiiiniimii

nimmiitiu

against the provisions

which are intended to assure to the railway companies opportunity to raise sufficient capital adequately to develop
their facilities; and, second, against the
provisions which
are intended to prohibit strikes upon the railways
and
es-

Letters to the Editor
™""H

'

'

'

illlluiiiiMiiu

'

inn

iiiiimiiimiii

i

iniiiiiiimiiiminmi

Mil

to

means of peaceably and equitably

tablish

Good and Bad Whistling

settling labor con-

troversies.

The

date on which the President originally said he would
return the roads to their owners is now (December
15) onlv
two weeks away.
In ten months out of the twelve which
ended on October 31 the railways incurred a deficit as compared with the net operating income earned by the companies under private operation on which
the guaranteed returns
to the companies are based.
The total deficit for the year

ended October 31 was about $375,000,000.
There is no
doubt that the railways will also show large deficits in November and December. Their facilities have become so inadequate that they are unable to handle the commerce of the
country, and therefore they are the limiting factor in pro-

duction in America.

The country

will never again be able
capacity until the capacity of the
railroads is increased. Until the questions whether and when
the railways are going to be returned to their owners, and

produce

to

to its

maximum

under what kind of permanent legislation, are settled, the
imperatively needed enlargement of transportation facilities
will not be and cannot be commenced.
It is by no means a certainty that the President will not
return the railways to their owners at the end of the year
and withdraw the government guarantees whether any legislation is passed or not.
Everybody knows that this would
result in widespread railroad bankruptcy; and yet the members of Congress continue their course of paltering inaction.
To return the railways to their owners under temporary legislation merely continuing the guarantees would postpone the
time when rehabilitation of their facilities could be commenced.
Because of the understanding that the return to
private operation is imminent, the Railroad Administration is
daily losing able men from its organizaton by their return
to the

companies.

In these circumstances

to operate the properties with

it

cannot continue

any satisfactory degree of

ef-

ficiency.

No man can
is a plain statement <">f facts.
accuracy in any detail. All that is needed to precipitate a national catastrophe is for Congress, with its Republican majority, to continue for awhile along the course
which it has been following.
If as a result of the way in which this problem has been
handled in Congress the railways are not returned to private
operation, or if they are returned without adequate legislation, there cannot be in the mind of any intelligent person
the slightest question as to the political party which will have
The Repubto assume responsibility for the consequences.
lican party, because it has a majority in both houses of Congress, and because President Wilson passed the whole question over to Congress, will have to assume the responsibility.
Is the Republican party going to vindicate its claims as the
"party of business and prosperity,'' or is it going to stultify
The

dispute

foregoing
its

them?

The Republican party may be the "party of business and
prosperity," but certainly the Republican majority in Congress has not thus far dealt with the railroad problem in a
way which commends

itself to the

business

men

of the coun-

which is adapted to promote the prosperity of the
American people. The "party of business" had better get
down to business, or it will go into the next political campaign with a record for dealing with the railroad problem
which will estop its newspapers and spellbinders from making any effective critic isms of government control and operation of railroads under Democratic auspices.
try,

or

.

»,

i

To the Editor:
What

is

preposterous announcement that

this

I

V
find

'»

.

in

your issue, Number 17, October 24, page 822, that some
committee recommends the modification of the rule for the
highway-crossing whistle-signal so as to require the engineman to rend the air for nine seconds? What are these committeemen thinking of?
Do they dwell continually in the
tomb and in the barren mountains, like the wild man
that we read of in the Gospel?
That man was continually
crying out and cutting himself with stones
a sort of self-

—

punishment for his sins! To make larger the unavoidabl)
large volume of noise which comes from the big locomotive
of today is little less than an outrage.
What is the purpose
of the highway crossing signal?
Is it to alarm all of the
farmers within a mile?

should like to have any member
conveniently get hold of a buzzer
or a common electric door bell, go through the motions of
making the "7" signal of such a length as to occupy nine
seconds.
He will be ashamed of the disturbance which he
finds himself making.
Three seconds is ample time in

which

to

make

I

who can

of that committee,

a loud, distinctive

and

in all respects suffi-

cient signal.

Look

For many years the crossand even-body was
happy. What need is there for having this signal different
from the signal signifying the approach to a station?
It
has been argued that the way to improve our whistling is to
make it easier for the engineman to adjust his mind to what
is demanded; if that is the case a change from four blasts
to one blast would be a very simple way to go about it.
One
prominent road has at least on some divisions discontinued the use of the station approach signal. Discontinuing
it everywhere might not be an unprofitable experiment.
You,
Mr. Editor, have been arguing for years for moderation and
common sense in whistling; perhaps the easier way to make
such arguing effective would be to propose to modify the
at a

few familiar

facts.

ing signal consisted of only one blast;

—

whistling

in

this

way

—

— urge

its

abolition.

Where

crossings

have an attendant the use of the crossing whistle, in numerous instances, has been wholly discontinued, and with
satisfactory results.

The American Railroad
its

Association has been noted for
Assuming that the signal ought

persistent conservatism.

committee might naturally be expected
by a good body
favor of changing.
What have they got to

to be changed, this
to

demand

that the proposition be supported

of experience in

in that association, as many other railover the country, are Morse telegrapher-;
and every one familiar with the Morse alphabet will agree
that the way to make the crossing signal, which is equiva""."'
The
is to do it in comparatively quick time.
lent to

offer?

road

Many men

officers,

all

specialists in psychology will

tell

you that there

is

a

pleasing

rhythm in "7" that is lacking in the long drawn out screeching which is now proposed.
The whistle nuisance is bad enough, in all conscience,
No reasonable man, considerate of the public, can
already.
think of making it worse. Some of the
National Council have demanded that
be drawn out longer, but these men are
ists.
They are simply following some
legislators of former year-,

who

safety sharps in the
the crossing whistle

thoughtless extremof the

shortsighted

actually prescribed by stat-

ute the continuous blowing of the whistle of every train, for

—
1

1
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rossing
tad there an enginemen
and abet such i crime.
Foolish
people who reckiessl) approach croasingi without looking
and listening are, indeed, entitled to i good warning, but
there is do reason in going to extremes; their lives are not

80 rods before

who

are

worth

tee<

willing

bing

b

i

I

aid

to

it.

people residing near crossings
passengers in trains arc to be
considered also;
have ridden s hundred miles in an express
train on a prominent Eastern road, in B COach next to the engine; and the frequenl and excessive whistling for crossings
were an absolute nui-anec. It was, perhaps, a necessary evil,
I

lives

ii>-

innocent

of

deserve consideration.

The

1

hut an engineman with a conscience, with the musician's ear
for time, and with proper instruction from his superintendent,
Some of
could have reduced the evil 50 per cent or more.
the best runners habitually

make

the signal in two seconds.

R. C. G.
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of new locomotives, hut
power, ten to fifteen yeai old,
handle th< con tantly fpfrwming loads
il
by heavier equipment, etc.
Brick arches, though
used here long ago by Mr. Griggs on the Boston & Providence and Buperhi
ad other devices have and will
hut the locomotive itself, can any more power be gothelp
ten out of it, arid is it worth it?
This hx>ks to me lik< tinvital problem that is going to soon confront the- motivenot

much

so

specification

the

iii

what way can
be remodeled to
in

the present

power officials after January first, next.
It seems to the writer to be folly to run some of these
trains, two and three cars, with locomotives intended for
heavier service and half worn out, but I have seen it many
a time and know that on some back shop track there are
probably three or four smaller ones, which with a little
fixing up would do the work and burn less coal.
Up to
Last summer, locomotives designed by Mr. Buchanan and
built in the early nineties ran out of Rochester over the

Remodeling Locomotives
To the
The

Editor:

Au-

burn road with three steel coaches behind them, yet I have
seen on other roads two- and three-car trains which were
handled by Pacific, Atlantic, yes and even by Mogul locomotives.

interesting account in the

Railway Age of November

14 of the rebuilding of the Prairie type into Mikado type
locomotives on the Northern Pacific is of extreme interest,
and one that officials in charge of the motive power of our

The problem
hound

is

road, and it is
and is one that our
must wrestle with and answer accord-

distinctive

with

each

to present itself, sooner or later,

motive power officials
ing to the requirements or needs of his

railroads can well study.

own

system.

Chas. E. Fishf.r.

It is true that every motive power official must study this
question from his own "angle," and that a remedy suggested
for one road would not cure another, but the problem is one

of importance for all that.
For some years the writer has been a close observer of
the motive power of the various roads in the east, and while
the "east is east," the "cure" may not fit those of the
I think one of the best examples and most
west at all.
successful ones at rebuilding locomotives occurred on the
New York Central when they rebuilt a large number of

Mikados; I have been
informed that the results obtained for this rebuilding has
given them one of the best working type of freight locomotives on that road.
In July, 1918, I had reason to make a trip over the
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh and stopped off at East
Salamanca, N. Y. I saw there a line of locomotives, perhaps half a dozen, Consolidation and 4-8-0 type, not in use,
and when I made inquiries concerning these locomotives, I
that it was the
received the reply that they were to be sold
policy of this road to dispose of its locomotives whenever
they became too light for service and replace them with
This policy has its advantages
thoroughly modern power.
—provided a purchaser can be found.
On the other hand, take a large road the size of the PennIt was not very long ago that that road offered
sylvania.

their Consolidation locomotives into

—

The Switchman

as Diplomat. The switchman who does indeal with the public and he has a better
chance to use his qualifications as a salesman than those who
work on inside jobs. He is not only selling his labor, but he is
If he does his work
in a position to represent his company.
dustry

work has

to

will have no trouble to throw all
from these industries over to his employer. By
obtaining this additional business for his employer he is
building a reputation for himself and getting more work for

promptly and cheerfully, he
the shipments

employees to do.
Give the public all the help and information you can
The public
because it is the public that keeps us busy.
also pays for the fine passenger trains that travel over our line.
When you have work to do on these trains do it carefully. If
you do not handle passenger trains carefully the public will be
afraid to ride on your line and you will be the cause of some
"old timer" returning to the freight service. Duit Wright.

his fellow

—

for sale
at

some of

1905 in their

its

own

Atlantic type locomotives; yet as late
Juniata shops they built eight- wheel

locomotives for their lighter passenger trains, a commendA road the size of the Pennsylvania with its
able policy.
subsidiaries should have little difficulty in assigning the
proper class of locomotive for service which it can handle

most economically.
The New England roads, with

their short runs and requirements of frequent service present a different problem.
For years the eight-wheel passenger locomotive was the
On the New Haven,
only type used for passenger trains.
the ten- wheel type was not introduced until 1904 and the
Pacific and Atlantic until 1907; consequently this road has
an abundance of the eight-wheel type that can be used very
advantageously on shorter runs and lighter trains.
As I view the problem, the chief difficulty confronting
our officials at the head of the motive power departments is
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The Russian People Bid Farewell
Leaving

to the

American Troops

World's Longest Bascule Span Erected at Chicago
Recently Completed

St.

Charles Air Line Bridge Contains a

Single-Leaf Span 260 Ft.

Am

u

RECORD

lished

in

in

bridge construction has been estabSt. Charles

the recent completion of the

Air Line structure over the Chicago river, which
comprises the longest single-leaf bascule bridge ever built.
Aside from the introduction of special details necessary for
the completion of a record structure of this type, the prose-

Long

of Sixteenth street to a point a short distance west of the

Chicago

Although it is considerably less than a mile
connects the Illinois Central and its tenant, the
Michigan Central, at the eastern end with the New York
Central, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, and the Chicago & North Western. It
is owned jointly by the Illinois Central, the Michigan Central, the Burlington and the North Western and is operated
by the Illinois Central. The traffic over the bridge is entirely interchange, largely between the owning and operating
river.

in length

it

However, it is also used for the transfer of mail and
express between the Union and the La Salle street stations,
while during the war many troop trains were handled across
roads.

this line.

Location

Map Showing

The new structure replaces a swing span built in 1882,
which is 297 ft. 6 in. long and crosses the river at an angle
of 42 deg. 45 min., providing two channels, one of 59 ft.
and one of 55 ft. The alinement and track arrangement
were changed, as indicated, to accommodate the new doubletrack bridge which crosses the river at an angle of 63 deg.
28 min., being 260 ft. long between end bearings of the
moving leaf and providing a clear channel for navigation
200 ft. wide.

Re-alinement of the Crossing

cution of both the substructure and superstructure work involved the application of some unusual construction methods.
This structure occupies the approximate site of one of the
earliest railroad bridges in Chicago, since the St. Charles

\

|

|

I

Rock Eler 30.6^
£8-0'

location of the

new

structure

was

selected to avoid

interference with the old bridge during construction and to
reduce the skew of the crossing and, therefore, the length

!

j

Z60-0'

\-

Side and

End

—J~—36-0'

Elevation of the Bridge

Air Line was one of the first lines of railroad built in that
Projected in 1857 as a trunk line railway extending
westward from the city, the St. Charles Air Line is now but
a short east and west transfer facility, extending from the
Illinois Central property on the lake front in the vicinity

city.

Superstructure

The

of the bridge as much as possible. However, the track layout on the east side of the river, particularly the south wye,
gave little latitude in the location of the bridge. The drawings show the general plan and elevation of the new bridge,
including the concrete trestle approaches, which will readily
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recognized aa the Strausa heel trunnion

type

oi

basculi

bridj
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outside the plane- of the

moving

leaf

and tow.

i

trusses, the

counterweight

the superstructun consists ol a through Warren ti
track movable span, with subdivided panels and
inclined top chords, 160 ft. long between end bearing! di
signed for Cooper's E60 loading, and a 58 ft. counter weighl
fixed low.r span, .ill in accordance with the Illinois Central
standard specifications.
The principles of counterbalancing
double

•ind operation are

much

the

same

as in other bridges ol

this

rhe counterbalancing is effected by a pan of concreti
slabs, termed "wing counterweights," such as were used in the
North Western three-track bascule bridge over the north
branch of the Chicago river al Deering (described in the
Railway Agi Gazette of August 11. 9 1 o page 233).
For
large bridges these are found more economical than the
type,

trunnions being supported on
upplementaJ
vertical and
inclined tower posti carried b) deep portal
girders extending beyond the main posts.
The distano from
the counterweight trunnion to tin- concreti counterweight i-u« h

thai

the latter swings below the

overhanging portion of

tower.

the

The two counterweight

links,

which are structural

mem

connecting the forward points of the counterweight
trusses with the hips of the moving leaf trusses, are each
oii-et 5 ft. in their length of 85 ft. 8 in.
The resulting

1

,

Mock

counterweight often used on account of
leverage thus gained.
They arc S ft. 7 in.
thick. 60 ft. high and 37 ft. wide, and arc built around the
structural steel members of the counterweight trusses which
support them, and arc reinforced in vertical planes with ?4-

single

of

the increase in

in.

round rods and

rod-.

In

addition,

from the outer face-

in horizontal

3-in.
o\

the

planes with

)

j

in.

square

expanded metal is placed 2 in.
concrete.
Each concrete counter-

weight weighs approximately 885 tons, at 148 lb. per cu. ft.
The rectangular aperture- showing in the face of the coun-

Method
lateral

of Erecting the Traveler

component of the
taken care of by

stress in these

members due

to this

between them. The
location of the above parts can be seen by reference to the
general drawing and the photographs. Below the track level
the retaining walls between piers 2 and 3 and the concrete
trestle approach hold the earth fill from interference with
offset is

lateral bracing

the counterweights.

Operation

The bridge

is

ated in the usual

opened or closed in

manner

1%

min., being oper-

characteristic of this type by

means

of straight racks bolted to a pair of operating struts, one

pivoted to the end posts of each truss and engaged by operpinions located in the portal of the counterweight
tower.
The bridge is electrically operated, and current from
a 12,000-volt public utility circuit is brought underground
to a sub-station at the bridge site, where it is stepped down
The operto 440 volts through three 75-kva. transformers.
ating machinery is located in a fireproof house in the counating

Erection View

— Moving

Leaf Nearing Completion; Stiff-Leg

Derrick Dismantling the Traveler
terweight are for the purpose of adding adjustment blocks to
obtain the exact required weight.
The calculations were
based on half of the number of these apertures being filled
when the bridge is in equilibrium. The total weight of the
blocks equals 7 per cent of the total counterweight.
As the bridge opens the counterweights move entirely outside of railroad clearance and outside of the lower portion
When fully opened their low est
of the supporting tower.
r

To

accomplish
this the counterweight trusses are located in planes five feet

point

is

eight feet below the base of rail.

This house
terweight tower frame and above the tracks.
contains gearing, motors, engine, air and water tanks,
switchboard, controllers and other operating devices.
The pinions are actuated through an equalizer and reducby two Westinghouse motors of 150-hp. capacity,
each working on a 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle circuit and
capable of developing a maximum torque of 3,080 lb. (each)
Each motor is equipped with a solat a one-foot radius.
eno d brake, adjusted for braking 100 per cent of normal
running torque of the motor. These motors are controlled

tion gears

;

December
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by the Cutler-Hammer magnet type control, consisting of
four reversing contactors and live accellerating contactors
for each motor.
The master controller for these contactors

mounted on
a way

stand and interlocked with the lock motor
neither can be operated out of proper
sequence. The operations of the lift and lock motors are in
turn interlocked with the signal interlocking machine.
In
opening, all track signals must he set at "stop" indication
is

in such

a

that

before the motor controllers are released.
The auxiliary power consists of a four-cylinder 62-hp.
gasoline engine operating at a speed of 1,000 r. p. m.
The

engine is provided with a self-starter operated from a storage batter\-.
The engine was made by the Wisconsin Motor

Manufacturing Company.

On account of the unprecedented size of this bridge it was
considered advisable to use an air buffer on the operating
strut in addition to the oak bumping blocks ordinarily era-

1135

The bridge is locked in the closed position by motordriven latch bars moving in guide.- in the bottom chords of the
main trusses and engaging the end shoes. These locks are
operated by a iive-hp. squirrel-cage motor of the high-resistance type.
Both lock motor and main lifting motors are
controlled through limit switches at the ends of their respective travels.
The main line contactors for the lifting motors,
located on the control panel, are tripped out when the moving span is within 15 cleg, of the fully closed position; to
close it the remaining distance a foot switch is provided for

releasing the brake- and a push switch for closing the circuit
through the contactors, thus short-circuiting the limit switch.

The motors may then be started by the master controller. In
case the line contactors go out, due to overload or short circuits, the controller handle must be brought to the neutral
position before a new start can be made.

An emergency brake is also provided, acting on each operating strut incorporated with the operation strut guide. These
brakes are operated by single action compressed air cylinders in line with the strut secured to flanges on the bottom
of the guide. The pistons of the cylinders are connected by
means of connecting levers and eccentrics to eight brake
shoes
four each for the top and bottom flanges of the strut.

—

The

operator applies the brakes by admitting compressed
a control valve being located in the
operator's cabin immediately adjacent to the leaf motor conair into the cylinders,

trollers.

Air is supplied to the strut brakes and also to a warning
whistle at 125-lb. pressure by a General Electric 25 cu. ft.
direct-connected, motor driven, air compressor with auto-

The storage capacity consists
tank, located on platform outside of operat-

matic governor and unloader.
of one 65 cu.

ft.

ing house.

The warning and indicating signals on this bridge are
most complete.
In addition to the usual channel warning
lights required by the government, a wig-wag warning to
river traffic has been introduced as a signal to vessels in
event of failure of motive power for the bridge.
The wigwags are located in the center of the bridge on the lower
chord and can easily be seen from the river.
Ibex are controlled by a snap switch on the controller stand.

The Substructure
The substructure for the pivot end of the span is the conventional form for this type of movable span, comprising
four cylindrical piers, to earn- the four posts of the counterweight tower, the two forward ones also supporting the
pivot ends of the movable leaf.
These piers are connected
by walls which function at once as ties, struts and retaining

The Completed Bridge

in the

Open

Position

This is a new feature in bridges of this kind and
comes into play when the bridge reaches the nearly-open
position.
It consists of an air cylinder with 15-in. bore and
ployed.

stroke secured

the top

of each

near the
moving leaf end with a piston rod 4 in. in diameter and
6 ft. 3 in. long, normally held in its extended position by a
When the bridge nears the limit of
pair of coiled springs.
its opening the extended piston rods come into contact with
233/2-in.

a short I-beam

bumping

to

strut

girder secured to the inclined post

of the counterweight tower just above the path of the operating strut, and the compression of the air in the cylinder

graduallv arrests any further movement of the bridge after
power lias been cut off and the motor brakes applied.
A similar air buffer is located underneath the front end of
the leaf which comes into play when the bridge closes, the
piston rod coming into contact with the bridge seat of the
the

rest pier.

walls for the filling that supports the tracks in the space
enclosed by four walls. -The rest pier is of similar design,
consisting of two piers connected by a concrete diaphragm.
These are concrete trestle approaches to the rear of the piers
on both sides of the river, this type of construction being

adopted primarily to avoid

the

building of

abutment-

to

On the west
pressure close to the river.
side the trestle was especially applicable because of a slip
adjoining the bridge immediately to the north, which would
have necessitated an expensive retaining wall along that
resist

the earth

The trestle for the
side had an embankment been used.
north track is 98 ft. long, while that for the south track is
only 42 ft., so that for a length of 56 ft. the embankment
for the south track slopes out underneath the trestle for the
north track. The seeming inconsistency of using a retained
fill
within the pier structure is explained by the fact that
the tie walls connecting the pier- were necessary in any
event, and were made to serve also as retaining wall- at very
little

increase in expen-c.
conditions

The foundation

are

more

favorable

at

this

—
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ih. in

most other bridge sites in tin!8.0, borings for

.it

untered .u elevation
into the i>nk establishing

city.

Rock was

depth of

Vol

outer end was

vated jomi

el<

16

i

it.

67.

above the tra< k
Obviously

No. 24

li

v<

ft.

about

as

tin- securitj <it' this materia] beyond
rhe east substructure ami the southwest pier of the weal substructure were tar enough behind
the existing dock line to permit of tin successful use of tin
"Chicago" method ot" open will excavation, bul tin' north
west pier on the wesl side was 30 lose to the private slip

tailed

something more than ordinary erection methods.
tower and Counterweight trusses were erected

.i

11

any reasonable doubt,

rhe

high

as

a

!2

Jtorj

building.

I.

this

oi

enfirst

i

that

puddled

a

dam was

coffer

required.

This was ion

with wooden sheel piling on the outside and steel
sheet piling on the inside.
It was the two east pier- on the west side of the river that
The lack
imposed the real problem in foundation work.
of a sufficient earth cover over tin' rock made it impossible
to hold sheet piling effectively and precluded the use of a
StrUCted

coffer

As

dam.

a

consequence

a

design of cellular crib was

developed, as shown in tin' drawing. This consists of 12-in.
by 12-in. timbers, with a double layer of shiplap on the
interior, arranged so a- to provide for a puddle wall sur-

rounding two interior cells on the sites of the two piers.
This puddle proved sufficiently tight to enable the water

^-Approximate surface of rock.
Section AA.
70-0"

In
within to be lowered to a depth of 10 or 12 ft.
the -paces thus partially unwatered steel sheet piling was
To accomdriven in circles of the near sizes of the piers.
plish this wooden forms or cages were built in the shape of
segmental centers, disposed horizontally with vertical guides
The space within the circles of sheet pilto connect them.
ing were pumped out and excavated to a depth of about
two or three feet into the rock and filled with concrete. The
level

cages were taken out piecemeal as the concrete was brought
The wooden crib was built to a height of four or five
up.
feet on ways in the slip adjoining the bridge, launched and
then completed while floating and finally towed into posiBecause of the impracticability of holding piles in
tion.
front

nently

of

piers, this crib will remain in place permafender to protect the pier and superstructure

the

as

a

tl2"xl2"x22'-0" Fender

against navigation.

Used for the Construction
West Abutment

Details of the Cellular Crib

of the

with the aid of a gantry traveler, composed of four gallowsframe bents 168 ft. high above a traveler track built along
each side of the bridge at a level about 14 ft. below the

Z0.54 Level

El.

TimbersJ

Section at Wafer Line.

Because of the presence of the slip a timber bulkhead was
driven along the north side of the west substructure, which
is supported in part by tie rods from a row of piles along
The entire substructure contains 2,000 cu.
the south side.
vd. of concrete, including the concrete trestle approach. The
trestle conforms to Illinois Central standards, with concrete
The superstructure
piles of the pre-cast and drive type.

East.-

Base of'Rail.

Q

¥

Q

Q

i

rj

— —

.-J
14-0*

/4-0"

**—/5#

t£-3"-X— 14-0'-^-14-0"—J-

\)

/S'-//'—\

to 4. of Bent.

8-0'-

n^j>

-EL-MO

y ^'ll^/l/)^/7^//^lilf^//^///)^im;;/^)^y^
/

-

58-0"C. to G. Piers.

J-

-SSO^'C. to C Piers.

Outline Elevation of the
built by the Foundation Company of New York during
the winter of 1917-18, one of the severest in local history.

was

Erection
In conformity with
the bridge

was

common

practice in such structures,

erected in the raised or open position.

to the great length of the span this

Owing

meant that the extreme

57-8'Concrete Pile

Trestle.

~

S4'-Sg-

Masonry

bridge track level.
The north traveler track was supported
on the bulkhead and the south one on a row of piles, includThis traveler
ing those used as backstays for the bulkhead.
was set up first by a stiff leg derrick mounted on a threelegged tower with a 100-ft. boom. The gantry frame carried
a row of longitudinal girders en each side, each of which
carried two sets of fall lines operated by a hoisting engine,

December
set

12,
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on the ground

to the rear of the bridge.

As

the traveler

cover the highest part of the tower and
counterweight trusses, these fall lines were readily used to

was

tall

set all

enough

members

to

of tin

structure.

The

heaviest one wos the

rear .section of the bottom chord of the counterweight truss,
weighing 70 tons.
In doing this portion of the erection the
traveler was 6rst used in a forward position to erect the
tower,
trusses

moved hack 40 ft. to erect the counterweight
and again moved forward to erect the moving leaf

The

rest of the

hip verticals.

moving

leaf

was erected by

a

method more

nearly comparable to that used in the erection of tall steel
frame buildings than steel bridges, namely, by means of a

37

1

Thi designers of the type of bridge finally adopted
proposed a plan tor revolving tin superstructun of the
new bridge int.n on a circular track and rollers to the new
site.
Nfo provision has been made in the substructun

channel.

t

i

for the prose* ution of su< h a plan.

The bridge was built by the Illinois Central under the
direction of A. S. Baldwin, formerly chief engineer and now
president of the corporation, and F. L.

then

to tin' height of the

1

engineer.

Maro Johnson,

Thompson,

assistant engineer,

chief

assumed direct

charge during the construction of the sub and superstructure.
The Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, (hi.
ted as
consulting

engineers.

The

Y( rk, built the substructure,
ber, 1917,

and completing

it

Foundation Company,
beginning construction in
in August, 1918. The American
I

Bridge Company (Gary plant) fabricated the steel and machinery, which was erected by the Ferro-Construction Company of Chicago, which began work in October. 1918, but

was interrupted by delay.- in receipt of materia] in Novemresuming operation- in February, 1919, and completing
the erection with minor interruption- in August, 1919. C. H.
Norwood of Chicago furnished and installed all air and
ber,

The West Abutment
derrick that was used from time to time as the
gressed.
The manner in which this was carried

work prois

particu-

larly interesting.

The span in its vertical position may be considered as
forming an enormous elevator shaft in which the erection
equipment is comparable with the elevator. As in an actual
elevator, a guide was provided along each side, in the form
of two lines of heavy timbers bolted to the web members of
These guides were somewhat closer to the botthe trusses.
tom chords than to the top chords and were parallel with
The derrick, which moved upward with the
the former.
aid of these guides, consisted of a vertical A-frame made of
two 12-in. by 12-in. timbers and standing on a girder composed of four 8-in. by 16-in. stringers spanning crosswide
from guide to guide. This girder, reinforced by a shallow
carried the load of two booms mounted
on opposite sides oi the A-frame, so that one
boom was used to erect the bottom chords and floor system,
while the other one was engaged in setting the top chords,
The weight of this derrick and the loads
top laterals, etc.
it lifted
was carried on two columns of 12-in. by 12-in.
timbers set up under the ends of the A-frame and held in
This derrick was
place by bolting to the guide timbers.
raised from time to time by lines lashed to members that
had been erected to some considerable elevation above the
truss underneath,
at the center

position of the derrick.

The

steel for the

bridge was unloaded in a yard north of

the slip, from which it was brought to the work partially
on barges and partially on cars. During the erection of the
span the gantry traveler was taken down with the aid of a
stiff-leg

level

derrick mounted on the outside of the span at the
panel point above the hip.
This was

of the second

facilitated by moving the traveler forward as it was taken
down, one gallows-frame at a time.
The construction of the bridge was concerned to a certain
extent with the plans of the Chicago Railway Terminal Commission for straightening the Chicago river which provide for
a new river channel about 400 ft. westerly from the present

The Counterweights,

the

Counterweight Trusses and the

Tower
equipment and the auxiliary gas engine drive. The
and the trunnion pins and
operating machinery 166 tons.
The main trunnions are 25
in. in diameter, the counterweight trunnions 46 in. and the
first and second link pins 20^ in. and 31 in., respectively.
electrical

structural steel weighs 1,544 tons

Number

of Locomotives on Japanese Railways.- There are
operation on the Imperial Government Railways of Japan
the following locomotives: 1,182 tank engines, 600 of which
in

make, 308 American, 171 German, and 103
There are 8 light railway locomotives, 4 of German manufacture and 4 of unknown make; 1,778 tenders. 711
of which arc Japanese, 671 American. 336 British, and 60
German. The electric locomotives number 13. of which 12
are German and 1 Japanese.
Although these figures give a
considerable number of Japanese types of both tanks and
tenders, the most of the parts and equipment of these
engines have been purchased either in America or England
and assembled in Japan.
are

of

British

Japanese.

1
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Investigation

ol

Plumb

Committee on

Charges Demanded
Representatives

of the
Plan League were given
hearing before the Rules Committee oi the
ii
ise <>i' Representatives on
>» tober
10 for the purpose of urging the passage of the resolution introduced in
the House bj Representative Huddleston of Alabama, pro
viding For an investigation by a Congressional committee oi
the charges of railro.nl financial manipulation, and that the
.i

I'liini

briei

(

railroads seek legalization of a
mem as a basis of valuation,

fraudulent property invesl
made by Glenn E. Plumb,
counsel for the organized railroad employees.
Representative
Huddle-ton introduced the speakers, saying they were prepared to prove that eight or nine billion dollars of the rail
road capitalization is "pure water."
He declared that an
investigation of elements affecting the valuation of the railroad- was especially important because of its bearing on the
level of rates,

and he declared

that the railroad interests were

seeking to prevent the investigation.
As evidence of this,
he stated that the financial journals and the Railway Age
have Keen very "abusive" of the railroad labor organizations.
\\

Transportation of the Farmers' National
Council, also urged the pa lage of the n olution
aying the
farmers were confident thai uch an investigation, "if fearlessl) and thoroughl) conducted," will reveal the methods of
the financial interests and show that they are detrimental to
the besl inten its of the farmers and the people of the entire
ll<
country.
aid an efforl was being made to jam
L<

through Congress to "secure a Bystem of valuation which
would add about eight billion dollars to the pre.-ent capitalition

zation" of
every
i

railroad-,

tin

effort

to

prevent

and that the railroad- are making
an investigation of Mr. Plumb's

har

Chairman Campbell

of the committee said he had not
on the part of the railroad- to prevent
the investigation, but Mr. Mar-h said he had newsp
clippings which showed the efforts the railroads are mak-

heard of any

effort

ing.

Alfred 1'. Thorn, counsel for the Association of Railway
Executives, at the request of Chairman Esch of the House
committee on interstate and foreign commerce, has filed state-

ments with the committee for each railroad referred to in
Mr. Plumb's charge that various railroads had given bonuses

had issued new stock for less than
market value. Each statement gave the circumstances
under which the stock was issued, and Mr. Thorn stated that
it appears that no stock was issued by any of the companies
named during the period mentioned at less than par. In
some circumstances stock was issued by a company to its own
stockholders at par when it was selling in the market at a
higher figure, but the laws of many states require any new
stock to be offered to existing stockholders at par before any
Mr. Thom also gave an
of it is disposed of to the public.
explanation of the reasons for such a rule, showing that
where there has been an issue of stock to the public at a
greater value than par, but at less than the market value, it
can never be expected that a large issue of new stock can be
disposed of at the market value of the similar amount outto their stockholders or

arren

S.

Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers and president of the Plumb Plan League,
said it was the unanimous wish of the employees that the
resolution be reported out by the committee and the investigation made, because the employees were prepared to prove
in detail every charge that Mr. Plumb had made.
Chairman Campbell asked what would be added by such
an investigation to what the Interstate Commerce Commission
is doing in connection with its valuation of the railroads.
Mr. Stone replied that the commission's w ork will not bring
out many of the facts charged because of differences of opinHe said some
ion as to what the commission ought to do.
people think they ought to ascertain the "cost price" of the
railroads, while the railroads say they ought to ascertain the
He also referred to "abuse" by the
cost of reproduction.
Raikvay Age and the New York Times, but said it ought
to be taken as a compliment because these papers never had
T

an idea that was not dominated by Wall Street.
A member of the committee suggested that as the hearing
was to be brief, it would be well to have some of the facts
charged put into the record, whereupon Mr. Stone gave way
a statistician representing the railway ema long statement attacking the property
investment accounts and the financial management of the
railroads, using material from previous investigations by
the commission, which are the source of most of the facts
stated by Mr. Plumb in his charges, and also making quota-

to F.
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T-

ployees,

Wame,

who began

from statements by the Interstate Commerce Commission regarding the unreliability of the property investment

tions

accounts.

Mr. Warne declared that government regulation has been
as "dismal a failure" as was ever the unregulated private
management before 1888. That fact, he said, presents only
the alternatives of government ownership and operation and

some compromise on a plan
represented in the

Plumb

of "industrial democracy" as
Mr. Plumb's charges, he

plan.

were based on the fundamental idea of the failure of
government regulation. In answer to the statements that
the Plumb charges are old, he said that was no reason why
has
they should not be investigated now because Congress
never done anything about them and there is no law to prewere
vent a repetition of the financial manipulations that
said,

Mr. Warne did not finish his statepracticed in the past.
ment, and Representative Huddleston asked for another hearappear,
ing for that purpose and also to allow Mr. Plumb to
as he was unable to be present.
Benjamin C. Marsh, secretary of the Farmers' National

its

standing.

Common Use
The

regional

director,

of

Coal Cars

Central Western

nounced that beginning December

13,

as a

region,

has an-

temporary meas-

to insure an adequate supply of cars in the Central
bituminous field with the re-opening of the mines, it has
been decided to make effective the common use of coal loading equipment belonging to the principal coal-shipping railroads in that coal field. D. I. Forsyth, with headquarters at
547 West Jackson boulevard, Chicago, is appointed manager
of Coal Car Distribution, Western Lines, and will supervise and direct the distribution of coal loading equipment
between the roads named.

ure

The roads in the Central Western Region whose cars are
included in this arrangement are the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, the Chicago & Alton, the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago.
Peoria & St. Louis, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the
Chicago, Terre Haute & South Eastern, the Evansville &
Indianapolis, the Peoria & Pekin Union, the Peoria Railroad Terminals and the Wabash; the roads in the Northwestern region included are the Belt Railroad of Chicago,
the Chicago Great Western, the Chicago Junction, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago -River & Indiana,
the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago & Western Indiana, the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, the Indiana Harbor Belt,
the Minneapolis & St. Louis, and the Minneapolis, St. Paul
& Sault Ste. Marie. There is also included one road in the

Southern Region, the

Illinois

Central.

—

Scientific

Development

Steam Locomotive*

of the

Factors Affecting the Cost of Maintenance and Operation

Analyzed and Improvements Suggested

By John

E. Muhlfeld

Part

Marked

progress has been made

in the

and appliances; c, greater percentage of adhesive to total
weight, and a lower factor of adhesion; d, more efficient
methods of combustion; e, use of exhaust-steam heater and

development of

the steam locomotive as the result of superior engineering ability, and the results have in man}- respects

flue-gas economizer lor boiler feed water;

been exceedingly effective. This progress, however, has been
confined largely to an increase in size, weight, evaporating
capacity and hauling power, and while the general use of
superheaters and firebox baffle walls during the past ten
years has substantially assisted in improving sustained boiler
capacity and increasing thermal efficiency as well as in
keeping the steam locomotive in advance of the electric locomotive, the opportunity for further improvement in thermal
and machine efficiency and to reduce smoke, cinders, sparks

and noise

is

tribution

;',

saving devices.

Reasons

untold.

of

mechanical operation; economy as regards fuel and water
consumption and repairs; minimum manual labor for road
and terminal handling; construction of the least number of
parts, and capacity to perform continuous mileage without
failure.

types of steam locomotives

fulfill

quite satisfac-

torily all of these requirements, with the exception of waste-

and steam consumption, as may be
gathered from the fact that the thermal efficiencies now
obtained are only from 50 to 65 per cent at the boiler, from
60 to 75 per cent for the combined boiler and superheater,
and from 4 to 6 per cent at the drawbar. These as compared with thermal efficiencies of from 3 to 5 per cent at
the drawbar of an electric locomotive, 18 to 19 per cent at
the switchboard of a modern steam-electric central power
station, 25 to 30 per cent for internal-combustion engines,
and 40 to 45 per cent as claimed for the full range of from
one-quarter to full load for combination internal-combustion
fulness in fuel, water

and steam motors.

The
fuel,

increase in the first cost and in the cost for labor,
material and supplies for operation and maintenance

of the steam locomotive has been most

marked during

the

It is now being
past ten years, particularly since the war.
operated and maintained by highly paid enginemen and
mechanics, with high-priced materials and supplies, and

machine and its performance must be brought up to a
more respectable basis of engineering efficiency if it is to be
the

perpetuated.

The supporting
United

data of this paper, which apply to the
why the general improve-

States, present the reasons

ment of the steam locomotive should embrace the following
changes which are now being embodied in the construction
of a new type of locomotive, the first of which it is planned
have in regular service in 1920: a, steam at a pressure
of about 350 lb. to be employed, superheated about 300
deg. F.; b, improved boiler, furnace and front-end design
to

for Perpetuation of the

Steam Locomotive

Much more

ments; ability to handle the heaviest gross tonnage practi-

Modern

better .-team dis-

back
ing and revolving parts; i, lower heat, frictional and windresistance losses;
improved safety and time, fuel and labor-

desiderata in a steam locomotive may be summed up
as: a reasonable first cost; maximum capacity for the service within roadway weight, curvature and clearance requirepositive control

/,

and

utilization; g, reduced cylinder clearances and
pressure; h, lighter and properly balanced reciprocat-

The

cable at the highest permissible speed;

I

has been said and written during the last few
years about the electrification of the steam roads of the
United States for the purpose of fuel and labor saving and
conservation, but practically nothing has been set forth as to
the possibilities to accomplish much greater results per dollar of investment and operating cost by a scientific development of the steam locomotive.
As the average use of power at any considerable load factor is for only 8 hours per day, and as there is more or less
irregularity in the demand, due to the small use on Sundays
and holidays, the available water power would be used only
about 2,400 out of a possible 8,760 hours per annum, or
about 27 per cent of the time, so that the remaining 73 per
cent would be wasted.
Therefore, where continuous water
power is available it should be diverted to the special requirements of large and regular amounts, such as in electrochemical and metallurgical processes, in order to reduce this
waste to a minimum.

The methods at present employed for generating electric
power from fuel in large modern central power stations
represent from 18 to 19 per cent thermal efficiency, and as
the investment cost for a steam plant is from one-third to
one-quarter of that for a water-power development, the same
total investment would produce from three to four times as
much power from a steam as from a hydroelectric plant.
Complete electrification of some portions of the large transcontinental trunk lines has been effected, all of which are
representative of progressive engineering skill, but reliable
reports and statistics available have not proven the actual

operating

economies predicted,

settled state of the electrical art

and

with

the

present

un-

numerous objections present

among which may be noted: a, prohibitive capiand non-productive cost per mile for road, equipment
and facilities; b, non-interchangeable equipment adaptable
to certain electric zones only; r, entire operation dependent
upon single power plants and transmission systems; d, widelv
varying load factors—dependent upon business conditions
requiring enormous outlay to meet uncertain peak movement
and emergency conditions; c, complication and congestion of
road and terminal trackage with transmission and contact
lines; /, first cost from five to ten times, and operating cost
from two to three times that of steam; gt liability for complete tie-ups due to storms, snow, sleet, rain and short-cirthemselves,

tal

cuits.
"Abstract of a paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Owing to the length
Society of Mechanical Engineers, December S. 1 Q 19.
of Mr. Muhlfeld's paper, it is not possible to publish it in full in this
issue.
The sections dealing with the generation and utilization of steam
will appear in next week's issue.

Any general plan to electrify the steam roads to meet other
than terminal and trunk-line congestion conditions, at an
absurd cost, would mean lack of efficiency and prohibitive
1139
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financing, which would result in bankruptcy

railroads affected and

would be

Id

most

foi

oi

Bource of real
tation of these transportation systems, a> to discard steam
locomotives where coal or oil is available and can be burned
with efficiency, comfort and economy represents absolute
In

fact,

it

a

waste,

Proposed Order

of

Development
of the

opportunity for .-team locomotives to produce economy
by increasing train load-, reducing transportation and mechanical delays and saving fuel and labor, is enormous.
The principal parts of a strain locomotive assembly are
the boiler, engine, running gear, tender and special appli-

and the functioning of these parts

in

operation, jointly

independently, will involve particular
capable of scientific development, viz.:

or

Material and

Adhesh

e

\\ ei| ht,

factors

that

are

Woi kmanship.

[Vactive

Pom

er

and

Tracking, Curving and Riding.
Boiler Feedjwrter
Boiler- Feedwater Purifying
Furl

Combusion.
Boiler-Water Circulation.
Heat Radiation. Convection and Conduction.
Steam Generation.
Pressure Increase.

Steam Superheating.
Steam Distribution and
i

ieat

Friction

and

Utiltza

Distribution and

LJtilia

Resist

Acceleration
Deceleration.
Lubrication
Insulation
Safety Appliances
Special Appliances.
Power for Accessories.
Time Saving.

Fuel Saving
Labor Saving

The supporting data

relating to the

improvement of these

factors are presented below:

Design, Material and

Workmanship

Only by greater refinement in construction can requisite
operating results be produced to offset the increased cost of
Therefore the designing
equipment, supplies and labor.
should now be done along more scientific lines through the
substitution of boiler, cylinder and drawbar horsepower and
drawbar pull calculations
ciency
thrusts,

for

distributed

thermal

Tor

effi-

centralized

and stresses; light, high-grade alloy and
and other metals for heavy, low-grade
forgings and castings; and in the more general use
strains

high-carbon
plates,

for tractive power;

evaporation results;
steels

of high-grade engineering practice in lieu of rule-of-thumb

methods.
In the modern high capacity locomotive it is necessary
On the
that certain parts be made as light as possible.
other hand, the items of fatigue and shock of metals due to
continued vibrations and impact as well as of inherent combinations of weakening chemical and physical characteristics,

are responsible for

many sudden

Adht

failures of staybolts,

plates, springs, axles, crankpins, tires, piston

and main

rods,

frames and like parts that are subject to reversal of stress
or to hundreds of thousands of repeated and localized loads.
As it has been found that the elastic limit is not necessarily
representative of the fatigue strength, these factors require
that further careful research and study be made for the
purpose of determining upon a reliable quick test that will

insure against unsuitable material entering into the construction.

The same degree of refinement applies equally to workmanship for construction and upkeep, which should be
brought up to the same standard as obtains in other machinery that is producing more efficient and economical power
for other modes of travel.

Adhesion

of

Weight.
In the ideal locomotive all of the weight
on the driving wheels fur utilization as tractive
in- extended u e of aon productive trailing wheels
power.
and the four-wheel leading truck has become an
fashion in that it lia> greatly reduced the percentagi oi total
or exngine weighl on drivers for adhesive purpose
ample, where a modern Mikado type locomotive will SVl
75 per cenl adhesive to total engine weight, a modern
on
solidation will run as high as 92 per cent, thereby utilizing
much more of its weight to produce drawbar pull, hauling
power and earning capa< ity.
boiler design and weight distribution should be so coris

:•'

carried

I

i

Steam Locomotive

["he

ances,

Adhesive Weight, Tractive Power
and Factor

the

upon the publii
danger to the renabili

further burden

a
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,

I

<

related

to

the running gear

as

to

make

the

use of trailer

where required by wheel load
limitations, and with the more recent improvement in constant resistance leading truck designs any four-wheel arwheels

unnecessary

excepl

rangement, except for high-speed passenger service, should
be entirely satisfactory.
In calculating tractive power the usual
Tractive Power.
practice is to use 85 per cent of the indicated boiler pressure
in lb. per sq. in. for two and three-cylinder single expansion,
and 52 per cent for two and four-cylinder compound engines.
However, for a superheated steam locomotive the use of a
higher percentage of the indicated boiler pressure should
receive due consideration when making tonnage rating schedules before the train load is finally determined upon, as
dynamometer tests have indicated that as high as 92 per cent
for two-cylinder single expansion locomotives is permissible
for train-loading purposes.
In the same way that the leading
Factor of Adhesion.
and trailing truck type of locomotive has reduced the percentage of adhesive weight, so also has it increased the factor or ratio of adhesion, due to the "bridging effect" thus
obtained over the driving wheels, tending to release the
weight on the latter. Whereas many successful Consolidation types of locomotives are now operating with factors of
adhesion of from 3.55 to 4.0, the Mikado types will usually
range from 4.0 to 4.5. The co-efficient of static friction or
adhesion between driving wheel tires and very dry, clean
rails reaches a maximum of about 0.35, and for moist,
muddy, greasy and frosty rails a minimum of from 0.15 to
0.20, giving factors ranging from 2.85 to 6.65.
In general, the factor of adhesion should be as low as
practicable in order that the maximum power will always
be available to start trains that can be easily handled when
in motion and should about equal the ratio between the limiting friction in pounds and the weight on driving wheels
in pounds,

which

for average dry rails is

from

3.5 to 4.

Tracking, Curving and Riding

With the increased length, higher center of gravity, extended front and back overhang, and smaller proportion of
spring-borne weight there have been many difficulties to overcome in order to maintain proper tracking, curving and riding qualities in locomotives of great power, and in the majority of cases these have been met with unusually satisfactory results.

Certain changes can be made, however, that will bring
about a general betterment in the way of reduced rolling,
oscillation, nosing and pounding, namely, reduced spread of
cylinders;

more uniform distribution and equalization of

weight over driving and truck wheels; maximum permissible
diameter of driving wheels; reduction in weight of revolving and reciprocating parts and counterbalance and proper
distribution between wheels; improvement in constant-resistance lateral-motion devices; more uniform cylinder pressures when using steam and drifting;; and greater refinement

December
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end play, wheel and

rail clearances,

and

tire-

tread coning.

As

1141

ing and accelerating trains to speeds of from 15 to 20 miles
per hour.

power force of surplus counterbalance,
movement of spring-borne weight and the rota-

the centrifugal

the swinging

on the crankpins are constantly changing in combination with speed and cut-off, the importance of giving
particular attention to all of the foregoing cannot be over-

Deceleration

wheel flanges and treads, journals, cylinders, valves, valve
gear, crossheads, center and side bearings, coupler side play

is as much a factor in expediting train movement- a- acceleration, particularly with long and heavy trains
and grades, and improved brake-shoe design, material, flexibility and bearing area in combination with clasp types of
brakes for all wheels would do much toward providing
greater stopping control over large and high speed steam
locomotives and thereby avoid the necessity for resorting to
the use of the engine cylinder back pressure to produce adequate braking power without liability for skidding and flat-

and the

tening the driving wheels.

tive

force

estimated.

Friction
Friction due to oscillation, concussion, rolling,

Friction.

like absorbs a considerable percentage of the power
developed by the steam.

Maximum machine

efficiency, or ratio of

drawbar

example, with a locomotive developing about 2,000 i.hp. at
a speed of 30 miles per hour, about 325 hp. would be lost

machine friction.
During the past ten years the increased rigid wheelbase
and axle loads, greater lateral rigidity, larger cylinders,
valves and revolving and sliding bearings, substitution of
grease for oil lubrication, and greater number of frictional
parts, have tended to increase the machine friction and consequently the horsepower, drawbar pull, and steam and fuel
in internal or

losses.

All of these are factors that should receive proper con-

new

Lubrication

to indi-

cated horsepower, is usually obtained at speeds of from 25
to 50 miles per hour and ranges from 80 to 85 per cent,
above which speeds, due to increased friction, it gradually
decreases to about 70 per cent at 75 miles per hour.
For

sideration in

Deceleration

designs.

Resistance

The usual method of feeding valve oil is
-team-condensing lubricator.
However, this
method gives an irregular feed of oil to engine valves and
cylinders if no change is made in the adjustment of the sight
feeds when the locomotive is at rest, working with a light
or a full throttle, or drifting.
With high steam pressures
and superheat a suitable automatic force-feed lubricator,
located near the steam chests, with individual feeds to engine
valves and cylinders and adjusted to insure a positive and
uniform feed of 50 per cent of the oil to each of the valves
and cylinders at all times when the locomotive is moving,
will unquestionably give better results.
Piston and valve rods equipped with a suitable aluminum-zinc lead alloy metallic packing should not require lubricators or swabs except on roads where a high percentage <,f
Valve
through

Oil.
a

drifting obtains.

Superheat valve oil is unnecessary, as carbonization of oil
due to air admission to engine valve chests and cylinders
when their temperature is greater than the finish point of the
oil used and is also aggravated by the induction of gas and
cinders through the exhaust nozzle.
The results of tests made to determine the respective cois

Other than the resistance resulting from maResistance.
chine friction, the locomotive is subject to those due to grades,
curves, weather, wind and head air, which latter is more
As the horseparticularly affected by the general design.
power required to overcome front air pressure increases with
the cube of the speed plus the resistance due to the "air in
motion," reduction of transverse flat surfaces, smoothing off
of projections, vestibuling of openings and use of general
curves parallel to the natural flow of the air should be carefully considered in high speed locomotives, particularly in
view of the high fuel consumption and machine friction and
the relatively small proportion of drawbar pull available for
hauling trains at high velocities.
While the complicated design of a steam locomotive, particularly as regards the application of its accessories, makes
the use of relatively smooth outside surfaces generally impracticable, still much has been done along this line on some
of the European railroads that can be adopted by us to good
advantage.

Acceleration

As the train resistance increases and the drawbar pull of
the locomotive decreases due to speed, acceleration rapidly
becomes a diminishing quantity. Therefore in order to expedite train

movement locomotives should be designed and

adjusted so as to permit of the highest possible rate of acceleration in the shortest distance after starting, in order
that the maximum desired running speeds can be reached in
the minimum of time during which the greatest evaporatine
capacity of the boiler i- available.
In locomotives designed
with trailer wheels a great deal of otherwise available adhesive power, particularly for starting and acceleration purposes, is being wasted and the utilization of this lost adhesive weight by the elimination of trailer wheels, or by the
application of an independent means of power for their propulsion, would accomplish a great deal in the way of start-

and grease-lubricated journals
and the latter about O.O.S.
Therefore, while the internal or machine friction of the
modern locomotive has been considerably increased due to
the use of solid lubricants in combination with relatively
high bearing pressures, and the wear on these frictional surfaces has been materially increased, grease has nevertheless
protected bearings that would otherwise have heated, and its
use will no doubt be continued until a satisfactory automatic
force-feed method of oil lubrication is devised.
Machinery Oil. This is the ideal lubricant for wearing
parts not subjected to excessive concentrated pressures and
temperatures, and should be employed wherever a better distribution of the work, proportion of parts, or method of application will permit of its use.
There is opportunitv for much
to be accomplished in the development of a more <=atisfactorv
and automatic means for its application.
efficients

of

friction

show the former

of oil

to be about 0.02

Insulation

The

loss of heat

through radiation

justifies a considerable
expenditure for its prevention, and the most practical method
for reducing this waste is to first design and locate the heattransmitting parts so that they will be the leasl exposed to
the surrounding atmosphere and to then make use of a good
non-conducting lagging, properly applied.

With
that can

the available non-corrosive heat-insulating materials
now lie readily molded into sectional blocks to any

form and
and which

for ready application and removal.
withstand the disintegrating effects of heat,
vibrations and concussions incident to modern locomotive
operation, there is no good reason why boiler-, fireboxes,
steam pipes, valve chests, cylinders and head-, air pumps
size

will

desired
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and other heal radiating accessoriea or parts should be
exposed in the way the}
steam and fuel losses.

generall)

arc.

with

the

left

reaultanl

Safety Appliani

While

the

annual reports of the Interstate Commerce

Com

mission on personal injury accidents chargeable to locomo
tive equipment indicate that considerable remains to be done
to

with respect to boiler fireboxes, staybolts,
plugs, studs, blov, ofl cocks, water gages and

improve safer)
luluvs.

flues,

and connections; lubricators; squirt
hose; reverse gears; main and side rods, and draft gear, a
great deal in this direction has been accomplished during

grate shakers;

injectors

the past seven years through the co operation of the railroads
and the locomotive and equipment builders with the Enter
state

Commerce Commission

inspectors.

Special Appliances

Tender Trucks.
square

rail

The

present use of staggered instead of

joints in track laying results in considerable vi-

bration and Surging of tenders when first-class track surface
and alignment are wanting. This derailing action necessiflexible type of tender truck, such as will
possible for each wheel to always follow and remain
rail with which it is in contact without regard to

tates the use of a

make

it

on the
any other wheel

in the truck,

if

liability to

derailment

is to

be avoided.

According

Truck Wheels.

to the reports of the Interstate

954 derailments on the
steam railroads during the year 1917 that were due to broken
flanges and broken and burst wheels; these caused damage
resulted
to railroad property amounting to $1,132,030, and

Commerce Commission

there were

While
in the killing of 16 and the injury of 72 persons.
these reports apply to both locomotives and cars, still they
indicate the urgency for improvement.

With increasing wheel loads and speeds and higher and
forged
longer braking pressures the chilled-iron and cast and
material
steel wheels must not only be of the best design,
and construction to meet the most severe requirements with
a proper degree of safety, but the weights should be reduced
Chilled
basis.
to an economical maintenance and operating
notoparticularly
become
have
wheels
steel
forged
and
iron
rious with respect to non-productive deadweight resulting

from unsuitable or surplus metal, or both, and necessity will

now demand an

early betterment.

Reports indicate that stoker-fired
Mechanical Stokers.
locomotives burn from 10 to 40 per cent more coal than those
hand fired, which includes the additional coal used for operating the stoker equipment, and that the cost for stoker reAlso
pairs ranges from 2 to 4 cents per locomotive mile.
foreign matttiat failures occur due to broken stoker parts,
The kind and preparation of fuel
ter in coal and wet coal.
are also items of importance, particularly as relating to lowvolatile bituminous and anthracite coal.
in effiIt is doubtful whether any considerable progress

ciency or economy will be made in the stoker firing of locomotives in combination with the limitations now imposed by
burning coal on grates or in retorts with forced draft, and this
developis a matter of the greatest concern in the economic

ment of the steam locomotive.
Air Compressors. Compressed

air is one of the most exproducing power, particularly when
the compressing is done by the single-stage system which is
As the steam is
still in use on the majority of locomotives.
used at long cut-off and the heat of compression is dissipated
and represents lost work, an average of from 70 to 85 lb.
of saturated steam at 200 lb. pressure is required per 100
cu. ft. of free air compressed to from 100 to 130 lb. pressure.
For air pressures of 100 lb. and over a cross-compound
steam and two-stage air compressor with infercooler between

pensive mediums

for
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easily give an
from one-third to
..in
fourth "i the steam consumption, which result can I"further improved bj the use of superheated steam.
Main-Driving [xU Boxes. These are il" leal ol one of

the aii

cylinders should be used,

com]

equivalent

ir

the .serious

deficiencies

anj change

in

of

lost

will

on

locomotive

the alignment of the

accumulation of

movement

in

This

production

il

motion therein immediate]',

the directlj

or

As

power.

main driving axle or an

indirectly connected

affed

thi

main and

inside rods, valves and pistons, it is most important that thilie kepi in close adjustment at all times.
Increasing the

axle

length of driving boxes and the various menus devised for
applying and adjusting the crown bearings, huh plates and
shoes and wedges have not yet produced the required res U ]t,
and considerable opportunity for improvement still remains.
Lateral-Motion Devices. Restricting the lateral movement
over leading and trailing truck and driving wheels as well as
in tender trucks has been responsible for many derailments
.iiul
much wheel-flange and rail resistance and wear, particularly with modern designs of locomotives of long wheelPromising results have
base and high center of gravity.
obtained from the development of constant-resistance lateralmotion devices, but further improvement is needed along
these same lines to meet the more extended rigid-wheelbase
conditions.

Throttle Valves. These should be removed from the boiler
where they are now an obstruction to making boiler inspections and are inaccessible for inspection, adjustments and
repairs.

Power

for Accessories

The steam

locomotive must not only produce superheated
steam for the development of drawbar pull, but also supply
saturated steam to various accessories of its own and for
train operation.Not only has the use of compressed air
been found to be most expensive for the working of these
accessories, but the reserve supply for train braking has been
frequently drawn upon for their operation.
As power reverse gears, fire doors, water scoops, coal pushers, ashpan
doors and like devices can be equipped for steam operation,
such substitution offers possibilities for less drain on the
boiler and much needed economy in the cost for this auxiliary
nower production. Moreover, as all of this power for accessories is produced by saturated steam, some means for substituting the use of superheated-steam for those purposes
where it is more suitable and economical should be given due
consideration.

Time Saving
The

principal time-saving factors other than speed reducto take on and set off business and
to meet roadway, train-despatching and operating requirements, may be stated as: a, acceleration; b, deceleration;

tions

c,
e,

and stops necessary

mechanical road delays;

d,

mechanical terminal delays;

watering.
Acceleration and Deceleration.
fueling;

/,

These factors have already
been considered in preceding paragraphs, and it is only necessary to add that much time is to be gained in quickening
Any engineer who
the starting and stopping of locomotives.
has noted the length of time usually taken to get a passenger, freight or switching locomotive, either light or loaded,
under headway and to reduce the speed for a stop, will appre-

what this may amount to.
Mechanical Road Delays. These may
engine, fuel, water and man causes.

ciate

to

.be classed as

due

With the adaptation of locomotives best suited for regional
requirements and with proper improvements in design, material, construction, inspection, testing and upkeep, "engine
causes" can practically be eliminated.

Through

the installation of

modern fuel-preparing

facili-
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ties, provision for adequate tender capacity, adaptation of
locomotives to utilize the most inferior and cheapest fuels
available, use of simplified manual means of tiring, and
particularly by reducing the consumption required per boiler
horsepower developed, the "fuel causes" can be substantially
reduced.

I14.-i

design and equip the modern .-team locomowill, through its self-contained mechanical
operation, more fully utilize the thermal heat value of the
fuel 11 red and thereby not be so dependent upon manual
control to bring the fuel used for equivalent productive work
within the proper limitations.
operation,
tive

so

is

to

that

it

The proper systems and time for washing out boilers and
the supplying of suitable, treated if necessary, boiler water

.Making initial capital and continual upkeep and operating expenditures in order to provide well-known inefficient

adequate tender tanks will dispose of "water causes."
causes" can best be avoided through the employment of competent men, the inauguration of proper systems
for education and instruction, and by equipping locomotives

and uneconomical mechanical means for handling, firing
and wasting greater quantities of fuel than are within the
easy range of one-man hand firing, in preference to diverting

to

"Man

so that the}- will require the least amount of arduous work
in order that the engineer and fireman can devote their time
to the observation of train rules and signals and to the proper

regulation of the time, fuel, steam, water and labor-saving
mechanical appliances that should be efficiently and economically utilized at all times during operation.
Mechanical Terminal Delays. These are due principally
to sanding, ashpan and fire cleaning, fire building, boiler
washing, firebox, flue and smokebox cleaning, inspection,

machinery cleaning and repairs.
Of these delays
those due to ashpan, fire, firebox, flue and smokebox cleaning are the most prolonged and non-productive and can be
reduced only by improved methods of firing, reduced fuel
consumption per unit of work performed, and substitution
of mechanical appliances for arduous labor, so that upon
arrival at terminals locomotives can be run directly into the
testing,

enginehouse instead of being held outside for this class of
work and delaying upkeep attention.
Fueling.
Many facilities for fueling locomotives, either
with coal or oil, are obsolete, inadequate and uneconomical.
Fuel should be prepared ready for firing before being placed
on tenders, and with modern facilities practically no time
should be lost in supplying, either on the road or at terminals.

Fuel Saving

The problem
more

intelligent

of locomotive fuel saving has never received
thought and attention from a supervising

This has been
standpoint than during the past two years.
to the war-time necessity for the conservation of both
the fuel and the labor required for its production and to the
fuel cost reflecting a constantly increasing percentage of the

due

total

expense for railroad operation.

While the furnishing of coal or oil of a proper kind and
preparation by an intelligent, trained and careful fireman
to a locomotive in good working order and properly operated should result in effective and economical performance,
the vast difference in the amount of fuel actually used by
different train despatches, engineers, firemen and locomotives to produce the same ton-mile movement under like
transportation conditions indicates the necessity for reducing
the amount of fuel to be fired per ton-mile by effective
mechanical means and methods instead of depending upon
the directly involved and responsible human element for

equivalent results.
There is no questioning the fact that avoidable low boiler
and mean-effective cylinder pressures, saturated steam, indifferent boiler circulation, excessive firebox draft, clogged
grates and boiler and superheated tubes, forced combustion,

high
smokebox temperatures, unnecessary non-adhesive
weight and generally indifferent steam generation, distribution and utilization factors, for which the engineer and fireman are not responsible, have more to do with high fuel and
Therewater rates than those factors within their control.
fore the proper procedure, particularly in view of the relatively small increase in cost for the improved locomotive
equipment as compared with the otherwise total locomotive
cost and the annually reduced expense for its upkeep and

an equivalent amount of money for capacity increasing and
fuel and water-saving appliances, represents a policy that is
not at all consistent with existing
costs

if

and future labor and fuel
the railroad- are to be continued on an investment

basis.

Labor Saving
The

labor

now

required for the upkeep, terminal handling
and operation of the steam locomotive is divided into three
i.
e., shop and enginehouse men, hostlers, cleaners
and supply men, and enginemen.
The item of maintenance is distributed between general
and running inspection, testing and repairs and is taken
care of at the shops and enginehouses, respectively.
During

classes,

the

past

given

in

fifteen

years

a great deal of attention

the planning of these

facilities

has been

to provide labor-

saving tools and machinery for dismantling, repairing and
assembling locomotives and appurtenances, and there are today many conspicuous examples of modern railroad shops
and enginehouses, even though many more are needed on
railroads that have not given proper consideration to this
important factor in their operation.
Great progress has been made in the establishing of adequate and suitable terminal handling, cleaning and supplying facilities which now include power-operated coal, sand
and ash handling plants and turntables, high capacity water
cranes, hot water boiler washing and locomotive cleaning
systems, steam and compressed air stack and flue blowers
and similar appliances. The cleaning and dumping of fires,
ashpans and front ends and the rebuilding of fires is, with
the increasing size of locomotives and the use of inferior
coal, becoming a matter of great concern, delay and expense
in the terminal handling, particularly during congested
traffic and cold-weather periods, and a satisfactorv solution
of this problem still remains to be provided.
In the operation of locomotives the hours of service law
established the general practice of pooling locomotives and
crews, which system until that time had been adopted by
only a few of the railroads. The divorcing of the engineers
and firemen from regularly assigned locomotives, in combination with the increasing size of the latter, resulted in relieving the

enginemen of work which was transferred

to the

enginehouse forces, such as: detailed inspection, adjustment
of driving-box wedges and main and side rod brasses, repacking boiler head fittings and journal cellars, filling grease
cups, cleaning head, cab and marker lamps and various other
equipment and parts, filling lubricators, looking after tools
and supplies, hostlering at terminals, and similar detailed
attention which in combination with the more extended use
of power-operated brakes, reverse gears, ashpans, grates,
stokers, coal pushers, water scoops, fire doors, bell ringers,
cylinder cocks and like devices have practically eliminated
arduous manual operation on locomotives of great power.
The mechanical requirements and status of the engineer
and fireman on the large steam locomotive having been substantially changed through relief from long hours on the
road, work at terminals and by means of these labor-savinsi
devices on the road, there should now be a resulting higher
standard of operation, efficiency and economy.
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Garfield Resigns

Dr

II

\

as

United States

ii>

Fuel

the Presided his
Administrator be

cause of dissatisfaction with the method adopted

Fuel Restrictions Modified

Ri

and accepted by the United Mine Workers. Dr. Garfield, in
proposing a II per cenl increase in wages, which has been
allowed the miners pending a permanent adjustment, insisted
thai the p
oal as fixed by the government should not
be increased,
rhe President's plan, which was announced
without consulting Dr. Garfield, provides for a commission
It
was annoumed at
tO determine both wages and price-.
the White House that the resignation would h<- accepted and
lino. director genera] of railroads, would
that Walker D.

as

to

power, ordered
the agent of

thi

the use oi coal Foi light, heal and
by the Railroad Administration
Fuel Administration on December 8,

were authorized on December 12 to be lifted by the regional
directors in accordance with the local conditions in then
was expected thai relief order- would l><
It
ritories.
it
on, e in the eastern region: and b) the first of the followi

ing week

others.

iii

Director Genera] Hines authorized the following:
"The conservation order oi December 8, 1919, restricting
the use of heat, light and power generated or produced from
bituminous COal or coke was issued to make uniform iii all

which had alread)
and to save coal and
Until the production of bituminous coal becomes nor-

of the country

I

continue to exercise the functions of allocating and distribul
ing coal under the powers of the Fuel Administration which
were delegated to him at the time the strike went into ef-

noN

strii

for

the settlement of the coal strike a> proposed by the Presidenl

adopted
coke.

in

many

the restrictions

parts of the Country

it be conserved in every way
even after production reaches normal, it will
cessary to continue to conserve coal because of the loss
in production of between thirty and thirty-five million tons
during the coal strike.
It is important, therefore, that the
public exercise the greatest caution in the consumption of

mal,

it

i-

vitally necessary that

possible and

fect.

Bituminous coal operators of Central Pennsylvania, oper
mine- and producing approximately 60,000,000
approximately 12 per cent of the entire outtons annually
put of the United States
on December 12 issued the following statement, declaring that "settlement of the bituminous
coal strike under the plan accepted by the mine workers
officials at Indianapolis,, is no settlement whatever of principles at -take in the controversy.
It is merely a postponeating 700

ment

of the

—

—

showdown which,

in

our opinion,

is

bound

to

conic.

miners' strike was in direct violation of a wage conapproved by the government and to continue until

"The
tract

1920, or until the declaration of peace, if prior to
that date," the statement continued. "The miners violated
They are left free to violate any other conthat contract.

April

1.

may make to take its place. There is no restrainThe public, under the form of
ing influence upon them.
settlement adopted, may be subjected again at any time to
the discomfort and distress through which it is now passing.
Organized labor has the say as to when this shall occur.
"The method proposed by Dr. Garfield for settlement of
tract they

the strike was interfered with by government officials who
knew little of the situation. The problem was taken out of
The operators and the public, as a result, have
his hands.

been delivered into the hands of the United Aline Workers
The operators in their resolution earnestly proof America.
test
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As Fuel Administrator

Garfield has tendered

ignation

AGIO

against this

arise

again

to

sham

settlement of a controversy

which

coal.

"It being the desire to

restrictions just as rapidly

December 8 has been
modified today to permit the resumption as conditions warrant of the supplying of light, heat and power restricted by
this order.
Coal is now being moved and will continue
to be moved from the East to the West in as large quantities
as the relative situation in the two sections permits.
first

The

increase in production that has resulted from the ter-

mination of the strike of the coal miners has been in the
East where already the bulk of the production was being
Conditions in the several regions differ and acobtained.
cordingly the order of December 8 will be modified on recom-

mendation of the regional directors as their respective
ations

may

situ-

permit.

"Regional directors have been instructed today to restore
service removed or curtailed because of the strike
situation as soon as the general coal supply in their respective regions justifies in their judgment doing so, subject to
such exceptions as may be ordered by the Railroad Administration in Washington."
all train

The new

will

tions

plague the American people a controversy
until it is permanently and finally

coal.

—

remove

as possible, the conservation order of

instructions did not affect the priority regulapreviously put into effect governing the delivery of

which will not down
settled.

"There can be no dodging of the issue. It will arise again.
must be met. It has not been met by the coal strike settle'ment, and until it is met the country is at the mercy of
organized labor, wdiose leaders have been congratulated for
their patriotism by government officials."
Resolutions were adopted by unanimous vote by the operIt

ators of the Central Pennsylvania district, stating that, "in
accepting this method of settling the wage controversy, the

operators of Central Pennsylvania earnestly protest against

They demand
the form of the commission and its powers.
that a representative commission, similar to that which settled
the anthracite strike in 1902, be appointed and empowered to
investigate by public hearings the facts which the American
people have a riebt to know, and the principles upon which
depend the future peace and prosperity of this country, and
To neglect this
the safety of our democratic institutions.
duty is to surrender this industry and other basic industries
to an overbearing group that has welded coal labor interests
into a weapon for use against American freedom, and the
principle of majority-rule

founded."

upon which

this

republic

was

A

Shed of Maize

at

Durban Harbor, South
Shipment

Africa,

Waiting

Academy

on Railroad Problems

of Political Science

Relation Between the Railroads and the Shippers, the Investors,
the Government,

The

thirty-ninth

annual

meeting

of

the

Academy

Labor and the Public
construction

of

by commercial rather than geographical conRegional grouping would have no economic
justification.
I venture the opinion that voluntary consolidation would not succeed, and sooner or later compulsion
would have to be resorted to. I do not personally think that
competition should he eliminated, although there may come
a time when such competition will no longer be of impor-

New York was

held
Friday and Saturday, November 21 and 22 at the
Hotel Astor, New York. Samuel McCune Linsay, president
of the board of trustees, opened the meeting, calling attention to two charts prepared by Richard Waterman of the
United States Chamber of Commerce, showing a summary
of the principal plans which have been proposed for legislation, to take the railroads out of the hands of the government and to restore the credit of the private owning corporations.
The charts were distributed and then Professor
T. W. Yan Meter of Columbia University took the chair
Political Science in the City of

for the

morning

siderations.

tance.

"Adequate oversight of these systems would assist in giving to the federal commission powers sufficient in addition
to what it now possesses to insure the most complete utilization of equipment and terminals without regard to private
corporate ownership.
The federal commission also should

session.

Opening Address

of T.

have the power to prescribe minimum rates.
It is vital to
the solution of the entire problem that a railroad corporation

W. Van Meter

The chairman in his opening address said that it was
formally customary for railroads and shippers to look on
each other in the light of their being natural enemies, and
unfortunately, in some quarters, that feeling still persists to
a certain extent. One of the most healthy conditions which
shows itself in our present railroad problem is the apparent
willingness of representatives of the shipping interests and
of the railroad interests to get together in the discussion of
the railroad problem.
The relation between the railroads
and the shippers was the subject of the morning session.
The first speaker on the program was Frank Haigh Dixon,
professor of railway economics at Princeton University.

The Shippers and

diould be prevented from demoralizing the rate structure
by a policy of rate reductions.
The shippers should de-

mand,

also, a greater utilization of water ways.
Physical
connections between the water ways and the railways should
be encouraged.

"Turning to the other side of the question, what have the
railroad corporations a right to require of the public?
Private capital invested in railroads has a right to require a
return on its investment in the property devoted to public
service, that shall be sufficient (1) to cover cost of operation
efficiently extended, together with taxes and other public
obligations;

(2) to cover the interest of obligations, the proceeds of which have actually been invested in the property;
(3) to cover a dividend on an honest stock capitalization,
at a rate high enough to insure that the capital needed for

the Railroads

By Frank Haigh Dixon
Prof.

Frank Haigh Dixon spoke

in part as follows:

developments can be obtained, which means not alone enough
to pay a dividend in any one year, but in addition, the accumulation of a sufficient reserve to satisfy the public that
its dividends will be continuous, and (4) to accumulate a
surplus sufficient to keep its property up to the standard of
service demanded by the public, such surplus to remain

"The

railroad problem from the standpoint of the shipper

is

in

same problem as from the standpoint
may be assumed that private railroad

the last analysis the
of

the public.

It

corporations, rather than the government, will operate the
railroads, because I have been able to discover little evi-

uncapitalized.

dence of a desire in this country at present for railroad

"To insure an adequate return to capital, it is proposed
that Congress should adopt a rule of rate making, as a guide

nationalization.

'"What the shipper requires may all be summed up in the
one word, service.
Frequently this demand is embodied in
the words 'efficient service at reasonable rates,' but I have
intentionally omitted this letter requirement because I question whether, by and large, the shippers are seriously concerned as to whether the rate structure as a whole is high
or low.
Where the shipper's interests in rates does appear,
is in such matters as equalization of the burden upon different commodities, and the equalization of market opportunities
for different sections of the country.
The shipper, to obtain
service, needs a greater unification of the facilities of transportation,

and

a greater unity in the agencies that regulate

the operation of these facilities.

mands

a smooth running

machine

Efficiency in
all the time,

service,

and

this

embraces a consideration of the general financial condition
of the carrier.
The commission would become the protector
and promotor of transportation service as a whole.
"A second proposal is that a government guarantee should
be given for a minimum return on railroad investments.
Railroad executives have opposed this, because it would re-

move
and

I

incentive to efficiency, but

my own

conviction

is

government guarantee will be found to be necessary,
see no reason why such a guarantee cannot be made

sufficiently

elastic

to

prevent the destruction of private in-

itiative."

de-

systems there are, they should follow wellestablished lines of traffic, and should be guided in their

—
meeting

all

that a

Legislative

All of the papers abstracted herein and all others presented at the
will be printed in full by the Academy of Political Science. ColumIn the above report of the meeting, no
bia University, New York City.
attempt is made to cover all the papers read.

Program of Interstate Commerce
Commission
By

how many such

Note

to

can

only be attained through unified regulation in the hands
of a central body.
"Equitableness in rates requires that the units of transportation shall be thrown into larger systems, and regardless
of

Commerce Commission, the object of which
make clear that the discussion of the commission

to the Interstate

would be

Balthasar H. Meyer

Commerce Commissioner Meyer's paper was
the commissioner was unable to be present.
The

Interstate
read, since

paper was

"There

in

part as follows:

no such thing as a permanent solution of the
The problem is permanent, not the solurailroad problem.
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railway itseli a> we now know it may imi prove
permanent an institution aa we are accustomed to
think n to be.
Even though time should demonstrate il to
be such, u does not follow thai legislation governing the use
of the railroad and prescribing relations between owners and
users and workers can be permanent.
Perhaps no lesson in
histor) has been more forcefully and repeatedly brought home
to ever) thinking man than the changing character of our
lion,

to

be

I

In

.i-

One

institutions.

and

of the

highest

functions of the legislator

the administrator

is

to

"When we

contemplate questions of rates and service we
is ever changing and ever-present.
No matter
what legislative and administrative changes are made, quesIn general and in printions of rates and service remain.
ciple they are always the same.
"Responsive to a request of the Committee of Interstate
Commerce of the Senate, the commission submitted a statement outlining our views. These views were predicated upon
the continuance of private ownership and operation under
regulation, and were approved by every member of the commission as it was then constituted except one. These views
see that

which

are indicated as follows:

policy of private ownership and operation under
regulation is continued, the following subjects will require
legislative consideration: (1) Revision of limitations upon
united or cooperative activities among common carriers by
rail or by water; (2) emancipation of railway operation from
financial dictation; (3) regulation of issues of securities; (4
establishment of a relationship between federal and state authority which will eliminate the twilight zone of jurisdiction
and under which a harmonious rate structure and adequate
service can be secured, state and interstate; (5) restrictions
governing the treatment of competitive as compared with
non-competitive traffic; (6) the most efficient utilization of
equipment and provision for distributing the burden of furnishing equipment on an equitable basis among the respective carriers; (7) a more liberal use of terminal facilities in
the interest of free movement of commerce; and (8) limitations within which common carrier facilities and services
may be furnished by shippers or receivers of freight.
the

i

"First of all, our recommendations are based upon exThey have grown out of
perience and past development.
that which has been, and therefore have their roots in the
past.

Oui recommendations <l<> not lead to a hybrid system of
railroads in the United State-.
There will result from them
no such linking of private and publi.
and account!
1

1

1

1

:

1

1

•

•

be difficult tO know what i.s publi)
private and whal the true results of operation
thai

the

it

will

both

standpoint of

publii

and private

and what
be from
Lfl

may

into

n

Pi

I

i

have a strong aversion toward all plans that
propose to weave together public and private interests in bui h
a way that a clear
ut accounting representing eithei
Rather than accept Borne of these plans
tically impossible.
should deem it the part of wi-dom to enter upon govern
ownership and operation outright.
do not believe the time
crane for this country to enter upon public ownership
of railroads.
believe that what we have recommended will
meet the present situation much more effectively and with
less danger of failure than government owner-hip.
However, if the country should be driven into government ownership it will undertake it with courage and vision and make
it a success.
It can be done.
I do not wish to see it forced
upon the country at this time.
"We have not asked to be relieved of so-called "prosecutor''
functions of the commission.
We have been criticized with
great persistence for performing the functions both of the
orosecutor and the judge.
This i.s a purely captious and
theoretical criticism.
Any one at all familiar with the conduct of our work will realize how impossible it is as a practical matter to have these so-called prosecuting functions
influence the members of the commission in arriving at a
sonally,

1

i

i

|

adapt these institution- to the
conditions of time, (date and circumsance.
Having accomplished this adaptation, all lias been dour that can be done.
rhis applies to railways and the railway program as much
as u applies to taxation, education, suffrage, polite regulations and all other matters governing or affecting the conduct and well-being of citizens.

It

Vol. 67, No. 24

To

illustrate,

from the beginning of railway

histor}'

individual lines have been extended through construction,
purchase or lease into systems; and through a continuing
process of construction and consolidation great systems have
been developed. We favor a continuance of that character
of development within the limits

and under the guidance of

the statute, whereas in the past that development has taken

place largely outside of the law.
"We have not deemed it necessary to

work out

special

regulator}' provisions relating to the so-called poor or

weak

roads as contrasted with the so-called strong or affluent roads.
Railroads have in the past earned varying rates of profit.
We see no reason why they should not continue to do so in
In view of well understood imperfections in the
the future.
investment in property accounts of carriers it has been generally impossible to know just what different carriers' earnWhen the necessary
ings have been on the real investment.
facts are available I expect they will show that in some,
if not in many, cases the so-called weak road is actually
making more money on such business as it does than many
This feature of
of the strong or supposedly affluent roads.
the railroad situation has been practically ignored.

I

I

I

judgment in rate questions. The records of the courts will
show that not only have railroad officials and employees been
indicted, fined and imprisoned as a result of investigations
made by us, but shippers have been indicted, fined and
imprisoned because of matters brought to the attention of the
respective courts by our agents assisting United States attorneys.
During certain periods, the number of shippers thus
punished has been greater than the number of railroad officials similarly punished, yet I have never heard any one
complain that the commission could, not be fair to shippers
because it is instrumental in prosecuting shippers for defrauding the railroads.
"Suggestions have been made for a commission of from
15 to 25 or 30 members.
Such a commission is an impossibility.
It could not be a commission in the sense in which
a body of five or seven men is a commission.
It would be a
convention of men.
Three men are sufficient to dispose of
the less important matters and matters which merely follow
Five men generally
previous decisions of a larger body.
afford all the points of view and deliberative judgment which
important questions require.
Seven men certainly furnish
it
and seven is to my mind the maximum number of commissioners who, acting as a whole, can constitute an efficient
One of the problems
administrative and regulatory body.
of the future relating to our internal organization therefore
is the problem of reducing the number of things which the
:

commission of 11 or more members must consider sitand increasing the volume of business which
may be handled by a subdivision.
"I cannot refrain from referring to one element of regulation as it unfolds itself in the future, which is entirely new.
Two years of federal control have initiated into the public
service a great body of men who otherwise had been accustomed to take only the point of view of private officials of
With their peculiar experiences and
private companies.
traditions behind them, these men assumed the duties and responsibilities of public officials with the advent of federal
control.
They have been compelled to consider not only the
entire

ting as a body,

private companv standpoint but also the public point of view.
They have been obliged to act as judges between conflicting public and private interests.
They have come to appreciate the position of a distinterested
affecting;

such conflicting interests.

party in controversies
these men return

When
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employment with

private

their respective

men from what

companies they

were before federal
control.
Their recent experiences and observations should
make them much more efficient in handling the public aspect
of their companies' business and without sacrificing legitimate
private interests they will contribute a point of view and
lend a support to the work of the Interstate Commerce Commission which would have been impossible otherwise."
will

be different

Inadequacy of

they

Facilities

By Frank Noxon
Frank Noxon,

secretary of the Railway Business Associaspoke under the ten-minute rule, in part as follows:
"Let us compare the background from which Dr. Dixon
speaks and that from which Interstate Commissioner Meyer
speaks.
I wonder if there is any one who, at any point in
that discussion, admirable and competent as it was, could
detect the slightest anxiety whether facilities were to be adequate in the future.
You noticed that in the enumerated
list of recommendations made by the commission, there was
something about adequacy of facilities; you heard no statement to the effect that facilities has been inadequate, and
least of all, did you hear any acknowledgement that one
factor in the restoration of railroad development must be
tion,

and its policy.
House bill mean to do? A court, in considering what was intended to be done by the legislature,

the government

"What

does the

always give very great weight to a provision introduced
but rejected.
If a legislative body refused to do a thing
which was asked of it, the court will usually hold that the
legislature did not mean to do that thing at least.
Two
sentences were contained in the bill as it came from the
'The commission shall be
house committee as follows:
charged with the duty and the responsibility of observing
and keeping informed as to the transportation needs and
the transportation facilities and service of the ocuntry, and
as to the operating revenues necessary to the adequacy and
In
efficiency of such transportation facilities and service.
will

reaching its conclusions as to the justness and reasonableness of any rate the commission shall take into consideration
the interests of the public, the shippers, the reasonableness
of the cost of maintenance and operation, including the wages
of labor, materials and taxes, and a fair return upon the
value of the property used or held for the service of transportation.'

"Last Saturday the House cut these two sentences out.
have studied this bill from beginning to end. I can find
no other place where the idea involved in those two senI

The House of Representatives bill goes to
conference without having said those two things.
"The court would also consider debate, and when the bill
was brought in, there was a statement prepared by C. C.
McChord of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the general tenor of which was that while there was a decline in railroad credit, there was no remissness on the part of the government in its policy, and no need for a change in policy.
"In the Senate bill there is a provision which explicity
tences stands.

recognizes that a return must be made upon railroad securiIn the debates and reports on the Senate bill, there is
the explicit acknowledgement by the full Senate committee
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cient in the average year to provide necessary expenses

may
Some of

the credit basi> so that the average- railway

quate improvements and extensions.'
cerned will tell you that the commission would do that anyway.
Then why not say it?
"To require that the regulator) authorities from time to
time investigate and estimate for a reasonable pericxl in advance, the transportation needs of the country and report to
Congress or to the public, their findings a- to -uch needs,
and their estimate of the amount of revenue- that will in
the average year, assure approximatr accomplishment of

such necessary developments.
"If you put into the bill a prescribed rate of return which
is to be permitted, you should also say that the commission
is authorized and required to permit not only that minimum
rate but such additional rate as may prove by experience
necessary to attract capital for improvements and extensions."

More Extended Use
By

R. A. Hiscano

R. A. Hiscano, general manager of the, Cat-kill and New
York Steamboat Company, Ltd., spoke in part as follows:

"The railroads of the country cannot entirely take care of
the country's traffic, and extensions of railroad systems is
not possible in the more densely settled sections of the United
States
A more intensive use of the rivers, lakes and canals
of the United States

is

necessary.

and canals, the service which

is required, and to do so, Confrom enacting additional legislation tending to drive water lines from business.
Congress
should pass legislation to compel a railroad company to extend to a connecting water carrier the same division of
through rates or terminal facilities, or share of unrouted

gress should be discouraged

given to a connecting railroad.
"Financial and banking interests can assist materially in
the movement to revive the use of our inland waterways by
helping to finance legitimate and sound proposals put forward by navigation companies.
The splendid New \r ork
State barge canal cost $150,000,000 and ha- a capacity of
10,000,000 tons a year, and last year barely 1,000.000 tons
were shipped through it due entirely to the lack of navigation companies."
traffic as is

General Discussion
The meeting was thrown open to general discussion and
H. H. Winkler spoke briefly. He said that from his own
personal observation as an investor, and representing people

who

invest in railroad securities he

felt

that the attitude of

Commissioner McChord was more instrumental in destroying railroad credit than that of any other man on the com-

a side to the Interstate

to attract capital.

of the tonnage

gradually the
sion, the water lines declined.
The most important reason
for this was the smaller scale on which a navigation company
was operated. This condition still exists today. A second
reason for the decline was the unceasing warfare waged by
the railroads. The problem of today is to restore to our rivers

that "the regulatory system has failed in the past because it
has not recognized that one of the essential elements and

"I wish to submit to you a sentence or two which Congress,
it seems to me, ought to embody in substance in any legis'To supplement the present federal policy
lations it passes.
by which the term of the law is wholly one of restriction,
by enacting that rates shall be such as to yield revenue suffi-

The bulk

was shipped by water, but
railroads have extended, and with their exten-

of the country sixty years ago

mission since 1899.
Charles Whiting Raker said that

one of the essential aims of government regulation of rates

Waterways

of

ties.

is

and

secure adethose con-

he-

thought that there was

Commerce Commission's

case which

Prior to 1907 the InterIn
state Commerce Commission law did not have teeth in it.
the years from 1900 to 1907, the total payments on railroad
capital in the United States were about 5250,000,000 to
In the years after 1907, they went up and
SS00.000,000.
up until the average payments in the years 1915. 1916 and
1017 were 40 per cent in excess of any three-year period pre-

ought

in fairness to be presented.

vious to that.

That

is,

under Interstate Commerce Commis-
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regulation you

sioii

ili.

in

li.ul

it

find

a

before the Interstate

ilul

in

teeth

Wuli
cost

will

much

larger

was paying dividends and higher

stink

Commerce

it.

war entered an

tin-

percental
oi
dividends
Commission law

rates

entirely

different

factor,

The

more than doubled Bince
the price of the product which they manufacture

living of the railroads has

oi

1914, an.
transportation
I

Now the rail
increased onlj 25 percent.
Mr. Baker
roads are in a verj serious financial condition.
after saying this in defense of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission said that frankly, he thought that the time was
past when the commission could meet the present situation.
It was organized from tin- wrong point of view.

-

Pierpont V. Davis of the National City Hank of New York,
discussed the question from the point of view of the bond
sale-man, laying emphasis on the indisputable fact that railroad bonds are not now as readily saleable as are industrial
bonds.

Union of North Amerpart as follows: "Mr. Wart'ield said that the
association which he represented, owned the railroads. Then
why didn't they discharge the management of these railroads that wrecked the number of railroads that the gentleS.

ica,

1

..

lleberling of the Switchmen's

spoke

in

Mr.
stood up here and spoke about this forenoon.
Davis, a banker, gives the earnings of the railroads to 1910,
but he says nothing of the additional capitalization of these
If I owned a property and the earnproperties since 1910.
ings on that property up to 1910 was S : 2 per cent, and I
double the capitalization, whose fault is it? Is it the fault
of the good people of the United States or the government?
Oh nol Look at the Union Pacific. Go back 25 years

man

/

went through the receivership, and on down the line
A few men in this city of New York are
to the present day.
responsible for this misery that you are talking about in the

when

it

It makes no difference how well I
a railroad. I have seen managers of railroads whose
ability could not be questioned, yet their property was
It was wrecked by the credit system, so called,
wrecked.
by inflating or depreciating the value of securities on the

transportation systems.

manage

market.

—most you ought know
—and your New Haven, your pet road here
going
—you ought knowThese people who beingampointed
make

"The Rock Island
of

the history

to

in this elite

the history of that.
are

to

east
to

of

it

this prediction.

to in this country today as

I

Americans who are not

patriotic,

are not going to be bilked in this country for any decade
The men who are running these
for the sake of credit.
railroads today,

who

are actually running them, can run them,
if they

and run them cheaper than they are being run now,
were left to do it."

The House
By Congressman
Senator

Cummins was

to

Bill
Merritt

have spoken at the banquet in

was unable to be present, and Congressman
Merritt, who was an active member of the House Committee
on Interstate Commerce, spoke in part as follows: "Those
of you who are old enough, not many I think, will remember
that when a conservative deacon in the church of Henry
Ward Beecher reproached him for something startling which
'If you only
he had said in a sermon, Beecher replied:
knew some of the things I didn't say, you would praise me
instead of blaming me,' and so I think that whatever you
may consider concerning the bill which we (The Esch Committee) have passed, you will at least praise us for some
the evening but

we have

not passed.
we did well in not putting anything
into the bill which even looked toward public ownership.
The committee became convinced that in all the states which

things that

"You

will agree that

publii

li.ul

Vol

ownership, such

for

67,

example as An

No.

tralia

l>\

and

conditions were not different from o
that the Service was poor, was more expensive and was taint'
l.\
-I won't say attracted
politics; nor was the committee

France, where

tin-

—

bul certainl)

presentation

not
oi

'I

much

tin-

influenced by tin- very Long and able
plan called the Plumb plan.
Ik- Plumb
I

plan would not be the embodiment of demot rai
in 0V
ship, because of the bills lor buying the railroads, amour
to Minn- eighteen or twenty billions of dollars, would be footed
\

by the publii, but when
vested under that plan

it

in

comes

to tin

fifteen

control,

it

would be

two-thirds of
or another by approxi-

directors,

whom are to be elected in one way
mately two million employees of the railroads. That seems
to mi- to be a case of introducing into this country the soviet
on a large stale, because you have two million people, some
thing less than two per cent of the population, electing the
di rectors to run the property which is bought by somebody
else, and that property controls the entire industrial life of
this country.
The Plumb plan in a large way was a plan
for two per cent of the population to elect a board of fifteen
men to control the industrial life of this country, and
secondly, a plan to drive brains out of running the railroads.
I say that last, because you can see what a tremendous amount of wire-pulling and politics would occur at
once among the two million men on these roads, to elect
people to run them.
"The bill which is passed by the House of Representatives,
takes up three phrases of the matter
the actual return of

—

the roads, the necessary period of re-establishing of personal
and ordinary operation of the roads under their owners, and
the

question of the

continued

operation.

The committee

bound to take into account the reasons why the present
problem exists. They could not take up the problem as if
the roads were in the hands of the government by negotiation,
or through their own will, but the problem as it existed,
which was and is, that the roads were taken over without
their consent by operation of the law.
The House bill takes
care of the transition period by providing for funding the
felt

debts incurred under government operation.
The Cummins
bill of the Senate is more generous to the roads, and perhaps

when

the bill finally passes the Senate and comes to Conmay be modified.
"Now as to continued operation. The creation of a transportation board, approximately a state commerce commission,
was strongly urged before both the House and Senate committees.
Such a board is provided for in the Senate bill, but
not in the House bill.
The House committee has been, and
is adverse to adding to the great number of boards and committees now in Washington transacting the business of the

gress, that

United States.
A board created by Congress differs from
almost everything else created by man. You all know that
in most human affairs, when things are created, the great
difficulty is to keep them alive, but when you create a board
in Washington, the great thing is to make it die.
"It was urged by a large body of gentlemen that rules
should be established to produce a definite percentage of return on the value of the property used in transportation.
Each committee felt, and the House acted on this recognition, that if that were done, it would go far toward removing
incentive and the necessity of economy. We thought further,
that if after a road by good management had made a certain
percentage, it would certainly not be any incentive to take
away from it what it had earned by its economy and good

judgment and

foresight.

"The labor
the House had

not

which the committee reported to
It was a mild form of compulsory' arbitration, but that was defeated, and the present
clause put in the bill during the haste of a debate under the
provision,

much

teeth.

five-minute rule.
I cannot help feeling that if the provision which was in the bill could have been debated and
This bill on its
understood, it would hardlv have passed.

—

:
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face would look like a bill for conciliation and arbitration,
but if it is examined carefully, it will be found that disputes which arise, if they are not settled by certain boards
if

—

comes

a point where the men cannot agree with the
carriers
the only way to get that dispute before the final
board of appeals is by the consent of the officers of the
Brotherhood.
In other words, it is compulsory arbitration
if the brotherhoods want it.
It is nothing if they do not
want it. There is no possible way for the roads to get any
of the disputes before these boards without the consent of the
it

—

to

brotherhood.
"All thinking people in this country must view this railroad question in a broad light and must see to it that men
in Congress and elsewhere are impressed with the importance, not of criticizing what has been done in the past, not
trying to make this generation suffer for the sins of the past
generation, but considering facts as they are, and doing all

we can

to help this great transportation system, because if

that is prosperous, the
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same proportion

of passenger and freight traffic.
There is
a similarity of tonnage, products of mines, forests, agricul-

manufactures and other commodities representing about
same proportionate part of the total. The rate per ton
per mile and the rate per passenger per mile are approximately the same. With maintenance adjusted to a uniform
basis the cost of operation is relatively the same.
Inasmuch
as a similar volume of traffic handled at the same rates produces substantially the same operating income, it may be
assumed that the plant facilities required to handle the business
track, equipment and terminals
are likewise much
alike in quantity and character.
In view of the fact that the
cost of operation is not materially different in the two cases
ture,

the

—

—

Cent Which

Per

Roads in This Comparison Bear
Southern and Western Districts

Per cent
mileage

_
Group
Group

I

II

whole country will and must be pros-

Reconstruction of Railroad Credit

.

(16 roads)
41.9

,

to

By John

The following is an abstract of
Oldham of Merrill, Oldham &

the paper read by
Co., bankers, of

John E.
Boston,

28.3
27.2
28.7
20.8

Dividends

1.5*
31.3
12.3
10.5

Total fixed charges and dividends

22.8*

Total net earnings
Fixer charges

Surplus

primarily a problem of finance,
its solution must be sought along lines which recognize the
need for corporations of sound credit and for corporations
also with ability to raise new capital both readily and economically.
For the purpose of determining the relative number and
importance of the railroads whose credit has been affected
by each of several unfavorable conditions, the railroads of
the country have been divided into three groups.
The first contains the larger railroads which have paid
regular dividends for many years. In this group are included
32 system, with a total gross operating income amounting to
approximately 60 per cent of the gross operating income of
all the railroads in the

The second group

is

United

contains the larger non-dividend pay-

24 systems with a total gross operating income amounting to
approximately 30 per cent of the aggregate earnings of the
railroads of the United States.
The third group contains the remaining systems, the small
roads.
It includes approximately 100 Class 1 roads, with
earnings of less than $10,000,000, and it also includes upwards of 250 Class II roads, with earnings of less than
$1,000,000 and more than $100,000. The group is made up
of more than 350 individual roads, but the aggregate gross
operating income is only 10 per cent of the total of the
country.

As dividend-paying railroads in the first group have demonstrated their ability to compete with each other under the
same rates, it is fair to assume that the credit of these road?
would be restored if rates were adequate to provide a satisfactory margin over dividends and investors had confidence
that rates would be permanently maintained on such a basis.
comparison of the

statistics relating to the

the dividend-paying roads in the

dividend-payinc: roads
the "test period"
are

—

clearlv

much

the

the business

is

—

operation of

group with the non-

the second, covering

what is called
the three years ended June 30, 1915, to
in

indicates

same

first

that

the

It is

average

traffic

conditions

The funeral character of
made up of substantially the

in eacli case.

the same.

Per Cent of Gross Revenue
Passenger revenue
Freight revenue
Miscellaneous revenue

21.2
69.5

Passenger rate

$0.02040

20.9
69.3

9.2

per mile
Freight rate per mile
Tons per train
Gross earnings per mile

9.8

$0.02280
.00840
413

00806
503
$11,309

$9,591

Classification of Tonnage

%

%

Agriculture

20

Animals
Mines

4
39.8

Forests

14.5
14.3
2.2
5.2

17.1
3.4
39.4
16
17
2.5
4.6

Products of

Miscellaneous commodities

ing roads. In this group are all of the railroads with a gross
operating income of upwards of $10,000,000 each, few of
which have paid any dividends in recent years. It includes

1.1

21.9
6.8

* Allowance has been made for the difference in receipts from outside
income by reducing the amount of outside income of the Group I roads
from 6.2 to 1.5 to compare with the amount received by the Group II
roads, and deducting a corresponding amount from the amount of charges
and dividends proportionally divided between the two.

Manufactures

States.

1.5

8.5

Mass.
the railroad problem

II
C16 roads)
44.5

28.3
29.8

Net earnings
Other income

Oldham

E.

90.5

Group

uniform

basis)

1017

63.5
27.

I and II
88.3
Per Cent Gross Operating Income Distributed
Group I

Operating expenses and taxes
Maintenance (uniform) (adjusted

i.vf

Per cent
Gross earnings

Total of Groups

_

A

Whole

S8.8
29.5

perous."

As

to

L.

C.

L.

Goods

100.0
to 1917.

Figures for operation cover test period, June 30, 1915,
Figures for tonnaee cover year ended June 30, 1916.

100.0

—

if the capitalization were proportionate to earnings
the return on capital would necessarily be substantially the same.
It may be said further that the relative value of individual
properties arrived at by using the market value of securities,

under normal conditions, will be found to very closely approximate results obtained by capitalizing earnings.
In the absence of definite information in regard to the
value of the railroads of the country a valuation, therefore,
based on earnings or market value of securities, where traffic
conditions are similar, appears to offer a better gage of the
relative value of individual properties than the property
investment accounts of these companies, even though the
aggregate of these accounts may be accepted as representing
the best basis of value for the railroads considered collectively for rate-making purposes.

The average conditions under which the railroads in
two groups operate are substantially alike; from a traffic
standpoint neither group is "more favorably situated" or
i

"less

favorably

situated."

amount and form

The

difference

of capitalization,

and

is

this

largely

the

difference is

reflected in the statistics especially relating to fixed charges

and dividend payments. Using, for example, figures which
cover the "Western and Southern districts only, the railroads
in the first croup required on an average a sum equivalent

RAILWAY AGE
approximately !J pei cenl "t' gross earnings to paj fixed
mi to maintain dividends,
in- total was appor
turn,.
approximately L2 pei cent for fixed charges and 11
in- railroads in the second group,
in for dividends.
on the other hand, while paying out substantiall) the lame
proportionate pari of gross earnings for fixed charges and
dividends
the sum being equal to 22 per cenl
neverthe
less required !1 per cenl for fixed charges, leaving only
per
cent for dividends.
or the purpose of illustration these statements have been
reduced to figures in a comparison of the dividend and nondividend paying roads in the Western and Southern dis
triu-.
The roads in the Eastern distrid are not included,
but similar comparisons produce similar results.
A- the railroads in the two groups operating under the
same rates, with a valuation or capitalization based on earn
inga, would earn substantially the same return on their investment or capitalization, it might be expected that each
would be entitled to the same credit if the capitalization were
With
similarly divided between stocks and obligations.
adequate rates and some adjustment of capitalization on the
part of the railroads in the second group, the credit of the
railroads, representing approximately 90 per cent of the railroad business of the country, would therefore be placed on
the same credit basis and on such a basis that the securities
of the larger systems should command confidence and be
to

.
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attractive to investors.

The Strong and Weak Road Problem
To

upwards of 350 small roads by
any method of rate-making presents a difficult if not impossible problem if the roads are to continue to operate indeThese roads for the most part are at a disadpendently.
vantage from a traffic standpoint with the larger systems
and may be termed properly "less advantageously situated."
They occupy a less favorable field for operation, and yet are
obliged to handle their business on a basis of rates made
more largely with a view to the conditions surrounding the
Attention has frequently
more favorably situated roads.
been called to the fact that rates cannot be made with a view
to the specific conditions surrounding the less favorably situated railroads, which represent but a small part of the transestablish the credit of

portation systems of the country, without providing too generous a return for the large majority of roads which are more
favorably situated. This has frequently been referred to as
the problem of the "weak" and "strong" roads, and the different methods of meeting this difficulty have been an essential
feature of most of the plans which have undertaken to deal
with the railroad problem. It may be said further that even
if rates could be made which would enable these small com-

panies to

make

a satisfactory financial showing, their securi-

would have such a narrow market that financing would
be difficult and expensive, if not impossible, in many cases.
The proposal made in some of the plans, and which ha"
met with some favor, to make advance to weak roads from a
fund accumulated from the surplus earnings of the more
favorably situated systems is in itself an acknowledgement
ties

that these roads are not expected to be placed in a position
maintain themselves in independent operation.

to

The most practical plan which has been suggested for
taking care of these roads in such a way that the territory
which they serve will be assured of adequate railroad facilities is by merging the smaller with the larger system with
which they have natural traffic relations.
Consolidation with the strong systems may also provide
the surest and most effective way of meeting the problem of
the roads whose credit is poor because of the form of their
Consolidations would facilitate the reorgancapitalization.
and adjustment of the capitalization of these companies and put them in a position to obtain the capital nec-

ization

meet the requirements

to

I

it

place on

and

in

1

a

the

1

1

.

i

ba

be assumed

%

is

thai

the territories

these

mergers

which would represent

process

so adjusted

oi

that

oi

which thej
would take

fair relative valui

consolidation capitalization would

the credit

of the strong

\

terns

be

would not

be impaired.
\
brief statemenl covering the number oi existing railroad systems which operate independently will -bow thai a

substantia]

alread)

pan

oJ

the

concentrated

railroad

within

a

business of the country is
few system-, and

relatively

the existing large systems were used as a basis for such
further consolidations as might be desired the result would
be accomplished without seriously disturbing present rela

if

lions.

The

fad

the

railroad- of the United States have been classi

Commerce Commission

as Class I and
roads include all the railroads,
whose gross operating income equals or
exceeds $1,000,000 annually. The roads represent approximate!) 97 per cent of the railroad business of the country.
The (lass II roads include all the railroads whose gross
operating income is over $100,000 but less than $1 ,000,000
and, while large in number, they represent only 3 per cent
of the business.
Eighty-seven of the 177 Class I roads are
controlled through stock ownership by 45 systems.
The
earnings of the 45 systems, together with the earnings of the
controlled roads, amount to $3,210,256,842, or 96 per cent
of the total earnings of the Class I roads, and 92.8 per cent
of the mileage.
b)

Interstate

Class 11 road-.
177 in number,

The

Class

I

The problem of further consolidation would thus narrow
to the means of absorbing the numerous small systems
and such further mergers as might be desirable and necessary among the 45 systems.
A careful consideration of all the circumstances which are
involved in meeting the large financial requirements of the

down

railroads leads to the conclusion that railroad credit

as

a

whole will be established on a safer and more satisfactory
basis, and capital will be made more certainly available
and at less cost by consolidating existing railroad companies
into a few large competing systems along the lines proposed
by the Cummins bill. This method has received the endorsement of the Transportation Conference, representing the
United States Chamber of Commerce, and -the principle was
approved by the counsel of the Association of Railway Executives in his testimony before the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
A policy of railroad consolidation along these lines is not
a new policy; it is a policy consistent with the practices
which have been followed in developing the transportation
systems of the country in their present form.
All the large
railroad systems represent the merging of many railroads,
some strong and some weak, with the result that these systems represent average conditions and, where they compete
in the same territory, show average operating results.
The
consolidations which have taken place in the past, for the
most part, have been an advantage to all interests concerned.
By this means railroad service has been extended and improved and financing has been more economical than if the
various railroads constituting these systems had remained
in independent operation and each had been obliged to
finance its own requirements.
Whatever difference of opinion there may be as to methods, no plan will prove a success which does not further
strengthen the credit of the strong roads and establish credit
for the roads heretofore weak financially, whether the weakness is the outcome of unfavorable operating conditions or
On
a failure to observe sound standards of capitalization.
no other basis will the railroads individually and as a whole
be able to meet the requirements of the country for adequate
transportation.

Cummins

Railroad Bill Encounters Opposition

Senators

La

Follette

and McKellar Speak Against

Senators

Show

It;

Little Interest
Washington,

Opposition

to the

passage of the

Cummins

reorganization of the railroads and of the system of
railroad regulation has occupied most of the time of
the Senate during the past week. The opposition thus far has
consisted principally of Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin and

Senator McKellar of Tennessee.

Senator LaFollette,

objects to nearly all the provisions of the bill

who

and who

is

advocating continuation of federal control of the railroads
for five years, has had control of the floor and has been
making one of his characteristic long distance speeches. He
has been interrupted only by the routine business of the
Senate, but has yielded the floor at times to Senator McKellar, who objects to the bill, but who desires the railroads
returned under a temporary guaranty with a minimum of
change in the system of regulation. The discussion of the
bill is attracting very little interest in the Senate and the
attendance has been very small, only a minority of the committee on interstate commerce having been present most of
the time.

On December

11 an effort

was made

to displace the bill

to permit of consideration of the bill to continue the governit was defeated by a vote of 27
Senator Cummins opposed the proposal, saying that
it would be a desertion of duty to lay aside the railroad bill
for the purpose of taking up any other legislation that is on
the calendar. He said he intended to do all he could to keep
Senator
the bill before the Senate until it is disposed of.
Underwood also objected to a displacement of the railroad
bill, saying the country could pay a high price for sugar
without affecting the cost of living except as to that one
item, while the railroad bill involves the cost of living in
every item of human life and human endeavor. He did not
agree with all features of the bill, but thought that on the
whole it is a very good bill, which will meet a situation
that must be met at an early day, or disaster will follow.
He said he did not know whether the President would return

ment

control of sugar, but

to 33.

the railroads on January

1,

regardless of legislation, or not,

but he had generally found that when the President said
He said the bill
he was going to do a thing he did it.
affects the entire industrial life of the United States, and that
if the Republican party dares to adjourn this Congress without an honest attempt to pass either this bill or some other
bill to meet the conditions that confront the country, the
American people will repudiate them in every state in the
union.

Senator McKellar suggested that the reason why no more
by the Senate is because
senators are so dissatisfied with it that they have no desire

interest is being taken in the bill

do anything to expedite its passage.
Senator Myers urged his amendment to take out of the
bill the provision that would put representatives of the employees and of the public on the board of directors of each
This proposal he characterized as "rank paterrailroad.
Senator
nalism" from which nothing was to be gained.
Cummins said it was somewhat discouraging to argue a
question of this character in the presence of so few senators,
but he briefly opposed the amendment as attacking provisions which are indispensable parts of the general arrangement which the bill contemplates respecting the relations
between employer and employee. A vote on the amendment
was postponed by the effort to take up the sugar bill, which
was allowed to be passed on the following day before the
discussion of the railroad bill was taken up.

to

I).

C.

Senator LaFollette

bill for the

bill

declared that the enactment of the
would constitute the greatest stain on legislation in the

American nation, and

history of the

that

there

is

nowhere

one clause in the interest of the people. He said
the measure sought to validate "all the chicanery of 70
years of railroad jugglery," and in arguing for a continuation of government control he laid great stress on the fact
that since July the Railroad Administration has been able
to earn a small surplus above the guaranteed return.
Senator McKellar, before beginning his speech, submitted a resolution proposing that the Cummins bill be recommitted to the committee with instructions to strike out
all after the enacting clause and to report back a brief bill
providing for the termination of federal control and "the
restoration of the railroads to their owners in a manner by
which active competition and service may be restored and
maintained." For the purpose of enabling carriers properly
to serve the public during the transition period, he proposed
a plan of loans to the railroads under the direction of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, with a temporary guarantee or present income for a period of not longer than six
months.
He also proposed to give to the commission increased powers, including a supervisory jurisdiction over
in the bill

the arbitration of labor troubles, the issuance of railroad
securities and the chartering of additional lines, all dealings
between railroads and their employees of subjects arising

out of federal control, refunding the carriers' indebtedness
and the establishment of minimum as well as maximum
rates.
He also proposed that the existing rates shall be

continued in

effect

merce Commission

with full power in the Interstate

Com-

them "to the end that the railroads and the public shall be fairly treated and that each
well and efficiently and economically managed railroad shall
have a fair chance to earn a reasonbale and just income."
Senator McKellar said that practically no interest has been
taken in the bill. Senators have absented themselves during
If they feel any interest in it they
the entire discussion.
do not indicate it either by their presence in the Senate or
is
It
the most important measure
by talking about it.
affecting the interests and prosperity of this country that
was ever before Congress, and yet it has been allowed to
pass along practically without any comment in the newspapers and practically without notice on the part of the
About one senator in four or five apparently has
public.
looked over the bill, and the country itself seems almost
He was greatly
oblivious to the fact that it is pending.
disappointed in the bill as reported by the committee, and
thought it was wholly opposed to sound business principles.
In a large sense, he said, it is as bolshevistic as the Plumb
to increase

"Under the Plumb plan the railroads are to be paid
by the government and turned over to the brotherhoods.
Under the proposed measure the railroads are put in a trust
The government
and turned over to the security holders.
holds the bag under both plans."

plan.
for

Senator McKellar insisted that the bill provides practically
guarantee of SV-i per cent upon the investment of the
railroad- because the Interstate Commerce Commission would
be required to fix the rates for 1920 without opportunity to
lb' objected to the idea of a miarantee
find the valuation.
rather than to the rate and to the proposal to take away a
for a

part of the earnings of the most efficient roads.
to the opinion

plan would be unconstitutional.
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He

referred

rendered by Charles E. Hughes that such a

1

1
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Underwood nid the bill had been amended to
around the objections made by Mr. Hughes in thai the
bill does not take earnings from one railroad for the benefit
oJ another, but puts them in a contingent fund for common
Senator

railroad purposes.

Senator

Cummins

suggested that it would be well to take
fact that Mr. Hughes was employed
by the railway executives to render an opinion on the con
stitutionality of the bill, while Elihu Root was employed by
the Security owner-" association tO render an opinion on the
other side.
"Notwithstanding some things that have been
into consideration

the

said in this chamber," he said, "the railway executives are
opposed to this bill and are doing everything in their power
to defeat it, and in order to help it they employed ea Justice

Hughes

render an opinion for them with regard to this
feature of the bill.
The securities association, representing
in a general way the bonds of the railway companies, employed e\ Senator Root to render an opinion with regard to a
feature in their plan that required the taking of excess earnings
not the same plan we have here, but a plan that would
present the same legal questions. I want the country and the
to

take the line

urallj

get

horn

i

"
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ot

<<i

leaal

resistance

dilemma

the

them

for

"Which
to

will

be the

take?" he asked

what the Congress did in the case o! the
The)' will say 'All right, we will just let
your wages be raised \ i0,000,000 and we will certify the
matter to the Interstate Commerce Commission and let them
raise the rati s ot the public to pay for it.'
The railroad
'hey will

I

Ad

uii.-on

do

just

law.

not interested in whether wages are high or low.
They arc
guaranteed their S'/j per cent whatever the wages may be
"If this bill were recommitted to the committee," he
in conclusion, "with instructions to prepare
a bill along
those lines (referring to his resolution) it would be for the
manifest benefit of the American public and the railroad!
In turning the railroads back
and we ought
themselves.
we ought to make the terms fair
to have done it long ago
and just toward all. We should not put any theoretical plan
on the statute books. We must not let the government continue to hold the bag."

—

—

—

Senate to know that these opinions, coming indeed from distinguished men and lawyers, are the opinions of advocates of
their respective interests, advocates of the two sides of that
question.
They are honest men and they are great lawyers,
but they cannot both be right upon this proposition, inasmuch as they are diametrically opposed to each other."
Senator McKellar said that the bill proposed a guarantee
of 5j/> per cent to the railroads, that it is not compensation
for services done.
Instead of requiring service of the railroads, he said, a premium is put upon a lack of service.
The well-managed and prosperous road is penalized while
the poorly managed road is rewarded, and he would never
vote to take away the just earnings of a railroad that is
well managed, that gives the public an efficient service and
turns those earnings in part over to another railroad that is
not well managed and that does not give the public a good
service.
He did not object to the railroads earning $y2 per
cent.
He hoped they would all earn that or more. "Five
and one-half per cent is not unreasonable. That is not my
objection to this bill," he said.
"I am against the guarantee."

Senator Cummins pointed out that the difference between
a strong road and a weak road is not always entirely due
to the difference in

management.

The

difference,

he said,

is usually attributable to the conditions over which neither
road has any control whatsoever, and that rates made with
reference to the railroads as a whole or any group will necessarily give the better-situated road an excessive earning as
compared with their competitors.
When Senator McKellar declared that the railroads have
been earning a profit since August, Senator King of Utah
interrupted to say his information was quite the reverse.
"It is possible the books may show some profit," he said,
"but I assert that the Railroad Administration is not maintaining the roads as they ought to be maintained and that
they are taking money from the maintenance column and
crediting it to profit.
I know of roads in this country that
have deteriorated very greatly under the Railroad Administration, and I have no doubt that the statement of the Senator from Iowa is true, that there will be claims against

the government for millions and tens of millions of dollars,
which it may take years to decide, for unliquidated damages because of deterioration of the roads through the mal-

administration of the Railroad Administration."
Senator McKellar also opposed the labor provisions of
the bill providing for decision on wage questions by the
transportation board in the event of a failure of the wage
boards to agree. He said that in case of a demand of the
employees for a big increase in wages, the board will nat-

The North and South TransContinental of Australia*
North and South Australian
The much discussed
again coming
railway
continental
after

project

having been shelved

trans-

to the front

is

for five years

on account of

the war.

A

recent cablegram

Kidman, railway

from Australia stated that Timms &
of Adelaide, had offered to

contractors,

build a line from Adelaide to Port

Darwin within

three years

government bonds. The
undertaking would provide work for 5,000 men.
It is likely that the offer referred to the gap of rather over
1,000 miles between Oodnadatta the northern terminus of
the South Australian system
and Katherine river, where the
railway from Port Darwin ends. For the most part the line
would traverse semi-desert country, suitable only for sheep
ranges.
Apart from the strategic value of a railway conat a cost of £8,000,000, payable in

—

—

necting the settled portions of Australia with Port Darwin
its principal merit would be that it would eventually form
a link in the quickest route from Europe to Australia. That
route
involving the extension of the Bagdad railway across
Persia to a junction with the Indian system and the linking
up of the Indian Burmese, and Siamese railways would be
via Paris, Constantinople, Bagdad, Calcutta, Mandalay, and
Bangkok to Singapore.
When the linking up of the existing gaps has been effected,
which may be within the next 15 years, it will be possible
to travel from London to Sydney in less than three weeks.
By that time, if the Channel tunnel has been completed and
the Bosphorus bridged or tunnelled, travellers should be able
to reach Singapore with only two changes
at the junction
of the 4-ft. 8^-in. European gage with the Indian 5-ft. 6-in.
gage, somewhere in Persia, and at the junction of the Indian
broad gage lines with the metre gage system in use in Siam
and the Federated Malay States. From Singapore to Port
Darwin the distance is rather over 1,900 miles, which could
be traversed by fast steamers in four days. From Port Darwin it should be possible to reach any of the Australian State
capitals in from two and a half to five days.

—

—

—

Rival Routes

The

route of the proposed railway to connect Port

Darwin

with the Australian railway system has been the subject of
controversy in the Commonwealth for many years.
At the
beginning of the century, before the Northern Territory was
transferred from the control of the South Australian State

Government
tralian

Commonwealth, the South Auscontemplated bridging the gap between

to that of the

authorities

'Reproduced by permission from the Times (London) Trade Supplement.

December

12,
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After the transfer of the
Oodnadatta and Port Darwin.
Northern Territory took place the Commonwealth Territory
became responsible for carrying out the project, but the
greater urgency of the now completed east and west line from
Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie led to the shelving of the north
and south line for the time being.
For many reasons it would be [..referable to connect Port
Darwin with the south-east by utilizing the "Great Western
Railway" of Queensland, the construction of which has long
been authorized by the Queensland Parliament. This line is
to connect Camooweal, on the border of Queensland and the
Northern Territory, with Tobermory, about 250 miles northwest of Bourke, the terminus of a branch of the New South
Wales system. It will pass through much more fertile counIt will
try than the proposed Port Darwin-Oodnadatta line.
also link up the four principal east and west lines in Queensland and will, therefore, carry a considerable local traffic.

From Camooweal to Katherine river, the present terminus
of the railway from Port Darwin, is about 550 miles in a
The route from Katherine river to Bourke would
direct line.
be longer than that from Katherine river to Oodnadatta, but
It remains
it would be a more useful line in most respects.
to be seen

which project will be adopted, but the probabilities

Reference.
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To provide a through route connecting the state capitals
(with the exception of Adelaide and Melbourne), by a 4-ft.
Syi-in. system the construction of various lines has been
proposed.
The conversion of the section from Port Augusta
to Terowie (now 3 ft. 6 in.) to 4 ft. &y2 in. and the construction of a standard-gage line from Terowie, via Morgan
to Hay, where it would connect with an existing line of the
same gage to Sydney, would provide a through standardgage route from Kalgoorlie to Sydney. The line from Fremantle via Perth to Kalgoorlie would have to be relaid to
4-ft. Sy2 -in. gage or a new line built to extend the standardgage system to the Western Australian capital and the chief
port, Fremantle.
Another project is the connection of Deniliquin, at the
end of a 5-ft. 3-in. line from Melbourne, with Hay, and
the construction of a new standard-gage line from Hay via
Nyngan and Moree to Warwick and Brisbane. If these lines
were built, Perth, Sydney, and Brisbane would be connected
by standard-gage lines, while Melbourne and Adelaide would
be in direct touch with one another by the existing 5-ft. 3-in.
line and would be joined by 5-ft. 3-in. lines to the standard
interstate route.
It would not be difficult to lay a third rail
on these connecting lines so that through standard gage trains
could be run between all the capitals.

RAILWAYS:
'5'-3" Gauat

Standard Inter-State System
It

The

Principal Railways of Australia and the Proposed

New

Lines
are that the Commonwealth Government will favor the
Oodnadatta route for reasons connected with the breaks of
gage which are the curse of the Australian railway systems.

Evil of Broken Gages
can be best illustrated by pointing
out that the journey from Perth to Brisbane under present
conditions involves no fewer than five unavoidable changes
From Perth to Kalgoorlie, where the Commonof carriage.
wealth Trans-Continental begins, the gage is 3 ft. 6 in. The
Trans-Continental is a standard-gage (4 ft. 8>4 in.) line.
This ends at Port Augusta, where 3-ft. 6-in. portion of the
South Australian system begins and continues to Terowie.
From Terowie via Adelaide and Melbourne to Albury on
At
the New South Wales border the gage is 5 ft. 3 in.
Albury a change is made to the New South Wales 4-ft. 8>4-

These gage

difficulties

There
in. system, which continues to the Queensland border.
It is, therefore, necessary to
the gage reverts to 3 ft. 6 in.
change carriages at Kalgoorlie, Port Augusta, Terowie,
Albury, and Wallangarra, the New South Wales-Queensland
In actual practice eight changes are necesborder station.
sary,

since Sydney, Adelaide

stations.

and Melbourne are terminal

is

clear that the

Oodnadatta route would

fit

in better

with the scheme for a standard-gage inter-state system than
the utilization of the authorized Queensland Great Western
3-ft 6-in. route as a means of connecting Port Darwin by
rail with the rest of the continent.
The existing sections
from Port Augusta to Oodnadatta and from Port Darwin
to Katherine river would have to be relaid to standard gage,
but this w^ould probably be worth while, since the north and
south line is likely to be at no very distant date a link in
the railway route from London to Sydney.
The muddle of the gages in Australia places serious difficulties in the way of interstate traffic.
It will be remedied to
some extent by the completion of the various standard gage
lines projected by the Commonwealth Government, but nothing
short of a most expensive wholesale sonversion of gages can
undo all the harm that has been done by the lack of foresight
of past generations of state politicians. In 1912 the cost of
converting all the existing Australian lines to standard 4-ft.
8}4-in. gage was estimated at £37,164,000. The cost of a
more limited scheme, involving only the main trunk lines and
some of the more important branches, was set down at £12,142,000. Since then, in May, 1916, the laying of a third rail
on the more important sections was discussed by a Premier's
Conference. This matter again came up for discussion in
May, 1918. In August last a report was drawn up by a conference of engineers of the

Commonwealth and

State rail-

ways.

The

present cost of conversion would in all probability be
double the 1912 estimate.
At that rate the more
limited scheme would involve the expenditure of some
£25,000,000.
So large a sum is unlikely to be forthcoming
in the near future, so that there is little likelihood of any
speedy elimination of the present disadvantages.
Probably
at least

the most practical course would be to convert by degrees the
Victorian and South Australian 5-ft. 3-in. lines to standard
gage, and to extend the standard gage system to Fremantle
This would leave alone the bulk of the
and Brisbane.
Queensland and Western Australian systems at their extremity of the main network, but less inconvenience would
be caused by such a policy than by any other short of complete conversion.
For example, the reduction of gage in
Victoria and South Australia would involve little alteration
to the road bed apart from relaying track, whereas where
3-ft. 6-in. track has to be widened much work in opening

—

,
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thening bridges, and culverts, and altering

curvi

<hii

ti.u k

layouts

i-

lie.

essar)

Loss Due
What

the loss through

;

Breaks of Gage

breaks

ma) be judged from

gate

»>f

gage amounts

to in

the

the tad thai the transhipment

Alburj
where the Victorian and New South
Wales systems exchange traiffa costs from Ls. 6d. to 2s. 6d.
per ton.
rhis goes on at Kalgoorlie, Port Augusta, rerowie,
Albury, and Wallangarra, not to mention various local
m>n- in South Australia where
6 In. feeder lines meet
ft,
;

-

;

.

3

ft.

in.

main

in lion

As
hit*

h

a

.

is

somewhat similar

ontrol

the hoist

drum

is

routes.

It'
the Imperial Government had exercised a little per
suasive guidance in the early day: of railway building much
of the present gage muddle in various parts of the Empire
Now that the linking up of the
mighl have been avoided.

Indian and European systems is likely to he undertaken at
no very distant date, the unwisdom of adopting the 5-ft. 6-in.
gage in India is becoming apparent.

Developments

in

abnormal CONDITIONS which have obtained

for

few years have been especially conducive to
development of labor-saving devices of all kinds.

the past

the

to

its

dynamic
no

shaft,

required.

!

Loom may l>e extended u.- withdrawn in the direction of its
own length., An important feature in the design is the
mean- adopted for paying out the ropes supporting the outer
end of the boom at a predetermined varying rate. When
used

in

combination with the balanced hoist equipment the

hoisting apparatus is operative at all points of extension of
the boom as the slack rope resulting from the drawing in of

boom is taken up by a counterweight.
The balanced hoists and the extensible boom have been
placed on the market recently by N. B. Payne & Co., New

the

York.

Hand Trucks

very largely used for
TWO-WHEEL hand truck
Tin:handling
the average run of package at freight houses
is

Hoisting Machinery

Tut

I

connection with the balanced hoist, another improvement consists oi an extension boom which is especially suited
ior use on cranes for loading and unloading vi
The

Increasing the Capacity of

New

in effei

rigidly keyed to

In

at

the

thus obtaining

braking.

to
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Ibis has been particularly true of transportation facilities in
and ports where promptness in handling material-

because of its adaptability, but it is not well suited
handling heavy loads.
To increase its capacity there
ha- been developed a device known as the Rysco Third
Wheel Truck Attachment, which has been placed on the
market by the Pierce Company, Chicago. The third wheel
for

terminal.is

directly reflected in the degree of efficiency of the trans-

portation system as a whole.

Among

recent developments along this line are

two
equipment which are applicable
to installations where the hoisting and horizontal movement
of loads arc required.
The first is the so-called balanced
hoist and transporter in which a single drum is used for
these two movements in place of the customary two drums,
the

improvements

Drum

in

hoisting

~A

WITH BKAKE

A Two- Wheel Truck

Equipped with the Three Wheels

attachment consists of a frame, one end of which is attached
while the other carries a small castor, giving a wheel base of 22^ in.
Mounted on the top
of the frame is a standard for supporting the truck, which
can be adjusted to hold the truck platform at an angle of
about 30 deg., or practically horizontal as desired.
It is claimed for this attachment that a truck equipped
with it has every loading and unloading convenience of a
two-wheel truck, combined with the hauling capacity of a
four-wheel truck.
It requires less space than a four-wheel
truck, and since the third wheel is equipped with a ballbearing swivel caster it can be turned in a very short radius.
Trucks so equipped can be used as trailers for storage batIt is siated that by taking the load
tery trucks if desired.
off the handle, which the trucker must' ordinarily sustain,
to the axle of the truck,

The Balanced Hoist and Transporter
and the horizontal motion being
accomplished by means of a lever which controls a pair of
rope grips.
This new type of balanced hoist and transfer is adaptable
for use on all hoisting apparatus in which there is a free
An important
hoist and a horizontal movement of the load.
feature of this apparatus is that during the hoisting operation the entire dead load of the skip is balanced by a counterweight which enables the size of the hoist and the motor to
be reduced and also effects an important saving in the amount
of power required as compared with other types of apparatus
During the operation of
in which no counterweight is used.
lowering, the motor is working to raise the counterweight,
the shift between the vertical

the capacity

ing

is

is

greatly increased

reduced as

much

and the

cost of

heavy truck-

as 75 per cent.

!"

"Give the railroads back and give them a chance to live
should be the slogan of every man in the country who has good
sense and who desires that the business of the country should
Syracuse Post-Standard.
get to a normal basis.

:

Progress

Made by

M.

the Railroad Y.

C. A.

Also a Report of the Transportation Bureau of the
National

War Work

Department of the Young
Association, as covered in the report
International Committee at the fortieth inter-

ACTIVITIES
THEMen's
Christian

of the Railroad

of the

national convention of the Y. M. C. A. at Detroit, Mich.,
November 19-2J, are of unusual interest. The report is as
follows

"In the exigencies of war days when transportation was
Railroad Department in the
very maintenance of its regular work rendered a war service
of untold value.
The approximately 2,(J0(J,000 railroad
employees in North America constituted a strategic force.
Adequate provision for their social, physical, educational
and moral welfare, together with wholesome provision for
their leisure and lay-over hours, was of advantage alike to
vital to military operations the

them, to the corporations they served and to the nation in a
time of stress. Among the striking developments and marks
of progress the following may be indicated:
"Railroad associations are now established at 287 points,
as compared with 252 in 1916, a gain of 35.
"During the two years of government control new buildings, additions or enlargements were authorized at more than
70 different points, totaling in cost above $2,000,000.
"Coincident with material extension has come a striking
growth in membership.
In 1916 the total membership of
railroad associauons was 85,287.
In that year all railroad
associations united in the first continental membership week,
securing 40,000 new members and bringing the total membership up to 120,000.
Retrenchment owing to war conditions reduced the railroad w orking force, with the result that
In May, 1919, in a second
the membership fell to 105,000.
membership effort 49,000 new members were secured, making the membership at present approximately 150,000, or
65,000 in excess of that at the time of the Cleveland convenr

tion.

An advanced program

of activities, in which all railroad

associations will unite, has been carefully planned,

weeks selected
motion as follows:
nite

for continent-wide organization

and defiand pro-

Religious work, boys' work, educational
work, citizenship and social, health and happiness, thrift,

membership.
"The Bureau of Transportation of the

War Work Coun-

while reported in detail elsewhere, needs mention here,
for this bureau was practically the Railroad Department at
war service. Both the Railroad Department and the Bureau
of Transportation were under the same general administration.
The bureau's departmental leaders were almost without exception railroad se< retaries, and the great service rendered throughout the war by secretaries on troop trains became possible because of the initial demonstration made by
volunteer railroad secretaries on draft trains early in the
In all nearly 10,000 troop trains were accompanied
war.
cil,

Council.

tile past three years the department has continued
Occagive attention to visiting foreign railroad officials.
a Railsional Luncheons have been tendered them, usually
I hey have been shown the work
road Association building.

••During

to

m

in
New York and other cities, and courtesie- have been
The seed -own will
extended and services rendered them.
in time bring forth abundant harvest.
""Mention should be made of the generous attitude of the
United States Railroad Administration. At the outset careful thought was devoted to submitting to it full information
regarding the scope, character and extent of our movement.
lie result was gratifying, ior the administration, whenever
it could consistently do so, has cordially endorsed building
projects and approved appropriations for maintenance.
"The most pressing and important problems of this de1

partment are the following:

—

"The Present Unsettled Railroad Conditions. For some
time the future has been so uncertain as to make the Washington administration and individual operating heads fearNeeded association
ful of expenditure, action or precedent.
enterprises have been deferred, and not until the situation
is clear will associations be free from embarrassment and
Strikes and threatened strikes are also keeping the
delay.
railroad
capital

world

Misunderstandings between
upon the associations and aggravate

suspense.

in

and labor

react

a difficult situation.

"The

New

Membership.-

— How

successfully

to

conserve

member-hip
new members and

the striking results of two fruitful continental

campaigns, assimilating the thousands of
transforming them from mere members into an aggressive
working force, is a large and hitherto baffling problem.

"The Unoccupied

Field.

—A

recent

investigation

demon-

250 division and terminal point- in
Canada and the United States where Railroad A-<ociations
would be of great benefit. Many are large (enter-, but more
are small isolated points where the need is marked.
"Railroad Boys. Many Railroad Associations are established in small communities where the boy problem is p
Its solution will require a railroad boys' work sei noing.
tary and additions to man}- buildings.
The field is ripe, but
owing to present limitations cannot be harvested.
Only a beginning has been made
"Street Car Employees.
The handful of street railway
in work for street car men.
associations now in successful operation would doubtless be
enlarged were not the present staff of supervisory secretaries
«;o
wholly occupied with steam railroad responsibilities as
strated that there were

—

—

make impossible giving attention to thi- inviting field.
"Construction and Maintenance-of-Way Employees.
The large number of negroes employed in various capacities
on railroads in the South, the Mexicans in the Southwest
and the Japanese in the Far West call for thought, planning

to

—

and served by association representatives.
"For various war work financial campaigns the department also released several of its most efficient international

and

Local railroad secretaries served on transports
carrying soldiers overseas, while others rendered invaluable

object of ascertaining the need for merchant

camps at home and abroad.
"During the past three years Railroad Summer Schoools,
now six in number, have had a tonir effect upon the associations.
Although during the war attendance was relatively

submitted to the International Committee for consideration.

secretaries.

service in

small, during the
retaries

summer

and assistants were

of 1919

at

the

association.

A

report

of

this

marine work by
has been

investigation

The Recommendations Were Approved
following:

To make

sion that will
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at Detroit

which call for special emphasis are the
the most of the opportunity for extencome with the adjustment of the railroad ques-

•"Points of policy

about 150 railroad sec-

in attendance.

sen-ice.

"The Merchant Marine.—An, investigation has been made
a selected number of inland and seaboard ports with the
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urn

to

make

oi

seventh week

the

id program a telling success;

\. in.

to

united ad

poinl out to the entin

intensive effort a plan which maj
groups oi associations; to enlarge tinwork for street railway employees; to develop work among
hi railroad communities, and find the waj
for servio
to the negroes, Mexicans and Japanese employed in so called
menial labor."

brotherhood through
adopted b) othei

this

U

I

he report of the work, of the

the activities of the association

the National

War Work

A— .h

and

I

iations,

is

Bureau on

(Transportation

was included

in the report of

Council of Young Men's Christian

as follows:

rransportatioD Bureau required the services of 598

be

fill in the gaps between the work of the local
and the various camp V. M. C. A. activities
The work of the bureau was conat home and overseas.
ducted on troop train>, at transfer centers, at embarkation
ami debarkation point-, on ocean transports, on cargo ships
and at debarkation piers in receiving troops returning from

secretaries to

associations

o\ erseas.

"
In- service was inaugurated July, 1917, and from that
time up to September 1. 1919, 8,901 troop trains, carrying
4.450.400 soldiers and covering a total distance in excess of
1

8,900,000 miles, have had on them association representatives serving soldiers in every possible

way and

distributing

without cost millions of bars of chocolate, packages of gum,
cigarettes, etc.
During July alone 840 such troop trains had
Y. M. C. A. secretaries on board.
"At the more important transfer centers, as, for instance,
Chicago, Pittsburgh, Denver and Cincinnati, the bureau had
representatives, and in co-operation with the local associations served the

many thousands

of soldiers

and

sailors in

Louis two huts were operated in conjunction with the Railroad Young Men's Christian Association and rendered unusual service.
Over one and a half millions of men en route through St. Louis were served either
in the yards, in the passenger station or in the huts.
"At Hoboken, the greatest home port of embarkation and
daily transit.

At

in the two cafeteria
One hundred and seventy-six thousand pieces <>i writing material were used, and over 52,000
soldiers ami sailors attended 18J ditterenl ocial, educational
.iii.l
religious gatherings during a single month.
At .Newport News a hut, costing approximately $50,000, was opened
More tnan 500,000 men have aln
early in 1919.
hall millions oi visits to this building.
over on.- ami
At
.1

St.

debarkation, five rented buildings and a sixth owned building (the largest hut of its character in America) were at the
disposal of the men. These buildings during a single month
served 276.100 men. An average of 4,500 were served dailv

Mas

S.
C, and Philadelphia, Pa,,
Transportation Bureau representatives on the pur- before departing for camps; while in San
i.i m isco the troops ni
mute lo and from Siberia were served
the Transportation bureau in co-operation with the West

Boston,

tin-

Transportation Bureau
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men win-

I

**~~

.^flflk*.

bj

I

l>_\

Department
"Ocean transport

era

service was inaugurated March 4, 1918,
June 0, 1919, when it (eased, a total of
1,512 secretaries served on 1,102 different sailings, canning
a total of 3,173,200 soldiers.
The cost of free equipment
pla.cd on transports, exclusive of salaries and traveling exes of secretaries, and distributed absolutely without cost
to -oldiers and sailors, was $951,396.
Among the items
were 20,085,442 cigarettes, 1,009,097 bars of chocolate and
25,333,880 pieces of stationery. Each ship also carried moving picture machines, music boxes, athletic equipment, etc.

from which date

to

From March 4, 1918, until the signing of the armistice,
our Transportation Bureau representatives were the only welfare representatives assigned to ocean transports.
"The bureau also had representatives on ships carrying
soldiers from America to Siberia to render similar service.
Here also the association was the only agency represented.
"The thousands of men constituting the cargo ship force
of the overseas cruiser and transport service were not overWhile it was not feasible to assign secretaries to
looked.
these smaller vessels, nevertheless, equipment, consisting of
victrola, athletic supplies, etc., was placed on 1,081 cargo
vessels for the use of the crew at a cost exceeding $81,075.
"At Hoboken, Boston, Philadelphia and Charleston "Flying Squadrons" of Transportation Bureau secretaries were
organized to meet all ships upon arrival, and in addition to
greeting the men served them without cost with chocolate,
chewing gum, newspapers, postcards, telegraph blanks, etc.
Secretaries also accompanied these men on their journeys
from ships to debarkation camps. At Hoboken alone thirtyfive secretaries were kept busy in meeting ships, and on a
single dav rendered definite service to 26,417 men."
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Carl R. Gray
Gray,
CarltheR.Western
division

chairman of the board and president of
Maryland and formerly director of the

of

operation of the United' States Railroad
Administration, has been elected president of the Union
Pacific.
Before the roads were taken over by the government E. E. Calvin was president of the Union Pacific, C. B.
Seger was vice-president and comptroller, and Judge Rob-

was chairman of the executive committee. When
the government took over the road Mr. Calvin became federt S. Lovett

manager, Judge Lovett went with the Railroad Adminand Mr. Seger became president of the corporation.
Not long ago Judge Lovett resigned from the Railroad Administration and returned to the Union Pacific as
president, Mr. Seger having resigned to become president
of the United States Rubber Company.
Judge Lovett has
again been elected chairman of the executive committee and
Carl Gray now becomes opereral

istration,

marily with rivalries and sto< k speculation.
A personality
which can gain the loyalty and respect of subordinates under
such circumstances Is an unusual one.

Mr. Gray is a large man, mentally and physically.
He
gives the impression of freedom from conventionality, openhandedness and a lack of suspicion which we associate with
the best traditions of the West.
With his hearty non-conventional manner, however,
ness of the feelings of others

manner and
ways found

upward

his actions

Mr. Gray has a keen sensitiveand a consideration both in his

toward subordinates that

the operating officer

and Mr. Calvin

In 1911 Louis Hill invited Mr. Gray to become president
He thus stepped from a position of
having to inaugurate and defend his own operating methods
and to apply in so far as he could scientific principle- to
railroad operation in the face of indifference or actual oppoof the Great Northern.

closely

acted also as advisor to the

Rockefeller

interests in the
of other railroads in
which they had investments.

affairs

It

burgh & Lake Erie had
proved a failure in so far as
making the Western Man-

spent
roads

Central's

was

in

a

road

railroad

work as a telegraph operator,
but after four years became
a clerk in the traffic department, and for eleven years

a

man who had

his life on

all

Western

who came

and

fresh

in

the

management

of

which

Carl

subordinate posi-

tion in the St. Louis

remarkable oppor-

a

for

from the management of the
Great Northern to take hold
of a comparatively small coal

traffic.

Gray began

was

tunity

land the Atlantic seaboard
considerable
outlet
for
a

Mr.

his

dency of the Great Northern
was of the greatest value to
Mr. Gray.
When he became president
of the Western Maryland he

the Connellsville extension to
a connection with the Pitts-

New York

of

railroad operation the presi-

AdminCarl Gray is a

west of Buffalo

part

J".

mem-

Western man brought East
in 1914 by John D. Rockefeller and his associates to
pull the Western Maryland
out of the slough of despond
in which it had gotten after

part of

the

responsibility

operation had been
worked out under the personal supervision of James
Hill.
As an experience in

bers of the Railroad
istration.

to

railroad

together during the last two

years while they were

on

board,

continental system where the
minutest details of scientific

is

and Mr. Gray worked

sition

for
the operation of a great trans-

will

vice-president

road

not al-

the Southwest entails.

when the
returned to the private corporation.
Presumably Judge Lovett
be

is

who has

driven his way
through the rough experiences which railroading in
in

Union

ating executive of the
Pacific,
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& San

Francisco traffic department. In 1897 he was made a division
superintendent of the St. Louis & San Francisco. From that
time on his rise has been rapid and his experiences unusually
broad and varied. In 1904 he was made general manager of
the St. Louis & San Francisco. This was about the time of the
Mr.
mis-alliance between the Frisco and the Rock Island.
Gray was after a few months made vice-president and had
This covered the
become senior vice-president by 1909.
period of the Frisco-Rock Island merger, with the rivalries,
quarrels, stock manipulations and hopeless struggle against

Yoakum-Reid-Moore control of Rock Island-Frisco lines.
The position of chief Operating officer on the Frisco dur-

about every mistake
that could have been made
had been made. It was not a
surprise to any one who had
R. Gray
followed Mr. Gray's work to
see what he. with the aid of
M. C. Beyers and S. F.nnis.
did with the property; if a statistician were
to study the operating results which were obtained in the few
years that Mr.
Gray was there, without any knowledge of the personalities
involved,

it

would resemble

a

miracle

in

railroad transfor-

mation.
to his work for the Railroad Administration, the
fact
Tudge Lovett, who was closely associated with him,
should now choose him as presidenl of the Union Pacific
speaks for itself.
He had the universal liking and respect

As

that

of both federal and corporation offic

the

ing this period must have been a peculiarly trying one.

In
some ways Mr. Gray probably went through as an unwilling
subordinate with a fairly large number of what-not-to-do'sin-the-proper-managemcnt-of-a-railroad.
It
is
difficult
a
thing for a railroad officer to build up a loyal, ambitious
organization when his board of directors is taken up pri-

Tiif. LEHIGH & SOUTHERN Railroad Company lias applied to
the Public Utilities Commission <>i Illinois for authorii
lay nut and build its railroad in the c unity of Kankakee.
\
supplemental petition was filed by the same company to com-

plete the construction of a track

from the end of

southerly direction to the
Illinois Central in Kankakee.

tarcks

in

a

its present
right-of-way of the

A Study

of the
The

Treatment

of

Water

for

Locomotives

Solution of the Problem Imposed by Each Water
Supply Requires Individual Investigation

By William M. Barr
Cansulting Chemist, Union Pacific System,

was merely an incident in railway operafew years ago. The nearest ample supply
of water, regardless of quality, was developed for
use in locomotives.
It was many years before railway officers
came to realize fully that some -M these waters which were
easily obtained in ample quantity wore costing the railroads
large sums o\ money.
It is hardly necessary here for me to
point out the various conditions resulting from the use of
bad waters that made the use of these waters expensive.
I
have noted that the American Railway Engineering
Association has tried to reduce the saving to figures showing that every pound of scale forming ingredients removed
from any water results in a saving of 7 cents. This has
been recalculated to meet present price and wage conditions
and has been given as 11 cents. My personal belief is that
no matter how competent the men may be who have collected
the data and reduced the saving to cents per pound, the
figures at which they have arriced can only be an approximation. It is safe to assume, however, that the figure given
is small enough as the error usually results from the omission
There are so
of savings that cannot be reduced to figures.
many factors that enter into the saving to be accomplished,
some of which cannot be accurately calculated, that it becomes
practically impossible to say that a certain definite treatment will save a fixed number of dollars. We, therefore,
must content ourselves in a discussion of the treatment of
water for locomotives by making the assumption that in general all improved water conditions are profitable to the rail1

W.\

1

k si ri-i

\

tion only a

road.

In attacking the railroad water problem one must lay

down

as a fundamental principle that the primary object of the
railroad is to move tonnage that everything that interferes

with such movement is bad practice. We may for example,
take one of the worst waters that can be found and so treat
it that the amount of scale forming solids it contains will be
almost negligible, but an engine taking this water might fail
It would immebefore it had covered one-half of its run.
diately be concluded by both the operating and mechanical
departments that the water treatment, whatever it might be,
was wrong, and these departments would be justified in such
conclusions.

A

water at one station contained 123 grains of dissolved
Other stations on the same district were
high in sodium salts. Had this water been treated to remove
the incrusting solids, the sodium salts in the treated water
would have been approximately 90 grains per gallon. This
would have been certain to cause engine failures from foamA new supply containing 35 grains of dissolved solids
ing.
per gallon was obtained at this point and treatment of this
water gave good results.
I have frequently said that the first thing to be done on
any railroad is to make a thorough survey to determine how
many good waters can be developed within a reasonable disThis seems like a very simple statetance from the line.
ment and it may be said that this is what any one would do.
I will, however, venture the further statement that there are
few railroads in this country where thorough field work
and a careful study will not develop some good water supsolids per gallon.

from a paper presented before the Western Railway Club
Chicago on November 17, 1919.

* Abstracted

at

Omaha, Neb.

plus that have heretofore either been overlooked or ignored.
At a station in the arid region of the southwest the water
supply for both town and railroad is brought in by pipe
line from springs a distance of two and a half miles.
Later
geological studies and deep borings show that a deep well at
the tank would give an ample supply of soft water which

would flow

What

into the tank.

go from the line
depends upon the amount of water re-

constitutes a reasonable distance to

for a water supply

quired at the station to be considered, the character of other
water supplies on the district, and the character and quality
of water that may be already available at the station.
I
take the position that in order to avoid a water treatment
of any kind the railroad can afford an expenditure entirely
out of proportion to the actual cost of water by treatment at
the station. The cost of water should not be figured in cents
per thousand gallons at a single station, but should be figured
as an average cost over the division or, if you please, over
the entire line. When all available good supplies have been
developed on a district or division it is then time to determine
the best method for improving such supplies as may not be
.

satisfactory.

The Use

of Boiler

Compound

Many

statements have been made to the effect that water
should not be treated within the boiler or that treatment with

compound

and some have
have heard chemists make the statement that water could not be successfully
treated with a boiler compound because enough of it could
not be used to react with all the scale forming solids in the
water and still maintain successful operation.
It is true that if enough chemicals are put into a boiler to
precipitate all of the carbonates of lime and magnesia that
exist in many of the waters of the middle west, and then
enough soda ash be added to react with all the sulphates of
lime and magnesia that exist in many of these waters foaming and priming would certainly take place. It is my judgment that the intelligent and rational use of a property made
There will probboiler compound is frequently beneficial.
ably always be some places on any railroad where compound
may be used with benefit. Naturally I prefer to control the
composition of any compound used under my direction, as
this enables one to judge results more accurately and to
modify treatment so as to improve results that may not be
boiler

gone so far as

to

is

irrational

denounce

it

and

unscientific,

as a fraud.

I

satisfactory.
It has been said that the use of boiler compound is an
incomplete treatment, and is never sufficient to react chemically with all of the scale forming solids in the original

water.
It is obvious that with a large percentage of heavy scale
waters encountered in railway operation it would not be practicable to put enough chemicals in the tender or in the boiler
If this
to throw out of solution all of the incrusting solids.
were done the engineer would soon have trouble from foaming and excessive accumulation of mud in the boiler.
In using boiler compound enough chemicals are added to

form a

soft

and somewhat

flocculent precipitate.

Thus when

the other scale forming substances in the water are thrown
out by heat, this precipitate already formed will carry down
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the bulk of scale in the form of a soft sludge, preventing it
from building up on the Hues and keeping it in a condition
to bs discharged

The

from the boiler

l.y

means

of the blow-off.

expected would be a more frequent
washing of boilers.
However, this sludge is more easily
washed out and any scale that does adhere to the flues is
more easily removed than would be the ease with the un-

natural result

to be

treated water.

many districts where the waters carry a light
which would not justify a line of treating plants. The
use of a compound here would keep the scale soft and with
the use of the blow-off would result in improved boiler efficiency, and less shop work.
There are

scale

was genwater outside the

of water softening

erally considered to be a treatment

of a

which removed by chemical precipitation the scale
forming solids held in solution in natural waters.
Those
who have studied this problem, both in connection with stationary boilers and locomotives, have come to the conclusion
that the problem is much deeper than the mere removal of

boiler,

boiler scale.

In treating water

amount of

it

is

important to consider not only the

scale to be removed, but other properties of the

softened water, which

may

or

may

not result from the process

of removing the scale forming constituents.

One

author has

very aptly stated the case by saying, "A modern boiler is
not merely a basin in which liquid water is converted into
gas but a receptacle for the mineral impurities contained, in
greater or less quantities, in all na.tural waters even when
The boiler is in reality an autoclave in which
softened.
chemical solutions are concentrated and partially evaporated
at high temperatures and pressure, and should be looked
upon as a chemical factory in which various chemicals are
produced during the conversion of ordinary water from
initial temperatures, of, say 60 deg. F. into steam, often
highly superheated."
It would be an ideal situation if we could put nothing but
pure water into a boiler, but in practice this is a condition
which it is rarely possible to obtain. We must, therefore,
study the chemical reactions which take place in the boiler
under pressures and temperatures which are not normally
found when studying similar reactions in the laboratory.
If the problem of railway water supply involved the handling of but one water in each boiler it would be much simplified and many desirable results could be obtained, which
are not within the range of possibility under railroad conditions.
Our experience has shown that where an attempt was
made to carry a pronounced excess of lime and soda ash in
the treated water, engineers experienced trouble from the
liming of injectors and branch pipes.
If a sufficient excess
of soda ash was used the tendency toward foaming was aggravated and on many districts became serious. There may
be certain cases where it is possible to carry an excess of
caustic soda in a treated water with pronounced improvement in engines as regards corrosion. Such would be the
case on a district where it was necessary to treat all waters

would appear in all waters that
There are, however, few railway districts
that have come under my observation where this would be
so that a uniform alkalinitv

entered the boiicr.

advisable in practice.
An engine district may have eight or more water supplies.
The character of these waters may he such that only half of
If then, an atthem require treatment for scale removal.
tempt is made to treat these waters so that an excess alkalinity is shown at the softeners it is quite probable that some
of this alkaline water is put into a tender which already
contains a considerable quantity of untreated water.
This
water may earn- enough bicarbonate to destroy any caustic
alkalinitv which was carried in the treated water and if this

1
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mixture showed alkalinity at all it would he in the form of
which would defeat the object of the treatment
In most western districts the water in tlie tender
would show no alkalinitv after mixing and would contain
calcium salts which would incrust the injector.
It may he suggested that all waters on the distriet should
be treated, hut unless most of these waters earn enough scale
to be injurious it is hardly probable that the saving that could
thus he effected in the life of flues and lire boxes would be
sufficient to justify the expenditure and increased cost of
operating water stations.
In the operation of water softeners there are three eoncarbonate,
proposed.

ditions

that

Ample

an-

essential

to

the

success of the treatment:

thorough agitation, (3) careful supervision.
Attempts have uen made in the construction of man}- water softeners to limit the capacity in an effort
to reduce the initial cost of equipment.
This is a common
and serious error, in the first place because it allows no
margin to provide for the expansion of business, and secondly
because the original time allowed is frequently too small at
the start.
In addition to allowing five hours' reaction time
it is good practice to make provision for a reasonable increase
of business, which American railway operation has shown
to be almost certain on the majority of our transportation
(1)

Water Softening
For a long time the problem

1

settling space,

(2)

line's.

The necessity for agitation is sometimes overlooked in
water treatment on the assumption that if the chemical mixture is uniformly distributed throughout the entire volume
of -water treated reaction must take place and no mixing
beyond this point is required.
Even though thorough agitation is accomplished and ample settling time allowed, I
believe it is always desirable to provide filtration for the
treated water, if for no other reason as a safeguard to the
removal of any suspended matter that might get through.
The supervision of water softeners has frequently been a
weak spot, not only in railway operation, but in the general
operation of treating plants.
As a rule, the men directly
responsible for the operation of the machines are non-technical men and there is a lack of appreciation of the requirements or the performance of these machines.
It is, therefore, essential that frequent checking of the treatment by
analysis as well as frequent inspection of the machines should
be made.
To get the best results in this particular it is
important that a spirit of co-operation be developed between
the chemical staff and the department operating the water
softeners.

Much depends upon

who make

the inspections

the personality of the

and give instructions

to

men

pumpers

for the handling of the chemical treatment.

My

own practice requires that daily reports be made by
pumper showing: The exact time of operation; the time
and amount of each chemical charge; the time of dumping
sludge; appearance of water when it leaves the machine;
condition of all mechanical parts; amount of chemicals on
hand; in case of surface waters, a test on both raw and
the

showing hardness, alkalinity and
and repairs needed.
treated waters

A copy

of this report

as well as to

my own

is

causticity;

sent to the water service

office.

Pumpers

foreman

are also instructed

make telegraphic report of any unusual conditions which
may arise. Machines are inspected and water tested by
to

traveling chemists on an average of once in 10 days, and
weekly samples are sent to the laboratory for analysis.
In addition to this inspection, men experienced in the use
of water in locomotives as well as water treatment make
occasional trips with traveling engineers or with the engine
men alone, in order to determine whether or not good results
are being obtained in the operation of locomotives under
existing water conditions. These men also visit round houses

and shops, examine flues and fire boxes, conferring freely
with foremen and the general boiler inspector.
The work of such men has to do not only, with treated
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lien
waters,

with general water conditions and use
Ii
traveling engineers report trouble

i'Ut

*

compounds.

from the water Bupply the
promptly i«> m\ office and to the
One oi these men is sent
motive power.
ieei
in order to determine
traveli
and correcl the condition causing
kind

arising
-

.

>

boiler

t

oi

an)

master mechanii
superintendent oi
to

the

work with the
source of

the

the complaint.

Foaming
tning

is

to the

engineer one of the most serious troubles

from the use of water, and as this interferes
with traffic, ii is important that efforts be made to
reduce this condition to a minimum. There seems to be some
difference of opinion as to the primary cause of foaming.
I
note that the American Railwaj Engineering Association
has revised the manual to read, "This action is due primarily
that

arises

seriousl)

suspended matter in the water. The suspended matter gives a mechanical strength or tenacity to
the Liquid in the thin films over the steam bubbles, which,
to the presence of

rising to the

surface,

duce foam.

It

salts present

in

retain

their

films

and

collect

to pro-

aggravated by the concentration of alkali
the natural waters or added by the process

is

of water softening, which increases the viscosity of the surface films."

cannot agree with the statement that foaming is primarily
If a water is pure
to the presence of suspended matter.
insoluble suspended matter will not increase the viscosity
of the surface film, and will not in itself produce foaming.
On the other hand dissolved solids may be increased to such
a point that foaming will result without the presence or
It is true that this condia*si<tance of suspended matter.
tion is greatly aggravated by the presence of suspended
matter, and foaming in muddy water or dirty boilers takes
1

cannot
nut
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nd

reco
u<

foi

li

a

that engine! b<
time as tin- use

would say that foaming is due priplace most easily.
marilv to the presence of any matter in solution which sufficiently increases the viscosity of the surface film in the boiler

and

is

greatly aggravated by the presence of suspended mat-

ter.
is difficult to separate the two
it
All locomotive boilers contain suspended matter
in varying amount, therefore, as the dissolved solids are increased by concentration there will be a tendency to foam.
I have under my jurisdiction a district that receives perThese waters are either
fectly clear water at all stations.
filtered or come from deep wells which furnish clear water.
About the middle of this district there is a water supply that

In locomotive operation

conditions.

high in sodium salts, carrying a rather large amount of
sodium carbonate. It is necessary for all engines running
on this district to earn- a supply of anti-foam compound,
The
which is usually applied when this water is taken.
concentration is also relieved by frequent use of the blowBy such means engine failmes from foaming are preoff.
is

vented or reduced to a minimum.
As an overtreated water has a tendency to increase foaming troubles it is necessary, particularly on districts where
the waters contain excessive amounts of sodium salts, to
hold the treatment below the point of excess alkalinity.

Boiler

Washing

AYater treatment bears such a close relation to boiler washing that some consideration should be given here to this
It is frequently recommended that anything should
subject.
be done that is possible to increase the time between washIf this can be done by increasing the purity of the
outs.
water, the extension of such time within reasonable limits
I do not believe, however, that
is desirable and profitable.
this time should be extended to the limit by artificial means
simply because it is possible to keep an engine moving.
Serious foaming trouble is usually accompanied by a dirty
boiler and where waters are of such a character that foaming

occurs frequently it is necessary to use a compound for safe
In such cases, however, I
operation and to avoid failures.

compound

will

wa

li

avoid

Bj doing this the cosl od an occa tonal washout
he -axed, but one failure resulting from this polic) will
Compensate for the cost of several boiler wa>hings.
failure.

may

in calculating the saving effected by extending tin- tine
between washouts the increa d efficiency in operation with
clean boilers resulting by the more frequent washout
often overlooked, though it IS sufficient to deserve consideration.
The more frequent washout usually results in a reduction of boiler work.
i

On a certain district where boiler compound is used for the
removal of scale it is possible to run engines 30 days beBoilers were washed at intervals of four
tween washouts.
weeks.
A thoroughly competent and interested foreman on
this

now washes

district

and owing

this condition

there

is

two weeks
which boilers are washed under

boilers at intervals of

to the ease with
little

difference in his costs for this

work resulting from the changed method. At the same turn
he has shown a saving in flue and fire box work and an
increased efficiency in operation as a result of cleaner boilers.
With modern equipment for hot water washing these experiences indicate that the time between washouts should not
be extended beyond such reasonable limits as this practice

would

dictate.

due

1

operated between
oi

Corrosion

Much

has been written on the subject of corrosion in boilers and various theories have been proposed to account for
it.
It still remains the most difficult feature of water treat-

ment

for locomotive boilers.

a reasonable explanation for

The electrolytic theory offers
much of the corrosion which

takes place, particularly cases of pitting and corrosion around
It is beyond question that a segregation of imstay bolts.
purities in steel will result in such spots having a different

from that of the main portion of the steel,
waters which are good electrolytes would set

electric potential

and

in

many

up galvanic
There

action

and

start corrosion.

however, corrosive conditions existing in the
use of many waters where the action can be explained by
Owing to the fact that
reactions that are purely chemical.
steel is not a homogeneous material there are spots where
the metal contains impurities that are attacked first and will
corrode more readily than the uniform portion of the metal.
Carbonic acid, either free or combined, is one of the
potent factors in accomplishing corrosion in most boilers.
It is present in practically all natural waters and being
are,

quite soluble, particularly in the cold, it enters the boiler
Waters containing magnesium
in nearly all feed waters.
sulphate and sodium chloride give the same corrosive properties.
All of the nitrates found in natural waters behave

same manner and when the concentration is sufficient
are very corrosive. The nitrates are especially active because
in the process of corrosion the original nitrate is regenerated
or converted to nitrate. Whlie the nitrates and chlorides can
be converted to their sodium salts by treatment and by carryin the

ing an excess alkalinity the corrosive effect reduced, experience shows that waters containing high chlorides or nitrates
are unsatisfactory on account of their corrosive properties

even when treated.
Enough has been said here to give some idea of the range
It has
of the problem of water treatment for locomotives.
been pointed out that the water should be studied from the
One man should
source of suppl) to the engine washout.
follow these problems from beginnmg to end and should not
at any stage turn them over to be handled by another person
or department.
I believe that the greatest success can only
be obtained in railroad water treatment when the responsi-

problem is centered in a single departThis might be accomplished by handling the problem
in one of the existing departments of normal railway operation, but this does not seem to me to be advisable.

bility for the entire

ment.

National Rivers and Harbors Congress
Declaration of Principles to Promote and
Facilities of

THEandFIFTEENTH
Harbors

CONVENTION
Congress

of

the

National

closed

its

final

Transportation by Water
ways are intended primarily

Rivers

session

transacted

was the resolu-

the

try is very large in the aggregate,

will be interesting to inquire

not because of lack of

is

may

it

why

greater.

It

It

or

traffic

much

this condition exists.

be

because the waterways

are not needed.

may

only be accomplished through the faThese agencies are the waterways,
While this organization is
the railways and the highways.
committed primarily to the promotion of transportation by
water, it can best effectuate its purpose through a friendly
We
co-operation both with the railways and the highways.
would have the public deal fairly with the owners of the railroads and their securities. While they should be compelled
to render equality of service without discrimination against
any shipper or section, they should receive a revenue yielding
We observe with gratifia fair return upon the investment.
cation the nation-wide activity in the construction of improved highways by the states and local agencies, and we anticipate co-operation with the federal government in the construction of national highways connecting the several states

It

sections.

"At the same time it is an admitted fact that the railroads
and the highways combined are not adequate to meet the demands of distribution. It is a problem in which is involved
prosperity of the country.

Its

wise solution

should arrest the attention of every thoughtful citizen.
"Of course the carrying capacity of the railroads may be

Double tracks may replace single tracks, rolling
increased.
stock and engines might be supplied, enlarged terminals insuring quicker movement might be provided, and new lines
But all these extensions
of roads might be constructed.
require very large amounts of new capital and the railroads
have neither the revenue nor the credit to obtain the same.
"It is apparent that increased facilities of transportation
to meet the ever-enlarging demands of distribution can only
be provided through the improvement and utilization of our

Avattrways.

is

traffic

On

the other hand,

which

tions

exist

it

is

traffic

water.

because of certain arbitrary condi-

and because

certain

essentials

for

suc-

cessful water transportation are lacking.

For man\' years water carriers were subjected to unand treatment by competing railroads. ComUnfair discriminapetitive rail rates were unduly reduced.
The boat lines were purchased by the
tion was practiced.
competing railroad and operated in an inefficient manner and
In other and devious ways water comfinally abandoned.
As a co-ordinate agency of transporpetition was dest roved.
tation, boat lines are entitled to co-operation and not destruction.
We recommend legislation which will assure a readjustment of rail rates, competitive with waterways, and which
"a.

fair competition

will

require a discontinuance of such unfair practices.

Water carriers have not been permitted to interchange
with connecting railroads with through rate- and bills
of lading.
It will be admitted that the system of pro-rating
which prevails between the different lines of railroads has
been the most potential factor in our system of rail transpor"b.

traffic

The

movement by water, particularly of bulky
than by rail. Where products are to be carried parti}' by water and parti} by rail between the point- of
origin and destination the public should have the benefit of
the cheaper movement by water in making the joint and proThe amendportional rate between the rail and water lines.
ment to the Commerce Act of 1912 gave the Interstate Commerce Commission jurisdiction to establish interchange of
traffic between rail and water lines which has not been eftation.

products,

fectively

would have it understood that the Congress favors
only the improvement of such, waterways as will be utilized
when an adequate channel is provided. Navigable water-

not because the railroads are sufficient to meet the

It is not because
demands of the country.
can be moved more efficiently and cheaper than by

cilities of transportation.

"We

are to

just

of distribution.

the continued

expendi-

the}'

government requiring annual budgets and appropriations
as any other essential activity.
We commend to the
favorable consideration of the federal Congress the wisdom
of largely increased appropriations for project- which have
been or may hereafter be adopted, to the end that they may
be completed and opened to traffic within a reasonable time.
"It has been said that Congress has improved some waterways which have not been utilized, and most of the critic ism
heretofore directed against river and harbor appropriations
have been predicated upon this statement. We may admit
that a few waterways have little commerce and have not justiWe may furfied the expenditures for their improvement.
ther admit that some waterways are not adequately used in
moving traffic which should ordinarily be carried by water.
While the tonnage carried upon the waterways of the coun-

adopted embodying the principles of the organization
in its activities to promote and increase the facilities of transportation by water.
The resolution was in part as follows:
"The industrial fabric of the country depends upon production and distribution. While these two factors may vary
from time to time as the demand increases or diminishes, still
the continued growth of the country creates an ever-increasing demand upon the facilities of both production and distribution.
At this particular juncture there is a dearth of
both.
Economists are reiterating the need of greater production whereby the supply may be augmented and the cost of
living reduced.
From many sections come complaints of inFreight cars
adequate facilities of transportation by rail.
and engines are either not available or shortage is reported.
Even where coal mines are operated there are frequently no
cars to move the coal.
Embargoes caused by congestion of
traffic are frequently announced.
The country requires enlarged production and at the same time increased facilities

and

tlie

when

used for this purpose.
The improved waterway which
only offer> potential use and therein coerce- lower rate- by
rail competition with such waterway does not justify its imIn this connection, we commend the policy of
provement.
Congress in the enactment of annual river and harbor bills.
This should be considered one of the- continuous activities of

tion

"Distribution

be justified

be

president to succeed Senator Joseph E. Ransdell of Louisiana, who was made a director for life.

business

commerce, and

for

ture of public moneys, can onl)

at

Washington on December 11 with the election of new
officers and the transaction of other business.
Congressman
John A. Small of North Carolina was unanimously elected

The most important

Increase

is

cost of
less

enforced.

We

recommend

compel such interchange of

which will
where the in-

legislation

traffic in all cases

terests of the shippers will be subserved.

1161

"c.

Another amendment

to

the

Commerce Act

of 1912,
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1162
prohibited
peting boa!

the

railroads

lines,

from owning

giving the

and operating com

Interstate

Commerce Commit

determine the facl oi competition and
suspend teraporarilj the enforcement of
the l.iu for sufficient rea ons
We submil thai this provision
of law was wise, and it should not be amended or relaxed.
Transportation b) water and rail are so essential!] difl
that they should not be held under common ownership
where thej compete with one another.
We respectfully request the federal Congress to resisl any efforts to amend the
existing law as applicable to an) section of the country.
Water terminals are essential to water transports
"d.
turn.
Even where tin- traffic is local and exclusively by water,
terminal^ are most convenient, t>ut they are absolutely ession

also

jurisdiction

to

discretion

to

.'

through traffic partly by rail and
The transfer between the boat and the rail
partly by water.
earrier should be effected in the cheapest and most expeditious manner and this can be accomplished only through the
medium of an adequate water terminal. At the present time
the construction of terminals devolves either upon the boat
line and the railroad, separately or combined, or upon the
municipality.
We submit that ordinarily the construction
of such a terminal should be at the expense of the state or
municipality, to be maintained and regulated in the interests of the public.
We cannot emphasize too strongly the
No progressive city located upon
necessity of such terminals.
a navigable waterway can afford to neglect this imperative
sential in the operation of

obligation.

Another reason why some waterways are inadequately
an intelligent comprehension upon
the part of the shippers of the importance of developing water
transportation as a co-ordinate part of any transportation sysFrequently the men who control production and distem.
"e.

utilized lies in the lack of

tribution are lacking in vision.

They

accept existing facili-

for transportation with all its imperfections and fail to
realize that co-operative efforts for the use of the waterways
ties

would supply existing

edficiencies of

movement.

In so far as legislation will remove the arbitrary conditions which have impeded water transportation, we sub"f.

Congress providing for the restoration of railroads to their owners afford an unusual opportunity for removing these impediments and for emancipating water carriers.
"There should be some federal agency clothed at least with
recommendatory powers over water transportation. This activitv requires not only boat lines, terminals, arrangements
mit that the

bills

pending

in

for interchange of traffic with railroads

and other boat

lines,

may

not be easy to secure
all these essentials within the territory traversed by the
They need encouragement, assistance and adboa't lines.
Among all the varied activities of the federal governvice.
ment there is no one to whom the projectors of boat lines

but skilled traffic

management.

It

can appeal for such expert advice and assistance.

We
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made

oi
uch boat Inn- to some other
with authority to operate the same
for a tei
years, to complete all unfulfilled contracts for
ill''
>l
COnstrUCti
boats and to build other bouts where
arv, to the end that the experiment width was initi-

be

•

)

for

oi

tin-

the gov*

transfei

it.

fi

i

al''!

shall lie continued
value and establish
1

1

,

1

sufficiently
1

1

1<

upon

long to demonstrate

the said

waterways.

It

its
it

appear advisable to discontinue the operation of such
boats upon the \ew York Barge Canals, the sale of such
and the discontinuance of operation upon such waterWe believe that such transfer of
ways should be (tinted'.
authority should he made to the United States Shipping
Hoard or the Department of Commerce.
shall

"The
invited

president
a

n-iiler
bills

in

of

the

this

organization

several

months ago

members to meet in Washington
proposed amendments to the pending railroad
interest of water transportation.
Amendments

Committee

of

its

accordance with the foregoing recommendations were provided and Senator Ransdell was instructed to present same
to the Senate Committee while Representative Small was sell, ted
to present same to the House committee.
This was
done and such amendments were printed.
Among other
amendments was one providing that the absorption by water
carrier of the switching terminal or other charge of a rail
carrier for service within the limits of a port terminal should
not be held to constitute an arrangement for a continuous
carriage within the meaning of the act to regulate commerce
and should not subject such water carriers to the provisions
of such act.
We also commend this amendment to the exin

isting law.

"Out

of the exigencies of

war arose

a necessity for crea-

by the federal government of a large number of ships
for over-seas service. At the beginning of the war, less than
10 per cent of our foreign trade was carried in ships of American registry and sailing under the American flag. The government has provided a sufficient number of ships to carry
a large proportion of our foreign commerce.
We anticipate
hopefully the establishment under permanent conditions of
7
hether these ships shall
an American merchant marine.
be temporarily held and operated by the government or sold
for private operation, we submit that the foundations should
be securely laid for the retention and maintenance of a permanent American merchant marine.
"We submit that neither the Interstate Commerce Commission nor any other department of the government should
have jurisdiction over port-to-port rates by water, except intion

W

may be necessary in effecting interchange of
between rail lines and water lines, and we oppose any
lation which seeks to conserve such jurisdiction."
sofar as

traffic

legis-

rec-

federal agency, qualified to
advise as to the appropriate type of boats, as to the location,
plans and costs of water terminals, which shall intervene

ommend

legislation

creating a

establishing exchange of traffic with railroads and in
other ways assist in the solution of difficult problems.
believe that such a duty should be imposed upon the Department of Commerce and we recommend legislation to that
in

We

end.

"Under the railroad control bill, the President was authorized in his discretion to utilize canals and waterways and to
Under
construct boats and barges for operation on same.
this authority the President, through the director general of
railroads, has constructed or authorized the construction and
operation of boats upon the Mississippi river, the Warrior
system of rivers, the New York Barge Canal and other waterAs a part of the pending legislation for the return
ways.
of railroads to their owners, we recommend that provision

Scenes

Looking
on the Government's Alaska Railroad.
North from Near Mile 99, Turnacain Arm

——

——

:

Reduction in Passenger Train Service
Coal

Shortage

Forced

Railroad

United States Railroad Administration, having

the responsibility of the

distribution of coal to all

Take

to

Have Been Modified

Drastic Steps; Orders

Tin

Administration

Sunday
Sunday

trains

New Haven

between

and Waterbury, four

trains between Hartford and Waterbury, two Suntrains between Hartford and Putnam, two trains be-

consumers, ordered the regional directors to. make a
reduction in passenger train mileage by taking off parlor
cars and otherwise curtailing service to the extent necessary
to make a drastic reduction in the consumption of coal. These
reductions in passenger service which the regional directors
authorized became effective about December 10, but by Sat-

day
tween Hartford and Poughkeepsie, and two trains between
Poughkeepsie and Beacon, and one Saturday and one Sunday train between New York and Pittsfield.

urday, December 13, the resumption of work by the coal
miners was complete enough to permit a modification of the
drastice annulment orders, and in the East by Monday,
December 15, there had been a return almost to normal service, although the Twentieth Century Limited and the Broadway Limited, the two twenty-hour trains between New York
and Chicago, were not restored.
Sleeping cars to points
south of Washington were again run on the Pennsylvania
out of New York.
As indicative of the extent of resumption of normal passenger business the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, which discontinued a total of 182 trains,
restored 72.
The New York Central restored 130 trains.

and 3 round-trip Sunday trains between Boston and
Providence, 2 round-trip week-day trains between Canton
Junction and Taunton, one round-trip week-day train between Boston and Providence, 3 round-trip week-day and 3
round-trip Sunday trains between Boston and New Bedford,
2 round-trip daily trains between Boston and Dedham, 2
round-trip daily trains between Boston and Franklin, one

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western announced
As

full res-

however, of
what can be done on American railroads to meet an emergency, the details of what was done last week are of interest.
toration

of

passenger service.

indicative,

Eastern Region
In the Eastern region the discontinuance of trains became
December 10. The New York Central discontinued
ten westbound main line trains, including the Twentieth
Century Limited, and nine eastbound main line trains. On
the Hudson division five trains each way were discontinued
on week days and seven northbound and four southbound
On the Troy and
trains were discontinued on Sundays.
Schenectady branch all Sunday trains were discontinued.
On the Auburn division two trains each way on week days
were discontinued. On the Buffalo division four trains each
On the Buffalo and Lockport
way were discontinued.
branch one train each way was discontinued. On the Harlem
division seven trains each way on week days were discontinued and nine trains each way were discontinued on SunOn the Putnam division three trains on the main
days.
line northbound and two on the main line southbound were
discontinued, and five each way week days on the Yonkers
branch. On Sundays two trains each way were discontinued
on the main line, and all service on the Yonkers branch
was discontinued. On the Ontario division, St. Lawrence
division, Cape Vincent branch, Carthage & Adirondack
branch, Carthage and Watertown branch, and Ogdensburg
& DeKalb branch a total of 12 trains were discontinued,
making a total of 121 trains for the New York Central.
The New York. New Haven & Hartford discontinued two
trains each way between New York and Boston and operated No. 50 and 51, a train heretofore running between New
York and Boston only, between New York and Springfield.
There were 13 trains eliminated between New York and
New Haven in addition to the New York and Boston trains
mentioned above and four New Haven and Springfield trains.
Two trains were eliminated between New Haven and Willimantic, four between Amston and Colchester, two between
Vernon and Rockville, two between South Norwalk and
Danbury, three between Bridgeport and Pittsfield, four between Branchville and Ridgcfield, three between Danbury
effective

and Brookfield Junction, four week-day

trains

and

On the lines east of New London and Willimantic on the
New York, New Haven & Hartford, 4 round-trip week-day
trains

week-day and

2 Sunday trains between Boston and Woonsocket, one round-trip daily train on the Needham branch,
5 one-way trains between Boston and South Braintree, 2

round-trip daily trains between Boston and Mattapan,' 4
round-trip daily trains between Boston and Greenbush, 2
round-trip trains between Boston and Plymouth, one between

North Abington and Hanover, 3 between Boston and Camweek-day round-trip trains and 5 Sunday round-trip
trains between Providence and Worcester, one round-trip
daily train between Providence and Willimantic, 2 Sunday
round-trip trains and one week-day round-trip train between
Providence and Taunton, one week-day round-trip train
between Mansfield and Framingham, 2 between New London and Worcester, and one Sunday round-trip train between Putnam and Hartford were discontinued.
pello, 4

Allegheny Region

The following is a statement of the trains and train mileage discontinued in the Allegheny region
Statement of curtailment of passenger train service, effective 12.01 A. M. December 10, 1919, account coal
strike:
Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines
.

c
Service
Last and West
New York, Philadelphia and Washington...

,
,
r
I hrough

Washington-Buffalo

Trains

Miles

12

1457
2530

2

756

6

Total

4,743

c
Service
Western Pennsylvania Division
Northern Division
.

T
Local,

Central Division
Eastern Pennsylvania
New Jersey Division
Southern Division
Philadelphia Terminal

Miles

'

1

'550

\\
]

Division

...!.!
,

,328

545

L806
2.M1S
2^332
']04

Total

9,574

Sleeping car service from and to the South was not operated during the daylight hours in both directions between
Washington and New York.
•,
.
tPennsylvania r>
Railroad, «r
Western
Lines
Northwestern and Central Systems
Southwestern and St. Louis Systems

r>

1

Trains

.

39
56

Miles

Total

_

,

,

5.585

Mileage
forwarded

,

Baltimore & Ohio,

Eastern Lines

-16

trains

Baltimore 8 Ohio, Western Lines -20 trains
Western Maryland Railroad 12 trains
Cumberland Valley Railroad 12 'rains
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. Atlantic City Railroad. .86 trains

—

—

Central Railroad of New Jersey —65 trains
Statcn Tsland Rapid Transit
12 trains
Long Island Railroad 8 trains
Bessemer & I^ake Erie Railroad— 8 trains
Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad
2 trains

four
1163.

Miles

3.142
2^443

—

—

1

—

Grand total—mileage

2.201
1,850

288
249
66,229

32400
~180
520
119
17

123,955

—

3

:
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Southern Region

I

the Southern

In

region

ml.

I

V,

the details of

train

ml.

re

Roi
i

k-Ho

Roi
\.i

.ui.l

(.

J.lH.x

i..

I

iii

|k<

I

and Ho

I

mi.

yvilli

ml,

Roi

ittle

I

655.2
21O.0
166.58
36K.4

Rot k

|

duction win- not completed up

III

the time this paper wenl

to

I

the reduction

in press bul
i

\\.i-

I

142
:

M

I

Rut -IK

I

have been between 20 ami

t<>

I

Mi

Sleeping cars <>n the Pennsylvania from Nev
points south of Washington were discontinued,
put back in service on >e< ember
I

VTork

in the

Weal was,

the

in

Last.

the

in

were

Imt

II.
(

.1.15.8

i

i

N

'I"

v

poi

10

Popla
Poplai

:

,,.•.

Bluff

West

The

following

tal.lcs

service

effect

in

the

the South

in

«

\i \

Si ia

ii

i

I

\

I

If.,

Main

im
r rains No. ~

Service

l

'.

.

9

and

Ml pi
Sunday

Railroad

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Alton
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis
8 Eastern Illinois
c
hicago, Terre Haute X Southeastern
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Toledo. Peoria 8 Western
Roek Island & Pacific

10

st,

.

Ft. Worth & Denver City
Denver & Rio Grande
Denver & Salt Lake
El Paso & Southwestern

Daily

changed

Sundav

day and

Sunday

Sunday

only

changed

t<

tri-weekly

Daily
except

to tri-

w eekly

Daily

Sunday

mileage
saved

Per

9,069
2,259

32.5
28.7
44.1
30.3
34.6
30.5
24.3
30.0
35.4
38.6
22.2
57.1

December

2

40,910

4

2,851
2,938
7,036

510
2,328

•

26,888
8,289
4,946

2<2

4

daily

406
2,102

244
12,729

295
12,290
1,010
1.134
1,559
291

None
None
None
8,041
2,854
1,835

burn
burn

oil

oil

30.0
34.4
37.1

None

•

12

Wahash

Average

to

in ioi

27

•

Pacific*

Daily
mileage

3

22

Oregon Short Line
Los Angeles & Salt Lake

Sunday
onlv

63
10

i

8
22

Northwestern Pacific
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific

to

added
Daily
except

2

52

Louis

Dbci mbeh

Rkductiob

1,214

10

St.

Follows:

RAL W ESI ERN REGION

105

11
2

10

1919.

B,

Discontinued as
Louis and Pai

Train No. 9 substitute daily express,
to connect with Train No. 11.

14

4

20

Colorado & Southern

Be

28,086
7,863
921
6,920
703
41,687

51

Chicago &

Monday, December

in

i.i

Daily
except
Satur-

,

Daily

I

I

I

Trains eliminated

Daily

PbOCBAM

I

more
show the
far

Passbnces Train

em

147. K

I'.liilf

5,387.98

west

\\ esl

i

'

10,014.82

of course,

which was put in
reduction
Central Western region and on certain lines
train

in

I

ii-

I

In

than

Roi
VIdalia
I,.

<i

Bati

for

.

Smith
Eppa

Fl

1

What Was Done
shortage

rhe coal
acute

ml.

Mi..

nt.

S| adi

I

ill.

"91205

2,238

24.3

193,295

58,356

30.2

_]_
30

300

34

territory— these are through, trains
""Operate but one train each way per day in coal burning
reduction is based^ on ^average daily mileage saved: where trains other than daily were
Note— Attention is called to the fact that the percentage
saved is divided by seven.
mileage
weekly
the
tri-weekly
to
reduced
eliminated or service

Trains
Trains
Trains
Trains
Trains
Trains
Trains
Trains
Trains
Trains
Trains

Reduction Missouri Pacific Train Service
western lines
-

T rain

Train

,

Between

numbers

Louis-Kansas City
Louis-Kansas City
Set No. 37 back to leave St. Louis 9:00
and No. 38 to leave Kansas City 9:00
No. 12 to make same stops as No. 16.

15-10

"Vl^l
bob.Ub

St.
St.

H-16

566.06
a.
a.

m.,
m.,

Kansas City-Joplin
Karsas City-Omaha
Kansas City-Stockton
Downs-Lenora
Kansas City-Pueblo

J 10-209
107-108
101-501-502-102
643-644
:

ri-12

643-644
103-104
640-641-642

Union-Lincoln

40V404

Yates

643-644
433-434

.„Hn

4

V2v.°9
596 6

\..'7J,

1,245.00
95.2

Kansas Citv-Coffevville

™-°

Versailles-Boonville

87.8
196.8
90.6
2U4.K

Jeff.

Center-Wichita
City-Bagnell

Wichita-Kancpohs
Set 495 back to
with 404.
leave Geneseo 7:20 p. m., connecting with 403
connection.
people
to give Kanapolis

496

now connects

M.

R.

335-336

St.
St.

9"'5-926

245.4
60.0

Louis-Herrin
Louis-Riverside

& B. T.

to adjust to
at Riverside.

connect with No.

30 and No. 31
114-115-123-128
St. Louis-Kirkwood

52.0

m

674.4
4,626.84

SOUTHERN LINES
1-2

205-208

St.

Louis-Texarkana

986.8
92.8

Memphis-Wynne
Change schedule of 201-202 ^ind run approximately on same schedule as 205-208 and extra
Wynne to Little Rock- and return

219-220
133-134
103-104
847-848
835-836

Springs
Alexandria-Lake Charles
Alexandria
RockLittle
Helena-Rri-.'.klev
Little Rock-Gurdon

Hold Camden
nect with No.

Br. No. 835 at
5.

Gurdon

to con-

and
and
8 and
9 and
17 and
7 and
9 and
11 and
5 and

Parsons and Muskogee.
Vinita and San Antonio.
Muskogee and Denison.
Denison and Dallas.
18 betw-een Denison and Dallas.
8 between Dallas and Sar. Antonio.
10 between Waco and San Antonio.
12 between Denison and Fort Worth.
6 between Waco and Houston.
Second section, Trains No. 41 and 42 between Denison and Wichita Falls.
Branch Line Passenger Service to Be Discontinued as Follows:
Train No. 22 between New Franklin and Hannibal.
Train No. 25 between New Franklin and Moberly.
Note: Train No. 24 will be extended through between Moberly and
Hannibal.
Trains No. 15 and 16 between Columbia and McBaine.
Trains No. 20 and 21 between Columbia and McBaine.
Trains No. 11 and 12 between Columbia and McBaine.
Trains No. 13 and 14 between Columbia and McBairfe.
Trains No. 37 and 38 between Sedalia and Paola.
Note: Handle passenger business on trains No. 95 and 96.
Trains No. 115 and 116 between Parsons and Joplin.
Trains No. 112 and 113 between Parsons and Joplin.
Note: Handle passenger business on Trains No. 93 and 94.
Trains No. 36 and 37 Iola Branch.
Trains No. 21 and 22 Eldorado Branch.
Trains No. 15 and 16 between Atoka and Oklahoma City.
Trains No. 23 and 24 between Muskogee and Osage.
Trains No. 32 and 33 Wilburton Branch.
Note: Handle passenger business on freight trains.
Trains No. 39 and 40 Bonham Branch.
Note: Handle passenger business on Trains No. 58 and 59.
Trains No. 37 and 38 McKinney Branch.
Note: Handle passenger business on Trains No. 88 and 89.
Trains No. 35 and 36 between Greenville and McKinney.
Note: Handle passenger business on Trains No. 93 and 94.
Trains No. 33 and 34 between Greenville and Shreveport.
Note: Handle passenger business on mixed trains.
Trains No. 41 and 42 between Smithville and San Marcos.
7
1

between
between
9 between
10 between
8

2

—
—

—

403.8
194.6
585.4
111.2
161.2

Me'.r.phis-LIot

27 and 28 between Kansas City and Parsons.
23 and 24 between Parsons and Oklahoma City.

—
—

5,303.24

45-46 extend between Hoisington and Pueblo
or put on local leaving Hoisington and Pueblo
at 7:00 a.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

December

RAILWAY AGE

1919

12,

All tram Bervice on
Traitis No.
and 2

Belton

Hrancll.

Texarkana and Whitesboro was discontinued, saving 346
it
was planned to restore these trains as soon as

between Wichita Falls an, I.Ik City.
and 8 between Alms and Wellington.
.Vote:
Handle passenger business on local freight.
Traitis No. 3 and 4 between Woodward and Forgan.
-Note:
Handle passenger business on local freight.
Trains No. 23 and 24 between Wichita Falls and Newcastle.
Note:
Handle pa88engei business on local freight.
1

Trains No.

I

miles, but

7

oil-burning locomotives could be used in plate of coal-burning locomotives.

In all, in the Southwestern region, about .SO, 471 passenger train miles daily were eliminated, amounting to a saving
of 1,500 tons of coal a day.

The

following reductions were made in passenger train
Louis-San Francisco and the Ft. Worth &
Rio Grande Railroad, effective 12:01 a. m. Monday, December 8, 1919:
service on the St.

Northwestern Region
Details

...

.

K.

C.

,.

C.

&

Mileage

Total
Miles

172

460

Minneapolis
Minneapolis,

S.

28-29
26-27

Clinton

and

Springfield

198
150

Kansas City and Clinton

the

Railroad
Chicago, Minneapolis & St. Paul
Duluth, Missabe & Northern
Duluth & Iron Range
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic

80
_>C8

of

discontinuance of trains throughout the
Northwest region are incomplete, but a daily saving of train
mileage was made as follows:

Local main and branch line service
Irams
Between
E astern Division
1274-1279
Cuba and Salem
Kansas City and Clinton
18-19
Clinton and Springfield

1165

&

St. Louis
St. Paul & Rious

San Marie

(approximately)
500
to

Northern Pacific
348

1? 071
9*720
9*570
i'34g
i'joo
2|000
60 o
'

Central Division
794-795

Smith

Ft.

and Mansfield
and Okmulgee

788-7.S9

Muskogee

575-576
505-506
780-781
775-772-776-777

Hugo and Ardmore
Hope and Hugo

64

Fayetteville and Muskogee
Rogers and Grove

Southwestern Division
Oklahoma

410-411

City

and

A New

78

202
240
208

Law ton

Boylrcrip
a device
TinChicago
Pneumatic Tool
is

104

896

178

178

Clinton and Vernon

Tulsa

Trains

and

218
242

Enid

Between

recently brought out by the

lutely safe set retainer.

As shown

in the illustration,

it

tits

over the end of the riveting hammer and enables the
operator to secure a firm grip without grasping the
heated cylin-

460

Mileage

Hammer

Company, Chicago, which
combines a convenient hammer grip with an abso-

Western Division
612-613
607-608

Grip for a Pneumatic

der.

Total
Miles

This arrangement makes the operation of the hammer

Northern Division
127-12X

and

Scott

Ft.

Joplin

130

130

Southern Division
Willow Springs and Grandin
Aberdeen and Amory
Memphis and Tupelo
Amory and Birmingham

273-274
950-951-956-957
923-924
925-926

162

140
208
246

River & Cape Division
827-82*
Hayti & Cape Giradeau

Cape

873-874
871-872
823-824

Gir.

,\

162
128

Poplar Bluff

Puxico and Hunter
St. Louis and St. Mary's

96
150

Total
Thrc ugh Main Line Service.
1-2
St. Louis and Vinita
3-4
St.
Louis and Paris
Monett ami Wichita
3C5-306
403-404
Monetl an, Oklahoma City
513-514
Sapulpa and Okmulgee
117-1 IS
Kansas City and Tulsa

720
1,170

480
.SIS

62

522

Kansas City and Birmingham
(

Irand

536
3,764

I

105-106

756

4,948

1,476

Total

8,712

ollowing trains were discontinued:
St. Lot

ts

Southwestern Lines
Daily

Trains

Mileage
990

Between
Illmo to Texarkana
Pine Bluff to Little Rock
Lewisville to Shreveport
Mt. Pleasant to Waco

3-4

431-432
401-402
101-102

394

Total

1,616

Total passenger train service using coal as fuel
Reduction
I..

4,984

32.4%

& A.

Daily

Between

Trains
3
5

105

102
107-108

195
148
47
29
50

1,15s

42.9%

Reduction

coal

Total
mileage
fuel
as

passenger

train

service

using
6.142
2.113

or 34.4%

On the Kansas City Southern the total daily mileage of
No trains
coal-burning passenger locomotives was 1,924.
were taken off, but 676 train miles per day were saved by
the use of oil-burning instead of coal-burning locomotives.
On the Texas & Pacific 984 train miles daily were handled

by coal-burning locomotives.

A

Using

It

modified form has also been placed on the market, which
adapted for use on chipping and calking tools.

"Lending" Cars \\n Engines.—Would you loan your automoto a friend and would your friend loan his to you'
You
would have to be pretty good friends to loan an automobile, because automobiles cost money. Switch engines com lots of
money
four employer has spent nearly $60,000 for the switch
engine he loans you to work with and it is costing him about
twenty cents a minute to operate this switch engine. These figures include coal, water, sand, repair parts, wages of shop employees, wages of yard and engine crews and depreciation.
It
costs cur employer not less than $96 to operate a switch engine
Are you getting $96 worth of work out of this
eight hours.
engine and are you getting more than $96 worth of work out of
it so that your employer can make money out of the labor you
bile

498

Total
Total passenger train service using coal as fuel

,

is

29

Tonesville to Yidalia

Total Reduction, both lines

of

more convenient and allows the workman to drive hot rivets
without danger of burning his hands. The device also provides an unobstructed view of the work from all angles.
The
Boyergrip is made of steel and is practically indestructible.

A

Mileage

Alexandria to Hope
Hope to Winnfield
Alexandria
Winnfield t,,
Packton to Gena
Gena to Packton

2

Grand

The Device and Manner

109
124

round-trip train between

are selling

him?— Duit

Wright.

General
K.

News Department
of worn-out ties without wanning anyone,
the subject of complaints which have been received by the
on of Canada. A circular has been issued
Railwaj

The burning

M. Calkins, vice-president of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St Paul Railway Company, has resigned from

the stand-

is

Association ol Railway Executives,
ing committee oi the
and H. E Byram, president of thai road, has been elected
to

by the Association noting these complaints and referring to
The complainants have
the existing shortage of fuel.
informed thai the railways would be glad to give surplus
old ties to people who want them, and thereby alleviate the
fuel shortage to some extent, provided this can be done
without expense to the railways. The Association further
suggests that where surplus worn-out ties are available the
railways give to notice to municipal officers.

succeed him.

I

The

Surgical Association of tin- Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Marie held its twelfth annual meeting at the
Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn., on December 8 and >,
with about 100 of the l~o Burgeons of the road present, The
President, Eric P.
officers elected for the ensuing year arc:
Quain, Bismarck, X. D.; vice-president, Earnest V. Smith,
Fond du Lac, Wis.; secretary-treasurer, John 11. Rishmiller,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Saull

Ste,

(

The Bay Point & Clayton has reached a compromise with
the

the

The city of Detroit, Mich., will sell to the Pennsylvania
(Railroad
Company a tract of land 30 ft. by 30 ft. at the
This action was taken recently by the
foot of 24th street.
city council, and the land is part of a ten-acre tract which
the city has condemned for use as a warehouse for waterborne freight. The city had made an informal agreement
to sell this land at the price which it costs, and the amount
to be paid by the railroad will be $28,785.
i

Livestock found running at large on or around railways
ought to be impounded. This is the suggestion of the Railway Association of Canada as a means of reducing loss and
as a measure of safety to the passengers and trainmen. It is

recommended

that

the

railways

notify

the

officers

of

mu-

wherein trouble of the kind mentioned is experienced, that the suggested action is contemplated and that
Where there
the co-operation of such officers is desired.
are no pounds the Association suggests that arrangements
be made for their establishment.
J.

Parke Channing, chairman of Engineering Council, has

Chief of Transportation Service of the United States
Brig. Gen. Frank T. Hines, recommends the centralization of all matters of military transportation into one servSpeaking, in his annual reice under the War Department.
port, of the Motor Transport Corps, he says that it is an independent agency of transportation; and the control of military railroads in the theater of operations is a matter under
the control of the chief of engineers. He believes that economy in administration, efficiency in operation, and greater
co-ordination justify all transportation for the War Depart-

The

Army,

ment being combined

into

one

service.

W. Eliot, summarizing his experiences during
weeks at the industrial conferences at Washington.
Boston friends that the only industrial peace that
can be expected from the American Federation of Labor
and the railroad brotherhoods is the peace of absolute domiSpeaking
nation of industry and of the government itself.
before the Economic Club, he characterized the time he
spent at the conference as "three unhappy weeks." From the
first, he said, the conference was doomed to death as a thing
At no time, he added, was any
futile and a waste of time.
Dr. Charles

his three
tells his

made to consider the original objective President Wilson set as the goal of the discussions.

serious effort

>akland, Antioch & Eastern in proceedings brought by
former company to secure a right-of-way to the bay

shore near Bay Point, Cal. As a result of this compromise
both roads will use an overhead crossing over the county
highway near Bay Point. A petition for authority to build
the crossing was filed with the Railroad Commission of California recently. The compromise with the Oakland, Antioch
& Eastern will provide passenger transportation facilities to
employees of the Bay Point shipyards residing in Clyde and
other communities on the Oakland, Antioch & Eastern. The
Bay Point & Clayton is used principally to haul cement made
at Cowell, Cal., and the bay terminus is needed to enable the

company

to ship

portation

is

now

by water from Bay Point.

Water

trans-

very necessary because of the shortage of

freight cars.

nicipalities,

issued a circular to professional engineers and engineering
assistants throughout the United States calling for personal
contributions for the maintenance of Engineering Council
The circular states that the infor the calendar year 1920.
creased cost of services and printing are absorbing the
Council's income and causing deficits. For the calendar year
1919, member societies have been able to provide $25,000
Including the cost of the National Service Committee's head
quarters in Washington, the Council will need not less than
$50,000 for the calendar year 1920.

<

R.

J.

Clancy,

assistant

to

the

general manager

of

the

Southern Pacific finds evidence that carelessness in crossing
railroad tracks by occupants of automobiles is slowly yielding to the safety campaign conducted by the press, schools,
churches and railroads. In a recent circular he says: "An.
analysis by months discloses no distinguishing relationship
between climatic conditions and crossing accidents; accidents have occurred in like proportion during the summer
and the winter months, so that whether curtains are up or
down does not appear to matter much. The causes cf these
accidents appear to narrow down to misjudgment of speed
of trains; minds of occupants being distracted by conversation; shifting gears and stalling on tracks; noise of machine interfering with hearing locomotive whistle, or bell
or noise of train; inexperience of driver; not looking until
about on the track, and inability to stop on account of speed

Congress on December 10 a
railroad bill so as to forbid the
practice of Canadian lines of cutting rates on bonded freight
Senator Jones introduced

bill

to

amend

the

in

Cummins

moving between the East and West and interior points^
He would make it unlawful for any United States carrier or
carriers by rail or water to participate in the international
transportation of passengers or property where the through
charge for such transportation, whether by rebate, by absorption of storage charges, wharfage charges, or any other
charge or charges, or in any manner whatsover is less than
the through charge by combination of rates between such
point<= on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission or
the Shipping Board or the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the Shipping Board, applying at such time for like transportation by United States carriers by rail or water or by
rail and water.
Advocates of this bill pojnt out that "whileAmerican transcontinental lines are in dire straits as to
finances, so that Congress is called on to bolster them financially, the Canadian Pacific, one of the principal offenders, is
paying dividends at the rate of 10 per cent per annum, and
its stock is selling in the market around $150 per share.
By
getting this domestic freight this Canadian road is having:
practically a balanced traffic, while 45 per cent of the west-

1166
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In the Maska trade
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carrier! op
the inroads ol the foreign railroad owned wat<
erating to .1 small, bul productive pari ol Maska, have created
whole,
wi\ difficult transportation problem foi Uaska as
particular!] western and central Uaska; and it is declared
thai Uaska ma) be robbed of its American service unless it
i"'

eign cat

i

iei

Neither the
in

the

House

Condensed View
Cummins Mil in the Senate
is

nor the Each bill
satisfying everybody; in fact, they are Batis
[*he final legislation will probably be a mix

fying nobody.
Labor is committed to
ture of the provisions of both t>ills.
the Plumb plan so thai it is nol t.> be expected thai it will
It
will n<>t take
accept the more conservative measures
kindly to legislation forbidding strikes, nor is it enthusiastic
In
over the elaborate machinery provided in the Esch bill.
short, labor desires to be lefl alone to do as it pleases,

according to its own sweel will, and dors not favor legisla
tion of any character unless it be of the negative variety,
exempting it from provisions of law which apply to the rest
.—New York Commercial.
of the community.
.

n

imimmiiiim

timmmmiimimimii.

i

,

On December 3, 1919, there were stored in eleva
North Atlantic ports 12,895,824 bushels of grain.
There weir received during the week .5.0X2.662 bushels, while
The deliveries exceeded the
4,793,806 bushels were cleared.
The total amount of grain in
receipts by 1,711,144 bushels.

win

cars.

tors

at

storage at these ports represented 65.4 per cent of the total
At South Atlantic and Gulf ports there
elevator capacity.
were stored in elevators on December 3, 1919, 8,671,900 bushof grain, representing 82.4 per cent
capacity.

els

of the

total

elevator

—

.

plans for the reconstruction of Chicago's Harbor Disthe electrification of the Illinois Central and the Michigan Central Railroads and the construction of new terminal
facilities by the Illinois Central on the lake front will necessitate the removal of several historical monuments in the

The

trict,

of

i

3

Exports of Cars in October

Chicago Monuments

city

imm

in

bei

A

iiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiii :

report of overseas traffii tot the week ended Decern
shows 6,648 ears ,.i commercial ex~port freight received
at North
Atlantic ports during this period as compared with
99-8 cars for the same week of 1°18, an increase of 5,650
\l
South Atlantic and Gulf ports as ol
in'
565 per cent.
there were 12,4 n O ears of export freight on
nber I. I'M
hand, as against 11,589 on November 24, 1919, an increase "i
I

protected againsl the

mm

mm

,i

is

NewG

Traffic

i

Chicago which mark the

sites of

events in Chicago's

The monument at Eighteenth street and Prairie
avenue, which marks the site of the Fort Dearborn Massacre
and which was presented to the city by George M. Pullman,
One of the
is among the land marks which must be moved.
connections to the new terminal is to cut through the spot
where the monument now stands. The Chicago Historical
society, the Chicago Plan Commission and other organizations interested in preserving the city's works of art are
It is planned
considering new sites for these land marks.
among other things to dedicate the new ornamental bridges
which are to be a part of the improvement to the memory
of the early explorers Joliet, La Salle. Pere Marquette and

early history.

The exports

October, numbering 4,319,
were more than double those of
September and have been exceeded during but one month
so far this year, June, during which 5,055 cars valued at $13,The detailed figures for passenger
675,186, were exported.
and freight cars exported in October as compiled by the
Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce were as follows:
of

a

of freight cars in

value of $9,179,902,

Passenger

Freight and other
\

Number

Countries
France

Number

4.319

$9,179,902

930

Italy

Canada
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic

$13,950

4
31

173
9

Brazil

135
56

China
Russia in
Australia

—

6

$6,222,843
1,780,450
5,510
27,962
197,722
12,000
242,595
142,800
530,800
17,220

2,651

324

Asi;;

$13,950

Total

others.

The Pittsburgh Basing Point System
Culvert Pipe Committee

The Joint Concrete Culvert Pipe Committee, the organization of which was mentioned some months ago, has issued
a progress report including a statement of the complete
membership, which is as follows: American Concrete Institute, B. S. Pease, American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago, and A. B. Cohen, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
Hoboken. X. J.; American Association of State Highway
Officials, T. R. Agg, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, and
X. Mackall, Maryland State Roads Commission, BaltiJ.
more. Md.; American Railway Engineering Association, Job
Tuthill, chief engineer, Pere Marquette, Detroit, Mich., and A.
F. Robinson, bridge engineer. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
Chicago; American Society for Testing Materials, H. T.
Shelley, assistant engineer, sewer construction, Department
of Public Works, Philadelphia, Pa., and A. E. Phillips, sanitary engineer, Washington, D. C. American Society of Civil
Engineers, George H. Tinker, bridge engineer, New York,
Chicago & St. Louis, Cleveland, Ohio, and T. L. D. Hadwen,
engineer of masonry construction, Chicago, Milwaukee &
Paul, Chicago: American Concrete Pipe Association,
St.
Paul Kircher, Massey Concrete Products Corporation, New
York, and C. F. Buente, Concrete Products Company of
America. Pittsburgh, Pa.: Office of Public Roads, T. H.
MacDonald. and A. T. Goldbeck, Office of Public Roads.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. A sub-committee of this association held a meeting at Ames, Iowa, to
witness tests made at the Experiment Station of the Iowa
State College in conjunction with the Iowa State Highway
;

Commission.

Hearings before the Federal Trade Commission on the application for abolition of the Pittsburgh single price basing point
system were held in Washington on December 1, 3, 5 and 6.

John

S.

declared

Miller, general counsel for the complaining fabricators,
that, the consuming public is taxed $30,000,000 a year

through increased prices of manufactured steel products because
of the Pittsburgh base system under which rolled steel is sold
throughout the I nited States at the Pittsburgh ruling price plus
freight from Pittsburgh to destination.
He pointed out that
steel rails
f.

o. b.

and

rail

mill prices,

joints are sold throughout the country at
whereas other rolled steel products follow

the Pittsburgh base price.
Miller produced figures to show that freight rates on a large
number of finished steel products are identical with rates on
rolled steel. Thus, he said, Eastern fabricators purchasing at

Pittsburgh are enabled to place finished products in the Chicago
market on a parity with the finished products of competing
fabricators in the Chicago district who, while buying of Chicago producers, pay the "fictitious" freight from Pittsburgh. He
declared that the Gary producing mills were only operating at
65 per cent capacity prior to the strike.
Miller said those supporting the Pittsburgh base system are
"all either producers or beneficiaries of the system."
Pittsburgh
fabricators, he said, "are to be found supporting the system on
which they feed fat." Included among the complaining interests,
he pointed out, are the War and Navy Departments, the United
States Railroad Administration, and state, municipal and civic
organization, as well as steel consumers.

The system was defended by

R. V. Lindabury, general counsel
He said that any government order interfering with the Pittsburgh base system would
for the United States Steel Corporation.

December

12,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

"shackle competition and create an artificial situation," and that
"the system which exists is due to the operation of natural laws
and the free play of competition." The primacy is with Pittsburgh because of Pittsburgh's predominance in production, and
by the operation of natural trade laws Pittsburgh dominates
steel prices.
Chicago, he said, "will become, primate in steel
production in the United States before very long if the operation oi natural law is not interfered with. Chicago now produces
but 19 per cent of the steel output and only one half of the requirements of the Chicago district.
If Chicago producers can
only supply one half of the Chicago demand, Pittsburgh, being
required to supply the Other half, necessarily dominates the
price, because there would be no advantage to the Chicago producers in selling at lev. than the Pittsburgh price when they
could no; profil by anj extra demand so created.
Therefore,
they naturally sell at what they can get. which is up to the

1 1
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On

Friday, Prank
of America,

representing the Steel & Tube
lie declared that the 6,000,000
tons produced in the Chicago district could not possibly supply
the demand of that district.
You can't force investors to supplj
the extra mills needed to meet Western requirements by
II.

Scott,

testified,

Railroad Commission of Kentucky now- consists
Sherman Cooper (chairman), Frank X. Burns and
1

The new commissioners entered upon the
their office on December 9, taking the places of L.
S. T. Douthitl and IP G. Garrett.
Kash.

Injury to Passengers

Pittsburgh base as being "a unit of
measuring prices" and likened it in general to the standards of
weight and measurers.
the

C. W. Wickersham, representing the Lackawanna Steed Company, denied the commission's jurisdiction, stating that the basing point system i- no: a method
f
competition and is not a
practice as between two competitors.
James Bowron, Birmingham, president of the Gulf State Steel
Company, spoke against the application to abolish the system, as
did Paul Cravath, representing the Bethlehem Steel Corporation.
On Saturday, John S. Miller, in closing rebuttal, declared that
the Pittsburgb base price is maintained "by a meeting of minds
<

is tantamount to agreement."
He said the producers were
taken care of" by the Pittsburgh price and that is was a
"happy family." Countering the claim that Pittsburgh dominates
because of its excess production, he declared that both the
Duluth and Birmingham districts produce in excess of the requirements of their respective territories, but still adhere to the
Pittsburgh base price.
John Walsh, counsel for the Petroleum Steed Company, of
Sharon, Pa., fabricator of steel tanks, declared that the "entire
issue is whether the Pittsburgh base system tends to lesson competition or to create a monopoly."
Me declared it did not. He
said that if the system were abolished, the Petroleum Steel Company "would either have to quit producing at Sharon and locale
westward, or operate in both sections."

that
"all

Anthracite Shipments for November
The shipments of anthracite for November as reported
to the Anthracite Bureau of Information, amounted to 5,gross tons, as compared with 5.276,659 tons for the
same month last year, an increase of 695,012 tons, and with
6,560,150 tons with October of this year, a decrease of 588,The decrease as compared with the preceding
479 tons.
month was due to the fewer working days, there being only
21 full working days.
The average daily shipments were
284,365 tons for November, against 262,406 tons for October.
The shipnie"*- by railroads were as follows:

I'.

1..

&

R

V

C. R. R. of N. J
n. L. &
i).

&

B

W

«"•«

Penna
Erie
X. Y. O.
L. & N.

&
E

W

November,

1919

1916

1,.558.64.!

1,200,814
1,082,453

1.079,266
506,737

860,356
663.7S2
406,606
620.703
161,385
314,193
5.9/1,671

Coal year,
1919-1920

Coal year,

.'80.149

9,298,481
8,631,660
4.291,891
7,202.048
5.394,387
3,333,221
5,121,336
1.364,363
2,334,534

1916-1917
8,383,663
8,074,729
4,254 101
6,921,568
4,776,686
3,665,338
4,975.491
1,284,149
1,749,885

5,992,997

46,971,921

44,085,610

546,348
979,607
628,239
438,869
674,261
162,257

Finn,

B.

News

— Proof of Negligence

here the petition of a passenger on the defendant's train
averred that a vestibule door was negligently left open, and
thai as a resull of a sudden jar or jolt he was thrown from
the car platform onto the tracks, the Missouri Supreme Court
holds thai proof of the concurring acts of negligence is essential
to
recovery.— Giles
Michigan Central (Mo.) 212
'

<

W.

S.

873.

Recovery From Shipper

—

Bill of

Lading
Issued by Mistake

The Maryland Court

Appeals holds that a carrier which
-igns three hills of lading for three cars, made out by the
shipper, but receives only two carloads, and is forced to reimburse a party advancing money on the third bill of lading,
may recover the amount so paid from the shipper. P. B. &
of

—

W.

\.

Roberts

I

Md.) 106

Atl. 615.

—

Crossing Accident Contributory Negligence
The Michigan Supreme Court holds that where the driver
an automobile running 10 miles an hour had an unobstructed view while the defendant's on-coming train, running
40 miles an hour, was traversing 225 feet before it reached
the crossing, and he failed to look and apply the brakes ifl
time to prevent a collision, the railroad was entitled to a
directed verdict —Pershing v. 1). C. IP & M
172
(Mich
X. W., 530.
of

I

Liability for Defects in Boiler
The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that under P. S.
omp. St. §8631, making it unlawful to use a locomotive in
moving interstate traffic unless the boiler and appurtenances
*

are in proper condition, the receivers of a railroad are liable
to the widow of a locomotive engineer killed by a boiler explosion (\ut to a defect in the bolts and stays designed to
sustain the crown sheet.—Lancaster v
Carroll (Tex) 211
S.

W.

797.

Pullman Car Facilities
The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that

971,671

November,

I

duti<

\\

gov ernmental edict
P. A. Manchester representing the Youngstown Sbeet & Tube

Company, described

iiiiimiimiiimiiiiiiiiiummiiminiiiuiis

be

the

Company

•••it

f

Commissions

State
I

u

iiiuiiiiiiii

Court

Pittsburgh base. Mr. Pindabury declared.
would preveni the establishment of steel plants in new territory.
"There wouldn't be another steel mill established anywhere in
the west." be declared,
lie argued that the discrimination prohibited b\ the Clayton act, "is not the discrimination resulting
from natural laws of trade," and that, therefore, there is no
element of discrimination in the Pittsburgh base system.
of

iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii|iiiuiii=

Commission and Court News

|

Pittsburgh level."
\bolition

69

the

Oklahoma

Corporation Commission is vested with authority to require
.ill reasonable and proper facilities to be
furnished by a railroad company, such as Pullman cars, and the fact that an
order of the commission requiring such facilities may incidentally affect interstate commerce does not render the order
a

nullity;

where

but

proper and reasonable

railroad

a

company has furnished

all

of the character required by
has not the power to require the

facilities

the order, the commission
furnishing of additional facilities, where its order will interfere with interstate commerce, or
where such additional
service can only be furnished at a loss to the railroad com-

What

pany.

is

or

determined in the
and in relation to
T.

&

S.

is

not reasonable and adequate must be
of conditions existing at the time

light
all

surrounding circumstances.

F. v. State (Okla.)

176 Pac. 393.

— Atchison.

1
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Garnishment

oi

Salariei

Under Federal Control

rennessee Supreme Courl holda that thi
ao
railroad corporation being operated by the
federal government under the 1918 act is nol bud j eel to
nishment in Tennessee -it least. The reason given is thai
undei thai acl the railroads of the country are merely
cies oi instrumentalities ol the United States Governmenl
.iihI ii is the settled policy of the state to hold immun<
from
garnishment all municipalities and other governmental
Dickens
cies
Realty
[*enn
210 S W. 644
o
ilu-

•lllllllllllll

(

I

hi

ii

iniiiill

i

.Mini

mi rim

nun

i

ii

1

1

1

in

its

franchise, the

from an excessive assessment
of Appeals holds that,

Kentucky Courl

under K\. St. §§ 4079, 4080, the value of a railroad franchise
subject to taxation will be determined by deducting from die
value of the capital stock fixed by the board of valuation
by capitalizing the net income derived from the business
in the state, the assessed value o\ all its tangible property
FSosworth v. Kentucky Highlands
tssessed in the state.
(Ky.) 210 S. W. 071.

—

Foreign Shipments

— Freight

Refund

regulations and rules of the Interstate
Commerce Commission. In such a case the carrier was not
required to refund to the shipper the amount paid for freight
from the points of origin to the point of concentration (II ills—
boro, Tex.) under order of the Railroad Commission of
Texas, though the goods had not been sold at the time of
concentration: St. Louis Southwestern v. White, Jackson
& Co. (Tex.) 211 S. W. 315.
tariff,

-

—

Safety Appliance Act

— Buffers

In an action for injuries received in uncoupling a car the
Kansas Supreme Court points out that there appears to be
no federal decision or rule requiring buffers or bumpers on
cars for the protection of brakemen in coupling or uncoupling
cars.— George v. Atchison, T. & S. F. (Kan.) 178 Pac. 40.3.

Same

— Sufficient

News
I

ii

inn

n.

—

Australian Firemen Want Increased Wages. The engine
and firemen on the .Australian Trans-Continental
Arbitration
patches, flouted the
Railway, accordin
Court and rccenlls struck for increased wages.

drivers

Compliance with Act

The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that where it is shown
that a sufficient number of cars in a train have been equipped
with power brakes, and the locomotive was equipped with
power driving-wheel brakes and appliances for operating the
train brake system, as required by the act, the mere fact that
the air brake connections became uncoupled furnishes no
proof whatever of a violation of the statute. Rock Island v.
Guthridge (Okla.) 179 Pac. 590.

—

Expert Evidence as to Space Required to Stop Train
The New Hampshire Supreme Court holds, in an action
for damage to an automobile at a crossing, that it is not such
a matter of common knowledge that a modern locomotive,
running 25 miles an hour on a descending grade of one-fifth
to one-half per cent, can be stopped in less than 30 rods, that
counsel can argue or the jury decide it without any evidence.
The only case found by the court where the precise question

was passed upon was Union Pacific v. Shannon, 33 Kan. 446,
where cattle were killed at a crossing. There the

to

Be Handed

to the British.

—The

Vossische Zeitung recently contained a report from Budapest that the Hungarian Cabinel and the British Commissioner had concluded an agreement stipulating that the whole
Hungarian railway system will pass into British hands.

The Jugo-Slav government intends sometime in the near
future to -end an official commission to this country in the
hope of raising a loan here to facilitate reconstruction, inThe idea of
cluding building and repairing railways, etc.
sending such a commission has been in hand for some time,
but cablegrams from the American minister at Belgrade on
December 2 indicated that the visit has been postponed for
a few weeks.

The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that a shipment
from Texas to France (in this case a shipment of cotton) is
subject to the

mm

in'

i
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Hungarian Railways
in granting a railroad relief

nun minium

I

I

Excessive Assessment of Railroad Franchise
of

milimmillllllll

I

Foreign Railway
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Southern Nigeria Railroad Completed
announced that the railway in Southern Nigeria from
Port Harcourt to the Udi coalfields has been completed, and
It is

that large quantities of coal are being obtained.

Standardization of Railways for Brazil

A commission

has been appointed by the Minister of Communications and Public Works in Brazil to make a study
and prepare a report for standardization on the State-owned
(Engineer).
railways.

Arica-La Paz Railroad Leased

Commerce Reports, issued by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, reports the receipt of a cablegram
from La Paz, Bolivia, to the effect that the Arica-La Paz
line, owned by the Chilean Government, has been leased by
the Antofagasta & Bolivia Railway.

Demand

for

Machinery

in

Morocco
London.

The London Times Trade Supplement says that there is
an increasing demand for machinery in Morocco. The principal demand is for milling machinery, gas and petrol enand electric light plants. In 1913 France supplied 51
per cent, Germany 22 per cent and Great Britain 21 per cent
of the total imports of machinery.
gines,

Proposed Sales of German Railways

A

proposal to sell the German State Railways to the
United States has recently been the subject of lively discussion in the German press. According to the Berlin correspondent of the National Tidende the proposal was put forward by a well-known financier in Germania, Herr Erzberger's principal organ, on the plea that all other attempts
to obtain foreign credit had failed.
The writer estimates

6 Pac. 564,

the present calue of the railways as at least 90 to 100 billion

jury disregarded the undisputed testimony of the engineer
that the train, going at 45 miles an hour, was stopped in
about 300 yards, and that this was the quickest a train of that
kind, going at that speed, could be stopped, and found without any evidence whatever that it could have been stopped
This, it was held, they had no right
in from 350 to 375 feet.
to do, and that to determine how long it takes to stop an
engine or train requires experience in the running of trains
and in checking their speed. Verdict for the plaintiff was
Chellis Realty Co. v. Bosset aside and a new trial granted.
ton & Maine (N. H.) 106 Atl. 742.

marks.

—

Japan to Build Submarine Tunnel
Several months ago announcement was made that the Imperial Government Railways of Japan intended to build a
tunnel under the Shimonoseki Strait. Two years are to be
spent in studying the geological formation of the sea bed
in the strait and in drafting of the general plan of work in
preparation for the actual undertaking of tunneling, so that
the real work will not commence until 1921. Engineers and

December

workmen

12,

will
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be

senl

America and Europe

to

to

make

a

study of what has been achieved in these countries in the
way of tunnel engineering. The line is to be 7 miles long,
one mile of which will be entirely under the sea. The approximate cost of the undertaking will be about $10,000,000,
and the work is expected to be completed in 1928.

Electrification of the Central of Brazil

accordance

In

witii

Railway

recommendations from the director

of the Central of Brazil Railway, says Commerce Reports,
the Minister of Communications and Public Works of Brazil
has named Hector Lyra da Silva as assistant technical engineer for the special work of undertaking the necessary studies
for the electrification of the line from Barra do Pirahy.
He
has instructions to prepare the estimates and the tenders for
public bids.
Further details, continues Commerce Reports,

may

obtained from the commercial attache at Rio de
(Refer to file No. L. A. 21 for financial interests
connected with project.)
l>e

Janeiro.

Exports of Locomotives

in

October

The exports

of locomotives during October, totaling 170,
at $5,284,019. were the greatest for any month thus

valued

far in 1919. the best previous month being May. when 97
locomotives, valued at $4,040,551, were exported. Of the October exports nearly half were consigned to Italy. The detailed figures as compiled by the Division of Statistics of
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce were as
follows:

Xumber

Countries

Finland
France

IS

Italy

75

Dollars
375.000
4,100
2,372.000

Norwav

12

-105,754

1

Canada
Honduras
Mexico

1

1
1

Barbados

1

Cuba
Brazil

9
6

Peru
China

17

1

Tapanese China

2
3

Chosen
British India
Strcits Settlements

Tapan
Russia

129.5--V)

1

Asia

in

13,500
14.650
35,000
li,200
151,392
122,800
5,748
842.500
104.200

Australia

Total

Tunnel Project

in

29,2*0
70,700

6
6
8
4

403,995
55.200

170

5,284.01 9

1

37.50."

Colombia
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numerals.
Most of the time-tables of continental bookings
printed in England now use the 24-hour system.

now

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles in October
The exports

of car wheels and axles during October totaled
$962,351, as compared with a total of exports during September of $1,013,440. The detailed October figures as compiled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce were as follows:
Countries

Dollars
366,460
290,133
102.785

id

France
Italy

Netherlands
Spain

1.785
2,750
12,267
575
16,739
11,291
1,525

Canada
Honduras
Mexico
Cuba
French West ndies
Dominican Republic
1

'

Argentina

11

4,347
20,385

Brazil

Chile
imbia

292
179

Ecuador
Peru
Chosen
Dutch East Indies
Japan

488

Russia in
Australia

New

8.583
2,250
11 ,935

86 805
19,600

Asi?

<)08

Zealand

Philippine

246

Islands

12

Total

962.351

Wage Questions in Western Australia
A deputation representing the staff of the state-owned and
state-controlled railways
Western Australia recently
of
the Minister of Railways to express what was
described as "the unanimous desire of the railway employees"
for a wages board for the adjustment of differences between
the railway authorities and the staff.
The spokesman of the deputation stated that "the railwaymen were dissatisfied with the decision of the Arbitration
Court (a legally constituted tribunal for the settlement of
industrial disputes generally), and urged the creation of a
board consisting of salaried railway service representatives,
with an independent chairman." He urged the government,
as the owners and controllers of the railways, to "take action
before the men got out of hand and did something desperate."
The Minister promised to appoint a committee to advise the government on the matter, and the deputation undertook to nominate a representative on the proposed committee.

waited on

American contracting companies may be

interested, says
Reports, in bidding on a tunnel
project on the Antioquia Railway, in Colombia. The tunnel,
a recent issue of

Commerce

through the La Quiebra Mountain, will
be 3,760 meters, or approximately 12,250 feet in length, with
the cost estimated by the department of Antioquia engineers
More recent information regarding deat $2,000,000 gold.
velopments can be secured through the American consular
agent at Medellin, or the name of the engineer in charge
may be obtained from the Bureau by referring to file No.
40802a. Correspondence with this official should be in Spanish and all figures in the metric system.

which

A

is

to extend

24-Hour Clock

at

Waterloo Station, London

Considerable interest is now being taken in England in
the idea of timing trains on the 24-hour system. This method
is general on the continent, and is regarded as having the
important advantage of rendering mor( clear the actual ar-

and departure times of train-. Difficulties with regard
m. and p. m. are altogether surmounted, and on
very simple matter to ascertain
is a
lce bookings
whether one will get to any point during the day or in the
With this in mind a 24-hour clock has recently been
night.
installed al the Waterloo station of the London & Southwestern. London, with a view to putting English "timings"
into line with continental. The clock has the usual dial with
Roman numerals, the figures 13 to 24 being, placed in smaller
Arabic numerals inside opposite their respective Roman
rival

to

a.

it

The

Institute of Transport

There has been formed in London a society, which bids
fair to become prominent not only in England but throughout the world, called the Institute of Transport. As the name
implies, it is to cover the entire field of transport, including
railways, waterways, tramways and roads.
It is supported

by eminent persons well known in the transport held
England and is to start its career with none other than
Eric Gcddcs, the Minister of Transport, as

its

first

in

Sir

president.

For many years past suggestions for the formation of such
a society have been made but no concerted action could be
obtained towards the fruition of this idea. With the formation of the Ministry of Transport, however, by which the
government took control of all transport facilities, a new
impetus was given to the formation of this society.
\t a luncheon given on November 3 by Sir Albert H. Stanlev, the head of the London Underground Railway combine.
to which were invited representative members of the MinTransport, representatives of the railways, municipal
tramways and motor veli:
compan]
ods transport undertakings, this institute
was formed "to promote and encourage knowledge of the
traffic science and of the art of transport in all its branches
and the means and appliances connected therewith to provide facilities for the study of and the exchange of information on ideas of traffic problems and of means and methods
of transport, and to raise the status of those engaged in
istry of

tramways,
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and transport."
Meeting! art i<> be held between
and June ol each year, presumably monthly, .it
which lubjecta on traffic and transport will be read and di
traffic

i

hi

institute
traffic

i"

lating
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Railway

anj paper, communications, works
and transportation, to form a library

oi

traffic

.in<l

works

ol

steel

rails

in

October

October totaled 43,730

during

tons, valued al $2,479,648; of spikes, 2,899,162 lb., valued at
$130,941, and of switches, frogs, splice bars, etc., valued al
With the exception oi the lasl figure these totals
$533,246
were nol as greal as those for September.
The Octobei

figures in detail

the Bureau
follow s:

of

a-* compiled by the Division of Statistics ol
Foreign and Domestic Commerce were as

Switi
Steel rails

—A

Pons

Dollars

5,740

[talj

1,726
1,343

111,215
78,064

31

»,300

384
30

il

nd

Canada
Costa Rica
i

1,798

597

63
2.417

313
642

31,704
3,724
14.238

228
68
409

32.226

8'*

and

4,635
13.257

252

Panama
65,373-

640
680
185

4N.6II4

1,200
1,000

143
38,019

1,300

838
543

4,719

Salvador

Mexico
Newfoundland

assistanl

1,200
5.377
121
1,257
16,558

tin

Cuba

760
600

80
44.711
28

11.300

737

1,600
1.20.'.

West

Indies

12
6

795
418

510
44

6.454
194

348,692
10,066

70,947
817

10
2,700
1,916

940

250

Haiti

Dominican Republic

8,650

Argentina
248,393
619.095
6.720

Brazil

Chile

Colombia
British Guiana
Paraeuav
Peru
Venezuela
China
Chosen

10.211

B9.800
1.000

42,928
336
59
2,000
4,188
52

4.000

226

1,400
44. sun

India
Settlements
East Indies

82.174

400
419
78
661
1,149
154
3,221

5,540

Hongkong

225

Japan

131,035
115,502

133,283

20,839
23,861
3,867
45.064

1.90O
19,351

76,439
10,433
160,287
18,195
766.542

3,289

Philippine Islands
Belgian Kongo
British
South Africa

418
91,557
4,130
59,823
3,038

6,202

13,505

24
7,389

2,845

153,068

3.153

211,279

4.074
220
41,054

43,730

2,479,648

533,246

130.941

Railway Construction

in Africa
London.

the Portuguese
Government's sanction has been obtained for the modification
of the original concession for the construction of the BeiraZambesi railway. This line will form a portion of a great
trunk route, which will be an alternative means of travel to

The Times Trade Supplement says

that

the Congo route, between Cape Town and Cairo. To complete this route it will be necessary to extend the Shire
Highlands railway to the southern end of Lake Nyasa, the

construction of a connecting line between Lakes Nyasa and
Tanganyika and the building of the proposed Tabora-Mwansa
branch of the Central Railway. All these lines it is expected
The number of
will be commenced during the next decade.
changes from train to boat and vice versa will be 10 in both
cases between Cape Town and Cairo. The new line will be
about 170 miles long and will be owned and operated by a
separate company which is to be known as the Trans-Zambezia Railway Company. It is hoped that the railway will be

completed

in

about two years.
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regional

November

6

in

director of the
the Railway Age

(page 673), succeeding

as
(

transportation
entral

Wi

Emergencj
I'-.
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Bulle

Greer, rc-

was born

at Sauk Centre, Minn., on September 10,
entered railway service in September, 1K94. as a
car checker on the Greal Northern at Superior, Wis., and
later held various positions in the local freight offices of this
mad at Superior, Mum., and Duluth. From 1902 to 1904 he
was car distributor For the Lake district of the same road and
from November, 1904, to August, 1907, he was consecutively
assistant chief clerk and chief clerk to the general superintendent of transportation, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. In
1907 he was appointed traveling car agent and in 1911 was
made chief clerk to the general superintendent of the
\\ estern district, with office at Seattle, Wash., later being
In 1912 he was appointed
transferred to Spokane, Wash.
inspector of transportation on the Denver & Rio Grande
and in 1913 was promoted to superintendent of transportation.
In 1917 he was promoted to assistant general manager
of the Denver & Rio Grande, which position he held until
July 1, 1918, when he was appointed transportation assistant
to the regional director of the Central Western recion.

1S77.

lie

Traffic

W.

Karns, division passenger agent on the Pere MarJ.
quette, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has resigned
and the position has been abolished.

Young, division passenger agent of the Pere Marwith headquarters at Saginaw, Mich., has been appointed to the newly created position of general agent of
the passenger department with office at Detroit, Mich.
E.
L. Niles has been appointed to succeed Mr. Young at Saginaw.
F. A.

quette,

234

480
222,600

2.899.162

Total

5,731
1.602

197, 13S
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Other British Oceania

of

the

to

was announced

signed,

'ii

Trinidad and Tobago
Other British West [ndies.

ill

whose appointment

Clarity,

Labra-
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Dutch

splice
etc
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Belgium

Guatemala
Honduras
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Frank E.

French

i

i

cussed.
In
addition to this the institute ia to provide foi lei
tures, exhibitions ol
appliances or aystems oi transport,
impile and publish "the proceedings and reports ol the
"ii
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A. C. Johnson, whose appointment as traffic manager of
the Chicago & North Western, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age of October 3 page
720 was born in 1861.
He entered railway service in 1894
In
as a special agent of the Chicago & North Western.
March, 1899, he was appointed general agent with jurisdiction

over

1900, to

the

May

state

South Dakota and from February
was transferred to Winona, Minn., at

of

1910, he

the same time being general freight and passenger agent of
the Pierre, Rapid City & Northwestern. From May 1, 1910,
to May 26, 1916, he was passenger traffic manager of the
In June,
North Western with headquarters at Chicago.
1916. he was appointed general traffic manager with the
same headquarters.
In 1917 he became chairman of the
Freight Traffic Committee of the Northwestern, Southwestern and Central Western regions, which position he held
until his recent appointment.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Carl Tombo, principal assistant valuation engineer of the
Philadelphia & Reading and the Central of New Jersey with
headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has resigned and taken up
private practise of engineering in the West, with headquarters at Placerville, Cal.

T. M. Price, master mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line at
Hamlet, N. C, has been transferred to the Virginia division,
with headquarters at Raleigh, N. C, succeeding F. L. Stockwell, resigned; G. W. Gilleland, master mechanic of the East
Carolina division at Andrews, N. C, has been appointed Mr.
Price's successor and J. B. Brown, general foreman of the
car department at Raleigh, N. C, has succeeded Mr. Gilleland.
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The

uses of the word credit in the discussions of the railroad question width are now going on arc liable to be confusing to the man who thinks of credit

Partnership

borrow money. The
need something more than
ability to go on piling up their funded
Creditorship
debt.
Credit in this sense might be
achieved by the assurance of a fixed rate of return guaranteed directly or indirectly by the government.
At least,
such credit would permit of borrowing so long as the fixed,
rate was as high or higher than the current market rate and
as long as those who have money to lend felt absolute confidence in the good faith and stability of the government.
Most of those who have discussed the railroad problem in
the light of long experience, thorough study and a knowledge of economics and finance, are inclined to the belief
that it is not desirable to continue to finance railroads entirely through the sale of bonds; in other words, through
borrowing.
This means that credit, in the sense of making
partnership in earnings attractive enough to offset the posEven a. Senator
sibility of loss, will have to be established.
()I1

Not

La

knows

Follette

]

V as ability to

railroads

actions that, if he

is

invited to put

as a partner, the only incentive
offset

the

of loss

risk

is

of the Advertising Section.

5

through

Especially

profitable only in helping to build

making them
Take

for

of profits

—not

through

attractive

instance the

service,

be dis-

the

Harlem

up these communities by
comfortable

division

of

the

accessibility.

New York

Central, which serves Westchester county.
There are seven
northbound trains cancelled; an 11 a. m. express to White
Plains, which is a convenient train for people going out to
take luncheon and spend the afternoon with friends in the
country; a 12:55 p. m. train, with a small average number
of passengers; a 10:30 p. m. train, which is convenient for
in Westchester county, who take dinner in the
but do not stay for the theater; an 11:35 a. m. local
train, the discontinuance of which simply spreads hourly

people living
city

to two-hourly service, and the same with a 2:.(S
m. train; the other two trains are local expresses, skipping nine stops, and followed by locals making all the stops.

service
p.

It is easy to make the accusation that the railroads under
private ownership took all they could get, but a practical
demonstration like the present makes it easier to realize

how much

the expectation

number may

off

developed.

is

commutation

in

trains
represent almost entirely service which is for the
convenience of the people in suburban communities and

taken

strong enough to

which

train arc so few that their

fast

regarded.

own business transmoney into a business

perfectly well in Ids

uyi

of only indirectly profitable good service has been

a.

on capital invested. A Senator La Follette would
be as quick as Samuel Rea to tell a man who asked him to.
come into partnership with the expectation of a 4 l 2 per
cent on his investment that he could get that much interest
from a savings bank. Credit to borrow money is one thing,
an expectation of profits is quite another thing, and an ex-,
pdctation of profits is the only incentive which will permit the
fair return

/

sale of railroad, stock representing partnership

as gains

—

expensive

Service Only
Indirectly
Profitable
service

length on the unnecmaintained foncompetitive purposes when the roads were
When,
under private management.
however, an emergency arises, such as
that °' tnc a)a strike, where it becomes
necessary not only to cut off passenger

passenger

at

service

'

maintained for competitive reasons, but also every

train that
all

risks as well

in railroad corporations or in other corporation-.

The Railway Age has commented
essarily

—

not absolutely essential to the transportation of

is

whose business necessitates

their travelling,

we

get

some

quality of passenger service which was
developed on American railroads under private operation.
Had the private railroads desired to give just as little to the
realization

of

the

public as they possibly could, few, if any, of the trains which
are now cut off, in the Eastern region at least, where the
reduction in service was about 10 per cent, would have ever
In other word-, this 10 per cent of pasbeen' established.
senger service represents business which is largely only indirectly

profitable.

trains

will

small

The taking

off

of

10

per

cent

presumably cut down revenues only

extent.

All

who

need

to

make

trains other than those discontinued,

a

of

the

very
journey can take

and those

deferred from traveling because they cannot get

to

a

who may
a

be
luxurious
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It appears probable that the government will give the employees of the British railways some voice in the management The .^rovernm ent under recent
British Railway
legislation is to operate the railways
Employees
two years more; and it is announced
j

n

t

hg

tnat

l ^ as onCere d to permit "three (labor) union executives to join the Railway Executive Committee with co-equal powers to the general
managers." The actual operation of the railways ever since
they were taken over by the government in 1914 has been in
charge of a large committee of the general managers of the

Management

'

roads.
In addition, it is proposed to create, first, a joint
board composed of \\vv general managers and five representatives of unions to deal with conditions of employment; second, a board of twelve (four from the employees, four from
the railway companies and four from the public, with an
independent chairman) to which will lie referred questions
on which the joint board fails to agree; and, third, bodies
set up locally with equal representation of management and
nun to deal with grievances. It should In- borne in mind
that under the existing law the Minister of 'Transport, who
is at present Sir Eric Geddes, has fmal authority regarding
railroad matters, the Railway Executive Committee, which
in direct charge of operation, being subordinate to him.
IS
However, the appointment of three representatives of the
labor unions to membership on the Railway Executive Com-

mittee would

be

a

substantial concession to the

demand

of

employees that they be permitted to participate in the
management.
The joint board to deal with condition
employment would be similar to the Hoard of Railroad Wages
and Working Conditions which has existed under the RailThe board of twelve,
road Administration in tin- country.
the

composed equally of representatives

of

the

employees, the
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companies and the public, would be similar. In iti
to the arbitratioD boards ti> which the railway
companies in tins countrj have contended that labor disputes
should be appealed but which the railwaj employees bave
It
refused to accept.
the plan outlined is adopted b) the
British government in its operation <>f the railways tb
railway

constitution

-uli^ will be followed with interest in tin

I'njteil

States.
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Traingram

service,

in

general,

does

not

seem

as Borne of its advocates would
been Sufficiently reliable, efficient
or safe to cause the average railway officer to feel that communications which require expeditious handling should be
transmitted in that manner. The question is not as to whether
there is a Deed tor such service, for it is quite generally con-

proved

i

successful

as

be,

nor has

eded that the

demand

like

it

to

of transmission

which

it

exists for

an

efficient

and safe scheme

will be less expensive

than the

tele-

graph.

Some roads have used

the traingram for at least a small

many

years.
Various schemes have
been tried to expedite such message traffic, but the results
However, there are two
have been far from satisfactory.
general schemes of handling traingrams in use today which
seem to have possibilities that are worth developing. Briefly,
one scheme provides that each department of a railroad shall
traingram its own messages, whereby the communications
are handled as train mail; while the other concentrates the
traingram service under the control of the telegraph department with special messenger service. The advocates of the
first plan claim that its success depends upon proper supervision.
The advocates of the second scheme can hardly
claim less, because the control of the service is placed in the
hands of a particular department. If proper supervision is
the desirable feature in the first scheme, the question resolves
that of centralizing the supervision, otherwise
itself into
there will be no supervision; so that ultimately both schemes
are essentially the same, except that in the second plan the
supervision has already been centralized in a single department, with the mail and baggage departments co-operating.

part of their business for

s

CONTRASTS between
and those of

izations

have

the recent meeting of the Telegraph and Telephone
Division of the American Railroad Association a committee
on message traffic presented a report on traingram service
which advocated the centralization of control of such service
in the telegraph department.
The volume of railroad business which can be handled

At

economically by traingram service depends to some extent
upon local conditions on each individual road, including the
locations of the various large offices and the intermediate
It is quite generally true that the bulk of the
train service.
railroad business handled by message traffic reaches the telegraph department in large offices late in the afternoon; consequently, at least a portion of it cannot be transmitted to
the receiving offices along the road before their closing times.
It is practical, therefore, to convert some of the messages

which are sealed under a special cover provided for the purpose and properly addressed; then
despatched by messenger to the proper train, and delivered
care
to the train baggageman, who in turn exercises special
in handling and delivering them to employees of the telegraph department at the designated stations, who make the
If, under
final distribution in the same manner as telegrams.
promptly
as
despatched
were
messages
system
the traingram
promptly as
as they could be to the trains and delivered as
if mailand
destinations,
their
reaching
after
telegrams are
grams were confined to that part of railway business which
into traingrams,

'

might otherwise be considered as requiring telegraph service,
officers would appreciate the
it is quite likely that railway

handle

Personnel Department

ODIl
to

permitting

in

t" be

large saving in cost of transmission

tlie

Railways

the

for

Railway Traingram Service

lafe

relatively large portion of their businei

.i

efficiency of railway

large

plants,

industrial

organ
to

the

disadvantage of the former, are usually made without any
thought as to the obstacles imposed on the roads in the
administration of their widely scattered forces.
To be truly
comparable, the industry set up as a standard for comparison should have its manufacturing functions scattered in
small units over a wide territory and under the direction
of sub-foremen who see their superiors but once or twice
daily on a passing train or during a weekly or fortnightly
visit.
In other words, the conditions with which the railroads are confronted in an endeavorto perfect a thoroughly
efficient organization are far more severe than those imposed on most other lines of endeavor conducted for profit.

But
solve

to point out the difficulties of the
it,

and

this question is

now one

problem

is

not to

of utmost importance

on the eve of the return of the railroads to private manageFor some time employment on railroads has been
ment.
considered entirely in terms of the prerogatives and rights
of groups or common masses, but fortunately there are those
who still insist that some consideration should be given to
the individual who shows superior initiative, industry and
reliability, and in the last analysis the success of any undertaking involving the employment of men in large numbers
is

largely dependent on the proper selection of the natural

After two years of concerted effort to magnify the
importance of the group, is it not time to give more recognition to the individual?
This problem has two phases, namely, the selection of the
workmen best suited for a given class of employment and
the discovery of likely material for the development of officers.
The one is about as important as the other, and
neither has received the recognition it deserves.
The first
is left largely in the hands of subalterns of each department;
the other falls upon the higher officer to be disposed of as
his individual ideas may dictate.
This course has a certain
leaders.

amount of

justification from the fact that leadership is
founded primarily on an ability to know men, and that

therefore great leaders are adept in selecting

men

to serve

their lieutenants.

On

the other hand, advanced thought in industrial

agement points

man-

shortcomings of this system.
It fails
to develop the latent possibilities of those men who, under
this hit-or-miss plan, lack opportunity to assert themselves
and, becoming discouraged, seek other forms of employment

which seem

to the

to offer

more opportunities

for recognition.

This

system tends also to engender a one-sided organization. We
find some roads on which nearly all executive officers are
graduate train despatchers, others where they are for the

most part engineers,

etc.

Like begets

are inclined to the opinion that his

like.

own

Most

executives

particular line of

training was best suited to develop the most efficient and
The effect of this is that
the broadest general manager.
one department looms much larger in the eyes of the man-

agement than any other and produces a poorly balanced
property.

cure for this condition implies both scientific selecas to insure not only a supply of
good material, but also a graduated, diversified training that
will develop the qualities of leadership, afford broader expe-

The

tion

and broad training, so

.

December
rience

19,
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and serve

to

weed out the

defectives.

The

first

of

Others,

the

as

renewal of

rails,

new prholem.

is

not

a

It

may

be

So many elements which are more or less intangible
character enter into the maintenance of tracks thai it

in

cuted

to

arrived

a

where some basis of comparison

point

at.

i

ceedingly difficult if not impossible to determine whether a
particular line has been maintained to a given standard
during the period of federal control. The indefinite nature
of such units of measurements as are now available will
lead to much difficulty and possible controversy in arriving

However, the value of a coman ultimate settlement.
parative unit such as this is not limited to the present, for
the same question confronts the officer in charge of the
at

if
a considerable mileage of line in distributing his appropriation- over various divisions with different

mainti

traffic densities.

Railroads Are

C tatimkxts

Incurring a Deficit

Still

being issued by the Railroad Administration

are adapted to give the impression that before the coal
It
strike came the railways bad ceased to incur a deficit.
has been indicated in these statements that in the months
of July, August, September and October the traffic of the
railways had approached normal; that during these months
they more than earned the government guarantees to them;
and that the very large deficit incurred in the earlier part
of the year was due to the comparatively small amount of
traffic during that part of the year.
These statements of the Railroad Administration, while
doubtless not intended to be misleadirm. are adapted to give
the public a false impression regarding the existing railroad
The way in which the Railroad Administration
situation.
arrives at its conclusion that the railways have ceased to in-

of Variations in

Maintenance Expenditures

Net

extent to which maintenance of way expenditures
should vary with fluctuations in traffic is assuming new
importance at the present time. It is evident that an increase
in the tonnage passing over a given track will result in accelerated deterioration of that track, which must be made
good by more maintenance work.
It is likewise recognized
thai an increase in traffic does not necessarily give rise to
an equivalent expenditure for upkeep.
The problem is to
determine the relation between traffic and the wear and tear
on the property. Its solution is of special importance at the
present time because of the radical readjustment of traffic
which has resulted from its wholesale diversion from one
line to another during the two years of federal control and
the obligation of the government to return the roads to their
owners in as good condition as when turned over. Since it
is generally conceded that three has been a certain deficit in
the maintenance of the properties as a whole, the problem
is to fix this amount.
Certain expenditure- for maintenance of way are independent of traffic. Typical of these are the repair of fences

Tin

and highway crossing-, the mowing of the right-of-way, the
snow from the switches and station platforms,
Other expenses, such as the renewal of Pes, are influetc.

clearing of
to

a limited degree by variations in

traffic,

while

still

i

Average net
earni

operaliM'-: ta-

enced

are affected directly.

has been discussed for
It has been considered by committees of the American Railwa) Engineering Association from time to time withMore recently a special committee haout tangible results.
been working on it with officers of the maintenance of way
section of the Division of operation of the Railroad Administration.
While this committee has not readied any definite decision, it is to be hoped that its work will be prose-

tion from the railroads.
The second, training, has been accorded more consideration, as, for instance, through special
apprenticeship systems and plans for rotation of officers.
It is also commonly practiced individually by many a railway executive who, having hit upon some promising yardmaster or chief clerk, pushes .him around from one job to
another, so that the protege is given opportunities for broadening his experience, while his sponsor is also afforded an
opportunity to determine his real worth.
The opportunity for improvement does not imply the use
of new methods, but the doing through a preconceived,
thoroughly organized system for the entire scope of employment, what is now being done through unorganized individual efforts.
Presumably this should be carried on by
an employment service or personnel department.
Marked
advancements have been made along this line by the industries hut owing to the peculiar conditions surrounding all
classes of railway employment, with the possible exception
of the shop crafts, the exact nature of such an organization
for the railroads can only be determined after very careful
study and experimentation.
To obtain real results from such an undertaking implies
no little sacrifice.
Xon-revenue-producing bureaus entail
considerable expense, while the benefits derived are not readily identified on the ledger.
Courses of training involving
the shifting of individuals from one department to another
will result in considerable seeming waste, since training in
one department does not necessarily fit one for effective output in another. The man's time is occupied partly in learning and partly in producing.
This raises the question as to
some pecuniary sacrifice on the part of the individual beneficiary of such a system.
These arc only a few of the problems to be considered in establishing a personnel department, but, after all, if it has been found profitable and
necessarv to maintain separate branches of the railway organization for the purchase and care of inanimate materials.
why should it not he equally necessary to provide a separate
department for the procurement and selection of the human
material?

The Influence
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these requirements, sele< tion, has received insufficient atten-
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"1.333.000

$904,657,000
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August
1
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1919, in*
$57.1
28,2.

113.000
4 5.000

;
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—37.829.000

V
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March
April
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1918
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.

1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919

—37,8

10.106.000
10.843,000
26.115.000
39,462.000

—57.408.000
—
41.174.0oo

77,11

4-

92.3"
77,76
76.397.000

—37,923.000
—30,279.000
1.836.000

36.000

$566,675,000- -$337,972,000

The government guarantees
cur a deficit is very simple.
amount to an average of about $75,000,000 a month. Therefore, when the railroad- earn more than this amount of net
operating income in a month the Railroad Administration
But the railannounces that they have earned a surplus.
roads always have earned more net operating income in the
la -t six months than in the first six months of each year.
The government guarantees are based on the average amount
earned under private operation during the three years ended
on June 30. 1917: and if we are to know how well the railways are really doing under government operation we must
compare their actual results month by month under govern-

1
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men! operation with the actual results obtained
ili.
same months oi the tesl period.

bj

them

in

foregoing tubl< gives the average net operating in
railways in the
earned month bj month l>\ the
lass
ic>t period, the average net operating income actuall)
bj them in the 12 months November, 1 91 8, to October, 1919,
inclusive, and the increase or d<
n net operating in
..mil during the yeai ended October 31 as compared with

'/
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table shows thai the onlj two months of the entire
which the net operating income earned was as great
a- the average amounl earned in the corresponding months
The,rie1 loss
of the tesl period were Jul) and August, L919.
for the entire 12 months as compared with the tesl period
lumost interesting and importanl
was $337,972,000.
figures in the table arc those for the months July to October,
These are the months during which it has
1919, inclusive.
been stated that railway traffic had become about as large as
it
was in 1918 and that a surplus was earned instead of a
The traffic handled in these four
deficit being incurred.
months actually was about as large as in the same four
months of 1918, which is practically the same as saying that
it
was almost equal to the largest traffic ever handled. The
total earnings also were about the same as in the corresponding months of 1918, being $1,955,613,000 in these four
The table
M<).
months of 1918 and $1,935,572,000 in
shows, however, that in spite of the fact that the traffic and
total earnings in these tour months of 1919 were almost the
1

1

1

1

(

1

largest in history, the railways

made

a

gain of only $7,373,-

000 in net operating income in the months of July and
August and made a loss of $31,446,000 in September and
October as compared with the test period, making a net
loss for these four months of $24,073,000.
The facts regarding the deficit being incurred are even
The
worse than the statistics given in our table indicate.
government is not only guaranteeing to the railways the
average net operating income earned in the three years ended
be paid on
June 30, 1917, but. in addition, interest must
railroads
in
the
made
been
has
which
investment
the new
under government control, which now amounts to approxiThe interest on this additional inmately $850,000,000.
vestment, which must be paid by the government directly
or indirectly although its amount cannot be accurately
stated, must now be running at the rate of about $42,500,000 a year, or about $3,5OO;O00 a month. The total deficit,
including this interest, incurred in the year ending with
October was close to $375,000,000, and the

deficit

for the

four months ending with October, including this interest,
must have been about $38,000,000. The deficit in October
must
it-elf. in which it has been stated a surplus was earned,
have been, including this additional interest, about $22,000,000; and the ratio of operating expenses to total earnings

was 80 per
It
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Your discussion

of

ation in a recenl issue
tions

which might
than

rather

point,

ample, look

at

1

onn.

:

hi'

fundamental principles of train operinterest in a good many quesprofitably considered from that stand

in

awakens
our

usual

superficial

way.

1'

the circumstances of the collision oi

or

ex-

passen-

McGriff, Ga., reported that same — in (Nopage 1072), where an engineman, presumably
of long experience, moved forward, on a dark night, on a
hand signal which he was not sure was intended for his

ger trains at

vember

i

28,

train.

One
signals
seen

of

the

fundamental

principles

or should be, to give

of

them where

giving

hand

cannot he
by any engineman except the one for whom they are
is,

the}-

would appear in this case that the brakeman.
of the northbound train to which he was
motioning, might just as well have stood in such a position
that his body would have hidden his lantern from the southbound engineman, who made the mistake. Why do we not
conform our every-day practice to this simple fundamental
intended.

being

It

front

in

principle

?

This point is particularly important where a hand signal
is given by a man who is in front of the engine which is to
be moved on the signal.
In making a rule that the same
motion shall always mean "move forward'' we have deprived
important principle that the natural way
to another person is to tell him to
move either toward you or from you. That principle applied in the old days; but we have grown to be so scientific
nowadays that we cannot endure anything so simple.
I
remember reading some years ago in the rules of the railroads of South Africa
or perhaps it was Australia
that
what we call the go-ahead signal was there defined to mean
"move from the person giving the signal," and the signal
which we use to move backward meant "move toward the
person giving the signal."
Sometimes it is necessary to go to the other side of the
globe to learn very simple things which we ought to learn
E. S. A.
at home.
ourselves
to

give a

of the

hand signal

—

—

cent.

necessary to emphasize the fact that the government
the coal strike came, although it was handling almost

is

all the business the railroads could move, was still incurring
a large deficit because otherwise the shippers and the public
may get the idea that the railways can be safely returned to

The facts
private operation without an advance in rates.
show that the railroads under the most favorable conditions
have been unable to earn the guarantees under government
and undoubtedly the coal strike will have an
upon both earnings and expenses which will largely

operation,
effect

The October. 1919. figures afford us
we have had of the financial results that
the railroads can produce with existing prices, wages and
rates, and they show that to continue the existing rates, if
government operation were continued, would lie to go on
incurring a big deficit, while to continue them after the railwavs were returned to private operation would be to throw
increase the deficit.

as «ood a test as

a large part of the railways into

bankruptcy.

Scenes on the Government's Alaska Railroad.
Mile 208

Grading

at

IITLUJMT-!

Two

300-ft.

Spans on Pile Piers

An Unusual

Design

a Missouri River Bridge

for

Wartime Conditions Enforce Use
Heavy Trusses of C. M. &

One
&

St.

of the best illustrations of engineering practices
under war-time conditions is to be found in the recently completed bridge of the Chicago, Milwaukee
Paul over the Missouri river at Chamberlain, S. D.

Not only does

this

embody

the extraordinary use of pile piers

as supports for 300-ft. steel truss spans, but

it

also involves

an interesting combination of reinforced concrete and timber construction as the most effective solution of a difficult
engineering problem.

This crossing of

the Missouri river serves the

/of Sear/^

\ 4 ^/300'Sra

7

*

Unique Piers Under

St. P.

Structure

rossing.
time for a suitable permanent structure for this
These considerations were responsible for the purchase, in
1917 from the Kansas City Terminal, of two 300-ft. -inglei

spans released from

bridge over the
were brought to
a head suddenly in the spring of 1918 when the pontoon,
which had seen 13 years of severe service, developed Leaks
which caused it to he withdrawn from service. Traffic was
restored in a short time by the use of some second-hand
girders to form a temporary swing span, which afforded a
track, through

Kaw

river,

truss'

but plans

for

a

new

a

structure

?22 Galv sheet sfeel
Baseor_R?il.i/_ ffeproa/hg.

'

300'Span

Black Hill's

of

-

•

?lab

/

/(l2\iByo'-0\

A

—

A.

Low water El I32S3

Section A A

Plan and Sections of
Paul, a light

division of the St.

miles west to Rapid City,

through an
promise of
for a

undeveloped
sufficient

1.770

ft.

at

traffic

I).

Built

line
in

of the Pile Piers

extending 219
1905 and' 1906

the line did not haw
warrant the outlay necessary

territory,

traffic

permanent bridge

consisted of

S.

One

to

the start.

The

original structure

of pile trestle, with a pontoon

barge

366 ft. long to meet government requirements for a draw
In the year- subsequent to the
opening for the river traffic
completion of this bridge studies were made from time to

50-ft.

and

Its Ice

Breaker

channel opening, while the remaining draw

was closed by a pile trestle.
While the maintenance of

a

temporarj

structure

opening

had been

railroad

becaus
periodic floods of protracted duration, the construction of a
permanent bridge was open to serious objection, not only
because of the established war policy of the governmi
the

source

of

no

little

trouble

to

the

and particularly the Railroad Administration—to discourage
any undertaking thai would interfere with the directing of

1177

I

1
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national energies to the winning ol the war, but also
because the I"
is in man)
ways unfavorable to per
m. Hunt construction
Foundation .tni.iiii.pn> .,i, juch aa to
require n ver) expensive substructure, entail
large ex
penditures both in monej and in labor and
long construe
Hon period
Lne location of the cro
ilso subject to
tions
Certain characteristics of the river upstream
from the bridge indicated the desirability of
better loca
.ill

.1

.1

permanent structure, and the change <>f line which
this would involve was out of the question under war con
\>
ditions.
consequence, it was highly desirable to avoid
the use >'i masonr) piers it
substitute construction could be
designed that would meel the requirements imposed by the
unfavorable characteristics .it" the Missouri river,
rhe bottom <>i' the river is a deep bed of alluvial silt over
-and and gravel,
ttiis material is so li.^lu that the increase
in the velocity ol the current during flood Deriods results in
tion for

which e\t.nd
he

l

it.

i'^

(.

beyond

111.

bn akei

i'

also

walls as well

upstream end

tin-

two

has

pai ed

vail

inti

8

rior

it.

1

ol

the

longitudinal

enter

to

1

1

titer.

and slopes back at an angle
till the horizontal.
The crib was erected on piles
. I!
driven at
ctions of the longitudinal and ro
while other piles driven in groups of live nexl to tin
h
walls -.t\,
measure .<i resistance against tin- ice thrust.
upstream end

Mi.

pointed

is

vn

1

.

concrete

to

tin-

increase it-- effei tivem
mOSl natural development

construction

t<>

The

floes.

of

application

primarily

.

;i

,

The

.1

.1
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the provi-ion

for
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marked lowering of the river bottom, so thai the increased
volume of water 1^ accommodated bj the enlargement of the

a

-+

i

channel thus obtained as well as by the raising of the Blood
level.
This condition, of course, introduced no little conjecture as to the securit) of an\ substructure not founded
on bed rock.
Another serious matter 1- the prevalence of
ice Qoes during the spring breakup, which are capable of
exerting enormous pressures against any structure interposed
in the river channel.
The problem then was to develop pile
piers that could be made safe against scouring and capable

1

r-H

-r

-t-

f

+

1

1

i

I
!

i

1

I— I— r-t-r-t-4--ri--tr-

i

t

Bars
Top Plan

Ax/2'Spikes

4 in each pile.

ection on

oi resisting the ice pressures.

t oP Pier

Details of Reinforcing Slab for the Pier

The manner of accomplishing this may he learned from a
study of the detailed drawing of one of the piers as built.
The construction consists essentially of a comhination of a
pile pier supporting the superstructure with a rock-filled
ice breaker of timber cribbing protected against scour by

armor over the nose of the crib. This has a mini1 ft. and is reinforced by 1-in. bars placed
longitudinally at 1-ft. centers and transversely (horizontally)
a concrete

mum

thickness of

The edge of the nose is prointervals in elevation.
by a relayer rail adequately anchored into the conThis construction forms a strong, smooth surface to
crete.
lift and break the ice as it is carried against the pier by the
at 2-ft.
1

current of the river.

The

other concrete feature, while not of as obvious utility,
This is a horizontal diaphragm or
equally important.
slab of concrete 2 ft. 6 in. thick, covering the entire area of
the pier and surrounding the pier piles at a level slightly
below high water. The slab increases in thickness at its
upstream end so as to present a face 5 ft. 6 in. high against
is

the upstream end of the crib.

Thus

the slab

is

designed to

and transmit it uniformly to all the piles in the pier. This slab is supported
against sliding down the piles by four. ^4-in. by 12-in spikes
receive the thrust of the ice pressure

way into each pile, so that the exposed portions
Both upper
were in the concrete when the slab was cast.
and lower faces of the slab were reinforced with 1-in. bars.
Rip-rap was placed in the crib to fill it to the top, while
in the pier the space around the piles was filled with rock
As the walls of the pier and crib
to the low water level.
have their bottoms at about the low water level, or slightly
below, the rock spreads out below this level on a natural
Additional piles driven outslope all around the structure.
side of the pier and ice breaker tend to stabilize the rock
driven part

Weaving

the

Willow Mattress

willow mattresses and rip-rap.
is carried by 70-ft.

on the pier

of crossed timbers.

It

The
piles,

provide a bridge

slopes thus formed.
To protect the piers against scour the plan called for willow mattresses 150 ft. by 220 ft. in area surrounding each

was
by

pier and built according to standard methods of mattress
construction and sunk by weighting with rock.

imposed
capped by a grillage

vertical load

was the intention

to

-eat in the

form of

abandoned

in favor of a top grillage of 3 tiers of 12-in.

12-in.

a concrete slab 3

ft.

thick, but this

timbers because of lack of sufficient time to place
work before the spring

Construction

the concrete in position for the steel

Each

the project involved the use of a large number of piles,
was a major feature of the construction work.
All piles coming
The' work was started in July, 1918.
underneath the existing pile trestle were driven by track

As

breakup.
side of the pile pier

is

protected by 12-in. by 12-in.

timbers bolted to the outside piles, with 3-in. open joints
These ties are long enough to extend upstream
between.
and form the outer walls of the ice breaker, the sides of

the pile driving

drivers, one fitted with

a No.

1

Union Iron Works steam

December

hammer and

19,
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the other with a 4,000-lb. drop

other piles required were driven by a steam

hammer.

All

hammer mounted

1179

was required.

As no

these

a

cut

recesses

tool

local

40-ft. by 60-ft. power barge that had been used to
operate the old pontoon bridge.
A water jet was used with

design prepared in the
Little Gianl reversible

The power boat was also fitted up to supply the
each pile.
A 7 in. by 12-in. by 7-in. steam pump
water for jetting.
with a 6-in. discharge was installed for this purpose, using
4-in. pipes as nozzles for the jets.
i
The driving downstream from the existing structure was handled readily by
controlling the position of the scow with lines from the
bridge, but upstream from the bridge the position of the

satisfai torily.

on a

could be found on the market to
machinist finally made one from

field

which was operated by a
This was found to work very

office

drill.

All sheathing was beveled for caulking, and each spike
through the bottom and side sheathing was wrapped with
oakum before driving. The bottom and sides were caulked
with one thread of cotton and two of oakum.
he firsl
three thread- were hawsed up before the last two threadwere driven.
The lasl two thread- were placed and caulking Strips were extended to .over the -earn-.
The deck of
the pontoon was caulked with one thread of cotton and two
of oakum and the seam- then filled with pitch, 10 pel
of tallow being ;uU\vi\ to make it more pliable.
Work on the pontoon was started on December 5, 1918,
and the pontoon was ready for launching on March 1, 1919,
although this did not take place until April 7 on account
of low water.
This work was done under the general direction of C.

T

I

I

•

End View

of the Bridge

With

Its

Showing One

of the Ice

Breakers

Concrete Covered Nose

boat had to be maintained by means of an anchor placed
in the river about 500 ft. upstream.
A ,i,000-lb. drop ham-

mer was

first
employed for this purpose, but it was not
heavy enough, and it was reinforced with a concrete block
weighing about 4,000 lb.
Further difficulty was encountered when it came to driving the piles for the north end of the west pier, where a
sand bar had formed at a level of 5 ft. above that of the
water in the river. To get the scow up to the pier a portion
of this sand bar was removed by sand pumps set up on the
scow.
While the barge was being advanced into the sand
bar in this manner, a dike was thrown up behind it, so that
when the pumping was finished tin- scow was entirely surThis protected it from the currounded by the -and bar.
rent of the river, and was also of advantage when it came
to placing the lower sheathing for the pier, since it was
possible to pump out the witter within the bar and plate the
sheathing with the top 1 ft. below the prevailing stage of
water in the river. The piles in the piers were 60 to 75 ft.
long and were driven to refusal, some of them reaching
bed rock, while other- -topped in gravel and boulder- after
penetrating 30 to 40 ft. of sand and gravel.
The design for the new structure included a 262-ft. pon-

The construction of this
toon to replace the original one.
This enpontoon formed an important part of the work.
amount of heavy woodwork, which was facilipower equipment. Much of the framing
was done on a band saw, all holes were bored by air tools
Another
and bolt< were driven with pneumatic hammers.
feature of the work in which power equipment proved a
great labor saver was in the construction of the three longi-

tailed a large

tated by the use of

tudinal bulkhead-, consisting of 8-in. by 1 6-in. timbers laid
and separated Va in. by the use of Howe truss packing
These
washers 6 in. in diameter, with rims 3 in. thick.
washers were counter-sunk into the timber, and as there
flat

were over 2,000 of them a large amount of special recessing

Type

Barge Driver Used for All Piles That Could Not Be
Driven from the Trestle

of

chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
The design was under the immediate supervision of
II.
C. Lotholz, engineer of design, while the construction
was under the direction of A. Daniels, district engineer, with
I.oweth,

Paul.

the aid of

W.

E.

Duckett, assistant engineer.

Precept and Pra<

Winn

rici

started

1

my

railroad cat

enough to lei me slide by in the
examination. M\ nexi move was to find out what I didn't have
to do.
got more information from the fel
irding
what
didn't have to do than
did on the book of rule-.
Well,
ii
didn't have
wasn't very long until
told the yardmaster that
to do something and he moved thos< below me one notch higher
didn't approve of this.
was discharged,
on the seniority list.
had plenty of tin
was away for more than a year and
The more
thought about it the more
think the matter over.
have thanked him since for
agreed with 'lie yardmaster and
He gave me enough rope and I lump
teaching me this lesson.
myself.
Each time you study the schedule study the Book of
Rules and before long you will know them both. Duil Wright.
studied the

Book

of Rules just

1

I

1

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

I

i

—
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National Park Travel

1919

in

and othei

west

carried

interesting figures showing
Sum]
i" the national parks during 1919

amount

the

travel

oi

are contained in the

Vol. 67, No. 25

theii

toured

own

in.

m

two

to

More than half

five,

(amp equipment, and

supplies and

enjo) ed the pla) grounds in their ou n v.
In thi
Li'' travel figun
the influ

of the

i

annual

which

of

S«

the

retarj

the

oi

Intel

ioi

.

following extracts have been taken:
tremendous popularity of our national parks was

from

the

hi

I

report

attested

the unprecedentl)

b\

number

full)

dur
1919 season, whi< h
losed about the middle ol
September
Freed from the restrictions against war-time
travel, which had been a war necessity, the appeal of the
great natural attractions of the park- was irresistible and
the response spontaneous.
u
national parks became the
cynosure oi the eyes of a war wear) and hard worked people,
bent "ii taking a holida) where they could derive the greatesl
benefits,
rhere the refreshing atmosphere of the ureal oul
largi

the

of

visitors

<

I

scenery, and
brought mental and
physical relief to hundreds of thousands. When one considers that travel to our national parks and monuments
exceeded 810,000 visitors
over 755,000 to the parks and
over 55,000 to the monuments
it
is evident that the recreative value of the parks is a tremendous fat tor in the health,
wealth, and contentment of the nation.
The following tables will give an itemized review of the
trawl:
the

qualities

specific

of

the

fresh

air

Nation ai

Vis]

Parks in

1919

S
_ ellow -lone

'160,490

[oi

I

N

30,443

lite

58,5-64

Grant
Rainier

i

ike

I

Wind Cav<
Platl

'

Sul!ys

Verde
Mountain

12,500

Hawaii

-

;

i

McKinley

i

'anyon
Lafayette

755,527

tal
!

stimate d.

No

Record.

Some
Capulin

oi

ihk National

Monuments

1919"

in

Mountain (New Mexico!

2 1,500

Arizona)

Colorado

3.795
2

(Colorado)

M'.ur Woods
(California)
Petrified Forest (Arizona)

Zion

>

-

37.745
»64,000

'

I

Administration is also re
fleeted.
During the war travel was di couraged
Sunn after
the o
ation
of
hostilities,
however, the administration
changed to a stand just the opposite to the former policy,
and i.\ judicious advertising and educating of those oi its
employees who tome in direct contacl with the toui
stimulated the patronage of the winter resorts in the -South
and Wesl to unusually gratifying proportions. Later, through
the

summer

traffic

committee,

it

directed

resorts of the country with

its

toward
emphasis on

efforts

special

The promotion of park travel, of course,
naturally to the western committee of the railroad- and

the national parks.
fell

Bureau of Service, National Parks and Monuments,
at Chit ago.
This latter bureau was well
organized and pit pared to perform its functions without delays when the restrictions were raised.
By attractively de
signed and well- written national park booklets they presented a feature of their campaign that offered at on<
the most important inducement to travel in the parks that
has appeared since the publication of the National Parks
Portfolio some three years ago. The very satisfying result
achieved by this bureau testifies to its great importance and
the extreme desirability of its surviving as one of the institutions of the Railroad Administration whenever the railto the

with headquarters

travel will begin with renewed activity.
We have in this
country scenery that is the peer and in most instances the
superior of that found abroad, but the value of tourist travel
as an industry has hardly been recognized in this country.
Various industries of the United States are protected as a
matter of course, but what protection will the great resorts of
this country have from the greatest campaign for tourist travel
in the foreign lands that will ever have been waged? As a
nation we have failed to grasp the significance and value of
the tourist industry. Every dollar of revenue received from
Before the war Americans spent in England
it stays here.
alone about $200,000,000 a year, and in France and Switzerland $400,000,000. We should develop this industry, as
other countries are doing, into one of our biggest economic

2,287
18,956
169,492

ei

Mount

passenger

a< tivities

Railroad

roads are turned over to private operation.
At this writing restrictions against overseas travel have
also been removed. The competition of Europe for tourist

21.574
55,232
16,645
26,312
25.000

Hill

Mesa

its

Man-

i,

'
I

the

1

of doors, the soothing diversion of the natural

United

"i

they

;

(Utah)

3,000
43,200
2
3,000
1,814

assets.
Total
N

ords

An

55,309

for

other

1"

national

monuments.

2

To

Estimated.

analysis of these figures shows that the travel in 1919
that of 1918 and 54 per cent more

was 67 per cent over

than that of the previous high-water mark in park travel
of 1917.
An astounding increase occurred also in motor
travel to the national parks.

The

increase of the

properly develop this the establishment of a touring
It is vitally imporis a present national necessity.
tant to the nation, and, as there is no other agency of the
government that is so interested or so closely in touch with
the traveling public as the National Park Sendee, the agency
should be established there. Such an activity could co-oper-

agency

number

of

ate closely with

the resorts of the United States, the railhighway associations, moun-

roads, automobile associations,

1919 over that of 55,296 in the record year
1917, is 72 per cent. While no accurate general record is
kept in all the parks of the number tourists entering in
motor cars, in Yellowstone it is found that they average
about four to the car, as will be seen from the following

taineering clubs,, etc. Promotive literature bearing the stamp
of approval of the department and of the National Park Service would most effectively stimulate and maintain travel in
the United States because its data would not be selfish or

tables for the past three years:

exaggerated
using it.

cars,

95.140

in

Number of
private cars

^ ear

1917

5,703
4,734
10,773

1919

With

Number

of

and would have the confidence

of

everybody

tourists

21,268
17,317
40,986

mind

—

Spain Has Too Much Coal. Spain, in common with most
European countries, has a coal problem, but its situation is

came from even- state in the Union and from
and the motorists from even- corner of
the country and from Canada and Mexico. Some of the

diametrically opposite to that of its neighbors; that is, it
Piled up at the
has a supply greater than the demand.
heads and in the coal ports of Asturias lies a stock estimated at from 750,000 to 1,000,000 metric tons (metric ton
equals 2,204.6 pounds), and the problem of the moment is

motorists visited all of the national parks of the continental

how

400,000

The

this

average

in

visitors entered the

is estimated that about
it
parks and monuments by motor.

travelers

foreign

countries,

to dispose of this surplus.

N. Y. Tribune,

Railroad Legislation as Developed up to Date
Neither the Esch

Nor the Cummins Provides

Bill

Means

a

for

the Restoration of Railroad Credit

By

R. S. Lovett

Chairman. Union

seems

11 made

usi ii

by

to

i.

the

take stock

present

at this

time of the progress

Congress during

session

first

its

toward the enactmenl of legislation necessary to meet
the railroad emergency.
The controlling necessity for additional

railroad

which

failed even before the

legislation

is

to

railroad

re-establish

credit,

war under the system of regulasave from bankruptcy and ruin many,

tion in force, and to
and perhaps most, of the railroads of the country because
of the extraordinary increases in wages and in [trices of fuel
and other materials during federal control. Unless railroad

credit

is

re-established,

it

will

be

impossible

for the

rail-

roads to reasonably keep pace with the growth of the country
part of their requirements for
extensions and betterments, generally estimated at one billion
or to finance any substantia!

Let us therefore examine what Congress
has proposed to date, and determine how far it meets this
fundamental necessity, and what the country faces if these

dollar- annually.

proposals are really as far as Congress means to go

in

solving

the railroad problem.

Both the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, of
which Senator Cummins is chairman, and the House Committee, of which Mr. Esch is chairman have presented bills
designed to embrace all the legislation they deem necessary
upon the -object. The Esch bill, after man) amendments in
open session of the House, was passed by that body and has
gone to the Senate. The Senate did not consider either bill
during the first session, but has taken up the subject in the
If the usual course is folsession which has just convened.
lowed, it will substitute its own bill for the House bill, and
after extended debate and probably amendments, it will pass
its bill, and the differences between the two measures will be
worked out in conference.

The Esch
The Esch

bill

as

Bill in the

House

amended and passed by

the

House con-

tains the following discouraging features:

The first and fundamental objection is that it bases
whole scheme of relict' upon the Interstate Commerce
Commission. It imposes upon the already overburdened
commission the performance of many new duties and the
It creates no new
administration of many new regulations.
agencies to assist the commission in rati matters, such as
it
leaves the commission still
regional commissions: and
burdened with the administration of the Car Service Act, the
Act Relating to the Construction and Operation of Switch
and Sidetrack Connections, the Ait of August 24, 1<M2, the
Safety Appliance Acts of March 2, 1893, the Act of May 6,
1910, relating to Railroad Accidents, the Safety An of Feb1.

its

1

ruary 23, 1905, the Hour- of Service Ad of March 4, 1907,
>0,S, the Ad
Relating to the
the Safet) Act of May 30,
(

1

)() ), the
Transportation of Explosives, approved March 4,
Boiler Inspection Act of February 17, 1911, the Ad Relating
to Block Signal Systems and Appliances, approved June SO.
1906, and many other duties of an administrative character
having nothing to do with rates, which could be better performed by a -mailer board leaving the commission free to
devote its time and talents to the making of rates and to the
(

(

1

—

*An
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printed by the author [or distribution
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System.

Pacifi<

hearing and determining of rate cases and other important

The

controversies.

mission,

is

it

true,

bill

Put

nine, as at present.

though

add- two new member-

making
it

the
i-

to the commember-hip eleven instead of

-till

a single

membership be increased and

its

remain-

Ami

commission.
it

divide

it-elf

into

body, governed by the same semijudicial rule- of procedure and method-, and with the same
diffused and all-embracing duties, many of which are in no
wise related and require wholly different experience and
sections,

it

a single

and methods

talents

for their correct solution.

It

is

obvious

must employ subordinates, not merely
to assist, but actually to decide and dispose of many of its
important duties; and the bill authorizes it to do tin- and
the commission has been doing it heretofore of necessity, even
with its present duties. This is one of it> defects.
It is not
that

the commission

right to put the practical decision of questions of such vast
public importance upon subordinate- of the commission who
are unknown, who get no credit or recognition for what they
do. who hold their place- at the pleasure of the commission,

and who receive

salaries insufficient, without

tenure of

to

ought

Xo

office,

to be

command

brought

bear

to

the ability

in the

any certainty of
and experience that

decision of such questions.

upon the subordinates of the commiss on i>
intended, for I believe them to be, individually and a- a
class, quite equal in ability and character to any other men
in similar lines of work.
But my point i- that the system
is not calculated to produce the wise-t decisions, and that
:

reflection

de( isions

carious,

by even the best of men in such subordinate, preunderpaid and unrecognized positions would be

unsatisfactory as a rule.
All experience suggests that regional commissions and
administrative board- for administrative duties, composed of
members appointed by the President and confirmed by the
Senate, for definite terms, and receiving fixed salaries, would
be better suited to decide and dispose, subject to review by
the main commission in rate cases, all these important questions, and In' more in keeping with our tradition- and ideal-.

The

Interstate

Commission

Commerce

must either leave

subordinate- the final decision and
disposition of a great multitude of important matters, or it
must devote to the review and revision of the conclusion- of
will be seriously
its subordinates an amount of fine that
needed for rate- questions and controversies, and it- more im-

wholly and entirely

portant work.

Delay

to

in rate

decision of rate questions

mercial interests alike.

It

making and

revision

and

in the

deadly to railroad and comhas been a great evil in the peris

formances of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the
past and with the additional duties imposed by the E-eh
bill, it will, in my judgment, become intolerable.
2.
The Esch bill, as introduced and as amended and
pa— ed by the House, recognize- that the revenue- from
existing rati'.- remaining after the payment of wage- and other
operating expenses will be insufficient, due to conditions
arising during federal control and -till existing, to save' main
of tin' railroad- from bankruptcy and to conserve the credit
It therefore provide- a guaranty for a period
of the other-.
Hut this "guaranty" iof six month- after federal control.
It does not provide, as one would
illusory if not worthless.
suppose, that one-half of the "standard return" for twelve
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months now paid

shall be guaranteed th< companies for the
months, but provides instead thai the guaranty
ch c< mpan) shall be the
nding
li.it
months during the
iming that federal ontrol termin it
Deci mbi

peril
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with an increased pa}

control

Ided during
'

<

peril

-.

I

I

i

\

-

d,

ng the

me

the bill
test

inclusive,

pro

thai

id< -

period for

th<

ix

thi

know

\

months

road"

I

Hence
say the
deficits for the firsl six months of the year
"guaranty" tendered by the Esch bill as passed b) the House,
fails to meet the emergens j \\ hich it re< ognizes and assumes to
I

provide
3.

for.

The

as amended by the
amounts charged by the
railroad companies for additions and bet-

provision of the Esch

House with
Government

bill

respect to the funding of
to the

federal control is a serious menai
companies without great financial resources and
It requires that the amount due from the governstrength.
ment to any company, even for rental, shall be set off against
amounts incurred for addition- and betterments made during
federal control and chargeable to capital account, to the
extenl permitted under the standard contract between such
company and the United States relative to deductions from
compensation. Any balance due by the company with respect
to additions and betterments may be funded into not exceeding ten equal amounts, one of such amounts to be payable
annually beginning at the expiration of five years from the

terments

made during

the credit of

termination of federal control, with interest at the rate of
six per cent per annum from date, subject to the right of the
Any other indebtedness existcarrier to pay before maturity.
ing at final settlement shall be evidenced by notes payable on
demand with interest at the rate of six per cent per annum

government may require.
growing country such
No progressive railroad company
as ours, can pay for its additions and betterments out of
earnings, as this act thus requires. Such expenditures are for
capital account, and as such must, to a great extent if not
entirely, be provided for by the issue of capital securities.
Furthermore, the bill provides that even the balance which
the government cannot collect by -etting off the rental

ami secured by such

collateral as the

in a

.because of the restrictions in the standard contract, shall be
founded for only five years and -hall lie thereafter payable
in annual instalments, provided the company is able to give

good

securitv.

five years,

it

is

which many

of

them cannot

do.

oni ronl

»!

ile

in

to save th<

govi rnm<

rtl

from

itself

a

establishment of railroad redit.
bin the in"
I.
amazing provision of the Esch bill as
ided by the House is thai
with respeel to labor,
it
effectuallj perpetuates ever) wage increase and every workrule hi regulation made by the railroad administration
mulct the
the world war and the abnormal onditions
no matter hovt radii ally conditions may
resulting therefr
change nor hov» soon normal conditions of living may be
i

that the 6rs1

of the calendar
the worst for the rail
rhe crops have been moved and the traffic is light,
ami during the three winter months ol Jam;
ruar)
and March, the snows are heaviest, the weather generally is
the worst, and the operating difficulties are the greatesl of
the year, while in the Spring months of April, Ma\ and June,
work is actively resumed t<> repair the
the maintenance
ravages of winter and to prepare for the heavj traffic of the
late summer and autumn.
As a result many railroads have
six

i

i

months from Januarj

rather than one half of

the whole year, shall be taken

of over a billion dollars

roll

ontrol,

huge defii it
its own operation of th<- railroads.
Such a refunding pro
M certainlj
does not lend to the enham emenl an<

insuffii ienl

in

thi

<

other materials comparable with the
or individuals, and with a rate im

.ind

fuel

federal

Funding

for

true, allows a breathing spell, but the require-

ments that the amounts shall be paid in ten annual instalments thereafter, is a method which only financially strong
companies can avail of; and such payments probably will
have to be taken care of out of current income.
When it is considered that the additions and betterments
were ordered by the government, and many of them to meet
the emergencies of the war. and especially when there is considered the very liberal treatment accorded by the government
to war industries with respect to improvements, it would seem
not unreasonable to allow the railroads which need the indulgence a long term in which to pay the capital expenditures
charged against them by the government while under federal
The provision leaves the railroad companies withcontrol.
out a dollar of working capital, with a large indebtedness
to the government for equipment and for additions and betterments ordered and made by the government during federal

i

i

As reported by the committee, the bill contained
provision for a "Railway Labor Adjustment
!" and a "Railway Hoard of Labor Appeals" forbearing
labor disputes, but no mean-- were provided for enforcing
restored.

an

elaborate

Where a contract existed,
company and the unions

was provided
and
members advising should be liable in damage- anil civil
But this would simply
a< Men- for violation of such contract.
discourage or prevent the making of wage contracts. Strikes
and lockouts were not made unlawful, and no penalties were
But even this "milk and water" proprescribed therefor.
-mil decisions.
that the railroad

vision

it

respectively

forth the usual denunciation

called

and when the

from the union

came up in the House, a strictly
union labor amendment was adopted by a vote of 161 for to
108 against. The bill as thus amended and passed recognizes the various railroad brotherhoods and unions by name
and provides for boards of adjustment composed equally of
representatives of such unions and of the railroad companies,
but makes no provision for enforcement of the decision- of
such boards or for the decision of cases, of which there must
be many, where the equally divided board cannot agree; and
it does not prohibit or in any wise discourage strikes.
But
leaders,

the

most

remarkable

bill

provision

amended makes every decision

is

that

the

act

as

thus

of the United States railroad

administration or of the commission of eight permanent, for
it says all such decisions
"affecting questions of wages, hours of service or conditions of

apply to

employment

are hereby confirmed

all carrier lines

subject to this

act.

and shall
Decisions

which have been rendered by the United States railroad
administration and which apply to the individual carriers subject to the provisions of this act shall remain in
[feet until superseded by mutual agreement between the
carrier and the employes or by decision"
of one of the

Of
adjustment boards created by the act.
means that no change can ever be made

course this provision

except

in

the

way

of

further

wage

increases,

since the

"mutual consent" to a reduction or modification
will not be given by the unions, and will not be "superseded" by the adjustment boards, since under the act the
unions have one-half the membership of each board. The
same provision exists with respect to the Adamson eighthour law. I am not advocating a reduction of wages at this
time or any change in working rules and regulations, although
some of them are absurdly unjust to the railroads and to the
people who pay the freight bills.
But it is almost unbelievable that the House realized that
by adopting this amendment it would saddle upon the
country by law the railroad wage scales- and working rules
established under the stress of war and at a time when the
cost of living and the profits of labor both were above anything known for generations, and enforce the same by the
penalties prescribed in the act, while prescribing no penrequisite

Legislation of this sort is not likely to
for strikes.
attract investors to railroad securities or to inspire much conalties

:

December
fidence

in
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the future provision of the transportation facilities

which the country will need.
The Esch hill as passed by the House contains other provisions that will not be helpful though less objectionable;
some that seem merely formal and of no particular consequence; and some that undoubtedly arc wise, as for, example,
giving the federal government exclusive regulation of the
issue of railroad securities.
But I comment only on those
which in my judgment tend to defeat what I conceive to be
the main object and reason for any legislation by Congress
at this time,

namely, the re-establishment of railroad credit

to the extent necessary to enable the railroads to obtain the

means required

to provide the transportation facilities

which

the country must have.

The Cummins

that

the

Bill

Interstate

Commerce Commission

is

overburdened now with duties that interfere with its more
important work of making and revising rates and deciding
The bill, therefore, relieves the commisrate controversies.
sion of various administrative duties with respect to other

matters which can be as well or better performed by some
other board, and confers upon it additional duties of a much
more important character and provides it with the assistance
necessary for the proper performance thereof. The bill also
recognizes for the first time in our Congressional legislation
the responsibility of the federal government to create some
agency charged with the duty of promoting the establish-

ment of adequate railroad facilities requiring it to keep an
eye on transportation sendee and find out what is necessary
to provide that which is needed, and cooperate with the railroads and the commission in bringing it about. The bill creboard composed of five members to be
appointed by the President with the consent of the Senate,
and charges it with the duties just mentioned, and transfers
to it the various administrative duties with which the Interstate Commerce Commission is now burdened with respect to
the Car Service Act, the Safety Appliance acts, the Railroad
Accident act, the Hours of Service act, the Act Relating to the
Transportation of Explosives, the Boiler Inspection act, the
Automatic Signal act, and other acts referred to above. The
bill also recognizes the danger to the whole people in the
power of four men, whoever they may be and however wise,
who lead the trainmen's brotherhoods, armed with a strike
vote given merely to support them in negotiations, to tie up
the railroad transportation of the country and to throttle the
The bill therefore provides means for
life of the nation.
promoting the just settlement of all railroad labor disputes
through tribunals created by the bill; and, this done, it prohibits strike- under severe penalties by provisions that are
undoubtedly consistent with the constitution. The Association of Railway Executives has taken no position upon this
question, because it relates to disputes between the companies
and their employes, and it is for the public to determine what
measures it will take, and how far it should go, in protecting itself against the results of such disputes, in the form of

ates a transportation

strike^ or otherwise.

The Cummins

bill

believe

also

contains

rather elaborate pro-

and

The

would be

in

my judgment

it

would go

a

long

bill

way

which

I

fatal

proposes that for the first time
Congress -hall declare that

in

the history of

railroad owners
-hall not he entitled to the earnings they may be aide to

country,

tin.-

out of rates which the Government itself prescribes. Hitherto
it was supposed that the duty and power of the Government

were

the rates which the carrier should be
and the shipper required to pay. With
once fixed by the Government, it was supposed that

determine

to

entitled to charge

the rates

all carrier- in the district

would be

could seek the business and each
it could make and save through

entitled to all that

economy and otherwise. But
and radical departure by
providing that no railroad company shall retain out of the
earnings it my save under rates which the Government itself
authorizes or approves in the manner provided in the act.
more than "a reasonable return on its property investment."
enterprise,

ability,

bill

It recognizes

seeing nature,

in solving the railroad problem, but for one feature,

the

introduced by Senator Cummins and reported by
the Senate committee has the merit at least of recognizing
the facts of the railroad situation and the courage of grappling with them in an honest attempt to solve the problem.
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Cummins

bill

efficiency,

makes

a novel

It then
proceeds to declare in effect that 5 'j per cent on
the "value" of the property as determined by the commission
is a "reasonable" return, and confiscates all in excess of 6
per cent upon such value. But it allows the company to retain
one-half of its savings between 6 and 7 per cent and one-

fourth of its savings in excess of 7 per cent, to be put in a
"reserve fund" until the reserve funds amounts to 5 per cent
of the value of the property
the reserve fund to be drawn
upon for dividends or interest in years when the savings
amount to less than 6 per cent. After such reserve fund

—

amounts

to 5 per cent of the value of the property, the carrier
allowed one-third of its earnings in excess of 6 per cent.
Except these fractions, all earnings and savings of the
company in excess of 6 per cent on the value of its property
as fixed by the commission, are to be paid over by the company to the government within four months after the end of
each year, to be used by the government.
is

"in furtherance of the public interest in railway transportation by carriers subject to the act to regulate commerce, and avoiding congestions, interruptions or hind* * * or in furthering the
rances to railway sendee
public service rendered by them, either by way of purchase, lease or rental of transportation equipment and
*
*
*
facilities
or by way of loan- to such carriers," etc.

whatever such clause may mean.
Whether the "value" referred to in such limitation of
return is the "book value" or the value which the commisIn one
sion is already engaged in making is not clear.
paragraph the provision is that no carrier shall retain more
than a reasonable return upon its "property investment,"
which undoubtedly means the investment, whether good or
bad, wise or foolish, and regardless of real, intrinsic or earnIn another paragraph the provision is that the
ing value.

"commission shall from time

to time determine the value of

A

the property in each district and rate making group."
literal construction of these two paragraphs means that for

rate making purposes
by groups, the commission should
determine the value, but that for limitation of earnings of
individual roads, the "book value" should be the mode.
But the most extraordinary provision is that commanding

that the Interstate

Commerce Commission
1

visions with reference to the merger or consolidation of the
railroads of the country into from twenty to thirty-five com-

"shall, so far as practicable, adjust rates, fares, charges

peting systems—voluntarily for seven years, and thereafter
I do not believe the plan is workable, but as
compulsorily.
its operation is not immediate and as experience and time
will demonstrate its defects before the plan becomes obligatory, it need not be discussed here.
The bill contains many other provisions of a wise and far-

several carriers shall bear the

and

classification- that the net operating

same

income of the

relation to the value

of their respective properties"
That is to say, that the commission shall disregard earnings, efficiency, ability of

management, economy, wise expen-

ditures in development, location of line, volume of business,
and evcrv other consideration entering into and ordinarily

IS

I
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controlling

common
niL

relative

values

properties

ol

in

ever)

the

day,

sense transactions ol men, and mall in tead observ<

which

i- in s.i
I" the extent
observed b) anybod)
investment" or
r
the ext< nl ol "value" as d(
mined b) the commission (which, according to the tentative
valuations thus fai filed b) the commission, mean
"junk"
value
as so man) second hand ties, rails, bridges, strui tures,
engines, cars, et<
and nol a going railroad) it shall be the
lawful dut) hi tin- commission under this provision to manip
ul. Hi- "rates, fares, charges and classifications" so thai the
value hi a low grade, highl) efficient, first located line, and
the value of another line in the same group bul located well
up toward the top of the Rock) Mountains, with steep grades
ami high costs shall tx equalized; and thai the value o! ever
modem and highly efficienl railroad shall be equalized with

a

of "propert)

t

«

inv<

and unprofitable railroad in the same ter
Obviously this equalization ran be accomplished only
either by raising the value of the inefone of two ways

'.in.

lew. nl
\

<ii

'it

|>.

in

hi

tin-

itself

railroad

the

wisdom
ni

by di 'in
ating
against
business b) confiscating all the
investing and efficienc) in operation

defeats

enterpri es

in. id

ti

>
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in

plan

tin

si

n.

.

,n

i,

tin-

1,1

bill

provides

thai

"The
ma)

commission
charges,

fares,

rates,

be,

shall

and

modify, or adjusl

initiate,

classifications,

as nearl;
the railway carriers as a whole allotted

" thai

to each district and subject to this ait shall earn an aggregate annual net railway operating income equal,

ncarh a- may be, to 5]
centum upon the a\«
gate value, a- determined in accordance with the provisions hereof, of the railwa\ property of such carril
\

the district

in

held

for

and

used

in

the

servici

of

transportation."

the mosl ineffi< ienl
ritor)

in

I

»l

course this

includes

the

!

reducing the value of the efficient lines. The value
of the inefficient can be raised only by raising the rates to a
point where sufficient net is realized or by giving them in
some form a share of the savings of the efficient lines. In
ficient or

loss as well as tin- railroad that

railroad that operates at a
earns a surplus, the road that

should never have been built as well as the most useful line,
the badly managed as well as the best managed railroad, for

amendment

group must be included and rate- made
the specified return on the "aggregate
I have already pointed out that
value" in the rate group.
the "property investment" in one sentence of the bill is taken
as the basis for limiting the return, and that in another
sentence in the same section, the commission is empowered
without any guide
to determine the "value" of the railroad property.
As indicated by the tentative valuation
re] torts thus far filed by the commission, that body take- the

legislation will he irreparable.

estimated reproduction cost of the elements entering into the
railroad, such as rails, ties, bridges, buildings and other

any

case, the inevitable effect of such provision,

sible for the courts to regard

it

if

it

be pos-

seriously, will be to ruin the

which the great hulk of the busiand must be transported.
am as con-

credit of the railroad- by

ness of the country

is

I

proposition that the courts will
annul the provision as confiscation prohibited by the fifth
fident as

one can be of

a legal

But the damage to
of the federal constitution.
railroad credit from the willingness of Congress to enact such

The same section provides that in
Hut that is not all.
1925 and in every fifth year thereafter, the commission shall
determine what, under conditions then existing, constitutes
and that it may •'increase or decrease the five
and one-half per centum basis herein prescribed or the basis
So that the comfor the determination of excess income.'"
mission at such periods hereafter is at liberty under the bill
per cent upon the value is too high a
to determine that
rate, and that 5 per cent, or 4 per cent, or a lower rate is
enough for a railroad investor, and that all net earnings in
excess of such lower rate should he forfeited to the Governa

fair return,

in the district or

sufficient

to

yield

—

—

—

fills, etc., less depreciation
or what I have
"junk" value, rather than the value as a going railroad
as its guide of value; and according to that method
an unwisely built and improperly located railroad operating
at a perpetual loss might be valued even higher than a wisely
built and profitably operated line.
But if "property investment" is to be taken as the guide, the more overcapitalized a
railroad has been, the greater would be its value, for, until the
bookkeeping rule was changed by the commission in very

structures, cuts,

called a

—

recent years, all securities issued were carried in the property

investment account by most companies at par, regardless of
the price received for them.

ment.
1-

all

it

conceivable that the

money necessary

to provide the

—

railroad facilities which this growing

gencountry needs
than one billion dollars per
annum will be obtainable from investors under legislation
The whole world is borrowing governments,
of this sort?
municipalities, railroads, steamships, industries, mines and
The rest of the world realizes as
enterprises of every kind.
erally estimated at not less

—

—

—

Profits on industrial,
to continue so for many years.
commercial, financial, mining and other enterprises in our
own countrv are unrestricted and most attractive to our
It is with such competition as this that railroad
investors.
executives must contend for the money necessary to maintain

bound

and increase our transportation facilities. The best railroads,
under the legislation proposed, could offer a return of only
only six per cent on the value of their property, and even that
return onlv in case it is earned, for, mind you, the bill does
not propose that the Government shall guarantee the return.

As a matter of fact, money everywhere is today worth more
than 6 per cent, and the strongest railroad companies cannot
It is in the
sell their securities now on a 6 per cent basis.
face of these facts that the bill proposes to confiscate all the
company earns in excess of 6 per cent. Thus a measure
designed to reassure investors and attract

new

capital to rail-

be a

number

basis of such value.

—

is
fidelity to financial obligations
-never before that credit
something that every people must sacredly guard at all times
Opportunities for
in order to obtain means in emergencies.
safe and profitable investments are almost unlimited and are

It certainly will

commission can complete the valuation
work upon which it is already engaged; and advocates of this
scheme outside of Congress urge property investment as the

of years before the

The promoters
in

it was incorporated
would involve a very

of this scheme, before

the Senate bill recognized that

substantial increase in rates,

and

it

in order to lull the people

into submission, they devised the plan of confiscating, in the
manner and to the extent above described, the net earning of

and developed and well managed railroads in
They assumed apparently that the controlling objection on the part of the people to an increase in
rates was that some roads would be able to save more from
such rates than others and more than a moderate profit. But
what will it profit the shippers for the Government to con-

the wisely built

excess of 6 per cent.

fiscate the

earnings in excess of 6 per cent, as proposed by

this bill?

The

It
amount is not returned to the shippers.
no wise reduces the rates they pay. It goes into a fund
for the verv vague railroad purposes indicated by the proThe leading advovision hereinbefore quoted from the bill.
cate vehemently denies that the amount is for the benefit of
The shippers are to go on paying the high
the weak lines.
freight rates in order that the so-called "weak" lines, how-

in

ever inefficiently managed or improperly built, may get increased revenue in that way, but are expected to be lulled into
acquiescence by the delightful reflection that the inherently

December
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Without -peaking definitely from

valuable and efficient railroads shall not be allowed to retain
the benefit they get from the increased charges.
This assumption involves two fundamental mistakes: The

asserting that not less than <S0 per cent of the railroad traffic
of the United State- in transported by railroad companies

first is that the people are willing to pay more than a reasonable rate in order to reward improvidence or mistakes or

the-

misfortune

in

inefficiency

in

and building railroads, or possible

Locating

management and operation

(for all the risk
put upon the public by the hill in dealing with net
earnings); and the second is that the people of this country

of these

is

wisdom in construction and development, and efficiency in management and operation of railroadthe property in the success of which the public at large is
more interested than in any other class of property existing.
I deny that our people are in favor of confiscating the net
earnings of a railroad company saved by it out of reasonable
are unwilling to reward

—

approved by the Government itself. The
people are interested in the rates they pay
not in what the
carrier by economy, efficiency, wise foresight or otherwise, is
able to save out of such rates.
Our people view with complacency, and indeed approval, large earnings by well managed banks, manufacturing industries, commercial institutions and enterprises of various kinds, out of prices and rates
fixed by themselves
free from regulation by the Government.
How preposterous then that the people should object because
some railroad companies by wise foresight and good management in competition with others should be able to make
out of rates made
not by themselves but prescribed by the
Government itself a profit much less than that commonly

rates established or

—

—

—

—

made

Statistics,

I

safe n

feci

which regularly pay dividends. Their credit depends upon
continuance of such dividends. Their -toe k- an- held by
hundred- of thousands of individualmany representing

the savings of almost a Lifetime.
Unless such dividends arccontinued
and indeed practically assured it will be impossible for these companies, so situated as to be- called upon
to handle the great bulk of commerce of the country, to

—

—

money tor improvements and development required
meet the needs of our growing commerce.
It
was the
commission's policy of stationary and inflexible ran- in the

obtain the
to

face of increasing

wages and other operating

regulations

conflicting

of

various

the

investors anxious about the stability

idends, and deterred

many

of

the

costs,

states,

and continuancestrong

and the

made

that

of div-

from

railroads

making the improvements, addition- and extensions whi< h all
now know to be necessary. The fact undoubtedly is that it
is the strong roads upon which the bulk of the- business naturally falls that need the additional fa< ilities, and it i- the
strong roads whose credit must be conserved if such fa< ilities
are to be provided.
Hence I prote.-t against the confiscatory provisions of
section 6 of the Senate bill, a- not only failing to provide tor

the transportation emergency confronting the country, but as
making it infinitely worse by attacking for the fir-t time in
the history of this

Government

— not

the transportation rate-

are enormously interested in the maintenance and develop-

charged the shipper (which the Government may and
ought to prescribe) but the net saved out of such rate.-, which

ment and increased
which is a necessity

is as much
money and

in other lines of business.

efficiency
for all

That,

too,

when

the people

of railroad

— whereas

transportation,
the success or failure

of the other enter] >rises are not matters of such vital public

The cloud of fiction and prejudice which has so
long befogged this aspect of the railroad question is vanishing and the people are learning that, if private capital is to
supply railroad facilities, it must receive as fair treatment as
that employed in other and much less necessary enterprises.
It is not the weak roads that transport the country's commerce. It is not the weak roads on which the traffic becomes
Many of the "weak" roads are weak because they
congested.
serve territories which, for various reasons, afford little
traffic.
But they are giving the service which the traffic jusSome are weak because they are in comtifies and requires.
petitive territory, and their rivals, through more fortunate
concern.

location, or accessibility

reasons, are

to

industries,

or

for

more convenient and satisfactory

other

to shippers

good

and

Others are weak as a result
unsound financing or bad management; and others are weak because building in the first
instance never was justified by the traffic' obtainable, and was
therefore able lo get the business.
of mistakes in

policy,

merely a speculative effort.
It has seemed almost impossible to attract sufficient atten
tion in this connection to the supremely important fad that
the country's transportation service is performed by the
The industries are
"strong" lines and no! by the "weak."
located on the strong lines; and such lines, by location and
otherwise, are besl adapted to the business.
Their growth
and development have been more in conformity with the
They serve better the convenience and
need- of the traffic-.
It is the strong lines to which
requirements of the people.
traffic- inevitably flows, and upon which congestions
occur.
The congestion of traffic in 1917-193.8 did not occur on the
weak road-, but on the strong. Very few of the weak lines
were taxed except with the overflow of traffic in excess of
what the strong line- could handle. This was because the
bulk of the traffic is normally on the strong lines; and thiThe most prominent exceptions
tends to make them strong.
are certain of the New
large bituminous coal carrier-.
to this

England

lines

and

certain

to be

the private property of the stockholder- a- the

in the treasury, and by seeking to bring
and the worthless, the important and the unimportant, and the efficient and inefficient railroad- to a dead

assets

the valuable
level.

To

base rates upon "property investment." as advex ated by

of some of the "weak" lines, cm- upon the
separate appraisement of the different element- entering into
the construction and making up the physical structure, as

representatives

seems
in its

to be the method thus far adopted by the commission
valuable work, undoubtedly will require radical changes

now existing, which
and commercial needs for generation-, and
which commerce is adjusted. And it is a false and wholly

in the rate

structure and the rate relation-

represent growth
to

arbitrary basis.

Further increases of freight rate- undoubtedly are
Government's own experience with the railroad
Xo well informed person expect- railroad wagi
shows.
be materially reduced under existing conditions; and the
prospect of material reductions in the price- of fuel and other
supplies for many months is certainly not encouraging.
Added to this must be the expense of traffic organization and
i,

sary, as the

soliciting agencies incident

to

a

restoration of competitive

conditions, which were not necessary during federal control.
Hence large deficit- from operation- like those suffered by
the Government— confront nearly all the railroad companies

mile-- freight rate- are further increased very substantially.
The practice and only effective method of making such
increases is to take the rate- a- they cxi-t and base upon them
such increases and adjustments as max be necessary to meet
the increased wage- of labor, the- increased COSl of material
and other operating expenses and taxes, and provide a return
on the new capital that has been put into the properties in
-uch enormous amount- and which must be- provided for the
Tin- commission should be left free to consider new
future.
from time to time, -o a- to adjust the revenue to the

changing expense of operation, the ri>e and fall of
So far as
and prices, and the expenditure for new capital.
become- necessary to consider the value of the railroads:
it
the average earnings during a series of years, taking into
.
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unt

the

the n.u

onditions ther

>

men! and extensions,
railroad

what
dividends

cepl

tli'-

fair

a

in

im.

.

depend

.-.1111111:;-

allowed

to

.

harge, and

carriei

bu<

li

ory bodii

empowered to
ma\ he

these

commission."

rates

in

i,\
the government ->> Long as the} are
But our railroad rates have Itch under
ressional regulation since the creation of the Interstate

Ol

1

Commero Commission

in

l

>s>>7.

Since

1906

at

least,

make

Can justly claim that our railroad rates a- a whole, or in
m\ substantia] territory, or on .m\ important line, have
The fad is that they have been too low.
too high.
Under
this system, railroad value- have worked themselves out.
Railroad- that COuld earn net return- have demonstrated
their ability, and those that had little earning capacity have
all under rate- for which the government ibeen disclosed
The securities of all these road- have been
responsible.
bought and -old at prices based upon their demonstrated
earning capacity, ami an' today held by those who bought
at such prices.
The prices of these seeurities are the evidence of popular judgment of the relative value of these
as one compared with another
railroads
and these values
were based upon net earnings made under rates that the
roads wire allowed by law to charge.
The government
should not. and consistently with fair dealing cannot, question the value of the railroad- as demonstrated through many
years by rates established by or under the regulation of its
own agencies. New money has been put into the properties
by investors for additions, betterments and equipment, thus
increasing the transportation facilities
which it would be
the duty of the government itself to provide, if not furnished
by private capital; and much of this capital has been too
recently invested to be yet reflected in increased- earnings.
It is upon such considerations as these, with the values
established under earnings from rates prescribed or sanctioned by law for years, that rates should be based, and not
upon "property investment" or upon the value of so many

—

—

—

ties,

so

many second-hand

rails, bridges, struc-

tures, etc., etc.

meantime continuing

—

to a greater or less extent

—

as already

the present guaranty for five or six months,
pointed out
within which it is assumed such increases may become efBut both bills carefully refrain from preventing
fective.
state railroad commission or legislature from immediately reducing state rates, thereby depriving the carrier of
revenue which the government itself has been collecting dur-

any

ing federal control.

More than

that,

such changes in state

and often disturb a
wide and important interstate rate structure. Often a railroad company will not dare to increase an interstate rate
affect

interstate

rates

unless it knows that a corresponding increase will be made
How will the railroads be able
in a competitive state rate.
to earn- out the increases which both these bills contemplate
until they know what will be done by the state commissions

regulal ion

i,

ox pra<

hold joint hearings with any
on an) main r
w herein the

a.

1

all.

where the
.

led

l.y

making au-

rat.-

tin

a.

lion

of

the

only "after full hearing" that the comany order removing interference ol the

1- obvious
that the delay in the adjustment
uch differences under tin- provisions of this bill would

rate,

li

to

railroad-

suffering

for

revenue.

I

he pro-

upon the subje. is much to the same
imi admits of more prompt a.tion with respect to the
matter bj the fnterstate Commerce Commission than Is posSibl< Under the provisions of the Senate hill.
vision of the Esch bill

t

.

Foremen

Mechanical
Department Classed as Officers
in

mm Mi the exceptional importance of
BE< supervisory foremen in the mechanical

the

work

of

departments,
and the fact that economical and efficient shop opera-

upon their efforts and co-operation,
T. Tyler, director of the Division of Operation, has issued a circular letter to the regional directors stating that
it is desired that their classification, working conditions and
privileges be made definite and uniform.
To that end the director general directs that general foremen, roundhouse foremen, departmental formen and assistants will be classified as officers and will be given consideration and advantages attaching to officers of similar rank in
other departments, as follows:
tion depends so largely

W.

(A)

Reasonable period of time

lost

on account of sick-

ness without loss of pay.

(B)
Two
whose tour of
(C)
Two
foremen who

days off each month for all salaried foremen
duty consists of seven days per week.
weeks vacation a year with pay for all salaried
have acted as officials continuously for one

year or more.
(D) Privilege of resigning instead of being shown as
discharged or dismissed.

(E)

point more: Both the Senate bill and the House bill
recognize the obvious necessity for increases in railroad
rates, and contemplate immediate application therefor by the
carriers to the Interstate Commerce Commission, in the

One

generally

-tat.

the

I

1-

It

fixed

Ik'

to

<

thorit)

commission has had power an. has effectually exercised it.
to reduce rates when found too high, ami railroad earnings
have been open to the commission and the public.
No one

rates

n
oi

measure upon

confiscatory,

seconddiand

jurisdiction,'

lator)

sound common

larg<

in

tate having reguwith the authority
ol anj
etc., with respect to the relation bel

"shall confei

retui

additions, equip

.

is legitimately
worth nothing to its owners ex
can earn and paj in the wa) <»i interest and

il

'

inn) m.i\
nut

is

foi

rule that ought to be follow*

ili.

\

plu
bettermenl
economicall) and

expended

capital
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When

charged with an offense likely to result in

dismissal, a hearing to be given

by a superior

officer other

than the immediate superior, at which hearing the foreman
in question ma}' be represented or assisted by any other foreman whom he may select for that purpose.
(F)
Card transportation to be granted to all salaried
foremen, the extent of such transportation to be based on the
general practice for other division officers and the importance
of the position the foreman occupies.
not possible to lay down a definite
and merit are of paramount
importance in this highly responsible work and, in any event,
must govern, but where the ability and merit of two men are

The

letter says:

"It

is

seniority rule because ability

equal, the choice of positions on a division should, as far as
I am
practicable, be determined upon the basis of seniority.

sure that the uniformity brought about by the above rules
will result in more loyai and efficient service by the foremen

Will
affected and will reduce complaints to a minimum.
you please take necessary action to have this put in effect in
your region at once."
.

with respect to state rates?
True, both bills give the Interstate Commission the power
But
to review all state rates which affect interstate rates.
the Senate bill provides that before the commission shall
hear or dispose of any such issue, it shall cause the state to
be notified of the proceeding; it requires that the commission

Californha Railroad Commission has extended to Octowhich the San Diego Electric Railway
may dispose of the bond issue of $4,478,000 authorized by the

The

ber

1,

1920. the time in

Commission

in

October, 1914.

Approved Standard Design

Caboose Cars

for

Railroad Administration Issues General Drawings for Caboose

Cars of the Composite Type

A

standard DESIGN tor railroad caboose cars has been
prepared and is recommended by the Railroad Ad-

ministration for general use in the future construction
of such cars in the United States.
The laws of the various
states, many of them conflicting regarding the construction

make

of caboose cars,

it

angles of the same size and with gussets of j4-in. steel plate
securely riveted at the side >
s and top plates and at intermediate points on the side post-.
i 1

The Superstructure
The

desirable to have a standard design

The

that will meet the legal requirements of any of them.

Floor Plan of Proposed U.

S.

proposed design is offered by the Railroad Administration
in the hope that the railroads will conform to a general design and thus gradually eliminate cabooses of weak construeThe proposed design is a 24-ft.
or faulty design.

tion

1

carlines

2'j-in.

by

5

with

are of the composite type,

16-in.

angles,

formed

to

a

24-ft.

2J,

_>-in.

by

radius and

R. A. Standard Caboose Car.

The cupola frame
secured by rivets to the side top plates.
is constructed of 3-in. by 3-in. by 5/16-in. angles, with the
same type of carline that is used on the main body framing.
The roof may be a canvas or plastic covering over roof boards

s'e

U

J04 Onr Striking P/ofe

Side Elevation of U.

caboose of the composite type, having

a

steel

S.

R. A. Standard Caboose Car.

underframe

and superstructure, with wood outside sheathing and

interior

finish.

The body framing
angles, the side

is

built

up

of 3-in. by 3-in. by 5

Wooden filler posts and plates are
secured to the carlines,
secured to the angle iron frame, and to these the 13 lo-in.
inside and outside sheathing is secured.
The

lo-in.

and end posts being adequately braced by

floor

space

is

23

ft.

by

3

;

s

in.

the sheathing, with a clear space of 3

1187

by 8
ft.

2

ft.
;

s

<>

\x in. inside of

in. at

the closest
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point in the aisle between the interior fitting!
wo upper and
two lower bunks, 6 ft. 3 in. b) 2 ft 6 in., and one upper
and owe lower bunk 6 ft. 7 in. by 2 ft 6 in, are conveniently
located,
rhe upper bunks fold upward againsl the car
lines,
imple headroom above the fixed lower bunks,
which tan be used .1^ seats when not in use for sleeping
purposes,
["he conductor's valve, train indicator and air
located in the cupola, and seats arc provided in
each side of the cupola for observation purposes. The head
room in the mam body of the car is 7 It. and in the cupola
A desk is provided, so located thai one end of a
9 ft 2 in.

win

I

Plan of Underframe and Plan and

End View

of

tie
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al

both ends

ol

The uncoupling apparatus

car.

thi

chain to the platform rail, so thai
be uncoupled without leaving the platform

connected b)

is

ma)

a

thi

The Underframe
order to withstand the severe service In which many
cabooses are used, win re there are heavj gradi
and pusher
serviie, the underframe is of unusuall) strong construction.
In

The Muter
(

to tlif

built

up of

in. 34.2-lb,
shipbuilding
by 7 16 in. angle re
bottom inside edge of the channel for the entire length
sill

hannel, with

Body Framing

is

a

•

'

in

of U. S. R. A.

I

1

2

in.

Standard Caboose Car

lower hunk serves as a seat. The tank for wash water, the
Wash basin and a drinking water tank are conveniently
arranged in one corner of the caboose. A refrigerator, nu-

of the

merous lockers and drop

for heating the car complete the equipment.

the outside with a 3-in. by 3-in. by %-in. angle, which also
serves as a support for the side nailing strips.
The body

There are four windows in each side of the car (18 in. by
22 in. glass) which may be raised; there is a window having a glass area of 10 in. by 28 in., with an upper drop
sash, in the door at each end, and four windows with slid-

diaphragms are formed of %-in. pressed steel
with a 3-in. flange. The top bolster cover plate is of
and the bottom cover plate of JHs-in. steel plate, both
wide.
The two intermediate crossbearers are of

tables,

a toilet

and a

sill.

wide.

in.

The top
The side

bj

cover plate
sills

is

of -Hs-in. steel plate 20y2
sills are made of 9-in.

and end

13.25-lb. channel section, the side sills being reinforced on

coal stove

bolster

plate,

^$-in.

14

in.

j^-in.

r
(<

\_

J-

\-

J-

3Y

30'4"0rer Striking-P/afe-

Side Elevation and Cross Section of Steel

Frame

ing sash having glass 18 in. by 22 in. in the cupola. The
floor consists of lM-in. rough flooring, a half-inch layer
of cork covered with a waterproof paper, and a 13-16-in.

A platform of ample width, formed of 14 -in.
top flooring.
plate with wooden cleats laid crosswise of the car, is
The roof canopies over the platprovided at each end.
form, thus giving some protection from the weather.
steel

.

Handholders, ladders and steps are placed in the most conA ratchet hand brake is applied and
venient locations.
provision made for the application of a back-up signal

for U. S. R. A. Standard

Caboose Car

pressed steel plate, with a 2^ -in. steel top and bottom cover
plate 6 in. wide.
Diagonal braces at each end give additional rigidity to the underframe, and it should meet the
requirements of the most severe service. The draft sills are
designed to permit the application of any of the standard
draft gears.
A tool cellar of ample size is secured to the

underframe.

The

car trucks recommended by the Railroad Adminis-

tration are of the four-wheel type, with cast steel bolsters

and

side frames,

and have a

5 -ft.

6-in.

wheel base.

The

December

19,
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Weekly

wheels arc 33 in. in diameter, mounted on axles having a
4j4-in. by 8-in. M. C. B. journal.

Traffic

Report

..ruing to a report on traffic condition.- for tin week
8, 1919, made to Walker D. Hines,
dirt-dor general of railroads, the revenue freight

I

Gtntrai Data

Length
Length
Width
Width

over striking plates
over bod)
over body framing
over side sills

30
24

.

.,1

ti

i<><>t

Wheel base
Distance ccnti

:

to

This design

center of trucks
is

made

to

4 in.

in.
in.
in.
8 ft.
in.
1 1
ft.
1
13 ft. 4'A in.
33 in.
5
ft.
6 in.
in.
18 ft.

9

.'

Height from rail
Height from rail to top >>i cupola
Diameter of truck wheels

ft.

ft.

ft.

2'/2
8'/2

conform to the laws of all of the
which differ radically from

states except those of Missouri,

those of the other states.
It is intended to prevent the agitation of railway employees for state laws which, if adopted,

might make

it

impossible in such states to use cabooses that

are lawful in other states and would result in the poorest

A.

ended Dec ember

loadings and

receipt-

from connections

for

the

various re-

gion- were as follows:

—

Revenue freight loaded. 180,085 tars, as
Eastern region
compared witli 177,612 for corresponding period last year;
receipts from connections, 229,759, as against 227,108 in
Allegheny region Revenue freight loaded, 163,965,
1918.
as compared with 171,068 in 1918; revenue freight received
from connections, 149,295, as against 160,736 in 1918.
Pocahontas region Revenue freight loaded, 39,507 for the
week ended December 4, 1919, an increase of 1,770 over

—

—

Note: Conductors Yolve, Train

Indicator and Air Gage to
be located in Ct/po/a
8ock-Uptth,sHe to be Applied to
Platformkai' at BvtnEndsofCar

Section at Body Bolster.

Sections of Steel

cabooses collecting in those states having no stringent laws

made by

the Railroad Administration to specify all of the details of construction, but only to
provide a general design for common use by the various railroads.

Economic Resources of Poland.— The first number of the
Polish Economic Bulletin, which is being issued by the Commission Internationale de Ravitaulement. gives a large amount of
information as to the economic resources of Poland, from which
it appears that in 1913 the yearly production of the oil industry
was 1,632,000 tons. The output of coal was 58,006,000 tons, and
that of

manufactured iron was nearly 1,600,000

California Railroad Commission, in its annual report,
recently issued, says that sieam railroads earned approximately
$135,620,000 in California during 1918, as compared with $125,In

1918 they paid out in operating expenses,

exclusive of taxes, approximately $104,920,000 in California, as

compared with $81,400,000

were

filed

in

1917.

The

net operating revenues

about $30,700,000, as compared with $43,Annual financial reports of 62 steam railroads
with the Commission during the year.

in 1918 is reported at

850,000 in 1917.

for U. S. R. A. Standard

"7^

Caboose Car

from connections, 16,051, a deSouthern region Revenue
freight loaded, 107,573, an increase of 2,556 over last week;
received from connections, 77,087, an increase of 9,077 over
last week
North western region Revenue freight loaded,
104,350, a decrease of 39,289 under last week; received from
connections, 65,503, a decrease of 2,227 over last year. Central Western region
Revenue freight loaded showed a 5
per cent decrease as compared with last year; receipts from
connections, 60,762, an increase of 8 per cent over last year.
Southwestern region Revenue freight loaded, 54,251, as
against 46,093 last year; receipts from connections, 49,308,
an increase of 9,557 over last year.
preceding week;

received

—

—

—

—

A summary

tons.

The

250,000 in 1917.

Frame

crease of 104 cars over last week.

on the subject.
attempt has been

i

Section at Center of Car.

End Elevation and Cross

No

'

of the report follows:

—

Eastern region
Freight traffic has begun to be affected
to a considerable extent by the coal situation, which has
already interfered with the improvement that has been going
on in traffic to and from iron and steel industries. Reports
from Chicago and Chicago junctions show the Eastern region

coming from the East during the month
November, compared with 63,069 November, 1918; 95.671 loaded cars forwarded to the East, compared with 95,794 last year.
In view of the bunker coal situation traffic
control managers have been instructed that export freight
received SI. 522 cars

of

RAILWAY

ll'l)

!>nl\

to be transpoi led

i-

in

>

I

the

l

nited St

carloads of export freight at New York othei
than bulk grain and coal, 11,532; aboul 1,500,000 bushels
rain in elevators or boats and about 525,000 in cars.
Arrangements have been made for considerable cut in pas
total

try,

sengei
to sa)

train

and

cai

service, but

as yel what the e£f«

i

il

is,

ol

will be in the

course, impossible
aim unit of travel.

Region
Conditions with respect to the coal
have changed in the past week, which Bhould
permit of a greatei run ol empty equipment through the
Pittsburgh gateway.
Blast furnaces in the region during
the week ending November - (J had 107 stacks in blast, 84
being out of blast, an increase of 1 as compared with last
week
rhe strike of bituminous coal miners continues, and
there is noted a falling off in the production as compared
Full car supply has been mainwith the preceding week.
tained the entire week in the anthracite and bituminous
Coal dumped at tidewater piers decreased 94,312
fields.
tons, and there is a reduction of 243 cars under load in terminal-.
Coal dumped at lake ports reflected an increase of
21,228 tons, with a reduction of 140 cars held under load.
During the week ending November 29, which covered the
rhanksgiving period, passenger travel was exceedingly

Allegheny

distribution

AGIO

a

sulted

in

a-

—

Tidewater coal dumping decreased
Pocahontas Region
General movement increased
2,071 tons under last week.
3 per cent over last week and 8 per cent over same period
The movement of coal and coke continues above
last \ear.
normal, although the increase over previous week is not so
pronounced or in the same ratio as the increases of the
Loaded cars from connections also show
past few weeks.
some improvement. All in all, the past week was generally
Passenger travel
satisfactory and car supply was ample,
normal; earnings, however, show a considerable decrease
over November, 1918. figures.

—

The total number of cars handled
Southern Region
shows a decrease of 10,487 cars under last week's figures.
Grain and grain products decreased 14 per cent, live stock 13
per cent, coal and coke 41 per cent, ore 2 per cent. As compared with last week, grain and grain products decreased
17 per cent, live stock 20 per cent, ore 16 per cent, and miscellaneous traffic 10 per cent, while coal and coke increased
There was some increase in the number of
14 per cent.
furnaces in blast in the Gadsden district.

The

cotton mills

and receipts are largely in excess
Passenger travel
the same period.

are operating on full time

of those of last year for
has been very good for the week. Tourist travel increasing.
There has been some reduction in the volume of passenger
travel, due to restricted service and the apparent disposition
on the part of some to avoid travel during the coal shortage.
The total, however, shows a slight increase over last year.
Northwestern Region The reduction in loading by nonessential industries was responsible for a decrease in revenue
loading, which, while below that of last week, was a slight
General business conincrease over same period last year.
ditions continue good, but the coal strike and severe weather
conditions during the past week have curtailed movement
somewhat. So far few industries have had to restrict their
operations on account of shortage of coal, but it is expected
Merthat a large number may be affected the coming week.
chandise movement continues in good volume, while Christ-

Western Region

entral

(

shows

decrease

li..iY\
a

5

i"

production

in

in

The week ending December
coal

.mil

cenl decrease in

i"

compared with

the region, aboul

loading,

the loading ol

year's figures

la -i

ore

foi

ami

which
all

freight

period.

23 per cenl ol

2

re-

*

oal

the output of

year.
No change from the previous week is
supply of empt} equipment, but cold weather
and Storm conditions will tend .somewhat to slow up the
movement of empty cars. The wheat acreage bowd in New
Mexico tin- year is reported as being 35 per cent greater

November

noted

than

crop

in

last

the

From present indications the
moved from California this season

year.

last

to

be

total

will

citrus

amount

to over 40,000 cars.
Passenger travel for the pasl
ha- Keen very heavy, and considerable extra equipment was
required during the Thanksgiving day period.
The heavy
movement to California continues, necessitating the running
(if double sections on nearly all trains.

—

Region
Considerable improvement has
moving sugar from Louisiana, and the accu-

Southwestern
been

made

in

mulation due

supply during the first few days
is being rapidly disposed of.
With the exception of the usual movement of lignite coal
from Texas mines which has not been interfered with, coal
to light car

the refineries were in operation

mining

heavy.
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practically at

is

a

standstill.

Some

coal

is,

how-

ever, being taken out of strip pits in the Pittsburgh district

Kansas by volunteer miners. During the week railroads
this region have been working under instructions to furnish 75 per cent car supply for movement of cotton from

of
in

compresses and, due to the necessity for affording further
relief, instructions have now been issued to furnish 100 per
cent.
Refrigerator equipment is being provided to protect
the winter vegetable movement, which will increase from
now on. Regular passenger travel was heavy during the
week; adequate equipment was in all cases provided. There
is in prospect very heavy travel during the Christmas holidays, and arrangements are being made with a view to giving the operating department advance notice of the traffic
to be moved, so that adequate equipment can be provided.
Fuel Situation The decreased production over last week
owing to the Thanksgiving holidays, combined with the
increased requirements of certain industries, made necessary

—

further restrictions in the distribution of coal, so that

now

confined to very essential industries.
All foreign flag, bunkering has been discontinued, whil^ the
bunkering of American flag ships is by license. In the West
the situation is more complicated because of the long haul
distribution

in

is

transporting

strictly

coal

from the Allegheny and Pocahontas

excellent, the weak spots heretofore
noted in this respect having been overcome.

Car supply

is

Photo Copyright by Kadel

&

regions.

—

mas

stock is

moving

in large quantities.

With

the excep-

heavy demand
-throughout the region, the car situation shows some improvement. During the week 11,451 cars of coal were loaded, all
Cars are being furnished
of which consisted of dock coal.
tion

of

refrigerators,

for

which there

is

a

The light movement of iron
lor this loading in preference.
ore represents the season's clean-up, and the few vessels now
loading will take all that is in the docks.

Herbert.

The Morristown & Erie Uses a Motor Bus on
Essex

Fells,

N.

J.,

Rails

and Morristown

Between

The Senate Debate on
The Senators Show

a

Cummins

the
Marked

Railroad Bill

Interest in Learning the

Sources of Various Propaganda

DEBATE

on THE

the Senate on

CuMMINS

railroad

Monday, December

bill

was resumed

15, with a

in

possible,

what

saying what

plan for

.t

costs.

little 1

1

am

shall say

m

offering

resolution

tin-

connection with

am

its

and

presenta-

holding night sessions in an effort to expedite the passage of the bill during the week and under a notice served

tion in that

kind of a

propaganda

is

by Republican leaders that unless a vote is taken on the bill
during the week it will be necessary to postpone the holiday
recess proposed to begin on December 20.
An unexpected
amount of opposition to the bill had developed during the
preceding week which raised some doubts in the minds of
those who were trying to pass it as to whether the bill will
be approved by the Senate unless it is radically modified, but
efforts have been made to induce those advocating amend
ments to permit the bill to be passed in order that the differences may be threshed out by the conferees who will be appointed to reconcile the differences between the Senate and
House bills and it was believed that the fear of losing the
holiday recess might bring about a favorable vote on the bill.

know, if possible, who is behind
it,
who is interested in it and what it i- costing."
Senator Norris then read from a copy of what purported
to be an advertisement, signed by Thomas De Witt Cuyler,
chairman, and a list of members of the Association of Railway Executives, headed as follows:
"To the American People:
"It is the declared purpose of the Tinted States Government to restore the railroads at an early date to the control of
ple of the country

not complaining that the

is illegal,

but

1

think the peo-

to

merce.

"Those constituting

this association

are keenly conscious

of their accountability to the public.

"They have accordingly determined to present as fully as
they can the fundamental facts and considerations which they
themselves must face in their efforts to provide satisfactory
railroad service.
"It

hoped to engage the interest of the whole American
whose welfare is so vitally dependent upon adequate

is

people,

transportation.

"The country can grow only

problem must be solved

soon

our country

—

"It

if

is to

is

The

as the railroads grow.

railroad

interest

— and

solved

rightly

and

to prosper.

permanently
— —

promote that prosperity

of the whole people

and

in the

that railroad executives

will

present to the public the situation as they see it."
"I think that is a fair and honorable statement." said Senator Norris, "and I am not finding fault with what is -aid.
I

do not want any one to get that idea. I think, however,
propaganda will go much further and that its indi-

that the

rect influences will be much greater than is outlined by the
plan suggested in the paper which I have read.
I take it
that it is an advertisement that is going into the newspapers

*
*
*
and particularly to ascertain the
S. 3,288
amount of money that has been expended and that it is contemplated to expend for such purposes by the Association of
Railway Executives and to what extent such associations or

of the country."

He

others representing other railroads, or directly or indirectly

representing the security holders, are using the newspapers
of the country in an advertising propaganda for the purpose
of bringing about the passage of said bill."

also read

from an

article

by Frederick M. Kirby. which

said that the railroads are about to spend a million dollars
in six weeks "to educate the people and all the legislative
and governmental officials of the United States" and "to inspire legislation favorable to private operation," and that
the million would be spent before the end of December.
He
also read a resolution said to have been adopted at a conference of farmer and labor delegates at Chicago on November 21 and 22 stating that the authors of the resolution
were reliably informed that the railway security holders have
urged an active propaganda campaign through the press to
cost over "ten million dollars" to secure the enactment by
Congress of legislation to put into effect "the security hold-

Senator Pomerene demanded that the scope of the resoluwhen it comes before the committee to include the propaganda being conducted by the Plumb Plan
League against the bill. Senator Norris said that if any one
thought that any other propaganda in connection with the bill
should be investigated he would be glad to see the resolution
tion be broadened

to that end.

"I have reached the conclusion, " Senator Norris said, "that
there is quite a propaganda going on at the present time in

plan for the return of the railroads."
The resolution
did not state whether or not this plan had any connection
with the million dollars to be spent by the railway execu-

the country with reference to the pending railroad bill. While
I am not complaining of that and while I fully concede that

any group

ought

1
it

"The Association of Railway Executives represents those
upon whom at that time responsibility will again rest for
the prompt and succesful movement of the country's com-

of

all citizens or

spirit.

or that

dieir owners.

A very large number of amendments touching almost all
phases of the bill have been submitted.
Senator LaFollette on Saturday resumed and concluded
his speech in opposition to the bill, which had continued
with some interruptions throughout the week, after which
Senator Norris of Nebraska created a diversion by demanding an investigation of alleged propaganda on behalf of the
railroads to bring about the passage of the bill. Senator Norris referred to the plan which has been announced by the
Association of Railway Executives for a campaign of national advertising to begin shortly for the purpose of placing
fundamental facts regarding the railroad situation before
the public, but he interpreted it as being designed to promote the passage of the Cummins bill, notwithstanding the
fact that a large number of the railway executives are
He presented a resolution,
strongly opposed to the bill.
which was referred to the committee on interstate commerce,
instructing that it make an investigation "for the purpose of
ascertaining to what extent there has been organized in the
country a propaganda to influence Congress in the passage

amended

wrong

ers'

of citizens interested either for or

against this or any other legislation have a perfect right to

tives.

pursue any honorable means to advance their interests and
have them placed on the statute books if possible, I think
when such propaganda is apparent that the people ought to
know just what is being done, how it is being done and, if

statement by Benjamin
Marsh, secretary and director of legislation of the Farmer-' National Council, that he had been shown a quarter
page copy of an advertisement to be issued by the Associa-
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Senator Norris also presented a
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Executives and informed that the contrad
placing the advertisements wer< in the hands oi rhomaa
Logan & Co., \. -w N ork
it)
and thai ii be d< ired to
t\)
advertisenv nts for the Farmers'
Forum he
>p< n
minimi, .it,- with thai
should
\l irsh
VIi
was in

tion
for
l

<

.

I

«

>

formed

thai

"hundreds

railroad executives were planning to spend

the

thousands and perhaps millions ol dollars" in
this advertising "to educate the people ol America on the
oad situation."
He had also been informed of contracts
for these advertisements having been signed with the News
paper Enterprise Association, but ii had qoI yel received its
copj of the advertisements.
Senator Morris then called attention to the fad thai rhomas
Logan had testified during an investigation conducted by the Senate Agricultural
Committee aboul a year ago to having received large Mims
from the packers and other large corporations for services
in connection with advertising and publicity work
Senator Pomerene said he had do objection to the resolution, bul he would go a little further and would like to know
of

1

propaganda against tin- bill as well as that
"I think," he said, "there has been some propaganda in

the source of the
lor

it.

favor of certain other proposed legislation which probabl) have
boon more satisfactory to the security interests, but when the

Plumb plan was

so-called

presented

it

was heralded through-

out the country that a fund of four million dollars was to
be raised to defeat this legislation and to promote the socalled Plumb plan and secure its enactment.
It seems to me
fairness to the public requires that there should be an
investigation on both sides so that we may know who it is
that is back of a proposition which requires the purchase
that

of all the railroads of the country at the public expense, to
bo turned over to a certain class of employees."

Senator Norris said he had not heard of such propaganda
but would join with the Senator in amending the resolution
or helping to pass any other resolution to cover any other

propaganda with relation

to the bill.

"I recognize the fact that there

is certain propaganda for
any legislation that comes up before the Senate,"
said Senator Pomerene.
"I am constantly receiving, as no
doubt the Senator is, communications by wire and bv letter

or against

demanding

in the interest of the public that I vote either for
against certain legislation, all of which is inspired by
lobbyists here in the city of Washington.
I like to know what
3V

is

going on and

it

comes

to

I like to see the

propaganda

wheels going around when

either for or against

any

legislation.

very interesting."
Senator King remarked that he had received many thousands of petitions and statements "demanding" that he shall
It is

Plumb plan, but that he had received only perlaps 10 or 15 in favor of either the Cummins bill or the
Esch b'ill.
rate for the

The amendment offered by Senator Myers to strike out the
^revisions for representation of the employees and of the pubon railroad boards of directors was rejected on Decem-

ic

jer

15.

An amendment

by Senator Poindexter was adopted
providing that where no agreement has been made by a earner with the government for compensation, the President
.hall pay to such carrier the total amount of the standard
reurn in all cases where such amount may be necessary to
Day the interest upon bonds or other indebtedness of such
:arrier and such payment shall not deprive the carrier
of the
offered

present its claim for additional compensation, to be
letermined as provided in the act.
•ight to

Senator Thomas offered an amendment which was adopted
woviding that if any part of the bill shall for any reason
>e adjudged by any court of competent jurisdiction
to be invalid, such judgment shall not effect, impair
or invalidate
he remainder of the act.
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Senator Spencei ol Missouri offered an aim ndmi
which
adopted aft<
ora<
ion, \<i<>\ [ding for the area
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tion oi
special board ol adju tmenl to past on differences
between subordinate officials and railroad companii
conrning ompl
ind di sputes, ini lud
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i
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i

i
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ons

i

ol

disi ipline

and controvei

The board would

ii

ari

mg

in

ordinarj

op-

composed ol lour members
representing subordinate officials and lour representing the
carriers, organized in the same manner as th<- board- proi

-ration.

posed

be

the adjustment of controversies with employees.
"subordinate officials" is defined to mean those
heretofore classified as SUCh by the Railroad Administration
which, Senator Spencer said, includes tram despatchers,
traveling auditors, yardmasters, claim adjuster- and investigators, roadmasters, storekeepers and others of that
Senator Cummins said the committee would assent to that
amendment because, while it had intended to make the provisions of the bill applicable to all classes of employees, the
language probably would not be construed to include the
subordinate officials.
I

he

for

term

I

Discussion as to Return of Roads
The question of whether the railroads ought to be returned
on January 1 aroused a lively discussion in the Senate on
December 15 after Senator Lenroot had made a speech advocating his plan for a single railroad corporation not directly
owned by the government, but under federal control and
opposing the anti-strike provision of the Cummins bill. He
said the railroads ought not to be returned until April or
May and that if they were retained for that period the
Senate would have more opportunity to consider the question.
He said it did not seem possible that the President
would take any such responsibility as that of driving the
major portion of the railroads into bankruptcy, but he did
not know what the President might do. Senator Smith of
Georgia, said he had heard quite a number of senators say
they are not satisfied with the bill and not ready to vote on
it.
He believed they would vote against it at the present
time and he thought that a more satisfactory conclusion
could be reached if the bill were allowed to go over until
January.
Senator Cummins pointed out that the Senate
committee has been studying the railroad question for at
least two years and that this bill was reported on October 2 3.
"The Senate will never be in a better position to consider
the railroad question than now," he said. "The members
do not usually give close, undivided study to a subject until
it is imminent.
I am sure that senators all have opinions
with regard to it and to the general subject. It is of the
highest concern that the bill be disposed of very soon for
if it is not disposed of this week nothing will excuse senators, I think, from staying here and considering it during
the holidays. I cannot with complacency think of having the
disposition of this bill, or any other bill upon the subject,
go over until after the first of January. If the bill were laid
aside senators would lay aside the subject and would not

take it up again until the bill came before the Senate."
Senator Smith said that, of course, if the railroads are to
be turned back to their owners on the first of January without any legislation the situation would be very bad, but he
could not think that possible. He thought the railroads
ought not to be turned back before the middle of the spring.
Senator Watson said that some months ago the President

had stated in unequivocal terms that he expected to return
the railroads on the first of January. Since then there has
emanated from the White House no statement -to show that
the President has altered his purpose or changed his inten-

He thought it was incumbent upon the Senate to enact
such legislation as will save the railroads from conditions
that will inevitably result if they are turned back without
legislation.
Senator Smith retorted that he did not think
tion.

December
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the Senate responsible for the situation which the railroads
are in. lie thought those upon the committee might well
communicate with the President and "let him understand
the labor of this work which is put upon Congress without
any help from those who put it upon Congress."
Senator Watson replied that in company with Senator
Kellogg he had visited the director general of railroads and
asked him what the President intended to do about the
railroads, whether they would be returned on the first day
of January with or without legislation. Air. Hines responded,
he said, that he had placed the matter before the President,
that he had made a import as the President had requested
and that he had offered a suggestion, although he did not
volunteer to state what the suggestion was, and that as soon
as the President signified what his intention was he would
let the senators know. They returned four or five days later
and sought to ascertain whether or not he had received an
answer, in order that Congress and the railroads might
know precisely what the intention of the President is, but
there had been no response.
Inasmuch as there has been nothing to negative the assertion that the President made some time ago, Senator Watson
thought the Senate was warranted in believing that they will
be returned whether legislation is passed or not. Senator
Smith pointed out that the President had given no formal
announcement by proclamation of the time the roads .would

Senator Cummins referred to a letter written
to himself and to Chairman Esch of the
House committee saying that it was impossible for the government to continue in the operation of the railroads unless
Congress were willing to fix a definite time in which it would
be sure that government operation would continue and to
make the necessary appropriations.
be returned.

by Mr. Hines

"The director general," he said, "cannot make contracts,
or hesitates to make contracts that must be made for supplies
for the coming year. There must be millions of ties bought
and they ought to be bought now, because they should be
taken out of the woods in the winter."
Senator Smith asked whether the railroads are making
such contracts.
"Certainly not," replied Senator Cummins. 'The railroads cannot make such contracts. They neither have the
money with which to pay for supplies nor do they know
w'hen the railroads are going to be returned to their owners.
The railroads are utterly powerless to do anything. There
ought to be 20,000 refrigerator cars ordered now in order to
get them next summer, when they will be absolutely needed.
The director general does not feel that he ought to put that
burden upon the carriers if the property goes back immediately and the carriers are utterly incapable of doing it for
themselves. There has been no contract made for rail replacements. Everyone knows that it is necessary to have a
large volume of rails for use during the coming year. They
cannot be had unless they are ordered months in advance

and there is nobody to order them. The situation is really
most distressing. I cannot understand how senators are
willing to postpone the passage of some kind of legislation
for a single day."

Senator Smith asked if the railroads ought not to have a
formal notice before the railroads are returned and if it is
not also true that they are not ready to take their property
back on Tanuary 1. Senator Cummins replied that if a railroad bill has passed at that time or if it is reasonably certain

month after the first of January a railroad bill
become a law, the roads can be turned back with perfect
safety and there will not be a jar. "If, however, thev are
turned back without any prospective legislation and with the
that within a
will

habit of Congress to delay everything until the necessity becomes obvious to even the most indifferent mind, then
there will be paralysis. There will be chaos."
Senator Watson quoted from the President's message to

known
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May

which he said: "'The railroads
owners at the end of the calendar
year; if I were in immediate contact with the administrative
questions which must govern tin; re-transfer of the telegraph
and telephone lines I could name the exact date for their
on

Congre^.->

20,

in

will be turned over to their

return also.'

"

"There," he said,
assertion

owners

that

"is

a

the end

square,

straight,

the railroads will be

unconditional

handed back

to their

The

President has never
stated anything to the contrary and yet the railroads have
not been in any position to prepare themselves for receiving
their property because they have not known whether the
roads would be turned back, inasmuch as there were certain
statements emanating from the Railroad Administration
which led the railroad men to believe that the roads would
not be turned back on the first of January."
Senator Cummins interjected that the Senate is not responsible for the Railroad Administration nor for the President.
"I assume," he said, "that each of those functions will perform its duty according to the way it sees its duty. What
at

of the year.

we have

to do is to perform the duties of Congress so far
as the Senate takes a part in legislation. Now we have a
duty.
it
was the desire of a very large majority
and of the Congress, too, and I know of the
people of the United States, to relieve the Railroad Administration of the operation of the railroads. If there is any
one thing upon which the people of this country are united,
it is that the railroads ought to be returned to private management and operation. If there is any dissent from that

I

supposed

of the Senate

opinion except among certain employees of the government,
I have not heard it now.
Now, our duty is to put the railroads back in private
management if we believe they ought to be
in private management and that is what this bill does. This
bill does not wait upon the President or the director general
to determine when government operation shall cease.
This

end of the month in
understand the temper
of the people of this country, that is what they want. They
want the roads returned and the management of the railway
corporations regulated by the laws, but we cannot return
them and answer that sentiment of the people of the country
until we pass some such bill to protect not only the interests
of the carriers but the interests of the public as well, for if
the roads should be returned without effective legislation
they could exist about a month and then they would fall into
hopeless confusion and two-thirds of them would be in the
bill

declares that

which the

bill

it

shall cease at the

becomes a law and

if I

hands of receivers."
At the evening session on December 1 5 a number of minor
amendments to the bill were adopted. Senator Curtis of
Kansas, offered an amendment providing for a guarantee
to short line railroads taken over by the Railroad Administration and subsequently relinquished to the extent of any
actual operating deficit that may have been incurred since
January 1, 1918. He said he had in mind particularly the
Kansas City & Northern, which had made a net profit of
$17,000 a year before it was taken over, but that the administration took over the road,
to

make

handled

a contract, took possession of

it

for a

time,

and retained

refused
its

ter-

minals, directed the movement of its cars, took its coal and
diverted its freight, with the result that the road find- itself
in debt from S.^00,000 to $400,000 and has ceased oration.
This led to considerable discussion of the short line situation
in which Senator Kellogg argued against opening the door
to every railroad that was taken over and then turned back

He said the bill proposes to give such roads the <=ame
months' guarantee as is given to other roads, but that to
extend the guarantee back to 1018 would make it necessary
for Congress to take care of a large number of roads that
have not been particularly affected by government operation.
again.
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rhe amendment was allowed

lo

be

printed

and

1
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AC!
Senator Joni

ovei

lation

Amendment!

hope that there will be any further railroad construction
He would not believe thai anyone would be quite willing

money

into

oew

railroad construction

being assured

beforehand that the only return which can be secured is the
equivalent of 6 per cenl with an additional one-half per cenl
on earnings between 6 and 7, and one third of earnings ovei
7 per cent.
He said it would be better to buy Liberty bonds
at their present

depreciated price.
Senator Stanley of Kentucky proposed an amendment to
strike out the provision of the bill relating to labor and
wages, and spoke for two hours on the question, but had
not concluded when an adjournment was taken to the following day, and Senator Stanley withdrew his amendment.
Senator Jones of Washington offered a series of amendments, which were adopted, reducing the jurisdiction of the
Interstate Commerce Commission over waterways for the
purpose, he said, of avoiding interference with the jurisdiction of the Shipping Board. One amendment provided that
the act shall not be construed to affect, diminish or interfere
with the power or jurisdiction of the United States Shipping
Board ewer water transportation or otherwise. Senator Jones
said he did not want to give the Interstate Commerce Commission power to regulate the rates of water carriers on the
inland waterways. They ought to be perfectly free. The
other amendment proposed by Senator Jones inserted the
word "inland" before waterways in the section directing the
transportation board to inquire into water transportation
facilities, etc.

Senator Watson offered a series of amendments which were
adopted, to exempt street, suburban and interurban electric
railways which are not operated as a part or parts of a
general steam railroad system of transportation from the
proposed plan of consolidation. The language of the bill
exempted "street railways and interurban railways whose
chief business is the transportation of passengers."
Senator Spencer of Missouri offered an amendment which
was adopted, providing that the restriction against the commissions requiring a railroad to embrace in a through route
substantially less than its entire length shall not operate to
hinder or prevent the commission establishing or maintaining
a through route where one of the carriers is a water line.
Senator Gay of Louisiana offered an amendment providing
that the proposed consolidation of carriers and the rule for
the adjustment of rates shall not be construed to apply to
or affect belt line railroads and terminal facilities owned,
exclusively and operated and controlled by any state or
political subdivision thereof, but after some discussion it
was withdrawn for the purpose of perfecting it.
Senator Calder offered an amendment which was agreed
to, making it unlawful for a carrier to provide a shorter
period for giving notice of claims than 90 days, for the filing
of claims than four months, and for the institution of suits
than two years, to be computed from the day that notice in
writing; is given by the carrier that it has disallowed a claim.
Senator Sheppard of Texas offered an amendment which
was adopted, to provide that nothing in the act shall change
or limit the present liability of common carriers as it exists
7

under common law and bv

statute.

ol

amendment

Senator Walsh of Montana offered an amendment which
was adopted, providing that anj railroad proposing t<> undei
take an) work of new construction maj appl) i<> the trans
portation board and be granted permission to retain for not
ovei l" years all or an) part of its earnings from such new
construction instead of being required to contribute to the
rhe senator said this
genera] railroad contingent fund,
amendment was offered in the conviction thai the bill as
reported does not offer sufficient inducement to hold out the

put

d

exempting watei

further consideration,

to
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carriei

amendment

Senator Poindexter offered an
issues.
long and short haul clauses to omit the

jecurity
to

the adoption of an

from the provision relating to

the

om
provision foj reliei on the authority of the [nterstati
merce Commission, which was allowed to go over until the
(

follow ing da)

An amendment

Senator Etenyon, intended

l>\

to

make

il

clear that claims for reparation and for unjust and uni
onable charges during federal control -hall be filed with the

commission and that the commission shall continue to have
the same jurisdiction which it has had heretofore in that
respect, was adopted without discussion.
Senator France Of Maryland offered an amendment which
was rejected, prohibiting a railroad from refusing to furni-h
equal and identical rights, accomodations and privileges in
interstate transportation on ac count of "race, color or previous
i

ondition of servitude."

New York to extend
Commerce Commission to
the- transportation of natural gas was rejected.
The senator
urged the amendment on the ground that cities in New York
had no control over the gas supply which came from PennAn amendment

by Senator Calder of

the jurisdiction of the Interstate

sylvania and that if they attempted to reduce the rates the
gas companies could refuse to send the supply into New York
and he wanted some tribunal to have control over the situation.
Senator Cummins and others pointed out that the
commission could only regulate the transportation of the gas
through the pipe lines and not its price, but the senator
thought it would be useful to have somebody exert some
control.

Agreement with Brotherhoods
on Time and one-Half for Overtime
principle
Tin:road
freight

and one-half for overtime in
which was demanded by the
brotherhoods in 1916, waived in the negotiations preceding the passage of the Adamson eight-hour law and since
reiterated in connection with the demands made by the brotherhoods upon the Railroad Administration, has finally been
conceded by the Railroad Administration with some modifications and offsets by way of concessions made by the brotherhoods and has been made effective as to slow freight service
as of December 1.
On November 15 announcement was made that the Railof time
service,

in discharging its responsibility to
necessary to avoid unjust inequalities
in compensation of different classes of railroad employees,
had proposed to the four brotherhoods representing the train
and enginemen that, in order to give additional measure of
compensation to the train service employees in the slow
freight service, time and one-half would be paid for time required to make runs in excess of what would be required if
an average speed of 12^ miles per hour were maintained,
provided, however, that arbitraries and special allowances

road

Administration,

make readjustments

previously paid in various forms of freight train service are
At the same time
eliminated for the railroads as a whole.
it was announced that the proposal thus made had been taken
under consideration by the representatives of the train and
enginemen's organization with a view to consideration and
further discussion.

Following the consideration of this proposal by the repand enginemen's organizations, conferences have been held between such representatives and
the representatives of the Railroad Administration with the
Under
result that a final agreement has now been reached.
this agreement, which was announce^ en December 15, time
resentatives of the train

December
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one-halt" for overtime will be put into effect as of December first affecting employees in slow freight service. Under
the settlement all arbitraries and special allowances formerly
applicable between terminals are eliminated. Special allowances for switching and similar work at initial terminals
are preserved but at the former rates. Allowances for .-witch-

and

ing and delays at the final terminals arc preserved payable
where the work is performed prior to the
overtime period.
These allowances have been agreed to in
the past for relieving men of work which has not been considered a part of their regular duties and correspondingly
it is felt that the same conditions existed in connection with
at the former rates

payment

the

and one-half

of time

The former announcement
that the proposed rule
to the payroll unless

it

for overtime.

it had been estimated
would add about $36,000,000 a year
was possible to reduce the amount by

stated that

reducing the overtime.

men have had

the benefit of a system of compensation for

damages like that in the reclamation service and Panama
canal. They have had excellent hospital service, and our
camps and towns have been free of typhoid fever and malaria.
That the men like the work is testified by the fact that hundreds who came out the past two years, attracted by the high
wages of war industries, are now anxious to return to Alaska.
"There has been but one setback in the construction and
that was the washing out of 12 miles of tracks along the
Nenana river. This is a glacial stream which, when the
-nous melt, comes down at times with irresistible force. In
this instance it abandoned its long accustomed way and cut
into a new bed and through trees that had been standing for
several generations, tearing out part of the track which had
been laid.

"The work

of locating and constructing the road has been
hands of the engineers appointed by yourself. The
only instruction which they received from me was that they
should build the road as if they were working for a private
left in the

Representatives of the brotherhoods stated that the proposed elimination of arbitraries and special allowances would
largely offset the money value of the time and one-half rule

and
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after a conference of their

committeemen

at

Cleveland,

a committee including the officers of the four brotherhoods
to Washington for a further conference with Mr. Hines
to ask for a further interpretation of his proposal regarding
After
the elimination of arbitraries and special allowances.
several conferences with the director general and members of
his staff a compromise has been reached as outlined above.

came

concern, selecting the best

men

for the

work

irrespective of

any kind. As a result, we have a force
that has been gathered from the construction camps of the
western railroads, made up of men of experience and proved
capacity. That they have done their work efficiently, honestly, and at reasonable cost is my belief.
politics or pressure of

"It is not possible during the construction of a railroad to
tell

what

it

costs per mile because all the foundation work,

from which to work, the equipment
and much of the material is a charge which

the construction of bases
for construction,

Progress
N his annual

I

must be spread over the

Alaskan Railroad

of

report to the President Franklin

secretary of the interior, discusses the progress

K

Lane,

made

in

the government railroad in Alaska in part as follows:

recommendations made by me

examining into the work has authorized
an additional appropriation sufficient for its completion. The
showing made before Congress was that the road had been
built without graft; every dollar has gone into actual work
or material. It has been built without giving profits to any
large contractors, for it has been constructed entirely by small

after exhaustively

contractors or by

labor.

day's

touch of politics; every

It

has been built without

man on

the road has been chosen
experience. It has been well and

exclusively for ability and
solidly built as a permanent road, not an exploiting road. It
has been built for as little money as private parties could
have built it, as all competent independent engineers who

have seen the road advise.

"The road has not been built as soon as expected because
each year we have exhausted our appropriation before the
work contemplated had been done. We could not say in
October of one year what the cost of anything a year or more
later would be, and we ran out of money earlier than anticiIt lias not been built as cheaply as expected because
pated.
that went
it has been built on a rising market for everything
masupplies,
food
labor,
lumber,
from
construction
into its
chinery, and steel to rail and ocean transportation. I believe,
however, it can safely be said that no other piece of government construction or private construction done during the

war will show a less percentage of increase over a cost that
was estimated more than four years ago.
"The men have been well housed and well fed. Their
wages have been good and promptly paid there has been but
one strike and that was four years ago and was settled by
;

department of labor experts fixing the scale of wages.

line.

The

best

as to the

track.

my

re"One of the first
port of seven years ago was that the Government build a
railroad from Seward to Fairbanks in Alaska. Five years
ago you intrusted to me the direction of this work. The road
is now more than two-thirds built and Congress at this session

in

entire completed

made today

newly constructed
road is that it has cost between $70,000 and $80,000 per
main-line mile, or between $60,000 and $70,000 per mile of
estimate that can be

The

"This cost per mile includes the building of the most diffiand expensive stretch of line along the entire route from
Seward to Fairbanks that running along Turnagain Arm,
which is sheer rock rising precipitously from the sea for
nearly SO miles. There are miles of this road which have
cost $200,000 per mile. Even to blast a mule trail in one
portion of this route cost $25,000 a mile.
cult

—

—

that across the
"The only government-built railroad
Panama cost $221,052 per mile. The only two

—

Isthmus of

recently built railroads in the United States are the Virginian, built by H. H. Rogers, which cost exclusive of equip-

ment $151,000 per mile, with labor at from $1.35 to $1.75
per day and all machinery, fuel, rails, supplies at its door,
and the Milwaukee line to Puyet Sound, which is estimated
as having cost $130,000 per mile exclusive of equipment.

"The work has been conducted with its main base at
Anchorage, which is at the head of Cook's Inlet. This point
was chosen as the nearest point from which to construct a
railroad into the Matanuska coal fields. That was the primary objective of the railroad, to get at the Matanuska coal.
From Anchorage it was also intended to drive farther north
through the Susitna Valley and across Broad Pass, and to
the south along

Turn again Arm toward

the Alaska Northern

secure coal for Alaska was the first need. So in
addition to Anchorage as a base, one was also started at
Nenana on the Tanana river from which to reach the Nen-

track.

To

ana coal fields lying to the south. If these two fields were
open, one would supply the coast of Alaska and one the
interior. This program has been acted upon, with the result
that the Matanuska field is open to tidewater with a down
grade road

all

the way.

The Nenana road has been pushed

to touch a coal mine near the track, which
necessity for reaching into the
the
immediate
obviate
may
Nenana field proper.
••There is an open stretch across Broad Pass to connect

far

enough south

,

1 1
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the Susitna Valley with the road

closed,

there

will

be
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coming down from Nenana.
through connection between

ward and Fairbank
lu- reporl of the Alaskan
neering Commission says:
During the fiscal yeai ending June ,(| 1919, the following
work on the Masks Railroad was accomplished:
Nbi
Considerable rch.ii.ilii.iiiHii work on the old Ala
them Railway, from Seward (mile 0) to mile 70.
rhirt) eighl mile- of grading between mile 227 and mile
was practicall) completed; also the greater pari of the
grading for the 36 miles between mile H7 and mile 453 was
Si

I

I

.

I

i

completed.

Seventeen miles of

rail

were laid between mile 74 and mile

91; also 26 miles between mile 365 and mile 391; also 3
and mile 417; also 6 miles between
miles between mile M
mile 453 and mile 459- a total of 52 miles.
l

Location surveys were continued between mile 265 and
mile 365 over the Broad Pass region.
The bridge over the Talkeetna river at mile 227 was completed.

Approach

to

dock

in

Anchorage harbor was practically

completed.
Necessar) maintenance of sections of the line in operation
was attended to.
Fifty-five thousand three hundred and ninety tons of coal

were mined

at

the

two government mines

in

the

Matanuska

held.

During the year work was seriously hampered through
laek

of

funds caused by the delay

deficiency
is

and sundry

in

the

civil hills until July.

passage of the

Such a handicap

not expected to recur, as the bill authorizing the appropria-

517,000,000 (in addition to the $35,000,000 originappropriated) for the completion of the government
railroad was passed by Congress in October. Six million
dollars of this amount has been appropriated for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1920, and it is expected that the balance of the $11,000,000 will be appropriated as it may be
needed.
Since June 30, 1919, and prior to the time that this report
went to press, grading has been completed and track laid
from mile 417 to mile 453, thus connecting Nenana and
Fairbanks; also about 10 miles of rail has been laid north
from Talkeetna at mile 227; also such progress in the construction of the dock at Anchorage has been made that the
largest steamers now dock there.
The work which remains to be done includes the following:
tion of
ally

Completion of the rehabilitation of the Alaska Northern
Railway, including construction of snowsheds and enlarging
of tunnels.

Construction of line from mile 237, ten miles north of Talto mile 365, five miles north of Nenana Canyon.
This is now the only gap in the line from Seward (mile 0)
to Fairbanks, mile 471, with the exception of the bridge at
keetna.

Nenana, crossing the Tanana
mile 373 over the Nenana

at
at

river,
river.

and a permanent bridge
Completion of the dock

Anchorage.
Col. Frederick Mears, shortly after his return

from France
was appointed chairman and chief engineer of the
Alaskan Engineering Commission. Wm. C. Edes has been

in July,

appointed consulting engineer.

"Devil's Basin," near Roundup, Mont., on the line of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, is the locality from which
comes the latest report of prospectors striking oil, and a
rush of oil seekers has already set in. But whether or not
the new development is a large one or merely a small pool,
is a point on which the owner of the "basin" has not yet

given out information which can in any
satisfactory.

way be

considered

Progress of

Work

on Government Railroad

in Alaska, 1919

Scientific

Development

Means

of Securing

Steam Locomotive

of the

Higher Efficiency

in the

Generation, Distri-

bution and Utilization of Steam

By John

E. Muhlfeld

Part II
relation

INments
effect

to

feedwater observations and experiany scale porous to water has little
economy. However, such scale when dried
boiler

method

indicate that

on boiler

loss of

In view of the increasing size of locomotive boilers and
the high ratings to which they are subjected, the importance
of purifying unsuitable water to prevent incrustation, corro-

and burning, as well as to eliminate delays and
and extra fuel consumed, cannot
be overestimated, and until the many existing conditions of
this kind are corrected, neither the existing nor improved
steam locomotives can be expected to render satisfactory and

sion, leakage

cost for cleaning, repairing

economical service.

Boiler Feedwater Purifying

"When an adequate and suitable supply of boiler feedwater cannot be obtained from the usual sources, then the
proper treatment of the available unsuitable water becomes
necessary by settling; filtration; chemical treatment in treating plants, supply tanks or tenders; or, in the case of suspended matter and carbonates, by partial purification in a
combination open and closed type of exhaust-steam feedwater

The principal fuel- now used in steam locomotives are the
commercial grade- of bituminous and anthracite coal and
fuel oil. While millions of tons of the by-products of anthracite and bituminous coal mining are available, as yet
practically no progress has been made in their utilization
although satisfactory means and methods are now developed.
This applies as well to the enormous deposits of sub-bituminous coal and lignil that are only awaiting mining O]
tions to come into effective and economical use as locomotive
fuel.

Regardless of the kind of fuel now used by steam
motives, more general attention is being given to its proper
preparation for the class of service to be performed and the
I

•The first section of Mr. Muhlfcld's paper, which was presented
annual meetinc of the American Society of
Railway Age of December 12, pace 1139,

at

t!io

in

the

followed,

before

it

is

supplied to

Combustion
The

locomotive fuel

bill for the year 1918 was approximately $750,000,000, and while full recognition is given to
the fact that from 25 to 50 per cent of the available energy
in the fuel is still needlessly wasted and that present method's
of mechanically firing, as compared with the average hand
firing, and burning coal on grates or in retorts increase this
waste, but little has been accomplished in regulating combustion so that this loss may be reduced.
The capacity of the average steam-locomotive boiler is
dependent upon the activity, temperature and radiation of
combustion, which in turn are usually controlled by the
limitations of combustion when fuel is burned on grates,
the furnace volume and evaporating surfaces, the length
of the boiler flues, tubes and bafflewall arrangement, and
the draft, and not so much upon the inability of the evaporating and superheating surfaces to absorb the heat.

Table
Total

Consumption of Dry Bituminous Coal by Locomotive with
the Best Hand Firing.

1.

indicated

horsepower of locomotive.

Dry

coal

500
750

per

i.

ho

-hr.

2.8
2.7
> 6
2^5
2 6
2.8

1000'

1250
1500
17S0
2000

3 2

2500

The combustion

generally follows the increase in
of bituminous and about 50 lb.
of anthracite coal arc burned per square foot of grate
area.
After this the additional coal supplied is not ef-

draft

until

rate

about 100

lb.

consumed due

to the difficulty in supplying sufuniformly distributed, through the grates and
fuel bed to oxidize the fixed carbon and volatile matter
in
process of combustion without a he
of air
ss
such as obtains when forcing takes place, and it becomes
!<»
open the fire door so that combustion can be
completed by the admission of air above the fuel bed.
The greatest In-- in heat i- that due to the lu.it earried
off in the stacfc gases, -parks and cinder-, which usually
results in a smokebox temperature of from ^(n) to 750

fectively

ficient

Fuel

be

tion that this large item of operating cost justifies.

heater on the locomotive.
While the supplying of suitable natural or treated boiler

water to the locomotive tender is the most satisfactory and
economical method, in the absence of such the tender treatment or feedwater-purification method will be an improvement over feeding the raw water into the boiler without
treatment, or attempting to treat it in the boiler.

to

co-ordinated in order to insure the best result-.
With the cost for locomotive fuel on tenders practically
doubled during the past two years, and next' to labor the
largest single item of railway operating expense, the best
methods for its use will now begin to receive the considera-

the sheets

of service only.

tiring

However, the factors of kind and size of coal
and method of firing must each be carefully considered and

out or hardened next to the metal by the expulsion of the
carbonic acid, as usually occurs when boilers are forced, will
not only become an excellent heat insulator and cause a heat

about 10 per cent when ]/% in. thick, but it exposes
and staybolts to overheating and "mud burning,"
with resulting leakage and shopping for repairs and cleaning.
In the preparation of recent data on the expense resulting
from bad water supplied to steam locomotives on eight
divisions of a large Eastern trunk line, the cost averaged
$1,000 per locomotive per annum for fuel, repairs, time out
of service and boiler washing, with specific cases of mud
burning costing as high as $400 for repairs and time out

of

tenders.

deg.

air,

for

the

Adding

the heat
combustion,
carbon monoxide and otherwise, leaves an average <>f from
25 to 4n per cent of the heat in the fuel as tired unabsorbed b) the boiler and superheater.
Where locomotives are worked at from 2 ; to 35 per
cent cut-off and hand-fired, with a thermal efficiency of
about 65 per cent for the combined boiler and -uperheater,

1197

F.

besl

practice.

nbustible

in

ash,

to

vapors

this

of
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the heat balance will

lowing table.
However,

when

high

ai

stoker-fired

approximately ai shown

tx

rates

coal

is

<>t"

boilei

burned

on

in

the Col-

ii.i
deg
already been obtained on
Mikado simplecylinder type of locomotive hauling fast freight trains over a

draft,

113-mile division, the possibilities for reducing tin- steamlocomotive fuel consumption are practically unlimited and

and

capacity
grates

the
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front-end

M

and Stack
unlet and Spark
losses will run a> high
from 12 to 25 per cent, the carbon monoxide from 2 to 7
per cent, and the unburned fuel from 10 to 35 per cent
\\ ith
the best hand firing, when using dry bituminous
coal averaging 14,400 B.t.u. and 60 per cenl fixed carbon,
32 per cent volatile and 8 per rent ash, the fuel rates in
will usually obtain.
Table
>

i

.1

I

,

remains to be done in tin dim lion by good hand firthrough a combination of the fireman
eyes, brain and
brawn, provided the thermal efficiency of the modern locomotive ;it tin- drawbar i- brOUghl up to where it diould he.

mui

li

ing,

Boiler

Water

Circulation

l

i'i

lh.it
1

ibsorbed
abaoi In a

(-.it

1

Heal Iom
in.it

Iom

llc;it

K)-.--

l

Iom

ir.u

Heat

loss in

in-at

Iom

m

by boilei
I

\

i

i»i

i

I

3

2

and unaccounted

for

4

rotal

firing,

stoker

firing

will

result

an increase of from 10 to 25 per cent in the fuel fired,
while if tlu- same coal be pulverized and burned in suspension there will he a decrease of from 15 to 25 per cent
in

amount

the

in

of

fuel

tired.

locomotive firebox, which in the best practice
represents only from 7 to 10 per cent of the total boiler
evaporating surface, must generate all and absorb from
30 to 40 per cent of the heat energy that is converted into
\-

the

drawbar

horsepower,

consumed, not
Therefore the largest
permissible combination of fire box and combustion-chamber volume, heating surface and grate area should be provided and equipped with an arrangement of firebrick
baffle walls placed on water-circulating supports in a manner to produce long flame travel, high firebox temperature
is

fired,

the

the measure of

fuel

effectively

work done.

and the maximum radiant heat

for absorption

by the sur-

rounding water.

With the usual limitations in firebox volume, too much
importance cannot be placed on the arrangement of heatabsorbing and radiating walls for the purpose of flame
and radiant-heat propagation. Carefully conducted tests
have shown that the best results are obtained from solid
firebrick baffle walls and that the unburned-gas, coal-dust,
spark, cinder and smoke losses are reduced with an increase in their length and gas-passage arrangement, and
a saving of from 10 to 15 per cent in bituminous coal as
fired

is

The

effected.

greatest difficulty in controlling combustion occurs at

high horsepowers and long cut-offs, where grates are used,
for the best results the air openings should be equal to
about 50 per cent and those in the ashpans to about 15 per
cent of the total grate area so that firebox temperatures of
from 2,000 to 2,500 deg. F. can be obtained and the unburned solid fuel, carbon monoxide and excess air over the
fuel bed reduced to the minimum.
Other important factors influencing combustion, as well as
evaporation and superheating, that should receive consideration are: ratios of length to diameter of boiler flues and tubes
and the spacing between them; distribution of gas area between boiler flues and tubes; the effect of closed superheater
dampers on firebox draft when locomotive is not using
steam; free passage of gases through front end by elimination
of unnecessary baffles, steam pipes and superheater parts;
arrangement of exhaust stand and nozzle to change form of
exhaust jet and produce greater entrainment of gases and
improved co-ordination of exhaust jet and stack.
As with any pulverized coal of 12,430 B.t.u. value, an
average boiler efficiency of 69.2 per cent at 1080 boiler hp.,
and an average combined boiler and superheater efficiency of
78.1 per cent at 1220 boiler hp., with an equivalent evaporation averaging 42,100 lb. of water per hour from and at

and

Water

is

practically a non conductor of heat but expands
deg. F. and rises due to its relatively

when heated above 39

lower specific gravity. Unimpeded circulation will therefore
im rease its ability to take up heat, maintain greater uniform-

temperature throughout the boiler, and decrease the
of incrustation of heat-absorbing surfaces and of
priming.
In designing a boiler it is extremely desirable to secure
the most rapid circulation practicable, as with high combustion rates and temperatures and the abnormal state and behavior of the water film in contact with the heating surfaces,
the load on the firebox sheets is very intense, the conduction
rate averaging from 75,000 to 100,000 B.t.u. per square foot
of evaporating surface per hour.
Therefore, in order to avoid resistance to heat transfer,
with resultant overheating of metal and reduced efficiency,
a relatively high velocity of circulation and at least a rate of
125 ft. per min. in the most sluggish locality is very essential.
The average locomotive boiler, with its combination of
cylindrical and box shell, water legs, staybolts and rods,
flues, tubes and generally irregular design of water spaces
does not present ideal water-circulation possibilities, but the
enlarging of contracted spaces, increasing of water-leg, flue
and tube clearances, and provision of suitable outlets from
choked water pockets will not only reduce the resistance to
the "slip" of the steam bubbles through the water, but will
enable the accelerated' action of the former to increase the
velocity of the latter and thereby improve general circulation
it}-

of

liability

100

compared with hand

\-

i

8

ombustion

combustible in nsb
carbon monoxide
radiation

cent
55
10

iupi rheatfi

tmokeboji
cinders...,

hi
in

In
in

i

and heat-transfer

results.

Heat Radiation, Convection and Conduction
The

transmission of the heat of combustion produced in
a locomotive boiler is by means of radiation and convection
to the firebox, flue, tube and superheater heating surfaces, by

conduction to the water in the boiler and the steam in the
superheater, and by convection through the boiler water and
the superheater-steam mass. In addition there are the direct
radiation losses, which in

many

instances are considerable.

Heat Radiation.

In a locomotive boiler the efficiency of
combustion heat transfer through the firebox plates and
boiler flues and tubes is from 20 to 25 per cent greater as
applying to those heating surfaces directly affected when subjected to the radiant effect of the incandescent combustible
and non-combustible particles which have passed through the
minimum distance, than the heat-transfer efficiency when
convection only is available. For example, when coal is
hand or stoker-fired and burned on grates or in retorts the
radiant heat is at a minimum and applies only to the heatabsorbing surfaces adjacent to the fire bed while the heat of
convection is at a maximum; whereas when the coal is burned
in pulverized form in suspension this condition is reversed,
as is evidenced by the intense incandescent flame which obtains not only in the furnace and combustion chambers of
the firebox proper, but well into the boiler flues and tubes.
The locomotive boiler of the future will undoubtedly depend
more largely on radiant heat.
With respect to the loss of power through radiation to the
ptmosphere from all parts of locomotive boilers and machinery that are generators and containers of heat and pres-

December
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to prevent which rather indifferent efforts have as yet
been put forth, as the rate at which this loss of heat extends
will depend upon the difference between the temperature of
the body emitting the heat and the temperature and velocity
of the surrounding atmosphere, there is sufficient justification for completely ana properly lagging the boiler, firebox,
cylinders and heads, steam chests and all other radiating

sure

surfaces, as well as for polishing certain
in order to reduce

machinery

parts,

now

takes
place through these parts from the existing steam pressures
and superheat.
the dissipation of heat that

Heat Convection. In the locomotive boiler convection acts
particularly in the transfer and diffusion of the heat in the
products of combustion throughout the firebox, flues, tubes
and superheater by means of the smokebox draft and in the
carrying of the heat through the boiler-water mass by the
currents produced by circulation. In the present locomotive
boiler by far the greatest proportion of the heat is imparted
to the evaporating and superheater surfaces by convection.
To secure the fullest benefit from heat convection the combustion volumes and gas areas must be so co-ordinated as to
establish a "velocity pressure" or "frictional" action between
the gases and the heat-absorbing plates and tubes in order
to increase the rate of heat transmission. Likewise must the
boiler circulation be expedited in order to quickly disengage
and release the steam bubbles from the water side of the same
plates and tubes in the final heat transfer. The possibilities
for improving heat transmission by convection in the locomotive boiler with its high water rate, i. e., a boiler horsepower
for an average of less than two square feet of total evaporating surface, fully justifies additional study.
Heat Conduction. In the locomotive boiler heat conduction
is principally associated with the thermal conductivity of the
firebox, flue, tube and superheater materials and with the
accumulation of soot and scale on the fire and water or steam
sides, respectively.
Any increase in the rate of external conductivity, considering the present kinds and thickness of
firebox, flue and tube materials as practically fixed, must be
through an increase in the rate of flow of the heated gases,
and this in turn means the expenditure of a greater amount
of energy to pull these gases through the boiler.
However, questions as to the proper gas areas, rate of
flow of gases, best sizes of flues and tubes for the maximum
rate of heat transfer, and relating to like factors should be
carefully analyzed in order that the highest absorptive efficiency may be obtained, not only with the high but also
with the low gas temperatures. While there is no difficulty
in now obtaining a boiler horsepower from each 1^ to 2
sq. ft. of total evaporating surface, whatever further improvement can be made in this direction will provide just
that much more margin of boiler over cylinder horsepower
requirements and produce a corresponding gain in efficiency.

Steam Generation
Efficient absorption of heat for the generation of

the

modern locomotive

boiler can be

steam in

more readily provided

for than can suitable feedwater, effective boiler-water circu-

combustion or the maximum pounds of dry
saturated steam per hour, which latter is a fundamental requirement.
In present locomotive operation the quality of the steam,
i. e., the percentage of vapor in a mixture of vapor and water,
lation, efficient

one of the most important and least-referred -to factors in
road and laboratory test reports, particularly as the average
modern locomotive boiler is notorious for delivering saturated steam to the superheater or to the steam pipes with a
high percentage of entrained moisture. This is due largely
to the relatively small steam space 'in the boiler, the close
proximity of the water level to the throttle valve and the
backlash due to the firebox tube sheet, and also to the fact
is

1199

most rapid movement of the steam is next to the
any water coming near it is immediately
entrained due to the high velocity.
Road tests recently conducted on modern Mikado types
of locomotives showed an average quality of from 94.7 to
96.3 per cent for the saturated steam as delivered to the
superheater, indicating from 5.3 to 4.7 per cent of moisture,
which is valueless so far as its power for doing work is concerned but which greatly increases the work to be performed
by the superheater by throwing upon it work which should
that the

throttle valve so that

properly be done in the boiler.
The delivery of dry saturated steam from the boiler is an
item that has been given but little consideration in steamlocomotive practice, the principal idea having been to produce evaporating capacity and depend upon the superheater

Many changes can and
to perform auxiliary boiler functions.
should be made to improve this condition.
Steam Pressure Increase
One

of the greatest and simplest improvements to be made
steam locomotive can be effected by an increase in the
boiler pressure in combination with greater quantity and
better quality of saturated-steam production, higher and more
uniform superheat, and compounding.
While the loss in steam pressure between the boiler and
in the

the valve chests of saturated-steam locomotives

is considersubstantially increased in a superheatedsteam locomotive. Tests have indicated that the loss in boiler
pressure at the valve chests when working at low rates of

able, this loss is

speed and cut-off will be about 5 per cent, at medium rates
about 10 per cent, and at high rates about 15 per cent.
During recent years stationary-boiler engineers have not
only determined upon their efficiency but have inaugurated
the use of relatively high steam pressures, and with the urgent necessity for keeping the cylinders as small in diameter
and the reciprocating and revolving parts as light as practicable, there would appear to be no good reason for not now"
utilizing saturated steam of 350 lb. pressure, which, in combination with 300 deg. F. of superheat, should provide, in
addition to the many other advantages, a much greater opportunity for economy in power generation.

Steam Superheating
The

use of superheated steam has done more to increase
sustained hauling power, reduce fuel and water consumption and increase thermal efficiency than any of the other

means and methods that have been generally adopted on the
steam locomotive since its introduction, either singly or in
combination. Sustained hauling capacity is increased due
to the longer cut-off possible at comparative speeds and fuel
and water economy result from the elimination of cylinder
condensation, the increase in efficiency being progressive and
in proportion to the amount of superheat up to the point at
which the exhaust steam begins to show superheat.
With the average superheat now used, from 175 to 250
dcii,. F., the drawbar pull at a speed of 20 miles per hour is
increased about 15 per cent; and at 50 miles per hour about
40 per cent; and due to the combination of superheat, larger
diameter of cylinders and reduced cylinder back pressure,
resulting from the use of superheated steam, it is possible to
increase train tonnage about 30 per cent at speeds of about
30 miles per hour.
In the best existing steam-locomotive practice the superheat generally increases with the cut-off up to 50 per cent
cut off, beyond which there is usually a falling off in the
superheat. Furthermore, with short cut-off a fair water rate,
c. about 19 lb. per i.hp., can be maintained: but if the
cut-off at the same speed is increased to over 50 per cent
the superheat must be increased to about 300 deg. F. in order
to maintain the same water rate, or otherwise, for example,
i.
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1
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sufficient
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changes
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n
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flues

as

the
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temperature

entirely,

results in

a

greater

Dumber

exhausted from the cylinder, ahj such loss <>!'
a marked degree ia more than offset bj the smaller amounl
of heat exhausted per stroke, due t<> the fewer B.t.u. admitted
to the cylinder per stroke at a given cul off.

he um'

ot"

superheated strain results in a saving
the total wain- evaporation per unit
from 10 to 45 per cenl saving in fuel, when

highl)

of about 35 per tent
of

power and

in

.it"

using steam, depending upon the power output.
Existing fire-tube superheaters produce the
superheal only when the locomotive is forced to
capacity,

when

ui'

•

li

.

the superheater has
the

boiler,

in

around

i

been considered
regards its evaporation

generall)

particular!)

as

in the saturated
team il baa no relawhatsoever thereto insofar as its individual functioning
is concerned, and the mure that il..
saturated -nam conducting and superheated steam delivering conduits, as well as the
superheater equipmenl in itself, can he divorced from the
boiler and front end connections and their proper functions
without introducing separately fired apparatus, the better
will be the general results from the standpoint of efficiency,
maintenance, operation and economy of the lo.omotivc as
ui

entrained moisture

tion

While the increased superheal

I

Wlnle
pail

and dndera packing
due tO a
and entering lamps and tubes.

clogging,

return bend

temperature
ia
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its

boiler

is more desirable
working under average conditions at

is

economical cut-offs and when the superheater should give as
nearly as possible a uniform degree of high superheat under
all conditions of working, regardless of the boiler evapora-

For example, if the degree of superheat obtainable at
speeds of 50 miles per hour with 50 per cent cut-off could
be obtained at 25 per cent cut-off, a water rate of considerably less than 15 lb. could be obtained as compared with
>
lb. Therefore, as the present limiexisting rates of about
tion.

(

1

power of the modern superheated-steam
locomotive is the capacity of the boiler to produce continuously sufficient dry saturated steam of high pressure and of
the superheater to maintain a uniform high degree of superheat, the possibility of improving it by. means of average
higher boiler pressures and superheat temperatures and better
utilization of fuel, steam and waste heat, in combination with
radical changes in the design and arrangement of the boiler
and superheater equipment and in the saturated- and superheater-steam connections, offers one of the greatest opportuniThis applies particuties to increase efficiency and economy.
larly to the larger locomotives, many of which consume more
fuel and water and do less work than the small locomotives of
the same general design and equipment.
The proposed changes, while applying especially to the
tation in the hauling

production of greater efficiency

maximum power and

speed,

at-

whole.

Some

maximum

maximum economy

whereas the

the locomotive

a

economical cut-offs for

would also improve the main-

tenance and operation of superheaters, boilers, flues, front
ends, valves, cylinders, and exhaust nozzles and provide for
the better equalization of a lower draft through the flues
and tubes, lower front-end temperatures, less throwing of
smoke, sparks and cinders, and lower cylinder back pressure,
all of which would reduce loss of power, fuel consumption
and wear and tear on machinery.
Some of the particular troubles reflected in both maintenance and operation, due to the existing, generally used
boiler and superheater equipment, may be stated as follows:
Air leaks around outside steam pipes where they pass
a
through the front ends, resulting in steam failures, burning
out of front ends, reduction in the size of exhaust nozzles for
the purpose of making engines steam, and increased water and
fuel consumption, b Joints between superheater units and
the saturated and superheated chambers of the headers leaking, and the cutting out of the units at the neck, between the
ball joint and the tube c Too little water and steam space
over top of firebox and combustion-chamber sheets and flues,
particularly on grades and curves, contributing to lower
superheat temperature and cylinder efficiency, and to superheater-unit tubes distorting due to entrained water being carried over with the saturated steam from the boiler to the
superheater, causing obstructions in and damage to superheater tube? and obstructions at the header, d Extreme losses
e Boiler
in steam pressure between boiler and steam chests:

d.i'i.

of the points to be considered in correcting existing

iencies

may

he stated as follows:

Sic nn Temperatures. The steam temperature should be
uniform for the variable speeds and capacities of operation.
At the present time high temperatures obtain only at high
speeds and capacities. A minimum temperature of 650 deg.
F. quickly after starting, and of 700 deg. at maximum power
and speed, would be much more effective and economical.
For example, a locomotive equipped for generating 350 lb.
steam pressure and 300 deg. superheat, representing a total
temperature of about 736.4 deg. F., will, as compared with
one using 200 lb. steam pressure and 300 deg. superheat
representing a total temperature of about 687.9 deg. F., require an increase of only 18 B.t.u., or 1.3 per cent in total
heat in the steam, and an increase of only 48.5 deg., or 7.05
per cent in the temperature of the steam to produce an increase of 150 lb. or 75 per cent in the steam pressure.
Dome or Steam Outlet. This should be fitted with baffles
for the purpose of reducing liability of priming and entrapment of water with saturated steam.
Saturated-Steam Delivery Pipe.
This should be located
outside of the boiler and be of adequate cross-sectional area
to reduce steam-pressure losses.

Steam Trap or Separator.
A steam trap or separator
should be installed between the saturated-steam delivery
pipe and the superheated saturated-steam chamber for the
purpose of further eliminating moisture and condensation
from the superheated units and also as a re-evaporation
chamber.
Superheated Header or Saturated- and Superheated-Steam
Chambers should be removed from the interior of the front
end.

Superheated Units should consist of not more than two
tubes per boiler flue and should be of such design and arrangement as will admit of location close to the top of the
flue, in order to permit free passage for cinder and ash and
cleaning of flues.
Unit Joints to Saturated- and Superheated-Steam Cham-

Unit joints should be removed from the direct path
and cinders so as to avoid cutting out, and should
be supported in a positive, equalized and flexibly yielding
manner to prevent leakage due to the loosening of one joint
causing the loosening of another and so that the joint bolts
can be tightened at the top of the header castings.
Superheated Dampers.
These should be kept in good
operating condition so that when the steam ceases to flow
thrcuch the superheated units the products of combustion
will stop flowing through the superheated flues, particularly
when drifting at high speeds.
Steam Delivery Pipes from the Superheated-Steam Chamber should be made of adequate cross-sectional area to reduce steam-pressure losses and removed from the interior of
the front end so that no joint where they pass through the
front end will be necessary.
Automatic Saturated-Steam Supply When Drifting. This
is essential to eliminate the human element and insure a
bers.

of gases

—
December
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proper supply of saturated steam with the superheated steam
before the throttle closes and continuously thereafter.
A jet of saturated .-team should also he supplied to the
exhaust nozzle to neutralize the gases ordinarily drawn
through the same into the valve chests and cylinders.
Modern types of locomotives have developed at low speed
3,000 i.hp. and at high speed 3,200 i.hp., and comparative
average water rates through the complete range of the effective capacity of the locomotive, with piston speeds of from
600 to 1,000 ft. per min., have been obtained as shown in
Table 2. At piston speeds of less than 600 ft. per min. the
water rate of the double-expansion saturated-steam locomotive will approximate that of the single-expansion superheated-steam locomotive.
just

Table

2

Comparative Water Rates of Locomotives
Saturated and Superheated Steam

When
Water

Steam

Cylinders
Single-expansion
Single-expansion
Double-expansion
Double-expansion

Using

rate per

i.hp.-hr., lb.

Superheated
Saturated
Superheated
Saturated

16 to 20

24 to 29
15 to 18
19 to 22

Compounding. With the exception of the Mallet articucompounding, the multiple-expansion system of
steam utilization, which has been so successful in marine
and stationary practice, has not made the progress in this
lated type of

country that

it

has in Europe.

The failure of various types of cross, four-cylinder, fourcylinder balanced and tandem double-expansion locomotives,
introduced from 25 to 15 years ago, to produce the predicted
economy was due largely to factors of indifferent design,
low boiler pressure, excessive condensation, lack of proper
maintenance and operation, poor fuel and road failures.
Clearance limitations also restricted the size and arrange-

ment of the low-pressure

cylinders, while at the

same time

the single-expansion-cylinder superheated-steam locomotives

gave opportunity for greater hauling capacity and economy.
The three-cylinder compound has frequently been advocated owing to the allowable reduced cylinder diameters and
piston thrusts and a more uniform turning movement, but
its use has been deferred owing to central main-rod and axle
complications.

There is no doubt but that a properly designed superheated cross-compound locomotive embodies many advantageous features such as greater stariing and hauling capacity per unit of weight, less evaporating surface per indicated
horsepower, reduced fuel and water consumption and less
boiler repairs, and that it will return to favor for freight
service in combination with higher boiler pressures and
superheat, due to the necessity for greater drawbar pull and
horsepower and for utilizing all superheat before its final

exhaust.

The Walschaerts gear,
now generally used, is

as well as other outside valve gears
accessibly

located

outside

of

the

frames and driving wheels and driven from both the crosshead and an eccentric crank, but they all have the disadvantage of a constant lead and of being affected by the vertical
displacement of the axle.
By eliminating the disadvantages of the outside valve
gears now in use and adding certain improvements for the
purpose of increasing the ratio of expansion and shortening
the ratio of compression, the tractive effort can be increased

and the fuel conper cent through ability to develop the
same drawbar pull with a shorter cut-off. Such a change
will add greatly to the efficiency of the steam locomotive.
Where compound cylinders are used a steam expansion
at least 10 per cent at all points of cut-off

sumption reduced

regulator should

5

be incorporated with the motion gear to
automatic independent adjustment of the cut-off
for each of the high and low-pressure cylinders for the purpose of obtaining certain cylinder ratios, and at the same
time brine: the cut-off in harmony at the center of the quadeffect

the
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By

means

the ratio between the high and lowwhich, for example, should properly be
to 3 at starting, can he brought to 1 to 4 at cut-off, thereby
1
insuring easy exit of the exhaust steam from the low-pressure cylinder and at the same time automatically distributing the work properly between the two cylinders at speed,
in this way a compound locomotive of the Mallet articulated type can be made to develop at least 55 per cent of its
rated tractive power at a speed of from 8 to 10 miles per
hour, when operating at 25 miles per hour, and there will
be a gain in tractive power of about 15 per cent at 25, and
of about 10 per cent at 30 miles per hour.
In fact, a drop
in the drawbar pull in a Mallet articulated compound locomotive on account of speed should not materially increase
beyond that of a single-expansion engine.
Cylinder Clearance. The inauguration of the use of the
inside-admission piston valve and of superheated steam has
brought with it the wasteful effects of larger cylinder clearrant.

pressure

this

cylinder.-,,

ance, due principally to the use of a valve of too large
diaameter and an indifferent design of valve chest and ports
in combination with the cylinder castings.
To somewhat
overcome this trouble the piston valves were increased in
length, with subsequent breakage of castings through the
vertical ports, particularly as the result of water

from condensation and unstayed flat surfaces.
The use of smaller-diameter piston valves located close
to the cylinder and connected with properly designed expanding steam ports will, in combination with improved
material and workmanship, correct these generally existing
deficiencies.

Cylinder Back Pressure. About 75 per cent of the cylinder back pressure is due to the use of the exhaust steam to
produce draft for combustion, evaporation and superheat.
Assuming that for every 100 hp. in steam used only 60 per
cent

is utilized in producing actual tractive power, then 40
per cent is wasted through the exhaust, of which 75 per cent
is chargeable to steam and superheat generation.
Much remains to be done in the way of enlarging exhauststeam openings from the cylinder to the atmosphere and in
reducing existing sharp turns, cramped passages and obstructions to the free passage of steam through them; and
also in the development of an exhaust stand and nozzle that
will combine the advantages of the single and double types.
It has been found that by enlarging a 5^.-in.
diameter
exhaust nozzle to 5^4 in., or about 9.3 per cent in area, fuel
consumptions have decreased from 15 to 20 per cent, depending upon fuel and weather conditions, and that the
locomotive efficiency has been increased from 10 to 15 per

cent,

depending upon cut-off and speed.

Valves and Cylinders.
Inside-admission piston valves,
although inherently deficient with respect to water and compression-relieving capacity, have

many

advantages, particu-

larly for superheated steam,

ported valves for

and the application of doul tielow-pressure cylinders has worked out sat-

isfactorilv.

Various tests and many years' experience have demonthrough the better use of steam and the resulting
reduction of jerking, pulling and stresses on valve stem and
gear, unbalanced pressure, frictional contact, valve and bushing wear, leakage and lubrication, the practical advantages
of a minimum diameter and weight of valve with the circumference no greater than the length of a slide-valve port
and with every inch of bushing port made effective and designed in conformity with the well-known principles coverning the (low of gases so as to eliminate eddies and baffling
in the steam flow between valve and cvlinder.
In addition to reducing the weight of a valve by reducing
its diameter, it can be further lightened by usine a smaller
spool, as experience has proven that with simple cvlinders
an area of opening through the valve bodv equal to one-half
strated
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the area
viate the
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single exhaust aozxli

hammering

<>i'

i

rifice

ii

sufficient to

ob

the exhaust iteam on the valve end

even more
With cross-compound cylinder! the conditi
Furthermore, there
favorable, due i<> the receiver pressure,

reducing weight In bullring and followei designs, which will further reduce the
ea in valve rods and gears thai have been found to in
with the speed, >ut mi and weight of valve
rhere is also considerable opportunity to improve p
Ing rings bj locking and putting them in absolute steam balance, preventing exhaust rings from collapsing under com
pression or being forced from grooves into ports between
bridges, and stopping leakage of live strain to the exhaust
ii

still

possibility of considerabl)

Extended rods and carriers for the front
ends of both valves and pistons have also been found esses
rwo refined gray-iron packing rings
tiaJ to the best results,
should be sufficient for all pistons, and two piece one-ring
piston and valve rod packing of a suitable aluminum alloy
should be satisfactory. Wherever possible the center line of
each cylinder, under normal working condition, should be
in horizontal alinement with the centers of the driving axles.
All cylinders should he equipped with suitable bypass valves.
Piston Speeds.
Frequent errors have been made in not
properly proportioning the driver-wheel diameter and stroke
Slow speed and high ratios of expansion are
of the piston.
factors particularly favorable to superheated steam, and piston speeds of from 700 to 1,000 ft. per min. will insure the
side of the valve,

host results.

With superheated steam too much attention canand other details in valve and
cylinder design and material, as the waste of steam, heat
and power at these points has much to do with keeping down
General.

the thermal efficiency of the locomotive as a whole.

Waste-Heat Distribution and Utilization
As

a reasonable estimate

would show that 40 per cent

of

products of combustion is
exhausted from the stack, any considerable part of this heat
that can be reclaimed for preheating boiler feedwater will
add greatly to the overall efficiency of the locomotive and
The principal means through which
to the saving in fuel.
to accomplish this saving, in a practical way, are exhauststeam heaters and flue-gas economizers, both of which can
the heat in the steam

and

in the

be readily adapted to a modern steam locomotive.
With the many steam-using
Exhaust-Straw Heaters.
auxiliaries, such as these for air compressing, boiler feeding,

valve-gear operating and electric lighting, which operate
when the locomotive is standing, drifting or working, a combination open and closed type of feedwater heater and purifier for the utilization of the exhaust steam from these auxiliaries, supplemented if necessary by steam from the main
engine's exhaust, should receive prompt consideration.
From actual service tests of closed types of heaters, made
on modern superheated-steam locomotives, using a portion of

has been found that
a feedwater temperature approximating 240 deg. F., or
within 15 deg. of the exhaust-steam temperature, can be
obtained without interfering with the draft required for
maximum steam and superheat generation.
Flue-Gas Economizers. Owing to the high rate of combustion and evaporation and in the process of superheating

the main-engine exhaust steam only,

much

heat

perature than an exhaust team heater and will recover most
frOU high steam pressure and
lilting
tin- waste heat m
uperheat, as it is aide to recover low temperature heat

of

that

is

it

usually wasted, as the gases from which the

steam receives its heat must be hotter than the steam itself.
The higher the steam pressure the less is the average difference in temperature between the gases of combustion and the
contents of the boiler, therefore the slower the transmission
of heat the greater the work of the economizer may be.

Likewise the lower the efficiency of the boiler will be if it
is not supplemented by an economizer.
An economizer will heat the feedwater to a higher tem-

iia

escaped from the boiler evaporating or superheater

surfaces because the average temperature of tin- feedwater
within tin- economizer, which should, if practicable, be
broughl up to the holler evaporating temperature, is much

lower

Ih

n the

temperature

ol"

the water in the boiler.

locomotive smokebos superheaters, now obsolete, have
demonstrated that 50 deg. oi superheat may be obtained from
.,
line
there should be no difficulty in
gases at ()()() cleg.
devising a Locomotive economizer that will produce very
effective results, in combination with high boiler pressures,
\

I

superheat and draft, without baffling the boiler draft and
In fact, with an average boiler effievaporating capacity.
ciency of 60 per cenl and an economizer efficiency of 50 per
cent the possibility of recovering from 25 to 50 per cent of
the stack gas losses and increasing the thermal efficiency of
the entire unit, is within the limits of possibility.
Another factor favoring the use of combination
General.
exhaust-steam heaters and flue-gas economizers is the opportunity to reduce the noise and nuisance now created by the
steam exhausting from the main and auxiliary engines
through the muffling of the exhausts.

Discussion
Cole (American Locomotive Company) took issue
He cited the fact
of Mr. Muhlfeld's statements.
that a modern locomotive will produce a horsepower hour on
less than two pounds of coal to prove that the locomotive
He stated that the usual
is an economical power plant.
design of locomotive boiler is not suited for a pressure of
350 lb. and that it must be radically changed to carry such
high pressure.
Mr. Cole pointed out that by the use of
trailing wheels the boiler design is improved and higher
efficiency secured.
He thought it doubtful whether increased
water volume would add to the efficiency of the boiler. Mr.
Cole also stated that while the high cost of coal undoubtedly
justified the introduction of devices that increase capacity
and economy, the increased maintenance cost resulting from
their use must be considered.
Clement F. Street (Locomotive Stoker Company) questioned the data Mr. Muhlfeld submitted regarding the cost
of electric operation.
He defended the performance of locomotive stokers, and stated that while the fuel performance
secured on stoker-fired engines did not equal the results
obtained by the best firemen, the stoker would save coal as
compared with the average fireman.
H. B. Oatley (Locomotive Superheater Company) stated
F.

with

not be given to the foregoing
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J.

many

program of improvement laid out by Mr. Muhlfeld
was not entirely practical as regards economy, though almost
ideal from the standpoint of the generation and utilization
that the

of steam.

He

stated that with the proper design of boiler

500 lb. would prove both safe and economical, and stated that condensing operation was not beyond
the realm of possibility.
E. B. Katte (New York Central) disagreed with Mr.
Muhlfeld's conclusions regarding the objections to electrification.
He stated that experience had proved that the capital cost was not prohibitive, that electrical operation had
been demonstrated efficient, economical and reliable for every
class of service.
He pointed out that electrification increased
the capacity of tracks approximately 30 per cent and that
while the first cost of the installation was higher than for a
steam operated road the operating expense 'was less.
In closing the paper Mr. Muhlfeld stated that the cylinder temperature is the limiting factor in the boiler pressure
carried.
Superheated steam locomotives have been operated
with steam temperatures as high as 750 deg., and this he
considered the practical limit at the present time.
a steam pressure of

Timber Perforating Patent Released
Improved Method

of Preparing

Douglas Fir

for

Treatment

is

Dedicated to the Public

One

of the recent developments in the timber preservation field

process
facilitate

and

for

is

the dedication to the public of a

perforating

cross-ties

better their preservation.

and timbers

The

to

rights to this

process were retained until October 6, 1919, by O. P. M.
Goss under his letters patent No. 1252428, issued on January 8, 1918, when they were acquired by the Association of
Creosoting Companies of the Pacific Coast and, by them, together with Mr. Goss, were released for general use; the dedicating document being filed with the U. S. Patent Office at

Washington, D. C.
This process, which was developed to relieve the difficulties
and uncertainties found in the treating of Douglas fir crossties and timbers, was described in considerable detail in an

Plan-view Showing Location of Holes and Spread of the
Preservative

by O. P. M. Goss on page 783 of the April 13, 1917
Railway Age. The results obtained in the treatment of this wood were seldom satisfactory, due chiefly to its
high refractory character and its non-uniform resistance to
the penetration of preservatives.
This characteristic was
more marked in the treatment of sawn Douglas fir where
preservatives had to be injected into the heartwood, and it
was not uncommon to find a decided difference in the depth
of penetration and spread of the preservative in the same
article

issue of the

areas impregnated will overlap at their margins.
Through
the staggering of the holes, the uniform and even treatment of
the timber was promoted without the danger of the holes
being so close together as to appreciably reduce the transverse

strength of the timber.

In preparing Douglas fir for the open tank method of treatment, the timber was perforated with small holes 1/16 in. in
diameter spaced 4 in. apart along the grain and */& in. across
The pieces to be treated were then boiled in a
the grain.
preservative oil for four hours at a temperature of 215 deg.

which the material was allowed

F., after

to cool in the oil,

the total time of the treatment being approximately 12 hours.

A

complete and practically uniform penetration was obtained
was obtained by the pressure retort method by previously perforating the wood to a
depth of -)4 in. and }/% in. wide across the grain, the holes
The
being spaced 7 in. with and Y% in. across the grain.
pieces were then placed in a pressure retort, the preservative
oil introduced and raised to a temperature of 170 deg. F.
The material was subjected to this temperature for four
hours, after which a pressure of 120 lb. per sq. in. was
applied, one hour being required to bring it to this pressure,
which was held for a period of two hours, the temperature
remaining the same.
While this process was developed in the study of the treatment of Douglas fir, it is applicable as well to other timbers,
such as Southern pine and oak. Its application to bridge and
structural timbers may require some modifications in the
cross-sections designed to carry standard loading, but it is
not expected that the perforating will materially reduce the
strength of the timber, as it is done along the fibres of the
wood and not across them. The machinery which has been
built and used up to the present time for this purpose is
applicable only to dimension stock such as cross-ties, switchStudies are being
ties, bridge timbers and structural timbers.
in this way, while a similar result

piece of timber.

The improvement in the method of treatment consisted
primarily of a method of perforating the surface of the wood
to be treated by holes systematically located at uniform distances apart, both transversely and longitudinally.
These
distances depended on the known normal absorption of the
preservative with and across the grain of the wood under a
given time of immersion, pressure and size of perforations.
The result of the treatment gives a substantially uniform
penetration of the preservative to a depth equal to that of the
holes and without waste.
In Figs. 1 and 2, there is represented a block of timber
whose treatment has been partially completed, the letters a,
b, c and d representing respectively the timber, the grain, the
perforations and the areas over which the preservative spreads
from each hole. In the illustrations, the areas adjacent to
each hole have not yet come together, as will be the case
when the preservative has been fully absorbed by the timber.
for, as will be noted, the extent of the absorption of the
preservative is much greater along the grain of the wood and.
as this extent of absorption can be determined by experiment, the perforations can be so located that the minimum

Split-section of Tie

Showing Perforations and Corresponding
Depth of Absorption

made, however, of the design of a machine that is expected
and piling with equal satisfaction. One
of the main advantages claimed for this method of prepara-

to perforate poles

tion

for treatment is that in addition to controlling or pre-

venting

the

especially

in

"checking'' of

material

sawn Douglas

fir,

as

commonly

found,

and the giving of an

penetration of the preservative, it will also accomplish the
important commercial result of reducing the period of treatment required to inject a given amount of preservative into
the timber.

A

short time after the patent was granted, its control was
vested in Mr. Goss and the Charles R. McCormick & Co.,
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development progress was made during the European war,
but an attempt was made b) the owners earl) in l919tointro
Royalt)
before
treatment.
duce the use of perforating
charges of one hall cenl per cross tie and IS cents per 1,000
for lumber were adopted and announced to the rail
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road and commercial treating plants of the United States,
where the) met with considerable opposition. Believing thai
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the best

interests of the

Douglas Br industry

northwest would be furthered b)

in

the

Pacific

the elimination of royalty

Edmund M. Blake of the Charles R. McCormick &
Co. took the initiative in an effort to bring about this result.
This was successfully accomplished on October 6, 1919, with
the full co-operation of the above mentioned creosoting com-

charges,

pany

Railroad National Advertising
DiWni CUYLER, chairman of the Association
THOMAS
Railwa) Executives, has announced that the funfacts of the railroad situation would be precountry by mean- of national advertising. The
opening statement, to appear in the daily newspapers during the next few days, is signed by nearly a hundred execuIt will be followed by a
tives of the principal railroads.

damental

sented

to the

series of advertisements in the daily

and

and weekly newspapers

in other publications.

The unmistakable verdict of public opinion," said Mr.
Cuyler in making the announcement of the plan of the railroad companies, "is that this great national industry shall
continue to be conducted by private companies under strict
Modern railroad companies, of course,
public regulation.
Their capital is subscribed by a
are not private affairs.
vast number of individual investors as well as by institutions, such as savings banks and life insurance companies,
•'

holding the savings of millions of people, and they are subject to the most minute regulation by the public authorities.
In Europe such corporations are called public companies,
and this name more accurately describes them.

"With the return of the railroads to the control of their
owning companies, after two years of war service under

—
—

government operation a period of unprecedented industrial
and financial change the railroad managers will have many
But the most important problem
difficult problems to face.
will be that of
the one most affecting the public welfare

—

—

attracting to the

railroad business

a

.itn.ic

flow of

new

fund

the

i

everal yeaj

Seattle, \\ ash

Seattle, \\ ash
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their creditors

because the) could aol attracl more Bhareholdi
the period oi war control the government lias
been unable to keep up normal expenditures for railroad

war

and materials had to he
war, and this year the
government has not had the mane) to spend
So with the
return of the roads to their owners the managements will
In
Faced with the necessity of very large capital expenditure- for betterments and improvements.
And this work
will have to be done at a COSt for labor and materials about
double what it was before the war.
New capital expenditures at the rate' of $1,000,000,000 a year would, therefore,
seem to be the minimum required if the railroads are to be
enabled to handle the growing traffic of the country.
"To attract the new capital for upbuilding the railroads,
the transportation industry must be able to earn a fair return on this capital.
Adequate earnings are only possible
with adequate rates for service.
The rates now are admittedly too low to meet the greatly increased expenses of operation and leave a fair margin for capital."
In the opening statement to the public, signed by the
executives of nearly all the principal railroad companies,
upbuilding.

devoted

to

Lasl

the

the Association of
"It

ment

the

prosecution

labor

o'i

the

Railway Executives

states:

the declared purpose of the United States governto restore the railroads at an early date to the control
is

of their owners.

"The Association of Railway Executives represents those
upon whom at that time responsibility will again rest for
the prompt and successful movement of the country's commerce.

"Those constituting

this

association are keenly conscious

of their accountability to the public.

"They have accordingly determined

to present, as fully as

fundamental facts and considerations which
they themselves must face in their efforts to provide satisthey can,

the

factory railroad service.
"It

hoped to engage the interest of the whole American
whose welfare is so vitally dependent upon adequate

is

people,

transportation.

"The country can grow onlv

as the railroads grow.

— and solved
prosper.
prosperity— permanently and
people —that railroad executives

railroad

problem must be solved

soon

our country

—

"It

if

is to

rightly

and

is to

promote that
whole

interest of the

The

in the

present to the public the situation as they see

will

it."

capital,

without which the railroads cannot grow and without which
the country cannot grow.
"The whole railroad problem sifts down to this fundamental fact that in a growing country like ours, with the
transportation demands increasing much faster than the
population, there must be a continuous investment of new
funds in the expansion of railroad facilities.
"Railroad freight traffic reached 200,000.000,000 tonmiles in 1006: it rose to 300,000,000,000 in 1913. and last
The railroads
year it crossed the 400.000,000.000 mark.
are now hauling five times as much traffic as they did 30
And traffic is going to keep right on growing,
vears ago.
because this country is going to keep right on growing."
"To keep pace with this increase in business the railroads
before the war were expending: about $500,000,000 a year of
new capital for expansion. That, as we all know, was not
But railroad earnings were not large enough to
enough.

A Queue

on the Thames

Embankment Waiting

for

Tram Cars

—

:

Hearing Before the House Commerce Committee
Commissioner Clark Favors Compulsory Arbitration; Mr.

Gompers Clashes With Representative Webster
E. Clark,
Edgak
Commission,

member

of

the

Interstate

Commerce

tion

appeared before the House Committee
on Interstate Commerce on Thursday and Friday of
last week, devoting most of his time to comments on points
that have hem developed in the discussion before the House
committee and the Senate committee. He denied that regulation of railroad rates had operated to reduced revenues. In
this connection he said:
"Much has been said about restoring railroad credit.
I confess I do not yet definitely understand just what is meant by that phrase.
Certainly it cannot be proposed that Congress shall by legislative fiat provide
all railroads with a standard and uniform basis of credit."
In his opinion, some railroads had good credit and some had
poor credit, die former being the result of good management
or favorable conditions and the latter of poor management,
financial juggling or unfavorable conditions.
He said that
the trend of railroad earnings in recent years under regulation had been upward.
It was not true, he said, that the
commission had neglected to take into consideration the credit
of all the roads.
He cited numerous benevolent expressions
of the commission in rate cases (notably those in which the
application of the roads for higher rates were denied).
On
the other hand, he said, he doubted very much whether railroad credit had been helped by statements of railroad repre-

divorcement
*

water lines

said that,

had accrued to the public by any
from railroad lines by tin- Panama

then asked about the labor provisions of the

Cum-

bill

and

an advisory capacity to the Interfor the purpose of aiding the
commission in fixing rates.
He answered that he did not
think this would be a good thing, because he thought that
if the commission were to be influenced by the information
collected, the commission itself ought to collect the information.
He thought that there would be a disagreement between the board and the commission after a time. Mr. Clark
said that rate-making would be simplified if Congress were
to lay down in the act as a rule of law for the administrative
tribunal the standard by which it is to measure the determination of reasonable and just rates and that he thought it
would be better for Congress to do this directly than through
some other governmental agency.
A. P. Thorn, general counsel for the Association of Railway Executives, said that he wanted to get the most authoritative expression of opinion that it was possible to get on the
provisions of the Cummins bill, which would take away all
of the profits of a successful road above a certain fixed percentage.
He, therefore, asked Charles E. Hughes, former
justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, to render
an opinion in the form of a letter to Mr. Thorn. He introduced this letter into the testimonv.
state

squarely on the value of property.
"I object to taking the profits from strong roads and giving them to weaker roads."
He thought that the only thing that can be done with the
weak roads was to put them through a reorganization and he
thought that the poor roads could be left out of a government
The case of the guarantee of bank deposits in
guarantee.
Oklahoma was cited, but Representative Rayburn pointed

to act in

Commerce Commission

Justice

Hughes' Letter

This opinion refers to section 6 of the Cummins bill,
which proposes to take from the railway companies all earnings in excess of what from time to time the Interstate Commerce Commission holds to be a "fair return" on the value
of their property.
This is the same provision against which
T. DeWitt Cuyler, chairman of the Association of Railway

out that the analogy between deposits is not good, whereas
the guarantee that depositors would not lose the money thev
had put in a certain bank because the resources and credit
of all the banks would be used to make pood the assets of
one bank, was not the same as providing that a sinking fund
of, say, 1 per cent should be established by all the roads and
that this fund should be used to meet a deficit of earnings

Executives, protested

Senate Interstate
holding that it would
practically destroy the incentive to efficient and economical
in

his letter

Commerce Committee on September

railroad
to raise

of certain road-.

to the
9.

management, and that it would make it impossible
amounts of private capital needed for railway

the

expansion in the future.
Judge Hughes' opinion in brief is that if rate^ which produce so-called excess earnings are just and reasonable rates,
as thev are presumed to be when fixed and regulated bv a
public authority like tin- Interstate Commerce Commission.
then the earnings from those rate-; are the propertv of the
railroad companies.
They may be taxed but they cannot be
taken away.
That would be confiscation.

Returning to the case of the short lines, Commissioner
Chirk said that he believed that these lines should and could
he aided by their trunk line connection^ as lone; as this aid
did not constitute a rebate in favor of an industry which
short line.

who had

oi

Commerce Commission, he

benefit

t.

credit, etc.,

roads be helped?" and replied: "When the legislature has
provided a good law giving the weak railroads a fair opportunity and protection against unfair discrimination by
stronger competitors, the law has done all that it can do.
"I personally would be against a guarantee unless based

a

no

be another governmental agency to consider the general railroad problem of the entire country, condition of railroad

discussed the short line situation and said that he beit would be unwise to give the Interstate Commerce
Commission or any other agency the power to route unrouted
shipments of freight. He was asked: "How can the weak

stock of

Interstate

and expressed the opinion that while no legislative enactment could compel a man to work when he wanted
to quit work, nevertheless some legislative provision could be
made which would prevent, apparently through compulsory
arbitration, a tying up of the railroads of the country.
Mr. Clark was asked whether he thought there ought to

He

of witnesses

at

He was

lieved

owned the majority
Commenting on the testimony

anal

mins

sentatives.

controlled or

of the

in his opinion,

dis-

cussed the taking of the water lines away from the jurisdic-

Judge Hughes

* Because of the delayed issues of the Railway Azc and the necessity
of eivinc our renders as early advice as possihle concerning the Esch hil!
and its passasre bv the House, the storv of the latter part of the hearintrs
before the House Committee pn Interstate Commerce wis held back.
Some of our readers, however. insist (.hat irhe placed on reeord to Complete the storv which we have already published, and so that it will be
available for reference in following tin- course of the bill throuch conEditor.
ference and to the final passage of a railroad bill.

sa\

"Section 6 of the
tion

_

shall

at all

vided in Section
in

:

120.

-

provide: that: 'Rates of transportatimes be just and reasonable.'
It is pro1

bill

of the bill that rates, fares

and charges

force at the time of the repeal of the federal control act

RAILWAY AGE

120b
1918, thai] remain in

force until changed by
provided in Section
the i'ill thai schedules ol rates, fares and charges filed with
the commission in accordance with the 'Ad i<> Regulate Com
merce' within 10 days after federal control ceases shall be
come effective at the end
four months after the] are so
riled, with such modifications as ma} be ordered by the com
minion, .mil the commission is required within that nun to
determine whether the) ahall be modified 'in order to make
them fair, just and reasonable rates for the service t<> be per
ii of the pending
it is further provided in Section
formed.'
bill, amending Section 15 of the 'Act to Regulate Comm
that whenever the commission after a bearing either on com
plaint or on its own initiative shall be of opinion that any

competent authority

it

furthei

ia

t"

*

»

whatsoever charged
or collected by any carrier is or will be unjust or unreasonable the commission is authorized to determine what will be
the just and reasonable individual or joint rate, fare or
charge to be thereafter observed, and the carrier is prohibited
from making any charge which is in conflict with this determination.
Thus all the rates fixed and maintained are
at all times open to inquiry and the commission has full authority to insist that the rates shall never be more than just
individual or joint rate,

fare or charge

and reasonable compensation
rier renders.

Nor does

for the services

which the car-

the bill interefcre with the reparation

proceedings which may be entertained on the application of
persons aggrieved by extortionate charges.
" raking all the provisions of the bill into consideration,
would seem that the rates as fixed and permitted to be
it

charged and collected by the carrier, assuming that the rates
are not confiscatory, should be regarded as just and reasonIt
able rates fixed and maintained by competent authority.
i- also to be observed that Section 6 of the bill providing for
the payment to the Railway Transportation Board of the socalled "excess" earnings does not provide for a determination that the rates under which the described 'excess' has
been collected by the carriers were not just and reasonable

gress
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and

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission have no

powei to permit the collection oi rates which are extortiaoate,
even i"i a temporar) period; and, therefore, what is a reaat a given tune must be assonabli rau foi a given
.

at the time the rate is made.
Judge Hughes' argument on this point is as follows:
"It ia difficult to understand upon what theory of proper
regulation
UCh rates are to be deemed to he unreasonable

ertained

without an)

further inquiry as to the conditions of the serv-

or as to matters directly relating to the rati

ici

themselves,

upon an inquiry with respect to the value of the
carrier's property and the amount of the total net earnings
The latter may
derived by the carrier from its operations.
but solel)

he a Legitimate inquiry lor a court in determining whether a
legislative hod)

or

its

subordinate agency has transcended

its

authority in fixing a body of rates so low as to be confiscatory.
But it is a different thing thus to conclude that rates

which are not confiscatory, and which as individual or joint
rates have been expressly found in the- case of the particular
carrier to be just and reasonable for the services rendered
were in fact not reasonable rates.
"Moreover, whether the rates which have produced the
so-called 'excess' earnings of the carrier have or have not
been sustained in proceedings under Section 15 of the 'Act
to Regulate Commerce,' as amended, with respect to the individual and joint rates of the particular carrier, the fact remains that the rates charged and collected have been fixed
and maintained as just and reasonable rates, and that the
bill does not require as a necessary preliminary to the required payment of the 'excess' that there should be a finding
that the rates were in fact unreasonable rates.
The only
finding required is that a particular carrier has earned more
than the amount which the commission determines to be a
'fair return'

upon

the value of

its

property held or used for

the service.

however, the rates thus fixed, charged and received
deemed just and reasonable for the

"The argument in support of the provision seems to assume that Congress, under the guise of regulating rates,
either directly or through the commission, can abandon the
fixing of what are reasonable rates for the services rendered
by the carrier, and without any determination that the par-

entitled to these receipts as

ticular rates or the tariff schedule of a carrier are unreason-

property, and the taking by the government of any portion of these receipts (except under a valid tax) for general

able, take the earnings of a carrier simply upon a determination that the carrier has received an 'excess' over a 'fair
return' upon the value of its property.
"This would appear to be not a regulation of rates, or of
service, but of earnings. I do not understand that it is within
the authority conferred upon Congress to regulate interstate
commerce to determine how much a carrier not exercising

rates for the services rendered.

"If,

bv

a

carrier are to be

services rendered, the carrier

is

its

governmental purposes or for the benefit of other carriers
would appear to be taking of property contrary to the fifth

amendment of the
"The provision
all

federal constitution.
of the pending bill

is

not a tax laid

upon

carriers with respect either to gross receipts, or net re-

ceipts, or any other basis for the assessment of a tax, but
Js simply a requirement of the payment to the government
board of the 'excess' earnings of a carrier which the Interstate Commerce Commission determines to be more than a
Such an exac'fair return' upon the value of its property.
tion goes beyond the limits of any decision known to me,
and if the rates under which the so-called 'excess' earnings
are collected by the carrier are to be deemed to be just and
reasonable rates, fixed and maintained as such under the authority of law, I am unable to escape the conclusion that the

a federal franchise, or operating under a federal contract,
shall earn in interstate

discharges

all

commerce, assuming that the carrier

the public obligations incident to

its

sevice

and charges reasonable rates. In my view the regulation
such a carrier must have direct relation to the service
renders and if the question is of the amount of money
should receive for

its

service,

of
it

it

to the reasonableness of its

charges.

requirement as to the payment of the so-called 'excess' earnings of a carrier exceeds the constitutional authority of Congress as applied to carriers not transacting their business under a federal franchise or contract imposing such a condi-

if the assumption could be indulged that the carhas received more than a 'fair return', is to be regarded
as tantamount to a finding that the rates which produce the
'excess' earnings are unreasonable rates, and that such a finding with an inquiry with respect to the rates themselves, but
only as to earnings, could be sustained, there would be a

tion."

further difficulty.

To

the argument that the fixing of rates

may be considered
may be assumed to

by a regulating
and that the rates

only tentative,
be unreasonable if they produce
so fixed
excess earnings. Judge Hughes holds that what is a reasonable rate cannot be determined in this way, which is not a
Conregulation of either rates or service, but of earnings.
authority

'"Again,

rier

"If

it

is

established that the rate

a shipper or passenger to pay,

the service for

which the

it is

is a reasonable one for
the carrier that renders

rate is to be paid

and

it is

that the carrier lawfully performing the service,

proper

and

fur-

nishing all the required facilities therefor, should receive and
enjoy the proceeds of the rate thus charged.
An attempt to

December
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19,

divest the carrier of

any portion of its earnings thus obon the theory that the charges which it was reasonable for shippers and passengers to pay for its services it
was unreasonable for the carrier to receive and retain would,
in my judgment, be outside of the scope of appropriate and
valid regulation.
The mere fact that it is proposed to devote the moneys or property of a carrier or of any other person to good uses cannot be regarded as justifying the depritained,

vation of the carrier or such person of the right to enjoy and
own property, except as it may be taken for proper

retain his

governmental purpose- through valid taxation, or for public
use on the payment of just compensation.

"For the reasons stated, I am constrained to the conclusion
that the provision in section 6 of the pending bill as to the
payment of 'excess' earnings, in its application to carriers
not operating under a federal franchise or contract permitting the imposition of such a condition, violates the federal
constitution."

Mr. Warfield Replies
S.

to

Davies Warfield, president of the National Association

Owners of Railroad Securities, has filed with both the
Senate and House committees on interstate commerce an
opinion by Elihu Root, John G. Milburn, John S. Miller,
Hugh L. Bond, Jr., and Forney Johnston, advisory counsel
of the association, that Congress has the constitutional power
to regulate excess earnings of railroads over and above a fair
return upon the value of their property.
The opinion takes
decided issue with that recently furnished by Charles E.
Hughes and states that such excess earnings are the result of
rates made to meet the actual necessities essential to the preservation of the life of the transportation system of the country.

this

power Congress must acknowledge

is

in-

and
the power to regulate commerce on a constructive basis would
fail at the first test," the opinion states; "we have heretofore
pointed out the desirability that any act of Congress proability to sustain competitive agencies of transportation

posing to

regulate

excess

earnings

clearly set forth in the act the theory

thus

produced

is based and should make it clear that, to the extent to
which rates established with this end in view shall be found
to produce more than a fair and reasonable return upon the

tion

property of particular carriers, they are to be received condiand in trust for administration by the United States
for the benefit of the general public interest in transporta-

tionally

"Most of the criticism directed against the process is based
upon the assumption that the published rates kept in force
from time to time by public authority are necessarily final
and unconditional as to the carrier as well as to the shipper;
and that legislation dealing with any portion of the proceeds
of such published rates constitutes a mere effort to recover
revenue which has become the absolute property of the carrier.

"We have heretofore advised thai the legislation now under consideration by Congress should prescribe that while
rates are to be just and reasonable so far as the shipper is
concerned, the result is not to be regarded as attained unless
they arc also sufficient to sustain the agencies of transportation a-; a whole n the several rate-making groups and, further, that the act should clearly state that although individual
rates paid a given carrier in the group in order to sustain
these agencies as a whole may include an element of excessive return for the specific service as rendered by that particular carrier, this excess is necessary to be paid bv the
shinner to sustain transportation in the group and will be
;

;

bv Congress

whole rather than be

in the interest of transportation as a

left subject to

recovery

in

a

proceeding

to a rebate

attracting all of the business to their competitors.

From

the

carrier's standpoint the question as to

what each particular
carrier shall be entitled to retain out of its earnings over and
above a reasonable return upon its property is dependent
upon entirely different considerations.
The carrier cannot
complain of action by Congress appropriately exerted under
the commerce clause if such action leaves it with a fair and
reasonable return.
"Singular confusion has arisen out of the reluctance in
certain quarters to recognize the fact that a rate may be
reasonable for a shipper to pay, because of the necessity of
sustaining competitive agencies for transportation, which

wholly

unreasonable for individual carriers to
were being considered.
"This necessity would produce returns for certain carriers
in each competitive group so excessive as to stand as a
stumbling block to rates adequate to sustain transportation
as a whole unless the excess is regulated.
Denial of the
right of Congress to deal with the excesses thus produced is
tantamount to a denial of the power of Congress to regulate
and conserve commerce.
This excess is obviously a byproduct resulting from the exertion by Congress of its regulatory power.
We entertain no doubt whatever of the
power of Congress, under appropriate legislation so stated
as to demonstrate with accuracy just what is being done,
to administer this by-product in the general public interest
in transportation.
No shipper can complain; and as it is
a gratuitous excess temporarily conceded by Congress over
and above a resonable return, it is difficult to ascertain anv
sound basis for complaint by the carrier." * * *
be

if

their case alone

Testimony of A. P. Thorn
Mr. Thorn took up the question of the relation of
rates to interstate rates.

state

He

pointed out that the operating
ratio prior to the government taking over the roads (in 1917)
was 76 and that now the best that the roads could do was
to retain 5 cents out of every dollar, the rest being required
to pay operating expenses and taxes.
He said that this
situation was recognized specifically in the Cummins bill
in Section 5, which provided for procedure during a period
but that in this provision nothing was
Therefore, with the termination of
federal control state rates would automatically go back to
what they were in 1917, although interstate rates would be
continued on present levels during the reconstruction period.
This, Mr. Thorn said, would create an impossible situation
State rates must be readjusted; otherwise interstate rates
could not be collected in practice even if they could remain
on paper as they now are. He cited the case of coal moving
from Pennsylvania coal fields to New York. Philadelphia
and Baltimore.
It would be impossible to charge a much
higher interstate rate on coal to New York and to Baltimore
and to charge the much lower intrastate rate on the same
The same would be true
quality of coal to Philadelphia.
of wheat moving on an interstate rat- from farms west of
reconstruction,

of

tion.

dealt with

Recovery by the shipper
which would defeat the
purpose.
The question of 'reasonableness' from the shipper's standpoint is to be determined by the necessities of
transportation in the group.
He cannot insist upon a rate
that would destroy essential agencies of transportation by

should

upon which the regula-

by the shipper.

would obviously amount

demand

of

"Without

reparation

for

would

Mr. Hughes

1207

said about state rates.

1

the

Red

river

and

intrastate

Red

rates

'" 1

"rain

moved from

He

introduced the accompanving tables showing that state rates nr\ distances from
35 miles to 400 miles were only about half what the interstate rate was.

farms

He

iust

east

of the

river.

some recognition of this
was shown, but that under the Esch bill intc
would be regulated comprehensively, while state r- ":
said that under the Esch bill

situation
rates

4

»

I

KA1I.WAY

J< IS

would
i

be

regulated]

whether

but thai pra« tu .ilK

11

in

reluctantly.

charter

not

road t"

.1

E£e

was

d<>

onl)

thai be thought Legally

and said

intrastate buaineas,

only

all,

at

li

itate could

a

vex would.

ourt held aa apply-

<

an interstate tram.

to

in

1

1

of the

and would be used

prevenl wrongs

to

them.

t

committee were eager

conclusion

logical

tin

orret

of

his

to

pn

theories.

Mr. Thorn
waa asked

•

II*

(

any other

against

much

a-

01

<

1

as

I

he

national

represented

town councillor represented

a

waa not

legislature

individual

the

just

states

community;

hi-

RATES

iMM< iDITi

tnl

state.

hut

body,

foreign

a

state rate and.

IMPARISON

aa

whether Congress under his theory could except railroads
He said he believed
from state taxes.
could; in
fact, that Congress could treat a railroad just as it could
A State had a right to lie protected
treat a national hank.

That not only discrimination but inequality and undue
rates could be complained of in regard to

I

as to

Members
to

burden on other

(

Supreme

the

well

aa

rates could

intrastate
aa well

1

Director General's present

train

cwm

said, however, that if at this
within one state or not.
time Congress did not wish to go so Far aa to make a ape
cine declaration of this scope there should be an amend
ment made to the Each bill to provide:
l.
That the carrier should have the right to complain to
the Interstate Commerce Commission againsl a state rate

a

which ad

tate

Shreveport case plainl) indicated that th< federal
lfr
sion had the power to corred discrimination, but Mr. Thorn
contended thai now this doctrine should bi extended ao that
Interstat*
Commerce Commission over
the power of the

thought that it waa absolute^ essential that one fed
era! body should be given jurisdiction over the rat
ever) interstate carrier whether the carrier itself waa wholl)
within our state or oot and whether the haul waa wholly
1

act,

.1

H(

1
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appliance

could

it

AGE

Minnesota ana North Dakota,

in

ites.
1

1

1

Noi

Dal

ih

(Act of Febi

iti

1

lai
(

Grain

—

A

r

MiR

i

From Du-

All grain.
From stations

main

Nor. Pac. Ry.

All grain

V\

...

100

line

nn the
Nor. Pac. .Ry.

Coarse

Minne;
and t'ululli
(A)

apolis and Frazee, Minn., to
main line stations on the

Minn., to

luth,

In

Pac. Ry.
to

*

From Minne-

N

cm main

K

t

*

f

Miles

1919).

19,

j

Iembm

...

(C)

...
...

....
....
9.6

••

10.6

25

10.9
11.1

20

(C)

(A)

•••

14.5
20.5
21.5
28.5

(B)

(A)

(B)

••

•••

....
11.6
13.8

IS

...
lii.S

12.1

(B)

(C)
6.6
8.8
10.5
12.1

10.5

Live Stock
(Rates in dollars and cents for 36

ft.

Coal

6 in. car)

From Duluth, Minn.,
to

Cattle,

Hogs
Miles
100
200
300
400

TX)

(B)

(C?

35.70
46.75

21.76
29.75
33.66
38.57

28.05
32.30
35.70

66.30

Xote.

deck cars

in single

— Rates

Sheep or

carloads, also goats and
sheep in double deck cars

Tm
41.80
52.80
61.60
70.40

for shorter distances not

shown

(B)

(C?

26.40
35.86
40.70
45.54

25.30
33.00
37.40
41.80

goats in single deck cars
I

A

(B)

(C)

'InTrd

16.20
22.08
24.96
27.96

15.24
19.80
22.80
25.20

3.20
3.50

i

32.30
40.80
47.60
54.40

main line stations
on Xor. Pac. Ry.
in North Dakota
(A)

for the reason that there are comparatively few interstate

(B) and (C)

SoT?

Hard

SoTt

2.07
2.31

1.69
1.87

3.10
3.30

movements

for lesser distances.

COMPARISON OF CLASS RATES
(a) Director General's present Interstate rates in Minnesota and
(b) Minnesota Commissioners' rates.
(c) North Dakota Legislative rates (Act of February 19, 1919).
1st

Miles

(a)

5:
75

300
400

3.

2nd Class

c) (a)

15.9

21

37.5

20.8
25.7
30.6

32.5

&

(b

13.3
17.3

21.4
25.5
41.8

99

50

39
44
64
84
60
69.8 105

58.2

confer power on the Interstate

sion to suspend intrastate rates

and

3rd Class

c) (a)

51.5
75
.50.2

122.5

To

&

25
45

100

Class
(b

17.5

25
30
34
50
65
82.5

(b

&

c)

10.6
13.9
17.1

20.4
33.5

40
46.5

North Dakota.

4th Class
(a)

(b&c)

15

19
22.5
26.5
37.5
50
62.5

8
10.4
12.9
15.3
25.1

30
34.9

Commerce Commis-

to grant reparation in

respect to such rates.
to

intrastate

rates

would not lead

(b

11

15
17.5

20
30
40
49

&

A

Class
c)

(a)

6.4
8.3
10.3

12.5
15
17.5

12.2
20.1

20
30
40
49

24
27.9

(b

&

B

Class
c)

7.2
9.4

11.6
13.8
22.6

27
31.3

(b

(a)
9

14
16.5
17.5
26.5

35
42.5

&

c)

5.6
7.3
9
10.7

17.6
21

24.4

Class

C

(b

&

(a)
7.5
11.5

14

c)

4.8
6.2

30

7.7
9.2
15.1
18

37.5

20.9

15
22.5

Class

D

(b

&

(a)
6.5
9
11.5
12.5
17.5

24
30

4
5.2
6.4
7.7

12.6
15
17.5

(a)

and

(b

&

5

3.2

7.5
9

4.2

10
15

20
25

that the duty, therefore, of the national legislature
legislate in favor

E

Class
c)

in fairness to all the states

c)

5.1

6.1

10
12
14

was to
and not

permit one state to discriminate against or lay unfair
burdens on the other states.

to

or not the logic of his position in regard

Asked whether

5th Class
(a)

to

the conclusion

that

Congress could take away from the state commissions all of
their powers and confer them on the Interstate Commerce
Commission, he said that he thought legally and constitutionally this was so, but that it would not be a wise thing
to exercise this power; that as to rates only should this power
be definitely vested exclusively in the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
Mr. Thorn was asked whether the first federal employee
case in the Supreme Court did not conflict with his theories.
He said that it did absolutely, but that he believed that since
rendering that opinion the Supreme Court had gotten away
from the contention in that case, and he cited the safetv

Mr. Gompers Against Compulsory Arbitration
Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation
testified before the committee on October 4 in
opposition to any provision that may be inserted in the rail-

of Labor,

His testiproviding for compulsory arbitration.
similar to that presented before the Senate committee previously, and his position led to a sharp clash with
Representative Webster of Washington, who questioned Mr.
Gompers as to what he would do if Congress should pass
an anti-strike law and the law were held constitutional by
the courts.
After attempting to evade a direct answer, Mr.
Gompers said he thought he would obey such a law, but he
road

bill

mony was

December
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was sure the working men would not In reply to continued
questions he said that he would not counsel obedience to such
a law but would remain silent, advising organized labor to
appeal

to

the country

I
to understand from that that you would withhold the benefit of your very great influence as an
expedient
ol labor in this country in a matter of
encouraging obedi-

by trying to select a Congress that

en< c to the

laws?"
"Mr. Gompers:

be voluntary or

ways have

it

hypothetical.
services stand.

is

this question for me. yes or no.
The Congress of the
ruled Stat.- places upon the- statute be>ok
a law relating to
compulsory arbitration and the right of labor to strike, winch,
I

the right to strike.

likely

willing to .submit them to any prejuIn- held of m<
Well, then, Mr. Gompers, you may an-

may

swer

Mere discussion of such legisproduce serious consequences by giving
the radical element the means of undermining the more conlation

am

1

-Mr. Webster:

must
and labor must al-

Arbitration, he said,

cannot be successful,

Your question is entirely speculative and
work and the character of my work, my

My

dicial opinion uhic h

that the committee should not press
this time.

Am

law.

would repeal the law. It is impossible, he said, to prevent
men from quitting their employers, no matter what law makes
them lawbreakers.
Urged to state his position regarding the Plumb plan, Mr.

Gompers nnall) asked
him for a statement at

1209

to

your judgment, trenches upon the constitutional right of
an American freeman in that behalf, and that law is brought
in

servative element.

on

Following is part of the colloquy between Mr. Webster
and Mr. Gompers, as taken from the record:
"Mr. Webster: It is my purpose to make some observations in Congress upon your testimony, and I have not the
slightest purpose to misquote you or to misconstrue anything
you say. I want you to keep me from doing that by telling
me frankly, without any qualification or condition, just what
your position is. I had gotten the impression from the newspaper reports of your testimony before the Senate committee
that you had in effect taken the position that you would defy
the laws of your country.
Of course, I would not act upon
that, and I should like before this committee, speaking in
an official capacity, to ask you this question, and I want you
to give me a fair answer so that there will be no possibility
of misconstruction of what your position is.
"Suppose this Congress should incorporate in the bill that
we now have under consideration some provision or provisions relating to compulsory arbitration and denying to
some extent or qualifying your right to strike, and that law
should be tested through the ordinary channels and in accordance with the established procedure to the point where
the Supreme Court of the United States declared that law

for a test

in

the courts as to

finally reaches the

"constitutionality, and it
of the United States and

its

Supreme Court

that tribunal declares that the law is constitutional,
that
the limitations placed upon the right to strike
are valid and
that the machinery arranged for the arbitration
of disputes
are valid and constitutional, would you.
as the president of
the American Federation of Labor, 'advise

and counsel obe-

dience to the law or not?"

"Mr. Gompers:

Perhaps

think the question

I

me

that

it

is

I

may

be entirely

in

error, but

unintelligibly stated.' It occurs to
unintelligible, that part of the question that if
is

the Congress should enact a law for compulsory
arbitration
and the right to strike. What I think was intended

was

to

prevent the right to strike."

W.

N.

Doak Also Opposes Compulsory

Arbitration

W. N. Doak, vice-president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, also opposed any kind of compulsorv arbitration and said that Congress ought not to
-start anything" that would further alienate labor and
capital.

said

He

get-together

a

conference between railroad operators
and employees is probable after the railroads are given
up
by the government and that voluntary agreements without
additional legislation will prove more satisfactory.
He- said
that the organizations would not attempt to strike
to force
the adoption of the Plumb plan.

all respects to be constitutional and valid, would you
advise the men constituting the organizations which you
represent to go counter to the provisions of that law so interpreted and construed by the Supreme Court of the United

in

States?"

"Mr. Gompers: The question that has been propounded
one to which I have made answer.
"Of course, I do not think that I shall ever again work
as a wage-earner in a factory; it would be simply imposI would say that if I
sible, that is, for practical purposes.
were a wage worker I would still assert my right to quit
my employment, even though in asserting that right it in-

Return

is

I
volved a violation of a declared constitutional statute.
would assert my right to quit work, to leave my employment,
the same right as you have, sir: the same right as every other

man

has or in the law has, to quit employment.
any time when his interest or his whim
No one undertakes to stop any
or his fancy prompt him.
man from quitting his business."
"Mr. Webster: Would you counsel or advise the workmen to obey it?"
"Mr. Gompers: No, sir. T should probably remain quiet
upon that subject and permit them to act as their judgment
as law-abiding citizens directed them, but T would appeal
and make the most strenuous efforts of which T was capable
to secure a reversal of the Supreme Court's decision by the
in business

to quit his client at

of

Railroads

Still

in

Doubt

Administration,
ThemenRailroad
and
throughout

Congress, and railroad
the country are awaiting
anxiously the message which President' Wilson is expected to send to Congress shortly regarding his intentions
as to the restoration of the railroads to private management.
others

The Railroad Administration has been proceeding all along
on the assumption that the President has not changed his
mind since he stated in his message to Congress in May that
the railroads would be returned at the end of the year, but
whereas two werks ago most railroad men seemed fairly certain that the transfer would take place on that date, the
delay

in

making

situation

the

formal announcement and the uncertain
legislation in Congress ha- brought
sentiment and the prevailing opinion now

as to railroad

about a change in
seems to be that a postponement of the transfer is
pei ted.
While varying opinions have been expressed, it seems
to be true that at this writing no one know* what is to hapn unless i; be the President and there are many who believe that he has nol finally made up his mind and will not
!

people through their Congressmen in the next Congress, as
the decisions of the Supreme Court have been reversed in
manv instances by Congress and by the people."
You have just stated that if this law
"Mr. Webster:
should be declared constitutional, though it were your per-

until the fate' of the Cummins bill in the Senate is known
with certainty.
Director General Hincs submitted a report to the President on both the railroad and the legislative situation on De-

sonal opinion that it was unconstitutional, that you would
not advise the members of vour organization to obev the

cember 0. which it is understood merely outlined the facts
and prospects for the President's determination. Later Mr

:
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Hines submitted another report which ia understood to hav<
contained .i specin< recommendation, the nature ol which
bas oot been di& los< d.
one theory which ia being discussed ia that in the evenl
of the failure oi the Senate to pasa a bill b) the end of th(
year, the President would sa) thai be bad given Congress a
mil opportunity n> legislate and as it bad Itch unable to
.mi a program be would keep the roads for another year,
rhis
thus giving satisfaction to the labor organizations.
opinion
a

is

most frequentl) expressed by those

who

believe

in

further continuation of government operation.

[f

the Senate fails to agree before the holiday recess or be1,

according to this theory, the return would
month or two or three to give Congress

be postponed for a

further time to complete

its

permanent

legislation.

has encountered a more all-round opposition in the Senate than was expected, the chances seem
to favor a delay in the return of the roads beyond the first
of the year, particularly as it is no longer possible to give
the railroad companies an adequate notice.

Cummins

\- the

bill

Labor Leaders Ask Two- Year
Extension of Government Control
the President's mind
That
road question was stated by

open" on the
Joseph P. Tumulty,

is "still

rail-

sec-

retary to the President, to a delegation of labor lead-

White House on December 17 and left
ers
a letter urging the President to set at rest rumors that he intended to return the railroads, and to retain them for at least
two years. The delegation was made up of representatives
of the conference of labor leaders, called by the American
Federation of Labor and the officers of the train service
brotherhoods that began a meeting on December 13 to con-

who

called at the

labor questions including opposition to the
Earlier in the day, headed by President Gompers of the American Federation of Labor, they had called
on Senator Cummins, chairman of the Senate committee on
sider

general

Cummins

interstate

mins

of

i

bill

bill.

commerce and asked him to withdraw the Cumand give government operation of the railroads a

"fair and thorough test" in peace time.
The letter to the President was as follows

"Proponents of the Cummins bill for the immediate return of the railroads with a high guaranteed compensation
are attempting to justify this bill by asserting that it is your
plan to return the railroads to their owners by January 1.
1920, and that some legislation providing for such return

must be enacted immediately.

"We

a great injustice to you.
As you will doubtless know, an overwhelming majority of
the farmers, of the members of the American Federation of
Labor, of the railway brotherhoods, as well as of the general
believe that this assertion

is

public, favor an extension of the period of government operation of the railroads for at least two years, in order that
a fair test may have been made of government operation and
a plan may be worked out for the ultimate disposition of the

railroads which would be fair to all interests involved. Such
recommendation was made by Mr. McAdoo when director

general of the railroads,

who

urged a five-year extension of

lose

i"

billion dollars, the

i

This increase

50 per Kiit.

will

authorities,
oi

ii

leasl

be

in

reflected

rates being

rates,
in

an

increased 25 to
according to these same

increased

cost of living

lour billion dollars a year, possibly live billion.

The American people cannot and should

not stand such in-

rease.

"Government operation, as reported by Director General

the other

January

fore

government operation, while members oi thi interstate Comni. i.c Commission have also urged extension.
"Director Genera] Eiinea and members of the Interstate
Commerce Commission have shown clearl) that the return
.,i
the railroads will involve an increase in freight revenue

i

hand there appear to be man) more adherents
to the opinion that the President is anxious to get rid of the
railroads aa soon as he can do so with safety and that if the
Senate should pass a bill thai would make it reasonably certain that a completed bill could be put through a conference
committee and be accepted by the Senate and the House in a
month or SO he would consider it safe to return the roads on
January 1 or shortly afterward.

On

Vol. 67, No. 25

Mine-, showed

a

eel profit at the rate of

$168,000,000 a year

months prior to tin- coal strike.
"
he Senate is now being asked to investigate serious
charges against certain officials and railroads during the period of food control, and they had committed sabotage and
had wilfully and purposely attempted through unfair method- while presumably serving the Government, to discredit
government operation.
"We respectfully request, Mr. President, on behalf of the
farmers, the American Federation of Labor and the railway
brotherhoods, as well as the general public, that you stop the
rumors that you plan to return the railroads to private control, and that in view of the changed conditions and the
prevalent industrial unrest you re-establish public confidence
by advocating that the period of government operation beeontinued for at least two years, so that under peace conditions there may be a more thorough and more consistent trial
of government operation, and that carefully considered plan
for the ultimate disposal of the railroads may be worked out
and adopted."
The letter was signed by the following:
lor the three
I

Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor.
George P. Hampton, managing director of the Farmers' National Council.
Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Railway Locomotive
Engineers.
E. Sheppard, president of the Order of Railway Conductors.
T..
Timothy Shea, acting chief cf the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and

Engineers.

W.

G. Lee, president, Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen.
Fred J. Chamberlain, representative of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Colorado State Granges.
H. A. Fuller, vice-president of the American Society of Equity.
O. H. McGill, Seattle Cooperative Shingle Mills.
Martin F. Ryan, Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of America.
J. W. Kline, general president, International Brotherhood of Boiler Makers,
Drop Forgers and Helpers.
Win. H. Johnston, International Association of Machinists.

X. P. Alifas, International Association of Machinists, chairman.
George A. Luther, secretary, Brotherhood of Railway Clerks.
II. E. Wills, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.
B. M. Jewell, acting president Railway Employees' Department.
Rolla S. Sextob, American Federation of Labor.
Henry Sterling, American Federation of Labor.

John T. McCrudden. Brotherhood of Railway Clerks.
R. T. Wood, U. B. of Maintenance of Way Employees and Railway Shop
Laborers.

M. Pierson, Order of Railroad Telegraphers.

T.

Charles J. McCowan, Brotherhood of Boilermakers.
W. X. Doak, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
\\
M. Clark, Order of Railway Conductors of America.
\\
McMenimen, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
1..
P. J. McXr.mara, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen.
.

.

Mr. Hampton, Mr. Stone and W. H. Johnston acted as
spokesmen and expressed similar sentiments.
In addressing Senator Cummins, Mr. Gompers said that
organized labor wanted the government to retain control of
the railroads for two years "for the purpose of testing out
the best method for their continued operation" and, referring
to the anti-strike provisions of the bill, he said the proposal
was filled with the gravest consequences'. It will not stop
strikes but
will make respected citizens law-breakers."
George P. Hampton, Fred J. Chamberlain and H. E. Wills
also spoke.

Senator

Cummins

said he

had no authority

to

withdraw

the bill but offered to lay the request before the committee.

December

19,
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October Earnings and Expenses

cluded in the October, 1919, expenses.
In addition the expenses
tor October, 1919, include about $4,800,000 Lack
pay applicable
to previous months."

OPERATING STATISTICS SECTION of the Railroad AdTinministration
has published figures covering the financial

results of operation

for October

There was an increase

in the revenue and non-revenue ton
during the month compared with the corresponding
month of 1918 for the first time since January, 1919.
The results for the 10 months ended October ,S0 wen-:

Class I
roads in federal operation.
These comprise 232,149 miles
of road, or 97 per cent of the total of 240,177 miles of road
federally operated.
The condensed income account is as
Month

1211

for all

miles

C

I.

Increase

i

deci

oi

<

l

a-<

1918
$484,372,562
378,975.377
105,397,185
19,212,699
86,184,486

Operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue.. 104,087,780
Taxes, rents, etc
27,128,003
Net Operating income...
76.959,777

^

•>

Amount

1918

Percent

1

Amount

I'er

160 $249 813 970

cent

Jperatn

1

$19,115,772
20,425.177
dl, 309,405
7.915,304
d9,224,709

3.9
5.4

1,556,720 77

Net operating revenue
Taxes, rents, etc
Net operating income
10/12 of annual rental.

..

'

•< :

478,982,635

599,976,783 d 120,994 148
743 563
143,586,757
120.994.i48

'

.1

6 3
\\

783,339,956 dl

264,580,905

'

NOTE:

One-twelfth of the annual rental due the companies covered by
amounts to $74,356,354, so that the net profit to the gov-

>

678,271.356

743.563540

.

Operating loss

d indicates decrease.

84.0

80.3

i

'.'.

3.7

indicat

The comparison between

the report

ernment was

Ii

v

1919

A
i

1919
$503,488,334
399,400,554

NOTE:

months ended Oct. 31

10

*

of

the ten months' periods is subby the fact that the rate increases, approximately 25 per cent, which were in effect this year, became effective for passenger and freight traffic respectively
the middle and latter part of June, 1918, and also by the
fact that numerous important wage increases which were effective for all of 1919 were effective for only part or none

$2,603,423.

stantially

"In this connection it should be observed," the statement says,
"that on account of the restoration on October 1 of car per diem
charges the equipment rents in October, 1919, included $6,000,000
car per diem debits, while the corresponding credits to other railroads on account of October transportation, will not appear until
November; also that there was a large amount of revenue estimated to be not less than $3,000,000 from coal traffic transported
in October, which is not included in the October revenues because, on account of the then impending coal strike such coal
traffic was held in transit in the last few days in October and
the revenues shown on the waybills
elating thereto were not
taken into account for the month. The net result of these two
items would be to add approximately $9,000,000 to the net operating income as stated above, which would result in a net profit
to the government of $11,603,423.
"In making comparison with last year it should be noted that
freight and passenger rates are on substantially the same basis in
both years. The expenses in October, 1918, include about $12,800,000 back pay applicable to prior months, but they do not, on the
other hand, reflect the increases to quite a number of classes of
employees granted subsequent to October, 1918, which are in-

affected

of 1918.

Ore Loading Docks on the Great Lakes

\

the
Trough
neer of the

courtesy

of

W.

A. Clark, chief engi-

Duluth & Iron Range and the Duluth,

Messabi & Northern, we are able to publish the following table of statistics relative to ore-loading docks situated on the Great Lakes.
This table has been revised to
.May 1. 1919, and shows the locations, numbers and capacities, etc., of all of the docks in use up to that date:

ORE LOADING DOCKS ON THE GREAT LAKE
Capacity per
ber pocket
D6ck
of
in
No. pockets tons

Num-

Railway
A. C. & H. B
C.
C.

M. &
M. &

Location
Michipicoten,

P
P

St.
St.

Ont.

Mich

Escanaba,
Escanaba,

Mich....

N

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Key

W

N.
N.
N.
N. W....
N.
N.
N.

W
W
W
W
W

Harbor,

&
&
&
&

R

I.

100

2,000

125
125

28,250
31,250
92,500
80.000
72.5HO
55,600
50,000

Wis
Wis

D M. & N

Duluth,
Duluth,
Duluth,
Duluth,

M. &
M. &
D. M. &

N
N
N

D.

S.

& A

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

G.
G.
G.
G.
G.

N
N
N
N
N

Minn
Minn
Minn
Minn

M.
M.
M.

S.
St.

Wis
Wis
Wis
Wis

Superior,
Superior,
Superior,
Superior,
Superior,

St.
St.

&

Wis.

&

S.

S.

&
&

S.

S.

S.
S.

M
M
M

\-hl.-uMl,

Vshland,
Superior,

....

Mich.

P.

Superior,

9 in.

pockets
44° 0'

in.

37" 30'

ft.

4 in.

25

ft.

in.

311

ft.

66
69

ft.

6 in.

ft.

in.

2 in.

ft.

in.

1,500
1,500

ft.

ft.

52
54

in.

28

ft.

in.

240

ft.

8 in.
2 in.

37
37
52
50
50
50

ft.

in.
in.

ft.

ft.

61ft. 9

52
59
70
70
72
70
73

ft.
ft.

ft.

9 in.

ft.

Oin.

ft.

1

ft.

4'/2 in.
5'i in.

ft.

in.

ft.

2 in.

ft.

2 in.

ft.

2 in.
2 in.

1,356
1,500
2.200
.920
1,740
1,668
1.200

8 in.
8 in.

1.376
1.400

ft.

ft.

52

ft.

2 in.

'

ft.
f;.

ft.

ft.
ft.

ft.

56,000
68.400
25,200
37,000

74
80
66
73

in.

51

ft.

ft.

in.

9 in.

56
49

ft.

ft.
ft.

in.

ft.

in.
51 ft. 3'A in.

ft.
ft.

ft.

920

ft

150
200
300
400

57,600
76,800
115,200
153,600

67
72
80
84

V2

59

ft.

in.

57
56

ft.

Oin.

.'.304

ft.

ft. 5 in.

ft.

in.

ft.

ft.

5 in.

60

ft.

in.

2,304
2,304

ft.

ft.

in.

6 in.

2,304

ft.

ft.

45,000

70

ft.

10 in.

374

300
300
300
300
300

112.200
105.000

73
73
77
73
75

ft.
ft.

in.
in.

ft.

Oin.

ft.

in.

ft.

in.

0'
0'
32'
0'

45° 0'
45° 0'
47° 30'
47° 30'

Steel
Steel

and concrete
and concrete

Steel

and concrete

Steel
Steel

and concrete
and concrete

)

9 7.800

f

90,600

Steel

and concrete

Steel

and concrete

45° 0'

1.236

ft.

8 in.

:.244

ft

ft.

8

ft.

8 in.

o(-n ft.

ft.

8

996

ft.

ft.

6

1.812

ft.

45° 0'
45° 0'
47° 30'
45° 0'
47° 30'

45°

in.
in.
in.

2,100

ft.

405.600
50,000

75

ft.

in.

54

ft.

in.

1,200

ft.

ft.

2 in.

in.

1,908

ft.

ft.

in.

ft.

Oin.

900

ft.

Wis.

40?

300

78

ft.

in.

36
59
58

ft.

350

66
80

ft.

in.

2.412

ft.

80

ft.
ft.

in.
in.

57
59

ft.

80

2 in.
2 in.

866
102
100

48°
48°
43°
45"

ft.

31,400
52,500
120,600

3h of

0'

51ft. Oin.

100

Wis

0'

0'
0'

62
62
59
62
62

250

.

0'

0'
0'

403,200

225

314
150

.

45°
45°
45°
45°
45°
45°
45°

186,600

200

Ext.

Total

Angle

dock

43

200

350
160
166
302

Length

Wis
Wis

Total

N.

150
250

.352

Marquette,

I

P.
P.
P.

250
300

168
148

1.536

Mich...

Marquette,

Total

L.

224
228

384
384
384
384

Width of
dock outside
to outside of
partition posts

410,100

768

Total
S.

250
250
250
200
250

1.934

Harbors,
Harbors,
Harbors,
Harbors,

deck
of dock
to

90.000

20

Total

D
D

200

226
250
370
320
290
278
200

Two
Two
Two
Two

R

I.

42,000
48,000

175

Ont..

\shland,
Ashland,

R
R

I.
I.

Height
of water

Escanaba, Mich
Escanaba, Mich....
Escanaba, Mich...,
Escanaba, Mich....
Ashland, Wis

Total

D.
D.
D.
D.

12

240
24"

480

Total
C.

1

1

Storage
capacity
in gross
tons

0'

50° 45'
47° 30' Reinforced concrete
47° 0'

204,500

350
350

35.700
35,000
70,700

ft.

684 ft.
60Oft.

47° 30'
47° 30'

Steel

and concrete

Reinforced concrete-
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Gustave Lindenthal,
has been made consulting
an Fowler, consulting engineer,
New York city, has been made chief engineer. The plans provide
highway and railway
>th
For a double deck bridge, cai
traffic with a central -pan of 1,800 ft. or 2,400 ft., depending upon

bridge have established
sultiii

.1

joinl board.

New York

.

city,

ince 1916.
At thai time
1 progn
an ordinance was introduced and adopted by the city council requiring this road to depress its tracks and cany them
This ordinance was rcmull -i certain streets and avenues.
sisted in the United States Court by the railroad company
and was consequent!) held to be \oid.

1

1

the location adopted.

Recent press despatches from Winnipeg, Man., have indimembers oi the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and the Order of Railway Conductors have made a new
agreement with the Canadian Pacific providing for incr<
in wages; but an officer of the Railway Association of Canada
says that the agreemenl is only a local adjustment of rates
of pay and working conditions for trainmen and conductors
The
as provided in a supplement to the McAdoo award.
association officer lias further announced that there are no
negotiations either in progress or pending looking to any
general increase in wages for Canadian railway employees.
cated that

The map

iA

the railroads operated

Ontario, which is an important north and south connection
between the new trans-continental line and the older portions of the Canadian railroad system. The Temiskaming &
Northern Ontario is owned and operated, not by the DominThe main
ion but by the Ontario Provincial Government.
line extends from North Bay, on the line from Ottawa to
Sudbury, northward 254 miles to Cochrane, which is a division point on the Trans-Continental, about 60 miles west of
the boundary between Quebec and Ontario'.
of Railroad Station Agents has issued a circudiscussing certain sections of the Esch bill, recently
passed by the House of Representatives. The sections of
the bill which the circular treats are those legalizing the
machinery used by railroads and their employees before and
during federal control for the settlement of wage and working condition disputes. The circular, after briefly outlining
the plan contained in the bill for the settlement of labor

The Order

lar

"No provisions seem to have been made for
a representation on the boards of adjustment of the thousands of railroad agents and the station supervisory forces
disputes, says:

matter of personal importance to every
agent that he should be represented by one of his class. The
station supervisory forces greatly outnumber the machinists,
blacksmiths, sheet metal workers, electrical workers and
switchmen.
Unless we have a representative on one of
these boards of adjustment our cases will be decided by a
telegrapher, a clerk, a switchman, a maintenance of way and
shop laborer and four railroad representatives." The circular closes with an earnest appeal to station agents and station supervisory officers to protest against the apparent
•oversight and to demand representation on one of the adjustment boards.
it

becomes

ordinance requiring the depression of the tracks of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in Minneapolis, Minn., and
-calling for the elevation of the city streets over the tracks
The
is now pending before the Minneapolis city council.
ordinance is practically a compromise in a discussion between the city of Minneapolis and the Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul relative to the matter of separating grade cross-

&

York

Railroad Club

19,

1919, at 29

West

39th street,

New

City.

The Tie Merchants
The National Association of Railroad Tie Producers

will

annual meeting at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on
February 12 and 13, 1920, in conjunction with the annual
meeting of the American Wood Preservers' Association.
hold

its

The program

for this

meeting

An

is

now

Idealist's

in preparation.

View

railroads should be compelled to adhere to their
Let us demand that freight rates be
function as carriers.
based scientifically on the cost of service and that all
agencies be co-ordinated and made to have proper arrangements for the inter-change of traffic. Let us see to it that
the powers granted are rightfully used ,and that the expenditures for development are justified by proper service; that
any route to be developed, railway, waterway, or highway,

The

shall be worthy of development and when developed be
used for the public service at rates which can be defended
Let the
as representing the cost of the service rendered.
Federal agency be truly an inter-state commerce agency
and not simply a regulator of railways. Can we not learn a
lesson from the war? Is there not a golden mean between
the unthinking machine developed by autocracy and the extreme individualism of democracy? Have we not had proof
of the necessity for concerted action where great public
Should we not have a Department of
issues are involved?
Transportation charged with the development and co-ordination of all the transportation agencies of the nation?
Mai. Gen. IV. M. Black.

American Association

of Engineers'

a

Minneapolis Track Plans

An

day evening, December

by the Canadian Gov-

ernment, printed in the Railway Age dated November 7, page
906, should have shown also the Temiskaming & Northern

and

New York

William L. Chenery, one of the editors of "Survey," will
conduct an open forum to discuss The Industrial Conflict
at the nexl meeting of the New York Railroad Club on Fri-

Position on Unionism

The American Association
ment

of its

profession.

of Engineers has issued a stateposition with reference to trade unionism in the
The following is an abstract from this statement:

—

"Production should be increased not limited. The procannot support strikes or lockouts or any other
methods that may benefit any class at the expense of the
nation as a whole.
"Rewards should be according to ability, initiative and
fession

Men are not equal in these respects.
constructive effort.
Each man should be encouraged to do his utmost and be
given compensation according to ability and will to increase
production and to achieve large results.
"The engineer, as an educated professional man, believes
in basing his claims for proper and just -reward for his services upon the justice of the facts presented, upon enlightenment

of public opinion,

upon loyalty between employer and

employee, and upon the underlying fundamental desire of
the great majority to do what is fair and right when the
merits of the case in question are clearly presented and
demonstrated. We believe in organized representation for
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Canadian People Operating Canadian Railways
Employees may be represented on the governing board
Canadian National Railway System; this was intimated in a
recent address bj Sii
orden, Prime Minister of the
Dominion of Canada, to the legislative board of the Brotherhood of Lo
Firemen and Engineers. Sir Robert said,
I

At

Evansville,

[nd.,

cattle

shippers ha

tin-

irs,

are coming into the stockyards in
n unable to obtain cattle cars.

M. T. Scanlan, commercial agent for the Chicago, Lake
Shore & Smith Bend, with office in hicago, has been appointed
commercial agenl for the hicago, Racine & Milwaukee, with
<

<

in part

area and scattered communities the
"In a countn
problem of transportation is all important, and the efficiency of

transportation
life.

About

an essentia] factor in the national
total railway mileage of Canada is, or

i

oni

shortly will be, in the ownership of the slate.
You must realize,
I
hope you will agree, that this condition emphasizes the
importance of devising some means by which this great essential

and

and national

activity shall not be interrupted or prejudiced by
disputes between employers and employed.
Even as between a
private corporation operating a great public utility and its em-

ployees there sin mid be some more reasonable method than the
imposition upon the ^neral public of the inconvenience, the
loss and the suffering which are occasioned by strikes.
If, between jealous and sometimes antagonistic nations, the principle
of settling international disputes by peaceful means has been
acknowledged and adopted, surely disputes between employers
and employed can be investigated and adjusted by means other
than those which may bring upon the whole people distress and
suffering comparable
that entailed by war.
So far as railways in the ownership of the state are concerned, there is one
additional consideration of which you should not lose sight.
Those responsible for the administration of state railways are
not actuated or influenced therein by any motive of private interest.
Their duty is on the one hand to the public whom they
serve, and on the other hand to the employees, who also serve
So that in this instance employers and emthe same public.
ployed alike serve the people as a whole.
"I commend to your most thoughtful consideration the results
which have been obtained in this country by the establishing of
die tribunal known as Board of Adjustment No. 1, in connecThe Board has
tion with the Canadian Railway War Board.
given decisions in 52 cases, as well as o supplementary cases,
or in all 58 disputes which have thus been settled without resort
In addition, about a dozen potential disputes have
to strike
been adjusted through the good offices of the Board without the
Disputes have also been adnecessity of a formal hearing
justed for organizations which were not parlies to the agreement. It is open to any class of railway or transportation employees to present a ca>e to the Board, provided they agree to
be bound by its decision.
"Is there not in this record food for the most careful reflection and consideration as to the future determination of disputes
between organizations of railway employees and those responsible
for the administration of the railways? In other countries there
have recently been legislative proposals for the prohibition of
strikes.
It would not be my purpose to have the question approached in that way. The members of the railway organizations
are citizens of this country, interested like others in its development, its progress and its orderly government. Any movement
I

i

make permanent and

more

methods which
have had such good results during the past eighteen months
might well originate with them. This obligation is imposed and
this responsibility is created not only by the power and influto

still

ence of the organizations
their

members owe

to

in

efficient

question,

the state as

the

but by

good

the

citizens.

duty which
our part

On

the

at

same headquarti

The

Traffic

and Ti

it>

monthlj

mei

elected the
ant traffic

die

Fort

wing
manager,

Eolli

Pitt
;

t,

Hotel on December 4,
Ii. X. lloldren, assist-

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Company; viceompany; finanaughlin Steel
cial secretary, S. C. Corhcld, traffic manager, Columbia Steel &
Shafting 'ompany; recording secretary, A. ('. Schweitzer, Carnegie Steel Company; custodian, H. B. Parmclee, Carnegie Steel
Company; treasurer, J. F. Sturm, National Tube Company;
executive committee, W. II. Patton, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
Railroad (ompany; S. S. MeKeever, W. 11. Walker & Company;
(i.
F.
Wood. Canadian National Railways Company; G. H.
Waggoner. Stalnaker Steel Company; R, J Zinsmeister, W. II.
president, s. R.

i

Hosmer, Jones &

'

I

lerman Company.

The director general announces that an understanding has
been reached between the United States Shipping Board and
die Railroad Administration in the matter of storage or demurrage charges on export coal and freight, moving via Xorth
Atlantic ports under through bills of lading, under which these
charges will be assumed by the party at fault the shipper, the
inland carrier, or the ocean carrier. He has also announced the
names of members of the Trans-Atlantic Associated Freight
Conference, which constitute practically the entire membership,
also independent steamship lines or operators (not members of
the associated conferences) that have agreed to become parties
to the same understanding.
Tt is expected that it will be possible to publish necessary amendments to tariffs, so that this
arrangement may become effective not later than December 29.

—

The Cunard steamship line, and allied interests are credited
New York paper with having made substantial progress
with plans for the establishment of an immense freight terminal at Weehawken, X. )., the west side of the Hudson River,
by a

opposite 42d street, New York, which probably will dwarf
anything of the same character now existing in New York.
It is stated, on the authority of persons familiar with the
project, that negotiations in progress for some time may be
The proposed developexpected to mature in the spring.
ment will include the entire Weehawken frontage on the
Hudson from the West Shore ferry slips south to the Erie
Railroad piers. It. does not involve any change in connection
with the larger ships of the Cunard and allied lines, which
dock at the Chelsea piers below Twenty-third street. NewYork. The new piers will have electrical and mechanical
equipment equal to the best.

Coal Allowed for Ocean Vessels
against the delivery of coal for bunkerage
were removed on December 15 by the Railroad Administration, which will permit delivery in the following order of
priority under the permit system:
(1) Inland and coastwise
vessels;
American ocean vessels; (3) foreign vessels.
2
Restrictions

1

>

we must

The
not be unmindful of corresponding obligations.
problem of administering about 22,000 miles of railways in this
country is one of exceptional moment and difficulty. Upon its
successful solution probably depends the success of state ownership, not only in Canada but upon the whole North American
continent.
We musl give earnest attention to some means by
which the employees shall have just representation in the executive administration of this great system.
I have given to this
question some study in the consideration of the problem as a
whole and you may be assured that such a proposal will command my en'ire sympathy."

ation of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
i

Causes of Mail Delay
The
cerning

post

office

train

department has issued a statement conIt
says that during the four weeks

delays.

from February 16 to March 15, 1919. the number of letters
delayed in the railway mail service as the result of being
undistributed, from various causes, were 2.810,000, the delay
ranging from one hour to twenty-four hours in reaching
destination. During this same period there were 40,000 trains
due to make connections that were missed. The number of
letter- delayed as a result of these failures of trains to main-
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according to the weekly reporl oi the Geological
6,
Survey, was 43.5 pei cenl of normal, or less than at an) time
since the first two weeks of the strike.
Compared with the
fourth week, when the wage negotiations were broken off,
the tonnage per working 'day fell ofl 8 per cent The revised
figures show thai production during the lust week of the
-Hike was 29.6 per cent of normal, during the second week
33.3 per cent, during the third week 44.5 per cent, and during
The total output for the week
the fourth week 47. 3 per cent.
ending December 6, including lignite and coal coke, was
5,259,000 net tons. The average during the four weeks ending
October 25, which may be regarded as normal, was 12,089,000
tons.
The report says that production during the week reflected the state of the industry at a time when negotiations
ad been broken off because this was the period after the
Central Interstate Wage Conference had adjourned after
failing to reach an agreement.
Comparatively few of the
striking miners accepted the proffered increase of 14 per cent.
and returned to work, while many mines whiqh had resumed
operations during the Washington negotiations had again
shut down, notably in Wyoming, West Virginia, and the
ceraber

1

.

Commissions

State

Railway Company lias petitioned the Public
Commission Of Illinois for a modification of supplemental <)i ,1m No.
to General Order No. 55, so that only one
crossing si^n need lie maintained at highway crossings thai are
I

Bituminous coal production during the week ending

The

Commission and Court News

1

Coal Production

St.

mim

linn:.
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1

Cumberland-Piedmont
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being undistributed,
due i"i the most part t" the clerks receiving mails from
<- >"
were prepared
delayed trains in greater volume than
tn November, 1917, there uric 87,000 Failurt
to handle,
mail trains to maintain their schedule connections, oi
than double the number that occurred in March, 1919,

delay
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Utilities

1

not "extra hazardous.

Court
Crossing Accident

News

— Standing Train

The Vermont Supreme Court holds that a railroad company
is not liable for injuries to an automobile, the driver of which
in coming down a steep hill at night, by reason of the shpery condition of the oiled road, was unable to stop on discovering a standing train on the crossing, whereby the automobile hit the train just as the latter was starting, though the
railroad took no precautions to avoid such injury. The railroad's servants would be amply justified in acting on the
belief that travelers in automobiles properly lighted and driving at reasonable speed would observe the cars on the crossGilman v. Central Vermont
ing in time to avoid a collision.

—

107 Atl. 122.

(Vt.)

—

Interstate Commerce Act Grain Elevators
The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that by reason of
provisions of the act to regulate commerce (U. S. Comp.

field.

Paul Business

Men

Paul (Minn.) Association of Public and Business
Affairs, having discussed the general railroad problem, has
adopted resolutions advocating:
"(1)
That in returning the railroads Congress make liberal
provision for refunding the indebtedness of the railway companies to the government on account of the creation by the government of additions and betterments upon railway property, the
cost of which has been charged to the carriers, in order that
all current assets may be forthwith available, for the betterment
of transportation facilities that until railway credit has been reestablished by such a readjustment under the supervision of a
federal commission of railway revenues and expenses as will
St.

the
St.

§8563) the State Corporation Commission is without jurisdiction to require a railroad to designate a point on its right
of way for the location of a portable grain elevator and to
spot cars thereon for interstate shipments, when the effect
of such order is to obstruct interstate commerce by materially
interfering with the movement of cars to and from elevators
permanently located near the right of way, and with the
Rock
loading of cars on the right of way by track shippers

—

Island

v.

State (Okla.) 180 Pac. 246.

;

result in net earnings sufficient to attract the new capital
quired for the creation of additional facilities and the acquisition of needed equipment, the compensation guaranteed to the
carriers during federal control be continued, and, if necessary
to provide such capital, the government loan same to the carriers at reasonable rates of interest;
"(2) That the Interstate Commerce Commission be clothed
re-

with broader and more general authority ovej

end that

it

fix

minimum and maximum

all

rates, to the

rates,

co-ordinate

and thus bring about a more uniform,
and non-discriminatory scale of rates throughout the coun-

interstate
fair

may

and

state rates,

try;

federal agency be created as the
final arbiter in wage disputes and that lockouts and strikes be
prohibited during the consideration and determination by such
agency of any disputes
"(4)
That the Federal Commission be given exclusive super-

"(3)

vision

That some

effective

and control over the issuance of railway

authority,

when

the

public

interest

will

be

with
permit

securities,

served,

to

consolidation of railways and railway facilities and service.
"In the judgment of the St. Paul Association the above deemed
essentials can be best accomplished by amplifying and extending
the jurisdiction and authority of existing governmental agencies
rather than by the creation of new agencies; that the demand
of the public is not for more regulatory machinery, but for a
more fully and adequately
transportation machine,
better

equipped, affording service, uninterrupted by strikes and lockouts, under the regulation of such effective governmental agencies
as will at the same time protect railway capital, secure fair
wages for the employees and protect the public against undue
exaction from either railway companies or the employees thereof."

Demurrage
To

demurrage on interstate shipments
of ore to the defendant on an interchange track at its works
at Kittanning, the defense was that, during the time charged
for the railroad's tracks were so flooded as to suspend the
The interchange tracks, however, were
road's operations.
not flooded, and there was no difficulty in the consignee returning the cars to the interchange track. It was claimed
that as the railroad could not have removed the cars, or in
a railroad's claim for

any manner make use of them,

it

could not charge demurrage

for the consignee's failure to deliver them there. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that this claim could not be

—

Pennsylvania
sustained.
(Pa.) 106 Atl. 207.

v.

Kattinning

Limiting Liability to Carrier's

I.

&

Own

S.

Mfg.

Co.

Line

In an action by a shipper of live stock against an initial
carrier for damages in transit, it appeared that the stock was
shipped over the lines of connecting carriers, but each carrier
made an independent contract with the shipper. The shipment was intrastate, and moved from Graham, Tex., to Ft.
Worth over the Rock Island, thence to Sweetwater over the

Texas

&

Pacific,

thence to Post over the Panhandle

&

Santa

rate was paid to the Rock Island, which
limited its liability to its own line. The Texas Court of Civil
Appeals holds that Texas Rev. St. 1911, Arts. 731, 732, relating to contracts for through shipment, recognized or
acquiesced in by the carriers, had no application, and the
Fe.

The through

liable for damages accruing upon the
Rock Island v. Hallam
of the connecting carriers.
(Tex.) 211 S. W. 809.

Rock Island was not
lines

—
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United States Supreme Court
State Legislature's

Power

to

In an action against the Rock Island for knocking down
killing a person who stepped upon the track when a
train was approaching in lull view, the Supreme Court of
the United States, per Mr. Justice Holmes, says on appeal
from a judgment of the Oklahoma Supreme Court, that it
may be assumed, as the State court assumed, that if the
question were open for a ruling of law it would be ruled
that the plaintiff could not recover. But the Oklahoma Constitution provides that "the defense of contributory negligence or of assumption of risk shall, in all cases whatsoever,
be a question of fact, and shall, at all times, be left to the
Art. 23, Sec. 6.
jury."
The case was left to the jury, and
they found a verdict for the plaintiff. Judgment was entered
for her and was affirmed by the Supreme Court of the State,
which held that the provision applied to the case and that
when so applied it did not contravene the Fourteenth Amend-

and

ment.

The Supreme Court of the United States holds that the
railroad had only such right to the defense as the State Constitution allowed.
Conceding that legislation cannot change
the standard of conduct which is matter of law in its nature
into matter of fact, the material element in the Oklahoma
constitutional enactment is not that it called contributory
negligence fact, but that it left it wholly to the jury. Judgmen for the plaintiff was affirmed. Rock Island v. Cole.

—

8,

1919.

Compensation for Carrying the Mails
The New York, New Haven & Hartford sued the United
States to recover the difference between amounts received
through the Post Office Department and what it claimed
should have been paid for its services in carrying the mails
during a series of years, ending June 30, 1914. The demand
was based on implied contracts alleged to arise from the
following circumstances: First Acceptance and transportation of the mails in reliance upon section 4002, Revised Statutes, as amended.
This directs payment of specified sums
per mile per annum according to weights; and the claim was
that because the Post Office Department improperly construed and applied it, the railroad received much less than it
should have received. Second Acceptance and transportation of the mails under orders and coercion of the Post Office

—

—

Department, followed by

failure

to

allow reasonable com-

pensation. The railroad claimed its property was taken for
public use and adequate compensation must be paid.
Concerning the challenged interpretation and application
of section 4002 R. S. resulting in payments during each fouryear term on the basis of weights taken immediately prior
to the beginning of the same instead of annually, the Supreme Court of the United States holds (opinion by Mr.
Justice McReynolds) that the action taken accords with prior
practice followed for many years; the letter of the statute
permits it; the carrier submitted with full knowledge: and.
impliedly at least, it was sanctioned by the Supreme Court
in D. L. & W. v. United States. 249 V. S. 385.
The court
thought it must be held as settled that prior to the Act of
July 28. 1916, Ch. 261. 39 Stat. 412, 419— with the exception
of certain roads aided by land grants
railroads were not
required by law to carry the mails
(Eastern v. United States
129 U. S. 391, 394; Vtchison, T. & S. F. v. United States. 225
640, 650; I). I.. & IV. v. United States, supra.)
And as
the railroad voluntarily accepted and performed the service
witli knowledge of what the United Slates intended to pay,
now claim m implied COntrad for a greater sum.
it cannot
It may he. the court s, ys, that any railroad by failing to
carry the mails would incur the hostility of those living along
its lines and as a consequence suffer serious financial hisses;
but the fear of such residts does not amount to compulsion
by the United States and cannot constitute the basis of a
justiciable claim against them for taking property.
The
judgment of the Court oi Claims dismissing the petition on
demurrer (53 Ct. CI 222 was affirmed. Mr. Justice Rrandeis

—

(

dissenting.

December

— N.
8,

Y..

X.

II.

& H

v.

I

Hi ted States.

Decided

1919.

Leave Question

of Contributory Negligence to Jury

Decided December

1215

State Statute Imposing Penalty for Overcharge
of

Authorized Passenger Fare Upheld

By an Arkansas statute regulating rates fur the transportation of passengers between points within the state, any railroad company that demands or collect a greater compensation than the statute prescribes is subjected "for every such
offense" to a penalty of "not less than $50 nor more than

$300 and costs of suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee,"
and the aggrieved passenger is given a right to recover the
same in a civil action. In June, 1915, the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern demanded and collected 66 cents more
than the prescribed fare from each of two sisters returning
to their home from a school commencement; and in suits
separately brought, and afterwards consolidated, these passengers obtained judgments against the company for the
overcharge; a penalty of $75 and costs of suit, including an
attorney's fee of $25. The company appealed, asserting that
the provision for the penalty was repugnant to the due
process of law clause of the Fourteenth Amendment; but
the Supreme Court of the state sustained the provision and
affirmed the judgments. 131 Ark. 442. The railroad took the
case to the Supreme Court of the United States.
The grounds on which the provision was said to contravene due process of law were, first, that the penalty was "so
severe as to deprive the carrier of the right to resort to the
courts to test the validity" of the rate prescribed, and, second, that the penalty was "arbitrary and unreasonable, and
not proportionate to the actual damages sustained."
The
Supreme Court said, however, per Mr. Justice Van Devanter,
that it did not appear that the carrier had not been afforded
an adequate opportunity for safely testing the validity of the
rate, or that its deviation therefrom proceeded from any belief that the rate was invalid.
On the contrary, it was practically conceded, and the court took judicial notice of the
fact, that if the carrier really regarded the rate as confiscatory, the way was open to secure a determination of that
question by a suit in equity against the Railroad Commission
of the state, during the pendency of which the operation of
the penalty provision could have been suspended by injunction.
Therefore it was held the first branch of the company's
contention could not prevail.
The second branch was more strongly urged. The provision assailed is essentially penal, because primarily intended
to punish the carrier for taking more than the prescribed
rate.
Yet it was held that giving the penalty to the aggrieved
passenger did not require that it be confined or proportioned
to his loss or damages
for, as it is imposed as a punishment
for the violation of a public law, the legislature may adjust
its amount to the public wrong rather than the private injury, just as if it were going to the state. The ultimate question was whether a penalty of not less than $50 and not more
than $300 for the offense in question could be said to 1>rinLr
the provision prescribing it into conflict with the due process
of law clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The court said:
"That this clause places a limitation upon the power of the
states to prescribe penalties for violations of their laws has
been fully recognized, but always with the express or tacit
qualification that the states still possess a wide latitude of
discretion in the matter and that their enactments transcend
the limitation only where the penalty prescribed is so severe
and oppressive as lo he wholly disproportionate to the offense
and obvioush unreasonable.
When the penalty is
contrasted with the overcharge possible in any instance it of
course seems large, hut. as we have said, its validity is nol
;

.

.

.

tested in that way.
When it is considered with due
for the interests of the public, the numberless opportunities for committing the offense, and the need for securing uniform adherence to established passenger rates, we
io

lie

rd

properly cannot he said to he s () severe and oppreshe wholly disproportionate to the offense or obviously
unreasonable."
Judgment for the plaintiffs was
affirmed, Mr. Justice McReynolds dissenting.
St. Louis. Iron
Mountain & Southern v Williams.
Decided December 8,
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Prime
announcement

Lloyd

to

a

George recently

private deputation

tn

the

important
British Cabinel
the

The members
i

had decided

that

there was no longer any political objectio

the construction of the

position

Channel Tunnel,

He was

say that the military objection
The Cabinet, before coming to a
to

nol

yet

had also been

in

a

re

final decision,
had
Admiralty, War Office,
and Air Force Staffs, and their reports were now being awaited.

moved.
asked

for

Deisel

considered views of the

the

Locomotives

for

the

Prussian Railways
London.

The Zeitschrifl des Vereines Deutsche [ngenieure in commenting on the problem of electrification of the Prussian
Railway system states that Prussia, Bavaria and Duchy of
Baden are partial to the 15,000-volt, 16-cycles, single-phase,
alternating current system, which is that used in Switzerland.
In combination with electric working this road is contemplating the use of internal comhustion locomotives of the Deisel
type to also be used on the electrified lines, and it has already
been decided that such locomotives will be built for experiment having a horse power of 3,000. It is hoped to reserve
about one-titth of the total mileage for the use of these locomotives.
One of the purposes attributed to this work is
that in case of war these locomotives could be used over

any

tracks, even

though

electric

power was not

Market

for Light

Railway Material in China

companies in China whose mines
Shantung railways, writes Vice Consul

of native coal

are adjacent to the

N. F. Allman, Tsinanfu, are now negotiating for the construction of light railways to connect their mines with the above
The approximate total length of the light railways to
line.
be constructed is 50 miles; 25 miles of which have already
been surveyed. The Chinese mine owners are desirous of
obtaining American materials, if possible, and the dealers in
railway material that may be interested would be expected
to furnish complete equipment, including locomotives and
Good second-hand equipment
several hundred coal cars.
would be acceptable for one of the lines, about 12 miles long,
the material for which would have to be delivered immeThe material for the other lines is desired not later
diately.
than February, 1920.
(The names of two firms in this district who correspond in
English and who are interested in negotiating direct for the
proposed light railways, may be obtained, says Commerce
Reports, from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or its district and co-operative offices. Refer to file
No. 126417.)
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Section

London. The purpose of this section
between English and French

ol

<

only

civil,

but in

ibing the purposes of this new
Gulritte said that during the great

war English and French engineers pot

in much closer contact
with each other than at any other previous time, and it was the
of the French and English engineers to prolong and
further the kindly feeling and cooperation that had existed between the engineers of the two countries during the war. This
London section will he used as a medium for keeping both English and French societies in touch with each other.
The section
has very broad ambitions and even contemplates arranging for
the exchange of engineering students between engineering firms
Furthermore, there are many engineering
in both countries.
questions of international importance which can be discussed
between the two nations with very beneficial effect, such as the
Channel Tunnel, the effect of the shortage in coal on the hydroelectrical development in France, etc.
It is also the desire to
make arrangements with the various English and French societies for the purpose of enlarging the foreign membership of these

institutions.

The

available.

nie Civil.

A number

t

Lunch Engineering

made

that

hollovt
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P. L.

M. Disaster

The French railway companies have been very unfortunate of
late in the matter of railway accidents.
On September 4, 15
passengers were killed in the Toulouse express, which had
stopped owing to want of steam, due, it is said, to bad coal, and
".vas run into by a train from Bordeaux.
The disaster on the
P. L. M. at Pont-sur-Yonne on November 3, when the Simplon
express was run into and 26 passengers killed, was, it is believed, due to the same cause.
This latter accident has an
interest for railway officers in that automatic signals, lock-andblock and cab signals have all cropped up as a result. The
P. L. M. has, for 20 years, had some automatic signaling on the
Nevers branch, 30 miles south of the site of the present accident.
It schould be noted, though, that the representative of that company who was present at the Washington International Railway
Congress of 1905 did not favor automatic signals because they
could net do all that the human agent was capable of. Little
lock-and-block has been used in France, except within what the
Americans call "station limits." The military training the men
have had has made them careful and no such interlocking has,
therefore, been considered necessary. At the time of the outbreak of war the P. L. M. was trying a cab-signal.

Italian

An

Railways Under Nationalization

Italian engineer has recently published a study,

reproduced

Reforme Economique, of 14 years' experience of railways
nationalization in Italy, from which the following figures are

in the

Carbon Contact Trolley Bows
that on account of the scarcity of
copper during the war, the copper contact bows of some of
the electric trains in Germany were replaced by bows of
aluminum, which had already been used for that purpose

The Engineer

states

Aluminum, however became unobtainable,
and zinc was used, but this did not answer particularly well.
Experiments were then made with contact pieces of carbon. At first the wear was one gramme of carbon per 10
car-kilometers, but this was improved upon until some of
the bows had reached a life of 110,000 car-kilometers. The
carbon was first greased, but ultimately that was found to
be unnecessary. The bows have a length of one meter and
The whole is mounted on a flat
are built up of sections.
strip of steel plate, which is turned up on both sides so as
to grip the carbon pieces, bars of cast iron are interposed
between the carbon and the steel edges so as to secure good
In cross section the carbon is not solid and a
contact.

before the war.

In 1905 the State took over a railway system of over
which had previously been paying over some $12,400,000 a year to the national treasury, in the shape of a tax on
profits.
During the first year of State operation, this contribution had fallen to $8,900,000 and the system was being operated
at a loss.
Under company management, a policy of double tracking was adopted, but this work has been so slow under State
ownership that 72 per cent of the mileage is still single track.
Between 1899 and 1903 the companies made considerable progress
with electrification in 12 years the State has electrified only 25
miles, although electrification is especially- urgent in Italy because
the mountain lines, although representing only a seventh of the
total mileage, consume 40 per cent of the coal used on the railways, and coal is extremely dear and scarce in the country. The
same critic also contends that while the companies were very
successful in the development of local traffic along the Adriatic
coast, and had thus stimulated the transport of agricultural and
industrial commodities to Great Britain and Central Europe, "no
taken.

11,500 km.,

;

December
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serious measure" of the kind has been taken since 1905. The
only appreciable increases are apparently the size of the staff and
the ratio of expenses, so that "on certain lines of secondary importance the employees outnumber the passengers."

French Railways and Demobilization
Figures were recently given in the Journal des Transports,
showing the very heavy traffic which the French railways have
been called on to handle since the armistice in connection with
demobilization.
Between April 1 and October 1 last, 14,000
trains were run for the conveyance of 2,000,000 demobilized
French soldiers and nun on Leave. A further 2,000 trains,
averaging 50 cars each, were required for the transport of soldiers to garrison towns and of the war material to depots, and the
addition of the trains carrying foodstuffs and other essential
commodities and those run in connection with the victory celebrations brought the total for the eight months to 20,000 military
trains.
Approximately 9,000 trains, a large percentage of which
traversed practically the whole of the country, were required for
the American Army during the same period, in which the total
number of the military trains amounted to about 30,000. This is
some 740,000 men and
exclusive of troop movements by sea
5,000 horses were carried between France, Algeria, Morocco, the
French colonies and eastern Europe. These figures have been
published officially with a view to explaining why the French
railways should still be so congested so many months after the
cessation of hostilities. As the work of demobilization is now
practically finished so far as the railway system is concerned, it
is hoped that the general transport position will before long
undergo an appreciable improvement.
;

Railway Notes from China
Peking, Oct. 2i,

The Ministry

of

1919.

Communications apparently has now got

Two anthe subject of statistical reports firmly in hand.
nual reports covering the years 1916 and 1917 respectively,
have come from the press during the present calendar year,
and announcement is now made that report for the year
1918 will appear shortly. A condensed summary of the report has been given to the press. In addition, 10-daily Approximate Returns of Traffic (revenues) have been appearing regularly during the past three or four months.

The

returns for the yedr 1918 are surprisingly good as
will be seen from the following statement:
Compared with 1917
Operating revenues
Operating expenses

Net operating revenues

Income
Income

debits
credits

Net income debits
Surplus for the year

1918
$77,652,153
34,322,615

Increase
$13,778,449
4,282,051

$43,324,538

$9,496,399

$11,033,562
1,209.144

108,647

$2,269,878

$9,824,418

$33,505,120

Decrease

$2,378,525

$11,874,924

Operating expenses contain $1,777,422 for depreciation of
The operating ratio was slightly over 44,
stock.
compared with 47 in 1917 and 52 in 1915. Net operating
revenues represent a return of 10.4 upon the cost of road
and equipment, and are sufficient to cover net income debits

rolling

more than

four times.
The surplus for the year is equivalent to 29 per cent upon the funds which the government
has invested in the properties out of its own funds.
Out
of surplus $3,967,487 was invested in Additions to Property
and $1,617,811 was used in retiring funded debt. By these
means and the investment of other funds, the government
equity in the property was increased during the year by
$7,644,488.

The report shows an increase in the length of line by 28
kilometres only.
Seven locomotives were purchased and
21 goods wagons were constructed. In addition, 200 wagons
were leased upon a more or less permanent basis. The
crease in performance per unit of equipment, however,

inin-

dicates that purchases will have to be made more freely in
Locomotive performance increased from
the near future.
43,772 kilometres per year to 47,512.
Carriage performance
increased from 97 passenger kilometres per seat per day
to

103,

and wagon performance, measured

in

"Ton

kilo-

1217

metres per ton of carrying capacity per running day" increased from 49.1 to 64.5. This measure is more severe than
"kilometres per loaded car" in that it penalizes a wagon by
the number of days that it was available for loads but was
A\erage train load shows an increase from 244
not u.->rd.
Train load has shown a consistent into 257 "long" tons.
crease since the first statistics were compiled.
Also the
average haul per ton has been steadily increasing, from
165

was

n7 to 184 in 1918. in 1915 this figure
kilometres in
141
kilometres.
Passenger traffic exhibit- similar
i

\

tendencies.
It is explained in
the preliminary statement that the season of 1918 was remarkably favorable for a good showing
and thai a similar improvement in 1919 is not to be ex-

the published figures for revenue, including reup to the end of July, indicate that the 1918 figures
will be exceeded comfortably in 1919.

pected, but
sults

*

Col.

*

*

John Stevens, chairman of the Techn::al Commis

of the Trans-Siberian Railway, has returned to Vladivostock
alter a visit of nearly a week in Peking and Tientsin.
No

reports have been given out, but it is believed that his visit
concerned the attitude to be assumed by China upon the
withdrawal of American forces along the Chinese eastern
This withdrawal has been reported as imminent
section.
several times by the press of a certain country.
*

*

*

The

sixth conference of the traffic managers and accountants of the Chinese Government Railways upon the subject of through traffic has taken a temporary adjournment
after a session of two weeks.
The session just closed made
history in that for the first time plans have been agreed
upon for a comprehensive interchange of goods wagons.
Under the plans now formulated, through shipments may be
transferred at the option of the receiving line, but at its
own expense. The rate of car hire is 10 cents per ton per
day. At the end of 12 days a penalty late of 40 cents begins
to run, as a means of forcing return to home line promptly.
(It is anticipated that after locomotive superintendents have
brought about uniform standards of repairs, inspection and
lubrication, this penalty can be modified or removed.)
Set-

tlements are to be made between lines on the basis of daily
balances and will be effected through the clearing house,
attached to the Ministry of Communications.
Wagons unfit for service are to be returned to home line for heavy repairs.
So far as consistent with safe operation, light repairs will be left for the home line to make, the line upon
which discovered to be responsible for costs. All repairs
are to be made at cost, with no percentage for overhead.
Junction reports will be made to the clearing house which
will keep a car register of movements and be responsible
for accuracy of charges.
This subject has been under discussion ever since through traffic was attempted first, five
years ago.
*

The adjourned
vene

session

two weeks hence

*

*

of the

traffic

managers

will

con-

purpose of taking, under
consideration the report of a sub-committee upon uniform
classification

for

the

of goods.
*

*

*

There is an unconfirmed report here that the Ministry
of Communications has engaged the services of four foreign experts to assist in the standardization of rolling stock.
France, England, Japan and America are said to be represented upon this group. For two years or more a Railway
Technics Commission composed of Chinese has been working upon this subject.
It is reported that this commission
will submit to a convention of the mechanical officers of
the lines, to be called next spring, a set of standards for
goods wagons. It is expected naturally that the representatives of the various national types will have criticisms to
otter.
In order to meet these criticisms and to insure fair
treatment to all concerned, the group of technical advisers.
referred to above, will be constituted as a quasi board of
arbitration, with powers of recommendation only.
Such
recommendations in the past, however, have carried great
weight with the Ministry.
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Railroad Administration

Locomotives
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Inquiring
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Eoi

ii

Regional

Mikado

ea

Belgian Government. Unconfirmed reports are to the
the Belgian Government has divided an order foi 660
Consolidation locomotives equally between the American
Locomotive Company and the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
i

that

Kilcy Williams 1m
been appointed federal superintendent
IN
..I
minal
operation "i the Brooklyn Eastern District
succeeding E. J. Sullivan, assigned i" other duties.

Operating
T.

freight trainmaster

"i the PennsylEastern Lines, at Miflln, Pa., lias resigned. Mr. Scott
has been succeeded by W. R. Lockard, assistant freight
trainmaster at AltOOna. E. L. Lowder, yard master at Altoona, has been promoted to succeed Mr. Lockard,
J.

Scott, assistant

vania,

Freight Cars
1

in

1,000

Refining Company is reported as having ordered
tank cars from the Standard Steel Tar Company.
(.in

The Pressed Steel Cab Company, lias issued inquiries for the
Koppel Industrial Car Company for specialties for 20 to 50
and 300 cane cars.

Trade Publications
Balancing Apparatus.

—

Aeroil Thawing Outfits and Torches. Bulletin No. 10 has
recently been issued by the Aeroil Burner Company, Inc..
400 Main street, Union Hill, N. J. This illustrates the Aeroil
thawing outfit and shows their application in thawing out
hoppers of coal cars. The outfits are designed especially
for use in the removal of ice and snow from frozen coal, sand
and ore cars, hoppers, pockets, tracks and switches, etc.

—

Welding and Cutting Equipment. The Carbo-Hydrogen
Company of America, Pittsburgh. Pa., has issued nine bulletins
a folder, describing cutting and welding torches and
regulators, and a portable cutting outfit mounted on a truck.
All of the parts for carbo apparatus are catalogued in one of
the bulletins and another contains directions for operating carbo
cutting torches, bringing out some points that should be carefully

M. Lee, Kansas City, Kan., has been appointed receiver
Kansas City Northwestern, with office in that city,
succeeding L. S. Cass, who has resigned. The appointment
was made by Judge William C. Hook of the United States
District Court, at Leavenworth, Kan., who recently ordered
J.

of

observed when operating any cutting torch.

Drop Forcings.

—

J.

H. Williams

&

Co., Brooklyn,

N.

Y.,

manu-

facturers of Superior drop forgings and drop-forged tools, have
issued the seventeenth edition of their catalogue, containing 160
pages, 4 in. by 6 in., fully illustrating and describing their standard stock specialties. These include several new lines, namely,
"Agrippa" set screw pattern turning tool holders, "Agrippa" boring tool posts, "Vulcan" forged-cutter tool holders and several

new sets of drop-forged wrenches. The book also contains a
description of the drop-forging process in simple, non-technical
style for the benefit of those not conversant with its details.

—

Furnaces for Heat Treating. Catalogue No. 75, containing
80 pages, 8H in. by 11 in., has been published by the Chicago
Flexible Shaft Company, Chicago, and is devoted to Stewart gas
and oil furnaces, which are adapted to a wide range of heat
treating operations. These furnaces burn only gas or oil fuel
and are built in many designs and sizes to meet a great variety
of conditions, the line being divided into oven, crucible and forge
types.
Several special features of the Stewart furnaces are described, including a U-shaped bottom slab which makes it unnecessary to use muffles and gives to the furnace area the advantage of the transfer of heat through the bottom and sides of
the enclosure. The many types of furnaces are separatelv described and illustrated, specifications and prices being given also,
in addition to which the book contains instructions as to the
proper methods of hardening steel, carbonizing, cyanide treating,

the

that all operations of the road be stopped.

Obituary
Samuel M. Brown, formerly general freight and passenger
Denver & Rio Grande, at Leadville, Colo.,

agent on the

died recently in that city.

Stephen Pearson Brown, vice-president and general man& Davis Corporation, managing

in

tips,

etc.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Carl R. Gray, president of the Western Maryland, has been
elected president of the Union Pacific, with headquarters at
'malia, Neb.
(Particulars of the appointment are given
elsewhere in this issue.) E. E. Calvin, federal manager, has
been elected vice-president in charge of operations, effective
at the end of federal control.
1

—A

small pamphlet has been issued by
the Vibration Specialty Company, Philadelphia, Pa., describing
briefly the service which this company is prepared to render and
its balancing apparatus to eliminate vibration in heavy machinery.
Several illustrations show rotors and crank shafts which were
put in balance on equipment of this company.

bound

Corporate

ager of the Ford, Bacon
engineer of Ford, Bacon

&

Davis, engineers of

New York

and from 1912 to 1917 chief engineer in charge of design and construction of the Mount Royal tunnel and terminal development in Montreal for the Canadian Northern,
was drowned December 14 after breaking through the ice
at Sebec Lake, Me.
Mr. Brown was born in Dover, Me.,
April 29, 1877.
Upon being graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, he gained shop experience as
a blacksmith, machinist and carpenter in the Brown Mills at
Dover. His professional career began in 1900 as junior partner in the firm of Collier & Brown, consulting engineers, of
Atlanta, Ga., with whom he remained until 1904, when he became inspector of the Bridgeport Station works of the New
City,

York, New Haven & Hartford. The following year he was
appointed resident engineer on the Port Morris depression
of the New York Central.
From 1906 until 1908 he was respectively principal assistant engineer in charge of construction and general superintendent of all work west of Fifth
avenue on the crosstown section of the Pennsylvania tunnels
under New York City. In 1908 he went abroad to investigate

European tunnel practise. During 1909 and until 1912, he
was chief engineer of the Tidewater Building Company and the
T. B. Bryson Company, which built a section of the Fourth
Avenue Rapid Transit four-track subway in Brooklyn, N. Y.
His chief work until his death has been mentioned above. In
addition to his business connections Mr. Brown was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Railway Engineering Association. Engineering Institute of Canada, Institution of Civil Engineers (British) and the Engineers' Club
of

New

York.

—
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It has been so long since the railroads have undertaken
certain classes of major improvements that their absence has

ceased

_,
I he Decline
of

Work

some years

mind by

( [

to

be

conspicuous.

ecitled i y the case

j

n th e

This

person

who is not a downright lunatic believe it could be
influenced to act with the intelligence and promptness that
it would be necessary for it to act under government ownership if the railways were to be adequately developed and

is

field of

Many large probridge construction.
ects undertaken before the beginning
of the European war were continued

Railway

Bridge
for

most

conditions, Congress cannot be made to appreciate the railroad situation and influenced to do something, how can any

J

names Quebec, Hell Gate, Memphis, Bruand Sciotoville have all passed into
history, followed more recently by the work at Blacks Run,
New London and Louisville. That large bridge construction is not absolutely dead is indicated by the work now in
progress on the Baltimore & Ohio bridge at Pittsburgh and
by occasional references to proposed projects at Niagara
Falls, Castleton, Cincinnati, Detroit and New Orleans, some

to

The need

for

?

ability of the railroads to

has been restored

legislation,

will be the defeat of the railroad appropriation bill in March, 1919, and
the attitude toward the return of the

would be

felt throughout the country both
years to come.
The facts about the
railroad situation have been dinned into the ears of Congress
for months.
And yet Congress continues to do nothing.

for

Under government ownership

and management Congresupon railroad questions of the greatest importance would be necessary at every session.
If, under present

is evident that some
with automatic block

Many lines traverse rough counwith deep cuts and numerous tunnels; run along the banks of streams that are liable to overflow or are subject to other dangerous conditions. As a protection watchmen or track walkers are employed to inspect
constantly the conditions existing at such locations, and provision is made for quick communication with headquarters
in cases of emergency.
At those locations where automatic
signals are in service it would be to the advantage of the
roads if more general use were made of them by providing
means whereby the watchman or track walker might be able
to place the signals in the "stop" position on each side of
the danger point as an emergency protection until he is
enabled to notify the proper officers.
Objections might be
raised that these men should not be allowed to manipulate
the signals, but certainly if they are capable of being intrusted with the responsibility of protecting trains otherwise
in emergencies there should be no objection to their opening
a track relay by means of a knife switch conveniently located
or by cutting a circuit wire which might be made readily
accessible.
This is not an untried idea, as is evidenced by
its application to some roads which now provide permanent

t

immediately and

it

tions.

try,

secure funds for such purposes

railways to private management which was assumed by Congress almost, if not quite, to the end of the year 1919.
The
railroad appropriation bill was defeated by a filibuster last
spring, although everybody recognized the fact that the appropriation was actually needed and that the defeat of the
bill might prevent the Railroad Administration from functioning at all and would certainly prevent it from carrying
out any substantial program of railroad improvements
the latter being the effect which it actually has had.
But
extraordinary and astonishing as was the defeat of the railroad appropriation bill, it was not so extraordinary and astonishing as the fact that when, according to President Wilson's announcement, the date on which the railways would
be returned to private management was less than two weeks
away, Congress complacently prepared to take a recess without having passed any railroad legislation. Every intelligent
man in America knows that the return of the railways to
private operation without some kind of legislation having
been passed would result in financial disaster not onlv to
them but to the nation; yet Senator Cummins considered it
necessary this week to appeal to Congress to do something
about this before taking its ease before the holidavs.
The
effects of failure to pass any legislation, or the passage of

equipped

are not getting the maximum
possible protection from these installa-

Protection

the history of the relations between the government
and the railroads during recent years is written the two
facts which probably will stand out in
Senator Cummins that hi storv as tne most extraordinary

Appeal

arises a t times on all rail-

signals

Train

When

to Congress

lines

mergency

normal.

to

emergency protection

In meeting such demands

roads.

of these being quite definite while others are decidedly visionary.
All of these, however, are in a more or less dormant
state at the present time and will continue to be until the

sional action

managed

the

not's Island, Metropolis

bad

efficiently

thereafter, but the feats of engineering brought

emergency signal protection for trains at dangerous locaIt is a practice which should be more generally followed in the future in order to more nearly obtain the
maximum benefits which can be derived from an installation

tions.

The

application of such protection to a particumatter of detail which may be worked out by
the signal department on that road.

of signals.
lar

It

road

is a

no reflection on advertising that the great American
was one of the first large national institutions to test
out its possibilities on a scale comThe Railroads' mensurate with the scope of the busBut one of the easiest ways to
Advertising
iness.
advertise is to pile adjective on adjecis

circus

,

Camoai^n

live in an appeal to imagination rather
than reason. As a matter of fact, this kind of advertising
has been so widespread as to be synonymous with advertising
Yery
in the minds of, probably, the majority of people.
recently, however, advertising of an entirely different kind
has been tried out fairly extensively. Those most conservative of institutions, the national banks, have tried it with
success. Men and institutions that have been played upon
l\ demagogues and yellow newspapers, have found it possible
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I'll

theii

without

I"--

side "i
oi

and

tin-

dignity,
in

-ton

to

through

the dailj

papers.

the

public effectivelj and
in national

buying space

Now

the railroad execu

have decided i" undertake a national advertising cam
paign with the double purpose, first, of informing the public
oi the facts regarding the situation at the time the railroads
are aboul to be returned i<> their owner-, and second, of keep

what railroad managements
are doing, whal their problems are and of the progress being
made in the solution of these problems. The millennium is
not going to arrive in railroad affairs <>n the day the private
corporations resume operation,
Ever) shipper is not going
to have his freight moved promptly and safely whether it is
correctlj
marked or not Ever) traveler is not going to
encounter a courteous ticket agent, baggage man, brakeman
and conductor. The best that can be hoped, is for the im
mediate inauguration of a drive to improve the railroad
service and lift it from the sad estate into which it has fallen
under war conditions and during the last year of confusion
under government operation.
It
eminently fitting and
is
should be mutually helpful for the railroad executives to lay
before the public the progress being made in carrying out
this undertaking, and it i- both fitting and just that investors
should have the fullest information in regard to the properties in which they are vitally
The following
interested.
resolutions have been introduced in Congress to investigate
the advertising campaign of the railroads and also the propaganda campaign of the Flumb Tlan League.
There has
been no secrecy about the fact that the railways are preparing to spend about a million dollars in their advertising
campaign and that the advertising is to run some weeks and
is to appear in daily, weekly, agricultural, trade and labor
The amount it is planned
papers throughout the country.
to spend is not large relatively to the size of the railroad
industry, the importance of the railroad problem and the
number of people it is necessary to reach.
ing the general public informed

<>i

Why

Speed Is Imperative in
Dealing With the Railroad Problem

Thk

GOVERNMENT ought

not to relinquish control of the

railroads or to terminate the guarantees of standard return without permanent legislation insuring the companies
that they will be given rates
their solvency but also enable

which will not only maintain
them to raise the vast amounts

new capital they need. The railroads ought not to be
returned to private operation at all without at least temporarv legislation continuing the guarantees of standard return
until permanent legislation has been enacted.
While these things are plain to those who know the existing railroad situation, the additional and almost equally
important fact should not be overlooked that the welfare of
the country demands that permanent legislation shall be
passed and the railroads returned to private control as soon
The facilities of the railways are today far
as possible.
more inadequate to the present and prospective demands of
commerce than they ever were before. There is good reason
for believing that the demands on them will increase during
of

coming year and will be larger in the late summer, fall
and winter of 1920 than ever before. Therefore, a large
expenditure for additions and improvements should be made
But until permanent legislation is passed the railin 1920.
way companies cannot begin raising funds for this work;
the

AGIO

Vol. 67, No. 26

probabl) would defer passing permaalmost that date.
h<
result would
be to r< nder it impossible to arry out
program oi impri
ments which would be of any help in handling busim
then

until

nent

Congn

until

legislation

1

.i

i

19

'ii

he budgets providing foi needed work .an
Main companies already hav<
-hort time.
tkall) made up for the next year.
But after
I

in

i>e

,i

are

made up

die

made up

them
tin

pra<

bui

new

capital for whosi investment the) pro
Most of the companies will not be able
capital until permanent Legislation i- pa

must be raised.
to raise

an)

new

Improvements and additions are of two kind.-. thos< to
permanent structures, such as tracks, yards and buildi
and those to locomotives and cars.
After tin money for
addition- to, and improvements in, permanent structUTi
raised the orders for materials must be placed.
This in
volves negotiation- of more or less length with the railwa\
Then the materials and supplies must
supply companies.
be made by the manufacturers before they can be delivered
Meantime the railway companies must beto the railway.
getting ready the organizations, including large numbers of
employees, that are to do the work for them after the materials have been received.
Under present conditions in the
iron and steel and other industries the deliver} of materials
will be slow and labor will be difficult to get.
Unless the
railway companies are able to begin placing order- for materials and getting ready their organizations within a few
months, it will be impossible for them to do in 1920 any
considerable amount of additions and betterments work which
will help them to handle the traffic of 1920.
-

The same reasoning
new equipment.

ing of

applies with equal force to the obtainIn January, 1918. immediately after

government control was adopted, the Railway Age began
urging the Railroad Administration to place at once whatever orders it was going to place for locomotives and cars
upon the ground that if it did not place them at once it would
not get the equipment in time to be of any service to it in
the year 1918. Instead, the Railroad Administration entered
upon a policy of wholesale standardization, and the orders
for equipment were not placed for some months.
When they
were placed it was optimistically announced by some officials
of the Railroad Administration that most of the equipment
ordered would be delivered and ready for service by fall.
The Railway Age said it would not be, because it could not
be.
Our prediction proved only too correct. Xot all of the
100,000 freight cars ordered in 1918 have been delivered
yet, and only a small part of the new locomotives and cars
were ready for service in the fall of 1918. The course of
events will be similar in 1920 unless the railway companies
are put in a position where they can place their orders for
equipment very early in the year. It takes time to design
equipment, to make the contracts for it, and especially for
the builders to get materials and labor and to do the actual

work

of building.

If the return of the railways to their

poned beyond

January

adopted seems obvious.

1

the

First,

to be returned should be finally
it

should not be later than

owners

is

to

be post-

program which should be
the date on which they are
and irrevocably settled, and

March

1.

Then Congress should

work unremittingly on permanent railroad

legislation

and

thev cannot begin making preparations for it until they know
the exact date on which the properties will be returned to
them; and they cannot actually begin the work until the

The railway companies
not later than February 1.
will then know pretty early in the year just what kind of
They will be able to
regulation they are going to have.
begin placing orders and to perfect their organizations for
the work which is to be done after the properties are returned.
The properties ought to be returned not later than March 1,
because improvement work should be begun throughout the

There is now talk of
properties are back in their hands.
If it were
delaying the return of the railways to April 1.
definitely announced that they were not going to be returned

country in March.
If Congress and the administration fail to pass legislation
by February 1 or to return the railroads to their owners by

pass

it

December

March

26,
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they will assume a serious responsibility tor the
their delays will produce upon the ability of
the railroads to handle the commerce of the country when it
again reaches its peak in the latter part of 1°20.

effects
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The Storage
"Piik

of

Railway Fuel

RECENTLY -i iiiii) STRIKE
and the acute stage of

miners

sulted in

many

of
fuel

bituminous coal
which has re-

sections of the country brings forcibly before

most serious causes of discontent is the lack of steady
employment which, while the wages appear to be adequate
of the

inn mi inn nihil

mini

i

HUM

on a daily basis, results in the aggregate earnings of the
in this industry being too small to provide a satisfactory
living when distributed over the many periods of unemployment.
In a statement issued by Eugene McAuliffe on October 1.
the difficulties surrounding the indu.-try are divided into
three classes as follows: First, a measure of mine development in excess of that required if it were reasonably
employed, this excess development working short time during
the summer, thereby materially increasing the cost of production, with the recurring opening during the winter season
of mines producing low grade coal, employing transitory and
unskilled labor; second, a season of idleness on the part of
mine labor, which is being used as the basis of a demand

working day and wage increases approximating one hundred per cent; third, tin difficult task set the
for a six-hour

o

i

railroads to carry out the provisions of their schedules, could
fairness and a- an effi< it nt business method, be
required to guarantee their contract performanci
suit-

able bond

road to handle

seasonal

coal

freight

rates

an adequate fuel supply
during possible
fuel shortages due to strikes or extraordinary winter weather
conditions, and the possibilities of some advantage- in price
as well as in the quality of the coal received. These ad
vantages in a measure are off-set by the necessity for providing proper storage facilities, the cost of the extra handling
at its lowest ebb; the insurance of

tor the transportation

involved
resulting

need.- of the country

and the deterioration in the quality of the fuel
from storing and handling.
With efficient care

provision of storage facilities, however, the latter obmay be reduced to such an extent that the net result
will be a fair profit. The railroad- normally consume something over one-quarter of the total output of the bituminous
mines and a reasonable program of storage involving this
proportion of the total coal supply undoubtedly would exer
cise a strong influence in overcoming the evil- of the present
highly speculative condition of the -oft coal mining industry.
in the

jection

study of the problems involved in satisfactorily establishing
such a program is, therefore, worthy of vigorous prosecution
by the railroads throughout the country.

make

a concern will

its

coal docks

—

a

with

a contract

matter of

i

rail-

a

omparative minor

importance—and the first requisite i- for th< contractor to
give the railroad a satisfactory guaranty bond.
But a railroad will contract with labor organizations for the
important feature of its operation, and all they secure
few signatures, which means the contract prcn
-

-

mosl
in

be

and are violated with impunity.

A certified check of a railroad union, securely deposited
as a guarantee for faithful performance, would, in my opinion, go a long way to prevent injudicious action on th<
of union officers and members.
As long as these affairs

cold business propositions why not bind the bargain on l><>th
sides in the way I have above mentioned?
It i- no; ,i matter
of intangible honor
the dollars

thorized*'

and the storage of the railway fuel supply during the spring
and summer months. Among the benefits of storing coal
for the railroads are the transfer from the period of heavy
traffic movement during the fall and early winter months,
of the movement of a large portion of the railway fuel supply
to the spring and summer months, when the traffic movement

?

For instance,

consumer necessary to recover
the losses sustained by the producer during the idle summer
period, plus the premiums that invariably follow a heavy
demand, however made, for any commodity.
The remedying of these conditions is a national problem
in which no section of the public is not interested. Aside
from the mines themselves, however, probably no industryis more directly affected than the railroads and the benefit
to them of any measure of stabilization which may be effected
are ample justification for the taking of special measures on
their part to that end. At least two such measures have been
terial increase in the cost to the

publication of

f>

not, in- all

let

The

mimniminiiiniiinnmi

in

railroads to provide sufficient coal cars to move the winter's
coal supply from August to December, inclusive, with ma-

proposed:

minim

Mum.
Editor:
Will some one offer a reasonable explanation why the various railroad labor organization-, when the] contract with the
I

men

A

ii

Labor Union Guarantees

the public the urgent need of stabilizing the soft coal mining
industry. As indicated by the demands of the miners, one

is

i

Letters to the Editor
niiiiiiiiniiimiimiimiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiinnimiimiimiiiinnimiiiin

*

inn

which

—

it

is

a

do the work.

matter of tangible dollars
I

believe

it

would put

a

—

«o

stop

good deal of railroad labor trouble, could make "'unaustrikes unknown, and do much toward guaranteeing the men and the railroad- a squarer deal.
An Obsi rver.
to a

Salaries of Railroad Officials
To the
The

Editor:

bearing the above title, whicl
page 751 of your issue of November 26, and your editorial
on the subject in the issue of November 14. are interesting
reading.
It seems that Representative T. W. Sims, in a
speech before the House, make- the statemenl that th<
aries are exorbitant and extravagant and in order to prove
article

his statement gives the

amounts of

the 23 highest paid official- of the

the salari<

S. Governnn
comparisons are odious, but if
Mr. Sims wishes to draw them he should by no mean- -top
where he docs, but in all fairness should go on far enough
to enable the drawing of some just and
Delusions from his comparison-.
He should
down
the line and -how that a- a da-- the env
railroad- of this country are today drawing a- high a rat
compensation for the service rendered as anemployees in the world.
He should also -how that the employees of our government are drawing a lower rate of pay
for the service they are supposed to render than any
class of employees in this country.
He should also show
that these same railroad employees were a; least 25 per cent
m< re effi( ienl under the management of tin men given in the
li-t
referred to than they were under government moment.
One of the lir-t act- of our government when i;
over the railroad- was to abolish piece work, and as a result
it took ten men to do the work lnretofor.
-i\ men.
Here is a difference of 40 per cent.
The 23 government offices named wen created and had
salaries attached to them before railroads existed,
nd there-

It

is .-aid,

and

truly, that

I".
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paid to
[overnmeni officials waa much higher
an) one ol to
rhere mual be ome
than ih.it paid t" anj railroad officer
ui.
sufficient reason for the change which baa taken
.

ni

when

time

.i

th<-

salai

I

and perhaps the best explanation can be found in the
In the period during which
results which have followed.

place,

has been gradually brought about thru- has been an in
is almost beyond the grasp ol the human mind,
in the volume of the business bandied by both groups ol
officials, and also in the intricacj and complication ol the
it

crease which

problems which

they

place the

was

corresponding

a

have had

records

taking

show

to

solve

While

this

was

on the railroads there
efficienc] and economy of

that

increase in

["he job of the railroad operating officer is to produce
transportation, and the railroads of tins country, while under
the management of the 208 general officers whose names
are given in the list referred to, were producing railroad

There has
at the lowest coats ever known.
tunc or place where as much railroad transeither freight or passenger, could be purchased

transportation
portation,
for a

a

given amount of

money

as

from the railroads of the

United States during several years before the government
Taking them as a whole, our
took, over their operation.
railroads were at this time the most complicated and at the
same time the most efficiently managed industry the world
has ever known.
The reason that these men were able to consummate this
wonderful achievement was, as you say, because they began
Any one who knows the
at the bottom and worked up.
game knows that it was work all the way. Taking them
as a class, the fact that any man reached the top was proof
that he was a man of more than ordinary ability and a big
man in even- way. because this road is not traveled by any
There may be some exceptions to this rule, but
other kind.
if there are they are so few that they are not worthy of
consideration when looking at the subject as a whole.
Railroad management is the most complicated and most
difficult management the world knows because the human
element enters into it to such a great extent. Most any one
can manage a lot of machines because machines have a set

pace and can always be depended on to do certain things,
but human beings have no set pace and by far the largest
percentage of them are not dependable. An indifferent manager of men can make a good showing when he comes in
fairly constant personal contact with his men, but when
the manager must be distant from them at long intervals
he must be a big man and have a strong personality in
order to retain their loyalty.
There is no other line of business which depends so largely
,
on the human element, and therefore so largely on the loyThe manner in which one or two
altv of the employees.
disloval. disgruntled, inefficient or lazy employees can tie
up a whole division of a railroad is simply appalling, as
every man who has been a division superintendent knows to
his sorrow.

^'hat about the salaries? They are only an incident and
one of the smallest in the consideration af the subject. The
little old law of supply and demand fixed them as, in the long
run. it fixes most things in this world. We are hearing a lot
about human effort of certain kinds not being a commodity
and not being for sale, but the name which you give it does
not seem to change its status very much, as it is always up
against this law and always will be so long as human nature
The salaries have been increased from time
is what it is.
to time as

demanded, and

I

mean demanded, by

this law.

while the railroads were going ahead in this way
what was our government doing? Was it keeping up? It
It was not even holding its own, but actually
was not.
going back. and. outside of the military departments, there
is probably not a single one of its many activities which is

And

.,nd

carried on with leas efficienc) than
toda) M I- waat( ful and ineffii ieni

it

to

No. 26

67,

waa 25 years

w

\>

an

i

eti

al

aa

In- do,
isteno
not apply
w
almoal impet il il
efficient, and the rea on
i,i our
Nav) Department, which
i,\
loiiii
.i
Admiral Fiak in hi- recent hook, "From
Midshipman to Rear Admiral," In the following statement:
"In the Navy no young man can be admitted to the I"
,la-- in the naval academy unless In- i- ol good moral, mental
io

I

i

and physical character; he cannot graduate until after he
had passed a satisfactory moral, mental and physical examination of great rigidity; he cannot In- promoted to any rank
thereafter until In- has passed rigid moral, mental and physiexaminations."
It recognizes and reis why our Navy is efficient.
Admiral Fisk says further:
"Yet in
wards good work.
Congress, the
almost every other government organization
Supreme Court, the Cabinet, the departments and all Btate
and municipal positions, no examination ol any kind is held,
and the matter of fitness for a position seems to be the last
point considered in appointing a man to fill it."
This is the reason for government operation under these
departments being inefficient and wasteful.
Good work is
neither recognized nor rewarded.
The railroads, taking them as a whole, and during the
period referred to, recognized good work and rewarded it.
There was always a demand for good men and the employees
knew that their advancement depended on their industry and
ability.
As an example: About 25 years ago one of the
officials whose name is in the list referred to was filling a
subordinate position and drawing a salary of $3,500 a year.
A manufacturing company offered him a position at a salary
of $12,000 per year and he refused the offer, saying that he
expected some day to be president of the railroad for which
he was working. He is almost there now.
Mr. Sims says in his judgment the Pennsylvania is the
greatest railroad system in this country, and in the year 1917
it had a president at a salary of $75,460 and eleven vicepresidents at salaries beginning with $40,620 and running
down to $25,000. Can it be that it has not occurred to Mr.
Sims that one of the reasons for this being the greatest
railroad system is because it has these officials and pays them
these seemingly high salaries.
As a general rule, when a man buys anything he comes
pretty near getting what he pays for, and this rule applies
al

(

This

operation.

never been

not

)

Vol

—

particularly to the purchase of service of any nature.
is

purchased to

fill

certain specifications

tain tests just as materials

are,

Service

and withstand

cer-

and the price commanded

by both is governed largely by the specifications they will
meet and the test they will withstand. Any price paid for
a piece of material is exorbitant if that material fails.

price paid for service is exorbitant if the service

is

Any

not de-

and there is no redress. Good material has always
commanded a high price and always will. Good service
has always commanded a high price and always will; and in
livered,

the long run, as a general rule, the highest priced material

and the highest priced service are the best investment.
Our government chooses to use low priced service and gets
Clement F. Street.
just what it pays for.

Peat Consumption in Ireland.

— It

is

estimated that at the

present time the Irish bogs contain between 3.500,000,000 and
4,000,000,000 tons of anhydrous peat, or 5,000,000,000 tons of airdried peat.

At present about

as fuel in Ireland per

6,000,000 tons of peat are

annum and over

burned

4,500,000 tons of coal are

If this coal were replaced by peat fuel at the rate of
two tons of air-dried peat to one ton of coal, the total consumption of peat in Ireland would be about 15,000,000 tons per annum,
and the peat deposits would be sufficient to satisfy the fuel and
power requirements of the country at the present rate of consumption for more than 300 years.— The Engineer, London.

imported.
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France Today

of Rolling Stock in

Francis Jaques
-,

u'-y he French railroads

at

the present time are to

considered as being among the seriously
of the war, and neither the armistice
nor the coming of peace can put them on their feet as with
the touch of a fairy wand."
Such were the words of one
•of the leading French railroad men shortly after the armistice, and the serious condition of the railroads today only
goes to hear out the truth of his statement.
be

wounded

The

for the magnifi-

rolling stock suffered particularly,

—

cent effort of the railroads during the long war
one of the
principal factors of the final success
was made under such
conditions that it was practically impossible to make repairs
or replace the worn-out equipment until the arrival of the

—

Americans.
As a result of this long-prolonged strain the
condition of French rolling stock today is deplorable, and
this is one of the causes of the very serious transportation
crisis which is having such a disastrous effect at the present
time on the whole life of the country.
It should be distinctly understood that it is not from a

France.

lack of equipment that France is suffering, hut becaui
rolling stock is in exceedingly bad condition, literally worn
shall first give some figout by the effort of the war.
ure-, which are extremely eloquent, showing the quantity of

We

rolling stock in France before, during and after the war,
and then explain what measures are being taken to improve

conditions.

In addition to this rolling stock belonging to the principal
the enemy captured locomotives, passenger cars
and freight cars belonging to the secondary railroad comparailroads,

mines and

nies, to the

to private parties.

An

estimate has

amount of this equipment taken.
France has already received, and is now receiving, a certain amount of rolling stock from two sources, the so-called
This i- not
"Felton Equipment" and German equipment.

made

never been

of the

included in the above figures.
The "Felton Equipment" is rolling stock ordered by the

American army from America during
The coming
with various companies.

the

war by

contracts

of the armistice nat-

made a vast change in the state of affairs, and the
The
American army no longer required this equipment.
French government, therefore, being in need of rolling stock,

urally
Equipment Figures
Freight Cars

Aug.

& Mediterranean.

1,

1914
1C5.578
59,874
43.235
76.625
59,183

Railroar!

Paris, Lyons
Etat (State)

.

Paris-Orleans

Nord
Est
Ceintures (Paris belt lines)....
Total number of freight cars

A uc;.

1.

1917
107.754
70,809
48.382
49.870
44,561

Dec. 1,
1918
108,971
77,413
51,071
52,281
49,775

Nov.

1,

1919
109,433
76.109
52,155
54.440
48.111

373,553

350,717

368,954

371,359

13,060

28,088

36,342

50,391

Number

of cars under repair berailroads
Number of cars under repair belonging to private parties....

longing

to

1,

Paris-Orleans

8,151

Nord

9.483
6.875
4.799

317

314

49,320
3.988

44,007

& Mediterranean

10,503
9,192

Est

Midi
Ceintures (belt

lines)

Dec. 1.
1918
10,327
9.276
5.606
7,102
6,637
4,739
313

Nov.

1,

1919
10.338
9.126

cars
of cars under repair...

Paris,

Vug
1914

Lyons & Mediterranean..

i.

3,651

Etat (State)
Paris-Orleans

1. 86 3
2.084

Nord

2.35')

Est

1,956
1,032

Midi
Ceintures (belt lines)
Total

number

of

44,000.
7,072

5,094

Aug.

1,

1917
3,787
3.033
2,167
2,603

Dec. 1,
1918
4.127
3,295
2,405
2.614
1.976
1.078

Nov.

1,

1919
4,306
3.39.;

149

2,592
2,449
2.15:
1,062
139

14.702

15,644

16.093

2.031

2,733

3.540

102

1,948
1,026
138

14,047
1,146

Now

in

19,860
8,043

service

Total

485

number

431
15

39

A certain amount of rolling stock has been received by
France from Germany as her share of the 150,000 cars and
5,000 locomotives assigned to the Allies by the armistice.
Its final disposition has not yet been decided by the Peace
Conference, but it is expected that France will keep as
much of the equipment as it needs, returning the rest to
In this case the value of the equipment kept
Germany.
will be probably deducted from the amount of the war
The followindemnity which Germany will have to pay.
ing figures show the amount of this equipment received
Freigbt cars

Lyons & Mediterranean.

(State)
Etat
Paris-Orleans

Nord
Kst

Midi

freight

freight

equipment

equipment

7

980

38
64
575
SO
252

2.341

603
116
25:

1.016

1.053

29,788*
11.810
57

1

Ceintures (belt lines*
91

Total

Intensive

[er

cars

tives

47,519

63.871
5,953
2.749

.

.

Passenger cars
Locomoti\ >s

Baggage cars Freight cars
and fast
and slow-

LocomoParis.

"

Locomotives

EQUIPMENT BELONGING TO THE PRINCIPAL FRENCH RAILROADS, CAPTURED BY
FURNISHED BY THE RAILROADS ON OCT. 1, 1918.
THE ENEMY. FIGURES
Railroad

"Felton

by France to date:

of locomotives under re-

pair

this

Freight Cars
Total number

Not yet assigned

45.705

of

—

6.170
5.576
313

locomo-

tives

Number

delivery

following are the figures with regard to the so-called "FelEquipment" which is being erected by the Middletown
Car Company the cars at St. Nazaire and the locomotives
at La Rochelle:
ton

Already assigned to French railroads
Assigned to Roumania

Loco\n
Railroad

the

5,621
8,561

Total number of passenger

Number

for

"felton equ [PMEN1

1917
10.377
9,198
5.807
7,320
6,216
4.775

1914

Railroad

contracts

Equipment," which is quite apart and in addition to the
1,300 odd locomotives and 19,000 odd cars left in France
The
by the American army for the French government.

13.514

Passenger Cars
Aug.
Aug. 1,
Taris, Lyons
Etat (State)

over the

took

Use

of

Equipment During the

War

be seen from all of the accompanying figures that
not a lack of rolling >tock in France today, but that

It will

there

is

equipment under repair

the

amount

By

the third year of the

of

war

is

deplorably great.

the quantity of rolling stock

was very low, most of this equipment having been lost at
the very beginning at the time of the battle of Charleroi.
This loss, coupled with the decrease in the number of the
personnel,

146 passenger cars and '6,292 free

•Including 7 locomotives,
longing to the Belgian Nord Railroad.

was

felt

tremendously.

This was all the more the
became greater and

tecause of the fact that the needs
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powerful

[*he Nord and
off ense al the end of March, 1918
dlroads had t>> increase nearlj ten fold the number
Winn the
ot'
purposes.
trains moved dail)
for military
enemy was advancing rapidl) on Amiens, an importanl
tr.iin escaped one day by it- speed while the Germans and
French wire both heavily bombarding the line.
In November, 1917, the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean
was advised onl) 18 hours ahead thai ii would have to move
100,000 French and English troops to Italy, supplying them

German

In spite of the difficulties of
with food and ammunition.
the country through which this movemenl had t<> be made,

the

Lyons and Mediterranean accomplished
task as desired and without increasing

Paris,

midable

this

for

it-

per-

sonnel.

During the war the traffic on the Nord, Esl and Paris,
Lyons & Mediterranean was 80 per cent greater than in
time of peace, and all tlii- had to be handled with a smaller
amount of rolling stock and a greatly reduced personnel.
The task o\ the personnel was -till further complicated
on the Nord by the fact thai it had to work in collaboration
with a personnel only speaking English and operating on
the same linos.

American Assistance
of the American army in France, the
The leadtransportation requirements became oven greater.
ers of the American Transportation Corps, however, soon

With

the arrival

adopted very radieal methods to improve the situation, always remaining in close collaboration with the French. Arrangements were made to import a large number of freight
cars and locomotives from America, and these were erected

The Americans worked
by the American army in France.
in the shops either independently or together with the French
workmen.
The former method was found the more successful because of the impossibility of rapidly accustoming
men to work together of two races with such radically different customs, methods and hours of work, and speaking
different languages.
Towards the end of the war, when ^peed was of vast
importance, erected locomotives were imported from America
and unloaded in France with the huge cranes which the
American army had

exceptional!)

installed.

This

feat

was accomplished

with very sucessful results.

Thanks, therefore, to this American assistance in importing cars and locomotives and in repairing the worn-out
French rolling stock, the equipment situation began to imIt was high time, for the condition
prove towards the end.
of the French rollimi stock was indeed desperate in April,
1917.

Proposed Measures for Increasing
the Quantity of Serviceable Equipment
By the addition of the American and German cars and
locomotives to the French stcck. a total amount has now been
reached which is not far from that in existence just before
the war.
A glance at the figures at the beginning of this
will show the vast amount of equipment under repair which has accumulated during the war.
Some of this
article

up to the extreme limit,
and, like the famous "one boss shay,'* is on the point of
For this reason it has even been proposed
falling to pieces.
to destroy a great man}- cars which are beyond repair and
are taking up siding and yard space all over France.
A
short trip in any direction will soon convince the observant
traveler of the wisdom of this proposal.
On August 29, 1919. M. Claveille, minister of public
works, sent a note to the railroad companies in which he
rolling stock has been literally used

radi< al

and

^

in

mi

energetic

transportation question.
ii,,rapid increase

..linn

ii,,-
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time upon the
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for

adopting

tor

rein

thai

effort

bad order equipmenl
hi the artillery and powder
m
II.
ted that the COmpanii
shops, n.iw useless, and also the installations hit in France
He a
l\
the Amen. an- and English for this work.
the companies, utterly unable to cope with the situation
themselves, to make contracts with private firms, and drew
attention to the fad that tin- measures proposed in hi- cir
- of
December, 1918, and January, 1919, had not been
u
i,

l.i

,

UI

,,

|,.

,,,

oi

i

arried out.

i

On

October

a-

2,

M

Claveille sent a new letter to the
stating that he considered the situation
"Our situation i- such
In that he says:

1919,

railroad-

principal

very serious.

that not a

minute

is

to be lost for

adopting

all

the

nun

without exception, which may have a favorable influeno
The minister requested
the operation of the railroads."
report be submitted to

that a

him by October

15.

suggesting

measures to improve the transportation situation.
The Technical Committee for the Operation oi Railroads
The following pass
replied in a formidable document.
of thi- report are extremely enlightening with regard to the

equipment situation:

"The

French railroads, so important a factor
was made under conditions which rendered the repairing and replacing of rolling
This has caused a general depreciation
stock impossible.
of the equipment and lessened efficiency oi personnel.
"The defects existing before the war have increased. In
effort of the

in the successful

result of the war,

quantity the amount of rolling stock is at present sufficient.
here were more locomotives and more cars in Augu.-t. 1919,
than in 1913.
"It is not, therefore, the number of cars which is not
sufficient, for we are waiting for equipment to be delivered
to us which represents about 1,500 locomotives, 3.000 passenI

and 36,000 freight cars.
"However, although it is true that we have so many cars,
we have the following percentage of worn-out equipment
which needs repairs.
"Locomotives, 20 per cent instead of 9 per cent in time

ger cars

of peace; passenger cars,
cent,

and

"Also,

26.4 per cent instead of 8.8 per

freight cars, 15.7 per cent instead of 3.7 per cent.

among

the other locomotives,

unfortunately not a

day passes but what a great many have to receive some
slight repairs which keep them out of service.
This fact
has a considerable and disastrous effect on the regularity
of the operation of trains.

"Without delay, repair shops are going to be created in
connection with the engine terminals, and small yards are
going to be built everywhere, following the example set by
the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, in order to reduce the
lengths of hauls for equipment.
"On October 1, 1919, 193 contracts were being made for
the repairing of rolling stock, 52 for locomotives, 54 for
passenger cars and 87 for freight cars.
"On the other hand, with the application of the 8-hour
law, it is to be feared that we shall soon lack locomotives.
It will then be necessary either to give up the facilities given
the workmen by the 8-hour law or operate the locomotives
under the pool system."
The Technical Committee did not believe it its duty to

make this decision.
The above passages from

the report of this committee
give a very good idea of the serious situation with regard
to rolling stock, resulting not from the lack of equipment
but from its bad condition.

Motive power difficulties are made still worse by the very
poor quality of the coal.
It often happens that the coal
which has to be used is not even in the form of "briquettes,"
but is literallv dust.
If a fireman rakes his fire down a

December

26,
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too energetically, he
the grate.
little

is

liable to cause

it

to fall

return to

at present is the lack of organization.

In this respect,

however, the state of mind of the
now very much upset. There is a
widespread fight for shorter hours and higher pay, and this
upled with a general spirit of laziness mingled with
"bolshevism."
The application of the 8-hour law has
come too rapidly, and the workmen, encouraged by the fact
that their reasonable demands were granted at once, are
Unfortunately,

workmen

in

France

is

General View of the

now

New

situation,

equipment enough

may

it

Ik

-aid,

France today
or ordered; but that the great difficult) arises from the
amount of bad order cars and Locomotives. The remedy liein the destruction of the equipment beyond repair, and in
the proper organization of shop- to put into shape tin- vast
quantity of rolling stock now lying idle and blocking the
traffic and rendering the proper operation of the railroads
The solution of tin- problem i- a vital one
impossible.
for the future of France, and there i- an excellent chance
i-

in

American concerns to get their -hare of the private conmade, upon condition that their work be organized and executed in France.
for

tracts being

Large Coaling Station

American firms could co-operate with them by the organization of repair shops, employing French workmen and material.

rolling Stock

tin-

therefore, that there

American firms will naturally be eager to know whether
American assistance is going to be called upon to relieve
the serious situation in which the French rolling stock now
is, and, if so, what the business opportunities will be.
The
Writer does not believe that much raw material will be imIt is the policy of the present French
ported from America.
government to restrict importations as much as possible in
order to protect French industries and to try to stop the
disastrous fall of the franc which is at present ruining
France.
Then, too, as a result of the war, France has acquired the opportunity of obtaining minerals in large quantities from the region of the Saar, and a great many orders
have been placed in that district.
One of the great difficulties with which the French have to
cope

To

through

1225

Embodies a

New

Feature

PROVISION FOR THE PREPARATION of oal for -tokerequipped engines is a feature of a large coaling
station recently completed for the Norfolk & Western
at West Roanoke, Va.
The 1,200-ton coal pocket is divided
into two bins of 600 tons capacity each.
One of these is
for the storage of lump coal and the other one for screen ingto be used in the stoker-equipped engines.
Each of the bins
<

Coaling Station at West Roanoke

inclined to go too far, asking for such short hours and
such large wage- that the companies would be unable to
operate the railroads under such conditions.
One of the
highest railroad officials in France said recently that, in his
opinion, if matters kept on going in the same direction as
at present, the only solution of the financial problem would
be to increase the rates by 1<>o per cent., The effect on the
public can be imagined.

is

provided with six -pout-

to deliver coal to

engine- on six

track- simultaneously.

To

grade the coal

for the two bins it is screened with
shaker screens, which divide the coal
into the two grades, that through two-inch perforations dropping into one bin and all the oversize coal passing off the end

electrically-operatecl

lump coal pocket.
take care of a possible inadequate supply of the fine

of the screen into the

To
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the coal from this bin

crushed
tower,
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run

made
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crusher
installed as shown on

electrically operated

being
the

lump

be run through this rush)
rh
by a belt conveyor to the elevator
be chuted to either track hopper and

i-

carried

where

it

may

Di

<

designed and erected bj the
Roberts & Schaefer Company, engineers and contractors,
Chicago, and all equipmenl for handling the oal onforms to
<

ivin-

i

returned to the storage bin.
rhia coaling station was
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after the

traffic

extraordinary dislocation during tin coal strike, gratii> being made m supplying empties at the

><ul pocket, so thai

may
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mint
according to a statement issued ! the Rail
Administration on ><< ember 19.
On December \l 1,058,000 tons of bituminous coal was
produced, equivalent to 52.5 per cent of the pre-strike aver-

coal

.

I

Bj

December

this

l<>

volume had

risen

l.

to

595,000

per cent of the pre-strike average (based on
the high rate of production during October), or in other
word- 30,392 cars, a greater amount than the average daily
production during the corresponding week in December, 1917,
or 79.1

tons,

which average was 30,000 cars, and it is considerably in
uf the production during the corresponding week of
December, 1916 and 1918.
-

r

r r

r

"Inevitably there are car shortages," the statement says,
"but the}- are not as numerous as might have been expected.
It is highly probable, however, that the next few days will
be exceptionally difficult in a few fields.
The Railroad
Administration, in co-operation with the National Coal Association, is doing everything possible to remedy the abnormal
conditions, and it is expected that very shortly all facilities
for the transportation of coal will be again on a normal
basis.

"On December

10 attention was called to the dislocation
and distribution of coal caused
by the miners' strike, and expressing the hope that the general public, the coal operators and the miners will all appreciate these difficulties and will make allowances for the time
required to restore normal conditions.
of production, transportation

"This interruption of normal

activities inevitably resulted

disarrangement of coal car supply, in that the needs of
the public, being of paramount concern, necessitated the
in a

—

^

rf—

movement of great numbers of cars great distances from the
source of loading and into sections of the country not usually
supplied from sources which were called upon during the
period of the strike.
For instance, certain mining regions

.

.

had therefore always shipped their coal to the Atlantic
seaboard, but owing to the pressing needs of the Middle and
far Western states much of this coal was transshipped there,
resulting in depleting somewhat the territory east of the
Alleghenies and in operating difficulties in returning these

%-TonSchntifcr

j

feeder-

\

\ :ketin loading position-

cars to the mines.
d

tions are

Plan of Coal Crusher ty^l Conveyor.

Elevation Showing Track Hoppers and Elevator and OneHalf of the Storage Pocket
the standard designs of that company.
There are two track
hoppers for receiving coal and two separate elevating towers,

each having a capacity of 75 tons of coal per hour.
The
deliver}- of coal from the elevator bucket to the bins is accomplished by two tram cars running on independent
turnways according to an arrangement used previously
in

other

large

stations

of

the

same

type.

Adverse weather conditions

This station is also equipped with the "R and S gravity
sand plant and Beamer steam sand dryer. A reinforced concrete bin of 120-tons capacity is provided for the wet sand
between the two coal elevator towers with the dryers located
beneath. The dry sand is delivered to a 20-ton capacity dry
sand tank in the deck house above the coal pocket from
w hich the sand is chuted by gravity to each one of the coaling
This station was designed and built under the directracks.
tion of J. E. Crawford, chief engineer of the Norfolk &
?

*

in

many

sec-

to these difficulties.

"No more

coal is being held in storage on wheels than
needs make advisable, and every possible effort is
being made with a view to the expeditious handling of
territorial

empty

cars."

Following is a statement of the average daily car loading
of bituminous coal for the week ending on December 20 for
the years 1916, 1917 and 1918, as compared with the car
loading for December 17, 1919:
Average loading per day
week ending December 20

These tram

dump

coal into any one of four hoppers, the hoppers being arranged in pairs over transverse conveyors that
deliver the coal to the four sets of shaker screens.
cars each

adding

Region
Eastern
Allegheny
Pocahontas
Southern
Northwestern
Central Western....
Southwestern
Total

Roads

A

f

1918

Percentage as

Loaded compared
with
December
1919

1917

1916

1917

24

4,230

4.865

4.560

4.629

95.1

24

7,404

7.758

9,380

9.143

117.9

6

4,000

2,914

3,400

4,699

161.3

17

3.900

4,756

4,357

5,664

119.1

12

1,950

2,123

1,776

1,174

55.3

27
19

4,957
2,608

5.770
1,566

4,310
2,190

5.932
../48

102.8
111.6

129

29,049

29.752

29.973

32.989

110.9

17.

r

Western.

Pacific has secured from the Railroad
an extension to December 31. 1920,
California
Commission of
the sale of its bonds.
of the time granted by the Commission for

The Northwestern

Economics

of Freight Car

Maintenance and Operation
Relative Saving Effected by Rebuilding or Retirement — Great
Increase in Cost of Repairs

By

L. K. Sillcox

Master Car Builder, Chicago, Milwaukee

Theanceeconomic

situatiox with respect to the performcommerce, the freight car,

gram.
Extended observation has often brought out the fact that
the capitalized saving in the repair account through
the
adoption of an intensive retirement program and the acquisition of new high capacity units in equal number
or tonnage, which are bound to present very much greater service
capacity and earning power, if there is a paving demand
for tonnage space, has proven most practical.
It will never
be found possible satisfactorily to determine upon any general policy without a most careful unit study for each class
of car, besides being fortified with a liberal knowledge of

beyond the exact knowledge of the writer, but in any event,
so far as the problem is affected from the standpoint of design, maintenance and inspection of freight car equipment,
there are a number of conditions which deserve calm and
clear analysis.

The comments which

follow are submitted with due convarying experiences and circumstances
which obviously have to be allowed for, knowing that they
must be met conservatively and frankly in view of whatever limitations may present themselves.
We are dealing
with a work which in practice is responsible for millions of
dollars expended annually, and each individual task in design and maintenance deserves its full share of study and
The inspection of freight trains can be
careful analysis.
discussed on a more uniform basis and greater similarity
in practices can be obtained than at present, and I think to
considerable advantage.

Weak

the

Draft

One noteworthy

the exact operating possibilities of the property ownine the
equipment.

Repairs of Foreign Lines Must Be Considered
Another serious limitation^ our field of selection in the
matter of deciding between reinforcement or retirement, and
subsequent replacement in satisfactory designs, is the fact
that the majority of defects occurring in connection with car
equipment when off home lines, except in case of derailment
or fire, have only in late years been made owner's responsibility.

Members Most Serious Defect

This is where a vast amount of money is apt to be
applied beyond the control of the car owner, and will undoubtedly bring about, of its own accord, more systematic
analysis in the future as to deficiencies in each class of car
in order to guard against the possibility of duplicating re-

explanation of which I have
Of all the
tried to investigate, should be first mentioned.
complaints which are general in the operation of freight
train equipment at the present time, the behavior of the
weakly constructed design of car is found to be the most
perplexing, principally due to draft attachment failures in
combination with dangerously inadequate running gear
members, such as truck, side frames, axles and bolsters. Although this difficult}- is in greater measure due to wooden
underframe cars, yet it is also noticeable in the case of
improperly designed steel cars.
Right at the present time
fact,

the

pairs to failed members which do not meet present-day
requirements; so that the sum total of expense for any class
of rolling stock does not become excessive, due to a large
part of the work being repeated so continuously and carried
out beyond the immediate observation of the car owner,

resulting

in extravagance, though not necessarily for the
equipment owned.
Of course, under these circumstances excessive maintenance charges will not often be so
total

is a tremendous demand for suitable cars, which is
not being satisfied, and yet it would appear to any thoughtful man that too many cars are standing idle which ought
to be making their just proportion of revenue mileage.
It
does not seem to be altogether a case as to shortage of cars,

there

but rather a matter of having more cars
honestly fit.
It

made

really

easily

a paper presented

before the Western Railway Club, October 20

system statements covering

total

grouped classes which

ownerit

may

Attention Before Loading Prevents Delays
especially urgent that the best interests of the shippers and dealers, as well as of the railroads which serve
them, be maintained by the inauguration of substantial repair practices which will insure a minimum delay of cars
It

has been said that a very large percentage of cars should

*From

in

be desired to observe.

and

can expect about 20 per cent or 30 per cent of the house
cars used at this time to be of the type which we generally
term as weakly constructed, not being as yet reinforced with
metal attachments or ends. The problem to be determined
in a decision concerning the retirement or reconstruction of
any such car is generally influenced by the distinctive demand for the equipment on the owner's line and a knowledge of whether the expense of betterment or improvement
to the existing equipment is offset by the capitalized value

reflected

ship, but only in particularly

be destroyed, especially those of wooden construction.
A
careful check, extending over a period of seven months in
normal heavy trunk line service, has demonstrated that we

1919.

Paul

which can be realized in the maintenance account, as well as keeping in mind the better characteristic
operation which is practically guaranteed from such a pro-

is one of hasic importance.
Any success in railroad
operation corresponds largely to the net number of car miles
attained per car per day, which figure ought to be as nearly
40 or above as possible. Why many roads are only showing 30 or even less miles is probably due to many causes

for

St.

of the saving

of that great vehicle of

sideration

&

is

on shop tracks and line or road chargeable to their general
condition and style of construction.
Thorough inspection

and repairs of cars before loading, and careful attention to
brakes, lubrication, running gear and ladine after classification at originating terminals, are a fundamental necessity.
Cars set off on the line, due to bad order condition of
couplers, draft rigging, wheels, brakes heated bearings,
shifted lading and other similar causes, are usually the outcome of lack of proper attention at the originating terminal,
which results in accidents, destroyed lading and cars, reduced train rating, delays to traffic, blocking of passing
tracks, engine and train crew overtime and extraordinarv
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accident,

so

When
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for

outlived
utility,

that

the

m

unde
usefulness, from

its

decay, corro
expenditure necessar)
not justified, it should
age,

movement

of ton-

nage, creating an acute demand for power and a severe conin terminals, ha- at many points made it impracti-

gestion

due to the time consumed and necessary switching required, to place weakly constructed cars in the rear of long
That i- why tin- subject loom- SO prominently betrainfore us today.
Tremendous damage is done to these weak
cal,

and especially when not protected against the hammer

Xot only this, hut delays and
blow- of modern operation.
accidents are multiplying daily from the continued handling
of these weak ear- in this manner.
There i- no question which demand- SO much attention
and would result so advantageously as a serious and clear
investigation covering the proper design for recommended
reinforcement of existing obsolete equipment, with a view
using

them
ties,

it

to he

mandatory

to so strengthen cars or retire

shops and

for interstate service, as well as that of

provided for

its

facili-

construction and upkeep.

Repair Facilities Are Inadequate
Freight car repair yards have been located at inconvenient
out-of-the-way places; repair tracks have been set too closely
together for convenience: the facilities for repairing have
not been the best, and the consequence has been that cars
which should have been returned to service promptly and
with repairs properly made have been held out of service
longer than necessary and were not properly repaired. Never
before has there been such pressing necessity for intelligent

work,

for

proper tool equipment

men employed

and

for

shelter

for

the

on
good judgment when cars are held out of service for which
there is a paying demand at the time, and it would appear
that with the attention now concentrated on the railroads,
as at the present time.

It

is

a reflection

not only desirable but are absolutely
necessary for a relief of the conditions considered.
The scope of the operations in commercial value; the great
the

best

efforts

are

of men coming under the control of the mechanical
department; the drift of the times concerning methods for
carrying out the work, and the very intensive service necessary to transportation matters, as well as the growdng importance of economics, all tend to make us focus our attention
There is no denying the fact that all
on the-, questions.
these matters involve, more than any one thing, the element
of men, and if we are going to get the best from our men
we must provide responsible supervision, with necessary support and initiative, so as to maintain action and make good
from day to day. The moral responsibility of every one is
as great and as constant, whether one is here or there, or
doing one thing or another, and this responsibility is in
exact proportion to the intelligence of the individual, coupled
It
with whatever measure of freedom for action is allowed.

numbers

implies leadership and teaching, not in some thing- to be
but in all of the relations that bring individuals to-

sure,
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time)
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class oi equipment, which cannot be depended upon
iss properl) in main line movements, should be restricted
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Greater Interchangeability Desirable
llic

iir.-t

division of the subject

for the design Of rolling stock.

I

I

me has regard
i

able to believe that the road- will

standard type of car indefinitely

to

do not thing it
rea on
adopt and maintain one

to

a single inflexible pat-

There are -ure to be improvements and modifications
which different groups of railroad men think it desirable
to make, ami such motive would be difficult to subdue.
It
would seem proper for the draft lugs, truck frame-, truck
tern.

center plates, striking castings, coupler carriers,
beams, truck springs, drawbar yokes, uncoupling
mechanism, brake hangers, drawgear carriers and cent r
plate height of truck to be standardized and made inter
changeable to a greater degree than at present, both in new
and repair work.
It does seem indefensible that the slight variations made
in these parts should necessitate their being obtained from
In designing a car, what must be considthe car owners.
ered is the service in which its paying demand rests, not the
service in which it may possibly run.
It is only fair to
assume that every railroad management aims to place in
service cars built in a substantial manner.
Standards in
detail construction have been adopted by the Master Car
Builders Association, which have assisted greatly in reducing the amount of stock necessary to be carried.
The difficulty seems to be that these standards have not been enforced
under mandatory rules, and their full practical value has
never been properly felt on this account.
I believe the time
has arrived to introduce additional standards affecting the
maintenance of box cars which can also be applied to all
types used in interstate service.
bolsters,

brake

The

application of steel center

sills

as well as draft

arms

prolong their life but cause them
to have a more continuous earning capacity, due to not becoming marked out to shop tracks every few hundred miles
for the application of draft timbers and end sills, as well
as avoiding damage to adjacent equipment and delays to
trains and in terminals, to say nothing of the tremendous
losses due to damaged lading and loss of patronage, where
delays and slow delivery become epidemic.
to old cars will not only

Poorly Designed Cars Are a Source of Trouble
Mechanical and transportation

have seen and apand inferior construc-

officers

preciate the results of poor designing

One of the
both as regards wooden and steel cars.
surprising features with regard to many steel cars in service which cause the greatest trouble and embarrassment is
that they are not of particularly light construction, but the
metal has been disposed with very little regard to the engineering feature of service requirements actually' encountered.
There is no doubt whatsoever but that many of these car«
tion,

could be built with

at least

equal or even less weight, and a

perfectly satisfactory structure obtained.

This

is

what

is

so

confusing to the minds of executive officers when they have
purchased and placed in service not a cheap or even a light
car and it fails; then on top of it all. it is necessary later
to recommend reconstruction and additional expense in order
to stop permanently a severe leak in the maintenance account.

Xew fads in the design and building of car equipment
should not be permitted, or any innovations until thoroughly
tried out and known to be reasonable and capable of standing up in normal heavy sendee for at least a period of five
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wars, besides being passed upon and judged by uninterand competent authorities.
It is not alone the larger locomotives being used today
which have called for a more thorough investigation of the
subject of car design and construction, but also the severe
shocks which cars are receiving in classification yards. The
superstructure of box cars should receive just as much attention as the underframe and trucks, otherwise leakage and
subsequent loss of metal roof sheets, through racking and
frames not being kept in alinement, is bound to result;
when this happens it places restrictions on the ultimate utility of the car for certain classes of service where leakage is
ested, well-experienced

detrimental.

Wooden Frame

Cars Need Steel Centersills

ate that there is something radically defective in the elementary handling of tin- transportation problem or else the
maintenance features have been neglected and hav< not kept
in step with the advance movement of the service to be ren-

•

The cost of freight car repair.- ha- been continually
dered.
increasing and in somewhat greater proportion than the
advance in labor and material account- would explain.
tendency for such

means

aim

that

the greatest

he

car repair costs,

argument in favor of the general adoption
and one which is barely, if ever,
touched upon, is the fact that wooden framed cars are always damaged when in collision with steel underframe cars,

to

possible output from each

a table

is

shown below

for

of the

eight

Western railroads:

strongest

Number

of the steel underframe,

Wooden Versus

A

1916
1917
1918

66,409
70,396
70,400

11,593
11.853
12,064

$69.13
68.12
146.52

B

1916
1917
1918

57,401

58.256
55,819

8,931
8,396
8,987

53.98
66.64
147.13

1916
1917
1918

57,985
47,845
50,079

10,974
11,171
10,376

58.76
74.98
133.60

1916
1917
1918

46.925
46,281
45,993

11,098
11,19!
10,459

85.59
126.92
201.23

E

1916
1917
1918

68,339
67,828
69,622

13.05O
14,553
11,145

74.66
88.46
149.88

F

1916
1917
1918

67.370
67.16S
61,457

13,053
11.214
11,905

98.16
122.9?
266.57

G

1916
1917
1918

63,143
64.919
66,741

11,646
12.377
12,810

120.20
113.12

H

1916
1917
1918

81.034
83,147
72,141

9,468

71.4.-

9,377

146.36

The
are

wooden car compared with
steel, it is well to state that none of the modern steel cars
have been in use long enough in general operation to determine their ultimate length of useful service.
It has been
found, however, what may be expected of all metal coal
and other special classes of cars on prescribed lines having
a given commodity and territory; this, of course, is of value
for local comparative use only.
There is great difference

With

respect to the life of the

of opinion about the loss of weight in steel
this

may

due

to corrosion,

well be expected because of varying climatic

and until some definite conclusions can be drawn,
based on a wide range of observation under every service
condition, any data used must be employed with caution.
Records indicate foundation for the opinion that wooden
cars have been in continuous use from 20 to 30 years, hut
it
is probable that Midi cars have been
rebuilt from the
sills up once or even more times in that period, so that we
ought not to lie disposed to question the assumption of the
conditions,

average life of such cars being 20 years.
With respect to
high cost of repairs to wooden as compared to steel

the

equipment referred to, and which is almost always carried
on gradually, we muse not forget that for steel cars, up until
the time rebuilding

is

necessary, usually only light repairs

made, due to the various roads not being equipped to
do the heavy work at this time. Therefore any comparative
ro<t< should be viewed with these thoughts in mind and
wrong conclusions avoided.
are

Cost of
freight car
repairs per
car per year

Year

D

Steel Cars

Average
miles per

Road

C

service.

>>f

freight
unit,
cars

while the latter escape uninjured.
If, because of their decided economy, the more recent designs of metal construction are continued in use, then it is essential that other cars
associated with them should be made strong enough to withstand the severe shocks incident to the movement of heavy
tonnage trains now so generally experienced.
There is no doubt that the light wooden cars may be strong
enough to carry the load for which they were designed, but
they need a stiff backbone in the underframe to protect them
from being crushed in the middle of a long train or between
two heavy cars under impact. The same argument of uniformity holds true of couplers, draft gear and brake equipment.
It is for this reason that we must at this time give
more positive backing to the need of metal reinforcement
programs for cars of light design rather than hesitating on a
questionable economy in operating expense, due to carrying
larger loads and less dead weight.
It simply must be determined whether the cars are to be modernized or retired from

and

I

be offset by providing

reduce the number employed and get
man. This not only
makes itself felt upon the payrolls but reduce.-, the time cars
are held out of service, which is another source of revenue.
In dealing with concrete cases, showing the increase in freight
all

largest

The

only

incre;

freight car

vear

I

n

0.60
0.80
1.64

0.67
1.29

0.80
1.13
1.92

1.35

serious increases in total expense from year to year

attributed

more

to

the character of equipment

owned

than any other feature, and the logical proposal is. therefore, that more rapid retirement of obsolete equipment -hould
be carried out.
When such cars are dismantled and permanently removed from service, one of the feature- which
can be expected to effect a saving and prevent such increases
as indicated above is the relative reduction in the amount
of material used for repairs to old ear-.
It can be fairly well stated that the- total car repair expense is about equally divided between labor and material

under normal conditions where extensive reclamation

down the .miount
Most wooden cars
material obtained to a minimum.
are at least 15 years old, and many have seen 25 or more
ations are resorted to locally, thus holding

of

new

Comparatively few of the weakly designed
of have been reinforced with metal draft
rigging. Failure of draft attachment- and associated parts
contribute most seriously to the unprecedented increase in
In maintaining these weakly designed
COSt of re'pairs.
such a large part of the available time and expense is absorbed that the better car^ are permitted to drift along and
deteriorate much faster than they should.
years sen-ice.

cars complained

Setting Limit for Repairs Does

Not Force
Retirement

of

Cars

1

Increase in Cost of Freight Car Repairs
Such a large' proportion of failures in units of Freight
car equipment as is now beirg experienced appears to indi-

It sexrns to be a general practice to place small limits of
expen-e on these older ears with the idea that these
limits would force such ears to be automatically taken out
of service- as they become deteriorated beyond a point where
It can be shown that this
repairs would be economical.
equipment is on the repair track a large portion of the time.

-

.
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and

u

5llffi(

t

owing to
repair work first where

light

nut work

if

done

run the

tO

ti

demand

a

for

equipment

plan of

.1

reti rement

tion

any different than

Low

things happen.

axles,

almo

is

small portion of

its

its ulti-

condition, in which

plastii

entirely elastic in general, but a

t

inelastic energy being taken

up by the

itself.

In this

way

it

can be reasoned that sufficient material

is

any truck side frame or bolster in order to
keep down the working load of the material and give long
Of course, where springs are improperly
life to the part.
lary

to

designed to carry the load truck members receive hammer
blows in service for which they were never designed, and
this seems to be particularly true in the case of the M. C. B.
grouping of springs for 50-ton cars, as often they stand
practically solid under the static weight of the car and lading.
This is a subject which should be placed before the
proper committee of the M. C. B. Association.
As a plan of interesting local foremen in the discharge of
their duties it is well for them to have a working knowledge
of the money they are spending, and attached is copy of the

Fatigue failure in

and other portions of
equipment is characterized by suddenness, and oftentimes
occurs immediately after careful inspection has been made.
The fractures sometimes disclose a crystalline appearance
over part of the surface, and it is this feature which has
many times given rise to the term "crystallized." This supposition, however, has been found generally false, since close
examination of metal- under stress shows no change of the
frames,

about one-half

oi

emi

a

a

is

stresses the yield

stated.

Stresses Prolong Life of Parts

why sueh

undei
into

e

the small

Bteel

During winter months, and at time of heavy tonnage
movements, wrecks and delays caused through breaking down
of trucks are very serious matters, and the question is always
asked as to
metal truck

teel,

it

I

in practice

ting

i'

gradual flow of the material.
Under such condiflaws have almost no effed upon the How or
Winn steel i- loaded to moderate
upon the stat
trength.
there

i

doe- not work satisfactorily, and
in the end the roads have far exceeded any proposed sum
of mone) which they planned on plai tag against these old
cars to ki-t-p them in service.
do oot think anyone who
followed the plan In question has ever found the result

Such

ti<

mate strength, pa

the policy of concentrate

irther
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bolsters

form shown

Fig.

in

1,

which

is

filled

out daily and wired
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Form Used by Local Foremen

to

Show

general scheme of internal structure, but under severely
heavy stress there appears a gradual breakdown of the crystals forming the member.
Metal used for the running gear of cars is more or less
ductile, and when these parts are deformed cold the first
yielding occurs in the particular grains which either take
the most stress or have the lowest elastic limit.
The failure
in such metals subjected to repeated stress takes place with
substantially no general deformation, but there is, however,

considerable
ticles,

localized

which increases

distress

among

directly with the

parnumber of applica-

the

structural

tions of stress.

Car trucks have imposed upon them repeated stress in
and failure seems to develop in proportion to the

service,

continuous mileage made.
In analyzing specific cases of
breakages, they seem to appear almost exclusively through
the unification of yielding particles, with the result that
cracks develop with final added stress, promoting the extension of this crack into the adjacent area on both sides. Steel
must be considered as filled with a multitude of minute
flaws, originating at the time the metal becomes solidified.

Distribution of

Pay Roll Expense

to the general offices twice a month.
Very interesting results
have been obtained from this practice, and it establishes the
plan of foremen going over time slips personally to know

charges are being properly distributed.
With
of work turned out, a
good practical analysis is obtained concerning relative efficiency month by month, which guards against excess overtime payments and similar wastes.
On the road with which I am connected practices have
been adopted which have done a great deal to unify our
efforts, especially in through business, besides positively
maintaining the responsibility of each individual engaged
and avoiding any duplication of inspection or excess within
reasonable mileage limits.
The desire to save time and cost of inspection by resorting to the so-called safety inspection of some roads has about
reached its limit.
The class of men that railroads are
obliged to draw from, in some districts at least, do not make
that

labor

this data,

and knowing the amount

'

the

most expert inspectors.
The saving in reducing the
of men and time to make the usual superficial safety

number

inspection

oftentimes proves a

serious

loss,

for

the result
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of a derailment or wreck on account of a loose or defective
wheel, or some other important part of the running gear, or

brakes which have been overlooked on account of time or
judgment, is worthy of serious consideration.
No one will
deny that all cars are rankly abused, but very little is heard
of crews being suspended or even censured on account of
damage to rolling stock, no matter what the extent. The
ultimate loss cannot be measured by figuring the cost of
renewing certain broken parts when cars are handled roughly,
for premature failure of other parts will follow.
Consideration of overtime and the sixteen-hour law, as
well as expeditious train movement, demands the minimum
lapse of time between that for which the crew is called and
that when the train departs.
Hence a train prepared for

departure should require no more brake work after the engine
is coupled than, at the most, stopping a few leaks in those
couplings and making the formal test.
But often today
there are greater delays due to making other repairs, or the
train proceeds with less efficient brakes than it should have.

To avoid this the repairs required must be determined
with arriving trains. The incoming engineer should add to
the reduction required for stopping enough to fully apply
and the brakeman should await his advice that
has been done before cutting off the engine.
Car inspectors should be present to make an immediate examinathe brakes,
this

tion

and

bad order

to

all defective brakes.

Such repairs as

ordinary brake pipe leaks, defective hose and wrong piston
travel
those requiring little time
should next be made,
but cars requiring heavy brake repairs should be marked

—

—

for the repair tracks.

In this matter judgment must be exercised, as perishable
or other very important loads, as well as empties needed at

once for such lading, must not be delayed. Neither should
other less important cars be held in numbers far greater than
the local force can repair in a day if such force is as great
as the regular amount of work, including such repairs, would
keep bus\-.
The car foreman and the yardmaster should
consult to adjust the foregoing, but when the former removes bad order marks without repairs having been made
he should fill out and apply an air brake defect card to
better insure

prompt repairs

and favored greater standardization of truck and draft gear
parts to facilitate maintenance.
He indorsed the system of
organization in force on the C, M. & St. P., and stated that
an individual car department was necessary in order to get
the best results from the local organization.
J. W. Luke (A. T. & S. F.) expressed the opinion that
some roads are not keeping cars in fit condition, and the
standard of equipment maintenance would not be improved
unless the burden of repair work could be distributed among
all the roads.
From the year 1917 to 1919 the Santa Fe's
expenditure for repairs to foreign cars rose from $1,690,000
to $7,700,000, an increase of 355 per cent.
Mr. Luke advocated the reinforcement of wooden cars with steel channel
center sills, and stated that the cost of maintenance of cars
so improved compared favorably with modern equipment.
C. Wymer (C. & E. I.) mentioned that sometimes equipment is designed with no thought of future repairs, and the
replacement of minor parts necessitates expensive dismantling.^
Such construction inevitably increases the cost of
repairs.

In the course of the discussion Mr. Sillcox elaborated on
in the paper.
To emphasize

some of the points brought out

the necessity for retiring cars of wooden construction, he
quoted statistics showing that 76 per cent of the cars damaged in service were cars with wooden underframes.
The
failures were distributed as follows:
Draft gear, 63 per
cent; knocked off center, 14 per cent; end frame failure, 14
per cent; cornered, 9 per cent.
He called attention to the
fact that the roads showing the least cost of freight car
maintenance had had the most rapid rate of acquisition and
also the most rapid retirement.
On some roads the acquisition and retirement were so slow that the freight equipment
would only be renewed in a period of 40 or 50 years. Mr.
Sillcox favored the modernizing of cars of 40 tons capacity,
but stated that the reinforcement of 30-ton cars was usually
not economical because it would involve an increase in the
weight of the car, and since the total weight was limited
by the capacity of the axles the maximum allowable load

would be

reinforcing old

cars.

He

cited

the

fact

which formerly could be purchased
$900 now cost $3,000.
T. H. Goodnow (C. & N. W.) expressed the opinion that
the retirement of wooden cars is one of the most important
problems confronting the mechanical department at the presThere are still in service a great many wooden
ent time.
cars of 80,000-lb. rapacity, built between 1902 and 1907,
which have as high cubical capacity as cars now being built.
These cars will give good service if reinforced, and the work
Mr. Goodnow called attenshould be done without delay.
tion to the many circumstances which must be considered in
that steel frame box cars
for

analyzing statistic- regarding freight cars.
He doubted
whether any reliable figures showing the relative life and
cost of wooden and steel cars were available, because the
earl\- all-steel cars were confined almost exclusively to gondola and hopper types, which cost less to maintain than
house cars.
He called attention to the large percentage of
foreign cars which all the railroads had on their lines during 191 S. and stated that for this reason the expenditures
for freight car repairs did not furnish a true indication of

maintenance of the equipment of the
He said the past two years had proved
various companies.
that cars cannot be taken care of as well away from home
as when the equipment occasionally reaches the owning road
the

relative

cost

of

than 66.000

lb.

Orders of Regional Directors

G. S. Goodwin (C, R. I. & P.) stated that at the present
time the railroads were justified in making more extensive

when

less

at the earliest practicable date.

Discussion

alterations

1231

RENTAL

rates FOR locomotiyes.

— Supplement

1

to

Or-

der 207 of the Southwestern regional director states
that the following will govern with respect to the rental
charges for other line locomotives:
"On locomotives delivered by owners having direct physical connection with borrowing road, rental will commence
with delivery, and where there is no such connection rental
will

commence upon

delivery by owner to

first

connecting

road.

"The rental will cease with delivery of locomtive to owning line rails, whether there is direct physical connection
with owner or not, except that:
"When a locomotive is no longer required by renting line,
and instead of being returned to owner is sent elsewhere
for service, the rental of delivering line will cease

when locomotive

rental of receiving line will begin

for service at point of interchange;

i.

e.,

in case

and the
is

ready

where the

If
interchanged direct between these roads.
movement over an intermediate railroad, rental of receiving line will begin when
the locomotive is ready for service at interchange point

locomotive

is

the delivery in such a case involves

where they receive it."
Incomplete Brakes on Gondola Cars.

— Supplement

2

to

Circular 201 of the Southwestern regional director states that
500 U. S. Standard hopper cars, allocated to the Pere Marquette, built

by the Ralston

Steel

Car Company and num-
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in service withoul sheave
brake and hand brake pull ""I
rhe circular in
structs that, where these cai
und with sheave wheels
omitted on the end of the hand brake rod, changes should
ide .it on< e, reg u dless of ow nei ship.

1,000 to 13,499 were placed

i

wheels

<>n

i
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reduce then working time, account of coal shortage.
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Weekly

Traffic

According

ro \ repori
week ended December

on
15,

traffic

made

to

conditions

Walker

1>.

for

the

Him-,

director general of railroad-, revenue freighl loadings

and

receipts from connections for the various regions through

out the country were as follows:

Eastern region
Revenue freighl loaded, 197,682 car-, a
decrease of 4,687 over same period last year; receipts from
Allegheny
connections, 227,692 cars, an increase of 1,709.
region—Revenue freighl loaded, 177,007, a decrease of 13,981 receipts from connections, 150,753, a decrease of 14,401
car-.
Pocahontas region
Revenue freight loaded, 36,458
cars, an increase of 1,049 car-; receipts from connections,
;

15.010
freight

ceipts

—

Southern region
Revenue
a decrease of 3,558.
loaded. 118,019 cars, an increase of 2,546 car.-, refrom connections, 75,943 cars, an increase of 5,379
car.-,

—

Northwestern region
Revenue freight loaded, 116.709
decrease of 3,199 cars; receipts from connections,
Central Western re73,114 cars, a decrease of 1,502 cars.

cars.

cars,

a

—

gion
Revenue freight loaded. 105,921 cars, a decrease of
S.44o cars; receipts from connections, 63, 357 cars, an inSouthwestern region Revenue freight
crease of 3,721 cars.

—

loaded, 57,095 cars, an increase of 699 cars; receipts from
connections. 49,103 cars, an increase of 3,965 cars.
A summary of the report follows:

—

Report from the iron and steel territories
Eastern Region
shows some deduction in the number of blast furnaces in
operation, due to the shortage of coal. The output and movement of traffic to and from a considerable number of industries was largely interfered with by the acute coal situation,
Passenger business is
but improvement has already begun.
good, but curtailment of service, brought about to conserve
coal, of course had a serious effect on passenger traffic.
Notwithstanding the coal situation
Allegheny Region
there was an increase of one stack in the number of iron
furnaces in blast in this region, as compared with same week
There has been a slight improvement in the
of last year.

—

box and

flat

car situation.

The withdrawal

of

numerous

passenger trains for a few days resulted in overcrowding
trains, but service was improved and is now operating on

normal basis.
Pocahontas Region Business generally was affected by
the coal situation and also by high water troubles and em-

—

bargoes.

Passenger travel continues good, although earn-

same period last year, which
accounted for by the discontinuance of the heavy military
travel of a year ago.
A number of passenger trains were
also discontinued in this region in order to conserve fuel.
Southern Region There has been a gradual improvement
Southern Pine Association reports
in the box car situation.
This is a
orders received during the week. 3,874 carloads.
substantial reduction in average orders, but the association
reports an increase in average shipments and average proUnfilled orders on hand amounted to 24.128 cars.
duction.
Cotton movement continues active, with a specially heavy
ings are not as large as for the

is

—

movement

to the ports

for export.

Merchandise

traffic

to

Florida is in excess of any previous year, and Cuban freight
continues to offer in excess of carrying capacity of the East
Unprecedented rainfalls during last few
Coast car ferries.
days of the week resulted in serious interruptions to traffic
generally by washouts. Passenger travel was very good during the week, notwithstanding the general uneasiness which

o load perish

for refrij

product loading showed
in increase ol
irs, but grain and live stock
loading
Passenger train service was tempo
both showed decreases.
rarily curtailed on account of fuel shortage.
Shipments of California comQentral Western Region
to No
modities requiring refrigerator cars from January
vember 24 this year amounted to 123,128 car-, -howm
increase of 37,765 cars over the same period of last year.
Notwithstanding reduction in passenger train service and
efforts to discourage unnecessary travel, the number of passengers handled continued very heavy.
Business conditions generally were
Southwestern Region
reported as satisfactory, notwithstanding the fact that some
plants were forced to suspend operations and others were
unable to work to maximum capacity, account of insufficient
Preferred attention is being given to furnishfuel supply.
Rice coning cars for sugar and rice loading in Louisiana.
tinues to bring high prices, and there is an active demand,
both foreign and domestic. Due to completion of additional
pipe lines, there has been an increased production of oil in
the Burk-Burnett district, it being estimated that the average daily production in this field amounts to over 100.000
Gas and oil well activities also continue in Louisibarrels.
Notwithstanding curtailment of passenger train servana.
ice, regular travel continued above normal, with heavy travel
able

Report

demand
Lumber and

heav)

freight.

forest

1

—

in

the Little

Rock, Ark.,

Memphis gateway.

district

and from and through

California travel was quite heavy.

Relative Durability of Green

and Seasoned Timber
opinions have always
While
untreated
parative durability

comand seaposts and ties,

differed as to the

of

green

soned timbers when used for poles,
etc.,

recent experiments of the Forest Products Laboratory^

Madison, Wis., indicate that there is practically no difference in their life when exposed to the weather and in contact with the ground.
A test of untreated green and seasoned ties of Douglasfir and western larch, laid in tracks of the Northern Pacific
at two different points, showed that the life of the green fir
ties was 7.65 years, while that of the seasoned timber was
7.75 a difference of 1/10 year in favor of the seasoned.
In the case of the larch the results were about the same,
the green ties lasting an average of 7.3 years and the seaTests of telephone poles showed the rate
soned 7.4 years.
of decay in green poles to be a trifle less than in the seasoned.
This almost equal durability of untreated green and sea-

soned poles and

ties,

or in fact

any exposed timber in

this

timber is
placed it begins to take up or give out moisture, according
to its condition of seasoning and the conditions of exposure.
Thus in a relatively short time both green. and seasoned timbers reach the same moisture content, and as this is the
determining factor in decay, their life will necessarilv be
approximately equal. This does not apply, however, to wood
used in building construction, as this does not usually dry
condition,

out

is

due

to the

fact that as soon as the

so rapidly after being placed,

resulting

in

which is objectionable, and also in decay before
Only seasoned wood should be used for this class

shrinkage,
seasons.
of work.
it

—

Second Meeting of Telegraph and Telephone Division
Wire Crossings, Pole Line Consrtuction and Mailgram Service

Among

Important Subjects Considered
1

lii.M.KArii and Telephone division
Section
Tin Operating
of the American Railroad Association held
of

22. 2,-> and 24 unless some emergency arises which makes a
change necessary.
Almost all of the discussion concerning the report of the
Committee of Direction was based on the question of mem-

its second meeting at the Congress Hotel, Chicago,
on December 3, 4 and 5.
The resignation of Martin H.
Clapp, chairman of the division, made it necessary for the
Committee of Direction to appoint a successor, and J. F.
Caskey, superintendent of telegraph of the Lehigh Valley
and first vice-chairman of the division, was selected and
presided at this meeting.
These changes made it necessary
to fill other vacancies which resulted therefrom, and the
Committee of Direction appointed H. Hulatt, manager of
telegraphs, Grand Trunk System, as first vice-chairman

number of represenatives it sees fit to select.
Each representative member has a right to a vote on the
floor, but when a disputed question arises a roll call vote
is necessary;
the ranking representative member of each

and W. H. Hall, superintendent of telegraphs, Missouri,
Kansas & Texas Lines, second vice-chairman. E. L. King,
superintendent of telegraph, Southern Pacific Lines, was

road is the only one qualified to vote in accordance with
the mileage of the road or roads he represents.
The privilege of voting on letter ballot is restricted in the same man-

appointed a member of the Committee on Direction to fill
the vacancy caused by Mr. Hall's promotion. The total registration of railroad representatives at the meeting was about

ner.

170.

Report

The Committee

of

Committee

of Direction

ber of his road.
In order to clear up any misunderstanding concerning the
question of membership of the division, methods of voting,

Committee of Direction submitted several additional
paragraphs to be added to the regulations of the division, the
most important of which was as follows:
the

Representatives of members shall he those actively connected,
official or supervisory capacities, with railroad telegraph or
telephone service, who have general charge of such service over
an entire railroad or grand division of a railroad consisting of
two or more transportation divisions. In addition, other ofin

may

he

designated by the railroads as their representatives or max
called upon by the division for special duties.

be

ficers

and employees

in

like

capacities

and

in

service

The method of voting at meetings of the division was
given consideration, and the Committee of Direction decided
that it was not necessary to take any action upon the subject owing to the fact that representative members of the
division can call for a vote by roll call (which is based
upon

the

and therefore has a right

number of memberships held by each railroad in
upon any motion at a session of the divi-

the association)
sion.

This committee lias given consideration to the question
manual of recommended practices, which is to be of
the loose-leaf binder type and of convenient size, so that
recommended practices may be issued from time to time as
of a

desired.
It was decided that two sessions of the division shall be
held each year, one in the spring and one in the fall.
The
spring session for 020 will be held in St. Louis on March
,i0 and 31 and April 1, and tin- fall meeting, which will be
the annual meeting, will be held in Winnipeg on September
1

to appoint representative

members,

consisting of any

Affiliated members (those not in railroad service) have
the right to vote in committtees with which they may hap-

pen

to be working.
However, such members do not have
the right to vote at division meetings in the adoption or
rejection of matters presented at such meetings

Maintenance and Construction

of Direction felt that each railroad should

assume the expenses of its representative in attendance at
sessions of the Telegraph and Telephone division, other than
those involved in attendance at committee meetings, which
will be assumed by the American Railroad Association.
In
the event of an employee who is not a representative member being required to attend a meeting of a special committee on whose work he is engaged, a request for his attendance should be forwarded to the senior representative mem-

etc.,

bership and the voting power of members.
It was explained
that each road supporting the American Railroad Association is a member of the Telegraph and Telephone division

of Pole Lines

—

— Construction

Sub-Committee "A" of Committee No. 1
and Maintenance Outside Plant, presented

—

a report of
progress in the revision of specifications for the Maintenance
and Construction of Pole Lines, and it expects to present
acceptable specifications at the next annual meeting.
The

report

was accepted

as information.

Wire Crossings
The

report

Committee No.

of
1

—

Sub-Committee "B" Wire Crossings, of
and Maintenance— Outside

— Construction

Plant, contained a synopsis of its activities since the meeting of the division held in Chicago in June, 1919.
Since
that date this committee held two separate meetings and one
joint meeting for the purpose of arriving at a definite conclusion

relative to the proposed revision of the National
Electrical Safety Code, a portion of which deals with signal
lines crossing over railways.

At the joint meeting, which was called by M. G. Lloyd
the Bureau of Standards, there were present, besides
members of Committee "B," representatives of the Bureau
of Standard.-, the American Electric Railway Engineering
Association and three representatives of the railroad engineering departments, besides several wire-owning companies.
At this meeting Sub-rommittee "B" of the Telegraph and
Telephone division advocated the change- recommended in
its report submitted at the Chicago meeting in
Tune.
The
Bureau of Standard- asked the committee to endeavor to
draft a clause which would allow weaker construction over
some of the minor side track- to take the plate of the Rule.
Signal Lines Crossing Over Unimportant Railroad-, which
appeared in an earlier revised Bureau of Standard- Code
and which the Telegraph and Telephone division persistently objected to; the committee taking the stand that there
are no unimportanl railroad-.
The Bureau of Standards
al-o wished to gel further opinion- in regard to the use of
No. 12 galvanized steel wire for -pan- 125 ft. long or
Sub-Committee "B" recommended that the Rule, Signal
line- Crossing Over Unimportant Railroads, be corrected
to Signal Lines Crossings Over Minor Tracks (not including any main tracks), and that this rule should provide
of
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lor

row

g.i^

tradu used onlj

ti.uk.-.

construction purposes

i>m

a

tradu on which standard
one,

operated,

be

ways and

freight

can

temporarily

tor

exceed one year,

to

cannot,

tracki on

ph

for

public high-

with not exceeding two
Besides the above, other rec-

tracks

same span,

tracks under the

not

railway

street

spur

induatria]

period

ommendations were submitted to the Bureau oi Standards
on rules and regulations u> cover signal lines crossing over
railways,
rhe Bureau of Standards then presented its revisions to the relegraph and relephone division at its in
cember meeting,
rhe portion of the Bureau of Standards
revised code on Signal Lines Crossing Over Railways, which
received the greatest
Signal
list

lines

amount

crossing

over

of discussion, reads as follows:
tracks

included

in

the

following

conform to the requirements ol Grade E:
Spurs noi exceeding two tracks in the same span.
Branches on which no regular schedule of operation

shall

1.

2.

is

maintained.

Narrow -gage tracks or other

3.

rolling

stock

Tracks
purposes for
4.

Tracks
railways used
5.

tracks on which standard
cannot, for physical reasons, he operated.
used only temporarily for construction or similar
a period not exceeding one year.
not operated as a public utility, such as industrial
in

logging, mining, etc.

In presenting this report E. C. Keenan, general superintendent telegraph and telephone Eastern region, United
State- Railroad Administration, said that the Bureau of

Standards expected

to

publish a revised National Electrical

Code and that Sub-Committ "B" of the Telegraph
and Telephone division was endeavoring to get the best posSafet)

form of construction for signal lines crossing over railways, that it could under the conditions and that it was

sible

necessary

to

grant

concessions

several

to

the

Bureau of

Standards if the matter was to be cleaned up in a satisfacRegarding the several items covering various
tory manner.
classified tracks,
first

two

Sub-Committee "B" recommended that the

classifications be revised as follows:

Signal lines crossing over minor tracks included in the fol-

lowing list shall conform
1.
Spurs less than 2,000
in the
2.

same

to
ft.

requirements of Grade E:
long and not exceeding two tracks

span.

Branches on which no regular schedule of operation

is

maintained.

The committee recommended

that

item 2 be eliminated

were many such branch lines
which were as important as main lines. Items 3, 4 and 5
were considered satisfactory as presented.
William Bennett (C. & N. W.) stated that he believed
He
the entire matter was based on the wrong principle.
objected to the methods used for determining the classification of standard gage steam railroad industry or spur tracks
as minor by the number of tracks under a span of wires.
He stated that the proper method required a primary conentirely because

it

felt there

sideration of the exposure of persons to risk and injury.
further said that a very large part of the deaths and
injuries of railroad employees engaged in transportation

He
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fon believed that it was extremel) important that extra care
Should be taken tO avoid Scant lateral and vertical clcaranci
between electrical conductors and their supports and
standard freight cars, and that ample strength should be
provided in the conductors and their attachments and supportS at (idsMiigs over SUCh minor tracks.

knmii Btated that Grade "E" construction was
one third weaker in crossing span supports than Grade "D,"
the requirement over main line crossings, and that the proposed construction is the strongest the A. R, A. can secure
from the Bureau Of Standards.
Sub-Committt e "B" was
I

(

.

work on the balance of the revised
Code submitted by the Bureau
ul
Standards and to recommend the necessary changes it
l\lt would be agreeable to the division, so that the Bureau
of Standards would have the advantage of such recommendations in preparing its final draft of the code, which it exinstructed to continue

National

its

Safety

Electrical

pects to complete within a short time.

Underground Construction and Transportation

—

"C" Underground Construction, ComConstruction and Maintenance, Outside Plant,
submitted specifications for conduit castings, creosoted wood
conduit and plank, fibre conduit, pulling-in iron, steel pipe
Sub-Committee

mittee No.

1,

conduit and for vitrified clay conduit.
The committee found that the Signal division of the
A. R. A. already had prepared certain specifications which
meet the requirements, and these, with similar specifications
of telegraph and other companies, were embodied in the
specifications

mentioned above.

was submitted
submitted to

Each

of these specifications

to the division for its approval,

letter ballot for

and

is

inclusion in the manual.

to be
After

was approved.
Sub-Committee "D" Transpositions, Committee No. 1, ConOutside Plant, submitted comstruction and Maintenance
plete a specification for locating and installing transpositions
in telephone circuits. This specification is practically the same
as that presented at the June meeting of the division, only a
few minor changes being made by the committee, based on
comments received since the June meeting. The Sub-Combrief discussion each specification

—

mittee also submitted specifications for the line materials
referred to in the specifications, these being complete manufacturing specifications which can be used in purchasing

and inspecting the materials required

for

transposition in

telephone circuits.
W. Roger, telegraph and telephone engineer, Southwestern
region, United States Railroad Administration, stated that
a very heavy line between St. Louis and Kansas City, with
shown in the plans, has proved very
successful.
After a brief discussion of the various specifica-

transposition such as
tions they

were accepted by the division, to be submitted
approval.
No. 2 Construction

letter ballot for

Committee

—

and Maintenance

to

— In-

submitted specification for the installation of
A
telegraph and telephone equipment in railroad offices.
draft of the specification was submitted to the division at
its Chicago meeting in June, at which meeting recommendations were offered, and the committee was instructed to
side

Plant,

occur upon minor tracks, called industry and yard tracks,
and that electrical conductors crossing over such tracks in
many cases are attached to buildings and structures of variIndustry tracks are largely
ous kinds other than poles.
composed of curves of unusually short radii, which are introduced to avoid objects which cannot be removed to permit

proceed with the development of the specification after re-

These objects constitute obstructions to
the view of railroad employees engaged in switching cars,
and because of these conditions employees are obliged to
ride upon side ladders and roofs much more frequently and
under more hazardous circumstances than when engaged in
work upon ordinary yard and main tracks, this greater exposure being necessary to permit them to occupy positions

Report on Electrolysis and Lightning Protection
Committee No. 3—Protection Against Electrolysis, made

tangent alinement.

from which their manual signals can be

seen.

He

there-

ceiving written
Its report at the

comments and criticisms from the members.
December meeting included the preliminary

After brief discusdraft, together with the revised draft.
sion the report was accepted as information and progress.

no detailed report on the subject of protection against elecpresented at the June meeting, which
which was accepted as information, was later adopted for in-

trolysis, as its report
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elusion in the manual.

This committee's present work is to
keep in touch with electrolysis in general and be prepared
to make any recommendations that may seem necessary, so
as to keep the instructions which have already been adopted
up-to-date.

—

Committee No. 4 Protection Against Lightning or ElecLight and Power Circuits, submitted a preliminary
draft and specifications for such protection.
E. C. Keenan
objected to any separation of the wires and apparatus owned
by railroads from that not owned by the railroads. He believed that from the standpoint of the protection of life and
property there should be no separation of the wires and that
any clauses so separating such wires and apparatus should
tric

be eliminated.

The

committee's report, with the exception of the specification for line fuses, was accepted for submission to letter
ballot for inclusion in the manual after necessary corrections were made in the matter of what constitutes approved

methods.

Committee No.

5

—Telegraph

and delivery made in the same manner as telegrams.
If
any traingrams are missing from the package the originating office shall be advised.

The question was raised as to why green traingrams and
envelopes were recommended in place of the pink, which
on some roads has become common practice.
E. L. King,
superintendent telegraph, Southern Pacific, explained that
green was recommended because it was desired to
establish

a standard to be used throughout the country.
ther explained that green was chosen because

Message
No.

6

Traffic

—Message

Traffic

—submitted

practices for traingram service, the education cover-

program of future work to be undertaken by the committee.
The committee recommended that traingram service shall be
under the control of the telegraph department, the baggage
department and other departments co-operating to maintain
prompt and efficient service between offices, stations and
trains.
Where there is a large volume of business to be
handled by traingrams between designated points daily it
may be found advantageous to provide small leather or cana

vas pouches with proper tags for this service.
Where the
business does not justify this, envelopes should be used;

two envelopes of light green color being provided, one 3^
in. by 6V2 in. and the other 4% in. by 9 J 2 in., with traingrams printed blank, 8^2 in. by 5 T 2 in., of light green color

A number of the members were in favor of the system
which provided that the various departments traingram their
own department. H. Hulatt, manager of telegraphs, Grand
Trunk System, stated
gram service, so that
establish a system

/

of the telegraph office staff, especially assigned,
a record of traingrams, placing a copy of this

record in the envelope with the traingrams and retaining
one copy in the telegraph office file; address envelopes to
the representative of the telegraph department at destination
and see that traingrams are delivered to the station or train
baggagement, who will give this class of mail special attention.

Train

baggagemen

will

keep

many

offices did not trust traindesire of the committee to
could be relied upon so that they

was the

service.

Keenan said that traingram service had been in
use on the New York Central for about 30 years to his
knowledge and that various schemes had been tried out
E.

C.

office.

He

to time

under the supervision of the telegraph
stated that the results proved that it was neces-

sary to eliminate the red tape and that he believed the originator of the message should handle and send it out.
It is
now the practice to send traingrams direct from the originating office to the baggage department.
He said it
solved itself into a question of supervision and that he
believed that traingrams should not be used promiscuously.
After considerable discussion the committee moved that
that portion of the report be accepted by the division.
Mr.
Keenan offered a substitute motion to the effect that the recommended practice relative to handling of traingrams be
further considered by the committee; that it should obtain
the views of the

members of

the division in writing as to

methods of handling traingrams, especially as to
whether this service should be handled by the originator of
the message or sent to the telegraph office for handling, and
their

after receiving such information the committee draft its
recommendations for submission to the division.
After a
ballot vote the substituted motion carried.

Inductive Interference
Committee

No.

7

— Inductive

Interference,

which

new committee, submitted preliminary information on

to correspond with the envelopes.

make

that
it

which
would have confidence in the

/

A member

it

re-

recom-

ing the proper use of traingram facilities, of the examination of telegraph operators on switchboard manipulation and

should

was furwas found

It

be less expensive than other colors.
G. A. Cellar, superintendent telegraph, Pennsylvania
Lines West, inquired whether all traingram service
was to
be handled through the telegraph office, and if so if
such
service at way stations was to be handled by
the operator.
In such an event he concluded that traingram service might
become very complicated.
Mr. King explained that the
committee did not advocate that, stating that the more elaborate system was to be used only for large offices.

from time

and Telephone Develop-

ment, presented a report upon a number of recent improvements, which was accepted as information.

mended

traingrams and deliver them to the telegraph office, where
they will be checked, their receipt acknowledged by wire
by giving the sheet number accompanying the traingrams

to

H. W. Drake, apparatus engineer, Western Union Telegraph Company, said he believed in practical methods, and
wondered if any one could imagine that the telegraph and
telephone companies would attempt to put in apparatus
which would introduce a hazard to lives and property. He
further stated that it would be almost impractical to expect
a complete and thorough inspection of installations for the
purpose of determining whether each and every wire, of
which there are great quantities entering railway buildings,
had the protection such as might be specified in the division
specifications.
He said that protective apparatus designed
for commercial company purposes may necessarily have to
be different for the protection of its apparatus than that
required for protecting the apparatus on railroad circuits.

Committee
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traingrams

in

packages

separate from other mail and will stamp on the envelope
the date and the train handled.
The representative of the

telegraph department at divisional and relay offices should
have a clerk or messenger meet passenger trains, obtain

is

a
in-

ductive interference to telegraph and telephone lines due to
various causes.
High tension lines throughout the country
are rapidly increasing, so that it is important that the telegraph department should have the benefit of such studies
as have been made.
This committee presented exhibits made
up in part from papers by H. S. Waren, presented before
the American Institute of Electrical Engineer- in April.
1918; by P. J. Howe at the St. Louis meeting of the Railroad Telegraph Superintendents in May, 1913; on "Toll
Telephone Practice" bv Thiess and Joy. edited by F. F.
Fowle: also General Order No. 52 of the Railroad Commission of the State of California.
After a brief discussion
this report was accepted as information.
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per day, we have the follow h
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1,775,0

made dm ing fed
»00 when applied to

amounted
traffii
moved up to Jul) 31, 1919, while the ini n
and the houi
applied to the Dumber of employe*
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orked in July, l919,amounted to si. 77 ,,800,000,
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noted that the higher basis of freight rates

-

of the revenue from tin

nt

to

statement

i

mission

.it

ompiled

i

increased rates, accord
Inters! rte

the

b)

the request of Senator

I

<

lommen

e

D. Smith of South

town above was not actually operative
and p
during the whole period of federal control nor was the wage
1919 actuall) used during the whole period of fedol
eral

Carolina and presented by him in
S nator Smith also asked to have a large amounl of
more detailed statistics on the subject printed as a Senate
document. A pan o\ the commission's statement as presented
t.i

the Senate
the

omputations on the same basis.
The volume o\ traffic under federal control up
I.
including the month of July, 1 >l >. was as follows:
-

(

I

Ro

u>s

:

191

K)

31,

i

The average revenue

ber

mills

cents

2.58

9.73
2.53

7.15
-.09

In-

crease
.-44

Applying the increases shown under paragraph II,
III.
we get the following approximation of the increase in money
which would have been paid by the public on the traffic of
10 months if the higher rates now enjoyed by the Railroad
Administration, as compared with those prevailing in the
calendar year 1917, the last year of private control., had been
in effect from January 1. 1918:
$'-.534 .MO.OOO

Increased freight revenue
Increased passenger revenue

301,000,0 00

$1,835,000,000

Tr tal
,

The aggregate time worked by employees

IV.

First seven

Calendar
year 1918

T ota

on

hourlv

basis,

dail'v

basis,

months of 1919

2,499,458,577
4.950,985.160
7,450,443,737
41,494,450
71.534,214

hours

l

ted on

.lays

113,028,664

Total

The average rates of pay per hour and per day for
V.
the vear 1917 and in July, 1919, the latest month available,
were as follows:
InYear ended Decern- Month of
ner 31, 1917

per hour
per day

Reported on hourly basis
Reported on daily basis

$0,318
3.334

July, 1919

crease

$0,532
4.989

$0,214

December

Reported on
Tota

a

daily

$1

222
'5£M™
180,400,000

This takes account not only of the increased rate per hour.
but also of the additional men required because of the shorter

working day.
the increase represented

73,884,319,202

1918
1919

398,442,019,620
366,303,547,875

42,566,342,892
44,788,784,401

764,750,567,495

87,355,127,293

1.5

18.2

Total

The ton-miles are based on the revenue and nonrevenue
ton-miles shown in the operating reports issued by the Railroad Administration.
The nonrevenue ton-miles have been
excluded on a percentage basis. In completing the year 1919
and 1918 figures have been used for the months for which
1919 data are lacking, namely, November and December as
to ton-miles, and October, November and December as to pasThe 1916 and 1917 figures published by the
senger-miles.
Interstate Commerce Commission have been slightly reduced
to bring them to a basis comparable with the mileage of Class
I roads under federal control.
X.
The railway operating revenues, expenses, and railway operating income during and since the test period may
be summarized as follows:
Operating

Year
Three years

ending

1917'

Tune
31,
31,

by the

freight

Comparing
VII.
rate- and passenger fares, under paragraph III above, with

Railway

Railway

operating
revenues

operating
expenses

$3,374,030,692
4.010.463.579
4,913,319,604
4,292,802,493

$2,280,653,433
2,858,212,210
4,006,894,762
3,615,440,558

income as
defined under
the Federal
control act

30,

:

Year ended December
Year ended December
Ten months of 1919

1917
1918

$996,524,492
974,778,937
690,418,778
481,082,531

This inXI.
Statement as to various wage increases.
formation is given in a separate statement which is being
prepared by the Railroad Administration.
The following data
XII.
Prices of railway materials.
from the Federal Reserve Bulletin for October, 1919, are illustrative

:

Steel rails,

Coal, bituminous,
run of mine

^

Year
and month

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

An
the

aerodrome is
Government of

purpose

is

*

Average price
per short ton

price

per short ton

price

100
100
100
100

$30

100
100
100
117
133
190
157

$2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
4.40
4.10
4.00

1914

August, 1914

open hearth, Pittsburgh

>
Relative

,

$1,774,800,000

]

753,375,028,867
31,
31,

Per cent of increase, 1918 and 1919 over
1916 and 1917

Tulv.

basis

360,751,781,794
392,623,247,073

1.596

Applying these increases, we get an increased comVI.
pensation on the aggregate time above shown as follows:
Rei orted on an hourly basis

Passenger-miles
34,502,599,882
39,381,719,320

1916
1917

of Class I

railroad- during federal control, from January 1, 1918, to
Tulv 31, 1919, was as follows:

"Reported

Ton-miles

31,
31,

Total

per ton-mile and per passenger-

the rates prevailing in 1917, before federal control,
and in 1919, after the rate increases coming into effect subsequently, were as follow-:

Revenue per ton-mile
Revenue per passenger per mile

roads under federal control:

I

l

68,422,720,000

First seven
months of 1919

!

<

December

a:

Calendar
year 1917

39.7
40.5
40.9
41.5
41.5

IX.
The ton-miles and passenger-miles in the last two
years under private control compared with the two years of
ontrol are as follows, for a mileage corresponding
federal

iber

II.

5,379,47

i

pacity (tons)

2,380,879

mile
42,566,343.000
25.856,377,000

594,731,569,000

Avi

can

I

34 1,567

2.313,378
2,359,475

1916
1917

ended

19,000

mile

2.

1916

30,

Deci mil.

to Class

Passi
carried

their average ca-

Numbi
Dat(
i

Oni.>

398,442,020,000

1918

31.

and

to

(

Ton-miles of
revenue freight

ember

The number of freight cars and
shown by the following table:

is

II,

of

statistics

pacity

[une

as follow-:

is

revenues and expenses arc avail
able for October, 1919, the wage data are available only as
late as July, and it is necessary to put all steps in the follow

While

oiitrol.

i

VIII.

the Senate on December

200
186
182

to be constructed at

India.

The

300,000 square yards.

t

Average price

„
Relative
,

30

30
.

35
40
57
47

.

'

Goregaon, Bombay, by

area of land purchased for

'.his

»

Laboratory Tests on Holding Power of Track Spikes
Some Screw and Cut

Spikes Are Subjected to Comparison with

an Entirely

New Type

A

All cut and Sessler Grip spikes were driven by a man inexperienced in track work. The screw spikes were inserted in
accordance with the personal instructions of W. L. Madill,

series or tests was recently conducted in the Civil
Engineering Testing Laboratories of Columbia University for the purpose of comparing the holding
power of a new form of track spike with that developed by
These tests
the ordinary cut spike and the screw spike.
were reported by Albin H. Beyer and William J. Krefeld in
Bulletin No. 1 of these laboratories, which presents some
interesting facts for the consideration of engineers of track

and other railway

officers

concerned with track maintenance.

The new spike is known as the Sessler Grip spike, manufactured by the American Spike Company of New York.

*1
-'-Hl

sr
3i'

Fig.

1.

Details

of

the

Sessler

/r-iSpike

Grip

As shown in Fig. 1, this spike has a round shank with
grooves in it and a round head not unlike that of a screw
The grooves in the
spike with the nut portion removed.
shank, which are of a peculiar shape, as shown in the cross
section on the illustration, have a slight twist, so that the
The spike
spike revolves slightly in driving and drawing.
is driven in a manner similar to the ordinary cut spike.
The following is an abstract from the laboratories' bulletin

:

The

spikes were investigated for resistance to direct pull

of Fastening

roadmaster on the Lackawanna at Hoboken, N. J. One set
of screw spikes in each kind of tie was driven for the full
6-in. depth to determine also the effect upon the holding
power of driving as compared with the standard method of
screwing the spike in.
All tests were made in the civil engineering testing laboratory at Columbia University. The tie, with the spikes to be
tested facing downward, rested upon two steel blocks upon
the upper head of a 100,000-lb. Riehle testing machine.
The spike was gripped by means of a special holder forged
in the form of a closed yoke and provided with a slot of
width sufficient to engage the shank of the spike below the
head. The same holder was used for the screw and Sessler
Grip spikes as they had the same sized shank under the
head. The holder used for the cut spike was similar except
for the slot, which was slightly narrower.
The load, therefore, was applied to the spike head at two points directly
opposite each other, thus tending to insure an axial pull.
The lower ends, or shanks, of these holders were held by the
pin of a shackle, which was in turn held by a yoke gripped
by the wedges in the lower head of the testing machine.
Deformation measurements were made in a number of ways
to insure a degree of accuracy commensurate with the purpose for which the measurements were to be used.
For purposes of comparison the resistance of the spikes
as they were pulled were tabulated for definite amounts of
withdrawals, and these were used for the plotting of curves,
of which the one in Fig. 2 is typical, except that in cases
where the screw spikes were driven all or part way, instead
of being screwed into place, the holding power was not nearly

The
resistance to direct pull as affected by redriving.
chisel-pointed cut spike furnished
spikes tested were: (a)
and

A

by the Pennsylvania Lines with a shank 6 in. long and
21/32 in. square in section, the average weight being 0.81 lb.
per spike; (b) a standard screw spike submitted by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western with an average weight of 1.31
lb.; (c) the Sessler spike, which had an average weight of
per spike.
The ties used in these tests were furnished by the various
They included
railroads and represent average quality.
untreated chestnut, and white oak ties sawed on two sides,
an untreated white oak hewn tie, untreated Douglas fir ties
sawed on four sides and creosoted yellow pine ties sawed on

-

/

cut spikes driven $ l 2 in. without
bored hole;
(b) 4 Pennsylvania cut spikes driven 5}4 in. into ^/z in.
bored hole;
(c) 4 D. L. & W. screw spikes screwed 6 in. into ^-in.

00S
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OIS
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i
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WITHDRAWAL

0.3C
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3

-

INCHES

Cut Spike and Sessler Spike Were Driven into Holes
Screw Spike Was Screwed into Hole 6 in.
2.

«

Sy3

in.,

Direct Pull Test in a Treated Yellow Pine Tie

so large.

In the case of white oak

tained for

all of

screw spikes driven 6

in.

into Yg-'m.

l
4 Sessler Grip spikes driven S /i

in.

16,000
tests,

(/) 4 Sessler Grip spikes driven 5^2
bored hole.

in.

into

7/16-in.

ties

was much

the resistance ob-

greater than in yellow

lb.

for the screw spikes.

as illustrated in Fig.

One phenomenon

1, is that,

and

of these

within the limits within

which the withdrawal is approximately proportional to the
load, the withdrawal for both the cut spike and the Sessler
is

proportionately less for a given load than

it

is

for

the screw spike.

Redrive and Pulling Tests

without bored

hole;

the spikes

pine, reaching about 12,000 lb. for the Sessler spikes

hole;
(e)

t

:::::::::::::

3

spike

hole;

& W.

:::::::::::::::::::

to

ing conditions:
(a) 4 Pennsylvania

(d) 4 D. L.

-_

_

i

Fig.

made

determine the holding power of
the three kinds of spikes were conducted under the followpulling tests

—

--

SESSLER GRIP SPIKE

sides.

The

A

-.

.

-//-

<

9"
^

A"i

°2000

Z

~~~~

^~i'
/"/

1.1 lb.

two

-

-

In accordance with the suggestion made by the engineers
of several Eastern railroads, redrive and pulling tests were
made to determine the effect of the successive redriving of a
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on,

the

plane.

ami bum

In-

of

the

uffii

nut.

without first pre forming the
the fibers over a wide area, due
tie

and wedging action being confined

splitting

With

>

the

Sessler

grip

spike,

this

splitting

due part)' to the shape of the point
tending to produce a combined cutting and splitting action
but much more to the rotation of the spike on driving, averaging 63 deg. when driven without a hole and 68 deg. when
driven into a hole
The crushing and bunching of the
action appears to be

Less,

in.

Va

results obtained from these redriving and repulling
were computed and plotted in the same way as those
tor tin straight pulling tests and iii the same manner.
Fig. 3
shows an example of the curves obtained in these repulling
teats for the -pike- in an untreated white oak tie.
These
curves show higher values by over loo per cent than those
Obtained in the treated yellow pine ties and also evidence a
considerably greater difference between the screw spike and
the Sessler spike than was obtained in the case of the pine
I

he

/

tests
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Relative Ultimate Holding

010

Power

WITHDRAWAL

The relative ultimate holding powers of the three types
of spikes tested expressed in terms of the cut spike driven
without a hole for the various ties is as follows:
Method
Tic

i't
I

Chestnut

)
I

Creosoted yellow pine...

I

I

White oak

)

Douplas

)

\

hr

I

Average,

all

woods

"Screw spike screwed

)

driving

Without hole
With hole
Without hole

Cut

Screw*

95.2%

176.6%

mo %

With hole
Without hole
With hole

100

Without hole

100

With hole
Without hole
With hole

full

%

1O0

96.9%

97.6%

%
%

S2.7%
100

93.1%

175.2%

Sessler
grip
139 5%

118.5%
142.1%
134.1%

U4 3%
172.7%

167.4%
172.9%

130.8%
121.4%
107.5%
129.3%
122.7%

depth.

These results appear to indicate that both the cut and the
Sessler Grip spike develop a slightly higher initial resist-

Cut Spike without Hole.

Cut Spike
Fig.

4.

in

How

Pre-Bored Hole,

l
Cut pike and Sessler Spike Were Driven into Holes h /z
Screw Spike Was Screwed into Hole 6 in.

Fig.

3.

Re-pulling Test in an Untreated White

Oak

wood fibers can be materially reduced both with the
and the Sessler grip spike by pre-forming the hole,

in.,

Tie

cut spike
as

shown

in Fig. 4.

Elasticity of a Spike Fastening

When

a spike is driven into a tie the fibers of the wood
are forced downward and pressed simultaneously outward.
When such a spike fastening is subjected to a direct pull,
within its elastic range, the friction between the wood fibers
and the surface of the spike tends to hold it in place, and

Sessler Spike without Hole.

y

This increase

in initial holding power secured when a spike
type is driven without pre-forming the hole is of
doubtful value; for the efficiency and ultimate life of a spike
in a tie depends not so much upon the ultimate initial re-

of this

does upon the range of elastic
behavior of the wood fibers, provided the friction between
it

(

INCHES

Sessler Spike with Pre-Bored Hole..

Pre-Bored Holes Reduce the Injury Caused by Spike Driving

ance to withdrawal when driven without a pre-bored hole
than when driven into 2 -in. and 7/16-in. holes, respectively.

sistance to withdrawal as

20
IM

whatever yielding does take place is due solely to the elastic
distortion of the wood fibers.
The elastic withdrawal limit
of a spike fastening is reached either when the wood fibers
in contact with the surface of the spike are strained beyond
their elastic limit, or the bond or adhesion between the
fibers of wood and the surface of the spike is insufficient to
prevent relative motion between the two.
Both in the cut
and Sessler Grip spike failures appear to take place simul-

—
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—
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26,

In the screw
in the two ways just described.
spike, on the other hand, failure is more gradual, but incipient failure takes place at very low loads, probably due to
taneously

the crushing of the fibers against the thread of the screw.
Within the elastic withdrawal limit the resistance to direct
pull developed by a spike is directly proportional to the dis-

Also within the

placement of the spike in the wood.
withdrawal range the permanent set

elastic

practically negligible.

is

upon a spike exceeds its elastic withdrawal
more and more into play and
the permanent sets become appreciable. The ultimate resist-

When

the load

sliding friction comes

limit,

actually developed by a spike
the elastic strength of the wood

ance to withdrawal that

the friction of the bunched and
distorted fibers upon each other and the surface of the spike;
the amount of friction varies in very wide limits even in the
same tie, especially in the cut spike, this friction varies suddenly and irregularly with the amount of withdrawal, giv-

much more upon

but

fibers,

ing the load strain curve a saw-tooth appearance.
To be a permanent rail fastening, a spike must not be

loaded in excess of
spective of

its

elastic

its

withdrawal resistance,

A

ultimate resistance.

irre-

rail fastening should,

therefore, be designed with a sufficient number of spikes, so
that the load per spike does not exceed the elastic withdrawal

—
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Relation Between Applied

Load and Corresponding

obvious that the least number
be
obtained with that type of spike having the highest elastic
withdrawal resistance.
A proper safety factor should also
be introduced in the design to allow for any possible lower-

any spike.
and greatest

It is

efficiency per rail fastening will

ing of the elastic withdrawal resistance resulting from the
and physical deterioration of the wood fibres with

fatigue
time.

The true elastic withdrawal limits can be only approximately determined from the load stress curves, as the inaccuracies of measurements introduced by the compression of
the tie on the bearing blocks and the twisting, especially of
a more or less warped tie, have in some cases modified the
curves.
This is especially true in the case of the screw
spike, which requires the most sensitive instruments to locate
For these reasons only genthe point of incipient failure.
eral conclusions can be drawn from these tests as to the actual
and relative elastic withdrawal resistances of the three types
of spikes under the various conditions tested.
To determine the true elastic behavior of the three types
of spikes a limited number of tests were made, in which the
withdrawal of the spike was measured directly to the nearest
1-10,000 part of an inch. In this investigation a creosoted
yellow pine tie was used and two spikes of each type were
tested, using prebored holes.
Based upon the results of these tests, the relative average
elastic limits, taking the cut spike at 100 per cent, is:
Cut spike
Screw spike
Sessler Grip spike

reached, evidently due to a bearing failure of the thread
the wood, represented by the lower percentage in the
above table. From this point up to about 5,000 lb. the load
strain curve is still substantially straight, but slightly more
inclined.
At this upper limit, represented by the higher

is

upon

value in the above statement, there is a decided change in
direction, increasing rapidly with the load, practically a

Because of the limited extent of this investigation, covering two spikes of each kind in one tie only, the
results cannot be considered conclusive and require further

yield point.

verification.

The

outlined herein, although of limited extent,
1.
show conclusively that the rail fastenings tested act as elastic
structures within certain limits, depending upon the character of the

tests

wood and type

of spike.

100
90
178
129

In the softer woods the elastic limit of the fastening
is reached at very small withdrawals, ranging from 0.004 to
0.006 in. In an oak tie these limits appear to be somewhat
3.

INCHES

Withdrawal and Set

of spikes

somewhat

higher.

*\\

Spike, 3 and 4 Screw Spike, 5 and 6 Sessler
Full Line Is Strain Curve, Dotted Line Is Set Curve.

resistance of

for the Sessler spike.
of the screw spike, as already mentioned, is
peculiar; at about 2,700 lb. the true elastic limit

The behavior

2.

—

2— Cut

Spike.
Fig.

)
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General Conclusions

L,

§4000-

o
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determine the true elastic behavior of three kinds of
number of tots were made, in which the
withdrawal of spikes was measured directly to the nearest
In this investigation
one ten-thousandth part of an inch.
a
reosoted yellow pine tie was used and two spikes of each
type were tested, using pre-boring the holes. The results of
Based on these results, the
these tests are given in Fig. 5.
relative average elastic limit, taking the cut spike as 100 per
cent, is 90 per cent for the elastic limit in bearing of the
screw spike, 178 for the final yield point of the screw spike,

il
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To

spikes, a limited

is

depends somewhat upon
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per
per
per
per

cent
cent elastic limit in bearing
cent final yield point
cent

Within the

elastic

range of the fastening the resistance

developed by the fastening is directly proportional to the
amount of withdrawal.
4. Small permanent withdrawals or sets have been recorded within the elastic range of the rail fastening, but
these are no greater than would be reasonably expected in a
material such as wood.
5. A rail fastening to approach permanency must at no
time be stressed beyond its elastic holding power, making

due allowances for the fatigue and physical deterioration of

wood

fibers during the life of the fastening.
In view of the importance of these facts to the railway
profession, a more complete investigation should be made
to definitely establish the elastic behavior of various types
of spikes, both without and with preformed holes of various
sizes driven into ties of various stages of deterioration.
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Say Farmers Oppose Government

Ownership

As
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Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and North
oi
couple oi other farmers' protective societies,
Dumber of farmei represented b> these nun will

I.imimi

10,000

Dakota, and

of Railroads

the

total

a

M(|,

MN->

i

th. n

the

the

fsu

l

fniti

'I

States

favor

rnment ownership <>r operation of the railro
which are frequentlj circulated b) the labor organization- and !•> Benjamin C
Marsh, secretary of one of the
letter addressed to
farmers' organizations, are denied in

|

members oi tin National Board of Farm
Mr. Lyman Said, arc heartily opposed to government ownership and favor the return ol the railroad to

The

majority oi

inizations,

their owners.

.i

Atkeson, Washington
sentative of the National Grange, which claims a membership of more than 1,000,000 farmers, and also by representatives of other farm organizations, quoted in an article in
President Wilson bj

Washington Star

rhomas

of

*

December

21

by William Harrison

Moore
Wilson, Professor Atkeson sets
forth the resolution adopted by the National Grange urging
Professor
the return of railroads to private ownership.
Atkeson states that it is his belief that "a large majority of
the farmers of the nation believe that government operation
In

a

to

letter

all railroads

"Jt

is

also

my

I am strengthened by the fact that the agricultural
pre-, with few and inconspicuous exceptions, oppose government ownership, and continuation of government operation, and the leaders of the great agricultural organizations

belief

the National Grange are unanimous in opposigovernment ownership."

other than
tion to

Professor Atkeson, in discussing the question of how many
farmers are actually in favor of government control of railroads or the Plumb plan, said that less than 5 per cent of
the agriculturists in America believe in government ownership.

"Articles appearing in the press of the country last week
gave prominence to the visit of a delegation of 27 men to
the White House to protest against the return of railroads

owners for a period of at least two years," said Pro"This delegation, the newspapers stated,
fessor Atkeson.
was 'composed of representatives of union labor and farmto the

ers'

organizations.'

Now,

this is

a fallacy.

There was a

of union labor men present, all right, but only
large
two men claimed to represent the 'farmers of the country.'
These men are George P. Hampton and Benjamin C. Marsh.

number

They claim to represent the Farmers' National HeadquarHampton is in charge, and Marsh is his assistant.
"The delegation which waited upon the President they
sang loud the
-were greeted by Mr. Tumulty, by the way
ters.

—

—

praises of government ownership, according to the newspaper
letter to Mr. Wilson, setting forth in one part
reports.

A

strong the farmers of the country were for government
ownership, and how bitter was their opposition to the Cum-

to

Professor Atkeson, pointed out

annual session of the National Grange,
held November 12 at Grand Rapids, Mich., the organization
without a dissenting voice, went on re< ord as being unalterably opposed to government control.
The resolution on nationalization, adopted at the meeting, reads in part as folthai at the fifty-third

lows:

President

should cease at the earlist possible moment.
belief," he says, "that persons who have
currency to statements that organized
give
recently
to
sought
farmers favored government ownership are not farmers themselves and do not represent any considerable proportion of
In this
the men or women actually engaged in farming.

..of

Loomis, assistanl

\l

\

repre-

"We
to

declare our opposition to government ownership and

nationalization of business and

industry unless clearly

We favor the safeguarding
required in the public interest.
and protection of every right of private property on the broad
ground that only by the full development of the right of
private property can there be perpetuated the full measure
of individual initiative

racy

is

On

and emulation upon which a democ-

based and by which

its

future

is

assured."

same day this resolution was adopted, Mr. Loomis
said, the American Farm Bureau in Chicago also voiced its
The same week the state
opposition to federal ownership.
committees of agriculture met in Chicago and adopted a simithe

lar resolution.

Early in November the National Farmers' Congress, composed of "steady, clear-thinking delegates," named by the
governors of the various states, met at Hagerstown, Md. and
went on record as being opposed to government ownership.
In the face of this opposition to government ownership,
according to Mr. Loomis, the letter to President Wilson made
it appear that the farmers were "all keen for this business
of government control, and the newspapers naturally played
;

up the

fact."

In the address of Oliver Wilson, master of the National
Grange, delivered at the annual meeting, the following was
stated

"One

of the imperative necessities of today

of emphasis

upon

matter

is,

these so-called farmers' delegates did not repre-

mass of American farmers. I doubt if they
The great
represent 150,000 farmers in the entire country.
farmers' organizations are for the most part heartily in favor
of the Cummins railroad bill and bitterly opposed to the
government retention of railroads."
sent the great

That Hampton and Marsh of the farmers' national headquarters "faithfully represent some farmers with radical
tendencies in the western states" is the opinion expressed by
Charles A. Lyman, secretary of the National Board of Farm
Organizations."

Mr. Lyman said that while Hampton and Marsh have
up the American Society of Equity, containing perhaps

lined

the putting

wild orgies of radicalism, nationalization and anarchy,
which are sweeping the land and threatening to destroy every
industry, every farm and every home."
On December 16 Professor Atkeson dispatched a letter to
Senator Cummins urging prompt action by the Senate in
turning back to the owners the railroads of the country and

to the

enacting proper legislation for this purpose.

Orders of Regional Directors

how

mins railroad bill, made interesting reading.
"But the letter had the facts wrong. The truth of the

is

the sacred rights of property, as opposed

Inspection and marking or cotton.

— Supplement

1

to

Circular 235 of the Southwestern regional director amends
Section 3 of the original order so that compressed cotton
properly covered with bagging and which is to be further
compressed for high density within the territory governed by
these rules, may be accepted without patches, provided that
in addition to the shipping marks, there is attached to each
bale a waterproof shipping tag showing the name of shipper,
point of origin, consignee and destination, and provided further that the shipper shows on his bill of -lading "Cotton to be
."
compressed to high density at
Section 7 is also
.

amended

.

.

which have been compressed
before delivery to the carriers, in carload lots of not less than
75 bales consigned from one consignor to one consignee, upon
which a carload rate is applicable, may be received without
so that cotton linters,

being tagged.

Wage Agreement

for the

Shop Employees

For First Time Railroads of This Country Have Entered Into
National Agreement With Shopmen
sent out on the road for emergency service, shall receive continuous time
from the time called until their return as follows:
Overtime Emergency Service Road Work^ Overtime rates for all overtime hours and straight time for the recognized straight time hours at
home station, whether working, waiting or traveling, except that after the
first 24 hours, if relieved from dutv and permitted to go to bed for five
or more hours, they will not be allowed time for such hours, provided that
in no case shall an employee be paid for less than eight hours on week
days, and eight hours at one and one-half time for Sundays and recognized'
holidays, for each calendar day.
Where meals and lodging are not
provided by the railroad, actual expenses will be allowed.
Employees will
receive all allowances for expenses not later than the time when they are
paid for the service rendered.
Employees will be called as nearly as
possible, one hour before leaving time, and on their return will deliver toolsat point designated.
Rule 11. When it becomes necessary for employees to work overtime,
they shall not be laid off during regular working hours to equalize the
time.
At points where sufficient number of employees are employed,
employees shall not work two consecutive Sundays (holidays to be considered as Sundays).
Record will be kept of overtime worked and men
called with the purpose in view of distributing the overtime equally.
Rule 12. When necessary to fill temporary vacancies at outlying points,
employees, excluding those specified in Rules 14 and 15, will be sent out and
will be paid for this service as follows: Continuous time for time called
up to time of reporting at point to which sent, overtime rates for all overtime hours, and straight time for the recognized straight time hours at
home station, whether waiting or traveling (the same provisions to apply
for return trip).
While at such point they will be paid straight time and
overtime in accordance with practice at home point with a guarantee of
not less than eight hours' pay, at the established rate, for each calendar
day, including Sundays and holidays at overtime rates.
Where meals and
lodging are not provided by the railroad, actual expenses will be allowed.
Rules in existing agreements or shop rules covering the road service described in Rules 10 and 12, which are more favorable to the employees, are
to be preserved.

Director General Hines

entered into the following
agreement, effective October 20, with the shop employees on roads under federal operation, represented by
the Railway Employees' Department of the American Federation of Labor and it affiliated organizations of the Mechanical Section and Divisions Nos. 1, 2 and 3, thereof, including
the International Association of Machinists, International
Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders and Helpers of America, International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths
and Helpers, Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers' Interna-

—

Alliance, International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, and the Brotherhood Railway Carmen of America.
It is understood that this agreement shall apply to those who
perform the work specified in this agreement in the maintenance of equipment, maintenance of way, signal maintenance
(except electricians engaged in signal maintenance, telegraph maintenance and all other departments of all railroads
in federal operation, shop employees of American Railway
Express, and Pullman Car Line employees having the same
working conditions as specified in Supplement No. 4 to
General Order No. 27. It is understood that this agreement
does not annul agreements already in effect with other organizations unless and until a majority of the employees con-

tional

cerned express a desire for a change.

Rule 13. Employees changed from one shift to another will be paid
overtime rates for the first shift of each change.
Employees working two
shifts or more on a new shift shall be considered transferred.
Rule 14. Employees regularly assigned to road work whose tour of duty
is regular, and who leave and return to home station daily
(a boardingcar to be considered a home station) shall be paid continuous time from the
time of leaving the home station to the time they return, whether working,
waiting or traveling, exclusive cf the meal period, at straight time for the
regular hours, and overtime rates for all overtime hours, as per overtime
rules.
The starting time to be not earlier than 6 a. m., nor later than 8
a. m.
Where two or more shifts are worked, the starting time of each
following shift will be regulated accordingly.
Rule 15. Employees regularly assigned to perform road work and paid
on a monthly basis, shall be paid not less than the minimum hourly rate
established for the corresponding class of employees coming under the
provisions of this schedule, on the basis of 365 eight-hour days per calendar
year, with pay at the rate of time and one-half time for Sundays and
holidays designated herein; otherwise, overtime will not be paid.
Where
meals and lodging are not furnished by the railroad, or when the service
requirements make the purchase of meals and lodging necessary, while
away from home point, employees will be paid actual expenses.
Thi»
service is distinct and separate from that performed by any other class of
employees coming under the provisions of this schedule and is not to be
confused therewith; the employees assigned to it shall not be assigned to or
used to perform the construction, repair and emergency work assigned to
the other employees under the provisions of the general and special rule*

GENERAL RULES

—

Hours of Service. Rule 1. Eight hours shall constitute a day's work.
All employees coming under the provisions of this schedule, except as provided for in Rule IS, shall be paid on the hourly basis.
Rule 2. When one shift is employed, the starting time shall be not
The time and length
earlier than 7 o'clock, and not later than 8 o'clock.
of the lunch period shall be subject to mutual agreement.
Rule 3. Where two shifts are employed, the starting time of the first
shift shall be governed by Rule 2, and the second shift shall start immediThe spread of the second
ately following the first shift, or at 8 p. m.
shift shall consist of eight consecutive hours, including an allowance of
20 minutes for lunch within the limits of the fifth hour.
Rule 4. Where three shifts are employed, the starting time of the first
shift shall be governed by Rule 2, and the starting time for each following
Trie spread of each shift shall consist
shift shall be regulated accordingly.
of eight consecutive hours, including an allowance of 20 minutes for lunch
within the limits of the fifth hour.
Rule 5. The time established for commencing and quitting work for
all men on each shift shall be the same at the respective points, but where
three shifts are worked by running repair forces, and two shifts by back
shop forces, the quitting time of the first shift and the commencing and
quitting time of the second shift of the back shop forces will be governed
by the provisions of Rule 3.
Exception. It is agreed that three eight hour shifts may be established
under the prpvisions of Rule 4, for the employees necessary to the continuous operation of power houses, millwright gangs, heat treating plants, train
yard running repair and inspection forces (not repair tracks) without
extending the provisions of Rule 4 to the balance of the shop forces.
Rule 6. All overtime, except as the provisions of Rules 7, 9, 10 and 15
apply, outside of bulletin hours, up to and including the sixteenth hour
of service in any one 24-hour period, computed from the starting time of
the employee's regular shift, shall be paid for at the rate of time and onehalf and thereafter at the rate of double time, up to the starting time of
This to include work performed on Sunthe employee's regular shift.
days, New Year's Day, Washington's Birthday, Decoration Day, Fourth of
Thanksgiving
Day. Christmas and such state holidays as
Labor
Day,
July.
are now recognized as punitive overtime days at the various points on the
respective railroads within the different states.
Rule 7. For continuous service after regular working hours, employees
will be paid one hour for forty minutes' service or less, and shall not be
required to work more than one hour without being permitted to go to
meals.
Employees called or required to return to work will be allowed
They shall
five hours for three hours and twenty minutes' service or less.
be required to do only such work as held or called for.
Rule 8. Employees regularly assigned to work on Sundays or holidays,
or those called to take the place of such employees, will be allowed to comThose
plete the balance of the day unless released at their own request.
who are called will be advised as soon as possible after vacancies become

—

known.
Rule

9.
Employees required to work during lunch period shall receive
pay for one hour straight time and be allowed necessary time to procure
This does not apply where employees are
lunch without loss of time.
allowed the twentv minutes for lunch without deduction therefor.
Rule 10. Employees, except as the provisions of Rules 12 and 15 apply,

of this schedule.

Note
The following
rate

is

an example to be followed

in

arriving at the monthly

-

365 days multiplied by 8 equals
2,920 hours
59 Sundays and holidays at one-half time will be
59 x 4, equaling
236 hoursTotal hours to be paid for

The monthly

3,156 hours

arrived at by dividing the total earnings of 3, 150
hours by 12; no overtime is allowed for time worked in excess of eight
hours per day; on the other hand, no time is to be deducted unless the
employee lays off of his own accord.
Filling Vacancies.
Rule 16. When an employee is required to fill the
place of another employee receiving a higher rate of pay, he shall receive
the higher rate, but if required to fill, temporarily the place of another
employee receiving a lower rate, his ratt will not be changed.
Rule 17. Employees serving on night shifts, desiring day work, shall
have preference when vacancies occur, according to their seniority.
Rule 18. When new jobs are created or vacancies occur in the respective
crafts, the oldest employees in point of service shall, if sufficient ability is
shown by trial, be given preference in filling such new jobs or any vacancie*
that may be desirable to them.
All vacancies or new jobs created will be
bulletined.
Bulletins must be posted five days before vacancies are filled
permanently.
Employees desiring to avail themselves of this rule will make
application to the official in charge and a copy of the application will be
given to the local chairman.
Rule 19. Mechanics in service will be considered for promotion to pot*-
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Faith! ul .WmYr.
Kinployrcs who have given long and faithful
Kule .'.'
service in the employ of the company and who have become unable to
handle heavy work to advantage, will he given preference of such light work
in

their line ai they

are able to handle.

Attending CoMff.- Kule .'A
When attending court as witnesses for the
railroad, employees will recei v e pay for all time lost at home station, with
a minimum of eight hoif?' time each week day and eight hours at rate and
one half for Sundays and holidays, either at home station, away from
home, or traveling. Time and one-half will be paid for traveling during
overtime hours where employees are unable to secure sleeping car accommodation.
Actual expenses will be allowed when away from home station,
and necessary expenses will be allowed when at home. When necessary,
the company will furnish transportation and will be entitled to certificate
for witness fees in all cases.
Paying Off. Rule 25. Employees will be paid off during their regular
workins hours, semimonthly, except where existing state laws provide a
more desirable paying off condition. Should the regular pay day fall on
a holiday or days when the shops are closed down, men will be paid on
the preceding day.
Where there is a shortage equal to one day's pay or
more in the pay of an employee, a voucher will be issued to cover the
shortage.
Employees leaving the service of the company will be furnished
with a time voucher covering all time due within 24 hours where D. C.
checks are issued and within 48 hours at other points, or earlier when
possible.
Rule 26. During inclement weather provision will be made where buildings are available to pay employees under shelter.
Reduction of Forces. Rule 27. When it becomes necessary to reduce
expenses, the force at any point or in any department or sub-division thereof
shall be reduced, seniority as per Rule 31 to govern; the men affected to
take the rate of the job to which they are assigned. Five days' notice will

—

—

be given men affected before reduction is made, and lists will be furnished
local committee.
In the restoration of forces, senior laid off men will be
given preference if re-employmcnt, if available, within a reasonable time,
and shall be returned to their former position; local committee will be
furnished list of men to be restored to service; in reducing force the ratio
of apprentices will be maintained.
Rule 28. Employees laid off on accourit of reduction in force, who
desire to seek employment elsewhere, will, upon application, be furnished
with a pass to any point desired on the same railroad.
Rule 29. When reducing forces, if men are needed at any other point
they will be given preference to transfer to nearest point, with privilege
of returning to home station when force is increased, such transfer to
Seniority to govern all cases.
be made without expense to the company.
Rule 30. Employees required to work when shops are closed down, due
to breakdown in machinery, floods, fires, and the like, will receive straight
time for regular hours, and overtime for overtime hours.
Rule 31. Seniority of employees in each craft covered by
Seniority.
this agreement shall be confined to the point employed in each of the
following departments: Maintenance of Way (Bridge and Building where
Maintenance of Equipseparate from Maintenance of Way Department)
ment; Maintenance of Telegraph; Maintenance of Signals; four subCarmen
as
follows:
Patternmakers,
Upholsters, Painters,
divisions of the
and other Carmen. The seniority lists will be open to inspection and copy
furnished ihe committee.
Assignment of Work. Rule 32. None but mechanics or apprentices
regularly employed as such shall do mechanics' work as per special rules of
each craft, except foreman at points where no mechanics are employed.
Rule 33. In compliance with the special rules included in this agreement,
none but mechanics and their apprentices in their respective crafts shall
operate oxy-acetylene, thermit, or electric welders; where oxy-acetylene or
other welding processes are used, each craft shall perform the work which
was generally recognized as work belonging to that craft prior to the introduction of such processes, except the use of the cutting torch when engaged

—

;

—

in

wrecking service.
Foremanship

—

Should an employee be
Temporarily. Rule 34.
assigned temporarily to fill the place of a foreman, he will be paid his own
rate, straight time for straight time hours and overtime for overtime hours,
If it is not, he will get the foreman's
if greater than the foreman's rate.
Such positions shall be filled only by mechanics of the respective craft
rate.
in their departments.
Should any employee subject to this agreement
Grievances. Rule 35.
believe he has been unjustly dealt with, or any of the provisions of this
agreement have been violated, the case shall be taken to the foreman,
general foreman, master mechanic, or shop superintendent, each in their
respective order, by the duly authorized local committee or their repreIf stenographic report of investigation is taken, the committee
sentative.
If the result still be unsatisfactory, the duly
shall be furnished a copy.
authorized general committee, or their representatives, shall have the right
of appeal, preferably in writing, to the higher officials designated to handle
Filling

—
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live officer of the railroad and the chief executive officer
Rallwaj
tnployeea' Department of the American Federation of
.ii..
foi adjudication or final disposition.
The methods of procedure will
..I
by the Railroad Administration.
To the extent that
these ralei may remain In force after the expiration of federal operation,
the methods of procedure will thereafter be such as may be agreed to by
the representative! of the railroads and the representatives of the organirarem specified. Prior to the assertion of grievances as herein provided, and while questions of grievances are pending, there will neither be a
shut down by the employer nor a suspension of work by the employees.
An employee who has been in the service of the railroad 30
Rale 37.
days shall not be dismissed for incompetency, neither shall an employee be
discharged for any cause without first being given an investigation.
Rule 38.
If it is found that an employee has been unjustly discharged
or dealt with, such employee shall be reinstated with full pay for all time
10

of

iln

the

I

ii

I

lost.

—

Committees. Rule 39. The company will not discriminate against any
committeemen, who from time to time, represent other employees, and will
grant them leave of absence and free transportation when delegated to
represent other employees.
Apprentices.
Rule 40. All apprentices must be able to speak, read, and
write the English language and understand at least the first four rules of
Applicants for regular apprenticeship shall be between 16 and
arithmetic.
21 years of age, and if accented, shall serve four years of 290 days each
calendar year.
If retained in the service at the expiration of their apprenticeship they shall be paid not less than the minimum rate established for
journeymen mechanics of their respective crafts.
In selecting helper
apprentices, seniority will govern and all selections will be made in conjunction with the respective craft shop committees.
(Note: See special
rules of each craft for additional apprentice rules.)
Rule 41. All apprentices must be indentured and shall be furnished with
a duplicate of indenture by the company, who will also furnish every opportunity possible for the apprentice to secure a complete knowledge of the

—

trade.

No

apprentice will be started at points where there are
for learning the trade.
shall govern in the employment of apprentices.

not adequate

facilities

Rule 40

FORM OF INDENTURE
was employed

Tliis will certify that

on

at

as a

Railroad,

apprentice by the
19.

.

.,

to

serve

four years, a minimum of two hundred and ninety days each.
(Title of officer in

charge.)

SERVICE PERFORMED DURING APPRENTICESHIP

This will certify that on

19 ....

,

completed the course of apprenticeship specified above and is entitled, if
Railroad to the rates of pay
employed by the

and conditions of service of
(Title of officer in charge.)
be used both for regular and helper appren(Helper apprentices to serve 3 years.)

Note: The above form
tices.

is

to

Rule 42. The ratio of apprentices in their respective crafts, shall not
Two apprentices will not be
be more than one to every five mechanics.
worked together as partners. The distribution of apprentices among shops
where general repairs are made on the division shall be as nearly as possible in proportion to the mechanics in the respective trades employed
therein.
In computing the number of apprentices that may be employed
in a trade on a division, the total number of mechanics of that trade emIf, within six months, an apployed on the division will be considered.
prentice shows no aptitude to learn the trade, he will not be retained as
an apprentice.
An apprentice shall not be dismissed or leave the service
of his own accord, except for just and sufficient cause, before completing
his apprenticeship.
Apprentices shall not be assigned to work on night
shifts.
An apprentice shall not be allowed to work overtime during the
first three years of his apprenticeship.
If an apprentice is retained in the
service upon completing the apprenticeship, his seniority rights as a
mechanic will date from the time of completion of apprenticeship. Preference will be given to sons of employees in the selection of apprentices to
the extent of at least 80 per cent of the number employed.
Rates of Pay. Rule 43. The rate for all mechanics who were receiving 68 cents per hour or more under Supplement 4 to General Order 27,
except those provided for in Rule 45, will be increased 4 cents per hour,
effective May 1, 1919.
Steel car workers and other mechanics in the car
department who were receiving the rate of 63 cents per hour, under Supplement 4 to General Order 27, will be increased 4 cents per hour, effective May 1, 1919.
Other mechanics in the car department who were receiving 58 cents per hour, under Supplement 4 to General Order 27, will
be increased 9 cents per hour, making a rate of 67 cents per hour, effective

—

May

1,

1919.

Rule 44. Apprentices, helpers, and other classes of workmen covered
by Supplement 4 to General Order 27, except those provided for in Rule
45, will be increased 4 cents per hour above the present rate, effective

—
December

RAILWAY AGE

26, 1919

May 1, 1919. This increase to apply also to men paid on the step-rates
provided for in Section 2 and 2a of Article 2, Supplement 4 to General
Order 27, except those provided for in Rule 45, effective May 1, 1919.
Rule 45.
Linemen and others covered by Rule 141 shall receive 68 centi
per hour, effective May 1, 1919.
Groundmen covered by Rule 142 shall
receive 62 cents per hour, effective May 1, 1919.
Coal p'er elevator
operators and coal pier electric hoist operators as covered by Rule 143
receive 55 cents per hour, effective May 1, 1919.
Applicants for Employment.
Rule 46. Applicants for employment will
be required to make statement only as to their ability, and address of
relatives, except when their duties require them to distinguish signals or
do flagging when they shall be required to pass the usual eyesight and
hearing tests.
Conditions of Shops, Etc. Rule 47. Good drinking water and ice will
be furnished.
Sanitary drinking fountains will be provided where necessary.
Pits and floors, lockers, toilets and wash rooms will be kept in
good repair and in a clean, dry and sanitary condition.
Shops, locker
rooms and wash rooms will be lighted and heated in the best manner
possible consistent with the source of heat and light available at the point
shall

—

—

in question.

—

Rule 48. Employees injured while at work will not
required to make accident reports before they are given medical atProper
but will make them as soon as practicable thereafter.
medical attention will be given at the earliest possible moment, and employees shall be permitted to return to work without signing a release
pending final settlement of the case. At the option of the employee, personal injury settlements may be handled under the provisions of Rules 35
and 36.
Where death or permanent disability results from injury, the
lawful heirs of the deceased may have the case handled as herein provided.
Rule 49. A place will be provided inside all shops and roundhouses
where proper notices of interest to employees may be posted.
Shop Trains. Rule 50. Existing conditions in regard to shop trains
will be maintained unless changed by mutual agreement.
The company
will endeavor to keep shop trains on schedule time, properly heated and
lighted, and in a safe, clean and sanitary condition.
This not to apply
to temporary service provided in case of emergency.
Free Transportation. Rule 51. Employees covered by this agreement,
and those dependent upon them for support, will be given the same consideration in granting free transportation as is granted other employees
in service.
General committees representing employees covered by this
agreement to be granted same consideration as is granted general committees representing employees in other branches of the service.
Rule 52. Employees will not be required to work on engines or cars
outside of shops during inclement weather, if shop room and pits are
available.
This does not apply to work in engine cabs or emergency work
on engines or cars set out for or attached to trains.
Should it become
necessary to establish a regular night shift in shops, such men will not
be used on running repair work unless work is brought to shop.
When
it is necessary to make
repairs to engines, boilers, tanks and tank cars,
such parts shall be cleaned before mechanics are required to work on
same. This will also apply to cars undergoing general repairs.
Employees
will not be assigned to jobs where they will be exposed to sand blast and
paint blowers while in operation.
All acetylene or electric welding or
cutting will be protected by a suitable screen when its use is required.
Rule 53. Emery wheels and grindstones will be installed at convenient
places in the shop and will be kept true and in order.
Help to be Furnished. Rule 54. Craftsmen and apprentices will be
furnished sufficient competent help, when needed to handle the work, if
available.
When experienced helpers are available, they will be employed
in preference to inexperienced men.
Laborers when used as helpers will
be paid the helpers' rate.
Rule 55. When dismantling or scrapping engines, boilers, tanks, cars
(except wood cars) or other machinery, this work will be done by mechanics of their respective crafts.
Sufficient help will be furnished.
When
wood cars are dismantled for scrapping, parts to be removed before car
is burned or destroyed will be removed by carmen.
Rule 56. No employee will be required to work under a locomotive or
car without being protected by proper signals.
Where the nature of thr
work to be done requires it, locomotives or passenger cars will be placed
over a pit, if available.
Rule 57. In shops and roundhouses not now equipped with connections
for taking the steam from engines arrangements will be made to equip
them so that steam from locomotives will not be blown off inside the
house.
Rule 58. All engines will be placed under smoke jacks in roundhouses
where practicable, when being fired up.
Rule 59. At shops and roundhouses equipped with electricity, electric
light globes and extensions will be kept in tool rooms available for use.
Rule 60. When employees are required to check in and out on their own
time, they will be paid one hour extra at the close of each week, regardless of the number of hours worked during the week.
Personal Injuries.

be

tention,

—

—

—

MACHINISTS* SPECIAL RULES

— Rule

61.
Any man who has served an apprenticeship
or has had four years' experience at the machinists' trade and who, by his
skill and experience, is qualified and capable of laying out and fitting together the metal parts of any machine or locomotive, with or without
drawings, and competent to do either sizing, shaping, turning, boring,
planing, grinding, finishing, or adjusting the metal parts of any machine
or locomotive whatsoever shall constitute a machinist.
Rule 62.
Classification
Machinists' work shall consist of
of Work.
laying out, fitting, adjusting, shaping, boring, slotting, milling, and grinding of materials used in building, assembling, maintaining, dismantling,
and installing locomotives and engines (operated by steam or other power),
pumps, cranes, hoists, elevators, pneumatic and hydraulic tools and machinery, scale building, shafting, and other shop machinery;
ratchet and
other skilled drilling and reaming; tool and die making, tool grinding and
machine grinding, axle truing, axle, wheel and tire turning and boring;
engine inspecting; air equipment, lubricator and injector work; removing,
replacing, grinding, bolting, and breaking of all joints on superheaters;
oxy-acetylene, thermit and electric welding on work generally recognized as

Qualifications.

—
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machinists.' work; the operation of all machines used in such work, including drill presses and bolt threaders using a facing, boring or turning head
or milling apparatus, and all other work generally recognized as machinists'

work.
Machinist Apprentices.
Rule 63. Include regular and helper apprentices
connection with the work defined by Rule 62.
Machinist Helpers.
Rule 64.
Employees assigned to help machinists
and apprentices, operators of drill presses and bolt threaders not equipped
with a facing, boring or turning head or milling apparatus, bolt pointing
and centering machines, wheel presses, bolt threaders, nut tappers and
facers; crane men helpers, tool room attendants, machinery oilers, box
packers, grease cup fillers and oilers, and applying all couplings between
engine and tenders; locomotive tender and draft rigging work except
when performed by carmen.
Assignment to Running Repairs. Rule 65. Machinist assigned to running repairs, shall not be required to work on dead work, at points where
dead work forces are maintained.
Dead Work. Rule 66. Dead work means all work on an engine which
can not be handled within 24 hours by the regularly assigned running
repair forces maintained at point where the question arises.
Dead Work and Running Repair Forces. Rule 67. Dead work forces
will not be assigned to perform running repair work, except when the
regularly assigned running repair forces are unable to get engines out in
time to prevent delay to train movement.
Work at Wrecks. Rule 68. In case of wrecks where engines are disabled, machinist and helper (more if necessary)
shall
accompany the
wrecker.
They will work under the direction of the wreck foreman.
Apprentices Classification of Work.
Apprentices shall be inRule 69.
structed in all branches of the machinists' trade.
They will serve three
years on machines and special jobs.
Apprentices will not be required to
work more than four months on any one machine or special job. During
the last year of their apprenticeship they will work on the floor.
Apprentices
shall not work on oxy-acetvlene, thermit, electric or other welding processes until they are in their last year.
Helper Apprentices. Rule 70. Helpers who have had not less than two
consecutive years' experience as machinist helper at the point where employed, at the time application for apprenticeship is made may become a
helper apprentice.
When assigned as a helper apprentice they must not
be over 25 years of age.
Rule 71. Helper apprentices shall serve three years, a minimum ot 290
days each calendar year, and shall be governed by the same laws and
rules as governed regular apprentices.
Rule 72.
The number of helper apprentices must not at any time
exceed 50 per cent of the combined number of regular and helper apprentices assigned.
Rule 73.
Helper apprentices shall receive the minimum helper rate for
the first six months, with an increase of 2 cents per hour for every six
months thereafter until they have served three years.
Helpers.
Rule 74.
Helpers, when used in any way in connection with
machinists' work shall in all cases work under the orders of the machinist,
both under the direction of the foremen.
Rule 75.
When vacancies occur under classification of machinist helper
(temporary or permanent) machinist helpers in the service will be given
preference in promotion to position paying either same or higher rate at
station employed, seniority to govern.
Rule 76. Laborers, or similar class of workmen, shall not be permitted
to do helpers' work as outlined in Rule 64 if regular machinist helpers
are available.
Differentials for Machinists.
Rule 77.
Machinists required to inspect
locomotives and swear to reports required by the Federal Locomotive Inspection Law shall receive 5 cents per hour above the minimum rate paid
machinists at the point employed. Autogenous welders shall receive 5 cents
per hour above the minimum rate paid machinists at the point employed.
[Here follow special rules, similar to those for the machinists, for the
boilermakers, blacksmiths, sheet
metal workers, electrical workers and
carmen. Editor. ]

—
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MISCELLANEOUS

—

Scope of General and Special Rules. Rule 180. Except as provided for
under the special rules of each craft, the general rules shall govern in all
cases.

—

Effect on Existing Agreements.
Rule 181.
In consideration of the
standardization of hours of service and rules governing working conditions
hereby established on all railroads in Federal operation, the general and
special rules of this agreement shall supersede and be substituted for the
general and special ruies of existing agreements in conflict herewith;
rules
of existing agreements dealing with conditions of employment
not specifically provided for herein shall remain in effect and be
recognized as addenda to this agreement by the several railroads
who negotiated such rules. Rulings that have been made by the Director
General of Railroads and Railroad Board of Adjustment No. 2, where not
in conflict with the rules of this agreement, shall remain in effect.
Duration of Agreement. Rule 182.
These general and special rules
and regulations shall remain in full force and effect during federal operation unless superseded or amended as herein provided.
They shall be
printed by the railroads and each employee affected thereby shall be provided with a copy on request.
Should either the Railroad
Rule 183.
Revision of Agreement. Etc.
Administration or the organizations desire to revise these rules, a written
statement containing the proposed changes shall be given and conference
held within thirty days to arrange details necessary to negotiate to a con-

—

—

clusion.

Except as herein provided, nothing in these rules shall be
Rule 184.
construed to supersede methods of procedure promulgated by the Railroad
Administration for the handling of grievances, or the application or interpretation of the provision of this agreement.
Rule 185. This agreement shall become effective 30 days after date
signed by the Director General of Railroads, and the representatives of
the employees' organizations.
Rule 186. Differentials provided for in this agreement for highly skilled
employees shall become effective as of May 1, 1919.
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Kind of
train

In-

Killed jured

wad upset

accidents happened at 7:46 a. m., in a dense fog.
train derailed on the Gulf ("oast Lines at Settegast,

in-

The

the evening of the 20th, was westbound passenger
Four cows on the track were struck by the locomotive
killed, and one of them, being thrown against a switch
stand, knocked it over, opened the switch and derailed three
The
of the cars of the train, two coaches being overturned.
train was crowded, but only ten persons were injured, and
<»n

3.

these injuries were classed as slight.

The

Boiler

train derailed near Greensboro, Ga., on the 21st,

an eastbound

[DENTi

Kind of

Intrain Killed jured.
3
F.

the

of the freight having cleared the track circuit controlling
that signal. It is said that a fusee had been placed about 700
ft., in the rear of the freight.
The trains in collision near Littleton, N. C, on the 24th
were northbound passenger No. 16 and a preceding freight,
the freight being run into by the passenger while standing
at a station. The engineman and fireman were injured.
The trains in collision on the Pennsylvania Lines at
McDonald, Pa., on the 25th were a westbound stock train
standing at a water station; a locomotive without train following the stock train, and a third train, a freight, which
ran into the light engine, pushed it forward, and wrecked
the caboose of the standing train. A drover in this caboose
was killed and his body partly destroyed by fire, and one
fireman was fatally injured. Two other trainmen were badly
hurt. The fire was started by coals from one of the fire boxes.
The trains in collision at the east end of the bridge across
the Mississippi River near Fort Madison, Iowa, on the
26th, were westbound passenger No. 1, and an eastbound

The engineman and

I

Tex,

Crestline,

freight.

the engine

nam, running

on the middle track, was dorailed by running into the freight wreck and its locomotive
was overturned. 1 he engineman and one brakeman of the
pat engen
freight were killed. Seven other employees and -i
were injured; two cars in the passenger train being damaged.

No.
and

ma

Boiler

on

derailing switch, and

.

Pennsylvania Lines at
Ohio, on the 11th, were an eastbound wrecking
train, which had just stopped at the yardmaster's office, and
a following locomotive without train, the locomotive crushing
the rear car of the wrecker, injuring seven employees.
The trains in collision near Edenwold, Tenn., on the
morning of the 14th, about 5 o'clock, were northbound passenger No. 4 and northbound freight No. 14, the passenger
train running into the freight. Four trainmen were injured.
The freight, entering the side track, was stopped before the
caboose cleared the derail and this made it impossible to set
the switch straight, and the passenger train entered the siding. It had passed an automatic block signal set at caution,
but the signal nearest the switch indicated clear, the caboose
I

a

%

of

I

acci-

United

Ace. obst...
Cattle

utent

Pa.

the

..,

Cause of

Road
6 Bessemer &

IXite

tmin

of the most notable
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Road

Fan

1

13
17
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th.it

at

pas enger

ill.

iii
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freight.

The

was

train ran off the track at a mis-

placed switch and ten cars were wrecked, together with the
station building. Six freight cars and a part of the station
were burned up. A traveling fireman was injured. The
switch had been left wrong by a bridge foreman. The fire
started from the stove in the station.
The train involved in the accident on the Macon & Birmingham, near Skipperton, Ga., on the 24th, was a westbound
freight.
The locomotive and tender were derailed by the
explosion of the boiler, and the engineman was fatally scaldThe fireman was slightly injured. The cause of the
ed.
explosion was low water.
The train involved in the accident at Hewitt, Pa., on the
6th, was a southbound freight. The boiler of the locomotive
exploded and the engine was wrecked. The engineman, fireman and one brakeman were killed. The cause of the explosion was an overheated crown sheet, due to low water.
Canada In a butting collision of passenger trains on the
Canadian Pacific near Terrebonne, Que., on the evening of
the 2 2d, one engineman and one express messenger were
killed and six passengers were injured.

—

fireman of the passenger train

and three other trainmen were injured. Both
locomotives and two baggage cars were partly submerged
were

killed,

in the river.

The

train derailed on the Boston

& Maine

near Berlin,

N. H., on the 13th, was a southbound local passenger, doubleheaded. Both locomotives and the two first cars were derailed at a washout and the locomotives were overturned.
One fireman was killed and four other trainmen injured.

The

trains involved in the accidents near Lancaster, Pa.,

on the 17th, were an eastbound freight, Extra 1137, and eastbound passenger No. 576. The freight train running past
distant and home block signals set against it was thrown off
Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
collision
be, Butting collision
xc, Other collisions
bb,
Defective
d,
unf,
Unforeseen obstruction
unx,
Unexplained
derail, Open rerailing switch
ms, Misplaced switch
ass,
re, Rear
Broken

malice,
obst., Accidental obstruction
boiler, Explosion of locomotive on

Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
road
fire, Cars burned while runP. or Pass., Passenger train
ning
F. or Ft., Freight train (including empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by fire

From

His Letter to Santa Claus

the Baltimore

Sun

The Proposed Trans-Saharian Railway
Technical Consideration Involved in the Construction of a

Railway Across the Desert
years
Forand.maw
value
a

France has recognized the desirability
connection across the Sahara desert
between Southern Algeria on the North and Western
French Africa on the south.
The "Genie Civil" has in
the past discussed several proposed routes and has but recently reviewed the situation, describing some of the technical problems that must be met in the construction of this
railway, from which the following is taken:
Before the war the two principal Sahara rail routes mentioned were those of the engineer in chief for bridges and
roads, Soulevre, who suggested a line from Biskra to Tomof
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With a line across the Sahara, London
and Paris could be put in easy communication by a combined service of steamers and rapid trains with Central
Africa on the one hand (via Marseilles, Algeria, the Belgian Congo and the Great Lakes), and with South America
on the other hand (via Marseilles, Algeria, the buckle of
the Niger, Dakar and the crossing from Dakar to Pernam-
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As indicated in the legend, the full lines indicate existing railroads; the
cross hatched lines the new Trans-Saharian project; heavy dotted line, other
lines proposed for construction by the French and the dot and dash line.
older Trans-Saharian projects.
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on this subject were published quite
by Lieut.-Colonel Godfrey, director of the
Biskra-Houggourt Railway and another by M. L. Durandeau, director of technical service works of Southern Algerian territory.
M. Godefroy in his discussion of the TransSaharian railway takes into consideration that the "TransAfricans" aspire to a continental trade and even to a trans-
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Sahara

to Cairo" railway, with the vast and prosperous regions of
South Africa.
Quite recently other projects have been introduced, hardly
striking, such
less
as the Paris-Madrid-Tangiers-Dakar
line and the Trans-Soudanese line starting from Dakar (and
from Conakry) going to Fort Lamy and Khartoum, with a
terminus at Port Soudan and Djibouti on the Red Sea,
which was recommended by M. Tilho. On account of the
economic conditions brought about by the war, however,
there is, of course, no possibility of the immediate realization of any of these plans.
Nevertheless there is no reason

work

Jyni*

of

Lines Proposed Before

bouctou via Touggout and In-Salah, with a branch line to
Lake Tchad (Fig 1-Line B), and the project of M. Andre
Berthelot, which takes as the point of departure ColombBechar, the terminus of the line Sud-Oranais (Fig.l-Line A).
Other promoters suggested a program even more extended,
suggesting communications between Algiers, the Niger, the
Belgian Congo and British Fast Africa by branch lines
going respectively to Tombouctou, the terminus (Kano) of
the Nigerian railway, then Stanleyville on the River Congo
and finally to Port Florence on Lake Victoria (terminus
of the British railway running from Mombasa, a port on
It was a question first of connecting
the Indian Ocean).
Algeria (and as a result Morocco and Tunis) with West
and equatorial Africa, of which the wealth (notably the
mineral readies of Katanga, in the Belgian Congo) gives
great hopes, and then, by a junction with the future "Cape

buco (See Fig. 1).
M. Godefroy considers that if it is wished to establish a
junction between Algeria and the "Cape to Cairo" railway,
it would be advantageous instead of joining up with this
line in the center of Africa, to join it at Cairo itself by a
line running from Fez-Algiers-Tunis-Tripoli and the TripoThis railway would have, beline and Cyrenean Coast.
sides general traffic, the advantage of serving the immense
number of Mussulman pilgrims to Mecca, pilgrims who
every year fill up entire ships, and for whom the railway
from Damascus to Medina was constructed by the Turkish
government in 1908. The Fez-Cairo railway exists already
in part up to Gabes on one side and from Daba to Cairo
via Alexandria on the other. On the other side the strategic
railway constructed by the British to revictual its Palestine
Expeditionary Force could be easily extended as far as the

Mecca railway.

The Trans-Saharian line which is recommended by M.
Godefroy starts from Touggourt, the present terminus of the
Algerian system (Algiers and Constantinople-Biskra-Trouggourt railway) and descends via Ouargla (the date region),
In-Salah, crosses the Tidikelt and the Adrar in order to
This involves about 1,470 miles of
arrive near Bourem.
The point at which this line crosses
line.
(See Fig. 2.)
the Niger, at Tosaye, the river flows between two steep banks
where a bridge could easily be erected. With the line from
Touggourt to Algiers the journey from Algiers to the Niger
would be about 1,860 miles. At the present time the line
has been surveyed as far as In-Salah.

Trans-Saharian Traffic
With this line in operation western French Africa would be
able to send numbers of workers into Algeria and Tunisia
for agriculture and the mines which are in want of manual
labor: thence there would be a very nearly constant stream
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Efighei class
North and the South.
passengers would obvious!) be few, bul this railway would
easil) supplanl the sea route foi mail and freighl which is
\<i\ much -lower ill. in the service thai could be provided

of natives between the

new line. The freighl frame would consisl chiefly
from the Soudan and cattle on foot or frozen meal
from the buckle of the Niger going North; conversel) wheat,
fruit, dates from Algeria, textile fabrics and manufactured
products and stock oi mechanical tools going South.
this

l>\

rice

oi

Technical Problems Involved

in the

Construction

In
experience acquired in the working of the Southern
Algerian Oranais railways will be of groat assistance in the
1

construction

of

Saharian railroad.

the

A summary

of

M.

have
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to be

made

il

normal gage

the

therefore, mor<

practical

for

is

to be used.

It

would

the use of i gage to ac-

and thus obviate the n<
a narrow gage would
not necessaril) mean a restriction of traffic ami with track
I easj curves and grades sufficient speed can he ohtained
Furthermore if in
provided tin- track is sufficiently strong.
certain number Of years the traffic justifies a change from
a narrow gage to the normal gage it could easily he done
without interrupting the service, by widening the road bed
and by placing ties for the normal gage between the existing tics and supplying the new rails to them. M. Durandeau
proposes to use the double head rails of 6 5 -ft. in length,
weighing 85-lb. per yard, placed on chairs weighing about

commodate
sity

of a

the connecting lines

transhipment

l

urthermore
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Fig. 2

—Map

of

West

Africa,

Showing the Proposed Trans-Saharian and Trans-Soudan ian Lines
These chairs to be mounted on cedar ties measuring
by 10^2-in. by 6-in. or upon metallic ties weighIt is anticipated
ing 991b. which are to be 6-ft. 11-in. long.
that this track will be able to support an axle load of 36,500-lb. and speeds of 37 miles an hour.
The use of double headed rails mounted in chairs is be-

Durandeau's discussion of the problems to be encountered
The construction and maintenance of such
given below.
a line differs above all in its details of construction and
maintenance from a European railway on flat ground.
The plans for this railway as recommended by Souleyre
and Berthelot included the use of a normal gage, but this

31-lb.

on one part of the Algerian railway system. The
Oranais is of 1.05 meter gage while the
Southern Algerian line is 1 meter gage. Thus, if the line
is extended over either of these roads a transhipment will

lieved necessary in order to raise the track as high as possible above the ballasting so as to facilitate the passage of

is

exists only

line of the Southern

7-ft.

2y2 -m.

wind between the ties and to
banks on the rails. Furthermore, due

the fine gravel driven by the
lessen the risk of sand

December

26,
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to the saline nature of the

European workmen, and

ritory to be covered,

for the natives.

ground in a large part of the ternecessary to keep the rails as high
above the ground and as dry as possible, to prevent serious
corrosion.
The chlorides and sulphates under the influence
of the variations of humidity give off acids which will attack
the metal very rapidly. In such districts it is obviously necessary to use the wood ties instead of the metallic ties.
In order to avoid the drifting of the sand on to the
it is

which has often caused accidents on the Southern

switches,

Algerian railways,

it

will be necessary to place the switches

on chairs and, furthermore, place the

ties on a floor composed of other ties parallel to the track and joined. This
will enable the sand to slip away between the switches and

the

question of width of the road bed and of ballasting
importance for a Saharian railway, for the maintenance staff will be inevitably small.
It will of necessity
be made of sand for a large part of the way and it will be
of

first

difficult

and

it

to

maintain

it

properly on account of the wind

will be necessary to clear the track of the drifted sand

frequently.

Ballasting with good quality broken stone would cost a
great deal on account of the long haul.
Ballasting made of
gypsum of which there is a large quantity readily available

would become quickly disintegrated and would be a detriment not only to the track but to the health of the staff.

When

be necessary to keep
and to build windthe track.
Plantations of
advantage for this purpose.
The location of the line should be carried out much less
with the idea of obtaining a straight line than to avoiding
slopes and inclines; provided that large gradients are maintained for curves, the visibility of the track and the maximum speed obtainable are almost the same as on a straight
laying out the line it
sand-hills as much as
breaks on those which are near
tamaris can be used to very good

away from

will

possible

line.

The

number

of

wagons

Every morning and evening a train with working stock
stores would bring along a kilometer of track for laying
in the evening or on the following morning.
This material
would be unloaded behind the train for the use of the staff
and would be picked up by some special arranged loading

and

device under the trucks of the working train and carried forward to the point of working. As the line progressed, stations would be instituted at intervals of 100 kilometers for
stocking working train at the front.

Traction Units for Use on the Desert

On

ties.

The

is

finally a large

great inconvenience pointed out, relative to the pos-

met with again in connection
with mortar, lime or cement, to which the saline nature of
The experience with mathe soil is absolutely injurious.
sonry of the railways of the Southern Constantinois has
shown that the variations of heat and cold, of dryness and
humidity, influence in an unfavorable way the resistance of
cements which are at the same time affected by chemical
sible corrosion of the rails, is

decompositions.

M. Durandeau advises using freestone, without mortar,
and cedar wood, or drystone masonry, and the use of thick
lime when mortar is indispensable.
In the Sahara where materials for construction are wanting, only rough stone of gypsum is found which for all
works of masonry such as buildings, small aqueducts, etc.,
can be perfectly well used with mortar of thick lime and sand
found on the spot. It will be very desirable to construct the
The use of these
drystone masonry in metallic gabions.

gabions permits raising the piles and gives greater security.

account of the scarcity of water and particularly on
account of the extremely bad water found on the Desert it is
impracticable to use steam locomotives for hauling the
trains.
Furthermore, coal for use on locomotives would have
to be brought to the railway from Europe at great expense.
It therefore seems preferable to plan on the use of Diesel
or Still type of internal combustion engines or electric traction.
It is a question which is still to be studied, but it is
believed no difficulty will be experienced in this respect by
the time the Trans-Saharian railway is built, due to the
rapid progress in this particular subject.
Such are the problems involved in the construction of a
conditions, particularly in Europe, it evidently will be some
Trans-Saharian railway, and due to the present economic
time before the work can be undertaken.

Freight Locomotive and
Freight Train Costs

The total

cost of freight train service, including locomotive service, per 1,000 gross ton miles, which had
been decreasing each month this year, including August, has been increasing in the fall months and was slightly
greater in September than in August and in October, as compared with September, according to the monthly report of
the Operating Statistics Section, although the report shows
a decrease as compared with October, 1918.
For October,
1919, it was 105.8 cents, as compared with 108.2 cents in
October, 1918, and 101.1 cents in September, 1919.
In
August, 1919, it was 99.5 cents. Per locomotive mile and
per train mile the cost was greater than for October of last
year.
The cost of freight locomotive service per locomotive
mile in October was 109.8 cents, as compared with 108.7.
In September it was 106.7 cents. The cost of freight train
service per train mile in October was 159.8, as compared
with 157.8.
In September it was 156.2.
The combined
figures for all regions and the comparative figures for last
year are as follows, (costs for 1918 have been readjusted
for back pay, while the costs for 1919 apply to the month
of October only, the back pay applicable to previous months
having been eliminated):

Organization for Construction
It is obvious that the line across the Sahara Desert will
have to originate from Southern Algeria. All material can
be supplied to the construction workshops from the lines
The advance working party
already laid in that country.

which would lay the ballasting would require in the neighborhood of 2,000 ''navvies*' and it is anticipated that 2 kilometers of rail could be laid per day. The workmen and the
foremen could be lodged in a train of some 50 freight cars
(the small freight cars or wagons are used in this country)
and the working train would consist of one tractor equipped
for generating electricity, one office wagon, one store wagon,
including a kite ben and restaurant, two wagons for the housing of the foremen, one ambulance wagon, wagons for the

,

Cost of locomotive servici

Locomotive

pel

October
N
1918
108.7

locoi

repairs

K-ieinehouse expenses
Train en pin em en
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Cost of train service per train mile
)
Locomotive repairs
Enginehouse expei
Locomotive fuel
)ther locomotive
Train enginemen

21.1

41.7
159.8

157.8

47.3
4.0
24.0

48.9

-

r

(

Trainmen'
Train supplies

6

7.5

.

Cost of total train

service

pi

Locomotive repair';
Knginehouse expenses
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Enginemen and Trainmen
Train supplies and expenses
/•

35.1
8.4
19.3
42.5
3.4

...

105.8

^

4.9

22.2
25.8
6.8
108.2

7

34 4

31.3
2.6

33.5
2.7

34.1
5.0

33.
4.7

^2
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Railroad Surplus or Deficit
Depends on Method of Figuring

Ten-twelfth ofthi annual rental is $743,563,540, and
1918.
on that basis the 10 months' deficil is $264,580,905, but the
proportion of it thai accrued in the corresponding 10 months

i\im
Tin surplus?"
whit

of the

test

deii. u

is

iuution as

to "when is a surplus nol
has been agitating Congress, the Labor
leaden and others who have been di» ussing the railroad
problem ever since the Railroad Administration gave t<> the
press the surprising Dews that il had earned a surplus in July
ami followed it with similai statements for August, Septem
bei and October, has dow been answered b) a statement authorised b) Due* tor General Elines explaining the matter.
The statemenl for some reason received little publicity, l>ut he
shows thai while in those four months the oe1 operating
income of the roads was $22,516,446 greater than foura

twelfths of the -tan. lard return, it was also $29,573,000 less
than the roads earned in the corresponding four months of
tlu- test period on which the standard return is based.
Senator LaFollette and other advocates of government
.ownership or continued government operation of the railroads
have been using the surpluses derived by comparison with
one-twelfth of the standard return for each month as arguments to prove thai the railroads arc now on a self-sustaining basis and it' retained by the government could he operated without a rate increase, ignoring the fact that the Railroad Administration has not yet succeeded in standardizing
the months of the year and that the roads ought to earn much
more than that in the fall months in order to make a favorable showing.
Also the representatives of organized labor
and of some of the farmers that recently called at the White
House to urge the President to keep the railroads went so
far as to say that the railways showed a net profit "at the
rate of :>168,000,000 a year" for the three months prior to
the coal strike.

This reminds one of Abe Kabibble's boast that he made
In those three months the
"$5,000 a year some weeks."
roads actually earned $68,000,000 less than they did in the
corresponding months of 1918, in which year the deficit was
$236. 000,000, whereas this year it is $269,000,000 for only
The $168,000,000 was arrived at by multiply10 months.
ing by four the $42,000,000 surplus for August, September
and October arrived at in a statement issued by the Railroad Administration by comparison with three-twelfths of
-the standard return after charging out the back pay applicable to prior months and also by reaching into November
for about $9,000,000 for business done in October, which

would not be taken
In

into the accounts until

November.

press notices regarding monthly operating results,

its

the Railroad Administration has consistently made its com$74,356,parisons with one-twelfth of the standard return
J54 because it is payable in equal quarterly instalments,
although this method had the effect of overstating its deficit
in the early months of the year and of understating it in

—

—

In a condensed income account compiled
the later months.
monthly for the Class I roads by the Operating Statistics
Section, however, the "net federal income" is compared with
the standard return for the period covered by the report
based on the proportion which the railway operating income
in the same period of the three years of the test period bore
to the total railway operating income during the test period.
The proportions to be used for each month, as given in a

footnote to

its

reports, are:
Fer cent

January
February

March

.

April

May
June

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

6

228

5,257
7.517
7.438
8.368
9.149

Fer cen'
July

August
September
October
.

Yovemher
December

.

8.363
9.643
10.113
10.436
9.222

8066

lint

foi

period was $748,252,000

$ 169,000,000, a difference oi

li

and on
L<

thai

basis the

than $

000,000.

October alone the two methods produo very different

results.

The

.>7<t,';.s j,777,
operating
income
was
which
surplus of $2,603,423 as compared with onetwelfth of the standard return, but a deficit of $17,417,000
as compared with the $94,387,000 which the roads earned in

net

represents

(

a

average October of the

test period.
In October, 1918,
income was $86,184,486, so that there was
actually a greater deficit in October this year than last year.
Mr. Hi nes' statement, which also takes into account some
adjustments for back pay, is as follows:
"For each of the four months, July, August, September
and October, the Class I railroads in federal operation have
shown an aggregate profit after deducting one-twelfth of the

the

the net operating

rental.

The

for the four months thus
question has been raised as

total of the profits

shown were $22,516,446.

The

whether there ought not to have been deducted a larger
proportion of the rental corresponding with the proportion
of net operating income which the railroads under private
management earned on an average in the corresponding
months of the three-year test period. The Railroad Administration has adopted the same policy in the four months in
question that it adopted in the preceding six months. Uniform deduction of one-twelfth of the rental was made each
month, because the standard contract provides that threetwelfths of the annual rental shall be paid at the end of each
three months, so that in effect the Railroad Administration
must account for one-twelfth of the annual rental each month,
and hence it seemed appropriate to charge it accordingly.
"But since the method thus used for the months of July
to October has been questioned, it seems desirable to call
attention to what the result w ould be for this four months'
period if there were deducted a proportion of the annual
rental in excess of four-twelfths and equal to the proportion
of the annual operating income earned by the railroads in
the corresponding four month's of the test period.
In arriving at this result there has also been deducted the back payto

r

ments made the shopmen for the four months in question.
A deduction has also been made of the estimated cost of
recent readjustments of wages and working conditions, such
as allowance of time and a half for overtime to certain additional classes of employees, including train and enginemen
in road freight service.
While none of these readjustments
were actually applicable to the months in question, the deduction of the estimated amounts thereof serves to make the
result for the four months more indicative of the result
for the future, and hence a more useful index to the real
earning capacity of the railroads in federal operation, on the
basis of existing wages and working conditions.
The hire
of equipment is also treated on a uniform basis, though a
different method of accounting therefor was adopted in October.

"On
period,

the basis thus indicated the loss for the four-month
after deducting the larger proportion of the rental

as above explained, would have been approximately $29,573,000. This amount is two and two-tenths per cent of the
operating revenues from freight traffic for the period. This
gives full effect to the relatively heavy business normally
done in these four months, as indicated by the operating

income of the same four months during the test period.
"As bearing on the significance of this result as an index
to real earning capacity of railroads in federal operation, it

The

total net operating

income for the 10 months of

this

year for which reports are available was $478,982,635, as
compared with $599,976,783 in the corresponding period of

is desirable to emphasize that on the average the maintenance expenditures for the four-month period were adequate
to maintain the property and were fairly related to the ex-

December

26,
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period after taking into consideration the
and wages.
"It must be remembered that to the extent to which this
larger deduction for rental is made in the four-month period

(any part of the year and that this was prolonged over an
abnormal period of time, covering the entire first six months,
and that to a substantial extent the relatively large deficit
incurred in the first six months was due to this great and

rental,

must be a corresponding diminution in the
in the deficit heretofore shown in the first

six

year.

prolonged diminution of freight traffic. The traffic for the
months of July, August, September and October has been
on a more normal basis, although in the latter part of October it was seriously deranged and carried on under especially unfavorable conditions by reason of the impending

penses for the

test

increases in prices

in question, there

and hence
months of the

"Attention has heretofore been called in the monthly statements issued by the Railroad Administration to the fact that
there was an abnormal falling off in freight business in the

Cummins

coal strike."

Railroad Bill Passed by Senate

Sent to Conference with Esch

March

1

—President

Fixes

Return of Railroads

for

on December 20 passed by
The30 SenateCummins

a vote of 46 to
the reorganization of the
railroad system of the United States and of the system
of railroad regulation, without having heard from the PresiThe
dent on his intentions as to the return of the roads.
the

Bill

for

The Senate apparently had
ut issue

on the

difficulty in

drawing

a clear-

of the

although the party line was in evidence
as 33 of the votes for it were Republican and 13 Democratic,
while 22 of the votes against it were Democratic and 8 Republican. Three Republicans, Gronna, LaFoHette and Norris, and eight Democrats, Ashurst, Chamberlain.
Henderson,
Johnson of South Dakota, Kendrick, Nugent, Sheppard and'
Walsh of Montana voted for the continuation of govern-

ferees

ment operation.

bill,

bill

together with the Esch bill passed by the

vember

20,

was then

House on No-

sent to conference for the reconciliation

many important differences between them; and the conhave begun work during the holiday recess of Congress,
which lasts until January 5, in the hope that they can submit a report some time in January. The conferees are Senators Cummins, Kellogg, Poindexter, Pomerene and Robinson and Representatives Esch, Barkley, Hamilton, Sims and
Winslow, who constituted the sub-committees of the Senate
and House committees on interstate commerce, respectively,
that did most of the work on the bills, having drafted the
tentative bills which constituted the basis for the bills later
reported by the full committees.

Only Eleven Votes
The Senate passed

for

Government Operation

the bill apparently without any great

degree of enthusiasm, after three weeks of debate, during
which there was a very slim attendance, including five night
sessions.

It

seemed far more interested in getting the

bill

out of the way in time for the holiday recess and as to its
provision a large number of senators relied on the judgment
of the committee on interstate commerce, that had worked on
the bill throughout the greater part of the year, or upon the
conferees,

upon whom

rests the responsibility of drafting the

Many who

did not fully understand or were in
doubt as to the wisdom of many features of the bill voted
for it because it provides for the return of the railroads to
private management or because the conferees may save them
final bill.

trouble of

making up their minds as to many
them another chance to vote.

of

its

pro-

visions or will give

The most pronounced

expression of sentiment in connecto substitute for it a two-year extension of the present federal control, which received only 11 votes, while there were 65 against
On the motion to substitute the Senate bill for the House
it.
bill there were 41 votes to 17, but this probably was inflution with the bill

came on Senator LaFollette's motion

enced more by the desire to get the two bills into conference
than by the exact division of opinion as to the two bills.
Efforts to eliminate or change the fundamental principles
of the bill met with little support, and were represented
rather by the votes against the bill than by proposals for
modifications in it. The most important change made in the
Senate was the addition of a provision for a revolving fund
of $500,000,000 for loans to railroad companies for capital
improvements.

(

bill,

The organized propaganda against the bill carried on by
the labor organizations and one of the several organizations
that claim to represent the farmers, was based on the assertion that the bill had been dictated by and was wholly for
the selfish interests of the railroads, but this was so manifestly untrue and railroad support for the bill was so conspicuously absent that it hardly represented a satisfactory issue and probably as many votes were cast against the bill

on the ground that

it was not sufficiently generous to the railroads as because of a belief that it gave them too much.
The railroad executives themselves indicated far more opposition to the bill than support of it, although their efforts

were directed more particularly for or against individual
provisions of the bill and in general they apparently took
the position of being grateful for whatever they could get.
Senator Chamberlain of Oregon at one time asserted that
executives were repeating the performance of
the brotherhoods at the time they were said to have forced
the passage of the Adamson law "at the point of a gun'" and
he declared that the railroad presidents and general managers were in the galleries demanding the passage of the bill.
The only railroad executive in the galleries at the time was
S. Davies Warfield. who is chairman of the Seaboard Air
Line, but who is also president of the National Association
of Owners of Railroad Securities.
Senator Cummins replied to Senator Chamberlain, saying that the railroad executives were opposed to the bill and that if any one knew
the railroad

of a railroad president

in favor of it he would be glad to
have him named.
Mr. Warfield was an interested observer of the proceedings
throughout and Bird M. Robinson, president of the American Short Line Railroad Association, was also in the gallery part of the time but railroad officers were most conspicuous by their absence.

A

considerable number of amendments to the bill were
but most of them applied to details.
Some
of the provisions which it had been predicted would meet
with bitter opposition, such as those for federal incorporation and compulsory consolidation, aroused comparatively
little discussion.
The labor provisions were the cau^e of
the liveliest controversy but the prohibition against strikes

adopted
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was Kit intact. It was apparent that the laboi organization
had much leas influence in tin- Senate than the) had In the
douse because, whereat the Eiosue had adopted by u
majority the Anderson amendment which incorporated

which would be considerablj lest than one-hall <>\ the
ii
the guaranty period begins in the first part of the
rhe Senate bill provide! that any railroad earning
year.
more than its guaranty during the period shall pay tin

views of the Labor organizations, including the confir
nation of .ill wage orders ol the Railroad Administration
large majority
cor the future, the Senate voted down b)
the amendmenl in which the labor organizations were particularl) interested- that to strike out the labor provisions
and onl) ll votes were cast for their proposal for
entirel)

into the

the

two vear extension of government operation.
rhe character of the l>ill that will ultimately he adopted
now depends very Largely upon tin- work of the conferees,
because the bills are so fundamentally different that a great
deal depends upon which of the conflicting provisions are
Sacrificed for trading purposes in the efforts to reach an
It is also regarded as certain that it will be
agreement
iu k essary for the two groups of conferees to seek instrucMoreover, a great deal
tions from their respective houses.
depends upon the character of the changes that are agreed
upon in the provisions of the two bills that are somewhat
similar in purpose and intent but vary in important details.
A very large part of the Esch bill is also in the Cummins
bill, but the latter included many important features not in
the Esch hill.
a

Differences Between

House and Senate

These include the rule of rate-making, based on an inCommerce Commission to make
rate- produce a net operating income as nearly as may be
to S 2 per cent on the aggregate value of the property in
struction to the Interstate

/
l

each rate-making district, with a division of earnings above
6 per cent; the proposed consolidation of the railroads into
20 to 35 systems, the creation of a transportation board to
present functions of the Interstate
new functions provided for in the bill; the anti-strike provisions and the proWhile the House bill provision for federal incorporation.
vides for bi-partisan wage boards without any provision for
a decision in the case of their failure to agree, the Senate

many of the
Commerce Commission,

rental

.

of

treasury

the

I

aited

States,

hut

tin

House

hill

ontains no su< h provision.
rhe House bill provides for a loan fund of $250,000,000,
while the Senate hill provides for 3500,000,000.

c

\

hill

summary

of the principal provisions of the Cummins
in the Railway Age of October 3 (issued

was published

November

19).

No Message from
had been

President

fully expected that the President

would send
Congress his promised message on the readjustment of
the affairs of the railroads growing out of federal control
before the members left the city for the holiday recess, but
Congress was allowed to recess without having heard from
him as to whether or not he had changed his mind about
It

to

relinquishing the railroads at the end of the year. This made
impossible for him to address Congress before January 5,
which led to a belief in the minds of many that he had
decided to let the legislation take its course and let the date
for the return of the roads be fixed by Congress.
The fact
it

that both bills provide in a generally similar

way

for the

would make it possible for him to take
the position that Congress had taken the matter out of his
hands after he had announced his intentions last May.
The plan which had been proposed in November to enact
temporary legislation providing for an extension of the
guaranty pending the completion of permanent legislation
was abandoned in view of the fact that the passage of the
bill by the Senate made it possible to hope for the final passage of the bill some time in January.
return of the roads

take over

as well as the

provides for an appeal to the transportation board.
Both bills provide for the return of the railroads to private management, but greatly increase the extent of their
regulation by federal authority. While the Senate bill would
return the roads on the last day of the month in which the
bill

this shall
is approved, the House bill provides that if
take place after the fifteenth day of the month the transfer
shall be at the end of the following month.
Both bills provide for the funding of indebtedness of the
carriers to the government, but under different conditions,

act

bill provides for a period of 10 years,
the first five years from the date
after
until
beginning
not
of the act. the Senate bill makes the 10-year period begin

and while the House

amount of the
capital expenditures that may be funded by deducting a
large part of the indebtedness of the government to the railat

once.

The House

bill

also reduces the

roads on account of compensation.
Both bills provide for a temporary guaranty to the railroads pending a decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission as to a proper level of rates. The Senate bill allows
the roads two months within which to file tariffs and provides for the guaranty and the commission shall render its
decision, or for four months after the filing of tariffs, while
the House makes the guaranty period a straight six months,
but the Senate bill would allow a guaranty based on a proportionate amount of the guaranteed standard return, which
would be one-twelfth of the annual rental for each month
of the guaranty period, while the House bill provides for a
guaranty not less than the average operating income for the
three corresponding periods of six months in the test period,

Debate on the Senate

Bill

The

debate in the Senate up to December 16 was reported
in last week's issue.
On December 16 Senator Poindexter of Washington
delivered a lengthy address in favor of his amendment to
strike out the proviso in the long and short haul clause,
which gives the Interstate Commerce Commission discretion
in permitting exemptions from the strict application of the
law in order to leave the so-called long and short haul rule
as contained in the act to regulate commerce unqualified.
The Senate committee on interstate commerce at one
time had reported favorably the Senator's bill to provide
for a rigid long and short haul clause, but in the Cummins
bill it adopted a compromise attaching to the commission's
discretion the requirement that the lesser charge for the
longer distance must be fairly compensatory and that no relief shall be allowed on account of merely potential water
competition.

Senator King of Utah stated that many of the senators
are very earnestly in favor of Senator Poindexter's amendbill to go through if they could
have their way unless the proviso were stricken out. After
some discussion the amendment was allowed to go over until
the following day, when it was defeated by a vote of

ment and would not allow the

25 to 41.
offered by Senator Gay of Louisiana
exempt from the provisions relating to the grouping, consolidation or federal incorporation of carriers and the adjustment of rates to yield the return prescribed in the bill and
the disposition of excess operating income of belt line, terminal or switching railroads or other terminal facilities
owned and operated by any state or political subdivision
The purpose was to exempt the belt line owned by
thereof.

An amendment was

to

the city of

New

Orleans.

Senator

Cummins

explained that

December
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the bill does not apply to belt lines
but the amendment was adopted.

and switching

facilities,

Revolving Fund Increased
Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey offered an amendment providing for a revolving fund of $750,000,000, from
which loans could be made to railroads by the transportation board under provisions similar to those included in the
bill, which provides a fund of only $250,000,000. The
Senator explained that the necessity for such a loan fund
had become apparent in the last few days, because a committee of bankers, advising in respect to the proposed general equipment trust to take care of cars and locomotives
purchased by the director general, has advised that market
conditions are not favorable now to the placing of even that
gilt-edged security, and therefore apprehension had been
expressed that less attractive securities offered by the railroads during the coming year may not be any more success-

Esch

ful.

The

public interest in adequacy of facilities and
immediate future seems to require, he said,
that in the absence of a public market for railroad securities Congress should provide a credit with which the railIf the Senate bill
roads can proceed with essential work.
contains no such provision, under the conference rules the
conferees would be limited to the acceptance or rejection of
the provision in the House bill providing for a fund of
$250,000,000, and he desired to include provision for a
possible $750,000,000 in order that the conferees may exercise their discretion between the two sums.
Senator Frelinghuysen read a letter from Director Genvital

service in the

whom he had asked for an estimate, in which
Mr. Hines expressed the opinion that the railroads would
hardly be able to expend more than $400,000,000 on capital
eral Hines,

account during 1920, but that at least 50 per cent additional
ought to be expended. The Senator said that maturities in
1920 would amount to $221,000,000, one-fifteenth of the
sums to be paid on the rolling stock already purchased by
the Railroad Administration would require about $25,000,000, and that improvements other than equipment already
contracted for are estimated by the director of capital expenditures of the Railroad Administration at from $200,000,000
to $250,000,000 of new money, making a total of $446,000,000.
It seems obvious, he said, that an insurance of $750,000,000 of loans would be moderate in case investment conditions should continue for any length of time as they now
are, or at least it would be pertinent for the Senate to permit the conferees the latitude suggested. Mr. Hines' letter

was

as follows:

"Your inquiry presupposes that the capital expenditures would
be planned and carried out by the railroad companies. On that
assumption it must be borne in mind that the companies will
require time to formulate and adopt plans and arrange for financing.
This will all require considerable time, and it is not probable that the companies would be able to enter in a confident and
effective way upon the making of provision for either betterments to roadway or acquisition of additional rolling stock upon
an extensive scale prior to March 1, next. The amount that
they would be able to spend in the calendar year 1920 would be
considerably curtailed by such a late start in putting their plans
into effect. Taking this into consideration, my judgment is that
$400,000,000 would represent approximately the expenditure of
cash which they would actually be able to make in the remaining
part of the calendar year 1920. There is a possibility that this
might be somewhat exceeded, but I do not think, in any event,
it

would go beyond

much more

$500,000,000,

and

I

think the probability

is

favor of $400,000,000.
"I do not mean by the foregoing that the figure of $400,000,000
represents the full amount that ought in the public interest to
be expended during the year 1920. On the contrary, I should
say that at least 50 per cent additional ought to be expended in
order reasonably to provide for the needs of the public service;
in
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but, in my opinion, this larger and more desirable provision cannot be made because of the delay which will inevitably be connected with the transition back to private control and with each
company thereafter making its own independent plans and necessarily waiting until it can obtain some more definite light as to
its

financial status."

Senator Frelinghuysen said
the United States

it

government

would be good business

at this time,

of the transportation systems of the country

when
is

for

the credit

at its lowest

ebb and when underlying securities are selling at figures
which have not been reached before in 20 years, to help the
railroads to rehabilitate themselves when they go back into
private management.

Senator Cummins said he had hoped that Congress would
adopt such legislation as would enable the railroads to command the credit necessary to meet the exigencies of the coming year, and he was not willing to assume that the railroads
could not borrow the money which they unquestionably will
need.
He did not doubt that their requirements would
amount to $750,000,000, but he was not willing to admit
that the legislation which is to be adopted would not make it
possible for the railroads to finance themselves without government loans.
"If I did not believe," he said, "that the legislation which
will be adopted by Congress would put the transportation
system of the United States in position to take care of itself,
I would not be in favor of returning the railroads to their
present owners.
To me the suggestion implies great doubt

which we are proposing, and
do not maintain a doubt of that character I
cannot support the amendment."
At the suggestion of Senator Pomerene, Mr. Frelinghuysen
changed his figure to $500,000,000, and after having been
allowed to go over until the next day for further discussion
the amendment was adopted by a vote of 28 to 20.
of the efficacy of the legislation

inasmuch as

I

Increase in Rates Necessary
Senator Underwood of Alabama discussed the bill at
length on December 16, supporting the bill in general and
particularly the provisions designed to improve the credit of
the railroads by establishing a rule of rate-making.
He also
favored the proposed limitation of earnings in order that
rates might be made to improve the general condition of the
railroads without giving the more prosperous companies
earnings which would be regarded as excessive.
Senator
Underwood declared that unless Congress legislates on the
question of railroad transportation at a very early date the
entire transportation system of the country will be in danger.
He said the President had twice indicated his desire to
return the railroads, and he did not believe it is possible to
do so under present conditions and without remedial legislation without danger to the business interests of the country.
The policy of regulation of railroads in the past has been
correct, so far as policy is concerned, but its practical workings, in his judgment, had been a mistake.
He thought
that freight should be carried at a reasonable rate, but that
it was far more important to the shipper to have railroad
facilities that will properly put him in contact with his ultimate market than to have cheap freight rates.
He pointed to the fact that wages have been increased by
an amount more than all the railroads have ever paid in
any year for interest and dividends and that the increased
expenses, as well as increases in cost of fuel and materials
and supplies, must be paid for some way. "Whether this
bill passes or does not pass," he said, "it will be necessary
Even if
to take up the slack or the railroads cannot run.

we do not pass

this bill, the Interstate

sion or the director general

Commerce Commis-

must make increases

in rates to

meet the increased expenditures for labor, for fuel, for the
Such
procurement of money, or the railroads cannot run.

k'AIl.WAY
increase

•in

m hether

•
i

come whether

the

bill

ii

passed or

not passed."

is

it

Surplui Earnings Questioned
Senator Stanle} oi Kentucky asked for an explanation of
the statements thai the railroads have earned a surplus dur-

Senator Cummins said he had given the
ing recent months
matter some investigation, which pOSSibl) tli'' Senator fiom

Alabama

hail

the

firsl

tration

ha-

In

and that he would an-uer the question.
he said, the cost of tlie genera] adminis
been charged to operating expenses, and.
months are those in which the net earnings

not,

place,

not

Secondly, the fall
of the railroads are
"

much higher than in other month-.
he Statemenl that a profit has been made is arrived at
this wax." said Senator Cummins.
"The earnings of
I

in

the railroad companies for these favorable months have been
aggregated and then one-twelfth of the annual compensation has been deducted, with the result stated by those who
have occupied the floor.
1
assume that the fallacy of that
kind of computation is at once observable to any student
The only way in which you can ascertain
of the subject.
whether or not a railway is profitable in its operation is to
take in the entire year with all of its variations, and I think
that when the year is over it will be found that the Railroad
Administration for this \ ear has lost more than $325,000,000."
Does not the Senator himself know," said Senator Underwood, "that what they gain in October, November and December is not going to be a gain in January, February and

March?"
Senator King said he had been informed that the Railroad
Administration during the last few months had curtailed
necessary expenditures for improvement and maintenance.
Senator Underwood said he could not speak by the card on
that subject, but that he rides on the railroads sometimes
and that it is common knowdedge to everybody that rides on
the railroads how many freight cars are standing on the
side tracks and cannot be used because they are out of repair.

Better Service

Under Private Management

Senator Underwood also expressed the opinion that a return to private management would result in better service,
saying that there is no one man of sufficient ability to sit
in Washington and make all the railroads function as successfully as they could do under presidents, general managers and boards of directors who are interested in the property and have a specific line of road under their observation.
It was certain that if Congress would declare a permanent policy of continued control by the government the
Railroad Administration would be compelled to increase
freight rates, but that, expecting that the roads will be turned
back to their owners in January, it was very natural for the
administration to try to work through the present condition
He also declared that the
without an increase in rates.
Cummins bill would provide for a very small increase in
He said the guarantee, based
the income of the railroads.
on the earnings of the test period, averages 5.22 per cent on
the property investment account, while the bill gives them
5^> per cent on the value of the property as determined by
Assuming that the property investment
the commission.
fairly approximates the value, this would result in an increase of only $50,400,000, he said, and if the railroads are
approaching a condition where they are earning a guarantee,
a very slight increase would be needed. "All this talk about
a $4,000,000,000 charge upon the American people, all this
talk about a tremendous increase in freight rates under the
bill is a mere smoke cloud blown by the enemy to conceal
its

own

operations," he said.

Senator Curtis offered as an amendment a provision for
extending the effective date of section 10 of the Clayton anti-

AGK

trust
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l,
1920, which was adopted.
A
urnilar provision had previously
containing
Senate but had not passed tin- Hou

law until Januar)

resolution

passed

tin

i

'

Lcnroot Criticises

Bill

Lenrool also criticized the proposed rati making
devoted to a criticism of the Plumb plan and an
analysis oi the Lenrool taster plan for a publii <orporation to control the railroads as a single system.
He objG ted
provisions of the Cummins bill, saying that the
to man}
l
practical guarantee of an average of S /i
per cent would
remove incentive to efficiency and would be unfair to the
mosl efficient roads, and he also objected to the labor proSenatoi

which

in-

visions of the bill on the

ground that the proposed transportation board, because of the nature of most of its functions, would not be so situated as to be an impartial tribunal

on wage questions.
He also objected to the provisions regarding the temporary guarantee of the standard return on
the ground that the roads that would not need such a guarantee could not be required to turn over any surplus to the
government.
Senator Cummins thought the bill provided a
contractual relation created by the acceptance of the guar-

Senator Lenroot said that a road that expected to
the guarantee would not accept any guarantee, and therefore there would be no contractual relation.
Senator Cummins said that possibly there was an oversight
on the part of the committee in that respect.
Senator Lenroot also criticized the proposed rate-making
rule, saying that if, under a system of rates that would produce 5^2 per cent of the aggregate value of the property in a
district, a road that earned only 2 per cent might go into
court and secure an additional increase that would disturb
the whole system.
Senator Lenroot asked Senator Cummins
if he thought it would be entirely safe for the government
to say to the railroads that they can operate as many trains
as they like, as extravagantly as they wish, and that the
government will pay the bills during the period of the temporary guarantee.
Senator Cummins said that the bill already provided that the commission in calculating the amount
of the guarantee should take into consideration for maintenance expenditures only an amount equal to that provided
for in the standard contract, but that the bill might go
further and authorize the commission to exclude any operating expenses that ought not to have been incurred.
He
understood that Senator Curtis had an amendment covering
that point which he would offer later.
Senator Lenroot also objected to the provision for a temporary guarantee in the discretion of the transportation
board to companies going through a process of consolidation.
Senator Cummins thought that this point was of little
importance, because the proposed guarantee was only that
of the standard return which, based on the earnings of the
test period, would be small in relation to the future condi"If there are very many roads," he
tion of the railroads.
said, "which do not earn in the years to come the average
antee.

make more than

return of 1915, 1916 and 1917, the transportation of the
country will be in a bad way."
On December 17 Senator Lenroot's amendment to eliminate this guarantee during consolidation was adopted.
An amendment by Senator Jones of Washington to limit
the authority of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

over

docks and waterway terminals, which would be provided
for in the bill, was adopted on December 16.
On December 17 a vigorous effort was made by senators
who were anxious to secure consideration of the sugar
Senator
bill
to displace the railroad bill temporarily.
Cummins objected to this, saying he thought it would be
possible to pass the railroad bill in shorter time than would
be required by the sugar bill, and his position was sustained

bv

a vote of 23 to 41.
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Senator LaFollette Criticised

call a strike until

Senator Townsend of Michigan delivered a speech in supHe said the most bitter
port of the bill on December 17.
opposition to the measure came from a senator who was a
member of the committee, and yet during all the weeks of
conscientious and full consideration of the bill by the committee he had never heard him make one single constructive
This referred to Senator
suggestion before the committee.
LaFollette.
He thought this bill, for the first time in the
history of railroad legislation, has for its cardinal principle
protection of the people's rights.
It has nothing in it which

has in view the serving of any special interest. The bill is
not what the railroad owners wanted, he said, and a statement to the contrary is in reckless disregard to the facts and
It is not in the
the evidence as they have been disclosed.
interest of the railroad employees, although every one of
their rights is protected, in harmony with the same principles

which have been applied to owners.
Regarding the labor provisions, he said that six times
since he has been in Congress he has introduced bills pro-

viding for compulsory investigation of the questions growing out of the controversies between capital and labor. Every
time that measure has been opposed by both capital and
labor.
Yet Mr. Lewis, acting president of the United Mine
Workers, in explaining to his followers the agreement which
has recently been made with the representatives of the government for the settlement of the questions involved in the
coal strike, has stated that the proposal, which is really for
compulsory arbitration, was a great victory. "Possibly this
particular agreement," Senator Townsend said, "contained
other understandings than those submitted to writing, but
on its face it is a provision for compulsory arbitration."
He also argued against the Poindexter amendment on the
long and short haul clause, and after the conlusion of his
speech a vote was taken and it was rejected.
Senator Jones of Washington offered an amendment to
strike out section 14, which authorizes the Interstate Commerce Commission to fix minimum rates, because he thought
Senator Ransdell of Louisiit would hurt the water lines.
ana, former president of the National Rivers and Harbors

Congress, also supported the amendment, stating that if the
commission were given the right to fix minimum rates it
might fix such a minimum that shippers could not afford
After various senators had explained
was to prevent railroads from
reducing rates unduly to kill water competition, the amend-

to use the

waterways.

that the purpose of the bill

ment was withdrawn.

The Labor Provisions
An amendment offered by Senator Sterling

of

South

give the employees outside of the unions no votes in the
nomination of the committee on wages and working condi-

and he submitted another amendment, which was
adopted, providing that all classified employees without other
distinction shall have the right and opportunity through
Senator
proper notice to participate in such nominations.
tions,

Smith of South Carolina offered an amendment to strike out
the provision in the bill requiring a certificate by the transportation board before the construction of a new line or the
extension of a line can be undertaken.
Senator Stanley again offered his amendment to strike out
the labor provisions of the bill, to which Senator McCormick
Illinois offered a substitute to fix a specific time of 90
days during which the committee on wages and working
conditions or the regional boards of adjustment will be required to pass on wage questions, and to' make it illegal to

00 days

alter a deci-ion

had been made.

This, he .-aid, was patterned after a Canadian law, but was
intended to correct the principal objection which has been
raised to the Canadian law, which does not provide a definite- time within which the wage boards must render a decision.
He said that the Senate must reckon with the grave

improbability that the provision of the bill as reported

mak-

ing strikes illegal can ever become a law.

Amendments proposed by Senator Cummins were adopted
on December 16 to include employees of sleeping car companies in the wage provisions of the bill, to insert the words
"value of the railroad property" in one place where "property investment" had been inadvertently used, and to provide
that through rates for transportation wholly by railroad shall
be made for the ordinary transportation service from point of
origin to the destination and delivery at the usual unloading
places and in the case of live stock destined to public stock
yards to include the service of unloading and delivery. This
was offered at the suggestion of the American National Live
Stock Association.
The amendment offered by Senator Curtis of Kansas to
guarantee the short lines relinquished by the Railroad Administration to the extent of any actual operating deficit since
January 1, 1918, was adopted on December 16.

The Anti-Strike Provision
Discussing the Stanley amendment to strike out the labor
provision, on December 18, Senator Underwood declared that
the question of the right of railroad employees to strike goes
far beyond the question of labor and capital.
So far as
railroad labor is concerned, he said, it has no issue with
invested capital, because as a practical proposition the wages
of labor engaged in railroad industry have long ceased to
come out of invested capital. They come out of freight rates
and passenger rates as prescribed by the government and
the earnings of the roads must come out of the public.
"If that is the case," he asked, "is it fairly stating the
proposition to say that labor must still earn- this weapon
of offense against capital, that the value of its wage must
be determined on the battle ground between labor and capital, and then after the battle is fought and won the result
of the victory^ must be assessed against the public, which
has had no interest or no hand in the dispute? But it does
The public are not only required to
not even stop there.

must bear the burden of the

pay

the bill, but they

The

reservation to labor of the right to strike

is

fight.

either an

weapon that is poised on its way to the blow,
a mere theory and is of no value."
Senator Thomas of Colorado and Senator Stanley delivered the principal speeches on the anti-strike provision-, although a large number of senators participated in the debate.
Senator Thomas pointed out that the total number of men
actual fact, a

or

Dakota to strike out of the labor provisions of the bill the
word "crafts" an insert in lieu thereof the words "classified
employees" was adopted after the senator had explained this
was to prevent a possible interpretation of the bill that would

of
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it is

strike in the United States during the war
exceeded the total number of soldiers sent to France by about
350,000 men. The total number of strikers, he said, was
2,386,285, while the total number of men sent to France
was 2,053,347. Senator Thomas said the increase- in wagegranted by the Railroad Administration could not be considHe
ered excessive, but that there were excessive instances.
told a story of an instance on the Wabash Railroad, which,
he said, had formerly paid a farmer §20 a month tor turning on and off a switch in a water tank operated by electricity, who had been classified by the Railroad Administration as an electrician, paid for his entire day at the rah of
about $300 a month and given over 52,500 back pay.
This, however, was denied in a letter sent to the Senator
by Director General Hines, which he inserted in the record
Mr. Hines said the statement had been circulated
later.
some time ago. at which time he challenged and denied t,

who went on

:

but the untrue statement continues to receive currencv.

He

RAILWAY
I

he had beer unable to find on) thing

actions oi

in

the w

Railroad Administration which resembled the
statement in anj respect and that Buch a case could not have
been evolved from the principles ol wage adjustment adopted
l>\
the Railroad Administration.
Senator Stanley's amendment was defeated b) a vol
46 i" 25, after whi< h Senator M< ormi( It's substitute amend
Hum to prohibit strikes until after 60 days after a decision
bj the wage board was defeated by
tie vote of .^l to 31
On tin- following daj a separate vote was taken on tin- Stanley amendment, ami it was again defeated by a vote of 39
. while Senator Met 'onnuk's substitute was again dcthe

<

.i

i vote oi 30 to 33.
Senator I'omereiie ottered an amendment authorizing the
transportation hoard to require earners to furnish sufficient
refrigerator can fox the transportation of fresh meat, but
later withdrew it after it had been pointed out that this in
effect would require the railroads to purchase the cars owned
by the paekers and would probably require another revolv-

feated bj

ing fund to enable

them

do

to

so.

An amendment proposed by Senator Smith

of South Caro-

pubwas defeated by

lina to strike out the provision requiring a certificate of
lic

interest for the construction of

a vote of 23

to 44.

The

new

lines

senator argued that the provision

would prevent the development of new or sparsely

settled

Senator Cumby the construction of local lines.
mins expressed the opinion that the passage of his bill would
do more to encourage and promote the building of railroads
into undeveloped parts of the United States than anything
that has been suggested for years.
Senator Jones of Xew Mexico offered an amendment to
include within the things to be considered by the commission in fixing rates the requirements for additional capital
to encourage needed new construction, which was rejected.
Two other amendments intended to facilitate new constructerritory

tion were also rejected.

Senator Myers of Montana proposed to increase the proportion of so-called excess earning? which may be retained
by a carrier prior to the building up of its reserve fund from
one-half to two-thirds of the net operating income between
6 and 7 per cent, but it was rejected without a record vote.

Senator Smith of Georgia introduced an amendment, which
was adopted, to continue the effect of the amendment to the
fifteenth section of the commerce act requiring the permission of the commission for the filing of a tariff containing
an increased rate, which was adopted at his proposal in 1917,
but which by it- term- expires on January 1, 1920.
Senator Pomerene offered another amendment, which was
agreed to. authorizing the transportation board to require

any carrier to furnish refrigerator cars for the transportation
of vegetables, fruits and fresh meats and such other perishable commodities as require a refrigerator service, but also
authorizing it to expend, if the revenue of the carrier is
inadequate for that purpose, a portion of the revolving fund
It was provided, however, that this provision shall
not in any wise relieve common carriers from their duty to
furnish such refrigerator cars as are required for the transportation of vegetables, fruits, fresh meats and other perishtherefor.

able commodities.

Senator Walsh of Massachusetts offered an amendment
to guarantee to the railroad emIt provided for the stabilization
ployees reasonable w^ages.
of wages less than S3 .000 a year by an adjustment in accordance with the average cost of living as determined by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics quarterly, providing nothing in

which he said was intended

should operate to reduce wages below the
which the employees were entitled in December,
1919. The amendment was rejected.
Senator Chamberlain of Oregon opposed the passage of
the bill, saying that whereas in 1916 the railroad brotherthe

provision

amount

to

ACJK
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hoods wen

accu ed

BOn law

the point ol

at

demanding

"I

a

l'Hii.

tin

thi

oi

tin-

Adam-

railroad ownei- ami the

holdei
an now demanding that Congress pass a
once and m a hurry to prevent the railroad companies
into bankruptcy.
"In tead oi the Labor nun holding
nil and sitting in the galleries looking down upon Con-

ecurit)
bill at
I

gress," be said, "the railroad presidents,

representatives are sitting
and insisting

—

in

managers and

the galleries looking

their

down upon

what?
Not only that their rates
on leased but that we shall grant them large sums
of money out of the treasury of the United States and out
of the pockets of the taxpayers. Whose ox has been gored
this time, Mr. President, and who will ring the changes now
shall he

or in the

coming campaign?"

Senator King remarked that, aside from those that had
come from those favoring the Plumb plan, the only communications he had received opposed to the legislation were

from those who owned railroad securities. The only railroad executive in the gallery at the time was S. Davies Warfield, who is chairman of the Seaboard Air Line, but who is
also president of the National Association of Owners of
Railroad Securities, which has been strongly supporting the
bill.
Senator Cummins said he did not know of a railroad
president in the United States who is in favor of the bill,
and he did not believe that the Senator from Oregon knew
of any.
"On the contrary," he said, "so far as I know, they
all protest against its provisions.
It has been asserted here
a great many times that this is a bill made up by the railroad companies, but if any senator knows of a single railway executive who is favoring this bill I should like to hear

him named."
Senator Chamberlain said he had not taken the trouble
which Senator Cummins replied:
"The senator from Oregon has just asserted that railroad
presidents w ere looking down upon the Senate insisting upon
the passage of this bill.
Now, that is not accurate, whatever else may be true. It is true that an association of bondholders, or some part of it, believes that this bill ought to be
passed."
Senator Ransdell offered an amendment striking out the
provision authorizing the commission to prescribe minimum
rates, and also another declaring that the commission shall
to inquire, to

?

have no authority to establish any route, classification, rate,
fare or charge when the transportation is wholly by water.
These were adopted after Senator Cummins had said that
he did not think the commission was given the power to
establish such a rate by water and that the provision regarding minimum rates was included in the House bill, so that
the whole question could go to conference in any event.

Senator Henderson of Nevada introduced a new amendment designed to restore a rigid long and short haul clause,
which was lost by a tie vote, and Senator Poindexter secured
another vote on his amendment to strike out the provision
authorizing the commission to grant exceptions, which was
also rejected.

Senator Brandegee of Connecticut offered an amendment
a board of adjustment to adjudicate disputes be-

to create

tween the government and the railroad companies growing
out of the contracts entered into under the federal control
act, but it was rejected.
An amendment by Senator Thomas of Colorado was
adopted providing that passenger tickets, excepting special
rate tickets for excursions, conventions, etc., shall not be
limited and shall be honored when presented in payment for
passage by any lawful owner thereof.
Senator King of Utah offered an amendment to strike out
the rate-making section of the bill and to substitute for it a
rule that rates by groups shall from time to time be adjusted
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, so as to provide
revenue sufficient to pay the wages of labor and all other

December
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expenses of operating, including taxes, to earn proper cur-

Roads Will Be Returned March

rent capital charges, to maintain necessary funds for repairs,

replacements

and working operations and

sufficient to attract the

new

establish

credit

capital required to meet the pub-

need for present and reasonable prospective transportafacilities and service.
The amendment also provided
that in applying the foregoing rule a comprehensive view
of the conditions of each rate-making group shall be taken
and the level of rates, fares and charges shall be determined
with reasonable reference to railroads fairly representative of
average conditions therein.
In support of his argument for
this amendment, Senator King presented part of the argument against the rate-making provisions of the Cummins
bill recently published by Judge Lovett.
The amendment
was rejected without a record vote.
lic

tion

La

would be passed at a late
it had been voted 41 to
17 to substitute the Senate bill for the House bill, Senator
LaFollette offered as a substitute a provision for an extension of the present system of federal control for two years,
bill

session on Friday night, but after

prohibiting the relinquishment of the railroads prior to that
time by the government or by any officer or agent thereof.
Senators Sheppard of Texas and Kirby of Montana spoke
in favor of this proposal, and a vote was about to be taken
when Senator LaFollette announced that he had a few remarks to make. It had been understood that Senator LaFollette had promised not to filibuster against the passage
of the bill when it became apparent that the Senate would
refuse to adopt any amendments to the labor provisions, and
therefore that there were no provisions in the bill which the
labor organizations desired to insist upon, but Senator LaFollette did want to make a speech on the two-year extension which has been demanded by organized labor.
He did

not want to

bad

make

the speech that night, however, as he

had

and he appeared to be able to speak only with
great difficulty. After it had become apparent, however, that
a

cold,

he proposed to hold the floor unless the bill could be postponed until the following day, a unanimous consent agreement was arranged providing for a final vote on the passage
of the bill not later than 3 :30 p. m. on Saturday, whereupon
Senator LaFollette allowed his speech to be interrupted.
This gave him, however, four hours on Saturday, which he
devoted to an impassioned denunciation of the bill and of
railroads generally, after which his amendment was
voted on and defeated and the bill was adopted without fur-

the

ther formality.

The

conferees were immediately appointed both in the
In the House Representative
and in the House.

Senate

Meade proposed

a motion to instruct the House conferees to
on the retention in the bill of the Anderson amendment, including the labor provisions. At the request of Mr.
Esch, who asked that the conferees be left unhampered, he
agreed to withhold the motion. Mr. Esch said that in view
insist

of the fact that the labor provisions are so radically different in the two bills

it

is

almost certain that the conferees

may have to go back to the House for further instructions.
The conferees held their first session on the bill on December 23 and another on December 24, after which they
adjourned until Monday, December 29.

The
June

Rati road

30,

1919.

COMMISSION of CALIFORNIA, in the year ending
investigated 54 accidents.
The commission re-

railways to examine the qualifications and
employees in train and engine service, and
quired the smaller companies to operate their roads in
ance with rules and methods which have been found to
satisfactory by other companies.

Wilson on Wednesday

SID] vi

PR]issued

evening,

December

1
24,

following proclamation concerning the relinquishment of federal control of railroads and sys-.
terns of transportation:
the

"Whereas, in the exercise of authority committed to me by
law I have heretofore, through the Secretary of War, taken
possession of, and have, through the Director General of Railroads,

exercised control over certain railroads, systems of
transportation and property appurtenant therreto or connected therewith, including systems of coastwise and inland

transportation and property appurtenant thereto or Conor controlled by said railroads or systems of transportation;

including also terminals, terminal companies and terminal asand parlor cars, private cars and private
car lines, elevators, warehouses, telegraph and telephone lines
and all other equipment and appurtenances commonly used
sociations, sleeping

Follette Delays Passage

was expected that the

It

125:

quires

the

physical

fitness

of

has reaccordbe most

upon or operated

as a part of such railroads and systems of
transportation; and,

"Whereas,

now deem

needful and desirable that all
and property now under
such Federal control be relinquished therefrom,
I

it

railroads, systems of transportation

"Now,

under authority of Section 14 of the Fedapproved March 21, 1918, and of all other
powers and provisions of law thereto me enabling, I, Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States, do hereby relinquish from Federal control, effective the first day of
March, 1920, at 12:01 o'clock a. m., all railroads, systems
of transportation and property of whatever kind taken or
held under such Federal control and not heretofore relintherefore,

eral control act

quished, and restore the same to the possession and control
of their respective owners.

"Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads, or his
hereby authorized and directed, through
such agent and agencies as he may determine, if in any mansuccessor' in office is

ner not inconsistent with the provisions of said act of March
21, 1918, to adjust, settle and close all matters, including
the making of agreements for compensation, and all questions and disputes of whatsoever nature arising out of or incident to Federal control, until otherwise provided by proclamation of the President or by act of Congress. And generally to

do and perform as

fully in all respects as the Presi-

dent is authorized to do, all and singular the acts and things
necessary or proper in order to carry into effect this proclamation and the relinquishment of said railroads, systems of
transportation and property.

"For the purposes of accounting and for all other purthis proclamation shall become effective on the first
day of March, 1920, at 12:01 a. m.
"In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United State- to be affixed.
"Done by the President, through Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, in the District of Columbia, this 24th day of
December, the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and nineteen, and of the independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and forty-fourth."

A similar proclamation was also issued relinquishing the
American Railway Express Company.
FORTY-ONE YEARS AT THE THROTTL1 without one accident to mar
work is the remarkable record established by Lew Patrick,
Up to October 31. 1919.
as reported by the Canadian Pacific.
Mr. Patrick was an engineman, running trains out of RevelHe is one of the pioneers
stoke on the mountain division.
who went west with the railroad, starting at St. Boniface, Manihis

when a young man of twenty-five years. From June, 1896,
Patrick was a runner on the Imperial
the spring of 1918.

toba,
to

Limited passenger trains.
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General News
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Department

I

I'iihIch.
eneral superintendent ol the Boston & \l
J. 1.
bany, ha* received from the King oi the Belgian! a medal
ol the Ordei of
eopold II, presented in appreciation of the
efficiency with which King Albert's train was managed wink
I

1

moving

"\>t

the

Boston & Albanj

line.

I'"i

in

the

first

nine

months

1919 the total net dewas, for the whole
country, 1,002 employees killed, and 23,986 injured; or, in
round numbers, and crediting the safety committees with the
whole of the saving in life and limb, 25,000 personal injuries
nted. A. I'. Duffy, manager of the Section, urges safety
supervisors to be careful not to allow discussion of the possible change in the management of the railroads to have any
influence in relaxing activities for safety.
copies.

creast

of

casualties, reported bj

.

Tlu-

K.msas City Northwestern, having ceased

to

operate

ordered recently by the United States District
Eastern District of Kansas, the court has ordered
ee, the newly appointed receiver, to discharge all
Jay M
operating employees, retaining only the office men in the
legal, auditing and grain departments.
tram-,

as

Court,

l

The Twentieth Century Limited express
York

train of the

New

Broadwaj Limited of the Pennsylservice on December 20, following the ten-

ami the

(."(.Mitral,

vania were put in
days' suspension i>i their trips because of the scarcity oi
The restoration
eoal and the disturbance in freight traffic
of these trains completed the return to normal timetables on
all

lines east of Chicago.

E. C. Davidson, secretary-treasurer of the International
Association oi Machinists, has been quoted as saying that
nearly 100 per cent of the members of the organization have
voted in favor of a strike if the anti-strike provisions of the
Cummins hill are adopted by the Senate, and that there will
he a general strike of railroad employees, except possibly
the

enginemen,

conductors and firemen,

if

the

bill

goes

through,

The fire insurance men are preparing to renew business
with the railroads when the lines are returned, according to
Notwithstanding the
the New York Journal of Commerce.
doubt as to the return of the railroads to private ownership
on January 1, the underwriters are preparing to re-enter the
field closed to them when the Government took over the railroads.
The premiums paid by the railroads to the fire insurance companies before the Government took control have
been estimated all the way from $10,000,000 to a much larger
sum. Considerable organization work will be necessary before the insurance companies can take up the railroad lines
again, but the underwriters propose to be ready.
Many of the
inspectors, and in some cases entire organizations, went over
to the Government when the roads were transferred, and
these it is expected will come back.
Public Ownership League

A

Engineering Council recently mailed to 50,000 engineers
an appeal for funds to carry on its work. This extraordinary
measure was necessitated b}- present financial conditions resulting from the war.
Engineers are expecting much of the
In
council and commending the work which it has done.
order, however, that the council may continue its work for
professional welfare and civic service, not less than $45,000
is needed for 1920.
Of this amount, $30,000, at least, must

come from general contributions. To December 16, 550
contributions have been received, totaling $3,843. They range
from one dollar to $100 each and average $7.

The

Illinois

Southern Railroad, extending from Salem,

111.,

southwest 127 miles to Bismarck, Mo., has ceased operation,
under an order entered on December 11 by Federal Judge
George Carpenter in the United States District Court at
Chicago.
The order was issued at the request of W. W.
Wheelock, receiver of the property, after foreclosure proceedings had been started by the bondholders, represented
by the Chicago Clearing-House Association. The railway
was capitalized at $5,000,000 and is asserted to have lost
$100,000 in the recent past, struggling to operate against
It has been losing money for two years and
financial odds.
has paid no interest on its bonds. The recent coal strike produced complete insolvency, as the road derived its main traffic

from the

Illinois coal fields.

Section, Division of Operation, of the United
Administration reports for the month of
September 193 railroad employees killed and 11,887 injured,
as compared with 261 killed and 12,476 injured in September
The number of meetings of safety committees
of last year.
held in September on the railroads under federal control was
1.888. with an attendance of 28,935. The number of men who,
during the month, received instruction or advice on safety
matters either by attending meetings or by being spoken
to individually by committee-men was 183.383; and 160,320
distributed.
Other
safety bulletins, circulars, etc.. were
safety "literature," including magazines, etc., in addition to
the foregoing, was distributed to the number of 1,108,189

The Safety

States

Railroad

Wants

Railroads Retained

petition bearing 22,000 signatures secured

by the Public
38 states, protesting against the return of the railroads to private management, was filed in
Congress on December 20 by Representative Sinclair of
North Dakota. On the back of the sheets bearing the signatures was the following statement.

Ownership League

in

"Keep the railroads. The people have bought and paid for them twice
The people should own and operate them.
The people of this
have invested more than $900,000,000 in rehabilitating the railway
-ystem that private ownership had so exploited and plundered and mismanaged that it was utterly inadequate.
"The people have invested another $9/5.000,000 in improving labor conditions and pulling the railroads out of an impossible situation that private
ownership had created.
"The government has rehabilitated the dilapitated system, unified it,
effected numerous economies and guaranteed the private owners their usual
dividends.
And yet they are not satisfied. They want the railroads back
We protest."
again for further exploitation and plunder.
over.

nation

Disastrous Collision at Onawa, Me.
In a butting collision between an immigrant train and a
freight, on the Canadian Pacific, near Onawa, Me., at 7:15
on the morning of the 20th of December, 19 passengers and
four trainmen were killed, and 35 passengers were injured,
some of the killed being burned to death, and some of the
The
injured severely burnt before they could be rescued.
enginemen and firemen of both trains were killed.
Onawa is about 50 miles northwest from Bangor, and lies
between two junctions of the Canadian Pacific with the Bangor & Aroostook, Greenville about 15 miles to the west, and
Brownville Junction, about 20 miles to the east. Trains were
sent over the Bangor & Aroostook until the track was
cleared.

The immigrant

train,

carrying about 300 passengers, was

the fourth section of westbound passenger train No. 39, and
Both locomotives were
the freight was an eastbound extra.
wrecked and the freight engine crashed through the first two
coaches of the passenger train. The wreck took fire from
coals in the fireboxes. The freight had met the third section
of the passenger train at Bodfish, one mile west of Onawa,

and should have waited there for the fourth
temperature

below

1256

zero.

at the

section.

The

time of the collision was about 20 deg.
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Dissolution of the "Packers' Trust"
litgovernment ! anti trusl action
the ii\r
Wilson and
meal packing companies, Sunt. Imour, Morri
Cudahy, has been compromised undei an agreement bj which
the packers will confine themselves hereafter to the meal
and provision business
\r\ injunction decree to which the
1
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I'.ukns have acceded will l><- entered in tin- Federal courts
its terms i'k companies have agreed to sell, under
then
supervision <>t tin- United States District
ourt, all
holdings in public stock yards, all their interests in stock
yard railroads ami terminals, all interesl in pu »1 ii- ware
houses, excepl as necessarj for their own meal products, t.>
abandon the use ol the branch houses, route eats and auto
trucks (comprising their distribution system) for any other
than their own meal ami dairy products, and to dissociate
themselves from the retail meat business and "unrelated

ami under

-

I

l
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llllimillllll

I

in

ii

Governor

a "Declaration of Rights"
The conference of Officers of national and international
unions affiliated with the American Federation of Labor and
oi the four railway brotherhoods of train service employees,
held at Washington beginning on December 13, adopted a
declaration of rights which asserted that "the right to cease
work— strike as a final means oi enforcing justice from an
autocratic control oi industry musl be maintained."
The
anti-strike provision oi the Cummins bill and all similar proposed legislation were specifically denounced as "un-American, vicious in character and as establishing by legislation
involuntary servitude."
It
was urged that the judges of
federal courts shall be elected by the people for terms not
exceeding six years.
Regarding the railroads, the declaration includes the following:
"Since the government has not worked out a constructive
railroad policy, we urge for and on behalf of the railwayworkers and of the general public, that the railroads be retained under government administration for at least two
years after January 1, 1920, in order that a thorough test
may be made of governmental operation under normal

—

conditions.

"The common carriers of this country are the arteries of
commerce and industry. Transportation service and
rates are intimately bound up with industrial production in
travel,

parts of the country."

Members

to

Consider
Miners'

Wages and Coal

mill

Kansas on December

i

iiimiinimmiiiimill

n

14 sent urgi nl

me

I

the week
director
general of railroads, 6,749 cars of commercial export freight
were received at North Atlantic ports for this period, as compared with 1,041 cars for the same week of 1918. This shows
an increase of 5,708 cars or 548 per cent, for December 10,
For the
1919, as against the corresponding period last year.
same period deliveries to ships increased 6,004 cars or 512
per cent. At South Atlantic and Gulf ports as of December
7, 1919, there were 13,228 cars of export freight on hand, as
to

a

report on

10,

1919,

against 12,498 cars on

On December

10,

overseas

made

to

December

traffic

for

Walker D. Hines,

1,

an increase of 730

cars.

were 11,978,708 bushels of grain
North Atlantic ports. There were re-

1919, there

stored in elevators at
ceived during the week 3,757,888 bushels, while 4,661,885
bushels were cleared. The total amount of grain in elevators
at these ports on the date mentioned represents 60.7 per
cent of the total elevator capacity, compared with 65.4 per
At South Atlantic and Gulf
cent for the week previous.
ports there were stored in elevators on December 10, 1919,
8,416.109 bushels of grain, representing 82.6 per cent of the
total elevator capacity.

Coal Restrictions Relaxed
Because of the increased production of coal incident to
the return of a large proportion of the striking miners to
work on December 15, the Railroad Administration has relaxed most of the restrictions on the distribution of coal
and has allowed shipments to run practically as billed except
as it has been necessary to divert shipments occasionally to
meet emergency situations.
Some local embargoes were
necessary in the middle west for a time.

Prices

commission

appointed by President Wilson on December 21 as follows:
Henry M. Robinson, of Pasadena, Cal., as the representative of the public; John P. White, representing the miners,
and Rembrandt Peale, representing the coal operators. In
his letter asking them to serve on the commission the President said that if in their judgment a readjustment of the
price of coal shall be necessary to meet any increase of
wages beyond the 14 per cent put into effect to induce the
striking miners to return to work he would clothe the commission with the powers vested in the Fuel Administration
for that purpose, but only in the event of a unanimous decision by the commission.
The Bituminous Coal Operators' Association issued a
statement denying an assertion made by the President that
the operators had generally agreed to the terms of the settlement offered to the miners' union on December 6. The
statement asserted that the operators had not been consulted
and had not seen the memorandum of agreement. To this
Attorney General Palmer replied that failure of the operators to agree now to the government's plan would be ''an

amazing repudiation

ni

I

Mines, director general, and Hale Holden,
-n. ii director of the
entral Western region, asking them
immediately to investigate the car shortage situation which
The messages stated
tusing enormous loss to farmers.
that 49 per cent of the wheat crop in the northwestern quarter of Kansas still is in the hands of the farmer, some of it
on the ground. All elevators are said to be full and no cars
available to move the wheat to markets.

to carry out the government's
plan for the settlement of the coal strike controversy were
of the

Illlllll
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ended December

Organized Labor Adopts
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i

of

sa^cs to Walker

According

line-" of business,

Board Named
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News

Traffic
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all
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of their own statements."
The operators say they had agreed to the plan previously proposed
by Dr. Garfield for a 14 per cent increase in wages with no
increase in coal prices and that the attorney general had later
compromised with the miners, while Mr. Palmer has taken
the position that the government had forced a settlement.

Seven Hundred Automobile Stock-cars
According

Chamber

to a circular issued

by the National Automobile

Commerce, 700 loaded motor trucks have entered
the stock yards at Indianapolis, Ind., in a single day, some
of them having come from points 80 miles away.
On one
day recently the number of hogs delivered at these stock
yards by motor trucks was 6,800, valued at $200,000. These
of

animals were brought by about 500 vehicles and the total
number of hogs was 2,000 more than the number received on
the same day by steam and interurban railroads.
It was
estimated that the 500 trucks had traveled 2,500 miles and
had consumed 300 gallons of gasoline. In the year 1918 the

number of hogs received at Indianapolis by motor trucks
was 462,313, more than 50 per cent greater than in 1917.
Receipts of hogs by motor truck at Sioux City, Iowa, are
reaching enormous proportions.
The number received at
during January, February and March, 1917, totalled
had increased to 13,750,
while for a similar period in 1919, the amount had jumped
to 26,195.
It is expected that the figures for this y ear will
be more than 90,000.
The vice-president of the St. Joseph (Mo.), stockyards
reports the following receipts by motor truck:
this point

9,655; for a similar period in 1918, this

r

Year
1918
1917

is

Cattle

Hogs

Sheep

20,686
15,043

121,138
56,529

37,137
31,094

This livestock is coming in from a radius of 50 miles.
declared to be in better condition than ever before.

It
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flict the injury must bear the loss, does not apply.
The antecedent error of the shipper in sending the original bill of lading
to the wrong party did not put it in the power of that party to
inflict the injury, as its possession of the unindorsed bill of
lading did not vest it with any apparent right to the property.
The loss resulted from the negligence of the carrier in failing
to require the proper indorsement of the bill of lading
Southern
R. v. Massee, etc., Lumber Co. (Ga.), 98 S. E., 106.

—

Personnel of Commissions
The Senate has confirmed the President's reappointment
Edgar E. Clark as a member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a term expiring December 31, 1926.

Sale of Freight to

of

holds that a shipper
lumber sold by the
terminal carrier to pay freight and demurrage charges, where
the new consignee to whom the plaintiff shipper directed the
initial carrier to divert shipments defaulted in giving instructions, and where the instructions finally received gave notice
that no demurrage charges would be paid after a certain
day.
Thomas v. Northwestern of South Carolina (S. Car)
98 S. E. 336.

was not entitled

Court
Condemnation
The

Illinois

of

News

Land

for

Supreme Court holds

Connecting Track
that a

contract

for joint

use by the railroads and the consent and approval of the Public
Utilities Commission are not conditions precedent to a railroad's
right to condemn property for a connecting track.
Chicago,
M. & St. P. v. Frauzen (ill.), 122 N. E., 492.

—

Pay Demurrage

The South Carolina Supreme Court

to recover the value of

—

What

a Right of

Way

Condemnation Award Includes

The Virginia Court

Contributory Negligence of Volunteer
In an action by an infant for bodily injuries received on its
acceptance of an invitation of an employee of the defendant
railroad to couple engines, the Texas Court of Civil Appeals
holds that in order to recover it must be shown that the infant
was not capable of appreciating the danger. Trinity Valley &
Northern v. Scholz (Tex.), 209 S. W., 224.

—

of Appeals affirms the rule that the conveyance to a railroad of a right of way vests in the company
the same rights as though the land had been acquired by condemnation, and the grantor cannot recover for any damages to
the remainder of his land resulting from a proper construction,
and operation of the property conveyed; and where part
of a tract of land is taken by condemnation proceedings for a
u'*.

award includes damages to the residue of the
which are due to the construction and operation of the
railroad on a grade different from the natural surface of the
land.— Pamplin v. Norfolk & Western (Va.), 98 S. E., 51.
right of way, the

tract

Care of Passenger

in Aisle of

Car

The Texas Court

of Civil Appeals holds that the conductor
of a passenger train was not negligent in standing in the aisle
about the middle of a car, bent over talking to someone as a

Warning

woman

approached, walking to the rear, and became overbalanced while attempting to stop to wait until the conductor would
let her pass.— Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe (Tex.), 209 S. W., 772.

Assisting Alighting Passengers
Whether or not a person comes within the excepted

class of

passengers who require assistance to alight as being sick or infirm is a question for the jury, the standard of the carriers' duty
not being fixed but variable and shifting with circumstances;
but the Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that where there is no
evidence to bring the plaintiff within the exception, it is reversible error to submit the question to the jury on a purely
hypothetical case. Dickinson v. Tucker (Okla.), 176 Pac, 949.

Under Repair

Signals on Bridge

The Alabama Supreme Court holds
saw barriers and red

that a pedestrian

lights intended to

who

warn against the use

of a bridge maintained by a railroad under authority of a
city and which was being repaired, was conclusively charged

with knowledge that the
warn him not to attempt

barriers and lights were placed to
to cross.
Although they were insufficient, a pedestrian, who saw both, and attempted to cross
without looking for holes and defects, could not recover for
injuries sustained.
The mere fact that he saw others using
the bridge did not justify him in disregarding the signals
and red lights, and when he did he assumed the risk. Morgan v. Mobile
Ohio (Ala.) 80 So. 845.

—

&

—

Promise to Pay Claim Not Binding Without

—

Stop, Look, Listen Rule Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds that in an action for
injury at a crossing, the railroad's point for a charge that it is a
positive duty of an automobile driver approaching a grade crossing where there is restricted vision to stop, look and listen at a
place

where

that will be effective,

and that

failure to

do so

is

unable to get a sufficient view
from his car, he should get out and go to a place affording a
Knepp
sufficient view, should have been unqualifiedly affirmed.
v. Baltimore & Ohio (Pa.), 105 Atl., 636.
negligence per

se,

and

that,

if

—

Indorsement of "Order"

Bill of

Lading

holds that where an "order
notify" bill of lading contains a provision requiring the surrender of the original bill of lading, properly indorsed, the fact
that the shipper, by mistake, sends the original bill of lading
(instead of the memorandum bill of lading) direct to the party
to be modified, but sends it unindorsed, does not relieve the
carrier from requiring it to be properly indorsed before delivering the shipment and where, under such circumstances, the
carrier so delivers the property, without requiring such indorsement, and the party to whom delivered obtains the shipment
and subsequently becomes insolvent, without having paid the
purchase price of the property, the principle of law that, where
one of two innocent persons must suffer for the act of a third
person, he who puts it in the power of the third person to in-

The Georgia Court

:

Consideration
The Texas Court

of Civil Appeals holds that a mere promise by
a railroad to pay for goods lost, for which it was not liable, and
which was not in the nature of a compromise, is not binding on
the railroad, because it was without consideration. This rule was
applied where the shipper presented a claim to the receiver of the
M., K. & T., which stamped it "vouchered," meaning that the
claim had been passed upon, approved, and ordered paid by the
receiver, acting through the claim department.
It was held that
if the M., K. & T. was not liable on the claim, its promise to pay
was without consideration and not binding on it— Mistrort-Calahan Co. v. M.. K. & T. (Tex.), 209 S. W.. 775.

of Appeals

Interstate

Shipment

— Innocent Purchaser of
Bill of

The Texas Court

Lading

Appeals holds that a car of grain
from St. Joseph. Mo., to Temple, Tex., was an "interstate shipment" as between carrier and shipper, though the
bill of lading indicated it was intrastate: but the carrier was
held estopped from asserting the interstate character of the
shipment as against the purchaser, who paid the draft drawn
on him to which the bill of lading was attached, without
knowledge that the grain was originally shipped from another
Missouri, K. & T. v. Clement Grain Co. (Tex.) 211
state.
carried

—

S.

W.

347.

of Civil

—
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Title to

i

in

,

concerns immunity from attack b> anyone bul tic state. It
may, ol course, often l>e s question whethei or nol the d<
when properlj construed convey i fee upon condition oi
The Texas
limitation, oi mereh an easement in the property
Commission oi \ppe.»u holds that deeds by trustees to a
railroad on condition that the premises shall be used exclusively for railroad purposes, and that after thej shall cease
to be used for such purposes they shall revert to the grantors

,

or their "successors," naming a small consideration, the real
consideration being expected enhancement in value of the
grantors' adjoining property, conveyed a fee upon condition
Subsequent, and not upon limitation, and the railroad took an
alter

title

Stevens

v.

the

Calve-ton

grantors'
11.

&.

S.

sale

V

of

the

(Tex.) 212

adjoining
S.

W.

639.

Decisions Under Federal Employers' Liability Act
The New Hampshire Supreme Court holds that a locomounder two orders, one to help an intersummit and the other to return with
his engine, was within the federal aet when injured on his
return trip.— Callahan v. Boston & Maine (N. H.) 106 Atl. 37.
The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals holds that
a workman of an independent stevedoring corporation contracting with a railroad at a stipulated charge per ton to load
and unload freight at a water front terminal and which selects, pays and direct- its men, is not an employee of the
railroad while engaged in such work, within the meaning of
the act, and is not entitled to the benefits of the act in an
action against the railroad. Drago v. Central of New Jersey
tive engineer, acting

im
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South African Railway Rates Increased
Increases in railway rates have recently been made effective
in South Africa as follows:
Passenger fares, 10 per cent.;
luggage, parcels and live stock 25 per cent., goods 25 per
cent., except coal for export and coal for local consumption
conveyed less than 500 miles.

Road Transport Cheaper Than

Rail Transport?

Francis White, borough engineer and surveyor of Blackpool, stated in a paper before the Road Transport Congress
recently that motor car-a-bancs could be run at a substantial
profit at a two cents per mile per passenger as compared
with three cents per mile on railways.

state freight train to a

—

(N.

J.)

106 Atl. 803.

that where a local
train operating entirely within the state, while switching an
empty freight car from one track to another in a private
yard, attached it to the rear end of a train, the mere fact

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds

that several cars in the train were consigned from points
without the state to the owner of the yard was not sufficient
to sustain a finding that a brakeman injured by an alleged
defective brake, while riding on the empty car, was engaged
in

interstate

commerce as distinguished from a mere local
Murray v. Pittsburgh C. C. & St. L.

switching operation.
(Pa.)

—

107 Atl. 21.

Illinois Supreme Court holds that a locomotive boiler
washer shot and killed by another employee of the railroad
while engaged in washing a boiler on a locomotive, not
assigned to any particular train or work, but standing in the

The

yard ready to be assigned to either intrastate or interstate
commerce, is not engaged in interstate commerce. Rock
Island v. Industrial Commission (111.) 123 N. E. 278.
The North Dakota Supreme Court holds that an employee
of an interstate railroad who is injured while removing snow
from a track over which interstate trains are being run regularly, is engaged in interstate commerce within the act.
Koofors v. Great Northern (N. Dak.) 170 N. W. 859.
The Iowa Supreme Court holds that a freight conductor
employed on a line entirely within the state, who fell from
the platform of the caboose and was killed while taking the
caboose and motor to the barn, subsequent to reporting at the
yard office after having uncoupled from a train containing
one car consigned to a point in another state, was not engaged in interstate commerce. Smith v. Interurban (Iowa)
171 N. W. 134.
The New York Appellate Division holds that the watchman of a lot of freight placed upon a pier after its interstate
shipment, who was killed while so employed before the consignee had taken possession or paid freight charges and before the expiration of the 48-hour period allowed in which to
remove the goods, is not entitled to an award under the
state Workmen's Compensation Act. having been killed while
guarding an interstate shipment. O'Brien v. Pennsylvania,

—

—

—

176 N. Y. Supp. 390.

Railway Station Roof Air Signs
Airplane travel in England has now reached such an importance as to bring out the recent notice to airmen by the Air
Ministry: "The roofs of the following railway stations are now
Redmarked with the name of the place in large white letters
hill, Tonbridge and Ashford (South Eastern and Chatham Railway), and Hitchin (Great Northern Railway).
:

22,600

New Wagons

Railways
House of Parliament,

for English

In reply to a question asked in the

Sir Rhys Williams, Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry
of Transport, stated that from the beginning of the year to
the end of September 8,480 railway wagons had been constructed in the United Kingdom.
Orders for the construction of 22,600 wagons had been placed with the railway
companies, including contracts with outside firms for 5,400.
No wagons have been ordered by the Ministry of Transport.

Cost of Government Locomotives
Three hundred and five Great Central railway type, ten
New South Wales Government type and fourteen tank engine Dutch railway type superheated locomotives were built
in Great Britain and sent to France.
The average cost of
these locomotives varied between
£5,500
and £8,300. The
tank engine Dutch railway type locomotives were sold for
200,000 francs each (approximately £8,000).
The others are
being allocated to the British railway companies under a
pooling arrangement under the direction of the Ministry of
Transport; 154 having already been allocated. About one
hundred of the locomotives built for government use have
been sold. The bulk of these engines have been sold to the
Great Western and Great Eastern railways, while a few have
been disposed of to the South Eastern & Chatham.

A

Bill to

Prevent "Lightning Strikes"

The Liberty and Property Defence League

of England has
prepared for immediate presentation to Parliament a bill under
the title of the Trade Disputes Bill, with the double object of
securing an interval for reflection before a trade dispute is
allowed to develop into a strike or lockout, and of vesting in
the members of a union (as distinct from the executive) the
right to say whether the authority and funds of the union shall
be employed for the purpose of a strike or lockout. It is proposed to provide that a strike or lockout, whether or not a union
is concerned, shall not take place until 14 days after a statement
relative to the dispute has been published by the Minister of
Labor, and that a union shall not be concerned in a strike or
lockout until it has obtained the approval of the members. It is
not intended to interfere with the right of members of the union

December

26,
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to strike or not to strike, whatever the result of ihc ballot, but
if the ballot went against the strike they could not receive strike
pay from the union.
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newly-established firm in Port Louis to meet the demand, but
the response so far, it is reported, has not been favorable.

New
Electrification of Mauritius

Railways

The

Major G. McAlpine, who was electrical adviser to the Government of Mauritius, drafted a report in 1904 recommending
the electrification of all the Mauritius railways. This island in
the Indian Ocean has about 120 miles of standard gauge railway.
Major McAlpine showed in his report that power could be obtained by utilizing the waterfalls, which are numerous on the
island.
The plan met with favor in the legislative council, and
now that the island's finances are in a prosperous condition, the

matter has been brought forward for re-examination. A committee has been appointed to go into the whole question over
again, but owing to the popular feeling in favor of the change

Paris,

Fuel for French Locomotives

Lyons & Mediterranean has decided

to

adapt

200 of its locomotives to crude oil or Mazout The modification is expected to be effected at the rate of two engines
a day.
Reserve tanks will be set up at suitable points on the
system to hold between 40 and 100 tons of fuel.
The plant modifications are neither difficult nor costly,
being simply a reservoir in place of the coal bunkers, conducting tubes to the burners and refractory bricks in the
firebox.

At an official test held at Bercy on November 25, the
locomotive drew a heavy goods train upon approximately
half the weight of fuel which would have been necessary
for the work if coal had been used. There is practically no
smoke and it is expected that this fuel wiil save much labor
in the engine houses.

The

Scale of Miles
IS
10
S
It

International

Commission

La Presse de Paris,
when the Treaty of

appears, said

vember

21,

that
Claveille,

of the

Rhine

issue of
Versailles goes
in

its

Nointo

Minister of Public Works, will be appointed president of the International Commission of the
Rhine.
M. Cels, deputy from the Department of Lot and
Geronne, at present assistant secretary of state at the
Ministry of Public Works, will probably succeed M. Claveille
at the head of this Ministry.
It is known that the Treaty of Peace stipulates that the
Mannheim Agreement of October 17, 1868, will continue to
regulate the navigation on the Rhine. Within six months of
the date upon which the treaty goes into effect, a central
effect,

M.

commission
Agreement.

will

convene

for the revision of this

Mannheim

Germany has

already agreed to abide by the
decisions of this commission which will be composed of 19
members two representatives of each of the following countries:
Holland, Switzerland, Great Britain, Italy and Belgium; four for the German States on the river and four for
France which will, moreover, name the president of the

—

POrf Souillac

The Railways

of Mauritius

Commission.
recommendation is a foregone conclusion. It has been computed that one of the waterfalls that of Tamarin will alone
suffice to provide the power required to supply the whole of the
its

—

—

island with electricity as well as to work the railways electriEleven of the 132 villages and towns of the colony are

cally.

already lighted by electricity, and authority has just been given
by the legislative council to extend the services to seven other
towns. Difficulty is, however, being experienced by the two local
electric undertakings as well as by the municipality of Port
Louis, in getting supplies of wire lamps and meters from England.
Inquiries have been made in the United States by one

The duty of this Commission will be to assure the freedom
of navigation on the Rhine which will become an international river.
It will also control the execution by Germany
of the handing over of the tugs and boats, as well as its inPort of Rotterdam.
France alone, may take from the Rhine the water required
for the operation of its lateral canals. That country will have
an exclusive right to the power produced by the river.
M. Claveille has prepared a vast project to make the most
of these advantages granted France by the Treaty, either by
the use of the navigable waters of the Rhine for importing
stallations, in the

Built for the Danish State Railways by the Baldwin Locomotive
The locomotive is built for standard gage, has 460 mm. by 610 mm. cylinders, a total weight

Mogul Locomotive
is one of an order for 16.
a weight
only, of 44,630 kgs.

This

;

on drivers of

36',470

kgs.,

and

is

superheated.

It

burns coal and

is

Works.
in

working order, engine

intended for freight service.

—
I.

an.
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Woolwich Arsenal

Manufacture
Railway Rolling Stock

to

Britain, recently
Ministei
visited the Woolwich Arsenal in ordei to make hi
quainted with the view oi the nun «>u the question oi
works which are
chargei and t>> inspect certain parts of
now being used for civil work During the war about 110,000
men were employed and the number ha ^ now been reduced
to 30,000
me oi the main points of the men's case is that
there are thousands of
men who are skilled a1 their own
particular work in the Arsenal but who, if they were discharged, would have to face the labor market as practically
I

loyd George,

Prime

I

ended

1 1

I

>e< ciiiIm
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Sale of Railway Material by British Government
Among war material offered for sale by the British Government were the following:
Locomotives,
Six 06
type. 4-ft. S'j-in. gage, by Kerr, Stuart & Co.
Cylinders 17-in.
by 2-1-in. stroke.
A number 0-4-0 type, 4-ft. 81<-in. gage, by Baldwin Locomotive Co. Cylinders 16-in. by 24-in. stroke.
A number 0-6-0 type. 4-ft. 854-in. gage, by Baldwin Locomotive Co. Cylinders 16-in. by 24-in stroke.
A number 0-6-0 type, 4-ft. 854-in. gage, by Manning. Wardle & Co.
Cylinders 12-in. by 18-in. stroke.
A number 0-4-0 type, 4-ft. 8!^-in. gace. Cylinders from 8-in. diameter to
12-in. diameter with stroke from 8-in. to 24-in.
Two 1 side tank and one saddle tank, rebuilt by J. Wake, of Darlington.
o -ft. 6-in. gage.
18 side tank engines,

2-ft.

Cylinders 9yi-in. by

One

6-in.

12-in.

gage, built by Hunslet Engine Co., Leeds.

2-6-2 type, 2-ft. 6-in. gage, by the
diameter by 14-in. stroke.

Yorkshire Engineering Co. Cylinders

6-in.

Three

4-2 type, 2-ft. gage,

by Kerr, Stuart

stroke.
0-4-0 type. 2-ft. gage, by Kerr. Stuart
stroke.
Three 0-4-0 type, 2-ft. gage, by R. Hudson

Two

&

Co.

Cylinders

by

8-in.

12-in.

Co.

Cylinders

S-in.

by

9-in.

&

Co.

Cylinders

6-in.

by

9-in.

A

A

y

7j4-in. stroke.

Wagons.
Four-wheeled open wagons, 60 c/m gage.

Weight 1,868

lbs.

1.

No.

1

ine No.

70'MO

Pacific

2

I'

fli.

X

<)

7

I'.

1 P,

8

R

6

U. S. R. A. Conaol.

7153-59
1689-94

Santa Fe

4066

'

I.

V

1

S.

R,

Mall..

\

14
16

Total

Locomotive Shipments

November

in

The Railroad Administration has
statement of locomotives shipped
On

Road

order prior to
Federal control

Type

No.

&0
&0

B.
C. C.
L.

V

Santa Fe

3

Mallet

1

Santa Fe

2

Mo. Pac
N.

&W
R
W

F. R.
P. L.
P. &.

issued

U.S.R.A.
Orders

Type
No.
U.S.R.A Mallet.. 88
U.S.R.A Mallet..
1

Constructed in
Railroad shops
Type No.

.

.

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
2 American
1
Baldwin
8 Penn. R.R.
2 Baldwin
13 Baldwin
1

3

U.S.R.A. Mount.

2

U.S.R.A. Consol.

13

8

Switch
Switch

Sou. Pac
Sou. Pac
Total

Total
Builders

8

..

Pacific
.

R

following

the

November:

in

24

6

1
1

10

1

1

So. Pac.
So. Pac.

40

Freight Cars
The
three

Sinclair Refining Company, Chicago,

dump

is

inquiring for

cars.

Frederick W. Glardon, 165 Broadway, New York,
ing for one 30,000-gal. tank car for export.

is

inquir-

The Sterling Coal Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has ordered
100 mine cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Bagdad Lumber Company,

Bagdad,

logging cars from the American Car

Fla.,

has ordered 40

& Foundry Company.

The Jamison Coal & Coke Company, Greensburg, Pa., has
ordered 180 mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

&

stroke.
One 0-4-0 type, 2-ft. gage, by Avonside Engineering Co. Cylinders 8-in.
hy 12-in. stroke.
number of 0-4-0 type, 60 c/m gage, by W. G. Bagnall. Cylinders 6-in.
by 9-in stroke.
number of 4-6-0 type, 60 c/m gage, by Hunslet Engineering Co. Cylinders 9 2 -in. by 12-in. stroke.
number of 4-6-0 type. 60 c/m gage, by Baldwin Locomotive Co. Cylinders
9-in. by 12-in. stroke.
Two 2-6-2 type, 60 c/m gaae, by American Locomotive Co. Cylinders
9-in. by 14-in. stroke.
One 0-4-0 type. 1 ft. 8-in. gage, by W. G. Bagnall. Cylinders S-in. by

A

Baldwin

steel

stroke.

fil

2

l

unskilled men.
By utilizing their labor in the Arsenal in
other directions, SUCh as in the work of repairing railway
wagons, locomotives, etc., these men would be doing useful
work and at the same time their presence in the Arsenal
would be a kind of war insurance. In the event of emergency
they could be readily turned on to the special munition work
in which they are skilled.
This plant has. since the armistice, turned out 10,000 milk
churns, freighl oar repair work is in progress, orders have
been received for 2,500 new railway freight cars and one
hundred 100-ton standard gage locomotives.
The Prime
Minister informed the committee that Woolwich is to be
developed for the manufacture of locomotives and cars.

during the week

'.

i

Individual

»

1

Locomotive Deliveries
locomotives wen ihipped

following

.

Illllllllllll

Loose sides

The Greenleaf-Johnson Lumber Company, Norfolk, Va., has
ordered 15 15-ton logging cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Eastern
five

Steel Company, Pottsville, Pa., has ordered
50-ton steel gondolas and 17 50-ton steel hopper cars from

the

American Car & Foundry Company.

Machinery and Tools
The Greenville Steel Car Company, Greenville, Pa., is inquiring for tool equipment for an additional machine shop which
it contemplates building at Greenville.

and ends.
Four-wheeled open wagons, 60 c/m gage.

Weight 2,016

lb.

Folding sides

and ends.
Bogie low-sided wagons with falling doors, 60 c/m gage. Weight 5,040 lbs.
Bogie tank wagons without tanks, 60 c/m gage. Capacity 1,500 gal.
Four-wheeled light ration wagons with falling sides, 6 ft. 8 in. long by 4 ft
10 in. wide.
Spare wheels and axles with roller bearings for tip wagons.

Spare parts for all above mentioned rolling stock.
40 4-ft. 8j4-in. gage covered vans.
80 3-ft. gage timber frames and sheet-iron lined side
yards capacity.
16 flat-topped 3-ft. gage timber framed bogies.
Track.
10,025 tons of rails, 75-lb., F/B., B.S.S.
650 tons Fishplates, 75-lb., F/B., B.S.S.
202 tons Fishbolts, 75-lb., F/B., B.S.S.

tip

wagons,

1

J4

cubic

—

Comity Between Competitors. Erie Railroad commuters yesterday told a story of an obliging engineer who stopped their
train to give away hot water.
At Heller Field, the eastern
landing field of the aerial mail service on the West Orange
(New Jersey) branch, Pilot P. W. Smith was ready to start
with the Chicago mail when it was discovered that the water
pipes at the field were frozen and there was not enough hot
water on hand to start his motor. As the train came in sight,
someone flagged the train, and told the engineer of the pilot's
trouble. "Glad to help you out," said the engineer. Two fiftygallon tanks were rolled up the railroad embankment and the
obliging engineer

filled

both with hot water.

New

York Times.

—

December

26,
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Supply Trade

Railway Financial News

News
iitiiliiiiimnim

.1.,

II

The Van Dorn Girder Plate Company, manufacturer of
railway car appliances, has removed its general offices from
2325 South Paulina street, Chicago, to 608 South Dearborn

mi. illinium

in

Augusta Southern.

The Mid-Continent Equipment & Machinery Company has
been organized at St. Louis, Mo., to deal in railway supplies.
F. W. Glauser is president, R. H. Wilson, vice-president, and
J.

B. Fidler

company

is

secretary-treasurer.

The

offices

of the

new

will be in the Security building.

J. M. Fitzgerald has disposed of his interests in the Alger
Supply Company, Chicago, dealers in railway supplies and
concrete products, to his former partner, O. S. Flath, and
the latter has incorporated the O. S. Flath Company, Inc.,
retaining the same offices in the Peoples' Gas building.

Herbert S. Crocker and Francis S. Crowell, civil
have associated under the firm name of Crocker & Crowell
with offices at 101 Park avenue, New York City, to engage
in the design and supervision of industrial and engineering
projects and the investigation of engineering features of
proposed investments. They will also act as owners' representatives in the administration of contract work let on a
percentage basis.
engineers,

D. L. Eubank has been appointed district manager in
charge of the Cincinnati office of the Galena-Signal Oil Company.
Mr. Eubank was born November 24, 1869, and was
in the employ of the Chesapeake & Ohio from September,
1889, to February 1911, as locomotive fireman, locomotive
engineer and road foreman of engines. In February, 1911,
Mr. Eubank accepted a position as mechanical expert with
the Galena-Signal Oil Company.
Lester W. Collins, recently refrigeration technologist- for
the United States Department of Agriculture in charge of
the development of a standard heater car for the Refrigerator Car Committee appointed by the United States Railroad
Administration, has been appointed chief engineer of the
Refrigerator Heater & Ventilator Car Company, St. Paul,
Minn., with office in that city. For seven years prior to his
government service Mr. Collins was assistant to the engineer of tests on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company reports, for October, an influx of orders in excess of the record of any previous

month

since the armistice.

The same

company's English and German subsidiaries.

is

true of the

Following

this

country's entrance into the war the German subsidiary was
seized by the German government and has been run under
"compulsory administration," but that administration has
now been abolished and the management is being transferred back to the company through the courts of com-

merce.

The Sinclair Refining Company, Chicago, has organized
an asphalt sales department at its Chicago office to handle
the output of the Mcraux (La.) refinery, formerly owned
and operated by the Freeport & Michigan Fuel Oil CorporaE. F. Fitzpatrick, assistant sales manager of the gention.
eral oil section of the Sinclair Refining Company, has been
appointed manager of the new department. J. M. Woodruff, general manager of the Southern Asphalt Association,
Atlanta, Ga., and formerly manager of the paving and publicity departments of the Standard Asphalt & Refining Company, has been appointed assistant manager. The headquarters of the department will be in the Conway building.

&

Florida.

—

& Maine. A special meeting of the stockholders
has been called for December 23 to authorize the issuance
of bonds to the amount of $2,273,000, to be secured by
the company's present mortgage with the Old Colony
Trust Company and another as trustees, dated December

P>oston

States Railway Supply Company has been incorporated at Mobile, Ala., with a capital of $100,000, by
J. M. Walsh and George L, Kilmer, of Mobile, and George
L. Morton, of Atlanta, Ga.

Georgia

Baltimore & Ohio. The directors have declared the usual
semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent on the preferred stock.

street.

The United

— See
—

I

1,

1919.

The proceeds

of the issue will be used solely in taking

up the 6 per cent bonds issued to the director general of
railroads. Stockholders will also be called upon to authorize an issue of $10,000,000 bonds, the proceeds to be used
in paying the government money expended for improvements and additions, and an issue of $620,000 bonds, the
proceeds to be used for the purpose of paying notes of
the Boston & Lowell Railroad.
Stockholders will be asked to amend the by-laws of the

company

to the effect that the directors may provide for
the election by their board or appointment by the president of five or more of their members to constitute an
executive committee which may exercise all powers of
the board of directors in the management of the business,
and that the president of the railroad shall act as chairman of this executive committee.

—

Chesapeake & Ohio. H. E. Huntington has
chairman of the board of driectors to succeed
bull, resigned.
Mr. Trumbull will continue
and a member of the executive committee
Chesapeake & Ohio and the Hocking Valley

—

been elected

Frank Trumas a director
of both the

companies.

Hammond

&
Judge
of
the
Richmond
County Superior Court of Georgia has ordered the sale of
this road on Tuesday, February 3, 1920.
The sale will include the Augusta Southern Railway, which is owned by

Georgia

Florida.

the Georgia

&

Florida.

—

London Motor Bus Stops. In spite of the arduous nature
their work, the number of involuntary stops made by
motor buses on the London streets during the last twelve
months works out at the extremely low figure of one stop
of

for every 10,000 miles run.

—

The Switchman as "Salesman."' How can a switchman become a good salesman?
When the yardmaster gives you
work to do get it done and when you have completed the job
report to him for another one.
If you happen to be working on
.

.

.

a lead keep the engine moving. Don't think that you can stay
down in the track thirty minutes each time you go after a "cut"
and be a good salesman. You are "skinning" the buyer. Better
be honest and have the good will of the yardmaster, because you
cannot tell when you will need his help. One night
was the
direct cause of a passenger train "side swiping" some cars. Fortunately the accident caused but little damage and delay.
The
damage amounted to about $500. I fully realize what $500 means
to the average man and that a few $500 credit on his bank book
would put him on "Easy Street." yet it doesn't take much of a
wreck to cost your employer $500. I fully realized the seriousness of my position and I fully expected to be discharged. I
knew that the accident was caused by misjudgment and not by
gross carelessness, but how was I to convince my employer?
1
wasn't discharged. I had always sold my yardmaster the best
I had and he showed his appreciation by fighting for me.
He
was so successful in his fight for me that I did not lose a minIt was some time before I found out why I wasn't
ute's time.
discharged and T can assure you that I resolved more than ever
You often hear of cases like this and
to be a better switchman.
you wonder, "How he got by with it." Put in a good line in
place of the stuff you are selling the yardmaster and he will
Duit Wright.
help you as he did me.
I
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Traffic
A. Simmons,
eneral Freii of the
incinnati,
j.
Indianapolis & Western, with headquarters at Indianapolis,
ml has i'<-«'ii appointed general trafl
fer of the Cinurn. in. Indianapolis & Western Railroad Company, with the
headquarters, the position lit- held prior to government
I

Railway

Officers

1

ii»™

.

i

com rol.

Railroad Administration

Obituary

Operating
the North

Tinncy has been appointed trainmaster of
oi the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul at Mil
waukee, Wis., succeeding A. Malium. assigned to othei duties
C. A.

era division

C. L. Wilson, trainmastei oi the Western division of the
Toledo & Ohio Centra] at Columbus, Ohio, has been appointed to the newly created position of superintendent of
terminal- at Toledo, Ohio; Harry M. Rittenhouse, trainmaster of the Kanawha & Michigan at Charleston, W. Va., has
Ira B. Chadwick,
been appointed Mr. Wilson's succ< ssor.
tant

superintendent

at

Bucyrus, Ohio, has been trans-

Sidney L. Strauss, chief of the tariff Bureau of the Grand
Trunk, Western lines, with headquarters at Chicago, died
lecember 8, in that city.
on
I

8

Joseph M. Denyven, general freight agent of the Mobile
Ihio, died suddenly of apoplexy, December 18, at his office
(

Mo.

John H. McEwen, auditor of disbursements of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, died at his home in Nashville
Aug. 27. Mr. McEwen was born in Nashville in 1862 and edupublic
the
in
cated
schools of that city.

ferred to Columbus.

Traffic

James Cameron has been appointed chief
bureau of the Grand Trunk, Western Lines, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., succeeding S. L. Strauss, notice of whose
death appears in this issue.
of

the

tariff

J. M. Wooddall has been appointed assistant general passenger agent of the Georgia at Atlanta, Ga. F. L. Nelson
has been appointed passenger service agent and E. O.
Pritchard freight service agent, also at Atlanta.
:

Engineering and Rolling Stock
P. G. Winter has been appointed mechanical valuation engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Chicago,
succeeding W. F. Lynaugh, assigned to other duties.

E. Mueller, general foreman in the locomotive departof the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, at Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, has been promoted to master mechanic of the Dakota
division, at Estherville, Iowa, succeeding R. J. McQuade,
who has resigned.
S.

ment

R. C. Bennett, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania at
Pittsburgh, has been appointed superintendent of motive
power, Eastern Pennsylvania division, succeeding E. W.
Smith, notice of whose transfer appeared in the Railway Age
of October 10 (page 764). F. S. Robbins has been appointed
Mr. Bennett's successor.

He

began

work

in

railroad
1895 as clerk
in the car accountant's
office of the Nashville,

Chattanooga
& St.
where he reLouis,
mained until 1897 when
he became clerk in the

disbursement
the

same

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
for the Boston & Maine, has been
J.
elected president of the newly organized company. Woodward Hudson, president during the period of Railroad Administration, has been elected vice-president and general
Both will have their headquarters in Boston.
counsel.

H. Hustis, receiver

John Leistad, of Atlantic, Iowa, has been elected vicepresident of the Atlantic Northern, with headquarters at Atlantic, and Bertel Christensen, of the same city, has been
The elections were to positions which
elected treasurer.
have been vacant since the government took control of the
roads. A refinancing fund of $110,000 has been raised, saving
Kimballton
S. C. Pederson,
the road from receivership.
(Iowa) banker, has again been chosen president of the road,
and C. E. Spar been re-elected secretary, general manager,
auditor and general freight agent.

Operating
G. G. Dodge, freight claim agent of the United Railways
of Havana, has been appointed assistant to E. M. Wise,
general manager of the Guantanamo & Western, at Guan-

road.

of
In Sep-

office

tember, 1900, he was
appointed auditor of
disbursements, the position he held at the
time of his death.

Garret Iseman is reported dead at Sparkhill, N. Y., at the age of
John H. McEwen
95.
Mr. Iseman was a
locomotive engineman
on the Erie Railroad as far back as 1847, and continued in
that service for about 40 years.
As a boy he was engaged
with the workmen who laid the track of the Erie Railroad
in the region of Piermont, about 1836.

Henry W. Hodge, consulting bridge
home in New York, on December 21.

Col.
his

born

tanamo, Cuba.

Fullerton building, St. Louis,

the

in

engineer, died at
Col.

Hodge was

Washington, D. C, on April 14, 1865, and was graduated from the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1885. He
began his engineering work in the engineering department
of the Chesapeake & Ohio and entered the employ of the
Phoenix Bridge Company as assistant engineer. In 1893 he
began practice as an independent engineer. In 1895 he entered the employ of Alfred P. Boiler, becoming a partner
to Mr. Boiler in 1899, under the firm name of Boiler & Hodge,
which lately became the firm of Boiler, Hodge & Baird.
Among some of the railroad bridges which he designed and
built were the Great Northern bridge at St. Louis, Mo., the
in

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific bridge at Duluth, Minn., the
of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, now part of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the cantilever bridges of
the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Company at Pittsburgh,
Pa., and Steubenville, the Pecos Valley
viaduct of the

bridge

Southern

Harlem

river 4-track drawbridge of the
the structures on the National
Railroads of Mexico. Col. Hodge also was retained by the
Canadian Government as a consulting engineer on the Quebec bridge. In 1916 he was appointed Public Service Commissioner of the first district of New York, from which position he resigned in July, 1917, to go to France on the request
of General Pershing, being commissioned Major in the Engineering Corps; later Lieutenant-Colonel and then Colonel.
Col. Hodge was attached to General Pershing's staff in
France as Director of Military Railroads and Bridges.
Pacific, the

New York

Central and

all

.

*'***
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